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Now It's The
Lord Elgin

: ! !

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch—now it's here—the

LORD
ELGIN

NEW LEADER in LADIES' HAND BAGS
Made of GERMAN SILVER with SOLDERED

MESH and HAND-CHASED FRAME

The
Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, III., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Made in 15 Patterns—Sizes 4 to 7 inches

Get ahead of competition by being the first in your town or city

'Ll-sto show the new bag. There's prestige as well as large profit

in being the advance agent of Dame Fashion.

LOUIS STERN 0 CO., RH P RODEEvIIs i Nc

 Chainmakers and Silversmiths  
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NEW LEADER in LADIES' HAND BAGS
Made of GERMAN SILVER with SOLDERED

MESH and HAND-CHASED FRAME

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

Made in 15 Patterns—Sizes 4 to 7 inches

Get ahead of competition by being the first in your town or city

to show the new bag. There's prestige as well as large profit

in being the advance agent of Dame Fashion.

HROIJGFI LOUIS STERN 0 CO., R.PROVIDENCEI D E N 
ISLAND

C E

Factories, Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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THE MAINSPRING HOUSE
$15.00 gross The TRUMPET MAINSPRING s1.25 per doz.

THE TRUMPET

BRAND MAINSPRINGS

we can highly recommend

as to quality, finish, elas-

ticity, temper, strength and

durability and they are

guaraiiteed.

Send for sample dozen and sat-
isfy yourself of the above facts.

This in no way interferes with
our famous JURGENSEN
or cr:246). Brands, for which
we have been exclusive Amer-
ican agents for the last half
century, but simply to fill
the wants of those requiring
a good article for as little
money as possible.

MAINSPRING CABINET FURNISHED FREE OF CHARGE WITH
THE FIRST ORDER FOR ONE GROSS

$12.00 per gross The New Globe Mainspring $1.00 per doz.

Owing to the growing demand
upon us for a good spring at
a moderate price, we have at
last succeeded in securing a
very highly satisfactory spring
which we are going to sell at
$1.00 per dozen. Same is
fully guaranteed in every re-j
repect and is far superior to
any spring on the market to-
day selling at the same price.

Send for sample dozen and sat-
isfy yourself of the above facts.

This in no way interferes with
our famous JURGENSEN
or Al** Brands, for which
we have been exclusive Amer-
ican agents for the last half
century, but simply to fill
the wants of those requiring
a good article for as little
money as possible.

Roofings Roofings
AMERICAN

Sole Agents 56 Years

SWISS

Sole Agents 56 Years

qiFor the last half century we have been 
furnishing the trade with the celebrated Alea. Mainsprings

and their merit is so well-known that further claims are unnecessary.

JURGENSEN RECOILING MAINSPRING
a These world famed springs have been made by Jean Jaquet, the well-known Swiss manufacturer, for
NI over 40 years and are the only genuine JURGENSEN SPRING. Sole agent for United States.

Importers, Manufacturers aud Jobbers 64 Nassau Street
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"R " Gold Alloy
There is none better made. It is now in

use by leading jewelry manufacturers every-
where. Gives the gold a fine color and is
very malleable. Follow our formula and
you run no risk.

Price, 60o. per pound

Jewelers' Supplies
Leading jobbers are now handling our

line, which consists of everything used by
the manufacturing jeweler and silversmith.

We guarantee our

Brushes, Buffs
Saws, Etc.

to be the equal or better than any now on
the market.

We are direct importers of

Hessian Sand
iblCruces*

and carry a complete stock of all sizes,
which we furnish nested or in separate sizes
as desired.

Shot Copper
manufactured by us, is always chemically
pure and the kind you like to use. Why
not have the best ? It costs no more.

-.. ,4-- O;& S eo --` 1

ABOUT ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE

The Lafayette
Jewel Stripper

Genuine Sapphire

For the expert workman who desires to
do finished first-class work. Used in watch
factories and by expert workmen every-
where.

Price, $2.00 each
Order of your jobber.

Lafayette Oil
Watch and Clock

This is the oil that is used by the best
factories abroad. It costs no more than
others. Why not give it a trial?

_A 8 ' -

ABOUT ONE-HALF ACTUAL EOZE

The Lafayette
Burnisher

The finest tool on the market for burnish-
Ing and reducing pivots on balance staffs or
train pinions. Does the work quickly and
smoothly. Made of finest hard Sapphire
and mounted in hard - rubber case.

Price, $2.00 each
Order of your jobber.

Lafayette Cement
For cementing jewels, pearls, watch

glasses, etc. No heat required. Order of
your jobber.

• 1

American 011 & Supply

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF FINE TOOLS, MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES FOR JEWELERS,

52 -54-56 LAFAYETTE ST.

Newark, N. J.Co.
Heyworth Bldg.— CHICAGO

SILVERSMITHS AND METAL WORKERS
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Lathes, Benches, Foot-Wheels, Gravers, Countershafts
in combinations that will not only add tone to your repair department, but will greatly increase its efficiency. That's why you should take
advantage of the combination offers listed below. Our unqualified guarantee protects you and insures satisfaction. Write for further
particulars. We make a specialty of LATHES and ATTACHMENTS and can make immediate shipment.

Lathe Combination A $62.50 Net Cash

Genuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with 10 chuck combination

Perfect construction in every detail. Made of the best steel. Has hard
spindles running in hardened steel bushings. Absolute concentricity of
cone, body, thread and hole. Full nickel plated.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Solid Oak Bench No. I
This bench is made of thoroughly seasoned lumber and

finished in the best cabinet style. Will not warp or split. has
ten drawers that lock automatically ; apron drawer. vise rest
and chalk box. Dimensions 13 inches long, 26 inches deep
and 40 inches high.

Extra Quality Pivot Cravers
E. & J. S. pivot gravers are the best that can he made.

They are very hard and hold their points much longer than the
average graver.

Foot-Wheel No. 15
Best in the mai ket

Lathe Combination B $60.70 Net Cash

Set E. & J. S. Pivot Cravers
These gravers are made of finest steel and are especially

well adapted for fine turning.

Foot Wheel No,. IS

Solid Oak Bench No. I
A Bret-class bench in every particular. Strong, serviceable

and beautifully linisbed. n ornament to your store. Ilas
apron drawer, vise retEt and chalk box and ten drawers which
lock automatleally. Dimensions length 43 inches, wkIth 26
inches, height. 90 inches.

Genuine Moseley Lathe No. 2
With 10 chuck combination

This lathe is made with hardened ground bearings. The cone end of
draw-in spindle and end of back center are of hard rubber. Full nickel
plated and absolutely true.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Our 1909 Lathe Outfit E •
Including Special E. & J. S. Premier Lathe, to chuck 

▪ combina▪ 

tion, with 

13en▪ 

ch and Attachments, sante as outfits above.
$53.00 Net Cash

Send us your TOOL and MATERIAL Orders. Our system for filling them is such that there can be no long delays, and we
take pains to fill all orders correctly. Ask for our Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue. Your business card with request brings it free of all expense.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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I THE SMELTER AND THE PHYSICIAN

'

TpouH BROS

Sw6MILIT:Is5N, tE Fe IoNoIPN SG Its°.

Bear no physical resemblance,
but in their work they show an
astonishing similarity.

When the Smelter Searchlight of Ex-
amination is turned on to your Srcap Pile
of Old Gold, Silver, Plated Ware, Filled
Cases, etc., you can rely on the estimate
being correct, as Guess Work plays no part
in the Diagnosis. The intelligent phy-
sician won't guess at symptoms, but pre-
scribes after his patient undergoes an
examination. If he prescribed for you,
Mr. Jeweler, on the basis of a guess
and guessed wrong, you wouldn't do

a thing to him, would you ? Yet
that's just what you tolerate in

the fellow who guesses your
rights away in your Scrap
Department. Regardless

of symptoms, he pre-
scribes for your good

Metals and you take
his medicine with-

out murmur or
complaint.

The
Smelter is
the Jeweler's
physician, as
it protects him
by turning the
X Ray Searchlight
of Examination on
the parts of the
Metals the Guesser
overlooks. It locates
the Vitals, separates
the pure from the base
and prescribes a remedy
of which a tincture of
Better Money's Worth,
Bigger Check and Quicker
Returns form the ingredi-
ents.

tie

Start the New Year
by sending us to-day that little
Scrap Pile of Old Gold, Silver,
etc., in your safe, and we'll send
you check for them according to

SMELTER VALUATIONS.
One Trial Shipment, and you'll turn

to us.

I. 

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting and Refining Co.
Western Office

Arcade Building, Seattle, Wash.
Heyworth Building, Chicago

.1
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ENGELMAN'S Patented Combination "Gem" DisplayRings and Adjustable Stone Holders
MEET A LONG-FELT WANT

They Are Money.-Maker.s and Nio 11 ey.Sa.versUNMOUNTED STONES of any size and shape can be displayed advantageously, as is herein illustrated. Your investment in
stock can thereby be decreased, as you need not mount them up in expensive settings. Your sales will also increase by being able to
exhibit unmounted stones. The prices are low enough to induce you to buy them and save you from incurring frequent losses caused
by the awkward handling of the tweezer when your customer desires to examine unmounted stones. Try them. For sale by all jobbers.Due to greatly improved automatic machinery and reduced cost of production, we are now quoting these as follows:

Sets of 18 (full set), in box, $6.00 Sets Of 12, in box, $4.00 Sets of 9, in box, $3.00

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKSelling Agents for United States and Canada
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The W B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair forwatch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand

,d2A,

Vi B & C glasses
tv than other and

brands, and are
4■I leading jobbers

States as fol-

The prices on
are not higher z
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows: 0

.(..?v.
-0" c5 Per gross(ienevas   $ 4.00MI-Concaves   4.00Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick . 10.00Flat Parallels   8.00Lentilies  12.00Fiat Concaves .   12.00Flat Concaves, Extra Thick .   15.00Patent Oenevas   8.00Lunettes   3.00

Discount, 6 per cent.

Per doz.
$ .40
.40
.90
.75
1.25
1.00
1.25
.75
.25

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 forwatch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826Everybody knows t hat the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand a glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so

that the leading jobbers in the linked states will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manulacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to

by a cheaper grade ol goods, lit moon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "The Best is the Cheapest at the End."
WATCHMAKERS?! if you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the WflliC and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging

advert 'moments, shoiving a It of nonsensical figu res. The wEil,& glasses are In existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in oue day, and never heard

front afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W BIC
•
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CLOSING HOLE PUNCHES, No. 60
A well-made Set of Punches of nicely graded sizes. Numbers indicate

10ths of millimeters. Per set, $1.50

HAIRSPRING LEVELER, No. 15
This tool will be found to be more convenient to use and more accurate

in the results produced than tweezers. It is particularly adapted to Breguet
springs. By its use the over-coil may be manipulated without removing
the balance cock, where it would be impossible with tweezers.

The accompanying cuts Pally illustrate the method of using it.
Figure 1 shows how it is to be applied to an over-coil. Figure 2 shows the
article magnified about ten times. Length of tool, 3% inches.

Price, each, 25 cents

SHELDON'S PATENT HAIRSPR1NU
COLLET REMOVER

No need of any more distorted hairsprings or bent
balances.

Every watchmaker knows how troublesome It is to
remove the collet without either distorting the hairspring
or betiding the balance ; with the all of this tool the diffi-
culty is overcome. The tool is provided with a pair of spring
fingets, curved at the ends and ground very thin and sharp.
By tilting the balance the jaws may be slid under the hair-
spring and by pressing the jaws together it will readily
loosen the collet and then 'by turning the central screw,
which has a hole in the end to receive the staff pivot, you can
force the collet from the staff, without injury to balance or
hairspring. The adjustable screw nut is provided to avoid
wear or injury to the Jaws. A glance at the illustration will
demonstrate the utility of this tool. Finely nickel plated.

Price, each, $1.25

 _RLILLaizE= 

Set of 6 Carborundum Disks on Arbors, No. 100

The variety of Shapes should make this a desirable
article on the bench. Price,  • per set, $ .90

SET OF SIX PIVOT
ST R A10 HTENERS

No. 1

The various sizes in this set
Will accommodate all sizes of
pivots. They are great time-
savers. Full directions how to
use are sent with each set,
describing a quick and safe
method of straightening pivots
without breaking.

Price, per set, 75c

...,,,I11111111111■1111111111...1111 :1171:1::::1111111111111111,,
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ECHARCO WATCH GLASS CABINET No, 20
Price,  each, $7.75

ECHARCO WATCH GLASS CABINET No. 15 (Patented.) Price, each, $16.00

For Sale by all
Jobbers in the
United States
and Canada

The most modern watch
glass cases are the
Echarco No. 15 and 20.

These cabinets have
many new features not
found, in any other.
Novelty and usefulness
are the chief arguments
in their favor.

Construction and
material. - The cases
are made of oak, finely Tip View Showing Skeleton
finished and of attrac- Frlttne of Drawer, Account-

1 ttion of dust and chips istive appearance. The 
sides of Cabinet No. 15 'mpossible
are paneled. Partitions are of basswood and put
together in the best manner possible.

Partitions are skeleton, preventing accumulation of
dust, chips, etc.

The bottoms of Cabinet No. 15 are hollow, while
Case No. 20 has a Epecial drawer to receive chips,
dust, etc.

Arrangement for Glasses.-Cases No. 15 have
nine drawers, with a total of 1547 spaces, and Cases No.
20 with four drawers have 784 spaces to hold glasses in
upright position.

Labeling of drawers, as shown in cut, is on the
pulls of the drawers and done in gold bronze on black
background.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 15.-Width 24
inches, height 29% inches, depth 12 inches. Weight net,
45 pounds. Weight including packing case, 75 pounds.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 20.-Width 293,4
Inches, height 139. inches, depth 11% inches. Weight
net, 30 pounds. Weight including packing case, 50
pou lids.

The construction of drawers, the arrangement of
partitions to economize space and weight, anti the novel
method of showing contents on drawer-pulls are all
prominent characteristics and extreuily well thought
of.

CROWN PLIER, No. 331
For clamping the collar of crowns on dust-proof case!) while

removing same from pendant. This is usually found a difficult
task but easily doue with the help of this plier.
Nickel plated   each, $ .60

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO 47=49 Maiden Lane

• N EW YORK
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Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing
In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of
the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.
Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,
Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance Established 1865

"CLINCH"
Safety Catch for

Scarf Pins
Does not mar the

pin. Nothing to get
out of order. Simple

No. 2 and neat.
suc 

.
ts. One turn to the

35 
right grips like a
vise.

Fits any size pin.

Pah
applied

for

No. 1. 25c.

Prices to the Trade

No. 1. Gold Plated,
$1.50 doz.

No. 2. Roman Gold,
$2.00 doz.

No. 2. 14 K. Gold
Plate, burnished,
$2.25 doz.

The 'SECURITY" Necklace Clasp
A Clasp at Last That's Secure and Fast
"HEAR IT SNAP." Cannot Pull Out

MADE IN 3 SIZES
No. 1 Locks here No. 1

Simple and

Absolutely Secure

No. 2 Locks here No. 2
Pat. June 2, 1908

The Only Perfect
Clasp

Locks in Two
Places

PRICES REDUCED ON GOLD FILLED CLASPS

Wo..1

MI=
No.1B

4=0)
No. 2

PRICES TO THE TRADE
DOZEN DOZEN

No. I. 10 K.. . $6.00 No. 1B, 10 K.. $7.00
No. 2. 10 K.. . 9.00
No. I. 14 K. . 7.00 No. 1B. 14 K.. 9.00
No. 1. Platinum 18  00
No. 1. Gold Filled 1 
No. lit. Gold Filled 1 
No. 2. Gold Filled 2 
No. I. Sterling Silver 1 

50
75
00
50

Made in Gold
Filled Only

No. 125, $2.75 doz.
No. 11525, $3.25 doz.
No. 225, $3.50 doz.

Ask your jobber, or write

THE
HOFFMAN

NOVELTY

CO.

79-83 North Pearl Street

ALBANY, N. Y.

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

9

MATERIALS, TOOLS, MACHINERY, BRUSHES, BUFFS, FILES AND
GENERAL SUPPLIES FOR

Watchmakers, Jewelers, Silversmiths, Platers, Polishers, Engravers AND Opticians

.111 

AkI • a 11I 4.•

teel."*,

MDM I

81 THE w.coictN ELECTRIC co 81

wATCD MATERIAL DEPARTMENT
ELECTRIC WESTMINSTER CRIMES

Mato

5111115

,LLL,A:taC

TOOL DEPAR IMENT

JEWELERS' SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

•oectsic
Polishing, Buffing and
Grinding Motor Lathes

Watchmakers' Reversible
Lathe and Power Motors

Gold, Silver and Nickel
Plating Batteries, Dyna-
mos, Dynamotors and
Generators

81 Nassau St.
New York
U.S.A.

Electric
1.4:23,A •

11E7, c[.EpEres Opts. IN W. GREEN 
cLECTRIC

PocistiiiinmetiF7iNCI 
C

oroxPLATING DYNAMOS a 
DYHANOTOW

ELECTRIC DEPARTMLNT

OFFICE

Jewelers', Opticians' and
Lapidaries' Upright Drills

Enameling Furnaces,
Blowers and Exhausters

Watch Demagnetizers

Westminster
Cathedral Chimes, Etc.

W. GREEN 0 CO., hic., 81 Nassau St., NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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NEW Jewelry Repair Record NEW
EVERY JEWELER SHOULD POSSESS ONE

As necessary to the Jewelry Repair Department as the Watch Repair Record is to the Watch Repair Department.The loss (either in actual money or time) of ONE job through careless lack of record will often pay for a dozen of these Jewelry RepairRecords.

SWARTCHILD'S JEWELRY REPAIR RECORD

NO. NAME ARTICLE SENT TO
DATE SENT DATE RECD

PRICE
14TI1 JOB DEL

!do Day Yr. No. Day Yr.
COST

L.o. Day Yr.
—

Price of this complete Indexed Record (containing 1850 Entries), $1.00
THIS IS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR JOBS SENT AWAY FOR REPAIRS

25 ADVANTAGES AND FEATURES
It never forgets.
It is a great time-saver.
It records name of your customer.
It records number of the job.
It records the articles to be repaired.
It records the date job is sent.
It records the date job is returned.
It records to whom the job was sent for repairs.
It records the cost.
It records the selling price.
It records the date of delivery to customer.
It keeps a perfect record.

It eliminates the method of keeping records
on job envelopes which so often are lost
or misplaced.

It is plainly indexed, as well as having
space for job number, and there is no loss
of time in finding the page on which job
is recorded.

It keeps a complete record.
It keeps a consistent record.
It keeps a plain record.
It is one easy to refer to.

THE IMPROVED BALLOON CHUCK

This is the only chuck on the market that the front plate can be
removed and replaced at the will of the operator. It is possible to
polish the pivots of all wheels from the center to the balance without
removing hairspring or roller.

It is open iii the back, so you can put the work in place without
breaking the pivots.

The front plate is bulged out so that when you are polishing the
pivots your slip does not strike on the edge of the chuck. This
feature alone will save many pivots from being broken.

And many other good features.
No. F94. Price, each

• When ordering, state name of lathe
$3  50

It assists in tracing a job.
It prevents mix-up of jobs.
It avoids wasting time in either looking up
or tracing a job.

It is convenient to handle.
It is useful in figuring amount of profit on
each job and also total amount of profit
for any given time.

It is well made and durable.
It can be used to the same advantages for
optical repairs as well as jewelry repairs.

We Can Serve You to Perfection
Send us your Tool and Material Orders 

WE HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK AND THE
RIGHT PRICES

We carry the most complete stock of all
Companies Genuine Watch Material:

Elgin

Waltham

Illinois

Seth Thomas

New York Standard

New England

Rockford

Hampden

South Bend

Columbus

Hamilton

Trenton

U. S. Watch Co.

Aurora

Howard

Ball

Longines

Tavannes

Cyma

Gruen

and Swiss Material

BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS are the BEST

Announcement to the 'trade

'itr31.1tu1nijiat1t
G.L.W11 ITE,PREsiocNT

E.L.FRISBIE,JR.,V■ct PRES'T.
W.H. W H ITE ,Sce. A TRCA31.

Messrs. Swartchild & Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen:

Mt (Co:
WATER BU RY, CO N N, U.S.A. CABLE ADDRESS

-ENDSHAKE"

November twenty-fifth,
Nineteen eight.

We take great pleasure in hereby appointing you SPECIAL DISTRIBUTORS of our watch
material, knowing that you carry a complete stock of tools and materials and that you are
recognized as one of the leading and largest Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply Houses in the
United States.

You will undoubtedly have a large demand for our material, for the sales of our vari-
ous watches have made such rapid strides within the past few years, that New England Watches
are everywhere recognized as the most popular medium priced watches on the market today.

Trustihg that our relations will be as pleasant in the future as they have been in
the past, and feeling assured that New England Watch Material customers will receive the best
of treatment from Messrs. Swartchild & Co., we remain

Very truly yours,

THEN

...

LAND W H CO.

ec'y and Trees,

Sr

The Material Package
SMALL IN PRICE $5.00 ASSORTMENT LARGE IN VARIETY

This makes a fine convenient cabinet for the Repairer's Bench. See illustration and listed contents

No. Name of Part Series

1 Winding Arbor and Push Spring L J
2 G, L
3 44

4
5
6 44 61 

A
7 Click Springs I, G
8 " Z, S, 0
9 •• 

A
M Winding Wheel Click Spring I, G

12 S
0
A

M 

• 

Upper Balance Hole Jewel and Cap Jewel Z, S, 0
M Lower Balance Hole Jewel Z, S, 0
✓ End Stone Screw. with Jewel Z, S, 0
M Pillar and Case Screws L J
" " " " 

G, L
n " z, s, o
n " A

New P:riglal)cl Watch Co. Male, 
lat.

5, 5 0O ASSORT SI ENT

No. Name of Part

22 Hour and Minute Hands
23
24
25 

44

26
27
28 Balance Staffs
29
30
31
32
33 Escape Wheel and Pinion
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

6 4

64

Mainsprings

Case Openers, Beat Sets, Etc.

Series

I. J
G, L

0
A

I, J
G. L

0
G, L

0
I. J

I, J, K
G, L
Z, 0

A

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST TOOL AND MATERIAL

HOUSE IN THE WORLD Heyworth Building CHICAGO, ILL. THE LARGEST TOOL AND MATERIAL
HOUSE IN THE WORLD Heyworth Building, CHICAGO ILL.
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THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Each Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . . . . . . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this'a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
in the UNITED STATES and CANADA

A RADICAL
DEPARTURE IN
ENGRAVING BLOCKS

Tire IDEAL
KEYLESS

Manufactured by ADOLPH MUEHLMATT, CINCINNATI

A KEYLESS block having the turntable feature of the REX block, ball bearing
and adjustable swivel jaws—feature never heretofore combined in any engraving block.

The IDEAL will appeal favorably to all engravers who will instantly perceive
the immense advantage of a KEYLESS block.

The jaws of the IDEAL KEYLESS are actuated by a rotating collar of
bronze, this method being a great improvement over the key system.

The turntable feature in connection with ball bearings was a long step forward
in engraving block construction, and this important improvement is incorporated in
the IDEAL KEYLESS.

The IDEAL KEYLESS has a greatly increased capacity for holding work
and also has an opening through the center, making it possible to hold hat pins. It
is made of the best materials throughout, finely finished and nickel plated.

A complete variety of attachments goes with the block, namely 12 sets
amounting to 46 pieces in all—they are put up in a hardwood box.

These attachments also fit the "Sfiecial," the " Monarch" and the "Rex"
engraving blocks.

Price, complete with leather pad and 46 attachments in hardwood box, $16.50.
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET TO BE HAD ON APPLICATION

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
WHOLESALE AGENTS

37=39 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

tpet

FIRST AIDS TO
WATCHMAKERS

Manufactured by

,-Kendrick & Davis-
Lebanon, New Hampshire

The Latest an Greatest Staking Tool

INVERTO 

Staking Tool
No. 17

Patented Nov. 24, NOS

INVERTO has practically double the range of ordinary Staking
Tools, beside being better adapted to any work. It is UNIQUE. Every
watchmaker should examine it critically. The chief and GREAT advan-
tage of this tool is : any of its punches may be inverted, passed down
through the die and used as a STUMP. All watchmakers will recognize
the importance of this feature. Effective mechanical means are provided,
allowing the use of the punches in this manner as conveniently as ordinary
stumps. Do not miss an opportunity to examine INVERTO.

Price, $35.00
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR ON APPLICATION

No. 309. Automatic Jewel Tweezers
Designed for handling roller pins, unset hole jewels or end stones.

This tool will pick a roller pin or jewel from a flat surface and hold it
securely ; the jaws close automatically and the jewel is held safely when
the tool is laid down. For holding hole jewels while gaging or trying on
a pivot, this tool is the acme of convenience. The form of the jaws
permits the workman to reach down into the potance of a full plate watch
and try a roller pin in the fork.

Gun-metal handle, jaws of finely tempered steel ; hard rubber head.
K. & D. quality ; a most excellent tool.

Price, $1.00

PAT. APPL•D FOR

UNIQUE POISING
CALIPER. No. 408

D Watchmaker ! If you acquire mod-
erate skill in the use of this caliper you
can save at least half the time in poising
balances, which you must devote if you
use the parallel-jaw tool.

This caliper is designed especially
for poising balances. The jewels are of
finest sapphire, of proper form to give
best results, and are readily separable that
they may be cleaned.. They support the
balance pivot at just the right point to
eliminate the chief causes of error.

The caliper opens parallel ; pressure
on the finger lever C opens the caliper to
admit any staff. End-shake is adjusted
by the screw B. All rubbing in poising
is done on the piece A ; this is inter-
changeable and may be replaced at small
cost when worn.

Price, in neat substantial cloth-lined paper box,$2.50,
in neat morocco velvet-lined case, $3.50.

A booklet, " Perfect Poising with a Jeweled Caliper," with each tool. It
contains useful information on poising. It shows in accordance with well-known
principles, that there is no sliding friction between the balance pivots and caliper
jewels—when the caliper is properly used.

No. 112. K. & D. Manufacturers' Ring Mandrels

These mandrels are made of tool steel, hardened, and ground true on

centers ; the ends are nicely finished and without sharp corners.

The length of the tapered part of each mandrel is inches.

Length of set -

Taper per foot -

Largest diameter -

Smallest diameter -

Price, per set - -

Price of each mandrel -

27 inches

5-16 inch

1

3-8

$6.00

1.75

These mandrels hold rings securely. The quality and finish differs

from any you have seen.

Sussfeld, Lorsch Co., Wholesale Agents Maiden Lane37 
, NEW YORK
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EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Dale Wire Chucks, 70c. each

Whitcomb
o. 114

70c.

Stark

70c.

a
11

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 538, and 50 Wire
Chucks Price per Set of 10
BRASS $1.50
STEEL - 2.50

Moseley
No.1
70c.

Olin

Leader3r   

70c.

Hopkins
3-1
70c.

Moseley
co,
70c

Kearney
70c.

Webster
Whitcomb
70c.

Elgin
or

Triumph
70c.

PYROGRAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

We make this line a specialty and are ready to serve you.
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Send for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog No. 5
Also Watchman's Portable Clock Catalog No.

amfainaissrewss

Moseley
lx2
70c.

Rivett

70c.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

WED. BY

HAROINGE BROS.

Hopkins
No.3
70c. $1.25 each

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with Trefoil Peep Holes 88.00 each
Old style, changed . . . 2.00 each

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III., U. S. A.

"WINTER FIXTURES"
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

Anything
from a

Store Stool
to a

Complete
Outfit

A " Peer-of-All "
Horse-Shoe
Shaped Case
and Table

A " WINTER"
Production

Plain Oak Fixtures- at Plain Oak Prices. Plain Birch Fixtures at same prices.S011 then) Small Flaked Quarter-sitwed Red Oak costs about the same as the WisconsinPlain Oak. But is no better, and is not the kind VINTER" uses.Selected Large Quarter-sawed White Oak, the kind that " WINTER" uses, of course,costs more.
Curly Birch Fixtures at the same prices as " WINTER" Quarter-sawed Oak Fixtures.

' ' WINTER CATALOGUES ''—THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cents.The most complete works Of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books ofValuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thousandsof dollars. SIZO 9 x 12, 3 volumes. 600 pages complete. Books that on need and will keep.Colored finish samples, plans, stIggestions, interior views, elevations, measurements,detailed descript ion, prices, etc., of the high-grade store fitting art—from start to
Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counters, tables,specialties, etc., with full description and prices. Write for Catalogue "09-A"

HIGH-GRADEM. Winter Lumber Co. FIXTURE MAKERS
Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES AGENCIES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - - St. Joseph, Mo.BARTHOLOW CO., - - - - Dallas, TexasFINLAY DICKS CO., - - - New Orleans, La.R. H. 131RDSALL, - - - Hamilton 111d., Portland, Ore.A. W. MATTOON, - - - - New Haven, Conn.

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

PATENTED adAy 19, isio8

An electro-plating machine that any one can use.
new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULA: for making solutions and full directions for plating all abovecolors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged forthe outfit.
BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 3, 6, 9 and 12 voltscurrent (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and caneasily be replaced.
CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces andare self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each puregold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.
Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 64inches wide. Guaranteed as p2presented or money refunded. Price, $15.00net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything

needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain/my: your jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

The only ma-
chine furnisning
five different
strengths of cur-
rent ; five shades
of color for each
solution.

SIMPLE,
PR ACT I CAL
and INDIS-
I'ENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
Sure ill results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

Just the thing to put the
RED, ROSE, GREEN,

C. B. Norton Jewelry Company
1013-15 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

15

WE WISH YOU

A Merry Christmas, A Happy New Year
and a Prosperous Future

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Makers of Catalogs for the Retail Jeweler Only CLEVELAND, OHIO
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EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Dale Wire Chucks, 70c. each

Whitcomb
No.1X
70c.

Stark

70c.

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 538, and 50 Wire
Chucks Price per Set of 10

BRASS $1.50
STEEL - - 2.50

HARDINGE

Moseley
No.1
70c.

Olin

Leader
70.

Hopkins
3-4
70c.

Moseley
No. 2
70c

Kearney
70c.

Wotoder
Whitcomb
70c.

Elgin
or

Triumph
70c.

PYROGRAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

We make this line a specialty and are ready to serve you.
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Send for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog No. 5
Also Watchman' s Portable Clock Catalog M. r

Moseley
1 x2
70c.

Rivets

70c.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MHO. BY
HARDINSE BROS.

Hopkins
No.3
70c. $1.25 each

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with Trefoil Peep Holes $13.00 eseh
Old style, ChM] get' . . 2,00 clon

BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III., U. S. A.

"WINTER FIXTURES"
71IE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

Anything
from a

Store Stool
to a

Complete
Outfit

A "Peer-of-All"
Horse-Shoe
Shaped Case

and Table

A " WINTER "
Production

Plain Oak Fixtures at Plain Oak Prices. Plain Birch Fixtures at sante prices.Southern Small Milked Quarter-sawed Red Out coats about the same as the WisconsinPlain Oak. But is no better, and is not the kind " WINTER" uses.Selected Large Quarter-sawed White Oak, the kind that "WINTER" uses, of course,costs more.
Curly Birch Fixtures at the same prices as " WINTER" Quarter-sawed Oak Fixtures.

' WINTER CATALOGUES"—THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cents.The most complete works of their k ind ever published. Works of Art. Books ofValuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thousandsof dollars. Size 9x 12, 3 volumes. 600 pages complete. Books that you need and will keep.Colored finish samples, plans, suggestions, interior vials's, elevations, measurements,detailed description, prices, etc., of the high-grade store fitting art—from start to finish.
Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counters, tables.specialties, etc., with full description and prices. Write for Catalogue "09-A"

M. Winter Lumber Co. HIGH-GRADEFIXTURE MAKERS
EStallliShed 1 '165

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES AGENCIES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - - St. Joseph, Mo.BARTHOLOW CO.,   Dallas, TexasFINLAY DICKS CO., - - - - New Orleans, La.R. H. BIRDSALL. - Hamilton Bid., Portland, Ore.A. W. MATTOON, - - - - New Haven, Conn.

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908

The only ma-
chine furmsning
five different
strengths of cur-
rent ; five shades
of color for each
solution.

SIMPLE,
PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine fur the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that any one can use. Just the thing to put thenew finishes out your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.
FORMULA: for making solutions and full directions for plating all abovecolors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged forthe outfit.
BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give t%, 3, 6, 9 and 12 voltscurrent (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and caneasily be replaced.
CONSTRUCTION is good • material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces andare self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each puregold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wirescomplete, ready for use.Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 64inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything

needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable 10 obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. Norton Jewelry Company
Kansas City, Mo.1013-15 Grand Ave.

15

WE WISH YOU

A Merry Christmas, A Happy New Year
and a Prosperous Future

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Makers of Catalogs for the Retail Jeweler Only CLEVELAND, OHIO
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A Few Specialties GREAT VARIETY OF DESIRABLE GOODS WE HAVE

only can be shown on this page. They are typical of the

FOR THE WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER

The Only Practical Plating Machines, Plating Outfits, Plating
Salts and Solutions in use for over 17 years

ECTRO- PLATING SALTS

111111111
.41W

Nickel Plated Pendant Bow Pliers, 35 cents

Vfr.

"1611'! ' 11111112j,..4". 
''''' 

'14gIP'.1.1,10 
ne 5..1114111aEMIN"..M.""

01""4074N Book
cLECTRo.pLoN6

,
Attk-t
-44,4

7

tireer's Improved Long Sliding Soldering Tweezers, 50 cents

"A good thing," say those who are using them. Jewelers will find these Tweezers very useful

for either hard or soft soldering small articles such as studs, scarf pins, hat pins, 
button backs, pin

tongs, dial feet, etc.

moug

Watchmakers
Bench No. 7

Ash finished in
Oak, Cherry or
Walnut.

Price, $17.50

Roman Gold Salts for I quart SolutIOn  $4.5
d 'told   4.5

Old English 
.. 4.5

14 or IS karat Bold
Rose (fold 4.
Orange Rose
(keen flold
Antique (trees Gold . .0
Silver Salts; .. for half gall., $3.13; for I gall . . 9.0
French Oray Salts
Copper or Brass Salts   2.5

PRICES ARE ALL NET CASH.

1-4 Size
_

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and

2 Chucks. $31.00

Cannon Pinion
Tightening T001.

50 cents

lasiz.WALTHANI

No. -2203_
.55515_MAINSPRIliklall31171

a 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

e1=D

02!)
t=!E

1;
ff)

e==tt
1=1:255M

I=E5,

4!2251,
$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price, 75 cents

Height 3.

Height 4.

se"
Height 5.

Height 6.

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)
Made in 3 sizes. Put up in 11 ft. coils.

Prices Small Size, $1.50 per doz. Coils
" Medium " 2.50 " " "
" Large " 3.00

40"

,

$ .75 per Doren
7.50 per Gross

Height 7.

Height 8.

Genevas ... . . . $4.00 per gross ; $ .40 per doz.

PRICE-LIST Thick MI.Concaves . . 4.00 " .40 "
Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " .90 "
Parallels 8  00 " .75 "

French Clock Movement Holder

Price, $1.25

A1111111111.11111111.1
PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

,001111.11111■N,

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE,

Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross ; $ .75 per doz.
Lentilles . . . . 12.00 " 1.25 "
Antiques . . . . 8.00 " .75 "
Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

SEND A POSTAL FOR POCKET PRICE-LIST OF TOOLS AND MATERIAL 

Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive prompt and guaranteed satisfactory services as to quality and 
price

CROSS & BEGUELIN 
Impor7ast,lexsp,o;tiewnrsordds, TIeawneulfraycturers

23 Maiden Lane, New York
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

(A Corporation)

r co

110611101111111111111111111111

I ,

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIE 

PIATINGOUTFIT COMPLETE S 25°-2 NET CASH MACHINE IN OPERATION c--) MACHINE OUT OF OPERATION.---,

The " USECCO " PLA1INO MACHINE, will do UNFAILINGLY correct work AT ALL TIMES and
BATTERIES NOR ACIDS. Price, $8.00, Net cash.

PLATING SOLUTION
FOR EVE ff15151.

, ROMAN GOLD
LOSE GOLD

!ANIIOUE 5505 0015
:OLD MOH SOW

INS SOLUTIO
REVIRYFINiSil
RED GOLD
(GUST GOLD
GREENGOLD

AIMITTI Si HY

SELIBROCHIMOLCO Off N.'S 
In LAFAYETTE 5T.14

Fo5N!1 , rieuff/ .1r %.50LuTiorij
For the pr ductIon of 14, 18 and 24 karat Gold, Old

English Gold, Roman Gold, Rose Gold, Omen Gold. RedGold. Antioue Green, Silver Y.:fiver Oxidize or any othershade.
PRICES (WART

Roman. Red. Karat. Old English Gold. $3 00
Rose Gold, Green,or olher Fancy Shades, 4.00
Silver or French Grey Solution, 2.00
Sliver Oxidizer, large bottle, SI .00 tnail .so

positively contain NEITHER DRY

T. B. RESILIENT. MAINSPRINGS
An American
made Main-
spring guaran-
teed to give
entire satisfac-
tion.

Made accord-
ing to our
special order.

For all Ameri-
can watches.

CHART

illustrating 96

patterns "1'. B.

RESILIENT"

Mainsprings,

sent on request

to Jewelers.

THE BEST MAINSPRING ON THE MARKET TODAY

PRICE, $1.25 PER DOZEN $13-50 PER GROSS

For Sale by  THOMA BROS., 14-16E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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When you want QUALITY ask for the

RIVETT LATHE

This Lathe is made for our "Ideal " Chucks

Full Size, New Model " Ideal " Chuck

When you want a lathe and want to be sure it is all right in quality
ask for the Rivett Lathe. Or when your customer wants a lathe show
him the Rivett for quality which is a more important feature than price.

If you are a mechanic you will see the quality and improvements of
our lathes. They are made of special material and are rigidly inspected for
accuracy. Their durability and superiority as well as other points are best
shown by the fact that the Rivett has successfully passed all competitive
tests for accuracy, quality and improvements.

We have a complete line with patented improved attachments and
our improved Bearings and improved Chucks make the "Ideal" lathe.
We always stand back of our tools.

Write to us for our circular of the new " Ideal" lathe or addres3
your dealer.

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO.
Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Which Case for You?
Are you going to do business again

this winter with that old, out-of-date
case, or will you jump ahead of your
competitor with a bright, sales-produc-
ing new one?

KNOCK-DOWN SHOW CASE

will make a %model fit I dilIercure in pair sales, and costs only SA 00 a foot. The beveled
plate glass top, solid oak ()ante, and nickeled brackets and fittings place it ahead of all
other ii110ek th-PW n

Our method of shipping saves tW0-thirds the freight, and you can put the case up live
minutes after receiving, without tools.

Write to-day for our new illustrated catalog. Address Dept. I.

Michigan Show Case Co., 5D1E-ST3REoasitTF:mrt ISctrHee.t

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and 

Silverware
Repairing

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
Aiigsbarg, Germany

Fret Saws, Coping Saws
Watch Mainsprings

Needle Files

Eberle's Quality 18812 " Finis " for metal

Qualitat 18 812

, ir 2

lei is

WM!
aIchmakers, Jewellers 6 Fine Thol Makers
enerally: in fad everybody who uses

files on parlicular work, require files
of the highest possible quality. The

EXTRA [X* F] FINE
Swiss PATTERN

ARE UNEQUALLED BY ANY OTHER BRAND
Made /17 our immense factory by highest 61(1//eo' workmen. Carried
in stock by the most progressive dealers. Used and preferred
by a rapidly /.17CPec35/./4 number of critical consumers 

NICHOLSON FILE C.9.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S.A.

MOSELEY

L. LELONG Cfs BROTHER

Can this be Repaired

We Repair nn' article in the Silverware line, making
broken or melted off, the same as new

Yes!

new parts to match the old ones

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver' s Silver,
Old 

Bronze, Bras, Oxidized S'l
ye',Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old. Finishes, etc. 

Silverware 1429 Wabash Ave.
Repaired and
Replated Sercomb Company CHICAGO

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Swoop Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

NEWARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty

T1-IE STANDARD OF EXCELL,ENCE

Nothing is overlooked in their manufacture and no expense is
spared to make them RIGHT. The Cienuine Moseley Lathe of today
is the result of years of painstaking, systematic and skilled endeavor
to satisfy the exacting requirements of the most critical and exper-
ienced workmen.

Moseley Chucks are of the best quality, and are made in all sizes ;
covering every need of the Watchmaker and Repairer. These Chucks
and Lathes were manufactured by us for years under the direct
supervision of CHAS. S. MOSELEY, the inventor of the " Split
Chuck " and " Draw-in-Spindle."

Moseley Lathes and Attachments, with plenty of Moseley Chucks
are the secret of rapid and accurate work. They increase your earn-
ing power by enabling you to do more work in a day. As an
Investment they pay big dividends.

Write your Jobber or the Manufacturer for
Catalogue and Price-List

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO.
ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.

NIA A7-41
HOLTZER-CABOT

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES 

FOR JEWELERS
q A FULL LINE OF BUFFING AND GRINDING MOTORS.
q ELECTRO-PLATING MACHINES.
q DRILLING OUTFITS.
111 STANDARD ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT
POWER MOTORS, ETC., ETC., ETC.

MULTI-SPEED JEWELERS' LATHE MOTOR

 • 

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BOSTON (BROOKLINE STATION 1, MASS.

395 and 397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.



BOUGHT Mil
GOODS FROM
KROWERS"
THEY ARE MONEY
MAKERS FOR ME

THERE'S WHERE
I'LL BUY MY

SPRING GOObS

"ENUP SAID"
Catalogues for Departments A. B. C. and 0. sent on request

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?

LEONARD KROWER,

Let us solve this question for you

WE DO!!!
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old:style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should

you need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.
Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shown

on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.
They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $t.15 per dwt. net
18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

B. D. M. Co.'s
No. 45
Gasoline

Gas
Generator

is the most perfect substitute for gas ever invented. With it all your soldering
can be done, and it will also supply sufficient gas to operate our No. 40-A
melting furnace. Price, complete with foot blower, $16.00

The blowpipe will give a flame ranging from a large 6-inch brush flame to
a fine needle-pointed one. Write for catalogue "-B. k." describing it more fully.

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Take Down Your Sign
if it is old and rusty and

Put Up One of Our New
Electric Flasher Signs

—make your store front bright
and attractive. These signs aro
new and modern, like cut; plain
oval metal tilos, finished in gold
or aluminum, oval bent glass
dials, two lights inside which
flash on and off—attractive day
and night. Complete with in-
structions and guarantee. Send
for Catalogue K, showing all
kind of watch signs, optical
signs and excellent window
signs for jewelers. Sold by all
wholesale houses or Um.

GROUT'S EXCELSIOR
SIGN CO., 126 L:11,k,ozt.
Established more than 30 Years

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

OLD
GOLD

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SIEVE

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLT.;
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER Square Deal in

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD GOLD AND SILVER

OLD
GOLI.

OLD
SILVER

The gold and silver refiner whose business assets do not include
the " jewelers' confidence " might as well undertake to hammer out
success in the middle of the Desert of Sahara as in the most up-to-date
gold and silver refining plant in Chicago. Good service helps a great
deal, too, but unless the people believe in you, unless t11 people
have faith in your methods and confidence in the character of the
firm with whom they are dealing, effort, energy and experience, all must
come to naught. Dee & Co.'s refinery is the headquarters for jewelers
everywhere who are anxious to realize the highest possible value for
their Old Gold and Silver here, with the assurance of satisfaction in
every sense the term implies; our reputation rests solidly on 17 years
of public confidence. Without the aid and co-operation of the people,
without the loyal support of the jewelry trade, Dee & Co. never could
have won recognition as being one of the world's largest and best
refineries for realizing " top notch values " for anything they wish to
dispose of in the precious metal line.

WE PAY FOR

OLD
GOLD

Old Gold, 8K.
Old Gold, 10 K. 40c 
Old Gold, 12 K. 48c 
Old Gold, 14 K.   56c.
Old Gold, 16 K.   64c.
Old Gold, 18 K.   72c.
Gold Plated Scraps   20c. to 35c. an ounce
Old Silver (fluctuating) . Very highest price

  32c. a dwt.

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench and
Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Full liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the
other half. All shipments held subject to your approval of our offer.
If our customer is not satisfied we will return shipment intact, charges
prepaid.

Let the " Gold Bugs " do your work and you can't go wrong.

OLD
GOLD

Thomas J. Dee & Company

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

Refiners and Smelters 67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVE

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD OLD
SILVER GOLD

OLD OLD
GOLD
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS 11,111 hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best KnoUn Rings in the marhet.

Trade-Mark Al. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
WE ARE GIVING FREE with one gross of our FAMOUS K. B. BRAND AMERICAN MAINSPRINGS a handsome oak
or walnut 20 drawer cabinet. Take advantage of this offer at once and get one of these cabinets

$1.00 per doz.

Subject to Cash Discount

q K. B. MAINSPRINGS are
manufactured expressly for us
by the American Waltham
Watch Co. We guarantee to
replace broken mainsprings
when parts are sent to us
bearing our trade-mark "K. B."

(11 Mail orders filled from any
catalogue promptly and cor-
rectly.

One Half Dozen K. B. Brand

AMERICAN MAINSPRINGS

For Size 

No. 

Made expressly for and Guaranteed by

Korones Bros. 167 Canal Street
NEW YORK

Cut showing box containing 1, doz. K. B. Mainsprings
carefully wrapped in oil paper to prevent rusting

USE OUR No. 168 HIGHLY POLISHED BALANCE STAFFS, $1.00 per doz.
No. 170 RUBY an SAPPHIRE HOLE JEWELS in Polished Settings, $1.00 per doz.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND YOU WILL USE NO OTHER

$12.00 per gross, net

With Cabinet

FACTS : — In selecting the K. B.
Mainsprings we were guided not
alone by our severe tests and judg-
ment, but we distributed samples
to many expert watchmakers and
the opinion of all were that the
K. B. Mainsprings are the finest
ever introduced in this country,
that they are even, properly tem-
pered, carefully finished, correctly
gaged and tips and lengths posi-
tively accurate.

WATCHMAKERS', JEWELERS'.

ENGRAVERS' a0 OPTICIANS'

SUPPLY HOUSE

KORONES BROTHERS 167 CANAL STREET
NEW YORK CITY

America's Leading Material House

INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

l000 Tags and Eyelets . . .
I Pair Ideal Pliers  75
I Bottle Waterproof Ink . .25
I Neat Hardwood Box, with

catch fastener

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler should
have.

Because it saves time—and saves money.
And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish yourrings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof andrwon't wash off.
No danger of getting the tags mixed

and getting them on the wrong ring.
The Ideal has a large, flat writing

surface which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.
157 South Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

POSITION OF TAG
WHEN RING IS IN TRAY

23

HOROLOGY HALL BRADLEY HALL

If you are desirous
of learning Watchmaking, Jewelry Work and Engraving
DECIDE TO BECOME ONE OF US immediately after the holiday trade is over.
DECIDE now and DON'T change your mind.
If you are not already in possession of one of our catalogues describing at length

Modern Methods in Horology as practiced at
BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Send postal card directed to DEPARTMENT K, HOROLOGICAL, PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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F C. JORGESON CI CO.
11 to 17 N. Ann Street, CHICAGO

Special No. 107-B Jewelers' Case and Table

Our No. 123 Colonial Wall Case harmonizes with this outfit
SEND FOR CIRCULAR

"THE BEST OF EVERYTHING"

Makers of

High-Grade

Jaclers'

Fixtures

Send Floor Plan

For Estimate

)WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES I

TO

SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER
and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for 16 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

THE OIL
Repair work that comes back reflects on you and your workmen.
Gummy oil is often the cause. Use R. & L. Oil and save money and
patronage. Remember it positively will not gum or thicken. Send
25 cents to your jobber, asking for R. & L. Oil.

Wholesale Selling Agents

IL Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia
Swaro•hild & Co., I hicago
Nordnian Bros. Co., San Francisco
Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston
D. C. Percival & Co., Boston

Wholesale Selling Agents

Chas. May & son, Boston
Sussfeld, borsch & Co., New York
H. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.
E. & Swigart Cu., Cincinnati, Ohio
Hammel, Riglander & Co., New York

RANLETT & LOWELL CO.
Sole manufacturers Jewelers' Building, BOSTON, MASS.

Our 1909 Souvenir Sent Gratis

A Glass
Bench Plate
Let us put one in your

next express package

NO CHARGE

This double-thick glass plate has all the measure
ments and illustrations of fastenings for all America'
mainsprings. The most complete list ever published
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We will put one in
your next package
WITHOUT CHARGE

Sent FREE
on application to
every customer

AP indispensable adjunct to

the watchmaker's bench

A glass plate greatly facilitates the inspection of
watch parts, matching, measuring material, etc., andonce used becomes indispensable. No watchmaker
would be without it.

WE ARE
THE FIRST
and unless we have been
recently imitated, the only
ones who absolutely guar-
antee all genuine material.

ORDER OF US
AND BE SURE

(guaranteed Outline
THIS MATERIAL IS GUARANTEED TO BE MADE AT 7WE WATCH FACTORY. THE
MANUFACTURERS OF THE WATCH FOR WHICH THIS MATERIAL IS INTENDED.

HENRY PAULSON & CO.,CI-IICAGO•

114:42:4104
17

CrIlErCrerv,11

a

cj

EOCPCM,PINA

c
A

GUARANTEE
accompanies every piece
of genuine watch material
purchased from us. This
means positively genuine
material for you.

ORDER OF US
AND BE SURE

Guaranteed Genuine Balance Staffs A" Jewels in Cabinets
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

THE RECENT REDUCTION IN THE GENUINE by the prominent watch factories enables us to give you the Guaranteednearly the same prices as the imitation, and who does not prefer the Genuine?
GUARANTEED GENUINE MATERIAL MADE AT THE WATCH COMPANIES' FACTORIES

WIIIMPOITO • COMPLETE OOMEIN• 'OW S ••LANOE
IMMO( amm W

VI — IM

All in

Fine Genuine

Leather Cases

Velvet - Lined

••!* 11.11 --
1 .1 

▪ 
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UMW. [ED • COMP ETE 0008100nON I.COCK um SOOT JEWELS. MMOMMTE03,
4.1111 Verso RIM. ID WamiTes 5501N1

GUARANTEED GENUINE BALANCE STAFFS
No. 1 .-4 Dozen Genuine Elgin and Waltham Balance Staffs in

cabinets of 36 bottles, all marked, net cash  44(t.86
No. 2.-4 DOZOII Guaranteed Genuine Elgin and Waltham Balance

Jewels in cabinets of 36 bottles, all marked, net cash . 0.80NO. 5.-4 Dozen Guaranteed Genuine Hampden, Illinois, Colum-
bus, ifamilton, Rockford, Seth Thomas, N. Y. Standard
and Trenton Balance Staffs in cabinets of 36 bottles, all
marked, net cash  7.811

*■%‘NA%%%‘ °■‘■■■■■■

IM:M10°, \18*.1"04+*_\**,, \140****silt '44'14*.
kilhok'NX‘l&li■tfr.1,‘ 74 *4 tthleehl‘

tlY s • z■>\-.
\ 

GUARANTEED C. & F. HOLE JEWELS
No. 4.-4 Dozen Guaranteed Genuine Hampden, Illinois, Colum-

bus, II :on Ilion, Rock lord, Seth Thomas and N.Y. Stand-
ard in cabinets of 86 bottles, all marked, net cash . . .

NO. 3.-8 Dozen Guaranteed Genuine Balance Staffs for all makes,
as shown above, but In 96-bottle cabinet, net cash . .

No. 0.-3 Dozen Guaranteed Genuine Balance Staffs toren makes,
as shown above, but in 06-bottle cabinet, net cash . .

OUR REDUCED PRICES ON BEST AMERIG
No. 1 A.-6 Dozen American-made, for Elgin and Waltham in

cabinets of 36 bottles, all marked, net cash . . . .
No. 2 A.-6 Dozen American-made Elgin and Waltham Balance

Jewels in cabinets of 36 bottles, all marked, net cash 5,70
No. 3 A.-6 Dozen American-made, same mcombination as No. 3

above, net cash   15.75

Genuine at

All carefully
marked a n d ar-
ranged according
to model and
grade. Easy to
find and easy to
reorder.

THE BEST
SYSTEM
FOR KEEPING
STOCK RIGHT

$7.86

14.72

14.72

AN-MADE STAFFS AND JEWELS IN CABINETS
No. 4 A.-6 Dozen American-made, same combination as No. 4,

net cash   $5.75
No. 5 A.-12 Dozen Amerlean-made Balance Staffs, for all makes,

combination as shown above, net cash   11.715
No. 0 A.-12 DOZCIII American-made Balance Jewels, for all makes,

combination as shown above, net cash   1 1.75

HENRY PAULSON & CO. CHICAGO
156 Wabash Ave
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NEW TOOLS NOW IN STOCK

No. 161. Pin Pusher, tempered steel, rosewood handle
solid German silver ferrule of improved design. Each, 25c.

No. 52A. Lever Roller Remover
Interchangeable, adjustable tips of various sizes so carefully gradu-

ated as to cover a wide range. An adjustable shoulder permits the
tips to be fastened facing in any direction to suit the taste of the
watchmaker. The interchangeable tip feature of these tools is of im-
portance ; the part of the tool most frequently injured is reaaily re-
placed. The tips are of finest tool steel, carefully tempered. Fine
rosewood handles.

Price, $2.00 Extra Tips, 40c.

No. 310A. In Operation

No. 303. Large
No. 304. Small

Screw Roller Remover,
Improved

Price, either size, $1.00
Extra tips . . each, .40

4

No. 309. Automatic Jewel Tweezer, $1.00
Designed for handling roller pins, tinsel hole jewels or end-stones. Will pick a roller

pin or jewel from a fiat surface and hold it securely. Very convenient to hold a roller
phi while trying it in the fork. For holding hole jewels while gaging or trying on a
pivot, this tool is the acme of convenience ; jaws close automatically, the jewel is held
securely when the tool is laid down. Gun-metal handle, hard rubber head.

No. 310A. Sensible Hand Remover, Improved
Has a self-acting plunger, which conies down on top (o. (he hand socket, holding the hands
in the tool after they are removed from the watch. Price, $1.75

PAT. APPL. D FOR

s
4re

No. 408. Unique Poising Caliper

Designed especially for poising
balances. Jewels of finest sapphire,
of proper form to give best results,
readily separable that they may be
cleaned. They ,support the bal-
ance pivot at just the right point to
eliminate the chief causes of error.
Opens parallel ; pressure on lever

C opens caliper to admit any stall.
End-shake is adjusted by theserew it.
Price, in neat substantial cloth-

lined paper box, $2.50

OUR MAMMOTH

45-Drawer Mainspring and Material Cabinet (Exclusively ours)

We have produced this cabinet to advertise

OUR C. I-I. K. 1.21SIL,IN'T MAINSPRINGS

These mainsprings when once used are always used. They are the best of the best,
possessing all the qualities necessary to make a perfect spring. They are made for tis
by the American Waltham Watch Co., and this fact alone is a guarantee of their
superiority, the virtues of the Waltham Resilient Spring being so well known.

Price, $1.25 per dozen. $15.00 per gross

To Induce you to try our C. 11. K. Resilient Mainsprings we make the
following offeriwith your first order :

For $45.00 we will send 3 gross C. II. K. Resilient Mainsprings and our Mammoth
45-Drawer Cabinet.

For $1 7.50 we will send 1 gross C. H. K. Resilient Mainsprings and our Mammoth
45-Drawer Cabinet.

For $15.00 we will send I gross C. H. K. Resilient Mainsprings and our Regular
20-Drawer Cabinet.

Solid Oak, size, 20 x 12% x 6% inches deep.
711 bottles in throe of the deep bottom drawers,

Headquarters for Genuine Material

We are now furnishing such staples as STAFFS, C. & F. JEWELS,

ROLLER JEWELS and some of the commoner click and set springs,

etc., put up in original sealed and trade-marked packages containing

one dozen pieces. You have not only our guarantee, but the respective

companies' seal to back their claim of genuine.

All genuine ELGIN and WALTHAM

7 Jewel Staffs are now
15 It 11 ii

$1  00 dozen

1  50

All orders filled with genuines unless otherwise ordered

We carry a large stock and pay especial attention to orders for

small material. TRY US.

C. H. KNIGHTS-THEARLE CO. 
COLUMBUS MEMORIAL

BUILDING CHICAGO
TOOLS, MATERIALS AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES

OUR 1909 SPRING STOCK Fibirl IS READY
WE SELL SELLERS! WE DID A BIG SATISFACTORY BUSINESS IN 1908.

WE WANT TO THANK YOU ONE AND ALL FOR YOUR GENEROUS PATRONAGE.

W. J. Beard

Irving Cohn

Chas. WeInniller

C. E. Sulzberger

Al. J. AN erbeck Asher Green

WE ARE THE LEADERS IN OUR LINE!

WE CAN MAKE YOU THE LEADER IN YOUR CITY.

A

Postal

Card

will

. bring

any

one

of

these

salesmen

to
your

store

with.

our

Sample

Lines

band 12 MAIDEN LANE

We

supply

all

the

Jewelry

and

Gold

and

Silver

Novelty

needs

of

the

Retail

Jeweler

S. W. Percy

J. K. Platt

Wm. Bernheimer

C. W. Bull

The above salesmen, Genial and Courteous, are well known to the Retail Jewelry Trade everywhere. Some have been withi

us many years. They are now leaving for their respective territories.

WE CAN

double your

sales if you

will give us

a chalice!

We Sell SELLERS! SELLERS!
and that's the reason why this business has had such a phenom-

enal growth.

If our methods please you tell your friends, if not tell us. All will
be welcome in our building.

M. J. AVERBECK Manufacturers

Iniporters

10 and 12 Maiden Lane, New York

YOU CAN BUY

jewelry and novel=

ties most anywhere,

but you cannot buy

the M. J. A. STYLE,

QUA LITY and PRICE

anywhere else.

27
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NEW TOOLS NOW IN STOCK
_ _ _— 10.11 

No. 161. l'in Pusher, tempered steel, rosewood handle
s”lia derowo silver ferrule of improved higii. Each, 25c.

No. 52A. Lever Roller Remover
Interchangeable, adjustable tips of various sizes so carefully gradu-

ated as to cover a wide range. An adjustable shoulder permits the
tips to be fastened facing in any direction to suit the taste of the
wittehmal:er. The interchangeable tip feature of these tools is of im-
portance ; the part of the tool most frequently injured is readily re-
placed. The tips are of finest tool steel, carefully tempered. Flue
rosewood handles.

Price, $2.00 Extra Tips, 40c.

No. 310A. In Operation

No. 303. Large
No. 304. Small

Screw Roller Remover,
Improved

Price, either size, $1.00
Extra tips . . each, .40 11010

PAT. APPL.12 FOR

No. 309. Automatic Jewel Tweezer, $1.00
Designed for handling roller pins, onset hole jewels or end-stones. Will pick a roller

pin or jewel from a flat surface and hold it securely. Very convenient to hold a roller
pin while trying it in the fork. For holding hole jewels while gaging or trying on a
pivot, this 1..1 is the acme of collvenience ; jaws close automatically, the jewel is held
securely when the tool is laid down. Guu-metal hand M, hard rubber head.

No. 310A. Sensible Hand Remover, Improved
Has a self-acting plunger, which eimitis down on top of the hand socket, holding the hands
in the tool after they are removed from the watch. Price, $1.75

No. 408. Unique Poising Caliper

Designed especially for poising
balances. Jewels of finest sapphire,
of proper form to give best results,
readily separable that they may he
cleaned. They slippOrt the hal-
atom pivot at jut the right point to
eliminate the chief causes of error.
(Mims parallel ; pressure On lever
C opens caliper Iii ii mit. any stall..
End-shake is adjusted ity thescrew U.
Price, in nea1 substantial cloth-

lined paper box, $2.50

OUR MAMMOTH
45-Drawer Mainspring and Material Cabinet (Exclusively ours)

We have produced this cabinet to advertise

OUR C. H. K. REILIENT MAiNSPRINOS
These mainsprings when once used are always used. They are the best of the best,

possessing an the qualities necessary to make a perfect spring. They are made Ii ir iii
by the American Waltham Watch Co., ;mil this fact alone is a guarantee of their
superiority, the virtues of the Waltham Ilesilient Spring heing so well known.

Price, $1.25 per dozen, $15.00 per gross

To Induce you to try our C. 11. K. Resilient Mainsprings we make the
following offeriwith your first order:

For $45.00 we will send 3 gross I. II. N. Imidlient Mainsprings and our Niainntolli
45-Drawri; cabinet.

For $17.50 we will send 1 gross C. II. K. Iti-dherit Mainsprings and our Mammoth
45-Drawer t,11.1 it.

For $15.00 we will send I gross C. II. K. 1:1,ilient Mainsprings and our Regular
20-Di ;over Cabinet.

id I ■ali, ,ize, 20x 125A'4 x 614 inchns aeep.
7,, b..1 in 'lime of the deep bottom d

Headquarters for Genuine Material

We are now furnishing such staples as STAFFS, C. & F. JEWELS,

ROLLER JEWELS and some of the commoner click and set springs,

etc., put up in original sealed and trade-marked packages containing

one dozen pieces. You have not only our guarantee, but the respective

companies' seal to back their claim of genuine.

All genuine ELGIN and WALTHAM

7 Jewel Staffs are now
15 If 14

$1  00 dozen

ISO "

All orders filled with genuines unless otherwise ordered

We carry a large stock and pay especial attention to orders for

small material. TRY US.

C. H. KNIGHTS-THEARLE CO. COLUMBIELUILNZVIORIAL CHICAGO
TOOLS, MATERIALS AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES
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OUR 1909 SPRING STOCK Man IS READY
WE SELL SELLERS! WE DID A BIG SATISFACTORY BUSINESS IN 1908.
WE WANT TO THANK YOU ONE AND ALL FOR YOUR GENEROUS PATRONAGE.

W. J. Beard

Irving Cohn

Chas. weizmilier

C. E. Sulzberger

M. J. Averbeck
Asher Green

WE ARE THE LEADERS IN OUR LINE!
WE CAN MAKE YOU THE LEADER IN YOUR CITY.

A

Postal

Card

will

• bring

any

one

of

these

salesmen

to

your

store

with .

our

Sample

Lines

10 and 12 MAIDEN LANE

we

supply

all

the

Jewelry

and

Gold

and

Silver

Novelty

needs

of

the

Retail

Jeweler

S. 1V. Percy

. K. Platt

Wm. Bernheimer

C. W. Bull

The above salesmen, Genial and Courteous, are well known to the Retail Jewelry Trade everywhere. Some have been with
us many years. They are now leaving for their respective territories.

WE CAN

double your

sales if you

will give us

a chance!

We Sell SELLERS! SELLERS!
and that's the reason why this business has had such a phenom-
enal growth.

If our methods please you tell your friends, if not tell us. All will
be welcome in our building.

M. J. AVERBECK, Mainufacturersmporters

10 and 12 Maiden Lane, New York

YOU CAN BUY

jewelry and novel=

ties most anywhere,

but you cannot buy

the M. J. A. STYLE,

QUALITY and PRICE

anywhere else.
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THE LEBANON PATENT WATCH
GLASS CABINET

The most complete ever offered. Stronger,
although lighter in weight. Has five
drawers with metallic divisions and is made
in finely finished oak. Contains 1040 spaces
—nearly 200 more than any other five-
drawer cabinet on the market.

DIMENSIONS

12 in. high; io in. wide; 234 in. long.

The ligne and style of glass contained in
each compartment is indexed on the upper
front edge of each drawer; the i6ths are
indexed on both upper side edges of each
drawer. Patented Dec. 29, 1908 With the advent of

prosperity, the demand for

This is the only chuck on the market that the front plate can be removed and
replaced at the will of the operator. It is possible to polish the pivots of all wheels
from the center to the balance, without removing hairspring or roller. It is much
easier to put the work in this chuck than any other chuck made.

TRADE MARK At

4NI„,,"'- LEBANON 11,5eit-1":-.1
LL REGISTERED

MAINSPRINGS

A few reasons why this is the best Chuck made:
1. It is open in the back, so you can put the work in place without breaking the pivots.
2. The front plate is bulged out so that when you are polishing the pivots your Slip does

not strike on the edge of the chuck ; this feature alone will save many pivots from being broken.
8. The front can be removed and one with a hole to fit the cone of the pivot inserted in its

place ; this makes it possible to operate any size or kind of pivot.
4. The pump center has a slot that keeps it from rotating, thereby making it always come

to a perfect center.
5. The pump center is clamped by a lock nut from all sides ; this does away with any possi-

ble chance of it throwing the back pivot out of line ; it is also held forward by a spring, making it
much easier to put the work in position.

Both pump center and sleeve lock with nut lock on end extend through head of lathe, so you
can remove and replace work without taking the chuck out of the lathe.

The front plates are held in one position by a lug and the knurl nut screws down on the edge
making it possible to remove and replace them so they will run true.

One plate is already drilled for balance pivotspthe two extra plates are left blank, so that the
workman can drill any sized hole he wants. Extra plates cost 50 cents per dozen.

Price, $3.50. For sale by all tool and material dealers.

The best finished Spring on the market for the money. Nicely blued ; can be had either
not-coiled, tied with blue ribbon, or coiled, one dozenin a box, The coiled Springs are all
numbered with brass tags describing size and for what make intended.

Price, $1.00 per Dozen

SOLE AGENTS FOR CELEBRATED GOLD TIP RESILIENT, LAFAYETTE, LEBANON, SUPERIOR and U. S. MAINSPRINGS
If your Jobber cannot supply you with the above tools, please write us and we will give you the names of Jobbers who can

has become greater than ever. The public want " only the
best "—they have the money to pay for quality—and there
isn't another j chain on the market equal to the " Old
Reliable."

You can tell your customers that W. & S. B.* Chains
will not tarnish at the joints. You can tell them
they are hardened by a secret process which gives
them a third more wear. You can tell them that
we will back up these assertions AS WE HAVE
BACKED UP OUR ASSERTIONS FOR NEARLY
HALF A CENTURY. Our Chain argument applies as
well to our Lockets, Fobs and Bracelets.

We do not sell to mail-order houses, to depart-
ment stores or to "cut-raters." W. & S. B.*
Goods are sold only through reliable legi-
timate wholesale houses, to reliable

representative jewelers.

FILL UP YOUR LINE WITH
W. & S. B.* GOODS

Nsisr O4GE

DAR AM OTI-IER
1-6TTANS IN DE A P A BET
BLIT DAR AM o ONE
EASY Ft.owl NG "..7•C"

S01-DER
• •—

No. I. Holding 100 Dwt., $ .65 No. 3. Holding 25 Dwt., $ .25
No. 2. Holding 50 Dwt., .40 Tongs suitable for all, .10

SOLD ONLY BY JOBBERS
Manufactured by

F. H. NOBLE & CO., Chicago

ORDER THROUGH YOUR JOBBER

American Oil and Supply Co., 525456 Lafayette St.NEWARK, N. J.
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IF you could reduce your stock of rings
by one-half, and still be able to show

your customers the same variety of
styles and the same range of sizes, would
you do so?

You can with an Oliver Quality Perfect Ring
Stretcher. And it is an inexpensive tool built
up to the Oliver Quality standard of strength,
durability and accuracy.

A post card will bring you more information.

DEMAND an Oliver Quality Ball-Bearing Foot-Wheel.
Its many points of superiority will more than over-

balance its slight extra cost. It has a heavy, correctly bal-
anced wheel—a steel shaft, not cast iron—a crank that will
not break—driven by two fibre rollers that roll, not slide,
reducing the friction to a minimum—a treadle that fits the
foot in short, Oliver Quality throughout.

WHY bother with a battery plating outfit when you can
buy a No. 1 Oliver Quality Plating Dynamo at so

low a price.
The Oliver Quality Plating Dynamo has many features

only to be found in the larger and higher-priced machines. A
built-up armature core is used together with a carefully designed
mica insulated commutator, and its cost is surprisingly low.

Bulletin No. 8 goes more into detail.
May we send you a copy?

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 NIAGARA STREET BUFFALO, N. Y.

1
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Krementz
Collar
Buttons

and Studs

ONE PIECE

" The Button that's Insured"

Imitators of Krementz Collar
Buttons are continually coming

and going. Every once in a while

a new one springs up.

They all harp On price, but never

a word about

QUALITY

For Finish Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality --
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ Ci CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. & ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane. New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N.J.
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RELIABLE TRADE
Plated Hollowware:

THE DERBY SILVER CO.
(Factory B, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and the line
made has always been salable and de-
sirable.
In toilet ware the " Derby " line is

world renowned.
WORKS, DERBY, CONN.

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
(Factory A, International Silver Co., Successor.)
BARBOUR SILVER CO. NICKEL SILVER

BARBOUR SILVER CO. QUADRUPLE SILVER
Formerly located in Itart ford. I Me or the other of

these trade-marks appears on the plated hollowware
made by them. Their 'Sheffield " line, in nickel silver
In particular, is well known for its excellence in chasing
and design. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

MADE AND The round trade-mark is
GUARANTEED BY used on their standard

grade of White Metal hol-
lowware, which has been
on the market for half a
century. The Nickel Silver
White Metal Mounts trade-
mark Is used on a line
of hollowware, especially
designed for fine retail
trade. The Silver Soldered
trade-mark is used on the
finest grade of Nickel Silver
hollowware that can be pro-
duced, and is especially
desirable for hotels, clubs

** * ROGERS BROS.

NICKEL SILVER
W, M. MOUNTS

or family use, where the
best and most expensive grade of silver plate can be
aflfirded and used. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory F, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them. This brand
of Meriden Ware has been produced
for many years, and is handled by a
large number of dealers with great
success. Their line of pierced goods,
including Casseroles. is the talk of the
trade. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.TRADE MARK

ROGERS, SMITH 6c CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This Company was established in New
Haven over fifty years ago, end the
trade-mark shown has longbeen looked
upon by the best trade as a guarantee of
unsurpassed re! iuut,ilit v.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

0.11,1VITED

ROGERS SMITH
—a
44ERIDEN

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and has been
noted for years, from the fact that many
of the most beautiful designs brought
out have been produced by this com-
pany. and have borne this trade-mark.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on plated
hollowware made by them, and has had
a large sale in this country as well as
abroad. The shapes, styles and finish
are always the best that it is possible to
produce.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

Plated Flatware:
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER CO.
(Factory C, International Silver Co., Successor.)

)11 HOLMES & EDWARDS.

This trade-mark appears on plated flatware manu-
factured by them.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
(Factory II, International Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS
1865 WM. ROGERS MFG CO.

WM. ROGERS & SON.
One of these trade-marks appears on plated flatware

made by them. 'These brands have been well-known for
many years. For 38 years prior to 1903 at Hartford,
now made at WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

1847 ROGERS BROS.
The shove trade-mark appears on plated flatware

manufactured by them. This brand was first made by
Rogers Bros. in Hartford, eatablished in the year 1847.
It has been recognized as the standard of quality ever
since it was first put upon the market.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

ROGERS, SMITH 6c CO.
(Factory E, international Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS, SMITH di CO.
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware made

by them.
WORKS, MERMEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILIsER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

WMOGERS *
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware made

by them, and has met with a large sale for many years.
The dealers handling the "Eagle Brand " have always
been well satisfied with the result from its sale.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

ROGERS & BROTHER.
(Factory J, International Silver Co., Successor.)

* ROGERS & BRO. A-I.
This trade-mark appears on plated flatware made by

them. The 'Star Brand" has been upon the market
for over half a century, and is handled by many of
the most exclusive dealers as their leading line of
electro-plate. Its unsurpassed quality is well known.

WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

THE ROGERS Cc HAMILTON CO.
(Factory E, Interuational Silver Co., Successor.)

ROGERS & HAMILTON

HAMILTON

One or the other of these trade-marks appears on
the plated flatware made by them. These stamps have
been well known throughout the trade for many years,
and the fancy pieces in particular have met with a
ready sale.

WORKS, WATERBURY, CONN.

MARKS:
Sterling Hollowware:

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
(Factory A, International Silver Co., Successor.)

Formerly located in Jluurtford. This trade-
mark appears on stet•ling hollowware made B. S. C.by them for the most exclusive jewelry
trade. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on sterling
hollowware made by them, and at the
present time the line made embraces
nearly everything that can be conceived
or thought of in the line of Sterling SULINGERtie
Silver. The designs and finishes are
unsurpassed. WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
(Factory N, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on sterling hol-
lowware made by them. Any article so
stamped can be safely looked upon as the
best of the kind it is possible to produce.

WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER 6c CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on the sterling -4A—
hollowware made by them and includes 
a large line of Bon Bons and Dishes,with Its
Floral Decorations, as well as many
beautiful designs in Toilet Ware.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN. /ens

THE WATROUS MFG. CO.
(Factory I', International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on
sterling hollowware made
by them, and includes a
large variety of Napkin
Rings, Cups and small arti-
cles, as well as a general
line of the larger pieces.

WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN.

W STERLINCT
925 
000 

FINE.
1 

Sterling Flatware:
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

(Factory E, International Silver Co., Successor.)
This trade-mark is on sterling TRADEMARKsilver flatware made by them, and
at the present time is being
stamped on a large variety of
desirable and very salable patterns
in heavy and medium weights.
WORKS, MERIDEN, CONN.

STERLINGMFINE

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
(Factory L, International Silver Co., Successor.)

This trade-mark appears on sterling
flatware made by them, and includes
quite a variety of styles covering the
wants of nearly every first-class dealer.
WORKS, WALLINGFORD, CONN. 

Sterling Inlaid Flatware:
'THE HOLMES & EDWARDS

SILVER CO.
(Factory C, International Silver Co., Successor.)

(EI-Vr\iEESRa-EIDnikLArg FE)
This trade-mark appears on all sterling inlaid flat-

ware made by them. Spoons and forks 'bearing this
trade-mark are made by a patented process, each article
having a piece of pure silver inserted at the points most
exposed to wear. This brand is guaranteed in family
Use to wear twenty-five years.

WORKS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ORDER FROM THE FACTORY

CHICAGO:
State and Adams Streets.

MAKING THE CLASS OF GOODS YOU REQUIRE, OR
NEW YORK CITY:

9-19 Maiden Lane and 218 Fifth Avenue.
CANADA:

Hamilton and Toronto, Ontario.

GENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.
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Our New Optical Magazine

TH. first number of our new monthly,
The Keystone Magazine of Optom-

etry, will be issued early this month. As
stated in previous issues, the new magazine
will be devoted solely to the science and
practice of optometry, the spectacle and eye-
glass industry and other branches of optics.
It will be more comprehensive in character
than any publication of this kind heretofore
available, and will cover in its numerous
departments not only scientific refraction
but every detail—commercial, mechanical
and scientific—in conection with the optical
business. We are much gratified and en-
couraged with the welcome which has been
accorded the new publication by KEYSTONE
subscribers who are interested in optics and
who have evidenced their faith in the new
publication by sending their subscriptions in
advance. The subscription price of the new
monthly is $1.00 per year, and we refer our
readers to the sample testimonials on page

148 of this issue as suggestive of what
our subscribers expect from the new publi-
cation. As. the first number will contain
among its many valuable features the first
instalment of a serial entitled, "The Making
of a Mechanical Optician," it is advisable
that all jeweler-opticians should send their
subscriptions without delay so as to secure
this serial*from the very beginning, as it
will cover, in the most up-to-date manner
and in minutest detail, every phase of prac-
tical optics and will impart a wealth of most
needful information not now available to
the trade in any form. The new magazine
from the first issue will contain the an-
nouncements of practicaly all optical manu-
facturers and wholesalers, and its advertis-
ing pages will be a complete directory of
the latest offerings in optical goods, machin-
ery and equipments of all kinds. No pro-
gressive jeweler-optician can afford to be
without this new source of information and
original ideas for the sake of the small sub-
scription price, $1.00 per year. Send your
subscription to-day and the first number will
reach you in a few days.

Holiday Trade and the Outlook for
1909

ON pages 58 to 62 of this issue we pub-
lish a most instructive compendium of

statements by jewelers in regard to their
holiday trade and the outlook for the pres-
ent year. A perusal of these reports will
benefit alike the retailer, wholesaler and
manufacturer, all three of whom will be
enabled by the reliable information thus ob-
tained to proceed more intelligently with
the work of the present year. Briefly the
statements show that the jewelers generally,
with exceptions, of course, enjoyed a much
better trade than for the holiday season of
19o7,though, as might be expected, it did not
average as high as the holiday season of
1906, which a large proportion of our read-
ers remember as the banner season in the

history of their business. An analysis of the
statements shows that business was most
satisfactory in the great agricultural States
of the Middle West, and the jewelers in the
industrial centers also report greatly im-
proved trade conditions, owing to the re-
sumption of work in the factories. Some
of the adverse reports are candidly attri-
buted to local conditions. It seems some-
what anomalous that the prohibition move-
ment is considered by some of the trade to
be hurtful rather than beneficial to their
business. It would naturally be supposed
that the money saved in such States would
help to benefit the merchants, but this does
not seem to be the case. We trust, how-
ever, in the interest of the cause, that there
is some other explanation.

IT is encouraging to note that not a few'L of the jewelers stated that their holiday
trade exceeded both that of 19o7 and 1906
and was, in fact, the best which they ever
enjoyed. In regard to the lines of goods
in most demand, it would seem that medium-
priced goods were in highest favor, al-
though there was a tendency to a higher
grade than in the preceding year. Many
report a return to the high-grade level of
the prosperity period and announce satis-
factory sales of solid gold and silver goods,
but these are in the minority. A fair aver-
age quality was maintained, however, and
the sales of high-grade filled goods seem to
have been remarkably large. A notable
feature of the season was the marked re-
vival in the demand for diamonds, which
proved so disappointing and disastrous one
year before.

While not a few found the holiday sea-
son not quite satisfactory, though scarcely
disappointing, practically all concede that
the business indicated a gradual, and in
some cases, a complete return to normal
conditions, and there is general enthusiasm
as to the outlook for this year. It would
seem that this general trade confidence in
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the future is amply justified as every indica-
tion is favorable. We can well understand
the liberality of the farmer in the agricul-
tural sections when we consider the figures
given in the annual report of the Secretary
of Agriculture, which was made public last
month. In the matter of farm products a
gain in value is shown over 1907 of $250,-
000,000, the total crop value for 1908 reach-
ing the enormous total of $7,778,000,000.

OF the total value of all farm crops—
which this year for the first time on

record equals five billion dollars—the corn
crop represents about one-third, while wheat,
hay and cotton make up another third, and

the smaller crops account for the remainder.
This year's corn crop amounted to 2,643,-
000,000 bushels, with a value of $1,615,000,-
000, or 2 per cent. more in quantity and 43
per cent. more in value than the average
corn crops of the preceding five years. The
wheat crop is 14 per cent. above the five-
year average in quantity and 23 per cent.
above in value, the amount of the yield
being 66o,000,000 bushels and its value to
the farmer $620,000,000.

The value of the oat crop is To per
cent. above the five-year average value, al-
though the quantity produced fell below the
same'aVerage. On the other hand, the bar-
ley crop is 13 per cent. above the five-year
average in quantity and 23 per cent. above
it in value. This year's rice crop was the
largest ever raised and the cotton crop
also believed to be one of the most bountiful
ever produced.

While the price of cotton is lower than
that of last year and while the crop was
somewhat of a failure in some sections, the
total product nevertheless is enormous, and it
is believed that the value of the crop will be
next to that of the largest ever produced.

In the industrial world the New Year
seems to have ushered in a complete re-
vival. The iron and steel industry, which
is a recognized industrial barometer, is
flourishing with a surfeit of urgent orders.
There has been a very material improve-
ment in the situation in the jewelry manu-
facturing centers of New England, and the
outlook for spring trade seems quite favor-
able. The watch, clock and .tsilverware
factories are also making elaborate prepa-
rations for the return of normal conditions
in the springtime, to which all now confi-
dently look forward.

PRACTICALLY every progressive town
and city in this age has its merchants'

association or an analogous organization for

the betterment of local conditions and the
advancement of mercantile and civic inter-

KEYSTONE

ests. These associations have proved most

useful in a general way, but they do not
affect directly the interests of any particu-
lar trade. This calls for organizations of
the different trades which should, of course,
work in harmony with the general organiza-
tion for the general betterment. The argu-
ment for a local trade body was well stated
by a jeweler at a recent preliminary meeting
held for the purpose of forming such an
association :

"Your brother dealer is probably just as
good a man and merchant as you are ; he
is in business for the same purpose ; has a
family to . support ; has taxes and rent to
pay and wants to lay something by for a
rainy day and old age. You don't know
him, although he is located in the same
block, unless you have a local organization
at which you meet and talk over affairs with
a view of being mutually benefited. Meet
your brother jeweler and be candid with
him ; tell him the names of the deadbeats,
and he in turn will do the same. Talk over
the prices of staple and other alticles, and
you will find some are too high on a certain
article and you didn't know it, and that an-
other is too low in price on the same article.
Get together, not to rob the customer, but
to get legitimate prices and to banish ill-
feeling. The progressive, up-to-date, suc-
cessful merchant of to-day is the one who
mingles with others ; is the one who knows
what the rest of the world is doing and
takes part in the doings."

No jeweler can join in conversation
and friendly discussion with his brother
craftsman without good to all concerned.
On one occasion a young member of a local
society said to us : "It means much to a
young man like myself to meet in council
with such men as gather here. Many of
them are quite successful in their business
and are big enough and broad enough to
give us the benefit of their knowledge and
experiences freely and willingly. These men
have given me inspirations and many ideas
that have been of much value. I have
never failed to go home from one of these
meetings without increased confidence in the
future of my business and I have utilized
the ideas which have been given me to
great advantage."

Limitation of space prevents any fur-
ther enumeration of the benefits of local or-
ganization, but those stated are, we think,
quite sufficient to justify our correspondent
in proceeding to form such an organization.
We might state incidentally that the jewel-
ers are far behind the other trades in taking
advantage of the benefits of such societies
and the fact does not speak well for our
progressiveness.

January, 1909

The Diamond Market Maintains Its
Strength

THE fear of a slump in the price of
diamonds which prevailed one year

ago and which mas intensified by sensational
articles in the daily press, has now passed
away. The holiday revival of the demand
for these gems and the increased importa-
tions in recent months have restored confi-
dence and allayed all doubt as to the future
of the market. The annual meeting of the
DeBeer's Consolidated Mines, Ltd., was
held on December 20th, and it was officially
announced at the meeting that the directors
had determined to uphold the policy of
limiting production and keeping same
proportionate to the world's demand. The
chairman of the meeting while denying any
amalgamation of this company's interests
with the Premier mine, said that equitable
arrangements would probably be made in
virtue of which the production would be
kept at the proper level in order that prices
would be fully maintained. There was
much gratification at the meeting over the
revival of the demand for diamonds in the
'American market, and all the officials ex-
pressed their confidence that the diamond
trade would Soon reach its normal condition.

Work for an Organization Missionary

FROM a subscriber in Oakland, Cal., we
have received the following request

which Nvould seem to indicate a fruitful
field for an enthusiastic organization mis-
sionary : "Some of the jewelers in this city
were recently talking about the advisability
of forming a local retail jewelers' associa-
tion. I believe you are informed of the
merits of this subject and presume you will
be pleased to place at our service such in-
formation as you may have. We will ap-
preciate it if you will do so. We wish to
learn from you why such associations are
good, what a retailer can gain by being
a member of one, and what, if anything,
has been accomplished by those formed in
the past."

AT a time when the spirit of organization
is all-prevading such an inquiry seems

amusingly belated, yet there are many, no
doubt, who have given the subject but little
thought and to whom the reply may be in-
teresting. The primary benefit of organiza-
tion lies in making the members acquainted
with one another, in cultivating within them
the feeling of brotherhood, eliminating
sources of friction, dispelling misappre-
hension and creating the fraternal spirit
necessary. to harmonious action on matters
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of trade interest. The fallacy is widespread
that a national, or even a State association,
can be of little benefit to the individual
jeweler. Overlooking this fallacy for the
moment no such view can be entertained in
regard to the local organization. It is quite
true that a national or State association is
greatly handicapped by the infrequency of
the meetings and the widely differing con-
ditions affecting the members, but there is
no such handicap in the case of the local
society. The members of these societies do
business under like conditions, they draw
their trade from the same territory, they
can meet frequently and formulate a plan
of procedure suited to the local conditions
and they can see that such a plan is faith-
fully carried out. They can also come to
an agreement in the matter of charges for
repairs, take combined action to suppress
the fake auction house and other trade
parasites and they can act effectively with the
other local merchants for the general good
of the town. Price-cutting can thus be
abolished, mail order aggression combated
and many other grievances rectified. The
local organization, too, can be given an
educative character, and all business prob-
lems from store cleaning to the now season-
able task of inventory taking can be intelli-
gently discussed, for be it remembered that
the advancement of the jeweler as man and
merchant is even more important than the
suppression of illegitimate competition, the
former being necessary to the latter. One
of the advantages of a local organization
which must not be overlooked is the in-
fluence which its combined membership has
with the local press. In many cases the
members of these organizations are given
more favorable terms for their advertise-
ments, and the columns of the local papers
are freely used for the publication of
articles beneficial to the particular trades.
In a later issue we will give you more de-
tailed information as to the way in which
the local press may be used to advantage.

A Jewelers' Mutual Fire Insurance

\ATE understand that the project of the
Wisconsin, jewelers, engineered

through the medium of the State association
to form a mutual fire insurance company,
has been successfully pushed through and
that the first of the year will find this com-
pany in active existence. It was hoped to
begin business about the first of December,
but a number of circumstances made post-
ponement advisable, principally the rush of
the holiday trade. The progress of the new
company will be watched with much inter-
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est by the trade at large, as it is expected
that it will mean a material saving in insur-
ance fees which are now generally reported as
very excessive in the case of the jewelers.

An Appeal for Trade Fraternalism

ITH the message of peace and good-
will still fresh in our minds it is

timely and pleasurable to note the very ma-
terial progress made during the past year in
what we may term the fraternization of the
trade. But while organization and ac-
quaintanceship have done much to eliminate
the spirit of antagonism and cultivate a
more friendly feeling, it would be useless to
deny the fact that much remains to be done,
and that only through the medium of or-
ganization can this work be accomplished.
In a letter before us a subscriber says:
"There are many jewelers that make their
competitors their enemies, whereas if they
were friendly with one another, it would
be a relief to the public, a benefit to their
business and a pleasure to themselves."
Our subscriber states the fact well and
truthfully, and recognizing this it gives us
special pleasure to submit a New Year
resolution which forms part of a letter
before us from Mack A. Hurlbut, Fort
Dodge, Iowa, ex-president of the national
organization and president of the Iowa
State association. The resolution is as fol-
lows:

Let us all resolve for this year to pay
more attention to quality and less to cater-
ing to cheap trade and low prices. Let us
forget our competitors, and above all, quit
"knocking." If we do this the next New
Year will find us all better physically, spirit-
ually, mentally and financially.

We heartily endorse the spirit of this
resolution, and are glad to state that the
ensuing year promises to be of a character
which will materially assist us in carrying
it out. A brief elaboration of this resolve
is timely and may aid in a better realization
of its importance.

THAT jewelers are gifted to as large an
,extent as the members of any other

craft with the noble feeling of fraternity
is a self-evident truth ; and when we find
fault with the exceptions we do so in no
fastidious spirit, but solely in the interest
of the general trade. That there are ex-
ceptions, however, is, unfortunately, too true.
Instances have, from time to time, been
brought to our notice in which the healthy
local competition that should dominate
trade, more especially in small towns, has
degenerated into bitter and acrimonious
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contention and sometimes even personal
interference with the business of a neigh-
bor'. The instances are, no doubt, few, but
their number does not absolve the offenders
nor make the practice less reprehensible.
All such we would ask in all sincerity at
this season to do a little introspection ; to
meditate on the error of their ways ; harken
to the dictates of common sense, if not of
personal interest, and make their resolu-
tions accordingly. Those who practice such
methods sadly misinterpret the meaning of
true competition. Cutting prices to a profit-
less minimum, underselling a neighboring
competitor, slandering his personal char-
acter or depreciating the value of his goods,
either orally or in the public prints, is not
by any means the competition that is defined
as "the life of trade." These methods are,
at best, retrograde, serve no purpose even
temporarily, and should be at once elimi-
nated from the modus operandi of the
jeweler who is desirous to make the most
of the promising year now with us.

HE spirit of intolerance among trade
brethren, founded as it must be on

narrow-mindedness, a sordid nature or mere
business jealousy, reveals humanity in a
very unfavorable light, and were much bet-
ter concealed than hummed into the ear of
every customer or displayed in cold type
in the public prints. Taking for granted the
dishonesty of a competitor is no more fool-
ish than taking for granted the gullibility
of the public. There are things which it
pleases the people to discover for them-
selves, and the relative merits of two com-
peting stores is one of them. If Smith ad-
vertises good goods, the onus of informing
the public that Jones's are inferior, even
though they be, does not rest with him.
This may be "competition," but it is a
variety to be abhorred. T1 competition
consists in keeping a sto :• of the best
goods, the choicest, most desirable and most
catching assortments, building up and sus-
taining a large patronage, and at the same
time selling at prices that leave a legitimate
margin for profit. The object of the up-
right merchant should be to increase his
own trade by increasing the trade of the
town through friendly co-operation with his
brother merchants, not by sapping in an
underhand way the built-up business of an
tmoffending competitor. In the interest of
the trade generally, as well as of individual
jewelers, we would advocate harmony and
good fellowship among local competitors
during the present year, and as faithful
adherence as possible to the spirit and letter
of the New Year resolution above quoted.
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WALTHAM
Silver Finish

Railroad Dials

Special attention is called to the new Silver Finish Metal Railroad Dials

which are now supplied on the following movements at a slight extra

charcre ••o 

18 SIZE AND 16 SIZE VANGUARD
18 SIZE AND 16 SIZE CRESCENT ST.

NO. 845
16 SIZE RIVERSIDE
NO. 645

The (lull white silver surface with the bold figures and heavy marks render

these dials unusually legible. Practical trials have clearly demonstrated

that for the exacting requirements of railroad service they are much superior

to enamel dials.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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To Facilitate Ordering Material

A letter was received recently from a
watchmaker requesting suggestions for es-
tablishing a system which would simplify
the ordering of material and separate parts
for watches of different makes and grades.

It is his idea that by adopting some
code or system which would be used by all
material jobbers, the small watchmaker
would find it much easier to express his
wants more clearly than if he has to de-
scribe the material desired.

This is a matter that has been given
much consideration by jobbers and watch
manufacturers, and many of the catalogues
issued by both are very comprehensive and
almost as complete as it would be possible
to make them.

It is not, however, easy in all cases to
locate the material desired from the illus-
tration or description, and for this reason
many watchmakers attempt to describe the
article wanted and do not do this clearly
enough to be understood by the jobber.

Undoubtedly the watch manufacturers
could co-operate with the material jobbers
and prepare a series of numbers to apply to
each separate part of the different grades of
various series of movements, and these
could be used on all catalogues. One watch
company has recently issued a material cata-
logue which is absolutely complete and lists
and describes fully every separate part of
every watch ever manufactured by this com-
pany. It further gives series numbers to.as-
sist the jeweler in classifying the movement
for which he wants a new part.

If a complete book of this kind were
issued by every watch manufacturer and
was in the possession of all jobbers and re-
tailers it would supply exactly the demand
of the watchmaker whose letter prompted
this article.

It would 'not be unreasonable for the
watch companies publishing these books to
sell them at a moderate cost and by issuing
supplements from time to time they could be
kept up to date for many years.

Another question, however, is whether
the retailer would use such a • system if . it
were adopted. If he would it would make
the ordering of material for American
watches simple and assure efficient service
if the retailer were careful in stating num-
bers correctly and the jobbers in supplying
the part ordered.

Such a system, however, would be use-
ful only in ordering material for American
watches. The only possible way to obtain
the correct material for imported watches
(except those in which parts are inter-
changeable) is to send the broken piece to
the jobber and request a duplicate.
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A great many of the mistakes that
occur now could be avoided if the retailer
would post himself thoroughly on the con-
tents of the material jobbers' catalogue and
state his wants dearly, and if the jobber's
clerks in turn would send the article as or-
dered by the retailer and not, if it is out of
stock, substitute something nearly like it or
pick out the wrong number.

Valentines

Don't pass by the chance to get your
share of the valentine business. St. Valen-
tine's Day is becoming more and more a
time when gifts of some value are given
instead of trifling pictures. Even those
little pictures are gotten up much more
elaborately and sell at higher prices than

Something Entirely New in
Valentines at Blank's
A Valentine need not be only a

pretty card, soon to be thrown aside
and forgotten.

We have valentines this year that not
only carry the sentiment of the day, but
contain a precious token of lasting value
and usefulness.

Beautifully decorated boxes contain-
ing inexpensive or costly articles of
jewelry or novelties (as you may desire)
are the valentines we are showing.

See the display of "Sensible Valen-
fines " in our show window.

BLANK'S

FIG. I

they used to. An attractive window display
and an effective newspaper advertisement
will surely result in sales at this time.

The following plan, costing but little
money and a little work, will attract valen-
tine buyers. From the firm from whom you
buy your paper boxes order a small quan-
tity of white boxes of assorted sizes, either
plain or with your name printed on the bot-
tom instead of on the top, and in assorted
sizes. Then secure from some stationery
house a quantity of small red hearts such as
are used for counting points at card parties.
Also copy from regular valentines a few
appropriate verses, and have these printed
on gummed paper. Paste the hearts on the
outside of the white box and on the inside
of the lid paste one of the verses. These
boxes filled with white cotton are appropri-
ate for the day, and articles of different
prices may be put up in them as valentines.

Drape your show window in white and
red ribbon and hearts and fill it with these
little boxes containing articles ranging in

price from 25c. to $4 or $5. In the center
place a card reading:

SENSIBLE VALENTINES, 25C. to $5

In doing up these boxes wrap in white
paper, tie with red ribbon and seal with the
small hearts. Display a few wrapped boxes
in the window to illustrate the completeness
of the valentine and you are bound to get a
share of the trade.

An advertisement in your paper like
Fig. I will attract attention to your display.

Relation of Workman's Work to
Salary

The matter of how much work a work-
man should turn out above his salary is a
subject often discussed, and it is generally
understood that to really be profitable to his
employer he should do work to the amount
of twice his salary.

It is, however, impossible to apply this
rule generally, as most workmen have other
duties to perform, and these should be taken
into consideration.

Taking the average watchmaker in the
smaller stores as an example, the actual re-
pairing of watches is only a small part of his
duties. He is expected to receive and de-
liver work and do a considerable amount of
clerking. He is bound to acquire friends,
who will request him to wait on them, and
located (as he usually is) in the front of
the store, he is constantly being asked ques-
tions and requested to do little "thank you"
jobs that consume a great deal of his time.
If a workman is in a shop with a specified
line of work to do it is an easy matter to de-
termine how much he must do to be profit-
able; but in determining the amount of
work a watchmaker, or anyone with more
than one duty to perform, should do all these
things must be taken into consideration.
• For instance, a watchmaker, on a salary
of $20 per week, does practically, in addi-
tion to his watch work, the work of a $5 to
$ro clerk. Deduct this from his watch-
maker's salary and then double and it
amounts to from $25 to $30 per week of
work he must do, and if he is doing this, Ile
is a profitable man.

The real value of a workman to the
smaller jeweler is his conscientious desire to
make himself useful and valuable to his
employer. The run of work through the
year is not always uniform and it is neces-
sary to do more at one time than another.
The workman who applies himself diligently
at all times and makes himself generally
useful is valuable to his employer and his
salary should not be regulated by the
amount of work he does.



SETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY
(ESTABLISHED 1813)

The six patterns shown here proved ready sellers during past few months. We. recommend them to every dealer.
They combine new ideas of design and finish, and are very low price considering the superior movements and cases.

WHISTLING BOY
8-day strike, cathedral bell. Syrian
bronze finish. 4 inch decorated, porce-
lain dial. French sash and beveled
glass. Height, 21 inches.

Price, $25.00
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LILY
8-day strike, cathedral bell. Height, 1134 inches ;
base, 834 inches. Jap bronze with gold panel.
Imitation porcelain dial, plain beaded sash and plain
glass. The half hours are struck on cup bell.

Price, $9.50
Also made in rich gold, Syrian and verde antique
finishes, with porcelain dials. French sash and
beveled glass. Price, $11.50

AUTOMATIC 8-DAY LONG ALARM CLOCKS

VICTORY
8-day strike, cathedral bell. Syrian
bronze finish. 4 inch decorated por-
celain dial. French sash and beveled
glass. Height, 22 inches.

Price, $25.00

Requires winding but once a week. Does not need any attention at night. Auto-
matically alarms each morning, ringing until you get up and stop it. A superior

S-day Pendulum Movement, fitted with in ingenious 24-hour alarm dial so that clock can be set for A. M. or P. M. as desired. The Alarm in Time-Alarm Clock
will ring so minutes, and in Strike and Alarm Clocks for 25 minutes unless shut off.

PROGRESS
Quartered Oak and Mahogany, highly
finished and polished. Height,
inches ; dial 4% inches.

Time-Alarm, Price, $6.50
Strike and Alarm, Price, $8.50

15 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK Seth

MAKERS OF SUPERIOR TIMEPIECES of
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GRAND
Metal case and dial, verde antique base.
Gun-metal top and hands. 7 inch gold dial,
silver center and raised black numerals and
minute dots. Height, TO incheS ; base,
7% inches.

Time-Alarm, Price. $7.50

ADVANCE
Black Adamantine finish, green marbleized
top and base mouldings. Gold plated feet and
ornaments. Height, it inches; dial, 454 inches.

Time-Alarm, Price, $6.50
Strike and Alarm, Price, $8.50

Thomas Clock Company 70 Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO

all kinds, sizes and prices, from a Lady's 0 size Watch to a 40-foot Dial Tower Clock, largest in the world
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The Merchant's Duty to His
Community

A Few Thoughts on What the Country Mer-
chant Owes to the People He Serves.
Indifference to Outward Appearances
Leads to Loss of Public Confidence and
Sales Sacrificed to City Concerns.

If the owner of a small store were to
take an occasional trip through nearby
towns with a view of finding out how every
man in his trade is faring, he would learn
much that would interest and help him, says
the House Furnishing Review.

We can see the mistakes of
others much more readily
than we can see our own
mistakes. It is human

nature to regard ourselves as always right
in our beliefs and practices, and our fail-
ures as the result of misfortune, and not
the consequence of inexperience, ineffi-
ciency, or other shortcomings. On the other
hand, the man without confidence in him-
self is a weak and helpless creature, cast
about by every wind that blows. The man
who succeeds best is the man, who, having
absolute faith in his ability and judgment,
iievertheless cultivates his powers of ob-
servation, seeking always to add to his stock
of knowledge by studying what other men
are doing and saying in his field of enter-
prise.

As to the degree of interest taken by
the average country merchant in the matter
of increasing his trade and enlarging his
business, we have some doubts. Observa-
tions of country stores in different cities
and localities create a growing conviction
that most country merchants tend to settle
down into a rut and stay there. So long as
their business furnishes them with a good
living they are satisfied. The thought of
planning a business of larger proportions,
serving more people and earning greater
profits, apparently never enters the minds
of many small retailers. The larger
thought, that they owe to their community
the best service they are capable of giving,
in order that the community may be made
more prosperous, seems beyond their vision.

It seems to us the first
thing many retailers in
small towns or cities need
to do is to wake up and
take more interest in their

business. That merchant has no problems
to solve, who is satisfied to let things go
along as they have been going, ever since
he has been in business. He is in a rut.
When little Johnnie, who left town as a
young lad years ago to make his way in the
world, comes back to the Four Corners
again, a man grown, Ile will find the town
and the stores looking exactly the same as
they did when Ile went away. Everything
will look small to him. But nothing will
give him so much pleasure as to see a

Blind to Our

Shortcomings

Get Interested
in Your

Business
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modern and up-to-date store where Peter-
son's used to be—if such good fortune
chances to befall him.

Wake up, Mr. Country Merchant.
Take an interest in your business. Try to
make it grow. Study your field and its
possibilities. Make up your mind to have
the biggest and best store in the county—
in the State would be better yet. Then,
for the first time, you will begin to realize
that merely to own a country store is only
a beginning; that its upkeep and growth are
not dependent solely upon the growth of the
community you serve, but upon the measure
of your ambition. The growth of the com-
munity is also in your hands in no small
degree, for towns increase in wealth and
importance according to the growth of local
industries and stores.
The first thing a live real estate investor

looks at when buying a home for his family
is the kind of service he may expect from
local tradesmen. Up-to-date stores attract
population ; the old-fashioned kind are a
community's worst handicap. This well-
known fact serves to indicate the duty every
country merchant owes his community.

It is true that the country
merchant usually lacks the
incentive to grow. He re-
mains in business for a
generation or more; he

knows everybody for miles around, and
everybody knows him. Newcomers to town
find him out soon, for the business thor-
oughfare is short and the stores few. If
anybody wants anything they must come to
him for there is nobody else to go to. Of
advertising he needs none. If he chooses
to carry few goods and poor stock he may
do so, for he is the modern monopolist of
the real sort. The people must put up with
the service, good, bad, or indifferent, he
chooses to give. Is it any wonder most
country merchants lack interest in the task
of bettering their service, improving the
quality and variety of their stock, and in-
creasing their profits.

Yet how many of them have reflected
that the day of the telephone, telegraph, the
trolley express service is here. It is as easy
for the farmer's wife to shop in New York
or Boston, Chicago or San Francisco, as it
is for the city women.

If he does but know it, the country
merchant faces a problem that is constantly
growing in importance to him, and that
problem is the world-old problem of the
survival of the fittest. He cannot afford to
be indifferent to the good of his community,
for his ftiture existence and his living de-
pend upon his serving his customers with
that enterprise and intelligence, which the
best stores in the metropolis employ.

Thousands of dollars flow away from
the tills of the country merchant every year
to swell the coffers of city concerns.
Not because the spenders wanted to buy out
of town, but because the indifference and
neglect of the country merchant force them
to go to the city for what they need in the
home. Country towns and small cities will
support modern and progressive stores if
given the opportunity to do so.

It is useless for country merchants to

Problem of the
Country

Merchant
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complain about the competition of catalogue
houses ruining their business, and the city
department store taking the bread out of
their mouth unless they rouse themselves
from the chronic apathy and indifference.
that holds them down. It is up to every
man to take renewed pride in his store and
its relations to his community. This is the
first and most important reform needed.

The problems that confront the country
merchant are largely those of his own mak-
ing, and his future rests almost entirely in
his own hands.

Those merchants who will
follow our first suggestion,
and go on a tour of ob-
servation through nearby
towns will discover after a

time that the ways and means to win com-
mercial success and prosperity in small
towns and cities are comparatively simple.
The most radical reform needed is to get
away from the old-fashioned country store.
Let those who really desire the betterment
of their store and the good of their com-
munity take time to go over their stock,
clean out the stock that is out of date and
useless, and so shopworn as to be unsalable;
redecorate the store and put in modern
fixtures. Make everything look neat and
clean. Model everything after the city
stores which find it profitable to pay atten-
tion to appearances. Restock with modern
and up-to-date goods, and employ a stock
system that will prevent in the future the
failure to have goods on hand that are
asked for. The latter is one of the most
important considerations the country mer-
chant has before him. It is a standing joke
that it is impossible to get anything in a
country store the customer wants. There
is never any assortment of sizes ; we always
hear the old story, we are just out of what
is asked for, and we never hear it said, I
will order these goods for you and have
them to-morrow.

The country merchant needs
no such extensive and
costly advertising as the
city store. The advertising
he does need is the knowl-

edge on the part of everybody in town that
they can get what they want when they
want it, and at prices which will compare
favorably with those to be had in the city.
A small average advance in price is not a
disadvantage, as everybody knows that the
country merchant is handicapped in buying,
because of the small quantity of goods he
can order at a time, and because of freight
charges. His low operating expenses, how-
ever, tend to nullify these disadvantages,
and to enable him to sell almost as close as
the city store, provided there is an active
demand for the goods he handles. As we
have said, this last depends absolutely upon
the kind of service given his community.
The merchant who gets the reputation for
progressiveness, and whose stock and
equipment are modern, stands in such strik-
ing contrast to all other country stores as
to provide himself with a form of advertis-
ing which will spread for miles around, and
revolutionize his ideas on the profit-making
possibilities of his establishment.

The Methods
of Winning
Success

Country
Merchant's
Advantages
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The Show Window
The Window as an Advertisement—Its Worth

Calculated in Figures—General Flints
on Trimming

In beginning a new year it is well that
the jeweler who has heretofore been negli-
gent in the matter should have a proper
appreciation of the worth of his window
in attracting trade. In the treatise, "How
to Advertise a Retail Store," by A. E.
Edgar, we find the following impressive
argument, which may be changed to suit
any particular location:

How many people pass your
store in a day ? If the aver-
age is ten a minute, in the
eight busiest hours of the

day, 4800 people would pass your window.
This number, 4800, represents what in
newspaper parlance is called "daily circula-
tion." Now, your show window occupies,
say, mo square feet of surface, and in it
you can display attractively quite a line of
goods, changing the display as often as you
wish. In a daily paper with an actual circula-
lation of 4800, Too square inches (not
square feet) would cost approximately $ro
a day, and in this space you can only put
cuts of the articles for sale, and, as a rule,
the cuts but imperfectly represent those
articles. Now your window space presents
a surface 144 times as great as your Sic)
newspaper space, has depth in addition to
surface, and in it can be displayed your
wares, true to life as to color, size, shape
and everything ; and, furthermore, they are
seen at the entrance to your store, inside of
which a salesman stands ready to give ad-
ditional information and exercise his abili-
ties in making a sale. This window space
is yours every day and all. day ; it presents
wonderful possibilities as an advertising
medium, and it is up to you to get those
possibilities out of it. If newspaper space,
properly used, is worth what it costs (and
we are firmly convinced it is), how import-

Argument of

Figures

ant it is that so valuable an advertising
medium as the show window should not be
neglected.

A good advertiser will
Change the change his advertisements
Displays in the newspapers as often

as they are issued, and the
window advertiser should follow as closely
in changing his window displays as prac-
ticable. There are some windows, small
ones, that can be rearranffed every day,
while there are others that on account of
the time it takes to do this must be left for
several days. Twice a week is not too often
for a rearrangement of the goods on dis-
play.

The general effect of the trim need not
be changed as often. An elaborate back-
ground that has cost much time to construct
can be made to do duty for a longer period,
but the goods displayed can be changed
often without disturbing it. Many persons
pass the store windows every day and a
glance will show whether new lines are on
display or not. If they are not, the passers-
by do not give the window a second look.

Sometimes a new arrangement of the
same goods will answer as well as an entire
change of goods. If up-to-date styles are
shown there can be no necessity for a
change of lines, but it is better to make
fresh displays by an entirely different ar-
rangement of the lines.

In many cases the merchant
Use Price weakens his display by ne-
Tickets glecting to place price

tickets upon the wares. An
advertisement in a newspaper may be ele-
gantly worded, it may be convincingly set
forth, but if the price is left off the result
in sales will surely be small. It is the same
with the window display. Here we find an
advertisement that appeals more strongly
than any newspaper advertisement can. The
best points of the articles displayed are
shown and emphasized. But if price in-
formation is lacking, it is an incomplete dis-
play. The goods are there to speak for their
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quality, beauty and utility, but the merchant
fails to speak for their desirability from the
price standpoint.

There is only one exception to what has
been written above about price tickets. That
is in the exclusively high-priced stores.
Here customers do not ask the price but pay
according to what they want. A merchant
catering to this class may find it unnecessary
to use price tickets. But even in the high-
est-priced stores a price ticket may be the
means of making many sales.

Many sales are made directly from the
window display, and a passerby is much
more likely to have impressed upon his
mind the desirability of an article if he
knows what its price is. The duty, in fact,
the whole duty, of a window display, is to
make sales. Price tickets should then be
freely used so that that duty can be per-
formed.

Price tickets can be employed by the
most exclusive establishments. No tasteful
price ticket ever lowered the dignity of any
store. It is only the gaudy, crudely-lettered
card that offends.

The tickets used on individual articles
should be in keeping with the article dis-
played. Small cards on small articles;
larger ones on larger pieces of merchandise.
It should, however, never be larger than
good taste would dictate. Where unit
groups are shown the cards may be some-
what larger than on any of the individual
articles.

The motto card is a very useful means
of drawing and retaining attention., The
number used should vary with the size of
the window. For the ordinary window one
or two good cards are likely to prove more
valuable than a half dozen poor ones. Too
many cards detract attention from the goods
on display and at the same time take up too
much room.

"Brevity is the soul of wit" in motto
cards as in all else in this hurried age. A
brief, well-thought-out sentence with a
wealth of meaning is what is called for.
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A Christmas display, by N. S. Weller Cape Girardeau, Mo.

LILY BRIDES BOUQUET

Highest grade Plated Flatware at moderate prices.
Made by same methods as Sterling Silver Flatware.
Made by same class of workmen as Sterling Silver Flatware.
Result: ALVIN PLATE has Sterling Silver character and finish.

For .sale by Leading Wholesale Jewelers, also by the Makers

ALVIN MFG. CO. 52 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
133 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.
704 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
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The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

RICH CUT GLASS WARE

SUPERIOR
SILVER-PLATED WARE

Electroliers Gas Portables

Beautiful Hand-Decorated
Shades

lanntemsimemputw

A POINTED SUGGESTION-TO THE
JOBBER WHO WOULD HAVE A

PROFITABLE SEASON-
BUY O&B RINGS-

THEY SELL

OSTBY8‹, BARTON CO
PROVIDENCE

No. 1059. Vase, "Pauline"

Photo Books ! Showing our New Spring
Designs, now ready for the trade

NEW YORK R I
9 MAIDEN
LANE

CHICAGO
103 STAT E

ST

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City
717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.
Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS. No. 1036. Vase, "Dorothea"

The Williams Bros. Mfg. Co.Glastonbury
v COD necticut

T
HE latest of our "Queen" designs in
QUALITYWARE is shown here. It
may be had in either bright or French
Gray. 5oz. or 12 oz. plate. Write for
Price-List. You will find it interesting1

CARVING SET—Queen Elizabeth Design

THE WILLIAMS BROS. MFG. CO.
Plant Establish 1846 (lastonbury, Conn.

GOLD
CARD JEWELRY

REGISTERED TRADE-MARK

SEAMLESS
GOLD FILLED RINGS

REGISTERED TRADE-MARK
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This is the
factory where
the celebrated
S. 0. Bigney
& Co.'s high-
grade gold-filled
mirror-finish
chains
are made

To the Retail Trade:

Gentlemen : The leading jobbers
of the United States will be supplied
with the most magnificent and up-to-
date line of Fobs, Chains, Watch and
Chatelaine Fobs, Pendants, Guard
Chains and Bracelets of every de-
scription, both side swing and hinge,
ever produced by our house.
We do not hesitate to say that we

are giving better value in our goods
than any competing house, and our
styles and finish are unexcelled.

All who have handled our chains
know that they are sellers. Ask
your jobber for them. We sell the
wholesale trade only.

The BIGNEY WATCH
FOB FOR LADIES

Safety Hook on
Back of Pin

S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE
WARRANTED 3 Maiden Lane
• TRADE MARK.

01564

Deintz Br094E I N 6 uffalo,
MA MRS NewTorit,

S WE TURN DOWN THE "OLD
LEAF, AND THE LIGHT OF AN-
OTHER YEAR FADES AWAY INTO

THE PAST, WE PAUSE-BEFORE THE
MATCH IS STRUCK THAT WILL ILLUM-
INATE THE NEW PAGE OF 1909-TO RE-
QUEST OF OUR PATRONS THE ACCEPT-
ANCE OFA HEARTY APPRECIATION FOR
THEIR KIND CONSIDERATION DURING
THE YEARS THAT HAVE GONE BEFORE.
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For 1909
4t 

WE HAVE MADE a large addition of
Beautiful Designs in various useful articles,
which we will introduce to the trade in
new and elegant finishes that must be seen
to be appreciated.

4L
OUR LINE OF JEWEL CASES will be
greatly enriched by many new models.

4tAND OUR WHOLE LINE has had thesame careful attention, with the addition of
original new designs and superior finishes.

g LSEVERAL SPECIAL LINES have been111 . added to our already large line that is in great
demand. This line is as staple as any line
of Plated Goods and should be carried in
every staple stock. DON'T FAIL TO SEE
THE LINE.

We make a Specialty of Designing
and Making Souvenirs

THE BRAINARD
& WILSON CO.
Factory and Main Office—DANBURY, CONN.

NEW YORK OFFICE
621 Broadway, Room 531

CHICAGO OFFICE
103 State Street

An unusually attractive line of SAMPLES
Especially designed for the

SPRING AND SUMMER TRADE
Is now ready for your inspection

Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Ping, Fobs, Bracelets, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, Hat Pins, Baby Pins, Veil Pins,Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Locket Rings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms, Festoons,Emblem Goods, Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives, Lapel Buttons, VestButtons, Collar Buttons, Rope Chains, Silver and Gold Thimbles, and
Silver and Gold Match Boxes, Fob Seals, Cameo Goods.

STERN BROS. e..? CO., 33-43 Gold Street, New York
To avoid delay, use local address, 33-43 Gold St.

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

POPULAR PRICES
Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department : Diamond cutting Works:68 Nassau Street, New York 142 West 11th Street, New York

/
Chicago, Illinois, 103 State Street
m m HBRANCH OFFICES Asterda, olland, 12 Tulp Street

London, England, Audrey House, Ely PlaceIIlLI 410101111111Ito
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LLUMINED with hope and promise, 1909 is ushered in with
the thought it may prove to be a Happy and Prosperous

year. We extend to our friends in the trade the Greetings of
the Season, and hope that the months to come will find their
expectations fully realized.

HENRY FREUND Ci BRO.
71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

THE LARGE HOLIDAY SALES OF

BETSY ROSS WATCHES

have established the fame of this timepiece as the leading low-priced lady's
watch. No other combines to such a degree the four sale-making
qualifications of PRETTINESS, TIMEKEEPING EXCELLENCE,
DURABILITY and LOW PRICE. The Betsy Ross is a

7-jeweled, pendant set, nickel movement,
in a Jas. Boss 20-year gold filled case

and is sold only as a complete watch. In replenishing your watch stock,
it will profit you to make the Betsy Ross a special feature.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS 14 South Tenth Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Interesting Product of the Lapi-
dary's Art

The beautiful mineral materials that
nature provides in such abundance and
which we know as "semi-precious" stones
have been used since early ages for purposes
of ornamentation and in the arts. The
richly figured and beautifully colored
agates, onyx and cornelian, rock crystal,
chalcedony, sardonyx, jasper, amethyst,
lapis lazuli, malachite, etc., beautiful in
themselves, lend themselves readily to the
art and skill of the lapidary and gly-
phographist and have been wrought into
elaborate forms, as cups, vases, etc., and
mounted in the precious metals, since the
earliest ages of art specimens of the lapi-
dary's skill, thus produced, being often more
highly prized than the costliest jeweled or-
naments by connoisseurs and collectors of
old. In the Far East to-day the lapidary
still holds his place as an artist, the beautiful
"jade" ornaments that come to us from the
Orient being products of a survival of the
lapidary's art.

Glyptography, as the engraving and
carving of these refractory materials was
designated to distinguish it as a special
branch of the lapidary's art, flourished espe-
cially in Greece and Asia Minor, and in the
accounts of the spoils brought home to
Rome by the generals who conquered and
plundered those countries, we find refer-
ence to "myrrhine, vases," which are now
generally supposed to have been vessels
carved from a solid piece of sardonyx.
Pompey, on his triumphal return to the Im-
perial City after an expedition to the Orient,
brought back and presented to the Temple
of Fortune in Rome several such vessels,
and a few of them have even been preserved
to us through the ages. Their precious
character may be gathered from the fact
that they are very seldom to be found
among the treasures accumulated by
State or private collectors or even the
richest ecclesiastical foundations.

During the Middle Ages the lapi-
dary's art and glyptography were
neglected, although some of the best
specimens extant we owe to this
period, and they are to be found in the
treasury of the Church of St. Mark,
at Venice, the Venetians having
brought a number of vases, etc.,
worked in crystal, agate, heliotrope,
etc., some of them of extraordinary
size, from Constantinople after their
conquest of that city in 1204. Most of
these articles were the work of Greek
lapidaries, who, in their native land,
had kept the art alive until the invasion
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of the Turks drove them out. Some of them
settled in Italy, where they were instru-
mental in arousing renewed interest in this

Sample of lapidary work seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Green Vault, Dresden

work among the engravers of cameos and
other gems, the work of the lapidary being
taken up by some of them as supplementary
to their own craft. The addition to the
great Italian art collections of some of the
choicest specimens received from the East,
through Venice, revived interest in the
working of these beautiful materials, and
some of the famous engravers of cameos

became ardent devotees of the lapidary's art.
The cabinet of gems in the Gallery of
Florence contains a number of specimens of
their work, of which Francis I and Henry II
of France were enthusiastic collectors, and
the Museum of the Louvre at Paris also has
several fine vases, etc., of this description,
splendidly mounted, that bear evidence to
their taste and liberality. Other fine speci-
mens of the work of skilled lapidaries may
be seen in the Imperial Treasury at Vienna
and in the treasure chamber of the kings of
Bavaria, at Munich, and the famous green
vault at Dresden, the treasure store of the
royal house of Saxony, contains many ex-
amples of this work, including fine superb
rock crystals.

The most famous goldsmiths of their
clay were not above furnishing settings,
mountings and ornaments for the finer
specimens of the lapidary's work. Thus a
magnificent loving cup of carved lapis
lazuli, in the Cabinet of Gems, at Florence,
has three handles, in enameled gold, richly
set with diamonds that were designed,
chased and enameled by Benvenuto Cellini.

In the eighteenth century, with the
taste for cameos, intaglios and other en-
gravings on precious stones it devoleped,
there was a brief revival of the lapidary's
art as it had been formerly practiced, but,
judging from the specimens that have come
down to us from that period, the class of
work was inferior to that of the sixteenth
century, and it had again been gradually
abandoned until the French artist-jewelers
took it up again, as many fine pieces, espe-
cially in rock crystal, shown at various Paris
salons, testify.

The Use of Gasoline
Keep a glass-stoppered bottle full of

gasoline for use in cleaning and sterilizing
instruments, as it will absolutely de-
stroy any animal immersed in it from
a microbe to an elephant, says a corre-
spondent of the Pacific Dental Gazette.
By the use of gasoline steel instru-
ments may be kept bright and free
from rust. Gasoline is cheap and ready
for instant use at all times.

When operating in particularly
unsavory months, never let an instru-
ment touch the bracket until it is
dipped in gasoline and polished with a
dry towel.

Gasoline will clean your oil stones,
wash basin, machinery, linoleum,
woodwork, light your office, do your
furnace and blowpipe work, vulcanize,
cook your meals and carry you to and
from your office in a trice.

Reliquary casket in rock crystal and gold, by Daniel Vogt, seventeenth
century. Green Vault, Dresden
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LLUMINED with hope and promise, 1909 is ushered in with
the thought it may prove to be a Happy and Prosperous

year. We extend to our friends in the trade the Greetings of
the Season, and hope that the months to come will find their
expectations fully realized.
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HENRY FREUND 0 BRO.
71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

THE LARGE HOLIDAY SALES OF

BETSY ROSS WATCHES

have established the fame of this timepiece as the leading low-priced lady's
watch. No other combines to such a degree the four sale-making
qualifications of PRETTINESS, TIMEKEEPING EXCELLENCE,
DURABILITY and LOW PRICE. The Betsy Ross is a

7-jeweled, pendant set, nickel movement,
in a Jas. Boss 20-year gold filled case

and is sold only as a complete watch. In replenishing your watch stock,
it will profit you to make the Betsy Ross a special feature.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS 14 South Tenth Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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lapis lazuli, malachite, etc., beautiful in
themselves, lend themselves readily to the
art and skill of the lapidary and gly-
phographist and have been wrought into
elaborate forms, as cups, vases, etc., and
mounted in the precious metals, since the
earliest ages of art specimens of the lapi-
dary's skill, thus produced, being often more
highly prized than the costliest jeweled or-
naments by connoisseurs and collectors of
old. In the Far East to-day the lapidary
still holds his place as an artist, the beautiful
"jade" ornaments that come to us from the
Orient being products of a survival of the
lapidary's art.

Glyptography, as the engraving and
carving of these refractory materials was
designated to distinguish it as a special
branch of the lapidary's art, flourished espe-
cially in Greece and Asia Minor, and in the
accounts of the spoils brought home to
Rome by the generals who conquered and
plundered those countries, we find refer-
ence to "myrrhine vases," which are now
generally supposed to have been vessels
carved from a solid piece of sardonyx.
Pompey, on his triumphal return to the Im-
perial City after an expedition to the Orient,
brought back and presented to the Temple
of Fortune in Rome several such vessels,
and a few of them have even been preserved
to us through the ages. Their precious
character may be gathered from the fact
that they are very seldom to be found
among the treasures accumulated by
State or private collectors or even the
richest ecclesiastical foundations.

During the Middle Ages the lapi-
dary's art and glyptography were
neglected, although some of the best
specimens extant we owe to this
period, and they are to be found in the
treasury of the Church of St. Mark,
at Venice, the Venetians having
brought a number of vases, etc.,
worked in crystal, agate, heliotrope,
etc., some of them of extraordinary
size, from Constantinople after their
conquest of that city in 1204. Most of
these articles were the work of Greek
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work among the engravers of cameos and
other gems, the work of the lapidary being
taken up by some of them as supplementary
to their own craft. The addition to the
great Italian art collections of some of the
choicest specimens received from the East,
through Venice, revived interest in the
working of these beautiful materials, and
some of the famous engravers of cameos

became ardent devotees of the lapidary's art.
The cabinet of gems in the Gallery of
Florence contains a number of specimens of
their work, of which Francis I and Henry II
of France were enthusiastic collectors, and
the Museum of the Louvre at Paris also has
several fine vases, etc., of this description,
splendidly mounted, that bear evidence to
their taste and liberality. Other fine speci-
mens of the work of skilled lapidaries may
be seen in the Imperial Treasury at Vienna
and in the treasure chamber of the kings of
Bavaria, at Munich, and the famous green
vault at Dresden, the treasure store of the
royal house of Saxony, contains many ex-
amples of this work, including fine superb
rock crystals.

The most famous goldsmiths of their
day were not above furnishing settings,
mountings and ornaments for the finer
specimens of the lapidary's work. Thus a
magnificent loving cup of carved lapis
lazuli, in the Cabinet of Gems, at Florence,
has three handles, in enameled gold, richly
set with diamonds that were designed,
chased and enameled by Benvenuto Cellini.

In the eighteenth century, with the
taste for cameos, intaglios and other en-
gravings on precious stones it devoleped,
there was a brief revival of the lapidary's
art as it had been formerly practiced, but,
judging from the specimens that have come
down to us from that period, the class of
work was inferior to that of the sixteenth
century, and it had again been gradually
abandoned until the French artist-jewelers
took it up again, as many fine pieces, espe-
cially in rock crystal, shown at various Paris
salons, testify.

The Use of Gasoline
Keep a glass-stoppered bottle full of

gasoline for use in cleaning and sterilizing
instruments, as it will absolutely de-
stroy any animal immersed in it from
a microbe to an elephant, says a corre-
spondent of the Pacific Dental Gazette.
By the use of gasoline steel instru-
ments may be kept bright and free
from rust. Gasoline is cheap and ready
for instant use at all times.

When operating in particularly
unsavory months, never let an instru-
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SEAMLESS

GOLD RINGS

11
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UNIFORM SHAPE, PLUMP ASSAY
FINE FINISH

These are the things that give our rings that touch
of superiority never found in second-rate articles.
And this superiority is always maintained. Our
methods—which are the best known to the art of
ring making—enable us to positively guarantee the
perfect uniformity of our Rings. Our prices are as
low as reliable rings can be made for.

We have a very strong line of 14 K. and 10 K.
Fancy Rings, all new designs. Illustrated catalog
yours for the asking.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO. (
2 MAIDEN LANE

RING MAKERS

NEW YORK

SPECIALIZE
in any one thing and your efforts will be reasonably assured of success. That is what we
have done for Fifty Years in the manufacture of Vest and Neck Chains, and it is for this
reason that our products have been so thoroughly perfected as to gain a lasting hold on the
jobber and his customers. We have paid the price of knowing how to produce Vest Chains,
Neck Chains, Guard Chains and Fobs. Every soldered link of our gold filled chains is
soldered with eight karat gold solder, no silver soldered joints to tarnish.

.Buy your chains of an Exclusively Chain Manufacturer, and be sure of depend-
able goods both in Quality, Style and Finish.

We sell only to the reliable jobbing trade and there are very few such jobbers who do
not handle our goods, but should your jobber not handle our full line, advise us and we will
put you in touch with one who does.

Estate of 0. M. DRAPER
North Attleboro, Mass.

New York Office, 15-17 Maiden Lane San Francisco Office, 503 Chronicle Bldg.

1

New York Letter

Previous to and during the
The Diamond holiday season the situation in
Market the diamond market showed

much improvement. The im-
ports largely increased in volume and there was a
marked stiffening in prices. It is maintained, in-
deed, by many that the normal conditions which
existed previous to the panic have been restored.
Thousands of diamond cutters in Europe, who
were idle during the spring and summer, have
resumed work, and those importers who best un-
derstand the situation at present predict an .in-
crease in prices, principally due to the restoration
of the normal demand and the increase in the cost
of workmanship.

The merchants of the country
Reduced Rates are this year being offered ex-
From All Points ceptional inducements in the

shape of reduced railroad rates
to visit this city for the purpose of purchasing
their spring stock. In our last issue we an-
nounced that the Trunk Line Association has au-
thorized merchants' rates for the spring of 19o9
season. The special fare—a rate and one-half for
the round trip—will be in effect under the custom-
ary certificate plan on January t6th to igth, in-
clusive; February 20th to 23d, inclusive; March
6th to gth, inclusive, and March moth to 23d, in-
clusive, with the usual fifteen-day return limit.

The Central Passenger Asso-
Central ciation has acted favorably on
Passenger the application of The Mer-
Association chants' Association of New

York for the merchants' re-
duced rates for the spring, 1909, season. The spe-
cial fare will be in effect on January 16th to 19th,
inclusive; February 6th to 9th, inclusive; Febru-
ary 20th to 23d, inclusive; March 6th to 9th, in-
clusive, with a thirty-day return limit. As last
season, the special fare will be a rate and one-
half for the round trip.

From Central Passenger Association jurisdic-
tion the same as from the Trunk Line section,
there will be sixteen selling dates during the
spring season as compared with only ten last
year. As most of the out-of-town merchants
taking advantage of the reduced rates come from
the Central West, the attendance from that sec-
tion in the coming season will probably be greater
than it has ever been in the past. The Central
Passenger railroads traverse territory roughly de-
scribed as follows : Points west of, but not in-
cluding, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Suspension Bridge
and Salamanca, N. Y.; Pittsburg and Allegheny,
Pa.; Bellaire and Marietta, Ohio; Wheeling,
Charleston and Huntington, W. Va.; and points
on and north of the Ohio River and east of the
Mississippi River, and south of a line from
Keokuk, Iowa, to Chicago, Ill., including Cincin-
nati, Louisville, all towns in Kentucky on the
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway, St. Louis, Keokuk,
Chicago, Southern Peninsular of Michigan, and
Canadian towns on the Michigan Central Railroad
and Wabash Railroad.

The Merchants' Association
Rock Island- has received advice that, fol-
Frisco System lowing the action taken last

season for the first time, the
Rock Island-Frisco System has authorized mer-
chants' rates to this city for the spring, 19°9, from
all points reached by its lines. The special rate
will be a fare and one-half for the round trip.
It will be in effect on January i6th to 19th, inclu-
sive; January 30th to February 2d, inclusive; Feb-
ruary iith to Nth, inclusive; February 25th to
28th, inclusive, with a thirty-day return limit.

The action of the Rock Island-Frisco System
is most important to New York. It will open up
the territory of the Western Passenger Associa-
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tion, that vast section west of the Mississippi
River out to Denver, north of St. Louis and Chi-
cago, and the Southwestern Excursion Bureau
jurisdiction, the States of Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana, Arkansas and that part of Missouri
south of the Missouri River.

It is probable that the other railroads in the
territories named will also authorize the same
rate to meet the competition.

With the action of the Rock Island-Frisco
System, the discrimination against New York City
in the matter of merchants' rates from the West
and Southwest is removed, as the special fares
will apply to this city as well as to Western trade
centers, which have enjoyed the reduction for
many years.

To meet the competition of the
Other Roads Rock Island-Frisco System,
Follow Suit which has announced mer-

chants' reduced rates to New
York City for the spring, 1909, season, the prin-
cipal railroads operating in the West and South-
west have authorized a special round-trip rate of
a fare and one-half for The Merchants' Associa-
tion of New York meetings.

Tickets, with the necessary return trip cer-
tificate, on which certificate the reduction is
granted, will be sold in the West and Southwest
on January i6th to igth, inclusive; January 30th
to February 2d, inclusive; February nth to Nth,
inclusive, and February 25th to 28th, inclusive.
The return limit on the certificate is thirty days,
including the date of its issuance.

In the Southwestern Excursion Bureau Ter-
ritory, which covers the States of Texas, Okla-
homa, Arkansas and that part of Missouri south
of an imaginary line from St. Louis to Kansas
City, the following railroads have already given
notice that merchants' rates will be in effect to
New York City:

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway.
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway.
Fort Worth and Rio Grande Railway.
Galveston, Harrisburg and San Antonio Railway.
Houston and Texas Central Railroad.
International and Great Northern Railroad.
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway.
Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain System.
St. Louis, San Francisco and Texas Railway.
St. Louis Southwestern Railway of Texas.
Texas and Pacific Railway.
Chicago, Rock Island and Gulf Railway.
Fort Worth and Denver City Railway.
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railway.
Houston and Shreveport Railroad.
Houston, East and West Texas Railway.
Kansas City Southern Railway.
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway of Texas.
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad.
St. Louis Southwestern Railway.
Texas and New Orleans Railroad.
Wichita Valley Railway.

Western Passenger Association advices to
The Merchants' Association of New York are that
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, Chi-
cago and Alton Railroad, Chicago and Eastern
Illinois Railroad, Chicago and Northwestern
Railway, Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Rail-
road, Chicago, Great Western Railway, Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway, Chicago, Peoria
and St. Louis Railway, Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Omaha Railway, Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad, Illinois Central Railroad, Iowa Central
Railway, Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad,
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway, Missouri
Pacific Railway, Quincy, Omaha and Kansas City
Railroad, St. Joseph and Grand Island Railway,
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad, Wabash
Railroad, and Wisconsin Central Railway have
thus far given notice that the special rate will ap-
ply from points which they reach. The whole ter-
ritory is roughly described as the section lying
west of the Mississippi River out as far as Den-
ver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, north of St.
Louis and Chicago. Expressed otherwise, the ter-
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ritory covers the Northern Peninsula of Michigan,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, east of the
Missouri River, South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri, north of the Missouri River, the
eastern half of Colorado and that part of Illinois
north of an imaginary line from Chicago to
Keokuk, Iowa.

Full information as to the rates and condi-
tions under which the merchants can take advan-
tage of them, etc., can be had from The Mer-
chants' Association of New York.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade,
The Jewelers' through Secretary D. L. Saf-
Board of Trade ford, has issued the following

circular letter:
We have for some time past been subjected

to criticism by jobbers, without understanding
why, as the statements made were generally un-
true so far as our board and our reference book
are concerned.

You are so busy with your own affairs that
perhaps you do not stop to think or analyze or
compare, but pass hasty judgment in error and
thus unconsciously do a grievous wrong.

While in Chicago recently one of our mem-
bers, a jobber, related criticisms which had been
made at the meeting of the National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association as to our rating retailers,
pawnbrokers and others as jobbers, and in every
instance quoted we demonstrated, by reference to
our books and reports, that the statement was
unfounded.

We feel that The Jewelers' Board of Trade
is being unjustly blamed for the faults of others

We only rate as jobbers those who buy from
the manufacturer to sell to the retailer. We be-
lieve that the manufacturer desires to sell to the
jobber and not to the customers of the jobber,
and hence we are furthering the interest of the
manufacturer by using discrimination in our
ratings, and at the same time we are looking after
the interests of the legitimate jobber.

As far as department stores are concerned
we attempt to quote all who have a jewelry de-
partment, but we have never attempted to quote
drygoods stores who do not have a regular de-
partment and who heretofore have been customers
of the jobber. We believe all the legitimate de-
partment stores are quoted by us.

We endeavor to quote mail-order and cata-
logue houses as such and not as jobbers, so that
the manufacturer may know what trade he is
selling.

We have always belied the statement that The
Jewelers' Board of Trade could not and did not
fairly represent the interest of both the jobber
and the manufacturer. Each is dependent on the
other and The Jewelers' Board of Trade renders,
impartially, service to all its members. Who is
better qualified than The Jewelers' Board of
Trade, with its years of experience, its diversified
interests and its large membership (nearly 600)
about equally divided between manufacturers and
jobbers, to furnish assistance of so unprejudiced
a character?

There is no organization which has existed, or
at present exists, in the trade which does not in
its membership represent interests which are con-
flicting. To attempt to set up an organization to
represent each separate interest would bring about
antagonism, which would be deplorable.

We realize that in our work no one will ever
reach perfection; hence, we always welcome
criticism with the purpose of improving and
building up, not fault-finding based upon ignor-
ance of our real accomplishments or efforts tend-
ing to pull down, but that which will tend to the
improving of our services for the general good of
the trade. Yours respectfully,

D. L. SAFFORD, Secretary.
(Continued on page 53)
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Automatic
It is the strong spring
coiled inside the barrel
of the

LARTER
SHIRT STUD

that makes it auto-
matic in action. Thus
it is enabled to per-
form all the require-
ments of a shirt stud.
Nothing to push and
pull into place and no
fear of working out or
loss.

The LARTER SHIRT
STUD is made in 10 K.
gold and 14 K. gold
filled and sold exclu-
sively through pro-
gressive jobbers.

LARTER 0 SONS
21 Maiden Lane NEW YORK CITY

alwabramny.voa gmielier■

REGISTERED
TRADE-MARK

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVE:

A. I. HALL & SONS
Jewelers' Building, Post Street
SAN FRANCIS°, CALIFORNIA

THE NAME

DOVER
STANDS FOR QUALITY

The DOVER COMBS are

LIGHT IN WEIGHT

BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN

EFFECTS MODERN

QUICK SELLERS

PRICES REASONABLE

We have also applied our process in the
embellishment of Barrettes, Hair and Hat
Pins.

Our Salesmen are now out with our new
line, which is a radical departure from any-
thing we have ever shown.

Go to DOVER, the man with ideas

GEO. W. DOVER JEWELRY CO.
GEO. W. DOVER, Sole Proprietor

710 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.
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The progress made during the
Exhibits of year in the designing and mak-
Art Jewelry ing of art jewelry was well

shown in the second annual ex-
hibition of the arts and crafts, held during the
last month in the galleries at 119 East Nineteenth
Street There was a very material increase both
in the number of exhibits and in the number of
pieces exhibited, the exhibits of art jewelry num-
bering over 600, a large proportion of which
showed a decided improvement over the efforts
exhibited in previous years. The jewelry was
shown in glass cases arranged around the room
on the ground floor, in the center of which was a
case of interesting loaned pieces. Among the
artists represented were Miss Grace Hazen, Miss
M. W. Luther, Miss Jennie Brown, Miss Helen
K. Mills, Miss Bertha Thompson, Mrs. Eva Ma-
comber, Mrs. A. H. Froehlich and others who are
rapidly building up a reputation in this specialty.
There were also interesting exhibits of pottery,
the Rookwood, Grueby and Markham exhibits
being especially admired. The high average ex-
cellence of the exhibits created much enthusiasm
on the part of the visitors, who were loud in their
praises of many of the pieces.

A case of considerable interest
Interesting to the trade has arisen from
Court Decision the refusal of a representative

of R. Simpson & Co., well-
known pawnbroking firm, to display in court a
diamond which was alleged to have been stolen
and on which money had been advanced. The
pawnbroker's representative said that he was act-
ing under the advice of counsel, but was com-
mitted to the Tombs for contempt by Judge Mul-
queen, of the Court of General Sessions. In a
subsequent action to test the authority of the
court in the matter, which came before Justice
McCall, of the New York Supreme Court, Judge
Mulqueen was sustained in the following inter-
esting decision:

"It does not matter in this case whether the
pawnbroker's representative was personally served
with a subpoena or not, or whether the process of
the court that was issued was directed against him
or not. The fact remains that he came to the
courtroom because of the issuance of that sub-
poena and brought into the presence of the judge
the property that the court demanded in its process
should be produced, and openly proclaimed that he
had same. It may or may not be the specific prop-
erty mentioned in the indictment, to the larceny of
which the prisoner had pleaded guilty. That, in
my judgment, is of no moment except as it em-
phasizes the imprudent conduct of the petitioner
herein, when it is seen that by his refusal to obey
the court's order he thus prevented the court from
ascertaining that fact. Irrespective of what may
have been the court's ultimate intention in regard
to the disposition of the property produced, with-
out regard as to what the record reveals as to
what he might have done at the conclusion of the
hearing, admitting the serious and grave question
that will be attendant when the proposition is
squarely presented as to the validity or soundness
of the statute that attempts to clothe a criminal
court with the summary disposition of property
no matter what claimed rights of parties may be
asserted, it is sufficient for the disposition of this
writ to say that these features need not be con-
sidered on this application. The petitioner was
contumacious in his refusal to obey the order of
the court when he was directed to exhibit the
property for inspection, and there was nothing left
to do but make him realize that such conduct will
not be tolerated."

The Bayer & Pretzfelder Company have re-
moved from their temporary quarters at 56
Maiden Lane to handsomely furnished display
rooms at II West Seventeenth Street, just off
Fifth Avenue. Clarence F. Bayer, secretary of
the company, has just returned from a three
months' stay in Europe, where he made extensive
purchases for his firm. He reports the new goods
in the foreign markets as far excelling anything
before produced in style and novel effects. This
house will import clocks, watches, opera glasses,
fans, leather and brass goods and novelty

jewelry, and propose handling a complete stock
of these lines. The officers are Albert Pretzfelder,
president; Byron L. Strasburger, vice-president
and treasurer, and Clarence F. Bayer, secretary.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' of the executive committee of
Security
Alliance

the Jewelers' Security Alliance
was held on Friday, Decem-
ber iith, the following mem-

bers being present: Chairman Butts, President
Sloan, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes, Vice-
President Champenois, and Messrs. Abbott, Al-
ford, Brown and Stern. The following new mem-
bers were admitted:

P. Blanc, Henderson, Ky.
R. C. Hardwick Owensboro, Ky.
B. H. Rounds & Son, Owensboro, Ky.
Geo. Steitler, Owensboro, Ky.
J. H. Rohlander, Evansville, Ind.
Rogers & Lamb, Robinson, Ill.
Blumenkranz Jewelry Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
Chris. Hewig, Evansville, Ind.
Horm Mercantile Company, Evansville, Ind.
A. G. Kleinlein, Evansville, Ind.
J. L. Thuman, Evansville, Ind.
S. Vann & Son, Albuquerque, N. M.
City Loan Office, E. St. Louis, Ill.
L. W. Collarino, San Francisco, Cal.
Ferand Brothers, Madison, Ill.
L. A. Holdener, Belleville, Ill.
Chris. Keyler, Nashville, Ill.

W. . Lewis & Co., Topeka, Kans.
Knapp Brothers, Belleville, Ill.

R. . Lucius, Mascoutah, Ill.
Barnett Massie, Granite City, Ill.
Max Rabinovich, Grand Forks, N. D.
D. K. Rickenbach, Carmi, Ill.
R. G. Rutherford, Mt. Vernon, Ill.
Jacob Schmitt, St. Louis, Mo.
F'. L. Schroeder, E. St. Louis, Ill.
F. G. Wehrle, Belleville, Ill.
Barnett Brothers, Edwardsville, Ill.
0. E. Dickinson, Richmond, Ind.
Hall Jewelry and Music Company, Bartlesville, Okla.
C. J. Marson, Cambridge City, Ind.
A. Rothermel, Connersville, Ind.
Fred Simon, Collinsville, Ill.
E. L. Spencer, Richmond, Ind.
Geo. Waters, Philadelphia, Pa.
L. E. Wittenfeld, Collinsville, Ill.
E. L. Barnard, Alton, Ill.
Jos. H. Bauer, Alton, Ill.
Geo. Greyer, Anderson, Ind.
D. & J. Rosenbaum, Anderson, Ind.
A. Pursel, Noblesville, Ind.
T. Sherow, Millbrook, N. Y.
A. Stahlberg, Est., St. Charles, Mo.
Richard A. Brown, Albany, Ind.
Michael Cramer, Effingham, In.
Lewis Fitch, Effingham, Ill.
Samuel McCollum, Winchester, Ind.
Robert H. Filcher, Vandalia, Ill.
Eugene M. Rose, Greenup, Ill.
Geo. A. Tromley & Son, Martinsville, Ill.
E. S. Brown, Terre Haute, Ind.
J. M. Burke, Terre Haute, Ind.
W. H. Heiman, Terre Haute, Ind.
E. A. Hornung, Terre Haute, Ind.
S. H. Sterchi, Terre Haute, Ind.
Conner & Conner, Wabash, Ind.
Frontier Jewelry Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
R. A. Knight, Humboldt, Iowa.
Samuel G. Martin, Wiconisco, Pa.
F. Pequegnat, Riverside, Cal.
W. Silver & Co., Johnson City, Tenn.
Bard & Son, Brazil, Ind.
G. H. Morgel, Brazil, Ind.
H. T. Harger, Clinton, Ind.
Staats-Haynes Company, Clinton, Ind.
A. E. Anderson, Broken Bow, Nebr.
L. M. Beck, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Thomas D. Cloud, Washington, Ind.
Ross R. Day, Little River, Kans.
P. A. Hughes, Commerce, Ga.
Edward W. Kelly, Sullivan, Ind.
McKinney Wholesale Jewly. Co., Hutchinson, Kans.
Mt. Vernon Jewelry Company, Mt. Vernon, Ill.
D. B. Stall Jewly. and Opt. Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
J. G. Penfield, Huntington, Ind.
Frank L. Krug, Goshen, Ind.
C. H. Roberts, Mt. Carmel, Ill.
Arthur F. Odell, Quincy, Ill.
H. C. Becker, New York City.
Allsopp & Long, Newark, N. J.
Bagley & Co., Duluth, Minn.
P. K. Jensen, Rockford, Mich.
Shiman-Miller Manufacturing co., Newark, N. 5.
Furtwangler & Rhea, Greensburg, Pa.
E. A. Merriman, Joliet, Ill.
J. M. Becker & Co., Chicago, Ill.
G. H. Huizinga & Co., Holland, Mich.

The following rewards for arrest and convic-
tion were ordered paid:

No. 47. To Captain Chas. Halpin, of the
Chicago police force, for distribution, for the ar-
rest and conviction of Jas. O'Neill, who threw a
flatiron through the window of Dave Holtz, 4740
Ashland Avenue, on the evening of December 24,
1907, and stole diamond jewelry valued at $35oo.

No. 48. To Captain* Chas. Halpin, of the
Chicago police force, for distribution, for the ar-
rest and conviction of William Bailey, who broke
the window of Chas. A. Joneson, 5915 South Hal-
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sted Street, on the evening of December 20, 1907,
and stole diamonds valued at $1400.

No. 49. To the infirm police fund of the city
of Cleveland, Ohio, for the arrest and conviction
of Edward Campbell and James Livingston, who
broke into the store of Knittle & Longtin, on
March 20, 1908, through the rear door and stole
jewelry valued at $700.

No. 50. To Officer Fred Rose, Sheridan,
Wyo., for the arrest and conviction of Herman F.
Buttron and Thos. Farrell, who broke into the
store of W. P. Waters through a rear window
and stole jewelry valued at $too.

No. 51. To Superintendent of Police Geo.
M. Beach, for the arrest and conviction of Luigi
Capabianco, who broke into the store of H. J.
Dunlap, Naugatuck, Conn., on January 23, 1908,
through a rear window, and stole a small quantity
of jewelry.

No. 52. To Miles L. Hanlon, head clerk in
the store of William A. Tice, Auburn, N. Y., for
the arrest and conviction of Peter Madden, who
broke the show window on .Saturday afternoon,
July ii, 1908, and snatched a tray of watches.

No. 53. To Frank McCoy, a private citizen
of Cleveland, Ohio, for the arrest and conviction
of William P. Ross, who, in connection with an-
other thief who escaped, smashed the window of
Ben Sands on September It 1908, and stole a
quantity of jewelry, most of which was recovered.

No. 54. To the police pension fund of Syra-
cuse, N. Y., for the arrest and conviction of Al-
fred Colline (colored), who broke the window of
E. W. Frost, and stole all the jewelry he could
reach.

No. 55. To Sheriff Chas. F. Fitzpatrick for
the arrest and conviction of Arthur Narron, a
boy who broke into the store of Baisch & Larson,
Telluride, Col., on October II, 1908, and stole
about $6o worth of jewelry.

No. 56. To Officer J. J. Cameron for the ar-
rest and conviction of John B. Smith, who broke
the window in the store of William Casanova, San
Francisco, Cal., on January 2o, 1908, and stole
opera glasses, etc., which were recovered.

No. 57. To Chief White and Officers Eisen-
hart and Cookes, of York, Pa., for the arrest and
conviction of Frank McCarthy, Harry Mann and
David Seager, who broke the window of Archie
K. May on the evening of March g, 1908, and
stole three trays of rings valued at $800.

No. 58. To Captain Chas. Long and De-
tective M. J. Coye for the arrest and conviction of
Geo. Hamilton and Chas. Weatherbee for breaking
the window of William Frantz & Co., New Or-
leans, La., on February 26, 1908, and stealing $foo
worth of goods.

No. 5g. To W. W. Isbell and William B.
Lucas for the arrest and conviction of James
Mallahan, who broke the window of H. Silver &
Co., Seattle, Wash., on September 23d, and stole a
few articles of jewelry.

No. 6o. To Detectives Rourke and Gordon
for the arrest and conviction of Robert Gilbert,
who threw a brick through the window of I. B.
Jashenosky, Columbus, Ohio, on December If,
1907, and stole $200 worth of jewelry and watches.

No. 61. To the police relief fund of Cincin-
nati, Ohio, for the arrest and conviction of Charles
Jackson and James White, who broke into the
store of the Hohneck Jewelry Company on No-
vember 6, 1907, and stole about $75 worth of
jewelry and silverware.

B. V. Arnstine and H. W. Arnstine, of the
Arnstine Bros. Co., Cleveland, Ohio, accom-
panied by their wives, spent some time in this
city last month.

Philip H. Long, president of the jewelry
manufacturing firm of Long & Koch Co., New-
ark, and well known in this city, died recently
from pneumonia. As the deceased had been in
robust health previous to the attack, his death was
a shock to his many friends. Mr. Long was born
in England and came to this country over thirty
years ago. Some twelve years ago he founded the
business of the firm of which he was the head at
the time of his death.

A truly exclusive little booklet is the new edi-
tion de luxe of the work of Dr. Geo. F. Kunz, of
Tiffany & Co., on "Naval Stones." The binding
is rich in an exceptional degree and the little
brochure is a triumph of the bookmakers' art.

(Continued on page 63)
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Our Enlarged Material
Department

ci THE STEADY GROWTH of our Tool and Material
Department has made it necessary for us to largely
increase the amount of space which we heretofore
devoted to this branch of our business.

(11. THIS ADDITIONAL SPACE includes a portion of
the fourth floor of our present building and greatly
increases our facilities and conveniences for the quick
and accurate handling of material orders.

441 A COMPREHENSIVE and up-to-date system of
cabinets and fixtures equips us better than ever to
serve our patrons with promptness and accuracy.

114 OUR STOCK OF MATERIALS, TOOLS and general
jewelers' supplies is as comprehensive and complete as
it can be made, comprising full assortments of all
makes of American Watch Material, as well as a large
variety of imported Material necessary to meet any
and all demands.

CI IN ORDERING WATCH MATERIAL for any make
of American Movements, give full description of
movement, and, if possible, send sample.

BENJ. ALLEN 6 CO.
131 to 137 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

ROOST X201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

CtocA00, ILL., December 28, 1908.

"Nineteen Hundred and Nine
"Nineteen Nine and All's Well" is the slogan
and All's Well" that greeted the entire Chicago

and Western trade at the dawn
of the New Year. It is the welcome sound of the
dissipation of the financial ills which enmeshed the
business of the departed year and the "swan song"
of the hard times that had their beginning in 1907.
If there is a jeweler in Chicago, either wholesale
or retail, who did not hear this slogan, or who
did not have a good holiday business, we have
been unable to find him. He must be in hiding.
It's a poor business man who does not endeavor
to gage the business of the future. Sixty days
ago Chicago jobbers and retailers surveyed the
holiday trade of 1908, some with many misgivings,
others with a certain degree of confidence. When
the rush was over they blamed only their judg-
tnent ; the holiday trade was all that was ex-
pected of it—and more. Seldom, if ever, has the
holiday trade started in so early for the retail
trade and the way it kept up until late Christmas
Eve surprised even those retailers who had been
in business many years. Neither was the Christ-
mas trade limited to any particular line. In the
silverware line, especially the flatware, there was
more than the customary activity. The demand
for jewelry, both in the cheaper and for the more
expensive grades was exceptional. The Chicago
daily press deserves credit for the manner in
which it "preached" the doctrine of early Christ-
mas buying. The preaching had a salutary effect
on the jewelry trade. Many retailers, especially
those in the loop district, report that Christmas
buying started early in November. Managers of
large State Street stores assert that business this
Christmas was far in excess of that of 1907, and
although the figures at this writing are not com-
plete, many of them feel certain that the grand
total will equal that of 1906, which was a record
breaker.

The jobbing jewelry trade has
Jobbers had all it could take care of
Overwhelmed and the only regrets are that a

number of the jobbers under-
estimated the possibilities of isio8 holiday season.
As was outlined in these columns in the December
KEYSTONE this Western country was not alive to
the real magnitude of the holiday trade and at
the eleventh hour sent in rush orders for goods
that logically ought to have been purchased sixty
days ahead. This entailed a great deal of extra
work for the jobbers. Many of the jobbers
started in November working nights and before
December was well under way all of them were
working until midnight and some found it neces-
sary to work an all night crew. All the jobbers
who entertained any fears or misgivings regard-
ing the business of 1909 had them all dispelled by
the encouraging reports sent in by the retailers
throughout this section. Many of the retailers in
Illinois and neighboring sections of Indiana and
Michigan began ten days before Christmas order-

ing goods by long distance telephone, and in each
instance they reported exceptionally good business.

Now that the holiday rush is
New Year over Chicago jobbers turn their
Outlook attention to the business of

1909 with renewed energy. On
every hand is heard words of confidence and en-
couragement. The excellent showing made in
December has demonstrated beyond any doubt
that the country is in excellent shape, that the
great American public has laid aside its fears and
misgivings regarding the future and is once more
restored to full faith and confidence. It is safe to
say that 1909 dawns under auspicious circum-
stances. The slogan, "Nineteen Nine and All's
Well," means that the trade, both wholesale and
retail, can now turn its attention to the regular
pursuits and requirements of business without the
appearance of any hostile or hampering influence
from without the immediate circle of its own in-
terests. It does not mean that the normal amount
of business ills are not at large. It is rather an
assurance that business men can go about their
business during the next twelve months with the
confidence that the general business conditions are
such as to allow the fullest play. This is all that
ought either to be hoped or prayed for. The rest
remains with the business man—it's for him to
make the most of it.

News from the Trade

In order that they might enter more fully into
the Christmas spirit and also to afford their help
an opportunity of doing likewise and also enjoying
a much-needed rest, most of the Chicago jobbers
kept their places of business closed from Thurs-
day night until Monday morning. This Christmas
season has been especially trying on the jobbers
and their help and this respite of three days from
the cares of business was greatly appreciated by
the overworked help and by the jobbers.

T. J. Lewis, president of the Lewis Jewelers'
Supply Company, of Denver, died December 13th
at his home. Mr. Lewis was one of the best-
known jewelry supply men of the Far West and
was very well known to the Chicago wholesale
trade. He established the company which bears
his name twenty-five years ago, and by fair and
progressive business methods made its name
known throughout the entire West. Mr. Lewis
was formerly in business in St. Louis and was as-
sociated in the material business with Edwin
Massa, now of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Com-
pany of that city. He moved to Denver on ac-
count of ill health, which made a higher altitude
necessary. He was 63 years of age.

M. J. Yunn, who for several years has acted
as assistant to J. W. Tice, manager of the Chi-
cago office for Adolph Schwob & Co., will start
out on his initial trip on January i5th.

Col. S. 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney & Co.,
the well-known Attleboro chain and bracelet
manufacturers, spent several days on the Chicago
market visiting his many friends and getting a
line of the general trade conditions for 1909. He
spoke in very confident terms regarding the busi-

ness outlook for the coming year and heartily be-
lieves that the jewelers will experience very good
business. He was accompanied by R. E. Brown,
who will represent the factory in Chicago and the
West the coming year. The headquarters of the
company will be at sox Heyworth Building. Mr.
Brown left shortly before Christmas on his West-
ern trip.

George Thomas, manufacturers' agent in the
Heyworth Building, spent the holidays in Phila-
delphia at the home of his wife's parents. His
wife and family accompanied him. Before re-
turning West he will visit a number of factories
in the East. He has made arrangements to repre-
sent all the old lines during the coming year.

Ernest Lunt, Western manager of the Towle
Manufacturing Company, announces the following
list of travelers from his office during the coming
year : E. R. Lusk, Michigan, Ohio and West Vir-
ginia; Carl F. Haber, in Illinois, Indiana, Missouri
and Kentucky; A. M. Kuhn, Arkansas, Texas, In-
dian Territory, Wisconsin, Nebraska and Kansas;
C. R. Downs, in the smaller towns in the Middle
West.

F. A. Hardy & Co., of Chicago, New York,
Atlanta and Denver, have completed their staff of
traveling representatives for 1909, and the follow-
ing salesmen will cover the territories indicated
below : L. W. Melchoir, in the Central West and
Southwest ; Fred Dunn, in the Northwest ; George
S. Foster, in the South, representing the firm's
Atlanta office ; Wm. Maclear will cover the
smaller towns in Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin, Michi-
gan and Illinois ; Harry Worcester, in the Rocky
Mountain district, traveling out of the firm's
Denver office; S. Lee Weaver will travel out of
the firm's New York office and will cover Penn-
sylvania, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia,
and B. L. Uttal will travel through Massachusetts
and Connecticut.

Webb C. Ball, general time inspector, is in-
stalling watch inspection on the lines of the Ore-
gon Railway and Navigation Company and the
Oregon Short Line. First inspection is held Janu-
ary 1st.

Edward Staehli returned early in the month
from an extended business trip to Switzerland,•
where he is interested in a watch factory.

Sproehnle & Co. announce the following list
of travelers for woo: P. H. Winterburg, in the
territory east of Chicago; J. H. Donnelly, in the
Far West ; C. L. Caliger, in the Middle West;
H. J. Bouchard, in Chicago and vicinity; J. H.
Kuh, in Chicago, and William V. Ruff, in the
Northwest.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company has
removed its Chicago headquarters from 128
Franklin Street to 23 Randolph Street. The old
quarters long ago became inadequate, and the
future home of the company will afford it a
better opportunity to take care of its rapidly in-
creasing business. The removal of this company
affords the jewelry trade many conveniences
which it did not enjoy when the company main-
tained its old headquarters here. The new loca-
tion is in the midst of the jewelry center. The
company makes a specialty of tags, boxes, silver-
ware cases, velvet and leather jewelry cases, etc.
At the same time the company opened its new
Chicago headquarters it moved into a new loca-
tion at New York. When Col. Andrew Dennison,
in 1844, made the first paper box in America he
little dreamed of the big factory and chain of
stores to follow, but he made the best box he
knew how to make, and then kept on trying to
make them better. The company which he
founded has never departed from this policy.

Sam Newman, formerly in the diamond de-
partment of Loftis Bros. & Co., has accepted a
similar position with the L. Bauman Jewelry
Company at St. Louis.

Emil Pick, Chicago and Western representa-
tive of Hammel, Riglander & Co., left early in the
month for New York and other Eastern points.
He expects to remain there throughout December.

E. C. Pfaffle, for many years Southwestern
traveler for the A. C. Becken Company, has re-
signed his position, to take effect January 1st.

W. G. Grimes has resigned his position as
manager of the Chicago office of Hipp, Didisheim
& Bro., to take effect January 1st. Henry Didis-
heim will hereafter be in charge of the Chicago
office.

(Continued on page 57)
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Ennouncement
Our attention being called to statements

circulated that our diamond polishing plant
has been shut down, we wish to advise the
trade that at no time since starting in May,
1893, have we discontinued working in this
department, and we are thoroughly equipped
to handle all business tendered to us.

We would also state that our diamond stock, both
loose and mounted, is very complete, and prices on same
are the lowest that can be quoted, quality and workman=
ship considered. Our prestige as Diamond Cutters war=
rants us in making this statement.

We desire to cordially thank our customers for their
valued orders during the year 194)8, and hope to receive
a generous share of their business for the coming year.

With Compliments of the Season, we remain

Very sincerely,

Stein & Ellbogen Company
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago

Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers
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H. J. Rinn, of Atchinson, Kans., was on the
local market early in the month purchasing stock
for a new store which he will open in Atchinson.
He was formerly of the firm of Rinn & Rupp.

W. J. Buffington, diamond buyer for C. D.
Peacock, was called to New York recently to as-
sist in identifying a $15,000 pearl necklace which
he had sold several years ago to Garret E. Lamb.
of Clinton, Iowa. The necklace was stolen while
Mr. Lamb was visiting in Memphis, Tenn., last
February. The thief was arrested in New York
after detectives had followed clues which led to
all parts of the country. Mr. Buffington was able
to positively identify the necklace.

H. A. Brandt, formerly with Marshall Field
& Co. and C. D. Peacock, has started in the re-
tail and manufacturing business on the second
floor at 449 East Sixty-third Street, this city.

Frank Smith, of Pontiac, Ill., vice-president
of the Illinois Association of Retail Jewelers, was
on the local market early in the month making
late purchases of holiday stock.

R. L. Hughes, formerly assistant manager of
the Western Clock Company of La Salle, will be-
come manager of the company on January 1st, the
former manager, John H. Dunham, having re-
signed. T. F. Monks, formerly traveling repre-
sentative, will act as city salesman.

Thieves threw a brick through a window of
the jewelry store conducted by M. Rosenthal at
201 West Madison Street, early in the month,
and succeeded in extracting a tray containing
$1000 worth of diamonds. Many persons wit-
nessed the robbery, but the thief succeeded in
making his escape.

William H. Yott, head of the credit depart-
ment of Loftis Bros. & Co., 92 State Street, was
arrested on the charge of obtaining money under
alleged false pretenses early in the month. The
arrest was made on complaint of Mrs. Mary
Novak, of Hammond, Ind. The case was dropped,
however, it having been proven that,his arrest was
the result of a misunderstanding.

F. S. Hanau, who recently was placed in
charge of the jewelry department of John M.
Smyth Company, 164 West Madison Street, was
arrested early in the month by city detectives on
a charge of stealing $1000 worth of jewelry from
the firm. Hanau confessed to the robbery and
attributed his downfall to a desire to live beyond
his means. Hanau assumed charge of the jewelry
department last September, and in his statements
to the police said that he began taking jewelry
from the start. Hanau has been in this country
but a short time, having come here direct from
England.

Chas. H. Clifford, formerly a well-known
jeweler at Platteville, Wis., died late in November
at Tuscon, Arizona, where he went in an effort to
regain his health. Mr. Clifford went to Platteville
in 1897 and entered the employ of W. T. Jennings,
retail jeweler. A year later he associated himself
with Mr. Jennings and the business was conducted
under the name of Jennings & Clifford until 1905,
when he purchased Mr. Jennings' interest and con-
ducted the business himself up to the time of his
death. Mr. Clifford was 38 years of age and is
survived by his widow. He was very well and
favorably known to the entire jobbing trade in
Chicago.

The Central Passenger Association has
granted reduced rates for a series of four spring
merchants' meetings from stations within its terri-
tory to Chicago. The rates are on a basis of fare
and one-half on the certificate plan. The dates of
sale and return dates follow. First meeting Janu-
ary 30th to February 5th, inclusive; returning,
February 3d to 13th, inclusive. Second meeting,
February 13th to 19th, inclusive; returning, Feb-
ruary 17th to 27th, inclusive; third meeting, Feb-
ruary 27th to March 5th, inclusive; returning,
March 3d to 13th, inclusive. Fourth meeting,
March 13th to 19th, inclusive, returning, March
17th to 27th, inclusive.

A bouncing baby boy has been added to the
family of H. P. Juergens, of the Juergens & An-
derson Co.

George E. Kissick, Chicago representative of
Maintain Bros. & Elliott, has renewed his con-
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tract for 1909. He will move his headquarters
from the twelfth floor in the Heyworth Building
to the fourth floor of the Columbus Memorial
Building January 1st.

Edwin J. Hass, formerly Western traveler for
Adolph Schwob, has resigned his position to be-
come manager of the watch and jewelry depart-
ment of the Thomas Manufacturing Company, of
Dayton, Ohio. He was on the local market late in
the month purchasing new stock.

C. A. Rogers will hereafter have charge of
the Chicago office of the Irons & Russell Co. C.
A. Russell, one of the members of the company,
was in Chicago early in the month inspecting the
office. His son, A. I. Russell, who has been in
charge of the Chicago office, returned with him to
the East.

H. B. McKinley, Burton E. Chapman and
Walter Dunbarton Kee, missionaries for the Elgin
National Watch Company, came in from their
several territories the middle of the month to
spend the holidays at home. They will be in their
territories again about January isth.

Chas. P. Crane, for twenty-two years with
Lapp & Flershem, has resigned his position and
beginning January 1st will act as Western repre-
sentative for the Bliss Bros. Co. He spent a week
at Attleboro visiting the factory.

William A. Fay, who will represent the Potter
& Buffinton Co. in the West next year, left late
in the month on a visit to the factory at Provi-
dence.

J. W. Stonebruner, Western representative of
C. H. Allen & Co., left late in the month on his
initial trip for his company.

Henry Pfordresher, the well-known repre-
sentative of Geo. L. Brown & Co., Attleboro,
manufacturers, made a short trip to St. Louis
before the holidays and left shortly after Christ-
mas on his regular trip.

Holm & Akin, of Evanston, Wyo., prominent
retail jewelers of the Far Northwest and well
known on the local market, moved into their new
location early in the month. The building was
erected by them and the store is one of the most
handsomely appointed in that section of the
country.

John H. Dunham, manager of the Western
Clock Manufacturing Company, of La Salle, Ill.,
has resigned his position, to take effect January
1st. Beginning the first of the year he will be
connected with the International Silver Company,
representing Wm. Rogers & Son.

H. G. Nye, representing the Wm. Rogers
Manufacturing Company, has tendered his resig-
nation, to take effect January 1st.

Col. J. P. Moody, the jewelry auctioneer, and
Mrs. Moody are enjoying a sojourn in Cuba.

F. C. Cosley, who is well known to the Chi-
cago wholesale trade, was recently appointed
watch inspector for the Rock Island and Union
Pacific Railroads at Denver, Col.

W. F. Hayes, assistant to Webb C. Ball,
general time inspector, spent several weeks last
month in California looking after the inspection
of the Southern Pacific and other lines.

John P. Webster, one of the pioneer jewelers
of Logansport, Ind., and well known to the job-
bing trade here, died very suddenly early in the
month. He was 77 years of age.

J. B. MacDonald, Western representative of
the Wolcott Manufacturing Company, will in the
future also represent the John T. Mauran Manu-
facturing Company, covering the territory from
Pittsburg, Pa., to the coast.

J. A. Cunningham, of Regnell, Bigney & Co.,
spent a week at the Attleboro factory of his corn-
pany. He returned late in the month.

Frank T. Barton, member and also Western
representative of the firm of George N. Steere &
Co., spent nearly the entire month at the Provi-
dence factory, which started only a few years ago
as a partnership, was incorporated on an author-
ized capital of $50,000. Mr. Barton was elected
president ; vice-president, Joseph Catlow ; treas-
urer, George N. Steere; secretary, Thomas Cat-
low. The increasing business of the company
made the incorporation necessary. Mr. Barton
returned to Chicago late in the month and imme-
diately left for St. Louis on a business trip. Mr.
Barton will also continue as the Western repre-
sentative of Fonteneau & Cook Co.

H. Friedman has opened a retail store in Chi-
cago at 2704 Wentworth Avenue.

There were in the neighborhood of 2889
fewer wedding rings sold in Chicago during the
twelve months beginning December, 1907, than
during the previous twelve months, at least this
figure shows the decrease in the number of mar-
riage licenses issued during that time, all of which
goes to show that even Dan Cupid, who evidently
has become thoroughly imbued with the commer-
cial spirit, has not entirely recovered from the
hard times of 1907. The records of the marriage
clerk shows that from December I, 1907, to De-
cember I, rgo8, there were 26,632 marriage licenses
issued and during the present year only 23,793.
While Dan Cupid's laxity has cost the Chicago
retail trade something like $5000, they found more
than enough solace in the fact that Santa Claus
put in his regular appearance this year, arrayed in
more glory than ever.

The assets of Weiss & Fassett, bankrupt
jewelry jobbers at 546 West Madison Street, were
sold at auction early in the month. The stock and
fixtures brought $2450. The auctioneer who con-
ducted the sale guaranteed $2650, and this amount
will be realized. The total liabilties amount to
$18,432.

The trade has suffered a severe loss in the
death of Harry Deakin, which occurred in this
city December nth. Mr. Deakin was one of the
best known Oriental art and gem experts in the
United States and was credited with being the
first man to proclaim the true worth of native
pearls. In this connection it may be said that
Mr. Deakin at one time owned the greatest native
pearl ever found in this country. Mme. Nordica
is now the possessor of this pearl, which is valued
at $50,000. Mr. Deakin was born in Suffield,
England, sixty-four years ago, and came to this
country as a lad of 14 years. When he was 35
years of age he visited Japan and with his two
brothers founded the Oriental art firm of Deakin
Bros. & Co. at Yokohoma. In 1893 he opened a
jewelry store in Michigan Avenue, this city, and
later moved into the Fine Arts Building. He is
survived by one son, Earl Deakin, who was ad-
mitted to the partnership two years ago. Inter-
ment was made at Milwaukee, Wis., where his
wife, who died three months ago, is buried.

Phelps B. Hoyt, secretary and treasurer of
the W. M. Hoyt Company, who was killed on the
night of December 12th, was a son-in-law of Benj.
Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., and was well and
favorably known among the members of the local
wholesale trade. His sudden and tragic death
brought sorrow to his many friends both in and
out of the trade. He was a young man of many
sterling qualities and wherever he moved, in busi-
ness, sport, or society, stood for the best. Mr.
Hoyt was riding as a guest in the automobile of
a friend and in the darkness of night the machine
collided with a coal wagon, throwing the occu-
pants to the ground, Mr. Hoyt striking on his
head, causing a fracture of the skull. He was
hurried to a hospital, where an operation was per-
formed, while he was unconscious. He died with-
out recovering consciousness. Commenting edi-
torially upon Mr. Hoyt's death, the Chicago Even-
ing Post has the following to say:

"It comes as a numbing shock to a community
when such a man as Phelps B. Hoyt is taken
from it with the sudden violence of Saturday's
automobile accident.

"The impulse is to give form to our grief by
action, and in this case there are clearly two
things to be done. The first is to embody in actual
administrative procedure the demand of the peo-
ple of Rogers Park that the reckless speeding of
motors through their streets be stopped. The sec-
ond is to secure the enforcement of the city ordi-
nance requiring all vehicles to carry lights after
dark. A coal wagon without lamps is as much a
menace to life on the public highways as is a
'scorching' automobile.

"Mr. Hoyt was one of the newer generation
of Americans who have brought the fresh breath
of outdoor sport, with all its healthful and human-
izing traditions into the close atmosphere of the
business office. The fine qualities which made him
an athletic leader he was showing day by day in
the important commercial enterprise with which
his family name has been so long associated. We
could not afford to lose him. We must see to it,
for his sake, that other of our young men do not
go as he has gone."

(Continued on page 63)
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In accordance with our custom we publish
herewith a symposium of statements by repre-
sentative jewelers in regard to holiday trade.
The questions submitted were framed with a view
to eliciting information of practical value to our
readers on entering upon another year's opera-
tions, and we wish to return thanks for the prompt
and satisfactory replies to our request. A perusal
of these replies will be found particularly pleas-
urable and inspiring this year, as the great ma-
jority of them tell of improved conditions and
increased trade, and, with few exceptions, breathe
a spirit of satisfaction with the present and un-
alloyed confidence in the future. To the manufac-
turer and wholesaler the information will be par-
ticularly valuable at this time as indicating the
trend of popular taste and preference in the
various lines of goods:

From Alabama

C. L. RUTH & SON, Montgomery:—Our No-
vember and December trade was a little ahead of
the same period of last year, but not so good as
that of 1906, which marked the high tide of pros-
perity throughout this section. We find the sale
of diamonds this season much better than last
year, and the same may be said of watches ; the
most expensive, however, are still selling slowly.
The demand for sterling silverwares of all kinds
is greater now than at any time in the past; in
jewelry, medium-priced lines have moved faster
than usual. We confidently look forward to the
return of good times, but believe it will be gradual.

MAX R. DOERING, Anniston :—My holiday trade
so far has been from io to 15 per cent. better than
last year. I find the most demand for the general
line of jewelry and silver novelties. Conditions
here indicate a return of the prosperous times and
the outlook for the coming year is very favorable.

From Colorado

THE RUSHMER JEWELRY COMPANY, Pueblo :—
We are happy to be able to say that up to last
(Monday) evening we are practically even with
the same date of the two previous years. We find
the demand as we anticipated to be for more of
the medium-priced lines. Bracelets, neck chains
and lockets, medium-grade watches, gold brooches
of moderate price and plated toiletware seem to
be the leading popular lines. We do not notice
any extreme change in popular taste, but have in
recent years observed a great improvement in
the popular taste, goods of artistic merit seeming
to be more and more appreciated by the trade.
We believe that we are returning to normal condi-
tions here after a depressing year ; our big indus-
tries are resuming with full forces and locally our
outlook appears to be better than for a number
of years. We have been busy from the first day
of December, and are waiting on more people
than ever before and feel much encouraged..

THE BOHM-ALLEN JEWELRY COMPANY, Den-
ver:—Our Christmas trade we calculate to be zo
per cent. better than one year ago. We find popu-
lar taste to be unchanged, there being a fair de-
mand for all lines of goods. The good times, we
think, have returned, and the prospects for next
year are great. We are too busy to favor you
with more extended answers.

From Connecticut

S. W. TascH, Danbury :—The Christmas
trade this year so far is not quite up to the
standard of a year ago and is about the same as
two years ago. I find that the demand is of a

general character, with possibly greater activity in
cut glass and silverware. The aggregate sales
and the grades of goods in most demand indicate
a return to normal conditions, and I feel confident
that the coming year will be bright and prosper-
ous. Shops in our vicinity are now working full
time and orders seem to be plentiful.

R. M. MANSFIELD, Wallingford :—My Christ-
mas trade I find a little better than last year,
thought not so good as in the holiday season of
1906. Staple articles and low-priced watches are
in best demand. There is every indication that
the good times are returning and the outlook for
next year is first class.

F. LYMAN, Bridgeport :—My Christmas trade
is about the same as last year, but much below
that of two years ago. Moderate-priced goods
are mostly in demand and there is no change in
popular taste as far as I can see. The business is
not suggestive to any great extent of a return to
normal conditions, though I expect an improve-
ment during the coming year.

JACOB SCHER, Bridgeport :—The Christmas
trade this year was far ahead of last year, but not
so good as that of two years ago. Medium-priced
goods were sold mostly. Silver toiletware, watches
and bracelets were in most demand.

W. W. BASSETT, Hartford :—I find business
ahead of last year, but only a little. The year be-
fore that was my first in business and, of course,
my trade has greatly increased since that time.
The best sellers have been cuffbuttons, signet
rings, small diamond rings and medium-priced
toilet articles, with a fair demand for all moder-
ately priced goods. There is a much better feeling
in this section and all look forward with confi-
dence to the coming year.

S. KRONHOLTZ, Stamford :—My business this
year has been the worst in twenty-one years and
less than 5o per cent. of the previous two years.
The demand is mostly for cheap goods and there
is no indication here of returning prosperity. We
are still talking hard times with poor hope for
better.

R. J. ATWELL, Middletown :—I find practically
no change in my business for the three years of
1906, 1907 and too8 up to and including December
loth. November of this year was the best month
I ever had. My sales for the season should show
a gain of about 15 per cent., though jewelry, sil-
verware, glass and china are in slow demand.

ALEX. WEED, Stamford :—My business I find
about the same as last year and the year before.
The line of goods ordered was of better quality,
and while there was not so many customers pur-
chases were larger. I am convinced that normal
conditions are right here at present and the pros-
pects are bright for another year. I find a ready
sale for diamonds of good quality.

From Florida

GREENLEAF & CROSBY CO., Jacksonville :—Our
holiday trade so far has been better than last year,
but not so good as two years ago. The business
indicates that normal conditions are returning and
we look forward with great confidence to the
coming year.

From Georgia

MAIER & EDELMAN, Atlanta :—Our Christmas
trade is about the same as that of last year, but is
ahead of that of two years ago. The most popular
lines we find to be bracelets, rings, neck chains,
lockets and fobs. Business here does not indicate
that normal conditions are yet in sight and the
prospects for the coming year are doubtful. .

GEO. R. Youmaxs, Waycross :—Our Christ-
mas trade is about the same as it was last year,
but not so good as it was two years ago. There
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is no particular line of goods that is selling more
than others, as trade seems to be general for all
lines. I note no difference in popular taste. Good
quality of goods is selling best, but conditions here
are very far from normal. However, I believe
business prospects for the coming year are very
promising.

KINSEL & PETRI, Columbus :—So far as our
Christmas business is concerned it is entirely satis-
factory and, in fact, is in excess of what we had
even expected. Our sales to date have been the
best in the history of the business, being ix per
cent. better than last year's, which was the best
year we have had. The bulk of sales was in the
better grades of silver and gold goods, very little
plated ware being sold; in fact, the tendency is
for the better grades of goods all around. We do
not know as to whether or not we are prepared
to say just what the new year will bring forth,
but we have prepared for an active campaign
along all lines. Sixty days ago we found it neces-
sary to increase our force, both in the manufac-
turing and repairing department, as well as the
store help, realizing full well that if you have the
force to do your work well and promptly a great
deal of business can be gotten that the other
fellow might get were you yourself as indifferent
as the majority of jewelers seem to be. The
weather has started in quite cold and rainy, and
we do not know just what effect this may have on
the balance of the holiday trade.

From Illinois

SPAULDING & CO., Chicago :—Our Christmas
trade is far exceeding our anticipations. It is
enormously larger than that of one year ago and
exceeds that of 19(36. We have found the demand
very general and not confined to any particular
lines, and we notice a decided desire upon the
part of our customers to buy goods of intrinsic
worth, artistically and otherwise. Our sales cer-
tainly indicate a return to normal conditions, and
we consider the business prospects for the coming
year exceedingly good.

A. E. WUERSTEMAN, Champion :—Trade condi-
tions with me have been much above expectations.
The sales run ahead of the two previous years.
Gold and filled jewelry are in good demand, with a
special run on cameos, watches, pins, bar pins and
belt pins. Diamonds are dull, but watches sell
well. Brass goods, such as desk sets, etc., and
electroliers are selling better than ever. Alto-
gether indications are that normal conditions have
returned and the outlook for 1909 is very bright.

WEBBER & TURNELL, Danville :—Holiday busi-
ness has been very satisfactory, showing a de-
cided increase over last year, which, considering
that our city did not suffer from the general de-
pression of last year, makes a very good showing.
There seemed to be a demand for a better class of
goods than last year. Diamonds and gold jewelry
of all kinds moved very readily. Watches were
slow, except in filled goods. Sterling silver flat-
ware and cut glass seemed in good demand, as
were also brass art goods of various kinds.
Taken altogether it looks as if the "backbone" of
the depression was broken, and prospects for
future business look bright.

ROVELSTAD BROS., Elgin :—Our Christmas
trade this year is not quite up to that of last year
or igoo6, as our large watch works have not been
working more than four days for the greater part
of the year, so the large number of people de-
pendent on this concern have had little money to
spare for luxuries. Watches and diamonds and
expensive goods in general have not sold exten-
sively. Less expensive goods in all lines sold as
well as last year. The farming population in our
vicinity is very prosperous and with the indica-
tions of increasing activity in the manufacturing
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line all over the country it is only a question of a
short time when the watch industry in our city
will be running on full time.

CHAS. L. CRAWFORD & CO., Peoria:—Our
Christmas business has been the largest we ever
had.

From Iowa

FRANK LE BRON JEWELRY COMPANY, Keokuk:
—Our holiday business has shown a decided im-
provement over a year ago, and as the really big
days are yet to come there is every indication that
our business will show up favorably with our
very best years. Regarding the line of goods
most in demand will say that our store has been
established here a good many years, and each
season we see many of our old customers, who
have made their Christmas purchases from us
year after year, and for this reason we find a very
decided demand for unusual things. The result is
we handle some lines which are not handled by
all jewelers and we have met with decided suc-
cess this year in these departments. The demand
for jewelry and silverware seems to be about as
usual, and we find scarf pins rather more called
for than in former years ; and lockets, bracelets,
collar pins and festoon necklaces the most popular
things in jewelry for women. Locally things ap-
pear to have assumed a normal condition, and
we look for a good business next year.

MACK A. HURLBUT, Fort Dodge:—Too busy
to write. Up to now business is 30 per cent. ahead
of same period for xgo6. Quality, not price, had
the field this year. Watches, both for month and
year, were the best in twenty years—all high
grades, very few cheap. Fake cases and seven-
jewel movements not even inquired for. Brace-
lets, waist sets, combs and buckles are losing
ground rapidly. Signet stuff still popular. Art
noveati, semi-precious stones and public taste for
artistic stuff getting better. Nice leather goods
and umbrellas in good demand; but clocks, china
and cut glass are slow. Plain and conventional
designs in sterling increasing in favor. Sales and
qualities indicate healthy tone, and indications
were never better for a good year ahead. People
bought earlier and we worked later.

J. H. LEPPER, Mason City :—Compared with
last year the trade is about the same as far as
cash receipts are concerned. However, I notice a
falling off of the rural trade. The farmers are a
scarce article. I am selling a better class of goods
than I did last year, and selling more watches
than any year of the past seven. The trade seems
to be mostly in the jewelry line, bracelets being a
strong leader. Brass, copper, cut glass, china and
clocks are slow sellers. Another feature very
noticeable is the slow selling of signet goods.
We are obliged to push them to unload. Weather
is fine, as far as comfort is concerned. Other
lines report a normal business, some being ahead
of last year, others falling off somewhat. Have
sold more diamonds than formerly and have nu-
merous prospects and "lookers."

N. NIELSON, Harlan :—The quantity, as well
as quality, of the goods sold through December,
up to this writing, is about the same as last year,
and better than the year before. Trade would
undoubtedly have been greater in this section of
the country had the weather not been against us,
but indications are now that we may have favor-
able weather and that the last four days of Christ-
mas shopping will exceed anything we have yet
seen in this part of the country, for the reason
that the past year has been one of prosperity, on
account of the splendid crops and the high prices at
which they are marketed. For some reason not
easy to explain, considering what has just been
stated, people are as yet not buying as many "ex-
pensive" goods in this section as two years ago.
The volume is greater and cash receipts are
higher, but goods sold are mostly the medium and
lower-priced grades. The last four days may see
a change in regard to this, but I do not look for
it. I am looking forward to a fair, steady run of
business for the coming year, but there will not be
a boom. Dealers need not fear buying liberally
and I am confident that the manufacturers will not
make a mistake in continuing the making of their
product with this in view, for the demand will be
continuous all through the Central States and the
West.

COLE & FIULL, Winterset :—Our Christmas
trade up to the present time is as good as we can

expect. There is no difference in the demand nor
in popular preference as compared with last year.
We feel sure that normal conditions are in full
force here and business looks good for the coming
year.

PARRITT JEWELRY COMPANY, Des Moines :—
The year here as a whole, taking into considera-
tion the conditions over the United States, has
been very satisfactory. Our December business
was about TO per cent. ahead of the year previous.
The rest of the year up to the first of December
fell short 20 per cent. The hard times did not hit
Iowa as hard as it did the rest of the country.
There never has been a time when business condi-
tions were as good as now and people had as
much money as they have at the present time,
and we look forward to a very prosperous year.

PAULE JEWELRY COMPANY, Burlington:—Our
Christmas trade up to the present time is better
than that of last year, and we believe will be fully
as good as the previous year, which was our ban-
ner year. We find that the medium-priced articles
still seem to sell the best, although we sold some
very nice goods. Business seems to be getting
back to the normal condition, and we have every
reason to believe that the prospects for woo are
very good.

S. A. ASQUITH & BRO., Waterloo:—Our holi-
day trade was very much better than either that
of one year ago or that of 1906. The lines which
we found in most demand were rings, bracelets,
fobs and chains. Our business certainly indicated
a return to normal conditions and we anticipated
this by buying larger stocks and better grades of
goods. The prospects for the coming year are
very good in this section.

LEWIS & VAN SICKLE, Oskaloosa:—Our
Christmas trade this year is far more satisfactory
than that of one year ago or two years ago. Last
year the trade showed a tendency to purchase very
light of the expensive articles and fine goods.
Among the most noticeable increase in expensive
articles was the large number of diamonds, solid
gold and solid silver goods disposed of. Business
conditions in this vicinity seem to have returned
to full normal conditions and we anticipate for the
coming year a more prosperous business.

From Kansas

H. S. ZINN, Hutchinson :—Christmas trade
this year is nearly 25 per cent. better than that of
last year. Business here indicates a return to
normal conditions and prospects were never
brighter. We expect the coming year to excel any
we ever had in this part of the State.

F. M. TRUBY, Coffeyville :—My Christmas
trade shows a substantial gain over 1906 and is
far ahead of 1907. The sales certainly indicate a
return to normal conditions as gold goods have
sold well, with very few calls for the cheaper
grade of plate. Business prospects look very
bright for woo and I expect to make it the banner
year.

W. D. GOULD & Co., Great Bend :—Our
Christmas trade is fully 331/3 per cent. better
than a year ago, and we believe it will equal, if it
does not exceed, our trade of two years ago,
which was the best we ever had. The higher
grades of goods are most in demand, and the
business prospects for the next year were never
any better here; but they should be, as our county
is the banner county for wheat in the United
States. We raised four million and a half bushels
last year.

THE VARNEY JEWELRY COMPANY, Wichita :—
Our anticipations were fully realized in one of
the largest Christmas trades we have ever had.
As compared with former years this was the
best we have ever enjoyed. We do not speak of
restored confidence in Kansas as our confidence
was not lost in the panicky conditions of a year
ago. With the greatest per capita deposits ever
known in the history of finance Kansas has noth-
ing but expressions of confidence and thankful-
ness. All lines of high-grade goods were in de-
mand, especially in solid gold jewelry, cut glass
and sterling silver. Plated goods "went a beg-
ging," the popular taste being for those lines
showing highest quality and neatness of design
or artistic beauty. Diamonds and diamond
jewelry was in constant demand and sales in
these gems and lines of jewelry was the heaviest
in our experience. As to business prospects we
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could hardly ask for more. We hear nothing of
the phrase, "Restored confidence and return to
normal conditions." Prosperity is here and has
been with us continually. Kansas is the home of
prosperity and of a prosperous people and Wichita
Is the most favored city in the State, with peace
and good will prevailing.

From Louisiana

ECKART JEWELRY AND MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, LTD., New Iberia :—Christmas trade this
season is fully 50 per cent. in advance of last sea-
son's business, but not quite up to the volume of
business of two seasons ago. Our regular lines of
high-grade goods are in most demand. For the
first six months of the coming year we fear con-
ditions will be uncertain, probably bad, due to the
almost complete failure of one of our staple crops,
cotton, and 6o per cent. only of an average cane
or sugar crop. The greater portion of the cotton
growers in this section, on account of the boll
wevil, will plant cane this coming year, and the
probabilities are that the last half of the year Igo()
will show a return to normal conditions. Cane,
as a rule, is a very hardy plant and will stand
more abuse and is never a total failure, and if
weather conditions should prove in the least favor-
able, and on account of the increased acreage of
cane, we can expect next fall a return of normal
conditions. The salvation of this particular sec-
tion this season was sugar and the very favorable
weather for harvesting. To this cause solely we
attribute the favorable business conditions over
last season.

T. HAUSMAN & SONS, LTD., New Orleans :—
Our Christmas trade so far has been very good,
with the bulk of the demand for medium-priced
goods. Our holiday trade seems to indicate a re-
turn to normal conditions, and the outlook for the
coming year is good.

A. B. GRISWOLD & CO., LTD., New Orleans :—
Our Christmas trade is better than a year ago, but
not quite so good as two years ago. The sales are
well distributed over our entire line and we do
not notice any particular change in popular taste.
The sales and grades of goods sold indicate a
gradual return to normal conditions, and we think
that in this vicinity prospects for the coming year
are good for a fair business, though not such a
business as we had before the panic.

From Maine

W. H. BLACAR, Bangor :—My holiday trade is
about the same as last year, with the bulk of fife
demand for medium-priced goods. Business here
does not indicate a return to normal conditions
and the outlook for next year is only fair.

From Massachusetts

H. J. DAVISON'S SONS, Springfield :—Decem-
ber trade this year, for the first nineteen days, is
about the same as last year, more, if anything, but
not up to two years ago, quite. The call is for
low-priced goods, almost entirely, with a craze for
engraving. I don't see how things can be normal
this year. There is a greater willingness to buy,
but the past year makes it impossible in many
cases. General prospects point to a better busi-
ness, tempered by the fact that the working and
middle classes are behind from loss of work and
must "get square" before they can buy many
luxuries.

FRANK RICARD, Lowell :—Christmas business
this year compares favorably with that of last
year; but was not as good as two years ago.
The lines of goods in most demand were lockets
and chains, bracelets, watches, diamonds, signet
rings, combination sets in silver, umbrellas and
cufflinks. My sales were of higher grade of
goods, which indicates a return to normal condi-
tions. The business prospects for the coming
year are favorable.

L. W. BARNES, North Adams :—Business for
this year has been about the same as last year, but
has been improving since election. We find solid
gold and silver goods in good demand and every-
thing has to be engraved. Conditions indicate a
return of good times, and the outlook for the
coming year looks bright at this time.

A. A. FLYE, Gloucester :—Christmas trade so
far this year has not been quite so good as last
year. The cheaper grades of goods are in most
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demand with large sales of signet rings. Pros-
pects for the coming year are not very bright in
this city.

From Michigan

SANDY MACKAY, West Branch :—Fall business
has fallen off considerably, but the last few days
business has become very brisk and will probably
prove equal to last year at this time. Jewelry is
the best selling line, watches, cut glass and silver
hollow ware being very quiet. Prospects for bet-
ter business in future here are quite good.

A. G. BEDFORD, IOnia:—I am making a good
finish for 1909. While my volume of business has
been somewhat reduced from my banner year of
1907 the December trade, I expect, will be equal to
anything I have ever experienced. This year, as a
whole, is much better than 1906. I am selling
more watches and clocks than ever before, and
the best quality of filled jewelry is the most
profitable line in the store. Flatware is selling
well, while hollow ware, glass and china are quiet.

C. D. GARDNER, Manistee:—The season SO far,
including December igth, is nicely ahead of the
past two years for the same time. The lines of
goods which we find best sellers are watches,
signet and set rings, bracelets, sterling silverware
and silk umbrellas. Diamonds, cut glass and
hand-painted china have moved slow. I do not
see any prospects of better business in this part
next season.

C. S. Awscag & Sox, Owosso :—Up to date
we are ahead of our Christmas trade of last year,
but not quite up to two years ago. We have never
sold so many small things as this year so far, but
the reason is that there have been local conditions,
such as embargoes on hay and stock owing to a
disease among the cattle, etc. The farmers have
not bought so much as last year, but the town
people have bought more, for the times are better
in the city, and we have very bright prospects for
the coming year. We have sold fewer watches
this year than any year during the past five, a
fact which we attribute to the farmers not being
able to dispose of their stock and hay.

PARIUSH & CO., Coldwater :—Our business is
far greater than any year since we have been in
the business, that is, since 1902. Watches, brace-
lets and gold fobs were especially good sellers.

G. CARHART, Pontiac :—My business for the
entire year of 1908 I calculate to be about 75 per
cent. of that for 1907. The month of June of this
year was considerably ahead of the same month
last year and the holiday trade about equal that
of a year ago. I notice no change in popular taste
in regard to the goods sold.

C. A. PIELLA, Lansing :—Christmas trade is
somewhat better than a year ago with a slightly
improved demand for all lines. The conditions
indicate a return of good times, and the outlook
for next year is very bright.

From Minnesota

M. Q. LINDQUIST, Red Wing:—Our Christ-
mas trade this year is about the same as the past
two years. It fluctuates very little. We did not
feel the panic last year at Christmas. Sales this
year were mostly in jewelry and solid silver flat-
ware. The grades of goods sold were as good
and better than in former years. The prospect
for the coming year is good around here.

J. B. HUDSON & Co.
' 

Minneapolis :—We are
gratified to report a most satisfactory condition,
an increase for some dates over one and two years
ago. The greatest demand is for the more mod-
erate-priced lines. Our diamond department has
shown that profits have been reduced one-half,
competition in this particular branch of the busi-
ness being so active that the trade has not profited
to any degree compared to former years. Pros-
pects for 1909 are good, but the people who buy
real "luxuries" have not recovered from the finan-
cial stress of a year ago.

From Mississippi

RICHARDS, BOURNE & Co., Greenville :—We
have been in business through five Decembers
and each year has shown an increase over the
previous year until this Christmas. The people
find themselves without the money to spend, and
consequently content themselves with the cheaper
grades of goods. The season's business not only
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does not indicate a return to normal conditions
but the reverse, at least, as far as this part is
concerned. Prospects for the coming year are
bad, the cotton crop, on which we placed much de-
pendence, being destroyed throughout by the boll

From Missouri

J. R. MERCER, Kansas City:—Our Christmas
trade has been better than for the past three years.
All goods sold well, with diamonds and corals in
exceptionally brisk demand. Our business indi-
cates that normal conditions are now with us, as
we are doing the largest business which we ever
did this season. In fact, everybody in our city is
enjoying prosperity.

R. D. WORRELL, Mexico :—At this writing our
holiday business is slightly behind last year, but as
we have four days this week in which to do busi-
ness, in comparison with two days in the same
week last year, I am inclined to believe we will
do as well, if not better, than last year. Jewelry
is selling best, with bracelets, lavalieres and veil
pins as the leaders ; small diamond jewelry is
good; sterling silver is fine; watches rather slow;
cut glass fair; china poor and novelties about as
usual. There is nothing to indicate a return to
normal conditions in trade, as we suffered very
little last year, but there is an apparent feeling
of unrest or suspicion of present financial condi-
tions that is not an assurance of satisfaction with
the present state of affairs. As we are in a farm-
ing community, with very few small manufac-
turies, the business prospects for next year are
dependent on the farm and stock interests.

CLAUD WEEELER, Columbia :—As compared
with last year and 1906 business is very much
better. The jewelers here are all having an ex-
ceptional month. At the close Saturday night my
business showed an increase of over 30 per cent.,
and large sales made and to be delivered this
week would bring it up to last year if I made no
new sales during the four days. I am sure the
business will be at least 25 per cent. better than
1906 and 1907, which were about the same. This
condition has existed here all fall. My business
for September, October and November was each
month more than 50 per cent. better than last
year. While the first part of the year showed
heavy loss, the total business for the year will be
more than 1907. There is very little demand for
the cheaper goods. The lines which show the
greatest increase with me are diamonds and
watches. In these the demand is for the better
grades. Am selling the best grade of blue white
diamonds, something we never did before. There
is every reason to believe that the present condi-
tions will continue in 1909. Everything is favor-
able and I do not look for the slow business this
spring which we had last year.

CHAS. H. BARD, Sedalia :—Our Christmas
trade began earlier this year than usual and we
never remember a holiday season of so many gen-
eral sales. We have had a special demand hr
signet rings and souvenir spoons.

A. M. HARRINGTON, Kirksville :—My Christ-
mas trade has been ahead of any previous year.
The trade has been on general lines. I calculate
that this year's business will be 30 per cent. ahead
of that of all previous years. The public pulse is
much firmer now and I have great faith in the
possibilities of next year.

GMELICH & SCHMIDT, Boonville :—Christmas
trade of this year is about like last year up to
the present time, with the best of indications that
the balance of the month will show some increase
over last year, and last year's business was the
biggest we ever had. There seemed to be more
diversified demand this year, as sales were good
in all lines, with possibly diamonds and watches
in the lead. Of these a higher grade than usual
has been sold. This being a strictly agricultural
community, the recent panic did not affect us as it
did the manufacturing districts, and as the crops
were good last year and the indications are favor-
able we think conditions are quite bright for the
coming year. The same is true of all the other
merchants we have spoken with.

A. CHENU JEWELRY COMPANY, Cape Girar-
deau :—Christmas trade with us this year has been
much better than one year ago and fully equal to
that of the year before. We notice a general de-
mand for the higher class of goods, sterling silver
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and rings. Our business decidedly indicates a re-
turn to normal conditions and everything is bright
for the coming year.

From Montana

C. E. DAVIS, Great Falls :—The December in-
crease in business up to the moth of the month
was 50 per cent. over last year, and we expect a
much higher percentage of increase for the last
few days of the season. For September, October
and November our business increased about TOO
per cent. over the same months last year. The
demand is for fine goods. From this you can
infer that our business strongly indicates a return
to normal conditions. Montana was never in such
good shape, and the prospects for the coming year
are very bright.

From Nebraska

MAX J. EGGE, Grand Island :—My Christmas
trade this year is about 25 per cent. better
than 1907 and 30 per cent. better than 1905.
Every line seems to be selling well. My business
indicates a return to good times with very bright
prospects for the coming year.

J. B. TRICKEY COMPANY, LTD., Lincoln:—Our
business is only about 25 per cent. in excess of
last year, owing possibly to our change of location
across the street from where we have been estab-
lished for thirty-eight years. We find no special
line of goods in exceptional demand, but there is
a marked tendency to the better grade. The pros-
pects are flattering for the coming year.

From New Jersey

T. C. BOTHMAN, Elizabeth :—I am too busy to
answer your queries at length, but find this season
much better than last. All indications are that
confidence has been fully restored and the outlook
for 1909 is very bright.

0. 0. STILLMAN, New Brunswick :—Business
this year is much better with me than one year
ago and I find the demand principally for the
better grades of goods, the sales of gold and ster-
ling silver stock being quite large. Normal condi-
tions seem now to be with us and the prospects
for next year are very bright.

From New York

WILLIAM B. JOSEPH, Schenectady :—My
Christmas trade is about 20 per cent. less than last
year and the year before. The cheaper grades
were the best sellers. The demand for diamonds
was principally for those which ranged in price
from fifteen to fifty dollars. Gold link buttons,
mostly plain, sold well, also chains and lockets.
Toilet sets, too, were in good demand. We do not
look forward for normal conditions in this sec-
tion until after inauguration day, but feel confi-
dent that business will be much better during the
coming year. The General Electric Company and
the American Locomotive Company are booking
large orders, which mean much employment. Our
profits on the cheap goods made up largely for
the deficiency in other lines.

E. S. ETTENHEIMER, Rochester :—We are too
busy to think of answering your questions at this
time, and this will give you a good idea of how
we find holiday trade.

E. J. GAINOR, Troy :—My Christmas trade has
not been as good as last year nor the previous
year. The cheaper goods I find in most demand
and the depressed business conditions are still
here. The prospects for the coming year in this
vicinity I think are poor.

C. C. BRADLEY & CO., Batavia :—Our general
holiday business was not quite as good as last
year, owing, we think, to lack of employment by
many in the city during the summer and fall. We
noticed a considerable increase in our country
business, which, combined with several good dia-
mond sales, makes our total business the largest
we have ever enjoyed. The goods most in de-
mand are watches and jewelry. First, silverware
and kindred lines ; second, with "side lines" (um-
brellas, leather goods, etc.) fairly strong. We
consider business prospects fairly good; but do
not believe that the times of '06 and '07 will be
repeated until 1910.

OTTO OPFENHAEUSER & SON, Tarrytown :—
Holiday business thus far is a little better than
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last year, though not as good as two years ago.
Sterling silverware, high-grade cut glass and
14 K. jewelry form the larger part of my sales.

From North Carolina

W. T. VooLEa, Winston-Salem :—Our Christ-
mas trade up to this writing has been as good as it
was two years ago and somewhat better than last
year. We found a special demand for card cases
and signet rings. It would seem that there is
here a gradual return to normal conditions, and
the business prospects for the coming year are
very good.

WARREN PRIOR & SON, Fayetteville :—Our De-
cember trade up to and including the 21st did not
show an increase of more than about 5 per cent.,
but the rush came later and pushed our business
to over one-third more than last year. There
seems to be no partiality for any particular line
of jewelry. Conditions here were badly affected
by the August flood, when about half of the cotton
crop was destroyed.

W. H. SHOFFNER, Asheville :—Trade so far
we find better than last year, with the bulk of the
demand for medium-priced goods, such as gold
filled. We do not notice any return of the former
prosperous conditions and do not think the out-
look for next year is very bright.

From Ohio

VAUTROT & MYERS, Warren :—Our Christmas
trade so far is about the same as last year. We
have not noticed any distinguishing feature about
holiday trade this year. The conditions here indi-
cate a return to good times and the prospeetts are
very bright.

PICKERING & JF.Luvr, Mansfield :—Our trade
commenced early and has been very satisfactory
indeed. Saturday, igth, was better than a year
ago and Monday, 21st, was away ahead of two
years ago. We feel at this time that we will be
up to 1906 if trade keeps up the way it has been
going. The outlook for 1909 is good here and we
look for a splendid trade.

J. J. FREEMAN & CO., Toledo:—At this writ-
ing, the close of business on December igth, our
business has been most satisfactory with every
prospect of its continuing so for the few remain-
ing days. Our cash sales to-day have equaled
our combined cash and credit of the same day a
year ago. We feel certain that our trade this
December will equal, if not exceed, that of 1907,
but hardly hope to reach the high-water mark of
1906, though we might say in this connection that
our December trade of 1906 was not so much in
excess of last year as it was in some localities, as
the depression had not reached us in full at that
time. As to the lines of goods in most demand it
is rather difficult for us to particularize, as we
have three immense floors full of merchandise and
all departments report good business. If any de-
partment stands out above the other we should
say it is the silver department in point of items,
and the diamonds in point of volume. As to the
popular taste we notice a decided inclination to
demand the better articles and to discard the
cheap and trashy and, of course, the constant cry
for "something new." We feel most certain that
the grade of goods demanded and the volume of
our business indicate a return to the normal con-
ditions as promptly as all can get to work.

OSKAMP JEWELRY COMPANY, Cincinnati :—We
find that lines of filled jewelry are in exceptionally
good demand, but the business is not up to that
coofnadiytieoanrs.ago. We think, however, that by April
or May there will be a complete return to normal

From Oklahoma

A. Y. BOSWELL, Tulsa :—My business for this
season will double that of last year, which was an
exceptionally good year with me. I find the bulk
of demand for diamonds, jewelry, sterling silver
novelties and cut glass. The indications are now
that I will have a very prosperous year in 1909,
and the outlook is the best possible.

THE DOUGLAS JEWELRY COMPANY, Guthrie :—
Our Christmas trade has increased 25 per cent. as
compared with that of a year ago. The one ex-
ceptionally noticeable feature of the season is the
brisk sales in diamonds. Our trade indicates a
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return to normal conditions with prospects for the
coming year very bright.

From Pennsylvania

FRANK KIND, of S. Kind & Sons, Phila4el-
phia:--Our holiday trade was the best we ever
had and showed a substantial increase over that
of 1907 and 1906. Medium-priced goods proved
the best sellers, though the general demand was
very satisfactory. Our business certainly indi-
cated a restoration of normal conditions, and we
consider the outlook for the coming year very
bright and promising.

G. A. SCHLECTER, Reading :—Our Christmas
trade has run ahead of that of last year. A no-
ticeable feature of the demand this year was the
run on medium-priced solid gold goods. Our
business indicated greatly improved conditions
and restored confidence resulted in more liberal
expenditure. The outlook for the coming year is
very encouraging. The character of our Christ-
mas trade may be inferred from the fact that
twenty-five people in store and shop were kept
busy every day for three weeks. We attribute the
large holiday business to three things—clean,
medium-priced goods purchased early, all goods
marked in plain figures and a square deal to all
concerned.

W. H. APPEL, Allentown :—Our trade is run-
ning a little less than one year ago, but about the
same as two years ago. The lower-priced articles
we find in best demand. Business conditions in
this section seem quite uncertain and we do not
hope for very much improvement over last year.

I. BEDICHIMER & CO., Philadelphia :—We have
noted a vast improvement in business since the
election and trade in our line has picked up won-
derfully. Trade is way above that of last year,
and even of two years ago. We have had a great
demand for diamond jewelry and fine gold
jewelry. The prospects for the coming year ap-
pear to be very good. Our business for December
igth has been far ahead of that of the corre-
sponding date in previous years.

W. E. STOPFLETT, Shamokin :—My Christmas
trade so far is better than one year ago, but there
is no particular change in popular taste nor in the
grades of goods most wanted. My sales indicate
a return of good times and the prospects for the
coming year are quite bright.

S. MALTINSKY, Braddock :—My business up
to this writing is about 25 per cent. less than last
year at the same time and last year was 25 per
cent. less than two years ago. Business prospects
for next year, as far as I can judge, are not very
bright in this town. We are situated too close to
Pittsburg and the big city attracts much of the
business which should be ours.

WASHINGTON, BURR & SON, Carbondale:—
Our Christmas trade does not differ much from
that of one year ago and may, perhaps, be a little
behind. We find the lower-priced goods in most
demand and are well pleased with our sales of
railroad watches. The season does not indicate
a complete return to normal conditions, but the
outlook for next year is very bright, provided
there is no strike at the mines.

FRANK HANNIS, York :—My Christmas trade
proved better than either that of 1907 or 1906.
Jewelry lines were in most demand, cuffbuttons
moving most freely. There was a larger demand
for diamonds than ever before. Business gener-
ally indicates a return to normal conditions and
the prospects are very good.

M. BERMAN, Altoona :—While my Christmas
business will not reach in volume the amount of
last year by a small percentage, it has been much
better than I expected, considering the times dur-
ing the last twelve months. The goods we have
sold were of a better class and of a higher grade.
The business we were short on was on the cheaper
class of goods only. The general run of business
would indicate to me that the people have full
confidence in the future, as those that are buying
at all are buying freely and of the best. There
is very little change in style and taste that I have
noticed. For my part I have full confidence in the
coming year.

From Texas

THE G. A. BATIN OPTICAL AND DIAMOND COM-
PANY, Austin :—Our Christmas trade this year does
not compare with that of a year ago, much less with
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that of two years ago. Trade has been unusually
dormant and the public do not seem to enter into
the spirit of the season. We attribute this largely
to the weather, which was of the summer kind up
to December Ifith. The cooler weather after that
date brought increased activity and Christmas
week went for to make up the deficiency. The
best sellers were gold jewelry, especially cuff but-
tons and medium-priced articles of all kinds. It
seems to us that normal conditions are gradually
returning and prospects for the coming year are
very bright compared with one year ago. We
look forward with the greatest confidence to our
1909 business.

W. T. HIXSON COMPANY, El Paso :—Our
Christmas trade, as compared with that of a year
ago and that of two years ago, is so far a little
ahead. We find gold jewelry, diamonds, toilet-
ware and silverware in most demand. Our sales
and grades of goods sold indicate a return to nor-
mal conditions and prospects for the coming year
are good.

From Virginia

D. B. RYLAND & CO., Lynchburg :—Our busi-
ness this year up to this date is behind 1907 and
very much behind 1906. Sales are perhaps more
numerous, but much smaller in amount than for
years past. We find gold jewelry and sterling
silver, both in toiletware and household requisites,
most in demand and the tendency of trade shows
a disposition to return more to the strictly legiti-
mate jewelry lines. Our sales indicate conditions
to be still below normal and we do not look for
normal conditions to prevail before fall of 1909.

From Washington, D. C.

SCHMEDTTE BROS., Washington :—The Christ-
mas trade this year has been better than two
years ago, but not as good as last year. Last year
was the best in the history of our business. We
have had an exceptionally good trade in diamonds
this year and have sold more stones of good size
than ever before. Watches and jewelry of plain,
staple patterns have been in most demand, and in
these lines the call was for medium-priced goods.
We think there will be considerable improvement
and a rapid return to normal business conditions
during the coming year in this section.

From West Virginia

SHE VP BROS., Wheeling :—Our Christmas trade
to date is from It) to 15 per cent. ahead of last
year. We ran a discount sale to advertise our
new location and building. Bracelets, fobs, neck-
laces, lockets, rings, silverware, mesh bags, cut
glass, etc., were the leading sellers. Watches and
diamonds did not find heavy sale. We do not see
a chance for much improvement in business be-
fore next fall until after the tariff question is set-
tled. Two-thirds of our mills and factories are
closed down or making one-third time.

From Wisconsin

A. J. STOESSEL, Milwaukee :—Christmas trade
this year will probably not run behind that of last
year, although much lower than two years ago.
The staple lines seem to be most in demand, but
sales of diamonds and watches are so far very
poor. The total of receipts is not as large as the
number of sales and the number of customers
would indicate, owing to the poorer grades of
goods bought. The crowds on December 19th and
vst were larger than ever before, showing that
the popular liking of our lines as Christmas gifts
is, if anything, increasing, but that the purchasing
power has decreased. I do not consider the busi-
ness outlook for next year as very bright

A. 'Am & Sox, Sheboygan :—Our Christmas
trade compares very favorably with that of two
years ago. Our watch sales were simply immense
and diamonds moved very satisfactorily. Trade
certainly indicates a return to normal conditions,
and we consider prospects very good.

W. T. IRVINE, La Crosse :—Christmas trade
for December, 'o8, was better by 2o per cent. than
a year ago and still better than two years ago. All
lines sold well. I think we increase our trade each
year by our advertising. Special sales bring the
crowds. Good advertising always pays. I think
the prospects for business in 1909 very good.
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GOODS THAT CREATE CONFIDENCE
A reputation for reliability is the jewelers' most valu-

able asset, and the basis of such a reputation is the
sale of reliable goods.

The Geo. L. Paine Co. are recognized as the chief
fac`tor in building up and safeguarding public confi-
dence in the jewelry trade.

.dee:
W DESIGN

4/ QUALITY 41

Al FINISH

TRADE-MARK

Our Trade-Mark is a Mark of Merit, a Symbol
of Standard Quality, Tested and Proved

by Time and Wear

Aka,
0 DESIGN NV

4, QUALITY 41

Ntl FINISH

• •

**tie
TRADE-MARK

Trade appreciation has compelled such extensions of
our plant as have made our factory the largest of its
kind, and our product the most attractive and varied
in our line.

We have been successful in our ambition to produce
an ideal line that will mean quick sales, satisfied
customers and liberal profits.

If you wish a standard of comparison for fall and
holiday purchasing, begin by requesting your jobber
to show you our new lines.

GEO. L. PAINE CO.
New York Office, 9 Maiden Lane North Attleboro, Mass.
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The Dennison Manufacturing
New Dennison Company have again demon-
Store strated their consideration for

the convenience and satisfac-
tion of the jewelry trade by opening an additional
store in this city. The need was felt for an up-
town establishment to accommodate that impor-
tant and fast-growing section, and Twenty-seventh
Street, between Fifth Avenue and Broadway, was
selected as a most convenient and accessible loca-
tion. IIere in a new building the company have
opened one of the most beautiful and interesting
stores in the city. It is handsomely finished in dark
oak, brilliantly lighted and up-to-the-minute in every
respect. Fine paper boxes, silverware
cases, velvet and leather jewelry cases,
jewelry cabinets and cleaning outfits,
jewelers' cards, tissues and findings in
general are shown in profuse variety.
With two large, well-equipped stores,
conveniently located, the company will
be in a position to take better care of
their trade than ever.

The L. E. Waterman Company re-
cently completed a new plant for the
manufacture of its Ideal pens in St.
Lambert, Canada. The new Canadian
factory is three stories high and 85 x
550 feet, with approximately 25,000
square feet of floor space. The first
pen manufactured in the new factory

Ai will be presented to the Premier, Sir
Wilfrid Laurier. The planning and
installation of the complete equipment
and starting of the new Waterman
plant was under the direct manage-
ment of William I. Ferris, vice-presi-
dent of the company. John Seiler will
be the superintendent in charge of the
works.

Fontneau & Cook Co., chain mann-
facti.:rers of Attleboro, Mass., have
opened an office at 15 Maiden Lane,
where a complete line of their product
may at all times be seen. The office is
under the competent management of
W. E. Harwood, who will look after
the city and nearby trade in the inter-
est of his firm.

Oscar S. Schmidt, formerly repre-
senting Moore & Son, Newark, N. J.,
will represent in the future S. Borg-
zinner Company, manufacturers of
cases for jewelry and silverware, 82-84
Nassau Street. He will start out visit-
ing his old friends soon after the first
of the year.

J. K. Platt, who has made his
home in Columbus, Ohio, for many
years past and is well and favorably known to all
of the retail jewelers throughout Ohio, Indiana,
Michigan, Kentucky and Tennessee, has accepted
a position with M. J. Averbeck to represent him
with his strong line in Mr. Platt's old territory.
With his splendid reputation in the past he could
not help making even greater success in the future
representing this hustling house.

I. N. Deitsch, formerly of 15 East Seven-
teenth Street, has moved into new quarters in the
Jaeckel Building, 16 West Thirty-second Street,
where he has available much more space and en-
larged facilities.

Ingomar, Goldsmith & Co., diamond importers
and manufacturing jewelers, are planning to move
their quarters from 182 Broadway to 180 Broad-

where they expect to have much better fa-
cilities and more space.

The Jewelers' 24K Club have discontinued the
dining-rooms maintained by them for some time
past, and have established permanent quarters in
the Silversmiths' Building, 15 Maiden Lane. The
annual dinner of the club will be held in Del-
monico's on January 22d, and the committee on
arrangements are sanguine that the function will
surpass all previous efforts.

A handsome specimen of art craftsmanship,
the Carnegie Cup, presented by Mr. and Mrs. An-
drew Carnegie for the interclass race at Prince-
ton University, held some time ago, was recently

exhibited in the Maiden Lane salesroom of the
Gorham Manufacturing Company and was much
admired. The cup is an unusually large one of
graceful design, the decoration being symbolic of
the sea and including the dolphins, seaweed, etc.
At the top of the cup is the Princeton University
seal in natural colors.

At the regular monthly meeting of the di-
rectors of The Jewelers' Board of Trade the fol-
lowing firms were elected to membership : Ameri-
can Optical Company, Southbridge, Mass.; F.
Baumeister, New York; Castiglioni Company,
Providence; Levinson & Friedlander, New York.

The Val Bergen Cut Glass Company, Mont-
clair, was recently incorporated with a capital
stock of $25,000. The incorporators are: Val
Bergen, Meriden, Conn.; Walter H. Dunn, Ar-
lington, N. J., and B. C. Welsch, Montclair, N. J.

A. J. Wingblade, who has been covering
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J. L. Floersheim, of J. Floersheim & Co.,
spent a week at Providence and other Eastern
factories early in the month.

William Lamb, the genial Western representa-
tive of the Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co., has re-
cently returned from a trip through his Southern
territory.

Frank J. Ruggles, Western salesman for W.
E. Richards Company, was married December
21st to Miss Jessie Jones, of Ridgely, Md.

A daring attempt in broad daylight to rob
the jewelry store of Morris Henreich, us Halsted
Street, was frustrated December loth because the
ambition of three bandits was the kind that over-

leaps itself. They used the customary
brick. The brick, however, was too
large, and when they sent it crashing
through the window it also demolished
the glass shelves on which diamonds
and other precious stones were being
displayed, with the result that these
went rolling on the floor out of reach
and the bandits got nothing.

B. F. Hirsch has returned from
the East and, in addition to his other
lines, will represent Capron & Co., in
the West the coming year.

Reuben W. Cohn, the popular
Western representative of Geo. H. Ca-
hoone, has renewed his contract for
1909. Mr. Cahoone visited the Chi-
cago office the middle of the month.

Louis Bruns, formerly with the
Juergens & Anderson Co., was on the
local market early in the month pur-
chasing stock for a retail store which
he opened recently at Portland, Ore.

A loving cup of unique design

Southern territory for J. W. Forsinger, has been
appointed manager of his New York office, vice E.
C. Jamison. Chas. E. Ferree, formerly with J. B.
Bowden & Co., will cover New York, Pennsylva-
nia and New England States, replacing R. B.
Brahe, who formerly covered this territory. G. N.
Wallace, of the office force of J. W. Forsinger,
will cover the Southern territory formerly visited
by A. J. Wingblade. W. M. Davidson, who has
been temporarily in charge of Mr. Forsinger's
New York office, has returned to Chicago head-
quarters.

The Roy Watch Case Company, 21-23 Maiden
Lane, has recently made two additions to its sell-
ing force in the persons of Arthur L. Nichols, who
will travel for the firm, and S. H. Ashe, who will
take care of the city trade. Shortly after the first
of the year Albert L. Stearns, president of the
company, will accompany Mr. Nichols on an ex-
tended tour of the country for the purpose of per-
sonally introducing the latter to the trade.

On January 5th, Theodore Schisgall, clock im-
porter, of 116 Chambers Street, will sail for Eu-
rope on the steamship America. Mr. Schisgall goes
abroad on a buying trip to select new novelties
and to renew his contracts for staple and cuckoo
clocks. While in Europe he will visit the markets
of Germany, Austria, France, England and
Switzerland, and, if time permits, will take a short
vacation in Italy.

Loving Cup of Unique Design
We show in the accompanying il-

lustration a handsome loving cup do-
nated to the Nome Kennel Club, of
Nome, Alaska, by L. W. Suter, the
well-known diamond importer and sil-
versmith, of Seattle, Wash. The cup
will be contested for at the Alaska
sweepstake race of dog teams, to be
held in April of this year. This cup
was made by Jos. Mayer & Bro.,
Seattle, is of solid silver and weighs
I361/2 ozs. It is the finest silver cup
ever donated in the Northwest by a
single individual. Around the top of
the cup are icicles; on one side is the
midnight sun ; on the other a pick,
shovel and gold pan in repousse work.

On each handle is a fine Malamute dog head and
around the base are three fine snowshoes, beauti-
fully made in detail, with small mountains below,
and the words "Suter Trophy," in raised letters.
This will be the greatest dog team race ever held
in Alaska.

Daring Robbery of a Jewelry Store
Daring and expert safe burglars recently

broke into the jewelry store of Oscar C. Jackie,
at No. 866 Third Avenue, New York, opened the
safe and stole $30,000 worth of jewelry and $5000
in cash. It evidently required several hours for
the thieves to complete their work, but in that
time they were not molested by the police and
worked at the safe, which stood in the middle of
the store, plainly visible from the street.

The burglars entered by the cellar and, cut-
ting their way through the floor, entered the store.
Here they tackled the safe, which they pried and
chiselled until they had got the face off the lock,
and then with strong implements forced the rest
of the mechanism of the combination lock through
into the safe. There is no doubt that the thieves
were expert safebreakers, for, after getting
the dial out of the way, they knew how to manipu-
late the tumblers in such a manner as to throw
the bolts.
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The New England Manufacturing Jewelers'
Association seems well pleased with the work
accomplished by the committee deputed to repre-
sent them at the hearings in Washington held by
the Congressional Tariff Committee.
At a recent meeting of the associa-
tion Henry G. Thresher, chairman
of the Committee, presented a re-
port on the Committee's work, ex-
plaining iow hearings had been held
and ho the information secured
had ben presented in condensed
fo o the Congressional Commit-

e. He stated that permission was
obtained to present a supplementary
brief and this had already been for-
warded to Washington. His report
said "what the Congressional Com-
mittee desired most was a better
classification of the jewelry industry,
and it is on this particular line that
the local committee intends to de-
vote its attention largely. In order
that there may be no confliction in
this regard, an understanding was
reached with the delegates represent-
ing the precious stone trade. It is
well known that the stone dealers
import more or less chain, in an un-
finished condition, socalled. It has
been agreed that the committee from
the jewelers' associations shall pre-
sent the schedules for all the metal
classes of the industry, leaving to the stone deal-
ers' committee the preparation of schedules upon
all branches of the precious, imitation and glass
stones, pearls, etc. In this manner it is expected
that better results will be obtained." It is the
belief of the members of the committee that the
Ways and Means Committee of Congress is in-
clined to deal very fairly with the manufacturing
jewelry interest. In expressing this belief Edw.
A. Sweeney, one of the Attleboro members of the
committee, said : "We have asked for nothing un-
reasonable. We have sought
merely to secure a tariff which
will eliminate the advantage that
the foreign manufacturer has
over us because of his cheaper
labor. We firmly believe that the
members of the Ways and Means
Committee see clearly that the
adequate tariff is a protection to
the working man and will act ac-
cordingly."

Geo. N. Steere Company,
Providence, was recently incor-
porated with a capital of $50,000,
for the purpose of engaging in
the manufacture and sale of
jewelry. The incorporators are:
G. N. Steere, Jos. Catlow and
Frank T. Barton. The new cor-
poration will continue the busi-
ness of Geo.. N. Steere & Co.
Frank T. Barton was elected
president of the new corpora-
tion; Joseph Catlow, vice-presi-
dent ; Thomas Catlow, secretary,
and George N. Steere, treasurer.
Mr. Barton will continue to rep-
resent the company on the road,
covering the Western field and the Pacific Coast.

Edw. Holbrook, president of the Gorham
Manufacturing Company, and Walter R. Callen-
der, vice-president of the Callender, McAuslan &
Troup Co., were recently elected directors of the
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company.

The Bassett Jewelry Company, Providence,
has established an office in San Francisco, with
quarters at 717 Market Street, under the supervi-
sion of F. L. Presbrey.

The Tilden-Thurber Company, Providence,
had a window display recently which attracted
much attention. It consisted of a large collection
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of Delamothe rose hatpins, in addition to which
were shown the various processes in the manufac-
ture of the pins from the natural rose to the fin-
ished pin.

The Baird-North Company, Providence, is
planning to erect an addition to its plant, which
will enable them to increase their output and meet
the expansion in the demand for the product.

The illustrations on this page show a trio of
well-known hunters of wild game and the result
of a recent hunting trip in Maine. The hunters
from left to right of the picture are Geo. Briggs,
of Geo. W. Dover Company, Providence ; Wm.

Company, and will manufacture jewelry, novelties,
combs, etc. The capital is fixed at $10,000, and it
is said that the plant will be located in Cranston.

Fontneau & Cook Co., chain manufacturers of
Attleboro, Mass., have opened an office in New
York City with quarters at 15 Maiden Lane, in
charge of W. E. Harwood.

C. 0. Sweet & Son Co., Attleboro, have issued
to the trade a souvenir of the Christmas season
in the shape of a mahogany rule, on one side of
which is a calendar for the year Keg.

Steps have been taken to form an Attleboro
Board of Trade and an initial meeting was held

for this purpose. There were in
attendance some seventy-five manu-
facturing jewelers and other busi-
ness men. Geo. H. Webb, secretary
of the Providence Board of Trade,
addressed the meeting, explaining
the advantages of such an organiza-
tion. Other speakers were S. 0.
Bigney, E. A. Sweeney and Frank
Mossberg. A committee of six was
appointed to consider the matter in
all its phases and report at a future
meeting.

The Jewelers' National Bank, of
North Attleboro, which went. into
liquidation about one year ago; has
now paid a total of 95 per cent. of
the amount due depositors. The
largest depositors at this bank Were
manufacturing jewelers, and .they
are fortunate in making so success-
ful a settlement of their claims
against the institution.

Fleetwood Lanneau, a highly
popular and widely known member
of the traveling staff of R. Blackin-
ton & Co., North Attleboro; has
found it necessary to retire from the
road to give his personal attention

to his extensive fruit-growing interests in Florida.
His host of friends among the trade will wish him
unstinted success in his new field of effort. ' Mr.
Lanneau's place on the Blackinton staff will be
taken by Mills Smith, whose territory will be- the
Middle West. Mr. Smith is an accomplished
salesman of much experience and will give a good
account of himself with his attractive new line.

Stewart F. Gould, manager of the Providence
office of Treibs Bros., was married on November
25th to Miss Alice Angle, daughter of Dr. H. F.

Angle, formerly of Brockton,
Mass., and now a resident of
Providence. Mr. Gould is a
highly popular member off the
trade and has been receiving the
hearty congratulations of his host
of friends on his marriage to this
most estimable young lady.

M. J. Dunn, formerly with
Arnold & Steere, has accepted a
position with C. D. Lyons Corn-
pany and will cover the Middle
Western territory for this firm.
Mr. Dunn is an accomplished
salesman and enjoys an extensive
acquaintanceship with the trade,
by whom he is highly esteemed.

R. F. Simmons Company,
Attleboro, announce that there
will be no change in their travel-
ing force for the coming year.
George L. Sweet will continue to
cover the Eastern territory as
heretofore; John Drake will
have charge of the New York
office, 9 Maiden Lane, and Louis
E. Fay will represent the com-
pany in the West with head-

quarters at the Chicago office, 42 Madison Street.
Judge Sweetland, of the Superior Court, de-

nied the prayer of William Loeb for a preliminary
injunction against the Lyons Manufacturing Com-
pany, Providence. As our readers will remember
Mr. Loeb sold his jewelry manufacturing business
to the Lyons Company some time ago. He con-
tended that by the terms of the sale the Lyons
Company was denied the right to make rings of
the description and quality made by the com-
plainant under the trade-mark, "W. L. & Co."
The court thought otherwise and denied the peti-
tion for a preliminary injunction.

Trio of expert hunters of big game

Maintien, of Maintien Bros. & Elliott, North At-
tleboro, and E. A. Eddy, of E. A. Eddy Ma-
chinery Company, Providence. The killing shown
in the illustration by no means measures the ca-
pabilities of the trio, as the Maine law compels
this limit. All three sportsmen are enthusiastic
hunters of big game and known as deadly marks-
men with their Winchesters.

W. J. Feeley & Co., Providence, recently com-
pleted a bronze tablet to be placed in the Rhode
Island State House in memory of Major-General

Part of the killing

John Sullivan, who was commander-in-chief of
the American forces at the battle of Rhode
Island, August 29, 1778. The tablet is of unusual
size, being nine feet in height and more than half
a ton in weight.

Representative Frank 0. Coombs, of North
Attleboro, was the chief speaker at a recent
meeting of the Y. M. C. A., his subject being
engraving. He succeeded in making the subject
quite interesting to his hearers.

A corporation has been formed by Isaac D.
Huling, Philip P. Bernstein and Arthur L. Smith,
which will be known as the Parisian Novelty
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The New England Manufacturing Jewelers'
Association seems well pleased with the work
accomplished by the committee deputed to repre-
sent them at the hearings in Washington held by
the Congressional Tariff Committee.
At a recent meeting of the associa-
tion Henry G. Thresher, chairman
of the Committee, presented a re-
port on the Committee's work, ex-
plaining how hearings had been held
and how the information secured
had been presented in condensed
form to the Congressional Commit-
tee. He stated that permission was
obtained to present a supplementary
brief and this had already been for-
warded to Washington. His report
said "what the Congressional Corn-
mittee desired most was a better
classification of the jewelry industry,
and it is on this particular line that
the local committee intends to de-
vote its attention largely. In order
that there may be no confliction in
this regard, an understanding was
reached with the delegates represent-
ing the precious stone trade. It is
well known that the stone dealers
import more or less chain, in an un-
finished condition, socalled. It has
been agreed that the committee from
the jewelers' associations shall pre-
sent the schedules for all the metal
classes of the industry, leaving to the stone deal-
ers' committee the preparation of schedules upon
all branches of the precious, imitation and glass
stones, pearls, etc. In this manner it is expected
that better results will be obtained." It is the
belief of the members of the committee that the
Ways and Means Committee of Congress is in-
clined to deal very fairly with the manufacturing
jewelry interest. In expressing this belief Edw.
A. Sweeney, one of the Attleboro members of the
committee, said : "We have asked for nothing un-
reasonable. We have sought
merely to secure a tariff which
will eliminate the advantage that
the foreign manufacturer has
over us because of his cheaper
labor. We firmly believe that the
members of the Ways and Means
Committee see clearly that the
adequate tariff is a protection to
the working man and will act ac-
cordingly."

Geo. N. Steere Company,
Providence, was recently incor-
porated with a capital of $50,0oo,
for the purpose of engaging in
the manufacture and sale of
jewelry. The incorporators are:
G. N. Steere, Jos. Catlow and
Frank 1'. Barton. The new cor-
poration will continue the busi-
ness of Geo. N. Steere & Co.
Frank T. Barton was elected
president of the new corpora-
tion; Joseph Catlow, vice-presi-
dent; Thomas Catlow, secretary,
and George N. Steere, treasurer.
Mr. Barton will continue to rep-
resent the company on the road,
covering the Western field and the Pacific Coast.

Edw. Holbrook, president of the Gorham
Manufacturing Company, and Walter R. Callen-
der, vice-president of the Callender, McAuslan &
Troup Co., were recently elected directors of the
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Company.

The Bassett Jewelry Company, Providence,
has established an office in San Francisco, with
quarters at 717 Market Street, under the supervi-
sion of F. L. Presbrey.

The Tilden-Thurber Company, Providence,
had a window display recently which attracted
much attention. It consisted of a large collection
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of Delamothe rose hatpins, in addition to which
were shown the various processes in the manufac-
ture of the pins from the natural rose to the fin-
ished pin.

The Baird-North Company, Providence, is
planning to erect an addition to its plant, which
will enable them to increase their output and meet
the expansion in the demand for the product.

The illustrations on this page show a trio of
well-known hunters of wild game and the result
of a recent hunting trip in Maine. The hunters
from left to right of the picture are Geo. Briggs,
of Geo. W. Dover Company, Providence; Wm.

Company, and will manufacture jewelry, novelties,
combs, etc. The capital is fixed at $10,000, and it
is said that the plant will be located in Cranston.

Fontneau & Cook Co., chain manufacturers of
Attleboro, Mass., have opened an office in New
York City with quarters at 15 Maiden Lane, in
charge of W. E. Harwood.

C. 0. Sweet & Son Co., Attleboro, have issued
to the trade a souvenir of the Christmas season
in the shape of a mahogany rule, on one side of
which is a calendar for the year 1909.

Steps have been taken to form an Attleboro
Board of Trade and an initial meeting was held

for this purpose. There were in
attendance some seventy-five manu-
facturing jewelers and other busi-
ness men. Geo. H. Webb, secretary
of the Providence Board of Trade,
addressed the meeting, explaining
the advantages of such an organiza-
tion. Other speakers were S. 0.
Bigney, E. A. Sweeney and Frank
Mossberg. A committee of six was
appointed to consider the matter in
all its phases and report at a future
meeting.

The Jewelers' National Bank, of
North Attleboro, which went into
liquidation about one year ago,' has
now paid a total of 95 per cent. of
the amount due depositors. The
largest depositors at this bank were
manufacturing jewelers, and they
are fortunate in making so success-
ful a settlement of their claims
against the institution.

Fleetwood Lanneau, a highly
popular and widely known member
of the traveling staff of R. Blatkin-
ton & Co., North Attleboro; has
found it necessary to retire from the
road to give his personal attention

to his extensive fruit-growing interests in Flo'rida.
His host of friends among the trade will wish him
unstinted success in his new field of effort. ' Mr.
Lanneau's place on the Blackinton staff will be
taken by Mills Smith, whose territory will be-the
Middle West. Mr. Smith is an accomplished
salesman of much experience and will give a good
account of himself with his attractive new line.

Stewart F. Gould, manager of the Providence
office of Treibs Bros., was married on Novertber
25th to Miss Alice Angle, daughter of Dr. H. F.

Angle, formerly of Brockton,
Mass., and now a resident of
Providence. Mr. Gould is a
highly popular member of the
trade and has been receiving the
hearty congratulations of his host
of friends on his marriage to this
most estimable young lady.

M. J. Dunn, formerly with
Arnold & Steere, has accepted a
position with C. D. Lyons Com-
pany and will cover the Middle
Western territory for this firm.
Mr. Dunn is an accomplished
salesman and enjoys an extensive
acquaintanceship with the trade,
by whom lie is highly esteemed.

R. F. Simmons Company,
Attleboro, announce that there
will be no change in their travel-
ing force for the coming year.
George L. Sweet will continue to
cover the Eastern territory as
heretofore; John Drake will
have charge of the New York
office, 9 Maiden Lane, and Louis
E. Fay will represent the com-
pany in the West with head-

quarters at the Chicago office, 42 Madison Street.
Judge Sweetland, of the Superior Court, de-

nied the prayer of William Loeb for a preliminary
injunction against the Lyons Manufacturing Com-
pany, Providence. As our readers will remember
Mr. Loeb sold his jewelry manufacturing business
to the Lyons Company some time ago. He con-
tended that by the terms of the sale the Lyons
Company was denied the right to make rings of
the description and quality made by the com-
plainant under the trade-mark, "W. L. & Co."
The court thought otherwise and denied the peti-
tion for a preliminary injunction.

Trio of expert hunters of big game

Maintien, of Maintien Bros. & Elliott, North At-
tleboro, and E. A. Eddy, of E. A. Eddy Ma-
chinery Company, Providence. The killing shown
in the illustration by no means measures the ca-
pabilities of the trio, as the Maine law compels
this limit. All three sportsmen are enthusiastic
hunters of big game and known as deadly marks-
men with their Winchesters.

W. J. Feeley & Co., Providence, recently com-
pleted a bronze tablet to be placed in the Rhode
Island State House in memory of Major-General

Part of the killing

John Sullivan, who was commander-in-chief of
the American forces at the battle of Rhode
Island, August 29, 1778. The tablet is of unusual
size, being nine feet in height and more than half
a ton in weight.

Representative Frank 0. Coombs, of North
Attleboro, was the chief speaker at a recent
meeting of the Y. M. C. A., his subject being
engraving. He succeeded in making the subject
quite interesting to his hearers. •

A corporation has been formed by Isaac D.
Huling, Philip P. Bernstein and Arthur L. Smith,
which will be known as the Parisian Novelty
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Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

100 Richmond Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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CROWN HALL CLOCKS

WE ANTICIPATED

the increased re-
quirements for 1909 and

have manufactured a
most varied line of fine

cases in designs of

artistic merit, fine detail,

correct style and attrac-
tive value.

111, Our uniform and well-
known high standard of
workmanship and finish

is maintained in every

clock case, whether
simple and inexpensive
or elaborate and costly.
All movements are
thoroughly fitted in the
case and tested before
shipment.

IM11■11■•■•■

OUR FAMOUS
Crown Movements

are the perfection of

quality, construction and
finish, and in our new

1909 lines we offer some

exclusive improvements of

the greatest practical

advantage and not to be

found in any other Hall

Clock Movements on

the European or Ameri-

can market. All our

movements are fitted

with either fine gongs

or tubular bells and our

selection of highest

grade "Crown" tubular

chiming and strike

movements is exception-

ally complete and the

most extensive in the

country.

1

Does the advantage of buying your Hall Clocks from manufacturers who make them an EXCLUSIVE

SPECIALTY—their only line—appeal to you? If so, we can serve you best. Catalog on request

THE HERSCHEDE HALL CLOCK CO.
(F:rgitrOWROOM AND
  1011-1015 Plum Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.

MONTROSE

9 in. High in. Wide
i-day Lever Time

234 Iii. Porcelain Dial
List, $5.50

NEW LINE
Superior Finish

Solid Mahogany

Genuine Inlaid Cases

Sessions

DUNDEE
Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial

Convexed Glass 8-day Cathedral Gong
Half-Hour Strike on Cup Bell

IOr in. High 9 in. Wide
List, $15.00

67

LEEDS
in. High in. Wide

i-day Lever Time
2 in. Porcelain Dial

List, $4.80

Clocks

CHIPPENDALE

20 in. High in. \\Tide List, $18.00

Polished Solid Mahogany Case 6-inch Silver Dial
Genuine Inlaid Panel Gilt Top Ornament

THE SESSIONS
CLOCK CO.

Main Office and Factory

Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 37 Maiden Lane

x■11.

111
IEJ).111, '
1.1111,11,■,,111

BRADFORD
Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial

Convexed Glass 8-day Cathedral Gong
Half-Hour Strike on Cup Bell

14 in. High Oi in. Wide
List, $14.00



IT IS EASY FOR US TO LEAD
No. 104

We have done so for fifty-nine years

THE PROSPERITY LINE

Is the recognized trade
synonym for standard
quality, correct style and
faultless construction in

CHAINS
FOBS
BRACELETS

It means reliable stock, profit-
able sales, satisfied customers,
enhanced reputation and in-
creased patronage.

NEW YORK OFFICE

180 Broadway

CHICAGO OFFICE

Heyworth Building

ST. LOUIS OFFICE
Mermod &Jaccard Bldg.

TRADE

MARK

MAKERS OF TRADE

MARI<

LONDON OFFICE
118-122 Holborn, E. C.

Brooches, Scarf Pins, Handy Pins, Baby Pins, Collar Pins, Lockets,

Necklaces, Pendants, Lavallieres, Heart Charms, Hat Pins,

Combs, Bracelets, Etc., Etc.

No. 101
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No. 525
Globe
Clock

"Galileo"
Each List
$15.00

Sole Distri-
buters for
the United
States to
the Jobbing
Trade

(Patent No. D.
G. M. 345540)

GEO. KUEHL C& CO.
Office and Warehouse

80-82 Wabash Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers and Importers

Works at
Schonach and Hornberg

Had. Schwarzwald, Germany

Black Forest Clocks
Four Hundred-Day Clocks

Traveling Clocks

Alarm Clocks

Music Clocks

Barometers

Chronoscopes

Cuckoo Clocks

Quail and Cuckoo Clocks

Westminster Mantel Chime Clocks

Quarter-Hour Strike Clocks

Novelty Clocks

Nursery Clocks

An Italian astronomer and mathematician who discovered the law of pendulum,

" It does move though " ( Und sic bewegt sich doch) refers to the story when he

was made to kneel on the Gospels and swear never again to say that the earth

moves around the sun. It is said when he arose from his knees he was heard to

whisper, " It does move though."
Height, 14 inches ; globe, 74 inches in diameter. Nickel case, one-day lever

time. The globe moves around once in 24 hours, showing the correct time of every

city in the world. A magnificent window display. An educational demonstrator

and model for schools. Practical for office use ; useful for every home.

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil-Holder GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

E8788718/18.0 1872

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD &, STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE E Y

410

411 803—WHITE

Made In WHITE.
Black Enamel, Gun
Metal, Rolled-Plate,
Gold and Silver. These
are being advertised

In leading magazines,

directing Purchasers to
jewelers and opticians.
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

G.01026

" THE VOGUE"
14 K., 12 SIZE, OPEN-FACE

BASCINE " QUEEN"

ELLIPTICAL PENDANT

FLUSH JOINT

FRENCH BOW

THIN AND COMPACT

HEAVY BACK FOR MONOGRAM

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583' ; THOUSANDTHS FINE

T1780E-M11,8118 IN 118, .8

p„Ia AN

C.1 14 K
.585 FINE •

C.C'
GUARANTEE IN CAP LOOK FOR THIS TAO

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI

SAN FRANCISCO
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SOCIETY EMBLEMS
PRESENTATION PIECES
DIAMOND & JEWEL SETTING
SCHOOL PINS (.`k RINGS
ATHLETIC TROPHIES
MEDALS IN SOLD, 5ILVE1 &I5ROTIZE

There has been a marked re-
A Fine vival of demand in the local
Holiday Trade jewelry market. Everybody is

busy—retailers, wholesalers and
manufacturers. Every branch of the trade has
experienced such an improvement in demand that
it is scarcely believable. Retailers' stores are well
patronized with men and women intent upon buy-
ing Christmas presents. Many persons who
wished and intended to buy a year ago, but who
later found they could not do so, are now making
the purchases they wished to make then. Whole-
salers are rushed with orders and this condition
of affairs has prevailed throughout the month.
Orders for goods are being sent to wholesale
houses from all parts of the country west of New
York and east of the Mississippi River, and nine
out of ten orders is a "rush" order. Retailers
throughout the country who permitted their stocks
to run down and who refused to buy goods for
the Christmas trade until a week or two before
Christmas are now sending in their orders, frantic
in their demand for goods. Some local whole-
salers looked for this condition, and stocked up
heavily to meet this very demand which they felt
sure would materialize, and these houses are
doing a business second to none in the local
jewelry world's history. Some of the whole-
salers, however, have been caught with only the
average Christmas stock on hand, and these
houses are having some difficulty in filling orders.
The tremendous demand is illustrated by the fact
that a large house here, even though it has been
stocking up unusually heavy for a month before
the Christmas holidays, now finds itself unable to
fill nearly all of the orders which are coming to it
by mail and telegraph. Appeals have been made
by the wholesalers to manufacturers, but, in
many instances, these have been of no avail, the
manufacturers being unable to supply goods on
such short notice. The consequence is that the
local jewelry houses will be short of goods of all
kinds by the close of the Christmas holiday sea-
son, and will have to secure almost entire new
stocks from the manufacturing jewelers despite
the fact that they carried large stocks and some
of them larger stocks than ever before. Every-
body is happy, the retailer, the wholesaler and the
manufacturer, the retailer and wholesaler because
of the trade they are now enjoying and the manu-
facturer because of the good things he can see in
store for him after the holiday rush is over and
the wholesaler and retailer begin to replenish
their badly diminished stocks of goods.

"There has been a decided improvement in
business in the past month," said William Preurer,
the well-known Seventh Street jeweler. "Every-
thing is coining around all right again, and the
future certainly looks good to me. I am having
as nice a demand for Christmas goods as I could
well wish for, and besides that the regular line
of goods is going well—much better than for
months. Business conditions are about normal
again, and the future is getting to look all right.
My business is increasing daily; my old customers
are finding my place when they want to make pur-
chases, and new customers are coming in, too.
Things are better all around, I am glad to say."

The correspondent Of THE KEYSTONE had to
wait ten minutes or more before he had an oppor-
tunity to speak to any of the firm members or
employees of E. & J. Swigart, big jewelers' supply
Ten, so busy were they waiting on customers and
idling orders for goods to be shipped out of town.
Mr. Selar was overwhelmed with work as was
everybody else, but Mr. Brown granted your cor-
respondent two or three minutes. He said, "We
are awfully busy—were never busier in our lives;
and it has been this way for some time now, too.
We have found it a herculean task to get out the
orders which have been piling in here daily, and
to do so we have worked almost night and day for
the past several weeks. There seems to be no let-
up to it. Everybody seems to want supplies, and
every order is a 'rush' order. We have been very
busy and still are, and it looks as if it will keep us

going until after the holidays. Business may slow
up a little after the holidays, which is to be ex-
pected, but at that we will have all we can do for
a long time to come. Collections are improving,
too. Our customers arc buying more goods than
they did a year ago, considerably more. We
could not ask for better business. It is all that
could be desired."

The stork brought two well-known members
of the local jewelry world the very best kind of
Christmas presents the past month. Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Keagy are rejoicing over the arrival of a
darling little daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. Julius
Bose are entertaining at their home a young
jeweler, a bright-eyed baby boy. Mr. Bose is an
ardent armirer of President-elect William How-
ard Taft and has named his young son William
Howard Taft Bose. He has so informed the next
president. Both mothers and babies are doing
well.

Herman Lange, retail jeweler at 425 Vine
Street, was so busy with a handful of diamonds
he had just received that Ile could not give your
correspondent his undivided attention, so talked
while he worked. "How is business, Mr. Lange?"
"Couldn't be better. Got all I can handle. Had to
put on a number of extra clerks. Wish it was
Christmas all the time. I guess that sunburst will
look pretty fine with this bunch of stones in it,
don't you think?" The correspondent thought so,
too, and Mr. Lange then said, "Come in again
when I'm not so busy. Good-bye." And he was
gone.

It is truly gratifying to see how Cincinnati's
retail and wholesale jewelers are having to work
to take care of their big Christmas trade. Your
correspondent finally edged his way to the fine
big display cases in the Clemens Oskamp Corn7
pany's big retail house at 417 Vine Street, and
after a time secured the attention of John Daller,
Jr. Mr. Daller's every aspect told the corre-
spondent that the firm has found the land of milk
and honey, and that conditions could not be bet-
ter. "Fine, fine," said Mr. Daller, in response to
the question as to how the firm is prospering.
"Our Christmas trade has been excellent. In fact,
we have been busy for some time now. We
haven't enough goods to go around, and some are
having to wait until we can get them. We have
been buying heavily for the past two or three
months—thousands and thousands of dollars'
worth of goods. But it seems it is just like trying
to fill a sieve with water—the more goods we got
in the more we sold. Our wholesale customers
are writing in for goods, and they invariably say
they are doing a fine business throughout Ohio,
Indiana and Kentucky. Indiana business, which
some time ago was the worst in the three States, is
now the best, and orders from jewelers there are
pouring in by the dozens. If we could only get
jewelry from the manufacturers we wouldn't have
to make some of our customers wait. I expected
this very condition, and my brother and I have
been buying.and buying and buying for some time
in order to have a big rush stock on hand to meet
this. Our stock was, before this rush, the largest
we have ever carried, but it has melted away like
ice under a tropical sun. We are elated with our
business, but we do wish we had been able to
secure a larger stock than we did."

George H. Newstedt's store was a veritable
beehive of buyers and clerks when the correspond-
ent Of THE KEYSTONE called to talk over trade
conditions with Mr. Newstedt. It was like playing
catcher to secure Mr. Newstedt's attention for
even a moment. Finally the correspondent cor-
nered him as he was recording a big sale. Mr.
Newstedt didn't wait for any questions. He
knew what was wanted and replied, as he hurried
along to the next customer, "Just tell THE KEY-
STONE that things certainly look good to me. I
haven't time to tell you anything more. We're
rushed to the limit, and it has been this way for
almost a month now. Couldn't ask for anything
betteAr.

"refreshing scene of business activity pre-
vailed in the big establishment of The Oskamp,
Nolting Company, big wholesale jewelers in Elm
Street. As your correspondent entered the sales-
room, perhaps the largest in Cincinnati, every
display case was surrounded by customers. An
army of clerks was doing its best to meet the
vigorous demand for goods. The correspondent
finally succeeded in finding W. W. Oskamp, vice-

president of the company. He looked worn and
tired, although happy. "We have never had such
a run in our lives," was the way he opened the
conversation. "It is something tremendous. 1A'hy,
I have been working from early morning until two
and three o'clock the next morning for three or
four weeks and I am about all in. We have been
working nights since December ist and in spite of
all our efforts to keep up with the mail orders and
to attend to our local trade we find ourselves
being snowed under. We are filling the orders,
however, but it is taking a whole lot of pluck to
do it when we are all physically fagged out.
Why, I have been coining to work at 7 eclock in
the morning since December 1st and have been
working until i• and 2 o'clock the next morning.
I can't get out to get my meals and have to snatch
a bite to eat here in the store. I suppose this rush
will be gradually dissipated after the holiday sea-
son is over, and we will get a chance then to catch
our breath."

B. Greenwald's nobby little diamond store in
Race Street is as busy a place now proportionally
as are the larger stores. Mr. Greenwald and his
three clerks were busy selling diamonds when
your correspondent breezed into the store.
"Hello, there, KEYSTONE!" said Mr. Greenwald.
"Sorry I haven't time to talk to you this time,
but I can't help it, you can see. Must wait on my
trade. Yes, I have about all I care to do, and it
has been this way all through December. I hope
business will permit me to take about a six or
eight weeks' vacation. I need it. I am worked
out. I will leave for New York about January
20th, if nothing happens, and will then sail for
Europe to be gone five or six weeks. I believe I
deserve a rest, don't you?"

"We are enjoying a fine Christmas trade,"
said Joseph Noterman, the big diamond dealer in
Race Street. "Our Mr. Pflueger has just returned
from a trip through the West and everything
looks prosperous and our customers are ordering
freely." "I did a nice business on my trip," said
Mr. Pflueger. "Everything looks good, and there
is bound to be a big Christmas trade. Trade is
going to remain good after the holidays, too, I
believe, from what I saw and heard on my trip.
This is especially true of agricultural sections.
The farmers seem to have lots of money, and they
are spending it, too. Business in the cities will
probably not be as good as in the country dis-
tricts. It is truly gratifying to see how oil men in
Indiana are buying diamonds. They must have
made a mint of money there the past year." Mr.
Pflueger was called to the telephone at this junc-
ture, and when he returned he said, "There is In-
diana again. One of my customers over there just
called me up and asked me to fix up three fine
stones for him, to be delivered on my next trip.
I sold him a fine bunch of dandy stones only a
few days ago, and he says they are all gone and
that he has taken orders from the oil men for
three or four more fine ones, two and three-carat
stones. Indiana is surely making business for us."

Your correspondent caught sight of a large
number of busy workmen as he entered the es-
tablishment of Theodore Neuhaus & Co., big
manufacturers of gold and silver badges, emblems
and special goods. Presently Mr. Neuhaus
emerged from his private office and hurried over
to where your correspondent was waiting. "Yes,
things are moving pretty rapidly for us," he said.
"There is a big demand for our goods, and we
have been working day and night for some time
now trying to keep up. Will business remain
good? There is no doubt in my mind about that.
It looks like we are going to have all we can take
care of from now on. We have a lot of big con-
tracts for the new year and those alone would
keep us hustling. On top of that there is the
other business which is coining in rapidly. We
are faring well, thank you."

"This is the best year we have ever had," said
The Creutz Plating Company. "October was the
biggest month we ever had, and, in fact, we have
had our hands full all year. We have been work-
ing overtime to keep our heads above water.
How do we account for this activity? Well, it
must be that many persons are having old jewelry
and plate repaired and replated this year rather
than buy new. Yes, business will undoubtedly
remain good from now on. The prospects for a
busy year are mighty good."

(Continued on page 75)
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Our New Year Offering tradethe retail 
to our friends and patrons-

1 st—A new and complete plant. In our new quarters we have
more than doubled our capacity;

to our already extensive equipment we have added most modern automatic
machinery and skilful mechanical devices which are adapted to our requirements.
With our increased facilities, we not only will be able to handle our growing busi-
ness, but will be able to accord each of our valued patrons the same careful personal
attention as heretofore.

2d —A new 
 

individual office in New York. ,For years we
have main-

tained an office in New York and Chicago, but in order to afford our patrons a
more adequate service, we found it necessary to enlarge our quarters in New York
City. In the New Silversmiths' Building we occupy exclusively large salesrooms
and warerooms, where we not only show our line of College Jewelry, Enamel Wares,
Enamels, School Pins, Badges, Medals and Novelties, etc., as at our factory office,
but are prepared to furnish promptly designs and estimates on all special work.

With this new equipment and these enlarged facilities, we greet our friends and patrons.

May the year of 1909 bring you a healthy and prosperous business. May you realize your

share of the renewed development of the wonderful resources of our great country.

We thank you for the patronage you have complimented us with, and we appreciate a

continuation of your confidence and good will.

THE CHAS.M.ROBBINS CO.
Agilleboro, Mass • If.S.H.

New York Office, 17 Maiden Lane, Room 1201 Chicago Office, 103 State Street

January, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

tkANL
LETTER

The recent rains have been abundant and sea-
sonable, and the outlook after a year of readjust-
ing looks very promising. Crops in the entire
coast districts are now safe for this year, local
merchants are making plans for future business
and the tone generally is optimistic. The old year
is gone and it closed up in fair shape. Stocks in
all lines of retail merchandise are very much de-
pleted, and the wholesale jewelry trade are gather-
ing in their selection packages preparatory to
stock taking. An early resumption of business is
looked for and the travelers for local houses are
making early preparations for getting out. In
fact, the travelers will start out at least a month
earlier than usual.

California has surpassed her record of 1907 in
the shipment of fresh fruit to the East, the fruit
shipping year ending on November 14th. The recard
of 19°7 showed shipments of 705 carloads; last
year to the same date showed a grand total of
12,638 carloads, an increase over 1907 of 5237
carloads. The so-called "green" deciduous fruits
are plums, pears, peaches, apricots and table
grapes. The figures show nearly thirteen carloads
this year to every seven carloads shipped last year,
or a gain of about 76 per cent. This great crop
has added to the traffic of the Western railroads
and in a measure has been partly responsible for
the showing of earnings of the different trans-
continental roads.

New Year's Eve saw the reawakening of San
Francisco in the old fire district. Every window
in the new skyscrapers was ablaze with light and
the festoons of electric lights across the principal
streets made the thoroughfares a tent of bright-
ness. At least two hundred thousand prome-
naders marched and countermarched on the old
thoroughfares, a vast number in carnival cos-
tumes; a spirit of mardi gras prevailed and good
fellowship abounded. Confetti, tin horns and
other peace disturbers were in abundance. The
different restaurants were, as heretofore, the cen-
ter of liveliness from ito P.M. until the new year
was well on its way.

Carrau & Green, the wholesale diamond and
jewelry firm, who have been located at 1510
Buchanan Street since the fire, will, after Febru-
ary 15th, be located in a large commodious office,
using the entire second floor of the new fireproof
building at 112 and 114 Kearny Street. The new
location is near Post Street and is in the center
of the new wholesale jewelry district.

0. M. Stone, one of the leading retail jewelers
of Mendiceno, Cal., was among the out-of-town
dealers in this market just before the recent holi-
days on a buying trip.

L. Coburg, the genial retail jeweler of Her-
aldsburg, Cal., called on his many friends among
the wholesale jewelry trade recently.

Carl Landecker, who conducts a retail jewelry
store in Saint Helena, remembered some of his
tfurrieknecylss.in the wholesale jewelry trade during the
recent holidays by presenting them with some fine

John T. Lowe, the pioneer retail jeweler of
Hollister, Cal., was among the out-of-town trades-
men on a buying trip in this city just before
Christmas. Mr. Lowe looked forward to a very
fair trade for the balance of 1908.

rush.

C. A. Daunt, the retail jeweler of Modesto,
Cal., was among the late buyers in this market,
selecting a stock of ready sellers for his Christmas

Frank Golden, of the retail jewelry firm of
the same name, who manages stores in Reno and
Carson City, Nev., made his semi-annual visit to
the local wholesale dealers shortly before Christ-
mas and replenished his stocks.

John Hood ran into this city at the last min-
ute before Christmas in search of goods to fill
some of his, late orders. Mr. Hood reports the

very 

in and around Santa Rosa,
where his retail jewelry store is located, as being

y 

J. S. Dinkelspicl, the wholesale diamond
dealer, who has been doing business in Van Ness

Avenue, near Geary Street, since the fire, is now
located in the new Class A fireproof building at
150 Post Street, making a welcome addition to the
large family of wholesale jewelry firms that are
now housed in the Jewelers' Building.

J. J. Wilson, watch inspector for the Southern
Pacific Railroad Company, Shasta Division, who is
located at Dunsmuir, Cal., was in San Francisco
late last month on business and returned after a
forty-eight hours' visit with one of our local
wholesale jewelers.

Ed. Haas, who manages the Pioneer Retail
Jewelry Store of Haywards, Cal., replenished his
stock from the local wholesalers shortly before
the holidays.

F. Willis Sharpe is now nicely located in his
new retail jewelry store on Fourteenth Street,
Oakland, between Broadway and Washington
Streets, just one block east of his old location.

Walter Green, of the well-known wholesale
firm of Carrau & Green, is away again on a dia-
mond purchasing trip to the diamond markets of
Europe. Mr. Green goes abroad early so as to re-
plenish and refill the holes made in their stock
during the holidays, and incidentally his friends
accuse him of dodging the work and worry of
moving their establishment back to the downtown
wholesale district.

W. N. Jenkins, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Oakland, Cal., has opened another
store at 1113 Broadway. The floral display on
opening day, December 5th, gave the new store a
tropical appearance.

Mr. Joseph, of the Joseph Jewelry Company,
of Ukiah, Cal., was on a buying trip in the whole-
sale district recently and returned home to take
care of the expected holiday rush.

F. F. Barrs, the pioneer retail jeweler of
Placerville, Cal., made his annual visit to this
market last month and bought a stock of season-
able goods from one of our local wholesale
jewelers.

A. H. Ewert, the retail jeweler of Ukiah, Cal.,
was among the out-of-town tradesmen who did
late buying in this vicinity late last month.

J. Q. Hatch & Co., retail jewelers of San
Francisco, whose ante-fire address was the
Chronicle Building and latterly 1207 Octavia
Street, will, after January loth, occupy offices on
the second floor of the new Phelan Building,
Market and O'Farrell Streets, this city.

L. Plomondin, who has been identified with
the wholesale jewelry interests for a number of
years in San Francisco, has accepted a position
with the progressive firm of Jos. Mayer & Bro.,
of Seattle, Wash., manufacturers and jobbers of
jewelry, and will travel in their interests, covering
all of his old territory, calling upon his large fol-
lowing of retail jewelers on the Pacific slope.

Shreve & Co., the leading retail jewelry es-
tablishment of the Pacific Coast, are making
preparations towards moving into their new store
in the Shreve Building on Grand Avenue at Post
Street. All of the leading drygoods stores are
moving back to this district, which will be the
center of the retail shopping center.

T. G. Paton, retail jeweler of Placerville, Cal.,
found it necessary just before the holidays to call
upon the wholesale trade in this city to fill up the
holes in his stock made by early holiday buyers.

W. F. Wooster and wife, who are identified
with the retail jewelry business in Suisun, were
among the late out-of-town buyers seen among
the local wholesale jewelers just before Christmas.

H. E. Carrington and wife, who conduct a
retail jewelry store in Napa, Cal., also found it
necessary to come in this market to replenish their
stock for the holidays.

Arthur Prouty, the newest retail jeweler in
Napa, Cal., paid this market his monthly visit and
was very busy while here picking out novelties to
fill in the holes made in his stock by the early
Christmas shoppers in his vicinity.

Max F. Noack, whose retail jewelry store is
located in Santa Rosa, Cal., was also among the
out-of-town tradesmen on his purchasing trip in
this market just before the recent holidays.

Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, the pioneer manu-
facturing jewelers of the Pacific, have, after sev-
eral unavoidable delays, moved their executive
office back to San Francisco. They are now nicely
located on the seventh floor of the new Jewelers'
Building, 150 Post Street.
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"Doing nicely," said Arno Dorst, of The
Dorst Company, makers of special goods. "There
has been a wonderful improvement in the past
month. It looks like business is going to keep on
coming good, too. It will improve gradually
from month to month, also, as we go along and
everything will be moving along at a fine clip in a
very short time."

Engbersen & Co., repairers and platers of
gold and silverware, has been as busy as it well
could be for the past several weeks turning out
orders. "We certainly have all we can do, and all
kinds of work, too," said the head of the firm. "I
suppose it will fall off some after the new year,
but there are indications we will still have all we
can do."

"Business is undoubtedly much better than it
was last year," said J. J. Miller, of The Miller
Company, manufacturers of lockets, fobs, scarf
pins, brooches, diamond mounted goods and
bracelets. "Every style and kind of goods has
been going fine, and we are very well pleased
with the present conditions and with the outlook
for more business next year. Yes, bracelets are
still in good demand, but we find the fad has
about passed, and that many persons who now
buy bracelets buy the solid gold ones in prefer-
ence to the plated ones. I do not look for any-
thing immense in business in the spring, but next
fall I believe business will be as heavy as any we
ever had. Collections are far better than they
were a year ago, and all told everything con-
nected with the trade has a firmer and better tone
than for months past.

Both the Duhme and the Oskamp public auc-
tions are still in progress and promise to be con-
tinued until the first of the year or probably
later. Great crowds fill the two stores daily, and
active bidding characterizes both crowds of buy-
ers. The firms are said to be realizing hand-
somely on their stocks.

"Business with us has been pretty fair ever
since August," said Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg &
Fox. "Customers have been buying more freely
since the election, too, and, while we do not look
for a great business next spring, we expect to do a
crackerjack business next fall. There are run-
down stocks on every hand. You will find it
everywhere you go. You will find that jewelers
who usually carry a stock of $15,000 have let
their stocks run down to about $8000 or $ro,000.
Customers who, three or four weeks ago, wouldn't
order any goods are ordering now. They must
have goods to do business. Customers want to be
conservative, but they can't be. They must buy.
They must have goods with which to do business."

Wallenstein, Mayer & Co. have been working
night and day to get out rush orders for goods.
The firm has been shipping out a lot of orders
C.O.D. and the large force of clerks is being kept
busy every day and until late at night preparing
for shipment goods which are ordered by tele-
graph. The firm reports that up to December rith
it shipped out more goods than for the entire
month of December a year ago. The firm is in
receipt of letters almost daily from its customers
in which they say business is opening up nicely
and that by spring it should be good. The firm
says there has been a great deal of skepticism
among the retail trade, and that as a result re-
tailers bought sparingly and let their stocks run
down low, but that they are now buying freely.
Collections have been good for the firm all year,
but have improved during the past month.

"Our Christmas business has been better than
it was last year," said Mr. Schwab, of A. G.
Schwab & Sons. "Our customers say if this rate
keeps up until the end of December it will prove
to be the best December they ever had. Our
Julian G. Schwab is up in Ohio; Louis Lang is
in Ohio and West Virginia, and I. Schroeder is
covering Tennessee, and they are each sending in
a fine lot of business. As to the year as a whole
I am perfectly satisfied. Business has been very
good with us, and there has been an almost daily
improvement now for some time."

"Business with us is far better than last year,"
said Oscar Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co., big diamond
men. "We are looking for a steady improve-
ment, too."
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At this writing the holiday season is at its
height with the. retail business portion of the city
a gay scene of activity. The Indianapolis jewel-
ers, almost without exception, decorated their
stores for the Christmas shopping. Garlands of
laurel have been used on the exteriors while inside
there is a happy and gay blending of holly and
the bright Christmas flower, the poinsettia. Stocks
are well displayed. There is not as much buying
of high-priced articles as might be wished, but on
the whole trade is very satisfactory. Several of
the diamond merchants report sales ahead of last
season. Prosperity may not have come with a
wild leap and a bound, but conditions are cer-
tainly far better than last year. City trade was
slower in beginning than in the smaller towns;
especially has this been noticed in the towns where
the farmers trade.

The A. P. Craft Company worked at night
throughout last month. Special order work came
in rapidly, especially from the out-of-town trade,
with whom the Christmas business began earlier
than usual this year.

M. J. Bieber, manager of the material depart-
ment of Baldwin-Miller Company, reports trade as
very good for this season. He has made prepa-
rations for a brisk trade as soon as the holiday
business is over and the watchmakers get down to
bench work again.

Ed. Gardner, a well-known manufacturing
jeweler of this city, has in his possession a very
beautiful pearl that was recently found in a mussel
taken from White River near Fairview Park, one

, of the city's pleasure resorts. The pearl is round
in shape, weighs 14 grains and is of rare and beau-
tiful luster.

Dyer Brothers will make extensive improve-
ments in their Massachusetts Avenue Arts and
Crafts Shop early in January. A second story will
be added to the one-story building they are now
occupying. The first floor will be used for a
salesroom, with manufacturing department in the
rear. The second floor will be fitted up to accom-
modate classes in art jewelry and metal work and
for the new school of engraving that will be
opened as soon as the improvements are com-
pleted. The engraving school will be under the
personal supervision of George G. Dyer, an ex-
pert engraver with over thirty years' experience,
and John A. Dyer, who has been doing fine en-
graving and copperplate work for sixteen years.
The work of both these men is widely known for
its excellency. The watch department has been
turned over to Argyle Clark, a well-known watch-
maker, formerly from Van Buren, Ind.

Horace A. Comstock, an East Washington
Street jeweler, has petitioned the Board of Pub-
lic Works to restore the "plumb" of his street
clock. He complained that the sidewalk in front
of his store was so depressed that the clock was
away out of plumb and would not run. About
five years ago the Merchants' Heat and Light
Company tunneled under the sidewalk and as a
result the flagstones had sunken about one and
one-half inches. Upon his complaint at that time
the company attempted to level the base of the
clock, but the depression in the sidewalk has in-
creased until the usefulness of his timepiece is de-
stroyed. Mr. Comstock's petition has been re-
ferred to the city engineer for investigation.

The city police arrested two negroes, Novem-
ber 26th, who afterwards confessed that they had
smashed the window and stolen jewelry from the
stores of Fletcher M. Noe, November t5th, and
Krauss & Secttor, November 23d. The thieves
told of the manner in which they had broken the
plateglass windows and where they had pawned
the articles stolen. Noe's loss was about $5o and
Krauss & Secttor's about $160.

Charles B. Dyer recently qualified as an ex-
pert revolver shot in the United States record for
National Guardsmen. The record, which was
made at Fort Benjamin Harrison, qualifies him as
an expert marksman and entitles him to a medal
from the War Department. In the practice shoot-
ing the points divide the competitors into three

classes according to the score made. These
classes are marksmen, sharpshooters and expert
marksmen. Mr. Dyer is a member of Battery A,
Indiana National Guards; in private life he is a
member of the firm of Dyer Brothers' Arts and
Crafts Shop in this city.

John P. Mullally, president of the Indianapo-
lis Retail Jewelers' Association, is a great believer
in advertising. He is vice-president of the In-
dianapolis "Adscript Club," and recently enter-
tained the members at his home on North Me-
ridian Street.

Harold Jaffe, the thirteen-year-old son of
Bert Jaffe, a well-known optician on North Penn-
sylvania Street, is considered a prodigy on the
violin. Master Harold recently appeared at the
English Opera House, Indianapolis, when he
scored a big success by his artistic rendition of
several numbers.

Ikko Matsumoto showed his skill as a drafts-
man by drawing the plans for a "jinrikisha" that
was built by a local carriage company for a charity
fair, "The Land of Nippon," a beautiful Japanese
scene.

Some wonderful piece of good luck is surely
in store for the New Albany, Ind., man who found
a gold ring on a rabbit's hind leg. The band was
smaller than the joint below it and it was neces-
sary to cut off the foot to secure it. The circlet
of gold is now worn by the hunter as a symbol of
good luck.

Fletcher M. Noe has been re-elected treasurer
of the Indianapolis Aerie No. 211, Fraternal
Order of Eagles.

Don A. Hickman is using a crutch to get
about his manufacturing shop. Some weeks ago
Mr. Hickman had a serious fall from his motor-
cycle, fracturing the bones of his left leg. He
was confined to his home, flat on his back, for five
weeks, but the press of Christmas trade corn-
pelled him to get down to business before the
limb was strong enough to sustain his full weight.

Asher Gray, of Gray, Gribben & Gray, expects
to leave for Texas about January 5th. He will go
direct to his recently purchased land near Browns-
ville and superintend putting in a large orange
grove. In February, A. R. Gray, of the same
firm, contemplates taking a pleasure trip through
the South. He will have for a traveling corn-
panion, Wilbur S. Smith, optometrist in charge of
the firm's optical department.

Several retail jewelers have placed the "Red
Cross Christmas Stamps" for sale in their stores.
Every penny of the proceeds is to be used by the
Red Cross Society of Indiana to stamp out tuber-
culosis in the State.

The employees of J. C. Walk & Son recently
played a billiard tournament in which Harry M.
Goold won the prize, a silver loving cup. Mr.
Goold is the head engraver for the firm.

Ticking off the time in the county clerk's
office at Logansport, Ind., is a massive "grand-
fathers' clock" that is over one hundred years old,
but for correct time can't be beat by any modern
timepiece in the town.

Ralph Clark, of the jewelry firm of Clark &
Raber, Anderson, Ind., was on this market early
last month and reported the prospects for Christ-
mas trade as very good in his section of the
State. Mr. Clark is president of the Indiana
Retail Merchants' Association. He expects to see
some 2000 retail merchants at the ninth annual
meeting to be held January loth, 20th and 21st, in
Indianapolis. The association comes upon the
invitation of the local jobbers and manufacturers
in all lines, isho will provide an elaborate pro-
gramme for its entertainment. Mr. Clark is an
enthusiastic and hard worker in his endeavors, to
break up some of the conditions and practices that
have wrought harm to all retail merchants. He
has been very successful in his fight against mail-
order houses. His annual address is sure to be
interesting. The meetings will be open to the
public.

George Cameron, watchmaker and manager
of T. M. Jackson's jewelry store at Seymour, Ind.,
has almost entirely recovered from the operation
for appendicitis which he underwent at the Dea-
conness Hospital in this city a few weeks ago.
His many friends in the trade will be glad to learn
of his recovery.

R. H. Hayward, jeweler and druggist, of
Roachdale, Ind., was a December buyer on this
market. Mr. Hayward took his thicty-second de-
gree in Masonry while in the city.
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J. W. Hudson, an enterprising jeweler of
Fortville, Ind., was met at the jobbing houses the
first of last month. He said that the Christmas
trade had opened up splendidly and the indica-
tions were that it would continue good. Mr.
Hudson is a constant reader of THE KEYSTONE
and one of the first subscribers to The Keystone
Magazine of Optometry.

A stranger giving the name of Ben Cark-
lisher entered the store of H. T. Coffin, at New-
castle, Ind., December 8th, and asked to see some
rings. A tray full was shown him and after se-
lecting a $5 child's ring he asked to be allowed to
pay $2 on the ring and leave it in the store until
Saturday night, when he would have the balance
of the money. Mr. Coffin's daughter waited upon
the man and when he made the request she turned
to ask her father's consent to the arrangement.
The arrangement being satisfactory to the pro-
prietor the $2 was paid and the stranger left. In
a very short time it was discovered that a diamond
ring valued at $125 was missing. Mr. Coffin, his
clerk and the town marshal gave chase. It was
thought that the stranger had boarded an inter-
urban, and all the towns on the road were noti-
fied to be on the lookout. When the car reached
the town of Dunreith, officers waiting saw a man
leap from it and start on a run across a field. He
was caught after a hot chase and brought back to
Newcastle. In his suitcase two rings were found,
valued at $to each, but the Coffin diamond was not
found. The young woman who waited upon
Carklisher identified the captured man as the man
who had selected the ring in her father's store.
The next day the diamond ring was found on the
spot where Carklisher was arrested, he evidently
having thrown it away, when he saw that capture
was certain, in an effort to destroy evidence of his
guilt. The ring was returned to Mr. Coffin and
the thief awaits trial by the grand jury.

A voluntary bankruptcy petition was filed in
the Federal Court December 7th by John L. Losey,
a South Bend, Ind., jeweler, with liabilities of
41698.48 and assets of $311.85.

Aaron Pursel, a well-known jeweler of No-
blesville, Ind., was a buyer on the local market
last month. He said that with him "Christmas
trade had begun early and in good style."

The Mayr Jewelry Store, at South Bend, Ind.,
was the scene of two attempts at robbery on the
nights of November 24th and 25th. Each time
the would-be robbers were thwarted in their at-
tempts by telephone girls who were working in an
adjoining building and saw them trying to gain
an entrance to the rear of the jewelry store. On
each occasion the young women telephoned the
police, but the burglars became aware of their
danger and ran off. The Mayr store carried a
stock of jewelry and diamonds valued at about
$250,000. The holiday line was complete.

The Wright-Rich Cut Glass Company, of
Anderson, Ind., reopened its plant with a full
force of workmen early in December. The fac-
tory had been idle for several months prior to the
reopening.

B. A. Carpenter, who recently returned from
a long sojourn in California, has re-entered the
trade and is well located; with a full stock, at
Cambridge City, Ind.

Rogers & Lamb were recent buyers in this
market. They were selecting a fine holiday stock
for the new store, which they opened about De-
cember 1st at Robinson, Ill.

Among the Indiana retail jewelers who have
recently become members of the Jewelers' Se-
curity Alliance are: H. A. McDaniel & Bro.,
Lebanon; Philip Horr, Aurora; William Nye, Jr.,
Warsaw; William Leive & Sons, Aurora ; L. D.
Clapham & Co., Columbia City ; William G.
Young, Jeffersonville.

Joe Booth, of Booth & Son, Tipton, Ind., was
a welcome holiday buyer in this market. Mr.
Booth thought his prospects for a good Christmas
trade unusually bright this year, as the two de-
partment stores of his towil had recently changed
hands, the new managers failing to put in any
Christmas stocks that would in any sense make
them competitors of the jewelers.

The Washburn Jewelry Company have re-
moved from their old stand to more suitable and
better-located quarters on Meridian Street, An-
derson, Ind. The new rooms are handsomely
fitted with entirely new furniture and modern
fixtures.

(Continued on page 79)
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J. E. Caldwell & Co. were recently victorious
in their prolonged litigation with the United States
Express Company to recover the value of articles
which were lost while in the possession of the
express company. The case was an important
one, not so much by reason of the amount at stake,
which was comparatively small, as because it in-
volved the liability or otherwise of an express
company for the full amount in case of loss when
the carrier has made no record of the value of the
article or failed to ask the shipper to make a
valuation. Briefly, the facts are these: In De-
cember, 1902, J. E. Caldwell & Co. shipped on ap-
proval to a customer in Reading, Pa., three rings
made up in a sealed package. The package was
duly delivered. Soon afterwards, however, the
customer rewrapped the three rings in, the same
box, together with one of her own, and telephoned
the express company to call for it. The agent
received the package, the value of which does not
appear to have been declared. The agent main-
tained that he had asked for a valuation, but was
informed by the customer's servant that it was not
necessary. There was no record made by the
agent, however, on the package of any such state-
ment or refusal. The customer testified that no
valuation had been placed on the package, and
that a valuation would have been readily given
had such been asked for. The company admitted
the loss of the package while in their possession,
and in accordance with the well-known clause
tendered $5o in full settlement. The jewelry
house refused the offer and the litigation resulted.
The final disposition of the case is best explained
in the following extract from the court decision:
The defense actually set up was that the shipper
had perpetrated a wilful and intentional fraud on
the express company in that she "refused to in-
form the defendant's agent of the contents of the
package or value of the same, although thereto
requested," and that the plaintiffs should be visited
with the consequences of such misconduct by her,
because she acted under their direction and for
their benefit. * * * That the shipper was not
obliged as a condition precedent to plaintiffs' right
to recover, to volunteer information as to the con-
tents or value of the package, if no inquiry was
made, seems to be conceded, as the following
quotation from the opinion of Justice Rogers, in
Camden & Amboy R. R. Co. vs. Baldauf, 16 Pa.,
67, will show : "It is proper here to remark that
neither concealment nor fraud can be imputed to
the plaintiff. He was not bound to disclose the
nature or character of the goods unless inquired
of by the carrier, in which case he must answer
truly." Did the shipper then, under the direction
of the plaintiffs, refuse to inform the defendant's
agent of the contents of the package or the value
of the same, although thereto requested? If she
did, manifestly a willing and intentional act of
concealment, amounting to a fraud, was practiced
on the defendant. This, the chief point of conten-
tion, was submitted to the jury, who found that
the record showed no trace of any attempt to dis-
guise the package or to in any way mislead the
agent and gave judgment in favor of the plaintiff,
J. E. Caldwell & Co. As a matter of principle
the case was vigorously fought by both plaintiff
and defendant, the best legal talent being engaged
on both sides.
, Walter N. Engle, the West Philadelphia
jeweler, who has acquired quite a reputation for
unique and attractive window displays, excelled
himself in this respect last month. His Christmas
window was a triumph of the trimmer's art and
elicited expressions of admiration from the pass-
ing crowds. As an advertisement the display was
quite effective and was a chief factor in attracting
an unusually brisk holiday trade.

Elias Weinmann was appointed by the bank-
ruptcy court receiver of the estate of Fred Gold-
man, the Columbia Avenue retail jeweler, and sold
at auction all the stock, fixtures, etc., so ordered
hy the receiver.

A feature of the Christmas trade in the city
was the holding of carnivals in the various out-
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lying sections, including Kensington Avenue, Ger-
mantown Avenue, Frankford Avenue and Market
Street, West Philadelphia. At these carnivals the
jewelers located in the several sections took a
prominent part and were well pleased with the
results in the shape of increased business.

I. Bedichimer & Co., 1022 Chestnut Street, are
closing out their retail business and will hereafter
conduct a wholesale business only. The firm ad-
vertised extensively during the holiday season and
disposed of a large quantity of the retail stock.

H. Cain, the jeweler at 2924 Ridge Avenue,
was recently robbed of a stickpin by a thief, who,
when captured, gave his name as Edward Harri-
son. Harrison entered the store, requesting to be
shown some stickpins. After his departure the
jeweler 'detected the theft and a search was in-
stituted, which resulted in the capture of the thief,
who was held under $Roo bail.

Chas. H. Hamer, 2323 Frankford Avenue,
was one of the jewelers who took a prominent
part in the carnival held in that street some weeks
ago. The store was very attractively decorated,
the window being particularly handsome. The
carnival, it is stated, was quite successful, attract-
ing a very profitable business to this busy thor-
oughfare.

Business conditions throughout New England
showed considerable improvement during the holi-
day season. With the mills and factories working
overtime and contracts for additions to factories
and much construction work awarded, the work
classes were very largely employed. The jewelry
factories were rushed to the limit and watch
movements were scarcer than ever. The diamond
business, strange to say, showed the greatest im-
provement. The demand for high-priced diamond
pieces seemed to be much greater than the
previous year, and as a consequence jewelers re-
ported about twice as much business as for last
December.

E. A. Marsh, ex-general superintendent of
the Waltham Watch Company, gave an illus-
trated lecture before the New England Watch-
makers' Club, Boston, Mass., Tuesday evening,
December 8th, entitled "Early History of Ameri-
can Watchmaking." The lecture was well re-
ceived and the meeting a great success. Besides
a large portion of the members, there were also
many visitors.

Hodgson, Kennard Company, Boston, Mass.,
opened their annex at State and Devonshire
Streets on December 1st. The store is an excep-
tionally handsome one, being richly finished in
walnut and gilt. A novel, but very admirable
feature of the furnishing, is a number of show
tables which can be screened from view, thus al-
lowing the customer and salesman to transact
their business uninterrupted. This company has
also taken a lease of the fourth floor of the
building at 31 Dock Square, where they will es-
tablish a workshop.

The residents of the city of Salem will pre-
sent a solid silver service to the new cruiser
Salem. The service, which is now being made
by the Daniel Low Company, was purchased with
a fund made up of ten-cent pieces, contributed
by the people of the city.

A very interesting exhibition of art jewelry
was held last month in the rooms of the Society
of Arts and Crafts, at 9 Park Street, Boston.
This society has done much to foster the art
jewelry industry and the exhibits of this year
show that their labors are producing gratifying
results. The pieces showed a much higher average
excellence and were more numerous than at the
previous exhibition. A feature of the opening
was an address by H. Gustave Rogers, president
of the Gild and Metal Workers, whose subject
was, "The Making of Modern Jewelry."

The silverware plant of Frank W. Smith
Company, Gardner, Mass., report an unusually
busy holiday season. In order to keep up with the

orders it was found
ments open until far

Samuel Gordon,
burglary at the store
Street, Boston, was
month. The defense
tamed by the jury.
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necessary to keep all depart-
into the evening.
who was suspected of the
of Fleischmann Bros., Green
acquitted of the crime last
was an alibi, which was sus-
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Mr. Heller, of Heller & Benton, Alexandria,
Ind., was in the city last month looking for holi-
day goods. He was carrying his arm in a sling,
the result of a painful accident with a pot of
melted engraving wax. The pot was upset and the
wax ran over Mr. Heller's wrist and hand, inflict-
ing severe burns.

J. A. Meissen and his son, J. 0. Meissen,
jewelers of Cicero, Ind., were in a bad runaway
accident a few weeks ago. Driving in the family
carriage were the senior Mr. Meissen, his wife,
the son and his wife and two children. The horse
becoming frightened started to run; the entire
party were thrown out, but J. 0. Meissen was the
only one who received serious injury. He had
his left leg broken and sustained severe bruises.

John F. Webster, a well-known citizen and
pioneer jeweler of Logansport, Ind., died at his
home in that city last month. He was 77 years
old. A stroke of apoplexy caused his death.

Among the buyers on the Indianapolis market
just prior to the holiday season were noticed the
following: Herman L. Rost, Columbus, Ind.; Ry-
land Criss, Lyons, Ind.; F. Pennington, Knights-
town, Ind.; G. C. De Camp, Shirley, Ind.; Rob-
bins & Cooper, Mooresville, Ind.; H. A. Roberts,
Veedersburg, Ind.; Mrs. B. Maier, Edinburg,
Ind.; Aaron Pursel, Noblesville, Ind.; J. W.
Thompson, Danville, Ind.; Charles Ham, Frank-
fort, Ind.; S. B. Merrick, Plainfield, Ind.; D. S.
Royer, Bowling Green, Ind.; W. J. Hamilton, Lin-
ton, Ind.; Troth Brothers, Orleans, Ind.; C. L.
Laughnor, Whitestown, Ind.; J. A. Meissen,
Cicero, Ind.; Davis & Rorebush, Colfax, Ind.; J.
R. Maxwell, Otterbein, Ind.; Enos Newcome,
Nappanee, Ind.; E. T. Barnes, Spencer, Ind.; Jo-
seph Booth, Tipton, Ind.; B. A. Carpenter, Cam-
bridge City, Ind.; H. S. Werneke, Greencastle,
Ind.; Reitnoer & Schmidt, Union City, Ind.; A. H.
Pauley, Bloomington, Ind.; Allen & Co., Hagers-
town, Ind.; Rogers & Lamb, Robinson, Ill.; Clark
& Raber, Anderson, Ind.; A. S. Orr, Greenfield,
Ind.; Dan Beauchamp, Fairmount, Ind.; John
Merrick, Rushville, Ill.; R. H. Hayward, Roach-
dale, Ind.; D. S. Whitaker, Lebanon, Ind.; Dress-
ler & McCann, Bowling Green, Ind.; W. W. Dale,
Sullivan, Ind.; T. N. Sykes, Shelbyville, Ind.; C.
Kornromph, Huntingburgh, Ind.

Constellations in Jewelry

The newest jewelry fad in Paris is due to an
astronomic invention of Camille Flammarion.
The specimens already seen consist of blue enamel
brooches, with constellations set in diamonds, ru-
bies and other stones. The constellation chosen is
that under which the wearer was born, and the
precious stones are those assigned by oculists as
lucky, according to the dates of birth. The ex-
travagant prices charged for them rather add to
their popularity than otherwise.

Talking Postal Cards
The talking postal card is the invention of a

French engineer, and has become so popular in
that country that the American rights have been
secured and the device will be placed in the
cities of the United States.

The person wishing to send a talking postal
card to a friend, enters the booth and talks into
a machine that records the words on the specially
prepared postal card. When the recipient receives
the card a hundred or a thousand miles away, he,
or perhaps she, takes the card to the nearest
postal booth and inserts it in a machine which
talks the message it contains. The record on the
postal card is indestructible and the exact voice of
the sender is heard.
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With the passing of the holiday season of
19o8 into history many of the tired but satisfied
jewelers will give a sigh of relief and .settle down
to their normal state with memories of the most
"fickle" holiday business they have ever experi-
enced. The buying seemed to be governed by the
weather man who, alternately, dispensed a dry
cold snap and the balmy autumn kind, giving each
about a ten-day stay. Although the shoppers
were much in evidence at all times the buying
was more brisk while the cold weather hung on.
The above can be applied to the conditions in
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and South Da-
kota; but reports from other States in the
Northwest indicate a more steady and fairly
brisk business throughout the season. To sum
up the general result in the Northwest, it is fair
to state that it has been very gratifying to very
nearly all dealers.

The recent holiday rush in Butte, Mont., and
Seattle, Wash., found some of the leading dealers
sadly in need of first-class watchmakers and en-
gravers.

White & McNaught, who are now located in
their new store at 506 Nicollet Avenue, Minne-
apolis, came very near being the victims of bur-
glars who were foiled in the attempt by an
A. D. T. alarm, which brought a special watchman
in time to see a man with a valise emerge from
the alley entrance. The door had been opened, but
nothing was missing.

J. Schroeder, of Graceville, Minn., has sold
his business to I. C. Dimmick and is now in the
West looking for a new location.

A. L. Cantleberry, formerly at Kensal, N.
Dak., is now located at Mohall, N. Dak.

0. K. Berglund, Lake Mills, Iowa, spent a
few days in the Twin Cities buying stock.

Albert F. Maaske, formerly with A. J.
Krueger, North Branch, Minn., has accepted a po-
sition with F. A. Klass, Hibbing, Minn.

John L. Boline, of Atwater, Minn., is now
located at Winthrop, Minn.

R. L. Winchester has purchased the Randall
Jewelry Company at Phillips, Wis.

J. C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn., was in St. Paul
buying stock and making preparations to locate at
Sherwood, N. Dak.

C. A. Arveson, Sleepy Eye, Minn., spent a few
days in the Twin Cities replenishing his stock.

C. E. Skaug, of Courtenay, N. Dak., has

business.
. t Sandpoint, Idaho, where he will go intoin 

F. L. IIendricks, South St. Paul, quit business
at that place and has accepted a proposition in
Chippewa Falls, Wis.

Walter L. Purdy, formerly with Sischo &
Beard, St. Paul, has gone to Chicago to take
charge of a department for Emil Braude & Co.

E. J. Moore, the popular salesman for Sischo
& Beard, St. Paul, has returned after a very suc-
cessful season on the road. He reports the condi-
tions in North and South Dakota very good.

.Walter W. Larsen, of Beach, N. Dak., will be
married January t, 1909, to Miss Margaret J.
Grasy, of Little Falls, Minn.

Mrs. Minnie Tenny, cashier of Sischo &
Beard, St. Paul, has returned from an extended
visit to Havana, Cuba.

Henry Ewert, the pioneer jeweler of Albany,
Ore., died recently at the age of 78. He had been
a resident in Albany since 1875.

The Emporium Department Store, St. Paul,
has added a jewelry department.

The Store, at 315 Superior Street, Du-
luth, has been refitted and is now up to date in
every 

Dave Girson, who left Butte, Mont., about a
month ago under suspicious circumstances, has
returned and given bond for his appearance when
wanted. It is alleged that Girson, who was mana-
ger of Girson & Co., had mortgaged his stock to
Max Fried, then took jewelry to the value of
about $7000 with him when he disappeared.

H. W. Anderson is closing out his stock at
Red Lake Falls, Minn.

H. A. Stone, president of the Stone Watch-
making School, has been confined to his room for
some time with erysipelas.

Caleb Anderson has started in business at
1169 Payne Avenue, St. Paul. '

E. L. Overlord has purchased the store of
M. C. Peterson, Spokane, Wash.

E. F. Romaner opened a new store in Rose-
burg, Ore.

F. E. Carlquist, Leavenworth, Wash., moved
to his new location.

The following dealers visited the Twin Cities
during the past month : Mr. Hunter, of Hunter &
Co., Tracy, Minn.; A. Asleson, Janesville, Minn.;
Carl Slocum, Cando, S. Dak.; A. G. Scherf, Red
Wing, Minn.; F. B. Stark, Jamestown, N. Dak.;
J. Schroeder, Graceville, Minn.: C. E. Skaug,
Courtenay, N. Dak.; F. L. Hendricks, South St.
Paul, Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.;
John Fredell, Centre City, Minn.; Albert Mellin,
Stillwater, Minn.; C. P. Christianson, of Chris-
tianson & Dixon, Hendricks, Minn.; A. L. Ander-
son, Grantsburg, Wis.; Win. Follett, Sandstone,
Minn.; H. D. Wippennan, Barron, Wis.; Peter
Gaalaas, Stillwater, Minn.; J. C. Marx, Shakopee,
Minn.; A. J. Krueger, North Branch, Minn.; 0.
K. Berglund, Lake Mills, Iowa; Geo. K. Munro,
Grand Forks, N. Dak.; D. G. Gallett, Aberdeen,
S. Dak.

Toledo, Ohio, Letter

A roundup of the local jewelry houses dis-
closes the fact that a very satisfactory holiday
trade is now on with a prospect of a normal vol-
ume of business during the holiday season. Re-
ports vary somewhat as to the amount of business
being done, but it is safe to say that in most
cases the totals will scarcely fall below those
of last year. The bulk of the trade is being
done in popular price goods, there being but little
call for either precious stones or high-priced
jewelry. A few diamonds are being sold, but they
are for the most part very small stones, and there
is not an active movement even of these.

Several noticeable features are connected with
this year's holiday business. In the first place the
buying of gifts began .considerably earlier than
ordinarily, which was due, at least in part, to the
persistent efforts of local newspapers, which have
been urging early shopping. Another distinction
between this year and last is the fact that nearly
all shoppers are buying goods. Last year the
stores were thronged with inquirers, who, after
long researches, left without making purchases,
evidently on the hunt for something cheaper.
While, as stated, the call this year is for moderate
and low-priced goods, yet there is the satisfaction
of at least doing busines4 on some scale, with the
ready cash to pay for goods bought. Nearly all
the stores have put on large forces of additional
clerks, most of whom are kept busy and a heavy
volume of business is expected during the last few
days before Christmas.

While the year, taken as a whole, has not been
all that could be desired, yet it has fully met all
of the expectations of the early season. A fair
estimate of the year's business shows it be to at
least equal to that of last year, with a decided re-
vival of trade during the past few weeks. While
the jewelry business is naturally one of the last
industries to respond to the better business feeling
of the country, yet there is evident a decided im-
provement in conditions, at least so far as Toledo
jewelers are concerned. Most of the local people
feel that the process of returning to prosperous
conditions will be slower than a great many had
expected, but there is an evident feeling of satis-
faction and optimism, both regarding present trade
conditions and future prospects. "I would not be
a particle afraid to buy quite heavily upon the
present prospect, for it looks good to me," said
one of the retail jewelers. And this feeling
seems to pervade the local situation to a large
extent.

Local opticians report a somewhat different
condition of affairs from that which prevails
among the jewelers proper. There is no question
but that the optical business is improving, but the
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improvement is not so noticeable because of the
fact that conditions are not affected by a holiday
demand to the same extent. The gain, however,
though not so marked is none the less certain and
all kinds of optical goods are finding a much
better market than they did a few weeks ago.
Wholesalers, and manufacturers especially, note
the improvement in their business, orders being
not only more plentiful but of better size than
they were during the summer months. Salesmen
report that business is coming easier and that
money seems to be more plentiful. Prospects for
future business are brighter than they have been
for a long time and business generally is being
framed upon the theory that the future will wit-
ness a speedy development of more healthy and
normal trade.

The large jewelry firm of J. J. Freeman & Co.
has been reorganized and incorporation papers
have been recently filed with the Secretary of
State. The old company was composed of J. J.
Freeman, Norman E. Haskell and M. D. Teal,
the change being made for the purpose of taking
sonic new blood into the concern. The new com-
pany will be known as the J. J. Freeman Com-
pany. It will have a capital stock of $75,000, of
which $50,000 is common stock and $25,000 is pre-
ferred. All stock has been fully subscribed and
the new company organized by the election of the
following officers: President and general mana-
ger, J. J. Freeman; secretary and assistant mana-
ger, N. E. Haskell ; first vice-president, Aaron
Chesborough; second vice-president, Fred Snider;
treasurer, M. F. Pratt; manager of optical depart-
ment, Reno S. Freeman. The new members taken
into the company are Messrs. Chesborough and
Snider. The former is a well-known capitalist
and will not take an active part in the affairs of
the company, but has become connected with the
concern merely in a financial way. Snider has
for some years been with the Daudt Glass and
Crockery Company and will have charge of the
china department of the new company. M. D.
Teal has retired from the firm.

K. Irwin, salesman for C. G. Alfred & Co.,
New York, is in Toledo, where he will spend the
holiday vacation with his family.

Because he lacked money wherewith to buy
his various sweethearts engagement rings and
Christmas presents, Charles Heiser, of Kenton,
will probably pine in jail on that festive day. It
is claimed by a Fremont jeweler that Heiser stole
two rings from his store while the clerk was
looking elsewhere and, as the rings were found in
the possession of two young women to whom
Heiser had presented them, he was locked up.

W. R. Brooks, aged 55 years, a prominent
jeweler of Shelby, Ohio, was recently killed by a
railway engine at Shelby Junction. He had just
returned from Cleveland and was walking along
the tracks when struck.

John A. Garcia, jeweler at the J. J. Freeman
store, and Miss Eva Komery, of Warren, Ohio,
were recently united in marriage at Toledo by
Dr. Kinane, of St. Francis de Sales Church.
The ceremony was performed under the authority
of a license secured by the bride in Trumbull
County.

An important real estate deal was recently
consummated by which the property occupied by
William Wolcott, the Summit Street jeweler, was
transferred to D. M. Cable. The property origi-
nally belonged to the S. C. Walbridge estate and
the consideration named is said to be approxi-
mately $65,000. The Wolcott jewelry store has
occupied this location for the past twelve years
and there is an unexpired balance of the present
lease running to March, 1911. This makes it un-
necessary for the Wolcott store to remove at the
present time under the new ownership.

Three rings, a watch and chain and two stick
pins were recently stolen from the house of John
Priest, a second-hand jewelry dealer of 2111

North Twelfth Street, Toledo. The rings were
diamond set and valuable. The matter was placed
in the hands of the police, who have been puzzled
by the fact that while the jewelry was missing
there were no traces left by the burglars.

"The Keystone seems to me the ideal trade
paper, and I anticipate its coming each month."—
Wm. D. Ward, Jeweler, Hyde Park, Mass.
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All expectations are being
Improved lived up to in the holiday trade
Conditions in Detroit, and the season's

sales have been such as to
make the jewelers busy and happy. Extra clerks
are the rule in the retail stores and the merchants
report that everybody is busy all the time.

A surprise in the trade has been the large
demand for precious stones. Everywhere dia-
mond sales have been reported good, and this
trade has not been confined to small stones either.
Silver has also sold much better than last year
and the trade has not run as much to cheap arti-
cles as was feared.

Conditions have been much better in Detroit
than a year ago. At that time the largest houses
started a campaign of sales and price-cutting that
had the whole trade demoralized, and downtown
auction sales completed the trouble, so that the
season was made worse than it would otherwise
have been. The season of 1908 has been one of
harmony, however, and these disturbing features
have been absent, making the retail trade much
more prosperous. The wholesalers and manufac-
turers have been working nights to get out orders,
many outside retailers having carried a much
smaller stock this year than usual, so that they
have had to fill in their lines oftener.

One case of legal proceedings grew out of the
competition for Christmas trade. Traub Bros.,
118 Woodward Avenue, bought the block at the
southeast corner of that avenue and Lamed
Street some time ago, but with the understanding
that they could not get possession until the lease
of W. j. Brown, druggist, expires May I, 1910.
Brown, however, rented a store farther up the
avenue and sub-leased his storeroom to Moe Ehr-
lich, who is interested in two East Side stores.
The Traub Bros. did not relish having a new
store opened just at Christmas time, especially as
there are other stores in the same square, and
they secured an injunction in the circuit court to
block the deal, stating that Brown had not secured
their consent to the sub-lease. This barred out
Ehrlich, but Brown immediately took over the
stock, installed Edwin C. Taylor as manager and
opened for business.

C. N. Turnpaugh, a Detroit jeweler who had
a store on the Campus Martins, died in Grand
Rapids early in December. His widow, Mrs.
Bertha Turnpaugh, was appointed administratrix
and given authority by the probate court to sell
off the stock. She opened an auction in Grand
Rapids, but the authorities there objected to her
selling goods without a license and she was
brought into court to determine the matter.

The new management of W. A. Sturgeon &
Co. has reopened the store with a fine new stock,
the old stock being sold off in a separate depart-
ment. Marvel I. Brabb is president of the corn-
pany, as reorganized, and W. R. Grainer, for-
merly of New York, is secretary and treasurer.
The sales forces has been increased and the effort
will be made to put the firm back in the forefront
of the trade. It is more than probable that a new
name will be chosen and a new location secured
within the next year. W. A. Sturgeon, who is out
of the old firm, has opened a commission office in
the Majestic Building and will continue in busi-
ness for himself with local capital in his venture.

The December nesting of the Ku-Kus was an
enjoyable affair. Five new members entered the
nest and the initiation ceremonies were followed
by a social hour at the supper table, music and
speeches making the evening an enjoyable one.
This order has now become an established thing.
The lecture given by Ku-Ku Chief Frank Ken-
nedy, as showing the relation of the fraternity to
trade affairs, was a particularly interesting fsature
of the nesting.

Joseph Rosenberg, a wholesaler whose place
of business is in the Farmer Building, Gratiot
Avenue and Farmer Street, has filed a trust mort-
gage with James D. Jerome, an attorney, as trus-
tee. The mortgage states that Rosenberg has
debts to the amount of $12,000 and upwards, the
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liabilities being scattered among a number of
firms. Several persons who have been connected
with the store in various capacities are named as
creditors.

W. A. Walker, who has just moved from
Kalkaska to Rosedale, Ore., had built up a thriving
business in his former location when the town was
wiped out by fire last summer. Although he had
made a success in Michigan, he preferred to ven-
ture again in the Northwest.

Moe Ehrlich, 698 Gratiot Avenue, has en-
larged his store and refitted it. He held an auc-
tion prior to Christmas with considerable success.
V. C. Morse, of Ithaca, secretary of the Michigan
Retail Jewelers' Association, has bought a new
store near his old location and will move into the
new quarters shortly.

Sandy MacKay, of West Branch, who was
formerly president of the State Association, has
built a fine new home.

Michigan retailers do not expect any action
at the next session of the legislature in regard
to stamping laws. The convention of last July
decided in favor of an association trade-mark as a
better guarantee of quality.

Salesmen for the various manufacturing con-
cerns were back in the city last month. Leon
Laney, Stanley C. Bias and E. M. Stimson, sales-
men for Wright, Kay & Co., were on the floor of
the retail department helping with the holiday
rush.

The J. Gmeiner Company, i Lamed Street,
west, has succeeded to the firm of Gmeiner &
Schroeder, H. W. Schroeder withdrawing.
Julius and Edgar J. Gmeiner compose the new
firm. Engraving, manufacturing and diamond
mounting will be done by the firm.

Harry Dorweld and George Haller, of Luths,
Dorweld & Haller, spent most of the month in the
store, having ended their trips early.

Charles H. Keller, with Noack & Gorenflo,
got in from his final trip early in the month.

M. E. Rowley and W. H. Horton, salesmen
for the E. H. Pudrith Company, spent part of the
month in the store.

F. A. Mathauer, of Mathauer & Koester, spent
the early part of the month on the road, coming
in later to spend the holidays at home.

E. W. Krainbrink, Charles E. Berkey's State
salesman, spent most of the month in the city, but
will go out soon after the first of the year.

The Bonfield Jewelry Company has an-
nounced that it will go out of the retail trade.

John Kay & Co. have published a beautiful
and artistic booklet on the nature and history of
diamonds, the same being finely illustrated. Wal-
lace G. Kay acted as editor.

W. J. Danz, engraver, who has a workshop
at 8 Lamed Street, was ill several days during
the month.

The usual meeting of the Jewelers' Board of
Trade was omitted in December. Secretary
Charles E. Berkey found the wholesalers and
manufacturers were all busy and did not want to
spare the time for a meeting. The question of
urging upon Congress, by suitable resolutions, the
adoption of a reciprocal tariff agreement with
Canada may come up at the January meeting.

R. D. Lewis, of Boyne City, will close out his
stock there with the intention of moving to
Illinois.

J. S. Bruce, of Burnside, was accompanied by
Mrs. Bruce on his visit to Detroit the middle of
the month.

Mrs. A. L. Gregory, of Lapeer, was a pur-
chaser here during the month.

0. C. Wheeler, of Saline, came in to replenish
his stock during the month.

James H. Garlick, who conducts a store in the
Walker Block on Griswold Street, is looking for
a new location as that site has been purchased by
the Dime Savings Bank, which will erect a mod-
ern office building there.

All classes of business thrgughout the State
have suffered as a result of the quarantine put
upon the State by the Department of Agriculture.
Jewelers have not been exempt, as the farmers
have been financially cramped in some localities
through inability to dispose of their stock and
produce promptly, but this effect is expected to be
only temporary.

The estate of the late Adolph Enggass is now
in the probate court, Clarence H. Enggass having
been appointed administrator upon the petition of

the widow. The firm of Adolph Enggass & Co.
is a stock company and the business will be car-
ried on without change.

Guy Tomlinson and Albert Seeholzer are now
with W. F. Schultz, jewelry manufacturer, at I20
Bates Street.

George D. Hamilton came in from South
Lyons to purchase goods during the month.

Max Jennings and Mrs. Jennings, of St. Clair,
spent some time in the city last month.

W. H. Loud has opened a new store here at
I I Abbott Street. He was formerly located in
Jackson.

D. A. Pomtius, Algonac, was a purchaser on
this market during the month.

F. C. Reickhoff, of Howell, filled in his line
with stock purchased here early in the month.

H. B. Dorris has opened a new business in the
Loyal Guard Building, No. 407.

J. D. Patterson, of Port Huron, was accom-
panied by Mrs. Patterson when he came to De-
troit to buy goods.

E. F. Hill, traveling for Noack & Gorenflo,
finished his final trip of the year shortly after the
middle of the month and ended December in the
store.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade is well rep-
resented on the commission which Mayor-elect
Philip Breitmeyer has named to negotiate for a
settlement of the street railway problem. Frank
Kennedy, president of the jewelers' board, is one
of the commission, and William C. Noack, of
the wholesale jewelry firm of Noack & Gorenflo,
Too Woodward Avenue, is also a commissioner.
This body will meet early in January to study the
street railway situation, figure investments and
operating cost and finally to attempt to reach an
agreement with the company owning the street
railway lines as to equitable terms for a new
franchise.

J. F. Hicks, of Hicks & Son, Tecumseh, vis-
ited the wholesale houses to purchase stock
shortly before Christmas.

W. W. Bridges, of Marine City, came in by
interurban several times during the month to se-
lect goods.

C. A. Stockmeyer, of Caseville, purchased
goods in Detroit recently.

A. B. Graham made a trip in from Croswell
to replenish his holiday stock.

L. H. Cooper was in several times from Ox-
ford, Mich.

J. F. Zupp, of Springport, was on this market
during the month.

W. H. Baxter, of Birmingham, reports trade
better in his locality than it was last year.

W. F. King, Jr., was a visitor to the city in
December, coming in from Adrian.

J. L. Chapman, of Ann Arbor, purchased
stock here during the month.

C. J. Hathaway, of Grayling, visited Detroit
for a couple of days early in the month.

Other retailers who were seen in the Detroit
wholesale houses during the month were : John
Bessemer, Hastings ; C. G. Draper, Plymouth;
Mr. Edwards, Carleton ; Frank Codling, Royal
Oak ; E. M. Goette, Orion ; F. J. Schleede, Ann
Arbor ; L. E. Palmer, Rochester ; E. S. Barnes,
Rochester ; W. F. Hittig, Dundee.

Making Wedding Rings New Craze

The latest craze for a fashionable young man
has been started by Mr. Wodehouse, a popular
and smart-looking British officer.

He devotes his leisure to the making of wed-
ding rings for the brides of his intimate friends.
He has made 128 since he took up the amuse-
ment.

Mr. Wodehouse beats out the bar of gold
and engraves initials, dates and desired inscrip-
tions within the golden circle. He made the
ring now worn by Mrs. John Ward, Ambassador
Reid's daughter, and also that for Lady Alastair
Innis Ker.

There is a superstition that it is unlucky not
to pay for the ring. Mr. Wodehouse does not
disregard this, so he insists that every bridegroom
shall pay 6d. for each ring.

"The Keystone can't be beat for the money."—
Henry W. Hoffman, Jeweler, Independence, Ohio.
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We are now in the last throes of the holiday
rush and it has been satisfactory so far. The last
few days, however, are the ones that usually tell
the real story of the season of gift giving. There
seems to be a general feeling among the trade
that the volume of business will exceed that done
last year by a comfortable margin. This is all we
can hope for this year. Our next holiday trade
we may safely speculate on will be a decided in-
crease over this year. Among other lines of busi-
ness, such as steel, iron ore and coal, there .is a
steady increase in the employment of labor and
there can be no more favorable condition for
prosperity than this.

Chas. Ettinger, jeweler, with stores on On-
tario Street and Euclid Avenue, was in New York
the first of the month chasing up late novelties.

H. W. Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick Co.,
is one of the members of the Wholesale Mer-
chants' Board of the Chamber of Commerce,
which has just sent out invitations to its second
reception December 28th.

Barney and Julius Jacobs, father and son,
pawnbrokers and jewelers, Ion Superior Avenue,
were shot by a man from Lorain, Ohio, by name
Harry Holden. The murderer entered their place
of business and asked to see a revolver. He pur-
chased it and asked for cartridges. As soon as
the gun was loaded he opened fire on the pair and
both were fatally wounded and died the next day.
Holden was soon run down by the police and is
now confined in jail to await trial for murder. It
was the evident design of the murderer to rob the
place, but the shots attracted the crowd too soon
for him to do so and then get away.

Another crime of as daring a nature followed
the next day in another part of the city. This
was an attempt to rob the store of Rowland Rus-
sell, 3339 St. Clair Avenue. During the absence
of Mr. Russell his assistant, a young girl 09 years
old, was attacked by a robber and badly beaten
with a hatchet. The young girl, Miss Josephine
Case, was game though and put up a good fight.
and the racket soon attracted others, when the
robber made a hasty retreat and escaped. The
tray of diamonds he had attempted to steal had
been saved by the pluck of the girl. The crook
had laid his plans well and timed Mr. Russell's
departure so he could have only one person to
oppose him, but he had misjudged the personal
bravery of the young lady.

Max Olney, for several years connected with
the silver department of the Cowell & Hubbard
Co., has gone to Detroit and joined the staff of
W. A. Warren & Co.
. B. V. and H. W. Arnstein, the manufactur-
ing jewelers and makers of catalogues for jewel-
ers, are in New York City for a several weeks'
business trip.

The store of Solomon Friedman, 2405 Wood-
land Avenue, was entered by burglars last week
and about $200 worth of watches and jewelry
were stolen. Entrance was effected by a duplicate
key and the crooks got a safe get-away. Ever
since the "Golden Rule" regime was inaugurated
by our local police department crooks have found
this city easy picking.

The sudden death of Jeweler W. R. Brooks,
of Shelby, Ohio, was a shock to his many friends
m the trade. Mr. Brooks had just been to this
city on business and on his return was walking
on the Big Four tracks, or rather crossing them,
when he was struck by a fast train and instantly
killed. Mr. Brooks has been located in Shelby
a. great Many years and was a well-known and
highly respected merchant. He was nearly 6o
years of age and up to the time of his death had
enjoyed unusually good health.

J. C. Sharer, Alliance, Ohio, is mourning the
death of his father, who passed away last week
very suddenly. Mr. Sharer was a well-known
citizen.

Circulars were received by all the local opti-
cians in the last few days from E. L. Jones, San-
dusky, secretary Ohio Optical Association. The

gist of the circular was to the effect that efforts
be directed by the local parties towards the State
representatives in regard to legislation which is to
be introduced into the next session of the State
legislature. The nature of this law is similar to
that which has been introduced by other State
legislatures.

C. J. McCormack, of Millersburg, Ohio, has
joined the staff of the Cowell & Hubbard Co. for
the holiday season.

The following jewelers were in town the first
part of the month : G. F. Elgin, Kent ; FL J. Sum-
ner, Akron; H. H. Brainard, Medina; A. J. Mil-
ler, Masillon; B. Mosely, Willoughby; C. E. Whit-
taker, Clyde; F. H. DeWitt, Port Clinton; R.
Miller, Lorain; T. H. Park, Mantua ; C. E. Lons-
way, South Lorain.

PR 1 SBURG
LETTER

Yuletide buying for 1908, after a somewha
trying year for the jewelry trade because of the
widespread business depression, has up to this
writing been a surprise to many of the Pittsburg
dealers. It has been in a majority of instances
above the holiday trade of 1907, and in no case by
actual inquiry among the retail and wholesale
dealers has the trade fallen below that of 0907.
The holiday season seemed to open slightly earlier
than usual. Thanksgiving Day has usually been
the signal for its first introduction, but there was
noticeable effort on the part of merchants to push
Christmas ideas into the heads of Pittsburg people
before the Thanksgiving turkey had been cooked
this year. It worked well, too, for the buying
began earlier. It has steadily increased in volume,
and promises to wind up with a fine showing.

Matters have been shaping
An Improved themselves for this state of
Situation affairs for some time. The

people are more generally em-
ployed and are gaining in wage production each
week. Every week has witnessed for some two
months past a revivifying of industrial enter-
prises that had lain dormant all summer. The
fact that there was an actual shortage of cars in
this district and in the West Virginia territory
indicated how solid the improvement was in the
commercial world. Then came the banking in-
terests with the freely expressed declaration that
money matters had not been in so healthful a
state in this territory in some years. Conserva-
tism had cleaned up what depression had left un-
touched and which needed cleansing, in a financial
and business way, and this was a point in starting
a strong confidence in the future among the public
generally.

In preparation for the holiday season there
were some especially attractive displays made by
the trade. Not alone inside stocks in counters and
cases, but in the show windows. New stocks
looked handsome and old ones were Shown to a
greater advantage than ever before. Imported
stocks have perhaps been smaller in size, but have
been none the less attractive and have moved with
greater freedom. Dealers say that prices will
average lower than a year ago and particularly in
novelties and such goods as are within the reach
of the popular demand. The watch trade has
fully held its own against diamonds and precious
stones. In fact, the demand for high-grade
watches has surprised the jobbers and whole-
salers because of its unusual activity during the
past two weeks.

What of the New Year? was
The the question put to many of
Prospects the hustling Pittsburg dealers

during the past week in Pitts-
burg. They were all busy with the holiday trade
and could only talk between breaths, but managed
to give pretty good ideas of the way things looked
when they declared that whatever came for ioog
it would be better than 1908, as the past year was
about as bad as any could be. But, they declared,
the outlook and the general interest and talk of
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their old customers indicated a steadily improving
condition throughout the spring. Stocks are low
and have been allowed to remain in a condition
that will mean small values to carry over after
this season. If business gets even half way up
hill during 1909 there is bound to be such a re-
plenishing of stocks that it will force a most
active year for the manufacturer and wholesaler.
Just now the dealers are keeping open long hours
and are getting good results. Streets are crowded
night and day, and as the close of the holiday
season approaches the buying is increasing in
volume.

In the advertising of the pre-
A ggressive holiday season unusual care
Advertising has been shown. Cleverness,

too, that evidenced a keen
study of all things bearing on the trade and on
the conditions of the people was found. Sam F.
Sipe has a movable electric sign on one of the
Allegheny River bridges that does talking for him
Ill night to the hundreds of thousands of people
crossing in cars and afoot of the Sixth Street
Bridge. Then he has some picturesque and
heroic-sized winter scenery snowballing and fun
of the Christmas kind with "Sipe" ever present.
During the early portion of December Mr. Sipe
issued souvenirs to many friends and customers.
They were art calendars and were works of art.
Memoranda books for the male customers were
also there, so that by the time the holiday season
was ripe the name of Sipe was associated with
every thought of jewelry, diamonds and Christ-
mas presents.

Hereen Brothers & Co. came out with a hand-
some holiday catalogue this year. It was in-
tended, and certainly was, a handsome souvenir of
the Sesqui-Centennial celebration of Pittsburg,
with historic views of the city and of the original
home of this house in 0867. There was also
shown its present handsome building, with views
of its many departments. Following this was a
carefully detailed description of some of the vast
stocks in the store with hundreds of illustrations.
The souvenir is one of the first of this elaborate
character that has ever been produced by the
Pittsburg trade and one of the best ever seen here.

J. M. Roberts' handsome store
Many Fine on Market Street has this year
Displays been a revelation to the trade

and the people. The display
and the means for display of goods is certainly
one of the best. That the store is popular is
shown by its crowded condition day after day
during the present buying period. Terheyden,
who has had the advantage of the show windows
of vacant stores adjoining his own in Smithfield
Street for many months, is making a fine display
there now for the last time, inasmuch as the va-
cant property has been leased after the first of
the year. The Wattles' and E. P. Roberts' stores
have brilliant displays. Hardy & Hayes have
been making a fine showing of silver and cut
glass, while the imported stocks on exhibition
have been a marvel. Geo. B. Barrett Company
notes a strong, steady movement of buying in
centers long quiet and listless. The holiday season
appears to this house to be nearly normal.

During the past month the trade was brought
into the limelight by actions of the criminal set.
Frey's jewelry store on Federal Street, North
Side, in which there was a display of diamonds
and other stones valued at several thousand dol-
lars, passed through the ordeal. An Eastern thief
locked Mr. Frey in his store and broke the show
window from the street during dinner hour at
night. He fled with the diamonds in one hand
and a revolver in the other, defying arrest by
citizens until in his mad haste he stumbled and
lost his revolver. A police officer off duty and
sick caught him, aided by a crippled newsboy, and
then others came. All the stock was recovered
and the crook is awaiting trial. Ed. Jones is the
name the man is known by, but he has a dozen
aliases. From what could be learned from him
and others the police were able to drive others
of the gang, who had arrived in Pittsburg, out
again. It is believed that the first job was to be
followed by several others, and the gang had a
special liking for the jewelry trade. Theodore
Frey, who came out so fortunately in the matter,
has been congratulated by his friends.

(Continued on page 88)
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FINE STERLING SILVER
HOLLOW AND FLATWARE

UR SPECIALTY IS
the very finest family
solid silver ;),;(.,'„- fine,
equal to generations

of wear, in rich, classic pat-
terns that grow more pleasing
with time. 14 A truly regal
pattern is the ever beautiful

FLEUR-DE-LIS
A recognized leader in the
most exclusive Stores.
14 Owing to our special proc-
esses of manufacture the cost
is no greater than for the
commonplace styles of other
makers. Insist on seeing our
line and compare it with others.

NEWBURYPORT SILVER COMPANY
KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

TWO OF OUR

Latest
Patterns

IN

Pierced
Goods
RICH, STYLISH
FASHIONABLE

BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED IN
COMBS TO RETAIL AT 50 CENTS

41, It will pay
you to acquaint
yourself with
this line before
purchasing
comb stock

The Howe Comb Company
LEOMINSTER, MASS.

 Originators of the " ORIENTAL" COMB 

SOCIETY EMBLEM KNIVES I

I„

STERLING h,, SILVER
IIEL A complete line of these knives—the only line on
market—showing emblems of the following lines:

Masonic, Knight Templar, Mystic Shrine, Odd Fellow,
Knights of Pythias, Knights of Columbus, Red Men,
Modern Woodmen of America, Woodmen of the World,
Eagles, Elks, Yale University, Harvard University

Princeton University

the

EMBLEMS IN NATURAL COLORS
IN FINEST FRENCH ENAMELS

4LThe side panels are made of solid silver, beautifully engraved ; the colorsbeing worked out in a most artistic manner. The blades are made of
the finest quality of steel, ground and polished right, and each blade is hard-
ened and tempered to retain a razor edge. Not only the blades but enam-
eled panels are fully covered
by guarantee. A Neat Leather Case

is Furnished with
Each Knife.

The Williams c& Anderson Co.
PROVIDENCE :: RHODE ISLAND

THE SHORT DAYS ARE HERE
and that means dark stores and dark Show Cases. Right now, and for many months
after, you and your customers will especially appreciate the

&Ate ared719W7 Illuminated Show Case
The most artistic frame Show Case you can place on your floor.
At will you can flood it with light so that every article, and every corner in the case.

stands out more brilliantly than in the full light of day, revealing in closest detail the
texture and color of the articles within.

Merchants using this case agree that the illuminating feature adds fifty per cent. to the
value of the case, while its cost is but nominal.

Every lamp is hidden, yet so placed as to give a maximum of light to the interior.
Write us for details of this case to-day, as well as full particulars about the entire

Silent Salesman Line. Address Dept. C.

1•■■• 

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 West Fort Street DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.
16. 
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Ile Trade
Situation

The year just closing has been
in many ,respects the most dif-
ficult one for all classes of
business in Alabama since the

early go's. Jewelry being regarded in a large
measure as a luxury has, therefore, felt the effects
of the disposition of the people to economize more
than a great many other lines. The fact that busi-
ness has been fair, and that the jewelers have
been able to maintain their establishments on a
firm and solid basis for the most part is an indica-
tion that this class of enterprise is becoming less
a luxury and more a necessity all the time.

Following the depression of
Depressing October a year ago Birming-
Factors ham and the northern section

of the State ran up against a
coal miners' strike that paralyzed business for sev-
eral weeks. About the time this was over, which,
by the way, cost the State $6o,000 for the mainte-
nance of military and the keeping of order, Mont-
gomery and the interior section began to feel the
effects of the low price of cotton. Montgomery
also has been hurt in an anticipatory way because
the prohibition bill goes into effect on the ist of
January. Mobile has felt the effects of the low
price of cotton, and to a greater extent than any
other city fears the result of general prohibition.
Under the State constitution Mobile has been se-
curing for its schools all of the license for the
sale of liquor, and this now will cut their revenues
down to about $8o,000 a year.

Taking it as a whole, however, the jewelers
have made progress during the year. The State
association officers have put in a good deal of time
getting a unanimity of opinion with regard to all
of the business men in this line and good results
have followed in the elimination of a great many
objectionable features. Preparation is now being
made to do some visiting and send out a good deal
of printed matter after the 1st of January.
Hardwick Ruth, of this city, who is at the head
of the State Optical Association, says that the
work of the organization during the past year has
greatly enhanced all the better elements of the
business, and he believes that by the end of the
coming year there will be such amalgamation of
interest and opinion as will bring the Alabama
optical organizations up to as high a state as those
in any other section of the country.

A great many improvements have been made
In Jewelry houses in Montgomery. Sherwood &
Bartlett are now established in what is regarded as
one of the prettiest stores in the South. They
occupy the building formerly used by the Union
Bank and Trust Company and have fitted it up with
modern horseshoe showcases, walnut furniture,
skylights and all other things necessary to the
transaction of the business. T. F. Sandoz, who
was in business for some years in Mobile, has
been secured by this firm and is looking after the
business in a general way.

I. Ketzky is closing out the bankrupt stock of
J. Davidson, who became involved in financial
difficulties some weeks ago. In spite of the fact
that this store was well filled with high-class
jewelry and that the stock carried a great many
standard productions in the way of watches and
plate, the sale ran to only about $6000, the prop-
erty being bought in by Mr. Ketzky. It is under-
stood that possibly Mr. Davidson may arrange to
reenter the business a little later on.

C. L. Ruth & Son have increased their shop
facilities for optical work and added some new

. showcases for the exhibition of cut glass and
silver. Extensive space has been secured by
Weiss & Son, and the store of LeBron & Co. con-
tinues to be one of the prettiest in the country.

The business of the late E. 0. Zadek, in
Mobile, is being carried on and increased and de-
veloped by Mrs. Zadek under the advice of F. G.
Bromberg, who is assisting her in looking after
the details. Mrs. Zadck finds that most of the
friends of her husband have stood with her, and
she has been able to secure a great many new
customers since his death. S. Burgoyne, for
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some years a prominent jeweler in Mobile, has in-
corporated his company, calling it The Burgoyne
Jewelry Company, and greatly extended his fa-
cilities for doing a large business. Parker
Brothers, who succeed to the business of the
late F. Thoma, have enlarged their capacity and
equipment and made theirs one of the prettiest
stores in the city. J. Goldstein, also at Mobile,
has increased his facilities for taking care of a
large line of trade.

H. C. Abbott & Bro., at Birmingham, have on
exhibition in their window a mammoth punch
bowl and ladle, which is to be given by the citizens
of Birmingham to the cruiser Birmingham, named
for that city and recently launched. It is a 24-inch
bowl, made in the highest art by the Gorham peo-
ple, and will be presented by a committee yet to
be appointed. The bowl weighs 370 ozs. and the
whole set 570 ozs. The capacity of the bowl is
eight gallons.

The total collections so far for a silver serv-
ice to be given by the people of Mississippi to the
battleship Mississippi is $5325. Governor Noel
states that about $500 is yet needed, and the duty
of collecting this amount has been placed upon
Mrs. Eunice M. Lockwood, of Jackson, who will
be authorized to make the selection and the pur-
chase after such designs as will be decided upon.
Data for the designs and the engraving, price and
all that sort of thing, are now on file in the
Governor's office.

ST. LOUIS
1 FTTER

The improvement in general
Fine Holiday business has continued during

December and stimulated by a
big holiday demand, consider-

ably beyond the expectations of tradesmen, a
large degree of activity has been attained. The
jewelry trade has shared to the fullest extent in
these conditions and the wholesalers state with a
great deal of enthusiasm that their travelers all
turned in good orders for the closing weeks of the
year. The retail trade has been quite a big sur-
prise inasmuch as it has been much better than
anticipated and quite a few retailers report that
they had the best holiday demand in their history.

Travelers throughout the Southwest, and par-
ticularly in Texas, report that business throughout
that section was exceptionally good and that the
best class of goods sold the best. The general
feeling is that the outlook for the coming year is
most excellent. All the travelers for the different
establishments are in for the holiday season, but
will leave early in January for their respective
territories.

Max Bauman, formerly connected with the
Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company for a number of
years, and who has been in the South for the past
year on account of his health, is back again with
this firm very much recuperated. F. L. Jaccard,
traveler for this concern in Texas, with head-
quarters at Fort Worth, has returned home after
spending several days here.

Wm. Weidlich, of Wm.. Weidlich & Bro., re-
ports that their firm closed a good year's business.
Their travelers are all in and will remain until
the early part of January. Mr. Weidlich will
leave about January 1st for a ten days' trip to
the manufacturing centers of the East. E. C.
Weidlich, of the Weidlich Bros. Mfg. Co., Bridge-
port, Conn. and also a member of the firm of
Wm. Weidlich & Bro., has returned home after
a three weeks' visit here.

F. W. Hoyt, of F. W. Hoyt & Co., returned
recently from a three weeks' trip through North-
ern Missouri.

Miss Lenora A. Diehl, who has been stenog-
rapher to Morris Eisenstadt, president of the
Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, for some
time, has resigned, and on Monday, December 2 I st,
became the bride of H. A. McKillip, a prominent
young business man of East St. Louis, Ill.

A. J. Heinrichs has just opened a new jewelry
store at Jefferson and Cass Avenues, this city.

Trade
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Sudheirner & McCoole, formerly located at
41r Holland Building, have leased rooms 404, 405
and 406 same building, which they now occupy.
This firm recently bought out Wm. Eberling,
jeweler and watchmaker in the Holland Building,
who has gone to San Francisco to enter the
jewelry business.

Ralph Loewenstein, president of the R. Loew-
enstein Jewelry Company, returned recently from
a ten days' trip through the South and Southwest
and reports he found business much better than
anticipated.

Miss Eugenis Strauss, daughter of Moses
Strauss, chief salesman of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Company, will be married New Year's Eve to
Isaac Hart, a prominent young business man of
this city.

0. E. Engelland, formerly traveler for the
Geneva Optical Company, has been appointed
manager of that company at Des Moines, Iowa,
succeeding B. A. Tooker. W. W. Deiderich suc-
ceeds Mr. Engelland.

Weiss & Wohlgemuth, watchmakers and
jewelers at 707 Pine Street, have closed a ten-
year lease on the store at 703 Pine Street, a build-
ing that is just being completed. The store is 20 x
6o feet in area, and the firm is putting i fixtures
to cost $5000. These include four large safety
vaults.

Coe, Yonge & Co., a well-known jewelry and
notion store, now located at 612 St. Charles Street,
have closed a five-year lease for the first, second
and third floors of the New Era Building at go5-
go; Lucas Avenue just being completed.

Frederick Blanke, a retired watchmaker, died
here Saturday, December 5th. He was quite old
and at one time was in the employ of the old
Mermod & Jaccard Jewelry Co. and later was in
business for himself.

Goulding & Co., wholesale and retail jewelers,
have leased the store at 701 Washington Avenue,
to which they will remove at an early date.

Chas. W. Seekamp, manager of the H. H.
Seekamp & Co.'s silver-plating works at 812%
Pine Street, died on December 1st. He was 30
years of age.

J. C. O'Brien, one of our prominent retail
jewelry salesmen, for the last fifteen years with
the Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., has ac-
cepted a similar position with the Hess & Culbert-
son Jewelry Co.

Renewed interest in the Arkansas diamond
field has been awakened recently by the return of
W. E. Grayson and J. W. Bemis, two prominent
St. Louis business men, from Arkansas, who
brought with them some stones said to rank with
those of the South African fields. C. F. Mathey,
vice-president of the Mertnod, Jaccard & King
Jewelry Co., a diamond expert, states that the
Arkansas stones are genuine. He said he ex-
amined about 150 brought here recently by C. S.
Stifft, the well-known jeweler of Little Rock,
Ark., and all were good, the largest weighing
nearly six carats. The stones are of various
colors.

F. W. Drosten, president of the F. W. Dros-
ten Jewelry Company, thinks the Arkansas dia-
monds are too small and brittle to be of any
great commercial value for decorative purposes.

The police have recovered $1250 worth of dia-
monds and jewelry stolen from a window of the
Jaeger Loan Company, 2615 Olive Street, on De-
cember 3d. The jewelry was recovered at various
pawnshops, where it had been pledged by a negro.
Two arrests were made, but the suspects were
later released.

Among the recent buyers here were: T. H.
Edwards, Clarksville, Mo.; G. Anderson, Taylor-
ville, Ill.; M. J. Motzinger, Rector, Ark.; H. D.
Jones, Trenton, Tenn. ; Jas. A. Bainbridge, Marion,
Ill.; F. B. Wolf, Chester, Ill.; Mr. Gardner, of
Barrett Bros., Edwardsville, Ill.; Mr. Goulding,
Alton, Ill.; \V. Westphal, St. Charles, Mo.; J. W.
Bader, Blythesville, Ark.; Chas. Mosby, Bates-
ville, Ark.; Wm. Mosby, Newport, Ark.; H. W.
Foerste, Okawville, Ill.; Luther Bone, Homers-
ville, Mo.; W. B. Harris, Mounds, Ill.; Otto Rink,
Carlyle, Ill.; B. Massie, Granite City, Ill.; Geo.
Carroll, Virden, Ill.

"Work Shop Notes are worth more than the
subscription price.'—Fred Goss, Jeweler, Abbe-
ville, Louisiana.
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A Fine
Christmas business opened
early in Kansas City and vi-

Holiday Trade cinity this year, and the
wholesale and retail merchants

in every line of goods are feeling particularly
happy. The jewelry business was exceptionally
good and during the two weeks' rush just before
Christmas many of the wholesale houses shipped
a large express wagon filled with packages every
day of that time. In the retail stores extra men
and women were employed and the stores were
uncomfortably filled from early morning until the
closing hour. At the wholesale houses the em-
ployees worked on Sunday and late at night.
The 'Kansas City houses were not prepared to
handle the situation as they would have liked to.
They sent their travelers out early, but the small
town and country jewelers bought conservatively.
These jewelers were not assured that the financial
situation was as safe as it was reported to be,
and they did not know how their people would
buy. The big stocks that were left on their hands
last year made them timid this year. The Kansas
City houses brought their men in when they had
finished making the rounds and soon after that
pandemonium reigned. The farmers came into
town and bought, then went away and returned to
buy more. The stock of the small town jeweler
was soon exhausted. He telegraphed or came to
Kansas City for more. The Kansas City houses
had taken the conservativeness of the early pur-
chases as an indication of a quiet Christmas.
They were not quite prepared for the onslaught
from the little towns and they were soon in touch
with the manufacturers. The manufacturers had
been waiting to see how things were going and
orders were slow in coming.

"Oh, yes, we're doing splendid business," a
jeweler said during the rush, "but I'd like to live
to enjoy my profits. I hope we'll know next year
how things are going to go early in the game."

While the jewelry business has been good,
diamonds are off again. The diamond trade
fluctuates more than any other here, and the
dealers are at a loss to explain it. The watch
trade is again normal. All dealers report phe-
nomenal sales of tools and materials. A large
number of new firms have started up through
the Southwest and they are doubtless responsible
for giving the tools and materials a boost in
Kansas City.

H. F. Sloane, formerly of Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., but now of New York City, spent
the greater part of December in Kansas City as-
sisting Porter & Wiser. He returned to New
York to spend the holidays with his family.

G. Roth felder has gone into the watch and
jewelry business at Formosa, Kans.

Frank Hardaway, formerly with the C. B.
Norton Jewelry Company, is now with Nevin
Bros., in the tool•and material business.

Burton Raines, of Raines Bros., Maryville,
Mo., with his wife, visited friends in Kansas City
last month.

H. Rowe & Co. is a new firm which has
opened a jewelry and watch repair store in Smith
Center, Kans.

The following travelers for Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co. were in the city during Christmas
week to spend the holidays with •their families:
J. H. Whitney, covering Northern Kansas and
Nebraska; W. C. Vandel, covering Missouri and
Arkansas, and Frank Bangs, who covers Southern
Kansas and Oklahoma. All of them reported
good business in their territory.

The Jaccard Jewelry Company a few weeks
prior to Christmas issued a clever little booklet
which they called "The Gift Book." It was filled
with suggestions for the Christmas shopper and
contained a list of every kind of article to be
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found in their store. These articles were illus-
trated and their varying ranges in price given.
The cover of plain white paper was lettered in
gold. The crowds in the store during the two
weeks before Christmas proved the efficiency of
the attractive little ac?vertisement.

The Kelley Jewelry Store at Erie, Kans., has
moved into a larger and better store room.

D. C. Minton has opened a new jewelry store
at Oklahoma City.

Struby & Martin, in the jewelry business at
Green City, Mo., have dissolved partnership.

E. A. Gomez, formerly a jewelers' auctioneer,
has opened a jewelry store at Oklahoma City,
Okla.

The jewelry store of J. A. Knapp, at Shef-
field, a Kansas City suburb, was recently entered
by burglars and jewelry to the amount of $150
taken.

The following are among those who matricu-
lated last month at the Kansas City Horological
School : F. J. Boller, Kansas City; Ira B. Frantz,
Blackwell, Okla.; J. P. Arnott, Basin, Wyo.;
Leon Hirschman, Muskogee, Okla. • Claude B.
Nichols, Litchfield, Mich.; Martin Walden, Kan-
sas City; Fred Meeks, Severy, Kans. • D. V.
Warren, Kingman, Kans.; A. C. Dunkieberger,
Pawnee, Okla.; Chas. Orin, Anson, Tex.; Dr.
Nellie M. Cramer, Kansas City; Miss Winona
Melvin, Kansas City, Kans.. 

' 
H. C. Schaeffer,

Basin, Wyo.; Merrit J. Rice, Trenton, Mo.; Otis
K. Bell, Lewisburg, Kans.; E. Jarrett, Liberal,
Kans.• S. S. Headen, Covington, Ga.• Sidney S.
Bell, Vinton, Iowa ; J. L. Schwab, Wiota, Iowa.
A. E. Pittinger, of the Horological School, says
that he will have the largest number of students
ever enrolled after the first of the year. A num-
ber of new benches were put in during the holi-
days to accommodate the new matriculates.

George G. Bowen, of- McPherson, Kans., has
moved to Marion, Kans., and bought out J. W.
Butcher.

Chas. Woodman, of Tipton, Iowa, has ac-
cepted a position as watchmaker with J. H.
Lipper, at Mason City, Iowa.

G. W. Brown, of Hill City, Kans., recently
sold his store to Ward Jenkins. C. H. Fisher,
formerly with the Kansas City Polytechnic Insti-
tute, is managing the business.

H. H. Crossen, a graduate of the Polytechnic
Institute, has opened a jewelry store in Armour-
dale, Kans.

Miss Annie Davis, for several years with
Cady & Olmstead, the Walnut Street jewelers, and
prior to that with J. R. Mercer, is seriously ill at
her home. It will be several weeks before she
can return to her work.

One of the finest selections of calendars was
shown at Cady & Olmstead's last month.

L. W. MacDonald has opened a new store at
San Angelo, Tex.

A. M. Wurtz, a former student of the Kan-
sas City Polytechnic Institute, has a position with
L. A. Spurlock, at Rockport, Mo.

Phillip Karras and John Swidlick are two new
employees of Porter & Wiser.

The Hassig Jewelry Company has recently
added Harry Beaufort, formerly of Newark, N. J.,
to their working force.

C. S. Craven, who came to Kansas City re-
cently from Texas, has opened a new jewelry
store in the Bryant Building.

W. D. Wilhite, of Adrian, Mo., was in the
city recently buying an opening stock.

L. H. Ludwig, vice-president of •the Edwards
& Sloane Jewelry Co., has recently moved into a
handsome new home at 3607 Campbell Etreet.

The Niagara Ring Manufacturing Company,
of Buffalo, N. Y., has established a Western
office at Eighth and Walnut Streets for the benefit
of its Western customers. Edward J. Gross is
in charge.

The following called on the jewelry trade last
month: F. W. Hunt, Burlingame, Kans.; S. A.
Noble, Amsterdam, Mo. 

' 
• J. H. Falhert; Kingman,

Kans.; Theo. Burkhardt, Trenton, 'Mo.; D. H.
Davies, Knapp & Davies, Nelson, Nebr.; A. B.
Buchman, Clay Center, Kans.; W. H. Haup,
Bartlesville, Okla.; J. L. Potts, Marceline, Mo..;
J. A. Moser, Burlington, Kans.; C. L. Jones,
Dewey, Okla.; J. 0. Stott, Paola, Kans.; E.
Fraser, Leavenworth, Kans.; F. B. Schroeder,

Paola, Kans.; G. H. Church, Oak Grove, Mo.;
W. S. Noble, Drexel, Mo.; W. T. Brown, Sterling,
Kans.; George A. Young, Moberly, Mo.; Roy T.
Fox, Macon, Mo.; F. S. Hester, Lawrence, Kans.;
W. J. Mulnix, King City, Mo.; Mr. Curtis, of
McDowell & Curtis, Arkansas City, Kans. ; George
Gardner, Pawhuska, Okla.; Harry Haas, Milan,
Mo.; Mrs. H. H. Pratt, Freemont, Nebr.; L. E.
DeLanty, Parkville, Mo.; N. Gyahno, Ludlow,
Mo.: J. B. Bryant, Mound City, Kans.; R. B. Mc-
Philimy, Effingham, Kans.; Carl Ricker, Emporia,
Kans.; A. J. Sands, Lamar, Mo.; F. E. Pirtle,
Council Grove, Kans.; J. W. Schmandt, Holden,
Mo.; W. W. Whiteside, of Liberty, Mo.; F. W.
Sellers, Wellington, Kans.; E. Parker, Gilman
City, Mo.; G. E. Kemmel, Centralia, Kans.

Pittsburg Letter

(Continued from page 85)

A very interesting development
Handsome of the retail trade for the corn-
New Store ing year will be the removal of

J. C. Grogan, one of the "old
guard" of retailers of Pittsburg, from his present
location at Fifth Avenue and Market Street to a
large and handsome store, remodeled out of a
former banking house at Wood Street and Sixth
Avenue. The main entrance will be opposite the
large department store of McCreery & Co. The
new store has high ceiling, light on three sides
and the building is known as the Home Trust
Building. It is of stone, and occupied on the
upper floor by offices. The new site is regarded as
most admirable and a step in the right direction,
for business development is going into this section
more rapidly each year. Practically every street
car line of importance entering the business sec-
tion from the Northside, East End, Lawrenceville
and Butler Street sections and many suburban
lines pass within sight of the new store. However,
the old location is a splendid one, but the building
is about ready to be retired on account of old age,
and plans for a modern structure are under way
which would make the rent for it prohibitive for
any retail house. The new store will be vastly
larger and admit of a better showing of the hand-
some stocks of this house, which are famous in
Pittsburg and among the oldest and best families
of the city.

The optical trade has been quite active.
Among the specialties in demand have been auto-
mobile glasses, eye and wind shields, etc. The
legitimate optical trade has held its own, and some
of the houses report an increased volume of busi-
ness during the closing weeks of the year.

M. A. Mead & Co.'s Pittsburg branch office
has been rushed with business for the past two
weeks, the trade surpassing the expectations of
Manager Owen. The reports from road men have
been encouraging, and retailers throughout the
country seem to have been able to stock up, with
perfect confidence of being able to dispose of a
good lot of goods during the remainder of this
year.

Some Things to Know About Mirrors

The following pointers on mirrors contain
some valuable information and could be used to
advantage if they were printed on a card and the
card hung in the glass room, says Furniture Jour-
nal: Always unpack mirrors immediately on ar-
rival. Allow wet and sweaty mirrors a chance to
dry out thoroughly. If left damp they will spoil.
Take hold of the mirrors by the edges and never
allow the hands to come in contact with the silver
backing. When carrying mirrors keep the face
toward the body. Never handle a mirror with
hands covered with glue, finishing materials or
any foreign matter. Keep all paints, oils and acid
out of the glass room. Use a rag dampened in
benzine to remove any paint or shellac that has
happened to get on the face side in the making of
the mirror. Other oils are injurious and should
not be used. When setting a mirror on the floor
set it with the face out so that nothing will come
in contact with the backing.
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You'll have to gel
up earl to beat the
AMERICA ALARM

AMERICA
One-Day

ALARM
Tilt

WESTERN CLOCK

'Aro. CO.

LA 
SALLE.ILLINOIS ILS A

merofca Advertising Offer

S H OW
C A 12 D

UPON request you will receive, absolutely
free of charge with your first order for one
dozen or more AMERICA Alarms, the

following Advertising Equipment:

Three AMERICA Posters in three colors.

One Book of Single Column AMERICA ads and
your choice of any electrotypes.

One Book of Photographs of AMERICA Win-
dow Displays with complete instructions.

Six Illustrated Window Cards in two colors.

On orders for a full case of AMERICA alarms,
(fifty clocks), you will receive in addition to this
equipment,

One Mission Oak AMERICA Display Stand.

One outfit only will go to any dealer. This offer also applies to orders placed through
your Jobber.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
NEW YORK, 85 John Street. La Salle, Illinois. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.
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A Fine
Christmas business opened
early in Kansas City and vi-

Holiday Trade cinity this year, and the
wholesale and retail merchants

in every line of goods are feeling particularly
happy. The jewelry business was exceptionally
good and during the two weeks' rush just before
Christmas many of the wholesale houses shipped
a large express wagon filled with packages every
day of that time. In the retail stores extra men
and women were employed and the stores were
uncomfortably filled from early morning until the
closing hour. At the wholesale houses the em-
ployees worked on Sunday and late at night.
The Kansas City houses were not prepared to
handle the situation as they would have liked to.
They sent their travelers out early, but the small
town and country jewelers bought conservatively.
These jewelers were not assured that the financial
situation was as safe as it was reported to be,
and they did not know how their people would
buy. The big stocks that were left on their hands
last year made them timid this year. The Kansas
City houses brought their men in when they had
finished making the rounds and soon after that
pandemonium reigned. The farmers came into
town and bought, then went away and returned to
buy more. The stock of the small town jeweler
was soon exhausted. He telegraphed or came to
Kansas City for more. The Kansas City houses
had taken the conservativeness of the early pur-
chases as an indication of a quiet Christmas.
They were not quite prepared for the onslaught
from the little towns and they were soon in touch
with the manufacturers. The manufacturers had
been waiting to see how things were going and
orders were slow in coining.

"Oh, yes, we're doing splendid business," a
jeweler said during the rush, "but I'd like to live
to enjoy my profits. I hope we'll know next year
how things are going to go early in the game."

While the jewelry business has been good,
diamonds are off again. The diamond trade
fluctuates more than any other here, and the
dealers are at a loss to explain it. The watch
trade is again normal. All dealers report phe-
nomenal sales of tools and materials. A large
number of new firms have started up through
the Southwest and they are doubtless responsible
for giving the tools and materials a boost in
Kansas City.

H. F. Sloane, formerly of Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., but now of New York City, spent
the greater part of December in Kansas City as-
sisting Porter & Wiser. He returned to New
York to spend the holidays with his family.

G. Rothfelder has gone into the watch and
jewelry business at Formosa, Kans.

Frank Hardaway, formerly with the C. B.
Norton Jewelry Company, is now with Nevin
Bros., in the tool 'and material business.

Burton Raines, of Raines Bros., Maryville,
Mo., with his wife, visited friends in Kansas City
last month.

H. Rowe & Co. is a new firm which has
opened a jewelry and watch repair store in Smith
Center, Kans.

The following travelers for Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co. were in the city during Christmas
week to spend the holidays with their families:
J. II. Whitney, covering Northern Kansas and
Nebraska; W. C. Vandel, covering Missouri and
Arkansas, and Frank Bangs, who covers Southern
Kansas and Oklahoma. All of them reported
good business in their territory.

The Jaccard Jewelry Company a few weeks
prior to Christmas issued a clever little booklet
which they called "The Gift Book." It was filled
with suggestions for the Christmas shopper and
contained a list of every kind of article to be
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found in their store. These articles were illus-
trated and their varying ranges in price given.
The cover of plain white paper was lettered in
gold. The crowds in the store during the two
weeks before Christmas proved the efficiency of
the attractive little advertisement.

The Kelley Jewelry Store at Erie, Kans., has
moved into a larger and better store room.

D. C. Minton has opened a new jewelry store
at Oklahoma City.

Struby & Martin, in the jewelry business at
Green City, Mo., have dissolved partnership.

E. A. Gomez, formerly a jewelers' auctioneer,
has opened a jewelry store at Oklahoma City,
Okla.

The jewelry store of J. A. Knapp, at Shef-
field, a Kansas City suburb, was recently entered
by burglars and jewelry to the amount of $150
taken.

The following are among those who matricu-
lated last month at the Kansas City Horological
School : F. J. Boller, Kansas City; Ira B. Frantz,
Blackwell, Okla.; J. P. Arnott, Basin, Wyo.;
Leon Hirschman, Muskogee, Okla.. Claude B.
Nichols, Litchfield, Mich.; Martin Walden, Kan-
sas City; Fred Meeks, Severy, Kans. • D. V.
Warren, Kingman, Kans.; A. C. Dunkieberger,
Pawnee, Okla.; Chas. Orin, Anson, Tex.; Dr.
Nellie M. Cramer, Kansas City; Miss Winona
Melvin, Kansas City, Kans.. 

' 
H. C. Schaeffer,

Basin, Wyo.; Merrit J. Rice, Trenton, Mo.; Otis
K. Bell, Lewisburg, Kans.; E. Jarrett, Liberal,
Kans.; S. S. Headen, Covington, Ga. • Sidney S.
Bell, Vinton, Iowa ; J. L. Schwab, Wiota, Iowa.
A. E. Pittinger, of the Horological School, says
that he will have the largest number of students
ever enrolled after the first of the year. A num-
ber of new benches were put in during the holi-
days to accommodate the new matriculates.

George G. Bowen, of- McPherson, Kans., has
moved to Marion, Kans., and bought out J. W.
Butcher.

Chas. Woodman, of Tipton, Iowa, has ac-
cepted a position as watchmaker with J. H.
Lipper, at Mason City, Iowa.

G. W. Brown, of Hill City, Kans., recently
sold his store to Ward Jenkins. C. H. Fisher,
formerly with the Kansas City Polytechnic Insti-
tute, is managing the business.

H. H. Crossen, a graduate of the Polytechnic
Institute, has opened a jewelry store in Armour-
dale, Kans.

Miss Annie Davis, for several years with
Cady & Olmstead, the Walnut Street jewelers, and
prior to that with J. R. Mercer, is seriously ill at
her home. It will be several weeks before she
can return to her work.

One of the finest selections of calendars was
shown at Cady & Olmstead's last month.

L. W. MacDonald has opened a new store at
San Angelo, Tex.

A. M. Wurtz, a former student of the Kan-
sas City Polytechnic Institute, has a position with
L. A. Spurlock, at Rockport, Mo.

Phillip Karras and John Swidlick are two new
employees of Porter & Wiser.

The Hassig Jewelry Company has recently
added Harry Beaufort, formerly of Newark, N. J.,
to their working force.

C. S. Craven, who came to Kansas City re-
cently from Texas, has opened a new jewelry
store in the Bryant Building.

W. D. Wilhite, of Adrian, Mo., was in the
city recently buying an opening stock.

L. H. Ludwig, vice-president of the Edwards
& Sloane Jewelry Co., has recently moved into a
handsome new home at 3607 Campbell Etreet.

The Niagara Ring Manufacturing Company,
of Buffalo, N. Y., has established a Western
office at Eighth and Walnut Streets for the benefit
of its Western customers. Edward J. Gross is
in charge.

The following called on the jewelry trade last
month: F. W. Hunt, Burlingame, Kans.; S. A.
Noble, Amsterdam, Mo.; J. H. Falherf, Kingman,
Kans.; Theo. Burkhardt, Trenton, 'Mo.; D. H.
Davies, Knapp & Davies, Nelson, Nebr.; A. B.
Buchman, Clay Center, Kans.; W. H. Haup,
Bartlesville, Okla.; J. L. Potts, Marceline, Mo..;
J. A. Moser, Burlington, Kans.; C. L. Jones,
Dewey, Okla.; J. 0. Stott, Paola, Kans.; E.
Fraser, Leavenworth, Kans.; F. B. Schroeder,
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Paola, Kans.; G. H. Church, Oak Grove, Mo.;
W. S. Noble, Drexel, Mo.; W. T. Brown, Sterling,
Kans.; George A. Young, Moberly, Mo.; Roy T.
Fox, Macon, Mo.; F. S. Hester, Lawrence, Kans.;
W. J. Mulnix, King City, Mo.; Mr. Curtis, of
McDowell & Curtis, Arkansas City, Kans. ; George
Gardner, Pawhuska, Okla.; Harry Haas, Milan,
Mo.; Mrs. H. H. Pratt, Freemont, Nebr.; L. E.
DeLanty, Parkville, Mo.; N. Gyahno, Ludlow,
Mo.; J. B. Bryant, Mound City, Kans.; R. B. Mc-
Philimy, Effingham, Kans.; Carl Ricker, Emporia,
Kans.; A. J. Sands, Lamar, Mo.; F. E. Pirtle,
Council Grove, Kans.; J. W. Schmandt, Holden,
Mo.; W. W. Whiteside, of Liberty, Mo.; F. W.
Sellers, Wellington, Kans.; E. Parker, Gilman
City, Mo.; G. E. Kemmel, Centralia, Kans.

Pittsburg Letter

(Continued from page 85)

A very interesting development
Handsome of the retail trade for the corn-
New Store ing year will be the removal of

J. C. Grogan, one of the "old
guard" of retailers of Pittsburg, from his present
location at Fifth Avenue and Market Street to a
large and handsome store, remodeled out of a
former banking house at Wood Street and Sixth
Avenue. The main entrance will be opposite the
large department store of McCreery & Co. The
new store has high ceiling, light on three sides
and the building is known as the Home Trust
Building. It is of stone, and occupied on the
upper floor by offices. The new site is regarded as
most admirable and a step in the right direction,
for business development is going into this section
more rapidly each year. Practically every street
car line of importance entering the business sec-
tion from the Northside, East End, Lawrenceville
and Butler Street sections and many suburban
lines pass within sight of the new store. However,
the old location is a splendid one, but the building
is about ready to be retired on account of old age,
and plans for a modern structure are under way
which would make the rent for it prohibitive for
any retail house. The new store will be vastly
larger and admit of a better showing of the hand-
some stocks of this house, which are famous in
Pittsburg and among the oldest and best families
of the city.

The optical trade has been quite active.
Among the specialties in demand have been auto-
mobile glasses, eye and wind shields, etc. The
legitimate optical trade has held its own, and some
of the houses report an increased volume of busi-
ness during the closing weeks of the year.

M. A. Mead & Co.'s Pittsburg branch office
has been rushed with business for the past two
weeks, the trade surpassing the expectations of
Manager Owen. The reports from road men have
been encouraging, and retailers throughout the
country seem to have been able to stock up, with
perfect confidence of being able to dispose of a
good lot of goods during the remainder of this
year.

Some Things to Know About Mirrors

The following pointers on mirrors contain
some valuable information and could be used to
advantage if they were printed on a card and the
card hung in the glass room, says Furniture Jour-
nal: Always unpack mirrors immediately on ar-
rival. Allow wet and sweaty mirrors a chance to
dry out thoroughly. If left damp they will spoil.
Take hold of the mirrors by the edges and never
allow the hands to come in contact with the silver
backing. When carrying mirrors keep the face
toward the body. Never handle a mirror with
hands covered with glue, finishing materials or
any foreign matter. Keep all paints, oils and acid
out of the glass room. Use a rag dampened in
benzine to remove any paint or shellac that has
happened to get on the face side in the making of
the mirror. Other oils are injurious and should
not be used. When setting a mirror on the flopr
set it with the face out so that nothing will come
in contact with the backing.

You'll have -to get
up early to beat the
AMERICA ALARM

MERICA
One-Day

ALARM
THE

WESTF,}1?i C LOCK

MN. CO

LA 
SALLE.11.1.INCIS E S A

Pica Advertising Offer

S H 0 W
CAR Ds

UPON request you will receive, absolutely
free of charge with your first order for one
dozen or more AMERICA Alarms, the

following Advertising Equipment:

Three AMERICA Posters in three colors.

One Book of Single Column AMERICA ads and
your choice of any electrotypes.

One Book of Photographs of AMERICA Win-
dow Displays with complete instructions.

Six Illustrated Window Cards in two colors.

On orders for a full case of AMERICA alarms,
(fifty clocks), you will receive in addition to this
equipment,

One Mission Oak AMERICA Display Stand.

One outfit only will go to any dealer. This offer also applies to orders placed through
yOU r Jobber.

NEW YORK, 85 John Street. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.



A BUSINESS HINT

THE demand for the HOWARD

Watch for gift purposes is not con-

fined to Christmas trade.

January offers opportunities to the live

jeweler if he will take advantage of them.

Firms, corporations, clubs, societies use HOWARD

Watches for presentation purposes—as a reward of

service—as a tribute of appreciation—as an incentive to

greater effort.

The retiring officer of a corporation: the trusted

employee: the man who has performed some heroic

service: the man who has "made good" is a candidate

for a HOWARD Watch.
A bank, insurance company, railroad, school, society or organiza-

tion may have use for a HOWARD Watch as a token or trophy.

It fits in where a money present would be out of place. It is

an ideal gift because in itself it expresses all that is best in character

—integrity, punctuality, distinction.

In your locality there is trade to be had in this direction—if

you go after it.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.
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THE HOWARD WATCH
The HOWARD is a gift for a life-time.
When you give a man a HOWARD watch you leave
no question of your intention as to quality.
Once and for all it is the best that money will buy.
In comparison to the HowAkp the selection of any
other watch must appear in the light of a makeshift
and a compromise.
The HOWARD has a history of which every Ameri-
can should be proud.
It was the first American watch. I t is the finest
practical time piece in the world and has held that

place for upwards of seventy years. It has been
carried by our distinguished men from Daniel
Webster's day to our own. It is recognized by the
world's scientists. It was awarded a certificate of
the first class by the International Astronomical
Observatory at Geneva. It has been the choice of
our men of action from Fremont to Peary.
The HOWARD IS the best watch investment. It will never be common. It vill

never be at a discount. It takes a given time to produce a HOWARD—and not ever■
jeweler can sell you one. A HOWARD Watch is always worth what you pay fol

it. The price of each ‘v,itch—from the 17-jewel in a fine gold-filled case (guar-

anteed for 2 5 years) at S3.; to the 23-jewel in a 14K. solid gold case at ;ltiso

—is fixed at the factory, and a printed ticket attached.

Find the HOWARD jeweler in your town and talk to him he's a man worth
knowing. Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and we will send you a HOWARD
book, of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

Thc above announcement appears in thc leading magazines and periodicals for December. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000

rcadersl. It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a
HOWARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find thc HOWARD at your store?



This model gives perfect protection
to the movement from dust, damp,
etc.

As a protection to the movement
this line offers advantages identical
with those of the Boss 25-year of
the same model. See page 92.

It is demanded by railroad men,

and is very popular with the
general watch buying public.

In preparing to meet this demand
be sure to get the Boss.

Price and popularity go hand in
hand and in this instance form an
irresistible combination.

Made in P. P. and E. T. same as
illustrations F o i 2 j4 and F 2 I 3
on page 92.

We show a few representative styles
in twelve size.

We show a few representative styles
of Fancy Engraved in twelve size.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia



It reaches out into an entirely new
field for watch trade the buyer who
wants a real watch but has only a few
dollars to spare.

It brings new faces into your store—doubles and
trebles your good-will.

And it lets you pass up for good and all the
trashy imitation watches
that no jeweler sells if he
can help it.

The Excelsior has a
7-jewel movement, quick
train, cut expansion balance,
Breguet hair-spring, stern-
wind and pendant-set (except
18-size hunting, lever-set).

Every Excelsior is cased and
timed at the factory, and supplied

complete. Printed price ticket at-
the prices—assures the jeweler his

profit on every sale.
Made in 6, 12, 16, and 18. sizes, in plain polished, engine-

turned, and fancy engraved cases, open face and hunting Gold-
filled, 20-year guarantee; Gold-filled, 10-year guarantee; and
Silverode (wears like silver). Prices, $4.50 to $11.00.

Inquire of your jobbers and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Co.
Jersey City, N. J.



 It Jt rrHE NEWEST

is the thinnest 16 size watch made
in America. The illustrations shown
are exact size.

411 It is an accurate timekeeper.

qi It has double roller lever
escapement; quick train; Breguet
hairspring; pull-out set; seven jewels;
white enamel dial; semi-bascine case;
open face.

Cased in Nickel, Gun Metal and
20-year Gold Filled.

qi Two styles Plain Polished and
Engine Turned to Shield in Circle.

Trade prices and descriptive litera-
ture upon request to

OUR NEW MATERIAL CABINET
contains a general assortment of material
most frequently needed by repairers.

It is packed in strong glass bottles,
conveniently arranged in a durable box
suitable for the work bench. Price, corn-
plete, $5.00, subject to our usual cash
discount.
A printed list of the contents of each

bottle will be mailed upon request.

Beware of Imitation Material

By purchasing material in packages
bearing our trade mark, the trade is
assured of getting the same quality as
originally used in our watches.

OR ANY OF OUR DISTRIBUTORS

'-'

About Depthings

No. 3

Thus far, our treatment of the subject
has been rather fragmentary and introduc-
tory, with the view of showing how simply
and easily very difficult problems in depth-
ings might be worked out, if we only knew,
how. We shall now treat it more fully, and
show that there is a science of depthings,
every part of which is governed by fixed
rules, and that by knowing these rules and
the methods of using them, one can solve
any problem in depthings that he may meet.
As all workmen are aware, the subject of
depthings is one of the most difficult in
horology and we advise them to become
thoroughly familiar with it as here pre-
sented.

First, we will designate various quanti-
ties and terms by symbols or letters, in
order to avoid needless repetitions of words,
and get our proportions in reasonable space.
They are very simple, and easily under-
stood by anyone who has read the preceding
articles, and he should get them thoroughly
committed to memory before going any
further.

List of Symbols or Abbreviations

When both large and small letters are
used, the large capital letters indicate parts
of a wheel, and small letters the correspond-
ing parts of a pinion.

R and r, the pitch radius of the wheel
and the pinion, respectively.
0 and o, the ogives, or addenda, i. e.,

the length of the part of a tooth or leaf
which is outside of the pitch circle, as, from
I to 4, in Figs. 2, 3 and 5.

R 0, and r o, the total radius of
the wheel and the pinion, i. e., the pitch
radius plus the length of the ogive equals
the total or working radius.

R r = CD, the center distance,
which see.

N and n, the number of teeth and
leaves, respectively.

A and a, the amounts added to the
numbers of the teeth and leaves, as directed
in the preceding article, to make the total
numbers proportional to the total radii or

diameters of the wheel and the pinion. For
the wheel, the amounts added are:

When the addenda are very long and
pointed, add 350;

When pointed, but not extremely long,
add 3;

When of ordinary form, rather short, add
250;

When short and blunt, add 2.25.
For pinions, with semi-circular ad-

denda:
For pinions of 6 and 7 leaves, add 1;
For pinions of 8, 9 and to leaves, add 1.25;
For pinions of xi and 12 leaves, add 1.50.

For pinions with epicycloid addenda,
add the same amounts as for the corre-
sponding forms of addenda on teeth,* CD,
the center distance, equal to R r.

From what has already been said in
these articles, the reasons for the following
proportions will be plain:

List of Proportions or Ratios

I. N: n : : R: r. This means that the
pitch radii of the wheel and the pinion are
in the same ratio as the numbers of the
teeth and leaves, as fully explained in our
first article.

2. N n : N::CD: R, i. e., the sum
of the teeth and leaves, is to the number of
teeth, as the sum of the pitch radii (center
distance) is to the pitch radius of the wheel.

3. N it : n : : CD: r, which means
that the pitch radius of the pinion has the
same ratio to the center distance (R r)
as the number of leaves has to the sum of
teeth and leaves, as shown in our first article.

4. N:N A::R:R 0, i. e., the
number of teeth is to that number plus the
added numbers (see table above) as the
pitch radius of the wheel is to that radius
plus the length of the ogive.

5. n : r : :n+a:r±o, like the preced-
ing proportion, only it relates to the pinion.

6. N A:n a::R 0:r o,
which means that the numbers of the teeth
(or leaves) plus the added numbers,are inthe
same ratio to each other as the pitch radii of
the wheel and pinion plus their °gives..

Rule for selecting a ratio. In selecting
a proportion or formula to use in any par-
ticular case, the symbol or term which rep-

" These amounts are to be added to N and n, only,
never to R and r. For example, some workmen might
think that by adding them to the pitch radii they would
get the total radii at once, or by subtracting them from
the total radii they would have the pitch radii. But it is
not so. These figures are numbers to be added to the
numbers of the teeth and leaves, but not to the lengths
of radii. Attention to this point may prevent serious
errors in calculation.

(97)

resents what you want to find out must be
the fourth or last term in the formula. The
first three terms should be quantities that
you already know, and such that there is the
same ratio between the third and fourth as
you know to exist between the first and
second. Then, knowing what the first, sec-
ond and third terms are, you can find what
the fourth is, by multiplying the second and
third together, and dividing the product by
the first term. The quotient will be the
fourth term, or quantity, that you are in
search of. The proof of correctness in any
case is that the product of the two end
terms will be equal to the product of the two
middle ones.

To reduce the number of formulas,
make the subject easy to understand and
simplify the calculations we have made all
the formulas relate to radii only. There-
fore, when you measure the diameter of a
wheel or pinion, take one-half of the diam-
eter to use in the proportions. And when
you find a radius, by calculation, double it
to obtain the diameter. We thus get all the
essential points into six formulas. But
everyone of these can have its terms trans-
posed in eight different ways, as shown by
the following table. Taking any formula,
and representing its different terms by their
numbers, in the order in which they stand
in the original formula, which we will call
(a), they may be arranged in all the other
ways shown, and in everyone of them the
proportion will be correct. They can also
be arranged in still other ways, but they are
of no importance in connection with the
present subject.

To illustrate this we will take our for-
mula I, and number its terms, as follows:

N: n : : CD : R
First: Second:: third: fourth.

This is one arrangement or order, but
it can be arranged in several more, as fol-
lows, numbering them by letters:

(a) First: second:: third: fourth.
(b) First: third:: second: fourth.
(c) Second: first:: fourth: third.
(d) Second: fourth:: first : third.
(e) Third: fourth:: first: second.
(f) Third: first :: fourth: second.
(g) Fourth: third:: second: first.
(h) Fourth : second:: third: first.

Having selected a formula whose terms
comprise three quantities which you already

(Continued on page 99)
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THE NEW THIN MODEL et ALDEN "

is the thinnest 16 size watch made
in America. The illustrations shown
are exact size.

qi It is an accurate timekeeper.

(11. It has double roller lever
escapement; quick train; Breguet
hairspring; pull-out set; seven jewels;
white enamel dial ; semi-bascine case;
open face.

Cased in Nickel, Gun Metal and
20-year Gold Filled.

cif Two styles Plain Polished and
Engine Turned to Shield in Circle.

Trade prices and descriptive litera-
ture upon request to

OUR NEW MATERIAL CABINET
contains a general assortment of material
most frequently needed by repairers.

It is packed in strong glass bottles,
conveniently arranged in a durable box
suitable for the work bench. Price, com-
plete, $5.00, subject to our usual cash
discount.
A printed list of the contents of each

bottle will be mailed upon request.

Beware of Imitation Material

By purchasing material in packages
bearing our trade mark, the trade is
assured of getting the same quality as
originally used in our watches.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
WATERBURY, CONN.
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About Depthings

No. 3

Thus far, our treatment of the subject
has been rather fragmentary and introduc-
tory, with the view of showing how simply
and easily very difficult problems in depth-
ings might be worked out, if we only knew,
how. We shall now treat it more fully, and
show that there is a science of depthings,
every part of which is governed by fixed
rules, and that by knowing these rules and
the methods of using them, one can solve
any problem in depthings that he may meet.
As all workmen are aware, the subject of
depthings is one of the most difficult in
horology and we advise them to become
thoroughly familiar with it as here pre-
sented.

First, we will designate various quanti-
ties and terms by symbols or letters, in
order to avoid needless repetitions of words,
and get our proportions in reasonable space.
They are very simple, and easily under-
stood by anyone who has read the preceding
articles, and he should get them thoroughly
committed to memory before going any
further.

List of Symbols or Abbreviations

When both large and small letters are
used, the large capital letters indicate parts
of a wheel, and small letters the correspond-
ing parts of a pinion.

R and r, the pitch radius of the wheel
and the pinion, respectively.
0 and o, the ogives, or addenda, i. e.,

the length of the part of a tooth or leaf
which is outside of the pitch circle, as, from
to 4, in Figs. 2, 3 and 5.
R 0, and r o, the total radius of

the wheel and the pinion, i. e., the pitch
radius plus the length of the ogive equals
the total or working radius.

R r -= CD, the center distance,
which see.

N and n, the number of teeth and
leaves, respectively.

A and a, the amounts added to the
numbers of the teeth and leaves, as directed
in the preceding article, to make the total
numbers proportional to the total radii or

diameters of the wheel and the pinion. For
the wheel, the amounts added are:

When the addenda are very long and
pointed, add 350; 

When pointed, but not extremely long,
add 3;

When of ordinary form, rather short, add
250;

When short and blunt, add 2.25.

For pinions, with semi-circular ad-
denda:

For pinions of 6 and 7 leaves, add 1;
For pinions of 8, 9 and to leaves, add 5.25;
For pinions of it and 12 leaves, add I.5o.

For pinions with epicycloid addenda,
add the same amounts as for the corre-
sponding forms of addenda on teeth,* CD,
the center distance, equal to R r.

From what has already been said in
these articles, the reasons for the following
proportions will be plain:

List of Proportions or Ratios

I. N: n ::R: r. This means that the
pitch radii of the wheel and the pinion are
in the same ratio as the numbers of the
teeth and leaves, as fully explained in our
first article.

2. N n: N:: CD: R, 1. e., the sum
of the teeth and leaves, is to the number of
teeth, as the sum of the pitch radii (center
distance) is to the pitch radius of the wheel.

3. N n : n :: CD: r, which means
that the pitch radius of the pinion has the
same ratio to the center distance (R r)
as the number of leaves has to the sum of
teeth and leaves, as shown in our first article.

4. N:N A::R:R 0, 1. e., the
number of teeth is to that number plus the
added numbers (see table above) as the
pitch radius of the wheel is to that radius
plus the length of the ogive.

5. n:r::n a:r o, like the preced-
ing proportion, only it relates to the pinion.

6. N A: 11 a::R 0:r o,
which means that the numbers of the teeth
(or leaves) plus the added numbers, are inthe
same ratio to each other as the pitch radii of
the wheel and pinion plus their °gives..

Rule for selecting a ratio. In selecting
a proportion or formula to use in any par-
ticular case, the symbol or term which rep-

. These amounts are to be added to N and n, only,
never to R and r. For example, some workmen might
think that by adding them to the pitch radii they would
get the total radii at once, or by subtracting them from
the total radii they would have the pitch radii. nut it is
not so. These figures are numbers to be added to the
numbers of the teeth and leaves, but not to the lengths
of radii. Attention to this point may prevent serious
errors in calculation.

(97)

resents what you want to find out must be
the fourth or last term in the formula. The
first three terms should be quantities that
you already know, and such that there is the
same ratio between the third and fourth as
you know to exist between the first and
second. Then, knowing what the first, sec-
ond and third terms are, you can find what
the fourth is, by multiplying the second and
third together, and dividing the product by
the first term. The quotient will be the
fourth term, or quantity, that you are in
search of. The proof of correctness in any
case is that the product of the two end
terms will be equal to the product of the two
middle ones.

To reduce the number of formulas,
make the subject easy to understand and
simplify the calculations we have made all
the formulas relate to radii only. There-
fore, when you measure the diameter of a
wheel or pinion, take one-half of the diam-
eter to use in the proportions. And when
you find a radius, by calculation, double it
to obtain the diameter. We thus get all the
essential points into six formulas. But
everyone of these can have its terms trans-
posed in eight different ways, as shown by
the following table. Taking any formula,
and representing its different terms by their
numbers, in the order in which they stand
in the original formula, which we will call
(a), they may be arranged in all the other
ways shown, and in everyone of them the
proportion will be correct. They can also
be arranged in still other ways, but they are
of no importance in connection with the
present subject.

To illustrate this we will take our for-
mula I, and number its terms, as follows:

N : n :: CD : R
First: Second:: third: fourth.

This is one arrangement or order, but
it can be arranged in several more, as fol-
lows, numbering them by letters:

(a) First: second:: third: fourth.
(b) First : third:: second: fourth.
(c) Second: first :: fourth: third.
(d) Second: fourth:: first: third.
(e) Third: fourth:: first: second.
(f) Third: first:: fourth: second.
(g) Fourth: third:: second: first.
(h) Fourth: second:: third: first.

Having selected a formula whose terms
comprise three quantities which you already

(Continued on page 99)
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About Depthings

(Continued from page 97)

know and the one you want to find out, you
select that particular arrangement of those
terms ( from a to h) which hag the un-
known term in the fourth or last place, and
the others so arranged that the ratio be-
tween those in the first and second places is
the same as that between those in the third
and fourth places. To prevent any mis-
takes always write down the formula in let-
ters, first, and then substitute the values of
the letters in figures. In that way you al-
ways have the letters before you to show
precisely what you are trying to do, and if
you have made a mistake in your choice of.
formulas the letters will show it, while you
might not be able to tell where the error
was if you had only figures before you.

For an example, formula 2 reads:

2. N + n : N :: CD : R.

You know what the value of R is, but
not that of CD, the latter being the quantity
you want to find out, i. e., what center dis-
tance will be suitable for a gearing having
the given number of teeth and leaves, and
the wheel having a known pitch diameter.
You want a formula containing those terms,
but having CD in the fourth or last place.
You, therefore, select arrangement (C),
which gets CD in the last place, and the first
and second terms are of the same kind.
Rearranging formula 2, as shown in form
(c), it becomes

2(C). N : N n R : CD.

The number of teeth in the wheel is
6o, and it engages with a pinion of 8 leaves.
The pitch diameter of the wheel is 74
(which may be hundredths of an inch or
any other unit you choose). What should
be the center distance for this gearing?
Substituting the proper values in figures for
the above letters, our formula reads:

6o : 68 :: 74 : CD.

Multiplying the two middle terms we
have 68 x 74 = 5032, and dividing this by
6o, we have 5032 -÷ 6o = 83.87, which is
the value of CD. The reason of this will
be plain if we multiply the middle and the
end terms together and put it in this form:
60. CD = 68 X 74; therefore, CD is 1/60
of 68 X 74.

The most common problems in depth-
ings are:

I. Knowing the numbers of the teeth
and leaves, and the total diameter of the
wheel, you want to know the total diameter
of the pinion suitable to work into it. Use
formulas 4 and 2.
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2. Knowing the numbers of the teeth
and leaves, and the total diameter of the
pinion, you want to know the total diameter
of the wheel suitable to engage with it.
Use formula 6.

3. Knowing the numbers of the teeth
and leaves, and the center distance, you
want to kpow the total or outside diameters
of both wheel and pinion suitable to engage
with each other in that center distance. Use
formulas 2, I, 4, 6.

4. Knowing the numbers of the teeth
and leaves, and the total diameters of the
wheel and pinion, you want to know the
proper center distance at which they will
correctly engage with each other. Use for-
mulas 4 and 5.

5. Knowing the number of the teeth,
the total diameter of the wheel and the
center distance you want to find the num-
ber of leaves for the pinion, and its total
diameter, to engage properly with the wheel
in that center distance. Use formulas 4,
2, 6.

6. Knowing the number of the leaves,
the total diameter of the pinion and the
center distance you want to find the proper
number of teeth for the wheel and the total
diameter for it to engage properly with the
pinion in that center distance. Use for-
mulas 5, 3, I, 4 or 6.

As teaching is of little avail without
examples, we will, in the next article, work
out a number of examples to fully explain
the process.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

The Electrodeposition of Brass

S. 0. Cowper-Cowles, of London, Eng-
land, has patented the use of anodes of cop-
per, zinc and brass in the electrodeposition
of brass. He employs anodes of the three
different metals in a brass solution and
claims to obtain better results than it is pos-
sible to produce with the use of brass anodes
alone. In connection with the electrodeposi-
tion of brass, he makes the following corn-
ments :

In the electrodeposition of brass and
similar alloys the chief difficulty which has
heretofore been experienced in practice is to
obtain, for any length of time, an alloy of
the desired composition. The composition
of the alloy can be regulated within certain
limits, but this regulation is not sufficient in
cases where it is desired to deposit an alloy
of any thickness.

Now, my invention has for its object to
obviate this defect, and to this end it consists
in employing, in addition to an anode of the
alloy to be deposited, say brass, anodes of
copper and zinc, which can be connected to

the circuit which supplies the electric cur-
rent passed through the brass anode. Fur-
thermore, resistances are inserted in the con-
ductors, which convey the electric current to
the zinc and copper anodes, whereby the
amount of current flowing through these
anodes, and, as a consequence, the amount
of metal that goes into the solution can be
regulated. I have found that good results
can be obtained in practice with such an
arrangement of anodes by employing an
electrolyte composed of double cyanides of
copper and zinc and potassium. I have also
obtained excellent results with an electrolyte
prepared as follows, that is to say a io per
cent. solution of cyanide of potassium is
brought to the point of saturation by pass-
ing an electric current through a brass
anode, the cathode being protected by a por-
ous pot, and the electrolyte being then
worked under the condition already men-
tioned, small quantities of cyanide of potas-
sium being added from time to time as
found necessary.

Lore of Precious Stones
The human race, savage and cultured

alike, has ever appreciated jewels, although
they have taken many phases. Cleopatra's
pearl long years ago played its part in the
world's history, and there are many famous
jewels which have brought about important
issues. Among the ancients the most valued
precious stones of to-day were almost un-
known. Chalcedony, lapis lazuli and sar-
donyx were valued by the Assyrians and the
Egyptians; they were cut in symbolical
forms.

The Assyrian cylinder seals, which
made a document legal, have come down to
the present day. The same idea was later
adapted to rings, and all these rings were
beautifully cut. There exist still some that
were made 4000 years before Christ in lapis
lazuli, cut with more skill than most modern
jewelers show. The Egyptian gems, as well
as European, were carved with cameos.
Jewels were used as money for ages, and
many were supposed to have healing power.
Agate were said to counteract poisons;
amber to cure sore throats and agues;
bloodstones to staunch wounds; garnet was
good for fever ; moonstone for epilepsy;
ruby was a disinfectant. The value of
gems has certainly not depreciated in the
present day. The legends regarding them
are simply endless.

"The Keystone is the finest and best of the
trade journals of any class in the United States,
and no jeweler should be without it who wants to
be up to date in his business."—L. J. Sharick,
Jeweler, Juneau, Alaska.
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The Mechanism of an American
Watch

By W. H. EDELHARE, Model Maker and Draftsman, E. Howard
Watch Company

[The following article recently appeared in the
American Machinist, being one of a series on
scientific mechanics. We were so impressed with
the plain, good sense and comprehensiveness of
the article that we obtained permission from that
journal to reprint it for the benefit of our
readers.—ED.]

It has long been believed that horology
formed a science by itself, and for a long time the
watchmaker would not listen .to anything about
mechanics, pretending that its application to his
work was impossible. This feeling has by no
means disappeared. On the other hand, me-
chanics in general seem to have been governed
by the hereditary instinct that horology was some-
thing entirely apart from their line of work.
Even in the machine department of a watch fac-
tory, where there is every opportunity for in-
vestigation, men are woefully ignorant of even
the general principles of a watch movement. And
yet a watch represents nothing more than a re-
fined application of everyday machine-shop princi-
ples. The movement may be considered in the
nature of a small automatic machine, composed
of a train of gears and pinions, springs, levers
and balance wheel, the whole being made to con-

Main Office and Factory
7 Beverly Street, Providence, R. I.

Norton Stones
arc made of
Alundum

CUT GLASS of QUALITY

Brilliancy in glass cutting is insured with
the sharp mitre edge of Norton Alundum
Stones. Uniform texture; no hard or soft
spots; no sand holes or other defects.
Made of Alundum, an abrasive of the
proper temper for fast cutting and high-
class work. The uniformity of Alundum
is a valuable factor in their manufacture.
Descriptive booklet will be sent to any one.

A In min m Plant
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

New York Office
26 Cortlandt St.

Chicago store
48 S. Canal St.

F 33
KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.

Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA

FIG. I
The E. Howard 16 Size 23 Jewel Watch Movement

form to a circle of given size, as in Fig. 1, and
automatically and accurately dividing time into
fifths of seconds and registering it in seconds.

The key wind is a relic of the
Pendant and past, found principally in
Lever Set5 grandfather's watch or some

old Swiss affair. Those en..
gaged in the making of watches have almost for-
gotten the key wind, and are reminded of it occa-
sionally in the advertisement of a belated dealer
who represents his goods as the "keyless wind."
But their manufacture has long since been discon-
tinued, and all modern watches are stem wind
and divided into two classes, namely, pendant set
and lever set. The pendant consists of that part
of the watch containing the crown end of the
stem. For quite a long time after the advent of
the "stem wind" all watches were made lever set.
But the convenience of the stem set has caused the
latter to be quite universally adopted, the lever set
being confined almost exclusively to railroad use,
where all employees running on time are required
to carry a watch with lever set.

This requirement is brought out by the possi-
bility of the stem set assuming a setting position
while one is toying with the stem or lifting the
watch out of the pocket with difficulty. This is
not likely to
happen often,
and, in fact, is
a highly im-
probable • o c - Ste

currence; but
t h e possibility
is there, never-
theless, and
poor stem
work in an
otherwise good
timekeeper will
occasionally
occur, and \. Interset Wheel

such d watch
in the hands of FIG. i

a train de-
spatcher or
C onductor
might result in
a serious acci-
dent. The intention is to eliminate all possibility
of such an occurrence.

The devices used to throw a
Setting watch from "wind" into "set"
Mechanisms by the pulling out of the stem

are quite ingenious. The sim-
plicity of some command one's admiration, while
the complex nature of others excites the curiosity
as to what troubles were encountered before the
problem was solved. The effect produced by all
of them is the same, that is, to cause a piece of
mechanism (the clutch floating on the stem) to
move in a direction opposite that of the pull. As
shown in Fig. 2, by the pull on the crown, clutch
A is disengaged from winding pinion B and
thrown into engagement with the interset wheel C
engaging with the dial train; spring D having
greater leverage on lever E and lever F, causes
the point G to strike lever F which shifts the
clutch. A little study of Fig. 2 will show how the
action takes place.

Another admirable arrangement, shown in
Fig. 3, is very simple in its action. As the stem
is pulled out, the lever A by means of spring B
is made to slide along stud C and act against
clutch lever D at E. D, however, is
not a floating lever like A, and the
pressure at E, therefore, causes
the clutch to move in an oppo-
site direction to the movement of
the stem.

The dial train,
The Dial consisting of those
Train wheels directly

under the dial and
the principal function of which is to
secure the movement of the hour
hand and also to set the watch, in-
cludes the cannon pinion to which the
minute hand is attached, the minute
wheel, the minute pinion, the hour
wheel which carries the hour hand
and the interset wheel. They engage
with each other in the order named.
The cannon pinion is frictioned to the
center staff by two slight indentations
from the outside making it just tight
enough to carry the dial train so that
the dial train is in constant motion
the same as the train proper, actuated
by the center staff. When employed
for setting, the power is applied at the
opposite end of the train by the in-
terset wheel, and, of course, the can-
non pinion not being tight slips dur-
ing this operation. If it were solid
with the staff, aside from the diffi-
culty of manufacturing, it would be
impossible to move it, the escapement
preventing this.

We now arrive at some practical
work in gearing. The sketches, Figs.
4 and 5, give a good idea of the arrangement
of the mechanism in the watch, the parts all
being shown to enlarged scale. While the dial
train is illustrated in these drawings, for con-
venience of reference a separate detail is pre-
sented in Fig. 6.

The Hour and Since the center wheel makes
Minute Wheels one revolution per hour, so of

necessity must the cannon pin-
ion, to which is attached the minute hand.

I I I

MMI

Btem liLlirliga

4 Co

Interact Wheel

Watch-setting Mechanisms FIG. 3

The cannon pinion a, Fig. 6, engages with
the minute wheel b, to which is attached the
minute pinion c engaging with hour wheel d.
The hour wheel is fitted free on the stem of
the cannon pinion, having an independent mo-
tion thereon, and carries the hour hand. The
hour wheel should complete one revolution
on its axis in twelve hours, or as the minute
hand completes one revolution the hour hand
makes 1/12 of a revolution, the ratio thus
being 12 to I.

Let us assume a group of dial wheels with
the following number of teeth: Cannon pinion, 12
teeth; minute wheel, 36; minute pinion, ro; hour
wheel, 40 teeth. The teeth on the minute wheel
and cannon pinion, 36 and 12, respectively, are in
the ratio of 3 to I. As the hour wheel has 40
teeth, and the minute pinion fast to the minute
wheel, To teeth, it follows that the minute wheel
and pinion revolve four times as fast as the hour
wheel, hence we have ratios of 3 to i and 4 to I
compounded, giving a velocity ratio between can-
non pinion and hour wheel (or minute hand and
hour hand) of 12 to 1.

Spring

The Wheels lo flue Dote
ore on olposite side of

the Widelt.

FIG. 4
Watch Movement Shown Double Size

Another In small watches or low-priced
Wheel Group ones we find this group : Can-

non pinion, To teeth ; minute
wheel, 3o; minute pinion, 8; hour wheel, 32 teeth.
Here again the minute wheel and cannon-pinion

(Continued on page 103)
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The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that

the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is

the simplest 11(1 1)est mechanical SUR] or Vest Button made.

CLOSED OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest

Button is not one piece, but is one-piece
construction, which makes it very simple and

the strongest and most durable, because :

i —It is Solderless
2—It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3 —I t is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insurcs perfect

quality, construction an(1 workmanship

c?'

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

K re m en tz and Co. Invite Comparison
KREMENTZ & Cu. stand back of their assertion. All

" Krementz-Bodkin Back" Studs and Vest Buttons are

sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE

If for any cause whatever, a " Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dualer or weal,,r, a new
one will be given in exchange, without charge. " Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building
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The Mechanism of an American
Watch

(Continued from page mi)

teeth are in the ratio of 3 to r and the hour
wheel and minute pinion in the ratio of 4 to I, so
that as in the previous case the minute-hand and
hour-hand velocities are in the ratio of 12 to I.

Mein Wheel and Barrelare One Piece
Hain Wheel

r-r.ter Wheel

Center Staff

tions, which is equal to 24,000 revolutions per
hour; and the same staff in the same bearings,
unless accident prevents, will last for years, re-
quiring no attention other than cleaning and oiling.

The fewer the jewels contained in the watch
the heavier the mainspring required. A 7-jeweled
movement having the same train and given the The Watch
same care will require a spring 0.004 (metric) Train
(o.00r6 inch) thicker than a 23-jeweled move-
ment. As stated above, as the grade improves
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takes it away from the train entirely. This
mechanism is called a safety barrel and very sub-
stantially built. From the watch to the auto-
mobile is a wide jump, but shock absorbers were
first employed in watches.

The wheels of a watch have a
double duty to perform : First,
to transmit motion from the
main wheel to the escapement;

second, to reckon the number of oscillations ac-
complished by the
balance wheel in a
given time and indi-
cate this time on a
dial. The train is

III OH011(  PH1010  laid out to multiply
progressively the
speed of the first
wheel, or barrel. For
instance, if the bar-
rel makes 5 revolu-
tions on its axis, the
train will cause the
escape wheel to make
20,000 revolutions in
the same time. It
will be seen that the5 Jewels
speed has been con-
siderably increased
and some idea of the
resulting decrease in
power may be ob-
tained by taking out
the pallet and bal-
ance and applying a

toothpick to the escape wheel to turn it in a
direction opposite that in which the watch runs,
which is equivalent to winding the mainspring, but
which would take a long time to accomplish.
Note the almost entire action of resistance to this
operation and then apply the toothpick to the bar-
rel and note the difference. In one case you are
apt to damage the escape wheel; in the other you
will have no difficulty in breaking the toothpick.
Then try the experiment progressively, starting
with the escape wheel, and as you approach the
center note the increase in resistance.

In all modern watches above
Train mm. the balance wheel
Computations makes five oscillations to the

second, which is equal to 18,00o
per hour. Let us consider the train in the Howard
watch, which is required to run 48 hours. Prac-
tice has determined some quantities; for instance,
we have the choice of 6, 7 or 8 leaves for the fifth
or escape pinion; 8, to, or 12, as the number for
the third and fourth pinions; io, 12, or 14 as the
number for the center pinion. The Howard
watch has 12 for center, to for third, to for
fourth, and 8 for the fifth or escape pinion, as in-
dicated in Fig. 9. The barrel in this case is con-
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Development of Watch Movement Enlarged

Heels

Suppose we reverse conditions: The hour
wheel rotating once on its axis causes the minute
wheel and pillion to make four revolutions; the
minute wheel making one revolution causes the
cannon pin to revolve three times; hence the
minute hand carried by the cannon pinion travels
3 X 4, or 12 times as rapidly as the hour wheel
and hour hand. The interset wheel does not enter

Cannon

Minute Rand
FIG. 6

Dial Train

into the calculation as it is merely an intermediate
wheel connecting with the setting device.

We will now refer to the train proper, shown
in the development in Fig. 5, starting with the
main wheel, or barrel, as it is termed, since it
contains the spring.

The average mechanic is apt to
The Main- attach but little importance to
spring this feature, simply making

sure that it is sufficiently
strong. However, experience has developed cer-
tain rules by which we are governed to insure best
results. In practice two-thirds the interior radius
of the barrel has been adopted as the value of a,
Fig. 7; the regularity of the power from begin-
ning to end increasing with the length of spring;
also it is the custom to make the hub radius equal
to one-third of the interior radius of the barrel.
If the hub is greater than this we do not obtain a
sufficient number of turns of spring, and if we
make it smaller the spring is very apt to break;
Or if the temper is not the best it is apt to set.
Also, if the spring is short, relative to the spring
space, it will set and there is thus a loss in main-
tenance; and, vice versa, if the spring is long, it
tends to fill the barrel and prevents the maximum
number of revolutions of barrel from being ob-
tained.

While on the subject of main-
Pivots and springs, a word as to friction
Jewels may not be out of place. In

high-grade watches friction is
reduced to a minimum. This is done in part by
the introduction of jewels as bearings and in part
by the reduction of the diameters of the pivots.
To those unacquainted with the fact, it may be
interesting to note that the pivots of nearly all
balance staffs measure from o.oro to 0.012 cm.,
equivalent to 0.004 to 0.005 inch. These pivots
carry the heavy balance, making i8,000 oscilla-

, 2 Pallet
Jewels

2 add 4 Pella
Pork

(Including Pallet
Jewels 4 and 6)

we reduce pivots and introduce jewels, and as we
reach the 19-, 21- and 23-jeweled movements we
run the pivots on ends also, as shown at A, Fig. 8,
which considerably reduces friction, as a corn-
parison of A and B will indicate. In all watches,
however, the balance pivots are run as shown at A.

For a "16 size" watch the following spring
thicknesses are customary: A 7-jeweled move-
ment takes a spring 0.020 Cm. (o.008 inch) thick;
75-jeweled, 0.019 cm. (0.0075 inch) ; 17-jeweled,
0.018 cm. (0.007 inch) ; tg-jeweled, 0.0175 cm.
(0.0068 inch) ; 20-jeweled, 0.017 cm. (o.0066
inch) ; 23-jeweled, 0.016 cm. (0.063 inch). As a
rule the thinner the spring the less the breakage is
apt to be, an added advantage characteristic of
high-grade watches.

An interesting feature ,to note in connection
with mainsprings is the fact that during the warm
weather or `dog days" the breakage of springs is
at least 4oper cent.greater than during cold weather.

Before taking up the method
The Safety of figuring the train proper I
Pinion wish to mention the safety

pinion, which forms a means
of protecting the train from injury in the event
of the mainspring breaking. The act of breaking
imparts quite a
shock to the move-
ment, and unless
the teeth are
strongly made a
safety device of
this kind is nec-
essary. Many
watches are pro-
vided with safety
features which do
not require them,
yet as a safeguard
against possible
damage they are
applied.

The safety pin-
ion consists of a
pinion attached to
the staff by means
of a triple thread which is employed to prevent
jamming. It will be understood that when the
watch is rurning the pinion is kept tight against
its shoulder on the staff. Now, if the spring
breaks, a reverse action takes place, the recoil
causing the pinion to unscrew and detach itself
from the staff. If a single thread were used, the
constant pressure of the pinion against the
shoulder would so tighten it that the recoil due to
the breakage of the spring would not be sufficient
to loosen it, hence the reason for the triple thread.

In watches of later design the shock of the
recoil is absorbed by the ratchet wheel which

FIG. 7. Main Spring

FIG. S. Arrangement of Imela
Spring and Jewel Detnils

structed to permit of 7 1/5 turns in the course of
running down and should run 48 hours.

The center pinion having 12 teeth, we find the
number of teeth for the barrel as follows:

40 X 12 = 576 and 576 = 8o,
7 s

or number of teeth for barrel. Or, having the
number of turns, and number of teeth of barrel
and pinion, how long will it run?

8o X 7J4 = 48 hours.
12

(Continued on page 105)
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The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

41 Special attention given to the
execution of special orders for
hand made cases.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

••

Prompt
delivery.

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE •• NEW YORK

Attractive Fixtures
are more essential to the successful conduct of a
store in the Jewelry Line than in any other line
of business. They must be rich, neat and artistic
to form an appropriate setting for the display of
such high-grade merchandise as silverware, cut
glass, watches, diamonds, jewelry, etc.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS
in the designing, building and erecting of fine and medium-
grade JEWELRY FIXTURES. It is an important
branch of our business and we are prepared to furnish
your store with fixtures especially designed and adapted
to its peculiarities, which will give it an individuality and
up-to-dateness which will distinguish it from its neighbors
and competitors.

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS and ESTIMATES
furnished, without charge, upon receipt of measure-
ments of your room and detailed information regard-
ing your particular needs. Let us hear from you.

T. De Long Furniture Co.
Established 1872 TOPTON, PENNSYLVANIA
36 YEARS of SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE at YOUR COMMAND

SUCCESS is the best recommendation a school can have
That the ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL is the most successfulschool in the United States is attested to by a growing patronage that has nowexceeded our most sanguine expectations, and continuously growing patronagewe deem of all testimonials the most substantial.
Many of our present students are sons of fathers that attended our schooltwenty years ago, which certainly is proof that we give our students entiresatisfaction.
Now is the best time to enter our school, and if you wish to become anexpert in the various branches of the jewelry business write for our new catalog,which will give you sonic valuable information.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, St.louis,Mo.

The Mechanism of an American
Watch

(Continued from page 1C3)

In computing the intermediate
Intermediate wheels we have as a starting
Wheels point the fact that the balance

is required to make x8,000 os-
cillations to one revolution of the center wheel.
In the lever escapement the action of each tooth
of the escape wheel corresponds
to two oscillations of the balance;
therefore, as the escape wheel has
15 teeth we will assume it has 30
teeth. Then

i8,000
  = 600,
30

which equals the number of revo-
lutions of escape wheel per hour.

With the center wheel mak-
ing one revolution, and the escape
wheel (with pinion of eight teeth
attached) making 600, what is the
number of teeth for center wheel,
third wheel and pinion, arid fourth
wheel and pinion?

We know that the fourth
wheel to which is attached the
second hand must make 6o
revolutions per hour, that is, 6o
revolutions to one of the center
wheel. Since the escape pinion having eight
teeth makes 600 revolutions and the fourth makes
6o revolutions, we then have

b raising it out of the path of the tooth, this action
necessarily causing the pallet c to drop into the
path traveled by a since it is pivoted at d, thereby
arresting the progress of the escape wheel. This
position, shown in Fig. xi, is called a locked posi-
tion, and occurs twice with each tooth in one
revolution of the wheel. In the meantime e,
which is called the fork, moves back and forth,
imparting motion to the balance by means of the
jewel pin f. This jewel pin is firmly cemented in
a roller, or as termed by a mechanic, a washer,
secured by friction to the balance staff. As the

Center Wheel  
80 T.

AO T.

Center Pinion H

3rd Pinion-._ 

does not make the full yt turn on the first
impulse.

The balance is interrupted in
The Action of its progress in the direction
the Hair Spring given it by jewel pin f by the

hair spring or balance spring
as it is sometimes called, which, during this three-
fourths of a turn is being wound up. The hair
spring must unwind and in doing so carries the
balance in a reverse direction whch unlocks escape
tooth at c, Fig. x I. The instant the unlocking
action takes place, the passage of the tooth along

the Inclined face of the pallet
gives another impulse to the
balance. This action of the
jewel pin in the fork slot is
very interesting, but is accom-
plished so rapidly that it is im-

5th or possible to follow it while in
Escape motion. During the process of

unlocking, the balance with its
8T.tJ 

12,3tb,..opre 
stored-up energy transmits
through the jewel pin f motion

i. 1.   
to the pin c, and, strange as it
may seem, the momentum of
the balance is sufficient to over-
come for an instant the mo-
tive force contained in the bar-
rel, as a study of the relation
of escape tooth to pallet c, Fig.
11, will show. Pallet c is piv-
oted at d, and before c can get
out of the path of the escape
tooth it forces the wheel in an

opposite direction to that in which it travels when
applying force to the balance. With an eyeglass
applied to a watch we can observe this interesting
action. The instant, however, the unlocking takes
place, the fork receives an impulse from the pallet
end and transmits it to the balance.

The balance spring receives its
The Balance motion from the body of the
Oscillation watch and yet controls and

regulates it. A balance which
receives a proper impulse will, with dial up or
down, make one and one-half turns on its axis in
one direction and one and one-half turns in the
opposite direction. This, as explained above, is
termed oscillation. Here we have another inter-
esting feature. On the one hand we have a com-
paratively heavy balance wheel oscillating at a
rather high rate of speed, and an extremely small
spring arresting this balance in its course, which
reverses its action, obtains momentum, unlocks the
escape tooth and receives another impulse. Thus
back and forth it continues.

When the watch is completely wound up the
balance makes longer arcs of vibration, or oscilla-
tion, than when the motive force is somewhat ex-
pended; for instance, when wound it takes a turn
and one-half, this gradually diminishing as the
maintenance falls off until toward the end of 24
hours it makes a turn and a quarter only. One
would naturally infer this would cause quite a
variation in its timing qualities. It is here that the
skill of the watchmaker and adjuster is mani-
fested. It is his work to equalize the time of the
long and short vibrations ; that is, a long arc of
vibration (VA turns of balance) should occupy
exactly the same time as a short arc (OA turns of
balance) ; when a balance spring accomplishes this
it is called isochronal. In theory an isochronal
spring contains no error in itself. But to obtain
practical isochronism we are obliged to introduce
errors into the spring which are equal to, and the
reverse of the errors caused by friction and other
disturbing influences. When we accomplish this
the vibrations will be isochronal, that is, the rate
of turning will be the same for different arcs of
vibration and position, and the spring will be truly
isochronal.

I to 75
-.1

14- 44040- - '1

/4th Pinion'
121T. 10T. fil

T.

3rd Wheel/ 0T.

Barrel AO T
n, WheT

- —I-to-Os— - I-to-8— —1 to 75i --t-

1-to -4000—  

1-t0 600

600
-;-o 
= ro X 8 = 8o,6 

which is the number of teeth for the fourth
wheel.

We have now to find the number of teeth of cen-
ter and third wheels, having selected their pinions of
12 and ro leaves, respectively, as well as the
fourth pinion of so leaves. The Howard move-
ment has an 8 to x ratio of center wheel to third
pinion, and 7% to r ratio of third wheel to fourth
pinion to secure the 6o to x ratio necessary be-
tween center wheel and fourth wheel. That is,
the third pinion of ro teeth makes eight revolu-
tions to one of the center wheel, hence 8 X JO, or
8o = the number of teeth for the center wheel,
while 7% X ro, or 75 = the number of teeth for
the third wheel. Thus we have the train com-
pleted as follows: Barrel has 8o teeth; center
wheel, 8o; third wheel, 75; fourth wheel, 8o
teeth. Center pinion, 12 teeth; third pinion, ro;
fourth pinion, :to; fifth or escape pinion, 8 teeth.

To one turn of the barrel we have the escape
wheel revolving

!°X 8o X 75 <_9 = 4000
12 X IC X 10 X 73

turns. Or the relation of barrel to center pinion,
8o teeth to 52 teeth = 6 2/3 to I ; center wheel to
third pinion, 8 to I ; third wheel to fourth pinion,
7% to I ; fourth wheel to escape pinion, ro to i;
which equals 6 2/3 X 8 X 7%2 X pp = 4000, as
shown in Fig. 9. Combinations in watch trains
vary, sometimes owing to the construction, and
also to meet the requirements as to the number of
hours to run. An interesting feature in connec-
tion with the train is the fact that through the
action of the escape wheel it assumes a state of
rest, that is, it stops and starts r8,000 times an
hour, or 18o,000 times during the ro hours we
work.

This part of the watch move-
The Escapement ment requires considerable
and Balance study to appreciate its full sig-

nificance, and in a contribution
of this nature it is utterly impossible to present it
so that the reader can obtain a thorough knowl-
edge of its functions. I will endeavor, however,
to make clear the means employed in transmitting
forte to cause the balance to oscillate.

The escape-wheel teeth are shaped in a rather
peculiar manner. Figs. ro and Is give some idea
of the action taking place in the escapement ; Fig.
To shows it in a neutral position with the watch
completely run down. If we wind the watch the
tooth a will glide across the inclined face of pallet

FIG. 9
Watch Train

tool a raises the pallet b, it follows that the fork
moves to the right, and consequently canries the
jewel pin with it until the fork is arrested in its
progress by the backing pin g, which is made ec-

Escape Wheel
16 Teeth

F10.1 to

FIG It
The Escapement

centric for adjustment. This action takes place
very quickly, and the momentum given the balance
causes it to continue on in the same direction until
it makes three-fourths of a turn; it, however,

A balance that is bimetallic is
The called a compensating balance.
Compensating It consists of an inner rim
Balance made of steel solid with the

arm connecting the inner diam-
eters and to which is fused a brass rim while in
the rough. Upon the completion of the balance
it is slotted at two opposite sides near the balance
arm, so as to permit the free end to change its
relation to the center. Screws made of brass or
gold are attached, as a means of regulating, alter-

(Continued on page 107)
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THE movement has all the depend-
able qualities of all regular high-
grade Parker Alarm Clocks ; cut

steel pinions, springs outside the plates,
etc. Equipped with large 4-inch gong;
rings intermittently every fifteen seconds
for several minutes ; simple and direct
shut-off. Movement easily removed
from dust-proof case. Simple, efficient,
accurate and durable.

Two New Intermittent

Rotary Hammer
Alarm Clocks

NOW READY
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Write us for
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Our New Booklet

of Alarm Clocks
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Cut Half Size
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Intermittent mechanism, simplest

in use.
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The Parker Clock Co.
Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.

Special Work for the Trade
Any retail jeweler can reap a harvest by using us

We transform jewelry, make the old new, duplicate favorite pieces, modern-

ize family heirlooms or make entirely new pieces.

SPECIAL WORK IS OUR SPECIALTY. We reset stones in any design,

remount Cameos in any desired form. We make Neck Festoons, Lavallieres,

anything in original and distinctive styles.

If any of your customers wishes an old piece made new, or a new piece of

distinctive individuality, you can get the prestige and profit by having us do the

work. Our prices are moderate and our skill in this special field is known to all

the trade. Write us to-day.

JOHN KELSO, Manufacturing Jeweler

86 Dorrance Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ARTHUR MARSON, Inc.
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The Mechanism of an American
Watch

(Continued from page 105)

ing the weight in relation to the hair spring, and
poising. There are two screws in the rim above
the balance arm which are somewhat different
from the others, and are called timing screws.
These screws are employed to bring the watch to
time without disturbing the regulator, which, as it
leaves the factory is at zero. The other screws
are called balance screws and are not disturbed
after the above operations.

All watches of a fairly good
Temperature grade are given a temperature
Tests test ; that is, they are subjected

to go degrees heat for 24 hours
and to 38 cold for the same length of time. In a
compensating balance there are more holes than
screws. This is to enable the screws to be shifted
as the temperature work requires. For instance,
if a watch runs fast in heat and correctly in cold,
we move a pair of screws (which are opposite
each other so as to have the same effect in each
half of the balance, and also to keep it in poise)
toward the end of the rim or toward the slot.
The amount they are shifted is determined by the
number of seconds gained. By shifting the
screws one hole we alter the timing from 4 to 5
seconds per 24 hours ; for instance, if we have a
gain of Kt seconds in heat over cold, we move one
pair of screws two holes and vice versa.

Heat causes the hair spring to lengthen, con-
sequently making it weaker, and unable to vibrate
the balance in the required time. At the same
time heat affects the balance •arm to lengthen it,
thus giving a larger diameter of balance and add-
ing difficulties to an already weakened condition.

On the other hand, cold shortens the hair
spring, necessarily making it stronger, which
serves to accelerate the balance; added to this
we have the contraction of the balance arm due
to cold, decreasing the diameter of the balance
which has the effect of lightening the load of an
already strengthened spring, which helps still
further to accelerate the balance. To overcome
this variation and cause the balance to vibrate or
operate the same in regard to time in heat as in
cold, the bimetallic balance referred to above was
introduced.

Fig. 12 shows, first, the bal-
The Action ance in its normal condition •
of the Balance with rims concentric as at A;

second, the effect of cold;
third, the effect of heat. The illustrations at B
and C are purposely exaggerated to be the better
understood. As the heat weakens the spring and
adds to its load by increasing the balance
diameter, the balance compensates for this by
carrying the mass of metal nearer the balance
axis, as shown at C. This change is effected by
the proportion of the two metals, brass and steel.
This proportion is only arrived at by careful ex-
periment. The outer brass rim expanding more
than the steel inside can extend in one direction
only, and that is as shown at C, which is equiva-
lent to a smaller diameter of balance. In cold
the reverse action takes place. The spring is
stronger, the balance smaller. To compensate for
this, the contraction being greater in brass than
steel, causes the balance rim to straighten as at B,
thus carrying the mass of metal farther away
from the axis and giving a retarding effect. The
balance wheel in this way acts as a pendulum. As
we wish the clock to go fast or slow we raise or
lower the pendulum. In the watch the balance
automatically changes to accelerate or retard the
action as temperature may require.

Number 
In determining the number of

of Jewels 
jewels in American watches,
five can always be assumed as
the number contained in the

balance, these consisting of two jewel bearings
and two end stones, and one roller jewel which
takes action from the pallet and fork.

Then there are always two jeweled pallets.
The above constitute the seven primary jewels
which are found in all American-made watches.
As a rule, it can be assumed that there are as
many jewels on the dial side of a movement as
are seen on the train side.

K1EYST ONE

To count still further, observe if the pallet
axis is jeweled; if so, that means 9 jewels. Then
observe if the fifth or escape wheel is jeweled; if
so, that makes xi, and so on through to the barrel.

A 7-jewel movement is one containing the
least number of jewels. An II-jewel movement

Steel Inside of
Brass Elm

,..—Bross Rim

Nateel

FIG. 12

Tho Compensating Balance

includes the seven primary with the pallet axis
and the escape axis jeweled. A 15-jewel move-
ment includes jewels for the train from balance
to third-wheel. A 77-jewel movement includes
jewels from balance to center-wheel. A 19-jewel
movement has either the escape wheel capped the
same as the balance, or a jeweled barrel. A
21-jewel movement has either the pallet and
escape wheel capped, or the escape wheel capped
and barrel-jeweled. A 23-jewel movement, which
is the highest, includes the foregoing entire jewel
train, with escapement capped and barrel-jeweled.
The jewel positions are all indicated in the train
development represented in Fig. 5.

The Language of the Law

"If I were to give you this apple," said Hon.
Joseph Choate to a little miss of whom he was
very fond, "I would simply say, 'I give you this
apple,' but should the transaction be entrusted to
a lawyer to put in writing he would say : 'I hereby
give, grant and convey to you all my interest,
right, title and advantage of and in said apple,
together with its rind, skin, juice, pulp and pits
and all rights and advantages therein, with full
power to bite, suck or otherwise eat the same, or
give away with or without the rind, skin, juice,
pulp or pits, anything hereinbefore, or in any other
deed or deeds, instruments of any nature or kind
whatsoever, to the contrary in anywise notwith-
standing."

"But it would taste much better," said the
child.

World-wide Two-cent Postage
Prophesied

At the meeting of the International Congress,
at Prague, committees were appointed to confer
with the several governments of the world to se-
cure the adoption of the two-cent rate for first-
class postage, the simplification of custom house
rules and names, and to bring about a unification
in bills of exchange.

As the result of the congress, Frank D. La
Lanne, president of the National Board of Trade,
who was the United States representative at the
congress, is of the expressed opinion that it is but
a question of time when all nations represented in
the Postal Union will agree to an exchange of
first-class mail at the rate of two cents an ounce.
This will be on a line of the treaty between the
United States and Great Britain, which went into
effect October 1st.
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The Maxim Noiseless Rifle
A test, made August 24th at the Springfield

Armory, of the noiseless rifle invented by Hudson
Maxim, demonstrated that the report of a service
army rifle was so reduced by the device as to be
inaudible at a distance of 150 feet from the person
firing. The invention is of a nature similar to the
muffler of a gas engine. Its essential parts are a
valve that closes the bore of the gun immediately
after the projectile has passed the valve. This
closure of the valve prevents the sudden expan-
sion of the gases, the gases being emitted slowly.
The result is that the characteristic report of a
rifle is reduced three-fourths in loudness, it being
judged by the officials who were present that the
efficiency of the apparatus was about 74 per cent.
In the report of the test it is stated that upon
firing, the report was like the snapping of one's
fingers accompanied by a slight hissing as the
gases escaped. The sound of the hammer strik-
ing the firing pin was much sharper than the re-
port of the piece. The invention appears to be
entirely practicable and it is thought that it will
work a revolution in warfare. The firing line of
an army equipped with noiseless and smokeless
rifles will be very hard to locate, as there will be
neither noise nor smoke to guide the observer as
to the position of the enemy. A dangerous feature
of the new weapon is that it lends itself admirably
to the cowardly assassin. With a noiseless gun it
will be possible to shoot down a man in the
street without alarming the police. On the other
hand, as a game gun the new rifle will be highly
prized, it being possible with it to shoot an animal
without scaring the remainder of the herd ; but
even that has its drawback, as it will tend to make
the business of pot-hunting successful.

Adoption of Standard Time
On November i8th, twenty-five years ago to-

day, took place that world-wide revolution in
measuring time—the adoption of the Standard
method in the United States, whose example was
followed later by other civilized countries. Pre-
vious to November 18, 1883, the methods of
measuring time in this country were so varied
and so numerous as to be ludicrous. There were
fifty different standards used in the United States
from coast to coast, and on one road between
New York and Boston, whose actual difference is
twelve minutes, there were three distinct standards
of time.

Even small towns had two different standards,
one known as "town" or local time and the other
"railroad" time. Naturally this condition of af-
fairs caused endless complications, and railroad
officials were harried to the point of despair in
their efforts to make out time tables that could be
understood by the lay public.

There were many minds which wrestled with
the problem. As early as 1869 Prof. Charles F.
Dowd, of Saratoga, N. Y., worked out a theory
by which he proposed that time should be regu-
lated by meridians of one hour apart. Sir San-
ford Fleming presented a plan based on the 24-
o'clock notation. The plan which was finally
adopted and brought into practice was worked out
by W. F. Allen, of New York, secretary and
treasurer of the American Railway Association.

At noon on November 18, 1883, there was a
general resetting of watches and clocks all over
the United States and Canada, and the four great
time zones, one hour apart, into which the conti-
nent is divided, came into being. So smoothly did
Mr. Allen's plan work from the beginning that the
general readjustment was accomplished without
great difficulty, and it has worked satisfactorily
ever since. Other countries were quick to take no-
tice of the convenience of the new arrangement,
and the majority of them have adopted the same
system.

Diamond Ink for Writing on Glass

Three parts of barium sulphate and one part
fluoride of ammonia are mixed together in a
leaden dish and enough sulphuric acid added to
decompose the fluoride of ammonia and form a
semi-fluid mixture. This is transferred either to
a glass coated by pouring with paraffine or to a
gutta percha or lead receptacle and is applied to
the glass with a pen.
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VACHERON a CONSTANTIN

Recognized Standard
of Merit for More
Than a Hundred

Years

SINCE 1785 Vacheron & Constantin watches have continuously won
international first prizes in all the great world expositions, and have been

the acknowledged leaders in those improvements which have marked vari-
ous epochs of progress in the science of watchmaking.

This line has no superior for time-keeping qualities, absolute reliability
and leadership in style.

It is extremely wide in variety, embracing a full line of movements
to fit regular American cases as well as many Swiss sizes. There is ample
provision for all purposes and all tastes—plain and complicated watches, extra
flat, ultra flat and decorated, carved and jeweled watches.

Wherever the line is represented it easily takes first place in sales and
public approval.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, Sole Agent 3 Maiden Lane, New York City

Here's the True Story
of a young man whose experience has been many

times duplicated in the cases of other students in our school.
* * * * * * * * * * * *

A young man was working in a jewelry store on clocks,
jewelry, watchwork (?), waiting on trade and other odd jobs.
He received $9 per week, and one day out of curiosity wrote
to us for our catalogue. Had no idea of going to school
when he wrote, but our argument struck him as logical and
(having no funds) he borrowed $2oo to cover tuition and
living expenses for a course of six months in our school.
He applied himself industriously to his work here, mad at the
expiration of his term we got him a position at $18 per week.

Now, allowing him /9 per week (his former salary) out
of this for living expenses, including necessaries and some
unnecessaries, left him $9 per week to apply to paying off
his debt and the interest on it, which he accomplished easily
in five months. Now he earns twice as much and has had
opened to him new and unlimited opportunities for
advancement.
* * * * .5 * *

Capitalists consider a return of 10 per cent. on a safe
investment very high indeed.

The young man above made an investment paying him
over 200 per cent. per annum. Any earnest person can do
as well. Do it yourself ; you'll be delighted with the results.
Write at once for our interesting Book of Information, free.

The ENS F.BOWIIETeCtl111081 School
of Watchmaking and Engraving

The school whose students
are in greatest demand and
get the highest salaries.

LANCASTER, PA.

"Just what we wanted—the finish is great"
wrote G. I. Goodrich, a jeweler of Unionville, Mo. To publish the unsolicitedpraise of a customer is the best advertising we can use. We receivehundreds of such letters and every one means that

eatahri 50eztat Cauo
are the show cases which add beauty to a store, and give the best possibleservice in displaying goods.

Testimonials of this kind are the result of years of experience in makingcases right. We use genuine quarter-sawed oak, the best glass and varnish
obtainable, and a force of skilled cabinet makers who know their businessfrom A to Z.

Shipped K. D. with the screwdriver, which is all you need to set up a case.
SEND FOR OUR CATALOG.

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY

Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.

ILLINOIS

San Francisco, 1034 Geary St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
Indexes , and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Slant."—What degree of slant should the

teeth of the escape wheel to ordinary American

watches have in order to be correct, and how

many teeth of same wheel should the pallets of

the lever cover, and how many teeth should there

be on the escape wheelP—The inclination of the

front faces of the teeth of the escape wheel in

nearly all modern watches is at an angle of

twenty-four degrees from a radius of the wheel,

which passes through the point of the teeth. The

space between the pallet stones on most lever

watches is just a little more than enough to em-

brace three teeth of the escape wheel.

"Cop."—Please tell me how to refine copper

with the aid of electricity.—The following de-

scription of Elkington's process of refining copper

by electrolysis will no doubt give you the informa-

tion you desire: The impure copper, as it comes

from the smelting furnace, is cast into slabs or

plates, about 18 inches square and g inch thick,
with lugs projecting from their corners at one end.

These plates are placed in troughs, each suffi-

ciently long to take two plates, end to end; three

such rows of plates, or six in all, are placed in

each trough, a space of about 6 inches being left

between the rows. The lugs of the plates rest on

the ends of the trough, and upon a cross-bar fixed

midway of its length, to which part strips of cop-

per are attached, and these are all placed in me-

tallic contact with each other. Cathodes of pure

thin sheet copper (about 1/32 inch in thickness)

are arranged between the rows of slabs or positive

plates, the cathodes being about the same size as

the cakes required for the market, or about 12 by

6 inches. There may be four such plates

(cathodes) in each row, or sixteen in each trough.

These negative plates are each cut with a project-

ing tongue, by which they are fixed to a frame

made of copper rods, the tongue of each plate

being lapped round the frame and thus connected

and held. The frame has arms at its four cor-

ners, which rest on the sides of the trough, on

which are copper strips, insulated from the strips

at the end of the trough. In this way a series of

twenty-five troughs are made, the negative plates

of one trough being connected with the positive

plates of the next, and so on throughout the whole

series, the positive plates being at one end of the

series and the negative at the other. Care is taken

that all metallic connections are clean and the

contacts perfect. The troughs are charged with a

nearly saturated solution of sulphate of copper.

The negative and positive plates are then con-

nected to the corresponding poles of a large

magneto-electric machine, having, say, fifty per-

manent magnets weighing 28 lbs. each, and fully

magnetized. When the positive plates have be-

come so far dissolved and corroded that frag-
ments are likely to fall from them, they are re-
placed by others, and the old ones recast. The
negative plates may be kept in the baths until they
are g inch in thickness.

The sulphate of copper solutions are kept at
work until they become so charged with sulphate
of iron that their further use is inconvenient,
when the Y are changed, and the copper recovered
by the usual means. The residue which accumu-
lates at the bottom of the troughs is removed from
time to time, and since it frequently contains a
considerable percentage of silver, some gold and
also tin and antimony, it has a certain market
value, and may be sold to the refiners. Mr. El-
kington prefers to work with crude copper known
as "blister" or "pimple copper," rather than with
that obtained from the earlier stages of the
smelting process, which contains higher percen-

tages of impurity.

"Compound."—I wish to construct a model
for a patent which I desire to obtain through the
Patent Office. My idea calls for wheel and pinion
(compound) train. I want gearing of either three
or five wheels and pinions. The last wheel should
turn 3950 times to one turn of the first wheel, but
I cannot figure out the proportion of pinion to
wheel and have the train practicable. I will be
pleased if you will give me some ideas along this
line of wheel and pinion. My first wheel should
be about six-mch diameter and the rest of the
train in proportion.—For a discussion of methods
of calculating diameters, dimensions of teeth, etc.,
see answer to "Gears," in Workshop Notes, in the
December, 19o8, KEYSTONE. In the case you mention,
the ratio you wish to secure of 3950 turns of the
last arbor to one of the first is one which it will
be found difficult to get satisfactorily from a train
of wheels and pinions. Of course, we could be
more definite if we knew what the mechanism of
your device is, but we are doubtful of the practi-
cability of such a train. Any way you arrange it
there will have been a tremendous waste of power
by the time the end of the train is reached. You
can get the proportion 3950 turns to one by using
three pinions of 12 leaves, and three wheels of
300, 237 and 96 teeth, or three pinions of 8 leaves
and wheels of 200, 128 and 79 teeth.

"Lapping."—Kindly furnish me with infor-
mation concerning charging a lap. Will you
kindly tell me how to charge them and what

to use to secure a bright polish, so that all

you have to do is to buff up a little after the
lapping opera:iota—Lapping of jewelry is best
done with laps or disks of a composition com-

posed of two parts of pure grain tin and one part

of pure lead. The common, or commercial, tin

does not do well for such laps, and the lead

should also be pure. In preparing the alloy the

lead is melted first, and the tin, also melted, is
afterwards added, stirring well to incorporate the

metals. These laps are disks from 6 in. to to in.

in diameter, and from Y2 in. to i in. thick, mounted

on a horizontal spindle, and run at a speed from
2000 to 3000 revolutions per minute. The flat face
of such laps is turned dead flat and then charged
by coating the surface to be charged with flour-
of-emery mixed with water to the consistency of
thin paste and applied with a brush. While the
emery is wet it is pressed into the face of the lap
with a piece of flint stone, with a rounded face,
kept for the purpose. The more mddern practice
is to employ a hardened steel roller passed back
and forth with strong pressure over the surface
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to be charged. These laps are used dry, but are
wiped occasionally with a rag slightly moistened
with oil, to remove a slight film of gold which
accumulates on the surface of the lap. The oil
employed on the rag is usually the same as that
used for oiling the lathe on which the lap is
placed. Where wood laps are used they are
usually charged with hard rouge, called by Eng-
lish workmen "clinker." This clinker is made
of ordinary rouge heated until it assumes a blue
cast. There is usually a great misunderstanding
among inexperienced workmen as to what lapping
will do. Many workmen seem to have an idea
that a lap is a sort of grindstone which cuts very
rapidly, yet leaves no scratches. There are many
ways by which lapping can be done, and a de-
scription of some of these methods will give a
good idea of what really can be done by the
process of lapping. The most perfect lapping
tools are two disks of agate or chalcedony, ground
dead flat with emery or diamond dust. The lap-
ping surface of one of these laps is left slightly
rough, say such as would be left on glass by
grinding with No. 70 emery; the surface of the
second disk is ground with some fine abrasive like
washed emery of fifteen minutes. The surface is
smooth, not polished, but if examined with a mi-
croscope would appear granulated. To use these
laps, say on the flat surface of the setting of a
watch jewel, the setting is first rubbed on the
coarsest agate surface, which flattens and smooths
the surface of the setting, but leaves fine lines
across the surface in the direction of the line of
motion. By rubbing the jewel setting on the
smoother agate lap we obtain almost a perfect
polish and an absolutely flat surface. If the rub-
bing is not carefully conducted the particles of
gold removed will weld and produce slight
scratches. Ordinary plate glass will produce the
same result, but being very much softer than
agate will require the surface to be restored by
regrinding the surface of the glass to the condi-
tion in which it was originally prepared. Let us
take, as an example in lapping, an ordinary watch
wheel and lap it flat and highly polished. We
take two pieces of plate glass, say 6 in. square,
and grind one surface of one of them to a perfect
mat surface with No. 70 emery, employing water
and a block of wood until all appearance of polish
disappears. One of the flat surfaces of the sec-
ond plate glass is depolished with emery or carbo-
rundum of fifteen or twenty minutes. The sur-
face so prepared shows no granulations, only ap-
pearing milky when held up to the light. We
cement with shellac the wheel to be polished to a
disk of heavy sheet brass of about the same size
as itself, and with very fine pumice stone and
water grind the exposed flat side of the wheel on
the rougher glass slabs until smooth and flat.
The wheel and glass slab are next washed care-
fully with water, and after drying the wheel is
rubbed dry on the rough glass slab with no
abrasive material. The action of the dry glass
slab on the wheel illustrates in an excellent man-
ner the operation of lapping, the asperities of the
glass producing a clear, bright surface on the
brass, but still slightly marked with slight
scratches, which will be removed by rubbing on
the smoother glass slab only slightly depolished
by fine emery or carborundum. This process il-
lustrates the ideal process of lapping, and proves
that in using a lap to produce a mirror polish it
cannot be made to do rapid cutting and at the
same time give a mirror polish. With jewelers
laps are generally used as a sort of compromise,
that is, they are gotten up to cut a trifle, but still
leave no scratches which a slight touch of the
rouge buff will not remove. With wood laps
Vienna lime is often used. The lime must be
fresh and not air slaked. There is a good bit of ex-
perience required to use this material in a satis-
factory manner. The lime should be scraped, or
rather shaved, from a lump of this substance with
a knife and mixed with alcohol, not to the con-
sistency of paint, but only enough to make the
alcohol look like skimmed milk. Any excess of
lime should be wiped away with a cloth. The
lime acts with great rapidity. There is a certain
state between a wet and dry condition of the lap
which does the best work. This peculiar state is
only to be judged of from long experience. Wood
laps are cut across the grain, and should be kept
dead flat and perfectly smooth. A rather sharp
grit rouge is usually preferred for wood laps.
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for---"Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash ret
3—No preliminary repairing of
saving your time is "profit."

A " profit proposition " straight

a Write for booklet of facts and figures.
NI We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

urn. 2—Satisfied Customers - most desirable "profit."
movement—No fitting to case No long regulation. Thus

4—No " price cutting " competitors.

through for every reliable retail jeweler.

ge WEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

1-11[ ONLY PALLET JENIEL SETTER

Look for stamp--it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price $2.00

MR. C. CULMAN
Maplewood, Mo.

Dear Sir:
The ONLY pallet set-

ter is rightly named. I
received it ten days ago
and have used it several
times. I would not be
without it now if the
price was $10.00. Please
charge through Messrs.
Freudenheim, Levy &
Lande, this city, or send
bill to me as you prefer.

Fraternally yours,
W. C. COMFORT

THE ONL Y setter separates the two jewels so that one can he adjusted with-
out danger of the other shifting. The ONLY setter is fitted with practical

gages to determine the amount jewel is to be shifted, eliminating guess work.
Culman tools are sent free on ten days' trial, and if found satisfactory are charged
through your jobber.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
For refinishing Balance Pivots
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller and protecting
them while the pivots are being
polished.

Pat. May 17, '04
Look for stamp

Price $3.50
The (Ally chuck which you can use without twisting your

balance, hairspring or your neck

..m■r,==ft 

C. CU LMAN, MAPLEWOOD, MO.
Maple and Hazel Avenues

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

BOSS & BALDWIN CO.
MAKERS OF

HIGH-GRADE PLATED JEWELRY
FOR THE

Jobbing Trade Only
BRACELETS LOCKETS FOBS SCARF PINS

VEIL PINS SASH PINS HAT PINS

BROOCHES LAVALLIERS

AND LINK BUTTONS

This Trade-Mark

on our goods is

a guarantee to

you that if not en-

tirely satisfactory

we will make it so.

FACTORY:

ATTLEBORO FALLS, MASS.
New York Office, 15-17-19 Malden Lane

PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE
JEWELRY TRADE, AND ANY ENER-

GETIC DEALER CAN MATERIALLY INCREASE HIS PROFIT
AND PRESTIGE BY REPRESENTING THE "BRIGGS"

WE INVITE THE ATTENTION OF RELIABLE HOUSES IN OPEN
TERRITORY, AND GIVE ESPECIAL CARE TO SMALL ACCOUNTS

THE BRIGGS PIANO COMPANY
OF BOSTON, U. S. A.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

"Grand."—I repaired a grandfather's clock
here about a year ago. It runs and keeps good
time, strikes correctly and everything about it
seems to be 0. K. Until about two months ago,
after I wound the clock, I noticed it stop about
.5 ininutes of ii o'clock and every week since.
Will you kindly let me know where I can locate
the trouble, as it seems to stop only after winding?'
Keeps good time and runs full time.—The fact
that the clock stops always 5 minutes before the
hour indicates that the trouble is somewhere be-
tween the lifting pin on the minute wheel (can-
non pinion) and the end of the series of levers
which is moved once every hour by the power of
the time train acting through the pin on the
minute wheel. A defect in this chain of levers
can hold rigid the finger which the minute wheel
pin is supposed to lift, and, of course, the pin
being held fast, stops the time train and the entire
clock. Troubles of this kind are generally caused
by pits being worn where one moving part strikes
another in their action ; for instance, where a pin
in the striking train falls on a stop attached to a
lever, the remedy, of course, is to file out the pit
and repolish the parts which come in contact.
We have also seen trouble of this kind caused by
sticky oil or dirt. We consider it best not to oil
places except where there is a marked degree of
sliding friction because the oil at other points
often is effective only for a short while, after
which it catches dirt and becomes a clog on the
actions instead of a lubricant.

"Roller."—I have some trouble with watches
stopping on account of the guard pin catching on
the roller. On examination in most cases there is
plenty of freedom between the guard pin and
roller.• How is the best way to overcome this
difficultyP I understand that a rough roller edge
or guard pin will cause the trouble, but I find it in
comparatively new watches that should not have
such faults.—In the first place we would explain
that the guard pin should never touch the roller
edge except at such times as, by reason of a jolt
or bump given to the watch, there is danger of the
lever passing over to the wrong side of the line of
centers so that the fork will not receive the roller
jewel when the latter comes around. When the
lever is firmly against the banking pin there
should be enough play of the fork and guard
pin between the banking and roller edge as to
assure that the latter will not touch the pin dur-
ing the entire excursion of the balance. The lever
is caused to remain firmly against the banking
(until unlocking takes place), by what is known
as "draw." This latter is produced by adjusting
the face of the wheel tooth and the locking face
of the pallet stone at a certain angle to one an-
other. One of the possible causes of the trouble
you describe is that there is no draw, or not
enough of it, to keep the lever firmly against the
banking. To test this, with the power on the
watch and the watch horizontal, take a pegwood
point and move the lever a little way from the
banking (not enough to cause it to unlock). If
there is sufficient draw the lever will move
smartly back to the banking as soon as it is let
go free. If there is not enough draw, it may
remain away from the banking. In this case the
remedy is to tilt the impulse end of the pallet
stone a trifle toward the fronts of the wheel teeth;
but avoid giving it too much draw, as that would
make the unlocking unnecessarily heavy. If the
draw is all right there may be something wrong
with the lock. Take the balance out and with a
piece of pegwood in the slot of the fork move the
lever until the wheel escapes. The instant the
escape occurs stop the motion of the lever and
observe whether the tooth point has fallen on
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the locking face or on the impulse face of the
pallet stone. If it falls on the impulse face, of
course the effect will be to crowd the guard pin
over against the roller, and the remedy is to set
one or both of the pallet stones a little deeper
into the escape wheel. A chipped locking corner
can also cause this trouble.

"Old Onc."—In pivoting a balance staff or
pinion where the old one has been broken they
work loose in the staff occasionally. How is the
best way to drill and set sante so they will stay
Perfectly solidi' I always drill into the staff, then
drive my pivot until it seems solid, then turn it
down to the proper size to fit jewel. Is this the
proper way T--Your trouble in pivoting seems to
be in not having the hole drilled deep enough
or the plug is not filed properly. In pivoting a
staff or pinion the hole should be drilled at least
half the depth of a mascot pivot drill. A hole of
this depth will hold the plug securely if the plug is
filed properly. The plug should be filed straight
or have but a very slight taper. In filing the plug
use a medium file and have the plug of such a
size that you can push it into the hole about one-
third to half way and when in that distance it
will fit tight ; then drive it in with a hammer;
there is no danger of splitting the staff if the plug
is not tapering.

"Silvering."—Will you kindly tell me how to
make and use a silver-plating bathP—Though the
practice of silver-plating may now be said to be
universal, it is surprising how few outside of
those directly interested know anything of the
process. A good solution for ordinary work may
be made as follows: Dissolve 31/2 ounces of chem-
ically pure crystallized nitrate of silver in 5
quarts of distilled water ; and in another 5 quarts
of water dissolved 6/A ounces potassium cyanide,
and mix both solutions. It is essential that the
articles to be silvered are thoroughly cleansed
and prepared for the bath. This is usually done
by first freeing from grease by hot potash or soda
lye (I part of caustic alkali to 8 or to parts of
water), or by brushing with a lime paste prepared
by slaking freshly burnt lime, free from sand,
with water to an impalpable powder, mixing
part of this with i part of fine whiting and adding
water with constant stirring until a paste of the
consistency of syrup is formed. Second, rubbing
with a piece of cloth dipped in fine pumice powder
or emery, after which the powder is to be re-
moved by washing. Third, amalgamating (quick-
ing) by immersion in a solution of mercury,
called the quicking solution and consisting of a
solution of 0.35 ounce of nitrate of mercury in
one quart of water, to which, with constant stir-
ring, pure nitric acid in small portions is added,
until a clear fluid results ; a weak solution of po-
tassium-mercury cyanide in water is, however,
preferable for quicking. In the quicking solution
the objects remain only long enough to acquire a
uniform white coating, when they are rinsed in
clean water and gone over with a brush in case
the quicking shows a gray instead of a white tone.
The objects are now brought into the silver bath
and secured to the suspension rods by slinging
wires of copper. For forks and spoons these
wires are bent on their extremities in such a man-
ner that the fork or spoon may readily be inserted
or removed. Introduce at first a somewhat more
powerful current into the bath so that the first de-
posit of silver takes place quite rapidly, and after
three minutes regulate the current so that in ten
to fifteen minutes the objects are coated with a
thin, dull film of silver. At this stage take them
from the bath, and after seeing that all portions
are uniformly coated with silver, scratch-brush
them with a brass brush, which should, however,
not be too fine. In doing this the deposit must not
raise up ; if at this stage the objects stand thor-
ough scratch-brushing, raising of the deposit in
burnishing need not be feared. Any places which
show no deposit of silver are vigorously scratch-
brushed with the use of pulverized tartar, then
again carefully cleansed by brushing with lime
paste to remove any impurities due to touching
with the hands, pickled by dipping in potassium
cyanide solution, rinsed off again, quicked and
after carefully rinsing returned to the bath. Spe-
cial care must be had not to contaminate the bath
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with quicking solution, as this would soon spoil it.
Vessels of stoneware, enameled iron, or lined with
ebonite mass are generally used for the silver
bath. Finally, it remains to men,tion a singular
phenomenon in silvering which has not yet been
explained. A small addition of certain, and espe-
cially of organic substances, which, however,
must not be made suddenly or in too large quan-
tities, produces a fuller and better adhering de-
posit of greater luster than can be produced in
fresh baths. Elkington observed that an addition
of a few drops of carbon-bisulphide to the bath
made the silvering more lustrous, while others
claim to have used with success solutions of
iodine in chloroform, of gutta percha in chloro-
form, as well as heavy hydrocarbons, tar oils, etc.
However, many baths have been entirely spoiled
by an attempt to change them into bright working
baths by the addition of such ingredients ; and
hence it is best to leave such experiments alone.
There is no doubt that a silver bath becomes
better in the degree as it takes up small quantities
of organic substances from dust and air. Fresh
silver baths will more rapidly accommodate them-
selves to regular working by the addition of a few
drops of spirit of sal ammoniac.

"Rod."—What is the best wood to use for a
pendulum for a high-grade clock!' What is the
best way to adjust a mercury pendulumf—The
best wood to use for a pendulum rod is straight-
grained white pine. This can be made practically
proof against humidity, etc., by baking the wood
and varnishing it with shellac dissolved in alcohol
while it is yet hot. A rod of this kind is least
affected by changes of temperature, excepting, of
course, compensating pendulums. In adjusting a
mercury pendulum, if the clock gains on its rate
in higher temperature than normal, the pendulum
is shown to have too much mercury in it, and the
quantity must be reduced little by little until the
adjustment has been effected. If it loses on its
rate in higher temperature, add mercury in small
quantities until the adjustment is attained. A
good way to remove mercury from the jars is to
use one of the little glass-and-rubber fillers such
as are sold with fountain pens.

"Strike."—I have an eight-day half-hour
strike that I can't understand. Sometimes it will
strike all right, then it will buck. When it is 8
it will strike 3 or 4. I have taken it apart a
number of times. When I have it out of the case
it will strike all right. There is nothing touching
the warn or the rest of the works. When you
screw works in it runs all right, and for three or
five days it strikes good, then it goes wrong. The
warn is in the right place.—It is impossible to
form an idea of what may be wrong in this case,
because the description is so general. We should
have to see the clock in order to diagnose the
trouble.

"Senses."—Please inform vie through The
Keystone the best way to ascertain whether or not
the watch is out of adjustment before taking it
apart; also what amount of oil should be used on
thc pivots. Should the little cups be filled P—The
term "adjustment" can be used in two senses ; one
referring to whether or not the moving parts of
train, escapement, etc., are correctly related to
each other in action, and the other how nearly the
watch keeps the same rate of time in different
positions. The only way to determine the latter
is by running the watch for certain periods of
time in several different positions and comparing
results. The best work we know of on adjusting
is "The Watch Adjuster's Manual," by Excelsior,
which can be had of THE KEYSTONE for $2.50,
postpaid. You may be able to detect some faults
of the first mentioned class without taking the
watch apart, but for examining the escapement
you must have the movement out of the case and
the dial off ; next, the balance bridge and balance,
etc. It is impossible to examine every action
without taking off such parts as interfere with
one's view. The oilcups on the jewels must not
be filled; the tops of the pivots should not be
overflowed with oil, but the oil should come up
nearly to the tops of the pivots.
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The British Hall Mark Im-
peached

The following article on the British Hall
Mark, taken from the Watchmaker, Jeweler, Sil-
versmith and Optician, sheds a flood of light
on a subject of interest just now in this country.
The Australian Government has refused to accept

, the hall mark as of unimpeachable veracity, thus
drawing attention to a matter of world-wide in-
terest.

To the average public the Eng-
The Sacred lish hall mark has always
Hall Mark stood as of absolutely inviol-

able character. It seems, in-
deed, to be part of the Constitution, ranking with
Magna Charta, the House of Lords, Trial by
Jury and Derby Day as among the things per se
which constitute the English character, and about
which no possible question of doubt could arise.
But, alas 1 in these degenerate days nothing is
sacred from the meddling fingers of change.
Magna Charta, we are told, in actual fact, does
not exist. Trial by Jury is now revised by the
new Appeal Court. The House of Lords is
threatened with nothing less than annihilation;
and the Derby has been won by a hundred to one
chance against.

But amidst all this actual and threatened
cataclysm the English hall mark has stood, proud
and alone, as the one unassailable symbol of
truth, integrity and value. Now, surely, the
heavens will fall, for this ancient and historical
mark has been impugned, and impugned, too, by
a fussy little colony with the merest handful of
inhabitants. And, to complete our degradation,
the imputation is only too true. Herein lies the
sting of the matter. Could we but know the
charge were false, we could go on our way in
sublime indifference to the dust made by the
said handful of people. It is the truth of the
charge that gives it so serious a concern to us
in the trade at home.

And yet in the very truth, to
Hidden us in the trade the matter does
Deception not come in any way as a sur-

prise. We have known all
along that the vast majority of the hollow goods
made in the trade, although bearing in full the
much-esteemed hall mark, would not assay in bulk
at anything approaching its nominal quality. We
were taught this by the exigencies of competition
many years ago. To start with, the normal and
legitimate soldering of any article would im-
mediately, and of necessity, reduce the total quan-
tity by a little. And how very easy the step
from the "normal and legitimate" soldering to
the excessive and illegitimate use of solder I And
from the use of a pr6per solder, of quality closely
approximating the carat of the article, how easy
to use the solder much inferior in carat, or to
slip straight away to the use of silver solder.
Whether, in the first instance, these careless
methods were adopted merely for speed and con-
venience in working, or whether they were used
with the express intention of reducing cost, we
need not stay now to consider. The actual fact
is that they speedily brought to bear an entirely
fresh factor in competition, and the old-fashioned,
straightforward solderer soon found himself out
of the market. The difficulty was accentuated,
too, by the use of an excessive amount of this
poor solder, for "loading" soon became well-
known, if not a recognized, custom of the trade.

And its effect soon began to tell. The maker of
a solid article, trying to sell his goods at a reason-
able price, was shown goods apparently the same,
of the same, or even greater weight, at a much
less cost. Investigation soon showed that the
said goods were hollow, and were loaded with an
excessive amount of silver solder. But, said the
buyer, "What does this matter to me? I have
got a heavier article for less money, and it is hall
marked the same as yours." The buyer trusted
to the hall mark, and cared for nothing else. It
was not his business to cut the goods open. He
sold them on the hall mark. That this is a true
picture every legitimate manufacturer in London
and in Birmingham will bear us out. We have
all discovered it, to our cost. Nor is the matter
ended. Every day practically some fresh article
or some new pattern is thus prostituted, and the
struggle for the honest maker becomes a hopeless
one. Many makers whose desire it was to eschew
all such shady practices were forced, in self-
defence, to follow to some extent, to keep their
trade together.

That such a state of affairs should have been
allowed to become established in the trade is
much to be deplored, and we can only hope that
now such a salutary dose of medicine has been
administered from abroad a rapid improvement
will set in. The remedy is extremely nasty, but
it will undoubtedly do us good.

In dealing with this matter, so
An Unsatisfac- far, the authorities concerned
tory Explanation do not seem quite to have

arisen to the occasion. There
is a curious lack of dignity in the reply
of the Birmingham Assay Master to the Sydney
Chamber of Commerce, as printed in the Aus-
tralian Notes of last month. Rather than the
firm and decisive reply of an authority conscious
of being without reproach in the matter, it seems
to bear the semi-apologetic tone of one who is
conscious of having been "bowled out," and is
endeavoring to wriggle out of the position as
easily as possible. To say that the various assay
offices have full power to deal with the amount
of solder used before or after assaying is all
very well; but it seems to us, in face of our
practical experience in the trade, that in the past
this power has not been properly applied to the
counteracting of an undoubted abuse and to the
protection of the honest worker. To say that
after the goods have been rejected by Australia
the penalties incurred were recovered is but to
plead guilty to previous negligence. We may
well ask, on behalf of the honest members of the
trade, why was this thing, so well known in the
open trade, allowed to go on year after year,
without any notice being taken of it until, for-
sooth, the goods are declared not good enough
for another country? If they are not good enough
for Australia they are not good enough for Eng-
land, and this should have been found out and
full quality insisted upon years ago. To say
that the Australian customs authorities were not
acquainted with the proper marks sufficiently to
distinguish them from other unauthorized marks
is simply begging the whole question, and it fully
deserves the curt but dignified assertion by which
it is refuted by the said authority.

Now that this question has
The Protest come to a head, it is a matter
of the Colonies of considerable surprise that it

has not previously been ade-
quately dealt with. Indeed, it is little less than
a scandal that it should have been left to outside
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customers to find out and to protest against it.
Nor can we in any way blame the colonies that
they will not accept such unsatisfactory stuff.
That it has had a practically unlimited run in the
home markets for years is no reason that it
should be equally successful in other lands, and
in keener markets, and we consider that the
thanks of the home trade are due to our oversea
friends for having thus brought the matter into
prominence. They are fighting the battle of the
honest manufacturer, and nothing but good can
accrue to the honorable portion of the trade from
their action. As to the opinions and the losses
of the unreliable section of makers, these are no
concern of ours. That large turnovers and big
profits have been made in the past by means of
this low quality stuff, sold, not on its merits, but
on the vicarious merits of the "hall mark," there
is no denying. That, as a result of the eye-
opening from abroad on this question, the whole-
sale and retail sections of the home trade will
look more carefully into what they are purchas-
ing, and that consequently the unreliable makers
will find their turnover diminishing and their
profits fading away, is but right and proper, and
their woes will find but scant pity from those who
have for so long suffered from their misdoings.

There is yet another aspect of
Loading of this matter, which, under the
Hollow Goods present constitution, does not

touch the assay offices' regime
at all, but which might well be brought there-
under. We refer to the "loading" of hollow
goods with other matters, not metallic. For in-
stance, it is known that such hollow goods are re-
peatedly filled with resin, alum, wax, or other
composition of a weighty nature. Such filling
adds strength to the featherweight article and
tends to support the settings, while at the same
time it gives an appearance and a weight as of
solid gold to the goods. This is as much a fraud
as though the loading were of base metal, al-
though presumably, it does not contravene the
assay offices' laws. As to how far such non-
metallic loading has been accepted in good faith
or otherwise by the trade we cannot say; but of
this we are certain—that, as far as the purchas-
ing public is concerned, such loaded articles have
undoubtedly been bought as of solid gold. How
often have we seen a buyer weighing the thing
in his hand, and generally the decision has fallen
upon the most weighty article. What should the
public know of the tricks of the trade by which
a featherweight shell is made to assume the vir-
tues of a solid article? It is the duty of the trade
itself to weed out all such practices, and to pro-
tect the public from fraud in any form.

Sevres Blue
The famous blue color given to the porcelain

manufactured at Sevres has long been believed to
be the result of a secret process, and many legends
exist about it. Louis Franchet shows, in the
Revue Scientifique, that it is an error to suppose
that Sevres blue cannot be produced elsewhere.
As a matter of fact it is produced in Many French
potteries, where sufficient care is taken, and
where pure oxid of cobalt is employed. Formerly
it was difficult to procure this article without im-
purities, which injured the color; but chemical
science has overcome all the difficulties. The
sameis true of the Chinese green known as cela-
don. It was invented in China, but it can be per-
fectly reproduced elsewhere.

BANNATYNE
112 a

14 Size.

A low price watch built upon strictly watch principles. Patent lever, double roller escape-
ment—solid cut and polished steel pinions—hardened balance staff with polished conic points
fitting into especially hardened and polished steel bearings equal to ordinary jewels in higher
price watches. Patent re-coil ratchet to prevent mainspring from setting after watch is
wound up. Never introduced before in popular priced watches. Winding and setting mechan-
ism can be removed without taking movement from case. No accidental pushing in of crown
stem. No screws used in fastening movement into case.
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M. A. Mead & Co., Columbus Bldg.
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C. H. Knights-Thearle Co., Columbus Bldg.
Bach & Co., 42 Madison St.

CLEVELAND, 0.
Bowler & Burdick Co., 627 Euclid Ave.

DENVER, COLO.
The Edward Lehman Jewelry Co.,1532 Stout St.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Co.,

Ninth and Walnut Ste.
LANCASTER, PA.

The Non-Retailing Co., 36 E. Chestnut St.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Adrian J. Morals, 304 Godchaux Bldg.
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Lissauer & Co., 54 Maiden Lane
Aisenstein & Woronock. 22 Eldridge St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
M. Sickles & Sons, 726 Chestnut St.
H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, 14 S. Tenth St.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.
The Albert Walker Co.. 152 Weybosset St.
Geo. H. Taylor & Co., 204 Westminster St.

PITTSBURG, PA.,
Marsh, Brown & Mather Co. 104 Sixth St.

PORTLAND, OREGON
Butterfield Bros., Mohawk Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
M. Schussler & Co.. 704 Market St.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co., 214 N. Sixth St.
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The British Hall Mark Im-
peached

The following article on the British Hall
Mark, taken from the Watchmaker, Jeweler, Sil-
versmith and Optician, sheds a flood of light
on a subject of interest just now in this country.
The Australian Government has refused to accept

, the hall mark as of unimpeachable veracity, thus
drawing attention to a matter of world-wide in-
terest.

To the average public the Eng-
The Sacred lish hall mark has always
Hall Mark stood as of absolutely inviol-

able character. It seems, in-
deed, to be part of the Constitution, ranking with
Magna Charta, the House of Lords, Trial by
Jury and Derby Day as among the things per se
which constitute the English character, and about
which no possible question of doubt could arise.
But, alas! in these degenerate days nothing is
sacred from the meddling fingers of change.
Magna Charta, we are told, in actual fact, does
not exist. Trial by Jury is now revised by the
new Appeal Court. The House of Lords is
threatened with nothing less than annihilation;
and the Derby has been won by a hundred to one
chance against.

But amidst all this actual and threatened
cataclysm the English hall mark has stood, proud
and alone, as the one unassailable symbol of
truth, integrity and value. Now, surely, the
heavens will fall, for this ancient and historical
mark has been impugned, and impugned, too, by
a fussy little colony with the merest handful of
inhabitants. And, to complete our degradation,
the imputation is only too true. Herein lies the
sting of the matter. Could we but know the
charge were false, we could go on our way in
sublime indifference to the dust made by the
said handful of people. It is the truth of the
charge that gives it so serious a concern to us
in the trade at home.

And yet in the very truth, to
Hidden us in the trade the matter does
Deception not come in any way as a sur-

prise. We have known all
along that the vast majority of the hollow goods
made in the trade, although bearing in full the
much-esteemed hall mark, would not assay in bulk
at anything approaching its nominal quality. We
were taught this by the exigencies of competition
many years ago. To start with, the normal and
legitimate soldering of any article would im-
mediately, and of necessity, reduce the total quan-
tity by a little. And how very easy the step
from the "normal and legitimate" soldering to
the excessive and illegitimate use of solder I And
from the use of a proper solder, of quality closely
approximating the carat of the article, how easy
to use the solder much inferior in carat, or to
slip straight away to the use of silver solder.
Whether, in the first instance, these careless
methods were adopted merely for speed and con-
venience in working, or whether they were used
with the express intention of reducing cost, we
need not stay now to consider. The actual fact
is that they speedily brought to bear an entirely
fresh factor in competition, and the old-fashioned,
straightforward solderer soon found himself out
of the market. The difficulty was accentuated,
too, by the use of an excessive amount of this
poor solder, for "loading" soon became well-
known, if not a recognized, custom of the trade.

And its effect soon began to tell. The maker of
a solid article, trying to sell his goods at a reason-
able price, was shown goods apparently the same,
of the same, or even greater weight, at a much
less cost. Investigation soon showed that the
said goods were hollow, and were loaded with an
excessive amount of silver solder. But, said the
buyer, "What does this matter to me? I have
got a heavier article for less money, and it is hall
marked the same as yours." The buyer trusted
to the hall mark, and cared for nothing else. It
was not his business to cut the goods open. He
sold them on the hall mark. That this is a true
picture every legitimate manufacturer in London
and in Birmingham will bear us out. We have
all discovered it, to our cost. Nor is the matter
ended. Every day practically some fresh article
or some new pattern is thus prostituted, and the
struggle for the honest maker becomes a hopeless
one. Many makers whose desire it was to eschew
all such shady practices were forced, in self-
defence, to follow to some extent, to keep their
trade together.

That such a state of affairs should have been
allowed to become established in the trade is
much to be deplored, and we can only hope that
now such a salutary dose of medicine has been
administered from abroad a rapid improvement
will set in. The remedy is extremely nasty, but
it will undoubtedly do us good.

In dealing with this matter, so
An Unsatisfac- far, the authorities concerned
tory Explanation do not seem quite to have

arisen to the occasion. There
is a curious lack of dignity in the reply
of the Birmingham Assay Master to the Sydney
Chamber of Commerce, as printed in the Aus-
tralian Notes of last month. Rather than the
firm and decisive reply of an authority conscious
of being without reproach in the matter, it seems
to bear the semi-apologetic tone of one who is
conscious of having been "bowled out," and is
endeavoring to wriggle out of the position as
easily as possible. To say that the various assay
offices have full power to deal with the amount
of solder used before or after assaying is all
very well; but it seems to us, in face of our
practical experience in the trade, that in the past
this power has not been properly applied to the
counteracting of an undoubted abuse and to the
protection of the honest worker. To say that
after the goods have been rejected by Australia
the penalties incurred were recovered is but to
plead guilty to previous negligence. We may
well ask, on behalf of the honest members of the
trade, why was this thing, so well known in the
open trade, allowed to go on year after year,
without any notice being taken of it until, for-
sooth, the goods are declared not good enough
for another country ? If they are not good enough
for Australia they are not good enough for Eng-
land, and this should have been found out and
full quality insisted upon years ago. To say
that the Australian customs authorities were not
acquainted with the proper inarks sufficiently to
distinguish them from other unauthorized marks
is simply begging the whole question, and it fully
deserves the curt but dignified assertion by which
it is refuted by the said authority.

Now that this question has
The Protest come to a head, it is a matter
of the Colonies of considerable surprise that it

has not previously been ade-
quately dealt with. Indeed, it is little less than
a scandal that it should have been left to outside
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customers to find out and to protest against it.
Nor can we in any way blame the colonies that
they will not accept such unsatisfactory stuff.
That it has had a practically unlimited run in the
home markets for years is no reason that it
should be equally successful in other lands, and
in keener markets, and we consider that the
thanks of the home trade are due to our oversea
friends for having thus brought the matter into
prominence. They are fighting the battle of the
honest manufacturer, and nothing but good can
accrue to the honorable portion of the trade from
their action. As to the opinions and the losses
of the unreliable section of makers, these are no
concern of ours. That large turnovers and big
profits have been made in the past by means of
this low quality stuff, sold, not on its merits, but
on the vicarious merits of the "hall mark," there
is no denying. That, as a result of the eye-
opening from abroad on this question, the whole-
sale and retail sections of the home trade will
look more carefully into what they are purchas-
ing, and that consequently the unreliable makers
will find their turnover diminishing and their
profits fading away, is but right and proper, and
their woes will find but scant pity from those who
have for so long suffered from their misdoings.

There is yet another aspect of
Loading of this matter, which, under the
Hollow Goods present constitution, does not

touch the assay offices' regime
at all, but which might well be brought there-
under. We refer to the "loading" of hollow
goods with other matters, not metallic. For in-
stance, it is known that such hollow goods are re-
peatedly filled with resin, alum, wax, or other
composition of a weighty nature. Such filling
adds strength to the featherweight article and
tends to support the settings, while at the same
time it gives an appearance and a weight as of
solid gold to the goods. This is as much a fraud
as though the loading were of base metal, al-
though presumably, it does not contravene the
assay offices' laws. As to how far such non-
metallic loading has been accepted in good faith
or otherwise by the trade we cannot say; but of
this we are certain—that, as far as the purchas-
ing public is concerned, such loaded articles have
undoubtedly been bought as of solid gold. How
often have we seen a buyer weighing the thing
in his hand, and generally the decision has fallen
upon the most weighty article. What should the
public know of the tricks of the trade by which
a featherweight shell is made to assume the vir-
tues of a solid article? It is the duty of the trade
itself to weed out all such practices, and to pro-
tect the public from fraud in any form.

Sevres Blue
The famous blue color given to the porcelain

manufactured at Sevres has long been believed to
be the result of a secret process, and many legends
exist about it. Louis Franchet shows, in the
Revue Scientifique, that it is an error to suppose
that Sevres blue cannot be produced elsewhere.
As a matter of fact it is produced in Many French
potteries, where sufficient care is taken, and
where pure oxid of cobalt is employed. Formerly
it was difficult to procure this article without im-
purities, which injured the color ; but chemical
science has overcome all the difficulties. The
sameis true of the Chinese green known as cela-
don. It was invented in China, but it can be per-
fectly reproduced elsewhere.

BANNATYNE
A TIME-KEEPER AHEAD OF THE TIMES
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The SMALLEST, THINNEST and EASIEST WINDINic
Practical Watch Ever Produced at Low Price

A low price watch built upon strictly watch principles. Patent lever, double roller escape-
ment—solid cut and polished steel pinions—hardened balance staff with polished conic points
fitting into especially hardened and polished steel bearings equal to ordinary jewels in higher
price watches. Patent re-coil ratchet to prevent mainspring from setting after watch is
wound up. Never introduced before in popular priced watches. Winding and setting mechan-
ism can be removed without taking movement from case. No accidental pushing in of crown
stem. No screws used in fastening movement into case.
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The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with 44-inch dial.Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and. highly
polished. The movement is made of the best ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose, and is constructed
on scientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell Is contained entirely within the ease, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
ease is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dustcap is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the ease into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.
A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on top of case, or at the hack. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffledby coming in contact with any foreign object, nor can it be displaced or thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens whenthe bell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisierthan any other bell on the market.
The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with a manual" shut-off " by means of which the alarm may be discontinued at will. The alarm adjustment will be found practically perfect, and the alarm may be reliedupon to " go off " at the time set. Sold by all leading Jobbers. If your local Jobber does not handle It, write us.

A—Dial
B—Bell
C—Dust Cap
D—Movement
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Frauds and Deceptions in Pre-
cious Stones

There are few fields of fraudulent ef-
fort which afford such tempting rewards
for perverted talent as the doctoring of in-
ferior precious stones to increase their value
or the manipulation of inferior minerals to
make them simulate precious stones. The
extent to which this deception has been
practiced was entertainingly told in an arti-
cle in a recent issue of the Saturday Even-
ing Post by Dr. Geo. F. Kunz, the well-
known gem expert.

About the year 1889, Mr.
Kunz states, certain dealers
in precious stones in Paris
and in other parts of the

world observed, either on their own account
or through customers, that diamonds which
had been bought as white stones, and had
been sold by the dealer as such, became off-
color. Complaints grew so numerous that
they ultimately led to an investigation by the
syndicate of diamond and precious stone
merchants, to whom all such disputes are
referred in France. It was found that all
the diamonds in question could be traced to
a single dealer who lived in Antwerp. The
fact was revealed that he was in the habit
of purchasing immense quantities of slightly
off-color stones, but sold nothing except
good white material. Still further investi-
gation proved that the gems which he sold,
if washed in alcohol or boiled in an acid,
would, in some instances, change from white
to an off-color. It was proved that the
dealer had sold diamonds to the value of
twenty millions of francs. All of the stones
had been dipped in a solution of Prussian
blue, a slight film of the blue solution adher-
ing to the off-colored stone, the blue neu-
tralizing the yellow, just as "bluing" neu-
tralizes the yellow in linen. Possibly the
dealer may have used varnish or shellac in
addition, which held the color securely to the
stone until it was placed in acid or an ammo-
niacal solution, or until the perspiration of
the body removed the blue wash. At any
rate, the fraud was not detected until the
diamonds had been sold, and many of them
resold several times. The dealer was made
to restore a large sum of money.

The following is probably
A Most the most flagrant instance
Flagrant of illegitimate diamond col-
Deception oring the writer has ever

known. He once examined
a necklace in the possession of a Moscow
dealer which had the reputation of being
one of the most remarkable necklaces of
colored diamonds in Europe. The yellows,
the browns, the whites- and the intermediate

Doctoring

Diamonds

shades were wonderfully beautiful ; the
value of the necklace, however, consisted
in the pinks, greens, aqua-marine tints and
blues. These blended wonderfully with the
other colors, and, as these colors are the
most expensive ones, naturally some exami-
nation followed. This proved that the rerls,
the pinks, the greens, the aqua-marine tints
and the blues had all been colored on the
back. The stones were set open and the
coloring matter had been applied with un-
usual skill, but it required only a moment's
examination to enable the writer to remove
part of the coloring from each of these
stones. The dealer's only explanation was
that he wished to beautify the necklace.

Even the great Benvenuto
Cellini's Cellini, the famous gold-
Masterly Effort smith and artist of the six-

teenth century, boasts of his
success in "treating" a diamond. The stone
in question was set in a ring which had been
given to Pope Paul III by the Emperor
Charles V, when the latter was in Rome
after his expedition to Tunis. This stone,
though rather shallow, was estimated to be
worth 12,000 crowns. The Pope was not
pleased with the way in which the diamond
was set and he intrusted it to Cellini. for
resetting. At the same time he sent several
expert jewelers to judge of the quality of
the work. One of the most renowned
jewelers of Venice had already provided the
diamond with a foil; this was removed by
Cellini, who substituted one of his own fab-
rication. The jewelers enthusiastically de-
clared that the gem was worth 2000 ducats
more than before. Cellini's ambition was
aroused, and he relates that he withdrew to
his workshop and treated the diamond by a
process he had discovered. This consisted
in applying to the surface of the stone a
wash composed of various vegetable oils
and tinged with a specially prepared mix-
ture, one of the ingredients of which was
lampblack. In the case in question he used
a very light shade of the mixture, which
was differently blended for each stone
treated. He also placed beneath the dia-
mond a thin layer of crystal, so adjusted
between the foil and the diamond that it did
not touch the latter. The unbounded admi-
ration of the jewelers was expressed in the
assertion that the diamond was now worth
18,000 crowns, instead of the 12,000 crowns
at which it had formerly been valued.

Some drop-shaped emeralds
which were examined in
Budapest appeared to be of
good color and remarkably
reasonable in price. The

color seemed homogeneous and even, but it
was found upon examination that coloring

Doctored

Emeralds

of Budapest
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matter had been forced into the crevices of
the emerald, as is smetimes done; and, be-
sides this, the entire outside of each stone—
which, being of Oriental cutting, would
naturally be without a bright polish—had,
in this instance, been coated with a greenish
chemical made to adhere by a varnish-like
substance. When this varnish was removed
the emeralds were found to have less than
one-twentieth of the value assigned to them.
They were emeralds mineralogically, but of
inferior quality, and artificial coloring mat-
ter had been applied to give them the value
of high-class gems.

With the great increase in the price of
emeralds, and the great favor accorded to
green stones, much material which has hith-
erto, been rejected as being unfit for setting
has been subjected to every manner of cut-
ting and has frequently been sold for a
number of dollars per carat. Thus, many
impure emeralds of very poor coloring have
been cut into the form of beads. In addi-
tion to this, an immense number of emeralds
that found their way to the Indies, or were
set a century or more ago in the jewelry of
the Magyars of Hungary and the Boyars of
Russia, have been ripped from their set-
tings to find a market in Western Europe.
These emerald beads generally had an aper-
ture through which had passed a cord or
wire. This aperture was filled with a dark
wax of a greenish color, and the interior of
the bead itself was frequently given a coat-
ing of green material, so as to make the
stone appear many shades richer in color.

Why are gems so highly
valued? On account of
their rarity and because
they are nature's products.

If a stone is artificially made the chief senti-
ment is lost, and, no matter how well it may
be made, an expert will be able to determine
the difference. A manufactured stone can-
not take the place in commercial value with
a native-mined gem.

About the year 1887 there appeared in
the Paris market, and since then in the mar-
kets throughout the world, a kind of ruby
made by a heating process. These stones
have always shown certain rounded strix
and bubbles, such as occur in bubbly masses.
They are not true crystals, as anyone fa-
miliar with gems understands a distinct
crystal—as, for instance, a distinct crystal
of quartz—but are of a massed structure
resembling ice or a massive quartz. They
contain a trifle of magnesia, are a shade less
hard than a real ruby, and invariably mani-
fest such physical changes as are produced
by unannealed material. These stones,
actually artificial rubies, are sold under the

Why Gems

Are so Valuable

(Continued on page 117)
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The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with 4 -inch dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and highly
polished. The movement is made of the best ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose, and is constructed
on scientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell Is contained entirely within the ease, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
case is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap Is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the case into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.

A—Dial
B—Belt
C—Dust Cap
D—Movement

Front View Interior View

A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on top of case, or at the back. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffled
by coming in contact with any foreign object, nor can it be displaced or thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens when
the bell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisier
than any other bell on the market.

The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with a manual
" shut-off " by meansof which the alarm may be discontinued at will. The alarm adjustment %al be found practically perfect, and the alarm may be relied
upon to "go off" at the time set. Sold by all leading jobbers. If your local jobber does not handle it, write us.
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Frauds and Deceptions in Pre-
cious Stones

There are few fields of fraudulent ef-
fort which afford such tempting rewards
for perverted talent as the doctoring of in-
ferior precious stones to increase their value
or the manipulation of inferior minerals to
make them simulate precious stones. The
extent to which this deception has been
practiced was entertainingly told in an arti-
cle in a recent issue of the Saturday Even-
ing Post by Dr. Geo. F. Kunz, the well-
known gem expert.

About the year 1889, Mr.
Kunz states, certain dealers
in precious stones in Paris
and in other parts of the

world observed, either on their own account
or through customers, that diamonds which
had been bought as white stones, and had
been sold by the dealer as such, became off-
color. Complaints grew so numerous that
they ultimately led to an investigation by the
syndicate of diamond and precious stone
merchants, to whom all such disputes are
referred in France. It was found that all
the diamonds in question could be traced to
a single dealer who lived in Antwerp. The
fact was revealed that he was in the habit
of purchasing immense quantities of slightly
off-color stones, but sold nothing except
good white material. Still further investi-
gation proved that the gems which he sold,
if washed in alcohol or boiled in an acid,
would, in some instances, change from white
to an off-color. It was proved that the
dealer had sold diamonds to the value of
twenty millions of francs. All of the stones
had been dipped in a solution of Prussian
blue, a slight film of the blue solution adher-
ing to the off-colored stone, the blue neu-
tralizing the yellow, just as "bluing" neu-
tralizes the yellow in linen. Possibly the
dealer may have used varnish or shellac in
addition, which held the color securely to the
stone until it was placed in acid or an ammo-
niacal solution, or until the perspiration of
the body removed the blue wash. At any
rate, the fraud was not detected until the
diamonds had been sold, and many of them
resold several times. The dealer was made
to restore a large sum of money.

The following is probably
A Most the most flagrant instance
Flagrant of illegitimate diamond col-
Deception oring the writer has ever

known. He once examined
a necklace in the possession of a Moscow
dealer which had the reputation of being
one of the most remarkable necklaces of
colored diamonds in Europe. The yellows,
the browns, the whites- and the intermediate

Doctoring

Diamonds
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shades were wonderfully beautiful ; the
value of the necklace, however, consisted
in the pinks, greens, aqua-marine tints and
blues. These blended wonderfully with the
other colors, and, as these colors are the
most expensive ones, naturally some exami-
nation followed. This proved that the reds,
the pinks, the greens, the aqua-marine tints
and the blues had all been colored on the
back. The stones were set open and the
coloring matter had been applied with un-
usual skill, but it required only a moment's
examination to enable the writer to remove
part of the coloring from each of these
stones. The dealer's only explanation was
that he wished to beautify the necklace.

Even the great Benvenuto
Cellini, the famous gold-
smith and artist of the six-
teenth century, boasts of his

success in "treating" a diamond. The stone
in question was set in a ring which had been
given to Pope Paul III by the Emperor
Charles V, when the latter was in Rome
after his expedition to Tunis. This stone,
though rather shallow, was estimated to be
worth 12,000 crowns. The Pope was not
pleased with the way in which the diamond
was set and he intrusted it to Cellini. for
resetting. At the same time he sent several
expert jewelers to judge of the quality of
the work. One of the most renowned
jewelers of Venice had already provided the
diamond with a foil ; this was removed by
Cellini, who substituted one of his own fab-
rication. The jewelers enthusiastically de-
clared that the gem was worth 2000 ducats
more than before. Cellini's ambition was
aroused, and he relates that he withdrew to
his workshop and treated the diamond by a
process he had discovered. This consisted
in applying to the surface of the stone a
wash composed of various vegetable oils
and tinged with a specially prepared mix-
ture, one of the ingredients of which was
lampblack. In the case in question he used
a very light shade of the mixture, which
was differently blended for each stone
treated. 1-Te also placed beneath the dia-
mond a thin layer of crystal, so adjusted
between the foil and the diamond that it did
not touch the latter. The unbounded admi-
ration of the jewelers was expressed in the
assertion that the diamond was now worth
18,000 crowns, instead of the 12,000 crowns
at which it had formerly been valued.

Some drop-shaped emeralds
which were examined in
Budapest appeared to be of
good color and remarkably
reasonable in price. The

color seemed homogeneous and even, but it
was found upon examination that coloring

Cellini's

Masterly Effort
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matter had been forced into the crevices of
the emerald, as is smetimes done; and, be-
sides this, the entire outside of each stone—
which, being of Oriental cutting, would
naturally be without a bright polish—had,
in this instance, been coated with a greenish
chemical made to adhere by a varnish-like
substance. When this varnish was removed
the emeralds were found to have less than
one-twentieth of the value assigned to them.
They were emeralds mineralogically, but of
inferior quality, and artificial coloring mat-
ter had been applied to give them the value
of high-class gems.

With the great increase in the price of
emeralds, and the great favor accorded to
green stones, much material which has hith-
erto, been rejected as being unfit for setting
has been subjected to every manner of cut-
ting and has frequently been sold for a
number of dollars per carat. Thus, many
impure emeralds of very poor coloring have
been cut into the form of beads. In addi-
tion to this, an immense number of emeralds
that found their way to the Indies, or were
set a century or more ago in the jewelry of
the Magyars of Hungary and the Boyars of
Russia, have been ripped from their set-
tings to find a market in Western Europe.
These emerald beads generally had an aper-
ture through which had passed a cord or
wire. This aperture was filled with a dark
wax of a greenish color, and the interior of
the bead itself was frequently given a coat-
ing of green material, so as to make the
stone appear many shades richer in color.

Why are gems so highly
valued? On account of
their rarity and because
they are nature's products.

If a stone is artificially made the chief senti-
ment is lost, and, no matter how well it may
be made, an expert will be able to determine
the difference. A manufactured stone can-
not take the place in commercial value with
a native-mined gem.

About the year 1887 there appeared in
the Paris market, and since then in the mar-
kets throughout the world, a kind of ruby
made by a heating process. These stones
have always shown certain rounded strim
and bubbles, such as occur in bubbly masses.
They are not true crystals, as anyone fa-
miliar with gems understands a distinct
crystal—as, for instance, a distinct crystal
of quartz—but are of a massed structure
resembling ice or a massive quartz. They
contain a trifle of magnesia, are a shade less
hard than a real ruby, and invariably mani-
fest such physical changes as are produced
by unannealed material. These stones,
actually artificial rubies, are sold under the
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SILVERWHITE
The Oldest and Best Polish

for
Silver, Gold and Crystal

Every Jeweler acquainted with Dennison's
Jewelers' Boxes and Findings should handle
Dennison's Silver White. First made and sold
to the trade over half-a-century ago by Mr.
E W. Dennison (Founder of the Dennison
Manufacturing Company), Silver White was
then, and is to-day, recognized by leading Jew-
elers and Silversmiths not only as the best, but
as being an absolutely safe preparation for
polishing silverware, jewelry, cut glass, etc.

Silver White is the only silver polish that
has been able to maintain its own market
by quality alone. It is guaranteed to be a
pure, natural mineral product, highly refined
and free from all harmful ingredients, poison-
ous chemicals, alkalies, inflammable benzine,
grit, etc.

Silver White is backed by the
Dennison reputation for quality.
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The Burglar and the Safemaker

The fight between the bur-
The glar and the safemaker is
Enterprising very similar to the fight be-
Burglar tween the armor-plate man-

ufacturer and the gun
builder. First one is ahead, and then the
other. The only difference is that the safe-
maker has never been far enough ahead to
make himself prominent. The burglar is
very enterprising in his evil way, for he
was among the first to use the electric cur-
rent for burning holes in a plate. He took
advantage of "thermit," and now he is get-
ting quite handy with the oxy-acetylene
blowpipe. Any attempt to discourage him
with ethyldichloracetate fumes, or other
noxious or dangerous vapors, as suggested,
would surely be a failure, for a modern
safety helmet would enable him to attend to
his business without much inconvenience.
The folloNN ing is a description of an attach-
ment for protecting safes, which would pos-
sibly check successful attempts at burglariz-
ing for some time at any rate.

Let an electric contact de-
Safe-protecting vice be made along the lines
Attachment suggested in Fig. 1. The

top plate A being a sheet of
thin springy brass, and the frame B a cast-
ing. The coil C is a resistance, the contacts
D and E are of platinum, and the connec-
tions are as shown. In assembling, the plate

Every Jeweler and Silbersmith owes it to
himself and to his trade to know whether the
Silver Polish being used and sold in his store
contains ingredients that are harmful.

.73y using Dennison's Silver White you are
on the safe side. Moreover, Silver White
offers every Jeweler a very attractive profit.

We are confident that a trial will convince
you that our claim that Silver White is the
best polishing powder is justified. Send us a
trial order.

Santioon ehdattlifaChnittit SOMP(111#
The Tag Makers

NEW YORK
15 John St.

Twenty-seventh Street
Bet. 5th Ave. & Broadway

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS
21 & 25 Randolph St. 413 North 4th St.

BOSTON
26 Franklin St.

PHILADELPHIA
1007 Chestnut St.
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A should be slightly sprung out, as shown,
so as to cause a good contact between D
and E, and then the whole box hermetically
sealed. This device would be suspended in-
side the safe, the wires brought out through
air-tight joints and connected to the alarm,
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2, which
could be placed in any desired location. In
operation, the safe would be closed as usual,

Fig.1 —1111111111

TO MARY

J am" Fip.2
and the current switched on. This would
cause a large current to flow through the
contacts D and E, and the electro-magnets
G and H. This current would cause G to
attract .1, closing contact K and thus throw-
ing in circuit the auxiliary current and ring-
ing the alarm. Next it would be necessary
to obtain a partial vacuum in the safe by
means of a small pump. This would cause
the air confined in the contact device to push
the spring surface A outward, thus breaking
the contact between D and E. The current
will still be able to flow through the resist-
ance coil C, but it will be greatly weakened,
and the electro-magnet G will not be pow-
erful enough to hold J, which will fall and

catch on step I. Magnet H will still be
magnetized enough to just overcome the
tension of the spring L and thus keep I in
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position; thus contact at K will be broken,
and the alarm will cease to sound. The par-

tial vacuum will also cause the door to be

tightly drawn against the rubber packing

and thus prevent leakage.
Now as soon as a burglar
makes a hole in the safe, the
air will rush in, and spring
plate A will return to its

first position and close the short circuit. The

extra current will magnetize G to a greater

extent and cause it to pick up J, closing its

contact with K, and operating the alarm.

Should the burglar cut the wires, the mag-
net H would lose its magnetism, and I

would be drawn back by the spring L, al-

lowing J to fall and make contact with K',

thus again operating the alarm. A resist-

ance could not be inserted between the line

wires to balance the resistance coil C while

the wires were cut, because the resistance of

C would be unknown. If the new resistance

was too great, or too small, it would either

cause the magnet G to lift J and ring alarm

through the contact K, or it would decrease

the power of magnet H, which could not

then overbalance the spring L, which would

pull 1 back and let I fall and close the con-

tact K', and again ring the alarm. Any at-

tempt at testing the wires would also dis-

turb the balance in the alarm box and cause

the signal to be given, and thus it would cer-

tainly be a difficult matter to get the valu-

ables without sounding the alarm.—Ma-

chinery.
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FINE PAPER BOXES 
LEATHER AND VELVET CASES

JEWELRY CABINETS AND CLEANING OUTFI
TS

JEWELERS TRAYS CARDS, FINDINGS. ETC.

A MOST INTERESTING DISPLAY OF HIG
H-CLASS DENNISON PRODUCTS
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A Fair Argument
is embodied

In Every RING

Each represents the highest

type of workmanship and is

a standard of quality.

A postal request will bring

one of our traveling men to

convince you.

Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Buffalo, N. Y.

We make
these Bracelets

in any
size desired

Mr. Retailer:
If you want something that will satisfy your customer

and will be exactly as represented in regard to quality and

workmanship, demand that your jobber carry a line of

Freeman's Roller Fobs, Chains

and Bracelets

We also make a nice line of LAVALLIERS and

JEWELRY, something that is UP-TO-DATE in every

way and that is calling the attention of the trade as our

orders show.

B. S. FREEMAN CO.
Attleboro Falls, Mass.

Chicago Office, J. T. EDWARDS, Columbus Building

San Francisco Office, JOHN NATHAN, Cor. Geary & Stockton Sts.

JEWELER'S WALL CASE No. 2160

... 
elf you contemplate remodeling your

store, write to us at once. Floor
plans, sketches and specifications
furnished FREE of cost.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE "C"

Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
GRAND RAPIDS :: MICHIGAN

BRANCH FACTORY   Lutke Mfg. Co., Portland, Ore.

NEW YORK OFFICE and SHOWROOM - - - - 724 Broadway

ST. LOUIS OFFICE and SHOWROOM - - 1331 Washington Avenue

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE and SHOWROOM - - 576 Mission Street

Under Our Own Management

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD
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Frauds and Deceptions in Precious
Stones

(Continued from page 113)

name of reconstructed rubies, scientific
rubies or synthetic rubies. They are gener-
ally sold without a guarantee, the buyer
being under the impression that he is buying
a genuine ruby. In one instance, an Ameri-
can gentleman bought such a stone which
he believed had been guaranteed as a ruby,
but when the case came into court, as it

soon did, the dealer showed that he had
written the word "synthetic" in very small
characters in one corner of the bill. The
buyer was, therefore, unable to sustain his
complaint, as the bill did not prove an actual
fraud, although it may have been made with
such intent. They are constantly turning
up, and in almost every instance the buyer
is surprised to find that he does not possess
what he wished to acquire, a true ruby, the
product of Mother Earth.

The buyer who purchases a
gem and does not do so in
clear daylight is apt to be
deceived, for the better the

light the more the beauties or the imperfec-
tions of gems become apparent. In a study

of conditions in many of the cities of nearly

every country in Europe the writer was sur-
prised to note in how many instances the
selling offices for jewels were beautifully

fitted up with hangings and curtains of the
most elegant character, there being fre-

quently several gas or electric lights in the

same small room. This naturally tends to
disguise the off-color in a diamond. It

would also heighten the color of a ruby and

would make an imperfect emerald the
greener, while an inferior pearl would ap-
pear to possess an almost perfect Oriental
sheen. The unsuspecting buyer, purchasing

under such circumstances, rarely realizes

that a thousand miles away his diamond will

not appear so white ; his pearl will not dis-

play its Oriental sheen ; his ruby will not

appear so red, nor his emerald so green, as

when he purchased them in the little room

with the sumptuous hangings and the elec-

tric lights. But what can he do? There
was no guarantee ; he probably did not know

the firm. To begin an international law-

suit would involve great expense, and, in

addition, he would be exposed to the mortifi-

cation of admitting that he was not a com-

petent buyer.

Purchase Gems

by Daylight

The Singhalese

Sapphires

A decade ago a great seller
of jewelry, but one who did
not possess much experience
in purchasing, bought a

number of papers of sapphires from some
Singhalese dealers. As the color to him was

perfect and the price seemed reasonable,
he bought them for the firm with which he
was connected ; but when he examined them
in the United States he was amazed to find
that they were neither so blue nor so even in
color as he expected. In a discussion of the
conditions of purchase he admitted that the
table at which he sat had mirrors on three
sides, the light coming from above. Appar-
ently no gem possesses the power of dispers-
ing color more abundantly than does the
sapphire, and the stones, being in a parcel,
had reflected and rereflected the light until
the entire paper seemed to be of one beauti-
ful, harmonious tone. Away from the mir-
rors the color of many of the stones was not
so blue and that of others was in regular
bands and patches. The purchaser had lost
a large sum of money by not being cogni-
zant of this kind of deception. It is well
known that a sapphire may have but a tiny
tip of blue at the lower, or culette, end, and
yet, if cleverly set, the entire stone will ap-
pear blue. And we must remember that,
while the value of an entirely homogeneous-
colored stone may be several thousands of
dollars, that of one uneven in color may be
only as many hundreds.

Until the year 1905 the black opal was
considered one of the rarest of gems, and
hence it was often sophisticated. At that
time some magnificent examples were dis-
covered in New South Wales, the opal itself
being covered by a black oxide of manga-
nese or some organic coloring. Before that
time, in Mexico and elsewhere, if opals were
very poor in quality—too poor to find a mar-

ket—they were covered with oil, which was

heated over a lamp, the oil turning black and

the opal becoming covered with innumer-

able fissures, each of which absorved the
black burnt oil. Sometimes, again, an opal

was heated and thrust into a black solution,

which also cracked it, the black substance

entering the cracks, which closed up imme-

diately afterward. Then these stones, worth

from ten to fifty cents apiece, were sold to

tourists for as many dollars as they were

worth cents.

Beautifying

Agate

If an agate is thoroughly
heated and boiled in a solu-
tion of Prussian blue it
readily absorbs the color

and retains it for a long time. It then

somewhat resembles lapis lazuli. This ma-

terial has had a large sale in the Alps and

other tourist resorts throughout the world,

the dealer leaving it to the buyer to give a

name to the string of beads, the necklace,

the bracelet or the cuff buttons he offers for

sale. Often he has a rough piece of the
material by him and he can truthfully say

that his objects were cut from it. The
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buyer feels sure that he has the natural
lapis lazuli, whereas it is only a jaspery
agate, too poor in quality to sell as agate,
though it makes an admirable and durable
imitation.

Another substance is sold as the Mont
Blanc ruby or the Indian emerald. When it
is blue it is called African sapphire. This
stone is simply a quartz rock crystal which
has been heated and then dipped in a blue,
red or green solution. The sudden change
of temperature fills the stone with innumer-
able fissures, and the color of the solution
absorbed imparts the natural hue of what-
ever gem the color represents.

The chrysoprase is a translucent variety
of quartz, of a rich, golden green. It has
been found in Silesia, and, more recently,
equally fine specimens have been discovered
in California. When this is pure and free
from flaws it is, although not an expensive
gem, still quite valuable when compared
with common agate. The latter, when col-
ored by a green solution of nickel, does not
possess the golden green color, though it is
sold as chrysoprase in Russia, England,
New York, Colorado and elsewhere. It can
be manufactured for one-fiftieth the cost of
the true chrysoprase.

There are four forms of
turquoise, or the Turkish
stone, as it was originally
called. because it came to

Europe by way of Turkey. The sky-

colored material was called pierre du ciel, or
stone of Heaven. It has been imitated in

four different ways : First, as a blue enamel

which often simulates the color of the tur-

quoise, but the luster is that of glass and not

that rich tone peculiar to this stone ; second,
an imitation has been made by grinding
ivory to an impalpable powder, precipitating

this in a blue copper solution, and then

pressing the product in a hydraulic press,

thus making a blue substance strikingly like

the turquoise in general effect, but brittle

and soft. Then again, a pale gray chal-

cedony is dyed by a solution to make it the

color of a pale turquoise. This has the ad-

vantage of hardness, but has not the correct

color nor the luster. Last, the turquoise it-

self, when mined, is often too pale a blue,

or it is faintly green tinted. This is treated

with a Prussian blue and other blue coloring

matter, coating the stone to a slight depth.

If, however, the stone is broken or abraded

the fact is soon betrayed that this brilliant

hue is not its original color. Many of the

so-called guaranteed turquoises are of this

character. The dealer simply restains the

stone but does not restore its supposed origi-
nal color, notwithstanding the statement

that it is permanent.

Imitations of

Turquoise
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

WE MANUFACTURE

HIGH-GRADE MODERN
JEWELRY STORE FIX-
TURES, SIIOW CASES,
WALL CASES, TABLES
ETC. 

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit, or if you expect to remodel your store, write

us sending your floor plan and we will be pleased to submit plans, drawings and estimates

Exclusive Chainmakers

For the Retail Trade 

We make a specialty of your Chain needs. We
have studied your wants in this line, and can furnish
more desirable stock at better prices than any other
manufacturer. This has been the experience of your
brother retailers who tie to the

THADE-MARK

A& Z LINE
TUADE-MARK

Start the new prosperity period with these Chains, and
results will surprise you.

A&Z MEANS Stylish Goods of High Quality
at a Moderate Price—QUICK TO SELL,
SURE TO SATISFY.

A selection package will convince you.

A & Z CHAIN CO.
MAKERS OF 110 GOLD FILLED CHAINS AND BRACELETS

9 Calender Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York San Francisco Chicago

LEARN ENGRAVING BY
CORRESPONDENCE

COURSE $to.00—payable $3.00 with enrollment, balance
$1.00 per week.

Send $3.00 as first payment. When you receive the first lesson
study it three days. If not up to your expectations return everything
the fourth day and we will return your money.

THE De SELMS WATCH
SCHOOL

293 Perry Street

ATTICA, INDIANA

- te-itihra.ra Vatticriort-t
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.
W. Baltimore St., Baltimore

COMMUNITY

SILVER,

Sterling Flatware

Classic, Louis XVI
Avalon, Flower de Luce
Tipped and Windsor

SILVER NOVELTIES

Your business desired. Correspondence solicited
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The Skyrocket Traveling Sales-
man

Salesmen and salesmanship have been
in recent years the subject of innumerable
volumes, essays and addresses. One of the
finest contributions on the subject, however,
is a book entitled, "Men Who Sell Things,"
by Walter D. Moody. In this volume the
different varieties of salesmen are intelli-

gently discussed, the following interesting

chapter being devoted to what our author
describes as "The Skyrocket Salesman," an
individual well known to all of us:

Nearly every phase of salesmanship has
been made an exhaustive subject of discus-
sion at some time or other, but all too little
has been said or written concerning the

wear-well salesman. Just here, however,'
while we are attempting a description of the
negative types, the skyrocket looms up as

the opposite of the wear-well class, those
who serve as beacon-lights along the shore
of salesmanship.

The skyrocket salesman is ever a signal
of distress, causing much concern to the un-
fortunate house with which he is connected.

A flash in the pan ; a streak of light ; an
outburst of sparks ; a thin line of smoke

marking its meteoric course ; a smell as of
something burning—and all is over but the
drop of the stick ; and who can predict where

that will alight?
But the occasional flash of

Sales-manager's the skyrocket on the horizon
Problem of professional salesman-

ship is sufficient cause for

reflection to the sales-manager, suggesting

the necessity of pointing out the true way

to ultimate success, which is possible only by

surefooted methods, infinite patience, un-

daunted courage and unblemished integrity.

Even when a salesman understands his

line thoroughly and knows how trade condi-

tions stand, much depends on the personal

qualities he brings into play when interview-

ing people.
Selling goods of even the highest class

is arduous work. The salesman must see

that he brings to his task the necessary

strength of character. In no other line of

business is a man so quickly reduced to his

right level as in salesmanship. He cannot

live for long on a false plane.
In brief, salesmanship is a
profession that finds room
for all kinds of minds. But
a man ought not to rate

himself too highly at first. When he suc-

ceeds ill a small way he assuredly will be

asked to fill more important positions.
It is rarely the case that the skyrocket

salesman is designedly unprofessional in his

Many Kinds

of Salesmen

methods. He is by nature oftener impru-
dent, or unacquainted with the character-
istics of the finished salesman, which are
produced only in the school of human en-
deavor taught by Master Results.

Again he may be the victim of bad
training, the result of unrestricted latitude
in business-getting.

It is a regrettable fact that some em-
ployers are not very scrupulous and exact-
ing as to the ways and means employed by
their salesmen, so long as orders are forth-
coming.

They wink at the means, satisfying
their consciences with the fallacious saying
that, fair or foul, it is justified by the end.

Houses that tolerate such
methods, though they do
not actually encourage them,
generally find themselves

victimized by their own men. Sooner or
later either the sheriff or the receiver takes
charge, leaving the unfortunate salesman
to drift into other pursuits, or perchance
find his way into the sales force of a com-
petitive institution, where for the first time
in his career he is given a real introduction
to legitimate, high-grade selling and mer-
chandising methods.

Here the work of the resourceful sales-
manager is put to a true test. If the subject
over which he labors possesses in any degree

the rudiments necessary to the making of a
successful salesman, the make-over process

of true selling education, based on knowl-
edge, character and honesty, begins.

The disaster that may be
expected to result from bad
training in salesmen is ex-
emplified in the experience of

a competitor of our firm. The proprietor of

that house was a pioneer in the business, and

made considerable money in his day. Being

an old man, however, he could not adjust

himself to modern methods. Competition

became too strong for him, and he was

finally forced into bankruptcy. The busi-

ness was taken over by his son, who secured

enough money from his wife's people to

settle his father's indebtedness at about

twenty-five cents on the dollar. The

younger man possessed some of his father's

peculiarities, which bordered on the lack of

principle. His remaining assets were in the

nature of a college education that he did

not seem to know what to do with, and a
skimmed-milk knowledge of the business.

In spite of these handicaps he sur-
rounded himself with a fairly capable staff

of salesmen, and he really had a working

chance to make a success of his undertaking.

He started in to manage his business from

an office chair, and that kind of manage-

Dishonesty

a Boomerang

An Instructive

Experience
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ment soon runs its course. Like the foolish
man who turns on the light to look for a
burglar, he stood out boldly in the glare of
his unpractical methods, while his salesmen
worked out his ruin, doing about as they
pleased, secure in the shadow of their graft.
Those of the men who had been upright
soon lapsed into careless indifference.
Others robbed their employer under his very
nose, with little fear of prosecution, be-
cause he was in such bad financial straits
that he did not dare to make a move. In
three years ruin and disgrace fell upon that
house, and it was again forced out of busi-
ness, this time for good.

By no means are all sky-
Reforming rocket salesmen worth the
the Skyrocket effort to save them, but this

can be determined only by
giving each a fair chance. The trying-out
process will usually demonstrate that they
possess marked salesmanship ability, which
is susceptible of high culture under the
right tutorage.

To harness their enthusiasm with judg-
ment, create in them singleness of purpose,
impregnate their selling talk with logical,
honest arguments, and endow them with
wear-well qualities requires patience ; but all
this is possible of accomplishment under a
firm hand.

Is it worth while?
Certainly. The best salesmen any

house ever employed are secured in this
way ; but there must be a good foundation
to build on. The trouble is, many employers

will not be bothered with this class. As
soon as they discover their weaknesses, out
the weaklings go. And what comes then?

Order-takers, perhaps, to fill their places.
Give me enthusiasm—even though per-

verted—rather than indolence.

Novel Uses for Phonographs

The Board of Health of Memphis,

Tenn., is to enlist the phonograph to aid in

the fight against tuberculosis. A series of

brief lectures on the dreaded disease have

been composed, telling how to avoid it and

what to do if contracted. A big phono-

graph will be placed on first one street cor-

ner and then another in the business section,

and after introductory selections from light

operas the lecture will be given.
Many are the devices used by the

police, but none is more interesting than the

phonograph as it will be used by the coro-

ner's department in Chicago. Records will

be made of the last denials or confessions of

murderers about to pay the life penalty, and

the dying statements of persons who have

met with foul play.
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TAKE NOTE

The REMINDER WATCH

Say!
How about an alarm watch with silvery

ring?
Your customers have to keep appoint-

ments.
Some of them have to time mechanical

processes.
No more forgetting!
Show the

REMINDER WATCH
As handsome as it is convenient.
Right size ; good timekeeper.
Gun Metal case ; inside case forms Bell.
Set by third hand for any hour and minute.

BIG SALES!

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

The REMINDER WATCH

A SENSATION

RINGS any time desired. Set by third hand. Inside
case serves as Bell. Handsome Gun Metal Case.

Good timekeeper. TRY ONE.

Actual Size

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Eagle Comb

WE call your attention to the above illustration.
Our EAGLE COMB, which is the most

perfect design that was ever produced in the line
of rhinestone comb mounts, is set with hundreds
of the best sparkling brilliants.

The mount is like all our other many designs, made of
four-prong settings, soldered together and mounted on heavy
shell or amber combs. We also manufacture RHINESTONE
HAT PINS of all descriptions.

We will be glad to send on approval a selection package
of our many designs to reliable concerns.

JOSEPH W. HELLER
59 Page Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

•

PIiNci5 OF
QVALITY 

'1.

WI-IAT IT
MEANS

EVERY RING STAMPED <ISI>

That it IS solid gold,
1.0 K. plump.

Quality and workman-
ship the highest—cou

D 

-

6 

pled with our twenty-
live years of experience
of knowing how to

make The Ring Line
That Sells.We Send

tielection Packages

At your request, our salesmen in your territory will call

Niagara Ring Mfg. Co.
OFFICES AND FACTORY

534 Main Street, BUFFALO
Branch Office, 201 Aragon Bldg., 8th & Walnut Ste., Kansas City, Mo.
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Some Questions Answered

Among the great number of letters de-
livered daily to THE KEYSTONE are some
which make specific inquiry on matters out-
side of the technical field. Some of these
bear upon problems in merchandizing;
many strike the same keynote. Such as can
be answered openly, to the general interest
of readers, are laid aside for reply in these

columns, after a private acknowledgment;
and we now take up the belated duty of
emptying the pigeon-hole and replying in
brief to our correspondents in this public

way, confident that many readers will find

some of their own problems solved thereby.

ED. KEYSTONE a half dozen cus-
tomers are waiting their "turn" (as fre-
quently happens at Christmas), should
ladies receive the first attention, even if a
male customer entered the store before
them?

Certainly not. As far as the salesman

is concerned one customer before the

counter is exactly the equal of every other,

and they should be waited on impartially.

'rhe question of courtesy must be settled

among the customers themselves If a gen-

tleman yields his "turn" to a lady it should

be on his own motion, not on your sugges-

tion. The company before the counter is a

pure democracy—"first come, first served."

ED. KEYSTONE :—Can I fit myself for
an optician in a two weeks' course at an
optical school? How much of the science
can I learn in that time?

Not enough to learn how little you

have learned.

ED. KEYSTONE :—My partner is an
old man; I am twenty-three. He is rich,
made all his money in this store, while I
have only my watchmaking skill, because
of which (and his affection for my
father) he gave me a third interest. We
now do not agree as to the best policy. I
think we ought to add some extra lines
and spread out ; but the old man is slow
as molasses in winter when it comes to
making any innovations. Would I not do
better, with my progressive ideas, to start
for myself, rather than be tied up to this
ancient?

Young man, if you are wise you'll cling

to the "ancient." Ten to one he is right in

this particular instance. His actual past

success is a better argument than your

dream of a greater success. It is likely that

he knows his community ; keep him in the

foreground and stand yourself in his

shadow. And—frankly, now—isn't your

hat a little bigger than when in the old

man's employ ? And has it occurred to you

that he is old—and may not live forever?

Wait!

ED. KEYSTONE :—My competitor has
been selling goods below cost since No-
vember isth. What would you do to
meet him?

Do? Do nothing—say nothing—and

"saw wood." He—or his creditors—will

soon tire.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I made an offer by
mail for a joblot of goods; two days
later I withdraw the offer, but was an-
swered, "Too late." When was the bar-
gain completed?

If the seller's acceptance of the offer

was deposited in the postoffice (or if the

goods had been delivered to the express

company for shipment) before the notice

of the withdrawal of the offer had been re-
ceived by the seller, the bargain was com-

pleted and the goods were sold. You are

obliged to take them.

ED. KEYSTONE:—When is it expedi-
ent to advertise reduced prices on the
ground that the merchant must raise cash
at once to pay pressing bills?

Very, very rarely, if ever. The com-

munity need not thus be taken into the

jeweler's confidence. If the reason given is

a fact, the admission would certainly hurt

his credit in his local bank as well as in the

buying centers. At best it seems like the

last resource of dejection and poor business.

It is a dangerous, weak and undignified

proceeding.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I was asked to be
stakeholder of a bet in the recent elec-
tion. Was I wise to refuse?

If you are a purist in morals, yes; if

you are simply an everyday business man,

no. You were complimented for your hon-

esty—why not give two men the proof that

you deserved their confidence?

ED. KEYSTONE :—How long would I
have to be under instruction to become an
expert engraver?

Possibly four months; possible a thou-

sand years. The writer verily believes an

eternity would not suffice for him. It isn't

in him—just as it isn't in some people to be-

come expert violinists, while an untrained

Italian street boy will make the instrument

talk and laugh and wail at nearly the first

attempt. But you can become a good en-

graver, mechanically, in from four to eight

months.

En. KEYSTONE :—I am asked by a job-
ber to send notes for my overdue account.
Would not my giving notes affect my
credit more than to let the account stand
open until I can pay it, because the notes
would go into other hands (thus adver-
tising my hard-up condition), while
otherwise no one but the jobber would
know of it?

No. The jobber is entitled to your

prompt compliance with his request for

notes. It is with him that your credit will

suffer if you refuse ; for your credit at your
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home bank will not suffer if you pay the

notes ; and the other hands through whom

the notes go are not concerned.

ED. KEYSTONE the second floor
in the principal business block a better
location than the ground floor on a side
street a half block off from the main
street?

No. The largest number of shoppers

is feminine ; and the average woman would

rather walk half a block than climb a stair-

way.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I do not owe more
than I can easily pay. I can get straight
tips on sure things in stock speculations.
A friend made $6000 last month in
"margin" operations. I am warned that
I will be criticized by my straight-laced
customers if I speculate; but am I not
justified in availing myself of my inside
knowledge of stock movements?

Of course you have a right to do with

your own money as you please, if you owe

no one and if your manner of spending is

not hurtful to the public good ; but don't

speculate on "straight tips" and "sure

things." Only a very few very big finan-

ciers can give straight tips, and that sort

will not. And even then "sure things"

often go wrong because they are crossed by
the plans of other big operators. More

money has been lost on "straight tips" than

would pay the national debt. Better stick to

'jewelry, which is sure, though it may be

slow.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have served three
years with a jeweler, the last year as his
head salesman. A friend loaned me
$2000, and I have saved $t000, so I de-
cided to start for myself. My late em-
ployer has turned on me savagely, sneer-
ing at "that little Jew" to all who enter
his store. I am doing well in my venture,
but am getting tired of his abuse. Would
you try to "get back" at him?

No. Mind your own business and let
him do all the abusing. The more he talks

against you the better for you—for people

will remember that he thought well enough

of you to make you his righthand man.

The American public always has sympathy

for the under dog in a fight. When a man

throws mud he soils his own fingers most.

Let him alone. He is doing you lots of

good. "Say nothing and saw wood."

En. KEYSTONE :—My jobber and I
differ as to the net amount I owe him.
If I send him my check, on which is
written, "In full of account," will not his
endorsement thereon be a receipt "in
full"?
No. The person who writes the check

may say what he pleases on the face of it—

that it is given in payment of a watch, when
it is actually in payment of a ring, or that it

is payment "in full"; but the endorser is not

bound by any such statements written on its

face. His endorsement simply shows that

he received the amount named in the check.
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
Op to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

• 
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47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 25 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

11.

t -tLolit/a,

57 Washington Street
Chicago
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The Making of Diamonds

What Has Been Done by the Maker of
Artificial Gems

The diamond has a most event-
An Historic ful history. No single country
Gem claims to be its birthplace, nor

is it always found under the
same conditions. Its home may be in India or South
America, Australia or South Africa, Russian Lap-
land or the plains of Arizona. It has been dis-
covered among the pebbles in a stream, imbedded
in the bowlders of an igneous rock, in gold-
washings, in meteoric iron, and (if we can believe
Sindbad the Sailor) in beefsteaks brought up
from inaccessible valleys by eagles and vultures.
It varies in color no less than in weight. It may
be white (or what naturalists call colorless), with
an occasional tinge of yellow, red, orange, green
and sometimes black.

Ever since the old Greeks called it adamas
(the invincible), the diamond has exercised a
peculiar fascination. To discover its composition
hundreds of gems have been destroyed. Com-
posed of only one element, and that the common-
est in Nature, it stands alone among precious
stones and constitutes a class by itself. Many
strange tales have gathered round its quest. We
read of diamond hunters, diamond smugglers,
diamond thieves and diamond makers. It has
been counterfeited in paste and actually produced
by chemical art. In fact, there is and always
has been a diamond cult.

How does Nature make the
How Nature diamond? That is Nature's
Makes Diamonds secret, which nobody knows.

Various theories, ranging from
the suggestion of a vegetable process to the
crystallization of carbon at great depths under
the earth's surface, have been propounded. Sir
David Brewster maintained that the diamond was
fossilized resin deposited from the sap of a plant,
just as a peculiar variety of flint is found in the
branches of the bamboo. This view was accepted
by Jameson, the famous mineralogist of his day;
it was also favored by Petzholdt, who based his
conclusion upon an examination of the ash which
is sometimes left after a diamond is burned.
Others have maintained that the diamond is made
from carbon which has crystallized after being
in a liquid condition. Intense heat and pressure,
it is said, have liquefied carbonic acid, and as the
liquid cooled the formation of the diamond began.

Others, again, have maintained
Another that the diamond has been
Theory crystallized from molten iron.

A remarkable discovery of six-
teen years ago lends support to this view. It was
supposed that the plain of Arizona contained a
vein of iron from the fact that many pieces of
the metal, some of them of considerable weight,
were found lying on its surface. The iron was
pronounced to be meteoric, and when an attempt
was made to cut one of the pieces it was found
to contain hard grains which resisted cutting.
These grains were declared to be diamonds. The
declaration made such an impression that one of
our distinguished scientists suggested that the
diamonds which have been found under isolated
conditions in sands or gravels on the surface of
the ground may have had a meteoric origin. It
is well known that acids will dissolve iron and
leave a diamond unaffected. The atmosphere will
do the same if the iron be exposed to it long
enough. Had the Arizona iron been left exposed
the diamonds, in the course of time, would have
been liberated, and be found distributed over the
soil. Hence the conjecture that single diamonds
picked up occasionally on superficial deposits,
though regarded as minerals, may have had an
extra-terrestrial origin.

After all, there is evidently no
Nature's single mode of origin common
Varying Methods to all diamonds. The latest

conclusion is that, in different
deposits, the gem has been made in different ways.
When it occurs in a crystalline igneous rock—
as in India, Lapland, and South Africa—it is
supposed that it was during the cooling and sub-
sequent solidifying of the rock, after passing
through a melted condition caused by volcanic
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agencies, that the diamond crystallized, its carbon
being either present as part of the rock or derived
from some carbonaceous source outside of it.
When, on the other hand, the diamond occurs, as
in Brazil, with crystals of quartz, it has evidently
been made in a different way. The scientific name
of quartz is itacolumite ; it belongs to the group
of rocks known as metamorphic. This means
that the rock was originally deposited from a
watery solution, and probably even at an ordinary
temperature. In Brazil the earlier diamond hunt-
ers searched for their treasure below the beds of
rivers, digging through the upper clay to the
quartz vein beneath and finding the gem there.
In this case the conjecture is that the diamond
was made in the same way as the quartz in which
it is found. This, however, brings us no further
than the point at which we started. Nothing is
known regarding the character of the solution by
which the diamond is deposited in its matrix, and
so the natural origin of the gem is still to a great
extent shrouded in mystery.

But though the secret has been
Composition so well preserved, the corn-
of the Diamond position of the diamond itself

has long been known. The
ancients had no suspicion of the true nature of
the element of which the diamond is made. They
fancied it was a kind of crystal. Even as late
as the middle of the eighteenth century, an
authority on physics defined its composition as
"the purest and finest earth, the most ethereal
fire, and the most limpid water." Modern
chemistry has changed all that. The most refined
experiments of Lavoisier in France and of Davy
in England have proved that the diamond is pure
carbon in a crystalline state. This conclusion,
however, was not accepted without question. It
was hard to believe that the precious gem and
the common element carbon were one and the
same thing. Accordingly Guyton de Morveau
made further experiments with a view to con-
firming or rejecting the conclusions of Lavoisier
and Davy. Morveau's method was so different
from the usual procedure that we cannot help
admiring its boldness and ingenuity. It is well
known that a piece of soft iron, when heated
with charcoal or carbon, absorbs some of the
charcoal and becomes steel. Morveau substituted
diamond for charcoal, and he converted a frag-
ment of soft iron into steel identical in every
respect with the steel produced by the usual
method. The question of the composition of the
diamond was thus finally determined.

No other gem consists of one,
A Single and only one, element, and this
Element apparent simplicity has not

only attracted artificial produc-
tion, but has also been the insuperable barrier
which has hindered success. Artificial diamonds
have certainly been made, but on such a small
scale that they have been practically useless. By
the term artificial we do not mean a glass or paste
imitation, but the real substance, so made by
chemical art that the product is the same in every
respect as that made by Nature. Different work-
ers have employed different methods, and with
varying success. In 1853 the method of Despretz
consisted of depositing carbon by the disruptive
action of the electric spark in a large vacuum
tube. The carbon was deposited on platinum
wires, and the deposit, when viewed under the
microscope, had certain remarkable features. At
the ends of the wires some points were seen
which experts pronounced to be octahedral
crystals—the form in which Nature gives us the
diamond. In color they were black and white.
Tested upon hard stones, the substance polished a
ruby. As diamond is the only substance that
polishes ruby, the deposit was pronounced to be
the powder of the diamond.

The next notable attempt was
Hannay's made in the direction of dis-
Method solving carbon in a liquid.

Sugar or salt dissolved in a
liquid leaves the crystals of sugar or salt behind
when the liquid has evaporated. In the same
way, if we could dissolve carbon, either as char-
coal or lamp-black, and by the evaporation of the
liquid allow the dissolved carbon to separate out,
it would probably crystallize in the lustrous form
of diamond. In i88o J. B. Hannay, a Glasgow
chemist, conducted a series of valuable investiga-
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tions on the solubility of solids in gases, and
claimed the discovery of a solvent for carbon.
He was the first to dissolve silica in a gas. He
found that the metal lithium could separate the
carbon from a hydrocarbon—that is, from a com-
pound of hydrogen and carbon. He placed lithium
and kerosene—the latter being the hydrocarbon
—and some sperm oil in strong wrought iron
sealed tubes, which were then exposed to enor-
mous pressure and high temperature. Out of nu-
merous experiments only a few had a measure of
success, Hannay's difficulty being to get tubes
strong enough to resist the heavy pressure and
the intense heat. Though the sides of the tubes
were 31/2 inches thick, they exploded as if built of
cardboard. Hannay expected that the carbon,
separated by the lithium, would dissolve in the
sperm oil, and that when the solution cooled the
carbon would crystallize in the form of a dia-
mond. The result was a crystalline mass. It
was diamond, but in the form of a fine sand.

The next worker in the same
Moissan's field was the French chemist
Experiments Moissan, whose researches on

the distillation of metals have
attained a world-wide fame. Moissan used molten
iron as the solvent. He placed carbon in an iron
cylinder, and put the cylinder in a bath of boiling
iron in the electric furnace with its temperature
of 3500 deg. C. The cylinder, under these con-
ditions, became soaked with carbon. The hot mass
was then plunged into cold water. This solidified
the molten iron. Molten iron, like water, expands
as it solidifies. Moissan thus produced a strong
solid crust which held the inner molten mass in
its grip. As the inner mass cooled its expansion
produced an enormous pressure. Under this pres-
sure the dissolved carbon separated out in a
crystallized form. The size of the crystals did
not exceed one-fiftieth of an inch across, but they
proved to be absolute diamonds by withstanding
all the known tests. They were completely com-
bustible in air, they yielded carbonic acid gas as
the sole product of combustion, and possessed the
hardness and refractive qualities of the natural
gem.

More recently a method of artificial produc-
tion has been devised by Friedlander. A piece
of olivine—the glassy, translucent species of silica,
of a light olive color—after being fused under
the blowpipe, was stirred with a rod of soft car-
bon. On cooling, the silicate was found to con-
tain a number of crystals which were even smaller
than those obtained by Moissan. The crystals
had the diamond or octahedral shape, they resisted
acids, were refractive, burned in air, and scratched
ruby.

The investigations of Moissan
Clue to and Friedlander, apart alto-
Nature's Method gether from the size of their

artificial diamonds, are valu-
able in one respect. They afford a plausible
theory as to Nature's mode of working. Moissan
helps to solve the mystery as regards the dia-
monds found in meteoric iron. Friedlander does
the same with regard to those of South Africa—
that they may have been formed by molten silicate
acting on a carbonaceous material. The problem,
however, may be solved otherwise. It is quite
possible that if Moissan's process dealt with a
few pounds of iron instead of with a few ounces,
subjected to greater pressure and higher tempera-
ture, the result would be larger diamonds. It
is in this direction, judging from the conditions
already known, that success seems to lie. A
higher temperature than 3500 deg. C. has just
been produced. It has been accomplished by Sir
Andrew Noble in exploding cordite in a closed
chamber. A temperature of 5200 deg. C. was
reached, and a pressure of fifty tons to the square
inch. The temperature melted carbon, and from
the melted carbon diamonds were naturally ex-
pected. On analyzing the carbon in the explosion
chamber, minute diamonds were found in it, prov-
ing that before crystallization the element had
passed through a liquid condition. These results
may be the forerunners of a greater achievement.
The crystals already produced artificially, though
inapplicable, for ornament and having no com-
mercial existence, may be the first fruits of the
secret which Nature shall yet give up. And when
she does, the chemist will not be surprised.—
Chambers's Journal.
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Art Goods That Are Different

No. 1994. Height, 113 inches
Fine Ormolu Gold
Itand Burnished

TO SHOW THEM IS TO SELL THEM

Popular taste demands novelty—something different
from the conventional styles. Our line of fine metal goods
fills this demand exactly. The goods are of the artistic
kind that enrich and give variety to regular stock: They
include

Electric and Gas Portables, Newels, Electro-
hers, Bronze Figures, Art Glass Domes and
Shades, Clocks, Vases, Plateaux, Candel-
abra, Candlesticks

' 
Inkstands, Photograph

Frames, Bronzes, Clock Top Ornaments,
Clock Sets, Flower Holders, Epergnes,
Kerosene Lamps

A glance at our catalogue of these goods will show you
the weakness in your stock and suggest the remedy. The
newness of the styles, the graceful models and rich finish
will fascinate customers of refinement, and enhance at the
same time your prestige and profits.

Ask for Catalog 31 showing Gas and Electric Goods,
Electroliers, etc., and No. 30 showing Clocks and

other metal fancy goods, as above.
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Electrolier No. 6079 6083. Height, 25 inches
High-Grade Art Glass Shade
A Iso made as a Gas Portable

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO.[ 
WINSTED, CONNECTICUT Station J

New York Salesroom, 46 West Broadway, A. H. HOAG & CO.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL ° CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship In the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co. 
Salesroom, Office and Factory

Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO

January, 1909

American Pearls

THE KEYSTONE

Increasing Interest in the Gems—The Crop
Growing Annually—Their Value a

Trade Puzzle

ED. KEYSTONE you please give us
about as complete a lot of facts as you may
readily be able to in a brief way concerning pearls.
We have many persons bringing in to us for ex-
amination little white jiggers they "found in an
oyster," and they generally want to know all about
what they are, the possible value, how they are
altered to make them ready for the market, in
what pearls are generally found, if they need
polishing to finish them, etc.

I am satisfied many other jewelers would read
an article on this subject with much interest, as
my experience has been that they invariably say
as little as possible to such inquirers simply to
not expose their own ignorance of the subject.

Yours truly,
PEARLS.

Our subscriber directs attention to a
subject on which there seems to be much
need of enlightenment.. The publication,'
therefore, of "The Book of the Pearl," by
Dr. Geo. F. Kunz, is quite timely and we re-
print from this treatise the following ex-
tract relative to the matter on which our
subscriber requests information:

American fresh-water pearls
have had many prejudices
to overcome, often because
of the natural indifference

in regard to anything that is found at home
or is easily obtainable. It has been said that,
in comparison with foreign pearls, they had
less specific gravity ; that they were not so
hard, and that their luster was not as good.
It is certain, however, that the skin is gener-
ally smooth, and although they may not
have so peculiar an orient, their brilliancy
equals that of any known pearls. Some-
times they are translucent and either pink or
of a faintly bluish tint, like molten silver.
More frequently their hue is white, rose,
pale yellow, or pale copper, deepening to
copper red until they resemble the most in-
tense and highly polished copper button.

According to the estimates of the value
of European fresh-water pearls given by sev-
enteenth and eighteenth century writers, their
worth was considered to be one-half that of
oriental pearls of approximately the same
quality. Few European pearls, we feel sure,
were ever found that possessed the wonder-
ful beauty and brilliancy of the pearls
found either in the Miami or the Mississippi
and its many tributaries.

So
Poorer Qualities 

poo rgerre a t 
quality
a  q ua n toi t of hfy pe atrl the

Abundant have been found, princi-
pally in the Mississippi Val-

ley, that a foreign dealer has bought 30,000
ounces of baroque pearls at $1 an ounce,
and of the slightly better grades fully $100,-
000 worth were obtained in the year 1906.
The exportation was strictly limited to the
poorer qualities. When pearls are worth
from $1 to $6 a grain and upward, they are
rarely sent abroad, as the regular pearls of
this quality are much appreciated by Ameri-
cans, and find a ready sale in the United
States. The poor pearls above mentioned
were principally sent to New York, either
from the local fisheries, or else through the

Fresh Water

Pearls

dealers in sweet-water shells, in lots of a
fraction of an ounce, or in bags weighing
a number of pounds. Thirty thousand
ounces would equal 18,180,000 grains.

After all the fine pearls have been se-
lected—buttons, baroques, turtlebacks, hay-
stacks, wings, petals and other pearls that
can be used in any way as a jewel on this
side of the water—the balance of the mate-
rial is sold by the ounce, varying from $1 to
$5. Thgse are shipped to Germany, France
and Austria, where they are again selected
for cheaper forms of jewelry than are made
in the United States. Of these pearls the
baroques and slugs go mainly to Germany,
while the somewhat finer ones are sent to
France, where they are used in artistic but
inexpensive work, such as flowers and other
imitative forms, and in art nouveau jewelry.
Some, again, are shipped to Algiers, Mo-
rocco and Egypt for the decoration of sad-
dles, garments, etc., and quantities go to
India to be used for medicinal purposes. In
this way all the material is utilized and even
the poorest is not wasted. No better proof
can be required of the widespread apprecia-
tion of the pearl among all the races of
mankind.

American Pearls thoe 
efixntedzsigive fhasAmbeecroiemane

pearls that great quantities
have been gathered to-

gether of all varieties. At the time of this
writing there are many large single lots of
these pearls, slightly irregular, and not of
fine quality, but yet of sufficient regularity
of size to be termed baroques. At one time
such quantities were gotten together that
single papers of pearls, weighing one-
fourth, one-half, one, two or three grains
each, contained more than io,000 grains,
and quantities of the wing and dog-tooth
varieties weighing as much as 20,000 grains
were enclosed in a single paper.

So prolific has been the yield of these
common American pearls that the markets
of Europe and Asia have almost been
flooded with them. In 1906 a single ship-
ment of 3500 ounces, troy (equaling over
2,100,000 grains), were sent abroad, at
prices varying from $1 to $15 per ounce,
according to the quality. This alone would
represent a worth of $30,000 at one time.

The turtleback is a form quite prevalent
among American pearls, and they are often
matched in pairs slightly resembling each
other and weighing from 10 to wo or more
grains for each pair. Some of them are
lustrous and many are of very good color
and regular in form. Although differing
but little in shape they naturally are much
less expensive than a finer formed pearl, and
many of them have been sold for link but-
tons, and more especially for earscrews.
Although they formerly sold for 50 cents a
grain they are now held at from $1 to $8
per grain.

Exported

In regard to the prices of
Finer American some of the finer American
Pearls pearls, one of 15 grains, of

wonderful brilliancy, luster
and perfection, was sold for more than
$25oo—$166 a grain, or a base value of over
$1 r a grain. Two extraordinary well-
matched button pearls, weighing a trifle
over 30 grains, were held at about $3500, or
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$115 a grain, a base value of about $8 a
grain.

At the time of this writing there are for
sale in the United States a pair of button
earrings, almost round, not of absolutely
perfect color, weighing about 140 grains,
the price being $6000 ; a round, slightly
ovate pearl, not of the finest color, weighing
85 grains, held at $3500; and a wonderful
pearl with a rich faintly pink luster, round,
but slightly button on each side, weighing
about 44 grains, and beautiful as are Ameri-
can pearls, is held at a fanciful valuation of
over $60oo.

The cupidity of many of the American
pearl finders and pearl dealers cannot be
exceeded even by that of the foreign pearl
finder in any other land, and this is shown
by the variety of materials that from time to
time are sold to the unsuspecting public, or
that are sent to pearl dealers in the large
cities. This is surprising and suggests
either that the sender believes the pearl
dealers are not familiar with these decep-
tions, or else that he himself has been im-
posed upon, and is innocent in his commer-
cial deceit. Among the notable examples
are, first, spheres made out of the various
shells, either from a good part of the ma-
terial or from hinge material, or else from
the spot where the mussel is attached, these
pieces of the shell being rounded and pol-
ished ; such spheres vary in color from white
to pink or yellow, just as the shell itself may
have been colored. Second, the pupils of
fish-eyes ; third, imitation pearls ; fourth,
yellow or brown translucent or transparent
masses of hinge-binding material having no
greater hardness than horn, and about the
same appearance. The most interesting,
however, are the absolutely beautiful,
smooth spheres of anthracite coal, which ad-
mits of a rich polish and has a peculiar
luster ; these they attempt to pass off as
black pearls.

Wrapping

Pearls for

Shipment

If a list were kept of the
thousand and one different
methods of wrapping Ameri-
can pearls for shipment to
the larger cities, it would

show how much ingenuity is displayed in
environments that frequently differ very
much from each other. A box that has con-
tained the pills that relieved him of fever,
ague and other ills due to swamps and damp
climates, serves a secondary purpose for the
fortunate finder of a pearl in forming a
receptacle in which he can ship it to the
greater market. Sometimes they are sewed
in leather cut from gloves and shoes, or in
strips of cloth, generally of the humbler
varieties, such as calico and blue jean ; in
other cases they are wrapped in tissue paper
and newspaper, and occasionally they are
packed in boxes made by hollowing out a
bit of wood, a cover being nailed over the
opening.

The majority of conch pearls which are
carried by individuals to New York, Lon-
don or Paris, are generally brought in small
papers or bits of cloth, each pearl being
wrapped separately. Usually there are a
few white ones, a few yellow, a few pale
pink, occasionally a few of a very beautiful
rich pink, and once in a great while a fine,
large pearl appears.
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THE STANDARD LINE OF

Seamless Rings
which stand out in bold contrast with other makes, compel
attention and assure quick sales at good - profit prices.
Artistic novelty and attractiveness of design are noted
characteristics of our line. Great wealth of new styles and
patterns in SCARF PINS, EAR KNOBS, Etc.

The Morgan Jewelry Co.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

62 Page Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Main Office and Factory
95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Chicago Office, 131 Wabash Ave. New York Office, I I Maiden Lane

Prompt Service 

A complete stock and increased
facilities place us in a position to
fill ALL your HOLIDAY RUSH
ORDERS " AT ONCE."

IRONS & RUSSELL CO.
BUILDERS OF EMBLEMS

H. KROLL & CO.
MAKERS

36 & 38 John Street

NEW YORK

Mountings that help sell
Diamonds

4411THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 56 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Fin-
ish, Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price.Send for catalogue

1850

Alois Kohn & Co. —
1908

16-103 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

WRITE

Effective
All -Glass

SHOW
CASES

The Diamond Show Case Co.
2210 Superior Viaduct

Cleveland, OhioNEW YORK OFFICE
733 Broadway
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January First: "Man Wanted"

By JOHN TWEEZER

The kind of man that is wanted is

wanted on every day in the year : January

First, here named, is simply one of the days

of the three hundred and sixty-five in which

the demand for him sounds loud and clear.

The kind of man that is wanted—here,

there, everywhere—is one that is true to his

sense of duty. Do you get that?—"True to

his sense of duty." Wait, here, until that

idea sinks into your consciousness. You'll

not get any good out of this reading until

you fully appreciate what it is to be "true to

the sense of duty." Let us look into it.

The sense of duty embraces more than

the strict following of the rules and instruc-

tions of your employer. It involves your
obligations to yourself as well, and to your

community, your country and your Master.

The "man wanted" must appreciate the all-

around nature of "duty." He must not only

have the sense of duty, but he must be true

to that sense. Otherwise, he will not long

be "wanted." He will fall back into the

vast sea on whose tide floats the flotsam of
useless humanity—the derelicts and wrecks,

the waifs and strays.

This sense of duty will impel you to

give the best that is in you to the work in
which you are employed. It will require

you to earn your salary and more; to do
not only the specific things in the range of

your routine but to keep an eye open for
opportunities to be of service outside your
prescribed tasks ; to do all that is required
of you, and then some more. It will keep

your eyes off the minute-hand of the clock;
it will cause you to wear out the soles of

your shoes instead of the seat of your
trousers ; it will make you unswervingly
loyal to your employer, if he is a "man."

And if he isn't a whole man? If he
lacks the sense of duty ; if he fails to give a
square deal to the community ; if he falters
with the truth in his representations to con-
fiding customers; if he isn't white all
through—what then?

This, then: Your sense of duty to the
community will require that you protest to
your employer against his injustice to the
public; and, if you are not immediately
"bounced" in consequence, your sense of
duty to yourself will require that you with-
draw from his service. You can't continue
in such association without harm to your
own ideals ; you are bound to degenerate
under the influence of such example. You
can't play with pitch and stay clean.

Do not fear that you will not soon se-
cure another position, if you are persis-
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tently "true to your sense of duty." The
world's work is piling up and must be done.
MEN are wanted as never before. There
are more places than there are real men—
ask any large employer and he will tell you
so. In the last decade all the standards of
business integrity have been lifted to a
higher plane; there is a general appreciation
of the economic wisdom of "playing fair."
The moral uplift of the times is shown more
in the lines of trade than in any other direc-
tion. Managers are pointing the way to the
preachers ; the Golden Rule is interpreted
in the office before it is heard from the pul-
pit. Do not doubt you will find a place if
the right stuff is in you. "Man wanted."

But be sure that your sense of duty em-
braces all the elements of duty. You may
be honest ; but being merely honest will not
entitle you to the claims of a man, if you
are lazy with it. You may be industrious;
but you must be intelligently industrious,
must give purpose to your industry. You
may abstain from liquor and tobacco and
swearing and all the weaknesses of the
flesh ; but these virtues will not wholly avail
if you habitually go about with a long face
and a sigh. A "green" salesman will get
business where a "blue" one will fail. The
"man wanted" is the cheerful fellow who
is true to the sense of all his duties.

If you are such a man have no fear of
the future. The world is eagerly searching
for you—the time, the place and the man
will come together. It all lies with you :
remain true to your sense of duty.

In life's small things be resolute and great
To keep thy muscle trained : know'st thou when

Fate
Thy measure takes, or when she'll say to thee,
"I find thee worthy ; do this thing for me"?

"Man Wanted." The man here wanted
is almost as scare as the wanted kind of
employee.

This "man wanted" is not a clerk to
help build up the prosperity of a "boss," but
a "boss" to help build up the character and
capacity of a clerk.

He must undertake a difficult job. It
is much easier to be a successful merchant
than a successful "boss." The merchant
deals with inanimate things—the "boss" has
to do with a human soul. One watch is of
the type of another ; sugar bowls, brooches,
clocks, are of the same kind in the general
kind of each ; but of clerks there are no
two alike in mental and moral constitution.
The merchant may succeed as such ; but it is
"Man wanted" when he turns his hand to
bossship.

There is a large moral question in-
volved in the relations of an employer to his
subordinates. Their minds are generally
plastic and easily take impressions that re-
main in permanent fixture. He can mould
them as he will, because of the confidence
they feel that what he does is right. It
therefore should be his constant effort to
start them in the direction of right thinking
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and right doing; and his own example is the
most potent influence with them. He vir-
tually creates their business ideals ; and it
requires a manly man to create or develop
character in another. Indeed, in striving
to uplift them, by example, he often uplifts
himself; for good example, as Portia said
of mercy, "blesseth him that gives and him
that takes." In living up to the standards
that he requires of them he helps his own
soul's salvation.

But the merchant can also do much, as
a man, in inspiring such respect, friendship
and loyalty among his subordinates that he
will reap the fruits of their devotion. Loy-
alty makes obedience a joy and effort a
pleasure. Loyalty accepts discipline in the
spirit of the desire to do better, and gladly
yields to the higher judgment which con-
flicts with its own shallow conclusions.
How to foster this quality of loyalty and
make it creative should be the earnest study
of the merchant man.

Of course it involves good treatment
generally—consideration for inexperience,
leniency for accidents, sympathy in bad for-
tune and adequate pay. But over and
above these considerations the one thing
needful (and generally overlooked) is judi-
cious praise.

Praising can be easily overdone. The
danger is in the very ease of giving it, and
the certainty that it brings pleasure ; and a
kindly nature is at risk of lavishing it, in-
stead of portioning it discreetly. When it is
not sincere it runs into flattery ; when it is
actuated on/y by self-interest it is hypocrisy.
And it must be tempered to him who is to
receive it, for sometimes it creates a self-
satisfaction which is content with present
attainments ; and sometimes it stimulates
vanity, and so debases character. The
"man wanted" will know just when to with-
hold it and when to pay it out.

Don't overlook this fact—the majority
of employees try to please. But how few of -
them know that they please, outside the evi-
dence that they "hold their jobs"? Their
nerves are all a-tingle with pleasure when
the rare praise conies, and then and there
their zeal is freshened newly. They resolve
to increasingly deserve your good opinion.
Praise is part of your intangible capital that
pays dividends without an investment ; it ois
the most profitable stock in your mental
warehouse; it costs nothing, not even effort.
And it means so much to those who hunger
for recognition of good work.

"Man Wanted": In the office, in the
factory, on the road ; in the family, in the
town's affairs, in the State ; in the pulpit
and on the judge's bench ; in literature, in
science and in art ; in the daytime of success
and in the night of despair ; in the storm of
public passion, in the peace of selfish
apathy; in a time when he must stand alone
against all the world, and the more danger-
ous time when lie stands with all the world
at his side ; in all seasons, at all times, in all
places.

"Man Wanted." He can have choice
of ten thousand positions, or ten thousand
times ten thousand ; for the whole world is
wanting and waiting for that MAN.
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YOU WANT CUSTOMERS FOR YOUR GOODS

OUR GOODS
will bring customers
to you

STYLE, BEAUTY AND QUALITY ARE EMBODIED

IN OUR LINE OF

LOCKETS, CHAINS, BRACELETS

LORGNETTES, FOBS, CUFF-PINS
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by Wm.
N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust
Building, Washington, D. C.

No. 903,964.—Dial. Louis B. Ferguson, Monroe,
La. Filed November 27, 1907. Serial No.
404,177.
A dial for timepieces having a circle of divi-

sion marks indicating minutes, distinctly promi-
nent minute-counting nu-
merals adjacent some of
said marks, and an inde-
pendent concentric circle
containing hour designa-
tions which are faint as
compared with the minute-
counting numerals. A
dial for timepieces having
a comparatively faint cir-

cle of hour designations, an outer independent con-
centric circle of minute marks, large prominent
numbers arranged within said circle opposite some
of said marks, and series of small figures outside
said circle and opposite the minute marks, each of
said series of small figures counting numerically
from o to 9.

No. 904,333.—Alarm Clock. George Kern, Peru,
Ill., assignor to The Western Clock Manu-
facturing Company, La Salle, Ill., a corpora-
tion of Illinois. Filed July 1, 1908. Serial
No. 441,367.
In an alarm clock, the combination of a re-

peating wheel mounted on an arbor of the time
train, a pin fastened in the movement plate, a stop
lever mounted on the hammer shaft of the alarm

IL

mechanism, an independent lever journaled on
said pin, a projection on said lever which engages
the teeth of the repeating wheel, and a projection
on said lever which enters the path of said stop
lever and intermittently obstructs said path, and
an alarm releasing spring actuated by the time
train, a projection on said spring which enters the
path of the stop lever, and another projection on
said spring having an inclined face coacting with
said independent lever bringing it out of engage-
ment with the teeth of the repeating wheel.

No. 904,001.—Electric Secondary Clock. Horace
B. McCabe, Chicago, Ill., assignor of one-
half to Joseph E. Cochran, Chicago, Ill. Filed
November 12, 1906. Serial No. 342,933.

In a device of the character described, the
combination with a toothed wheel and its recipro-
cating actuating pawl, said actuating pawl being

.00

provided with an engaging end projecting trans-
versely outside the plane of the wheel, a stop
member for the actuating pawl having an engag-
ing surface outside the plane of the wheel, and a
pawl carried by the stop member.
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No. 903,072.—Device for Manipulating Cut Glass
Articles. Frank G. Farnham, Honesdale, Pa.
Filed March 17, 1906. Serial No. 306,631.
Renewed March 31, igo8. Serial No. 424,423.

In a device of the character described, a base
having an ait passage, an air pump connected to
said base and communicating with said passage,
means for supporting a glass article on said base,

and means for reversing the action of said air
pump whereby it may be used either for exhaust-
ing air from the passage or forcing it thereinto,
substantially as described. In a device of the
character described, a base having an air passage,
means for supporting the glass article on said
base, an air pump carried by the base and con-
nected to the air passage, a reversible valve and a
reversible piston-head in said pump whereby it
may be used for either air forcing or air suction
purposes, substantially as described.

No. 905,741.—Button. Nelson C. Newell, Spring-
field, Mass., assignor to Newell-Putnam
Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Mass.,
a corporation of Massachusetts. Filed April
6, 1908. Serial No. 425,340.

A button consisting of a fabric-covered shell
having a central perforation therein and constitut-
ing the main body of
the button, and a a -e
smaller button struc- 

4ture superposed on p ,; ....................
the main button body ,%+:' .,Iftiormic4 TN/
and secured to the
margin of the perfo tO-
ration in the center of the shell, and means com-
prising an inverted collet having a central opening
and a fabric lining therein for securing the fabric
to the shell, the fabric lining projecting through
the opening of the collet, as described.

z

No. 906,965.—Watch Bow. Carl W. W. von
Tiedetnann, Cortez, Nev. Filed May 26, 19o8.
Serial No. 435,020.

A pivoted watch bow ex-
tended beyond the pivots to-
ward the watch, thence bent in-
wardly in substantially a V-
shape and terminating in said
pivots, whereby a pull on the
bow will cause the pivots to
tend to move inwardly to clasp
the pendant.

No. 906,837.—Necktie-holder. Starr K. Walker,
Colorado Springs, Colo. Filed January 22,
1908. Serial No. 412,203.

4• 4 A necktie fastener embodying

f 
a collar-button engaging loop and

i 
10.13,-1

a pair of collar-clamping members 
terminating in necktie engaging
hooks, the fastener being provided
between the collar-clamping mem-

bers and the button-engaging loop with collar-
engaging offsets.
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No. 902,939.—Watchmaker's Tool. Rubin Caplan,
Pittsburg, Pa. Filed June 5, 1908. Serial No.
436,894.
A tool of the type described, comprising a

pair of handle members provided adjacent their
forward ends with
enlarged portions, a
rivet for pivotally
connecting said en-
larged portions to-
gether, a gripping
jaw carried by each
enlarged portion of
the handle members,
the said gripping jaws
being provided with
longitudinally grooved
confronting faces and
having transversely disposed recesses in said con-
fronting faces, said gripping jaws disposed at an
angle with respect to said enlarged portions, an
inwardly extending support having its forward
portion overlying and in parallel relation with the
grooved jaws, means extending through said rivet
a.nd engaging said support for adjustably connect-
ing the latter to the enlarged portion of one of
said handle members and a screw adjustably
mounted in said support and having a socketed
lower end which alines with the transverse re-
cesses in said jaws when the latter are closed.

No. 906,m8.—Diamond-cutting and Polishing Ma-
chine. Arthur Henius, Providence, R. I.
Filed October 5, 1907. Serial No. 396,005.

*5

In a machine of the character described, a
frame, a grinding wheel, a stone holder adapted to
cooperate therewith and means controlled by the
feeding movement of said holder to withdraw and
rotate the same.

No. 12,897.—Belt Attachment. Clarence E. Smith,
New Britain, Conn., assignor to North & Judd
Manufacturing Company, New Britain, Conn.,
a corporation of Connecticut. Filed Septem-
ber 22, 1908. Serial No. 454,278. Original
No. 890,383, dated June 9, 1908. Serial No.
406,878.

In a belt attachment, the corn-
bination with a front plate of a
tubular back bar having perforated
ends bent at an angle thereto, a
tongue on said bar, oppositely dis-
posed ears projecting from the
edges of said plate engaging the
bar end perforations, and nibs
struck up on said bar keeping said tongue in
position.

No. 906,366.—Hairspring Stud. Webster C. Ball
and Laverne N. Cobb, Cleveland Ohio. Filed
April 9, 1908. Serial No. 425,977.

The combination with the hairspring and bal-
ance cock of a watch, of a stud borne by the outer

end of said spring, a resilient
member lying laterally of said
balance cock and attached at
one end thereto, the other end
of said member normally bend-
ing away from said balance
cock and being adapted to en-

gage and press said stud against the same, and
means adapted to draw such free end of said
member against said balance cock.

14,



KRYPTON
44 The Kryptok Company is vigorously prosecuting infringers.

11 The process of the law is slow.

ci In nearly all legal controversies the smart lawyers for the
defendants usually play for delays in final decision by taking
advantage of all legal technicalities.

q Every good article has had its counterfeit parasite.
ci Even our mighty Government is forced to maintain an ex-
pensive department to war on counterfeiting.

(I Do not be misled.

cf It is not safe to purchase fused lenses from infringers whose
littleness and irresponsibility affords them temporary escape
from legal penalties.

It is not safe to purchase fused bifocals from big concerns
who rely upon their financial resources to temporarily defy
all law and right.

ci In the present day of right public sentiment, law breakers
and commercial pirates are having troublesome times.

fif Kryptoks are the most justly celebrated optical specialty
of to-day. This, with a broad and liberal-selling policy, with
absolute fairness to all, leaves no valid reason to any optician
for handling infringing substitutes.

11 Write the Kryptok Sales Company, 401-405 East 31st Street,
New York, for Kryptok Bulletin, new advertising literature,
transfer signs, cuts, electros, etc.

KRYPTOK COMPANY
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Examination of Eye—A Simple
Method

Although there are a number of meth-

ods of refraction, practiced with more or

less satisfactory results, many opticians
seem to work along in their examination

without regard to system. They handle
each case differently, not only wasting time,
but are apt to tire or confuse the patient.

Taking it for granted that all opticians
are using the retinoscope, ophthalmometer
and other instruments, this article is in-

tended to treat only with the manipulation
of the test case.

There are hundreds of test
The Test Cards cards on the market, also

several test cabinets, and al-

though there are different opinions as to
which are the best, this really makes no

great difference, as long as they are accu-

rate. Snellen's letters are almost uni-

versally used, these being drawn so that
each letter subtends an angle of five min-

utes at the distance designated. It has been
customary to select letters for different dis-

tances, such as 200, 150, 120, 8o, 6o, 40, 30,

zo, 15, 10 feet. In the record the acuity of

vision would be recorded as 20/80, 20/30,
20/15. For example, 20/30 would mean

that the patient could read the 30 feet letters

at 20 feet distance. This method of ex-

pressing the acuity is more or less unsatis-

factory, as the fractions are not readily

comparable. By a new idea these charts are

now being made on a uniform scale, the let-

ters being selected at such intervals that the

acuity can be expressed in tenths, as follows:

zoo feet
133 1/3
Ioo
66 2/3
50
40
33 T/3
25

20

13

I0
1/3

.1

.15

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.8

.1
1.5
2.

This may appear odd at first, but you

will see that the letters are drawn to sub-

tend the five-minute angle, but different dis-

tances have been selected. If the patient

reads the 50 feet letters at zo feet, it would

be recorded as 4/10, and this would signify

the per cent. of normal vision obtained.

The most common astig-
Astigmatic matic charts are 300 and 5°.
Charts and (To these the Pray's astig-
Trial Frame rnatic letters can be added.)

By this system these are

used only to locate the axis of the cylinder,

so that it is a good plan to have a number

handy, as better results can be obtained

with some patients on different charts.
The trial frame is adjusted in the usual

manner, and a blank disk fitted in one cell.

The patient is directed to look at the distant

letters and requested to read down as far as

he can. Having obtained the acuity of

vision, you will determine what power you

will start with. That is, if he reads down

to the 30 ft. letter, it is best to begin with

+ .25. If only 5/10 vision is obtained a

higher power can be used. (If the fogging

system is used, place a strong plus lens in

the frame and gradually decrease the
power.) For example, we will suppose that

they have about 8/10 vision. Place + .25

in the frame and ask them if they can see

just as well. Do not ask them if they see

better. Let them tell you that. Then hold

a + .25 over the one in the frame and re-

peat the question. In this way gradually

increase the power until the patient informs

you that he cannot see as well. In this way

you have found the strongest plus lens that

the patient will accept, and have then prac-

tically corrected one meridian, and over-

corrected the other, provided he has astig-

matism. If he has no astigmatic error, you

will have corrected all the manifest hy-

peropia.
If this patient had been

Case of myopic he would have in-
Myopia formed you that he could

not see as well. In that case

you would have added + .25, or even

.50, to be sure that he was not deceived.

After you are positive that he will not ac-

cept plus lenses it is then safe to try the

minus. Under no circumstances try the

minus until you have exhausted all means

to have him accept the plus. If you prac-

tice retinoscopy you will have found

whether it is a case of myopia or hyperopia.

This article, however, simply describes the

method of examination, with the test case,

as stated before, and when no other method

is used a case of ciliary spasm is often mis-

taken for myopia.
In case of myopia, proceed with the

minus lenses, but as the lens is held in posi-

tion over the one in the frame ask the pa-

tient if he can see just as well without it.

In this way you will find the weakest lens
he will accept.

Case of
Hyperopia

To return to the case of hy-
peropia, we have found the
strongest plus lens the pa-
tient will accept. Now take

a — .50 cylinder and hold it before the eye,
still looking at the distance letters, and ro-
tate it, asking him if he sees any difference
in the different meridians. If he has a pref-
erence it will show that he has some astig-
matic error.

At this point, direct his attention to the
a — .50 cylinder and hold it before the eye,
20 feet, but sometimes at io feet distance
better results are obtained. It should be
placed on the wall, with the axis 18o° at the
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top, or just the reverse from the usual posi-
tion, which is, of course, go° in the vertical
meridian. We inquire if some of the lines
appear blacker than others. If they appear
just the same, increase the strength of the
sphere, which is in the frame, so that all the
lines are blurred, and repeat the question.
Oftentimes this will bring out a difference.
If the lines in the vertical meridian appear
blacker ask the patient to count them and
hold a pointer in the center ; inquire again
how many black ones are on each side, and
in this way you will be sure to get the cen-
ter. This center line will be the axis, and a
— .25 cylinder will be placed in the frame at
this axis.

Astigmatic
Chart Reversed

Do not forget that this as-
tigmatic chart is reversed,
the 1800 line will be the ver-
tical one, and is only used

in this way for the examination. When the
prescription is written, just forget which
lines were blackest and write the axis as it
was marked on the trial frame, which is in
this case i8o°. We have now in the frame
the strongest plus spherical that was ac-
cepted, and still have perfect vision. (If a
stronger lens was used to blur the astig-
matic chart take it out.) Also, a — .25
cylinder, axis 1800. Now, direct the atten-
tion to the distance letters again, and hold a
— .25 cylinder over the one in the frame to
— .50 D. Take a — .25 cylinder again and
rotate it in the same manner, increasing the
power in the frame each time until it is
accepted, the opposite way. When this
point is reached you know that you have
over-corrected, and a reduction should then
be made in the cylinder power of — .25.

Try again, and if they accept it at axis
18o the second time you will probably find
that the cylinder power will need to be in-
creased — .12. After this correction is
placed in the frame try the — .26 cylinder
again and the patient will inform you that
he or she sees no difference. We have now
found the approximate correction for this
eye.

Then proceed in the same way with the
other eye, and after the correction is found
both eyes can be tried together. Then hold
a pair of + .25 lenses over the eyes, and
you will probably find that the spherical
power can be increased as much as that and,
perhaps, + .50. If so, it can be left on, as
in hyperopia you want to get on as much
plus power as possible and still obtain per-
fect vision. In some cases you perhaps will
be obliged to weaken it, but do not unless
forced to do so. In some cases you may be
obliged to use other astigmatic charts and
Pray's astigmatic letters will be found very
useful. This method can be varied in some
cases by using — .5o cylinder to rotate in
front of the trial frame.

After getting the final correction, this
should be transposed to its simplest form,
unless you wish to have them ground in +
and — to obtain the periscopic effect.

The principal idea in this method is
that the power of the cylinder is obtained
by using the distance letters and the astig-
matic charts are used only to locate the axis.
It will also be noted that concave cylinders
only are used in the examination.
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FINGERPIECE Eyeglass

Solid
Special Reduction

FOR MOUNTINGS
10 K. Gold at $16.50 per dozen,

or $1.50 apiece

Filled at $9.00 per dozen, or
80 cents apiece

Gold

N„,virr-- GOLD FILLED

pq '-'- SPECTACLES
1, 4 No. 1.0.00 Eye

'A1. I;
Made by the Improved Method

EXTRA FINISH
BE WISE WELL TEMPERED

HIGHLY LUSTERED

5524. 12 K. 1-10 Riding Bow, per dozen 811  00

5525. 12K. 1-10 Riding Bow Cable, per dozen . . . 7.00

5554. 14K. 1-10 Riding Bog, per dozen 6 75

5555. 14 K. 1-10 Riding Bow Cable, per dozen . . . 7.75

Where 1 Dozen or more of a kind is ordered.

DON'T
UNTIL

BUY A TRIAL CASE
YOU SEE AUDEMAIRTHE

The Acme
From $10.00

Case, size
diameter,

POLISHED,
PLATED

THIS CASE
Concave

and Con-
diopters.

of Perfection
to $85.00

22 in. x I I in.,
marked in diopter

CONCAVE

CONTAINS
4 Colored Glass Discs,
1 Red Glass for Muscle
No. 1945. - Adjustable

R. B. Temples,
Pupillary Distance.

Complete, with

$29.70,

For Office, in Oak,
Cherry a.nd Leather
Also Traveling
With Divisions for
Stock and Lenses
None Better Made

with double fastenings,
and inch measurement.

GOLD

2 Smoked and 2 Blue.
Testing with Prisms.
Trial Frame, Half

Registering Height and

Test Cards, Types, etc.

net

1030.-Imitation Seal Leather
key. All lenses 1,1.,; inch

ALUMNO RINGS, CONVEX

pairs each Spherical Convex and
Centered Lenses, 0.12 to 8.00 diopters.
pairs each Cylindrical Convex
cave Centered Lenses, 0.26 to 2.75
Prisms from 1° to 5°, all mounted.
Opaque Metal Disc.
Ground Glass Disc.
Metal Discs, Stenopaic and Pin-hole.
Plain Glass Disc.
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No. 990
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hip at once

Sphere-Cylinders, Cylinders and Sphericals

TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
BI-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok.

We carry a complete line in stock,
rimless 0 and 00 eye

INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE
Periscopic Convex or Double

Per Dozen
let Qual. 2dQual.

1 eye - - - $1.05 .70
o " - - .. 1.12 .77
00 " - - - 1.26 .90

-.....,_ It ,.....
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All the LATEST

uncut, interchangeable
; in 2, 8 and
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1 Eye,

All pricesA 
Usual
Where

cash discount

I I

4-hole

"
$3.20
00
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not

1 I [I [((41 0IL
STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.

1.0.00 eye

Bifocal, 1st Quality
Interchangeable '

0 Eye,
Eye, $3.60 per doz.

on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
on strong numbers

otherwise stated, we will allow
10 per cent.

WORLD-RENOWNED TRIAL CASES

THE AU DEMAIR

00

00

No. 990. Handsome antique oak case,
containing 200 lenses and discs, with
Keratoscope Retinoscope, superior
alumno trill) frame. Took highest
award at Paris Exhibition ._ . . . . $85.00

No. 1990. Same contents as No. 990,
space for stock under tray 85  00
All the above cases are . covered with„

anitation seal, except when otherwise speci-
fled. The reputation of The Audemair Trial
Case is well established. With each case
we will furnish free one set of test types;
Dr. Knowles' Book on the Eye and a hand-
some lithograph of the emmetropic eye in
four colors and four representations of the

24 in.

Send for our COMPLETE CATALOGUE of other styles

No. 1000, containing 96 1 and - spherical
lenses with trial frame $10 

No. 1031, containing 168 lenses and discs,
double-grooved trial frames with index 29.00

No. 1030, containing 168 lenses and discs
with triple cell, revolving trial frame . 33.00

No. 1075, containing 211 lenses and discs
double-grooved trial frame, space and
under tray for goods 50 

No. 1052, containing 262 lenses and discs
with triple cell revolving frame, space
for tray for goods

, 
. . . . ... . . 60.00

No. 952%, containing 262' lenses and
discs, with triple cell revolving trial
frame, antique oak case . . . . . . 60.00

eye 18 x
We do not send out travelers, bid can

sell you first-class goods at a very small Mar-
gin of profit. You can save the traveling
man's expense.

The Spencer Optical Company
Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alumno and

SPECIAL.-10 per cent. for cash where liberal quantities

Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Lane
York, U. S. A._ Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New

Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the same

are ordered, except where net price is stated

THE HARDY VAN SLYKE

Dynamometer

An
Invaluable
Aid to
the Refrac-
tionist
Full
Descriptive
Pamphlet
Upon
Application

An
Instrument
for
Diagnosing
Muscular
Insufficiences
and for
Exercising
the Extrinsic
Muscles of
the Eye

$60.00
Each
Less 6 % Cash
Discount

Manufactured by

F. A. Hardy & Co.
For Sale
by all Jobber's CHICAGO

'Tis a Good Time Now
TO PLAN HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR

CIRCUMSTANCES THE COMING YEAR

Foa-

E SUGGEST that one of the best ways would be
to take our correspondence course in OPTICS.
There is a constantly growing demand for skilled

opticians and not nearly enough of them to supply the
demand. It is a profitable profession to follow. The
course we offer you is not surpassed in excellence by
any, and you can take it without neglect to your regular daily
duties, as we have so simplified it that it needs but a little of
your time each day to enable you to become a thoroughly
expert and skilled optician.

ArT Write at once and arrange to secure this regular $25
m-.College Course for only $8. You can pay $2 down
and $1 weekly. We can make this great offer because
we are the oldest and leading Correspondence School of
Optics in the world. Address Dept. K

American Optical College
DETROIT, MICH.

Nimm■ 

The Klein School of Optics
185 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

Has the Best Clinics in the country.

Gives the Most Thorough Instructions.

Does not issue Sham Diplomas.

If you wish to become a COMPETENT
OP TICIAN, go to the KLEIN SCHOOL.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Easton College
of Optics 

All you need to know
to fit glasses

5 Lessons-5 Weeks-5 Dollars

Mail Course. Diploma

ESTABLISHED 1892

M S. SEIP, M. D.
Easton :: Pennsylvania

pHra "
Eyeglass and Spectacle Soldering Clamp

Those rimless eyeglass mountings, where the
spring is broken in or near the center, may be
soldered, without taking them apart.
Only possible when using "THE PERFECT"

clamp. Removing screws taloa Dine-save time
and make money 1;y being up to date.
Order of your.Tobber; if he cannot supply you,

send us his name and address, and we will see
that you are supplied. Price, BO cents.

KRAHMFIR MVO. CO.
627 S. Los Robles Ave., Pasadena, Cal.
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles

The famous work of ERNEST E. MAnnox, M. D., F. R. C. S. Ed., specially revised and
greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies-theories, tests dud methods of treatment-and includes an entire new chapter on
Nystaginus. [Alt Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part XLIX)

Complications.-When elevation-paralysis occurs as a nuclear
affection, it is apt to be associated with more or less depression-
paralysis, also with loss of converging power, and of its associated
contraction of the pupil. In these cases the determination of
accommodative power too should not be omitted.

Conjugate Depression-Paralysis rarely occurs alone. It is
generally associated with loss of parallel upward motion as well.
Both have been completely lost, in many recorded cases, leaving
the horizontal motions quite unaffected.

Right-and-Left Motion.-Conjugate parallel motions to the
right or left may, for convenience, be called " ranging motions."

Lost by Cortical Disturbance.-They may be lost from sudden
lesions in the cerebral cortex, causing, for a few days or weeks,
inability to turn the eyes away from the side of the lesion ; the gradual
restoration of power is due to the opposite hemisphere taking up
the lost function, which happily is represented in both hemispheres.

By Pontine Disturbance.-If the lesion be in the pons, the
rule is reversed, since the eyes now cannot be turned towards the
side Ig the lesion.

Conjugate Lateral Deviation.-Passive deviation of both eyes
to the right or to the left (corresponding to the " primary devia-
tion " of an ordinary concomitant squint) results (a) from a cor-
tical lesion on the same side as the deviation, or (6) from a pontine
lesion on the opposite side.

Lateral Spasm.-Conjugate spasm is away from the side of a
cortical lesion and towards a pontine lesion ; also towards the
paralyzed side of the body, the limbs of which are rigid. " These
are merely an extension to the eyes of effects of the disease manifest,
in the limbs " (Gowers). Thus irritative lesion of the posterior
third of the left mid-frontal convolution may cause the patient to
turn his eyes and his head to the right.

Path of the Parallel Right-and-Left Innervation.-The track
of the innervation is from the cortical motor center to the corpora
quadrigemina, thence to the opposite side of the pons (and prob-
ably through the superior olivary body) to the nucleus of the sixth
nerve, where it divides equally into two, one proceeding along the
sixth nerve to • the external rectus of the same side ; the other
to the nucleus of the third nerve for the internal rectus of the
other eye.

Since the neurology of the subject does not properly, however.
lie within the scope of this work, we now pass on to consider the
tests for conjugate paralyses.

A-Rough Tests. •
(I) Finger Field. Make the patient follow the finger (or

some small striking test object) in all four cardinal directions, as
previously described, to detect any defect in parallel excursions
upwards, downwards, to right or to left.

(2) Finger Near-Point of Convergence. Approach the finger
steadily towards the root of the nose, making the patient evoke
every effort to fix the finger nail, till one eye commences to deviate.
Notice at the same time if there is any contraction of the pupil
associated with this convergence effort.

B-Precise Tests.
(I) By Perimeter or Tangent Scale. Place the patient's

face in the perimeter and test the excursions of the eyes in each of
the four cardinal directions. This may be done either objectively
or subjectively.

OBJECTIVELY. -For the former, hold a lighted taper or elec-
tric lamp* at the normal limit of the motor field, close to the arm of
the perimeter and screened from the surgeon's eye by a very small
screen, which should be provided with a notch just opposite the
flame. The patient's head should be immovably fixed, preferably
by gripping something with his teeth, and with his face set straight
for the central ivory disk. He should now be encouraged to attempt,
as strongly as possible, to look in the direction of the flame, while the
surgeon notes by the corneal reflection whether he actually succeeds.

*The most luxurious illundnation Is to have a small electrie lamp fixed on the carrier of
the perimeter.
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If both eyes are tested together, the patient should have his chin
placed centrally and be encouraged to accommodate for the dis-
tance of the arc.*

To test without convergence or accommodation, it is necessary
to test each eye separately, placing each in the center of the peri-
meter in turn. When this is done, the greatest care should be
taken not to let the patient fix anything in particular, since the
convergence which accompanies any attempt to accommodate
lessens the arc of abduction.

SUBJECTIVELY. -Subjectively, the test is easier to make,
though not quite so satisfactory. A strip of paper with all the
letters of the alphabet in line but out of order on it, large enough
to be easily read by central fixation but too small for peripheral
vision ( J 7 is about the best size, I think) should be applied to the
concave surface of the arm of the perimeter, while the patient is
told to read the farthest letter he can distinguish (Casey Wood).

An instrument for measuring the field of fixation of the eye,
called the tropometer, has been designed by Dr. Stevens. Whether
it presents any advantage over the perimeter, is doubtful.

Fig. 74

Steven's Tropometer.

(2) Precise Tests for Convergence.-These can likewise be
made both objectively and subjectively.

(a) Manifest Strabismus.-When a convergence paralyses
becomes so great that actual divergent squint exists, it can be
objectively measured either by Priestley Smith's tape method or by
those described in Chapter VII, and subjectively by the rod test
and tangent scale.

(b) Convergence-effort.-Besides measuring the squint, how-
ever, we wish to find how much convergence-effort remains alive,
so to speak. The two stimuli capable of provoking it are:
( i ) Accommodation, and
(2) The mental effort to converge by perceiving a near object :

for even a blind person can converge, by mentally conceiving a
near object.

Both of these stimuli to convergence (namely, accommodation
and " knowledge of nearness " ) are introduced togethe when we
make the patient regard a small approaching object.

What we do, therefore, is to carefully watch the squinting eye
to see if the squint becomes less as we make an object travel straight
toward the fixing eye.

If desirable, we may actually measure the convergence-effort
on the perimeter, by first measuring the squint with distant vision
and then with near vision of two or three small letters held on the
end of a projecting arm fixed to the ivory button and pointing
toward the fixing eye and sufficiently near to it to excite the maxi-
mum of accommodation.

It is but rarely that we need do this, or still less trouble to test
the proportion between the accommodation element and the knowl-
edge of nearness element : it can, however, be easily done by placing
a concave lens before the fixing eye to elicit accommodation while
the squint is measured at a distance, either objectively or subjectively.

*Instead of a perimeter, the distant tangent scale can he used, an assistant moving a flame
along it, while the patient's head is held at a meter's distance by another assistant.

(TO tin COWTRVITI1D1
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It is put on and off with one hand
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$12.00 per dozen in Gold Filled and
$21.00 per dozen in Solid Gold

F. A. HARDY & CO.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received. No at-
tention will be paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and
give proper advice in the management of cases submitted
to us, it is essential that we be furnished with a complete
history of each case and accurate information on the fol-
lowing points:

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always
approximate.)

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long
and what number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improve-
ment glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and
with them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating
lines).

6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"M. A. M., No. 2."—Given ten feet from patient
to a mirror reflecting reversed chart over pa-
tient's head, will that make a distance appar-
ently twenty feet from patient! What dimen-
sions does mirror require to be to take in
Snellens' type and an astigmatic chart twelve
inches in diameter! Will the eighth edition
of Opticians' Manual help in finding focus
length of any given lens? I refer to reverse
type, etc.

In using the mirror and a reversed test card,
the distance of the card from the mirror added to
the distance of the latter from the patient, will
show the distance of the test; in other words, it is
the distance the light is compelled to travel from
the card until it reaches the patient's retina. If
the card is ten feet from the mirror and the
patient is seated by the card, that is, ten feet also
from the mirror, then the result is a twenty feet
test. If the patient is seated in the middle of the
room, the light travels from the card to the mir-
ror (ten feet) and from the mirror to the patient
(five feet), making a distance of fifteen feet. Or
if the card is placed in the middle of the room
the light travels from the card to the mirror (five
feet) and from the mirror to the patient (ten
feet) making a distance of fifteen feet.

In regard to the dimensions of the mirror, it
is much better to have it of good size, as large
as convenient, rather than just sufficiently large
to take in the test card. Where it is possible
much is added to the apparent size of the room,
if the whole side of the office is covered with a
mirror, and the test is made to the same extent
more satisfactory.

In using the reverse type no deductions are
necessary to be made from the lenses, as the
distance is as actually twenty feet as if that was
the measured length of the room.

"C. S."—I have a patient, a boy about 14 years
old, whose vision is about normal. Reads
202o, but when his eyes get tired the letters
run together. At a distance he sees two ob-
jects. He has no astigmatism, but has about
four degrees of exophoria. The internal recti
are weak. Could be corrected by prisms, but
ant afraid that continual use would make the
zveak muscles weaker. Would like your
advice.

P. S.—Has never worn glasses and +
Sph. do not improve. — Sph. to — .25 helps
a little.

Our correspondent seems to be following the
wrong track and we will point out his errors.

First, when vision equals 20/20, concave
lenses should not be tried. A vision of 20/20
positively precludes myopia and contraindicates
concave lenses. Of course, such lenses when tried
are apt to be accepted, but that is all the more
reason why they should not be tried, as they are
misleading. In a young person we should always
suspect hypermetropia and conduct our examina-
tion with this suspicion ever in mind. There is
very little use for weak concave lenses, but never
when acuteness of vision is normal.

Second, we are told convex spheres do not
improve. Of course not; how could they? Vision
is already normal. The question is not do convex
lenses improve but are convex lenses accepted or
is vision just as good with convex lenses as with-
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out? The proper method to determine this point
is by means of the fogging system, which has
already been explained at numerous times on
these pages.

It is very probable that this boy is hyper-
metropic ; it is impossible that he is myopic. But,
then, there is the exophoria, which we do not
like to find in hypermetropic cases, as it indicates
a disturbance of the normal relation that should
exist between the accommodation and conver-
gence, and hence the use of convex lenses tends to
increase exophoria.

In spite of this the first step is a correction of
the hypermetropia with as strong lenses as the boy
will comfortably bear. Perhaps these will afford
relief and the insufficiency take care of itself. At
any rate these glasses should be given a fair trial
of at least two or three months, and if they prove
unsatisfactory then an examination should be
made of the muscular equilibrium both at a dis-
tance and at the reading point, and if marked exo-
phoria is present, weak prisms bases in may be
combined with the spheres.

In order that a correct and definite

understanding may be had of each case

submitted, it is necessary that correspon-

dents should give ALL the particulars

asked for at the head of this page

"F. J. E."—I want to ask you about a five-year-
old boy, whose R. E. turns in slightly and
with fogging accepted a ± i D. Should
lenses be set in so as to give a prismatic
effect base in to stimulate the external recti,
or out so as to rest and relieve them! Or
would daily exercises with prisms base in be
advisable! I expect to increase the strength
of the lenses soon, as he experiences no dis-
comfort at all from the I D. and always wears
them.

We regret that our correspondent has failed
to give us the acuteness of vision of the two eyes.
We assume that the vision of the strabismic eye is
impaired, as it usually is; but in determining the
line of treatment and forecasting the prognosis, it
is a matter of importance to know to what extent
it is impaired.

In the management of this case, as in any
other eye trouble or even in disease of any other
part of the body, the rule is to search for the
cause, and, if possible, remove it. In this case we
would say the cause was hypermetropia, and the
constant tax on the accommodation to overcome
it leads to an excessive convergence.

This is most decidedly not a case for prisms,
either for the purpose of stimulating the exterm
or repressing the interni. It is not primarily a
case of strong internal recti or of weak external
recti, but the convergence is indirectly affected
through the excessive accommodation required
to overcome the deficient refraction.

These cases of concomitant convergent stra-
bismus are not at all uncommon. They make
their appearance at any time from three to five
years of age. They are often attributed to fright,
or worms or convulsions; but these conditions
are only coincidences. The strabismus makes its
appearance when the child begins to use his eyes
intelligently and take notice of things; in other
words, when his accommodation is brought into
play.

This is the favorable time for cure. If the
matter runs along for five or ten years, or even
for two or three years, the squint becomes fixed,
the muscles are contracted in their new positions,
the vision of the squinting becomes markedly im-
paired, and then the optical treatment is of no
avail. Nothing will straighten the eye but an
operation.

The essential feature of the treatment is a
convex lens to lessen the innervation of the ac-
commodation and of the internal recti. This child
is too young for subjective tests ; but in measuring
the amount of the hypermetropia, reliance must be
placed upon the retinoscope. We are inclined to
think that these + i D. lenses are not strong
enough. There is one thing to be remembered,
and that is, that children will relatively bear much
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stronger lenses than adults, because their senses
are not so acute.

Another important point in the treatment is
the use of a blinder for several hours daily over
the good eye. The squinting eye quickly becomes
amblyopic, and its function can most readily be
restored by compelling it to bear the burden of
vision, as is the case when the good eye is cov-
ered by a blinder.

S."—Woman, age 4o; vision both eyes 6/.5.
Accom., R. E., 12% — 26 in., No. 2; L. E.,
13 — 23 in., No. 2. Abd. 8 deg., add. 25 deg.
— Esophoria at 6 M. — 2% deg.; Exophoria
at 33 M. — i deg. Deorsunt., deg.;
Sursum., 5 deg. No imbalance, but before
testing the strength there was 3 deg. of I?. H.
Patient never previously wore glasses, but has
had headache ever since childhood. When a
baby she had inflammation of eyes from poi-
sonous weeds, but apparently got over this.
Cannot bring out any hyperopia by fogging.
Prescribed ± i spheres for near work, with
which she can read small print better; but her
headaches are not relieved, although she is
not of a nervous disposition and apparently, in
good health.

We would consider this a case of early pres-
byopia due to an uncorrected hypermetropia.
Judging from the condition of the accommoda-
tion we would say that this patient required a
glass of from + I.50 D. to + 2 D. for close use.
Whether or not glasses should be worn for con-
stant use will depend upon the results of further
examinations. Viewing the case in the light of
experience with other cases, we would say that
the patient ought to accept at least + .5o D. for
general wear, but whether this would be of any
value in relieving the headaches can only be told
by trial. We think the balance of the vertical
muscles should be carefully looked into. If one
of the tests showed 3° R. Fl., the examination
should be repeated on different days in order to
determine positively the presence or absence of
hyperphoria. The esophoria at distance and
exophoria at near can be ignored. The essential
features of the case are an undoubted hyperme-
tropia and a possible hyperphoria. If fogging
fails, the retinoscope must be used.

E. C."—Will you kindly explain the following
difficulty for me: A man .?o years old always
had poor eyesight, troubled with headache,
eyes inflamed, could see better near than at a
distance, had never worn glasses. Right eye
reads 20/70 slowly, left a little faster. Plus
or minus lens do not help. R. V. — cyl. ax.
15 20/30; L. V. cyl. ax. 165 20/30 and
some of 20/20. With both eyes he reads
20/30 and can slowly pick out the letters in
2o/3o. These glasses were given and relieved
headache immediately, and feel soothing to
his eyes. But now here is the difficulty—the
test card held in the hand looks wider at the
bottom than at top, other square objects same
way. That is, near objects, such as boards,
that he tries to saw off square, etc. This
record was noted two days after fitting
glasses.

It has been said that man is the slave of
habit; in other words, that a habit once formed is
almost impossible to break. Here is a man who
has marked astigmatism. For thirty years the
eyes have adapted themselves to the defect and
have tried to do their duty in spite of it. This
resulted in the formation of certain habits for
the muscles of the eye and a certain interpreta-
tion by the retina of the objects seen. As soon
as the astigmatism is corrected the muscles must
change their method of action and the retina its
method of interpretation ; but habits of thirty
years' standing cannot be quickly changed. Hence,
with the eye itself trying to do what the lenses
are given to do, there is overaction and confu-
sion. This distortion of the shape of objects
mentioned by our correspondent is exceedingly
common with astigmatics when they first put on
their correcting glasses ; but if the axes are in
the right positions objects will gradually assume
their normal shape, a longer time being required
the older the patient.
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Little Business Talks

(11 We now know the secret of success.
It is this—there is none. The right things
at the right time in the right place—that
spells Sucess.

(if This is the time to think about Readers
and Magnifiers and to include them in your
line.

qi The Bausch & Lomb Readers and Mag-
nifiers are not only superior to the ordinary
kinds—but the profit is so handsome that no
dealer can afford to overlook these goods as
a factor in his business.

qi Write us about it.
(11 PRISM is a little popular science monthly.
Send for copy.

(if Our Name on a Field Glass, Photographic Lens, Microscope,
Laboratory Apparatus, Scientific or Engineering Instrument is

our guarantee.
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Advertising an Optometrist's
Business

The art of advertising, as practiced by
optometrists, does not differ materially from
the art as practiced by other trades except
that optometry, being not only a trade but a
quasi-profession, calls for greater dignity
in language and possibly higher tone in ex-
pression. The instruments of publicity,
however, are the same for all, including the

In Grinding
Lenses

Accuracy is the first requisite. Fox
Lenses are used by oculists generally
in testing your eyes. Fox skill should
be permitted to make your glasses.

Prescription Glasses

Our testing lenses are recognized as
110' standard by eminent oculists the
c(eintry over. In filling your prescrip-
tion ive grind the lenses on the same
moulds as those used in turning out
the testing lenses.

NO BETTER ARGUMENT for the
Superiority of FOX LENSES

could be made

Fox Optical Company

daily press, the booklet, card, circular, per-
sonal letter and various devices suggestive
of the optometrist's profession. In recent
years quite a number of enterprising opti-
cians publish at intervals a little store paper,
the matter of which consists of instructive
paragraphs in regard to the eye, advertise-
ments of the business and a dash of humor
to add to its readability.

The daily press is, of course, the most
important medium and is yearly being used
more freely and to better purpose. The
optometrists recognize the public need of
information in regard to the eyes and their
visual defects, and for this reason optical
advertisements are educative to an excep-
tional degree. We give herewith a few
samples of effective advertisements from the
daily papers, each one suggestive of a valu-
able idea in optical publicity.

We are favored from time to time with
ideas used to advantage by individual mem-
bers of the profession. One of the most
popular is a card, on one side of which is a
test for astigmatism. The patient is asked
whether he can read the printed matter on
the card distinctively at a distance of 12
inches from the eye and is informed that if
he is unable to do so his eyesight calls for
attention. He is also asked whether the
lines in the astigmatic test appear equally
black and of the same size at a specified dis-
tance from the eye, the inference being that
if they do not he is suffering from some
defect of vision. As everyone is much in-
terested in his or her eyesight these queries
are well calculated to create thought and to
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suggest a visit to the optician. On the other
side of the card the public are advised as to
what they must not do if they wish to pre-
serve their eyesight unimpaired. This in-
cludes the customary injunctions against
reading while lying down, reading on a
moving train, with poor light, or facing a
bright light, etc. Another idea is a stiff
card on which is fastened a thermometer,
which insures that the card will be hung up
in a conspicuous place and frequently re-
ferred to. On the card is an astigmatic test,
a distance test and reading test, together
with the name of the optician who can
remedy all defects of vision. Judiciously
distributed, such cards should prove good
advertisements and bring profitable returns.
A somewhat unique optical advertisement
sometimes used in the form of a pocket
handkerchief with an escalloped orna-
mental border and made of flimsy ma-
terial especially adapted for cleaning
glasses. On the center of the handkerchief
is the optician's name and advertisement.
The utility of this device and the continual

UNEQUAL EYES

Do you see equally well with
both eyes?

If not, both may be defective—
one certainly is.
Have them properly examined.
We prescribe gl asses only

when absolutely necessary, and
guarantee satisfaction.
Consultation free.
JAMES SMITH, Moonstown
Scientific Optician

necessity for its use by spectacle wearers
makes it a very desirable instrument of pub-
licity.

Booklet of
Special Service

For the optician the booklet
is an especially serviceable
advertisement. The public
thirst for information in re-

gard to the eyes and their defects always
assures attention for any attractively com-
piled folder, booklet or brochure on this
subject. The serviceability of such an ad-
vertisement is well proved by the demand
for the little booklet, entitled, "The Eye and
Its Care," issued by the publishers of this
magazine. Hundreds of opticians have used
these booklets year after year with cumula-
tive results. In compiling such booklets the
optician has at his service limitless material
of interest and value to every reader. For
instance, pages can be devoted to "Signs of
Failing Vision," "Rules for Eye Preserva-
tion," "The Care of Spectacles," "Dangers
of Ill-fitting Spectacles," "Tests for the
Sight," etc. Some little space should also
be devoted to the chief visual defects, myo-
pia, hypermetropia and astigmatism, with
sample diagrams which will convey an idea
of the nature of the defect. Gifted adver-
tisers will sometimes discover some means

of adding to the efficiency of the booklet.
We remember, for instance, how one opti-
cian discovered that in a booklet used by
him there was one particular word which oc-
cured once only. He took advantage of this
by offering a prize for the discovery of the
word, and to win this prize it was, of course,
necessary that the contestant should read
and reread the entire booklet carefully, thus
becoming familiar with its contents.

An advertising scheme
which was used to good ad-
vantage in late years by op-
ticians was the offer of a

prize in the shape of money or gold-filled
spectacles for the person who wrote on a
postal card the greatest number. of times
such a sentence as this, "John Smith, eye-
sight specialist." It was quite remarkable
how many made an effort to win prizes for
this trying task. The fact that the writing
must necessarily be microscopic in character
gave the scheme a relationship to the optical
business, and we have been informed that
the results in almost every case were quite
satis factory.

Another advertising scheme, philan-
thropic in character, used by a number of
opticians, was an offer to present spectacles
free to very poor school children or adults.
The person so favored in this case was to be
provided with a recommendation from some
person or persons well known in the locality
as a voucher for the fact that they were
deserving. As a charity is one of the best

Trade Bringing
Schemes

Sight Testing
If you have any

trouble with your
Eyes — difficulty in
seeing distinct Or

reading, aching eyes,
tired eyes. If you
suffer from head-
ache, if the child
cannot see well at
school, or if the
child's eyes soon be-
come tired, call and
have them exam-
ined most carefully.

No Charge for
Examination

We have all appli-
ances for careful ex-
amination. All work
guaranteed satisfac-
tory.

Wm . Madill, 14:;rpTi teiicaanl

Oak Hall Drug Store
Cor. George and Hunter Streets

forms of advertising, a fact well known to
the medical profession, such a scheme as
this would doubtless do much to spread the
fame and increase the prestige of the re-
fractionist who made use of this plan. As
many such schemes have doubtless been
evolved and used by our readers, we invite
them to favor us with any which have
brought profitable results.
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A New Line for the New Year
The silverware sales of the holiday season enlightened the trade as to the character

of goods most in demand at this time. The grade that proved quickest to sell and

most profitable to handle was

1 High-Grade Electro-Plated Ware

The standard in this grade is represented by our line, which many jewelers pronounce

" the leading seller of the season." We are now ready for the after-holiday

replenishing with a vast wealth of new patterns that merit your immediate attention.

See this new line before selecting your spring stock.

POOLE SILVER CO., Taunton, Mass.
Manufacturers of Finest Quality of Electro-Plate

The
House
of

Newness

BAYER & PRETZFELDER CO.
Importers Novelties--Fancy Goods

11 West 17th Street, NEW YORK
(Right off 5th Avenue)

Opera and Field Glasses
Lorgnettes
Watches
Leather Goods
Brass Stationery Sets and
Sundries

Smokers' Articles
Novelty Jewelry
Gun Metal Novelties
German Silver and Sterling
Mesh Bags

Fans
Electroliers and Lamps
German Beer Steins
Etc., Etc., Etc.

You surely know The House of New-
ness, BAYER & PRETZFELDER CO.
(if not, you should get acquainted), and
it will be to your best interest to inspect
their lines of imported novelties and
fancy goods of the latest and newest pro.
ductions, far in advance in styles and
originality than ever before shown.

In the near future you will be advised
as to when the lines will be exhibited
in your city.

Sincerely yours,

A. PRETZFELDER
C. F. BAYER

4) 150 New and Original
Designs in

LOCKETS
ALL SHAPES ALL SIZES

ALL FINISHES

Quality
and
Style
Excelled
By None

Bracelets in a Large Variety
OUR TRADE-MARK ON ALL GOODS

A GUARANTEE OF QUALITY
TRADE

CASTIGLIONI CO.
9 Calender Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I. MARK
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Exhibits of Art Jewelry

A special exhibition of jewelry was
opened at the rooms of the Society of Arts
and Crafts, 9 Park Street, Boston, Mass.,
on November 8, 19o8. This is one of the
most important of the series of special ex-
hibitions which the society has arranged for
the present season. In connection with the
opening of the exhibition, an address on the
"Making of Modern Jewelry" was delivered
by H. Gustave Rogers, president of the
Guild of Metal Workers which was organ-
ized some time ago in connection with the
Society of Arts and Crafts. Mr. Rogers,
whose studio is at Marblehead, is one of the
best-known workers in the arts involving
the use of the precious metals and of the
precious and semi-precious stones. He said,
in part:

Interesting

History of

Jewelry

"In addressing an audience
composed of craftsmen,
makers of silver and gold
jewelry, and of connoisseurs
and purchasers of jewelry,

one finds a difficulty. The craftsman is
familiar with the description of the proc-
esses used in these arts, while others pres-
ent may be wearied by recital of technicali-
ties. It would have been pleasanter to
choose rather the subject of the Romance
of the Jeweler's Art and to have taken
listeners back to Ancient Egypt when the
dark departed one was mummified together
with much prized ornaments ; and thence
through times of early Israel when the high
priest entered the Holiest Place with the
breastplate of pure gold, bearing the twelve
precious stones of the Tribes ; through Tus-
can days of heavy solid cast and chiseled
gold jewelry, to Papal Rome and the amy-
thists of blessing worn by cardinal-diplo-
mats, and thus to the epoch of four centuries
ago when rich and influential men and
women wore finger rings artfully made to
contain small portions of virulent poison
with which to secure oblivion for the owner
when at bay or to remove an overzealous
and too successful rival.

"In our prosaic era jewelry
How Art is more conventional. Tech-
Jewelry is Made nically, in its production

there are two processes
mostly used. The foremost, for the crafts-
man, is called 'the lost wax process,' and
the other is 'the built-up process.' Take, for
example, a finger ring for description of the
wax process, although the same terms are
applicable to a brooch, a pendant or the
units of a bracelet.

"This process is the most rational, and
one is tempted to say the best, as regards

artistic quality. In all the arts the greatest
attainment is through the medium which is
softest, most pliable, 'giving itself the easi-
est,' as the French say, to the expression of
the worker's thought. If the sculptor wishes
to produce a bronze statue, he first models
it in moist clay, for clay is smooth and read-
ily accommodates itself under the artist's
delicate touch. The ultimate execution, of
course, is in hard durable metal, but the
sculptor does not work out his thought in
that medium ; the bronze is cast from the
clay model. Similarly if the painter wishes
to transfer to canvas the vision in his mind,
he uses the most pliable of all media—the
seductively soft oil paint.

"So the craftsman who has
to produce a gold ring in-
volving much ornamenta-
tion, begins by modeling a

piece of wax, with much delicacy and fine
touch, into the form he desires. The sub-
stance is soft and the worker has to exert
no considerable force. The value of the
artistic result depends entirely on the qual-
ity of his feeling for the beautiful. As for
the technical processes, take a round stick
of wood about six inches long and number
four and a quarter ring size. Wrap around
the middle an inch wide strip of oiled paper
until the mandrel is of the required diameter
for the inside of the ring. Lay on the model-
ing wax, which is best made of wax and
rosin, in equal parts, and io per cent. of
Venice turpentine and a little vermilion.
With a small modeling tool, you model out
the ring, giving somewhat more relief than
is needed in the finished ring. Finally slip
off the paper and remove it from the wax
model.

"Attach to this a wax pour and two or
three runs to let out the air, placing the
latter opposite the former. The casting
material is flint, kaolin and plaster of paris
made into a paste with water. Apply this
to the model first with a pointed brush and
then with a spatula until two inches thick.
Dry it thoroughly.

"You now have a mass of plaster with
a perfect little wax ring in the middle and
with a narrow wax piece extending from it
to the outside. On heating the mass, the
wax will all run out, leaving a cavity in the
middle precisely like the ring, with a chan-
nel leading to it. The gold is now heated
in a jeweler's crucible until it is liquid and
poured into the channel, thus reaching the
cavity and filling it completely. On cooling,
the plaster mould is broken open and the
ring is taken out. A small amount of carv-
ing is then necessary, followed by the setting
of the stone with a chasing tool, and the
usual polishing that is given to gold jewelry.

Method of

Procedure

The Built-up

Process
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"The 'built-up' process is
carried out in a very differ-
ent manner. Suppose a
pendant is to be made with

a leaf ornament. First comes the box set-
ting for the stone. Then the stems and
leaves are each cut out of sheet gold and
dapped up into shape, in perhaps twenty
separate pieces. These are arranged in
proper position on a piece of waxed paper
which if warmed will hold their form while
plaster of paris is poured over the whole.
After the plaster is set, the paper is pulled
off, leaving the pieces attached to the
plaster; whereupon they are soldered to-
gether. The advantage of using plaster of
paris is that the separate pieces are held
in position firmly while being soldered ; for,
as some of the pieces are very small and
light, the borax in fusing is liable to separate
them unless held together by the plaster.
Lastly comes the inevitable polishing.

"Now, what is the differ-
The Factory

System
ence between the crafts-
man's method of making
jewelry and the factory

method? There is very little difference. The
next question is, Why is the factory-made
piece unattractive? It may be excellent in
design and perfect in execution. Still it does
not appeal. After wearing it a few times
you get tired of it. The answer lies in a
description of what the factory system is.
Take the pendant above described. The
twenty small separate pieces are cut out and
prepared and sent down in a confused heap
to the girls who assemble the parts and put
them on the soldering trays, perhaps a
dozen pendants all alike in each tray. An-
other set of girls apply the borax and the
solder and pass on the trays containing
them to a gang of men who solder. After
soldering the pieces go on to the electro-
plater who colors the different parts. Then
they pass to the polishers. The girls and
the men are like machines. Each gang of
them has an idea what the finished orna-
ment will look like, although everyone has
worked on it. Only the polisher knows what
the ultimate appearance is. Nothing can be
changed as each successive step is taken.
Nothing is left to the individual wish or
mood or personality of the worker.

"To the owner of the factory the em-
ployment of the worker means just so much
output, nothing more, nothing less. It is

for his interest to eliminate the factor of the
worker's nervous susceptibility and all ques-

tion of the beautiful, to split up the work

into very simple steps which are in them-

selves very easy of accomplishment, and so
to turn his employees into nerveless auto-
matics."



About Conklin Gold Pens
Conklin Gold Pens are made by the

most skilled corps of gold pen makers
in America, and are unequaled for
strength, elasticity, durability, smooth
and easy writing qualities. A feed
principle that is absolutely correct and
our superior gold pens make

CONKLIN'S
Self-Fillind Fountain Pen
the most perfect writing instrument made. Conklin Gold
Pens are 14-k gold, pointed only with the best quality hard
iridium from the Ural Mountains in Russia, one of the
hardest metals known—harder than a diamond—very
scarce, costs three times as much as soft iridium commonly
used by other manufacturers, and increases the life and
writing qualities of Conklin's Self-Filling Pen 100 per cent.
Conklin Gold Pens are made in a large variety of points
with any degree of elasticity desired. A pen for every
purpose—a pen to suit every hand.

There is no better writing pen than the Conklin,
nor one more durable, and it is the only fountain pen
made with the Crescent-Filler.

Advertised extensively, and other valuable assistance given
dealers in the sale of Conklin Pens. Write at once for catalogue
and dealers' proposition.

The Conklin Pen Mf. Co.
59 Manhattan Bldg., TOLEDO, 01110, U. S. A.

NEW YORK DENVER SAN FRANCISCO

WINNIPEG LONDON

WATCH REPAIRING
Ordinary and complicated. R. R. inspection work. Some customers

send us ALL their work

JEWELRY WORK
Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry

to order, gold plating and coloring

ENGRAVING
for jewelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
Send for our Trade Price-List Established Lancaster, Pa.thirty-one years in  

A Perfect Pen for
Particular People

AMERICAN
FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER

Selling Agents

Boston, Mass.

THE LATEST CRAZE
The New "IED MIDULT " Stylographie Pen

Has solid gold spring_and needle and platinum points.
Writes like pencil. RETAILS, $1.00 to $2.00 each.
Every RED MIDGET guaranteed perfect and best style made.
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The latest Vest Pocket or Ladies' Non-Leakable Pen can he carried in any
position in pocket or purse. Will not leak. RETAILS $2.00 and $2.50 each.
Made in long or short sizes. Write for SAMPLES and CATALOG.

WRIGHT PEN CO.
Wm. Weldlich & Bro. Prop.

623 Washington Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Heath's " tribMIC
Made of the best material

obtainable and is guaranteed
to give perfect satisfaction.

Send for catalogue showing
styles ranging from $1.25 to
$9.00 each.

Fountain Pen is a good, reliable dependable fountain pen

The above illustrates our No. 0504 Pearl Filigree Retail Price, $6.50

Cross & Beguel• 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKm, —SPECIAL AGENTS GEO. W. HEATH & CO, Canal St. and West Broadway, NEW YORK MANUFACTURERS 

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects 

in Plate

Nlanufacturers
of

Otto Young & C
Chicago, Ill.

0. Silversmiths' Building
New York
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New Year Considerations
January is the month when the profits

of the year are made up, when a careful
review of the twelve months passed shows
dealers whether they have conducted their
business well or ill. It is the season of
retrospection, when everyone pauses to look
back over the long track to see where the
mistakes and successes have been and to
determine, so far as possible, where any
mistakes made can be rectified and where
the methods employed can be improved.

January took its name from Janus, the
two-faced god, because it stands at the end
and the beginning, looking both ways, at the
successes and failures of the past and at the
expectations of the future. It is a time of
endings and beginnings. The endings are
valuable only as teaching what to watch for
in the future. The beginnings are fraught
with important possibilities. If the lesson
of the past year has been well learned the
beginning of this year will be easier and
its results more certain.

The jeweler-stationer who
has done his work carefully
during the year has prob-
ably found that his stationery

department paid him a good profit. There
is money in stationery, but, as has been said
many times before, it must be watched with
as much care as the departments which seem
more important. The stationer necessarily
deals in small things. His customers want
only small articles, and yet sufficient sales of
small articles bring liberal profits. Whether
a department pays or not depends upon the
way it is handled, and that is a personal
matter which no outsider can determine.
Only general principles can be stated and
these are susceptible to interminable modifi-
cations, so that, after all, they are very
likely to be changed beyond all recognition
before the different individuals are through
rearranging them to suit their own require-
ments. Perhaps the chief benefit of sug-
gestions lies in the influence they exert in
arousing dormant ideas in the minds of
those who hear or read these suggestions.

The first thing the dealer
will have to consider in
January is the purchase of

goods for the spring trade. It is assumed
that he has disposed of all his leftover holi-
day stock by this time. Either he has made
a special sale and has let it go at reduced
prices, or he has transferred it to plain

The Year's

Results

Buying Stock

boxes and is offering it as regular stock. In
either case he has definitely disposed of the
holiday stock and the trade is drifting
toward the spring lines. Perhaps there was
sufficient of the holiday stationery left,
which, transferred into new boxes, will
make a respectable showing without many
additional purchases. If there is do not
fail to utilize it in this way. It will be well
worth while and will obviate the necessity
of heavy purchases early in the year. More-
over, it will make a profit upon goods which
apparently lost a portion of their value when
the special season for which they were pre-
pared passed.

In purchasing for spring trade the
dealer will be confronted with the problem
which is always presented at this season.
It is the impossibility of knowing just how
trade is going to open and whether business
in general lines is likely to continue good or
bad. In other words, when the traveling
men make their first visits no dealer can tell
exactly what will occur in business circles
during the next few weeks or months. He
must be guided wholly by his intuition or
his knowledge of conditions in the past and
what has resulted from them. At best it is
a guess and a more or less blind guess at
that. Nevertheless, most dealers succeed
admirably in making the guess and in a ma-
jority of instances make good profits out of
their arrangements, which are made, in a
degree, in the dark.

Perhaps the principal word
Danger of of warning, or suggestion,
Overbuying is not to buy too heavily.

It is better to order again
later, adding such numbers as seem likely
to sell well rather than place orders early
for goods which may not sell at all. One
can scarcely tell how tastes will veer from
point to point at this season. Spring seems
to be a transition season in the stationery
trade particularly, and until buyers get set-
tled down to what they are going to want
small purchases from your jobber will be
most likely to yield you a profit.

Half a dozen numbers should be
enough for the spring lines, at least at the
beginning, and if this half dozen is supple-
mented by the few numbers, more or less,
which are carried over from the holiday
line, then the offering will be quite sufficient
for the beginning of the season, or the time
between holiday and summer, when practi-
cally everyone is uncertain and buys only
what is absolutely required for daily use.

When the goods come at-
tend to the arrangement
and display with quite as
much care as you exercised

when you displayed your holiday line. It

Importance of

, Display
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may seem less essential, but that is a mis-
take. It is quite as necessary, perhaps more
so, than it is during the holidays. Then
everyone will buy something, regardless of
the display or arrangement ; but during the
between seasons period no one will buy un-
less they are forced to by a shortage in their
home supplies. If you can coax them into
buying by making an attractive arrange-
ment of your goods then you have accom-
plished something worth while. In other
words, you have actually created business
and your profits have undoubtedly in-
creased proportionately. It may require a
little extra time and attention and it may
require some knowledge of artistic window
trimming, but no more than any dealer can
learn or can induce some bright employee to
learn. And the results will justify the ex-
penditure of all the time and effort con-
sumed in the work.

Nearly all manufacturers do a little
something extra for spring, though not all
make their spring line of any particular im-
portance. They frequently add a few num-
bers and make that do. In this they are
wise, perhaps, since the opportunity for lib-
eral sales is scarcely sufficient to justify any
particular expenditure in this direction.
The little they do, however, provides the re-
tail dealer with a chance to brighten up his
line and increase their attractiveness for
buyers of stationery for home use.

Having purchased the goods
the dealer will do well to
advertise them to some ex-
tent. Various methods will

present themselves for this. The window is
always at hand and offers a splendid oppor-
tunity for advertising at practically no cost.
The short time that your jewelry would be
out of the window would make no differ-
ence in the sales of that portion of your
stock and when you replaced the stationery
with jewelry again it would almost have the
effect of putting in a new line of goods.
You will gain in the selling of your sta-
tionery and you will not harm your jewelry.

The method of advertising
by samples is attracting
more and more attention
among high-class station-

ers, and it has numerous advantages which
cannot be credited to the newspaper and the
circular. For example, a sample of the
paper you are offering demonstrates its
quality so unmistakably that there can be no
question of what the dealer claims.

A good way to send out samples is to
send a whole sheet in an envelope with a
neatly printed circular calling attention to
the sample enclosed and suggesting that it
be tried.

Keep Up

the Advertising

Sending Out

Samples
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Make 1909 The Biggest The Best Year

We Wish You the Most Prosperous Year You Ever Had

WE wish also to say that we can help you make your Special
Order and Repair Department a bigger money maker than it

ever was if you send your orders to us.
41If we do your repair work it means that we do our best and—
"then some."
cWe have many years of experience and hundreds of satisfied cus-
tomers. The "then some " is what has made this possible. It
works .both ways and will do the same for you.
(11Try it by sending your Special Orders and Repair Work and don't
forget that we manufacture

CLASS PINS, EMBLEMS, JEWELS, MEDALS, BADGES

DIAMOND MOUNTINGS, Etc.

Dorst Company CINCINNATI, OHIOS. E. Cor. Fifth and Elm Streets

Codding Heilborn Co.
Makers of BUCKLES, SASH PINS,

VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS, WAIST SETS,

BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In STERLING and GOLD FILLED

OUR NEW LINES now ready for your inspection,

comprise all the season's latest novelties and a

postal will bring samples to you. q Do not forget
that we are still headquarters for.

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In GERMAN and STERLING SILVER

whose popularity has never diminished,

and whose demand is acknowledged

greater than ever.

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE : - - 3 Maiden Lane

Buy a Fixture
in 1909

and enjoy it's
construction and
durability in 1910-
12-14 and 1925

Jeweler's Wall Case, No. 710
Jeweler's Show Case, No. 79

GET
THE

BEST
IT

PAYS

GET OUR PRICE WHEN FITTING OUT A NEW
STORE   WE CAN PLEASE YOU

1. P. Wadell Show Case & Cabinet Co.
1602-1608 E. Grand Boulevard, DETROIT, MICH.

THE BEST EQUIPPED STORE FIXTURE PLANT IN THE UNITED STATES
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Signs Lit Up by Borrowed Light

Is it stealing to gather up other people's
light that is "lying around loose" in the
streets and use it for illuminating a sign?
This somewhat abstruse ethical question
seems to be involved in an ingenious French
invention. The device makes use of pris-
matic glass and reflecting mirrors in such a
way as to gather up the diffused light from
general street illumination by night or from
the sky by day and concentrate it upon the
sign to which attention is to be called. The
effect, we are told by Mr. Daniel Bellet in
La Nature (Paris, October loth), is start-
lingly like that of a sign illuminated by elec-
tric or other lamps. Mr. Bel-
let's article is entitled, "Lumi-
nous Signs Without Sources
of Light." He says:

"This designation, although
somewhat paradoxical, exactly
corresponds to the reality of
this very curious and original
invention; * * * the fact is
that the device, invented by a
young engineer, Mr. Sage,
* * * requires the use of no
special source of light. * * *
Naturally, however, the light
comes from somewhere. It
consists solely of the diffused
light of the street, which is
captured and gathered together
by the apparatus—if we may
use these expressions. This
diffused light may come from
the electric lamps along the
public streets, from the brilliant vttindows
of shops, or it may be ordinary daylight,
even at the end of what seems to be a dark
corridor. In such a passage, where, it
would seem, there is no diffused light at all,
the sign becomes luminous in the most curi-
ous way ; before a store it produces the im-
pression of an advertisement illuminated
specially by some kind of lighting de-
vice. * * *

Store Signs

KEYSTONE

"Take, for instance, a sign
intended for the front of a
store, which is to utilize the

light of the street at about the height of the
sign itself. The arrangement will have a
triangular section, being formed of a metal
box, with one of the sides adjoining the
right angle in front. This is a vertical glass
plate, bearing the words of the sign, either
in color or not. * * * Behind this is a
plate of parallel prisms. The hypothenuse
of the triangle, the oblique side, is a plate of
thin glass, used simply as a protection ; the
light-rays traverse this and strike the prism-
glass. Others fall upon a horizontal mirror
ani thence reach the prisms. Thus a series
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and becomes luminous as soon as it is in-
clined at a proper angle to the light. * * *
For dark corridors the arrangement is
somewhat similar to those just described,
but the prismatic glass gives good results
only when made up of little pyramids of
three or four faces. Behind this there is a
mirror in place of the usual transparent
glass."

America Leads in Electric Toys

The coming to the forefront of the
electrical toys in this year's Christmas dis-
play is a signal for the foreign toymakers
to watch out for American competition.

Practically all the devices with
I pI 

motor and dynamo attachments
are of domestic make. Until
very recent years nearly all the
playthings sold in this country
were imported from France,
Germany and Australia, with a
few from England ; but now
it looks as if America was tak-
ing up the trade in earnest.

It was with the introduc-
tion of expensive iron toys that
America began to supply some
of its own demand, so that
now, while the domestic prod-
ucts do not equal the imports,
they make a considerable factor,
and threaten more and more to
drive out the foreign makers.

This is strikingly shown in
the new electrical toys, which
depend so largely for their suc-

cess on the ingenuity of the inventor—the
forte of the American mechanic—rather
than on the technical skill of the ordinary
workman—a weak point here.

As long as iron toys were made to run
by screws and mechanism, Germany was
able to hold the market because of the
greater technical proficiency of her factory
hands. However, some clever American
mechanic hit upon the scheme of substitut-
ing electricity for mechanism, greatly to the
joy of the American boy, and at the same
time greatly to the advantage of American
toyrnakers.

Now, instead of winding up a box to
keep the train of cars a-moving, they are
placed on a third-rail system. By making
the cars very light, a battery too weak to
shock the small proprietor will operate the
cars successfully. Besides initiating him
into the mysteries of the switch, semaphore
and roundhouse, there are electric trip-ham-
mers, punches, dynamos, scroll saws, buzz
saws and chain and bucket derricks, all new
this year, to the credit of American ingenuity.

1. Triangular

"These signs utilize not
Mirrors only the reflection of plane
and Prisms or curved mirrors, but the

refraction of prisms, using
the prismatic devices that are now so fa-
miliar, in which the glass captures the light
and sends it toward places that need it spe-
cially. It is well known that a room fitted
with such prisms is lighter when the window
is closed than when it is open. It was neces-
sary, of course, to study out many combina-
tions, and the inventor has already built and
put into service all sorts of devices, corre-
sponding to every need that can be filled by
a sign, either by day or by night. * * *

VARIOUS TYPES OF LAMPLESS SIGNS

arrangement : a, Frame ; b, prisms ; c, mirror ; d, g1ass.-2. Inverse arrange-
3. Double sign.-4. Another arrangement for gathering light from above.

5. Flat sign with prisms at b and transparent glass at a.

of light rays are collected and concentrated
to illumine the transparent sign. It is al-
most stupefying to see how excellently this
capture of luminous rays is effected ; the in-
scription becomes absolutely brilliant and it
seems impossible that there is not some kind
of light source in the box. We have seen a
sign, consisting of one large letter, placed
at the fifth story of a building, in a court-
yard. From below at 5 P.M. this appeared
precisely like one of the luminous letters
with which we are familiar in large signs.

"Other devices are constructed differ-
ently, but always with the same happy re-
sult. * * * Very simple forms are made
of a metal frame in which are set three
parallel sheets of glass, one in front of the
other. In front is the sign proper, * * *
then the prism glass, then a protective sheet.
There is no mirror, but the prisms are
turned toward the light, so that they receive
it on their faces and condense it, even when
the whole device is hung against a wall.
Such an arrangement is, of course, cheap,



We Wish You

Health enough
to make hard work
a pleasure, wealth
adequate to the
supply of all reason-
able wants, a cour-
age equal to every
threat of circum-

stance, a patience that shall outwear
vexation and a cheerfulness that
shall infect others.

AMERICAN CUCKOO CLOCK
COMPANY, Inc. Philadelphia

This is

Mich-Cut
All-Cut
Clear-White

No. 740

ARTISTIC

PLEASING

and

LARGE
VALUE

Write for illustrated circular showing
our 18 -piece introductory group.

OUR GUARANTEE

Return goods if not satisfactory.

MICHIGAN CUT GLASS CO.
LANSING, MICH.

REPAIRED LIKE NEW
If you have anything you cannot get done anywhere else send it to

STERN BROS.
M'F'G JEWELERS TO THE RETAIL TRADE

REPAIRING
of anything in JEWELRY or SILVERWARE, GUARANTEED

We make a speciality of matching ANYTHING or making ANYTHING that

you cannot buy ready made.

DEALERS IN PRECIOUS AND IMITATION STONES

51-53 Maiden Lane New York City

REPAIRED
LIKE NEW
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INTEREST

0. V. Hutchens, Yadkinville, N. C., will erect
a modern store building, 24 x too, on a lot now
occupied by his store south of the public square.

Louis Eberlein, formerly head watchmaker
with , Otto Young & Co., Chicago, and who had
been absent from that' city for about a year, has
now returned and is engaged with A. C. Becken
& Co.

H. H. Hopper, Whittier, Cal., who had been
for eighteen years in the jewelry and optical busi-
ness, recently retired owing to poor health. M. J.
Kalider, who has been in his employ for over two
years, will succeed him. Mr. Hopper expects to
resume the optical profession as soon as his health
will permit.

Edwin Leach, of Leach, Miller & Co., Attle-
boro, Mass., who heretofore represented the firm
on the road, will hereafter give his attention to the
factory. He will be succeeded on the road by
C. M. Edwards, with headquarters at 103 State
Street, Chicago, and Norman Rothschild, at 14
John Street, New York.

F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, have purchased
the stock and good will of the Peerless Optical
Company of that city. The customers of the
latter company are assured of most satisfactory
service by the new owners of the business, who
have taken over the most efficient of the working
force of the Peerless Company.

The Elliott jewelry Company, of St. Louis,
Mo., will be represented this year by Chas. H.
Schoen in Missouri; Southern Illinois, Arkansas
and Oklahoma. Joe B. Moore will represent them
in Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado. Al-
bert P. Wolff will cover the territory in Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Louisiana and Texas.

Sam Newman, formerly with Hirsh St. Hy-
man, New York, and Loftis Bros. & Co., Chicago,
has entered the service of L. Bauman Jewelry
Company, St. Louis, in their diamond department
and also as city salesman. Mr. Newman has had
much experience in this line and will give a good
account of himself in his new position.

T. J. Lewis, president of the Lewis Jewelers'
Supply Company, Denver, Colo., died suddenly at
the age of 66 years. Mr. Lewis was noted for
his enterprise and business capability. He was
happily possessed of an admirable though forceful
personality and was highly thought of by the
trade. His death is mourned by a large circle of
friends.

The Spencer Optical Company, New York,
report a very material improvement in the optical
trade, with bright prospects for the coming year.
Their fall trade was most satisfactory, their busi-
ness for the month of December being 40 per cent.
above what it was last year. This report speaks
well for the popularity of the Spencer specialties
with the optical trade.

II. lAr. Arnstine, vice-president of The Am -
stifle Bros. Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and his
wife, celebrated their tenth wedding anniversary
on the 28th of December by giving a dinner and
dancing party. Covers were laid for about 125
persons. The Arnstine Bros. Company gave a
supper to their employees on Christmas Eve, and
a very enjoyable time was had.

The Niagara Ring Manufacturing Company,
Buffalo, N. Y., have issued to the trade a hand-
some show card, the chief feature of which is a
lady handsomely costumed in a winter garb, car-
rying an armful of SlIONV ban s, one of which she
is gracefully throwing. The picture is embossed
and is a genuine work of art. Beneath this picture
is four embossed rings, the gold and settings being
reproduced accurately in shape and color. This
would make a very handsome card for a show
window or to hang up in some prominent part of
the store.

C. H. Allen & Co., Attleboro, Mass., will this
year be represented in the West by J. W. Stone-
burner, with headquarters in the Heyworth Build-
ing, Chicago. Mr. Stoneburner is an accomplished
salesman of some twenty years' experience, well
known to the trade and highly popular. With
the well-known line of Allen & Co. and the bright
prospects for the present year he will, no doubt,
make a new record in sales.

The Buffalo Machine Manufacturing Com-
pany, Buffalo, N. Y., .recently moved into their
new factory at 1354-1362 West Avenue, where
they will manufacture a full line of jewelers' tools
and machinery. The members of the firm, C. 0.
Svensson and A. H. Svensson, have had long ex-
perience in this specialty, having been formerly in
the employ of The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing
Company, who are engaged in the same line of
ma nu facture.

The Parker Clock Company, Meriden, Con-
necticut, has issued a handsome little illustrated
booklet, descriptive of the Parker rotary alarm
clocks. The booklet has some twenty-four pages,
on each of which is a handsomely executed illus-
tration of one of these clocks, together with a
description of the case, movement and alarm.
One of the illustrations shows an interior view of
the intermittent models which admirably explains
the mechanism. As these clocks are among the
most salable of the staple stocks of the jeweler,
there is much in this little booklet that will inter-
est and profit every member of the trade.

The Diamond Show Case Company, Cleve-
land, Ohio, recently completed the furnishing of
the handsome store of R. C. Hardwick, Owens-
boro, Ky. The new fixtures .called for an invest-
ment of $5000 on the part of the jeweler and are
of the most modern kind, rich and beautiful. The
Hardwick store now ranks with the handsomest in
the South, and the plan of the furnishings is after
the most up-to-date model. The horseshoe ar-
rangement of show cases has been followed. At
the left of the entrance of the store is a handsome
watch repairing department enclosed in panel and
grill work, the materials used being mahogany and
antique brass with metal screens. On the right of
the entrance is the private office of Mr. Hardwick,
which is similarly finished.

The Jewelry Industry and Tariff
Revision

In a recent address at the Men's Club of
Trinity Congregation, North Attleboro, Mass.,
Charles T. Paye, the well-known jewelry manu-
facturer, gave an interesting review of the tariff
situation. Mr. Paye devoted his attention par-
ticularly to explaining how the tariff affected the
jewelry industry.

Mr. Paye said that the tariff now determined
what goods the American manufacturers can
make in their factories, as they cannot compete
with lines that can be imported at less cost than to
make them here. Germany, Austria, England and
Japan are the rivals of the American jewelry
manufacturers. From 50 cents to $1.5o is the
daily wage of jewelry makers in Austria and the
girls are paid from 25 to 75 cents. Germany
sends a better class of goods, but their best work-
men only get $12 a week.

"It is an actual fact that some articles in our
lines are landed in this country with duty, freight,
insurance and brokerage paid, at a price less than
the labor cost alone in our factories. You may
not all be acquainted with the details of the cost
of manufacturing, but you must know that our
manufacturers cannot compete when our labor
alone is more than the complete cost of the im-
ported article landed in this country, duty and ex-
penses paid.

"Remember, I am referring to the importance
of tariff legislation to North Attleboro, and am
pointing out what it means .to our workmen and
our merchants, as well as our manufacturers. I
could go on and tell you of the increasing imports
of silver novelties and other silverware and of
the recent development in the business of import-
ing to K. gold goods, a business which the im-
porters think so well of that they will make a plea
to have a special paragraph on gold jewelry in the
new tariff, and on account of the intrinsic value
of the metal ask a special rate to be lower than
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that on other jewelry, and if they succeed our
manufacturers of gold goods in North Attleboro
will feel the effect in less than six months.

"Let me repeat here why these goods can be
imported from foreign factories at such prices
that we must have protection or our manufac-
turers lose the business. You all know something of
what our workmen earn. From $2 to $4 per day
for the average, with occasional men recciving $5
and $6 per day for the same class of Work for
■vhich the foreign workman receives 50c. to $r per
dav, with an occasional man receiving $2 per day.
Girls as low as 25 cents per day. Doesn't this tell
the story? What are the logical steps if this de-
velopment, sok-li as I have described, continues in
our business?"

BOOK NOTICES

The Law of Advertising and Sales

A Lucid Exposition of Business Law—Publicity
and Trade Building—A Valuable Legal

Guide for Those Engaged in Any
Branch of Business

A new work in two volumes, entitled, "The
Law of Advertising and Sales," will fill a want
of the genuine long-felt variety in the business
world. The author and publisher of the work
is .Clowry Chapman, of Denver, Colo., a distin-
guished lawyer, who has made a special study of
the law in its relation to business and advertising.
Those who harbor the idea t hat a la \■., treatise is
necessarily dry and uninteresting, will find them-
selves agreeably disillusioned in this masterly
treatise. In subject and presentation it invites
perusal and the wealth of valuable information
maintains the reader's interest throughout The
work is intended primarily for practical service
day by day as an authoritative book o f reference
on subjects of great importance to every business

manit would be impossible in a brief review to
convey any adequate idea of the scope of these
two volumes. Many business men guilelessly
cherish the idea that all that is necessary to steer
clear of legal trouble and to assure legal protection
is common sense and ordinary shrewdness. A
perusal of these volumes will show how erroneous
this idea is. How, for instance, on the basis of
common sense and ordinary shrewdness, could
one know that a contract for the sale of goods
above a certain value—$5o.00 I I ino,:t SINI es (the
specific amount in each State is given in the book)
—is unenforceable unless in writing? How can
one determine that the words, "'I:rade-mark Reg-
istered" do not properly indicate the registration
of a trade-mark in the Patent Office, but that
the words "Registered United States Patent Of-
fice," or an abbreviation of them, must be used,
or the Owner of the mark be subjected to a
penalty and to the loss and entharrasnieut of his
case being thrown out of court, tude,s an in-
fringer has been previously not of the trade-
mark's adoption and use and t he rights flowing
from it? How can one determine that a provision
such as is usually found on letter-heads to the
effect that all agreements are subject to strikes,
lockouts, fires and other causes beyond our con-
trol, is invalid?

The history of business litigation shows that
it is not always safe to depend too implicitly on
legal advice, and it is on this account that men
of large affairs make a special study of such
works as that before us in order t hat they may
be thoroughly posted on the legal aspect of their
business. But the books have a larger value than
the mere reading and frequent reference by the
heads of the house, as their worth can be greatly
increased by having employees made familiar
with the information they contain.

Every business man of to-day is lacking in
one of the chief qualifications for the .nec,:int
merchant if he is unacquainted with the law
regarding sales, employment, contracts, notch,
checks and bills of exchange; mails, transporta-
tion, trade-marks, packages, labels, patents, etc.
All these subjects are discussed very lucidly and
at considerable length in these two v(,iisielntlilitl,sswprhiicceh,
can 
$10.00.$10.00.

be had from this office at the pul
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" Competent Watchworkers Wanted"
is the trade cry from all parts of the country. Competency assured, and the

best houses in the country are bidding up your salary.

If you want your services competed for in this way, send for the prospectus

of our College. It will tell you

HOW YOU CAN ACQUIRE COMPETENCY

and how hundreds of young men doubled, and in some cases tripled, their

salaries after completing our course.
Our system of teaching is the only practical one in existence ; practical and

thorough in every sense of the word. We have been teaching Watchmaking,

Engraving and Optics for fifteen years, and know how to make a high-

salaried workman of you in a short time.
Come to us in January, 1909, and let us make a thorough and practical work-

man of you. It may not take as much money or as long as you think.

Send for our prospectus to-day ; it will be a stamp well invested.

TO ALL OUR FORMER STUDENTS AND JEWELERS

A *tativin orrta Vricazpreriou New Ireoir

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1894

SHOW CASES FOR JEWELERS

Jewelers who have purchased our No. 61 show case have

invariably come back later for more, which is the real test after

all. Repeat orders spell satisfaction with capital letters.

This case is fitted with carved French legs 14 inches high.

Cases 8 feet in length have six legs. Width inside 24 inches,

which allows for two rows of standard width Jewelers' trays.

Doors are glazed with German mirrors, one piece to each door;

are paneled with oak and slides on ball bearing rollers.

Write for our catalogue today. You need it. It's an

unusually attractive catalogue, explicit and well illustrated.

Grand Rapids Fixtures Company
926 Jefferson Ave., Grand Rapids, Michigan

New York Office with London Display Fixtures Co.
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For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a com-
plete set of lessons
well illustrated in
letter and mono-
gram engraving on
jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lessons are
prepared by an ex-
p e r t. engraver of
t wenty-five years'
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
0011 tempering
tools, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting ; en-
graving script and
other letters ; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
cementing and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
is also a perfect tool
diarpener; steel
marker and be r-
usher, dividers ; 10
metal plates;
rings and 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
anti a hook of
" Monograms an d
A I phabets."

LEARN
ENGRAVING

MODORMS

" Your instructions are as plain as if a good
engraver were standing over my shoulder and
telling me what to do. I could do pretty good

Work after one week's practice."
RAY C. BASSETT,

Woonsocket, S. Dak.

Every letter of the
alphabet combined
with every other

letter In script and

block styles ; Script,

Old English, Rn-

man, Block, Ger-

man, Hebrew and

Greek Alphabets;

Year-Date Mon °-

grams ; Ornamental

Initials ; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms.

$1.00

Postpaid

Cash, No Cheeks

American School of Engraving
45 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.
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The Hand at the Lever

Some Practical Observations by the Boss, in
Which He Tells How Hard Times Brought
Him to a Full Realization of Actual Condi-
tions in His Establishment, and How He
Applied a Remedy.

"While it is true that the late business
depression has made a 'dent' in the profit
side of my ledger, at the same time I have
really been the gainer." Thus spoke a
business man in talking of the late depres-
sion. "I mean, from an educational point
of view, of course, speaking in a business
sense.

Uses of
Adversity

"What do I mean? Simply
that my business was suffer-
ing from dry rot. It took
hard times to show me that

I was carrying a lot of excess baggage in
the shape of people who spent the greatest
part of the working day in trying to appear '
busy, and that my organization was
barnacled with employes whose lack of
initiative was simply astonishing.

"Up until five years ago it had been
my custom to devote an hour or so on Mon-
day mornings to a 'heart to heart' talk with
the managers of the various departments,
discussing help, business betterments, ser-
vice, etc. For some unknown reason this
practice became a dead letter, but I have
made up my mind that as long as I am in
charge of this business, these meetings will
be held in the future, no matter what they
interfere with.

"Here I was priding myself on the
thoroughness of my organization, when, as
a matter of fact, I had about as dissatisfied
and disgruntled a lot of human beings under
my roof as could possibly be gathered to-
gether in one establishment. Ten or twelve
department managers, running their depart-
ments for their own personal gain, without
a thought of co-operation towards the other
part of the business, and a couple of hun-
dred employes jealous of the 'privileges'
given the employes in other departments in
which they did not share.

"It was as plain to me as
the nose on my face that it
was time to get busy. Need-
less to say, I started the ball

rolling immediately. I called a meeting of
my subordinates together and the way I
laid down the law was a caution. Talk
about your rapid fire guns—well, the hot
shot that I put into that aggregation made
them mop their brows, even though it was
February and there was two feet of snow
on the ground.

"I was certainly mad clear through to
think that after all the attention I had given
to my business that there was so much
'soldiering' going on. In the first place, I
remarked, quite a few people around here
imagine they have privileges. Now, the
sooner they disabuse their minds of this
notion, the better. The only one who has
any privileges around here is myself, and I
am taking this occasion to exercise one of
them and tell you plainly and openly how
disappointed I am.

"The opening hour of this place is
eight o'clock. The time clerk tells me that

A Critical
Situation

K E '17 ST4DNE

there are people coming in here at eight-
fifteen and eight-thirty habitually. I have
never tried to hold your nose to the grind-
stone, hence there has been no docking, but
I realize there is only one way to correct
this. Beginning to-morrow, no excuses will
be taken from employes not ringing up on
the time clock. Tardiness will result in
your being docked, and habitual lateness will
result in dismissal. I am not doing this for
the purpose of saving money, but simply
because I think it is 'good discipline' for
you and will make you understand better
your relation to this place.

"Put yourself in my place.
If at the end of the week
you found yourself short fif-
teen or twenty-five cents in

your pay, would you pass it over with the
observation 'that it has been overlooked?'
I venture to say that you could not get back
to the cashier quick enough to have the error
rectified. If it is sauce for the goose, it is
sauce for the gander. I am simply insisting
on getting what I pay you for. I also notice
that the outside salesmen spend considerable
time in the store. The place for outside men
between ten and four is on the street, ex-
cept when they have appointments to meet
customers in the store. I want the sales
manager to see that they stay there.

"There is a shown tendency toward in-
dividual effort that does not speak well for
either the business or the individual. I do
not for a moment intend to belittle or dis-
parage the individual who is looking out for
No. 1, but in this business it is team work
that we are going to have.

"We have had a suggestion
The box at the time clock for
Suggestion Box over a year. During the

last two months not a single
suggestion has been put in the box. What
does it mean ? That our organization is
perfected to a point where improvement is
impossible? I think this meeting will prove
the fallacy of that. Or does it mean that we
are simply interested in the business to the
amount we receive in our envelopes on pay
day ? Think it over.

There was a time in my business career
that I was dead set against using any
premium schemes to increase the interests of
my employes. I worked on the principle
that the personal honesty of the employe
would get the best efforts that were in him.
I have changed my views decidedly on this
point• and now use different premium
schemes to keep the interest from lagging.

"At one time I was set in my opinion
that in certain departments salespeople
were worth a fixed sum. I have readjusted
my views on this subject and my salaries
are now based on the amount of sales made
and number of customers waited upon,
rather than upon the length of service they
have been with the house. There is a
healthy, friendly rivalry amongst sales-
people which creates an unusual interest
in the business.

"Better still, by this method I am en-
abled to get a line on the selling ability
force, and if through any reason the sales
of an individual decrease due to lack of
energy or interest, it is an easy matter to

Change Places
With the Boss
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obtain the facts and dispense with his serv-
ices. Tenure of position only is possible
through making good. It is always the
survival of the fittest.

"My Monday morningmeet-
ings now are of incalculable
benefit. We are able to get
together with a better feel-

ing. The element of personal difference, an
item of no small magnitude in any business,
is lost sight of and there is a volume of sug-
gestions that are given careful considera-
tion.

"A particular instance I have in mind
was regarding an important point in my
delivery service. I had often called the
head of the delivery department's attention
to the complaints along this particular line,
but each time was assured that, the com-
plaint was due rather to a personal dislike
on the part of one of my department man-
agers than through any merit regarding
the complaint itself.

When the Monday meetings were re-
sumed, four or five of my managers took
occasion to call attention to the same trouble
with the delivery department. It did not
take us very long to decide wherein the
trouble lay, and while the head of our ship-
ping department was caused a most un-
pleasant half hour, there was not the slight-
est show of ill-feeling afterward on the
part of anyone.. This is but one of the many
instances I could cite regarding the good
our meetings have done.

"The employer who makes
his employes toe the mark
invariably in the end wins
the respect of the employes

and his thanks for the thoroughness of his
business training. I know whereof I speak,
for I was trained in such a school. In my
youth I obtained employment in the office
of a man who was considered a 'crank' of
the highest order. Despite the fact that at
times I was clearly in doubt as to whether
or not he suffered from 'brain storms,' in
the end I was forced to admit that the
training I received at his bands had, strict
as it was, a great deal to do with my sub-
sequent business career.

"I intend to look after the interests of
my customers in the future by looking after
details. I do not say 'red tape.' I have
reached the conclusion that familiarity with
details is conducive of better relations with
my customers, and the knowledge that I
am in close touch with my business affairs
tends to act as a check-rein upon my em-
ployes, who sometimes act impulsively.

"The trouble with the average young
man of to-day is his inability to act upon
his own responsibility and initiative. To my
mind, the 'Message to Garcia,' wherein are
depicted the efforts of Private Rowan to
carry out a commission for the President of
the United States during the late Spanish
American War, conveys a message which
should be read and absorbed by thousands
of young men about to enter upon business
careers. An ability to do things without a
lot of preliminary coaching is a fundamental
requisite in business life to-day, wherein
success is to be looked for."—The Book-
keeper.

The Weekly
Meetings

The Strict
Employer
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The New

Keystone Magazine

of Optometry 
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF OPTICAL EDUCATION

INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY OPTOMETRIST

BEGINNING with this month the publishers of THE
KEYSTONE will issue a new monthly, THE KEYSTONE

MAGAZINE OF OPTOMETRY, to be devoted solely to the
science and practice of optometry, the spectacle and eye-
glass industry and other branches of optics.

Its numerous departments, comprising over one
hundred pages, will cover not only scientific refraction,
but every detail—commercial, mechanical and scientific—
in connection with the optical business.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the new journal
will be $1.00 per year, a merely nominal cost when it is
considered that it will place at the service of opticians and
jeweler-opticians the best talent in the world in this line.

The first number will be issued in a few days, and
among its many valuable features will be the first instal-
ment of a serial entitled " The Making of a Mechanical
Optician," which will cover in detail every phase of prac-
tical optics.

Mail us your dollar to-day so as to secure

this serial from the very start and the

other valuable articles in the first number

 THE 

KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

809-811-813 North Nineteenth Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

What Keystone Subscribers
Think of the New Magazine

Find enclosed order for $1.00, for which
please send me THE KEYSTONE MAGAZINE
OF OPTOMETRY for the next year, beginning
with the first issue. We all know that the
old reliable Keystone never half-way does
things and every optometrist can feel as-
sured that he - will see one of the best
journals possible.
Escondido, Cal. F. W. BINFORD.

Enclosed please find one ($1.00) dollar
for which please send THE KEYSTONE
MAGAZINE OF OPTOMETRY IO my address
for one year. I feel that this is a step
toward success. and if it is any better than
what has been in The Keystone it will be
worth much more than the price.
Lincoln, Ill. R. T. GARDNER.

Right gladly do I enclose you the first
year's subscription for THE KEYSTONE
MAGAZINE OF OPTOMETRY. We are not
sending this on speculation as we know
what to expect from The Keystone. I have
been a reader of the magazine for upwards
of twenty years, and it has never failed to
come up to expectation. Certainly the new
magazine will take first place in the optical
world as The Keystone has in the jewelry
and optical world combined. Optometrists
are to be congratulated that you are taking
this up.

H. E. WILKINSON,
Care Chintz-Beretta Optical Company,

Fresno, Cal. .

I am sending the subscription to THE
KEYSTONE MAGAZINE OF OPTOMETRY at this
date to be certain that I do not miss the
first issue, as I have all confidence in the
magazine being a successful help to opti-
cians. I wish the new publication as much
success and popularity as The Keystone has
enjoyed since the first issue that came to
my notice in 1882.

Wabasha, Illinn. D. C. SPAULDING.

I am very glad to know that you are to
publish a magazine of optometry separate
from the jewelry department. The only
fault that I found with The Keystone was
that we were getting too much for $1.00—
that is so much of no value to the optician.
This will be better, I am sure.
Biddeford, Me. W. GuiLBAULT.

I am glad to learn that you have divorced
the optical and jewelry departments and
are now going to issue an optical magazine
that, according to the announcement, will
be worth one's while to consider. I there-
fore gladly send you my check of $1.00 so
that you may place my name on your sub-
scription list.

York, Pa. H. G. MEINEL.

I .wish you success with the new maga-
zine. It will be quite an improvement over
the former way as it can be filed away,
taking up less room.
Kenton, Ohio. W. R. SPITTLE.

Was glad to receive your reminder re-
garding the new magazine of optometry. If
the subject matter is equal to The Key-
stone's optical department the fact of the
new journal being in more compact and
readable form will make it more than worth
while.

Kingston, N. Y. HARRY F. PITTS, O.R.

I am inclined to think that THP: KEY-
STONE MAGAZINE OF OPTOMETRY iS just what
I have been looking for.

C. H. CARPENTER, M.D.
North Granville, N. Y.

I am very much pleased to learn that you
are to separate the optical from the jewelry
department. The Keystone has always been
"All Right" and there is no question in
reference to the new departure being a
success. Wish you the success which is
surely due you.

Worcester, Mass. FRANK EDSON ADAMS.

Enclosed find a cheap piece of paper en-
titling you to $1.00 if you can use same for
THE KEYSTONE MAGAZINE OF OPTOMETRY. I
wish to be a charter member and be initi-
ated with a large class, as I know full well
that you will have them. If it is half as
good as The Keystone I am satisfied.

Veedersburg, Ind. H. A. ROBERTS.

I just received the notice that you were
to publish an exclusive optical journal.
Please find enclosed cash for subscription.
This will no doubt fill a long-felt want of
the optometrists throughout the country and
the Character of The Keystone insures its
success and a hearty welcome by the re-
fractionist. A journal devoted to physio-
logical and applied optics will be of in-
estimable value to those preparing for the
examination before the State boards of
optometry. So speed the day, we can't have
it too quick.
Omaha, Nebr. A. B. TARBOX.
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Standard Time

Few jewelers realize the many forms of pub-
licity which can be used by them in furthering
their business interests. One form of advertising
which is very effective and yet but slightly used
is the exploitation of the jeweler's knowledge
through the medium of booklets or the press.
Whatever enhances the personal prestige of the
jeweler will benefit his business, and consequently
he should lose no opportunity to convince the pub-
lic of his thorough mastery of his specialty. This
train of thought was prompted by a little booklet
before us, the cover page of which is shown here-
with. As the author of the booklet, Chas. C.
Crooks, of Chas. C. Crooks Company, Baltimore,
Md., is especially interested in the matter of rail-
road watch inspection, he would naturally be re-
garded by the public as an authority on the sub-
ject treated in this little booklet. As an object
lesson on one very effective form of advertising,
and as a very lucid exposition of the meaning of,
standard time, we here reprint the matter con-
tained in Mr. Crook's dainty little booklet:

Standard time may be defined as time based
upon a certain definite meridian that is adopted
as the time meridian for a wide extent of country,
in place of the various meridians upon which local
mean time is based. Its advantage is that neigh-
boring places then keep exactly the same time,
instead of differing by a few minutes or seconds
according to their differences in longitude, a mat-
ter of especial importance in connection with the
operation of railroads and telegraphs, or the
transaction of any business wherein contracts in-
volve any definite time limits.

The United States adopted
Adoption of standard time in 1883, on the
Standard Time initiative of the American

Railway Association, and at
noon of November 18th of that year the tele-
graphic time signals sent out daily from the Naval
Observatory at Washington were changed to the new
system, according to which the meridians of 75°,
900, 105° and 1200 west from Greenwich became
the time meridians of Eastern, Central, Mountain
and Pacific standard time, respectively. When it
is noon at Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
New York and Boston it is precisely it A.m. at
Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and New Or-
leans; to A.M. from Dakota to New Mexico and
9 A.M. at all points on the Pacific coast.

The meridian, i8o° east and west from Green-
wich, which crosses the Pacific Ocean, is called
the international date line. Here each clay has its
birth at the instant when it is exactly noon of the
preceding date at Greenwich and 7 A.M. at Wash-
ington.

It is thus evident that if a yes-
International sel bound across the Pacific
Date Line were to continue her old cal-

endar, without change, she
would find upon arrival in Japan, Australia or
New Zealand, that she was one clay behind in the
day of the week and month. To avoid this it is
customary, upon crossing the one hundred and
eightieth meridian, to drop a day when bound
west ; to repeat a clay when bound east. For in-
stance, in the first case, Monday, October 24th,
would be followed in the log book by Wednesday,
October 26th, and in the second case, Monday,
October 24th, would be followed 'by another Mon-
day, October 24th.

A curious thing brought out by a considera-
tion of this date line is the fact that the total
duration or life of each day, if you consider the
entire globe and not merely a single locality, is
48 instead of 24 hours. For example, imagine
yourself close to but west of this line, near the
equator, at midnight, when the new day begins.
Remain there until noon and the clay will then
have lasted 12 hours. Now suppose that you
move west with the sun overhead all the time,
until you return close to hut east of the date line.
During this rapid trip of 900 knots (nautical
miles) per hour you will have passed 24 hours, all
the time at noon of the same day, making 36
hours in all. Finally, if you wait there until the

K EYST ONE

day ends, at midnight, it will add 12 hours more,
making 48 hours for the total duration of that
single day.

Some philosopher has said that
Punctuality the appreciation of the value of
and Progress correct time is a good index to

the civilization of a nation, and
in this respect the United States is among the very
foremost. Since August, 1865, telegraphic time
signals have been sent out daily from the Naval
Observatory, and they now reach every part of
the country, as well as Havana and Panama. The
Pacific Coast States and Alaska receive their time
signals from the observatory at the Mare Island
Navy Yard. Nineteen timeballs are dropped by
these signals in the principal ports of our Atlantic,
Pacific, Gulf of Mexico and Great Lake coasts,
and probably in no other country do any such
signals cover such a large extent of territory or
render such great service to both water-borne and

WHAT IS THE MEANING
OF STANDARD TIME?

When and where can I get it?

g Don't argue about the right time, settle
it by calling us up or consulting our clock.
We get time daily at 12 Noon by wire direct
from the Naval Observatory at Washington.

CHARLES C. CROOKS COMPANY
JEWELERS

114 WEST BALTIMORE STREET

WATCH INSPECTORS FOR B. & 0. R. R., W. M.

R. R., Md. & Pa. R. R., Md. Elec. Ry., W. B. & A. Ry.

[Reproduction of cover page]

inland commerce. They have, in fact, become an
essential part of our everyday life, as transmitted
by the co-operation of the Western Union Tele-
graph Company, the Postal Telegraph Company,
and the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany, all of which receive the signals over special
wires connected directly with the transmitting
clock at the Naval Observatory.

The series of noon signals is
Transmitting sent continuously over the
Standard Time wires all over the United

States for an interval of five
minutes immediately preceding noon. For the
country east of the Rocky Mountains the signals
are sent out by the Naval Observatory at Wash-
ington and end at noon of the seventy-fifth me-
ridian, standard time, corresponding to II A.m.
of the ninetieth meridian, and to A.M. of the one
hundred and fifth meridian. For the country west
of the Rocky Mountains they are sent out by the
observatory at the Mare Island Navy Yard, and
end at noon of the one hundred and twentieth
meridian, the standard time meridian of the Pa-
cific coast. The transmitting clock that sends out
the signals is corrected very accurately, shortly
before noon, from the mean of three standard
clocks that are rated by star sights with a meridian
transit instrument. The noon signal is seldom in
error to an amount greater than one or two
tenths of a second, although a tenth more may be
added by the relays in use on long telegraph lines.
Electric transmission over a continuous wire is
practically instantaneous.
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New Years or midnight signals from Wash-
ington Observatory have been received at such dis-
tant points as City of Mexico in 11/too of a sec-
ond; Greenwich, England, in i 1/3 second; and
Wellington, New Zealand, in 4 seconds.

Previous to 1883 the methods
Confusion Under of measuring time in the
Old Method United States were so varied

and so numerous as to be ludi-
crous. There were 50 different standards used
in the United States, and on one road between
New York and Boston, whose actual difference is
12 minutes, there were three distinct standards of
time. Even small towns had two different stand-
ards, one known as "town" or local time and the
other "railroad" time. Naturally this condition of
affairs caused endless complications, and railroad
officials were harried to the point of despair in
their efforts to make timetables that could be
understood by the public.

By general consent the credit of formulating
a method of regulating time and bringing order
where chaos reigned before is given W. F. Allen,
secretary and treasurer of the American Railway
Association, and since 1872 editor of the Official
Railway Guide. In recognition of this achieve-
ment Mr. Allen is often referred to as "Father
Time" or the "Father of Standard Time."

There are people who will re-
Prejudice call what excitement prevailed
Against the the day on which this almost
New System world-wide revolution in meas-

uring time took place. There
were some who declared such a thing an out-
rageous and impertinent meddling with affairs of
the Almighty, and there was one clergyman who
declared that this presumption on the part of
puny humans would be followed by some terrible
visitation signifying the anger of the heavenly
powers. The Charlestown earthquake did follow
soon after, and no doubt the worthy clergyman
considered this a special fulfillment of his dire
prophecy.

The probability of arriving at some definite
and practicable manner of computing time seemed
almost hopeless, and railroad men were about to
decide that the difficulties in the way of stand-
ardizing time were practically insuperable, when
in April, 1883, Mr. Allen announced that he had
worked out a system which he considered practi-
cable. His plan was based upon the even hour
difference, but in other respects differed materially
from all other systems previously suggested. So
simple and so carefully worked out was the plan
that the Railway Association gave it their unani-
mous endorsement, and recommended that Secre-
tary Allen go ahead and obtain its adoption.

At noon on November 18, 1883,
The Reform there was a general resetting
Instituted of watches and clocks all over

the United States and Canada,
and the four great time zones, one hour apart,
into which the country was divided came into
being. So smoothly did the plan work that the
general readjustment was accomplished without
great difficulty and it has worked satisfactorily
ever since.

Other countries were quick to take notice of
the convenience of this new arrangement, and
many of them have adopted the same system.
With the exception of France and Russia, every
European country regulates its railroad and local
time by the Greenwich meridian or meridians ex-
actly one or two hours from it. South Africa,
Australia, Japan, the Philippine Islands and Porto
Rico also have their time reckoning upon me-
ridians differing by even hours from that of
Greenwich.

And so it is a fact worthy of note that in
nearly all parts of the civilized world clocks and
watches, if correctly regulated, beat seconds ex-
actly together, their minute hands pointing to
the same part of the dial, but not to the same
hour number. One might say that every part of
the earth throbs in unison, just as the pulsations
of the heart are felt in all parts of the human
body almost simultaneously.

"I would just as soon dispense with all read-
ing  nuttier as drop The Keystone, which, in my es-
timation, is the bread and butter of the retail
jeweler.—E. H. Williams, Condon, Oregon.
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WAITING FOR IT
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0 .7::: SPECIFICATIONS:

.._____... ..._, __ _ ,,._,... j _. _ . -____  Solid oak, curtain top, paneled doors, sides and back. All
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_ drawers lock automatically ; one drawer arranged for chucks.

_-_7-v--- - It has also an apron drawer, a chalk hole, a cupboard and
apartment for foot wheel. Is mounted on casters. Lock

,_ -- and key on right side of bench.

DIMENSIONS:
43 inches long, 26 inches deep and 40 inches high to top of
table. Solid oak throughout (no soft-wood bottom and
back as most other benches are made).

Special Price (Cash emvuest aecrcciem p a nY) $14.75 Net

Can furnish also same bench made of solid cherry, finished cherry
1, or mahogany at $16.75 Net, cash with order.

No extra charge for carting or crating.

We wish to state that all of these benches are well made in
every particular of the best seasoned and kiln-dried lumber,
and have a beautiful cabinet finish.

SEND US YOUR ORDER TO-DAY

KING & EISELE/ Manufacturers, Buffalo) N. Y.
10-20 NORTH DIVISION STREET 342-344 WASHINGTON STREET
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A MAGNIFICENT BOOK OF rprE
"MODERN" SIGNS I "L

IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Write for This Book To- day--It will give you much valuable information

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW-UP-TO-DATE-FLASHING-SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.
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Most Curious of Workshops

Where Magic Outfits Are Made—A Veritable

Wizard's Cave—Interesting Customers

A Unique

Character

If you are a dabbler in the
black art you know Mar-
tinka. If you have never

extracted a wriggling rab-

bit from the hat of your astonished friend

or made an omelet in his Sunday tile, and if

you have no interest in learning how such

feats are performed, then you do not know

Martinka—and you have missed something,

says a writer in the New York Mail.
Martinka himself does not care if you have

no interest in omelets and rabbits and dis-

appearing coins and magic cards. He

knows you will not visit his shop, and he

doesn't want you to. But once let curiosity

send you to him and he will welcome you

with open arms. He will show you about

his place, explain to you many wonderful

tricks and smile complacently when you

ask him to tell you about many still more

marvelous ones.
The person who goes to Martinka's

once will break a luncheon engagement

rather than miss going again.
Martinka's shop is a queer

His Curious little place. You might look
Shop for it half a day in vain if

you were not keensighted.

But it can be found on Sixth Avenue, not

far from Thirtieth Street, and from the

sidewalk it seems scarcely more than a hole

in the wall, but it contains more modern

wonders than all the tall buildings combined

that surround it. Upstairs is a chop suey

joint. Next door a small jewelry shop dis-

plays an assortment of dust-covered watches

ill a grimy show window. The stranger

pauses before Martinka's in astonishment.

He has heard of the wonders that it con-

tains, but the unpretentious front, the worn

threshold, over which have passed the feet

of every great living, and many dead

K EYSTONE

magicians in the world, the tarnished gold

letters on the window, make him think he

has made a mistake.

From the outside the shop

looks like a little toy store.

Teddy bears, tin horns,

packs of cards, curious

looking wax faces and ferocious snakes of
lurid hue fill the window. Entering the

low room, with its cracked and smoky ceil-

ing, the visitor finds a long showcase to the

right, filled with covered jars of pewter and

brass, vicious looking swords and curious

apparatus of mysterious appearance.

Through the dim light the bent figure

of a little man moves toward him from the

vague shadows at the rear of the room, and

in a moment he is looking into a keen pair

of gray eyes that twinkle behind gold-

rimmed spectacles.

Herr Martinka, to give him the title he

deserves, radiates good humor. There is

something as elusive about him as there is

about his tricks. He seems always on the

verge of telling some great secret, and

stopping just as you are tense with expecta-

tion. As you follow him through the little

door in the rear you half expect to see him

suddenly clap his hands and go up in a

puff of smoke. By the time he has led you

to the end of the outer room, and opening

a door ushered you past a host of weird

wax statues with fierce faces, you are en-

tranced with the subtle atmosphere of

mystery which the shop exhales.

Passing through the office
Carnivals Martinka opens another
of Magic door and reveals a third

room. In one end of this

room several men are decorating apparatus

for tricks, at the other is a stage, where
monthly the American Society of Magi-

cians, whose headquarters are at Martinka's,

hold secret carnival. Behind the theatre is

a long alley, screened on either side of the

sheds, with padlocked doors barring their

An Old

Curiosity Shop
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secrets from prying eyes. And at the

farther end is an ample machine shop,

equipped with lathes, anvils and other ap-

pliances.
Martinka's eyes twinkle as he raps on

the padlocked sheds. "Illusions," he will

say, "illusions, illusions—hundreds and

hundreds of illusions."
"That little bird cage with

Making of a the thin wire bars—very,
Magician very thin bars, as you will

see—was the trick that first

brought Herrmann the Great into distinc-

tion," he will say. "After his death it passed

down through his family and was finally

presented to me by the present Herrmann.

The first Herrmann made that cage with

his own hands. With a canary in it he

would throw it into the air and it would

melt away. The people were dumfounded.

They didn't know that the cage collapsed

and went up the conjurer's sleeve, bird and

all. And Herrmann didn't tell them. When

Harry Kellar was beginning his career,

tramping from town to town and performing

wherever he got a chance, he used this trick,

and his early success depended largely upon it.

"Right next to the old cage you will

perceive a skull. It is not a real skull, only

one made of plaster, but if you ask a ques-

tion it will answer you. That cabinet there,
with thirty-two drawers, was also the prop-

erty of the first Herrmann. You would

put a card in one of the drawers and he

would make it go to any other drawer you

mentioned. That big trunk Kellar would

fill to the top with broken glass, close and
lock it. When it was unlocked, out stepped

a girl."

But these are only a few of the mys-

teries that Martinka will show you, and he

will tell you that every magician in the

world comes to him to have apparatus

manufactured, for more marvelous tricks

have been made in his shop than anywhere

else.

LEMAIRE OPE G LA Rs SAE s
LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Importers

NEW CATALOGUE upon application to any JOBBER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

All Genuine Glasses
Bear This Mark

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles
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One of the Old Guard
The man who has never had a failure

In 12 years' experience, has made friends in every State in
the Union.

THE MAN WHO DOES NOT

GUARANTEE A PROFIT. WHY?

Send for my special treatise on Guarantees and learn why.
Now is the time to think about having a second holiday

trade by having an auction sale.
Dates are filling fast—better take it up at once.
Send for names of firms I have sold for in your neighborhood.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer
Home Address, FOND DU LAG, WIS.Canadian Address, COBOURG, ONT.

P. S.— If you have any cheaj5 goods to sell, do not send for me, I am not in that business

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and deacription may
quickly aseertain our opinion free whether an
Invent Ion Is probably patentable. Communlen-
Orme strictly emindent W. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. oldest neeney for securing patents.
Pat mita ttiken throtteh Alunn & Co. receive

pccial notice, wit bout charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely Illustrated weeitly. lareest cir-
culation of /Div scielilltio P■111111li. TV1.111S, $3 a
pine; four mom ith, IL sold by all 11mi/wielders.

MUNN &Co 36IBroadway, New York
Branch ()Mee, 425 Ir St.. Washington, D. C.

G.F.WatISWOrtli
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SllyerPlatIng,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

Tornio('
Ch•nglow Ohl

on iltirelse
Case. to ttike

American S. W.
Mo•emenia no

Specialty
OLD CASES

MADE yaw

Silversmiths'
Building ,
131.137
Wabash Ass.
CHICAGO

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

ilk.41.5.91*-10.91111%.4.1.

F. C. K. EN Emit KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal

Engraving

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

Kikt‘Lf KstritfKArki

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

"KING OF THE AUCTION"

Founder and Promoter

of the

Now Famous

ORIGINAL H. Ii. LINDSLY

"LINDSEY

SYSTEM"

The only safeguard in the auction world to-day—draws
and entertains the better classes.

Not a drag—Not an idle moment, just goes through and
gets the money, that's all. Failures unknown.

ADVICE
You can't be too careful in the selection of your auctioneer,

if you value your interests. Write for my proposition—
compare it with the other fellow's—be your own judge.

H. B. LINDSEY rhe World's Auction King

204 E. 12th Street Kansas City, Mo.

Very Important
Read very carefully, then ask yourself what

persons could do more for your interest than we.

ist.—Have made the auction business a lifetime study.

2d. —We guarantee good profits.

3d. —We do all in our power for the benefit of our
employers.

4th.---We set forth herein for example one of the most
profitable sales ever conducted during the panic
and immediately after the holidays.

SALT LAKE, UTAH, Jail. 2, 1908.
GOTTLIEB, ENGELS & CO.

Gentlemen :—It gives us great pleasure to state you cer-
tainly made a very remarkable sale for us, and received a good
profit on the goods sold. Our stock was $8o,00b, and you
gentlemen sold $40,000 in sixteen days during the month of
January. We are more than satisfied, and you gentlemen
deserve great credit.

M. & N. LICHTENSTEIN & BROS.

We also give many references and daily paper notices regarding our ability in correspondence.

GOTTLIEB, ENGELS & CO., Auctioneers
114 Dearborn Street—Rooms 401-2-3- CHICAGO, ILL. Telephone, Randolph 1254

The Auctioneer
for the

Overstocked
Jeweler

Should be a man
with reputation for
square dealing
equal to that of the
store in which he
sells, one who
works for the best
interests of the
jeweler and the
future high reputa-
tion of his estab-
lishment, with abil-
ity to secure good
prices for expensive
goods.

The Jewelers'
reputation is safe-
guarded only when
he employs such a
salesman.

References from
Jewelers of reputa-
tion upon request.

R. B. H. M ACR ORIE Jewelers' Auctioneer
9 Vor the Legitimate Trade Only

534 W. North Ave. (Phone Humboldt 2275), CHICAGO, ILL.

H. T. STAPLEFORD
AUCTIONEER

Thirty Years Experience

START AN AUCTION SALE

IF your business is not as prosperous as you would
like to have it.

IV your competitors are getting ahead of you.
IV you have goods In your show cases and shelves Om

you cannot sell ordinarily.
IF you want to turn MERCHANDISE INTO CASII

quickly.
IF yon want larger profits than you are making now.
IF you want customers that you never had before.
IF, in short, you want the money.
100 CEN'I'S ON THE DOLLAR FOR YOT.JRSTI)CF.

AFTER PAYING ALL EXPENSES.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

I have made more sales
in 1908 . than any one
auctioneer in the country.
I have with me Mr. Dan I.
MurraY,' who is known all
over the United States and
Canada, who will assist me
in all large sales. If you
want two men for the price
of one you can have us, the
two Leading Auction=
eers of America.

I am now selling the
Alex Myers 25o,000 stock,
of Louisville; .Ky. Write
me for reference and date.

H. T. STAPLEFORD
Fort Wayne, Ind.

NEW YORK OFFICES

3 Maiden Lane, Dan I. Murray
to Maiden Lane, M. J. Averbeck & Co.
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Cur C3reetings
to Ube trabe

for the New Year, and sincere
thanks to our customers for
their loyal support, making
December sales the largest for
any one month in our career.
There must be a reason for it—
and our customers can tell you.

Our /909 line now in the making.
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Landis School of Engraving

WINTER COURSE
Opened January 2, 1909

If you wish to take a Course this Winter please
write us at once, and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art ot Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us., and we will give you an idea of what you
M. L. Landis could accomplish by taking a Course with. us.

Proprietor and Instructor

IVI• L. Landis, n9 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

Baroque Pearl

Chrysanthemum Brooches
From $20 up

CROSSMAN COMPANY
3 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

Best Wishes for a
Prosperous Year

Irons & Russell Co.
The Emblem House

Main Office and Factory

95 Chestnut Street  Providence, R. I.

Chicago Office New York Office
131 Wabash Avenue 11 Maiden Lane

A New Jeweler's Work Bench
We desire to call attention to our New Jeweler's Work Bench, No. 18.
It is substantially made of oak with a I -inch birch top. It has a
tapered zinc-lined drawer to catch filings. It is fitted with gas and air

pipes and cocks for blow pipe outfit. It
provides a place for a polishing lathe.
Size, 47 inches long, 24 inches wide and
38 inches high. Send for catalog and
order through your jobber.

Jessen & Rosberg
393-405 W. Kinzie Street

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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21en., SUCCESSFUL YEAR

'he Jewelers' gichool of
ESTABLISHED 1889
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fingraving
Sulto 1104 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

RICIIA RD 0. H..44../cipLaial, Pri.opmE.ron AND CHIEF INSTRUCTOR

BICIIA111/ G. KANDLER
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OF ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL
SYSTEM

WRITE FOR FULL
PARTICULARS

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents j Send money with
India Ink or Water Color, $1.00 5 order

SPECIMEN BOOK Monograms and Lettering, $1.00

ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use
Send for Price-List

TRADE ENGRAVING

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO
1104 lieyworth Building, Chicago
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Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
Clement Hollow Graver (100 Styles), 25c
Clement Pivot Polisher
Clement Balance Bumper,
Clement Wheel Cutters, 50c.
Clement Rounding-up Cutters, 40c.
Clement Diamond Fork Grinders, set or4, $2.50
Clement Diamond Roller Broaches, 75c.
Clement Glossing, 25c.

50c.

(3 Styles),

esse

Z-slfa
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SHOWING HOW

WASHER IS

ADJUSTED

UNDER

SCREW

firm)
Patented July 28,1908 --- -

Patented Perfect Fitting

CASE-SCREW WASHER
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost

invisible, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if

case shoulder is worn away or sprung.
Made in all sizes, from German silver.

Pacts : Gross,$1.50; 4 doz. package, asst.,50c.; single doz.,15c.
For Sale at all Material Houses.

Samples sent for the asking.
SPECIAL NOTICE—These "washers" are cornet

by United States Patent No. 894,314, and all in-
fringements will be prosecuted.

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. I

—_

Polishing Set Complete, 
$2.00, Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE AND 
FELT WATCH 

CASE BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH AND 
END BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED Olt 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

$8.00, $8.00, $18.00

SEND FOR CIRCULAR

W. D. CLEMENT
WALTHAM, MASS.

A good education is better
than an i nheritance or annuity;
to master a good trade is
better than both.

There is no better trade
/ban Watchmaking and
Engraving, and if you are
lir/crested, let us know.

WISCONSIN INSTITUTE
OF HOROLOGY

Enterprise Building, M/LWAUKEE, WIS.

St

' CATCHY
ENGRAVING

, in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

Artistic Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The moat practical and only ad-
justable one Invented. Prl c e,61 .60 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale Jewelers and materialhouses.
Samplebytnail,25c; in 10 K. gold,n00;14K.81.25.
M.CROHN,ssr.s in viv.48 & 60 Malden Lane,N. Y.

Est allished

JEWELERS THE WORLD OVER ENDORSE

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston, Jamaica, says:

I am quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Repair
Record Book. It is really good, cheap and useful, and must
be appreciated by anyone who has a need for such a book.
I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United
States and foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for tetoo entries of watch
repairs with printed headings, and making complete
records is the work of a moment.

Seat postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, SI .00 (48. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
8o9-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

List II yworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

JOINCIIU sample Trunks an CMS
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 688 Broadway
Bet. Cortlandt A Dey Sts. Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between list and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
A m cii can
Stem -Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Sliver
for English, Swiss and Americau Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Scnd for Our Ncsv Prikc-List

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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The voting or midille-aged man who desires to learn Engraving, to grasp5
the Atier points of Watchmaking and Optics, finds it necessary to

spend at least live years in a store before lw has attained a thorough knowledge of the busi-
ness. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. We
got telegrams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates, which shows what
practical storekeepers think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sta., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advert i semen t , page 146

YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN 1

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot afford to be without an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for innuediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.75 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00:1 doz.metal.astd..85c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
of " Grip " for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Wells,Jeweler,Meshoppen, Pa

Balance Staffs
and

Hole Jewels
Balance Staffs, $1.00 to $1.25 dozen
Hole Jewels . 1.00 to 1.50 dozen
Genuine Roller Jewels at. Catalogue

Prices.
Genevas and Mi-Concaves, $4.00

per gross, 40 cents per dozen.
Imperial Mainsprings, $15.00 per gross,

$1.25 per dozen.
Steel Hand Removers, 25 cents each.

Mail Orders Carefully and Promptly Filled

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. MeEwmts, Manager Manchester, Iowa

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

,

,,t,otut110111111111111inrism

JACOBSON'S

Watch and
Chronom-
eter 011
N. Jacobson
950 N. Clark
St. CHICAGO

Jacobson's

Watch Oil

WILL NOT
GUM OR
CORRODE
THE METAL

SOLD BY

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.,
131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

THE A. C. BECKEN COMPANY
156 Wabash Ave., Chicago

HENRY PAULSON & CO.
156 Wabash Ave., Chicago

If Not Obtainable at Your Jobber Write Me

Price, Per Bottle, 30 Cents

UNIQUE GEMS
1 sin constantly in receipt of fine packages of -rough"
from my correspondants throughout the gem producing
districts of the world. This advantage enables me
to furnish such fine individual examples cut en
cabochon, carbuncles and fancy shapes, as are suitable
for fine special order work.

LOUIS J. DEACON, Atlantic City, N.

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers• Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
chcerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER St WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St.. Providence. R. I.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
[give close, personal attention to repairs sent me
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-last, which is free for the asking.
ColumbusMemorlalEildg.,103 StateSI,ChIcage

Eatablished 1802

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work called for and delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

M 0
$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

EngrEtved Souvenir Spoons
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

, ..; - - _ , • 4r. -- • • _ ,FRED. A. HASKELL
206 WeybOsset St.. Providence, R.I.

IT
Victory Lapel Button

Backs. Paid.

VICTORY
Lapel Back and
Safety Catches
ARE BUSINESS GETTERS

OPEN CLOSED

VICTOR'
PAYS.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

FOR BHOOCHES—.—

Applied to Any Goods. Send for Catalog and Price-List

GEHHARDT BROS., Fifth and Elm Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio

L,INDNER dr CO., teZpelit'X'
51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Being all exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt
and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

Kansas City Horological and Optical School
We give the best course in Watchmaking, Engraving, Jewelry Repairing and Optics,

excepting none, both practical and theoretical. In Engraving, the shaping and sharpening of
tools, designing and cutting of all styles of letters and monograms.

Our Optical department, in charge of W. B. Needles, N. D., teaches an advanced course in
higher branches of Ophthalmology, and is the best given for beginners and post-graduates.
1Ve can secure you a position. Send for catalogue

Work for the 'trade solicited, and satisfaction guaranteed.
A. E. PITTENGER 812 East Twelfth Street, Kansas City, Mo.

GREER'S
Double Bearing Pin Stems

Old Style (Pment applied for)
EXTRA STIFF AND GOLD PLATED
Assorted Sizes, per gross, $1.25

Will do what the common pin stem will do, and will do what the common pin stem will not do.Made extra stiff. Ask your Jobber for 111cm—take no other.
Manufactured by NI. GREER, Atlanta Cia.

GREER'S
NEW

DOUBLE BEARING

Established 1858

We have manufactured

The Brand
Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
50 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order
them of your jobber, who
will be pleased to serve

you, but be sure that the goods have the above brand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. I-I. FULLER C. SON CO., Pawtucket,FigoTdOeRlYsland, U.S.A.

oIiSbill[4illdill Ma oh tile
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space reduced to tne minimum
• We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

DIANIONIDS and FINE WATCHES

Sought, Sold or Exchanged
IFOI2 SPOT CASH

Appralsements made for estates or individuals

Established 1191 J. J. COVEN
Write for further Information 1011 Chestnut Strlet, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Watch Repairer for the Trade
Careful Reliable Prompt

Trade References Price-List on Request

A. D. PAPAZIEN
Cockroft Bldg. 71-73 Nassau St., New York

REFINERS an?
Sweep Smelters'
Established 1889.

of Oold,Silver taut
Platinum in any
shape—solids or
liquids, rough
sweeps, cuttings or
filings. Prompt

r. returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
IS and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. .I.

Jewelry Repairing
We manufacture and repair anything

in the line of

JEWELRY

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade

TRY US

KIRCHNER &RENICH
17 South Seventh Street

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-

list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Spot Cash-lwa
FOR JEWELRY STORES

I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send
stocks at once, no matter how large or
small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request.
If offer is not satisfactory, will return
goods.

EMIL NOEL
552 E. 46th Place, Chicago,111.

If you should be in Chicago with your
stock, make appointment with me by
telephone, Drexel 5323.

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE

Maim factureis of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices and discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading- " SitIDDITIODS WILD ted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words, A ddit i )))) al words and adver-
tisements, THREE CENTS per word.

Underall headings except "situations
Wanted," THREE C ENTs per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as WOrdS, and are charged
for as part of the ad V1.11 isement.
To insure insert i ))))) remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must 14.1101 us not latter

 t 11 for Inser-
t 11 loann i tah tell 2e tol 14( ply lug Iltiiiith's issue.

Send blank check or draft, or postal
or express money order for 111.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amoutits.

If answers are to he forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if tiles desi e a ,,py of the paper
in which their ad V4'ci isement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Cinder this heading, ONE CENT Per word,

for first twenty five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than as
cents.

Pt siTmN by watch repairer, jeweler,
salesman; 16 years' exp. Box 9o, Bloom

field, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and jewelry
repairer desires position ; age 22, four

years' exp. Thomas A. Hickey, m Swan
Street, Troy, N. Y.

GOOD watchmaker and jewelry repairer,
can wait on trade; do plain engraving,

have tools, also Priaoptometer; g years'
exp., of good habits, furnish first-class
refs.; 24 years of age, married; salary
not less than $20. "W 636," care Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker, own tools, under-
stands railroad work; can furnish Am

ref. as to character and ability to do good
work; do not engrave; not less than $25
per week; Kansas or Colorado preferred.
W. F. Boast, Sterling, Col.

YOUNG man desires position under watch-
maker; six months' exp.; can do clock

and jewelry repairing, also some watch
work. Joseph Koetting, Malden, Mo.

JUST finished a six months' course in
watchmaking and jewelry repairing; have

all small tools. Would like position at
once as second watchmaker; moderate
salary; can fill ocular prescriptions, and
own trial case. J. M. B., 1309 S. Paxon
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

AS An WATCHMAKER, jeweler, stone-
setter and monogram engraver; expert

on railroad and high-class Swiss and
American watches. Can take full charge
of store if necessary, own tools, good sales-
man, 15 years' exp.; do not us alcoholics
or tobacco in any form, married and want
permanent position; small town preferred;
salary according to living expenses. Ad-
dress Box No. 819, Birmingham, Ala.

FIRST-CLASS manager for credits and
collections with Western jewelry house;

At record; or represent a responsible firm
for the entire West; Chicago headquarters;
well posted. Address A. B. no, 1201 Hey-
worth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, American or
Swiss; capable salesman, can take charge

of repair department; Au ref. Louis E.
LeWinn, Gen. Del., IIartford, Conn.

BY a good watchmaker and plain engraver,
years' exp.; have had exp. as salesman;

Northwest preferred. 0. Tommerson,
Lake Preston, S. D.

ABOUT March ist, young man desires sit-
uation as assistant; several years' practical

exp. on watches, clocks and plain jewelry;
healthy locality preferred. '630," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER with tools desires posi-
tion at once, either South or Southwest

preferred; cannot engrave; am single, with
no bad habits. "S 632," care Keystone.

BY EXPERIENCED Northern Illinois
graduate optician, rating moo per cent.

on the eye and moo per cent. on refraction.
Address H. R. Derickson, Iola Green
Ave., Altoona, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

SITUATION wanted after January ist by
young man, 15 years' exp. as jeweler and

optician; fair engraver; best ref., no bad
habits. "D 629," care Keystone.

BY FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler
and salesman. Address Box No. 350,

Kent, Ohio.

YOUNG man desires position as assistant
watchmaker and plain engraver at once;

have own tools. E. P. Garvin, Morrison, Ill.

AN experienced traveler is open for a
position, Southern trade, best refs. Ad-

dress J., No. 1520 Polymnia Street, New
()deans, La.

BY a first-class watchmaker, accustomed
to railroad work, position adjusting,

taking in and delivering; also engraver,
optician and salesman. Good address, no
had habits, first-class refs.; thoroughly com-
petent to take full charge of repairing de-
partment or to manage. At liberty Janu-
ary mst. Address Watchmaker, Siebold
Hotel, Box Sm, Ft. Worth, Texas.

WANTED to correspond with jeweler who
wants to take young man about February

1st to finish trade; can do ordinary watch
and clock work and jewelry repairing;
New England only. "F 624, care Key-
stone.

By young man, age 23, as watchmaker;
can do jewelry work and wait on trade;

can give ref. Address, Chas. W. Mallory,
827 Fifth Ave., Altoona, Pa.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, to years'
exp., 4 years' drug exp.; own lathe and

tools; Iowa or Minnesota preferred; age
25, single, refs. W. J. Allen, McGregor,
Iowa.

FEBRUARY or March 1st, on road, rep-
resenting a wholesale watch, jewelry, or

silverware firm. Can make good; 17 years'
exp. Address "K tom," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, re-
pairer, graduate optician ; have trial case,

tools. Eight years' exp. at the bench, 4
years' exp. in drug and jewelry store.
Would like position in jewelry and drug
store. Age 24, single; good refs. Address
M. M. Staum, Forsyth, Montana.

WATCHMAKER wants permanent posi-
tion to wait on trade; good appearance,

middle age, no bad habits, good on rail-
road work; also Swiss; refs. "C 649,"
care Keystone.

BY watchmaker, jeweler, fair engraver,
about March rst ; doing trade work 6

years, 15 years at bench ; wages $25.00 per
week. "Jeweler," 202 S. George Street,
York, Pa.

WANTED to correspond with some good
house that wishes a first-class watchmaker

and monogram engraver: experienced
watch factory man, expert on railroad
watchmen. Salary $30.00. Address "S 651,"
care Keystone.

Am WATCHMAKER, optician, salesman,
window trimmer, showcard writer, edge

grinder; good engraver. Price $30.00;
prefer management. "M 645," care Key-
stone.

YOUNG man, assistant watchmaker, plain
engraver; four years' exp.; can wait on

city trade. Want steady position ; best of
ref. "M 643," care Keystone.

STRICTLY competent watchmaker, 17
years' exp. on American, Swiss, English,

complicated watchmen; German. Ai mechanic,
rapid and reliable; no had habits; perma-
nent. "W 64i," care Keystone.

EXPERT engraver desires position in
jewelry store; can give best refs. To be

answered and addressed R. E. Sheeley,
Littlestown, Pa.

AT once by young man permanent posi-
tion as watchmaker and jeweler, 6 years'

exp. at bench in retail stores; cannot en-
grave; best of ref; Middle or Southwest
preferred. Address A. S. Tessier, Albu-
querque, N. /Mex.

WATCHMAKER capable of taking entire
charge wants position; have 20 years'

exp. Only those need apply who will later
sell me a part interest in the business.
Address "W 655," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, expert watchmaker, engraver
and jeweler, have all tools, wishes posi-

tion ; New York, New Jersey or Pennsyl-
vania _preferred. II. B. Fiedler, 67 E.
to8th Street, New York.

EXPERT watchmaker desires change; fine
tools, long exp.; larger Texas cities

preferred. Do not answer unless you want
fine ability and sober habits. "B 647,"
care Keystone.

I 57
SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER wants position with view
of eventually purchasing the business.

Address "W 653," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker, jeweler; 20 years' exp.,
all tools, good refs; can take full charge.

G. F. Rawlings, Bloomsburg, Pa.

YOUNG man desires position as watch-
maker, 3 years' exp., owns tools, Al

refs. Address, If. Davey, 220 Woodward
Ave., Detroit, Mich.

FIRST-CLASS engraver and watchmaker,
experienced in high-grade work, 26 years'

at bench, married; best of refs. and
samples. Address, "13 637," care Keystone.

BY Feb. r, Igoe; prefer Minnesota, no
years' exp, watch repairing; engraving,

clock and jewelry repairing; remfistered
optician in Minnesota. "M 640, ' care
Keystone.

POSITION as watchmaker and engraver;
have own tools: West preferred. John

Higgins, 251 E. Thirteenth Street, St. Paul,
Minn.

HELP WANTED
UNDER Tins II IlisrE CENTS PER WORD

BUYER, optician and salesman ; a thor-
oughly competent and experienced man

for modern and up-to-date jewelry store
in leading Southern city. State salary, age
and exp. "G 626," care Keystone.

OPTICIAN and watclunaker, one who has
a thorough knowledge of optics; pleasing

disposition and appearance; Southern city;
state age and salary; refs. "G 627," care
Keystone.

WANTED at once a good clock and
jewelry repairer. A good chance to learn

the jewelry business; best of ref. required.
Address Lock Box 355, Amherst, Mass.

WATCHMAKER to use window in ex-
change for care of stock; established mo

years. The hicks Pharmacy, Sargent, Nebr.

GOOD, all-around watchmaker; permanent
job to right man. C. S. Bates, Pawnee,

Okla.

Am WATCHMAKER, engraver and opti-
cian ; $25 week to start. Crescent

Jewelry Co., Helena, Ark.

WANTED—Salesman in every State to
sell good selling side line on commission

basis. Empire Jewelry Case Co., Buffalo,
N Y.

WANTED—Watchmaker and jeweler;
permanent position ; salary $75 and 20

per cent. of bench work. Young man
preferred who can take charge of store
when occasion demands; must be sober
and willing to work; must own tools.
Sonora News Company, Nogales, Ariz.

WANTED—Salesman for Wisconsin and
Northern Michigan by the largest whole-

sale jewelry house in Chicago. Must have
established trade and big sales. Will give
the right man good opportunity to make
money. Address, stating age, where for-
merly employed, amount of sales and full
particulars. Address CS 25, I 2D I Ileyworth
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED—First-class watchmaker and
engraver—no other need apply; wages

$30 per we -k: send sample of engraving
with application. "L 628," care Keystone.

ATC I i A K ER, permanent, ordinary
ability, moderate salary. Gaskill's,

Rochester, AI inn.

WANTED—Young man to take good
paying traveling position. Address P. O.

Box 460, South Bend, Ind.

WANTED at mice a young man to finish
trade under a good workman. Must be

able to do good clock work and jewelry
repairing and ordinary watch work; also
keep stock in order. Must be strictly
honest and friendly to customers. Must
be able to do fair engraving. Send
sample of engravitur and ref. in first letter
front former employer. Steady job for the
right man. Leading jeweler. Box 267,
Grand Rapids, Wis.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler repairer, en-
graver ; must be honest and steady.

Permanent position to right man. Ref.
required. state wages wanted. C. A. Wil-
liams, 326 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, Ind.

WANT a first_class traveling man who
knows the trade in eastern Pennsylvania

and New Jersey. 65o," care Keystone.

WANTED—Competent watchmaker. State
age, exp. and give names and addresses

of former employers. Good salary. Ad-
dress Charles S. Stifft, Little Rock, Ark.

(Continued on page 158)
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I58
HELP WANTED

(Continued from page 157)

WATCHMAKER wanted, must be thor-
ough, practical and rapid workman;

steady job, will pay up to $30.00 per
week. A. A. Muecke, 'Watchmaker, 309
Godchaux Bldg., New Orleans, La. 

WANTED experienced watchmaker who is
also an engraver. Apply to J. 0. Howe,

Bloomington, Ind. 
WANT trustworthy young man with about
Woo or $2200 capital to take half inter-

est in good jewelry store in town 8000 in-
habitants; county seat. None but with
amount of cash need apply. Good chance
for someone. "W 657," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER and jewelry repairer,
skillful at both, Jersey seashore city; an

honest hustler, unmarried preferred, soon
as possible for permanent job. "B 639,"
care Keystone.
AT once fine watchmaker, jeweler, en-

graver; good wages to first-class, all-
around workman; send samples of engrav-
ing with refs.; state exp and particulars.
G. H. McKelvey, St. Joseph, Mo. 

OPTICAL shop foreman for large retail
prescription business. Must be experi-

enced, with thorough all-around knowledge
of the business. Address A. S. Aloe Co.,
513 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo. 
WATCHMAKER to use window in ex-
change for care of stock; established ten

years. The Hicks Pharmacy, Sargent, Nebr.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED Whitcomb lathes, second-hand,
with chucks, attachments, wheel-cutter,

etc. Will pay cash; send description, stat-
ing condition, etc. Ezra F. Bowman's
Sons, Lancaster, Pa.
I WOULD like to buy a one or two-

story brick store building on the main
street and in a fair location in a county
seat town, to be used permanently for
watch repairing, etc. Address Allan Kirk,
Box 233, Quarryville, Pa. 

LETTER copying outfit; one that does
good work, pencil or typewriter; must

be in order. W. F. Boast, Sterling, Col.

WANTED-Partner, all-round jeweler,
with $25oo to $3000. If you have the

money write me, I have a good lewelry
store proposition to make you. F. M.
Shull, Alt Hope, W. Va. 
WILL purchase a small good-paying
jewelry business; state terms and full

particulars. Address "W 654," care Key-
stone.
A GOOD paying jewelry business wanted,
or part interest in one; have 41000 to

invest. Address "W 656," care 'Keystone.

WANTED to learn of a good location for a
first-class jeweler, towii z000 up; South-

west or West. "R 607," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER TII1S HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY and optical store, invoice
$2500, give liberal discount. Everything

new and up-to-date. Reason, failing eye-
sight. Box so, Johnson, Nebr. 
ONLY jeweler in town of z800 popula-

tion. Wish to sell in January. Have
reduced stock so that a few hundred
dollars will handle the proposition. Great
opportunity. Henry W. Anderson, Red
Lake  Falls, Minn. 
THE largest and best jewelry store In

county seat town in one of Iowa's best
counties. Business thoroughly established.
Stock fresh and up-to-date. Invoice about
$5000, can reduce. Don't write unless you
have the money and mean business. No
trades. This is an unparalleled opportun-
ity for a man who wants good business
from the start and will bear strictest in-
vestigation. "I( 634," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in best locality in Florida;
six years established, good reasons for

selling. For particulars write Box 57,
Bradentown, Fla. 
OPTICAL goods, consisting of lens, gold
and gold filled nose glasses and frames,

gold rimless nose glass and white metal
nose frames and spectacle frames. All
the Merry Optical Co.'s goods; new, and
will invoice $135.00. $90.00 will buy. "B
623," care Keystone.
HERE you are for a bargain! Jewelry,

ioptical and kodak business n Ohio
town of 1500 for sale. Will take 75 cents
on the dollar. Nice clean and up-to-date
stock; will invoice about Woo. Don't
write unless you mean business. "0 961,"
care Keystone.
OLD established jewelry business for sale;

reason for selling, death of owner. Ad-
' dress, S. F. Goodwin Estate, Amesbury,

Mass.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY stock and fixtures, well located
store in Los Angeles, Cal.; rent $15o,

lease two years, invoice $4000. Fine op-
portunity. Address S. Meyer & Co., 224
S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. 

JEWELRY and optical stock, tools and
fixtures, good Eastern Kansas town of

800; no competition, good run bench work.
$300 will handle, easy terms, cheap rent,
liberal cash discount. R. Kennedy, Hope,
Kans.

JEWELRY store in Southwest Missouri,
county seat. Did $600o business in 1907;

invoice about $3500, fine fixtures. Box
846, Lamar, Mo. 

JEWELRY stock, to per cent. discount;
safe and fixtures a big discount; doing

good business, no dead stock, no compe-
tition. A snap. Poor health. Lock Box
175, Esbon, Kans. 

CONTROLLING interest in jewelry store
in Southern city of i5o,o0o. Store

modern and up-to-date; clean stock; annual
business $6o,000; railroad watch inspectors;
three watchmakers. This is an exceptional
opportunity for anyone desiring to engage
in business or change location. It is an
old-established business. Satisfactory price
and terms. Owner wishes to retire from
business. "G 625," care Keystone. 

ONLY jewelry store in town of 2500, will
invoice about $3500; railroad division

watch inspector. Will sell at once at a bar-
gain as am going out of business. J. A.
Robinson, Whitefish, Mont. 

INVESTIGATE this! Well-established
up-to-date jewelry and optical business

in prosperous Ohio town of 1500; will in-
voice about Moo. Will sell at once at
a bargain; am going out of business. For
full information address A. C. Ohl, New
London, Ohio. 

JEWELRY and Queensware business, estab-
lished 23 years, in third city in Nebraska.

Must sell on account of death. Will in-
voice about $7000; satisfactory terms. M.
F. Barger & Co., Heyworth Building, Chi-
cago, Ill. 

BUILDING and lot in good North Dakota
town; fine opening for jeweler and opti-

cian; main line of Great Northern. "B
642," care Keystone.

IF you are looking for good location in
best city in South, Birmingham, Ala.,

established jewelry business, good repair
work, clean stock and fixtures; invoice
about $3000 to $4000. Owner wants to go
in wholesale material business. Max Robin-
son, 214 N Twentieth St., Birmingham, Ala. 

GOOD paying jewelry and optical business,
established seven years, one of best towns

in southern Minnesota, population 350o;
good clean stock, invoices about $3000, fix-
tures about $400; can reduce stock; good
reasons for selling. "R 590," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in town of 800. Stock
and fixtures about $800. No dead store,

good reasons for selling. "L. B. 35," Mo-
ravia, Iowa.

BEST location, stock and fixtures, in live
Oregon town of 3000. Apply immediately.

"M 648," care Keystone.

A SNAP for someone, old established busi-
ness, stock $15,o0o, will reduce if desired;

good location, population over 50,000,
Missouri city; profits for the year $10,000;
reason for selling failing health, requiring
change of climate. For further particulars
address, "M 638," care Keystone. 
FIXTURES and location of business doing
$2000 to $3000 per year; best part of

Iowa. "R 652," care Keystone. 

ONLY jewelry store in town; E. Iowa.
Stock, fixtures, tools, etc., invoice about

$1000. Nearest jeweler i5 miles. Stock
new. Cash or first-class Dakota land. Box
285, Oxford, Iowa.
ESTABLISHED jewelry business town of

1500 in southern Illinois, good country
to draw from. No watchmaker within 20
miles; good run bench work; stock invoices
about $3000; will sell with or without
building, or rent building; so old stock.
Will sell Jan. rsth; reason, other business.
"H 587," care Keystone.
RARE chance to buy an established
jewelry store, from $2000 to $3000;

Santa Fe railroad division, town of 4500,
watch and clock inspector; all the bench
work two workmen can do; good optical
trade; three coal mines; clean, up-to-date
stock. Write for particulars or come and
investigate. Percy Wilkins, Jeweler, Mar-
celine, Mo.
ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical, store,
good reputation for work and honest

dealing; repairing more than covers ex-
penses, three men employed. Rent $5o;
with steam heat; New York City; $3500.
"H 646," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

ONLY jewelry store in town of 800, stock
and fixtures about $750 or $80o, estab-

lished z4 years; good reasons for selling;
Southwestern Iowa town. For full par-
ticulars address, F. A. Furman, Riverton,
Iowa.

JEWELRY store, in town of 1400 inhabi-
tants; all new goods and fixtures, includ-

ing elegant safe, built for jeweler. Only
one other small jewelry store in town, and
no repair man within 30 miles of town.
Goods and fixtures will invoice $2500 and
$3000. Want to sell on account of poor
health; no better place in Western Pennsyl-
vania; just the right place for good work-
man; would get all the railroad trade; good
storeroom, cheap rent. First-class place for
young man to start in business. Address
"G 272," care Keystone.

AN opportunity. Have disposed of my
stock and have fixtures left. If you
wish to start in business, chance to start in
the best city in Iowa. One other good store.
Population 6000. This will bear investi-
gating. Address M. J. Boydston, Albia,
Iowa.

RARE chance to get an established jewelry
business doing $10,000 business annually.

Will sell. Worth the money if taken at
once; reason for selling, death of owner.
Address J. Zack Wells, Vernon, Texas.

JEWELRY and stationery store in prosper-
ous Western town, splendid health resort.
For particulars address "G 591," care Key-
stone.

MANUFACTURING jeweler's business, es-
tablished eight years in city of 450,00o;

incorporated; terms $55,000; no indebted-
ness. Have well-established and profitable
trade. Reason for selling, ill health. First-
class reputation. Only interested persons
with cash need apply. "W 398," care Key-
stone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

FIXTURE-A genuine snap for some one.
All plate glass and genuine mahogany,

two wall cases, 8 feet each, mirror connec-
tion; one wall case, 8 feet long; one plate
glass floor case, 8 feet long, overlaid top;
one plate glass case and table, io feet long,
overlaid tops; one umbrella case; two fine
paneled watch racks and cornice to match
above; one tzo-foot cross partition, very
fine. All the latest style and good as new;
ready to deliver January zo, 1909. Cost
$1275.00, will sell for $650.00. Harry
Dixon, North Platte, Nebr.

LARGE Cary safe, almost new. Have
gone out of business and will sell cheap.

Address Box 553, Osceola, Ia.

CLEMENT combine lathe attachment, good
condition, used three months. "J 644,"

care Keystone.

GENUINE Chicago Watch Tool Company
modern electric flasher watch sign, com-

plete with written guarantee, at a bargain.
Address, E. S. 49, 1201 Heyworth Bldg.,
Chicago, Ill. 

MY lathe for sale at a bargain. Write for
particulars. "N 562," care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

TO reduce stock of jewelry and kindred
goods, all up-to-date, will exchange part

for Colorado land. Write what you have,
location, price and full particulars. "A
635," care Keystone. 

HAVE long-focus Korona camera, 5x7;
convertible anastigmat lens; holders;

leather case; also studio outfit, 8xio. All
new. Want trial case optical instruments,
watches or material. Armstrong, 246 Fifth
Ave., North, Nashville, Tenn. 

ONE set watchmaker's tools, lathe, bench,
foot wheel, etc. Patten, 615 Main

Street, Torrington, Conn.

PROSPEROUS jewelry and optical busi-
ness, healthy Southern city 27,000 in-

habitants. Stock $30,000, fixtures and
tools $5000; no incumbrance. Will ex-
change for unincumbered city property
and cash. "B 633," care Keystone.

No. 3 OLIVER Standard Visible Writer,
typewriter new. Want Dale No. 2 or

No. B, or Stehmens J. & S. No. i or 2,
or Moseley No. a, or Stark D lathe, or
0x25 or smaller foot power screw cutting

lathe. Box 302, Lyndon, Kansas.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

MOTOR buffers, power motors, plating
dynamos, 5x7 camera and outfit, 3X B.

& L. prism opera glasses, physicians' micro-
scope and Angelus piano player cheap for
cash. Might exchange. What have you?
Jules Jurgensen pocket chronometer pre-
ferred. F. j. Lamb, Grand Rapids,  Mich.

SOUTH BEND movements, new, 16 size,
seven and fifteen jewel, for rolling mill.

Write. Hollingsworth & Son, Paoli, Ind.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WILL the jeweler or silversmith who on
or about October i, 1908, received a

silver coffee pot from Mrs. Henry W.
Nagle to be resilvered, kindly communicate
at once with the undersigned. Louis A.
Nagle, Ogontz, Pa. 

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Rank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

DO you need money? If so, send your dia-
monds and watches to me and get quick

and liberal returns; highest cash prices paid
for entire jewelry stocks; will send our
representative if necessary; business confi-
dential; national bank refs. H. Schwartz,
903 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill. 

ENGRAVERS want good gravers. We
make the finest in the world, soc in

handle. Rees Engraving School, Elmira, N.Y.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill. 

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 23. 

WANTED-Young man, interested in en-
graving, to write The Rees Engraving

School, Elmira, N. Y. 

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place: W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago. 

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that . has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York. 

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St, Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark, established 1870.

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

SEND • 75 cents for 52-inch sample of our
Texas coral chain, "Laurus Montana."

Bahn Optical Co., Austin, Tex. 

MONEY! Money! Money! If you have
a surplus stock of diamonds, watches and

jewelry I will buy them. See my other
ad on page 157. Emil Noel, 552 E. Forty-
sixth Place, Chicago, Ill.
I AM repairing all kinds of European

watches; replacing of about every miss-
ing or broken piece. Special price for col-
leges. Edward Frischknecht, Canton, Ohio.
PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any

photo on watches, dials, brooches and
lockets. Goldstein Engraving Co., 45
Maiden Lane, New  York. 
CASH! Cash! Cashl paid for all kinds of

boxes that watch movements are sold in,
including Elgin or Waltham plush-lined
wooden boxes; also all kinds of watches,
watch cases, material and movements.
John Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield,
Mass.
ELECTRIC clocks for sale, retail price

$12.50. Send for wholesale price and
description. Box 569, St. Louis, Mo.

BUSINESS NOTICES

THE Omaha Watch-Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute claim that in all

the history of the school there has never
been such a demand for watch repairers,
engravers and opticians as at present. The
school is flourishing, every bench occupied,
several have paid in advance and are wait-
ing a vacancy. We have refused to take
many, would be short-term, botch work-
men. We give more practical work to
the students than other schools can. Stu-
dents limited to twenty. Two experienced
practical men to look after them. What
other school can offer this advantage? Our
next optical course begins January 15th.
Write for prospectus. Drs. Tarbox and
Gordon.

WATCH REPAIRING
For The Trade ,

Good work and the right prices. Special
attention given to high-grade watches.

CHAS. W THIEXTON
502 Heyworth Bldg. Chicago,

WITH ORISOA WATCH CO.

For the best obtainable
practical and technical instructions in
watch work-not engraving-not optics-
not jewelry work-but watchwork, with
all that it implies, we have the school.
Canadian Horological Institute
S.W. Cu. Church and Wellesley Sts.,TORONTO, ONT.

H.13. PLATTNER. DIRECTOR

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

  CLAWS of LION,LYNX,CAT,

EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible
Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

AWARDS FOR

if. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHI CAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1889 B • 1859

Very good second -hand
CHRONOMETERS on baud.
Repairing, springing and
adjusting Chronometers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
bocci...or to 11.11. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
I have employed Mr.
Tilos. C. REDFERN ID
my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. I know
of no one who has a better general knowledge of
chronometer work than he has. He has also done
a great deal of tine and complicated watch repair-
ing for me, and I can recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. H. H. HEINRICH.

Let Davis' Jewelry and Optical Ads

Make Money for You
Prosperity returns first to him who

advertises best.
Use the Ads that compel business by bring-
ing the Jewelers Wares or the Optician s
Ability most forcibly to the notice of the
reader. elDavis' Ads are arranged in Three
Books containing 52 Ada each.

DAVIS' 52 JEWELRY ADS No. I
DAVIS' 52 OPTICAL ADS No. 3
DAVIS' 52 OPTICAL ADS No. 4 (NEW)
PRICE, $1.00 A BOOK

Be the first to get them in your city. Sent
postpaid on receipt of price or through any
Jobber a Jewelry and Optical Supplies.
Guaranteed to please.

R. A. Davis, SPRINGFIELD 
Book of !mein, Ads contains Special Ads
for each Season, Occasion and Holiday

FREE wThitreBalghSteclial Hfol jid ay Al ds 
 oewery

AFrdee

THIS MONTH.

BENJ. GEBHARD & CO
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia

WATCH CASE and JEWELRY
REPAIRING

Engraving, Gold Plating Special Order Work
HIGHEST ORDER OF SKILLED LABOR

Prompt Low Prices

Designs drawn up for Special Order Work

by one of the best artists in this country

SOME TESTIMONIALS:

The party was very much pleased with your job on
16s. case.-W. J. Neville, Onacook, Va.

We are well satisfied with the work and the price.
You may expect all of our work from now on. Thanks
for being so prompt.-/arner Bros., Hendricks, W. Va.

Enclosed find check, Thank you for your prompt-
ness in delivering our jobs.-Hodnert St Speer Co.,
Danville, Va.

I was never served so well and prompt by anyone
before.-Dr. D. M. McDonald, Red Springs, A'. C.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,Wheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an

"Pert• A. JETTE
Es/a/wished 180 Lancaster, Pa.

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

WM. N. mooRe
Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Loop
Watch Keys

-14\14)
A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

WATCH REPAIRING
THE KIND YOU CAN CALL YOUR OWN

WI NSLOW. KRAUSE & CO.
H"50,41, NiPlAr .„ I
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W. P. HAMLIN
W. E. HAMLIN

JEWELRY AUCTIONEERS

W. 1'. HAMLIN

THE MEN WHO MAKE THE PROFIT

FOR YOU

W
E are experienced jewelers, rapid sales-
men and experts in handling fine
stocks. We can sell from $1,000 tq

$3,000 worth of goods a day, and will guar-
antee you a profit on each day's sales.

We will leave you refreshed, rejuvenated,
ready for new achievements, augmented trade,
enlarged ideas, your BILLS PAID, and the
READY CASH FOR NEW PURCHASES.

If you wish to retire from business, we will
sell out your entire stock and fixtures to your
satisfaction.

We have made the largest and most success-
ful sales ever held in the United States or
Canada.

We have just closed a sale for a jeweler in

Ohio, selling $51,000 in eight days, at a profit

of 23 per cent. Mostly diamonds and high-

grade goods.

We have just closed a most successful sale for

a well-known house in Tennessee, which yielded

a profit of 23 per cent.

Our sales are successful —we guarantee a

success —we know how to sell the goods and

get the prices, because we have had years of

active experience in the business. We make

good what we promise ; if we don't, it won't

cost you a penny.

If interested, write or wire.

411 correspondence confidential.

Sr KNOW'
To those whom we have, and to those whom we expect conscientiously to labor

for, and our friends in general, we extend the Compliments of the Season
Our pitrtnershlp, existing longer than ever before in the history or 3eweIrr Auctioneers,
have Just closed the most successful year of our business career. Please send for credentials.
At present engaged ill closing out the magnificent stock of the l •••■•001er (ND., of New Orleans.

BRIGGS & DODD
307 Canal St., ?.EW YORK OFFICE 5132 Kimbark Ave.. CHICA00,

Telephone, Hyde Park 4745

PHONE, KEDZIE 1091 CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDENTIAL

A. E. GREGORY
JEWELRY AUCTIONEER

53 North Hamlin Avenue

WITH A RECORD
of over twenty years

as an exclusive Jewelry
Auctioneer, entitles me to
solicit business from the
most up-to-date Jeweler,
who contemplates hold-
ing an Auction Sale. My
record as a price-getter
is unequaled. My
methods are high-class
and up to date. If you
are considering a sale,
write at once for date.
Always give size of store,
amount of stock and if
you ever had an auction.
If so, when ?. By answer-
ing the above questions I
can tell you just what you may expect from me if I conduct

your sale.

Chicago, Illinois

THE WIZARD OF THE HAMMER

WAW OFT 

atter fix lboilbetv

Write for

Catalogue and Price-List

To-day

accumulated work stares you in the
face, and then you will find you
need a modern, up-to-date Engraving
Machine to turn it out quickly.

Having just passed through a busy
holiday season you have undoubtedly
seen time upon time that a NEW
CENTURY would have enabled you
to close sales that were hard to close
—to please customers who were hard
to please, and by so doing increase
your reputation and profits at the
same time.

The money-making possibilities
of the NEW CENTURY Engrav-
ing Machine are tremendous.

Many of our customers write us
that they made the machine more
than pay for itself during the one
month of December, and do not
know how they ever got -along with-
out one.

You should start the New Year
right by having one of these money-
making machines placed in your store
at once.

The Eaton & Glover Co., Sayre, Pa.

■•••■ Norm.
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THE MEN WHO MAKE THE PROFIT
FOR YOU

WE are experienced jewelers, rapid sales-
men and experts in handling fine
stocks. We can sell from $1,000 tq

$5,000 worth of goods a day, and will guar-
antee you a profit on each day's sales.

We will leave you refreshed, rejuvenated,
ready for new achievements, augmented trade,
enlarged ideas, your BILLS PAID, and the
READY CASH FOR NEW PURCHASES.

If you wish to retire from business, we will
sell out your entire stock and fixtures to your
satisfaction.

We have made the largest and most success-
ful sales ever held in the United States or
Canada.

We have just closed a sale for a jeweler in

Ohio, selling $9,000 in eight days, at a profit
of 23 per cent. Mostly diamonds and high-
grade goods.

We have just closed a most successful sale for
a well-known house in Tennessee, which yielded
a profit of 25 per cent.

Our sales are successful —we guarantee a

success —we know how to sell the goods and
get the prices, because we have had years of
active experience in the business. We make

good what we promise ; if we don't, it won't
cost you a penny.

If interested, write or

To those whom we have, and to those whom we expect conscientiously to labor
for, and our friends in general, we extend the Compliments of the Season

Our partnership, existing longer than ever before in the history Of .Tewelry Auctioneers,
have just closed ti 11,1110M1 successful year of ii r II1Siness career. Please send for credentials.
At present engaged in closing out the ntagnifwent stock of the I. sem,let (o.,of New Orleans.

BRIGGS & DODD
307 Canal St., NEW YORK OFFICE 5132 Kimbark Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone, Hyde Park 4745

WITH A RECORD
of over twenty years

as an exclusive jewelry
Auctioneer, entitles me to
solicit business from the
most up-to-date Jeweler,
who contemplates hold-
ing an Auction Sale. My
record as a price-getter
is unequaled. My
methods are high-class
and up to date. If you
are considering a sale,
write at once for date.
Always give size of store,
amount of stock and if
you ever had an auction.
If so, when ?. By answer-
ing the above questions I TH

can tell you just what you may
your sale.

accumulated work stares you in the
face, and then you will find you
need a modern, up-to-date Engraving
Machine to turn it out quickly.

Having just passed through a busy
holiday season you have undoubtedly
seen time upon time that a NEW
CENTURY would have enabled you
to close sales that were hard to close
—to please customers who were hard
to please, and by so doing increase
your reputation and profits at the
same time.

The money - making possibilities
Of the NEW CENTURY Engrav-
ing Machine are tremendous.

Many of our customers write us
that they made the machine more
than pay for itself during the one
month of December, and do not
know how they ever got along with-
out one.

Catalogue and Price-List

To-day You should start the New Year
right by having one of these money-
making machines placed in your store
at once.
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The
Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

Now It's The
Lord Elgin

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch—now it's here—the

LORD
ELGIN

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades 7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, III., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

FASHION'S NEW FAVORITE
Our Illustration Shows the

161

NEW LEADER in LADIES' HAND BAGS
Made of GERMAN SILVER with SOLDERED

MESH and HAND-CHASED FRAME
LIKE STERLING SILVER EVERY LINK IS SOLDERED

..4,--•-101

Made in 15 Patterns—Sizes 4 to 7 inches

'Ll- 
Get ahead of competition by being the first in your town or city
to show the new bag. There's prestige as well as large profit

in being the advance agent of Dame Fashion.

41SOLD THROUGH
JOBBING HOUSES
ONLY

LOUIS STERN 0 CO PROVIDENCE
• f RHODE ISLAND

Chainmakers and Silversmiths
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LORD
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the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
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Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
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most accurate thin watch in America.
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gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.
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engraved, gilt or silver.
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ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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FASHION'S NEW FAVORITE
Our Illustration Shows the

NEW LEADER in LADIES' HAND BAGS
Made of GERMAN SILVER with SOLDERED

MESH and HAND-CHASED FRAME
WEAR LIKE STERLING SILVER
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EVERY LINK IS SOLDERED

Made in 15 Patterns—Sizes 4 to 7 inches

diT Get ahead of competition by being the first in your town or city
to show the new bag. There's prestige as well as large profit

in being the advance agent of Dame Fashion.

CSOLD THROUGH
JOBBING HOUSES
ONLY

LOUIS STERN 6 CO PROVIDENCE
.9 RHODE ISLAND

Chainmakers and Silversmiths
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THE MAINSPRING HOUSE
$12.00 per gross The New Globe Mainspring stoo per doz.

Owing to the growing demand
Upon us for a good spring at
a moderate price, we have at
last succeeded in securing a
very highly satisfactory spring
which we are going to sell at
$1.00 per dozen. Same is
fully guaranteed in every re-
repect and is far superior to
any spring on the market to-
day selling at the same price.

Send for sample dozen and sat-
isfy yourself of the above facts.

This in no way interferes with
our famous JURGENSEN
or .06E* Brands, for which
we have been exclusive Amer-
ican agents for the last half
century, but simply to fill
the wants of those requiring
a (rood article for as little
6

money as possible.

$15.00 gross The TRUMPET MAINSPRING $1.25 per doz.

THE TRUMPET

0 BRAND MAINSPRINGS

we can highly recommend

as to quality, finish, elas-

ticity, temper, strength and

durability and they are

guaranteed.

Send for sample dozen and sat-
isfy yourself of the above facts.

This in no way interferes with
our famous JURGENSEN
or 'gee?. Brands, for which
we have been exclusive Amer-
ican agents for the last half
century, but simply to fill
the wants of those requiring
a good article for as little
money as possible.

MAINSPRING CABINET FURNISHED FREE OF CHARGE WITH
THE FIRST ORDER FOR ONE GROSS

MON
AMERICAN

Sole Agents 56 Years

Mainspiings
SWISS

Sole Agents 56 Years

cFor the last half century we have been furnishing the trade with the celebrated CIRI. 
Mainsprings

and their merit is so well-known that further claims are unnecessary.

JURGENSEN RECOILING MAINSPRING

I
These world famed springs have been made by Jean Jaquet, the well-known Swiss 

manufacturer, for

over 40 years and are the only genuine JURGENSEN SPRING. Sole agent for United States.

Importers, Manufacturers aud Jobbers 64 Nassau Street
Fine Watch Materials, Tools,L. H. Keller CO • Files, Supplies and Optical Goods NEW YORK

I 63

"R" Gold Alloy
There is none better made. It is now in

use by leading jewelry manufacturers every-
where. Gives the gold a fine color and is
very malleable. Follow our formula and
you run no risk.

Price, 60c. per pound

Jewelers' Supplies
Leading jobbers are now handling our

line, which consists of everything used by
the manufacturing jeweler and silversmith.

We guarantee our

Brushes, Buffs
Saws, Etc.

to be the equal or better than any now on
.the market.

We are direct importers of

Hessian Sand
Crucibles

and carry a complete stock of all sizes,
which we furnish nested or in separate sizes
as desired.

Shot Copper
manufactured by us, is always chemically
pure and the kind you like to use. Why
not have the best ? It costs no more.

i
--,----- 1""7411,1":111i"'S!

ABOUT ONE-HALF ACTUAL SIZE

The Lafayette
Jewel Stripper

Genuine Sapphire

For the expert workman who desires to
do finished first-class work. Used in watch
factories and by expert workmen every-
where.

Price, $2.00 each
Order of your jobber.

Lafayette Oil
Watch and Clock

This is the oil that is used by the best
factories abroad. It costs no more than
others. Why not give it a trial?

8c,.,5 C O.

ABOUT ONE-HALF ACTUAL BiZE

The Lafayette
Burnisher

The finest tool on the market for burnish-
ing and reducing pivots on balance staffs or
train pinions. Does the work quickly and
smoothly. Made of finest hard Sapphire
and mounted in hard - rubber case.

Price, $2.00 each
Order of your jobber.

Lafayette Cement
For cementing jewels, pearls, watch

glasses, etc. No heat required. Order of
your jobber.

American Oil & Supply
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF FINE TOOLS, MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES FOR JEWELERS,

52 -54- 56 I „l I Al ETTE ST.

Co• Newark, N. J.
He worth 131,1g.— CHICAGO

SILVERSMITHS AND METAL WORKERS
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Mainsprings, Balance Staffs and Balance Jewels
are the staples in small material, and, if properly taken care of, will save you money and will net you large profits. We sell only reliable goods ; our
materials fit accurately and we appreciate the need of filling orders promptly and correctly. In matching small parts we are especially strong and
endeavor to send all material orders by return mail. 1,, t us have a trial order, no matter how small.

E. & J. S. ROLLER JEWEL ASSORTMENT.
Pr.F•• SVdd:y Se:n.led and (r..war.teed to Ftt.

1547 W. 5th St. THE E. St J. SWIGART CO. Cinsfonati, Ohio.
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ROLLER JEWEL ASSORTMENTS
A complete outfit for all the different makes nod sizes of American watches.

If unable to purchase the complete outfit, order the small assortment with cabinet
and fill in balance as needed.
No. 174. Assortment, 1 gross H. & J. S., 1 doz. each size Elgin, Waltham

and N. Y. Standard     $3.00
No. 274. Assortment, 2 gross E. & J. S., I doz. each, 1 to 24   5.50
No. 374. Assortment, 8 gross E. & J. S., 1 doz. each, complete .   7.50
No. 175. Assortment, 1 gross genuine, 34 doz. each, Elgin, Waltham,

N. Y. Standard, Illinois, Trenton and Rockford 7  00
No. 275. Assortment, 134 gross genuine, 3,4 doz. each   11.00

Elgin,

WaRliam,

Our Special 1909 Jewel and Staff Assortments will be found most con-
venient and the prices very attractive. Put up in handsome leatherette
cabinets.

Our elegant 72 bottle assortments contain nothing but the standard
models and grades in use at the present time, and give a most complete
combination.

No. 670.
" 970.
" 1270.
" 1271.

No. 672.

" 972.
" 1272.

" 1273.

Assortment, 6 doz. E. & J. S. Balance Staffs, 72 bottles . $9.00
9 II

1 2.50
4t 1 gross " it

15.00
44 

1 " Genuine it it 19.00

Assortment, 6 doz. E. & J. S. Balance Jewels, 72 bottles $9.00

12.50

15.00
19.00

9 41

1 gross

it

It

1 " Genuine

ALL PRICES LESS 6',
FOR CASH

E. & J. S. MAINSPRINGS

These springs have satisfactorily stood the
test of time. They are coiled mid packed one-
half dozen in a package and each spring wrap-
ped in anti-rust paper. Each wrapper is marked
with style, width and strength of spring it
contains.

Price, per dozen, $1.25
Price, per gross, 14.25

it

it

ti

Sefli.M.S..4.11•11PPIR:Kg.019'h.:97.1:02.ecrer

One Dozen g

Superior Special

MAINSPRINGS.
Sold only by it. &J. SWIGART,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

„

T.4•XnonraTS2a.1.32,2MWS5VMEMS:i

SUPERIOR SPECIAL MAINSPRINGS
A fine spring with rounded edges, cor-

rectly gaged for length, width and strength.
In fact, it is as the name implies, an excep-
tionally fine quality mainspring.

Price, per dozen, $1.00
Price, per gross, 11.25

We carry E. & J. S. and Eagle Balance Staffs and Jewels for practically
all makes and grades of standard American watches. We have them made
to order and guarantee them to fit.

Genuine Factory Staffs and Jewels we carry for every make of American
watch, and sell them at the lowest factory prices. When you order genuine
material from us, you get exactly what your order specifies. Our large stock
enables us to fill all orders at once.

Prices of Genuine Factory and E. & J. S. Brand of Balance Staffs and Jewels, per dozen
Gcnnine

Balance Staffs
Genuine

Balance Jewels
E. &J. S.

Balance Staffs
E. &J. S.

Balance Jewels
Eagle

Balance Staffs
Eagle

Balance Jewelsall sizes, Jewel  $1.00 $2.00 ' $1.00 $1.50 $ .75 .75" 15 1.10 2.00 1.00 1.00 .75 .7517 and 19 " 8.60 '2. 00 2.50 1.50 .7521 '' 23 "   9.00 8.00 2.50 1.50 .757 1 III) 2.00 1.00 1.50 .75 .7515 1.50 2 00 1.00 1.50 .75 .7517 ant119 " 3 00 2.00 2.50 1.50 .7521 " 23 "  4 00 2.50 2.50 1.50 .75" 7 I .A 1.50 1.00 1.50 .75 .7517 to 23 " 200 2.75 2.60 1.50 .75

For Optical Goods We Are Headquarters, having an ample stock of the standard makes which we sell at a close profit. Our
Prescription Grinding and Optical Repair Department gives you service that is prompt and work that is satisfactory. Write for our Illustrated
Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue which we send free of all charges to the legitimate trade. Enclose business card with request.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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THE SMELTER AND THE PHYSICIAN

1601-9-StAl!RHuDipoRNGDCs0
Novo,*
ivvoroc5,

58,e3iThoopSis.

Bear no physical resemblance,
but in their work they show an
astonishing similarity.

When the Smelter Searchlight of Ex-
amination is turned on to your Srcap Pile
of Old Gold, Silver, Plated Ware, Filled
Cases, etc., you can rely on the estimate
being correct, as Guess Work plays no part
in the Diagnosis. The intelligent phy-
sician won't guess at symptoms, but pre-
scribes after his patient undergoes an
examination. If he prescribed for you,
Mr. Jeweler, on the basis of a guess
and guessed wrong, you wouldn't do

a thing to him, would you? Yet
that's just what you tolerate in

the fellow who guesses your
rights away in your Scrap
Department. Regardless

of symptoms, he pre-
scribes for your good

Metals and you take
his medicine with-

out murmur or
complaint.

The
Smelter is
the Jeweler's
physician, as
it protects him
by turning the
X Ray Searchlight
of Examination on
the parts of the
Metals the Guesser
overlooks. It locates
the Vitals, separates
the pure from the base
and prescribes a remedy
of which a tincture of
Better Money's Worth,
Bigger Check and Quicken
Returns form the ingredi-
ents.

Start the New Year
by sending us to-day that little
Scrap Pile of Old Gold, Silver,
etc., in your safe, and we'll send
you check for them according to
SMELTER VALUATIONS.
One Trial Shipment, and you'll turn
to us.

I, 

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting and Refining Co.
Western Office

Arcade Building, Seattle, Wash. Heyworth Building, Chicago
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FARRINGTON

JEWELRY CASES

With steel as a basis,
we are given a

case that is free from

hand work, absolutely

uniform and practically

indestructible.

The Farrington cases

mark a new era in

the Jewelry Case busi-

ness that is being felt

throughout the trade:

We have struck the keynote of the case industry and are

now prepared to supply the most perfect line ever

offered to the trade.

With the elimination of the weight and the broadening of

the edges, which we have just accomplished, our cases

are beyond the most severe criticism.

We invite comparison of our product with that of our com-

petitors, and it will be our pleasure to submit samples

and full information upon request.

FARRINGTON MFG. CO.
Eyeglass and Jewelry Cases

ROXBURY, MASS.

HAIRSPRING' LEVELER, No. 15

This tool will be found to be more convenient to use and more accurate
In the results produced than tweezers. It is particularly adapted to Breguet
springs. By It. use the over-coil may be manipulated without removing
the balance cock, where it would be impossible with tweezers.

The accompanying cuts fully illustrate the method of using it.
Figure 1 shows how it is to be applied to an over-coil. Figure 2 shows the
article magnified about ten times. Length of tool, 3% inches.

Price, each, 25 cents

SHELDON'S PATENT HAIRSPRING
COLLET REMOVER

•

No need of any more distorted hairsprings or bent
balances.

Every watchmaker knows how troublesome it is to
remove the collet without either distorting the hairspring
or bending the balance ; with the aid of this tool the diffi-
culty is overcome. The tool is provided with a pair of spring
fingers curved at the ends and ground very thin and sharp.
By tilting the balance the jaws may be slid under the hair-
spring and by pressing the jaws together it will readily
loosen the collet and then by turning the central screw,
which has a hole in the end to receive the staff pivot, you can
force the collet from the staff, without injury to balance or
hairspring. The adjustable screw nut is provided to avoid
wear or injury to the Jaws. A glance at the illustration will
demonstrate the utility of this tool. Finely nickel plated.

Price, each, $1.25

GRINDING OUTFIT No. 105

LEATHER DISK. SMALL DISK.
METAL.

CARBORUNDUM a EMERY
PAPER DISKS .

THIS OUTFIT CONSISTS OF:

1. Two interchangeable steel disk wheels, 35/4" and IV, in diameter.
2. One interchangeable flexible leather disk wheel, 2341" in diameter.
3. One adjustable hollow spindle for holding the above disk wheels.
4. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 2%" in diameter.
5. Four carborundum paper disks of different grades, 2;11" in diameter.
8. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 4" in diameter.
7. Four carhorundum paper disks of different grades, 4" in diameter.
8. One clamping device for keeping disks flat, when not in use.

SET OF SIX PIVOT
STRAIGHTENERS

No. 1

The various sizes in this set

will accommodate all sizes of

pivots. They are great time-

savers. Full directions how to

use are sent with each set,

describing a quick and safe

method of straightening pivots

without breaking.

Price, per set, 75c
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The most modern watch
glass cases are the
Echnreo No. 15 and 20.

These cabinets have
many new features not
found in any other.
Novelty and usefulness
are the chief arguments
In their favor.

Construction and
material. — The cases T View Showing Skeleton
are made of oak, finely -

tive appearance. The 

rame of Drawer, Aceurnu-
lation of dust and chips isfinished and of aurae-

sides of Cabinet No. 15 
Impossible.

are paneled. Partitions are of basswood and put
together in the best manner possible.

Partitions are skeleton, preventing accumulation of
dust, chips, etc.

The bottoms of Cabinet No. 15 are hollow, while
Case No. 20 has a special drawer to receive chips,
dust, etc.

Arrangement for Glasses.—Cases No. 15 have
nine drawers, with a total of 1547 spaces and Cases No.
20 with four drawers have 784 spaces to 'hold glasses in
upright position.

Labeling of drawers, as shown in cut, is on the
pulls of the drawers and done in gold bronze on black
background.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 15.—Width 24
inches, height 29% inches, depth 12 inches. Weight net,
45 pounds. Weight including packing case, 75 pounds.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 20.—Widill 28%
Inches, height 133 inches, depth IN inches. Weight
net, 30 pounds. Weight including packing case, 50
pounds.

The construction of drawers the arrangement of
partitions to economize space aneweight, and the novel
method of showing contents on drawer-pulls are all
prominent characteristics and extremly well thought
of.

This new grinding device should find favor with the
trade, being thoroughly practical and complete for all pur-

Price of Outfit No. 105, complete . . $1.50 poses, such as grinding steel tools, glass, enamel or any
other metal or substance that can lie ground with emery or

Separate small emery disks, per doz., .15 carbortinclum. It is of equal value to the watchmaker,

.20 jeweler, optician, dentist, lock or gunsmith, platers and
kindred trades. It will be found much more economical

.20 than solid emery and carborundum wheels. An assortment
of solid wheels of twelve different grits would necessitate

.35 nn outlay of ten times the coat of this outfit, not taking
into consideration the trouble of trueing up the wheels
when worn or glazed.

Full description and instructions how to use accompany each outfit

large "

small carb'm

large " "

For Sale by all Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO
47=49 Maiden Lane

• NEW YORK
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When you want QUALITY ask for the
RIVETT LATHE

and IF

This Lathe is made for our "Ideal" Chucks

Full Size, New Model " Ideal " Chuck

your dealer wants to sell you something else of inferior make, write us and
we will make you an interesting proposition. Try us and see, for you will
be well repaid.

If you are a mechanic you will see the quality and improvements of
our lathes. They are made of special material and are rigidly inspected for
accuracy. Their durability and superiority as well as other points are best
shown by the fact that the Rivett has successfully passed all competitive
tests for accuracy, quality and improvements.

We have a complete line with patented improved attachments and
our improved Bearings and improved Chucks make the "Ideal " lathe.
We always stand back of our tools.

'Write to us for our circular of the new "Ideal " Lathe.

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO.
Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

"Art ought not to be made cheap."—Ruskin

Especially True
Applied to the Art of
Jewelers' Engraving

IT PAYS TO DO
GOOD ENGRAVING

F. H. REES, Principal
Author "Art of Engraving"

THERE IS NO BETTER
ADVERTISEMENT

Poor engraving is disastrous
to any business. Engraving
should be well, artistically
and quickly done without dif-

ficulty. Our course is especially prepared to this end. Our
method is thorough, complete and interesting. Personal
instructions. A practical business education in the Art. The
finest equipment. We are originators of and own the copy-
rights on the most valuable method known to modern art.

It pays to attend a " School Founded on Merit"
and made famous by HIGH-CLASS WORKMEN.

e Rees School ELMIRA
NEW YORK

STEELE, MEMORIAL BUILDING FOUNDED 1892
New Catalogue Soon. In the meantime write to-day for particulars

ILY 

JEWELER'S WALL CASE No. 2160

Arr If you contemplate remodeling your
store, write to us at once. Floor
plans, sketches and specifications
furnished FREE of cost.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE "C"

Grand Rapids Show Case Co.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

BRANCH FACTORY—Lutke Mfg. Co.. Portland, Ore.New York Office and Showroom-724 BroadwaySt. Louis Office and Showroom—I329-31 Washington Ave.San Francisco Office and Showroom-693 Mission St.

I Under Our
Own

Management

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD

To the Trade. We desire to call your special attention to the di Imperial" Trade Books specified below. They are highly
necessary to keep stock and repairs in systematic order. The reproductions represent fac-simile of
heading, ruling and width of page. Exact dimensions of each page—size, 14 x 84 inches.

NOTE.—The line rules are one-half inch apart, giving ample space for the fullest record.

These books thoroughly systematize your business and is also the greatest protection against theft and errors.

1

92525-2.525-25-252_52525252525252EES-25-2525282525252.52525252525-2525252.525252525252

I 4 -• i 4 '' '' '' ( 4 ) '' large ii - - - _`42,0 
Price of the complete set of four (4) books, small size - - $5.50

Q 7cFor individual prices, see below
2.52525252.525-252525252525a52.525252.52_525-a5a52Sa5252SES-252_525252.5252_525-25=E

"IMPERIAL" WATCH. REPAIR RECORD.
COPYRIGHTED BY W. GREEN • CO., NEW remit

Poblished by W. GREEN & CO., Importers and wanuracru rrrrr. WatCh Materials. Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies. 81 Nassau St., New York.
'

N timle r • Caps:siren icf runmbre r
Description of .

Ntovement and Number
Date
Rec'd OWNER'S NAMF Left by Deliv'd to Date

Deliv'd

—

REPAIRS PRICE Sent to
or Rcp'd by

1

This reproduction represents size of original page.
This book employs the simplest and most thorough arrangement to be had for Watch repairs. It requires but very little time to keep in a proper manner, and the plans used do away with theelaborate bookkeeping of other books for the same purposes. It is made of the best quality book paper, each page is numbered and ruled arid has printed headings. It is substantially bound in cloth,with leather back and. corners. No. 1837. For 3,000 Jobs   price, 81.50; postage, 17c.No. 1837%. On Ledger paper, with extra heavy covers for 6,000 Jobs  " 3.00; " 27c.

"IMPERIAL" WATCH • PURCHASE, WATCH STOCK AND WATCH SALE RECORD.
COPYRIGHTED BY W. GREEN • CO., NEW YORK

Published by W. GREEN & CO., Importers and Manufacturers, Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers Supp hen, 81 Nassau St., New York.

Number 
Stock Description of case Number Description of Movement Number Bought of Date post To Whom Sold. Date Sold Sold to

This reprodue ion represents % size of original page.
Every dealer in Watches should have one of these very useful books. The sitnpl city of arrangement and the recording of the purchase, stock and sale of watches all in one line, remove alltrouble in keeping a record of the valuable articles. It registers 2,000 watches and 2,000 movements ; is made of the best quality book paper, each page is numbered, ruled, has printed headings, andIs substantially bound in cloth, with leather back and corners. We have lately added an index without extra charge.

No. 1838. For 2,000 entries  price, 81.50; postage, 13e.No. 1838M. On Ledger paper, with extra heavy covers for 4,000 entries PT 3.00; " 20c.

"IMPERIAL" JEWELRY AND OPTICAL REPAIR RECORD
COPYRIGHTED BY W. GREEN K CO., NEW YORK

Published by W. GREEN & CO., Importnre and Manufacturers, Watch Materials, Tools, jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies, 81 Nassau St., New York.

Job
Number

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLE
Date
Ree'd

OWNER'S NAME Left by Deliv'd to Date
Deliv'd REPAIRS PRICE Sent to

or Rep'd by

This reproduction represents % size of original page.
This book e•nploys the simplest and most thorough arrangement to be had. It requires but very lit le time to keep in a proper manner and the plans used do away with the elaboratebookkeeping of other books for the same purposes. It registers 3,000 jobs, is made of the best quality book paper, each page is numbered and 'ruled and has printed headings. It is substantiallybound in cloth, with leather back and corners.

No. 1830. For 3,000 Jobs   price, 81.50; postage, 17o.No. 1839%. On Ledger paper, with extra heavy covers for 6,000 Jobs   " 3.00; " 27e.

IMPERIAL RECORD OF MOUNTED DIAMONDS.
COPYRIGHT NY W. WIPP,. • CO.. NEW YORKIP 

OATS NUMBER ARTICLE
No...

SM..

'
WRIGHT OT NTONL7 HI IT LI ,,..., ,,,,.*:,C.„..,..„1, Halt. 01 MOUnling TOTAL COST OA,. SOLO SOLD Be

_ 

TO WIli II., S1/1.1/ SOI 1-1 SI IL REMARKS

L I
This reproduction represents size oforiginal page and fIrst halfof book.

IMPERIAL RECORD OF LOOSE DIAMONDS.
COPYRICHT OE W. "'WEN A CO , NEW YORK

1■1•••••■••■■

DATE BOUGHT or LOT
140. co,

11.110.1.
WEIGHT

EOST PER

CARAT
TOTAL COST DAVI Sou, BOLO BY SOLD TO

No.

Dow

WEIGHT PR CE
PER

CARAT
TOTAL Pm.

  H Motnerm
MATT NORM OE ARTICLE

NI Mowento Brom
.-

I i I ,...,I, e,

aThis reproduction represents % size of original page and second half of book.
No. 1840. THE IMPERIAL DIAMOND RECORD for Recording the Purchase and Sale of Diamonds and other Precious Stones, in one book.This book is necessary to all Jewelers who handle diamonds and precious stones, and will he great safeguard. it registtrs thepurelut.se and sale of both mounted and loose stones, and by its use a jeweler can not only keep his stock in thorough order, but cats at anytime trace the whereabouts of each stone. It is made of the best quality book paper, each page ruled and beaded. Substantially bound in cloth.

W. GREEN 0 1 Nassau St.CO.,•, Inc., NEW YORK, U.S.A.
Price, $1.50. Postage, Sc.

Importers { WATCH MATERIALS. TOOLS
Exporters. Jobbers JEWELERS', ENDRA NIERS' AND
Manufacturers OPTICIANS' SUPPLIES
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PECKHAM

RING EXPANDER

Price, $16.00
including 8 steel rolls

Make Your Rings ontlre'r With
These Machines

AND AV1 TIME,' AND MONY

These machines will alter SEAMLESS Rings to almost any size
in a few minutes. Soldered rings several sizes without losing their
shape, and the ring will remain perfectly round after being sized ; no
other machines will show such results.

Our SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS are made of one piece of
gold. They contain no solder, and can be altered to any size,
smaller or larger, without cutting.

Trade-Mark Trade-Mark

PECKHAM SEAMLESS RING MFG. CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

PECKHAM

RING CONTRACTOR

Price, $16.00
including 12 steel rolls

No. 40A Furnace
Capacity, 1,/, lb.

$3.50

MR. JEWELER!!

Did you ever consider that at the expense of
a few cents for fuel, you could melt up all your
scraps of precious metals, and place them to the
right side of your Profit and Loss Account ? The
little Crucible Furnace illustrated is supplied to
operate with artificial gas, natural gas, gasoline gas

or kerosene oil. \,/c HICH DO YOU WANT? Made in sizes from 1-2 pound to
6 pounds.

Write us for catalogue " B. k " fully describing them and many other useful
articles for the up-to-date and progressive Jeweler.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.
Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Special Work for the Trade
Any retail jeweler can reap a harvest by using us

We transform jewelry, make the old new, duplicate favorite pieces, modern-

ize family heirlooms or make entirely new pieces.

SPECIAL WORK IS OUR SPECIALTY. We reset stones in any design,

remount Cameos in any desired form. We make Neck Festoons, Lavallieres,
anything in original and distinctive styles.

If any of your customers wishes an old piece made new, or a new piece of

distinctive individuality, you can get the prestige and profit by having us do the

work. Our prices are moderate and our skill in this special field is known to all

the trade. Write us to-day.

JOHN KELSO3 Manufacturing Jeweler

86 Dorrance Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

L,INDNE R (Fe Co .1"reler'4'.9 Suppliees

51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Being an exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt
and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

j- HALE Watch Protector
Made of soft specially prepared non-tarnishing

leather, in tan shades ; sizes, 12, 16 and 18.

USED ON ALL THE LEADING RAILROADS

With YOUR name and address printed
on the front it makes a Live Ad."

Ask Your Dealer or Write for Sample

Made only by the

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence, Rhode Island

The Selling Season
is now on—are you getting ready for it ?
If your store is at furnished
S nd your goods rightly displayed ill a

KNOCK-DOWN SHOW CASE

you have a big advantage over your
competitor.

Not an expensive ease—it looks as though it ought to cost a great deal more than it
does. Beveled plate-glass top, frail id golden oak frame, and nickeled brackets HMI fittings
make it wonderfully good for the price.

Our knock-down method of shipping saves you two-thirds the freight. Anyone can
put it together in live minutes without tools.

Write to-day for our new illustrated catalog. Address Dept. I

Michigan Show Case Co., 5D1E- 51.3 REOasItTFort iSctrfiet

PT
Victory Lapel Button

Backs. l'at'd.

VICTORY
Lapel Back and

Safety Catches
ARE BUSINESS GETTERS

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORy-
PAY.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

FOlt BROOCHES

Applied to Any Goods. Send for Catalog and Price-LW

CIIHESIIAIROT BROS., Fifth and Elm Sta., Cincinnati, Ohio

"Our Perfect" Watchmakers' Benches
OUR EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURE OUR OWN DESIGNS

They surpass all others in quality and finish. They are intended to harmonize with
the finest fixtures of a modern jewelry store. Their beautiful appearance cannot be
shown in any illustration, however we willingly assume the guarantee to please.
They are rubbed down in oil, piano polish. All drawers handsomely paneled, are dovetailed and have
heavy bronze pulls. Curtain works exactly like a desk, all drawers being automatically locked when
curtain is drawn. Each bench is provided with an apron drawer, including a canvas ready for use.
Made from seasoned lumber by skilled workman and will never warp.

No charge for crating. Plain top benches weigh about 110 lbs. ; curtain benches about 200 lbs. Prices are F.O.B. Chicago.
DIMENSIONS: Nos. 820 to 823, Length 44 inches ; Height 40 inches ; Depth 26 inches.

Nos. 824 to 827, Length 40 inches ; Height 40 inches ; Depth 20 inches.
FOR LOWER GRADE BENCHES SEE OUR CATALOGUE.

17t

"OUR PERFECT" BENCH and CABINET FACTORY

CURTAIN TOP BENCH, 14 Drawers PLAIN TOP BENCH, 12 Drawers
No. 820. Solid Quarter Sawed Oak  $26.50 No. 824. Solid Quarter Sawed Oak  $14.00
No. 821. Solid Quarter Sawed Oak, with material bottle tray with bottles in center No. 825. Solid Quarter Sawed Oak, with material bottle tray with bottles

drawer as shown  28.75 in center drawer as shown 16.25
No. 822. Hardwood, Fine Mahogany Finish  26.50 No. 826. Hardwood, Fine Mahogany Finish  14.00
No. 823. Hardwood, Fine Mahogany Finish, with material bottle tray with bottles in No. 827. Hardwood, Fine Mahogany Finish, with material bottle tray

center drawer as shown  28.75 with bottles in center drawer as shown  16.2$

ELECTRIC POLISHING LATHES ECONOMICAL—NOISELESS—POWERFUL--SPEEDY GUARANTEED IN EVERY RESPECT

"THE BLACK SHIELD" Alternating Current Motor

No. B93.   $29.00
This motor operates at one speed about 3,300 revolutions per

minute on 60-cycle current. It is of the durable induction type, with-
out brushes, in commutator and operates without attention other
than ordinary oiling. Has special automatic starting device, which
affords prompt starting. Bearings have felt-lined dust caps. Very
powerful and will answer the purpose intended for in all ordinary
shops, and guaranteed free from defects.

1,11r If you have not a

copy of our double-

sized (13 1-2 x 10 1-4

inches) 440-page cata-

logue, write for one at

once. SENT FREE OF

ALL CHARGES. Con-

tains 20,000 illustra-

tions. Most carefully

compiled.

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY,
The Largest Tool and Material House in

"THE BLACK SHIELD" Direct Current Motor

No. B95.   $29.00
This motor has three speeds, approximately I .500. 2,200 and

3 000 revolutions per minute, with regulating coils inside the base.
141.1e different speeds are procured by a snap switch with indicating
dial, as hown. All connections are made internally. Bearings have
felt-lined dust caps, as shown. Has sufficient power for all shops
and guaranteed free from defects.

HEY WORTH
BUILDING, Chicago

the World
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Something New
THE LEBANON PATENT WATCH

GLASS CABINET

The most complete ever offered. Stronger,
although lighter in weight. Has five
drawers with metallic divisions and is made
in finely finished oak. Contains 1040 spaces
—nearly zoo more than any other five-
drawer cabinet on the market.

DIMENSIONS
12 in. high ; io% in. wide ; 23% in. long.

The ligne and style of glass contained in
each compartment is indexed on the upper
front edge of each drawer; the i6ths are
indexed on both upper side edges of each
drawer. Patented Dec. 29, 1908

HARMONIA FILES

Price, $6.75

We are the Sole Agents for the above Celebrated Files. They can be had from your Jobber in all shapes, sizesand numbers. They are the equal of any Swiss File made. Give them a trial and you will buy no other make inthe future. Made of the best quality of steel and are the duplicates in shapes, numbers and price of the Grobet Files.ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST SENT ON APPLICATION

U‘SWININA MST"
TRADE MARK

357 i■=eV-.M_EBANONLr Fi EGI STEREO it

MAINSPRINGS

The best finished Spring on the market for the money. Nicely blued ; can be had eithernot-coiled, tied with blue ribbon, or coiled, one dozen in a box, The coiled Springs are allnumbered with brass tags describing size and for what make intended.
Price, $1.00 per Dozen

SOLE AGENTS FOR CELEBRATED GOLD TIP RESILIENT, LAFAYETTE, LEBANON, SUPERIOR and U.S. MAINSPRINGSIf your Jobber cannot supply you with the above tools, please write us and we will give you the names of Jobbers who can

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO. Agents, 77 John St.,inc., New York

BuRNo cRucIBLes
No
Furnace
Necessary

Melt
with a
Blow Pipe

No. 1. Holding 100 Dwt., $ .65 No. 3. Holding 25 Dwt., $ .25No. 2. Holding 50 Dwt., .40 Tongs suitable for all, .10
ORDER THROUGH YOUR JOBBER

American Oil and Supply Co., 52-54-56 Lafayette St.NEWARK, N. J.

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.
Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25C.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

- 
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceedsby express.

About 6 to 8 clays' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They hand!e without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difk rence in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of thevalue of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER
Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills

with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,
ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 25 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted. 57 Washington Street

Chicago
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INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT
Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets . . $1.50
1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . . . .75
1 Bottle Waterproof Ink . . .25
1 Neat Hardwood Box, with

catch fastener

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler shouldhave
Because it saves time—and saves money.
And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polishyour rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproofand won't wash off.
No danger of getting the tags mixed

and getting them on the wrong ring.
The Ideal has a large, flat writing

surface, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.
157 South Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

POSITION OF TAG
WrIEN RING IS IN TRAY

"WINTER FIXTURES"
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

Anything
from a

Store Stool
to a

Complete
Outfit

The
"Peer-of-All "
No. 3

Jewelers' Case

Another one
of those

" WINTER"
Creations

Plain Oak Fixtures at Plain Oak Prices. Plain Birch Fixtures at same prices.Southern Small Flaked Quarter-sawed Red Oak costs about the same as WisconsinPlain Oak. But is no better, and is net the kind " WINTER" uses.Selected Large Flaked Quarter-sawed White Oak, the kind that " WINTER" uses, ofcourse, costa more.
Curly Birch Fixtures at same prices as " WINTER" Quarter-sawed Oak Fixtures.

' WINTER CATALOGUES”—TIIE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cents.The most complete worka of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books ofValuable information. Complete hi all details. Coat years of experience and thousandsof dollars. Size 9x 12, 8 volumes. GOO pages complete. Books that you need and will keep.Colored finish samples, plans, suggestions, interior views, elevations, measurements,detailed description, prices, etc., of the high-grade store fitting art—from start. to finish.
Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counters, tables,specialties, etc., with full description and prices. Write for Catalogue "09-A"

M. Winter Lumber Co. HIGH-GRADEFIXTURE MAKERS
Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO.,
BARTHOLOW CO.,  
FINLAY DICKS CO., -
R. H. BIRDSALL. - -
MA'TTOON & KEPPEL,

AGENCIES
- - - St. Joseph, Mo.

Dallas, Texas
- 

- - New Orleans, La.
- Hamilton Hid., Portland, Ore.- - - New Haven, Conn.

• "".',

be

"

SAMS' SAFETY too 9
GASOLINE

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
Improved Generator pro-duces toiiform powalut flame tillentire charge is consumed. No
impoverishment as where free gaso-line is used.

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St. - CHICAGO

Liberal Discount to Jobbers
Out fit complete  $13.00
Outfit without bellows . . 8.50
Generator (13)  600
Blowpipe (A)  250
Foot Bellows (C)  4 50
Sams' Flux  25

Hand Piece

Generator. Si V! 83/s"
high. 53<," dlam.

THE OIL
no watches and clocks come back even after your best man has repairedthem ? The cause is " gummy " oil. R. & L. Oil saves ten times itscost, for no good jobs come back when it is used. Best oil made—positivelywill not gum. Send 25 cents to your jobber and say " R. & L. Oil."

Wholesale Selling Agents
M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia
Swartchild & Co., Chicago
Nord man Bros. Co., San FranciscoDaniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., BostonI). C. Percival & Co., Boston

Wholesale Selling Agents
Chas. May & Son, Boston
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., New YorkII, S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.E. & .1. Swigart Co., Cincinnati, OhioH 01111001, itIglander (70., New York

RANLETT & LOWELL CO.
Sole Manufacturers Jewelers' Building, BOSTON, MASS.
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If You Want a Catalog This Year
THAT WILL SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS AND GIVE
YOUR STORE A PRESTIGE NOT OBTAINABLE OTHERWISE, WRITE US
and we will arrange to have our representative call on you and explain our Catalog Method

AT A TIME TO SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE, WITHOUT ANY OBLIGATION ON YOUR PART TO
PURCHASE IF NOT SUITED. COUR SALESMEN VISIT EVERY STATE IN THE UNION

4T_ Read our Customers' Letters
and write us for Samples of
Catalogs and Particulars

(Extracts from letter.)

ATLANTA, GA., Dec. 26, 1908.
THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY,

Cleveland, 0.
Gentlemen—It gives us great pleasure to

write you that, through the use of the excel-
lent catalogs you furnished us, we had the
largest Christmas business in the history of
this firm, even going beyond 1906, and feel
that we are to be congratulated.
Trusting that your business has also been

most satisfactory, and wishing you a prosper-
ous and happy "New Year," we beg to
remain,

STORE OF EUGENE V. HAYNES CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Yours very truly,
EUGENE V. HAVNES CO.

1
This firm used The Arnstine Bros. Company

Catalogs in 1907 and 1908.

(Extracts from letter.)

GREENSBORO, N. C.,
Dec. 26th, 1908,,

MESSRS. ARNSTINE BROS. CO.,
Cleveland, 0.

Dear Sirs—I take pleasure in
handing you herewith check.
We are greatly pleased with the

catalog, and are receiving many
compliments on the issuing of so
nice a catalog in so small a town.
Business shows a substantial in-
crease over last season for the
same period, and we trust the
catalog will bring us good results
for some time to come.

Yours truly,

W. W. CONDON.

itr.„4105z-

STORE OF W. W. CONDON, GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA

  Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler
In writing us please mention this issue "THE KEYSTONE"

"
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74 CUFF PINS
TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

EVERY ARTICLE WARRANTED ROLLED PLATE AND GUARANTEED

R. B. MACDONALD & CO. MFG.
JEWELERS ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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Making the Store More Attractive depends,  selaelgtio.s cefnttiiireel2rhozt 
case
th 

and counters. People judge your merchandise by the quality of the medium through which it is shown.
You cannot afford to take the risk of having people judge against you—the show case is your first consideration.
If you equip your store with

(24"9 5042.actt C4-4,120
YOU CAN REST ASSURED THE PEOPLE WILLFORM GOOD OPINIONS OF YOUR MERCHANDISE.

QUINCY SPECIAL SHOW CASES are the best possible investment youcan make. They are not cheap, although the price is the same that youwould pay for plain oak cases.
QUINCY SPECIAL SHOW CASES are made of quarter-sawed oak, bestglass, skillful workmanship.
Shipped K. D. with a guarantee of safe arrival.WRITE FOR CATALOG THAT SHOWS ALL STYLES.

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY

Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.

ILLINOIS

San Francisco. 1034 Geary St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

All■■■■■■■■./ 11..41.■.41■■■Ab..AILAILAIL.AILAL.A.Alk

"REES SPECIAL"
GRAVER

L
The Finest Graver Made

Mounted, ground, sharpened correctly and ready to use. 50c. each.Made by hand (tapered), of the finest razor steel. Every one guaranteed.

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL
Dept. K Cor. Lake and Market Sts., ELMIRA, N.Y.

■■■■■■■■•■■■■■■■■■■

Ci ND 0
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

L. LEL,ONG & BROTHER
Gold a a Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an?

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southwest Corner
Halsey an Marshall St.s.

Newark, N. J.

I 77
THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Each Wire and Wheel Chucks . . ..... . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without this"a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
in the UNITED STATES and CANADA

PATENT PENDINCi

A RADICAL
DEPARTURE IN
ENGRAVING BLOCKS

The IDEAL
KEYLESS

Manufactured by ADOLPH MUEHLMATT, CINCINNATI

A KEYLESS block having the turntable feature of the REX block, ball bearing
and adjustable swivel jaws—feature never heretofore combined in any engraving block.

The IDEAL will appeal favorably to all engravers who will instantly perceive
the immense advantage of a KEYLESS block.

The jaws of the IDEAL KEYLESS are actuated by a rotating collar of
bronze, this method being a great improvement over the key system.

The turntable feature in connection with ball bearings was a long step forward
in engraving block construction, and this important improvement is incorporated in
the IDEAL KEYLESS.

The IDEAL KEYLESS has a greatly increased capacity for holding work
and also has an opening through the center, making it possible to hold hat pins. It
is made of the best materials throughout, finely finished and nickel plated.

A complete variety of attachments goes NV1111 the block, namely 12 sets
amounting to 46 pieces in all—they are put up in a hardwood box.

These attachments also fit the "S;oecial," the "Monarch" and the "Rex"
engraving blocks.

Price, complete with leather pad and 46 attachments in hardwood box, $16.50.
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET TO BE HAD ON APPLICATION

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
WHOLESALE AGENTS

37=39 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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No. 16A. New Style Staking Tool

Price, $25.00

of fine lines, etc.
the requirements
device has all the
Try it.

NEW STYLE Staking Tools
Manufactured by

KENDRICK & DAVIS --

Lebanon, New Hampshire

The phenomenal success and popularity of INVERTO staking tool has caused us to pro-
duce a new design in staking tools of the regular type. This new tool embodies, as far as
possible, the advantages of INVERTO. The frame is of graceful form and the metal composing
it is so disposed as to give it great rigidity. The upper surface of the die is more than two
inches above the bench, permitting the operator to use the tool to press on watch hands when
the movement is in the case ; the great height of the base allows the open back cover of a large
size watch to project downward without striking the bench, while the back center rests on a
suitable stump in the tool. The extra height makes the tool far more convenient to use for
any work, as the watchmaker will soon realize by trial.

An entirely NEW feature is the on or off frictioning device for the punch. While a friction
sustainer for the punch is very desirable for most work, there are some operations in which it
is an advantage to have the punch entirely free-for example : prick punching the intersection

In operations of this character the skilful operator is guided by sense of touch rather than of sight. The new on or off device meetsperfectly ; about g. turn in either direction of the knurled nut at the top of frame puts the friction on or off as may be desired. Thisadvantages of the original friction sleeve, beside its own special advantages ; the friction, when on, is remarkably smooth and uniform.

THE SIGN
OF go.-

QUALITY

The knurled die-binding

disk of every K. & D.

New Style Staking Tool

is stamped like this

These tools are illustrated and described on pages 98, 99 and mo of our new Book of
Tools No. 6, which every watchmaker should have.

In addition to the ball-bearing bases here shown, we furnish these tools with high
bases holding up to roo punches and 24 stumps. Also furnished in finely finished mahogany
cases like INVERTO.

K. & D. New Style Staking Tools
IN MAHOGANY CASES
No. 12B. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps
" 13B. 76 " 20 "
" 14B. 60 " 18 66

" 15B. 50 46 14 46

" 16B. 120 66 30 ad

 $22.00
  19.50
  17.00
  15.00 
 26.00

All boxes are drilled to
hold 120 Punches and
30 Stumps.
Standard punches or
stumps supplied at any
time.

BALL-BEARING BASE, GLASS COVER
No. 12A. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps
" 13A. 76 " 20 "
" 14A. 60 18 di

" 15A. 50 61 14 66

" 16A. 120 61 30 64

$21.00
18.50
16.00
14.00
25.00

Any of these sets, with
No. 16A base, for $1.00
extra.
Standard punches or
stumps supplied at any
time.

HIGH BASE, GLASS COVER
No.12. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps  $20.00

17.50
15.00
13.00

" 13. 76 " 20 "
" 14. 60 " 18 "
" 15. 50 " 14 "

In all these combinations the Staking Tools are exactly alike. As to work-
manship and Finish, just examine them. See opposite page for INVERTO.

Writi tia.26 sol..

Handle for K. & D. Ball-Bearing Bases
A GREAT CONVENIENCE

Fitted to order, $1.00

1 79

The Greatest Staking Tool

INVERTO 

Staking Tool
No. 17

Patented Nov. 24, 1908

INVERTO has practically double the range of ordinary Staking
Tools, beside being better adapted to any work. It is UNIQUE. Every
watchmaker should examine it critically. The chief and GREAT advan-
tage of this tool is : any of its punches may be inverted, passed down
through the die and used as a STUMP. All watchmakers will recognize
the importance of this feature. Effective mechanical means are provided,
allowing the use of the punches in this manner as conveniently as ordinary
stumps. Do not miss an opportunity to examine INVERTO.

Price, $35.00
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR ON APPLICATION

PAT. APPL'D FOR

UNIQUE POISING
CALIPER. No. 408

° Watchmaker ! If you acquire mod-
erate skill in the use of this caliper you
can save at least half the time in poising
balances, which you must devote if you
use the parallel-jaw tool.

This caliper is designed especially
for poising balances. The jewels are of
finest sapphire, of proper form to give
best results, and are readily separable that
they may be cleaned. They support the
balance pivot at just the right point to
eliminate the chief causes of error.

The caliper opens parallel ; pressure
on the finger lever C opens the caliper to
admit any staff. End-shake is adjusted
by the screw B. All rubbing in poising
is done on the piece A ;. this is inter-
changeable and may be replaced at small
cost when worn.

Price, in neat substantial cloth-lined paper box,$2.50,
in neat morocco velvet-lined case, $3.50.

A booklet, " Perfect Poising with a Jeweled Caliper," with each tool. It
contains useful information on poising. It shows in accordance with well-known
principles, that there is no sliding friction between the balance pivots and caliper
jewels-when the caliper is properly cud.

  NIM.MMtegO PAT D FOR

No. 309. Automatic Jewel Tweezers
Designed for handling roller pins, unset hole jewels or end stones.

This tool will pick a roller pin or jewel from a flat surface and hold it
securely ; the jaws close automatically and the jewel is held safely when
the tool is laid down. For holding hole jewels while gaging or trying on
a pivot, this tool is the acme of convenience. The form of the jaws
permits the workman to reach down into the potance of a full plate watch
and try a roller pin in the fork.

Gun-metal handle, jaws of finely tempered steel ; hard rubber head.
K. & D. quality ; a most excellent tool.

Price, $1.00

No. 310A

Sensible Hand Remover, Improved

This is the well-known Sensible Hand Remover, with a
self-acting plunger which comes down on top of the hand socket
and holds the hands securely in the tool after they are removed
from the watch. No snapping away. Slight pressure on the
knob releases them. The cut below shows the tool in operation.

Price, $1.75

No. 310A. In Operation

Sussfeld, Lorsch Co., Wholesale Agents, WEMW
ai
Y
dOenRLKane



"I BOUGHT MY
GOODS FROM
K ROWERS"
THEYARE MONEY
MAKERS FOR ME

THERE'S WHERE
I'LL BUY MY

SPRING GOODS

Numerous

" EN UIF SAID"
(...."titalogues for Depurtrnents A. B. C. rind LI. sent on request

inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO!!!
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that shouldyou need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shownon illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating and 

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes

We Repair 
neanrteicrlerni:Ittehdeervjireweaermeelinnee, making new parts to match the old ones

We Replate 
any Lirrotinclee you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,

, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.
Silverware

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Ave.Repaired and
CHICAGOReplated

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
Augsbiirg, Germany

Fret Saws, Coping Saws
Watch Mainsprings
Needle Files

Eberle's Quality 18812 "Finis" for metal

Qualit.it 18812

, Jr 2 kl

Ve! rinix

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects 
in PlateOtto Young & Co. Silversmiths' Building

Chicago, Ill. New York

Manufacturers
of

$1.00 each

rr

Geneva
70c.

EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Dale Wire Chucks, 70c. each

181

Whit comb

70c.

Stark

70c.

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 538, and 50 Wire
Chucks Price per Set of 10

$1.50

— 2.50

BRASS
STEEL -

Moseley
Nod
70c.

Olin
or

Leader

70c.

Hopkins
8--4
70c.

Moseley
No. 2
70c

Kearney
70c.

Webster
Whitcomb
70C.

Elgin
or

Triumph

70c•

PYROGRAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

We make this line a specialty and are ready to serve you.
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Sena' for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog No.
Also Watchman' s Portable Clock Catalog No. I

MOSeleY
x2

70c.

Rivett

70c.

HOUGHTON

FACE PLATE

MFG!). BY

HARDINGE BROS.

Hopkins
No.3
70c. $1.25 each

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with Trefoil Peep Holes $8.00 eaeb
Old style, changed . . • 2.00 each

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III., U. S. A.

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

PATENTED MAY za, 1908

The only ma-
chine furnisning
five different
strengths of cur-
rent ; five shades
of color for each
solution.

SIMPLE,
PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that any one can use. Just the thing to put the
new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAS for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors Come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the 

BATTERIES 
(see
TTE 

cut), and
Saare ordinary dry cell and give 1%, 3, 6, 9 and 22 volts

easily 

n 

be replaced. 
should last a year or more with ordinary use and can

CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 656
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00
net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything

needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. Norton Jewelry Company
1013-15 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

WHEN

A
CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER
and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been ill the business right here for 16 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place
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To THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS 7:Pi11 hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Knoun Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
WE ARE GIVING FREE with one gross of our FAMOUS K. B. BRAND AMERICAN MAINSPRINGS a handsome oak
or walnut 20 drawer cabinet. Take advanta  e of this offer at once and get one of these cabinets

$1.00 per doz.
Subiect to Cash Discount

q K. B. MAINSPRINGS are
manufactured expressly for us
by the American Waltham
Watch Co. We guarantee to
replace broken mainsprings
when parts are sent to us
bearing our trade-mark "K. B."

(11 Mail orders filled from any
catalogue promptly and cor-
rectly.

One Half Dozen K. B. Brand

AMERICAN MAINSPRINGS

For Size 

No. 

Made expressly for and Guaranteed by

Korones Bros. 167 Canal Street
NEW YORK

Cut showing box containing '; doz. K. B. Mainsprings
carefully wrapped in oil paper to prevent rusting

USE OUR No. 168 HIGHLY POLISHED BALANCE STAFFS, $1.00 per doz.
No. 170 RUBY an SAPPHIRE HOLE JEWELS in Polished Settings, $1.00 per doz.

$12.00 per gross, net
With Cabinet

FACTS : — In selecting the K. B.
Mainsprings we were guided not
alone by our severe tests and judg-
ment, but we distributed samples
to many expert watchmakers and
the opinion of all were that the
K. B. Mainsprings are the finest
ever introduced in this country,
that they are even, properly tern-
pered, carefully finished, correctly
gaged and tips and lengths posi-
tively accurate.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND YOU WILL USE NO OTHER

WATCHMAKERS', JEWELERS', 

KORONES BROTHERS 167 CANAL STREET
NEW YORK CITY

ENGRAVERS' an OPTICIANS'
SUPPLY HOUSE
  America's Leading Material House

4,k
OR WATCHMAKERSJEWELLER
FINE TQQII MAKERS -̂DIE-
ERS–ETC:-THERE ARE- NO FILES
THAT EQUAL THE  — 

MADE IN ad
VARIETIESOs-
-•KINDS•-
--SIZES•-
cCeiffSt,

)•1.
owiss PATTERN
EXTRA[X*F1 FINE

1
hese EXTRA [X*F] FINE files arec.rpied in sloe/ by 1h most pro-

aressfililealers,and are used and
preferred Jo all others by a rapidly in-
creasinh number of clinical consumers

—"VOR/KASSI

AffleffOLSON FILE CO
PROOENC4- RI, ESA.
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HOLTZER-CABOT

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES 
FOR JEWELERS

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC DRILL

• 

A FULL LINE OF BUFFING

AND GRINDING MOTORS.

• 

ELECTRO-PLATING

MACHINES.

cif DRILLING OUTFITS.

(11 STANDARD ALTERNAT-

ING AND DIRECT CUR-

RENT POWER MOTORS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BOSTON (BROOKLINE STATION (, MASS.

395 and 397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

tta

MOSELEY

THE: STANDARD OP excet..L,Nc
Nothing is overlooked in their manufacture and no expense is

spared to make them RIGHT. The Cienuine Moseley Lathe of today
is the result of years of painstaking, systematic and skilled endeavor
to satisfy the exacting requirements of the most critical and exper-
ienced

are of the best quality, and are made in all sizes ;
eY";Cyleineed of the Watchmaker and Repairer. These Chucks

coverAiii(1)g%sveoei workmen.

and Lathes were manufactured hy us for years under the direct
supervision of CHAS. S. MOSELEY, the inventor of the " Split
Chuck " and " Draw-in-Spindle."

Moseley Lathes and Attachments, with plenty of Moseley Chucks
are the secret of rapid and accurate work. They increase your earn-
ing power by enabling you to do more work in a day. As an
Investment they pay big dividends.

Write your Jobber or the Manufacturer for
Catalogue and Price-List

THE MOSELEY LATHE CO.
ELGIN, ILL., U. S. A.
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Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing
In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of
the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
after-THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.
Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,
Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance Established 1865

"CLINCH"

No I. 25c.

I
Safety Catch for

Scarf Pins
Does not mar the

pin. Nothing to get
out of order. Simple
and neat.
One turn to the

right grips like a
vise.

Fits any size pin.

Prices to the Trade

No. 2
50 cts.
35 cts.

Pal.
applied

for
No. 1. Gold Plated,
$1.50 doz.

No. 2. Roman Gold,
$2.00 doz.

No. 2. 14 K. Gold
Plate, burnished,
$2.25 doz.

The 'SECURITY"
A Clasp at Last That's Secure
"HEAR IT SNAP." Cannot

MADE IN 3 SIZES
No. I Locks here No. I

Simple and

Absolutely Secure

Necklace Clasp
and Fast
Pull Out

No. 2 Locks here No. 2
Pat. June 2, 1205

The Only Perfect

Clasp

Locks in Two

Places

-No.1

d=zza

PRICES REDUCED ON GOLD FILLED CLASPS

PRICES TO THE TRADE
DOZEN DOZEN

No. I. 10 K.. . $6.00 No. 1B, 10 K.. $7.00
No. 2. 10 K.. . 9.00
No. I. 14 K.. . 7.00 No. 1B. 14 K.. 9.00
No. I. Platinum 18  00
No. I. Gold Filled 1  50
No. I B. Oold Filled 1  75
No. 2. Bold Filled 2  00
No. 1. Sterling Silver 1  50

°Ke1)
No. 2

Made in Gold
Filled Only

No. I 25, $2.75 doz.
No. 11325, $3.25 doz.
No. 2 25, $3.50 doz.

Ask your jobber, or write

THE
HOFFMAN
NOVELTY
CO.

79-83 North Pearl Street

ALBANY, N. Y.

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
NO. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

---

THIS MATERIAL IS GUARANTEED TO BE MADE AT THE WATCH FACTORY ,THE
MANUFACTURERS OF THE WATCH FOR WHICH THIS MATERIAL IS INTENDED.

HENRY PAULSON & CO..CHIcAGo.

Guaranteed Genuine
Staffs and Jewels
The Recent Reduction in the Genuine

by the prominent watch factories enables
us to give you the absolutely Genuine at
nearly the same price as the imitation.

And who does not
prefer the Genuine

Guaranteed Genuine Material made at
the Watch Companies Factories.

Genuine Leather Case, or Solid Oak if
preferred, holds 340 bottles

With this assortment there is prac-
tically nothing you cannot fit. No matter
how many you have in stock, there being
but , one each Staffs and C. & F. Jewels
in the assortment, you cannot be over-
stocked. The investment in only one
each is very small, considering the vast
variety it encompasses, covering every-
thing needed.

Bt. NO,
131. No.
61 „ 2

41 „ 

3
61 66

4

5
6

0

41

41

61

41

41

11

46

46

11

14

61

411

11

46

0

11

16

64

64

44

4"4

7
8

9
ro

11

12
13
14

16

17

r8

/9

20

21

22
23

24
25
26
27

28

29

30

31
32
33
34
35
36

Size
18

18

18

18

18

18

18

x8

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16
i6

Series
•16

8

6s

6

6

6

os
OS

Os

OS

Balance
Make

Waltham

41

411

If

And Here it is at Last
Illustration speaks for itself. It shows at a glance the
ease with which Staffs and Jewels may be found and kept
in order. 340 bottles in all. The most ever assembled
into one complete cabinet, and you need them all.

:14; -:>,..141.1..,•n'iiiCtarais1.61-,43,1.assiassi9kir ,...' • .--,,s,

•Ift.,r I 

-Orprr
.t-

Staffs

New Model

64

New Model

P

Ic

7A.C:7151. r5Ta.

J.

P. S. BB.
P. S. B.

V. G. JC.res.

15.17 -

21

7f.
16-1q 
21 -23 .

7J.
16-19 j.
2123J.

7J.
15-17

21

7. 
I.

15-17 J.
27J.

Roy. P. S. B.
Riv. A. T.
7-15J.
7 J.

I 5-17
7 J.
15-17

7
15-17

7
15-17

7 J.
z6-19 J.

Size of Cabinet, 16x814x2% inches

CONTENTS

Watch Co. No.

1364
1365

1365
1365
1703a
17o3a

1703
1703

2844
2844
2844
4860
4860

4860
4861
486/

4861

8143
8143
8143
8142
8142
8142
7721

7721
12318
13219
13219
13220

13220

19365
19365
19369

19369
20207

20207

Bt. No. Size

" 38 os

Jew Series

B.t. No. 37

39
40
4 1
42
43

44

45
46

47

48
49

50

51
52

53
54

55
56

Balance
Make

Waltham New Model
66 44

66 14

61 11 14

x8 Elgin
18
18
18

18
18
18

18

16
16
16
16

16
58 16
09 12
6o 12
61 12

62 6

63 6

64 6
65

66 6
67 6
68

69

70 os
71 1o/o

41

64

41

61

16

44

44

St

14

44

Staffs
Gracie
7J.

16-191.

P. S. B.
Riv. A. T.

7 J. N. S. L. II.
15-17
21

7J. N. S. S. H.
15.17J.

21 J.
21-23 j. D. R.

19 J.
D. R. New Mod.
7-15 j. O.S. Short

34 P. 15-17
New Model D.R.
7 J. N. S. Long

15.17.1. • 

44 44

0 46

7 . O. S. Short
15.17 J. " "

21 j.
7J.

15-173.
21 j.

15.17 . " "

7 1. N. S. Long

21 .
7 .0. S. Short

15173. " "
213. 

.1 14

7 5.,

73.
17.1.

Watch Co. No.
20208
20208
26106
.26'06

857

857

857
857

857

857
1901

1902
2516

857
861

86i

86,

86,

861

86r

86i

r905

1905
1905

868

868

868
868

868

868

869

869
1731
1907

Lack of space does not admit the entire index. The outfit fills 318 bottles, comprising everything useful for WALTHAM, ELGIN, HAMPDEN, ROCK-FORD, HOWARD, COLUMBUS, SOUTH BEND, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS, CENTURY, SETH THOMAS, TRENTON, ADVANCE, FORTUNA,N. Y. STANDARD, EXCELSIOR, U. S. W. CO., NEW ENGLAND. Every item marked and indexed as indicated above.

No. 100. Cabinet complete, with one each of everything in Oenuine Staffs and Jewels
(total .318 items numbered in proper order) $69.00 less 6%

Cabinet No. 2 of Genuine Elgin and Waltham Balance Jewels, advertised in January issue, should read $7.86 instead of $6.86

HENRY PAULSON & CO. CHICAGO156 Wabash Ave.
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Would Our Catalogue Interest
You ? It Is Free.

THERE is but one entirely
satisfactory method of

polishing or buffing, and it re-
quires the use of the electric
motor polishing head.
There is but one electric motor head
that will run day in and day out
with the minimum amount of care
and attention, that will use the small-
est possible amount of current, and
that will cost practically nothing for
maintenance. The one Head is the
OLIVER QUALITY ELECTRIC
MOTOR POLISHING HEAD.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 Niagara Street BUFFALO, NEW YORK

LAVALLIERES and PENDANTS

All Combinations All Prices

SEND FOR

MEMO PACKAGE

CROSSMAN COMPANY
3 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

OVIZ AINVA1.- ,SERMOIr

DAR AM OTi4ER
LETTAHS IN DE ALFABET

(IT DAR AM ONLY ONE
  EASY FLOWING:)CGOLO

SOLDER
1.,

INSIST ON GETTING-rrtat'd FOR Al-I-()RA '''' ofJEWELRY
'Low K- 6K- 8K-I0K-121(-14K-I6)-18K _SPE(q1- fog 181(-20K-221( DENTAL WORK

,V311) BY M.1; Ikluaii,fetured by F. H. NOBLE & CO.
weetits '59th & Wallace Sts., CHICAGO'

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
Clement Hollow Graver (100 Styles), 25c.
Clement Pivot Polisher
Clement Balance Bumper, 50c.
Clement Wheel Cutters, 50c.
Clement Rounding-up Cutters, 40c.

Clement Diamond Fork (hinders, Net of 4, $2.50
Clement Diamond Roller Broaches, 75c.
Clement Glossing, 25c.

(3 Styles), $8.00, $8.00, $18.00

From your

JOBBER

or direct

SEND FOR CIRCULAR

W. D. CLEMENT
WALTHAM, MASS.

I S7

Mainspring
Cabinet No.10
(AS ILLUSTRATED)
WILL HOLD 72 DOZEN

No. 12-4 Drawer
WILL HOLD 96 DOZEN

T. B. RESILIENT
MAINSPRINGS

put up in our special size tin box

PRICE d CABINETS
No. 10—$5.00, Net
No. 12—$6.50, Net

Exceptionally Well Made
Covered with " Kerakol"
Finest Imitation Leather

SIZE d CABINETS
No. 10-12" wide, 11" high,

12" deep.
No. 12-12" wide,

15" high,
12" deep., \ _ -

717,
/77..

eve 
oncgro.veve_

_5tk 11

•

Chart Illustrating 96 Patterns T. B. RESILIENT MAIN-
SPRINGS Furnished with Cabinet, or on request

CINCINNATI,OH10.

Our T. B. RESILIENT MAIN=
SPRINGS are - American=Made
and guaranteed to give entire satis-
faction.

53" long, WI." wide,
The size of box {:;4" deep

is of special design and sufficiently
large to replace mainsprings without
crowding.

PRICE

$1?. Dozen $131°- Gross

SEND for Illustrated Circular of " USECCO " PLATING MACHINE and OUTFITS. Best on the Market

For Sale by THOMA BROS• 14-16 E. Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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Leading Supply House for
JEWELERS' and WATCHMAKERS' SUPPLIES

WRINGS

sio WALTHAM

No.2203_
mommspownmoxM

$ 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Oros.

c \iC Sitirc Height 3.

L Height 4.

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price, 75 cents

11

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

sto`
Height 5.

•
Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

seri°
No. 256

Gold Filled Bead
Necklace Clasps,
$3.00 per dozen

0=11110
No, 181

Gold Filled Round
Necklace Clasps,
small, $1.00;
medium, $1.25;
large, $1.50 per

dozen

No. 248

Gold Filled Tor-
pedo Necklace

Clasps, $1.00 per
dozen

No. 8-11/4 inch
Gold Filled Fob Mountings

$2.25 per dozen

No. 154
(bold Plated Safety

Catches, $ .50 per dozen

ore

Gold Filled Scarf Pin
:Protectors

$ .75 per dozen

1
No. 152%

Gold Plated Safety
Catches, $ .50 per dozen

all.11.1111111111
PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

/00011111■1■111MMININ

PATENT GENEVA.

4.101111/iMM.1.1%

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE,

Fac-Slmile of Our Label

Oenevas .... . $4.00 per gross ; $ .40 per doz.
Thick MI-Concaves . . . 4.00 " .40 "
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " .90 "
Parallels 8  00 " .75 "

5t2t
tetmet
citb
Cf2t,
e2tftt.
(1°,
D=t,

Ct:55MP

e=t

(Ete,
$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Gross

OLD
IZELISIBLE
WAS.B.*
QUJILIT.Y

18)

offe.Mir.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Patent Oenevas $8.00 per gross ; 5 .75 per doz.
Lentilles . . . 12.00 " 1.25 "
Antiques . . . . 8.00 " .75 "
Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASEES SENT UPON APPLICATION

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

We cannot
tell you just how

we finish W. C&, S. B.*
Watch Chains, because

that is a trade secret. But

we can assure you that every

W. C& S. B.* chain is finished by the Wearbest

Secret Hardening process and will wear a third

longer than chains finished in the ordinary manner.

Not Solid To Deparliarnent Storre

OT Retail Mafill-ardeir

Set of 5 Nickel-Plated Screw Drivers, 40c. SOLD ONLY THROUGH THE

WHOLESALE JEWELRY TRADE

SO l'eM..eACKIINTON Coo
MaRerS

Nctorth AnIleboro, M.nr.Lc nhon 
1-4 Size

Solid Oak Bench, $12.00

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00 Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and •

2 Chucks, $31.00

SEND A POSTAL FOR POCKET PRICE-LIST OF TOOLS AND MATERIAL

CROSS & BEGUELIN 
Impor rast,ciEexsp,Vaemrsonds, lreawneulfrayc, tur er

Silver-Plated Ware, Etc. 
23 Maiden Lane, New York

(A Corporation)

NEW YORK, 180 Broadway

SAN FRANCISCO, 708 Mutual Savings

Bank Bldg.
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WE ARE OUT WITH THE GOODS FOR 1909

and will see you soon with our New Spring Line

BIGGER BETTER GREATER THAN EVER

kg‘.41106
dewiz;9yro.:4.49yez

k
 BALTIMORE, MD.

SELECTION ORDERS

SOLICITED FROM

RESPONSIBLE JEWELERS

C. 0. BAKER, Pres. C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated

Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners

Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

NI"
Platinum and Gold Setting

Department
NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS
408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

Monograms for Gift Goods

CAR

A busy season for the engraver
is now here. Practically every
wedding and Valentine gift
will call for a monogram or in-
scription, and the engraver will
have urgent need of every aid to
facilitate his work. One of these
which is especially valuable and
merely nominal in price is

The Keystone
Portfolio of Monograms

a collection of unique models which will give distinction to any

engraving department. There is now an insatiable craze for

"something different," and this applies to monograms. The

portfolio admirably fills this want. It contains 12 1 original

designs of two and three letters. The designs are printed

from steel plates on stiff, durable paper.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, 5o cents (2s.)

Published by

The Keystone Publishing Co.
8o9-811-813 North t9th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Ileyworth Building, CHICAGO, MI,

"QUALITY FINISH ORIGINALITY"

Our class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the best attention and most rapid progress

Wit " QUALITY" results.

Training for beginners—for engravers of some experience requiring coaching along weak lines—

for "special" pupils in the higher branches.

WRITE FOR BROCHURE

NewEnrlan d  

Ohio

Buit dirz g

The W. L. Newmeyer School of Engraving, Cleveland, 

Krementz
Collar
Buttons

and Studs

ONE PIECE

" The Button that's Insured"

Imitators of Krementz Collar

Buttons are continually comino-

and going. Every once in a while

a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never

a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons--of every quality—

are manufactured by

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. Ci ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N.J.

4 
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diamonds and other precious stones, includ-
ing pearls since 1897 are as follows:

Year, Total.
1897— • •$7,046,327.39
1898.-12,934,815.45
1899••• .19,321,752.55
1900....13,365,615.26
1901....24,862,567.07
1902. . 25,412,775.74

Year. Total.

1903.. —$24,676,966.10
1904— 26,092,275.26
1905— • • 37,146,337.35
1906•••• 43,573,488.59
1907-- 31,713,045.62
1908.... 10,418,166.20

A. S a salutary offset to the discouraging
figures above quoted the trade should

keep in mind that the resumption of activity
in the diamond market, which began last
fall and became quite pronounced during
the holiday season, still continues, and there
is every likelihood that normal conditions
will soon be reached. There is no longer
any fear of a decline in prices; on the con-
trary, the reports from the European dia-
mond markets indicate an advance, especi-
ally for the smaller size gems in most de-
mand.

Business failures, too, in the jewelry,
watch, clock and optical industries in 1908
were large in number and in amount of
liabilities. Dun's Review informs us that
in the four allied industries there were 314
failures last year with total liabilities of
$4,442,987, as compared with only 182
failures in 1907 and liabilities of $1,698,258.
A goodly proportion of these failures must
also be credited to the earlier part of last
year, as the bright prospects in the fall and
the unexpectedly large holiday trade were
effective in titling over threatened financial
difficulties and preventing pending failures
in many cases.

Activities of Jewelers' Organizations

ENTERAL important meetings of State
associations will take place during the

present month, as announced elsewhere in
this issue, and the programme in each case
shows the wider field of activities now being
cultivated by these organizations. Our
readers will recall the recent efforts of this
journal to aid in the suppression of fraudu-

I ()2

The Dealer Need Not Hesitate

to guarantee " 1847 ROGERS BROS." silverware to be all that
we claim for it. If, after buying, your customer has reason
for complaint, we stand ready to make the purchase satis-
factory, as we have absolute faith in our ware, the result
of over sixty years' honest endeavor to make it the best.

There are many reasons why you should handle

"1847 ROGERS BROS."
goods with confidence. Among these reasons
that

It is the highest quality made;

The buying public recognizes its superi-
ority and is familiar with the trade-mark;

This attitude of the public saves time
and talk on the dealer's part.

are the fact

Back of all this is the makers' extensive and persistent
round-the-year advertising in daily, weekly and monthly
publications. We expect to make this even stronger in the
future than it has been in the past. We are, moreover,
always ready to help the dealer in his local advertising
with electrotypes, circulars, etc.

NEW YORK

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
CH ICAO() SAN FRANCISCO

----------------
A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of

1 all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisementsj that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.
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A Warning to Subscribers

DESPITE repeated warnings through

our columns and in our correspond-

ence with the trade, it occasionally comes to

our knowledge that jewelers are victimized

by swindlers who make a specialty of col-

lecting subscriptions for various journals

without any authority for so doing. These

subscriptions never, of course, reach the
offices of publication. In view of the re-

newed activity of these swindlers we must

again warn the trade against paying sub-

scriptions for THE KEYSTONE or The Key-
stone Magazine of Optometry to any per-

sons purporting to represent any subscrip-
tion agency, as no such person or agency
has any authority to collect subscriptions for
these journals. In some cases the name of
a fictitious subscription agency is printed on
the receipt given to the subscribers, but
more frequently the only printed matter
on these receipts is the words "Received
from." This, in itself, should arouse the

suspicion of the trade. It is evident that
some of these swindlers use many aliases, as
the handwriting on some of the receipts is
the same, though the name in some instances
is different.

Do not give your dollar to any person
unknown to you or of whose identity you
are not positively assured, unless he can
show signed credentials from this office
authorizing him to solicit subscriptions for
our journals.

Gem Importations in 1908

0 FFICIAL statistics for the year 1908,
now being published, enable us to

form a more accurate idea of the seriousness

of the depression which continued through-

out the year. The most suggestive feature

in these statistics is the very material falling

off in the demand for luxuries. In the mat-

ter of diamonds and other precious stones,

including pearls, the decrease in the demand

reached very serious proportions. The Ap-

praiser of the Port of New York has an-

nounced that the total importations of gems

for the year 1908 amounted to $10,418,166,

as compared with a total of $31,713,045 in

1907, and a total of $43,573,488 in 1906, the

banner record in gem importation. The

falling off in the imports of gems in 1907

was chiefly due to the panic in the last few

months of that year, and the decline for

1908 must be credited chiefly to the first

seven or eight months of the year, inasmuch

as during the last few months of 1908 there

were very substantial increases in gem im-

portations, the imports for December alone

amounting to over $2,000,000.
It is also suggestive of the seriousness

of the depression that the precious stone im-

ports of 1908 fell below the imports of any

other year since 1897. The gem imports

are generally regarded as an unusually ac-

curate barometer of the times, and a glance

at the statistics for the past dozen years

gives remarkable verification of the truth

of this idea. The total importations of
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lent watch advertising, and quite naturally
this important subject has been taken up
by trade associations. At their meeting to
be held in Indianapolis on February 23rd
and 24th, the Indiana retail jewelers will
take steps to have introduced in the Legis-
lature a law prohibiting the fraudulent
advertising of watches or jewelry. This
step was decided upon at the meeting of the
executive committee of the State associa-
tion held last month. At the present time
the jewelers contend that a number of con-
cerns outside of the State are advertising
watches and jewelry and inserting descrip-
tions in the advertising matter that are
plainly fraudulent and an imposition on the
public. Such action, they readily argue, not
only takes business from the legitimate
trade, but also discredits, to some extent, the
jewelers when they ask a fair price for
reliable goods. At this meeting also will
be considered a plan to establish a watch-
makers' school in Indianapolis for one week
each year where all watchmakers in the
State may receive free instructions under
experts. Both these projects of the In-
diana association are most praiseworthy
and their brethren throughout the country
will wish them deserved success.

WE have previously referred in these
columns to the programme of the

Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association,
which includes the examination and certifi-
cation of watchmakers, the organizing of a
jewelers' fire insurance company and other
pretentious reforms of great value to the
trade at large. We commend the pro-
gressive spirit of these organizations to tlie
trade associations in other States, as har-
monious action in all the States will be
invaluable in the attainment of their objects
in individual States. Another subject which
will be discussed is the question of prices,
the purpose being to come to some under-
standing in regard to fixed prices for goods
and repair work.

The Right to a Trade Name

VST E have recently noticed that the titlesof certain prominent jewelry and
optical houses in the East have been
adopted, unintentionally possibly in some
cases, by individuals and firms in the far
West and South. Suit was filed recently
by Tiffany & Co., of New York, against a
jeweler in Pasadena, Cal., who started a
business under the title of The Tiffany
Jewelry Company. The complainant in the
case alleges that the title was selected with
the purpose of trading on the name and
reputation of Tiffany, and a preliminary and
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perpetual injunction, as well as costs and
damages, are claimed by the eastern firm.

The appropriation of a well-known
name or trade-mark by a new concern has
been a subject of much litigation in past
years. The courts, however, have lately
become much more stringent in this matter
and the decisions have invariably been
against the traffickers. Any firm with a
grievance of this character can go into
court with a full assurance that its rights
will be maintained. We know of several
audacious cases of name appropriation, and
despite the fact that no complaints have so
far been entered by the aggrieved firms, a
word of warning is timely to those who are
guilty of this reprehensible practice.

Business Failures in 1908

THE seriousness of the depression in
1908, which will happily soon be a

mere memory, is impressively shown in the
report of failures for the year. We learn
from Bradstreets that the number of
casualties and the liabilities were alike the
third largest on record, the number exceed-
ing all years except 1893 and 1896, while
the liabilities were smaller only than in
1907 and 1893. The opening month of the
year had the largest number of failures,
while September had the smallest number
and November the smallest liabilities, show-
ing the rapid industrial and commercial re-
cuperation towards the end of the year.
The total number of failures of individuals,
firms and corporations for the year was
14,044, with liabilities of $295,901,940, and
assets of $168,438,090. This marked an
increase of 36.8 per cent. in the number
over 1907, and 49.6 per cent. over 1906.
The liabilities were 22 per cent. smaller than
in 1907, but 133 per cent. larger than in
1906. The proportion of assets to liabilities
in 1908 was only 56.9 per cent. as against
75 per cent. in the preceding year.

In an interesting analysis of the year's
failures, Bradstreets divides the causes into
two classes, those due to influences in the
control of the persons who failed and those
due to agencies beyond their control. The
factors within control of those who failed
are catalogued as incompetence, inexperi-
ence, lack of capital, unwise granting of
credits, speculation, neglect of business,
personal extravagance and fraudulent dis-
position of property. The faults outside
their control are three—specific conditions,
such as unforseen disasters ; failures of
others, and competition. In 1908 we are
told that the eight factors first mentioned
caused 77.5 per cent. of all the failures,
whereas the three influences beyond indi-
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vidual control accounted for only 22.5 per
cent. These figures demonstrate that the
causes of failures controllable by the in-
dividual himself are responsible for about
four-fifths of all the failures, the remaining
one-fifth being due to extraneous conditions
over which the person who failed had little,
if any, control.

The analysis in detail, as given in
Bradstreets, shows that the amount of
capital employed bears a direct relation to
the success or failure of the individual
traders, those with limited resources having
quite naturally the smallest chance of sur-
vival, as attested by preponderance in the
number having very low, if, any, ratings at
the time of failure. Lack of capital is
credited with 34.2 per cent. of all failures,
incompetence with 21.6 per cent., inexperi-
ence with 4 per cent., neglect with 2.2 per
cent. and unwise credits with 2 per cent.
The serviceability of the commercial agency
and the thoroughness with which its work
is performed is evidenced in the fact that
of the 15,759 failures in the United States
and Canada in 1908, 91.3 per cent. had only
very moderate or no credit rating at all.
Those failing who were rated as good credit
made up only 8 per cent. of the failures, and
those rated as very good credit made up
only seven-tenths of i per cent. of the
failures. These figures show conclusively
the importance of the commercial agency in
the world of credit and its invaluable
services to all engaged in industry and com-
merce.

Impressive Record of Trade Protection

THE report of the annual meeting of the
Jewelers' Security Alliance, which

appears elsewhere in this issue, shows very
conclusively the great service which this
organization renders its members. We
learn from the report that burglaries of
jewelry stores were unusually numerous
last year, as is always the case during a
time of depression. Not less than 460 cases
of burglaries of all kinds of jewelry stores
were reported in that year, which is a much
larger number than ever before recorded
in the same period. Thirty-five cases of
safe burglary were reported, and it is a
suggestive fact that only three of these
were at stores of members of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance, and only one of the
three was successful. Twenty rewards of
$roo each were paid during the year for the
arrest and conviction of window smashers,
and the Alliance has decided to offer the
reward in all cases of window smashing
whether the store is open for business at the
time or not and without regard to the
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amount of goods which may be in display.

Members of the Alliance should not fail to

make this extension of the offer known to

the local police authorities, watchmen, etc.
Notwithstanding the fact that the past year

was one of decreased membership for most

organizations, the Alliance made a net gain

of 289 for the year, the total membership

of the organization now being 4696. The

good work done by the Alliance during

1908, as shown in the annual report, and

the deplorable increase in burglarious out-

rages on the trade should assure much

greater addition to the membership during

the present year.

Foreign Commerce in 1908

STATISTICS just issued show that •the

depression in 1908 not only seriously

affected domestic trade, but also our foreign

commerce. In comparing, however, the

past year with 1907 it must be kept in mind

that the foreign commerce for the latter

year was the largest in the country's history.

The total imports and exports for 1908, we

are told, were . valued at $2,869,710,174,

which represented a decrease of $476,885,-

8r, as compared with the record figures of

1907, and even a falling off of over $249,-

000,000 as compared with 1906. The im-

ports for the year were valued at $1,116,-

402,243, which was less than the value for

1907 by $306,767,577, and smaller by over

$204,000,000 than that for 1906. The ex-

ports were valued at $1,753,307,931, a

decrease of $170,118,274 from 1907, and of

over $44,900,000 as compared with 1906.

There was an excess of exports over im-

ports amounting to $636,905,688, which was

greater by $136,649,303 than the cor-

responding excess for 1907, and indeed

larger than for any recent year.

World's Product of Gold and Silver

GOLD production showed a considerable

increase in 1908 as compared with the

preceding year. According to a preliminary

estimate made by Director of the Mint

Frank A. Leach, the world's total output of

gold was valued at $427,000,000, as com-

pared with $410,555,000 in 1907, the in-

crease amounting to over $16,400,000. The

largest portion of the increase was con-

tributed by Africa, which produced gold

valued at $165,000,000, as against $151,-

699,0°0 in 1907, an increase of over $13,-

30,000. The next largest increase was sup-

plied by the United States, which produced

gold valued at $96,313,256, as compared

with $90,435,700 in 1907, a gain of over

$5,80o,000. The silver production of the
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United States in 1908 was valued at $27,-

452,961, as compared with $37,299,700 in

1907, a decrease of over $9,800,000. It may

be noted that the commercial value of fine

silver in 1908 averaged about 53 cents per

ounce, a considerable drop from the average

for 1907, which was about 66 cents per

ounce.

A Famous Pearl Case Finally Decided

TFIE famous case which involved the

question of duty on imported pearls

and which will be known in the history of

gem litigation as the "Leeds Case," was

finally decided by the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals last month, which affirmed

the original decision of the Board of the

United States General Appraisers. The im-

portation responsible for the litigation con-

sisted of thirty-seven pearls purchased by

Mr. William B. Leeds from a Paris gem

merchant. The gems on their arrival in

New York were classed by the officials as

pearls in their natural state, dutiable at the

rate of ro per cent., their valuation being

given at $220,000. Later the collector re-

appraised the gems and levied a duty of

6o per cent., claiming that the pearls were

really a necklace taken apart for the pur-

pose of transportation. The importers

protested against the collector's assessment

and the protest was sustained by the Board

of United States General Appraisers. The

Government appealed, however, to the

United States Circuit Court, which held

with the collector that the gems could not

be classified as "pearls in their natural state"

and that the 6o per cent. duty must be paid.

The case was then taken by the importers

to the Circuit Court of Appeals, which has

just decided in their favor.

THE decision is regarded as a great

triumph by the importers and will go

far to prevent expensive litigation of this

character in the future. The decision is a

long one and involves many questions, but

it would appear from a careful perusal of the

facts, that pearls whether drilled or not, and

whether previously strung or not, are duti-

able at 10 per cent. This would seem to

be the only inference from the following:

We are unable to perceive the justice or con-
sistency of levying 60 per cent. upon one collection
of pearls and io per cent. on another similar col-
lection, the marked discrimination against the first
collection being based upon the proof that they
were suitable for a necklace and have had a string
passed through them. The value of the pearls,
no matter how produced, must be stated in the
invoice, and when duty is paid on this value at To
per centum it would seem to answer the require-
ment of the law.

This decision would seem to apply to

the equally famous Tiffany pearl case now
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in the courts. In this instance the pearls

were imported by Tiffany & Co. and were

assessed for duty at ro per cent. ad valorem

as pearls unset or unstrung. About ten

months after the importation the collector

reliquidated the entry and claimed a duty

of 6o per cent., which was paid. Then

began the present litigation. Though there

are some features which make the case

somewhat different from the Leeds case,

nevertheless, the decision in the latter suit

would seem to leave no doubt as to the

result.

Prospects Brighten as Spring
Approaches

ASTEADY improvement is noticeable in

the business situation throughout the

country, and even the most pessimistic are

now looking forward hopefully to the open-

ing of spring trade. Reports from the

Middle West are particularly encouraging,

and business in that section is already all

that can be desired. The industrial revival

has infused considerable life into the situa-

tion in the East and a better feeling is

everywhere in evidence. During the past

month a large number of trade organiza-

tions held their annual meetings and ban-

quets, and the contrast in feeling as com-

pared with last year was very marked.

There is excellent reason for this change.

As stated by F. G. Thearle, President of the

Chicago Jewelers' Association, at the ban-

quet of that organization, the trade at this

time last year found themselves slowly

emerging from panic conditions only to be

confronted with the presidential campaign,

which is invariably a depressing factor on

business and industry. To-day we find the

presidential question definitely settled, im-

mense crops being marketed, a general in-

dustrial revival in progress, a thorough

restoration of confidence and the consequent

marked improvement in the situation gen-

erally. A large proportion of the retail

trade found the holiday season surprisingly

remunerative, and the sequel has been more

liberal purchases of stock. The army of

traveling men now visiting the jewelers re-

port conditions very satisfactory, with in-

creased demand and the probability, if not

the certainty, of normal spring trade.

The jewelry manufacturing centers fur-

nish unmistakable evidence of the improved

conditions. Many of the factories are taxed

to their utmost capacity and there is the

pressing demand for skilled help character-

istic of the prosperous conditions in pre-

panic times. The many removals to large

quarters and improvements in plants are

suggestive of firm faith in the future.
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; li, Waltham Watches_.....e
, Horace Greeley said about Waltham watches : " Americans should buy

Horace Greeley American watches, not because they are American watches, but because they
are the best watches."

At that time Waltham watches were the only American watches.
.V,
:

Ralph Waldo Emerson in an Essay on Eloquence said, in speaking of a
man whom he described as a Godsend to his town : " He is put together like

, S 
a Waltham watch."

Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Waltham Watch Company is the oldest watch company on the
American continent, the Waltham factory having been built in 1854. TheThe Waltham Factory
only other watch company that at all approaches it ithe Pioneer in age and continuous
existence was an offshoot from the parent Waltham factory and was established
in a Western State in 1864.

The capital of the Waltham Watch Company is larger, the assembly and

The Largest in the the value of its automatic machinery is larger, the factory is larger, the number
World of its employees is larger and the daily output is larger than that of any other

watch manufacturing concern that ever existed.

Waltham watches have received the highest award at •every international
Premier Honors exposition wherever shown, from the Centennial Exhibition to date. No other

American made watches have received similar awards.

Every permanent advance in American watch manufacturing during the

Progress past half century has originated with the Waltham Watch Company. "This
Company," to quote Chambers's Encyclopedia, "has revolutionized the industry
it transferred from the old world to the new."

There has never been in the world's history of watchmaking a grouping
of expert labor and marvelous machinery like this, nor anything like the unityQuality
of results shown by the sixteen million accurate and durable Waltham watches
that have been produced.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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The Qualifications and Duties of
the Salesman

The salesman must, first of all, find out
all he can in relation to the men to whom
he is to sell his goods. in doing this he
must draw upon all possible sources of in-
formation. Pure science has much to teach
him. Psychology is loaded with facts that
are of the greatest importance, as is ethnol-
ogy, and especially art. We are claiming
that salesmanship partakes in all the activi-
ties of man. Science is the record of the
conclusions of men who have made a study
of the doings of men. Jt is peculiarly the
property of the salesman, his vade niecum,
his open road to power and success. There
is not another calling which can possibly
profit more by the conclusions of science
than salesmanship.

Let us therefore turn frankly to
science, and demand of her all the store
of knowledge she has that we can utilize,
without any of the mawkish sentimentality
that professes to contemn the value of
science in the transactions of everyday life
and business. •

Next to knowing the men he is ex-
pected to make his customers, it is of im-
portance that the salesman should know
himself, and be able to correctly estimate
his own power as a salesman, which means
his power to influence his fellow men. This
opens a great subject. It is much easier to
estimate the other man than it is to estimate
this man.

To know himself is also a subject that
calls for the assistance of science, and for
a great amount of resolute and thorough
self-examination. It will not do to allow
vanity to limit this work. The first thing
a prospective salesman must do is to stand
himself off, detach himself from himself
and analyze his own qualities and defects.
He has got to be honest with himself. He
has got to make a true inventory of his
knowledge, his needs and his capacity to
absorb knowledge and to do good work.

Perhaps the most essential
quality for the prospective
salesman to possess and to
cultivate is willingness to
work. If the salesman is

not willing to work hard all the time, and
study hard, all the time, he had better not
undertake to enter the business. It de-
mands work, and hard work, and skilled
work, and proficient work, all the time.
When the salesman is not at work getting
orders he ought to be at work getting him-
self in shape to get orders.

Salesmanship demands the old-fash-
ioned sort of study to prepare for it and

The Most

Essential

Quality
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the old-fashioned sort of work to win suc-
cess. It demands devotion, enthusiasm,
singleness of purpose and always hard and
self-sacrificing work. It requires that the
salesman shall have joy in his work. It de-
pends upon these qualities for success more
specifically and more completely than any
other calling or profession, chiefly because
it is what the salesman is that counts, more
than what he knows and does. It is the
salesman himself that sells, not the acts of
the salesman.

Of course, it is not meant that the
salesman is to get none of the joy in life.
He should get all the joy possible. He
should get more of the pure enjoyment of
life than other professions, because it is the
joy of life that makes power for the men
who enjoy it.

The salesman should be very good to
himself : In the matter of health, because
the healthy man has more power over his
fellows ; in the matter of morals, because
the moral man has more power over his
fellows ; in the matter of temperament, be-
cause the man with a cheerful and opti-
mistic temperament has more power over
his fellows ; in the matter of dress, because
the well-dressed man has more power over
his fellows ; and in all matters that tend to
make a big and wholesome, and sweet, and
happy man, because such a man has more
power over his fellows. The fundamentals
of good salesmanship are the man himself,
and his knowledge of and sympathy with
the people to whom he must sell his goods.

The third major element in
the salesman's education is
the goods he is to attempt
to sell. He must know the

goods and all about them ; not only the
goods themselves, but all the conditions that
influence their sale and use. If the sales-
man is to handle cotton piece-goods, for
example, he must know all about the cotton
they are made of, and all about the condi-
tions of its growth and handling, as well
as about its relative goodness and adapta-
bility for the particular goods it is made
up into. And he must know all about all
other kinds of cotton, and other kinds of
goods that may be used in substitution for
his own. He must be able to place his own
goods in their proper relation to all others
in the market, and give a perfectly adequate
reason for all that he says and claims re-
garding his own goods.

The salesman's knowledge of his goods
must extend far beyond the goods them-
selves, and include the people who are to
use the goods, the various uses they may be
put to, the possible market for them, the
special market the customer of the moment
must cater for, the methods for retail sell-
ing that have been found most effective,

Must Know

the Goods

and the many other elements that bear upon
the sale of the goods with direct or indirect
force, and make for the success or failure
of the salesman.

These are the things the salesman has
to learn. There are other qualities that are
perhaps more essential, at least at the first.
They are in the nature of fundamental
resolutions, the personal basis upon which
all of the executive capacity of the sales-
man must be built ; and like the foundation
for any structure, they must be solid and
well laid.

The very bottom quality of
the good salesman must be
hope. If he has not hope,
does not cultivate, and

cherish, and cling to, and depend upon
hope, he will not succeed, in salesmanship
or anything else. When he embarks upon
the career of a salesman he must hope for
success, and there must never be a moment
when he does not hope. It is the founda-
tion. Without hope the salesman tries to
build his house of success upon the sand of
foreordained failure.

To bring hope a step toward its prac-
tical office, there must be faith. The sales-
man must have faith in himself, in his
goods, in the people he is dealing with, in
the house he works for and in his "star."
Faith we know works wonders. If the
salesman has faith in his goods and in his
proposition he can sell his goods ; if he has
not that faith he cannot sell the goods, to
the same extent.

The salesman must have determination,
to make hope and faith work for him in a
practical way and all of the time. Hope
and faith are very admirable qualities, even
when they are only academical qualities.
But we wish to put them to practical use,
and so we must drive them with determina-
tion. We must "keep everlastingly at it,"
and keep hope and faith practically at work
by backing them with determination.

Even determination will fail unless we
push it all the time, unless we have also
persistence. It is self-descriptive. It com-
pletes the cycle of qualities that we are to
put at the foundation of all of the knowl-
edge of the people, of ourselves, of the
goods, to make that knowledge contribute
directly to the success of the salesman.

These varieties of knowl-
edge, sustained and made
operative by these elements
of the salesman's motive

power, will, when properly applied by the
ambitious and willing salesman, bring suc-
cess to him. They cover and embrace the
whole of the law and the gospel of sales-
manship; always, of course, providing that
there is promising material in the sales-
man himself upon which they can work. If
there is not a reasonable expectation that
the potential salesman is big enough, broad
enough, willing enough, to work out this
programme for his benefit, then he must not
try. He would better remain a hewer of
wood or a drawer of water ; for the rewards
of salesmanship are not for the slothful, for
the vain, for the unwilling, nor for those
that are not fitted to make the fight with
some chance of success.

Fundamental
Qualities

Right Qualities
and Knowledge
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ETH THOMAS CLOCK COMPANY

(ESTABLISHED 1813)

The six patterns shown here proved ready sellers during past few months. We recommend them to every dealer.
They combine new ideas of design and finish, and are very low price considering the superior movements and cases.

GOTHIC
Real Bronze Case and Finish, 15-Day Move-
ment, .Bronze Dial Silvered with Cut raised
Numerals and Minute Dots Fastened Back of
Dial. Convex Beveled Glass. Made in
three sizes.

No. Dial. Height. Base. Price.
I 5 in. I'm in. 7( in. $35.00
2 6 in. 14 in. 04. in. 50.00
3 8 in. 18 in. 12 in. 70.00

MEDITATION
8-Day. Height, tiX inches ; base, 834 inches. Jap Bronze
with Gold Panel. Gold Dial with Porcelain Numerals.
No Sash or Glass. A new ornamental idea. Winding
arbors piped to prevent dust getting in movement.

Price. $9.50

Also made in rich gold, Syrian and verde antique finishes,
with porcelain dials. French sash and beveled glass.

Price, $11.50

LUSITANIA HANGING CLOCK
Rich Gold Highly Burnished. Fitted
with a fine 8-Day Lever Time Move-
ment. Eleven Jewels. Compensating
Balance. An accurate timepiece.
434-inch Porcelain Dial. French Sash
and Convex Beveled Glass.
Length, 20 inches ; width, 9,X inches.

Price, $46.00

AUTOMATIC 8-DAY LONG ALARM CLOCKS Requires winding but once a week. Does not need any attention at night. Auto-
matically alarms each morning, ringing until you get up and stop it. A superior

8-day Pendulum Movement, fitted with an ingenious 24-hour alarm dial so that clock can be set for A. M. or P. M. as desired. The Alarm in Time-Alarm Clock
will ring 50 minutes, and in Strike and Alarm Clocks for 25 minutes unless shut off.
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Special Offers at Tempting Prices

One of our subscribers took exception
to one of our suggestions in a recent article,
and particularly to a sample advertisement
of sterling silverware, in which sterling
silver teaspoons were offered at $3.00 per
set. He opposed the idea of enticing cus-
tomers with special values, defending his
stand with the argument that special sales
lower the standard of the store. This is, in
a measure, true, and it is not our intention

, to encourage the idea of selling goods with-
out profit, but undoubtedly the offering of
some article at a price which will attract a
sale is far more profitable advertising than
I the mere announcement of "Reputable

Goods at Reasonable Prices," which is the
style of copy used by most jewelers.

Few jewelers can depend exclusively
for their support on high-class trade to
whom price is no object, and to all, save
this one class, price is a very considerable
consideration when purchases are to be

1
. made. The real readers of newspaper ad-

vertisements are those who expect to find
some article offered at a price which will fit
their pocketbook. Few people, too, know.

PROGRESS
Quartered Oak and Mahogany, highly
finished and polished. Height, I25
inches ; di l 44 inches.

Time-Alarm, Price. $6.50
Strike and Alarm, Price, $8.50

15 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK Seth

MAKERS OF SUPERIOR TIMEPIECES of

GRAND
Metal case and dial, verde antique base.
Gun-metal top and hands. 7 inch gold dial,
silver center and raised black numerals and
minute dots. Height, lo inches ; base,
754 inches.

Time-Alarm, Price. $7.50

ADVANCE
Black Adamantine finish, green marbleized
top and base mouldings. Gold plated feet and
ornaments. Height, II inches; dial, 4X inches.

Time-Alarm, Price, $6.50
Strike and Alarm, Price, $8.50

Thomas Clock Company 70 Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO

all kinds, sixes and prices, from a Lady's 0 size Watch to • 40-foot Dial Tower Clock, largest in the world
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much about the values of jewelers' lines.
Many women of moderate means long to
be possessors ,of sterling silver teaspoons,
and have no idea that a set of such spoons
may be purchased for three dollars. The
same idea applies to watches, diamonds,
silver-plated ware, and, in fact, any line.
In order to attract buyers through advertise-
ments it is not necessary to sacrifice profit,
but it is necessary to put real values so
strongly before the readers of your adver-
tisements that they will be convinced that
what you are offering is worth the money
you ask, and with a good reputation this is
possible without any misrepresentations of
value or the sacrifice of a fair profit.

In writing the sample advertisement
offering sterling silver teaspoons at $3.00
per set we had in mind a spoon which is a
5 o'clock size and may be bought in service-
able weight for $4.30 a dozen. At $3.00
per set, or $6.00 per dozen, this allows a
profit of nearly fifty per cent., which is as
much as jewelers, as a rule, expect on
sterling silver lines, and more than the
larger city stores figure.

Not many years ago only a very few
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Exclusive Things for Wedding Gifts
(

Our display of suitable articles for wedding gifts
is distinctive in the great number of odd pieces it
contains. Unusual pieces of exceptional artistic
merit will be found in all departments, and the
selection of a pleasing gift may be made by those
wishing either an inexpensive or a costly and
elaborate article.

STERLING SILVERWARE 

Berry Bowls, Ice Tubs, Sandwich Trays,
Bon-Bon Dishes, Spoon Trays, Bread
Trays, Mayonnaise Sets, Jelly Sets,
Etc , Etc.
Serving Spoons and Forks of all kinds.
Salad Forks, Butter Spreaders, Ice Cream
Forks, Berry Forks, Oyster Forks,
Chocolate Spoons, Etc.

CUT GLASS

Ice Cream Sets, Berry Sets, Water Sets,
Wine and Liquor Sets, and all single
pieces in a great variety of designs, in-
cluding a magnificent display of Colonial
and Rock Crystal Glassware.

Hand-Painted China, Bronzes, Clocks,
Pottery and Art Wares. American and
Imported Brass.

1
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Pig. I

BLANK AND CO.
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merchants recognized the importance of
placing price cards on goods displayed in
the show window. To-day nearly all jewel-
ers use prices in their window displays, and
many sales are made because of this. The
same principle applies in your advertising.

A fine reputation is not gained by tell-
ing people through the newspaper how
honest you are. It is the result of square
dealings and straightforward methods in
your store, and the standard of an estab-
lishment is not lowered by quoting prices
in advertising any more than by placing
price tickets in your window display.

There are times, of course, when for
some special reason you wish your adver-
tising to reach the very highest class of
trade that prices may be omitted. For
instance, during a wedding season, when
very high-grade goods are apt to be in de-
mand, a formal announcement would be
more suitable than a full description of these
goods, including a list of prices.

Fig. I is an example of this class of
advertising, and Fig. 2 illustrates the style
of copy which the writer would consider
more profitable under ordinary conditions.

PLEASING GIFTS
OF PRACTICAL AND ARTISTIC VALUE

Our selection of desirable articles for Wedding Gifts includes
numerous things, both practical for use and handsome in appear-
ance. We maintain a high standard of quality in all lines, and our
prices are no higher than those usually charged for inferior goods.

Sterling Silverware
Per Set

Tea Spoons, $3.00 to $8.00
Forks, 7.50 to 15.00
Knives, 9.0o to 14.00
Dessert Spoons 7.50 to 15.00
Table Spoons, 11.00 to 18.00

All Fancy Serving Pieces in
a great variety of patterns.
Berry Bowls, Bon-Bon
Dishes, Bread Trays, Sand-
wich Trays, Etc.

$1.25-Sterling Silver Sugar
Spoon.

Good serviceable weight,
neat design, gilt bowls.
A Special Value for $1.25

Silver-Plated Ware
Per Set

Tea Spoons, $1.5o to $2.75
Knives, 1.75 to 5.00
Forks, 1.75 to 4.00
Dessert Spoons 2.50 to 4.00
Table Spoons, 3.00 to 5.00

All Fancy Pieces in patterns
to match. lea Sets, Bread
Trays, Berry Bowls, But-
ter Dishes, Baking Dishes,
Etc.

$5.00 for a high-grade Quad-
ruple Plated Baking Dish.
Neat style and guaranteed
quality.

CUT GLASS
Berry Bowls, $3.00 to $15 oo. Pitchers, $3.50 to $10.00
Cream and Sugars, $350 to $10.00.
Bon-Bon Dishes, $1 25 to $3.00
Comportes, $3.00 to $8.00. Spoon Trays, $1.75 to $3.00
Celery Dishes, $3.00 to $5.00. Vases, $1.5o to $18.430

And many other single pieces in sets at a great range
in price.

Fig. 2
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A Remarkable Clock
- --

We show in the accompany-
ing illustration an ingenious clock
made by an American mechanic,
C. N. Brokenicky, Blue Rapids,
Kans. This clock, for the de-
scription of which we are in-
debted to an esteemed subscriber,
Edward Stone, of that place, is
fitted with bells and lights, all
operated, except the clock move-
ment, by electric batteries. The
central tower contains the clock
movement and wires to make
connections with the electrical
mechanism. The connection is
made by a snail on the center
wheel releasing a spring every
half hour. The tower on the left
contains five bells, the one on the
right six bells. Each bell has a
hammer inside so fitted that it
strikes one blow when a connec-
tion is made. On the left, under
the bells, will be seen a roller.
This is driven by a small motor
seen standing on the front. The
roller has a current passing
through it. On the roller rest
eleven straps. Each strap is con-
nected to a bell hammer and each
strap is also connected with the
batteries. Connections between straps

THE KEYSTONE
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and roller are made and
broken by an endless sheet of paper with holes in it passing over
the roller and over another roller in the basement of case.
When a hole passes under a strap a contact is made with the
roller. The current passes
to the hammer connected
with that strap and that
bell is rung. In this way
it chimes or plays tunes.
The three towers are lit
with miniature arc lamps,
which flash intermittently.
The doors underneath the
dial open when the chimes
begin and reveal a pair of
dancers revolving. When
the chimes cease the lights
go out, the doors close and
"church is out." The case
is walnut and white wood,
six feet high. The whole
thing was designed, cut
and fitted by C. 0. Brock-
enicky, of Blue Rapids,
Kans., whose name ap-
pears on the front, and
is a most impressive evi-
dence of his exceptional
mechanical skill, genius
and industry.

,
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A Handsome Punch Bow

A fine sample of Canadian
silversmithing is shown in the ac-
companying illustration of a re-
markably handsome punch bowl
presented recently by the officers
of the loth Royal Grenadiers of
Toronto to Lieut.-Col. and Mrs.
Albert Gooderham to mark the
twenty-fifth anniversary of their
marriage. The bowl is very
handsomely hand chased, with
festoons of maple leaves on either
side of the body, branches of
maple leaves overhanging, which,
with leaves, form unique side
handles. The same design of
decoration is introduced on the
foot and around the inside of the
bowl at the top. The loth Royal
Grenadiers' crest is embossed on
the front of the bowl, and on the
opposite side is this inscription:
"Presented to Lieut.-Col. and
Mrs. Albert E. Gooderham, by
the officers of the loth Royal
Grenadiers on the occasion of the
twenty-fifth anniversary of their
marriage. Toronto, October 25,
1908." Four loth Royal Grena-
dier hand grenades form the feet.
the flames being in gold relief.

The bowl is gold lined. The design, which is very unique in char-
acter, was largely thought out by Col. Edmund E. King, and
the work was executed by the Toronto Silver Plate Company.
The bowl reflects much credit both on the designer and maker.

and it is needless to add
that it was highly appre-
ciated and greatly ad-
mired by the recipientF
as a beautiful souvenir
of their silver wedding.

A Handsome Punch Bowl

To Frost Window
Panes

The following process
can be used for lights of
glass already set in the
sash : Dissolve i part of
wax in 10 parts of oil of
turpentine and add i part
each of varnish and sicca-
tive. With this mixture
the panes are coated on
the outside, and before
drying dabbed with a pad
of cotton wadding. If de-
sired, small quantities of
Paris blue, madder lake.
etc., may be mixed with
the wax solution.

i
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STILL CONTINUES TO BE THE MOST

POPULAR LINE ON THE MARKET

No. 452 HARVARD " ELECTROLIER "

Uhe

Bergen Cut Glass has always been
salable, not only during the busy

season, but the year around. The

line is medium-priced but the finish

and style is equal to the highest-

priced goods.

During the past year great

strides have been made in making

the BERGEN LINE one of the

best on the market.

Bergen Gut Glass is being repre-

sented through the entire United

States, Canada and Mexico. A

request by postal and we will take

pleasure in notifying when our rep-

resentative will be in your locality.

'JO). 11:1 © g
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES

Meond.en, Connecaccuttt

NEW YORK SALESROOM: 38 Murray Street CHICAGO OFFICE : Silversmiths' Building
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A Remarkable Clock

We show in the accompany-
ing illustration an ingenious clock
made by an American mechanic,
C. N. Brokenicky, Blue Rapids,
Kans. This clock, for the de-
scription of which we are in-
debted to an esteemed subscriber,
Edward Stone, of that place, is
fitted with bells and lights, all
operated, except the clock move-
ment, by electric batteries. The
central tower contains the clock
movement and wires to make
connections with the electrical
mechanism. The connection is
made by a snail on the center
wheel releasing a spring every
half hour. The tower on the left
contains five bells, the one on the
right six bells. Each bell has a
hammer inside so fitted that it
strikes one blow when a connec-
tion is made. On the left, under
the bells, will be seen a roller.
This is driven by a small motor
seen standing on the front. The
roller has a current passing
through it. On the roller rest
eleven straps. Each strap is con-
nected to a bell hammer and each
strap is also connected with the
batteries. Connections between straps and roller are made and
broken by an endless sheet of paper with holes in it passing over
the roller and over another roller in the basement of case.
When a hole passes under a strap a contact is made with the
roller. The current passes
to the hammer connected
with that strap and that
bell is rung. In this way
it chimes or plays tunes.
The three towers are lit
with miniature arc lamps,
which flash intermittently.
The doors underneath the
dial open when the chimes
begin and reveal a pair of
dancers revolving. When
the chimes cease the lights
go out, the doors close and
"church is out." The case
is walnut and white wood,
six feet high. The whole
thing was designed, cut
and fitted by C. 0. Brock-
enicky, of Blue Rapids,
Kans., whose name ap-
pears on the front, and
is a most impressive evi-
dence of his exceptional
mechanical skill, genius
and industry.
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A Handsome Punch Bowl

A fine sample of Canadian
silversmithing is shown in the ac-
companying illustration of a re-
markably handsome punch bowi
presented recently by the officers
of the loth Royal Grenadiers of
Toronto to Lieut.-Col. and Mrs.
Albert Gooderham to mark the
twenty-fifth anniversary of their
marriage. The bowl is very
handsomely hand chased, with
festoons of maple leaves on either
side of the body, branches of
maple leaves overhanging, which,
with leaves, form unique side
handles. The same design of
decoration is introduced on the
foot and around the inside of the
bowl at the top. The loth Royal
Grenadiers' crest is embossed on
the front of the bowl, and on the
opposite side is this inscription:
"Presented to Lieut.-Col. and
Mrs. Albert E. Gooderham, by
the officers of the loth Royal
Grenadiers on the occasion of the
twenty-fifth anniversary of their
marriage. Toronto, October 25,
1908." Four loth Royal Grena-
dier hand grenades form the feet,
the flames being in gold relief.

The bowl is gold lined. The design, which is very unique in char-
acter, was largely thought out by Col. Edmund E. King, and
the work was executed by the Toronto Silver Plate Company.
The bowl reflects much credit both on the designer and maker,

and it is needless to add
that it was highly appre-
ciated and greatly ad-
mired by the recipients
as a beautiful souvenir
of their silver wedding.

A Handsome Punch Bowl

To Frost Window
Panes

The following process
can be used for lights of
glass already set in the
sash : Dissolve i part of
wax in 10 parts of oil of
turpentine and add i part
each of varnish and sicca-
tive. With this mixture
the panes are coated on
the outside, and before
drying dabbed with a pad
of cotton wadding. If de-
sired, small quantities of
Paris blue, madder lake,
etc., may be mixed with
the wax solution.
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STILL CONTINUES TO BE THE MOST

POPULAR LINE ON THE MARKET

Beraen Cut Glass has always been
salable, not only during the busy

season, but the year around. The

line is medium-priced but the finish

and style is equal to the highest-

priced goods.

During the past year great

strides have been made in making

the BERGEN LINE one of the

best on the market.

Req-en C'ut Glass is being repre-

sented through the entire United

States, Canada and Mexico. A

request by postal and we will take

pleasure in notifying when our rep-

resentative will be in your locality.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES

Melciden9 Connectficzn

NEW YORK SALESROOM : 38 Murray Street CHICAGO OFFICE: Silversmiths' Building



The Williams Bros. Mfg. Co. lansntoenc btuuryt

T
HE latest of our "Queen" designs in
QUALITYWARE is shown here. It
may be had in either bright or French
Gray. 5 oz. or 12 oz. plate. Write for
Price-List. You will find it interesting

C A R VIN G SET—Queen Elizabeth Design

THE WILLIAMS BROS. MFG. CO.
Plant Established 1846 Glastonbury, Conn.

Nn. 1059. Vane. "Pauline"

The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

RICH CUT GLASS WARE

SUPERIOR
SILVER-PLATED WARE

Electroliers Gas Portables

Beautiful Hand-Decorated
Shades

Photo Books ! Showing our New Spring
Designs, now ready for the trade

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City
717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.
Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

-1";744/441.0,\
-4111111111111witr,

No. 1036. Vase. "Dorothea"
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HE extraordinary sales of Com-
munity Silver during the fall of

important eAnouncementlc 

1908 were due to our unique position
in the plated ware field.

11

Our policy of giving unusual
value, effective advertising-- and then
thoroughly protecting the dealer— re-
sulted not only in increased sales, but
in increased profit for everyone carrying

COMMUNITY
SILVER,
This year we shall not only con-

tinue this policy of fairness toward the
dealer, but 1, v e plan an

Epoch-Making Advertising- Campaign

For
Spring

For
Fall

We have engaged full pages in the Ladies' Home 'Journal for March
and May, together with double pages in the Woman's Home
Companion, Delineator, and Good Housekeeping. In addition, we
shall show full pages in McClure's, Scribner's, Review of Reviews,
and others of the best magazines.

While it is too early to give our Fall advertising plans in detail, we
can say this in addition to our usual strong program, we shall
present new and startling innovations of a nature to attract the
attention of every woman in the country.

In short, our Advertising Campaign for 1909 will be memorable, not only
for its effective copy—an example of kvhich is shown on the following pages,
but for the space used and money spent.

I All this advertising is to help you. You can help yourselves and get the
'11 full benefit of our advertising by stocking Community Silver now and "i/so

advertising it in your local papers.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD
ONEIDA, N.Y.
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HOT MEALS WITHOUT HOT KITCHENS

(Denatured) Alcohol Gas Stoves

Sufficiently powerful to prepare as complete a dinner on the dining table as on the kitchen gas range. An invaluable adjunct to the
sick room, a home convenience at all times. The possibilities of chafing dish cookery have been doubled by the Manning-Bowman
Alcohol Gas Stove. It has three times the heating power of the regular chafing dish lamp, yet regulates to a simmering flame ata touch.

This Group Represents a Few of the Utilities Furnished for the Manning-Bowman Alcohol Gas Stoves

11 arming- "Meteor "Circulating Coffee Percolators
OW/Ilan Always insure DELICIOUS COFFEE ALL THE GOOD OF THE COFFEE

ALWAYS GOOD COFFEE

(WChafing Dishes ith Patented "Ivory" 
\ Enameled Food Pan ) Copper an Pewter Prize Trophies, etc.

MANNING, BOWMAN 0 CO., Meriden, Conn.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

'getter ttnraving ao au ,rt
A new era in letter engraving began with the publication of the now world-famed work,

HORNIKEL'S ENGRAVERS' TEXT-BOOK
This work has elevated engraving to the level of art and has assured permanence to the monogram fad. It has

tapped a gold mine for the engraver and has materially advanced his prestige and salary.
No jewelry house of standing and no engraver can afford to be without this book. The reason you have not got

it is because you don't know it and can't appreciate its value. To see it is to buy it. The second and revised edition
is now ready.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $6.00 (11 58)

Published by•-t
iHE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO., 18o H9-8-813 North igth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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1 
Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

The demands of the Holiday trade exceeded expectations and depleted stocks quite
materially. We have been working steadily on our new Spring lines, and will call on you
shortly with a complete assortment bearing "The Imprint of the Rose"

HENRY FREUND LEO GOLDSCHMIDT
LOUIS FREUND JOSEPH GRAF L. M. HEYMANN

REPRESENTING

L
HENRY FREUND & BRO.y__ Jewelry, Watches, Diamonds 71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

ELK, F. 0. EAGLE and MOOSE GOODS A SPECIALTY

SELLERS OF SELLERS"

Art frilre in
Sterl*Silver

(LThe return of good times and
the assurance of continued pros-
perity have made it possible for
the jeweler to again take full
advantage of the universal vogue
of fine sterling stock in

Decorative Pieces
A NI) IN

Hollow and Flatware

C As sterling ware is our specialty and as we aim to please the highest class of trade we have at our service the most

7...accomplished designers and most skilled craftsmen that the world can furnish. The flood of incoming orders

indicates a brisk Spring demand for these goods, and orders for Spring delivery should be placed at once.

WE NIAKE ANY AND EVERY CONCEIVABLE THING IN STERLING HOLLOW AND FLATWA
RE

Estimates, Designs and Photos furnished on application to the factory at Providence

101 S DIN STREET

ROGER WILLIAMS SILVER CO. PROVIDENCE, R. I.
SPECIALISTS IN STERLING ART WAR!,  



A Magnificent Silver Service

The sterling silver service recently com-
pleted by Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass.,
for the State of Minnesota for presentation
to the United States battleship Minnesota,
may justly be claimed to be in many respects
the most notable of all similar services. Of
the central feature of the set—the punch
bowl, plateau and table with accessories—it
is no exaggeration to say that it is the larg-
est and most elaborate piece borne by any
vessel of the navy.

The service throughout is unique in its
special features. Besides the unusual design
and size of the pieces just named, the center-
pieces are radically different to anything
of the kind previously made. In addition
to their novel design they are interesting as
examples of unusual and skilfully planned
electrical equipment. The serving pieces
of the coffee set are notable for their giant
size.

The service, which was developed from
designs suggested by A. H. Stem, the
noted architect of St. Paul, Minn., and New
York City, may be most nearly classed as
of the Transition or later Louis XV period
of the French schools, and while many of
the latter pieces are exceedingly rich in
symbolic and ornamental detail, with nu-
merous figures and emblems in full relief, yet
the great size and simple outlines of the
pieces and the carefully stylistic treatment
of all the detail has preserved in full
measure the sense of restraint and dignity
which should properly characterize the of-
ficial gift of a great State. Every part of
the work has been carried out with con-
scientious and painstaking care, every tiniest
detail having been specially designed,
modeled and made for its particular place.
The pieces are all of massive weight, hand-

made throughout and all serving pieces
heavily gold-lined. It may be of further
interest to note that the traditions of the
craft have been observed in the fact of the
plateau and punch bowl being practically
the work of one silversmith, thus preserving
a unity of treatment hardly possible where
many different hands have contributed to
the work. The excellent modeling of the
ornamental features and figures merits the
highest praise, for, though stylistically cor-
rect, it has marked qualities of strength and
spontaneity. Indeed, whether from the
standpoint of design or modeling or work-
manship, these splendid pieces will bear com-
parison with the greatest products of the
silversmiths' art.

The service comprises the following
pieces : Punch bowl, 24 punch cups, punch
ladle, plateau, two vases, large centerpiece,
small centerpiece, pair of candelabras, coffee
urn, tray for urn, sugar bowl, cream pitcher,
serving tray, water pitcher, tray for pitcher,
cigar box and bronze table (carrying the
plateau).

The service was manufactured by Reed
& Barton at their Taunton factories and
furnished through Messrs. E. A. Brown
Company, of St. Paul, Minn., at a total cost
of ten thousand dollars ($io,000).

The punch bowl is 2472 inches in
diameter, i4 inches high and has a
capacity of 75 pints. The body is divided
into eight large panels or flute forms by
straps richly decorated with a guilloche pat-
tern. On the front panel are the crossed
flags—the Union Jack and the Admiral's
flag, with the inscription, "Presented to the
Battleship Minnesota by the State of Min-
nesota, 1909." On each side panel is a
decorative arrangement of the State flower
(the moccasin). Above the panels is a wide
band bearing the name of the State in large

relief letters, flanked on either side by the
national emblem, the eagle, heraldically dis-
played. The handle is formed by an al-
legorical figure symbolizing the elements,
the fish form of the lower body representing
the sea, the body the earth and the winged
members (taking the place of arms) sym-
bolizing the .air. The bowl rests on an
elaborate composition consisting of four
repetitions of a group showing Neptune and
Amphitrite with their emblems, the forepart
of a decorative ship, ornamental cannons,
festoons of laurel, dolphins and shell work.
This group is arranged on a star-shaped
base from the points of which spring sea
horses. Alternating with the horses are sea
masks. 'The whole composition symbolizes
naval supremacy.

The eight-pointed star form of the base
is a motif repeated in many pieces of the
service, being in allusion to the title of the
State, "The Star of the North," as appears
in the motto upon the State seal, "L'Etoile
du Nord." The bowl has no back or front,
the sides being alike, so that it is immaterial
from which side of the table the spectator
may view the piece.

The plateau is 42 inches long and 28
inches wide. It has a circular raised plat-
form which carries the bowl and twenty-
four cups, each having its own special posi-
tion marked by the star device and cable
moulding. Within this ring of cup stands
is a large star-shaped panel corresponding
to the form of the base of the bowl. The
spandrels or triangular panels formed by the
points of the star and the outer ring are
enriched with a foliated scroll ornamenta-
tion and the State monogram.

On the front wall of the platform is
the seal of the State supported by youthful
tritons and embellished with seaweed. This
whole enrichment is on both sides.

ill J , i
Oa

Highest grade Plated Flatware at moderate prices.
Made by same methods as Sterling Silver Flatware.
Made by same class of workmen as Sterling Silver Flatware.
Result: ALVIN PLATE has Sterling Silver character and finish.

FOR SALE BY LEADING WHOLESALE JEWELERS
Silver service for the United States battleship Minnesota
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SEAMLESS
GOLD RINGS

Our plain rings are made from discs of solid gold and

are seamless. During process of manufacture, the

metal is subjected to hydraulic pressure which gives

dense grain and great hardness of surface. Our rings

take a much higher finish than is ordinarily the case

and this lustre is lasting, therefore they make excellent

stock to carry as they always have a good appearance
and satisfy the most critical.

Catalog showing hundreds of Fancy Rings in 14 K. and 10 K.

ready for all interested. Write for a copy.

Trade-Mark

Registered

El

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO. F I
RING MAKERS

2 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK

4%.
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The

Roy Watch Case Company
IMANILII, ACI(Jiti, RS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

41 Special attention given to the

execution of special orders for

hand made cases. Prompt

delivery.

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE •••• NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

New York Letter

The Government will lose
The Famous $11o,000 in duties on the Leeds
Pearl Case pearls if it accepts as final the

decision of the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals, in which the Circuit
Court's finding requiring the importer to pay 6o
per cent. duty instead of to per cent. is reversed.
The thirty-seven pearls which were purchased by
Mrs. William B. Leeds from Citroen Brothers,
jewelers, of Paris, and which were to have been
delivered to her at Newport, were appraised by
the customs officers here as individual pearls
dutiable at the rate of to per cent. on a valuation
of $22o,000. The Collector rejected that appraisal
and levied the full duty of 6o per cent. on the
ground that the pearls were a necklace that had
been taken apart for importation as individual
pearls.

A week after the payment by
A Complicated the importer of the to per
Case cent. duty originally assessed

the Collector, acting on in-
structions from the Secretary of the Treasury,
demanded the additional 50 per cent., amounting
to $110,000, which Citroen paid under protest, at
the same time asking that the entire amount of
the duty, $132,000, be refunded and permission
given him to take the pearls back to France. The
demand was refused and the pearls were deliv-
ered to Mrs. Leeds at Newport. When Mrs.
Leeds bought the pearls in Paris she turned over
to Citroen Brothers a necklace she already owned,
and valued at between $52,000 and $54,000, as
part payment of the purchase price of $340,000,
with the understanding that she was to wear the
new pearls while she remained in the French
capital and at the end of her stay there she was
to return them to the dealers, who agreed to de-
liver them to her at Newport. Part of the Gov-
ernment's case was that Mrs. Leeds had been seen
wearing the pearls as a necklace in Paris.

Decision 

The Court of Appeals' decision
The Court intimates that the Government

is guilty of inconsistency in
permitting similar pearls to be

admitted at to per cent. in the Rushmore case
(1905), when eighty-five pearls, "carefully selected,
matched and assorted; in fact, said to have been
strung and required only to be restrung in order
to form a necklace," were admitted at that rate.
Copies of that decision were sent by the Treasury
Department to the customs officers for their "in-
formation and guidance." "The information thus
placed upon the law by officers of the Govern-
ment," says the higher court's decision, "and
under which they acted for over fifteen months, is
entitled to consideration. They had evidently de-
termined that the vexed question arising under
the ambiguous language of the pearl paragraphs
should be settled and that this could be accom-
plished and a fair and reasonable rule established
by acquiescence in the Rushmore decision."

Leeds pearls could not be classi
Important 

-
The lower court held that the

Decision Very
fied as "pearls in their natural
state." The confusion arising

from the interpretation of the paragraph of the
tariff law referred to the Court of Appeals at-
tributes to the change made by Congress by in-
serting "in their natural state." It is also largely
due, says the court, to the effort to solve the diffi-
culty by attempting to make a comparison between
imported articles and combinations not named in
the tariff law, depending not upon an examination
of.the articles themselves but often upon extrinsic
evidence secured afterward. The court adds that
whether the pearls are strung or not "the law
could be as easily evaded in the one case as in
the other. If Congress has seen fit to draw the

11111[1111 I I
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line between pearls which are set and strung the
responsibility rests with the lawmakers and not
with the courts.

"The value of the pearls, no matter how
produced, must be stated in the invoice, and when
duty is paid on this value at to per cent. it would
seem to answer the requirements of the law."

The Jewelers' Safety Fund So-
Jewelers' Safety ciety held their twenty-fifth
Fund Society annual meeting, on January

13th, at 13 Maiden Lane.
James C. Aiken, who has been president of the
society for five years, declined re-election to that
office, so Wm. T. Gough, first vice-president, was
elected president. The other elections were Louis
Kahn, first vice-president; Charles G. Alford,
second vice-president; Ira Goddard, secretary and
treasurer, and Fred L. Goddard, assistant secre-
tary and treasurer. The following directors were
re-elected for the ensuing year : Ira Goddard,
James C. Aiken, Charles G. Alford, James P.
Snow, Louis Kahn, Frederick H. Larter, Oliver
G. Fessenden, Wm. T. Gough, August Oppen-
heimer, M. Luther Bowden and George W. Street.
The members of the Executive Committee elected
were: Frederick H. Larter, Oliver G. Fessenden,
James P. Snow, Charles G. Alford and August
Oppenheimer, together with the president and
vice-president ex-officio.

D. L. Safford, Secretary of the Jewelers'
Board of Trade, has sent the following notice to
members : The present time is opportune to call
attention to the necessity of promptly sending us
a statement of your account in all cases of failure,
extension or bankruptcy, so that the Board may be
in position to protect your interests. Don't wait
for us to ask you in each case as time is very
often of the utmost importance. We cannot act
without at least a statement of the account. In
bankruptcy the majority in number and amount
control. Your claim, acting singly, can do nothing
but follow, but combined with those of the other
members may enable us to control and thus pro-
tect the interests of all. It is false economy to
not work with and through your own organiza-
tion, therefore we again request you to act
promptly by sending us a statement of your claim
IN ALL CASES.

Edwin S. Strauss, of the firm of Jacob
Strauss & Sons, 54 Maiden Lane, who returned
recently from a southern trip, has been ill with
pneumonia at his residence, the Hotel San Remo.
He is now convalescing and is expected to return
to his business shortly.

The Aiken-Lambert Company gave its sev-
enth annual dinner to the office employees at the
Cafe Raub, 144 Fulton Street, on January 6th.
W. E. Smith, vice-president of the company, acted
as toastmaster. Speeches were made by E. W.
Heimberg, S. V. Sanford, D. H. Stewart and
others. The occasion was one of great enjoyment
for those present.

The Grand Rapids Fixtures Company, Grand
Rapids, Mich., has recently opened a show room
at 732 Broadway, where they have one of the most
complete lines of show cases ever shown in New
York. The show room is in charge of Frank
Meyers, their Eastern representative. They have
recently issued a catalogue which they would be
pleased to send to those who are interested in
fixtures.

Part of the famous Tiffany Exhibit that was
shown at the Chicago World's Fair, and which
is now owned by Mrs. Henrietta Blatchford, of
No. 37 Riverside Drive, has been recovered by
her upon the arrest of Adolf Gisterer, who is
responsible for several burglaries committed in
New York since November jith. Gisterer was
traced through his efforts to sell the silver.

William Hammond, junior member of the
firm of Samuel Hammond & Co., diamond and
watch dealers, of 72 Wall Street, died at his home,

( 2 I )

500 Hancock Street, on December 31st, of Bright's
disease, after a long illness. He was born in
Brooklyn in 1853 and was the son of the late
Samuel and Caroline Hammond. His father es-
tablished the business in 1837.

As a token of the esteem of the men of his
department, Daniel W. Webster, foreman at the
Tiffany works, at Forest Hill, N. J., was pre-
sented, recently, with a handsome sterling silver
loving cup. The cup weighs sixty ounces and is
decorated along colonial lines. Mr. Webster has
been with the firm twenty-one years and has been
their foreman for fifteen years of that time.

Four immense bells, to. form the chimes in
the tower of the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company Building, have recently arrived from the
Meneely Bell Company, of Troy, N. Y. They are
conceded to be the largest and costliest chimes in
the world, their total weight being 15,500 pounds.
They are to be mounted on pedestals between the
marble pillars outside the forty-sixth story and
will ring out their melodies at a height of 65o
feet above the street level. The bells are made of
Lake Superior copper and imported block tin,
which is supposed to give the sweetest tones. The
chimes will be in place about April 1st.

P. Salias, Secretary of the Watchmakers' and
Jewelers' Benevolent Association, No. t, has is-
sued notice of the recently elected officers for
1909 : M. Bolotin, president; H. Berkowitz, first
vice-president; R. Lewis, second vice-president;
J. Shapiro, treasurer; P. Salias, recording secre-
tary ; M. Slavit, financial secretary; I. Krukin,
sergeant-at-arms ; M. Barish, first trustee; D.
Davis, second trustee; A. Seldin, third trustee,
and L. Lewis, keeper of valuables.

Joseph E. Hartman, formerly in the employ
of Charles M. Levy, is now representing the firm
of Louis Kaufman & Co., in Pennsylvania, New
York, New Jersey and the New England States.

B. Hyman, formerly of the firm of Hirsh &
Hyman, has withdrawn from partnership in the
firm, but will continue as an importer of diamonds
under the firm name of B. Hyman & Co., at 2
Maiden Lane.

Frank Townley, representing Cross & Begue-
lin, has been removed to a Newark hospital, where
he is recovering from illness contracted about
Christmas time while visiting the trade in
Maryland.

B. H. Davis, formerly of the firm of B. H.
Davis & Co., which has dissolved, sailed for
Europe on January igth on the Prinz Friedrich
Wilhelm. His wife accompanied him. Mr. and
Mrs. Davis will make an extensive continental tour.

The firm of Power 8z Allen has been incor-
porated under the laws of New York State to
manufacture and deal in jewelry, with a capital of
$125,000. The incorporators are : Charles L.
Power, Robert B. Allen, Thomas A. Power and
Frederick W. Coriell.

The Minnetonka Diamond Company has been
incorporated under the laws of the State of New
York as gold and silversmiths and jewelers, with
a capital of $75,000. The incorporators are Henry
W. Allers, Jr., Ellen Hunter and Dennis M.
Merry, all of New York.

Tiffany & Co. are having plans drawn for a
seven-story building to be erected on a plot ad-
joining their building at Fifth Avenue and Thirty-
seventh Street. The building is said to be for in-
vestment purposes and will not be occupied by
Tiffany & Co.

A. Shire, of the firm of Kroniju, Frank &
Shire, 65 Nassau Street, returned recently from
a European trip on the Prinz Friedrith

A. L. Stearns, president of the Roy Watch
Case Commany, and S. H. Ashe, traveling repre-
sentative for the same concern, are out on a trip
together, calling on the trade in the eastern half
of the United States.

(Continued on page 213)



PINK refers to the fine Mother of Pearl used in our line of Mother of Pearl
Jewelry.

PERFECTION is applied to the patterns, construction, finish and Larter
backs used in this same line.

FOR YEARS we have been making the largest line of 14 K. Mother of Pearl
Jewelry in the market. This record will be maintained in 1909.

EVERY ARTICLE has been carefully planned so that it does exactly the
work for which it was intended, with no annoyance or friction.

THE PRICES on this line of goods are so moderate for the satisfactory
article given, as to command the attention of every progressive retail jeweler.

THE STOCK consisting of Link Buttons, Stiff Bar Buttons, Larter Vest
Buttons and Larter Shirt Studs will be greatly enlarged this year.

Pacific Coast Representative

A. I. HALL, 0 SONS
Jewelers' Building, Post Street
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

(Continued from page 211)

Max Freund, a well-known
Death of member of the trade and
Max Freund brother of Henry and Louis

Freund, of H. Freund & Bro.,
71 Nassau Street, New York, died last month.
The deceased has been connected with the trade
in this country since 1858. Born in Germany, he
came here as a young man. He started first in the
watch material and tool business and was a mem-
ber of the firm of Hirsch, Oppenheimer & Freund,
which firm, after a few years, dissolved, and he
went into partnership with Mr. Keller as Freund,
Keller & Co. Afterwards he associated himself
with A. Goldsmith, making the firm of Freund,
Goldsmith & Co., which was in turn succeeded by
the firm of Max Freund & Co. During his career
he was known favorably to a great many mer-
chants in this city and to the trade through the
country. His character as a business man was of
the highest and he was unusually successful, being
an entirely self-made man and working himself up
to one of the prominent figures in the line. He
was a member of the Jewelers' League, Harmonie
Club, Liederkranz, Chamber of Commerce, was a
Chapter Mason, and a member of King Solomon
Lodge, F. and A. M.

The Nominating Committee of
Board of Trade the Jewelers' Board of Trade
Directors submitted the following for

directors for the ensuing year:
Alford, C. G., of C. G. Alford & Co., New York City.
Bliss, H. A., of Gorham Company, New York City.
Bowden, M. L., of J. B. Bowden & Co., New York City.
Crippen, E. R., of Phila. Watch Case Co., New York City.
Fessenden, 0. G., of H. W. Wheeler & Co., New York

City.
Gough, W. T., of Carter, Howe & Co., New York City.
Kaiser, David, of David Kaiser & Co., New York City.
Kinna, W. H., of Elgin Natl. Watch Co., New York City.
Larter, F. H., of Larter & Sons, New York City.
Levy, S. H., of L. & M. Kahn & Co., New York City.
Schwob, Adolphe, of Adolphe Schwob, New York City.
Sloan, A. K., of Sloan & Co., New York City.
Street, G. W., of Geo. 0. Street & Sons, New York City.
Wood, St. John, of J. R. Wood & Sons, New York City.
Wormser, Leo, of Julius King Optical Co., New York City.
Allen, Benjamin, of Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Dodgshun, C. J., of Waterbury Clock Co., Chicago, Ill.
Hardin, J. H., of F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Juerpens, W. F. of Juergens 8z Andersen Co., Chicago, Ill.
Mead, M. A., of M. A. Mead & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Sercomb, A. L., of International Silver Co., Chicago, Ill.
Cahoone, G. H., of Geo. H. Cahoone Co., Providence, R. I.
Copeland, W. A., of Martin-Copeland Co., Providence, R. I.
Cutler, Harry, of Cutler Jewelry Co., Providence, R. I.
Foster, T. W., of T. W. Foster & Bro. Co., Providence, R. I.
Watson, C. L., of Watson & Newell Co., Attleboro, Mass.
Webster, G. K., of Webster Co., North Attleboro, Mass.

Th 8The 
28th.

al election took place on Thursday,
January 

The Tiffany pearl case, testi-
Tiffany in which is being heard
Pearl Case before Appraiser Sharretts, of

the United States Board of
Appraisers, may be decided on the same basis as
the Leeds pearls case, which the Circuit Court of
Appeals decided in favor of the importer. The
pearls in question were imported for Murray Gug-
genheim by Tiffany & Co. and were assessed for
duty at TO per cent. ad valorem as pearls unset or
unstrung. About ten months after the importa-
tion the collector liquidated the entry and claimed
a duty of 6o per cent., which was paid. Thus the
present case before the Appraisers originated.
In speaking of the case A. M. Lord, counsel for
Mr. Guggenheim, said should the Government
appeal from the decision in the Leeds case and
then win, it would not necessarily follow that the
Tiffany pearls would be dutiable at the high rafe,
because the pearls were not assembled or worn
previous to the importation.

The factory of Herman Kohlbusch, Sr.,
manufacturer of scales and weights, was closed
down for a three-day holiday at Christmas time.
As short as the close-down was it threw Mr.
Kohlbusch behind in the filling of his orders.

Bernard Rice's Sons and the Apollo Silver
Company, during January, moved their factory
from 4 and 6 Marion Street, New York, to 137,
139 and 141 North Tenth Street, Brooklyn. This
removal was necessitated by the fact that for
some time the firm has been working in too small
quarters, but in their new location they will
occupy a commodious building, and they antici-

pate a large increase in their output. They did a
large business during 1908 and expect to greatly
increase it during the coming year.

Chas. L. Trout & Co., 2 Maiden Lane, an-
nounce the following traveling force for 1909:
Frank C. Shinn, for the Central States ; Geo. W.
Rowley, for South and Southwestern States ; Ira
C. Jones, for Northwestern States ; Frank H.
Moore, for Southwestern States; Fred Mounts,
for Eastern States. The firm states that they are
now showing the finest line in new spring goods
that the house has ever shown.

The Lewis Levin Cut Glass Company was
recently incorporated, under the laws of the State
of New York, to manufacture cut-glass ware, with
a capital stock of $2o,000. The incorporators are:
Wm. T. Baker, Augustus Claire and Lewis Engle-
man, all of New York.

The following officers and committees were
elected at the regular monthly meeting of the
Board of Trustees of the Stationers' Board of
Trade, held recently: Henry C. Bainbridge, presi-
dent ; James C. Aikin, first vice-president; Charles
S. Kiggins, second vice-president, and Herbert M.
Condit, secretary-treasurer. All these officers
were unanimously re-elected for the ensuing year.
The following were elected the Executive Com-
mittee for the ensuing year : James C. Aikin,
chairman; Frederick P. Seymour, Eberhard Faber,
Charles A. Burkhardt, Samuel E. Vernon, the
president ex-officio, the secretary-treasurer ex--
officio.

The following firms were unanimously elected
to membership in the Board at the regular monthly
meeting of the Board of Directors of the Jewelers'
Board of Trade, held January 14th: Hall Bros. &
Co., Pittsburg, Pa.; M. S. Page & Co., Boston,
Mass.; Davidson & Schwab, Inc., New York;
Alfred Judson & Co., Chicago; Landaw Bros.,
Pittsburg, Pa.; A. Suderov, New York, and
Thoma Bros., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Chas. L. Krugler, Jr., formerly southern sales-
man for Mandeville, Carrow & Crane, has re-
signed his position with that firm to accept one
with Larter & Sons. He will represent the latter-
named concern in his old territory, the Southern
States.

M. L. Barnard, for a number of years south-
ern salesman for Larter & Sons, will now repre-
sent that concern in the larger western cities,
where he is well known and acquainted.

Bayer & Pretzfelder Company, the clock and
novelty importing house, recently established at II
West Seventeenth Street, has engaged an adequate
force of traveling salesmen, who are now on the
road with this firm's samples. The company's
stock, which was somewhat slow in arriving from
foreign markets, is now on the shelves, and the
young firm is ready to do business with a brand-
new, up-to-date stock of goods.

Owing to business matters, which required his
attention in New York, Theodore Schisgall was
compelled to postpone his trip to Europe for a
few days. He sailed on January 19th on the
Philadelphia, of the American Line. He will be
abroad six or seven weeks and will visit all the
principal clock manufacturing centers of Europe
on his trip.

The selling force of Henry Freund & Bro.
has now taken to the road with a full line of
"Rose" brand goods, Elk goods especially.
Freund & Bro. are advised by their customers
that stocks generally are low at present, due
mainly to short buying last fall and the fact that
the recent holiday trade was much better in most
quarters than retailers had anticipated.

J. R. Gleason, of Robbins & Appleton, has
been spending some time during the past month
in Cuba on a combined pleasure and business trip.
He will return to New York by the way of New
Orleans and the southern territory and is ex-
pected home shortly after the first of February.

Henry Zimmern & Co. are distributing a
complete illustrated price list of Harmonia
(Swiss) files, a large consignment of which they
have just received, and for which they are sole
agents in the United States.

Predominant among the wedding gifts at the
marriage of Miss Beatrice Mills, granddaughter
of D. 0. Mills, which took place here on January
4th, were a gorgeous array of rare jewels, old
silver and costly bric-a-brac, valued, according to
report, at slightly less than $500,000. The gift of
the groom, the Earl of Granard, to the bride con-

sisted of a collar, tiara and corsage ornaments of
diamonds. These were not brought to this side of
the Atlantic, to be displayed with the other gifts,
but were represented by photographs. Other rela-
tives presented the bride with pearl and diamond
jewelry.

George A. McCay, cashier of Robbins & Ap-
pleton, died of pneumonia, on January 19th, after
a period of more than thirty-one years in the em-
ploy of this firm. The funeral services were held
on the afternoon of the 22d and the offices of his
employers were closed for the afternoon in re-
spect to his memory. He was an old and time-
tried employee and will be sadly missed by his
employers, fellow-employees and many friends in
the trade.

President Stearns, of the Roy Watch Case
Company, returned from his western trip, on
January 21st, and reports that the members of the
trade whom he visited feel very optimistic and
that they expect a good year.

Annual Meeting of the Assurance League of
America

The Assurance League of America, which
was formerly known as The Jewelers' League,
held its annual meeting at the Cafe Martin, New
York, on January 26th. The reports of the officers
were submitted and approved and revealed the '
continued success of the league. Action was
also taken on a few amendments to the constitu-
tion, which were adopted.

In the course of his address President Geo.
W. Street said:

On January I, 1909, our assets amounted to
$302,014.68, and we had in force insurance repre-
senting $6,614,250.

We have paid this year to the widows, or-
phans and other beneficiaries of deceased mem-
bers, $228,000, and for death claims since organiza-
tion the total sum of $3,821,644.69, and our record
of death claims incurred during the year 19o8, just
passed, show a decrease or savings of $29,000
compared to those incurred during the year 1907.

At our last annual meeting, the new plan of
monthly payments, known as the "Level Premium
Plan," was adopted and the same went into opera-
tion on June 1st last, and has now been in opera-
tion for a period of seven months. The admis-
sions to the level premium plan for the last seven
months of the past year were greater than the
total admissions for the whole year of 1907, and,
upon comparing the business of the last six months
of the past year with the business of the last six
months of the year 1907, an increase in admissions
to our present plans is shown of over 178 per cent.
in favor of the last six months, and the new busi-
ness secured during the last two months of the
year just closed, compared with that of 1907 for
the same period, shows an increase of over 300
per cent.

The wisdom of adopting the level premium
plan has been more than proven, and, considering
the financial and business depression of the past
year, the results attained by admissions to our
present plans should be most gratifying to all our
members.

In conclusion, President Street expressed ac-
knowledgment and appreciation of the cordial
support received during the year from the Execu-
tive Committee. He also extended his personal
thanks to the Advisory Board and the Examining
Finance Committee

The names presented by the Nominating Corn-
mittee for officers and members of the Executive
Committee were as follows : National president,
Geo. W. Street ; national vice-president, Leo
Wormser ; national captain, Bernard Karsch; na-
tional guide, T. L. Parker ; national executive
committee, to be composed of seven members,
John R. Greason, W. T. Gough, G. H. Hodenpyl,
M. L. Bowden, S. B. Kent, S. M. Levy and A. K.
Sloan. These were unanimously elected. As is
customary, the annual meeting wound up in a
most enjoyable banquet at which the members en-
joyed feasting and speechmaking to their hearts'
content. All those present expressed themselves
as much pleased with the progress made by the
league during the year in view of the depression,
and look for a most gratifying record for Tog.
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Our direct importations
of Diamonds, among the largest made into the
United States, enable us to offer jewelers not only
the largest stocks and assortments, but the lowest
possible prices, quality for quality.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO., CHICAGO
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The special committee appointed
Chicago by the President of the Chi-
at the Seattle cago Association of Commerce
Exposition to get up a suitable exhibit for

the city of Chicago, at the Se-
attle Exposition, has decided to advertise the city
and its industries by picture talks, given on the
exposition grounds, in a building included in a
grant modeled after Old Fort Dearborn. In ap-
pearance the old fortress is to be faithfully re-
produced, with its stockade, its blockhouse, to
barracks and officers' quarters. The exhibit will
cost $65,000, and will be the only showing that
Illinois will make at the exposition as the State
Legislature refused an appropriation for this pur-
pose. In the old powder house will be the real
exposition of Chicago to-day, Chicago in lecture
and illustration, with as much of the greatness of
it as can be possibly crammed into an all-day con-
tinuous exploitation of its prepossessing features.
First emphasis is to be given to the city as a
whole, then its industries and leading business
houses will be given a session.

Chicago will celebrate the Lin-
Chicago's coin Centennial during the
Lincoln week of February 7th-14th. The
Centennial Special Committee, composed

of Chicago's most prominent
business men, has so far advanced the work of
arrangement for the celebration to make it cer-
tain that the occasion will be one of the most
noteworthy of similar celebrations in every sec-
tion of the country. The committee feels that
Chicago would not do itself justice if the cere-
monies to be carried out here were not equal to
those elsewhere, for the leading activities of Lin-
coln's life, outside of those in the Presidential
office, were in Illinois. It is also the idea of the
committee that the occasion shall be further com-
memorated by a permanent memorial of some
kind. The big features of the plan, so far devel-
oped, are the meeting at the Auditorium and the
armories. Special low rates, under the certificate
plan, will be in effect in the Central, Western and
IS)roattlitohnw.estern Passenger Association territories
and many out-of-town people are expected to avail
themselves of the low fares to attend the cele-

News from the Trade

Julius Schmidt, one of the old-time jewelers
of the State of Wisconsin, died the early part of
the month at his home in Wausau, Wis., at the
age of 70 years. He was born in Germany and
established himself in the jewelry business at

trade.

in 1877 and continued in business there
until three years ago, when he moved to Wausau.
He was well known to the Chicago wholesale

Harry H. Fruer, of the A. F. Smith Company.
of Omaha, Nebr., spent several weeks in Chicago
the past month on his annual vacation.

The A. C. Becken Company has been awarded
the contract to furnish the supplies for the time

inspectors on the Santa Fe Railroad for 'goo.
There are about Too inspectors on this system.

L. Freeman, formerly with Gordon & Morri-
son, has accepted a position as jewelry buyer for
the John M. Smyth Company.

M. L. Walker, a prominent jeweler of Bush-
nell, Ill., died suddenly early in the month at his
home at the age of 55 years. He is survived by a
widow and daughter.

Spies Brothers, manufacturing jewelers, have
incorporated with a capital of $3o,000. The entire
stock is owned by the Spies family and there is no
change in the personnel of the company.

R. F. Procknow, secretary of the Fort Dear-
born Watch and Clock Company, left January 21st
for New York and eastern markets on a spring
buying trip.

W. E. Hayward, Chicago manager of the
Alvin Manufacturing Company, made a trip to
New York early in the month.

Swartchild & Co., material jobbers, have just
issued the fourth edition of their Black Shield
Watchman, in which will be found many new de-
vices and materials of interest to jewelers, watch-
makers and opticians.

The Burley & Tyrrell Company, importers and
jobbers of china art ware, have purchased the busi-
ness of the Wemott-Howard Company, of St.
Paul, and will continue the business in connection
with their Chicago establishment. The Wemott-
Howard Company is capitalized at $1oo,000 and
the Burley & Tyrrell Company at $800,000. E. S.
Spindler, who has been connected with the
St. Paul firm for the past fifteen years, has been
made resident manager of the St. Paul concern.

E. S. Deacon, of the Deacon Jewelry Corn-
pany, of Denver, Col., stopped off in Chicago the
early part of the month while on his way east.
He will represent the William L. Gilbert Clock
Company in Colorado, Utah, Montana, Wyoming
and New Mexico during 1909.

The show window of Moritz Schwartz's loan
office, at 241 South Halsted Street, was smashed
early in the month by a robber, who threw a brick
through it and escaped with diamonds valued at$co 

W. R. Stevenson, of Holland, Mich., was a
visitor in the Great Central Market the middle of
the month and was a pleasant caller at KEYSTONE
headquarters.

David Jacobs, of Muskegon, Mich., was in
town for a few days the middle of the month re-
plenishing his stocks for early spring trade.

Leo Koretz, M. 0. Johnson and J. E. Mat-
thews have incorporated the United Watch Com-
pany at a capital of $25oo. They will manufac-
ture and deal in watches, watch movements and
appurtenances.

Otto C. Hanisch, of the Chicago office of the
Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co., made his first trip on
the road in the interest of his company during the
past month. He called on the trade in Minne-
apolis and St. Paul.

John Herschede, of the Herschede Hall
Clock Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, spent several
days in Chicago calling on friends in the trade.
He was also a guest at the jewelers' banquet.
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Lewis Hollander, who recently opened a retail
store in Nashville, Tenn., was in Chicago the early
part of the month selecting stock for 1909.

Walter C. Dean, of the W. C. Dean Company,
of Ardmore, Okla., and Oklahoma City, spent
several days on the Chicago market early in the
month replenishing his company's stock.

Edward V. Saunders, treasurer of A. I. Hall
& Son, of San Francisco, stopped off on the
Chicago market for several days while on his way
to eastern factories. "We expect good business
this year," said he. "We felt the business depres-
sion of last year and the previous winter severely,
but the manner in which the trade in our section
of the country took hold of the holiday trade, and
the indications for good business this spring and
throughout the entire year, assures us that our re-
covery has been sure and certain." Mr. Saunders
was a guest at the annual banquet of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association.

John B. Bickle, of Rochester, Minn., one of
the old-time jewelers of that State who was very
well known to the wholesale trade of this city,
died very suddenly of apoplexy at his home early
in the month. He was 59 years of age and had
worked at the jewelry trade continuously from
his fifteenth year. As a jeweler he had a reputa-
tion for honesty and fair dealing throughout en-
tire Southern Minnesota, and as a citizen he was
among the most public-spirited and most highly
esteemed in the city where he made his home
since 1879. He is survived by a widow and four
children.

William H. Queeman, who has been repre-
senting F. C. liapple Company for the past five
years in eastern and western territory, has turned
his territory in Nebraska, Colorado, Utah and
Kansas over to C. Robertson, who has been en-
gaged for that territory. Mr. Queeman will
cover Wisconsin and Minnesota in addition to his
other territory.

D. H. Raymond, formerly with the New
England Watch Company, has been engaged by
S. Glickauf & Co., to represent them in Kansas,
Nebraska, Oklahoma and Iowa.

C. H. Knights, of the C. H. Knights-Thearle
Company, accompanied by Mrs. Knights, will sail,
February 4th, on the steamer Arabic for a tour of
the Mediterranean. The tour will cover four
months.

A. Wolf has withdrawn from the retail firm
of Wolf Brothers Company, 183 Clark Street, and
has gone into business for himself at 161 Clark
Street.

Charles H. Reynolds, of Alpina, Mich., spent
several days on the local market the past month.

Nest No. 7 of the Ku-Kus held its annual
meeting, January 14th, in the rooms of the North-
ern Illinois College and elected the following
officers for the ensuing year : King, Alex Larson;
Prince, James J. Lewis ; Scratcher, H. S. Price;
Chief, Harry Paulmer, and Guard, H. Paul. All
of the members of the nest received cordial invi-
tations .to attend the alumni exercises of the
Northern Illinois College, which will be held
February r8th.

Jack Adler has severed his connections with
the Omega Watch Company and J. S. Mayer, who
represents the Mauser Manufacturing Company
between Denver and the Coast, will also cover his
territory for the Omega Watch Company.

A robber threw a brick through the window
of A. Gemburg & Sons' pawnshop at 316 South
Halsted Street, snatched $5oo worth of jewelry
and diamonds and made his escape.

Fred A. Spies, of Spies Brothers, manufac-
turing jewelers, was united in marriage, January
6th, to Miss Augusta Elizabeth Lehman, daughter
of Mrs. Augusta Lehman, owner of "The Fair"
Department Store. Mr. and Mrs. Spies will be at
home after February 15th at 18:57 Diversey
Boulevard.

H. S. Nye, who recently resigned his position
as Western representative of Wm. Rogers Manu-
facturing Company and Holmes & Edwards Silver
Company, was presented with a handsome watch
charm by his former associates in the Chicago
office.

John B. Warren, of the Elgin National
Watch Company, has been receiving the congratu-
lations of his many friends in the trade upon the
advent of a little girl in his home.

(Continued on page 217)
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The

Simmons Line
for

Nineteen-Nine

Why Simmons Products
Are Sold Only Through
the Jobbers
Reason One—Economy

A staple line like the Simmons line can be
placed in the hands of the retail trade at less expense
through the jobbers than by the manufacturers
direct.

The cost of distribution—whether goods are
sold direct or through the wholesalers—must neces-
sarily be included in the price the retailer pays for
them.

To the jobber carrying a general stock of
jewelry, watches, chains, etc., the cost of selling
one particular line is, of course, only a fraction of
his total selling expenses. While, on the other
hand, to market a line like Simmons Chains direct
from the factory to retailers all over the country
would entail great expense for traveling salesmen,
increased expenses for shipping, etc.—which must be
charged to the one line and would be considerably
in excess of the cost of selling this line through the
jobbers. Therefore, the economy effected by the
latter method is readily apparent.

R. F. SIM
Main Office

The 1909 Simmons line represents the culmina-
tion of the progress which has been made towards
perfection in the production of gold-filled chains,
fobs, bracelets, etc.

Year by year the Simmons Chain line has
broadened and a constantly increasing number of
other products has been added and the output of
the Simmons factory now comprises the broadest and

fullest line of gold-filled vest, lorgnette, neck, bead and
eyeglass chains, ribbon and metal fobs, bracelets, chatelaine
pins, lockets and seals that the market offers.

Its extent, variety and general attractiveness is strongly
emphasized by the jobbers' Spring showing of Simmons
patterns, which no jeweler who carries gold-filled goods
should miss seeing..

It will pay you to keep in touch with the Simmons
line throughout the year. Almost any of the leading whole-
sale jewelry houses can show you the newest and most
popular patterns of Simmons Chains and other Simmons

goods—indisputably the high-
est quality, best known and
readiest selling gold-filled
goods a jeweler can buy.

65 a 4
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MONS COMPANY
and Works: ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Salesrooms : 9-13 Maiden Lane

Chicago Salesrooms : 42 Madison Street (Heyworth Bldg.)

February, 19(x)

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 215)

Mack Hurlburt, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, Presi-
dent of the Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association and
former president of the national organization,
spent several days on the local market the latter
part of the month. The Iowa Association will
meet in Iowa City, February 23d, 24th, 25th, and
President Hurlburt predictes a good attendance.
While the gathering will be in the nature of a con-
vention, it is planned to make it an informal good-
fellowship meeting without carrying out a set pro-
gramme. One of the important questions to come
up for discussion is the advisability of establish-
ing a school for watchmakers and engravers.

Benj. Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., left early
in the month, accompanied by Mrs. Allen, for an
extended stay at Coronado Beach, Cal.

J. Kinney, a well-known jeweler, of Hutchin-
son, Kans., was on the local market early in the

Madsen, of Minneapolis, a member of the
month.A.

firm of Rettig, Hess & Madsen, spent the greater
part of the month at the Chicago office.

Word was received by members of the local
wholesale trade, early in the month, announcing
the death of Silas E. Howard, an early settler, of
Hastings, Nebr., and for twenty-one years pro-
prietor of the first jewelry store established in
that city.

Clarence Roehr, western representative of the
Bassett Jewelry Company, made a visit to the fac-
tory the past month.

W. S. Sparrow, the popular western repre-
sentative of Stern Bros. & Co., started his regular
trip over his western and Pacific Coast territory.

The third annual convention of the Nebraska
Retail Jewelers' Association will be held, Febru-
ary 25th and 26th, at the Rome Hotel in Omaha.
The members of the Nebraska Optical Society
will meet at the same place, February 23d and
24th. A banquet will be served the night of the
24th, with Richard O'Neil as toastmaster. On the
night of the 23d a stereopticon lecture for optom-
etrists and opticians will be given.

Frank T. Barton, member of the firm of
'George N. Steers & Co., and also western repre-
sentative of Founteneau & Cook Company, left on
his spring trip to the Coast early in the month.

H. Levison, a retail jeweler, at 1039 Milwau-
kee Avenue, died, January 12th, from blood
poisoning. His death came very suddenly and re-
sulted from a slight scratch on the nose.

J. Reed Elliott, President of the Elliott
Jewelry Company, of St. Louis, paid a visit to the
local market during the past month and was also
a guest at the annual banquet of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association.

Fred Marean, of Belvidere, Ill., President of
the Illinois • Retail Jewelers' Association, was a
welcome caller at THE KEYSTONE office during the
past month. He reports that the Illinois Associa-
tionis rapidly increasing in membership and that
special efforts are being made for the annual con-
vention, which meets at Peoria next June.

E. Maltz & Co., jewelry jobbers, now at 226
State Street, will move, February 1st, to Room
400, Heyworth Building.

Wm. A. Sorensen, of Minneapolis, spent sev-
eral days in the Chicago market the middle of the
month while on his way to New York. He will
tmuarkneing hlninea trete. months' tour of Europe before re-

F. S. Hanan, formerly jewelry buyer for
John M. Smyth Company, who was arrested a
month ago for stealing jewelry from his firm, has
been sentenced to two years at Joliet.

Hugh E. King, of the Queen City Silver Com-
pany, and Fessenden & Co., is now on his regular
trip to the Coast. Chas. H. Fash, formerly with

King to assist him.
gens&sis Andersen, has been engaged by Mr.

M. D. Jacobs, formerly with Leonard Krower,
of New Orleans, has been engaged by the M. S.
Fleishman Company. He will travel through
Montana, Iowa and Colorado.

W. J. Dunn. better known as "Billy," western
representative of C. D. Lyoris Company, was in
Chicago the middle of the month.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy has
been filed against A. Solomon, 330 State Street, a
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retail jeweler. His liabilities are said to be in the
neighborhood of $2000 and assets one-half that
amount. A receiver has been appointed.

Wm. Lamb, the genial representative of the
Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co., has just returned from
an eastern trip, and left late in the month for the
Coast on his regular spring trip..

It is expected that at least a half dozen of the
prominent wholesale jewelers of Chicago will be
present at the next meeting of the National
Wholesale Jewelers' Association, which meets,
February 17th, in New York. It is also expected
that every jewelry jobbing city in the West and
Middle West will be rep:esented at this meeting.

Twenty-three traveling men and heads of de-
partments of Benj. Allen & Co., wholesale jewel-
ers in the Silversmith Building, were the honored
guests at the annual banquet tendered them by
Mr. Benj. Allen, on the evening of January H5th,
in the "green room" of the Congress Hotel. The
banquet was strictly a house affair and was elabo-
rate in every detail except formality. In the ab-
sence of Mr. Benj. Allen, who left a few days
previous for Coronada Beach, Cal., his son, B. C.
Allen, officiated as host. After the dinner a num-

John it. Lilja

ber of toasts were responded to, everyone present
being called upon by the manager, John A. Cox,
who acted as toastmaster. The most interesting
event of the evening was the presentation of an
antique ivory and gold-mounted walking-stick,
suitably engraved, to John R. Lilja, in honor of
the fortieth anniversary of his connection with the
firm. The presentation was made by Mr. Cox,
who informed Mr. Lilja that, even though the
cane was somewhat elaborate, it was only a slight
token of the regard and esteem which his asso-
ciate employees held him. Mr. Lilja is in charge
of the diamond department of this firm. On
January 28th he completed his fortieth year with
the firm and on that day was surprised, upon en-
tering his office, to find a magnificent bouquet"
containing forty American Beauty roses, a re-
membrance from the firm, beautifully arranged
on his desk. There were also a number of bou-
quets from associate employees and friends.
During the day Mr. Lilja received congratulations
from his many friends in the trade, who ex-
pressed themselves as happy to note that, at the
close of his fortieth year with the firm, he was
still hale and hearty, and wished him many more
years to add to his already long term of service.

The Grand Rapids Fixtures Company, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., has arranged with the Su-
perior Brass and Fixture Company, of this city,
to handle their line of show cases and, after
February 1st, this firm will, in their room at 233
and 235 East Jackson Boulevard, show a complete
line, of the Grand Rapids Fixtures Company's
cases and other fixtures. This will, in addition
to their other lines, give the Superior Brass and
Fixture Company one of the most complete and
up-to-date lines of store and window fixtures
ever shown in Chicago, and it will be well worth
while for any merchant interested in store and
window fixtures to pay a visit to this show room
before purchasing. As this show room is not
only showing a very complete line of all kinds of
store fixtures, but is very conveniently located for
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the outside buyer, the merchants should not over-
look it in visiting Chicago.

Will H. Queernan, better known as "Billy,"
who has been representing F. C. Happel Company
for the past five years in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Michigan, Nebraska, Colorado, Utah and Kansas,
left Chicago, January 28th, on his regular trip in
the interest of this firm.

B. T. Roberts, proprietor of Grout's Excel-
sior Sign Company, Chicago, has just completed
a trip to New York and Philadelphia in the inter-
est of his firm. He reports business good.

Geo. A. Hum, for the past twenty-five years
an employee of Otto Young & Co., and head of
the watch department of that concern for the
past fifteen years, died January uth. His death
was sudden and occurred in a street car while he
was coming to work. Mr. Hurn was of English
birth and 49 years of age. He first entered the
employ of Otto Young & Co., in 2878, and has
been in the employ of that firm continuously
since that time.

N. F. Wechter, jewelry buyer for Stein &
Ellbogen Company, has resigned his position and
associated himself with S. Wechter & Co. An-
drew Sanche, who has been with Stein & Ellbogen
for a number of years, will assume Mr. Wechter's
former position.

J. C. Herkner, of Grand Rapids, Mich., was
on the local market late in the month.

Mrs. Herbert Allen, of H. W. Allen & Co.,
will leave, February 4th, for an extended cruise of
the Mediterranean and the Far East. She ex-
pects to be gone three months.

Fred G. Thearle, of C. H. Knights-Thearle
Company, announces that there will be no change
in the list of travelers for the year 1909.

H. A. Hammond, formerly with the Schrader-
Wittstein Company, has accepted a position as city
salesman for Stein & Ellbogen Company. Leo
Stein, who was formerly city salesman, will travel
through Illinois, Wisconsin and Iowa. The re-
mainder of the traveling force of this firm re-
mains the same.

Through error it was announced in our Chi-
cago letter in January that the assets of Weiss &
Fassett2 246 West Madison Street, had been sold
at public auction. The firm name should have read
Weiss & Weiss, as that is the concern involved.
Weiss & Fassett are diamond importers, located in
St. Louis, and are in a flourishing condition and
have no connection whatever with the bankrupt firm.

"Jim" Sutherland will, in addition to his regu-
lar duties as traveler in Northern Illinois and
the Northwest for Schrader-Wittstein Company,
take care of the city trade. H. A. Hammond,
who was formerly city salesman, having resigned.

Norris, Allister & Co. announce the following
list of travelers for 2909: K. W. Williams, Ohio,
Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas ; Geo. W. Cook,
Illinois and Wisconsin ; Thomas B. Wilson, Iowa,
Minnesota and the Dakotas; R. A. Boyer, Iowa
and Wisconsin; M. G. Evans, in Illinois and Mis-
souri; David A. Martin, Iowa, Missouri, Ne-
braska and Kansas; C. H. Rudolph, Ohio, In-
diana and Michigan. The last two travelers are
new with the firm.

Robert A. Curran has been engaged as west-
ern representative of Arnold & Steere. Mr. Cur-
ran was formerly with F. W. Sackett, of New
York.

Hiram Thomas, one of the oldest employees
of the Elgin National Company's Elgin factory,
died very suddenly at his home, 564 Chicago
Street, Elgin, January 9th. His death came very
suddenly and was attributed to neuralgia of the
heart. He had been in the employ of the com-
pany for forty-one years, and at the time of his
death was foreman in the plate room.

Among the out-of-town buyers on the market
the past month were J. C. Herkner, Grand Rapids,
Mich.; Albert Edholm, of Omaha, Nebr.; Mr.
Thorpe, of Thorpe & Hoberg, Sioux City, Iowa;
G. M. Lapierre, Niles, Mich.; J. C. Peers, of
Rockford; E. L. Thayer, Rockford; C. C. Bacon,
St. Charles, Ill.; Charles Osterle, Joliet, Ill.; C. F.
Ingalls

' 
Wratikegan, Ill.; Robert Nicols, Kenosha,

Wis.; Tall Brothers, South Haven, Mich.; Ar-
thur Robelstedt, of Elgin. Mr. Mellick, jewelry
buyer for Simons Dry Goods Company, Butte,
Mont.; Fred Bleuer, Rock Island, Ill.

M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., watch
jobbers, returned late in the month from an ex-
tended trip to the eastern offices of the firm.
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No college in this country can teach you the A
Engraving as thorough or in as short a time as we
Mr. J. H. Cruson, of Bay City, Michigan, who engraved
plate (original size 18 x zo) never
had any experience before attending
our College, and this is a sample of
his work after three months' instruc-
tion. Nowhere else can you find
such work as this. Expert engravers,
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THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY

The eighth annual banquet of the Jewelers'
24-K. Club, of New York City, was given at Del-
inonico's on Friday evening, January 22d. In
point of elaborateness, attendance and general in-
terest shown by everyone connected with it the
affair was on the same high plane as the dinners
previously given by this club.

The Entertainment Committee, under the
chairmanship of "Charley" Brinck, demonstrated
its skill born of former experiences in the same line
and the list of speakers furnished by Colonel Shep-
herd and his committee associates could not have
been improved upon, judging by the close atten-
tion paid them by the banqueters.

The dinner was scheduled to begin at 6.30, but
there were but few on hand at that hour. As fast
as the guests arrived they were directed to the
large reception room just off the banquet room,
where punch was served by the club and conver-
sation by the guests.

The decorations in the dining-room were on
the same simple but patriotic order as on former
occasions, consisting of a large stand of American
flags over the speakers' table and slightly smaller
ones on the remaining walls of the room. The
tables, of which, in addition to the speakers' table,
there were seven long ones seating forty-eight
men each and five smaller ones seating eight each,
were without decorations except for a number of
red candle shades and a pink carnation at each
plate.

Shortly after seven the doors to the dining-
room were thrown open and the guests filed in and
located their places at table. At 7.30 Charles L.
Power, president of the club, rapped for order
and prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Nehemiah
Boynton, of Brooklyn. A flashlight photograph
was then taken of the entire crowd.

While the guests were attending to the elabo-
rate and satisfying menu a band in the balcony
helped things along. Several singers rendered
popular songs. Each guest was provided with a
little book containing the words of the chorus of
each song and joined in, whether he could carry a
tune or not. The diners were very generous with
applause and encored themselves a number of
times.

In his opening address President Power called
the attention of the club and its guests to the
speakers who were to address them, among whom
were members of the United States Senate and
Congress, the Consul-General of Japan and sev-
eral men prominent in New York public
affairs. Referring to the 24-K. Club he said
that it represented the social side of the
jewelry trade, and its aim was to bring its
members closer together in a social and per-
sonal way. He expressed an optimistic
view of the business outlook for Keg and
advised his hearers to "forget 19°8 and look
only for better things in Two.' He then
proposed a toast to "The President of the
United States," which was given by the
guests standing and with cheers. The
president then reminded the club that its
ranks had recently been lessened by the
death of an honorary member, the late
Rear Admiral Joseph B. Coghlan, of the
United States Navy, and a rising toast was
drunk to his memory.

In the absence of Mayor McClellan, of
New York, Acting Mayor Patrick F.
McGowan answered to 4he toast, "Our
Guests," and kept his audience in smiles and
laughter with his witty comparisons and
references to the club's name. Among other
things he said that one of the 24-K. mem-
bers insisted on decorating him with one of
the club's yellow ribbons, which he con-
sidered a genuine compliment considering
the style and origin of his patronymic. He
complimented New York jewelry manufac-
turers and remarked that, while in former
years he found it necessary to go to Paris
for his jewelry, such a thing is no longer
so on account of the growth of the jewelry
manufacturing industry in New York.
From this the speaker turned to laudatory
remarks about his own city and, in com-

parison with the neighboring city of Boston, which
he had recently visited, said that "the best thing
out of Boston is the 5 o'clock train for New
York." Mr. McGowan extended to the out-of-
town guests a very hearty welcome to the city of
New York and invited all of them to become per-
manent residents whenever they wanted to settle
down in "the best town on earth."

"A Jewel of Gold in a Swine's Snout," ap-
parently a serious subject for a toast, was re-
sponded to by Rev. Dr. Nehemiah Boynton, of
Brooklyn. When he arose to speak the guests
saw before them an impressive figure of rather an
old-school type, and it was undoubtedly a fact
that a majority of Dr. Boynton's audience set-
tled themselves down to listen to a solemn dis-
course after having just had their risibilities
prodded by the Doctor's predecessor. If this was
the case they were treated to a very decided sur-
prise. He was introduced by A. K. Sloan, and
the first reference in his speech was to the regu-
larity with which his friend, Mr. Sloan, attended
church. From this he turned his attention to the
speech of the Acting Mayor, and said that while
he had often heard of babies being born with
silver spoons in their mouths he had never known
of their being born with a yellow ribbon on their
breast as Mr. McGowan evidently had. He was
sorry that the previous speaker did not like Bos-
ton. The Doctor is a Bostonian himself and ex-

pressed the opinion that the Acting Mayor's real
liking for the 5 o'clock New York train was be-
cause it carried him to the enjoyments of .New
York's evening entertainment. In paying his at-
tention to the members of the jewelry trade he
said that they were doing a great work—for the
minister. The jeweler encourages the bridegroom
and bride and that, of course, helps the minister.
Toward the last of his address the Doctor be-
came a little more serious and said that next to
being a minister it was the best thing to be a good
business man. It is a fine thing to be a business
man, but better to be a minister. His speech was
frequently interrupted by applause and at its close
he was compelled to acknowledge his thanks sev-
eral times. He was humorous even in his perora-
tion and his entire talk was punctuated with apt
illustrations and anecdotes and carried with it a
line moral.

The next speaker, Hon. Robert L. Owen,
senior Senator from the new State of Oklahoma,
who responded to "The Forty-sixth Jewel of the
National Diadem—Oklahoma," opened his re-
marks by introducing himself as a "genuine
American—a good Indian and also a good Irish-
man (this with a bow to Mr. McGowan). Ac-
tually an Indian, but by the grace of God also an
Irishman." This was about as near as Senator
Owen got to the humorous, his speech being of a
serious nature and extremely eloquent. He
stated that "Oklahoma, as large as the whole of
New England with one or two more States like
Rhode Island and Delaware thrown in for good
measure, knew more of New York, the Empire
State of the Union, than did New York of Okla-
homa." He painted the beauties and advantages
of his native State in very glowing colors, espe-
cially as a good place for a poor man. Oklahoma
certainly possesses a great patriot and "booster"
in the person of Senator Owen and his talk was
accorded a very warm reception by the 24-K.
Club. The Senator is an eloquent, poetic and en-
ergetic speaker and had to acknowledge the pro-
longed cheers and applause of his listeners a
number of times.

The fourth speaker of the evening was in-
troduced by President Power as a man who had
just recently returned from the Isthmus of
Panama and therefore well equipped to speak on
the subject of "The Panama Canal." Hon.
Francis M. Cushman, Member of Congress, was
the speaker and for half an hour he talked rap-
idly and entertainingly about "the Big Ditch."
His talk was illustrated with a number of large
maps and he had statistical information, techni-
calities and all sorts of other data at his tongue's
end. He interspersed, in his speech, a very inter-

esting and humorous poem about "Red
Hoss Mountain and Casey's Table d'Hote,"
where there were plenty of pictures of
horses and girls, "not much on clothes, but
strong on records." He referred to the
Panama Canal as the eighth wonder of the
world and handled a dry subject in an en-
tertaining manner.

Owing to the enforced absence of Hon.
Almet F. Jenks, who was to have responded
to the toast, "Exceptions," Col. James D.
Bell, corporation counsel of Brooklyn, gave
a little extemporaneous talk and started out
by saying that the journalist had an idea
that there were only two classes of men,
and they were newspaper men and not. He
guessed that lawyers had about the same
notion, that is, that there were only judges
and not. Following out this logic, he pre-
sumed that "the majority of the men assembled
here to-night felt quite certain that the only
two classes of men were jewelers and not."
He said that one nice thing about being a
judge was that you could have all the fun
at dinners given by such people as the
24-K. people. All you had to do was to get
up and make a little talk for a few minutes.
He then praised New York as a fine place
in which to reside ; said he had no doubt
but that Oklahoma was a great place,
but, for all that he knew to the contrary,
New York was a greater.

In introducing the next speaker the
president of the club called attention to the
very large territory covered by the speak-
ers. First, there came the gentleman from

(Continued on page 224)
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Annual Banquet of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association

Members of the Chicago Jewelers' Association
and their guests, numbering in all nearly three
hundred, participated in the annual banquet of that
organization on the evening of January loth at the
Congress Hotel. Thirty-two similar events have
preceded this particular occasion—all of them a
success—but the good fellowship, the true fra-
ternal spirit, the sumptuous menu, the brilliant
toasts which characterized this gathering justifies
our describing it, in the vernacular of the time, as
the "best ever." It mould be idle to attempt a de-
scription of the decorations, the menu, the music
and the many other features which contributed to
the success of this annual gathering—the "best
ever" must serve as sufficient to cover it all.

An unusually large number of out-of-town
jewelers were present as guests and, coming as
they did from every section of the West and
Middle West and bringing with them the cheerful
message of a good holiday trade and bright pros-
pects for nineteen-nine, their presence did much
to enliven the occasion. •

The guests of the evening were receiVed in the
reception rooms adjoining the "gold banquet hall."
Shortly before 7 o'clock President Fred G. Thearle
rapped for order and, after a thanks offering by
the Rev. Thomas Smith Ford and a song by the
quartette, the menu was given attention.

After the last course had been served and
cigars distributed, President Fred G. Thearle called
the banqueters to order and spoke as follows:

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

It gives me great pleasure to again welcome
you gathered around this festal board with such a
favorable trade outlook. A year ago, when we met
here, far different business conditions existed.
Behind us was the black spectre of a financial
panic, whose icy fingers had paralyzed the arteries
of trade; before us loomed that quadrennial bar-
rier to successful business—a Presidential elec-
tion; and may the time soon come when we shall
be obliged to meet this foe not oftener than once
in six or eight years. In spite of these serious
drawbacks we find that the annual sales of the
various lines represented in our association totals
up over eighty millions of dollars for 1908.

We chronicle with sad hearts the loss by death
of one of our active members, Harry Lane, who
was taken from us in the full activities of middle
life and who represented, in his line of work, the
highest business ideals.

We honor and respect President Roosevelt for
the rugged example he has given us of honesty
and courage in public life. There can be no ques-
tion that he has set a standard which will be a
lasting benefit to posterity. We hail with confi-
dence and hope the coming of President-elect
Taft, whose wisdom and tactfulness assure us of a
master hand at the helm of the ship of state. With
the dawn of the new year the sun of prosperity is
rising upon us. Let us look confidently forward,
standing firmly on the record of this association
with its thirty years of successful history, lifting
aloft the beacon light of integrity and fair-dealing,
which shall light the path and cheer the way of all
those who set their faces toward our city gates.

RULES OR TOASTMASTERS

At the conclusion of his remarks, President
Thearle presented William P. Williams, the toast-
master of the evening, adding that an introduction
would be superfluous. As Mr. Williams arose the
orchestra struck up, "It's a Grand Old Flag," to
which the Arrangement Committee had prepared
a tribute entitled, "He's a Grand Old Bill." The
established order of things, as outlined on the pro-
gramme, had been somewhat upset and genial
"Billy" did not know what was coming off until
President Thearle handed him a copy of the song
and asked him to join in, but "Billy" modestly re-
fused. Of course, "The Grand Old Bill" had
some new stories, but they cannot be reduced to
permanent shape here for the same reason that a
"gift without the giver is bare," but for the guid-
ance of future Arrangement Committees some of
his "Axioms for Toastmasters" are herewith re-
corded. They are not copyrighted and other pub-

KEYSTONE

lishers are at liberty to pirate, provided they don't
forget "Bill":

The Toastmaster should not be the whole
thing. I have known instances where he thought
he was and other instances where he really was.
In such cases you would have been a banquet
ticket and carfare ahead if you had stayed at home.

The Toastmaster should allow the respondents
a little of the time set apart for the speaking.

The Toastmaster should, under no circum-
stances, deliver the respondent's speech in intro-
ducing him.

The Toastmaster should not tell every known
story in introducing the speakers. Leave a few for
them to tell. Sometimes a speaker's entire re-
marks are going to remind him of a story as a
climax. Think what a Toastmaster has done to a
speaker when he has hogged not only the speaker's
story but his climax

The Toastmaster should not, after a speaker
has concluded his speech, express his approval by
making the speech over again, or trying to improve
on it.

President Fred G. Thearle

The Toastmaster should try to make the
speakers feel at home. There are moments when
even the most calloused speakers wish they were.

The Toastmaster should always have in his
repertory the phrase, "We have with us to-night."
This not only relieves the apprehension of the
audience but also allows the Toastmaster to "say
an undisputed thing in such a solemn way."

The words "needs no introduction" can also
be used with effect. Do not, however, follow
them with a biographical sketch or excerpts from
the "Blue Book" or "Who's Who."

The Toastmaster's introduction of a speaker
should not, as a rule, be longer than the speech of
the respondent.

The Toastmaster's introduction, on the other
hand, should not be so brief as to be brutal. To
be introduced as I was once: "The next is Mr.
Williams, who will talk on 'soap,'" is nothing
short of criminal and incites thoughts of revenge
and murder. In such cases a Toastmaster is un-
necessary and a printed list, or an illuminated
signboard such as obtains at a vaudeville per-
formance, is a big improvement.

The Toastmaster should be empowered by
law to kill a speaker who talks over two hours.
An hour and a half should be the limit, and there
are men who can say something in twenty min-
utes. Without arbitrarily fixing any given time,
the height of the art of after-dinner oratory is in
knowing when to sit down. The average banquet
is neither an endurance test nor a Chinese drama.

The Toastmaster must please everybody and
offend nobody.

The Toastmaster should have at least a speak-
ing acquaintance with the respondents. Nothing
is more embarrassing for all concerned than to
have the Toastmaster frame up a glowing speech
of welcome to "our well-known friend, whose
smiling face I now gaze into with feelings of
fondest regard," and launch this at a totally inno-
cent but amazed guest, until someone pulls the
Toastmaster's coat tails and informs him that the
man he is trying to introduce is seated over here
on the other side.
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The Toastmaster must keep sober. This is
the only drawback to the job, and a faithful ob-
servance of this prerogative should entitle the
Toastmaster to a Carnegie medal for heroism and
self-sacrifice.

The first speaker of the evening was L. A.
Goddard, a Chicago banker, who responded to the
toast "Money." His talk was descriptive of our
national banking laws and a review of the
troubles which contributed to the late panic. Hon.
John E. W. Wayman, States Attorney of Cook
County, responded, in part, as follows to the
toast "Metal" :

Civilization has progressed just as men have
become skilled in the work in metal, and men
have become strong in proportion as they have
had old iron in the blood. My theme is that we
need in men more metal and less mud, more of
the first principles of integrity and less subtle
philosophy; no new penology; no new justice—
just the old-fashioned justice, just the old-fash-
ioned punishment for commission of crime.

We may think at times that the departments
of government are clashing; that the legitlature
is encroaching upon the executive, or the execu-
tive encroaching upon the legislative department,
or the judicial department is usurping the func-
tions of both the judicial and legislative depart-
ments; but, after all, the government falls back
and finds its solid foundation in the sober sense
and judgment of the people themselves. Let the
cry be the "rags and old iron" of the simple
thought of the humble citizen in everyday life
and less of the scintillating and bejeweled revelry
of the night. While those in fear of the flitting
and changeable daily expression of public opinion
are climbing the mountainside in terror, let us
stay close to the fundamental nature of things and
take into the heart and soul and conscience more
of the old iron and friendship, honesty and sin-
cerity of purpose, remembering, as it was said of
old, "The Lord was with Judah and he drove the
inhabitants out of the mountains, but he could not
drive them out of the valleys because they had
chariots of iron."

In introducing the next speaker, Wilbur D.
Nesbit, Toastmaster Williams fired a number of
his sixteen-pounder stories abroadside at his
friend, who was to respond to the toast, "Inno-
cent Bystanding," and, after the introduction, Mr.
Nesbit returned his compliments in some such
fashion as the following:

After that introduction it is going to be hard
for me to speak. If I ever could find fault with
Mr. Williams it would be with his embarrassing
way of bringing a speaker before an audience.
There is nothing non-committal about him. He
isn't like the darkey I met down in Mississippi
last fall who was asked to decide a question for
us. Some of the fellows in our crowd got into a
dispute over that pleasant little animal known as
the skunk. One of them claimed that the skunk
was pretty to look at and the others said it wasn't.
Finally they left it to Ezekiel. They asked him if
the skunk was a pretty animal. He scratched his
head for a minute and then said:

"Well, gemmuns, I always goes in accordin'
to de provvublitit han'some is as haresome does."

It's no fool's job to keep in line with your
subject. I simply took "Some Innocent Bystand-
ing," but the truth of the matter is I'm not going
to talk about innocent bystanding at all.

I don't often read my speeches, nor does any-
body else. But, you see, so often what one says
on serious occasions such as this is twisted and
disturbed when it gets into print. To guard
against that I have carefully prepared a report of
the speech I might have made, that is, I have
written a short account of my address and the
way you folks received it. It reads like this :

"Mr. William P. Williams, the affable and
interesting toastmaster, introduced the next
speaker, Mr. Nesbit, in a witty manner, getting off
a ludicrous story about a man asking a friend
why did the chicken cross the road. Mr. Nesbit
said, in part :

"Mr. Toastmaster and Gentlemen of the
Jewelers' Association : This is the finest-looking
body of men it has ever been my good fortune to
address. (Loud and prolonged cheers.) You
represent a profession that is holding up the—
(cries of 'order !' None of that I' etc.) I repeat
you represent a profession that is holding up the

(Continued on page 224)
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New Factory and Increased Facilities
THE INCREASE IN OUR PATRONAGE LAST YEAR
NECESSITATED OUR REMOVAL TO A NEW FACTORY
THREE TIMES AS LARGE AS OUR OLD PLANT
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116 CHESTNUT STREET, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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A & Z CHAIN CO.
NEW YORK

116 Chestnut Street
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Makers of 1110 Gold Filled Chains and Bracelets

SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

The Monogram Man

Special initials for leather goods
and ebony

1601

No, 1601. In Brass or Nickel, with pointed pegs
No. 26. In Brass or Sterling, with pointed pegs

We are origin-
ators of mono-
grams in the
latest designs;
our work reaches
the finest trade.
We appeal to

the trade who
want something
new and differ-
ent. We manu-
facture a com-
p let e line of
In onograms,
initials,emblems,
souvenir and
novelty fobs.

Also Society, College and School Emblems,
in seals, pins and buttons

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue

JOHN A. SALMAN
21 Bromfield St. BOSTON, MASS.

JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

LET DAVIS' JEWELRY
AND OPTICAL ADS
MAKE MONEY for YOU

PROSPERITY STAYS WITH HIM
WHO ADVERTISES BEST

Use the Ads that compel business by
bringing your wares and ability forcibly
to the notice of the reader.

Davis' Ads are arranged in three
hooks. 52 Ads in each book.

DAVIS' 52 JEWELRY ADS No. I
DAVIS' 52 OPTICAL ADS No. 3
DAVIS' 52 OPTICAL ADS No. 4

PRICE, $1.00 A BOOK

Be the_progressive one to use these Ads in your
city. They're guaranteed to please.

Order from the publisher or through any
Jobber of Jewelry and Optical Supplies.

R. A. Davis SPRINGFIELD
TENNESSEE

Tfook fewelru Ads contains Special Ad
for each Weele, Season and Holiday as
they come on the Calendar.

Loop
Watch Keys

A.R. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn

Makers of

TOWER an  STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

THE KEYSTONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1892 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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NEW ENGLAND
LETTER

Between-
Seasons'
Dullness

THE KEYSTONE

January was, as usual, a dull
month for both wholesalers
and retailers. Now is the time
of year when stock taking is
in progress and there is the usual

number of mark-down and bargain sales for the
purpose of clearing out surplus or old stock. This
has become a feature to many jewelers, and when
the auction or mark-down sale is judiciously man-
aged is often a benefit. General reports for the
year 5909 seem to be most encouraging and there
is little doubt that the ensuing year will see a
banner business.

The New England Watchmak
New England 

-
ers' Club held their monthly

Watchmakers' meeting in their clubrooms at
Club 17 Bromfield Street, on Tues-

day evening, January 12th. An
illustrated lecture on 'Magnetism and Electricity"
was given by Mr. Ela, chief electrician of the
Waltham Watch Company, assisted by H. E.
Duncan and J. Sundin. The club is to be con-
gratulated on the variety of lectures with which
they have furnished their members. Many of
these have been due to the resourcefulness of
President F. J. Whilton.

The Jewelers' Association, of
The Jewelers' • Boston, held their annual ban-
Association quet at the American House,

Friday, January 9, 1909. The
members and guests began to arrive shortly after
6 o'clock. After the usual greeting and introduc-
tions the party soon got into the proper spirit
and gathered in the large banquet hall reserved
for the club. At 6.45 P.M. all were seated and
President J. J. Rounds announced that the dinner
was to be strictly an informal affair with speeches
omitted. During the dinner the orchestra ren-
dered popular airs, which were sung by those pres-
ent who made any pretense at being in the
warbler class. Sol Beutikan, the famous 250-
pound lightweight dancer, was the rage of the
evening in his various imitations. S. W. Shar-
matz, famed as one of the original Dudley Club
members, received his share of applause by giving
his conception of a Russian dance. For the bene-
fit of Charlie Beckwith the orchestra played "Har-
rigan." After the banquet the tables were cleared
and moving pictures were thrown on the screen.
T he party broke up about II o'clock with many
congratulations on the success of the evening.
The officers of the club are: President, J. J.
Rounds; treasurer, F. G. Butler, and L. H. Ham-
lin, secretary. The Entertainment Committee was
Frank N. Nathan, E. E. Bentley, S. W. Shar-
matz and J. J. Rounds.

A new diamond-cutting and repairing busi-
ness has been started at No. 5 Bromfield Street,
Boston, under the firm name of Russell & Sime.
The members of the concern are Edwin R. Rus-
sell and Allan D. Sime, both of whom were for-
merly with Tiffany & Co. Mr. Russell has also
been engaged with Hodgdon, Kennard Company,
ofBot Boston, Mr. Sime was formerly with J.B. 

Humphrey. 
The many friends of W. J. McCarthy, owner

of the H. P. Doe Company, of Lawrence, re-
gretted to hear of his sudden death at his home.
sMacrh. uMsectCtsa.rthy was about 50 years of age and was
one of the most respected retail jewelers in Mas-

M. I. Dangel, of Boston, is another of the
unfortunate jewelers to be drawn on the jury.
Walter H. Binns, of Boston, and L. E. Briggs, of
Vineyard Haven, were unfortunate enough to be
drawn in the middle of the holiday season.

The A. J. Lloyd Company has opened an-
other establishment in the Merchants' Building, at
75 Summer Street, Boston. The store, which has
a floor space of 6o x 22 feet, will be stocked with a
complete line of optical goods and photographic
supplies. The interior finish is entirely in ma-
hogany, the same effect being carried out as in
their Washington Street store. A number of the
employees from the original store will be sent

there so that the old patrons will feel better ac-
quainted. The workshop and grinding room will
be located in the basement. The A. J. Lloyd
Company deserve much credit for their fore-
thought in using this location, for, as a shopping
and business section, it is growing with rapid
strides.

John Neilson and C. F. Godfrey have formed
a partnership to carry on a jewelry and optical
business opposite the Post Office in East Wey-
mouth, Mass. The concern will be known as
Neilson & Godfrey.

The Boston Jewelry Company, of the Jewelers'
Building, has just completed the work of enlarging
their quarters. The room formerly used as an of-
fice has been given up and two much larger rooms
taken in their stead. This change, which was
made necessary by a rapidly increasing business,
will give them about twice their present space.
The employees in the shop have been augmented
by the addition of a number of workmen.

On Monday, January 4th, Geo. E. Homer, of
45 Winter Street, was the victim of a nervy
thief to the extent of two to three hundred dollars.
The first arrival at the store found the window
broken and a brick, which was wrapped in paper,
calmly reposing in the midst of the window dis-
play, showed how the deed was committed.

Willard Frost, owner of Nelson Brothers'
Jewelry Store, of Chelsea, Mass., was the unfor-
tunate victim of a clever sneak thief to the extent
of $400. While one of the salesmen was in the
lower part of the store the thief leaned over the
show case, opened the door and removed a tray
of diamonds. No trace has been found of the
guilty party.

The Engineering Instrument Department of
the Globe Optical Company is now showing a new
pocket transit for mining engineers, surveyors,
etc., as well as a new portable instrument for high
frequency electrical treatment and X-ray work.

Annual Dinner Boston Jewelers' Club

In celebrating its coining of age the Boston
Jewelers' Club held its twenty-first annual dinner
at Young's Hotel, about 125 members of the club
and their friends agsembling. The Boston Jewel-
ers' Club is the oldest of its kind in the United
States and includes in its membership representa-
tives of the most prominent houses in Boston,
New York, Newark, N. J., Providence, R. I., and
Attleboro.

Among the guests present were: Lieutenant-
Governor Frothingham, job E. Hedges, of New
York; Samuel J. Elder, Guy A. Ham, Rev. Wil-
lard Scott, of Worcester; E. C. Fitch, president
of the American Waltham Watch Company;
Charles N. Hurlburd, president of the Elgin Na-
tional Watch Company; E. H. Holbrook, president
of the Gorham Company; Charles L. Power,
president of the 24-K. Club, New York; Harry
Cutler, president of New England Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association, and Colonel J. Warren
Hutchins, president of the Philadelphia Jewelers'
Club.

Vice-President Richard T. Supple, of the W.
B. Durgin Company, of Concord, N. H., presided
in the absence of President Charles S. Cook, of
the A. Stowell Company. Lieutenant-Governor
Louis A. Frothingham led the speaking, and was
followed by Rev. Willard Scott, both speaking
to the occasion. Job E. Hedges talked epigrams
for half an hour. "Politics," he said, "is the re-
fined art of influencing human beings in the ag-
gregate without using brute force. I don't think
Roosevelt will be remembered in the minds ot
philosophers for any particular bill or message,
or act of administration; but Ile will be remem-
bered because he made all the people of all the
United States think about the same subject at the
same time—and they did the rest.

"The real danger to this country is not from
murderers, thieves and thugs; it is the difficulty
of drawing opinions from gentlemen whose
spoken words do not indicate what they're think-
ing about."

Hon. Guy A. Ham spoke of present-day legis-
lation. At frequent intervals during the dinner
the question was asked, "What's the matter with
Charley Cook?" and, although the president was
kept away by illness, those present were assured
each time, "He's all right !"
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DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

Dallas is rapidly building up a reputation as
the wholesale center of the Southwest. A recent
manifestation of the enterprise of the city is the
offer of free transportation to the merchants of
Oklahoma, New Mexico and Louisiana. This free
transportation includes the trip to Dallas and re-
turn and will, no doubt, prove a tempting induce-
ment to buyers to make their purchases in this
city.

A successful auction sale was conducted in the
store of Mrs. S. F. Stewart, of this city, during the
holidays. After the sale the remnant of the stock
of jewelry and the fixtures was sold to W. W.
Mitchell, also of Dallas. Mr. Mitchell has moved
his store from Elm Street to the Main Sfreet
store, consolidating both stocks, the stand occu-
pied by Mrs. Stewart being more desirable and
one of the best locations in the city.

Chas. Hay, formerly with J. H. Fen-ill, of
Baird, Tex., is now with the Crawford Jewelry
Company, of Temple, Tex.

T. D. Houghton, who has been connected with
the H. H. Hawley Company for a number of
years, has tendered his resignation and will retire
from the company.

C. K. Goodman, of Childress, Tex., was in
Dallas recently buying new stock.

C. E. Bowman, of Cleburne, Tex., has opened
a jewelry store at Bonham, Tex.

M. Folander, a jeweler, of Paris, Tex., has
deserted his business and disappeared. He is sup-
posed to have taken with him a quantity of valu-
able jewelry and diamonds. The business is re-
ported in bankruptcy.

W. A. Peck, of Denison, Tex., has sold his
stock of jewelry to a firm by the name of Robin-
son, from Kansas City.

The Teague Jewelry Company, of Teague,
Tex., D. M. Cave, manager, has sold out to Wal-
ter & Hafner, of Hillsboro, Tex. The business
will continue at Teague, Tex., under the manage-
ment of Walter & IIafner.

R. Riddle, a watchmaker and jeweler, of Dub-
lin, Tex., recently disappeared and his whereabouts
are unknown.

L. D. Brannon was in Dallas last month buy-
ing preparatory to opening a jewelry store' at
Wellington, Tex.

L. Fred, of Waco, Tex., has opened a new
jewelry store in that place.

A. H. Leavitt and Royal H. Kingdon, of
Marietta, Okla., have formed a partnership. The
style of the new firm will be Leavitt & Kingdon.

Roy Seastrunk, a manufacturing jeweler, of
this city, sold out to A. P. Bailey, who will con-
tinue the business at the same location. Mr. Sea-
strunk retires to private life.

Mr. Young, who was watchmaker and jeweler
for Mrs. Sam F. Stewart, has accepted a position
with A. A. Everts Company, of this city.

T. D. Stallings, a former employee of the
H. H. Hawley Company, after spending about
eighteen months in the University of Texas, at
Austin, Tex., has again accepted a position with
them.

W. H. Denson, formerly of Pittsburg, Tex.,
has bought the jewelry store of Lee S. Smith, at
Bowie, Tex. Mr. Denson will continue the busi-
ness at Bowie.

0. 0. Williams, a watchmaker from the East,
is located with Noyes & I-Iuber, of Paris, Tex.

The following jewelers were among the many
visiting buyers in the Dallas market recently: L.
Daiches and wife, of Laredo, Tex.; J. H. Cooper,
Marshall, Tex.; L. Niveth, Cleburne, Tex.; W. F.
Dietrich, Cleburne, Tex.; J. J. Spurlock, Jackson-
ville, Tex.; J. W. Chandler, Gail, Tex.; P. H.
Seawald, Amarillo, Tex.; A. Weatherford, Plano,
Tex.; Chas. Clark, of Ennis, Tex.; R. L. Russell,
Farmersville, Tex.; Mr. Thompson, of The
Thompson Jewelry Company, Waxahachie, Tex.;
J. P. Oliver, Hearne, Tex.; W. F. Guthrie, Ter-
rill, Tex.; Fred Marcus, Denison, Tex.; Jos. Ed-
wards, Duncan, Okla.; A. H. Leavitt, Marietta,
Okla.; L. G. Haskin, Wills Point, Tex.; E. B.
Cullom, Mesquite, Tex.
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Annual Banquet of the Jewelers'
24.K. Club

(Continued from page 219)

New York, then the one from Oklahoma. Fol-
lowing came a traveler just back from Panama,
and now he took pleasure in introducing Hon.
Kokichi Midzuno, Consul-General to the United
States from Japan.

After apologizing for his indifferent skill in
handling the English language Mr. Midzuno told
the 24-K. Club how glad he was to be with them,
what a compliment he considered it to be able to
address such a representative body of fine Ameri-
can business men and what a good time he would
show them if they ever went to Japan after he
returned home. He referred to the beauties of
his own land and said that when Christopher
Columbus left Spain and discovered America he
really thought he had landed in Japan and went
no farther. He said that Japan is the oldest yet
the youngest of all nations—the oldest in years,
but the youngest in modern experience. He said
that the probability of war between his country
and the United States was all newspaper talk and
that he believed it would never take place. In
speaking of his first arrival in this country he
said that the newspaper reporters wanted to inter-
view him and secure his impressions of this
country even before he had set foot on its shores.
He said that he had since learned that foreigners
of note who visit this country look upon the giving
of an interview to the newspaper man as a sort of
an "income tax."

As the hour was, at this point, getting late a
number of the suburbanites and others who had to
catch late trains had to leave, but the majority of
the men stayed on to hear the remaining two
speakers on the programme.

The first of these two, Hon. Linn Bruce, de-
livered a very eloquent speech on the subject, "The
Empire State," and a good portion of his remarks
were devoted to an eulogy on the late Rear Admiral
Coghlan, who was an honorary member of the
24-K. Club. Mr. Bruce called attention to a dis-
patch in the evening papers which stated that there
was some danger that the Government would re-
duce the pension heretofore accorded to Admiral
Coghlan's widow by about one-half. Mr. Bruce
was very eloquent in discussing the injustice of

such a move and wound up by calling for another
toast to Admiral Coghlan's memory, which was
given standing. The speaker then referred to the
important part played by the new State of Okla-
homa in the 24-K. banquets of both 19o8 and
1909, as a prominent Oklahoman was on the list
of speakers at the banquet last year. He then ex-
tended a greeting from the old Empire State to the
young Oklahoma and said he believed that there
were "more Indians to the square inch in the 24-K.
Club than anywhere else." Getting down to sta-
tistics the speaker stated that the State of New
York spent $1,000,000 per week, or $52,000,000 per
year on education alone; that next to Iowa, Illi-
nois and Ohio it was the greatest agricultural
State in the country. He claimed that nowhere
would one find greater civic pride than right in the
city of New York ; that, notwithstanding all these
facts, there are altogether too many "knockers" in
the city and State; that he was tired of hearing so
much faultfinding of New York, mostly by New
Yorkers themselves. It was a very strong speech
that Mr. Bruce made and, being listened to by an
audience comprised for the most part of New
Yorkers, it made a great impression. He praised
the 24-K. Club and its guests for their patience in
listening to so much oratory as they had during
the evening.

The evening's entertainment closed with a re-
sponse by Hon. John J. Delany to the toast, "Some
Jewels Beyond Price," which was undoubtedly the
most flowery effort of the entire programme. Mr.
Delany opened with a glowing tribute to the gener-
osity of the United States in general, and the State
of New York in particular, toward the sufferers
from the recent earthquake in Sicily, when the
warships of all nations hurried to Italy's relief,
demonstrating that the brotherhood of man was
one of the "jewels beyond price." Mr. Delany
also paid a tribute to Abraham Lincoln and dwelt
on the close relations between human kindness and
business affairs.

During the speaking the souvenirs of the occa-
sion were distributed. They were beautiful bronze
busts of a female figure.

The Dinner Committee report that nearly one
hundred requests for invitations to the banquet
were refused solely on account of lack of space.

Thus passed the eighth annual dinner of the
24-K. Club of New York, andif there was a soli-
tary man there who didn't have a royally pleasant
evening he failed to make it known.

February, 190(

Annual Banquet of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 221)

highest standards of commercial honor in the faii
city of Chicago. (Great applause, during whicl
quite a number of guests left the room, presum
ably to catch their trains home.) Gentlemen, you
stand in the very forefront of the march of civ-
ilization (cries of 'hear I hear l'), fostering and
encouraging the arts and sciences (a voice : 'Hur-
rah for science V) and making it possible for eve!
the humblest among us to possess a watch or
diamond ring and not have to pay instalment
for more than six years after death. (A voice.
'Long life to you l') What strides has civilization
made that were not made upon the pathway
smoothed by you? Men have achieved marvels in
commerce—witness the great combinations o t
various industries—so that they might be enabled
to purchase ropes of pearls and gorgeous pieces
of jewelry to take to the loved ones at home
(Wild and enthusiastic applause.) The drama
has been developed more through your influence
than through the work of our best writers
Would we have any musical comedies to-day did
the chorus girls not know that there was jewelry
to be got and lost? (A voice: 'Three cheers for
the drama r) Gentlemen, 1 shall not trespass upon
your time much longer. (Tremendous and con-
tinued cheering.) Let me take this opportunity
to say to you, gentlemen, that so long as the
grand old banner floats above us, so long as we
appreciate that we are living in a land which had
one President who never told n lie and another
who never hesitated to call a man a liar, so long
as the spirit of freedom bends above us with
beneficent wings and wafts to us the watchword of
progress and independence, so long will the—''
(the remainder of the speaker's remarks were
drowned in the uproar).

"A Swastika Bracelet," the most beautiful
sentiment of the evening, was responded to by
Rev. David Beaton, M.A., of the University of
Chicago.

The souvenir of the occasion was a beautiful
sterling-silver drinking mug, made to resemble a
large thimble, and with the inscription, "Just a
Thimbleful," engraved upon it, together with the
association's monogram.

View of banquet of Jewelers' 24-K. Club
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Suggestions for Spring

BAR PIN 4153 Sterling Roman Pearls t Black
4246 Gold Filled Roman Pearls t Enamel

11=11==p1====ipp=4

BAR PIN 4162 Sterling Roman Pearls 1 White
4255 Gold Filled Roman Pearls I Enamel

7.7 J
BAR PIN 4171 Sterling Roman Pearls 1 Turquoise

4264 Gold Filled Roman Pearls Blue
.) Enamel

BAR PIN 4180 Sterling Roman Pearls 1 Dark Blue
4273 Gold Filled Roman Pearls I Enamel

4234 Rose. Set as ordered
4435 Green.

LOCKET 3110
Rose Brilliant

REWSTERED

imaremsammlirer
4224 Fine Gold Burnished Brills.
4228 " " Pearls

4225 Fine Gold Burnished Brills.

4229 " Pearls

4226 Fine Gold Burnished Brills.
4230 " Pearls

4227 Fine Gold Burnished Brills.
4231 " " " Pearls

NECK 347-14" Green Finish
Set as ordered

SCARF
PIN
965 Rose
966 0. E.
Set as
ordered

BRACELE1
1026-2'3,4" Old English
1027-2" Old English
1028-21.1" Old English

PENDANT 148
Green

Set as ordered

BUCKLE
3787
Rose or
Green
Set as
ordered

BRACELET 1029 Roman, 2%"
1032 Old English, 2%"

Set as ordered

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

NEW YORK, 13 Maiden Lane CHICAGO, Heyworth Building

PENDANT
146
Green
Set as
ordered

SCARF
PIN
964 0. E.
Set as
ordered

100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CANADA, Kingston, Ont.
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Annual Banquet of the Jewelers'
24-K. Club

(Continued from page 219)

New York, then the one from Oklahoma. Fol-
lowing came a traveler just back from Panama,
and now he took pleasure in introducing Hon.
Kokichi Midzuno, Consul-General to the United
States from Japan.

After apologizing for his indifferent skill in
handling the English language Mr. Midzuno told
the 24-K. Club how glad he was to be with them,
what a compliment he considered it to be able to
address such a representative body of fine Ameri-
can business men and what a good time he would
show them if they ever went to Japan after he
returned home. He referred to the beauties of
his own land and said that when Christopher
Columbus left Spain and discovered America he
really thought he had landed in Japan and went
no farther. He said that Japan is the oldest yet
the youngest of all nations—the oldest in years,
but the youngest in modern experience. He said
that the probability of war between his country
and the United States was all newspaper talk and
that he believed it would never take place. In
speaking of his first arrival in this country he
said that the newspaper reporters wanted to inter-
view him and secure his impressions of this
country even before he had set foot on its shores.
He said that he had since learned that foreigners
of note who visit this country look upon the giving
of an interview to the newspaper man as a sort of
an "income tax."

As the hour was, at this point, getting late a
number of the suburbanites and others who had to
catch late trains had to leave, but the majority of
the men stayed on to hear the remaining two
speakers on the programme.

The first of these two, Hon. Linn Bruce, de-
livered a very eloquent speech on the subject, "The
Empire State," and a good portion of his remarks
were devoted to an eulogy on the late Rear Admiral
Coghlan, who was an honorary member of the
24-K. Club. Mr. Bruce called attention to a dis-
patch in the evening papers which stated that there
was some dagger that the Government would re-
duce the pension heretofore accorded to Admiral
Coghlan's widow by about one-half. Mr. Bruce
was very eloquent in discussing the injustice of
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such a move and wound up by calling for another
toast to Admiral Coghlan's memory, which was
given standing. The speaker then referred to the
important part played by the new State of Okla-
homa in the 24-K. banquets of both 1908 and
1909, as a prominent Oklahoman was on the list
of speakers at the banquet last year. He then ex-
tended a greeting from the old Empire State to the
young Oklahoma and said he believed that there
were "more Indians to the square inch in the 24-K.
Club than anywhere else." Getting down to sta-
tistics the speaker stated that the State of New
York spent $1,000,000 per week, or $52,000,000 per
year on education alone; that next to Iowa, Illi-
nois and Ohio it was the greatest agricultural
State in the country. He claimed that nowhere
would one find greater civic pride than right in the
city of New York ; that, notwithstanding all these
facts, there are altogether too many "knockers" in
the city and State; that he was tired of hearing so
much faultfinding of New York, mostly by New
Yorkers themselves. It was a very strong speech
that Mr. Bruce made and, being listened to by an
audience comprised for the most part of New
Yorkers, it made a great impression. He praised
the 24-K. Club and its guests for their patience in
listening to so much oratory as they had during
the evening.

The evening's entertainment closed with a re-
sponse by Hon. John J. Delany to the toast, "Some
Jewels Beyond Price," which was undoubtedly the
most flowery effort of the entire programme. Mr.
Delany opened with a glowing tribute to the gener-
osity of the United States in general, and the State
of New York in particular, toward the sufferers
from the recent earthquake in Sicily, when the
warships of all nations hurried to Italy's relief,
demonstrating that the brotherhood of man was
one of the "jewels beyond price." Mr. Delany
also paid a tribute to Abraham Lincoln and dwelt
on the close relations between human kindness and
business affairs.

During the speaking the souvenirs of the occa-
sion were distributed. They were beautiful bronze
busts of a female figure.

The Dinner Committee report that nearly one
hundred requests for invitations to the banquet
were refused solely on account of lack of space.

Thus passed the eighth annual dinner of the
24-K. Club of New York, andif there was a soli-
tary man there who didn't have a royally pleasant
evening he failed to make it known.

February, 1909

Annual Banquet of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 221)

highest standards of commercial honor in the fail
city of Chicago. (Great applause, during which
quite a nuirber of guests left the room, presum-
ably to catch their trains home.) Gentlemen, yot
stand in the very forefront of the march of civ
ilization (cries of 'hear I hear l'), fostering and
encouraging the arts and sciences (a voice: 'Hur-
rah for science) and making it possible for even
the humblest among us to possess a watch or a
diamond ring and not have to pay instalments
for more than six years after death. (A voice:
'Long life to you I') What strides has civilization
made that were not made upon the pathway
smoothed by you? Men have achieved marvels in
commerce—witness the great combinations of
various industries—so that they might be enabled
to purchase ropes of pearls and gorgeous pieces
of jewelry to take to the loved ones at home
(Wild and enthusiastic applause.) The drama
has been developed more through your influence
than through the work of our best writers.
Would we have any musical comedies to-day did
the chorus girls not know that there was jewelry
to be got and lost? (A voice: 'Three cheers for
the drama I') Gentlemen, I shall not trespass upon
your time much longer. (Tremendous and con-
tinued cheering.) Let me take this opportunity
to say to you, gentlemen, that so long as the
grand old banner floats above us, so long as we
appreciate that we are living in a land which had
one President who never told st lie and another
who never hesitated to call a man a liar, so long
as the spirit of freedom bends above us with
beneficent wings and wafts to us the watchword of
progress and independence, so long will the—"
(the remainder of the speaker's remarks were
drowned in the uproar).

"A Swastika Bracelet," the most beautiful
sentiment of the evening, was responded to by
Rev. David Beaton, M.A., of the University of
Chicago.

The souvenir of the occasion was a beautiful
sterling-silver drinking mug, made to resemble a
large thimble, and with the inscription, "just a
Thimbleful," engraved upon it, together with the
association's monogram.

View of banquet of Jewelers' 24-K. Club
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We Own the original PATENT, No. 899,852, filed Feb. 28, 1907, granted Sept. 29, 1908

We warn the trade to discontinue the purchase or sale of pins of other
makes that infringe upon our patent, otherwise we will be compelled
to make the retailer so doing a party to a suit brought under our patent.

REAL ROSE HAT PINS SHOULD BE PURCHASED OF US
Full Blown Roses, Per Dozen, $12.00
Medium Size Roses, Per Dozen, 8.00

EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.
NEV YORK OFFICE: 409 BROADWAY

Brooches, Scarf Pins, Handy Pins, Baby Pins, Collar Pins, Lockets,

Necklaces, Pendants, Lavallieres, Heart Charms, Hat Pins,

Combs, Bracelets, Etc., Etc.



Made in WHITE,
Black Enamel, Gun
e t al , Rolled-Plate,

Gold and Silver. These
are being advertised
In leading magazines,
directing purchasers to
jewelers and opticians.
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

FOR the past tour years it has
been generally conceded

by the leading jewelers of the
country that for new, snappy
designs, exclusiveness and in-
dividuality

Established 1 832 Send for Catalogue " E "

KETCHAM de N4c1301-I ALL,
Manufacturers

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES, AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS
37 and 39 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

has had no equal.
Our new 1909 sample line is

now complete.
Never before have we brought

out so many new, original and
exclusive novelties as this season.

Our travelers will make all of
the leading and smaller cities.

If one of them does not call
on you, drop us a line, and we
will send you illustrations show-
ing zoo pieces.
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AN UNUSUALLY ATTRACTIVE LINE OF SAMPLES, ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THE

Is Now Ready for

Rings, Brooches. Lockets, Scarf Pins, Fobs, Bracelets, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, Hat Pins, Baby Pins, Veil Pins,
Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Locket Rings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms, Festoons, Emblem Goods.
Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives. Lapel Buttons. Vest Buttons, Collar Buttons. Rope Chains, Silver and

Gold Thimbles and Silver and Gold Match Boxes, Fob Seals, Cameo Goods

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold St., New York To avoid delay use local
address, 33-43 Gold Street

MAKERS OF GOLD JEWELRY TO THE JOBBING TRADE EXCLUSIVELY   POPULAR PRICES
Branch Offices : Chicago. Illinois. 103 State Street. Amsterdam, Holland. 12 Tulp Street. London, England. Audrey House, Ely Place
Salesrooms. and Offices of the Diamond Department: 68 Nassau St., New York Diamond Cutting Works: 142 West 14th St., New York



The Extension of the Railroad
Watch Inspection System to
practically all the great railroads
of the country has given to the
trade an excellent opportunity
for the profitable sale of Railroad
Watches.

111111111111111111811111111111111111111110

We can furnish promptly and
satisfactorily the trade needs in
this line all the standard grades
that meet the railroad inspection
requirements, together with the
standard lines of dust and damp-
proof cases specially adapted
for railroad service.

A large and varied assortment of models and effects ranging from the
plain to the very elaborate extra heavy

14 South Tenth Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Hunting and Open-Face. Full Bascine. French
Bow. High-class engine-turning over center and
backs. Moderately priced.

Hunting and Open-Face. Full Bascine. French
Bow. Plain, Satin and Roman in a large variety
of weights and prices.

Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Illustrating a series consisting of several hundred
different patterns. Rich in color effects. High-
class goods at popular prices.

Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Representing a series consisting of a large number
of patterns. The model is somewhat larger in
diameter than G 22731 C. Good weight. Moder-
ately priced.

Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Art Nouveau
Bows. Raised colored gold ornamentation on
effective backgrounds. Rich in color contrasts.
Heavy cases. Priced considerably less than what
is asked for similar goods. Your attention is par-
ticularly called to this line, which consists of a
number of attractive patterns. Complete assort-
ment now on the market.

Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Art Nouveau
Bow. Extra Heavy Cases. Rich Renaissance
appliques of chromatic gold. Very elaborate high-
class cases.
Diamond Set Cases: Single Stone Star Set, Cres-
cents, Fleur-de-lis, Fancy Cluster Patterns, Fancy
Engraved Single Stone Star Set, and Cluster
Patterns.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583' ; THOUSANDTHS FINE fl

A BOON TO AUTOISTS, YACHTSMAN, RAILROAD MEN OR ALL NIGHT WORKERS
THIS REPEATER WATCH enables you to tell the exact time on the darkest night. Convenient when traveling, motoring or when lying awake in bed. Take theRepeater out of your pocket or from under your pillow, press the little device which starts the mechanism, and a clear-toned chime begins to ring the hour, the quartersand then the minutes. It is a first-class timepiece, 14 jewels, Russian " Niel " silver or high-grade engine-turned or plain gold-filled case, as may be preferred.RETAIL SELLING PRICE—Niel Silver Cage, $50 Gold Filled Cage,.00 $55.00

A WATCH WHICH YOU CAN SELL AT A GOOD PROFIT TO YOU

NEWMAN CLOCK COMPAN

GUARANTEE IN CAP

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED NEWMAN WATCHMAN'S CLOCK, AUTO CLOCKS AND HIGH-GRADE CLOCK SPECIALTIES.
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TO THE BUYER
You can INCREASE YOUR SALES
if you buy the most desirable line. This
is what you will get if you see our line of

Jewel Cases, Clocks
Candles, Candelabras
Smoking Sets
Glass Tobacco, Cigar,
Puff and Pomade Jars
Desk Sets
Trays, Fern Dishes
Hat Pin Holders, etc., etc.

and give us your orders for 1909.

We have a lot of things new and
interesting to show you that will bear
the most exacting demands of the Retail
Jeweler.

THE BRAINARD
& WILSON CORP.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE

DANBURY CONN.
NEW YORK OFFICE-621 BROADWAY, ROOM 531

WE DESIGN AND MAKE SOUVENIRS
Send for our Catalogue
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February, 1909 T H E

The Show Window
Elsewhere in this issue we have referred

at some length to the window display possi-
bilities of the present month. On this page is
shown a very prettily designed valentine dis-
play for which we are indebted to the Mer-
chants' Record and Show Window. The back-
ground was bright red with the exception of
the middle section, which was white. In the
center stood "Miss Valentine" dressed in a
white gown covered with small red hearts.
She had a large heart made of apple blossoms,
and proved the central attraction. At each
side was a small boy dressed in white aiming
an arrow at the central figure. The design
of the background is so self evident that no
description is needed. For the remainder, the
display was made up of a careful and artistic
arrangement of valentines of all kinds and
prices.

An idea for which we are also indebted
to the Merchants' Record and Show Window
and which could be utilized to advantage by
many jewelers, especially those connected
with the time inspection service or located in
railroad centers, is shown in the illustration
below. Some time ago the Board of Trade,
of Nashville, Tenn., inaugurated what is
called, "Made in Nashville Week." All of
the leading stores in the city loaned their
windows to the manufacturers for the display
of home-made goods. Prizes were offered
for the best displays and this window cap-
tured the first premium of $35 in gold and
the blue ribbon out of more than one hundred
displays. The sidewalk outside the window
was one continuous "jam" from morning till
night, and as an ad and an attraction it was
a winner.

The entire cost of the display with the
exception of one night and day required to
put it in, was $10. The scenery used was
painted with water colors on sign cloth. It
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A tasteful valentine display

Diagram of locomotive design

937
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was made as follows : The engine was very
easily constructed, taking two wooden circles
three feet in diameter and joining them to-
gether with three-foot laths to make the
boiler. The laths were first covered with
cardboard and then with sign cloth which was
painted black.

When the boiler had been completed it
was placed upon two boxes covered with
black calica which made them invisible when
the window was completed. The rods on the
sides of the engine were old window fixtures
and the air brake was a piece of old garden
hose. The cowcatcher was made of boards
painted black and the cylinder heads were pie
tins with the bolts and nuts painted on. The
head light as well as the two side lamps and
the switch that appears in the foreground
were borrowed from the railroad company.
In the head light was a powerful Tungsten
lamp and in each of the side lights and the
switch lamp was a 32 C. p. incandescent. The
background of the window was a scenic drop
(a) which was painted to represent the mouth

of a tunnel from which the locomotive was sup-
posed to be emerging. Back of the opening cut in
the first drop to represent the mouth of the tunnel
was a second drop which was painted to represent
the engine cab. Strips of timber painted black
represented the rails, which were laid on other
larger pieces which took the place of ties.

The bottom of the window was covered with
green calico covered with pebbles, stones and moss.
There was a regulation switch at one side and a
little farther from the track was a signal post with
one of the semaphores set to stop the train. On
the opposite side a "Telegraph Office" was painted
with the usual bulletin board, etc. At the top of
the window were three painted drops representing
the sky. In front was a pile of overall goods
which was used to conceal a fan which kept the
flags on the front of the engine in motion. The
two figures were dressed to represent the engineer
and fireman and the papers in the hand of the
former were genuine train orders of the L. & N.
Railroad. The ceiling of the window was concealed
by three small drops painted pale blue. These
drops are represented by b b b in the small sketch.

The jeweler might very appropriately show a
large watch dial on front of the locomotive and,
of course, the engineer and fireman should be
comparing their watches. A placard could an-
flounce that jeweler Smith was the railroad watch-
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if you buy the most desirable line. This
is what you will get if you see our line of

Jewel Cases, Clocks
Candles, Candelabras
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at some length to the window display possi-
bilities of the present month. On this page is
shown a very prettily designed valentine dis-
play for which we are indebted to the Mer-
chants' Record and Show Window. The back-
ground was bright red with the exception of
the middle section, which was white. In the
center stood "Miss Valentine" dressed in a
white gown covered with small red hearts.
She had a large heart made of apple blossoms,
and proved the central attraction. At each
side was a small boy dressed in white aiming
an arrow at the central figure. The design
of the background is so self evident that no
description is needed. For the remainder, the
display was made up of a careful and artistic
arrangement of valentines of all kinds and
prices.

An idea for which we are also indebted
to the Merchants' Record and Show Window
and which could be utilized to advantage by
many jewelers, especially those connected
with the time inspection service or located in
railroad centers, is shown in the illustration
below. Some time ago the Board of Trade,
of Nashville, Tenn., inaugurated what is
called, "Made in Nashville Week." All of
the leading stores in the city loaned their
windows to the manufacturers for the display
of home-made goods. Prizes were offered
for the best displays and this window cap-
tured the first premium of $35 in gold and
the blue ribbon out of more than one hundred
displays. The sidewalk outside the window
was one continuous "jam" from morning till
night, and as an ad and an attraction it was
a winner.

The entire cost of the display with the
exception of one night and day required to
put it in, was $10. The scenery used was
painted with water colors on sign cloth. It
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was made as follows: The engine was very
easily constructed, taking two wooden circles
three feet in diameter and joining them to-
gether with three-foot laths to make the
boiler. The laths were first covered with
cardboard and then with sign cloth which was
painted black.

When the boiler had been completed it
was placed upon two boxes covered with
black calica which made them invisible when
the window was completed. The rods on the
sides of the engine were old window fixtures
and the air brake was a piece of old garden
hose. The cowcatcher was made of boards
painted black and the cylinder heads were pie
tins with the bolts and nuts painted on. The
head light as well as the two side lamps and
the switch that appears in the foreground
were borrowed from the railroad company.
In the head light was a powerful Tungsten
lamp and in each of the side lights and the
switch lamp was a 32 c. p. incandescent. The
background of the window was a scenic drop
(a) which was painted to represent the mouth

of a tunnel from which the locomotive was sup-
posed to be emerging. Back of the opening cut in
the first drop to represent the mouth of the tunnel
was a second drop which was painted to represent
the engine cab. Strips of timber painted black
represented the rails, which were laid on other
larger pieces which took the place of ties.

The bottom of the window was covered with
green calico covered with pebbles, stones and moss.
There was a regulation switch at one side and a
little farther from the track was a signal post with
one of the semaphores set to stop the train. On
the opposite side a "Telegraph Office" was painted
with the usual bulletin board, etc. At the top of
the window were three painted drops representing
the sky. In front was a pile of overall goods
which was used to conceal a fan which kept the
flags on the front of the engine in motion. The
two figures were dressed to represent the engineer
and fireman the papers in the hand of the
former were genuine train orders of the L. & N.
Railroad. The ceiling of the window was concealed
by three small drops painted pale blue. These
drops are represented by b b b in the small sketch.

The jeweler might very appropriately show a
large watch dial on front of the locomotive and,
of course, the engineer and fireman should be
comparing their watches. A placard could an-
nounce that jeweler Smith was the railroad watch-
man.
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INDIVIDUALITY IN COMB STYLES
Fashionable—Comfortable—Serviceable

A SHAPE FOR EVERY HEAD. Set with sparkling rhinestones warranted to

retain their brilliancy.
We use a four-prong setting mounted
on heavy shell or amber combs.
Our combs have style. A large assortment
of new patterns for Spring now ready.
They will be in demand by women who
pride themselves on being correct in every
detail of their apparel.

We also carry a complete line of stone-
set hat pins, hair barrettes and
sash pins, made up in smart de-
signs that wear well.

WE WILL GLADLY SEND
ON APPROVAL, PREPAID,
MEMORANDUM PACK-
AGE TO RELIABLE

CONCERNS

JOSEPH W. HELLER

r
Manufacturing Jeweler of White Stone Novelties

59 Page Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

'

%

C. A. MARSH C& CO.
Makers of HIGH-GRADE GOLD FILLED JEWELRY

CHAINS

VESTS DICKENS PONIES

LORGNETTES NECKS

FOBS
Trade-Mk.

BRACELETS

A line that's a leader with

Quality, Reputation and

Style its Feature.

C. A. M. c& CO. on your goods mean something —Reliability, Satisfaction, Increased Trade

F 471 01220

A. P. WOOD
420 So. Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Pacific Coast Reprasentatio,
I) 1019 D 1024 I) 1006

F 519111157

Office and

Factory:

Attleboro,

Mass.

February, 1909 THE

CINCINNATI
LETTER ,

With the advent of the new
A Bright year the Cincinnati jewelry
Outlook trade have settled down to the

conviction that the twelve
months will have something in store for them
which will be worth the striving for. The retail
trade has discovered that, on account of the splen-
did holiday business, its balance for the year was
not so far out of line after all, and, as trade the
past month has been much better than usual for
this time of the year, and the prospects for a nice
spring trade are good, a much better feeling pre-
vails than for months past. No retailer thinks
otherwise than that there will be plenty of busi-
ness for all during the coming twelve months, and
many local retailers are already buying quite
freely to prepare for the spring demand, which
they feel certain will eventuate. In the improved
order of general business, the retail trade has
hopes for much better business this year than last,
and, so far, there is nothing on the business
horizon which indicates, in the slightest degree,
that there will be any financial troubles to go
through with this year as there were a year agO.

The wholesale trade reports
Wholesalers that the new year opened up
Satisfied splendidly. Many firms have

their men on the road, and
others are preparing to send their men out in a
few days. The advance guard are already sending
in good business and report conditions favorable
for a good spring trade and a generally good
business for the entire year. The manufacturing
trade is just beginning to feel the increased de-
mand for goods, and the prospects are, at this
time, that the manufacturers here will soon have
all the business they can well care for. The
rumor that the present Congress will tamper with
the tariff has affected general business conditions
to some extent, but the jewelry trade has faith in
the business possibilities of the coming months
and is preparing and getting ready to take care
of the demand as rapidly as it develops. The
entire situation is very satisfactory.

A. J. Thoma, of Thoma Brothers, dealers in
jewelers' tools and supplies, said his house is an-
ticipating a big improvement in business. Mr.
Thoma said his firm is late in getting its traveling
men on the road because of the fact that they are
adding to their lines watch movements and cases.
Mr: Thoma said business for December exceeded
their fondest expectations, that the outlook for
this year is very good, and that he expects the
year igo9 to he a very profitable one to the entire
trade. The firm has increased its force by taking
on three extra men in the office and putting Carl
Thoma, the youngest member of the firm, on
the road.

.Mr. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Co., dealers
in jewelers' tools and supplies, said trade has
opened up splendidly for the year. The firm's
men are all on the road and are meeting with fine
success. The mail orders are continuing to be
good, and Mr. Solar said that his house feels un-
mistakably the stronger beat of the business pulse.
He looks forward to "an extremely good year," he
said, and is preparing to meet all demands which
may be made upon his firm for goods'.

Charles Theye, of Theodore Neuhaus & Co.,
manufacturing jewelers, said business is very fair
with this firm. He considers the outlook for the
year as being very favorable and said there
should, and probably will, be a nice spring trade.
He stated that his firm experienced a very good
year last year, considering the conditions, and
that the present year has all the earmarks of being
a very good one. The house is expecting to close
some nice contracts in a short time, and Mr.
Theye said he has all his men at work full time,
as usual.

Theodore Creutz, of the Crentz Plating Com-
pany, repairers and platers of silverware, said
business was very good with his company, and
that he and his employees have been rushed to
death to turn out the orders which have piled in
upon them. The firm has added two extra men
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to. its force to meet the increased business. Mr.
Creutz said January, February and March are,
usually, not very busy months in his line and that
he is unable to explain this rush of business,
unless it is due to the fact that many families are
having old ware repaired and having new ware
fixed up. The firm is installing iron tanks in
place of the wooden ones which served their needs
in past years. Mr. Creutz said he believes iron
tanks will give much better results than wooden
ones.. The firm installed a dust-collecting system
of pipes in its plant some time ago and is de-
lighted with the good results obtained. The new
order of things is much appreciated by the work-
men. As the firm could not find in the market a
style of hood for the polishing wheels, Mr. Creutz
designed hoods himself, which are, without a
doubt, a fine departure from the prevailing style
of makes now on the market. The hoods can be
taken apart, a convenient feature.

Arne Dorst, of the Dorst Company, manu-
facturing jewelers, said business has been very
fair with his firm, and that demand has held up
well as compared with the firm's December busi-
ness. He said business is as good as usual for
January, and that January started out fine. He
believes his firm will experience a very good
year and that when the twelve months are past
results will be very satisfactory.

Henry Rattermann, Jr., until the present time
a salesman in the Frank Herschede Company's
big jewelry store on Fourth Street, has severed
his connections with that firm and intends to em-
bark in the retail jewelry business for himself.
Mr. Rattermann has leased the storeroom at 146
East Fourth Street for a period of five years,
paying, it is said, over $1o,000 for the term. He
will secure possession of the room on March 1st,
and will soon afterward open a retail jewelry
store. Mr. Rattermann is•now buying his stock.

Arne Dorst, Scratcher of Cincinnati Nest, No.
2, of Ku-Kus, has announced to his befeathered
friends and brothers that there will be special
"doings" for the membership, January 29th, at the
North Cincinnati Turner Hall. A special enter-
tainment has been arranged, the exact nature of
which is being kept a deep, dark secret.

Gebhardt 'Brothers, diamond importers and
manufacturing jewelers, reported business as
moving along very nicely. The firm considers the
outlook fine for a good business and said the de-
mand for special work was booming. They see,
on the business horizon, no indications of a slump
this year, and are preparing for a big trade.
Diamonds, they say, are in good demand.

William Helwig, of William Helwig Son's
Company, manufacturers of badges and em-
bossers, reported business as being rather quiet,
but added that indications point to better demand
for his line of goods later on. He said he did
a fine business up to a month ago, that he has
estimates on a number of good contracts and that
he hopes to land several of them.

Peter Henry, head surgeon at the "watch
case hospital," said he is doing very nicely, • that
plenty of business is coming in and that the. out-
look for a good year's business is very promising.

J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
reported business as having opened up very nicely.
He said his firm got off at the crack of the pistol
this year in the race for business, and that it
expects to finish well in the lead. He said the
year looks good to him, that he believes there will
be a nice spring trade and that the fall trade will
prove to be "a corker." His firm, he said, has all
the work it can do and has in view a number of
good contracts. Mr. Miller landed the contract
for from 12,000 to 15,000 pieces of work for the
international turnfest, which will take place in
Cincinnati in June.

George H. Newstedt, well-known Fourth
Street jeweler, said the first week after the holi-
day rush proved to be a very gratifying one for
him. Hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of
bond coupons were clipped in Cincinnati on the
first of the year, and this money, being held by
persons of means, largely contributed to the
jewelry interests in Cincinnati, much of it finding
its way into the jewelers' tills in payment for
various articles of personal adornment or in
articles for the household. Mr. Newstedt said the
prospects for a good spring business are all right
and that he has been buying heavily for the spring
trade. He said he expects to do a good year's

business and that this year has started out differ-
ent from last, inasmuch as he is buying stock now,
whereas a year ago he was not.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co., big wholesalers in
Elm Street, reported that the new year started off
fine for their hnn. The management says it does
not expect business to improve with a jump, but,
on the contrary, that it will improve gradually.
They expect a better business year this twelve
months than last year proved to be, although they
admit that Christmas trade helped materially
toward swelling the firm's balance in the cash
book. The management said it had not put its
men on the road yet as there is nothing gained by
rushing salesmen out soon after the first of the
year, retailers not having had time to make up
their minds just what they want to purchase so
soon after the holidays. The men will be sent out
in February.

Friends of Miss Lotta McIntyre, popular
saleswoman at the George H. Newstedt's retail
jewelry store, are extending sympathy by reason
of the death of Miss McIntyre's mother. The
trade offers its sincere condolences.

The Duhme Jewelry Company's auction sale
of its stock was brought to a close January 9th.
The sale was conducted by Auctioneer James L.
Hand, Jr., during the entire holiday season, and
the management decided to carry it over into the
new year, but later concluded to bring it to a close.

The Oskamp Jewelry Company, which con-
ducted an auction sale of its stock during the holi-
days, is doing business at the old stand. The
firm has called its auction off and announces it
will continue to do business at its present location,
at least until its lease expires, which will be a
year from this coming March. A tobacco com-
pany has leased the storeroom and the jewelry
firm expected to be out by March of this year, but
has changed its mind.

Mr. Plaut, of A. & J. Plant, big Fourth Street
retailers and wholesalers, said business has been
very good for his firm, considering that it is the
first part of a new year. He predicts the spring
trade will be satisfactory. As to the wholesale
trade outlook, Mr. Plant said prospects are bright
in the agricultural districts in the South, with the
exception of districts where the boll weavil in-
jured the cotton crop. He also predicts that busi-
ness in Kentucky will be good for the jewelry
trade as some millions of money has been dropped
there during the past month or two by the Ameri-
can Tobacco Company purchasing the stored-up
tobacco crops of the State. He said this will make
a fine spring business. As to the trade in Ohio
and Indiana, he said it is not as good as could be
wished for, as Ohio is pretty well worked out by
jewelry salesmen, and as the general manufactur-
ing and other business has not opened up as
quickly as it was expected it would. Mr. Plaut
announced that Ohio and Indiana, which were
formerly covered by A. C. Topfert, will hereafter
be looked after by Abe Solomon, who formerly
had Kentucky and West Virginia and a part of
Indiana and Ohio for his territory. Mr. Topfert
has severed his connection with the firm.

Lee Horn, the energetic and successful sales-
man for Lindenberg & Fox, started on the road,
January 20th, to cover West Virginia and North
Carolina. He predicts a nice spring trade. Mr.
Horn said neck chains with gold tassels, or with
pendants set in coral or amethyst, are in good
demand. Belt pins of all descriptions, some set
with semi-precious stones, some cygnets and some
adorned with bunches of grapes, and in old rose,
roman and green finish, are predicted as good sell-
ers. Heavy gold rope chains will also go well,
Mr. Horn predicted, as will also brilliant hat pins
in all shapes, which have been in good demand
since November. Coral and jade brooch pins will
also move easily.

A. G. Schwab & Sons, wholesale jewelers, re-
ported that business opened up nicely the first of
the new year. Its men were getting their stocks
ready to go on the road. The management stated
that the outlook is very good and that everything
points to a good spring trade. The firm's travel-
ing force remains the same, Julian C. Schwab
covering Ohio and the South ; Herbert C. Schwab
looking after Indiana and Illinois, Isaac Schroder
caring for the Southern trade, Jesse Ray looking
after the Louisiana and Texas patrons, and Louis
Lange traveling in West Virginia and Ohio.

(Continued on page 239)
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Despite the industrial depres-
Industrial sion that affected Indiana dur-

ing the early months of fgo8
and the uncertainty over the

iPnr:sgitrleeisistial election, there has been asubstantial
increase in the number of her industries and or-
ganization of manufacturing concerns. The num-
ber of factories now in the State is in excess of
0500 and the total amount of money invested in
manufacturing concerns is $400,500,000. The an-
imal value of Indiana factory products is in ex-
cess of $394,165,383, and the amount paid out an-
nually to wage earners is in excess of $72,178,000.
The new year opened with a noticeable increase in
industrial activity throughout the State.

J. E. Reagan, manager of Baldwin-Miller
Company, reports their holiday business as very
satisfactory. December was 25 per cent. better,
than the same month of 1907, and the entire busi-
ness for 1908 showed an increase of 2o per cent.
over the previous year. He considers the pros-
pects for the jewelers for 19o9 as the best they
have ever had. By January f8th their traveling
force started on the road with a full spring line of
goods. A full line of optical goods has been
added to the material department, under the man-
agement of M. J. Bieber. February 1st, D. Rex
Freeman, formerly of Greencastle, Ind., will be
added to the house force in the jewelry depart-
ment. The firm will make no changes in their
traveling force, retaining all the old travelers.

Henry C. Schergens, an East
An Amusing 
Incident 

Washington Street jeweler, had
an amusing experience with
one of his Christmas custom-

ers. A young man came into the store one day
and asked to be shown some small-size watches,
remarking that he wanted to make his girl a nice
present. ..fle made a careful selection, paid for it
and departed a very well-satisfied man. About a
week later, early one morning, he rushed into the
store and began to abuse Mr. Schergens, declaring
that he had been played a very shabby trick, that
his girl had refused to marry him and that her
family were all down on him for giving her a
second-hand watch. Mr. Schergens told him that
he was mistaken, that the watch was not second-
hand; in fact, he never sold any but perfectly new
watches. The indignant youth piled on more
abuse, saying, "Now you know you tried to get off
an old watch on me. Why, didn't it have another
girl's name engraved on it? That is what caused
all the trouble. Guess you forgot to take the name
“fl this time." The watch was examined, and, sure
enough, there was the name of the movement,
which was that of the wife of a famous Revolu-
tionary hero and general. Mr. Schergens began
to smile, when his customer cried, "Oh, you think
it a jokel Why, my girl's folks think I once gave
that same watch to that there girl and I never
heard of her." After many watches had been ex-
amined and Mr. Schergens had carefully ex-
plained the real meaning of the troublesome name,
the young man departed to see if he could "make
good" with his jealous lady love. No doubt the
matter was amicably settled (out of court), as Mr.
Schergens has seen no more of the young man.

John M. Studebaker, the well-
known manufacturer of South
Bend, Ind., was recently ten-
dered b y  th ea 

citizens
reception   o f and u 

South
131, 
en at the Oliver Hotel

and Mishawaka, Ind., when a gold album was
presented to him. The testimonial is appropri-
ately inscribed as a tribute to Mr. Studebaker's
worth as a man and a citizen and in recognition
of his broad philanthropy. The gift, in the form
of. a solid gold album (7 inches long and 5 inches
wide), is a splendid and lasting example of the
goldsmith's and engraver's craftsmanship. The
album is of t8 K. gold and weighs 50 ounces. On
the outside front cover is the date of Mr. Stude-
baker's birth and of the year t9o8. Inside
the. cover is a likeness of Mr. Studebaker in has
relief, surrounded by an oak vine, denoting

A Regal
Gift

KEYSTONE

strength. On the inside opposite the cover in has
relief is a likeness of Mrs. Studebaker, sur-
rounded by a vine of lilies and roses, denoting
love. and purity. On one side of the center leaf is
the inscription of the sentiments of citizens to Mr.
Studebaker. On the other side of the center leaf
is the figure of Fame in bas relief, with the star of
success containing a diamond just above the head
of the figure. Near the base of the figure is an
outline of the present Studebaker plant. Just over
it is another outline of the old familiar blacksmith
shop in Pennsylvania. On the outside of the back
cover is the Studebaker motto and trade-mark
armed with the Latin quotation, "Labor omnia
Vincit." The album has a gold clasp in which is
set a diamond. It is enclosed in a rosewood gold-
hinged box, lined with royal purple plush.

Travelers' 
Three hundred traveling men
from all parts of the State at-

Convention tended the thirty-fourth annual
convention of The Indiana

Commercial Travelers' Association, held at the
Claypool Hotel, in this city, December 26, 1908.
The attendance was the largest and most enthu-
siastic in years. Among the new directors elected
was John T. Gardner, traveler for Baldwin-Miller
Company. The annual ball was given in the palm
room of the Claypool. John T. Gardner, chair-
man of the Committee on Arrangements; Charles
W. Lauer, on the Invitation Committee; Howard
W. White, on the Dancing Committee, and Joseph
E. Reagan, on the Reception Committee, were rep-
resentatives of the jewelry trade who did much to
make the occasion one of great enjoyment and a
pronounced success.

A troubled conscience was the medium
through which a well-known jewelry firm of this
city recovered a valuable diamond brooch, which
had been stolen from the store many months ago.
The guilty man, who was never suspected of the
theft, became conscience stricken and returned the
stone. He was also anxious to pay for the mount-
ing,. which he said he had destroyed in order to
prevent detection. The firm, satisfied with the re-
turn of the stone, refused to give the matter any
publicity.

Ikko Matsumoto had all the fine special work
that he could possibly handle for the Christmas
trade and has noticed very little let-up since then.
He predicts that t9o9 will be a good year for the
manufacturing jeweler, especially on fine hand-
made pieces that are gaining in appreciation and
demand.

The A. P. Craft Company find that working
over hours did not end with the Christmas trade.
Work has been coming in faster than ever since
the first of the year. Last year was the biggest
year the firm has ever had. Possibly that might be
due to the popularity of their extensive line of
emblem goods, especially in emblem rings. This
line will be given greater attention during the
present year and additional travelers are now
showing the goods all over the country.

When John T. Gardner, traveling representa-
tive for Baldwin-Miller Company, starts out on
the road hustling for 19°9 business, his customers
will be dazzled by the flashes of light that radiate
from his left hand. Mr. Gardner is wearing a
6 C. diamond ring, and all because he is a favorite
of the "God of Luckiness." For over a year H.
E. Kinnear, jeweler of Marion, Ind., .has been
selling chances at $1 each on the big diamond that
belonged to one of his friends. Mr. Gardner held
one chance. The raffle came off on New Year's
Eve at the Francis Hotel in Kokomo, Ind. The
next day Mr. Gardner was notified that he held
the winning ticket. The big diamond, brilliant
and of a good color, flashes ahead the news that
"John is coming," and his friends wonder where
his luck will end, but everyone is rejoicing with
him, for a more popular man never traveled out
of Indianapolis. On Mr. Gardner is said to
have given up the habit of wearing gloves.

J. E. Evard, on East Market Street, reported
a very satisfactory business during the holidays
and a gratifying increase ever since he started in
business sixteen months ago. Mr. Evard was for-
merly chief watchmaker with J. C. Walk & Son.

Charles Snavely, 347 West Washington Street,
was damaged to the amount of $5o by a fire that
occurred in the room over his store during the
week between Christmas and New Year. Water
leaked down through the ceiling, damaging show
cases and fixtures. Mr. Snavely congratulated
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himself that the lire (lid not reach him and that it
did not occur during the Chrjstmas shopping.
He recovered insurance for the water damage.

Horace A. Comstock, on East Washington
Street, began the New Year by a clearance sale
that continued during the month of January.

Mr. Grohs, of The I. Grohs Jewelry Company,
made a purchasing trip to the New York market
the first of the year. The firm has put an addi-
tional man on the road, Ernest Taylor, who will
represent them in Northern Indiana.

H. L. Rost, a genial gentleman and an en-
terprising jeweler of Columbus, Ind., was in the
city early last month. He smilingly reported his
Christmas trade as excellent and that the year had
wound up in a highly satisfactory manner.

The wholesale tool and material house of
Hoffman & Lauer reports a very satisfactory
trade during last year. The year opened up in
fine shape and full of promise. The firm talk of
further enlarging their quarters in the State Life
Building. Additional space has been taken several
times, but more is needed.

E. C. Stokes has bought out the watch repair
business formerly conducted by George S. Kern
in the State Life Building. Mr. Stokes had been
in charge of the shop for some time. He will con-
tinue in the same room, No. 615, and will do the
high-grade trade watch work for which the Kern
shop has been noted. He has associated with him
Raymond H. Mauzey, formerly watchmaker with
G. V. Brown, at Flora, Ind.

Harry Reed, son of J. H. Reed, has been
elected orator of the Hoosier Lodge, No. 394,
Royal Arcanum.

George S. Kern, who sold his watch repair
business to E. C. Stokes, January 1st, will devote
all his attention to his retail jewelry store at 7
North Meridian Street. Increasing retail business
necessitated the change. Allan J. Pickett, who
has been with Mr. Kern for several years, and
Charles Murphy will do bench work for Mr. Kern
in his retail store.

A meeting was called of the Executive Com-
mittee of The Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association
to meet in this city to fix a date and arrange a
programme for the annual meeting of the asso-
ciation. The meeting was attended by President
C. Z. Rowe, Argos, and J. H. Reed and H. H.
Bishop, of Indianapolis; J. A. Oswald, Craw-
fordsville; E. M. Wilhite, Danville, and J. S. Hes-
selbrook, Loogootee. The annual meeting of the
association will be held at the Claypool Hotel, in
this city, February 23d and 24th. An excellent
programme was planned, but will not be an-
nounced until the speakers selected accept.

The association will urge the Legislature to
enact a law prohibiting the fraudulent advertising
of watches or jewelry. The retail jewelers con-
tend that a number of concerns outside of the
State are advertising watches and jewelry and de-
scribe them in such language that would tend to
deceive the public. Such advertisements not only
take business away from the legitimate jeweler
but places him in a wrong light when he asks for
a fair price for reliable goods. At the annual
meeting action will probably be taken on some
plan for the establishment of a watchmakers'
school in this city for a period of one week each
year, where all watchmakers in the State may
receive free instructions from experts. The meet-
ing promises to be of interest and importance.

Charles B. Dyer, of The Arts and Crafts
Shop, has begun preparations for the forming of
parties that he will personally conduct on Euro-
pean tours during the summer months. His suc-
cess of the past two summers is a safe guarantee
for the next tour.

J. C. Sipe's diamond and jewelry salesroom
was the most attractive in the city during the holi-
days. Following his annual custom Mr. Sipe had
the large room beautifully decorated with Christ-
mas garlands and bunches of holly. In addition
to these he had hung on the wall the mounted
heads of an enormous elk and two beautiful
mountain goats that he had killed during his last
hunting trip in the Rocky Mountains. On the
floor was a huge bear skin that had once covered
a victim of Mr. Sipe's deadly aim.

William A. Lorentz, a watchmaker on South
Illinois Street, has been made master of finance of
Indianapolis Lodge, No. 56, Knights of Pythias.

(Continued on page 289)
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Gift Rosaries
In Fine Jewels 

Most suitable gift-stock for the pre-

lenten and Easter seasons is the

richly-mounted jeweled rosaries now

so popular. In these goods quality

and richness are much more of a

consideration than price, and there

are large profits in handling them.

Their sale will add to your prestige

and attract a fine class of trade.

Get a supply
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EASTER
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Selection Package
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Walter Schildman, stock manager for Linden-

berg & Fox, has developed into quite an artist.

He presented some of his office friends with some
of his handiworks for Christmas presents. A
landscape in pastel is one of his especially clever
works.

Wallenstein, Mayer & Co. reported the whole-

sale trade as being very satisfactory. All the
firm's men are on the road and were sending in
good orders last month. The firm announced it
expects to do a nice spring business.

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, celebrated
his fifth wedding anniversary, January 4th, at his
home, and had for his guests some of the local
jewelry trade.

Burton Fox, of Fox Brothers, diamond deal-
ers, said the new year's business opened up even
better than the firm expected.

Sol Fox, of Fox Brothers, accompanied by
Mrs. Fox, spent two weeks on a pleasure trip in
Washington and Philadelphia the latter part of
January.

C. S. Bennett, with Frank Herschede, the big
Fourth Street jeweler, said the firm's holiday busi-
ness exceeded expectations, that collections were
coming in fine and that business was exceedingly
good for January. The firm got a good start in
the new year, he said, and there should be a good
spring trade.

J. F. Kramer, silver buyer for Frank
Herschede, and John A. Herschede, of the
Herschede Hall Clock Company, attended the
jewelers' banquet in Chicago, January 18th.

Frank Herschede has moved into his hand-
some new home in Reading Road. The house is
constructed of cut Newcastle stone and is pro-
nounced, by all who have admired it, as one of
the most beautiful in that aristocratic suburb.

J. Charles Becker, of the Philadelphia Watch
Case Company, said business was very good, that
the new year opened up nicely for his company
and that indications point to a good spring de-
mand.

Mr. Chaffee, of Albert Brothers, a traveling
jewelry salesman, has severed his connections with
the firm and has gone to Boston to embark in
another line of business.

John C. Daller, of the Clemens, Oskamp Com-
pany, reported a very nice trade and said demand
is holding up well. Orders for goods were coming
in in goodly numbers, calling for a general line
of goods. FIe believes the spring trade will be
good as soon as the new national administration
takes office and gets the country's affairs running
along smoothly. There are indications, he said,
that the railroads of the country will resume
operations, giving work to thousands of men, and
that general business will soon open up with
a vim.

Bingaman & Co., diamond jewelers, reported
diamonds are in good demand, that the firm did a
fine Christmas business, that smaller articles were
In demand, but that it has been selling so many
of them that the general result is quite satisfac-
tory. Demand will continue good for some time
to come, the firm predicts.

James K. and S. C. Bingaman \ vill go to
Washington, D. C., to attend the inauguration of
President-elect William H. Taft, their fellow
townsman.

The Crown Jewelry Company, Vine Street,
said business was a little slow following the holi-
day season, but that indications point to a good
spring demand and a generally profitable year.

C. E. Richter, of Richter & Phillips, said the
firm's December business was excellent and that
he anticipates a very good spring trade. The
firm has added a new man to its force, S. J.
young,.who will cover the South. "The new year
is starting off nicely and it looks as if it is going
to be a big year for us," said Mr. Richter.

Albert Cohen was appointed receiver, January
13th, for A. A. Spiegel & Co., wholesale jewelers
lii .the Neave Building. The partners, A. A.
Spiegel and Morris Play, say, in their petition,
that they cannot agree as to the conduct of the
business, but that they do agree on the application
for a receiver to settle the business and 'dissolve
the partnership. The assets and liabilities arc
given at $20,000.

H KEYSTC_INE

A. Valentine, of Sadler, Richter & Co., a new
jewelry house, of Chicago, called on the Cincin-
nati trade the latter part of January. Mr. Valen-
tine said the firm has nine men on the road, that
it will make a specialty of ladies' collars and
belts, and that it will put on six more men later
in the season. Mr. Valentine said he was enjoying
a very successful trip.

After three months' liberty, following five
years in the Government penitentiary at Leaven-
worth, Kans., Thomas W. Smock has again been
taken in charge and is being held to answer to
having swindled a number of Cincinnati jewelers
several years ago. Smock was sentenced to five
years for having robbed the postoffice at Min-
tern, Ala. It was the money order blanks stolen
there which he passed on the Cincinnati jewelers.
He was at his home near Indianapolis when ar-
rested by a Federal deputy marshal and brought
t.o Cincinnati for trial.

Prentiss C. Tiller, charged with stealing a
tray of diamonds from the Michie jewelry store,
on Vine Street, near Fifth Street, in 189o, has
been found guilty of robbery and sentenced to the
penitentiary for seven years. The case was taken
into the courts recently on his claim that the
charge should have been larceny instead of rob-
bery, but the State's attorneys proved Tiller
pushed the proprietor of the store in getting out
of the door, this constituting an act of violence,
so the sentence stands as originally imposed.

Indianapolis Letter

(Continued from page 237)

A. R. Gray, of Gray, Gribben & Gray, in
speaking of their holiday business, said, "Our
Christmas trade exceeded our anticipations. I
look for a steady but gradual increase in the
jewelry trade during the first six months of 19o9
and after that I expect six months of old-time
prosperity."

J. H. Reed enjoyed a fine holiday trade. His
stock was complete and a large force of clerks were
able to attend to the wants of all customers. Mr.
Reed is a firm believer in the wisdom of having
plenty of extra help during the holiday shopping
season. He argues that the money laid out in extra
salaries is well invested when every person who
comes into the store is given prompt and attentive
service. Miss Wilcox, one of Mr. Reed's experi-
enced clerks, met with a painful accident on New
Year's Eve, when she fell over a lot of old gas
pipes left on the street and sustained injuries that
laid her up for some time.

Clawson's Jewelry and Optical Parlors re-
cently opened in Muncie, Ind. The firm expect to
do a general jewelry and optical business.

J. L. Losey, jeweler, of South Bend, Ind., was
elected, January 5th, Treasurer of The Supreme
Nest, Order of Owls.

E. T. Barnes, of Spencer, Ind., has bought the
stock of S. H. Sterchi, of Terre Haute, Ind., and
will add it to his stock at Spencer.

J. F. Kiser, Muncie, Ind., was met at one of
the local jobbing houses a few days after the New
Year. He had experienced a splendid Christmas
trade, better than he had dared to hope, although
he is of an optimistic temperament. During the
holiday season Mr. Kiser ran a full-page adver-
tisement in the Muncie Star. He owns his store
building, which is out of the high rent district, and
has enlarged and remodeled it twice within a year.
Mr. Kiser runs his store after the fashion of city
merchants. His stock is large and varied. Dur-

ing Christmas week it was tastefully decorated
and guarded by a big policeman. His New Year's
greeting, handsome calendars, were eagerly
sought for.

Charles W. Lauer & Co. had a most successful
holiday trade. The year's business was a big in-

crease over last year. By February ist the firm
will have their travelers on the road with a fine

line of spring goods. The store force has been
increased. During the first week of January a
few changes were made in the arrangement of
fixtures to accommodate the big hall fire and bur-
glar-proof safe that was so large that it had to be
hoisted up the elevator shaft in the State Life
Building. It took from 6 to 9 o'clock to get it
front the first to the ninth floor of the building.
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The trade greatly appreciated this firm's New
Year's Greeting, strong, handsome letter openers,
that brought many notes of thanks front the re-
cipients.

Campbell & Masters, jewelers at Lebanon,
Ind., have dissolved partnership. The business
will be continued by A. T. Masters at the old
stand.

L. Beckman & Son, at Kendalville, Ind., are
preparing to put $10,000 worth of improvements
on their store building.

Orley E. Brown has opened a watch and
jewelry repair shop in Fortville, Ind. Mr. Brown
formerly worked in the manufacturing shops of
E. G. Gardner and A. P. Craft Company in this city.

Jos. Myers, of Brookston, Incl., spent a busy
day in Indianapolis, January iith. He was ac-
companied by his wife. Mr. Myers attended the
State Optical Society Convention, bought goods at
one of the jobbing houses, visited friends and saw
Governor Marshall inaugurated.

E. C. Miller, of the Baldwin-Miller Company,
has started for San Juan, Porto Rico, to visit
his nephew, Dr. S. Grubbs, of the U. S. A., who is
stationed there.

H. C. Schergens recently had a very narrow
escape. He was driving his automobile east on
Washington Street, when a runaway team at-
tached to an oil wagon, dashed into the rear of the
automobile at the crowded corner of Illinois and
Washington Streets. In the machine were Mr. and
Mrs. Schergens and a lady friend. The machine
was knocked against a patrol box. Mrs. Scher-
gens jumped up and leaned against the front seat
just in time to escape the tongue of the wagon,
which crushed through the back of the rear seat,
where she had been seated a moment before. The
driver of the oil wagon was arrested and fined $1
and costs for leaving his horses unhitched.

L. 0. Ingram has moved his jewelry store
from Dana to Hillsdale, Ind.

W. D. Burd, Vincennes, Ind., has become an
extensive dealer in fresh water pearls and slugs.

Because he stole a diamond ring, valued at
$125, front the jewelry store of Harry T. Coffin,
of Newcastle, Ind., December 8th, Mayer Harris,
alias Ben Corklisher, of St. Joe, Mo., will have to
spend one to four years in the State prison at
Michigan City, Ind. He will be unable to vote for
three years and must pay a fine of $50. Harris
was captured as he tried to escape on an inter-
urban car. In ten clays he was tried and sentence

their annual u
Brooks

custom of 
& Chapman, Madison, Id., followed

of banqueting every member
n 

of their store force after the close of business
Christmas Eve. The firm also closed the annual
diamond ring contest on Christmas Eve. These
contests have become very popular and are entered
into by a very large number of people both in
Madison and in the nearby towns on both sides of
the Ohio River. Brooks & Chapman had a satis-
factory business last year and anticipate a pros-
perous year for the jeweler during 19o9.

Among the industries which have brought An-
derson Ind., to the front as a producer of high-
class artistic wares the Wright-Rich Cut Glass
Company stands foremost. One hundred skilled
workmen are employed in this factory. Janu-
ary r, r906, the company was organized, with
George W. Wright, president; S. H. Richey, sec-
retary, and Thomas \V. Wright, treasurer. The
plant is one of the largest and most complete of
its kind in this country and the only cut-glass fac-
tory in Indiana. The popularity and fame of the
product of this factory is largely due to its ex-
quisite designs and brilliant finish. Orders for
the goods haVe come from every State in the
Union and from many foreign countries.

The Johnson Jewelry Company, Anderson,
Ind., is now permanently located and handsomely
established on the second floor of the Unity
Building, one of the finest office structures in that
enterprising Hoosier town.

A Greenfield. Ind., lad recently found a gold
25 cent piece. Some one published a statement
that the gold piece was worth $500. Fletcher M.
Noe, jeweler and collector of valuable coins, was
consulted. He pronounced the 25 cent piece
worth just $t. Immediately following the publica-
tion of the finding of the coin and its supposed
value Mr. Noe was simply deluged with gold 25
cent coins whose owners were sure that they pos-
sessed a small fortune.
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tested by time and wear—quickest to
sell, most profitable to handle, safest to
buy—proved by U. S. Assay to contain
more gold than any other make of like
grade—and stamped with quality and
trade-mark.

New York Office
37 Maiden Lane

Minneapolis Office
1116 Lumber Exchange

Factory and Home Office
Providence, R. I.

Chicago Office
510 Columbus Bldg.
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TWO OF OUR

Latest
Patterns

IN

Pierced
Goods
RICH, STYLISH

FASHIONABLE

BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED IN
COMBS TO RETAIL AT 50 CENTS

41 It will pay
you to acquaint
yourself with
this line before
purchasing
comb stock

The Howe Comb Company
LEOMINSTER, MASS.

Originators of the " ORIENTAL" COMD 

NEW YORK OFFICE now
15-17-19 Maiden Lane

Samples Only

We make for the Jobbing Trade
only, a complete line of

SOLID GOLD
JEWELRY

Rings, Brooches
Scarf Pins, Tie Pins

Veil Pins, Cuff Pins
Handy Pins, Chain Sets

Link Buttons
Hair Barrettes

Heart Charms

Ear Screws, Ear Drops
Pierceless Drops, etc.

E. L. SPENCER COMPANY
95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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It seems as though the Northwest is once
more to be treated to what a great many pioneer
residents call an "old-fashioned" winter, meaning
one of extreme cold. This whole section seems
to be in the grasp of one of the most severe win-
ters which it has experienced in many years. But
at the present writing the weather man is pre-
dicting a rise in the temperature, which will not be
cordially welcomed, inasmuch as the majority of
the people say they would rather see it below zero
than above at this time of the year.

The jingle of the sleigh bell has been the ear's
tinily greeting for the past month, and sleighing,
skating, ice-boating and skeeing are the principal
pastimes and sports, which are now being enjoyed
by thousands. But while this is going on the busi-
ness man is very busy taking inventory, getting in
the first shipments of goods and in general pre-
paring for the new year's business. The jobbers
ill all lines report a decided increase in their busi-
ness over previous years, and all are looking for-
ward to this year as likely to be one of the most
Prosperous in the history of the Northwest.

At a meeting of the directors of the Minne-
sota Retail Jewelers' Association it was decided to
hold the annual meeting of the association at the
Ryan Hotel on February 17 and i8, Two. The
meeting will be a joint meeting with the Minne-
sota Association of Optometrists, and a large at-
tendance is expected. Manufacturers and jobbers
are invited to attend these meetings and make ex-
hibits of their different lines.

A thief recently threw a brick through one of
the big plate glass windows of the Lucios Jewelry
Company, 426 Nicollet Avenue, at about 7 o'clock
in the morning, and stuffed his pockets with what
he must have thought to be several thousand dol-
lars' worth of diamonds, and escaped. But the
stones were only clever imitations on show for
the holiday trade. But at that the loss is esti-
mated at fully $300, because the stones were set
in gold-filled rings, brooches, lockets, etc.

Frank A. Ubel, one of the best-known retail
jewelers and opticians in St. Paul, prominent
lodge man and politician, has filed a petition in
bankruptcy with the Clerk of the United States
District Court. The unsecured claims amount to
$17,968.98 and total assets to $10,488, of which$ 

The firm of Kirchner & Renich, manufactur-
ing jewelers, 17 South Seventh Street, Minneapo-
lis, are rapidly coming to the front and during
the past few months have placed upon the market
some hand-wrought work which easily places them
in a class with the leading manufacturers of the
country. This work consists of fancy dinner rings,
brooches, stick pins, etc., in different colored gold.
I he artistic designs and skilled workmanship
\\Inch are so evident, especially in their fancy
dinner rings, readily appeals to high-class trade.

Chas. Heidbrink and wife, of White Rock,
S. D., were in the Twin Cities buying goods.

Robert H. Heath, of Harlem, Mont., would
like to sell out his jewelry business. His reason
for desiring to sell is on account of ill health.

A Rudolph Bjorkquist, optician, with Hin-
drickson Jewelry Company, Duluth, AI inn., spent
il l7no,ej.w.seuAeckic.seeT‘dvaieth relatives in Illinois.

Taylor jroitsCoon.,8zoTf aMylaorrshelltown, Iowa,

f.ornAia.. A. Mueller, of the R. G. Winter Jewelry
ompany, Minneapolis, Minn., spent a week with

relatives and friends in Rochester, Minn.
R. H. Winter, of Minneapolis, is plan-

ning a three or four months' sojourn in Cali-

versollne.,der 

Gaitlaas, Stillwater, Minn., was among
the visiting jewelers to St. Paul the past month.

I. M. Radabaugh, of Hastings, Mimi., at-
tended the meeting of the directors of the Minne-
sota Retail Jewelers' Association at St. Paul.

oTf. AHleaxlvaeordsroilaa sAtficiiclene.ds Bombach & Hof-

. Salpeter Bros., 505 Wabasha Street, St. Paul,
M inn., have closed up their jewelry store.
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A. L. Anderson, of Grantsburg, Wis., was in
the Twin Cities on business.

John L. Kritzeck and wife, of Howard Lake,
Minn., were in St. Paul buying goods.

August Harm, of F. H. Harm & Bros., St.
Paul, Minn., is talking of going to Cuba for the
purpose of starting a fruit ranch.

W. E. Mourey, a well-known trade watch-
maker of St. Paul, is again able to be about after
a short illness.

Following are the names of some of the
dealers who were seen in the Twin Cities during
the past month: I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings,
Mimi.; Albert Mellin, Stillwater, Minn.; Peder
Gaalaas, Stillwater, Minn.; C. E. Stenquist, Ken-
nedy, Minn.; John L. Kritzeck, Howard Lake,
Minn.; A. L. Anderson, Grantsburg, Wis.; H. M.
Fasburg, Maiden Rock, Wis.; A. A. Rounce, Shell
Lake, Wis. ; Chas. Heidbrink, White Rock, S. Dak.;
L. A. Hartwig, Thornton, Iowa; L. J. Korstad,
Zumbrata, Minn.; A. C. Roberts, Prair de Chein,
Minn.; J. A. L. Walman, Little Falls, Minn.; W.
W. McGuire, Northfield, Minn.

Toledo, Ohio, Letter

Everybody agrees that the holiday trade was
in excess of that of last year. Some of the dealers
report a very substantial increase, while others say
that it was but a trifle better than a year ago.
Taking everything into consideration there was a
better business done than was expected earlier in
the season. Buying began unusually early and
continued strong up to the last few days, when
there was considerable of a rush. The larger
dealers report a splendid trade in diamonds and
high-class goods, brought about by the change of
sentiment immediately following the election.
With those who had plenty of money the question
of ultra-economy was simply a policy and not a
necessity, and the policy was at once changed,
turning loose plenty of money for expensive gifts,
and this went a long ways toward making up the
deficiency in the sales of cheaper wares. So that
on the whole the latter part of 1908 redeemed, to
some extent, the dull season preceding it and
made the annual inventories present a much better
appearance than they could otherwise have done.

That the increased business activity of the
close of the year was not due solely to the holiday
demand is shown by the continuation of a fair
trade during the first two weeks of January.
While statements differ as to conditions at present,
there is apparent on every hand a more healthy
atmosphere than that which characterized the
business some months ago. Some dealers report
a splendid business so far this year, while others
say that there is some dullness, but that withal
trade seems to be slowly but surely getting back to
normal. Repair work has been exceptionally brisk
during the past two weeks and repair men find all
that they have time to attend to. There was little
of this class of work before New Year, but it has
been steadily pouring in ever since. Some stores
say that they find it necessary to work their en-
gravers at night to keep pace with the demands of
their customers.

That there is an improvement this month in
the optical business all connected with the business
admit. This branch of trade was also dull during
December, but no sooner was the rush of holiday
shopping over than a change for the better was
noticeable, and this improvement is daily becoming
more apparent. Wholesale houses and manufac-
turers are finding a better market for their wares
and orders are coming in with much less hesi-
tancy, indicating a healthful confidence in the
future. The opinion here is unanimous that the
storm is now over and that business will soon
settle down to a satisfactory level, where it will
be safe to trade on future prospects. Not only are
the people buying goods of all kinds, but dealers
are beginning to see their way to the placing of
orders based upon the return of prosperous times
as well as the already vastly improved trade.

Burglars recently effected an entrance into the
pawnshop and second-hand store of S. Tetelbautn,
on Summit Street, and carried away jewelry to the
amount of about $200. The plunder consisted of
watches, chains, opera glasses, rings and other
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jewelry. The thieves gained admittance through
a rear door, from which a panel was removed.
Three suspects were picked up in Cleveland the
following morning, having in their possession
jewelry answering the description of that stolen.
They gave their names as William Parnell, John
Hardy and John Christy.

A. J. Heeson, the Adams Street jeweler, who
underwent several severe operations and was bed-
fast for several months, has about regained his
normal health and is again able to perform his
duties at the store.

Friends of H. C. McCleary, of the B. H.
Broer jewelry store, will be pleased to learn that
his wife, who underwent an operation at St. Vin-
cent's Hospital recently, survived the ordeal suc-
cessfully and is now on the road to recovery.

Jewelry thieves, who have been causing all
kinds of annoyance and loss in Toledo, are still
busily plying their vocation, in many cases balking
all efforts of the local police to forestall their
efforts or detect the guilty parties. Among recent.
hauls made was one at the residence of J. C. Gib-
son, with booty amounting to about $300, consist-
ing of necklaces, pins and rings, some of which
were family keepsakes. The robbers were evi-
dently surprised in their work here and left sev-
eral valuable pieces of jewelry behind, making a
hasty escape through the kitchen window. En-
trance was also gained to the residence of Charles
Wittich, where a gold watch, bracelet and chate-
laine pin were taken. A number of other rob-
beries have been reported to the police, and it is
thought that the work is being done by an unor-
ganized band.

J. N. Isenberg, local manager of the jewelry
house of L. Basch & Co., will attend the annual
meeting of the directors, to be held in Chicago,
February 1st.

A clearance sale is being conducted at the
Walcott jewelry store on Summit Street. Sub-
stantial reductions are being offered on most all
classes of goods.

Lee Boyd, a colored barber at Bellefontaine,
Ohio, was recently sentenced to the Mansfield
Reformatory for lifting a valuable diamond from
the shirt bosom of a customer, who had fallen
asleep while being shaved.

F. E. Gifford, formerly connected with E. & J.
Swigart, Cincinnati opticians, has gone into busi-
ness on his own account in Toledo. His business
is located in the jewelry store of Scharbach Bros.,
at 505 Summit Street. Although but fairly estab-
lished he reports a highly satisfactory trade.

The Lincoln Centenary Executive Committee
is arranging for a fitting celebration of the cen-
tennial anniversary of the martyred President.
George Kapp, the Summit Street jeweler, has been
named on the Finance Committee, whose business
it will be to raise the price of the commemoration.

The J. J. Freeman Company this week held its
annual meeting under the new charter. It reports
a splendid condition of affairs, especially in the
optical department, which showed an increase dur-
ing the past year of nearly TOO per cent. as corn-
pared with the year preceding.

The retail jewelry store of R. W. Wagner,
located at 147 Main Street, was recently badly
damaged by fire. Valuable chronometers, clocks,
compasses and jewelry were ruined, and watches
and cutlery badly damaged. The origin of the
fire is unknown. The loss is estimated at from
$3000 to $4000, while the insurance is consider-
ably less.

Largest Induction Motor

The largest induction motor in the world was
started recently at Gary, Ind., where it is installed
in a large rolling mill. The motor is rated to
develop 6000 Ii. p. It is of the three-phase 25-cycle
type, and two 2000-kilowatt Curtis turbines gener-
ate the current necessary to operate it. The motor
receives the current at 6600 volts. By using a
step-by-step controller, starting at 1350 volts, the
motor was successfully started in the proper direc-
tion, coming to full speed in 45 seconds.

"The Keystone is the best trade journal I ever
saw and can hardly be improved."—J. H Worley,
Jeweler, Pine Mug', Ark.
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Is the one yOU can make most money out of the one
with the most modern goods, and the one that will
please your customers BEST—

and EVERY article in it is absolutely guaranteed by
a house of unquestionable reliability.

are on their way to you with the new B. M. line, it's
larger and better than ever, and contains the most varied
assortment we have ever shown.

for the B. M. man than be sorry you didn't. We want
your business, and we treat our customers RIGHT.

COMMERCIAL BLDG. ST LO
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ST. LOUIS
LETTER

The early days of the month were spent in
stock taking, both among the jobbers and re-
tailers, and in getting in shape for the new year's
business.

The retailers, in commenting on their holiday
trade, practically all state that there was a pro-
nounced falling off in the demand for high-priced
goods, but that there was an immense increase in
the sales of medium-priced articles. This brought
about a volume of business that was decidedly
satisfactory, and offset the loss of trade through
the falling off in the purchases of costly jewelry.

The jobbers all feel that the outlook for 'goo
is very favorable, that all apprehension is gone as
to the future for a long time to come, and that we
are to have a good revival in the business world.
The retail dealers are also very hopeful, and their
excellent holiday trade has convinced them that
the outlook is very good.

S. H. Bauman, president of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Company, is home from a two
weeks' sojourn at Atlantic City, N. J. He was
accompanied by his wife. F. L. Jaccard, Texas
traveler for this firm, with headquarters in Fort
Worth, left for that point, on January 17th, after
spending a few days here. Mr. Jaccard celebrated
his twenty-eighth anniversary in this firm's employ
recently. Adolph Umbrecht, formerly city sales-
man for the firm, will represent them through
Illinois and Indiana in future, and is now out on
his first trip.

While J. T. Goodes, brother-in-law of Ed
Massa, vice-president of the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Company, and a well-known Chicago
traveling man, was visiting the former here, dur-
ing the holidays, he sat down on a dressing-table
bench, and, as the bench tipped over, he jumped to
save himself from a fall, and the extra exertion
caused a blood-vessel in his head to burst, which
resulted in his death shortly afterwards.

The traveling force for Wm. Weidlich &
Bro. for 'goo is announced as follows : H. F.
Hines, North and West; J. E. Durick, Kansas and
Nebraska; H. D. Wachholder, Oklahoma and
Texas; C. C. Cox, Indiana and Illinois. All are
now out on long trips.

Morris Eisenstadt, president of the Eisen-
stadt Manufacturing Company, gave the annual
smoker to the firm's employees on Saturday night,
January 16th, at the Mercantile Club, which was
attended by sixty guests. Every effort had been
made to furnish the guests a very elaborate en-
tertainment, and it was a decided success. After
enjoying a fine German dinner the guests were
entertained with an excellent vaudeville pro-
gramme, the performers being of the best.
Speeches were made by a number of those present,
and when the affair ended at midnight all were
unanimous in their expressions as to the very
pleasant time they had enjoyed.

The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Company have
leased the basement, first and second floors of the
Mills Building, at the northwest corner of St.
Charles and North Seventh Streets, for a term of
fifteen years at an annual rental of $20,000. The
name of the building will be changed to that of
the Hess & Culbertson Building. It is a very
handsome structure and will make a most excel-
lent location. They will occupy it about June 1st
and.propose to make it one of the most prepos-
sessing stores in the country. The second floor
will. be used by the company as a completely
equipped modern manufactory. This firm has
been in business twenty-five years, and, from a
small beginning, have grown until to-day the com-
pany is a corporation with a capital stock of
$140,000, and they are doing a splendid business.
The firm is composed of Geo. J. Hess, president;
S. D. Culbertson, vice-president and treasurer, and
S. E. Bamber, secretary. They employ sixty
people.

Goodman King, president of the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Company, recently returned
from a week's trip to New York. R. 0. Bolt,
secretary of this company, was chosen leader of
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the chorus choir of 3000 voices which sung during
the evangelistic meetings under "Gypsy" Smith,
the evangelist, which were held here at the Coli-
seum recently.

C. L. Stange, traveler for the L. Bauman
Jewelry Company, left on Sunday, January 17th,
for a several weeks' trip through Missouri. H. M.
Hubbard, Texas traveler for the same concern,
with headquarters at Fort Worth, left on Sunday,
January 17th, for a six months' trip. The other
salesmen of this firm will soon be out on their
regular trips.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., left, on January 13th, for a long
trip through Missouri and Kansas. George Ober-
ting, same firm, is on a long trip through the
South, and Lawrence Oberting, same firm, is on a
long trip through Missouri and Iowa.

Jas. J. Burke, president of the Brooks Optical
and Jewelry Company, is home from a week's
southern trip. He will leave, shortly, on a two
weeks' trip to visit the eastern factories.

G. H. Hall, a jeweler, of Bridgeport,
failed on January 4th. Assets and liabilities not
known.

Harry H. Edele, formerly an engraver with
the A. J. Jordan Cutlery Company, has estab-
lished a place of business with Wm. C. Ludwig,
401 Globe-Democrat Building.

Edwin Bloesser, formerly with Reeves & Co.,
has resigned to accept a position with the
Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company.

Mrs. Ida J. Spieldoch, formerly with Walter
A. Huelsick, has accepted a position with the
Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Company.

W. V. Tower, of Tower & Long, is now on a
six weeks' trip through Oklahoma and Texas.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Company, is now on a three weeks' trip
through the South and Southwest.

C. H. Reideman, with Shanhan & Mitchell,
Vinita, Okla., while on his way to this city, on
January 12th, accompanied by his wife, on a
M., K. & T. Railroad train, was injured in a
wreck and his wife was quite seriously injured.
Mrs. Reideman is in St. John's Hospital and doing
fairly well.

David Feiss, traveler out of here for Ingomar,
Goldsmith & Co., has gone to Texas on a trip and
will be away several weeks.

Through an error in another trade journal it
was stated that Ed F. McKee, manager here for
the Geneva Optical Company, had been trans-
ferred to Des Moines, Iowa, in the same capacity.
Mr. McKee is still manager here. 0. E. Engel-
land, one of their former traveling salesmen here,
was made manager of the Des Moines, Iowa,
office.

Dr. Mulholland, who has been in charge of
the optical department at Johnson Brothers' drug
store, has resigned and is looking for a location
to open an optical store himself. He is succeeded
by a Mr. House, formerly with Erker Brothers.

A. H. Hill, an optician from South America,
accompanied by his wife, was a recent buyer in
this market.

M. H. Cox has accepted a position with F. W.
Hoyt & Co. and has left on a three months' trip
through the Southwest.

The F. Dienstbier Jewelry Company have
been distributing a very handsome woo calendar
to their friends.

The St. Louis Men's Credit Association had
a meeting, Monday, January 18th, which was pre-
ceded by a dinner. It was addressed by Jos. W.
Folk, who had just finished his term as Governor
of this State, who made a very entertaining
speech. He was followed by other prominent men
of this city.

Edward Maritz, 74 years old, died on Christ-
mas Day at the residence of his son, Edward F.
Maritz, president of the E. F. Maritz Jewelry
Company. The funeral took place on Sunday,
December 27th.

Brenner & Co., on January 13th, notified their
creditors that they were embarrassed and on
Saturday, January T6th, a meeting of their credi-
tors took place. The firm announced their liabili-
ties at about $14,000 and their assets at about
$5500, and offered their creditors a settlement at
the rate of 25 cents on the dollar. The creditors
declined this offer and appointed the following
committee to go over their books and investigate
the firm's affairs : A. L. Bauman, president of
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the L. Bauman Jewelry Company ; H. S. Aller,
of the Aller, Newman & Wilmes Jewelry Com-
pany; Albert Stern (not a jeweler), and Mr.
Richards, of Maschineyer-Richards Silver Com-
pany.

Julius Steidemann, father of Julius H. Steide-
mann, of J. NV. Cary & Co., died on December
28th. The funeral took place on December 31st.

The Kimball Optical Company, of St. Joseph,
Mo., has been incorporated to manufacture and
deal in glasses, lenses and microscopes; capital
stock, all paid, $20oo. Incorporators : L. E. Kim-
ball, W. F. Kimball and Eugene Silverman.

Through an error it was announced last
month in the Chicago letter of THE KEYSTONE
that the assets of Weiss & Fassett, 146 West
Madison Street, Chicago, had been sold at public
auction. The firm name should have read Weiss
& Weiss, as that concern is the one involved.
Weiss & Fassett are diamond brokers in St. Louis
and are in a flourishing condition and have no
connection whatever with the bankrupt firm.

Among the buyers in town recently were:
Benj. Rice, Tulsa, Okla.; A. Y. Boswell, Atoka,
Okla.; B. F. Gash, Fredericktown, Mo.; Henry
Jahn, Pacific, Mo.; C. S. Scanlin, Indianapolis,
Ind.; Louis Smith, of T. K. Smith Jewelry
House, Oskaloosa, Iowa; Mr. Canham, of Tobin
& Canham, Springfield, Ill.; "Jack" C. Riedel,
Paris, Ill.; Wm. Westphal, St. Charles, Mo.;
Chas. Sinn, La Plata, Mo.

A New Aluminum Solder

The demand for aluminum solder has in-
creased in proportion to that of aluminum, and
while many aluminum solders have been placed
on the market, some of them, in fact nearly all,
have failed to fill the requirements demanded for
this class of work. The requirements of a good
aluminum solder are that it shall actually adhere
to the aluminum and produce a good joint, and,
at the same time, melt at a sufficiently low tem-
perature to avoid melting the aluminum while it
is being used.

Among the aluminum solders that have lately
appeared on the market, none seem to have the
merit of that discovered by Dr. Otto F. Reinhold,
a German chemist. For years Dr. Reinhold has
made a study of soldering aluminum and has
carried out a large number of experiments on the
subject. The result has been the discovery of a
solder for aluminum that will not only adhere, but
at the same time requires no flux when it is used.
So far as known, there have been no aluminum
solders placed on the market having this property.
On this account, the solder has been given the
name of "No-Flux."

To solder aluminum with it, the parts should
be well cleaned from grease with benzine, and
then scoured with a steel brush, emery cloth or
other suitable material. It is just as necessary
to clean the metal as in any other soldering opera-
tion. The soldering is preferably done with a
blowpipe, although a soldering iron may be used
if desired. In soldering any metal, a blowpipe
always produces better results than a soldering
iron, and should be employed wherever it is pos-
sible to use it.

The blowpipe is applied to the aluminum and
then the solder rubbed on. When the solder melts
and a few drops have been allowed to fall upon the
surface they are rubbed on the point by a steel
brush so that the solder spreads over the surface
and produces intimate contact. A bundle of small
steel wires may be used for the brush or a piece
of flattened steel. It matters not as long as the
solder is spread. The scraping, however, is neces-
sary in order to remove the dross which forms.
The solder will then flow and form a good joint.
In soldering two pieces together, the joint should
first be covered with the solder and then placed
together and the blowpipe applied to produce the
solid joint.

"I' like the technical articles best, but The
Keystone is first class all the way, and I read them
all with pleasure and profit."—C. R. Gray, Jeweler,
San Francisco, California.
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THE NAME

DOVER
STANDS FOR QUALITY

The DOVER COMBS are

LIGHT IN WEIGHT

BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN

EFFECTS MODERN

QUICK SELLERS

PRICES REASONABLE

We have also applied our process in the

embellishment of Barrettes, Hair and Hat

Pins.

Our Salesmen are now out with our new

line, which is a radical departure from any-

thing we have ever shown.

Go to DOVER, the man with ideas

GEO.W. DOVER JEWELRY CO.
GEO. W. DOVER, Sole Proprietor

710 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.

The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that
the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is
the simplest and best mechanical Stud or Vest Button made.

CLOSED OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest
Button is not one piece, but is one-piece
construction, which makes it very simple and
the strongest and most durable, because:

is Solderless
2—It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3 —It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect
quality, construction and workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

- T ?
Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison

KREMENTZ & CO. stand back of their assertion. All
" Krementz-Bodkin Back " Studs and Vest Buttons are
sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE
If for any cause whatever, a " Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one will be given in exchange, without charge. " Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building
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SAN FRANCISCO
LETTER

Imports into the port of San
Increased Francisco during the year past,
Foreign according to figures prepared
Commerce by customs officials, were over

$2,000,000 greater than in 1907.
The figures for exports show an increase of over
$1,000,000. The showing is regarded as very satis-
factory, not only on account of the business de-
pression and the fact that this was a presidential
year, but because in the two years following the
fire there was an enormous increase in imports of
structural materials used in the rebuilding of the
city, which were subject to a high rate of duty,
and a heavy importation of merchandise to replace
destroyed stocks.

The post-office receipts for last month showed
an increase of $15,789 over the corresponding
month of last year. This is a healthy increase Of

per cent. and compares favorably with any of
the cities of the first class in this country.

To show the diversity of interests in this
State, we report that in Nevada County, Califor-
nia, at one time last month there was harvested at
Boca two hundred thousand tons of ice that will
be used for refrigerating car service next summer,
while in the western portion of the county a rec-
ord crop of olives and oranges were being har-
vested.

The wholesale jewelry trade in
Stock this city have finished their
Taking annual stock taking. We are

pleased to say that, owing to
the brisk trade just before the holidays, the stocks
generally were not as large as they usually are at
this period of the business year. There are a
large number of Eastern travelers in this market
at this time and booking some very healthy orders.
As the wholesale trade looks forward to a fair
spring business, the Pacific Coast travelers are
assembling their line preparatory to getting out
among the retail jewelers. The rain has been sea-
sonable and abundant, and we look forward to a
very healthy spring trade.

Almost at the very instant that the clerk
placed it upon the show case, a tray of diamonds,
valued, it is said, at between $5000 and $ro,000,
was snatched up by a thief in Jacquemen's jewelry
store in Helena, Mont., one evening a short time
ago. Before an alarm could be raised the robber,
who with a companion had come into the city in
taowriirrd 

the 
, had otuntistkieicrI tsliis horse and driven hastily

Sig Hurtig, who conducts a retail jewelry
store at 2216 Mission Street, this city, has entirely
recovered from the assault that was made upon
him one afternoon in January by an ex-convict,
by name Louis Schmitz. The attempted robbery
was particularly daring in that it occurred in the
heart of the new retail mission district. The
criminal asked to be shown a diamond ring, and
while the retailer was getting same from his show
case he was struck twice upon the head with a
blackjack. Hurtig was just conscious enough to

his

siounc(rimlaen. alarm before he collapsed. After a
strenuous chase Schoultz was captured and in the
n9r future will be sentenced to the full penalty of

Benjamin Goodman, who conducts a jewelry
store on Clement Street, in the Richmond district
of San. Francisco, was arrested last month on a
complaint of Nordman Bros. Co. and A. Eisenberg
&:%7Coolbe.esraTleolrifsis. retailer is alleged to have procured a

diamonds on memorandum and dis-
posed of same without making any returns to the

A Western Union Telegraph boy, Laurence
Potter by name, used a package as a football on
the streets of Oakland, Cal., one night recently.
I he package, not having been done up vcr■
stoutly, broke and the contents, $1800 worth of
diamond jewelry, was scattered around in the
mud. The owner, a wealthy woman of one of the
bay cities, claimed her property, and, we are
Pleased to say, the messenger boy is $500 richer
for the touchdown that he made.

Joseph Niderost, the well-known diamond set-
ter of San Francisco, Will be in the employ of
Carrau & Green, wholesale diamond merchants
of this city, accepting the position as soon as this
tirm moves into their new downtown location at
I 12-14 Kearney Street.

Hon. Eugene Wachhorst, of Sacramento, who
was connected with the pioneer retail jewelry firm
of H. Wachhorst & Co., of the same city, was
among the out-of-town visitors in this market
during January.

Ed Fano, one of the leading jewelry mer-
chants, who has been doing business at 1033 Fill-
more Street, has moved into a large and commodi-
ous new store on the corner of O'Farrell and Fill-
more Streets. The new situation is right in the
heart of one of the retail centers of this city and
we feel that Mr. Fano will do a large amount of
business.

John C. Davidson, the well-known dealer in
semi-precious stones, who was located at 126
Kearney Street before the fire, is now installed in
a very attractive little store at 1505 Fillmore
Street.

The Macey Jewelry Company, who have been
located since the fire on Fillmore Street, at Post,
have signed a lease for a new store that will be
located in a new class C building that is to be
erected immediately on the corner of Market
and Powell Streets.

We report with extreme regret the death of
C. J. Brand, one of the pioneer retail jewelers of
California. Mr. Brand was located in Nevada
City, Cal., with A. & H. W. Hartung. The de-
ceased had just returned from a funeral in Grass
Valley and expired suddenly at his place of busi-
ness, December 16th. THE KEYSTONE wishes to
join his many friends in extending sympathy to
the bereaved family.

J. J. Hoien, the retail jeweler of Antioch,
Cal., was among the out-of-town tradesmen seen
visiting the local wholesalers last month. Mr.
Hbien was in town buying stock to fill up the
holes made by his customers during the. holidays.

Webb C. Ball, the well-known railroad time
service inspector, has been appointed inspector for
the following roads, which went into effect on
January 1st, this year : The 0., R. & N.; The
Southern Pacific, in Oregon; the Oregon Short
Line and Southern Pacific east of Sparks, Nev.
IV. F. Hayes, the assistant-general time inspector,
is now calling upon the local time inspectors in
the several divisions on these lines.

"William Glinderman, the well-known local re-
tail jeweler who was formerly located in the Ex-
aminer Building, but now at 818 and 820 Market
Street, is receiving the congratulations of his
large following in this city upon the very hand-
some calendar that he issued during January.

Forrest Arnold, one of the rising young men
in the wholesale jewelry interests in this city, who
was formerly associated with A. I. Hall & Son,
the wholesale jewelers, has accepted a position
with Burr W. Freer, the local manufacturers' rep-
resentative, and will travel in his interests.

George F. Cohrs, the retail jeweler of Pome-
roy, Wash., has been appointed as an official watch
inspector for the time service in his division.

Carl Noack, who is connected with the retail
jewelry concern of the same name in the capitol
city, was among the out-of-town jewelers who
spent a vacation in this city a fter•the recent holi-
day rush. Mr. Noack reports that trade during
the recent season was beyond their best expec-
tations.

E. V. Saunders, of the well-known wholesale
jewelry firm of A. T. Hall & Son, of this city, is
now visiting the different jewelry manufacturers
in the East. Mr. Saunders left San Francisco
January loth and expects to be away at least six
weeks. Ilis New York address will be care of
Larter & Sons.

Lichtenstein & Co.,. the retail jewelers of
Market Street, have been forced to vacate their
store, as the temporary building in which they
were located is to be torn down to make Nvay In a
permanent structure. This enterprising firm of
retail jewelers has secured a very desirable store
at 909 Market Street, which they will fit up with
a first-class set of new fixtures.

H. C. Ahlers, the retail dealer in precious
stones, who previous to the fire was located at
126 Kearney Street and latterly at 420 Sutter
Street, has signed a long lease for a new store
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on Post Street near Grant Avenue. The new lo-
cation is diagonally across from Shreve & Co., in
the heart of the best retail shopping district in this
city.

R. A. Curran has accepted a position with
the Nordman Bros. Co. and will cover the entire
coast territory in the interests of his new em-
ployers in the material department. Mr. Curran
is well posted on this line, as he was formerly in
the employ of J. H. Purdy, of Chicago.

Deremer & Co., who previous to the fire was
located on Montgomery Street, near Sutter, and
since then on Van Ness Avenue, near Sutter, has
signed a long lease for a very desirable store on
Grant Avenue and Geary Street. The new store
is an extra tine one and will give this enterprising
merchant a very large window space for the dis-
play of his stock.

H. Cohn & Co., who are now located at 1121
Van Ness Avenue, are waiting for the completion
of a building on Market Street between Powell
and Mason Streets. They have signed a long lease
on the ground floor of this new building and will
move in just as soon after it passes out of the
builders' hands as it is possible.

A. S. Samuels, who started in business for
himself a short time ago on Fillmore Street, is
another one of the retail jewelers who has made
preparations to come downtown. Mr. Samuels
has signed a lease for a store with a Market
Street frontage in the new building that is being
erected on the Lincoln School lot site on Market,
at Fifth Street.

Rudolph Barth, the local retail jeweler who
previous to the fire was located on Post Street,
near Grant Avenue, and since on Fillmore Street,
at Sutter, is now occupying half of a store on the
east side of Kearney Street, near Post.

The following out-of-town retail jewelers
were noticed among the many buyers in this mar-
ket during January : Carl Landecker, of St.
Helena; W. • H. Mitcher, of King City; A. Ar-
thur G. Prouty, of Napa; Frank Dabrosky, of the
Eagle Jewelry Company, Redding; Frank Golden,
of the Golden Jewelry Company, Reno and Carson
City, Nev.

Alphonse Judis, of the Alphonse Judis Com-
pany, Inc., is rapidly recovering from the effects
of an accident that happened to him in the early
part of January. Mr. Judis is receiving the con-
gratulations of his many friends upon his escape
from what might have been a very serious acci-
dent. We regret, however, to say that Mr. Judis'
physician denies him the use of his right arm for
quite some time to cgme.

Producing a Brown Color on Metals
The production of a brown color on metals

is not a difficult operation, lint many platers are
unfamiliar with the method of accomplishing it.
Many wares thus finished are now found on the
market. The methods given in some of the text-
books for producing a brown color, and in which
the so-called."smear" operations are employed, are
not satisfactory as they are too slow.

The method of producing a brown color on
metals is by the use of liver of sulphur on a
bronze deposit. On copper or silver, liver of
sulphur gives a black or chocolate color, but on
bronze a brown color is produced.

The work to be treated must first be bronze
plated. The regular bronze solution containing
copper and zinc may be used, or that made of
copper or tin. The effect of the liver of sulphur
is the same. VVhen a good deposit has been pro-
duced, the article is rinsed and immersed in a
solution of liver of sulphur made as follows :

Water    1 gallon.
Liver of sulphur 2 02.

This solution is used cold and the work im-
mersed in it. When the desired color has been
obtained, the article is rinsed, and then scratched
brushed. In this manner the high lights may be
relieved and shaded down to a brown in the
background. The whole "secret," then, of produc-
ing a brown color, is in the use of bronze instead
of copper for oxidizing with liver of sulphur.—
7'he Brass World.
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Lockets
TRADE

INSIDE

MARK

8763

Only
ESTABLISHED

FIFTY - TWO YEARS

W. & H. Lockets have the reputation of setting the styles
in this specialty

ASK FOR STONE SET DESIGNS IN NEW BURNISHED EDGE FLAT MODEL LOCKETS

Wightman & Hough Co.
NEW YORK OFFICE
3 Maiden Lane Providence, R. I. Main Office and Factory

7 Beverly Street, Providence, R. I.

at

Codding e.? Heilborn Co.
MAKERS OF

BUCKLES, SASH PINS, VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS,
WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In Sterling and Gold Filled

Do not forget that we are still headquarters for

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In German and Sterling Silver

whose popularity has never diminished, and
whose demand is acknowledged greater than ever

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE : : 3 MAIDEN LANE

ARTHUR MARSON, inc.
MAKERS OF

Swivels, Spring Rings, Snaps and Specialties
in the Line, in GOLD and PLATINUM

Monufacturers of the

SMALLEST SPRING RING
on the market for Neck Chains

SEND FOR SAMPLES

23 Marshall Street NEWARK, N. J.

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. I.andis
Proprietor nod Instructor

Me Lb Liandli, ii9 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

SPRING COURSE
Opens April 1, 1909

If you wish to take a Course this Spring pleast
write us at once, and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern eon-
venieuee and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
eon Id accomplish by taking a Course with us.

February, 1909 THE
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At the iwitiguration of the new city govern-
ment of Plm Hence, on January 4th, the Hon.
Henry F1,-, r, head of the Fletcher-Burrows
Company, \■ ;t -. inducted into office as Mayor of
the city. Others taking the oath of office as
councilmen, and of interest to the trade, are Jere-
miah W. Miller, of William H. Miller & Sons,
jewelry tool blacksmiths; Joseph Baker, Jr., a
foreman in the works of the Gorham Manufac-
turing Company ; Aldredge G. Pearce, of the
F. T. Pearce Company ; William A. Schofield, of
Schofield, Battey & Co., and James P. Sullivan,
an employee of the Ostby & Barton Co.

The State government, inaugurated January
5th, had, among the members of the General As-
embly from Providence, Harry Cutler, President
Of the New England Jewelers' and Silversmiths'
Association, and George H. Holmes.

With the organization of the Attleboro Board
of Trade the name of Col. S. 0. Bigney again
comes before the public, due to the fact that he
has the honor of being its first president. For
many years Mr. Bigney has held important public
offices, both locally and for the State, but none,
we think, could reflect more credit on his standing
as a business man than this one. Mr. Bigney has
been compelled, from time to time, to decline
numerous political honors which have been offered
him, due to the fact that his business takes up the
greater part of his time.

The removal of The Bishop Company, Provi-
dence, manufacturers of optical chain, from 4
High Street to the Richards Building, on Elm
tSotit; fleeto,otr f 

the
000kplace recently. They will occupy the

building and will have greater
facilities than before.

The George W. Dover Company, located on
Garnet Street, has pUrchased land fronting on
Eddy Street, Blundell Street and Theusber's Ave-
nue, containing 49,700 square feet, as the location
for a new manufacturing plant, which is being
planned. The building will be one story and will
have about 25,000 square feet of floor space. It
will be used exclusively for manufacturing, the
firm retaining its present quarters for offices.

The Charles M. Robbins Company, Attleboro,
have moved into larger quarters. The change
has been contemplated for some times due to the
fact that the business has been growing steadily.
I hey are now located in the Wilmarth Building,
Ill) the corner of Hazel and School Streets. Al-
though a comparatively young concern, they are
veil known as manufacturers of badges and em-
blems throughout the country and have been ex-
ceptionally successful in this line.

William Thurber Lewis, once prominent in
the jewelry business in Barrington, and one of the
pioneer manufacturers long before the Civil War,
died at his home, on January 9th, from a compli-
cation of diseases. Besides a widow, he is sur-
vived by two sons, Arthur Lewis and William T.

Jr., and daughter, Mrs. Charles H.f 
Warren. 

Plans are now under way for the establish-
inent of a new plant, for the manufacture of gold
rings, at Valley Falls. The firm will be known as
the Burns Manufacturing Company, and is in-
corporated under the laws of Massachusetts, with
a. capitalization of $150,000. The officers are:
George E. Burns, of Central Falls, president, andI. R. Thompson, of Boston, treasurer. Mr. Burnsis also president of the Keach & Brown Manufac-
turing Company, of Central Falls, which has beenIII operation for a short time.

The Johnson, Hayward & Piper Jewelry Com-
Pony, of West Somerville, are now located in theirnew factory. One of the interesting features of thenew factory is Mr. Piper's "private hotel" on the
roof, consisting of a small structure, fitted up in-side with all modern conveniences, including a
bathroom with a shower bath. It looks like a
room at a good hotel and is used by Mr. Piper
when he comes over from New York.

The news of the death of John J. Bannigan,oil December 31St, came as a shock to his inti-
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mate tissociates, for, although it was known for
some time that he had been ill, his death was
wholly unexpected. Mr. Bannigan was the prin-
cipal owner of the Roger Williams Silver Com-
pany and the son of the late Joseph Bannigan,
better known, perhaps, as the "Rubber King."
:\ I T. Bannigan was a versatile business man, his
iniei:ests extending over several different lines.
I-le is survived by his widow and three sons.

A recent addition to the roll of manufac-
turers in West Somerville consists of the Regal
Jewelry Manufacturing Company, which has been
in operation since the New Year. They are lo-
cated at 30 Newbury Street, in the building for-
merly occupied by the American Acid Company.The officers of the company are Andrew Walker,
president.; Louis Rosatto and Peter Provanost,
vice-president; Edward Murphy, treasurer, and
Frank Vacaro, secretary. All the men are experts
in their special departments of the business, hav-
ing been heads of departments of other concerns
before forming this company.

The Executive Committee of the New Eng-
land Maim factoring Jewelers' and Silversmiths'
Association have completed the plans for the an-
nual banquet to be held in Infantry Hall, Saturday
evening, February 13th. It is intended to com-
memorate Lincoln's Birthday by appropriate deco-
rations and speeches, besides taking up matters
pertaining directly to the industry. The list of
speakers is an exceptionally good one, assuring
an interesting and enjoyable evening to members
and guests. Senator William E. Borah, of Idaho,
will talk on national questions and Dr. S. Parker
Cadman, New York, will deliver an address on
the life and character of Lincoln. Other speakers
are: Mayor Henry Fletcher, Speaker Roswell B.
Burchard, of the Rhode Island House of Repre-
sentatives, and Hon. Percival D. Oviatt, of
Rochester, N. Y.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of
the . Manufacturers' National Bank, Providence,
on January 19th, the following directors were
named: Frank Baker, Charles 0. Mason, George
K. Webster, Fred E. Sturdy, George W. Cheever,
Albert Totten and Joseph L. Sweet. These di-
rectors elected the following officers: Fred E.
Sturdy, president ; Frank L. Baker, clerk, and
Clifton Carpenter, cashier.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
First National Bank, Providence, was held on
January t9th and the following directors elected:
C. L. Watson, D. E. Makepeace, Harvey Clap,
S. M. Einstein, E. A. Sweeney, A. H. Sweet, R. M.
Horton, A. A. Bushee, Oscar Wolfenden and
Frank Mossberg. The following officers were
then elected by directors : C. L. Watson, presi-
dent; D. E. Makepeace, vice-president, and F. G.
Mason, cashier. • William Mauran, of the John T.
Mauran Manufacturing Company, Providence,
holds the controlling interest in this bank.

J. G. Young Company, of Attleboro, have
been incorporated to do a general jewelry business
with a capital of $to,000. The officers are: Harry
J. Moelter, Attleboro, president ; Henry A. White,
Attleboro, vice-president, and Leslie G. Young,
Plainsville, treasurer and clerk.

The directors of the Manufacturing Jewelers'
Board of Trade held a meeting, on January 15th,
at which the business of t908 was closed up and
the committee appointed to draft a new code of
by-laws rendered its report. Two new members
were admitted to membership.

Howard D. Wilcox, of Dutee, Wilcox & Co.,
Providence, left, with his wife, on the i8th of
last month for Pheenix, Arizona, to take a much-
needed vacation. Last November Mr. Wilcox
broke his left arm, but continued to get down to
his business every day.

Stephen Paine, who for more than fifty years
was in business on Westminster Street, Provi-
dence, as a jeweler and optician, died at his home,
40 Grave Street, on January x6, 1909, in the
seventy-sixth year of his life. The name of
Stephen Paine has been a familiar one on West-
minster Street for half a century. He built up a
large business in his optical work and was con-
sidered one of the best opticians in the State. He
will be missed by his many friends and old cus-
tomeTrsh.

e school children of Plainsville are having
a speaking contest, and the winner gets a prize of
a pretty silver cup, offered by William F. Maintien.
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Newark, N. J., Notes
Baker & Co., Inc., of this city, have added a

new department to their business and hereafter
will manufacture a line of high-grade platinum
and gold settings. For more than a quarter of a
century they have been large refiners and manu-
facturers of platinum and for some time past
they have been equipping their setting department
with a full complement of machinery for the
manufacture of settings. They are now distrib-
uting a catalogue of designs of settings and aux-
iliary parts and while, at the outset, their line will
not be altogether complete, it is their intention to
make it so as quickly as possible. This concern re-
fines its own metal, makes its own alloys, and
ticipates a good market for the output of their
new department. They will carry in stock the line
of settings, etc., shown in their catalogue and will
make settings to special order on short notice.

Larter & Sons are now installed in their new
factory at Austin and Parkhurst Streets.

W. C. Barry, who has for many years been
the Western representative of Larter & Sons, re-
signed his position with that concern on January
1st to embark in an enterprise, of which he will
be the head, under the name of Barry & Co. The
new concern will manufacture a high-grade line of
to K. jewelry. Their factory and offices will be
located at to Austin Street, this city.

B. H. Davis has recently formed a copartner-
ship with his son, A. B. Davis, and E. Reubenstein
for the manufacture of gold and diamond jewelry
and the importing of diamonds.

Matthias Stratton, president of Ailing & Co.,
has been appointed fire commissioner of Newark.
Mr. Stratton is a member of the Newark Board
of Trade and the Chamber of Commerce and has
spent considerable time and study to fire fighting
in our large cities

George R. Howe is Chairman of the State
Industrial Commission which recently made a re-
port to the Governor recommending the estab-
lishing of industrial schools throughout the State.

J. A. 8z_ S. W. Granbery are enlarging their
plant to the extent of leasing floor space in the
brick addition of the Strobell & Crane Building
on the corner of Scott and Orchard Streets.

The partners of the firm of L. A. Piaget &
Co., namely, Frank A. Piaget and Samuel M.
Schoonmalcer, dissolved partnership, by mutual
consent, oil janitary 13, 1909.

Air Employed to Cut Steel
"Diamond cut diamond," but steel is cut with

air. The new and ingenious method of rapidly
cutting through iron or steel plate is based upon
the fact that when iron at a high temperature is
acted upon by a fine jet of oxygen the resulting
iron oxide is more fusible than the iron itself,
and passing away exposes a fresh surface of the
metal to the attack of the gas so that a cut is
produced along the line of action.

In the early attempts to utilize this method in
practice the metal was first heated to the required
temperature in an oxyhydrogen flame, and then
subjected to the action of the oxygen jet. -

Now, however, the heating and oxidation are
done at the same time, and the resulting cut is
much sharper.

In one form of apparatus used for this
process the metal is heated by means of an oxy-
acetylene flame from the center of which issues
a jet of oxygen. In illustration of the speed of
the new process Mr. L. Guillen in ten minutes
cut in two an armor plate 61/4 inches thick and 31/4
feet in length. Manholes were cut in plates 1/4 to
VA inches thick in four to five minutes.

In parallel experiments upon the same piece
of metal a groove TA to 21/4 inches deep was cut
by the oxygen process in seven minutes, whereas
with a pneumatic chisel a groove of about the
same length, but only a quarter as deep, took an
hour to cut. The new method has also given
satisfactory results in the rapid removal of the
heads of rivets where plating has to be separated,
only a few seconds' treatment being needed for
fusing off the head of a rivet inch thick.

With regard to the effect of the oxygen upon
the metal adjoining the cut experiments have
shown that the depreciation is but slight.
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The year of hard times and panic is only a
memory. It is gratifying to note, however, that
the last month of it was one for pleasant recollec-
tions. The holiday trade was much better than
any of us had hoped, The way expensive pieces
went was one of the marked conditions, too. In
fact, all lines, except watches, showed a decided
increase over the preceding year. Just why there
are so many dealers reporting poor watch busi-
ness is one of those strange conditions which
crops out in our craft. The jobbing trade are
making excellent reports about the condition of
out-of-town accounts. The. dealers in smaller
towns had a good business, and as they had
bought very sparingly for the fall, they were able
to take care of old accounts that had hung over
from spring. The trade in general are well
pleased with results and optimistic as to the, future
of the coming year's business.

Other lines of trade, such as iron, steel, ore
and coal are about holding their own. There was
a decided flurry about election time, but it was
only temporary. However, these allied interests,
which, by the way, are the backbone of our local
industries, are going ahead with increased output
in the firm belief that the year will bring forth a
great revival of all industries.

Burt Ramsay, the well-known retailer in the
Colonial and also Scoefield Building, is taking a
short trip to Cuba and expects to return about the
first of the month.

Otto Loehr, of Scribner & Loehr Co., left last
month for his annual pilgrimage to Eustis, Fla.,
where he has a winter home. Mr. Loehr is going
to spend a week or so this year in Cuba and ex-
pects to be in Havana in time to see the inaugura-
tion of the new President of Cuba.

Louis J. Binder, salesman with the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., has gone to Miama, Fla., for • ten
weeks and will be in the Miama branch store of
Greenleaf & Crosby Co., of Jacksonville.

Ben Sands, a local jeweler doing business on
Euclid Avenue, next door to the Citizens' Savings
Bank, made a voluntary assignment for the bene-
fit of his creditors, who are mostly New York
parties.

Grant Kee, watchmaker, and Oliver Meyers,
clockmaker for the Cowell & Hubbard Co., have
resigned. The former goes to Brock & Feagens,
Los Angeles, Cal. The latter will enter the
electric business.

The trial of the two Italians, Tony and An-
tonio Taddeo, on the charge of grand larceny
preferred by Scribner & Loehr Co., resulted in a
conviction, and they will work for the State for a
few years. A large measure of credit must needs
be given Clarence Rock, of the Scribner & Loehr
Co., for his efforts in running down this "merry"
pair of crooks.

Sidney Y. Ball, of the Webb C. Ball Company,
and George E. Eroe, the well-known city sales-
man of Scribner & Loehr Co., journeyed to New
York to attend the annual dinner of the 22 K.
Club, which was celebrated at Delmonico's on
January 22d.

C. W. Wattles, of W. W. Wattles Company,
Wood Street, Pittsburg, was calling on the trade
last month in a social way.

The trial of Edward Shattuc, the man who
tried to rob the jewelry store of Rowland Rus-
sell, 3339 St. Clair Avenue, about two months
ago, resulted in a conviction by the jury. Shattuc
had entered the store during the noon hour, when
only Miss Josephine Case, saleswoman for Russell,
was in. He struck Miss Case over the head with.
a hatchet, but she put up so good a fight that he
finally had to flee without the tray of diamond
rings he had sought to steal. Miss Case attributes
her escape from the blow of the hatchet to her
very heavy head of hair, which stopped the force
of the blow.

It is with extreme regret that the passing
away of the patriarch of the local jewelers must
be recorded, A. D. Ernne, 21 Colonial Arcade.
His death was sudden. He was leaving the store
for the night with C. L. Rodig, his watchmaker,

and, as he turned the key in the door, lie was seen
to drop. Instantly help was given him, but death
had ensued, due to apoplexy. Mr. Ernne was
born in Zurich, Switzerland, in 1835, and learned
the jeweler's trade in London, where he spent his
youth. He came to Cleveland about fifty years
ago and became watchmaker for the Crittenden
store. In 1877 he started in business for himself
and in 1898 he located in the Colonial Arcade.
He was president of the Concordia Lodge, a Ger-
man benevolent society, and a member of the
Knights of Pythias. Mr. Ernne was a wealthy
man.

W. L. Newmeyer, of the Engraving School,
was presented recently with an heir by his wife.

Ike Ginsburg, of Ginsburg & Bernstein, 5417
Woodland Avenue, was robbed last month of a
$200 diamond scarf pin while riding downtown on
a crowded car.

The following jewelers from points in the
State were in town last month : Chas. Bogert,
Sandusky; 0. G. Carter, New London; E. D.
Davis, Kent ; S. C. Mitchell, Bucyrus; G. F. Elgin,
Kent ; H. H. Brainard, Medina; J. 0. McClin-
tock, Chagrin Falls; Wm. Kutz, Bellevue.
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A Promising
Business has started up this
year even better than was

Outlook hoped. The retailers find trade
picking up again after the

usual lull that follows the holidays, and it seems
certain that the winter season will run away
ahead of that of a year ago. Some optimistic
merchants even think that the business of the
early part of t907 will be equaled.

Local manufacturing concerns find a brisk
business in the articles of small jewelry which
are made in Detroit, those lines having been par-
ticularly good sellers during the holidays. All the
Detroit wholesale firms are a trifle slower than
usual in getting their salesmen out on the road
this year. Everybody has been busy with inven-
tory work and the probability is that most of the
Detroit drummers will remain in the houses until
about the first week in February.

A victory for the local whole-
Victory for sale interests, which will benefit
Wholesalers other wholesalers to a less de-

gree, is the recently announced
decision of the State Railway Commission in re-
gard to excess baggage. Michigan railroads have
charged an excess baggage rate, which was a
great hardship to salesmen carrying bulky sam-
ples and making many stops at towns close to-
gether. They have had to pay the high minimum
rate on all trips, no matter whether the distance
was ten miles or twenty-five. For this reason the
Detroit Wholesalers' Association began a suit to
force the railroads to adopt the Indiana schedule
of excess baggage rates. The decision is a com-
promise, but grants the merchants much of what
they desired, and the result will be a great saving
to these houses.

The inauguration of Mayor
Presents for Philip Breitmeyer was the oc-
Mayor casion for, the display of sev-

eral fine presents in the may-
oral chamber. The Bright-Mayor Club presented
him with a fine Viennese bronze vase by C.
Katiba, the title being "Les Curieuses," and the
subject two female figures in relief upon a verdi-
gris background, the whole standing on an onyx
base. This was imported by Wright, Kay & Co.
Other presents were a fine Tiffany clock and a
Tiffany desk set and several handsome inlaid and
filigree pens. The clock was presented on behalf
of the Social Bowling Club by A. W. Buchbindcr,
of Wright, Kay & Co.

The local nest of Ku-Kus is still growing,
and the January nesting was one of the most en-
joyable yet. Two new members, Wm. Ulrich and
W. H. Loud, were initiated, and a pleasant social
evening was had. The meeting place will here-
after be in the German Salesmen's Hall, on Mon-

Febtalary, I 901)

roe Avenue, excellent quarters having been se-
cured. Visiting Ku-Kus from other cities are in
vited to attend the monthly meetings, which take
place on the first Wednesday of each month.

W. C. Noack, of Noack & Gorenflo, was active
in this movement. He estimated that the new
schedule will save each jewelry house front $3o)
to $500 per year on each salesman covering the
Michigan territory.

Fresh interest has been shown
Jewelers' by the members of the Jewel-
Building ers' Board of Trade in the idea

of having a Jewelers' Building
erected, in which all may find a home. This was
the principal topic of discussion at the January
board meeting and a majority of the members
expressed themselves as willing to make some
sacrifices to carry out the plan. It has been diffi-
cult so far to find a location that is exactly suit •
able, and there are also difficulties in the variation
in time at which various leases, held by the mem-
bers on their present quarters, expire. Within a
month or two the committee in charge will have
been able to explore all phases of the matter and
to report as to whether or not the project can be
successfully carried out.

J. Friedberg & Son's store, 210 Woodward
Avenue, was robbed early New Year's morning
of about $600 worth of watches, lockets, pins and
small wares which had been left in the show
window as a holiday display. The plate glass
window was broken in and all the goods within
reach were taken. This robbery evidently took
place very early in the morning at the time that
the night shift of police was going off duty. No
trace has been found of the robber.

There has been a halt in the proceedings to
wind up the business of Joseph Rosenberg, whole-
sale jeweler in the Farmer Building. Receiver
Edward Jerome inventoried the stock and book
accounts at $4400, but it was admitted that tv,
such price would be brought at a sale, and a com-
promise was offered by the bankrupt's attorney at
the rate of 25 per cent. Because of this, the sale
that has been ordered was postponed until the
creditors can be heard from.

Charles W. Henry, who was connected with
W. A. Sturgeon & Co. for a number of years, has
associated himself with W. A. Sturgeon in the
latter's new store in the Majestic Building. Mr.
Henry has been master of one of the important
Masonic lodges and has a large acquaintance both
within and without the trade. Earle Johnston,
who was also formerly in W. A. Sturgeon & Co.'s
store, is now with W. A. Sturgeon also.

W. J. Brown, who opened a cut-rate jewelry
store at Woodward Avenue and Congress Street
lately, has engaged Harry J. Schultz, formerly in
business for himself on Grand River Avenue, to
manage the place.

The branch store of Moe Ehrlich, at 698 Gra -
tiot Avenue, has been closed and the stock moved
to the main store at 3 r6 Hastings Street.

Edward F. Hellerich is now with the Imperial
Jewelry Company on Gratiot Avenue.

W. A. Sturgeon made a trip to New York
early in the month.

Robert Wynn has resigned his position with
the firm of Wright, Kay & Co.

Manager \V. D. Grainger, of W. A. Sturgeon
& Co., spent the first week of the month in New
York. F. A. Fuller, Jr., of New York, has ac-
cepted a position with this firm. Sturgeon & Co.
held a bargain sale in January to close out the re-
mainder of the firm's old stock, which was laid in
before the reorganization.

William C. Noack was ill for several da.
with grip. •

Al Sharp, well known in the trade, has been
added to the selling force in Hugh Connolly'
store.

W. H. Horton, traveling for the E. H. Pod-
rith Company, was married recently to Alice
Van Tine Swmlen. They will make their res-
(knee on Bagg Street.

C. H. Keller, with Noack & Gorenflo, spent
his vacation on a hunting trip in the woods
Northern Wisconsin.

J. D. Phillips, of Bowling Green, Ohio, was in
Detroit about the middle of the month on his wed-
ding trip.

E. W. Krainbrink, with the Chas. E. Berkey
Company, is no longer a resident of Detroit, hav-
ing built a home in Highland Park.
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The year of hard times and panic is only a
memory. It is gratifying to note, however, that
the last month of it was one for pleasant recollec-
tions. The holiday trade was much better than
any of us had hoped.. The way expensive pieces
went was one of the marked conditions, too. In
fact, all lines, except watches, showed a decided
increase over the preceding year. Just why there
are so many dealers reporting poor watch busi-
ness is one of those strange conditions which
crops out in our craft. The jobbing trade are
making excellent reports about the condition of
out-of-town accounts. The. dealers in smaller
towns had a good business, and as they had
bought very sparingly for the fall, they were able
to take care of old accounts that had hung over
from spring. The trade in general are well
pleased with results and optimistic as to the future
of the coming year's business.

Other lines of trade, such as iron, steel, ore
and coal are about holding their own. There was
a decided flurry about election time, but it was
only temporary. However, these allied interests,
which, by the way, are the backbone of our local
industries, are going ahead with increased output
in the firm belief that the year will bring forth a
great revival of all industries.

Burt Ramsay, the well-known retailer in the
Colonial and also Scoefield Building, is taking a
short trip to Cuba and expects to return about the
first of the month.

Otto Loehr, of Scribner & Loehr Co., left last
month for his annual pilgrimage to Eustis, Fla.,
where he has a winter home. Mr. Loehr is going
to spend a week or so this year in Cuba and ex-
pects to be in Havana in time to see the inaugura-
tion of the new President of Cuba.

Louis J. Binder, salesman with the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., has gone to Miama, Fla., for' ten
weeks and will be in the Miama branch store of
Greenleaf & Crosby Co., of Jacksonville.

Ben Sands, a local jeweler doing business on
Euclid Avenue, next door to the Citizens' Savings
Bank, made a voluntary assignment for the bene-
fit of his creditors, who are mostly New York
parties.

Grant Kee, watchmaker, and Oliver Meyers,
clockmaker for the Cowell & Hubbard Co., have
resigned. The former goes to Brock & Feagens,
Los Angeles, Cal. The latter will enter the
electric business.

The trial of the two Italians, Tony and An-
tonio Taddeo, on the charge of grand larceny
preferred by Scribner & Loehr Co., resulted in a
conviction, and they will work for the State for a
few years. A large measure of credit must needs
be given Clarence Rock, of the Scribner & Loehr
Co., for his efforts in running down this "merry"
pair of crooks.

Sidney Y. Ball, of the Webb C. Ball Company,
and George E. Eroe, the well-known city sales-
man of Scribner & Loehr Co., journeyed to New
York to attend the annual dinner of the 22 K.
Club, which was celebrated at Delmonico's on
January 22d.

C. W. Wattles, of W. W. Wattles Company,
Wood Street, Pittsburg, was calling on the trade
last month in a social way.

The trial of Edward Shattuc, the man who
tried to rob the jewelry store of Rowland Rus-
sell, 3339 St. Clair Avenue, about two months
ago, resulted in a conviction by the jury. Shattuc
had entered the store during the noon hour, when
only Miss Josephine Case, saleswoman for Russell,
was in. He struck Miss Case over the head with
a hatchet, but she put up so good a fight that he
finally had to flee without the tray of diamond
rings he had sought to steal. Miss Case attributes
her escape from the blow of the hatchet to her
very heavy head of hair, which stopped the force
of the blow.

It is with extreme regret that the passing
away of the patriarch of the local jewelers must
be recorded, A. D. Ernne, 21 Colonial Arcade.
His death was sudden. He was leaving the store
for the night with C. L. Rodig, his watchmaker,

and, as he turned the key in the door, he was seen
to drop. Instantly help was given him, but death
had ensued, due to apoplexy. Mr. Ernne was
born in Zurich, Switzerland, in 1835, and learned
the jeweler's trade in London, where he spent his
youth. He came to Cleveland about fifty years
ago and became watchmaker for the Crittenden
store. In 1877 he started in business for himself
and in 1898 he located in the Colonial Arcade.
He was president of the Concordia Lodge, a Ger-
man benevolent society, and a member of the
Knights of Pythias. Mr. Ernne was a wealthy
man.

W. L. Newmeyer, of the Engraving School,
was presented recently with an heir by his wife.

Ike Ginsburg, of Ginsburg & Bernstein, 5417
Woodland Avenue, was robbed last month of a
$200 diamond scarf pin while riding downtown on
a crowded car.

The following jewelers from points in the
State were in town last month: Chas. Bogert,
Sandusky; 0. G. Carter, New London; E. D.
Davis, Kent ; S. C. Mitchell, Bucyrus; G. F. Elgin,
Kent; H. H. Brainard, Medina; J. 0. McClin-
tock, Chagrin Falls; Wm. Kutz, Bellevue.
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Business has started up this
A Promising year even better than was
Outlook hoped. The retailers find trade

picking up again after the
usual lull that follows the holidays, and it seems
certain that the winter season will run away
ahead of that of a year ago. Some optimistic
merchants even think that the business of the
early part of 1907 will be equaled.

Local manufacturing concerns find a brisk
business in the articles of small jewelry which
are made in Detroit, those lines having been par-
ticularly good sellers during the holidays. All the
Detroit wholesale firms are a trifle slower than
usual in getting their salesmen out on the road
this year. Everybody has been busy with inven-
tory work and the probability is that most of the
Detroit drummers will remain in the houses until
about the first week in February.

A victory for the local whole-
Victory for sale interests, which will benefit
Wholesalers other wholesalers to a less de-

gree, is the recently announced
decision of the State Railway Commission in re-
gard to excess baggage. Michigan railroads have
charged an excess baggage rate, which was a
great hardship to salesmen carrying bulky sam-
ples and making many stops at towns close to-
gether. They have had to pay the high minimum
rate on all trips, no matter whether the distance
was ten miles or twenty-five. For this reason the
Detroit Wholesalers' Association began a suit to
force the railroads to adopt the Indiana schedule
of excess baggage rates. The decision is a com-
promise, but grants the merchants much of what
they desired, and the result will be a great saving
to these houses.

The inauguration of Mayor
Presents for Philip Breitmeyer was the oc-
Mayor casion for, the display of sev-

eral fine presents in the may-
oral chamber. The Bright-Mayor Club presented
him with a fine Viennese bronze vase by C.
Kauba, the title being "Les Curieuses," and the
subject two female figures in relief upon a verdi-
gris background, the whole standing on an onyx
base. This was imported by Wright, Kay & Co.
Other presents were a fine Tiffany clock and a
Tiffany desk set and several handsome inlaid and
filigree pens. The clock was presented on behalf
of the Social Bowling Club by A. W. Buchbinder,
of Wright, Kay & Co.

The local nest of Ku-Kus is still growing,
and the January nesting was one of the most en-
joyable yet. Two new members, Win. Ulrich and
W. H. Loud, were initiated, and a pleasant social
evening was had. The meeting place will here-
after be in the German Salesmen's Hall, on Mon-

February, 1900

roe Avenue, excellent quarters having been se
cured. Visiting Ku-Kus from other cities are in
vited to attend the monthly meetings, which take
place on the first Wednesday of each month.

W. C. Noack, of Noack & Gorenflo, was active
in this movement. He estimated that the new
schedule will save each jewelry house from $3on
to $500 per year on each salesman covering the
Michigan territory.

Fresh interest has been shown
Jewelers' by the members of the Jewel-
Building ers' Board of Trade in the idea

of having a Jewelers' Building
erected, in which all may find a home. This was
the principal topic of discussion at the January
board meeting and a majority of the members
expressed themselves as willing to make some
sacrifices to carry out the plan. It has been diffi-
cult so far to find a location that is exactly suit•
able, and there are also difficulties in the variation
in time at which various leases, held by the mem-
bers on their present quarters, expire. Within a
month or two the committee in charge will have
been able to explore all phases of the matter and
to report as to whether or not the project can be
successfully carried out.

J. Friedberg & Son's store, 210 Woodward
Avenue, was robbed early New Year's morning
of about $600 worth of watches, lockets, pins and
small wares which had been left in the show
window as a holiday display. The plate glass
window was broken in and all the goods within
reach were taken. This robbery evidently took
place very early in the morning at the time that
the night shift of police was going off duty. No
trace has been found of the robber.

There has been a halt in the proceedings to
wind up the business of Joseph Rosenberg, whole-
sale jeweler in the Farmer Building. Receiver
Edward Jerome inventoried the stock and book
accounts at $4400, but it was admitted that no
such price would be brought at a sale, and a com-
promise was offered by the bankrupt's attorney at
the rate of 25 per cent. Because of this, the sale
that has been ordered was postponed until the
creditors can be heard from.

Charles W. Henry, who was connected with
W. A. Sturgeon & Co. for a number of years, has
associated himself with W. A. Sturgeon in the
latter's new store in the Majestic Building. Mr.
Henry has been master of one of the important
Masonic lodges and has a large acquaintance both
within and without the trade. Earle Johnston,
who was also formerly in W. A. Sturgeon & Co.'s
store, is now with W. A. Sturgeon also.

W. J. Brown, who opened a cut-rate jewelry
store at Woodward Avenue and Congress Street
lately, has engaged Harry J. Schultz, formerly in
business for himself on Grand River Avenue, to
manage the place.

The branch store of Moe Ehrlich, at 698 Gra-
tiot Avenue,. has been closed and the stock moved
to the main store at 316 Hastings Street.

Edward F. Hellerich is now with the Imperial
Jewelry Company on Gratiot Avenue.
. W. A. Sturgeon made a trip to New York
early in the month.

Robert Wynn has resigned his position with
the firm of Wright, Kay & Co.

Manager W. 1). Grainger, of W. A. Sturgeon
& Co., spent the first week of the month in New
York. F. A. Fuller, Jr., of New York, has ac-
cepted a position with this firm. Sturgeon & Co.
held a bargain sale in January to close out the ri -
minder of the firm's old stock, which was laid i.1
before the reorganization.

William C. Noack was ill for several days
with grip.

Al Sharp, well known in the trade, has been
added to the selling force in Hugh Connolly's
store.

W. H. Horton, traveling for the E. H. Pud-
rith Company, was married recently to Alice
Van Tine Swinlen. They will make their resi-
dence on Bagg Street.

C. H. Keller, with Noack & Gorenflo, spent
his vacation on a hunting trip in the woods f
Northern Wisconsin.

J. D. Phillips, of Bowling Green, Ohio, was in
Detroit about the middle of the month on his wed-
ding trip.

E. W. Krainbrink, with the Chas. E. Berkey
Company, is no longer a resident of Detroit, hav-
ing built a home in Highland Park.
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(if We invite the attention of the trade
to our new line of patterns for the
Spring of 1909.

II The illustrations are only sugges-
tions from the complete line now
being shown by the wholesale dealers.

(if 0 size JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold
Watch Cases (guaranteed 25 years)
are made in Hunting, Open-face and
Queen styles, with Antique, French
and Fancy Bows.

(if The line of patterns in larger sizes
is equally attractive.

Traile-Mark in Back

Cit""Olij

_ Trade-Mark in Cali

(11 In 20-year cases this line stands
pre-eminent.

It is a necessity for the dealer who
caters to a refined trade.

411 Price often counts in selling a watch.
This line meets all requirements,
both in price and artistic merit.

(if It is low priced, but not cheap.
gr With this line, and the one shown
on the preceding page, no watch
buyer can escape you.

(g 0 size JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold
Watch Cases (guaranteed 20 years)
are made in Hunting, Open-face
and Queen styles, with Antique and
Fancy Bows.

44 Order from your wholesale dealer,
and do it now.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

Cincinnati
San Francisco Cincinnati

San Francisco
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THE PROSPERITY LINE

D. F. B. Co.
Is the recognized trade
synonym for standard
quality, correct style and
faultless construction in

CHAINS
FOBS
BRACELETS

It means reliable stock, profit-
able sales, satisfied customers,
enhanced reputation and in-
creased patronage.

We D. F. Briggs Company
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE

180 Broadway

CHICAGO OFFICE
Heyworth Building

No. 101

253

oze,14
/,4;1p:F;1740

0104,;(10)..:iexl,

(1:?

t 

ST. LOUIS OFFICE
Mermod &Jaccard Bldg.

LONDON OFFICE
118-122 Holborn, E. C.
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THE SURVIVAL of the FITTEST
Is the sole explanation of the leadership now

conceded by the trade to the fascinating

FACETED DESIGN

:L The Paragon e. Bracelet Beauty, Richness,
Grace and Comfort.

It The public has pronounced its verdict and solved

for you the problem of Spring Selection.

MANUFACTURED BY

WOLCOTT MFG. CO.
NEW YORK CITY
14 MAIDEN LANE 71 Peck Street, PROVIDENCE

 Ha I  

',01tAld

------ 
atitlf-k

This is the
factory where
the celebrated
S. 0. Bigney
& Co.'s high-
grade gold-filled
mirror-finish
chains
are made

To the Retail Trade:

Gentlemen : The leading jobbers
of the United States will be supplied
with the most magnificent and up-to-
date line of Fobs, Chains, Watch and
Chatelaine Fobs, Pendants, Guard
Chains and Bracelets of every de-
scription, both side swing and hinge,
ever produced by our house.
We do not hesitate to say that we

are giving better value in our goods
than any competing house, and our

styles and finish are unexcelled.
All who have handled our chains

know that they are sellers. Ask
your jobber for them. We sell the
wholesale trade only.

• TRADE MARK'

5

The BIGNEY WATCH

FOB FOR LADIES

Safety Hook on

Back of Pin

S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE

3 Maiden Lane
01564

tia,j
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THE NEWEST

EDC>c›—

THE NEW THIN MODEL "ALDEN

is the thinnest 16 size watch made
in America. The illustrations shown
are exact size.

qi It is an accurate timekeeper.
Qf It has double roller lever
escapement; quick train; Breguet
hairspring; pull-out set; seven jewels;
white enamel dial; semi-bascine case;
open-face.

411 Cased in Nickel, Gun Metal and
20-year Gold Filled.

gi Two styles—Plain Polished and
Engine-Turned to Shield in Circle.

Retail prices: Nickel $4.00; Gun
Metal $5.25; Gold Filled $9.00.

Qf Trade prices and descriptive litera-
ture upon request to

OUR NEW MATERIAL CABINET
contains a general assortment of material
most frequently needed by repairers.

It is packed in strong glass bottles,
conveniently arranged in a durable box
suitable for the work bench. Price, com-
plete, $5.0o, subject to our usual cash
discount.
A printed list of the contents of each

bottle will be mailed upon request.

Beware of Imitation Material

By purchasing material in packages
bearing our trade mark, the trade is
assured of getting the same quality as
originally used in our watches.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
WATERBURY, CONN.

OR ANY OF OUR DISTRIBUTORS

About Depthings

No. 4

In this article we will give one example

in each of the six classes of problems in

depthings and show the method of working

them out in detail. The symbols and for-

mulas by which we work, together with the

explanations of their meanings and numeri-

cal values, will be found in Article III, to

which we would refer the reader for full

information.
EXAMPLE NO. I

Suppose that we have a wheel of 64

teeth rather blunt in form, gearing into a

pinion of 8 leaves with semi-circular ad-

denda, and the outside or total diameter of

the wheel is 8o one-hundredths of an inch.

We want to know what should be the total

diameter of the pinion to gear properly with

this wheel. As our formulas use the radius,

instead of the diameter of a part, we take

the total radius, R, of the wheel, which will,

of course, be one-half the diameter, i. e.,

8o ± 2 = 40 one-hundredths of an inch.

To save needless repetitions we will here-

after omit the words "hundredths of an

inch," and only use the figures expressing

the proper size. We therefore call the total

radius of the wheel 40.

To work out this problem we use for-

mula 6, which reads N + A : n + a :: R

+ 0 : r o. For blunt teeth, A, the num-

ber added to the number of teeth, is 2.25.

N .4 will therefore be 64 + 2.25 =

66.25. The number to be added for semi-

circular addenda, on an 8-leaf pinion,. is

1.25, therefore n + a will be 8 t-F 1.25 =

9.25. R + 0, or the pitch radius of the

wheel puts the ogive of one tooth is, of

course, the total or working radius, 40.

Substituting these figures for the terms

in the above formula it will read 66.25 :

9.25 : 40 : r o, which, being worked out,

gives us r + o = 5.58, as the total radius of

the pinion. Doubling this we get 11.16 as

the total diameter of the pinion.

EXAMPLE NO. 2

Suppose v■re have a wheel of 64 teeth
rather blunt in form, engaging with a pin-

ion of 8 leaves having semi-circular ad-

denda, and the total diameter of the pinion

t.t6. What should be the total diameter

of the wheel, to be suitable to engage with

this pinion?
For this problem we use formula 6 as

before. But the term we now Wish to find

the value of is R + 0, which is in the third

place, instead of the fourth. In order to get

it into the fourth place, or choose arrange-

ment (C), and after transposing of the

terms by it, our formula will read 6 (C),

+a:N+A::r+o:R+0. Sub-

stituting the proper figures for the letters,

the formula will read 9.25 : 66.25 :: 5.58:

R + 0. This being worked out gives us

39.96 as the total radius of the wheel, and

the total diameter is, of course, double that

amount, or 79.92. This is not 8o, as it

should be, being 8 ten-thousandths of an

inch, or a little less than i one-thousandths

of an inch too small. This is as close as the

usual measurements will come, but we can

get much nearer to exactness by carrying

our calculations to 3 or 4 figures of decimals

instead of 2, and calling the total radius of

the pinion 5.585. This will give us R + 0

=-: 40.0006, or 6 one-millionths of an inch

too large.
EXAMPLE NO. 3

Suppose we have a wheel of 64 teeth,

rather blunt, engaging with a pinion of 8

leaves with semi-circular addenda, at a cen-

ter distance of 43.47. We want to find the

working or 'total diameters of both the

wheel and the pinion, suitable to .work to-

gether in that center distance.

We first select formula 2, which reads

N + :N :: CD :R, in order to get the

pitch radius of the wheel. Substituting fig-

ures for the letters, the formula will read,

72 : 64 :: 43.47 : R. Figuring this out, we

get R = 38.64.
The easiest way to get the pitch radius

of the pinion would be to subtract the ra-

dius of the wheel from the center distance;

but we do not know that the center distance

is what it should be. If it was not, the

pinion radius would also be incorrect. We

will therefore use formula 3, which will

give us the exact and correct radius. That

reads N + n : n :: CD : r. Substituting

figures, it will read 72 : 8 :: 43.47 : r.

Working this out we get 4.83 for the cor-

rect pitch radius of the pinion. In this ex-

ample it is not necessary to find the pitch

radius of the pinion, but we have done it to

show the method.
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We now use formula 4, to find the

total radius, R + 0, of the wheel. That

reads N :N±A::R:R+0. Substi-

tuting figures it will read 64 : 66.25 ::

38.64 : R + 0, which, being worked out,

gives us 39.999 for the total radius of the

wheel. This is practically the same as 40,

and double that amount, or 8o, is the total

diameter of the wheel.

Next we use formula 6 to find r + o,

the total radius of the pinion. It reads

N+ A :n+ a :: R + 0 : r o. Substi-

tuting figures for the letters, it will read

66.25 : 9.25 :: 40 : r + 0, which, being

worked out, gives us • 5.584 for the total

radius of the pinion, and twice that, or

11.186, will be its total diameter.

EXAMPLE NO. 4

Suppose we have a wheel of 64 teeth,

rather blunt, gearing into a pinion of 8

leaves with semi-circular addenda, and the

total diameter of the wheel and pinion are

8o and 11.16, respectively. What is the

proper center distance at which they will

correctly engage with each other?

First, we must find the pitch radius of

the wheel and use formula 4, which reads

N : N + A ::R : R + 0. But R, the

term we seek, is in the third place, instead

of the fourth. We therefore transpose the

terms according to arrangement (c), and

the formula will then read N + A : N

R + 0 : R. We substitute the proper fig-

ures for the letters, and it reads 66.25 : 64

:: 40 : R. This being worked out gives us

38.64 for the pitch radius of the wheel.

We now use . formula 2, which reads

N it : N CD : R, to find the center

distance. But as CD is in the third place,

instead of the fourth, we select third ar-

rangement, and our formula will then read

2 (c), N N + n R : CD. Substituting

the proper figures, it will read 64 : 72 ::

38.64 : CD. This being figured out, gives

us 43.47 for the proper center distance.

EXAMPLE NO. 5

Suppose we have a wheel of 64 teeth,

rather blunt, with a total diameter of 8o,

and a center distance of 43.47. We want to

find the number of leaves for the pinion,

and its total diameter, to properly engage

with the wheel, in that center distance.

(Continued on page 259)
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About Depthings

No. 4

In this article we will give one example

in each of the six classes of problems in

depthings and show the method of working

them out in detail. The symbols and for-

mulas by which we work, together with the

explanations of their meanings and numeri-

cal values, will be found in Article III, to

which we would refer the reader for full

in formation.
EXAMPLE NO. I

Suppose that we have a wheel of 64

teeth rather blunt in form, gearing into a

pinion of 8 leaves with semi-circular ad-

denda, and the outside or total diameter of

the wheel is 8o one-hundredths of an inch.

We want to know what should be the total

diameter of the pinion to gear properly with

this wheel. As our formulas use the radius,

instead of the diameter of a part, we take

the total radius, R, of the wheel, which will,

of course, be one-half the diameter, i. e.,

8o 2 = 40 one-hundredths of an inch.

To save needless repetitions we will here-

after omit the words "hundredths of an

inch," and only use the figures expressing

the proper size. We therefore call the total

radius of the wheel 40.

To work out this problem we use for-

mula 6, which reads N + A : n + a :: R

+ 0 : r + o. For blunt teeth, A, the num-

ber added to the number of teeth, is 2.25.

N + A will therefore be 64 + 2.25 :=

66.25. The number to be added for semi-

circular addenda, on an 8-leaf pinion,. is

1.25, therefore n + a will be 8 + 1.25 ---=

9.25. 1? + 0, or the pitch radius of the

wheel plus the ogive of one tooth is, of

course, the total or working radius, 40.

Substituting these figures for the terms

in the above formula it will read 66.25 :

9.25 : 40 : r + 0, which, being worked out,

gives us r + o = 5.58, as the total radius of

the pinion. Doubling this we get 11.16 as

the total diameter of the pinion.

EXAMPLE NO. 2

Suppose we have a wheel of 64 teeth

rather blunt in form, engaging with a pin-

ion of 8 leaves having semi-circular ad-

denda, and the total diameter of the pinion

ILI& What should be the total diameter

of the wheel, to be suitable to engage with

this pinion?
For this problem we use formula 6 as

before. But the term we now Wish to find

the value of is R + 0, which is in the third

place, instead of the fourth. In order to get

it into the fourth place, or choose arrange-

ment (C), and after transposing of the

terms by it, our formula will read 6 (C),

n+a:N+A ::r+  o :R+ 0. Sub-

stituting the proper figures for the letters,

the formula will read 9.25 : 66.25 :: 5.58:

R + 0. This being worked out gives us

39.96 as the total radius of the wheel, and

the total diameter is, of course, double that

amount, or 79.92. This is not 8o, as it

should be, being 8 ten-thousandths of an

inch, or a little less than i one-thousandths

of an inch too small. This is as close as the

usual measurements will come, but we can

get much nearer to exactness by carrying

our calculations to 3 or 4 figures of decimals

instead of 2, and calling the total radius of

the pinion 5.585. This will give us R + 0

= 40.0006, or 6 one-millionths of an inch

too large.
EXAMPLE NO. 3

Suppose we have a wheel of 64 teeth,

rather blunt, engaging with a pinion of 8

leaves with semi-circular addenda, at a cen-

ter distance of 43.47. We want to find the

working or 'total diameters of both the

wheel and the pinion, suitable to .work to-

gether in that center distance.

We first select formula 2, which reads

N+ n :N :: CD : R, in order to get the

pitch radius of the wheel. Substituting fig-

ures for the letters, the formula will read,

72 : 64 :: 43.47 : R. Figuring this out, we

get R = 38.64.
The easiest way to get the pitch radius

of the pinion would be to subtract the ra-

dius of the wheel from the center distance;

but we do not know that the center distance

is what it should be. If it was not, the

pinion radius would also be incorrect. We

will therefore use formula 3, which will

give us the exact and correct radius. That

reads N + n : n :: CD : r. Substituting

figures, it will read 72 : 8 :: 43.47 : r.

Working this out we get 4.83 for the cor-

rect pitch radius of the pinion. In this ex-

ample it is not necessary to find the pitch

radius of the pinion, but we have done it to

show the method.

We now use formula 4, to find the

total radius, R + 0, of the wheel. That

reads N : N + A R : R + 0. Substi-

tuting figures it will read 64 : 66.25 : :

38.64 : R + 0, which, being worked out,

gives us 39.999 for the total radius of the

wheel. This is practically the same as 40,

and double that amount, or 8o, is the total

diameter of the wheel.

Next we use formula 6 to find r + o,

the total radius of the pinion. It reads

N+ A :n+ a ::R -j- 0 : r + o. Substi-

tuting figures for the letters, it will read

66.25 : 9.25 :: 40 : r + 0, which, being

worked out, gives us 5.584 for the total

radius of the pinion, and twice that, or

11.186, will be its total diameter.

EXAMPLE NO. 4
Suppose we have a wheel of 64 teeth,

rather blunt, gearing into a pinion of 8

leaves with semi-circular addenda, and the

total diameter of the wheel and pinion are

8o and 11.16, respectively. What is the

proper center distance at which they will

correctly engage with each other?

First, we must find the pitch radius of

the wheel and use formula 4, which reads

N : N + A R : R + 0. But R, the

term we seek, is in the third place, instead

of the fourth. We therefore transpose the

terms according to arrangement (c), and

the formula will then read N + A : N

R + 0 : R. We substitute the proper fig-

ures for the letters, and it reads 66.25 : 64

:: 40 : R. This being worked out gives us

38.64 for the pitch radius of the wheel.

We now use formula 2, which reads

N + n : N CD : R, to find the center

distance. But as CD is in the third place,

instead of the fourth, we select third ar-

rangement, and our formula will then read

2 (c), N:N+n ::R : CD. Substituting

the proper figures, it will read 64 : 72 ::

38.64 : CD. This being figured out, gives

us 43.47 for the proper center distance.

EXAMPLE NO. 5

Suppose we have a wheel of 64 teeth,

rather blunt, with a total diameter of 8o,

and a center distance of 43.47. We want to

find the number of leaves for the pinion,

and its total diameter, to properly engage

with the wheel, in that center distance.

(Continued on page 259)
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We first use formula 4, which reads

N :N+A::R:R+0. The term we

want to find is R, which is in the third place,

instead of the fourth, and we therefore se-

lect arrangement (c), and our formula will

read 4 (c),N+A:N::R+0:R. A,

for blunt teeth, is 2.25 ; N + A will there-

fore be 64 + 2.25. R + 0, the pitch radius

plus the ogive, is one-half the total diam-

eter, or 40. Substituting these figures, the

formula will read 66.25 : 64 :: 40 : R.

Working this out, we get 38.64 for the pitch

radius of the wheel.

Now we employ formula 6, to find the

total radius of the pinion. It reads N + A

:n+a::R+0:r+o. As we already

know, N + A is 66.25, n + a is 9.25, and

R 0 is 40. Substituting these figures,

the formula reads, 66.25 : 9.25 : : 40 :

r o. Working this out, we get 5.58, for

the total radius of the pinion, and its total

diameter will be twice that, or 11.16.

Next we employ formula 2, which

reads N n : N :: CD :R. The term we

seek is in the first place. We therefore

choose arrangement (j), and the formula

will then read 2 (j), R :CD :: + : N+ n.

Substituting figures for the letters, the for-

mula will read 38.64 : 43.47 :: 64 : N + n.

Working this out, we get 72, for the value

of N + n. As N is 64, we subtract 64 from

72 and the remainder 8, is n, the number of

leaves in the pinion.

We have put this point into the prob-

lem to show completely these formulas en-

able every point about a depthing to be

worked out. But the number of leaves or

teeth in a depthing is generally found by

other calculations.

EXAMPLE NO. 6

Suppose a pinion has 8 leaves with

semi-circular addenda, its total diameter is

11.16, and the center distance is 43.47.

What will be the proper number of teeth for

the wheel (the teeth to be rather blunt in

form) and its total diameter?

We first select formula 5, which reads
U : r : :nd-a : r o, in order to get the

pitch radius of the pinion. But as r is in the

second place, instead of the fourth, we se-

lect arrangement (e), and the formula will

then read n+a :r+o n : r. Substi-

tuting figures for the letters, it will read
9.25 : 5.58 :: 8 : r. Working this out we
get r = 4.826.

No we will take formula 3, which

reads, N + n : n :: CD : r. But the first

term is the one we want to find, so we select

arrangement (g), in order to get N + n in

the fourth place. The formula will then

read 3 (g), r : CD n : N + it. Substi-

tuting figures for letters it will read 4.826 :

43.47 :: 8 : N + n. Working this out, we

get N + n = 72.03. As n is 8, we subtract

8 from 72.03 and get 64.03 for the number

of teeth in the wheel.

As we cannot have fractional parts of

teeth we will assume that the odd decimal

figures .03 are due to not making the calcu-
lations with a sufficient number of decimal

figures, and the proper number of teeth in

the wheel will be 64.

Next we want to find R, the pitch ra-

dius of the wheel, and select formula 2,

which reads N + n : N :: CD : R. Sub-

stituting the proper figures for these letters

the formula will read 72 : 64 :: 43.47 : R.

Working this out, we get 38.64 for the pitch

radius of the wheel.

Lastly, we want to find R + 0, from

which we will get the total diameter of the

wheel, by doubling it. We therefore use

formula 4, which reads, N : N + A R :

R + 0. Substituting the proper figures for

these letters, the formula will read 64 :

66.25 :: 38.64 : R + 0. Working this out,

we get 39.999 for the pitch radius of the

wheel, which is practically equal to 40.

Doubling this, we get 8o, or eighty one-

hundredths of an inch as the total diameter

of the wheel.

It is not often that any one problem

requires so many different calculations as

these last two, but we have given hard ques-

tions in order to show how to work them

out, and how useful these formulas may be

to the practical workman.

Improvements in Clocks

Two important improvements recently made

in the construction of the clocks of precision used

by astronomers and physicists are described in the

Revue Scientifigue, of Paris. The first is the use

of pendulums made of nickel-steel, and the second

is the application of electromagnetic induction to

the maintenance and registration of the oscilla-

tions. Says the paper just named:

"The employment of 'invar' (36-per-cent.

nickel-steel, discovered by Mr. Guillaume) whose

expansion may easily be made lower than 1/13

that of steel, has made easier and more exact the

compensation for variations in the length of the

pendulum, due to temperature. This compensa-

tion is obtained simply by the upward expansion

of the steel bob, which is attached to the stem by

its lower edge.
"Such a clock placed in a case at constant

pressure and in a place where the temperature

varies little, should vary by only an insignificant

fraction of a second daily. Unfortunately, the

devices for maintaining and registering the motion

introduce perturbations, owing to the necessary

friction, which, feeble though they may be, are
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irregular and cause the length of the oscillation

to vary.
"An attempt has been made, though for some

time with little success, to use electricity to actuate

or connect these various mechanisms. In general

the device used was an electromagnet which, being

excited at each oscillation, returned to the clock,

either directly or not, its lost energy. For this it

was necessary to make contact with the clock it-

self, and this gave rise to friction. Mr. Fery

showed this in a very curious way by placing in

the circuit a telephone in which the noise of the

contact could be clearly recognized. Now, how-

ever, by very delicate special devices, it has been

possible to abolish friction altogether, and thus

to obtain clocks that keep time to about one-tenth

second per day. The most recent system devised

by Mr. Fery does away altogether with any ma-

terial connection with the pendulum, except, of

course, the suspension, for which a thin, flat piece

of flexible metal is used. The stem is of 'invar'

and supports a horizontal horseshoe magnet as

well as an additional mass serving for regulation.

At each oscillation, one of the branches of the

magnet enters a bobbin connected with a battery,

while the other enters a copper ring suspended

by a wire and constituting a pendulum of the same

period of oscillation. The ring is carried along

by the magnet by the action of the currents in-

duced in it by the latter, but is always a quarter

of an oscillation behind it. This second pendulum

makes the contact closing the circuit between the

battery and the bobbin that attracts the magnet.

"This clock starts as soon as the battery cir-

cuit is closed, and assumes without regulation a

steadiness of oscillation that seems never to have

been reached before."

Method of Removing Fixed Stoppers

Reagent bottles holding caustic alkalies, alka-

line carbonates, etc., very frequently become fixed,

and the usual method has been to tap the stopper

with a wooden block, or the application of heat

to the neck, or a combination of both. Results

are poor in certain cases and often result in the

fracture of the neck. The inverse process may

be used to advantage. In other words, freeze

the stopper, thus causing a contraction of the

stopper from the neck. The bottles which I used

for experiment had failed to open, under the heat-

ing and tapping, and were bad cases of fixed stop-

pers. The bottles held sodium carbonate that had

formed sodium silicate, an excellent cement, and

so were firmly fixed. They were inverted in a

mixture of crushed ice and calcium chloride, tak-

ing care that the freezing solution did not touch

the lips of the bottles. After standing twenty

minutes, each stopper was removed without the

slightest exertion. This is the neatest and safest

way to remove stoppers from bromine bottles and

other corrosive chemicals.—Scientific American..

Imitation Ivory
An inventor has discovered a new method of

imitating ivory, which, owing to the rapid ex-

tinction of the elephant, has become very costly.

The imitation is deceptively similar to and is said

to possess the same hardness as the genuine

article. He uses in its production the substances

of which the genuine ivory consists, i. e., tribasic
phosphate of lime, carbonate of lime, magnesia,

alum, gelatine and albumen.
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A Storage Battery Without
Chemicals

T H E

An experimental storage battery, hav-

ing qualities of interest, and at least re-

motely suggestive of commercial possibili-

ties, may be constructed at a cost of a few

cents, writes Walton Harrison in the Scien-

tific American.

Provide four strips A, B, C, D, of thin

cloth (calico will answer), the strip A being

20 feet long and 4 inches wide, the strip B

18 feet long and 3 inches wide, the strip C

to feet long and 4 inches wide and the one

designated as D 9 feet long and 3 inches

wide. Procure an ordinary battery jar E of

cylindrical form, a pound of commercial

flake graphite, a few gum bands, and twci

pieces of No. 30 bare copper wire, one (G)

being 20, and the other (H) to feet in

length. These parts and materials, together

with a carbon rod F of the kind used for arc

lighting, comprise everything needed except

water and enterprise.
Spread out the strips B and D, shower

them liberally with water, and dust the

graphite upon them. Then stroke them off

with the hand. This will remove all excess

of graphite, and leave them shining like

strips of new tin plate. A single coating of

the graphite upon one face of the cloth is

sufficient.
Spread out the strip A, which remains

uncoated, and lay the strip B centrally upon

it, so as to leave exposed all margins of the

strip A, its ends extending equally and in

opposite directions beyond the ends of the

strip B. Extend the wire G along the strip

B from one of its corners to the opposite

corner, the wire thus being slightly oblique

relatively to the strip, and extending a

couple of feet beyond one corner. Next

Place in position the strip C, which remains

uncoated, centering it lengthwise in relation

to the other strips and bringing its longer

edges flush with those of the strip A.

Place the strip D on the strip C, leaving all

margins equally matched. Stretch the wire

H along the strip D, from one corner to the

corner opposite, the wire being slightly

oblique to the strip, so as to cross the wire G

and leaving a foot of the wire H projecting.

Wind the projecting end (2 feet long)

of the wire G tightly around the carbon rod

P, and lay the rod squarely across the adja-

cent end of the strip B, so as to make good

contact with the graphite. This will leave
a foot of the strip A extending from the
rod F. Bend this extending portion back

over the rod so as to cover it, and then,

using the rod F as a spool, roll' it along,

pressing it down hard ; and thus wind
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tightly upon it all of the strips and both of

the wires, so as to form a hard roll having

generally the appearance of a solid white

cylinder. Stretch two or three rubber

bands around the roll, so as to hold all of

its parts rigidly in position. Find the pro-

jecting end of the wire G, and leave it ex-

posed. Set the roll into the jar, so that the

exposed portion of the wire G and also a

portion of the carbon rod F extend up-

wardly. Now fill the jar with water, pref-

erably submerging the roll to within half an

inch of its top.
This completes the battery. In some

instances it may be improved by making the

strips A C of cloth thicker than that above

designated.
The battery may be charged from an

ordinary dry cell, by connecting the zinc

shell of the dry cell with the carbon rod of

the storage battery, and the carbon of the

dry cell with the protruding wire of the

storage battery. After being thus charged

for fifteen or twenty minutes, the storage

p. 

-

Storage battery without chemicals

battery may be disconnected, after which it

will yield, for a few minutes at least, a cur-

rent not differing greatly from that with

which it was charged, and adequate to oper-

ate a telegraphic sounder or an electric bell.

If the energy of the battery be conserved by

leaving the circuit open, the charge may

last for several days. Like other storage

batteries, this one, after being partially ex-

hausted, will recuperate to some extent if

the circuit be left open, though, of course, the

total energy it gives out can never exceed

that with which it is charged.

This device is in every sense a true

"gas" battery as well as a storage battery.

While it is being charged the current sent

through it disintegrates a portion of the

water into its two component gases. The

hydrogen, being disengaged throughout the

entire length and breadth of the graphite

coating carried by the strip B, is simply ab-

sorbed or occluded within the pores of the

cloth, and thus effectively held as a free gas

in a state of captivity. The oxygen, being

in part in its allotropic form of ozone, is

similarly collected and held in the strip C.

The strip A holding the hydrogen, being
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twice as long as the strip C holding the

oxygen, is adapted to hold twice as much

gas, thus compensating for the difference in

volume between the hydrogen and oxygen.

Both gases, being freshly liberated, are in

their nascent state and eager to recombine.

After the charging is completed, therefore,

and a conducting path is established from

one of the coated strips to the other, the

gases recombine, forming water, and in so

doing they generate an electric current flow-

ing in a direction opposite to that of the cur-

rent previously used for breaking up the

water and forming the gases.

It is a fact not generally known that if

a quantity of hydrogen and a quantity of

oxygen be subjected as nearly as practicable

to the same physical conditions, they will

present relatively to each other a difference

of potential of about a volt and a half.

New Compass of Great Value

At a recent meeting of the League of

German Naval Architects, a new compass

was exhibited which is revolutionary in its

nature. Unlike all other compasses, it has

no magnetic needle. It is in the form of a

gyroscope, and when suspended in a certain

way will always adjust itself parallel to the

earth's axis.

The invention is regarded by German

experts as of great importance for battle-

ships, or any type of ship of steel construc-

tion. Magnetic compass needles are fre-

quently deflected by the steel construction

of ships.

Etching Crystals on Glass

It is not generally known that most

crystalline salts when allowed to crystallize

on glass afford a sufficient resisting medium

to allow of their beautiful form being etched

into the glass by holding them in the vapor

of hydrofluoric acid. The process is ex-

ceedingly simple, says The Master Painter.

Having the glass sur face covered with crys-

tals, protect all but the part to be etched

with a paper mask and expose the glass to

the fumes of the acid. No artificial heat is

required at ordinary temperature. About

a minute will suffice for the etching, after

which wash the glass promptly, and the

forms of the crystals will be found perma-

nently reproduced on -the surface of the

glass. Common salt is one of the best crys-

tals to experiment with ; it crystallizes very

easily, and the forms it yields are varied.

By reflected lamplight some of the etched

crystals give a beautiful iridescence, due

to interference.
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3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case—No long regulation. Thus

saving your time is " profit.'' 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A " profit proposition " straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

erWrite for booklet of facts and figures.
NI We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

We WEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

This is

Mich-Cut
All-Cut
Clear-White

No. 740

ARTISTIC

PLEASING

and

LARGE
VALUE

Write for illustrated circular showing
our I 8 - piece introductory group.

OUR GUARANTEE

Return goods if not satisfactory.

MICHIGAN CUT GLASS CO.
LANSING, MICH.

FIXTURES 

41 Discard those old-fashioned wall and show
cases and instal in their place a new outfit
composed of new, up-to-date fixtures, especi-
ally designed and built to suit the size, shape
and peculiarities of your store room.

41. It won't cost as much as you might at
first think, and will certainly prove one of
the best business investments you have ever
made.

Send us the measurements of your store,
together with information regarding its other
details, and we will promptly furnish an
estimate without cost.

Prompt Delivery and Satisfactory

Work Guaranteed

T. De Long Furniture Co.
TOPTON, PA.

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE

JEWELRY TRADE, AND ANY ENER-

GETIC DEALER CAN MATERIALLY INCREASE HIS PROFIT

AND PRESTIGE BY REPRESENTING THE "BRIGGS"

WE INVITE THE ATTENTION OF RELIABLE HOUSES IN OPEN

TERRITORY, AND GIVE ESPECIAL CARE TO SMALL ACCOUNTS

THE BRIGGS PIANO COMPANY
OF BOSTON, U. S. A.

February, 1909 T H F

"Spotting-out" Lacquered Work and

Cleaning of Metal for Lacquering

There are several little matters in re-

gard to the cleaning of metal for lacquer-

ing, and the "spotting-out" of plated and

lacquered work, that the writer has thought

would be of interest to electroplaters and
manufacturers. Of course we have these
propositions before us all the time. The

finisher is apt to blame the discoloration of

his metal to the lacquer, and the lacquer

manufacturer is just as apt to blame it on

the metal. I have been particularly im-

pressed with the different kinds of com-

plaints we get from different sections of the

country, depending upon the care and man-

ner in which the work is prepared for

lacquering.

The
Green Drip

In the old days there used
to be a good deal of coth-
plaint on account of green
drip. This, however, is now

practically eliminated throughout the East;

and in nearly every case I would say on a

complaint of green drip in the East, that

the lacquer was at fault. This statement is
based upon experience gained in following

U p such complaints. The natural tendency

of a lacquer is to be acid, and there is almost

no possibility of its being alkaline. This

will be understood if one stops to consider

that soluble cotton lacquers are made of
nitro-cellulose, and if this is not properly

washed it will contain traces of free acid;

and even if it is thoroughly washed and
rendered absolutely neutral, it is a stable

form of nitro-cellulose. If it decomposes,

it will liberate nitrous acid and become acid
ill reaction.

Troubles
From Acid

The same tendency is true
of amyl-acetate. It is first
necessary to remove from
this any traces of free

acetic acid. If this acid is not thoroughly

removed in the first place, the amyl-acetate

will decompose into amyl alcohol and acetic
acid in the presence of water. It will be

understood, therefore, that the solvent, as
well as the soluble cotton will be either

neutral or else become acid. This brings
me to a point to which attention is called:

Practically all of the discoloration found on
lacquered work in the East is not green, but
a reddish brown. If there is acid in the

lacquer it would react with the copper (of
the lacquered metal) and all of the copper

salts are green. Apart from the free acid
in the lacquer, the lacquer might become
of acid reaction by using a galvanized iron
dipping tank, or by allowing small articles
to drop into the lacquer and stay there. All

manufacturers know that their lacquer must
be free from acid when it is shipped out.
In the same way, metal finishers generally

understand that galvanized iron will de-

compose a cotton lacquer, and they also
know that copper or brass plated metal, if
left in the lacquer, will decompose it and
turn it green. • It will be understood, there-

fore, that the trouble along this line is very
well understood by the manufacturer and

user, and is not very often met with in the

East. The acids used in plating are all
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readily soluble in water and, therefore, the
work, when it is washed and cleaned, gives
up this acid very readily.

The preceding remarks
cover the troubles from acid
and bring us to the brown
spotting which is always

due to an alkaline reaction. Platers have
generally traced this down to cyanide, and
there is no question at all that the brown
spots do come from cyanide. If all of the
cyanide is removed from the work, there
will be no trouble from brown spotting.
On two classes of work the removal of
cyanide is a very difficult matter, and is not
altogether a case of cleaning on the part

of the finishing room. On cast brass and
on cast iron objects that have been brass

or copper plated, brown spots are most
apt to be found. In some cases, any
amount of washing with hot soap solution

or boiling water will fail to stop this. In

many cases, if these brown spots be ex-
amined under a magnifying glass, a little

pit or flaw will be found in the casting it-

self. As nearly as we know, it is impossible

to make perfect castings.; and certainly

where there are little sand holes or pits,
the usual method of washing will not re-

move the cyanide from them. I have given

the spotting a great deal of study, and while

I would not make the statement, I have

pretty well made up my mind that in these

pits, the cyanide is not there as free cyanide,

but in combination as copper potassium

cyanide. The edges of these little holes

are apt to be spongy and, of course, the

cyanide would attack the metal and stay

there more readily than on a smooth, hard

surface. Also on a smooth surface the

buffing would cut off the copper potassium

cyanide, but this cutting action would not

get into the little holes.
A case of this cyanide spot-

A Case ting came up about a year
in Point ago in a finishing room run

by a first-class man. He

realized thoroughly well that the trouble

was cyanide spotting, but he could not find

any way to remove the cyanide before

lacquering without using chemicals that

would destroy the polish of the work. I

suggested to him that he try, very carefully,

the dissolving of some oxalic acid in the

lacquer thinner and washing off the work

with it before lacquering. He tried it and

it worked in an excellent manners He then

tried dissolving some oxalic acid in a small

amount of thinner, and adding it directly

to the lacquer and then lacquering his work

with this cotton solution containing traces

of oxalic acid, but without any extra pre-

liminary cleaning of the work. He claimed

that this entirely overcame the spotting, and

he has had no trouble since. The use of

oxalic acid in a lacquer is not a thing that

I would recommend to the ordinary finish-

ing room. Too much acid, or carelessness

in following up their work, might make

more trouble than the cyanide spotting itself.
It is generally known that,

Cause of if potassium cyanide is ex-
Brown Spots posed to the air, it will

gradually decompose. Hy-

drocyanic acid will be extensively given off,

The Brown

Spotting
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and the potassium will be converted into

potassium carbonate by the carbon dioxide

of the air. It is unquestionably this form

of breaking down which in all cases pro-

duces the brown spots, and it is finally the

potassium carbonate that acts on the copper

and forms the carbonate or oxide of copper

—probably the mixture. The bleaching

action of the oxalic acid, as I figure it out,

is due to the neutralizing and taking up of

the potash.
It is undoubtedly known that in the

absence of moisture, chemical action is im-

possible. In the case of this chemical com-

bination of cyanide and copper, the light

seems to play a very important part. In

one factory down East, on cast work that

was plated, they used to have a great deal

of trouble with spotting of this kind. Upon
examination they found that on flat work,

one side would have a number of these little
brown spots from the size of a pin point to

a pin head, and the other side would be free

from them. They traced the matter over

very carefully and found the side that was
spotted was the one which was laid upon

their table before lacquering and in this

way exposed to the light. The bottom side
next to the table was, of course, in the

dark, and this was the side free from spots.

After the work was cleaned, they immedi-

ately covered a lot of the metal with a

heavy piece of canvas, allowing the work

to remain covered up for a week and then

lacquering. They used the same lacquer,

and the same method of cleaning that had

always been used, and found that, if the

work was taken from the dark and bnmedi-

ately lacquered, the spots were entirely

overcome. I have never run through this

experiment, but have noticed it a number of

times; and in fact I have a cast brass paper

cutter on my desk which is badly spotted

on one side and is entirely free from spots

on the other side.
The spotting is even worse
on iron castings that have
been plated than on cast
brass. I understand that

some of the manufacturers in the Nauga-

tuck Valley have overcome the spotting in

a way of their own. The iron castings are

first flashed in a cyanide copper solution.

If the castings were then plated in an acid

copper solution, without further treatment,

brown spots appeared in great numbers.

This is overcome by taking the castings

after they come from the cyanide copper

solution and washing with a hot salt solu-

tion. The work is then rinsed and put into

an acid copper plating solution and carried

through in the regular way before lacquer-

ing. No brown spots then appear. This

method is also used, to my knowledge, in

one other large plant in the State of Con-

necticut. I do not know if it is generally

known.

It will readily be appreciated how cop-

per potassium cyanide could be formed

when plating with cyanide copper on the

casting. I do not understand how the salt

solution could break down and render

harmless such a combination.—W. A. Jones,

in The Brass World.

A Unique

Method
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SINCE 1785 Vacheron & Constantin watches have continuously won It is extremely wide in variety, embracing a full line of movements

international first prizes in all the great world expositions, and have been to fit regular American cases as well as many Swiss sizes. There is ample

the acknowledged leaders in those improvements which have marked van- provision for all purposes and all tastes—plain and complicated watches, extra

ous epochs of progress in the science of watchmaking. flat, ultra flat and decorated, carved and jeweled watches.

This line has no superior for time-keeping qualities, absolute reliability Wherever the line is represented it easily takes first place in sales and

and leadership in style. public approval.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, Sole Agent 3 Maiden Lane, New York City
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Brilliancy in glass cutting is insured with
the sharp mitre edge of Norton Alundum
Stones. Uniform texture; no hard or soft
spots; no sand holes or other defects.
Made of Alundum, an abrasive of the
proper temper for fast cutting and high-
class work. The uniformity of Alundum
is a valuable factor in their manufacture.
Descriptive booklet will be sent to any one.

No. i to. o-inch Footed Bowl, Raleigh

SEND FOR CATALOG

Alundum Plant
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

New York Office
26 Cortlandt St.

Chicago Store
48 S. Canal St.

F 33
KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.

Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA
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Home-made Jewelry

Considerable progress has been made in recent
years in the matter of art jewelry designing in

the United States, and among those who are
energetic in furthering the movement is Charles

B. Dyer, of Indianapolis, Ind. Following is one

of the instalments of a serial on "Home-made
Jewelry," contributed to the Electrician and
Mechanic by Mr. Dyer:

"A design like the one shown may be executed
in three ways—it may be 'etched,' applied,' or
'tooled.' Although etching is not considered a
craftsman's method (and by some workmen is
even frowned upon as a cheap makeshift), for
some work it can be used. For workers
who have not yet made their punches, or
who feel they would like to try this
method anyway, the following will serve:

"Make your design carefully on
Executing paper first. Use draftsman's
the Design tracing paper and draw one-

half of the design, as shown
in Fig. 1. Use the cross lines A.A.' and B.B.' (which
are at right angles) as guides to get your design
straight. When the first half of the design has
been drawn, use a mirror along line B.B.' to see
how the complete design will look. If satisfac-
tory, fold the paper along line B.B.' and trace the
second half. This method saves working out both
sides and assures that they will be exactly alike.
Of course if the two sides of the design are not
to be exactly the same, they must be drawn sepa-
rately. Those who have done little work in design,
and therefore have never used the aid of a thin,
flat edge mirror to change ideas, complete halves
and make repeats, will find this simple method
very helpful.

"Transfer the design to the metal by the use
of carbon paper and scratch it in with the steel
pencil. The metal shotild now be cleaned from
oil or grease of any kind—even that of finger
marks.
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"Another way to work up de-
Another sign of a similar nature is to
Method mark the design on a thin piece

of metal—silver or copper—
say from gage 19 to 24, and saw out the entire
design both inside and out. Coat the back with
borax and lay on small pieces of thin solder,
enough so that when it is melted it will cover
from edge to edge. Now turn the piece over and

"To keep the acid from attack-
The Resist ing the face of the design, that

part must be protected by a
resist. Use a fine camel's-hair brush and care-
fully cover all parts of the metal, both front and
back, which are to be saved. Be sure to allow
the resist to get perfectly dry before dipping the
piece in acid. If the part to be etched is small,
or the metal too large to cover all over with resist,
a 'dam' of wax may be built around the part to
be worked upon. This wax may be secured from
any electrotype foundry.

"After the resist is dry, lay the piece in a
flat, wide dish and cover with the acid. Rock the
dish gently to keep the acid in motion so the
action will be more rapid. After the acid has
been allowed to act for a while, examine the
piece carefully to see that the resist is not dis-
turbed and to see that the edges are not working
back under the resist. If the background is to
he made very deep, the piece must be removed
from the acid and carefully washed (to free it
from acid) ; then, with the camel's-hair brush,
carefully cover the edges all around the design,
which were made by the action of the acid. Also
touch up any spots on the face of the design
which look thin, or ready to cut through. After
this new coat of resist has been allowed to dry
again, place the work in the acid bath. If small
spots appear in the background where the action
does not take place, rub these spots with a
sharpened stick of soft wood until they disap-
pear. Be careful not to breathe the fumes of
this acid and the gas made by its action. It is
hest to place the dish outside the window while
the acid is working.

"When the background has been etched deep
enough wash the work free of acid with warm
water and clean off the resist with turpentine. If
the surface and edges of the design have been
well covered they will be found in good con-
dition, but if they have not been well protected
they will be ragged and uneven.

"Saw out the outlines of the design and solder
the catch and joint on the back. Oxidize and rub
ttff the high lights and the pin is done.

FIG I.

lay it flat on another sheet of metal somewhat
thicker and large enough to take the whole de-
sign. If the solder has been put on with wet
borax and allowed to dry, it will not drop off
when the piece is turned over.

"Be careful and do not allow the solder to
stick out from under the edges, as it will melt
there and show white and rough.

"Heat the work as evenly as possible until the
solder flows and spreads well under all parts.
Saw out the outlines, solder the catch and joint
on the back, oxidize and rub off the high lights.

"Some very effective results may be obtained
by applying silver to copper, or brass to copper,
in this same manner.

"The best way, from a craftsman's viewpoint,
to work up a piece of this kind, is to tool it out.
Use either silver or copper, gage 17. Transfer
your design and scratch it on as in the other
work. Be very sure your metal has been an-
nealed well before you start to work.

"Warm your wax block and
The Method metal and put the metal face up
of Procedure upon the wax. Take an outline

tool and outline the entire de-
sign except the outside lines. On the first pieces it
would not be a bad idea to outline even the outside

FIG 2.

FIG 3.
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lines for the practice it would give. Choose a punch
the size best suited to the curve to be run. Hold
the punch at an angle of about 8o°, so one edge
will be slightly raised and may be advanced with-
out raising the punch clear of the metal. Do not
strike too hard at first until you see the effect.
Do not lift the punch clear of the metal and set
it down in a new place each time, but after the
blow has been struck, push the punch gently along
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about two-thirds its face length, and strike again.
The drawing, Fig. 2, shows the effect of raising
the punch and setting it down in a new place after
each stroke. Fig. 3 shows the line as it should
go. After a little practice, a line may be carried
right along without the least pause between strokes
of the hammer, simply by keeping one edge of the
punch raised and advanced slightly after each
blow. Do not try to make the line too deep the
first time over, but by repeated tracing it may
be straightened and carried to any depth desired.

"After outlining the design, take
Treating the a round tool with a very
Background slightly rounded face and de-

press the background. Set this
tool in the groove made by the outline tool and
drive down the inside or background. This tool
should be held straight up, but the blows should
not be too bard at first, and the tools must be

advanced just a little at a time so
A as not to show the individual marks.

If this operation is carefully executed,
the entire background will not have

to be gone over, as it will be carried down
with the edges. Of course if the background
is to have the appearance of hammer marks, a
round-faced tool is used, but this is done after
the piece has been taken from the wax. Lay it
on the steel block and go carefully over the
entire background with the round-face punch.
The wax should be kept slightly warm whenever
any work is being done upon it, so it will give
way under the metal. Except when a piece is
ready to be smoothed up, the wax may then be
allowed to cool and grow hard, as you do not
want it to give under the light planishing strokes.

"Wherever parts of a design cross and should
seem to go, one over the other, the underneath
one is simply depressed a little on each side of the
crossing bar. This depression showing black
after the piece is oxidized gives the desired effect.
Care should be taken that the under bar is not
widened when driven down, as this effect keeps
the design from being clean and clear cut.

"The catch joint and pin, as well as the oxi-
dizing, are done just the same as on the other pins.

"The wax may be removed from the back of
the metal by warming and rubbing with a greased
cloth and then washed in gasoline or ammonia
and soap.

"A good way to transfer the
Transferring design to the metal without the
the Design aid of carbon paper is to use

lithographer's gelatine. This
can be had from any large supply house. Use a
steel pencil to scratch the design into the gela-
tine. The slight burr thrown up by the pencil
is first rubbed off by rubbing over the lines with
the edge of a small piece of the gelatine. Pencil
dust or powdered red kale is now rubbed into the
lines. The metal must first be cleaned, then
dimmed. This is done by rubbing a finger over
some damp soap, then over the metal. Now apply
a little talcum powder or prepared chalk. The
same effect may be produced with whiting mixed
in alcohol. Turn the gelatine with the scratched
side down and rub the back all over with a bur-
nisher. The design will then show on the metal
and may be scratched in with the steel pencil."

Flow to Heat Turpentine
There are two methods of heating turpentine

without danger. When an open pan is used it is
made with a jacket—that is, there are two pans,
an outer and an inner one, with a space between;
superheated steam from a boiler is passed into the
space and is allowed to escape through a waste
steam valve at the bottom; a safety valve at the
side of the pan allows the steam to blow off if
the temperature rises too high. Turpentine boils
vigorously at a temperature of about 338° F.—
much higher than the boiling point of water—
hence the steam at ordinary pressure would not
cause turpentine to boil, says The Modern Painter.
Turpentine can be heated to boiling point over a
burner or fire, provided it is contained in a still
which is closed with the exception of one tube
leading to a condensing coil kept cool by being
placed in a tub, through which a current of cold
water is caused to flow ; any turpentine which may
be vaporized is condensed in the worm and re-
covered, and no vapor can pass into the outer air.
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UNBELIEVABLE!
You may say, when we tell you that more SOUTH BEND WATCHES were

sold during 1908 than in any previous year in the history of the Company.

Not for one moment during the past year has the demand for SOUTH BEND
WATCHES slackened in the least, but, on the contrary, it has increased.

It is a record which makes the SOUTH BEND WATCH stand out from all
other watches just as a man of exceptional ability stands out from his fellow men.

The Cause:

SOUTH BEND WATCHES are

Price-Protected Quality-Perfected
Mail-order houses, department stores, etc., positively cannot buy SOUTH BEND WATCHES from us at any

price, and over 12,000 Legitimate Retail Jewelers are profiting by this fact by pushing the sale of the SOUTH BEND
WATCH.

For the convenience of the trade SOUTH BEND WATCHES can be purchased complete, timed in the cases or
movements and cases separately.

Prices sent upon request to Legititnate Retail Jewelers only.

South Bend Watch Company
Manufacturers of High-Grade Watches South Bend, Indiana

Salome and Merry Widow RINGS

Matrix, Amatrice, Ross Agate/ Ern-
dote and Opal Doublet SCARFS

Amethyst, Topaz and Matrix
BROOCHES

New and handsome designs in

BABY RINGS, EAR SCREWS, LINKS

All these and many others are to be found
in our New Spring Line. All 10 K. Gold

Samples of above goods sent to reputable Jobbers on approval

William C. Greene Co.
101 Sabin St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

N t. W York Salesroom - Room 1702, 15-17-19 Nlaiden Lane

San Francisco Office F. R. Sheridan, 503 Chronicle Building

SUCCESS is the best recommendation a school can have
That the ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL is the most successful

school in the United States is attested to by a growing patronage that has now
exceeded our most sanguine expectations, and continuously growing patronage
we deem of all testimonials the most substantial.

Many of our present students are sons of fathers that attended our school
twenty years ago, which certainly is proof that we give our students entire
satisfaction.

Now is the best time to enter our school, and if you wish to become an
expert in the various branches of the jewelry business write for our new catalog,
which will give you some valuable information.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, St. Louis, Mo.

February, 1909 T H E

The Metallization of Wax Pearls
or Glass Beads

Metallized glass pearls constitute, in

the manufacture of jewelry articles, a form

of ornamentation regarded with favor.

Like all fashionable goods they have their

vogue, but, with certain recurrent regu-

larity and in some countries at all times,

they meet with ready sale. It is above all

the hollow glass bead that has latterly been

in such active demand that, according to

"M.," in the Journal der Goldschwiede-

kunst, the producers of this article were

completely overwhelmed with orders for

1908 and will only accept orders to be filled

late in the first half of 1909.

Among the different proc-
esses of decoration, the iri-
dization, silvering and gild-
ing of beads occupy the

foremost place. Certainly beads are occa-

sionally colored differently, for instance, by

painting with aniline or lake colors. The

most prevalent, however, are the bead varie-

ties having gold or silver decoration, coated

with fish-scale essence (essence d'Orient or

Girasol), extensively used as an imitation of

the genuine shell pearls in the manufacture

of jewelry goods for cheap ornaments.

This process, known as "waxing," consists

in coating either metallized or crystal clear

hollow glass beads with a pearl iris, made

by adding to gelatine glue, dissolved in

water, fish-scale essence and applying the

silver fluid thus obtained to the beads.

After drying a very thin coat of wax is

applied to the beads, whence the name of

this method of decoration is derived.

Of especial interest, how-
ever, to our readers will
doubtless be the process of
gilding beads, guarded by

the manufacturers with a sevenfold seal of

secrecy, and to which we propose to devote

our careful attention. The production of

gold beads, if it is to be conducted in a

proper manner, requires more or less work-
ing capital and a good share of practical

experience. The working plant, it is true,

calls for no particularly costly apparatus

and machinery, but the arrangements must

be such that there can be no possibility of
any unforeseen interruption to operations.

The gilding of beads is usually effected in a

large, strong glass flask, in which, by means
of a pumping apparatus, a vacuum is

created. The process employed is as fol-

lows : The beads, carefully cleansed, are

first placed in the glass flask referred to,

which is then connected with the air pump

and the air therein completely exhausted,

Decorating

the Beads

Gilding

the Beads
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After this is accomplished the air cock must

be closed and through a second tube, also

closed with a cock, the gilding fluid is ad-

mitted to the flask.
The beads are then washed about with

the gilding fluid and the surplus returned to
the supply bottle, so that none of this some-

what costly gold solution is lost. The beads

are then transferred to another glass vessel,

several of which are arranged about a single

wooden shaft, so that by means of the revo-

lution shaft, operated by a crank or a pulley,

the beads may be subjected to a rotatory

motion. By the reciprocal friction of the

beads with one another their surface is freed

from the gold layer.
The gold left after this
cleaning process is recov-
ered by suitable precipitat-
ing means. The most prac-

tical is reduction by means of peroxide of

hydrogen. For this purpose the gold solu-

tion remaining is diluted with carbonate of

soda and some peroxide of hydrogen is then

added. The fluid will at once assume a pur-

ple color and the brown gold deposit that is

precipitated can then be collected. The gold

can also be precipitated from its solution by

means of green vitriol, oxalic acid, formic

acid, protochloride of antimony or proto-

chloride of arsenic. To make the gilding

fluid, take 0.189 parts of a solution of

chloride of gold mixed with 0.205 parts of

a soda solution and to i000 parts (I liter)

of this mixture add finally, as a reagent, 3

parts (3 c.c.) of concentrated, fine pure

glycerine, mixed with an equal quantity of

distilled water. Others use, in place of

this, glucose mixed with pure alcohol.

The silvering of beads is effected,

either in the same manner, or by means of

the exhaust machine. In cheap cast glass

beads the silvering is effected by simple stir-

ring in an earthenware vessel. With hollow

glass beads the silvering is effected by

means of the exhaust machine using nitrate

of silver.

Reducing

the Gold

The Silvering

Fluid

The silvering fluid can be
made, according to the fol-
lowing recipe : Forty parts
(grammes) of pure nitrate

of silver are dissolved in woo parts (I liter)

of distilled water; in addition, 75 parts

(grammes) of ammonia and 40 parts

(grammes) of chemically pure caustic pot-

ash are dissolved in 2000 parts (2 liters) of

distilled water and the two solutions poured

together. As a precipitating fluid is usually

employed a mixture consisting of ioo parts

(grammes) of 95 per cent. rectified alcohol,

which is heated with a solution consisting

of 35 parts (grammes) of rock candy, in

moo parts ( I liter) of distilled water and
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heated to wo° C. (212° F.). The glass

beads are then either rinsed in the silvering

fluid or by means of the suction machine

referred to, they are filled with the silver

solution. The precipitation of the silver

proceeds with tolerable rapidity, for which

reason we are compelled to complete the

process quickly, so that too much silver may

not be precipitated. If we silver beads

made from colored glass a most beautiful

brilliancy is imparted to the colors through

the silver deposit. In many instances, in

order to imitate colored glass, aniline colors

are resorted to. As a rule, however, this is

only the case with cheap glass beads. The

wax pearls, or cast glass beads, the discov-

ery of which is attributed to the Brothers

Jacquin, Paris (1556-1680), are used for

cheap jewelry and also for string beads.

Origin of Gold Deposits

The current theory of the formation of

gold bearing alluvial deposits assumes that

the gold existed originally in the central

nucleus of the earth in the forms of sul-

phide and telluride, which subsequently be-

came dissolved in the waters of hot springs

and were deposited together with gelatinous

silica. Thus were formed veins of aurifer-

ous quartz, which, in consequence of ero-

sion, gave rise to alluvial strata containing

particles of metallic gold.

M. Fieux, however, asserts that the

erosion of outcropping auriferous veins of

quartz does not account for all deposits of

metallic gold. He finds that some gold-

bearing strata show no trace of quartz, but

consist wholly of clay with fragments of

diorite or diabase, and moreover are so situ-

ated as to preclude the existence of quartz

veins. He has seen beds of streams become

richer in gold after every rain, though they

showed no trace of quartz. Finally, in cer-

tain auriferous strata which contain much

quartz, not a particle of gold is found in the

quartz, though some gold occurs in the dia-

base which accompanies it.

Hence Fieux concludes that the erosion

of quartz veins cannot be the sole source of

auriferous alluvial strata; and, further-

more, that the almost constant presence, in

those strata, of heavy basic rocks containing

diorite, amphibolic schist and diabase, indi-

cates that native gold is one of the sub-

sidiary ingredients of those rocks.

According to this new theory, there-

fore, certain of the heavy eruptive rocks

have carried with them in their eruption

some of the gold existing in the metallic

state in the central nucleus of the earth.—

Scientific American.
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TAKE NOTE

The REMINDER WATCH

Say!
How about an alarm watch with silvery

ring?
Your customers have to keep appoint-

ments.
Some of them have to time mechanical

processes.
No more forgetting!
Show the

REMINDER WATCH
As handsome as it is convenient.

Right size; good timekeeper.
Gun Metal case ; inside case forms Bell.

Set by third hand for any hour and minute.

BIG SALES!

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

The REMINDER WATCH

A SENSATION
tlItItItmt

RINGS any time desired. Set by third hand. Inside
case serves as Bell, Handsome Gun Metal Case.

Good timekeeper. TRY ONE.

Actual Size

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

IMO

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to I heir business, saw at once

the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL' CASE.
It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished

shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs

six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf

12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-

mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

C.

- -..11111111

II

CZ.

W all Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep

inside. Doors slide up, fastened to marten's steel chains and weights. Inside of ease and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Salesroom, Office and Factory

Union Show Case Co. Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication.
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered In each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Silver."—What is the best manner of clean-
ing silver hollow and flatwaref—Where silver is
stained or blackened by action of the air it is
policy to remove such stain by chemical action. It
will perhaps be well before we go further to un-
derstand what is the real reason for silverware
blackening. The usual cause in most cases comes
from sulphur vapor diffused in the atmosphere,
such vapor generally cooling from illuminating
gas or burning mineral coal for fuel. Many arti-
cles prepared for the table also contain sulphur,
as for instance the yoke of an egg, also mustard.
The most serious blackening, however, on silver
conies from sulphur vapor in the air. Silver so
stained passes through several shades of color
from yellow to a steel blue-black. Ammonia with
water and some mild abrasive like washed whiting
or freshly calcined magnesia and soft rouge will
remove the lighter stains from silverware, but
where sulphur vapor has acted for some time the
stained coating seems to have "burned in" so to
speak. A saturated solution of hyposulphate of
soda will also remove the lighter stains from sul-
phur vapor. The agent par excellence, however,
for removing silver stains is a solution of cyanide
of potassium in water, made by dissolving one-
half ounce of this salt in a quart of water. But
even this will not bleach silver stains if old and
deep, except chemical action is stimulated by an
electric current.

To make use of the electric
Electric Bleach current for this purpose we
for Stained Silver prepare a bath of a solution of

cyanide of potassium composed
of two ounces of the cyanide salt in a gallon of
water. The vessel employed should be of glass or
stoneware and large enough to immerse the article
completely. In fact the operation should be per-
formed in a vessel large enough to silverplate the
article. The idea of this method is exactly the
reverse of silverplating—in fact, it is simply
"stripping" the stained silver surface off the
article. We have known people to object to the
process, saying that it removed the silver. No
doubt but it does, and so does any of the polishing
and cleaning powders. The fact is, silverware is
not worn out so much in service as it is in the
operation of cleaning as can readily be proved by
chemically treating and recovering the silver from
the polishing rags employed for such cleaning.
Let us next consider a badly stained piece of sil-
verplat&l ware. Now, if we could simply remove
the sulphur combined with the silver, the surface
of the silver would be left spongy and dull, and
would have to be polished away before a bright
surface would be realized.

For simply brightening up sil-
A Good
Silver Polish 

verware a mixture composed
of six parts of carbonate of
magnesia and one . part of

jewelers' soft rouge can be employed. A rag
moistened with a mixture of water and alcohol is
dipped in this polishing compound and rubbed on
the article to be cleaned, after which it is polished
by rubbing with a soft piece of wash leather—
usually called a chamois skin—until the desired
luster is obtained. So-called polishing rags or
cloths can be prepared by dissolving four parts of
Castile soap in twenty parts of water, and then
adding two parts of tripoli. Strips of soft cloth
are dipped in this mixture and allowed to dry
before using. Many proprietary powders and
fluids for cleaning silverware contain white lead,
but although such compositions give a dark, bright
polish, the article soon stains again; the carbonate

of .lead (white lead) being decomposed, the lead
uniting with the silver. The true policy of the
jeweler, who should, if he does not, understand
perfectly the operation of polishing silver, is to
restore the polish of any stained silver article, and
then give it a coating of white lacquer, which, if
good, will be absolutely invisible and not show
iridescent hues. Such lacquer will prevent sul-
phur stains and also permit handling and leave no
finger smear on the articles. Such lacquer is a
great boon to the retail jeweler who handles sil-
verware. Retail jewelers can readily add to the
revenue of their repair department by cleaning
and lacquering silverware for their customers.

A yearly cleaning and lacquer-
Protecting Silver ing will keep such silverware
from Tarnishing bright and of elegant appear-

ance for a twelvemonth. Where
nine-tenths of the people (who ought to know
better) fail in restoring the fine polish of silver-
ware is, they try to do too much in one operation,
as we will explain and give an illustration. Here
is a sample receipt for rose-color English silver
soap taken from a high standard "receipt book"
intended for jewelers' and artisans' instructions :
"Take 2 pounds of the best white tripoli, 3 pounds
of pulverized chalk and r pound of 'jewelers' red'
(soft rouge) and intimately mix it with a paste
formed by dissolving 2 pounds of the best white
Castile soap in 2 pounds of water. Before pour-
ing this soap into moulds add a few drops of oil
of lavender." Now tripoli is an excellent smooth-
ing and brightening material, but you can no more
get a fine polish with it than you can with emery
or Bath brick dust. Neither can a polish be ob-
tained by using any substance mixed with it. We
have a host of abrasive materials which perform
a smoothing effect, that is, they produce a bright,
smooth surface, but not a highly polished one. A
bright surface is one that shines; a polished sur-
face is one that reflects, and is entirely free of
spider web lines, which give a milky look to the
efforts of the novice in polishing. What we wish
to impress on our readers is the fact that no
mixture can be made which will both scour off
stains and polish at the same time. Adding rouge
to a cleaning compound containing tripoli does not
tend to achieving the end we have in view. The
action of these two substances must be confined to
separate operations.

Tripoli incorporated with rouge,
Hints on no matter in how small quantity,
Polishing Silver will prevent that exquisite black

polish which is the pride of the
best silver and gold polisher. Any other kind of
polish can well be compared to a dairy maid
scouring her tin milk pans with brickdust. Tripoli
and rotten stone are both very valuable substances
to prepare, that is, smooth, either gold, silver or
brass surfaces the final polish of which is done
with soft rouge mixed with alcohol and water, or
what is better, gin. After a silver or gold surface
has had all scratches smoothed out with rotten
stone or tripoli, then comes the operation of a
proper polishing with rouge. But in order to ob-
tain a perfect polish, free of any milky look, every
atom to the most minute particle of rotten stone

soil; r  
tripoli
ace.

 must be washed from the silver or gold
f All polishing appliances like rouge

brushes, buffs, etc., be they cotton flannel, bull
neck or elk skin, must be religiously guarded from
tripoli or rotten stone, or, in fact, any kind of
dust. For chased and engraved silver articles a
rotary brush in the polishing lathe is what is re-
quired. For broad surfaces cotton flannel or elk
skin buffs are the appliances to use. It is well to
know that for broad surfaces, be they flat, concave
or convex, no buff equals the human skin, as, for
instance, the palm of the hand or the ball of the
thumb. Even human skin varies in quality. In
England professional silver polishers with what is
termed a "velvet hand" command better prices
for their services than those not so blessed.
Smoothing materials, that is, substance for prepar-
ing the surface of metals for a final polish, can be
classified as regards abrasive qualities about as
follows :

First group of abrasives em-
Abrasive brace, Emery, corundum and
Substances carborundum. These sub-
Named stances are prepared in all

grades of fineness, and can be
used for smoothing the surface of most metals.
The second group of abrasives embrace pumice
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stone, powder of different grades of fineness:
Rotten stone, tripoli, infusorial earth and concha.
All of these substances depend chiefly on the ele-
ment silica for their cutting properties. Pumice
stone, tripoli and rotten stone are too well known
to need any explanation as regards their proper-
ties. Infusorial earth and concha are not so well
known, and can well be described, as they are sub-
stances largely employed in the manufacture of
proprietary polishing compounds. Infusorial earth
is a natural product resulting from the decomposi-
tion of a group of organized beings generally
ranked as of the vegetable kingdom. These
organisms are classed as diatoms, and in a fossil
state form the infusorial earth now largely used
for many purposes in the arts. In some forms
this substance is very light and bulky, being white;
and bulk for bulk as light as calcined magnesia.
In getting up cleaning and polishing compounds
infusorial earth is usually mixed with some chem-
ical agent like oxalic acid, hyposulphate of soda,
ammonia or cyanide of potassium. Concha is a
species of marl found native in many parts of the
country. This substance, like infusorial earth,
depends for its abrasive action on silica in a finely
divided state. It is usually mixed with more or
less clay. This substance, if well washed, forms
an excellent cleaning compound for silverware in
everyday use like knives, forks and spoons. To
give a resume of the above instructions we would
say : In dealing with stained silverware commence
by removing the stain with a solution of cyanide
of potassium, stimulating the effect of such solu-
tion by electrical action if necessary; letting the
stained silver article act as an anode. To restore
perfect polish use soft rouge mixed with gin. If
such rouge treatment is not efficient, that is, if the
action of the rouge is not. energetic enough use
rotten stone or tripoli, and follow with rouge, but
never use rouge after rotten stone without wash-
ing off all traces of rotten stone or tripoli.

"Oil."—I am having a great deal of trouble
in procuring the proper kind of oil for watches
and clocks. I will be very glad if you will .sug-
gest a Tvatch and clock oil I can use with satis-
faction, and also give me the name of the parties
tchere I can get it. I have found the  
and   oils absolutely no account. It has
cost me a great deal of money in using same.—
Sometime last year a lot of -oil accidentally of bad
quality was sent from Nye's refinery and, through
wholesalers and retailers, was pretty well dis-
tributed before its defects became known. Im-
mediately it came to the maker's notice, he adver-
tised in all the trade papers stating that some bad
oil had unintentionally got into the market, and
asking that all who at the time had any of his
oil, no matter where or when bought, could have
it exchanged for fresh oil without expense by re-
turning it to the factory. We have had experience
with both the had lot and with what is now being
supplied and can assure you that the oil now
furnished by this maker is all that could be de-
sired. You had better return your present stock
to him for exchange.

"Four."--I was given a clock to repair sonic
time ago. It was made by the Welch Co. and it
had four springs, two in each barrel, being op-
posite to each other. I could not figure it out and
did not get a chance to watch it. Is it supposed
to run two weeks? I ant just an apprentice with
a year to the good.—The clock you mention was
made by the E. N. Welsch Manufacturing Com-
pany, Forestville, Conn., which firm has been
succeeded by the Sessions Clock Company, at
the same address. The idea in the double
spring is to make the clock wind easier
but not to make it run longer. It is in-
tended to run eight days. The clock is put to-
gether the same as an ordinary clock, but you
must be sure and put the arbor that winds to the
left on the strike side. To go into details in
describing the construction would require draw-
ings and a more lengthy description than we
think is warranted in this place, because you can
easily see how the device works by examining one
of the clocks, and the manufacturers, whose ad-
dress is given above, probably have illustrations
or instructions which they could send you to help
you out of any difficulty you may have.
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No. 110
Dial, Inches. Height, 5,', inches

THE movement has all the depend-

able qualities of all regular high-

grade Parker Alarm Clocks ; cut

steel pinions, springs outside the plates,

etc. Equipped with large 4-inch gong;

rings intermittently every fifteen seconds

for several minutes ; simple and direct
shut-off. Movement easily removed

from dust-proof case. Simple, efficient,

accurate and durable.

Two New Intermittent

Rotary Hammer
Alarm Clocks

NOW READY

c.

Cut Half Size

Write us for

Showing Full Line

Our New Booklet

of Alarm Clocks

BACK VIEW

,It half Size

NO. 1101/2

Dial, 4,1 ..; inches. Height, Inches

Intermittent mechanism, simplest

in use.

If sour Jobber cannot supply you,

write us

The Parker Clock Co.
Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.

Don't be
Self-Satisfied

If you allow yourself to believe that you know all that is

to be learned in your trade, you are deliberately closing the

way to your own advancement. Many students, after being

some time in our school, say: "When I came I thought I

needed only a little touching up,' but since my ideas have

been broadened by the school, it seems now as if I knew

nothing before I came."
Hearing statements like this makes it plain that there is

a mull itude of workmen whose life is at an end so far as

progress is concerned, because they do not know how

much there is yet for them to learn. If these see their mis-
take, that is the first step to better things. The next step is

to increase one's knowledge. The best place in which to do

that is a good school. Many competent judges have told us

that they consider our school best.
Write for our catalogue.

THE EZRA F. BOWMAN
TECHNICAL SCHOOL

of Watchmaking and Engraving

Lancaster, Pa.

THEONLY PALLET JEWEL SETTER

GUt-
ts AN

G• FG ft •
.• NI tr 6
"AIT.APP•'

Look for stamp--it means
iisatisfaction guaranteed

Price $2.00

MR. C. CULMAN
Maplewood, Mo.

Dear Sir:
The ONLY pallet set-

ter is rishtly named. I
receive it ten days ago
and have used it several
times. I would not be
without it now if the
price was $10.00. Please
charge through Messrs.
Freudenheim, Levy 8c
Lande, this city, or send
bill to me as you prefer.

Fraternally yours,
W. C. COMFORT

Elmira, N.Y.

THE ONLY setter separates the two jewels so that one can be adjusted with-

out danger of the other shifting. The ONLY setter is fitted with practical

gages to determine the amount jewel is to be shifted, eliminating guess work.

CtilMan toots are sent free on ten days' trial, and if found satisfactory are charged

through your jobber.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
For refinishing Balance Pivots
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller and protecting
them while the pivots are being
polished.

H11 1111\\11 ._

PO. May 17, '04
Look for stamp

Price $3.50

The ONLY chuck which you can use without twisting your balance, hairs
pring or your neck

For Salo by all Jobbers In U. S. and Canada

C. CULMAN,
Maple and Hazel Avenues

MAPLEWOOD, MO.

OVER 4600 IN USE TO-DAV
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—nol for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

"Safe."—Have had a peculiar experience with
an 0 size watch. It ran perfectly on rack and in
safe nights, at least within ten seconds a day—
flat and pendant up, and other positions, but in
carrying it, it would lose eight minutes a day, not

all at once, but lose a regular rate. Balance is

in poise and true. Train pivots and balance pivots

arc all polished, proper cad play throughout,

proper width mainspring. No magnetism. Can

you give a reasonf—The most likely cause of

your trouble is that the escapement of this watch

has not sufficient "draw," or none at all. Draw

is an effect which "pulls" the pallet stone on

which a tooth has just fallen, in toward the center

of the wheel. This action, you can easily see, will

hold the lever firmly against the banking until the

escapement is unlocked. The object of draw is

to keep the lever from being jarred out of place

while the watch is being carried. If this were not

provided against, the guard-pin would be falling

against the edge of the roller-table whenever the

watch receives a bump or a jar, and the time-

keeping of the watch would suffer. That is prob-

ably what causes your job to run slow when car-

ried; by hanging it on the rack the lever stays in

place during the lock and the watch can keep time.

Draw is caused by inclining the locking-faces of

the pallet stones toward the fronts of the escape

wheel teeth. To test the draw, take out the bal-

ance, and with the escapement locked and the

lever against the banking, take a pegwood point

and move the lever a trifle away from the banking

until it almost is unlocked; then let go. If there

is sufficient draw, the lever will move briskly back

to the banking. If not, heat the pallet and tilt

the impulse end of the stone slightly toward the

fronts of the wheel teeth. This is the only fault

your description indicates; it may be that some

other trouble exists, however, and if so, we can-

not diagnose the trouble unless we could see the

watch.

"Jewels."—(t) What is the right diameter of

a nickel-steel rod for a clock beating seconds?—
The right diameter for the pendulum rod depends
on the general proportions of the clock movement

and the weight of pendulum, but we think that a
rod from TA  to 5/16 inches in diameter would be

about right for an average movement.
(2) Where can I obtain suitable jewels to

jewel the escapement pallets of regulator beating

secondsr—You will have to have pallet jewels

made by a lapidist. You will find the announce-

ments of a number of these in our advertising

columns.
(3) What is the best way to construct the re-

taMing power for a regulator beating seconds?—
For information about retaining power for your

regulator we refer you to the answer to "Retain-

ing" on page 1321 of the August, 1908, KEYSTONE.

(4) What is the best kind of glass for clock

dial which you wish to illuminate with electrtc

Jig/its at night and also be good for daylight?

K N1',SlrONE

Would a milk glass be preferable or would glass
ground on both sides be best?—As to the best
kind of glass for illuminated clock dials we are
inclined to think that ground glass is preferable
to the translucent porcelain variety which you
mention. The glass should either be ground on
both sides, or if you take ordinary ground glass
which is frosted on one side only, then the frosted
side should be placed outside and the inner sur-
face of the glass should be painted with white
paint, dabbed on the glass in such a way that the
paint shows no brush streaks running lengthwise.

(5) Would you advise jeweling the pivots of
the pallet staff and escape wheel staff of a regu-
lator beating sccondsP—Concerning jeweling the
pivots of the pallet arbor and the escape wheel
arbor of a regulator, if this is done very carefully
so as to have the holes in the jewels perfectly
upright, it is, of course, an advantage. You could
probably have jewels made up in case you could
not find any in the stock of material dealers.

(6) What is the best kind of wood to use for
wooden pendulum for clock beating seconds?
—The best kind of wood to use for a pendulum
rod is straight grained white pine. It should be
taken from an old piece of wood which is well
seasoned; then after the rod is shaped up it should
be heated to drive out all possible moisture and
varnished with shellac in alcohol while it is yet
hot. This makes it unaffected by changes of
humidity.

"Boon."—In. hard soldering a ring where it is
impossible or impractical to remove the stones,
'ivhat is the best way to do the job without injuring
the same, especially pearls?—It would be a boon to
the trade if an investing material could be devised
that would prove successful for doing such work.

There have been many plans and materials sug-
gested for doing the work without injury to the

sets, but the trouble with all such "infallible"

remedies of this kind is that when they are put to

the crucial test they fail. Soldering a No. 4 ring

in the center of the shank, even if the crown is set
with pearls, is all easy enough; it is soldering the

shank to the crown that tests the workman. Two
metal surfaces, to have hard solder flow upon
them, must be heated above the melting point of
the solder. This law is immutable. A ring that is

broken within 1/4" or 1/4" of where a pearl is set

can no more be hard soldered without injuring the

pearl than you can boil an icicle without melting it.
A pearl cannot be heated above about 400° F.
without injuring it. Gold is a very good conductor

of heat, as will be seen by the following table,
assuming silver as ioo:

Silver  too Zinc   28
Copper   74 Tin   15
Gold   53 Iron   12
Aluminum .... 31 BiSICUth   2

Any workman of experience knows how diffi-

cult it is to hard solder a protected job, that is,.

where one part is kept cool by wet sand or wet

tissue paper. One of the hardest things for a be-

ginner in hard soldering to learn is that he cannot

make fused solder flow into a crack or joint colder

than itself. The little bead of solder will dance

and glisten, but run into the joint it will not until

both sides of the crevice are heated above the

fusing point of the solder ; and it is the side that is

protected that refuses to heat. The result fre-

quently is, the workman overheats and shrivels

the unprotected part of the job. We would lay

particular stress on doing the job quickly, which is
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excellent advice, because if time is allowed to
elapse the wet tissue paper or clay dries, the pro-
tected part becomes less obstinate about heating,
and the solder finally flows; but on removing the
protecting envelope, whatever it may be, we find
the pearl ruined. The only absolutely safe pro-
tecting advice we ever saw was a thin asbestos
sheet with a hole in it, which allowed the part of
the ring to be soldered to rise through it. The
asbestos sheet was laid on a tumbler filled with
water, into which the part of the ring to be pro-
tected extended, and as long as the pearl was im-
mersed in water we were assured it was safe.
There is a point to determine in connection with
such water protection, and this is, how close to the
surface of the water can we heat with a blowpipe
a gold wire hot enough to melt haltd solder. This
will much depend on the thickness of the wire. If
the part of the ring to be soldered is too thick to
be properly heated, we might as well make up our
mind at first to take the pearl out of the setting,
do the job and then reset the pearl. A composi-
tion in high favor with some jewelers for protec-
tion during hard soldering is a mixture of equal
parts of pulverized alum and plaster of paris, made
into a paste with water. In this combination we

have free water, as with the tissue paper and wet

sand methods; we have also water combined
chemically with the alum and plaster, and known
in chemistry as the water of crystallization. The
free water mixed with the composition evaporates
at 212° F. The water chemically combined with

the alum is next given off, and at about 350° F.

the water chemically combined with the plaster is
given off. The advantage of such chemical combi-

nation is that when water, mechanically mixed

with sand, tissue paper or clay, would be all evapo-

rated, the chemically combined water would be in

condition to act, and prevent the ring or other

article from rising above the temperature injurious

to pearls. The danger in using all kinds of pro-

tections lies in trusting them too far. And the

workman's skill and experience tell him when it is

not safe to rely on any protection, and in getting

such experience one must generally expect to ruin

some jobs.

"Gumming."—I am having trouble with my

escape teeth and pallets gumming up in a week to

ten days after freshly cleaning and oiling. I put a

small quantity of oil on the pallets or teeth—not

enough so it will back on either the fork or the

wheel, and do not know where the fault lies. A

little fresh oil applied after this gumming has

taken place will put the watch in shape so it will
run for months without further trouble. I clean

in benzine, rinse in spirits and dry in sawdust.—

Perhaps you don't put enough oil on the teeth, in

the first place, which causes it to run dry. This

seems to us to be the trouble as you state the

watch goes without further trouble after a little oil

is applied. A great many watchmakers are very

careless in handling their watch oil. The bottle of

oil should always be kept in a dark place and only

enough oil taken out of the bottle for that day's

work. What is left over should not be used, but

fresh oil taken out each day.

"I would rather lose a dollar than to lose an
issue of The Keystone, as it is very interesting
and instructive; and if every watchmaket will
avail himself of the opportunity to subscribe to it,
they will be better workmen."—J. W. B. Junsch,
Jeweler, Brooklyn, New York.



Rare and Delicate Work in Sil-

ver and Precious Stones

In an interesting article on the above subject

The Craftsman introduces the public at large to

a quaint art jewelry shop hidden away in the

great metropolis.
Anyone who cares to corn-

Oriental pare the workmanship of the

Craftsmanship Oriental With that of Western
jewel workers, either amateur

or professional, would be well repaid by .a visi
t

to the workshop of J. Zado Noorian, where in

a little back room a group of Armenian crafts
-

men make all the things that are

for sale in the modest shop in

front. It is true that this shop is

on Fifth Avenue, but it so un-

obtrusive that one might easily go

past without seeing it, for in front

it looks in no way different from

numbers of other shops where

Oriental jewelry of one sort or

another is displayed.

At first sight you might think
that the cases, full of quaint orna-

ments of old Baltic Sea amber,

deep tinted coral, pale green

amazonite, rose quartz, pale yellow

topaz and the like, all set in

wonderful filigree work of old

gray silver or dull gold, were those

of some collector of old Oriental

jewelry, for they have more the

seeming of an unusually interest-

ing collection in some museum

than of a merchant's stock in

trade. But go through to the

back room and you seem to be in

another country and another age.

There are long benches there •

heaped with odds and ends of

metal, beautiful stones lying about

like pebbles and implements that,

to our eyes, look strangely primi-

tive. In the middle of the room

is the "furnace"—a block of

cement about two feet square and

hollowed in the center to hold a

handful of charcoal. This is set

upon a square tin oil can cut down

a little and ventilated to allow a

draught to reach the charcoal. The

oil can is the only modern thing

about the quaint contrivance; all

the rest, including the little clay

crucibles and the bellows, made of

a whole goatskin with the legs

and hair left on, are just the same

as have been used by Oriental

jewelers for a thousand years or

so. The men working there, al-

though they have none of them passed mid
dle

age, have the same air of belonging to the

artist-artisans of an older time, and perhaps 
this

is because they were literally born jewelers.
Mr. Noorian himself will tell

Jewelers you that in his country all the

by Heredity crafts are hereditary; that his
own family have been jewel-

workers for over fifteen hundred years and t
hat

not on one side of the house alone, but on both
,

for in his country a jeweler may marry onl
y a

jeweler's daughter. All the jewelers live and

work in one part of the city that is set apart for

them, and that is known as the jeweler's quarter
.

Therefore, he himself and all the men who work

in his shop have an hereditary aptitude for this

craft. As he says : "We hardly need to learn

the work, for our hands are fitted to the tools

from the time we are born. When we come to

take them up for our own work, it is like

a second nature."
In a sense, the designs also are hereditary.

The Oriental jewelers never make a drawing, but

simply apply to the piece of work in mind their

knowledge of certain designs founded originally

upon natural forms and used since time im-

memorial. If a customer comes to one of these

jewelers and wants a ring, for example, he eit
her

brings with him the stone he desires to have set
,

or selects one from the stock of the jeweler. 
No

drawing of the setting is shown to him. He may

indicate that he desires this style or that, but

that is all. The jeweler is supposed to know

his work, and he takes his measurements and

makes the piece from a design that he works out

in the metal as he goes along.
These ancient designs that may

Ancient be called the basis of Oriental

Designs ornamentation are primitive,
but interesting to a degree, and

for the most part they are known by the names

of the original objects from which they were

conventionalized, as, for example, the lentil,

robin's nest, wheat and palm leaf. The robin's

nest is a round, open filigree design such as might

easily have been suggested by the round shape

and loose weave of a nest made of grass and

twigs. The wheat design, which is much used for

the links of a chain, is conventionalized from

the shape of a grain of wheat, and the same ap-

plies to the flattened form of the lentil.
The origin of the palm leaf, as Mr. Noorian

explains it, is perhaps the most interesting of all.

It seems that many generations ago some work-

men were building a wall; after they had finished

they realized that a certain space looked too plain

and barren and that some ornament was impera-

tively needed. Therefore, the master craftsman

doubled up his fist, dipped the side of his hand

in some pigment and pressed it against the wall.

The result wag a splotch of color of a shape

bearing some distant resemblance to a palm leaf,

and this became one of the accepted designs for

ornament of all descriptions.
They have an odd . way of

The Worth determining values in the

of Jewelry Orient, and yet it seems to be
a fairly good method of arriv-

ing at a just estimate of the cost of a piece of

jewelry. "Jewels of gold and jewels of silver"

are always sold by weight, so much being al-
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lowed for the metal and so much for workma
n-

ship on each drachm. H the metal be gold, 
the

workmanship costs double, although the des
ign

may be the same as that used for silver. The

charge for workmanship varies according to 
the

design. A chain made in the "stromboli" desi
gn,

which consists of simple links so intertwisted
 as

to form a round chain, costs the price of a

silver and four cents a drachm for workmansh
ip.

For a design like the wheat, it would be perhaps

ten cents; and for the more intricate designs
,

such as the lentil or the robin's nest, the price might

go as high as fifteen cents a drachm for the wo
rk-

manship alone. This simple method fixes the

standard of value beyond question. The intri
nsic

value, of course, lies in the silver, but the value

of the workmanship is definitely understood 
and

everybody conforms to it. The
traveler who goes to the jewelers'
quarter in any Eastern city is, of
course, legitimate prey; but the
native, who never asks how much
an article costs, but has it weighed
and then pays the standard price
per drachm, knows as well as the
merchant what he ought to pay
and the merchant seldom asks
more.

But the old
Evolving methods a r c
Modern changing, as the
Designs old times pass

into history
even in the Orient. Some of the
most beautiful pieces of work-
manship Mr. Noorian has in his
possession are old pieces that he
bought at auction for a mere trifle
during a visit to his native land,
because the showy modern jewelry

made in France or England is

now considered to be much more
"up-to-date" than the beautiful old
pieces. Therefore, heirlooms are
auctioned off in lots in the market

place, and bracelets, necklaces,

brooches and pendants of the

most exquisite workmanship may

be had for hardly the cost of the

metal. Even the workmen in the

old country are losing their skill,

for their trade is vanishing and it

is one of the penalties paid for

the "advance of civilization" in

this commercial age that the best

of the artist-artisans are dying out

all over the world. Fortunately,

as the East is beginning to cast

aside its ancient ornaments as
old-fashioned and of little value,
the West welcomes them eagerly
and finds in them the basis for
many a collection of beautiful
things. Also a study of them is
a constant inspiration to the

modern worker in arts and crafts, and so possibly

the tide may yet turn with the reviving love of

beauty; and quickness and cheapness of prod
uc-

tion on the one hand, or crude efforts at origi-

nality on the other, may yet give way befor
e a

genuine appreciation of the workmanship wh
ich

results only from patience and a real love of the

work. The illustration we show here gives 
but

a faint idea of the color effect of the combination

of the semi-precious stones with gray or yellowed

silver, or of the exceeding delicacy of the metal

work; but it gives an idea of the design and fo
rm.

The two long sections of

Robin's Nest chain that frame the group in

Design the illustration are in the
robin's nest design, which is

made of fine silver wire twisted with infinite

patience and skill into tiny whorls in which are

placed minute beads or "shots" of silver. The

suggestion of the robin's nest is plain and each

link of the chain is formed of two of these nests,

so that it is the same on both sides and has the

effect of being round.

"The Keystone is one of the finest journals

representing any trade. We find it indispensable.

—13, W. Towner, Jeweler, Waverly, New York.
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A WATCH TO BE PROUD OF

AZE you making the most of
the HOWARD Watch in

your store ? Are you showing the new

models ? Do you offer your trade an

assortment to choose from ? Are you
featuring the new Railroad dial with marginal

minutes ? Are you keeping posted yourself and

telling the men of your town that they can see

the HOWARD at your store?

The HOWARD is the Quality watch of this

country it has class. It has fixed value. It is price-

protected. It has long standing reputation. Its sale

is confined to the better element of the legitimate jewelry trade.

It is featured by the finest—the most exclusive jewelry stores—and

carried in the pockets of the leading men of this nation. Americans

are proud of the HOWARD Watch and it will do your business

good to display it.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.
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THE HOWARD WATCH
"Arrived on HowARD time." You can't do better

than that. Every HOWARD owner knows what

Howard rime is. Men who carry HOWARDS are

almost a class by themselves. They are men whose

time is valuable and who expect accuracy in others.

They like precision for its own sake. Punctuality

is the politeness of kings. It is also a quality of

the successful business man. A man finds that a

HOWARD helps him to form habits of decision and

exactness. Unconsciously he begins to live up to

his watch.
You must know the time before you can save it.

A HOWARD WATCH is always worth what you pay for it. The price of each

watch—from the 17-jewel in a fine gold-filled case (guaranteed for 25 years) at

$35.00; to 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at $150.00—is fixed at the

factory, and a printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD Jeweler in your

town and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. G, and

we will send you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for February. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about jo,o0o,00o

readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Arc you a

HOWARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HOWARD at your store ?



THE jeweler in every community
who stocks a representative line of

Excelsiors, puts them in his window and
talks about them a little, is not only sell-
ing the watches but is bringing a lot of
new faces into his store—new customers for other
goods.

Excelsior is as fine as most watches at twice the ,

cut expansion balance,
Breguet hair-spring,
stem-wind and pend-
ant-set (except 18-size
hunting, lever-set),
cased and timed at the

factory and supplied
complete.

Made in 6, 12, 16, and 18 sizes, in plain polished, engine-
turned, and fancy engraved cases, open face and hunting, in three
grades: Gold-filled, 20-year guarantee; Gold-filled, 10-year guar-
antee ; and Silverode (wears like silver). Prices, $4.50 to $11.00.

Printed price ticket, attached at the factory, makes the price
uniform everywhere and ensures your rightful profit on every sale.

Inquire of your jobber, and write to the factory for literature.
36:6

,

NLW YORK STANDARD WATCH CO. .Jersey 
City)



NEW
LINE

SUPERIOR FINISH

SOLID MAHOGANY

GENUINE INLAID
CASES

Chronographs, Repeaters and all kinds of

Complicated Watches

316 Herkimer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

MONTROSE

9 in. High, 5.3.4 in. Wide, 1-day Lever

Time, 2 2 in. Porcelain Dial.

List, $5.50

CHIPPENDALE

20 in. High, 10'4 in. Wide, Polished Solid
Mahogany Case, 6-in. Silver Dial, Genuine

Inlaid Panel, Gilt Top Ornament

List, $18.00

LEEDS

8 2 in. High, 4':,< in. Wide, 1-day
Lever Time, 2 in. Porcelain Dial

List, $4.80

trate just a few of

our immense line
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MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY:

Eirgi

BRADFORD

Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed

Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 14'2 in. High,
9 in. Wide

List, $14.00

NEW YORK SALESROOMS:

37 MAIDEN LANE
DUNDEE

Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed

Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 1434' in. High
9 in. Wide

List, $15.00



You'll have to get
LIP earlx to beat the
AMERICA ALARM

AMERICA
One-Day

ALARM

*Ica Advertising Offer

S 1-1 0 W
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UPON request you will receive, absolutely

free of charge with your first order for one
dozen or more AMERICA Alarms, the

following Advertising Equipment:

Three AMERICA Posters in three colors.

One Book of Single Column AMERICA ads and

your choice of any electrotypes.

One Book of Photographs of AMERICA Win-

dow Displays with complete instructions.

Six Illustrated Window Cards in two colors.

On orders for a full case of AMERICA alarms,

(fifty clocks), you will receive in addition to this
equipment,

One Mission Oak AMERICA Display Stand.

One outfit only will go to any dealer. This offer also applies to orders placed through

your Jobber.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
La Salle, Illinois. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.

NEW YORK, 85 John Street.
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How to Sell More Clocks

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The Argument

The average jeweler does not sell as
many clocks as he might. He treats them
as a side issue. His stock of clocks is too
meager to make a strong impression on the
shopper, and he does not advertise them nor
display them in an impressive way.

And yet a clock is the one indispensable
domestic necessity of all the wares the
jeweler provides for the family. We can
get along, in our homes, with steel knives
and forks, and pewter or nickel spoons;
silver-plated coffee pots can wait ; but we
must know when it is time to set the table.
A clock is the only timepiece that all the
family can consult at any time ; for a watch
is the personal informant of its wearer only.
The ambition of Peter Hele, the inventor of
the watch, was only to produce a "portable
clock."

And no household has enough clocks.
One should not be obliged to step out of any
room to find the time of day. Two clocks
should be owned to-day by every house-
keeper for every one she now possesses.

So here is the situation : An article
which is indispensable in civilized homes is
not sold in the sufficient quantity which the
logic of need indicates, simply because the
jeweler does not recognize his opportuni-
ties. And the "spring housecleaning" time,
and "moving" time are near at hand, when
clock sales are most active. The jeweler
should take up the subject seriously, right
now.

This article, therefore, will suggest
how the jeweler can awaken public appre-
ciation to the need.of more, or better, clocks
in the home, and how he can make his store
known as the local headquarters in this line
—with all the collateral advantages which
will be his in bringing the people to his
store, where they will find things they need
or want in other lines.

The First Step: Get a Big Stock

Get four times, or ten times, as many
clocks as you now carry in stock—all kinds,
but be especially strong in those adapted to
family use. The cost will not frighten you,
for in no other line that the jeweler handles
can he get so much display for a specified
sum.

Put shelving everywhere that the wall
cases will permit, and up to the ceiling.
Stand clocks closely on these shelves and
hang them thickly from the ceiling, on
rods that run across the room. A few
cases of eight-day mantels, thus hung, will

make people open their eyes at the un-
usual spectacle. Don't bother, just now,
as to the question of store looks; what
you must have in mind, for the present, is
clock selling. There will be plenty of time
to prettyfy the store and make artistic show-
ings before next Christmas.

Have All the Clocks Running

The visitor, on now entering the store,
must think of clocks—his eyes will compel
his mind ; but, lest his eyes are not suffi-
ciently urging, make his ears help. Have
every clock going!

The chorus of several hundred clocks
ticking at the same time—nickels, wood
mantels, and so on up to the finer grades—

. is absolutely compelling on the attention. I
am describing what I have personally seen.
A jeweler with small capital started busi-
ness, on my suggestion, on just the "clock
show" I am describing. Within a week his
store had been visited by practically every
person in town, for the novelty of the ex-
perience; and (incidentally) I would add
that the tremendous advertisement made his
success sure from the start. He retired
after twenty years with an ample estate.

If the ticking is impressive,. the con-
certed striking is still more so. Invite
pleased visitors to "step in again on the
hour, and hear them all strike at the same
time." After a few days, when people have
told of the effect, your store will be the
talk of the town.

The winding can be the early morning
work of the boy ; and, of course, the 8-day
clocks need not be wound often. But once
a day the boy will set all the hands to the
big regulator time, so that the clocks all
strike together, or nearly. Trouble? Cost?
Nonsense ! Your daily advertisement in
the newspaper will cost much more and not
be so fetching.

At the Same Time, Advertise

Coincident with this demonstration to
the eye and the ear, make argument to the
mind through printed advertising. In addi-
tion to your advertisements in the news-
papers (see suggestive models further on),
very good results will be got from a book-
let. If you make an adequate display On the
lines heretofore suggested, the people will
stream to see it ; you can then hand out the
booklets and thus save the cost of mailing
except to desirable citizens who have not
seen the demonstration.

The Clock Booklet

The booklet will be mainly a picture
book—you will be loaned all the cuts you
want by your clock house for the purpose.
Have each clock pictured briefly described.
State whether it is made of wood, porcelain,
nickel, iron, etc.; whether one-day or eight-
day; whether it strikes half-hours, gong-
bell, alarm, etc.; and state the price. Do not
state the name of the clock, so as to dis-
courage inquiry as to any particular clock
of other jewelers, and so as to bring the
shopper to you for further particulars.
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The preface of the booklet should read
something like this:

Few families have enough Clocks for
the convenience and needs of all its members.

A house really well furnished has a
Clock in every room. In this busy, nervous
age one should not be obliged to rise from
one's chair and go to another room to find
the time of day.

And every Clock in the house should tell
the correct time of day. If you have an un-
faithful Clock it should be replaced with a
good one; for a Clock that does not tell the
truth is worse than none.

Have you enough Clocks? Are your
Clocks all reliable?

The purpose of this booklet is to open
your mind to your Clock needs, and to direct
you to where your needs can be best supplied.

In Clocks, as in all needful things, there
are grades varying from the poor to the best.
All sorts of merchants, other than jewelers,
are selling Clocks; and some sorry stuff is
made for these "sorts" of Clock-sellers.
Price is not an argument, in selling a Clock,
if the price means soft pinions, cheap work-
manship and poor time-keeping. A real
knowledge of Clock values should guide the
conscientious seller.

Our Clock stock is worth going a long
way to see; for such another collection has
never been seen in these parts. We have
every kind of Clock, for every kind of person
—Clocks for offices, for public places, for
parlor and kitchen, for hall and dining-room
and "for my lady's chamber." And the size
of our stock is not more notable than the
selection—it takes training, taste and time to
pick out the really best values in all the range
of prices.

We should be pleased to supply your
Clock needs (and guarantee your purchase
for one year) out of the largest and best
selection ever brought to Smithville, at the
fair prices made possible by very large buy-
ing. The illustrations herein show only a few
of the hundred or more styles in our stock.

Advertising Clocks in Newspapers

On the day that you make the big
demonstration of clocks in your store, put a
4-inch double-column advertisement, in bold
type, in the newspapers, as follows:

Tick=Tock!
Those who bring their eyes
and ears with them will see
and hear something to-day at
my store which will give
them an entirely new expe-
rience. A novel entertain-
ment awaits those who come
a few minutes before the
hour, at any hour.

Smith, the Jeweler
I I Main Street

Every day thereafter, for two weeks,
put a clock advertisement in the same space,
changing the advertisement each day.
These advertisements should appeal, in suc-
cession, to different classes of buyers, or ad-
vertise different classes of clocks, so that
your publicity, as a whole, will demonstrate

(Continued on page 283)
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You'll have to get
up early' to beat the
AMERICA ALARM

AMERICA
One-Day

ALARM
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THE

WESTERN CLOCK

MFG. CO.

LA 
SALLTILLINUIS U.5.A

UPON request you will receive, absolutely
free of charge with your first order for one
dozen or more AMERICA Alarms, the

following Advertising Equipment:

Three AMERICA Posters in three colors.

One Book of Single Column AMERICA ads and
your choice of any electrotypes.

One Book of Photographs of AMERICA Win-
dow Displays with complete instructions.

Six Illustrated Window Cards in two colors.

On orders for a full case of AMERICA alarms,
(fifty clocks), you will receive in addition to this
equipment,

One Mission Oak AMERICA Display Stand.

One outfit only will go to any dealer. This offer also applies to orders placed through

your Jobber.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
NEW YORK, 85 John Street. La Salle, Illinois. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.
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How to Sell More Clocks

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The Argument

The average jeweler does not sell as
many clocks as he might. He treats them
as a side issue. His stock of clocks is too
meager to make a strong impression on the
shopper, and he does not advertise them nor
display them in an impressive way.

And yet a clock is the one indispensable
domestic necessity of all the wares the
jeweler provides for the family. We can
get along, in our homes, with steel knives
and forks, and pewter or nickel spoons;
silver-plated coffee pots can wait; but we
must know when it is time to set the table.
A clock is the only timepiece that all the
family can consult at any time ; for a watch
is the personal informant of its wearer only:
The ambition of Peter Hele, the inventor of
the watch, was only to produce a "portable
clock."

And no household has enough clocks.
One should not be obliged to step out of any
room to find the time of day. Two clocks
should be owned to-day by every house-
keeper for every one she now possesses.

So here is the situation : An article
which is indispensable in civilized homes is
not sold in the sufficient quantity which the
logic of need indicates, simply because the
jeweler does not recognize his opportuni-
ties. And the "spring housecleaning" time,
and "moving" time are near at hand, when
clock sales are most active. The jeweler
should take up the subject seriously, right
now.

This article, therefore, will suggest
how the jeweler can awaken public appre-
ciation to the need.of more, or better, clocks
in the home, and how he can make his store
known as the local headquarters in this line
—with all the collateral advantages which
will be his in bringing the people to his
store, where they will find things they need
or want in other lines.

The First Step: Get a Big Stock

Get four times, or ten times, as many
clocks as you now carry in stock—all kinds,
but be especially strong in those adapted to
family use. The cost will not frighten you,
for in no other line that the jeweler handles
can he get so much display for a specified
sum.

Put shelving everywhere that the wall
cases will permit, and up to the ceiling.
Stand clocks closely on these shelves and
hang them thickly from the ceiling, on
rods that run across the room. A few
cases of eight-day mantels, thus hung, will

make people open their eyes at the un-
usual spectacle. Don't bother, just now,
as to the question of store looks; what
you must have in mind, for the present, is
clock selling. There will be plenty of time
to prettyfy the store and make artistic show-
ings before next Christmas.

Have All the Clocks Running

The visitor, on now entering the store,
must think of clocks—his eyes will compel
his mind ; but, lest his eyes are not suffi-
ciently urging, make his ears help. Have
every clock going!

The chorus of several hundred clocks
ticking at the same time—nickels, wood
mantels, and so on up to the finer grades—

. is absolutely compelling on the attention. I
am describing what I have personally seen.
A jeweler with small capital started busi-
ness, on my suggestion, on just the "clock
show" I am describing. Within a week his
store had been visited by practically every
person in town, for the novelty of the ex-
perience; and (incidentally) I would add
that the tremendous advertisement made his
success sure from the start. He retired
after twenty years with an ample estate.

If the ticking is impressive,. the con-
certed striking is still more so. Invite
pleased visitors to "step in again on the
hour, and hear them all strike at the same
time." After a few days, when people have
told of the effect, your store will be the
talk of the town.

The winding can be the early morning
work of the boy ; and, of course, the 8-day
clocks need not be wound often. But once
a clay the boy will set all the hands to the
big regulator time, so that the clocks all
strike together, or nearly. Trouble? Cost?
Nonsense! Your daily advertisement in
the newspaper will cost much more and not
be so fetching.

At the Same Time, Advertise

Coincident with this demonstration to
the eye and the ear, make argument to the
mind through printed advertising. In addi-
tion to your advertisements in the news-
papers (see suggestive models further on),
very good results will be got from a book-
let. If you make an adequate display on the
lines heretofore suggested, the people will
stream to see it ; you can then hand out the
booklets and thus save the cost of mailing
except to desirable citizens who have not
seen the demonstration.

The Clock Booklet

The booklet will be mainly a picture
book—you will be loaned all the cuts you
want by your clock house for the purpose.
Have each clock pictured briefly described.
State whether it is made of wood, porcelain,
nickel, iron, etc.; whether one-day or eight-
day ; whether it strikes half-hours, gong-
bell, alarm, etc.; and state the price. Do not
state the name of the clock, so as to dis-
courage inquiry as to any particular clock
of other jewelers, and so as to bring the
shopper to you for further particulars.
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The preface of the booklet should read
something like this:

Few families have enough Clocks for
the convenience and needs of all its members.

A house really well furnished has a
Clock in every room. In this busy, nervous
age one should not be obliged to rise from
one's chair and go to another room to find
the time of day.

And every Clock in the house should tell
the correct time of day. If you have an un-
faithful Clock it should be replaced with a
good one; for a Clock that does not tell the
truth is worse than none.

Have you enough Clocks? Are your
Clocks all reliable?

The purpose of this booklet is to open
your mind to your Clock needs, and to direct
you to where your needs can be best supplied.

In Clocks, as in all needful things, there
are grades varying from the poor to the best.
All sorts of merchants, other than jewelers,
are selling Clocks ; and some sorry stuff is
made for these "sorts" of Clock-sellers.
Price is not an argument, in selling a Clock,
if the price means soft pinions, cheap work-
manship and poor time-keeping. A real
knowledge of Clock values should guide the
conscientious seller.

Our Clock stock is worth going a long
way to see; for such another collection has
never been seen in these parts. We have
every kind of Clock, for every kind of person
—Clocks for offices, for public places, for
parlor and kitchen, for hall and dining-room
and "for my lady's chamber." And the size
of our stock is not more notable than the
selection—it takes training, taste and time to
pick out the really best values in all the range
of prices.

We should be pleased to supply your
Clock needs (and guarantee your purchase
for one year) out of the largest and best
selection ever brought to Srnithville, at the
fair prices made possible by very large buy-
ing. The illustrations herein show only a few
of the hundred or more styles in our stock.

Advertising Clocks in Newspapers

On the day that you make the big
demonstration of clocks in your store, put a
4-inch double-column advertisement, in bold
type, in the newspapers, as follows:

Tick=Tock!
Those who bring their eyes
and ears with them will see
and hear something to-day at
my store which will give
them an entirely new expe-
rience. A novel entertain-
ment awaits those who come
a few minutes before the
hour, at any hour.

Smith, the Jeweler
II Main Street

Every clay thereafter, for two weeks,
put a clock advertisement in the same space,
changing the advertisement each day.
These advertisements should appeal, in suc-
cession, to different classes of buyers, or ad-
vertise different classes of clocks, so that
your publicity, as a whole, will demonstrate

(Continued on page 283)
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"The Clock they are all talking about"

GILBERT'S DAYLIGHT ALARM A 19"NEW TRADE WINNER

Sells at Sight Stands You 50% Profit
With its loud penetrating Bell, as big as the Dial of

the Clock, the " Daylight " Alarm will waken the soundest

sleeper.
And if the sleeper turns over for the proverbial " forty

winks," the Intermitting Alarm keeps pegging away

spasmodically every forty-five seconds until he must get

up and shut it off.
How is the Alarm shut off ? Simply press the button at

top of Clock. No, there is no danger of the cut-off bending

the Alarm hammer wire, — it doesn't contact with it at all.

SOLID STEEL PALLETS
The Daylight is fitted with the Gilbert Patent Detach-

able Movement, removable from case in 4 seconds

without the use of any tools.

HAVE YOU SEEN IT?

" Daylight !dam"

(Side view, reduced)

Fig. 1, showing Alarm Cut-off
Button. Simply press the but-
ton and the Alarm is instantly
stopped.

WRITE
TO-DAY FOR
QUOTATIONS

MANUFACTURED BY

Maybe your customers prefer a long continuous Alarm

The " Daylight " is changed in a jiffy,—just move thc

lever at back toward " Continuous " and the trick is done

Works automatically and cannot get out of order.

And there is no need of placing the clock on a chair

beside the bed to see the time, where the tick may

disturb a sensitive sleeper. The large dial, with its

clear, distinct numerals and heavy black hands, can

be easily read at a distance 35 feet away.
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DUST PROOF CASE
Made of seamless brass, with ornamental trimmings,
heavily nickeled and highly polished, and with its
large polished bell at the back, the Daylight
iS the best finished alarm clock on the market.

HEIGHT 6 INCHES 41 2-INCH DIAL

DAYLIGHT ALARM (Patented). This illustration is exact size.

" Daylight iklarm"
(Back view, reduced)

Fig. I, showing Lever by
which Alarm may be made
Continuous or Intermitting.
Fig. 2, showing Latch which

holds Detachable Movement in
Case.
Fig. 3, showing Alarm Cut-off

Button.

GET IT IN
YOUR STOCK
AT ONCE

WM. L. GILBERT CLOCK CO.
NEW YORK-39 Maiden Lane

PHILADELPHIA-124 So. 8th Street

ESTABLISHED 182

CHICAGO-137 Wabash Avenue
BOSTON---373 Washington Street SAN FRANCISCO-717 Market Strt :.1

Factories—WINSTED, CONN., U. S. A.

Electrotypes of the Daylight (any size) supplied free to Customers for Newspaper Advertising
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How to Sell More Clocks

(Continued from page 281)

to the community that you have every kind
of clock that it can need. Following are
hints:

The Clock Window

In conjunction ‘vitlt your newspaper
and booklet advertising, and your store
demonstration, dress your window so as to
attract to the clock idea the eyes of those
who do not read advertisements—as well
as to locate your store to those who do.

A Dainty Timepiece

We have a dozen styles of
these exquisite boudoir clocks.
Just the thing for Her—hence
we do not print the Mlle
price, so that you can get all
the credit which the giving-
of this dainty piece of art
deserves.
If He has not yet loomed

on your life, get it yourself
It will do much to brighten
up a corner of your room ; it
will make easy your daily
comings and goings in the
unerring accuracy of its re-
port as to the exact time of
day. Let us show it to you.

Smith, the Jeweler
11 main

Following is a suggestion for a practical
display:

Construct a window shade of white
muslin to cover the upper half of the win-
dow. As it is not made to be rolled up, and
only for temporary use, it can be tacked to
the upper inside edge of the window.

Cover the street-facing side of this
muslin shade, or curtain, with paper clock
dials, in every size, from m-inch to the
smallest, attaching each one to the muslin
with a drop or two of mucilage, so that they
will not be spoiled for future use. See that
evcry part of the muslin is thus covered,
and the effect will be a shade made entirely
of dials. Observers on the opposite side of

KEYSTONE

the street will likely be induced to
over to investigate.

"What time is it ? "
The Parlor
Clock says 11.15

The Dining Room
Clock says 11.07

The Kitchen
Clock says 11.22

The Upstairs
Clock says 11.03

cross

Why guess? Why not be sure?
Buy this fine Regulator, in Ma-
hogany or Oak, as you prefer;
with deep - toned Gong - Bell;
striking the half hours ; accurate
as a Howard Watch. You can
govern your comings and goings
to the minute, and have a
standard of correctness for all
your other clocks, for $25.

SMITH, THE JEWELER
I I MAIN STREET

From the top of the window suspend a
12-inch circular sheet of scarlet cardboard,
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so that it occupies the center of the dial-
covered space. On this glue old clock ma-
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terial—hands, wheels, springs, etc., to form
the word CLOCKS.

Now as to the goods : The window is
to display clocks on/y. It will need some
depth ; if your window is shallow, build up
an additional (temporary) window-floor on
the back, to extend into the store. There
should be at least five or six feet of depth
available.

Close to the glass place a continuous
row of the very smallest clocks made—the
little novelties. Behind them, with only an
inch of intervening space, place a row of
the next size larger clocks—say, 2-inch
nickels. Next behind, put a row of 4-inch
nickels : then, small fancy clocks, a little
larger than the 4-inch nickels ; next, black
woods, or enameled irons, or marbles, as

One of 20 Patterns
of reliable Mantel Clocks-8-day,
Walnut or Oak, with Wire Bell
or a sonorous Gong, with or
without Alarm. Distinctly not
the sort sold at $1.5o. These
are cheaper at $3.00. They will
outwear some more expensive
kinds. They rarely get out of
.order and are reliable time-
keepers. We will keep it in
order for you for one year with-
out charge.

Smith, the Jeweler
II Main St.

MiMiMiMiMi MiMi MiMiMiMi Mi Mi Mi

your stock will enable you to supply. (In
all cases, each row should be confined to one
general line, of the same size, but the units
may all be different, to display variety.)
Behind .these last put the wood mantels ;
and in the rear of all, put the tallest stand-
ing clocks that you have, such as are the
size of the 0 G Weights.

The idea is to have the clocks rise on
the view from the smallest to the tallest, in a
succession of steps, without making actual
steps of covered shelves ; the effect is more
artistic if the progressive rise in height will
be from a floor common to all.

Fill the window full. The idea is not
to attract attention to the details of indi-
vidual clocks (in which case but few clocks
should be shown) but to concentrate inter-
est on the mass of clocks.

(Continued on page 285)
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THE

TATTOO
INTERMITTENT

The trade is hereby cautioned that the word

" TATTOO," as applied to the sale of Inter-

mittent Alarm Clocks, is a registered Trade-

Mark, the property of the New Haven Clock

Company, who were the first to manufacture

intermittent alarm clocks.

Alarms INTERMITTENTLY every 20 seconds

for 15 minutes on a 4-inch Bell-Metal Gong on Back

Has switch for stopping alarm

4' INCH NICKEL PLATED SEAMLESS BRASS

CASE, KNURLED FRONT

A SURE ALARM

AN ACCURATE TIMEKEEPER

Write for description and price

THE NEW HAVEN ('LOCK CO.
IIEW HAVEN UONN.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE LARK. ASK ABOUT IT

BATES & BACON
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK : 9 Maiden Lane CHICAGO: 103 State Street

We Are LEADERS in New Designs

The Finish and Durability of Our Goods is the "Best"

F. 077
PAT. APL'D FOR
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How to Sell More Clocks

(Continued from page 283)

The limitations of space prevent my
suggesting a picturesque display„ in addition
to the practical type here described.

Advertising by Clocks Themselves
The much-practiced plan of placing

clocks, bearing the jeweler's advertisement,
in public places without charge, is a good
one, and is only referred to here to call at-
tention to a very important requisite when
so used. See to it that the clocks are good
clocks, and reflect credit upon the advertiser
by their performance. Your watchmaker-

• or yourself should personally wind them
once a week; see that they do not need
regulation and that they keep accurate time,

A Nickel for a Dollar
My NICKEL CLOCKS are worth
a dollar ; there are Nickel Clocks
sold that are dear at seventy-five
cents. Mine stay good ; for they
do not have soft pinions and a
case as thin as tin.

I have another NICKEL ALARM
that rings for fifteen minutes
(unless you get out of bed and
stop it) ; then it stops to see if
you turn over for another snooze.
Then it begins again ; and the
" Intermittent " keeps up this
periodical racket until you must
get up, or go crazy. It is a
great cure for sleepy cooks ; and
a great comfort to the man who
must have breakfast on time.
Smith, the Jeweler, I I Main Street

and keep them scrupulously clean and
fresh-looking. They should be replaced by
others when once they show marks of age.
An advertising clock wrong as to time and
unattractive in style or from neglect is an
injury instead of a help to the jeweler.

An Objection Answered
I hear a doubting Thomas say, "But

won't the people forget that I have watches
and jewelry and silverware for sale if I
urge attention so strongly to clocks only ?"

No. The fact that you are advertising
as a jeweler implies that you carry all the
lines kindred to clocks; and you are not to
harp on clocks forever. Take each line in
turn, and concentrate attention upon it:
each will serve indirectly to advertise all the
others. Concentration is the secret of suc-
cess in advertising in these days; one must
hunt with a rifle, not a shotgun. After you
have established your reputation as "The
Clock Store," start another fame as "The
Watch Store"; then as "The Best Store for

Silverware," or "for Jewelry," or "for Re-
pairing," etc. You can create one reputa-
tion after another on the lines herein indi-
cated as to Clocks; and so evenutually round
up a general public conviction as to your
supremacy in all the lines the jeweler
handles.

As we are now nearing the beginning
of the commercial year the time is oppor-
tune for the adoption of this plan, which
entails no risk and assures profitable results.

Clock for Birmingham University

The new tower of the Birmingham
University is to be fitted with a clock of
very large size. The tower itself will be
some 325 feet high, and standing, as it does,
on a hill, it will be an imposing structure,
quite one of the largest in England. The
clock will have four dials, each I7y, feet
in diameter, made of cast skeleton iron,
filled in with best pot opal for illumination
at night, which will be done by electricity,
each dial being fitted with some two dozen
:amps.

The dials will be placed at an eleva-
tion of about 200 feet, and will be
of a special design, one stroke de-
noting the hour. This is a design of the
late Lord Grimthorpe and was made for
the large clock for Sydney government
buildings, supplied and fixed by Messrs.
Joyce & Co. This design is now very much
in demand, as the time can be read more
easily at a distance. The hands are con-
structed of stout sheet copper, painted
black and varnished. The minute hands
are about To% feet long, and the hour
hand at the widest part is about two feet
broad. Each pair of hands weighs about
150 pounds.

The frame of the clock is one solid
casting over nine feet long, and weighs
about half a ton. The whole of the wheels
are of the best gun metal, having the teeth
cut from the solid, highly polished and
lacquered. The main wheels are twenty-
four inches in diameter, and weigh about
one hundredweight each. The escapement
is Lord Grimthorpe's double three-legged
gravity, the wearing parts of which are
jeweled. The pendulum is compensated
with tubes of zinc and iron, and beats two
seconds, being about fifteen feet long and
weighing over four hundredweight: All
the pinions are lantern in shape and of steel
hardened and tempered.

The clock will strike the hours and
Westminster quarters on five bells, weigh-
ing altogether about ten tons, the largest
bell weighing five tons. The hammer strik-
ing this bell will weigh about two hundred-
weight. All three trains of the clock will
go for eight days with once winding, the
weights having a clear fall of some 200
feet. The total weight of the clock, when
fixed, including dials, bells, weights, etc.,
will be over twenty tons.

The clock is guaranteed to keep time
to within quarter minute per month. The
makers, Messrs. J. B. Joyce & Co..
Whitchurch, Shropshire, have erected many
important clocks in all parts of the world.

2 ■ ,

FOR YOUR

CLOCK SALE

there is no line of
clocks that will make
a more effective dis-
play than an assort-
ment of our Cuckoo
Clocks.

There is no line
of Cuckoo Clocks
made in this country
nor in any other
that compares with
ours either for as-
sortment of up-to-
date, salable pat-
terns, for honest,
staunch construc-
tion, norfor liberality
of guarantee from
the maker.

We are continu-
ally adding new de-
signs, and our new
revised price-list will
be ready shortly.

Send us your
name on your letter-
head. We'd like
to send you our
literature.

" There's no gift
clock like a Cuckoo
Clock."

We also manufac-
ture a line of fine
Mission Clocks and
other unusual clocks.

American
Cuckoo Clock Co.

Station S PHILADELPHIA
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ye Mount Vernon Pattern
STERLING SILVER TABLEWARE

it ■<
TRADE MARK STERLING

BCo

Made According to Ye True Colonial Requirements of Strength, Beauty and

Simplicity. Stands pre-eminent among ye Best Designs of American Tableware

Ask Brother Jeweler Handling It   Write for Catalog

Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co., Greenfield, Mass.

EVERYTHING IN kiLKETS

S.K.Merrill
c-Lacket

$oLo ro

EW.Yod2.16 OFFICE
15-17-19 JVAIDEN lelIVE

TRADE

MARK

Company
Ma kers
AJOBBER$ °MY

e_41;4fill OFFICE 6a.9 FACTQRjes'
P121,DVIDENGE, 442...9. I.

PINGS OF WPIAT IT
QVALITY MEANS

0

dl

EVERY RING STAMPED <61>

ssfs

We Send
Selection Packages

That it IS solid gold,
10 K. plump.
Quality and workman-
ship the highest—cou-
pled with our twenty-
five years of experience

of knowing how to

make The Ring Line

That Sells.

At your request, our salesmen in your territory will call

Niagara Ring Mfg. Co.
OFFICES AND FACTORY

534 Main Street, BUFFALO

Branch Office, 201 Aragon Bldg., 8th & Walnut Ste., Kansas City, Mo.
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Prize Essay on Conducting a
Silverware Department

Our esteemed contemporary, the Dry

Goods Economist, recently offered a prize

for the best essay on the subject "How I

Would Open and Conduct a Silverware

Department in a Dry Goods or Department

Store of Medium Size." While the prize-

winning essay has special reference to the

silverware department in a dry goods store,

it contains, nevertheless, many suggestions

that will interest the jeweler. The essay,

which is merely the story of a personal ex-

perience, is as follows:

My first problem was loca-
tion. The management
seemed set on locating it in
the basement, because china

and glassware were carried there, but prin-
cipally because basement space could be .
spared without inconvenience. I argued
that as the silverware department was an
innovation, an infant, it should be given
every space and location consideration.
"Bring it up where every visitor to the store
sees it—don't relegate it to a nook, corner,
or to the basement. Put it on speaking
terms with all the store visitors. Give it the
best sort of chance to get a foothold."
Finally, I obtained space well up front on
the first floor, an excellent location with
about 18 feet of counter space, with shelves
in back.

Location the
First Problem

Aim to Give
Tone

Now I was up to the prob-
lem of buying fixtures.
First, I will mention how I
fitted up the department at

a small expense. Through the fixtures and
fittings I aimed to give tone to the depart-
ment. I tried for effect. My object was to
bring out and emphasize the natural beauty
of the silverware; to make the silverware
department attractive—a real beauty spot in
the store. No matter the cheapness or in-
expensiveness of the ware, I determined to
give it the best kind of setting in the form
of fixtures, fittings and display helps.

I purchased two eight-foot heavy plate
glass cases—glass from the floor up, with
two shelves. The shelves and the floor of
the cases, as well as the sliding door in the
back, I had covered with a mouse-gray col-
ored velvet. I decided that mouse-gray vel-
vet was excellent to background all silver
displays. It is rich, elegant, dignified, af-
fords pleasing contrasting harmony to
silverware and gives tone to its displays.

The shelves in back of the counters I
covered with the same mouse-gray velvet
and draped the background with it. Mouse
gray and silver were my color scheme and I
adhered to it religiously. For the counter

I had a number of gray velvet pads made,

on which to display wares when showing
them to a customer. Further, I had some
squares made of various sizes, folded and
sewed so that they presented a velvet sur-

face on both sides. These I insisted on
being used by clerks in showing the larger
pieces of silverware. Of course, this served

to keep the silver clean and untarnished, but

its principal vocation was to impress cus-
tomers—to add "tone" to the stock. It
was effective. And the silver was, of
course, kept scrupulously clean and shiny.

As Colonial silverware was
very popular—and is now-
1 devoted one case to the
display of this ware. Over
this case I had a wooden

sign of weathered oak, lettered in old-fash-
ioned type with illuminated initial letters
reading: "Ye Old Colonial Silverware." In
front of this counter I placed three old-
fashioned chairs of the Chippendale pattern,
which I secured from the furniture depart-
ment. We did an excellent business in
Colonial-ware from the start, and I credit
a part of it to these little touches. In fact,
to the display accessories—the richness and
attractiveness of the mouse-gray velvet
scheme—the department owes a large part
of its success.

Now for the buying—the crucial test—
for goods well bought are half sold. We
wanted to get the new department right in
line for the Christmas trade, so a part of
the goods were bought as especially suitable
for gift purposes. Christmas trade meant a
quick turnover of stocks, and that is a grand
stimulant to a new department. We pur-
chased about two hundred and fifty dollars'
worth of fancy ware, mostly sterling, such
as manicure sets, lockets, salts and peppers,
desk furnishings, pencil cases, book marks,
etc. Ordinarily, this stock would have been
twice too much, but Christmas trade was

soon to open up and as these little silver
novelties were especially appropriate for
gift purposes we took a plunge.

When I came to choose the
Selected plated flat and hollow wares
Adnvesrtised —table silver and sideboard
Lines pieces, etc.—we took time to

consider. Finally, I selected

two well-known, widely advertised lines.

My department was new, but I determined

to base its bid for trade on lines of indisput-

able merit—lines with thousands of dollars'

worth of advertising back of them. I built

my house on the rock. I stepped into an
established trade—as it proved. Of plated

flatware (knives, forks, spoons, cake knives,

etc.) we purchased about six hundred dol-

lars' worth. We overbought, but not seri-
ously. We simply tied up more capital than

was necessary. Four hundred dollars

would have been enough. Manufacturers

stood ready to promptly express small

orders to keep stocks in shape.
In hollow plated ware (bowls, fruit

dishes, silver services, trays, etc.) we in-

vested about five hundred dollars. We did

not go into sterling ware except to show

samples of flat ware, from which we took

orders and which the manufacturers filled

with dispatch. Later we put in a line of

sterling ware, but $1o, $12, $15 and $18 a

dozen looked too big in the beginning. We

never carried a big line of sterling; merely

the most popular designs, depending upon

samples and catalogues to a great extent.
In plated ware--flat and

Plated Ware
Assortment 

hollow—we put in mostly
triple and quadruple plated.

Double plated ware was too cheap for our

Display of
Colonial
Silverware
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trade and the little we had we disposed of
with difficulty. Only stores catering to a
cheap trade should bother with double plated
ware. It is sold on a small margin and is a
source of dissatisfaction to a customer and
therefore harmful to the prestige of the
silver department. Build up a reputation
for good ware. No department thrives bet-
ter on reputation than a silverware depart-
ment. Our stock was varied, and of some
wares we only purchased one piece or set.
This allowed us to guarantee a customer
exclusiveness at a slight advance over usual
selling margin. This "exclusiveness" took
very well with our better class of trade.

Further, after some little
debate, we procured a small
stock of sterling toilet sets
and a few triple and quad-

ruple-plated toilet sets. We ordered some
complete sets, but bought extra numbers
of combs, brushes and mirrors. In this we
invested about one hundred and seventy-five
dollars. We showed only a few popular
and good new patterns—the rose pattern,

a beaded pattern and a poppy pattern. We
found them all good sellers. As a set was
rather an expensive affair to purchase, in

our advertising we advised that it would be

an excellent thing to start a friend on col-

lecting a toilet set by presenting her with a

brush and a comb, or a mirror as a starter.

The suggestion caught on from the start,

and collecting a silver toilet set, piece by

piece, grew to be quite a fad. Two big,

picturesque pieces were procured, and these

were placed on the counter for display pur-

poses. Both of them—a loving cup and an

elaborate punch bowl—we sold, though we

never expected to.
In selecting patterns, in all
our purchasing we were
careful to select only the
good new sellers and did not

depend wholly on our own judgment. We

inquired at out-of-town stores with whom

we were especially friendly ; to a great ex-

tent we also depended upon our manufac-

turers to steer us clear of "lemons." Pat-

tern goes a long way in clinching a sale of

silverware. Women are just as particular

about pattern in silverware as in a fabric.

And when we were open for business it

was remarkable the number of women who

asked for the nationally advertised brands—

especially in flat wares. Our judgment in

putting in advertised lines proved good, for

while we were frequently asked for brands

we didn't carry, on mentioning those that

we had in stock customers, knowing the

line, were pleased to look at it and many

sales resulted.

Sterling
Toilet Sets

Selection of
Patterns

Buying over, we were up
Pricing the against the pricing problem.
Merchandise We determined to undersell

the exclusive jewelry stores

in town and sent out a shopper to line up

our competition prices. (Our shopper was

our engraver—a newcomer in our city.)

His visit disclosed the fact that the average

store sold plated ware on a margin of about

45 to 50 per cent. over and above all dis-

counts. Plated ware is generally bought

on a 6 per cent., ten days, thirty net. Our

(Continued on page 291)
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No. 5912. Music Clock
" Rocca " (List, $13.50

Geo. Kuehl & Co.
Office anti W'arehouse

80-82 Wabash Avenue Chicago
Works at

Sehonach and Holmberg
Bad. Schwarzwald

Germany

Manufacturers and Importers

BLACK FOREST CLOCKS
Four-Hundred Day

Clocks
Traveling Clocks
Alarm Clocks
Music Clocks
Barometers

Chronoscopes
Dining-Room Clocks

Trade M rk

b 

Cuckoo Clocks
Quail and Cuckoo

Clocks
Westminster Mantel

Chime Clocks
Quarter-Hour Strike

Clocks
Novelty Clocks
Nursery Clocks

PHONO ALARM CLOCKS

No. 5912. Walnut Case. Height, 14% inches; Width, 9 inches.
The clock plays a tune at the full hour, or can be used as an alarm
clock by changing the music lever, and then will play twenty-four
tunes, instead of ringing a bell. Six cylinders of different music
with each clock.

FINE STERLING SILVER
HOLLOW AND FLATWARE

UR SPECIALTY IS
the very finest family
solid silver iT;(';'0- fine,
equal to generations

of wear, in rich, classic pat-
terns that grow more pleasing
with time. 14 A truly regal
pattern is the ever beautiful

FLEUR-DE-LIS
A recognized leader in the
most exclusive gtores.
ki Owing to our special proc-
esses of manufacture the cost
is no greater than for the
commonplace styles of other
makers. Insist on seeing our
line and compare it with others.

NEWBURYPORT SILVER COMPANY
KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE

•

HOW MANY SALES GET AWAY?
You can never tell how many callers drop in, look around and go out again withoutseeing what they want or even asking for it. it pays to display your goods in the mosteffective way possible. Most jewelers believe the best way is a

.2744te are6r,m All-Glass Show Case
Being made entirely of extra heavy plate glass, It adds beauty, elegance and refinementto your store.
It is built without bars, clamps, screws or framework of any kind. Consequently itadmits a maximum of light and allows every article displayed in it to be seen at any angle.
You can buy cheaper show cases but none that have the same appeal to the eye or thepocketbook. Write to-day to Dept. a for illustrated descriptive booklet.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 West Fort Street DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.

Our new book, • Metal Store Fronts:* contains the newest ideas in getting all the valueout of your windows for display work. It incidentally describes and illustrates the PetzPatent Store Front Construction. Send for a free copy.

•,,piht■

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SBOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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Annual Meeting of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance

The Jewelers' Security Alliance of the United
States held their twenty-sixth annual meeting
at the office of the organization, 15-17-19 Maiden
Lane, on Friday, January 8th. The meeting was
called to order by President A. K. Sloan, who
delivered his annual address as follows:

President's Address

"As we assemble to-day for our twenty-sixth
annual meeting I only wish to say a few words of
greeting and congratulation. The year just passed
has been one of hard conditions in the business
world, and while the latter part of the year
showed considerable improvement and the present
prospects are encouraging, very few concerns can
show an increase in business and resources during
the year igo8.

"Under such conditions the Alliance would
have done well to hold its own, and we have
therefore strong reasons for satisfaction in the
good addition made to our members, though
naturally it is not as large as has been the case
in more prosperous years. With the present in-
dications of an excellent year for the trade, we
can look forward with confidence that the coming
months will show still further progress and suc-
cess.

"The report of the Executive Committee,
which should receive your careful attention, gives
the details of the work done, and I only wish to
emphasize the wonderful fact that only ONE of
our 4700 members scattered all over the country
had a safe robbed, which speaks volumes for the
preventive effect of our signs."

Executive Committee's Report

H. II. Butts, Chairman of the Executive
Committee, then presented the following annual
report, which was accepted and placed on file:

"Mr. President and members of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance:

"Your Executive Committee submits its
twenty-sixth annual report. During the past year
we have held eleven regular meetings, at which 451
new members were admitted, one was reinstated,
161 withdrew and two memberships were can-
celled, leaving our total membership January t,
1909, 4696, a net gain of 289 during the year.

"Four hundred and sixty cases of burglary of
all kinds of jewelry stores were reported in the
trade papers during 1908, which is a much larger
number than ever before recorded in a single
year. In thirty-five of these cases safes were
attacked, and while in a majority of instances
they were blown open, the old method of cutting
a hole with chisels was used several times and
combination locks were also forced in with power-
ful levers and worked with punches.

"There were 120 cases of window-smashing,
all but a few occurring at night when the store
is closed. Of the thirty-five cases of safe burglary
but three were at stores of our members, and
only one of them was successful.

"V. Bogaert, Lexington, Ky. On May 31st
this store was broken into and an old-fashioned
safe locked with a padlock and bar was pried
open and a few pieces of cheap jewelry stolen,
but the thieves were unable to do anything with
the Mosler safe containing the valuable goods,
and were evidently amateurs. On receipt of the
telegram from Mr. Bogaert, we sent a detective,
who made an investigation and discontinued as
soon as we found that the safe attacked was a
key-lock, which was not under our protection.

"W. S. Mills, Fillmore, N. Y. On August 29th
this store was entered by five `yegg' burglars
who blew open the safe, using horse blankets
stolen from nearby barns to deaden the noise, and
escaped with $15oo worth of jewelry, $396.65 in
cash and $212 in postage stamps, Mr. Mills being
postmaster. A great amount of work has been
done on this case, which is one of the most difficult
we have had during our twenty-six years, from

the fact that these tramp burglars have no fixed
residence, are not well known and hence cannot
be easily identified and located. The only clue
upon which to work was a ball of soap used to
fill the cracks in the safe and bearing finger
marks, and the fact that a cement peddler, who
had been in the store a short time previously, had
asked questions about the safe, etc. Recently,
however, clues have been obtained through which
one of them, the cement peddler, has been arrested,
and the names of the others are now known, so
that we expect soon to have the whole gang in
jail and also hope to recover some of the stolen
property. The finger marks in the ball of soap
have been identified and will probably cause the
conviction of one of the suspects.

"Jos. H. Deschamps, Phila., Pa. On Sunday,
September 27th, the burglar alarm of this store
rang, and on investigation it was found that
burglars had secreted themselves on one of the
upper floors on Saturday and had connected wires
with a . battery and had carried them down to
the second floor where the safe was located, in-
tending to blow it open with dynamite, when they
were frightened away by the ringing of the alarm,
leaving behind a quantity of burglar's tools and
dynamite. Nothing was stolen, and the only
damage was the injury of several officers by the
.explosion of some of the dynamite which one of
them set Off in attempting to explain the method
used by the burglars.

"There were ninety cases of burglary among
our members in which the safe was not molested,
fifty of which were attacks by window-smashers
at night after the store was closed. Twenty re-
wards of $too each have been paid for the arrest
and conviction of burglars of this character,
thirty-one of whom were sentenced, many of
them to long terms of imprisonment.

"Our committee have decided to offer a reward
in future in all cases of window-smashing,
whether the store is open for business at the time
or not, and without regard for the amount of
goods which may be on display. Such displays
should be kept within prudent limits, for your
own safety, however, as there is no guarantee that
the stolen goods will be recovered in case the
window is smashed and the chances are against
their recovery even when the reward causes the
arrest of the thief.

"Valuable advice and assistance has been given
to a number of members who have suffered from
loss at the hands of sneak thieves and similar
criminals, and in several instances a large part
of the goods recovered.

"If the members will inform us promptly of
any experiences they have with thieves or
swindlers, especially any new tricks which may be
tried upon them, whether successful or not, and
send us lists of goods lost in any way, we can do
more in this direction both to prevent losses and
to recover property. We frequently have lists of
jewelry found in the possession of thieves sent to
us which wo might be able to identify and return
to the owners if such information was always
sent in to us when a loss occurs.

"We have sent out several 'bulletins' during
the year, which have been highly appreciated by
the members, some of whom have written us that
the information contained in them alone was
worth more than the annual cost of membership,
and we shall continue sending these bulletins from
time to time as occasion may suggest.

"The expert flim-flammer, who succeeded in
swindling a large number of jewelers by the short
change trick, was arrested through warnings sent
out by us and was sentenced to ten years in the
penitentiary. The trade papers also gave valuable
assistance in this case.

"We also assisted in the prosecution of the
thief who attacked and killed Nathan Wolff, of
Portland, Ore., while robbing his store, and who
was sentenced to fifteen years' imprisonment and
a fine of $r000.

"There have been a large number of cases
during the year in which jewelers were attacked
by robbers who snatched goods which were being
shown to them and dashed out of the store before
they could be interfered with, in some cases as-
saulting the jeweler and dangerously injuring him.
Therefore we urge upon the members to use great
caution when showing goods to strangers, and as
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far as possible to avoid being alone in the store.
The best safeguard against attacks of this kind
is an electric appliance by which the door can be
closed and held by pressing any one of several
buttons placed at intervals behind the counter, but
a jeweler who uses this precaution should be
prepared to defend himself, as a criminal cornered
in such a manner might make a desperate fight
for liberty and kill or dangerously injure anyone
who attempted to prevent his escape."

The report of Treasurer Bernard Karsch
showed the finances of the organization to be in
a flourishing condition, all bills having been paid
and a substantial balance remaining on hand at
the close of the year. The Auditing Committee,
Messrs. E. S. Smith and Henry Untermeyer, re-
ported that they had examined the books and
vouchers and found the same to be correct.

The meeting then proceeded to the election
of officers and the following were re-elected by
the unanimous vote of the members present:
President, A. K. Sloan; Vice-President, H. H.
Butts; Second Vice-President, Charles F. Wood;
Third Vice-President, C. C. Champenois; Treas-
urer, Bernard Karsch, and the three members of
the Executive Committee, M. L. Bowden, A. L.
Brown and C. C. Champenois. The president
reappointed Messrs. Henry Untermeyer and E. S.
Smith as Auditing Committee for the ensuing
year.

A vote of thanks was passed to the trade
papers for their kindness in publishing notices
regarding the Alliance during the passed year.

New Members Admitted

A meeting of the Executive Committee was
held after the annual meeting, at which Mr. Butts
was re-elected chairman and the following new
members were accepted :

W. C. Dean Jewelry Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Charles E. Hodgren, Kokomo, Ind,
Sigurd Landstrom, Lebanon, Ore.
Newton Drug Co., Sandwich, Ill.
W. H. Swern, Robinson, Ill.
A. S. White, Danville, Ill.
E. E. Wilbur, Danville, Ill.
R. C. Eisenbach, Lafayette, Ind.
E. K. Crothers, Bloomington, 111.
H. 13. Hawkins, Hartford, Conn.
H. B. Lundh & Son, Clinton, Ill.
Randolph & Mittendorf, Bluefield, W. Va.
T. H. Schmith, Clinton, Ill.
IT. Schwartz, Monticello, Ill.
J. C. Shaw, Decatur, UT
Smelz & Hobbs, Mama, Ill.
T. E. Yohe, Decatur, Ill.
Nick T. Arnold, Owensboro, Ky.
Central Loan Co., San Francisco, Cal.
L. Erhard & Bro., Davis, W. Va.
Koessler Brothers, New Kensington, Pa.
F. W. Moore, Chicago. Ill.
C. F. Slavik, New York City.
C. J. Stenfelt, Chicago,
Ullrich Brothers, Evanston, Ill.
E. H. Gottschalk, San Francisco, Cal.
L. A. Bali, Hamilton, Ohio.
H. F. Franson, Chicago, Ill.
Nathan Kahn, Chicago,
Larson & Co., Chicago, Ill.
.G. R. Dodson, Inc., Spokane, Wash.
Kelley-Vawter Jewelry Co., Marshall, Mo.
I. H. Weinberg, New York City.
E. H. Newhouse, Red Cloud. Neb.
W. E. Winans, Coxsackie, N. Y.
Leon Chanaud, Union Hill, N. J.
Staudt & Co., Columbus, Ohio.
J. Baron, New Bedford, Mass.
'Hurd & Diller. Sycamore, ill.
C. B. Coffin, Seattle, Wash.

Rewards Ordered Paid

No. 64. To Arthur Shubert, a citizen of
Milwaukee, Wis., for the arrest and conviction

of James Howard, who broke the show window

in Charles J. Dewey's jewelry store on February
24, 1908, and stole a tray of rings.

No. 65. To Officer F. L. Pfarr, Ralph
O'Kain, John A. Livingston and Walter L. Wad-

low, for the arrest and conviction of George H.

Grant, who fastened the door of the store of
Theo. Frey, Miegilelly, Pa., on December 2, TOOS,

(Continued on page 291)
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Square Deal in

OLD
SILVER

OLD
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OLD GOLD AND SILVER

The gold and silver refiner whose business assets do not include

the " jewelers' confidence" might as well undertake to hammer out

success in the middle of the Desert of Sahara as in the most up-to-date

gold and silver refining plant in Chicago. Good service helps a great
deal, too, but unless the people believe in you, unless the people
have faith in your methods and confidence in the character of the
firm with whom they are dealing, effort, energy and experience, all must

come to naught. Dee & Co.'s refinery is the headquarters for jewelers

everywhere who are anxious to realize the highest possible value for

their Old Gold and Silver here, with the assurance of satisfaction in

every sense the term implies; our reputation rests solidly on 17 years

of public confidence. Without the aid and co-operation of the people,

without the loyal support of the jewelry trade, Dee & Co. never could

have won recognition as being one of the world's largest and best

refineries for realizing " top notch values " for anything they wish to
dispose of in the precious metal line.

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

Old Gold, 8 K.

Old Gold, 10 K.
Old Gold, 12 K.

WE PAY FOR 
Old G l
Old Gold, 14 K.

16 K.

Old Gold, 18 K.

Gold Plated Scraps  
Old Silver (fluctuating)

OLD
GOLD

OLD
GOLD

32c a dwt.
40c
48c
56c
64c
72c
20c. to 35c. an ounce

. . Very highest price

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench and

Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Full liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the

other half. All shipments held subject to your approval of our offer.

If our customer is not satisfied we will return shipment intact, charges

prepaid.
Let the " Gold Bugs " do your work and you can't go wrong. OLD

GOLD

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

Refiners and Smelters
67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Annual Meeting Brotherhood of
Traveling Jewelers

The Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers held

their annual meeting at the Astor House, New

York, on Saturday, January 9th.
President Eckfeldt was unable to attend the

meeting, but sent a letter expressing his regrets.

President Eckfeldt stated that the Brotherhood

had passed through a very successful year, and he

congratulated the other officers on their good

work.
The annual reports were then read. The

treasurer's report showed a good financial condi-

tion. In the report of the Executive Committee

the work of the Brotherhood during the past year

was reviewed. Mention was also made of the

illness of J. F. Townley and the death of four

members.
The election of officers for this year and other

important business was transacted. The follow-

ing was the report of the Nominating Committee:

For president, Harry C. Latter ; vice-president,

Harry A. Bliss; secretary and treasurer, Harry

Higham ; executive committee, Mathias Stratton,

William Kaas, Albert F. Carter and Frank Huff.

The secretary was instructed to cast one ballot

for these officers on a unanimous motion.

President Latter addressed the meeting as

follows :

"A few years ago it was my pleasure to serve
this organization for a number of years as a
member of the Executive Committee, and while
endeavoring to carry out to the best of my ability
the work to which I was assigned, I became
deeply interested in this organization. In fact, I
don't know of any that I have been connected with
that came closer to my heart than this 'Brother-

hood of Traveling Jewelers,' because it is founded

on the broad lines of trying to do kindly deeds for
others. After serving and endeavoring to main-

tain and enhance the reputation of this organiza-
tion, I retired to the rear ranks, conscious of hav-

ing put forth my very best endeavors, but to-day
your Nominating Committee and you, by your
unanimous election this afternoon, have again
called me from the ranks and have conferred

upon me the honor of being your leader for the
ensuing year.

"I wonder whether you all realize how much

of an honor this is? I do not know of an organi-

zation in existence to-day that is a duplicate of

this. Here are 200 men, whose very calling to be
successful makes them readers of character,

judges of human nature, able to size a man up for

what he is, and therefore when you select anyone

to be your leader they must infer that he has met
with your approval and therefore I appreciate to

the fullest extent being elected your president.

"In behalf of my colleagues and myself I wish

to state that the slightest or smallest case to which

you may call our attention will receive careful in-

vestigation, and we will endeavor to err on the

right side, and be broad in our kindly deeds, and

while your Executive Committee endeavors to

keep in touch with every member, we would con-

sider it a great favor if you think or know of

anyone to whom some attention on our part would

be appreciated. If you will only send us word, we

will promptly take up the matter. Do not think

that someone else will attend to it, and therefore

pass it by yourself, for four or five or half a

dozen of your members notifying us would be a

great deal better than you thinking someone else

would attend to it or call our attention to it and

none do it. Therefore, gentlemen, please consider

yourselves all assistant members of the Executive

Committee and bring promptly to our attention

anything that you think we ought to attend to.

"It is the desire on the part of myself, and I

am sure of the rest of the officers, to maintain and

to enhance the prestige of this organization,

which is now holding its nineteenth annual meet-

ing, and I am so anxious that this should become

a fact that I ask you all to assist in any direction
that you can."

The new president was presented with a gavel

in the form of a large croquet mallet suitably

decorated.
The new Nominating Committee chosen by

ballot are: H. A. Sherrard, Robert Steele, S. B.

Kent and N. B. Elting.

Annual Meeting of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance

(Continued from page 289)

by putting an iron hook over the handles so that

the door could not be opened from the inside and

then smashed the glass and stole two trays of

diamond jewelry valued at $74,0oo.

No. 66. To Constable Daniel Block and H.

Smith, a citizen of Swedesboro, N. J., for the

arrest and conviction of James Lyons, who

smashed the window of J. A. James on November

.76, 7908, and attempted to steal some of the

goods on display.
No. 67. To the Police Pension Fund of In-

dianapolis, Ind., for the arrest and conviction of

Claude Campbell, who smashed the window of

Krauss & Secttor's jewelry store on November

27, 1908, and stole jewelry on display.

No. 68. To Officers Kerns and Erwin, of E.

St. Louis, Ill., for the arrest and conviction of

Anna Presley, who was sentenced to the Peniten-

tiary at Joliet, Ill., for an indeterminate term.

Her husband was also indicted but escaped from

jail and has not been rearrested.

No. 69. To Officer John Halloran, Quincy,

Mass., for the arrest and conviction of Fred

Gagnon, who broke into the jewelry store of T. L.

Williams.
Anti-robbery Legislation

As a result of the recommendation made by

the Jewelers' Security Alliance the American

Banking Association and the Pinkerton's Detective

Agency have the following law adopted:

"Burglary With Explosives.—A person who,

with intent to commit burglary, breaks and enters

in the night time a building in which there is a

human being and commits a burglary by the use

of nitro-glycerine, dynamite, gunpowder, or any

other high explosive, is guilty of burglary with

explosives."
It has been passed by the following States:

Colorado, punishment 25 to 40 years; Kansas,

not less than 25 years; Maryland, 25 to 40 years;

Michigan, 75 to 30 years; Missouri, not less than

25 years; Nebraska, 20 years to life imprison-

ment ; Ohio, 20 years.
Owing to the hard times many people have

been out of employment and made criminals from

their desperate condition. So that there has not

only been the criminal, but also the desperate man

ready to become a criminal, to contend with.

A membership in the Alliance is of great

benefit and it is self-evident from last year's ex-

perience that our signs have prevented robbery.

We are doing more work each year and giving

more for the very small annual dues of $5.00

than ever before.
If our members would read our reports care-

fully and follow the suggestions we send them

from time to time—and exercise the ordinary pre-

cautions that are always necessary—the chance of

robbery would be reduced to the minimum.

Vre repeat—that in most cases carelessness is

really the cause of most of the robberies.
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Prize Essay on Conducting a Silver-
ware Department

(Continued from page 297)

sterling ware was bought on the same
basis. We took advantage of all discounts.
We therefore marked all plated ware so
as to get a net profit of over 35 per cent.
Sterling ware, not including novelties and
fancy articles, we marked at 30 per cent.—
as the average store makes less profit on
sterling than on plated. However, as we
did most of our business from samples and
catalogues 30 per cent. was an excellent
margin of profit for sterling.

On novelties, fancy articles, we 'piled
on a big profit. Fifty per cent. was a small
profit and some things we marked at ioo
per cent. profit--all according to the at-
tractiveness of the article in question. And
still our prices were noticeably lower than
the exclusive jewelry stores and frequently
we were told so by customers..

Next the question of help
arose. Knowing that a
good many people like their
silverware initialed, I se-
cured the services of a man

who was a good engraver as well as an
experienced salesman. For the first month
we advertised that we would engrave all
articles of silverware with one letter free
of charge. This was the only catch-trade
device we indulged in, and as it practically
meant no extra expenditure to the store, it
proved a valuable attraction. At times it
kept our engraver pretty busy, but as he
was assisted in selling by a young lady all
the time, and during rushes by an extra
whom we familiarized with the stock, we
continued to give good service to all. We
also procured a supply of special Christmas
boxes of various sizes, to box purchases
made for gift purposes. We advertised this
fact and it made a hit.

When the department was
Advertising ready for business we ad-
Policy vertised it in a four-column,

ten-inch space in all of the
newspapers, followed by smaller ads every
day for a week. The first ad was an open-
ing announcement giving a complete list of
articles in stock, general department talk,
and some mention of the manufacturers
represented in our showings. We pushed
Colonial designs very hard, as this class of

ware was just coming into popularity, and
devoted several small ads to this subject.
To our mailing list we sent neat formal an-
nouncements of the opening, listing the
articles of silverware in stock, and inviting
attendance. Our adman did not forget to
mention, in small type, about the gift boxes
and free engraving.

We also got a series of
parcel slips, which we en-
closed in all parcels during
the week previous to the

opening. On opening day we had a

silver window trimmed against mouse
gray, with a big card, coated with

silver paint and lettered in gold, an-

nouncing the opening of the new
department.

Engraver and
Salesman

Combined

Parcel Slips
for Enclosure

,
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Art Goods That Are Different

No. 1994. Height, 113 inches
Fine Ormolu Gold
Hand Burnished

TO SHOW THEM IS TO SELL THEM
Popular taste demands novelty—something different

from the conventional styles. Our line of fine metal goods
fills this demand exactly. The goods are of the artistic
kind that enrich and give variety to regular stock. They
I nclude

Electric and Gas Portables, Newels, Electro-
hers, Bronze Figures, Art Glass Domes and
Shades, Clocks, Vases, Plateaux, Candel-
abra, Candlesticks, Inkstands, Photograph
Frames, Bronzes, Clock Top Ornaments,
Clock Sets, Flower Holders, Epergnes,
Kerosene Lamps

A glance at our catalogue of these goods will show youthe weakness in your stock and suggest the remedy. The
newness of the styles, the graceful models and rich finishwill fascinate customers of refinement, and enhance at thesame time your prestige and profits.

Ask for Catalog 37 showing Gas and Electric Goods,
Electratiers, etc., and No. 30 showing Clocks and

other metal fancy goods, as above.
Electrolier No. 6079!6083. Height, 25 inches

High-Grade Art Glass Shade
A I NO made as a Gas Portable

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO. WINSTED, CONNECTICUTNew York Salesroom, 46 West Broadway, A. H. HOAG 8E CO.

Station J

The Quality is Still Remembered
When the Price is Long Forgotten

You are running a jewelry store, not a department store.
Your customer expects from you only goods which you can
guarantee.

Our line of lockets, chains, bracelets, lorgnettes, fobs, cuff
pins, brooches, scarf pins and cuff links are made by manu-
facturers whose names are a by-word for quality.

dir Our traveling men are now out in their respective territories.
-II It will pay you to look at their line.

THE FRONTIER JEWELRY MFG. CO.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by Wm.
N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust
Building, Washington, D. C.

No. 904,291.—Indicator for Clocks or Watches.
Adolph E. Aeschlimann, Taylor, Tex. Filed
June 2, 1908. Serial No. 436,240.

In combination with the shaft of the main
wheel of a clock, a gear mounted therebeneath, a
pinion on the main shaft meshed with the gear, an
arm pivotally secured to one end extending across
the gear; an indicating means operated by the arm,
a spiral carried by the gear and a lug projecting
inwardly from the upper edge of the arm en-

gaging the spiral. In combination with the shaft
of the main wheel of a clock, a gear mounted
therebeneath, a pinion on the main shaft meshed
with the gear, an arm pivotally secured at one end
extending across the gear, an indicating means
operated by the arm and spirally disposed means
carried by the gear acting in conjunction with the
arm for operating the same and means for ob-
structing the travel in the spiral in one direction.

No. 906,212.—Stop Watch. Sigismund Fischer,
New York, N. Y. Filed November 15, 1905.
Serial No. 287,468.

In a stop watch, the combination, with the
arbor of the stop hand, of an internally toothed
disk plate keyed to the same and provided with a
depression at its under side, a toothed driving disk
adapted to mesh with the internally toothed disk
plate, a pinion keyed to said driving disk and
adapted to be driven from the arbor of the third

wheel of the movement, said driving disk and
pinion being provided with a central bore for ro-
tating freely around the arbor of the stop hand,
a retaining disk connected with the hub of the
pinion, headed rivets and a screw stud on the top
plate for guiding the retaining disk, and means for
moving the disk plate into or out of mesh with the
toothed driving disk.

No. 902,726.—Jeweler's Ring-clamp. Moses Greer,
Atlanta, Ga. Filed February 28, 19°7. Serial
No. 359,913.

A ring clamp comprising a pair of arms,
curved jaws carried by the ends of said arms and
axially grooved, means to force the jaws together,
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and guides carried by one of said arms. A ring
clamp comprising a pair of spring arms having a
normal tendency to separate, curved jaws carried
by the ends of the arms and longitudinally
grooved, a loop to force the jaws together, and
guides carried by one of said arms.

No. 905,662.—Pin-tongue. Emil R. Crecelius,
Providence, R. I., assignor to Arnold C.
Messler, Pawtucket, R. I. Filed May 8, 1908.
Serial No. 431,560.

In a pin tongue, the combination with the
ihaft provided with a bent end, of pivot members
integral with the shaft and enclosed by the bend.
In a pin tongue, the combination with the shaft
provided at one end with oppositely directed
bends, of pivot members integral with the .shaft
and intermediate the bends. In a pin tongue, the

combination with the shaft provided at one end
with oppositely directed bends constituting an
oblong head, of pivot members integral with the
shaft and intermediate the bends.

No. 903,071.—Device for Manipulating Cut Glass
Articles. Frank G. Farnham, Honesdale, Pa.
Filed January 23, 1906, Serial No. 297,504.
Renewed March 31, 1908. Serial No. 424,422.

A portable device for dipping glass articles,
having open mouths, in an acid bath comprising a
supporting member having a suitable handle and a
plurality of tapered plugs carried by said support-
ing member and having elastic surfaces, substan-
tially as described. A portable device for dipping
glass articles having open mouths in an acid bath

comprising a supporting member having a suitable
handle, and removable and interchangeable ta-
pered plugs with means for detachably connecting
them to the supporting plate, substantially as de-
scribed. A device for dipping cut-glass articles in
an acid bath comprising a supporting plate, a suit-
able handle therefor, a plurality of plugs, means
for detachably connecting the plugs to the plate
and rubber covers for said plugs, substantially as
described. A device for dipping cut glass articles
in an acid bath comprising a supporting plate, a
plurality of removable and interchangeable plugs,
screws passing through the plugs and securing
them to the supporting plate, and a rubber cover
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for each plug having an inwardly extending flange
to be clamped between the plug and plate and an
opening in the upper end to permit access to the
screw, substantially as described.

No. 902,892.—Method of and Apparatus for Elec-
troplating. George A. Lutz, Plainfield, N. J.,
assignor to American Circular Loom Corn-
pany, Portland, Maine, a corporation of
Maine. Filed June 27, 1908. Serial No.
440,774.

The method of electroplating the interior and
exterior of a hollow article consisting in simulta-
neously passing electric current through anodes
within and without such article and causing the
current to flow for a longer period of time
through one of the anodes than through the other
anode.

No. 904,929.—Clock with Alarm and Music At-
tachment. Victor M. A. Bogaert, Lexington,
Ky. Filed February 27, 1908. Serial No.
418,131.

In a clock having an alarm, a cam disk geared
with the clock movement and having a face flange
provided with a notch, said cans disk being immov-

able in an axial direction, and an alarm-controlling
lever intermediately fulcrumed and arranged with
one end bearing upon said flange, whereby. the
opposite end of said lever is held by said cam
disk normally in position to afford an alarm-stop,
and when said notch comes under said lever the
latter moves to alarm-releasing position.

"The Keystone is so complete that it would
be hard to suggest any improvement. lYe always
look forward to its arrival, as we find so much
within its pages that is instructive and helpful in
our business."—Gumm Bros., Jewelers, Durant,
Oklahoma.



ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

WE MANUFACTURE

HIGH-GRADE MODERN

JEWELRY STORE FIX-

TURES, SHOW CASES,
WALL CASES, TABLES
ETC. 

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit, or if you expect to remodel your store, write

us sending- your floor plan and we will be pleased to submit plans, drawings and estimates 

We make
these Bracelets

_

in any
size desired

Mr. Retailer:
If you want something that will satisfy your customer

and will be exactly as represented in regard to quality and

workmanship, demand that your jobber carry a line of

Freeman's Roller Fobs, Chains

and Bracelets

We also make a nice line of LAVALLIERS and

JEWELRY, something that is UP-TO-DATE in every

way and that is calling the attention of the trade as our

orders show.

B. S. FREEMAN CO.
Attleboro Falls, Mass.

Chicago Office, J. T. EDWARDS, Columbus Building

San Francisco Office, JOHN NATHAN, Cor. Geary & Stockton Ste.

THE STANDARD LINE OF

Seamless Rings
which stand out in bold contrast with other makes, compel
attention and assure quick sales at good - profit prices.
Artistic novelty and attractiveness of design are noted
characteristics of our line. Great wealth of new styles and
patterns in SCARF PINS, EAR KNOBS, Etc.

The Morgan Jewelry Co.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

62 Page Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Traveling Salesman Philosophy

"The salesman who comes to
your office to do business
sometimes has far less

courtesy accorded him than

is due his attainments," says

Waldo Pondray Warren in his book,

"Thoughts on Business." There is a feel-

ing among some men that all salesmen are

more or less bothersome fellows who try to

sell you something you do not want. And

there is an element of snobbery in the atti-

tude of some buyers—a feeling that the

salesman belongs to a lower order because

he solicits business. This attitude is unjust.

There may be salesmen who do not merit

the highest measure of respect, but that is

the fault of the individual and not the pro-

fession. But there are salesmen who are

worthy of the fullest measure of courtesy

and respect, first because they are gentle-

men, and next because they are business

men, and next because they are per forming

one of the most vital functions of society.

The most helpful invention ever made

would hardly have its proper influence on

civilization unless there were competent

salesmen to champion its rights, expose the

fallacies of older methods and tear down

the stone wall of prejudice with which the

average buyer surrounds himself. Many of

the most civilizing influences would fail to

reach the people unless there were salesmen

capable of clearing the way for them. The

very channels of commercial progress are

opened, not by inventors and not by manu-

facturers, but by salesmen. Give the sales-

man the honor due his place in the world's

work.

Plea for

Courteous

Treatment

The Man

and the Goods

A man once made the re-

mark to me that he could

always tell a proposition by

its salesman. In talking

with an experienced buyer in a mercantile

establishment, I mentioned this point to him,

and asked him if that had been his ex-

perience.
"No, indeed," he answered. "My ob-

servation has often been the reverse. I

have seen a very poor salesman with a

splendid proposition, and an exceptionally

good salesman with a poor proposition."

"How do you account for it ?" I asked.

"Well," he said, "in my business I am

always on the lookout for new things. I

find that a great many good things are first

put on the market in a small way, and often

necessarily in a most economical way. A

small manufacturer can seldom afford an

expert salesman—he must either go himself

or send a man he can afford to employ.

That frequently means a man who has

never sold goods before. So if I should

judge the proposition by the salesman I

would often turn down a good thing. I'd

rather examine thirty things I don't want

than to miss one I do."

"Don't you think a good many buyers

make a mistake there ?" I asked.

"Yes, indeed," he said. "One of the

best lines I control was turned down by a

rival without proper investigation, obviously

because the old man that invented it came

ill himself to sell it."

Probably the most valuable

salesman to any concern is

the man who can go out and

open new accounts. New

business is usually classified under two

heads : First, orders which are from con-

cerns starting in business and first orders

from an established concern. To land the

order for an opening stock is a feather in

any salesman's cap. To bring in the first

order from an old concern is also an excep-

tionally good bit of salesmanship, and, as

in the other case, the salesman has done

some exceptionally good work. It means

that he is unusually alert and aware of

every opportunity in his district. In either

event he has had competition to a greater or

lesser degree and has won. By taking a

customer away from a competitor, on his

ability as a salesman, and, naturally, by im-

pressing the buyer with the superiority of

his merchandise and better facilities, he is

'Raking himself valuable. Very often a

salesman who is new with a house will have

several seasons wherein he will open up a

quantity of new business, but his net earn-

ings may be small or on the wrong side of

the ledger altogether. At the same time he

is a very valuable and successful salesman,

provided, of course, that the accounts are

desirable and prospects for future business

from them are good. This is particularly

true where a salesman makes one, two or

three trips a year. Many employers forget

that salesmanship depends largely upon per-

sonality and that a man who sees his trade

but a few times a year does not have an op-

portunity to become more than slightly ac-

quainted with them and they are quite likely

to forget him before he comes the next

time. That is what makes new business

particularly valuable. It eliminates the mis-

sionary work to a large extent. It may give

a new man or an old man the nucleus for a

substantial trade. To the employer it means

an expanding ledger, larger output and a

growing business. It is with the salesman

as with an advertisement. A first appear-

ance can never be relied on for satisfactory

results, but persistence will finally bring

business and build up patronage.

Opening

New Accounts
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Salesmen and Advertising

Advertising introduces the goods and

paves the way for the salesman.

Advertising insures for the traveler a
respectful hearing when he arrives.

Advertising brings orders when the

salesman is not on the ground.

Advertising increases the volume of the

order which the salesman can secure in

person.
Advertising makes the merchant re-

spect the firm and the salesmen.

Advertising cements the friendship be-

tween the house and the merchant.

Advertising tells the merchant what

the salesman forgets to mention.

Advertising supports the salesman in

his statements to the merchant.

Advertising brings about a better ac-

quaintance and understanding between the

merchant and the traveler.—Profitable Ad-.

VC rtisiitg.

Store Service and Advertising

Advertising is not a substitute for hard

work.
In fact nothing has been discovered as

yet that will take the place of labor unless

it is to be born rich. To be sure some "get-

rich-quick" artists are alleged to have a

receipt that lifts them out of the laboring

class, but it usually furnishes work for their

lawyers. Frequently it puts them in the

hard labor class for 5, 10 or 20 years, with

some time off for good.behavior.

The mere assertion of an advertisement

calling attention to a certain line of goods

will not sell those goods unless it is backed

up by intelligent, well-directed efforts in the

store. Service must follow advertising and

unless it does, advertising is a failure.

The function of advertising is to bring

prospective buyers into the store, nothing

more. When they arrive, advertising has

done its duty. It is up to the merchant and

his assistants to do the rest. The best ad-

vertising matter ever written will not cause

an anxious buyer to crawl under the counter

or up a ladder to get what is desired. Sales

result from the service rendered and not

from the advertising. Enthusiasm created

by clever publicity will cool rapidly if

greeted by frosts within the store.

But advertising will pay tremendously

when the service within the store is directed

intelligently. Advertised goods should be

displayed prominently, should be shown

willingly by willing workers. Unless you

render such service don't advertise. Sell

out.—General Merchants' Review.
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Banquet of Cincinnati Wholesale
Jewelers' and Manufacturers'

Association

One of the most successful and most thor-
oughly enjoyed events in the history of the Cin-
cinnati Wholesale Jewelers' and Manufacturers'
Association was the banquet and entertainment
given Friday night, January t5t11, in the great
convention hall of the palatial Sinton Hotel.

The Committee, to which thanks are due
for the splendid entertainment and the matchless
cuisine, was composed of D. J. Gutmann, A. J.
Thoma, Aaron Herman and Harry Walton. The
Committee proved its worth by making all ar-
rangements for the affair in a brief length of
time, but, ii spite of the short notice it had, there
was nothing lacking in the appointments or entire
programme.

The tables were arranged on three sides of
the room and extended the full length of the
spacious hall, the diners having a good view of the
stage, where, later, a snappy vaudeville bill was
put on. The menu was of the most tempting
kind and would have charmed the heart of the
most fastidious epicure.

Before the dinner was served the guests sat
for their photographs, as shown in the accom-
panying illustration. The officers of the organiza-
tion were seated at the far end of the room,
furthest removed from the photographer, and, ac-
cordingly, they are not as prominent in the pic-
ture as they are among their fellows, but, while
they do not appear strongly in the flashlight, they
showed up well during the evening's fun.

Following the picture taking the guests set-
tled down to the pleasant task in hand, and it was
a case of "let good digestion wait on appetite.”

Before the dinner had progressed far Mr.
Ostdorf, of Joseph Noterman & Co., arose from
his seat and proposed a standing toast to the re-
tiring president, A. G. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab
& Sons, and everybody responded merrily, drink-
ing the toast in as bewitchingly inviting Nier-
steiner as ever was pressed in the vineyards of
old Germany.

From this time on merriment, good fellowship
and absolute forgetfulness of the trials and
troubles of business life characterized the evening,
and, unable longer to contain himself, that effer-
vescent member of the trade, "Jimmie" Baker, the
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P■Tular Cincinnati boy, now representing Frank
M. Whiting, of North Attleboro, Mass., broke
forth into a roundelay of whistling and warbling
which infected the entire assemblage.

"Jimmie" soon had the banquet board in an
uproar and several prominent jewelers joined in
the fun, but above it all could be heard the whis-
tler's merry notes as he caroled the popular airs
of comic opera and the vaudeville stage.

William Pfluger, of Joseph Noterman & Co.,
the handsome and distinguished-looking gentle-
man whom all local jewelers know and love so
well, also became a boy again just for the night,
and soon he and Brother Baker were doing stunts
for the entertainment of the guests, while their
friends applauded their efforts amid unrestrained
laughter.

Then the cold bottles of Clicquot were
brought in and the funmaking was resumed.
The vaudeville artists also made their appearance
at this juncture. When the black-face turn was
put on, Messrs. Baker and Pfluger took seats in
front and added to the amusement with their puns,
wit and comment.

But throughout the evening's merriment there
was a well-defined air of reserve on the part of
the majority of the guests. Jacob Dorst, Peter
Henry and Samuel Peck, the three old landmarks
of the local jewelry trade, and who are present at
every meeting of the association, enjoyed the fun
in their own quiet way. Arne Dorst, who is fol-
lowing in the footsteps of his faithful father, re-
garding the association's work, added to the gen-
tility of the affair, as did also Clem and John
Daller, of The Clemens, Oskamp Company, D. J.
Gutmann, Eli Gutmann and the association's new
president, Joseph Noterman.

H. C. Walton, of The Keystone Watch Case
Company, and Charles Becker, of the Philadelphia
Watch Case Company, were present in all their
glory and helped to make the evening a pro-
nounced success in their own quiet but pleasing
ways.

Thoma Brothers were present in full force—
A. J. Thoma, Fred Thoma, Jerome and Carl
Thoma, together with a number of invited guests.

After the vaudeville artists had done their
turns and several of the diners had followed suit,
a standing toast was drunk to the new officers,
Joseph Noterman, president; Simon Lindenberg,
vice-president; Charles J. Becker, secretary ; E.
H. Croninger, treasurer; A. G. Schwab, D. J.
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Gutmann, Aaron Herman, A. J. Thoma and
Joosaerdph. T. Homan, members of the ExecutiveB 

The guests departed slowly from the scene of
their evening's entertainment and soon Mr. Pfluger
had about him in the hall near the checkroom as
choice a collection of male voices as ever graced
such an occasion and for half an hour he
conducted his "choir" to the delight of his au-
dience.

The affair was a tremendous success as all
present testified.

Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association

At a recent meeting of the directors of the
Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association it was de-
cided to hold the annual meeting of the associa-
tion at the Ryan Hotel, St. Paul, February 17 and
18, 19o9. The meeting will be a joint one with the
Minnesota Association of Optometrists, each asso-
ciation holding alternating sessions.

Any manufacturers or jobbers desiring to
make exhibits are assured of a hearty welcome
and should make their reservations for space di-
rect with the hotel and at an early date.

The following is an outline of a part of the
programme for the jewelers' meeting:

Should the A. N. R. J. A. publish an official
organ?

Should the railroad watch inspector be placed
on the free-pass list?

Are the interests of the city and country re-
tailers identical, and how can they be advanced?

Report of the Committee on the Uniform
Price List for Repairs, and discussion of the
same.

How can the retailers' and jobbers' associa-
tions best work together for the general better-
ment of the trade?

A continuation of the discussion of the sub-
ject, "Should engraving be free?"

Besides these vital questions many others of
importance will be discussed, and it is hoped that

each member will come prepared to take an active
part in the general discussion.

It is planned to make the last evening meeting

a joint one with the Twin City jobbers, when it is
our purpose to multiply the good feeling that now
exists "an hundred fold," and to eliminate, if
possible, any ill feeling that may be found to exist.

lea

YOUNG • CARL, PHOTOGRAPHERS, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Flashlight View of Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers' and Manufacturers' Association's Banquet
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CLARENCE F. BAYER

4

BAYER & PRETZFELDER COMPANY
Importers and Manufacturers :: JEWELRY, NOVELTIES and FANCY GOODS

11 WEST 17th STREET 
(Right off Fifth Avenue) NEW YORK

ArT Our lines for 1909 are now on the road and will be 
exhibited in all the large cities. It will be to any

Nu-dealer's best interests to communicate 
with our New York Office and get in 

communication with

our representative in your territory.

MANUFACTURERS: ELECTRIC and GAS LAMPS, ELECTROLIERS,
 BRASS NOVELTIES and SMOKERS' 

ARTICLES.

SOLE AGENTS: LA VOGUE OPERA, MARINE and 
FIELD GLASSES. S. CD. L. LORGNETTE LINES IN GOLD, 

GOLD FILLED, STERLING SILVER

and GUN METAL of Every Description. 
H. Ms I. LEATHER GOODS LINES.

OPERA, MARINE and FIELD GLASSES; 
WATCHES, CLOCKS; GOLD, GOLD FILLED, SI

LVER and GUN METAL CIGARETTE

CASES, NOVELTY JEWELRY, GUN METAL 
NOVELTIES, GARNET and CORAL JEWELRY in 

Large Variety, STERLING and

GERMAN SILVER MESH BAGS, BRASS 
STATIONERY SETS, FANS, SMOKERS' ARTICLE

S, FANCY GOODS, Etc., Etc.

ALBERT PRETZFELDER

IMPORTERS:

9
Gil

•

ler
.1—

Silver
Sellino
k.)
Sdetc

" Silver Selling a Science" 

Replete with Up-to-date Ways and
Means of Increasing Silver Sales

Jewelers, Attention ! To increase

III your silver sales, see to it that each of
your salesmen is provided with a copy
of this new, thirty-six page, illustrated
book of Silver Salesmanship. Give us a
list of your salesmen, with home ad-
dresses, by return mail, and we will mail
a copy to each man, gratis.

Silver Salesmen, Attention ! To increase your selling
ability, and increase your earning capacity, write at once for a

copy of this book. It is the science of salesmanship applied

to the sale of Sterling Silver. Give firm name and state what

position you hold.

Contents! The mental law of sale—how to get
attention, arouse interest, create desire and bring
about a resolve to buy. How to show silver—gaug-
ing your customer's buying power—who your real
competitor is—selling silver in the homes—knowing
when you have a sale closed—how to analyze a
design.

Every Silver Salesman in America Should Read and Study This Book.

Copies can be had free by sending name and home address to

TRADE
MARK

Towle Manufacturing Company
Silversmiths 

Newburyport Massachusetts TRADE

MARK

Correct Reproductions

of the famous

Willard
Clocks

Mahogany Cases, Brass Trim-

mings, Painted Glass Panels,

High-Grade Eight-Day Weight

Movement.

Illustration shows clock with

Gilded Front and Bracket.

SEND FOR

BO OKLET

KILLAM a CO.
PAWTUCKET, R. I.

ELECTRO- PLATING Electro-Plating Salts 
FOR THE USE OF SMALL
MANUFACTURING AND
RETAIL JEWELERS

SALTS
These PLATING SALTS are scientific compounds in a 

dry form, and

ONLY REQUIRE THE ADDITION OF WATER to m
ake a plating sole-

tion of fine quality and strength immedietely ready for use, 
producing un-

failingly correct shades at all times. They will not deteriorate, can be
liquified as desired, and are worked with either dynamo or battery sa

me as

other plating solutions. When bath becomes exhausted add 
a small portion

of:the ' ELECTRO-PLATING SALTS" and the work 
goes on. The pro-

duction of Rose Gold, Green Gold, Roman, Old English 
or Karat Gold,

Silver, French Gray, etc., with these salts is simplicity 
itself.

The Manufacturing Jewelers are using them for over 17 years.

Roman Gold Salts for I quart Solution $4  50

Red Gold 
4  50

Old English " 4  50

14 or 18 Karat Oold 
4 50

Rose Gold " 4  80

Orange Rose • • 4  80

Green Gold " 4  80

Antique Green Gold " 4  80

Silver Salts . . for half gal., $3.15 ; for I gal.. . . 6 00

French Gray Salts . . . 2 50

Copper or Brass Salts 
,. . . . 2 50

PRICES ARE ALL NET CASH

2E11'

'445

101   ROM

GOL
uIII'I 1,11114111i1 AL

II

!II Ill

WHEN DISSOLVED IN WATER-READY FOR USE.

U. S. Electro-Chemical Co., I Lafayettet Mfrs. of Plating Machines and Plating 
Outfits Ask your Jobber

Send for Circular

iiiiimundimmummitylimimumnimannuturtmint.timitt

No. 8 "USECCO" PLATING MACHINE. Price, $8.00, Net Cash
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Types of Men Who Will Never
Succeed

The president of one of Chicago's larg-
est and most modern business concerns was
recently looking through some old files and
came across a letter that amused him very
much. It was an answer to an offer he had
made a man, early in the organization of his
business, when it vvas mostly on paper, to
go into partnership with him. The letter
was in part as follows :—

"I wish I had time to look in on
you as requested, to-day, and talk
over the partnership deal, but we've
decided to move, and I must go
with my wife house hunting."

The president, fifteen years older and a
million dollars richer than when that letter
was written, smiled as he reread it, yellow
with age, and so plainly portraying the
character of his old friend, who is still a
clerk in the very establishment he was then
employed.

A Numerous
Type

How perfectly that letter
represents one type of man
who will never get beyond
a certain degree of success

and whose advancement will be just so far
as his ability to perform immediate duties
places him. Such a man would never get
out of his beaten path long enough to see
his opportunities, and if they were thrust
under his very nose, the slightest demand
of his usual routine existence would be
sufficient to turn him away from them. This
'type of man is held in check by the thousand
invisible wires binding him tight and fast
to the accepted order of his existence. Had
he possessed the smallest success germ he
would have been on the spot at the ap-
pointed hour at any cost, knowing that in
the line he was then pursuing he would
never make a fortune, and that at least here
was a possible chance of doing so. The
house hunting could wait, or his wife could
attend to it. All things else could wait, but
see his man .he must and at the appointed
hour.

What a contrast is this to the course
of Mellen, of Mellen's food fame. He was
working along on a good salary and had a
nice little property, but he saw a fortune in
Mellen's Food. He decided to dig it out.
He put every cent he had in the world into
the promotion of this food for babies, and
finally sold his home, and moved into a
cheap house, in order to raise additional
funds for the enterprise. It did not distress
him nor his wife that they must suffer some
discomfort and inconvenience in order to
promote a great business. Can you imagine
him letting Mellen's Food business wait,
while he went house hunting? He let it
wait for nothing; it was the first, last and
all the time uppermost in his mind—and
naturally he achieved his ambition. He
made his fortune.

When Graham Bell was
organizing his telephone
company, he offered the
secretaryship to a young

newspaper man who was then earning thirty
dollars a week. The young reporter merely

Many Lacking
in Nerve
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looked at Mr. Bell and smiled a deep know-
ing smile. He knew a good thing when he
had it, and if anyone thought he was going
to give up a sure salary like that—well, he
guessed not. He is still drawing his thirty
dollars per, and Bell has the smile on his
side. This man represents the type that
wants an absolutely sure, gilt-edged, proved,
sound proposition, before he will risk touch-
ing it. This is the type of man that would
not take special training in his own line of
work, unless there was a guaranteed ad-
vantage in dollars and cents attached to it.
This is the type that takes no chances. He
would not see the use of filing on a mining
claim unless he knew positively there was
gold in it in paying quantities. He would
not see the use of taking up timber land un-
less he was absolutely sure that lumbermen
would settle in that district and buy his logs.
He would not invest money in advertising
'unless he was guaranteed big returns. Thus
he would reason, and thus he would fool
himself with the idea that he is a shrewd
business man, when the truth is he is so
shortsighted that he could never meet real
success excepting by the merest chance.

The "dead sure" propositions never go
begging for promoters or investors. It is
the element of seeming uncertainty that
gives the ordinary man his opportunity.
Moneyed men are quick to gain possession
of every enterprise that shows its value on
the face of it ; but many of the largest for-
tunes have been made in enterprises that the
greatest capitalists refuse to touch. It re-
mained for some progressive man with more
brains and push than capital to "make it go."

The most hopeless type of
failure is the man who can
tell everyone else just how
to run his business. Such a

man seldom has a business of his own to
run. He is the Jack-of-all-trades, he has a
smattering of all kinds of business knowl-
edge, and can talk fluently on any subject of
a commercial nature that may arise. His
friends wonder why it is that Brown never
gets ahead. He is a pleasant "spoken"
fellow, well versed on all timely topics, well-
mannered, likable, but some way he is al-
ways shifting about from pillow to post,
never advancing far beyond where he
started. If you listen to him five minutes
he can tell you where the most successful
business men of his community make big
mistakes, and how he could run the same
business at a tremendous saving. The real
secret of the failure of this type—and he
is always a failure—is monumental conceit.
Having learned a few things he fancies he
knows them all. It is conceit that makes
him acquire a dribbling knowledge of every
line of business, so that he can appear
learned in conversation. He never really
masters any one thing ; he never loses him-
self, head over ears, in his business, he is
really a commercial dilettante, playing about
the edges of great things.

Why, I have sat in dumb
astonishment and listened to
such a man who was never
at his best able to command

over seventy-five dollars a month, as book-
keeper, explain minutely how Marshal Field

A Hopeless
Type

He Knows
It All
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ought to run his great store. I have heard
such a man discourse most wisely ( ?) on
the mistakes of makers of huge fortunes—
mistakes in system, management, methods,
etc. The real creators of fortunes know full
well that the management of one business
needs a lifetime of study and close applica-
tion, and they never pretend to understand
the details of any but their own line. Nor
are they certain that they have gotten to the
bottom of that. The business dilettante, on
the other hand, writes editorials for a
country paper one summer during the ab-
sence of the editor, and forever after he
can tell any aspiring young literatus just
how to win fame in journalism. He is
bookkeeper in a bank another season, and
forever after can give the most successful
banker in the country pointers on how his
business should be conducted. He even
dabbles in art, painting a few water color
sketches—and is prepared to act as high
critic on the works of the masters, past,
present and to come. He can never be a
success because his bump of self apprecia-
tion is so large that he would rather pose
forever as all-knowing, than do some good
earnest hard hustling in order to acquire
knowledge worth airing.

Another very common type
Afraid to Invest of failure is he who is
His Time afraid of doing more than

he is paid for. I know a
young man who had been five years trying
to establish himself in a certain line of busi-
ness. He had not been successful. One
season a friend of his connected with a
well-established concern, sent for him and
said : "I am going away on a three months'
vacation. Now I propose that you come
in here and manage my department during
my absence, and at the same time establish
a department in your line. We need such
a department and here is your chance. Get it
going in good shape by the time I get back."

The young man readily agreed for he
needed the money badly. When his friend
returned, however, he found that the new
department had not been opened. He asked
the man why this was. "I wasn't paid
enough for that order of work," he an-
swered, with some spirit ; "That kind of
work takes brains, and should command a
big salary. When I saw what I was to get,
I just let the whole thing slide."

His friend returned the compliment
and let him "slide." He is now looking for
a job.

When a man's time is all he has in the
world, why should he hesitate to spend it
demonstrating to ever watchful employers
how well he can use it ? Why should he
prefer to waste the day, even though he
gets nothing for it ? It is at least better to
give evidence of being a hustler than an idler.

If you are paid $2.00 a day, do your
very best work, just as if you were paid
$5.00 a day; and sooner or later the $5.00
position will find you. The man or woman
who is heart and soul interested in his or
her work does not need to worry about a
raise in salary. It will come quickly
enough. Every man, barring accident,
eventually gets out of business just what
he puts into it.
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A Perfect Pen for
Particular People
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AMERICAN
FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER

Selling Agents

Boston, Mass.

About Conklin Gold Pens
Conklin Gold Pens are made by the

most skilled corps of gold pen makers
in America, and are unequaled for
strength, elasticity, durability, smooth
and easy writing qualities. A feed
principle that is absolutely correct and
our superior gold pens make

CONKLIN'S
Self-Fillind Fountain Pen
the most perfect writing instrument made. Conklin Gold

Pens are 14-k gold, pointed only with the best quality hard
iridium from the Ural Mountains in Russia, one of the

hardest metals known—harder than a diamond—very

scarce, costs three times as much as soft iridium commonly

used by other manufacturers, and increases the life and
writing qualities of Conklin's Self-Filling Pen 100 per cent.
Conklin Gold Pens are made in a large variety of points
with any degree of elasticity desired. A pen for every

purpose—a pen to suit every hand.
There is no better writing pen than the Conklin,

nor one more durable, and it is the only fountain pen

made with the Crescent-Filler.

Advertised extensively, and other valuable assistance given
dealers in the sale of Conklin Pens. Write at once for catalogue
and dealers' proposition.

The Conklin Pen MU. Co.
59 Manhattan BIdE., TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A.

NEW YORK DENVER SAN FRANCISCO

WINNIPEG LONDON

Heath's " tribune"
41 Made of the beat material
obtainable and is guaranteed
to give perfect satisfaction.

Send for catalogue showing
styles ranging from $1.25 to
$9.00 each.

Fountain Pen is a good, reliable, dependable fountain pen

The above illustrates our No. 0504 Pearl Filigree. Retail Price, $6.50

Cross & Beguelin 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
SPECIAL AGENTS GEO. W. HEATH & CO , Canal St. and West Broadway, NEW Y

ORK
 MANUFACTURERS 

THE ONLY WRIGHT PEN

THE WRIGHT SELF FILLING PEN SELF-FILLING AND SELF-CLEANING
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wRIGHT WRITES RIGHT

WRIGHT PEN CO. ST. LOUIS U.S A.
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It is now time to consider the spring
trade and its requirements. Apparently the
needs are going to be larger than last spring
and early buyers will, as usual, obtain the
pick of the goods. At this writing it is too
early to determine with any degree of accu-

racy what will be the conditions that will
govern trade during the coming six months,
but, if one may judge safely from indica-
tions, business is going to improve continu-

ously. Therefore it will be wise to examine
your situation very closely before making

purchases. That is, do not feel as though
you must buy a large quantity without
knowing something about how much you

will require. Sometimes you will buy safely
in this way,but, as a rule,your purchases will

be either too liberal or not liberal enough

and your business will feel the consequences
for a length of time.

Your trade may safely be
called a personal matter, and
upon your own personality
will depend in a consider-

able degree the success or failure of your

business. You can't leave it to work out

itself. You can't leave it to subordinates.

You must imbue it with your own person-

ality, otherwise you will fail in developing it

as fast as you might. Neither will you be

able to determine exactly what can be done

unless you are active yourself. Unless you

have an unusually large store you should

supervise the buying of all your depart-

ments. Perhaps you can't attend to all the

minute details, but you can, at least, in a

general way, oversee your entire business

and make it a part of yourself. If you do

not you will fail to secure all the business

possible. And if you do you will find your

work very hard. Between the two horns of
this dilemma the dealer must select which

he will do.

Power of

Personality

The Spring

Lines

As a general rule the spring
lines of manufacturers are
of no special importance.
Frequently they are com-

posed of numbers that may have been left

over from the holiday business with a few

numbers packed in fresh boxes added. Pa-

peteries have come to be a staple commodity

and what will not sell at one season will

often go good at another. After the holiday

business there is usually a lull while the pur-

chasers are using what they got in one way

or another at that time. Then will come

increased buying to fill requirements of daily

use, and it is during this increase following
the post-holiday lull that the spring business
begins.

The traveling men will show, and
probably have shown, most dealers the
samples of the spring line. It has probably
been noted that boxes with flower decora-
tions on are most common and the character
of the contents is such that the stock ought
to sell readily, no matter whether it is for
spring or summer. Yet frequently the con-
tents have less influence than the box.
Buying is done largely by the eye ; and if
the outside of a package looks well the in-
side can be whatever the manufacturer de-
sires to put in.

A jeweler-stationer should not assume
that he has any customers among his clien-
tele that do not know the character of paper.
He should have educated them by this time
so they do know and then offer them only
the best. There is more profit for him and
more opportunity for developing business in
this way. But perhaps many have found
this a slow process, as indeed it is, and have
determined to accept conditions as they have
found them and offer only the grades of
paper that sell readily. In this they will be
partly right and partly wrong. It is wiser
to push the better grades of paper as the
most important part of your stock, later
coming down to the poorer qualities if the
possible purchaser insists upon having it.

It is impossible to offer any
suggestions for buying
which will do a dealer any
good. But in general terms

conservatism is the best policy. The market
is so uncertain this season—not so bad as
last—that one is disposed to wonder what
might be done. It is a safe way to do busi-
ness to buy moderately and fill gaps in stock
afterward. Sometimes a trade will develop
unexpectedly for some reason. Sometimes
the numbers which seem least attractive will
sell best. Again those numbers which are
apparently most likely to sell will scarcely
move at all.

But having made up your stock do not
allow it to lie idle for want of effort. Every
effort exerted will result in something
beneficial. It is impossible to push too
hard, and in these seasons, when busi-
ness is disposed to come hard, extraor-
dinary effort may be required to move

goods. Sales are secured through adver-

tising in different ways, including per-

sonal suggestion to customers in other de-
partments. Sometimes one is disposed to
believe that the purchasing public has a very

short memory. Again, quite the opposite
seems true. As a whole, however, it is best
to assume that the memory is short and that

Cautious

Buying
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constant repetition of one's advertising or
suggestion is necessary to insure active
dealing.

Attractive

Display

Make up your line as at-
tractively as you can. Sales
will come from the display
as well as from the other

methods of advertising. You will have to
create business this season, perhaps, the
same as you did last season, though possibly
not in so great a degree. The situation is
steadily improving, and the market looks
better, yet it is always wise to make as
strong an effort to sell stock as you can.

'The present possibilities for trade are
certainly sufficiently encouraging to create a
feeling of confidence on the part of every
dealer. He should not permit anything
which has passed to influence him in any
degree. What has passed is gone and can-
not be modified or shifted in any way. It is
only the present and the future of which one
needs to think.

Working Up Old Printed Paper

Used printed paper and paper cuttings
have now an important place among the raw

materials of paper manufacture. So much

is this the case that large establishments

exist for sorting purposes only, and many

middlemen occupy themselves entirely with

paper scraps, printed or otherwise.
The chief points to be borne in mind

in working up waste printed papers is,

that the new paper must be at least as good

as the original paper ; i. e., capable of being
used as that paper was ; that no special
plant should be needed, and that the cost of

the process should not be prohibitive. If

these conditions are fulfilled there is no

reason why the same cellulose should not
be converted into paper many times over.

There must, of course, be an end to this
economical procedure, when the fibers are
broken up so much that they cannot form
a web.

The chief difficulty in the way of oh-.
taming a usable pulp from printed papers
is presented by the printing ink, and means
have therefore to be sought of getting rid
of this substance. The indelibility of print-
ing ink is proverbial, but although it cannot
be removed without disintegrating the
paper, it can be removed after or during
that disintegration.

Taking the chief sort of printed paper,
viz., old newspapers, we find an inferior
paper made of wood pulp, cellulose and
fillings. The printing on it may be regarded
as the result of the drying of a mixture of
'finely divided lampblack with an oily vehicle.
—Paper Making.

,
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Bastian's Attractive Class Pin Designs
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-FF you are a jeweler and are not
handling Bastian Bros.

CLASS PINS, BADGES, FLAG
PINS and EMBLEMS

464 then you are losing an opportunity to
increase your profits and give your
customers the best there is.—Write for
Catalog.
41 The illustrations here shown do not
give a clear idea of the perfect beauty

460310 and detail of these emblems. We will
WA gladly submit samples for inspection to

1.1 
any responsible jeweler.—Write for
Catalog.

577 'J The prices quoted below are for 12 or more pins.
526 ''When less than 12 are ordered there is an extra charge

of $2.00 to the total amount for special dies.

PRICE PER PIN
When 12 or More are Ordered

485 414

01-IS
08

cRS

BASTIAN BROS. CO.,

10K. 14K.
Nos. 464,526,493,416,404,527,468 - $2.20 $2.40
Nos. 406,346,460,508,578, 576 - - 2.10 2.30
Nos. 413,485,510,577,551,459,414 - 2.00 2.20

166 SOUTH AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

REAL ROSE HAT PINS
(MEl'ALLIZED)

"The Secret Process"

I:
VALUABLE PROCESS for Jewelers, Platers and Novelty
Manufacturers. An art only in its infancy. Roses metallized
by this process guaranteed to equal anything on the market.

C. Our formula is purely chemical—no metallic powders or phosphorus
used. It is economical, practical and is worked with rapidity.
41. We have made and sold thousands of Real Rose Hat Pins, besides
special metallization of Funeral Wreaths,Wedding Bouquets, Baby Shoes,
Bees, Flies, Fruit and Vegetables, every article being exactly reproduced
in metal, even to the minutest detail.
41, We furnish you the system for quantity, or for the individual who
wishes to use the art in a small way the formula for solutions for finish-
ing and coloring, also current densities. You cannot fail to get perfect
results by our process. We guarantee you success.

We refer you to any business house of our city for references
as to our reliability.

Write for our Netv im Real Rose Hat Pins, made in 5 sizes

Price of Formula, $5.00

Wholesale Manufacturing Jewelers and EngraversYocurn Bros. 226 Post Street, SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
 6

Front Reverse Front

For the Lincoln Centenary February 12 1909
Made under our new patent process from a combination of

different metals, which enables us to produce effects of guaranteed
durability unknown heretofore. The above illustrations show
the front and reverse in natural size, 1;4'. inch diameter.

TO THE TRADE
Aluminum Medals, with Head of Lincoln, either gilt

or copper bronze, per dozen, $2.00 ; per gross, $ 1 8.00
The same, with Top Bar Pin, either gilt or copper

bronze, per dozen, $2.75; per gross . . . . 24.00
Samples scnt on receipt of 25 cents for Medals or 10 cents for Pin.

Or both for 50 cents.

Heeren Brothers & Co.
Manufacturing and Wholesale Jewelers

PITTSBURG, PA.
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The Craze for Odd and Expen-
sive Jewelry

Never in the world's history did hu-
manity—especially the feminine section of
it— manifest such a craze for expensive and
bizarre jewelry as at the present time. The
published descriptions of particular pieces
will convey a good idea of the intensity of
this craze.

The Devilfish

Jewel

The devilfish is the work crf
one of the greatest design-
ers in jewels, and has for a
body a huge opal of uneven

surface. And as a bluer fire was wanted, it
is backed with sapphires, which, as every-
one knows, is a much more valuable stone.
But in these days anything to gain results.

The legs or tentacles are of very heavy gold,
and flexible, so that they move and wiggle
as the wearer moves. Hardly a pretty orna-
ment, one would imagine, but then much
beauty is now sacrificed to eccentricity.
The more bizarre the thing the better.

Mrs. Paget, says the writer
here quoted, is the origina-
tor of the revolving sun-
burst, which has been pro-

voking much comment. This ingenious

woman has had a diamond sunburst made

with overlapping rows of points, each round

of points on its own pivot. At the back is

concealed some minute machinery which

caused the rows of points to revolve, one

row over the other, making a truly dazzling

effect. Wound up, the sunburst goes all

evening and never grows weary. I suppose
revolving shirt buttons and crown-like

tiaras, which slowly waltz around the

wearer's head, will be next in order.

Speaking of tiaras,of course
Convertible you know that this season
Pieces the woman of society might

as well appear at a function
without her stockings as without her tiara.

It's quite a fashionable excuse now when

one arrives late at dinner to explain to one's

waiting hostess, "So sorry, but my maid

mislaid my best tiara and, of course, dear

Mrs. Blank, I couldn't wear my second best

here!" Then your hostess presses your

hand and murmurs sympathetically and you

know you are forgiven.

And again, in designing tiaras the in-

genuity of the worker in precious stones

makes itself evident; for no longer is a

tiara content with being a tiara—it must be
capable of becoming several other things as
well. For instance, a friend showed me a
tiara the other day which was all put clev-
erly together and which, when taken apart,

became a brooch, a pendant, earrings and

The Revolving

Sunburst

KEYSTONE

the ornament for a comb, which was hinged
and formed to slip into the front of the
coiffure, thus serving as a small tiara for
which there is such a vogue just now.
Again, a tiara may be taken apart to form
a bandeau of diamonds, the upper part still
serving as a tiara and the center piece may
be taken out to form a pendant, to wear all
at the same time.

The crown-like tiara of Mrs. John
Drexel is famous for its jewels, which un-
screw, turquoises being substituted for dia-
monds or pearls.

But while all this blaze of
precious stones is very im-
pressive, quite as much in-
terest attaches just now to

jewelry individual and unique. The robes
of Grecian, Turkish and Egyptian lines
which we are all wearing in the evening
now require ornaments to correspond. Un-
cut gems set in roughly beaten red gold are
barbaric in their magnificence, and are used
to catch up draperies and form massive
bracelets, which are worn high up on the
arm.

Jewelry set with enamel disks, orna-
mented with the signs of the zodiac, is sup-
posed to bring the wearer very good luck.
First, you must have your horoscope cast,
and then the ring, or pin, or necklace is
made to order with your astral stone and
the particular sign under which you were
born incorporated. Wear this and good
luck is sure to come.

Cameos are again worn and
are particularly liked for
holding up draperies and
confining scarfs, their deli-

cate coloring and workmanship showing to
great advantage against diaphanous fabrics.
Girdles of flexible woven gold, set with
pearls, have ends of swinging tassels made
all of seed pearls. Filets of gold wire for
the hair are pearl studded.

Although the price of jewels seems to
advance each year, this doesn't appear to
be at all a detriment to Mademoiselle Up-

to-date having everything possible set with
sparkling gems. Twinkling heels have her
slippers, for they are inset with diamonds;
garter buckles are works of the jeweler's

art, even corset hooks are set with tiny little
diamonds.

The stocking suspenders give scope for

much display of the jeweler's art, with their

two buckles of gold, jewel studded, and the

little gold safety pins to fasten them to the

corset.
Golden butterflies have diamonds set in

their outspread wings and decorate the

clasps of elastic all-around garters.

Barbaric

Jewelry

The Cameo

Vogue

Jeweled

Umbrella

Handles
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Umbrella and parasol han-
dles come in for their share
of attention from the
jeweler. The wonderful
black opals, which carry no

superstition of bad luck with them, are

used to ornament the handle of one of the
umbrellas.

These stones, which come from Aus-
tralia, have wonderful fire and beauty, and
bid fair to become a fad among discrimi-
nating people. All the red glow of winter's
sunsets and the blue radiance of summer
seas seem to be imprisoned in these curious
jewels, which burn and change with each
reflection of light—infinitely more entranc-
ing than even the flame of what is known
as the "fire opal."

Azulite is another semi-precious stone
of remarkable color which is being used this
year. It is the blue of turquoise and much
like that stone, except instead of being dense
it is semi-transparent—a cl9udy blue, like a
sky in summer.

This should appeal to people fond of
turquoises, but who hesitate to invest in
them by reason of the many imitations of
that stone in glass and composition which
are seen.

Unique

Watches

Watches have been set into
nearly everything, and now
comes one held in • the han-
dle of an umbrella. But the

very newest watch—and quite one of the
smallest—is in a finger ring! This isn't
meant to hide its light under a bushel, either
—or it stick under a glove finger—for it is
to be worn, quite boldly, outside the glove.
It comes set in delicate enamel, encircled
with pearls or small diamonds, and would
make an ideal gift.

Of course, if money is no object, there

are card cases and memorandum books com-
bined, made of gold, studded with diamonds
and with a diamond-set pencil, which would
bring joy to any average woman's heart.

Or a lorgnette of platinum, encrusted with

diamonds and with pure blue diamonds as
big as your fingernail set into the handle,
which, no doubt, she would fancy. Or, if
none of these meet your ideas, why not a
pendant of a canary diamond, pear shaped,
surmounted by a square emerald ? No
mounting is seen, and it is hung on an al-
most invisible chain—and it only costs
$8o,000 !

Jewel set hairpins and combs there are
without number and in charming designs,

and velvet ribbon with diamond slides and
encrustations, worn as dog collar or longer
ribbon chain, is a fashion too becoming both

to jewels and wearer to go quickly out of
fashion.
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Start in the New Year Right

Add an OPHTHALMOMETER to your
Office Equipment

PRICE,

arranged

for

City

Current

$80.°°
Less 6',

Cash Discount

PRICE,

with

Battery

$90.00

Less 6%

Cash Discount

The Hardy 20th Century Ophthalmometer
We will send on memorandum for thirty days to anyone of approved credit, with the privilege of return-
ing at the end of this period at our expense if not entirely satisfactory. Can you afford to be without one?

It shows at once whether there is any corneal astigmatism and gives the principal meridians, thus saving time, guaranteeing
accuracy and doing away with the many troublesome questions ordinarily asked of patients.

CHICAGO
131 Wabash Ave.

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY
NEW YORK ANTA

289 Fourth Ave. Prudential Building

DENVER LONDON
122 Arapahoe St. 12 Henrietta St.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received. No at-
tention will be paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and
give proper advise in the management of cases submitted
to us, it is essential that we be furnished with a complete
history of each case and accurate information on the fol-
lowing points:

5. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always
approximate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long
and what number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improve-
ment glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and
with them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating
lines).

6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"G. F."—I had a man 5o years old call in to
see me about glasses. With the right eye he
could barely see the top line at 20/30. I put
on + spheres from ± i D. to 13 D. No im-
provement. With a minus i D. sph., much
improved, till with a minus 5 D. spit. he could
see 20/30. Then I tried the left eye. At 20
feet away he could see with the naked eye
20/30 and could also see 20/30 clearly with a
± .75 sph.; after that it blurred. So I de-
cidcd after this trial with the trial case to
give him R. E. — 5 D. sph., L. E. + .75 sph.
What I would like to know is, Do you see or
hear of many such cases—hypermetropic in
one eye and myopic in the other f Also what
glasses should he have for reading and near
work.

This is technically known as anisometropia,
or, more strictly speaking, antimetropia. While
such cases are not encountered every day, still
they cannot be classed as uncommon. They are
troublesome to manage as no general rule can be
laid down for guidance; but each case must be
considered on its own merits, depending on the
age of patient, the extreme to which the refrac-
tion goes, and the difference between the two
eyes. In cases like this usually the hypermetropic
eye is used for distance and the myopic eye for
reading; in other words, the patient practically
has monocular vision, the vision alternating from
one eye to the other as near or distant vision is
desired. When such a condition of vision has
been maintained for many years, it would be im-
prudent to attempt to change it at 50 years of age.

Acting on this presumption, we would pre-
scribe the + .75 D. for the left eye for distance,
and a concave lens for the right eye as strong as
he can bear with comfort (the — 5 D. if it is ac-
cepted without unpleasant symptoms, or reduced
to the point of comfort).

When it comes to close vision an effort must
be made to determine which eye bears the burden
of vision. If the right eye, then the concave lens
must be reduced to 2 D. or even less, as the test
may show to be most satisfactory, while a convex
lens must be given to the left eye of about 3 D.,
or more or less, as may seem compatible with
comfort.

If, however, the burden of near vision rests
on the left eye, the proper convex lens must be
prescribed, and then a weak concave lens given
to the right eye within the limits of comfort. In
other words, the eye that is accustomed to do the
work must be first taken care of with its own
proper correction, and then an approximate cor-
rection given to the other eye.

Sometimes, in these cases of anisometropia,
there is an imbalance of the muscles, under which
circumstances a proper prism may tend to restora-
tion of binocular vision.

"M. M. K."—Would a presbyope wearing peri-
scopic lenses about + 2.25 ruin his eyesight if
one of these should be placed in frame with
wrong side out?

In placing glasses before the eyes they should
be so fitted that the lenses would be as nearly as
possible at right angles to the axis of vision, for
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the reason that the refractive value of the lens is
altered when placed obliquely. A spherical lens
gives the effect of a stronger sphere combined
with a cylinder whose axis would be at right
angles to the plane about which it is rotated. The
reader can easily demonstrate this for himself by
taking a lens from his test case and performing
the experiment. It has been found that a + I D.
sphere revolved around its horizontal axis 45°
would give the effect of a + 1.25 D. sphere corn-
bined with a + 5.25 D. cylinder axis vertical.

In order to fulfil this requirement of perpen-
dicularity to the visual axis, glasses used for dis-
tance alone should be strictly vertical; glasses
used for reading alone should be tilted forwards
to provide for the downward looking, and facing
slightly inwards, also to meet the convergence of
the visual axes.

In the usual flat lenses this desired perpen-
dicularity of the visual axes to the plane of the
glasses is possible only at the region of the optical
center, when the eyes are directed straight for-
wards. When the person turns his eyes and looks
through the periphery of his glasses, the visual
axes will strike them obliquely, and then the
sphere is strengthened and the cylindrical value
added according to the laws of tilted lenses.

In weak lenses the slight change produced
would not be noticeable, but in lenses stronger
than 4 D. the change in the optical value of the
glasses might be very harmful. To preserve as
far as possible the perpendicularity and to lessen
the disadvantages just mentioned, the periscopic
form of lenses was introduced and followed in
late years by the toric, which is now coming
into such general use.

In these forms of glasses, and especially in
the latter, the concave surface being towards the
eye and the convex surface away from it, the
centers of curvatures of the two surfaces coin-
cides pretty closely with the center of rotation of
the eye; in other words, the visual axis will al-
ways be perpendicular (or as nearly so as pos-
sible) to the surfaces of the lens at whatever
point it strikes it, and in whatever direction the
eye may be turned.

We have answered this question at some
length because it involves a practical principle and
demonstrates why the concave surface of a peri-
scopic lens should be towards the eye. In the
case mentioned, where a + 2.25 D. is placed
wrong side out, we can scarcely say the sight
would be ruined. at the same time it is contrary
to all the principles governing the case.

J. McK."—In regard to the example here en-
closed will say that it is all right as far as it
goes. But the operator being defective to the
extent of + i S. — — 2 cyl., ax. .r8o°, must
have a bearing on the final results. I see you
have not taken into consideration the defect
of the operator—this is what I want to know.
A person who is near-sighted i D. could not
get the same results of a person who is far-
sighted 1 D. unless each one wore their cor-
rection.

The rule is that the observer must wear his
own correcting lenses, or make due allowance for
his defect when reading the findings at the sight
hole of the ophthalmoscope. This is a compara-
tively easy matter when we have to deal with
simple myopia or hypermetropia in either ob-
server or patient. It is understood that the ac-
commodation of both patient and observer must
be at rest in all ophthalmoscopic examinations
made to measure the refraction.

If a convex or a concave lens must be used
in the sight hole of the ophthalmoscope to get a
good view of the fundus, then the eye of patient is
hypermetropic or myopic, and the amount of
error will be represented by the strongest convex
or weakest concave lens so used. This applies
when the observer is emmetropic or makes his
eyes so by the use of his proper lenses.

If the patient was hypermetropic I D. and the
optometrist myopic I D., one defect would neu-
tralize the other and no lens would be needed at
the sight hole of the ophthalmoscope. In such a
case the observer, knowing the amount of his own
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error to be — i D. would quickly learn that the
error of the patient was + i D. when he found
that no lens was required to see fundus. If, how-
ever, the patient was myopic to the extent of i D.,
it would be shown by the lens at sight hole of
instrument, which would be — 2 D., being the
amount of both patient's and observer's errors.
If both are hypermetropic then the convex
sphere at sight hole of instrument will represent
both errors. The observer always knowing
amount of his own error, the patient's error will
be revealed by a simple sum in subtraction.

When the patient is astigmatic the calculation
is not quite so simple, and when both patient and
observer are astigmatic the calculation is still
more difficult and complicated. The first of these
conditions was explained in our former answer,
and now our correspondent asks for an explana-
tion of the second condition.

+ 2 D.

Patient's Refraction

— I D.

Observer's Refraction

D.

+ D.

These two diagrams will show the condition
of refraction in patient and observer in both ver-
tical and horizontal meridians, to which diagrams
reference must be made in order to understand
the principles.

Now, then, the vertical meridian of the pa-
tient's eye corresponds to the horizontal meridian
of the observer's eye. The problem we have to
consider is 2 D. on the one hand and + i D.
on the other, which would equal 3 D. as the
refraction of the vertical meridian of the pa-
tient's eye. The horizontal meridian of the pa-
tient's eye is + D., which bears relation to the
vertical meridian of the observer's eye, which is
— I D. One neutralizes the other, and hence we
assume that the horizontal meridian of the pa-
tient's eye is emmetropic. Under these conditions
the correcting lens would be

+ 3 D. cyl. axis iflo°

The question may be viewed from a different
standpoint and stated as follows: If the refrac-
tion of the horizontal meridian of the observer's
eye is + I D., and a + 2 D. is required for the
vertical meridian of the patient's eye, what is the
refraction of the latter? The answer is, hyper-
metropic I D.

And if the refraction of the vertical meridian
of the observer's eye is — i D. and a + t D. is
required for the horizontal meridian of the pa-
tient's eye, what is the refraction of the latter?
The answer is 2 D. hypermetropic.

We have, then 2 D. of hypermetropia in the
horizontal meridian and i D. of hypermetropia in
the vertical meridian, and the correcting lens
would be

+ I D. S. C + I D. cyl. axis go°

But the proper thing for the observer to do is
to wear his own correction and not attempt to
make the allowance for his mixed astigmatism.
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T said some one asked
the late Russell Sage for

a tip on how to start a fortune.
" Go," said he, " and buy a few
dollars' worth of something you
can sell readily at a good profit,
and do it often enough and you'll
soon have your fortune.

ci Which is to say, a big business
is made of the little things—what
the thoughtless call " small stuff."
Follow the successful ones who
carry a good stock of

Bausch & Lomb
Readers and Magnifiers

in the store and on the road.

(if There's a big demand for them
9!and you can " do it often enough

to make it worth while.

q For sale by all jobbers.
Our Name on a Field Glass, Photographic Lens, Micro-

scope, Laboratory Apparatus, Scientific or Engineering Instru-
ment is our guarantee.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
Carl Zeiss, Jena B-L George N. Saegmuller

Offices: San Francisco
New York Washington
Boston London

Chicago Frankfort

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Success as an Optician

Means accurate fitting of
glasses—the methods we
teach are practical, relia-
ble and accurate.

Any case of Astigmatism,
Far Sight, Near Sight, Cross
Eyes, etc., can be corrected
by our Practical and Accu-
rate Methods — Method-,
that are the result of Years
of Experience — Methods
that satisfy your customers—
that bring new business—
that increase your income or
salary.

Write for latest Announcement and begin a Correspondence or
Attendance Course—only one fee for a life scholarship in the oldest and
best-equipped Optical College, including degree and Diploma, Doctor
of Optics. The Night School is now in session.

1ANNUAL ALUMNI GATHERING at the College, February 151h to 19th.
AU interested in Optometry are cordially invited to attend.

Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology anD Otology
104 Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

G. W. McFA riticri, M.D. Secretary

The Book That Experts Buy
The recognized classic in practical watch work of the higher order

is that popular companion of the watch worker

The Watch Adjusters' Manual

A typical opinion of this book is
the following from 0. M. Howard,
an accomplished watchmaker of
San Francisco:

"I have read the Manual through and
through many times, and each thee I read
It I get some idea that is new to me, al-
though I have been a practical repairer for
a good many years. I have gotten my
money's worth out of the book a great
many times, and think more of it titan any
one book iii the large selection of horologi-
cal works I have. The book is worth
twice the price to any watchmaker
no matter how much or how little he
knows."

On the subject of adjustment
the treatise is specially valuable, as
it covers this important branch
more exhaustively than any other
work on horology. It is thoroughly
systematic, leading the reader step
by step from the preliminary ex-
amination of the movement to the
final adjustment for position, heat
and cold.

Sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of prwe

$2.50 (los. sd.)

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North f9th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Verhoeff's Astigmatic Charts

Some time ago John Green, Jr., M.D.,
of St. Louis, Mo., read the following paper
on these useful astigmatic charts before the
Ophthalmic Section of the St. Louis Medi-
cal Society:

Purpose of

the Charts

In the Ophthalmic Record,
November, 1899, Dr. F. H.
Verhoeff described two new
astigmatic charts which dif-

fer in some important respects from the
sun-ray figure, the various charts of Green
and the radiating lines in groups of three
of Wallace. One chart is intended solely
for determining the axis, the other primar-

ily for estimating the amount, of astigma-

tism. Chart I consists of a .series of wide
lines (width 3.75 mm.) radiating from a

common center and placed at 15° intervals.

These lines are crossed by concentric nar-

row lines (width LI mm.), forming a series

of circles separated from one another by

equal intervals of 6.5 mm. The diameter

of the disk is 31 cm. The wide radiating

lines are designated by numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, corresponding on the right semi-circle

to the figures on a clock face and on the

left semi-circle to these lines extended. In

the chart as published the vertical line above
is marked 12, but this number has been re-

placed by 6 to secure uniformity and avoid

confusion.

Chart 2 consists of a disk pivoted at its

center to a square of white cardboard. Two

wide lines (width 3.75 mm.) intersect at

the center of the disk to form a right angle.

Two sets of fine lines of varying lengths are

drawn parallel to one of the wide lines and

similar sets are drawn parallel to the other

wide line in such a manner as to form a

series of squares separated from one an-

other by a uniform interval of 6.5 mm.

Short marks on the white cardboard indi-

cate axes from o° to i8o° at the usual 15°

Intervals.

In examining a patient
Use of without cycloplegia the lines
the Charts are blurred with a suitable

sphere, either or —, in

accordance with the spherical error in the

case. The patient's attention is then directed

to Chart I and he is asked to select the

blackest or most sharply defined of the wide

lines. The selection of this line is rendered

easier by the fact that the fine lines crossing

it are precisely the ones that are most

blurred. Conversely, the wide line at right

angles is seen to be especially blurred in

contrast to the sharply outlined fine lines

crossing it. The patient is then directed to

view Chart 2, which has been rotated to

bring one of the wide lines in the axis as
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determined by Chart I. This line will then
stand out distinctly against the blur of the

fine lines crossing it and, conversely, the
other wide line will appear faint in contrast
with the sharply outlined fine lines at right
angles. Concave cylinders of varying

strengths with axes at right angles to the

sharp wide line are brought successively be-
fore the sphere until the patient is convinced

iblitue %tote
pun: :rum

CHART I

that the two wide lines have been equalized.

He is now asked to confine his attention

to the quadrants of fine lines and is asked

to state whether they, too, present a per-

fectly uniform appearance. As a rule, one

pair of sections will be selected sharper than

the other, despite the fact that the wide lines

appear absolutely uniform. The addition

of a or — .12 cyl. will almost invariably

A, 50'

15

180

75 aa 105'
120'

45' 135'

,B

-121111'
165

182

CHART 2

be all that is required to make the chart ap-

pear absolutely uniform.
At this point the patient's vision will

be found in the neighborhood of 6/viii. The

sphere is then altered to bring the visual

acuity up to normal or a little above. Fi-

nally, the patient's attention being confined

to the lowest line of letters, it will often be

found that these can be appreciably sharp-

ened by a slight change in the axis of the

cylinder.

Another Use

for the Chart
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Chart 2 may also be used
for determining the axis of
astigmatism by rotating the
disk back and forth until

the more distinct of the two lines reaches a
position at which it appears most distinct to
the patient. Another method, first suggested
by Verhoeff, is to rotate the chart until the
two wide lines appear equally distinct. The
axis will then lie half way between the two
lines.

In using Chart 2 I have sometimes
found it a little difficult (especially with
children and unintelligent adults) to get
patients to understand precisely what they
are intended to look for. In such cases I
have found it useful to compare the chart
to a pie divided into four slices, and to ask
whether the right and left slices are the
blackest or the upper and lower ones. As
a further aid toward designating the lines
or quadrants when the axis is away from
the vertical Dr. Verhoeff has placed the let-
ters A and B on the cardboard of the chart
to the right and left. He has also found
it of advantage to mount Chart i on a larger
card than that furnished by the publisher in
order to designate the lines by larger nu-
merals.

Some patients find it very difficult to
concentrate their attention on the quadrants
of fine lines, being unable, apparently, to
disregard the vivid impression of the wide
lines. I believe that for such individuals a
chart similar to Chart 2, but without the
wide lines (the axes being indicated by in-
conspicuous marks at the periphery only),
would be of value.

The night school session of the Northern Illi-
nois College was recently opened, the opening lec-
ture being delivered by George McFatrich, M.D.,
secretary of the college, his subject being
"Anatomy and Dissection of the Eye." Other
lectures, delivered at the night school, included
one on "Light," by Dr. R. D. M. Springer, one
on "Refraction," by W. H. Knap, M.D., and one
on "Physiologic Optics," by Dr. J. Lewis. Among
those who enrolled for the night session were the
following: Robert Eskowitz, Louis Gonlin, E. C.
Potter, R. M. Potter, Bernard H. Roling, Leo
Oboler, Harry Cohn, Rudolph Vokal, Warren S.
Googwine, Martin Wallin, P. J. Loberg, J.
Sazama, F. N. Wolleber, W. Harry Miller, Israel
Vaghen, P. B. Smith, Ralph D. McGuire, W. S.
Galbraith, Marie C. Dvorak, H. R. Kilstrom, G.
A. Bare, Louis E. Blain, C. C. Campbell, G. W.
DeGrasse, Jr., Herman Voight, Israel B. Gold-
man, E. E. Larson, Joseph P. Hanley, Robert E.
Conlin, William A. Burke, Michael Blank, Her-
bert Percy Smith, W. P. Clarke, A. E. Anderson,
Alex C. Wilhelm, M. D. Lieberman, Chas. Slance,
Chicago; L. De Vries, Iowa ; John A. Wetzel,
Kentucky; D. D. Michael, Fred Wilhelm, F. E.
Lemon, Walter Netschs, A. B. Lester, G. E.
Rucker, W. H. Mandt, Julius Johnson, Louis I.
Alexander, Albert F. Lobeck, Frederick G. Hipp,
J. H. Garnett, S. Tishkoff, Chicago. Other stu-
dents in attendance at the Northern Illinois Col-
lege include the following: D. F. Smith, Wash-
ington; Chas. R. Brooner, Illinois; William
Nerne, Indiana ; M. Blank, Iowa; Chas. D. Bean,
Ohio; E. E. Larson, Chicago; Paul E. Johnson,
N. Dak.; Miss Hattie Rogers, of Wisconsin; John
Brandt, Wisconsin; Lawrence Lewis, of Alabama,
and John DeGroat.
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles

Tho famous work of ERNEST E. MAnnox, H. D., F. R. a S. Ed., specially revised and
greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—and includes an entire new chapter on
Nystagmus. [All Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part L)

CHAPTER X

Nystagmus

Nystagmus is a phenomenor of great interest, which, if

thoroughly understood, would throw much light on the nature of

ocular motions. It is absolutely involuntary, almost always simul-

taneous and symmetrical in the two eyes ; and even when it is

induced by making one eye look strongly in the direction of a

single paralyzed muscle, se as to obtain the slight jerking move-

ment which appears when the limit of muscular power has been

reached (" liminal nystagmus " ), a similar movement can generally

be observed in the sound eye. This proves that the weak muscle

is not the seal of the nystagmus, but only its occasion. It is really

the conjugating center which has approached the limit of its power

in the effort to stimulate an irresponsive muscle. It is only some

kinds of nystagmus that can correctly be described by the word

" oscillation." In the great majority of cases the movement

resembles that of the flagellae of ciliated epithelium, the movements

being quick in one direction and slower in the opposite. In hori-

zontal or vertical nystagmus the quick movement is generally in

the direction of any voluntary movement of the eyes to the right

or left. In mild cases and those acquired in later life, the nystag-

mus appears only during voluntary movements of the eyes from

the primary position, and this is especially so with miners, in whom

the defect makes its appearance most readily when the eyes are

directed upwards into the position required for their work. Nystag-

mus ceases during sleep, which fact is very instructive. Just as

the converging innervation surrenders its activity during sleep, so

as to make ordinary eyes diverge, and convergent squints to relax,

so the other parallel innervations give up their tonic activity and

nystagmus ceases. The kinetic energy expended throughout the

day in some cases of nystagmus is really very great and shows how

considerable are the activities of the conjugate centers.

Varieties.—The movements in nystagmus are so very various

in kind as to point strongly to the separate existence of the several

conjugating centers referred to in a previous chapter. "Horizontal"

nystagmus is the most common. Next comes " rotational" nystag-

mus, in which the corneal meridians remain parallel with each other

but experience simultaneous dextrotorsion and levotorsion. Its
existence affords evidence of two conjugating centers for torsion.

Vertical" nystagmus is less frequent still. It may occur alone,
or combined with lateral movement (mixed nystagmus). "Con-
verging" nystagmus, in which the two eyes approach each other
and recede again, is extremely rare, but one case has been described
by Gowers and another by Sym. Cases of " unilateral" nystag-
mus are met with and are rather difficult to explain, but they often
are not examples of true jerking nystagmus but only of trembling
of the eye.

In a few patients one kind of nystagmus succeeds another. It
may, for example, be horizontal one moment and rotary the next,
and would be well called "protean." It is not unlikely that in
these cases one kind of nystagmus is evoked by one eye and the
other kind by the other eye, and that each takes the lead alternately,
imposing its own character of nystagmus on the other. The restless
wanderings of totally blind eyes in adults doubtfully come under the
heading of nystagnius ; but "searching " nystagmus (Sym) is
sometimes seen in patients of this kind, " the eyes passing from
near the one canthus to near the other in a series of jerks, to
return in one long sweeping movement."
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Rapidity.—The rapidity of nystagmatic motions varies from
10 to 350 or more per minute. The excursions may be so small as
to be only visible by the ophthalmoscope, or may be as large as
one centimeter. Vertical nystagmus is always rapid ; so, also, is
nystagmus which dates from early childhood. Nystagmus due to
exhausted innervations in adult life is also fairly quick ; but where •
it is simply due to acquired total blindness, it is more frequently
slow. The unilateral nystagmus of highly-amblyopic squinting
eyes is usually slow, though Java! records a rapid vertical nystagmus
in an eye of this kind. The unilateral nystagmus, however, which
sometimes accompanies spasmus nutans is rapid.

Apparent Motion.—Nystagmus from infancy is unaccompanied
by any apparent movement of objects, though, of course, their
pictures are continually moving on the retina. This shows that
the brain is conscious of the movements, estimates their measure
and allows for them. It is probable that during the quick snatches
no vision is effected, and only during the slower relapsing move-
ment does it take place. In " miners' nystagmus " objects appear
to move " either in a circle or ellipse " (Snell), which appears to
show that only the lower co-ordinating centers are concerned.
" It is sometimes accompanied by tremors of the head (perceptible
to the hand placed thereon), of the eyelids and of the muscles of
the face and neck." In some other rare forms of nystagmus the
head moves synchronously, either with the quick motion of the
nystagmus or against it.

Examination of Nystagmus.—There are three tests which
should not be omitted.

(I) The field of fixation, which may be found limited in cer-
tain directions, corresponding generally to the positions in which
the nystagmus is worst.

(2) The fiosition of least nystagmus should be ascertained for
each eye separately, by presenting a small object for the patient to
scrutinize (Javal).

(3) Each eye should be covered in turn, to notice whether
there is any difference in the character and time of the motions
under the regime of each.

It is also advisable to examine the macular region for a fine
centra' scotoma, and to note any error of refraction. In cases of
total color blindness nystagmus is almost always present, since
there is no central fixation, the macular region of the field being
represented by a tiny central scotoma (Nettleship) due to inefficiency
of the cones.

Etiology.—The chief causes may be classified as (a) vision
defects ; (b) neuromotor exhaustion ; (c) organic disease. To
this might be added a few rarer causes, such as reflexes, ataxies, etc.

Visual causes account for the greater proportion of the cases
acquired in infancy. It is essential for this that both eyes should
have their vision impaired during the early weeks of life when,
under normal conditions, central fixation is being acquired. The
defects of vision must be considerable at the time, though they
may pass away afterwards, leaving the nystagmus.

Congenital cataract, ophthalmia neonatorum, or central chorido-
retinitis, are the commonest causes. In adults, either complete
blindness, or macular disease, is necessary. Even ripe cataract is
not bad enough to cause it.

Neuromotor exhaustion accounts for miners' nystagmus, which
is, therefore, functional rather than organic, and is always improved
by complete change to an occupation no longer demanding the
same direction of fixation. It is analogous to writers' cramp.

Pathological processes which cause nystagmus are very
numerous. Almost any affection of the brain which impairs the
vitality of the conjugate centers may cause it, and especially affec-
tions of the polls, cerebellum, corpora quadrigemina, peduncles
and optic thalami. Affections of the semicircular canals also
cause it. Sometimes pressure on the ear will cause it, and in
one remarkable case of ear disease, inflation of the middle ear
invariably caused nystagmus in one direction, while rarefaction of
the air caused nystagmus in the opposite direction.

Nystagmus is an important symptom in " disseminated
sclerosis," with " intentional tremor " of the limbs and exagge-
rated knee jerks. In " paralysis agitans," on the other hand,
where the movements continue during rest and therein differ from
those of nystagmus, the latter does not occur. The presence of
nystagmus (on fixation only) in Friederich's ataxia is one of the
distinguishing marks between this disease and locomotor ataxia.

ITO BR CONTINUED]
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city in the country with samples of our new lines. These comprise—

BRACELETS BUCKLES BROOCHES
COMBS BEAUTY PINS SASH PINS

HAT PINS VEIL PINS

LADY ETHEL BRACELETS and DORAN'S BEAUTY AND
VEIL PINS A SPECIALTY

(WE WILL FORWARD YOU SAMPLES, express paid, with privilege of
return, or will have our salesman call on you on request.

Don't fail to see the " EDEN REVIVAL LINES" before making selections of Spring Stock

C. H. EDEN COMPANY ATTLEBORO, MASS.NEW YORK OFFICE : 550 Broadway
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Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general

interest to the trade. As this page is for the use
of individual readers, we do not hold our-

selves responsible for the views ex-
pressed –Editor The Keystone

Roller Jewel Jumping Out

ED. KEYSTONE :—I notice in the August KEY-
STONE, among the Workshop Notes, an article
signed "Jumper," where the writer is bothered
with the roller jewel jumping out of the fork.
After reading it I have this to say
that I had the same trouble with a
new 0-Size is jewel, but the fault
was that the hole jewel over the pal-
let fork was too large, a very difficult
fault to find, so I sent it back to the
factory to have a new jewel put in
the bridge. This, perhaps, might
have been the fault in "Jumper's"
case also.

Yours truly,
Hayward, Cal. JOSEPH SoLxo.

Advertising Prices

ED. KEYSTONE :—The letter from
Ludy & Taylor Co. in the December
issue strikes me as being exactly in
the proper line. A large proportion
of the suggestions published regard-
ing prices to be quoted in advertise-
ments and in window displays argue
for "cut" prices. The recommenda-
tion is usually to take staple and new
goods and "feature" them at cost or
near cost.

Sheldon says that "salesmanship
is selling goods at a profit." Anyone
can sell goods at cost or less, and a
window or advertisement that de-
pends for its drawing power on quo-
tations on goods at cost or near it is,
to my mind, a failure and an evidence
of lack of salesmanship.

I sometimes notice the sugges-
tion that the sale of the advertised
article at the quoted low price en-
ables the dealer to become acquainted
with new customers and he is entitled
to sell them other articles at the regu-
lar price. Whether a customer who
has purchased the cut-price teaspoons at $3 could
be induced to buy dessert spoons at $9, which
price would include a fair profit, is a question.
Most who have tried it would answer in the
negative, as they also would on any piece of
goods quite similar to the cut-rate line which were
offered at a usual profit.

My idea is to make this window display suffi-
ciently good to bring in the customer to buy the
goods at a profit, and if any cutting is to be done
do it on "back numbers" and "passe" goods on
which cost should not be considered.

Yours very truly,
Ashland, Ore. H. L. W.

where the jewelers speak to one another when
they meet on the street. I could fill a half-dozen
pages of your magazine telling of the direct
benefit to be derived from such an organization
as our club, but what is the use. Tell our brother
jeweler in Oakland to try it, and if he does not
conclude that a local organization is a good thing,
I will buy him the best suit of clothes he can order
in his city. This, of course, providing his organi-
zation is run right.

Yours truly,
Milwaukee, Wis. FRANKLIN THOMSON,

Sec. Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Assn.

An Engraved Christmas Card

ED. KEYSTONE :—Herewith you will find a
print of a Christmas card issued by us this season.
It is our own original design and was engraved
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Acid Test for Precious Stones

ED. KEYSTONE :—Some time ago you men-
tioned in your journal an acid which served as
a test for precious stones and would reveal by
its action all imitations. Please mention the name
of this acid as I cannot recall what you said
about it at that time.

Yours truly,
Syracuse, N. Y. F. C.

[You doubtless refer to hydrofluoric acid,
which is very serviceable in distinguishing imita-
tion from genuine precious stones. This acid has
the advantage of not attacking gold in any way,
and consequently the gems can be immersed in
the fluid without being removed from the setting.
The four principal gems, the diamond, ruby,
emerald and sapphire, are proof against the action
of this acid, while the imitations of these gems,
with the exception of the reconstructed ruby, will

be quickly attacked by it. The acid
cannot be used, however, on tur-
quoise and opal, which it will quickly
destroy. Neither can it be used on
the quartz gems, such as amethyst,
topaz or crystal, as these will be
etched by its action. As this acid
acts violently on the skin, the jeweler
should take care to wear rubber
gloves when using it, and he should
also avoid the fumes as much as pos-
sible. The discovery of this test, we
understand, is credited to M. Roths-
child, the author of the treatise,
"Hand Book on Precious Stones."—
ED.]

Benefits of Organization

ED. KEYSTONE :—In looking over your recent
issue I was somewhat interested in your article
on page 34, headed "Work For An Organization
Missionary," in which your correspondent asks
something of the benefit to be derived from a
local Jewelers' Club. Actions speak louder than
words, and if I could only have the gentleman
referred to spend one hour with us in one of our
Milwaukee Jewelers' Club meetings I believe there
would not be any question left to answer. To be
brief, I am informed that this is the first time in
the history of the jewelry business of Milwaukee

by our head engraver, Guy Neff. We hope you
will consider it worthy of reproduction. Wishing
you a prosperous New Year, we remain,

Yours very truly,
P. J. SMITH COMPANY.

Careless Packing and Wrapping

ED. KEYSTONE :—In the hope that some will
see and profit by it, I call attention to the careless
and insufficient packing of goods to be sent by
mail especially. Strong paper and twine should
be used for any mode of shipment. I enclose a
sample to show trifling quality of paper used on a
bundle of violin strings that came to-day, scat-
tered through the mail bag. I received some
parts for the repair of a clock recently from the
factory in same condition and it frequently hap-
pens this way. Some use wood or strong paste-
board boxes, then the wrapping is not so im-
portant. This sample enclosed is heavy, ugly
paper and costs more to mail than thin strong
paper.

Yours sincerely,
San Marcos, Tex. GEO. W. KNIGHT.

Peculiar Case of Watch
Stoppage

ED. KEYSTONE :—Referring to a
question in a recent issue of THE
KEYSTONE would like to tell of a
peculiar case of stoppage in a watch
which came to me for repair. It was
an 0 size hunting case watch, in
which the movement fit very snug at
the back part all around, and when
the inside back cap was closed it
moved the part of the case over
which it snaps, inward of course, just
a little, whiCh tilted the balance cock
and thus reduced the end shake to

such an extent that it would stop the watch in-
stantly when the lid was closed. It had all appear-
ance of being caused by the lid bearing some-
where on top of the balance cock. I thought this
might be of interest to some of the readers of
your grand publication.

Respectfully yours,
Flat Creek, Ala. E. G. CUMBY.

Wholesale Prices by Open Mail

ED. KEYSTONE :—I wish to protest against the
practice of some manufacturers who send their
advertising matter with wholesale prices on postal
cards so that any outsider, into whose hands they
may fall, can know the prices. You have men-
tioned this a number of times in your columns
but the practice still continues. We are surprised
to see any manufacturer use such methods and
naturally the jewelers should steer clear of him.

Yours truly,
Natick, Mass. L. E. COLE.

Removing Backs or Bezels from Screw
Cases

ED. KEYSTONE :—TO anyone who is troubled
in removing bezels or backs from screw cases I
would say keep a small chunk of resin handy.
Powder up a very small piece and rub on palm
of hand. The case is then easily opened.

Yours truly,
Mayville, Mich. J. S.

[The above method is doubtless well known
to the trade at large, but its repetition may be
useful to some of our younger readers.—En.]
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Bread cast upon
the waters has been
our policy of making a ring
of style, finish and quality and
selling same exclusively to the
legitimate retail jewelry trade
and nobody else. We are
obliged to enlarge our plant
to take care of our increased
trade, giving an eloquent
testimonial to the recognized
merits of the

FLUNG
and assuring prompt shipment.
A postal will bring you

one of our representatives
or a selection package.

Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. r.

Buy a Fixture
in 1909

and enjoy it's
construction and
durability in 1910-
12-14 and 1925

Jeweler's Wall Case, No. 710
Jeweler's Show Case, No. 79

GET
THE
BEST
IT
PAYS

GET OUR PRICE WHEN FITTING OUT A NEW
STORE WE CAN PLEASE YOU

J. P. WadeII Show Case & Cabinet Co.
1602-1608 E. Grand Boulevard, DETROIT, MICH.

THE BEST EQUIPPED STORE FIXTURE PLANT IN THE UNITED STATES

g-ood education is better
than an inheritance or annuity,.
to master a good trade is
better than both.

There is no better trade
than Watchmaking and
Engraving, and if you are
interested, let us know.

WISCONSIN INSTITUTE
OF HOROLOGY

Enterprise Building, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

 J

Take Down Your Sign
if it is old and rusty and

Put Up One of Our New
Electric Flasher Signs

—make your store front bright
and attractive. These signs are
new and modern, like cut; plain
oval metal rims, finished in gold
or aluminum, oval bent glass
dials, two lights inside which
flash on and off—attractive day
and night. Complete with In-
structions and guarantee. Send
for Catalogue K, showing all
kind of watch signs, optical
signs and excellent window
signs for jewelers. Sold by all
wholesale houses or the,

GROUT'S EXCELSIOR
SIGN CO., 126 Dearborn St.

CHICAGO
Established more than 30 Years
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KANSAS Cln
and thi

GREAT
SOUTH WF. SI

A Unique
Record

Kansas City is the only impor-
tant city in the United States
that showed an increase in its
bank clearings for 1908 over

those for 1907. In a year of more or less general
depression Kansas City's trade, as measured by
its bank clearings, showed an increase of 12 per
cent. over the figures of the preceding year. In
every other important city in the country the bank
clearings of x9o8 were less than those of 19o7.
Only six cities showed larger total bank clearings
for 19o8 than Kansas City. They were New York,
Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburg and St.
Louis. The total Kansas City bank clearings were
185o millions and the clearing for every month of•
the year except one showed an increase over those
of the corresponding month.

And the jewelry trade in Kansas City? Well,
really, one doesn't need to talk about it when the
general situation in Kansas City is so well ex-
plained in figures. Kansas City jewelers, however,
do want to talk. They want to tell you that they
have had one of the finest years in the history of
their business. They will even be glad to show
you their books and point out the figures which
show the increase of business over the preceding
year. Travelers from the wholesale houses report
that the business generally closed satisfactorily
for most of the small merchants throughout the
Southwest, although there were times when many
of these merchants were very discouraged.
Nearly all of the travelers are out on their new
year's trips. They are having good steady jewelry
business, with the watch trade about normal.

The C. B. Norton Jewelry Company has made
no change in its travelers this year. M. S. Murray
is covering Texas territory; P. N. Nelson, Kan-
sas; W. C. Schumann, Oklahoma, and F. T.
Cateron, Nebraska.

Kansas City friends have received word of
the death of S. E. Howard, a jeweler, of Hastings,
Nebr. Mr. Howard died, January 4th, of pneu-
monia.

F. L. Hutton, of Lebo, Kans., in addition to
being a good jeweler, is also a chicken fancier and
was one of the regular attendants at the poultry
show in Kansas City last month.

W. E. Armacost, formerly with M. A. Mead
& Co., Chicago, will represent the Woodstock-
Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Company in Iowa,
Minnesota and the Dakotas this year.

Purde Firstenberger has also been added to
the traveling force of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Watch and Jewelry Company. He will cover Ne-
braska territory.

A Kansas City society woman, Mrs. George
D. Hope, is the owner of one of the Arkansas
diamond mines, and this winter she has been giv-
ing away some of these diamonds as party favors.
These diamonds have been set by some of the
Kansas City jewelers and they say they have some
trouble in distinguishing them from the African
gems.

L. C. Boggs, formerly engaged in the jewelry
business at Columbus, Kans., but who sold out
some time ago, has now opened up at Kingman,
Kans.

Nevin Brothers, the tool and material men,
are moving from the second floor of the Keith &
Perry Building to larger quarters on the fifth floor
of the same building.

H. W. Wesley, a graduate of the Missman
School of Engraving, has opened up a business in
Rocky Ford, Colo. He was recently in Kansas
City visiting friends.

Samuel Bloom, a traveling salesman for the
Meyer Jewelry Company, left, January isth, on
his second trip since the first of the year.

The Kansas City Polytechnic Institute will
move to' new quarters in the Aragon Building, at
Eighth and Walnut Streets, the first of this month.

A. J. Levine, a jeweler at 934 Main Street,
made an assignment for the benefit of his
creditors, January 4th. Samuel Fellows was ap-
pointed as trustee.

L. E. Leek, in the jewelry business at Scam-
mon,. Kans., was in the city recently buying an
opening stock for a store he purposes to open in
Columbus, Kans.

Leo 1-1. Ludwig, vice-president of the Edwards
& Sloane Jewelry Company, was ill for several
days last month, but has again returned to business.

The following have recently enrolled at the
Missman School of Engraving: Miss Violet E.
Hunt, Osage City, Kans.; F. T. Gustafson, Ja-
maica, Iowa ; E. Sedgwick, Kansas City, Kans.

E. M. Creelin and wife, of Chillicothe, were
in Kansas City recently visiting relatives.

The following traveling salesmen will repre-
sent the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company this
year : J. H. Whitney, Paul Preston, Walter Roh-
wedder and Frank Bangs.

S. A. Noble, formerly of Amsterdam, Mo.,
has opened in business at LaCygne, Kans.

W. P. Howard, traveling for the C. A. Kiger
Company, in Missouri and Iowa, left, January
15th, on his new year trip.

MacDonald, the Scarrit Arcade jeweler, has
discontinued business.

A suit has been brought against Dr. Arthur
West, a jeweler of Galena, Mo., to declare him
bankrupt. In the petition to have the jewelry
stock of Dr. West placed in the hands of a re-
ceiver, the plaintiffs recite that the alleged bank-
rupt jeweler's responsibilities will aggregate a sum
exceeding $20,000, with goods amounting to less
than $6000 on hand, in the establishment at 6o9
Main Street. Of the outstanding indebtedness
about $12oo is for diamonds alleged to have been
bought during the months of November and
December. Dr. West, after closing an auction
sale at his place of business, left Galena, on De-
cember 27th, and did not return until January
x6th, when he was arrested on a warrant sworn
out by L. Bauman & Co., of St. Louis. He is
now out on a $500 bond. Dr. West went to Galena
four years ago, purchasing the stock of H. B. Mack.

The Empire Jewelry and Loan Company re-
cently began business at 213 East Twelfth Street.

The Jaccard Jewelry Company reports the
best holiday trade in the history of the house.

G. Rothfelder, who recently completed a
course at the Kansas City Polytechnic Institute, is
in business for himself at Formosa, Kans.

Thieves broke into the jewelry store of the
Brenner Jewelry Company, at x x West Fifth
Street, one day last month, and escaped with a
great deal of plunder, including watches and

L.ACarpenter, a West Side jeweler, moved
jewelry.

into his new building at 17th and Summit Streets.
N. Moorehouse, formerly engaged in the

jewelry business at Topeka, Kans., but who sold out
some time ago, has recently located at Salina, Kans.

Harry Linn, who opened at Atchison, Kans.,
recently, feels encouraged by the patronage that
his new venture is receiving.

C. W. Mills, of Harrisonville, Mo., has his
new building completed and has opened with a
new line of jewelry.

Kansas City had quite an unusual number of
visitors, for January, among the wholesale trade
last month. The following were among them:
Carl Ricker, Emporia, Kans.; J. W. Phillips,
Chanute, Kans.; G. H. Church, Oak Grove, Mo.;
Ed Armel, Holton, Kans.; E. A. Church, Clare-
more, Okla.; C. L. Dockhorn, Oskaloosa, Kans.;
L. E. Leek, Scammon, Kans.; A. B. Phinney, Ben-
tonville, Ark.; J. A. Scott, Paola, Kans.; Sam C.
Hall, Tulsa, Okla.; C. L. Jones, Dewey, Okla.; J.
Mosher, Burlington, Kans.; J. A. Potts, Marce-
line, Mo.; C. J. Benson, Lees Summit, Mo.; W. H.
Haupt, Bartlesville, Okla.; A. Hooper, Atchison,
Kans.; A. Buchanan, Clay Center, Kans.; A. W.
Holmes, Bonner Springs, Kans.; E. D. Martin,
Carl Junction, Mo.; G. T. Maloy, Chilhowee, Mo.;
G. H. Linn, Atchison, Kans.; Leslie Burklund,
Moberly, Mo.; W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; B. H.
Beatte, Woodward, Okla.; L. L. Hoffman, Leaven-
worth, Kans.; G. W. Lewis, Herington, Kans.;
J. W. Phillips, Chanute, Kans.; J. 0. VanVoor-
hies, Osawatomie, Kans.; S. F. Ricker, Emporia,
Kans.; George A. Young, Moberly, Mo.; S. E.
Pirtle, Council Grove, Kans.; J. W. Schmandt,
Holden, Mo.; W. N. Kirkland, Edgerton, Kans.
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PITTSBURG
LETTER

The Post-
holiday
Situation

It is the usual post-holiday sea-
son among the Pittsburg jewel-
ers, with trade normally mod-
erate, but a little more quiet
than usual at this time. With

it there is a gratifying condition of stocks,
the average dealer declaring that he is carry-
ing less at this time than for years past, and
expressing delight at his foresight in making
smaller purchases for the past season. He again
points out that, by buying not more than so per
cent. of his usual holiday goods this season, he
has been able to dispose of a much larger propor-
tion of his old stocks, and the effect has been good
for his profit and loss account.

Wholesalers are not finding trade much
brighter, but reports from road men indicate a
promising outlook for the spring. Manufacturers
are doing little and are not making any special
effort because it is out of season. Generally col-
lections have shown an improvement, this being
due, it is supposed, to the effects of holiday busi-
ness. Smaller stocks, fewer obligations and with
the first return to buying again in the spring,
there is abundant reason for looking for some
fairly active trading.

Pittsburg business conditions
Slow but Steady are not changing much. The
Improvement movement toward betterment is

steady and slow. There is an
apparent gain from week to week, but the meas-
ured progress is often so slight as to make it al-
most imperceptible. The hopeful signs now are
the frequent placing of large buying orders by
leading railroads that have started many impor-
tant steel plantr on double turn. Notably the
Pennsylvania R....lroad, which has taken a spurt
and asked hurr;edly for a large tonnage of new
steel rails. '1 he steel car shops are working
again, with sume good orders booked and others
being estimated. Pig iron demand has been fairly
active and tonnage gains are reported from week
to week. Coke men are putting more force be-
hind their production and are shipping heavier
than for a year past. Coal mining is at low ebb
because this is the time it usually is quiet. On
the whole miners are well employed for this sea-
son. In the mercantile centers the season of sales
and "sacrifice cuts" in prices is on. There seems
to be plenty of people to take advantage of this
and if money is scarce they seem to know where
to dig up some for bargains. On the other hand,
there seems to be remarkably few sales by the
jewelers. Aside from showing a handsome front,
and a pretty array of goods that remain after the
activities of Yuletide, the dealers seem to be
awaiting the passing of the season.

The number of weddings has been a feature
of the past month, and the jewelers have naturally
benefited. There is also reported a number of
presentations of gifts to retiring officials of
various kinds, to incoming officials in mills, gen-
eral offices and in organizations. Art goods are
holding their own with the general line of jewelry.
Diamond buying is, of course, out of season and
not much is being done to push the trade. The
larger department stores with jewelry stocks are
making some slight efforts to get rid of their
holdings along with other lines, but it is noted
that they confine the advertised bargains to such
goods as do not usually affect the legitimate dealer
to any extent.

Christ Hauch, the veteran retailer, whose
store in Smithfield Street, near Sixth Avenue, has
been a landmark for shoppers for years, is pre-
paring to rid himself of his stock preparatory to
moving. His store, along with dozens of others
in the same block. will come down this spring to
make room for the new Oliver Estate skyscraper,
and with this improvement a change, almost
startling in its effect, will take place in that sec-
tion of the retail district. Mr. Hauch has not
announced his plans for the future.

(Continued on page 317)
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BANNIITYNE

14 Size.

A Timekeeper

Ahead of the Times 

The Smallest, Thinnest
and Easiest Winding
Practical Watch ever
produced at a low price

Retail Price, $ 1. 50
Orders tor sample watch must be accompanied by a
remittance of $1.12 for Nickel, and for Gun-Metal or
Gilt Finish $1.17, to insure delivery by registered mail.

A low price watch built upon strictly watch principles. Patent lever, double

roller escapement—solid cut and polished steel pinions. Patent re-coil

ratchet to prevent mainspring from setting after watch is wound up. Never

introduced before in popular-priced watches. Winding and setting mechan-

ism can be removed without taking movement from case. No accidental

pushing in of crown stem. No screws used in fastening movement into case.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET

The Bannatyne Watch Company, Waterbury, Conn.

Make 1909 The Biggest The Best Year

WE wish also to say that we can help you make your Special
Order and Repair Department a bigger money maker than it

ever was if you send your orders to us.
(0If we do your repair work it means that we do our best and—
then some.

(11We have many years of experience and hundreds of satisfied cus-
tomers. The "then some " is what has made this possible. It
works both ways and will do the same for you.
(0Try it by sending your Special Orders and Repair Work and don't
forget that we manufacture

CLASS PINS, EMBLEMS, JEWELS, MEDALS, BADGES

DIAMOND MOUNTINGS, Etc.

'We Dorst Company CINCINNATI, OHIO
S. E. Cor. Fifth and Elm Streets
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ITEMS

INTEREST

E. L. Thomas, of Phcenixville, Pa., has moved
into a larger and better-equipped store at 173
High Street.

Henry Muencenberger, of Norristown, Pa.,
has removed from his old location, at 315 De-
Kalg Street, to new and commodious quarters.

Announcement has been made of the purchase
of the J. F. Hartwell Jewelry Company, of Okla-
homa City, Okla., by E. S. Reuz, J. F. Seyforth
and J. J. Rutherford.

A. P. Staley & Bro., of High Point, N. C.,
have recently gone out of business. Mr. A. P.
Staley intends to locate in the West, with his
brother, in the fall.

Charles Chase, of Omro, Wis., died at his
home, January loth, after a long illness of
Bright's disease. Mr. Chase was 55 years old, and
was in business in this town since 1875.

R. E. Sholz, formerly with the Plainville
Stock Company, Plainville, Mass., has joined the
sales force of Geo. H. Holmes & Co., Providence,
R. I. Mr. Sholz will cover the western territory.

The store of R. W. Wagner, 147 Main Street,
Toledo, Ohio, was badly damaged by fire on
January gth. The origin of the fire is unknown.
The loss is estimated between $3000 and $4000,
partially insured.

A fire, on the night of December 31st, in the
store of Wm. H. Welch, Demopolis, Ala., caused
a loss of from $12,000 to $15,000. Mr. Welch had
very little insurance. He will resume business as
soon as possible.

M. H. Rosenthal Company, San Francisco,
Cal., have opened, at 45 Kearny Street, with a
complete line of jewelers' findings, material, etc.
The firm has a good location and looks forward
confidently to a successful business.

C. G. Willson, manufacturing jeweler, of
Reading, Pa., contemplates enlarging his factory,
his growing trade calling for increased facilities.
Mr. Willson makes a specialty of emblems, for
which he finds a very active demand.

E. H. H. Smith, President of the E. H. H.
Smith Silver Company, Bridgeport, Conn., left
recently with his wife on a pleasure trip south.
His brother, W. D. Smith, manager of the Chi-
cago office, is visiting the factory at Bridgeport.

A petition of bankruptcy was entered at
Peoria, Ill., by J. B. Ingalls, of Rock Island, Ill.
Assets were named at $11,000 and liabilities 17,-
000. John W. Parker was appointed receiver.
Mr. Ingalls has been in business about three years.

The A and Z Chain Company, formerly lo-
cated at 9 Calender Street, Providence, R. I., has
moved into new quarters, at 116 Chestnut Street,
where they have three times the former space,
with much better facilities for an enlarged output.

The stock in the store of J. A. Lewis, Pitts-
ton, Pa., was destroyed by fire on January 6th.
The fire started in the cellar ; loss, $8000 to $1o,-
000; insurance, $5000. Mr. Lewis intends to re-
sume business as soon as a suitable location can
be procured.

F. V. Kennon, of the John T. Mauran Manu-
facturing Company, Providence, R. I., will sail,
on February 6th, on the Deutschland, for Genoa,
accompanied by his wife and daughter. They
will spend about two months on the Riviera and
touring France.

Mackey & Elias, Providence, R. I., have en-
larged their plant throughout, taking in an addi-
tional floor, enlarging the general offices, stock
and shipping departments. With new machinery
and facilities they are able to meet the increased
demand for their product.

F. J. Bloomhall, Conshohocken, Pa., will re-
sign from politics, after March 1st, and devote his
entire time to his business. He is Burgess of the
town and President of the Board of Trade.
J. B. Ray, also of Conshohocken, is a candidate
for Burgess to be elected in March.

J. Engle & Co., Baltimore, Md., report a very
promising outlook for spring trade and a material
improvement in the business situation. Their
travelers are now in their respective territories,
with the firm's new spring line, and their reports
and orders indicate a satisfactory business.

S. E. Thetis, Savannah, Ga., has been ap-
pointed Assistant Chief Rabban of the official
divan for Alee Temple, Mystic Shriners, for 1909.
Mr. Theus was also a member of the committee
recently appointed to notify Mayor George W.
Tiedeman, Savannah, Ga., of his nomination.

Mr. Rhomberg, the pioneer jeweler of Ala-
mogordo, N. M., has left that city, with his wife,
to make his home in Hollywood, Los Angeles.
Mr. Rhomberg started business in Alamogordo
on July 4, 1898, and his place has been the pride of
the town. He was the city's first postmaster.

Charles H. Watts, son of Jos. 0. Watts, of
Eugene, Ore., was presented, on Christmas, with a
one-third interest in the firm by his father. He
has been associated with his father for many
years and understands the business thoroughly.
The firm is now known as the Watts Jewelry
Company.

B. F. Pritchard, formerly with the J. D.
Bergen Company, has become a salesman for the
J. J. Niland Company, art glass manufacturers,
Meriden, Conn. Mr. Pritchard will cover the
Middle West. 0. L. Sutherland, also a new sales-
man, will represent the firm from Colorado to the
Pacific Coast.

Will H. Maire, who represented the Rockford
Watch Company, Rockford, Ill., for three years in
southern territory, and who was compelled to re-
sign last September, owing to an accident, is rap-
idly regaining his health and hopes to be calling on
his old friends, with a new line, at an early date.
Mr. Maire's home is at Cleveland Heights, Ohio.

Warren Prior, of Fayetteville, N. C., died at
his home, on January 13th, at the great age of
98 years. Mr. Prior was one of the oldest jewel-
ers in the United States, having been in business
in Fayetteville since 1834. He retired from active
business in 1887, and since that time. the business

Prior.
siorbeen in charge of his son, Major John N.

W. C. Bowlen, of Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen
Company, Greenfield, Mass., and a noted expert
designer and die cutter, has discontinued his
Providence plant and will hereafter be personally
connected with the company at Greenfield, in
charge of the designing and die-cutting depart-
ments.ti. This company recently enlarged their
pla 

J. F. Carr, of Portsmouth, Ohio, has recently
purchased a fine three-story building, located at
424 Chillicothe Street, of Mrs. Elizabeth Gilgen.
The building is a thoroughly modern one, in a
good location and is considered one of the most
desirable properties in Portsmouth. Mr. Carr
states he is holding the purchase purely as an in-
vestment.

Miss Edna Krower, daughter of Leonard
Krower, of New Orleans, La., was married, on
January 4th, to Edwin L. Rosenberg, of Chicago.
The wedding was a brilliant affair and was the
first to be solemnized in the new Touro Syna-
gogue. Mr. Krower, as President of the Touro
Congregation, was presented, on New Year's Day,
with the key of the temple in a very impressive
ceremony, witnessed by thousands of people.

J. B. Bickford, who for fourteen years has
been identified with the art metal trade, will rep-
resent the Brainard & Wilson Company, of Dan-
bury, Conn., in the Middle and Southwest as far
as Denver. Fred J. Foster, manager of their New
York office, will cover New York City, Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. W. S.
Wilson will cover the Middle and Northwest, in-
cluding Chicago.
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George Wettstein, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, will
leave early this month on his annual trip west to
the Coast. His two sons, Paul A. Wettstein and
George Wettstein, Jr., are already on the road, the
former covering Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado,
and the latter covering Iowa and Minnesota.

The Arachter Manufacturing Company, of
Hartford, Conn., has recently distributed a prac-
tical little souvenir, in the form of a watch-case
opener with a Wachter ball-bearing bow and pen-
dant for a handle. This concern manufactures
ball-bearing watch pendants, bows and bead neck
chains. 'They are about to issue an illustrated
catalogue.

James L. Williamson, 1575 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass., has been elected Chief of
the Boston Caledonian Club, the oldest Scotch
society in the country. The club has at present
500 members and is a semi-military organization.
Mr. Williamson is one of the youngest chiefs who
ever held that position in the club and was a most
popular choice.

Outgrowing its quarters, at 26 Main Street,
Salt Lake City, Utah, the Daynes Jewelry Com-
pany will move into their new store at 128 South
Main Street. This concern, started in 1862 by
John Daynes, has been successful, growing
steadily until the business demanded more room.
The present manager, J. Fred Daynes, is a young
man of exceptional ability. The company will be
in its new home about the first of March.

Following the holidays the Jewelers' Em-
ployees' Bowling League, of Rochester, N. Y., re-
sumed its usual weekly contests. The games have
been very interesting and will continue to be so
as the league has 20 valuable prizes to compete
for, amounting to $356. At this writing Hamilton
has not lost a game, having won 33, and is leading
the other clubs. If the Hamilton team keeps this
up they will win the first team prize of the
sterling silver cup.

The M. Winter Lumber Company, the high-
grade fixture makers, of Sheboygan, Wis., are
contemplating increasing their already large busi-
ness by adding another building, 48 x 150 feet, and
four stories high. This will give them about
28,000 square feet more floor space. Plans are
now being prepared for the new building. It is
the intention to equip this building with all the
necessary modern conveniences to facilitate the
increased output that their business demands.

The report, in the last issue of THE KEY-
STONE, that T. F. Sandoz, of Mobile, Ala., had
been secured by Sherwood & Bartlett, of Mont-
gomery, Ala., to take general charge of their
business, was an error. Mr. Sandoz is simply
the watchmaker, having been hired because of
the increase in business, which made it impossible
for Mr. Sherwood to keep up with the work. Mr.
Sandoz is regarded as one of the most expert
watch men in the South, and his time is entirely
taken up at the bench.

The L. A. Littlefield Silver Company has
moved to Rockford, Ill., having become consoli-
dated with the Rockford Silver Plate Company, of
that city. Mr. Littlefield has gone West and will
assume the position of general superintendent of
the consolidated plant. With him went a number
of others who held responsible positions with the
Littlefield Company. The consolidation means a
very material expansion in the product and busi-
ness of the Rockford Silver Plate Company, one
of the most prosperous concerns in the silverware
industry.

Mr. Leonard Krower, of New Orleans, La.,
was presented by his employees, on January 8th,
with a handsome loving cup, at his establishment,
on Canal Street, in recognition of the twenty-fifth
anniversary of his marriage. H. Van Os, in pre-
senting the cup, stated that the employees had
taken this opportunity to express their highest es-
teem and friendship. On one side of the cup,
which is of heavy silver, is tastefully engraved
with these words : "Presented to Leonard Krower,
as a Token of Esteem from His Employees, on
the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of His Wedding."
On the reverse will be inscribed the names of all
his employees.

(Continued on page 317)



THE GREAT HIT WHICH

OUR LINE OF

Combs, Belt Pins,
Hat Pins and
Bracelets

has made has encouraged us. We are

now showing about 300 patterns of

new Belt Pins, 150 patterns of new

Combs, 200 patterns of new Hat Pins.

41. We are also showing the newest

things in Bracelets, Cuff Pins, Laval-

licres and Barrettes in shell, with new

mountings—the large new kind.

IF, PERCHANCE, NONE OF OUR MEN

CALL ON YOU, SEND US YOUR

ORDER FOR A LINE TO

SELECT FROM
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No. 100. ROSE GOLD BELT PIN
Bands of Beautiful Amethyst Grapes

Price, $4.00, less 6 %

No. 101. ROSE BELT PIN
Beautiful Amethyst Grapes

Price, $4.00, less 6 %

No. 102. ROSE GOLD COMBS
Fine Bunches of Amethyst

or Topaz Grapes

Price, $9.50, less 6

No. 103. GREEN GOLD BELT PIN
White and Purple Grapes—
A Beautiful Creation

Price, $5.50, less 6

N. W. Cor. 5th and Vine Sts.

RICHTER & PHILLIPS CINCINNATI, OHIO
The Leaders in Jewelry and Novelties

JOBBERS OF ELGIN AND WALTHAM MOVEMENTS, BOSS, CRESCENT, KEYSTONE GOLD,
CROWN ANI) ROYAL CASES. PRICES KEYSTONE LIST
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The holiday trade of this city, which exceeded
somewhat the not over-sanguine expectations of
the jewelers, was followed by the usual lull, af-
fording an opportunity for completing repair
work, stock-taking and general readjustment for
a new season. The outlook is now quite hopeful
as there has been a notable revival of industry and
re-employment of many who have been idle or
working on part time. The number of sales at cut
prices proved a disturbing factor in the situation,
but there are few complaints and all are preparing
hopefully for an active spring trade.

Those of the local jewelers who attended the
automobile show were much interested in the dis-
play of clocks specially constructed for these ma-
chines. In the improvements of all manner of
automobile accessories the clock has not been lost
sight of and a great many were displayed for the
benefit of automobilists. As no machine is con-
sidered fully equipped without a clock, a new field
is presented to the clockmakers and many of them
have manifestly taken full advantage of it. The
ingenuity characteristic of our country is no better
shown in the automobile itself than in the acces-
sories, the clock included.

Louis Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, spent
the early part of the month in the manufacturing
centers of the East.

George C. Child, 2o South Tenth Street, has
gone South for his health and an extended pleas-
ure trip in Florida.

Oscar Ramsey, of Clear Ridge, Pa., has re-
turned to the Philadelphia College of Horology
from a vacation. His uncle, D. R. Ramsey, has
entered the college for a course in watchmaking
and engraving.

The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association
will hold a meeting in Pittsburg, on February 2d,
and also one in Philadelphia on February 4th. It
is hoped that the local meeting will be well at-
tended, both by members and non-members, as
some important subjects will be brought up. The
meeting will take place at the Jewelers' Club,
1128 Chestnut Street, at 8 P.M. The annual con-
vention of the association will be held at Harris-
burg, June 3d and 4th.

S. Lubin, optician, at 21 South Eighth Street,
attended a meeting of manufacturers of moving
picture apparatus, held in New York last month.
Mr. Lubin is extensively interested in the moving
picture business in New York and this city and is
a manufacturer of the films used in the machines.

The funeral of Leopold Ermann, the jewelry
salesman, who was murdered and robbed of $g000
worth of jewelry and diamonds, on November
17th, was held in this city on January 14th. In-
terment was made in Adath Jeshurum Cemetery,
only immediate relatives of the family attending.
The services were conducted by the Rev. Dr.
Joseph Krauskopf, who was a personal friend of
the deceased. Ermann was supposedly killed by
George Schaeffer, at Schnecksville, Pa.

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club held a meet-
ing at their rooms, 1228 Chestnut Street, on Janu-
ary 12th, to nominate officers for the year. The
election will take place this month at the annual
meeting.

Prof. F. W. Schuler, principal of the Phila-
delphia College of Horology, was presented, on
Wednesday evening, January 13th, with the jewel
of the Past High Priest of the Philadelphia Royal
Arch Chapter, No. i6o, by the members. Pro-
fessor Schuler is also a past master of the Phila-
delphia Lodge, No. 444, F. and A. M.

Bernard Satz, of Ware, Mass.. 
' 

Geo. F. Clow,
Hudson, N. Y., and R. F. Marshall, Pleasant Hill,
S. C., have entered the Philadelphia College of
Horology for a course in engraving. Mr. Mar-
shall will also take the watchmaking course.

E. P. Ledos, a manufacturer of Newark,
N. J., was in town recently and called upon his
friends here before starting on a trip to the Pa-
cific Coast.

Fcrd Levy, of Ferd Levy & Co., goo Chestnut
Street, has been receiving congratulations on the

arrival of a fine baby girl at his home. The new-
corner's first appearance in the family circle was
on January 18th.

Herman Donath and S. J. Lyons, two Ken-
sington jewelers, were among those who planned
the banquet to be given to the press and the com-
mittee who did so much to make the carnival of
the Kensington merchants such a notable success.

Items of Interest

(Continued from page 315)

H. B. Lanz, formerly with the Koshland &
Italie Company, of Philadelphia, has joined the
traveling staff of Jos. Cowan, Boston, Mass., and
will cover the State of Pennsylvania in the in-
terest of this house.

The Star Jewel Company, manufacturers of
watch jewels, Elgin, Ill., is now the property of
Marlow & Sorensen. The business of this con-
cern was started twenty-two years ago and enjoys
a high reputation in its line.

Information is urgently wanted of an indi-
vidual by the name of Carl Braun, who also used
the name of Carl Bauer. Braun is a journeyman
jeweler by trade and has left several employers,
taking with him some of their property. Two of

Carl Braun

the firms who have suffered from his dishonesty
are E. A. Lehmann & Co., New York, and Smith
& Webster, Richmond, Va. Braun is a German
about 29 years old, light hair and light mustache.
He is rather thin and about 5 feet ro inches high,
weighing about 16o pounds.

Harold A. Forbes, who was formerly the
Pacific Coast representative of the Dueber-
Hamden Watch Company, has been engaged by
Louis Mannheimer & Bros., watch jobbers, of
Chicago, to represent them in the territory from
Denver to the Coast.

Henry Paulson & Co., Chicago, have just
placed on the market a new material cabinet
which will be a great convenience to watch re-
pairers as it saves both time and money. The
cabinet will give him a full line of material so
that he can fit practically eery watch that comes
to him.

Gus Tepfert, for many years traveling sales-
man for A. & J. Plaut, of Cincinnati, will hereafter
represent Frier Brothers, of 35 Maiden Lane,
New York, his territory being Ohio, Indiana and
West Virginia. Mr. Tepfert will make his head-
quarters at Cincinnati, where he will have charge
of the firm's business.

Some time ago we announced in these columns
the contest instituted by the South Bend Watch
Company, South Bend, Ind., in which prizes were
offered to jewelers giving the best demonstration
of their now well-known "cake of ice exhibit," a
running South Bend watch in a solid cake of ice
being the central feature of the display. The first
prize was awarded to Louis Dornseifer, 4012
Hamilton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio; the second
prize to the Cornwell Jewelry Company, Pueblo,
Colo., and the third prize to Estberg & Sons,
Waukesha,
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Pittsburg Letter

(Continued from page 313)

The coming oi spring and the
Spring time for releasing of store
Moving properties is causing some in-

terest. j. C. Grogan is now al-
tering and fitting up his new store at Wood Street
and Sixth Avenue, which he will occupy on April
1st. The changes in that building—the Home
Trust Building—will be many and radical. Prom-
ises are made that it will be one of the most at-
tractive jewelry stores in the city when completed.
Some of the other downtown retailers are not
prepared to say what they will do as yet, but are
contemplating moving if an adjustment of rent
rates is found to be impossible. Gillespie Broth-
ers are making few changes this season, having
all the room they need and an acknowledged
handsome store for showing well their fine stocks.
Terheydens are displaying exceptionally attractive
lines of art goods, and there is significance in the
fact that the store is well filled most of the time.
The extra show-window attraction, made possible
by the vacancy of adjoining stores, is at an end,
because the vacant store has been rented for piano
warerooms.

Social life in Pittsburg is giv-
Social and ing its attention to orchestra
Civic Life concerts and a wide variety of

dramatic performances. The
coming of grand opera is also drawing attention
to that feature, and it is expected some benefit
will be received by the retailer when it is a little
further along. The conventions of college fra-
ternities, held in the city during the holiday sea-
son, exceeded any prior year in the city's history,
and it was interesting to note the placards of
many jewelers, making a specialty of fraternity
pins and jewelry, that were displayed around the
corridors of hotels where the jovial delegates were
gathered. Some of these were from Chicago
houses and others from Philadelphia and New
York. Some of the Pittsburg houses were also in
evidence with good results. Founders' Day ob-
servance is coining in April—one of the elements
of civic life in Pittsburg that always creates in-
terest. It means the bringing to Pittsburg of
many noted men to observe the anniversary of the
founding of the great Carnegie Institute. With
all of these distracting thoughts there is the an-
nual city election and campaign, which this time is
for Mayor. Of course, the campaign is an ex-
citing one, as it is the first elective mayoralty cam-
paign since the city became "Greater Pittsburg."
Campaign hats, buttons, badges and emblems of
various kinds are in evidence, and the badge man
has been reaping a harvest.

A feature that has no little
Building bearing on the sentiment of the
Operations people, and an effect on busi-

ness generally, is the general
activity for spring building operations. It is a
long time since so many projects of large size
have been taken up after a spell of quiet, and are
being pressed forward until there are indications
of unusual activity approaching. The Carnegie
Steel Company is arranging to add $1,500,000 to
its investment in plants at Homestead. The Na-
tional Tube Company will add to its equipment,
and the independent steel interests are preparing
to make improvements and enlargements that
mean many hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Railroads are sending through the district for
supplies and equipments of all kinds, and making
inquiries in various lines. With the vast amount
of dwelling improvements, and increase in build-
ing operations in every line, labor seems assured
of plenty of employment when the rigors of win-
ter are over. Not a few of the jewelers are noting
these signs with keen interest and look for a good
spring trade.

G. B. Barrett Company reports trade quiet
with a fair outlook for the spring. Wattles &
Sons, Roberts & Son Co. and Hardy & Hayes re-
tain a stately position in the retail center, attract-
ing hosts of friends by their handsome displays,
most of which are unique. Hereen Brothers &
Co. reports factory operations fairly active, but
wholesale trade somewhat quiet at this season.
The careful management of this house tells in
such seasons as this.



GENUINE METALLIZED ROSE HAT PINS
GUARANTEED BY US TO BE MANUFACTURED FROM REAL ROSES

Produced in metal from the GENUINE ROSE, and finished in natural colors and tints

FULL OPEN GORGEOUS BLOOMS ARE USED
Which are particularly effective in the larger sizes

WE HAVE ATTAINED PERFECTION IN FINISH, TINTS AND GENERAL

APPEARANCE, AND WE OFFER THE JEWELRY TRADE

THE BEST ARTICLE OF THE KIND IN THE MARKET

No. 50, per Doz., $19.00

ALSO READY FOR DELIVERY
CARNATIONS (large size), No. 250, at $24.09 per Doz.
SWEET PEAS No. 300, at 16.50 " "

No. 75, per Doz., $21.00 No. 100, per Doz., $24.00

No. 2

No. 2  per Doz., $36.00
No. 1 (size smaller), " " 30.00
No. 3 (size larger), " " 45.00

PRICES SUBJECT TO REGULAR CATALOG AND CASH DISCOUNTS

Color Finishes: PINK, MAGENTA, GOLDEN RED, MARECHAL-NIEL

Please mention Numbers and Colors when ordering

ORDERS EXECUTED PROMPTLY SAME DAY RECEIVED

NORRIS9 ALISTER & CO 
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ZYLOLOID CEMENT
q The only cement known to SCIENCE to repair

ZYLOLOID combs, hair ornaments and all kinds of CELLULOID goods in SHELL, AMBER and IVORY.

Also for setting STONES in the above.

ZYLOLOID CEMENT (contains enough solution for 150 repairs) per bottle, 25 and 50 cents

ZYLOLOID JOINTS, CATCHES and PINS TO BARRETTES, 30 cents a dozen

ZYLOLOID TEETH TO COMBS - - - - - 30 cents a dozen

A fact worth noting: A brother jeweler using ZYLOLOID CEMENT got more repairs than i z others NOT using ZYLOLOID. Effectually

'ant in the trade. GET /7 and trv it at once, the results will surprise

and please you.

FOR SALE BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA

N. L. Electro Chemical Laboratory
Phone No. 6220

Riverside 962 Amsterdam Ave., NEW YORK CITY
Send ua the name of your JOBBER and in return you will receive by mail. Free, a

7x11 inch display card of a jeweled comb.
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Are You Really Insured Against
Fire?

A woman at Oyster Bay, N. Y., had a fire

insurance policy of $5000 on her house. She had

paid premiums for eighteen years to the Home

Insurance Company of New York. In the winter

of 1906 she made a contract to sell this house to

a man who had been living in it as a tenant.

Before he had paid for the property, the house

burned. She had made no legal assignment or

transfer of the policy.

When she made application to
Insurance the company for her money,

Law the company refused to pay,
on the ground that she was no

longer the owner of the house, and had suffered

no loss. The loss, they claimed, fell on the new

owner. His application for the money was met

by the statement that he held no policy, and the

company was not obliged to make any payment

to him. The company offered to pay the original

owner any loss of personal property in the fire,

but declined to acknowledge any other liability.

In this attitude the insurance company is appar-
ently right, according to the law. I find the state-

ment quite clearly made in Flanders's treatise on

fire insurance law, in these words:
"After a sale, if nothing more is done, no

surrender or change of the policy, nobody could

recover on it in case of loss; not the original
insured, because, having parted with the property,
he sustained no loss ; not the purchaser, because
he has no contract with the company."

To every man or woman who
Moral of buys a house, a store, or any
the Story other insurable property, this

story has its lesson. Talking
to an agent who writes a great deal of insurance
in suburban New Jersey, I learned that in thou-
sands of sales of property accomplished without
the aid of a lawyer or agent who understands
the technicalities of insurance, the insurance in
force is allowed to lapse, sometimes for months,
sometimes only for a few days, sometimes for
a much longer time.

Anyone who buys property of this sort should
immediately see to it that an assignment of insur-
ance is made, not by the mere handing over of a
policy—that means nothing—but in the form of
assignment provided for in the policy itself. The
transfer involves little or no trouble. A man sell-
ing a house that is insured can transfer the in-
surance along with the house by giving notice to
the company, obtaining its consent, having the
policy properly indorsed, and then delivering it
to the buyer of the house.

This, of course, merely illustrates the numer-
ous ways by which a man may lose his property
and fail to recover its value from an insurance
company, even though he may fondly think that
he is properly insured.

One of the most fruitful
What the Policy causes of such loss is the fail-
Should Contain ure of people to have every-

thing put into the policy that
concerns the policy. The word of an agent, a
verbal understanding of some sort between the
owner of the house and the man who makes out
the policy, some failure to stipulate in the policy
itself that a part of the house is to be used for
a special purpose involving the use of gasoline, or
benzine, or some other inflammable material, the
storage of an automobile in the stable—all these
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may tend to invalidate the whole policy, and bring
a total loss upon an owner who thought that he
was covered and protected. There are many
other important details to be considered, but all
of them are referred to in the policy, and none
are beyond the comprehension of the average
property-owner. If you are in doubt about any
of them, state your doubt clearly to your agent
or the company; and file their answer and a copy
of your letter along with your policy, after having
followed the advice. Do not keep your insur-
ance papers in a place where they may be de-
stroyed by the same fire that injures or damages
your property.

Every fire insurance policy
Read and should be carefully read by the
Understand insured, and he should have in
the Policy mind all the time the exact

conditions that prevail in his
case. He may find that in the written clauses of
the policy there is some exception that exactly
fits his case. Of course, the method of heating
and lighting the house is an important question,
and one for which most men are apt to provide.
From all this, it must not be inferred that many
of the insurance companies are looking for techni-
calities to enable them to avoid payment ; but they
are engaged in a hazardous business in which
the average margin of profit is quite small. They
cannot, in justice to their stockholders and policy-
holders, pay claims for which no legal liability
exists, when such claims are caused by the care-
lessness of property owners, who do not heed or
are not governed by the clear conditions of the
policy.

A man who took out insurance on goods on
the first floor of a building afterward moved
the goods from the first to the third floor. A fire
destroyed the property. The company refused to
pay, on the ground that the location had been
changed and that the policy was thereby invali-
dated. This contention was not maintained in
the courts, but it might have been if the evidence
had tended to show that the goods could have
been saved if they had still been on the first floor.
In other words, if the fire had started at the top
of the building instead of in the basement, the
insured might not have been able to recover his
loss, but the dispute would have been avoided
entirely if a written permit for the removal had
been endorsed on the policy.

The courts in this country are
Liberality of very liberal toward people who
the Courts hold insurance. Some strange

cases are on record, in which
the courts have stretched the language of policies
to a considerable extent to make them cover
losses. Such cases are nearly all cases where
it has been shown that the holder of the policy
thought his risk was covered, but found out that
some little clause had invalidated his policy. But
this tendency on the part of the courts does not
furnish an excuse for the utter carelessness that
seems to mark the practice of taking out fire
insurance. No one wishes to bring a suit for
his insurance money, for he knows that the
process of law is long and weary, and that his
expenses will run beyond his estimates. It is
much easier to avoid a lawsuit than it is to
win it.

In taking out a policy of fire insurance there
are only a few rules to be observed if one would
avoid trouble. The first is to make your title
clear. If you are only a half owner of a house,
that fact must be disclosed to the company.
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Take out your insurance
Service of through a duly authorized
an Agent agent of the company you

choose, or through a broker
who does a large business. Select an agent of
whom you know, and whom you can trust in
matters of fact. Tell him all possible details of
the property, its actual value at the moment of
insurance, its surrounding, its uses. When he
fills in the written part of the policy, see that it
is true in every detail. Do not let a loose gen-
eral description stand on your policy. If your
insurance is on a factory, a store, or a business
plant of any kind, you must see to it that every
proper function of that plant is allowed under
the policy. If, for instance, you have a general
store in the country, you will probably have to
sell kerosene, fireworks, gunpowder and other
dangerous things. See that your policy, whose
printed clauses will prohibit the storage of such
things in your store, has a written clause allow-
ing you to have a certain amount of them, per-
haps at stated times of the year. Always remem-
ber that an oral exception made by the agent
is not of much value to you. If you have it in
writing on the policy, even though it conflict
directly with the printed words on the same
policy, the written words overrule the printed.
Always get it in writing if you want it at all.

When you have made a truth-
Beware of ful statement of all the es-
Violations sential facts concerning your

property, and had them all
written into the policy, you may be sure that you
have a solid insurance foundation under your
place. All that remains to be done is to see to
it that you do not violate any of the clauses that
you have signed. To do this, you must clearly
know what those clauses are. Read your policy
carefully, therefore, before you put it in a safe
deposit box. If you are in the habit of going
away and leaving your house unoccupied for
two or three months in the summer, you must
make that clear to the company, and have a memo-
randum to that effect in the policy.

Suppose your house burns down, what then
is necessary? Your policy requires that you
give notice to the company, or the nearest agent
of the company, immediately. What the word
"immediately" means has been the subject of
more than one suit. To be safe, you had better
give written notice right away, even if the agent
is one of your neighbors and helped to fight the
fire. Perhaps a written notice is not stipulated in
the policy, but it is better to have a record in
existence at any rate. The courts have held
various things about the meaning of "immediate."
Four days was considered prompt enough; but
eleven days was not. It is better to do it right
away, so that the company can get its appraisers
on the ground immediately and so avoid a possible
fight over the value of salvage, etc. This, of
course, presupposes that you are an honest man,
and want only what you are entitled to. If you
want any more, you had better hire a lawyer and
provide for bail.

Common sense is the best safeguard to place
behind your insurance policy. Honesty is an-
other safeguard. If you are honest and sensible
in taking out your policy, and sensible and honest
in enforcing it if it falls due and in obeying its
binding clauses at all times, you will have no
trouble. The average fire insurance company in
this country is honest. Some of them are not
very strong, but most of them are reliable.
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DROP US A POSTAL

and we will mail you the details of our New Selling Policy

and the many reasons why it is to your interest to sell the

Incomparable Rockford Watch
Manufactured for and sold to the legitimate Jeweler ONLY

ROCKFORD WATCH CO., Rockford, Ill.

Society Emblem Knives
in Sterling Silver

A complete line of these knives—the

only line on the market —showing

emblems of the following lines:

Masonic, Knight Templar, Mystic Shrine,
Odd Fellow, Knights of Pythias, Knights
of Columbus, Red Men, Modern Wood-

men of America, Wood-
men of the World, Eagles,
Elks, Yale University,
Harvard University,
Princeton University.

Red Men

Emblems in

Natural Colors

in Finest French Enamels Knights Templar

The side panels are made of solid silver, beau-
tifully engraved ; the colors being worked out in a
most artistic manner. The blades are made of the
finest quality of steel, ground and polished right,
and each blade is hardened and tempered to retain
a razor edge. Not only the blades hut enameled
panels are fully covered by guarantee.

A Neat Leather Case is Furnished with Each Knife.

The Williams & Anderson Co.
PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

LEARN
ENGRAVING

For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a C0111-
plate set of lessons,
well illustrated, in
letter and mono-
gram engraving on
jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lessons are
prepared by an ex-
pe rt engraver of
twenty-five years'
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
and tempering
mole, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting; en-
graving script and
other letters ; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
cementing and
many other valuable
!ricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
is also a perfect tool
sharpener; steel
marker and ho
usher, 

-
nisher, dividers ; 10
metal plates; 6
rings and 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
and a hook of
" Monograms and
Alphabets."

U1011OUfIllS
I awl

1110atets
z&AD Every letter of the

alphabet combined
with every other

letter In script and

block styles ; Script,

Old English, Ito-

man, Block, Ger-
man, Hebrew and
Greek Alphabets;

Year-Date Mono-
grams ; Ornamental
Initials ; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms,

$1.00

Postpaid

Cash, No Cheeks

"Your inst ructions are as plain as If a good engraver were standing over my shoulder
and telling me what to do. I could do pretty good work after one week's plactice,"

R kV' C. It NSSETT, Woonsocket, S. kik.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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Some New-style tore Fronts

Increased Rentals and Narrow Fronts—Utiliz-
ing Narrow Spaces to Best Advantage

With the growth of cities and towns
and the consequent high figures at which
property prices rule, retail merchants are
often face to face with the problem of how
best to utilize the very small spaces upon
which stores are nowadays erected, says the
Trader and Canadian Jeweler. The diffi-
culty generally presented is that of the nar-
row front. Most stores have plenty of room
in the matter of length, but a very large
percentage of them are limited to but a few
feet of frontage. The principal problem
here involved is that of window arrange-
ment. The show window and the entrance

6

6

FIG. I

are the most important parts of the store,
and it was natural that time would bring to
the front some idea whereby the best pos-
sible effect could be gained from the narrow
frontage now so general.

Need has fostered the evolution of a
style of window suited tb narrow fronts.
Where space could not be obtained by width
of window it was realized that the end might
be gained by using depth. The result was
that a new style of window has come into
fashion, and is now to be seen in most of
the large cities. The narrow-fronted store
is really a product of New York, where the
need for some such plans as these has been
great, and where the most novel and up-to-
date windows are always to be found.

The Dry Goods Economist has pub-
lished plans illustrating the arrangement of
these, and, believing they will be a distinct
help to many of our readers, we reproduce
several of the drawings, most of which are
designed to indicate how the front of a
narrow building can be arranged in a
variety of ways, any one of which will give
increased space for window displays over
that which is provided by the ordinary show
window arrangement. Then, too, a mer-
chant who is desirous of having a store
front differing in form and appearance from
any of his neighbors will have exceptional
opportunity of making a selection from
among this large number of novelty fronts.

Incidentally, these plans will give in-
formation regarding recessed windows, also
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windows that extend forward over the side-
walk line. Consideration is also given to
outside showcases, revolving doors, storm
doors, etc.

Fig. I illustrates a window limited in
width to twenty feet. In this instance there
is plenty of show window space, although

FIG. 2

the twenty feet frontage would ordinarily
allow of very little. The plan is of a store
in Pennsylvania. Each window is sixteen
feet in length and six feet wide, the vesti-
bule also being six feet in width. Thus are
provided forty-six linear feet of plate glass,
including that which borders both the vesti-
bule and sidewalk. The windows extend
two feet over the building line, thus giving

FIG. 3

twenty-four square feet of additional show
window space.

Fig. 2 represents one of several store
fronts which within a year or two have
been completed in New York City. This
arrangement gives a sixteen-foot window
on either side of varying width and provides

I a vestibule that is exceptionally attractive,
this vestibule ending at the rear with a hex-

FIG. 4

agonal display window measuring four feet
in diameter and bordered at each side by
a swinging door.

Such a plan, however, does not admit
of the wall shelving and counters or floor
cases at either side being brought quite so
near to the front as is possible with Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 shows the floor plan of a
front twenty-five feet wide. It is taken
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from a German store and presents one of
the most attractive vestibule arrangements
with which we are acquainted. Nearly
forty linear feet of show window front is
here provided in a building twenty-five feet
wide and only taking a very little from the
salesroom.

The next illustration, Fig. 4, shows a
window arrangement which is found in
numerous cities, and in stores of both lim-
ited and generous frontage. With this
form of construction it is customary to dis-
play larger goods in the windows at the side
and small fancy goods, etc., at each side of
the entrance. This arrangement allows for
the maximum length of wall shelving within,
but requires a shortening of the counters
or floor cases at the forward ends.

FIG. 5

Fig. 5 is a copy of a front arrangement
in the narrow annex of a large store in Con-
necticut, and is, in our judgment, one of the
best laid out fronts with which we are ac-
quainted—that is, when the question of
maximum window space is considered. In
addition to the large window, twenty feet
in length, there are two vestibule windows,
one eighteen feet in length and the other
six feet long. The longer one of these,
however, is quite shallow, only two feet
wide. This arrangement permits of a maxi-
mum shelf and counter equipment within the
store.

In jewelry stores it is sometimes very
necessary that the front of the store be well
lit behind the window, in order that the
workbench may be placed there. Of the
series of windows shown here, this example
best lends itself to this requisite.

Noisy Alarm Clock

An alarm clock, with a noise producer
made on the same principle as the sounding
disk of a telephone, is the noisiest "sleep
dispeller" ever made. The moment it com-
mences action all sleep ceases. The only
relief possible is to grab it quickly and
smother the noise with a pillow. A tube,
not unlike the speaking tube of a telephone,
takes the place of the bell. At the back of
this is the sounding disk, against which a
hammer strikes with a reverberating, ear-
splitting clatter.
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Our New Spring Stocks are Ready
OUR SPRING LINES have been selected with extreme care. We have care-
fully studied the wants of the trade and the requirements of the season and feel
confident that our selections will reflect our intimate knowledge along these lines.

OUR TRAVELERS are in the field and we commend them to your favorable
consideration. They will display the newest ideas of the leading factories and
the latest and most desirable products from the markets of the world.

WE WISH TO EMPHASIZE the fact that we import our diamonds in the
rough and polish them in our own Cutting Works, which enables us to offer
better values than can be secured elsewhere.

WE CAN ASSURE THE TRADE of prompt and satisfactory service in
all departments and earnestly solicit your patronage.

STEIN ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS
11 One dozen Assorted Patterns of Sterling Silver Tea Spoons with Gold, Satin and Bright

Finish Bowls ENGRAVED with any PICTURE YOU DESIRE, Complete for $9.00 per dozen.

ALL WORK
GUARANTEED Souvenir Spoons ALL LEADING

MAKES gf SPOONS

Why not send us your Dead Stock of Tea Spoons (irrespective of condition and looks) and let
us make sellers of them by Refinishing, Gilding and Engraving same in Souvenir Spoon Style.
Picture, $3.50 doz., Name of Town or City Ornamented, $x.so doz. Send for catalogue.

CHICAGO JEWELRY ENGRAVING CO. FirrN;(11! TIToTir.e--1-1BF---DING Chicago, Ill.

Do You Want

"A GOOD THING" ?
No other profession is so undermanned at present and short of practitioners as that of OPTICS. If you wish to enter a profession

where the rewards of skill are sure and certain and the obstacles fewer than in any other—study OPTICS. Our course can he taken by
correspondence (spending just a little time each day upon it), and is so thorough and complete, as well as free from technical language,
that any person who can read will find it a pleasure to follow it. We are one of the oldest correspondence schools in the world and
have hundreds of graduates of our correspondence course in successful practice all over the world. Our terms are exceedingly liberal—a
regular $25 college course for only $8 by correspondence (you can pay $2 down and $1 weekly if desired). Write us to-day.

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.
ilegally incorporated and chartered)
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February Opportunities for Advertisers

An excellent scheme of the shrewd
advertiser is to connect his newspaper an-
nouncements or window displays with some
current event on which the public mind
is centered for the time. The month of
February is particularly rich in such op-
portunities for advertisers. This year
February has special historical importance
as the month in which is celebrated the
centenary of Lincoln. There will be local
celebrations, speech-making, lectures to
school pupils, parades, illuminations and
newspaper articles, all of which will con-
centrate public attention on the occasion.
This furnishes a good opportunity for an
advertisement somewhat out of the or-
dinary, such as that shown on this page.
The life of Lincoln enabled us to point a
business as well as a patriotic moral, and
such a departure from the beaten path of
advertising is occasionally very desirable.

In this month, too, comes the anni-
versary of Washington, and here also the
advertiser will find an opportunity. We
show on this page a suggestion for such
an advertisement, of which truthfulness is
naturally the keynote. Then there is also
St. Valentine's Day, which probably excels
both other occasions in its business possi-
bilities. The modern valentine has assumed
a variety of forms, probably the most select
being that of some article of. jewelry. This
fact should be persistently exploited by the
jeweler in his advertising.

The month also affords exceptional op-
portunities for attractive window displays.
The birthdays of Lincoln and Washington,
and more especially the centenary this year,
should furnish the jeweler many ideas for a
window decoration. Statues and pictures
of these great Americans would naturally
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be in order, and such historic associations,
with their name, as the cherry tree, the log
cabin, etc., could be used to good purpose.
The days preceding St. Valentine's Day

s
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A Valentine

el What could be more
NI appropriate than a
Heart Locket, Heart
Brooch, Heart Stick Pin
or any dainty little gift in
Gold or Silver.
The gift valentine is
yearly becoming more
popular—and it is always
sure of appreciation.

THE THOMAS CO.

Jewelers

would find an appropriate dressing in gift

goods, such as stone settings, combs,

bracelets, scarf pins, lockets, etc. The

symbolism of the day comprises cupids and

hearts, which may be easily procured or

• I
•

II

Truth ulness
—the traditional virtue-of the father of our country
—is an (zyproyriate text for to-day's adverticentent.

II no other class of merchant is truthfulness more to be
desired than in the jeweler, on whose word every cus-
tomer must rely. In whatever we sell, be it

JEWELRY WATCHES DIAMONDS
or other wares, it is the rigid policy of our store that the quality of
the goods be truthfully represented. This policy has paid us; we
find ourJustification and reward in the appreciatton and trade of
our townspeople.

SMITH C/ MASON, The Reliable Jewelers
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devised for the occasion. It is customary
on this day to have all price cards heart-
shaped and of some attractive color, red
being in special favor. Sometimes a large
heart, arrow-pierced, is used as the center-
piece for the background. Such a heart
can be made from wood and crepe paper
and colored to suit. An attractive window
feature for this day is the now familiar
little flying cupids banging from invisible
cords and apparently in flight over the
window.

Jewelers will find it advisable to begin
preparations without delay to take advan-
tage of these business opportunities. Not
only February, but practically every month
of the year, affords some occasion or other
for a special effort of this character. It is
said that the secret of success is the capa-
bility to grasp such opportunities, and in
doing so the merchant shows enterprise and
business capability that not only make for
profit, but prestige also.

Delivering and Mailing Repair Work

Here is a little plan that will save occa-
sional errors in properly delivering repair
work. In nearly every store there are al-
most daily requests to deliver a certain
article or mail something out of town that
has been left for repairs. Unless those
handling the work are very observing these
deliveries are liable to get in with the rest of
the work and not be attended to promptly.

The next time you have to repair envel-
opes printed have part of them printed in
colored ink and instruct your clerks and re-
pair men to put all repairs which are to be
delivered or mailed into these envelopes.

They are easily distinguished from the

other jobs and there is no dangcr of delay

and disappointed customers.

THE

CENTENARY OF LINCOLN

recalls his famous saying :

"Thu can fool some of Me people all of
the time, all of Me people some of the
time, but you can't fool all of the people
all of /he time."

q We are of " the plain people," and do not try to
fool the public all of the time or any of the time.
q If you want the best value you can get for the
money you can spend in jewelry, watches or gems,
call on us.

HONEST 000DS RIOHT PRICES
TRUTHFUL REPRESENTATION

q The principles of Lincoln are eternal and they
are ours too.

SMITH & MASON, The Reliable Jewelers



Biggest Snap of the Season
We know you have been waiting for it
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SPECIFICATIONS
Solid oak, curtain top, pan-
eled doors, sides and back.
All drawers lock automatic-
ally ; one drawer arranged
for chucks. It has also an
apron drawer, a chalk hole,
a cupboard and apartment
for foot wheel. Is mounted
on casters. Lock and key
on right side of bench.

DIMENSIONS
43 inches long, 26 inches
deep and 40 inches high to top
of table. Solid oak through-
out (no soft-wood bottom
and back as most other
benches are made).

Special Price, $14.75 Net
(Cash must accompany every order)

Can furnish also same bench made of solid cherry, finished elle! ry
or mahogany at $16.73 Net, cash with order.

No extra charge for carting or crating.
We wish to state that all of these benches are well made in every

particular of the best seasoned and kiln-dried lumber, and have a
beautiful cabinet finish.

SEND US YOUR ORDER TO-DAY

MANUFACTURERS

10-20 North Division Street 342-344 Washington Street
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—Superfine--

!WATCH OIL.‘-
Newnedfor&NONEGENUIso:
Mass. 8wrItIOUT„;,

I. USA. MYS'o°""
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Modern WATCH SIGNS
More beautiful than ever and

superior to all others

Electric, Illuminated
and Non-illuminated
With White and Black Dials

Guaranteed

First-class and

Satisfactory

Send for
Catalog

Made in
Different
Styles
from
14 to 66
inches
Diameter

Also
Spectacle
Signs
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Fashionable Directoire jewelry

Costumes and Gems—Fashion's Latest Decrees

—Use of Colored Stones—The Odd

and Bizarre

It has been said of American women
that they are too fond of the display of
jewels to appreciate the artistic grouping
of a number of smaller precious or semi-
precious stones whose intrinsic value may
not equal by half that of a rare single stone,
says the New York Herald. But if ever
this was true of their taste in the past it
has ceased to be so now, if one can draw
any accurate conclusions from the jeweled
ornaments worn at the opera, at smart social
functions and from the great demand there
is for unique and individual jewelry.

Every woman now seeks
the unusual in ornaments,
and by the unusual is not
meant Oriental and foreign

designs, though these attractive pieces
appeal to many, but the idea is to have
original and individual ideas worked out
by the skilled goldsmiths and gem
setters. Whether it is a simple brooch
for the woman of modest means or
an elaborate hair ornament and corsage
piece to match for the wife of a millionaire,
it is the thing to have an exclusive design
and, if possible, an original grouping of
stones. Semi-precious stones and the more
inexpensive varieties of the precious gems
are quite as fashionable as diamonds, rubies
and emeralds, and these are set with all the
delicacy and exquisiteness of surroundings
seen in the more costly ornaments. The
fashionable woman chooses a certain color
of stone, and she wears this exclusively with
variations which can be accomplished by
combining small diamonds as a background
for the colored gem.

"Platinum mountings are
used almost exclusively
now," explained a leading
jeweler. "This metal throws

up the beauty of the gems far better than
gold and gives practically no contrast to
the incrustations of small diamonds which
surround the colored stones. We are mak-
ing up unusually large pieces at present—
corsage, neck and hair ornaments which
suggest by their designs those ornaments
favored by famous French beauties who
reigned during the days of the extravagant
Louis. These elaborate pieces of jewelry
are worn now with Directoire and Grecian
costumes. They are worn so becomingly
and arranged with such individuality that
there is not the slightest suggestion of
anachronism. For evening wear we have
wrought some wonderfully beautiful orna-
ments in which Greek designs are used.
These are especially effective in filets and
necklaces."

One handsome flat chain or necklace
was made of tiny pearls woven together in
a flat ribbon half an inch wide, and spaced
four inches apart were Greek key designs
solidly studded with tiny diamonds on a
platinum setting. Where the two ends of
the necklace joined there was a diamond-

The Unusual
in Demand

T1TIE FINEST IN THE WORLD

Positively
the best and
purest oil
offered the
trade in my
thirty years'
experience.

Prepared at

my factory

under my

personal

supervision.

_

I.CLOCK
NewliodfoINDNE6ENuiNi1
IrMasuss. .A. wimIsuors,knalk

Platinum
Mountings
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studded ornament from which hung a two
or three inch section of the pearl-woven
band finished on the end with a handsome
Greek urn design of diamonds. The neck-
lace looked as if it might have been woven
on a bead loom, using real pearls instead
of ordinary beads. A collar of the same
style to fit close around the throat was
woven of small pearls, with a Greek key
pattern worked through the center in gold
beads the same size as the pearls. A plain
gold and diamond-studded bar closed the
collar at the back. A wider collar had a
half-inch perpendicular bar in the same
Grecian pattern wrought in tiny brilliants
and gold.

Variety of
Color Effects

There is a wide range of
colorings offered by the
more unusual stones, such
as beryl, kunzite, topaz,

zircon, alexandrite, peridot and aquamarine.
One woman who tries for an artistic and
individual effect may select zircon and
diamonds for her jewelry scheme, varying
the pieces by using the gems as they shade
from cream to green and brown. This will
produce an effect that is unique, to say the
least, and there are few who will not admire
the rare and admirable combination which
certainly suggests far more character and
individuality than pearls and diamonds or
rubies and diamonds.

With the fashionable gown colors of
the present mode kunzite is particularly
pleasing. A taupe cloth or crepe costume
or white and black satin provides a perfect
background for the exquisite lavender
tinted, clear gem, which can be cut with
many facets to make it gleam and glitter
in certain lights, while it shades from deep
mauve to the palest lavender. There is
every reason why kunzite should be a
favorite gem with American women. It is
found on the Pacific slope; it is named for
a well-known gem expert in this city ; its
cost is not exorbitant as compared with
many of the other gems, and it is one of
the reigning colors in the world of dress.
The brilliant lavender tinted gem is wonder-
fully beautiful when surrounded by small
diamonds and set in rather large, elaborate
designs, yet it is liked equally well by some
when the gem is placed in a simple setting.

Aquamarines and beryls, the
The Greenish latter resembling the former,
Tints with a slightly more green-

ish tint, are quite as lovely
as anything one could have when the large,
simply cut stone is bordered with brilliants.
Pendants and brooches of these stones are
among the fashionable ornaments of the less
expensive kind. To some complexions the
bluish or greenish tint of these two gems
is most becoming, while to others it is quite
the opposite. The whole effect of jeweled
ornaments depends upon how they become
the wearer, which is the reason why women
who have found the sapphire, the amethyst,
the peridot or some colored stone best
suited to their style choose it for day and
evening wear and now have all their orna-
ments of the same stone instead of having
sets of rubies, of sapphires, of opals and as
many others as the purse allows. It is
economy as well, if this word can be coupled

with the buying of gems, for then one has
everything to match. A few of these gems
change color at night, which makes it nec-
essary to know exactly what the effect is
by both natural and artificial light. The
alexandrite is a striking example of this
changeableness, the stone merging from
brownish green into a purplish red in
different lights.

There are few types of feminine beauty
which cannot be suited to topaz ornaments,
as there is such a great variety of shadings
found in this gem. It ranges from pale
clear yellow or pinkish yellow to deep
golden brown. Any woman who can wear
a shade of yellow is sure to find her color
in the topaz, and when the becoming tint
is found she should never vary from its
coloring. Topazes are as often set with
pearls as with diamonds, more often, per-
haps, as the creamy pearl color combines
exquisitely with the yellow of the clearer
gem, while diamonds and topazes are apt to
produce rather a hard effect.

Square cut gems are enjoy-
ing a reign just now, and
almost invariably the square
and the round are combined

in one piece of jewelry. For instance, a
magnificent long bar pin for the girdle or
the corsage had several oblong, flat cut
rubies filling one-third the length of the bar
in the center, with round cut diamonds at
either end. Interlaced hollow circles,
squares and diamonds are set solidly with
square cut gems, one circle being studded
with oblong, square cut rubies, emeralds or
sapphires, and the other one studded with
round cut diamonds. The same stones in
the two cuttings are rarely used together.

"Brooches and bar pins have come into
great favor again since the Directoire
fashion was launched and the dainty linen
or lace jabot was included among the smart
styles of neckwear," said the same jeweler.
"One prominent society woman has bar pins
made after her own design, two in each set.
The longer one she pins across the top of
the jabot, while the shorter one holds her
trim embroidered collar or lace stock to-
gether at the top. The brooches are made
with a platinum foundation, the center of
the bar being studded with diamonds of
medium size, while at each end of the bar
is a large diamond, a large square cut ruby
or sapphire, a large cabochon emerald or
some stone to match the tailor costume she
wishes to wear these ornaments with.

Delicate cobweblike orna-
ments made of platinum
with the fine lace pattern
wrought in tiny gems are

among the novelties which have followed
the popular neck bow. These elaborate gem-
studded pieces can be worn at the throat
in place of a bit of real lace or they can be
fastened on the front of the corsage. Their
exquisite workmanship cannot fail to delight
the eye and please the woman who has
acknowledged a fondness for large gems
set in solitary state or surrounded by a few
magnificent jewels of equal size and value.
They are almost fairylike in their construc-
tion and are one of the best examples of
modern art in this style of jewelry.

Square Cut
Gems

Fine Lacy
Ornaments



HOROLOGY HALL BRADLEY HALL

If you are desirous
of learning

DECIDE TO BECOME ONE OF US immediately after the holiday trade is over.
DECIDE now and DON'T change your mind.
If you are not already in possession of one of our catalogues describing at length

Modern Methods in Horology as practiced at

BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Send postal card directed to DEPARTMENT K, HOROLOGICAL, PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WATCH REPAIRING
Ordinary and complicated. R. R. inspection work. Some

send us ALL their work
customers

JEWELRY WORK
Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry

to order, gold plating and coloring

ENGRAVING
for jewelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
thirty-one years in
Send for our Trade Price-List. Established Lancaster, Pa.

A New Jeweler's Work Bench
We desire to call attention to our New Jeweler's Work Bench, No. 18.
It is substantially made of oak with a I (-inch birch top. It has a
tapered zinc-lined drawer to catch filings. It is fitted with gas and air

pipes and cocks for blow pipe outfit. It
provides a place for a polishing lathe.
Size, 47 inches long, 24 inches wide and
38 inches high. Send for catalog and
order through your jobber.

Jessen & Rosberg
393-405 W. Kinzie Street

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

RICHARD 0. RANDLER SOLICITED
Founder of the

Jewelers' School of Engraving
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Zhe Jewelers' gchool of (lingraving
Suite 1104 Heyworth Building, CHICAGO 1-
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21tErr SUCCESSFUL YEAR ---.

11W1-1.41..rtri 0. I-LA.1.-TriLEFt, PrtopEturron AND Crinnr TzwErrintrc-rort

BEST EQUIPPED SCHOOL
OF ITS KIND

BEST AND ORIGINAL

SYSTEM

WRITE FOR FULL

PARTICULARS

CORRESPONDENCE

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents j Send money with
India Ink or Water Color, $1.00 order

SPECIMEN BOOK Monograms and Lettering, $1.00

ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use
Send for Price-1,i,t

TRADE ENGRAVING

RICHARD 0. KANDLER'S STUDIO
1104 Heyworth Building, Chicago
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Annual Meeting Manufacturing Jewel-

ers' Board of Trade

The twenty-fourth animal meeting of the

Manufacturing Jewelers' Board of Trade was

held at the rooms of the association, in the Wilcox

Building, 42 Weybosset Street, Providence, R. I.,

on January 23d. Reports of the secretary and

Finance Committee showed the Board to be in a

flourishing condition. During the year there was

a net gain of 50 members, making the present

membership 201. The following were elected as

directors: Robert E. Budlong, of S. K. Merrill &

Co.; Henry Wolcott, of Wolcott Manufacturing

Company; William P. Chapin, of Chapin & Hol-

lister Company ; J. D. Warren, of Warren & Wil-

Hams ; William A. Schofield, of Schofield, Battey

& Co.; Everett L Spencer, of E. L. Spencer Com-

pany; Edward B. Hough, of Wightman & Hough

Company; Alfred K. Potter, of E. A. Potter

Company; Harvey Heustis, of Hutchinson &

Heustis; L. H. Bosworth, of Potter & Buffington

Company; George H. Holmes, of George. H.

IIolmes & Co.; Fred D. Carr, of Ostby & Barton

Company; Fred A. Ballou, of B. A. Ballou & Co.,

Inc., all of Providence; Herbert C. Bliss, of Bliss

Brothers' Company; C. J. McClatchey, of Horton-

Angell Company; Charles P. Keeler, of McRae &

Keeler ; Harold E. Sweet, of R. F. Simmons Corn-

pany, all of Attleboro, Mass.; George W. Cheever,

of Cheever, Tweedy & Co.; North Attleboro;

Fred E. Sturdy, of J. F. Sturdy's Sons Company,

Attleboro Falls, and John W. Pickering, of Pick-

ering-Metcalf Company, of Leominster; trustees

of Special Fund, Dutee Wilcox, of D. Wilcox

Company; William P. Chapin, of Chapin & Hol-

lister Company, and William H. Waite, of Waite-

Thresher Company.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association

The annual convention of the above associa-

tion will be held in Indianapolis on Tuesday, Feb-

ruary 23d. The address of welcome will be de-

livered by the Mayor of Indianapolis and re-

sponded to by President Rowe, of the association.

In addition to the transaction of routine busi-

ness there will be interesting discussions of many

subjects of importance to the trade, among them

being the question of guarantees of gold-filled and

plated goods, free engraving, etc. There will be

an address by Mr. Higginbotham, of the South

Bend Watch Company, on the escapement, which

he will illustrate with his large escapement model.

There will also be practical talks by representa-

tives of other watch companies and the exhibits

will include displays of the spring lines of many

jobbers and manufacturers.
The meeting will be a most interesting one and

all the jewelers of the State who possibly can are

invited and urged to attend.

Annual Meeting Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association

The Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association

will hold its annual meeting in the Blatz Hotel,

Milwaukee, July 20th, 21st and 22d. A prominent

feature of the programme, now being arranged

for this meeting, will be the exhibits. Even thus

far ahead almost the entire second floor of the

hotel has been reserved by different jobbers, and

there are other reservations on the third floor.

The rooms are so constructed that those going

through the exhibits can pass from room to room

through connecting doors, which can be locked at
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night. The officers of the association state that all

exhibitors will be royally treated and that every

courtesy and consideration will be extended them.

The complete programme for the annual meeting

will be published in due time in these columns.

Buffalo Retail Jewelers' Association

The Retail Jewelers' Association, of Buffalo,

N. Y., held a meeting at the Genesee Hotel and,

among other things, a committee was appointed

to look into the question of the early closing of

the local stores. A proposal to close at 6.30 P.M.

on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday throughout

the year, except in December, was handed in and

a report will be made at the next meeting. The

annual banquet of the association will be held in

February.

Annual Meeting Nebraska Retail
Jewelers' Association

The third annual convention of the Nebraska

Retail Jewelers' Association will be held at

Omaha February 25th and 26th. The annual con-

vention of the Nebraska Optometrists' Associa-

tion will be held on the two preceding days, the

23d and 24th, at the same place. The attendance

promises to be very large and much has been done

to make the meeting a grand success. The pro-

gramme is unusually interesting and includes a

big banquet on Wednesday night, with Dick

O'Neil toastmaster and Ed Niewohner as sleight-

of-hand performer. On Tuesday night a stereop-

ticon lecture will be given Mack A. Hurlbut, of

Fort Dodge, Iowa, Ex-president of the National

Retail Jewelers' Association, and W. J. Pilkington,

of Des Moines, Iowa, will be present and deliver

highly entertaining and instructive addresses.

SIDE LIGHTS OF THE CONVENTION, BY FRITZ HOEFER

"Poll(e)y" will be put into a cage and fed

with crackers.
The Mayor of Omaha has ordered the wet

goods stores closed during the convention, so it is

safe to bring your wife.
Zinn, Zimmerman, Steiner, Hoist, Meyer,

Egge, Hoefer, Koester—just over from Ireland—

will address the convention in English, but soothe

their thirst in German.
Don't "Utter" another word; let us put a

"Vail" over the "Worn."
"Wright" it is to bring your wife or hest girl

to the convention, even if she is "Shy."

"Ark-wright"(s) stories for THE KEYSTONE ;

don't believe a word of them.
"Doo-little" if you can't do much; come to

the convention.
A "Taylor" will be with us; he will do the

pressing. Bring your good clothes.

A "Tarbox" will be on exhibition at our con-

vention.
"Mines" lenses should never be prescribed

when rays of light fall behind the retina. "Shut"

it out; it is "Shook"(ing).
Think of it! A "King" will meet with us,

also John(S)on(s) and "AnderSon"(s). Even

a "Miller" or two are admitted; don't fear; we

won't run short on chaff.
H. W. "How" are you anyway? Hope to see

you at the "Rome."
Make "Hay"(es) while the sun shines.

"Hu-kill" time if you stay at home; don't miss

the convention.
"Hew-ett" to the line when in Omaha.

"Combs" and brushes are chained in the dress-

ing rooms.
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The Tungsten Lamp

The filament of tungsten lamps is not a wire

of metal like copper or iron wire. Tungsten is
too brittle to be drawn, and although the metal

has been known for considerably over a century,
it is only in the past few years that it has been
possible to build a wire of it, a feat which has
given us the tungsten lamp.

In order to make a filament of
Tungsten tungsten, the fine particles of
Filaments the metal powder (its general

form) are made into a paste
with some binding material and this paste squirted
through a die, which die must be made from a
diamond as the only material suitable. The fila-
ment so obtained is dried, the binding material
removed by suitable processes, and the particles of
tungsten welded together into a continuous wire.

Metallic conductivity is generally high, and
to obtain the necessary resistance with tungsten
for too to 125 volt lamps, long and very thin fila-
ments are required. As such filaments are some-
what delicate and soften when burning, it is neces-
sary to provide special means for their support.
The General Electric Company support their fila-
ments in their lamps with a special and clever
form of anchor, which permits burning the lamps
in any position, whereas most of the tungsten
lamps can be burned only in a vertical pendant
position.

Although the filament of the
Breakage tungsten lamp is fragile, this
Unimportant difficulty can be and is being

overcome by special methods of
packing and greater care in handling the lamps.
We have the evidence of the Welsbach mantle
to prove that fragility is not a very serious diffi-
culty. The early carbon filaments were as delicate
and fragile as those of tungsten are now, and
nobody would have then believed that a carbon
filament would be made as durable as we know
it to be to-day.

The General Electric Company in the past
few months have shipped over 300,000 tungsten
lamps to all parts of the country, with positive
and direct information from most of the packages
as to breakage. The results show an average not
exceeding t% per cent. breakage, which result
compares favorably with breakage on ordinary
lamps.

A point of value occurs here. It is found
that tungsten filaments while burning cannot
readily be broken ; so if customers will keep lamps
lighted while cleaning lamp, globe, or fixture, the
breakage will be minimized.

The tungsten lamp is used to the best ad-
vantage with the bowl form of holophane reflector,
particularly with the frosted type which gives a
very soft and agreeable lighting effect.

It must be realized that the
A New tungsten lamp in 40 watt and
Proposition larger sizes is a radically new

proposition in many respects.
It is not a lamp to replace ordinary ones every-
where, as it has too large a candle-power and is
too brilliant. It requires to be used in a some-
what more special way—above the line of vision,
or in any event, suitably enclosed in frosted or
opal globes, or shaded so as to avoid glare. We
have in the tungsten lamp a wholly new condition,
as by reason of its very high efficiency, we are no
longer required to depend upon the nearby il-
luminant, but can flood a room or shop with a
daylight brilliancy, at reasonable costs, with lamps
placed well above the view. Enclosed globes and
spheres can now be economically illuminated to a
full and satisfactory brilliancy. All previous limi-
tations are removed, opening up a new era of
daylight illumination.

We also have in the tungsten lamp a wonder-
fully attractive quality of light of the brilliant
resplendency of sunlight, reproducing the day-

light and bringing out every color in its true tone

and shade.
Finally we have in the tungsten a lamp that

practically does not change in candle-power or
brilliancy, giving a good long life of goo hours

or more of (as far as the eye can tell) undimmed
illumination.—General Electric Review.
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CHAS. E. MANOR & CO.
America's Premier Jewelry Auctioneer

1016 Main Street KANSAS CITY, MO.

WE PUT IT UP TO YOU JUST THIS WAY

PROMISE for the future, unsupported by performance in the
past, is the idle weapon of the braggart. By the same token

past results from the many successful sales we have conducted
is the safe guarantee which surrounds you when our serviccs
are secured for your sales.

IT'S ONLY NATURAL that when you want a sale, you
want the best talent you can possibly secure.

We are " Top o' th' Heap f

among Jewelry Auctioneers and alway fulfill every promise. We
publish no books on how to run auctions, as we did not learn
the business from a book, " but from actual experience."
Ample bona-fide references furnished upon application.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS
TREATED STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL.

Long Distance Phone 1765

Address All Correspondence to
1016 MAIN STREETChas. E. Manor & Co., KANSAS CITY, MO.

A Simplified Study of

Watch and Clock Escapements

A jeweler writes, " Is there any work
written on escapements explaining the sub-
ject without the frequent use of geometry

and mathematics?" In answer, we wish to inform him and
his brother jewelers, that there is one and only one such
work, the well-known treatise,

Watch and Clock Escapements
The purpose of this treatise when first compiled was the teaching of

horology to those who lacked a deep knowledge of mathematics and
geometry. It is generally considered the most masterly and exhaustive work
on escapements, and yet is so simple that it can be studied with pleasure and
profit by any bench worker.

"I am more than pleased with the book. It is the best I have ever
seen on the subject " writes T. Q. CHAPMAN, of Donaldsville, La.

" It is a grand book and cannot be beaten" writes S. L. CURRIE,
of eypsum, Kane.

These are but types of the opinions universally held in regard to this
work. It covers thoroughly the lever, cylinder and chronometer escape-
ments and is admittedly much superior to any correspondence course on
this subject now available.

Over zoo illustrations illustrate the text and simplify all diffluilies.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price,$1. 506..3d.

PUBLISHED BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North t9th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I know all
the
different
plans of
conducting
Auctions.
Twenty
years'
experience.
Over two
hundred
reliable
Jewelers
for
reference.

I guarantee
you will
have no bad
reaction
from the
results
of my
sales.
I never
misrepre-
sent
In order
to obtain
prices.

Sales
conducted
for
established
Jewelers
only.

Write for
full
particulars.

C. W. BOWMAN
Jewelers' Auctioneer 4436 Troost, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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MAX POSNER
America's Premier Auctioneer

WITH A RECORD f TWENTY YEARS'

SELLING, WITH NEVER A FAILURE

WHERE OTHERS FAIL, I SUCCEED!

gl" Anyone can sell, but I get you profits.
ILI- Am now booking sales for year 1909 and 1910.
SPECIALTY : Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
and High Art Goods.

BY KIND PERMISSION, I REFER YOU TO

CHAS. A. KEENE
180 Broadway, New York

SAMUEL ARONSON
194 Broadway, New York

L. H. GREEN
353 Fifth Ave., New York

RUSSELL W. PARISH
Burlington, Vt.

BERNSTEIN BROS.
Nashville, Tenn.

HARRY RAYNES
Lowell, Mass.

EDWARD E. REYNOLDS
275 Washington Street

Boston, Mass.
And Others on Application

WRITE AT ONCE FOR OPEN TIME TO

MAX POSNER
Room 10, Jewelers' Bldg., BOSTON, MASS.

Or Room 505, 353 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

I AM THE AUCTIONEER MAN

A Rare
Opportunity
As I have several
sales booked, which
will leave use spare
time between sales,
I make this offer to
anyone wishing to
make a sale and can

time:

Ih
use my spare

I will conduct
the sale for
$5.00 per day
and expenses

.... and guaran-
tee positive
satisfaction or

,. . ,-
no pay.

I am a practical
,

,

watchmaker, a u d
have sold Jewelry,
Watches,Piamonds,
etc., for twent y-fl ve

- years. No num con

• give better service
at any price. Write
me at once at my

, branch office, Tow-
anda, Pa., for quick
reply and date. The
regular price for a
jewelry auctioneer
to conduct a sale is
104 and railroad fore
to and from their
destination. Y 0(1
moy never have an
opportunity like
this age i ti, therefore
get busy and speak
quick.

—

KORAH D. WESTBROOK9 

Graduate Jewelry
AUCTIONEER Towanda, Pa.

Notice my ad in October and November Neyston,.

I Will Make

Your Auction

A Success

Sell only for
established
Jewelers who
carry a good
regular line of
goods. Am no
fakir. You can
see my ad in
THE KEYSTONE

seventeen years
back. If you
want a nice,
clean profitable
sale, write to
Inc.

D. 0. HERNDON
1202 Commerce Building

Tel. Main 2345, Home Phone KANSAS CITY, MO.
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WE CAN TEACH In a shorter apace of time than any other
College in this country and teach it to you

YOU ENGRAVING better. In three months we can teach you
to do all the Engraving that would have to

be done in the average jewelry store. Let us send you our Engraving Pros-
pectus. It will tell you all about our Engraving Department. A postal will/gel H.

The PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal. Established 1894. Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot afford to be without. an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.76
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00; 1 doz.metal,astd.,86c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
of " Grip " for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Wells.leweler,Meshoppen, Pa.

Balance Staffs
and

Hole Jewels

Balance Staffs, $1.00 to $1.25 dozen
Hole Jewels . 1.00 to 1.50 dozen
Genuine Roller Jewels at Catalogue

Prices.
Genevas and Mi-Concaves, $4.00

per gross, 40 cents per dozen.
Imperial Mainsprings, $15.00 per gross,

$1.25 per dozen.
Steel Hand Removers, 25 cents each.

Mail Orders Carefully and Promptly Filled

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co

J. F. McEwxbr, Manager Manchester, Iowa

A QUICK JOB,

A FACTORY

FINISH AND

A PLEASED

CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS

IF YOU USE

SANGER'S

EMERY RING

BUFFS

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem- Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Pries.4det

UNIQUE GEMS
I am constantly in receipt of fine packages of —rough"
from my correspondants throughout the gem producing
districts of the world. This advantage enables me
to furnish such fine individual examples cut en
cabochon, carbuncles and fancy shapes, as are suitable
for fine special order work.

LOUIS J. DEACON, Atlantic City, N. 1

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER dc WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St.. Providence. R. I.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

ColumbusMemorialfildg.,103 StateSt.,ChIcag0

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-

ing of Metal Goods of any

description, including the

Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work called for and delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

FRED. J. BAHNI & CO. Inc.
PEORIA, ILL.

Special order jewelers to the trade. Repairing and fine
engraving. Complete line of jobbing stones. Quick
service. Good Work. Prices right.

TRIAL ORDERS SOLICITED

KANSAS CITY HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
This department is under the direct supervision of W. B. NEEDLES, Oph., D.N.D.,
and teaches an advanced course in higher branches of Ophthalmology.

We can secure you a position at good salary. Send for catalog. Work for the trade
solicited and satisfaction guaranteed. Both Schools Incorporated and Chartered.

A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th St., KANSAS CITY, MO.

Mahler's Improved Temple Ferrules
A practical method of repairing broken speetiscle temples.

These ferrules are made of g-ood stock, Mat solder lined
and make ti neat, clean job. They are put up Its follows:

No. 2. Box containing. half gross assorted sizes, 5 doz.
gold filled and 1 doe. Ger. silver . . 80 cents

No. 3. Paver comainhig 2110',. assorted sizes, 18 gold
filled and 6 or. silver . . . . 25 cents

No. 4. Paper containing 2 doz. assorted sizes, all gold
filled . . . . . . . . 30 cents

Ask your Joi,her for them, or send direct to me.
FRED MAHLER, Grand Rapids, Mich.

nilANIONDS arid VINE VVATCHES

Bought, Sold or Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASI-1

Established 11191

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. COMEN
Write for further information 1011 Chestnut Strlet, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1,Ve have tnanufacturt.d

The Brand

Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
50 years and our goods
re favorably known all

over the country. Order
Established 1858 them of your jobber, who
  will be pleased to serve
you, but be sure that the goods have the above brand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO., Pawtucket, FACTORY:ode
and, U.S.A.

CT_

CA 

E

gzcatv " W

.4t2LER
SHOWING HOW

WASHER IS

ADJUSTED

UNDER

SCREW

HEAD
Patented July 28,1908

Patented Perfect Fitting

CASE-SCREW WASHER
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost

invisible, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if

case shoulder is worn away or sprung.
Made in all sizes, from German silver.

Prices: Gross,S1.50; 4 doz.package,asst.,50c.; single doz.,15c.
For Sale at all Material Houses.

Samples sent for the asking.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—These " washers" are entered

by United States Patent No. 894,314, and all in-
fringements will be prosecuted.

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

Foot=Power Lathes

{
Correct in principle.

High-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

Good work and the right prices. Special
attention given to high-grade watches.

Send in If cents, in stamps, for good directions on
formula for cleaning watches.

CHAS. W. 711EXTION
502 Heyworth Jtldg. CHICAGO, ILL.

With Omega Watch Co.

rierika,,~,016140Nokrika.

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal
Engraving

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

K-Ifot/K-totf‘c-trkiKlbiet,

New Designs in

Hair
Chains

and

Fobs
Chains that give

satisfaction

Send for Catalogue
of Hair Jewelry

F. J.Loeper
21 S. 9th Street
READING, PA.

Established 1885 I

JACOBSON'S

Watch and
Chronom-
eter oil

H. Jamison
950 N. Clark
St. CHICAGO

Jacobson's

Watch Oil

WILL NOT

GUM OR
CORRODE

THE METAL

SOLD BY

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.,
131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

THE A. C. BECKEN COMPANY

156 Wabash Ave., Chicago

HENRY PAULSON & CO.
156 Wabash Ave., Chicago

If Not Obtainable at Your Jobber Write Me

Price, Per Bottle, 30 Cents

REFINERS opfiadtoi nl du, Smi 1 vienr aerindy
an?

shape—solids or

Sweep Smelters
Established 1889. 

liquids, rough
arewteeurupss,.cuttings or
Slings. Prompt

TUB W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and IS Franklin Street, Newark, N. A

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers
Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and

Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGR
AVE

A SAMPLE
Artistic Monogram and Letter

Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

il_ILLSTROM 45k CO.

Memphis Nebraska

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 60
It) 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
GasolineGasLamps
Brat are al ways ready for
use and can be handled
by anyone, or our

Climax
Lighting Systems

Millions of these lights aro in use all over
the world. If you want the best home or,
reading lamp, or the brightest More in your
town, for the least money, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog k. S.

Brilliant Gas Lamp CO.
42 State St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

G.F.Wadswortli
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
tho line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SlIverPlatIng,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turnino
Changing Old

angliehaodeinise
Cores to take

American S. U.
alovemente

Mdeelnity
OLD ('ADFFI

DADE 55)5

Silversmiths'
Building
131.13 7
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Watch Repairer for the Trade
Careful Reliable Prompt

Trade References Price-List on Request

A. D. PAPAZIEN
coekroft Bldg. 71-73 Nassau St., New York

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

1Z:F—'—----Wv1rMOr 

Established 1890

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price,$1.50 per doz. For
salebyall wholesale jewelersandmitterialhouses.
Sam pleby mail,25c; in 10 K. gold,01.00;14K.e.1.25.
M.CROHN,skr.ahwtr.413 & SO Maiden Lane,N.Y.

Jewelry Repairing
We manufacture and repair

anything in the line of

JEWELRY

WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

TRY US

KIRCHNER & RENICH
17 South 7th St., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

211F- Spot Oas
FOR JEWELRY STORES

I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send
stocks at once, no matter how large or
small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request.
If offer is not satisfactory, will return
goods.

EMIL NOEL

552 E. 46th Place, Chicago,111.

If you should be in Chicago with your
stock, make appointment with me by
telephone, Drexel 5323.

Style No. 13055. BELT BUCKLE?
Manufacturers of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send for our Must rated Cat alogue

with prices cud discounts

CHICACO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICA00, ILL.

33'

Watch Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

Good Work promptly
done at Pair Prices.

Best Material used.
Reference given.
Estimates fir eni,hed

WM. N. BRUNNER
711 Sansom Street

(sec,mdrlimrFron0

Philadelphia, Pa.
fl,11 Te imleplie

The Klein School of Optics
185 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.
Has the Best Clinics in the country.

Gives the Most Thorough Instructions.

Does not issue Sham Diplomas.

If you wish to become a COMPETEN'F
OPTICIAN, go to the KLEIN SCHOOL.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION, LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible
Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

AWARDS FOR

ji. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
Cu, GAR°, 1893 PARIS. 1889 BERNE, 1859

Very good second - band
CIIRONOM fil EI28 ott 11111Id.

Repairing, springing and
adjust ing Cli ronometers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Soccetr,or to II. II. Heinrich

552 Herkimer 5t.
BROOKLYN, N. V.
I have employed Mr.

C. REDFERN to
my entire satisfaction
for many you in all
description of Marine

Chronometer replirs. also in new work, I know
of no one who has a better general It nowledge of
chronometer we: It than lie has. Ile has also done
a great. deal of tine and coin fit itat ed watch repair-
ing for me, and I can recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. II. II. MINIMUM.

A Full Record of
Watch Repairs

is kept in every well-conducted repair
department. Seems like work to keep
such a record, but it isn't. There's
tio waste of time or effort if you use
the well-known

Keystone Record Book
of Watch Repairs

gotten up specially for this purpose.
Thousands of them are in use by
the trade, and once used none would
be without them. Each book has
space for thoo entries with printed
headings.

Sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price, $1.00

Published by

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

rain IleYworth.""ilding, "ICA", ILL
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Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under beading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank cheek or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded,

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisement inserted for less than 25
cents.

ENGRAVER and assistant watch and
clock repairer wants position at once;

moderate wages. Youg man of good ad-
dress. "L 658," care Keystone.

BY young man as watchmaker, engraver
and licensed optician, holding a State

license in the State of Indiana, at once.
W. E. W., Box 131, Reddick, Ill.

BY young man, 20 years old, as watch-
maker; can do all common watch, clock

and jewelry repairing; also engraving;
speaks German; am sober and not afraid to
work. "V 664," care Keystone.

YOUNG married man wants position as
watchmaker and jeweler in town of isoo

or more inhabitants; habits good; state
salary in first letter. "H 663," care Key-
stone.

BY Ai watchmaker and engraver; can
also handle the trade; with some first-

class jeweler or house; own tools, ref., etc.
Satisfaction guaranteed. "L 688," care
Keystone.

SITUATION as clock and jewelry re-
pairer by young man, 18 years old; 4

years' exp. Indiana or Illinois preferred;
moderate salary. Address "H 671," care
Keystone.

OPTICIAN would like proposition from
first-class house to manage optical depart-

ment; thorough knowledge of refraction
and finished salesman; 12 years' exp.; age
30. Address N. 0. W. 22, 120! Heyworth
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS engraver, optician and
watchmaker desires location about March

15th. 'Young man, 7 years' exp., graduate
optician registered in Nebraska; fine en-
graver, own tools, optical instruments 3
years as manager in present location. Will
consider partnership. "S 673," care Key-
stone.

BY a young single man, a years' exp.;
good watch, clock and jewelry repairer;

own tools, no bad habits, good ref. C. R.
Barnum, Delphos, Kans.

PERMANENT position desired as en-
graver; have had good exp.; can also

refer to leading firms in Chicago. Kindly
state salary. Address A. H. 25, izoi Hey-
worth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

BY young man with some exp. on jobbing
bench; am good engraver, with good

refs. William W. Brooks, 21 Schubert
St., Binghamton, N. Y,

WATCHMAKER wants position to finish
trade, clock and jewelry repairing and

engraving; good refs. Address W. C.
Downing, Moravia, N. Y.

A thoroughly competent practical watch-
maker, jeweler and engraver, with more

than 3o years' exp., desires permanent
position in a northern State after May 1,
i9o9; own bench and complete outfit of
tools. Address "C zoo," care Keystone.

WANTED to change location, watchmaker,
jeweler and plain engraver. Address

Lock Box 8, Winfield, Iowa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

BY young man, 25, as second watchmaker;
graduate; 3 years' exp., own tools;

central States preferred; salary reasonable;
temperate. Address Carl Tolliver, Noble,

Ai ENGRAVER, first-class jewelry jobber;
expert salesman, wants Western position,

Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico preferred.
Best ref., am 31 years old, married, and
of good habits. "II 684," care Keystone.

BY all-around workman, small tools, Ger-
man; 16 years' exp., single, wages $moo;

Illinois preferred. Edward Brann, care
Ingalls Brothers, Jewelers, Waukegan, Ill.

WATCHMAKER, experienced, thorough
and rapid; good refs., steady and reliable.

Capable of taking entire charge of repair
business. "S 687," care Keystone.

BY good, industrious watchmaker on fine
work, timing of high-grade watches; com-

petent to take charge of finest repair trade;
no cheap houses reply. "H 688," care Key-
stone.

PAWNBROKER-Young married man
would like position, 5 years' exp., best of

refs. to character and ability, age 24. Can
take position at once. "G 689," care Key-
stone.

RELIABLE optician would like to hear
from an established jeweler in city of

about 40,000 who has space convenient for
refracting; Ai refs. "E 69o," care Key-
stone.

WANTED-Position in jewelry store by
lady engraver; has had store exp. and

can furnish refs. Address "F 69i," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man, 23 years old, with eight
months' exp., wants position to finish

trade; can do plain engraving, some clock
and jewelry repairing. W. T. Parsons,
Box i46, Chester, W. Va.

WATCHMAKER, optician, competent to
take full charge; io years' exp.; want

position northwest for June July, August;
now studying medicine; refs., any Kansas
City wholesaler. "S 692," care Keystone.

AS watchmaker and engraver by competent
workman; best ref. and habits; all tools.

A. Francois, i7iO Pine Street, Wilmington,
Del.

YOUNG man desires position by February
15th as watchmaker and plain engraver;

can also do jewelry repairing; have own
tools. E. G. Robinson, Sabula, Iowa.

COMPETENT watchmaker and engraver,
single and of good address, age 27, wishes

permanent position; refs. furnished. Ad-
dress L. V. Clough, care Thomas Juzek &
Co., Elgin, Ill.

YOUNG man desires change, 51A years'
exp. as assistant watchmaker and en-

graver; can furnish best of recommenda-
tion; Illinois or West preferred. Address
"E 699," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wants
steady position; have store exp., best of

ref.; South or West preferred. ,j. E. Mil-
burg, 903 Globe Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

POSITION by watch repairer, jeweler,
salesman; i6 years' exp. Box 90, Bloom-

field, Iowa.

POSITION wanted at once as watchmaker,
optician and plain engraver; has been in

business himself; age 21; West preferred;
good refs. Address Emanuel Lehr, Nurem-
berg, Pa.

FAIR engraver desires situation under
watchmaker; have had some exp. in

watch, clock and jewelry repairing. St.
Joe or good Iowa town preferred. "G
713," care Keystone.

BY a young man as watchmaker, clock
and jewelry repairer; a good all-around

man. Full particulars. Address B. E.
Brown, Lincoln, Me.

BY single man, 32 years old, can do any
ordinary watch work, plain engraving;

also clock and jewelry repairing. Have
small tools, best of ref.; had io years'
exp. Address "A 735," care Keystone.

BY experienced watchmaker, jeweler and
salesman; have both city and country

exp.; capable of managing. Can furnish
unquestionable ref. as to character, ability.
T. Rogers, 3964 Russell Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

YOUNG man, 19 years old, who has been
with one firm 3 years, wishes perma-

nent position as second watchmaker with
chance of advancement; thorough on
clock work and jewelry repairing. Have
had some exp. on railroad watches. Can
furnish the best of refs. from business
men and former employer. Clyde Smith,
Grand Junction, Colo,

SITUATIONS WANTED

YOUNG man, aged 23, desires position
under good watchmaker to finish trade.

Can do jewelry work, plain engraving and
hold position as second watchmaker. Has
good ref. "K 7o 1," care Keystone.

AMERICAN, 30, competent, desires posi-
tion February; watch work, jewelry,

clock work, engraving. Excellent habits,
reliable; $15 per week if living expenses
reasonable. Go anywhere, town Northwest
preferred. A. W. Mabette, 2213 Main St.,
Peoria, Ill.

---
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and

plain engraver; railroad watch exp.;
middle States preferred, not less than lao
considered. "I) 704," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler would like
position with chance to learn engraving;

wages wanted, $12-$15; single, strictly tem-
perate has 14 years' exp. in Germany; age
29. "S 7i5," care Keystone.

WANTED-Position as optician and sec-
ond watchmaker. Have had one year's

exp. at watch repairing, and am a gradu-
ate optician. Address Wm. E. Delaney,
Baldwin, Wisconsin.

YOUNG man, 22 years old, six years'
exp. on fine watch work wishes position;

will do clock work if required; lathe and
fine modern tools, $15 per week; Illinois
preferred. Address C. W. Munson, Paris,

BY first-class engraver, salesman and
clock repairer, of long exp. in fine stores

where first-class work is required; gilt-
edge ref. Address "R 716," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver, optician; exp. in drug store,

would like a good steady 'position; no bad
habits, best ref. "S. 718,' care care Keystone.

OPTICIAN, watchmaker and salesman
wants situation; competent to take charge

of jewelry store or optical department.
Give particulars and wages. C. E. Stokoe,
Grand Haven, Mich.

BY Az watchmaker, engraver, optician and
salesman; railroad work and West pre-

ferred; good ref Fully qualified to take
charge of business. Box 53, West Salem,

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, fine on rail-
road work; also jeweler, plain engraver;

young man, steady, sober, own tools; good
refs., Pacific States preferred. "P 714,"
care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker with tools
desires position at once. New England

States preferred. Address "Watchmaker," 45
Charles St., Springfield, Mass.

POSITION by young man as watchmaker,
clock repairer and jeweler; a good all-

around man; best of refs. Geo. S. Wade,
Seward, Nebr.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
fair engraver; all tools, no bad habits,

industrious, steady; any State. Conrad
Kohler, 146 Clinton St., Johnstown, Pa.

ASSISTANT watchmaker would like posi-
tion under Ai workman; West or South-

west preferred. Address "Watchmaker,"
Box 308, Kasson, Minn.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wants posi-
tion in Northwest States; exp. is years;

age 35, married. At liberty March ist;
salary $30.00 per week. Small town pre-
ferred. Address "L 703," care Keystone.

THOROUGHLY competent Swiss watch-
maker, 25 years' exp.; no trouble to re-

pair Swiss, English and complicated
watches; fix five or six watches a day;
good salary, best refs. Address "M 729,"
care Keystone.

AS assistant watch repairer and engraver;
can do clock work and jewelry repairing,

also wait on trade. Have most of the
necessary tools, including lathe, chucks,
face plate, etc. Have had 6 years' store
exp. Prefer Illinois, Indiana, Iowa or
Missouri. Address H. W. Hamblin, Gales-
burg, Ill.

POSITION as assistant watchmaker; do
clock and jewelry repairing, plain en-

graving; graduate optician, 4Y2 years' exp.
Can furnish good ref. from present em-
ployer; reasonable salary. L. S. Grimm,
care J. H. Sides, Chestertown, Md.

WATCHMAKER, expert in Swiss as well
as American watches; ma years' exp.;

can take charge of repair department, satis-
factory refs.; Southwest preferred. "R
727," care Keystone.

AS traveling salesman for tool and ma-
terial house, have had 17 years' exp.

at the business; can furnish refs. "K
care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER, Am in every respect,
cheapest Swiss as well as most compli-

cated and railroad; successful in managing
repair department, quick, honest, reliable,
not afraid of work or long hours; German,
35 years of age and a hustler. $15o a
month or more; would also accept position
as assistant manager; competent to handle
trade and help. "M 747,. care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED salesman, watchmaker,
jeweler, stone-setter, plain engraver,

wants position in retail store; can take
charge of store if necessary; best of ref.
"D 726," care Keystone.

AS salesman on the road for wholesale
jewelry house; will take any territory;

can furnish refs., etc. "K 745," care
Keystone.

SATISFACTION guaranteed; i9 years
watchmaker, cyanide; can true hair-

springs from collet; vegetarian; 4 years'
exp., can do, etc. At least $12; have good
ref.; ready now, ambitious. Ilkenhans,
Smith Center, Kansas.

YOUNG man, z9, desires to finish trade;
year exp.; does clock and jewelry

work; excellent refs. R. Wilbur, 8 Layton
St., Lyons, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER wants position at once,
is years' exp.; salary or commission;

good habits, best city refs. Send for full
particulars. S. A. Weaver, Northville,
N. Y.

YOUNG man desires position as assistant
watchmaker and plain engraver; have

own tools; have no bad habits. E. P. Gar-
vin, Polo, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, good en-
graver, wishes to change some time in

near future; Swiss and railroad work pre-
ferred; nothing but first-class place con-
sidered, west of Mississippi preferred; $25
to start; exp. 18 years. "S 746," care
Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED-Young man to take good
paying traveling position. Address P. 0.

Box 460, South Bend, Ind.

A GOOD all round man, especially in
watch work. A. Brodfuehrer, Columbus,

Nebr.

I WANT to hear from a good watch-
maker and engraver between 27 and 40

years old, who desires to make a change
that will be permanent. Address "B 677,"
care Keystone.

SALESMAN wanted to cover Middle West
(Dakotas to Texas) with our line of fine

cut glass on commission. Address C. Dor-
flinger & Sons, 36 Murray St., New York.

CLOCKMAKER, strictly first-class, com-
petent to handle high-grade work of

every description. The Cowell & Hubbard
Company, 6o5 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
fair jewelry repairer wanted at once;

must come well recommended and have
no bad habits; a pleasant and permanent
position, with best social conditions, in a
railroad town of 8000; salary $20 per
week to start. Send ref. and sample of
engraving. Harry Engle, Trenton, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS engraver and assistant
watchmaker; must be thoroughly familiar

with French, English and American clocks.
State exp., age and salary in first letter.
Address P. 0. Box 531, Colorado Springs,
Colo.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, salesman; per-
manent position; give refs., salary. I.

Finks, Iowa City, Iowa.

WANTED-jeweler, optician ,• first-class
workman and engraver; established busi-

ness, splendid stock; salary or commission.
Liberal and permanent deal for right per-
son; must be sober, furnish refs. and be
good salesman; tools only required. Okla-
homa town 3500, fine schools p, healthy, u
to date; no transients wanted. "H 665,"
care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS, thoroughly efficient watch-
maker, rapid, who can repair and adjust

railroad watches for close rating. Must be
of good habits and character. Give all
refs. and information in first letter; $25.00
a week or better. T. J. Ellis & Co., Jones-
boro, Ark.

EXPERIENCED optician, man of good
address. Send photograph and refs. We

want an energetic man, who is willing to
work and courteous to customers. None
but experienced men need apply. Address
Linz Brothers, Dallas, Texas,

HELP WANTED

YOUNG man to do clock and jewelry re-
pairing, wait on trade and work in store;

steady position; state salary expected, exp.
and ref. J. D. Taylor, Logansport, Ind. 

ABOUT April mat man to manage store
for six weeks and take first watch bench;

must be a first-class watchmaker and over
30. C. B. Graves, Hawarden, Iowa. 

FIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver in a
large Texas city, must be good on new

work and repairs; salary $25.00 a week;
permanent position; send samples of en-
graving, copy of refs, in first letter. Ad-
dress "L 685," care Keystone.

WANTED-Case turner, practical man,
who can fit movements, bezels, etc.; one

who can "make good" new parts. Ad-
dress Rentz Brothers, Minneapolis, Minn.,
for particulars.  

ENGRAVER for chasing, lettering and
ornamental work on jewelry. Kirchner

& Renich, 17 S. Seventh, Minneapolis,
Minn.

WANTED-Young man of good appear-
ance, clock and jewelry repairer, plain

engraver and wait on trade; optician pre-
ferred; steady job for right man; state
salary. Send ref. and sample of engraving;
3 years' exp. required. A. J. Heiman,
Barberton, Ohio.

YOUNG man to finish trade; opportunity
to study optics. H. E. Hemenway,

Granville, N. Y.

WANTED-First-class watchmaker. Apply
by letter with refs. Permanent position.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company,
1220 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa. 

WATCHMAKER, engraver, at once in
Missouri town of i5,000; state salary.

"B 706," care Keystone. 

WANTED-First-class watchmaker, $15
per week to start, steady employment,

pleasant surroundings. T. H. Vinyard,
Piedmont, Mo.

WANTED-Watchmaker and jeweler for
town of s000 in Northern Pennsylvania;

must be sober, steady and industrious; ref.
required, state wages wanted and exp. Ad-
dress "K 705," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER wanted with drug store
exp.; permanent. Address "F 737," care

Keystone.

EXPERIENCED salesman on commission
basis in such States which are not yet

covered. Inquire Empire Jewelry Case
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and fine en-
graver for Wyoming-Colorado location;

$25 week to start. "M 723," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and fair en-
graver; steady position to right man;

age 30 to 35, married preferred. Expect
to pay about $80.00 per month. Give
refs., exp., photo in first letter. Fine
climate, op-to-date, growing seacoast town.
G. B. Haines, St. Petersburg, Fla.

WANTED at once, assistant watchmaker
and good engraver, single man preferred,

good appearance; send sample of engraving
and refs.; state salary required. H. W.
Thompson, Muskogee, Okla. 

ALL-AROUND watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver. Only honest, sober, industrious

men need apply; salary $15 to $18 weekly
and good room. "H 722," care Keystone.
--
WATCHMAKER and jeweler, $12 week
Chas. Powell, Polo, Ill. 

WATCHMAKER, moderate salary; refs.
required. Parker & Templeton, Lansing,

Mich.
COMPETENT watchmaker and jeweler

(prefer optician); must be steady, hon-
est, reliable, no bad habits (German pre-
ferred). Good and possibly permanent
position to right man; state age, exp., sal-
ary expected; give names and addresses
of former employers. C. H. Riggert,
Seward, Nebr.
CAPABLE watchmaker, jeweler, all-
around man, town a 2500, Eastern

Nebraska; will pay $15 to $20 according to
ability, etc. Must have 5 years' exp. and
honest, reliable and sober. State salary
expected, etc. "R 711," care Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker, of good appearance,
salesman, single, at once; send ref. S.

W. Moody Jewelry Co., Grand Junction,
Colo.
SALESMAN to live in New York and sell
new line of filled jewelry to jobbing

trade from New York to Cleveland. Good
salary to right party; position April ist.
"P 708," care Keystone.
SALESMAN to live in Chicago and sell
new line of filled jewelry to jobbing

trade in Middle West. Good salary to
right party; position April ist. "P 709,"
care Keystone.
WANTED-Assistant watchmaker, good
engraver, March tsth (Cleveland). Ad-

dress C. F. McAlay, Bradford, Pa.

HELP WANTED

GOOD workman who will invest $1000
can secure position paying $msoo to

$2000 year, have management of business.
Address "jeweler," care 1325 Nicollet St.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

WATCHMAKER and engraver. "J 740,"
care Keystone.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, must be good
engraver; state wages. Harry Downs,

Bellevue, Ohio 

A jewelry repairer and good engraver for
a good-sized town in Illinois; can assist

in watch repairing. Permanent position
with good prospects. Address E 53, 1201
Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

EXPERT jewelry appraiser wanted by a
responsible corporation; permanent posi-

tion, weekly salary. Address, giving full
particulars as to ability and character, to
Saml. C. Meade, 5o5 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED to buy a $2000 to Woo stock
of jewelry, near Quincy, Ill. Aug.

Meyer, 301 S. Seventh, Quincy, Ill. 

PARTNER with few hundred dollars; one
of the best towns in the Black Hills of

South Dakota. "K 667," care Keystone. 

TO purchase paying jewelry business in
good Ohio town; county seat preferred.

"E 695," care Keystone.

WANTED printing press for job work. Box
84, Adams, N. Dak.

GOOD paying jewelry and optical business
in central or southern California, or mild

dry climate; good sized town. State full
particulars. Address IL Lyon, 921 W.
Fifth St., Los Angeles, Cal.

FRANCIS No. 3 engraving machine. H.
E. Holloway, Herscher, Ill.

GOOD paying jewelry store, well estab-
lished and good shape. "H 719," care

Keystone.

JEWELRY store at or near Kankakee, Ill.
"H 720," care Keystone. 

TO buy jewelry business in town from
scam to 7000. "R 707," care Keystone. 

WANT partner with at least $m000 cash.
Box 104, Louisa, Ky. 

WANTED to buy jewelry business in good
live Michigan town. Address "B 738,"

care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

OLD established jewelry business for sale;
reason for selling, death of owner. Ad-

dress S. F. Goodwin Estate, Amesbury,
Mass.

BUILDING and lot in good North Dakota
town; fine opening for jeweler and opti-

cian; main line of Great Northern. "B
642," care Keystone.

JEWELRY business in Austin. Box 696,
Austin, Pa.

ESTABLISHED jewelry business, one of
the best towns in southeast Missouri;

stock will invoice $750; December sales
over $800; will show books. Only spot cash
considered. "K 68i," care Keystone. 

OLD established jewelry business in a
prosperous Ohio town of ism; stock

fresh and up to date, invoice about Woo;
give liberal discount. Don't write unless you
have the money and mean business. Write
for particulars or come and investigate.
A. C. Ohl, New London, Ohio. 

JEWELRY store, with wall paper, book,
stationery, Victor and Edison depart-

ments in connection; live city of 7000. To
settle estate. Established over 30 years.
Address Brooks & Co., Shelby, Ohio. 

GOOD paying business in southeastern
Kansas; established over 25 years; stock,

material and fixtures will invoice about
$2500. Liberal discount to the right party;
rent cheap, very little competition; about
2700 population; finest water in the world.
Bad health. Ward & Crellin Jewelry Com-
pany, Kansas City, Mo.

JEWELRY stock and kindred lines in town
of 800, no competition; stock and fixtures

about Soo; established over 13 years.
This is a live proposition; for particulars,
if you mean business, write F. A. Furman,
Riverton, Iowa.

JEWELRY and optical business in Iowa;
stock and fixtures invoice $2000, will

reduce to $1500 if taken before March mat;
county sea:, only jeweler, ma miles to any
competition. "NI 697," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

ONLY jewelry store in good Ohio town of
zaoo. "E 694," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in town in east central
Illinois town, good business, three sur-

rounding towns to draw from; new stock,
invoices about $1200; will reduce to suit
purchaser. Reason for selling. "H 696,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY stock, invoices from $2000 to
$2500, in central Iowa; no better farm-

ing country; only store in town of 90o,
closest jeweler Is miles. Reason for selling,
Western fever. H. G. Heald, Charter Oak,
Iowa.

THE only repair and jewelry store for 5
miles, flourishing town in heart of the

richest farming country of Lancaster
county. Our silk mill employs m6s hands,
our machine shop and foundry employs 7$
hands, besides two coach works, two coal
yards, two national banks, three hardware
stores, four general stores, two implement
stores, one lumber yard, four churches, etc.
Store is one-half block from business center.
Property, stock and fixtures, or only stock

invoice
about

fixtures; stock and fixtures 
about $3000; established 15 years. Good
reason for selling. If you mean business
he prompt. John H. Sensenig, 227 East
Main St., New Holland, Pa. 

JEWELRY stock and fixtures, invoice
about Woo, all new and up to date;

stock can be reduced; good, live Oklahoma
town, county seat; 3000 population, fine
repair trade. If you are a first-class man
an extra opportunity awaits you; investi-
gate. "W 693," care Keystone. 

NICE clean jewelry stock of about $15oo,
in good live town; must sell at once; will

give big discount Write for particulars,
N. Staininger, Vail, Iowa.

OLD established, good paying jewelry,
optical, musical and fancy china business,

in the prosperous and coming South;
fortune awaits the right man; good prices
for repair work, which amounts to $3600
or more a year; good profits on all goods
sold; no competition, county seat town
of 6000 population or more, and increasing
rapidly; good location, rent low. It will
require $18,000 or $20,000 to handle this
business; cash proposition only considered.
Don't write unless you mean business. The
very best of reasons for wanting to sell.
For further particulars address "B 682,"
C^ :*0 Keystone.

IN sunny Colorado where the climate per-
fect, where business and profits are good

all the time, in a growing city of 2o,00o;
stock $20,000, business $30,000; stock and
fixtures new. You can't beat it "H 686,"
care Keystone.

WELL established and paying jewelry
store, Missouri town of z i,000 inhabi-

tants. Value of stock $55oo. For full
particulars address Eisenstadt Manufactur-
ing Company, St. Louis, Mo. 

ESTABLISHED jewelry business in one
iof the nicest towns n Massachusetts,

near Springfield; no competition, low rent,
nice store, good fixtures, clean stock. Rea-
son, poor health. $2000, partly down;
take possession March 1st Fine locality
for optician. "B 660," care Keystone. 

RARE chance, jewelry and optical business
in Western Colorado; finest climate in

the world; stock and fixtures $1200 to
$1500 for cash; $200 per month easily
cleared. Other property to look after
reason for selling. "B 659," care Key-
stone.

AN up-to-date jewelry store, clean stock
and good fixtures; will invoice $25oo to

$3000; best location in best county seat
town of io,000 population in southern
Kansas; five railroads Spend two cents
and get full particulars. "M 662," care
Keystone.

SMALL jewelry and optical business in
best beach town on Pacific Coast. Fine

opportunity; good reasons for selling.
"S 66r," care Keystone. 
GOOD watch and jewelry business, with

musical merchandise; good location,
cheap rent, well established. $600 worth
for $450; a snap; crippled forces sale.
M. N. Wertz, Thomasville, Ga.
ONLY -jewelry and stationery store In

population of 4000; Missouri, near St.
Louis; stock and fixtures about Woo;
would not sell but am postmaster, which
takes all my time; good opening for op-
tician. "0 749," care Keystone. 
OLD established. jewelry business in best
farming community in Iowa county seat

of 25oo; annual sales $14,000, bench $200
per month; ten small towns near without
jewelers. Failing health and have got to
get outside. Clean, up-to-date stock and
fixtures; $4000 to $5000. No trades. Do
not answer unless you mean business and
have the cash. This is the best paying
proposition in Iowa. Investigate. "P 748,"
care Keystone.

333
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OLDEST and best-known horological
school in the country; benches, lathes,

material, good will; a money maker. Ad-
dress "J 666," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in town of 2000, large
county, four country towns to draw from;

no competition: must sell; poor health
cause. F. L. Blackstone, Heber, Utah. 

JEWELRY, china and optical business,
established 16 years, population about

13,000; forty miles south of Chicago, no
other jeweler; a splendid business; illness
reason for selling; will invoice about Woo.
Charles Veuve, Peotone, Ill. 

MONEY-making jewelry store, with living
apartments, $1o,000; all particulars in

first letter. George Reinhardt, 2051
Larimer Street, Denver, Colo. 

$55oo buys old-established, well-paying
jewelry business in live town of z 1,000.

Write for particulars. "W 669," care
Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business, repair
trade excellent. Will sell all or any

amount of goods and fixtures. Best agri-
cultural country in North Dakota. Reason
for selling, loss of left eye. Must be sold
before April rat. Address E. E. Wheeler,
Cando, N. Dak. 

ONLY watchmaker in town of 3500 in
Louisiana; bench work $15o per month,

stock about $3000; good trade, small ex-
penses. Will sell on account of health.
Address "D 678," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store with a reputation for
fine work and honest dealing one may

well be proud of. $2500 to Woo in-
vested; discount for cash. Division rail-
road town, with large shops, I0,000 in-
habitants; a number of manufacturing
plants employing 20 to 150 hands
each. Thirty-six years at the bench im-
pels me to get outdoors. 0. H. Pitkin,
Galion, Ohio. 

RIGHT now, $800 buys jewelry and optical
business. Boom glass manufacturing

town, population 2,500, monthly pay $30,-
000. Established six years, no opposition,
good repair trade. Address V. Cowles,
Point Marion, Pa.

BEST location, new stock and fixtures;
live northwest Missouri town, population

1800; only exclusive jewelry store, doing
good business. Good reason for selling.
"H 676," care Keystone. 

GOOD, clean, up-to-date jewelry stock,
with mo-foot wall and counter cases, oak

and plate glass; stock and fixtures total
about $25,000; established 134 years; in
a good growing Minnesota city of 65,000
population; located right in the center of
the business district. Good reason for
selling, no encumbrance. Will stand the
closest inspection. Do not answer unless
you mean business. "R 675," care Key-
stone.

ONLY jewelry store in live Iowa town of
$800; stock and fixtures invoice $15oo.

Gold mine for good jeweler and optician.
Address W. H. Matheson, Goldfield, Iowa.

A good jewelry business, north central
Ohio; population soon. Cash, $2500,

balance easy terms. "S 672," care Key-
stone.

ONLY jewelry store in town of m000;
stock and fixtures about Woo, can

reduce to suit buyer. Good reason for
selling. Address Box 395, Sabula  Iowa.

OPTICAL business, with books, stock,
office fixtures and instruments. Good

business and complete outfit; also good set
of watchmakers' tools and some stock. Ap-
ply Keogh & Candee, South Norwalk,
Conn. 

GOOD paying jewelry business in the best
county seat town in Oregon, doing about

$6000 a year. $2000 to $3000 cash will
handle. I own the building and will give
easy terms on that. All letters answered.
Reason, wife's health. Box 31, Enterprise,
Oregon.

WELL established repair business with
small stock; about $800. Good location

for larger stock. Pittsburg, Pa. "P
care Keystone.

ON account of ill health, one of the best
business chances in Iowa is open for

sonic good jeweler. $4000 will handle the
deal. This will bear strictest investigation
-no trades-no auctioneers. "K 721,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY-OPTICAL business; bargain
for cash; clearing $40 weekly; invoice

$2s00. Send stamp for particulars.
"Jeweler," Box 36, Whittier, Cal.

A GOOD paying established jewelry and
optical business in town of 2500, county

seat, State normal school; fine farming
section. John D. Murdock, Geneseo, N. Y.

(Continued on page 334)
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CENTRAL Missouri town, 2500 inhabi-
tants, nice, clean, new stock and fixtures;

good business, invoice complete, $300o, can
reduce; a first-class proposition, will bear
investigation. Address W. C., care Wood-
stock-Hoefer W. & J. Co., Kansas City,
Mo.

ESTABLISHED jewelry store in West
Philadelphia; want to sell on account of

ill health. "I. 728," care Keystone.

BEST jewelry store in good manufacturing
town of i800 inhabitants; best location;

stock and,fixtures invoice about $80o. Good
chance for the right man; death the only
reason for selling. Address John Jonousek,
Montgomery, Minn.

MY jewelry stock and fixtures for sale
and my store for rent. Have been in

harness since t874 and will locate in Cali-
fornia. Best corner in city and practically
only one competitor in growing city of
ro,000, in center of rich farm and dairy
trade. Stock has been reduced and will
sell on favorable terms and make good
lease for store. Practical jeweler with
some capital, not great amount, has an
excellent chance of getting an old-estab-
lished stand where repair business pays big
profit. More work than he can do. Store
has plate glass front of i4 feet, especially
fine for display. Don't talk land but talk
cash. Have all the land I want and made
it since I have been in business. Refer-
ence, First National Bank, Belvidere, Ill.
Address M. E. Bewley, Belvidere, Ill.

JEWELRY and stationery store in Central
Pennsylvania; good town of 3000 popu-

lation; clean stock and nice fixtures, good
location and low rent; stock and fixtures
invoice $4500; Normal School, plenty of
repairing and a fine trade. It will pay
you to investigate. Reason for selling.
poor health. "G 732," care Keystone.

FINE jewelry business, up-to-date grow-
ing Iowa city, 6000 population, county

seat; extensive improvements for i909.
Easy competition, 1908 profits $3500; re-
pairs $125 to $140 per month; new fixtures,
no old stock. Have reduced so $2000 to
$2500 will handle it; liberal discount if
taken soon; poor health. "W 717," care
Keystone.

NICE little store, pays easily $2000 a
year; stock and fixtures about $4000;

good growing city, now 600o, easy com-
petition. Don't write unless you have the
money. Other business. George Knebel,
Platteville, Wis.

A SNAP-Alpha jewelry store, only one
in town of 2000. Rugby, N. Dak.

ONLY jewelry store in village of moo,
if taken at once. For particulars write

H. C. Hart, Plainfield, Wis.

IF taken at once, $2000 buys only jewelry
stock and fixtures in southeastern Iowa

town of zoo. Best town of its size in
State; no competition. Last year's busi-
ness $7000. Satisfactory reason for selling
on application. Don't write unless you
mean business and have cash. "S 724,"
care Keystone.
GOOD paying jewelry-optical business in
one of best towns in southern Minne-

sota, population 350o; good, clean, up-to-
date stock, invoices about $3000, fixtures
about $400. Can reduce stock. Good rea-
sons for selling. Do not answer unless
you mean business and have the cash.
"R 730," care Keystone.
RARE chance to buy old established

jewelry business in best city in Iowa,
population 4o,000; good, clean, up-to-date
stock; can be reduced if desired; doing
good business, always lots of bench work.
Owner wishes to retire on account of poor
health. For further particulars address
"B 725," care Keystone.
GOOD jewelry business, best location town

of 2500: can reduce stock if desired.
"II 733," care Keystone.
FINE paying jewelry business in western
Iowa; long established; nice fixtures,

finest reputation, clean, up-to-date stock,
invoicing 310,00o; can reduce to about
$6000. Get good prices. Have cleared
over $20,000 above expenses in last four
Tears. Good reasons for selling. Fuller
information and absolute proof of above
furnished to right parties. Don't write
unless you have the cash and mean busi-
ness. "L 736," care Keystone.
$4500 buys half interest in good paying

Colorado jewelry business. F. C. Helt,
Delta, Colo.
JEWELRY store for sale in southwestern

part of Colorado; population 6000; clean
stock, good fixtures, will amount to about
$7000; sales $6000 to $7000 per year,
watch and job work 1908, $1935.20. Ilea-
son for selling out, age 75 years eyesight

Iand hearing failing. Address I. Zeller,
Durango, Colo.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

CASH only will buy one of the best paying
jewelry businesses in the South; on the

coast, seaport, summer and winter resort.
Repair work will run $15o per month; last
year's sales over $10,000; rent $30.00,
main street, two show windows. Larger
business at another place, reason for sell-
ing. Fixtures, safe, etc., invoice $2000,
stock $6000. Don't answer unless you
have the cash and mean business. Address
"S 679," care Keystone.

PAYING jewelry business, stock and fix-
tures, $3000; Nebraska town about i000

population. Address "C 712," care Key-
stone.

GOOD paying jewelry and optical business
in a good southern Oklahoma town of

1200: clean stock, invoice $2500. Want to
change climate. "M 698," care Keystone.

GOOD paying repair business, long estab-
lished, cheap, at once; Pennsylvania.

Address "M 710," care Keystone.

HALF interest or the entire business of
an up-to-date jewelry store in growing

Western city, the business center of an
empire in extent. The city will surely
double in five years; $8,000,000 will be
expended in and near the city in next
three years. $10,000 will buy a half in-
terest, or stock can be reduced to about
$15,000 if entire business is desired. Only
those with cash need apply. "M 702," care
Keystone.

JEWELRY stock in one of the best
towns in Ohio, population 3o0o; one

other jewelry store. This stock is now in
a music store, which is one of the best
locations in town. Owner has very good
reasons for selling. For full particulars
address A. C. Becken Company, i6
Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

JEWELRY store, established 20 years, fine
location, Detroit. Mich.; about $2200;

hooks open for inspection. Write at once,
rare opportunity. "B 739," care Keystone.

STORE known as the Maiden Lane Dia-
mond, Watch and Jewelry Co., Y. M. C.

A. Building, Passaic, N. J. The leading
store in Passaic; population 45,000. Stock
and fixtures about $8000, can reduce to
$50oo ; rent $45 per month. Christmas
profit $1000. Reason for selling, need the
money in the diamond business. Apply or
write to Rubenstein Brothers, 14 Maiden
Lane, New York.

GOOD paying, established jewelry business
in town of 8000, Missouri; will reduce

to $1000 and discount i5 per cent. if taken
by February 20th; cash only. A rare op-
portunity. Be quick I Address "S 742,"
care Keystone.

40 ACRE fruit farm, cash or easy pay-
ments. Bargain. "H 741," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, invoices $3000, can re-
duce; in one of the best towns in North

Colorado, io,000 population. On account
disagreement of partners will sell at a
bargain; full investigation courted. "G
743," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

ONE improved Francis engraving machine,
all nickel-plated and full sets of type and

attachments for doing first-class work; cost
$100, sell for $va. Address Henry Traub-
man, St. Tohnsville, N. Y.

AMERICAN Horological Journal, published
New York 69-73,. 1300 pages complete, in

bound volume, price $15. H. W. Rugg,
Olean, N. Y.

BARNS steel-lined jeweler's safe, outside
measurement 6ox36x36, inside 41x25x24;

fire and burglar proof, fine condition; $200
f. o. b., weight s000 pounds. Wertheimer
Brothers, Cumberland, Md.

NEW Century engraving machine, style A,
with four sets type and all attachments;

in first-class condition. First money order
for $50 takes it. C. Ofstedahl, Milton, N.
Dak.

WASHBURNE 36-inch zinc metal watch
sign, entirely new, for $15. S. L.

Dunkle, Reading, Pa.

MAKE offer, Keystones 1906 to present.
Carlen, 805 Kercheval, Detroit, Mich.

IF looking for jeweler's wall cases and
safe write the Tulsa Storage Company,

Tulsa, Okla.; cases ready to put on cars;
oak with lifting doors.
CASH register with paid out, received on

account, charge and six initial clerk keys;
is a total and detail adder, has ribbon strip
on side which prints record of all trans-
actions. J. Martin, Ayrshire, Iowa.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

FULL nickel plate Hardinge Brothers'
lathe, "Dale A" one cement, one arbor,

two wheel and seven wire chucks. Price
$9.00. Willard E. Howard, Philmont, N.Y.

EXTRA large fire and burglar proof safe;
cheap. Apply to Wm. Glover, Hazleton,

Pa.

HARP with trunk, guaranteed, never
been out of order; used but little; cost

$65o. Write for particulars and cash price.
F. E. Williams, Janesville, Wis. 

$65.00 trial case and lens measure $45.00.
IAddress M. J. Boydston, Albia, a.

CENTURY engraving machine, full set of
watchmaker's tools, bench, Boettger &

Wittig demagnitizer, good condition; cost
$200; best cash offer. Sam Beauchamp,
Fairmount. Ind.

EDISON standard phonograph, thirty-inch
horn and support; two dozen records, all

as good as new; cheap. Correspondence
solicited. C. A. Sturgis, Watsontown, Pa.

BOLEY Moseley IX/ lathe, 23 Dale and
23 Boley wire chucks; the dales are

from No. 4 to 20, Boleys, No. 21 IO 5o;
5 Boley wheel chucks, r Dale hard taper
chuck, i dozen tapers, i screw cement
brass chuck, 7 brasses, i "Houghten"
universal face plate, i Boley slide rest, all
round and square tools, with same; i step-
ping device. The above are all perfectly
true and in the finest condition, just like
new. $50 takes outfit. J. A. Robinson,
Lyndon, Kans.

AUTO with new '08 transmission complete
and four new tires. My Reo five-

passenger car is as good as new. I fully
guarantee it. This machine must be sold
and no reasonable offer will be refused.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jeweler, Jefferson City, Mo.

ONE Swiss pin escapement regulator, one
Hall's fireproof safe, one Johnston Ame-

tropometer and test case. Chris. Keyler,
Nashville, Ill.

ENTIRE fixtures of prettiest jewelry store
in Pennsylvania, quartered oak plate

glass cases, mirrors, safe, street clock,
complete at a bargain. Wm. Glover,
Hazleton, Pa.

SECOND-HAND lathe outfit, consisting of
one Geneva lathe with 25 wire and wheel

chucks, one Universal head with extra
lathe bed, one slide rest and cutters, one
Jacot style pivot polishing attachment, 40
millers and cutters and various other at-
tachments, all in wood box; original cost
$125, our price $40 net. C. H. Knights-
Thearle Company, Chicago, Ill.

- - - - - - - - - - - - _

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

ONE Remington typewriter, one Densmore
typewriter, cost $ oo new; one Competitor

typewriter, new, never been used, cost $25,
taken for debt. All in fine condition. Will
exchange for lathe, safe or watches, etc.
J. A. Await, Joplin, Mo.

SYMPHONIUM slot music box, elk teeth,
show case, Lunettes; want oak regulator,

oak upright show case. Clark Brothers,
St. Cloud, Minn.

HAVE complete optician's outfit, consisting
of frames, lenses, trial case, ophthalmom-

eter and other instruments; also jewelry
trays; want window chronometer, diamonds
or jewelry, or what have you? "S 683,"
care Keystone.

STOCK of jewelry in good county seat
town in Illinois, will sell or exchange for

land. A fine proposition and will bear in-
vestigation. Care M. F. Barger & Co.,
Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

LARGE power polishing lathe. Muradian,
San Jose, Cal.

EXCHANGE for good gun or diamond
ring one ophthalmometer, like new ;

Hardy F. A., cost $75.00; one new nickel
plate speed change counter shaft for
jeweler's lathe, worth $5.00. C. W. Lindsay,
Anthon, Iowa.

AN up-to-date jewelry business to trade
for farm land or other property. A

paying business and well established; clean
stock and good fixtures. Town of 4000
people in the fruit belt of Texas; fine
climate. Owner wishes to retire. Cor-
respondence solicited. Address "P 674,"
care Keystone.

20 ACRE fruit and poultry ranch, one-half
mile from town and twelfth grade

school. Will trade for clean jewelry
stock. Box 35, Wetmore, Kans.

OFFICE trial case, $35, fine condition, for
jeweler's hand power rolling mill. Sour-

beer & Co., Meade, Kans.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

$t000 worth of diamonds to trade for
good real estate. Address "P 670," care

Keystone.

CHAMBERS Inskeep ophthalmometer with
batteries, fine condition. Want gasoline

generator blowpipe and attachments, en-
graving block, regulator, watchmaker's
lathe, ship chronometer, $50 cash, or what
have you? H. 0. Schleuder, Springfield,
Minn.

WILL trade choice North Dakota land for
clean stock of jewelry. Address Box N,

Newman Grove, Nebr.

SMALL stock musical instruments, violins,
banjos, guitars and mandolins; also

Angelus piano player. Julius H. Crane &
Co., Chariton, Iowa.

FRANKLIN automobile, 4 cylinder, blue
car, top and fully equipped; in Ai condi-

tion. A bargain if taken at once. Will
exchange for diamonds. Investigate the
Franklin and write me for full description.
Address "A 731," care Keystone.

OAK jewelers' wall case, with plate glass
mirrors in center; a beauty, cost $75, will

take $so cash or in staple jewelry. Box
461, Tiffin, 0.

A $500 certificate of stock in good city
real estate property for cash or staple

jewelry, watches and diamonds. Box 461,
Tiffin, O.

WELL established jewelry and optical busi-
ness in county seat town so miles east

of Oklahoma eity, invoice about $3500,
profits last year $2200; rent $15. Will re-
duce stock to any amount or will trade
for desirable real estate, Colorado or New
Mexico preferred. Must change climate.
Address Box 336, Chandler, Okla.

JEWELRY business, sales $5000 per year,
benea work $3o per week; stock and fix-

tures $4500, will take up to half value in
Southern or Western land, give possession
any time. Box 544, Oregon,

LOT in Chicago suburb. Want jewelry
and optical goods. E. G. Osborn, Meri-

den, Kans.

1300 Edison records, x triumph, 7 horns,
all new. Dealers make me cash or trade

offer. Dayton. Jeweler, Alma, Nebr.

TO trade lot at Norfolk, Va., for jewelry
fixtures. Box 104, Louisa, Ky.

TALKING machine and 52 records, want
typewriter. Box 104, Louisa, Ky.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

LEARN engraving at home. Tools, ma-
terials, lessons by an expert, monogram

book. Five dollars pays for all. Booklet
free. See adv. page 32o. American School
of Engraving, 45 Maiden Lane, New York,
N. Y.

WATCH jeweling. American, English or
swiss, balance or plate, compass or

caliper jewels reset 50 cents. Send $1.00
for three dozen assorted jewels for jobbing
purposes. A. F. Freeland, watch, clock
and chronometer jewel maker, 387 Wash-
ington Street, Boston, Mass.

WATCHMAKER and No. I salesman, now
manager of small jewelry business,

wishes to interest himself with or without
partner in business in Cincinnati. Has
1000 cash. Address Box 63, Station B,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use. First-class condition.

Prices from $35.00, $50.00, $75.00 upwards.
Enhaus & Son, 31 John Street, New York
City.

ARTISTIC portrait miniatures copied from
any photo on watches, dials, brooches

and lockets. Goldstein Engraving Co., 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

THREE handy tools-a balance wrench
that trues without kinks, a hand and

cannon pinion tightening tool that works,
an assembling tool for straight line full
plate movements. All three tools are a
practical watchmaker's short cuts. Full
directions with tools, 75 cents. N. C.
Chappell, Box A, Paw Paw, Mich.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BEWARE of second-hand Clement corn-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

DO you need money? If so send your
diamonds and watches to me and get quick

and liberal returns; highest cash prices paid
for entire jewelry stocks; will send our
representative if necessary; business confi-
dential; national bank refs. H. Schwartz,
903 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 322.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place: W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 8oz Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York.

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St., Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark, established 1870.

SELL the clock that winds itself; retails
at $12.50. Send for wholesale price and

description. Box 569, St. Louis, /do.

WANTED-Watch work of any descrip-
tion at low price. For sale, eight size S

Walthams, $hoo. Broadbent, 4 S. 42d
Street, Phila., Pa.

ENGRAVERS' alphabet plate, showing
correct cuts and shading for script,

italic, Roman and Old English, with fig-
ures. Invaluable for beginners. Original
engraved by old instructor fifteen years
with Waltham Horological School. Mailed
for $Loo. E. J. Williams, 161 Brown
Street, Waltham, Mass.

I pay cash for all kinds of boxes watch
movements are sold in, including glass

front and back cases, and Elgin or Waltham
plush-lined wood cases; also all kinds of
material, movements, watches, watch cases,
watch glasses. No quantity too small, none
too large. Send list of what you have.
Jr?lin Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield,
Mass. 

LEARN engraving at home. Tools, ma-
terials, lessons by an expert, monogram

book. Five dollars pays for all. Booklet
free. See adv. page 320. American School
of Engraving, 45 Maiden Lane, New York,
N. Y.

METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated, and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 203 Lexington St.,
Waltham, Mass.

A complete set of tools for making hollow
seamless balls, from 3-32 of an inch to

I inch, varying 1-32 between each size.
Burstow, Kollmar & Co., Newark, N. J.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute advises prospective

students to have a bench reserved before
coming to Omaha. We have been obliged
to turn away many this season. Our space
is limited to twenty-four benches. We have
no large school, neither do we aim to com-
pete with cheap schools which spring up
like mushrooms and blow up about as
quickly. Students get more practical knowl-
edge here for their money than in any other
school of its kind in the United States,
hence the great demand for our workmen.
Write for particulars. Drs. Tarbox and
Gordon, Brandeis Building.

For the best obtainable
practical and technical instructions in
watchwork-not engraving-not optics-
notjewelry work-but watchwork, with
all that it implies, we have the school.
Canadian Horological Institute
&W. Cor. Church and WolluloySts.,TORONTO, ONT.

H. R. PLAYTNER. DIRECTOR

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert, A. JETTE

Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

WM. N. MOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

BENJ. GEBHARD & CO
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Engraving, Gold Plating Special Order Work

HIGHEST ORDER OF SKILLED LABOR
Prompt Low Prices

Designs drawn up for Special Order Work
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tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
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prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
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THE AUCTIONEER
Who Never has had a Failure

I invite an investigation of my business

, standing and reputation from a few of the

whom I have conducted sales.

How

HAYNES BROS., Newark, Ohio
THOS. BELL, Americus, Ga.
JOHN C. PIER1K CO., Springfield. III.
R. L. REESE, Corsicana, Texas
ANDERTON tfc SON, Dayton, Ohio
TOWNSEND JEWELRY CO., Bainbridge, Ga.
13LOMSTROM JEWELRY CO., Escanaba, Mich.
LOWE 0c YOUNGBLOOD, Monroe

' 
La.

W. J. STEWART, Nelsonville, Ohio
JOHN A. STAPF 0c SON4 Dun

kirk, N. Y.
HENRY WELF & CO., Cleveland, Ohio
J. LOWE & CO., Ruston, La.
WINGATE, NUSBAUM CO., Cleveland, Ohio
WM. KRONMYER, Oshkosh, Wis.
LAMONTAGUE & INGALLS, Lead, S. Dak.
A. H. SNYDER, El Paso, Texas
IIARVELL JEWELRY CO., Litchfield, Ill.
L. W. STURDEVANT, Newark, Ohio
OTIS TURNER, Bisbee, Ariz.
BENNETT & QUINN, Waterloo, Iowa
L. W. ENSEY, Troy Ohio
N. F. COLE, Jewel, Iowa
J. H. IIIHL, Fremont, Ohio
C. H. HANEY, Hampton, Iowa
A. C. BECKEN, Chicago, III.
MASMAW-THURMAN CO., Ruston, La.

methods,
many for

to raise money quick, sell at a profit and

protect future business

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Very Important
Read very carefully, then ask yourself what

persons could do more for your interest than we.

Ist.-Have made the auction business a lifetime study.

2d. -We guarantee good profits.

3d. --We do all in our power for the benefit of our
employers.

A RECORD BREAKER

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 2, 1909.

MR. A. L. GOTTLIEB:
Dear Sir :-Allow us to present you with a few lines as a

token of our appreciation for your valuable services rendered
us as an auctioneer, an eloquent speaker you are indeed, a
wonder in your profession, and all my friends, and those who
attended my sale, which lasted four weeks, are of the same
opinion.

You made a very large, most successful and most profit-
able sale for us, and we most earnestly believe you lead them

all as an auctioneer in every respect. We cheerfully recommend

you to anyone wishing to make a successful and profitable sale.
Yours very truly,

LICHTENSTEIN CO.
Per M. L.

We also furnish references and daily paper notices regarding our

GOTTLIEB, ENGELS & CO.,
114 Dearborn Street-Rooms 401-2-CHICAGO, ILL.

ability.

Auctioneers
Telephone, Randolph 1254

mit
How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

The Eton Q, (Mover 'es OmpanY, Sayre, Pa.
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11 it 4 II K II IF 99 MOUNTINGSFRAMES

Eyeglass

and SPECIAL GOLD FILLED REDUCED PRICES FOR MOUNTINGS

Solid 10 K. Gold at $16.50 per dozen,

or $1.50 apiece

12 K. 1-10 Gold Filled at $9.00 per

dozen, or 80 cents apiece

12 K.1-30 Stock

$7.50 per dozen
IMPROVED FINGERPIECE

"ILIKIT" EYEGLASSES

They are strictly Sanitary Suction Guard.

They are very comfortable and tit well.
They have a rigid bar and especially desir-

able for prescription glasses.
They are almost invisible when worn.
They are readily adjusted with one hand,

and more popular than any other
style.

We guarantee their durability.

We furnish advertising free when goods are
ordered.

They are the best and cheapest finger piece
mountings.

DON'T BUY A
UNTIL YOU SEE AUDEMAIRTHE

TRIAL CASE The Acme
From $10.00

Case, size
diameter,

PLATED
THIS CASE

Concave

and Con-
diopters.

of Perfection
to $85.00

22 in. x I I in.,
marked in diopter

POLISHED, CONCAVE

CONTAINS
1 • 'olored Glass Discs,
I Red Glass for Muscle
No. 1945. - Adjustable

It. If. Temples,
Pupillary Distance.

Complete, with

$29.70,

For Office, in Oak,
Cherry and Leather
Also Traveling
With Divisions for
Stock and Lenses
None Better Made

with double fastenings,
and inch measurement.

GOLD

2 Smoked and 2 1311te.
Testing with Prisms.
Trial Frame, Half

Registering Height and

Test Cards, Types, etc.

net

1030.-Imitation Seal Leather
key. All lenses 1 '., inch

ALUMNO RINGS, CONVEX

pairs each Spherical Convex and
Centered Lenses, 0.12 to 8.00 diopters.
pairs each Cylindrical Convex
cave Centered Lenses, 0.25 to 2.75
Prisms from 1° to 50, all mouuted.
Opaque Metal Disc.
Ground Glass Disc.
Metal Discs, Stenopaic and Pin-hole.
Plain Glass Disc.

_
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No. 990

r9cfc ONLENSES  
IMMENSE
!iNI). CanSs'hship at once

Splicro-Cylinders, Cylinders and Sphericals

TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and •-•"%--.....1 ,-
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, IN VISIIII.E APLANATIC
BI-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok.

We carry a complete line in stock,
rimless 0 and 00 eye;

INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE
Periscopic Convex or Double

Per Dozen
let Quill. 2d Qua

...1 eye - . $1.05 .70
0 " 1.12 .77

e() " - - - 1.26 .90

IV
.."-- " ------"5-

-=------..,„■,==----

All the LATEST
uncut, interchangeable
in 2, 3 and

Cemented

1 Eye

All prices
Usual
‘Vhere

cash discount

STYLES

4-hole

" Interchangeable
53.20

'00 Eye,
quoted

advance on
not otherwise

10

at PRICES RIGHT.

1.0.00 eye

Bifocal, hat Quality
'

• 0 Eye, 83.30
$3.60 per doz.
on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
strong numbers

stated, we will allow
per cent.

WORLD-RENOWNED TRIAL CASES

THE AUDEMAIR

00

00

No. RIO. Illti,,,..1.•:thioi.. o:11: ease,
containing 29u leases and discs, with
1:er:donor Retinoscope, superior
altiantio trial frame. 'look highest
award at Paris Exhibition ._.: . . . $85.00

No. 1990. Same contents as No. 990,
space for stock under tray 8.5  00

All the above cases are covered with
i initatkp seal, except when otherwise speci-
tied. 'rite reputation of The Atidemair Trial
Case is well established. With each case
we will furnish free one set of test types ;
Dr. Knowles' Book on the Eye end a hand-
some lithograph or the emnietropie eye in
four colors and four representations of the

18 24 in.

Send for our COMPLETE CATALOGUE of other styles
No. 1000, containing 90 and - spherical
lenses with trial frame $10 

No. 1031, containing 168 lenses and discs,
double-grooved trial frames with index 29.00

No. 1030, containing 168 lenses and discs
with triple cell, ri,volving trial frame . 33.00

No. 1075, continuing 211 lenses and discs
double-grooved trial frame, space and
under tray for goods ...... . . . 50.00

No. 1052. containing HI lenses and discs
with triple cell, revolving frame, space
for tray for goods GO 

NO. 952, containing 262 lenses and
discs 21 i i 1 cell 1 • • 1

, wtt trpe ce revo ving tria
frame, antique oak case . . . . . . 00.00

eye x
We do not send out travelers, hut can

sell you iirst-class goods at a very small mar-
giii of prolit. Yon 1.811 Save the traveling
man's expense.

The Spencer Optical Company
Remember, we make Trial Ciiiies, Solid Gold, Gol

d Filled, Alumm, 11111

SPECIAL-10 per cent. for cash where liberal quantities

Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Lane
York, U.S.A._ Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New

Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the tiallIC

are ordered, except where net price is stated
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THE AUCTIONEER
Who Never has had a Failure

I invite an investigation of my business methods,
, standing and reputation from a few of the many for
whom I have conducted sales.

How

HAYNES BROS., Newark, Ohio
THOS. BELL, Ameticus, Ga.
JOHN C. PIER1K CO., Springfield. III.
R. L. REESE, Corsicana, Texas
ANDERTON & SON, Dayton, Ohio
TOWNSEND JEWELRY CO., Bainbridge, Ga.
131,0MSTROM JEWELRY CO., Escanaba, Mich.
LOWE & YOUNGBLOOD, Monroe, La.
W. J. STEWART, Nelsonville, Ohio
JOHN A. STAN.' & SON, Dunkirk, N. Y.
HENRY WELF & CO., Cleveland, Ohio
J. LOWE & CO., Ruston, La.
WINGATE, NUSBAUM CO., Cleveland, Ohio
WM. KRONMYER, Oshkosh, Wis.
LAMONTAGUE & INGALLS, Lead, S. flak.
A. H. SNYDER, El Paso, Texas
HARVELL JEWELRY CO., Litchfield, III.
L. W. STURDEVANT, Newark, Ohio
OTIS TURNER, Bisbee, Ariz.
BENNETT & QUINN, Waterloo, Iowa
L. W. ENSEY, Troy, Ohio
N. F. COLE, Jewel, Iowa
J. H. BIHL, Fremont, Ohio
C. H. HANEY, Hampton, Iowa
A. C. BECKEN, Chicago, Ill.
MASHAW-THURMAN CO., Ruston, La.

to raise money quick, sell at a
protect future business

profit and
E. R TYLER_

Room 1102, 156 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Very Important
Read very carefully, then ask yourself what

persons could do more for your interest than we.

Ist.—Have made the auction business a lifetime study.

2d. —We guarantee good profits.

3d. —We do all in our power for the benefit of our
employers.

A RECORD BREAKER

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 2, 1909.
MR. A. L. GOTTLIEB:

Dear Sir :—Allow us to present you with a few lines as a
token of our appreciation for your valuable services rendered
us as an auctioneer, an eloquent speaker you are indeed, a
wonder in your profession, and all my friends, and those who
attended my sale, which lasted four weeks, are of the same
opinion.

You made a very large, most successful and most profit-
able sale for us, and we most earnestly believe you lead them
all as an auctioneer in every respect. We cheerfully recommend
you to anyone wishing to make a successful and profitable sale.

Yours very truly,
LICHTENSTEIN CO.

Per M. L.

We also furnish references and daily paper notices regarding our ability.

GOTTLIEB, ENGELS & CO., Auctioneers
"4 Dearborn Street—Rooms 4o1-2—CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephone, Randolph 1254

The Eton

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

GloveT ompany9 Sayrre, iP
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IMPROVED

1 K 11 T 9 9 MOUNTINGS
FINGERPIECE

and SPECIAL GOLD FILLED REDUCED PRICES FOR MOUNTINGS

Solid 10 K. Gold at $16.50 per dozen,
or $1.50 apiece

12 K. 1-10 Gold Filled at $9.00 per
dozen, or 80 cents apiece

FRAMES 12 K. Stock.

Eyeglass $7.50 per dozen

"ILIKIT " EYEGLASSES

They are strictly Sanitary Suction Guard.
They are very comfortable and fit well.
They have a rigid bar and especially desir-

able for prescription glasses.
They are almost invisible when worn.
They are readily adjusted with one hand,

and more popular than any other
style.

We guarantee their durability.
We furnish advertising free when goods are

ordered.
They are the best and cheapest finger piece

mountings.

DON'T BUY A
UNTIL YOU SEE AUDEMAIRTHE

TRIAL CASE The Acme
From $10.00

Case, size
diameter,

PLATED
THIS CASE

Concave

anti Con-
diopters.

of Perfection
to $85.00

22 in. x I I in.,
marked in diopter

POLISHED, CONCAVE

CONTAINS
4 Colored Glass Discs,
1 Red Glass for Muscle
No. 1945. — Adjustable

It. B. Temples,
Pupillary Distance.

Complete, with

$29.70,

For Office, in Oak,
Cherry and Leather
Also Traveling
With Divisions for
Stock and Lenses
None Better Made

with double fastenings,
and inch measurement.

GOLD

2 Smoked and 2 Blue.
Testing with Prisms.
Trial Frame, Half

Registering Height and

Test Cards. Types, etc.

net

1030.—Imitation Seal Leather
key. All lenses II, inLh

ALUMNO RINGS, CONVEX

pain p,pnliseerica0111i'otnov8eL aziptle'

pairs each Cylindrical Convex
cave Centered Lenses, 0.25 to 2.75
Prisms from 1° to 5°, all mounted.
Opaque Metal Disc.
Ground Glass Dise.
Metal Discs, Snteopaie and Pin-hole.
Plain Glass Disc.
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LENSES II:11:17SCFa, n STOCKs     ON
hip at once

Sphero-Cylinders, Cylinders and Sphericals

TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Mieoquille and
Coquille. Aim in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
BI-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok.

We carry a complete line in stock,
rimless 0 and 00 eye;

INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE
Periscopic Convex or Double

Per Dozen
let Qual. 2d Qua.

,, _ . .-. $1.05 .70(1) eye - .
1.12 .77

00 " - - - 1.26 .90

All the LATEST
uncut, interchangeable
in 2, 3 and

Cemented

1 Eye,

All prices
Usual
Where

cash discount

STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.
1.0.00 eye

4-hole

Bifocal, 1st Quality
" Interchangeable '
$3.20 • 0 Eye, 83.30
00 Eye, $3.60 per doz.
quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25

advance on strong numbers
not otherwise stated, we will allow

10 per cent.

WORLD-RENOWNED TRIAL CASES

THE AU DEMAIR

00

00

Now. ii.fitia0.inilnigl udosolemlasnatiso 
discs,
ot tk  case,

Keratoscope Retinoscope, superior
alumno trial frame. Took highest
award at Paris Exhibition ._ . . . MA)

No. 1990. Same contents an No. 990,
space for stook under tray 85  00

All the above cases are covered wit h
imitation seal, except when otherwise sped-
tied. The reputation of The Audemair Trial
Case is well established. With each ease
we will furnish free one act of test types ;
nr. Knowles' Book on the Eye and a hand-
some lithograph of the emmetropic eye in
four colors and four representations of the

18 24 in.

Send for our COMPLETE CATALOGUE of other styles
No. 1000, containing 96 kand — spherical
lenses with trial frame $10 

No. 1031, containing 168 lenses and discs,
double-grooved trial frames with index 29.00

No. 1030, containing 188 lenses and discs
with triple cell, revolving trial frame . 33.00

No. 1075, containing 211 lenses and (Uses
double•grooved trial frame, space and
under tray for goods 50 

No. 1052, containing 262 lenses and discs
with triple cell, revolving frame, space
for tray for goods   60.00

No. 952%, containing 262 lenses and
discs, with triple cell revolving trial
frame, antique oak case . . . . . . 60.00

eye x
We do not send out travelers, but can

sell you tirst-class goods at a very small mar-
gin of profit. You can save the traveling
inan's expense.

The Spencer Optical Company
Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alunmo and

SPECIAL-10 per cent. for cash where liberal quantities

Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Lane
York, U.S. A.„,, Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New

Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cams for the sonic

are ordered, except where net price is stated



"LEST YOU FORGET"

HIS is to remind
you that

:ONMUNITY
SILVER.

has the heaviest plate is the
best advertised and most satis-
factory line of plated ware to
handle.

(11 If we sometimes appear to
" sound our own praises," do
not forget that there are
now thousands of satisfied
Community Silver customers
harping on the same strain.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD.
ONEIDA, N.Y.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS

395 Broadway
CHICAGO SALESROOMS

Silversmiths Building

TH TONE

VOL 30 MARCH 1909

COPYRIGHT 1909 BY
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO

PHILADELPHIA,
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The
Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

Now It's The
Lord Elgin

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch—now it's here—the

LORD
ELGIN

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, 111., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

TIFFANY & CO.
In view of advertisements in catalogues

and newspapers, describing jewelry not

manufactured by us as "Tiffany,"

"Tiffany settings," "Tiffany mountings,"

etc., we desire to call the attention of the

trade and the public generally to the facts,

that such use of our name is unwarranted,

as our goods are only sold at our own

establishments in New York, Paris and

London, and that we intend to take

all necessary steps to prevent such un-

authorized use of our name.

FIFTH AVENUE & 37TH STREET

NEW YORK

337



CATALOGUE FOR 1909
THE SMARTEST NEW EFFECTS 111k1

Do Hot

Arran

FOT

'YOUR'

Rogue

This

Year

UntiR

Have
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*** 
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THE ABOVE ARE RETAIL PRICES ; WRITE FOR OUR PRICES TO YOU

We
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Tempting

Offer

to Make

on Our

11909

Cata-

Rogue

Y.0.3211*

Name

()nay to

Appear

CATALOGUE FOR 1909. DO NOT ARRANGE FOR YOUR CATALOGUE THIS YEAR UNTIL YOU HAVE HEARD OUR PLA
The great success we have achieved in the previous issues of our CATALOGUE. for the Retail Jewelers has inspired us to

produce a still better one this year. BEING MANUFACTURERS OF EVERYTHING IN THE GOLD LINE, WHICH WE ILLUSTRATE IN OUR CATALOGUE
enables us to offer ADVANTAGES which will at once appeal to the Retailer as being FAR SUPERIOR TO ANY OTHER HOUSE issuing a CATALOGUE, for their use.
The CATALOGUE for the Retail Jeweler has come to stay, and is a large factor in the business success of every wide-awake Jeweler. Get in the swim and let us help to
push your business. OUR INTERESTS ARE MUTUAL.

,•■■■■•■■-a■se,

The Inenerr Jwefry MzraufthcauTekng Co.
64 Nzoomut 5qTeeq, New •YoLP`R.,
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Stein c, Ellbogen Company
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers

a We import
NI our diamonds
in. the "Rough "
and polish them
in our own Cut-
ting Works. This
enables us to offer
you better values
than can be se-
cured elsewhere.
We solicit your
orders in this line.
Prompt service
and low prices are
assured.

Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

A SECTION OF OUR DIAMOND CUTTING WORKS

a We make a
N I specialty of
repairing and re-
cutting diamonds
and have special
facilities for this
work which as-
sures prompt and
satisfactory serv-
ice. You will
find it advantage-
ous to send us
your diamond
work.

411 Our Travelers will show you a very Complete Line qf Diamonds,

MAlk-

Watches, jewelry and Evelythint,, Needed in a Jewelry Store.

T-77-7

I
''i
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•se Our Tools and Devices 
if you wish to eliminate the element of chance from your work. It
will mean not only a great saving of time and money to you, but the
quality and accuracy of your repair jobs will be manifestly improved.We have all of the latest and most desirable tools and appliances. fully guaranteed and with our reputation for high quality behind them.All progressive watchmakers are looking for accurate, time-saving devices. Here are a few. Look them over and let us hear from you.

No. 51. ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING PLIER
Each, nickel-plated, $2.50

These compound soldering pliers have a range and scope that is prac-
tically unlimited. Are provided with metal handle by which they may be
held in bench or hand vise. The ball and socket movement gives an
adjustment allowing two pieces of metal to be brought together in any
desired posit ion and will hold these parts in close contact while being
soldered without the use of wire.

No. 37. Waltham Improved Caliper
Each, $3.00

Solid nickel with patent, quick self-
adjusting index. has improved non-
loosening joints. With this tool the
balance can be easily trued without
removing same from caliper.

THE IMPROVED WEBSTER-WHITCOMB SLIDE-REST
Each, $30.00

This slide is adjusted to the lathe without using the old style shoe, by means of a washer, shoebolt, nut and spring and for alignment a small sliding shoe is provided: Thus all chance of chipsand dirt getting between the rest and the bed is eliminated. The raising and lowering is done byturning the knurled nut.

All
Prices
Less
6 (/
for
Cash

K.,zirslePAIIET STONE RIR
for (nal jBLESINGLE &-P-AMERESCAPEMENT

'CHAS. MARSH
Men.

ELGIN, ILL.
Each, $1.75

The advantage of using this tool is that. it. heats tidy one side at a
time and can be adjusted to any size pallet at any angle.

No. 2. The Ideal Bunsen Burner
Nickel-plated, each, $0.50

As the name implies, this is an ideal
burner for the workman whose bench
is near a window. This shield can be
adjusted up and down and sideways,
or eau be taken off.

No. 18. CURVED JAW METAL SHEAR
Each, $1.40

With these shears sheet metal may be mit in any curve without
bending. They will readily appeal to every jeweler whose repair
work requires the use of shears.

Nickel-plated, each
No. 41. ROBINSON PIN VISE

Length, 4 inches. Capacity, 0 to 5-64 inch.
$1  50

No. 408. UNIQUE POISING CALIPER
Each, ill neat substantial cloth-lined paper box
Each, in neat morocco velvet-lined Case  

A booklet, "Perfect Poising With a Jeweled Caliper," sent with each tool.

$2  50
3 50

No. 40. ROBINSON HAND VISE
Nickel-plated, each  

Length, 5% inches. Capacity, 0 inch to 1144 inch.
$1  50

Our Great Specialty is the prompt filling of Tool and Material orders. We are also especially strong in matching small parts.
Ask for our Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue which is sent free of charge on request with business card.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
 111

Warning ! ! !
TO THE JEWELERS OF
THE UNITED STATES

341

IN letters have come to us from different
parts of the country calling our attention to the im-

positions practiced on Jewelers by disreputable parties
representing themselves as our agents and using our
name to promote deals involving questionable methods.
The unscrupulous deals made by these impostors have
been so bold and frequent as to call for immediate action,
and as a protection to both Jewelers and ourselves we are
forced to issue this Announcement.

Our staff of traveling men are all supplied with
credentials authorizing them to represent us, and each
document so furnished bears the Seal of this Company,
of which the cuts on this page are exact reproductions.

Any traveling man authorized to represent us will
gladly identify himself by means of a document herein
described, but if for any reason whatever said credential
cannot be produced, the party is a fraud.

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting
& Refining Company

Heyworth Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
Arcade Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

New York Office, 32 Union Square
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MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY
Hurry-up Jewelers for Hurry-up People

1010-1018 Main Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Class Pins, Class Rings, Medals and Society
Emblems Made to Order Send for Designs

Dealers in TOOLS and MATERIALS
Also Diamonds and Diamond Mountings

After May 1st we will occupy the ENTIRE FIFTH FLOOR
of the Boley Building, 12th & Walnut Sts.

.=.11
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SHIRT WAIST RINGS
IN STERLING SILVER and GENUINE STONES

Illustrating a Few Styles from Our
Great Line of ART JEWELRY

BROWN & MILLS R 100 vo St; Ee wNacr tEStreetR ..

OFFICES: NEW YORK, 65 Nassau Street CHICAGO, Columbus Building
SAN FRANCISCO, 717 Market Street

It Saves Time and Worry
and Makes Money for You

THIS IS WHAT 'THE GREAT

American Jewelers' Catalogue
will do for you. You cannot boast of
all the modern buying facilities until
you have this book at your right hand.
In addition to saving time and worry
and making money for you, it is the
style book of the jewelry trade—every-
thing in it is up to date in style and
workmanship.
If you have not already seen a copy of it, may
we send you one free of expense ? We are
certain that you will find it the handiest refer-
ence book and the best buying medium you
ever saw.

Oskamp-Nolting Co.
411-413-415-417 him Street CINCINNATI, OHIO

3-13

CROWN CHUCK No. 50

For enlarging or cutting deeper crowns of watch cases.

A movable plug in the stein regulates the depth required for

various sizes. Four caps of various sizes are supplied with

each to hold crowns from small to large. Stem fits In No. 50

wire chuck.
Price, each, $1.50

SHELDON'S PATENT HAIRSPRING
COLLET REMOVER

No need of any more distorted hairsprings or bent
balances.

Every watchmaker knows how troublesome it is to
remove the collet without either distot ting the hairspring
or bending the balance ; with the aid of this tool the diffi-
culty is overcome. The tool is provided with a pair of spring
fingers curved at the ends and ground very thin and sharp.
By tilting the balance I he jaws may be slid under the hair-
spring and by pressing the jaws together It will readily
loosen the collet and then by turning the central screw,
which has a hole in the end to receive the staff pivot, you can
force the collet from the staff, without injury to balance or
hairspring. The adjustable screw nut is provided to avoid
wear or injury to the jaws. A glance at the illustration will
demonstrate the utility of this tool Finely nickel plated.

Price, each, $1.25

GRINDING OUTFIT No. 105

LEATHER DISK. SMALL DISK.
METAL.

CARBORUNDUM a EMERY
PAPER DISKS•

THIS OUTFIT CONSISTS OF:

1. Two interchangeable steel disk wheels, 35/4" and 11>g" in diameter.
2. Ono interchangeable flexible leather disk wheel, 214" in diameter.
3. One adjustable hollow spindle for tinkling the above disk wheels.
4. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 2%" In diameter.
5. Four carbonindum paper disks of different grades, 2-,14'," in diameter.
6. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 4" in diameter.
*7. Four carborundum paper disks of different grades, 4" in diameter.
8. One (damping device for keeping disks flat, when not In 1180.

SET OF SIX PIVOT
STRAIGHTENERS

No. 1

The various sizes in this set

will accommodate all sizes of

pivots. They are great time-

savers. Full directions how to

use are sent with each set,

describing a quick and safe

method of straightening pivots

without breaking.

Price, per set, 75C

2,12111111111:t11,

ECHARCO WATCH GLASS CABINET No. 20
Price,  each, $7.75

ECHARCO WATCH GLASS CABINET No. 15 (Patented.) Price, each, $16.00

The most modern watch
glass cases are the
Echareo No. 15 and 20.

These cabinets have
many new features not
found in any other.
Novelty and usefulness
are the chief arguments
In their favor.

Construction and
material. — The cases
are made of oak, finely Top View Showing Skeleton

finished and of attrac- Frame of 
Drawer. Accumu-

lation of dust and chips is
tive appearance. The
sides of Cabinet No. 15 

impossible.

are paneled. Partitions are of basswood and put
together in the best manner possible.

l'art it ions are skeleton, preventing accumulation of
dust, chips, etc.

The bottoms of Cabinet No. 15 are hollow, while
Case No. 20 has a special drawer to receive chips,
dust, etc.

Arrangement for Glasses.—Cases No. 15 have
nine drawers, with a total of 1547 spaces and Cases No.
20 with four drawers have 784 spaces to 'hold glasses in
upright position.

Labeling of drawers, as shown in cut, is on the
pulls of the drawers and done in gold bronze on black
background.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 15.—Width 24
Inches, height 29Y2 inches, depth 12 inches. Weight net,
45 pounds. Weight Including packing ease, 75 pounds.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 20.—WIclih 26%
Inches, height 13% inches, depth 11% inches. Weight
net, 30 pounds. Weight including packing ease, 50
pounds.

The construction of drawers, the arrangement of
partitions to economize space and weight, and the novel
method of showing contents on drawer-pulls are all
prominent characteristics and extreinly well thought
of.

This new grinding device should find favor with the
trade, being thoroughly practical and complete for all per-

Price of Outfit No. 105, complete . . $1.50 poses, such as grinding steel tools, glass, enamel or any
other metal or substance that can be ground with emery or

.15 carborundum. It is of equal value to the watchmaker,

.20 jeweler, optician, dentist, lock or gunamith, platers and
kindred trades. It will be found much more economical

.20 than solid emery and carborundum wheels. An assort meet
of solid wheels of twelve different grits would necessitate

.35 an outlay of ten times the cost of this outfit, not taking
Into consideration the trouble of pawing up the wheels
when worn or glazed.

Full description and instructions how to use accompany each outfit

Separate small emery disks, per doz.,

large

small carb'm "

large "

For Sale by all Jobbers in the United States and Canada

47=49 Maiden Lane

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. NEW YORK
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Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
Clement Hollow Graver (100 Styles), 25c.
Clement Pivot Polisher
Clement Balance Bumper, 5oc.
Clement Wheel Cutters, 50c.
Clement Rounding-up Cutters, 40c.
Clement Diamond Fork Orinders, met of 4, $2.50
Clement Diamond Roller Broaches, 75c.
Clement (Bossing. 25c.

(3 Styles), $8.00, $8.00, $18.00

From your

JOBBER

or direct

SEND FOR CIRCULAR

W. D. CLEMENT
WALTHAM, MASS.

C. 0. BAKER, Prem. C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Platinum and Gold Setting
Department

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street
Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS
408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and 

Silverware
Repairing
We Repair
We Replate
Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Can this be Repaired?

any article in the Silverware line, making
broken or melted off, the same as new
any article you want in Gold, Silver

' 
Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Yes!
new parts to match the old ones

mitts

1429 Wabash Ave.Sercomb Company CHICAGO

SAMS' SAFETY esto
A

GASOLINE

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT

,Aphip

It \I

IMV-J

:

Improved Generator Pro-
duces 7114 1:101111 powerful flame till
entire charge is consumed. No
.imporerish Men t as where free gaso-
line is used.

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St. - CHICAGO

Liberal Discount to Jobbers

Out fit complete   813.00
Outfit without bellows . .   8.50
General or ( li) 1;  00
Blowpipe (A) 2  50 '
Foot Bellows (C) 4  50
Sams' Flux  25

Band Piece

Generator. Size 8%"
high. 5" diatu.

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE
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The American Oil & Supply Co.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

CAnnounce their five-hundred page Catalogue of Tools, Materials and Supplies
NI for Manufacturing Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers, which is
nearly ready for distribution. Send Your Name and Address

GM;11
ft A O. & S.C. -

THE LAFAYETTE JEWEL
STRIPPER

Genuine Sapphire, for the expert work-
man who desires to do finished and first-
class work. Used in watch factories and
by expert workmen everywhere.

Price $2.00 Each

1,11
, S

EWAR
'

DRAW
PLATE

Sapphire and
Diamond Draw
Plates. We guar-
antee them ac-
curate and per-
fect. Made in our

own factory.

WORK BOX
Jewelers' Work Box —substantial and
cheap. You can't make a better invest-
ment.

BURNO CRUCIBLE
No furnace necessary. Melt with a Blow-
pipe.

No. 1 Holding 100 Dwt. 65c
No. 2 " 50 " 40c
No. 3 " 25 " 25c
Tongs suitable for all 10c

SAFETY CRUCIBLE

LAFAYETTE BURNISHER

The finest tool in the market for burnish-
ing and reducing pivots on balance staffs
and train pinions. Does the work quickly
and smoothly. Made of finest hard Sap-
phire and mounted in handsome case.

A Sand Crucible with a black lead coating. Two Cruci-
bles in one. If you use these you cannot lose your gold
in the fire.

Height Outside Diameter

No. 0 11"
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 3,4
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

9//

6"

4'4"
4"
3"

8"
6"

4"
3Y1."
3"
2.q"
2"

$1.25 Each
.65
.40
.32
.22
.18
.10
.08

66

Price $2.00 Each

" NOFLUX " ALUMINUM SOLDER
Solders Aluminum to Aluminum perfectly without a flux. By using " NOFLUX "
Solder in connection with Combination Solder, Aluminum can be soldered to gold,
silver or other metals perfectly.

" NOFLUX " Solder, Small Size - 25c per bar
" Large Size - 50c "

Combination Solder - 25c "

The articles on this
page can be pro-
cured of all jobbers

in the United States
and Canada and we
guarantee satisfaction

CRUSHED STEEL, the new abrasive in place of Carborundum or Emery. Try It.
Soft Solder—High Grade (good)—Superfine (best), Gold Alloy, Shot Copper, Pre-
pared Borax, Boxwood Sawdust, Pith, Pegwood, Liquid and Stick Pearl Cement,
Chasers' Cement, Moulding Wax, Rouge, Tripoli, Brushes, Buffs, Piercing Saws,
Sand Crucibles, Files, Pliers, Tweezers, etc.

LIS

SAND BLAST
Automatic Continuous

Sand Blast for all classes of
work. Used with foot
bellows or blower.

$15.00 and up

Noiseless Blowers for
Furnaces, Blowpipes and
Sand Blasts.

$17.00 and up

Send for full particulars

& Supply Co. yA
52
eworth Building 
, 54, & 56 Lafayette St., NEWARK, N. J. 

merican Oil :: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Importers and Manufacturers of Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers
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HARMONIA FILES

We are the Sole Agents for the above Celebrated Files. They can be had from your Jobber in all shapes, sizes
and numbers. They are the equal of any Swiss File made. Give them a trial and you will buy no other make in
the future. Made of the best quality of steel and are the duplicates in shapes, numbers and price of the Grobet Files.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST SENT ON APPLICATION

•

ONE DOZEN

TRADE MARK

3LEBANON
REGISTERED

Mainsprings

No.l8 s. Elgin

41.

The best finished
Spring on the
market for the
money. Nicely
blued ; can be had
either not - coiled,
tied with blue
ribbon, or coiled,
one dozen in a box.
The coiled Springs
are all numbered
with brass tags
describing size and
for what make in-
tended.

Price
$1.00 per dozen

" Superior"
Mainsprings

This well-known
brand is worthy of
its name :

Superior in
FINISH

Superior in
QUALITY

Superior in
TEMPER

Price
$1.25 per dozen
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SOLE AGENTS FOR CELEBRATED GOLD TIP RESILIENT, LAFAYETTE, LEBANON, SUPERIOR and U. S. MAINSPRINGS

If your Jobber cannot supply you with the above, please write us and we will give you the names of Jobbers who can

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO. n c . , Agents, 77 John St., New York

THE BEST PRODUCED IN WATCH AND CLOCK OIL Letters That Explain the Situation
THE

BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE CO.
Philadelphia

MR. WILLIAM F. NYE,

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Dear Sir:—Once more the question of Watch Oil lute been taken up and we
understand that in some instances your oil (which we have been using for sometime)
has not proven satisfactory, in as much as it does not hold good on the escapement.

We are aware that you are obliged to make investigations and experiments,
from time to time, in regard to this product, in order to bring out the very best
results that can possibly be obtained. Have you, in your investigation; been able
to produce an oil that is still superior to the oil sent us? Kindly give us all the in-
formation you can on this subject as we are desirous of obtaining an oil that, if
possible, will not prove to be a failure as in some former cases with your oil. If
you have improved on the oil, what is your guarantee?

Very truly yours,
THE BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE CO.,

(McC) JAS. H. KELLY.

February 23, 1909.

THE BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Gentlemen:—We are in receipt of your valued favor of the 23d, relative to the question of Watch
Oil which has been taken up by you, and we are very glad you have put the question to us, for we are
In position to answer it, standing as we think, upon the top round of the ladder with an staple supply
of as line oil as ever produced from the jaws of the fish.

It was a sad accident that happened to us when we attemped to use the oil we obtained front the
St. Lawrence River fish, but we have courageously lived through the mishap which inspired us to estab-
lish our own plant at Capp Hatteras for obtaining only the PURE PORPOISE JAW OIL. This we can
now give you in its perfection. In the long past we have depended upon our whaling vessels to bring
us in a supply of this oil either from the porpoise or the bitickfish, but that industry that once built up
New Bedford until it ranked per capita the richest city in the country, has been transmitted into more
than thirty of the largest and finest cotton mills to be found in this rapidly developing count' y. You
were right in saying that we were obliged to make investigations and experiments with the product
these ships afforded us, for coming through the source of many vessels, obtained at different times
under adverse conditions of gales and stress of weather, render the oil variable in quality, and taxed
our utmost ingenuity to test it, yet we scarcely made a mistake for more than thirty years, until SS
above mentioned, and you tnay believe, gentlemen, that we are now happy in the fact that we can give
you and the horological trade throughout, just what they are looking for to make them as happy as
ourselves.

-Yours truly,
WILLIAM F. NYE

NEW BEDFORD, MASS., February 25, 1909.

ii 1I)llIi
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The Stephens Automatic or Self-Closing Jewelers' Vise
For 40 years the best, the handsomest and the most satisfactory vise made

THE G. M. YOST MFG. CO., Meadville, Pa., U.S.A.
ASIC YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

If he does not have it in stock. have him order one for your inspection before purchasing any other.
Circulars of this vise or a catalogue of all kinds of vises mailed free

PARISIAN GRAPE JEWELRY
THIS IS THE STUFF THAT'S SELLING BIG

ORDER FROM OUR TRAVELERS OR DIRECT FROM HOUSE

■ 4
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"ALL THAT'S GOOD AND NEW IN JEWELRY"

M. J. AVERBECK, M A N UFACTU R ER

IMPORTER 10 & 12 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS 7:Pill hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Knoun Rings in the market.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE

THE NEW BUILDING of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School
is now completed
and we are now able to give our students more
bench room and more light than any other school
in the world.

41, The workroom on the second floor is entirely
skylighted, and, consequently, the light in this room
is fully as good as in open air.

41 Good light is of vital importance to a Watch-
maker, and we have spared no money to obtain the
best light and the latest improvements of a modern
building.

111, The last few years we have not been able to
accommodate all the students that made applications
for scholarships, for want of room ; but now, with
an additional building, we can take care of a great
many more students.

tL Write for our new Catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.

Don't accept cheap substitutes;
there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

Watten 04
;.PoIR rIs %%in net

It4,tte,

wHy do the following wholesale houses handle R. & L.
Watch and Clock Oil?

M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Nordman Bros. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
D. C. Percival &Co., Boston, Mass.
Chas. May & Son, Boston, Mass.
Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., New York City
H. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.
E. & J. Swlgart Cu., Cincinnati, Ohio
Hammel, Riglander & Co., New York City
E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.

BECAUSE it does not gum—stands a lower temper-
ature than any other, will not blacken

or cut pivots, and, most important of all to you, your repair

jobs will not be returned to be done over at your expense.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO.
Sole Manufacturers Jewelers' Building, BOSTON, MASS.
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Leading Supply House for 

JEWELERS' and WATCHMAKERS' SUPPLIES
'ft‘`kaWM■tift.UAN'As,, 

Fountain Oiler in Rubber Case, No. 7. Price, 75 cents
To fill this oiler, insert the open end of glass tube in bottle of oil and draw the oil into tube by placing the

lips over small hole in steel tube until glass tube becomes about one-third full.

Balance Screwdriver, No. 9. Price, 75 cents.
This screwdriver will take all kinds of ordinary screws.

Press on head and the inside sleeve will open up to receive the different sizes of screws. With this tool
screws can be taken out of tile balance, for the purpose of putting on washers and under-cutting screws,
and replaced again without the necessity of taking the balance out of the watch.

Jewel Screw Countersinks
(set of six), No. 5. Price, 75 cents
The advantage that these cutters have over

others is that they have six teeth, so that there
are one or two teeth in operation on the seg-
ment to be cut out all the time. Another
advantage is the brass steady pin, which will
not mar the screw thread in the plate. If it
wears out a new pin can be put in and the
cutter is still good.

1,1[111111131fiii%111111111111111.111115)

Case Screw Countersinks, No. 13
Price, $1.50

These cutters have a soft steel centerpin
which will never break in ordinary usage. The
center car. be taken out and cutter sharpened
over with triangular oilstone. These cutters
are made of the finest steel, well tempered and
guaranteed to cut. All fit No. 32 wire chuck.

liitton1111111111511111,

Aluminum Balance Screw Scales, No. 10. Price. 25 cents

Used for weighing balance screws and timing washers. Very useful for timing and poising.

EW GUMMED Folding Tags ADJUSTA ft LE

Folded for Se...tine.
TAG Ope t1 .

TAG SCAled in US•

RINGS LOCKETS CHAINS ETC/ / 

Sold in boxes of 1000
only. Price, $1.00

They fit close, are easily applied without tools and are adjustable. They
arc strong and never twist. Your stock will always look neat ; no dangling

strings. No sharp brass catching points. They save time and trouble.

Jewel Setting Mills, No. 6. Price, $1.00
Set of 10 ditrerent sizes that will correspond

to about all different kinds of jewel settings.
Used for cutting down the seat for the Jewel in
fixing the endshake, and for getting the jewel
setting flush with the plate.

Nickel Plated Pendant Bow Pliers. 35 cents

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)
Made in 3 sizes. Put up III 11 ft. coils.
Prices Small Size, $1.50 per doz. Coils
" Medium " 2.50

Large " 3.00

Watchmakers
Bench No. 7

Ash finished in
Oak, Cherry or
Walnut.

Price, $17.50

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price, 75 cents

Stone Sett ng M s (set of six), No. 4
Price, $1.50

The cutters ore n ado of the finest steel,
well tempered and guaranteed to cut. Used
mostly in cutting the seat for stones, cutting
Out solder in spectacle frames and for other
operations difficult to handle' with an ordinary
mill or cutter.

Cannon Pinion Tool
With Base, No. 3
Price, 50 Cents

This tool has a punch

and stumps for stretch-
ing the guard pin in
forks for double roller
watches. Place the fork
over stump, with slot
up. Then place punch
in slot of fork and give
a slight tap with ham-
mer which will accom-
plish the purpose re-
quired. The extra
punch and stumps are
used for tightening the
cannon pinion same as

in old style.

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and
2 Chucks. $31.00

SEND A POSTAL FOR POCKET PRICE-LIST OF TOOLS AND MATERIAL

CROSS & BEGUELIN
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

23 Maiden Lane, New York
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'he Jewelers' gichool
of Engraving  sTABLISIII D 1889  

Suite 1104 Heyworth Bldg. CHICAGO, ILL.

41 
RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Founder

Chicago, Feb. 23rd. 1909.

Mr. Richard 0. Eandler,

President of

The Jeweler's School of Engraving,

Dear Sir:--
With the beginning of your 21st year at the

head of the Jeweler's School of Engraving, we feel that
You deserve our indorsement and good wishes for many years
to come. In indorsing your splendid Trade School, we do so
because of its merits and not entirely as a matter of Court-
esy or good will.

You have given ample proof of how much Eood can
be accomplished by attending your school. Our friends and

customers whom we have sent you have without any exception
praised your rethod of instruction in Designing and Engrav-
ing, covering the various branches of Jewelery Art.

Very sincerely yours,

•
421110•10:,

cThe Jewelers' School of Engraving is the best equipped school
of its kind in the country. Write for new catalogue and full

particulars.

ARTISTIC MONOGRAMS designed to order
In Pencil, 25 and 50 cents Send money
India Ink or Water Color, $1.00 S with order

SPECIMEN BOOK Monograms and Lettering, $1.00
Send for Price-List of Complete Outfits

ENGRAVING TOOLS ready for use

General Trade Engraving

The Jewelers' School of Engraving
 RICHARD 0. KANDLER, President and Chief Instructor 
Suite 1104 Heyworth Building CHICAGO, ILL.

LISTEN
TO
THIS

A user of one of
our gasoline gas
generator o u t -
fits, price corn-
plete, $16.00, as
illustrated here,
writes us : ..:,:iiIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111i1111111,11I'didlil...'

"1 tun using in my shop for the many solderings on gold and silver jewelry your gasoline
generator and foot bellows. The great sawing on the gas over the old style illuminating gas blow-
pipe has long since paid for the extra expense of the generator. Though I have the gas for other
purposes, I would not change again as I find the flame clear, hotter and more efficient in every
respect."

IF YOU WANT TO SAVE IN YOUR OPERATING EXPENSES, WRITE US FOR
CATALOGUE " B. k" showing many other articles that will pay for themselves in this manner.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

"REES SPECIAL"
GRAVER

THE FINEST GRAVER MADE. Mounted, ground, sharpened correctly
and ready to use. 50 cents each. Made by hand (tapered), of the finest razor steel.
Every one guaranteed.

Rees Engraving School (Dept. K), Cor. Lake and Market Sts., ELMIRA, N.Y.

E.'n,,,r,aved Souvenir Spooms
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

'Amu
0•01,!!!!"" FRED. A. HASKELL

206 Wevbesset St., Providence, R. I.

SHOWING HO

WASHERS

ADJUSTER

USHER

SCREW

HEAD

RATISISTSIANCI. wis
SPECIAL NOTICE.—These "washers" are

e0rrred by United States Patent
.No. 894,314, and all infringements
will be prosecuted.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES: Gross, $1.50 ; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK,

-- — --_ 
_

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT WATCH 

CASE BUFFS

FELT AMID 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

4

We Make Catalogs for Retail Jewelers
That Increase Their Business up to 100%

44° ,

100 41111liti -

);110t42-,

Store of S. Kurtz Zook, Lancaster, Pa.

What we have done for
others—we can do for you
Write at once for samples and particulars FREE

MUSKOGEE, OKLA., Jan. 22, '09.

(Copy of original letter.)

MR. H. W. ARNSTINE,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir ..—Y ours of Jan. 20, 1909

received, and in reply would say that,

although the catalogs and circulars arrived

very late, owing to not being able to place

my order soon enough, my holiday business

more than doubled that of last year. This

increase I credit to the catalogs.

Yours very truly,

H. W. THOMPSON.

This firm used The Arnstine Bros. Company's
Catalogs in 1908.

A Perusal of Our Customers' Letters
Will Convince You of Their Success

LANCASTER, PA., Jan. 9, 1909.
(Copy of original letter.)

TILE ARNSTINE BROS. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen :—The Catalogs of 1908-9
were far ahead of anything you have ever
before produced, both as a book and a
business bringer. Printed matter and cuts
furnished were of high character and were
used with beneficial results, and could be
used with stimulating effect throughout the
year. My business was very good, and I
felt the pressure of catalog business from the
time of their distribution.

Wishing you much success for the coming
year, I am,

Yours truly,
S. KURTZ ZOOK.

This firm used The Arnstine Bros. Company's
Catalogs in 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907 and 1908.

Store of H. W. Thompson, Muskogee, Okla.

Our salesmen visit every State in the Union. If you are interested, and will notify us, our representative will take
pleasure in calling on you and explaining our method. WRITE FOR PARTICULARS AND SAMPLE CATALOG

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler

In writing Us please mention this issue THE KEYSTONE CLEVELAND, OHIO
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WE ARE GIVING FREE with one Toss of our FAMOUS K. B. BRAND AMERICAN MAINSPRINGS a handsome oak

or walnut 20 drawer cabinet. Take advantage of this offer at once and get one of these cabinets

$1.00 per doz.

Subject to Cash Discount

(I K. B. MAINSPRINGS are
manufactured expressly for us
by the American Waltham
Watch Co. We guarantee to
replace broken mainsprings
when parts are sent to us
bearing our trade-mark "K. B."

q Mail orders filled from any
catalogue promptly and cor-
rectly.

One Half Dozen K. B. Brand

AMERICAN MAINSPRINGS

For Size 

No. 

Made expressly for and Guaranteed by

Korones Bros. 167 Canal Street
NEW YORK

Cut showing box containing doz. K. B. Mainsprings
carefully wrapped in oil paper to prevent rusting

USE OUR No. 168 HIGHLY POLISHED BALANCE STAFFS, $1.00 per doz.
No. 170 RUBY an? SAPPHIRE HOLE JEWELS in Polished Settings, $1.00 per doz.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND YOU WILL USE NO OTHER

$12.00 per gross, net

With Cabinet

FACTS:— In selecting the K. B.
Mainsprings we were guided not
alone by our severe tests and judg-
ment, but we distributed samples
to many expert watchmakers and
the opinion of all were that the
K. B. Mainsprings are the finest
ever introduced in this country,
that they are even, properly tem-
pered, carefully finished, correctly
gaged and tips and lengths posi-
tively accurate.

WATCHMAKERS', JEWELERS', 167 CANAL STREET
ENGRAVERS' an D OPTICIANS' KORONES BROTHERS NEW YORK CITY
SUPPLY HOUSE  America's Leading Material House 

INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets . . $1.50

1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . . . .75

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink . . .25

1 Neat Hardwood Box, with

catch fastener.

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler should
ha ve

Because it saves time—and saves money

And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish

your rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof
and won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the wrong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
surface, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.

THE ORIGINAL

BLUE BEADED LABEL French Watch Glasses

We beg to call your attention

to our large and complete

stock of all sizes and kinds of

BLUE LABEL FRENCH
WATCH GLASSES, as
well as our line of GENUINE
LATOIX RED and BLUE
LABEL GENEVA and
BASSINE GLASSES, for
which we are the Agents.

Careful attention given in se-

lecting orders. No Disap=

pointments.

All orders have our prompt

and careful attention. SEND

FOR GLASS ORDER

SHEETS.

Tested by Time WORLD'S STANDARD FOR 40 YEARS Proved by Use

lortGeNsEN

CM
0011•1mG

SAINS
PRiges

These world-famed springs
have been made by Jean
Jaquet, the w ell-known
Swiss manufacturer, for
over 40 years, and are

The Only Genuine
Jurgensen Spring

THE MAINSPRING IS THE LIFE OF THE WATCH
Sole Agent for 54 Years

Celebrated Maimpilligs
The CELEBRATED .626E+- MAINSPRINGS have stood the most severe test and criticisms, and have been used by the

most experienced watchmakers for fifty-six years.

WHY EXPERIMENT WITH CHEAP SPRINGS? THE BEsT IS ALWAYS "IFIE CIIMPEST.

L. H. Keller 8z 
Importer., Manufetcturers and Jobbers

Fine WatchTaterials 64 Nassau St., New York Tools,FilesanSupplies
„
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THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Each Wire and Wheel Chucks . . ..... . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE ; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB?'

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tamed by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without thisra lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
in the UNITED STATES and CANADA

PATENT PENDIN6

A RADICAL
DEPARTURE IN
ENGRAVING BLOCKS

The IDEAL
KEYLESS

Manufactured by ADOLPH MUEHLMATT, CINCINNATI

A KEYLESS block having the turntable feature of the REX block, ball bearing
and adjustable swivel jaws—feature never heretofore combined in any engraving block.

The IDEAL will appeal favorably to all engravers who will instantly perceive
the immense advantage of a KEYLESS block.

The jaws of the IDEAL KEYLESS are actuated by a rotating collar of
bronze, this method being a great improvement over the key system.

The turntable feature in connection with ball bearings was a long step forward
in engraving block construction, and this important improvement is incorporated in
the IDEAL KEYLESS.

The IDEAL KEYLESS has a greatly increased capacity for holding work
and also has an opening through the center, making it possible to hold hat pins. It
is made of the best materials throughout, finely finished and nickel plated.

A complete variety of attachments goes with the block, namely 12 sets
amounting to 46 pieces in all—they are put up in a hardwood box.

These attachments also fit the "S.ftecial," the "Monarch" and the "Rex"
engraving blocks.

Price, complete with leather pad and 46 attachments in hardwood box, $16.50.
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET TO BE BAD ON APPLICATION

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
WHOLESALE AGENTS

37=39 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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Man ufactured
by

EYE GLASS SCREW DRIVERS

Kendrick & Davis

V., - No 420 EYE GLASS SCREW DRIVER44,

(,)
4,

1

r I

SPRING II 11,TION ON THE THREAD PREVENTS LOSS OF THE REVERSIBLE PART

SWIVELLING RING

(..)

ri
t

CLOSED

MANUBACCUPLD RY TRAD

KENDRICK &DAVIS

OPE

riT

-7-0.0, 11

SEPARATED

ARK LEBANON

NEW HAMPSHIRE

u;gQtaii:  
OPEN

mmit*P1

IRAS(

LEBANON
NEW HAMPSHIRE

If you desire something distinctly good in Eye Glass
Screw Drivers, examine the K. & D. The blades are
of finest steel, carefully tempered. All have swivel
rings of tempered steel. On neat easel cards, con-
venient to show customers.

No. 420

A neat, compact little tool ; may be carried on the key
ring or watch chain. The cuts below show it open, sep-
arated and closed. When closed, spring friction on the
thread prevents loss by the parts working loose. When
in position for use, the parts are snapped together. Quickly
operated ; convenient and practical.

Nickel Plated. Price each, 20 cents.

■OFA'.13 .11111111,014

SEPARATED CLOSED

4-No 421 EYE GLASS SCREW DRIVER-V-
.1.1'T rLB GEM

ADJUSTABLE CHUCK SWIVELLING RING REVERSIBLE BLADE

QoQQ0000 (;) (f) Q
fi ti

EIEEE
r E Ei i r E T1 r T,

I 1 III ti 1.1 11 ii

--011k1Pil 0 --trpgglopi 0
CLOSED SCARE . OPEN

MANUFACTURED BY

KENDRICK k DAVIS
LEBANON

NEW HAMPSHIRE

No. 421

Little Gem Eye Glass Screw Driver. Has adjust-

able chuck and reversing blade. The cuts below

show the working of this tool. Very neat in

design. A distinctly high-grade article.

Nickel Plated. Price each, 25 cents.

BLADE CLOSED

No. 422. EYE. GLASS' SCREW DRIVER

0 0 6' 17TE 0 0

A illICT1014 1.1016

0011011 tr.cru.ty PODAMrSOD
SLUM' BAUR. Out .101 111V.SEP

A PRACTICAL TOOL

.00411FACILIDED

KENDRICK & DAVIS 
TRADE RK

•

LEBANON

NEW HAMPSHIRE

OPEN

No. 422

Low in price, but not cheap. A neat, simple and prac-
tical tool. When the blade is reversed, a friction device
within the handle prevents it falling out. Handles of steel,
crisply knurled in the diamond pattern.

Nickel Plated. Price each, 15 cents.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Agents

37 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

C:Nr
SEPARATED

PAT.APP'LH3 FOR

CLOSED
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Double-Geared Hand Rolling Mill

11111111111111

No. 1 Bench Shear and Rod Cutter

Type A. Motor-Polishing Head

A NEW CATALOG
Some time this month we will begin

mailing our new Catalog No. 17. It
is to be the most complete catalog we
have ever issued-112 pages, illustrat-
ing and describing the Oliver Quality
line of Jewelers' Machinery and Tools.
It will be of great interest to those
who sell as well as to those who
manufacture jewelry. May we send
you a copy?

The W. W. Oliver
Manufacturing Co.

1490 Niagara Street BUFFALO, N. Y.

Little Giant Ring Bender Bench Speed Lathe

357

The Thoma Bros. Co.

AU. TH 0 N/1 A FRED THEIVIA JEROME THOMA

ESTABLISHED FEBRUARY, 1868

INCORPORATED FEBRUARY, 1909

.  • . 

CARL A.TH 0 MA

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Tools, Materials and Supplies

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Watches, Chains, Fobs, Lockets
and Bracelets, Etc.

14 an 16 East Fourth Street CINCINNATI, OHIO
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BANNATYNE
A Timekeeper_ _ _.

i i.'• .-i.. ' iq• ' ' '74/.,-lo EIANNATYNE 4'. ,-
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«0,10Ahead of the Times
1•03.

-ic
The Smallest, Thinnest 0,
and Easiest Winding ' •
Practical Watch ever , , 

P

produced at a low price 0
°

Retail Price, $ 1 . 50 ,

lip,
l

4'
4

•
• 6-,

_(

,
, '

Orders tor sample watch must be accompanied by a
ze. remittance of $1.12 for Nickel, and for Gun-Metal or

Gilt Finish $ I .17, to insure delivery by registered mail.

price watch built upon strictly watch principles. Patent lever, double
escapement—solid cut and polished steel pinions. Patent re-coil
to prevent mainspring from setting after watch is wound up. Never

before in popular-priced watches. Winding and setting mechan-
can be removed without taking movement from case. No accidental

in of crown stem. No screws used in fastening movement into case.
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET

The Bannatyne Watch Company, Waterbury, Conn.

PRICE-LIST

2-Chuck Combination  $30.00
10 6 6 4 4 35 00
12 6 6 4 4 36 00
17 6 6 6 4 40.00
22 4 4 6 6 44.00
32 4 6 6 4 51.00
42 6 6 4 6 59.00
56 6 6 I 6 70 00

NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

The New Model Conoidal
Chuck

The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

The New Model Moseley Lathe
It is becoming better understood that more care should be taken in the selection of a Watchmaker's Lathe than has heretofore been fully realized.
Under the most exacting requirements of your Profession, comprising the making and repairing of one of the most delicate and intricate mechanisms of man's

invention, the Modern Watch, you cannot do justice to your Work, your Employer or Yourself if you are handicapped by the inferior quality or inefficiency of the Tools
you employ. and your Lathe is certainly one of the most important Tools you use, and IT MUST be RIGHT or your WORK CANNOT be RIGHT. The MOSELEY
LATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for more than a Quarter of a Century and they are considered by the Many
Thousands of More than Satisfied Watchmakers, who are using them constantly in their daily work, to be the BEST LATHES MADE. and it has been fully
demonstrated that the possession of a MOSELEY LATHE is the source of constantly increasing satisfaction and efficiency. Improved methods have enabled us to
improve the MOSELEY LATHES and to keep them lip-to-Date in every particular, and we now offer in the "NEW MODEL MOSELEY " a Lathe of the BEST
QUALITY of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP and at a MODERATE PRICE. ACCURACY and RAPIDITY,—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT,—and they are
secured by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS, Write for Descriptive Price List.

THe moseLey LATHES co., Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.
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THE WATCHMAKER'S PHILOSOPHY

Be Sure to Read This Don't Fail to Read This

THE LIFE
OF A WATCH DEPENDS UPON TWO THINGS

The Mainspring or The Heart
I The Oil or The Life-Blood

The mechanical life of a watch must be compared to the human life and needs the same care and nourishment,
which is administered by means of a fine MAINSPRING and a fine OIL. If either one of these two essentials is
lacking or does not do its proper work then the entire system suffers. The most efficient watchmakers agree that the Life and
sustenance of life of a watch are based entirely upon the highest grade MAINSPRING and OIL. aThese being the true facts,
a watchmaker, in order to be successful in his profession, both practically and financially, must seek THE BEST.

The Best is found by Thorough Test

USE ONLY BLACK SHIELD OIL

Watch Oil, Per Bottle, $0.25
Clock Oil, Per Bottle, $0.25

THE LIFE-BLOOD OF A WATCH

A few of its unequaled qualities:
q It will not gum.
q It is free from acids, preventing blackening or

cutting pivots.
q Climate has no effect.
q Every drop of oil in the bottle, even to the very

last, is as good as the first.

POPULAR PRICE Clock Oil, Per Bottle, $0.25
Watch Oil, Per Bottle, $0.25

USE ONLY BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS
The HEART of the Watch

The Product

of the Highest

Attainment in

Mainspring

Making
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Per Dozen, $1.25

\

Per Gross, $13.50

Absolutely

the Best

that can be

Bought

Heyworth BuildingSwartchild & Com an CHICAGO

L
THE LARGEST TOOL AND MATERIAL

Nu, HOUSE IN THE WORLD.

Write for Our Double-Sized Catalogue—Sent
Free of all Charges.

Sole Distributers of BLACK SHIELD PRODUCTS
BLACK SHIELD OIL
BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS
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Up-to-Date  Electrical Specialties mar  The W. Green Electric Co., 117.2(.°4

Green's Direct and Alternating Current Electric Lathe Motors
Patent applied for

VARIABLE AND SINGLE SPEED

For Polishing, Buffing, Drilling, Grinding, Sawing, Turning and Lapping

The Variable Speed Direct Current Motors have starting and stopping switch and speed controller in base, as shown

i In cut.
The Single Speed Alternating Current Motors have starting and stopping switch in base, as shown in cut.

The Variable Speed Alternating Current Motors have starting and stopping switch in base, as shown in cut, and

speed controller on side of motors.

Adjustable, Combination, Self-Starting, Noiseless. Enclosed and Portable, with patented automatic interlocking

solid steel chucks, instantly adjustable to either right or left side of shaft. Requires lubricating but once a year.

A clean, simple, convenient and entire workshop in itself ; absolutely dust-proof, air and water tight and FULLY WARRANTED.

Cost to run, 1 to 5 cents per day, according to size of Motor.
Our Polishing Motor Combinations comprise (no extra charge) Speed Regulator in motor os described above, 5 new style

potent adjustable interlocking chucks, adjustable to either right or left side as follows : 2 for holding the brushes and buffing

wheels, 2 for holding two sizes of grindstime or polishing wheels, 1 for holding burrs of various sizes, adjustable plug and 6 ft. of

reinforced covered wire attached ready for use, which set is sufficient for average requiremeuts.

Green's Electric Variable Speed, Combination and
Enclosed, Polishing, Buffing and Grinding Motor Lathe

With Adjustable Automatic and Interlocking Steel Chucks,
fitting either right or left side of shaft.

A simple, convenient and entire workshop in itself
Dustproof, air and water tight

Adjustable to incandescent light or power circuit

For Factory, Workshop, Hotel, Restaurant, Household, Etc.

A 'Wonderful Labor-Saving Electric Machine in use b)
hundreds of reliable Silversmiths. Platers and Jewele..t

GREEN'S PLATING DYNAMOTORS
For Gold, Silver, Nickel. Brass and Copper Plating and

Stripping. Patented in the United States and all Foreign
Countries. A Plathig Dynamo and Power Motor combined
In one, self-operated by any Direct Current. Light or Powe,
Circuit. (No motor, belts or pulleys required.) (Full:,
Warranted.) For Gold, Silver, Nickel, Brass and Copper
Plating, Stripping, etc.

Cost to run. 1 to 5 cents per day, according to size.
Made in 5 sizvs-17A to 17E.

 Rill till
IIP*1 10i. - Atli"

.

reen's
DIRECT alfaIMMOIDA

VOUS UM SPUD nano=

THE W CAEN ELECTRIC CO
BI NASSAU ST

NEW YORN, S •11.

Complete ready for use (P 0. B. N. Y.) as follows:
Amperes

Size of at plating end
yvnarnotor up to 6 Volts

Net Price,
110 Voltage

$39.00 For 220 Volts
56.00 add 19,t
80.00
96.00 For 500 Volts
150.00 add 201

uriEENELECTRIC CO.

NEt
YOFIK U SA.

FINYERLOCKI,
Bays 5511101

CH U CC

Green's Self-Oiling PLATING DYNAMOS
(Fully Warranted.) For Gold, Silver, Nickel and Copper .
Plating. stripping, Etc. Patented in the United States 1.
and all Foreign Countries.

Made according to requirements, front 4 to 10 volts ; 6 to
100 amperes. Will deposit according to size, 3 to 100 dwts. (11
gold per hour ; 51 1 ver, nickel and copper in siecordance. Cost
to run, 1 to 5 cents per day, according to size.

MADE IN 5 SIZES-16A to 16E.
SPECIAL NOTE :-Con be iitu bv either Direet or I Iternatinc

Complete F. 0. B. New York as follows:

NET PRICE-LIST F. 0. B. NEW YORK, AS FOLLOWS:

Direct Current Alternating Current. Alternating Current.

Voltage
Horse-Power Hor Poste-wer 4 speeds 10 speeds Single speed
Ot Raing

Type Price Type j Price Type I Price 

52 to 110 1-5 1-6 2 $30.00 . . . 9A $50.00 . . 5A $37.50
115 to 220  1-5  1-6  2  35.00 9A 55.00  . 5A 41.00 
52 to 110 1-4 1-5 4 35.00 . . 9B 60.00 . . IS 44.00
115 to 220 1-4 , 1-5  4  39.50 . . 9B 66.00 . . . 5 49.00 

52 to 110 1-2 1-3 6 63.00 . . . 90 90.00 . . . 7 75.00
115 to 220 1-2  1-3  6  69.50 . . 91J  99.00  • • • 7 82.50 

52 to 110 1 3-4 6 85.00 . . 9D 130.00 . . 7 110.00
115 to 220  1  3-4  6  93.30 919  145.00 7  120.00 

52 to 110 11-2 1 6 110.00  
115 to 220 1 1-2  1 6  120.00  . 

52 to 110 2 1 1-2 8 170.00  
115 to 220  2  1 1-2  8  1811.00 . . •  • . . 
52 to 110 2 1-2 2 8 200.00
115 to 220 2 1-2  2  8  220.00  

500 1-2 1-3 6 72.50   . . . . . . .
500 1 3-4 6 95.00  
500 1 1-2 1 6 127.00
000 2 1 1-2 8 200.00  
500 2 1-2 2 8 240.00   _ _ 

52 to 110. Small Single Speed Direct Current Motor of/ H. P., for very small work. Type O. Price. $23.00

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
In the City of New York
Department of Chemistry

nth. 9, 1909
THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC Co.

81 Nassau St., New York City
Gentlemen :-In reply to your inquiry as to the

Adjustable Combination Electric 1%tot or Pol ish i ng
and Buffing Lathe, installed a year ago in this
laboratory, would say that it is the most admirable
piece of machinery 1 know of, for the purpose in-
tended. My Lathe gets the hardest kind of service,
and often very bad treatment, from inexperienced
users, but it makes no difference in its performance.
It is rated at 1-5 II. P., but I am sure that it gives
far more power. I am entirely satisfied with our
purchase. Yours very truly

(Signed) SAMUEL A. Tnctota
Professor of Electrochemistry

U. S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY
WASHINGTON, I). C., Jan. 7, 1909

Gentlemen :-Your letter of the 15th inst. asking
if the 1909 Model Electric Polishing and Buffing
Motor recently supplied by you (in accordance to
our requisition No. 25, Sept. 28, 1908) to this station
was satisfactory, and addressed to the Navy Pay
Office, haviug been referred to me for reply, I beg
to say that the motor has been passed by the Board
of Inspection and it is thought it will perform all the
work for which it was intended. Voucher in your
favor in payment Of this motor will be forwarded in
a few days. Very respectfully

B. W. HEDGES
Commander U. S. N.

Acting Superintendent

Tun W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.
81 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y.

Manufactured 
The e W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau St., NEW YORK, U.S.A._ 

Patented in the United States ana
all Foreign count ek.,

Cut illustrates Types 16A to 160

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceedsi

'vi 
by express.

, About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges. 

4.?
,.. 

are deducted and return expressage to pay.

IT"1 I 
($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations'1 

7

11114 il 0 • accepted.

there is no recourse.

9 are a

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of thevalue of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express,
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

Among tha many well-known
and prominent concerns
who are using our machines
are :-

Tiffany & Co.
The Gorham Mfg. Co.
The Alvin Silver Co.
The International Silver Co.
Jos. Fallys Wateh Case Co.
The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Larter & Sons
Erententz & Co.
Ketcham & McDougall
E. O. Webster & Co.
Chas. Weller & Co.
The Towle Mfg. Co.
The 11Iauser Silver Co.
Bastion Bros. Co.
Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.
American Watch Case Co.
S. Kind & Son
New York Edison Eleetric Light Co.
New England \Vatill co.
llayden W. Wheeler & Co.
Wright, Nay &
Paul-Gal e- n•en wood Co.
II. B. St h•f Jewelry Co.
J. T. Allen Ss Co.

A. Newsalt
Shreve, Crump & Low Co.
American Optical Co.
Geneva Optical Co.
Julius King Optical Co.
Rochester Spectacle Co.Jolm Scheidig & Co.F. Jean(' heti r
N. .1. Felix.
Andrew Mandes
L. E. Waterman Co. (fountain pens)
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
Wolcott Hotel, New York
New Giranl 11.10, New York
New hlonhat till) Hotel, New York
Knickerbocker I total, New York
Astor hotel, New York
Green's Hotel, Phila., Pa.
American llu,Ol. Boston, Mass.
Goyim() Hotel, Memphis, Tenn.
Desoto Ilolel, Sa vsimiah,
Princeton University
'Harvard University
Columbia University
S. S. White Dental Co.
The Pennsylvania It. 11, Co. •
The State Armory Board of New Y 11;
The U. S. Navy

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company
with the returns. You will save much
take gold and silver on account do not
means of ascertaining its exact value,
value on it that will afford two profits.

for full cash value and pay your bills
by so doing. Most of the firms that
use it themselves; nor have they any
but depend on others, who place a

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted. 57 Washington Street

Chicago •
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WATCH OIL.
NewBetlfonliNoraGENuliil
INtiass. witriouromi
if V. S.A. nil 0

Positively

the best and
purest oil
offered the
trade in my
thirty years'
experience.

WILLIAM P. NYE, New Bedford,

,vrtF,Nik, .

CLOCK OIL.!
NewBodfordNotlE6E"ultiil1: Mass. witriourow
11 LIS.1 wf 5Ias,‘ ,
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BOUGHT MY]
GOODS FROM
K ROWERS"
THEYARE MONEY
MAKERS FOR ME

THERE'S WHERE
I'LL BUY MY

SPRING GOODS

" ENUF SAID"
4.;uttialogue.....s fur Deprii-trnentm A. 13. C. and D. Neat j,i requeat

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?

Elgin
Webster or
Whitcomb Triumph

70c. 70c.

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 538, and 50 Wire
Chucks Price per Set of 10

BRASS $1.50
STEEL - - 2.50

PYROGRAPHY
F'oints, Outfits and Repairs

.1111771111011,70romrAgmme,,,.
=
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We make this line a specialty and are ready to serve
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Send for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog No. 5
Also Watchman's Portable Clock Catalog No.

HOUGHTON
FA C E PLATE

MI-GD. HY

HARDINGE BROS.

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with Trefoil Peep Holes $8.00 Pach
Old style, changed . . . 2.00 eaoIl

The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that shouldyou need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.Whenever engraving is desired, It is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shownon illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Make Your Rings onaa'rig, With
These Machines

These machines will alter SEAMLESS Rings to almost any size
in a few minutes. Soldered rings several sizes without losing their
shape, and the ring will remain perfectly round after being sized ; no
other machines will show such results.

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
Atigsbarg, Germany

Fret Saws, Coping Saws

Watch Mainsprings

Needle Files

Eberle's Quality 18812 " Finis" for metal

Qualltat 18812

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Our SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS are made of one piece of
gold. They contain no solder, and can be altered to any size,
smaller or larger, without cutting.

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

PECKHAM SEAMLESS RING MFG. CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY including 12 steel rolls
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TheW B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality
 glass without bubbles or scratches
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The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B B. C brand

The prices on
are not higher 14
much inferior
sold by the
of the United

0lows : go.

Genevas 
"`Q. ;:s Per gross Per doz.
  $ 4.00 $ .40

.Mi-Concaves 4.00 40

.90
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick . 00 .75

I.entilles  
Flat Parallels  

Flat Concaves, Extra Thick 

12.00 1.25

Flat Concaves . . .. 12.00 1.00

cent..80 

1.25

0 

.75

0

Patent Genevas   

8
Lunettes   .25

Discount, 6 per 

B & C glasses
tv than other and
tti brands, and are
tv leading jobbers

States as fol-

The only medal at the Paris Exposit ion of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the
 World Since 1826

Everybody knows t hat tlw W B & C glasses DM BEEN, ARE, AND 
WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. 

Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of si
ze make them so

that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no othe
rs at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them 

on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. 
They used to

buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the w
isdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest 

at the End."

WATCHMAKERS! I If you wish to save time and money and give good 
satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try t

he W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging

advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C 
glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during

 that time a great many brands have sprung up in on
e day, and never beard

front afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WHICH IS THE W B & C
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If you are building a new store or expect to remodel you
r present building, you should

Investigate the merits of

Wheeling Metal Ceilings
There is nothing that is so important in a store room 

as the ceiling. In a jewelry store

particularly, you should have a ceiling that will beaut
ify your store and at the same time

be substantial and afford the most protection to 
your building and stock. You will find

nothing better adapted to meet your most 
exacting requirements than WHEELING

METAL CEILINGS.

PERMANENT FIREPROOF INEXPENSIVE

ECONOMICAL DECORATIVE ATTRACTIVE

Write to our nearest office for information and pr
ices. If you will send a diagram of

your store, we will make you a drawing sh
owing arrangements of suitable designs. This

will cost you nothing and you incur no obligation.

WHEELING CORRUGATING COMPANY
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES:

BOSTON 132-134 Pearl Street NEW YORK 47 Cliff Street

CHATTANOOGA . . . , ._. , King Street PHILADELPHIA . . . . 402-406 Race Street

CHICAGO  22-27 N. Clinton Street ST. LOUIS 1006-1010 Spruce Street

DETROIT  1409 Majestic Building

"WINTER FIXTURES"
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE O
UTFIT

—

•■••••••■••?....0I

The "Admiral" Jewelers' Case and Table

"The Case and Table that has had RO many imitators,"
BUT NO PEER

Plain Oak Fixtures at Plain Oak Prices. Plain Birch Fixtures at sam
e prices.

Southern Small Flaked Quarter-sawed Red Oak costs about the same as 
Wis-

consin Plain Oak, but is no better, and is not the kind " WIN
TER" uses.

Selected Large Flaked Quarter-sawed White Oak, the kind that 
"WINTER" uses, of

course, costs more.
Curly Birch Fixtures at same prices as " WINTER" Qu

arter-sawed Oak Fixtures,

"WINTER CATALOGUES" THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cents.

The most complete works of their kind ever p
ublished. Works of .■ rt. Books of

Valuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thousands

of dollars. Size 9 x 12, 3 volumes. 600 pages complete. Books that you need and will keep.

Colored finish samples, plans, suggestions, interior views,
 elevations, measurements,

detailed description, prices, etc., of the high-grade store fitt
ing art—front start to finish.

Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases
. counters, tables.

specialties, etc., with full description and prices. Write for Catalogue "09-A"

M. Winter Lumber Co. 
HIGH-GRADE
FIXTURE MAKERS

Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO.,
BARTHOLOW CO., -
FINLAY DICKS CO.,
R. H. BIRDSALL, - -
MATTOON & KEPPEL,

AGENCIES
- - - St. Joseph, Mo.

- - - - Dallas, Texas

-
- - - New Orleans, La.

- Hamilton Bid., Portland, Ore.
- - - New Haven, Conn.

OLD
GOLD

OLD
GOLD

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SUER

OLD
GOLD

OLD OLD
SILVER GOLD

Square Deal in

OLD
SILVER

OLD GOLD AND SILVER

OLD
GOD

The gold and silver refiner whose business assets do not include

the " jewelers' confidence " might as well undertake to hammer out

success in the middle of the Desert of Sahara as in the most up-to-date

gold and silver refining plant in Chicago. Good service helps a great

deal, too, but unless the people believe in you, unless the people
have faith in your methods and confidence in the character of the
firm with whom they are dealing, effort, energy and experience, all must

come to naught. Dee & Co.'s refinery is the headquarters for jewelers

everywhere who are anxious to realize the highest possible value for

their Old Gold and Silver here, with the assurance of satisfaction in

every sense the term implies; our reputation rests solidly on 17 years

of public confidence. Without the aid and co-operation of the people,

without the loyal support of the jewelry trade, Dee & Co. never could

have won recognition as being one of the world's largest and best

refineries for realizing " top notch values " for anything they wish to

dispose of in the precious metal line.

WE PAY FOR

Old Gold, 8 K.   32c. a dwt.

Old Gold, 10 K.  40c.

Old Gold, 12 K. 48c 

Old Gold, 14 K.   56c.

Old Gold, 16 K. 64c 

Old Gold, 18 K. . .   72c.

Gold Plated Scraps   20c. to 35c. an ounce

Old Silver (fluctuating) .   Very highest price

It

St

11

41

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench and

Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Full liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the

other half. All shipments held subject to your approval of our offer.

If our customer is not satisfied we will return shipment intact, charges

prepaid.
Let the " Gold Bugs " do your work and you can't go wrong.

Thomas J. Dee & Company

Refiners and Smelters 
67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SHYER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

365

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GO LD
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Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing

In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of

the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the

movement are hidden. Why not get what you are

after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY

YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.

Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling

of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases

to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made

Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver

Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,

Miniature Portraits, Detnagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance Established 1865
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A MAGNIFICENT BOOK °F rprE
"moDERN"m1Raincd SIGNS
IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Write for This Book To- day—It will give you much valuable information

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW- UP-TO- DATE - FLASHING - SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by 11w

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.

OVR AINNVAL .SERMO Is(
367
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DAR AM OT/ER
LETTAHS IN DE ALFABET
bUT DAR AM ONLY ONE
EASY FLovIING3'C9GOLO
  SOLDER

, I _
NSIST ON GETTING—t-T--- 4 FOR ALL 6RAOC3 ofJEWELRY

LoVYK- 61- 8K-10K-12 K-I4K-I6 K-I8K .SPECIA1.- FOR 1800k-22(. DENIALWORK
SOLI) THR011,011 JOBBERS ONLY Manufactured by F. It. NOBLE & CO., Chicago

Grinding Wheels for
Jewelers' Use

Norton Grinding Wheels are most successful in Jewelry
work because they are made of a right-tempered, sharp-
edged grit, Alundum.
Made in all sizes from a small fraction of an inch in diam-
eter and up. State what you use the wheels for, and let
us furnish the wheel of the proper grain and grade.

Norton Glass Cutting Stones are
made of A lundum

7 -4,01era

w V

Norton Company WORCESTER, MASS.
Grinding When Works and Main Office

Alundum Plant NEW YORK CHICAGO
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

61;
26 Cortlandt St. 48 South Canal St.

HOLTZER-OABOT

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES 

FOR JEWELERS
q A FULL LINE OF BUFFING AND GRINDING MOTORS.
q ELECTRO-PLATING MACHINES.
q DRILLING OUTFITS.
q STANDARD ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT
POWER MOTORS, ETC., ETC., ETC.

MULTI-SPEED JEWELERS' LATHE MOTOR

 • 

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BOSTON (BROOKLINE STATION ), MASS.

395 and 397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL
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atchmakers, Jewellers i) Fine Dot Makers
enerally: in fact everybody who uses

files on particular work, require files
of the highest possible quality. The

EXTRA [X* F] FINE
SWISS PATTERN

Front page of Items of Interest just issued. If you did not get a copy, write us

HENRY PAULSON & CO. CHICAGO
156 Wabash Avenue

LANE Si DISPLAY GOODS A TRAY PACTORY.
WE MANE All OUR OWN GOODS.

ARE UNEQUALLED BY ANY OTHER BRAND
Made //7 our immense factory by Nghest cskilleo' workmen. Carried

in stock by the most progressive dealers. Used and preferred

by a rapidly increasinh number of critical consumens 

An over.
powering
impulse to LOOK an
NOTICE, on the part
of everyone who
passes by.

Items of
Interest

Look over carer

fully every Page
worth while
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CNR LAXL T WARE . XS PRiNTING.
LARGEST YAM ARRIED BY ANYONE

An Allracilve Display Makes 4 Busy SOK
Ji
URE you taking advantage of this profitable means of advertising? We are manufacturers

and designers of display goods, trays, etc. The illustrations below show some of our
new creations, entirely original with us. They are new, novel and will excite interest.

NICHOLSON FILE CQ.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond

jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down

absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express

charges and insure the goods in transit. I have

been in the business right here for 16 years,

and can give the very best references as to

responsibility on application. Offers and valua-

tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another

page of this issue.
Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1 801

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

PATENTED MAY le, 1908

The only ma-
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-
rent ; five shades
of color for each
solution.

SIMPLE,
PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
always ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.

An electro-plating machine that any one can use. Just the thing to put the
new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,
SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULA: for making solutions and full directions for plating all above
colors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged for
the outfit.

BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give i3, 3, 6, 9 and 12 volts
current (see cut), and should last a year or more with ordinary use and can
easily be replaced.

CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.
Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces and
are self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each pure
gold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.

Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 654
inches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00

net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything

needed by the Retail Jeweler

If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct front the manufacturers

C. B. Norton Jewelry Company
1013-15 Grand Ave. Kansas City, Mo.

Nos. 20 and 21
ALL ABOVE MADE IN OUR OWN FACTORY

net75 no 
75 

t
No. 18 and 19 The Prettiest and Most Graceful Revolving Display Ever D;33.02

ignea
.

No. 18 Complete felt covered. with electric motor 
No. 18 Complete felt covered, with hot air engine  

For more complete description write us.

Nos. 20 and 21 Our silent and picturesque friend—The Old Dutch Windmill. Your window demands
attractive forms, something that will catch the eye. Padded so as to take pins; hooks also furnished

from which watches and other articles may be suspended.

No. 20 With 30-inch sails, Silk Velvet covered 

S5°°

No 20 With 30-inch sails. Silk Plu,11 covered  4 25 net
No. 21 With 24-inch sails. Silk Velvet covered   4 00 net
No. 21P With 24-inch sails, Silk Plush covered   3.25 net

22. 23 and 24 Display Stair—Graceful Curved Lines. Every Step in Harmony to
General Idea. One of the Most Beautiful Displays Ever Designed

Nos. 22. 23 and 24 will be made to fit any window. We measure and compute the 44..price0000 

net

on the length of the base or lowest stair, the ptber stairs are made in proportion.

No. 22 Silk Velvet covered. any color. complete, per foot  $6.00 net
No. 23 Black Felt covered. complete, per foot  
No. 24 Black Velveteen covered. complete, per toot  



ROCKFORD WATCHES
NOW SOLD

EXCLUSIVELY TO
RETAIL JEWELERS

ROCKFORD WATCHES
NOW SOLD

EXCLUSIVELY TO
RETAIL JEWELERS

The latest idea for artistically
decorating the table. Made
in single, double and in
clusters of three, five, seven
and ten.

AP OL LO STUDIOS OFFICES and SALESROOMS:Bernard. Rice's Sons, l'oprietors APOLLO SILVER CO. 544 Broadway, N. Y.
WORKS: 137-139-141 North lOth Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

In the manufacturing business—and especially in the manufacturing of high-grade watches—two things must be given
grave consideration. First—quality, efficiency. Second—a logical selling policy.

We have already reached perfection, as to-day the ROCKFORD WATCH is the embodiment of durability and
reliability and conceded the best American watch made. But our selling policy is not all we desire. Eight years ago, when
we started, we sold the jobbers exclusively--then we sought both the jobber and retailer. However, neither of these plans
seemed expedient, proof of which we have in many letters from high-grade legitimate retail jewelers, who claim, and are
justified in their claim, that jobbers sell hardware dealers, department stores and cut-price jewelers ; in fact, anyone who
has either the price or credit.

The manufacturer thinks long before making a radical change, which means, to a certain extent, the loss of trade that
required years in developing—but our main object is to merit trade by the quality of our watch and also by the protection
of those who co-operate with us.

We believe the real " man behind the gun " is the retail jeweler, who with reputation and a following only handles
dependable goods. Therefore, after mature thought and taking into consideration each detail, we have, since January 1,
1909, established a rigid protective policy, whereby we eliminate the jobber, catalogue houses, department stores, etc.,
confining ourselves exclusively to the legitimate retail jeweler, with the firm conviction that by protecting the retail jeweler
we will fast forge to the position that ROCKFORD Watches merit—Premier amongst American watches.

We believe that the policy we have adopted will be an entering wedge to better the trade conditions of the retail
jeweler. Along with our plans, we have trade-winning propositions for the assistance of the retail jeweler. Let every retail
jeweler reading this announcement favor us by signing and mailing to us the attached coupon. Concerted action will do
much towards eliminating the unfavorable trade that has been fast encroaching on the retail jeweler's legitimate field.

Special to Jewelers and Jewelry Store Employees

A full course of LETTER and JEWELRY ENGRAVING
Complete, with material and tools

taught for $32.50 furnished free to each student

This is our Regular $65.00 Engraving Course, and students have the privilege of entering
our workshop for further instruction at completion.

Write us for particulars regarding our easy payment plan.

BOYCE BUILDING
11th Floor Chicago

130YCE BUILDINGChicago Jewelry Engraving Co. 112 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO
Write us for our Price-List on Jewelry, Letter and Souvenir Spoon Engraving

ROCKFORD WATCH CO., Rockford,
Gentlemen :—Kindly see That when your salesmen is in our neighborhood

he calls on me with a full assortment of ROCKFORD WATCHES for my
examination. 11 is understood that this request involves no expense on my part
nor does il in any way obligate me to make a purchase. Thu may also send me the
details of your new selling policy to retail jewelers only.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects

ROCKFORD WATCHES
NOW SOLD

EXCLUSIVELY TO
RETAIL JEWELERS

ROCKFORD WATCHES
NOW SOLD

EXCLUSIVELY TO
RETAIL JEWELERS

Silversmiths' Building
New York



When you want QUALITY ask for the
RIVETT LATHE
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Full Size, New Model Ideal" Chuck

Rivett Lathes and Chucks are acknowledged to be the most
accurate in the country by our best mechanics, and this accuracy is due,
in part, to our Grinders.

The Rivett Internal Grinders are famous the world over as
well as our Lathes.

If you are a mechanic you will see the quality and improvement of
our lathes. "They are made of special material and are rigidly inspected
for accuracy. Their durability and superiority as well as other points
are best shown by the fact that the Rivett has successfully passed all
competitive tests for accuracy, quality and improvements.

We are working on our new catalog which we hope soon to have
completed. In the meantime write for our latest circular describing
the new " Ideal " Lathe and Chucks.

ALBERT BROTHERS

"Great Clock and Bronze Assortment"
I 987 Net j Five Clocks and Four Bronzes L"il 9.87 Net

Our Great Clock and Bronze Assortment
consists of Five Large Clocks and Four
Bronzes, which we sell for $19.87 Net

17 inches. Length of base, 15 inches.
5-inch dial. Green columns.

Gilt trimmings.

The Clocks are all 8-Day, Half-
hour Gong Strikes, the half hour
striking on cup bell. The Cases
are fine Black Enameled Wood
with Gilt Trimmings, Bronzes
Best American make.

Height, 16 inches. Length of base, 163z inches.
5-inch dial. Green marbleized moldings

and columns. Gilt trimmings.

THE DEMAND FOR FIRST-CLASS WATCHMAKERS WAS NEVER
SO GREAT AS AT THE PRESENT TIME

Note the size of these
Clocks—not a small one
in the lot—and then note
the price—only $19.87
Net for the assortment—

Five Clocks and
Height, 123( inches. Length of base, 163A. inches.

5-inch dial. Green marbleized moldings.
Celluloid columns. Gilt trimmings.

If you want Salable Clocks
—clocks that will sell and
not stay on your shelves
—buy Olt r Clock and Bronze
Assortment and you will have
what you are looking for—

By not being in possession of the ability to command the wages of a first-class workman? If so, do as thousands of
others have done, come to the Horological Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute and perfect yourself in Watch--
work, Jewelry work, Engraving and Optics.

Do not put it off this time as you have in the past, but make up your mind that you will put yourself in shape to be on
equal footing with the best workmen in the country, thereby being able to draw wages due a thorough workman.

This school is not an experiment, having twenty-three years' successful experience. It is endorsed by the leading
jobbers and watch manufacturers of this country; besides, we have hundreds of testimonials from individual jewelers
who have been fortunate enough to get one of our students; and from many students who are in business for them-
selves or have secured lucrative positions with salaries much in advance of what they had before coming to us.

Height, 2oYI. inches. Length of base, 17 inches.
5-inch dial. Green marbleized moldings.
Celluloid columns. Bronze trimmings.

NOTE—For a full and complete line of
Clocks and Bronzes, see our 1909 Catalogue.
The most complete and up-to-date Jewelers'
Catalogue published. If you have not got it
—send for it—it is yours for the asking.

We can assure any
jeweler that our Clock
and Bronze Assort=
ment will positively benefit
their clock department and
prove ready sellers and
profit-bringers.

Height, 59 inches. Length of base, 17 inches.
5-inch dial. Green in moldings.

Green and celluloid columns. Gilt trimmings.

Wholesale JewelersAlbert Brothers, 4th & Plum Streets Cincinnati, Ohio



We cut diamonds exclusively for the American
market and our cutting commends them to
the most critical.

Cutting Works .•
249 Longue rue d'argile

Antwerp, Belgium

New York Offices
Broadway Maidenlane Building

170 Br-adway

Buttons are continually c

and going. Every once in a

a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but

SIMPLICITY

Lace 0U1e 8preaaer

PAT. NOV. 0. 1006

ENAMEL DACUS
OFFICE AND WORKS: 25 Congress Avenue, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
ESTABLISHED 1872 NEW YORK OFFICE-253 Broadway

SCARF PINS, LEATHER FOBS
SIMPLICITY LACE
COLLAR SPREADERS

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

PARK BROS. & ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York
Selling Ascent. to Jobbing Trade

, 91/ x..-Noi„,_ 4■*
a+Vir '
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CHESTS AND CASES

Send for booklet

Illustrating

Our New Line

of Chests and Cases

With Ware

No. 519 Supplied

With Avon, Berk-

shire, Charter Oak,

Columbia, Faneuil,

Lotus, Priscilla and

Vintage Patterns

No. 519. MAHOGANY CHEST WITH WARE

Chest Illustrated

is Made Only in

Genuine Mahogany

Handsomely Lined

With Green Velvet

Ware Furnished

Also in Various

Combinations

in Oak and Silk

Chests and Silk

and Leatherette

Cases

Our ware has been recognized for over sixty years as the standard in

silver plate " as staple as wheat," as one dealer wrote us. All these years

it has been the aim of the producers to make

"  1847 ROGERS BROS."
the best. As a result, it is to-day the heaviest silver plate made.

Our present publicity campaign is made doubly effective by our con-

tinuous advertising for practically a quarter of a century. Furthermore, we

are always ready to furnish, free, electrotypes, circulars, signs, counter cards,

posters, etc. Write for literature explaining our co-operative methods.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.
NEW YORK

(International Silver Co., Successor)

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

11THE KEYSTO
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Increased Imports of Precious Stones

ONE unmistakable evidence of the im-
proving conditions in the jewelry trade

is the well-sustained increase in the imports
of precious stones and pearls at the Port of
New York. It will be remembered that in
January last year the imports were such as to
indicate practically complete paralysis of the
diamond business, the total for the month
being only $313,456, in striking contrast
with the total of January of the present
year, which, as reported by the Appraiser,
was $1,958,963. Of this latter total $1,686,-
494 was the value of the cut gems, while the
uncut amounted to only $272,469. It is
somewhat anomalous that while reports
from various parts of the country describe
the demand for the various jewelry staples
as about normal or slightly below, they tell
of quite a brisk demand for diamonds,
which shows that these gems have lost noth-
ing in popularity during the trying days of
the depression.

Quite an important stimulus to the dia-
mond trade was given by Queen Alexandra

on the occasion of the formal opening of
the British Parliament last month. This is
a ceremonial occasion on which the royal
regalia is displayed in its most impressive
form, and it was quite pleasing to the Brit-
ish jewelers and their brethren in other
countries to find the Queen wearing a cos-
tume which was literally dotted with dia-
monds. She displayed for the first time in
public the immense gem recently cut from
the now famous Cullinan stone and the
second large gem cut from the same stone.
As royalty is still a ruling factor in the
world of 'fashion, and as the good taste of
the British Queen is universally conceded,
her unique display of the gems will unques-
tionably further vitalize the gem market
much to the benefit of the jewelers the
world over.

Organization and Its Benefits

ON another page in this issue we publish
a paper read at the annual meeting of

one of the most progressive of the western
trade organizations on the elemental but
very important subject, "Advantages of
Getting Together." While it would appear
that these advantages, especially in the case
of a particular trade, are too apparent to
call for enumeration or discussion, it is true,
nevertheless, that many fail to grasp either
their number or importance. In a letter
before us President Archibald, of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation, says : "The retail jewelers are,
seemingly, a hard class of men to interest
in organization work." So, indeed, it
would appear ; yet the organization school-
master has been very much abroad in recent
years, and it is no longer possible for any
merchant to ignore the fact that isolated
effort is opposed to the spirit of the times,
and that self-preservation, if not the spirit
of fraternity, dictates the advisability of
"getting together" and working in harmony
for the mutual good.

It is gratifying to note that the char-
acter of trade organizations has changed

considerably in recent years, and the change
has been very beneficial to the individual
members. The purpose of organization to-
day is not merely to give united expression
to a spirit of discontent, to exploit petty
grievances or to force special privileges by
agitation and threats. Rather is it animated
by the spirit of brotherhood and mutual
toleration characteristic of this new century,
by a desire to further the interests of all by
the elevation of the individual, and by a
laudable ambition to make its. membership
worthy of such consideration and privileges
as they justly claim to be their right.

The modern organization meeting is not
a mere instrument of protest and recrimina-
tion ; it is a practical business school wherein
is imparted information which the members
can convert into dollars ; a social club which
cultivates a spirit of mutual regard ; a clear-
ing house of trade ideas,. where the best
methods of business-doing are ,made com-
mon property and where all are placed on a
more even plane in the competitive struggle
inseparable from modern business-doing.
The subjects dealt with at the meetings
comprise : Account keeping, store arrange-
ment, system in the repair department, shop
equipment, advertising, window dressing,
the treatment of customers, help and wages,
etc., all of which have practical application
to the business of every jeweler. No mem-
ber of the trade can become a member of a
strong organization of his fellow craftsmen
without feeling his position strengthened
and his self-reliance fortified, and none can
attend a modern convention without becom-
ing, at least in a small degree, a better busi-
ness man and a more tolerant as well as a
more resourceful competitor.

HE organization last year of the Na-
tional Association of Wholesale

Jewelers and the action of the latter in re-
questing joint consideration with the retail-
ers of the various questions at issue between
them, was a most important step in advance,
and is in itself one of the greatest triumphs
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thus far achieved by the organization move-

ment. The wholesalers' association, as re-

ported elsewhere, held a meeting last month

and added very materially to its membership

in the East. It is now sufficiently repre-

sentative to act in behalf of the entire whole-

sale trade, and an ideal situation would be

brought about if the American National

Association of Retailers were representative

of the retail branch to a like degree.

Heretofore some of the jewelers were

disposed to regard the several organizations

as entirely unrepresentative and composed

largely of the malcontents in the trade

whose influence they greatly discounted.

This, we believe, is no longer true. Last

month, for instance, a meeting of the Penn-

sylvania Retail Jewelers' Association was

held in the city of Pittsburg and was at-

tended by a large number of the representa-

tive jewelers of that city. The issues now

regarded as most important, namely, re-

stricted or minimum selling prices on stand-

ard goods, the enforcement of State and

national stamping laws, the prohibition of

false advertising, the licensing of watch-.

makers, etc., appeal to the more prosperous

section of the trade equally with the less

prosperous, and establish between both a

community of interest that should be a

powerful factor in bringing them closer

together.
There has been much complaint among

the trade in regard to the high rates for fire

insurance compared with the comparatively

slight risk, and the question of mutual fire

insurance companies has been added to the

subjects of discussion. In this issue we

publish for the benefit of our readers the

story of the first effort in this direction,

namely, the organization of the Jewelers'

Mutual Insurance Company of Wisconsin,

and the facts there stated will, doubtless,

greatly stimulate interest in this subject.

Several large meetings of State associations

in the West have already opened the con-

vention season, and it is to be hoped that

the trade at large will give due consideration

to their duty in this matter of organization,

a duty which they owe to themselves and

their own self-interest not less than to the

trade of which they are members.

Our Neglect of Spanish-American
Markets

ONE of the peculiar anomalies of inter-

national economic conditions is the

fact that the commerce between the nations

of Europe and the Spanish-American re-

publics should far overshadow the com-

merce between the United States and these

countries ; and still more peculiar is the fact

that not only is practically no progress being

made on our part in extending our com-

merce to the southern continent, but official

statistics announce a falling off of about

$44,000,000 from the figures for 1907 and

of about $2o,000,000 from the figures for

1906. Sales to Central America show a

shrinkage of some $4,000,000, and sales to

Mexico fell off about $21,000,000. Cuba's

purchases show a reduction of $10,000,000,

and sales to South America fell off by about

$9,000,000. Four of our sister republics

show increased purchases, and sixteen show

reduction.

NO satisfactory explanation seems to be

offered for this shrinkage in our

commerce with our Spanish-American sister

republics. The general trade depression can

scarcely be credited with the shrinkage, as

contracted domestic demand should in the

nature of things mean a more vigorous in-

vasion of foreign markets. The domestic

depression cannot adequately explain a loss

of $4,000,000 in Brazilian trade and a gain

of $3,400,000 in sales to Argentina. It does

not account for the drop from $1,500,000 to

$75,500 in sales of lumber to Chile. South

American purchases of steel rails dropped

from $2,437,000 in 1907 to $817,000 in 1908,

while Mexican purchases increased from

$1,000,000 to $1,900,000; and Mexican pur-

chases of structural steel decreased from

$936,000 in 1907 to $654,000 in 1908, while

South American purchases of that com-

modity increased from $735,000 to $914,000

and Cuban purchases increased from $422,-

000 to $682,000. The greatest fall in any

single item of Latin-American trade appears

in lumber, in which the total decrease was

about $6,000,000.

prHERE was also a falling off in ship-ments in electrical machinery, build-

ers' materials, sewing machines, etc. A few

items show an increase, but these can be ex-

plained apart from the general conditions,

which are, to a large extent, inexplicable.

The total imports of the twenty Latin-

American republics approximate $1,000,-

000,000 a year, and it is anything but credit-

able to our enterprise as a commercial na-

tion to be officially informed that the United

States gets only about one-fifth of this vast

volume of business. It would be useless to

gainsay the fact that Europe gets every

year the vast commerce that could be

brought to the United States by better busi-

ness methods and more efficient transporta-

tion service. It has been truthfully stated

that "had proper attention been given to this

trade in recent years the requirements of
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our Spanish-American neighbors would

now be turning the idle wheels of this coun-

try and putting dollars into the pockets of

many who are out of employment."

Invention and Its Material Rewards

THE records of the Patent Office show

that the number of patents granted in

the United States thus far is rapidly ap-

proaching the million mark. We can better

appreciate this wealth of invention when it

is considered that the first of the series was

issued in 1836, some seventy-three years ago.

There has recently been much discussion on

the subject of invention as a wealth pro-

ducer, or, rather, of the simpler question

whether inventions, generally considered,

pay the inventor. While an Edison or a

Westinghouse might lead one to suppose

that the genius for invention is a sure wealth

producer, a study of the subject shows that

this is not generally true. The American

Machinist contends that the smallness of the

percentage of inventors whose inventions

have even paid back their cost in money,

time and labor, would startle most people if

the calculations were accurately made, and

we do not think that anyone familiar with

the subject will gainsay the statement. Says

this journal:
"Anyone who has studied the subject,

or personally 'played the game,' knows that

the number of patents that see their inven-

tors out whole is pitiably small. The rea-

sons for this condition are many. Some de-

luded inventors—only a few, perhaps—

work on problems that are impossible, as

perpetual motion. We know one poor in-

dividual who has worked on perpetual mo-

tion machines for fifteen years, spent some

$26,000 and built some sixty models. He

imagines that mechanical advantage can

produce a larger amount of power from a

smaller one through proper mechanism.

Other inventors—in this class are many—

work on devices that may accomplish what

they desire, but the end is foolish. To illus-

trate : A device to lower a latch-key from

an upper window at a certain time for the

convenience of the morning milkman was

actually patented. Others develop improve-

ments on outgrown arts. Such would be

an improved tinder-box to-day, when moo

matches can be bought for a nickel. Others

may work out devices or processes that have

no market and thus no commercial value,

and a much smaller class of inventors are

ahead of their times and work out inven-

tions that some time society will use, but not

during the life of the patent. How often

does a patent-search reveal the work of some

man, done years before, that discloses the
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principles of a recent development that it is
desired to patent?

"We have no patience, and, in fact, we
have little else than contempt, for the gospel
which is preached by so many that invention
is the royal road to fortune. There are few
more disheartening experiences than the
efforts of the average inventor without
means to enlist others in financially backing
his invention. The occasional and even
brilliant exceptions to the rule do not alter
the fact that the patenting of even meri-
torious inventions by those who have no
means to exploit them usually represents
wasted effort and money of which the bare
cost of patent is frequently the smallest item."

This is not encouraging, yet the facts
as stated will have little effect in dampening
the enthusiasm of the inventor, who, as a
rule, is fascinated by his work rather than
by the results expected. It is fortunate for
humanity, and it is particularly fortunate
for our own country, that the mere hope of
reward was a secondary source of inspira-
tion to the great army of inventors to whose
genius and industry we are indebted for the
over 900,000 patents issued by the Patent
Office in the past seventy years.

A Jewelers' Round Table Suggested

WHILE magnitude is generally much
to be desired there are times when

it acts as an obstacle in the path of progress.
The extension of organization, for instance,
throughout any particular trade is materi-
ally interfered with by the broad dimen-
sions of our country. It is for this reason
that many so-called "national" organizations
fall far short of justifying their title. If we
take the jewelry trade for illustration, only
one meeting of the national organization is
possible each year, and even at this single
meeting, though the attendance may be quite
large, it comprises so small a proportion of
the entire trade that it is unquestionably a
straining of terms to designate it a "na-
tional" gathering. While this is quite true,
such a meeting may, nevertheless, be thor-
oughly representative of the trade through
the presence of elected delegates from State
associations, provided such associations exist
in all, or nearly all, the States. It is to the
States, therefore, we must look for in-
creased membership in the national associa-
tion ; and as many of our States, Texas, for
instance, are empires in themselves, for in-
creased membership in the State associations
we must, in like manner, look to local or dis-
trict societies. In local organizations fre-
quent meetings are possible, much work can
be accomplished and results promptly shown.
Enthusiasm can thus be cultivated, the gre-
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garious and social instinct gratified and both
the man and the trade materially benefited.
It is, therefore, with unqualified commenda-
tion that we place before the trade the fol-
lowing suggestion of President J. P. Archi-
bald, of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association, and bespeak for it the
favorable consideration of our readers:

ED. KEYSTONE :—I believe the retail jewelers
of this country do not get together often enough
to keep up the enthusiasm in organization work.

I wish to suggest that every borough or city
having a dozen or more retail jewelers organize
a "Jewelers' Round Table." In country districts,
where there are no large boroughs or cities, we sug-
gest that the retail jewelers form a Round Table
for the county. In large cities the Jewelers' Club,
or the 24- or 14-Karat Clubs could probably take
the place of these Round Tables.

This Round Table or association should meet
one evening each month during the winter months.
They might omit a couple of months in the sum-
mer if they so desired. These meetings, if need
be, could be held in a retail jeweler's store, and,
consequently, be little or no cost to the members
of the Round Table.

One purpose of this Round Table is to get
competitors together, and also to acquaint retail
jewelers with each other. I find in my travels
among retail jewelers in this country that in the
cities of any size the retail jewelers do not know
each other personally. In small towns and country
districts the retail jewelers know each other to the
extent that they do not speak to each other. If
we had a meeting of the retail jewelers every
month in every city or town or county as afore-
said, all jewelers could become well acquainted
with each other. In a short time, I believe, all
jewelers would attend these monthly meetings,
and the petty jealousies that exist to-day between
competitors would soon be eliminated.

I have noticed many instances already where
competitors in the same town have attended State
meetings of retail jewelers, and after hearing the
addresses and mingling with the other men at the
meeting, shook hands, made up and went home
the best of friends. And from that time on they
became warm friends in their own town, instead
of bitter enemies. This one result would be of
great assistance to every retail jeweler from a
money standpoint as well as a matter of personal
feelings. I believe that "knocking" each other
would be at an end just as soon as every retail
jeweler finds that his competitor is his friend.

One of the first lessons that every retail
jeweler must learn is that competition begins at
home, and that this competition will be very ma-
terially lessened if his competitors are his personal
friends.

In a Round Table, to which I here refer,
there need be little expense, if any. Every month
there might be a brief outline of topics to discuss.
At such meetings there need be no set speeches,
just an informal meeting. Every retail jeweler
should take an active part. Every jeweler can
submit his grievances to his brother competitors
and feel that he is not giving away a secret. At
such meetings all these questions pertaining to
watch repairs, cutting of prices, guaranteeing
goods, credits, hiring of watchmakers, apprentices,
closing of stores on holidays and hundreds of
other questions which daily confront the retail
jeweler could be talked over and amicably settled.

These small associations, or Round Tables,
in a short time would soon be the means of induc-
ing each retail jeweler to join his State association
and thus become a member of the National As-
sociation of Retail Jewelers. We grant that very
little work with manufacturers or jobbers could
be done with these Round Tables ; only that the
matters pertaining to all trade abuses being so thor-
oughly discussed at such gatherings, can be taken
Lip intelligently at State associations, and also at
national associations.

What county, what borough, or city will be
first to start a monthly evening meeting of retail
jewelers? What member of his State and the
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national association will organize a Round Table
in his home town or county? Let us hear from
you. A personal letter from any jeweler along
this line will be appreciated.

Yours truly,
J. P. ARCHIBALD,

Blairsville, Pa. President A. N. R. J. A.

Court Decision of Interest to Jewelers
and Opticians

A DECISION of the court, with which
every jeweler and optician should be

familiar, was handed down in Providence,
R. I., last month, when Judge Johnson, of
the Supreme Court, in the case of Stevens
& Co. against Ned C. Stiles, confirmed the
decision of the Superior Court in granting
a preliminary injunction to restrain the re-
spondent from using the names and ad-
dresses of the complainant's customers,
which he copied from the books of Stevens
& Co. while in their employ. The case was
first heard before Judge Tanner in the Su-
perior Court, when a preliminary injunction
was granted. In the decision confirming
the finding of the Superior Court, Judge
Johnson, of the Supreme Court, said:

"The complainant, a corporation, car-
ried on under the name of Villers Company,
the Modern Optical Shop, the business of
examining the eyes of persons by expert
opticians and prescribing, manufacturing
and selling eyeglasses. The respondent was
employed by the complainant at its place of
business to examine the eyes of customers
and patrons of said complainant, prescribe
glasses, etc. He had access to the books
and records of the company and, as a part
of his duties, made a record of cases show-
ing the names and addresses of patrons and
the particular sort of lenses required by such
patrons.

"It is alleged that the respondent sur-
reptitiously, fraudulently and without the
knowledge of the complainant, copied the
names of a great number of such patrons,
with their postoffice addresses, from such
records and, after leaving the employ of
the complainant, sent circular letters to per-
sons whose names and addresses he had thus
acquired, soliciting their patronage, and that
the business of the complainant suffered
thereby."

The Superior Court found that the re-
spondent, Stiles, did obtain the names and
addresses in the manner charged, and gave
the opinion that it was in violation of confi-
dence, against which equity proceedings
could enjoin against the use of such lists so
unfairly obtained.

The Supreme Court, through Judge
Johnson, who discussed the legal points
raised and cited many authorities, con-
firmed the decision of the lower court.
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THE aim of the founder of the Simmons business
was to produce a line of gold-filled chains—
That should embody all the external advantages

of solid-gold chains—
That should be as fine in the matter of design

and finish—
That should be as well and as carefully made
And yet, would cost but a fraction of the prices

demanded for all-gold goods.
The result of adherence to

that aim is that to-day Simmons
Chains and Fobs are universally
recognized to be much above the
average of goods of their class, and
are known throughout the entire
trade as a line that can be posi-
tively relied upon to give pur-
chasers entire satisfaction.

Why Simmons Products Are
Sold Only Through the Jobbers

Reason Two—Because it tends
towards efficiency in production.
The distribution of goods through the jobbing trade,

by eliminating the immense amount of detail which
would be entailed by handling a large number of retail
accounts at the factory, leaves the makers free to devote
their entire time and attention to their legitimate func-
tion—manufacturing. Relieved of the details of market-
ing their product, the makers are enabled to give all their
thought and energies to improvements in methods and
processes of manufacture and finish--to the betterment
of the product and to the lessening of the cost of pro-
duction.

Main Office and Works

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS

9-13 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO SALESROOMS

42 Madison Street (Heyworth Bldg.)
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Disposing of Left-over Stock

In every store each year there accumu-
lates at least a small quantity of undesir-
able goods. No matter how carefully a
buyer selects his lines there always are a
few things that don't move readily. To
carry these goods indefinitely means a
decided loss to a merchant, and as soon as
slow sellers are discovered they should be
moved, if possible, even, if necessary, at less
than cost price.

Not every slow-selling article in a
stock, however, is necessarily a poor piece
of merchandise. Every merchant must
carry some slow-moving goods to supply an
occasional demand or to complete some line
and help sell other things. Many goods,
too, appear to be "dead" because they are
allowed to become shopworn and are not
in salable shape. These goods are not
shown by the salesman, but rather the new,
bright things that are easy to sell, and the
result is that many things are declared
poor stock, when in reality a little cleaning
and retagging is all they need.

Remember, you are appealing to all
kinds of tastes. Some things that may not
appeal to you personally might strike your
customer exactly. You can size up a pros-
pective customer and judge correctly of
many traits, but not always of the patterns
of style of goods that might strike their
fancy. There is hardly an article in your
store that could not be sold at a good profit
to some customer if you could, in each case,
locate the right person. This, of course, is
impossible, and in order to keep things mov-
ing a stock must be carefully watched and
the undesirable things pushed to the front.

When you look over your stock and
decide on the goods you wish to get rid of
do it systematically. Take out of your
stock every article that seems undesirable
and first have the lot put in the very best
possible condition, cleaned and retagged,
and after this is done you will probably
put back into stock again at least a part of
the goods you have selected.

Then divide what remains into "season-
able" assortments and plan sales on certain
days for the different groups. What is
meant by "seasonable" assortments is to
classify the goods that would move most
readily at certain times. For instance, silver-
ware, cut glass, pottery, etc., during a wed-
ding season ; leather goods, jewelry, etc., at
times when there would likely be the most
demand for these articles. Don't try to
move all the stuff at once, but use these
various left-overs as leaders for your ad-
vertising throughout the year.

In conducting these sales you should
not depend only on the goods you have
selected, but should add other new things
that will help move the old.

Take, for example, belt pins. Some
patterns at various prices have been in stock
for a good while and do not seem to sell.
These possibly have cost from 75 cents to
$1.25 each and are marked to retail for
$1.25 to $2.50. Clean and recard these in
fine shape and then request from your
wholesaler a selection of belt pins to cost

from $7.50 to $9.00 a dozen. Get together
a lot of several dozen and make a flat price
of $1.00 or 95 cents each on the lot. Run
this sale for one day and advertise in your
local papers with a copy like Fig. i ; also
in the city news column insert a local or
two reading as follows:

"Special Sale of Belt Pins—$1.25 to
$2.50 values, your choice 95c. on Saturday
at Blank's."

Hold this sale at a time when belt pins
are apt to be in demand and follow the same
plan with any Other lines you wish to move.

95c.

Belt Pin Sale
Saturday
at Blank's

We have selected a lot of several
dozen belt pins in plain and stone-set
styles, which are sold regularly for from
$1.25 to $2.50, and will offer these on
sale Saturday only for 95c. each. See
them on display in our window now.
No sales will be made before Saturday.

BLANK'S
919 Central Ave.

For several days preceding the sale display
the belt pins conspicuously in your window
with a tag reading :

These Belt Pins, worth regularly from
$1.25 to $2.50, on sale Saturday at 95c.
each. None will be sold or laid aside until
Saturday.

On the day of the sale change the card
to read:

These Belt Pins—regular $1.25 to
$2.50 value, choice 95c.

Many jewelers object to the sale idea,
and, of course, there are some stores where
it may not be good policy to offer any
goods at special price, but, as a rule, a sale
does more good than harm and can be
conducted in such a way as not to cheapen
or lower the standard of a store. It is a
very sure thing that to make a sale a success
regular sale methods must be followed.
For instance, if your advertising were
worded : "Special lot of Belt Pins offered
Saturday at 95c." It would not be one-half
as impressive as to say that "Belt Pins, worth
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regularly from $1.25 to $2.50, would be
offered at 95c.," and you are in no sense mis-
representing when you make this statement.

Specials for Advertising
Requests have come to us for the ad-

dresses of firms supplying the articles that
have been announced as leaders in the sam-
ple advertisements shown from time to time
in these articles, and while in most cases no
particular line was in the mind of the writer,
still the addresses of firms from whom these
goods may be purchased will be given by
the editor on request.

There is one thing that a jeweler should
consider in advertising leaders, and that is
the matter of profit. It is not policy to offer
an article without profit, nor is it necessary
to offer it at an extremely close price in
order to make sales, but it is not always pos-
sible to figure the same amount of profit on
leaders as on regular lines.

In selecting articles for leaders a mer-
chant at times has opportunities to buy at a
lower price by ordering a greater quantity
of sonic special number or by purchasing a
salesman's line of samples. In this case, of
course, a liberal profit may be allowed, but
if some staple article is offered at an at-
tractive price the margin of profit must
necessarily be less. For example, one
jeweler asks where sterling silver spoons
may be purchased to retail at $3 per set. In
a sample advertisement which appeared in
our journal a few months back a spoon was
offered at this price, and the advertisement
was used in connection with an article en-
couraging the idea of advertising special
leaders in different lines. The spoon that
the writer had in mind may be purchased at
Up a dozen. Now it may be the custom
of most jewelers to allow a full 50 per cent.
profit on sterling silverware, and even that
would only make these spoons retail regu-
larly at $3.25 per set. Now if this is cut
to an even $3 and single spoons offered at
5oc., it makes a splendid leader to use in
advertising sterling silverware and at the
same time allows a good profit.

A great many jewelers do not agree on
the matter of quoting prices in newspaper
advertising, but if these jewelers will note
the style of copy used by the most successful
big stores they will see that they all follow
this plan. A few years ago it was rather
an unusual thing to see prices on goods dis-
played in a jeweler's window. To-day
practically everything displayed is plainly
marked. A newspaper advertisement list-
ing goods and prices is just as much better
as a business getter than the one not listing
them as the show window with price tags is
better than the window in which only the
goods are shown.

In choosing goods to run as leaders in
different lines don't always select the cheap-
est article, but get the best possible value to
offer at the price that your experience has
taught you is the most popular in the differ-
ent lines. For instance, you can buy cheap
handbags to sell for 5oc., but the person
seeking a 50c. handbag will not go the
jewelers to buy it. Instead, get a good serv-
iceable, well-made bag to offer at $1.5o or
$2 and make this your leader.
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GORHAM SILVER

INSURANCE THAT INSURES

(ll. One form of Insurance against loss is at the
free disposition of every jeweler and for it no

premium is asked.

(11. To insure in this fashion is as simple as it is
effective. It is only necessary to restrict one's

purchases to those goods with which the public

are familiar by over three-quarters of a century

of gratifying experience.

qi Gorham Silver amply meets these 
conditions.

The retailer who buys it insures his sales, for

the people at large know it, and, knowing it,

want it.

(11 And yet Gorham Silver costs no more, often

less, than goods of other makes which are in-

ferior not only artistically but also in construction.

THE GORHAM COMPANY

CHICAGO
137 Wabash Ave.

Silversmiths and Goldsmiths
Fifth Avenue and 36th Street, New York

BRANCHES
NEW YORK
23 Maiden Lane

SAN FRANCISCO
Temporary Office

1103 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

WORKS : Providence and New York

LONDON
Ely Place

•■•■■■
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Study Your Insurance Policy

The subject of fire insurance has be-
come of very great interest and importance
to nearly every person, in sortie one or more
of its present forms, and still the ordinary
stipulations and conditions which are con-
tained in a common fire insurance policy
are rarely known even to those who hold
them. It is very often the case that policies
of fire insurance are never read by the per-
son holding the insurance until the burning
of the insured's property calls attention to
the question whether the policy-holder is
entitled to the indemnity or not. It might
be a wise precaution to note that a fire in-
surance policy requires the insured to carry
out his part of the contract as well as for
the insurance company to fulfil its obliga-
tion to its policy-holder. It is not a question
of paying a premium and then collecting a
loss, if one should occur, unless all the 'con-
ditions that are set forth in the policy of
insurance are strictly complied with on the
part of the insured.

In all cases a warranty
must be performed. It is
of no consequence whether

the facts stated or the acts stipulated be
material to the risk or not, or whether the
insured acted in good faith or not; the war-
ranty must be strictly and literally per-
formed, so if the insured by his policy war-
rants there is no other insurance upon the
property the statement, if untrue, will void
the policy, although made by the insured in
ignorance of the fact, and although wholly
immaterial in influencing the insurance com-
pany ; or, if he omits to state one of the
encumbrances upon the property in answer-
ing a question in the application calling for
the encumbrances, the policy will be vitiated
if the answer is warranted to be full.

The inability of the insured to comply
with the requirements of the warranties
offers no excuse. The insurance company
has promised to pay only upon condition
that the insured shall fulfil his part of the
contract, and not upon the condition that the
insured shall find it convenient or possible
to do so.

The Warranty

Meaning
of Void

Void means voidable.
Though the contract of in-
surance is said to be voided
by the violation on the part

of the insured of any of the conditions or
warranties inserted for the benefit of the
insurance company, this simply means that
the contract is voidable at the option of
the insurance company. A warranty that a
house was of stone when in reality it was
only partly stone and partly wood, or that
the building insured was a dwelling house,
or occupied as a dwelling, when in fact it
was not, would void the policy. If the war-
ranty was simply that the house was a
dwelling, that would not necessarily mean
that it was occupied as a dwelling at that
time.

The materiality of a concealment or
representation of fact depends not on the
ultimate influence of the fact upon the risk
or its relation to the cause of loss, but on
the immediate influence upon the party to
whom the communication is made or is due
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in forming his judgment at the time of ef-
fecting the contract. The party thus sought
to be influenced is generally the insurance
company. Although the loss should occur
from causes totally disconnected with the
material fact concealed or misrepresented,
the policy is void because a true disclosure
of the fact might have led the insurance
company to decline the insurance altogether,
or to have accepted it only at a higher
premium.

A well-balanced business man would
never agree to accept a contract binding
himself unless the subject matter of the con-
tract was understood beforehand, but when
it relates to a fire insurance contract it is
usually accepted without a thought or con-
sequence whether the insurance insures or
not.—The Bookkeeper.

A Jewelers' Mutual Fire Insurance
Company

Owing to the interest manifested by
the trade generally in the project of the
Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association to
establish a mutual fire insurance company,
many of our readers will be eager to learn
of the progress made in making the new
company an accomplished fact. In order
that our information on the subject would
be thoroughly reliable, we communicated
with Franklin Thomson, Secretary of the
State Association, and also one of the of-
ficers of the new company, who has favored
us with the following:

At our last annual convention, in July, Presi-
dent Keller, in his annual report, recommended
the organization of a fire insurance company
along the lines of that already conducted by other
lines of trade in this State, and the writer was
instructed to investigate the matter. On investi-
gation I found that the other lines of business
were operating under a special amendment of the
general insurance laws of the State. The ques-
tion then arose would it be possible for us to
obtain some form of temporary permit under
which we could operate until such a time as the
Legislature might meet and secure an amendment
granting us the same privileges enjoyed by the
other trades. At this time our insurance com-
missioner was very busy, but I finally obtained
from him the information that any arrangements
made with his deputy would be in accordance
with the policy of the department.

I immediately got into communication with
the deputy and made arrangements for an inter-
view with him. At that time he informed me that
it was not necessary for us to await the action
of the Legislature, but that as soon as we were
able to qualify the department would issue a
permit which would entitle us to write insurance,
and then at the proper time we could make our
application for our amendment from the Legis-
lature. On the strength of this promise I went
ahead and secured the necessary insurance to per-
mit us to ask for this permit to write insurance.
The amount of the insurance required is $roo,000
from one hundred different concerns and a bank
certification of $5000 on deposit. I had received
applications for about $165,000 in insurance when
I called a meeting of our directors to go through
the formal business of making application for a
permit. In the meantime, being somewhat in
doubt as to the proper method of answering cer-
tain questions in the printed applications, I went
to Madison two days before the meeting of our
board, and was informed by the department that
the former deputy had absolutely no authority or
right to make the promises to me that he did, and
that the precedent that the former deputy had
referred to was a case not at all similar to ours,
for the deputy with whom I had done business
originally had been replaced by a new man.
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Of course, this was a serious setback, which
meant that we would have to await the pleasure
of the new Legislature. At our directors' meet-
ing it was decided that President Keller and
myself would draw up the amendment, and that
it should be introduced in the Senate. After a
long wait for its introduction I finally went to
Madison. This was four days before the last
day on which it was possible to introduce new
bills. I immediately got busy, with the result
that our amendment was pushed through the
Senate the following day under suspension of
rules and messaged up to the Assembly. Next
day I made an effort to get the bill through the
Assembly on the same basis, but owing to the fact
that the bill had not been printed, my plan was
frustrated with the result that the bill was re-
ferred to the committee on insurance and banking.
After some delay I finally got the committee to
report favorably on same and the bill was passed
by the Assembly under suspension of rules one
week later. The bill was then sent back to the
Senate and was signed by the Governor, which
makes it a law and allows us to proceed without
any further loss of time. The bill is as follows:

SECTION I. There is added to the statutes a
new section to read: Section 1941-14m. A cor-
poration may be formed for the purpose of in-
surance upon the mutual plan of jewelry, jewel-
ers' stocks, fixtures, tools, apparatus and optical
goods, held by manufacturers, wholesalers, and
retail dealers, and the buildings in which the same
are manufactured, stored, or kept for sale, from
loss or damage by fire or lightning, in the manner
and upon conditions provided in Sections 1941-54
to 1945-22, inclusive, of the statutes.

Sec. 2. This act shall take effect and be in
force from and after its passage and publication.

I have now given you the entire story of the
birth of our Mutual Fire Insurance Company, less
the disappointments and heartaches incident to the
organization of such an enterprise. It is our
desire and intention, as far as possible, to write
insurance on jewelers' stocks, tools and buildings
in every State in the Union. In our own State it
will be absolutely necessary for the insured to
become a member of our association before se-
curing insurance. Our constitution and by-laws,
a copy of which I enclose, provides that insurance
on outside jewelers, manufacturers and jobbers,
and to optical lines may be written by consent of
the board of directors. By the time this letter
reaches you we will be writing insurance and will
gladly consider the application for insurance from
any legitimate jeweler in any part of the country.

You will note that we require the insured to
carry at least $500 in insurance in some old line
company. On the rate charged for this insurance
we base our rate, and the rebate will be voted by
the board of directors at their annual meeting.
While, of course, I cannot guarantee same, at the
same time I believe that we will be able to rebate
at least 20 per cent. the first year, providing we
are not especially unfortunate in our risks. Up
to the present writing I have been very careful
in the quality of risks taken, and in many cases
when the rate was high, which indicated that the
risk was out of the ordinary, I have persuaded
our good friends to let us off with a $t000 policy
instead of giving them the full limit of $3000,
which is the maximum insurance written for any
one concern.

We are aiming to make it possible for jewel-
ers to secure something in return for membership
fees, and I believe that instead of fooling away
our time on the alleged "abuses of the trade" and
wasting our wind on mail-order houses, which
will be in existence long after we are dead, we
want to show the jeweler where this association
business is a matter of money in his pocket.

In a call to the organized trade, pub-
lished elsewhere in this issue, President
Archibald, of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association, says : "The question
of fire insurance may soon become a feature
in the association movement." In view of
this prediction, the members of the organi-
zation will find much to interest them in the
action taken by the enterprising association
of Wisconsin.

•
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Keeping a Record of Stock

T H E

A letter addressed to this journal re-

questing suggestions for a system of "keep-

ing track" of more valuable goods in a

stock opens up a subject which is well worth

the attention of all jewelers. Most large

stores have a perfect stock system, which

enables them to keep accurate account of

every item bought and sold, but the ma-

jority of small dealers trust entirely to their

own supervision to determine what goods

are needed for stock and aiso to guard

against careless losses or theft.

No store with a stock of $io,000 or

over can afford to be without some check

on the goods in stock, particularly the more

valuable lines, both for the convenience of

buying and as a safeguard against loss.

In these columns about a year ago a

complete system of this kind was outlined

by which a thorough check could be kept on

the entire stock. This, however, entailed a

considerable amount of detail work and

possibly was not applicable or necessary in a

small store. In order to "try out" a stock

system, the following may be applied to any

particular line or lines and the result may

determine whether it is desirable to keep a

complete stock system or not.

Suppose, as an example, you decide to

keep a thorough record of your diamond,

watch, solid gold jewelry and sterling sil-

verware purchases and sales. These may

all be kept in one book or separate books

provided for each line. The former is more

convenient and the single book may be di-

vided into different departments. The most

desirable book for this purpose would be a

loose leaf binder with sheets ruled and sub-

divided as shown in Fig. 1. After the book

has been secured every article in your pres-

ent stock of goods to which you expect to

apply this system should be carefully en-

tered and a stock number given to each.

Taking sterling silverware as an ex-

ample, we will say that there are certain

articles in this line which you wish to con-

stantly keep in stock and others which you

do not wish to rebuy if they are sold. In

order to distinguish between these two

KEYSTONE

classes it is a good idea to keep them sepa-

rate in your stock record. Suppose, for in-

stance, you have secured several patterns of

flatware which seem to be slow sellers and

you have others in stock for which there is a

steady demand. Naturally you wish to

have the latter always in stock and the for-

mer you want to close out as soon as pos-

sible. Your loose-leaf binder should be di-

vided with departments for diamonds,

watches, gold jewelry, sterling silverware,

etc., and in the section allotted to sterling

silverware the various patterns and pieces

in your stock should be entered. The en-

tries, as made in Fig. 1, are of a pattern

which is salable and which you wish to re-

stock as soon as sold, and entries of any

other goods would be made in the same

way.
From this page take teaspoons as the

example. First, we will say that you have

decided on the letter "S" as the mark desig-

nating sterling silverware and the number

400 to designate the pattern. In first col-

umn entry following the name of the article

is the line number ; the second column the

article stock number ; the third column,

manufacturer's name; fourth column,

manufacturer's number ; fifth column,. de-

scription; sixth column, cost price ; seventh

column, retail price ; eighth column, re-

marks ; ninth column, stock on hand at time

of inventory. The following column, di-

vided into three divisions, designate pur-

chases and sales and balance of stock on

hand as shown in figure.

The original entry shows stock on hand

24 spoons. The first notation in purchase

and sales column is 6 sold, balance on hand

18; second, 6 more sold, balance on hand

12; third, 12 purchased, balance on hand

24, and so this may be continued. When

the spaces are all filled teaspoons may be

carried to another line on this page or to

another page and re-entered with balance

of stock on hand and bearing the same stock

number.
Now as to keeping track of sales. The

spoon, for example, should be marked as

follows : S400/1 and cost and selling price.

When a sale is made this tag should be de-
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tached and deposited in a convenient box

kept for that purpose and at the end of the

day these tags are checked over. The

letter "S" designates sterling silver, 400 the

pattern and i the item. The same form

may be applied in all lines. In jewelry the

manufacturer's number and description of

the article are essential, and also memo-

randum in remarks column designating the

desirability of the style or make.

For instance, suppose you are selling a

plain signet link button of Blank's make

and your record bears their number. You

find in another line a button of equal quality

at less money. A notation should be made

in the remarks column and reorders sent

to the new firm.
A system of this kind entails a very

little more work and the numerous benefits

will more than balance this. Should any

article sold be returned or exchanged it

should be treated as a new purchase and

recorded as such. This plan is outlined in

a general way and some slight changes

would necessarily have to be made to suit

different conditions.

A Time Guarantee on Plated Wares

A question which arises many times

every day and which is discussed by jewelers

at State conventions and whenever they meet

together, is whether a time'guarantee should

be attached to plated jewelry.and silverware.

In some respects this would be a most de-

sirable thing and would simplify greatly the

distinction between cheaper and better grade, -
goods; but it would be impossible to apply

this "plan to all lines.
Every jeweler realizes the necessity of

a watch repair record, and almost daily the

six months of the customer is shown to be

almost as many years by the book record.

This same thing would be true if a time

guarantee were given on jewelry and silver-

ware, and it would be almost impossible to

keep a definite record of each sale. The as-

surance of the jeweler that any unsatisfac-

tory goods will be replaced should be suffici-

ent guarantee to satisfy a customer and this

statement should be conscientiously backed

by the jeweler.
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kre Do Not Use Pressed Blanks

Hawkes Cut Glass
IS CUT FROM THE SOLID BLANK

No. 1 No. 2

No. I illustrates a pressed blank, pattern pressed into the Glass.

No. 2 illustrates a solid blank, the kind entirely used by us.

The DIFFERENCE in the finished article is unmistakable, the pressed blank being devoid of

lustre and brilliancy and giving one the idea of a cheap moulded article. It can easily be detected by

passing the fingers lightly over the inside of the article. Wherever the cutting on the outside is deepest

a slight swelling on the inside will be noticeable to the touch. Whereas the genuine article cut from

the solid blank is free from all these defects, being perfectly smooth on the inside, having a lustre and

brilliancy only equaled by that of the diamond, and when held to the light is as clear as crystal.

Pressed or Fkured Blanks Cut Over Appeal to the Department Store Tr ode.

WE DO NOT SELL DEPARTMENT STORES
but cater exclusively to the legitimate Jewelry trade, In return we ask

for the business of the Jewelers whom we are seeking to protect by

furnishing genuine cut glass (not purchasable by department stores) at

prices competitive with the inferior product.

No piece of HAWKES CUT

blank is genuine without this

HAWKES

GI,ASS cut from the solid

trade-mark engraved on it.

T. G. HAWKES & CO., Corning, N. Y.
Grand Prize Paris Exposition  
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Keeping a Record of Stock

THE

A letter addressed to this journal re-

questing suggestions for a system of "keep-

ing track" of more valuable goods in a

stock opens up a subject which is well worth

the attention of all jewelers. Most large

stores have a perfect stock system, which

enables them to keep accurate account of

every item bought and sold, but the ma-

jority of small dealers trust entirely to their

own supervision to determine what goods

are needed for stock and aiso to guard

against careless losses or theft.

No store with a stock of $io,000 or

over can afford to be without some check

on the goods in stock, particularly the more

valuable lines, both for the convenience of

buying and as a safeguard against loss.

In these columns about a year ago a

complete system of this kind was outlined

by which a thorough check could be kept on

the entire stock. This, however, entailed a

considerable amount of detail work and

possibly was not applicable or necessary in a

small store. In order to "try out" a stock

system, the following may be applied to any

particular line or lines and the result may

determine whether it is desirable to keep a

complete stock system or not.

Suppose, as an example, you decide to

keep a thorough record of your diamond,

watch, solid gold jewelry and sterling sil-

verware purchases and sales. These may

all be kept in one book or separate books

provided for each line. The former is more

convenient and the single book may be di-

vided into different departments. The most

desirable book for this purpose would be a

loose leaf binder with sheets ruled and sub-

divided as shown in Fig. 1. After the book

has been secured every article in your pres-

ent stock of goods to which you expect to

apply this system should be carefully en-

tered and a stock number given to each.
Taking sterling silverware as an ex-

ample, we will say that there are certain

articles in this line which you wish to con-

stantly keep in stock and others which you

do not wish to rebuy if they are sold. In

order to distinguish between these two
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classes it is a good idea to keep them sepa-

rate in your stock record. Suppose, for in-

stance, you have secured several patterns of

flatware which seem to be slow sellers and

you have others in stock for which there is a

steady demand. Naturally you wish to

have the latter always in stock and the for-

mer you want to close out as soon as pos-

sible. Your loose-leaf binder should be di-

vided with departments for diamonds,

watches, gold jewelry, sterling silverware,

etc., and in the section allotted to sterling

silverware the various patterns and pieces

in your stock should be entered. The en-

tries, as made in Fig. 1, are of a pattern

which is salable and which you wish to re-

stock as soon as sold, and entries of any

other goods would be made in the same

way.
From this page take teaspoons as the

example. First, we will say that you have

decided on the letter "S" as the mark desig-

nating sterling silverware and the number

400 to designate the pattern. In first col-

umn entry following the name of the article

is the line number ; the second column the

article stock number ; the third column,

manufacturer's name; fourth column,

manufacturer's number ; fifth column, de-

scription ; sixth column, cost price; seventh

column, retail price; eighth column, re-

marks ; ninth column, stock on hand at time

of inventory. The following column, di-

vided into three divisions, designate pur-

chases and sales and balance of stock on

hand as shown in figure.

The original entry shows stock on hand

24 spoons. The first notation in purchase

and sales column is 6 sold, balance on hand

i8; second, 6 more sold, balance on hand

12; third, 12 purchased, balance on hand

24, and so this may be continued. When

the spaces are all filled teaspoons may be

carried to another line on this page or to

another page and re-entered with balance

of stock on hand and bearing the same stock

number.
Now as to keeping track of sales. The

spoon, for example, should be marked as

follows : S40o/i and cost and selling price.

When a sale is made this tag should be de-
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tached and deposited in a convenient box

kept for that purpose and at the end of the

day these tags are checked over. The

letter "S" designates sterling silver, 400 the

pattern and i the item. The same form

may be applied in all lines. In jewelry the

manufacturer's number and description of

the article are essential, and also memo-

randum in remarks column designating the

desirability of the style or make.

For instance, suppose you are selling a

plain signet link button of Blank's make

and your record bears their number. You

find in another line a button of equal quality

at less money. A notation should be made

in the remarks column and reorders sent

to the new firm.
A system of this kind entails a very

little more work and the numerous benefits

will more than balance this. Should any

article sold be returned or exchanged it

should be treated as a new purchase and

recorded as such. This plan is outlined in

a general way and some slight changes

would necessarily have to be made to suit

different conditions.

A Time Guarantee on Plated Wares

A question which arises many times

every day and which is discussed by jewelers

at State conventions and whenever they meet

together, is whether a time'guarantee should

be attached to plated jewelry and silverware.

In some respects this would be a most de-

sirable thing and would simplify greatly the

distinction between cheaper and better grade

goods, but it would be impossible to apply

this 'plan to all lines.
Every jeweler realizes the necessity of

a watch repair record, and almost daily the

six months of the customer is shown to be

almost as many years by the book record.

This same thing would be true if a time

guarantee were given on jewelry and silver-

ware, and it would be almost impossible to

keep a definite record of each sale. The as-

surance of the jeweler that any unsatisfac-

tory goods will be replaced should be suffici-

ent guarantee to satisfy a customer and this

statement should be conscientiously backed

by the jeweler.
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frre Do ATot Use Pressed Blanks
-

Hawkes Cut Glass
IS CUT FROM THE SOLID BLANK

No. 1 No. 2

No. I illustrates a pressed blank, viz: the pattern pressed into the Glass.

No. 2 illustrates a solid blank, the kind entirely used by us.

The DIFFERENCE in the finished article is unmistakable, the pressed blank being devoid of

lustre and brilliancy and giving one the idea of a cheap moulded article. It can easily be detected by

passing the fingers lightly over the inside of the article. Wherever the cutting on the outside is deepest
a slight swelling on the inside will be noticeable to the touch. Whereas the genuine article cut from

the solid blank is free from all these defects, being perfectly smooth on the inside, having a lustre and

brilliancy only equaled by that of the diamond, and when held to the light is as clear as crystal.

Pressed or Figured Blanks Cut Over Appeal to the Department Store Trade.

WE DO NOT SELL DEPARTMENT STORES
but cater exclusively to the legitimate Jewelry trade. In return we ask

for the business of the Jewelers whom we are seeking to protect by

furnishing genuine cut glass (not purchasable by department stores) at

prices competitive with the inferior product.

NO piece Of HAWKES CUT

blank is genuine without this

HAWKES

GLASS cut from the solid

trade-mark engraved on it.

T. G. HAWKES & CO., Corning, N. Y.
Grand Prize Paris Exposition  
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No. 1059. Vase, "Pauline"

The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

RICH CUT GLASS WARE

SUPERIOR
SILVER-PLATED WARE

Electroliers Gas Portables

Beautiful Hand-Decorated
Shades

Photo Books ! Showing our New Spring

Designs, now ready for the trade

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City

717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.

Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS. No. 1036. Vase, "Dorothea"

No 452. HARVARD ELECTROLIER

21'2 Inches High

coatcmn
This illustration will give you an idea of the quality

of glass that we are cutting at the present time.

Our aim is to produce on the market Glass that will

keep up the name of Cut Glass. We do not try

to compete with the cheap lines of glass that are on

the market and are being called cut glass.

Uhe J D Beacgen Co.
Main Office and Factories

Meirliden, ConnecqficwA

NEW YORK SALESROOM : 38 Murray Street CHICAGO SALESROOM: 131 Wabash Avenue

.1-ntornatiortal iilver fucce$Xor.
• i bsep or t , Torn-tettitut
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Six of the
Thirty-seven
Patterns we
are making of

BEAD
• 2/4-4

Lorgnettes  

IE We also makeNI these up in all
lengths of

_ --

7/54

'44itiall1014,460:311144
4/54

NECK CHAINS

including our

MATINEE
NECK CHAIN

Or High grade gold-filled ROSARIES in Stone and Corrugated Bead Effects. Selection
NI packages to jobbing trade. A phone or card to any of our offices will bring our line,

or any part of it, to you at once.

a-Liras:300,0

DORAN BAGNALL & CO., North Attleboro, Mass. Manufacturers of Ladies' and Gentlemen's Chains,
Bracelets, Rosaries, Crosses, Pendants and Charms

OFFICES: 194 Broadway, NEW YORK 42 E. Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 150 Post Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Art Goods That Are Different

No. 1973

TO SHOW THEM IS TO SELL THEM
Popular taste demands novelty—something different

from the conventional styles. Our line of fine metal goods
fills this demand exactly. The goods are of the artistic
kind that enrich and give variety to regular stock. They
include

Electric and Gas Portables, Newels, Electro-
hers, Bronze Figures, Art Glass Domes and
Shades, Clocks, Vases, Plateaux, Candel-
abra, Candlesticks, Inkstands, Photograph
Frames, Bronzes, Clock Top Ornaments,
Clock Sets, Flower Holders, Epergnes,
Kerosene Lamps

A glance at our catalogue of these goods will show you
the weakness in your stock and suggest the remedy. The
newness of the styles, the graceful models and rich finish
will fascinate customers of refinement, and enhance at the
same time your prestige and profits.

Ask for Catalog 31 showing Gas and Electric Goods,
Electroliers, etc., and No. 30 showing Clocks and

other metal fancy goods, as above.

Eleetrolier No. 6079 6083. Height, 25 inches
High-Grade Art Glass Shade

itnale as a Gas Port able

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO. WINSTED, CONNECTICUT Station 
New York Salesroom, 46 West Broadway, A. H. HOAG f& CO.
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The American Automatic Coffee Filters_
The

.,

(

WHEN you
large percentage

from coffee drinking
The " American

and lose the undesirable
The simplicity

on the part of the
Its susceptibility

will accommodate
The American

you have had difficulty
your guests and
under 100 degrees
ready to serve.

Fine ground
raised to about

Starting with
lid, from eight to
coffee can be made

Occasionally
Flush the tube of

THE
CHICAGO,

131

World's Greatest Achievement in Coffee

It does not boil the Coffee. It is absolutely sanitary. It is simple in construction

It can be operated by a child of 10 years as efficiently as by an expert
Operated by electricity on a gas or coal range or over an alcohol lamp
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Filter
No. 5002

tastes

in this land of ours, a
the alleged injuries resultant

you get the purity of the berry

no knowledge of chemistry
of an older person.

of heating is, the percolator

Its proof is its product, and if
and give to your household,

of water considerably
degrees, when the coffee is

lamp, water that has been
at about 180 degrees.

If with cold water and hot
electric heat and cold water,

fluid, rinsing thoroughly.
open faucet.

,, .................................
,
,

Electrical
No. 5000 No. 5001

The metal used in these goods is Copper and is finished in Gopper, Nickel and Silver Plate to suit desired

stop to think of it, you are somewhat surprised to acknowledge that of all the coffee consumed

of it is not properly made. Such an authority as Mrs. Rorer says, that some of

are due to the quality of the coffee consumed rather than to the habit itself.

Way " of making coffee in a filter is the surest scientific and hygienic method where

properties resulting from boiling.

of this article renders it easily marketable, easily understood and easily operated. It needs

operator and can be handled by a child of ten years with the same results as though in charge

to all means of heat renders it desirable for all classes. No matter what your style

itself to it.
filter system is the nearest to perfection yet attained in the annals of coffee making.

in making good coffee, just as everyone has, let us help you to solve the problem,

yourself that envied boon of humanity, a cup of good coffee. Can be operated with temperature

and continue uninterruptedly until the infusion reaches a temperature of from 170 to 180

Never boil!
coffee is recommended, not pulverized or too coarse. In making coffee with the alcohol

125 degrees is recommended. Starting with this temperature coffee should be ready to serve

cold water and cold lid on a gas stove, coffee can be made in from ten to twelve minutes.

ten minutes. With water at 100 degrees on hot lid, six to eight minutes. When using

in from ten or twelve minutes from the time the current is turned on.

cleanse by operating the filter for several minutes with soap and water or other washing

pump by unscrewing lower part and holding it in an inverted position strongly against the

byManufactured

AMERICAN SILVER CO., Bristol, Conn.
Silversmiths Building SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK, Silversmiths' Building

Wabash Avenue Jewelers' Building 15 Maiden Lane
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owman
(Denatured) Alcohol Gas Stoves

HOT MEALS WITHOUT HOT KITCHENS
Sufficiently powerful to prepare as complete a dinner on the dining table as on the kitchen gas range. An invaluable adjunct to the
sick room, a home convenience at all times. The possibilities of chafing dish cookery have been doubled by the Afanning-Bowman
Alcohol Gas Stove. It has three times the heating power of the regular chafing dish lamp, yet regulates to a simmering flame at a touch.
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This Group Represents a Few of the Utilities Furnished for the Manning-Bowman Alcohol Gas Stoves

Iarming- "Meteor" Circulating Coffee Percolators
owman Always insure DELICIOUS COFFEE ALL THE GOOD OF THE COFFEE

ALWAYS GOOD COFFEE

Chafing Dishes (With Patented "Ivory "I
Enameled Food Pan .1 Copper an Pewter Prize Trophies, etc.

MANNING, BOWMAN 0 CO., Meriden, Conn.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

'getter tinravitin az att ,t+t
A new era in letter engraving began With the publication of the now world-famed work,

HORNIKEL'S ENGRAVERS' TEXT-BOOK
This work has elevated engraving to the level of art and has assured permanence to the monogram fad. It has

tapped a gold mine for the engraver and has materially advanced his prestige and salary.
No jewelry house of standing and no engraver can afford to he without this book. The reason you have not got

it is because you don't know it and can't appreciate its value. To see it is to buy it. The second and revised edition
is now ready.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $6.00 (11 5s)

Published by 
THE KEYSTONE. PUBLISHING CO 809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

"ALVIN PLATE, THE FLATWARE LINE"

L.11-1Y 1312IDS BOUQUE7T

Highest grade Plated Flatware at moderate prices.

Made by same methods as Sterling Silver Flatware.

Made by same class of workmen as Sterling Silver Flatware

Result: ALVIN PLATE has Sterling Silver character and finish

FOR SALE BY LEADING WHOLESALE JEWELERS



NVENTIVE genius has often proven of value to science and especially so in the newly=
patented Sphygmometer, which is at the same time a watch and pulse=timing instru=
ment. Through actual demonstration it has become an object of great interest and

value to the members of the medical profession and is highly recommended by prominent
New York physicians who have used same. It is being advertised in the medical journals and
quite a number of them have commented very favorably on it.

You can easily interest the physicians in your City and vicinity in this excellent proposi=
tion if you avail yourself of our selling plan, particulars of which we
will send on request, together with pamphlet giving full description.

WE ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO.
" Sellers of Sellers " 71 Nassau St., New York

Elk, F. O. E., Moose
Goods a specialty

Diamonds, Watches
Jewelry

Art Ware in
Sterling Silver

411.The return of good times and
the assurance of continued pros-
perity have made it possible for
the jeweler to again take full
advantage of the universal vogue
of fine sterling stock in

Decorative Pieces
ANI) IN

Hollow and Flatware

4L4 As sterling ware is our specialty and as we aim to please the highest class of trade we have at our service the mostAs accomplished designers and most skilled craftsmen that the world can furnish. The flood of incoming orders
indicates a brisk Spring demand for these goods, and orders for Spring delivery should he placed at once.

WE MAKE ANY AND EVERY CONCEIVABLE THING IN STERLING HOLLOW AND FLATWARE
Estimates, Designs and Photos furnished on application to the factory at Providence

ROGER WILLIAMS SILVER CO. 
101 SABIN STREET

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
SPECIALISTS IN STERLING ART WARE
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Two Rarely Beautiful Caskets

Articles fashioned from materials that
could not be turned to account by consign-
ment to the melting pot have been preserved
to us from the Italian renaissance period
more numerously than those made from
gold and silver exclusively. Vessels made
from semi-precious stone, in
their time were more highly
prized than silver, and in
some instances than gold. The
object of these productions
was always to shape the
available precious material
into a vessel conforming, as
nearly as possible, to its natural
shape. The additions, such as
the foot and neck, were made,
as far as possible, from the
same material and the connect-
ing gold bands subordinated,
in the form of narrow strips,
or elaborated in the most or-
nate manner and beautified
with enamel and jewels.
Where the metal work was
more conspicuous it took the
form of handles or guards,
and, provided the same ma-
terial as the body was not
available, of foot or cover.
This peculiar development of
the article, from the promiscu-
ous raw material, compelled
the artist to vary his model ac-
cording to every shape and
brought into this field an entirely inex-
haustible wealth of forms, in which the
highest order of artistic sense and daring
fancy alike had their place. The stone was
not only given a particular form, either as
a vessel or a fabulous imaginary animal, but
in the surface decorations were engraved,
which, under the skilful manipulation of
prominent artists, like
Valerio Belli, of Vi-
cenza, designated Vi-
centino, who died in
1546, evolved into re-
markable figure com-
positions.

To this master
we may doubtless as-
cribe the rock crystal
vase, in the Berlin In-
dustrial Arts Museum,
with an engraved pic-
ture from the history
of Jason and very
beautiful golden
mounting. The most
famous work of this
artist, however, is the
casket constructed of
rectilineal cr yst al
plates. the Uffizi, in
filorence, made in 1532
for Clement VII and
shown in our illustra-
tion. The value of
the plates, engraved
with subjects from
the story of the Pas-

KEYSTONE

sion, is indicated by the modest subordina-
tion of the setting; castings of the plates are
often seen among the bronze tablets of the
sixteenth century. Very similar is a casket
in the Escurial and another in the Munich
treasure chamber. Very much richer in its
setting is the great Farmese casket in
Naples, with rock crystal plates engraved
by Joannes de Bernardi. A later imita-
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gold and silver, which led to the gold sheet
style, also encouraged the drawing of the
metals into fine wires, from which open-
work patterns were made, either woven
work for brooches and rings, or flat orna-
mentation. If, for the latter purpose, the
wires were not to be crossed, a system of
spirals was naturally evolved, which had to
be soldered at their contact points. The

wires could be smooth, cabled
or granulated, the junction
points, as well as the ends of
the spirals, being picked out
with little knots.

In the early Middle Ages
stones in settings connected
by a network as the ground,
was a popular style. When
the filigree work was detached
from its background and pass-
ing beyond ornamentation, was
employed in the production of
independent pieces, it easily
exceeded its artistic capabili-
ties and became trifling in
character. In consequence of
the technical limits that re-
stricted the utilization of wires,
the designs most used were
repeated in widely separated
lands and ages. Among the
most favorably known work
of this description is that of
Italy, China and South America.

The accompanying illus-
tration shows a fine jewel cas-
ket of Genoese silver filigree,
preserved at the famous Green

in Dresden, and dating from the
seventeenth to the eighteenth century.

Casket of Genoese silver filigree

tion of such caskets is in the Industrial Arts
Museum in Berlin. It is made of cut glass
plates with silver gilt mounting and filigree
work and dates from the seventeenth
century.

In the early stages of the silversmith's
art, and even to-day, filigree work has been
a very popular style. The malleability of

Vault,

Picking Diamonds Out of Sand
A recent arrival at Cape Town from

Luderitzbucht (German Southwest Africa)
has supplied interesting information regard-
ing the remarkable dtiearmriotonrdy.finTdsheinnetwhalyt

found fields are situ-
ated about seven miles
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Casket with rock crystal plates

from the coast, and
claims have already
been pegged out over
a considerable area.

The method of
recovering the dia-
monds in the pro-
claimed area is sim-
plicity itself. The
Ovainbo natives,
wearing blue goggles
to protect their eyes
from the blazing sun,
are drawn up in a
long line, and on
hands and knees pick
their way slowly over
the sand. As they go
they fill a fine meshed
sieve with the sand,
and this is afterward
plunged into a sea
water bath, the dia-
monds falling to the
bottom by specific
gravity.
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by a network as the ground,
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tion of such caskets is in the Industrial Arts
Museum in Berlin. It is made of cut glass
plates with silver gilt mounting and filigree
work and dates from the seventeenth
century.

In the early stages of the silversmith's
art, and even to-day, filigree work has been
a very popular style. The malleability of
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS
PLUMP ASSAY

We guarantee the metal in every ring we send out

to be plump assay. We are very particular as to

this, and know positively that every bit of metal

we use is right up to the mark. When we say

18 K., we mean 18 K. and nothing else.

We are manufacturers and sell direct to the retailer;

hence, by dealing with us you can be certain of get-

ting best value for your money. Our line of

FANCY RINGS is unexcelled in variety and ex-

cellence of design and workmanship. Write

for illustrated catalogue.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING MAKERS

2 MAIDEN LANE

eo
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NEW YORK

Mercantile Self-Filling Fountain Pen
A SLIGHT PRESSURE FILLS OR CLEANS IT

Your customers will be Interested
to know of this development of
the well-known Mercantile Pen.
The device is simple, practical
and exceptionally convenient.

The ink is gradually consumed
In writing, and may now be re-
placed instantly, without the
least hit of trouble. Fountain
pens are increasingly used.

1.0

r4*

The Jewelry Trade has been
successful in the sale of
Mercantile Fountain Pens
for thirty years.

Of regular shape. Turn
sleeve to opening, rre,s
metal bar and pen is idled.
Close by another turn.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES

and full descript {On of this and the many other well-known lines of Aik in-
Lambert manufactures.

AIKIN-LAMBERT CO. fEstti,io,cd} 15-19 Maiden Lane, New York

WHEN YOU SELL
a watch or some other delicate piece of jewelry, you like to
know that it's going to be a credit to your store, and perform
well the purpose it is intended.

Caulltai 50ezzat Ccw,0
WE BUILD OUR CASES and store equipment just that way—build cases that
we KNOW will be not only a credit to our plant but to the merchant as well.

TO DO THIS WE MUST USE THE BEST woods—quarter-sawed oak—the
best workmanship and close attention to every little detail. That is what has
made our cases known as the BEST for every purpose.

JUST OFF THE PRESS—the most handsome and complete fixture and equip-
ment catalog ever issued. We'll be glad to mail you a copy NOW.

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS

QUINCY

Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.

ILLINOIS

San Francisco, 1034 Geary St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

1 New York Letter

At the annual meeting of the
The Jewelers' Jewelers' Board of Trade, held
Board of Trade January 28th the officers were

very much pleased at the large
number of members present and the genuine .in-
terest shown in the welfare of the Board. The
directors, as nominated, were unanimously elected.
Mr. Street was elected president, Mr. Gough first
vice-president and Mr. Levy second vice-president.
The directors re-elected Mr. Alford treasurer and
Mr. Safford secretary. The reports showed an
income for the year of $86,046.52 and expenses
of $85,601.39, showing how closely the income was
applied to its proper use. The record of $627,-
074.33 collected during the year, of which $357,-
893.67 was without expense to the creditor mem-
bers, is believed to be without parallel by any
trade organization.

As was predicted in our col-
The Tiffany umns last month, following the
Pearl Case Leeds pearl case, the protest of

Tiffany & Co. over the duties
imposed on a number of pearls imported by that
firm for Maurice Guggenheim, was allowed and
the pearls were declared dutiable at to per cent.
As in the case of the Leeds pearls the Govern-
ment first assessed the 10 per cent. duty, but later
the entry was reliquidated by the Collector of the
Port, who asked so per cent. more. The jewelry
firm refused to pay this amount and the Treasury
Department brought suit. The court decided that
the proper course for Tiffany & Co. to pursue was
to pay the duty under protest and then make the
demand on the United States General Appraisers
for the return of the excess duty. This was done
with the result stated. The Government's con-, tention was that the pearls were in reality a neck-
lace and had been matched and purchased for the
purpose of stringing as a necklace. As this second
decision will probably settle for all time the much
disputed question as to the duty on drilled pearls,
we reprint the following extracts from the ap-
praiser's statement:

It appears from the testimony adduced at the
several hearings in the case, that M. Guggenheim,
the ultimate purchaser of these pearls, visited the
Paris establishment of Tiffany & Co. for the
purpose of purchasing a necklace for his wife,
but, finding nothing suitable in stock, he requested
the salesman to get a number of pearls together,
to make the desired necklace. Mr. Guggenheim
visited Tiffany & Co.'s establishment daily for
probably a week, and inspected the loose drilled
pearls as they were procured. At the expiration
of that time the assortment was completed and
a final sketch made of the necklace as it would
appear when finished. Then an order was given
for a necklace to be made by Tiffany at New
York from the pearls selected, at a cost not ex-
ceeding $25,000. These loose drilled pearls may
have been and probably were temporarily strung
in the Paris establishment one or more times to
show how the string of pearls would appear as a
necklace; but at no time were the pearls made
into a completed necklace before importation, nor
were they ever worn abroad, as far as the testi-
mony discloses.

The relevant facts in the case at bar are sub-
stantially the same as those found by the Board
in the Bernard Citroen case. Evidence taken be-

fore a referee for the court subsequent to the
Board's decision, however, showed that the Cit-
roen pearls had been made into a necklace in
Paris and there worn on several occasions, after
which they were removed from the string and
shipped loose in separate packages to the United
States, where they were delivered to Mr. Leeds,
the purchaser abroad, who had made a part pay-
ment thereon in Paris. The essential difference
between the Citroen case and the one here pre-
sented, is that in the one the pearls were assembled
in the form of a necklace and worn as such before
importation, while in the other the pearls were
never advanced beyond the condition of a collec-
tion of pearls for a necklace, probably tem-
porarily strung for display.

The opinion of the Appellate Court in the
Citroen case conclusively shows that the pearls
in question are dutiable at TO per cent. ad valorem
under Par. 436, either directly or by similitude.
The protest now before us is therefore sustained,
and the collector's decision in assessing duty on
the merchandise at 6o per cent. ad valorem, under
Par. 434, is reversed.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' of the Executive Committee of
Security Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alliance

was held on February nth, the
following members being present : Chairman Butts,
Vice-president Champenois, Secretary Noyes and
"Messrs. Abbott, Alford, Bowden, Brown and
Stern. The following new members were ac-
cepted:

W. W. Burnett, Pelham, Ga.
Kracker & Kosinski, Chicago, Ill.
Pernetti & De Luca, New York City.
N. Rosenberg, New York City.
B. H. Seeliger, Lemont, Ill.
B. Block & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
John C. Dwyer, New Castle, Pa.
Linde Jewelry Company, Ltd., Alexandria, La.
James H. Noyes, Osgood, Ind.
W. I. Trammell, High Springs, Fla.
A. Holzman, Atlanta, Ga.
G. H. Wertenberger, Arlington, Ohio.
J. J. Baker, Moline, Kans.
J. C. Hayden Company, Rochester, N. Y.
S. Lesnick & Son, -Brooklyn, N. Y.
H. S. Miller, Milwaukee, Wis.
Weil jewelry Company, Salt Lake City, Utah. •
John Armbruster, Cedarburg, Wis.
Columbian jewelry Supply Company, Pueblo, Colo.
Mose Linz, Butte, Mont.
Parsons & Cook, Charidon, Ohio.
H. A. Tibbals, Emporia, Kans.
Henry Chambers, Bonne Terre, Mo.
A. J. Rankin & Co., Pinehurst, Ga.
C. L. Bosner, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Wahl & Goldberg, Sebastopol, Cal.
C. W. Palmer, Oakland, Cal.
Ziething & Co., Newark, N J.
Rainsburg & Dillsaver, Brooklyn, Iowa.
H. Russell & Son, Sibley, Iowa.
Cory, Clark & Noon, Newark, N. j.
H. P. Garin, San Francisco, Cal.
L. A. Beatty, Roodhouse, Ill.
Reinsch & Kreinheder, Buffalo, N. Y.
Davidson's Jewelry Company, Montgomery, Ala.
A. Green, Salisbury, N. C.
Keck Jewelry House, Muskegon, Mich.

The following rewards were ordered paid;

No. 72.—To Chief of Police James Glass, of
Oskaloosa, Iowa, for the arrest and conviction of
George Heiss and Ed. Langley, who broke
through the transom of the store of the T. K.
Smith Jewelry House, of Oskaloosa, on the night
of April 12, Ica, and stole miscellaneous jewelry
of the value of about $2oo.

No. 73.—To Captain Fitzgerald, of Tacoma,
Wash., for the arrest and conviction of Charles
Bryant, who smashed the window of the store of
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I. T. Chapman on December 21, ioo8, and stole
a small quantity of cheap jewelry.

No. 74.—To Officer William H. Goedecke, of
Plymouth, Mass., for the arrest and conviction of
Joseph C. Belanger, who smashed the window in
the store of H. E. Washburn on January 6, 1909,
and stole a rack containing from twelve to fifteen
revolvers.

A party who left here on the steamship
Mohawk for Florida last month consisted of Mr.
and Mrs. C. G. Alford, Miss Clara Alford, Mr.
and Mrs. A. K. Sloan and Mr. A. K. Sloan, Jr.
Mr. Sloan and Mr. Alford are enthusiastic fisher-
men. They expect to thoroughly gratify their
predilection for rod and reel recreation during
their stay in the sunny South.

The Merchants' Association has been devoting
considerable attention recently to the matter of
complaints about certain practices of the express
companies and also in regard to excessive charges.
It is quite likely that, through the influence of the
association, there will be a thorough investigation
of the express companies' methods in the Empire
State.

The 14-Karat Club, which is composed of the
younger set on the Lane, held their annual ban-
quet on February 27th. The banquet was pre-
ceded by a theater party and all thoroughly en-
joyed this annual function.

The filing of the will of Max Freund, whose
death was noted in our issue of last month, re-
vealed a number of charitable bequests. Insti-
tutions receiving sums ranging from $500 to $r000
included the Hebrew Benevolent and Orphan
Asylum, Mount Sinai Hospital, Home for Aged
and Infirm Hebrews, Montefiore Home, Hebrew
Sheltering Guardian Society, United Hebrew
Charities, Hebrew School Association, Hebrew
Technical School for Girls, the German Society
and the Temple Emanuel.

The American Silver Company has moved
from 46 W. Broadway to the eighth floor of the
Silversmiths' Building, r5 Maiden Lane, where
they will have much more desirable quarters. The
opportunity was taken advantage of to equip the
new offices with the latest and most improved
fixtures, which include every facility for expe-
diting their business.

The co-partnership existing between Frank T.
May and Phillip Goldberg, under the firm name
of Frank T. May Company, was dissolved Feb-
ruary 1st. Mr. Goldberg retires from the busi-
ness which will be conducted under the same
name and at the same address by Mr. May.

The firm of J. Herrfeldt & Co., Brooklyn,
has been incorporated under the laws of the State
to manufacture cut glass, with a capital of $7850.
The incorporators are J. Hugo Herrfeldt, Charles
Stephens, John T. Gass and Joseph L. Bittner.

Mr. Dingee, of the Gorham Manufacturing
Company's wholesale department, spent February
in Cuba in the interest of his firm.

Robert Myers, of R. & L. Myers, San Fran-
cisco, was a New York visitor during February,
combining business with pleasure.

P. L. Munford and Franklin H. Gallaway
have formed a partnership under the firm name
of Munford & Gallaway and have established
quarters at 7 Maiden Lane. Mr. Munford was
formerly with C. T. Wood & Co. Mr. Gallaway
is an engraver of much skill.

(Continued on page 397)
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FIVE FACTS:

ONE— We make the largest and most varied
lines of 14 K. Mother of Pearl jewelry
in the market.

TWO— The construction of each article
has been brought up to perfection
through many years of experience
in manufacturing.

THREE— The Larter Vest Buttons and Larter
Shirt Studs have proven by years of
testing in the hands of the consumer
that they are the most satisfactory
articles of men's jewelry in the
market to-day.

FOUR— Every piece exactly does the work
for which it is intended with no
annoyance, friction or fear of loss.

FIVE— The prices on these goods are such
as to command the attention of every
progressive retail jeweler.

We can prove these facts, if you will
but let our travelers show you their
line of Mother of Pearl Link Buttons,
Stiff Bar Buttons, Larter Vest Buttons
and Larter Shirt Studs of moderate
prices in great variety of patterns.

LARTER & SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Trade-Mark

Pacific Coast Representatives:

A. I. HALL & SON, Inc., Jewelers' Bldg.,

Post Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. Registered U. S. l'at. Office.
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(Continued from page 395)

There was considerable ex-
The Lane citement last month in the
Excited Lane over the presence of a

gang of supposed western
pennyweighters and diamond thieves. This par-
ticular gang, relying on the fact that they were
not known to the local police, traveled about the
city apparently without fear of being rounded up
by the Central Office detectives. The men travel in
pairs, and one couple have a large limousine auto-
mobile, with a uniformed chauffer. One of these
two men is short and stout, well dressed and has
a black moustache, while his companion is taller,
smooth shaven and speaks with a marked English
drawl. The fact that two other men work with
them is shown by an attempt at theft made when
they entered a jewelry shop in Columbus Avenue,
near Sixty-sixth Street. They asked to be shown
some high-class diamond rings, and a tray of
gems was, as usual, placed on the plate glass
counter. The salesman, inexperienced in the
ways of most swindlers' tricks, noted that his
customers seemed to take a fancy to a large dia-
mond in a Belcher setting. But as these trays
are arranged so that a ring cannot be removed
without the fact becoming apparent, he saw noth-
ing wrong in the removal of the single ring for
inspection. The men did not move away from
the show case, and finally departed, saying that
they would return in a day or so. The following
day two other men, similarly well dressed, pros-
perous in appearance and both dark, smooth of
face and of medium height, went into the store
and made a request to see high-priced rings. The
fact that they remarked the Belcher stone made
the salesman suspicious. He was alone in the
place, or else when he saw the attempted substi-
tution of a probable paste ring for the costly stone
there might have been an arrest. As it was, the
salesman picked a revolver from behind the
counter and tried to hold the men until he could
summon police aid. They, believing probably that
he wouldn't shoot, ran out of the place and dis-
appeared, leaving the bogus ring on the floor. The
same game was tried with more success at a little
shop in Amsterdam Avenue, near Ninety-sixth
Street. The proprietor, M. Silberman, lost a ring
valued at $150.

William P. Sinnock, head of
Death of the firm of Sinnock & Sherrill,
W. P. Sinnock the well-known manufacturers

of fraternity rings and em-
blems, died suddenly last month on the steamship
Niles, sailing between New York and Panama.
The deceased left home on February t6th for a
vacation trip in the tropics and was then appar-
ently in good health. He was enjoying the trip
homeward and was engaged in a game of bridge
on the promenade deck when he suddenly col-
lapsed and died before the ship's surgeon reached
him. Apoplexy is given as the cause of his death.
His son, William D. Sinnock, was at the dock to
meet his father, and there received the sad news
of his death. Mr. Sinnock had worked himself
up from a journeyman jeweler and was regarded
as one of the most accomplished men in his
specialty in the jewelry trade. In 3870 he formed
a partnership with Joseph N. Tingley, under the
firm name of Tingley & Sinnock, and started in
the manufacture of rings. In 1872 Horace Sher-
rill joined the firm, which became Tingley, Sin-
nock & Sherrill, and was continued under that
name until 1879 when Mr. Tingley's interests
were purchased by the other partners and the
firm became Sinnock & Sherrill, by which name
they have since been known. The deceased had
charge of the factory end of the business and
was known as an exceptionally skilled mechanic
and a scrupulously upright man of business. He
is survived by four sons, two of whom, Joseph N.
and Fred, are connected with the business of the
firm, while another son, William D., is a member
of the jewelry firm of Ehrlich & Sinnock.

The Board of General Appraisers held in a
decision last month that imitations of precious
stones cannot enter this country at the rates of
duty applying to genuine stones. The issue came
up in the form of a protest filed by the American

Express Company in behalf of a client. The mer-
chandise in question consists of imitation sap-
phires, which the importer asserted are recon-
structed or scientifically prepared stones similar
in all respects to genuine sapphires. The Appraiser
of the Port reported that the so-called sapphires
are merely a composition of paste or glass made
to imitate sapphires. General Appraiser Shar-
retts, who writes the decision for the Board,
states that tests confirm the Appraiser's statement.
The Board overrules the protest, claiming a to per
cent. duty under the tariff provision for "precious
stones," and holds the articles dutiable as "imita-
tions" at 20 per cent. on the value of the goods.

The remarkable growth of the popularity and
use of the fountain pen is well evidenced in the
fact that the Canadian business of the L E.
Waterman Company, of this city, has increased
to such an extent in recent years that it became
necessary for this American firm to construct an
extensive plant in that country. The large, new
factory at St. Lambert, ten miles from Montreal,
was officially opened on February 12th, on which
day the L. E. Waterman Company announced its
quarter-centennial anniversary of the business,
patents having been first taken out on February
12th, 1884. The new Canadian plant is of con-
crete construction, contains 31,000 square feet of
floor space, and is fitted throughout with modern
machinery of a special type. On the opening day
of the Canadian factory about 5000 guests were
invited to inspect the plant and heartily joined in
welcoming this new industry within the borders of
Canada. It is learned that the plant will soon
be taxed to its capacity in fulfiling the demands
of the Dominion. The Waterman Company pur-
chase from the United States Assay Office thou-
sands of dollars' worth of gold bullion each year
to be converted into pen points. The rubber used
is purchased from the forests of Peru, the grade
used being the Beni-Bolivian Para. Hundreds of
tons are made into fountain pens every year.
Iridium, the hardest known metal, is imported
from Russia, where it is mined in the Ural Moun-
tains. It generally costs about $1300 a pound,
and is used on the points of the gold pens to
preserve them.

The Silver Plate Manufacturers' Association
held a meeting and banquet last month at the
Hotel Lafayette. The president of this organiza-
tion is T. A. Tripp, the general manager of the
Pairpoint Corporation, and the secretary is P. T.
Tunison, of 299 Broadway.

The Ziruth, Kaiser Company has removed its
plant from Newark, N. J., to 165 William Street,
this city, where the business will be continued as
before. The company's offices are at 170 Broad-
way.

Ailing & Co. will discontinue their office
at 180 Broadway on May 1st and will henceforth
conduct the business from Newark, N. J., where
their factory is located.

M. Shiman, of Shiman Brothers & Co., sailed
for Europe on the Mauretania on February 24th.
During his stay on the continent he will visit the
leading diamond markets and make extensive pur-
chases of gems for his firm.

The sixth annual dinner of the employees
of Udall & Ballou was held at William Allaire's
Hall on Third Avenue and Seventeenth Street, on
the evening of February 12th. By reason of
the date on which the celebration was held, the
favors were appropriately little statues of Lincoln.
The entertainment included bowling and various
other pastimes, after which an elaborate banquet
was served. Special talent was engaged for the
occasion, which all present pronounced the most
enjoyable of these annual functions.

A new firm of gem importers is named Frank
K. Huff & Co. Mr. Huff was formerly vice-
president and director of Mount & Woodhull and
had been associated with the jewelry business
for a score of years. His partner, Mr. Meyers,
has a similar long experience. The business will
be conducted in handsomely equipped offices at
6 Maiden Lane.

Jules F. Courvoisier, at one time a well-
known watch case manufacturer, died at his home
in Brooklyn on February 9th. The deceased was
born in Switzerland and came to this country in
1847, where he obtained employment with a watch
case maker in Philadelphia, in which city he sub-

sequently started in business for himself in the

50's. Later he took others into partnership and
the business was moved to New York in the
early yo's. In 1878 he moved the business to Port
Jervis, New York, where he continued it alone
until 189t, when he retired and settled in Brooklyn.

The National Wholesale Jewelers' Association
held a meeting last month at the new quarters of
the 24-Karat Club. A report of the meeting will
be found elsewhere in this issue.

Edward W. Morch, formerly of the firm of
Jacob Morch & Sons, 130 Broadway, Brooklyn,
died last month. The deceased was the youngest
son of the Brooklyn jeweler, Jacob Morch, and
had been in delicate health for some time. He
was born in Brooklyn forty-two years ago and
after his school days started with his father, be-
coming quite an authority on gems and jewels.
Possessed of an amiable disposition and a pleas-
ing appearance, he enjoyed an extensive acquain-
tanceship with the trade, who will greatly regret
his demise while yet in the prime of life.

In our January issue was announced the
bankruptcy of Arthur Hirshfield, a wholesale and
retail jeweler at 276 Sixth Avenue. The inven-
tory of the business since made shows liabilities
of $118,836 and assets of $14,663, consisting of
stock, fixtures, insurance policies and cash. The
list of unsecured creditors is an unusually long
one, including some of the best-known houses in
the trade.

Washington's Birthday, February 22d, was
observed as a holiday by a majority of the jewelry
trade in this city, both in the wholesale and retail
lines, by the closing of offices and stores through-
out the city.

E. B. Lapham, manager of the Maiden Lane
branch of the Seth Thomas Clock Company, made
a visit to Philadelphia during the middle of Feb-
ruary and closed some satisfactory business deals.

Messrs. A. L. Stearns and S. H. Ashe, of the
Roy Watch Case Company, were mixing with the
Providence and Attleboro trade several days dur-
ing the early part of February.

The L. E. Waterman Company, of this city,
makers of the "Ideal" fountain pen, furnish one
of the best proofs that prosperity and good adver-
tising go hand in hand. The entire front page
of the Lincoln issue of the New York World of
February 7th was covered by a pictorial advertise-
ment of their now famous pen.

Arthur Totten, is the new manager of the
New York City office of Brown & Mills, Provi-
dence, R. I. Mr. Totten has had a long experi-
ence as a salesman and is gifted with all the quali-
fications that go to make success in this field. He
is well known and highly popular with the eastern
trade.

C. P. Goldsmith & Co., for many years located
at 33 Gold Street, will in the near future move to
quarters which they have leased in the Gibson
Building, corner of John and William Streets.
This move will give them more room and im-
proved business facilities in every way. They
expect to be in their new location about April 1st.

The Hold-On Clutch Company will move
from their present address, 33 Gold Street, some
time in April to more commodious quarters in the
Gibson Building, at the corner of John and Wil-
liam Streets. This move has been contemplated
for some time, as the company has been in need
of larger and better quarters.

E. C. Binder, American representative of the
house of Ernest Gideon Bek, is making an ex-
tensive tour of the entire West, which will keep
him away from New York for a couple of months
at least. On his return he expects to sail for
Europe. E. 0. Binder, of the same concern, is
calling on the trade in the southern States.

A new concern in New York is the Sun Plat-
ing Works, which has just been started at 32
Maiden Lane by the Valentine Brothers, who for-
merly conducted the Star Plating Works. The
Sun company will do a general plating business.

M. J. Averbeck, to and 12 Maiden Lane, has
issued a very interesting 32-page booklet entitled,
"Prosperity Promoters," which is a catalogue and
price list of quick-selling, low-priced articles es-
pecially suited for spring trade. A copy of the
booklet will be found useful and seasonable by
every jeweler.
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DIAMONDS, direct importations every year

from Europe, offer opportunities that no jeweler

can afford to overlook. (I. Our unsurpassed facilities
for buying, and our selections made in Europe, place us

in position to offer jewelers the greatest inducements.
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Trade conditions have shown
Trade a marked improvement during
Conditions and the past month. This is the
Business Outlook universal opinion of the whole-

sale and retail trade of the
West. An unusually large number of buyers
have come to this market during the past thirty
days. This, in itself, is a good omen and augurs
well for a healthy spring business. These mer-
chants, without exception, report a fair February
business, and what is more important, very bright
prospects for a lively spring trade. Their pur-
chases have been larger and of a better grade
than for a year past, and while there still remains
evidences of a desire not to overstock, this is
but the result of business caution and not of fear
for the future. Local retail conditions in Chicago
are all that could be hoped for this time of the
year. Several large conventions and the cheap
railroad rates brought about through the efforts
of the Chicago Association of Commerce, have
brought thousands of visitors to Chicago, and
this has helped to swell the volume of retail business
far in excess of that of the previous February.

The retail trade in Chicago outside of the
jewelry lines is enjoying a volume of trade which,
in a number of instances, was entirely unlooked
for. Labor conditions are all that could be de-
sired. In the building trades there is more activity
than for several years past, which means that the
army of unemployed is rapidly diminishing. The
jobbers see nothing but good business ahead.
The large number of out-of-town buyers who
have called during the past month and the re-
assuring reports that are being sent in from the
travelers, all of whom left for their respective
territories during the past month, has led them

this year.
that normal conditions will prevailis y 

Jobbers have bought liberally for spring trade
and their lines are complete in all details and be-
speak absolute confidence in normal spring busi-
ness. Collections have picked up considerably,
and, except in isolated cases, are normal. Summing
Ip the indications for spring business, both in
jewelry and outside lines, nothing can be found
to successfully refute the statement that normal
business conditions are upon us.

Merchants' 
Meetings 

sale of the Fifth Merchants'wi
March 13th begins the dates of

Meeting of the Western Pas-
senger Association and South-

western Excursion Bureau territories, and upon the
same date begins the fourth meeting of the
Central Passenger Association territory. Hun-
dreds of out-of-town merchants from all sections
of the country have taken advantage of the meet-
ings held thus far this year, and the practicability
of these meetings have been fully demonstrated.
The low rates secured and the excellent conditions
for buying brought many merchants to Chicago who
had never visited this market before. Merchants

intereseed will do well to bear in mind the dates
of the remaining meetings : From points in the
Western Passenger Association territory, fourth
meeting, dates of sale, February 27th, 28th, March
1st to 7th inclusive; returning, March 1st to 17th
inclusive; fifth meeting, dates of sale, March 13th
to 21st inclusive; returning, March 15th to 31st
inclusive.

From points in Southwestern Excursion
Bureau territory, fourth meeting, dates of sale,
February 27th, 28th, March 1st to 7th inclusive;
returning, March 12th to 17th inclusive; fifth
meeting, dates of sale, March 13th to 21st in-
clusive; returning, March 15th to 31st inclusive.

From points in Central Passenger Associa-
tion territory, third meeting, dates of sale, Febru-
ary 27th, 28th, March 1st to 5th, inclusive; re-
turning, March 3d to 13th inclusive; fourth meet-
ing, dates of sale, March 13th to loth inclusive;
returning, March 17th to 27th inclusive.

The Chicago Association of
Plans for Commerce has recently under-
Reciprocity taken a project which is en-
at Home titled to the consideration and

support of every merchant in
this Western metropolis. This undertaking has
for its ultimate aim a better co-operative spirit
between Chicago retailers and wholesalers in all
lines. The old proverbial cry, "Patronize Home
Industries," has been heard ever and anon, but
it has been vitiated more or less by constant repi-
tition. While the Chicago Association of Com-
merce's object in undertaking this task is nothing
more or less than an effort to bring about a con-
summation of this appeal for local support, its en-
deavors will fortunately not consist exclusively
in uttering the cry. The commercial possibilities
of Chicago can no longer be gaged without
counting upon the efforts of the Chicago Associa-
tion of Commerce. Chicago has witnessed the full
fruition of several commercial projects which had
their beginning at a meeting of this association.

Reviewing the rewards of achievement of the
association and the persistency with which every
project undertaken by it is carried out, it would
seem as though Chicago manufacturers and job-
bers were about to come unto their own. The
plan submits itself to the reason and business
judgment of every wide-awake business man. It
is one whereby the products of this market be-
come more extensively displayed at home and
bought at home with a consequence that the pur-
chasing power of Chicago as a community is
greatly increased. At a meeting of the associa-
tion's executive committee with a delegation of
retail merchants certain interesting suggestions
for the promotion of reciprocal home trade were
discussed. Among them were the following:
That the retail stores set aside from one to three
days each year to display goods manufactured
in Chicago and its industrial zone. That the Chi-
cago Association of Commerce publish the differ-
ent lines of goods made in Chicago and the names
of their manufacturers, as information to buyers.
That a dinner be given to the parties in interest
for fr.ther discussion of the question.

News From the Trade

Mack Hurlbut, President of the Iowa As-
sociation of Retail Jewelers, was in Chicago early
in the month attending the automobile show and
called upon his many personal and business
friends here.

M. Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Company,
and Herbert Koppel, manager of the material
department of that company, spent several days
in Chicago late in the month attending to matters
of business and calling on their friends.

Charles Breitenbach, of C. G. Breitenbach &
Co., was confined to his home for several days
late in the month by illness.

The Sterling Deposit Manufacturing Com-
pany was recently incorporated in Illinois with a
capital of $to,000. The headquarters of the corn-
pany will be in Chicago.

Edward W. Dick has opened a jewelry store
in Albert Lea, Minn., in the quarters formerly oc-
cupied by J. J. Sullivan. Mr. Dick was in Chicago
early in the month.

Felsenthal Bros. & Co. have incorporated in
Illinois with a capital of $75,000.

John H. Carr, who has been in the employ
of the Elgin National Watch Company as mis-
sionary for several years, has started in the retail
jewelry business at Portland, Oregon.

The many friends in and out of the Chicago
trade will extend to Otto Lieberman, with the.
Stein & Ellbogen Company, their profound sym-
pathy in the death of his sister, which occurred
the past month.

After spending several weeks in Chicago
Harold A. Forbes, the new Pacific Coast repre•-
sentative of Louis Mannheimer & Bros., left for ,
his territory.

J. T. Hunt, who recently resigned his position -
with the Alvin Manufacturing Company, has ac-
cepted a position as New York representative for
the Western Watch Case Manufacturing Company.

Frank A. Chace, Jr., salesman for C. M.
Robbins & Co., was confined to his home several
days last month by an attack of tonsilitis.

A. Binswanger, jewelry buyer for Siegel,
Cooper & Co., spent the early part of the month;
at eastern factories.

Max Ellbogen, of the Stein & Ellbogen Cotn•-
pany, has gone to Europe for a six weeks' trip,
during which he will visit the foreign diamond;
markets.

H. Zuckweiler, it prominent jeweler of Pekin,'
Ill., well known to the Chicago trade, died at his
home early in the month.

Mrs. Herbert Allen, of H. W. Allen & Co.,
accompanied by her sister, Miss Bessie Webster,
is enjoying an extended trip through the Orient.

William Lambrecht, a retail jeweler, at 1576
Milwaukee Avenue, is the latest victim of threat-
ening letters from the "Black Hand." He re-
ported to the police that he had received two
letters demanding $2000 on penalty of his life.
The police are inclined to view the matter lightly.

M. F. Shiveley, of Bryant & Shiveley, Camp-
bellsville, Ky., is taking a course in optics in
Chicago.

Retail jewelers throughout the country will
be interested in a complaint recently filed with the
Interstate Commerce Commission at Washington
by Rentz Brothers, manufacturing jewelers of
Minneapolis, against the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad, in which they allege that the
railroad refused to furnish them facilities for
the proper transportation of bullion or jewelers'
sweepings, and that the road would not provide
a reasonable rate for its transportation. Attorneys
appearing for the railroad admitted the allega-
tions, but contended that it was impossible to even
approximately ascertain the proper rate. Evi-
dence was heard tending to show that jewelers'
sweepings have been purposely omitted from the
classification because of the difficulty of ascer-
taining their values. The complaint was dismissed
upon presentation by the railroad attorneys that
provisions had been made for properly classifying
this commodity. This provision classifies sweep-
ings, packed in watertight barrels and not ex-
ceeding $50 in value as first-class ; value exceed-
ing $50 and not over $200, double first-class; value
exceeding $2oo or not stated, not taken. ,

(Continued on page 401)
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W. H. Poole, a jeweler of Monte Vista, Colo.,
well known to the wholesale trade of this city,
died very suddenly early in the month of pneu-
monia. A few days before his death Mr. Poole
suffered a considerable loss when his store was
robbed and the shock of this is believed to have
hastened his end. His two sons will continue the
business.

Blower & Co. is the name of a new retail
jewelry firm in this city. It was recently incor-
porated with a capital of $2400. The incorpor-
ators are D. B. Blower, B. Trusselman and M.
Pitzger.

William A. Williams, for twenty years an
engraver for Giles Brothers, died in this city early
in the month at the age of 56 years. He was a
brother of A. L. Williams and one of the oldest
and best-known engravers in the West.

J. W. Tice, of the Chicago office of Adolph
Schwab, was called to Allenville, N. Y., early in
the month by a telegram announcing the death
of his father.

The sensational account in the Chicago papers
of an explosion early this month at the smelting
works of the Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refin-
ing Co., in which the entire day shift were thrown
into a panic and many hurt, is without foundation
as to fatalities. Fortunately no one received a
scratch. The damages sustained were confined
entirely to the building and a wrecked furnace,
the nature of which will not interrupt the regular
operation of the plant.

C. A. Kiger and Charles Hoeffer, of Kansas
City, stopped off at Chicago several days on their
way to New York to attend the jobbers' meeting.

Charles Kappell has resigned his position as
diamond salesman for C. D. Peacock.

Julius Garon, of Garon Brothers, Duluth,
Minn., was on the local market early in the month
and also paid a visit to the factory of the Elgin
National Watch Company.

Paul G. Storm, traveler for Reed & Barton,
has the sympathy of his many friends in the trade
on the death of his wife, which occurred early in
the month. Mr. Storm was in Oklahoma City but
reached Chicago in time to attend the funeral.

T. D. Landt, who has conducted a jewelry
store for several years at 482 W. Madison Street,
has sold his stock and fixtures to Adolph Hess,
84 W. Madison Street. Mr. Hess will move his
store to the I.andt location.

Otto Rediscke and A. Retzlaff have opened
a retail store at Cochrane, Wis.

W. C. Taylor, formerly employed in the Elgin
office of the Elgin National Watch Company, has
been transferred to the Chicago office.

J. P. Kersting, formerly western representa-
tive for Lapp & Flershem, is taking a course in
optics in this city. He has acquired an interest in
the firm of Ackenhausen & Co., of North Yakima,
Wash., and after completing his course here will
assume charge of the optical department.

The Chicago Jewelry Engraving Company has
moved into larger quarters on the eleventh floor
of the Boyce Building, t 12 Dearborn Street. En-
tire new fixtures have been installed. C. P.
Greene, formerly manager of the Minneapolis
School of Engraving, is now at the head of this
school.

Adolph Jacoby, stockman for The Edward Leh-
man Jewelry Company, of Denver, Colo., died in
that city February zoth. Mr. Jacoby was very well
and favorably known to the Chicago jewelry trade,
having been employed here by several of the large
jobbers. He had been with the Denver firm for
seven years. He is survived by a widow. The
remains were brought to Chicago for interment.

George Gubbins, of the Rockford Watch
Company, made a trip to Detroit, Pittsburg,
Cleveland and Cincinnati the latter part of the
month.

Ernest Lunt, Chicago and Western Manager
of the Towle Manufacturing Company, spent the
greater part of the month at the factory of the
company at Newburyport, Mass.

Fred Simon, of the Simon Bros. Jewelry Com-
pany, of Denver, Colo., was on the local market
late in the month placing orders for new stock.
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D. Dodd, formerly with the Upson Jewelry
Company, of Waterbury, Conn., spent several
days in Chicago visiting friends and business as-
sociates. He has given up his position in the East
and will open a jewelry store at Spokane, Wash.

Claude E. Range, who is well known to the
Chicago trade, has sold an interest in his business
to W. Elliott Pennell, formerly of the firm of
Engle & Pennell. Mr. Pennell will devote most
of his time to the repair and jewelry departments,
while Mr. Range will be in charge of the optical
and advertising departments. The books, musical
and office supplies will be retained but the busi-
ness will be incorporated under the name of The
Range Jewelry Company.

F. C. Hosser, of Canton, Ohio, was a visiting
buyer on the local market early in the month.

A. J. Kirkpatrick, a well-known jeweler of
Oklahoma City, spent several days on the local
market early in the month. Mr. Kirkpatrick was
recently married and was accompanied on the trip
by his bride.

Walter Elbe, of A. E. Elbe & Son, Blooming-
ton, Ill., spent several days on the local market
late in the month.

The many friends in the trade of John War-
ren, of the Elgin National Watch Company, will
regret to learn that he is confined to his home
by illness.

Kolman Landau, of K. Landau & Co., job-
bing jewelers at 153 Market Street, was killed
early in the month by being struck by a railroad
train at Monmouth, Ill. He is survived by a
widow and four children.

Larry Edwards, the genial western represen-
tative of Leach & Miller and W. E. Hayward &
Co., has lately earned the sobriquet of "Commo-
dore." This by reason of the fact that he is
building a seafaring craft at the shipyards at Fox
River, Ill. She will bear the name of "Larrybelle,"
and the "Commodore" declares that she is being
built for use by the "legitimate jewelry trade
only." William Fay, of the Potter & Buffinton
Company, and Ed. Cox, of Benjamin Allen & Co.,
declare the craft a model of her kind. They have
advised the "Commodore" not to launch her,
however, until the "Lakes-to-the-Gulf-Canal" is
opened, in which event it would not be necessary
to take her to New Orleans in order to find deep
enough water to turn her around in. All hail to
the "Commodore" and the "Larrybelle" I We
await with fitful anxiety the day that she dips
her graceful bow in the billowy waves.

Charles J. Fash, a retail jeweler at 120 Ogden
Avenue, has filed a petition in bankruptcy. His lia-
bilities are given at $1937 and his assets about $5oo.

S. H. Clausin, of Minneapolis, stopped off
several days in Chicago early in the month on his
way to Southern California, where he will spend
several weeks.
. Daniel Doering, of Wakarusa, Ind., spent

several days in Chicago on his return from an
extended sojourn in Mexico, whither he went for
rest and recreation.

Martin Madson, of the bankrupt firm of
Madson & Steele Company, has filed suit against
James W. Clark, proprietor of Moore & Evans,
and the purchaser of the bankrupt stock. Mr.
Madson alleges a breach of contract.

William Hirsch is spending the remainder of
the winter at • Magnolia Springs, Ala., with his
wife and son.

C. W. Dungeon, formerly in business at
Ames, Iowa, has purchased the store conducted
by Alva J. Munson and will again conduct a store
in that town.

Holty & Svenson is the name of a new retail
firm which has just opened with entirely new
stock and fixtures at Menasha, Wis. Mr. Svenson
was on this market late in the month purchasing
additional stock.

A. Rosenfield, of Rosenfield Brothers, Leaven-
worth, Kans., spent several days in Chicago late
in the month. He was on his way home after an
extended trip East.

"Bob" Wilson, of the Charles E. Hancock
Company, is receiving the congratulations of his
many friends upon the advent of a baby boy in
his family.

At the annual meeting of the Jewelers' Board
of Trade. held recently in New York, Benjamin
Allen, of Benjamin Allen SC CO. ; W. F. Juergens,
of Juergens & Anderson Company; M. A. Mead.

of M. A. Mead & Co.; A. L. Sercomb, of the
International Silver Company, and J. H. Hardin,
of F. A. Hardy & Co., all of Chicago, were elected
directors for the coming year.

Nathan Vogel, a retail jeweler at 316 W.
Twelfth Street, was found guilty the past month
of receiving stolen property. The other party
involved was Isaac Lazarus, a former employee
of Emil Brandt & Bro. Vogel was sentenced to
nine months in the House of Correction.

Clarence Roehr, of the Bassett Jewelry Com-
pany, is spending ten days at French Lick Springs.
He is accompanied by his family.

Chicago jobbers who attended the meeting of
the National Wholesale Jewelers' Association,
held February 17th, returned home lauding the
work accomplished at the meeting. They were
royally entertained by the eastern jobbers and all
of them have already expressed their determina-
tion to attend the next gathering, which will also
take place in New York. Among the Chicago
jobbers who attended were W. A. Sproehnle,
Claude Seymour, B. C. Allen, Max Ellbogen and
Fred. G. Thearle.

Richard 0. Kandler, President of the Jewelers'
School of Engraving, is issuing a handsome new
catalogue of the school. The book contains
samples of engraving done by students, together
with a history of the school. The new students
which have entered during the past month in-
clude Albert F. Lobeck, Michigan City, Ind.; H.
B. Werder, Charles City, Ia.; Herman V. Shively,
Campbellsville, Ky.; H. W. Benton, Austin, Minn.;
F. W. Rehter, Red Wing, Minn.; Joseph A. Trom-

blay, Escanaba, Mich.; Louis M. Shephard,
Pontiac, Ill.; Ben V. Schoenborn, Chicago, and

A. J. Lee, of Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
Swartchild & Co. have for several months

been testing an entirely new watch oil which
Samuel Swartchild, senior member of the firm,
found on European markets on his recent trip.
They declare that a careful test has proved the
oil to be all that is claimed for it.

J. P. Archibald, of Blairsville, Pa., President
of the National Retail Jewelers' Association,
passed through Chicago late in the month on
his way to Omaha to attend the annual meeting
of the Nebraska association and also to make
preliminary arrangements for the next annual
convention of the association, which will be held
in Omaha in August. Mr. Archibald stated that
the prospects for a successful convention at
Omaha are very bright. During the past year
several State organizations have been added to the
roster of the national association and the mem-
bership in the associations already organized
showed a substantial gain. A special effort is
being made to have representative men from the
various branches of the jewelry trade deliver ad-
dresses at the convention along lines pertinent to
their branch. President Archibald strongly em-
phasizes the fact that this is to be a "business
convention for jewelers, of jewelers and in the
interests of jewelers," and the programme com-
mittee, which met in Omaha immediately after
the Nebraska convention, worked along this line.
The programme will not be ready for some time,
however. Secretary Callison, of Dexter, Iowa;
Mack Hurlburt, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, and Ira
M. Radabaugh, of Hastings, Minn., met President
Radabaugh at Omaha.

K. C. Koons, of Beatrice, Nebr., spent several
days on the Chicago Market late in the month
replenishing his stock.

M. F. Barger, accompanied by his wife and
family, are spending the remainder of the winter
in New Orleans and other southern points.

President Jacob Frank, of the Rockford
Watch Company, announces that his company has
changed its plan of handling its product and here-
after will deal direct with the retailer. This plan
has been under consideration for some time, but
did not go into effect until February ist. A corn-
plete corps of experienced travelers is already in
the field.

George A. Jewett, western representative of
Hamilton & Hamilton, has recently returned from
a trip around his circuit.

"The Keystone's all right, and I thank you for
reminding me about the renewing of my subserip-
tion."—Louis Martin, Jeweler, Ridgefield, Conn.
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One of the most important events of the
month in this section was the appointment by
President Field, of the Providence Board of
Trade, of a committee of 200 to arrange for a
great meeting of business men for the purpose of
organizing a movement to boom the trade and
industries of Providence. As the manufacture of
jewelry is the leading industry in this section,
the committee was naturally largely composed of
jewelry manufacturers. It is expected that this
preliminary occasion will result in a powerful or-
ganization of the business forces to forward the
manufacturing interests of the city and vicinity.

The annual meeting of the National Exchange
Bank, of Providence, was held last month and
the list of directors elected contained the follow-
ing members of the jewelry trade : Samuel E. Ein-
stien, of the Attleboro Chain Company, Attleboro;
Walter Callender, of Callender, McAuslan &
Troup Co., Providence; Clarence L. Watson,
Treasurer of the Watson & Newell Co., Attleboro;
Joseph L. Sweet, President of the R. F. Simmons
Company, of Attleboro; Arthur Henius, of the
Bruhl Bros. & Henius Co., and Theodore W.
Foster, of the Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.,
Providence.

At the annual meeting of the B. A. Ballon
Mutual Relief Association held last month the
following officers were elected for the ensuing
year : President, James Hayes ; 

• 

vice-president,
Walter Shurtleff ; secretary, William H. Hull;
treasurer, E. W. Lakey. Executive committee,
Albert N. Kimball, Walter H. Mann and William
Masterson.

The partnership heretofore existing between
Abraham P. Workman and P. Newman, under
the firm name of Workman & Newman, was re-
cently dissolved by mutual consent. Mr. Work-
man retires and Mr. Newman will continue the
business under the old title. The latter contem-
plates making a business trip abroad in the near
future.

Samuel N. Nicholson, President of the Nich-
olson File Company, was recently elected one of
the directors of the Narragansett Electric Light-
ing Company.

Frank L. Baker, of Paye & Baker Manufac-
turing Company, North Attleboro, is spending
a three weeks' sojourn in Bermuda.

Woodbury Melcher, of Scofield, Melcher &
Scofield, North Attleboro, sailed for Europe on
February 13th, accompanied by his wife and
daughter. They will visit most of the chief points
of interest on the continent before their return.

William H. Thurber, of the Tilden-Thurber
Company, of Providence, will spend the remainder
of the cold season in Florida.

William F. Leeder, of Leeder & Bernkopf
Co., Providence, sailed for Europe last month.
He goes to Bremen by way of Plymouth and will
spend several weeks on the continent sightseeing.

Brigadier-General Herbert S. Tanner has
made arrangements to accompany Governor A. J.
Pothier, of Rhode Island, to Washington, D. C.,
on the occasion of the inauguration of President-
elect Taft.

At the annual meeting of the Nicholson File
Company, Providence, held last month, the presi-
dent's report showed that the company had done
business to 70 per cent. of its highest record for
one year, which stockholders consider most satis-
factory. The old board of directors was re-
elected.

Frank P. Daughaday, of Freeman-Daughaday
Company, of Attleboro, and Mrs. Daughaday cele-
brated the seventh anniversary of their marriage
by an entertainment of their friends, many of
these being manufacturing jewelers.

Austin & Stone, of Attleboro, have moved to
the third floor of the Attleboro Manufacturing
Company Building, where they will have a floor
space of 8000 square feet and a practically new
equipment. The product of this firm comprises
high-grade fob chains, lockets, bracelets, etc.

Englehardt C. Ostby, of the Ostby & Barton
Company, Providence, was recently re-elected di-
rector of the Swan Point Cemetery Corporation.
Mr. Ostby was also a guest of honor at the annual
dinner of the Yale Alumni Association, of Rhode
Island, held last month at the University Club.

Samuel M. Nicholson, President of the Nichol-
son File Company, was much shaken up recently
by a collision of his automobile and a street car.
He escaped serious injury, however, and feels no
ill effects . from the vexatious mishap. Accom-
panied by Mrs. Nicholson, he left last month for
a trip to Nassau, where they will sojourn for the
cold season.

Harry Cutler, of the Cutler Jewelry Company,
Providence, and President of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' As-
sociation, was elected President of the District
Grand Lodge No. 1, Independent Order of B'nai
B'rith, at the annual convention of the order.

Dutee Wilcox, of D. Wilcox & Co., Provi-
dence, was re-elected to the directorate of the
Title Guarantee Company, of Rhode Island.

Everett L. Spencer, of the E. L. Spencer Com-
pany, Providence, attended the annual meeting of
the American Protective Tariff League, held in
New York City last month.

Oscar H. Hornig is a new addition to the
traveling force of G. C. Hudson Company, North
Attleboro, Mass., and has been assigned to the
middle western territory, where he will assist G.
C. Hudson. The latter is now returning from a
trip westward as far as the Pacific Coast, which
he reports to be very successful. Mr. Hornig was
formerly with Codding & Heilborn Company, of
North Attleboro.

The C. H. Eden Company, Attleboro, has
opened a Chicago office at 910 Heyworth Building.
The manager of the office is J. Heilborn, assisted
by J. H. Carmody. Both of these have a masterly
grasp of the business and will give every satisfac-
tion to the patrons of the company in Chicago
and nearby territory.

The officers of the Pennsylvania Retail
Jewelers' Association inaugurated last month an
active campaign to increase the membership and
further the interests of the State organization.
Two meetings were held, one at Pittsburg and one
in this city, the latter, on February 4th, at the
Jewelers' Club, 1228 Chestnut Street, when a num-
ber of new members were enrolled. J. P. Archi-
bald, President of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association, honored the occasion with
his presence and delivered an instructive address,
a portion of which was devoted to the subject of
restricted prices on standard goods. Mr. Archi-
bald stated that the influence of the national and
State associations was rapidly increasing. He told
how letters sent to manufacturers by him as an
individual had failed to elicit any reply and had
been consigned to the oblivion of the waste
basket, but his communications at the present
time, as an officer of the association, were given
prompt attention and honored with at least a
courteous reply. The manufacturers, he said, can
no longer ignore the power of the organized trade.
He wound up his discourse with an earnest appeal
to the jewelers to ally themselves with the or-
ganization and to cultivate a spirit of fellowship
and mutual help.

President Garman, of the State association,
announced that the organization was making great
progress in adding to its membership, and the
better class of jewelers no longer hesitated in
placing their names on the roll. He suggested
that all associations, national and State, should
take tinder consideration the methods of dis-
tributing circulars and price-lists, and insist on the
jobbers mailing them under letter postage so as
to prevent the information being spread among
persons outside the trade. There followed a joint
discussion of matters of trade interest. "

The great social event of the past month
among the local trade was the annual banquet of
the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club, which was held
on the evening of Saturday, February 20th. A
report of this function will be found elsewhere
in this issue. The club held a meeting on Febru-
ary 9th for the election of officers for the ensuing
year. Col. J. Warner Hutchins, who had been
president for several years, declined re-election,
and L. P. White was elected to succeed him. The
other officers are as follows : Vice-President, Henry
Bodenheimer ; treasurer, W. H. Long, and secre-
tary, A. L. LeJambre. The board of directors
comprises J. E. Cadawalader, Archibald Ruther-
ford, William Linker, Adelbert G. Lee and John
A. Lehman, the latter being the new addition to
the Board. The club has made arrangements to
engage a special train to transport a number of
its members to Washington for the inauguration
of President-elect Taft. The special will consist
of a parlor car, sleeper and diner, and will be
used as headquarters of the party during their
stay in Washington. The cars will be appropri-
ately decorated, a special steward will be in at-
tendance and a most enjoyable time is expected.

A highly-respected member of the trade passed
away last month in the person of George A.
Oliver, of Burlington, N. J., who succumbed to
a paralytic stroke. Mr. Oliver was well known to
the Philadelphia trade and highly esteemed by all
who knew him. His sudden demise was a great
shock to his host of friends.

John Blisard & Co., 727 Sansom Street, have
made extensive improvements in their quarters
with a view to facilitating the transaction of their
growing business.

A. Reed McIntire, of the firm of McIntire,
Magee & Brown Company, is mourning the loss
of his mother, Mrs. Edward William McIntire, who
died on February loth at her home, 4102 Pine
Street, after a severe illness. The deceased was
very highly esteemed and her death is much re-
gretted by a large circle of friends.

D. V. Brown, manufacturing and wholesale
optician, has been sojourning in Florida during
the cold season. Before returning home he will
make a trip to Cuba, where he will enjoy the in-
sular tropical climate and renew acquaintances
with old friends in the optical trade.

J. L. Borsch, of John L. Borsch & Co., op-
ticians, 1324 Walnut Street, is at present enjoying
a trip through Europe. He will visit, in the course
of his continental itinerary, England, France and
Germany, making brief stays at London, Paris,
Berlin and other points of interest.

George W. Magee, of McIntire, Magee &
Brown Company, accompanied by Mrs. Magee and
his two sons, sailed on January 30th for Europe
on the North German Lloyd steamer Koenig Al-
bert. He expects to spend three months in Italy
to recuperate his health. He notified the firm of
his safe arrival at Naples and anticipates a very
pleasant sojourn under the balmy southern skies.

Ira D. Garman, President of the Pennsylvania
Retail Jewelers' Association, was elected a school
director of the Forty-sixth Ward at the recent
election. Mr. Garman was candidate of the Wil-
liam Penn and Philadelphia parties, which are
opposed to the regular Republican ticket. William
C. Williams, with C. H. O'Bryon, 735 Sansom
Street, was elected common councilman from the
Eighteenth Ward on the regular Republican ticket.
George Katz, the popular jeweler, 1943 German-
town Avenue, was given a large vote for common
councilman in the Nineteenth Ward as a candidate
for Democratic and William Penn parties, but
failed of election.

I. Bedichitner & Co. will move during the
present month from their quarters at 1022 Chest-
nut Street to 1202 Walnut Street. As previously
announced, they will discontinue the retail business
and will concentrate their entire force and re-
sources to the manufacturing and wholesale
branches.

The Horological Club, of Philadelphia, held
its regular monthly meeting on February 25th at
Soulas' restaurant, Fifth and Miner Streets.

Several of the members of the local whole-
sale trade attended the meeting in New York of
the National Wholesale Jewelers' Association,
among them being L. P. White, President of the
Jewelers' Club, and Fred B. Hurlburt, of H. 0.
Hurlburt & Sons.
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W. & H. Lockets have the reputation of setting the styles
in this specialty

7 Beverly Street, Providence, R. I.

The Monogram Man

Special initials for leather goods
and ebony

1601

No. 1601. In Brass or Nickel, with pointed pegs
No. 26. k Brass or Sterling, with pointed pegs

We are origin-
ators of mono-
grams in the
latest designs;
our work reaches
the finest trade.
We appeal to

the trade who
want something
new and differ-
ent. We manu-
facture a corn-
plete line of
monograms,
initials,emblems,
souvenir and
novelty fobs.

Also Society, College and School Emblems,
in seals, pins and buttons

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue

JOHN A. SALMAN
21 Bromfield St. BOSTON, MASS.
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JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Allentior. Given to

Oat-of/own Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON. MASS.

LET DAVIS'JEWELRY
AND OPTICAL ADS
MAKE MONEY for YOU

PROSPERITY STAYS WITH HIM
WHO ADVERTISES BEST

Use the Ads that compel business by
bringing your wares and ability forcibly
to the notice of the reader.

Davis Ads are arranged in three
books. 52 Ads in each book.

DAVIS' 52 JEWELRY ADS No. I
DAVIS' 52 OPTICAL ADS No. 3
DAVIS' 52 OPTICAL ADS No. 4
PRICE, $1.00 A BOOK

Be the progressive one to use these Ade in your
city. They're guaranteed to please.

Order from the publisher or through any
Jobber of Jewelry and Optical Supplies.

R. A. Davis SPRINGFIELD
TENNESSEE

Mask of Jewelry Ads contains Special Ad
far each Week, Season and Holiday as
they come on the Calendar.
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PITTSBURG
LETTER

There appears to be a lot of
Trade energy displayed in the retail
Conditions jewelry trade of Pittsburg

these days. The improvement
is materializing very slowly and the merchant
who is trying to arouse in the lethargic mind of
the buyer some interest in things ornamental
rather than needful finds his time well occupied
arranging his wares attractively and pushing what-
ever chances for business appear. The quietness,
however, in the jewelry business is not alone.
The season is an off one for all other lines.

The fact is, after a period of activity during
and just after the holiday season, there has come
a general curtailment of business except in the
larger forms. One finds the furnaces casting
their sullen glare over the skies at night ; the
smoke from the countless hundreds of coke ovens
is rising steadily; the mills roar all night and the
shops and factories are alive, but with all this,
there appears to be a period of breath-catching
among the people and they are not buying much just
now. Then the lenten season is at hand. A good
many of the strictly smart set have made ar-
rangements to go away over that "sack cloth"
period. Some are at Palm Beach, Fla., and some
will go to Atlantic City. It appears a matter of
choice and taste only, but they are going somewhere.

A meeting of the Pennsylvania Retail
Jewelers' Association was held in this city on the
evening of February 2d, which resulted in a large
addition to the membership and also in prelimi-
nary steps for the organization of a local jewelers'
society, to be known as the 24-Karat Jewelers'
Club of Pittsburg. One of the purposes of the
meeting was to consider price-cutting, more es-
pecially on watches, and the following committee
was appointed to investigate the subject : John
M. Roberts, J. Alexander Hardy, Mr. Paffenbach,
August Loch and 0. C. Seidle. Mr. Roberts is
chairman of the committee, the report of which
will be presented at another meeting, to be held
on March gth.

The project of the local club appealed favor-
ably to all present, it being the common opinion
that the time had come for the Pittsburg jewelers
to get together in their own interests. A com-
mittee on organization was appointed, of which
Steele F. Roberts is chairman. The membership
will include all branches of the trade, wholesale
and retail. The meeting was altogether a very
successful one and was notable as bringing into
friendly intercourse the best class of jewelers in
the city.

The most agreeable indications
Elaborate in business are found in the
Preparations preparations for the future.

Building plans are numerous.
In fact, they are more extensive than in some
years. Alterations of many downtown business
structures are being ordered. Rents are lower
than for some time and a general move to get
down a peg or two in the exorbitant rates by
landlords is also in evidence. Perhaps a continu-
ous stand of "To Let" signs on some ordinarily
rentable places has had a wholesome influence.

The displays in the jewelers' windows at this
time are among the most interesting that have
been made in many months. The showing covers
such a wide variety of stocks, from the novelties
of the cheaper form to the more elaborate de-
mands of the more artistic and fastidious. The
art display is wonderfully fine. A lot of importa-
tions from last season are in evidence, but they
appear in new forms and more attractive. The
novelty trade is practically the leader for the
merchants now. It is followed by •a fairly active
movement in clocks and leather goods. Cut glass
is reported moving out of stock with better than
ordinary results, and all the while there are sales
going on preparatory to Moving Day among those
that will change their places of business with the
end of their lease terms.

Grogan's handsome new store, at Wood Street
and Sixth Avenue, is undergoing complete altera-
tions. .Mr. Grogan has every reason for showing
the pride he feels in the new home. His old
store, at Market Street and Fifth Avenue, is noth-
ing if not a good comparison in ancient and
modern progress. The new store will have ceil-
ings equal to two stories in height, while the
light effects and arrangement of cases and
counters will make the place up to date and un-
usually attractive.

Because the diamond trade is now at its low-
est volume, it has not disturned Sam F. Sipe,
who has been making the word "diamond" look
like the same brilliants that they are in signs over
bridges and on hilltops. His clever conception of
advertising is one of the features of a trip about
the city. And Mr. Sipe has a sunny smile for
every caller and a stock and a force of clerks
than can show it.

The G. B. Barrett Company is conducting a
quiet, but effective, business campaign on the road.
The salesmen send in reports of prospective busi-
ness with encouraging indications for the spring
movement of stocks. Incidentally the general re-
sumption of car building in all of the big car
shops of Pittsburg March 1st will affect the busi-
ness conditions of many of the suburban sections
again. These big shops, which employ thousands
of men, have been idle since last spring, and their
preparations for business are so marked that they
cause excitement. Another interesting feature of
business generally has been the opening of the
sixth suburban trolley line out of Pittsburg which
runs to Washington, Pa., to the south, where it
will soon connect with West Virginia points. This
line is the Canonsburg and Washington division
of the Pittsburg Railways Company, and is bring-
ing to the retail section of Pittsburg hundreds of
customers who had to depend on steam railroads
in the past and long, tiresome and irregular
journeys.

Christ. Hauch, who has been driven from
his old stand in Smithfield Street because of
building operations which ended the lease on his
store, has found a very comfortable business place
on Diamond Street, near Wood Street, and will
move there in March. Instalment houses, such as
Loftus & Smith, and Wilkens, are making a good
play for the business that is going and are mak-
ing a fair showing. One of the elements of the
local trade that is causing some comment is the ef-
fort to dispose of belt buckles and belt pins just now.
It seems that because of the change ordered by
"Dame Fashion," that ordinary waist lines be
abandoned and the high waist line established, the
demand for buckles and pins of this character
will be less than heretofore. It is a case where
the feminine slavery to fashion has come into
the realms of the retailer and touched lightly their
pocketbooks, or their profit and loss accounts.
Another interesting notation is the appearance of
silver watches in prominent places. Novelties,
to be sure, in many instances, but the fact that
silver watch cases are in vogue again after a
long absence from the display windows, is just a
novelty in itself. Wattles is showing them in new
lines. There are some, too, in Roberts' and Hardy
& Hayes. Terheyden is giving much time to art
goods and clocks with imported ware of many
varieties. Hereen Brothers & Co. report shop
work active but trade otherwise quiet just now.
This fine store is always handsome in appearance
and makes beautiful displays.

Plans for the next trade extension excursion
of the Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburg are
under way and it is expected that it will be held
some time in May. A number of Pittsburg
wholesale jewelers are expecting to go along with
the trade boomers and renew acquaintances with
the retailers throughout the Pittsburg district that
will be visited. In the meantime this district,
which is being covered by the road men, is being
thoroughly gone over. Many of the towns to be
visited have been under the spell of quietness
that has prevailed over the country for the past
year, but are improving in business conditions.
The proposed reduction in prices of steel by all
of the leading producers will, it is believed, help
the revival of active mill operations and make
conditions more favorable as the time approaches
for the trip.
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NEW ENGLAND
LETTER

Business conditions throughout New England
seem, at the present time, to be far from encourag-
ing. The improvement which so many had been
expecting has failed to materialize. The after
Christmas business was somewhat ahead of last
year, but not up to expectations. It is generally
reported that trade throughout the West is
greatly improved.

C. E. Freeman, with Thomas Long Company,
is at present in Europe buying jewelry and novel-
ties for their fall trade. It is expected that he will
be gone about six weeks.

The members of the New England Watch-
makers' Club who were present at the last meet-
ing, February 9th, were fortunate in hearing Col.
S. 0. Bigney speak on "The Successful Business
Man in Business and Politics." Mr. Bigney gave
a most interesting talk, bringing out many good
points on his subject. It was his opinion that the
basis of a business character was honesty and
truthfulness. He talked on the necessity of pro-
tection to the jewelry manufacturers and trade
generally, against the cheap labor of Germany and
other European countries, claiming that they
could produce plated chains at about 50 per cent.
of the labor cost in this country. He gave one
instance of a chain that cost ten cents a foot to
manufacture in this country and one and one-half
cent in Germany. Colonel Bigney believes in a strict
personal attention to business, and stated that in
the past twenty-five years he has made it a rule
to be at his factory at 7 A.m.

Miss Susie E. Geyer, with the Crescent Watch
Case Company, is at present passing a very pleas-
ant vacation in Washington.

Lawrence F. Percival, of the firm of D. C.
Percival & Co., is on a hunting trip in the Ever-
glades of Florida. As Mr. Percival is a good
shot and an ardent sportsman there is little doubt
but that he will succeed in getting numerous
trophies of the trip.

An innovation among the retail and whole-
sale jewelers of Boston was started when on the
evening of January t8th the Smith-Patterson
Company gave a banquet to their employees on
the roll of honor through having had suggestions
accepted. It was given in honor of George W.
Saunders, as winner of the largest number of
accepted suggestions during the year of 1908.

The banquet was held in the Crystal Room
at the Parker House, where covers were laid for
about ninety people. The room was very prettily
decorated with palms and ferns. The tables had
a red carnation at each plate, together with a
souvenir menu. An orchestra furnished music
while the guests were attending to the menu.
Popular songs, the words of which were enclosed
with the menu, were sung between the courses.

When all the good things had disappeared
and the chairs were pushed back from the table,
President M. N. Smith introduced the following
speakers : Rev. Ambrose W. Vernon, of Brookline;
Edward A. Filene, President Wm. Filene's Sons
Company; Charles C. Hoyt, President New Eng-
land Shoe and Leather Association; Charles H.
Hood, President H. P. Hood & Sons ; Edward S.
Simons, of Simons, Bro. & Co.; Frank B. Rey-
nolds, of Cory & Reynolds, Providence; F. A.
Waite, of the Webster Company, North Attleboro.

Between speeches talent from the employees
rendered very enjoyable vocal solos, especially
those by Walter Forbes. The banquet was voted
a success by all present and after three cheers
for the different members of the firm the guests
were forced to depart owing to the lateness of
the hour.

"I have taken The Keystone ever since you
first issued it, and I still want it, because I think
it is the "keystone" of all jewelers' magazines."—
I. Nicholson, Jeweler, Centreville, Iowa.
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Horace Greeley

Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Waltham Factory
the Pioneer

The Largest in the
World

Premier Honors

Progress

Quality

Waltham Watches
Horace Greeley said about Waltham watches : "Americans should buy

American watches, not because they are American watches, but because they
are the best watches."

At that time Waltham watches were the only American watches.

Ralph Waldo Emerson in an Essay on Eloquence said, in speaking of a
man whom he described as a Godsend to his town : " He is put together like
a Waltham watch."

The Waltham Watch Company is the oldest watch company on the
American continent, the Waltham factory having been built in 1854. The
only other watch company that at all approaches it in age and continuous
existence was an offshoot from the parent Waltham factory and was established
in a Western State in 1864.

The capital of the Waltham Watch Company is larger, the assembly and
the value of its automatic machinery is larger, the factory is larger, the number
of its employees is larger and the daily output is larger than that of any other
watch manufacturing concern that ever existed.

Waltham watches have received the highest award at every international
exposition wherever shown, from the Centennial Exhibition to date. No other
American made watches have received similar awards.

Every permanent advance in American watch manufacturing during the
past half century has originated with the Waltham Watch Company. "This
Company," to quote Chambers's Encyclopedia, "has revolutionized the industry
it transferred from the old world to the new."

There has never been in the world's history of watchmaking a grouping
of expert labor and marvelous machinery like this, nor anything like the unity
of results shown by the sixteen million accurate and durable Waltham watches
that have been produced.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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The Progress of the National
Association

One of the most interesting addresses de-
livered at the annual meeting of the Nebraska
Retail Jewelers' Association, recently held in
Omaha, was that of Secretary S. Callison, of the

national organiza-
tion. Mr. Calli-
son appropriately
opened his address
by very deservedly
complimenting the
State of Nebraska
on its progressive-
ness and the proud
place that it now
holds among the
Union sisterhood.
He also compli-
mented the State
association on its
membership and its
activity. He re-

ferred to the fact that the next annual meeting of
the national organization would also be held in
Omaha, and felt sure that the welcome to the
national body could be placed in no better hands
than with the officers of the Nebraska association,
all of whom were noted for their fine personality,
fraternal spirit and capability to do. The follow-
ing extract from Mr. Callison's introductory has
an interest for all the members of the organized
trade:

It was decided at the Chicago meeting thatsince it rests on your shoulders to do the enter-taining we should turn over to you the moneyrealized from the programme advertising space.If properly handled this should mean no smallamount of money. Many concerns use this meansof showing their interest in the work of organiz-ing the retail trade and are glad to contribute solong as the fund is used for defraying the ex-penses incident to the convention's entertainment.I will caution you though in the beginning thatthe largest and most liberal concerns look withdisfavor on any element of graft. As one of Chi-cago's largest concerns once expressed it, "Whenthe retail jewelers of this country want anymoney for these purposes they can have ours, butwhen some private individual plans to appropri-ate it we have none for him." We shall enter-tam no fears on this score from the Nebraskaboys. In this country, where so many people arein comfortable circumstances, it is easy to raisemoney for any laudable cause.

With this introductory Mr. Callison came to
the subject proper, namely, "The Progress of the
National Association," and said:

Our growth of numbers isSource of largely dependent upon theMembership growth of the various State
associations, and we know littleof the doings of many of the States from oneyearly meeting to another. Last fall we madeconsiderable growth in some States on our propo-sition to remit the balance of the year's dues forthose joining the State associations in the monthsof November and December. We should haverealized more on this proposition had the Statesbeen in a position to take it up at once. Thegreatest increase, however, in membership in allassociations is during the first six months of theyear, and the greatest single month will be themonth just preceding the convention, and whilewe have not taken in the membership we shouldhave and not nearly the number we would like tohave taken in, yet we have annexed the biggestsingle division in these United States, Texas

' 
andhave the promise of Kansas, South Carolina, Wis-consin and various other States to follow.

Secretary S. Wilson

The work of organization is greatly handi-capped, and always has been, for lack of morefunds, and there is a peculiar thing about the de-velopment of organizations that is very analogousto a family of growing children—when they areyoung it requires less to keep them going, theirneeds are not so many and there is not so muchexpected of them, but as they grow older it be-comes more expensive, there is more required ofthem, they must have this and that ; their associ-ates all have it and they must. Just so with as-sociations, as we begin to take our place in thegreat circle of organized bodies it is requiredthat we keep pace with the procession, and it takesmore money, so that you can easily see that withincreased numbers comes increasing expenses, andthat when we take in a thousand members thereis not by any means a full thousand dollars toplace on the credit side of the account. But num-bers is what we want, regardless of the cost.
Every now and then you runUses of across a man who says:Organization "What good is your association
anyway? I don't believe insuch." That is anarchy. A man who really doesnot believe in associated effort is a dangerouscharacter. Dangerous from his ignorance ormaliciousness. What is government more thanassociated effort to secure the rights of citizenship?All associations, of whatever form, are thegrowth of the native instincts of man to securein some form or other the results of his own labor.

Associations, like the parent government, arenecessary as they are the modern specialists of
society. The parent government, like the generalpractitioner, treats in regular gross form and ina general way a certain class of ills, but it is
left to the skilled specialist to devise remedies and
to provide treatment for many of the moremalignant forms of disease. So I repeat, the man
who opposes associations organized for the better-
ment of the condition of any class of people with-out harming any other class is either an anarchistor lunatic.

And what is the difference if you do not ac-
complish all you wish at first, if you know you are
right and persevere time will bring the results.
Our present form of government is the result of
ages of achievement. We have gained a little
here and lost a little there, have been driven
back from this vantage and pushed ahead some-
where else, and while our association cannot boast
of accomplishing all its projectors dreamed it
should, its advancement has been steady and al-
ways toward better conditions.

Not three years old until our
The next annual meeting, and yet itAssociation's would be hard to find a live-
Achievement her youngster. It was able to

stand and walk before it was
a year old and celebrated its first anniversary
in the city of Chicago with howling success. You
have already listened to a graphic description of
its second birthday celebration. However, these
celebrations are not all the interesting features
in the child's career. It has had its ups and downs.

As is the case with every newborn, all the
aunts and uncles, grandpas and grandmas have
taken a hand in its bringing up and have ad-
ministered all sorts of doses from paregoric to
antiphlogistine, while the real parents have stood
by and watched the performance in dismay and
have been helpless in many cases to apply their
own remedy.

Can you realize what a snap Adam and Eve
must have had raising their family—no old maid
aunts nor bachelor uncles, no grandpas or grand-
mas and no neighbors and neighbor's children
to butt in on their ideas of home training. Ah,
that was a snap! And then when one of the
boys got sick they simply had their own way and
gave him catnip tea and lobelia to their heart's
content. Now we must call a doctor, and who
knows whom to call. There's the allopath, the
homceopath, the osteopath and the D.D. and the
devil only knows which path to take, and he
keeps still.

Such has been some of the experience in the
home life of our three-year-old. Nevertheless, it
still survives, and has developed an unusual
physique, with tremendous lung power, good
digestive and assimilative organs, a strong heart
and a well-balanced head. It may look awkward

to some of its older brothers, and, no doubt, hasmade many blunders, but all the future is beforeit in which to correct them, so what is the needto worry?
Now we are going to note someThe Changes of the surest signs of itsBrought About healthy condition and vigorous
growth. Beginning with thefragments of a constitution, August, 1906, it isnow an incorporated body, chartered by the Stateand guided further in its deliberations by asplendid code of by-laws, which add to its stabil-ity. Note, if you will, the difference in appearanceof its new clothes. Beginning without a recordof success, note some of the many changes inbusiness policy since its birth.

Competitors in business who thought eachother so dumb there was nothing in them haveturned to admire each other's successes. Inter-change of ideas and experiences ltve added a spurto achievement until the dronish ones are becom-ing live wires. A better and more friendly rela-tion has destroyed many petty jealousies andruinous price-cutting is growing less frequent.And then, among our neighbors, changes havetaken place; they, too, have been cleaning theirfront dooryards and some have even essayed dig-ging out their backyards.
The firms who sell you are more careful towhom they sell. Those who issue catalogues aremore careful who receives them. Discount sheetsand net prices are being sent under sealed mail;catalogues, with new schemes of pricing, designedto protect the legitimate dealer, are being issued.New schemes of discount and rebates to add tothe general good work have been launched. Sellingcatalogue houses has been cut out to a great extent.

Gentlemen, count your suc-Inventory of cesses. Immense orders haveBenefits been canceled when their true
destiny is learned. Lengthy in-vestigations of all the avenues of outlet for theretailer's protection, restricted prices on jewelry,restricted prices on silverware, restricted priceson china, and finally, restricted prices on watches.Why, it would take hours to mention all thechanges in business policy that have taken placein the last three years.

Now there are restricted selling prices on atleast two brands of sterling which is sold to thejewelry trade only. Restricted selling minimumprices on at least three brands of silver-platedflatware. One manufacturer of silver-platedhollowware has tied up witb the jewelry tradeexclusively. Numbers of our best filled chainmanufacturers have restricted the sale of theirproduct to jewelers only or to the jobbing tradewho sell the legitimate jewelers only. The bestlocket manufacturers are doing likewise, many ofthem. Bracelet makers are also keeping closerthe line, some of them already declared in favorof the jeweler only. The dollar watch people arefalling in line, one of the biggest sellers being re-stricted to jewelers only.
Besides this there are three other medium-priced lines of watches that have restricted mini-mum selling prices, and within the month one ofour high-grade watch manufacturers has placedrestricted minimum prices on their complete line,from the lowest to the highest grade. And allour watch manufacturers, I believe, have restrictedprices on their highest grades. And it is safe topredict that before the year closes every makerof watches in America will have established aminimum scale of prices on their entire product,which, in fact, they have already done, only theminimum is so low it barely covers the cost whenrepairs are taken into account. But every littlehelps, as the old adage declares.

Our largest manufacturing andOther Branches jobbing concerns are workingof the Trade extra force investigating con-
ditions preparatory to revisingtheir systems, and just as fast as possible newschemes of procedure are being installed. Thereis a correction here and a change there, this planis abandoned and a new one adopted to meet thedemands of the times, for, as has been stated, thedemands made by our associations are the de-mands of thousands of dealers who have not asyet joined any association but who are saying"amen" to our petition.

(continued on page 408)
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Annual Banquet of the Philadel-
phia Jewelers' Club

"A broad margin of leisure is as beautiful in

a MSG'S life as in a book."—Thoreau

A trade association banquet, which was con-

siderably different from the ordinary run of such

affairs, was given by the Jewelers' Club of Phila-

delphia, in the grand ballroom of the Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel, in this city, on Saturday evening,

February 20th.
The time set for the event was 6.30, and after

an hour spent in the parlors adjoining the banquet

hall in shaking hands and visiting, the guests of

the evening filed into the dining-room, which was

occupied by eight large tables, exclusive of the

President's table, where the distinguished guests

of the evening were assigned their places.

The walls of the room bore the customary

decorations in the form of American flags, and

the tables were embellished with beautiful bou-

quets of jonquils and white carnations. At each

plate was a boutonniere consisting of a single

yellow jonquil together with a souvenir menu

card, which was a beautiful specimen of the

engraver's art. Each guest was also supplied with

a table chart and a dainty little book containing

the words and choruses of popular airs played

by the band during the dinner. This little volume

was made good use of by the banqueters, as each

entered heartily into the spirit of the occasion

and "joined in the chorus," whether he was an

accomplished vocalist or not.

The dinner, which began at 7.30 and lasted

until about 9 o'clock, consisted of a very elaborate,

well-chosen menu of ten courses, and certainly

reflected great credit on the committee who had

this matter in charge. It was as follows:

Grape Fruit

Cream Fermiere
Almonds Relishes Pecans

Sauterne

Amontillado

Planked Shad With Roe
Parisian Potatoes

Pommery Sec
Wild Duck

Green Peas Fried Hominy
Jewelers' Club Punch

Cigarettes
Terrapin, Philadelphia Style

Apollinaris
Lettuce Salad

Camembert and Roquefort Cheese
Toasted Crackers
Glaces Aux Fruits

Croquants
Cigars

Coffee

Immediately preceding the meal, prayer was

offered and then the band struck up a medley,

after which it rendered a programme of the latest

things in popular songs, in which it was very

ably assisted by a grand chorus of 420 male

voices, who did extremely well considering the
fact that they had never had a rehearsal. One of
the men present sang that classic, "Tough Guy
Levi," in a manner that would have put to shame
a large number of professionals who are at
present inhabiting the vaudeville stages of the
country.

When everyone felt that he could not masti-
cate another bite, nor drink another drop, the
waiters caine around, tidied things up a bit and
passed the cigars. At this point the larger por-
tion of the current bill at Keith's Theatre was
transplanted to the Bellevue-Stratford's stage,
and in place of listening to oratory the club's
guests were treated to a good, clean vaudeville
entertainment.

The programme was led off by a duo of
nimble-legged song and dance artists, Hearn &
Rutter, followed by Mullen and Correli, a pair
of tumblers. Collins and Brown, a couple of
comedians of the German variety, floated in with
the aid of a pair of genuine Merry Widow straw
hats and went through the usual Teutonic stunts,
which were excruciatingly amusing.

Princess Trixie, a trained horse, showed the
results of a trainer who knows his business, com-
bined with an unusual amount of equine gray
matter. When called upon by one of her audience
to spell the name of the club's president, Louis
White, she did so, using the method approved by
the "Laird of Skibo," phonetically spelling it "Lui
Whit." After this display of knowledge, Trixie
received her full share of applause. This was the
last applause that she ever received, for but little
more than twenty-four hours later poor Trixie
and her hostler were both killed in a railroad
wreck in the yards at Delmar, Del. She was
twenty years old and had been shown by her
trainer in nearly every part of the world and
was considered one of the most intelligent horses
in existence.

Next came Avery and Hart, a pair of genuine
"unbleached Americans," comedians, singers and

dancers, followed
by a male quar-
tette, who were
good in their line
and arrayed inwhat
must be the latest
in dinner clothes.

The bill was
closed by Marti-
netti and Sylves-
ter, rough and
tumble acrobats,
one of whom must
have been amply
padded, consider-
ing his many mi-
raculous escapes
from broken bones

and sudden death, which certainly must have come
to any ordinary mortal man handled as he was by
his partner.

Shortly before midnight the banquet was

over and everyone of the club's guests went

away feeling that "a broad margin of leisure"

had been added to the week and that it was a very

enjoyable evening, indeed.
A number of guests from out of town were

present and among those who occupied a place of

honor at President Louis P. White's table were:

Charles I. Power, President of the 24-Karat Club,

of New York ; Hon. John E. Reyburn, Mayor of

Philadelphia; T. Edgar Willson, Charles Wesley

Burns, S.T.D.; Hon. Edmund Wilson, Hon.

Charles F. Warwick, Hon. H. C. Loudenslager,

Hon. Francis Cushman, Frank H. Barto and

William C. Ruch.
This was the fourteenth annual banquet of

the club and there were present, including the
members of the club and their guests, 420 men.

After the banquet a great many wended their

joyous way to the clubrooms, where the pro-

gramme of entertainment was indefinitely con-

tinued.

President Louis P. White

The Progress of the National Asso-
ciation

(Continued from page 907)

Really there is some occasion for alarm, since
our organization is less that three years old. The

child that gets everything it asks for is liable to

become spoiled. Our demands should be tempered
with reason and conservatism. It is possible for us
to ask for too much. You know David Harum said
he was always willing the other fellow should make
a little. The manufacturer and jobber have each
their problems to solve and they are far more
complex than ours. So it is well I say that we
do not rush matters, but be content to organize
our craft into a more homogeneous body, pri-
marily for self development and the correction of
abuses within our own ranks, and "all these
things will be added" before we know it.

Do you know there is something about this
organization movement that appeals to the man
of large capital as having a tinge of socialism or
anarchy, which terms are synonymous in their
results, each representing an extreme in social
conditions. Absolute socialism would prepare the
race for an asylum, while absolute anarchy would
plunge it into pandemonium. These factions are
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each becoming alarming in a measure to thinking
people, and, if allowed to develop unrestricted,
would become a menace to our civilization. So
you see there is other uses for restriction than
simply on prices. Do not understand me to
charge our association as being afflicted with
either of these maladies or of my having any
fear that our nation is in imminent danger of
being wrecked, yet I do say it is well to be on
our guard and keep the slate clean of any ap-
pearance of either of these dangerous extremes.
When all the people have a say and are repre-
sented we are safe.

The trouble with the retail
Futility of jeweler in the past has been he
Silence said nothing and by his silence

conditions were gradually grow-
ing worse for him. The result is things had
gotten into a frightful shape and the business of
the legitimate craftsman had drifted into sundry
and diverse lines. So much has this been the case
that it is now difficult to discriminate in the motley
field of commerce.

To-day you find the sign or trade-mark of
our business hanging in front of shops that an
expert could not classify. And, on the other hand,
you will find splendid stocks of our merchandise
where they lay no claim to belonging to the craft.
So I say it is high time the jewelers, as a class,
would search out each other and reclaim their
heritage. Not only reclaim it, but redevelop it.

And this is the laudable work of our associa-
tion. Right here I would like to say, do not
join the association for a year or as an experi-
ment to see what it will do, but join it "for
better or for worse, so long as you both shall
live." And do not get discouraged if the load
does not move off with the first effort. Keep
your shoulder to the wheel and keep on pushing.
There is more gained by the man who sticks
than the man who rushes in and flies back the
first obstacle he strikes. Some men are naturally
afraid of their shadows, and we get some of them
into our associations. But the shadow will dis-
appear as the light dawns, and there is no occasion
for alarm because one man has the nightmare.

Our progress will of necessity
Don't be be slow, as it is a work of edu-
Impatient cation. It took the world ages

to organize the first trial at
self-government ; however, it doesn't take us so
long now to catch on. All the generations from
Adam till a few years ago "took a journey" afoot
or on the back of another animal. Now we buy
a ticket and forget we are crossing a continent
until we are there. We do things so much faster
than we used to. We can do them and undo
them and do them again and gain time on our
ancestors. So there is no reason to be discour-
aged. We are growing and making progress all

the time.
There is a movement now on foot to forge

the final connecting link of all organized effort.
We have the various associations, through their
executive boards, treating with manufacturers'
and jobbers' associations as well as with the in-
dividual, and next in line is coming the various
retail associations electing delegates to one joint
associaton, which will have in charge matters of
interest alike to us all. As our civilization de-
velops its interests become more complex and it
seems better and safer to form these organiza-
tions independent of the government, than to la)
on the back of our already overloaded executive,,
additional responsibility. Thus, you see our track
and labor organizations shall become the grea'
interworking wheels of our social system, anc
while not directly connected with either the legis-

lative administration or executive branch, sitar
lend assistance to each.

The surest sign of success for our associatiot
this year is that our next national meeting is te
be held in Omaha. Located as you are in th(
center of the greatest nation the world has evet
known, and right in the middle of its greatest
agricultural and stock-raising communities, you
are in a position to command the attention of us
all. The jewelry organizations are coming to you
this summer from every quarter and many of
them are going to get their first real impression
of you and the spirit of the West. We shall trust
it to you that none will be disappointed.

&B.
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Annual Banquet of the Philadel-
phia Jewelers' Club

"A broad margin of leisure Is as beautiful in
a man's life us in a book."—Thoreau

A trade association banquet, which was con-
siderably different from the ordinary run of such
affairs, was given by the Jewelers' Club of Phila-
delphia, in the grand ballroom of the Bellevue-
Stratford Hotel, in this city, on Saturday evening,
February 20th.

The time set for the event was 6.30, and after
an hour spent in the parlors adjoining the banquet
hall in shaking hands and visiting, the guests of
the evening filed into the dining-room, which was
occupied by eight large tables, exclusive of the
President's table, where the distinguished guests
of the evening were assigned their places.

The walls of the room bore the customary
decorations in the form of American flags, and
the tables were embellished with beautiful bou-
quets of jonquils and white carnations. At each
plate was a boutonniere consisting of a single
yellow jonquil together with a souvenir menu
card, which was a beautiful specimen of the
engraver's art. Each guest was also supplied with
a table chart and a dainty little book containing
the words and choruses of popular airs played
by the band during the dinner. This little volume
was made good use of by the banqueters, as each
entered heartily into the spirit of the occasion
and "joined in the chorus," whether he was an
accomplished vocalist or not.

The dinner, which began at 7.30 and lasted
until about 9 o'clock, consisted of a very elaborate,
well-chosen menu of ten courses, and certainly
reflected great credit on the committee who had
this matter in charge. It was as follows:

Grape Fruit
Amontillado

Cream Fermiere
Almonds Relishes Pecans

Sauterne
Planked Shad With Roe

Parisian Potatoes
Pommery Sec

Wild Duck
Green Peas Fried Hominy

Jewelers' Club Punch
Cigarettes

Terrapin, Philadelphia Style
Apollinaris

Lettuce Salad
Camembert and Roquefort Cheese

Toasted Crackers
Glaces Aux Fruits

Croquants
Cigars

Coffee

Immediately preceding the meal, prayer was
offered and then the band struck up a medley,
after which it rendered a programme of the latest
things in popular songs, in which it was very
ably assisted by a grand chorus of 420 male
voices, who did extremely well considering the
fact that they had never had a rehearsal. One of
the men present sang that classic, "Tough Guy
Levi," in a manner that would have put to shame
a large number Of professionals who are at
present inhabiting the vaudeville stages of the
4!ountry.

When everyone felt that he could not masti-
cate another bite, nor drink another drop, the
waiters came around, tidied things up a bit and
passed the cigars. At this point the larger por-
tion of the current bill at Keith's Theatre was
transplanted to the Bellevue-Stratford's stage,
and in place of listening to oratory the club's
guests were treated to a good, clean vaudeville
entertainment.

The programme was led off by a duo of
nimble-legged song and dance artists, Hearn &
Rutter, followed by Mullen and Correli, a pair
of tumblers. Collins and Brown, a couple of
comedians of the German variety, floated in with
the aid of a pair of genuine Merry Widow straw
hats and went through the usual Teutonic stunts,
which were excruciatingly amusing.

Princess Trixie, a trained horse, showed the
results of a trainer who knows his business, corn-
bined with an unusual amount of equine gray
matter. When called upon by one of her audience
to spell the name of the club's president, Louis
White, she did so, using the method approved by
the "Laird of Skibo," phonetically spelling it "Lui
Whit." After this display of knowledge, Trixie
received her full share of applause. This was the
last applause that she ever received, for but little
more than twenty-four hours later poor Trixie
and her hostler were both killed in a railroad
wreck in the yards at Delmar, Del. She was
twenty years old and had been shown by her
trainer in nearly every part of the world and
was considered one of the most intelligent horses
in existence.

Next came Avery and Hart, a pair of genuine
"unbleached Americans," comedians, singers and

dancers, followed
by a male quar-
tette, who were
good in their line
and arrayed in what
must be the latest
in dinner clothes.

The bill was
closed by Marti-
netti and Sylves-
ter, rough and
tumble acrobats,
one of whom must
have been amply
padded, consider-
ing his many mi-
raculous escapes
from broken bones

and sudden death, which certainly must have come
to any ordinary mortal man handled as he was by
his partner.

Shortly before midnight the banquet was
over and everyone of the club's guests went
away feeling that "a broad margin of leisure"
had been added to the week and that it was a very
enjoyable evening, indeed.

A number of guests from out of town were
present and among those who occupied a place of
honor at President Louis P. White's table were:
Charles I. Power, President of the 24-Karat Club,
of New York; Hon. John E. Reyburn, Mayor of
Philadelphia; T. Edgar Willson, Charles Wesley
Burns, S.T.D.; Hon. Edmund Wilson, Hon.
Charles F. Warwick, Hon. H. C. Loudenslager,
Hon. Francis Cushman, Frank H. Barto and
William C. Ruch.

This was the fourteenth annual banquet of
the club and there were present, including the
members of the club and their guests, 420 men.
After the banquet a great many wended their
joyous way to the clubrooms, where the pro-
gramme of entertainment was indefinitely con-
tinued.

President Louis P. White

The Progress of the National Asso-
ciation

(Continued from page 407)

Really there is some occasion for alarm, since
our organization is less that three years old. The
child that gets everything it asks for is liable to
become spoiled. Our demands should be tempered
with reason and conservatism. It is possible for us
to ask for too much. You know David Harum said
he was always willing the other fellow should make
a little. The manufacturer and jobber have each
their problems to solve and they are far more
complex than ours. So it is well I say that we
do not rush matters, but be content to organize
our craft into a more homogeneous body, pri-
marily for self development and the correction of
abuses within our own ranks, and "all these
things will be added" before we know it.

Do you know there is something about this
organization movement that appeals to the man
of large capital as having a tinge of socialism or
anarchy, which terms are synonymous in their
results, each representing an extreme in social
conditions. Absolute socialism would prepare the
race for an asylum, while absolute anarchy would
plunge it into pandemonium. These factions are
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each becoming alarming in a measure to thinking
people, and, if allowed to develop unrestricted,
would become a menace to our civilization. So
you see there is other uses for restriction than
simply on prices. Do not understand me to
charge our association as being afflicted with
either of these maladies or of my having any
fear that our nation is in imminent danger of
being wrecked, yet I do say it is well to be on
our guard and keep the slate clean of any ap-
pearance of either of these dangerous extremes.
When all the people have a say and are repre-
sented we are safe.

The trouble with the retail
Futility of jeweler in the past has been he
Silence said nothing and by his silence

conditions were gradually grow-
ing worse for him. The result is things had
gotten into a frightful shape and the business of
the legitimate craftsman had drifted into sundry
and diverse lines. So much has this been the case
that it is now difficult to discriminate in the motley
field of commerce.

To-day you find the sign or trade-mark of
our business hanging in front of shops that an
expert could not classify. And, on the other hand,
you will find splendid stocks of our merchandise
where they lay no claim to belonging to the craft.
So I say it is high time the jewelers, as a class,
would search out each other and reclaim their
heritage. Not only reclaim it, but redevelop it.

And this is the laudable work of our associa-
tion. Right here I would like to say, do not
join the association for a year or as an experi-
ment to see what it will do, but join it "for
better or for worse, so long as you both shall
live." And do not get discouraged if the load
does not move off with the first effort. Keep
your shoulder to the wheel and keep on pushing.
There is more gained by the man who sticks
than the man who rushes in and flies back the
first obstacle he strikes. Some men are naturally
afraid of their shadows, and we get some of them
into our associations. But the shadow will dis-
appear as the light dawns, and there is no occasion
for alarm because one man has the nightmare.

Our progress will of necessity
Don't be be slow, as it is a work of edu-
Impatient cation. It took the world ages

to organize the first trial at
self-government ; however, it doesn't take us so
long now to catch on. All the generations from
Adam till a few years ago "took a journey" afoot
or on the back of another animal. Now we buy
a ticket and forget we are crossing a continent
until we are there. We do things so much faster
than we used to. We can do them and undo
them and do them again and gain time on our
ancestors. So there is no reason to be discour-
aged. We are growing and making progress all
the time.

There is a movement now on foot to forge
the final connecting link of all organized effort
We have the various associations, through their
executive boards, treating with manufacturers'
and jobbers' associations as well as with the in-
dividual, and next in line is coming the various
retail associations electing delegates to one joint
associaton, which will have in charge matters of
interest alike to us all. As our civilization de-
velops its interests become more complex and it
seems better and safer to form these organiza-
tions independent of the government, than to lay
on the back of our already overloaded executives
additional responsibility. Thus, you see our trade
and labor organizations shall become the great
interworking wheels of our social system, and
while not directly connected with either the legis-
lative administration or executive branch, shall
lend assistance to each.

The surest sign of success for our association
this year is that our next national meeting is to
be held in Omaha. Located as you are in the
center of the greatest nation the world has ever
known, and right in the middle of its greatest
agricultural and stock-raising communities, you
are in a position to command the attention of us
all. The jewelry organizations are coming to you
this summer from every quarter and many of
them are going to get their first real impression
of you and the spirit of the West. We shall trust
it to you that none will be disappointed.
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The Newest

in

Necklaces

Pendants

Lockets

Charms

Veil Pins

Brooch Pins

Scarf and Hat

Pins

Link Buttons

Bracelets

and

Belt Buckles

Have You Seen the Supplement to Our
1909 Catalogue?

1=i= Can be furnished with real Turquoise Matrix)

FINE GOLD FILLED NECKLACES AND PENDANTS.

Pendant 138, Roman,
Chinese Jade and

Baroque Pearls.

Pendant' 140.. Green
Set as ordered.

Pendant, 148, ireen,
Baroque Pearl Drop.
Centre as ordered.

Neck Chain 346, 16 in.
long, Rose or Green 1 in-
ish, Japanese Jade or
Turquoise Matrix Stones.

liar Fastelier.

Neekelittin, 10 in. long
Baroque Pearl 1)ro,.cent i,. gs ordered.

Fine Gold Bin -
nished.

364 Green Finish.

IllatA rat tont, exact ttize.

Ned; Chain, 10 in. long.
Baroque Pearl Dow.

Centre am ordered.
365 Fine ( ;)ld Bur-

nished.
360 Green 1 inish.

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

100 Richmond Street
NEW YORK—I3 Maiden Lane CHIC AGO-114..yworth Building

REGISTERED

With

that same

Superiority

of

Style and Finish

for which

Sterling

Silver Toilet

Manicure

and

Table Ware

of

the fra make

is noted

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CANADA—Kingston, Ont.



This is the
factory where
the celebrated
S. 0. Bigney
& Co.'s high-
grade gold-filled
mirror-finish
chains
are made

Is the sole explanation of the leadership now
conceded by the trade to the fascinating

Gentlemen : The leading jobbers
of the United States will be supplied
with the most magnificent and up-to-
date line of Fobs, Chains, Watch and
Chatelaine Fobs, Pendants, Guard
Chains and Bracelets of every de-
scription, both side swing and hinge,
ever produced by our house.
We do not hesitate to say that we

are giving better value in our goods
than any competing house, and our
styles and finish are unexcelled.

All who have handled our chains
know that they are sellers. Ask
your jobber for them. We sell the
wholesale trade only.

ft The Paragon 43f Bracelet Beauty, Richness,
Grace and Comfort.

4[_ The public has pronounced its verdict and solved
for you the problem of Spring Selection.



Patented Automatic, Non-Breakable Ring Cases
for Manufacturers, Jobbers and Retailers

"PRESTO"
EMPIRE

JEWELRY CASE CO

HlJt At.O.

Do You Ever Swear?
Especially when you are trying
to open or close your sample
trays.

If so, Stop It
The Patented "Presto- Ring Tray

Will Make You Smile

Here is a ring case that opens auto-
matically. Here is a ring case that will not
annoy you. No sliding catches to loosen
up or get out of order. It opens and
closes automatically.

It is non-breakable. It is reinforced
with aluminum, will not warp out of shape.
Sticks cannot come out. As indicated by
the accompanying illustration, you see it is
non-breakable, as it is carrying the weight
of a man weighing about 185 lbs.

Covered in heavy leather and lined
with fine silk velvet, or made to meet your
special requirements. Half size, 8 x 7 1-4.
Full size, 8 x 14 1-2. Your size made to
order. Prices on request.

Our 400 and 066
Ring Boxes

Covered in one piece of velvet
Hinge not exposed

OUR

REGULAR LINE
consisting of the " AUTOMATIC,-
" IDEAL," " DANDY," " PEERLESS"
and " PERFECTION," covers the
field from the cheapest to the most
expensive in Jewelry Case Construc-
tion. Made with the latest improved
machinery and mechanical appliances,
you will find them more uniformly
perfect than the old-style wood or
fibre boxes. Our boxes, made of steel,
will not warp or shrink, and can fur-
nish them in Lift style, also equipped
with our Automatic spring, or, if
preferred, with Pearl Push Button.

Our Booklet, "The Reason Why," sent you free. All it costs
You is a postal. Cultivate a good habit by using goods made by

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.
146-148-150 Clinton St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOUFFER'S
MOURNING JEWELRY A NEW CREATION

Sterling Silver in either silver or burnished gold finish. A new line for which an immediate demand is assured.Good quality, popular prices and irresistibly attractive

r

Dealers who know most about
hand painted china, and pur-
chasers who know least about
it, are equally sure to pick
STOUFFER'S fi. given their
choice in a mixed stock.

Stouffer's Hand Painted China
has a freshness and beauty of
design, a degree of originality
that appeal to buyers as much
as its high quality and exquisite
workmanship appeal to the
expert.

You can offer your customers
nothing better than Stouffer's
Hand Painted China.

You can get nothing better for
yourself than the profit and
prestige which come to all who
handle it.

We sell the retail trade only,
and will mail, on request, illus-
trations showing 200 of our
latest pieces.

•soill111.01,•1•
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The goods here shown can also be had in all colors in beautiful transparent enamels. Send for price-list and colored supplementshowing 75 designs of beautiful cloisonne jewelry especially suitable for Spring and Summer trade

THE SHEPARD MANUFACTURING CO., 364 Franklin St., Melrose Highland, Mass.
New York Office, 15-17-19 Maiden Lane Chicago Office, 501 Heyworth Building



OUR LINE of up-to-date and salable specialties,
which we call " The Prosperity Line," comprising

Bracelets, Chains, Fobs, Veil Pins
Hat Pins and Chatelaine Pins

are built on honor and are a skilful combination of QUALITY, FINISH
and DESIGN at the same price that is asked for inferior goods.

Retailers who are desirous of securing their customers' satisfaction, as
well as their money, carry a full line of

CL THE D. F. B. CO.
goods in stock at all times. GET THEM FROM YOUR JOBBER

THE D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE
180 Broadway Heyworth Bldg.

ST. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE
Merino(' & Jaccard Bldg. 118-120 Holborn, E. C.

"IN the Springtime young men's fancies
I- lightly turn to thoughts of love." Pre-
pare for the trade and sentiment of the
Spring season by selecting a stock of
the

the ideal of beauty and worth
ring manufacture.

HEINTZ BROTHERS
Ring Makers

Buffalo, N. Y.
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"0 & B Rings"
Easter
Greetings

Resolved, That our
high standard as regards
quality, design and finish
will never deteriorate.

4ll, That our efforts to
please the discriminating
purchaser of our product
will be as earnest as ever.

41, And that the coming
season will bring success
to everyone.

(1. Order from your Jobber
Rings and Card Jewelry
bearing the following
marks:

o)
D)

REGISTERED TRADE-MARKS
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Handsome Exhibit of Art Jewelry

Quite a number of the individual exhibits at

the Third Annual Exhibition of the National So-

ciety of Craftsmen this year consisted of art
jewelry and silverware. The exhibition was held
in the Tilden Gallery of the National Arts Club,
New York, and was the mecca of artists and art
metalworkers from all over the country. The
exhibits, of course, covered the entire field of
craftsmanship, but the pieces in art jewelry and
silver seemed to attract an unusual amount
of attention.

The International Studio, to which we
are indebted for the illustration here shown,
states in its description of the exhibits that
there is possibly no profession which to the
layman suggests real art craftsmanship
more than that of the silversmith and di-
rects attention to some of the notable ex-
hibits. Among these were the following:

A silver and enamel ladle, by Miss Mil-
dred G. Watkins, exemplified the value and
charm of enameling tastefully applied to
silver. One is inclined to wonder why our
silversmiths do not employ this beautiful
mode of expression more frequently.

Miss Grace Hazen and her pupils ex-
hibited a case full of silver and enamel
work, which showed a seriousness of pur-
pose and a love of true craftsmanship.

George C. Gebelein exhibited a finely
wrought silver plate carrying a grape design.

While there is still a tendency in our
jewelry workers, says the Studio, to wander
into the vagaries and mysteries of Fart
nouveau, we find in this department a
greater seriousness of purpose, better de-
sign, better results all round than last year.

Again we must mention Miss Grace
Iiazen's name and that of Miss Bertha

Holden, with Mrs. Froelich, Herbert Kel-
ley, Edward Thatcher, Brainerd Thresher,
The Pratt Institute, Miss B. L. Kelly, H.
Whitbeck (who exhibited an interesting
pendant of rugged medimval quality) and a
host of others.

Nor Must we fail to mention the ex-
hibits of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Vedder, who
occupy a unique position in the field of
jewel craft; they are working with boldness
and freedom, with a love of tonality and of
the more picturesque side of this handicraft.

Signor Perera, of Italy, showed a. rare
collection of ancient scarabs, jewels, etc.,
ill settings of his own design and, sometimes„
craftsmanship.

The New York Evening High School ex-
hibited metal work and jewelry by students, an
encouraging evidence of what our public schools
are doing in handicraft.

Organized for the purpose of furthering the
interests of the individual craftsman the National
Society of Craftsmen has reason to be encouraged,
as this year's exhibition consisted largely of the
work of individual workers, the percentage of
ancient handicraft and modern loan exhibits being
very small.

Altogether quite creditable progress has been
made in the United States in recent years in the
designing and making of art jewelry. The de-
thronement of gems, pure and simple, as the
chief attraction in jewelry, and the simultaneous
instalment • of art metal work as the crowning
beauty, is a radical departure and calls for ex-
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treme skill for its highest achievement. During
the past live years quite a number of Americans
have achieved fame in this line.

Old-fashioned Jewelry Increasing in
Popularity

The Byzantine mode is a natural follower of

the Directoire, which is, of course, but an expres-
sion of the Greek or classic period of dress.
During the time of the Merovingian dynasty, the
period from which the new costume effects are

oxidized silver, set with sunken turquoises—the

jewel of Egypt. The gray effect of the silver in

combination with the vivid pale blue turquoise

color is most artistic, and one of the most stunning

ball gowns of the winter showed this color com-

bination. The gown was of cloth of silver,
studded about the hem with turquoises. Bands of
turquoises sewed to silver gauze crossed the
bodice, and in the wearer's dark hair was a silver

cloth fillet, held over the brow by a huge pale blue

turquoise set in dull hammered silver.
Lapis lazuli, with its deep, warm blue, like a

starry night, and azulite, like a June sky

flecked with fairy clouds, come next to tur-
quoise in favor with silver settings. Chriso-
phrase, tourmaline, aquamarine, amethyst,
are all semiprecious stones in the height of
fashion, and the value of these inexpensive
jewels is lifted to satisfactory proportions
by clever-looking d'or antique and even
pewter, which is offered as a costly novelty.

Cleopatra's asp and the Egyptian beetle
started the craze for crawling things in
jewelry. The lizard is another favorite
now. A coiffure ornament which attracted
some attention at the opera one evening this
winter was a natural-looking lizard, which
appeared to be wriggling across a daintily
dressed head of brown hair. The lizard
was attached to a slender gold chain, which
was fastened to the hair by a jeweled pin,
and one drew a breath of relief on realizing
that the gorgeous coloring of this specimen
had never decorated any lizard known to
the naturalist.

Younger women are wearing the little
round, turnover collars of embroidery and
lace which were in vogue a generation ago,
and with these collars the correct ornament
is a huge "breastpin," such as may be seen
in almost any old daguerreotype taken dur-
ing Civil War time. Cameos and round
cabachon jewels set . in circular or oval
mountings are worn with these little collars,
and often a pleated rabat of fine embroidery
or lace like the collar hangs below the
big pin.

Baroque pearls are among the most
beautiful of the fashionable stones. The
pure, lovely white of the baroque pearl is
most artistic in combination with rhine-
stones or colored jewels, and. the dainty
pendants of rhinestones and silver with
swinging baroque pearls are very pretty over
light bodices. All kinds of pearls will be in
favor with the new medieval style of dress;

pearls roped in the hair, pearls studded in the
dress trimmings and pearls wrought into necklets,
armlets, girdles and the like.

Not all women know that imitation beads in-
crease in value with age. Contact with the warm
flesh gives them the soft, creamy luster of the
genuine pearls, and a string of pearl beads when
first purchased should be worn for a fortnight
against the skin day and night.

The pretty La Valliere necklaces may be had
now with dainty earrings in the same pattern, and
a charming set may be bought at trifling cost ; for
the La Valliere necklace is made up with pretti-
ness in mind rather than the display of rare
jewels. This necklace consists of a slender gold
chain, on which are set three aquamarine stones
with their delicate sea-green color. Pear-shaped
pendants of the aquamarine stones are set in rims
of small pearls. The earrings show a shower of
the small pearls falling from aquamarine stones.

Pendant by H. Whitbeck. Comb by Miss H. K. Mills

borrowed, the seat of the Roman Government was

at Constantinople. The Catholic religion was a

dominating power and glittering magnificence was

the order of the day in church decoration and

priestly vestments. Rich embroideries, incrusta-

tions of gold and silver, jewels of splendid color-

ing decorated the ecclesiastical robes, and these

gorgeous effects were copied in the gowns of the

women of the period.
So it comes about that the smart woman of

to-day is locking her conventional diamonds and

emeralds safely away in the deposit vault and in

their stead has fin de siecle ornaments such as

Egypt's Queen and the good King Dagobcres

consort affected—ropes of pearls to twist in her
hair, amulets and charms of beaten metal, girdles

and stomachers set with huge uncut gems and odd
barbaric brooches to hold her draperies in place.

Most beautiful of all the barbaric ornaments
are the Egyptian necklaces and girdles of dull,



treme skill for its highest achievement. During
the past five years quite a number of Americans
have achieved fame in this line.

Resolved, That our
high standard as regards
quality, design and finish
will never deteriorate.

4.1. That our efforts to
please the discriminating
purchaser of our product
will be as earnest as ever.

fd, And that the coming
season will bring success
to everyone.

41.1. Order from your Jobber
Rings and Card Jewelry
bearing the following
marks:

Quite a number of the individual exhibits at

the Third Annual Exhibition of the National So-

ciety of Craftsmen this year consisted of art
jewelry and silverware. The exhibition was held
in the Tilden Gallery of the National Arts Club,
New York, and was the mecca of artists and art
metalworkers from all over the country. The
exhibits, of course, covered the entire field of
craftsmanship, but the pieces in art jewelry and
silver seemed to attract an unusual amount
of attention.

The International Studio, to which we
are indebted for the illustration here shown,
states in its description of the exhibits that
there is possibly no profession which to the
layman suggests real art craftsmanship
more than that of the silversmith and di-
rects attention to sonic of the notable ex-
hibits. Among these were the following:

A silver and enamel ladle, by Miss Mil-
dred G. Watkins, exemplified the value and
charm of enameling tastefully applied to
silver. One is inclined to wonder why our
silversmiths do not employ this beautiful
mode of expression more frequently.

Miss Grace Hazen and her pupils ex-
hibited a case full of silver and enamel
work, which showed a seriousness of pur-
pose and a love of true craftsmanship.

George C. Gebelein exhibited a finely
wrought silver plate carrying a grape design.

While there is still a tendency in our
jewelry workers, says the Studio, to wander
into the vagaries and mysteries of Fart
nouveau, we find in this department a
greater seriousness of purpose, better de-
sign, better results all round than last year.

Again we must mention Miss Grace
lazen's name and that of Miss Bertha
Holden, with Mrs. Froelich, Herbert Kel-
ley, Edward Thatcher, Brainerd Thresher,
The Pratt Institute, Miss B. L. Kelly, H.
Whitbeck (who exhibited an interesting
pendant of rugged mediaeval quality) and a
host of others.

Nor must we fail to mention the ex-
hibits of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Vedder, who
occupy a unique position in the field of
jewel craft; they are working with boldness
and freedom, with a love of tonality and of
he more picturesque side of this handicraft.

Signor Perera, of Italy, showed a. rare
collection of ancient scarabs, jewels, etc.,
in settings of his own design and, sometimes„
craftsmanship.

The New York Evening High School ex-
hibited metal work and jewelry by students, an
encouraging evidence of what our public schools
are doing in handicraft.

Organized for the purpose of furthering the
interests of the individual craftsman the National
Society of Craftsmen has reason to be encouraged,
as this year's exhibition consisted largely of the
work of individual workers, the percentage of
ancient handicraft and modern loan exhibits being
very small.

Altogether quite creditable progress has been
made in the United States in recent years in the
designing and making of art jewelry. The de-
thronement of gems, pure and simple, as the
chief attraction in jewelry, and the simultaneous
instalment of art metal work as the crowning
beauty, is a radical departure and calls for ex-

Old-fashioned Jewelry Increasing in
Popularity

The Byzantine mode is a natural follower of
the Directoire, which is, of course, but an expres-
sion of the Greek or classic period of dress.
During the time of the Merovingian dynasty, the
period from which the new costume effects are

Pendant by H. Whitbeck. Comb by Miss H. K. Mills

borrowed, the seat of the Roman Government was

at Constantinople. The Catholic religion was a

dominating power and glittering magnificence was

the order of the day in church decoration and

priestly vestments. Rich embroideries, incrusta-

tions of gold and silver, jewels of splendid color-

ing decorated the ecclesiastical robes, and these

gorgeous effects were copied in the gowns of the

women of the period.
So it comes about that the smart woman of

to-day is locking her conventional diamonds and
emeralds safely away in the deposit vault and in

their stead has fin de siecle ornaments such as

Egypt's Queen and the good King Dagobcres
consort affected—ropes of pearls to twist in her
hair, amulets and charms of beaten metal, girdles
and stomachers set with huge uncut gems and odd
barbaric brooches to hold her draperies in place.

Most beautiful of all the barbaric ornaments
are the Egyptian necklaces and girdles of dull,

oxidized silver, set with sunken turquoises—the

jewel of Egypt. The gray effect of the silver in

combination with the vivid pale blue turquoise

color is most artistic, and one of the most stunning

ball gowns of the winter showed this color com-

bination. The gown was of cloth of silver,

studded about the hem with turquoises. Bands of
turquoises sewed to silver gauze crossed the
bodice, and in the wearer's dark hair was a silver

cloth fillet, held over the brow by a huge pale blue

turquoise set in dull hammered silver.
Lapis lazuli, with its deep, warm blue, like a

starry night, and azulite, like a June sky

flecked with fairy clouds, come next to tur-

quoise in favor with silver settings. Chriso-

phrase, tourmaline, aquamarine, amethyst,

are all semiprecious stones in the height of
fashion, and the value of these inexpensive
jewels is lifted to satisfactory proportions
by clever-looking d'or antique and even
pewter, which is offered as a costly novelty.

Cleopatra's asp and the Egyptian beetle
started the craze for crawling things in
jewelry. The lizard is another favorite
now. A coiffure ornament which attracted
some attention at the opera one evening this
winter was a natural-looking lizard, which
appeared to be wriggling across a daintily
dressed head of brown hair. The lizard
was attached to a slender gold chain, which
was fastened to the hair by a jeweled pin,
and one drew a breath of relief on realizing
that the gorgeous coloring of this specimen
had never decorated any lizard known to
the naturalist.

Younger women are wearing the little
round, turnover collars of embroidery and
lace which were in vogue a generation ago,
and with these collars the correct ornament
is a huge "breastpin," such as may be seen
in almost any old daguerreotype taken dur-
ing Civil War time. Cameos and round
cabachon jewels set .in circular or oval
mountings are worn with these little collars,
and often a pleated rabat of fine embroidery
or lace like the collar hangs below the
big pin.

Baroque pearls are among the most
beautiful of the fashionable stones. The
pure, lovely white of the baroque pearl is
most artistic in combination with rhine-
stones or colored jewels, and. the dainty
pendants of rhinestones and silver with
swinging baroque pearls are very pretty over
light bodices. All kinds of pearls will be in
favor with the new mediteval style of dress;

pearls roped in the hair, pearls studded in the
dress trimmings and pearls wrought into necklets,
armlets, girdles and the like.

Not all women know that imitation beads in-
crease in value with age. Contact with the warm
flesh givqis them the soft, creamy luster of the
genuine pearls, and a string of pearl beads when
first purchased should be worn for a fortnight
against the skin day and night.

The pretty La Valliere necklaces may be had
now with dainty earrings in the same pattern, and
a charming set may be bought at trifling cost ; for
the La Valliere necklace is made up with pretti-
ness in mind rather than the display of rare
jewels. This necklace consists of a slender gold
chain, on which are set three aquamarine stones
with their delicate sea-green color. Pear-shaped
pendants of the aquamarine stones are set in rims
of small pearls. The earrings show a shower of
the small pearls falling from aquamarine stones.



THE VOGUE OF THE LOVING CUP

LOVING CUPS LEAD IN FAVOR

[Sample article from daily press]

For formal presentation purposes, the
most popular form of gift at this time
seems to be the loving cup. The demand
for these cups has so grown in recent
years that special lines of them are pro-
duced by manufacturers. Time was
when these cups were so sparsely used
that they were made to order ; but dur-
ing the past few years the loving cup
has become almost a staple, and to-day
forms part of every pretentious jewelry
stock. This is due, in part, to the wider
prevalence of the gift-giving custom,
and also to the growth of outdoor
sports among the wealthy and pleasure-
loving classes. Nor is the demand con-
fined to the larger cities. In the smaller
towns, and even in the country, the lov-
ing cup is well known and has become a
popular form of gift. Its name com-
mends it as a token of personal regard,
and it is much used by all forms of
social and beneficial organizations, the-
atrical companies, boards of directors,
school and church trustees, etc. The
loving cup is also much in favor with
college societies and sporting clubs—in
short, every form of organization.

A Magnificent New Line of LOVING CUPS9

which we have just placed on the market, will enable

the trade to take profitable advantage of the now universal

"Loving Cup" fad.

These cups are 
i

distinctive in style , original in design,
rich and artistic, yet so moderate n price as to insure
a fine profit.

There's prestige and publicity as well as profit for the
jeweler furnishing these goods. See our line and
kpow our prices before selecting your cup stock.

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
I MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST QUALITY OF ELECTRO - PLATE

Pacific Coast Agents: M. SELLER & CO., Portland, Oregon ; Seattle and 
Spokane. Wash.

Mardi, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

KANSAS CITY
and the

GREAT
SOUTUWES1

Business in Kansas City is in. a very normal
and healthy condition. Nearly all of the jewelers
report an increase of 25 or 30 per cent. over the
business of last year. People who overbought
themselves last year are gradually getting rid of
their old stock and things are slowly, but surely,
righting themselves. Kansas City jewelers are
pleased that the transition to normal business con-
ditions has been progressing so slowly. They be-
lieve that it augurs well for a sane market and
steady prices for some time to come. The dia-
mond trade in Kansas City was good last month,
but watches are still just a bit off. The trade in
small jewelry is progressing nicely. Collections
continue to be very good.

The Meyer Jewelry Company has sent out
circulars announcing that on May 1st they will
move into new quarters in the Boley Building,
northwest corner of Twelfth and Walnut Streets.
The building is one of the handsomest in the city
and is in an ideal location. The Meyer Jewelry
Company will occupy the entire fifth floor.

Walter Fasenmeyer has recently taken a posi-
tion with the Meyer Jewelry Company.

J. H. Wuerth & Sons, of Leavenworth, Kans.,
have purchased the bankrupt stock of J. A. Levine.

Announcement has been made of the marriage
of George M. Winstead, of Great Bend, Kans.,
to Miss Vida Lorimer, of Kansas City.

The T-Iassig Jewelry Company will issue a
handsome new catalogue some time this month.

E. L. Donalson, for a number of years with
the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company, has
taken charge of the Texas territory. He takes
the place of E. H. Ray, who resigned to look
after extensive real estate interests.

Simon Golub has accepted a position with
Porter & Wiser.

J. R. Jeffries, a manufacturing jeweler of
Kansas City, Kans., has moved to Kansas City,
Mo., and is located in the Aragon Building, at
Walnut and Eighth Streets.

George H. Edwards, C. C. Hoefer, C. B.
Norton, C. A. Kiger and Ward Lewis attended
the National Wholesale Jewelers' Convention in
New York City last month and remained in New
York to buy stock.

John Wegener, a former student at the Kan-
sas City Polytechnic Institute, has taken a position
with 0. C. Zatunseil, Webb City, Mo.

Sam Golub, manufacturing jeweler at Tenth
and Walnut Streets, has sold out his stock and
intends to locate elsewhere. All of his gold stock
was purchased by Porter & Weiser.

J. H. Mason, an Indiana jeweler, is looking
for a location in Kansas City.

The following recently finished a course at
the Misstnan School of Engraving: E. Sedgwick,
l:ansas City, Kans.; F. T. Gustafson, Jamaica,
1,,wa; A. J. Dutton, Joplin, Mo.; J. P. Kelley,
:reensburg, Kans. ; Miss Ida Farver, Canton, Kans.

Harold Davis, who recently graduated from
Kansas City Polytechnic Institute, is now with

l‘;;T,sdale & Hill, Smith Center, Kans.
The selection of college and high school class

rs throughout Missouri and Kansas has kept
& Wiser busy filling orders. The months

y f January and February were among the busiest
the history of the firm.

, The marriage of T. Brenner, a jeweler at 117
Fifth Street, and Miss Esther Davis was Cele-

! •-.ted last month.
Louis Oppenstein, a jeweler at 1017 Main

-,ireet, was recently elected a member of the Kan-
Is City tenement commission. Mr. Oppenstein is

a great worker in all civic movements.
, Norman I). Jordan, a young man 2o years

has a unique reputation for purchasing
l . tvelry. He began when he was 17 years old.
When he passed a show window where jewelry

was displayed he could not resist the temptation
to purchase some. He was a good customer of
the Harris-Goar Company, jewelers, at t2o7 Grand
Avenue, and of the Eagle Jewelry Company, at
312 E. Twelfth Street. Jordan signed contracts
to pay for the jewelry in instalments to the amount
of nearly $1000. Last month he brought suit in
the Circuit Court to annul the contracts and to
recover the money he has paid.

J. R. Mercer and Mrs. Mercer were among
the passengers from Kansas City who sailed last
month on the Arabic to take the Mediterranean
cruise. They will be gone about three months.

W. E. Burkholder, who was formerly in busi-
ness in Milford, Nebr., recently sold his stock to
Frank Bruning and has gone to Enid, Okla. He
was in Kansas City last month purchasing an
opening stock.

While Miss Bertha Fuhrmann, daughter of
Alexander Fuhrmann, a Kansas City, Kans.,
jeweler, and her escort were returning home from
their work one night last month they were con-
fronted by two highwaymen. The young man
and woman were compelled to throw up their
hands. Then Miss Fuhrmann fainted and the rob-
bers paid no further attention to her, although she
had about $15 in her handbag.

W. N. Rohwedder, who has been employed by
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company for the past
six years, has gone to Los Angeles, Cal., where
he has entered the employ of the W. E. Reynolds
Jewelry & Optical Co.

The stock of C. P. Conrad, the jeweler who
was killed in an automobile accident several
months ago, will be closed out this month. Mrs.
Conrad has been conducting the business.

The jewelry store of A. H. Boehring, at
Green City, Mo., was recently robbed of about
$15,000 worth of stock. The burglars blew open
the safe with nitroglycerine. A reward has been
offered for their arrest.

William Jones, formerly with the Bliss
Jewelry Company, at Topeka, Kans., is now with
James B. Hayden, of the same city. Edward
Conner has taken Mr. Jones' place.

Golden & Ring, of Palmyra, Mo., have dis-
continued business. A part of their stock was
purchased by H. W. Koch.

Gilman & Dorsey, of Columbia, Mo., have
sold their business to Charles M. Gerry.

The T. M. James & Son uptown crockery
store, at 1020-22 Walnut Street, was entirely
burned out the morning of February nth. The
fire began at 3 o'clock and burned fiercely until
8 o'clock, when the destruction of the big four-
story building was complete and the handsome
stock of glistening cut glass, hand painted vases,
jardenieres and dinner sets, to say nothing of ex-
quisite marbles and imported chinaware, all lay
broken and soaked with water in the basement
of the building. The loss on the building ex-
ceeded $175,000, while the loss to the James'
firm amounts to $90,000. Nearly the entire amount
was covered by insurance.

S. P. Colson, formerly employed by the Carl-
son Jewelry Company, in Richmond, Mo., is now
in business for himself at Excelsior Springs.

Leander Hall, recently succeeded to the busi-
ness of P. R. Merrill, of Hominy, Okla. Mr.
Merrill will open in business at Marcos, Tex.

The following are the new students at the
Kansas City Horological School : G. L. Forry,
Bixby, Okla.; Benjamin Payne, Kansas City, Mo.;
A. E. Alletnond, Shawnee, Okla.; Arthur B.
T-Taines, Binghamton, N. Y.; C. D. Allen, Cherry-
ville, Kans.; C. H. Parrott, Penalosa, Kans.; C.
L. Amos, Kansas City, Mo.

The following were callers at the wholesale
houses last month : W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.;
Samuel Hall, Tulsa, Okla.; J. V. Moss, Harris,
Mo.; P. D. Bonebrake, Holton, Kans.; J. R.
Weakley, Holt, Mo.; G. A. Leffler, Iola, Kans.;
T. L. Baskett, Chillicothe, Mo.; H. J. Lightly,
Springhill, Kans.; H. J. Linn, Atchison, Kans.;
W. W. Schumacher, Jewell City, Kans.; W. L.
Cooley, Abilene, Kans.; F. C. Clements, Pleasant
Hill, Mo.; George Spangle, Chetopa, Kans.; G.
W. Thornbraugh, Lakin, Kans.; M. S. Langdon,
Pittsburg, Kans.; H. L. Morrison, Pittsburg,
Kans.; J. B. Hampton, Colby, Kans.; J. C. Haupt,
Peabody, Kans.; N. S. Swisher, Salina, Kans.;
R. R. Smithers, Cameron, Mo.; J. H. Whiteside,
Liberty, Mo.
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American National Retail Jewelers'
Association

President J. P. Archibald, of the national or-
ganization, has announced the following com-
mittees:

Trade Interests—A. B. Hull, Belding, Mich.;
J. \V. Johnson, Prescott, Ark.; C. E. Tillson, Car-
rington, N. Dak.

Assaying—J. N. Nabstedt, Davenport, Iowa;
J. M. Jolly, Raleigh, N. C.; D. G. Gallett, Aber-
deen, S. Dak.

Legislature—R. B. Herzer, Tennessee; Claud
Wheeler, Columbia, Mo.; A. F. Jahnke, Rich-
mond, Va.

Membership—W. D. Martin, Rockymount,
Va. • J. A. Oswald, Crawfordsville, Ind.; Thomas
Weld, Minneapolis, Minn.

Deceased Mem hers—L. C. Eisenschmidt,
Newport, Ky.; F. J. Euler, Baltimore, Md.; Fritz
Hoefer, Aurora, Nebr.

Transportation—T. L. Combs, Omaha, Nebr.;
C. E. Keefer, Crafton, W. Va.; J. R. Stebbins,
Ashtabula, Ohio.

Credentials—Jos. Mazer, McAlester, Okla.;
F. A. Marean, Belvidere, Ill.; C. S. Wiley, Pitts-
burg, Pa.

In his letter forwarding the committee ap-
pointments President Archibald makes the follow-
ing appeal to the members of the association and
the trade at large:

The president desires the chairman of each
committee to get in touch with the members of
his committee and begin work.

The busy season is over and it is now impor-
tant that we turn our attention to matters that will
elevate the trade and that will eliminate trade
abuses.

It behooves every member of organized
States to secure new members. Each member
should secure at least one member before the
State meetings. Have a programme of live issues
at the State meetings. Each member should at-
tend the State meetings and bring another jeweler
with him.

States that are not organized should get the
jewelers together at some central point and or-
ganize a retail jewelers' organization. Some
officer of the national association will go to any
State to assist in the organization of a new State.

We desire many more States to affiliate with
the American National Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion before the annual national meeting at Omaha
in August, 1909.

A great work has been done for the retail
jeweler since the organization of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association. Our work
has only begun. Our field is so broad we cannot
here go into a discussion of these matters. We
desire to further create a better feeling among
retail jewelers, to make each man realize that his
competitor is his 'friend, and that by the co-
operation, even of competitors, better results will
be brought about. We desire a friendly relation-
ship with the jobber and the manufacturer.

We request all watch companies to give us a
fair restrictive selling price on all watches. We
desire clock companies and silverware manufac-
turers to give us a minimum selling price on
standard goods.

It is our purpose to have State and national
stamping laws that will enforce truthfulness in
stamping gold and silver.

We desire to have laws passed in our re-
spective States prohibiting false advertising in
any way. Watchmakers should be licensed by a
commission.

The question of fire insurance may soon be-
come a -feature in the association movement.

We think it is the duty of all jobbers and
manufacturers to see that their goods are sold in
proper legitimate channels and that a selling price
is enforced that will justify a fair profit to the
dealer.

We urge every retail jeweler in these United
States to unite with his State organization and
thus show his support to the cause of justice.

Brother retail jewelers, ask your State sec-
retary for an application for membership and join
at once. If you have no State organization, write
to the president or to the secretary of the na-
tional association and enclose $1.00 dues for 1909,
and your application will be acted upon.
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The month has been a rather quiet one, but
not more so than is usual at this time of the
year. Some branches of the business have been
-good and others not. The diamond business has
been very good and gives promise of a continua-
lion of the same condition. Collections have been
very satisfactory.

H. W. Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick
Company, has been in New York and other east-
ern cities two weeks of last month on business
for his company.

Frank Martin, manager of the porcelain de-
partment of the Cowell & Hubbard Company,
sailed for Europe last month on his annual buying
trip. He was accompanied by Mrs. Martin. His
trip will take in England and France as well as
the southern countries of the Continent.

There has been one failure among the jewelry
trade the past month. Force Brothers Company
dosed up their store in the south end of the Tay-
lor Arcade and the balance of the stock was
turned over for the benefit of all creditors.

Frank Force, of the above firm, has purchased
the repairing business of F. J. Schroeder, in the
New England Building. Mr. Schroeder, having
had a breakdown in health, it became necessary
for him to take a long rest from business cares.

The Sigler Brothers Company report the re-
covery of a memorandum package of diamonds,
valued at $2.,too, which had been put out on ap-
proval to a local party and who in turn had put
in a defense that the goods had been lost. The
party in question was arrested, and before stand-
ing trial, he wilted and turned over the goods to
the firm.

Ben Sands, the jeweler whose financial
troubles were recorded in these columns last
month, has removed his stock, in the Central
Trust Building, to the Williamson Building, and
is now conducting an auction to dispose of the
stock. Mr. Sands has made no arrangements for
the future.

Louis Stotter, manufacturing jeweler for the
Bowler & Burdick Company, has been gaining
fame and reputation in local bowling circles.
Only recently his club established a high record.

Herbert Zarle, of Zarle Brothers, Lorain Ave-
nue, jewelers, was married last month to a Miss
Link, a well-known lady of the West Side.

Richard Thornton, jeweler, on Lexington
Avenue near E. 70th Street, will remove to a new
location on Wade Park Avenue and Addison Road
about the first of the month.

A recent death of a bridegroom on his wed-
ding tour has been the affliction that has come to
the daughter of Mrs. Henrietta Miller, widow of
Ray Miller, the jeweler on Lorain Avenue. The
daughter had just married Harry Moss and were
, urning from a trip to Florida when Mr. Moss

11 ill with pneumonia and died in three days.
The Bowler & Burdick Company have a regu-
hospital list among their staff. The sick ones

, Herbert Burdick, Jr., and J. B. Jones, secretary.
Ralph I-Togan, Akron, Ohio, is remodelling his

re, and when completed will have an up-to-date
all, with its new fixtures.
Alex. Rettie, watchmaker and adjuster, has

agned his position with the Webb C. Ball Com-
lily and joined the force of the Cowell & Hub-
rd Company. Mr. Hill, of the Griffith Jewelry
mpany, has also joined the force of the above

The Meseke Jewelry Store, in Oberlin, Ohio,
burned out the night of the t8th of last

Outside of the goods in the safe the loss
s complete. Adjoining property was also
:troyed. At this writing no adjustment of loss
ntld be given by Jeweler Meseke.
B. F. Wingarter, Akron, Ohio, will conduct
auction, beginning next week, in his store on

ain Street.
Charles Liebenauer, Euclid Avenue near E.

,5111 Street, will remove to a new location, corner
inlitirst Street and Eucliel Avenue, East Cleve-
lid, about March 1st.

Charles Ettinger, jeweler, has been in New
York the past month on a business trip.

Arthur D. Weed, of the Bowler & Burdick
Company, has been out of town visiting his
parents near Painesville.

The following iewelers were in town last
month : A. E. Kintner, Painesville; J. W. Helfrick,
Carrollton; B. E. Wingarter, Akron; Walter
Deuble, Canton; Charles Bogart, Sandusky; C. F.
Hill, Akron.

E. V. Bloom, Ashtabula, reports the recent
blizzard had injured the orchards in his county to
such an extent that it will take years to repair
the damage done to the trees and shrubs.

Business has been slower in picking up after
the January lull than was anticipated and condi-
tions are not yet all that could be desired in the
jewelry line. Improvement in general trade con-
ditions is making itself felt, however, and indica-
tions are good for a spring business that will be
far ahead of that for last year.

The automobile show, held in the middle of
February, was a great success in every way and
this is a hopeful sign, as the automobile industry
is the greatest support of Detroit and furnishes
the money for much of the purchases of high-
class goods.

The first general invitation by Detroit whole-
sale jewelers to visit them this year comes in the
form of the spring buyers' excursion, arranged
by the wholesalers' association. This body .now
includes most of the wholesale jewelry houses,
and it is expected that the event will bring in a
great many merchants from the State at large.
The dates set are March 1st to 6th. Later in the
year, probably in August, another and larger ex-
cursion will be given. W. C. Noack, of the
jewelry firm of Noack & Gorenflo, is first vice-
president of the wholesalers and has succeeded
extremely well in getting up the programmes of
that organization's weekly luncheons, at which a
notable speaker is always in attendance.

There was much discussion at the February
meeting of the Detroit Jewelers' Board of Trade
over the securing of a jewelers' building. An
offer was made on behalf of the parties who are
remodelling the old Y. M. C. A. Building at Grand
River and Griswold Streets. They asked $35,000
per year for the building, however, and this was
considered too much, although all the jewelers and
some of the wholesale opticians are ready to take
quarters in one place, only a few having leases of
any length of time. Other sites are in prospect,
but the Board of Trade seems almost as far away
from a definite settlement as it was a year ago.

The announcement was also made at the
Board of Trade meeting that a watchmaking
school is to be started by Waldemar Gepp in the
Y. M. C. A. Building. This enterprise will have
the backing of the jewelers, who have for a long
time desired to have such a school started here,
and it is believed that it will attract enough
scholars to be a success. A school for jewelry
workmen has also been discussed and may be
made a reality later.

The Weyhing Brothers Manufacturing Com-
pany, which has found its quarters in the Farmer
Building, at Monroe Avenue and Farmer Street,
too small to accommodate its manufacturing and
die-cutting plant, has leased new quarters at 14t-
145 Woodward Avenue, occupying the fifth floor
of that building. The firm will now have a space
of 75 x 150 feet, which will give it the facilities
needed for an enlarged business.

Articles of incorporation were filed early in
the month by the Grainger-Hannan Company, of
which WT. R. Grainger is president and treasurer
and Charles S. Hannan is vice-president and sec-
retary. The capital stock is set at $15o,000, of
which $2o,000 is paid in in cash and $to5,000 in
goods. Messrs. Grainger and Hannan each have
$10,000 worth of stock, Marvel I. Brabb has $25,000
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and W. R. Grainger, as trustee, holds $13o,000 worth
of stock, the remaining $25,000 being held in the
treasury. This new firm will carry on its busi-
ness in the store formerly occupied by W. A.
Sturgeon & Co., for the present at least. Con-
siderable improvements will be made.

It has also been announced that Traub Bros.
& Co. will make extensive alterations in their store
at Woodward and Grand River Avenues. A new
front is to be put in the building and the entire
rear portion of the building is to be changed so
as to give more floor space, while additional show
windows will be put in at the side of the store.
All of the more valuable goods are to be stored
at night in a large vault which has been con-
structed in the basement of the store.

B. H. Weyhing, of Weyhing Brothers Manu-
facturing Company, is planning to take a trip
soon to the Pacific Coast.

Charles A. Berkey, of the Charles A. Berkey
Company, and William C. Noack, of Noack &
Gorenflo, were the Detroit wholesalers to attend
the meeting of the Wholesale Jewelers' National
Association in New York.

E. J. Pourcine and George W. Matthews,
former employees of W. A. Sturgeon & Co.,
have taken positions with the Grainger-Hannan
Company.

Wright, Kay & Co. have been displaying a
very fine line of trophies during the month.

A very successful nesting was held by the
Ku-Kus the first Thursday in February. Albert
Arndt and Frank A. Humber were initiated into
the order and a supper followed which was en-
livened by a number of speeches. Mayor Philip
Breitmeyer came to the meeting in company with
W. CI Noack and Frank Kennedy, who are mem-
bers of the Mayor's street railway investigation
committee, and he was made an honorary member,
as was also John Gillespie, Manager of the De-
troit Regalia Company.

E. A. Murray & Co., of Port Huron, have
gone into bankruptcy, their liabilities amounting to
$3227 and their assets, aside from exempted prop-
erty, being $223o.

A composition has been reached in the case
of Joseph Rosenberg, wholesaler, who failed re-
cently. A settlement will be carried through on
the basis of 25 cents on the dollar.

Bankruptcy proceedings were recently begun
against Arch. E. McIntosh, who formerly kept a
store at 64 Grand River Avenue. McIntosh
turned his place over to an assignee and the stock
was sold to George E. Miller, of Ypsilanti.
Chicago creditors, however, began proceedings in
bankruptcy, alleging concealment of property.

Mr. Miller, Secretary of R. J. F. Roehm &
Co., spent part of February in Boston in attend-
ance at the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity Convention.

W. J. Bottomley has sold out his store at
Brown City to H. McNally.

NI. Flachsman has moved into a new store
on Gratiot Avenue.

W. A. Sturgeon has enlarged his store in the
Majestic Building and added new fixtures.

J. Friedberg & Son, whose place was burglar-
ized New Year's Day, have had two narrow es-
capes from robbers since, the police frightening
a man away on one occasion, while at another
time an attempt was evidently made to force a
rear window.

J. L. P. Gentille, of Monroe, was in town
during the auto show week and purchased a Buick
car. Mrs. Gentille accompanied him.

E. C. Avery, salesman for Charles A. Berkey,
who returned to the city about the middle of Feb-
ruary after a four weeks' trip in the northern
portion of the State, declares that business is
greatly improved in that section over one year
ago.

William H. Horton and M. E. Rowley,
traveling for E. IT. Pudrith Company, are out on
their spring trips.

William F. King, Jr., of Adrian, was in De-
troit early in the month to purchase stock. His
father, the Mayor of Adrian, was ill the fore part
of the month.

A. S. Barnes, of Rochester, was in Detroit
to purchase goods early in the month.

Police Commissioner Smith shut down on the
practice of raffling cheap jewelry in saloons. It
was claimed that articles were disposed of in this
way for many times their real value.
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TO THE TRADE

We, the undersigned Jobbers and Manufac-

turers, agree to close our offices and factories on

Saturdays at one o'clock, beginning with

February 13th and ending October 3ist.

Our out-of-town and city customers will please

bear in mind that we will fill and ship all orders

received up to twelve o'clock Noon each

Saturday.

Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co.

L. Bauman Jewelry Co.
Bauman=Massa Jewelry Co.
Aller=Newman=Wilmes Jewelry Co.

J. W. Cary (Sc Co.

The Reeves=Kemper Co.

St. Louis Clock & Silverware Co.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro.

Tower & Long
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Trade conditions at the present time are
fair with a general feeling among the manufac-
turers and jobbers that it will steadily improve.
All the houses have their full forces of salesmen
out on the road. The retail trade has been sea-
sonable with an improving tendency noted.

According to the statements of banks and
trust companies doing approximately 87 per cent.
of the banking business of St. Louis, the associ-
ated financial institutions will show, in their re-
ports for February this year, record-breaking
totals in cash and exchange, deposits and total
resources. Increases in loans and discounts,
deposits, cash and exchange and resources are
shown over the last statement, November 27,
1908, and enormous gains are exhibited over the
report of February 14, r9o8, indicating strong
commercial acceleration.

The wholesale jewelers of this city, including
the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, L. Bau-
man Jewelry Company, Bauman-Massa Jewelry
Company, Aller-Newman-Wilmes Jewelry Com-
pany, Weiss & Fassett, J. W. Cary & Co., Reeves
& Kemper Company, St. Louis Clock & Silver-
ware Company, William Weidlich & Bro., Blank-
enmeister-Oberting Company, F. W. Hoyt Jewelry
Company and Tower & Long have signed an
agreement to close their places of business each
Saturday from I o'clock, from February 13th to
October 31st inclusive.

S. H. Bauman, President of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Company, accompanied by his wife,
returned recently from a two weeks' visit to New
York and Atlantic City, N. J. Ed. Massa, of the
same firm, who was President of the National
Wholesale Jewelers' Association, attended their
national convention in New York on February
16th and 17th.

Mrs. Maria Pfeffer, mother of 0. J. Pfeffer,
President of the St. Louis Clock & Silverware
Company, died at the age of 8o years on Friday,
February 5th. The funeral took place on Monday,
February 8th.

F. W. Hoyt, of F. W. Hoyt & Co., is now
on a month's trip through his territory.

C. Perley Hutchinson, of the Whelan-Aehle-
Hutchinson Jewelry Company, reports the arrival
of a new ten-pound boy at his home recently.

The Aug. Kurtzeborn & Sons Jewelry Com-
pany announce that owing to the retirement from
business of Aug. Kurtzeborn, the head of the
firm, that they arc now selling their stock at cost.
Aug. Kurtzeborn recently returned from a busi-
ness trip to New York.

Newton Owen, representative of the Benedict
Manufacturing Company, left on Sunday, Feb-
ruary 14th, on a month's trip through the North-
west.

James J. Burke, President of the Brooks
Jewelry & Optical Company, is now on a three
weeks' trip through Texas.

The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Company
have had on exhibition in their display window
the thirty-two elegant silver cups that were
awarded to the winners of the athletic events in
the St. Louis University meet, which took place
Saturday, February 13th, in the Coliseum.

The Harris & Goldman Diamond Importing
Company, of this city, has been incorporated with
a capital of $5200—incorporators, Louis Harris,
49 shares; Louis Goldman, 49; Nettie Harris and
1■:ddie Goldman, i each--to do a general jewelry
business.

The L. Bauman Jewelry Company are plan-
ning to enlarge their present quarters just as
soon as their plans are arranged. Clarence Hy-
men, traveler for this concern, has just left on a
month's trip through Missouri and Iowa.

L. L. Gerber and Chester Buschmann, former
employees of the A. J. Jordan Cutlery Company,
have formed the firm of Gerber & Buschmann and

opened for business on the second floor of the
Victoria Building. They will handle silver, cut
glass and cutlery.

Herman Mauch, the well-known jeweler, was
recently installed as illustrious potentate at an
installation and entertainment given by Moolah
Temple, A. A. 0. N. M. S., Oasis of St. Louis. Mr.
Mausch has just moved into his handsome new
home on Accomac Street.

Ralph \V. Wilson, formerly with the Eisen-
stadt Manufacturing Company, of this city, has
accepted the position of manager of the New York
office of Theo. W. Foster & Bro.

W. H. Jahn, a jeweler of Pacific, Mo., was
married on Thursday, February nth, to Miss
Ella Holthaus.

J. Prothro has just opened a jewelry store
at Dermott, Ark.

F. M. McCoole, of Sudheimer & McCoole, is
out again after a three weeks' severe attack of
pneumonia.

On the night of January 29th the plate glass
window of the jewelry store of Emil Moser, 4125
Manchester Avenue, was smashed by a negro, who
took a tray of rings valued at $l000. Mrs. Moser,
who was in the rear of the store, fired twice at
the negro through the window, and then, running
to the door, fired twice into the street. The negro
escaped.

C. L. Bates and W. B. Unman, salesmen for
the Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Company,
left for Hot Springs, Ark., on Thursday, Febru-
ary nth, to spend two months at that place at
this firm's branch store.

M. Singer, a diamond and watch dealer at
6o5 Pine Street, has closed up his affairs here.
His creditors are reported to be investigating his
affairs. He is reported to have owed about $2500
with no assets.

Samuel Kober, Secretary of the E. Maritz
Jewelry Company, is home from a three weeks'
trip through Kansas.

The home of E. H. Engler, cashier of the
Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Company, was
robbed one Sunday night recently. The burglars
got in a rear window while the family was away
and secured quite a sum of money.

W. J. Krug, Staunton, Ill., has purchased the
store .of Harry J. White at that place and will
.run it in connection with his own business.

The Geneva Optical Company announce that
they will enlarge their quarters or select a new
location at an early date owing to their rapidly
increasing business.

The Remoh Jewelry Company have consoli-
dated with the Crown Jewelry Company and
moved their place of business to 427 N. Broadway.

Oliver Abel, a well-known optician of this
city, has connected himself with the Western
Optical Manufacturing Company, 714 Pine Street,
this city.

The Kimball Optical Company, of St. Joseph,
Mo., has been incorporated with a capital of $2000,
all paid. Incorporators : J. E. Kimball, W. F.
Kimball and Eugene Silverman.

W. T. Smith, a jeweler at Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
has sold out his business and was a visitor here
recently.

While the well-known actor, James K.
Hackett, was playing here recently constables
entered the room of his leading man, Arthur
Hoops, and served an attachment on him for $245.
This sum represented the value of a watch, a ring

jewelry
firm

a scarf pin, for which a Baltimore 
firm sued. The matter was adjusted and the
actor's wardrobe was released.

The Tonic Optical Company has been pur-
chased by Dr. G. Moritz, of 627 N. Broadway.

F. 0. Bayliss, President of the St. Louis
Silver Company, returned recently from a two
weeks' trip to New York and Boston. While in
New York lie established an eastern branch of the
company with Wolf & Shonkoff, 41 Maiden Lane,
as representatives.

Early Thursday morning, February nth, two
burglars smashed the plate glass panel in the
front door of George Abel's jewelry store, at
3026 S. Grand Avenue, and stole a quantity of
cut glass and a dozen umbrellas.

•
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Goodman King, President of the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Company, has been ap-
pointed a member of the convention bureau of the
Business Men's League, of this city. This bureau
is for the purpose of bringing large conventions
to St. Louis as their meeting place.

In plain view of hundreds of persons a man
dressed in overalls threw a brick through the
window of M. C. Rosenfeld's jewelry store in St.
Joseph, Mo., on the night of February 12th, and
seized $2000 worth of diamonds. He ran down
an alley and escaped. He was followed by police,
but he had evidently planned the robbery, as a
rope stretched across the alley in a dark spot
tripped the pursuing officers and delayed them
considerably.

R. 0. Bolt, Secretary of the Mermod, Jaccard
& King Jewelry Company, returned recently from
a week's business trip to New York.

L. A. Fassett, of Weiss & Fassett, served one
week on the jury during the month.

The affairs of Samuel M. Brener, who was
doing business here as Brener & Co., and who
failed last month for about $16,000, with assets
of $6000, have not as yet been adjusted. Mr.
Brener has offered 33 1/3 per cent. on the dollar
to his creditors and a majority have accepted it,
but there are a few still holding off, and in the
meantime the bankruptcy court is holding a deposit
on Mr. Brener's offer of settlement. It is be-
lieved that it will all be settled satisfactorily in a
few days.

Buyers in the city recently were: W. K. Ur-
banni, Vandalia, Ill.; J. J. Gaffer, St. Jacob, Ill.;
J. H. Booth, Alton, Ill.; A. Prothro, Dermott,
Ark.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.• 

' 
Charles H. Bard,

Sedalia, Mo.; J. Levinski, Waco, Tex.; C. S.
Erber, Texarkana, Ark.; A. Sweningsen, Moor-
head, Minn.; Isaac Rosenbaum, Mt. Vernon, Ill.;
George F. Whitehouse, Litchfield, Ill.; H. M.
Hoffman, Caruthersville, Mo.; H. H. Hill, De
Soto, Mo.; J. Sallee, Litchfield, Ill.; E. E. Law-
rence, Doniphan, Mo.

A New Departure

-----
The many requests made during the

past few years to The W. L. Newmeyer

School of Engraving, Cleveland, Ohio,

for coaching by mail by those unable

to get away from their regular busi-

ness, has prompted a thorough trial by

Mr. Newmeyer. The success attending

this method of personal-practical training

has been so marked, for advanced workers

as well as beginners, that he has added a

new department to this popular and success-

ful school of training. As Mr. Newmeyer

gives his personal attention to each pupil

and each letter (designing and cutting each

lesson and plate to fit the individual need),

the number so trained must necessarily be

limited. This course will enable one at a

distance to have the same advantage as

though. located nearer, with the certainty

that a highly trained designer and engraver

is doing the coaching. This makes for rapid

progress and high-class results to the

student, who thus acquires a complete mas-

tery of his art at little cost and without loss

of time. --Adv.
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NORTHWESI
During the past month the Northwestern

States have twice been swept by the most severe
blizzards experienced in years, causing more or
less depression in all industrial lines, and at times
traffic was at a standstill in many sections. Trains
had to be abandoned on some of the railroads
owing to the fury of the storms, while others
were trying to reach their destination on indefinite
time by the use of rotary snow plows, double-
headers, etc.

Reports from some of the traveling salesmen
indicate that they have experienced no little hard-
ship in calling on their customers, sometimes
being stranded in one small town for two or three
days at a time because of the irregularity of train
service and the refusal of liverymen to attempt
drives of the shortest distance. Some of the
salesmen have found the inconveniences of travel-
ing so great that they have abandoned their trips
until the weather moderates.

But in spite of the present temporary de-
pression, owing to the severe winter, the con-
census of opinion of the leading wholesale and
retail merchants is that the business outlook for
moo is by far the brightest in years. And we can
see no cause why it should not be a banner year,
as the crops of last season were good and the
farmers received high prices for their products,
all of which undoubtedly goes to insure an ex-
ceptionally brisk trade in the country districts.
The hard time scare of last year has passed and
a feeling of confidence prevails.

The stocks throughout the country stores are
very low and the prevailing low prices of all mer-
chandise have given the merchants great confi-
dence in the values they are receiving. The prices
were exceptionally high last year, which, in addi-
tion to the unstable condition of the markets, dis-
couraged country merchants from stocking up
very heavily. •

E. A. Brown & Co., St. Paul jewelers, who
secured the contract to furnish the silver service
set for the battleship Minnesota, gave a banquet
to the members of the commission appointed by
the Governor to present the set. The members of
the commission are: A. H. Stern, J. Harry Lewis,
of St. Paul, and W. P. Edgar, of Minneapolis.
The set, which will cost approximately $io,000, is
now on exhibition in the store of E. A. Brown &
Co., 87 and 89 E. Sixth Street, St. Paul.

In order to give the State officers and mem-
bers of the Legislature an opportunity to see the
silver set Mr. Brown held a reception at his store
three nights of last month especially for them.

The general public have also taken advantage
of the opportunity to see the finest silver service
ever placed on exhibition in St. Paul, and all are
justly proud of the fact that it was designed by
A. H. Stern, the well-known architect of the firm
of Reed & Stern, of St. Paul.

M. A. Hagans, proprietor of one of the first-
class jewelry stores in Fargo, N. Dak., has pur-
chased the fixtures of the H. E. Edwards store atthat place. Mr. Hagan will put in new stockand conduct both places in the future.

Sam Alexander and wife, of the American
Jewelry Company, of Minneapolis, are in NewYork on business and pleasure. They will returnvia Mt. Clemens, Mich., where they will remainabout ten days.

J. F. Janousek, of Montgomery, Minn., isdead, and the business formerly conducted by himis for sale. His parents will dispose of the stockand fixtures, which are in the same condition asbefore his death, and the building which he oc-cupied at the time of his death is for rent by hisparents, also. The building is entirely new andwell located, affording a good opening for awatchmaker and optician.
Fred Widmann, Sr., of Mitchell, S. Dak., wasin the Twin Cities the first of the month buyingan opening bill of jewelry and fixtures for hisnew jewelry store soon to be opened at that place.George E. Fuller, watchmaker and jeweler, ofWaterville, Minn., died very suddenly January 21st.

N. Jensen, one of St. Paul's foremost trade
watchmakers, who was formerly located at 87 E.
Sixth Street, has moved into the Philipborn
Building, corner of Seventh and Cedar Streets.

W. R. Lasham, of Grand Forks, N. Dak., was
in the Twin Cities on business.

L. H. Rock, formerly with Frank A. -Mel, St.
Paul, Minn., has accepted a position with H. C.
Hendrickson Company, 5t7 Wabasha Street, St.
Paul, where he will have charge of the jewelry
department.

Fred Green, of Buffalo, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities buying goods during the past month.

Merrel Inch, a student of The Stone School
of Watchmaking, will locate at Gayville, S. Dak.,
at which place he will share a part of the building
occupied by the Gayville Pharmacy.

Emil Geist, one of St. Paul's most prominent
jewelers, has recently been honored with the ap-
pointment as a member of the Board of Education
of St. Paul, in the place of Dr. Christian Fry.

Hendricks Brothers, formerly of South St.
Paul, have moved to Chippawa Falls, Wis., where
they will open a jewelry store.

Peter H. Wieben, watchmaker and jeweler, is
starting in business at Dysert, Iowa.

E. julson, of Lansing, Iowa, was in the Twin
Cities buying goods.

Paul Freeman, of Slayton, Minn., was again
among the out-of-town retail jewelers who visited
the Twin Cities during the past month. Paul
said he had been "complaining of feeling very
good for some time."

Albert Mellon, of Stillwater, Minn., was in
St. Paul during the past month on business.

I. M. Radabaugh, of Hastings, Minn., was
among the visitors to the Twin Cities the past month.

Earl St. floor, former manager of the ma-
terial department for Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
and who now represents the American Oil &
Supply Company, was calling on the jobbers of
the Twin Cities and reported business as being
good. Earl has many friends in the Twin Cities
who are always glad to see him and feel his
presence among them.

Julius Garon, of Garon Brothers, Duluth,
Minn., is spending several weeks in New York
City on business.

Fred Daniels, watchmaker for F. J. Stebbins,
Thief River Falls, Minn., was in the hospital for
almost two months seriously ill with typhoid fever
and is yet confined to his home.

0. H. Milberg, of Two Harbors, Minn., has
taken in a partner. The firm is now Hulberg &
Hulberg.

A. M. Lord, formerly with the Geneva Optical
Company, has organized a company under the
name of the Twin City Optical Company, and lo-
cated at 320 Medical Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
The company is capitalized at $25,000, Dr. E. S.
Bugbee, president,. and A. M. Lord, manager.
The company has installed the latest machinery
and is prepared to take care of their share of the
business.

James E. Lee, formerly of the Donaldson
Company, Minneapolis, has opened up a first-class
optical store at 528 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis.
Mr. Lee has been with the Donaldson Company
for some time and has many friends in Minne-
apolis who will be pleased to see him succeed in
his last venture.

H. W. Harm, optician with D. D. Sullivan,
Fargo, N. Dak., spent two weeks in St. Paul,
visiting his brother, F..11. Harm, the Robert Street
jeweler and optician.

I. M. Langaard, of St. Paul, was recently ap-
pointed by Governor Johnson as a member of the
Minnesota State Board of Optometry.

Following are some of the visitors to the
Twin Cities during the last month : E. Julson,
Lansing, Iowa ; W. R. Lashani, N. Dak. •, A. A.
Rounce, Shell Lake, Wis. 

' 
• Paul Freeman, Slayton,

Minn.; Gustav Woelfel, Mitchell, S. Dak.; Fred
Green, Buffalo, Mimi.; Andrew C. Mueller, Red
Whig, /Vlinn.; Fred Widmann, itchell, S.
Dak.; Peder Gaalaas, Stillwater, 

Sr.,
Minn.: Albert

Mellen, Stillwater, Minn.; W: W. McGuire,
Northfield, Minn.; T. M. Radabaugh, Hastings,
Minn.; E. J. Huner, Stillwater, Minn.; H. W.
Harm, Fargo, N. Dak. ; H. J. Wagner, Red Wing,
Minn.; George Christensen, Stillwater, Minn.;
August Gfrerer, Stillwater, Minn.; A. G. Scher f,
Red Wing, Minn.
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Toledo, Ohio, Letter

Reports are somewhat conflict-
The Trade ing as to present conditions in
Situation the jewelry business here.

While there is little complain-
ing and for the most part local jewelers seem
to be well satisfied with the volume of business
being done, there is little question but that there
is some depression still extant, at least in some
quarters. Repair work holds up well and it is
noticeable that of the stuff which is on the move
the bulk of it is of the better quality, showing that
the present trade is being largely maintained by
the wealthier classes, who have the money and are
not afraid to spend it, rather than by the working
classes with whom money is not yet any too
plentiful.

Some dealers report a highly satisfactory
condition and even say that sales have exceeded
their expectations. One prominent dealer said:
"We have found business splendid. Our sales for
January have been at least 5o per cent. larger
than they were in January, 1908. We have sold
more diamonds during the past three weeks than
during any three weeks in the past two years."
This, however, seems to be an exceptional case,
and while. the movement of diamonds generally,
as well as all kinds of high-grade jewelry, has
proven as good as could be expected under the
circumstances, it is safe to say that, aside from
isolated cases, no phenomenal run of trade is
being enjoyed.

Local opticians report splendid
Optical Trade business, and, with a few ex-
Active ceptions, they feel elated, not

only with present trade, which
has developed into something of a surprise, but
with the prospect for future business. It may be
said that optical business along every line has
assumed at least a normal condition and for the
most part there seems to be plenty of business to
go round. The wholesalers and manufacturers
are especially pleased with the outside trade,
which has been picking up very materially re-
cently. Salesman report more life to the trade,
and this is made apparent by the turning in of
orders for supplies. A specially pleasing feature
of the optical business is that the trade is running
to high-class goods, and while there is, of course,
some of the cheaper business, it is by no means
the rule.

Norman E. Hascall, of the J. J. Freeman
Company, left for New York on February Nth.
After a short visit in the metropolis he will go to
Meriden, Conn., where he will visit Frank Wilcox,
of the International Silver Company. On February
20th he will attend the jewelers' dinner at Phila-
delphia as the guest of John Herschede, of The
Herschede-Hall Clock Company, of Cincinnati.
On March 4th he will be joined by E. E. Freeman
at New York, when an importing order for china
and fancy goods will be placed for the fall trade.
Here Mr. Hascall will be joined by his wife and
a trip, to the Bernmda Islands will follow. Mr.
and Mrs. Hascall will return to their home in
Toledo about March 20th.

L. R. Fauver, who for some time has held
the position of watchmaker with W. R. McFadden,
is no longer with this house. His future plans
have not been announced.

As a token of his appreciation of the valient
services of the fire department in arresting the
flames at the recent conflagration, when the J. L.
Hudson store, the McFadden jewelry store and
the Brown, Eager & Hull store were consumed
by flames, George Kapp, the Summit Street
jeweler, enclosed a check for $ioo for the benefit
of the Fireman's Relief Association. The spread
of the flames to the Kapp store and other prop-
erty on Summit Street was prevented only by
the most desperate and vigilant fight on the part
of the department.

Mrs. Myrtle Munn, daughter of William 11.
13roer, the Summit Street jeweler, has removed
to Grand Rapids, Mich., where she will nialee her
residence in the future.

P. Pittman, watchmaker for William H.
Broer, has been absent from his duties for a
couple of weeks enjoying a much needed rest.

(Continued on page 425)
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WATCHES
H. O. HURLBURT & SONS

14 S. Tom ST. PHILADELPHIA
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The Master of Adjustment
is the highest paid watch worker. Without this accomplishment
the man at the bench is a mere mechanic, and neither his work
or standing command the remuneration or consideration due the
skilled, practical horologist. There's hope for every watch

worker in the world-famed work

THE WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL

This book is a complete and practical guide for watch-

makers in adjusting watches and chronometers for isochronism,

position, heat and cold. It contains a thorough exposition of the principles on which adjust-
ments are based and the methods followed in practice. It is the best book ever written on
high-class horological craftmanship.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $2.50

PUBLISHED BY

The Keystone Publishing Co., 811 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.
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Clocks of Precision

THEE

Two important improvements recut tly

made in the construction of the clocks of pre-

cision used by astronomers and physicists are

described in the Revue Scientifique (Paris).

The first is the use of pendulums made of nickel

steel, and the second is the application of electro-
magnetic induction to the maintenance and
registration of the oscillations. The Revue
Scientifique says : "The employment of 1invar'

(36 per cent. nickel steel, discovered by Mr.
Guillaume), whose expansion may easily be
made lower than one-fifteenth that of steel, has
made easier and more exact the compensation

for variations in the length of the pendulum due

to temperature. This compensation is obtained
simply by the upward expansion of the steel

bob, which is attached to the stem by its' ower

edge. Such a clock, placed in a case at constant
pressure and in a place where the temperature
varies little, should vary by only an insignificant
fraction of a second daily. Unfortunately, the
devices for maintaining and registering the
motion introduce perturbations, owing to the
necessary friction, which, feeble though they
may be, are irregular and cause the length of
the oscillation to vary.

"An attempt has been made, though for
some time with little success, to use electricity
to actuate or connect these various mechanisms.
device used was an electro-magnet which, being
oscillation, returned to the clock, either directly

KEYSTONE

An old clock

In general, the
excited at each
or not, its lost

energy. For this it was necessary to make contact with the clock
itself, and this gave rise to friction. Mr. Fery showed this in a
very curious way by placing in the circuit a telephone in which

the noise of the contact could be clearly recognized. Now, how-

ever, by very deli-
cate special de-
vices, it has been
possible to abolish
friction altogether,
and thus to obtain
clocks that keep
time to about one-
tenth second per
day. The most
recent system de-
vised by Mr. Fery
does away alto-
gether with any
material cornice-
tion with the pen-
dulum, except, of
course, the sus-
pension, for Nvhich
a thin, flat piece
of flexible metal is
used. The stein
is of `invar' and

magnet."

stilapplt.”oierts a hori-
zontal horseshoe

l 
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An Interesting Old Clock

In the accompanying illustration we show
a clock which was made in the Netherlands 175

years ago. The photograph was sent us by F. J.
Titus, Zeeland, Mich., who says that it reached
that part of the country in 1842, after being on
the ocean for fifty-two days, this being the time
taken to cross the Atlantic in the sailing vessel
in which it was shipped. The ships and officers
shown on the dial move with the pendulum. The
wheels are large and made from brass, and there
is a large bell on top for striking the hours and
half hours. The clock was recently left with

r. Titus for repairs and still keeps good time.

A Handsome Jewelry Store

We show in the accompanying illustration
an interior view of the handsome jewelry store
of Fritz Hoefer Jewelry Company, Aurora,
Nebr., Nvhich has been pronounced by many the
handsomest store in that State. The dimensions
of the establishment are 22 X 831/ feet, 55 feet
of which is taken up by the store proper. The
remainder comprises the vault, reception room,
optical room and workshop. The fixtures are
of the latest type, rich and handsome, and were
designed and made by J. L. Johnson, Kansas
City, Mo. The material used is golden oak
and the furnishing comprises six wall cases with

mirror backs and mirror recesses, eight floor pieces and large

mirror running across almost the entire width of the store, which

gives the effect of being twice the size. These large mirrors,
facing each other from the first wall cases and the window
enclosures, give the appearance of an endless view, the effect
being very beautiful. The floor is in tile finish.

Mr. Hoefer started in the jewelry business thirty-one years
ago with a bench
and one show
case. By close at-
tention, hard work
and honest meth-
ods he gradually
built up the busi-
ness to its present
dimensions. With-
in the past year
the business was
incorporated as
Mr. Hoefer de-
sired to give an
interest therein to
some of those in
his employ. THE
KEYSTONE extends
congratulations to
Mr. Hoefer on his
handsome store
and wishes f o r
him an indefinite
continuation of
good health; life
and prosperit V.Jewulry storv of Fritz lloefer, Aurora, Nebr.
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INAUGURATED
A new time-saving device for the

convenience and profit of every
"American Watchmaker." "The Prac-
tical Watchmaker's" No. 3 separate
hole plate jewel assortment is sworn
to the faithful fulfilment of its office
and claims of its electors, urged by the
clamors of the watchmaker to abolish
the old methods of supplying plate
jewels in papers of assorted holes and
diameters, compelling him to search for
an hour or more for the correct hole
and diameter jewel to fit train pinions,
many times not finding the correct size,
compelling his sending for jewel re-
quired, leaving no redress for time al-
ready lost, besides which the watchmaker
will never know what sizes he is out of
or ever had in the start.
This assortment, while overcoming

all these objectionable features, cost no
more than the same jewels under the old
methods and often pays for itself in a
month. The cabinet contains forty-eight
numbered bottles, each containing three
fine garnet and ruby plate jewels in a
one gross assortment and six jewels to
each bottle in a two gross assortment,
holes from No. 14 to No. 37% in half
sizes, separate in each bottle and di-
ameters assorted. The cabinet is a very
handsome imitation leather-covered and
lined with tine cloth, partitioned bottom,
with silk pad inside of lid on which is
printed list of contents. Illustration is
two-thirds actual size. Prices : Cabinet
containing one gross, $7.00; cabinet con-
taining two gross, $12.50; less 6 per cent.
cash discount.

The "V. J. CO." Sapphire Stripper
inaugurates a new era of advanced factory
methods, by which watchmakers every-
where, since the quality of the repair
jobs turned out by your repair depart-
ment is an index to the character of
your firm.
This tool is used to strip out and

highly polish jewel settings and is made
of the best selected sapphire, mounted
in a handsome aluminum and red hard
rubber handle with cap. Price, $2.00,
less 6 per cent. cash discount.
The "V. J. CO." Sapphire Burnisher

is intended to reduce and burnish straight
and conical balance and train pinions,
doing the work quickly and efficiently.
Mounted same as the Sapphire Strippers.
Price, $2.00, less 6 per cent. cash dis-
count.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER. WE DO NOT SELL DIRECT

V IWO Ft ORS MEL MA

ViActratan C6'4
DIAMOND BOORT,

SPLINTS AND
POWDER.

LANCASTER, PA.LA.J-

PAW

LAPIDARISTS & GUTTERS
DIAMONDS, 5ZPHIRE5,RUBIE5,

GARNETS &AGATES FORMECHANICAL PURPOSES.
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After having twenty-five days
The Outlook out of thirty with a good

healthy rainfall, the season
now opens under very favorable conditions. The
moisture in some sections of the State has done
considerable damage, but, as a whole, has been
beneficial for both the farming and the mining
interests. The railroad traffic, both north and
south of this city, has again assumed normal con-
ditions. Business generally at this time is in a
very healthy condition. The wholesale and retail
jewelers are laying in new stocks preparatory to
the early spring rush.

Armed with a brick wrapped in a towel, a
meakthief one night recently broke in the plate
glass window in front of Citron & Heyman's
jewelry store at 964 Washington Street, Oakland,
and made good his escape with a tray of jewelry,
the value not known positively.

John H. Carr has opened a very attractive
jewelry store and optical parlors at 325 Morrison
Street, Portland, Oregon. Mr. Carr's new store
is directly opposite the Portland Hotel and on one
of the main avenues of traffic. We feel quite
sure that he will make a success of his new ven-
ture, for which he is well fitted, by reason of his
long experience and knowledge of the business.

D. H. Bush, who previous to the fire was lo-
cated at 126 Kearney Street, has opened a watch-
making and jewelry establishment in Room 207
of the Mutual Savings Bank Building, 704 Market
Street, this city.

A. L. Haber, who has been connected with the
well-known wholesale jewelry house of M.
Schussler & Co. for a long number of years, has
given up his position and sailed hence. Mr.
Haber is now associated with the American Asiatic
Trading Company, Kobe, Japan. His host of
friends in this city, as well as his recent em-
ployers, regret very much his departure, but he
goes with the best wishes of all of his friends
in both the jewelry and other interests in this city.

E. \V. Clemo, the enterprising retail jeweler of
Nevada City, Cal., was among the out-of-town
buyers seen visiting the wholesale jewelry trade
in this city lately.

S. Selka, who was located in Marysville, Cal.,
a few years ago, has Purchased the bankrupt stock
of Vincent, the jeweler, and will open a store in
Portland about the first of March.

Fred Roth, the vice-president of the well-
known house of M. Schussler & Co., is now on
his annual pilgrimage to the precious stone mar-
kits of the old world, and expects to be away
linin his office until about May 1st.

The Henry C. Paulson Company, wholesale
material dealers of Chicago and San Francisco,
e now occupying new quarters in the Jewelers'

Puilding, at iso Post Street, San Francisco.
L. C. Koberg, the genial retail jeweler of

aldslitirg, Cal., paid this market his semi-an-I al visit last month, and also purchased some
.sonable goods to replace the stock sold during
holidays.
Arthur Elston, who has been in the employ of
manufacturing firm of Rothschild & Haden-..1t, has accepted a new position and will travelafter for the well-known wholesale jobbingq of Mayer & Weinshank.
Frank C. Hart, one of the leading retailclets of Tacoma, Wash., spent a two weeks'at ion ill this city recently, visiting some of his
nds among the wholesale jewelers. Mr. Hartery optimistic as to the future. He predicts
kinds of prosperity for his immediate section,
!here are to be some vast improvements in the.road interests in and about Tacoma.

I Iarry Morton, whose retail store is located
Broadway at Fourteenth Street, Oakland, hasd returned from a six weeks' visit among the,ntlfacturing jewelers in the East.
James Sinclair has taken into partnership.0 Boss. Mr. Boss was formerly in the employthe_ well-known wholesale jewelry house ofI. Hall & Son. The new firm name will now be

known as Sinclair & Boss,-with offices in the Cor-
bett Building, Fifth and Morrison Streets, Port-
land, Oregon.

The Gorham Company, who have been tem-
porarily located at Twelfth Street and Broadway,
Oakland, since the fire, has signed a lease for a
long term of years in the Sachs Building, on the
north side of Geary Street, between Grant Avenue
and Stockton Street, San Francisco. The new
establishment will give them ample floor space for
the displaying of their large line of silver. The
fixtures, of mahogany, are now being installed,
and, from what we can learn, it will be the nicest
and largest establishment of its kind west of Chi-
cago. The new quarters are very light and airy,
with street light from twenty-nine windows.

L. A. Dollner, who conducts a retail jewelry
store in Visalia, Cal., was among the out-of-town
tradesmen who were in this market recently on
a purchasing tour.

D. S. Roth has bought out his partner and
the firm name will no longer be Abraham & Roth.
Their retail store is located at 1102 Filmore Street,
San Francisco.

C. A. Dreiss, the well-known retail jeweler
of Chico, Cal., called upon and spent some time
with the wholesale jewelers in this section last
month.

A. Eisenberg, Jr., the diamond expert of the
well-known wholesale jewelry house of the same
name, left San Francisco on January 31st and
sailed from New York early in February for the
diamond markets of Europe. Mr. Eisenberg ex-
pects to be away from his office for at least seven
weeks.

A. H. Ewert was in this market on a buying
trip and picked up quite a few novelties for his
retail jewelry store in Ukiah, Cal.

C. B. Lundhall is the proud father of a new
arrival at his home. The boy weighed nine
pounds and we are pleased to say that both he
and his mother are doing nicely. Mr. Lundhall
hopes in the near future to have the new arrival
helping him with his bench work in their retail
jewelry establishment in Turlock, Cal.

R. Bernhardy, who has lately been traveling in
the interests of the I)orrance Battin Company, has
severed his connections with that firm and will
cover the coast territory hereafter for the Fred
Kaufman & Co., of New York City, with local
offices in Room 815, 717 Market Street.

A. I. Hall & Son have procured the services
of F. L. Bentz and he will cover the northern
territory in the interests of his new employers.
This gentleman was formerly in the employ of
W.W. Hamilton, wholesale jewelers, of Denver, Colo.

A. L. Kingsbury, who was formerly in the
employ of the Elgin National Watch Company, is
now the Pacific Coast representative of the Rock-
ford Watch Company.

A. Delovage, of the retail jewelry firm of the
same name, of Portland, Oregon, was among the
out-of-town retailers in this market last month.
There is a rumor in San Francisco that while he
was here he became engaged to one of the leaders
ill the junior social set.

W. A. Mosgrove, whose store is located in
Angels Camp, Sonoma County, Cal., was also
among the out-of-town tradesmen seen purchas-
ing among the local wholesale jewelers.

Ralph Friedman, the local retail jeweler, who
has been located at 1510 Buchanan Street since
the fire, is now nicely housed in a very suitablestittte 

of offices in the West Bank Building, Rooms
416-17, on the corner of Ellis and Market Streets.

I. Aronson, the retail jeweler of Portland,
Oregon, paid this market his annual visit last
month and returned after having purchased very
desirable goods for his trade.

Harry Jacoby, the Oroville retail jeweler, was
among the out-of-town tradesmen in this city
recently. Harry's visit to town was in connection
with the purchase of new furniture for the
Masonic Temple in Oroville.

Carnal & Green are now .finally settled in
their new location on Sutter Street, corner of
Post. The out-of-town friends of this wholesale
jewelry house are cordially invited to make their
offices with this firm when they arc visiting this city.

Shreve & Co., the leading retail jewelers of
the Pacific Coast, have finally moved into their
large and commodious store in the Shreve Build-
ing, Post Street and Grant Avenue, San Francisco.

Toledo, Ohio, Letter

(Continued from page 424)

The retail jewelry store of
A Serious Fire W. R. McFadden, on Summit

Street, suffered severe dam-
age from the recent conflagration which totally
destroyed the immense J. L. Hudson drygoods
store and the large book store of Brown, Eager
& Hull. The flames broke out in one of the
former buildings and spread to the McFadden
store despite the desperate efforts of the fire de-
partment to check the flames. The building oc-
cupied by McFadden was so badly gutted that it
is unfit for occupation, although a fair portion of
the stock was saved from the wreck. Mr.
McFadden carried a stock valued at about $r5,000,
secured by insurance amounting to $5000. In-
asmuch as the loss was only partial the claims
have been satisfactorily adjusted by the insurance
companies and McFadden has suffered but slight
loss on his stock as a consequence. He is tem-
porarily located at 423 Summit Street, pending
the overhauling and remodeling of his new store-
room, which he will open and occupy at 419 Sum-
mit Street after March 1st,

Miss Ella Dewald, a Tiffin woman, boarded
a train, leaving her purse, containing $too and
several hundred dollars' worth of jewelry, in the
station at Berwick. 0. P. J. Serien, agent, found
the purse and returned it to the owner. He was
presented with a handsome reward.

Mrs. H. C. Cleary, wife of an employee of
the W. H. Broer jewelry store, who recently
underwent a serious operation at St. Vincent's
Hospital, is reported to be rapidly improving. She
was removed from the hospital to her home two
weeks ago and is now thought to be out of danger.

A loss of approximately $5000 was occasioned
at Springfield, Ohio, by the breaking out of flames
in the basement of Friede's jewelry store recently.
The cause of the blaze is a mystery. Mr. Friede
is well known in Toledo jewelry circles.

The newly incorporated J. J. Freeman Corn-
. pany reports that the firm has started out with
renewed vigor and that trade has been highly
satisfactory, January sales amounting to so per
cent. more than those of last year.

Burglars recently ransacked the residence
of Dr. J. M. Thompson on west Delaware Ave-
nue, securing a gold watch, chain, locket, diamond
ring, pearl ring, string of gold beads, opal stickpin
and other property valued at $moo. Entrance was
gained by means of a skeleton key. The thieves
have not been apprehended.

Toledo and Akron, Ohio, have a mystery
connected with a thousand dollars' worth of
jewelry which was stolen, never reported to the
police and was finally, through a strange co-
incidence of names, returned to the owner through
the agencies of the police. The jewelry was
consigned to a Toledo firm and was stolen from
a jewelry house at Scranton, Pa. The boxes
containing the stolen goods were sent by a Toledo
woman to Akron. The woman sent the jewels
from a fashionable flat on Thirteenth Street,
Toledo, consigned to B. Field, Akron, Ohio.
The name was a fictitious one, but the woman
had a sister at Akron who she had requested to
receive the box and hold it for her. Unfortu-
nately there was a man named B. Field living
in Akron and the box was delivered to him by
the express company. When he found the riches
contained in the box he immediately notified the
police. The name of J. G. Boutelle, Toledo, Ohio,
happened to appear on some of the jewelry, which
led to the discovery of the owner. Mr. Boutelle
was very reticent about the box of jewels and re-
fused to talk about the matter, turning+ it over to
John Swigart, cif I he Swigart Optical and Watch
Company, who was chosen assignee some time
ago when Bontellc assigned for the benefit of his
creditors. The woman, when found by the police,
said the box had belonged to her husband, being
a sample case, and she thought she had a right to
it. The ins and outs of the affair will probably
never be knovvii, as the rightful owner has the
jewels and there is no occasion for further in-
vestigat ion.

"The Keystone suits we as it is."—W. Noble,
Jeweler, West Union, W. Va.
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FACTORY FACILITIES
THRICE ENLARGED
We are credited by the trade with furnishing
the most desirable chain stock at better prices
than any other manufacturer. One reason
for this distinction of the

TRADE-MARK

A & Z LINE
TRADE-MAAK

is that we make a specialty of chains—the kind that
best suits the retail trade. Since moving to our new
factory with three times the space and equally in-
creased facilities, we can still better serve our patrons
both in goods and prices.

II If you are not fully familiar with our product and the
advantages in handling it, write us for a selection package.

Ace Z CHAIN CO . 116 Chestnut StreetPROVIDENCE, R. I.
 Makers of 1 10 Gold Filled Chains and Bracelets 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH (iOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

I K KO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Lite Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

WE MAKE A LARGE LINE
IN 14 K. FROM $10.00 UP
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According to figures given by R. L. Polk &
Co., publishers of the city directory, Indianapolis
now has a population of 240,150, a gain of 4190
as compared with the directory figures of last
year.

Mr. and Mrs. David J. Reagan celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary February 3d
by receiving their friends at the home of their
son and Mrs. Joseph E. Reagan, on Sutherland
Avenue. Mr. and Mrs. Reagan's family of six
children and several grandchildren were present
for the occasion. A family dinner was served,
when the table decorations and several courses
bore touches of gold. Mr. and Mrs. Reagan have
lived in Indianapolis for more than forty years
and are well known to a wide circle of friends.
To the jewelry trade Mr. Reagan is well known.
For over thirty years he represented the jobbing
house of Baldwin-Miller Company in Indiana, Il-
linois, Iowa and Missouri. His oldest son, Joseph
E. Reagan, is general manager and a member of
the firm which his father represented and helped
to establish. Mr. Reagan's many friends in the
trade congratulate him and his wife and wish
them many more years of life and happiness.

Charles Mayer & Co. furnished several silver
loving cups given as prizes at the National Carna-
tion Show held in this city the 1st of February.
The firm is enlarging and improving their work-
shop; the watch repair shop will be entirely
separated from the engraving and manufacturing
shop. This will give the watchmakers a workroom
entirely free from the dust and dirt of the manu-
facturing department. William Springhorn, of the
watch and clock sales department, visited both
Louisville, Ky., and Richmond, Ind., last month
to set up handsome hall clocks that were sold
from their extensive line of clocks.

After many vexatious delays Horace A. Com-
stock has had his street clock plumbed and it is
again fulfiling its mission as a correct public time-
piece. The clock had been thrown out of plumb
when the Merchants' Light and Heat Company
tunneled under the sidewalk. Mr. Comstock com-
plained and the damage was remedied for a time,
but the depression in the cement walk gradually
grew worse; then Comstock petitioned the Board
of Public Works to place the walk on a level.
After much delay and inconvenience to both the
jeweler and the public the Light and Heat Com-
poaf hentywcalsocokr.dered to restore the level of the base

Urfer 'Brothers, 923 Massachusetts Avenue,
have made a number of improvements in their
salesroom and workshop. The handsome oak wall
cases installed a few weeks ago have added much
to the attractiveness of the store. The watch
and jewelry repair quarters have been enlarged
and rearranged. The firm handle a fine line of
china. F. C. Urfer does the watch work and E.
W. Urfer the jewelry repairing. Their business
is showing a steady increase.

A. P. Craft Company are still keeping their

department.
Kernel 

busy and orders have been very
good. The firm is short of men in the enameling

Kernel & Zink, manufacturers at 18 N. Meri-
dian Street, have recently added a safe, electric
motor, watch bench and lathe to their shop equip-
ment. Joe Kernel, of the firm, is one of the prize
bowlers of Indianapolis.

Ikko Matsumoto has recently finished two un-
usually beautiful gold banquet rings. One is a
bunch of grapes in fine white diamonds, the
shank of the ring being made of exquisitely
carved grape leaves. The other ring is also of
gold. It is a bunch of roses with an emerald in
the center and three brown diamonds between the

jewelry 

. The beautiful and original designs and
artistic hand carving have made Matsumoto's

Last month Carl L. Rost displayed in the
window of his jewelry store in North Illinois
Street a check for $100. The check was from the

Jewelers' Security Alliance and went to the pen-
sion fund of the Indianapolis Police Department.
It was the reward offered and won for the capture
of the burglar who robbed Rost's window a few
weeks previous.

Andrew Streng, 5 W. Market Street, has made
an assignment for the benefit of his creditors. He
owes about $50oo, with very meager assets. The
case is now in the United States Supreme Court.

Jacob H. Griesser & Co., manufacturing
jewelers, at 11.5 W. Washington Street, is the
name of a new concern that has opened up for
trade work. The shop is well equipped with
modern electric machinery. Mr. Griesser is well
and favorably known to the trade. He was for-
merly connected with the shops of Ikko Matsu-
moto and Dyer Brothers.

M. F. Smith, 107 W. Washington Street, is
again able to be at his store after nine weeks of
rheumatism that kept him on his back. L. M.
Stanton

' 
formerly of Colfax, Ind., has been added

to Mr. Smith's watch repair force.
Henry A. Winn, jeweler in the Arcade, made

a business trip to Chicago last month.
Fred Spencer, formerly of Princeton, Ind., is

doing jewelry and clock repair work for the Fogas
Jewelry Company on Massachusetts Avenue.

Ralph Partlow, recently from Minneapolis,
has opened a jewelry store of popular-priced
goods on Massachusetts Avenue. Mr. Partlow is
originally an Indianapolis man and was formerly
connected with J. C. Sipe and afterwards with
The Fidelity Watch Company.

The Krauss & Secttor jewelry store, at 45
N. Illinois Street, was visited by a window-
smasher about midnight January 21st. The bold-
ness of the thief was astonishing; while many
persons were passing and with several cab drivers
but a short distance away, he walked tip to the
window with a paving brick in his hand, smashed
the plate glass, and, reaching in, seized several
watches which were in a tray. He turned and ran
before eye-witnesses realized what had happened.
Two men from across the street took after the
flying thief and gave hot pursuit, but, as the thief
gained on them and darted through narrow alleys,
they gave up the chase before the police arrived.
At the time of the theft there was displayed in
Krauss & Secttor's window a check for $too
from the Jewelers' Security Alliance that had
been sent as a reward to the police force for the
arrest and conviction of a thief who bad a few
weeks ago made a similar haul at the same
jewelry store by smashing the same window in
the same manner.

Lon R. Mauzy and wife left February
1st for San Francisco, Cal., to visit Mr. Mauzy's
father, an extensive dealer and manufacturer of
pianos. During Mr. Mauzy's absence his store,
Oil Massachusetts Avenue, is in charge of John
1-Tolloway, a watchmaker, who has been taking
a course of engraving from John A. Dyer.

Fritz Bonnet reports that his business has out-
grown its present quarters, 50 Virginia Avenue.
He is on the lookout for a more convenient and
larger workroom.

John A. Dyer, in charge of the engraving de-
partment of Dyer Brothers, 234 Massachusetts
Avenue, is now fully prepared for trade work in
copper plate, steel die work and all kinds of en-
graving. The firm has recently helped a number
of jewelers throughout the State to add another
branch to their business—the stationery depart-
ment. This is a side line that the jewelers have
learned to handle with profit and very little ad-
ditional expense. Dyer Brothers have been de-
layed in opening their school of engraving by
some temporary hitch in the plans to enlarge their
floor space. The improvements will now be
pushed as rapidly as possible.

Charles J. Kiefer has been presented with a
beautiful silver fishing reel, a set of lines and a
hook rack by his friend and constant fishing com-
panion, Julius C. Walk. These two "knights of
the rod" have taken semi-annual fishing trips to
Lake Maxinkuckee for many years, and it was
to commemorate those happy occasions that the
reel, suitably engraved, was presented. Upon his
next trip Mr. Kiefer is expected to break all his
former records as a skilled fisherman.

Fletcher M. Noe, 103 N. Illinois Street, has
purchased the large Seth Thomas street clock
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formerly owned by the Hoosier Jewelry Company.
The clock has been moved directly across the
street and erected in front of the Noe store,
which faces the entrance to the Union Traction
Station, an excellent position for a public timepiece.

Earl & Newlin, who some time ago succeeded
the Hoosier Jewelry Company, have removed from
104 to 31 N. Illinois Street. In the new location
better arrangements and more space will be made
for the optical department, of which Ernest New-
lin will have charge.

Leo Krauss has purchased the interest of
Lester Secttor in the business of Krauss &
Secttor and will continue to run the jewelry and
optical store at 45 N. Illinois Street and the
loan office at 305 W. Washington Street. During
February Mr. Krauss conducted a "Dissolution
Sale." Mr. Krauss has placed A. J. Douglass in
charge of the watch repair department and Wil-
bur J. Kuhlman in charge of the optical department.
Two thousand merchants of Indiana, represent-

ing a membership of twelve thousand in the Indiana
Retail Merchants' Association, held their ninth
annual convention at the Claypool Hotel, in this
city, January 20th to 23d. Ralph B. Clark, of
the jewelry firm of Clark & Raber, Anderson, Ind.,
president of the association, in his annual address
touched on many subjects of ioterest to all retail
dealers. He is opposed to parcels post, as a
measure advocated by mail-order sympathizers.
During the convention the association, in a body,
visited the State Legislature, when Mr. Clark was
given the liberty of the floor of the House. He
addressed the members on the uniform accounting
bill, strongly favoring more intelligent methods
of keeping public accounts. The association is
interested in but one bill, known as the "Racey
Bill." This bill is designed to place in the hands
of every householder a credit for the necessaries
of life. The bill would permit of an attachment
of ro per cent. of a man's income for necessities,
as food, clothing, rent, etc. The association was
entertained in the evenings, during the three days'
session, by the Indianapolis jobbers and manu-
facturers. Mr. Clark was re-elected president of
the association for the ensuing year.

Perry Moore, expert watchmaker of Lexing-
ton, Ky., made a recent visit to this city, where
he was called on business connected with the
settling of his deceased father's estate. M r. Moore
is located where his work is almost entirely upon
high-grade Swiss watches, chronometers and
horse timers. He was formerly with Ike Booth
& Son, at Tipton, Ind.

Chris. Hewig, a well-known jeweler of Evans-
ville, Ind., is a member of the House of Repre-
sentatives. As the Legislature is now in session,
Mr. Hewig spends almost all his time at the State
capital. In commenting upon the members of the
Legislature from a physical basis, The Indian-
apolis Star puts Mr. Hewig in the 200-pound class.
Says he "has big cheeks, a dimpled chin and a
bald head." He is smooth-shaven and a bachelor.
Mr. Hewig is the author of a bill "to regulate the
sale of deadly weapons." The bill has been re-
ferred to the House Committee on Rights and
Privileges.

L. J. Mayer, of Thorntown, Ind., has recently
added a fine burglar-proof safe to his store fixtures.

J. M. Seifert, Mulberry, Ind., was a buyer in
the Indianapolis market last month.

H. L. Rost, a prominent jeweler and 'citizen
of Columbus, Ind., is president of the Columbus
Commercial Club.

E. L. Spencer, Richmond, Incl., gave up his
bachelorhood last month to join the order of
benedicts.

Mrs. Young, the wife of Frank Young, well-
known jeweler of Warren, Ind., entered her fine
pet cat in the Chicken, Dog and Cat Show, held in
this city last month, and carried off one of the
first prizes.

H. T. Hanger, Clinton, Ind., made a purchas-
ing trip to this market early in February. He
reported trade as very good in his section of the
State.

F. L. McKee, Cloverdale, Ind., has made a
number of improvements in the arrangement of
his store. Two new wall cases, floor cases and
handsome counters have added much to the at-
tractive appearance of the store.

(Continued on page 431)
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The Cincinnati jewelry world was given a
jolt in February through the involuntary bank-
ruptcy proceedings brought against the Herman
Keck Manufacturing Company, one of the oldest
firms of its kind in the city, and in the appoint-
ment of a receiver for that company and its ally,
the Duhme Jewelry Company. The court pro-
ceedings were not altogether unexpected, how-
ever, among the jewelers who keep their ear
constantly to the ground and their eye on the
clouds for signs of trouble. Even though the
event was not a great surprise it was more or
less of a blow to the trade in general, and, as is
always the case where there is a big failure, the
trade felt uncomfortable over it. The legal pro-
ceedings and the allegations of the creditors are
being closely watched and fully digested by the
local trade. As far as affecting the volume of
business in the local jewelry world, however, the
failure had absolutely no effect whatever, and the
incident will, like other things, soon be a past
recollection, and the wheels of industry and trade
will roll on as smoothly as if they had never
struck a bowlder upon the business rail.

Summing up the local retail trade, the re-
tailers are enjoying a better business since 'the
holiday season than they had looked forward to,
with but few exceptions. Trade during February
in the Cincinnati retail market is never very brisk,
but jewelers here say it was better than last year's
February—much better, in fact—and that to all
appearances it was about normal, basing their
conclusion upon business in this month in past
years. As to the wholesale trade, some wholesale
jewelers report a very fair business and say their
men have been selling fairly good-sized stocks
throughout the South and West. Some whole-
salers, however, complain that spring trade has
not been as good as they expected, and that they
stocked up for a big business. Without exception,
however, the wholesalers are confident that busi-
ness will improve steadily and that by next fall
demand will be normal again.

The Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association,
at a meeting January 27th withdrew from the
national body. President 

27th,
Bertling said to

your correspondent that the reason for so doing
was that the national body broke faith with the
Cincinnati association in not keeping its promise,
following the national convention of last August,
to publish the Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion paper, after declaring the former publication
no longer an official organ. Mr. Bertling said the
Cincinnati association depended upon the national
association to do so, and when it was seen no
action was being taken to that end, the members
of the Cincinnati body decided to no longer af-
filiate with the national organization. The as-
sociation will hold its annual banquet some time
(luring the latter part of March.

Ferd Phillips, of Richter & Phillips, whole-
salers, said business was very good the past month
and that the outlook is fine for spring. He said
trade was good in the agricultural districts, but
that orders were not coming in nearly so rapidly
from the industrial centers.

Myers Bagby has opened a nice retail jewelry
store in Portsmouth, Ohio, and is now buying his
stock. He was in Cincinnati last month for the
purpose of placing orders.

Ferd Phillips and Charles Edward Richter, of
Richter & Phillips, attended the annual grand ball
of Hanselmann Commandery, No. 16, KnightsTemplar. •

William Preuer, retail jeweler at 5 W. Seventh
Street, said his business was a little quiet last
month, but that it was as good as usual for that
ime of the year, the rush holiday season having
ocen over but a short time and the public having
.pent about all the money they well could spare for
christmas presents. Mr. Preuer is looking for-
s\ ard to a nice spring business. .

Edward and George Simper, brothers, doing
a nice retail jewelry business at 705 and 717 Vine

Street, respectively, reported a fair volume of
business and each announced his expectations of
having a good spring trade.

J. C. Wilms, jeweler and watch repairer, at
8o1 Vine Street, said his jewelry trade was about
normal last month and that he has all the watch
repairing he can do at all times.

John( Bertling, retail jeweler, in Vine Street
above Twelfth, since 1869, reported a very fair
business last month, but added that he does not
expect to see the retail jeweler enjoying a really
good trade again for about six months. He
claimed so many persons were out of employment
the past year that it will take a long time for
them to recuperate and to get into a position
where they can again buy articles of jewelry
which they desire. Mr. Bertling, having been in
business so many years, feels the need of a rest
and is considering the possibility of retiring.

Bingaman & Co., diamond jewelers, at Sixth
and Vine Streets, said diamonds still remained
in good demand last month and that their sales
were considerably larger than for the correspond-
ing month of last year. Fobs and chains, scarf
pins, buttons and other jewelry was also in fair
demand during the month. Mr. Bingaman said
the indications point to a good trade for the
spring. Bracelets are in good demand and the
firm announce that it sold quite a number of
diamonds, about one carat in weight, during the
past month to be set in drop earrings for women.
The company improved its window displays re-
cently by making an entire new front, and its
tastily displayed stock of diamonds and diamond
jewelry in these well-lighted and beautifully and
richly tapestried windows is attracting the atten-
tion of hundreds who possibly never looked in at
the company's display before this innovation was
made.

S. C. Bingaman, owner of- the Crown
Jewelry Company, has acquired a one-half in-
terest in Bingaman & Co. diamond jewelers, at
Sixth and Vine Streets. 1\1r. Bingaman will still
continue his business at the Crown's headquarters,
but will also give some time to the Bingaman
company's diamond interests. Mr. Bingaman re-
ported a very fair business for the month at the
Crown Jewelry Company and said certain novel-
ties, such as fancy silver purses, new style hat
pins, fobs and scarf pins were in very fair de-
mand. He said there should be a smart spring
trade in jewelry if business conditions continued
to improve at the same rate as improvement has
been going on.

Mr. Solar, head of A. &J. Swigart, dealers in
jewelers' supplies, tools and accessories, is elated
over the manner in which business for his firm
is increasing in volume from month to month.
He said there was a big improvement during the
past month. This was true of both the North
and the South, he said, and especially of the
South, where crops have been good and where the
financial slump of the past several months was
less felt than in other sections of the country,
it is claimed. The firm has its Mr. Francis and
Mr. Doenitz in the southern field, and Mr. Charles
Swigart is covering Indiana and Michigan.

The E. & J. Swigart bowling team met and
defeated the Thoma Brothers' bowling team on
the evening of February 9th at the Enterprise alleys,
the score for three games, five-men teams, being
2326 for the Swigart and 2119 for the Thoma
team. This was the first time the rival teams
met this year, and, as each is a strong aggregation
of pin knights, the contest was witnessed by a
large crowd of bowling enthusiasts. The Thoma
Brothers team is not disheartened by its defeat,
which has only spurred it on to solicit another
meeting, when it hopes to retrieve it lost honors.

Alphonso A. Oaks, who, as he says, has been
identified with the jewelry business since he was
knee-high to a grasshopper, now has full charge
of the business of the Oskamp Jewelry Company,
Fifth and Vine Streets. The firm some time ago
announced that a tobacco firm had leased its store-
rooms and that it consequently would retire from
business. An auction sale of its stock was ac-
cordingly conducted during the holidays and
thousands of the firm's old patrons bought' freely
of the goods offered, believing it would be their
last opportunity to do so. Since then, however,
it has developed that the tobacco company backed
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down on its offer to take the rooms at the much
larger lease price, and Mr. Oaks told your cor-
respondent that the firm will now occupy the old
quarters at least until its lease shall have expired,
a year from this March. Mr. Oaks has been
given full charge of the business.

C. Oskamp Daller, of the Clemens Oskamp
Company, said business was all right with his
firm last month and that the volume was greater
than could have been expected for that period
of the year. Orders from the company's sales-
men on the road are not large, Mr. Daller said,
but his men report a much better feeling among
jewelers everywhere. They also report that large
factories, which were closed for months, have been
resuming operations throughout the country, thus
giving work to thousands. Mr. Daller said this
spells business, and he then made the prediction
that this year's business will be fully so per
cent. larger than last year's.

A business transaction of special interest to
the Cincinnati jewelry trade and to the trade
throughout this section of the country was the
incorporation a few days ago of Thoma Brothers.
The incorporators are A. J. Thoma, Fred Thoma,
Jerome Thoma and Carl Thoma. The new firm
will hereafter be known as The Thoma Brothers
Company. The company is located at 14 and 16
E. Fourth Street and is one of the oldest and
best-known jewelers' supply houses in this part
of the United States. Under the name of Thoma
Brothers the firm has prospered for many years
and its increase of business is the cause for in-
corporating. The company's stock now includes,
besides all kinds of jewelers' tools and supplies,
complete lines of fobs, bracelets, lockets, chains
and watches. Fred, Jerome and Carl Thoma will
go on the road and A. J. Thoma will remain at
the home offices in Fourth Street.

A. & J. Plant, wholesale jewelers in Fourth
Street, reported demand a little backward in the
southern agricultural districts and also in the
West, but added that the Kentucky trade is very
good, the tobacco raisers now putting their earn-
ings into circulation very freely. The Mississippi
trade is fair. The firm said it looks for about
an average spring trade.

Mr. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg & Fox, whole-
salers, reported a fair volume of business for
February. The company's men are now in the
I\Arsesst and are preparing to do a good spring busi-le

N(Vallenstein, Mayer & Co., wholesale jewelers,
are very much pleased with the volume of business
which is gravitating to the firm. February this
year was much better than last, and the firm ex-
pects that by the time the spring trade is over it
will have done a very nice business.

Mr. Lange, of A. G. Schwab & Son, whole-
sale jewelers, said business with that firm was very
satisfactory and altogether different from that of
a year ago. He said the jewelry trade talks dif-
ferently now and that retailers are buying more
goods. There is a much better feeling prevalent
and it has helped sales wonderfully. Mr. Lange
just returned from a three weeks' business trip
through West Virginia and Ohio.

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Schwab are spending a
vacation in the East. Mr. Schwab attended the
meeting of the executive committee of the Na-
tional Wholesale Jewelers' Association in New
York City February 14th, as did also the follow-
ing Cincinnatians : A. J. Thoma, of Thoma
Brothers; Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons;
Joseph Noterman, of Joseph Noterman & Co., and
Simon Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.

Fox Brothers & Co. are considering enlarg-
ing their diamond-cutting plant. .

George H. Newstcdt, retail jeweler, said
trade was pretty good with him in February; in
fact, ever since before the holiday season.

Arno Dorst, of The Dorst Company, manu-
facturing jewelers, at Fifth and Elm Streets, said
business with his firm continues fair and that the
prospects are good for a nice spring trade.

Jacob Dorst and William Owens, two of the
deans of the local jewelry world, are now absorb-
ing the legal lore of Blackstone and other famous
legal writers. The Hamilton County Grand jury
required the.services of two additional good men,
and, in spite of their excuses of pressing business,
the court refused to let them off.

•1
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Made in 14 K.,

THE CHAS.
Chicago, 103 State Street

New York, 17 Maiden Lane

7.777- 111ft

10 K. and Sterling Silver

M. ROBBINS CO.
Attleboro, Mass.

SAMPLES ONLY

7,4 fsfaJAV-tr,
Keel.;

7)1 0)1 ETONN_N •r t

417:11)14,546.11-7§40)4 _ 

Hulse Brel hers. Jewelers, Middletown, N.Y.
PROP. SCIIIMICIt, Philadelphia, Pa. •

Dear Friend : I am very glad 10 write you in regard to the course. of
engraving I took at your College, and I can honestly say that I am more than
sat 'stied with t he course. I like especially your system of individual lust me-
i ion, as in this tray one is continually advancing without waiting for others.
I have engraved numerousjobsof different varieties, and they were found to
he very satisfactory. My engraved plate holds the attention of people pass-
ing by, and many think it is the work of an artist of years of experience,
and when Informed of the time actually spent they are surprised and can
scireely believe it. Very truly yours (Signed) L. MORTIMER HEISE.

FOR FIFTY DOLLARS we will
Teach You to Do First-class Engraving
A THREE MONTHS' COURSE in our Engraving Department will make
such an Engraver of you that you can do in a satisfactory manner the
engraving that would have to be done in the average jewelry store.
This should interest you. You can look this country over, and nowhere
will you find an institution whose students become first-
class Engravers in so short a time. It is our method of
teaching and years (15) of experience that count.

Mr. L. M. Hulse, who engraved this plate, original size
(18 x 20), never had any experience in the art of engraving
before attending our College, and this is a sample of his
work after three months' instructions. Is this not won-
derful ? I can truthfully say that he was not gifted for
such work any more than you or the average man, but
the whole secret of his and all our students' success is our method of teach-
ing, which is different from any other college in this country.

Come, let us make an Engraver of you. Send TO-DAY
for our Engraving Prospectus ; it will interest you.
A postal will bring it.

We TEACH
WATCHMAKING
ENGRAVING and
OPTICS thoroughly.
PRACTICAL, front the
beginning to the end

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
Broad and Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

F. W. SCHULER, PRINCIPAL ESTABLISHED 1894

V, a rcl I , 190()
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(Continued from page 427)

Meyer Greenwold, a jeweler from Parkers-
burg, W. Va., passed through the city last month
cnroute home from the West Baden (Ind.) Min
era! Springs.

-

Charles Rigdon, Mayor of Warsaw, Ind.,
State Secretary of the Fraternal Order of Eagles
and proprietor of a jewelry store at Warsaw,
recently came very near losing his $580 diamond
ring. According to the story, the Mayor was
aroused from his sleep early one morning by a
peculiar noise. He was surprised to see a mouse
carrying off his three-carat diamond ring. The
mouse had the ring half way through a small hole,
twenty feet from the table where it had been
placed the night before.

Ademar Rufle, a well-known jeweler of North
Manchester, Ind., is a candidate for State Fish
;Ind Game Commissioner, an office which he is
well qualified to fill. Mr. Rufle, a skilled fisher-
man and hunter, is familiar with the haunts and
habits of the fish and game of Indiana. He is
a recognized authority on hunting dogs and an
animal from his kennel never fails to bring a
high price. His many friends in the trade would
be glad to see Mr. Rufle receive the appointment
he desires. A native of Switzerland, Mr. Rufle
learned the watchmaking trade before he came to
this country. Under his training his two daughters
have become experts. Miss Anna is a watchmaker
and engraver and Miss May a watchmaker and
optician, and both take an active part in the
management of the Rufle jewelry store at North
Manchester. Mr. Rufle is a member of the City
Council and has always used his influence to im-
prove and beautify his home town.

Max Lang, formerly in the manufacturing
department of C. D. Peacock's retail store in Chi-
cago, has removed to this city and is working in
the ring department of the manufacturing shop
of Burns & Anderson.

John P. Mullally, Indianapolis, has been made
the official jeweler of America for the Fraternal
Order of Owls.

Before March 1st the Ontario Silverware
Company, at Muncie, Ind., will add about roo
persons to their pay roll when the new plant that
has been completed is placed in operation. The
factory will then give employment to 250 persons.
Work will be pushed on the new finishing and
forging departments.

Representative Murphy, of Montgomery
C'ounty, has a bill in the State Legislature that is
of interest to the jewelry trade. The bill pro-
hibits fraudulent or misleading advertisements of
jewelry and watches in newspapers or otherwise.
The bill has good chances of becoming a State law.

Fletcher M. Noe has returned from Chicago,
where he made arrangements to put in a large
line of cut glass. 

J. F. Harding, of Brownsburg, Ind., was a
rerpnt buyer in this market. He was returning from
1)anville, where Ile had been called on business.

C. Grafton, jeweler of Huntington, Ind., has
recently moved into larger and better quarters.

Ernest Hudson, watchmaker with his brother,
J. W. Hudson, of Fortville, Ind., is recovering
from a serious fall that fractured his shoulder
1,%Ide. He was brought to this city for treatment.

George F. Long, of New Richmond, Ind.,
a welcome visitor to this market last month.

I le was accompanied by his wife. Mr. and Mrs.
I–ng found time to visit the State Legislature.
Air. Long has been greatly interested in the fightaf-ainst the repeal of the State Board of Optom-
(-7 and has been active in aiding the supporters01 the optometry law.

Mrs. S. E. Anderson's jewelry store, at Bedford,
Ind., was broken into last month. The thieves
cirried off $40 in cash and several gold watches.

Ernest C. Lay, junior member of the jewelry
fl:an of Squires & Lay, at Laporte, Ind., wastl ianr,riof ed vtlaleipalarsistoof ilFdebruary to Miss Abbe Dug-v

W. W. Dale & Son, at Sullivan, Ind., were
-Yrs to the amount of $3000 from a fire that

■ ,..urred in their town February 1st. The firm,low located in temporary quarters awaiting the1.1,nilding of their former location.

KEYSTONE

W. F. Brewer, watchmaker formerly with
Don A. Hickman, is now doing bench work with
A. C. Joss, on Indiana Avenue.

Charles Peek, a well-known jeweler of this
city, has gone to California in hopes of recover-
ing his health, which has been greatly impaired
for the past few months.

Walter Cunningham, a 17-year-old boy, em-
ployed in the manufacturing shop of Ed. Johns,
in the Claypool Building, was arrested and bound
over to the grand jury February r6th on a charge
of grand larceny. Cunningham is said to have
obtained several diamonds on approval from local
jewelers whom he regularly visited in collecting
job work for Johns, his employer. It is claimed
that he disposed of the rings to his friends.

J. Q. Hayman, 53 years old, a book agent
from Milwaukee, Wis., was recently the victim
of a most unusual robbery. At Laurenceburg,
Ind., Mr. Hayman was walking from the railroad
station to the electric car line and carrying two
suit cases when a man approached him from be-
hind, reached over his shoulder and took his gold
eyeglasses off his nose. The bold thief escaped
in the darkness. Hayman was unable to give
even a vague description of the thief owing to
the absence of his glasses.

Fletcher Medearis, a man who celebrated his
ninety-ninth birthday anniversary last fall, visited
a Richmond, Ind., optician a few weeks ago to
get spectacles, the first he has ever worn. His
eyesight suddenly began to fail rapidly after
nearly a century of use. Mr. Medearis is an
uncle of Fletcher C. Medearis, watchmaker with
Burton Brothers, Indianapolis.

The National Tariff Commission Convention
held a three days' session in Indianapolis, begin-
ning February r6th. The report of the credential
committee showed that a total of 2083 delegates
had been accredited to the convention; 0326 of
these had been appointed by governors, mayors
and civic bodies and 756 by commercial, industrial,
agricultural and trade associations. A total of
forty-two States were represented. The statesman,
the farmer, the manufacturer, the labor and factory
experts were able to voice their sentiments.

National Wholesale Jewelers'
Association

A special meeting of the National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association of the United States was
held in New York City, at the rooms of the 24-
Karat Club, February r6th, 07th and 18th, and
was largely attended by representative members
of the firms comprising this organization.

The attendance was very gratifying, quite a
large delegation being present from Kansas City,
Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Denver, Cleveland,
Indianapolis, Detroit, Rochester, Buffalo, Lan-
caster, Philadelphia, Boston, St. Paul, Minne-
apolis and other points. The membership was
materially increased by the addition of a consider-
able number of prominent houses, and a temporary
organization was effected in New York, which
will be made permanent at an early date. It is
expected that practically the entire jobbing trade
in that city will become members, as, in addition
to those who have already joined, a great many
have expressed their intentions of doing so.

The proceedings were interesting, and, in ac-
cordance with a resolution adopted at a preced-
ing session, the number of the executive corn-
mittee and the scope of the work was enlarged,
due to the facts of the increased membership and
the considerable work which the association hopes
to accomplish.

The objects of the association briefly stated
are : To foster and promote a feeling of good
fellowship and good will among its members and
on broad and equitable lines to advance the wel-
fare of the wholesale jewelry trade of the United
States, and also to eliminate or minimize prac-
tices, abuses and methods inimical to the proper
conduct of business and to establish harmonious
relations between manufacturer, jobber and re-
tailer. Considerable work on this line has been
accomplished and a great deal more was laid out
for further consideration by the members which
will be taken up again at the annual convention,
which will be held in New York City on June 9, 1909.
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Among other matters which were brought
about for discussion and which received favorable
action at the hands of the organization was the
intent of members to do away with the practice
of jobbers selling direct to consumer and thus
interfering with the retail trade ; also that they
would use their best efforts to maintain and im-
prove the standard quality of goods in every way
possible and that they would be absolutely inde-
pendent and not tie themselves down to any in-
dividual, set or class of manufacturers, and, in
accordance with same, it was the view of the as-.
sociation to co-operate with such manufacturers
as conduct their business along the best lines and
for the advantage of trade in general.

It was also decided to endeavor to limit send-
ing of catalogues to legitimate jewelers only.

The question of proper ratings was also
taken up with the Jewelers' Board of Trade, and
similar action will follow with other mercantile
agencies in an endeavor to correct and make
more perfect the lists and books of these organi-
zations for the benefit of all concerned.

A vote of thanks was extended the 24-Karat
Club for its courtesy in allowing the use of the
rooms.

The most gratifying feature of the entire
meeting was the cordiality with which members met
one another ; the heads of many of the houses,
who had never been in personal contact before,
became acquainted, thereby getting in close touch
with the personality of their competitors.

In the course of the various gatherings the
sessions became a sort of experience meeting and
it was remarkable with what frankness the mem-
bers talked of their methods of doing business
and gave details regarding same. It spoke won-
ders for the possibilities of the organization. It
not only brought the members in closer touch with
the general body, but it also had the gratifying
effect of creating a great deal of enthusiasm
among the New York members, and is expected
the latter will become one of the strongest sec-
tions of the entire organization.

A general feeling of harmony and good will
was brought about, which was quite remarkable,
considering the fact that the organization is pri-
marily a business association, yet it is intended
to promote a feeling of good fellowship and good
will, and, in doing this, eradicate or minimize a
good many of the evils which have crept into the
trade in general.

The following is a list of those represented—
practically in all instances by members of the firms:

Chicago, Ill.—Benjamin Allen & Co., Otto
Young & Co., C. H. Knights-Thearle Company,
Sproehnle & Co., Stein & Ellbogen Company.

Kansas City, Mo.—C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company, Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company,
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch & Jewelry Company,
C. A. Kiger & Co.

Cleveland, Ohio—Bowler & Burdick Co.,
Sigler Brothers Company.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Baldwin-Miller Company.
St. Louis, Mo.—Bauman-Massa Jewelry Com-

pany.
Detroit, Mich.—Charles A. Berkey Company,

Noack & Gorenflo.
Rochester, N. Y.—Philip Present.

Em is ae y.
Denver, 

Buffalo, N. Y.—King, Raichle & King, King

Colo.—Edward Kehman Jewelry
Co W. W. Hamilton Jewelry Company.&

Lancaster, Pa.—FL S. Meiskey Company.
Philadelphia, Pa.—H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,

L. P. White, M. Sickles & Sons.
Boston, Mass.—Smith-Patterson Company.
Cincinnati, Ohio—Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.,

L. Gutmann & Sons, Thom Brothers, A. G.
Schwab & Sons, Joseph Noterman & Co.

St. Paul, Minn.—Sischo & Beard.
Minneapolis, Minn.—Reed, Bennett Company,

F. L. Bosworth & Co.
New York City—M. A. Mead & Co., Cross

& Beguelin, N. H. White & Co., R., L. & M.
Friedlander, Freudenheim Brothers & Levy, Kos-
suth-Marx Jewelry Company, Adolph Goldsmith
& Son, Charles L. Trout & Co., Theodore Yank-
atter & Co., Philip Zellenka & Son, W. J. Ward,
M. J. Averbeck, Jonas Koch, Henry Froelich &
Co., Lissauer & Co., C. G. Alford & Co., Henry
Freund & Bro.
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ONE
COLLAR

os
PIECE
BUTTON

TRADE is MARK
C

A Complete New Line

of

"Perfect One Piece"
Collar Buttons

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
AGAINST BREAKAGE

Will be Ready
May 1st, 1909

Stern Bros. & Co.
33 - 43 Gold Street

NEW YORK CITY

An unusually attractive line of SAMPLES
Especially designed for the

SPRING AND SUMMER TRADE
Is now ready for your inspection

Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Fobs, Bracelets, Studs, Crosses, Link Buttons, Hat Pins, Baby Pins, Veil Pins,Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Locket Rings, Bead Neck Chains, Charms, Festoons,Emblem Goods, Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives, Lapel Buttons, VestButtons, Collar Buttons, Rope Chains, Silver and Gold Thimbles, andSilver and Gold Match Boxes, Fob Seals, Cameo Goods.

STERN BROS. & CO., 33-43 Gold Street, New York
To avoid delay, use local address, 33-43 Gold St.

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively
POPULAR PRICES

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond 10-part ment : Diamond rutting Works:68 Nassau Street, New York 142 West 14th Street, New York

1 
Chicago, Illinois, 103 State Street

BRANCH OFFICES Amsterdam, Holland, 12 'Pulp Straat
London, England, Audrey House, Ely Place



The Williams Bros. Mfg• CO 
Glastonbury

. Connecticut

T
HE latest of our "Queen" designs in
QUALITYWARE is shown here. It
may be had in either bright or French
Gray. 5oz. or 12 oz. plate. Write for

I I Price-List. You will find it interesting

CARVING SET—Queen Elizabeth Design

THE WILLIAMS BROS. MFG. CO.
Plant Established 1846 Glastonbury, Conn.

The Automatic Eyeglass or Pencil-Holder

ESTABLISHED IBS.

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
SIANOFACTURESS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES

AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AN.39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.

BEND FOR CATALOGUE E

Made in WHITE,
Black Enamel, Gun
Metal, Rolled-Plate,
;old and Silver. These
are being advertised
in leading magazines,
directing purchasers to
jewelers and opticians.
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

U

G 22731 C

R D

0 Size 14 Karat Cases
A large and varied assortment of models and effects ranging from the

plain to the very elaborate extra heavy

G 01039 Hunting and Open-Face. Full Bascine. French
Bow. High-class engine-turning over center and
backs. Moderately priced.

G 01032 Hunting and Open-Face. Full Bascine. French
Bow. Plain, Satin and Roman in a large variety
of weights and prices.

G 22731 C. Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Illustrating a series consisting of several hundred
different patterns. Rich in color effects. High-
class goods at popular prices.

G 43320 E. Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Representing a series consisting of a large number
of patterns. The model is somewhat larger in
diameter than G 22731 C. Good weight. Moder-
ately priced.

R 42461 D.
R 42462 D.

Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Art Nouveau
Bows. Raised colored gold ornamentation on
effective backgrounds. Rich in color contrasts.
Heavy cases. Priced considerably less than what
is asked for similar goods. Your attention is par-
ticularly called to this line, which consists of a
number of attractive patterns. Complete assort-
ment now on the market.

R 82432 GC.. Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Art Nouveau
R 82483 GG. Bow. Extra Heavy Cases. Rich Renaissance

appliques of chromatic gold. Very elaborate high-
class cases.
Diamond Set Cases: Single Stone Star Set, Cres-
cents, Fleur-de-lis, Fancy Cluster Patterns, Fancy
Engraved Single Stone Star Set, and Cluster
Patterns,

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583'; THOUSANDTHS FINE

It 82482 GG

TRACE•MARK IN BACK

\N!RANr
G 14

J. .585 FINE •
/*/ 0
eit.W.C•C

GUARANTEE IN ■.Ar

14s0(/
RRILLIBRO met

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA

0 01032

G 43320 E

R 42462 D

CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

Ft 8248300

133
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Jewelers Everywhere Sell " S. & B.L.* Co." Lockets

ERIBEST
Tratletd\lark Ig. I'. S. It. ni

teld Star

IllitlitHttlt1T7.1t1t1,111,11,111111,11

517

Guaranteed 11Mat 

945
126

3500 Designs
Label Inside

S. & B. L. * Co.

Salable Lockets

EVERY STYLE

EVERY SHAPE

EVERY FINISH
173

The ever-increasing Popularity of VER1BEST LO
CKETS makes them an essential in the progressi

ve jeweler's display

Order to-day a Dozen assorted EASTER Lockets 
Sold only through Veribest Jobbers Everywhere

100 Stewart Street (Factory) PROVIDENC
E, R. I.

11 Maiden Lane, New York City 
(Send for Catalogue) 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago,

CHAS. F.

,

WOOD
,t,,,41M-=

& CO., INC.
-‘..."-- ••••N I–

Ito :.0k '*.M c------1 L J 11.

LANE, NEW YORK15 MAIDEN

OUR COMPLETE STOCK CONTAINS EVERY SIZE OF A
LL THE BETTER GRADES. WE CAN SUPPLY

ANY IMMEDIATE NEED THE SAME DAY WE RECEIVE 
YOUR ORDER

670

TO THE BUYER
You call INCREASE YOUR SALES
if you buy the most desirable line. This
is what you will get if you see our line of

Jewel Cases, Clocks
Candles, Candelabras
Smoking Sets
Glass Tobacco, Cigar,
Puff and Pomade Jars
Desk Sets
Trays, Fern Dishes
Hat Pin Holders, etc., etc.

and give us your orders for 1909.

We have a lot of things new and

interesting to show you that will bear

the most exacting demands of the Retail

Jeweler.

150

437

181

669

THE BRAINARD
& WILSON CORP.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE.

DANBURY, CONN.
NEW YORK OFFICE-621 BROADWAY, ROOM 531

WE DESIGN AND MAKE SOUVENIRS
Send for our Catalogue

936
937



1879
"WATERBURY"

EVOLUTION
1909

" HALE "
We Respond to the Present Demand for a Low-Priced Watch with our

Thirty years ago we met the demand
for a low-priced watch with the
"WATERBURY." It was a real watch,
as every jeweler knows, but crude in
many respects. It served its purpose and—

How it did sell!

Right up to date as usual
12 Size Thin Model

A WATCH WITH A WATCH MOVEMENT

A Real Watch
Remember the long wind?

A Real Watch—Improved
12 Size, Thin Model

18,000 beats to the hour (recognized as the proper
beat for a watch to be carried)

Hardened and polished pinions
All pinions and wheels cut, assuring accuracy
All winding wheels hardened and tempered
Jeweled
Enamel Dial
Guaranteed

Greatest Watch Proposition on the Market

Progress Improvement Perfection

We believe in Progress—keep up to date with our models—adopt new methods as
they prove themselves worthy of adoption—eliminate the old as we find something better
to take its place.

We are constantly Improving our product. A casual glance at the above illustrations
is sufficient evidence of this fact. We improve every part of every watch we manufacture
as we are convinced that the part needs improving and that the new way is better than
the old.

We aim at Perfection—are never quite satisfied—believe honestly that we are giving
you the best value for the money that present conditions will allow. But you may always
look forward to a better New England.

The "HALE" may be obtained direct from

THINNEST MODEL AT THE PRICE

To the Trade in Nickel Cases, at $1.45
Gun Metal - - - $1.95
10-year Gold Filled - 3.45 6 per cent. Discount for Cash

This watch is exactly as represented. High-class workmanship through-
out, nothing slighted. Cased, timed and tested before leaving the factory.

Our thirty years' experience have taught us to make high-grade watches
that can be sold at a medium price.

Mr. Dealer:

When price is exactly the same, which is the best seller, which the safest and most profitable?
A Real Watch or an imitation?
A Watch with jewels, hardened pinions, enamel dial, etc., or an imitation, with cheap paper dial,

no jewels and excuses for pinions?

OR FROM OUR DISTRIBUTORS 

Boston, Mass.
D. C. Percival & Co.
Smith-Patterson Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.
King & Eisele

Cincinnati, Ohio
L. Gutman & Sons
Oskamp, Nolting & Co.
A. G. Schwab & Sons

Cleveland, Ohio
The Bowler & Burdick Co.

Chicago, Ill.
Benj. Allen & Co.
Despres, Bridges & Noel
Lapp & Flershem
M. A. Mead & Co.
Norris, Alister & Co.
Stein & Ellbogen Co.
Otto Young 8c Co.

The "HALE may be obtained direct from

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
Waterbury, Conn.

OR FROM OUR DISTRIBUTORS

Kansas City, Mo.
The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co.
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch & Jewelry

Co.

Dallas, Texas
Shuttles Bros. & Lewis

Denver, Colo.
The Edw. Lehman Jewelry Co.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Reed-Bennett Co.
S. H. Clausin & Co.

New York City
C. G. Alford & Co.
Cross & Beguelin
Jonas Koch
Lissauer & Co.
M. A. Mead & Co.
Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
N. H. White 8c Co.

Omaha, Nebr.
The A. F. Smith Co.

New Orleans, La.
Leonard Krower

Philadelphia, Pa.
H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons
M. Sickles & Sons
L. P. White

Pittsburg, Pa.
The W. J. Johnston Co.
M. A. Mead & Co.

Providence, R. I.
The Albert Walker Co.

Canada
P. W. Ellis & Co., Toronto
Smith-Patterson Co., Ltd., Montreal

Rochester, N. Y.
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A depthing and a train of gearing. A
depthing is a wheel gearing into a pinion.
,1 combination or series of depthings, in
which each wheel gears into the pinion of
the next wheel in order, is a train of gear-
ing, or simply a train. Each wheel and the
pinion upon which it is fastened is a con-
tinuous-acting lever. Many workmen think
that the wheel and the pinion into which it
works constitute a lever, and they will cal-
culate that a wheel of 64 teeth gearing into
a pinion of eight leaves (and each having a
proportionate diameter) will form a lever
whose arms are as 8 to i in length and
power. But that is a mistaken idea.

A wheel and the pinion connected to-
gether form a lever, one arm of which re-
ceives power, and the other arm transmits
it to the next lever in the train. The arm
which receives power from some, external
source is called the power arm, and the arm
which transmits the.power to the next piece
is called the resistance arm, because it over-
comes some resistance by lifting a weight,
revolving a pinion, or doing some other
work. In watches the pinion leaf constitutes
the power arm, because it receives power
from the preceding wheel in the train; and
the tooth of the wheel is the end of the
resistance arm ; the fulcrum or center of the
lever being the center of the arbor on which
both the wheel and the pinion revolve; i. e.,
le center of its pivots.

The pinion and its leaves constitute a
, yries of power arms fixed to and revolving
pon the same axis, each one coming into
ytion and taking up the work where the
eceding leaf left off. In like manner the
heel constitutes a similar series of resist-
Ice arms, fixed upon the same arbor Or
-is, and each tooth is the end of one resist-

. .!ce arm, whose length is the distance from
'e point of contact on the tooth to the
-nter of the pivot. The length of the
wer arm is the distance from the point of
ditact on the leaf to the center of the pivot.
lie lever consists of the two arms (tooth
id leaf), which are in action at the same

It is customary to consider the pitch
.idius of the wheel or the pinion as the
orking length of the lever arm. The dis-

tance from the center of the wheel to its
pitch circle will, therefore, be the length of
the resistance arm of the lever, and the
distance from the center of the pinion to
its center will be the length of the power
arm.

Power and velocity. There are two
points to be considered in the action of a
lever—the power it exerts or transmits, and
the velocity which it gives to the succeeding
piece. These proceed in opposite propor-
tions or ratios; i. e., a lever which can exert
a greater power than it receives must also
give a less velocity, and vice versa. Fig. 6
will illustrate this. Pad is a lever, whose
fulcrum or axis is at a; its power arm is Pa,
and its resistance arm is ad. The arm ad is
six times as long as the arm aP, therefore a

weight of one pound suspended from d wiH
balance six pounds at P, and we say that the
power is to the resistance as 6 to 1. But
that is not the ratio between the lengths of
the two arms, for they are exactly the
reverse : the length of the power (Pa) is
to that of the resistance arm (ad) as x to 6.

Power of a lever. From this we obtain
the rule : The power is to the resistance in
the inverse ratio of the lengths of their
arms. For example, the lengths of power
arm and the resistance arm being in the
ratio of I to 6, the power will be to the
resistance in the inverse ratio of 6 to 1. We
might very properly express the foregoing
rule thus : The power of the power arm is
to that of the resistance arm in the inverse
ratio of their lengths. That would fit a
good many problems more plainly than if
expressed the other way. It is, of course,
understood that a lever has no power of its
own, but only that which is conferred upon
it. The power of the power is that which
it receives from another lever or directly
from a weight or spring, and the power of
the resistance arm is that which it receives
from the power arm, in accordance with
the ratio expressed in the foregoing rules.

Velocity is a term which implies both

(441)

distance and time—a certain distance is a
certain time, as, one inch in a second, or one
mile in a minute, as the velocity of a wheel
on a railroad train. If we say simply that
a weight is lifted one inch, that has no
reference to velocity, but merely to distance
or space. But one inch per second would
be a velocity; i. e., a ratio of motion. In
the case of a lever, whatever time one end
occupies in moving the other also occupies,
because they necessarily move together. In
calculating the velocity or speed of a lever,
we may omit any consideration of time, and
find either the distance the weights (or
ends) move, or the distance they move in
a given time. The latter will be their actual
velocity, the former will be the relative dis-
tances moved by each in the same time, or
their relative velocities.

In Fig. 6 it is plain that if the end P
moves one inch or one foot, the end d will
move six times as far, because ad is six
times as long as aP. So, if the lever ended
at b, b would move three times as far, be-
cause ab is three times as long as aP.
FIence we have the rule : The distances
moved by the two arms of a lever are in
the ratio of their lengths. And as both ends
move through their respective distances in
the same time, which gives their velocities,
we may also say : The velocity of the power
arm is to that of the resistance arm in the
ratio of their lengths. Or, to put it all in
one rule : In a lever the distance or velocity
of the two arms is in a direct ratio, and
their power is in an inverse ratio to their
lengths. If the resistance arm is four times
as long as the power arm, the weight lifted
by the lever will be one-fourth of that ap-
plied, but it will move four times as far,
therefore the work done at that end will be
the same as that at the power end—for what
is lost in power is made up in distance
traveled or lifted.

Work done. Thus we see that what is
gained by the use of a lever in power is lost
in distance moved or velocity, and what is
gained in distance or velocity is lost in
power. The amount of work done is the
same in both cases. Work is a term which
implies three factors : weight lifted (or its
equivalent in resistance overcome) ; distance
through which it is lifted in a given unit of
time, say one second, and time, or the num-

(Continued on page 443)
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depthing and a train of gearing. A
depthing is a wheel gearing into a pinion.
A combination or series of depthings, in

\ vhich each wheel gears into the pinion of
the next wheel in order, is a train of gear-
ing-, or simply a train. Each wheel and the
pinion upon which it is fastened is a con-
tinuous-acting lever. Many workmen think
that the wheel and the pinion into which it
works constitute a lever, and they will cal-
culate that a wheel of 64 teeth gearing into
a pinion of eight leaves (and each having a
Proportionate diameter) will form a lever
whose arms are as 8 to i in length and
power. But that is a mistaken idea.

A wheel and the pinion connected to-
gether form a lever, one arm of which re-
ceives power, and the other arm transmits
it to the next lever in the train. The arm
which receives power from some, external
source is called the power arm, and the arm
which transmits the.power to the next piece
is called the resistance arm, because it over-
comes some resistance by lifting a weight,
revolving a pinion, or doing some other
work. In watches the pinion leaf constitutes
the power arm, because it receives power
from the preceding wheel in the train; and
the tooth of the wheel is the end of the
resistance arm ; the fulcrum or center of the
1ttver being the center of the arbor on which
itoth the wheel and the pinion revolve; i. e.,
:;)e center of its pivots.

The pinion and its leaves constitute a
ries of power arms fixed to and revolving
pon the same axis, each one coming into
.tion and taking up the work where the

'.-eceding leaf left off. In like manner the
heel constitutes a similar series of resist-
Te arms, fixed upon the same arbor Or
is, and each tooth is the end of one resist-
Ce arm, whose length is the distance from

.e point of contact on the tooth to the
nter of the pivot. The length of the
'ver arm is the distance from the point of
.ntact on the leaf to the center of the pivot.
he lever consists of the two arms (tooth
id leaf), which are in action at the same
ne. It is customary to consider the pitch
tilius of the wheel or the pinion as the
.orking length of the lever arm. The dis-

tance from the center of the wheel to its
pitch circle will, therefore, be the length of
the resistance arm of the lever, and the
distance from the center of the pinion to
its center will be the length of the power
arm.

Power and velocity. There are two
points to be considered in the action of a
lever—the power it exerts or transmits, and
the velocity which it gives to the succeeding
piece. These proceed in opposite propor-
tions or ratios; i. e., a lever which can exert
a greater power than it receives must also
give a less velocity, and vice versa. Fig. 6
will illustrate this. Pad is a lever, whose
fulcrum or axis is at a; its power arm is Pa,
and its resistance arm is ad. The arm ad is
six times as long as the arm aP, therefore a

FIG. 6

e.

weight of one pound suspended from d will

balance six pounds at P, and we say that the

power is to the resistance as 6 to i. But
that is not the ratio between the lengths of
the two arms, for they are exactly the
reverse: the length of the power (Pa) is
to that of the resistance arm (ad) as I to 6.

Power of a lever. From this we obtain
the rule: The power is to the resistance in
the inverse ratio of the lengths of their
arms. For example, the lengths of power

arm and the resistance arm being in the

ratio of I to 6, the power will be to the
resistance in the inverse ratio of 6 to 1. We
might very properly express the foregoing

rule thus: The power of the power arm is

to that of the resistance arm in the inverse

ratio of their lengths. That would fit a
good many problems more plainly than if
expressed the other way. It is, of course,
understood that a lever has no power of its
own, but only that which is conferred upon
it. The power of the power is that which
it receives from another lever or directly
from a weight or spring, and the power of
the resistance arm is that which it receives
from the power arm, in accordance with
the ratio expressed in the foregoing rules.

Velocity is a term which implies both
(441)

distance and time—a certain distance is a
certain time, as, one inch in a second, or one
mile in a minute, as the velocity of a wheel
on a railroad train. If we say simply that
a weight is lifted one inch, that has no
reference to velocity, but merely to distance
or space. But one inch per second would
be a velocity; i. e., a ratio of motion. In
the case of a lever, whatever time one end
occupies in moving the other also occupies,
because they necessarily move together. In
calculating the velocity or speed of a lever,
we may omit any consideration of time, and
find either the distance the weights (or
ends) move, or the distance they move in
a given time. The latter will be their actual
velocity, the former will be the relative dis-
tances moved by each in the same time, or
their relative velocities.

In Fig. 6 it is plain that if the end P
moves one inch or one foot, the end d will
move six times as far, because ad is six
times as long as aP. So, if the lever ended
at b. b would move three times as far, be-
cause ab is three times as long as aP.
Hence we have the rule : The distances
moved by the two arms of a lever are in
the ratio of their lengths. And as both ends
move through their respective distances in
the same time, which gives their velocities,
we may also say : The velocity of the power
arm is to that of the resistance arm in the
ratio of their lengths. Or, to put it all in
one rule: In a lever the distance or velocity
of the two arms is in a direct ratio, and
their power is in an inverse ratio to their
lengths. If the resistance arm is four times
as long as the power arm, the weight lifted
by the lever will be one-fourth of that ap-
plied, but it will move four times as far,
therefore the work clone at that end will be
the same as that at the power end—for what
is lost in power is made up in distance
traveled or lifted.

Work done. Thus we see that what is
gained by the use of a lever in power is lost
in distance moved or velocity, and what is
gained in distance or velocity is lost in
power. The amount of work clone is the
same in both cases. Work is a term which
implies three factors : weight lifted (or its
equivalent in resistance overcome) ; distance
through which it is lifted in a given unit of
time, say one second, and time, or the num-

(Continued on page 443)
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her of seconds during which the weight con-
tinues to be lifted at that rate. The product
of the weight, the distance and the time is
the amount of work done. For example,
if a man carries a ton of coal up one flight
of stairs in one hour, he does a certain
amount of work, expressed by the equation
+I + I = I. But if he carries two tons

up one flight in one-half hour, or one-half
ton up two flights in one hour, he will in
each case have accomplished the same
amount of work as before, because
2 + I + y2 = 1, and Y2 + 2 ± I = 1. The
product, which expresses the amount of
work done, is the same in all three cases.

The work done by a weight is the
power it gives out, and, if we disregard
friction, etc., it is the same as the work
which would be required to lift it up to the
same height that it fell ; i. e., the product of
the weight, in pounds, grains, or any other
unit, into the distance it is lifted per second
or per minute, in feet, inches, etc., and that
product into the time, or number of seconds
or minutes during which it is lifted at that
rate. Therefore, a weight of ten pounds
does the same amount of work in falling
ten feet in one minute, or one foot in ten
minutes, and the same as a weight of one
pound falling one hundred feet in one
minute, or ten feet in ten minutes, because
the product of weight, distance and time is
the same in each case.

The work done by a spring is found
by comparison with a weight, and it is the
product of the weight it can lift, into the
distance it can lift it per second (or minute),
and the number of seconds (or minutes) it
continues to lift that weight at that speed.
The power of a spring varies, according to
how far it is unwound or run down, and
can only be found for a certain position or
amount of flexure, as it will be different in
any other position. The power of the usual
springs can be easily found by means of
the ordinary mainspring balances. These
screw on the arbor square of the spring,
and a weight slides outward along the rod
till it just balances the power of the spring.
A short calculation will then give the num-
ber of grains or ounces in a weight which
ould be equivalent to the tension of the
'ring in that position.

In the main wheel or barrel of a watch
we length of the power arm is the distance
loin the center to the point where the outer

cild of the mainspring is attached, not where
the inner end is attached to the arbor collet;
that is merely a support for that end of
tile spring, precisely as if it was attached

to the plate or to the watch case. The
length of the resistance arm is the distance
from the center to the pitch circle of the
main wheel. The two arms are therefore
of nearly equal lengths, and the power
transmitted to the center pinion is nearly as
much as that received by the main wheel
from the mainspring.

To show that wheels and pinions are
really levers, we give in Fig. 7 a series of
three wheels and pinions arranged as levers.
The short arms are the radii of the pinions
and the long arms are the radii of the
wheels. Their respective lengths have the
same ratios as the numbers of their teeth

FIG. 7

and leaves, as we have already shown in
Article III. If they are not of those lengths
in actual work, then their diameters are not
correct; the depthings will be defective, and
the sizes should be changed to conform to
the rules before given. Their sizes are ac-
cordingly indicated in Fig. 7 in the con-
ventional way, by putting over each lever
arm the number of teeth or of leaves that
it represents, and their lengths in the draw-
ing may be made to correspond to those
ratios, although it is not necessary in this
case, because the calculations will be made
with the numbers only, on the supposition
that the actual sizes correspond to them.

FIG. 8

In practice, the acting tooth and leaf
are seldom found exactly opposite each
other and in a straight line, as shown in the
cut, but the mechanical action of the lever
is the same, no matter what their relative
positions may be, so long as their lengths
remain unchanged—except that, at some
angles, a much greater pressure or friction
is brought upon the pivots. The series of
straight levers may therefore properly rep-
resent a train of wheels and pinions whose
arms have the relative lengths shown by the
figures. The work done is, of course, calcu-
lated from the lengths of the arms of the
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successive levers. A weight W, of 360
grains, suspended from the end of the first
lever, will give at its other end a power
10/64 of 360 = 564 grains. That is trans-
ferred by contact to the first end of the
middle lever. At its last end it will transmit
a power io/6o of 564 = 9Y8, grains to the
third lever, which at its other end can bal-
ance a weight of to/6o of 93 grains, which
is 19/16 grains.

In Fig. 8 we show a train of gearing
which includes the main, center, third,
fourth and escape wheels with their pinions,
represented as rollers corresponding to
their respective pitch circles. In the main
wheel the inner circle shows the diameter
of the barrel or circle where the outer end
of the mainspring is attached, and the force
of the spring is represented by the weight
W, suspended from that circle. This weight
W, of course, represents the force of the
spring only at some specified instant ; for
instance, when it is fully wound up. Let us
suppose that the radius of the inner circle
is 72, and that of the outer one (main
wheel) is 8o, and that the weight W is 4800
grains—that being the weight that the
spring could balance in that position. We
will also suppose that the radii of the differ-
ent wheels and pinions are the same number
of hundredths of an inch as the numbers
of the teeth and leaves of each. We will
mark each wheel and pinion with this num-
ber, which will then express both the num-
ber of teeth or leaves and the length of the
radius of each. The number 36 on the
escape wheel represents its radius to the
point of the tooth.

In the main wheel the lever arms are
72 and 80. The power arm (72) receives
4800 grains of force, and the resistance arm
gives it out in the inverse ratio of 8o to 72,
which gives us the proportion 8o : 72 ::-
4800 : 4320; e., the main wheel transmits
to the center pinion a force of 4320 grains.
The lever arms in the center wheel are io
and 64, and the center wheel will therefore
transmit to the third wheel a force of
—64 : 10 ::4320 :675 grains.

In the third wheel, the lever arms are
8 and 6o. They will therefore transmit to
the fourth wheel a force found by the
proportion : — 6o : 8 :: 675 : 90 grains.

In the fourth wheel the lever arms are
8 and 6o. They will therefore transmit to
the escape wheel a force — 6o : 8 : : 90 : 12
grains.

In the escape wheel the lever arms are
6 and 36. It will therefore exert on the
lever pallets a force of 36 : 6 :: 12 : 2
grains. We will have to defer the remain-
der of the calculations to our next article.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Cleaning Watches

T HE K E .1"SrlrONE

The Necessary Essentials to Insure Success as
Proven by Experience

By Da. A. B. TARBOX, President of the Omaha Watch
Repairing, Engraving and Optical Institute

There is probably no one part of watch
repairing as badly abused or neglected as
the cleaning of watches. Nor is there any
other repairs that require more care or
skill on fine timekeepers than cleaning.
Simply cleaning watches so they will run,
or cleaning them so they will wear and
keep time, is quite a different matter. It is
estimated there are over ii,soo,000 watches
sold annually in the United States.

Watches, as a rule, should
Cleaned and be cleaned and re-oiled
Oiled Each about every twelve months,
Year or even in less time when

carried where dust is con-
stantly flying. Fine dirt will work into the
most dust-proof watch case made. The
amount of watches used ought to bring a
handsome revenue to those who are consien-
tious and are really skilled repairers. Out
of our twenty-two thousand watch repairers
in the United States, I would not give over
ten per cent. of them a fine watch of mine to
clean if they would pay $lo to let them do
the job. I am sure they would injure it
more than that amount.

While traveling for one of the big
watch companies as mechanical representa-
tive I certainly met with freaks in the so-
called watchmaking line. One man told me
he had not used either pith or peg wood in
years. As he expressed it, he brushed the
plates with gasoline, put on plenty of oil,
slammed them together and they ran. It is
estimated that the average life of a watch
is only four and one-half years, while a
good seven-jeweled one ought to wear fifty
years or more if taken care of and cleaned
when required. But most people that carry
a watch never think to have it cleaned and
oiled as long as it will run at all. A watch
is only a small machine and it needs atten-
tion as well as any other one.

What other machine will
run night and day for
twelve months without
cleaning and oiling? I

have heard intelligent people say they
,,,ould never have a watch repaired, as it
would not keep time afterwards. The fault
might either lie with the owner or the re-
1)airer. There is no good reason why a
watch should not be repaired as well as
...ny other machine or wagon, and a good
lob be made of it. Many times after being
cepaired by a skilled workman they will
..eep better time than when they were new,
S about three months is the probation

-ieriod of a new watch. It usually takes
,bout that time before it will settle down to
.1 steady rate.

Fallacies
About Repairs

.1 inecpoamirpeertsent
I told one man who was
kicking about not being able
to get time out of a certain
make of watches that the

ompany did not make brains for the
,ewelers—they were only making watches.

The workman who uses gasoline exclusively,
or cyanide solution on every watch, is about
on a par with the one who will take a
factory-made balance staff (after an expert
has shellaced it true and taken the utmost
pains to finish the end and sides of the
pivots), stick it in a wire chuck, no matter
if it runs true or not, and stone it down to
fit the old jewel, or cut off the end to make
the endshake, which simply ruins the staff.
Neither realizes the damage they are doing.
When a balance staff is annealed in an
adjusted watch, in case of a pivot job, or
the jewel pin is set with shellac when the
table rooler is on the staff, there is no
adjustment to temperature left. When a
balance wheel is heated up to 130° F. it
softens the balance so it will not respond,
and a soft balance cannot be adjusted. It
takes 6000 of heat to blue steel, and that
is not soft enough for drilling in a good
staff.

Repair
Material

Too many jewelers try to
get along with too little
material of an inferior
quality. A good stock of

materials not only saves one man's time and
wages, but much more and better work can
be done. Balance jewels should be changed
instead of reducing pivots to fit the old
jewels. (Save the old jewels for other
jobs.) Get along with the work and earn
your salary. A good, well-selected stock
of materials is the best investment a jeweler
can have. I worked with one man in Little
Rock, Ark., who turned out $245.50 worth
of watch work in one month. One of our
students staked in a factory-made staff in
five minutes and had the watch running.
Don't think I advocate rush work. The
slower, painstaking workman will earn
more in a year, besides saving the reputa-
tion of the house for good workmanship,
than the rusher, because he cuts down the
percentage of comebacks, which consumes
much of his time without remuneration.
What I do believe in is system and a good
lot of material so one can work advantage-
ously. In the age of English and Swiss
watches we were obliged to make much
of the materials used. But with the Ameri-
can watch, a good fitter and finisher is the
main essential of good workmanship.

Before taking down a
watch movement in order to
clean it, examine as thor-
oughly as possible. See

that the balance and train wheels have the
proper endshake and no perceptible side-
shake in the pivot holes. See that the
guard pin has the proper safety action. The
bankings should be set so there is only Y2°
of shake between the guard pin and rooler
table. Revolve the balance slowly with the
finger, see that the jewel pin leaves the slot
in the fork at the same time the escape
tooth drops off of the pallet jewels, and the
fork very nearly reaches the bankings. No
more run should be given the pallates after
the tooth escapes than to insure a safe
action. Usually Y2° is enough. Never open
the bankings or bend the guard pin away
from the rooler table in order to locate the
defects in the escapement. If there is any
repairs to be made, do that before cleaning,

Making Ready
for Cleaning
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then it will not have to be cleaned the
second time. There is no excuse for one
to ever put their fingers on the plates or
bridges after the watch is cleaned.

The methods of cleaning,
as used by some of the most
successful workmen I have
known, is to string the

plater and bridges on a wire, and the train
wheels on another one, dip them in one part
sulphuric ether and two parts benzine to
remove the oil and dirt. Then dip them
in good alcohol to kill the effects of the
benzine or it will spoil the oil in a few
months and cause it to become black and
gummy. Dry by drawing or shaking the
parts in boxwood sawdust. Do not dip the
balance or pallets in alcohol as it cuts the
shellac and loosens the jewels. Take the
balance in the tweezers by the rim, dip in
the first solution and draw through sawdust
with hairspring and rooler on the staff. Dip
pallets and fork in same way, brush off
sawdust with a fine soft brush, holding
them in watch paper. Pith off the pivots
and keep under glass shade. The plates
may be brushed with a circular motion with
a little fine chalk, silverene, magnesia or
burnt bone on a soft brush and breath on
the plates occasionally to bring up the luster.

The balance jewels can be
The Balance taken out either before the
Jewels plates are cleaned or after-

wards. Dip end stones,
cock and foot jewels in alcohol, rub
on flat hand buff until dry, peg out the
.hole jewels and replace them. A good
plan is to put oil on the end stones before
replacing, in an American watch, but
not on a loose endstone on a Swiss watch.
The sinks in cock and foot jewels need
oiling also, as the balance pivots and center
staffs run dry before any other parts of the
watches. The train and stem wind parts
may be dipped and dried in sawdust then
brushed with a medium stiff brush, es-
pecially the teeth and leaves of pinions,
then pith off the pivots, rub a new brush
on coarse sandpaper, which removes the
sharp end of the bristles to prevent scratch-
ing the watch. When watch plates are badly
tarnished they may be washed after dipping
in benzine with castile soap or baking soda
and hot water. If that fails to remove the
tarnish, dip in solution of cyanide of potash,
one ounce to one quart of soft water.

Great care must be used
Use of when applying cyanide. All
Cyanide moveable parts must be

stripped from plates, then
dipped in benzine to prevent cyanide from
collecting under the burnish of the jewels.
Before using cyanide wash in hot water and
dry in hot sawdust. Cyanide cuts the gold
gilding off of the plates and should not be
used only in rare cases. I have seen many
old black watch movements with corroded
jewel settings from the effects of cyanide.
When any polishing powder is used on
plates be sure to remove all of it, rub the
jewels and sinks with peg wood and peg
out the holes. Balance wheels when
tarnished can be cleaned by dipping in
strong cyanide solution, rinse well, rub the

(Continued on page 447)

Method of
Cleaning
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LARK
The e`SOLID PALLET" best of

'STANDARD JEWELERS " Alarm Clock

For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a com-
plete set of lessons,
well illustrated, in
letter and mono-
gram engraving on
jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lessons are
prepared by an ex-
pert engraver of
twenty-five years'
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
and tempering
moist plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting ; en-
graving script and
other letters; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
cemen ting and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
is also a perfect tool
iharpener; steel
marker and bu r-
nigher, dividers ; 10
met al plates; 6
rings and 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
and a hook of
" Monograms and
Alphabets."

SELLS AT SIGHT

AT HOME

Every letter of the
alphabet combined
with every other
letter in script and
block styles ; Script,
Old English, Ro-

man, Block, Ger-
man, Hebrew and
G reek Alphabets;

Year-Date Mono-

grams ; Ornamental
Initials; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms.

$1.00
Postpaid

Cash, No Cheeks

"Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver were standing over my shoulder
and telling me what to do. I could do pretty good work after one week's practice."

RAY C. 13ASSETT, Woonsocket, S. I iak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Inch Seamless Brass Case with Knurled Front and Flush

Back with Knurled Edge. CASE AND TRIMMINGS

ALL NICKEL PLATED AND HIGHLY POLISHED.

lias switch for stopping alarm

WE DO THE BEST
MINIATURE PORTRAITS

Watchts
Dials
13ro0che.s

kt.s
We copy any portrait,

group or scene.
We also make high-

grade and cheap Hand-
painted Miniatures, in
colors, for brooches or
locketkon ivory.

BECAUSE

Our Photo - tuiti
ture work is 11
only kind that giv•
perfect copy •
original, and 01..1
will not fade or peel
off.
Photos returned

in good condition.

PRICE-MST AND S..% 11'1,1,; SENT ON REQUEST

GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N.Y.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING MATTER FURNISHED

JEWELERS UPON APPLICATION

Made of soft specially prepared non-tarnishing
leather, in tan shades ; sizes, 12, 16 and 18.

ASK ABOUT THE TATTOO INTERMITTENT

With YOUR name and address printed
On the front it makes a "Live Ad."

A.rk Your Dealer or Write for Sample

Made only by the

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence, Rhode Island
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How to Make a Simple Tie Pin

With a few inches of gold or gold-
filled wire, a blowpipe and spirit lamp, a
little solder and a few files, it is surprising
how many small articles of jewelry can be
made, says the Electrician and Mechanic.

Unless one wants to go in for jewelry
work thoroughly there is no need to have
a large stock of tools, and the few which are
needed are quite inexpensive.

The tie pin, illustrated at Fig. r, is a
very simple piece of work, the only diffi-
culty lying with the soldering.

The wire used should be a little over
r/32d inch in diameter. First of all, the
ring should be made, and to do this a
mandrel of round wire should be provided.
Ordinary French wire nails, trued up a little
with a fine file, are very useful, and for this
particular purpose a 3-inch nail will be the
best.

Carefully wrap a portion of the wire
around the nail, and when it forms an even
ring, file across and fit the ends together.
If more than one ring is required, it will
be advisable to wrap the wire around the
nail several times, draw the resulting spiral
off, and saw along the length with a fret
saw and the rings will then fall off.

The next stage of the work is to solder
the ring. We shall require a carbon or
charcoal block on which to place the work,
next a spirit lamp, burning methylated
spirit, or a Bunsen burner burning gas, a
mouth blowpipe, a small quantity of borax,
and a little solder, either silver solder or
gold a few karats less than that used.

The borax should be rubbed down on
a saucer with a little water to form a paste;
the solder should be cut into small pieces or
may be filed down with a coarse file and
placed on a piece of paper in readiness. It
may be advisable, before actually soldering
the ring, to have some practice with the
blowpipe, and in that case the small beads
attached to the outside of the ring may be
made. First, cut off six r/r6th inch lengths
of wire, and drop them into the borax solu-
tion; next take one bit out and place it on
the charcoal block ; direct the blue portion
of the flame directly upon it, as shown at
Fig. 3 ; keep up the flame with long breaths,
and it will be seen that the wire will get
white hot and then gather itself together
and form a glistening ball. The beginner
will find a little difficulty at first in keeping
a steady current of air flowing through the
blowpipe ; it is best to keep the cheeks well
filled, and take fairly long breaths.

When the six beads have been made, it
will not be so difficult to do the soldering.

To solder the ring, paint the two por-
tions which are to be joined with the borax
solution. A match stick, bruised at the end,
makes a good brush ; place the ring on the
block and place a piece of solder, or a few
of the filed grains, on the join. The flame
should now be directed around the solder
until the work is all thoroughly heated, and
it will be seen that the solder will bubble up.
When the borax has ceased boiling, direct
the flame right on to the solder, and as soon
as the sides of the join get red hot, the
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solder will run and fill the space. It is
possible that the beginner will not be able
to effect this at the first time, for if the heat-
ing up takes too long, the surface of the
metal will become oxidized and the solder
will not flow. If it is found that the solder
has not thoroughly flushed the joint, the
ring should be dipped in a pickle to remove
the oxide. A suitable pickle will be found
in a solution of sulphuric acid one part and
water eight parts. When the ring is re-
moved from the pickle, wash and dry it well
in a clean sawdust and then paint with

. FIG. I

FIG 2

borax solution, place on more solder and
heat up again in the same way.

The ring should now be properly joined
and may be cleaned up with a very fine file.
At each point where a bead is to be soldered
on the round surface should be slightly
flattened with the file. Next hollow out,
with a penknife, a space in the charcoal to
take the ring, and at each point (six in all),
where the beads are to be placed, scoop
out a little hollow so that they will fit tightly
against the side of the ring and there can

FIG, 3

be no possibility of their moving during
the process of soldering.

To insure a secure joint, one side of
each bead should be filed a little to give a
small, flat surface, which should fit against
a corresponding flat surface on the ring.
Paint each joint with the borax paste, place
small bits of solder on the joints, and heat
up the whole ring, touching each point in
turn until the whole of the solder has run.
When finished, place the work in pickle and
file off any projecting bits of solder.

We have now to make the pin, which
should be from 2% to 3 inches long and
forked at the top, as shown at Fig. 2. First,
cut off a length of wire and bend at one
end ; next take another piece about Y8-inch
long, bend it to same curve and file one end
to fit against the other piece.
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Cleaning Watches

(Continued from page 445)

screws and rim with linen thread stretched
on a bow and charged with rouge. Buff
off the top of wheel and dip in benzine and
dry well in sawdust. The barrel wheel must
be opened and the arbor removed. If the
mainspring looks bright and new it need
not be taken from the barrel.

Buff the wheel, peg out the
arbor holes and oil well—a
large drop of oil, that a
clock oiler or a watch screw

driver will pick up when dipped in a bottle
of oil is not too much ; also oil the arbor
after the barrel head is snapped on. I have
had new watches stop from this cause alone.
Wind the arbor one-half turn and see if it
has endshake. Oil the stem wind parts as
they are replaced ; do not neglect the wind-
ing square on a three-quarter plate watch
where the clutch wheel slides.

All endstones must be re-
The End moved or it is no clean at
Stones all. The workman that

cleans twenty-one or more
jeweled watches for one dollar and a half
neglects his duty or he does not value his
services enough. Oil all pivot holes with
endstones before setting up the watch, the
other holes after. I have never seen an
oiler with a gold tip fit to oil anything
smaller than a nickel clock, as bought of
the material houses. Use a fountain oiler
with metal point, or a No. 12 needle broken
off in the eye, which leaves a small fork at
the end to pick up the oil. Have only a
small drop of oil in the oil cup—too much
oil is nearly as bad as none. Oil the pallet
jewels slightly, but never the jewel pin.

Some authorities do not
advise oiling ruby or sap-
phire pallet jewels in a fine
watch, because the thicken-

ing of the oil will change the rate. See
that the balance is true and well poised, the
hairspring circuled and dead flat, the es-
capement in first-class condition, the train
free. Then you may expect to get time,
and not before. When the mainsprings
are dirty or set they must come out of the
barrel. If set, replace with new springs.
To clean a spring, dip in alcohol and wipe
the coils with cloth or tissue paper, follow-
ing the coils. Do not straighten out the
spring. Replace with the mainspring
winder. Always remove the safety pinion
and oil the threads.

Poor oil gets the repairer in
all kinds of trouble. .1
understand one of the big
watch companies sent out

several men recently to clean their watches
on account of bad oil. The ambitious re-
pairer wild aspires to earn more than fifteen
to twenty dollars per week should study
theory and mechanical drafting, as fig-
ures are tools that aid in securing ac-
curacy in saving time and making one more
valuable to himself and others. Many me-
chanics get along with enough mathematical
knowledge to count up their wages, but the
ones that get to the top do not depend,upon
others for assistance.

Oiling the

Watch

The Pallet

Jewels

About
Watch Oil
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New York Office

37 Maiden Lane

THE
RECOGNIZED LEADERS

IN GOLD FILLED CHAINS
tested by time and wear—quickest to

sell, most profitable to handle, safest to
buy—proved by U. S. Assay to contain

more gold than any other make of like
grade—and stamped with quality and

trade-mark.

BASSETT CHAINS
Minneapolis Office

1116 Lumber Exchange
Factory and Home Office
Providence, R. I.

41 '' ,:r..1111■Qiillia.a..11,30,....... -..,": 

I I 

. 

Chicago Office
510 Columbus Bldg.

NEW YORK OFFICE now
15-R-19 Maiden Lane

Samples Only

We make for the Jobbing Trade

only, a complete line of

SOLID GOLD
JEWELRY

Rings, Brooches
Scarf Pins, Tie Pins

Veil Pins, Cuff Pins

Handy Pins, Chain Sets

Link Buttons
Hair Barrettes

Heart Charms

Ear Screws, Ear Drops

Pierceless Drops, etc.

E. L. SPENCER COMPANY
95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

tGift Rosaries
In Fine Jewels

Most suitable gift-stock for the pre-

lenten and Easter seasons is the

richly-mounted jeweled rosaries now

so popular. In these goods quality

and richness are much more of a

consideration than price, and there

are large profits in handling them.

Their sale will add to your prestige

and attract a fine class of trade.

Get a supply

FOR LENT AND
EASTER

Real and imitation stones mounted

in gold, silver and rolled gold plate.

Write for Catalogue or
Selection Package

WE HAVE IN STOCK

In Real Stone In Imitation Stone

AMETHYST CARNELIAN AMETHYST OPAL GARNET
GARNET JET CARNELIAN PEARL JASPER
CRYSTAL TOPAZ JADE CRYSTAL ONYX

SAPPHIRE

?Te W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Ecclesiastical Art Metal Workers PROVIDENCE, R. I.

a Advertiiiitg Offer
PON request you will receive, absolutely
free of charge with your first order for one
dozen or more AMERICA Alarms, the

following Advertising Equipment:

Three AMERICA Posters in three colors.
One Book of Single Column AMERICA ads
and your choice of any electrotypes.
One Book of Photographs of AMERICA Win-
dow displays with complete instructions.
Six Illustrated Window Cards in two colors.

On orders for a full case of AMERICA alarms,
(fifty clocks), you will receive in addition to this
equipment,

One Mission Oak AMERICA Display Stand.

One outfit only will go to any dealer. This offer also applies to orders placed through
your Jobber.

In case lots, 55c net; in dozen lots, 57c net.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
NEW YORK, 85 John Street. La Salle, Illinois. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.
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In order to introduce "The American" Boyproof Watch to the

trade, we will ship with every order for one dozen, the handsome

display box illustrated above, covered in Rembrandt Brown and con-

taining, together with the twelve watches, several three color posters of

"The American" Boyproof Watch.

Every box is packed for shipment in a reinforced, double cor-

rugated board wrapper and every watch is put up individually in a

flannel baglet and a tight fitting linen cover box. Nothing has been

spared to make this assortment as attractive as possible; it is compact,

neat and handy and will double your sales on $1.00 watches wherever

displayed.

Price, complete, with 12 Boyproof Watches, Nickel Finish,

$8.40 Net.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
NEW YORK, 85 John Street. La Salle, Illinois. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.

March, 1909

Isochronism of the Vibrations
of the Balance

iranslated by Tits KFLYSTONE from the German of the Into
Jules Grossmann by special permission

The vibrations of a body
tcihnerdn ism are said to be isochronous

when the long and short arcs
are performed in the same time. The vibra-
tions of a tuning-fork are isochronous, the
pitch of a musical sound from the commence-
ment, when the vibrations are long, to the
end, when they are short, remaining the
same. The same thing happens with an
annular uncut balance when placed with its
balance spring alone in the plate : provided
that the center of gravity of the balance
spring in the position of rest is on the axis
of the balance and does not move from this
axis during the vibration.

The moments of force acting
on the balance in this expe-

Balance riment are those of (r) the
elasticity* of the spring, (2)

pivotal friction, (3) the friction of the mole-
cules of the balance spring against each other
during the movement, (4) the resistance of
the atmosphere. If the balance spring satis-
fies the conditions I have mentioned, then
the moment of force with which it acts on
the balance is proportional to the angle round
which the balance turns from its position of
equilibrium. If, then, the number of vibra-
tions of the balance is doubled, the moment
of force is also doubled ; hence long and
short arcs are performed in the same time.
The three resistances mentioned above, viz.,
pivotal friction, friction of the molecules of
the balance spring against each other and
the resistance of the atmosphere, do not
affect the isochronism in this case.

It is otherwise with a cut

Balance 
compensation balance, where
the center of gravity of the
spring is not on the axis of

the balance and moves away from it dur-
ing the vibrations, and where the balance
is affected by the action of the escape-
ment. In order clearly to understand the
effects of the moments of force which I
have mentioned on the duration of a
vibration, we will consider them first
,ngly and then in combination.

If we watch the performance of a
;arine chronometer in long and short
.brations we shall find that when the
cs are short the chronometer gains
veral seconds in the day. As a marine
ironometer is provided with a cut-
rough compensation balance, the chief
ason for this gain is that the cen-
ifugal force of the balance weights
.uses them to bend outwards, this bending
creasing as the lengths of the arcs of vibra-
01 are increased. Hence the balance is
rger when the arcs are long than when they
e short. But a large balance requires more
ine for its vibration than a small one ; hence
:ere is a gain with short arcs.

Let us now calculate the
increase in the size of the
balance produced by cen-
trifugal force with vibrations

f different length. Let C donate the cen-
ii ifugal force, M the mass of the balance

Force Acting on

Compensation

KEYSTONE

weights, V the velocity of these weights and
r the radius, i. e., the distance of the balance
weights from the center of the balance. Then
we know from mechanics that the relation
between these values is expressed by the
formula

(I) C = M V2 - -•

The mass of a body is measured by its
weight P, divided by the acceleration g
produced by gravity in a freely-falling body.
The value of g varies at different parts of the
earth's surface. It is less at the equator

FIG. I

and at the tops of mountains than at the pole
and at the sea level. We may take this
value as 9808.8, which is its value in Paris.
Let us take a millimeter as our unit of length
and a gramme as our unit of force and
weight. Substituting angular velocity (0) )
for linear velocity, we have v = r w, and
equation ( t) becomes

(2) = — r co'.

The angular velocity varies
Angular Velocity continually during the period

of vibration of the balance.
At the commencement of the vibration it is
zero; it increases rapidly, attains its maximum

11

1

A

tcrease in Size
I Balance

0
FIG. 2

g
value when it passes through its point of rest ;
it then again decreases and becomes zero at
the end of the vibration. From the square
of the angular velocity we obtain the equation

(3) (02 = 
M

(a- ___ a2).

A °

Here M denotes the moment of force of
the spring and A the moment of inertia of
the balance. To determine each of these
values would involve considerable calculation,
but the relation can be easily found. The
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time, T, of a single vibration is given by
the formula

T w –A,T- or T2 W2
A

hence

(4)
M sr°
A — T2'

A
M'

IF, as is known, denotes the ratio of the
circumference of a circle to its diameter. Its
approximate value is 3.14159 . . . ; hence
= 9.8696 . . . In a watch beating

18,000 vibrations in an hour, T = 0.2
.seconds. In a marine chrcnometer beating
14,400 vibrations in an hour T = 0.25 and
T2 = o".0625 ; hence in a marine chro-
nometer we have :

(5) M 9.8696
= 157'913 ; NI 

M = 12,5663.
A 0.0625 A

In a watch beating 18,000 vibrations we

have : 

(6) 
•
AI 9 8696 IM_ „,i2t— 246 74 ; - — .o.

„
A = 0.0°25

Now let us suppose the balance to make
a complete turn (half a turn ou each side of
the point of rest). Then mo = 1T. This
angle is marked as H 0 I in Fig. t• If we
determine the value of 0,2 where this value is
the maximum value, i. e., at the point H,
then c, = o, and we have:

(7) 022

\ A 
--=
- 3.1416 X 12 5663

with 14,400 vibrations.

= 39.478 with 18,000 vibrations.

w – 3.1416 X 15.708 -= 49.848.

(8)

(9)

or w ao \I-- -
A ° A
M ..

The meaning of the foregoing may be
expressed as follows : If a point on the
balance at a distance of one millimeter from
its axis were to move uniformly for one
second with this maximum velocity it would,
in 14,400 vibrations, pass over a distance of
39,478 millimeters, and in 18,00o vibrations a
distance of 49,348 millimeters.

In equation (3) let us put a (which
can pass through all values between zero
and 0,„) = ao. We then have w = 0. We
now have to find the value of 0, midway be-
tween zero and its maximum value. Fig. 2
will indicate how this value can be found.

circleDraw a semi-rcle A H B with radius

0 A =.. \I-AT. Let us suppose the balance
A

to move along the straight line A 0 B with
the variable velocity 0). Take a point ft on
this straight line so that 0 p =NIAL‘ a. By

A
drawing the perpendicular p C we get the
right-angled triangle 0 p C. In this triangle

2 2 2

we have: Cp=0C—Op; but OC =

a° NiT.) ° P = • C P2 =
_2

0.2 _M ; hence—C p = w2 =
° A A

(0,123 ).

At any point at which the balance arrives
during a vibration we can thus find the
velocity, to, by erecting a perpendicular from
this point to the semi-circumference.

[TO DE CONTINUED]
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Rotary Hammer Alarm
(With Shut-Off)

OUR LATEST MODEL

One-day time alarm
Large 4-inch gong on back
Highly polished steel pallets
Parker "Perfect" Escapement
The Best Alarm Clock on the market
Arabic dials, if specified

cut uair ize

Interior
View IL Showing perfect

construction of
Parker Alarm Clocks

Rotary Hammer
Intermittent Alarm

(With Shut-Off)

Alarm intermits every 15 seconds
Large 4-inch gong on back
Intermittent mechanism, simplest in use

Cut Ilalf Size

March, two TH KEYSTON 451

Let the Clock Open the Furnace
Drafts

Most furnaces are nowadays arranged
so that the drafts • are operated from the
living rooms above, but still require the per-
sonal attention of some shivering member
of the household before dawn on cold win-
ter mornings, if the house is to be comfort-
ably warm by breakfast time. Undoubtedly
much irritability. and fatigue, if not actual
sickness, can be traced to the strain of this
early rising under the most unfavorable
conditions.

short arm of the lever, but on either side, so
as to prevent the chains from kinking and
catching on the hooks when they are re-
leased by the lever.

The alarm clock, which furnishes the
brains for this apparatus, may be supported

t? 0/°e/7

C/ased

To prevent chafing of the cord, un-
screw this winding key and slip on, back of
it, a thick cardboard washer. Then connect
the key and wire lever with a piece of cord
and the contrivance is ready for operation.
After setting the clock, the cord should be
wound onto the key in winding the alarm.
Then the chains are hung in place on the
lever. When the alarm "goes off" the lever
turns on its pivot, releasing the chains and
permitting the usual weight to drop and
thereby open the drafts and damper. If the
furnace is not arranged with a weight for

Di-aft

Dial, P inches height, 5% inches

Write for our New Booklet

showing full line of Alarm Clocks

A—Main Springs, hung outside of plates
B —Intermittent Mechanism
C —Cut Steel Pinions
D —Four-inch Bell Metal Gong

IF YOUR JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE US

Dial, 4% inches

111111111111111 

Height, 5% incite,

THE PARKER CLOCK CO., Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.

1 

N.B.

TAKE NOTE

The REMINDER WATCH

Say!
How about an alarm watch with silvery

ring?
Your customers have to keep appoint-

ments.
Some of them have to time mechanical

I rocesses.
No more forgetting!
Show the

REMINDER WATCH
As handsome as it is convenient.
Right size; good timekeeper.
Gun Metal case ; inside case forms Bell.
Set by third hand for any hour and minute.

BIG SALES!

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

The REMINDER WATCH

A SENSATION
111111111111

RINGS any time desired. Set by third hand. Inside
case serves as Bell. Handsome Gun Metal Case.

Good timekeeper. TRY ONE.

Actual Size

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Chains Released, Drafts Open

It is a very simple matter, which any-
one could undertake successfully, to so ar-
range an alarm clock that it will control all
the drafts and dampers and open them at
any desired time in the morning. If it is
absolutely necessary to shake down the fire,
remove ashes and add fresh fuel, the prob-
lem is a much more difficult one, far beyond
the strength or capacity of the dutiful alarm
clock. Most furnaces, however, can, with
a little experience, be so left the night be-
fore that on opening the drafts in the morn-
ing they will burn up rapidly and soon have
the house at a comfortable temperature.
Fresh 'fuel, unless absolutely necessary,
actually delays the heating up of the house
and is much better added later, when the
demand for heat is not so urgent.

The apparatus comprises a base board
fitted with two screw eyes, through which
the usual chains are passed. Hinged to the
board with a pair of staples is a U-shaped
lever, with one arm about 5 inches long and
the other just long enough to catch the
chains. The lever is located far enough
above the screw eyes to allow for the proper
opening and closing of the drafts. The
screw eyes are not placed directly under the

Drafts Directly Connected to Alarm Key

on a long hook or nail, and others bearing
against the feet on each side will prevent it
from swinging sidewise. Some people, who
desire unbroken dreams, will turn the gong
or bell upside down to put it out of the
reach of the fiendishly energetic clapper,
but that is an unimportant detail which may
be left to personal taste and preference.

The clock, intended for a hard physical

Closed

Drafts Closed, Alarm Set

operating the draft the chains may be con-
nected directly to the key by a cord which
will be wound up on the key as the alarm
goes off.—Sciottific American.

Weight

trai77aCe

Arrangements with Counterweight to Open Drafts

job like this, must have the alarm winding
key so arranged that it unwinds when the
alarm "goes off." There are a number of
clocks on the market of different shapes and
sizes which are made with this important
feature.

Precautions Against Electric Shock
The increased use of electricity on the

Pennsylvania Railroad has led to a study of
the dangers of handling live wires, and the
methods that must be employed in resusci-
tating those who have been stunned by an
electric shock, says the Scientific American.
A special pair of pliers has been designed,
which enables a man to cut a live wire carry-
ing 23,000 volts without danger to himself.
To remove a wire from a body when no
other means are at hand, a coat is placed
under the wire, and lifted by the sleeves, to
raise the wire off the body. This was found
perfectly safe, even when the garment was
damp. Experiments with fire streams
showed that there was no danger of the
current flowing down the stream of water
even from a high-voltage line when the
operator held the nozzle at a distance of be-
tween three or four feet from the wire.
Experiments with chemical extinguishers
showed that they were very dangerous where
a solid stream was played on the wire.
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VACHERON C CONSTANTIN

Recognized Standard
of Merit for More
Than a Hundred

Years

SINCE 1785 Vacheron & Constantin watches have continuously won
international first prizes in all the great world exposilion.s, and have been

the acknowledged leaders in those improvements which have marked vari-
ous epochs of progress in the science of watchmaking.

This line has no superior for time-keeping qualities, absolute reliability
and leadership in style.

It is extremely wide in variety, embracing a full line of movements
to fit regular American cases as well as many Swiss sizes. There is ample
provision for all purposes and all tastes—plain and complicated watches, extra
flat, ultra flat and decorated, carved and jeweled watches.

Wherever the line is represented it easily takes first place in sales and
public approval.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, Sole Agent

Twentieth Anniversary
1889-1909

In 1889 the idea of learning trades in schools was new in
this country, and jewelers generally doubted whether good
results were possible.

A few, however, saw with broader vision, and recog-
nized that the apprenticeship system here was dead ; and
that a well-equipped school would be the only thorough way
to train skilful workmen.

This school was accordingly established in that year,
in Philadelphia, and later moved to Lancaster to secure to
the students certain advantages in this location.

Since that time a wonderful change of sentiment has
come about, and the highest class firms write to our school
when they want expert workmen. What forced this change
of sentiment was the welcome fact that our school was gradu-
ating workmen far superior in ability to those resulting from
any other training.

The early period of the school's history was a struggle for existence.
Now that its value is recognized, we are kept busy expanding our facilities
for taking good care of the constantly increasing number of students.
Write for our book of information.

THE EZRA F. BOWMAN
TECHNICAL SCHOOL

of Watchmaking and Engraving

Lancaster, Pa.

3 Maiden Lane, New York City

Buy a Fixture
in 1909

and enjoy it's
construction and
durability in 1910-
12-14 and 1925

GET
THE
BEST
IT

PAYS

Jeweler's Wall Case, No. 710
Jeweler's Show Case, No. 79

GET OUR PRICE WHEN PITTING OUT A NEW
STORE WE CAN PLEASE YOU

1. P. Wadell Show Case & Cabinet Co.
1602-1608 E. Grand Boulevard, DETROIT, MICH.

THE BEST EQUIPPED STORE FIXTURE PLANT IN THE UNITED STATES

fa rch, 1909 • THE

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Spring."—What do you presume is the
matter with an eight-day spring clock, has balance
and two springs for motive force and large glass
dial, made, I think, by the New Haven Clock
Company, that upon winding gains 15 minutes in
the first three and one-half days and then loses 15
minutes in the next three and one-half days. It is
a comparatively new clock, been running a year.,
but has acted badly from the first.—If the varia-
tion in the rate of this clock were not so extreme
we could suggest definite reasons, but this case
seems peculiar, and without seeing the clock we
hardly have an idea of what the trouble could be.
Look carefully after the barrels and see whether
there is not something wrong with the way the
springs are put in, or one of them. Unless you
want to find out what is wrong for the sake of
experience, we would advise you to send the
movement to the factory for overhauling if it has
been defective from the first, because the manu-
facturers make good any original defect which
may happen to escape their inspection; it is true
that such cases should be reported to them im-
mediately, but they may be inclined to be liberal
notwithstanding.

"Tempus."—After cleaning an electric West-
ern Union synchronized clock how are the hands
put on so the clock synchronizes at 12 noon, I
have all the attachments, that is, the wiring, cor-
rectly in their places, but it don't synchronize.
Can you help me out in this matter and anything
else pertaining thereto in this style of electric
clock! The clock winds all right, but, as afore-
said, don't synchronize.—With the dial off, you
will notice a pawl or click on the right-hand side
of the ratchet wheel of the synchronizer ; put the
minute hand on, in any position, and turn it
around the dial to the right; watch the click until
it begins to move away from the wheel, then stop
turning the hand and put it on the square, so that
it stands nearest to 12 o'clock. Now if you press
on the armature (the iron bar in front of the
electromagnets) the yoke will be brought down
on the synchronizing pins on the wheel, and the
hand will move to 12. The latter is the way to
test whether everything is all right. Of course,
the electrical connections must be correct also, in
order to synchronize the clock, but as you say the
wiring is all correctly placed, the clock should run
after following the instructions given above.

"Bright Finish."—Can you give me a formula
for cleaning and restoring American clock move-
',lents, without taking apart, so the brass plates

wheels will look bright like newt I under-
:and that a solution of potash or sal soda, used
.ot, will give this result and have experimented
anle, but do not get the desired effect. The

..aphtha process that is commonly used by jewel-
rs removed the old oil, etc., but does not give that

'yight finished look that I desire. I know of two
, 
i
.nts that turn out old stained American clocks
th this bright finish and would like to know

Hu, it is done.—There is nothing which can be
, fely used in the way you suggest—to dip clocks
without taking them apart and have them come

at with plates and wheels bright and clean. To
flake the plates look like new you must first take
the clock apart, then, if there is any old lacquer
-dhering in places, rub it off with alcohol. Then
"pickle" the brass by immersing it in a bath of
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one part sulphuric acid to ten parts water, wash
and dry, and then dip for an instant into another
pickle made of two parts nitric acid and one part
sulphuric. Then wash carefully with soap and
hot water and dry. All these operations with
acids must be done in such a way that the opera-
. tor does not breathe the fumes, which are poison-

ous. The bright color of the brass now can be
preserved by lacquering it, but care must be taken
not to get any lacquer in the pivot holes.

"Gage."—I wish to buy a fine caliper for all
around measuring. What make would you advise
and what system—metric or English! Please give
reasons.—We consider that the metric system is
decidedly the best for use in watch work. In this
system the unit is the millimeter, which is much
smaller than one inch; hence more convenient for
the small work of the watchmaker. The English
inch is unhandy because, practically, all parts of
a watch measure less than an inch and so must
be measured as "so many thousandths" of an inch.
With the metric system one finds his dimensions
in millimeters, and tenths or hundredths of a
millimeter, dividing and multiplying by decimals,
which can be done mentally very quickly and
easily. The most practical set of metric gages
for watch repairers' use is the Boley slide gage,
which indicates millimeters and tenths, for large
diameters and lengths, and the Grossman Vernier
caliper gage, which measures hundredths of a
millimeter. The latter gage is used mostly for
measuring small diameters such as pivots, staffs,
thickness of jewels, etc. These two gages can be
bought of any tool and material dealer.

"Bell."—I have made a clock to ring an elec-
tric bell every half-hour for five seconds, not
longer; but my trouble is it will work for a week
and then it will skip for a few times; it is not a
sure thing. The movement is an eight-day pen-
dulum, Waterbury time only. So I took a Seth
Thomas striking clock and cut it in half to just
use the striking part on the wheel that has the
brass plate that lifts the lever. I made the con-
nection, but it will get stuck. Can you suggest
something to help me out! I do not want to use
the minute hand for a connection. The clock is
used in a school to call the different classes every
half-hour, and an early reply would be much ap-
preciated.—The trouble which seems most likely
is that you have imperfect contact points on your
clock. Unless the contact points are made of
platinum they are very apt to corrode rapidly and,
of course, when they are corroded the electrical
connection cannot be made, and the only way to
insure good contacts is to keep the contact points
clean. You can buy platinum from any of the
refiners, whose announcements you will find in
our advertising columns.

"Jewel Oil."—(i) Kindly inform me the parts
which repairers of complicated watches usually
oil, chronographs and minute repeaters the move-
ments in questionf—(I) In considering the oiling
of watches we must bear in mind that at some
places oil is beneficial, but at others, even where
there is some friction, oiling is a detriment rather
than a help to free action. We can indicate the
basis on which a workman should judge where to
oil and where not, by stating that at all places
where the parts are so built as to hold a supply of
oil (as at the pivots), and at other places where
there is very heavy pressure exerted during ac-
tion (as in the winding mechanism), oil should
be used; where the pressure or power during
action is very light, or where the parts are so
shaped that oil will not stay on the acting sur-
faces, it is best not to use oil. The reason is that
in places where there is very light power the ad-
hesion of parts produced by the oil is more of a
retardation than is the friction which would be
lessened by using oil ; the friction is very slight
anyway where the pressure is light, because fric-
tion is proportional to pressure. Then, in places
where the oil will not stay for any length of time,
it ceases to lubricate shortly after applying it, and
spreads over surfaces where it is not needed,
catching dust and dirt, which works into the
mechanism, so that oiling at such places is worse

than useless. In oiling a repeater, then, following
the principles stated above, you should oil all
pivots (because capillarity holds a supply of oil
to them), but the extremely light parts you would
let go without. The chronograph must be
treated by the same rules ; for instance, we will
mention that oil on the thin pipe of one of the
center-second hands is even liable to stop it en-
tirely, while the heavy work done by the winding
mechanism demands oil, the construction of the
parts being such as to hold a supply of it, but the
heart cams, while lubrication would be desirable,
are let go without because the oil would not stay
on them.

(2) A practical test so that a watch repairer
may know that he is getting ruby or sapphire
jewels and not imitations or garnetf—(2) The
most practical test is to examine the workman-
ship of the jewels. Fine material is never wasted
by being poorly made up, and good work is
never wasted by being applied to material of poor
quality, so the workmanship is really the most
practical indication of the quality of material the
jewels are made of. The flat surfaces should be
really flat, not polished "rounded off," and the
curved surfaces should be truly curved. Any
man who is a good workman can easily see the
difference between good and bad workmanship.

"Roll."—(I) Why is it not best to cement
jewels in with cement instead of shellac, as it
would be easier, especially roller jewelsf—(1) We
presume you mean one of the many liquid cements
on the market; some of these are good, but we
cannot see where there would be an advantage
over shellac, unless it might be in setting roller
jewels, where the use of the cement would save
the necessity of heating; but in working with
pallet stones they generally have to be moved
several times during an adjustment, so heat must
be used, and shellac is the best for this purpose.

(2) In the watch factories, when do they oil
the movements—after they have been timed and
adjusted or before f—(2) Watch factories oil
their movements before doing the timing and ad-
justing.

(3) What is the average time the best grade
of movements are kept-in the factory while timing
and adjusting f—(3) There is a great difference
in the length of time required to adjust even the
same grades of movements, but we can give you
some sort of an idea by stating that an average
length of time covering most cases would be about
five weeks.

(4) How close are the best grades, say, for
instance, the "Vanguard" and "Veritas," timed be-
fore leaving the factoryf—(4) The "railroad"
grades of watches are generally timed to gain
about three or four seconds a day on leaving the
factory.

(5) What rate of time do the railroads
usually require a watch to run to pass inspection!
—(5) The majority of railroad watch inspection
rules require watches to run with a variation not
exceeding 30 seconds a week.

"Twold."—I have two old detached lever
English watches to repair and I find it a difficult
job to put the fine fuzee chain back in watch. I
have succeeded in one, but it took a lot of time
and patience. Can you tell me of a practical way
of putting it back so that when it is around the
barrel it can be wound on the spiral wheel to make
the watch go? It seems to he a difficult job to pet
the chain around barrel first.—There is nothing
difficult in putting the chain on a fuzee if gone
about in the right way. First, put a winding key
on the square above the barrel ratchet, then en-
gage the chain hook in its hole on the barrel. The
success of the trick now depends on keeping the
chain taut as it is being wound on the barrel.
Let the chain lie at full length on the bench and
pass the barrel hook end of it between two fingers
of the hand which holds the watch. Now slowly
wind the chain on to the barrel and guide it by
the two fingers by which you are keeping it
stretched. When all but an inch of it is on the
barrel slip the click into the ratchet and keep a
tension on the chain with the fingers until you
have the remaining end hooked into the fuzee
and the slack taken up by starting to wind the
fuzee.



PROFIT
Is what you are in business for "Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable "profit."

3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case--No long regulation. Thus
saving your time is " profit." 4—No "price cutting " competitors.

A "profit proposition" straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

c Write for booklet of facts and figures.
We want an authorized agent in

every locality.

ge WEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

Two of Our Latest Patterns
In Pierced Goods

Rich
Stylish
Fashionable

BEST value ever
offered in Combs
to retail at fifty
cents

IT WILL PAY YOU
to acquaint yourself
with this line before
purchasing comb
stock

The Howe Comb Company
Originators of the Oriental " Comb LEOMINSTER, MASS.
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THONLY PALLET Dr SETTER

mAN

Look for stamp—it meilans

G• Fgt.

satisfaction guaranteed

Price $2.00

MR. C. CULMAN
Maplewood, Mo.

Dear Sir:
The ONLY pallet set.

ter is rittly named. I
receive it ten days ago
and have used it several
times. I would not be
without it now if the
price was $10.00. Please
charge through Messrs.
Freuclenheim, Levy &
Lande, this city, or send
bill to me as you prefer.

Fraternally yours,
W. C. COMFORT

Elmira, N.Y.

THE ONLY setter separates the two jewels so that one can be adjusted with-
out danger of the other shifting. The ONLY setter is fitted with practie.d

gages to determine the amount jewel is to be shifted, eliminating guess work.
Culman tools are sent free on ten days' trial, and if found satisfactory are charge
through your jobber.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
For refinishing Balance Pivots
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller and protecting
them while the pivots are being
polished.

Pat. May 17, '04
Look for stamp

Price $3.50
The ONLY chuck which you can use without twisting your balance, hairsprine or your or

For Sale by all Jobbers in U. S. and Canada

C. CULMAN Maple and Hazel Avenue

3 MAPLEWOOD, MC

OVER 4600 IN USE TO-DAY

LOCKETS

FAMOUS

R. B. M.

18 74 CUFF PINS
17-R1cl-

TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

EVERY ARTICLE WARRANTED ROLLED PLATE AND GUARANTEED

R. B. MACDONALD & CO. MFG.

JEWELERS ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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"Claw."—How are new claws put on rings
at manufacturing houses? How is the seat
cut for stone—There seems to be but two
ways of managing such work : (a) Sink
the stone so as to file up new claws or
clamps for the stone. (b) Solder on new
claws. The plan of procedure under method (a)
is too obvious to need explanation. The operation
under method (b) is conducted as follows: Cut
back the defective claws until a firm point is se-
cured for soldering on a new one. We show at

A, Fig. I, a side view of a single claw,
the part x being broken off to the seat
of the stone. VVe first file the claw
back to the line y. We
show an end view of this
claw, or as if seen in the
direction of the arrow w

Fig. t at Fig. 2. This cut is Fig, 2

enlarged from the scale
as shown at Fig. x. The cut-off end is centered at
V and countersunk made, which is a hollow conical
recess to receive the end of the wire which is to
form the new claw. It is not the easiest job in the
world to make quickly a proper kind of recess in
the end of a piece of metal for the object we have
in view. To better explain, we refer again to
Fig. 2. Now the center of the cut-off end of the
prong A is supposed to be at v, and what we have
to do is to make a conical recess in the end of A,

as indicated at the dotted lines u u,
Fig. 3, said figure being a side view of
Fig. 2 seen in the direction of the arrow
1. The object of this recess is to pro-
vide a secure seat or rest for the end of

Fig. 3 the piece of gold wire we use for form-
ing a new claw. This will be under-

stood by inspecting Fig. 4,
where we show a side view
of a setting which we will
suppose to be of a ring.
For holding such setting
we make a slot, or mortise,
through a piece of asbestos
board, as shown at Fig. 5,
where C shows a front view
of the board, and the ob-
long square A the slot in
which the ring, or other

piece of jewelry, is secured
while being repaired. To
aid in holding, we make
some small holes, as shown
at s, through which binding
wire is passed. Usually
we can pass the ring setting
up from below to the best
advantage. The gold wire

Fig..5 for the new claw is pointed
to a cone shape with a file

I.:) ht the recess U v, Fig. 3, and then bent to the
tGrin shown at B, Fig. 4, the end k being inserted
11 the asbestos board, and the conical end 1 resting
HI the recess in broken-off claw, as shown. The
wst form of drill for making the recesses in the
laws, as shown at u, Fig. 3, is to take a piece of
-ted l wire about 1/16" in diameter and turn a cone

on the end, as shown at D', Fig. 6;
this cone is first filed half away, as
shown at the dotted line r, and then to
a triangular point, as shown at Fig. 7,
which is an end view of Fig. 6, seen in
the direction of the arrow o.

•ti Such a drill should be about
04" long, and inserted in a „o
convenient handle, to be used

Fig. 6 with a back and forth turn l'18.
of the wrist. A recess, after

little experience, can be cut in less time than
11 takes to read five lines on this page. The

Fig. 4

10

center, or starting point v, Fig. 2, is best made
with a sharp graver point, this center only serving
to start the triangular point D', Fig. 6. The end 1
of the wire B should be filed near to the proper
size before soldering. One, or any number of
prongs can be soldered at one operation by having
a wire for each prong. The idea of the conical
recess u, Fig. 3, is to avoid any slip or getting out
of place while soldering. The step or ledge for

the stone is best made with a
mill, which goes into the taper
chuck of an American lathe.

I Such a mill is shown at Fig. 8;
the taper E' goes into such taper

/.9 chuck up to the line g. The
rig. 8 mill E is cut into teeth like a

file with a graver, as shown,
and hardened file hard. The setting is held in the
hand and presented to the mill, as shown at the
dotted outline A, Fig. 8.

'

"Strip."—What is a jewel stripper? What has
a repairer to do about stripping jewels? What is
the tool for?—A jewel stripper is a graver of steel
or sapphire, used to turn or "strip" away the su-
perfluous metal after mounting a watch jewel in
its setting. We show the operation of mounting
jewels in cross section in Fig. 9. A piece of wire
of brass, composition or gold, is put in the lathe
chuck and drilled with a small hole through its
axis, then a seat for the jewel is turned in the
end, as shown at a. Next the jewel is put in and
fastened by burnishing down the corners of the

a, A
Fig. 9

r -----

scat over the beveled edge of the jewel. Then the
wire is cut off through the dotted line, shown in
b, and the jewel is ready for stripping. This op-
eration is simply turning away the surplus metal,
as indicated by dotted lines at c, so as to leave the
jewel exposed and make a neat-looking job.
The stripping graver, whether of steel or sapphire,
is polished so as to leave a highly polished surface
on the metal. Sapphire is a better polisher than
steel, but has to be used with very great care be-
cause a slight slip in using it may result in a
chipped graver. This is why some workmen pre-
fer steel, but we think a workman should have
delicately enough trained hgnds to use the sap-
phire, which certainly makes a better polish than
steel. After the stripping the small, flat portion
left is polished by rubbing it on a burnishing file
or on flattened jasper stones charged with dia-
mond powder.

"New."-1 have a New England watch on my
bench for repairs. I find, upon examining sante,
that the balance staff is broken. 1 have placed
many staffs in other watches, but never had a New
England to work on. I have the staffs that the
company makes for the watch, but 1 do not know
how to place the staff so the wheel escapes. Will
you fully explain how 1 must go at thist—Since
you say you can put in staffs in other watches we
will assume that you can replace the New England
staffs without trouble, but that what you want to
know is how to adjust the escapement, which op-
eration must always follow replacing a balance
staff. We show three illustrations of the escape-
ment in different positions (a, b and c, Fig. 3).
In each of these (d) is a section of the escape
wheel on which (g) is the. locking or long tooth
and (h) is the impulse or short tooth. The long
tooth locks the escape wheel between beats, by
falling against the balance staff (e). The slot (s)
of the staff allows the long tooth to pass the staff
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at every other vibration and at such times the
short tooth (h) is free to fall on the impulse pin
(f), which is fastened to the arm (k) of the bal-
ance wheel, and thus the balance gets an impulse
every other beat. The beats between the impulses
are called the "dumb vibrations." In adjusting the
escapement the first thing necessary is to get the
correct angular relation between the slot of the

Pig. 10

balance staff and the impulse pin. For "twisting"
to alter these positions the makers of the watch
furnish free, on request, a little wrench made for
the purpose. At (a), Fig. to, the escapement is
shown with the escape wheel locked. At (b) the
long tooth has just fallen into the slot. At (c)
the long tooth is just leaving the slot and the im-
pulse pm is in position to receive a "push" from
the short tooth just behind it. The distance
which the short tooth, in the position shown, must
travel before falling on the impulse pin is called
the drop, and the New England Watch Company
state that for their series 0, S, Z, and Berkshire
movements the drop should be 1/64 inch; for all
other series it should be 1/32 inch. Some of the
movements have, instead of the impulse pin, a
pallet or "finger," but the same principles apply
generally to both varieties. In examining the
action of the escapement, move the balance by
touching it lightly with a pegwood point or light
tweezers. When the escapement is in proper
depth the long tooth will of itself move the bal-
ance from position in (b) to that in (c), after
you let the tooth fall into the slot by moving the
balance slowly to the left. If the depth of the es-
capement is too shallow the impulse pin will not
get as far in front of the short tooth, as shown in
(c), before the drop occurs ; if too deep, the pin
will get farther front than shown.

"Pin."-1 have trouble sometimes in fastening
the jewel pin in the roller table; the shellac will
not catch on some jewel pins. I tried to wash
them in benzine and alcohol, but with the same
result.—There are two causes which might give
you the trouble you mention. In the first place
you may have left some old burnt shellac in the
hole of the roller table before putting in the fresh
shellac. Before fitting the jewel the hole should
be thoroughly cleaned out with a broach to re-
move all old shellac, then rubbed out with a peg-
wood point and alcohol ; of course, the jewel pin
must also be clean. Now the second possible
cause is that you may be heating the shellac too
hot, thereby making it brittle or ''crumbly." The
right way to do is, after cleaning the hole and the
jewel with alcohol, to put the jewel pin in the
clamp of the jewel pin setter, then put the roller
table on it with the jewel pin in place in its hole,
then heat the whole thing over the flame of an
alcohol lamp, and when it is quite warm, but not
intensely hot, touch some of the shellac to the
top of the jewel pin and it will melt and flow into
the hole. After it is cool, clear off the surplus
shellac with a needle or a sharp-pointed knife
blade and make sure that there is no particle of
shellac on any of the working parts of the roller
or jewel pin. If you do not use a jewel pin
setter for your work you must use very great care
to avoid drawing the temper from the staff or
pivots We think it quite important to use the
jewel pin setter, as it saves time and lessens the
risk of spoiling the balance.
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Mission Wall Clock

The vogue of the mission furniture enriched clockdom with a
great variety of unique timepieces. The following description of
a mission wall clock and how to make it is by Mabel V. H. Hunt
in the Electrician and Mechanic:

The framework of the clock may be made to match, in color,
the other articles of furniture, and it may be hung against the
wall, where it may be easily seen. A good place for it is beside
the desk.

This clock is made from perfectly cured kiln-dried wood,
with a good grain. Quartered oak is suggested, it requiring about
28 feet, I foot in width,
inch in thickness. For accu-
racy draw out on paper pat-
terns, actual size, the design
shown in the accompanying
cut; lay patterns on boards,
outline and cut. First saw
out the back, No. 7, the hole
at the top being to hang the
clock to the wall by means of
a large lag screw. Before
sawing out the front, No. 4,
cut out the circle for the face
of the clock in order to pre-
vent the section from split-
ting. This circle may be
placed at any height and may
be made any size to corre-
spond to the size of clock you
wish to use. Then saw out
the front section. The left
side is in three parts—No. 1,
the top ; No. 2, the door for
easy access to the works ; No.
3, the lower part; No. 8 is the
right side. Small clover leaf
shaped ornaments are sawed
entirely through the thickness
of ,the wood, giving clearness
to the tone, should the clock
be one which strikes. No. 6
is the top, and the notch shows where the back
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The projecting base of the clock is a convenient resting plat :
for a photo or one or two small vases; a pair of Japanese wai
would be artistic, one on either side.

Diseases of Metals

Some of the phenomena displayed by metals under certai
conditions are strikingly like those of organic bodies sufferin
from what we call disease. A writer in The Lancet (London
reminds us that "stability" can only be a relative term, and th
truth is probably that no element is absolutely stable. He goes on:

Spontaneous change would appear to be as true of inorgani-
materials as it is of organized
entities. Yellow phosphorm
gradually assumes a new com-
plexion if left to the agencies
of time, finishing a beautiful
dark red. Is this a step in its
retrograde movement toward
becoming, that is, an element
of a lower order? Why,
again, does tin crumble to a
gray powder if exposed for a
long time to the cold? The
change is known as "tin
plague"; the smooth surface
of the metal after an exposure
to 16°-45° C. for two years
becomes brittle and crystalline.
"Tin plague" is even infec-
tious, for on inoculating other
masses of smooth polished tin
with small portions of the
crystalline metal the "disease'.
spreads, the area affected in-
creasing in diameter from
three to five millimeters daily.
Tinfoil succumbs to the infec-
tion in the same way and be-
comes crystalline and brittlk
right through. Why, again
does the railway line snap ex
cept that it is attacked by thi:

same "crystallizing disease"? It would even appear that certait
metals have their "illnesses," as though their activities were inter
fered with by a toxic process which may be pushed in many case:
to such an extent that the metal "dies." Platinum, for example
in its colloidal form, in which it is very remarkably active, is posi
tively "poisoned" by prussic acid or corrosive sublimate, and it
great energies cease to act ; it is killed.

ts1 mei(
NO. I

boinwiN 0 SY
WILL. B•HU NT. M

fits into it. No. 5
is the base. No. 2, being a door, may be attached by outside
hinges of brass or small invisible hinges, and the back may be
treated in like manner.

Having all these sections sawed out and smoothed ready to
put together, fasten No. 8 to Nos. 7 and 4 by means of screws.
Then screw Nos. i and 3 to No. 2. Then attach top and base.

Before screws are inserted bore 3/ inch holes /8 inch into the
wood, and sink screws into these, using 3/4 inch flat-head
screws.

When all is put together cut 20 pieces of Y2 inch doweling,
each I inch long, glue thoroughly and plug screw holes, allowing
five-eighths to project. If desired, these may be allowed to remain
projecting from top and base as well as from the sides, but it looks
better to have these former portions smooth.

This is an excellent way to utilize an old clock which has
become out of date, provided the works are in good condition, for
they may be removed from their old setting and screwed into the
new one. Not having an old clock, a jeweler will sell one of
suitable size, of one's own selection.

Jewel Wearing an Art
Jewel wearing is an art few women understand. Womet

should choose gems becoming to their beauty and complexion.
On dull-eyed days the eyes will appear duller with diamondh

in the ears, and the sad, pale woman will appear livid wearim.
pearls. Diamonds are becoming to few women. There are brunette:
who can wear them in the ears and appear well. The pale blond(
also looks pretty with diamonds in her ears, but the averagc
woman should wear her diamonds elsewhere.

Some wear topaz and other yellow stones who dare not
venture to wear brilliant colors.
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NEW
LINE

MONTROSE

9 in. High, 5;34' in. Wide, 1-d
Time, 2 in. Porcelain

List, $5.50
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BRADFORD

Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed
Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 14'2; in. High,
9 in. Wide

List, $14.00

CHIPPENDALE

20 in. High, 10 in. Wide, Polished Solid
Mahogany Case, 6-in. Silver Dial, Genuine

Inlaid Panel, Gilt Top Ornament

List, $18.00

SUPERIOR FINISH

SOLID MAHOGANY

GENUINE INLAID
CASES

LEEDS

8 ',./t in. High, 41,4 in. Wide, 1-day
Lever Time, 2 in. Porcelain Dial

List, $4.80

ffilMMEPIPRIN...••••••10., ••••••■••■••MIWIMON

NEW YORK SALESROOMS:

37 MAIDEN LANE

II

I V, 11

DUNDEE
Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed
Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 1434' in. High
9 in. Wide

List, $15.00
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F-34I8

F- 3649

F-3057

Jas. Boss Stiffened Gold Watch Cases
(Guaranteed 25 Years)

Trade-Mark in Back Trade-Mark in Cap

Qf We invite the attention of the trade
to our new line of patterns for the
Spring of 1909.

(If The illustrations are only sugges-
tions from the complete line now
being shown by the wholesale dealers.

0 size JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold
Watch Cases (guaranteed 25 years)
are made in Hunting, Open-face and
Queen styles, with Antique, French
and Fancy Bows.

qi All Open-face and Queen have
Swivel Pendants.

(if The line of patterns in larger sizes
is equally attractive.

cr Don't forget this line when making
your Spring purchases.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Boston Cincinnati

Chicago San Francisco

F -016

F. 2582

F-3644

F.D.I320

ao

El- 2193

B - 2161

Jas. Boss Stiffened Gold Watch Cases
(Guaranteed 20 Years)

tr-at.)

Trade-Mark in Back

0,11$01,to

Trade-Mark in Cap

(11 In 20-year cases this line stands
pre-eminent.

(ff It is a necessity for the dealer who
caters to a refined trade.

qi Price often counts in selling a watch.
This line meets all requirements,

iboth n price and artistic merit.

(if It is low priced, but not cheap.
ci VVith this line, and the one shown
on the preceding page, no watch
buyer can escape you.

0 size JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold
Watch Cases (guaranteed 20 years)
are made in Hunting, Open-face
and Queen styles, with Antique and
Fancy Bows.

(II Order from your wholesale dealer,
and do it now.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

Boston Cincinnati
San Francisco

New York
Chicago

459
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8.1974
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WATCH ENTHUSIASM

As_ a Jeweler, you must realize
that it is good business to put

your sales effort back of a watch that works
for you.

From the moment you identify your store with

the HOWARD certain forces begin to help you.
The first thing you notice is the visit to your counter

of the man who carries a HOWARD—usually a man of

some prominence. He is proud of his watch and its

performance and wants to talk about it. He talks to other

men outside of your store—you may be sure of that.

Every HOWARD owner in your town is an advertiser

for you.

He is an enthusiast.
The HOWARD factory receives a continuous stream of letters from

HOWARD owners—old and new. They are so enthusiastic that they

can't keep quiet about it.
This is only one way the HOWARD works for you. There are

other ways we shall point out another time.

Now look at your watch business squarely. Isn't it better to sit in

the wagon and drive up hill than to trudge up and pull a dead weight

after you?
When you sell a HOWARD you arc sure of your profit—no price-

uttin g competitor can undersell you.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

THE HOWARD WATCH
There are certain pleasures in life that are worth
while—that endure because they are real.
The possession of a HOWARD Watch is one of
them. It is a satisfaction all the time, whether a
man works or plays.

The wider a man's experience of life, the more he
appreciates the HOWARD'S qualities and comradeship.
There's many a man who would not part with the
HOWARD WATCH he is carrying if you offered him a
thousand dollars and another HOWARD jUSt as good.
He feels the tie of long and intimate association.

Then, too, there are HOWARDS that are heirlooms—
handed down from sire or grandsire and priceless
because of their memories.

Any way you take it the HOWARD is the best—the
most lasting watch investment. It is always worth
what you pay for it.

The price of each HOWARD WATCH— from the 17-jewel in a fine
gold-filled case (guaranteed for 25 years) at $35.00, to the
23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at $15o.00—is fixed at the
factory, and a printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD Jeweler in your
town and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and
we will send you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for March. It reaches 7,50 0,0 oo subscribcr, (abmit 313,000,00oreaders). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be intcrcstcd. Are you aHOWARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find the 110 WARD at your store?



EVERY cent of profit on an Excelsior
  is net the buyer is not coming
back with a lot of troubles to be righted

at your expense.
Excelsior watches are cased and

timed at the factory and supplied complete—made to

run right before the printed price ticket is attached.

They give you a popular priced watch that you

can sell with a clear conscience—let you cut out all
the tinker-made trash.

seven-jeweled, have quick
<dm' /0 train, cut expansion balance,c0

• and Breguet hair-spring—
/.0

stem-wind and pendant-set
(except 18-size hunting,
lever-set).

Made in 6, 12, 16, and 18
sizes, in plain polished, engine-

turned, and fancy engraved cases,

of three grades:
Gold-filled, 20-year guarantee,

retailing at $9.00, open face ; $11.00, hunting. Gold-filled,

10-year guarantee, $6.50, open face ; $7.00, hunting. Silverode

(wears like silver), $4.50, open face ; $4.75, hunting.

Stock a line of Excelsiors, and let people know you have

them.
Inquire of your jobber, and write to the factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Co.
Jersey City, N. J.

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH CO Jersey City 
N

'40 'JO–•4114,04-111LIFMANIF
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Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association

The Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association held
its annual meeting at the Claypool Hotel, Indian-
apolis, on February 23d and 24th. A chief topic
for discussion was the parcels post bill which for
a year has been pending before Congress.

The sentiment of the jewelers toward the con-
templated law is reflected in a strong statement by
the president, C. Z. Rowe, of Argos:

"The tendency of late," the president said,
"seems to be to centralize business in the interest
of the larger firms in the large cities, and if such
centralization is not restrained the destruction of
the small retailer is not far distant."

The president read an extract from a letter
which he recently wrote to Senator Beveridge
regarding the bill. In the letter he said : "I am
satisfied that you yourself know that if the small
dealer is put out of business the tendency is to
pauperize the smaller towns and cities, and we do
not propose to be swallowed up without making
protest, which is the right of the plain people.
And, furthermore, if this measure becomes a law,
the people of the rural districts will be left to the
mercy of the large moneyed interests centered in
the larger cities.

Senator Beveridge has favored a trial of the
parcels post project in a number of the counties
of the State as an experiment.

The jewelers do not want an experiment tried.
"We are against the plan in any of its phases,"
said the president. "We do not want to be run
out of business and do not propose to be if we can
help it."

The sentiments of President Rowe were ap-
plauded by the jewelers, who, as a body, seemed
strongly opposed to the measure.

The association spent part of the morning
session taking care of routine business. About
thirty new members were taken into the organization.

At night the association attended a lecture
given in the assembly room of the Claypool by
C. T. Higginbotham, Superintendent of the South
Bend Watch Company.

On the second day was discussed the question
of establishing a school for watch repairing, which
would be kept open two or three weeks each year.
It is the plan to have instructors sent to the school go
from the different watch factories of the country.
The school would probably be held in Indianapolis.
The jewelers believe that such a school would be
of great benefit to young men who desire to en-
gage in the jewelry business.

Annual Meeting Nebraska Retail
Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the Nebraska Retail
Jewelers' Association was held in Omaha in con-
nection with the meeting of the State Optical
Society on February 25th and 26th. President
George Arkwright, of Beatrice, occupied the chair
and conducted the business of the convention in
his usual brilliant manner. The morning session
of February 25th was devoted to the reception
and registration of the visitors, the president's
address, presentation of reports and the appoint-
ment of committees. The afternoon session had
as features several fine papers, one of which,
entitled, "Advantages of Jewelers Getting Ac-
quainted," by Emil Geist, of St. Paul, will be
found elsewhere in this issue. There were also
discussions of various matters of interest to the
trade, in which the members joined with a will.
A theater party in the evening brought the day's
programme to a close.

The morning session of February 26th was
devoted to addresses by prominent visitors,
among them President Archibald, ex-President
Hurlbut and Secretary S. Callison, of the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association. Mr.
Callison's address on the subject, "The Progress
of the National Association," will be found else-
where in this issue.

By all means the most enjoyable item on the
programme, however, was a brilliant banquet ten-
dered to the visiting jewelers and opticians by the
wholesale and manufacturing jewelry and optical
trades of Omaha, the hosts being as follows:
Omaha Optical Company, Columbia Optical Com-
pany, The A. F. Smith Company, Sol Bergman
Jewelry Company, C. A. Williams & Co., Shook

Manufacturing Company, H. Greenblatt & Co.,
Greenblatt Jewelry Company, Omaha Watch Re-
pairing, Engraving and Optical Institute, Carson &
Banks, H. Wilinsky & Co., Jacob L. Jacobson,
E. R. Zielke & Co.

The fact that the two societies were in annual
convention at the same time was taken advantage
of by the hosts, and the result was a dinner such
as is often heard of but seldom experienced. Hon.
Richard O'Neill, of Lincoln, was toastmaster, and
it may be mentioned in passing that he was a
toastmaster in a thousand. His combined wit and
sound logic won him many a gleeful handshake
and congratulations poured in upon him thick and

The Spreckels trophy

fast after the toast was over. The popular song-
ster, Joe F. Barton, of Omaha, added materially to
the success of the occasion by his songs, some of
which were joined in by the entire assembly.

In the absence of R. C. Simmons, of Norfolk,
the toast "Ethics" was responded to by R. A.
Bullard, of Omaha. His idea of "ethics," as ap-
plied to business, was refreshing to say the least.
W. S. Wright, of Omaha, put in a word particu-
larly for the Omaha jobbers. He thought the re-
tailers ought to be patriotic enough to patronize
their home State. Rev. Frank L. Loveland spoke
on "Commercial Liberty," offering some sugges-
tions that were apparently seriously considered
by his auditors. He pointed out the beautiful side
of life. In response to "Our Competitors," Mack
A. Hurlbut, past President of the American Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association, needed no in-
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troduction and was at his best. Emil Geist, the
St. Paul, Minn., jeweler, entertained the audience
with something superior in the way of zither
solos.

At the close of the dinner a rising vote of
thanks was given the genial hosts for their hos-
pitality.

Buffalo Retail Jewelers' Association
The annual meeting of the above organization

was held on February 12th with a fairly large
attendance. President William Ehmann occupied
the chair and in his opening address congratulated
the association on its strength in membership and
means. He earnestly urged the members to con-
tinue their interest in the society and to influence
their brethren to join, if possible. He referred
to the different trade abuses which he said could
only be rectified by a solid organization.

A committee was appointed to prepare plans
and fix on a date for the annual banquet. The
following officers were elected for the ensuing
year : William Ehmann, president ; A. Zilliox,
vice-president ; Eugene Tanke, treasurer, and
Louis Schupp, secretary.

Spreckels Trophy for Polo Tournament

On the tracks at Coronado, Cal., from
March i3th to 20th, will be held an inter-
national polo tournament, in which crack
Polo teams from places on the Pacific Coast,
the East, Canada and England are expected
to, participate. As the result of such an
array of talent the event will be the occasion
of a great gathering of the elite at the popu-
lar resort in the Southwest.

To the people engaged in the handling
of objects mile of silver, gold and the like
there is a special interest in this tournament
by reason of the magnificent trophy which
has been provided for the event by John D.
Spreckels, now a resident of Coronado. It
is one of the handsomest specimens of the
art of the silversmith ever offered for such
a purpose on the Pacific Coast. The trophy,
which was designed by Shreve & Co., of
San Francisco, is in the form of a loving
cup, is made of silver and gold and stands
forty-three inches high. Across it, from
handle to handle, it is sixteen inches. It is
encrusted with California quartz and stands
on a pedestal of richly polished redwood
burl. Its value is $4500.

At the top of the cup is an eagle with
outspread wings, supporting a globe, which
signifies the international scope of the con-
test in which the trophy is offered. About
the main portion of the cup are scenes from
the polo fields. There is beneath these de-
signs the crest of the Coronado Country
Club, under whose auspices the tournament
is to be held.

The polo men will also compete for the
Coronado Country Club Cup, which takes
the place of the famous Spreckels Challenge
Cup, taken out of competition last year,
when the Burlingame Club won it for the
third time in succession. The new cup bears
a pony's head on each handle and its other
details have their bearing upon the sport
in which the cup is to figure. Like its pre-
decessor, this trophy has to be won three
times by the same team before it becomes
the property of the individual team. The
value and beauty of the trophies offered
each year by the Coronado Country Club in
its various .tournaments, of which the polo
races are but one item, serve to attract the
best talent on the western slope.
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Gleaning Gold from Mine Waste

To mention placer mining without
mentioning water might seem as preposter-
ous as speaking of books without paper or
motors without power. Yet a recent west-
ern invention bids fair to make water and
placer mining no longer synonymous.
Formerly, the best and most valuable of
placer properties were left untouched by
thousands of itching fingers and aching
hearts because of the utter absence of water.
Where rainfall is unknown and all liquor
as precious as the yellow metal itself, pros-
pectors have turned their backs to miles of
alluring, gold-bearing sands.

Seekers after gold, it must
seem, can successfully com-
bat nearly every evil with
the possible exception of
water. In the majority of

cases sufficient water for mere livelihood
has been at premium, let alone enough to
waste in the hungry sluice-boxes.

To offset this disadvantage, an inventor
named Curtis has made and finally per-
fected a machine that will shun water as
does the proverbial anti-prohibitionist, and,
in return, it is asserted, it yields results
that are equal to the best water-dependent
placers.

The gravel is first fed by a bucket con-
veyor into the rotary drum, the whirling
action of which breaks up and separates the
particles of gravel and gold, casting off
all over-size material. From the drum the
material passes through the hoppers into
the sluices, which are inclined from the
horizontal to the perpendicular, allowing
and forcing the dirt to gravitate to the bot-
tom. These sluices, operated by a simple
eccentric are given a side-shake motion to
further separate the particles and to in-
crease the travel of the dirt through them.

At the bottom of each
sluiceway is a series of
riffles straight across at the
top, sloping at the sides,

base and inclined downward

Gold Mining

Without

Water

The Riffle

Machine

curved at the
from front to bottom, these forming the
pockets into which the sand and heavier
particles fall. The base plate of the riffle
closes the lower part of each pocket, but
leaves an adjustable opening at top. Be-
neath this is open space, firmly held be-
tween the top and base plates of the riffle,
is a fine wire screen. This makes the lower
part of each sluiceway into a box form,
Closed tight except for the openings in the
Pockets above.

A pipe and flexible conduit conveys the
air from a blowing engine to and into this
basin or box of each sluiceway. This air,
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escaping through the upper opening in each
pocket, effects a further agitation and sep-
aration of the gold-bearing material, forc-
ing all the lighter stuff gradually to the top.
Finally, thus tossed about, the gravel
reaches the lower end of the riffles, minus
its previous burden, and is taken up by the
conveyor and carried to the dump.

A new rotary gold washer

At the end of each shift the riffles are
unlocked, turned over and brushed into
the pockets at the lower end of the sluice
boxes ready for amalgamation.

This machine, from actual
results gained during the
past summer on the deserts
about Nevada, proves that

it can save fully 95 per cent. of free gold,
no matter how fine, from ordinary sand or
gravel. It saves, without water, all the gold
that water can save.

Recently a party of Eastern investors,
who have leased a number of rich placer
claims in the vicinity of Rawhide, Nevada,
and who were investigating the matter of
installing these dry placers, put them to a
most severe test.

A Great

Saving

Machine use in dor placer mining
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Some placer gold was produced and the
pieces carefully counted and weighed.
There were, by actual count, ninety-six
particles of gold, so small, however, as to
be contained in a circle barely an eighth of
an inch in diameter. This was placed in a
tub containing 200 pounds of clean sand
and put through the machine. The gold
was cleaned up, separated from the black
sand and again counted, the test showing a
marvelous record of ninety-five pieces re-
gained. There is no other machine method,
process or device that has ever equaled
these results.

Double
Riffle Board

The double riffle board will
handle eight yards of sand
or gravel an hour, and dirt
running as low as 50 cents

a yard can be handled at a good profit.
Nor is this all. A wonderful aid to pros-
pectors is presented in a dry placer prospect-
ing machine, constructed on similar lines,
yet worked by hand—the one crank operat-
ing both machine and blower. The weight,
only 195 pounds, is greatly in its favor, es-
pecially where distances on foot are to be
covered. The illustration shows one of
these placers prepared for shipment. They
are made to fit an ordinary trunk and can
easily be carried about the country as bag-
gage. This one item, to the ordinary seeker
after the yellow metal, is manifest.

The advantages over the
old method of panning
are without end. The pan
furnished and used with

the machine holds one-twentieth of a cubic
yard of gravel, or about seven ordinary
pans. This twentieth of a yard can be run
through the machine in less than five min-
utes. The clean-up is saved, a memoran-
dum made of the location and condition and
the testing conducted at the prospector's
convenience. In this way work can be
conducted day by day and a great deal of
ground covered.

Not alone can many times the amount
of work capable of being done by ordinary,
laborious panning be accomplished within
the same time, but the work is far more
satisfactory, and more thorough. Further-
more, and what is of the highest, most vital
importance, prospecting can be made where-
ever gold or its signs exist, without the
need of water.

Another change in gold-
saving method has been in-
augurated by several citi-
zens of San Francisco in

the invention of what is called an air-amal-
gamator, a machine which, a great improve-
ment in gold-saving, makes use of quick-
silver. The basic difference between the
ordinary millplate and the new air-amal-
gamator is that, instead of trusting to grav-
ity, the pulp is forced into contact with the
amalgamated surface by jets of moist air,
from revolving arms, which drive the pulp
from the outer edge of a circular plate to
its central discharge, turning the pulp over
and over countless times, so that sooner or
later the fine gold must touch the quick-
silver.—The Technical World Magazine.

The Many
Advantages

Another
Improvement
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THE IEGIS CASE
(PATENTED)

Roy

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

THE JEGIS is a new creation in Gold Case making.
The Center and Bezel are in one. Instead of having the

ordinary Cap, this Case is provided with a rigid metal movement

cup, held friction tight in position. This cup gives protection to

the movement such as cannot be secured with the conventional

jointed cap, while dust is thoroughly cxcluded from the front by

means of the one-piece center and bezel.

To fit movement, first properly adjust the hands; then pull out crown as 
usual and

insert movement from back of case (see Fig. 2.). After winding square is properly placed,

the movement should be pressed down, so that it will be held in proper place 
by the spring

in the case center. The movement cup should then be fitted.

To take out movement, remove the movement cup (shown in Fig. 2), b
y raising it

near the pendant; pull out crown to release the square; lift out movement 
by means of

case screw nearest joint (see Fig. 3); withdraw movement from square, an
d case.

XRADE.MARR REGISTERED

MADE ONLY BY

Roy Watch Case Company
21-23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE-704 Market Street

WATCH
CASE

COMPANY
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" I Promise to Pay "
- —

It is very singular how honest men
come to distinguish between the obligations
of different kinds of promises.

There is Blank, the jeweler, for in-
stance. If he agreed to sell a piece of
property at a stipulated price, no written
agreement would be thought necessary by
the buyer—for Blank's word is accepted by
the community as binding as his bond. If
he promised to vote for a certain proposi-
tion before the School Board, or the vestry,
everyone knows that he would so vote,
whatever influence was brought to bear
against the fulfilment of his promise; his

conscience and self-respect would alike be
bound to the strict observance of the

promise.
But when Blank gives a note, in which

he "promises to pay" in sixty days, or four
months, or whatever time may be named,
he remains profoundly indifferent until the

jobber or manufacturer writes or telegraphs
him that the note is due. Then Blank, after
a few days, sends a renewal!

Blank is the type of a large number of
honorable men who would resent the impu-
tation that their spoken promises are not to
be relied on, yet who deliberately ignore
their written promises, when put in the
form, "I promise to pay."

A promissory note seems to stand out-
side the obligations which duty and decency
enjoin upon promises of other sorts.

And yet a promissory note is really one
of the most solemn pledges of good faith;
for while there may afterward be some
question as to memory of exact details in
the spoken promise, or some difference in
the interpretation of meanings between the
utterer and the hearer, the written promise
precludes the possibility of any differences
of opinion. It is present in visible form ; it
is specific; it is on record to plague its
maker, if he departs from its strict letter.
There is no higher obligation that could be
assumed outside of a pledge upon the Sa-
cred Word.

A promissory note is a written promise
to pay a specified sum at a stipulated time;
its value to the recipient lies in his faith in
the means, integrity and morals of the man
who signs it. What follows ? One would
think that Blank, who is unyielding honest,
would hold his promise, thus signed in un-
merciful autograph, in supreme respect;
and that Brown, whose honesty was not ab-
solutely invulnerable—who, for instance,
would avail himself of the chance of a "mis-
understanding" in a spoken promise, when
his "recollection" would be "as good as" his
hearer's—would be careful to fulfil the
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terms of the written promise, since his sig-
nature testified to his clear understanding
thereof. But, strange to relate, both he
whose honesty is transparent as crystal, and
he of questionable squareness, alike are in-
different to the written promise when it ma-
tures. (We are informed that such is the
case with about fifteen per cent. of the
jewelers who give notes in payment for
merchandise.) It is one of the paradoxes
in the theory of credit, but it is an unde-
niable fact.

Of course, the fault lies in the fact that
note-giving is so common a practice that the
morals involved are overlooked ; repetition
has dulled appreciation of what it means to
write "I promise to pay." But it is high
time that debtors stopped to consider the
cold facts that a promise put in the form of
a promissory note is absolutely binding
upon the honor of the maker ; that there is
no release from his moral obligations except
upon the consent of the recipient of the
note; that this consent must be obtained
some time before the note falls due ; and
that such consent is the highest type of
favor.

When Should "I Promise to Pay"?

You should give a note when unable
to pay a bill at the maturity specified in the
terms of sale—provided the creditor con-
sents to the note, instead of collecting the
amount due by process of law. The accept-
ance of such a note, instead of the required
cash, is altogether a matter of favor.

As the note is given in lieu of cash, you
should not have to be asked to pay interest
at the legal rate on the note, so that the
creditor could get credit for it at its face
value at his own bank, or with the manu-
facturer from whom he buys. Nor should
you stipulate that the note be held, and not
discounted ; your only concern is to provide
funds for its payment, at the place desig-
nated, when due. It remains with the cred-
itor to use it as he pleases, to his best ad-
vantage, in the meantime. Many merchants
have an entirely distorted view as to their
"rights" in these details. The "rights" are
with the creditor who consents to accept the
note instead of cash.

You say, "I never give notes." Then
let us hope that you also never allow a bill
to run overdue; otherwise you do your
creditor a wrong. And no amount of argu-
ment on your part can disprove the propo-
sition that a "promise" to pay an overdue
bill should be put in negotiable form—that
is, in form of a promissory note.

In the unhappy case of your positively
not being able to meet the note at its ma-
turity (though you should make a sacrifice,
if necessary, to do so), notify the creditor
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to that effect at least two weeks before it
falls due. For he may be in such financial
condition that he cannot conveniently take
up your note himself and may have to ar-
range ways and means for that purpose.
Get the new note to him (after he has con-
sented to the renewal) in ample time for
him to realize on it before the old note
matures—two or three days before, at least;
and pay interest on the renewal. Careless-
ness of these details is not only grossly dis-
courteous but positively unfair and wrong.

One measure for a merchant's honesty
is his prompt willingness to give a note,
with interest, in payment of bills due, and
to pay the note when due ; or failing that, to
put the renewal into the creditor's hands
(with the creditor's consent) before the
original note falls due.

The Liar's Wealth
The number of facts available to the

truthful advertiser is limited. The quality
of this piece of silverware is—just what it
is; the real value of this diamond is—as he
states it ; and so on. The merchant who
holds to the truth is hampered by the un-
yielding formula, "2 + 2 = 4" ; not 40, or
400. His poverty of facts is extreme.

Not so with the Liar, who fits his facts
to his fancies. His facts are capable of in-
definite expansion. He is an inflationist and
coins a wealth of "facts" to meet the needs
of the moment. His stock cost him five
thousand dollars, but he advertises an offer-
ing of twenty-five thousand dollars' worth.
He has less than half as many rings as
honest Blank—and he knows it—but he an-
nounces "the largest line of rings in town."
The watch which he offers for 111.25,
worth $20," cost him $8.50 and is usually
sold at $11.50. His "solid gold rings at
$1.50, sold elsewhere at $2.50," are 6 K.,
while Blank's are plump io K. He sold
five clocks of a certain pattern last week,
but tells the public in his advertisement that
it was twenty. Poverty-stricken Blank,
compelled by an unpliable conscience to
keep to his few small truths, sees the pros-
perity of the Rothschild of "facts."

For a time, only ; for the Liar's wealth
is all in counterfeit money. After a while
his coinage will not pass current ; new issues
are worse and worse, having lost the like-
ness to the genuine when the dies wear
away their sharpness. After a while the
public laughs at him ; and when the public
laughs the Liar is undone. There is noth-
ing left for him to do but to move to "fresh
fields and pastures green."

The facts of truth are a scarce com-
modity, like gold ; but, like gold, they pass
current everywhere, and no one questions
the integrity of those who make change in
that sort of coin. In the' end the Liar's
wealth brings him to poverty. The poverty
of facts is the wealth of the truth-teller.
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The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back" 
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that
the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is
the simplest and best mechanical Stud or Vest Button made.

CLOSED OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest
Button is not one piece, but is one-piece

No construction, which makes it very simple and
the strongest and most durable, because:

—It is Solderless
2—It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3—It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect
quality, construction and workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

T ar
Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison

KREMENTZ & Co. stand back of their assertion. All
" Krementz-Bodkin Back" Studs and Vest Buttons are
sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE
If for any cause whatever, a " Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one will be given in exchange, without charge. " Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building
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Readers are requested to send for publication new ideason any subject, technical or mercantile, of generalinterest to the trade. As this page is for the useof individual readers, we do not hold our-selves responsible for the views ex-pressed --Editor The Keystone

A Clash of Authorities
ED. KEYSTONE :—In reading "Lessons in

Horology," by the Grossmanns, on page 63 of first
volume, we read : "One sees that on making the
unoccupied space of the barrel equal to the part
occupied by the spring one does not obtain the
maximum turns of development of the spring."
Now this statement is incorrect; it is just by as-
suming the equality of those spaces that I have ob-
tained his formula for a maximum, as found by
their lengthy process, in a very simple manner.

For example: Let r be radius of hub, R that
of inner diameter of barrel, and P that of inner
part of spring when watch is run down, or outer
when completely wound up, the two being iden-
tical for a maximum number of turns of devel-
opment, according to my assumption, because
the spring completely changes its place, no more
no less.

The space occupied by spring, run down, is
IT (R2 — a2).

The space occupied by spring, wound up, is
rz).

These are equal
ir (R2 — o.2) = ir (a2 — r2),

or

that is,
R2 + r2 = 2 0.2 ;

a = „\IR2  r2
2

for a maximum.
The same formula as the Grossmanns get, but

by a much simpler method.
The Grossmanns show (pages 63 and 64, Fig.

20) that we do not get a maximum number of
turns by halving the distance between the hub and
inner part of barrel, but this is not halving the
space. They appear for the moment to have con-
founded the two.

The logic for halving the space exactly for a
maximum appears to be this—there is no waste
space in regard to the action of the spring.

Yours truly,
A. E. BLACKMAN.

Castle Forbes Bay, Fluon, Tasmania.

Pendant-set Watches
ED. KEYSTONE would like to know the

sentiment of watchmakers generally in regard to
pendant-set watches. In my opinion, it is entirely
wrong to make any hunting case watch pendant
set, nor do I think that any open-face watch,
above the is-jewel grade, should be made pendant
set. We know that the railroads do not approve
of the pendant-set. watch and what is best for the
railroads would seem to be the best for anyone else.

Yours truly,
Washington, N. J. 0. B. HULL.

Home-made Tools
ED. KEYSTONE:—In accordance with the sug-

gestion of one of your correspondents and also
your own, as published in a recent issue, I am
sending you photographs of some interesting
tools. I have noticed in the past few years in
your columns an occasional inquiry about the bal-
ance caliper. The photograph shows a picture of
one of my own make, which I have used for sev-
eral years and which has proved satisfactory in
every way. It weighs about one-half pound, has
parallel jaws, and the workman can true the cyl-
inder wheel with it, quite as well as he could true

one with solid staff, and he can true either without
taking the wheel out of the tool. It is so con-
structed that the shoulder can be brought down
against the roller or against the shoulder of staff
on both sides of wheel so as to hold firmly while
manipulating the rim of balance. Many will con-
sider it a little complicated, but I have used this
one seven years and it has never yet gotten out of
order.

The smaller tool shown in the picture is one
that is used for taking the length of staff from cap

jewel to cap jewel on all bridges that have brass
jewel settings; where jewel is set in bridge it can-
not be used. There is a caliper that accompanied
this tool that is not shown in the illustration. The
balance caliper has two legs on the front end so
that it can be placed on bench when in use. I do
not make or sell these tools, but thought it prob-
able that your readers would be interested, or that
some one might take up the idea and manufacture
them for the trade. If anyone desires further in-
formation concerning either of these tools and
will write me in the matter I shall be pleased to
promptly answer them.

Vienna, N. Y.
Yours truly,

HORACE KENT.

A Broken Mainspring
En. KEYSTONE ant sending you an en-

larged photo of a broken spring in a steel barrel
of a 6-size watch. The watch was brought to me

with the spring broken, and I put in a new one
and in about two hours the new one broke, as
shown in the picture, in thirty-eight pieces. I
wonder if this is up to the record in fractures of
springs?

Yours truly,
H. C. HALL.

Points Well Taken
ED. KEYSTONE have been reflecting consid-

erable on the page of business questions and an-
swers in the January KEYSTONE, and I cannot re-
frain from writing you in regard to the same.
Especially was I pleased with your answer to the
young partner. You certainly did the right thing,
and it will do a lot of us good to have our heads
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shaved down until our hats will fit them. In my
own case, I have sought the advice of a much
older man, and it is as precious as diamonds to
me. He has never loaned me a dollar but once,
and that for only three weeks, but he has done
more for me than any other man in the world.

In another matter my experience was a little
different from one of the other inquirers. I had
a good man work for me for over three years and
then buy out my competitor. Now, his first move
was to throw mud, and I let him throw. My trade
increased all the time, and he is out of business. .

You did the right thing in advising the other
fellow to send his wholesale house notes for over-
due accounts. I have always done that until now
I am in a position to cash everything. The result
is I have three or four houses that will do any-
thing for me that I ask them to. We make a mis-
take when we do not give the wholesaler our com-
plete confidence. For instance, I got into a close
place with two houses. I wrote the situation to
them, and all they said was : "Use us as you
would wish us to use you if the situation were
reversed." I say that the confidence of a good
wholesale house is a fortune in itself.

Yours truly,
Denison, Iowa. E. C. C.

Metallized Flowers, Fruits, Etc.
ED. KEYSTONE :—Noticing that metallized flow-

ers, fruits, etc., have become quite the rage during
the past year, the writer will give the readers of
your valuable publication a process that was given
to him by one of his preceptors in Switzerland
about thirty years ago. This process is, no doubt,
very crude, and not like the one in use at this
time, but the writer believes that in place of the
primitive substances used in it a well-versed chem-
ist can procure good effects, which will give the
same or better results. This is the process as it
was given to me:

The voracious mollusk, which feeds on culti-
vated plants and leaves behind a slimy trail, is
used in this process. The slugs are taken and
washed in water to remove all of the calcareous
or earthy matter. They are then placed in a vessel
containing a sufficient quantity of water until all
the mucilaginous matter which they contain is
exuded. The liquid is then filtered and boiled
until all of the water has evaporated. Then take
the viscous substance which is left and, after
cooling, a quantity of distilled water is used to
dissolve it, and 3 per cent. of its weight of nitrate
of silver is added. The preparation is then bot-
tled and kept in a dark place until ready for use.

To metallize an object a quantity of the liquid
is taken and enough water is added to give it the
necessary fluidity. The object to be metallized is
immersed for several minutes and then put into a
bath containing 20 per cent. of nitrate of silver.
In this state the object is a conductor and in a
cold bath receives a deposit of copper, silver
or gold.

Trusting this process may he utilized by some
of your readers, I beg to remain,

Sincerely yours,
Austin, Texas. GUSTAVUS A. BAN N.

Artificial Sapphires
At the meeting of the French Academy of

Sciences, November 30th, M. A. Verneuil, speak-
ing of the artificial sapphire, said: "The product
obtained by Mr. Paris, presenting an identical tint
to that of the true sapphire, is probably colored
by a mixture of iron and cobalt oxides, the pres-
ence of the latter masking the violet hue given by
cobalt itself in artificial colored shades. Evidently
this is merely a chance similarity and a simple imi-
tation of the color of the sapphire, in the compo-
sition of which cobalt has never been found.
More than this, the chief and deeply interesting
point in Mr. Paris' work, viz., the fact that the
color of cobalt only persists in melted solidified
alumina in the amorphous state, demonstrates that
the natural sapphire, undoubtedly crystalline, can-
not be colored by cobalt oxide, and that the blue
tints obtained by Mr. Paris with chromium and
iron oxides in this amorphous and calcareous
alumina cannot be regarded as reproducing the
coloration of the Oriental sapphire. Reproduc-
tion of this gem by the fusion process has, conse-
quently, not been realized as yet."
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Handsome Gifts for the American
Navy

Our readers are already familiar with
the magnificent reception accorded to the
American fleet at the various ports of call
in its voyage around the world. A pecu-
liarly enthusiastic welcome
was accorded our warships
on the occasion of their visit
to Auckland, New Zealand,
and the good will of the
people of this British Colony
was manifested in a number
of handsome gifts, one of.
which was a beautiful album
of views of New Zealand.
This album was a gift to
President Roosevelt by the
New Zealand Government in
commemoration of the visit
of the fleet. The cover, as
shown in our illustration, is
in inlaid woods embellished
with greenstone, gold and sil-
ver. In the center is seen a
picture of Auckland Harbor
worked out in the natural
colors of the wood. Even the
passing of the clouds and the current of the
water are admirably reproduced in the in-
laid woods, as are also the canoe manned
with natives and the yacht. The American
men-of-war are worked in silver, as are also
the -cabbage tree and tree fern. Surround-
ing the picture is a frame of silver, mounted
with greenstone. The inscription, "The
visit of the American
Fleet to New Zealand,
August, 1908," is in
large gold letters. The
American and British
flags are crossed and tied
with a silver cord, and at
each corner is a silver
mount in the center of
which is shown a green-
stone. The houses in the
distance and the ground
in front are all worked
out with inlaid woods of
different colors. The al-
bum in its entirety is a
notable work of art and
reflects much credit on
the designer and maker,
A. Kohn, the well-known
manufacturing jeweler of
Auckland.

Another handsome
gift was the casket pre-
sented to Admiral Sperry

by the Auckland Harbor Board. This
casket is made of solid silver and gold, and,
as shown below, stands on four silver legs,
representing New Zealand ferns. The head
of the Maori chief is encircled with the
following inscription in raised gold letters,
"Maumai Ki Akarana," meaning "Welcome

beautiful view of Auckland shipping, mak-
ing the casket very interesting.

Yet another handsome gift was a
beautiful greenstone casket in silver, em-
bellished with gold, presented by the New
Zealand Government to Admiral Sperry.
The American and New Zealand flags were

worked out in silver and
the American eagle in gold.
On the top of the casket
was shown a native in oxi-
dized silver, surrounded with
shrubbery.

The caskets, as well as
the album, were designed and
made by Mr. Kohn, who also
executed the other gifts pre-
sented on the occasion. It is
needless to add that the gifts
were highly appreciated and
will be a beautiful souvenir
of the recent visit of the fleet
to Auckland Harbor.

Casket presented to Admiral Sperry by the Harbor Board of Auckland, New
Zealand, on the occasion of the visit of the fleet to that city

to Auckland." The native bird at each
corner is in gold and the Maori god in
greenstone. On the top is a slab of green-
stone and at each corner is a fern in silver.
The coat of arms of the Harbor Board is
in gold and the American and New Zealand
flags in silver. On either side a lion's head
supports the handles, and on the back is a

Asbestos
One of Nature's most

wonderful and unique prod-
ucts is asbestos. Prior to
185o, it was looked upon

principally as a curiosity, although Charle-
magne—Roman emperor from 800 to 814
A. D.—is said to have had a table cloth
made of asbestos, which he cleaned by
throwing into fire.

There are two varieties of commercial
asbestos, known as Amphibole and Chryso-
tile. The former is used only to a compara-

tively small extent, as the
fibers are short and with-
out tensile strength, and
are, therefore, not suit-
able for manufacturing
many of the asbestos
products. Amphibole is
used to some extent in
cements, but is not well
adapted even for that
purpose. Chrysotile, on
the other hand, has a
strong and silky fiber,
which adapts it for such
materials as asbestos
fabrics, household uten-
sils, theater curtains,
clothing for firemen, etc.

In Germany, asbes-
tos is known as stein-
flachs—stone flax—and
the millers of Quebec
give it quite as expressive
a name—pierre coton
(cotton stone).

Album of views
corn

presented to President Roosevelt by the New Zealand Government in
memoration of the visit of the battleship fleet to Auckland Harbor
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by Wm.
N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust Build-
ing, Washington, D. C.

No. 908,709.—Watch-pocket. Rosa A. Stone,
Bethlehem, Conn. Filed July 28, 1906. Serial
No. 328,264.

A device of the character described, compris-
ing a watch pocket constructed of an inner lining

of soft pliable material and
an outer lining secured to-e.' gether, the rear portion or
wall of the pocket being ex-
tended above the front por-
tion or wall thereof, a metal
piece secured to the upper
edge of the extended por-

, tion of the rear wall, flexible
means secured to said metal
piece which serves to sus-
pend the pocket, said pocket
having an open mouth, and
said front wall of the pocket
having its upper portion flar-.
ing or inclined outwardly for
the easy insertion of the

watch through the mouth and into said pocket,
substantially as specified.

High- Grade

Gold Filled
Chains,
Lockets

and

Bracelets

The " Best "
Safety Fobs

New York

9 Maiden Lane

Chicago

103 State Street

NOTICE:

The Celebrated

"Winna
Bracelets

Strongest Secret Joint
and Catch on the market

We are equip-

ped to make

any size Brace-

let, in joint

and catch.

No. 908,439.—Electroplating Apparatus. Clarence
G. Backus, New York, N. Y., assignor to
Zucker & Levett & Loeb Company, New York,
N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed
April 13, 1908. Serial No. 426,656.

1. In an electroplating apparatus, a tank, a
rotatable drum, an externally mounted driving
shaft, an intermediate driving mechanism for op-
eratively connecting said shaft and drum, and a
pivoted support on which said mechanism is car-
ried for withdrawing the same from said drum
and shaft and for allowing the unobstructed re-
moval of the drum from said tank.

2. In an electroplating apparatus, a tank, a
rotatable drum, gearing for driving said drum, a
removable support upon which the intermediate
parts of said gearing are mounted for completely
withdrawing the same from the interior of
the tank.

3. In an electroplating apparatus, a tank, a ro-
tatable drum, a gear fixed on said drum, an exter-
nally mounted driving shaft, transmission gears
between the first-named gear and said shaft, and
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a pivoted support upon which said transtniss'on
gears are mounted for withdrawing the same to
allow the unobstructed removal of the drum from
said tank.

4. In an electroplating apparatus, a tank, a
rotatable drum, an externally mounted driving
shaft, transmission gears, a removable support for
said gears, a clutch between said driving shaft
and one of said gears, and a driving gear for said
drum, said transmission gears being removable
from engagement with said driving gear and said
shaft to allow the unobstructed withdrawal of the
drum from the tank.

5. In an electroplating apparatus, a tank, a
rotatable drum, an externally mounted driving
shaft, a longitudinally slidable member carried
thereby, a clutch member mounted thereon, trans-
mission gears, a removable support for said gears,
a clutch member connected with one of said

KEYSTONE

gears, means for operatively holding said clutch
members in engagement, a driving gear for said
drum, one of said transmission gears being located
on said support above said driving gear when the
drum is operatively in place, but removable there-
from when the drum is withdrawn.

No. 9o8,93L—Bracelet. Edward L. Anderson, At-
tleboro, Mass., assignor to Standard Button
Company, Attleboro, Mass., a Partnership.
Filed November 23, 1907. Serial No. 403,544.

I. An adjustable bracelet consisting of . a
series of boxes; oppositely extending arms piv-
otally attached to the ends of each box; a spring
uniting the opposite arms of alternate boxes.

2. An adjustable bracelet consisting of par-
allel boxes; arms pivotally attached to the ends of
each box; a spring uniting the opposite arms of

alternate boxes
with the interven-
ing box.

3. An adjust-
able bracelet con-
sisting of parallel
boxes; an arm
pivotally attached

• 

to one end of each
box and entering

an adjacent box; an arm pivotally attached to the
other end of the box and entering the opposite
adjacent box; a spring uniting the ends of the
arms within the box.

4. An adjustable bracelet consisting of a
series of boxes and elastic members connecting
the opposite ends of alternate boxes.

5. A bracelet composed of a plurality of units,
connecting links pivotally secured at one end in
the units, and spring elements in the units each
connecting the free ends of links on the adjacent
units, as described.

No. 9o8,885.—Pocket Watch-holder. Robert F.
Pike, Boston, Mass. Filed April 17, 19o8.
Serial No. 427,669.

A holder for retaining a watch in a pocket of
the clothing, comprising a hook over which the

guard ring of the watch
may be passed, a hook
guard with relation to
which said hook is
movable so as to cover
the receiving opening

of the hook, and a lock automatically operative to
secure the hook in closed or covered position,
whereby closing and locking of the hook in the
guard-ring of a watch by a single movement of
the hand is made possible. A holder for retaining
a watch in a pocket of the clothing, comprising a
hook over which the guard-ring of the watch may
be passed.

No. 908,787.—Retaining Device for Studs, Pins,
etc. Robert H. Low, Blackheath, England.
Filed April 23, 1907. Serial No. 369,758.

In combination, as a stud-retaining device,
a perforate base plate, means for retaining a
stud therein and flexible means for
locking said plate, with the stud, to
an article of clothing. In combina-
tion as a stud-retaining device, a
perforate base plate, a perforate dia-
phragm therein for retaining a stud,
and means for locking said plate and its stud to an
article of clothing. In combination as a stud-
retaining device, a perforate base plate, a per-
forate flexible diaphragm therein for retaining a
stud, and a perforate tongue attached to said
plate for locking the same and the stud to an
article of clothing.

No. 909,12T.—Hat Pin. Moses Rosengarten, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor, by mesne assignments,
to Fannie Jacobs, Providence, R. I. Filed
February is, 1908. Serial No. 416,019.

A hat pin comprising a sheath open at both
ends, oppositely projecting pins within said sheath,
a cord engaging said pins to project them out of
opposite ends of the sheath and a movable wire
extending into the sheath and engaging the said
cord whereby the pins may be operated. A hat pin
comprising a sheath open at both ends, oppositely
projecting pins within said sheath, a cord engaging

•
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said pins to project them out of the sheath and a
headed wire extending into the sheath from the
exterior, said wire engaging at its end with the
cord whereby the pins may be actuated. A hat pin
comprising a slotted tube, pins mounted in said
tube provided with eyes extending out through the
slot of the tube, eyes formed on said tube, and a

cord passing through said tube eyes and connected
to the eyes of the pins. A hat pin comprising a
slotted tube, pins slidably mounted in said tube
provided with eyes extending out through said
slot, eyes formed on said tube, a cord passing
through said tube eyes connected to the eyes of
the pins, and operating means connected to one of
said pins. A hat pin comprising a slotted tube,
pins mounted in said tube, provided with eyes ex-
tending out through said slot, eyes formed on said
tube adjacent to each end, a cord passing through
the eyes of the tube and connected to the pins, and
a wire connected to one of said eyes on the pins
for operating said pins.

No. 909,598.—Button. Ernst R. Hoppler, Luci-
ville, Pa. Filed March 18, 1908. Serial No.
421,792.
In a button, the combination with a shank

having a button back and a truncated cone-shaped
head, of a button head adapted

• 

to fit upon said shank, said head

• 

comprising a disk having a de-

• 

pending annular flange L-shaped
in cross section, a plate arranged
against the disk and provided
with a seat for the head of said

shank, a cup-shaped back provided with a later-
ally extending marginal portion interposed be-
tween the margin of the plate and the inwardly
extending portion of said flange whereby the plate
and back are coupled with the disk, and a cup-
shaped member interposed between said plate and
back, said member at its lower end seating in said
back and having its top edge engaging with the
enner face of said plate, said member having a
central opening and a plurality of slits extending
from said opening, said slits providing a series of
gripping sections adapted to embrace and engage
said shank when the latter is positioned in the
head to prevent the separation of the shank from
the head.

No. 9o8,767.—Lockwork for Striking Clocks.
Charles M. Gearing, Bristol, Conn. Filed
October 23, r906. Serial No. 340,130.

In lockwork for striking clocks, an arbor hav-
ing a cylindrical body portion, a pivot at each "end
of the said body portion, and
slabbed off portions forming
non-circular seats at two differ-
ent points in the length of the Az
said body, that portion of said
body which is between the said
seats at the said two points
being of a greater diameter in
one direction than at the said
seats while that portion of each
end of the arbor which is out-
side of the said seats does not
exceed the dimensions of the
said seats, all formed in one
piece of metal, and two lock-
work arms of sheet metal hav-
ing eyes with straight portions
to fit the said seats, the opposite
ends of said arbor body ex-
tending in opposite directions through the said
eyes of the said arms, the said arms being secured
to the said body on the said scats at the opposite
ends of the greater diameter of the body portion
by upset portions of the metal outside of be
said arms.

/8
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DESIGNERS AND MAKERS

Antique Jewelry
Lodge Emblems

INCLUDING

FOBS, RINGS, CHARMS, ETC.

ALSO DEALERS IN

DIAMONDS

cAND PRECIOUS STONES

209 State St., CHICAGO
Room 818

Society Emblem Knives
In Sterling Silver

Acomplete line of these knives
—the only line on the market—show-
ing emblems of the following lines:

MASONIC, KNIGHTTEM PLAR, MYSTIC SHRINE,
ODD FELLOW, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS, KNIGHTS

OF COLUMBUS, RED MEN, MODERN WOOD-

MEN OF AMERICA,WOODMEN OF THE WORLD,

EAGLES, ELKS, YALE UNIVERSITY, HARVARD
UNIVERSITY, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY.

Em blems
In Natural Colors
In Finest French Enamels

The side panels are made
of solid silver, beautifully
engraved ; the colors being
worked out in a most artistic
manner. The blades are
made of the finest quality of
steel, ground and polished
right, and each blade is
hardened and tempered to
retain a razor edge. Not
only the blades but enam-
eled panels are fully covered
by guarantee.

A Neat Leather Case is Furnished with

Each Knife.

Correct Reproductions

of the famous

Willard
Clocks

Knights of Pythias

Mahogany Cases, Brass Trim-

mings, Painted Glass Panels,

High-Grade Eight-Day Weight

Movement.

The
Williams

Anderson
Co.
Providence
Rhode

Odd Fellow Island

Illustration shows clock with

Gilded Front and Bracket.

SEND FOR

BOOKLET

KILLAM c& CO.
PAWTUCKET, R. I.
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ood Fixtures an Advertisement

"Somehow it always looks kind of bare

and poverty stricken in Blank's ; they have

nice things there and their prices are all

right, but I don't feel at home in the store."

"That's what a party was heard to say about

a certain store," writes an exchange, and
the remark aptly illustrates one of the rea-

sons why good, handsome, modern fixtures

are a necessity in every store which would

achieve the fullest measure of success.
There is no question but that hand-

some, up-to-date fixtures, apart from af-

fording proper dis-
play, save time for
both merchant and
customer and do away
with much loss result-
ing from unnecessary
handling of goods.
There is no question
but that they sell
many goods which, if
not so well displayed,
would not sell so
well; but all mer-
chants do not fully ap-
preciate the value of
good fixtures as an
advertisement. Every-
body likes success;
people like to trade at
a successful store, a
store that looks as if
it was making money.
The store that is
bright and attractive
with clean, shining
fixtures and appli-
ances of the latest
type will make an impression on the mind

of the customer that a store with dingy, old-

fashioned equipment can never make.

Furthermore, the store with handsome

and up-to-date fixtures and equipment will

get more out of its clerks than one without

them, for the reason that the clerks are un-

consciously affected by their surroundings

and feel a pride in their store and a satisfac-

tion in their work that they can never feel

in a store the proprietor of which is not far-

sighted enough to see the importance of

handsome and up-to-date fixtures. A hand-

some steel ceiling, a modern lighting system,

handsome display cases—all these, apart

from their serviceability, are worth a great

deal in the impression they make on the

proprietor, on his clerks and on his custom-

ers. They tell a story of success, of enter-

prise and up-to-dateness, the worth of which

cannot well be computed in dollars and

cents. The old proverb as to the value of

appearances still holds good, and first im-

pressions, favorable or unfavorable, are not

easily displaced.

A Handsome Jewelry Store

We show, in the accompanying illus-
tration, an interior view of the magnificent

store of J. J. Sweeney Jewelry Company,

Houston, Tex. The store is 31 feet wide in

front, 46 feet wide in rear and 87 feet long.
It is located at the corner of Prairie and

Main Streets, with show windows on each

street. The entire equipment is of colonial
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The silverware department is located on

the right hand side of the store. The fixtures

consist of three wall cases with mirror al-

coves between and display cases in the front

of same. The repair and cashier depart-
ments are located at the front of the store,

with the diamond room in one corner at the

front. This room is conveniently located so

that prospective customers can be in seclu-

sion. The cut glass is stored in cases which
stand out from the wall in such a manner as

to form three consecutive departments. The

safe in the rear of the store is enclosed by
an arch flanked by heavy columns with a

magnificent clock on
the stop of the cor-
nice. There are spe-
cial rooms for the
display of art goods,
with the entrances
flanked by free stand-
ing columns, and
there is also an apart-
ment to be used as a
rest room.

Store of J. J. Sweeney Jewelry Company, Houston, Tex.

design, with ceiling of heavy beamed effect.

The panels in ceiling are ivory tinted and

neatly stenciled, and the side walls are of

light green, which is a pleasing contrast to

the ordinary steel ceiling seen in most stores.

The floor is of white tile.
The lighting facilities consist of large

globe arc lights in the center of each panel.

On the wall cases at each pilaster are bur-

nished brass lamps in keeping with the rest

of the design of the fixtures. Each show

case is fitted with swing bracket and elec-

tric lights.
The fixtures, which were furnished by

the Grand Rapids Show Case Company,

Grand Rapids, Mich., are constructed of

solid mahogany, finished in a rich dark

shade with dull luster. The bases of the

wall cases and show cases are all lined with

Verdi antique marble. The floor cases are

of all glass construction of American

Beauty design, with massive base.

the

Scratched Show
Cases

It may be inter-
esting to our read-
ers, says the Supply
World, to know how
to remove scratches
from show cases, and
the following is sug-
gested as a practical
method : Dissolve one
ounce of white wax
in a pint of pure tur-
pentine. To dissolve

wax place the vessel containing the tur-

pentine over a burner and warm, and apply

with a soft cloth. This will in every case

greatly improve the surface.
For cleaning glass, a good method is as

follows : Mix one ounce of whiting, one

ounce of alcohol and one ounce of water of

ammonia in a pint of water. Apply with a

soft cloth, allow to dry and then wipe off.

Numbers of glass cases are ruined yearly

from lack of proper attention. Small

cracks appear, caused by heat, or contact

with hard, heavy bodies, and if these cracks

are not at once attended to they soon spread.

An excellent method to prevent a crack

from spreading is to draw a short scratch

at right angles with a diamond or glass cut-

ter. This will prevent the crack from

spreading in every case. If these methods

are followed out they will likely repay own-

ers for the care taken by retaining a better

appearance for a considerable time.
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A PERFECT PEN FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE

MOORE'S

'WILL  CARRY • -

IN ANY POSITION.

NEVER FAILS
rtt WANT INSIANITY.

IllED MOMENTARILY
WNW, 0/1:01.[WING,

AND IS TNT ONLY

LADIES PEN

% LT

OF 1101 /_181(16 PNOORE'S
AMERiCMIFouiffirif,ACnmrt,

117ITTNINSHt4T STUN' t

THE STUDENT'S PEN THE BUSINESS MAN'S PEN THE LADIES' EN

THE PERFECT PEN IS

MOORE'S Non-Leakable Fountain Pen
THE ACME .OF FOUNTAIN PEN CONSTRUCTION

The ONLY absolutely clean Pen in the market

MOORE'S NON LEANABLE
rowo-,esir, PEN
PA1.7ET PLOT.

MOORE'S NON.LEAKABLE FOUNTAIN PENS are what we claim for them—the best in the world. The only
III n made that is absolutely guaranteed to be non-leakablo. It can be carried in the pocket. point up, down or
sideways without disaster to you r linen or temper. It has many advantages over the ordinary fountain pen.

lat.—NON-LEAKABLE. This is shown by the cone in the cap fitting the nozzle of the barrel with a fine adjust.
merit so that when by means of a screw thread inside of the cap the pen is screwed fast, it becomes AIR TIGHT and
INK TIGHT.

2d.—A DOUBLE SAFETY CAP. As it is screwed fast it cannot be lost oil' in the pocket nor crack if it falls on
the floor.

3d.—A JOINTLESS BARREL This overcomes sweating. This barrel has hut one piece and is always clean.

4th.—CLEAN AND QUICK FILLING. Instead of unserewing a section as in most other pens, this pen is pulled
down into the barrel anti tilled at an angle QUICK AND CLEAN.

5th.—INSTANTANEOUS WRITING. The pen is always coming out of the ink ; it writes at the first stroke
and NO SHAKING is ever necessary.

6th.—CARRYING ALL GRADES OF INK. Other fountain pens are limited to fluid ink, but the MOORE
carries all inks up to gold and silver, including the copying inks and the Higgins inks.

Prices of " plain barrels" are $2.50, $3.50, $4.50 and $5.50, according to the thickness of barrel and size of pen.
Gold band pens from $3.50 to $9.00 Fancy pens front $10.00 to $45.00.

Sectional View of Pen Closed for Carrying.

Every Pen Unconditionally Warranted Send for Samples or Catalog

ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER, Selling Agents

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO 711 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
• Repairers of ALL MAKES of Fountain and Stylographic Pens

About Conklin Gold Pens
Conklin Gold Pens are made by the

most skilled corps of gold pen makers
in America, and are unequaled for
strength, elasticity, durability, smooth
and easy writing qualities. A feed
principle that is absolutely correct and
our superior gold pens make

CONKLIN'S
Self-Fillind Fountain Pen
the most perfect writing instrument made. Conklin Gold
Pens are I4-k gold, pointed only with the best quality hard
iridium from the Ural Mountains in Russia, one of the
hardest metals known—harder than a diamond—very
scarce, costs three times as much as soft iridium commonly
used by other manufacturers, and increases the life and
writing qualities of Conklin's Self-Filling Pen 100 per cent.
Conklin Gold Pens are made in a large variety of points
with any degree of elasticity desired. A pen for every
purpose—a pen to suit every hand.

There is no better writing pen than the Conklin,
nor one more durable, and it is the only fountain pen
made with the Crescent-Filler.

Advertised extensively, and other valuable assistance given
dealers in the sale of Conklin Pens. Write at once for catalogue
and dealers' proposition.

The Conklin Pen Mf. Co.
59 Manhattan fildd., TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A.

NEW YORK DENVER SAN FRANCISCO

WINNIPEG LONDON

THE ONLY WRIGHT PEN

THE WRIGHT SELF FILLING PEN SELF-FILLING AND SELF-CLEANING
PUSIITHE PIN a IILLOILC

wRiGHT WRITES NIGHT

WRIGHT PEN CO. ST. LOUIS U.S A.

Best Feeding Device. Simple, Practical

and Easy to Demonstrate. Sells itself

whenever shown. Write for our illus-

trated Catalog and assortments with

display cases, FREE.

Also DWARF INK PENCILS
NON-LEAKABLE PURSE

PENS, ETC.

WRIGHT PEN CO.
Wm. Weidlich & Bro., Prop. ST. LOUIS, M( .

WRITE

Effective
All-Glass

taffiNNT

SHOW
CASES

The Diamond Show Case C,.
2210 Superior Viaduct

Cleveland, OhiNEW YORK OFFICE
733 Broadway

■••.•
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Opening a Stationery Department

Spring trade with jeweler-stationers is

now in full swing. Buying has probably

been completed and the outlook for business
during the spring and early summer is
fairly good. Unquestionably all dealers

have felt the improvement to some extent,
and if reports from different sections reflect
conditions correctly, the future has much of
promise in it for every dealer. Whether
this promise is fulfilled or not depends in
large measure upon the dealers themselves.

Perhaps the dealer who is
offering stationery this sea-
son is a beginner. He may
have but recently added a

stationery department to his jewelry estab-
lishment. In that case he has probably a
good many things to learn about the busi-
ness, and possibly a few hints will not be
amiss. Assuming that he has followed the
correct method and has bought conserva-
tively, he now finds himself looking for-
ward into a new and practically untried
business. He has heard about the stationery
trade and, perhaps, like very many others,
has assumed that it is liberally profitable.
He may have learned differently already.
Possibly he has found that the profits in
stationery are no larger than they are in any
other line of business, yet that doesn't mean
that there isn't sufficient profit to warrant
carrying it on. On the contrary, a station-
ery department in connection with a jewelry
stock is a perfectly natural combination and
will increase profits a reasonable propor-
tion if it is managed right.

The beginner should never buy or offer
anything but the highest grade of stationery.
No matter where he may be located the
class of patrons who frequent his jewelry
store will want only the best. If the dealer
educates them that way at the beginning
they will never go to his place for anything
else, and he will be able to maintain the high
quality of his offerings. The profits in the
better grades of stationery are much more
liberal, proportionately, than they are in the
lower grades. Sometimes the jewelry store
Is the only place in a moderately-sized town
where purchasers can find the better class of
goods ; hence the opportunity of the jeweler.

Having purchased his stock
Arranging the the next thing is to arrange
Stock it so that it will appear to

best advantage. This re-
qui res some study. So much depends upon

Hints for

Beginners

the amount of space that can be given to it
and the general management of the store
that it is impossible to give definite sugges-
tions regarding arrangement. But it may
be stated in general terms that the aim
should be to arrange the goods so that they
will emphasize each other, so that each
style, or tint, will emphasize, not alone itself
but every other offered. There should not
be many tints, but they should be such as
will prove attractive to the best trade and
these should be as harmoniously placed in
the display space as possible. It may re-
quire several arrangements before the de-
sired result is attained, but the final showing
will be well worth all the effort that may be
required in undertaking a work of this kind.

, Observation has proved that in numer-
ous instances dealers think that work of this
character is too unimportant to merit atten-
tion, but nothing is too trivial if it will assist
in improving one's business, and that is ex-
actly what the artistic arrangement of goods
of this sort will do. It needs study, careful
study, too, but the care exercised is liberally
repaid and the work becomes an important
part of the general scheme of merchandis-
ing, which will make your place successful.

The department should not be large.
On the contrary, concentrate it. Save space
and save effort in arranging and keeping
your stock in order. The smaller the de-
partment the better it will appeal to those
who may want goods. One doesn't care to
see goods of this character spread all over
the store. A small, well-kept department
will create the impression of concentration
and strength.

Handling

Novelties

Then keep your department
up to the minute. While
your main reliance is good
grades of papers, it is also

well to include a medium supply of the best
grades of novelties as they are brought out.
The leading manufacturers are always pro-
ducing a line of good novelties and the in-
clusion of some of these will work to ad-
vantage. But one must remember that nov-
elties are generally fillers. They only go
when the whim seizes the purchaser. They
are not staples, nor are they the best sellers
upon all occasions. The main reliance of
novelties will be to create the appearance of
freshness and to attract trade which might
be looking for something out of the ordi-
nary. The only danger to guard against in
offering novelties is not to buy too freely.

If one is opening a depart-
ment this season for the
first time he should make it
as prominent as he can.

For instance, he should have it in some part

of the store where every customer will see

Make a

Good Start
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it. And he should have someone in charge
who will point out the excellence of the
goods offered and make the fact that they
are the best obtainable as prominent as he
can. Much depends upon the impression
made during the first weeks or months after
the installation. Special mention should be
given the department at that time. And this
should be supplemented by advertising.
Not the advertising which seems to indicate
that bargains are obtainable in this class of
goods, but the advertising which is dignified
and attract the better class of customers.

This sort of work must be kept up in-
definitely. The market for goods of this
character is unquestionably of slow growth.
It isn't always easy to secure customers im-
mediately, though this is possible. The
situation differs in different localities, but it
may safely be determined what is best by a
little experimenting.

How Bank Notes Are Made

In a recent issue of the American Insti-
tute of Banking, Joseph E. Ralph, Director
of the Bureau of Engraving at Washing-
ton, D. C., told the interesting story of how
bonds and banknotes are made. He says:

The sheets of paper on which bills and
bonds are printed are delivered daily by the
loans and currency division of the Secre-
tary's office to the bureau upon requisition.
From the time the blank sheets are deliv-
ered, by careful count, until thirty days
later, when the printed bills are sent to the
Treasury to have the seal printed thereon,
the bureau must account for every sheet in
its hands. It is counted some fifty times
before it finally escapes from the bureau.

In the history of the bureau
none of its employees has
engaged in counterfeiting.
The various parts of the en-

gravings which appear on the face and back

of notes are separately engraved on soft de-
carbonized steel of the very finest quality,

the portrait by the portrait engraver, the let-
tering by the letter engraver, the script by
the script engraver, the lathe or cycloid
work having been previously produced by
the geometric lather. If satisfactory the
dies (original engravings) are hardened.
Each piece of engraved work ig then taken

up from this die by a skilled workman,

known as a "transferrer." The original en-

graved die is a negative, and is not used as
a printing plate ; the transferrer takes a

blank cylinder roll of decarbonized steel,
placing it on the hard die in a powerful spe-

cially constructed press for this purpose;

the engraving on the die being intaglio, the

Work of

Engraving

(Continued on page 479)



10 K. Gold

The " Debutante" Bracelet

NEIMID

Made in High-tirade, Gold Filled, Seamless Stock

Pens

Pencils

Pen Holders

Thermometer

Cases

Fountain Pens

in Gold and

Sterling Silver

Special Line

of

Sterling Silver

Pencils

on

Easter Cards

and in

Fancy Boxes

Gold Filled Post

Plain Polish( ,1
or

Roman
$2.00 A 8E7

Less 6

Signet Top
Plain Polished

or
Roman

$2.75 A BET
Less 40

Leatherette BO \ es
$2.00 per doz.

Better Boxes
$4.00 per doz.

SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

Vatterioitt
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

ii0=711'1210Cmd
•

85 Sprague StreetF. T. Pearce Company, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
New York Sales Office, 20 Maiden Lane

Diamonds, Watches, jewelry, etc.

113 W. Baltimore Si., Baltimore

Heath's "tribune" Fountain Pen is a good, reliable, dependable fountain pen
Made of the best material

obtainable and is guaranteed
to give perfect satisfaction.

Send for catalogue showing
styles ranging from $1.25 to
$9.00 each.

The above illustrates our No. 0504 Pearl Filigree. Retail Price, $6.50 

Cross & Beguelin 31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
SPECIAL AGENTS— 

GEO. W. HEATH & CO , Canal St. and West Broad
way, NEW YOR

 MANUFACTURERS 

A New Jeweler's Work Bench
We desire to call attention to our New Jeweler's Work Bench, No. 18.

It is substantially made of oak with a W.-inch birch top. It has a
tapered zinc-lined drawer to catch filings. It is fitted with gas and air

pipes and cocks for blow pipe outfit. It
provides a place for a polishing lathe.
Size, 47 inches long, 24 inches wide and
38 inches high. Send for catalog and
order through your jobber.

WE TEACH 
WATCH, CLOCK, JEWELRY REPAIRING

ENGRAVING, OPTICS

BY CORRESPONDENCE or ATTENDANCE COURSES

Jessen & Rosberg
393-405 W. Kinzie Street

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

We receive only a limited number of students in our
local school. Every bench is now occupied for this term.

NEXT TERM BEGINS APRIL 5, 1909. Engage a place
with us now for next term.

Write for our two booklets.

The DeSelms Watch School
293 Perry Street Attica, Indiana

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 4:1 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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How Bank Notes Are Made
(Continued from page 477)

soft steel roll is forced into every line and

dot of the engraving on the die. When a

perfect impression of same is secured the

beautiful engraving on the die now appears

in relief on the roll. The roll is now a posi-

tive taken from the negative; these rolls are

then hardened by the same process as the

die. The several parts intended for use on

notes are then transferred and assembled

by the rolls on the dies to constitute a note.

This is known as the original die.
After the parts have been

assembled, a certain amount

of hand work is done by the

letter and ornamental en-

gravers to unite the different parts into an

artistic whole. This original steel die, rep-

resenting, perhaps, a year's labor, is hard-

ened ; from it a roll is made which contains

in relief all the lines that appear in the note

as printed. The roll is in turn hardened,

and from it the plates are made which are

employed in printing the notes, one roll

being capable of making a number of

plates. After the transferrer has completed

his work, the plate is given to the finishers,

who remove all scratches and other imper-

fections, burnish the steel and submit proofs

of the plate; if perfect, it is approved by the

chief of the division and the director of the

bureau ; it is then ready for the printer.

The work of the engravers and transferrers

is so technical that it is difficult to under-

stand the skill without some knowledge or

experience in the art. Patience and skill are

necessary to accomplish the desired results.

The plates used in printing contain four

notes, and to distinguish one note from the

other they each have engraved on the face

separate check letters, A, B, C, D. At pres-

ent you will find a number in excess of 4800

on the $1 silver certificate notes; this signi-

fies that 4800 plates have been used thus far

in printing this denomination.
The system of checks em-

ployed in the engraving di-

vision to prevent irregulari-

ties is as complete as human

ingenuity can devise. Each die, roll and

plate has a number in sequence stamped

upon it, and by said number it is recorded.

Each employee receiving a piece of steel to

work on is charged with the same by its

number and a description of the engraving

to be made thereon, and is not allowed to

leave the building until the same has been

returned and checked into the vaults. In

the custodian's office complete records and

the history of 18,00o dies, 19,000 rolls and

18,00o plates are on file. Once a year this

office is audited and checked up by a corn-

Making the

Plates

Checking the

Material

mittee appointed by the Secretary of the

Treasury, each piece of engraved work

being identified and compared with the rec-

ords of the office. The system of checks

and rules governing the custody of the work

is so perfect that in the history of the bureau

not a single plate has gone astray. After

the plate is finally completed and approved,

a proof is taken and filed away, and if it

should ever occur that a suspicious bill is

presented, a comparison with the recorded

proof will readily show whether it is genu-

ine .or not, 'and if counterfeit, the difference

between the genuine and spurious.

The busiest room in the
Plate bureau is that devoted to
Printing plate printing. The opera-

tion looks easy, but a great

degree of skill is required to produce perfect

work, and plate printing is a trade in itself.

The printer gives a receipt for the plate

form, he receipts for every sheet of paper

he receives, the press registers every impres-

sion made, and he cannot leave until he re-

turns the plate 'and accounts for every sheet

of paper. With every order to print moo

sheets of bills or stamps, 1050 sheets of

paper are issued, as there is the liability of

spoiling sheets in the wetting, printing or

numbering. After the sheets have been

printed and dried they are carefully exam-

ined by trained experts, who separate all

imperfect sheets, and the accuracy and

speed with which they detect imperfections

is not the least interesting part of "money

making"; a spot, a stain, a light or uneven

impression that would escape ordinary ob-

servation is detected and causes the sheet

to be sent to the destruction committee,

where it is destroyed with the same care

and with the same safeguards employed in

the destruction of old, torn or mutilated

currency.

National

Bank Notes

The notes of all national

banks are alike as to the

outline of the face, but the

name, place and charter

number of each bank is, of course, different,

while the back of all national bank notes in

any one State is alike, yet there is a dis-

tinctive back of each State in the 1882 series

of notes. The more recent designs issued

by the bureau, known as the 1902 series,

have a comparatively clear space on each

side of the center, such disposition being

necessary in order to show clearly the silk

fiber imbedded in the distinctive paper.

This is considered so important that design-

ers are obliged to conform their work

thereto, and the backs of this series are the

same for every State. For the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1908, the bureau printed

7,569,287,805 postage stamps, worth $139,-
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426,811. The stamps to be printed during

the present fiscal year will exceed those

printed for the year 1908 by L000,000,000.

Too Early Naming of Price

There is one important principle in re-

tail salesmaship which, while not in itself

fundamental, is almost important enough to

be so termed ; and that is that price should

not be emphasized too soon, says the Dry

Goods Economist.
Even in well-conducted stores one will

come across some salespeople who will begin

the sale with, "What price?" or, worse still,

judging the customer by her plain exterior,

will suggest merchandise of the lowest

price. On this point our salespeople might

well take example from the "unprogressive"

Turkish merchant, who cannot be induced

to name a price until the customer has

selected all the merchandise in which she is

interested.
In most progressive stores the error of

too early mentioning of price is recognized.

When analyzed, this habit of price question-

ing will be found to be largely due to lazi-

ness on the part of the salesperson. Dislik-

ing to disarrange the stocks and create need

for rearrangement, the effort to create a

favorable impression of the merchandise by

displaying for inspection some choice sample

is avoided. It is so much easier to ask how

much the customer wishes to pay.
But does the customer really know?

and even if she suggests a price, is it really

indicative of what she will eventually pay?

Are not the instances thousandfold where

a customer "willing to pay" only $20 has

been judiciously led to expend $25?
No one will deny that price is an im-

portant consideration with the customer, but

price is determinable only by value and de-

sirability, and until these are shown no

customer can positively determine whether

the price is right or not. This fact in itself

ought to prove the wisdom of the sales-

clerk's not naming the price until the reason

for the figure to be named is made clear.

Render Statements of Accounts Every
Month

The only way to successfully extend

credit is to give your customer to understand

that you expect accounts settled the first of

the month following purchase and get out

statements promptly. Customers will not

object half as much to paying a bill that is

fresh in their mind as they will if the state-

ment is rendered long after the purchase is

forgotten. If you cannot keep your ac-

counts well in hand and get out your state-

ments promptly you had better cut out the

credit business.



Wedding Gifts

A few months ago the German Crown

Prince and Princess were presented at the

Standehaus in Düsseldorf with the rich col-

lection of silver table ornaments given as a

wedding present to the young couple by the

Rhine Province and Westphalia. Prof.

Adolf Schill, of the Royal Academy of Arts

at Düsseldorf, furnished the designs. Their

execution, covering a period of several
years' painstaking work, was left in the

hands of competent German masters of the
modern goldsmith's art, viz.: the firms of

C. A. Beumers, proprietor, Paul Beumers,
Dusseldorf ; Court Purveyor J. C. Osthnes,
Munster, 'Westphalia, and Gabriel Hermel-
ing, Court Goldsmith, Kleefisch, Cologne.
In the execution of the animal figures, the
assistance of animal painter Prof. S. P.
Junghans, of the Academy of Arts at
Düsseldorf, was also enlisted.

The entire completed table service con-
sists of a great centerpiece, I yard high,
two ornate horns, two
flower holders, two
vases for bouquets of
flowers, four large
and four small
branched candelabras,
six fruit dishes, dif-
fering in pairs, and
two ornamental hold-
ers for long-stemmed
flowers. A very rich
set, indeed, and one,
the execution of
which called for origi-
nal treatment, and to
which it will not be
amiss to devote some
attention.

At the art-his-
torical exhibition of
1902, held in Düssel-
dorf, the early me-
dieval ecclesiastical
works of art, for the
first time placed on
public exhibition on
that occasion, more
especially various re-
liquaries, gave extra-
ordinarily artistic

OF THE

German Crown Prince

and Princess

manifestations of a goldsmith's art of the
highest perfection, the valuable technic of
which had entirely disappeared in the course
of centuries. This technic, or style, found
its greatest value, • first, in the orna-
mental sur face treatment of the metal, and,
furthermore, in the uniformly tasteful,
highly cultured employment of enamel,

semi-precious stones and filigree ornamenta-

tion, combined with plastic representations

and wrought into an admirable harmony of

artistic workmanship in dignified magnifi-

cence. These masterpieces attracted general
attention and especially interested the Crown
Prince, under whose auspices the exhibition

was held.

Revival of

the Art

When, in 1905, the repre-
sentatives of the two prov-
inces, Rhine and West-
phalia, determined to pre-

sent to the Crown Prince and Princess

a joint token of esteem, in commemoration

of the joy.ful occasion of their wedding, it

was Prof. George Oeder, the refined

connoisseur and collector, who made the

first suggestion that the opportunity of a

wedding present to the Crown Prince could

be made the occasion for the revival of the

old art in a new form, as a long overlooked

but firmly established evidence of artistic

productive capacity of western Germany.

The Rhenish and Wesphalian art handi-

crafts are, with good reason, proud of the
fact that they have long faithfully preserved

the traditions and legacies of the past in the
goldsmithing art, and to-day, as far as the
technic of the craft is concerned, can
claim a leading position in Germany. Pro-
fessor Oeder could also indicate, as far as
the execution was concerned, competent
masters of their craft, more especially C. A.
Beumers, of Düsseldorf. The latter had
succeeded, after years of study and experi-
ment, in producing the beautiful old enamel

work in such a man-
ner that it was in no
way inferior to the
original. In the work
of restoration of the
old reliquaries, en-
trusted to him by the
government of the
Rhenish provinces,
Mr. Beumers had
found opportunity to
display his great
knowledge of all treat-
ment of the precious
metals. Of the other
firms referred to, J.
C. Osthnes, Munster,
and Gabriel Hermel-
ing, Cologne — both
good names—it was
to be expected with
confidence that they
would likewise show
themselves equal to
the unde rtaking-.
Thereupon the pro-
vincial authorities
commissioned the pro-
fessor of ornamenta-
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OrDo Silver Polish

n■qs. 17 C.,
892-95-

TRADE PRICE=LIST
4-oz. Jars (15e. size). per gross, . . $12.00
8-oz. Jars (25c. size), per gross, . . 18.00
16-oz. bottles (50e. size), per gross, 36.00
32-oz. bottles (75c. size), per gross, 54.00
1-gallon cans, each 1  25
2-gallon cans, each 2  20
5-gallon cans, each 5  00
11-oz. Paste, per doz. 200

Packed, 4-oz., 3 doz. to the box ; 8-oz., 2
doz. ; 16-oz., 1 doz. ; 32-oz., 1 doz.

CiNDO Powder

Write us for samples, circulars, order blanks
and information

1-1b. packages (75c. size), per doz., $6.00
4-oz. packages ( 25c. sizel, per doz., 1.50
Silver Diamond Cleaning Powder

(1.0e. size), per gross, . . . . 6.00

has acquired a reputation of being the

BEST IN THE WORLD. Its sales

have more than doubled the past year.

It outsells all other Silver Polishes.

Every jeweler should have it either

under the Cando name or his special

label. There is nothing better made.

All jewelers want to recommend to

their customers the best up-to-date

goods, especially Silver Polish, which

requires the most care in selecting.

CINDo gives perfect satisfaction in

every instance. It pays a good profit

to the dealer. Put up in attractive

form with patent cap, that can be easily

opened and resealed.

36-38-40 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.

ATTRACTIVE WINDOWS
help boom business. Modern windows with ART FLOWER DECORATIONS

are to-day the most inviting and best trade winners. If you have not experienced

this, try it—" that is the best proof."

410
No. 4151. ROSE

THE BEAUTY OF THE SEASON

MY MAGNIFICENT ROSE CRESCENT, No. 9150. This piece simply cannot be

properly described, as neither illustration nor pen can do it justice. Suffice to say that the

Crescent stretches about 66 inches from tip to tip, is composed of high grade leaves and

roses, tapering in size from a 5% inch flower down to a small one. The best colors are pink,

tea or red. One of these Crescents is a decoration by itself, and, owing to its wonderful
 ap-

pearance, bound to attract everbody's attention. Price, Each, $6.00.

No. 9151. ROSE BOUQUET. Made of the same material as Rose Crescent No. 4
150.

How would you like to have one of those Crescents in the centre of your window and one of

these Bouquets on each side ? You would not have to move another finger to have 
the

swellest window imaginable I Color of those monster roses : pink, red or tea. Length,

60 inches. Price, only $3.60.

fff My SPRING CIRCULAR, No. 9,
Nils from press. and if copy has not yet
reached you, I would be glad to send
one. It simply contains unlimited
novelties for your use.

No. 9228. CHERRY BLOSSOM BRANCH

Just like cut off from tree, only much fuller of

blossoms and buds. Each, $1.00.

Plain Statement of Facts
For a number of years past we have manufactured metallized novelties for the jewelry trade. We have

never claimed, nor do we now, that we own any private monopoly on the art of electro-metallization. This art

has been known to science a hundred or more years. It is common knowledge among those who have given

the question of electro deposits special study. There are a number of different processes for electro-metalliza-

tion just as there are a number of processes of photography, but they all have for their foundation certain basic

principles which were known to science hundreds of years ago. It is our contention that if a photographer

maintained that he had the exclusive right to produce your features upon paper his position would be as tenable

as that of any manufacturer who claimed the exclusive right to electro-metallize flowers, other vegetable matter,

or animal matter.

We recognize, however, that for commercial reasons certain manufacturers of electro-metallized products

announce that they have patents on this art, and have warned the retail jewelers handling our product " to

discontinue the purchase or sale of metallized hat pins of other makes that infringe upon their patent, otherwise

they will be compelled to make the retail jewelers so doing a party to a suit brought under their patent." No

warning of this kind has ever been sent to us by these manufacturers, or to any of our distributing jobbers. We

have been compelled to rely upon the retail jewelers to whom these notices of warning were sent for our

information.

We believe that this public statement jeopardizes, not only our interests, but also those of the retail trade

throughout the country. We have, therefore, out of a spirit of fairness and justice to everyone concerned, and

more especially the retail jewelers throughout the country, decided to extend an invitation through THE KEYSTON

to any and all manufacturers claiming a patent on the art of electro-metallization to engage us in a friendly suit

to have adjudicated for once and for all the rights of the manufacturers to make this product, and more especially

the rights of the retail jewelers throughout the country to handle the product of any and all manufacturers of

metallized novelties.

Metallic Reproduction Company
WM. KEFES, President

Factory North Chicago (Lake County),

P. S.—We wish to emphasize the fact that our entire product is handled exclusively through the jobber and to assure retail

jewelers who purchase our product from our regular appointed distributing jobbers that we are prepared to defend all their

rights, and will gladly do so should occasion necessitate.
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New, Attractive Designs
Designs that are Very Showy at Small Cost

We have again added a number
of new styles to our large line of

Cuckoo and
Cuckoo and Quail

Clocks

for this spring. Our designers have
been very successful in creating
patterns that are especially suited
to this year's business conditions.
Every penny spent for carving shows
up double value. There's every-
thing in "knowing how." We have
without question the

STRONGEST AND BEST LINE OF

CUCKOO CLOCKS SHOWN ANYWHERE

THE MAGAZINE THAT

MAKES OPTICIANS

If you have an Optical Department or con-
template adding one, or if you have a son or
clerk who is interested in optics, or if you
wish to know how much an optical depart-
ment would mean to your business, subscribe
at once for

Now as to Cost!

Remember the cost of a
Cuckoo Clock is not always
represented by the invoice
price. If after the clock is
delivered and hung on the
wall, it frequently needs
repairing, that expense
must be added to the cost
of the clock. We make
our clocks right and then
sell them for as little as
we can. This makes our
clocks cost less in the long
run.

We have just perfected a simple, new device whereby

it is possible to turn the hands of a Cuckoo Clock

backward without damage. Heretofore endless trouble

was caused through lack of this improvement.

Let us have your request for our CATALOGUE and LATEST SUPPLEMENT

Let us have your name on your letter head

Cuckoo Clocks oaifFVer Unusual Clocks •

•STATION 5. PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters

The Keystone Magazine
of Optometry

The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with 4 -inch dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and highly
polished. The movement is made of the best ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose, and is constructed
on scientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell Is contained entirely within the case, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
case is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap Is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the case into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.

A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on t
op of case, or at the back. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffled

by coming in contact with any foreign object, nor can it be displaced or thrown ou
t of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens when

the belly 
other

bealnlison  
bell
pol on 

the
rback 

market.
The 

As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of t
he case, it is in consequence much larger and noisier

The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar 
period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with a manual

::P shut-o ,goff:'o off, abyme,ant hstofe 
time set.

te alarm may be discontinued at will. The alarm adjustment will be found practically perfect, and the alarm may b
e relied

Sold by all leading jobbers. If your local jobber does n
ot handle It, write us.

the new monthly devoted to the optical
business and the education of opticians.

The magazine is so planned as to be
equally valuable to the beginner and to the
practicing optician. Each issue comprises
over ioo pages, and not only covers sight-
testing and spectacle fitting in every detail,
but also tells how to install, arrange, conduct
and advertise an optical department or an
optical business.

If you have not seen a copy of the new
magazine, send for one and convince yourself
that it is entirely different from any other
optical publication in its practical value to
opticians and jeweler-opticians.

The subscription
price is only $1.00 per
year, which places at
your service the best
talent that can be pro-
cured in the optical line.
Opticians have pro-
nounced the one serial,
"The Making of a
Mechanical Optician,"
the most valuable mat-
ter ever published on
practical optics.

Mail us your
Dollar to-day and get
in line with the thou-
sands who have insisted
on beginning their subscriptions with the
first issue.

A–Dial

B–Bell

C–Dust Cap

D–Movement

A

Front View Interior View

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, BRISTOL, CONN.

The Universal
Opinion.
"The information derived
from one article alone in
the first issue completely
compensated me for the
very nominal subscription
price of $1.00."
T. B. TOMPKINS,

Sault St. Marie, Mich.

" No first-class optician
can affotd to be without
the new magazine. I
know it will be worth
many times the subscrip-
tion price to any up-to-
date optician."

A. B. BRUNEAU,
Auburn, Me.

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809 North 19th Street Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 525
Globe
Clock

"Galileo'
Each List
$15.00

Sole Distri-
buters for
the United
States

(Patent No. D.
G. M. 345540

11 I

GEO. KUEHL C& CO.
Office and Warehouse

80-82 Wabash Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers and Importers

Works at
Schonach and Hornberg

Bad. Schwarzwald, Germany

Black Forest Clocks
Four Hundred-Day Clocks

Traveling Clocks

Alarm Clocks

Music Clocks

Barometers

Chronoscopes

Cuckoo Clocks

Quail and Cuckoo Clocks

Westminster Mantel Chime Clocks

Quarter-Hour Strike Clocks

Novelly Clocks

Nursery Clocks

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE CELEBRATED PHONO ALARM C
LOCKS

An Italian astronomer and mathematician who discovered the 
law of pendulum," It does move though"

(Und ale betvegl sich doch ) refers to the story when he was made to kneel on t
he Gospels and swear never again

to say that the earth moves around the sun. It is said when he arose from his knees he was 
heard to

whisper, "It does move though."

Height, 14 inches; globe, 7 inches in diameter. Nickel case, one-day lever time. The globe moves

around once in 24 hours, showing the correct time of every city in t
he world. A magnificent window display.

An educational demonstrator and model for schools. Practical for office use; useful for every home.

OF GREAT EDUCATIONAL VALUE — ADOPTED BY M
ANY SCHOOL BOARDS

We have stock on hand again and can fill orders pr
omptly
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HALL CLOCKS
Waltham Tubular Chimes

EVERY progressive jeweler should carry a line of Hall Clocks. The profit is

most satisfactory when it is properly handled. When you have placed a

fine Hall Clock in a gentleman's residence you have won him as a permanent

customer and the results of that one sale may bring you thousands of dollars.

Our line will enable you to satisfy the most exacting patron and should also enable

him to make a selection within a reasonable limit of his resources.

HERE IS ONE of OUR LATEST DESIGNS

ITOur Catalogue will help you in making your selections for the fall trade,

which we will send upon request.

1T Our line of " Willard " or " Banjo " Clocks is the finest that we ever put
on the market.
crEvery first-class watch repairer should have one of our No. 13 Regulators. This clock

has jeweled pallets and adjusted mercurial pendulum, and is finely constructed throughout.

We guarantee it to run, with proper care, within five seconds a month. The net price is

from $100.00 to $123.00, according to style of case and circuit break, if desired.

WALTHAM CLOCK COMPANY
Office and Salesrooms: WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

Novelties in Colored Transparent Enamels
Artistic beauty and novelty are the twin qualifications which make a

new line of jewelry especially valuable to the trade and especially appealing
to the public. This combination, emphasized by the third qualification of
utility, will be found in an exceptionally striking form in the new creations

in enamel jewelry placed
on the market by the
Shepard Manufacturing
Company, Melrose High-
lands, Mass. The prod-
uct of this company in
Cloisonne transparent
enamels rivals in artistic
beauty and finish the
finest product of the
skilled craftsmen of
France, and the latter
have been outdone in
that the American prod-
uct, owing to improved
processes of manufac-
ture, is much more eco-

nomic. These goods can now, for the first time, be sold at a price which
places them within the reach of all and which entitles them to a place in the
staple stock of every jeweler. No just idea of the beauty of these goods,
the exquisite combination of colors, the crystal transparency of the enamels,
or the general rich and fascinating effect can be conveyed by means of
mere illustrations. Only the goods themselves can properly impress the
jeweler or his customers with the unique beauty of this line.

A supplementary line, for which the same company deserves credit,
consists of mourning jewelry in either silver or burnished gold finish. This
line can be sold at popular prices and the sentiment attached to it would
seem to assure for it a brisk and permanent demand. The trade will find
it to their advantage to acquaint themselves with these goods.

An Improved Eyeglass Mounting

The Spencer Optical Company, of New York-, who have found the
trade so appreciative of the "Ilikit" mounting, have placed on the market
their new model with interchangeable rims. The advantage of this model
is that those who do not desire the rimless may yet have the benefit of the
"Ilikit" attachment. There is every reason to believe that these frames
would be quite as popular as the rimless. They are made in solid gold and
gold-filled only.

A Combined Charm and Cigar Cutter

The almost countless number of
fraternities in this country and the
custom of wearing the emblems of
the various orders as charms, finger
rings, scarf pins, lapel buttons, etc.,
have greatly stimulated inventive
genius in the designing of these
goods. One of the latest additions
to this line is the shrine charm and
cigar cutter here illustrated, which
has the sale-making qualifications of
being useful as well as ornamental
and emblematic. The charms are
made by Irons & Russell Company,
Providence, R. I., and can be had in
gold, silver or silver gold-plated, also
with jeweled eyes if desired. The
firm also makes pins and buttons in
gold and rolled gold having same design. The charm has met with a
most hearty reception in the fraternal world, and many letters of com-
mendation and congratulation on its excellence have been received by the
manufacturers. This, and the fact that it is just new on the market, will
give it a special interest for the trade who find fraternal emblems one of
their most profitable lines.

A Bill 'Possum Novelty

Throughout the woodlands of the southern States there are wandering
to-day hundreds of thousands of 'possums, which have, within the past
two months, developed into a national asset, owing to their being served at
several recent and important barbecues and being universally accepted as a
delicacy. The New York markets are now paying $io a head for them,
and, as a consequence, the hunters of the South are scurrying the woods

and exerting their best marksmanship in the interests of a new and profit-
able business. With their usual celerity and foresightedness in grasping an
opportunity, the Aikin-Lambert Company, of New York. have just placed

Masonic
Brooches

In 10 K. and
14K.

Excellent designs
and workmanship

Sold direct to
responsible
retail jewelers

Send for selection packages Lion Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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on the market a novelty in the form of a flat gold pencil case, bearing on
one side a small 'possum in relief. This is intended as a Taft inauguration
novelty, and it is needless to add that the forthcoming big event will create
a national demand for this souvenir. Their new line also includes a
number of gold and silver novelties mounted with both army and navy
emblems. These seasonable and salable goods merit the early attention of
enterprising jewelers.

An Improved Method of Coffee Making
Most of us from time to time deplore the

fact that so few are versed in the art of coffee
making as it should be practiced. There will
probably be less complaint of this character
after the introduction of a new device, the
American automatic coffee filter, which en-
tirely obviates the necessity of boiling the
coffee, an objectionable practice widely preva-
lent. By the peculiar scientific construction of
this filter the heat is concentrated at the point
where operation commences, and by an ar-
rangement of air spaces is confined in such a
manner as to conserve the heat transferred
from the foot of the filter to a small quantity
of the liquid and force it up through the
ejector tube and over the ground coffee. In a
recent test by the manufacturers, The Ameri-
can Silver Company, Bristol, Conn., the filter
was filled with ice and a small amount of water
added. In one minute and thirty-five seconds
the operation commenced, the water ejected
through the tube registering 170 degrees, while
that in the body of the filter registered 42 de-
grees. Started with cold water, or water not
over foo degrees, when the temperature
reaches 175 to i8o degrees, the coffee is ready
to serve, requiring approximately ten minutes.
The filter can be operated by electricity, a gas
or coal range, or over an alcohol lamp. The practicability and novelty of
this filter, as well as its handsome appearance, merit for it the early atten-
tion of the trade.

Meeting of Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association
The semi-annual meeting of the Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association was

held in Iowa City, February 3d and 4th. The meeting was well attended,
and the instructive as well as the entertaining features of the programme
aroused much enthusiasm. The out-of-town visitors were accorded a very
hearty welcome, and all left with very favorable ideas in regard to Iowa
City as a meeting place for big conventions.

The first session was held in the Arts Building of the State University,
President Mack A. Hurlbut delivered the address of welcome and, although
he has a past reputation as an orator and wit, he excelled himself on this
occasion, combining as lie did philosophy, business and humor in a most
palatable prescription. After Mr. Hurlbut's address the session was
devoted to routine business and was brought to a close by an interesting
discussion of a law introduced in Congress regulating the sale and marking
of imitation goods and prohibiting fraudulent stamping or description. The
bill was endorsed by the association.

A new feature of the programme was that no plans for prepared
addresses were made, there being substituted a general discussion and
extempore debate of the various matters of interest to the trade. These
included the advantages of organization and the advisability of the jewelers
becoming members of the State society, the desirability of local societies,
parcels post legislation, the mailing of prices by postal or unsealed envelope,
minimum selling price, retailing of goods by manufacturers and wholesalers,
stamping laws, etc. All these subjects elicited intelligent discussion and
many new ideas were exploited.

The most enjoyable feature of the convention was the programme of
entertainment arranged by the Citizens' and Commercial .Club for the
visitors. There were lectures, carriage rides, visits to various industrial
plants, including .a brewery, where the visitors partook of an elaborately
prepared Dutch lunch ; a theater party and a glorious time at the Elks' car-
nival. The meeting closed with a smoker given at the St. James' Hotel.

New York Wholesale Jewelers' Association

The New York Wholesale Jewelers' Association met on February 26th
and effected a permanent organization. At the meeting there were present
or represented a majority of the jobbers, and at this time the membership,
including those who have already joined and those who have promised to
join, is about forty. It is expected by the next monthly meeting, the 2d of
March, practically the entire jobbing trade of this city will be members.

A constitution and by-laws was adopted, same following along the
lines of the national association, with the exception of instead of annual
meetings, monthly meetings will be held, or more frequently, as may
seem desirable or as occasion requires.

The following officers were chosen : President, M. J. Averbeck ; vice-
president, Louis Cohn, of Henry Freund & Bro.; secretary, J. W. Alford,
of C. G. Alford & Co.; treasurer, Theo. Yankauer, of Theo. Yankauer & Co.

These are members of the Executive Committee in addition to the
above: Jonas Koch, Max Kallman, of Lissauer & Co.; J. P. Montgomery,

of M. A. Mead & Co.; Samuel Kramer, of Heyman & Kramer ; C. L. Trout.



TNI CASE WITH A CONSCIENCE

This is Our

New Trade-Mark

And Here is Our New Name

Formerly

Grand Rapids Fixtures Co.

On February 1, 1909, we changed our name from Grand Rapids Fixtures Co. to

Wilmarth Show Case Co., and are now conducting business under that name.

This was done in order to incorporate the nature of our business in the cor-

porate name, thus now easily associating the two, and, further, to avoid

confusion resulting from the words "Grand Rapids," there being many firms

here whose names begin with the name of the city.

There are no other changes.

The officers remain the same.
The management remains the same.
The policy remains the same.
The product will continue to be the best.

About 15 years ago down in a little factory on South Front

Street, we commenced to make show cases on a small scale.

When we started we said, " We'll make good cases—we'll make

every part of them ourselves—we'll buy only the best lumber,

the best glass, etc. We'll carefully, painstakingly season our

lumber, we'll hire the best and most skilful men money can

get, we'll put brains, enthusiasm and high purpose into our pro-

ject and see what we can do."

We started in. Every man caught the spirit. Together we

toiled, thought, planned, always with our original purpose in

mind.

That was 15 years ago. To-day our product is known and

sold the world over. The demand for our cases necessitates

our carrying in stock over 1500 cases of all kinds. Our sales-

men cover the entire United States. A year ago we moved into

our new factory, one of the most complete and thoroughly

equipped factories in the country and undoubtedly the best

show case factory in the world.

The building is of brick, one hundred and sixty-four feet

long across the front and three hundred feet deep on each side,

the width of each of the wings being sixty-four feet. This gives

over 90,000 feet of floor space for manufacturing purposes,

exclusive of dry kilns, lumber sheds, boiler house, etc. The

building is practically fireproof, is protected by a 30,000 gallon

sprinkler system, all electric wiring is carried in conduits and

the most improved style blower pipe system is in use. The

insurance rate is the lowest in force on any woodworking plant

in our State. The building has a complete equipment of modern

labor-saving machinery, no expense having been spared to make

the equipment throughout the best that is to be had in every

respect. This equipment includes a number of special machines

and devices designed by us and built especially for our use.

Our shipping facilities are unusually good. We have a

side track at our shipping room door. By shipping in this way

much handling and all teaming are avoided, our cases being

loaded directly from the shipping room into the cars.

Our trade-mark on a show case is your absolute guarantee from us th
at you have your money's

worth and a dependable case. Report any dissatisfaction direct to us and your claims will have our

prompt attention.

We furnish complete floor plans free. Send us sketch of your store and our expert will 
submit an inter-

esting plan to you at once. Remember, the best case has WILMARTH sta
mped on it. Accept no substitute.

926 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich. 732 Broadway, New York

233-35 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 803 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

J. H. & P. R. Potter, Sales Agents for California, Nevada, Arizona and New Mexico, 88 Se
cond St., San Francisco, Cal.
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tion and decoration at the Royal Academy

of Art in Düsseldorf, Adolf Schill, in the

light of the above ideas, to prepare the de-
signs for a set of table pieces and to direct
their modeling and execution.

The wish was emphatically
expressed that the pieces
should not consist of monu-
ments, .overweighted with

figures, the weight and unhandiness of which
would discourage their frequent use. The
designing artist consequently commenced his
work bearing in mind the first condition, that
the table service to be produced must be
dominated by the idea of usefulness and the
right utilitarian incentive in a utensil, once
more restored to consideration. In selecting
the basic form for the utensils suited for a
modern prince's table, he sought to avoid
the forcedly primitive, also to restrict the
symbolical ornamentation, that might sug-
gest the relations of the provinces interested
to the future successor to the throne to ths
heraldic emblems. The artist believed that
he had avoided the danger, in a re-employ-
ment of the early medimval technic, of

Utilitarian Idea

to Predominate

introducing their ornamental
details and imparting to the
utensils the traditional ecclesi-
astical character by eschewing,
in the ornamental resources,
the perfected mediaeval art, in
selecting, as the point of de-
parture in his otherwise per-
fectly free designs, the ancient
Germanic animal ornament and
braided decoration. This style,
strictly adhered to where
heraldic considerations did not
interfere, appeared to him to
be particularly well adapted to
insure the blending of the or-
namentation with the construc-
tive practical shape.

To Prof. Adolf
To Whom Schill, the de-
Credit is Due signer ; to Prof.

George Oeder,
who was always ready, in
the most ami-
able manner, to
promote the exe-
cution with ex-
pert advice;
to Prof. J. P.
Junghans, who
modelled t h e
plastic animals;
t h e artist-arti-

sans, who with perfect devo-
tion and intelligence, have
worked for the attainment of
the artistic object assigned to
them ; to Messrs. Osthnes
and Hermeling; above all, to
Mr. Beumers, who created,
as the first, the chief piece, or
table center, to serve as a
model for the other silver-
smiths, great credit is due for
the perfect manner in which
pteteddi.fficult task was corn-

It can readily be under-
stood that the great work
could not be completed by
the wedding day. On the oc-
casion of the formal con-
gratulation of the young
royal couple by a deputation
from both provinces on June
5, 1905, at the Royal Palace
in Berlin, only the designs of
Professor Schill, with an ex-
planatory report, were pre-
sented.

Two peculiarities in the
composition impress one in
comparison with previous ac-
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complishments. On the one hand the com-

parative simplicity of the formal motive

adopted—no figures, no sculptural effects.

All the vessels and utensils are of fanciful,

but substantial and practical construction.

Even the center epergne, which is required
to crown the setting of the table, is subordi-
nated in its form to the purpose for which
it is intended, viz., as a receptacle for
flowers, it displays throughout the character
of a utensil. With this far-reaching regard
for useful purpose the designing artist has
met one of the most important requirements
of modern industrial art aesthetics; on the
other hand, the decoration is striking in
its originality. It may be briefly described
as a national art ornamentation and, specifi-
cally, it is a Germanic national art. The
northern animal embellishments and plated
band, or weaving design ornamentation, to
which the ornamental form-tone of the artist-
designer has constantly inclined, is, it is

(Continued on page 4tH)
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The HEPPELWHITE Pattern

is one of the most distinctive and

effective designs ever offered. We

make a complete lineincluding not

only all the standard pieces in

Hollowware and Flatware but

Toiletware as well.
Like the furniture of the cele-

brated designer whose name it

bears, this ware is characterized by

a charming dignity and grace which

has caused instant popular success.

The cut but poorly represents

the rare beauty of the few pieces

shown.
Prices and large illustrations of

the entire line of HEPPEL-

WHITE Sterling Silverware will

be sent to the regular jewelry trade
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Bear in mind please that the
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tured exclusively by REED &
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true, no primeval Germanic invention,

as was for a long time supposed.

Modern art-science has demonstrated

that it had its origin at the period of

the great migration of the nations,

about 400 to 800 years after Christ,

and that they primarily represented

nothing further than a barbaric trans-

formation of the antique, late Roman

form elements. The further this art of

the young, Germanic races was in time

and distance removed from the original

pattern, the more independent and

animated it grew, so that in Ireland

and the Scandinavian countries an art

in metal surface decoration was created

which offered the strongest possible

contrast to the original antique model.

And manifestly, this north Germanic

animal ornamentation and braided

band, or basket work designs, is pre-

eminently national, admired by the

mass of the people, whereas the nobility and

aristocracy are rather inclined in favor of

the gorgeous byzantine and similar forms

of art. The gift to the German Emperor's

son has, 'therefore, materi-

alized, in a form, that is,

to a certain extent, in con-

trast with all that has been

regarded as court art.

That a rich, genuine love

of ornamentation is mani-

fested, without restriction

or repression, is also char-

acteristic of the period in

which we live, which, it is

very evident, is no longer

satisfied to content itself

with the ascetic forms that

have resulted from the bare

logical consideration of pur-

pose and material, but

rather, in the intuitive de-

sire that exists in every

naturally cultured human

being, and which seeks

satisfaction in a demand

for the beautiful in form

and decoration.
The rich ornamental

.decoration is enlivened and

united by color in the shape

of enamel. Blue and red,

green, grey-blue and reddish

violet in diversified grad-

uation cause the shades to

blend harmoniously with

THEE KEYSTONE

Flower vase

one another and demonstrate that the

ancient technical specialty of the Rhineland,

the enamel work, is still in its prime in the

workshops of that section. Especially inter-
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esting is the manner in which this

enamel work has been executed on the

silver bands that encircle the orna-

mental horns, which, by the way, are
not drinking horns, but mounted ele-

phant tusks. In the case of one horn,
the bands are embellished with lions,
in from light brick color to dark
brown-red, on the other we see old
Germanic eagles, inclining to violet,
interwoven with red snakes. Concern-
ing the technical execution the follow-
ing may be said : The animal shapes
are in high repousse work and the hol-
lows for the enamel, owing to the
diversified intersection of the colored
surfaces, at different heights, whereas,
usually, we are accustomed to see
champ leve enamel only on smooth
surfaces. In this work the enamel
masses appear to follow all the move-
ments of the figures. In all the intri-
cate twisting, now high, now directed

abruptly downward, the enamel, usu-
ally so brittle, follows the will of the
workman.

In addition to the enamel, a number of
colored stones impart vigorous color points
to the tout ensemble. Agates, clouded
topazes, chrysoprase, lapis, towmalines and

topazes are used.
Symbolical and alle-

gorical representations have
been with tactful restraint
avoided. The only thing
that could be classed in this
category are the heraldic
motives. These are, how-
ever, for the most part,
taken from the animal
world, and as animal mo-
tives have been liberally

employed in the other or-
namentation, they lend
themselves admirably to the
general whole, without be-
ing anywhere conspicuous.
Splendid examples of mod-
ern animal styles are shown
in the heraldic figures of
Prussia and Westphalia,
treated in full model—the
eagle and the prancing
steed, which as finials
crown the two ornamental

horns.
Our readers will doubt-

less find in the contempla-
tion of the illustrations of
these superb, if unique,
works of art, some useful

Ornamental horn (Continued on page 493)
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BRACELETS

A line that's a leader with

Quality, Reputation and
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C. A. M. c&., CO. on your goods mean something — Satisfaction, Increased Trade
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A. P. WOOD
420 So. Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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F 51901107
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Factory:
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SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 56 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Fin-
ish, Workmanship.

IRA De

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price.Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn & Co.
16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Makers of GOL D CHAINS of every kind

Landis School of Engraving
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SPRING COURSE
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KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
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M. Lo Lan no Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

If you wish to take a Course this Spring please
write us at once, and we will assign and hold a
place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write um, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.
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inspiration for their practical
pursuits. A special art book,
dealing with this collection, has
just been published in Germany.

The custom of gift giving
has been a most influential factor
in the development of art metal-
work, and the gifts to royalty
are, as might be supposed, more
influential in this direction than
are others. The outside world
has but little conception of the
extraordinary aggregations of
priceless articles with which the
royal treasure houses are filled.
When the jubilee gifts of Queen
Victoria were placed on exhibi-
tion, the visiting crowds marveled
at the number and exquisite
beauty of this extraordinary ag-
gregation of presents.

The-Source of Coral Jewelry
Coral mann facture is an im-

portant trade in Naples. The
tourist will be astonished at the
number of shops which sell this
article in all forms, jewelry and
table ornaments especially. The
low price of labor here is an im-
portant factor. The raw mate-
rial comes to Naples from the coasts of
Sicily, Sardinia and Northern Africa, near
Tunis. A little comes from Japan. The
form, color and quality show an infinite va-
riety, and the cost varies accordingly, crude
coral bringing from 40 cents to $2oo a
pound. Coral is found in many parts
of the Medi-
t er r an e an ,
where it
grows at a
depth of from
forty to one
Ii undred
fathoms. In
good years
the coast of
Tunis alone
yields 6o,000
pounds, val-
ued at about
four hundred
thousand dol-
lars. The ap-
paratus f o r
coral fishing
consists of a
cross made

•

Side view of large epergne

of heavy wooden beams, to which are at-
tached pieces of old nets and untwisted rope
ends ; the whole is dragged by means of a
strong rope over the sea floor. Branching
corals are entangled in the ropes and nets,
break off and are pulled up with them.

In the manufacture of coral it is first

sorted and cut in suitable pieces,
and then drilled. Pieces intended
for scarfpins, for example, are
drilled only part through, and the
pin is screwed into the hole for
attachment. The coral is then
filed into the required shape, or
engraved, and next polished with
pumice stone and water, after
which a very fine chalk and water
is used. Oil is never employed,
as it tends to spoil the color.
Both men and women are em-
ployed as laborers, the former for
the filing and engraving or carv-
ing and the latter for drilling and
polishing. Wages for women are
from 40 to 6o cents a day, and
for men from 6o cents to $1.20.
The engravers get higher prices,
according to ability, but even
very skilled labor in this branch
seldom receives $3 per day. The
piecework system also obtains.
Most of the coral is exported;
about 8o per cent. of it (the
poorer sort) is sent to Africa and
India in the form of cheap orna-
ments. Some Mediterranean
coral is also exported to Japan,
the color being more liked there
than the native variety. A little
goes to the United States in trade
shipments, and more is brought
here by American visitors. The

value of manufactured coral depends en-
tirely upon its form, quality and color. A
pretty string of large beads may be bought
here for $5 or less, while a similar string, of
first quality, would cost $200. The work-
manship counts, but of more importance as
regards value is the delicate question of

color shade.
The size of
corals, like
that of dia-
monds, is
also an item
of impor-
tance. The
coral catch
in the Medi-
terranean has
been unusu-
ally small
this year and
higher prices
are expected
to prevail in
t h e future
for coral in
jewelry mak-
ing.Fruit dish
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Salesmanship—Its Principles
and Ideals

The most successful and most valuable
salesman is he who can gain and retain a
customer's full and complete confidence in
himself, his company, its management and
its product, says James W. Johnson, Man-
ager of the General Electric Company, Chi-
cago. A salesman who does not have ab-
solute confidence in the company and the
product wl;tich he represents, or who lacks
enthusiasm or loyalty, cannot inspire such
confidence in customers and is wasting his
time and talents so long as he remains with
that company. Our competitors have put
into the field an army of efficient salesmen
equipped with the latest and most up-to-date
weapons of the low price variety and in
some competitive scrimmages we have al-
lowed ourselves to be put on the defensive.
Now, the "General" we serve is not accus-
tomed to either the use of low price or to
being put on the defensive and it is vital
that our army should be proficient in the
use of such high-grade weapons as reputa-
tion and quality. The man or the officer in
the ranks who cannot succeed with these
weapons is fighting on the wrong side and
belongs in. the ranks of low prices, where
he is quite welcome to get what comfort he
can out of their empty victories. I am grati-
fied to believe that our "General" has none
such in his command.

Low price competition has
Competition always been with us, and
Based on always will be, so long as
Low Price there are differences in

quality of product, which
means differences in cost of production and
in value of goods to a purchaser, and so
long as there are differences in individual
ideas and policies. Our policy is and must
be to. secure a fair margin of profit over
manufacturing cost. Competitors who do
not follow this policy sooner or later fall by
the wayside, and customers who have
bought their goods and are dependent on
them for renewals suffer in the long run.
Some purchasers are so blind to their own
interests as to refuse to consider anything
but price. It is your mission to get out
among these heathens and convert them—a
difficult task, but not impossible if you go
about it in the proper way and persevere.
Once prove to a purchaser beyond perad-
venture of a doubt that by paying your price
he obtains something of sufficient additional
value to .offset the difference in price and
you have made him a convert to our cause.
To accomplish this may require the exercis-
ing of great tact, patience, perseverance and
resourcefulness. It may require you to
study the details of construction and opera-
tion of your competitors' apparatus as well
as your own. It may necessitate investiga-
tions on your part which you have not con-
sidered it your province to undertake and
the acquisition of special.knowledge and in-
formation to master the subject in hand.

The salesman who aspires
to attain a high degree of
success must possess certain
qualifications. If Nature

has not been generous and endowed him

Qualifications
for Success

KEYS'TONE

with these special qualifications, they may
often be acquired, provided the man has a
thorough realization of his deficiencies and
an unalterable determination to overcome
them. Among these special qualifications,
arranged partly in the order of their im-
portance as I view them, are:

1st. The ability to gain and retain a cus-
tomer's confidence. The essentials to gain-
ing the average customer's confidence are:

Good address, which implies a genial,
cordial and sincere manner, and neatness
and attractiveness in dress and person.

Punctuality in keeping appointments.
Tactfulness. This means knowing how

to approach the man and the subject in
hand, when to talk and when to let the cus-
tomer do the talking, and so many other
things that an hour could be spent in dis-
cussing this one quality. However, the
tactful salesman never has to kick himself
all the way back to his hotel for saying the
wrong thing at the wrong time, or saying
too much. He does not run down his com-
petitors or their goods, but in a dignified
way points out the differences .between
theirs and his. He does not "know it all,"
but gives the customer credit for having
some lingering spark of intelligence, and
does not try to discuss matters that he
knows little or nothing about, but diplo-
matically arranges to obtain the needed in-
formation and sees that the customer gets it.

He is a good loser, and
when he loses the customer
is sorry that he could not
(rive him the business. He

congratulates his successful competitor, who
in turn sympathizes with him in his bereave-
ment, and he condoles with the other un-
successful ones. He does not lose his head
in the disappointment of losing the business
and jump to the conclusion that he has been
unfairly treated, even though a consulting
engineer has decided the matter, for he
knows that consulting engineers, as a rule,
are fair and honest and have only the cus-
tomer's interest at heart, but that they are
human and liable to err.

2d. An intimate and thorough knowl-
edge of his own and his competitor's goods.

3d. Indefatigable perseverance, or
"stick - to - itiveness." "Stick-to-itiveness"
means knowing no defeat until he has proof
that a competitor has actually received and
accepted the order.

4th. The faculty of correctly "sizing
up" a situation, which includes the ability to
read men.

Be a Good
Loser

Keep Track of
Negotiations

It is remarkable how many
salesman, otherwise gifted,
allow themselves to be de-
ceived and deceive them-

selves regarding the real status of a negotia-
tion. Sometimes it is because they lack the
courage to ask directly for information,
sometimes because they jump at conclusions,
and often because they take too literally
statements made to them which a sober
analysis would indicate should not be ac-
cepted at face value. Many sales are lost
due to the lack of this faculty. The salesman
possessing it has a tremendous advantage.

5th. Broadmindedness. This means
putting aside personal pride and all petty
personal considerations, such as credit for a
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sale, and calling for assistance from other
salesmen, specialists, or those of the man-
agement who may be better posted regarding
the particular apparatus or material under
discussion, or closer to the customer, or able
to give helpful advice or suggestions. It is no
discredit, but quite the reverse, for a sales-
man to utilize such help from his associates.

6th. Concentration, which means devot-
ing every energy to the particular deal or
deals in hand until closed. It is too often
the case that a salesman tries to cover too
much ground or undertakes to handle too
many deals at a time—in short, to "grab
everything in sight," on the mistaken idea
that the more deals or territory he has to
look after, the larger will be his sales and
the better his record. When he does this he
stands in his on light. If a salesman is
given more to do than he can properly at-
tend to, it is his duty to himself as well as
the company to so report to the management.

7th. Thoroughness, which means leav-
ing no stone unturned and exhausting every'
resource at his own and the company's com-
mand before letting a contract or order get
away, and the resources of our company are
almost inexhaustible if they are fully and
intelligently employed. Thoroughness means
also getting full and complete information
as to why an order is lost and reporting
same accurately to headquarters. It also
means ascertaining the customer's precise
condition as to requirement, present and
future, not leaving him so long as there is
a possibility of selling him some of our
almost innumerable products, and making
note of and reporting and following up his
prospective orders.

8th. Overcoming obstacles. Many ap-
parently insurmountable obstacles become
advantages when intelligently studied and
analyzed. Few cannot be surmounted.

There are several other
necessary qualifications
which it is difficult to ar-
range in order of import-

ance and which may well contest the fore-
going arbitrary classification. They are:

9th. Initiative, which greatly enhances
a salesman's value to his company, because
it is unnecessary to point out to him each
step in a negotiation. A salesman possess-
ing this quality will look ahead. He will
not wait for a purchaser to ask for final
quotations before commencing his campaign,
for he knows that most important sales are
either secured or lost before the customer
has decided what to buy. The relations es-
tablished before this stage is reached are
what count.

The salesman possessing initiative will
investigate the reputation and standing of
a new customer and advise his company in
regard thereto. He will mention any sus-
picious facts learned and be better pleased
to see the order rejected than to see his
company assume undue risk of loss. More-
over, he will feel a personal interest in col-
lections of the accounts he has created, will
assist and co-operate with the credit and
collection departments, and will on occasion
undertake the adjustment and collection of
disputed accounts without thereby prejudic-
ing his status with the customer as regards
future business.

Value of
Initiative
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Newspaper Advertising for
March

We show on this page a few sugges-
.tions for jewelry and optical advertising in
the local papers during March. It is our
desire to suggest merely some advertise-
ments that can either be used just as they
are here or parts of them used to suit the
fancy and particular needs of every enter-
prising jeweler.

Any of the cuts used can be had from
this office on receipt of a nominal price, and
sheets of other illustrations with prices will
be sent on request.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our ei IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polishedshelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legssix inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case andshelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co. 
Salesroom, Office and Factory

Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO

Refiair
in Time

LI Save Nine

LI

What's the use of putting off from
one day to another the clock, watch,
sextant, compass, chronometer re-
pairing you should have done?
Have it done now and here.
Now—because the worse it gets

the harder it is to repair, and the
more you'll have to pay.
Here—because we have none but

the most experienced workmen,
who have the latest and most up-to-
date machinery and tools to work
with. Each an expert in his line.

SCHULZE

Not only watches, but anything that is bought
in a jewelry store, and many other things that
are bought in other stores.

Bring your broken or damaged articles
us, and we will repair them if it is possible
do so. Our charges are moderate.

Johnson & Richards
ewelers and Opticians

One
Minute,
Please

Possibly your watch
has been stopping,
or not running sat-
isfactorily. It may
have an expensive
movement, which is
not acting as it
should. If you are
having any trouble
with your watch,
bring it to us. We
will repair it and
make it run prop-
erly. Give us a trial.

Brown, the Jeweler

ENGAGEMENT
RINGS
.0.0„..4

"In the Spring a young
man's fancy lightly turns
to thoughts of " — En-
gagement Rings in a
number of cases.
We would advise a

selection from our suita-
ble lines, which comprise
single-, twin-, three-, five-
stone and cluster Rings,
set with diamonds, rubies,
emeralds, sapphires and
pearls.
The prices vary from

$15 to $650 and afford
a splendid selection.

.08.4..0

Landor 8z Company
Jewelers and Silversmit Its

424—Main St. 688

THE DIAMOND

AS AN

INVESTMENT

41. The man or woman who wears
it diamond also wears an air of
prosperity that is far reaching in
its influence.

4I.These are commercial times, and
to BE successful you must LOOK
it. People are always judged at first
by their appearance.

(I, As an investment, the diamond
is in a class by itself, because, out-
side of its intrinsic value, it has the
added value as an adornment.

11 When you are ready to buy a
diamond, at whatever price, there
are plenty of reasons why you
should come here.

JAS. ARCHBOLD & CO.

I )7

bECORATITE tHIIMA

r4

DECORATIVE
VASES

One of our large fancy
vases, or a few decora-
tive plates, are just the
thing to embellish
home surroundings.
Come in and look over our
China Department We
make speczal importations
for our trade.

HALL BROS.
MADISON AVE.
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Gold-Plated or Gold-Washed?

41 That is where the rub comes in
and shows.

We only handle lines of manufac-
turers who use gold in sufficient quan-
tifies to earn for their goods the much-
abused name "Gold Filled."

Let us convince you, and you will
have no difficulty in convincing your
customers.

11, We are Headquarters for Highest
Grade of Lockets, Chains, Bracelets, 
Lorgnettes, Fobs, Cuff Pins, Brooches,
Scarf Pins and Cuff Links.

The Frontier jewelry Mfg. Co.
Buffalo, N. r.

4. 

nts''

HOW MANY SALES GET AWAY?
You can never tell how many callers drop in, look around and go out again withoutseeing what they want or even asking for it. It pays to display your goods in the mosteffective way possible. Most jewelers believe the best way is a

,V4ne hrnaz All-Glass Show Case
Being made entirely of extra heavy plate glass, it adds beauty, elegance and refinementto your store.
It is built without bars, clamps, screws or framework of any kind. Consequently itadmits a maximum of light and allows every article displayed in it to be seen at any angle.
You can buy cheaper show cases, but none that have the same appeal to the eye or thepocketbook. Write to-day to Dept. C for illustrated descriptive booklet.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 West Fort Street DETROIT, MICH., U.S.A.

Our new book, " Metal Store Fronts," contains the newest ideas in getting all the valueout of your windows for display work. It incidentally describes and illustrates the PetzPatent Store Front Construction. Send for a free copy.

DERYTHINO IN WEKETS

TRADE

MARK

S.K.Merrill Company
,. - Lacket Ma kers

SOLD TO A1013.11SIQS ONLY

,NEWYO2I6 OFFICE e.4,1.4101 OFFICE 6-0.9 E4CTQL,2.V.
1.5-17-19 ...AMIDEN .1.41VE PROVIDENCE, RP. I.
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The Virtues in Precious Stones

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The ancients attached some very curi-
ous properties to precious and semi-precious
stones. The various superstitions concern-
ing stones were gathered into a book by
Rabbi Benoni, in the fourteenth century.
Later authors, especially Francis de Sales,
in 1708, added very interesting data;
Bouillet brought some singular facts to the
attention; and Streeter, in his exhaustive
work, published in 1877, rounded out the
history of faiths in the virtues of the various
jewels.

The diamond was supposed to promote
spiritual ecstasy. I can testify that it pro-
duces mental ecstasy, at least ; for I remem-
ber certain raptures expressed by Mrs.
Tweezer when she gazed for the first time
on her engagement ring. The emerald
gave constancy of mind, in the ancient be-
lief ; and I am not sure that it has lost this
virtue to-day—for where is the woman who
does not grow constant-minded as to the
possession of an emerald, when she sees it
sparkle in the jeweler's show case?

Onyx was much of a mystery. It was
believed that each piece of onyx imprisoned
a devil ; and this devil had the bad manners
to wake at sunset and mix with the wearer's
dreams. The substance, onyx, was ac-
counted for thus : Cupid, with the sharp
edge of his arrow, cut the nails of Venus,
his mother, when that estimable lady was
taking an afternoon nap ; these nail-parings,
falling into the Indus River, were turned to
onyx on contact with the sacred stream.
Surely a remarkable outcome of the first
recorded manicure operation!

Amber was supposed to be solidified
bird's tears ; Pliny even particularized the
bird's as the transformed sisters of Me-
leager, who wept incessantly for their
brother's death. Thomas Moore, in "Lalla
Rookh," says:

Around thee shall glisten the loveliest amber
That ever the sorrowing sea-bird hath wept.

Amber was thought to be a certain cure
for sore throat; but in our day we find
potash lozenges more effective—and much
cheaper.

The topaz was believed to help diges-
tion. To produce this medicinal effect it
was not bolted pill-wise, nor dissolved in
spirits, nor mashed and applied as a poul-
tice ; it was simply worn in a bracelet on the
ankle.

The garnet preserved joy. The ame-
thyst promoted chastity ; the Greeks thought
it counteracted the effects of wine. Fancy,
nowadays, going to a jewelry store to get
medicine for a jag! Agate cured fever;
turquoise brought good luck ; and red coral
was the certain preventive of stomachache.

One of the most delicious of these su-
perstitions was the gravely recorded fact
that "a bouquet composed of diamonds and
sapphires renders a person almost invincible
and wholly irresistible." Notice the nice
balancing of "almost" and "wholly." And
who shall dispute the contention, when a
beautiful woman decks herself in diamonds

and sapphires, as to her irresistible invinci-
bility?

The sapphire was surrounded with
. many curious beliefs. It was supposed to
impel the wearer to do good deeds—whence
it might be assumed that a judicious distri-
bution of sapphires among hoodlums and
toughs would solve some of our present
social problems. It was supposed, also, that
the sapphire would cure boils, restore im-
paired sight, extinguish fires and mend the
manners of its wearer. Truly a precious
stone it would be, indeed, had it not lost its
ancient virtues!

The jewelry trade lost a very great
asset when humanity took to liquid medi-
cines and superstition gave way to knowledge.

The Earliest "Department Store"

The troubles of the small retailer, in
respect to the competition of the bazaars
which conduct fifty different kinds of busi-
ness under one roof, date back to an earlier
century. Indeed, the greatest of the depart-
ment stores of this generation do not handle
nearly so varied a line as was exploited by
Roger Giles, of Falmouth, England, in 1722.
And while one of these modern organiza-
tions needs to employ five thousand or more
men and women in conducting its vast mer-
cantile affairs, Roger Giles seems to have
concentrated within his own person the en-
tire distributing agency of his shop.

What was the measure of his success
we do not know—history seems to have
failed to record the outcome of his venture.
It seems scarcely possible that he could
have done well more than a few of the pro-
digiously many things that he engaged to
do, in his advertisement ; for even versatility
has its limitations.

It seems a great pity that history has
left no record as to the personality of this
originator of the department-store idea.
We must content ourselves with such light
as we can get from his sign, which was still
swinging at Falmouth, England, up to a few
years ago. Following is a literal copy of
this curiously carved old sign:

ROGER GILES
SIJRGIN, PARISH CLARK & SKULE-

MASTER, GROSER & HUNDER-
TAKER,

Respectably informs ladys and
gentleman that he drors teef with-
out wateing a minit, applies laches
every hour, blisters on the lowest
tarms and vizicks for a penny a
peace. He sells Godfather's kor-
dales, kuts korns, bunyons, doc-
tersh osses, clips donkies wance a
munth and undertakes to luke
arter every bodies nayls by the ear.
Joesharps, penny wissels, brass
kanelsticks, fryin pans, and other
moozikal hinstruments hat grately
reydooced tigers. Young ladys
and gentlemen larns their gram-
mur and langeudge in the purtiest
mannar, also grate care taken off
their morrels and spellin. Also
zarm-zinging, tachying the bass
vial, and oil other zorts of fancy
work, squdils, pokers, weazels, and
all country dances tort at home and
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abroad at perfekshun. Perfumery
and snuff in all its branches. As
times is cruel bad, I begs to tell ee
that i has just beginned to sell all
sorts of stashonary ware, cox,
hens, vouls, pigs and all other
kinds of poultry, Blackin-brishes,
herrins, coles, scrubbin-brishes,
traykel and godley bukes and
bibles, mise-traps, brick-dist, whis-
ker-seeds, morrel pokkeranker-
chers, and all sorts of swatemaits,
including taters, sassages and
other garden stuff, bakky zizars,
lamp oyle, tay kitties and other in-
toxzigatin likkers, a dale of fruit,
hats, zongs, hare oyle, pattins,
bukkits, grindin stones and other
aitables, corn and bunyon salve
and all hardware. I as laid in a
large azzortment of trype, dog
mate, lollipops, ginger beer, matches
and other pikkle, such as hapsom
salts, hoysters, vvinzer sope, anze-
trar.—Old rags bort and zold here
and nowhere else, newlayde heggs
by me Roger Giles, zinging burdes
keeped, sich as howls, donkies,
paykox, lobsters, crickets, also a
stock of celebrated brayder.

P. S.—I tayches geography,
rithmetic, cowsticks, jimnasticks
and other chynees tricks.

I doubt if there ever lived another such
Jack-of-all-trades as Roger Giles. His ad-
vertisement needs a little editing to make
clear the vast range of his activities. Let us
arrange it in some such order that will help
our appreciation of his abilities:

He sold medicines, musical instru-
ments, kitchen utensils, perfumery, to-
bacco, stationery, poultry, woodenware, live
stock, groceries, coal, books, dry goods,
candy, meats, oil, fruit, hats, shoes, hard-
ware, grindstones, drinks, oysters, eggs,
birds and shellfish.

He taught languages, morals, singing,
bass violin, dancing, arithmetic, gymnastics,
geography, "and other Chinese tricks."

He cured blisters, toothache, stomach-
ache, corns and bunions ; and he did mani-
curing.

He variously "doctored" horses, clipped
donkeys, dealt in rags, was parish clerk and
(finally) undertaker.

Such a man must have been a menace
to the general trade of his day. The aver-
age citizen of Falmouth had few wants, in
1722 ; and Roger was "on the job" to supply
these small necessities of the body and after-
ward dispose of it in the manner of "dust to
dust." To be sure, some doubts of his en-
tire efficiency in other directions is raised
by the fact that his spelling would seem to
have disqualified him to take the part of
"skulemaster" ; but what would you ? One
must not expect too much of a doctor who
also sells grindstones and deals in rags ; nor
is it quite fair to look for orthographical
perfection in the man who clips your don-
key and teaches gymnastics. One should be
reasonable.

I wish Roger Giles were living to-day
—I would travel far to meet him. It would
be worth while, I think.
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CLARENCE,: F. BAYER STRASBURGER

..

OF

ALBERT PRETZFELDER

empa

BAYER el PRETZFELDER COMPANY
Importers and Manufacturers JEWELRY, NOVELTIES and FANCY GOODS
11 WEST 17th STREET (Right off Fifth Avenue) NEW YORK
/IT Our lines for 1909 are now on the road and will be exhibited in all the large cities. It will be to any1u-dealer's best interests to communicate with our New York Office and get in communication withour representative in your territory.

MANUFACTURERS: ELECTRIC and GAS LAMPS, ELECTROLIERS, BRASS NOVELTIES and SMOKERS' ARTICLES.SOLE AGENTS: LA VOGUE OPERA, MARINE and FIELD GLASSES. S. OlE. L. LORGNETTE LINES IN GOLD, GOLD FILLED, STERLING SILVERand GUN METAL of Every Description. H. I. LEATHER GOODS LINES.IMPORTERS: OPERA, MARINE and FIELD GLASSES; WATCHES, CLOCKS: GOLD, GOLD FILLED, SILVER and GUN METAL CIGARETTECASES, NOVELTY JEWELRY, GUN METAL NOVELTIES, GARNET and CORAL JEWELRY in Large Variety, STERLING andGERMAN SILVER MESH BAGS, BRASS STATIONERY SETS, FANS, SMOKERS' ARTICLES, FANCY GOODS, Etc., Etc.

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE
JEWELRY TRADE, AND ANY ENER-

GETIC DEALER CAN MATERIALLY INCREASE HIS PROFIT
AND PRESTIGE BY REPRESENTING THE " BRIGGS"
WE INVITE THE ATTENTION OF RELIABLE HOUSES IN OPEN
TERRITORY, AND GIVE ESPECIAL CARE TO SMALL ACCOUNTS

THE BRIGGS PIANO COMPANY
OF BOSTON, U. S. A.

,01////
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THE STANDARD LINE OF

Seamless Rings
which stand out in bold contrast with other makes, compel
attention and assure quick sales at good - profit prices.
Artistic novelty and attractiveness of design are noted
characteristics of our line. Great wealth of new styles and
patterns in SCARF PINS, EAR KNOBS, Etc.

The Morgan Jewelry Co.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS

62 Page Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

We make
these Bracelets

Mr. Retailer:
If you want something that will satisfy your customer

and will be exactly as represented in regard to quality and
workmanship, demand that your jobber carry a line of

Freeman's Roller Fobs, Chains
and Bracelets

We also make a nice line of LAVALLIERS and
JEWELRY, something that is UP-TO-DATE in every
way and that is calling the attention of the trade as our
orders show.

B. S. FREEMAN CO.
Attleboro Falls, Mass.

Chicago Office, J. T. EDVVARDS, Columbus Building
San Francisco Office, JOHN NATHAN, Cor. Geary & Stockton Sts

March, 1909 TH E

Show Window Illumination

Give a competent window dresser the
choicest goods, and unless the window is
properly illuminated, of what value is either
the skill displayed or the quality or novelty
of the merchandise? Displays that fail to
make sales fail from a business standpoint,
writes Norman Macbeth, a well-known il-
luminating engineer, in the Dry Goods
Economist.

It is efficient and effective illumination
which makes possible the final touch of sug-
gestion for ownership to the purchaser who
otherwise might not be interested in that
which, without adequate illumination, may
be a mere hole in the store-front, enclosed
with glass.

Many good windows regularly bring in
mail orders for goods displayed after hours
when the store is closed.

Undoubtedly there has been,
An Oft- and is still, a very consider-
neglected able amount of guesswork
Subject and ill-directed experiment

in window illumination.
Architects and builders have apparently
given very little consideration to this im-
portant question. The space in the window
at the disposal of the window lighting
specialist is frequently not sufficient to hide
a i6-candle-power lamp alone, without con-
sidering the necessary accessories. Win-
dows, high or low, shallow or deep, are fre-
quently given the same treatment. Win-
dows containing dark goods adjoining dis-
plays of light goods are given the same
quantity of light.

Little attention has been given to switch
control, amount of reflection from materials
or fabrics, quality or quantity of either
goods or light. Windows finished in light
woods or decorations have been properly
and sufficiently illuminated. But when the
style of decoration is changed to mahogany
or dark oak, then the illumination falls off
so much that the man who designed the
window lighting, or the company supplying
the electricity or gas, comes in for severe
condemnation on the ground of depreciation
in the accessories, or of carelessness in per-
mitting the supply of current or gas to drop
off to the "hot wire" point.

Seldom is the fact made
plain that because of the
darker finishes a correspond-
ing increase in intensities,

or change in distribution, is necessary.
There are times when these conditions are
reversed, and again the parties above men-
tioned come in for condemnation, on the
ground of extravagance ; or they are

Affecting

Circumstances

KEYSTONE

charged with increasing the pressure of gas
or electricity in order to run up bills. The
merchant who has always handled the light-
ing of his store as he superintends the other
departments—by observations of past per-
formances—notices a well-lighted window
downtown, makes a careful note that ten
reflectors, with such a number of a cer-
tain kind of lamps, are used, and orders
his contractor to install a similar outfit for
him.

The result is little better than before
the change was made. All the present ap-
propriation for window alteration is used,
and further expenditures cannot be con-
sidered this year. As likely as not the struc-
tural conditions and size of the windows
differed greatly, as did also the goods dis-
played. These factors, which should have
received the most careful consideration,
were overlooked.

The problem of window il-
lumination has two sides—
the physical and the physio-
logical. The window may

have the right kind of lamps, the correct
amount or quantity of light, but, because of
the physiological effect, may be con-
demned. Many installations waste light in
outline effects, by studded ceilings and other
methods which, if used properly, would
efficiently do the work and leave a fair
amount to charge off on the investment.
The sense of seeing is dependent upon dif-
ferences in the intensity and quantity of il-
lumination reflected from the goods to the
eye of the observer.

To secure the best results, window il-
lumination should be by both direct and
diffused light. The direction must be
natural—which means invariably from the
front and above. Shadows are necessary,
but they should not be sharply defined. We
ought to have no difficulty in distinguishing
objects in shadow, nor should the light be
such that we are likely to confuse the edge
of an object with the edge of a shadow.

This condition is quite noticeable in a
window lighted with a high candle-power
miniature arc lamp hung in the center of
the window and equipped with the light
alabaster globe so frequently used.

Various reliable investiga-
tors have stated that the eye
is working at a normal pu-
pillary aperture and condi-

tion when one to two foot-candles is effec-
tive .on the eye, reflected from the object
viewed—the object (the goods in the win-
dow) being considered as a secondary light
source. Therefore, goods reflecting 8o per
cent. of the illumination received should be
allowed about 2% foot-candles effective.

Problem Has

Two Sides

Light From

the Goods
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Dark goods, from which the reflected
light may range from 5 per cent. to I per
cent. of the total amount effective on the
goods, require from 40 to ioo foot-candles
for satisfactory eye conditions ; that is, to
see clearly without strain or fatigue, having
I to 2 foot-candles effective at the eye.

A foot-candle is the illumination fur-
nished by one candle-power at one foot dis-
tance—practically just sufficient to enable
you to clearly read ordinary newspaper print.

The tungsten lamp prob-
ably more than any other
one factor makes possible a
standard of window illumi-

nation approaching more closely the satis-
faction point than has ever before been pos-
sible. This is due, first, to the comparatively
large quantity of light available per unit of
space occupied ; secondly, to the quality of
the light, and, thirdly, to the high efficiency.
The last-named permits the installation of
higher intensities for the equivalent electri-
city costs of carbon filament lamps.

Would not any merchant who spends
$5000 a year in newspaper advertising be
justified in laying out money for a new
lighting installation in his window, especi-
ally when he takes into consideration the
benefits which result in the greater efficiency
of tungsten lamps ? As a result of such in-
stallation, with the consumption of the same
quantity of electricity as before (say a cost
of 65 cents per night of five hours, amount-
ing to $200 a year with electricity at io
cents per unit a kilowatt hour), a window
of the size and kind usually seen in the
average small store—having a 15 to 30-foot
front—can be satisfactorily illuminated.

With the new tungsten
Procure lamps, in units of 48 to 200
Suitable candle-power, suitable re-
Reflectors flectors are required, which,

in combination with these
larger units, will properly control the light
and furnish the best possible diffusion. No
merchant changing to the tungsten lamps
and using the larger units should be content
with the mere additional light which these
lamps give. An appropriate reflector should
always be selected for use with them. When
it is understood that but little more than io
per cent. of the candle-power of the tung-
sten lamps is sent directly downward, and
that 50 per cent. of the light furnished is
directed toward the ceiling or above the
horizontal, it can be easily recognized why
a specially designed reflector, scientifically
constructed, will increase the downward il-
lumination, at least to 8o per cent. It is
even claimed that the end-on candle-power
can be increased to 800 per cent.

The Tungsten

Lamp
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An Ophthalmometer is a Necessity for the
Careful Refractionist

It Saves Time and Insures Accurate Work

REMEMBER
The Ophthalmometer gives

valuable information in regard
to astigmatism that cannot be
found in any other way. It
shows the presence of corneal
astigmatism and the meridians
of greatest and least curvature.

Can be supplied with
attachment for city
electric current or with
battery.

The C. I. Ophthalmometer, shown above, is in use in
over a thousand offices and has met with the greatest success. It is
scientifically built, well finished, and besides its acknowledged utility
as an instrument of precision that no refractionist can afford to be
without, gives a professional tone to the office that is invaluable.

For Sale by All Jobbers

March, 1909 THIS

Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be an-
swered in the order in which they are received. No atten-
tion will be paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and
give proper advice in the management of cases submitted
to us, it is essential that we be furnished with a complete
history of each case and accurate information on the fol-
lowing points:

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always ap-
proximate.)

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and
what number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

S. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"N. M. S."—I have had quite an interesting case
to-day on which I desire to seek your advice.
Woman, 33 years of age, does housework.
0. U. = 20/40ff 0. D. = 20/40ff 0. S. =
20/6off The ophthalmometer shows an over-
lapping in the horizontal meridian, in the
right eye 1.50 D. and left eye 2 D. With the
retinoscope a + 2 D. neutralizes the move-
ment in the horizontal meridian, but in the
vertical meridian I am unable to get any defi-
nite results. With the trial case the result
selas as follows: 0. D. ± 1.50 D., cyl. axis
z8o° = 20/30. 0. S. 2 D. Sph. = 20/50.
The ophthalmometer indicated more astigma-
tism in the left eye than in the right, but I
was not able to get her to accept a cylindrical
lens. In fact, the vision of this eye was so
poor that spheres and cylinders were ac-
cepted equally, but neither afforded any great
improvement in vision. Why is it that she
would not accept cylindrical lenses for the
left eye when the ophthalmometer showed
astigniatisnif With the above correction be-
fore her eyes I made the muscle test and
found 4° esophoria and 5° right hyperphoria.
Wizen I looked at her eyes I thought I could
detect an upward and inward tending of the
eye. When I placed the 5° prism base up in
the trial frame over the left eye it produced
a marked improvement in vision and she was
able to name a number of the letters in the
No. 20 line. Will you please give me some
help in this case and advise me what lenses
to prescribe and what prismsf

In the first place, this is a case of astigmatism
against the rule, and this usually calls for the ad-
dition of .50 D. to the ophthalmometric findings.
When a patient refuses to accept a convex cyl-
inder up to the amount indicated, and especially
if the convex cylinder fails to raise vision to nor-
mal, we would always think of the possibility of
mixed astigmatism, and to determine this we
should place a — .25 D. or a — .50 D. cyl. axis
go° over the convex cylinder. In many cases this
will produce a marked improvement in vision
and raise it to normal. If it produces but little
improvement then the concave lens may be dis-
carded.

We are sorry that no record is made of the
near point or amplitude of accommodation, as
this would have given us a clue as to the possi-
bility of a myopic element in the case. Or, per-
haps it may be compound hypermetropic astigma-
tism, calling for a convex sphere in connection
with the cylinder ; and again, the amount of ac-
commodation would have been a pointer of value
in this direction.

The left eye is evidently amblyopic on ac-
count of disuse due to the compound hetero-
phoria. The retinal sensibility being thus blunted
explains why the patient sees but little difference
between the sphere and cylinder.

His reading vision should be tested for this
left eye, and then a glass given for the purpose
of exercising it; perhaps the + 2 D. mentioned
will suffice, perhaps the reading test will show that
a little stronger is necessary.

The heterophoria seems to be the essential
feature in this case, and the most important part
of this is the hyperphoria. The fact that the ver-
tical prism afforded such an improvement in
vision would indicate that binocular vision was
maintained at the expense of a strain on the
vertical muscles, and that this vertical insufficiency
calls for correction.
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The examination should be repeated on sev-
eral different days, and the testing prism or Mad-
dox rod should be placed over the left eye. It is
only fair to assume that the right eye is the fixing
eye and that any insufficiency would be in the
muscles of the left eye. It would be allowable,
and perhaps even advisable, in order to make the
test complete, to place the Maddox rod over right
eye for a single time, but the correcting prism
should be placed over the left eye, commencing
with 2° base up and increasing as necessary.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page

"G. A. P."—In May Clinics you find excess curva-
ture of 5 D. ax. 95° in R. E. You find excess
curvature of i D. ax. 90° in L. E. with the
ophthalmometcr. Now with the retinoscope
you find R. + 5 ax. 18o°, L. + .rso + so ax.
1800 This looks right, but you then go ahead
and with trial case put on R.+ 4 ax. 95°, L. +
so, ax. 900. This last finding looks unreason-
able to me after findings in both previous
being exactly opposite. Kindly explain.

Our correspondent has evidently confused
meridians with axes, as we will endeavor to ex-
plain to him.

The oplithalmometer shows an excess of cur-
vature in the vertical meridian; this may mean
one of two things. Let, us consider the right eye
as an example; the horizontal meridian may be
normal and the vertical myopic to the extent of
5 D. Or the vertical meridian may be normal
and the horizontal hypermetropic to the extent of
5 D. In both cases the vertical meridian shows an
exress of curvature of 5 D., and the ophthal-
mometer is intended only to show the difference
between the curvatures of the two principal me-
ridians. The latter condition holds good in this
case, viz., 5 D. of hypermetropia in the horizontal
meridian, which corresponds to astigmatism with
the rule.

The retinoscope is employed with the result
of verifying this condition.

Then the trial case is used, and as it is hyper-
metropic astigmatism with the rule the convex
cylinder is placed with axis at go°, for the reason
that the axis is plane and the refractive power of
the lens lies in the meridian at right angles,
which in this case would be at 1800, just where it
is needed to correct the defective meridian of the
eye. Perhaps this subject can be made plainer by
diagrams.

Emmetropic

Hyperme-
tropic 4 D.

Meridians of Eye

Axis = no power

+ 4 D.

Correcting Lens

If we take this lens and place it over the eye,
the axis which has no power will fit over the em-
metropic meridian, and the 4 D. power will corre-
spond to the defective meridian, which is hyper-
metropic to this extent. A careful study of these
diagrams will show our correspondent where his
error lies.
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"G. A. P."—Would like your advice on the follow-
ing case: Mrs. B., aged 47 years, was wearing
R. E., — 6.25 S. C 3.75 cyl. ax. 18o° ; L. E.,
7.25 S. — 3.25 cyl. ax. 18o° ; with these glasses
p. p. 7 inches both eyes. Vision, R. E., 20/200;
L. E., 20/100. I got the following results:
Retinoscope, R. E., — 9.5 S. C — 5 cyl. ax.
180°; L. E., — 6 S. — — 6 cyl. ax. 580°.
Fogging, R. E., — 9 C cyl. ax. 18o° ; L. E.,
same as retinoscope. Her old glasses are
bothering her and I tried the following with-
out success: Lenses with sphere 2 D. weaker
than fog showed for distance, and 3.5 D. less
than fog for reading. This being unsuccess-
ful I reduced the cyl., but with no better re-
sult. Eyes look red and watery.
As a rule, in cases of high myopia it is im-

possible to raise the acuteness of vision to normal
on account of the diminishing effect of the strong
concave lenses that are required, and of the im-
paired integrity of the retina due to the stretching
and the consequent separation of the rods and
cones. We assume that the acuteness of vision
mentioned is the result of the old glasses, but we
see no record of the vision with the other lenses.
This is an important omission as it is desirable to
know how much improvement can be secured, be-
cause, while we could not expect to afford normal
vision, we would hope to secure better than 20/200
or 20/100. This is a case in which the pinhole
would be of value to determine just how much we
had a right to expect from glasses. There is quite
a variation to be noticed between the old lenses
and those found by the tests, so much so that our
correspondent is put on the defensive to prove
that his results are correct. While it is necessary
that the sphere should be correct, it is even more
important that the cylinder should be right. Too
much reliance should not be placed upon the ret-
inoscope unless G. A. P. is an expert in its use.
Rather, if possible, we would suggest an ophthal-
mometric examination to determine the amount of
astigmatism and location of axis.

The fogging system is mentioned as showing
certain results, but no explanation is given as to
how it was used. This method is scarcely appli-
cable in myopia, especially in high myopia, where
the defect itself fogs the vision.

The rule should be ever kept in mind to give
the weakest glasses in myopia that afford satisfac-
tory vision, after which a further reduction must
be made for reading. If the myopia and astigma-
tism are both accurately measured, there is every
reason to believe the glasses will be satisfactory.

"G. A. P."—In the November Clinics I see you
mention the use of electricity in removing
conical scars. Would it be worth while to
try to remove a scar from keratitis of about
six months' standing, child 5 years old f
Kindly give vie information about books on
the subject.
The prospects of treatment are always much

better in youth than in adult age, but whether it
would be advisable to make efforts to remove the
corneal opacity in this child will depend on the size
of the opacity and the depth of tissue involved.

It should be remembered that, in addition to
the proper membrane of the cornea, there is Bow-
man's membrane and a layer of epithelium in
front, and the membrane of Descemet and a layer
of endothelium behind. The first two layers of
the cornea may be destroyed and heal without
leaving any marks, but any loss of the deeper
layers can be repaired only by scar tissue.

Hence, in the consideration of a case of cor-
neal opacity, the depth of the corneal tissues in-
volved is a matter of great importance, and it
stands to reason that the deeper the involvement
the less favorable the prognosis.

The use of the galvanic current in electro-
lysis results in decomposition of the substance,
but we wish to repeat what we have already
stated before, that many methods of treatment are
described in the clinics as a matter of general in-
formation for those optometrists who desire to be
posted in ophthalmology as well as optometry and
not that they should be carried out by the non-
medical refractionist. In this case our corre-
spondent would do well not to assume the re-
sponsibility of giving advice as to whether the
opacity should or should not be removed, but
consult a competent medical or electrical specialist.,
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(Continued. Part LI)

Nature of the Excursions.--The peculiar character of the
quick, jerking movement, with slower return, naturally tempts
inquiry as to its meaning. It is, however, though unnoticed, a
constant phenomenon of every-day life. As we walk along we may

look at the ground or at objects around us. In either case, or, in

fact, whenever there is relative motion between our bodies and
neighboring objects, the eyes fix one salient point after another,
experiencing a slow motion while looking at each, followed by a
quick motion in the opposite direction in order to gain the next.
Thus, when we look on the ground while walking along, the point
of fixation does not run evenly along the ground, like a little dog,
before us, but is quickly transferred from point to point, lingering
on each long enough to give a good retinal picture but not too
long to tire the retina. It is reasonable to expect, therefore, that
the central apparatus should be so constructed as to facilitate move-
ments of this kind and that when the centers are deranged they

should occur spontaneously.

The great part played by visual defects in causing nystagmus
is perhaps to be explained as follows : All ordinary visual actions
combine a voluntary element with an involuntary reflex element.
It is the latter which, after we have directed our eyes to an object,
retains them there for a brief period. In nystagmus this retain-
ing power is lost, so that the gaze is no sooner brought to
bear upon an object by the usual quick movement than the eye
moves away from it from want of the proper physiological sup-
port of reflex fixation. Any defect, therefore, in the reflex loop,
whether from blindness or from imperfect development or educa-
tion in early life, or from central or motor defects, will suffice to

cause nystagmus.
When we turn round and round, the semicular canals inform us

of the motion, and the eyes at the same time are caused by sur-
rounding objects to make movements similar to those of nystagmus,

the slow movements being opposite to that of the body and the

quick ones with it. We can easily understand, therefore, that

disease of the semicircular canals may cause nystagmus, since the

two are so connected in daily life. Important conjectures have

been made as to the mechanisms involved, but the proof is not yet

complete.
Treatment of Nystagmus.-Operate as early in life as possible

for congenital cataract or corneal leucomato. In older children

correct the refraction, to give more rest to the nerve centers.

Avoid over-fatigue of the eyes. If the position of least nystagmus

for each eye separately be such that operations on the ocular
muscles might make them coincide and other muscular weaknesses

agree therewith, tenotomy or advancement might do good in
exceptional cases. In miners' nystagmus, or that brought on by

over-use of the eyes in certain directions, change of occupation

with tonic treatment of the system generally, are indicated.

Curiosities.-Gowers records a case, with symptoms of cere-
bellar tumor and lateral nystagmus, in which the pharynx and

larynx were the seat of similar movement ; " that in the pharynx

was horizontal towards the middle line : in the larynx there was

a similar lateral movement of the arytenoid cartilages." The

rate of movement was the same as in the ocular muscles, 18o per

minute.
Curiously enough, Javal has recorded a case of nystagmus in

which the oscillations of the eye were arrested by the instillation of
atropine ; while, on the other hand, Zehender records an instance
in which the instillation of eserin provoked nystagmus. Peculiar

varieties of nystagmus are met with in association with the " head

nodding of infants, which occurs as a transitory affection during

the first year of life after the second month. The jerking of the

head may be lateral, rotary or nutatory, but ceases in the recumbent
position or during sleep, herein resembling nystagmus ; as also

in becoming more pronounced when the attention is directed to an

object. The nystagmus is frequently unilateral, and is " generally

more marked on one side than on the other. Sometimes there is
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rotary or vertical nystagmus of one eye and distinctly horizontal
movements of the other" (Thomson). Holding the head steady
generally increases the nystagmus. In some cases there is
rythmical contraction and dilation of the pupils. The occasional
spells of lateral deviation of the head and eyes, sometimes associated
with unconsciousness, suggestively indicate the mechanisms affected

CHAPTER X I

Ophthalmoscopic Corneal Images

Though the corneal reflections of candles, tapers, etc., have
been used for a very long time, I believe the first published use of
a reflaction from the ophthalmoscope was by Priestley Smith, for
his well-known tape method of strabismometry, about fifteen
years ago.

When an eye is illuminated by reflection from an ophthalmo-
scope, a brilliant spot of light appears to rest on the cornea, pro-
duced, in reality, by reflection from the film of liquid on its surface,
as from a strong convex mirror. This corneal reflection is shown
in Fig. 78. The beginner in ophthalmoscopy is only too well

Fig. 78*

Normal eye. (Photographed by author's squint camera.) To show the Corneal Image in an
average eye ; the pupil displaced slightly inwards and the corneal linage displaced

still more inwards.

acquainted with this spot, which gets in his way whenever he
attempts to explore the fundus. It is well, therefore, to know its
powers for good as well as evil, and in how great a variety of ways
the very same reflection can be turned to account.

Corneal images produced by light reflected from a perforated
mirror, such as that of an ophthalmoscope, afford far greater pre-

cision in the clinical investigation of the position of an eye than

corneal images formed in any other way, provided attention be

given to one or two simple details.

First Precaution.-The first precaution I like to insist on is
that the patient's attention should be directed to the mirror, and
preferably to its central aperture. Under these conditions the

visual line of an observed eye coincides with the visual line of the
observer's eye and the spot of light maps out with sufficient pre-

cision for clinical purposes, the point in each cornea which is tra-

versed by the visual line.
Since the visual line does not generally traverse the center of

the cornea, it is extremely convenient to have a way of so simply

seeing where it lies in different eyes.

The Second Precaution is to avoid being misled by anomalies

in the pupils, which are often placed differently in the two eyes.

It is the position of the corneal reflection relative to the cornea,

and not relative to the pupil, which we require to know, though

we may conveniently use the pupil as a landmark by first noting

the distance of its inner and outer margins from the corneal

margin and then the place occupied within the pupil by the

corneal reflection. It is generally, however, better to ignore the

pupil altogether.
One great advantage of the ophthalmoscope for these reflec-

tions is that it is equally available in daylight and artificial light.

In daylight the patient should stand with his back to the window

and preferably at a good distance from it, while the observer,

facing the window, reflects the light from it by the ophthalmo-

scope on to first one eye and then the other, directing the patient's

attention to the aperture in the mirror that he (the observer) looks

through. With artificial light, as when, for instance, the patient

is seated for ophthalmoscopic exploration of the fundus, the best

distance is from eight to twelve inches.

*Figs. 73, 76 and 77 in the original work were omitted by the author in 
this revised edition

which explains the break to the sequence of the figures at this 
point.

LTO DE CONTINUED.'
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On the Fading of P. 0. P. Images
__—

MM. A. and L. T.umIERE and SErawETz

In a former study* we showed that the
deterioration of prints made on chlorocitrate
of silver paper, and toned and fixed at one
operation, appeared to have been errone-
ously attributed to the presence of salts of
lead in the toning medium. It appeared to
us, in fact, that prints toned in combined
toning-fixing baths containing gold and
lead, and even lead only, were as unaffected
by light and damp as those toned with
gold only.

We proved that the condition indis-
pensable to stability is the total elimination
of hyposulphite of soda, the presence of the
smallest quantity of this unstable body being
sufficient to cause the rapid fading of prints,
when exposed to damp air, whether toned
with gold chlorid alone or with the addi-
tion of salts of lead. The acid reaction of
the toning-fixing baths appeared to us to
favor the deterioration of prints toned and
fixed in one solution (lead toning), but the
effect followed this cause only in cases
where the print was not completely freed
from hyposulphite of soda.

These experiences, however, had not
been confirmed by the test of time ; the
prints having been exposed to light and air
for twelve consecutive months only, we
could only arrive at provisional conclusions.
It, therefore, appeared to us of interest to
place under observation for several years
the various prints (toned under most diverse
conditions and free from hyposulphite of
soda) which, during one year, had resisted
the action of air and damp.

At the expiration of seven years we
examined these prints, which had been
placed in cardboard boxes and stored in
damp cupboards. The following are the re-
sults of this examination:

I. None of the prints which had been
toned and fixed in a combined bath contain-
ing gold, with or without salts of lead, had
deteriorated.

All the images which were free from
hyposulphite of soda had retained their
original freshness, whether their toning had
been very strong or very weak.

2. On the contrary, all those prints
which had been toned in toning-fixing baths
containing only salts of lead and no gold
had undergone more or less deterioration.

Pronounced yellowness had supervened
in the case of prints toned either with the
pentathionate of lead formulw (minus gold)
that we indicated as producing similar tones
to those obtained with gold, or with the lead

* Bulletin de la Societe Francais," de Photographie, 1902
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nitrate toners which we had also suggested.
as substitutes for gold.

3. The presence of lead in the toning
bath, where separate toning and fixing baths

were used, had no ill effect on the preserva-
tion of the images.

4. The substitution of tin for lead in
gold toning-fixing solutions, which had sup-
plied a bath of toning power equal to that of
lead, had an unfavorable influence on the
preservation of the prints.

5. Finally, prints fixed in a bath of hy-
posulphite of soda, free from salts of lead
or gold, but containing alum added cold or
boiling, or a small quantity of alkaline sul-
phur, retained their original dull tones and
showed no deterioration.

In brief, the presence of lead, under
whatever form, in toning-fixing baths con-
taining gold, so often held to be the cause
of fading of prints on chlorocitrate of silver
papers, appears, on the contrary, to have no
unfavorable effect.

The active agent in the deterioration of
prints is, therefore, as we have already dem-
onstrated, the hyposulphite retained by in-
sufficiently washed prints.

On the other hand, the use of lead
alone, under any form whatever, unaccom-
panied by gold, should be avoided, as, al-
though giving very fine results in the first
instance, prints so toned are unstable.

These results apparently confirm the re-
sults which we obtained by analysis and

which proved the non-existence of lead in
images toned with gold and with lead
toning-fixing baths.

These latter may, consequently, be used
with the same security as the separate toning

and fixing baths.

How to Solder Aluminum

There is no solder which operates with
aluminum in the same way that ordinary

solders operate with copper, tin, etc. There
are two reasons for this, writes William
Hooper, E.E., in the Scientific American.

First. Aluminum does not alloy read-
ily with solders at temperatures as low as

the other metals require, and it is conse-

quently necessary, in soldering aluminum,

to use a much higher temperature. Fur-
thermore, aluminum alloys with lead only
with great difficulty and with but a small
proportion of lead at that ; consequently
lead solders are useless with aluminum.

Second. The surface of all aluminum
is covered with a thin invisible coating of
aluminum oxide. This coating forms in-
stantly on the surface of aluminum and is
very refractory, and its presence is respon-
sible for the high resistance of aluminum to
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corroding agents, since, although aluminum

itself is soluble in a great many chemical
compounds, this protective coating of oxide

is insoluble in almost everything excepting
hydrofluoric acid. While in general this

coating of oxide is beneficial, in that it
forms a perfect protection to the aluminum
underneath, it is, by reason of its efficiency
in this particular, responsible for the princi-
pal portion of the difficulty which occurs in
soldering aluminum, as naturally no solder
will alloy with aluminum oxide.

In soldering aluminum,
therefore, it is necessary
that this oxide must be re-
moved before the soldering
can take place, and, as it

forms again instantly after removal, it is
necessary that the removal of the oxide and
the covering with solder shall be simultane-
ous. In soldering other metals, the oxide
can be removed chemically. With alumi-
num this is not possible, and it must be re-
moved mechanically by abrasion.

Bearing these facts in mind, it will be
readily understood how aluminum solder-
ing must be done. All the surface to which
it is intended that the solder shall adhere
must first be tinned. This is accomplished
by heating the metal to a temperature above
the fusion point of the solder used, and then
rubbing the surface with a stick of the
solder, thus rubbing the oxide off the sur-
face with the solder itself, and covering the
exposed points with melted solder, all in the
same motion. In order to make sure that
the tinning is thorough, it is better to rub the
surface with a steel or brass scratch brush
while the solder on this surface is still
molten. This insures a thorough job of tin-
ning. After the edges to be united are thus
tinned, they may be sweated together with
pure block tin, with the aid of a soldering
iron or blast lamp.

With regard to the composi-
Aluminum tion of aluminum solders,
Solders zinc appears to alloy with

aluminum more readily
than any other metal available for the con-
stituent part of the solder ; consequently
all solders which will readily tin aluminum
contain zinc in varying proportions. The
solders which we have found to be most
satisfactory are composed usually of tin,
zinc and a very small proportion of
aluminum. These solders do not run very
freely nor fuse as readily as ordinary
solders, and it is necessary, as stated above,
to use a higher temperature—so high, in
fact, that extreme difficulty is found in
using these solders with a soldering iron,
and it is generally necessary to use a blast
lamp.

Remove the

Aluminum

Oxide
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THE NAME

DOVER
STANDS FOR QUALITY

The DOVER COMBS are

LIGHT IN WEIGHT

BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN

EFFECTS MODERN

QUICK SELLERS

PRICES REASONABLE

We have also applied our process in the
embellishment of Barrettes, Hair and Hat
Pins.

Our Salesmen are now out with our new
line, which is a radical departure from any-
thing we have ever shown.

We do no/ sell the retail /rade.

Go to DOVER, the man with ideas

GEO. W. DOVER JEWELRY CO.
GEO. W. DOVER, Sole Proprietor

710 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.

THE COMB HOUSE
Makers of High-Grade, Exclusive
and Artistic Combs, Barrettes
and Bandeaux, both plain and
mounted, in 14 K. and 10 K. gold,
sterling and gold filled, on Real
and limitation Tortoise Shell.

REPAIR WORK
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

Selection packages sent to

reliable Jewelers

The Wagner Comb Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square (Hartford Building) NEW YORK

No. 5091

GOLD
CROSSES
We have added a complete
new line of cheap 1 0 K. Gold
Crosses to meet the popular
demand

Tor -lastr
trade. These Crosses are unusually artistic and
attractive, and will prove quick sellers.

Selection packages will be sent to jobbers on
request. We will send the retailer, through his
own jobber, our goods upon application.
WE ALSO MANUFACTURE A GENERAL LINE OF

RINGS, BROOCHES, SCARF PINS, ETC. 

William C. Greene Co.
101 Sabin St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York Salesroom
San Francisco Office

- Room 1702, 15-17-19 Maiden Lane
F. R. Sheridan, 503 Chronicle Building
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The Advantages of Jewelers
Getting Acquainted

Address by EMIL GEIST, St. Paul, at the annual
meeting of the Nebraska Optical Society

In the introduction to his paper Mr.
Geist reviewed briefly the history of the
jeweler's craft from the earliest ages to the
invention of the Nuremberg Egg and down
to the present time. He then proceeded as
follows:

Do you realize the magnitude
Dependent of the benefits which the
Upon One present generation of people
Another enjoy compared with genera-

tions who have gone before?
A feeling of gratitude must overwhelm us when
we think of how little each individual can do
and has done in the mass of achievements, in-
ventions and improvements. When we consider
how dependent we are on one another, more es-
pecially those in the same kind of business, it
should be our aim to assist each other rather than
to detract.

By raising others in the estimation of the
outside world we raise ourselves. Why this
is one of the simplest rules of everyday life.
How can it be that it is occasionally forgotten?

The very fact that one is a jeweler, a watch-
maker and optician proves that he is a man en-
gaged in a refined business, who comes in contact
with a good class of people and must, as a
matter of course, have profited by his associations.
This is the natural inference and that is the one
to draw. Always take a man for a gentleman
until you have proof of the contrary. Never take
the opposite view--if you do, you are in most
cases apt to be mistaken. If you take an un-
known man for a scoundrel, until you have proof
of the contrary, you are likely to pass a miser-
able life, beset by all misgivings which the pessi-
mist is prone to.

Now, there is an idiom in
Know and Love the English speech which I

always admired. It is terse
and short, and it goes : "To know him is to love
him." There is much life-philosophy in it; you
cannot love anybody, either man or woman, un-
less you know him or her, and you will never
get that far in all your life, it may be ever so
long and you may enjoy the most robust health
all the time, unless you take the trouble to get
acquainted. Yes, it is a trouble and it takes time,
but is there anything on God's fair earth that is
worth having which does not take time and
trouble to obtain?

It is also true that many good men and good
women are not easily approachable, mostly for
the reason that they have their friends and ac-
quaintances and they are slow to add to the
number in everyday life. The saying is: "Life is
short." But this becomes easier in associations
such as yours and ours in Minnesota, of which
State and of the Minnesota Jewelers' Association
I herewith bring you the heartiest greetings.
There you are introduced, you shake hands, you
look into each other's faces, you say pleasant
things—ill short, you get acquainted. These
features touch generally on the human interest
which we feel toward our fellow men, more es-
pecially our fellow jewelers, fellow watchmakers,
fellow opticians ; but the standpoints of utility
have not yet been touched upon. One is this:
A person is never too old to learn. If I meet
one fellow tradesman and he takes a liking to me,
he will not keep his experience and knowledge
all to himself, but will gladly impart some of it
to me. There is pleasure in giving as well as in
receiving. If this is the case with one, how much
more beneficial will it be if I make friends of
several; yes, of many? Will I not benefit by
meeting them, by speaking with them, by asking
them discreet questions, by visiting them if
possible?
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Another is: One never knows
Need of enough. Such phases arrive in
Knowledge daily life through which we

cannot see the light. We may
also learn what to leave alone, what not to do,
when we see how some people conduct their busi-
ness, how they buy recklessly, how they intrust
their affairs to inexperienced hands and minds,
how they squander money in injudicious advertis-
ing, how they cannot make both ends meet and
how they finally get into deep water. To make
acquaintances of such is to have sympathy, and
who is here among you who has not seen enough
of it if be has been in business for ten or twenty
years or more? To obtrude advice is a wasted
effort because unsought advice is never welcome.
I found in the many years in which I have been
in the business very few men who failed because
they asked too much advice, but rather the contrary.

And there is so much to know and to learn
if one conducts a business, especially a jewelry
business. It looks so nice, so clean, so easy, so
like a matter of course when you walk by or
walk into a well-kept jewelry store. The outsider
does not know how much of a burden the mem-
bers of the firm carry on their minds when the
unsold shopkeepers look down upon them from
the shelves above and many pretty baubles look
tip at them from the counter cases below, which
they so much would rather be rid of than look at
from day to day, from month to month.

What to buy and what not
Problem of to buy is one of the ever-
Stock Buying present conundrums which con-

front the jeweler, and he will
not learn much by looking at the other man's
stock. The things he has to sell may be worse
for him than if he had his money back again so
he could buy something more profitable with it.

One question asked is often, if properly an-
swered all which keeps a merchant from grievous
loss and could or would you dare ask it, if you
were not on speaking terms or on friendly terms
with your competitor?

To rely entirely on the salesmen of the job-
bing and manufacturing houses is not safe in
making purchases because it would be worse than
folly on the part of salesmen if they were to
advise against buying. I repeat, to rely en-
tirely, as the vast majority of the traveling
salesmen are experienced gentlemen who, as a
rule, would, in their own interest, sell goods
which the buyer can dispose of to his advantage.

The best thing to know is:
Learn From How does the other fellow do
Others it and why does he do it so?

I mean, the successful one, and
in nine cases out of ten he will tell you, if you
take the time and the trouble to ask him the
question, always, provided, you are acquainted
with him. He will, of course, not do it if he
knows that you are a "knocker," or if you ever
have shown yourself unkind to him. Always
bear in mind, he has as much right to be in the
business as you have—the very fact of his being
in it is proof of it, and on himself and not on
you will depend whether or not he stays in it or
goes out of it. There is always room for one
more, yes, for many more. These things regulate
themselves.

The jewelers, the watchmakers, the opticians,
are a class of people as good and as honorable
as that of any other calling in life, and we may
well be proud of ourselves. If we were not so
profoundly modest we would be looked up to
much more than looked down upon, although, up
to the present, we have no complaint to make. It
is all with ourselves. We are what we make of
ourselves and what we make of each other.

If we hold together, we will
In Union rise; if we pull in opposite
is Strength directions we will not succeed

so well. The people want us,
I hat is sure, else you would not see any more
jewelry stores in this broad, wide land of ours.
The mail-order houses in the country and the
department stores in the city would have wiped
us all out of existence long ago, but the average
intelligent man or woman would rather go to a
nice, clean, neat jewelry store to buy a wedding
ring, an engagement ring, a watch, a clock, house-

hold silver. You see, it is not the immensity of
the concern which attracts in this case, it is the
confidence in the honesty, skill, experience, taste
and, last but not least, the individuality of the
jeweler, or, call it what you like, which makes the
customer step into your store to ask your advice,
and if you satisfy him or her, buy from you
what he or she likes or needs.

And, in order to help you
Get Organized make your store look nicer,

cleaner, neater, and to have you
have goods which sell--in short, to be more suc-
cessful than before, join an association of men in
your line of business and you will be none the
worse off for it. Men who do join such a body are
of themselves more whole-hearted than such as
keep aloof and who dread to look a competitor
in the face in a friendly manner, and they will
not be miserly in giving such information and
advice, especially to the younger aspirants in
their line. You may have it for the asking. Then
why don't you ask? It is worth while and if you,
who are so well placed in life that you need no
assistance; you, whom the pursuit of this noble
calling of jeweler, watchmaker or optician has
placed in competence, show your gratitude for
all the achievements which have since generations
been performed in your service by men who are
now dead and gone. Stay by the colors, show
yourself among the ranks of those who are still
struggling. Be faithful, assist in the uplifting of
the art. Where it stands to-day it has been lifted
only by assiduous labor and strenuous effort.

I hope to see the day, or at least that there
will be a time, when there will be more than one
Benvenuto Cellini in the United States of
America—when every city, town and hamlet will
produce artists who can design and make pretty
things of artistic value, when the public will be
educated so they have a taste of their own and
buy only at home of their nearest, nextdoor
neighbor, who makes things by his own hand.
Oh, the sublimity of art! Oh, the dignity of labor !

Improve 
Don't call me retrogressive.
When I traveled in Europe I

Yourself happened to be in a small city
of moo° inhabitants and found

the jewelers there very intelligent men. I saw
one take an order for silver spoons and I asked
him where he bought his silver. He said in an
astonished way : "Why we make them right here
in the rear of our store." But to come back here
—such things as we all want will come much
sooner if we hold together and if we discover a
talent we can develop it. Things must first be
made before they can be sold. We can't make
all things ourselves; everyone must select his
specialty, but by united effort we will solve prob-
lems which we cannot hope to solve to-day.

Thus individual effort, combined with united
effort, cannot help but be victorious. We are
living at present in an undeveloped state in which
few thrive and the majority are stunted. As soon
as a young man leaves the schools, which are
justly the pride of the nation, he is at once con-
fronted with the sternest problem—individual
necessity. Unless he has been born rich, the
struggle is fierce, so fierce that even those who
have been successful financially are too often
unfit to enjoy the best things of life because they
have been dulled or have become too materialistic.

To render competition less
Aims of rigorous and to make life more
Organization agreeable is also one of the

aims of association. A better
and nobler result is thus attained and the general
prosperity advanced. Where spectacles are sold
for 25 cents, where watches are repaired and
cleaned for $1.00, where watches, jewelry and
silver are advertised for less than cost, that must
be a place where there is no jewelers' or op-
tometrist' association, and where there are men
who do such things they do not know their busi-
ness. If they asked anyone they would be told,
"it don't pay; it is bad business." Therefore,
watchmakers, jewelers and opticians—get ac-
quainted.

"I cannot suggest any improvement oft The
Keystone. I would not give it for all the other
trade journals combined."—T. J. Beavers, Jeweler,
Williamson, W. Va.
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HOME of the CHECO SPECIALTIES

WHY has the OHECO company been obliged
to double its factory space?

WHY are the CHECO company the largest
express shippers in Attleboro, the largest
Jewelry center in America?

WHY has the CHECO factory worked over-
time all through the dull season?

Simply because we are a YEAR AHEAD.
Our 1909 line represents a new departure in popular-priced

jewelry. There was a time when cheap jewelry stood
for impossible designs, gaudy finish, etc.

To-day we DUPLICATE, at popular prices, every high-
priced novelty that's worth it. Not the sort of imitations
you've been accustomed to—but exact DUPLICA TES
in style, appearance and everything except actual
quality of material.

Not only this, but we are showing hundreds of patterns
that are EXCLUSIVELY CHECO, designed by our own
artists, made in our own factory and sold direct to the
retail trade. The best dealers everywhere are selling
them side by side with high-priced imported novelties.
You can do the same.

IF YOU HANDLE JEWELRY AT RETAIL
drop us a line and we'll send samples
for examination or have one of our
18 salesmen call. This is a case where
the best IS ALSO the cheapest.

LADY ETHEL BRACELETS DORAN BEAUTY PINS
BUCKLES, BROOCHES, SASH PINS

HAT PINS, VEIL PINS, ETC.

WE MAKE THEM AND SELL DIRECT TO YOU
YOU WANT THEM BECAUSE YOU CAN SELL THEM

WRITE US TO-DAY. A postal will do

C. H. EDEN CO.
New York

550 Broadway Attleboro; Mass. Chicago
910 Heyworth Bldg.

Codding &Heilborn Co.
MAKERS OF

BUCKLES, SASH PINS, VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS,
WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In Sterling and Gold Filled

Do not forget that we are still headquarters for

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In German and Sterling Silver

whose popularity has never diminished, and
whose demand is acknowledged greater than ever

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE : : 3 MAIDEN LANE

ZYLOLOID CEMENT
The only cement kr iwn to
science to repair ZYLOLOID
COMBS, hair ornaments and all
kinds of Celluloid goods, in
SHELL, AMBER and IVORY,
also for setting stones in the above.
There is not a lady in all the land
who does not know the accom-
panying cuts. Mr. JEWELER,
there is no reason why all the
WOMEN of your town should not SAVE THE PIECES.
come to your store. A fact worth
noting : A brother jeweler, using
ZYLOLOID Cement, got more repairs than a dozen others not using cement.ZYLOLOID effectually meets a want in the trade. Get it, and try it atonce, the results will surprise and please you.

ZYLOLOID CEMENT, per bottle 
(50c. bottle holds three times the quantity solution —enough for 150 repairs).

ZYLOLOID JOINTS, CATCHES and PINS to Barrettes, per dozen, 30c.TEETH to Combs, per dozen, 30c.Extra Large PINS, 5 in. long, per dozen, . • . 50c.Extra Double PINS, 5 in long, per dozen, . . . 75c.Extra Double CATCHES, per dozen, . . • . 50c.

(ZYLOLOID) MENDS ex SETS 3'TONE,S.

Postage extra, 10c. (In ordering, mention color wanted,otherwise Shell will be sent.

Send us the name of your Jobber and in return you will receive by mail free a7 x 11 inch display card of a Jeweled Comb

For sale by all the leading Jobbers
in the United States and Canada

N. L. Electro-Chemical Laboratory
Phone, 6220 Riverside 962 Amsterdam Ave., New York City, U. S. A.
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Annual Banquet of the New England

Manufacturing Jewelers' and

Silversmiths' Association

On the evening of Saturday, February 13th,
Infantry Hall, Providence, R. I., was the scene
of a desperate battle. The opposing forces were
composed of five hundred of New England's rep-
resentative business men, being the members of

the New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and
Silversmiths' Association and their guests. The
occasion was the regular winter banquet of the
association, and the rout of an elaborate menu
was complete in every detail

When the remains of the wounded had been
retired to the kitchen a general celebration in the
form of speaking followed, lasting until nearly
midnight. •

The large hall was none too roomy to ac-
commodate the seventy-eight tables, which seated
Oil an average of seven men each. The decora-
tions were profuse, consisting of several hundred
of Uncle Sam's flags and great quantities of red,
white and blue festoons of tissue and bunting.
Immediately above the stage hung a large portrait
of Abraham Lincoln and the front of the stage
was banked with ferns and palms. The presh
dent's table, at which were seated the principal
executive officers of the association, the evening's
speakers and honored guests, was located just in
front of the stage extending the entire width of
the hall. Fay's band of sixteen pieces furnished
the music for the occasion.

President Welcomes Guests

At 8 o'clock President Harry Cutler called
the assemblage to order, and after extending the
association's welcome to its guests, delivered a
short address, in which he said : "A year ago we
laid before you 'our line' for 19o8, and the ad-
ministration promised to develop and execute
same to the best of its ability. How well this
has been wrought is for you to judge, but it is
gratifying to note that by your increased interest
and growth in membership you have manifested
your approval of the efforts made in your behalf.

"One matter of vital importance has arisen,
and this your administration is endeavoring to
solve that it may redound to the advantage of the
whole industry. I refer to the tariff revision, so-
called. In this labor, as in other efforts put
forth bor the corporation, your chairman and his
committee are sacrificing heart and mind un-
selfishly in your service. They are endeavoring
to suggest a contract, so far as it refers to our
industrial commodity, to be executed by our
government with the powers of the world, which,
if carried through, must of necessity work ad-
vantageously to our government and the Ameri-
can manufacturers combined. In connection with
this, there are manufacturers, members of this
craft, to whose personal benefit it would be to
leave'conditions as they are. These have zealously

co-operated with
us in this work
and given to your
committee the use
of samples, ex-
hibits and other
instruments to aid
us in our efforts
before the Ways
and Means Com-
mittee in Wash-
ington. They have
unselfishly disre-
garded personal
loss for the good
of the whole.

"Permit me to
say to you, Mr.
Legislator -at
Washington, our
honored guest,

that we represent a family of about 450 establish-
ments, comprising all the various jewelry and sil-
versmith factories and allied trades in Providence,
Attleboro and adjacent towns. No combination
nor trade agreements exist among us, consequently
we arc not a trust. There are no millionaires in the
jewelry business. According to the Commissioner

Geo. IL Holmes, Toastmaster
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of Industrial Statistics, we represent in round fig-
ures an investment of about $29,000,000.00; employ
about 19,000 bands; pay annually in wages about
$12,000,000.00, and have an annual output of about
$51,000,000.00. If you will see to it that the so-
called German Agreement is eradicated, that
proper classification obtains and that a duty for
revenue to our country and protection to our
industry is established, there is no reason why, in
the proper course of time and with our ingenuity
and progress, we should not enjoy double the
number of establishments and employ twice the
number of American workmen, instead of being
subjected to the competition of slave wages as
paid in the southern countries of Europe by those
who are seeking this market to the exclusion of
the home manufacturer. Therefore, in our en-
gagement patriotism and fair dealing must prevail.
We stand for the protection of the American em-
ployee and the American wage."

He then introduced Hon. George H. Holmes,
who acted as toastmaster during the evening, and
who paid tribute in his address to Hon. Henry G.
Thresher, who for many years had filled the place
of toastmaster at the association's banquets.

Our Industries and Our Flag

Hon. Aram J. Pothier, Governor of Rhode
Island, urged the Jewelers' Association, as well as
all commercial bodies, to be wideawake and on
the alert to take advantage of every opportunity
to stimulate business and promote industrial
growth. He advocated the agitation for a perma-

President Harry Cutler

nent tariff commission to be created by Congress.

He also dwelt on the advisability of cultivating

the Western trade more thoroughly and referred

to the industrial exposition to be held on the
Pacific Coast this year, which will present great
opportunities for the New England manufacturer

to get in touch with the Pacific Coast and Far
Eastern markets. "Civilization," said the Gov-
ernor, "follows the flag which resolute, enterpris-
ing, conscientious men carry. Japan awoke from

its slumber of centuries when our flag, in the
hands of Perry, appeared on its shores. And

when Dewey unfurled that same glorious banner
in the bay of Manila, the Philippine Islands were
born to liberty and independence. It is a stainless
flag and the products of our American industries
must be as stainless as that flag if we are to
control the commerce of the world."

Mayor Henry Fletcher, of Providence, spoke
next and laid great stress on the large part which
the jewelry industry plays in the city's scheme of
existence. He referred to Providence as the
largest jewelry manufacturing city in the country,
containing the largest silverware establishment in
the world. He said : "Jewelry is often classed
as a luxury, but is it? Do away with everything
except the actual necessities of life and in a very
short time the world would revert to early condi-
tions when its inhabitants were wild and savage
races and whose only coverings were the skins of
beasts. No, the jeweler is not a mere purveyor
of luxury. I-Te is a missionary, for he brings
light, sunshine, beauty and happiness into the
hearts and lives of' lmmanity."
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After paying a fervent tribute to the United
States for her generosity in giving his country,
Cuba, its freedom from Spanish dominion, Senor
Gonzalo de Quesada, minister plenipotentiary of
the Cuban Republic to the United States, said of
the conditions in his own country : "We have
started well for a young country and should not
be judged by the
same standards
as a grown na-
tion. It is now
fifteen days since
we started on our
new career, and
more should not
be expected of
our infant re-
public than of an
infant child. He
spoke of the ruins
of the battleship
Maine, which still
lie a tangled mass
in Havana har-
bor, as "a tomb
of heroism and
martyrdom a n d
a monument to
Cuban liberty." His speech was received with
great cheering and at its close the band played
the "Star Spangled Banner" and everybody
cheered and felt good. A resolution was passed
to send to President Gomez, of Cuba, a cablegram
conveying the best wishes of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' As-
sociation for the success of the new republic and
for the closer relations between the two countries.
Later President Gomez cabled a response in ap-
propriate terms to this resolution.

Harry M. mays,:itanquet committee

Tariff Commission Advocated

Senator William E. Borah, from Idaho, also
received a very cordial reception when he arose
to speak. Like several of his predecessors, he
dwelt strongly on the tariff question, and on this
line said : "I hope that before long the question
of the tariff will be divorced from politics entirely.
It is a business proposition, pure and simple, and

I believe it is one which should be settled by busi-
ness men as experts in that line." From the tariff
he drifted to the Japanese question and stated
that he felt assured that the 'Western States would
enact no unjust legislation. "But," said he, "when
the question is settled the soil must belong to
American citi7ens, or to those who are willing to
become such. If this does not come to pass, then
there will be war—but there will be no war."

Hon. Percival D. Oviatt opened his talk on
"Nothing in Particular" by saying that he did not
-feel highly qualified to address such a large
gathering of men in one line of business because

he was not in the same line himself, therefore, he
would denominate his little speech as "a brass
safety pin talk." The gentleman flavored his
talk with a large number of witty stories, all of
which were strictly to the point and well re-
ceived. His speech ran the entire gamut from
grave to gay, and among many other things he
said: "You can tell a New England man any-
where, but you can't tell him much."

Dr. S. Parks Cadman, of Brooklyn, spoke on
"Abraham Lincoln from an Englishman's stand-
point." As an opening he called attention to the
fact that he was the last speaker of the evening
and told of a remark made by Matthew Arnold
when he visited this country. Arnold said that
one peculiar trait of the American people was
that they could stand more oratory than any other
nation. Dr. Cadman said that during the dark
days of the Civil War the great Lincoln was
better understood and appreciated in England
than in his own country. He compared him with
such men as Cromwell and Washington and said
that he had to wait until he had been dead for
many years before he secured recognition from
his own people.

The management of the banquet was in the
hands of the association's executive committee,
consisting of Messrs-. E. L. Spencer, Chairman ;
I-Tarry M. Hays and Frank B. Reynolds, and to
say that it was a great success is too mild it com-
pliment to pay these gentlemen.
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ATTENTION
We Have Secured the Exclusive Rights to Manufacture These PATENTED Charms.

THE SHRINE CIGAR CUTTER is useful as well as ornamental, and can be worn as jewel or charm;made in gold, silver and silver gold plated, also with jeweled eyes if desired.
Here are two comments on Knights of Pythias Charm:

Past Supreme Chancellor HON. CHAS. A. BARNES, says, " It is one of the handsomest charms I haveever seen, and is especially attractive because the design is entirely new."
HON. GEORGE W. PENNIMAN, Grand Chancellor of Massachusetts, says, " I am sure it is unique,attractive, a thing of beauty. It would be a pleasure to see 23,410 of them worn in Massachusetts."

This charm is made in gold and rolled-gold plate. We also make PINS and BUTTONS in gold and rolled-gold plate, havingthis design. clEvery jobber should have these SELLERS in his line. Write for prices.

IRONS & RUSSELL CO. 95 ChestMain nut 
OffiroceRaondv.FlaroctEor icE,

R. I.
MANUFACTURERS OF EMBLEMS — THREE COMPLETE STOCKS 

CHICAGO OFFICE : Silversmiths' Building, 131 Wabash Avenue NEW YORK OFFICE: 11 Maiden Lane

Bags
Buckles

Sash Pins
Picture Frames

ASK ANY UP-TO-DATE BUYER
Who has the largest line

Who has the best finished line?

Who has the best values?

What line gives the best satisfaction?

What line allows the largest margin of profit—
makes most satisfied customers?

The W. H. SAART CO.
NEW YORK OFFICE

49 Maiden Lane A.TTLEBORO, MASS.

TWO LINES OF

QUALITY GOODS

Bracelets

with

Our

New

Perfect

Joint

and

Catch

Out

March

First

TRADE

MARE
11■••••■•■

Grape Design in

Finest

French Enamel

NEW

Also a large variety
in Engraved
and Stone Set

All of Superior
Quality

Castiglioni Co.
9 Calender Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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The Adjustment of Watches

The article which appeared in our Janu-
ary number reprinted from the American
Machinist, in which the watch was consid-
ered as a machine, created unusual interest
among the trade. G. H. Niles, Nashville,
Mich., says of the article, "It was the best
thing of its kind I ever saw," and a similar
view has been expressed by many other sub-

scribers. Two of the letters received, how-

ever, afford the opportunity to correct a few

errors that crept into the article after it left

the hands of the author, and also to further

elucidate, for the benefit of our readers,

certain points in watch adjustment. These

letters are as follows:

ED. KEYSTONE :—In your issue of January,
Igo% there appeared a reprint of an article, "The
Mechanism of the Watch You Carry," by W. H.
Ebelhare, rnodelmaker for the E. Howard Watch
Company, taken from the American Machinist of
August 13, 1908.

Allow me to call your attention to a few er-
rors that seem to be misleading. It is doubtful
whether these errors had been noticed by any
machinist in the original article, for the simple
reason that machinists are not conversant with
watches and watch work. Although Mr. Ebelhare
seems to think that watches and watch work be-
long to the domain of the machinist and should
be understood by them, it is, nevertheless, a fact
that the machinist's trade and watchmaking are
two distinct and separate trades, recognized as
such and will perhaps always remain such, even
though the majority of formulm and mathematical
problems as used by the machinist are applicable
to watch work, but almost invariably they must be
carried out finer, and quite frequently infinitely
finer, to be useful to the watchmaker, and especi-
ally to watchmaking in its higher branches.

First, I would call your attention to Fig. 4,
which is the same as it appears in the American
Machinist. In it you will notice that the pallet
is drawn upside down, for if we suppose that
the hands of this watch are to move forward we
will see at a glance that the escape wheel can
give no impulse to the pallet since the teeth of
the escape wheel while revolving would strike
the back of the pallet stones, for the receiving
or straight stone is in the place where the dis-
charging or crooked stone ought to be, and vice
versa.

Fig. 5 is also wrong, since the drawing shows
that the pillar plate had been cut out entirely to
make room for the cannon pinion, minute and
hour wheel, leaving nothing for a bearing for
the lower center pivot. It would be rather dif-
ficult to execute from this drawing.

In the section "Pivots and Jewels" Mr. Ebel-
hare states that the balance making 18,000 oscilla-
tions (per hour) is equal to 24,000 revolutions.
The total number of revolutions depend entirely
on the extent of these oscillations and could
easily be more or less.

I also take exception to Mr. Ebelhare's state-
ments in regard to balance oscillation. If a
theoretically isochronal hairspring contains no
errors, this same hairspring cannot be isochronous;
also after we have introduced errors into the hair-
spring equal to and the reverse of these occurring
elsewhere. In other words, to overcome errors
present in the watch outside of the hairspring
which will cause the balance to perform the long
and short arcs in the same time, our watch will
be what we call adjusted to isochronism, our
hairspring will not be isochronal and our watch
may and may not be adjusted to positions, to the
contrary of Mr. Ebelhare's statement. This is
just where a good many adjusters fall by the way-
side. Adjusting to isochronism and adjusting
to positions are two distinct operations. For ad-
justing to isochronism we manipulate the hair-
spring only, while for adjusting to positions which

is truly mechanical the hairspring should never
be touched. If adjusters would only remember
this their worry would be reduced one-half.

In the section on "Temperature Tests" Mr.
Ebelhare says: "If a watch runs fast in heat and
correctly in cold we move a pair of screws toward
the end of the rim, or towards the slot." Now,
if we change screws in accordance with these di-
rections our watch will run still faster in heat,
for the simple reason that more weight is carried
towards the center of the balance in heat, making
the balance virtually smaller, thereby causing the
watch to gain in heat. In the section "Action of
the Balance," Mr. Ebelhare contradicts his state-
ment as to the effect of heat and cold on the balance.

Mr. Ebelhare also says that "Heat causes the
hairspring to lengthen, consequently making it
weaker." If a hairspring lengthens in heat it also
expands in thickness and width. Does this make
it weaker?

Trusting I have not taken up too much of
your valuable space, I remain,

Respect fully yours,
Waltham, Mass. J. FREISTADTER.

ED. KEYSTONE :—The article headed "The
Mechanism of an American Watch," that ap-
peared in your January issue, proves to be a very
good one. But there are a few points about the
"Temperature Tests" that I do not understand.

It stated in the article that if a watch runs
fast in heat and correctly in cold a pair of screws
(which are opposite each other) shifted toward
the end of rim or toward the slot, would bring it
to time. By making this change would it not bring
more weight toward the center of balance causing
it to run still faster?

It also stated that by moving a pair of screws
one hole would alter the time four to five seconds
in twenty-four hours. Will not the screws that
are situated nearest to end of rim cause a greater
effect on the timing than those nearer to balance
arm?

Yours respectfully,
Smithton, Mo. H. BOHLING.

In order that our readers might have
the benefit of a full discussion of the points
mentioned in the above communications, we
submitted them to Mr. Ebelhare, the author
of the article referred to, who has favored
us with the following reply:

En. KEYSTONE :—In answer to Mr. Freistadter's
letter would say that in my contribution I stated
"Watchmaking represents nothing more than a
refined application of machine shop principles."
This statement I will not attempt to defend other
than to say that the truth of the assertion must
be apparent to men having a broad and intimate
knowledge of the resourcefulness of the great
field of mechanics.

Mr. Freistadter says : "Fig. 4 represents the
pallet as upside down." The originals of these
drawings were an exact facsimile of the form and
arrangement of the stones in Fig. To. Proofs of
this work were not sent me for correction. The
errors were made in producing the cuts for illus-
trating, the same being reproduced in THE KEY-
STONE.

Fig. 5 was not intended as a working drawing
for a possible assistance to a machinist in making
a watch. Its purpose was intended exclusively
as illustrating the scheme of gearing. Recesses
and elevations were purposely omitted to bring
into relief the wheels and pinions, their relation
to each other and to the movement. However,
should one wish to construct a high-grade thin
model watch the relation of those parts are shown
in a working drawing in an issue of the American
Machinist of July 23, 1938, describing the t2-size
Howard watch.

Mr. Freistadter calls attention to the section
on pivots and jewels. I stated : "The balance makes
i8,000 oscillations per hour, which is equal to
24,000 revolutions per hour." I should have said
"approximately 24,000 revolutions per hour."

Temperature Test : Mr. Freistadter is correct.
The word "fast" should read "slow" and the
word "gained" should read "lost."
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As to the effect of heat on the hairspring,
will say heat enlarges the width and thickness,
also increases its length. While the former would
strengthen, the latter weakens, thus apparently
neutralizing the effect. Nevertheless, the effect of
heat is to weaken the hairspring, not in the mere
fact of its expansion in length, breadth or thick-
ness, but heat is a devitalizing factor on the elastic
force of the spring. The compensated balance is
employed more to correct the spring devitalized
under heat than to correct the errors arising in
the balance under the same influences.

The limits of variation vary with the different
factories. The method Mr. Freistadter employs
applies to watches where the limit is rather wide
and somewhat elastic. This "grade" of isochron-
ism is a very simple matter and can be made very
nearly correct at the time of vibrating. Its pin-
ning point could very well be determined by close
observation of the performance of a number of
watches of a given model. This would almost be
sufficient without further isochronal adjustment
to meet the ordinary requirements.

But, on the other hand, when we come down
to a timing that permits the most minute variation
only, the problem presents other phases. Here a
spring cannot be isochronized independent of the
escapement and the particular movement for
which it is intended. In Mr. Freistadter's method
it can be only approximately so. By this I mean
it represents merely a preliminary trial, a starting
point toward real close adjustment.

The spring which Mr. Freistadter considers
theoretically perfect must undergo a change or
two before it is fully capable of absorbing these
minute frictional errors beyond the skill of the
adjuster, and the peculiar characteristic features
of the escapement.

To correct these errors Mr. Freistadter's in-
dependently isochronized spring must come off its
pedestal and imbibe a few errors of its own.
These, however, are exceedingly small, but are
there nevertheless.

True isochronism is by no means an exclusive
property of the spring, predetermined by its
length and form before going into the movement.
It is a term representing a condition; this condi-
tion represents the correction of minute mechani-
cal errors, these errors neutralized by those intro-
duced into the supposedly heretofore isochronal
spring, and thus we only have true practical
isochronism in a grade of movement to which that
term aptly applies.

Replying to Mr. 13ohling's criticism on tem-
perature test a full reply has been given to this
in my reply to Mr. Freistadter's communication.
In reference to Mr. Bohling's question "If screws
that are situated nearest to the end of the rim
cause a greater effect on timing than those nearer
the balance arm," I would say decidedly "Yes,"
for the reason that the balance rim is subject to
greater change at this point.

Yours very truly,
Waltham, Mass. \V. H. EBEL H ARE.

Gold in Sea Water
It has long been known that sea water con-

tains gold in solution, but in quantities so small
that all attempts to extract it have proven unre-
munerative. Luther Wagoner has recently re-
vived the hopes of the gold seekers by dem-
onstrating that the quantity of gold varies greatly
in different parts of the ocean, the ratio between
the extremes being i to 30, and that the richer
specimens of the sea water may repay working
for gold. In the first place, Wagoner finds that
both gold and silver are more abundant in sea
water taken from great depths than in the shal-
low waters near the shore. The following table
shows, approximately, the number of grammes of
gold and of silver that he finds in a cubic yard
of deep-sea water from various localities:

Locality (old Silver

East of Georges Bank 3.9 23.1
South of Georges Bank 1.6 4.4
Delaware Bay   1.7 11.9

It would be difficult and costly to bring these
waters to land, but possibly floating extracting
establishments could be used.
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The Simple Origin of Great
Discoveries

THE KEYSTONE

Important results are often reached under
what appear to be most unfavorable conditions,
just as men of humble origin, with apparently
everything against them, often accomplish things
of which those more highly favored are incapable.
Some of the most important discoveries in science
have had humble beginnings; indeed, it is probably
true that most important discoveries have de-
pended very little upon elaborate and expensive
apparatus and surroundings.

A few illustrations taken front
Dalton's the history of chemistry and
Example physics will show that great

men have achieved great results
with simple appliances. The English chemist,
Dalton, was a schoolteacher. He worked without
a laboratory and with crude apparatus, mostly
made by himself from simple materials. Here is
an example described in his own words:

"Took an ale glass of a conical figure, two
and a half inches in diameter and three inches
deep; filled it with water that had been standing
in the room, and consequently of the temperature
of the air, nearly; put the bulb of the thermometer
to the bottom of the glass, the scale being out of
the water. Then, having marked the temperature,
I put the red-hot tip of the poker half an inch
deep in the water, holding it there steadily for
half a minute; and as soon as it was withdrawn,
I dipped the bulb of a sensible thermometer into
the water, when it rose in a few seconds to one
hundred and eighty degrees."

He then determined the temperature of the
water at the bottom after five minutes, after
twenty minutes and after an hour, and found
that it rose gradually from fortyLseven to fifty-two
degrees. This simple experiment proved that
water has the power to conduct heat, which had
been denied by no less an authority than Rumford.

In much of his work Dalton
Crude used only a few vials and tubes
Apparatus with perforated corks, and

frequently, instead of glass
tubes, he used clay tobacco pipes with long stems.
Such pipes, known as "churchwarden pipes," have
been used by later workers, as notably in the re-
markable work of Sir William Ramsay on argon.
As a grand result of his investigations on gases
and liquids, Dalton gave the world the atomic
theory, which has probably had a greater influence
on the science of chemistry than any other theory
that has been put forward.

This is not the place to discuss the atomic
theory in detail. It will suffice to point out that
it is a simple thought that helps chemists at
every turn. It gave them a language that is in-
telligible, and suggested many important inquiries
which in turn led to important experimental work.
One biographer says : "Dalton's results stand out
the greatest landmarks in our science (chemistry).
* * * To him is due the glory of placing the
science on a firmer basis."

Scheele was perhaps the great-
The Wolf at est discoverer of facts the
Scheele's Door world has ever known. He was

a Swede who lived during the
latter half of the eighteenth century. Throughout
his life he had to contend with sickness and
poverty. He was obliged to carry on the business
of an apothecary on a small scale in order to keep
the wolf from entering the house—he never suc-
ceeded in keeping it from the door. His great
delight was to investigate things chemically and
to find out all he could about them. It was simply
astounding to learn how many discoveries of the
highest importance he made. The most important
one was oxygen—a discovery that was made at
the same time independently by the English clergy-
man, Priestley.

Oxygen was the most important
Importance single discovery ever made in
of Oxygen the field of chemistry. It is

the most widely distributed and
most abundant substance in nature. It is neces-
sary for the breathing of animals, and for most
of the chemical changes that are taking place upon

the earth. A knowledge of oxygen and of the
ways in which it acts has done more than any-
thing else to give chemists an insight into
chemistry, and therefore has contributed more
than anything else to the development of this
science: Operations that had before appeared
mysterious suddenly became clear, and everyone
engaged in chemical work was helped in many
ways.

The moral of this story is found in the fact
that this great discovery was made under the
most unfavorable conditions, in a small apothe-
cary shop, by a man in poor health who could
provide himself with only the simplest apparatus.

But this is only one of many
Discovery important discoveries made by
of Chlorin Scheele. Another that may be

mentioned here is that of
chlorin. This discovery ranks with the most im-
portant and the most valuable of chemical dis-
coveries. That of oxygen outranks it certainly,
but it falls in line not far behind. While Scheele
himself had not thought of any practical uses to
which chlorin could be put, it proved eventually
to be of the highest practical value, and to-day
it plays an exceedingly important part in practical

. affairs. It is the great bleacher, and as such is
used in enormous quantities, especially for bleach-
ing straw, paper and different kinds of cloth.
Then, too, it is one of the best disinfectants, and
is contributing to our welfare by interfering with
the spread of disease. Further, it is essential to
the manufacture of chloroform, which is of such
inestimable value as an alleviator of pain. And
it is now used extensively for the purpose of ex-
tracting gold from its ores.

Berzelius was another Swedish
Berzelius's chemist who achieved great re-
Laboratory sults with simple things. Early

in the last century, while Dal-
ton was working, and not long after the death
of Scheele, he was engaged in important investiga-
tions, the results of which advanced chemistry
greatly. We have an interesting description of
his laboratory in a letter written by Wohler, one
of the greatest German chemists, who went to
Berzelius in 1823 to study chemistry.

"With a beating heart," he says, "I stood
before Berzelius's door and rang the bell. It was
opened by a vigorous and portly man. This was
Berzelius himself. As he led me into his labora-
tory I was as in a dream, doubting if I could
really be in the classical place which was the ob-
ject of my aspirations. * * * I was then the
only one in the laboratory. * * * The lab-
oratory consisted of two ordinary rooms, fur-
nished in the simplest possible way. There were
no furnaces or draft places, neither gas nor
water supply. In one of the rooms were two
common deal tables. At one of these Berzelius
worked, the other was intended for me. On the
walls were a few cupboards for reagents ; in the
middle was a mercury trough, whilst the glass-
blower's lamp stood on the hearth. In addition
there was a sink with an earthenware cistern and
tap standing over a wooden tub, where the
despotic Anna, the cook, had daily to clean ap-
paratus. * * * In the adjacent kitchen, in
which Anna prepared the meals, was a small and
seldom-used furnace and a never-cool sandbath."
This was the laboratory in which one of the
greatest chemists did his magnificent work. Noth-
ing could have been simpler. The work could not
have been better.

Liebig became the leading
Germany's chemist of the world, and yet
Famous Chemist he worked under as unfavor-

able conditions as Berzelius.
When he began the study of chemistry there was
not a laboratory in Germany. He tried to get
the instruction he wanted, but had to go to France
to get it, as Wohler, also a German, had to go to
Sweden. Liebig tells us that when a boy he saw a
man at a country fair make an explosive substance
for crackers. He soon learned how to make this
substance, and one of his first investigations was
due to the suggestions that came to hint at the
fair. To fact, some of his most important work
came from this humble beginning. When Ile re-
turned to Germany front France, at the age of
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twenty-one, he was appointed professor of chem-
istry in the little University of Giessen. There
was no laboratory. There was none in Germany,
as has been said. He proceeded at once to lit one
up with inadequate means and therefore the
simplest apparatus.

Liebig's most important work was done at
Giessen. As time passed on lie got a better lab-
oratory, and filially he was called to Munich,
where everything possible was done for him by
the King. He now had a fine laboratory, a line,
almost palatial, residence, unlimited funds—in
short, ideal conditions, and what followed ? Why,
from that time to the end of his life—a period of
twenty-one years—his contributions to chemistry
amounted to very little. His best work had been
done under the unfavorable conditions.

Iii a recent address, Lord Ray-
The Other leigh, the distinguished English
Extreme physicist, said he thought "it

just possible that nowadays
scientific work was made too easy, or, at all events,
too mechanical, for the full advantage of it to be
reaped, and that the scientific spirit and method
were, perhaps, better cultivated by the less perfect
appliances of the past." He stated that many of
the great experimenters had "worked with ex-
ceedingly homely apparatus." Among those named
by him in this connection was Clerk Maxwell, who
had always got along with simple things, and yet
was one of the greatest physicists of the last
century. Another great experimenter who achieved
much with little was Hughes, "the father of many
electrical inventions."

Lord Rayleigh called upon Hughes one night,
and found him working at the microphone, which
he had invented. He says: "Hughes had no ap-
paratus at all. A few match boxes, a stick or two
of sealing wax, some nails and a single cell of a
battery made up in a bedroom tumbler constituted
the material of his invention."

The late Professor Rowland, of the Johns
Hopkins University, had to a remarkable degree
the power of making what be wanted out of
what he found at hand. Some of the important
pieces of apparatus with which Ile either carried
out or started his investigations were apparently
thrown together in the most haphazard way, yet
the essential constituents were there. His early
work was done without a well-equipped labora-
tory—some of it in a kitchen, and a poor kitchen
at that. Like other great experimenters, he could
help himself.

When Dalton began his simple
The Tuileries experiments on gases and
Ball liquids he had not a thought

that he was laying anew the
foundations of chemistry. His great thoughts
came to him as his work went on. Scheele had
no idea that his experiments would lead to the
discovery of oxygen and chlorin. He did what
his hands found to do, and he had the power to
appreciate his results and to interpret them, al-
though he never could. have realized the import-
ance of his fundamental discoveries. Even now
we do not realize their full importance. A good
illustration of the way in which a simple observa-
tion may lead to important results is this

In the early part of the last century, at a ball
given at the Tuileries in Paris, the guests were
much annoyed by something irritating in the air.
The source of the trouble was found to be the
wax candles. The matter was referred to the
principal chemist of the day, who in turn entrusted
it to his son-in-law, who happened to be Dumas,
then quite a young man. Dumas found the ex-
planation. The wax used in making the candles•
had been bleached by chlorin. But the chlorin
had not only bleached the way., it had found its
way into the wax, and when the candles burned
it was given off in the form of a compound that
was irritating to eyes and throat. This led Dumas
to study more thoroughly the effect of chlorin on
wax, and results followed that practically revolu-
tionized the views of chemists and contributed
very largely to the advancement of chemistry.

"One of the most profitable trades I make
each year is trading $1 for twelve Keystones.'—
A. A. Garner, Jeweler, Lebanon, Indiana.
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Receiver in Charge of Herman Keck
Manufacturing Company and

Duhme Jewelry Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio

On the morning of February 8th, creditors
of the Herman Keck Manufacturing Company,
through legal counsel, instituted proceedings in
United States Judge Thompson's Court to have
the Herman Keck Manufacturing Company de-
clared an involuntary bankrupt.

The petitioning creditors and the amount of
their claims against the company are as follows:
Julius S. Oppenheimer, Henry S. Oppenheimer,
August Oppenheimer, George A. Oppenheimer,
Berthold Sinauer, Otto Sinauer and Gustav V.
Vieth, as Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith, 65 Nassau
Street, New York City, $17,263.33; Albert Lorsch
and Alfred Krower, as Albert Lorsch & Co., 37
Maiden Lane, New York City, $13,645.79; Alvin
L. Strassburger and Solomon Kaiser, as Louis
Strassburger's Son & Co., 170 Broadway, New
York, $7860.62.

The creditors claimed in their petition that
they have sold the company goods from time to
time and that the above-named amounts are now
due, for the payment of which the creditors hold
no security.

The petitioners claim that the Herman Keck
Manufacturing Company, while insolvent and
within four months next preceding the institution
of the bankruptcy proceedings, committed an act
of bankruptcy while insolvent in transferring a
certain portion of its property to one or more of
its creditors, with intent to prefer such creditors
over its other creditors and to give them prefer-
ence over and above other creditors of the same
class.

The petitioning creditors also claim in their
petition that the company committed an act of
bankruptcy in that while insolvent, it did convey,
transfer, conceal or remove or permit to be con-
cealed or removed a considerable part of its
property, with intent to hinder, delay and defraud
its creditors. The petitioners accordingly pray
that the Keck company be adjudged an involun-
tary bankrupt.

Simultaneously with the filing of the creditors'
petition asking that the Keck company be ad-
judged an involuntary bankrupt, legal counsel,
acting for the company's creditors, filed a petition
asking for the appointment of a receiver for the
Keck company.

The allegations set forth as alleged ground
for the appointment of a receiver for the com-
pany, and which the court recognized by appoint-
ing Attorney R. deV. Carroll, receiver, contain
statements which caused quite a stir, in not only
the local jewelry world, but in business circles as
well.

The petitioners claim the Keck company six
months ago asked for an extension of its credit
and they allege "that since the extension of credit
was granted the said Herman Keck Manufactur-
ing Company has from time to time made state-
ments to various of its creditors which your
petitioner is informed and believes are wholly
false and untrue."

It is alleged in the petition that on October 2,
tgo8, the Keck company applied for another ex-
tension and that an agreement was entered into
between a committee of creditors appointed by
creditors of the Keck company, wherein it was
agreed to extend credit for a year. By the terms
of that agreement, it is claimed, the committee of
creditors had the right and authority to terminate
the agreement and to declare all debts immediately
due.

The petition sets forth that the committee has
notified the company that the committee considers
the extension agreement terminated.

The petitioners set forth in the petition for a
receiver that they "deem it absolutely necessary
and essential for the preservation of the estate
of the alleged bankrupt that a receiver be ap-
pointed to remain in charge of the property,
assets and effects of the alleged bankrupt," for the
following reasons:

(a) For upon investigation, after the agree-
ment was entered into, the committee learned that
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certain representations made by one of the
officers of the alleged bankrupt at the time of the
said extension as to the assets and liabilities of the
said concern were false, and having learned that
the assets of the company were impaired, the com-
mittee reported to the creditors of the company
that the agreement of October 2, 1908, should be
terminated, and the committee accordingly so in-
formed the company.

(b) The committee thereupon recommended
the institution of the bankruptcy proceedings.

(c) The assets of the company consist of
loose precious stones and jewelry, which are very
small and occupy a very small amount of space,
and can easily be carried about one's person and
disposed of. The petitioners believe that if the
property be allowed to remain in the possession
of the bankrupt and disposed of by it, it would
be impossible to identify the said stones and
jewelry in any way and that the estate of the
bankrupt will become wasted.

(d) The liabilities of the company amount to
about $294,000, while the assets are nominally
worth about $100,000, and actually about $30,000.

(e) That the bankrupt is absolutely incom-
petent to manage its own affairs and the inter-
vention of a receiver is absolutely necessary for
.the protection of the creditors herein.

(f) That the petitioners believe there have
been numerous transactions between the bankrupts
and other firms, transferring property, which
should be investigated, and if preferential, at-
tached.

The court has ordered the company to appear
in court on March 1st, at ro A.M., to show why
the prayer of the petitioners for bankruptcy should
not be granted.

On February loth, two days after the filing
of the bankruptcy proceedings, Receiver Carroll
went into court and submitted the following writ-
ten statement : That on the eighth day of Feb-
ruary, 1909, about 9.30 A.M., he had qualified as
receiver of the Keck company, and that between
the hours of to and it A.M. Oscar Keck, president
of the said company, did, without authority or
warant of law, take into his possession and re-
move from the place of business of the said com-
pany precious stones and jewelry, being the prop-
erty of the company, described as follows:

With this written statement Receiver Carroll
submitted to the court a list of diamonds which
he claims were removed from the Keck company's
place of business. The list included thirty dia-
monds, the cost price of which aggregated
$7839.59.

Receiver Carroll then asked for an order of
court restraining Keck from disposing of the
diamonds. The court issued the following order:

"It is hereby ordered that Oscar Keck be and
he hereby is restrained from disposing of any of
the precious stones removed by him from the
stock of the Keck Manufacturing Company, upon
February 8, 2909, and that he hold said precious
stones subject to the further order of this court."

Following the appointment of a receiver for
the Keck Manufacturing Company, creditors pe-
titioned that a receiver be appointed for the
Duhme Jewelry Company, and that the court name
the same receiver as in the Keck case. The
creditors asked that the Duhme company and all
its officers, managers and employees be restrained
from interfering with said receiver.

The court appointed Receiver Carroll, of the
Keck company, as receiver for the Duhme corn-
pany, as prayed for.

In their petition for a receiver for the Duhme
company, the creditors set up that the Keck com-
pany is a corporation organized under the laws of
Ohio, for the purpose of manufacturing jewelry,
with a capital stock of $451,300, divided into 4513
shares of $100 each. They allege that the Keck
company is engaged in the wholesale business of
buying and selling precious stones and jewelry in
Cincinnati.

The petition alleges that the Board of Direc-
tors consists of Oscar Keck, Amanda Keck, Emma
Keck, Clara G. Keck and Bruno Fera, and that
Oscar Keck is president and has sole control of
the property, management and affairs thereof.

The petitioners allege that the Duhme Jewelry
Company is an Ohio corporation with a capital
stock of $245,000, consisting of 490 shares, of a
face value of $500 each.
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They allege that all of the capital stock of
the Duhme Jewelry Company is owned and held
by the Keck company, and that the Board of
Directors of the Duhme company consists of the
same persons and officers as are directors of the
Keck company and that each of the said directors
has standing in his or her name one share of
stock of the Duhme company as trustee of the
Keck company, and that the stock is in the name
of each of the said persons for the sole purpose
of qualifying him or her as director of the Duhme
company.

They claim that Oscar Keck is the alleged
president of the Duhme company and that he is
now, and has been for some time past, in sole
control of the property, management and affairs
of the Duhme company.

The petition alleges that all funds for the
organization and transaction of the business of
the Duhme company were furnished, as recorded
in the minutes of the said company, by the Keck
company, and that there is now due from the
Duhme company to the Keck company the sum of
$56,625.77 for money loaned by the Keck company
to the Duhme company for the aforesaid purpose.

They allege that both companies occupy the
same premises and that the books of account and
finances of both are in charge of the same book-
keeper and office management.

They claim the Duhme company is a subsi-
diary company to the Keck company and that it,
in fact, is a mere department and adjunct to the
Keck company and that it is now and has been
ever since its organization the agency and instru-
mentality for selling at retail many of the precious
stones and much of the jewelry of the Keck com-
pany, and that many stones and jewels have been
consigned for sale by the Keck company to the
Duhme company, and that they were mingled with
the stock of the Duhme company.

They claimed that the property, management
and affairs of both companies are under the sole
control of Oscar Keck ; that said Oscar Keck is
wholly incompetent and unfit to control the affairs
of said company ; that although in the city, he is
frequently absent for days at a time from the
place of business of said companies, and that
while so absent all the assets of the company are
in charge and under the control of the clerks and
salesmen.

The petitioners claimed that the stock of the
Duhme company is placed in large iron safes at
night, of which safes certain employees know the
combination and to which they have access at all
times.

The petitioners therefore asked for a receiver
for the Duhme Jewelry Company in order to
protect the creditors of the Keck company.

Receiver Carroll is under a $150,000 bond as
receiver of the Duhme company, and under a
$50,000 bond as receiver of the Keck company.

The first thing Receiver Carroll did on the
morning of February 9th, the day after he was
appointed receiver, was to go to the Keck plant
and the Duhme Jewelry Company's store to see
what property the two firms have, and to take
possession of it.

The Keck company is located at 21 W. Fourth
Street and the Duhme Jewelry Company is situ-
ated at 23 W. Fourth Street. The two firms are
virtually situated in the same place in the same
way that the assets of the two firms, according
to the allegations of creditors, who had the re-
ceiver appointed, are mixed and mingled in safes
and show cases. Receiver Carroll said that it is
impossible to distinguish the assets of the one
from the other without reference to the books.
"The books seem to have been pretty well kept
and we hope to get order out of the situation by
means of them," Receiver Carroll said.

Attorney Francis B. James, for the Herman
Keck Company, said : "Whether or not the bank-
ruptcy proceedings against the Keck company will
be contested remains to be determined." He said
a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Keck
company will be held with the attorneys before the
1st of March.

On February t5th, upon application of Clara
G. Keck, administratrix of the estate of Herman
Keck, United States Judge Thompson granted
permission to Judge Edward J. Dempsey to file
suit against Receiver Carroll for equitable relief
as against the Keck and the Duhme company.
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INDIVIDUALITY IN COMB STYLES
Fashionable—Comfortable—Serviceable

A SHAPE FOR EVERY HEAD. Set with sparkling rhinestones warranted
retain their brilliancy.
We use a four-prong setting mounted
on heavy shell or amber combs.
Our combs have style. A large assortment
of new patterns for Spring now ready.
They will be in demand by women who
pride themselves on being correct in every
detail of their apparel.
We also carry a complete line of stone-
set hat pins, hair barrettes and
sash pins, made up in smart de-
signs that wear well.

WE WILL GLADLY SEND
ON APPROVAL, PREPAID,
MEMORANDUM PACK-
AGE TO RELIABLE

CONCERNS

JOSEPH W. HELLER
Manufacturer of White Stone Novelties

59 Page Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

to

Modern WATCH SIGNS
More beautiful than ever and

superior to all others

Electric, Illuminated
and Non-illuminated
With White and Black Dials

Made in
Different
Styles
from
14 to 66
inches
Diameter

Also
Spectacle
Signs

Address

LON BARNHART, Mfr., Springfield, Ohio.

Guaranteed
First-class and
Satisfactory

Send for

Catalog

System in the Repair Department
calls for such a thorough record of repairs as can only be easily kept
by using

THE KEYSTONE

RECORD BOOK OF WATCH REPAIRS

If you know a jeweler who uses this book—
thousands do—ask him about it.

Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston,
Jamaica, says :

I am quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Repair
Record Book. It is really good, cheap and useful, and
must be appreciated by anyone who has-a need for such
a book. I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United States and
foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for 1600 entries of watch repairs
with printed headings, and making complete records is the work of
a moment.

Sen/postpaid lo any part of The world on receifil of price, $1.50

Published by

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
North isoth Street, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, III.
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Getting the Public Interested in
Advertisements

Advertisers who realize the necessity
of getting maximum value from their pub-
licity expenditure have, from time to time,
devised various means for increasing the in-
terest of the public in their announcements.
An interesting plan with this object in view
was recently made use of by Carl B. Hun-
kins, a retail jeweler, of Billings, Mont. In
one of the Sunday issues of the Billings
Daily Gmzette Mr. Hunkins published five
advertisements of his business in different
parts of the paper, using in each the same
number of inches of space. The shape, po-
sition and advertising matter in each, how-
ever, were different. The jeweler an-
nounced by advertisement also that it was
his intention to find out just what kind of an
advertisement best served his purpose and,
consequently, he offered a $io scarf or stick
pin to the party whose judgment in thaf
matter and whose reasons for his judgment
corresponded most closely with that of an
expert opinion procured from a recognized
advertising authority. The prize was a suf-
ficient inducement for the readers of the
paper to give considerable thought to the
subject and to carefully state the reasons
for their conclusion. The contestants were
to select from the five the best position ad-
vertisement, the best shaped advertisement
and also the best written.
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Space prevents our reproducing all five
of these advertisements. We print, how-
ever, the one which the advertising author-
ity considered both the best shaped and the
best written. The views of this authority
in deciding the contest contained many ideas
which will be found valuable by our readers,
even though some of the advertisements to
which we refer are not here reproduced.
No. I advertisement was a single-column
announcement on the first column of the
third page of the paper. In regard to this
advertisement he said : "Top of column is
universally regarded in the advertising
world as the best position, for the very ex-
cellent reason that the eye of the casual
readier is always first directed towards the
tops of the columns which contain the titles
and where he must begin the perusal of any
particular item or advertisement. The value
of the position in this case was enhanced by
its being next to reading matter of some-
what sensational local interest and also by
reason of its position on the right-hand
page, to which the reader involuntarily
seems to give more attention than to the
left-hand page. The public seem, as a rule,
to be right-eyed as well as right-handed,
which fact gives the right-hand page the
preference."

As to the best shaped advertisement
credit was given to the announcement here
reproduced. Said the advertising man :
"Placing oneself for the moment in the po-
sition of the uninterested reader of the
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Gazette, I feel that this advertisement would
not only strike one most forcibly, but would
appeal to one most favorably. Other illus-
trations might make it still more distinctive
of the jewelry trade, but as a Christmas an-
nouncement the cuts used are very apt, al-
though of a somewhat poor type. An ad-
vertisement shaped in this manner is a kind
of focus which the eye cannot very well
avoid. The shape is very desirable, too, for
the use of illustrations, a single column
being not well adapted for this purpose. It
is also desirable in that it permits complete
change of form. Of course, the position
and the character of surrounding matter
might make a change of shape or a shape
different from this desirable under certain
circumstances, but this opinion is based
solely on the advertisements as they appear
in this issue of the Gazette."

Third, as to the best written advertise-
ment this distinction is also credited to the
announcement here reproduced. The ex-
pert says : "I can best explain my reasons
for this conclusion by reference to some of
the other advertisements. No. 1, for in-
stance, the single-column ad, is of a general
nature and simply announces the business.
It tells only what every jeweler in your town
does and sells. While a general announce-
ment of this character may be serviceable
at times, it is not the most desirable by any
means. The single-column announcement
we consider weak on this account, although
it is conceded that it holds the Most desir-

able position. The
umbrella bargain an-
nouncement, we think,
claims far too much.
The 'extra,' special'
reduction from $17.50
to $7.50, is so sweeping
as to create a doubt as
to its reliability, and it
is a question whether
such an announcement
is not rather injurious
than beneficial to the
reputation of the retail
jeweler, apart alto-
gether from the genu-
ineness of the offer re-
ferred to."

Returning to the
announcement here re-
produced, the ad man
further states : "The
jeweler's name in this
advertisement is very
prominent, which is an
excellent feature, and
then the two neat little
illustrations tell the
IVO branches of the
business, and each of
the square blocks con-
tains an argument well
calculated to appeal fa-
vorably to the towns-
people. We do not
mean that the two ar-
guments are stated in
the best possible or
most convincing man-
ner, but the idea is
good."

I Want Your Patronage
I know you are buying merchanaise of my

line from out of town, and I want you to
Rnow that I have as large a line, as well se-
lected, and with prices as low, as you will
find in any city of the west, middle west or
northwest.
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HUNKINS THE JEWELER
••••■■••■•\

We have many articles
of real artistic merit that are so low in price

they will surprise you. We also have the

richest and best the market affords, all of

which it wo.uld please us to have you see.

Roproduct Ion of I lie iiimng fich eriiRl'1111.11i
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BASTIAN'S UP=TO=DATE PIN DESIGNS
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How Do You Like
These for Originality
Mr. Jeweler?

Ir These emblems shown in this advertisement
are certainly very clever designs.

(if They are the result of the Brains of the
Brightest designers, combined with the latest
improved process of manufacture, which makes
every detail perfect.

PRICE PER PIN
When twelve or more are ordered

10 K. Solid (bid, $2.20 14 K. Solid Gold, $2.40

JEWELERS DISCOUNT 25 PER CENT.

(11 Where less than twelve pins are ordered there
is an additional charge of two dollars to the total
amount for special dies.

(If Enterprising Jewelers the country over are
handling BASTIAN'S line because they give
satisfaction.

BASTIAN BROS. CO., 166 South Avenue, Rochester, New York

The Inauguration
of an Era of Prosperity

Lets in the Light Shows Stone to Advantage

The Taft Mounting

H. KROLL & CO.makers 36 AM) 38 John St.

NEW YORK

Mountings that help sell Diamonds

American Beauty Horseshoe Table Display Case No. 481

Everybody Will See It
And that is just what you want—a
watch sign that is modern and attrac-
tive day and night—force the people
to recognize your store, and you will
get good results.

This new electric sign is made in two
sizes, 26 and 32 inches in diameter, exactly
like cut. Has hollow metal rims, finished
in gold or aluminum. Heavy oval glass
dials, which can be easily read day or

/„. night. Six lights outside, which bora
— steady, while the two lights inside flash
on and oft Very attractive. An elegant
emblematic sign for any Jeweler.

SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS, or write
us for complete catalogue and prices

GROUT'S EXCELSIOR SIGN CO.
126 Dearborn St. CHICAGO

The Store Beautiful of

THE J. J. SWEENEY JEWELRY CO., Houston, Texas

Is outfitted with the famous

AMERICAN BEAUTY CASE
The Premier of all Jewelry Cases

The Handsomest and Most Durable of all Plate-Glass Cases on the Market

Wrlte for Catalogue " C "

Branch Factory-- Lutke Mfg. Co., Portland, Ore.
New York Office and Showroom-724 Broadway
St. Louis Office and Showroom-1329-1331 Washington Ave.
San Francisco Office and Showroom-693 Mission St.

THE LARGEST SHOW .CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD 

Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. Under our
own

management
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H. A. Soper, Sunbury, Pa., will move about
April 1st into more commodious quarters.

Daniels Brothers, of San Diego, Cal., have
dissolved partnership and the business is now
being conducted by H. L. Daniel.

J. R. Dalaplain, who was formerly employed
by Jesse L. Storer, of Lincoln, Kans., has bought
the stock of R. Kennedy, of Hope, Kans.

Caleb Platt Simpson, Minneapolis, Minn.,
died on February 6th at his residence, 9 East
Twenty-fifth Street, that city, aged 8o years.

S. J. Brawley, formerly of Encampment,
Wyo., has located at Lander, in the same State,
where he will continue the jewelry business.

W. Glover, Jr., Hazelton, Pa., has made ar-
rangements to retire from business and dispose of
his stock. He will devote his attention hence-
forth to the real estate business.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the
Bangor Jewelry & Optical Company, Bangor, Me.,
held on February 1st, R. C. Williston was elected
general manager and G. E. Chase treasurer of the
company.

C. W. Bechtol, accompanied by his wife, is
enjoying a pleasure trip in the western States.
His itinerary will include Los Angeles, San Fran-
cisco, Denver, Colorado Springs and other points
of interest in the far West.

Henry M. Brill and John M. Stier, Beloit,
Wis., have purchased the stock and goodwill of
John Gaard. They will make improvements in
the store, increase the stock and continue the
business on a wider and more vigorous plan.

Leon E. Clarke has sold his jewelry business
at De Kalb Junction, N. Y., to John H. Gilmour
and has taken a position with the Webb C. Ball
Watch Company, Cleveland, Ohio. His head-
quarters are at 127 Corning Avenue, Syracuse, N. Y.

W. R. Bass, of Bass & Baldwin, Attleboro,
Mass., is now on his western trip and will pro-
ceed as far as Kansas City. The prosperous
Middle West would seem to be just the place for
Mr. Bass to make a successful order-taking cam-
paign with his fine new line.

H. Yost, Shenandoah, Pa., for many years a
jeweler, has sold out his entire stock and is re-
stocking with phonographs and records. Mr. Yost
has much inventive ability and has a patent pend-
ing on an automatic time switch to turn off
electric lights at any given time.

The store of J. A. Lewis, Pittston, Pa., was
entirely destroyed by fire with complete loss of the
fixtures and damage to the stock to the extent
of $2000. He is at present located in temporary
quarters and expects soon to occupy a new store
at 18 S. Main Street. The origin of the fire is
not known.

Charles H. Godfrey, the enterprising jeweler
at 1816 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J., has
greatly improved his store and increased his
facilities for attending to his rapidly growing
business. In addition to his regular jewelry stock
he handles pianos and phonographs, in which he
does an extensive trade.

At the annual meeting of the Arnstine Bros.
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, held at their office on
January r8th, the following directors were elected:
B. V. Arnstine, H. W. Arnstine, E. A. Arnstine,
J. F. Risser and A. L. Davis. The directors
elected B. V. Arnstine as president and treasurer,
H. W. Arnstine as vice-president and A. L. Davis
as secretary. The company reports a very pros-
perous business during 5908 and considers the out-
look for the present year very flattering.
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Howard Fitzsimmons, West Chester, Pa., has
in his store a curio in the shape of a mantel
clock with a cannon ball mounted in the place of
the dial. This ball was found on the property
of his great-grandfather and is an interesting
souvenir of the battle of Brandywine, which was
fought on this property.

R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Company,
Wallingford, Conn., were recently awarded the
contract for supplying the new Hotel La Salle,
in Chicago, with both flatware and hollowware.
This mammoth hostelry will, it is said, be prob-
ably the largest hotel in the world, which means
a contract for silverware of corresponding size.

L. H. Scott, manager of John W. Scott's Sons,
of Cadiz, Ohio, in addition to being an enthusiastic
automobilist, has successfully entered the field of
politics and is now serving as representative in
the General Assembly of his city. The firm of
Scott's Sons was established in 1819 and is one
of the leading establishments of its kind in the
State.

Many of our readers will recognize the por-
trait here shown as the forceful and pleasing
features of William Levinson, of M. Rosenbloom

& Co., Rochester,
N. Y. Mr. Levin-
son is now on an
order-taking c a m -
paign through his
territory, which in-
cludes Kansas, Mis-
souri, Oklahoma and
Texas, where he is
meeting with un-
usual success and
making many new
customers for his
firm. He is right-
fully credited by
his brethren on the
road with all the
qualifications for a
successful salesman,
and proof of this is
furnished in the or-

ders being received from him by his firm.

Louis Lippman, of Altoona, Pa., will retire
from the jewelry business on April 1st, the lease
of his store expiring on that date. Mr. Lippman
has been in the jewelry business in Altoona for
nineteen years and built up one of the most pros-
perous establishments in the city. He is at present
having an auction sale to clear out his large stock.

W. C. Sherman, of the Estate of 0. M.
Draper, left North Attleboro, Mass., on March
tst for an extended western trip. Mr. Sherman
is an accomplished salesman, whose Chester-
fieldian manner and bonhommie, no less than the
excellence of his line, have made him quite popu-
lar with the trade, among whom he is a welcome
visitor.

The Adirondack Hardware Company, of
Saranac Lake, New York, will open a jewelry de-
partment in connection with their business the
middle of this month. The department will be
in charge of A. L. Perreault, an expert watch-
maker. George L. Sparks, together with Mr.
Perreault, was in New York City the last week
in February making extensive purchases for the
new department. Mr. Perreault has had a long
experience and before locating at Saranac Lake
several years ago was employed by George E.
Shaw, Putnan, Conn.

The stockholders of the Benedict Manufac-
turing Company, East Syracuse, N. Y., held their
annual meeting last month and a dividend of 7
per cent. on both preferred and common stock
was declared, and the following officers and di-
rectors elected : H. L. Benedict, president ; George
N. Crouse, first vice-president ; C. C. Graham,
second vice-president ; Charles Van Wagner, sec-
retary; John Bailey, assistant secretary; R. B.
Roantree, treasurer ; Newton Owen, assistant
treasurer ; directors, George N. Crouse, Charles
Van Wagner and H. L. Benedict. The company's
prospects, from the present indications, look ex-
ceedingly rosy for 'clog.

William Levinson
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F. W. Benedict, the oldest jeweler of Rich
Hill, Mo., died on February 16th. The deceased
was a resident of Rich Hill for a quarter of a
century, where he was engaged in the jewelry
business and enjoyed a high reputation for in-
tegrity and business enterprise.

Herbert R. Bromley, of the firm of R. N.
Bromley & Sons, Des Moines, Iowa, died last
month from an attack of pneumonia. The de-
ceased was only thirty-one years old and an ac-
complished business man. His untimely death
is greatly regretted by his host of friends. He is
survived by a wife and son.

H. Ruhrrup, De Witt, Nebr., a veteran mem-
ber of the trade, died on February 14th, aged
eighty-three years. The deceased came to this
country when only thirteen years old. He settled
on a homestead in Beatrice, Nebr., in 5870, and
continued to work at his trade. He later settled
in De Witt but retired from business in 5900 on
account of failing eyesight.

The Grand Rapids Fixtures Company, Grand
Rapids, Mich., will henceforth be known as the
Wilmarth Show Case Company. The purpose of
the change is to associate the name of the busi-
ness and the firm name and also to avoid the
confusion caused by the title, Grand Rapids, which
is used by many firms in that city. The change
in the name implies no change whatever in the
personnel, the management, policy or product of
the firm.

The South Bend Watch Company, South
Bend, Ind., has issued two neat little booklets, one
entitled, "A Discourse on the Detached Lever Es-
capement," and the other "The Watch Balance and
Its Jeweling." These little booklets are reprints
of lectures on these subjects delivered at various
conventions of the trade by C. T. Higginbotham,
superintendent of the South Bend factory. Copies
of both booklets will be sent free on request to
any member of the trade.

The E. Maritz Jewelry Manufacturing Com-
pany, of St. Louis, Mo., are doing some original
advertising in the form of pictures which sym-
bolize their business. These were originated by
Samuel Kober, secretary of the firm. One is enti-
tled, "No falling out in our setting," and very
humorously impresses the idea on those who see
the picture. Another is entitled, "A Hit," and is
equally amusing as well as suggestive of the busi-
ness. As it would be impossible not to observe
the pictures and to be amused by them they are
effective advertising.

"Aid to Shippers" is the title of a 72-page
book containing a quantity of information of
value to all engaged in the export or import trade.
The book is issued by Oelrichs & Co., of New
York, for more than forty years the American
representatives of the North German Lloyd
Steamship Company, who, by reason of long ex-
perience, are qualified to advise. The table of
foreign moneys with United States equivalents,
together with weights, measurements, tariffs, cus-
toms requirements, etc., will be found of
great value. "Aids to Shippers" will be sent, post-
paid, on request to Oelrichs & Co., forwarding de-
partment, 5 Greenwich Street, New York.

The Quincy Show Case Works, Quincy, Ill.,
have just issued their new catalogue, No. 104, a
most elaborate compilation of modern store fix-
tures designed to meet the requirements of pres-
ent-day methods of merchandise display. A glance
through the interesting and valuable pages of this
book will convey an impressive idea of the great
progress made in recent years in the art of
store fixturing. The catalogue contains a great
wealth of admirably executed illustrations of
model store interiors arranged and fixtured by this
company. There are many jewelry stores among
the number. Floor plans are also given, which
will be found very valuable to all who are erecting
new stores or who contemplate improvements. As
the fixtures in a jewelry store are one of its most
important assets and one of its best advertise-
ments, if they be of the modern kind, our readers
will find this catalogue intensely interesting and
laden with valuable hints of benefit to them in
their business.
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MAX POSNER
America's Premier Auctioneer

WITH A RECORD gf TWENTY YEARS'
SELLING, WITH NEVER A FAILURE

WHERE OTHERS FAIL, I SUCCEED!

t" Anyone can sell, but I get you profits.
L Am now booking sales for year 1909 and 1910.

SPECIALTY: Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
and High Art Goods.

BY KIND PERMISSION, I REFER YOU TO

CHAS. A. KEENE
180 Broadway, New York

SAMUEL ARONSON
194 Broadway, New York

L. H. GREEN
353 Fifth Ave., New York

RUSSELL W. PARISH
Burlington, Vt.

BERNSTEIN BROS.
Nashville, Tenn.

HARRY RAYNES
Lowell, Mass.

EDWARD E. REYNOLDS
275 Washington Street

Boston, Mass.
And Others on Application

WRITE AT ONCE FOR OPEN TIME TO

MAX POSNER
Room 10, Jewelers' Bldg., BOSTON, MASS.

Or Room 505, 353 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

THE BEST

AUCTIONEER
IN THE

BUSINESS

The Only Way

March, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

Railroad Watch Inspectors Organize

There was organized at Hagerstown, Md., on
February 22d, an association of watch inspectors,
which will be known as "The Railway Watch In-
spectors' Association of the United States and
Canada." Thirty inspectors from the B. & 0.
R. R., W. M. R. R. and N. & W. were present.
The officers for the first year are : President, Mil-
ton Kohler, of Hagerstown, Md.; secretary-
treasurer, Robert W. Little, Cumberland, Md.;
first vice-president, W. L. Jones, Martinsburg, W.
Va.; second vice-president, A. W. Bishop, Con-
nellsville, Pa.; third vice-president, M. B. Kor-
man, Washington, D. C. Board of Directors:
W. H. H. Needy, Hagerstown, Md., Charles F.
Sarbaugh, Hanover, Pa.; C. M. Matheny, Thomas,
W. Va.; F. E. Alder, Brunswick, Md.; James
Rawlston, Weston, W. Va. Membership Com-
mittee: C. C. Crooks, Baltimore, Md.; W. L.
Jones and Robert W. Little.

Article II reads : "The object of this associa-
tion shall be to federate into one organization all
branches of the railroad watch inspection and
time services of the United States and Canada,
and for the uplifting and betterment of the time

inspection service, and for the mutual protection
of and safeguarding the interests of its members
against the abuses of unscrupulous buyers in the
railroad service."

Any railroad watch inspector is eligible to
membership on payment of $3.00 annual dues,
payable in advance. A copy of the by-laws and
constitution will be mailed to any inspector on
request to the secretary.

The association expects to be in position to
furnish its members with valuable information
by which they may be able to make collections
and guard against losses.

Special Notice and Appeal to Ohio
Jewelers

At the last National Convention of Retail
Jewelers, held at Cincinnati, it was shown that
Ohio was second in point of membership of all
affiliated States. To accomplish this, all available
funds of our State association were required and
the new officers elected found the treasury empty.
No association can exist without funds. The dues
of the State association are due on January ist
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of each year, and the tgo9 dues are now past due.
We appeal to all members and retail jewelers who
have not yet joined to remit the sum of two dol-
lars at once to the secretary, A. L. Thoma, Piqua,
Ohio.

Preparations are being made to hold one of
the most important annual conventions ever held
by any State jewelers' association. Many ques-
tions of great importance must be decided by the
retail jewelers of Ohio this year. Much can be
accomplished if you do your duty by paying your
dues and attending this convention. Arrange-
ments are being perfected to have instructive and
entertaining papers read and discussed. Good
speakers will be on hand to enlighten and entertain
you. Social features will not be lacking, and we
are certain that all who attend this convention will
be amply repaid.

Now, Brother Jeweler, do not allow this appeal
to go unnoticed. Act at once, lest you forget, and
thus encourage your officers, who are sacrificing
much in your behalf. Address all communications
and make all checks payable to A. L. Thoma, sec-
retary, Piqua, Ohio.

J. R. STEBBINS,
President.

5  YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN The young or mitidle-aged man who desires to learn Engraving, to grasp ,1
the finer points of Watchmaking and Optics, finds it necessary to

spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a thorough knowledge of the busi-
ness. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. We
get telegrams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates, which shows what
practical storekeepers think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa,

See ou r large advert iSellIt'lli, page 130

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
ascasnonroutueanfitbrdof to m/been swithpoierliteaciti

Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. I doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.76 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00:1 doz.metal.astd.,86c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
of " Grip " for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Wells,leweler,Meshoppen, Pa.

The Tyler Way

R. B. H. MACRORIE

Has conducted

twenty - three suc-
cessful sales in tile

past 18 months.

Names and refer-
ences furnished on
request. All sales

conducted person-

ally. Many com-

petent salesmen are

willing to assist me

on sales where two

men are needed.

Jewelers' Auctioneer

9 For the Legitimate Trade Only

534 W. North Ave. (Phone Humboldt 2278), CHICAGO, ILL.

To raise money
quick, sell at a
profit and protect
future business.

Write me for
terms and full
particulars.

Jacobson's

Watch Oil

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, [Waffles
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactor)
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER Sc WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St.. Providence. R. I.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.
ColumbusMemorlaIBIdg.,103 StateSt.,Chica90

The
Auctioneer
who never has
had a failure

Room 1 102

E. R. TYLER
156 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

WILL NOT

GUM OR
CORRODE

THE METAL

Price Per Bottle
30 Cents

SOLD IN CHICAGO BY

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
THE A. C. BECKEN COMPANY
HENRY PAULSON 8c CO.
C. H. KNIGHTS-THEARLE CO.
NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.
EMIL. BRAUDE & BRO.
E. SCHWARTZ & CO.
E. A. DAYTON & CO.

SOLD IN ST. LOUIS BY
THE REEVES-KEMPER CO.
BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELRY CO.
J. W. CARY & CO.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL._.--.....,--,---.-____,,,.. ,....

E ----4,11.,...:Ar---

. -E---
  CLAWS of LION, LYNX,CAT,

EAGLE, OWL, HAWK
Any of the above sent on selection to responsible

Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.
Price Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.
L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

The Klein School of Optics
185 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

Has the Best Clinics in the country.

Gives the Most Thorough Instructions.

Does not issue Sham Diplomas.

If you wish to become a COMPETENT
OPTICIAN, go to the KLEIN SCHOOL.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful Illustrated sample card and price-

list sent upon request

CARMAN ART' CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

Fpionrs.ScTarhfe Prnionssi tiSctllaIdaSndanondlyLaadce.

justable one invented. Price,$1.50 per doz. For
salebyall wholesale jewelersandmaterialhouses.
Sma.mploeHtibyrnail,25c; inlOK.gold,111.00;141C-81.25-oR

ilardallivir48&50MaldenLane,N.Y.

UNIQUE GEM
NITED STATES STONES

ALSO CEYLON, URAL BRAZIL AND
OTHER FOREIGN SEMI-PRECIOUS GEMS

AT LOWEST PRICES
SAMPLE PAPERS SENT ON REQUEST

LOUIS J. DEACON, Atlantic City, N. J.

Watch Repairer for the Trade
Careful Reliable Prompt

Trade References Price-List on Request

A. D. PAPAZIEN
Cockroft lIllig. 71-73 Nassau St., New York

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
II nufaeturer and Reinai re r of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work called for and delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS
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DIAMONDS and FINE WATCHES

Bought, Sold or Exchanged
FOR SPOT CASH

Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. COHEN
10111 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Establ failed 1891
Write for further Information

Mahler's Improved Temple Ferrules
A practical method of repairing. broken spectacle temples.

These ferrules are made of good stock, soft solder lined
and make a neat, clean Job. They are put up as follows:

No. 2. Box containing half gross assorted sizes, A doz.
gold filled and 1 doz. Ger. silver . . 80 cents

No. 3. Paper containing 2 doz. assorted sizes. 18 gold
filled and 6 Ger. silver . . . . 25 cents

No. 4. Paper containing 2 doz. assorted sizes, all gold
filled . . . . . . . . . 30 cents

Ask your Jobber for them, or send direct to me.
FRED MAHLER, Grand Rapids, Mich.

FRED. J. BAHNI & CO. Inc.
PEORIA, ILL.

Special order jewelers to the trade. Repairing and fine
engraving. Complete line of jobbing stones. Quick
service. Good Work. Prices right.

Victory Lapel Button
Backs. Put' d. Applied to Any Goods. Send for Catalog and Price-List

0E131-IA120T BROS., Fifth and Elm Sta.., Cincinnati, Ohio

TRIAL ORDERS SOLICITED

VICTORY
Lapel Back and
Safety Catches
ARE BUSINESS GETTERS

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY"
PAT'S.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

FOR BROOCHES

L,INDNER & teZpelt"'
51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Being an exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt
and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 760 PAGES

KANSAS CITY HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
This department is under the direct supervision of W. B. NEEDLES, Oph., D.N.D.,
and teaches an advanced course in higher branches of Ophthalmology.

We can secure you a position at good salary. Send for catalog. Work for the trade
solicited and satisfaction guaranteed. Both Schools Incorporated and Chartered.

A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th St., KANSAS CITY, MO.

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand
Jewelers' Findings

(jobbing Materials) for
51 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order

Established 1858 them of your jobber, who
  will be pleased to serve
you, but be sure that the goods have the above brand on them. Try ourSolder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easyflowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. H. FULLER Se SON CO. Pawtucket.FlgoTdOeRlYsl:and. U.S.A.

tievjqolishn 111111 din Ma chub
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches. in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economy of space reduced to the minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

I AM THE AUCTIONEER MAN

A Rare
Opportunity
As I have several
sales booked, which
will leave me spare
time between sales,
I make this offer to
anyone wishing to
make a sale and can
use my spare time:

I will conduct
the sale for
$5.00 per day
and expenses. and guaran-
tee positive
satisfaction or
no pay.

I am a practical
watchmaker, a n d
have sold Jewelry,
Watehes,Diamonds,
etc., for twenty-five
years. No man can
give better service
at any price. Write
me at once at my
branch office, Tow-
anda, Pa. for quick
reply amidate. The
regular price for a
jewelry auctioneer
to conduct. a sale is
10% and railroad fare
to and front their
destination. Y o u
may never have an
opportunity like
this again, therefore
get busy and speak
quick.

KORAH D. WESTBROOK9 

Graduate Jewelry
AUCTIONEER Towanda, Pa.

Not ice my ad in October and November Keystone,:

J. V.
MOROSS
Jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-brac and
Art China

I GUARANTEE
PROFITS ON ALL

SALES

No goods misrepre-
sented. Over twenty
years' experience. I
thoroughly understand
the price of goods with-
out asking, which
saves time and money.

No Stock Too Large;
None Too Small

All correspondence
strictly confidential.

I am a practical Watchmaker and Jeweler and understand the businessthoroughly, which saves time and money. I am now conducting a closing-outsale of $25,000 stock for H. G. Edwards & Co., Fargo, N. Dak., and havingwonderful success, making a nice profit.

J. V. MOROSS 36 Grummond Ave.
DETRorr, MICH.

Boll Phone, North 3960

I will pay the highest cash price for any Jewelry Stock and FixturesIf you wish to conduct a sale, write me and secure a dating for now or later

WATCH REPAIRING
Ordinary and complicated. R. R. inspection work. Some customers

send us ALL their work

JEWELRY WORK
Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry

to order, gold plating and coloring

ENGRAVING
for jewelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
Send for our Trade Price-List Established Lancaster, Pa.thirty-one years in   •

Established 1890

Watch Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

Good Work promptly
done at Fair Prices,

Best Material used.
Reference given.
Estimates furnished

WM. N. BRUNNER
711 Saloom Street

(Second Floor Front)
Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Telephone

Jewelry Repairing
We manufacture and repair

anything in the line ot

JEWELRY
WATCH REPAInING

FOR THE TRADE

TRY US

KIRCHNER & RENICH
17 South 7th St., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

LOUIS GOTTI-IOLD
Alaker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

Established
1839

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 688 Broadway
lt,t. Cori lanth A Dey Sts. Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 91st and 92d Streets

NEW YORK

AiLNIMM11011■1...

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1889 BENNE. 1859

Very good second-hand
Cnaoaosiicujeius on 11/Uld.
Repairing, springing and
adjusting Chronometers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Sorevesur to H. H. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. V.
I have employed Mr.
THOS. C. REDFERN to
my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. I know
of no one who has it better general knowledge of
chronometer work than he has. He has also done
a great deal of tine and complicated watch repair-
ing for me, and I can recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. H. H. HEINRICH.

okfika.,n‘fika•inolp•Icior*.s-

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN SE BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal
Engraving

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

KAirlittKliticf‘Viktiti‘61"-f

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE
Mann factu Ten; of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices and discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

REFINERS anD
Sweep Smelters'
Established 1889

of Oold,Silyer told
Platinum in any
shape—solids or
liquids, rougl
sweeps, cuttings or
filings. Prompt
returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 sod IS Franklin Street, Newark, N. 4

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE
Artistic Monogram and Letter

Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

UL.L,STROM elk CO.
Allcrinphis fNcsbresak

oirSpot Cash-lc
FOR JEWELRY STORES
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send
stocks at once, no matter how large or
small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request.
If offer is not satisfactory, will return

EMIL NOEL
4552 E. 6th Place, Chicago,111.

goods.

If you should be in Chicago with your
stock, make appointment with me by
telephone, Drexel 5323.

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
Gasoline Gas La mps
that are alwars ready for
use and can be handled
by anyone, or our

Climax
Lighting Systems
Millions of these lights are in use all over

the world. If you wont the best home or
reading lamp, or the brightest store In your
town, for the least money, send its your
order at once, or write for our Catalog K. S.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

G.F.Watisworili
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
(ho line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SliverPlating,
Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine-

TurnIna
Chonglho Old

EnglikhandSoks
Cm,. I,. lal.e

Interlenn S. 11.
111o•eno.ols

Sprelally
01,11 CAST S

31 A 1/F NENV

Silversmiths'
But
131.137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO
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Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," TIIREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-tions count ,as words, and are chargedfor as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-ments and copy must reach us not laterthan the 25th of each month for inser-tion in the following month's Issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postalor express money order for $1.00 andover, or postage stamps for smaller

amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded,TEN CENTS In postage stamps must beenclosed.
The real name and address of everyadl ertiser ninst accompany the copy ofhe advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribersmust send 15 cents (special issues 25cents) if they desire a copy of the paperIn which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809.811.813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,for first twenty-five words. Additional wordsand advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.No advertisement inserted for less than :5cents.

ENGRAVER and assistant watch andclock repairer wants position at once;moderate wages. Young man of good ad-dress. "L 658," care Keystone. •

A THOROUGHLY competent practicalwatchmaker, jeweler and engraver, withmore than 30 years' exp., desires permanentposition in a northern State after May 1,reog; own bench and complete outfit oftools. Address "C 700," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, a.-graver, optician; exp. in drug store.would like a good steady position; no badhabits, best refs. "S 718," care Keystone.

PERMANENT position wanted as watchrepairer; have had 18 years' exp, at thebench; good ref.. Good wages expected.Age n; married. Do not engrave. Wouldwork in good drug and jewelry store. Ne-braska or Missouri preferred. Lock Box34, Hartford, Kans.
YOUNG man, 23; three years' exp. withfine workmen. Can do all fine clock andjewelry repairing, all watch work exceptrailroad grades. New Mexico, Arizona orColorado preferred. Best of refs. E. E.Blakley, Oakley, Mich.

YOUNG man, three years' exp., desires po-sition as watchmaker; good refs; ownstools. Address H. Davey, zzo WoodwardAve., Detroit, Mich.

WATCHMAKER—First-class man for high-grade Swiss, American and complicatedwork; capable to take charge of department,also good salesman. Would like positionwith first-class house. "S 8oz," care Key-stone.

EXPERT watchmaker desires change; fine
tools, long exp.; larger Texas cities pre-ferred. Do not answer unless you want

line ability and sober habits. "B 647," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, gradu-ate N. D. Oph. D.; capable of assuming
charge, any department or entire business.
Refs. best. Understand line thoroughly;
good salesman. "A 804," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, Is), desires to finish trade;
one year exp.; does clock and jewelry

work; excellent refs. R. Wilbur, 8 Layton
St., Lyons, N. Y.

ABOUT April 1st, permanent in Nebraska,
by watchmaker, engraver, jeweler, regis-

tered optician; good set tools, trial case;
age zo; salary, WI. "S 796," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER, clock and jewelry re-
pairer, plain engraver, graduate optician,

own tools; salary $15 per week; ref. fur-
nished as to character and ability. For
particulars, address A. E. Birch, Griggs-
title, Ill.

AFTER April ,st, as assistant watchmaker,
engraver, with firm repairing high-grade

watches; also optician. Prefer Nebraska
or Kansas. "S 797," care Keystbne.

(Continued on page Rd)
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SITUATIONS WANTED

(Continued from page 5:5)

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, with tools, de-
sires change; 15 years' exp. Best of refs.

Age 32, married. No bad habits. Address
"C 790," care Keystone.

ENGRAVER for chasing, lettering and
ornamental work on jewelry. Kirchner

& Renich, 17 S. Seventh, Minneapolis,
Minn..

SALESMAN to live in New York and sell
new line of filled jewelry to jobbing

trade from New York to Cleveland. Good
salary to right party; position April ist.
"P 708,"caze Keystone.

SALESMAN to live in Chicago and sell
new line of filled jewelry to jobbing

trade in Middle West. Good salary to
right party; position April 1st. "P 709,"
care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 24 years, 6% years' exp. fine
watch work, 4 years on railroad watches;

do clock work if required. Have bench,
lathe, all modern tools. $15 to start. C. I.
Truempy, Cannelton, Ind.

BY young man, at once, as assistant watch
and clock repairer under Az workman;

four years' exp. Good ref. Central States
preferred. "J 791," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
fair engraver, own tools; z o years' exp.;

good habits; age 24, married; salary, $23
per week. West or Southwest preferred.
First-class ref. "W 784," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver; di-
ploma in optics; 38, married; no bad

habits, reliable, own tools. Refs.; prefer
Iowa or Southwest. Address C. N. Patrick,
Bradley Horological Institute, Peoria, Ill.

SITUATION wanted, March isth or April
ist, by watch, clock and jewelry repairer.

Can do plain engraving and optical work;
would prefer position as second watchmaker
with railroad inspector to get familiar with
railroad work. "IC," Lock Box 286, Ossian,
Iowa.

BY first-class watchmaker and good en-
graver, permanent position by April. $30

per week. Good refs. "F 782," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and plain en-
graver. M. E. Garmoe, Winfield, Iowa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, fair engraver
and optician wants to make change.

Western States only. "S 781," care Key-
stone.

BY good watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and
optician. First-class salesman. Good

habits; best ref. Age 22. Four years' exp.
Wants position by May ist. "B 788," care
Keystone.

POSITION wanted, first-class enigraver,
practical exp.; best refs. "A. L. F.,"

Box 82, Elmira, N. Y.

SIX years' exp. as salesman and assisting
repair. Age 27. Good ref. Speaks En-

glish, Danish and Norwegian. Wish to fin-
ish trade. Ed Johnson, Preston, Minn.

YOUNG man, 24 years of age, married,
graduate Bradley Horological, five years'

exp. since leaving school. Assistant watch-
maker, jewelry and clock repairer and
salesman; can take charge of store. Best
refs. Address E. G. Mundhenk, Brookville,
Ohio,

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician,
desires position at once. Young man;

good habits; own tools. West preferred.
L L Brown, 206 S. Elmwood Ave.,
Peoria, Ill.

POSITION as watchmaker and engraver,
young man, age 23; good workman; own

tools. Good refs. Fred Hurst, 724 Nichol
Ave., Anderson, Ind.

BY first-class watchmaker, 30 years at the
bench. None but those that can pay good

salary need write. New Mexico, Arizona
or Colorado preferred; at liberty April ist.
J. M. Burgess, Vinita, Okla.

WATCHMAKER, 20 years' exp., will ac-
cept position in first-class store. "C 786,"

care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, plain
engraver, graduate optician; zo years'

exp. managing store; best refs. Ready for
position April ist. "F. E. Y.," care Holt's
Jewelry Store, Marlinton, W. Va.

COMPETENT manufacturing jeweler, stone
setter and repairer; 12 years' exp.; can

furnish ref. from present employer. South-
west preferred. Address "R 775," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver desires
steady position; good refs. "P 768,"

care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ABOUT May ist, with first-class reliable
house, by Ai optician and watchmaker,

capable of taking charge and repairing rail-
road watches; 9 years' exp.,• complete set of
tools. Thorough and rapid workman; also
salesman. Best ref. Price, $30. "J 792,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and jeweler
and Ai salesman; 17 years' exp., desires

a permanent position. Address "My
Jeweler," 2612 N. 17th St., l'hila., Pa.

STRICTLY first-class engraver and assist-
ant watchmaker desires position with first-

class watchmaker to finish trade. Best of
refs.; $15 per week. Address "1' 771,"
care Keystone.

POSITION by a good watchmaker, jeweler
and fine engraver; 3 years' exp.; age 26;

single; no bad habits; steady and reliable.
West or Middle West. "C 773," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and graduate op-
tician, rapid workman, own tools, any

kinds of watches; 13 years' exp.; married;
strictly temperance. Do not use tobacco.
"H 776," care Keystone.

PERMANENT situation as watchmaker
and optician by practical exp. man. Will

give and receive ref. Write for particulars
and get facts. "B 760," care Keystone.

WANTED-Position as manager of watch,
jewelry or silver department of good

store; 25 years' exp. .Address "R 766,"
care Keystone.

YOUNG man, exp., fair workman, wants
place under AI workman to finish; plain

engraver, own lathe, small tools. Illinois
or Indiana preferred "C 765," care Key-
stone.

YOUNG man desires steady position as
watchmaker and engraver, have small

tools; can give best of ref. Eastern and
southern States preferred. "P 764," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, young man, 19, with
nearly three years' exp., wants to finish

the trade. Address "F," 804 Brandywine
St., Phila., Pa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, plain engraver,
m. years' old, wishes position where

ability and character appreciated. Califor-
nia, Washington, Oregon preferred. A. W.
Elliott, 3424 K St., San Diego, Cal.

YOUNG man, single, no bad habits, wants
position; fair watchmaker, jeweler, en-

graver, salesman. Good refs. Harry A.
Crane, z5 Market St., Fort Scott, Kans.

HAVE I Y4 years' exp.; can do all kinds of
clock and jewelry repairing; own tools;

refs. from former employer. George
Schneider, i x to Fifth St., \Vausau, Wis.

BY Ai watchmaker and jewelry repairer;
good salesman; do engraving; have tools;

15 years' exp.; good habits. Refs. Age, 30
years; married. Salary, $ao to start.
Speak four languages. Oregon or Washing-
ton piderred. "P 756," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and optician would like
position; refs. furnished. Address W. C.

Coes, 138 South Common St., Lynn, Mass.

WATCHMAKER and graduate optician de-
sires permanent position; 8 years' exp.;

single; pleasing disposition and no bad
habits. "C 752," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, first-class ability; 22

years' exp.; will change. Can take full
charge. Reliable houses requiring high-
class services only. $25 to $30, according
to location. "C 751," care Keystone.

EXPERT watchmaker, good at rating and
fine complicated watches, over 30 years'

exp.; good jeweler and stone setter; mar-
ried. Address "Expert," Lock Box 155,
St. Paul, Minn.

BY man of ability behind counter; under-
stands make of all kinds; can sell them;

good watchmaker, engraver, optician. Can
take full charge; not afraid to work; steady
position with busy house; 15 years' exp.;
full set tools. Married, age 33, Norwegian.
"H 824," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, optician, competent to
take full charge; ten years' exp.; want

position Northwest for June, July, August,
now studying medicine; refs., any Kansas
City wholesaler. "S 692," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, Ai in every respect;
cheapest Swiss as well as most compli-

cated and railroad. Successful in man-
aging repair department. Quick. honest,
reliable, not afraid of work or long hours.
German, 35 years of age and a hustler.
$150 a month or more; would also accept
position as assistant manager; competent
to handle trade and help. "M 747," care
Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

EXPERIENCED traveling man desires
position with jewelry or ring house;

established trade in New England, Pennsyl-
vania, New Jersey and Michigan. Ad-
dress "K 82i," care Keystone.
- - -

YOUNG man as assistant watchmaker;
does plain engraving, five years' exp.

I. L. Riley, Oconto, Wis.

ENGRAVER wants position; will assist in
waiting on trade. Has full set tools; refs.

and samples sent on request. S. \V. Leven-
thal, 465 Albany Avenue, Hartford, Conn.

BY young man, 26 years old, 6 years'
exp.; all-around man, except engraver;

Iowa or Dakota preferred. C. F. Quinn,
Independence, Iowa.

YOUNG man wishes to finish trade; one
year's exp. with good workman. Best

ref. Will work reasonable. Address G.
Leitner, Gen. Delivery, Delphos, Ohio.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker who is ex-
perienced on railroad work; also jeweler

and plain engraver; steady, sober and
reliable; own tools, good refs.; \Vest pre-
ferred. Address "P 81o," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker open for en-
gagement April 1st; fast and accurate;

head watchmaker here for five years.
Wages $30. T. J. Coiling, care T. J.
Ellis & Co., jewelers, Jonesboro, Ark.

YOUNG man, married, age 26, 9 years'
exp. in jewelry store, wants position as

watchmaker, engraver and salesman; good
refs., tools furnished. Address "S 812,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, high-class,
experienced workman, would like to

make a change; Wisconsin or Michigan
preferred. Address, B. 814," care Key-
stone.

FIRST-CLASS engraver, assistant watch-
maker and fine salesman, of neat appear-

ance, with best of refs., desires permanent
position with good house. "P 8'5," care
Keystone.

BY April 15th, young moan, 27 years old,
watchmaker, engraver; can do jewelry re-

pairing and refracting; excellent habits,
refs. No. m; full set of tools; prefer
western State. R. R. Joann, 2213 Main
Street, Peoria, Ill.

YOUNG married man, watchmaker, jeweler
and optician; plain engraver; no bad

habits; best of refs., speak German, have
own lathe and tools; Arizona, Texas, New
Mexico, Oklahoma preferred. John Drees-
sen, Hansford, Texas.

BY practical, all-around watchmaker, plain
engraver; good refs., good set of tools.

Address "Jeweler," 528 Jackson Street,
Sandusky, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, 2i years' exp.,
all tools; best ref. Address 1807 Main

Street, Parsons, Kans.

OPTICIAN, watchmaker and salesman
wants situation; competent to take

charge of jewelry store or optical depart-
ment. Give particulars and wages. C.
E. Stokoe, Grand Haven, Mich.

OPTICIAN would like proposition from
first-class house to manage optical depart-

ment; thorough knowledge of refraction
and finished salesman; 12 years' exp.; age
30. Address N. 0. W. 22, 1201 Heyworth
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED-First-class watchmaker and
engraver; give refs., age, exp., salary ex-

pected. Must be first-class workman.
Apply to Mt. Vernon Jewelry Co., Mt.
Vernon, Ill.

AT once, good watchmaker and optician.
Steady job; pleasant place to work. Only

those with AI ref. as to honesty and ability
from former employer need apply. J. P.
Bader, Clarksdale, Miss.

WANTED-First-class watchmaker, South-
ern man preferred, one understanding

optical work who can engrave, to take
charge of store in small town in North
Carolina. Salary $1200 a year, with com-
mission. "A 793," care Keystone.
WANTED, by May ist, first-class watch-
maker and salesman. Must be thoroughly

competent; good character. Send refs. and
photo. Steady employment. $24 per week.
E. P. Sundberg & Co., Fargo, N. Dak.

WANTED-Competent watchmaker to take
charge of repair department, town of

about 1 000, sixty-eight miles from Kansas
City; no opposition; prefer commission ar-
rangement. Good place for right man.
For particulars, address Ora Stutzman,
Garden City, Mo.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER, that can speak Polish or
German, can find good location by ad-

dressing Lock Box 408, Forest City, Pa.

WANTED-A first-class watchmaker and
jeweler, one who can handle the general

run of watch, clock and Jewelry repairs.
Must be a thorough watchmaker, with con-
siderable exp. A handsome, up-to-date
store, in small city of 2500. I have done
my own work for years and need some
rest $12.50 to $15 to start, can pay more
if a good optician. Unquestioned ref. re-
quired, especially as to honesty and habits.
Married man preferred. Send plmto if
possible. E. Y. Stinson, Benton, Ark.

YOUNG man, who can do first-class
jewelry repairing, stone setting and

clock repairing, preferably one who can
engrave. State age and exp., salary and
refs. in first letter. T. J. Ellis & Co.,
Jonesboro, Ark.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician.
Permanent position to right party. State

salary wanted; give ref. first letter. Ad-
dress Box 416, Tarkio, Mo.

AT once, competent watchmaker, accus-
tomed to railroad work; good salesman,

fair engraver and jewelry repairer; pleasant
disposition and appearance; honest and re-
liable. $25 per week, permanent position;
ref., sample of engraving and particulars in
first letter. None but first-class man need
apply. Address Jos. Astracan, Amarillo,
Texas.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver. $25 per week. C. 0. Johnson,

Bay St. Louis; Miss.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, capable of
waiting on trade. Give refs., age, exp.,

salary wanted, etc., in first letter. 'Western
Pennsylvania. "S 798," care Keystone.

WANTED-Salesman covering Northwest-
ern territory to the coast, for jewelry,

diamond and watch line of old-established
house. Man capable of doing $50,000 or
more business. Address; stating exp. and
when at liberty, "W 774, care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
jewelry repairer wanted at once; must

come well recommended- permanent posi-
tion. Salary $25 per week Send refs. and
sample of engraving. Jos. M. Goldberg,
Alexandria, La.

POSITION open for watchmaker, jeweler,
engraver; middle-aged; must be steady,

r
od habits, wanting permanent position;
18 per week, with an advance if capable.
Town of 6000. Send ref. and photo.
B. R. Stocking, Belton, Tex.

ALL-around man, watchmaker, engraver,
salesman, optician preferred; one who

can turn out satisfactory work. Give age,
wages, exp., refs., samples of engraving.
H. G. Butterfield, Ilamburg, Iowa.

WANTED-Exp, man to take charge of
shop, oversee work of four men, under-

standing surface grinding and Kryptok
work thoroughly. Right salary to right
party. Address "H 762," care Keystone.

WANTED-Careful, competent optician
and engraver in old-established business,

one of the largest cities in Pennsylvania.
Must be man of good education, capable of
meeting refined trade. Best of refs. re-
quired. Fine salary and permanent situa-
tion. Give full particulars in first letter.
Address "S 758," care Keystone.

A TRAVELER to cover part of Central
New York, Pennsylvania and, possibly,

Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia,
with a complete line of material and optical
goods. Must be thoroughly acquainted with
the material line and fair knowledge of
opticals. Address "H 754," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
able to do some jewelry repairing and

assist as salesman at times. Single man
preferred. Pleasant and permanent posi-
tion. Sample engraving. Refs. and full
particulars in first letter. J. W. Campbell,
Bowling Green, Ky.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver,
watchmaker and optician, assistant watch-

maker to complete trade under first-class
workmen. State salary and refs. in first
letter. W. W. Condon, Greensboro, N. C.

WANTED-Traveling salesmen to intro-
duce our patented specialty to retail

jewelry trade. Article has great merit and
unusual novelty. Can be carried as exclu-
sive or side line. Good profits. Write for
particulars and free sample. State defi-
nitely regarding territory now covered.
The Granville Packard Co., 6rno Walnut
St., Pittsburg, Pa.

SKILLED watchmaker and engraver, com-
petent to handle high-grade work. Send

refs., salary expected and sample of en-
graving first letter. Haman & Co., St.
Paul, Minn.

HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER and jeweler who has had
exp. in drug store; state age exp, and

salary. J. H. Freeman, Prairie City, Iowa.

WANTED good watchmaker who can do
first-class watch repairing and hard solder-

ing; Southwest "P 819," care Keystone.

Az WATCHMAKER, engraver and compe-
tent optician; position permanent, salary

$30 per week; refs. and full particulars at
once. Crescent Jewelry Co., 'Helena, Ark.

WATCHMAKER who can do ordinary
jewelry repairing; state full particulars,

wages, refs., etc.; near Cleveland. "S
79o," care Keystone.

WANTED fine watchmaker and expert
engraver; one who can adjust and re-

pair railroad watches; $ifi a week to
start; send sample of engraving and ref.
in first letter. Address John P. Hess,
Fond du Lac, Wis.

WANTED-First-class, exp. watchmaker,
best refs, required, by Denver jeweler.

Address "S 761," care Keystone.

WANTED young man with two or three
years' exp. at jewelry engraving. Ken-

nedy & Co., 312 and 314 N. Sixth Street,
St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED salesman, calling upon retail
jewelry trade, who can carry good sil-

verware side line, on liberal commission'
goods direct from manufacturer and sold
to retail jewelers only. Address, giving
territory you cover and other lines you
are now carrying. "S 823," care Key-
stone.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED partner in Jewelry business
(lady preferred), best growing town in

Oklahoma; 16 miles to nearest competitor;
not much capital required. Address W.
Hicks, Mutual, Okla.

TO purchase a good regulator. Dennis-
ton, Dansville, N. Y.

TO purchase a jewelry store, about $5000.
Western States preferred. "C 787," care

Keystone.

R. C. HARDWICK, Owensboro, Ky., wants
to buy trial case, lens measure.

A JEWELER with Sitio° to locate. In
drug store. Comb. Box 18, Yale, Iowa.

AFTER June sat, small, well-paying jewelry
store on easy terms; location, West or

Northwest. Plenty work, good prices, live
town; am expert, all-around workman, rail-
road exp.; married, age 35. Graduate op-
tometrist, registered in Nebraska; AI refs.
State full particulars. "M 772," care
Keystone.

PARTNER with $1000 to join me in manu-
facture of high-grade mission clocks; safe

investment; great sellers; good profit. Ad-
dress L. J. Meyers, 205 West 46th St., New
York City.

WOULD like to buy up-to-date jewelry
store, city mom), Middle West. Must be

clean stock, good bench work. Would like
to trade improved North Dakota farm for
same. "B 767," care Keystone.

WANTED-Rivett lathe, in good condition,
at bargain. "M 755," care Keystone.

JEWELER wanted in a live town of 765
population and in a well-to-do German

community. Address, Secretary Commer-
cial Club, Deshler, Nebr.

WANTED-Ophthalmometer, also Geneva
ophthalmoscope and retinoscope. Box

324, Crooksville, Ohio.

WANTED to buy large Craglieth grind-
stone. Muradian, San Jose, Cal.

WANTED-Four-inch Oliver upright flat-
power mill; first-class condition; must be

equal to new. Jenkins, Son & Co, ao E.
Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

GOOD lathe. Cash. W. H. Merrill,
Washington, N. J.

FOR SALE
UNDER TII1S HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY business in Austin. Box 696,
Austin, Pa.

$45o0 BUYS half interest in good paying
Colorado jewelry business. F. C. Helt,

Delta, Colo.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

IN sunny Colorado where the climate is per-
fect, where business and profits are good

all the time, in a growing city of 20,000;
stock $20,000, business $30,000; stock and
fixtures new. You can't beat it. "H 686,"
care Keystone.

GOOD watch and jewelry business, with
musical merchandise; good location, cheap

rent, well established. $600 worth for $45o;
a snap; crippled forces sale. M. N. Wertz,
Thomasville, Ga.

M.JNEY making jewelry store, with living
apartments, $10,000; all particulars in

first letter. George Reinhardt, acist Lati-
mer St., Denver, Colo.

$5500 BUYS old-established, well-paying
Jewelry business in live town of i 1,000.

Write for particulars. "W 669," care Key-
stone.

PAYING jewelry business, stock and fix-
tures, $3000; Nebraska town about mono

population. Address "C 712," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY store in town 800, on the Neo-
sho River. Good reasons for selling.

About $500 cash required. Must sell quick.
Good repair trade. Lock Box 34, Hartford,
Kans.

JEWELRY business in West Central Illi-
nois toWn of 'zoo; large territory; no

competition. Doing $4000 business a year.
Stock and fixtures about $2000. Located
next door to postoffice. Brick building,
plate-glass front. Local watch inspector.
"H 794," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry and optical business
in town of 2000; a money-maker; will

take invoice about $1500. Can reduce. Ad-
dress Lock Box 49, Muncie, Ind.

GOOD, snappy jewelry business in good,
live town in Michigan. No competition.

Must be sold. Fine chance for young man
to start. "W 807," care Keystone.

AN established pawnshop, in a growing
city in the Southwest. The town has a

grand future. The finest climate in the
United States. I made $25,000 in the last
five years. I will take about $xo,000•
must be cash. My reason for selling:
must attend to my mining i 

I
nterests. An-

swer quick. "R 789," care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED repair business,
with small stock, about $800. Good loca-

tion for larger stock. Pittsburg, Pa.
"P 734," care Keystone.

CLOCK winding route, contracts amounting
to $350 per annum. Repairs average

$400 per annum. Time occupied winding
same, three half-days a week. Chas. E.
Pfaff, 5015 Delmar Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

OLD-ESTABLISHED up-to-date jewelry,
and optical business in prosperous North-

ern Ohio town, population 3000. "W 800,"
care Keystone.

A RARE chance to step in; long-established
jewelry and optical business in best loca-

tion of a large Texas city; rent is worth
7s per cent, more than lease now calls for;
stock and fixtures will invoice about $6000;
stand and location is fit for a stock five
times as large. Owner wishes to retire and
is willing to help purchaser to establish
himself, if he so desires. "R 795," care
Keystone.

FINE, up-to-date jewelry and optical busi-
ness in the prettiest and best town of

6000 population in the southern part of
Minnesota; county seat; easy competition.
Cash business $6000 a year; no dead stock,
just new fixtures. Stock and fixtures $6000.
Can reduce. Cheap rent. Bench work, $75
and over per month. Good reason for sell=
ing. Can send postal of store. "H 805,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in Pennsylvania with a
good paying business. Stocic, material

and fixtures Invoice $x o,000. Bargain to
quick buyer. Cash. Bad health the cause.
"G 803," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry and optical business,
one of best iron mill towns in Western

Pennsylvania. Invoice about $4500. Every-
thing in first-class shape. Good chance for
right man. "H 8o1," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, invoice $4000, in north-
eastern part of Illinois. Have the largest

stock in town and leading business. Only
two other jewelry stores. Population of
town 6000. Wanting to dispose of business
on account of poor health. For particulars,
write "U 806," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store and fixtures in Central
California gold-mining town, population

4000. Mild climate. Cleared $5000 in five
years. One competitor. $3500 cash. Ad-
dress "Snap," care of Nordman Bros. Co.,
is() Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

$8000 STOCK and fixtures in Western
Idaho town of 6000 population; county

seat; electric cars; a fine farming country.
More watch work than one man can do,
and annual sales about $9000. First-class
fixtures, good safe, and a first-class up,to-
date store. The largest store in town.
Also have a piano department in connec-
tion wilich we are handling on commission.
Reasons for selling: have business interests
in New York City which demands attention.
A first-class proposition for anyone wanting
a location. J. G. Turner & Co., Caldwell,
Idaho.

JEWELRY business in hustling Southern
Michigan town, invoice about $1200; ex-

clusive field. Easy terms to practical watch-
maker. Address "E 785," care Keystone.

ONLY stock, Central Iowa, $moo; only
workman; in drug store. Going West.

Write for terms. "C 780," care Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry and op-
tical business. No dead stock. Beautiful

fittings. Finest city Southern California.
Bargain, $9000. Address E. W. Reynolds
Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

OLD-ESTABLISHED and well-paying loan
office, in a seaport town, 8o,000 population.

Naval base. Good reason for selling. Ad-
dress "B 783," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in Sum-
ner County, Kansas. Stock and fixtures

invoice $2300. $1500 cash will handle.
No competition. Good reason for selling.
Locate me on your map. Address Lock
Box 16, Belle Plaine, Kans.

JEWELRY and optical stock, established
thirty-two years. E. G. Longcroft, Ber-

lin, Wis.

MUST sell out on account of poor health.
Best location in one of the best towns in

Eastern Pennsylvania. Will reduce stock
to suit purchaser. The store has made a
small fortune in nine years. Address
"C 778," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, located in the Grand
Valley of Colorado; best paying business

in the State for the investment; finest fruit,
sugar-beet and farming valley in the State;
invoice about $12,000; can be reduced to
$5000. Have best location in city and an
up-to-date stock, no old chestnut. Address
Box I12, Grand Junction, Colo.

JEWELRY store, with the reputation of
fine work and honest dealing, in a good

farming community. State normal school
in town. Reason for selling, death of
owner. For particulars, address Box 142,
Edinboro, Pa.

GOOD paying jewelry and optical business
in best tourist town in the 'South. Stock

and fixtures invoice about $5500. Reasons
for selling, wish to retire from business.
Address "C 779," care Keystone.

HEALTH demands change of climate- es-
tablished 21 years; store 75 feet deep.

Main street, city half million. Fine brick
block in best residence section. Beautiful
fixtures and stock; insured for $1d000.
Can reduce about half. Bright future.
Expenses remarkably low. Cash wanted.
"W 763," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in Western
Pennsylvania town of 150o population.

Normal school, long attendance; good farm-
ing community; no opposition, low rent;
good, clean stock and fixtures invoice $50oo
or over; will sell for $4600 cash or part cash
with balance in bankable paper; or will re-
duce stock to suit; established to years.
Reason for selling, to go in other business.
0. N. Williams, Slippery Rock, Pa.

THE celebrated and leading jewelry estab-
lishment of Scooler's in New Orleans.

Founded in 1842. Will sell fixtures, stock
and machinery separately or together; lo-
cated on Canal Street, the leading business
thoroughfare in center of city; an excep-
tional opportunity; lease of establishment
also for sale. For particulars, apply to
Edgar M. Cahn, 716 Hibernia Bank Bldg.,
New Orleans, La.

INVESTIGATE this. Jewelry business es-
tablished 33 years in Western New York

prosperous town of xsoo. Stock, $1700;
bench work for year, $720. Good reasons
for selling. "G 77o," care Keystone.

BEST paying jewelry business of size in
Iowa; $2500 required. No trades. Bench

work $m300 per year. W. J. Hanks, Post-
ville, Iowa.

OLD established jewelry business in live
town of 8000. Stock about $50oo, clean and

up to date. Bench will average about $130
month. Splendid optical business. Wish to
retire on account of poor health and be-
cause can afford to. D. Goodin, McKinney,
Texas.
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY business- in good live town,
South Central Kansas. Good proposition

at once. About $isoo. "D 769," care
Keystone.
- - - ---
JEWELRY stock, about p300. Good loca-

tion for repairing. Will sell stock and
building or stock alone. F. Kabarle, Ells-
worth, Wis.

JEWELRY and optical stock; invoice, in-
eluding fixtures and safe, $6000. Carl

Grad Taylor, Tex.

ONLY jewelry store in Northern Indiana
town of izoo population. Will sell either

without or with tools. Good fixtures, Mos-
ier burglar-proof safe. $900 to $, moo.
Here is a chance of a lifetime for jeweler
and optician. Ill health. Must sell. Ad-
dress "W 750," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store in North Dakota; railroad
terminal, also telephone central worth $75

per month. Stock invoices at $1200. Best
reasons for selling. "P 759," care Key-
stone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED up-to-date jewelry
and optical business, prosperous Texas

town 15,000 population. Stock invoices
about 15,000. Doing annual business of
$22,000. Can reduce or will sell fixtures
without stock. Very feeble competition.
Good reasons for selling. "N 757," care
Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry and opti-
cal business in Central California, too

miles from San Francisco. Fine location in
town of good County seat and largest
town in county. Good line of work at good
prices; moderate rent. Have reduced stock
to $3000. $2500 cash will buy it. Reason
for selling, poor health. Box 155, Sonora,
Cal.

GOOD paying jewelry and optical business,
established nine years, one of best towns

Pin Eastern Kansas. opulation between
2000 and 3000. Good clean stock, invoice
$2600; fixtures, Can reduce stock to
suit buyer. Will sell or lease building.
Repairs enough to keep one man at the
bench continuously; a money-making busi-
ness. Will have to sell on account of poor
health. Store plumbed for and now using
natural gas. Address D. W. Hicks, Yates
Center, Kans.

PAYING jewelry and optical business in
town of zoo; no opposition. Address

C. E. Brothers, Beverly, Ohio.

JEWELRY stock in county seat town of
Central Kansas, with population of 2000

and one competitor. Stock and fixtures
about $3000. Address Woodstock-Hoefer
Co., Kansas City, Mo.

THE largest jewelry and optical business in
third city in size in Oregon. Stock in-

voices $20,000, and fixtures, machinery, etc.,
$5000. Fixtures are like new and stock is
up to date. Receipts in 1908 over $ao,000.
Rent, $7o per month. Main storeroom,
z8 x so feet. Optical room and workshop
in the rear. Can reduce stock. No trades
considered. Cash or its equivalent. Ad-
dress our agent, Ed. M. Clark, Glenns
Ferry, Idaho.

GOOD paying jewelry business in city of
100,000; stock and fixtures invoice about

$mo,000; will make right price; good rea-
son for selling. P. 0. Box 579, Salt Lake
City, Utah.

ONLY jewelry store in Missouri county
seat, population about 1800, business last

year about $7000, repair work about $25
per week; nothing but spot cash deal con-
sidered; about $35oo required to make
deal; reason for selling, nervous break-
down of owner. -r 820," care Keystone.
GOOD paying jewelry business; good
town plenty repair work; inspector for

Rock Island; $15oo cash. Box 3i3, Lib-
eral, Kans.

GOOD paying business in a town of 6000
in western Washington; good, clean

stock, invoice about $85oo; can reduce.
Will take $5000 cash, balance easy pay-
ments. Address "D 753," care Keystone.

DON'T answer this unless you mean busi-
ness and wish good paying jewelry busi-

ness, western Iowa town, county seat; only
exclusive jewelry store; personal investi-
gation requested. "B 816," care Keystone.

THE jewelry store of the late John Wm.
Taylor, Newburgh, N. Y., one of the

finest equipped stores between New York
and Albany 44 years' cheap lease; doing
a good business; Inventory $14,000, stock,
fixtures $1000; price $10,000. Address
Jackson Taylor, 19 Courtney Avenue,
Newburgh, N. Y.

(Continued on page 528)
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued from page 527)

A 25-YEAR established jewelry business in
one of the best towns, 7000 to 8000 popu-

lation, in the center of the State of VVash-
ington; two continental railroads, division
point; stock and fixtures, $3000; reason
for selling, old age. Write to H. Rehmke,
Ellensburg, Wash.

STOCK and fixtures, about $4000; clears
over $4o a week. George Knebel, Platte-

ville,

JEWELRY business southern Minnesota.
Box 35g, Kasson, Minn.

$1500 WILL buy well established jewelry
and music business, centrally located in

thriving Connecticut town of 7000; also
trade from three adjoining towns of s000;
practically no competition; owner has
other business. Write for particulars to-
day as this adv. may not appear again.
"F 809," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in town of 800; stock
and fixtures about $750 or $800, estab-

lished 14 years; good reasons for selling;
Southwestern Iowa town. For full par-
ticulars address F. A. Furman, Riverton,
Iowa.

AN opportunity worth looking for—
jewelry and optical business, strictly up

to date, best location in exceptionally good
town in southern Michigan; all the bench
work a man can do; no opposition. Poor
health only reason for selling. "M 811,"
care Keystone.

OLD established business for sale on
prominent thoroughfare in Philadelphia.

Emil Spies, 2129 N. Front Street, Phila., Pa.

$1000 STOCK with tools and material at
$800, in good growing town of 1500; three

large schools and territory of 20 miles to
draw from; all the repair work one man
can do; healthy location; good reason for
selling. Box 253, Littleton, N. C.

JEWELRY store, established 20 years,
Detroit, Mich.; books open for inspec-

tion; fine location; rare opportunity;
$2000. Write for particulars. "B 739,"
care Keystone.

INVESTIGATE—Old reliable jewelry and
optical business, with a reputation of

excellent work and honest dealing; estab-
lished for years. Store complete in every
detail; invoice about $55oo; reason for
selling, death of owner. Rare oppor-
tunity for a good business; do not write
unless you mean business. Address "E
817," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical store for sale;
stock and fixtures will invoice about

$2800; can reduce to suit purchaser; west
Texas, population about 4000. "P 818,"
care Keystone.

RIGHT now $400 buys jewelry and optical
business; boom glass manufacturing town,

population 2500, monthly pay $so,000; es-
tablished 6 years, no opposition, good
repair trade. Rent $1 o month, lease for io
years. V. Cowles, Point Marion, Pa.

LARGEST retail optical business in the
South, fast growing city of roo,000

population; easy competition; 1908 net
profits $ o,000; business can be largely
increased with a little effort; established
io years; cheap at $50,00o, will take $25,-
000 cash for quick sale. Poor health of
family. If you have the money our books
are open to you. "R 813," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry-optical business, one
of best towns in southern Minnesota,

population 3500 ,• good, clean, up-to-date
stock, invoices about $3000, fixtures about
$400; can reduce stock, good reasons for
selling. Do not answer unless you mean
business and have cash. "R 730," care
Keystone.

OLD established jewelry business in town
of 6000, western Pennsylvania; must sell

at once and leave this section on account
of poor health; invoice about $3500; good
business stand; will take part good se-
curities if required. "H 8o8," care Key-
stone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

WINTON, 5-passenger 1904 model touring
car. Good tires; top, all tools; glass front

and five lights. Car is in good condition.
First $600 check takes it. .Apply to T. J.
Collins, Proctor, Minn.

NEW Century Engraving Machine, in good
condition, $35. Brill & Stier, Beloit, Wis.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

TWO old clocks, 8-day, i-day; mahogany
cases, fine condition. Geneva lathe, 22

chucks, back rest, Houghton face-plate.
C. F. Gates, Macedon, N. Y.

FOR sale, cheap, one National cash register,
$35; one Seth Thomas regulator, $is; one

38-automatic Colt's revolver, like new, $15;
one muscle-testing machine, $10, one work-
bench, $5; one new Stephens' vise, $4; one
electric window sign, $2.50; one staking
tool, $2; one swing watch sign, $1.50.
G. M. Saunders, Independence, Iowa.

OAK watch glass cabinet, new. Cost $3.25,
$1.5o buys it. L. R. Ralston, Argos, In

ONE Swiss lathe, nickel plated, with tail-
stock, 15 chucks, set cement brasses, lot

of attachments, $7.50; one depthening tool,
$1. W. T. Green, St. Louis, Mich.

MOSELEY lathe with jeweling caliper
rest, universal face plate, 52 chucks with

stand, all in excellent condition. Saml.
Litsinger, Worthington, Ohio,

LEATHER traveling or office trial case,
good as new, 3s.00 worth $65.00,

retinoscope and op thalnioscope included.
J. Welf & Sons Co., 2125 Ontario Street,
Cleveland, Ohio.

ANTIQUE Grandfather's clocks, show
moon and calender; flint lock guns.

Jeremiah Barlet, Jonestown, Pa.

HALL small burglar-proof safe, cost $550,
take $75. R. Loughlin, 601 Hancock

Street, W., Detroit, Mich.

CHEAP—fine wall and show cases and
large safe, ready to ship from Ohio.

Address "R 822," care Keystone.

EATON & GLOVER engraving machine,
three sets type, $15. W. G. McDer-

mott, Hamburg, Ark.

A LOT of second-hand jewelry traveling
trunks and telescope cases. C. H. Knights-

Thearle Co., 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WILL trade choice North Dakota land for
clean stock of jewelry. Address Box N,

Newman Grove, Nebr.

FINE building lot in North Lakewood
Parlc N. J.; only fifty minutes from

New fork City; worth $15o; for jewelry
fixtures or stock. H. L. Trask, Crawfords-
ville, Ind.

WILL trade $10,800 worth of Canada land
for jewelry stock. Located 35 miles from

Winnipeg. Address M. C. Weyer, Fari-
bault, Minn.

WALNUT veneered cabinet, good condi-
tion, with or without 800 each, assorted,

12 to 22 mi-concaves and Genevas. One
polishing lathe, old model, for Lancaster
engraving block and attachments; good con-
dition; balance cash, or what's your bid?
Box 216, Weatherly, Pa.

JEWELRY store, city of 7000. Stock will
invoice with fixtures about $3000 ; can

reduce. Will trade for farm land or will
give good terms to right man. Plenty of
work. Buyer must have some cash. II. A.
Kingsbury, Garrett, Ind.

NEW and up-to.date jewelry or sewing
machines to exchange for set watch-

maker's tools. Must be in Ax shape and
cheap. Ora Stutzman, Garden City, Mo.

MOVEMENTS, cases, rings, all new; trade
for Edison phonograph. Roy Bertholf,

Cherokee, Kans.

$500 UP-TO-DATE set rings. Exchange
all or part for gold band rings. Box

544, Oregon, Ill.

TYPEWRITER, Oliver, No. 5, fifteen-inch
carriage; new, cost $150; will sell for $85

or exchange for watches. L. A. Challis,
Kingston, Mich.

i6o ACRES well-improved; g000 county seat;
good water, good corn land, a orchards,

three-room house, large barn. Will trade
this farm for $6000, less loan for jewelry.
P. R. Sanders, Sayre, Okla.

EDISON Standard $25 Phonograph outfit
and 15o records, total value $77.50; in

use since December, 1908. In perfect con-
dition, same as new. Will exchange for
New Century Engraving machine outfit.
Geo. W. Hubbs, Dexter, N. Y.

FRANCIS engraving machine, in good con-
dition, or exchange for floor cases. B. J.

io, izoi Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

2o-ACRE fruit and poultry farm, joining
corporation, to exchange for jewelry

stock. Address Lock Box 9, Van Meter,
Iowa.

TO trade for cases and movements, 160
acres prairie land, two miles from town;

fine level land, no improvements; value of
land, $2000. C. E. Hale, Rugby, N. Dak.

ONE 14-karat 0. F. Swiss x5 J.; no
hands, show time by figures; a beauty,

cost Os° ; one i8-karat English, cost $95;
will take diamonds or plain rings. Box
461, Tiffin, Ohio.

STANLEY steam runabout, thoroughly
overhauled last season and equipped with

new Walker kerosene burner and other im-
provements which cost over $100; machine
cost, new, $750; will take $2o. DeZeng
luminous retinoscope and ophthalmoscope
with current regulator, also dry battery for
same in oak case; complete outfit cost $41 -,
will take $30. W. W. Oliver single-geared
rolling mill, with two flat rolls and one
ring roll; cost $40; will take $3o; this has
never been used, is almost new. Twelve.
cell battery, in black leather case, for C. I.
ophthalmometer; cost $io; will take $5.
Holtzer-Cabbott half-horse power electric
motor; speed, 11300; voltage, soo, direct
current; in good order; cost $50; will take
$30. Mincer's axis finder, new; cost $10;
will take $5. Will consider good, new
watches or diamonds in exchange for the
above. F. W. Birchard, Tiffin, Ohio.

NEW watches for a typewriter. Must be
good make and good condition. F. H.

Burr, Thetford Center, Vt.

PROSPEROUS jewelry and optical busi-
ness, healthy Southern city, 27,000 in-

habitants. Stock, $30,000; fixtures and
tools, $5000. No encumbrance. Will ex-
change for unencumbered city property and
cash. "B 633," care Keystone.

A VERY fine dissolving lantern, can be
used separately if desired; one pair gas

tanks, go cubic feet; two pairs lenses or
objectives, curtain, poles and all attach-
ments; suitable for fine exhibition. What
have you? G. P. Kendrick, 218 Fourth
Street, Louisville, Ky.

CLEMENT combined lathe attachment,
new, never used; will trade for trial

case. Wm. Baird, Silver City, N. M.

ONE nickel slot machine, one penny slot
machine, almost new; want Peckham

ring expander and ring contractor. or what
have you. Box 461, Tiffin, Ohio.

1300 EDISON records, one triumph, seven
horns, all new. Dealers make me cash

or trade offer. Dayton, jeweler, Alma, Nebr.

STOCK of jewelry, in good county seat
town in Illinois; will sell or exchange

for land; a fine proposition and will bear
investigation. Care M. F. Barger & Co.,
Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use. First-class condition. Prices

from $35, $50, $75 upwards. Enhaus &
Son, 31 John St., New York City.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

DO you need money? If so send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash prices
paid for our entire jewelry stocks; will send
our representative if necessary; business con-
fidential; national bank refs. H. Schwartz,
903 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

JEWELERS, look out for "7 J., i6 size
South Bend No. 454,306, in crown, open.

face 2o-year case, No. 8,295,488." Send in-
formation to J. M. Seifert, Mulberry, Ind.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

SPECIAL NOTICES

WANTED—Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 372.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place: W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.

100 HAIRSPRINGS of different sizes and
strength, suitable for American clocks

and watches, will be mailed to any address
on receipt of 25 cents in stamps. We have
a large job lot of these springs, bought with
the stock formerly owned by A. J. Logan.
Address Randall & Stickney, Waltham, Mass.

I PAY better prices than anyone else for
your surplus stock of jewelry, watches,

diamonds, etc. The reason is, I can use
them in my chain of retail stores. I have
ample money laying in the banks, and I am
just looking for stocks of all kinds. Any
bank in your own city can look me up, and
will show you that I am responsible for
any amount, so you can either write or
send the goods and my offer for same will
more than satisfy you. Ben Roth, 204
State St., Chicago, Ill.

JEWELRY repair only. To improve your
own business it is necessary to have your

repair work done in the best manner, and
that is what we are doing for others and
why not you? Thirty years' exp. Mail
and express orders promptly attended to.
Jacob Garber, 734 Sansom St., Phila., Pa.

I 'PAY the cash for watch cases, watch
glasses, materials, movements and all

kinds of boxes in which movements are
sold. Send list to John Remillard, Carrier
go, Springfield, Mass.

WATCH jeweling, American, English or
Swiss, balance or plate, compass or

caliper jewels reset, so cents. Send $1.00
for three dozen assorted jewels for job-
bing purposes. A. F. Freeland, watch,
clock and chronometer jewel maker, 387
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THIES CENTS PER WORD

WANTED—Ten thousand empty movement
boxes at once. Ship via freight to-day.

Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

ALL your empty movement boxes—Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford

and South Bend. Shipments are valued
day of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you, in case our
estimate is not satisfactory, will be returned
at our expense. Edward C. Saks, Mans-
field, Pa.

WHY not sell electric clocks? Sells for
$52.50. Good profit assured. Write Box

369, St. Louis, Mo.

TRANSFORM your old spring clocks to
electric clocks; we furnish you a guar-

anteed electric movement for $4 and up.
b or more information write us. Box 569,
St. Louis, Mo.

COOPER & SON, 721 Sansom St., Phila-
delphia. Watch work for the trade.

Send trial package.

C. TALTON'S is-minute anti-oxidizer, 35c.
package. C. Talton, Selma, N. C.

GET cash at once for your diamonds,
watches and jewelry. Will send money

on receipt of goods; ref., Continental Na-
tional Bank of Chicago. Emil Noel, 552
E. 46th Place, Chicago, Ill.

BEWARE of second-hand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had go years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York.

NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St., Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark, established 187o.

ENGRAVERS' alphabet plate, showing cor-
rect cuts and shading for script, italic,

Roman and Old English, with figures. In-
valuable for beginners. Original engraved
by old instructor fifteen years with Wal-
tham Horological School. Mailed for $1.00.
E. J. Williams, x6i Brown St., Waltham,
Mass.

Is

BUSINESS NOTICES

MAKE your own celluloid cement, especi-
ally suitable for back combs, etc.

Easily made and costs very little. Send
25 cents (silver) for formula. L. B.
Pratt, Box 163, Lima, Ohio.

TEN to THIRTY per cent saved— M. L.
Jalonack, jewelry auctioneer and diamond

expert, will pay you from so to 20 per
cent. more for your stock of watches
and diamonds than any other buyer
of stocks. Send me your surplus
stock and I will send draft on
First National Bank of Chicago. If my
price isn't satisfactory I will return the
goods on receipt of draft. All business
strictly confidential. Write, call or tele-
phone M. L. Jalonack, 5339 Prairie Ave-
nue, Chicago, Ill. Long distance phone,
Gray 5234.

yi AUCTION sales—Practical jewelers' auc-
tioneer, sells at a profit, Nuff Ced. H.

W. Kesselmire, 33 Main Street, Salem, Ohio.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute is one of the most

reliable and practical schools of its kind.
If you wish to fill a responsible position as
an expert watch repairer, why delay taking
a practical course of instruction in this up-
to-date school? The demand for thoroughly
trained and practical workmen is greater
than the supply. It requires the best ma-
terial we can get to supply the high-grade
positions coming to us from business men
willing to pay high salaries. We want
only those for students who are willing to
work. Write for particulars. Drs. Tarbox
and Gordon.

Too Late for Classification

SITUATIONS WANTED

BY watch and jewelry repairer, married
man, can take charge•, 52 years' drug

exp.; speak English and German, best refs.;
state wages. Lock Box 195, Stanton, Iowa.

A DELICATE MATTER

When you buy goods you buy that which
you THINK you can sell.
When you buy repairing you buy that

which you KNOW you can sell.
Why don't you buy more of it?
Because you do not go after it?
Then why don't you get a few of our

little booklets and let them call on the list
of names in your Watch Record Book?
The result will surprise you. We are pre-
pared to show you something that will
make Mr. Watchmaker work. Send two
stamps to

THE GOLDENLATHE REPAIRING
AND MANUFACTURING CO.

Jewelers' Bldg. Boston, Mass.

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
mice than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand

for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-

too. PA0E-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICA00

ATCH REPAIRING
THE KIND YOU CAN CALL YOUR OWN

,KRAUSE ,2,
TCP.IPLC

BENJ. GEBHARD & CO
735 Sansom St., Philadelphia

WATCH CASE and JEWELRY
REPAIRING

Engraving, Gold Plating Special Oreer Work

HIGHEST ORDER OF SKILLED LAVOR
Prompt Low Prices

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the "Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

WM. N. MOORIR

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

A Watchmakers' School
Our course is two years. We do not

claim to turn out workmen in six mouths

or it year. Circular free.

Canadian Horological Institute

S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.
H. R. PLAYTNER, DIRECTOR

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

A Full Record of
Watch Repairs

is kept in every well-conducted repair
department. Seems like work to keep
such a record, but it isn't. There's
no waste of time or effort if you use
the well-known

Keystone Record Book
of Watch Repairs

gotten up specially for this purpose.
Thousands of them are in use by
the trade, and once used none would
be without them. Each book has
space for 1600 entries with printed
headings.

Sent postpaid to my part of the
world on receipt of price, $1.00

Published by

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I 205 1 Icyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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CHAS. E. MANOR 8z CO.
America's Premier Jewelry Auctioneers

1016 MAIN STREET KANSAS CITY, MO.

The Sailor cries: "Sail on !" " Sail on !
The Auctioneer cries: "Sale on !" "Sale on!"

Everybody loves a Sale.
The Sailor loves the Lure of the Sail.
The Auctioneer Lures the Sale Lover.

A well-conducted Auction Sale is a MONEY-MAKING PROPOSITION,
Mr. Jeweler. Your profits are in your show cases, tied up in stock.
Realize, Specialize, Materialize. The United States Mint is not the only
place money is made.

The keynote to a successful sale is the AUCTIONEER. YOU MUST
GET THE BEST. Not the one's as good as the best, but the ONLY
ONE'S BETTER than all the rest. Actions speaks louder than words.
LET US SHOW YOU.

Get Right Rapidly, and Write Right Away to

CHAS. E. MANOR & CO., EXPERT JEWELRYAUCTIONEERS 1016 Main St., KANSAS CIT V, MO.
Dar No stock too large or fine for us to handle successfully

Very Important
JEWELERS

If you desire a profitable
sale be very careful xvho you
employ.

WHY WE SHOULD CONDUCT YOUR SALE

1st—We GUARANTEE LARGE PROFITS.

2d—Have made the AUCTION BUSINESS
a LIFETIME STUDY.

3d—We do all in our power for the BENEFIT
of OUR EMPLOYER.

4th—Have made some of the LARGEST and
MOST PROFITABLE SALES
throughout the United States and Canada.

5th—We furnish many REFERENCES and
daily PAPER NOTICES.

Long Distance Phone, Muir, 1765

GOTTLIEB, ENGELS & CO.,
114 Dearborn Street—Rooms 401-2-3--CHICAGO, ILL.

Auctioneers
Telephone, Randolph 1254

We
Want

to Send You
Our Catalogue

It tells all about the NEW
CENTURY Engraving

, idachine—the machine that \\Till
to your engraving for you—better than

., you can do it by hand. This machine

does all kinds of engraving. It cuts any

kind of letters—broad, narrow, fancy or plain.

It engraves on flat or irregular surfaces—on

i watch cases, inside of rings, on cane handles—anywhere that your

customers wish engraving.

The NEW CENTURY Engraving Machine is almost auto-
matic in its action. Merely fasten the article to be engraved on the machine—and trace

the letters or design. That's all there is to it. The machine shades the letters as you

wish—the Variator Attachment gives you any slan't to letter you wish. With a little

practice, any clerk of ordinary intelligence can do work that equals the work of

high-priced experts.

But get our catalogue. It tells in an interesting way just how

the NEW CENTURY does its work.

The catalogue is handsomely illustrated, showing

different classes of work, and the machine's flexibility.

Shall We Send
The Catalogue?

The

Eaton & Glover
Company
Sayre, Pa.
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Uproot the unprofitable

lines then push

Stimulate sales by displaying it

in your window and advertising

it in your local newspapers—

thus make Spring, not Fall alone,

a harvest time.

ONEIDA. N.Y.

.4)?

NEW YORK SALESROOMS

395 Broadway

CHICAGO SALESROOMS

Silversmiths' Building
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The
Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

Now It's The
Lord Elgin

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch—now it's here—the

LORD
ELGIN

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, 111., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

TIFFANY & CO.
In view of advertisements in catalogues

and newspapers, describing jewelry not

manufactured by us as "Tiffany,"

"Tiffany settings," "Tiffany mountings,"

etc., we desire to call the attention of the

trade and the public generally to the facts,

that such use of our name is unwarranted,

as our goods are only sold at our own

establishments in New York, Paris and

London, and that we intend to take

all necessary steps to prevent such un-

authorized use of our name.

FIFTH AVENUE & 37TH STREET

NEW YORK

53
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The American Oil & Supply Co.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

CAnnounce their five-hundred page Catalogue of Tools, Materials and Supplies
NI for Manufacturing Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers, which is
nearly ready for distribution. Send Your Name and Address

—rro. & -S. O.

THE LAFAYETTE JEWEL
STRIPPER

Genuine Sapphire, for the expert work-
man who desires to do finished and first-
class work. Used in watch factories and
by expert workmen everywhere.

Price $2.00 Each

BURNO CRUCIBLE
No furnace necessary. Melt with a Blow-
pipe.

No. 1 Holding 100 Dwt. 65c
No. 2 " 50 " 40c
No. 3 " 25 " 25c
Tongs suitable for all 10c

LAFAYETTE BURNISHER

The finest tool in the market for burnish-
ing and reducing pivots on balance staffs
and train pinions. Does the work quickly
and smoothly. Made of finest hard Sap-
phire and mounted in handsome case.

Price $2.00 Each

DRAW
PLATE

Sapphire and
Diamond Draw
Plates. We guar-
antee them ac-
curate and per-
fect. Made in our
own factory.

SAFETY CRUCIBLE
A Sand Crucible with a black lead coating. Two Cruci-
bles in one. If you use these you cannot lose your gold
in the fire.

Height Outside Diameter

No. 0 11" 8" $1.25 Each
No. 1 6,/ .65 "
No. 2 7'" 5,, 44.40

66No. 3 6" 4" .32
44No. 3 3T'/' .22
44No. 4 42" .18

No. 5 4" 22'' .10
No. 6 3,, 2" .08

WORK BOX
Jewelers' Work Box —substantial and
cheap. You can't make a better invest-
ment.

" NOFLUX " ALUMINUM SOLDER
Solders Aluminum to Aluminum perfectly without a flux. By using " NOFLUX "
Solder in connection with Combination Solder; Aluminum can be soldered to gold,
silver or other metals perfectly.

" NOFLUX " Solder, Small Size - 25c per bar
" Large Size - 50c " "

Combination Solder - - - 25c "

The articles on this
page can be pro-
cured of all jobbers

in the United States
and Canada and we
guarantee satisfaction

CRUSHED STEEL, the new abrasive in place of Carborundum or Emery. Try It.
Soft Solder—High Grade (good)—Superfine (best), Gold Alloy, Shot Copper, Pre-
pared Borax, Boxwood Sawdust, Pith, Pegwood, Liquid and Stick Pearl Cement,
Chasers' Cement, Moulding Wax, Rouge, Tripoli, Brushes, Buffs, Piercing Saws,
Sand Crucibles, Files, Pliers, Tweezers, etc.

SAND BLAST
Automatic Continuous

Sand Blast for all classes of
work. Used with foot
bellows or blower.

$17.00 and up

Noiseless Blowers for
Furnaces, Blowpipes and
Sand Blasts.

$17.00 and up

Send for full particulars

American Oil eg Supply Co.5:
Heyworth 

& 56 Lafayette St. NEWARK N. J.
w, rth Building :: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Importers and Manufacturers of Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers
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SPECIAL DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR HOWARD WATCHES

wE carry in stock at all times a complete assort-
ment of Howard Watches, including all new

models and special features as introduced by the
factory from time to time.

Attention is directed just now to the 11CW 2 i -JCWCI, 12 size.
'File new railroad model and special railroad dial with marginal minutes.
All Howards shipped direct from stock and not delivered from sample trunks ofour representatives on the road.
This insures a perfect watch and not a much-handled sample.

NON -RETAILING COMPANY
LANCASTER, PA.

EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Dale Wire Chucks, 70c. each

$1 00 each

■■■

Geneva
70c

Whitcomb •
1,10.1M

70c

Stark
R

70c.

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 538, and 50 Wire
Chucks Price per Set of 10
BRASS $1.50
STEEL - - 2.50

Moseley
No.1
70c.

Olin
or

Leader
70c.

Hopkins
3-4
70c.

Moseley
No. 2
70c

Kearney
70c.

Webster
Whitcomb
70c.

Elgin
Or

Triumph
70c.

PYROCIRAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

$44.0.1.101470.14..

We make this line a specialty and are ready to serve
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

.Send for our Watchmakers' Tool catalog .Vo.

.4/so !Nachman' s Portable Clock (;Ita Xo.

Moseley

70c.

Nivea

70C.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MHO. BY

HAROINGE BROS

Hopkins
No.9
70c. $1.25 each

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with Trefoil Peop !totem SELO° each
Old stylo, changed . . . 2.00 tooth

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III., U. S. A.
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AT THIS BUSY SEASON YOUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT needs your attention, for your profits depend

largely upon its efficiency. Don't underestimate this point.

Let us figure with you if you need a new LATHE, BENCH or ATTACHMENTS. We have made a

specialty of Lathe Outfits for so many years that we are confident we can please you. Notice the attractive prices at

which we list the combinations below, and write us for further particulars.

Lathe Combination A $62.50 Net Cash

Cenuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
with 10 chuck combination

Perfect construction in every detail. Made of the best steel. Has hard

spindles running in hardened steel bushings. Absolute concentricity of

cone, body, thread and hole. Full nickel plated.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Solid Oak Bench No. I
This bench is made of thoroughly seasoned lumber and

finished in the best cabinet style. Will not warp or split. lies
ten drawers that lock automatically ; apron drawer, vise rest
and chalk box. Dimensions 43 inches long, 26 inches deep
and 40 inches high.

Extra Quality Pivot Cravers
E. & J. S. pivot gravers are the best that can be made.

They are very hard and hold their points much longer than the
average graver.

Foot-Wheel No. 15
Best in the market

Lathe Combination B $60.70 Net Cash

Set E. & J. S. Pivot Gravers
These gravers are made of finest steel and are especially

well adapted for fine turning.

Foot Wheel No. 15

-

111111MV-----

Genuine Moseley Lathe No. 2
with 10 chuck combination

This lathe is made with hardened ground bearings. The cone end of
draw-in spindle and end of back center are of hard rubber. Full nickel
plated and absolutely true.

Solid Oak Bench No. I
A first-class bench in every particular. Strong, serviceable

and beautifully finished. A n ornament to your store. Ilas
apron drawer, vise rest and chalk box and ten drawers which
lock automatically. Dimensions ; length 43 inches, width 26
inches, height 40 inches.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

Our Mail Order Department fills all orders promptly and carefully and sends them to you
by return mail. Give us a trial order. If you have not received

our Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue, with Supplement, write for a copy. We send it free of all charges upon

receipt of request with business card.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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THERE'S GOOD FELLOWSHIP
"It sounds good to me"

Getting returns from the Smelter

in business as well as in social life.
There's two sides to it. Your side
and our side. We show ours by
returning The Best Values for
your Old Gold, Silver, Filled Cases
and Sweeps. You manifest your
confidence in shipments and
recommending us to others.

What else but good fellowship induced C. B.

Edgar, of Cleveland, to write : " I always send my

Old Gold to you with satisfactory results." This

spirit thumped in the bosom of George Hahnemann,

of Buffalo, when he wrote : " For years have sent

you my Old Gold, Silver, etc., and will continue."

Do you think that S. M. Cooley, of Flint, Mich.,

was influenced by any other motive when he

wrote : " I never sent my Old Gold and Silver to

anyone yet from whom I got so much." The

virus of good fellowship tingled in the blood of

The Walter Ballard Optical Co., of Atlanta, Ga.,

when they said : "In future will send you what

Gold we get." " Above my estimate " is the way

G. E. Warner, of Mangum, Okla., puts it, and

with a slight variation W. T. Stoker, of Monette,

Mo., clinches his satisfaction with " More than ex-

pected." Maybe Louis Gumberts, of Evansville,

Ind., would stray away after writing : "No one

else gets my shipments but your firm." Grouped

in bunches are hundreds who express their satisfac-

tion with a big 0. K. when acknowledging receipt

of checks. These Testimonial Nuggets are due to

Smelter Returns, and the firm Behind the Smelter

is the

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co.
Arcade Bldg., Seattle, Wash. Heyworth Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE WATCHMAKER'S PHILOSOPHY

Be Sure to Read This Don't Fail to Read This

THE LIFE
OF A WATCH DEPENDS UPON TWO THINGS

qi The Mainspring or The Heart
(II The Oil or The Life-Blood

The mechanical life of a watch must be compared to the human life and needs the same care and nourishment,
which is administered by means of a fine MAINSPRING and a fine OIL. If either one of these two essentials is
lacking or does not do its proper work then the entire system suffers. The most efficient watchmakers agree that the Life and
sustenance of life of a watch are based entirely upon the highest grade MAINSPRING and OIL. (IrThese being the true facts,
a watchmaker, in order to be successful in his profession, both practically and financially, must seek THE BEST.

CIOc
011:

SWARICHILD AND COMP'

Watch Oil, Per Bottle, $0.25
Clock Oil, Per Bottle, $0.25

The Best is found by Thorough Test

USE ONLY BLACK SHIELD OIL
THE LIFE-BLOOD OF A WATCH

A few of its unequaled qualities:
41 It will not gum.
(II It is free from acids, preventing blackening or

cutting pivots.
q Climate has no effect.
q Every drop of oil in the bottle, even to the very

last, is as good as the first.

POPULAR PRICE

WATCH vti
OIL
iSWP.RTCHILD

- -

Clock Oil, Per Bottle, $0.25
Watch Oil, Per Bottle, $0.25

USE ONLY BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS
The HEART of the Watch

The Product

of the Highest

Attainment in

Mainspring

Making

r"-- ONE. DOZEN
A r
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Per Gross, $13.50

\.

Absolutely

the Best

that can be

Bought

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
SUPPLY HOUSE IN THE WCDP/LCIo HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for Our Double-Sized Catalogue—Sent
Free of all Charges.

Sole Distributers of BLACK SHIELD PRODUCTS

BLACK SHIELD OIL BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS
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SET OF SIX PIVOT
ST R A Hi liTENERS

No.

- - _

The various sizes in this set

will accommodate all sizes of
pivots. They are great time-
savers. Full directions how to

use are sent with each set,
describing a quiek and. 'safe

method of St raightening pivots
without breaking.

Price, per set, 75c

CROWN CHUCK No. 50

For enlarging or cutting deeper crowns of watch eases.

A movable plug in the stem regulates the depth required for

VILHOUS sizes. Four caps of various sizes are supplied whit

eaelt to hold crowns from small to large. :zteni fits in No. 50

wire chuck.
Price, each, $1.50

SHELDON'S PATENT HAIRSPRING
COLLET REMOVER

I/I tIrn:Itm

NM/ 
ifitanni

.15.

.1110100/B 01/111/11111,

No need of any more distorted hairsprings or bent
balances.

Every watchmaker knows bow troublesome it is to
remove the collet without either distorting the hairspring
or bending the balance ; with the aid of this tool the diffi-
culty is overcome. The tool is provided with a pair of spring
fingers curved at the ends and ground very thin and sharp.
By tilting the balance the jaws may be slid under the hair-
spring and by pressing the jaws together it will readily
loosen the collet and then by turning the central screw,
which has a bole in the end to receive the staff pivot, you can
force the collet from the staff, without injury to balance or
hairspring. The adjustable screw nut is provided to avoid
wear or injury to the jaws. A glance at the illustration will
demonstrate the utility of this tool. Finely nickel plated.

Price, each, $1.25

GRINDING OUTFIT No. 105

CUI.MAN JEWEL SETTING
CUTTERS Price,

Reduced in price to $2.00
per set of three

ECHARCO WATCH CLASS CABINET No. 20
  emit, $7.75

R71819 110122.1,2 /12 /.131.13..K3414./i71-7/—•;41!

/1,..to [ft- lir /Is lie tzitlisite'l 

•-•

LEATHER DISK. SMALL DISK.
METAL.

CARBORUNDUM a EMERY
PAPER DISKS.

THIS OUTFIT CONSISTS OF:

1. 'Pwo interchangeable steel disk wheels, 3.1/,'," and IV, in diameter.
2. One interchangeable flexible leather disk wheel, 2%" in diameter.
8. One adjustable hollow spindle for holding the above disk wheels.
4. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 21.4" In diameter.
5. Four carbortundum paper disks of different grades, 2%" in diameter.
6. Eight different. grade emery paper disks, 9" in diameter.
7. Four carborundum paper disks of different grades. 4" in diameter.
8. One clamping device for keepittg disks flat, when not in use.

ECHARCO WATCH GLASS CABINET No. 15
Patented.) Price, each, $16.00

Price of Outfit No. 105, complete $1.50

Separate small emery disks, per doz., .IS

" large "

small carb'm "

large "

The most modern watch
glass eases are the
Echarco No. 15 and 20.

These cabinets have
man v new features not
found in any other.
Novelty and usefulness
are the chief arguments
in their favor.

Construction and
material. — The cases .

Top X iew Showing :skeletonare made of oak, finely 1, rratue o cettnin-finished and of attrac- lation of dust and chips isDye appearance. The . . .
sides of Cabinet No. 15 impossible.

are paneled. Partitions are of basswood and put
together in the best manner possible.

Partitions are skeleton, preventing accumulation of
dust, chips, etc.

The bottoms of Cabinet No. 15 are hollow, while
Case No. 20 has a special drawer to receive chips,
dust, etc.

Arrangement for Glasses.—Cases No. 15 have
nine drawers, with a total of 1547 spaces and Cases No.
20 with four drawers have 784 spaces to 'hold glasses in
upright. position.

Labeling of drawers, as shown In cut, is on the
pulls of the drawers alld done in gold bronze on black
background.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 15.—Width 24
Inches, height 29% inches, depth 12 inches. Weight net,
45 pounds. Weight including packing case, 75 pounds.

Ditnensions and weight of Case No. 20.—Widt Ii 26%
inches, height 13X inches

' 
depth 11% inches. Weight

net, 30 pounds. Weight including packing case, 50
pounds.

The construction of drawers, the arrangement of
partitions to economize space and weight, and the novel
method of showing contents on drawer-pulls are all
prominent characteristics anti extremly well thought
of.

This new grinding device should find favor with the
trade, being thoroughly practical and complete for all pur-
poses, such as grinding steel tools, glass, enamel or any
other metal or substance that can be ground with emery or
earborundum. It is of equal value to the watchmaker,

.20 jeweler, optician, dentist, lock or gunsmith, platers and
kindred trades. It will be found much more economical

.20 Ihan solid emery and earborundum wheels. A It assort ment
of solid wheels of twelve different grits would necessitate

.35 an outlay of tett times the cost of this outfit, not tkking
into consideration the trouble of trueing up the wheels
wben worn or glazed.

Full description tint] instructions how to use accompany each outfit

For Sale by all Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HANIMEL, RIGLANDER (St CO
47-49 Maiden Lane

• NEW YORK
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Clement
Hollow
Graver

Price, 25 Cents

One who has turned pivots in

the watch factory for 45 years

says : " Yur hollow graver is by far the
nicest graver I have ever been able to
"Main ; you certainly should have an im-
mense business in them."

One of the best known engravers on
stecl and other metals in this section says:
" (tet toe out a half dozen ; never mind the
finish ; a graver which will stand up like
that on my work is just what I want."

FROM YOUR JOBBER

or direct

W. D. CLEMENT
WALTHAM, MASS.

SEND FOR CATALOG
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SOLID 10 K. WITH PEARL SETS
GRAPE BROOCH PINS
ENAMELED BAR and HANDY PINS

5330, 1112.50 5332, $1.75
5331, 2.75 5333, 1.75 (palr)

1 es 6 per cent. 30 days

Are You Looking
for SELLERS

for QUALITY

for VALUES

TRY US,
as we are leaders for

Jewelry for the Jeweler
and

Headquarters
for American Watches

Baltimore
Md.

" WINTER FIXTURES"
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

The
"Peer-of-All"
No. 9
Jewelers'
Case and
Table.

A " Winter"
Origination.

QUARTER-SAWED OAK FIXTURES AT QUARTER-SAWED OAK PRICES.
This means the best Selected, Large Flaked, Quarter-sawed White Oak, not the small flaked,
II uarter-sawed souThrra Red Oak that is no hotter than plain oak and costs about the same.

"WINTER CATALOGUES" THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Seat on receipt of 25 Cents.
( The !nom complete works ot their kind ever published. Works (of Art. Books

"A" -; of Valuable Information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience tool
(thousands of dollars. Size 9 x 12, 3 volumes. 600 pages complete.

( BOOKS THAT YOU NEED AND WILL KEEP. Colored finish samples, plans, sue-
" It" gestions, interior views. elevations, measurements, detailed deseription, prices,

(we., of the high-gratle store fitting art—from start to fluish.

f Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counters,
i tables, specialties, etc., with full description and prices.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "09-A"

M. Winter Lumber Co. HIGH-GRADEFIXTURE MAKERS
Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES AGENCIES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - - St. Joseph. Mo.
I3ARTHOLOW CO.,   Dallas, Texas
FINLAY DICKS CO., - - - - New Orleans, La.
II. H. BIRDSALL, - - - Hamilton Bld., Portland, Ore.
MATTOON & KEPPEL. - - - New Haven, Conn,
IRVIN L. WARD & CO., 893 Ashbury St., San Francisco, Cal.

To the Trade.
These books

539
We desire to call your special attention to the " Imperial" Trade Books specified below. They are
highly necessary to keep stock and repairs in systematic order. The reproductions represent fac-
simile of heading, ruling and 2-3 width of page.

NOTE.—The line rules give ample space for the fullest record.

thoroughly systematize your business and is also the greatest protection against theft and errors.

"IMPERIAL" WATCH REPAIR RECORD.
COPIRICHTE0 BY W. GREEN S CO., NEW YORK

Published by W. GREEN 8r CO., Importers und Mui,ifacturers, Watch Materials, Tools. Jewelers' and s,■ppm, 81 Nassau ■t., Nem: York.

Job
Number

Description of
Case and Number

Description of
Movement and Number

Date
Reed

N'S1OWERS NAM Left by 'i Dclivl to Date
Deliv'il

REPAINS PRICE Sent to
or Rep'd by

This book employs the simplest. and most thorough arrangement to he had for Watch repairs. It requires but very little time to keep in a proper manner, and the plans used ilti away with the
elaborate bookkeeping of other l000ks for the same purposes. It is made of the best quality book paper, each page is numbered and ruled and has printed headings. It is substantially bound in cloth,
with leather back and corners. No. 1837. For 3,000 Jobs   price, $1.50; postage, 17e.

No. 1837. On Ledger paper, with extra heavy covers for 6,000 Jobs  " 3.00; 27e.

"IMPERIAL" WATCH PURCHASE, WATCH STOCK AND WATCH SALE 
RECORD'COPYRIGHTED KY W. GREEN • CO., NEW YORK

Published by W. GREEN & CO., Importers and Manufacturers, Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies, 81 Nassau St., New York.

Stock
Number

Description of Case Number Description of Movement Number Bought of Date Cost To Whom Sold Date Sold Sold for

Every dealer in Watches should have o a of these very useful books. The simplicity or arrangement and the recording of the purchase, stock and sale of watches all in one line, remove all
trouble in keeping a record of the valuable or Ides. It registers 2,000 watches and 2,000 movements ; is made of the best quality book paper, each page is numbered, ruled, has printed headings, and
is substantially bound in cloth, with leather back and corners. We have lately added an index will out extra charge.

No. 1838. For 2,000 entries   price, $1.50; postage, 13e.
NO•183834. On Ledger paper, with extra heavy covers for 4,000 entries 3.00; 20e.

"IMPERIAL" JEWELRY AND OPTICAL REPAIR RECORD,
COPYRIGHTEB BY W. GREEN • CO., NEW YORK

Published by W. GREEN & CO., Importersand Manufacturers, Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers' and Engravers' Supplies, 81 Nassau St., New York,

Job
Number

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLE
Date
Rec'd

OWNER'S NAME Left by Deliv'd to
Date

Deliv'd
REPAIRS PRICE Sent to

or Revd by

'Ibis book employs the simpleSt and most thorough arrangement to be had. it requires Mit very lit le time to keep in a proper manner and the plans used r 0 away with the elaborate
bookkeeping of other books for the stone purposes. It registers 3,000 jobs, is made of the best quality book paper, each page is numbered and ruled and has printed headings. It is substantially
bound in cloth, with leather back and corners.

No. 1839. For 3,000 Jobs   price, 3.0ee, 81.500: postage, 2177ce..
No. 1839. On Ledger paper, with extra heavy covers for 6,000 Jobs 

The " Imperial " Mainsprings tirg4il
" NOTHING BETTER CAN BE MADE." BETTER TRY THEM!!!

" These Mainsprings are used by more Railroad Watch Inspectors than any others on the market"

They are the BEST, the MOST RELIABLE, have QUALITY, FINISH, ELAS-
TICITY, TEMPER, STRENGTH and DURABILITY, are COILED and TAGGED and
arranged in the MOST CONVENIENT manner and fit the barrel without uncoiling.

I' rice, or"

Fac-
Simile
of an

Assort-
ment of
Imperial
Springs

15.00
Per Gross

Walt ha to
18 size

No. 2203

Elgin
18 size

No. 5043

$.1 .25

Per Dozen
Hampden
18 size

No. 5056

Illinois
18 size

No. 5061

IMPERIAL" AMERICAN SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged
Nene genuine unless marked " Imperial," coiled, tagged and bearing our Registered os

Trade-Mark, as shown in cut. CD
N. 13.—We carry in stock 175 different styles and sizes of IMPERIAL AMERICAN MAINSPRINGS. Dar Vpon request, our Mainspring Ouide will he mailed you - no charge.Q

CD

W. GREEN 0 CO WATCHMAKERS' an 81 Nassau Street n
.9 INC., JEWELERS' SUPPLIES NEW YORK

Enlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2203
Imperial " Mainspring. coiled and tagged •-••

CD

CD

(



When you

RIVETT
i I

a 1-

-/' , ' - if 
((if' 

ti 'Zi

want QUALITY ask for the

LATHE
4 "

oli 
Rivett Lathes and Chucks are acknowledged to be the most

i'..:._ . — 
accuntte in the country bv our best mechanics, and this tccuracy is due,

I.) in part, to our Grinders.

The Rivett Internal Grinders ii -e kunous the world over ts
\vell is our Lathes.

If you tre ii mechanic: you will see the quality Liicl improvement of
our kithes. "fhey are made of special rmiterial 11-R1 ii-e rigidly inspected
for ;iccuracv. Their duntbility and superiority is well as other points
are best shown by the fact that the Rivett has successfUlly passed all

- - competitive tests for accuracy, quality and improvements.

We are working on our new catalog- which We hope soon to have

' - yr((,,,N
iv---,A)- ,

_

,,,, 11 111h1,,: . „. 1,
ERIVETT— GRINDER - 

, --:,__
.0„,3,a'4"m4or 2,.I7 c
RIVETT LATHE MEG C njBOSTON L 1 4SS U SA °IPA' t7,1 = 7,_7„,,

-----,---„,.............

6131e-)

'-------7-0,-, 
—.) - ,rwilir

Full Size, New Model " Ideal" Chuck

RIVETT LATHE

N completed. In the meantime write for our latest cirmlar describin(_;-
the new " Ideal" Lathe and 'Chucks,

MFG. CO. Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing
In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of
the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.
Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements; Gold and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,
Nliniature Portraits, Demagnetizing- of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance Established 1865

54 1

THE THOMA BROS. Co.

SPECIAL SELLING AGENTS

Hamilton Watches
Illinois Watches
Ingersoll Watches

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Tools
Materials and Supplies

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Chains, Fobs, Lockets and Bracelets

14 and 16 East Fourth Street CINCINNATI, OHIO
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PIN VISES
Manufactured by

KENDRICK & DAVIS, NEW  L HAMPSHIREEBNN    

No. 171. Adjustable four-jawed. tempered tool steel chuck, operated
by turning knurled nut at end of handle. Hollow handle, neatly knurled.
Wire may be passed elear through. Nickel plated.

Price, 50c.

No. 174. Similar to No. IT:t. 1,ot hollow celluloid handle.
Niekel plated.

Price, 75c.

No. 173. Adjustable four-jawed. tool steel chnek. fluted hollow handlt•.
Operated by turning knurled nut. convenient to operate with one hand.
Nickel plated.

Price, 60c.

'imilimmor If n't 111 to.i 1404 oliiiititt till'

No. 175. Adjustable four-jawed, tool steel (quick. Operated by turning
knurled uut at end of handle. End view shows large holding capacity
of this vise. Neatly knurled and nickel plated.

Price, 60c.

No. 176. Adjustable four-jawed chuck of large capacity. The jaws are of tempered steel and
finely finished. This vise is very useful for bottling finished parts of watches, such as barrel
arbors, etc., without 11111 nI ng. The j11W24 are closed by a strong, helical spring and opened by
I ressing on the knob at end of handle. If a stronger grip is desired It may be had by turning
the knob. Finely finished and ornamented rubber handle; jaws carefully hardened and tempered;
a high-class tool, nickel plated.

No. 181. Finely tempered steel four-jawed chuck.
tempered steel. nicely blued. Hollow rubber handle of it very desirable
form for filing and stoning small round pieces.

Price, 30c.

Price, $1.20

Knurled nut of

No. 191. Pour-Jawed. finely tempered tool steel. Knurled nut of tool
steel, nicely blued. Hollow rubber handle.

Price, 35c.

Np. 210. Feur-jawed. tempered steel chuck. Knurled nut, tempered

tool steel, nicely blued. Fluted hollow brass handle.
Price, 25c.

No. 211. Same as No. 210, but with nickel-plated handle.
Price, 30c.

zliall===••■•
No. 220. For its external dimensions this vise has extra large capacity.

End view cuts give a good idea of the range. Holds from No. 28 to 46

Stubs' gage. Hollow rubber handle, very practical form.

Price, $1.20
No. 221. Same as No. 220. except i

Cl/ 
vise holds from No. 40 to SO Stulr's gage.

Iii the jaws. This

Price, $1.20

No. 178. Interchangeable chuck, neat and light. Excellent for
those who stone their pivot plugs by hand. Hollow rubber handle.

grip of this vise is remarkable. The jaws are so constructed
as to conform to a parallel object or one of considerable taper.
Made at present in three siZOS I if Jaw. holding f rum 0 to No. 68. 08 to
55 and :15 to -tri Stubs gage. .1.1w: 1111111111y tempered. In ordering
state which size is wanted.

Price, 60c.

No. 190. Four-jawed, finely tempered tool steel; closes very
small; will grip the smallest wire. Hollow rubber handle.

Price, 30c.

(411PQM1=lile
No. 212. Similar to No. 210. but larger and heavier.

Price, 30c.
No. 213. Same as No. 212, but with nickel-plated handle.

Price, 35c.

No. 37. Broach holder. Fluted hollow handle very light and
convenient to use. They hold broaches true and tight. Adjustable
chuck. nickel plated.

a
No. 38. Broach holder. Similar to No. 37, but with knurled handle.

Nickel plated.
Price, 20c.

Price, 20c.

Write for Kendrick & Davis' New Book of Tools No. 6. Every watchmaker should have one.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO Wholesale 37=39 Maiden Lane
• Agents NEW YORK

5

THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Each Wire and Wheel Chucks . . .. .... .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

PATENT PENDINO

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely

adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without thisra lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

in the UNITED STATES and CANADA

A RADICAL
DEPARTURE IN
ENGRAVING BLOCKS

'The IDEAL
KEYLESS

Manufactured by ADOLPH MUEHLMATT, CINCINNATI

A KEYLESS block having the turntable feature of the REX block, ball bearing
and adjustable swivel jaws-feature never heretofore combined in any engraving block.

The IDEAL will appeal favorably to all engravers who will instantly perceive

the immense advantage of a KEYLESS block.
The jaws of the IDEAL KEYLESS are actuated by a rotating collar of

bronze, this method being a great improvement over the key system.
The turntable feature in connection with ball bearings was a long step forward

in engraving block construction, and this important improvement is incorporated in

the IDEAL KEYLESS.
The IDEAL KEYLESS has a greatly increased capacity for holding work

and also has an opening through the center, making it possible to hold hat pins. It

is made of the best materials throughout, finely finished and nickel plated.
A complete variety of attachments goes with the block, namely 12 sets

amounting to 46 pieces in all-they are put up in a hardwood box.
These attachments also fit the "Sfiecial," the "Monarch" and the "Rex"

engraving blocks.
Price, complete with leather pad and 46 attachments in hardwood box, $16.50.

DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET TO BE HAD ON APPLICATION

For Sale by All Jabbers in the United States and Canada

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
WHOLESALE AGENTS

37=39 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds

by express.
About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges

are deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which

there is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

($t to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations

are accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately

returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.
Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional

expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold

(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-

ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the

value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
\Arendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

,

; 

-771.1'3,7"'S

41 11 I 4

11;

17710:11'.
k  

URI 1':

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell arid Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AN!) REFINERS.

,Established 25 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

57 Washington Street
Chicago
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Advertising for Retail JewelersCatalogs are the Best Means of 
WE CAN FURNISH YOU A CATALOG CONTAINING FROM 32 TO 200

PAGES ARRANGED TO MEET YOUR LOCAL CONDITIONS THAT

WILL DOUBLE YOUR BUSINESS THE FIRST YEAR

am*

•■■

40 'MS

/10, iareldtbleftelligiV ArualOtt.±tWIMIS1.113.

STORE OF BECKER CI RAMAGE. LA SALLE, ILL.

(Copy of original letter.)

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 9, 1909.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen :—The Catalogs you furnished

me last season proved more than a mere

advertiser. It gave my stock a good tone

and added a healthy look to the general

business of the store all around, and I am

highly pleased with the results therefrom.

Respectfully yours,

CHARLES METH.

This firm used The Arnstine Bros. Company's

Catalogs in 1907 and 1908.

Samples and Particulars Sent
Free Upon Request

(Copy of original letter.)

LA SALLE, ILL., Feb. 9, 1909.
THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen :—In reply to your letter of

recent date, inquiring about benefits derived

from your Catalog, we wish to say it can't be

beat as a trade-winner. As we have used

your catalog for three years, we are in a

position to tell whether it brings results or

not. We have had great success with it

and intend continuing the use of it.
Yours very truly,

BEcKER & RAMAGE'.

This firm used The Arnstine Bros. Company's

Catalogs in 1906, 1907 and 1908.

STORE OF CHARLES MUTH, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Our Salesmen visit every State in the Union. If you are interested, and will notify us, our representative will take
pleasure in calling on you and explaining our method.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler

In writing us please mention this issue THE KEYSTONE CLEVELAND, OHIO
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EXTRA [X*F] FINE

SWISS PATTERN
hese EXTRA [X*F] FINE files are

carpied in slock by lhe mosi pro-
aressif{ailealer,s, and are used and
preferred 10 all olhers by a rapidly in-
creasinh number Wail/cal consumerslI&DEIN ad

VARIETIES
oi-

KINDS'
--SIZES•
cCeiFfSe,

any,
,Cf.a4lAW4.411111%.11)..P. NU9SVS,

AICI101501Y FILE CO
Ppotikiver; RI, ESA.

Wheeling Metal Ceilings
The general

appearance of a

Jewelry Store

is greatly im-

proved by the

use of Suitable

Designs of

Metal Ceilings. Aside

from being Attractive and

Artistic, they are Perma-

nent, Fire-proof, Economical, Dust-

proof, Vermin-proof, Inexpensive

and easily erected.
Design No. 8223

Write to our nearest office for information and prices. If you will send a diagram of your
store, we will make you a drawing showing arrangement of suitable designs This will
cost you nothing and you incur no obligation.

Wheeling Corrugating Company, Wheeling, W. Va.

OF1/4/ 

Branch Offices and Warehouses

NEW YORK CITY

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ckA"6' ST. LOUIS, MO.

BOSTON, MASS.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

DETROIT, MICH.

V PREPARED BY,

METALPOUSH
BOSTeN,MAS.S.U.LA

ears.0!

MAIL POSTAL CARD TO
DEPT. B FOR

SPECIAL
PROPOSITION

on SILVA PUTZ
Silver Polish

American Metal Polish Co. WEST SOMERVILLEMASSACHUSETTS

V

Muffle Furnaces?
Yes, we make them for all purposes, and

so simple the heat can be regulated to any

desired temperature from normal to 2700°F.

by a simple movement Of the cap nut

regulator.

SIZES-3" x 4- X 234" high to
6" x 8" x 43/s" high.

Prices.-Ranging from S17.00 to 845.00

.ksk for catalogue " ll.k." telling all about them.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

A Few "EASTER OFFERINGS" for This Month Oni4y7

GOLD FILLED ROUND JUMP RINGS 50c. per (iross

4.R JE

$ .15 per Dozen
1.50 per Oross

A:UW/4%E/MS

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

PATEN710

PERFECT FITTING

Case Screw Washer
The Watchmaker's Friend

Fits perfectly under screw head, and
will hold movement securely EVEN
when CASE SHOULDER is worn
away or case is sprung.
3Iade from ( ierman silver, and when

adjusted it is almost invisible and makes
a neat appearance in any watch.
Will also prevent SCREWS from

coming LOOSE.
Fits both American ac4 Imported

watches.

MADE IN SIZES IS, 16, 12, 6, O.

Gross . . . . $1.50
PRICES 4 Dozen package

assorted . . . 50c.
Single Dozen 15c.

PRICES OF
WATCH GLASSES

Per gross Per dozen

Cienevas  .1.00 t4;
Thick Mi-Concave. 4.00 in
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 .90
Parallels  8.00 .7 5
Patent Oenevas  8.00 .75
Lentilles  I 2.00 I .2.1
Antiques  8.00 .75
Lunettes  2.00 .25

Blank Order Sheets for Watch Glasses
sent upon application

This Cabinet FREE with One Gross
REGENT American Mainsprings

le se,,WALTHAM

No.1203_
StEllylnyo SP AINC talf11110

.75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

$ 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

CROSS & BEGUELIN Importers, Exporters .Ireawneulfraycturers

Silver-Plated Ware, Etc. 23 Maiden Lane, New York
(A Corporation)

PECKHAM Make Your Rings OV With PECKHAM
These MachinesRING EXPANDER

Price, $16.00
including 8 steel rolls

AND SAVE TIME AND MONEY

These machines will alter SEAMLESS Rings to almost any size
in a few minutes. Soldered rings several sizes without losing their
shape, and the ring will remain perfectly round after being sized ; no
other machines will show such results.

Our SEAMLESS COLD RINGS are made of one piece of
gold. They contain no solder, and can be altered to any size,
smaller or larger, without cutting.

'frade-Mark Trade-Mark

I-3ECKHAM SEAMLESS RING MFG. CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

RING CONTRACTOR

Price, $16.00
including 12 steel rolls
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IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets .

1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . .

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink .

I Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener.

$1.50

.75

.25

The ideal Cellttlnid Tag is something that every jeweler shoul(l
have

Because it saves time—and saves money
And because it gives your rings a more at appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you u,itsh or polish

your rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof
and won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the W rong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
surface, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

WHY QUINCY?
Want to know WHY you should have QUINCY SPECIAL SHOW CASES
and equipment in your store ? For the same reason you like to sell goods
marked " Sterling "—they're bound to stand the test.

$10ex-tat Ca4e4
LOOK WELL, WEAR WELL AND STAY NEW BECAUSE
they're built from the right materials and in the right way.
WE USE ONLY THE FINEST QUARTER-SAWED OAK (charge a plain
oak price) and employ th best workmen in the country.
WE SHIP ALL CASES s.D. TO SAVE FREIGHT. We guarantee safe
arrival. QUINCY SPECIAL CASES are the only safe ones for stores that
are PARTICULAR about appearances.
LOTS MORE EVIDENCE IN OUR CATALOG—WANT IT?

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY

Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, Tex., 348 Trust Bldg.

ILLINOIS

San Francisco, 1034 Geary St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

44■1

THE NEW BUILDING of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School
is now completed
and we are now able to give our students more
bench room and more light than any other school
in the world.

411 The workroom on the second floor is entirely
skylighted, and, consequently, the light in this room
is fully as good as in open air.

111 Good light is of vital importance to a Watch-
maker, and we have spared no money to obtain the
best light and the latest improvements of a modern
building.

411 The last few years we have not been able to
accommodate all the students that made applications
for scholarships, for want of room ; but now, with
an additional building, we can take care of a great
many more students.

41, Write for our new Catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.

‘INA,

A New Patent Speed Wheel
Countershaft

made by G. noley, all polished and nickel-Mined, being
made with hard bl'OlIZC bearings which insure perfect ly
true running, with attachment to hold all wheels for
grinding or polishing.

Robbins' Upright
Roller Remover

With Improved Revolv-
ing Disk and Plunger

Flat bottom, st•IN
firmly on the bench. You
cannot break pivots W it Ii
this tool, us it is very easily
adjusted for any size from
jewel series to the largest
size. Single or double rol-
ler. Nickel-plated. Price,
$2.25.

Patent applied for

Allison Spectacle Soldering
Block

Will hold frames firm and true
in any position required.

Mail orders promptly filled.

Price, $1.00

540

Robbins' Latest Improved Patent
Mainspring Winder

1,..m way with changing of barrels, which alone is a time
Bay( I'.

Nickel plated, price, $2.00. Directions midi each tool,

SOLE AOENTS

Ask Your Jobber

for S Et m

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., Inc.

77 John Street, NEW YORK CITY

Exclusive Wholesale
Distributers for
U. S. and Canada

WE TEACH 
WATCH, CLOCK, JEWELRY REPAIRING

ENGRAVING, OPTICS

BY CORRESPONDENCE or ATTENDANCE COURSES

Every student receives a set of TEXT BOOKS FREE.
Enroll now and be ready for the fall business.

If you think of attending a school, do not fail to write
for our new BOOKLET, FREE.

The DeSelms Watch School
293 Perry Street Attica, Indiana

PRICE LIST

GREER'S pziedd SAFETY PINS

(THE CLINTON the Best)

No. 00 $2  00 per Gross I No. 2
0 230" " 3 ......

" 1 2  50 " " 4 ...
(Keystone Discount)

$3  00 per Gross

Will send three gross of the best sizes on 30 days' memo. to responsible parties

WholesalerM. Greer and Jobber in 414 Century Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.7 Safety Pins

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

CLOUGH'S INDEX AND GUIDE for BALANCE CALIPER
Having made many of these guides for watch factory employes :it Flgin. and they giving such good success, 1 havedecided to otfer them to the general trade. The tool consists of a Mir and guide, constructed to tit any make of caliper.

The circle tot truing in the round is ground with oil-stone powder and a solid blank balance. Ity means of two setscrews it can be adjusted to show accurately the least out-of-true of ally size halalleP. For flat truing, the guide is set
to a hair line and exactly at right angles to the staff. A watchmaker with this guide ,'an true acettrately and in one-fourth the time that would he required with other guides. Praelical II l'ems imus on balance truing aecompany earl;
order. I also offer tempered steel caliper jewels. l'ivot holes will take size stair pivot without jewel pin rubbing.

Price of Index and Guide, $1.00. Price of one pair of Jewels, 50 cents

Fig. 4 shows my
hairspring caliper.

it); steel jewel-
Practical direetiOlis
1.01. t r i ti g

aN.0111pally
each caliper.

l'riee of ealitier,
$1.00

I :nide, jewels
and caliper . $2.25

Address, L. V. CLOUGH, St. Charles, III.
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS null hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Knoun Rings in the market.

Trade-Mark M B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
LEARN $5
ENGRAVING

For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a coni-
plete set of lessons,
well illustrated, in
let ter awl mono-
gram engraving on
Jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lessons are
prepared by an ex-
pert engraver o f
twenty-live years'
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
and tempering
tools, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled awl
other cutting ; en-
graving script and
other letters ; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
cementing and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
1Ve also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
Is also a perfect tool
;home n e r ; steel
marker and b u r -
nigher, dividers ; 10
metal plates; 6
rings and 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
and a hook of
" Monograms and
Alphabets."

AT HOME Monograms
I

lllpflahets
and

AIN Every letter of the
alphabet combined

• with every other
letter in script and
block styles ; Script,
Old English, It o -
man, Block, Ger-
man, Hebrew and
reek Alphabets;

Year-Date /go II 0 -
grams ; Ornamental
Initials ; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms.

$1.00

Postpaid
Cash, No Cheeks

"Your instructions are as plain IIR if a good engraver were standing over my shoulder
and telling me what to do. I could do pretty good work lifter one week's practice."

It ‘Y C. BASSETT, Woonsocket, S. Dak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

WE DO THE BEST
MINIATURE

Ora

Watches
Dials
13ro caches
Lockets
We copy any port rail,

group or scene.
%Ve also make high-

grade and cheap Baud-
painted Miniatures, in
colors, for brooches or
locketkon ivory.

PORTRAITS

ICE-LIST SENT HN

BECAUSE

Our Photo - minia-
ture work is the
only kind that gives
perfect copy of
original, and that
will not fade or peel
off.
Photos returned

in good condition.

GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N.Y.

st.^
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In a store you may learn watch-
making, in a school you are taught it.

In other words, in a store you may
pick up the little knowledge that op-
portunity affords ; in a school it is
handed to you arranged and classified
and made easy to comprehend.

Of course, there are good schools
and others, but there is no doubt about
the W. I. of H. or the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association would not have
given it its official indorsement.

If interested, write for particulars.

WISCONSIN INSTITUTE
OF HOROLOGY

Enterprise Building, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

551

PRICE-LIST

Present
Prices

Prices
May 1 09

2 Chucks  $30.00 $31.00
10 35 00 37.00
11 36 00 38.50
17 40 00 42.25
22 44 00 46.00
3/ 51 00 53.50
NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

ffli a=L'.--P•l" il I -  .  -1"

The New Model Conoidal

Chuck

The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

It is becoming better understood that more care should be taken in the selection of a Watchmaker's Lathe than has heretofore been fully realized.Under the most exacting requirements of your Profession, comprising the making and repairing of one of the most delicate and intricate mechanisms of man'sinvention, the Modern Watch, you cannot do justice to your Work, your Employer or Yourself if you are handicapped by the inferior quality or inefficiency of the Toolsyou employ, and your Lathe is certainly one of the most important Tools you use, and IT MUST be RIGHT or your WORK CANNOT be RIGHT. The MOSELEYLATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for more than a Quarter of a Century and they are considered by t he ManyThousands of More than Satisfied Watchmakers, who are using them constantly in their daily work, to be the BEST LATHES MADE, and it has been fullydemonstrated that the possession of a MOSELEY LATHE is the source of constantly increasing satisfaction and efficiency. Improved methods have enabled us toimprove the MOSELEY LATHES and to keep them Up-to-Date in every particular, and we now offer in the " NEW MODEL MOSELEY " a Lathe of the BESTQUALITY of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP and at a MODERATE PRICE. ACCURACY and RAPIDITY,—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT,—and they aresecured by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. Write for Descriptive Price-List.

THE mosELeY LATHE co.
Igirt, 111., U.S.A.

May 1st we shall make changes
in our Prices as above

HOLTZER-CABOT

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES
FOR JEWELERS

qf A FULL LINE OF BUFFING AND GRINDING MOTORS.
ci ELECTRO-PLATING MACHINES.
(if DRILLING OUTFITS.
la STANDARD ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT
POWER MOTORS, ETC., ETC., ETC.

MULTI-SPEED JEWELERS' LATHE MOTOR

 • 

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BOSTON (BROOKLINE STATION), MASS.

395 and 397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Grinding Wheels for
Jewelers' Use

Norton Grinding Wheels are most successful in Jewelry
work because they are made of a right-tempered, sharp-
edged grit, Alundum.
Made in all sizes from a small fraction of an inch in diam-
eter and up. State what you use the wheels for, and let
us furnish the wheel of the proper grain and grade.

Norton Glass Cutting Stones are
made of Alundum

Norton Company WORCESTER, MASS.Grinding Wheel Work, and Main Office

Alundum Plant
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
26 Cortlandt St. 48 South Canal St.
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Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.

Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should

you need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.

\Vhenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shown

on illustration hy inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.

They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per clot. net ; in dozen lots, $t.15 per dwt. net
18 karat, 3 dwts., $r.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

 1 ,11

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
Atigsblirg, Germany

Fret Saws, Coping Saws

Watch Mainsprings

Needle Files

Eberle's Quality 18812 "Finis" for metal

Qualitat 18812

SAMS' SAFETY 4$0
GASOLINE —1-----4/9

Hand Piece

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating and 

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes !

We Repair broken or melted off, the same as new
any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, 
Brass, Oxidized Silver,

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

1429 Wabash Ave.Sercomb Company CHICAGO

__4•V
4' et

WHEN YOU WANT QUALITY USE OUR

American-made Balance Staffs and Jewels

No. 168

No. 169

Per Dozen

Balance Staffs, tempered, highly
polished and conical pivots . . $1.00

Balance Staffs, tempered, grey
finish, at . .60

to-)
Per Dozen

No. 170 C. & F. Ruby and Sapphire Jewels
in highly polished settings . $1.00

No. 171 C. & F. Garnet Jewels in turned
settings .50

We give you gratis a handsome cabinet containing 12 bottles with 6 dozen

Balance Staffs or Hole Jewels

of our

t

OUR K. B. MAINSPRINGS are Superior to any in the market, $1.00 per dozen,

-- $12.00 per gross, including a handsome 20 drawer Mainspring Cabinet with the first

order. A trial order will induce you to use no other.

Watchmakers', Jewelers',

Engravers' and Opticians'

Supply House

Mail Orders Filled From Any Catalogue

KORONES BROS 167 CANAL STREET

• NEW YORK CITY
WHOLESALE JEWELERS 

wHy do the following wholesale houses handle R. 8. L.

Watch and Clock Oil?

t'4

Improved Generator Pro-
duces 1171Vornt powerful flame till
entire charge is consumed. No
imporrrishnient as where free gaso-
line is used.

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St. - CHICAGO

Liberal Discount to Jobbers

Out fit complete   $13.00
Outfit without bellows 5.0(1
Generator ( It)   Ii 00 •

Blowpipe (A) 2  50
Foot Bellows (C) 4  50
Sams' Flux 21

QUID A
owning Im
d Pallet Jew
MURPHY. •-o,

ORILLIA,CANADA.

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.

Generator. Size 814'
high. 5%"

Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

Al. ,t Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swartchiht A, Co., (hicago,
NO111111■111 lirOS. Co., $all Francisco, Cal.
1). C. Percival At Co., Boston, Mass.
Chas. lay Son, Boston, ass.

Pratt's:ion, 53 Franklin st., Boston, INIass.
Sussfeld, Lorseh Az Co., New York thy
IL it. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, l'a.
E. A: .1, Swigart 1'u., Cincinnati, Ohio
Hammel, Biglander St. Co., New York City
IL. I.,. Deacon Je w el ry ( '0., I In ver, Colo.

BECAUSE it does not gum—stands a lower temper-
ature than any other, will not blacken

or cut pivots, and, most important of all to you, your repair

jobs will not be returned to be done over at your expense.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO.
Sole Manufacturers

Modern WATCH SIGNS
More beautiful than ever and

superior to all others

Electric, Illuminated
and Non-illuminated
With White and Black Dials

Guaranteed
First-class and

Satisfactory

Send for
Catalog

Jewelers' Building, BOSTON, MASS.

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

A New Jeweler's Work Bench
We desire to call
It is substantially
tapered zinc-lined

attention to our New Jeweler's Work Bench, No. 18.
made of oak with a 1 3,‘-inch birch top. It has a
drawer to catch filings. It is fitted with gas and air

pipes and cocks for blow pipe outfit. It
provides a place for a polishing lathe.
Size, 47 inches long, 24 inches wide and

-&-1 38 inches high. Send for catalog and
order through your jobber.

Fine Balances and Weights

Made in
Different
Styles
from
14 to 66
inches
Diameter

Also
Spectacle
Signs

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET
DIAMOND SCALE

Jessen & Rosberg
393-405 W. Kinzie Street

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
Address

LON BARNHART, Mfr., Springfield, Ohio,



Have You Ever Handled the

HULL DETACHABLE and
INTERCHANGEABLE
HANDLE UMBRELLAS?

Items from our 56-page ITEMS OF INTEREST 2
JUST ISSUED. LET US SEND YOU A COPY

60 Drawers-Oak Cabinets for Mainsprings, Material, Findings, Etc. 60 Drawers

Do Your Show Cases Sell Goods ?-Or Simply House Them

4LThat's a question you ought to settle right nom. gYou wouldn't think of keeping a
salesman who didn't produce. gYou don't stock up with goods that don't "move.'•

Then why keep a show case that doesn't do its part-that doesn't invite, assist and

almost by itself makes sales. is the kind you want. They

Sales are what you want and
if your show cases are not
making them it's time to in-
stall the kind that do. A shipped out daily by car-
loads. That's proof that they are good. qSo good are they that we have to keep 1500 on
hand for prompt shipment. illso good that our files are full of letters expressing the satis-

faction of our many customers. (A booklet of them on request.) 111So good that they are
a paying investment (nota lamented expense) to every man who appreciates the value

of an attractive store and who's in for the money. IjSo good that you can't afford to

wait another day before you send for our finely illustrated catalog showing our many
styles. gFor fear you forget-send right now.

are stronig, well built, attrac-
tive and long lasting. They
never disappoint, and the price
is always right. 11j1They are

926 Jefferson Avenue GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

732 Broadway, New York 233.235 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III. 803 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

J. H. & P. R. Potter, Sales Agents for California, Nevada, Arizona and N. Mexico, 88 2d. St., San Francisco, Cal.

If not, Mr. Jeweler, and if you wish to handle the
best umbrella on the market, it will pay you to get
in touch with us immediately.

Do not delay a day.
The demand for the HULL Detachable and

Interchangeable Handle Umbrella has grown so
rapidily that it has been necessary for us to increase
our facilities by erecting four (4) new plants since
our article was first put on the market nine years ago;
and we have now just completed the most modern
umbrella factory in the world.

We attribute this phenomenal growth to the style,
quality and general makeup of our goods.

Our detachable and interchangeable feature enables
the jeweler to interchange the handles to suit the customer
and to detach the same for engraving, and likewise allows
the consumer to pack the umbrella in a trunk.

Can you afford to ignore a line that has become the
standard with jewelers?

All we ask is comparison, and upon a supposition
that your patronage is to be obtained in this manner, we
claim your business.

Spring Course Opened, Full Class, April 1909

Summer Course will Open July 1st

M. L. Landis
Propriet or (old Instruct or

M. L. 'Landis, i.o Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

If you wish to take a Course this Summer

please write us at once, and we will assign and

hold a place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-

venieuce and comfort.

Ottr methods are original and entirely new. We are

the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting

and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed

with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you

could accomplish by taking it Course with us.

Our 60-Drawer Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinets
Are nicely tin is lied. Dra wers have Illack 1:110I, 1)1111S. Every piece

is properly fitted, and the entire case is made of well-seasoned wood.
Pelee of Oak Cabinet only, $4.76 net

Size, 20 x 15% x 4% inches.
Gives you a place for every popular American mainspring. Has

the illustration of every mainspring. the size, deseription, width and
strength of each respective kind marked right on the front of every loox.

A MODERN IMPROVEMENT
SOMETHING YOU HAVE ALWAYS NEEDED

Notice.-The sale and mannfrieture of Mainspring Cabinets marked
as above \I'll-1i the width and strength of each mithisprieg Is exclusively
our OWII :11111 Origin:II Idea, and If iolviee proves ftivora hie, we mean to
protect ourselves against: all infringements.

With 1 Gross Fine Hand Finished Meritas Mainsprings, $17.00 Net

60-Drawer Solid Oak Optical or Material Cabinet
Size of Drawers, 51/2 x x 1% in. inside. Size of Cabinet, 20 x 18% x 1314.
It explains itself. The most modern of all. Takes Biding Bow Frames
or 'Ptinples, Lenses, Findings, Tools, .Materialm. Takes anything.
No. 10. No partitions, pries. net, $6.50

No. 11. Same, subdivided with white cardboard box partitions, 12
drawers with 8 partitions x 1% in, ; 12 drawers with 4
partit ions 1% x 31/1 in.: 12 drawers with 3 partitions 1 5-6 x 3%
In. Balance open. Price 

Real Photos on Your Jewelry Boxes
The prices on Photo
Boxes average only
about 75c. more per
gross than the regular
prices on the same
quality of boxes.

Every customer will pick one up and admire it. Why ? Because it is a real photo.
There is an attractiveness. a genuineness about it that makes the

a fine ad.-a profitable investment.
Any photograph-your store, public building. any point of interest in perfect reprodt

tion ; all we ask for is a good photo of about the correct proportion.

Don't Delay-Be early in adopting these ideal boxes

NOTICE• Photographs on Jewelry Boxes is our own and exclusive idea, and if legal ad-
• vice proves favorable. we mean to protect ourselves against all infringements.

Prices include Printing, Making of Photos and Everything Complete
Smallest order we can execute: 3 gross of one kind or assorted

Made of soft specially prepared non-tarnishing
leather, in tan shades ; sizes, 12, 16 and 18.

USED ON ALL THE LEADING RAILROADS

With YOUR name and address printed
on the front it makes a '' Live Ad."

Ask Your Dealer or Write for Somplc

Made only by the

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence, Rhode Island

810. Size 4, Telescope nest .
810. Size 5, " 14

810. Size 6, 0 II

TELESCOPE NEST BOXES
Per gross, complete,

printed, net.
2e/ozt1ltx7/8 $3,95

. 211x1Hx11 . 4.25

. Sx2ilex1 . . 4.45

Per gross, complete,
printed, net.

810. Size 7, Telescope nest . 84x2:34x114 . $4.85
810. Size 8. " " . . 8aAx21 x1ei . 5.25
840. Flat boxes, telescope cover, size 27/E;x2%

OA deep 4  45
No. 840 takes No. 80 or No. 36 link or brooch card. Card with inscription, solid gold, etc., may

tints be retained by your customer, as it tits right in the box.

811. Flat scarf pin box, size 3,6,,x134x1X, inches deep $395
"akes regular scarf pin card and a very handy size for other goods.

Per gross, complete,
printed, net.

802. Coffee spoon box, size of regular No. 600, 64.26
804. 'A doe, teaspoon box, for doss, teas,

size of No. 6783/ 6  25
805. Single teaspoon box, size of regular No.

680 575
807. Medium ring box, photo. on bottom 4.75
808. Large ring box, photo on bottom . . . 5.25

Per gross, complete,
printed, net.

809. Thimble box, size of regular Nos. 64
and 83 . . ..... . . . . . $4.75

8111/o. Long hat pin or novelly box, 10%
inches long, le/A inches wide . . . . . 6.85

813. Single dessert spoon box, size, 8 inches
long, 2 inches wide 6  85

816. dozen tablespoon boxes, size same as
aboVP 8.85

For COTTONING above boxes, prices front 45e. to $1.00 Per gross, according to size.

156 Wabash Ave.

HENRY PAULSON & Cu. CHICAGO
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—Superfine—

II WATCH OIL.
NewBodfordiNorienENNE,
jfMass. my

177 4iVFle 
EIZEZEp

THE FINEST IN THE WORLD

Positively
the best and
purest oil
offered the
trade in my
thirty years'
experience.

WILLIAM P. NYE, New 13edforcl, Ma.s.s.,

Prepared at

my factory

under my

personal

supervision.

IJII
fJ )1

filrY,11

1111111i111111111111T1'illilly

4-11%LleZeIVA
CLOCK OIL

NjyaBsosdforditzEoGuEi.Nufti.
IttU.S.A. MY 

SIONATUIi  
-117

110,111 I II II

CANDO
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

ORDER NOW! You may be lucky
The 5000 chuck is now in the hands of your jobber. This chuck is FREE to the

purchaser.
Mail the receipt to your jobber and I will pay.

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
For refinishing Balance Pivots
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller and protecting
them while the pivots are being
polished.

Price $3.50
The ONLY chuck which you can use without twisting your balance, hairspring or your neck

Pat. May 17, '04
Look for stamp

Ftl[ON.j!Y PALLET JEWEL SETTER

AN0 L.
G• TOO' 6
NT. APP

Look for stamp—it means
11satisfaction guaranteed

Price $2.00

MR. C. CULMAN
Maplewood, Mo.

Dear Sir:
The ONLY pallet set-

ter is rightly named. I
received it ten days ago
and have used it several
times. I would not be
without it now if the
price was $10.00. Please
charge through Messrs.
Freudenheim, Levy Sc
Londe, this city, or send
bill to me as you prefer.

Fraternally yours.
w. C. CirOaMNF.0yR. T

OVER 1000 SOLD THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS

THE ONLY setter separates the two jewels so that one can be adjusted with-
out danger of the other shifting. The ONL Y setter is fitted with practical

gages to determine the amount jewel is to be shifted, eliminating guess work.
Culman tools are sent free on ten days' trial, and if found satisfactory are charged
through your jobber.

For Sale by all Jobbers in U. S. and Canada

C. CULMAN, Maple and Hazel AvenuesMAPLEWOOD, MO.

AMERICAN BEAUTY DISPLAY CASE No. 408

QUALITY and
DESIGN 

of fixtures are essential for
the display of jewelry.

CATALOGUE "C" illustrates
the most "up-to-date" crea-
tions in store furniture, at
prices within reach of all,

LET US forward you plans and estimates free. You
cannot afford to outfit your store without consulting us.

Grand Rapids Show Case Co. GRAND RAPIDSMICHIGAN
THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD 

The Quicktight Pinvise
Works Quickest—Holds Tightest

Only one band used in working it.
Insert the work, then one stroke
of thumb both closes and
tightens jaws.

Saves
valuable time.

It will pay you 10
throwaway your old pin-

vise and buy one of these.
Strongest made—no levers to

break or screw-threads to strip.
Sent anywhere, postpaid, for $1.25
Buy it. of your dealer, or send to

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
(Sole Man u fact Firers)

LANCASTER, PA.

ZYLOLOID CEMENT
TO REPAIR COMBS, BARRETTES, Etc.

SAVE THE PIECES.
(ZYLOLOID) MENDS ar SETS STONES.

ZYLOLOID CEMENT, per bottle . . 25e. and 50c.
(50e. bottle holds three tittles the quantity
solution—enough for 150 repairs. )

ZYLOLOID JOINTS, CATCHES and PINS
to Barrettes   per doz., 30c.

EXTRA LARGE PINS, 5 in. long   " " 50c.
DOUBLE LARGE PINS, 5 in. long   " " 75c.
DOUBLE LARGE CATCHES . .   50c.
ZYLOLOID TEETH to Combs, in

Shell or Amber  " " 3oc.
Add for Ivory Goods, 25/, Pearl Grey, 504,
to the above prices. (Special Pieces to
Order.) Postage extra, ioe. (In ordering,
mention color wanted, otherwise shell will
be sent.

TO WHOLESALE DEALERS. GROSS PRICER AT GROFiS QUANTITIES ONLY.For Sole by All the Leading Jobbers in United States and C Ia.

N. L. Electro Chemical Laboratory 962 Amsterdam Ave.NEW YORK CITYs■tio us I he or your JOBBER and In return you will receive by MOM 1,11FF, a7 x I I 1114.1■ display card or a Jeweled c I,. PI 6220 Riverside
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THE LATEST PARISIAN CREATION! 
JUST THE HAT PIN FOR THE

NEW EASTER HAT!

You can retail them at 50 cents each 
and make a handsome profit

Very strongly and finely made of indestructible pearls,
in all white, cream, yellow, pink, lavender and gun metal.
Also combinations of white and yellow, white and pink,
white and lavender and white and gun metal, making in effect
the handsomest pin of the season.

EVERY PIN GUARANTEED 

As it is contrary to our policy to advertise trade prices, we shall
be pleased to quote prices and send samples on application

Factory—Newark, N. J.

Manufacturers

Salesroom, 726 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia
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(Patent applied for)

Made in either English or Metric 1%leasure, reading by thous-
andths of an inch or hundredths of a millimeter as ordered.

Send Tailstock to be fitted

Price, $18.00 Net Cash, with order

A NEW TOOL FOR WATCHMAKERS
which eliminates guesswork and supplies a long-felt need

Lee's Micrometer Tailstock Attachment
For

Jeweling, Duplicating, Boring, Facing and Drilling

Cuts to Measure
which gives positive knowledge of what is being done at all times during a given operation.

Being simple and quick of adjustment throughout, renders speed and accuracy combined easy
of attainment.

Further information sent upon request

R. V. LEE, 242 Superior Ave., N. W., CLEVELAND, OHIO

WH EN
A

CUSTOMER

WISH ES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER
and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for 16 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

SIP4o

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1801

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

C. 0. BAKER, Pres. C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Platinum and Gold Setting
Department

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS
408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

L. LEL,ONG & BROTHER
Gold aa a Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

So uthvve.st Corner
HIfilsey an Mut-shall Sta.

Newark, N. J.

5 39

F. C. JORG ESON & COMPANY

COLONIAL WALL CASH No. 123 SPECIAL No. 107 B

8 ft. long 8 ft. high outside Counter Case and Table

Upper part is 18 Inches deep inside
"THE I3EST OF EVERYTHING "

II to 17 N. Ann St.

Chicago

Makers of

High-Grade

Jewelers'

Fixtures

Send
Floor Plan

for

Estimate

THE DEMAND FOR FIRST-CLASS WATCHMAKERS WAS NEVER
SO GREAT AS AT THE PRESENT TIME

ARE YOU LOSING MONEY
By not being in possession of the ability to command the wages of a first-class workman? If so, do as thousands of

others have done, come to the Horological Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute and perfect yourself in Watch-

work, Jewelry work, Engraving and Optics.
Do not put it off this time as you have in the past, but make up your mind that you will put yourself in shape to be on

equal footing with the best workmen in the country, thereby being able to draw wages due a thorough workman.

This school is not an experiment, having twenty-three years' successful experience. It is endorsed by the leading

jobbers and watch manufacturers of this country; besides, we have hundreds of testimonials from individual jewelers

who have been fortunate enough to get one of our students; and from many students who are in business for them-

selves or have sectored lucrative positions with salaries much in advance of what they had before coining to us.

BRADLEY HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE, PEORIA, ILL.
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VAN GELDER BROTHERS

Actual and Experienced
Diamondcwiters

We cut diamonds exclusively for the American
market and our cutting commends them to
the most critical.

Cutting Works .•
249 Longue rue d'argile

Antwerp, Belgium

New York Offices..
Broadway Maidenlane Building

170 Broadway
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

■■••

Art Goods That Are Different

No. 1973

TO SHOW THEM IS TO SELL THEM
Popular taste demands novelty—something different

from the conventional styles. Our line of fine metal goods
fills this demand exactly. The goods are of the artistic
kind that enrich and give variety to regular stock. They
include

Electric and Gas Portables, Newels, Electro-
hers, Bronze Figures, Art Glass Domes and
Shades, Clocks, Vases, Plateaux, Candel-
abra, Candlesticks

' 
Inkstands, Photograph

Frames, Bronzes, Clock Top Ornaments,
Clock Sets, Flower Holders, Epergnes,
Kerosene Lamps

A glance at our catalogue of these goods will show you
the weakness in your stock and suggest the remedy. The
newness of the styles, the graceful models and rich finish
will fascinate customers of refinement, and enhance at the
same time your prestige and profits.

Ask for Catalog 31 showing Gas and Electric Goods,
Elearoliers, etc., and No. 30 showing Clocks and

other metal fancy goods, as above.

• ? ' • • ' •■•■
',/ , LIMA \\

,,/c 004 \ . \\

_
- ....■ v.....m IL :11■11R. loiliti...■■...

1....... ,,. :Wit ...... lis .... , •:". tiZAZ 1113114rAk .1
. I.:. ' ' — -tt ...0; — ;411 :7.'19:41■••,i/

Electrolier No. 60796083. Height, 25 inches
High-Grade Art Glass Shade
Also made as a Gas Portable

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO. WINSTED, CONNECTICUT sta'ion
New York Salesroom, 46 West Broadway, A. H. HOAG & CO.

Krementz
Collar

PIECE Buttons
and Studs

" The Button that's Insured"

Imitators of Krementz Collar

Buttons are continually coming

and going. Every once in a while

a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never

a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ Ci CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. CI ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York

Setting Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N. J.
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The
Charm

of Silverware
is in the grace and beauty of de-
sign—but the purchaser's supreme
satisfaction is born of the knowledge
that its durability is beyond question.

"1847 ROGERS BROS:
stamped on knives, forks, spoons and fancy serving
pieces guaranteesexceptionalquality—the heaviest grade
of plate, finest workmanship and most artistic finish.

Those who seek the best select "1847 ROGERS BROS."
because of its reputation—

"Silver Plate that Wears"
Whether the pattern desired be fancy or

simple and chaste, it will be found to bear
the characteristic "1847 ROGERS BROS." exclus-
iveness and charm.

Sold by leading dealers every-
where. Send for catalogue

showing all patterns

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.,
(International Silver Co., SavieRsor.)

MERIDEN, CONN.
NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO

Send for our new
Price-List No. 88-K
Listing New Goods

i-q Tr-1:191114.1n1:11,Viltqlltilltit fiKtilliftlIMPIN PRI

Catalogue No. 89-K
shows a complete line
of New Chests and Ware

.5 ,  .‘„,.,0 1,1  

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.
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Continued Improvement in Diamond
Market

IT is quite remarkable, if not absolutely'A' anomalous, that the trade should report

.31 so satisfactorily of the sale of diamonds

while complaining of a somewhat slow de-

mand for some other lines. The strength

of the situation in the gem market has

again been impressively shown by the im-

portations of diamonds and precious stones

for the month of February. Although that

month is the shortest of the year, the total

importations approximate $3,000,000, and

when we consider that the imports for the

same month last year were less than

$200,000, we can appreciate the very radical

change that has taken place in the situation.

The importations for February were, in

fact, the largest on record for that month,

February, 1907, excepted.
The restoration of normal conditions in

the gem market in the United States is well

reflected in the improved conditions of the

industry in Europe. The importers show

by the extent of their purchases their con-

fidence in the future, and it is indeed the1

general opinion that with the settlement of

the tariff question and a definite return of
industrial and business prosperity that the

demands for diamonds will eclipse that of

any previous period in our history. The

fact that the tariff law revisionists do not

contemplate any change in the gem sched-

ules has, doubtless, considerable to do with

the increased stability of the market.

Conviction for Misrepresentation

CASE of much interest to the trade

was recently tried and decided in a

British court. A retail jeweler sued a Man-

chester wholesale house for damages, which,

he claimed, he sustained by reason of al-

leged misrepresentation on the part of one

of the salesmen of the wholesale house. It

would appear from the evidence that the

jeweler, at the.solicitation of the traveling

salesman, purchased a quantity of rolled-

gold and gold-filled chains, which the sales-

man said were warranted for ten years.

The jeweler soon discovered that the quality

of the goods justified no such guarantee, as,

they were returned by his customers, who

claimed that they were imposed on and de-

manded redress.
The defendant wholesaler stated in his

evidence that he purchased the chains in

Germany, and that the cards attached de-

scribed the quality as 18 K. rolled gold or

gold filled, and that the goods were war-

ranted for ten years. He said he had or-

dered 18 K. rolled gold or gold filled, and

that he had no reason to believe that any-

thing else had been shipped to him. He

claimed that he had been selling goods for

eleven years and had had few complaints.

From time to time, he said, he had made

tests of the goods, which tests satisfied him

that the ten-year guarantee was justified.

The defendant's counsel urged that

there might have been carelessness on the

part of his client, but that deceit could not

be proved. He contended that the responsi-

bility rested with the manufacturers, and

that the satisfactory tests made by the de-
fendant and the small number of complaints
afforded ample grounds for honestly be-
lieving that the warranty was justified.

The judge was of the opinion, how-
ever, that sufficient steps had not been taken
by the defendant to test the reliability of
the guarantee, and held that he was guilty
of legal fraud and legal deceit. The de-
fendant's counsel asked for a stay of execu-
tion because the decision was of such great
importance to the jewelry trade, but the
judge refused the application.

The Tariff Bill and the Trade

HE tariff bill prepared by the Ways

and Means Committee has been in-

troduced in Congress and the country awaits

with impatience the result of the strenuous

battle of words now being waged in the

Capital. While there has been considerable

improvement in the industrial and business

situation, a definite restoration of good

tunes cannot be expected until this tariff

question is settled. It would be quite un-

reasonable to suppose that liberal purchases

of goods will be made while there is danger

of fluctuating prices as a result of possible

changes in the tariff law. A glance through

the new bill shows that the changes contem-

plated are not by any means of the radical

kind which would cause any serious indus-

trial disturbance. This is especially true of

the portions of the bill which deal with the

lines handled by the jewelry and optical

trades, as will be seen from the following

extracts:
Watches and Clocks

Watch movements, whether imported in cases
or not, if having not more than seven jewels,
seventy cents each; if having more than seven
jewels and not more than eleven jewels, one dol-
lar and thirty-five cents each; if having more
than eleven jewels and not more than fifteen
jewels, one dollar and eighty-five cents each; if
having more than fifteen jewels and not more than
seventeen jewels, one dollar and twenty-five cents
each and twenty-five per centum ad valorem; if
having more than seventeen jewels, three. dollars
each and twenty-five per centum ad valorem;
watch cases and parts of watches, including watch
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dials, chronometers, box or ship, and parts thereof,
clocks and parts thereof, not otherwise provided
for in this section, whether separately packed or
otherwise, not composed wholly or in part of
china, porcelain, parian, bisque or earthenware,
forty per centum ad valorem; all jewels for use
in the manufacture of watches or clocks, ten per
centum ad valorem. Provided, That all watch
movements and cases of foreign manufacture
shall have the name of the manufacturer and of
the city, town, or village, and country of manu-
facture cut, engraved or die sunk conspicuously
or indelibly on the plate of the movement and the
inside of the case, respectively, and the move-
ments shall also have marked thereon by one of
the methods indicated the number of jewels and
adjustments, said number to be expressed both in
words and in Arabic numerals, and none of the
aforesaid articles shall be delivered to the im-
porter unless marked in exact conformity in this
direction.

Jewelry

Jewelry and parts thereof, finished or un-
finished, and articles not specially provided for
in sections one or two of this act, used to be
worn upon the person or carried in the hand for
purpose of adornment or utility, made in part of
metal, including chain purses and bags, of gold
or silver wire or imitation thereof, portmonnaies,
watch charms and guards, precious stones and
corals set, and pearls set or strung, and cameos
in frames, sixty per centum ad valorem.

Precious Stones and Pearls

Diamonds, emeralds, rubies and sapphires, ir-
respective of size, and precious stones of other
varieties when not exceeding one inch in any one
dimension; any of the foregoing advanced in
condition or value from their natural state by
cleaving, splitting, cutting, or other process, and
not set, ten per centum ad valorem; imitations of
precious stones, coral and pearls, composed wholly
of glass or paste, not exceeding one inch in any
one dimension, and not engraved, painted, orna-
mented or decorated, and not mounted or set,
twenty per centum ad valorem.

Coral, articles of, advanced in condition or
value from their natural state by cutting or any
other process, when not exceeding one inch in
any one dimension, not beads, and not set, fifty
per centum ad valorem; articles or manufacture
of coral, except jewelry and beads, not specially
provided for in sections one and two of this act,
fifty per centum ad valorem.

Pearls, in their natural state, ten per centum
ad valorem; drilled, half, sawed, or split, or other-
wise advanced, twenty per centum ad valorem;
collections of pearls selected, matched or graded
shall be dutiable as jewelry.

Spectacles, Eyeglasses, Lenses, Etc.

Spectacles, eyeglasses and goggles, and frames
for same, or parts thereof, finished or unfinished,
valued at not over forty cents per dozen, twenty
cents per dozen and fifteen per centum ad valorem;
valued at over forty cents per dozen and not over
one dollar and fifty cents per dozen, forty-five
cents per dozen and twenty per centum ad valorem;
valued at over one dollar and fifty cents per
dozen, fifty per centum ad valorem.

Lenses of glass, pebble, or paste, molded or
pressed, or ground and polished to a spherical,
cylindrical, or prismatic form, and ground and
polished piano or coquill glasses, wholly or partly
manufactured, with the edges unground, forty-five
per centum ad valorem; if with their edges ground
or beveled, ten cents per dozen pairs and forty-five
per centum ad valorem.

Opera and field glasses, telescopes; micro-
scopes, photographic and projection lenses and
optical instruments, and frames or mountings for
the same; all the foregoing not specially provided
for in the sections one or two of this act, forty-
five per centum ad valorem.

Comparing the above with the sched-
ules in the Dingley law it will be seen that
but little change has been made, the changes
being rather in the methods of imposing the
duty than in the amount of duty imposed.
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The lower grades of watches will pay a
specific duty only, the ad valorem feature of
the present law being eliminated in these
grades in favor of a higher specific duty.
There is also a rigid provision as to stamp-
ing on the movement and case the name of
the manufacturer and place of manufac-
ture, also, in the case of movements, the
number of jewels and adjustments.

It was surprising to the manufacturing
jewelers to find that the schedule as to im-
ported jewelry, which they had agreed upon
as best and fairest for all the interests con-
cerned, had been ignored by the Ways and
Means Committee and the old Dingley para-
graph retained practically unchanged. The
manufacturers have no special fault to find
with the duty imposed on imported jewelry,
which is the same as in the Dingley tariff,
but desire very strongly a new classification
which will help to close up the many loop-
holes by which the present tariff law may
be, to a large extent, evaded. It is the in-
tention of the manufacturers to watch very
closely the progress of the measure through
Congress with a view to incorporating the
very reasonable changes suggested by them.

Diamonds in the rough will be admitted
free, as heretofore, and the duty on cut
gems is continued at io per cent. The para-
graphs relating to pearls and corals are
more comprehensive than in the old law,
and will, doubtless, prevent the very vexa-
tious litigation which has taken place under
the Dingley tariff. In the schedule on op-
tical goods, including spectacles, eyeglasses,
lenses, opera and field glasses, no change
has been made. It is to be hoped that Con-
gress will recognize the urgency of the situ-
ation and make all possible haste in forcing
the passage of the bill whatever its ultimate
form may be.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade and
Collections

IT has been our agreeable duty from timeto time to direct attention to the im-
measurable service rendered in cases of
bankruptcy by the Jewelers' Board of
Trade. This organization has thoroughly
perfected its machinery for the economic
handling of claims and its work has proven
an invaluable boon to the trade at large.
The many friends of the board, as well as
those who are not so conversant with its
capabilities for economic and quick service,
will read with interest the following impar-
tial tribute taken from an article on "Collec-
tions," which was published in the Saturday
Evening Post of February 27th:

One class of collection on which even ex-
perienced business men lose money is that where
the debtor is involved in bankruptcy or failure.
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The percentage paid on claims in such cases de-
pends on shrewd and faithful management of the
assets by trustees, administrator or receiver.
Even if the latter do possess ability to sell assets
in the best market, realizing the most for creditors,
they may still not have the good faith that will lead
them to act for the latter, manipulation and favor-
itism are very common. As a rule, each creditor
acts for himself, appointing a separate attorney
in the belief that the latter, having only the one
claim to occupy his attention, will do better than
an attorney who represents other creditors. No
matter how large his claim, a creditor has only
one vote. Fifty attorneys appear, representing
different creditors. They cannot combine to vote
in harmony and so the assets are often controlled
by friends of the debtor, who is, perhaps, dis-
honest, or else manipulated by the trustees in a
way that will enable them to absorb everything
in fees and litigation. Some creditors go further
along a wrong course and file their claims with the
referee, thus losing even a vote.

Such collections are now handled to best ad-
vantage in trade lines through associations formed
among manufacturers or merchants in a given
industry. The jewelers, for instance, have a very
effective body of that kind. When a retail or
wholesale jeweler assigns or goes into bankruptcy
anywhere in the United States this association
(The Jewelers' Board of Trade) gathers as many
claims as possible from members, with their
powers of attorney. It is represented by one
lawyer, who is fairly paid and can investigate,
appraise assets, prosecute and use his voting power
to elect trustees who will work for prompt,
businesslike and honest sale of the assets.

The board has given abundant proof
of its capability to handle claims with much
economy and maximum results. It should
require no argument to prove the advantage
of such a system over the old method of in-
dividual lawyers and endless litigation.

Organization Meetings Scheduled

AS we have received a number of letters
from subscribers, and some from

manufacturers, requesting information as
to the dates of the annual meetings, we are
enabled, through the courtesy of the various
secretaries, to announce the following:
Oklahoma Association, at McAlester, April
19th, 20th and 21st; West Virginia Associa-
tion, at Wheeling, May 17th and 18th;
Pennsylvania Association, at Harrisburg,
June 3d and 4th ; Missouri Association, at
St. Louis, June 21st and 22d ; Ohio Retail
Jewelers' Association, at Cedar Point, June
28th and 29th ; Iowa Association, at Des
Moines, June 29th and 30th ; Illinois Asso-
ciation, at Peoria, June 29th and 30th ; Wis-
consin Association, at Milwaukee, July 21st
and 22d, and the American National Asso-
ciation, at Omaha, August 2d to 6th, in-
clusive.

The dates for a number of other annual
meetings are now being arranged, and these
we will announce in future issues. In the
meantime we invite the secretaries to advise
us promptly of the dates in order that we
may be able to impart the information
promptly to those who are interested. Some
of these are prominent manufacturers, and
we infer from their request that it is their
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probable intention to have exhibits at these

meetings. It was on this account that we

recommended in previous issues that the

executive committees of the State organiza-

tions should, in fixing the dates of their an-

nual meetings, avoid clashes as much as pos-

sible. The exhibits have now become a

prominent feature at the annual convention,

and it could scarcely be expected that manu-

facturers and jobbers would go to the

trouble and expense of planning several dif-

ferent exhibits at the same time. It was

suggested that clashes could be avoided by

the secretaries of the various societies com-
municating with the secretary of the na-

tional association and arranging the dates

through a mutual understanding. We rec-
ognize that this may not always be possible

or convenient, but it would be well if some

plan were devised which would at least re-

duce the clashes to a minimum.

Advantage is being taken by the offi-
cers of many of the associations to increase
the membership through the announcements

of the annual conventions. A very effective
plan for this purpose is being pursued by
the Oklahoma Association. President
Mazer, the energetic head of the associa-
tion, is issuing a series of circular letters to
all the jewelers in the State, impressing
upon them the advisability of becoming
members of the organization and the ad-
vantages which will accrue therefrom.
Membership blanks are enclosed with these
circular letters, and the interesting features
of the programme arranged for the conven-
tion are announced. Other associations
will, doubtless, find it to their advantage to
pursue the same plan. It is worth mention-
ing, in this connection, that by direct com-
munication with the secretaries on the list of
organizations we have found that several of
the State associations have practically
ceased to exist. It would be well if these
should follow the example of New York
State and organize an entirely new associa-
tion in harmony with the present healthy
movement.

Expense of Association Meetings

1-1‘ HOSE who have followed the develop-
ments in the line of organization in

recent years have noticed with gratification
the advance made in the methods of con-
ducting the meetings, as well as the broader
point of view which characterized the dis-
cussions and opinions expressed. In a letter
before us from President Claud Wheeler,
of the Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers,
we find a noted illustration of this upward
tendency. The letter informs us as to the
action taken by the executive committee of
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the society at its tneeting on March 15th to
make arrangements for the annual conven-
tion to be held in St. Louis on June 21st and
22d. What Mr. Wheeler regards as the
most important action taken at the meeting
of the committee was the adoption of a reso-
lution relating to the expense of the con-
vention, which is as follows:

WHEREAS, The Missouri Society of Retail
Jewelers realize that the manufacturers and job-
bers have always been called upon in the past
to bear the brunt of the expenses incurred in the
holding of the annual conventions, either by direct
contributions or through the solicitation of adver-
tisements in souvenir programmes, and

Whereas, The society feels that, since the or-
ganization has grown to its present membership
the time has arrived when it is able to defray the
expenses of its annual conventions and that, also,
since the organization of so many State associa-
tions the custom of soliciting advertisements from
the manufacturers and jobbers for the purposes
before mentioned has increased to such an extent
that we can no longer countenance the same,
therefore be it

Resolved, That it is the sense of this com-
mittee that this annual convention, and all future
conventions of the Missouri Society of Retail
Jewelers, be conducted entirely for business pur-
poses and in the interest of retail jewelers only,
and that all expenses incurred in the holding of
said conventions be defrayed by the society.

The committee recommends that simi-

lar action be taken by all the organizations

of retail jewelers, and we take pleasure in

complying with the request to bring the

above resolution to their attention. There

is no doubt that the method of defraying

the expense of the big meetings did much

to nullify the usefulness of the organization.

It was generally found that the manufac-

turer or wholesaler who was least scrupu-

lous in his regard for trade ethics was
quickest to take advertising space in the

convention programme or to otherwise con-

tribute to defray the expenses of the occa-

sion. The association not infrequently

found itself hampered in its action by this

obligation and its usefulness interfered with

to this extent. It was also decided by the

Executive Committee of the Missouri As-

sociation that the first day of the convention

should be devoted to work that interested

the retail jewelers only, and that none ex-

cept the retail jewelers should be admitted

to the meeting on that day. This also is an

excellent departure which we commend to

the attention of other organizations. It

must not be understood that there is any

intention to discourage the attendance at the

meeting of the representatives of the manu-

facturers and wholesale houses. On the

contrary, these are heartily welcome, and

it is, in fact, out of consideration for them

and for the firms which they represent, as

well as for the advantage of the association,

that the rule embodied in the above resolu-

tion was adopted. As the exhibits are now

important features of the various annual

conventions, it is essential that some of the
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representatives of the manufacturers and

wholesalers should attend the conventions,

where a welcome always awaits them.

A Bill for the Regulation of Horology

THE Nebraska jewelers have initiated
a movement in a new direction in hav-

ing introduced in the State Legislature a bill

to regulate the practice of horology. The bill
provides for a State board to conduct ex-
aminations and issue certificates granting
permission to practice and imposing a pen-
alty on persons pursuing such vocation
without such legal certificate. The bill,
which is framed somewhat after the man-

ner of the optometry bills, is very compre-

hensive. A protest has been filed against it,

however, by a number of watchmakers and
jewelers and its fate is conjectural at this
writing.

The United States as a Gold Producer

FROM the preliminary estimate on the
production of gold in the United

States for the year 1908, made by Frank A.

Leach, Director of the Mint, we learn that

of all the States and territories Colorado

was considerably in the lead in the amount

of gold produced. It is interesting to learn

from this report that while the story of the

Klondike has become little more than a

memory, Alaska comes next to Colorado in

the lists of States and territories as a gold

producer. The Director credits Colorado

with a production of $22,811,784 and Alaska

with $20,930,784. The States which fur-

nished the great bulk of the total of $6,-

313,900 in gold dug in this country last year

are as follows:

Colorado
Alaska . 
California
Nevada
South Dakota  
Utah  
Montana  
Arizona  
Idaho  
Oregon  

 $22,811,784

20,930,784
  19,582,464
  12,089,968

7,690,294
3,930,290

3,322,551
2,345,308
1,450,830
1,119,528

Over a dozen other States contributed

the insignificant remainder to make up the

total. As a gold producer we are still being

far outdistanced by South Africa, which, in

the preliminary estimate, is credited with a

production during last year of $144,675,000,

with every assurance of a very material in-

crease in this total in succeeding years. The

total gold production of the world for 1908

is given as $427000,000, an increase of

$16,500,000 over the total for the preceding

year.
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1 4 'Waltham Watchr „ es
. .

, Horace Greeley said about Waltham watches : "Americans should buy

Horace Greeley American watches, not because they are American watches, but because they
are the best watches."

: At that time Waltham watches were the only American watches.

' Ralph Waldo Emerson in an Essay on Eloquence said, in speaking of a

man whom he described as a Godsend to his town : "He is put together like

a Waltham watch."
Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Waltham Watch Company is the oldest watch company on the

American continent, the Waltham factory having been built in 1854. The
The Waltham Factory

the Pioneer only other watch company that at all approaches it in age and continuous

existence was an offshoot from the parent Waltham factory and was established

in a Western State in 1864.

The capital of the Waltham Watch Company is larger, the assembly and

The Largest in the the value of its automatic machinery is larger, the factory is larger, the number

World of its employees is larger and the daily output is larger than that of any other

watch manufacturing concern that ever existed.

Waltham watches have received the highest award at every international

Premier Honors exposition wherever shown, from the Centennial Exhibition to date. No other

American made watches have received similar awards.

Every permanent advance in American watch manufacturing during the

Progress past half century has originated with the Waltham Watch Company. "This

Company," to quote Chambers's Encyclopedia, "has revolutionized the industry

it transferred from the old world to the new."

There has never been in the world's history of watchmaking a grouping

of expert labor and marvelous machinery like this, nor anything like the unity
Quality

of results shown by the sixteen million accurate and durable Waltham watches

that have been produced.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Modern Jewelry Store Fronts

The modern store front differs from

the old-time style principally in the fact

that attempts at architectural beauty are

ignored for the sake of good dis-

play. This does not mean that mod-

ern fronts are not handsome. They

are bright and attractive, but there

are no fancy columns, no decorative

ironwork, but simply a frame as small

as possible to hold the plate glass.

Their beauty is the brilliant display of

merchandise from which no outside decora-

tions detract.
plates a new

front and the solid line the location of the

glass. C represents a person on the street

and the line their angle of vision. No part

of a window display is visible to them
until almost exactly opposite the window.

The jeweler who contem-

front in his building has

to consider : The depth ofnumerous things

the window seat,
the height above
the sidewalk, the

best manner of
enclosing, etc. ;
but, first of all,

to choose a style

of front simple,

y e t dignified,
which will be in
harmony w ith
the goods he dis-
plays. In a new
building the
front may be
planned and the
buildingbuilt ac-
cordingly, but in
remodeling an
old building it is
not always pos-
sible to carry out
each detail ex-
actly as o n e
might wish to.

It is a notice-
able thing about most old buildings
large columns that the plate glass is

1.—The eye and the window
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frame. The base of the windows are of

green or white marble, each window front

being 6 feet wide on the street and ex-

tending 8 feet into the vestibule. The

plate glasses are joined at the corners with
small steel rivets, having no bar or
upright. The marble rises 18 inches
from the sidewalk level, making the
real base of the window this height,
as shown in the window at the right
in the picture, and from 30 to 36
inches deep. However, for most dis-

plays a platform rising a foot higher (as

shown in the window on the left) should

be constructed. This
velvet and the name
brass attached to the

Now, if the glass were in the position

shown by the dotted line you can readily

see how much more apt they would be to

notice the display.
Fig. 2 shows an ideal plan for a
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with
USG-

ally set at the back of these pillars. This
detracts greatly from the display and is one

important point
that should be
kept in mind in
building a new
front. Have the
glass as nearly
even with the
front of the
building as pos-
sible. This
makes the dis-
play much more
conspicuous. In
Fig. I let .4 and
B represent col-
umns in a store

FIG. 2.— Jewelry store front

jeweler's store front and a method of en-

closing. The details of this front in a

building 20 feet wide are as follows : The

upper part is prism glass in a narrow iron

may be covered with
of the firm made in
front and side slant.

T Ii i s platform
should be made
in two pieces and
joined at t h e
point shown by
the dotted line,

so as to be easily
removed to wash

t h e windows.
Several backs
might be used
for different dis-
plays. A wooden
back of some

scroll design (as
suggested in the
figure) is effec-

tive. Also a
of brass
at each

frame
posts
corner with

brass rods con-
necting, f rom
which curtains
might be sus-
pended, i s a

good background, and an arrangement of

mirrors similar to the wooden form would

be good for flat displays. A mirror backing

in a window is very

3.—Ground plan of front

effective when the
goods are a 11
displayed on a
flat base, as it

gives the im-
pression of a
double number
of pieces in the
display, but it is

not so good
when a raised
form is used.
Another thing to
I ook out for
when a mirror
forms the back
con i mivd on"page 51191



JUST a few good
Sellers from the
SIMMONS line
of gold-filled
Vest Chains

SIMMONS
GOLF
Chains
These very serviceable and attractive
chains are especially designed for negligee
wear and have proved themselves to be
first-class summer season sellers.

The safety fastener—which is our own
patent and cannot be had with any other
chains—is enthusiastically endorsed by everyone who has worn one.It is simple, practical and absolutely secure.

It is easily and quickly adjusted to the trousers band, coat or vest, and whenon, cannot be pulled off.
Haying no prongs, it will not tear or wear the clothing.
In short, it is the neatest and the most satisfactory security device for watchchains yet invented.
The Golf Chains are regular Simmons quality and are made in a wide varietyof chain patterns, as indicated by the few shown in the accompanying illustration.Order a trial dozen from your jobber; any reliable wholesale jewelry house can supply you

-0 -AR -II -4 I .4 -a -a -a -ro J -a •.; -4 at
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R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY
Main Office and Works: ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS

9-13 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO SALESROOMS

42 Madison St. (Heyworth Bldg.)
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Modern Jewelry Store Fronts

(Continued from page 567)

of the window is to be sure that the back
reflection does not give an unattractive view
of the articles shown.

The ideal plan for a jeweler to follow
in his window displays is to have three or
four forms of different styles built in sec-
tions so that they may be easily and quickly
taken out of and put into the window and
each possibly covered with a different color
of velvet. For instance, in the window
described, the wooden background could be
used, the base being covered with green
velvet, with a series of steps and half circles
in sections, covered to match. The curtain
backing could be used with red velvet and
the base covered with the same material,
with another lot of steps and circles differ-
ent from the green set, and the mirror back-
ing could be used with the base covered
with black velvet and without steps, for the
display. A set of three distinctly different
displays like these could be rotated and
used indefinitely, with possibly an occasional
bright window of white for some special
occasion to break the monotony somewhat.

It is also a good idea when a number
of different lines of goods are displayed to
use "dividers," separating the window into
sections, each to be devoted to a distinct
line. A visit to the large cities will show
that nearly all the big
jewelry stores have adopted
the idea of regular forms
to use in their windows.
Most of them have natural
wood backings and they
use black velvet almost ex-
clusively in their displays.
However, in smaller towns
it is a good idea to vary
the style of display, and,
particularly, the color of
material used. The entire
display should be changed,
if possible, once a week,
and every day some little
change should be made in
the arrangement of the
goods or new things added.

The window at the left
in the figure shows the ideal
method of enclosing a show
window. This is not al-
ways practical and some-
times, for some special
reason, a regular slide sash
must be used, but the win-
dow enclosed as shown in
the figure has many ad-
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vantages. The back is built of natural wood
and glass, continuing straight across the
store on a line with the door. The window
seats are only 30 to 36 inches deep (which
is the proper depth for a jeweler's window).
There is an open space at the back, and
into this the door entrance from the store
to the window opens. The walls at the side
of the window may be either covered with
paneled wood or a mirror. This not only
makes an attractive backing to the window,
but also affords a most convenient means
of access and will be found most satisfac-
tory in every way. One very good feature
is that if heat is connected to these little
rooms and the temperature is kept at a very
high degree in the winter the windows will
not frost.

Sometimes in remodeling an old front
in a very wide store an important thing is
overlooked, and that is making the vesti-
bule display window prominent. In a wide
room there are usually four columns in the
front and the two center ones are the
farthest apart, allowing for an extra wide
entrance. If the vestibule starts at these
columns they are so large that they en-
tirely hide the windows that open into the
vestibule. Fig. 4 shows the remedy for this.
The displays in these two vestibule windows
are really the most important and the plan
as shown in the figure makes them very
conspicuous.

The trade should keep in mind that the
large fixture houses have done much to en-
courage store improvement by furnishing
ready-made plans and giving free advice
to those' contemplating reconstruction or
renovation. In the catalogues of the vari-
ous store fixture manufacturers are shown
photographic views of interiors with and
Without furnishings. From these pictures
excellent ideas may be obtained. The fix-
ture people are exceedingly courteous in
lending what assistance they can and invite
the trade at large to take advantage of their
courtesy.

A Scrapbook of Advertisements
Every advertiser, or writer of advertis-

ing, ought to keep a scrapbook of all his
advertisements, says Buyers' Aid. It need
not be a very fancy affair. If the adver-
tisements are not large, the pages of the
book need not be large.

A good book for the purpose, when
large enough, is a memorandum or account
book. Using such a book will enable one
to make memoranda, at the side of, or
below, the respective advertisements pasted
in it, of the names of the publications in
which they appeared, the dates and what
returns were traceable to them.

If desired, some of the pages of the
book, as, for instance, every other page, can
be toremoved

,
/\

\ / 
4.—Plan of vestibule windows

make room for the adver-
tisements without having
the book lose too much of
its shape. But that is a
minor matter of detail.

The advertisements can
be arranged simply ac-
cording to dates, one after
the other, or according to
subjects and dates, publi-
cations in which used, or
different styles.

The important thing is
to keep the advertisements
where they can be easily
referred to and studied.
By this means one can see
what advertisements or
classes of advertisements
have been most successful.
This will help materially in
the preparation of new ad-
vertisements.

By this method princi-
ples can be deduced and
special rules obtained for
the construction of adver-
tisements to suit one's par-
ticular article, business or
environments.
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Remarkable Story of Crime and
Fraud of an Ohio Jeweler

The recent arrest of a former Ohio
jeweler in Seattle, Wash., by and through
the activities of the Cleveland Wholesale
Creditmen's Association, has unearthed an
interesting tale with many morals, etc., at-
tached to it, and as this case has certain
peculiar features it is here recorded. The
above party lived in a small town in Wis-
consin for twenty-five years under the name
of Chas. Pemberton, but his record in that
town was not very good. In due course of
time, about 1895, he married and was di-
vorced. Two years later he
married again, but in his sec-
ond venture we cannot tell
the romance. He next ap-
peared in North Baltimore,
Ohio, as a jeweler under
the name of F. E. Freeman,
and in 1905 he married
again and apparently set-
tled down to business, for
he came to Cleveland in
1907 to buy goods. He
succeeded in establishing
credit with Scriber & Loehr
Company and Bowler &
Burdick Company. No
sooner did he receive the
shipments of goods than he
proceeded to reship them
under an assumed name to
another State, and then,
abandoning his wife, he
eloped with another woman
from North Baltimore and
went to Colorado, where
eventually he settled in
Manitou under still another
name, C. R. Henry. Here he met a repre-
sentative of a well-known commercial rating
company and made a statement that he had
$3000 stock, $500 in fixtures and only $ioo
total indebtedness. This celebrated com-
mercial rating company accepted this state-
ment, and it looks as though without in-
vestigation. This rating is still on their
books. On this rating he 'secured credit
with Denver, St. Louis and Kansas City
jobbers to the extent of twenty-five hundred
dollars.

It was at this time that the operations
of this modern Don Juan were taken up by
our local Wholesale Creditmen's Associa-
tion, and its Fraudulent Claims Committee,
whose chairman is H. W. Burdick, of the
Bowler & Burdick Company. This com-
mittee spent over $3000 from its treasury to
run this crook down and make an example
of him. The details of the case were placed
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in the hands of the Pinkertons about eigh-
teen months ago, and they were told to get
their man without regard to expense. Im-
mediately the chase began, and the trail led
from Manitou, Colo., to Clovis, N. Mex.
When the detective reached there the game
had flown to Kingman, Ariz., then to Los
Angeles, then to Bakersfield and San Fran-
cisco. Still again the chase led to the
frozen North and Nome, Alaska. From
there to Vancouver, Portland and Seattle,
where, about fifty miles away, in a small
logging camp, the man was finally run
down and arrested. The culprit is now in
the county jail of Cleveland awaiting trial.
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deliberations as to credits than the state-
ments of commercial rating companies ? It
is needless to add that the gentlemen who
have been so closely drawn into this case,
and who represent great business interests
in this town, are in rather a skeptical frame
of mind on this matter as this case has been
un folded.

The Royal Road to Buying Right

Find out what the public wants, would
be a short and correct answer that would
apply to every buyer, no matter what he
handles, said a well-known buyer. My suc-
cess as a buyer I lay to the simple fact of

buying right. From my ex-
perience I find that staples
should always be kept up.

Lincoln Centennial Window Display Whittled with a Jackknife
During the recent Lincoln centennial celebration, Simon Straus, a jeweler at 702East Forty-seventh Street, Chicago, who has earned the title of the "World's FairWhittler" by reason of his achievements with the jackknife, maintained a very uniquewindow display in his store. The scene represents in miniature the boyhood home ofLincoln and was dedicated to the memory of the martyred President. The entireexhibit was cut out with a jackknife from wood collected upon various occasions fromLincoln's grave at Springfield, Grant's and Garfield's Tombs, Libby Prison, Anderson-vine Prison, Fanueil Hall, etc. The original scene is 18 X 12 inches and was exhib-ited with detailed explanation to crowds of admirers.

It is the intention of the committee to prose-
cute this case to the limit and to place the
scoundrel behind the bars of the peniten-
tiary. The trail of broken promises and
wrecked business deals is a long and
crooked one. The woman he abandoned in
North Baltimore is now in this city earning
a scanty livelihood by hard work to support
herself and child, born since he ran away.
The other woman is now in Denver,
where she is under the protection of the
W. C. T. U.

A few remarks about establishing
credit are not mal-apropos. It seems as
though a financial rating by a great concern,
whose specialty is this particular thing,
should have some tangible asset back of
statements and not mere words. Must we,
therefore, do our own investigating of
financial responsibility ? Must the question
of the personal equation enter more into our

Assortment, not quantity,
counts and you can more
easily please a customer by
having a large assortment
to select from. One dozen
or two dozen of a number
and six or ten numbers of
an article is better than
twelve dozen of one num-
ber and no assortment at
all. A buyer should not go
heavy on certain items that
do not move fast, because
it ties up his money and
when he is out of staples,
naturally he cannot buy
them because his stock is
too high. Keep track of
your purchases and culti-
vate strong will power
against the smooth talk of
traveling men who want to
stock you up. It is far bet-
ter to duplicate an order

than it is to order enough to last an entire
season, and at the end of the season find that
you have enough for another season.

Because you increased your sales io per
cent. it is not necessary to increase your
stock 20 per cent. When I took charge
of my department I found my stock was
too high for the business the house was
doing, so I reduced my stock 25 per cent.
in one year and at the same time increased
my business io.per cent. How did I do it?
would be the first question asked. I found
that I was stocked up on certain items and
an assortment was lacking, so by filling in
on sizes, but in very small quantity, I
found that it helped the sales of the others.
Certain items I did not buy at all until the
old stock was down to what I wanted. I
had salesmen call on me with lines that
were heavy in my stock, but simply refused
to be interested.

We Do Not Use Pressed Blanks

Hawkes Cut Glass
IS CUT FROM THE SOLID BLANK

No. 1 No. 2

No. I illustrates a pressed blank, viz..—the pattern pressed into the Glass.
No. 2 illustrates a solid blank, the kind entirely used by us.
The DIFFERENCE in the finished article is unmistakable, the pressed blank being devoid of

lustre and brilliancy and giving one the idea of a cheap moulded article. It can easily be detected by
passing the fingers lightly over the inside of the article. Wherever the cutting on the outside is deepest
a slight swelling on the inside will be noticeable to the touch. Whereas the genuine article cut from
the solid blank is free from all these defects, being perfectly smooth on the inside, having a lustre and
brilliancy only equaled by that of the diamond, and when held to the light is as clear as crystal.

Pressed or Figured Blanks Cut Over ylppeal to the Department Store Trade.

WE DO NOT SELL DEPARTMENT STORES
but cater exclusively to the legitimate Jewelry trade. In return we ask
for the business of the Jewelers whom we are seeking to protect by
furnishing genuine cut glass (not purchasable by department stores) at
prices competitive with the inferior product.

No piece of HAWKES CUT
blank is genuine without this

GLASS cut from the solid

trade-mark engraved on it.

HAWKES

T. G. HAWKES & CO., Corning, N. Y.
  Grand Prize Paris Exposition  
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Remarkable Story of Crime and
Fraud of an Ohio Jeweler

The recent arrest of a former Ohio
jeweler in Seattle, Wash., by and through
the activities of the Cleveland Wholesale
Creditmen's Association, has unearthed an
interesting tale with many morals, etc., at-
tached to it, and as this case has certain
peculiar features it is here recorded. The
above party lived in a small town in Wis-
consin for twenty-five years under the name
of Chas. Pemberton, but his record in that
town was not very good. In due course of
time, about 1895, he married and was di-
vorced. Two years later he
married again, but in his sec-
ond venture we cannot tell
the romance. He next ap-
peared in North Baltimore,
Ohio, as a jeweler under
the name of F. E. Freeman,
and in 1905 he married
again and apparently set-
tled down to business, for
he came to Cleveland in
1907 to buy goods. He
succeeded in establishing
credit with Scriber & Loehr
Company and Bowler &
Burdick Company. No
sooner did he receive the
shipments of goods than he
proceeded to reship them
under an assumed name to
another State, and then,
abandoning his wife, he
eloped with another woman
from North Baltimore and
went to Colorado, where
eventually he settled in
Manitou under still another
name, C. R. Henry. Here

KEYSTONE

in the hands of the Pinkertons about eigh-
teen months ago, and they were told to get
their man without regard to expense. Im-
mediately the chase began, and the trail led
from Manitou, Colo., to Clovis, N. Mex.
When the detective reached there the game
had flown to Kingman, Ariz., then to Los
Angeles, then to Bakersfield and San Fran-
cisco. Still again the chase led to the
frozen North and Nome, Alaska. From
there to Vancouver, Portland and Seattle,
where, about fifty miles away, in a small
logging camp, the man was finally run
down and arrested. The culprit is now in
the county jail of Cleveland awaiting trial.
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deliberations as to credits than the state-
ments of commercial rating companies ? It
is needless to add that the gentlemen who
have been so closely drawn into this case,
and who represent great business interests
in this town, are in rather a skeptical frame
of mind on this matter as this case has been
unfolded.

The Royal Road to Buying Right

Find out what the public wants, would
be a short and correct answer that would
apply to every buyer, no matter what he
handles, said a well-known buyer. My suc-
cess as a buyer I lay to the simple fact of

buying right. From my ex-
perience I find that staples
should always be kept up.
Assortment, not quantity,

Lincoln Centennial Window Display Whittled with a Jackknife

During the recent Lincoln centennial celebration, Simon Straus, a jeweler at _702
East Forty-seventh Street, Chicago, who has earned the title of the "World's Fair
Whittler" by reason of his achievements with the jackknife, maintained a very unique
window display in his store. The scene represents in miniature the boyhood home of
Lincoln and was dedicated to the memory of the martyred President. The entire
exhibit was cut out with a jackknife from wood collected upon various occasions from
Lincoln's grave at Springfield, Grant's and Garfield's Tombs, Libby Prison, Anderson-
vine Prison, Fanueil Hall, etc. The original scene is 18 x 12 inches and was exhib-
ited with detailed explanation to crowds of admirers.

he met a repre-
sentative of a well-known commercial rating
company and made a statement that he had
$3000 stock, $500 in fixtures and only $ioo
total indebtedness. This celebrated com-
mercial rating company accepted this state-
ment, and it looks as though without in-
vestigation. This rating is still on their
books. On this rating he secured credit
with Denver, St. Louis and Kansas City
jobbers to the extent of twenty-five hundred
dollars.

It was at this time that the operations
of this modern Don Juan were taken up by
our local Wholesale Creditmen's Associa-
tion, and its Fraudulent Claims Committee,
whose chairman is H. W. Burdick, of the
Bowler & Burdick Company. This com-
mittee spent over $3000 from its treasury to
run this crook down and make an example
of him. The details of the case were placed

It is the intention of the committee to prose-
cute this case to the limit and to place the
scoundrel behind the bars of the peniten-
tiary. The trail of broken promises and
wrecked business deals is a long and
crooked one. The woman he abandoned in
North Baltimore is now in this city earning
a scanty livelihood by hard work to support
herself and child, born since Ile ran away.
The other woman is now in Denver,
where she is under the protection of the
W. C. T. U.

A few remarks about establishing
credit are not mal-apropos. It seems as
though a financial rating by a great concern,
whose specialty is this particular thing,
should have some tangible asset back of
statements and not mere words. Must we,
therefore, do our own investigating of
financial responsibility ? Must the question
of the personal equation enter more into our

counts and you can more
easily please a customer by
having a large assortment
to select from. One dozen
or two dozen of a number
and six or ten numbers of
an article is better than
twelve dozen of one num-
ber and no assortment at
all. A buyer should not go
heavy on certain items that
do not move fast, because
it ties up his money and
when he is out of staples,
naturally he cannot buy
them because his stock is
too high. Keep track of
your purchases and culti-
vate strong will power
against the smooth talk of
traveling men who want to
stock you up. It is far bet-
ter to duplicate an order

than it is to order enough to last an entire
season, and at the end of the season find that
you have enough for another season.

Because you increased your sales io per
cent. it is not necessary to increase your
stock 20 per cent. When I took charge
of my department I found my stock was
too high for the business the house was
doing, so I reduced my stock 25 per cent.
in one year and at the same time increased
my business io.per cent. How did I do it?
would be the first question asked. I found
that I was stocked up on certain items and
an assortment was lacking, so by filling in
on sizes, but in very small quantity, I
found that it helped the sales of the others.
Certain items I did not buy at all until the
old stock was down to what I wanted. I
had salesmen call on me with lines that
were heavy in my stock, but simply refused
to be interested.

frre Do Not Use Pressed Blanks

Hawkes Cut Glass
Is CUT FROM THE SOLID BLANK

No. 1 No. 2

No. I illustrates a pressed blank, viz:—the pattern pressed into the Glass.

No. 2 illustrates a solid blank, the kind entirely used by us.

The DIFFERENCE in the finished article is unmistakable, the pressed blank being devoid of

lustre and brilliancy and giving one the idea of a cheap moulded article. It can easily be detected by

passing the fingers lightly over the inside of the article. Wherever the cutting on the outside is deepest

a slight swelling on the inside will be noticeable to the touch. Whereas the genuine article cut from

the solid blank is free from all these defects, being perfectly smooth on the inside, having a lustre and

brilliancy only equaled by that of the diamond, and when held to the light is as clear as crystal.

Pressed or Figured Blanks Gut Over Appeal to the Department Store Trade.

WE DO NOT SELL DEPARTMENT STORES
but cater exclusively to the legitimate Jewelry trade. In return we ask

for the business of the Jewelers whom we are seeking to protect by

furnishing genuine cut glass (not purchasable by department stores) at

prices competitive with the inferior product.

No piece of HAWKES CUT

blank is genuine without this

HAWKES

GLASS cut from the solid

trade-mark engraved on it.

T. G. HAWKES & CO., Corning, N. Y.
  Grand Prize Paris Exposition  
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The IleTgen C Co.

AMERICAN CUT GLASS

DO WE USE PRESSED BLANKS?

Examine our Cut Glass. Compare it
Our line of Cut Glass is strictly up to date, both as regards

shapes and designs.

We take particular pains to see that every piece of glass that

leaves our factory is properly cut and \Veil finished.

The price of our glass is attractive, not only on a few leaders,

but throughout the entire line.

New York Salesroom

38 Murray St.

No. 1384. 12" Vase

Hawthorne

MAIN OFFICE and FACTORIES

to any Cut Glass made

L 55 COMPNY
makes blanks of every method. If you are really
interested in blanks we will be pleased to tell
you about them.

MERMEN, CONN. Chicago Salesroom

131 Wabash Ave.

THE S. Do OIERGEN Coo
 9')

:3 The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

RICH CUT GLASS WARE

SUPERIOR
SILVER-PLATED WARE

Electroliers Gas Portables

Beautiful Hand-Decorated
Shades

Photo Books ! Showing our New Spring
Designs, now ready for the trade

BRANCHES

No. 1059. Vase, "Pauline"

If the blank is not finished well, the cut article will show it. If it is finished right,

the cut article will be brilliant. A pressed blank as made by us is fire polished on

the inside. Fire gives the lustre—the natural polish to the inside, and the outside is

where the cutter's work counts. One blank is as good as another on the outside,

when the cutter does his work. But our pressed blank has more lustre and

brilliancy because the inside is brighter.

INVESTIGATE! Don't be prejudiced

because you are told injudiciously that

something else is better.

38 Murray St., New York City
717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.
Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

a • 6

."141111r11111111W

No. 1036. Vase, "Dorothea"

ROCITESTER„ iF



COMMUNITY SILVER
AND THE NEW

RELIANCE PLATE
0 meet a demand for reliable plated ware

at low cost, we offer the trade our new

Reliance Plate
GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS 

Quality This new plated ware has a base metal of
18 per cent. German silver. Moreover, it

carries a full 5 oz. di Plate of pure silver as heavy
plate as the best of the standard Ai brands. Patterns,
finish and workmanship are excellent.

Jeweler's The jeweler's profit on Reliance Plate is
Profit the same as on Community Silver. It is

sold under a restricted price-agreement and
cut-throat competition need not be feared.

The dealer will, of course, push Community Silver,
for it is the best and most economical plated ware

made. But by carrying Reliance Plate a brand of

plated ware in which he can have absolute confidence

he can fill the very large demand for low-priced

plated ware, and thus regain a profitable class of

trade.

Advertising Our magazine advertising will be pushed

as never before. It will make Reliance

Plate, as well as Community Silver, known to every

woman in the country.

On the following pages is shown a double-page

display advertisement to appear in the May issue of

the Woman's Home Companion and the Delineator.

Both of these advertisements will also appear separately

in the Ladies' Home Journal and others of the leading

magazines.

Since this is the first time that two adjoining pages

have been used by silverware advertisers in magazines

of this character, the appearance of our double-page

Community Silver and Reliance Plate advertisement

will create unusual interest and unusual sales.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD.

ONEIDA. N.Y.

Mr See the following Pages
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This advertisement is two-thirds actual size
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This advertisement is two-thirds actual size

The New
Low Priced

Silver
Plated Ware

0 meet a demand
for reliable plated
ware at low cost,
we offer

Reliance Plate
GUARANTEED FOR

TEN YEARS 

6 Teaspoons, 90 cents

This guarantee of ten
years wear, backed by the
Oneida Community means
not only reliable plated
ware —

It means the best silver
plated ware which can pos-
sibly be made for the price.

eArriistic Designs
your Dealers

•

(IT These two advertisements will appear as a double -page display
They will also appear separately in the Ladies' Home

• <;,,
„,„:‘,,,Aw1P1 ik*...1.4 • , • - .. . .

in the May issue of the Woman's Home Companion

Journal and others of the leading magazines
and Delineator.
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ITH the customary re-awakening of social activities at Easter, jewelry
will be in greater demand—as usual there will be a revival of interest in
articles of personal adornment, and we can supply you with anything

desired. We carry extensive assortments of Crosses, Lavalliers, Brooches,
Waist Pin Sets, Lockets, Fobs, etc.; in fact, anything that may be required,
all bearing " The Imprint of the Rose," the mark of quality and excellence.

We will be pleased to forward you a memo package containing some of our
" New Sellers," if you will drop us a line to that effect.

HENRY FREUND C/ BRO.
" SELLERS Qf SELLERS"

ELK AND EAGLE GOODS
A SPECIALTY

Our Trade-Mark, The Rose
01) 71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

Stands for Quality and Excellence

Sweep Second Alarm Clock
MTH

TRADE 6 MARK

No. 515. SWEEP SECOND ALARM CLOCK
Each, List $3.80

An Alarm Clock with a long sweep second hand from the
center and automatic release of the switch for shutting off
the alarm. When the clock is wound, the switch releases
Itself. 4 inch dial. COPPER CASE, height, 8 inches.

Movement with steel cut pinions throughout.

Sole
Distribut-
ers for the
United
States
to the
Jobbing
Trade

GEO. KUEHL C& CO.
Office and Warehouse

80-82 Wabash Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers and Importers

Works at
Schonach and Hornberg

Bad. Schwarzwald, Germany

Black Forest Clocks

SOLE AGENTS

Four Hundred-Day Clocks
Traveling Clocks
Alarm Clocks
Music Clocks
Barometers
Chronoscopes
Cuckoo Clocks

Quail and Cuckoo Clocks
Westminster Mantel Chime Clocks

Quarter-Hour Strike Clocks
Novelty Clocks
Nursery Clocks

FOR THE CELEBRATED PHONO ALARM CLOCKS

April, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

Appeal to Unorganized States

BLAIRSVILLE, PA., April t, 1909.

THE KEYSTONE PUB. Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

En. KEYSTONE :—Is there a retail
jeweler in the unorganized States who does
not read one or more jewelers' trade jour-
nals? Is there a retail jeweler in these
States who does not subscribe for one or
more of our jewelers' trade journals? If
there is such a jeweler he should immedi-
ately take down his sign and go into some
other business. He has reached the "dead
line."

Our trade press journals cost only a
pittance. Some monthly journals cost fifty
cents • some one dollar a year. The semi-
weekly and weekly journals cost one dollar
and two dollars a year.

Think of a trade press journal coming
into your store once every week, once every
two weeks or even once a month for two
cents or four cents an issue. This is what
you pay for a journal filled with practical
suggestions on watch making, salesmanship
and optical work. The news columns of
these journals contain such important mat-
ter that no live retail jeweler can afford to
miss it. The addresses given at State and
national conventions appear in full in these
journals and certainly are worth the time it
takes to read them carefully.

The editorials in the trade press always
contain important truths and always point
out to the retail jeweler the trend of busi-
ness affairs. These should be read and
should be put to practical use because they
come from men of affairs, men who have
had experience.

The writer here wishes to state that it
has been his good fortune to meet person-
ally the editors of almost all the trade press
journals, and he wishes to emphasize the
fact that he considers it a privilege to talk
with these learned men on the matters that
pertain to our business. To the writer it
has been a "feast of reason."

The trade journals have responded
gloriously to our request to "boom" organi-
zation work.

If each retail jeweler reads one or more
of his trade journals each month he cer-
tainly should be more interested in organi-
zation work ; for organization work has
been a strong factor in the trade press for
some months past.

It certainly is not possible that there is
a retail jeweler who is opposed to making
money, or who is opposed to making a
profit on the goods he sells.

The average small retail jeweler seems
to be in a "shell." He seems afraid he
might get out of his "shell" and might know
his competitors, or even might know some
new business methods.

Organization brings each man into
closer relationship with trade conditions.
Organization is for the education of the re-
tail jeweler. Our association is not a labor
union, nor is it a trade union. It is the
uniting of minds for the education and ele-
vation of each man.

Our meetings stand in the same rela-
tionship to us as the editors' conventions,
medical conventions, teachers' educational
meetings and ministers' associations stand
to them. All these are for the higher edu-
cation of the craft.

This higher education is gotten by per-
sonal contact and by interchange of ideas.
So the necessity arises of having meetings
of our craft frequently. We have sug-
gested monthly meetings of local organiza-
tions in all cities and boroughs. Such meet-
ings would be beneficial.

There are twelve or fourteen States
that have not organized: The next three
months should bring results in all these
States. Every retail jeweler who lives in
any of these unorganized States should
"get busy" at once by getting in touch with
the jewelers in his State and with the na-
tional president or secretary.

If fifty retail jewelers in any unorgan-
ized State signify their intention to organ-
ize, the national association will circularize
the State. On organization day an officer
from the national association will come and
assist in the organization, if it is the inten-
tion of the State to affiliate with the national
organization. A State that organizes and
does not affiliate with the national associa-
tion loses very much of the real purpose of
organization. It is only by the united har-
monious efforts of the States in the national
association that we accomplish results.

The many results that have been ac-
complished have been brought about by the
united efforts of the national association
(which is the affiliated States).

Five watch companies have given us a
restrictive selling price on all grades of
watch movements. Three more companies
have already given us a restrictive selling
price on all high-grade movements and have
promised us more restrictive watches in the
near future. This list of eight watch com-
panies covers nearly all standard watches.
Many of these companies have pledged
themselves to sell only to the retail jewelers.

Two brands of sterling silver have now
a restrictive price and are sold only to the
retail jeweler. One manufacturer of silver-
plated ware sells now only to the retail
jeweler. One of the largest silver-plated
hollowware and flatware houses has estab-
lished a "rebate voucher system," thus pro-
hibiting all dealers from cutting the price.
This house absolutely refuses to sell any es-
tablishment that cuts the price.

Some of our best gold-filled chain
manufacturers have declared in favor of the
retail jeweler. Also some locket and brace-
let manufacturers now stand for the retail
jeweler.

The retailing jobber is changing his at-
titude toward the retail jeweler. He is an-
nouncing to the trade that he will sell only
at wholesale and to the legitimate retail
jewelers. This is another credit to the retail
jewelers' organizations.

We are endeavoring to have in every
State a law to regulate the practice of
horology or watch repairing. By such a
law a State board would license all new
watchmakers, after passing an examination.
Surely each retail jeweler will welcome such
a step. Are you willing to assist us?
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We are consummating a deal by which
a "trade-mark" will be placed on goods sold
to organization members. This will entitle
them to the exclusive sales of these goods.

We are endeavoring to have laws
passed to prevent fraudulent advertising.
This will eliminate cheap jewelry and cheap
watch cases that flood the market. If
manufacturers are compelled to mark all
jewelry and watch cases just what they are,
very little "cheap, trashy" goods will be
made.

We are endeavoring to have all gold-
filled watch case companies establish a fixed
selling price on their goods. Some com-
panies are ready to grant us the "fixed
price" now. A watch movement with a
"fixed selling price" and a case put on the
movement with a "fixed selling price" will
solve the watch problem. No mail order
house, no department store, no hardware
store, no street peddler, no retailing jobber
can injure the retail jeweler if the manufac-
turers adopt a "fixed selling price" on all
these goods. The day of "fixed selling
price" on standard goods is at hand.

If the retail jewelers of these unorgan-
ized States read the trade journals, as I have
previously said, they know what results
have been accomplished by the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association.

We have a long list of organized
States. The last great State to come into
the fold and to affiliate with the national as-
sociation is Texas.

Every retail jeweler in these unorgan-
ized States should begin work now and call
a meeting at some central place in your
State and form an organization and imme-
diately affiliate with the national association.

Go out and see the retail jewelers in
your city or community ; ask them to assist
you. Do not be afraid of a little time or a
postage stamp. Write twenty-five postal
cards to brother jewelers and urge them to
get together and organize your State. Each
man who is willing to organize his State
write a postal card to the national president,
telling him so. You will receive a prompt
reply. Wake up, brother jeweler, other
States have organized. What is wrong with
you and your State?

Three dollars a year pays both State
and national dues. Two dollars goes to
help your State and one dollar to the na-
tional association. This price is almost uni-
versal ill all States. This is less than one
cent a day for all the help the associations
give you. If one more watch is bought in
your store than last year, you have your
dues for nothing. By means of a fixed sell-
ing price you may sell fifty more watches
a year.

Organization will solve the whole ques-
tion. Get organized. We want you and
your State this month, or next month.
Prepare for the great annual convention of
the American National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation to be held in Omaha, Nebr., Au-
gust 2d to 6th, inclusive.

Brother jeweler, shall we hear from
you?

J. P. ARCHIBALD,
President American National Retail Jewelers'

Association.
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ITH the customary re-awakening of social activities at Easter, jewelry
will be in greater demand as usual there will be a revival of interest in
articles of personal adornment, and we can supply you with anything

desired. We carry extensive assortments of Crosses, Lavalliers, Brooches,
Waist Pin Sets, Lockets, Fobs, etc.; in fact, anything that may be required,
all bearing "The Imprint of the Rose," the mark of quality and excellence.

We will be pleased to forward you a memo package containing some of our
" New Sellers," if you will drop us a line to that effect.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO.
ELK AND EAGLE GOODS
A SPECIALTY

" SELLERS d SELLERS"

Our Trade-Mark, The Rose
71 Nassau St., NEW YORK

Stands for Quality and Excellence

Sweep Second Alarm Clock

No. 515. SWEEP SECOND ALARM CLOCK
Each, List $3.80

An Alarm Clock with a long sweep second hand from the
center and automatic release of the switch for shutting off
the alarm. When the clock is wound, the switch releases
itself. 4 inch dial. COPPER CASE, height, 8 i nches.

Movement with steel cut pinions throughout.

Sole
Distribut-
ers for the
United
States
to the
Jobbing
Trade

GEO. KUEHL C& CO.
Office and Warehouse

80-82 Wabash Avenue Chicago

Manufacturers and Importers

Works at
Schonach and Hornberg

Bad. Schwarzwald, Germany

Black Forest Clocks

SOLE AGENTS

Four Hundred-Day Clocks
Traveling Clocks
Alarm Clocks
Music Clocks
Barometers
Chronoscopes
Cuckoo Clocks

Quail and Cuckoo Clocks
Westminster Mantel Chime Clocks

Quarter-Hour Strike Clocks
Novelty Clocks
Nursery Clocks

FOR THE CELEBRATED PHONO ALARM CLOCKS

April, 1909 THE

Appeal to Unorganized States

BLAIRSVILLE, PA., April t, 1909.

THE KEYSTONE PUB. Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Is there a retail
jeweler in the unorganized States who does
not read one or more jewelers' trade jour-
nals ? Is there a retail jeweler in these
States who does not subscribe for one or
more of our jewelers' trade journals? If
there is such a jeweler he should immedi-
ately take down his sign and go into some
other business. He has reached the "dead
line."

Our trade press journals cost only a
pittance. Some monthly journals cost fifty
cents; some one dollar a year. The semi-
weekly and weekly journals cost one dollar
and two dollars a year.

Think of a trade press journal coming
into your store once every week, once every
two weeks or even once a month for two
cents or four cents an issue. This is what
you pay for a journal filled with practical
suggestions on watch making, salesmanship
and optical work. The news columns of
these journals contain such important mat-
ter that no live retail jeweler can afford to
miss it. The addresses given at State and
national conventions appear in full in these
journals and certainly are worth the time it
takes to read them carefully.

The editorials in the trade press always
contain important truths and always point
out to the retail jeweler the trend of busi-
ness affairs. These should be read and
should be put to practical use because they
come from men of affairs, men who have
had experience.

The writer here wishes to state that it
has been his good fortune to meet person-
ally the editors of almost all the trade press
journals, and he wishes to emphasize the
fact that he considers it a privilege to talk
with these learned men on the matters that
pertain to our business. To the writer it
has been a "feast of reason."

The trade journals have responded
gloriously to our request to "boom" organi-
zation work.

If each retail jeweler reads one or more
of his trade journals each month he cer-
tainly should be more interested in organi-
zation work ; for organization work has
been a strong factor in the trade press for
some months past.

It certainly is not possible that there is
a retail jeweler who is opposed to making
money, or who is opposed to making a
profit on the goods he sells.

The average small retail jeweler seems
to be in a "shell." He seems afraid he
might get out of his "shell" and might know
his competitors, or even might know some
new business methods.

Organization brings each man into
closer relationship with trade conditions.
Organization is for the education of the re-
tail jeweler. Our association is not a labor
union, nor is it a trade union. It is the
uniting of minds for the education and ele-
vation of each man.
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Our meetings stand in the same rela-
tionship to us as the editors' conventions,
medical conventions, teachers' educational
meetings and ministers' associations stand
to them. All these are for the higher edu-
cation of the craft.

This higher education is gotten by per-
sonal contact and by interchange of ideas.
So the necessity arises of having meetings
of our craft frequently. We have sug-
gested monthly meetings of local organiza-
tions in all cities and boroughs. Such meet-
ings would be beneficial.

There are twelve or fourteen States
that have not organized: The next three
months should bring results in all these
States. Every retail jeweler who lives in
any of these unorganized States should
"get busy" at once by getting in touch with
the jewelers in his State and with the na-
tional president or secretary.

If fifty retail jewelers in any unorgan-
ized State signify their intention to organ-
ize, the national association will circularize
the State. On organization day an officer
from the national association will come and
assist in the organization, if it is the inten-
tion of the State to affiliate with the national
organization. A State that organizes and
does not affiliate with the national associa-
tion loses very much of the real purpose of
organization. It is only by the united har-
monious efforts of the States in the national
association that we accomplish results.

The many results that have been ac-
complished have been brought about by the
united efforts of the national association
(which is the affiliated States).

Five watch companies have given us a
restrictive selling price on all grades of
watch movements. Three more companies
have already given us a restrictive selling
price on all high-grade movements and have
promised us more restrictive watches in the
near future. This list of eight watch com-
panies covers nearly all standard watches.
Many of these companies have pledged
themselves to sell only to the retail jewelers.

Two brands of sterling silver have now
a restrictive price and are sold only to the
retail jeweler. One manufacturer of silver-
plated ware sells now only to the retail
jeweler. One of the largest silver-plated
hollowware and flatware houses has estab-
lished a "rebate voucher system," thus pro-
hibiting all dealers from cutting the price.
This house absolutely refuses to sell any es-
tablishment that cuts the price.

Some of our best gold-filled chain
manufacturers have declared in favor of the
retail jeweler. Also some locket and brace-
let manufacturers now stand for the retail
jeweler.

The retailing jobber is changing his at-
titude toward the retail jeweler. He is an-
nouncing to the trade that he will sell only
at wholesale and to the legitimate retail
jewelers. This is another credit to the retail
jewelers' organizations.

We are endeavoring to have in every
State a law to regulate the practice of
horology or watch repairing. By such a
law a State board would license all new
watchmakers, after passing an examination.
Surely each retail jeweler will welcome such
a step. Are you willing to assist us?

We are consummating a deal by which
a "trade-mark" will be placed on goods sold
to organization members. This will entitle
them to the exclusive sales of these goods.

We are endeavoring to have laws
passed to prevent fraudulent advertising.
This will eliminate cheap jewelry and cheap
watch cases that flood the market. If
manufacturers are compelled to mark all
jewelry and watch cases just what they are,
very little "cheap, trashy" goods will be
made.

We are endeavoring to have all gold-
filled watch case companies establish a fixed
selling price on their goods. Some com-
panies are ready to grant us the "fixed
price" now. A watch movement with a
"fixed selling price" and a case put on the
movement with a ."fixed selling price" will
solve the watch problem. No mail order
house, no department store, no hardware
store, no street peddler, no retailing jobber
can injure the retail jeweler if the manufac-
turers adopt a "fixed selling price" on all
these goods. The day of "fixed selling
price" on standard goods is at hand.

If the retail jewelers of these unorgan-
ized States read the trade journals, as I have
previously said, they know what results
have been accomplished by the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association.

We have a long list of organized
States. The last great State to come into
the fold and to affiliate with the national as-
sociation is Texas.

Every retail jeweler in these unorgan-
ized States should begin work now and call
a meeting at some central place in your
State and form an organization and imme-
diately affiliate with the national association.

Go out and see the retail jewelers in
your city or community ; ask them to assist
you. Do not be afraid of a little time or a
postage stamp. Write twenty-five postal
cards to brother jewelers and urge them to
get together and organize your State. Each
man who is willing to organize his State
write a postal card to the national president,
telling him so. You will receive a prompt
reply. Wake up, brother jeweler, other
States have organized. What is wrong with
you and your State?

Three dollars a year pays both State
and national dues. Two dollars goes to
help your State and one dollar to the na-
tional association. This price is almost uni-
versal in all States. This is less than one
cent a day for all the help the associations
give you. If one more watch is bought in
your store than last year, you have your
dues for nothing. By means of a fixed sell-
ing price you may sell fifty more watches
a year.

Organization will solve the whole ques-
tion. Get organized. We want you and
your State this month, or next month.
Prepare for the great annual convention of
the American National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation to be held in Omaha, Nebr., Au-
gust 2d to 6th, inclusive.

Brother jeweler, shall we hear from
you?

J. P. ARCHIBALD,
President American National Retail Jewelers'

Association.
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Trade-Mark

ESS OLD R.TINGS

WE NEVER DISAPPOINT

Registered

our friends by sending them inferior goods.
The quality of our Rings never varies.
When you order from us you can depend
upon getting prompt service and goods of
superior workmanship and finish.

We make our own Rings, and always keep
them up to the highest standard. We do not make
inferior goods of any sort. Everything we make
is of plump assay metal and thoroughly good
in every way.

We also make a very complete line of
14 K. and 10 K. FANCY RINGS.
Our Illustrated Catalogue shows

hundreds of designs.
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Registered

HAYDEN W.
WHEELER C& CO.

WRITE US.

RING
MAKERS

2 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

THE COMB HOUSE

Makers of High-Grade, Exclusive

and Artistic Combs, Barrettes

and Bandeaux, both plain and

mounted, in 14 K. and 10 K. gold,

sterling and gold filled, on Real

and Imitation Tortoise Shell.

REPAIR WORK
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

Selection packages sent to

reliable Jewelers

The Wagner Comb Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square (Hartford Building) NEW YORK

How Would it Look in Your Store?
Wouldn't it make your store look a great deal better—wouldn't it increase sales right

away, if you had this

afid/m All-Glass Show Case
in place of some of those old timers you are still carrying ?

Attracting the eye is more than half the battle in the jeweler's business. It is nearly
all the battle.

Fight your trade battles fortified with this handsome sales producer. It is different from
other cases. It is made without framework, bars, corner Pieces, bolts or screw holes, and
consequently allows even the smallest article within to be seen under the fullest possible
advantage. Let us tell you how it is constructed.

It is not only beautiful, but strong and rigid. No case is made better or stronger.
Illustrated catalog and prices on request. Write us for any information desired about

store arrangement or display. Address Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
O' S44,!' Show Case Makers to Progressive MerchantsN 

476-490 West Fort St., DETROIT, MICH.
NEW YORK SALESROOM, 744 Broadway

LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent4'-a4r
Our new book, Metal Store Fronts,•' contains the newest ideas in getting all the value

out of your windows for display work. It incidentally describes and illustrates the Petz
Patent Store Front Construction. Send for a free copy.

New York Letter

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' of the Executive Committee of
Security Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alliance

was held on Friday, March
12th, the following members being present : Chair-
man Butts, Vice-Presidents Wood and Champenois,
Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Alford, Abbott Bow-
den and Brown. The following new members
were admitted:

C. S. Craven, Kansas City, Mo.
Fincher & Ozment Jlry. Co., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
R. Friedman, San Francisco, Cal.
L. Hofma, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Herman Lange, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jas. McCloskey, Shelbyville, Ind.
Phil H. Spohn, Greensburg, Ind.
Stark & James, Bethany, Mo.
P. C. Tryner, Galesburg, Ill.
W. T. Irvine, La Crosse, Wis.
Geo. S. Kern, Indianapolis, Ind.
C. W. Lauer & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
A. D. Lowenthal, Louisville, Ky.
G. W. Plinke, Louisville, Ky.
W. H. Poole, Jr., Monte Vista, Colo.
H. Ratterman, Jr., Cincinnati, Ohio.
J. M. Ditto, Monte Vista, Colo.
P. Hebner & Son, Booneville, Ind.
David Jacobs, Muskegon, Mich.
J. M. Kaden, Grand Haven, Mich.
R. Moss, Owensboro, Ky.
C. R. Rathbun, Otsego, Mich.
Winslow Brothers, Pendleton, Oregon.
F. A. Copeland, Elgin, Ill.
F. H. Hauer & Bro., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Heinzle-Nester Jlry. Store, Boonville, Ind.
Paul Brothers, Troy, N. Y.
J. M. Selliken, Brooklyn, N. Y.
C. R. West, Washington, Ind.
John Friggeri, Pittsburg, Kans.
The Jewel Shop, Robinson., Ill.
Bagg & Co., New York City.
G. S. Daily, Plicenix, N. Y.
E. A. Prange, Grand Rapids, Mich.
J. Rupp & Co., Atchison, Kans.

The following rewards were ordered paid:
No. 75.—To Officer Charles F. Haight, of

New York City, and Constable Spencer J. Lamb, of
Hobart, N. Y., for the arrest and conviction of
Charles Harris, who broke into the store of J. B.
Borst, of Hobart, N. Y., on the night of January
26, tog, and stole miscellaneous jewelry amount-
ing in value between $too and $200.

No. 76.—To Detective Sergeants John R.
Ryan and Andrew J. Kenefick, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
for the arrest and conviction of Andrew Brady,
who smashed the window in the store of Moses
Cohen, of Buffalo, N. Y., and stole a quantity of
jewelry which was on display at the time.

No. 77.—To Officer Henry F. Beck, of Mil-
waukee, Wis., for the arrest and conviction of
Bert Davis, who smashed the window in the store
of E. F. Rohn, of Milwaukee, Wis., in July, 1908,
and stole articles on display.

No. 78.—To Charles Zuelke, a watchman em-
ployed by the Merchants' Police, for the arrest
and conviction of P. Delman, an elevator boy,
who threw a brick through the window of the
store of E. F. Rohn on January tg, tom and
stole a tray of ten watches.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance requests tis
to warn the trade against manufacturing jewelers,
named Cohen & Levine, who recently absconded
with a number of valuable articles of jewelry
which had been entrusted to them for repair.
These parties have worked for a number of manu-
facturers and have always been discharged after
a short period because of mysterious shortages of
the gold, which stopped as soon as they were dis-
charged. They will probably open a shop in sonic
of the nearby cities, or, perhaps, in this city, under
another name, but the trade can protect themselves
if they will not give out any work to parties
who have not been long established and whom
they do not know well.
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The partnership existing for the past thirty-
seven years between William P. Sinnock and
Horace D. Sherrill, and known as Sinnock &
Sherrill, has been dissolved and a new firm, con-
sisting of Horace D. Sherrill, Henry W. Sherrill,
Joseph N. Sinnock, Frederick E. Sinnock and
George G. Ackerman has been formed and will
continue the business as Sinnock & Sherrill. The
new firm. having purchased all the patents, copy-
rights, assets, etc., of the old firm, will collect all
the outstanding accounts and will pay all the lia-
bilities. Joseph N. Sinnock, Frederick E. Sinnock
and George G. Ackerman, who have assisted in
the active management of the factory for the past
seventeen years, will still continue to devote all
of their time and attention to the manufacture,
while Horace D. Sherrill and Henry W. Sherrill
will have the charge of selling these goods as here-
tofore. The firm will continue to sell the whole-
sale trade only.

S. Frackman, 55 Maiden Lane, spent the past
two months covering the western territory and
Joe Fracktnan visited the southern and south-
western trade during the same period.

Henry Karsch, wholesale jeweler at 14 John
Street, died in Florida on March 1st, greatly to
the regret of his host of friends in the trade. The
deceased had been in ill health for some time but
hoped that his sojourn in Florida would restore,
in some measure, his constitution. The hope was
in vain, however, as Mr. Karsch became gradually
worse until he was finally pronounced by the
doctors beyond recovery. He was a member of
the Jewelers' League and was highly popular with
the trade in this city.

The Stationers' Board of Trade held its an-
nual banquet at the Hotel St. Regis last month.
The banqueters numbered 150 and the speakers
included many who are well known in professional
and public life.

Schweiger & Michaels is the name of a new
firm incorporated under the laws of the State to
deal in jewelry and precious stones. The capital
stock is $20,000 and the incorporators are Max
Schweiger, Harry S. Michaels and Otto A.
Samuels, all of this city.

The S. Herbert Cut Glass Company was re-
cently incorporafrzi under the laws of the State
to manufacture cut glass. The capital stock is
$25,000 and the incorporators are S. Herbert,
David L. Wise and John J. Halpin, all of this city.

A beefsteak dinner of the Jewelers' 24-Karat
Club will be held at Reisenweber's restaurant on
the evening of March 20th. The committee in
charge of the arrangements consist of Leo Worm-
ser, David Kaiser and Charles F. Brinck. Each
member is permitted to bring a lady friend and
souvenirs will be given to all in attendance.

M. B. Rosenbeck, with William L. Rosenfeld,
I Maiden Lane, sailed for Europe early last month
on the Lusitania.

Robert B. Steele, formerly with David Kaiser
& Co., has formed a partnership with Morris L.
Girdany, who was formerly in business in Boston.
The name of the firm is Steele & Girdany and
their specialty will be diamond mounting. They
expect to open business May 'St at 47 John Street.
Both members of the firm have been to Europe,
where they made extensive purchases for the
opening.

Capt. William A. Bryant, of M. B. Bryant &
Co., 7 Maiden Lane, took part in the inaugural
ceremonies at Washington with his regiment, which
is known as the First Troop, New Jersey Cavalry.
Captain Bryant has been a member of the National
Guard for thirty-five years.

A. K. Sloan and C. G. Alford returned last
month from their trip South. Both are enthusi-
astic fishermen and report a very pleasant sojourn,
with good catches.
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B. and I. Moskowitz, formerly located at 83
Nassau Street, have moved to more desirable
quarters, at 802 Fulton Street, and have changed
the firm name to Moskowitz Brothers.

The New York Society of Keramic Arts
opened its annual exhibition on March 24th at
the National Arts Club. The exhibition will be
kept open until April loth.

Tiffany & Co. will enlarge their new building
at the southeast Corner Fifth Avenue and Thirty-
seventh Streets by an addition which will cost
$too,000.

Theo. Schisgall, the well-known clock im-
porter, at 116 Chambers Street, returned last
month from a prolonged trip abroad. Some
twenty-five of his employees signalized the ac-
casion by presenting him with a large horseshoe
of American Beauty Roses. Attached to the floral
piece was a white satin ribbon with the inscription,
"Success to you from your employees." Mr.
Schisgall was much touched by this token of re-
gard and heartily thanked his employees for their
kind remembrance. During his month's trip
abroad Mr. Schisgall visited all the principal
manufacturing centers of Europe and purchased
a large stock of clocks and novelties for his sum-
mer and fall trade. Mr. Schisgall says that busi-
ness conditions in Europe are steadily improving
and that manufacturers there are anticipating a
good trade this year from American buyers.

The big industrial issue of the Sun of March
21st contained an extended review of the situation
in the jewelry and optical markets, from which we
make the following extracts :

While there is an increase in the volume of
business in the manufacturing jewelry and the
optical goods business, there is a feeling that the
dealers are holding back orders until the whole
question of tariff revision has been settled.

It is not known what the result of the tariff
revision talk will be and, as a result, the men
who formerly placed large orders in advance of
the time they needed the goods now are buying
from hand to mouth and will not take a chance
of having a supply of goods on hand purchased
under the present tariff, while there is a possibility
that the rate in a few months may be 5 or to
per cent. less than at the time of their purchases.

Among all the manufacturers, however, there
is a feeling that the outlook is very bright. They
are preparing for a big year. There has been less
to worry over in the months since election than
for a long period, and with the return of optimism
there is a fair increase in the selling.

The big firms who supply the small dealer
point to the fact that most of the shelves of the
latter are almost empty and that when he gets
enough confidence in his ability to sell goods he
will send big orders to the supply houses and
replete his slender stock. The impression is that
it will be several months before there is anything
like the free buying that there was in the past.
Certainly not until the tariff has ceased to be a
subject of thought.

The country dealers and jewelers of the small
towns, who, for the last year have refrained from
buying any articles that were not absolutely needed
in their business, have taken a new lease of life
and are sending fair-sized orders to the manu-
facturers and with them letters telling of a re-
newed interest in articles of luxury by the con-
sumers.

A. Moeller, watch and jewelry repairer, will
move about May tst from his present location at
45 Maiden Lane to 7 Maiden Lane.

Asher Green has sold his jewelry store at
Marion, N. C., to J. F. Sprague. Mr. Sprague
has been Mr. Green's watchmaker for several
years and will continue the business at the old
stand.

(Continued on page 583)
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SUCCESSFUL JEWELERS
Both retail and wholesale jewelers must give constant attention to their stock to con-

tinue to be successful. They must have moderate up-to-date jewelry at the right prices.

Under this heading comes our extensive line of 14 K. and 10 K. gold rings for men,
women and children.

The above illustration is but one from many new original ideas recently added to
our ring stock.

It is the finest Scarabee ring on the market to-day, and is made in 14 K. gold only,
in two sizes of top, with gold Signet or Scarabee cut, Bloodstone, Turquoise Matrix, Red
Sard or Epidote, at prices to command attention.

Our travelers now have them, or we would be pleased to send some on selection to
retail jewelers in good standing.

Pacific Coast Representative

A. I. HALL 0 SONS
Jewelers Building. Post Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

LARTER & SONS
23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

TRADE-MARK

Registered U. S. Pat. Office

April, 1909

New York Letter

(Continued from page 581)

The Board of United States
Duty on Amber General Appraisers, in a de-
Necklaces cision handed down recently,

held that amber necklaces were
dutiable as jewelry at 6o per cent. ad valorem.
General Appraiser Sharretts, who wrote the de-
cision of the Board, said: "Amber is neither tech-
nically nor commercially regarded as a precious
stone. Hence we have no hesitation in holding
that necklaces composed wholly of amber are not
commonly known as jewelry; but this will not
benefit the importers. Paragraph 408 provides for
articles composed wholly or in part of beads made
of any material. The courts have held that
precious stones pierced were not beads, and in
reaching that conclusion the judicial tribunal fol-
lowed trade understanding as shown by over-
whelming evidence. In the present case no such
condition exists. The necklaces are composed of
amber made into a form commercially and popu-
larly known as beads. We accordingly hold the
merchandize was properly assessed with duty at
6o per cent. ad valorem—under paragraph 408,
however, rather than paragraph 434. Duty at the
proper rate having been assessed on the goods, it
is not material which paragraph was selected to
accomplish that result. The protest is overruled
and the collector's decision stands undisturbed."

Import trade means so much to
Increased New York that the official
Imports statistics are always studied

with interest. The figures for
February, therefore, have been received with
much satisfaction. The imports of the country
for that month were valued at $118,635,807. This
is an increase of $34,000,000 over the figures of
February, 1908, and is within less than $4,50o,000
of the figures for February, 1907. It is the
heaviest importation for any single month since
August, 1907. Reviewing these figures, a prominent
authority says : "From a review of these figures
only one inference is possible. That is that the
element of confidence, so vital in commercial and
industrial activities, has already been restored in
large measure. In many lines there is either de-
mand for goods or assurance that the demand
will come as soon as the tariff question is deter-
mined. There may also be inferred the prevalence
of a belief that it will be good business to be
prepared to meet the • demand. If Congress
reaches an early decision on the steel schedules
there is every probability that an early day will
see innumerable wheels in active motion."

Clarence F. Bayer and Albert Pretzfelder,
both of the Bayer & Pretzfelder Company, It
West Seventeenth Street, are out on the road
showing the trade samples of their new line of
imported goods. They will be out for some time
and expect to cover a large amount of territory.

The firm of N. J. Felix & Sons has been in-
corporated under the laws of the State to manu-
facture jewelry and ornaments, with a capital of
$200o. The incorporators are E. J. Forhan, H.
M. Browne and J. J. Harper, all of this city.

Theodore Schisgall, the well-known clock im-
porter, who sells imported clocks with an Ameri-
can guarantee, has been compelled by expanding
business to enlarge his quarters and has leased
the building adjoining his present store. He now
occupies both 116 and Ir8 Chambers Street.

F. T. Pearce Company, manufacturers of gold
pens and pencils, will remove, April 1st, their
New York sales office from 2o Maiden Lane to
18o Broadway.

On May 1st Jerseman & Wagner, makers of
display stands and cases, will occupy the third
floor of 105 Maiden Lane in addition to their
present quarters on the second floor of the same
building. Business has been so good with this
firm that they have been compelled to enlarge in
order to fill their orders promptly.

Ketcham & McDougall have moved from their
old quarters at 37 and 39 Maiden Lane to more
desirable quarters at 15, 17 and 19 Maiden Lane,
where they have much greater facilities for
handling their growing business. The new quar-
ters have been handsomely furnished and fixtured
and specially arranged according to the firm's ideas.
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David L. Gluck, who is now located on the
fourth floor of the building at 65 Nassau Street.
will, on May ist, move into new quarters on the
fifth floor of the same building.

The High Mould Art Silver Deposit Com-
pany was recently incorporated for the manufac-
ture of glassware, china and porcelain. The
capital stock is $50,000 and the incorporators are
Joseph Payne, of Yonkers; Jacques A. Hine and
Arthur C. Blatz, of Mount Vernon.

Louis Friedlander, of R. L. & M. Friedlander,
30 Maiden Lane, sailed last month for Bermuda
on a brief vacation. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Friedlander.

Charles L. Power, the popular president of
the 24-Karat Jewelers' Club, is mourning the loss
of his mother, who died last month at her home
in Philadelphia. Mr. Power has received ex-
pressions of sympathy from his host of friends
in the trade.

F. F. Meade, formerly representing William
A. Penfield & Co., of this city, has joined the
traveling force of the South Bend Watch Co. and
will have as his territory New York and New
Jersey.

The wedding of Harry A. Greenhall, of New
York, to Florine Aufhauser was celebrated at the
St. Regis Hotel on March 23d. The bride is the
daughter of S. Aufhauser, President of the Pack-
ham Seamless Ring Manufacturing Company.

The Cross & Beguelin team has won first
place in the Jewelers' Bowling League for the
season 1908-09.

The Bowling League dinner will be given at
Reisenweber's on April 3d, when a record at-
tendance is expected.

Beefsteak Dinner of 24-Karat Club

The Jewelers' 24-Karat Club gave a beef-
steak dinner at Reisenweber's Columbus Circle,
on the evening of March 20th. The innovation on
this occasion was the invitation extended to the
wives and daughters of the members, who gladly
accepted the proferred hospitality of the club.
The guests assembled at 6 P. }4., and after some
minutes spent in friendly conversation and mu-
tual introduction, Vice-President Kaiser an-
nounced that all was in readiness for the dinner.
As is customary on such occasions, linen-covered
wine boxes were used instead of tables and were
placed in parallel rows lengthwise of the room.
At each box two guests were seated facing each
other. When they had located their seats, which
were marked by cards, all guests, both ladies and
gentlemen, adjusted their aprons and caps. The
scene when all were seated was a pretty one, as
may well be supposed.

In addition to the beefsteak, which was
daintily served in slices, there were oyster cock-
tails, lamb chops, celery, etc., all of which seemed
to appeal very favorably to the appetites of the
diners. The banquet was presided over by Vice-
President Kaiser in the unavoidable absence of
the president, Charles L. Power, whose health
was drunk with a will. A toast was also proposed
to L. P. White, President of the Philadelphia
Jewelers' Club, and it need scarcely be added that
the toast was received with prolonged and en-
thusiastic applause. As is customary on such
occasions, there was considerable excellent music,
both vocal and instrumental, the choruses being.
particularly well rendered owing to the addition
of the many female voices.

A pleasing feature of the occasion was the
presentation of a handsome three-stone diamond
ring to Charles Brinck in recognition of his un-
tiring efforts to make the club and its functions
unqualified successes. The presentation was made
by Leo Wormser, who paid a high tribute to Mr.
Brinck and his disinterestedness in furthering the
interests of the club. Mr. Brinck responded with
a few appropriate remarks which were received
with unstinted applause.

Col. John L. Shepherd, the widely-known
orator of the jewelry trade, was called upon, as
usual, and addressed the guests in a character-
istic manner. Mr. Shepherd began his speech by
saying, "If you would give me a ring like that,
I would talk all night." This remark brought
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much applause, although the members are well
aware that the Colonel is quite capable of per-
forming this feat without any inducement should
occasion call for it. A toast was also proposed to
A. K. Sloan by Vice-President Kaiser, and the
assemblage evidenced its feeling in the cry, "Gus
Sloan is all right." Mr. Sloan suitably responded.

The souvenirs used on this occasion were
brass paper cutters of colonial design. It was
universally conceded that the banquet added yet
another triumph to the many social events now
to the credit of the club.

The Annual Meeting of the Jewelers'
Protective Union

The Jewelers' Protective Union held its
thirty-first annual meeting last month at its offices
in the Silversmiths' Building. President 0. G.
Fessenden occupied the chair and conducted the
business of the meeting. The work done during
the year is best told in the annual report of the
executive committee, which was in part as follows:

There were, during the past year, twenty-two
cases of travelers' trunks going astray through the
carelessness of railroad or hotel employees. The
union was successful in locating them shortly
after their disappearance and restoring them to
their owners.

In nearly all of the cases of robbery handled
by the union the thieves have been convicted. The
union, of course, never gives up, and it often
requires many months and sometimes years, to
finally accomplish the desired result.

The following are a few of the cases handled
by the union : At San Francisco a traveler missed
jewelry from one of his telescopes. It was ascer-
tained that the porter whom he had hired to carry
his samples was the guilty man and he was ar-
rested and pleaded guilty to the charge. The
goods were recovered. In May a man was ar-
rested at South Bend, Ind., for selling a horse and
buggy which he had hired. Subsequently he con-
fessed he had been concerned in various burglaries
and an investigation showed that he was the man
who, in December, 1907, robbed the trunk of one
of our members at Canton, Ohio. Although we
were never able to recover any of the goods be-
cause the thief disposed of them in pawnshops
all over the country, piece by piece, it is a satis-
faction to know that he is now serving a To-years'
sentence in a State prison in Indiana. This man
was a porter, at the time of the robbery, at the
hotel in Canton where our member was robbed.

In June a member was robbed in Chicago of
a wallet containing a large amount of loose dia-
monds. Constant work on the case until October
resulted in the arrest of the thief and his con-
viction and sentence to serve a term of not more
than ten years in the Illinois penitentiary. A con-
siderable quantity of the goods were recovered.

In November the porter of a hotel in Omaha,
Nebr., stole a trunk from one of our members
and, by the prompt action of the salesman and the
police, assisted by our employees, the thief was
soon captured, convicted and sentenced to three
years in the State prison. The trunk was recov-
ered intact.

During the year a salesman for one of our
members disappeared with a part of the goods
entrusted to his care. We succeeded in locating
him, bringing him back to New York, where he
was convicted and sentenced to a term not to ex-
ceed three years and six months in the penitentiary.

Your committee has followed closely everything
pertaining to the interests of the organization and
are pleased to say that in its opinion we have an
organization second to none of its kind in the
country.

The reports of the secretary and treasurer
were presented and approved. These reports
showed that the society was in a healthy condition
financially despite the unusually large expenditure
during the past year.

The election of officers resulted as follows:
Oliver G. Fessenden, president ; Frederick H.
Larter, vice-president ; Ira Goddard, assistant
secretary and treasurer. Executive committee,
August Oppenheimer, Leopold Stern, George W.
Street, Charles G. Alford, Augustus K. Sloan,
W. T. Gough, M. Luther Bowden and David Kaiser.



ITH the opening of the Easter trade
begins the real Spring business in

Jewelry and the demand is heavy for
novelties and the latest styles in season-
able merchandise.

(if Our stocks, both in the house and on the road, are
prepared with special reference to supplying the
particular demand at the time.

( r The latest novelties in Jewelry for Spring wear are
to be found in our lines, of the best makes and
most dependable qualities.

iI Our travelers' stocks receive constant additions as
new styles and latest designs in Jewelry reach us.

ci Our stocks of mounted and unmounted diamonds,
the latter imported by us direct from the largest
European markets, are most comprehensive.

(if Our lately enlarged salesrooms and showrooms,
with a commodious rest-room provided with facili-
ties for business and conveniences for the comfort
of our visitors, are at your disposal.

II When in Chicago avail yourself of them.
Make your headquarters with us.

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO.
CHICAGO
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The report of Chicago's proposed $5o,000,000
subway became public a few days ago. The re-
port deals with one of the most perplexing ques-
tions facing Chicago, namely, the relief of down-
town traffic congestion. The report is compiled
on the theory that within the next twenty-five or
thirty years Chicago's population will be between
5,000,000 and 7,000,000 and sets forth the desira-
bility and possibility of an immediate beginning
of underground construction in order to reduce
the surface congestion in the central district
rather than to afford rapid transit to different
parts of the city. The subway district in which
it is planned to start immediate construction is
included in the territory bounded by Chicago
Avenue, Twelfth Street, Michigan Avenue and
Halsted Street. The subway within this district
is planned to be the nucleus of a vast underground
construction, capable of accommodating 7,000,000
people. The report recommends a four-track
construction, the cost of which is estimated at
$3,750,000 a mile. On a basis of a three-track
construction the cost is given as $2,500,000 per
mile. As to the downtown subway the engineers
who compiled the report make the following
recommendations:

"It will be desirable first to construct four-
track subways north and south at the eastern
margin of the city, extending from the vicinity of
Chicago Avenue and Orleans Street to the vicinity
of State and Twenty-second Streets, and follow-
ing this to construct other subways extending
easterly from the vicinity of Halsted Street and
Blue Island Avenue to the eastern margin of the
city, then northerly to streets just south of the
main river and thence westerly to the vicinity of
Halsted and Lake Streets. It is suggested that
two tracks in the north .and south subways might
be used for surface lines and two tracks for the
elevated lines."

For several years past Chicago merchants,
especially those in the downtown districts, have
been face to face with this problem of downtown
congestion. Above the multiplicity of plans for
relief that were suggested stood out in bold relief
the one alternative of either finding ways and
means to handle the shopping public when it
comes downtown or find an entirely new business
center. In the face of this, this report unani-
mously agreed upon by a score of competent en-
gineers comes as a relief. The business interests
have received it with one accord and an early
beginning is not only to be hoped for but ur-
gently demanded.

To E. E. Swadener, secretary of F. A. Hardy
& Co., belongs the credit of stirring into action
the Market Co-operation Committee, one of the
several sub-committees of the Ways and Means
Committee of the Chicago Association of Com-
merce. Business men of Chicago who are not in
touch with the work of this committee can little
appreciate to what extent it is working in educat-
ing Chicago to know itself better. The thought

has often occurred to us as to whether or not
Chicago really knows Chicago. Whether or
not the jobbers in any one particular line know
all the local manufacturers in that line. As a
manufacturing center Chicago is improving
rapidly and in the jewelry line she is making
wonderful strides, yet we venture the statement
that only a small percentage of the retail
jewelers of Chicago really know what is being
done every day in the year in this western
metropolis in the manufacture of jewelry. This
committee deserves encouragement because at the
outset of such a campaign it would appear that
sentiment must be appealed to for a test of the
truth of the statement that Chicago really manu-
factures goods that Chicago houses need. This
committee no doubt realizes that sentiment is not
a money-making factor in any line of business,
and this would call for extra effort on the part
of the manufacturers to make this market within
economic limitations, sufficient in itself. In de-
vising ways and means to bring about co-opera-
tion this committee is giving serious consideration
to a "Chicago Goods Day" early in the summer.

News From the Trade

A. K. Potter, of the E. A. Potter Company,
Providence, R. I., was in town the middle of the
month on a business trip, which included St. Louis.

Charles Spencer, of Norris, Alister & Co.,
spent two weeks at Oconomowoc, Wis., last month
enjoying a rest.

Harry E. Farquharson, western representa-
tive of E. A. Potter Company, and E. D. Gilmore
& Co., has engaged Mort J. Savory to assist him
in taking care of the Chicago trade. Mr. Far-
quharson returned late in the month from a trip
to the Pacific Coast.

G. V. Dickinson, vice-president of the Elgin
National Watch Company, spent several weeks
last month in southern California.

J. IL Mosher, of Ackley, Minn., has been ap-
pointed division watch inspector for the Great
Northern Railroad.

Grant Snyder, formerly in the jewelry busi-
ness at Prescott, Iowa, and well known to the
Chicago jobbing trade, died early in the month
after. an operation for appendicitis. He was 43
years of age and leaves a widow and two children.

Harry Fiedman, formerly in business at 2704
Wentworth Avenue, will hereafter be located at 87
East Thirty-first Street.

Henry Goldsmith, a retailer at Davenport,
Iowa, stopped off on the Chicago market early
in the month on his return from an extended
trip East.

A. Wolf, formerly secretary and treasurer of
the Wolf Brothers Co., has sold his interests in
that company and gone in business for himself
at 161 Clark Street, under the firm name of A.
Wolf & Co.

W. P. Waters, a well-known jeweler-optician
of Sheridan, Wyo., spent several days on the local
market early in the month, combining business
with pleasure. Mrs. Waters accompanied him.
Mr. Waters is a member of the Wyoming Legis-

lature and while here received a very fitting testi-
monial from labor officials of his State, thanking
him for the work he had done in the interests of
organized labor.

B. C. Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., left late
in the month on an extended trip through the
South.

M. F. Barger, of M. F. Barger & Co., watch
jobbers, has returned from a four weeks' trip
through the South. He was accompanied by his
family.

Frank T. Barton, member of the firm of
George N. Steere & Co., spent two weeks at the
company's factory at Attleboro last month.

George P. Campbell, a well-known retailer of
South Chicago, has the sympathy of his many
friends in the trade in the death of his wife,
which occurred early in the month.

Henry Behrens, formerly in business at Ard-
more, Okla., will open a store at Lincoln and
Belmont Avenues, this city. He was formerly in
business on Milwaukee Avenue.

The annual meeting of the American Associa-
tion of Wholesale Opticians will take place in this
city May 20th at the Palmer House. The Chicago
trade is making preparations to entertain the
largest gathering ever held in the history of the
association.

John B. Hodgens, formerly buyer for the
Chicago office of the Geneva Optical Company,
has gone to Des Moines to take charge of that
branch.

A. L. Haman, of St. Paul, spent several days
on the Chicago market late in the month.

S. Lebolt, jewelry buyer for Rothschild & Co.,
was East early in the month selecting spring lines.

E. H. Gross, jeweler-optician of Kenmore,
N. D., is attending the Northern Illinois College.

Word has been received by the Chicago trade
announcing a dissolution in partnership in the
firm of Regnell, Bigney & Co., of Attleboro. J.
A. Bigney will continue the business under the
old name for the present. John Cunningham
will continue as Chicago and western representa-
tive of the company.

Joseph Nicoll, 6249 Madison Avenue, Chicago,
has purchased the Pearson jewelry store at St.
Charles, Ill., and will continue the business. Mr.
Pearson has retired from business and moved to
Hot Springs, Ark.

The Chicago jobbing trade was grieved to
learn of the sudden death of Ignatz Haberl, a
pioneer jeweler of Denver, Col., which occurred
late in February. Mr. Haberl was the founder
of the Haber! Lapidary & Jewelry Co., in 1872,
and was the first lapidist in Denver. He was one
of the best-known jewelers and lapidists of the
West and had an extensive acquaintance in Chi-
cago, where he was highly respected and esteemed.
He was 83 years of age and is survived by three
sons.

The annual convention of the Illinois Retail
Jewelers' Association, which takes place at Peoria,
Ill., June 29th and 30th, promises to be one of
the most interesting conventions ever held in this
State. President I. A. Marea, of Belvidere, an-
nounces that the programme is about complete.
The Illinois State Society of Optometrists will

meet on the same dates in Peoria. This will in-

sure a large attendance.
Mr. Wieting, of the well-known firm of Welte

& Wieting, of Peoria, Ill., was in the city late in

the month to attend a meeting of opticians.
A. C. Becken, of the A. C. Becken Company,

left early in the month for a two months' sojourn

in southern California. He was accompanied by
his family.

Glen L. Seitz, who was formerly with Charles

E. Graves & Co., will hereafter represent Bedford

& Jones, New York. He will make his head-

quarters in the Republic Building.

Walter F. Peck, whose jewelry store at
Gardner, Ill., was recently destroyed by fire, has
purchased an entirely new line of stock and fix-
tures and is open for business at a new location

ill the same town.
Edwin H. Harrison, son of Edwin D. Har-

rison, a jeweler of Pocatello, Idaho, spent several

days on the Chicago market on his way home
after an extended sojourn in Switzerland.

(Continued on page 587)



BARGAINS IN DIAMONDS

wE have just purchased at an exceptionally
low price a large quantity of DIAMONDS,

which we are offering at snappy bargain prices.
Some of the stones are perfect, others slightly
imperfect, but they are all fine white and snappy
BARGAINS the snappiest you could ask for.
Any weight you want. This is your opportunity
to replenish your Diamond stock. Send for a
selection package.

C. H. KNIGHTS -THEARLE CO.
DIAMOND IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO

Ap1, 1909
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William Poggenpohl has opened a retail store
at Taylorsville, Ill. He was formerly in business
at Seattle, Wash.

George H. Thomas has added the Hartford
Sterling Company's line to the other lines he
represents in Chicago and the Central West.

Fred E. Williams, jeweler at Augusta, Wis.,
spent several weeks on the local market last month
replenishing his stock. He was a welcome visitor
at THE KEYSTONE office.

J. C. Collins, a jeweler of Belmont, Wis., was
a visiting buyer on the local market late in the
month.

M. S. Fleishman, of the M. S. Fleishman
Company, left late in the month for a vacation of
several weeks through the West. He was ac-
companied by his daughter.

Landers, Frary & Clark will move their sales-
room from the Silversmith's Building to the fif-
teenth floor of the Heyworth Building April. r5th.

W. K. Day, of Day & Baring,
manufacturers' agents at San Fran-
cisco, was in Chicago late in the
month consulting A. M. Chadbourne,
Chicago and western representative
of the James E. Blake Company.
Mr. Day will take over the territory
west of Denver, formerly covered by
Mr. Chadbourne, who will hereafter
confine his attention to Chicago and
the Central West.

A new retail jewelry store and
one of the most elaborately appointed
in the United States will grace the
ground floor of the new McCormick
Building, which is to be erected on
the site of the Victoria Hotel, Van
Buren Street and Michigan Avenue.
The store will be conducted by
Spaulding & Co., who will occupy it
May i, 1910, when the lease on their
present location expires. The new
store will have a frontage of 6o
feet on Michigan Avenue and 170
feet on Van Buren Street. W. B.
Holden, manager of the Paris branch
of the company, was added to the
list of directors of this company at
a recent meeting of the stockholders.

The funeral of Almer E. Klein,
son of F. C. Klein, of this city, who
died recently in Phoenix, Ariz., was
held here early in the month. Deceased was 20
years of age and he had a host of friends in the
jewelry trade. Shortly before his death he com-
pleted a lapidary course in Germany.

0. C. Zinn, a well-known jeweler and optician
of Hastings, Nebr., was in Chicago the early part
of the month replenishing his spring stocks.

Stephen J. Williams, mail carrier No. 19, who
has charge of the distributing of the mails in the
Heyworth Building, recently found a package con-
taming, among other things, two mounted dia-
monds valued at $100 in one of the hallways of
the building. The package was lost by a mes-
senger employed by M. S. Fleishman Company
and was returned through an advertisement in the
daily papers. The mail carrier was rewarded
with a ten-dollar bill.

David Jacobs, of Muskegon, Mich., was a
visiting buyer here early in the month.

The Ideal Jewelry Manufacturing Company
has been incorporated in Illinois with a capital
of $r000. It will be located in Chicago.

Edward A. Wills, formerly in charge of the
escapement department of the Elgin National
Watch Company, is now manager of the J. J.
Sweeney Jewelry Company, of Houston, Tex.

Henry Pfordresher, who for the past five
years has represented the George L. Brown Com-
pany, of Attleboro, Mass., in Chicago and the
West, has given up that line and will hereafter
represent the Eastern Jewelry Company, of Provi-
dence, R. I., in the territory west of Pittsburg.

Jacob Bunn, President of the Illinois Watch
Company, is enjoying his annual spring vacation
at Hot Springs, Ark.

KEYSTONE

The factory of the Illinois Watch Company,
at Springfield, Ill., has been undergoing a thorough
overhauling. An addition of 20 x 16o feet is also
being built, which, when completed, will add con-
siderably to the working capacity of the plant.

The March issue of Allen's Monthly contains
a very striking likeness of Benjamin Allen, the
founder of the firm of Benjamin Allen & Co.
This number was the Easter issue and brought
forth many complimentary remarks from retailers
throughout the country.

Steve King; traveler for C. H. Knights-
Thearle Company, was called in from the road
the middle of the month by the illness of his
daughter. Her condition is now much improved.

C. H. Knights, of C. H. Knights-Thearle
Company, will spend the first week of this month
on the diamond markets at Amsterdam, Holland.
Last month he completed a tour of Egypt and
will spend several weeks touring Europe before
returning home. He is accompanied by his family.
Wendell & Co., refiners and manufacturing
jewelers, who for several years have been located

at 57 Washington Street, have removed to new
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rightfully presenting Chicago as a manufacturing
center for jewelry before the retail jewelry trade
of the West. This plan is full of promises and
cannot help but redound to the success of all the
jewelry interests centered in Chicago. The work
being done by these manufacturing jewelers to
boost their business and incidentally the aggregate
business of this market was recognized by the
Chicago Association of Commerce when its new
Ways and Means Committee was recently organ-
ized. Ever since the association was formed a
sub-committee has been maintained under the head
of "Jewelry and Kindred Lines," but under the
present arrangements there is a committee which
will pay special attention to the interest of the
manufacturing jewelers. William F. Juergens, of
Juergens & Anderson Co., is chairman, and Fred
Blatier, of Fred Blauer & Co., and A. H. Witt-
stein, of Schroder, Wittstein & Co.,/are members
of this committee. The spirit shown by the manu-
facturing jewelers is the true Chicago spirit and
the plan which they are about to launch will add
strength and prestige to the reputation which
Chicago already enjoys of being the largest dis-

tributing center for jewelry in the
world. The officers of the Chicago
Manufacturing Jewelers' Association
are: President, William Wilson, of
Wilson & Co.; vice-president, F. H.
Jacobson, of F. H. Jacobson & Co.,
and treasurer, Charles Wechter.

Group of Leaders in Railway Watch Inspectors' Association

Front row, left to right.—A. W. Bishop, Robert W. Little, 
Milton Kohler,

W. L. Jones, M. B. Korman. Back row.—F. E. Alder, James Ralston, W. H.

Reisner, M. LeRoy Kohler, C. M. Metheny, W. H. H. Needy, 
Charles F. Sarbaugh.

quarters on the twelfth floor of the building at

256 Madison Street. Their new quarters will

cover 7000 square feet. Additional new machin-

' ery has been installed. The factory is one of the

best equipped in the West.

Chicago as a Jewelry Manufacturing

Center

It would seem as if the manufacturing
jewelers of Chicago would soon come to their
own through the Committee on Market Co-opera-
tion of the Chicago Association of Commerce.
Chicago has been making rapid strides as a marm-
facturing center and especially is this true in the

jewelry line. The Chicago Manufacturing
Jewelers' Association is preparing to launch a
campaign of publicity for the purpose of boosting

the Great Central Market as a center for the

manufacture of jewelry. This is a commendable

move and one which will prove advantageous not

only to the manufacturers but also to the jobbers

of Chicago and the retail trade of this western

country as well. At the present time there are

about forty manufacturing jewelers in Chicago,

nearly all of whom are members of the associa-

tion. The plan which is to be pursued in winning

recognition of Chicago as a manufacturing center

has as yet not been definitely arranged, but they

have so far matured as to warrant the announce-

ment that they will be entered into by all the

manufacturers with the one purpose in view of

Railway Watch Inspectors'
Association

We are informed by Secretary-
Treasurer Robert W. Little, of the
above association, that considerable
progress has been made since the
organization was formed at a meeting
in Hagerstown on February 22d.
New members, we understand, are
being continually added and another
meeting will be held in Baltimore in
May or June, at which the organiza-
tion will be perfected. The meeting
will be held simultaneously with the
meeting of the Maryland Retail
Jewelers' Association, which will, no
doubt, result in a large attendance.
Mr. Little states that there has been
much need for an association of this
character in order that losses may be
reduced, delinquents located and other
matters of interest to the inspectors

properly regulated. The officers and directors
are as follows:

President, Milton Kohler, Hagerstown, Md.;
secretary-treasurer, Robert W. Little, Cumberland,
Md.; first vice-president, W. L. Jones, Martins-
burg, W. Va.; second vice-president, A. W.
Bishop, Connellsville, Pa., and third vice-president,
M. B. Korman, Washington, D. C. Directors:
W. H. H. Needy, Hagerstown, Md.; Charles F.
Sarbaugh, Hanover, Pa.; C. M. Metheny, Thomas,
W. Va.; F. E. Alder, Brunswick, Md.; James
Ralston, Weston, W. Va., and Charls C. Crooks,
Baltimore, Md.

New Jersey to Organize

A meeting of the retail jewelers of the State
of New Jersey will be held at 1.30 P. M. on April
14th, at the Trenton House, Trenton, N. J. This
meeting is being held for the purpose of affiliating
with the American National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation. The trade in the State has been circu-
larized in regard to the matter and a large meeting
is promised.

Colorado to Organize

A meeting of the retail jewelers of Colorado
has been called for the purpose of forming an or-
ganization to affiliate with the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association. The meeting will
be held at IO A. M. on April 13th, at Albany Hotel,
Denver, Colo., when it is expected a large number
of the jewelers of the State will be found on hand.
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The Gillette Company begs to announce
the construction of a hundred thousand-dollar
addition to its present million-dollar factory in

Boston—the fourth enlargement of facilities in four years.
The present factory contains about
four acres of floor space and employs
seventeen hundred people. The new
addition is to increase the blade equip-
ment, which has been greatly taxed
during the past three months.

Foreign demand has become so great that
GILLETTE factories have been established in
Canada, England, France and Germany.

Canadian Office
63 St. Alexander St., Montreal

London Office
17 Holborn Viaduct, E. C.

The GILLETTE has been granted basic
patents by twenty-two foreign Governments and
is protected by over a hundred Registrations of
Trade Mark.

As a money-maker for the retail store the
GILLETTE is of growing importance. Dealers
find it pays to give it prominent display and to
use freely the GILLETTE signs, literature and
trade helps.

612 Kimball Building, Boston

Factories: Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

New York, Times Building

Chicago, Stock Exchange
Building
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C. Oskamp Daller, of the Clemens-Oskamp

Jewelry Company, Vine Street, is taking a very

active part in the affairs of the Advertisers' Club

and is endeavoring to secure a fund of $too,000

with which to advertise in the daily newspapers

throughout the country the great advantages which

Cincinnati offers as a business and residential city.

Mr. Daller is a member of the welfare committee.

J. W. S. Evans, formerly in the jewelry busi-

ness in Fourth Street, died March 1st at his home

in Milford, Ohio, near Cincinnati. He retired

from business several years ago. He is survived

by a widow and two daughters.
Three men, giving the names of Mathew

Miller, Greenwood, Ky.; Benton Phelps, Oneida,

Tenn., and Lee Sharp, Knoxville, Tenn., were ar-

rested here March 2d after having been followed

by officers for some time. The officers said the

men toured the shopping district "over-the-Rhine,"

and that the man who gave the name of Sharp

went into a number of jewelry stores and ex-

amined jewelry as if he intended purchasing,

while the others remained outside but always near

the store. Sharp was penniless, but the others

had some little money and a loaded revolver each.

They claimed they were merely passing through

the city, but in police court Judge Bede fined

Miller and Phelps $200 and costs each for carry-

ing concealed weapons, and Sharp $5o and costs

for loitering.
Ben Greenwald, Race Street jeweler and

diamond merchant, has sued, in Squire Belsinger's
court, Bert Williams, the colored comedian of
Williams & Walker's show, which was playing
here that week. He asks for $275, claimed to be
due for merchandise. Effects were attached to
satisfy the claim.

Despondent over ill health and poor business,

it is claimed, Joseph Terlau, of 38 Pike Street,
Covington, Ky., who conducted a jewelry store

at 814 Madison Avenue, Covington, for the past
twenty-five years, committed suicide March loth
in a sensational manner. He walked across the
street from his place of business to an undertak-
ing establishment and looking into a mirror over

a washstand, shot himself through the head. He
leaves a wife and seven children.

Cincinnati jeweler friends of Edward Mitten-
dorf, formerly of Cincinnati, are congratulating
him upon the purchase of his second jewelry store
since leaving here. The new store is in Blue-
field, W. Va.

Burglars with a keen desire for fine jewelry
and tableware have created a reign of terror in

Cincinnati the past few weeks. They worked
their way into the World Manufacturing Corn-
pany's plant the night of March 2d and made way
with money and valuables from the strong boxes
running up to the thousands of dollars. Jewels be-
longing to W. P. Harrison, president of the com-
pany, valued at $500 and jewels which belonged
to Mr. Harrison's dead daughters, valued at al-

most a thousand dollars, were overlooked. They
were in a satchel. A packet of diamonds, valued
at $300, belonging to Miss Rose Armstrong, was
also overlooked by the burglars in their haste.

Two nights previous to this robbery burglars
entered the home of John J. Ryan, former race
horse owner, and stole $1600 in money, a diamond
pin valued at $400, a pair of diamond earrings
valued at $t7oo and a 4-carat diamond ring valued
at $700. A few nights later burglars went
through Clifton in an automobile and, visiting a
number of homes of wealthy citizens, stole jewelry
and valuables worth several thousand dollars.

A negro tried to rob the jewelry store of
Emil Claus, 713 Vine Street. He had broken the

window and was reaching for some jewelry when
the driver of a milk wagon frightened him away.
The police have been unable to secure any clues
to the burglar's identity and owners of valuable
jewelry and family plate are either depositing the
same in strong boxes in banks and trust com-
panies or are sleeping on their arms at night.
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G. W. Ott, 32, for twelve years a salesman

for Richter & Phillips, wholesale jewelers at Fifth

and Vine Streets, was found dead in his bed in

the Hotel Curry, at Hurricane, W. Va., on the

morning of February 28th. Death is believed to

have been due to diabetes, from which Mr. Ott

had been a long sufferer, and which caused him
much mental worry for some time prior to his
death. He leaves a wife, whose home is in Cin-

cinnati. Mr. Ott was a brother-in-law of C. E.

Richter, of the firm of Richter & Phillips. He

traveled for years in Ohio, Indiana and West
Virginia and had hosts of friends amongthe jewelry

trade there. H. M. Chaffee, until recently with
Albert Brothers, wholesale jewelers, has been

secured by Richter & Phillips to fill the vacancy

caused by Mr. Ott's death. He will cover the

same territory.
Abner Thorpe, Jr., bankruptcy trustee, con-

ducted a sale March 3d of the assets of Harry
Feltman, Fourth Street retail jeweler, who went
into voluntary bankruptcy February 1st. Mr.
Feltman is now identified with the Gem, a novelty
jewelry store on Race Street.

The Maguire Monogram Company, manu.

facturing jewelers, was incorporated at Columbus,

Ohio, February 25th, by J. F. Rogers, H. J.

Richesheiser, Mark A. Copeland, R. N. Russell

and W. S. Mitchell. The firm is doing business

in Cleveland, Ohio.
The new officers of the Cincinnati Retail

Jewelers' Association were installed in office on

the evening of February 26th. John Bertling is

the new president. The matter of re-establishing

a jewelry journal was discussed.
Howard Breen, a son-in-law of Clemens

Oskamp, the jeweler, died recently in Pasadena,

Cal. The body was interred in Spring Grove

cemetary, here, March 17th.
Joseph Noterman, big Race Street wholesale

jeweler and diamond importer, has rendered such

good services as president of the Covington, Ky.,
waterworks commission that the commission has

re-elected him to that position. He has served

several years in that capacity.
"The spring trade has been very fair," said

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox. "Our men

are out on their second trip and will return about

May 1st. Hugo Lindenberg is in the South, Lee

Kahn is in the Southeast and Joseph Rosenbaum

is in the West and Northwest. Lee Horn started
North March 20th. While the spring business

was not quite as heavy as we had hoped for, yet

it was much larger than last year and is very fair.

1 look for better business right along now."

Fox Brothers & Co., big diamond importers,

will soon enlarge their diamond-cutting establish-

ment. The firm has had a diamond-cutting estab-

lishment for many years and feels its constantly

increasing business demands larger facilities in

this line. The firm will probably buy some

diamond-cutting machinery soon. Burton Fox, of

the firm, is now in Europe buying rough and cut

diamonds. Sol. Fox, of the firm, has just re-

turned from a pleasure trip to Atlantic City, ac-

companied by Mrs. Fox. They will leave about

the middle of April for a four months' pleasure

tour of Europe. Mr. Fox says the firm's business

has been very nice and that while sales were not

as large last month as for the corresponding

month of the past two or three years, that the

volume of business was very satisfactory, condi-

tions considered.
Wallenstein, Mayer & Co., big wholesale

jewelers, said business has been very fair so far

this spring and that indications are that the spring

business as a whole will have proven to be very

satisfactory, everything considered. Sales have

been away ahead of last year's. The firm says

the retail trade still feels the effects of last year's

business, but that a better tone characterizes the

trade in every section covered by the house's

traveling men, which they take as a very favor-

able indication of the nearness of better times.

Miss Ruth Spritz, bookkeeper for Wallen-

stein, Mayer & Co., accompanied by her sister,

Miss Sylvia Spritz, attended an exclusive music

recital March 55th at Ruchville, Ind.

C. S. Bennett, bookkeeper for the Frank

Herschede Company, big Fourth Street jeweler,

said: "Business is very good with us. We are

selling quite a deal of silver, both hollow and

flatware, and we look for a very good business

during the coining months. June wedding

presents should go well this year. A number

of large weddings are already announced for that

month. Beginning with last November, each

month's business has been ahead of the cor-

responding month of last year. Collections are

good and we are well satisfied with conditions."
William A. Ueberschlag, president of the

Cincinnati Watch Case Repair Company, has been

elected treasurer of the South Bellevue (Ky.)

Loan and Building Association.
John A. Herschede, of the Herschede Hall

Clock Company, left March isth on a business

trip. The firm reports a very good business. In

fact, business has been so good that the orders

have exceeded the output of the company.
The secret wedding, several weeks ago, of

Walter Gabennesch, a well-known young Cin-

cinnati business man and publisher, and Miss Elsa

Wilms, the pretty young daughter of F. Wilms,

jeweler, at 8o1. Vine Street, has just been an-

nounced. The groom confessed that love was im-

patient and the bride's parents have welcomed

the happy pair home and have given them their

blessing. Miss Wilms is well known in the

younger social set.
Among the out-of-town jewelers who at-

tended the spring meeting of the Scottish Rite

in Cincinnati recently were Frank Hero, of Hemn

& Haynes, Chillicothe, Ohio ; H. A. Bedel, Jack-

son, Ohio; C. A. Gossard, Washington Court

House, Ohio ; C. H. Blume, Marietta, Ohio ; 0. K.

Kelley, Eaton, Ohio; R. W. Clark, Burlington,

Ky.; 0. C. Breer, Sunman, Ind.; J. Albrough, of

Albrough & Pickering, Columbus, Ohio ; W. L.

Fredeking, Hinton, W. Va.; F. G. Wittlinger,

Middletown, Ohio, and William Shire, of Paris, Ky.

The Max Greenwald Jewelry Company has

opened a new store at 32 Emery Arcade. The

new store is called the Gem Jewelry Company.
Mr. Bingaman, of Bingaman & Co., diamond

jewelers, Sixth and Vine Streets, has just re-

turned from a trip to the East. He said business

in this section of the country looks better than

it does in the East, that his firm is doing a nice

business and that the outlook is very good. Mr.

Bingaman says the public in general is loosening

up its purse strings.
A jury here has just awarded $3200 damages

to J. B. Osthoff, of Joseph Noterman & Co., Race

Street jewelers, and to Mr. Osthoff's daughter,

Miss Parthenia Osthoff. Mr. and Miss Osthoff

were injured some time ago when an Elberon

street car was wrecked.
Mr. Bingaman, of the Crown Jewelry Corn-

pany, Vine Street near Fifth, said he has been

enjoying a very nice trade and looks forward to

a nice spring business. He said he is carrying a

number of novelties and that they are in good de-

mand. They include jeweled barettes, fancy back

combs, large-sized jeweled hatpins and the long

jet earrings.
The E. & J. Swigart bowling team met and

defeated the bowling team of the Standard Optical

Company on the evening of March 12th, at the

Grand alleys. It was a case of the best-two-out-

of-three.
The Thoma Brothers Company's bowling

team is demanding a return match with the E. & J.

Swigart bowling team, which defeated them re-

cently. The Thoma pin knights promise to re-

trieve their lost honors.
The Dorst Company and D. Gruen Sons &

Co. have been admitted to membership in the

Cincinnati Industrial Bureau, an organization of

business men and business houses to further the

interests of Cincinnati.

George Newstedt, Fourth Street retail jeweler,

accompanied the Cincinnati Citizens' Taft Club

to Washington, D. C., March 4th, to see his

fellow-townsman, William Howard Taft, inaugu-

rated as President.
H. Rattermann, formerly with the Frank

Herschede Company, opened a fine retail jewelry

store for himself March r5th at 146 East Fourth

Street. The store is just on the border of the

downtown shopping district. The furnishings are

tasteful both in color and quality and Mr. Ratter-

mann has a fine stock of high-class goods. His

many friends wish him success in his new venture.

(Continued on page 593)
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OUR LATEST
ACHIEVEMENT "Cluster e) Solitaires"

No.

1—Cluster Ring  h!-Karat .
1

134
2
1

3/

%.‘

Send for Samples:
Cluster size of a Price

2—
3—
4—
7—
6—
8—
9—Double Cluster Ring, Each
5—Triple " "
10—Cluster Scarf Pin 
11—

66 66

66

14

12—Cluster Screw Ear Studs, Each ,3:(
13— " 66 64 64 44, 1

14—Cluster Shirt Stud . . . .
15-- " " " . . . . 1

Prices Subject to Keystone Discount

Seven choice small Diamonds set close in Platina tops and 14 K. Gold Mountings, giving the effect of one large stone
These Cluster Solitaires sell at less than quarter the price of a single stone of equal size

CROSS & BEGUELIN
(INCORPORATED)

Importers of Diamonds

TELEPHONE 5100 Cortland

$36.00
56.00
64.00
72.00
62.00
40.00
39.00
70.00
102.00
36.00
56.00
68.00
108.00
36.00
56.00

23 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK CITY

43 RUE DE MESLAY, PARIS

Emblems in Natural Colors
There's profit in handling the new
Society Emblem Knives, in sterling
silver, with colors in French enamels

W mid lII( II
of Ow orld

Masonic
Knight Templar
Mystic Shrine
Odd Fellow

Knights of Pythias
Knights of Columbus

Red Men
Modern Woodmen

of America
Woodmen of the World

Eagles
Elks

Yale University
Harvard University
Princeton University

ef The side panels are made
'41 of solid silver, beautifully
engraved. The blades are
made of the finest quality of
steel, hardened and tempered
to a razor edge.

q A neat leather case is
furnished with each knife,
which is fully guaranteed.

od,ro
Wood 1111,1

The Williams Anderson Co. ProvenceR.I. 

This cut illustrates
Our No. 5306 Fancy Scarf

Our latest addition

"Automatic,"
" Ideal," " Dandy,"
" Peerless,"
" Perfection,"
Patented Metal Boxes

" Presto"
Automatic Ring Tray for
ring manufacturers

DESIGN AND
BOX PATENTED

Silverware Cases
Fine Paper Boxes

Window Display

If your jobber cannot supply you, write to its direct

Our Booklet, "The Reason Why," free for a postal

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.
146-148-150 Clinton St. BUFFALO, N. Y.
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PROVIDENLEi
and the

ATT r-R OF OS

The New England Manufacturing Jewelers'
and Silversmiths' Association, which comprises
the jewelry manufacturers of Providence, the
Attleboros and vicinity, are by no means well
pleased with the paragraph in the new tariff bill
relating to imported jewelry. As our readers
will remember, the association went to consider-
able trouble to make the situation clear to the
Ways and Means Committee and offered sugges-
tions which they considered for the best interest
of all concerned. The schedule prepared by them,
however, was ignored and the old Dingley tariff
clause practically repeated. There is no special
objection to the duty of 6o per cent., which is the
same • as under the present law, but the tariff
clause as it now stands makes possible consider-
able evasion of the intention of the law by reason
of the absence of any lucid classification. It was
to remedy this that the association labored so
earnestly and the members are much disappointed
that the Ways and Means Committee ignored
their suggestions. The action of the committee
has spurred them to renewed activity and an ef-
fort will be made to have the clause so changed
as to correspond more closely to their views.

There is much enthusiasm manifested in the
new movement to spread the fame and further
the interests of the city of Providence. Each
industry is contributing its share. The manufac-
turing jewelers very appropriately proffered to
furnish the buttons which were to play a promi-
nent part in advertising the new project. These
buttons will be sold and the proceeds devoted to
the cause. Practically every jeweler contributed
and it is expected that the buttons will greatly
aid in sustaining interest in the movement.

J. Parker Ford, of Ford & Carpenter, Provi-
dence, spent the month of March visiting his firm's
western trade. The itinerary of his trip included
the most of the western territory as far as the
Pacific Coast.

Charles H. Tappan, head of the D. F. Briggs
Company, Attleboro, has returned from a two
months' stay in Chicago, where he has been under
the care of a specialist. Mr. Tappan's health has
been poor for several years past but he feels that
he is very much, if not permanently, improved
and expects to be able to devote his attention to
the business interests of the Briggs Company in
the future.

Joseph W. Heller has moved from his old
location, 59 Page Street, to 125 Eddy Street,
Providence. The cause of the move was due to
lack of room and proper facilities for handling
an increasing business. In his new location Mr.
Heller will have ample equipment for his line of
specialties, combs, hatpins, barrettes and sash
buckles.

A 96-foot three-story extension is being added
to the Totten Building, North Attleboro, which
when completed will be occupied by the George
L. Paine Company. This company already oc-
cupies the entire top floor of the building, but
have not had enough room for some time past.
They have not felt the depression in business and
have been working full time right along.

F. B. Reynolds, of the Cory & Reynolds Com-
pany, Providence, sailed on March 19th for a trip
abroad which will cover a period of six or eight
weeks. Mr. Reynolds will devote the most of his
time to the business of his company while in
Europe, though the trip is partly a pleasure one also.

A. A. Green & Co., Providence, have added
to their factory an additional room, which prac-
tically doubles the size of their plant.

Pollard & Darling, Providence, have moved
from 59 Page Street to larger and more desirable
quarters in the building at 21 Eddy Street.

The Improved Seamless Wire Co., Provi-
dence, will erect a new factory on the property
purchased by the company at Public and Eddy
Streets. The new plant, it is said, will give 2o,000
square feet of floor space and greatly increase the
manufacturing facilities of the company.
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E. F. Rueckert, Providence, has greatly im-
proved his die-cutting and tool-making plant at
144 Pine Street.

The Labor Bureau, which has been operated
for some time by the New England Manufactur-
ing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association, is
said to have proved most satisfactory and will be
continued indefinitely. The members of the as-
sociation are urged by the Advisory Council to
get interested in the new bureau and support it
as far as possible.

The committee appointed to consider the
project of erecting a new firehouse in Attleboro
consists of Edward A. Sweeney, W. J. Luther,
Harold Sweet and James E. Blake.

Col. S. 0. Bigney was among the New Eng-
land contingent which witnessed the inauguration
of President Taft last month.

Doran, Bagnall & Co., North Attleboro, have
announced the opening of an office in the
Jewelers' Building, San Francisco, for the benefit
of their trade on the Slope.

The Art Novelty Company, of Providence,
-which makes a specialty of enameling, has con-
siderably extended and improved its plant.

James C. Doran & Sons Co., Providence, have
planned to erect an addition to their factory at
the corner of Chestnut and Elbow Streets.

The Bailey-Filson Company, Providence, has
moved from their old quarters on Garnet Street
to new and larger quarters on the first floor of the
building at 107 Friendship Street.

Brigadier General Herbert S. Tanner, of the
National Guard of Rhode Island, is at present
taking a rest from his business and military cares.
Accompanied by Mrs. Tanner he spent some time
at Atlantic City and subsequently sailed to Ber-
muda.

Bates & Bacon, Attleboro, have made ar-
rangements to erect an addition to their factory,
which will afford them an additional 2000 square
feet.

W. S. Metcalf, of the Plainville Stock Corn-

pany, delivered an address before the Literary

Club of Plainville last month in which he
described very entertainingly his recent journey

to the South Sea Islands.

P I LADELPHIA
LETTER

Following the lead of several
Organization of other cities, the wholesale
Wholesale jewelers of Philadelphia held a
Jewelers meeting on the evening of

March 12th at the Jewelers'
Club and formed an organization which will be
known as the Philadelphia Wholesale Jewelers'
Association. The purpose of the organization is
to further the interests of the trade generally,
retail as well as wholesale, and the association will
work in harmony with the National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association. The following officers were
elected : Louis Sickles, of M. Sickles & Son,
president ; William H. Hurlburt. of H. 0. Hurl-
hurt & Sons, vice-president ; R. L. Coates, of L. P.
White, secretary ; A. Reed McIntire, of McIntire,
Magee & Brown Co., treasurer. The directors
are Benjamin Cook, Horace M. Tuttle, B. F. Wil-
liams and the officers named above. Meetings will
be held on the fourth Monday of each month.

Frederick B. Hurlburt, of H. 0. Hurlburt &
Sons, sailed for Europe on Saturday, March 20th,
on the steamship Minnetonka, of the Atlantic
Transport Line. This is Mr. Hurlburt's annual
trip to Europe, during which he will combine busi-
ness and pleasure, visiting cities and places of
interest in Great Britain and the continent.

D. V. Brown. manufacturing and wholesale
optician, 738-740 Sansom Street, is making ex-
tensive improvements in his establishment at the
above location by greatly increasing its size, reno-
vating and rearranging it according to the latest

ideas and adding materially to the fixtures and
equipment. The reconstruction, which will in-

dude an entire new front, will transform the
old quarters into a practically new establishment
of larger dimensions and much more imposing ap-
pearance. The removal of the tenant who occu-
pied 736 Sansom Street, adjoining Mr. Brown's
store. gave him the opportunity for enlargement,
which his growing business made necessary. The
new quarters will occupy Nos. 736, 738 and 740.
The partition walls will be taken down, the sales-
room extended and extensive reconstruction plans
carried into effect. An imposing feature of the
new quarters will be a handsome private office,
elegantly furnished and provided with the latest
office fixtures and appliances.

Despite the storm which raged in Washington
on Inauguration Day a party, made up of members
of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club, who journeyed
to the Capital for the ceremonies, had a most enjoy-
able time. They chartered for the occasion a special
train, with dining car, sleeper and parlor car. The
party lived in the train and thus avoided the
confusion and turmoil of hotel life on the occasion.
The raging elements without only lent a flavor of
adventure to the trip, which was without any
mishap other than a slight delay on the return
journey.

Col. J. Warner Hutchins, one of the most
widely-known members of the club, attended the
inauguration as a member of the staff of Governor
Stuart.

Councilman-elect William C. Williams, with
C. H. O'Bryon, 735 Sansom Street, attended the
inauguration as a member of the C. Harmer
Republican Club.

At the banquet of the Cape May Yacht Club,
held in the Union League a few weeks ago, Col.
J. Warner Hutchins acted as toastmaster. Promi-
nent among the guests was Charles L. Power,
President of the 24-Karat Jewelers' Club, of New
York.

Organization for South Carolina

A meeting of the retail jewelers and opticians
of South Carolina has been called for April 21st,
at the Columbia Hotel, Columbia, to complete the
organization of last November. The initiative in
this matter has been taken by the firm of Sylvan
Brothers, of Columbia. An officer of the National
Association will be present to assist in the work.
The trade in the State are urgently requested to
attend this meeting.

Missouri Society of Retail Jewelers

The Executive Committee of the Missouri
Society of Retail Jewelers held a meeting at the
Jefferson Hotel, in St. Louis, Mo., on the rsth
of March, and arranged for a two-day meeting
of the society, to be held at the Jefferson Hotel,
in St. Louis, on Monday and Tuesday, June 21st
and 22d.

It was decided that the first day should be
devoted to work that interested retail jewelers
only and none except retail jewelers would be
admitted to the meeting on that day. A pro-
gramme is to be arranged for the entire time and
will be announced later.

The meeting of the committee was called at
the instance of President Claud Wheeler, of
Columbia, Mo., who presided. The other mem-

bers of the committee present were: H. L.
Raines, Maryville, Mo., secretary ; Charles Bard,
Sedalia, Mo., treasurer ; S. J. Huey, Excelsior

Springs, Mo.; A. E. Pittinger, Kansas City, Mo.;

George Young, Moberly, Mo.; F. W. Baier, St.

Louis, Mo.; Robert Worrell, Mexico, Mo.;

Charles Tiernan, California, Mo., and Adam
Hoffner, Jr., De Soto, Mo. The officers of the
St. Louis Association also attended. They were:
Herman Mauch, president ; Otto Bader, vice-presi-
dent ; J. F. Zeitler, treasurer ; W. F. Kemper,
secretary, and George Eckhardt, chairman of the
grievance committee.

The convention will bring retail jewelers from
all parts of Missouri to St. Louis and an 'elaborate
programme of entertainment will be arranged by
a committee to be appointed by the St. Louis branch.
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A SERIAL STORY BY 3rie
Author of "How to Slumber Peacefully"; "How to Increase Your Bank Account," etc.

CHARACTERS : MR. KANT FOOLE (A Prosperous Jeweler) ; MRS. HIGH TONE (A Prospective and Critical

TIME: The Present. PLACE: A Jewelry Store Out West

MRS. HIGH TONE: I desire to buy a ring for myself. MR. KANT FooLE: The goods
MR. KANT FooLE: Let me show you a line which manufacturers all have the trade

I always show to my best and most critical trade. and this firm will replace any stones,
Mits. HIGH TONE: The ring I want must be strong, free of charge within two years

as the last one I bought from your competitor across the MRS. HIGH TONE: But I
street broke and one of the stones came out in less mother here for a few months ;
than no time. ring here if I lose a set ?

MR. KANT FOOLE: The line of rings I carry I buy MR. KANT FOOLE: You can
direct from the manufacturers, the QUEEN CITY RING store in your home town and they
MFG.Co., Buffalo, N.Y. You will notice if you compare to the firm and it won't cost you
their rings with these rings, which I bought from jobbers, even charge postage when they
that their mountings and shanks are twice as heavy. repairs.

MRS. HIGH TONE: Will you guarantee the stones (Continued

to stay in ?
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Are You Interested in Becoming a
Thorough, Practical Watchmaker,
Engraver and Optician? If so, I want
you to read this advertisement

I WANT EVERY AMBITIOUS YOUNG MAN WHO DESIRES TO LEARN

THE JEWELRY BUSINESS TO SEND FOR OUR PROSPECTUS

I will prove to him that we can teach him WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
OPTICS in a shorter time than by any other method.

I will prove to him that he will save many dollars by taking our course.
I will prove to him that there is not another institution in this country that provides

the kind of instructions that we give.
I will prove to him that we can make a high-salaried Watchmaker, Engraver and

Optician of him in a short time.
This should interest every young man who desires to become a first-class workman.
Send to-day for our prospectus, a postal will bring it.

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER, Principal

Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER
ESTABLISHED 1894
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DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

Texas in general experienced a long drought
and the situation was becoming alarming, but
fortunately the greater portion of the State has

been visited with sufficient rain and snow to re-

lieve all anxiety. Notwithstanding the unfavor-

able prospects prior to the coming of the rain,

business has been exceedingly good in all lines

and we now trust that we may be favored with

one of the most prosperous years in the history

of the State.
Mr. Merry, of the Merry Optical Company,

Kansas City, called on a number of Dallas mer-
chants about the first of March and announced
that the firm had opened a branch office in Dallas

and was ready for business. We welcome the new
firm and wish for them much success:

J. M. Potts, the well-known auctioneer,
formerly of Kansas City, has moved to Dallas
and will make this city his headquarters. He has
just finished holding a very successful auction
sale for Robert C. Glover.

E. I. Pittman, of Amarillo, Tex., passed
through Dallas a few days ago on his way to
Corsicana, Tex., his old home, where he will visit
relatives and friends.

V. R. Jones and wife, of Memphis, Tex., spent
several days in Dallas last month buying prepara-
tory to opening a jewelry store in Memphis, Tex.

Henry Iversen and wife, of Corsicana, Tex.,
made a trip to Dallas last month in his auto, com-
bining business with pleasure.

Goodman & Golding, of Waco, spent a day or
two in Dallas last month on business.

Mike Miesch, of Muskogee, Okla., passed
through Dallas enroute to Corsicana, Tex.

H. B. Cash, of Cumby, Tex., who was burned
out a short time ago, was in Dallas buying new
stock and will continue business in the same place.

G. C. Newton, of Waxahachie, Tex., was
among the buyers here last month.

John Ford, manager of the Carter-Allen Com-
pany, of Shreveport, La., has sold out his interest
and will retire.

J. Y. Meyers, of Magnolia, Ark., is very un-
fortunate, having been burned out the second
time in a few months.

. Mr. Thomas, of Homer, La., has accepted a
position as watchmaker for A. M. Kelly, of Jeffer-
son, Tex.

Fred Studer, of Waco, has incorporated.
Bob Crawford, formerly of the Crawford
Jewelry Company, of Temple, Tex., is now a
member of the new firm, which will be known as
Studer-Crawford Company.

The Snyder Jewelry Company, of El Paso,
Tex., was burned out a few days ago.

Will Daiches has accepted a position with
John T. McCutcheon, of Corpus Christi, Tex.

J. M. Foote is now located with Leon Daiches,
of Laredo, Tex.

D. Goodin, of McKinney, Tex., made a trip
to Dallas last month.

E. Buerger, head watchmaker for H. H.
Hawley Company, Dallas, made a pleasure trip to
western Texas last month.

.Mr. Haltom, of Paris, Tenn., has accepted a
position as watchmaker for Walter & Hafner
Jewelry Company, Hillsboro, Tex.

0. W. Simmons, of Cooper, Tex., suffered
considerable loss by fire recently, but will resume
business at once.
. L. Pieue & Sons, of Wharton, Tex., are hav-
ing a. large, commodious new building erected and
will install handsome new fixtures. When corn-
pleted the store will be one of the most up-to-date
jewelry stores in that section.

T. J. Dorrah & Son, formerly of Springfield,
Tenn., have formed a partnership with T. B.
Tarver, of Ardmore, Okla. The style of the new
hrm will be Tarver & Dorrah.

Mr. Thomas, of Thomas & Koock, of Austin,
Tex., was in Dallas recently. He states that the
firm will soon move into new quarters and install
new fixtures.
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J. P. Majors, formerly connected with the
H. H. Hawley Company, has withdrawn. Mr. H.
H. Hawley, President of the H. H. Hawley Com-
pany, is again in charge. Mr. Hawley is spending
a few days with his family in southern Texas.

D. A. Bruton, of Clarksville, Tex., was among
the buyers in Dallas last month.

J. 0. Baker, of Brown-Baker Company, Van
Alstyne, Tex., was among the buyers in Dallas
last month. He visited Fort Worth, Tex., before
returning home.

Cincinnati Letter

(Continued from page 589)

Mr. Richter, of Richter & Phillips, wholesale
jewelers, said business with his firm was right
good during March and that it was much better
than for the same period last year. He is looking

for a good finish to the spring trade so that, out-

side of January, the spring business will be very
satisfactory.

M. Rubenstein, of Dayton, Ohio, called on
Richter & Phillips the latter part of March to
purchase his spring stock.

Eli Gutmann, wholesale jeweler in the Traction
Building, said business with his firm has been very

good this spring, but that he does not expect to

see normal business conditions until about June,

by which time the tariff problem will probably

have been solved.
J. H. Moore, instalment jeweler in the Sinton

Building, Fifth and Vine Streets, has moved from

the second to the third floor of the building.

Richter & Phillips, wholesale jewelers, will add

Mr. Moore's former storeroom to their present

large quarters.
D. J. Gutmann is spending a few weeks at a

pleasure resort in South Carolina, accompanied

by Mrs. Gutmann. Upon their return home they

will go to New York for a pleasure trip.
The father of Stephen Leubuscher, a traveling

salesman for Gutmann & Sons, died recently at his

home in Milwaukee.

Mr. Oaks, of the Oskamp Jewelry Company,

Fifth and Vine Streets, said the first few days

of March brought with them a nice trade, but

that the latter part of the month was not quite as

good. Mr. Oaks said that with a return of fair

weather, however, he expects to do a nice business

again. He believes the tariff question is also hold-

ing business back and that when it is settled

normal conditions will return. He is stocking up

with the season's newest goods, many novelties

being included among the new stock.
A new electric fountain in the big store of the

Clemens-Oskamp Company, at the sign of the

clock, in Vine Street, is attracting much favorable

comment. The fountain is operated by a motor

in the base of the pedestal, the water which is

sprayed up .over the van -colored revolving glass

dome being pumped and repumped by the motor.

The fountain is very pretty on a dining-room table

or for reception halls. It is made by the New York

Electric Fountain Company, and the Clemens-

Oskamp Company has secured the agency.
C. Oskamp Daller, of the Clemens-Oskamp

Company, says business has been a little quiet and

that be believes it is due to the slight feeling that

the tariff question may not be solved satisfactorily

to everybody. "I do not think the people really

believe the tariff will not be properly adjusted, but

there is just enough of that feeling of uncertainty

abroad to make business slower than it should be

at this time of the year. I consider ,the outlook

very good. The majority of jewelry stocks are

low and as soon as trade opens up the retailers

must stock up again."
Herman Lange, retail jeweler at Vine Street

and the Arcade, has put a fine new steel ceiling

in his store and has made some other very nice
changes and alterations.

Smith & Bloessing, watchmakers, have moved

to the seventh floor of the Glenn Building, in

Race Street, from their old quarters in Fourth
Street.

"We have been doing very nicely, and I really

believe the trade around the country is showing
some improvement," said Mr. Solar, of E. & J.

Swigart, dealers in jewelers' tools and supplies.
"Our men on the road have been landing orders
wherever they went and the future looks very
bright."

Charles Phillips, of Phillips' Brothers, is
spending a few weeks at Hot Springs, Ark.

George Huber entertained his brother, Gus
Huber, of Superior, Wis., a few days ago. Gus is
on his way to Europe, where he will remain for
several weeks.

Harry Nehr, now permanently identified with
E. & J. Swigart as traveling salesman, left March
18th on a trip through Ohio, West Virginia and
Pennsylvania.

The Thoma Brothers Company, dealers in
jewelers' supplies and tools, also watches, cases,
fobs and chains, said business is very satisfactory
and that an increase in volume is expected as
soon as spring opens. "We find our new lines of
watches are more than satisfactory," said Anton
J. Thoma. Carl Thoma left March 22d for a
trip through southern Indiana. On his return
from his last trip he reported business as very
satisfactory in eastern Indiana and western Ohio.
Fred Thoma is now in central Indiana and Jerome
Thoma left March 22d for southern Ohio and
West Virginia.

Paper Plates and Table Linen

Tables can now be daintily furnished with
such paper articles as cloths, napkins, plates of
different designs and uses and other dishes. The
tablecloth is of paper, although so close an imita-
tion of the linen article that it looks exactly like
it. Pattern and texture are there and it is as
dainty looking as a damask cloth. Its one draw-
back is in durability, but even this ceases to be a
drawback when it is considered that it is intended
for only one meal and is sold at a low price.

Another is a set of six paper plates, artis-
tically decorated with colors that will not come off.
They are also intended only for one meal and are
then thrown away.

Artificial Graphite

Artificial graphite is generally made from coal
broken into pieces the size of peas. Anthracite
coal is better than brown coal for this purpose.
A fine quality of graphite is obtained from the
coke left at the bottom of stills used for cracking
petroleum and known as pretroleum coke. The
process of manufacture consists essentially of
heating to an enormous temperature in an elec-
tric resistance furnace. In making crucibles and
other articles of artificial graphite, it is not neces-
sary, as with natural graphite, to grind up the
material and then shape it into the desired forms
with the aid of a binding agent. The articles are
first made into form from some amorphous
variety of carbon mixed with silicon or some
other metal or mineral capable of forming a
carbide and afterward converted into graphite.
The purity of the graphite depends upon the time
that it remains in the furnace. A very fine,
unctuous form of artificial graphite makes an
excellent lubricator, specially valuable because,
containing no water, it produces no rust.

The Cullinan Diamond

The King and Queen, anxious to make the
fullest possible practicable use of the Transvaal's
magnificent gift, the Cullinan diamond, have con-
sulted the court jewelers, Messrs. R. S. Garrard
& Co., as to whether it can be arranged that the
splendid gem shall be so set in the imperial crown
as to be detachable for wear by Her Majesty on
great state occasions, as it was at the recent open-
ing of Parliament. The feasibility of the plan
having been demonstrated, Messrs. Garrard have
been honored with His Majesty's commands to
carry out the work. Thus the Cullinan, while re-
taining the status of a crown jewel, will be avail-
able for wear by the Queen on occasions on which
the crown itself is not in actual use. It is under-
stood that the King's main object is to show.to the
fullest possible extent his appreciation of the
Transvaal's generous gift.
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The X-ray in Detection
and Diagnosis

Of the many marvelous dis-
coveries which give the nineteenth
century unique distinction in the
history of science and civilization
one of the most notable is the now
familiar X-rays, which were first
observed by the eminent German
physicist, Prof. Wilhelm Konrad
Rontgen, of the University of
Wurzburg, in 1895. Although
only fourteen years have elapsed
since the discovery of the X-rays,
they are already in everyday use in
the world of science, and are con-
sidered an essential part of the
equipment of every up-to-date
scientific laboratory, hospital or
surgeon's office. It is, indeed,
through the instrumentality of the
surgeon that they perform their
greatest service to humanity. This
is because of their peculiar capa-
bility of penetrating the human
flesh and making visible, through
the medium of the fluorescent
screen or by their action on a pho-
tographic plate, the denser skeleton
and more opaque foreign sub-
stances, which may find lodgment
within the human body. Thus the
diagnosis of fractures can be veri-
fied, growths detected, joints examined, the
fcetus observed and bullets or other foreign
bodies accurately located.

The X-ray was so called because of its
mysterious character when first discovered,
X being the time-honored mathematical
symbol for an unknown quantity. Even
the term "ray," in its accepted sense, would
seem to be a misnomer, as the
Rontgen variety cannot be re-

E KEYSTONE

fracted, nor are they capable of any
definite reflection, Neither can
they be made to exhibit diffraction,
polarization or interference. They
are, however, faintly visible to the
eye, though the retina does not
seem to be affected by them, their
visibility being due, possibly, to the
fluorescing of some of the humors
of the eye under their influence. It
is this capability to excite strong
fluorescence in certain crystallized
substances that gives the rays their
chief interest. A screen made from
these substances, after exposure to
the action of the rays, becomes
luminous, and when an object,
opaque to the rays, is interposed
between the screen and the tube
from which the rays emanate, the
object shields a portion of the
screen from the rays and a dark
shadow, corresponding to the shape
of the object, is cast on the screen.
Thus is made possible the fa-
miliar demonstrations of observing
through the fluoroscope the skele-
ton of one's hand. or arm, a key
placed in a book, or any dense ob-
ject hidden in a medium more

1.—Ring with genuine diamond

transparent to the rays. The study of the
relative opacity of bodies to the rays, as
measured by the depths of the shadows cast
on the fluorescent screen or photographic
plate, reveals many interesting and useful
phenomena. One of these is the fact that
while a diamond is almost perfectly trans-
parent to the rays, its spurious counterpart
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is almost perfectly opaque. In
way the most ingenious imitation
of the diamond may readily be de-
tected. This is well illustrated in
the skiagraphs, Figs. i and 2.
which were taken in the ordinary
course of medical practice by Ed-
ward Haentze, M.D., of, Philadel-
phia, a specialist in electric thera-
peutics and X-ray photography. It
will be noticed that in the ring
shown in Fig. I, the setting, which
is a genuine diamond, seems to be
missing, so transparent is the real
gem to the rays, whereas, the set-
ting in Fig. 2, which was a very
excellent imitation stone, shows up
quite dark on account of its opacity
to the rays. Much has been said in
regard to the X-ray as a test for
precious stones, but its usefulness,
except in the hands of the ex-
perienced experimenter, would
seem to be limited to the detection
of spurious diamonds. Varying
depths of shadows are cast by the
other gems, but the shades of dif-
ference are too indefinite to be re-
liable. Turquoise and pearl cast
much darker shadows than opal,
sapphire, emerald or ruby, and
then there is the seeming contradic-
tion that, unlike the diamond, a
real garnet will cast a darker
shadow than the imitation. As our

illustrations show, however, there can be
no question of the thoroughness of the
X-ray as a diamond test.

That the genuine diamond, however, is
not as transparent to the X-ray as is gener-
ally supposed, was shown by a curious and
pathetic incident, which occurred in Omaha,
Nebr., some three years ago. A young miss

entered a jewelry store in that city
under the specious guise of a cus-

2.—Ring with imitation diamond

tomer and asked to be shown some
diamonds. While examining the
gems she slipped a $300 stone into
her mouth. Suspected of the act
and charged with the theft, she
swallowed the precious pebble, but
whether the act of deglutition was
accidental or voluntary could not be
ascertained. The authorities sug-
gested the use of the scientific de-
tective, the X-ray, but doubt of its
efficiency was expressed because of
the transparency of the genuine
diamond to the rays. By way of
experiment three first water dia-
monds were placed in scattered po-
sitions below or back of the thigh
of a person experimented on, and
all three could readily be discovered
on the resulting skiagraph. The
supposed culprit was then subjected
to the X-ray and the photo showed
exactly the same style shadow as
the skiagraph referred to, proving
that the stone was safely tucked
away in the young lady's anatomy.
This, however, does not detract
from the efficacy of the X-rays as
a diamond test about which there
can be no difference of opinion.

Suggestions for Graduating Gifts
(*Can be furnished in real turquoise matrix stones)

Locket 3761
Ro,e liiilia

*Neck Chain 346
16 in. long, Rose or Green
Finish, Japanese Jade or
Turquoise Matrix stones.
Bar Fastener

Hat Pin
996
Rose or
Green
Set as
ordered

*Hat Pin
993
Old English
Set as
ordered

Locket 3t3T. Rose
" 3T32. Green

Ruby and Brilliants

Locket 3146
Old English

Locket 3167. Rose
3168. Fine Gold

Burnisheil

'Savo

*4312. 01(1 English *4314. Old English
Set as ordered get as ordered

I12. Rose or Green Set as ordered. Clasp
4;12.2 " " " Pin Stem

*4333. Old English
Set as ordered

1107. Clasp. Rose or Green, Red Eves, White Mouth
4107.2 Pin Stem, Rose or Green, Ri:d Eyes, White Month

4108. Rose or Green. Clasp
4108.2 " Pin Stem

ESTABLISHED I 873

_

3815. Rose or Green Set as ordered. Clasp
3815.2 " Pin Stem

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO•

llfannfacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

100 Richmond Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

4m5. Enamel. Roman
4 I 6. I lark Blue. Enamel Finish
4[17. Turquoise I 11 tIe. Enamel Finish

When Pin Stem is desired order under
half number

New York, 13 Maiden Lane

Chicago Office, The Heyworth Bldg.

Canada Office, 350 King St., Kingston, Ont:
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The X-ray in Detection
and Diagnosis

Of the many marvelous dis-
coveries which give the nineteenth
century unique distinction in the
history of science and civilization
one of the most notable is the now
familiar X-rays, which were first
observed by the eminent German
physicist, Prof. Wilhelm Konrad
Rontgen, of the University of
Wurzburg, in 1895. Although
only fourteen years have elapsed
since the discovery of the X-rays,
they are already in everyday use in
the world of science, and are con-
sidered an essential part of the
equipment of every up-to-date
scientific laboratory, hospital or
surgeon's office. It is, indeed,
through the instrumentality of the
surgeon that they perform their
greatest service to humanity. This
is because of their peculiar capa-
bility of penetrating the human
flesh and making visible, through
the medium of the fluorescent
screen or by their action on a pho-
tographic plate, the denser skeleton
and more opaque foreign sub-
stances, which may find lodgment
within the human body. Thus the
diagnosis of fractures can be veri-
fied, growths detected, joints examined, the
foetus observed and bullets or other foreign
bodies accurately located.

The X-ray was so called because of its
mysterious character when first discovered,
X being the time-honored mathematical
symbol for an unknown quantity. Even
the term "ray," in its accepted sense, would
seem to be a misnomer, as the
Rontgen variety cannot be re-
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fracted, nor are they capable of any
definite reflection, Neither can
they be made to exhibit diffraction,
polarization or interference. They
are, however, faintly visible to the
eye, though the retina does not
seem to be affected by them, their
visibility being due, possibly, to the
fluorescing of some of the humors
of the eye under their influence. It
is this capability to excite strong
fluorescence in certain crystallized
substances that gives the rays their
chief interest. A screen made from
these substances, after exposure to
the action of the rays, becomes
luminous, and when an object,
opaque to the rays, is interposed
between the screen and the tube
from which the rays emanate, the
object shields a portion of the
screen from the rays and a dark
shadow, corresponding to the shape
of the object, is cast on the screen.
Thus is made possible the fa-
miliar demonstrations of observing
through the fluoroscope the skele-
ton of one's hand. or arm, a key
placed in a book, or any dense ob-
ject hidden in a medium more

Fir. I.—Ring with genuine diamond

transparent to the rays. The study of the
relative opacity of bodies to the rays, as
measured by the depths of the shadows cast
on the fluorescent screen or photographic
plate, reveals many interesting and useful
phenomena. One of these is the fact that
while a diamond is almost perfectly trans-
parent to the rays, its spurious counterpart
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is almost perfectly opaque. In this
way the most ingenious imitation
of the diamond may readily be de-
tected. This is well illustrated in
the skiagraphs, Figs. i and 2,
which were taken in the ordinary
course of medical practice by Ed-
ward Haentze, M.D., of, Philadel-
phia, a specialist in electric thera-
peutics and X-ray photography. It
will be noticed that in the ring
shown in Fig. 1, the setting, which
is a genuine diamond, seems to be
missing, so transparent is the real
gem to the rays, whereas, the set-
ting in Fig. 2, which was a very
excellent imitation stone, shows up
quite dark on account of its opacity
to the rays. Much has been said in
regard to the X-ray as a test for
precious stones, but its usefulness,
except in the hands of the ex-
perienced experimenter, would
seem to be limited to the detection
of spurious diamonds. Varying
depths of shadows are cast by the
other gems, but the shades of dif-
ference are too indefinite to be re-
liable. Turquoise and pearl cast
much darker shadows than opal,
sapphire, emerald or ruby, and
then there is the seeming contradic-
tion that, unlike the diamond, a
real garnet will cast a darker
shadow than the imitation. As our

illustrations show, however, there can be
no question of the thoroughness of the
X-ray as a diamond test.

That the genuine diamond, however, is
not as transparent to the X-ray as is gener-
ally supposed, was shown by a curious and
pathetic incident, which occurred in Omaha,
Nebr., some three years ago. A young miss

entered a jewelry store in that city
under the specious guise of a cus-

Fu; 2.—Ring with imitation diamond

tomer and asked to be shown some
diamonds. While examining the
gems she slipped a $300 stone into
her mouth. Suspected of the act
and charged with the theft, she
swallowed the precious pebble, but
whether the act of deglutition was
accidental or voluntary could not be
ascertained. The authorities sug-
gested the use of the scientific de-
tective, the X-ray, but doubt of its
efficiency was expressed because of
the transparency of the genuine
diamond to the rays. By way of
experiment three first water dia-
monds were placed in scattered po-
sitions below or back of the thigh
of a person experimented on, and
all three could readily be discovered
on the resulting skiagraph. The
supposed culprit was then subjected
to the X-ray and the photo showed
exactly the same style shadow as
the skiagraph referred to, proving
that the stone was safely tucked
away in the young lady's anatomy.
This, however, does not detract
from the efficacy of the X-rays as
a diamond test about which there
can be no difference of opinion.
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Suggestions for Graduating Gifts
(*Can be furnished in real turquoise matrix stones)

Locket 3T64
Rose Brilliant -0-s-s2C

*Neck Chain 346
16 in. long, Rose or Green
Finish, Japanese Jade or
Turquoise Matrix stones.
'tar Fastener

Locket 3 T3 r. Rose
3132, Green

Rult'y and Brilliants

Locket 3146
Old English

*4112. Rose or Green Set as ordered. Clasp
4112.2 0 44 14 Pin Stein

Hat Pin
996
Rose or
Green
Set as
ordered

*Hat Pin
993
Old English
Set as
ordered

.och, t 3167. Rose
3168. Fine Gold

Burnished

*4312. Old English *4334. Old English
Set as ordered Set as ordered

*4333. Old English
Set as ordered

4107. Clasp. Rose or Green, Red Eve,. Whit, Miiiith
4 107.2 Pin Stem, Rose or Green, Rt:il Eycs, Whit, Mouth

41.8. Rose or Green. Clasp
41o8.2 " Pin Stem

ESTABLISHED I 873

3815. Rose or Green Set as ordered. Clasp
*3815.2 " 44 44 0 Pin Stein

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
Manuf acturing Jewelers and Silversmiths

100 Richmond Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

41 T 5. White Enamel. Roman
4116. 1/ark Blue. Enamel Finish
4117. Turquoise Blue. Enamel Finish

When Pin Stem is desi red order under
half number

New York. 13 Maiden Lane

Chicago Office, The Heyworth Bldg.

Canada Office. 350 King St., Kingston. Ont:



Long years of happiness before them
that is your w;sh ; and your gift of

silver-plated knives, forks and spoons will be as
serviceable on the day of their silver wedding as
when the bride receives it. Alvin silver-plated
ware has the Sterling Silver beauty, character and
finish that no other plated ware has. Made in
but one quality and that the very best. Each
article is stamped

KALVIN><PATENT>
Ask your Jeweler for Alvin Plate,

Brides Bouquet Pattern

THE above advertisement appears in the following magazines:
Cosmopolitan, Woman's Home Companion, McCall's and Appleton's.

ALVIN MFG. CO. 5 2 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK

Art Wqr-e in
Sterling Silver

J, The return of good times and
the assurance of continued pros-
perity have made it possible for
the jeweler to again take full
advantage of the universal vogue
of fine sterling stock in

Decorative Pieces
AND IN

Hollow and Flatware
gr As sterling ware is our specialty and as we aim to please the highest class of trade we have at our service the most
'-•accomplished designers and most skilled craftsmen that the world can furnish. The flood of incoming orders

indicates a brisk Spring demand for these goods, and orders for Spring delivery should be placed at once.

WE MAKE ANY AND EVERY CONCEIVABLE THING IN STERLING HOLLOW AND FLATWARE
Estimates, Designs and Photos furnished on application to the factory at Providence

ROGER WILLIAMS SILVER CO. 
101 SABIN STREET

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
SPECIALISTS IN STERLING ART WARE

5()7

ABOUT TWO-THIRDS SCALE

The "FLORETTE"
The latest pattern in the celebrated STAR (*) BRAND plated ware, is now ready for delivery.

It is a most artistic and effective design. The trade-mark

* ROGERS 8z BRO. A-1
is always a guarantee of quality. Finished either Bright, or French Grey with burnished shield.

Supplied in A-1, XII (Sectional) and Triple Plate grades.
Sold by us direct and by all Leading Jobbers. Let us help you advertise. SEND FOR BOOKLET.

MADE ONLY BY

ROGERS & BROTHER, WATERBURY CONN.
(International Silver Co., Successor)
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"0 &B Rings"
Easter
Greetings
Resolved, That our

high standard as regards
quality, design and finish
will never deteriorate.

411 That our efforts to
please the discriminating
purchaser of our product
will be as earnest as ever.

41, And that the coming
season will bring success
to everyone.

C. Order from your Jobber
Rings and Card Jewelry
bearing the following
marks:

(1) o)
D)

REGISTERED TRADE-MARKS

(7) 7) A 17,D 7F(Th
— I — /" \ It \

FROvil 7E -NICE,' L.„
N

riArr)FiN) IL/W(2 pc?) STA T"F_ Si
N E'-‘Ar ."\r0 17\ 11'. C:1111 CA(;(1

\..,IZA84,t \)v..E NI ,y4...,

ly 
cL Z4,e -- 4,..5 „ "7

0'

TRADE MARK TRADE MARK

pia the Game to Win I Our Four Oueens Can'L Be Beaten!

SEND FOR LAR6L FREE CATALOGUE OF STAG BRAND SILVERWARE.

THE WILLIAMS BIZOS. MFG. CO.

(ilastonbury, Conn.
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Tnning-
owman

HOT MEALS WITHOUT HOT KITCHENS

(Denatured) Alcohol Gas Stoves

Sufficiently powerful to prepare as complete a dinner on the dining table as on the kitchen gas range. An invaluable adjunct to the
sick room, a home convenience at all times. The possibilities of chafing dish cookery have been doubled by the Nanning-Bowman
Alcohol Gas Stove. It has three times the heating power of the regular chafing dish lamp, yet regulates to a simmering flame at a touch.

This Group Represents a Few of the Utilities Furnished for the Manning-Bowman Alcohol Gas Stoves

11 arming- "Meteor" Circulating Coffee Percolators
OWMan Always insure DELICIOUS COFFEE ALL THE GOOD OF THE COFFEE

ALWAYS GOOD COFFEE

(With Patented "Ivory "
k Enameled Food Pan Copper an Pewter Prize Trophies, etc.Chafing Dishes 

MANNING, BOWMAN 0 CO., Meriden, Conn.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

'getter unraving az an Art
A new era in letter engraving began ‘vith the publication of the now world-famed work,

HORNIKEL'S ENGRAVERS' TEXT-BOOK
This work has elevated engraving to the level of art and has assured permanence to the monogram fad. It has

LII ped 0 gold mine for the engraver and has materially advanced his prestige and salary.
No jewelry house of standing and no engraver can afford to he without this book. The reason you have not got

it is because you don't know it and can't appreciate its value. To see it is to bny it. The second and revised edition
is now ready.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $6.00 (g1 5s)

Publkhed by "T•HE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING Co 8o9-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
" 1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.
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Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

G 22731 C

4t2461D

0 Size 14 Karat Cases
A large and varied assortment of models and effects ranging from the

plain to the very elaborate extra heavy

G 01039 Hunting and Open-Face. Full Bascine. French
Bow. High-class engine-turning over center and
backs. Moderately priced.

G 01032 Hunting and Open-Face. Full Bascine. French
Bow. Plain, Satin and Roman in a large variety
of weights and prices.

G 22731 C. Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Illustrating a series consisting of several hundred
different patterns. Rich in color effects. High-
class goods at popular prices.

G 43320 E. Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Representing a series consisting of a large number
of patterns. The model is somewhat larger in
diameter than G 22731 C. Good weight. Moder-
ately priced.

R 42461 D. Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Art Nouveau
R 42462 D. Bows. Raised colored gold ornamentation on

effective backgrounds. Rich in color contrasts.
Heavy cases. Priced considerably less than what
is asked for similar goods. Your attention is par-
ticularly called to this line, which consists of a
number of attractive patterns. Complete assort-
ment now on the market.

R 82432 GC.. Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Art Nouveau
R 82483 GG. Bow. Extra Heavy Cases. Rich Renaissance

G 01032

G 43a..20 E

R .12/1c..2 D

appliques of chromatic gold. Very elaborate high-
class cases.
Diamond Set Cases: Single Stone Star Set, Cres-
cents, Fleur-de-lis, Fancy Cluster Patterns, Fancy
Engraved Single Stone Star Set, and Cluster
Patterns.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 5831; THOUSANDTHS FINE

AN SP". NA-NO

CI 14 K

82482 GG

.585 FINE •
0

4' II. W •G
R82483 GG

TRADE-MARK IN BACK GUARANTEE IN CAP LOOK f oR THIS TAO

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIANEW YORK

CHICAGO

CINCINNATI

SAN FRANCISCO
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517

173

670

936

945
126

TO THE BUYER
You can INCREASE YOUR SALES
if you buy the most desirable line. This
is what you will get if you see our line of

Jewel Cases, Clocks
Candles, Candelabras
Smoking Sets
Glass Tobacco, Cigar,
Puff and Pomade Jars
Desk Sets
Trays, Fern Dishes
Hat Pin Holders, etc., etc.

and give us your orders for 1909.

We have a lot of things new and
interesting to show you that will bear
the most exacting demands of the Retail
Jeweler.

THE BRAINARD
& WILSON CORP.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICF,

DANBURY, CONN.
NEW YORK OFFICE — 6 2 1 BROADWAY, ROOM 531

WE DESIGN AND MAKE SOUVENIRS
Send for our Catalogue

150

181

669

937

April, 1909 THE

NEWS

NORTHWEST

Business conditions throughout the Northwest
are gradually and surely improving according to
reports received from different lines of enterprise,
but owing to the continuance of the low tempera-
ture, with an occasional fall of snow, business
has not picked up quite so rapidly as was antici-
patedThbeyremhaansy

'been a decided increase in the buy-
ing by retail jewelers since the 1st of March and
the jobbers are kept busy in their efforts to get
the goods out at once, as all seem very anxious
to be prepared for spring trade.

There have been several opening bills of
jewelry and optical goods sold by the jobbers of
the Twin Cities since the first of the year and all
are pleased with the prospects.

A. E. Paegel, State organizer of the Minne-
sota Retail Jewelers' Association, is busy mailing
a circular letter to all jewelers in the State. It
is a very strong one, pointing out the advantages
of the organization and urging all to lose no time
in becoming members of the association. Mr.
Paegel is an earnest and enthusiastic worker and
there is no doubt that his efforts will bring good
results before the time for the summer meeting
rolls around.

S. H. Clausin & Co. have moved to their new
quarters at 17 South Sixth Street, Minneapolis,
where they now have one of the largest and
finest wholesale and retail jobbing houses in the
Northwest. This is one of the best known firms
in the Twin Cities and they extend a cordial invi-
tation to the retailers to call on them at their new
location.

Owing to illness, E. W. Kittrige, of Minne-
apolis, treasurer of the Minnesota State Associa-
tion of Optometrists, was unable to attend the
convention of the association held in St. Paul
February 17th and 18th, and, on motion, the as-
sociation unanimously decided to instruct the sec-
retary to send a letter of sympathy to Mr. Kittrige,
also an appropriate floral offering.

P. J. Kugler, traveling salesman for H.
E. Murdock Jewelry Company, Minneapolis, spent
a few days in that city and reports business very
good.

H. A. Bertossi, formerly at 1537 University
Avenue, St. Paul, Minn., has moved his stock
and fixtures to 471 Snelling Avenue, of that city.
Mr. Bertossi's constantly growing business com-
pelled him to seek more spacious quarters.

Olav M. Coll has purchased the business of
J. T. Ellingbo, 1411 Franklin Avenue, Minneapolis.

Isadore Vehon, traveling salesman for Velion
& Goodman, wholesale jewelers, St. Paul, returned
from the third trip over his territory and reports
business as being very good. •

F. 0. Anderson, formerly at To South Third
Street, Minneapolis, has organized the Diamond
Jewelry Manufacturing Company. The new com-
pany is located at 514 Nicollet Avenue, Minne-
apolis, Minn., with Mr. Anderson as manaver.

F. P. Smith, of the National Business College
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C. Krueger, of N. Jensen & Co., trade

watchmakers, 208 Philipsborn Building, St. Patti,
Spent a few days at his home in Winona, Minn.,
the past month and just before leaving there he
found his name had been forged to a check for
$21. Fle also found that the stock he had stored
there had been broken into, but with all this hard
luck he reported for duty with a smiling face.
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Chester Gaskell, of St. Paul, went to Wash-
ington, D. C., in company with the St. Paul
Roosevelt Club, where they attended the inaugura-
tion of President Taft. Chester reports having
enjoyed the trip very much.

F. A. Upham, optician, Hi East Seventh
Street, St. Paul; has returned home after an ex-
tended visit in Cuba.

0. L. Melin, 923 Payne Avenue, St. Paul,
Spent a few weeks in Chicago and while there
he attended the convention of the alumni of the
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology.

The L. L. DeMars Optical School, of Minne-
apolis, has doubled its enrollment during the past
year and all students seem to be friends of the
school. Mr. DeMars has kept his school up to
a high standard.

William A. Sorensen, 230 Twentieth Avenue,
North Minneapolis, is now in Norway visiting
relatives.

E. C. Gross, of Litchfield, Minn., moved into
new quarters March 1st. Mr. Gross now has one
of the most elaborate jewelry stores in the North-
west, having a 35-foot show window, of which
he is justly proud.

The window smashers have renewed their
activity in Minneapolis and this time two of the
leading jewelry stores were the victims, the
method employed in each case was not unlike
those which have recently been used in many of
the large cities. The Twin City police are under
the impression that a "gang," organized for the
purpose of robbing jewelry stores in this manner,
are now operating in all parts of the country: The
jewelers who have not yet been victims should
profit by the experience of those who have. The
loss to Jacobs & Co., 518-520 Nicollet Avenue,
amounted to about $650, consisting of several
trays of small diamonds and a tray of stickpins.

J. B. Hudson & Son, 519 Nicollet Avenue, are
the most recent victims of the "brick thrower,"
suffering a loss of about $600. This is the ninth
window-breaking episode in Minneapolis within
the last two months.

The arrest of M. L. Britton, in Duluth, by
Postoffice Inspector Fraser, of Wisconsin, is a
source of consolation to many of the wholesale
jewelry firms who have been his victims. It is
charged that Britton used the names of some of
the largest jewelry firms in the country and or-
dered goods shipped to various parts of the
country under those names, stating that he was
opening branch stores. He is charged by W. W.
Hamilton and the Lewis Jewelry and Supply Com-
pany, of Denver, with using the names of Allen &
Allen, of Los Angeles; E. M. Lipka, of San
Francisco; M. Bloom, of Tacoma, Wash., and
other names equally well known.

It is asserted that Britton is one of the most
daring mail order fakirs in the country, auction
sales being his favorite method of disposing of
jewelry. He will be tried in Kansas City, Mo.,
in April, and the Denver and Kansas City
jewelers will be among those to testify.

The National Business College, at 619-625
First Avenue, South Minneapolis, has recently re-
furnished the watchmaking department of the
school with new benches and lathes and, with
Harry Sandham as instructor, they justly pride
themselves on having one of the best equipped
and up-to-date watchmaking schools in the North-
west.

J. R. Gordon, of Houston, Minn., attended the
Jewelers' and Optometrists' Convention, held in
St. Paul, the 16th and 17th of February. He was
also a delegate to the A. 0. U. W. Convention,
which was in session in Minneapolis during the
same week. Mr. Gordon was kept very busy in
his efforts to attend both meetings.

E. A. Walter, of Elmwood, Wis., was visiting
in the Twin Cities.

J. W. Wegman, of Butte, Mont., is in the
cities buying goods and visiting friends and rela-
tives. Mr. Wegman is well known throughout
the Northwest, as he is one of the pioneer watch-
makers in this section.

E. W. Dick, of Albert Lea, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities a few days buying goods during
the past month.

T. P. Hoeltgen, of Belle Plaine, Minn., for-
merly of St. Paul, Minn., attended the Minnesota
State Jewelers' and Optometrists' Convention, held
in St. Paul, February 16th and 17th.

Miss Celia Fischman, stenographer of Sischo I
& Beard, has gone to Ohio, where she will spend
about three months' vacation visiting friends and
relatives.

Otto Brink, who for the past thirteen years
was one of the leading manufacturing jewelers
of St. Paul, died at his home, 347 Magnolia Street,
March 7th. The business formerly conducted by
him at 195 East Seventh Street is now conducted
by Louis G. Schroeder. Mr. Schroeder is ably
assisted by Mr. F. Damcke as his engraver and
designer.

Homer Hazlett spent a few days in Cherokee,
Minn., on business for Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,
Minn.

1. S. Nelson, of Hutchinson, Minn., now
occupies the whole storeroom in which he is lo-
cated. He has put in new fixtures, which add
a great deal to the appearance of his store with
the increase in size.

W. W. McGuire, of Northfield, Minn., was
in the Twin Cities on business.

John Morton, of Northfield, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities buying goods and attending to
other business matters.

John Holt, of Eau Claire, Wis., was seen
among the Twin City visitors during the past
month.

John Von Walter, of Grasston, Minn., who
recently lost his entire stock by fire, was in the
Twin Cities on business. Mr. Von Walter is look-
ing for a new location, which he prefers to have
in Minnesota.

'I'. A. Shirley, one of the well-known St. Paul
engravers, had a severe attack of pneumonia, but
is now able to be about his work again.

Fred. Green, of Buffalo, Minn., was in St.
Paul transacting business.

About a year ago some person or optician
attempted to fit glasses by mail and sent out circu-
lar letters all over the State of Minnesota, en-
closing an addressed envelope to the "Twin City
Optical Company," Minneapolis. It seems that the
business did not meet with great favor, so the letters
did not appear again until a Twin City Optical
Company was organized and incorporated by some
of the leading opticians in Minneapolis. Now the
letters are appearing again and it seems that the
author calculated to further his scheme by the
reputation of the gentlemen who have organized
and incorporated the new company under a name
which he has been using. This has caused the
Twin City Optical Company no little worry, fear-
ing that the public may think that they are re-
sorting to such tactics to get business, so they
have taken the matter up with the federal au-
thorities.

Dr. Gertrude Stanton, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
recently returned from Chicago, where she at-
tended the annual gathering of the alumni of the
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and
Otology, held in that city February 15th to igth.

F. A. Upham, optician of St. Paul, Minn.,
recently returned home after an extended visit to

CubaT.he following are some of the jewelers and
opticians seen in the Twin Cities the past month:
Albert Asleson, Redwood Falls, Minn.; George R.
Clark, St. Cloud, Minn.; William W. Arms, Owa-
tonna, Minn.; J. W. Wegman, Butte, Mont.;
William Krohn, Annandale, Minn.; I. M. Rada-
baugh, Hastings, Minn.; W. W. McGuire, North-
field, Minn.; William Plackner, Benson, Minn.; A.
J. Krueger, North Branch, Minn.; Claude E.
Friedrich, Peoria, Ill.; F. W. Harper, Renville,
Minn.; Marion Gerde, New Paynesville, Minn.;
M. Morrison, Winona, Minn.• H. M. Hitchcock,
Redwood Falls, Minn.; J. C. Herdliska, Princeton,
Minn.; Peder Gaalaas, Stillwater, Mimi.

Pearls from Tiny Chinese Images
Compelling oysters to produce pearls by plac-

ing a foreign substance, such as small pebbles, in
their shells has become an extensive industry, in
which the Japanese have especially excelled, but
the Chinese can claim distinction in the originality
of one of the substances often used by them.
This is none other than tiny leaden gods or
images and when the oyster has formed the pearl
around this nucleus, a process which extends over
a period of four years, the shell is opened and the
prize removed.
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You can INCREASE YOUR SALES
if you buy the most desirable line. This
is what you will get if you see our line of

Jewel Cases, Clocks
Candles, Candelabras
Smoking Sets
Glass Tobacco, Cigar,
Puff and Pomade Jars
Desk Sets
Trays, Fern Dishes
Hat Pin Holders, etc., etc.

and give us your orders for 1909.

We have a lot of things new and
interesting to show you that will bear
the most exacting demands of the Retail
Jeweler.

NEW YORK OFFICE— 6 2 1 BROADWAY, ROOM 531

WE DESIGN AND MAKE SOUVENIRS
Send for our Catalogue

Business conditions throughout the Northwest
are gradually and surely improving according to
reports received from different lines of enterprise,
but owing to the continuance of the low tempera-
ture, with an occasional fall of snow, business
has not picked up quite so rapidly as was antici-
patec y many.

There has been a decided increase in the buy-
ing

bl

 by retail jewelers since the 1st of March and
the jobbers are kept busy in their efforts to get
the goods out at once, as all seem very anxious
to be prepared for spring trade.

There have been several opening bills of
jewelry and optical goods sold by the jobbers of
the Twin Cities since the first of the year and all
are pleased with the prospects.

A. E. Paegel, State organizer of the Minne-
sota Retail Jewelers' Association, is busy mailing
a circular letter to all jewelers in the State. It
is a very strong one, pointing out the advantages
of the organization and urging all to lose no time
in becoming members of the association. Mr.
Paegel is an earnest and enthusiastic worker and
there is no doubt that his efforts will bring good
results before the time for the summer meeting
rolls around.

S. H. Clausin & Co. have moved to their new
quarters at 17 South Sixth Street, Minneapolis,
where they now have one of the largest and
finest wholesale and retail jobbing houses in the
Northwest. This is one of the best known firms
in the Twin Cities and they extend a cordial invi-
tation to the retailers to call on them at their new
location.

Owing to illness, E. W. Kittrige, of Minne-
apolis, treasurer of the Minnesota State Associa-
tion of Optometrists, was unable to attend the
convention of the association held in St. Paul
February 17th and t8th, and, on motion, the as-
sociation unanimously decided to instruct the sec-
retary to send a letter of sympathy to Mr. Kittrige,
also an appropriate floral offering.

P. J. Kugler, traveling salesman for H.
E. Murdock Jewelry Company, Minneapolis, spent
a few days in that city and reports business very
good.

H. A. Bertossi, formerly at 1537 University
Avenue, St. Paul, Mimi., has moved his stock
and fixtures to 471 Snelling Avenue, of that city.
Mr. Bertossi's constantly growing business com-
pelled him to seek more spacious quarters.

Olav M. Coll has purchased the business of
J. T. Ellingbo, 1411 Franklin Avenue, Minneapolis.

Isadore Vehon, traveling salesman for Vehon
& Goodman, wholesale jewelers, St. Paul, returned
from the third trip over his territory and reports
business as being very good.

F. 0. Anderson, formerly at to South Third
Street, Minneapolis, has organized the Diamond
Jewelry Alanufacturing Company. The new com-
pany is located at 514 Nicollet Avenue, Minne-
apolis, Minn., with ?Jr. Anderson as manager.

F. P. Smith, of the National Business College
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A. C. Krueger, of N. Jensen & Co., trade
watchmakers, 208 Philipsborn Building, St. Paul,
spent a few days at his home in Winona, Minn.,
the past month and just before leaving there he
found his name had been forged to a check for
$21. He also found that the stock he had stored
there had been broken into, but with all this hard
luck he reported for duty with a smiling face.

Chester Gaskell, of St. Paul, went to Wash-
ington, D. C., in company with the St. Paul
Roosevelt Club, where they attended the inaugura-
tion of President Taft. Chester reports having
enjoyed the trip very much.

F. A. Upham, optician, iii East Seventh
Street, St. Paul; has returned home after an cx-
tended visit in Cuba.

0. L. Melin, 923 Payne Avenue, St. Paul,
spent a few weeks in Chicago and while there
he attended the convention of the alumni of the
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology.

The L. L. DeMars Optical School, of Minne-
apolis, has doubled its enrollment during the past
year and all students seem to be friends of the
school. Mr. DeMars has kept his school up to
a high standard.

William A. Sorensen, 230 Twentieth Avenue,
North Minneapolis, is now in Norway visiting
relatives.

E. C. Gross, of Litchfield, Minn., moved into
new quarters March 1st. Mr. Gross now has one
of the most elaborate jewelry stores in the North-
west, having a 35-foot show window, of which
he is justly proud.

The window smashers have renewed their
activity in Minneapolis and this time two of the
leading jewelry stores were the victims, the
method employed in each case was not unlike
those which have recently been used in many of
the large cities. The Twin City police are under
the impression that a "gang," organized for the
purpose of robbing jewelry stores in this manner,
are now operating in all parts of the country; The
jewelers who have not yet been victims should
profit by the experience of those who have. The
loss to Jacobs & Co., 518-520 Nicollet Avenue,
amounted to about $65o, consisting of several
trays of small diamonds and a tray of stickpins.

J. B. Hudson & Son, 519 Nicollet Avenue, are
the most recent victims of the "brick thrower,"
suffering a loss of about $600. This is the ninth
window-breaking episode in Minneapolis within
the last two months.

The arrest of M. L. Britton, in Duluth, by
Postoffice Inspector Fraser, of Wisconsin, is a
source of consolation to many of the wholesale
jewelry firms who have been his victims. It is
charged that Britton used the names of some of
the largest jewelry firms in the country and or-
dered goods shipped to various parts of the
country under those names, stating that he was
opening branch stores. He is charged by W. W.
Hamilton and the Lewis Jewelry and Supply Com-
pany, of Denver, with using the names of Allen &
Allen, of Los Angeles; E. M. Lipka, of San
Francisco; M. Bloom, of Tacoma, Wash., and
other names equally well known.

It is asserted that Britton is one of the most
daring mail order fakirs in the country, auction
sales being his favorite method of disposing of
jewelry. He will be tried in Kansas City, Mo.,
in April, and the Denver and Kansas City
jewelers will be among those to testify.

The National Business College, at 619-625
First Avenue, South Minneapolis, has recently re-
furnished the watchmaking department of the
school with new benches and lathes and, with
Harry Sandham as instructor, they justly pride
tsl:eesni.selves on having one of the best equipped
and up-to-date watchmaking schools in the North-
I t

J. R. Gordon, of Houston, Minn., attended the
Jewelers' and Optometrists' Convention, held in
St. Paul, the 16th and 17th of February. He was
also a delegate to the A. 0. U. W. Convention,
which was in session in Minneapolis during the
same week. Mr. Gordon was kept very busy in
his efforts to attend both meetings.

E. A. Walter, of Elmwood, Wis., was visiting
in the Twin Cities.

J. W. Wegman, of Butte, Mont., is in the
cities buying goods and visiting friends and rela-
tives. Mr. Wegman is well known throughout
the Northwest, as he is one of the pioneer watch-
makers in this section.

E. W. Dick, of Albert Lea, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities a few days buying goods during
the past month.

T. P. Hoeltgen, of Belle Plaine, Minn., for-
merly of St. Paul, Minn., attended the Minnesota
State Jewelers' and Optometrists' Convention, held
in St. Paul, February t6th and 17th.

Miss Celia Fischman, stenographer of Sischo
& Beard, has gone to Ohio, where she will spend
about three months' vacation visiting friends and
relatives.

• Otto Brink, who for the past thirteen years
was one of the leading manufacturing jewelers
of St. Paul, died at his home, 347 Magnolia Street,
March 7th. The business formerly conducted by
him at 195 East Seventh Street is now conducted
by Louis G. Schroeder. Mr. Schroeder is ably
assisted by Mr. F. Damcke as his engraver and
designer.

Homer Hazlett spent a few days in Cherokee,
Minn., on business for Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, ,
Minn.

N. S. Nelson, of Hutchinson, Minn., now
occupies the whole storeroom in which he is lo- -
cated. He has put in new fixtures, which add
a great deal to the appearance of his store with
the increase in size.

W. W. McGuire, of Northfield, Minn., was
in the Twin Cities on business.

John Morton, of Northfield, Minn., was in ,
the Twin Cities buying goods and attending to
other business matters.

John Holt, of Eau Claire, Wis., was seen
among the Twin City visitors during the past
month.

John Von Walter, of Grasston, Minn., who
recently lost his entire stock by fire, was in the
Twin Cities on business. Mr. Von Walter is look-
ing for a new location, which he prefers to have •
in Minnesota.

T. A. Shirley, one of the well-known St. Paul
engravers, had a severe attack of pneumonia, but
is now able to be about his work again.

Fred. Green, of Buffalo, Minn., was in St.
Paul transacting business.

About a year ago some person or optician
attempted to fit glasses by mail and sent out circu-
lar letters all over the State of Minnesota, en- •
closing an addressed envelope to the "Twin City
Optical Company," Minneapolis. It seems that the
business did not meet with great favor, so the letters
did not appear again until a Twin City Optical
Company was organized and incorporated by some
of the leading opticians in Minneapolis. Now the
letters are appearing again and it seems that the
author calculated to further his scheme by the
reputation of the gentlemen who have organized
and incorporated the new company under a name
which he has been using. This has caused the
Twin City Optical Company no little worry, fear-
ing that the public may think that they are re-
sorting to such tactics to get business, so they
have taken the matter up with the federal au-
thorities.

Dr. Gertrude Stanton, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
recently returned from Chicago, where she at-
tended the annual gathering of the alumni of the
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and
Otology, held in that city February 15th to t9th.

F. A. Upham, optician of St. Paul, Minn.,
recently returned home after an extended visit to
Cuba.

The following are some of the jewelers and
opticians seen in the Twin Cities the past month :
Albert Asleson, Redwood Falls, Minn.; George R.
Clark, St. Cloud, Minn.; William W. Arms, Owa-
tonna, Minn.; J. W. Wegman, Butte, Mont.;
William Krohn, Annandale, Minn.; I. M. Rada-
baugh, Hastings, Minn.; W. W. McGuire, North-
field, Minn.; William Plackner, Benson, Minn.; A.
J. Krueger, North Branch, Minn.; Claude E.
Friedrich, Peoria, Ill.; F. W. Harper, Renville,
Minn.; Marion Gerde, New Paynesville Minn.;
M. Morrison, Winona, • H. M. Hitchcock,
Redwood Falls, Minn.; J. C. 

Minn.
Herdliska, Princeton,

Minn.; Peder Gaalaas, Stillwater, Minn.

Pearls from Tiny Chinese Images
Compelling oysters to produce pearls by plac-

ing a foreign substance, such as small pebbles, in
their shells has become an extensive industry, in
which the Japanese have especially excelled, but
the Chinese can claim distinction in the originality
of one of the substances often used by them.
This is none other than tiny leaden gods or
images and when the oyster has formed the pearl
around this nucleus, a process which extends over
a period of four years, the shell is opened and the
prize removed.
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Gold Filled Post

Plain Polished
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Leatherette Boxes
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113 W Baltimore St., Baltimore

Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH HOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing- Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 56 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Fin-
ish, Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. El Ifni na ti ig ail a nnecessa ry
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price.Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn & Co.
16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Makers of GOL D CHAINS of every kind
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The annual convention of the Indiana Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, which was partially
reported in the March KEYSTONE, was an en-
thusiastic meeting, attended by about one-third of
the membership of 125. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing year : H. H. Bishop,
Indianapolis, president; H. L. Rost, Columbus,
first vice-president ; C. F. Artes, Evansville, second
vice-president; J. A. Oswald, Crawfordsville,
secretary ; J. H. Arnold, Columbus, treasurer.
E. M. Wilhite, Danville, was elected chairman of
the executive committee, which was composed of
C. Z. Rowe, Argos; W. H. Miller, Michigan City;
A. Rothermel, Connersville, and B. C. Krucke-
ineyer, Evansville. Mr. Rowe, the retiring presi-
dent, received the unanimous thanks of the as-
sociation for his excellent work in organizing and
presiding over the association during the two years
of its existence.

The Evansville delegation made a strong
fight to have the next meeting in their city, but
were not successful as the present constitution
requires that all meetings shall be held in
Indianapolis. With its splendid set of of-
ficers and enthusiastic membership the In-
diana Retail Jewelers' Association is now
firmly planted on its feet and the next year
will doubtless be productive of much real
benefit to the retail trade in this State.

Mr. Bishop, the newly elected president,
is a well and favorably known jeweler and
optician of Indianapolis who is identified
with the commercial interests of the city.
He has been in the same location on Vir-
ginia Avenue for many years. His keen
interest and work as vice-president of the
association

' 
as well as a pleasing personality,

won for him the office of president. Mr.
Rost, vice-president, has been in the retail
jewelry business in Columbus, Ind., for the
past thirty years and has had much to do
with the social and commercial life of that
city. He is president of the Columbus
Commercial Club and vice-president of the
Peoples' Saving and Trust Company Bank of
Columbus. He is one of the most widely-known
jewelers of the State.

Joseph E. Reagan, manager of Baldwin-
Miller Company, attended the convention of The
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association, held in
New York City, in February. Mr. Reagan is a
member of the executive board. He reported
the meeting the most enthusiastic the association
had ever held and believes that much good will
be accomplished by the association for the jobbers
throughout the entire country. Mr. Reagan
thinks that the jewelry industry has not been con-
ducted upon the same strict business principles
that have been a big factor in the advancement of
other commercial lines, but that the jewelers have
awakened to that important fact and that the
next few years will show a decided improvement.

Leo Krauss has rebuilt the show window in
his North Illinois Street store and added more
powerful electric lighting arrangements.

Harry E. Cohen, of H. Cohen & Sons, is one
of the owners of the National Vaudeville Associa-
tion that controls the New Gaiety Theater in In-
dianapolis and the Lyceum Theater in Cincinnati.

Herman Burns, of Burns & Andersen, manu-
facturing jewelers, made a business trip to Cin-
cinnati last month.

F. A. Tomlinson, formerly of Princeton, Ind.,
has removed to this city and opened a watch
repair business at 434 Massachusetts Avenue.
Later he will remove his jewelry stock to the
same location. Mr. Tomlinson's father, Moses
Tomlinson, of Plainfield, Ind., is one of the oldest
watchmakers in the State.

The Popular Jewelry Store, Ralph Partlow,
manager, is a new concern that has opened at 244
Massachusetts Avenue. To celebrate the opening
week one thousand pieces of jewelry were sold
at 25 cents each.
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George W. Dick, on Virginia Avenue, finished
a large order for replating last month. It in-
cluded all the flat and hollowware belonging to
the Y. W. C. A. in this city. The association is
now established in its large and beautiful new
home on North Pennsylvania Street. During the
contest to gain new members a "Spoon Rush" was
conducted. Every member who brought in live
new members or renewal of memberships during
March was presented by the membership com-
mittee with a sterling silver teaspoon. A surpris-
ingly large number of full sets were won.

Charles Murphy, with George S. Kern, was
a member of the "Hustler Committee" that ar-
ranged the ninth annual celebration and banquet
for the local council of The Young Men's Insti-
tute. One thousand Roman Catholic young men
from all parts of the State were present.

Charles R. Kluger has removed his jewelry
business from lo6o Virginia Avenue to no5
Shelby Street.

A. C. Zoller and Charles Mayer, Jr., are
abroad on a purchasing trip for Charles Mayer &
Co. They will visit the clock markets of France
and Germany and the china industries of Eng-
land, France and Germany. L. Snyder, formerly
with R. Baude, of Louisville, Ky., has taken a
position in the watch repair department of the
above firm.

W. F. Schaffer has been added to the force
in the watch repair shop recently purchased by

and made the school pins for the Horace Taft
School, at Watertown, Conn. The principal of
the school is a brother of President William H.
Taft.

Hoffman & Lauer, tool and material jobbers,
in the State Life Building, report business as ex-
ceptionally good, watchmakers being well supplied
with work and calling for much material.

Perry M. Shutter, watchmaker with Chris.
Bernloehr & Brother, recently had his home en-
tered by burglars, who used ether in sufficient
quantities to keep the family quiet while a search
was made for valuables. They failed to find
some jewelry and diamonds that belonged to Mrs.
Slauter, but left her icebox empty.

The Federal Engraving Company has in-
creased their force of copperplate engravers. The
firm has a number of jewelers who run stationery
departments to take orders for copperplate work
upon their list of regular customers. John A.
Elkins, of the firm, is a former jeweler and well
known to the trade.

J. G. Penfield, of Huntington, Ind., is said by
travelers to have one of the most attractive
jewelry stores in the State.

Mr. Westfall, watchmaker with J. F. Kiser,
at Muncie, Ind., has placed on the market a very
useful implement for taking any article out of a
show window without upsetting the entire display.
It is called a "Window Stick" and consists of a
straight stick, about three feet long, with a clutch

at one end, operated by a trigger at the
other end. By the use of the window stick
a piece of jewelry can be picked up and
safely removed from the show window
without disturbing any other article on dis-
play. It combines the qualities of simplicity,
effectiveness and cheapness.

George Greyer, a well-known retail
jeweler of Anderson, Ind., has returned
from a three months' sojourn in the sunny
lands of California.

J. A. Pickett, of Newcastle, Ind., has
enlarged his store and made a number of
improvements that have put his establish-
ment in the up-to-date class.

J. F. Kiser, proprietor of the Muncie
Jewelry & Plating Works, has added a
handsome show case for sterling silverware
to his store fixtures. Formerly all the
sterling silver was kept in the vault, where
no display could be made.

J. W. Culbertson, formerly with the
Waltham Watch Company, visited Indianapolis
last month, looking over the field with a view to
opening a jewelry store. At last accounts Mr.
Culbertson was undecided where he would settle.

James H. Noyes, jeweler of Osgood, Ind.,
has been added to the growing list of Indiana
jewelers who are enjoying the protection afforded
members of the Jewelers' Security Alliance.

George F. Beach, Valpariso, Ind., recently re-
moved into larger quarters at No. 9 Main Street.

Lem Clark, a watchmaker from Atlanta, Ga.,
has been visiting friends in Indianapolis and is so
well pleased with the Hoosier capitol that he
contemplates locating here.

William Beatty, a well-known jeweler of
West Lebanon, Ind., was a recent welcome visitor
on this market. During his stay he was the
guest of Charles W. Lauer.

M. I. Kirkman, of Pendleton, Ind., was a
recent buyer in this market. Mr. Kirkman re-
cently bought the watch and optical part of the
jewelry store conducted by S. F. Thomas. Mr.
Thomas is the successor of the old firm of Collis
& Thomas.

F. C. Sheldon, of the firm of Major & Shel-
don, Shelbyville, Ind., purchased a fine four-
cylinder touring car from a local automobile com-
pany last month. Harry Major, junior member
of the firm, visited the jobbing houses about the
same time looking for spring goods.

E. P. Gaston, a lecturer at the Royal Geo-
graphical Society of London, is the authority for
the statement that the fad of jeweling teeth, now
so popular with American actresses, was popular
among Central American women thousands of
years ago. In the ancient burying grounds
skulls have been found with jadites skilfully set
into the enamel of the teeth.

President II. H. Bishop v ice-president H. L. Ro

E. C. Stokes from George S. Kern. Mr. Stokes
reports business as remarkably good.

1. Grohs, of the I. Grohs Jewelry Company,
has returned from St. Louis, where he followed
his usual custom of conducting a sample room for
the display of spring stocks. He found business
very good. Leo Markewitz, of the same firm,
recently returned from an extended business tour
of Texas.

Mr. Fishbach, of the Hamilton Watch Com-
pany, called upon several members of the trade
a short time ago. While in the city Mr. Fishbach
consulted an oculist in regard to some serious eye
trouble from which he was suffering much pain.

Joseph E. Reagan, manager of Baldwin-
Miller Company, recently became a "Shriner."
Just what happened is, of course, a profound
secret, but it is announced as a sure thing that
"Joe got all that was coming to him," and "he
got his money's worth."

Charles B. Dyer, of The Arts and Crafts
Shop, has gotten out an interesting little book
with attractive illustrations, describing the
European vacation tour which he will personally
conduct, sailing from New York June 26th and
landing in Montreal September 4th. The itinerary
includes the countries of Italy, Switzerland, Hol-
land, Belgium, France, England and Scotland.
Mr. Dyer has had such splendid success with his
former tours that all elements of doubt and ex-
periment have been eliminated, his object being
to travel without ostentation—in perfect comfort,
but not extravagantly, getting the best results in
rest, enjoyment and education.

Dyer Brothers' Arts and Crafts Shop made
the very handsome solid gold cuff links and scarf
pin presented by the young women stenographers
and clerks to Speaker T. M. Honan, of the House,
tipon the adjournment of the Indiana State
Legislature, March 8th. The same firm designed

St
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C. A. MARSH a CO.
Makers of HIGH-GRADE GOLD FILLED JEWELRY

CHAINS

VESTS DICKENS PONIES

LORGNETTES NECKS

FOBS
Trade-Mark.

BRACELETS

A line that's a leader with

Quality, Reputation and

Style its Feature.

C. A. M. al, CO. on your goods mean something — Reliability, Satisfaction, Increased Trade

F 471 01220

A. P. WOOD
420 So. Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Pacific Coast Representative D 1019 D 1075 D 1024 D 1006

F 519 01157

Office and

Factory:

Attleboro,

Mass.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their lmsiness, saw at once

the beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL" CASE.
It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by
- —  

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inclips dee

inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of ease all I

811C1VeS lined with Week felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $58.00. Worth $70.00

Union Show Case Co. 
Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
•

Take the Blue Island Avenue Car
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J. P. Huff, Marion, Ind., is nicely settled in
larger and better quarters in that city.

C. H. Cloud, familiarly called "Sunshine,"
and his watchmaker, Harry Breidigan, of Mont-
pelier, Ind., attended the convention of the In-
diana Retail Jewelers' Association, held in this
city the last week in February. Mr. Cloud's pur-
chases while in the city included an up-to-date
plating apparatus for the home store. The Cloud
store is generally conceded to be the prettiest and
most modern in any town of the same size in the
entire State.

Charles R. Smith has completed extensive im-
provements in his jewelry store in Huntington, Ind.

Charles W. Lauer & Co. have placed their
store under the protection of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance. Dayton Wheat, formerly with
George A. Fogas, is now looking after the city.
trade for the above firm.

Charles W. Lauer, Jr., is the youngest
jewelry traveler out of Indianapolis. A year ago,
at the age of 21, he made his maiden trip for the
wholesale jewelry house of C. W. Lauer & Co.,

C. W. Lauer, Jr. C. W. Lauer, Sr.

in the State Life Building. "Young" Charlie is
a genial, affable fellow who bids fair to give his
father a close run for popularity with the trade.

George F. Long, enterprising jeweler and
citizen of New Richmond, Ind., is treasurer of
the new Richmond Commercial Club. His club
is the financial backer for all public movements
for the advancement and development of the
town. During all last summer the club gave free
moving picture shows on the main business street
every Saturday night. The arrangement was to
display the pictures at intervals, one-half hour
apart, from 7 to II o'clock. This attraction
brought many visitors to the city every Saturday
night, when the retail merchants did a splendid
business. Mr. Long and his associates are look-
ing for fresh attractions for the summer season.

Baber & Rankin, at Peru, Ind., recently lost
and recovered a diamond ring valued at $i75. A
man giving the name of Charles Hammil was
present when a customer was looking at a tray
of rings. The customer went out and the clerk
turned away, leaving the tray in front of Hammil,
who also left the store. The loss was soon dis-
covered and Hammil's arrest soon followed. He
confessed and returned the stolen ring.

.David Nassau, age 65 years, a jeweler of
Whiting, Ind., was recently slugged and robbed
in his store. Two men came in and asked to
look at diamonds and watches. Nassau was
alone in the shop and when he turned to get a
tray one of the strangers reached over the
counter and slugged him over the head. He
dropped to the floor very seriously injured. The
robbers made good their escape with hundreds
of dollars' worth of booty.

Joe Booth, of Booth & Son, Tipton, Ind.,
was met at one of the local jobbing houses a
short time ago. He is a familiar and welcome
figure on this market, where the Booth firm has
been known for many years. The senior Mr.
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Booth is numbered with the expert watchmakers
of the State. He has done watchwork for over
fifty years.

C. K. McCain, Kokomo, Ind., was among the
visiting jewelers on this market at the time of
the State Jewelers' Convention. Mr. McCain re-
ported trade not rushing but too good to com-
plain of. He is expecting the present year to be
a good one for the Jewelry trade.

In a recent newspaper interview on the sub-
ject of diamonds J. C. Sipe, diamond merchant on
North Meridian Street is quoted as follows : "How
many diamonds are sold in Indianapolis?" was
asked Mr. Sipe. "I can only estimate the value
of the diamonds and other precious stones sold
in Indianapolis annually," he answered. "I be-
lieve that one-half million dollars a year for the
last ten years would be a close estimate."

Among the retail jewelers who recently
visited this market, many of whom attended the
convention of the State Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion, were John L. Duncan, Wingate; Charles H.
Rothinghouse

' 
Jonesboro; E. T. Starks, New-

point ; J. F. Lisher, Elwood; S. B. Merrick, Plain-
field ; G. C. DeCamp, Shirley ; H. L. Rost, Colum-
bus; J. W. Thompson, Danville; Alton Evans,
Spiceland ; J. W. Hudson, Fortville; Aaron
Pursel, Noblesville ; George F. Long, New Rich-
mond ; George H. Morgel, Brazil ; C. K. McCain,
Kokomo; G. V. Brown, Flora; August Anderson,
North Salem; J. Kennard, Rushville; Ralph
Clark, of Clark & Raber, Anderson; Joseph
Booth, of Booth & Son, Tipton ; George W.
Clemons, Greenwood; J. A. Oswold, Crawfords-
ville; Herman Vollmer, Princeton; J. A. Arnold,
Columbus ; A. Rothermel, Connersville ; K. W.
Kern, Kokomo ; H. P. Tourner, Bloomington;
C. A. Bassett, Anderson; A. W. Owen, Green-
wood; J. M. Washburn, Anderson ; C. L. Artes,
Evansville ; C. Z. Rowe, Argos ; A. B. Johnson,
Sheridan ; Shelborn Brothers, Zionsville; H. T.
Coffin, Newcastle; W. F. Crosby, Jasonville; F.
L. McKee, Cloverdale; C. Cloud, Montpelier.

Toledo Letter

The jewelry business has been in no sense
rushing, although the past two weeks have made a
very fair showing as compared with the latter
part of February. Bad weather conditions kept
many buyers at home during February and the
result was very apparent in footing up the month's
business. At present trade seems to be sharing
somewhat in the general improvement of condi-
tions, and most of the local jewelers are fairly
well satisfied. Some diamonds have been moving,
but the volume has not been large. Dealers
have faith, however, in this branch of the business
and several lots of diamonds have been purchased
by them at figures somewhat below those of last
year. Watches have been moving very nicely and
Easter goods have also made a very respectable
showing. There has been an improvement in the
demand for novelties and everything indicates

that people have more money to spend as well
as more confidence in the future than has been
noticeable for some time in this community.

Most of the opticians and dealers in optical
goods report a slight improvement in business and
are very hopeful for an increase from this time
on. Opticians were affected more or less by the
unusually inclement weather, but the lull seems
to have been due to this cause solely and quick
recovery was made on the removal of the cause.
The better grades of optical goods have shown
considerable strength. Dealers report that people
are again buying and it may be said that condi-
tions are now normal with indications of a pros-
perous season.

B. Grossman, who, for the past two and a
half years has held the position of watchmaker
with the M. Judd Company, is no longer con-
nected with that concern. He has accepted a simi-
lar situation in the store of C. T. Wyman, on
Adams Street. His place at the Judd store was
recently filled by Albert Kumer, formerly of
New York City.

Evil fortune seems determined to follow Mrs.
Julius Mack, of Madison Avenue. Last Novem-
ber thieves entered the Mack home here in broad

daylight and stole $25oo worth of jewelry after
binding and gagging the maid. This daring robbery
was such a shock to Mrs. Mack that they dis-
posed of their home and then left for Pasadena,
Cal., to spend the winter. Mrs. Mack, made
nervous about her jewelry after the bold robbery,
carried her valuables about with her, secreted
in a pocket in her belt. Last month Mrs. Mack
lost $5000 worth of diamonds from this belt.
They were found later and restored to the owner
without a single loss. They had dropped out of
the secret pocket in a park where Mrs. Mack had
been walking. Upon their return to Toledo Mr.
and Mrs. Mack expect to purchase a new home
in a different part of the city.

A very pleasant social affair took place on the
evening of March 12th at the Empire Street home
of A. D. Hettelbrake, watchmaker at the William
B. Broer retail store on Summit Street, when about
twenty-five friends perpetrated a birthday sur-
prise. The evening was spent in music and danc-
ing and an elaborate repast was served. The
music was furnished by the Secor trio, one of the
finest musical organizations in the city. A feature
of the entertainment was singing and dancing
specialties by Mrs. William Myers, Mrs. William
Sheller and Miss Lillian Myers. The occasion
was the thirty-sixth birthday of Mr. Hettelbrake.

F. E. Freeman, a former North Baltimore
(Ohio) jeweler, was recently arrested at Seattle
upon the charge of having obtained about $600
worth of jewelry by false pretences from Bowler
& Burdick Co., of Cleveland. Pinkerton detec-
tives traced Freeman through Ontario to Van-
couver and Mexico, finally landing their prey in
Seattle. Freeman declares that he is innocent of
the charges.

W. R. McFadden, whose jewelry store on
Summit Street, was some time ago destroyed by
fire, is now comfortably located at 419 Summit
Street, sharing the room with Tepel's umbrella
store.

Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Hascall, of the E. E.
Freeman Company, have been enjoying the sun-
shine of the Bermuda Islands.

Word has been received here of the death
of John Keller, aged 74, a pioneer jeweler and op-
tician at Columbus Grove, Ohio. Pneumonia was
the cause of his demise. He had been in business
at that place for nearly half a century.

E. Gross, of the M. Judd Company, is laid
up at his home with an ulcer in his eye. While
it is extremely painful it is not thought that the
results will be serious.

Raymond Munn, who recently removed to
Grand Rapids, Mich., has been transferred to
Cleveland, where he will remove with his family in
the near future. Mrs. Munn is a daughter of
William H. Broer, the Toledo jeweler.

Oliver Senn, employed in the manufacturing
jewelry department at the E. E. Freeman store,
was recently joined in marriage to Miss Edna
Erne), a popular Toledo girl. The couple have
returned from a short wedding tour and are now
at home to their friends.

The jewelry store of H. C. Thew, at Lima,
Ohio, was recently robbed of three diamond rings
valued at $1000. A man answering the description
of the thief bought a ticket for Toledo, but he has
has not been apprehended.

Toledo jewelers will join with other retail
dealers in holding a grand spring opening during
the week March 22d to 27th inclusive. The affair
has been extensively advertised and a large out-
of-town trade is expected. Special pains will be
taken to beautify all stores, and especially show
windows, for the occasion.

Perhaps one of the most unique and hand-
some jewelry stores of its class in the city is that
of Ricaby & Co., at 307 Monroe Street. Some
time ago Mr. Ricaby took over the unexpired
lease of S. B. May, who formerly occupied the
rooms with his jewelry store, he removing his en-
tire stock to his new location in Texas. The new
occupant at once fitted up the room along unique
lines. The prevalent idea of the store is that of
harmony in colors and effects, mahogany being
the prevailing material. All fixtures in the place
are of mahogany, even to the large clock with
which the store is supplied. Altogether the store
is not only harmonious and beautiful, but it is
considerable of a novelty.
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Latest Style, Rolled Plate, Appropriate for Easter

W. & H. Lockets are better known and more generally
used than any other make

Wightman & Hough Co.
NEW YORK OFFICE

3 Maiden Lane Providence, R. I. Main Office and Factory
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The Monogram Man
OUR LATEST CREATION IN OUR

New Heavy Script Fob,
solid metal, dull finish or gold plate,
is a hummer, made with 3-8 or 1-2
inch strap, or mounted on the calf
leather, ribbon style fob. tut is prov-
ing a big success with the trade.
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for the trade
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Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON. MASS.
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The month has been a very quiet one in all
lines. Manufacturing interests are waiting for
Congress to do their tariff tinkering and when
that affair is settled let us hope that there will be
a real revival of business. The changes in steel
matters that have attracted the attention of the
world, have had but little effect locally. There
have not as yet been any wage reductions among
the great trass of workers in this industry. To
the retail tradesmen this is a condition to be kept
intact if possible. It is a reasonably safe estimate
to say that about 6o per cent. of our local plants'
capacities are being operated.

From a financial point of view local conditions
are healthy. The banks are loaning money to
commercial houses at 5 per cent., and in this city
this is quite a digression from the old beaten 6
per cent. path. Money is very easy and no legiti-
mate enterprise need go a-begging.

Lewis J. Binder, who for the past three
months has been in Florida with the Greenleaf &
Crosby Company, has resumed his former position
with Cowell & Hubbard Company.

J. B. Jones, secretary of the Bowler & Bur-
dick Company for a number of years, has resigned
to take the auditorship position of the R. Black
Engineering Company. This concern makes a
specialty of concrete building blocks and construc-
tion work. In this new work Mr. Jones will find
ample room for rapid advancement to fortune and
position.

Burt Ramsay is making a number of changes
in his Colonial Arcade store, the principal changes
being in his show windows. It is a decided im-
provement.

Mr. Eskew, formerly with S. Aubley, on
Broadway, has opened up a new store and repair
room on Broadway, about one block from Mr.
Aubley.

William C. Strath has resigned from the staff
of Scribner & Loehr Company and entered into
the tailoring business with his father under. the
firm name of R. Strath & Son, 2184 East Ninth
Street. It's a far jump from jewelry to tailoring,
but we wish Mr. Strath a full measure of success
in his venture.

Mr. Goldberg, jeweler, Fifty-fifth Street and
St. Clair Avenue, has a wife that deserves a
Carnegie medal for courage. Some days ago a
stranger called at the apartments over the store
on some pretext or other and, finding Mrs. Gold-
berg alone, he promptly hit her over the head with
a blackjack and took the key to the store away
from her and made a line for the storeroom,
where he was helping himself when Mrs. Gold-
berg appeared, having recovered from the effects
of the blow, and chased the robber away. Some
articles of value were taken but the more ex-
pensive goods were saved. This affair makes the
third or fourth of such brutal attacks on women
in jewelry stores in this town the past year.

A small failure in the trade was the recent
assignment of the Galley Company. This concern
did an instalment business among the railroad
employees of the various systems that run out of
this city. Owing to the depression in business
the past year the instalment business has been very
poor and the concern had a hard row to hoe
to make both ends meet. The court appointed D.
E. Green assignee. Assets are about $f000 and
liabilities about $3000. Mr. Galley is a well-known
horological expert and for some years was with
Webb C. Ball in his railroad time inspection
service.

The Arnstein Bros. Company, in the Rose
Building, have completed their 1909 catalogue and
it is a good one. The book is profusely illustrated.

The local automobile show, held here the last
of the month, brought a large number of out-of-
town jewelers into the city. The show was the
most successful ever held in this city and the at-
tendance was very large. The following were
seen here looking them over : H. S. Sumner,

Akron ; Albert and Fred Zung, Alliance; W. J.
Higgins, Shelby ; L. G. Hamilton, Fremont; Ralph
Hogan, Akron, who, by the way, will move into
a new store in a few days, with fixtures all up
to date.

E. E. Critz, of Critz-Haserodt Company,
Elyria, was a trade caller last month.

A. A. Hershberger, Shreve, Ohio, was here
recently on a business trip.

S. Perske, Canal Fulton, was in town last
month buying for spring trade.

E. D. Davis, of Kent, and H. H. Brainard,
Medina. were in town last month; also John
McClintock, of Chagrin Falls.

The conditions throughout New England were
not up to a high standard, but are very much
stronger than those of the previous year. Reports
from Providence and Attleboro manufacturers
lead us to believe that this will be a very good
spring season.

The Merchants' Association, of Lowell, held
a meeting in that city for the election of officers
and the following board of directors were chosen:
Frank Ricard, jeweler, president; F. H. Pearson,
Ralph Brazer, James H. Kelley, E. E. Smith, A.
E. Oheir, Paul Chalifoux, Isadore Green, M.
Marks, Walter Emmott, David Dickenson and A.
E. Rhodes, committee of arrangements. This
committee was appointed on a credit system to
act in conjunction with a similar committee from
the Board of Trade, as follows: John L. Knowl-
ton. Harry Pollard, James O'Sullivan and J. H.
Kelley. To the board of directors was left the
question of what days in the year the stores
should close and also whether Thursday should
continue through the summer months as a half
holiday.

David L. Dannahy, oldest son of David J.
Dannahy and a member of the firm of D. J. Dan-
nahy & Co., the well-known jewelers of Washing-
ton Street, Boston, has returned from his wedding
tour to New York, Niagara Falls, Washington and
the South, and is receiving the congratulations of
his many friends, both business and social. Mr.
Dannahy was married on February 22d to Miss
Celina A. Didion, of Roxlmry, and is now resid-
ing in. Dorchester.

C. L. Davis, formerly of Worcester, is now
with J. D. Blackshaw, of St. Johnsbury, Vt.

Many of the New England jewelers were in
Boston the week of March 6th-13th and attended
the Automobile Show at Mechanics Building.

Gen. H. S. Tanner, of Providence, R. I., has
been granted a two months' leave of absence from
duty on account of illness.

Frank J. Kelley & Co., instalment jewelers,
are now located at 387 Washington Street, Boston.

The many customers of R. G. Marshall, of
Waltham, Mass., were shocked to hear of his
death by suicide. Mr. Marshall appeared to be
doing a successful business and there was ap-
parently no cause for such an act.

Myers & Franks, of Hanover Street, Boston,
have very handsome window decorations this
month which cannot fail to attract attention.

On April 1st N. G. Wood & Son, of Tremont
Street, Boston, are to dissolve partnership. The
lease expires at their present location at that time.
Arthur G. Wood will continue the business near
the present location. Fred Wood will retire from
business owing to poor health.

W. F. Newhall and son, Fred, of Lynn, have
just returned from a very pleasant trip to the
Bermudas.

Alexander Fish, in charge of the material
department of A. Paul & Co., has just returned
from a business trip to New York City where he
purchased a supply of Swiss and French material.

The annual meeting of the New England
Watchmakers' Club occurred last month at their
rooms, 17 Bromfield Street, with the following
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election of officers: President, W. D. Churchill,
of Kettell & Blake; vice-president, Charles M.
Smith, of Gordon & Burgin ; treasurer, L. E.
Nichols, of Rand & Crane; secretary, William A.
Darling, of Charles W. Johonnot.

Edgar J. Martel, formerly watchmaker for
J. W. Bassett, of Ware, Mass., has purchased the
store, stock and fixtures of Edward W. Folsom,
of Somersworth, N. H. Mr. Martel is a graduate
optician, watchmaker and engraver and well
equipped to conduct this store. Mr. Folsom re-
tires from business.

Much interest is displayed by the Watch-
makers' Club regarding the cup donated by D. C.
Percival & Co. and many have expressed their
desire to enter the contest for the workman show-
ing the greatest mechanical skill in watchmaking.
The prize is to be awarded in March, 191o, after
public exhibition of workmanship, to be judged
by three disinterested parties, thereby giving one
year for watchmakers to work out their pet hob-
bies to win prizes and certificate of New England's
most able watchmaker. It is hoped it will create
a friendly spirit among the club members and also
give them an opportunity to show their enthusiasm
in their work.

Kirk Luken, watchmaker in the employ of J.
S. Lowell, has just returned from a visit to New-
port, R. I.

James F. Hurley, in the Montreal office of
Robbins, Appleton & Co., was in Boston last
month on a business trip.

The Boston Optical Company have installed
a system of telephoning in their Boston office,
there being in use now six telephones, thereby
giving them extra facilities for taking care of
their telephone orders.

W. W. Cook, of Natick, has renovated his
store in Natick. Mass.

Wilson Brothers, Tremont Row, have found
it necessary to add two new watchmakers to their
force, one of whom is A. P. Mendelstan, formerly
of N. G. Wood & Son, Boston.

R. N. Wallingford, formerly employed in the
Waltham factory, has purchased the jewelry store
formerly owned by Chase & Sanford, Waltham,
and will endeavor to conduct a first-class jewelry
store.

Frank Ricard, of Lowell, is planning to form
an organization of the jewelers and opticians of
that city. The idea is to get them together for
pleasant and social intercourse and mutual good.
If the idea materializes it is the intention to
affiliate with the National Association. The local
organization would be of much service from the
fact that it could act with the Board of Trade
and form a credit system. Many important mat-
ters could be adjusted in this way.

J. H. McGovern, of Haverhill, Mass., has
had an auction sale which was conducted by Max
Posner, of Boston. The Grant Jewelry Company,
of Lowell, will also have an auction sale conducted
by the same auctioneer.

The mystery is solved why some women are
unable to carry their watches in their belt and get
satisfactory time from them. E. S. Munroe, 7
Chauncey Street, one of Boston's leading jewelers,
had had difficulty in getting a watch to run in a
lady's belt, but the same watch would run all right
on a chatelaine pin. It occurred to Mr. Munroe
that possibly the steel in the lady's corset was
magnetized strongly enough to affect the running
of the watch while in the belt. An experiment
was made and Mr. Munroe's suspicions were veri-
fied, as the steel was very much magnetized; so
much so, that no watch could keep satisfactory
time that was in close proximity with it. This
discovery should be made known to all watch-
makers, as it might benefit them to know this new
feature in magnetic influence.

Among the retail jewelers in Boston last
month were J. E. Stephens, Rumford Falls, Me.;
H. S. Hewett, Brockton; Frank Ricard, Lowell ;
H. Ostroff, of Ostroff & Sousa, Lawrence; J. D.
Blackshaw, St. Johnsbury, Vt.; E. F. Welch,
Westboro, Mass.; R. A. Lohnes, Worcester, Mass. ;
B. G. Couri, Portland, Me.; 'Joseph Lajoie, Wor-
cester ; F P. Fisk, Epping, N. H.; S. D. Grossman,
Brockton, Mass.; H. P. N. Dahl, Maynard, Mass.

"/ find The Keystone all interesting, including
the advertisements."—A. J. Hamilton, Jeweler,
Cadwell, Ill.
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New York Office
37 Maiden Lane

THE
RECOGNIZED LEADERS

IN GOLD FILLED CHAINS

tested by time and wear—quickest to
sell, most profitable to handle, safest to
buy—proved by U. S. Assay to contain
more gold than any other make of like
grade—and stamped with quality and
trade-mark.

BASSETT CHAINS
Minneapolis Office

1116 Lumber Exchange
Factory and Home Office
Providence, R. I.
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Chicago Office
510 Columbus Bldg.

Gift Rosaries
In Fine Jewels

Most suitable gift-stock for the pre-
lenten and Easter seasons is the
richly-mounted jeweled rosaries now
so popular. In these goods quality
and richness are much more of a
consideration than price, and there
are large profits in handling them.
Their sale will add to your prestige
and attract a fine class of trade.
Get a supply

FOR LENT AND
EASTER

Real and imitation stones mounted
in gold, silver and rolled gold plate.

Write for Catalogue or
Selection Package

WE HAVE IN STOCK

In Real Stone
AMETHYST CARNELIAN
GARNET JET
CRYSTAL TOPAZ

In Imitation Stone
AMETHYST OPAL GARNET
CARNELIAN PEARL JASPER
JADE CRYSTAL ONYX

SAPPHIRE

We W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Ecclesiastical Art Meta/ Workers PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK OFFICE now
15-17-19 Maiden Lanc

Samples Only

We make for the Jobbing Trade
only, a complete line of

SOLID GOLD
JEWELRY

Rings, Brooches

Scarf Pins, Tie Pins
Veil Pins, Cuff Pins

Handy Pins, Chain Set:

Link Buttons

Hair Barrettes

Heart Charm'

Ear Screws, Ear Drops

Pierceless Drops, etc.

E. L. SPENCER COMPANY
95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. L
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,,SAN FRANCISCO
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After an unusually heavy rainy
The Outlook season of forty-seven days out

of the first fifty-nine of 1909,
we are at last commencing to reap the benefits of
the great downpour. While the overflow of the
rivers in this State did considerable damage, the
good it will bring us will offset the losses. There
is now ample water for our vast amount of farm-
ing and mining interests, and when these two
industries are in a healthy condition all other
lines show activity. The Legislature in session in
Sacramento has just passed a bill for the im-
provement of the harbor of San Francisco. This
new measure carries with it an appropriation of
$9,000,000, which will be spent along our water
front. All of the old ante-fire, first-class retail
establishments are now permanently located in or
around their original sites inside of the old fire limes.

The bank clearings of the
Bank Clearings leading cities of the United

States for the week ending
March 13th showed a remarkable increase
over the preceding week and over the cor-
responding week of 1908. They were $,-
336,711,000, as against $2,6r5,589,000 the week
before and $2,211,533,000 in the corresponding
week of last year. Every city in the country
except two or three participated in the increase.
San Francisco showed up with $41,635,000 to her
credit, an advance of 16.2 per cent. over the cor-
responding week of last year. Los Angeles and
the other Coast cities all made a record indicative
of briskness and the return of prosperity.

D. D. Mitchell, who has been identified with
the retail jewelry interests in this city for a
number of years, has fitted up a very attractive
new store at 492 Castro Street, near Eighteenth.
Mr. Mitchell has installed a very attractive set
of new oak show and wall cases which are
stocked with a very salable line of goods.
. After a search throughout. the Ghetto dis-

tricts of half a dozen cities in the Middle West
and East, Philip Barkis, formerly a jeweler in
San Francisco, caused the arrest of a man on the
East Side, New York City, who, he says, drugged
and robbed him of $3500 in cash and a valuable
lot. of jewelry in Chicago about January 1st. The
prisoner, Isadore Fried, 25 years of age, is being
held at

justice.
headquartersusce  charged with beinga f

Robert Martin, a 16-year-old apprentice in the
jewelry store of W. N. Jenkins, of 468 Twelfth
Street, was arrested one night recently by the Oak-
land police on a charge of stealing jewelry and
silverware to the value of more than $t000. At
the same time Captain of Detectives Petersen
placed in custody C. F. Salomonson, of 1057
Franklin Street, who, it is alleged, bought the
jewelry from the boy and disposed of it. Both
prisoners admitted their guilt to the police. The
thefts have been going on for three weeks, they
said. It was Martin's custom to fill his pockets
with watches, gold chains, rings or silverware as
be left work in the evening and to sell them to
Salomonson. He got only a small percentage of
the value of the stolen property.

As he left work he was trailed by Petersen
and Detective Caldwell to Salomonson's store.
He was permitted to dispose of what he had
stolen and come out when he was placed under
arrest. The detectives then went inside the store
and placed the proprietor under arrest. They found
that he had just bought $51 worth of silverware
for $2 from the boy. He was forced to open his
safe and in it was found jewelry to the value
of $5oo, which was identified as having been
stolen from Jenkins. The rest, it is claimed, has
been pelted down. Salomonson is being closely
questioned by the police as to his dealings, not only
with Martin, but in other affairs, on the theory
that he may have been buying from others who
have come dishonestly into possession of jewelry
and silverware. As yet no formal charge has
been placed against either Martin or Salomonson.

K EYST ONE

R. A. Kettle and wife spent two weeks in this
city recently. Mr. Kettle is the Chicago repre-
sentative of the Waltham Watch Company and
calls on his friends on the Pacific Coast every two
or three years in the interests of his company.
This gentleman was very much impressed with
the vast amount of building that is being done in
this city and predicts a wonderful future for this
commonwealth.

A. Eisenberg, Jr., of the well-known whole-
sale jewelry house of the same name, arrived
home after having been to the diamond markets
of Europe. Mr. Eisenberg was away two months
and returns with a large assortment of papers of
high-class stones that he picked up while abroad.

John Kocher, of the well-known jewelry firm
of R. Kocher & Son, Southern Pacific watch in-
spectors of San Jose, was among the out-of-town
retail jewelers seen visiting the local wholesale
houses.

Leon Carrau, of the wholesale diamond house
of Carrau & Green, is preparing for a three
months' sightseeing tour and will leave here on
April 18th. Mr. Carrau has bookings on the
steamship Finland, which clears from New York
on April 29th. Mrs. Carrau and her son ac-
company him on the sightseeing trip to the old
world. Upon their return to New York they will
be joined by the Misses Carrau and the pilgrimage
will be extended to take in all of the sightseeing
places between New York and San Francisco.

Louis C. Koberg, our good-natured retail
jewelry friend of Healdsburg, Cal., was among
the out-of-town tradesmen in this market on a
buying trip late last month.

• G. V. Dickinson, general agent of the Elgin
National Watch Company, who makes his head-
quarters in the Chicago office of the above firm,
called on his host of friends among the wholesale
and retail jewelers in this city early in March.
This was Mr. Dickinson's first visit since the fire
and he was greatly impressed with the appear-
ance of our new fireproof city.

A. G. Prouty, who conducts a retail jewelry
store at Napa, Cal., paid this market a visit last
month in search of seasonable novelties for his
Easter trade.

S. H. Clausin, of the well-known jewelry
house of the same name, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
accompanied by his wife, called on THE KEY-
STONE representative in San Francisco last month,
enroute for home after spending their annual
vacation in the winter resorts in the southern
section of California.

Deremer & Co., who are now located at r341
Van Ness Avenue, will, as soon as the new build-
ing is completed on the corner of Grant Avenue
and Geary Street, occupy this commanding corner
in the center of the retail shopping district. The
contract for the entire new set of show and wall
cases has been let and will be installed as soon
after the building has been turned over as com-
pleted.

Handle & Co., one of the leading retail
jewelers of Berkeley, Cal., has fitted up and moved
into a fine new store directly opposite their old
location. which is on the main street, leading to
the campus of the University of California.

The Cohn Jewelry Company have bought the
goodwill and fixtures of the establishment that
was previously conducted by B. Lissner at 1103
Washington Street, Oakland. The new proprie-
tors have had the entire store remodeled and it
now presents a very cheerful and attractive ap-
pearance.

Arthur Nordman is the proud father of a
9-pound boy. The stork arrived on March 3d,
and, we are pleased to say, that both the baby and
his mother are progressing. Uncle Joe Nordman,
the new arrival's grandfather, is very much elated
over the newcomer, as it assures him of another
generation of Nordmans who will be allied with
the jewelry interests in this city.

H. Silver, one of the prominent retail jewelers
of Seattle, Wash., returned to San Francisco after
having spent eight weeks in and around New
York City. This gentleman also spent a week
at Byron Springs, Cal., and left here for home
the  latterj.  j.  Hpoarietnof aMarch.whois

connected with the retail
jewelry business in Antioch, was among the out-
of-town tradesmen in this city in March.

r

Fred L. Lezinsky, Pacific Coast representative
of a number of large eastern manufacturing
jewelers, is now in the East visiting his several
factories and expects to be away from his San
Francisco office for about six weeks.

J. Wise, who was formerly a member of the
well-known wholesale jewelry firm of J. S. Lehr-
berger & Co., has closed out his interests in Cali-
fornia and has left for Germany. Mr. Wise con-
templates living in Berlin for a few years. His
many friends on the Coast will miss him and some
of us do not give up all hopes of seeing his
genial face in our midst at some future date.

Alvin P. Shattuck, the local representative of
W. & S. Blackinton Company and Riley & French,
has closed his San Francisco office. His present
address is 1827 E. Twentieth Street, Cleveland.
While Mr. Shattuck was on the Coast a little
less than one year, he made many staunch friends
among the wholesale jewelers and the regrets
at his departure are very sincere.

Sorensen Company, one of the leading retail
jewelers of this city, have had the interior of their
715 Market Street store entirely refinished. The
new blue .Tennessee marble columns with gold
crownpieces make a very rich and attractive ad-
dition to this progressive establishment.

R. F. Allen, of the Morgan Allen Company
interests, manufacturers' representatives on the
Pacific Coast, is now visiting the different plants
in the East that his concern represents and will
not return to San Francisco until about June 1st.

F. Roth (M. Schussler & Co.) accompanied
by his wife, left San Francisco on March 31st
and will clear from the port of New York on
April loth, sailing for the diamond markets of
Europe on the steamship Anterika. Mr. Roth will
be away two or three months but will send con-
signments of diamonds to his home concern in
San Francisco as he is able to pick them up.

Luminous Paints
Some very good formulas for mixing the dif-

ferent colored luminous paints come from the
Era Formulary. They are as follows:

Orange: 46 parts of varnish are mixed with
17.5 parts prepared barium sulphate, i part pre-
pared India yellow, 1.5 parts prepared madder
lake and 38 parts of luminous calcium sulphide.

Yellow : 48 parts varnish, to parts prepared
barium sulphate, 8 parts barium chromate and 34
parts luminous calcium sulphide.

Green : 48 parts of varnish, to parts prepared
barium sulphate, 8 parts green chromic oxide and
34 parts luminous calcium sulphide.

Blue: 42 parts of varnish, 10.2 parts prepared
barium sulphate, 6.4 parts ultramarine blue, 5.4
parts cobalt blue and 46 parts luminous calcium
sulphide.

Violet : 42 parts varnish, 10.2 parts prepared
barium sulphate, 2.3 parts ultramarine violet, 9
parts cobalt arsenate and 36 parts luminous cal-
cium sulphide.

Gray : 45 parts of varnish, 6 parts prepared
barium sulphate, 6 parts prepared calcium car-
bonate, .5 part ultramarine blue, 6.5 parts gray
zinc sulphide.

Yellowish-brown: 48 parts varnish, to parts
precipitated barium sulphate, 8 parts auri-pig-
ment and 34 parts luminous calcium sulphide.

Luminous colors for artists' use are prepared
by using pure East India poppy oil, in the same
quantity, instead of the varnish, and taking par-
ticular pains to grind the materials as fine as pos-
sible. For luminous oil color paints equal quanti-
ties of pure linseed oil are used in the place of
the varnish. The linseed oil must be cold pressed
and thickened by heat.

The luminous paints can also be used as wax
colors for painting on glass and similar objects,
by adding, instead of varnish, TO per cent. more
of Japanese wax and one-fourth the quantity of
the latter of olive oil. The wax colors prepared in
this way may be used for painting on porcelain,
and are then carefully burned without access of
air. Paintings of this kind can also be treated
with water glass.

"I am perfectly satisfied with The Keystone
just as it is."—F. J. Blownhall, Jeweler, Consho-
hocken, Pa.
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The jobbing trade for the month of March
is reported to have been better than for the same
month a year ago, and it is gradually improving.
The diamond trade has been very active and bet-
ter than any other line. The retail business has
been moving along about the same as usual for
this season of the year. with a tendency towards

E d.improvement.massa,
of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Corn-

pany, returned recently from a two weeks' business
trip through Kansas and Oklahoma. The firm re-
cently completed their inventory and stock-taking
and were very much pleased with their last year's
business, considering that it was an off year. S. H.
Bauman, president of the company, recently
bought a building lot for $87oo on Kingsbury
Boulevard, one of the exclusive neighborhoods,
and will erect a new home, to cost $25,000.

A. L. Bauman, President of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Company, will leave the latter part of
May on a two months' trip to Europe. He will
visit the diamond markets there to make purchases
for the firm's trade.

The State Senate Committee on Judiciary, at
Jefferson City, Mo., recently gave a public hearing
to representatives of mercantile concerns and
credit associations of St. Louis, Kansas City and
St. Joseph on the bulk sales bill, which the credit
men are urging to protect jobbers and manufac-
turers from unscrupulous purchasers. After
hearing arguments of those favorable to the bill
the committee deferred action until retail mer-
chants, who are said to oppose the measure, may
be heard. A number of prominent St. Louisians
appeared before the committee in behalf of the bill.

Julius Newman, of the Aller, Newman &
Wilmes Jewelry Company, while on his trip re-
cently, injured his right leg by a fall and had
to return home. He will probably be confined
indoors about four weeks.

F. W. Hoyt, of F. W. Hoyt & Co., is now on
a six weeks' trip through the Northwest. M. H.
Cox, traveler for the same concern, is on a nine
weeks' trip through Oklahoma and Texas.

Z. B. Robbins, of the Robbins Jewelry Com-
pany, is on a three weeks' business trip throughtie 

West.
James J. Burke, President of the Brooks

Jewelry and Optical Company, returned recently
from a three weeks' trip through Texas.

Brener & Co., who failed recently, made a
settlement with their creditors at 35 cents on the
dollar. This firm is now conducting an auction sale.

J. E. Durick, traveler for William Weidlich &
Bro., contracted a case of blood poison while
on his trip and had to return here for treatment.
He travels through Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas.
Mr. White has accepted a position as traveler for
this concern and has left on a several months'
trip through Missouri and Kansas.

E. C. Weidlich, of the Weidlich Bros. Manu-
facturing Company, Bridgeport, Conn., and also
a member of the firm of Wm. Weidlich & Bro.,
has been spending two weeks here.

George Oberting and Lawrence Oberting, of
Blankenmeister, Oberting & Co., returned from
tsrpiepcstivreecteenrtrliytois.and have again left for their re-

W. E. Tower has returned from a three
weeks' trip through the Southwest and will leave
on April 1st for a five weeks' trip through Okla-
homa and Texas. A. W. Long, of the same firm,
is on a four weeks' trip through Arkansas.

Ralph Loewenstein, of the R. Loewenstein
Jewelry Company, is home from a two weeks' trip
txhorortuhghmtihsesoSuoriu.th. Milton P. Loewenstein, of the
same firm, is in from a ten days' trip through

The annual business meeting of the stock-
holders of the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Com-
pany, held recently, showed a most gratifying con-
dition and a substantial dividend was declared,
comparing very favorably to that of previous
years. The following officers were elected : George

J. Hess, president ; Stephen D. Culbertson, vice-
president and treasurer ; Samuel E. Bamber, sec-
retary. These officers, with Rolla W. Hess, con-
stitute the board of directors. All were enthusi-
astic over prospects for business in their new
store at the southwest corner of Seventh and St.
Charles Streets, to which the firm will remove as
scon as improvements now in progress are com-
pleted. George J. Hess, president of this com-
pany, has just returned from a two weeks' busi-
ness trip to New York.

J. F. Bolland, of the J. Bolland Jewelry Com-
pany, has returned from a business trip to New
York.

C. M. Harrington, a jeweler of Kirksville,
Mo., accompanied by his wife, visited here recently.

Otto Buder, the South Side jeweler and also
vice-president of the St. Louis Retail Jewelers'
Association, has been nominated for the House
of Delegates in this city from his ward by the
Republican party.

W. G. Davis, the leading jeweler of Granite
City, Ill., had a $15,000 fire loss by the burning of
his store March 6th. The loss was mostly covered
by insurance.

J. F. Dailey, formerly of J. F. Dailey & Co.,
well-known credit jewelers, has accepted a position
as salesman with Loftis Brothers & Co., also
credit jewelers here. The firm of J. F. Dailey
will continue in business.

On March 8th the E. Maritz Jewelry Com-
pany, the St. Louis Clock and Silverware Com-
pany and the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company
filed a petition in involuntary bankruptcy in the
United States District Court against Edward H.
Kniepkamp, a jeweler, of 1434 Salisbury Street,
this city. The case will come up in the bankruptcy
court on March 28th.

A thief entered the store of Morris Rosen-
berg, 1819 Franklin Avenue, one night recently,
and asked to be shown some rings. Mr. Rosen-
berg showed him a number of rings on a tray and
as Mr. Rosenberg bent his head a little behind
the counter the thief took the heavy tray and
brought it down on Mr. Rosenberg's head, felling
hint Miss Rosenberg, sister of Mr. Rosenberg,
who was in another room, heard the groans of
her brother and she rushed out and seized the
thief. Her brother regained his senses and started
to attack the thief also, but the thief again struck
him on the head with the tray and started for
the door. Miss Rosenberg followed him and suc-
ceeded in catching him by the coat collar, but he
slipped out of the coat and escaped. The thief
had about $300 worth of stuff when he ran from
the store but it was all recovered except about $50
• worth. Miss Rosenberg's plucky act brought
forth many compliments as to her bravery at a
critical time.

Carl Shepard, a well-known jeweler of Han-
nibal, Mo., accompanied by his wife, spent several
days here recently.

Well-known trade visitors here recently were:
Joseph Mazer, McAllister, Okla.; W. H. Jahn
and wife, Pacific, Mo.; William Westphal, St.
Charles, Mo.; F. 0. Liedel, Troy, Ill.; C. S. Scan-
lin, Indianapolis, Ind.; F. E. Pirtle, of Poncius &
Co., Council Grove, Kans.; Frank Armbruster,
Springfield, Ill.

On Monday, March 15th, the executive com-
mittee of the Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association
met here to decide when and where the annual
convention of the association would be held this
year. The meeting was called at the instance of
President Claude Wheeler, of Columbia, Mo., who
presided. The other members of the committee
present were : H. L. Haines, Maryville, Mo., sec-
retary ; Charles H. Bard, Sedalia, Mo., treasurer;
S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; A. E. Pit-
tinger, Kansas City, Mo.; George Young, Moberly,
Mo.; F. W. Baier, St. Louis, Mo.; Robert Wor-
rall, Mexico, Mo.; Charles Tiernan, California,
Mo., and Adam Hoffner, Jr., De Soto, Mo. The
officers of the local branch of the association also
attended. They were : Herman Mauch, president;
Otto Buder, vice-president ; J. F. Zeitler, treasurer;
W. F. Kemper, secretary, and Gerhart Eckhardt,
chairman of the grievance committee. June 21st
and 22d were the dates selected for the annual
convention, which will be held in this city. The
convention will bring retail jewelers from all parts
of Missouri to St. Louis and an elaborate pro-
gramme of entertainment will be arranged.

DETROIT
LETTER(
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Already the season of early
The Wedding spring weddings is beginning to

have its effect in the jewelry
market. These social events

are having a noticeable effect on purchasers and
an optimistic tone is to be found throughout the
trade generally. Retailers report a livelier demand
for silverware and the prospect is that the passing
of Lent will mean better conditions than have
prevailed since the holidays. Generally speaking,
business conditions have not been entirely up to
expectations so far this year. There is no reason,
however, to consider this more than a passing
phase, the local industrial situation betokening a
year much more prosperous than the last.

An understanding which has
Probable lately been reached by some of
Organization the most prominent firms in the

retail trade indicates that there
will be a much more amicable feeling among the
big houses along Woodward Avenue than has
been the case in the past. The days of ruinous
competition and price-cutting may be done away
with to a certain extent. It is possible that this
understanding may pave the way for an associa-
tion of retailers later in which the largest retail
firms will form the nucleus and shape the policy.
This development is one that has only been dis-
cussed so far.

Season

Greater success and larger at-
State tendance for the jewelry and
Conventions optical State conventions this

year seems to be assured by the
understanding reached last month between the
officers of the Michigan Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion, the executive committee of the State Optom-
etrical Society and the members of the Detroit
Jewelers' Board of Trade. By this agreement the
convention of the two retail societies will be held
in August, after the national conventions, instead
of before those conventions, as on previous years.
By this means, the State retail conventions will
come at the same time as the Buyers' Entertain-
ment, given by the Detroit Wholesalers' Associa-
tion. This will allow the visitors from other
cities of the State to come here at half fare and
give them participation in the elaborate entertain-
ment provided by the wholesalers.

District meetings of the retail jewelers will be
held in Grand Rapids and Saginaw, delegates to
the National Convention being elected at a meet-
ing in the latter city April 28th. Last year the
State convention was held a month prior to the
Wholesalers' Entertainment Week and, in conse-
quence, attendance was divided. The members
of the retail jewelers' executive committee, who
met here to arrange for the convention were : A.
B. Hull, Belding; V. C. Morse, Ithaca; G. W.
Stolz, Saginaw ; Max Jennings, St. Clair; W. F.
King, Jr., Adrian, and Walter H. Beck, Detroit.

The order of Ku-Kus, which
Ku-Kus' Nests was introduced here last July,

has proved of considerable bene-
fit in bringing together the various branches of the
jewelry and optical business and promoting harmony
and good fellowship. It is now proposed to install
nests this spring in Grand Rapids and Saginaw,
and another may be installed later in the Upper
Peninsula. Detroit Nest No. 5 elected new officers
at its meeting Thursday, March 4th. Frank Ken-
nedy, President of the Kennedy Optical Company,
was elected Ku-Ku King, Charles A. Berkey, of
The Charles A. Berkey Company, retaining his
place as Ku-Ku Prince, while A. E. Patterson, of
Burr, Paterson & Co., was made Ku-Ku Chief.
Walter Tant became Scratcher in place of A. E.
Charlesworth, while Evan E. Thomas was re-
elected Keeper of the Kash. Thomas Balkwell
was chosen as Guard. Nelson K. Standart, the
retiring King, installed the new officers and a
social session was held.

William Gribbin, of Carsonville, was a pur-
chaser in this market early in the month.

(Continued on page 615)
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DEPENDABLE WORK OUR AIM

0 UR AIM has been, is and always will be to turn outdependable repair and special order work. As to
how well we have succeeded in this endeavor we leave to
our long list of customers to say.

Our factory has been established for fifteen years, and is fitted with the most
modern machinery and plenty of it. With this equipment we can solve all your
repair troubles and handle your rush orders with accuracy and despatch and the
very best of service.

In addition to repairs and special orders, we pay special attention to Diamond
Mountings, Emblem Goods, Class Pins and Medals. If you have never sent us

iyour work, t will pay you to know us better.

The Dorst Company,  Special Manufacturing Jewelers
S. E. Cor. FIFTH and ELM STREETS, CINCINNATI, OHIO

We make
these Bracelets

in any
size desired

Mr. Retailer:
If you want something that will satisfy your customer

and will be exactly as represented in regard to quality and
workmanship, demand that your jobber carry a line of

Freeman's Roller Fobs, Chains

and Bracelets

We also make a nice line of LAVALLIERS and
JEWELRY, something that is UP-TO-DATE in every
way and that is calling the attention of the trade as our
orders show.

B. S. FREEMAN CO.
Attleboro Falls, Mass.

Chicago Office, J.1'. EDWARDS, Columbus Building
San Francisco Office, JOHN NATHAN, Cor. Geary & Stockton Ste,

INDIVIDUALITY
IN COMB STYLES

FASHION

COMFORT

SERVICE

A shape for every head. Set
with sparkling rhinestones
warranted to retain their
brilliancy.
Our combs have style. A
large assortment of new pat-
terns for Spring now ready.
They will be in demand by
women who pride themselves
on being correct in every
detail of their apparel.
We also carry a complete line
of stone-set hat pins, hair
barrettes and sash pins, made
LIP in smart designs that
wear well.

TEWe will gladly send onapproval, prepaid, Mem-
o7 a ndurn Package to re-
liable concerns.

JOSEPH W. HELLER MANUFACTURER OF WHITE STONE NOVELTIES 

129 Eddy Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

A city in the center of a grain-growing
country does business according to the crops.
Kansas City is waiting to see what will be the
result of the winds, the snows and the rain which
have battled for the grain, and March has been
a very quiet month in a business way. Th t wheat
prospects are good throughout all Kansas, with
the exception of the extreme West. There the
rains have been sufficient, but the high winds have
rooted the grain from the ground and carried it
away. Western Kansas, however, is the ?nly
locality that suffered and the farmers in all other
sections are sanguine of the usual great yield.
Among the jewelers there has been but very little
going on. The diamond and watch trade is below
par and the jewelry business not all that could
be hoped for. The small jewelers in the outlying
country have taken their cue from the farmer
and are "playing safe" by keeping their stocks
down while watching the grain grow. Collections
are slow both in and out of town. Kansas City
jewelers, however, are all optimistic, as the Christ-
mas trade gave them cause to be, and they predict
a good summer—"if the wheat crop is all right."

J. H. Whitney, covering Kansas and Nebraska
for the Edwards & Sloane Company, was at head-
quarters last month replenishing his spring stock.

Joseph Mazer, of McAlester, was in Kansas
City last month in the interest of the Oklahoma
Retail Jewelers' Association, which meets in
McAlester April Toth, 20th and 21st. Mr. Mazer
is president of the association and he predicts a
large attendance. A number of Kansas City job-
bers have expressed their intentions of going.

Dana B. Ward, of the Ward Jewelry Com-
pany, returned last month from Nebraska. While
there he attended the jewelers' State meeting.

George H. Edwards, of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Company, is vice-president of the newly-
organized Mercantile Bank, at 545 Delaware

The following jewelers spent a week in Kansas
City last month attending the Automobile Show,
held in Convention Hall, March 8th to 13th: B. G.
Gustafson, Lawrence, Kans.; A. Manifold, Beloit,

Terry, Downs, 
Dns, 

Kans.
Miss 

B ertahnoslf, Cherokee, Okla.; Thomas

Miss Elizabeth Marshall, with the Woodstock-
Hoefer Jewelry Company, has returned to her
work after a serious illness.

The following new students were enrolled last
month at the Kansas City Horological School:
Edgar Lakey, Carmen, Okla.; Ray Coates, Engle-
wood, Kans.; Earl Haslam, Woodward, Okla.;
R. A. Wade, Letnont, Okla.; Chris. Hittenmeyer,
Russellville, Mo.; Carlin Six, Lyons, Kans.; Ora
Lynch, Gallatin, Mo.; Arthur Mizell, Prairie View,
Kans.; A. Buchman, Clay Center, Kans.

V
post-graduate course at the Kansas City Horo-
logical School.

arce, of Gardner, Kans., is taking a

Joseph Marino has purchased the stock of

,:e
(1:Tt.aiNtd. 

Avenue.

at 8to Grand Avenue. He will
asinciGni.ttie his old business at Twelfth Street and

the Elgin National Watch Company, was in Kan-
;Wla.stDailcokaetnhs.on, of Chicago, representing

the 

East 

bRuoysienngfieslttol,eko.f Leavenworth, is planning
to open a new store May 1st. He is at present in

Ill the employ of the Warner jewelry store at
4,111ER:1i:70e kMiac.Cann, formerly from Iowa, is now

F. M. Dillon, of Iola, Kans., is planning to
move his stock into better quarters.

Kansas City friends have received word of
the death of W. D. Groff, for several years in the
Jewelry business at Clyde, Kans.

KEYSTONE

Miss Eunice Hoefer, daughter of C. C. Hoefer,
is visiting relatives in California.

S. W. Dye has opened a jewelry store at
Linneus, Mo.

Announcement is made of the birth of a
(laughter to Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Dickenson. Mr.
Dickenson is with the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company. Mrs. Dickenson was formerly Miss
Imogene Norton.

C. B. Norton returned last month from a
business and pleasure trip through the East. He
stopped in Washington to attend the inauguration.

Frank Hardaway, with Nevin Brothers, in
the Keith and Perry Building, spent a short vaca-
tion in Adrian, Mo., last month.

F. Barger and family, of Chicago, spent
several days with Arthur Burke and Mrs. Burke.
Mr. Barger was formerly connected with the
Burke-Nelson Engraving Company.

A new jewelry store has been opened at
Enterprise, Kans. E. J. Bothwell is the owner.

J. W. Strode, formerly engaged in the jewelry
business at Hastings, Nebr., has opened a new
jewelry store at Garden City, Kans.

The Grey Jewelry Company, of Mangum,
Okla., has dissolved partnership and J. M. Clower
is now the sole owner. W. H. Grey was senior
member of the company.

Miss Ruth Meyer, the only daughter of Louis
Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Company, has been
seriously ill with typhoid-pneumonia but is now
thought to be out of danger.

M. Plum, formerly engaged in the jewelry
business at Muskogee, Tex., has discontinued and
moved. to Seattle, Wash.

W. E. Swinney, of Columbia, Mo., has sold
his business to Patton & Nichols.

L. kV. Arnold, representing the Western
Clock Manufacturing Company, at La Salle, Ill.,
was in Kansas City last month.

A. J. Dutton, a former student at Missman's
School of Engraving, has accepted a position with
the Mitchell Jewelry Company, at Fort Worth, Tex.

S. Hall, of Mankato, Kans., was completely
burned out last month. He was in the city re-
cently to purchase new stock. His old stock was
but partially covered by insurance.

The present months are busy ones for Porter
& Wiser, as nearly all the surrounding schools are
choosing their class pins and are holding medal
contests. The firm is filling many orders and is
working its force at night.

William Beebe, formerly with Cady & Olm-
stead, is now with the Klein Jewelry Company.

The following are new students at the Kansas
City Polytechnic Institute: J. A. Heidker, Kansas
City; Ray Folsom, Waterville, Kans.; B. Hakan,
Kansas City; H. Stueve, Junction City, Kans.

H. Mahoni and Fred Laude recently entered
the employ of the Hassig Jewelry Company.

Detroit Letter

(Continued from page 613)

Robert L. Weyhing, of the Weyhing Brothers
Manufacturing Company, was married Monday,
March 35th, to Miss Clara Jackson, of Sarnia,
Ontario, at the residence of Rev. Joseph E. Ryer-
son, on East Grand Boulevard, leaving immedi-
ately afterward on a trip to the East. They were
attended by Miss Florence Jackson and G. L.
Weyhing. "Bob" Weyhing is a former president
of the Wheelmen Club and also a member of the
Elks. He has a large acquaintance in the trade
all through Michigan.

A. Mendelsohn, of Hillman, spent a week in
Detroit in March. He drove from Hillman to
Alpena by sleigh, the snow being several feet in
depth at that time.

W. H. Horton, traveling for the E. H. Pud-
rith Company, spent a portion of his honeymoon
in Washington, taking in the inauguration of
President Taft. He returned to take up his regu-
lar trip after the middle of the month.

Hugo S. Fechheimer, r2 Michigan Avenue,
filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy early in
the month. The liabilities scheduled amount to
$13,1go.00, while his assets were given at $7884.00.
George E. Bohn was appointed receiver and a sale
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of the stock at retail was announced. A propo-
sition to compromise on a basis of 25 per cent.
has been accepted by many of the creditors.

Creditors of Marion A. Deline instituted a
voluntary bankrupt proceedings the last week of
February, it being alleged that he had given a
chattel mortgage on his stock to William R. Gates.
The case is now in process of adjudication in the
United States District Court.

M. B. Fitch and J. A. Reece, of Flint, were
in Detroit early in March to take part in the meet-
ing of the Michigan Consistory. of Masons.

William F. Schultz, 12o Bates Street, took a
vacation to go to the Pittsburg bowling tourney
with the Herculean team. He did not get into.
the ranks of the big prize-winners, however. On
the way home he stopped off for a few days in
Cleveland.

C. G. Draper, Plymouth, was in the city buy-
ing stock several times during the month.

Henry Phelps, of Tekonsha, has moved into
a new store.

Charles Thiry has been selected as chairman
qf the Elks' committee which has in charge the
.circus to be given this spring for the benefit of
the Elks' patrol fund.

E. H. Pudrith made a short trip through the
State last month.

Frank Preswell came in from Holly to re-
plenish his stock.

W. A. Sturgeon, Majestic Building, has made
.a number of alterations in his quarters, putting
in fine new mahogany show cases. Mrs. Sturgeon
made a trip east the latter part of the month.

Albert and Charles Schuab have become Elks.
J. T. Eddington came in from Pontiac re-

cently to look over the spring novelties in the
wholesale houses.

Charles H. Keeler, salesman for Noack &
Gorenflo, was in the city for a few days early in
the month.

Maurice A. Enggass, of the Adolph Enggass
Jewelry Company, has been spending a portion of
the winter at Camden, S. C.

J. D. Patterson, of Port Huron, was a visitor
at the wholesale houses recently.

J. E. Gurnm, of Onaway, was in Detroit early
in March.

S. L. Rowe, of Milford, purchased goods in
this market last month.

F. M. Hoffmann, of Port Huron, has pur-
chased the stock of E. A. Murray & Co. at bank-
rupt msa ,rle.

T. Savage, Ubly, will combine optics with
his jewelry line hereafter, as he has been studying
optometry here recently.

J. H. Garlick took part in the pilgrimage of
the Mystic Shriners to Cincinnati a short time ago.

Mr. Gordon, of Gordon & Morrison, Chicago,.
spent some time in Detroit and Mt. Clemens dur-
ing March.

Radium as a Curative Agent
As a result of a lecture delivered by Sir

Frederick Treves, the eminent British surgeon, in
which he illustrated some practical curative re-
sults attained by the use of radium, a British
radium institute has been founded for carrying
out research operations in connection with the
application of radium to surgery. In the course
of his lecture Sir Frederick Treves recorded the
specific cases in which an absolute cure had been
effected. He stated that radium can cure every
form of 'nevus ; will eradicate the terrible port-
wine stain, which is probably one of the greatest
disfigurements with which one can be afflicted;
and will rid the patient of the pigmented mole and
hairy mole. A nevus the size of a gooseberry on
the top of the head was completely removed. In
another case a girl suffering from a large angioma
on her eyelid was rid of the malady by this
means when four surgical operations had failed.
Possibly the most striking case was that of a
young woman who had an angiorna covering
practically the whole of one side of the face. Re-
peated operations proved abortive, but under the
radium treatment success was soon achieved.
These were all affections of the skin. To show
that it is equally successful in other cases, a boy
who had a fibrous angioma as large as a hen's egg
on one arm had it completely dispersed in the
course of four weeks.
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Lenten quiet is marked throughout the Pitts-
burg jewelry trade. Indeed, it appears from the
talk of many of the dealers, that this Lenten
season is more quiet than usual. However, there
is always a bright side to the matter and this is
revealed in the fact that trade at this time is
better than a year ago. Orders are more plentiful
among the wholesalers, and retailers say they find
buying is on a more wholesome scale. There are
also evidences of a more stringent curtailment of
expenses and rents. There have been a few .small
dealers forced out by the pressure of dull times.
The Pittsburg Jewelry Company, which has been
located in Smithfield Street for some years, is
being closed by receiver's sale. Jacob Levear,
who had a small store in Fifth Avenue near
Smithfield Street, was also closed by foreclosure
proceedings. The situation, however, is generally
strong and clear and financial conditions seem to
be on the upward trend and better as time passes.

There was a lull in the general
Greater business of the city during the
Activity latter part of January and in

February, but March shows a
gain. The ruction that occurred in iron and steel
prices caused a halt for a time in mill operations,
but the changes made have brought about evi-
dences of resumption that would be much more
marked were it not for the tariff agitation. In
the lumber industry improvement is noted and
also in the coal and coke trade. Mercantile trade
is better, and while the rule still prevails of carry-
ing small stocks, there is not so much complaint
heard of dullness as was the case four or five
weeks ago.

One of the more interesting
New Jewelers' • developments of the trade this
Club spring has been the organiza-

tion of the "Jewelers' 24-Karat
Club of Pittsburg," which was perfected this
month. This club is a social and business or-
ganization, the first of its kind in the city, and
promises to become an important trade factor in
the future. The idea of a jewelers' club was
first mentioned in THE KEYSTONE nearly two
years ago, and at the time caused much talk.
Gradually some tangible results came out of the
desultory discussion and then meetings were held.
At the last meeting a good attendance was present
and the club was organized by electing these of-
ficers: President, Steele F. Roberts; vice-presi-
dents, J. C. Grogan and Otto Heeren; secretary,
AN. O. Harrison, and treasurer, J. A. Reed. The
first board of directors are A. C. Siedle, W. J.
Johnston, A. Rineman, A. C. Geis, Sam. F. Sipe,
C. A. Wiley, D. L. Cleeland and Rodney Pierce.
In order to bring the members of the club to-
gether for a general social evening and to get
better acquainted it was decided to hold a ban-
quet at the Fort Pitt Hotel on March 25th, at
which toasts were responded to by members
prominent in the trade and by guests from New
York and Philadelphia. The club will have a
permanent meeting place and it is hoped to make it
one of the strong organizations of Pittsburg, which
liwnoowhpoeifheausstalaesrps 

now devoting their time to

specially large jewelry representation.
Manufacturing jewelers are

working up new designs in
various lines of goods in Pitts-

burg. Thier, Kraus & Beam report this as their
chief object at this time. Salesmen on the road
for this house are sending in favorable reports
as to the outlook, but little new business in sight
for the immediate future. Current orders, how-
ever, are in excess of a year ago. Trade appears
to be stronger in the western States than in the
immediate district and where industrial activities
are the chief source of commercial enterprise.
Heeren Bros. Company note a fair activity in the
manufacturing line and a normal quietness in the
wholesale and jobbing interests. The company is,
however, making a good showing and its hand-
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some stock has been attracting much attention of
late from the visitors to Pittsburg attending the
numerous congresses and conventions. The George
B. Barrett Company report normal conditions for
the season, with brighter outlook for the coming
spring. Sam Sipe is talking of his next trip to
Europe and what his many friends can expect
from it. Incidentally, Mr. Sipe is not abashed by
the quiet season and is making his name and the
location of his place of business conspicuous in
all portions of greater Pittsburg.

There is plenty of spirit shown
Handsomer in the efforts to make the re-
Quarters tail shops attractive this season.

There is not a window in Fifth
Avenue where jewelry is a feature that has not
some original and attractive idea shown in the
manner and character of the display. The fad of
jet goods for ornaments has been made the most
of and is gathering strength as the time passes.
It is being kindly received by the public according
to dealers. Some of the larger department stores
disturbed the leather goods trade by special sales
and clearance sales. However, there is not much
harm done, inasmuch as there was unusual care
shown in stocking up last fall on these goods.
The American Bowling Congress, which has been
running for the past three weeks in Pittsburg,
called for souvenir badges, prize cups and medals,
and Pittsburg made the most of them.

J. C. Grogan's new store is rapidly nearing
completion. The old Home Trust Building, at
Wood Street and Sixth Avenue, a solid structure
of granite, is being sand cleaned on the outside
and is assuming a handsome appearance. The in-
terior ground floor, where Grogan is located, is
receiving its fixtures and giving evidences of its
intended use in many ways. E. P. Roberts &
Sons are preparing to lease the second floor of
their handsome building in Fifth Avenue, using
the other floors themselves. The second floor can
be dispensed with and not interfere with the
handsome appearance of the warerooms in any
form. There are changes expected in other houses
looking toward economies, and it is evident that
the demand for a more reasonable renting rate
for business properties is having a better recep-
tion by landlords this season.

While business shows contrac-
Building Active tion in many lines, it is plain

that retrenchments are begin-
ning to tell. The announcement the past month
of a resumption of dividends in the Crucible Steel
Company after two years' absence of these de-
sirable evidences of prosperity, has caused a stir
and revived confidence in that great company.
The building operations in the business districts
have continued throughout the winter. The new
Liberty Square Building, at Liberty Avenue and
Cecil Way, a handsome 12-story structure, is to be
opened within a month. The foundation work
for the great Oliver Building in Smithfield Street,
the mammoth of them all, is going down night
and day and this structure will be rearing its
walls hundreds of feet into the air in a few
weeks. The scores of tenants driven from the
old-fashioned buildings that were on the site have
found new locations, and without difficulty. Outer
Fifth Avenue is somewhat torn by builders erect-
ing new wholesale and retail structures, which
are surrounded by small jewelry dealers, and
some are looking at the new buildings with an
eye to better accommodations.

Pittsburg is undergoing a
Civic thorough housecleaning. Its
Housecleaning contortions have attracted at-

tention outside. Councilmanic
graft and general municipal misgovernment that
have been the growth of years and of conditions
known, but not opposed until now, have been
taken up at last and the results are just what
have been expected, and would be the same in
any city of the country under similar energetic
action on the part of determined citizenship. The
outcome is confidently expected to result in a
splendid showing for our city, which has never
been so watchful of its municipal affairs as during
the past year or two. Not a few of the jewelry
trade are represented in the strong committee
that is pushing matters to a conclusion. Their
names, however, remain in the background. The
vast body of citizenship takes the matter with the
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utmost calmness and deliberation. The .whole
affair is purely local and has had no bearing on
commercial matters in any form.

One of the unique contracts secuxed by the
shops of Heeren Brothers & Co. the past month
was the making of bronze medals out of an old
Civil War cannon, which was given by the Govern-
ment to the Society of the Daughters of the G.
A. R. The medals are to be sold and the fund
raised is to provide for a monument in the old
Government arsenal grounds here to commemo-
rate the lives of scores of girls and women killed
by an explosion in the Government cartridge
factory during the war. The medals are of at-
tractive design, and inasmuch as the old cannon was
taken from the long-neglected stores of the ar-
senal, it has a double interest in Pittsburg.
. The Washington Jewelry Company, of Wash-
ington, Pa., has been chartered under the laws
of Delaware recently. It is capitalized at $3o,000
and the incorporators are Joseph M. Clarke,
Willey Clarke and Jesse Bigelow, all of Washing-
ton. The company will operate a handsome retail
store in that borough.

A Cheap White Metal for Sand Casting

A white metal of a color approaching silver,
and with greater strength than brass, may be
made of the following mixture:

Copper  
Zinc  
Nickel
Aluminum

50.00% Or 50 lbs.
34.90% or 35 lbs.

 t5.00% or 15 lbs.
o.xo% or 2 ozs.

As it is difficult, with the scales usually found
in a brass foundry, to weigh accurately as small
a quantity as 2 ozs., and as the mixture is very
sensitive to larger quantities, the following method
is recommended Ided for making up the mi

Take the following:

Zinc   

9lbxsture:

Aluminum   i lb.

Melt together and pour out into small bars.
It may be readily broken up. This is called the
"rich alloy."

For the white metal mixture the following
is therefore taken:

Copper
Zinc  
Nickel
"Rich alloy"  

 50 lbs.
33 lbs.
15 lbs.
2 lbs.

The copper and nickel are melted together,
and then the "rich alloy" added. After this has
been done the spelter is introduced. The best re-
sults in castings are always obtained by melting
this mixture twice, but about II/2 lbs. of zinc
must be added every time it is melted (after the
first time) to compensate for the loss.—The Brass
World.

Short Circuiting in Nickel Solutions

As it is impossible to keep a nickel solution
free from sediment, this material is constantly
accumulating and settles to the bottom of the tank.
Some platers clean out their tanks at frequent
intervals, while others allow the sediment to accu-
mulate until it reaches up to the work that is being
plated. In sonic instances it has been found that it
even covered the work to a considerable depth.
In this case the nickel deposit around the parts
was quite rough and discolored.

In addition to the difficulty of rough and dis-
colored work, the accumulation of sediment in a
nickel tank has another bad feature. It is apt to
short circuit the tank. It consists of particles of
metallic nickel and iron, together with the hydrox-
ides of both metals and some tin. At any event it
is a much better conductor than the solution itself
and when it is allowed to rise to a height that
covers the bottom of the anodes and work, short
circuiting is apt to result. There are a number of
instances known where a dynamo was found to be
overloaded without apparent cause, but when the
matter was investigated it was found to be
brought about by the accumulation of sediment
that produced the short circuiling.—The 'Brass
World.
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Lenten quiet is marked throughout the Pitts-
burg jewelry trade. Indeed, it appears from the
talk of many of the dealers, that this Lenten
season is more quiet than usual. However, there
is always a bright side to the 'matter and this is
revealed in the fact that trade at this time is
better than a year ago. Orders are more plentiful
among the wholesalers, and retailers say they find
buying is on a more wholesome scale. There are
also evidences of a more stringent curtailment of
expenses and rents. There have been a few small
dealers forced out by the pressure of dull times.
The Pittsburg Jewelry Company, which has been
located in Smithfield Street for some years, is
being closed by receiver's sale. Jacob Levear,
who had a small store in Fifth Avenue near
Smithfield Street, was also closed by foreclosure
proceedings. The situation, however, is generally
strong and clear and financial conditions seem to
be on the upward trend and better as time passes.

There was a lull in the general
Greater business of the city during the
Activity latter part of January and in

February, but March shows a
gain. The ruction that occurred in iron and steel
prices caused a halt for a time in mill operations,
but the changes made have brought about evi-
dences of resumption that would be much more
marked were it not for the tariff agitation. In
the lumber industry improvement is noted and
also in the coal and coke trade. Mercantile trade
is better, and while the rule still prevails of' carry-
ing small stocks, there is not so much complaint
htard of dullness as was the case four or five
weeks ago.

One of the more interesting
New Jewelers' * developments of the trade this
Club spring has been the organiza-

tion of the "Jewelers' 24-Karat
Club of Pittsburg," which was perfected this
month. This club is a social and business or-
ganization, the first of its kind in the city, and
promises to become an important trade factor in
the future. The idea of a jewelers' club was
first mentioned in THE KEYSTONE nearly two
years ago, and at the time caused much talk.
Gradually some tangible results came out of the
desultory discussion and then meetings were held.
At the last meeting a good attendance was present
and the club was organized by electing these of-
ficers: President, Steele F. Roberts; vice-presi-
dents, J. C. Grogan and Otto Hceren; secretary,
W. 0. Harrison, and treasurer, J. A. Reed. The
first board of directors are A. C. Siedle, W. J.
Johnston, A. Rineman, A. C. Geis, Sam. F. Sipe,
C. A. Wiley, D. L. Cleeland and Rodney Pierce.
In order to bring the members of the club to-
gether for a general social evening and to get
better acquainted it was decided to hold a ban-
quet at the Fort Pitt Hotel on March 25th, at
which toasts were responded to by members
prominent in the trade and by guests from New
York and Philadelphia. The club will have a
permanent meeting place and it is hoped to make it
one of the strong organizations of Pittsburg, which
now has a specially large jewelry representation.

Manufacturing jewelers are
Wholesalers now devoting their time to
Hopeful working up new designs in

various lines of goods in Pitts-
burg. Thier, Kraus & Beam report this as their
chief object at this time. Salesmen on the road
for this house are sending in favorable reports
as to the outlook, but little new business in sight
for the immediate future. Current orders, how-
ever, are in excess of a year ago. Trade appears
to be stronger in the western States than in the
immediate district and where industrial activities
are the chief source of commercial enterprise.
Heeren Bros. Company note a fair activity in the
manufacturing line and a normal quietness in the
wholesale and jobbing interests. The company is,
however, making a good showing and its hand-
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some stock has been attracting much attention of
late from the visitors to Pittsburg attending the
numerous congresses and conventions. The George
B. Barrett Company report normal conditions for
the season, with brighter outlook for the coming
spring. Sam Sipe is talking of his next trip to
Europe and what his many friends can expect
from it. Incidentally, Mr. Sipe is not abashed by
the quiet season and is making his name and the
location of his place of business conspicuous in
all portions of greater Pittsburg.

There is plenty of spirit shown
Handsomer in the efforts to make the re-
Quarters tail shops attractive this season.

There is not a window in Fifth
Avenue where jewelry is a feature that has not
some original and attractive idea shown in the
manner and character of the display. The fad of
jet goods for ornaments has been made the most
of and is gathering strength as the time passes.
It is being kindly received by the public according
to dealers. Some of the larger department stores
disturbed the leather goods trade by special sales
and clearance sales. However, there is not much
harm done, inasmuch as there was unusual care
shown in stocking up last fall on these goods.
The American Bowling Congress, which has been
running for the past three weeks in Pittsburg,
called for souvenir badges, prize cups and medals,
and Pittsburg made the most of them.

J. C. Grogan's new store is rapidly nearing
completion. The old Home Trust Building, at
Wood Street and Sixth Avenue, a solid structure
of granite, is being sand cleaned on the outside
and is assuming a handsome appearance. The in-
terior ground floor, where Grogan is located, is
receiving its fixtures and giving evidences of its
intended use in many ways. E. P. Roberts &
Sons are preparing to lease the second floor of
their handsome building in Fifth Avenue, using
the other floors themselves. The second floor can
be dispensed with and not interfere with the
handsome appearance of the warerooms in any
form. There are changes expected in other houses
looking toward economies, and it is evident that
the demand for a more reasonable renting rate
for business properties is having a better recep-
tion by landlords this season.

While business shows contrac-
Building Active tion in many lines, it is plain

that retrenchments are begin-
ning to tell. The announcement the past month
of a resumption of dividends in the Crucible Steel
Company after two years' absence of these de-
sirable evidences of prosperity, has caused a stir
and revived confidence in that great company.
The building operations in the business districts
have continued throughout the winter. The new
Liberty Square Building, at Liberty Avenue and
Cecil Way, a handsome 12-story structure, is to be
opened within a month. The foundation work
for the great Oliver Building in Smithfield Street,
the mammoth of them all, is going down night
and day and this structure will be rearing its
walls hundreds of feet into the air in a few
weeks. The scores of tenants driven from the
old-fashioned buildings that were on the site have
found new locations, and without difficulty. Outer
Fifth Avenue is somewhat torn by builders erect-
ing new wholesale and retail structures, which
are surrounded by small jewelry dealers, and
some are looking at the new buildings with an
eye to better accommodations.

Pittsburg is undergoing a
Civic thorough housecleaning. Its
Housecleaning contortions have attracted at-

tention outside. Councilmanic
graft and general municipal misgovernment that
have been the growth of years and of conditions
known, but not opposed until now, have been
taken up at last and the results are just what
have been expected, and would be the same in
any city of the country under similar energetic
action on the part of determined citizenship. The
outcome is confidently expected to result in a
splendid showing for our city, which has never
been so watchful of its municipal affairs as during
the past year or two. Not a few of the jewelry
trade are represented in the strong committee
that is pushing matters to a conclusion. Their
names, however, remain in the background. The
vast body of citizenship takes the matter with the
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utmost calmness and deliberation. The .whole
affair is purely local and has had no bearing on
commercial matters in any form.

One of the unique contracts secured by the
shops of Heeren Brothers & Co. the past month
was the making of bronze medals out of an old
Civil War cannon, which was given by the Govern-
ment to the Society of the Daughters of the G.
A. R. The medals are to be sold and the fund
raised is to provide for a monument in the old
Government arsenal grounds here to commemo-
rate the lives of scores of girls and women killed
by an explosion in the Government cartridge
factory during the war. The medals are of at-
tractive design, and inasmuch as the old cannon was
taken from the long-neglected stores of the ar-
senal, it has a double interest in Pittsburg.
. The Washington Jewelry Company, of Wash-
ington, Pa., has been chartered under the laws
of Delaware recently. It is capitalized at $30,000
and the incorporators are Joseph M. Clarke,
Willey Clarke and Jesse Bigelow, all of Washing-
ton. The company will operate a handsome retail
store in that borough.

A Cheap White Metal for Sand Casting
A white metal of a color approaching silver,

and with greater strength than brass, may be
made of the following mixture:

Copper
Zinc  
Nickel
Aluminum

 50.00% Or 50 lbs.
34.90% or 35 lbs.

 15.00% or 15 lbs.
o.fo% or 2 02S.

As it is difficult, with the scales usually found
in a brass foundry, to weigh accurately as small
a quantity as 2 ozs., and as the mixture is very
sensitive to larger quantities, the following method
is recommended for making up the323milixbbsstu.. re:

Take the following:

Zinc . 19 lbs.
Aluminum   I lb.

Melt together and pour out into small bars.
It may be readily broken up. This is called the
"rich alloy."

For the white metal mixture the following
is therefore taken:

Copper  .5105 lbs.bs
Zinc  
Nickel  
"Rich alloy"  

The copper and nickel are melted together,
and then the "rich alloy" added. After this has
been done the spelter is introduced. The best re-
sults in castings are always obtained by melting
this mixture twice, but about 11/2 lbs. of zinc
must be added every time it is melted (after the
first time) to compensate for the loss.—The Brass
World.

Short Circuiting in Nickel Solutions

As it is impossible to keep a nickel solution
free from sediment, this material is constantly
accumulating and settles to the bottom of the tank.
Some platers clean out their tanks at frequent
intervals, while others allow the sediment to accu-
mulate until it reaches up to the work that is being
plated. In sonic instances it has been found that it
even covered the work to a considerable depth.
In this case the nickel deposit around the parts
was quite rough and discolored.

In addition to the difficulty of rough and dis-
colored work, the accumulation of sediment in a
nickel tank has another bad feature. It is apt to
short circuit the tank. It consists of particles of
metallic nickel and iron, together with the hydrox-
ides of both metals and some tin. At any event it
is a much better conductor than the solution itself
and when it is allowed to rise to a height that
covers the bottom of the anodes and work, short
circuiting is apt to result. There are a number of
instances known where a dynamo was found to be
overloaded without apparent cause, but when the
matter was investigated it was found to be
brought about by the accumulation of sediment
that produced the short circurting.—The Brass
World.
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ONE ONE PIECE

COLLAR BUTTON
TRADE MARK

A Complete New Line

of

"Perfect One Piece"
Collar Buttons

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
AGAINST BREAKAGE

Will be Ready
May 1st, 1909

Stern Bros. & Co.
33 - 43 Gold Street

NEW YORK CITY

AN UNUSUALLY ATTRACTIVE LINE OF SAMPLES, ESPECIALL
Y DESIGNED FOR THE

SPRING and SUMMER TRADE
Is Now Ready for

Your Inspection

Rings, Brooches, Lockets, Scarf Pins, Fobs, Bracelets, Studs, Crosses, Link 
Buttons, Hat Pins, Baby Pins. Veil Pins,

Tie Clasps, Screw Earrings, Ring Mountings, Locket Rings, Bead 
Neck Chains, Charms, Festoons, Emblem Goods,

Neck Chains, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives, Lapel Buttons, Vest 
Buttons, Collar Buttons, Rope Chains, Silver and

Gold Thimbles and Silver and Gold Match Boxes, Fob Seals, Cameo Goods

To avoid delay use local
address, 33-43 Gold Street

MAKERS OF GOLD JEWELRY TO THE JOBBING TRADE 
EXCLUSIVELY  POPULAR PRICES

Branch Offices: Chicago, Illinois, 103 State Street. Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Strain. London, England, Audrey House. Ely Place

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department: 68 Nassau St., New 
York Diamond Cutting Works: 142 West 14th St., New York
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HALL CLOCKS
Waltham Tubular Chimes

EVERY progressive jeweler should carry a line of Hall Clocks. The profit is
most satisfactory when it is properly handled. When you have placed a

fine Hall Clock in a gentleman's residence you have won him as a permanent
customer and the results of that one sale may bring you thousands of dollars.
Our line will enable you to satisfy the most exacting patron and should also enable
him to make a selection within a reasonable limit of his resources.

HERE IS ONE of OUR LATEST DESIGNS

cOur Catalogue will help you in making your selections for the spring trade,
which we will send upon request.
Our line of " Willard " or " Banjo " Clocks is the finest that we ever put

on the market.
4:1 Every first-class watch repairer should have one of our No. 13 Regulators. This clock
has jeweled pallets and adjusted mercurial pendulum, and is finely constructed throughout.
We guarantee it to run, with proper care, within five seconds a month. The net price is
from $100.00 to $123.00, according to style of case and circuit break, if desired.

WALTHAM CLOCK COMPANY
Office and Salesrooms : WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

YOUR WATCH WANTS
AT

ITURLBURTS 

Headquarters for Elgin, Waltham, Howard, etc., Movements

Latest patterns in standard makes of Gold and Gold Filled Cases

II. 0. HURLBURT SONS 14 S. 10th Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Rotator
A Perfect Nickel Alarm Clock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with 4 -inch dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and highly
polished. The movement is made of the best ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose, and is constructed
on scientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell is contained entirely within the ease, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
ease is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap Is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the ease into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which is clearly shown in the interior view.
A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on top of case, or at the back. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffled

by coming in contact with any foreign object, nor can it be displaced or thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens when
the bell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisier
than any other bell on the market.

The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with a manual
" shut-off " by means of which the alarm may be discontinued at will. The alarm adjustment will be found practically perfect, and the alarm may be relied
upon to "go off" at the time set. Sold by all leading jobbers. If your local jobber does not handle It, write us.

A—Dlel

B—Bell

C—Dust Cap
D—Movement

Front View Interior View

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, BRISTOL, CONN.

BANNATYNE

14 Size.

A Timekeeper

Ahead of the Times

The Smallest, Thinnest
and Easiest Winding
Practical Watch ever
produced at a low price

Retail Price, $ 1. 50
Orders tor sample watch must be accompanied by a
remittance of $1.12 for Nickel, and for Gun-Metal or
Gilt Finish $1.17, to insure delivery by registered mail.

A low price watch built upon strictly watch principles. Patent lever, double
roller escapement—solid cut and polished steel pinions. Patent re-coil
ratchet to prevent mainspring from setting after watch is wound up. Never
introduced before in popular-priced watches. Winding and setting mechan-
ism can be removed without taking movement from case. No accidental
pushing in of crown stem. No screws used in fastening movement into case.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET

The Bannatyne Watch Company, Waterbury, Conn.



OUR NEW LINE FOR 1909
which will be a continuation of "THE PROSPERITY LINE,"
will be ready about April 25th. It will be the most complete
line of our specialties that we have ever placed on the market,
and will be constructed on

( 

CHARMS THE
SENSES OF THE CON-

NOISSEUR AS DO THE
SPIRITS OF ALL RARE GEN1.3
SET IN THCRING OF BUFFALO':

FB -^r")
THE CONNOISSEUk KNOWS BEST
'/HAT CHARMS RING PATRON.

ARE YOU A CONNOISSEUR?

HEINTZ BROTHERS.
RU 0 fri A V; KRS.

standard of QUALITY, FINISH and DESIGN. Prices will
be right. Don't buy your stock until you have seen
our line of

BRACELETS, CHAINS, FOBS, VEIL PINS
HAT PINS and CHATELAINE PINS

CHICAGO OFFICE
Heyworth Bldg.

S.F. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE
Mer1110li & Jaccard Bldg. 118-122 Holborn, E. C.
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The

Automatic

Eyeglass

or Pencil

Holder

SUPERIOR FINISH

SOLID MAHOGANY

GENUINE INLAID
CASES

410

411 803 —WHIT E

Made in WRITE,
Black Enamel, (nut
Metal, Rolled-Plate,
Gold and Silver. These
are being advertised
in leading magazines,
directing purchasers to
Jewelers and opticians,
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

u --,7HE near approach of
04,171. Easter makes this an

especially easy time
to sell hand painted
china 

An espec ally easy kind to sell is
Stouffer s.
The freshness and originality of
the individual pieces make them
sell themselves when properly
displayed ; the lasting satisfaction
they give is sure to bring the
buyer back eventually for more
of the same kind.
Stouffer's Hand Painted China
is the most prvitable kind for
you to handle, because it is most
popular with people who appre-
ciate real quality and are able and
willing to pay a fair price for it.
Only real artists are employed
in the decoration of our pieces.
Their work shows in the china--
and it shows hi your rash box.
Wri te for illustrations showing
over two hundred pieces, any of
which we can ship promptly to
enable you to complete your I
line well in advance of Easter.
We sell the retail
trade only. 

Established 1832 Send for Catalogue " E"

IVIcDOUGAILL-4
Manufacturers

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES, AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

15.17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y. MONTROSE

9 in. High, 5Yi. in. Wide, 1-day Lever
Time, 234 in. Porcelain Dial.

List, $5.50

CHIPPENDALE

20 in. High, 1054 in. Wide, Polished Solid
Mahogany Case, 6-in. Silver Dial, Genuine

Inlaid Panel, Gilt Top Ornament

List, $18.00

LEEDS

in. High, 44 in. Wide, 1-day
Lever Time, 2 in. Porcelain Dial

List, $4.80

Gold

and

Silver

Thimbles
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BRADFORD

Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed

Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 14 in. High,
93-4 in. Wide

List, $14.00

1111111111

NEW YORK SALESROOMS:

37 MAIDEN LANE

iii 1 kiiicirativ-

1
itenn

1111 \\IIIIIINIIIIIIRRIM11111111111181",;r.', '1 'r :',
imionsolong   ,

DUNDEE

Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed
Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 14‘. in. High
9 in. Wide

List, $15.00

t•A‘• •
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About Depthings

No. 6

We will now continue our calculations

of the train of gearing shown in Fig. 8,

which we reproduce in this article. The

upper row of numbers give the numbers of

the teeth, and the lower numbers are the

numbers of the pinion leaves. The num-

bers also give the relative lengths of the

radii of the wheels and pinions. The two

numbers at the left, 8o and 72, are, respec-

tively, the radii of the main wheel and of

the barrel at the point where the mainspring

is connected to it. Those at the right end,

36 and 6, are the radii of the escape wheel

and its pinion. We found by calculation

from the numbers of the teeth and leaves,

that a weight W, of 4.800 grains (repre-

senting the force of the mainspring), would

balance at the other end of the train a

weight W 1, of 2 grains, suspended from

the point of the escape wheel tooth.

That is to say, the force given out by

the escape wheel is to that of the main-

spring where it acts on the main wheel as

2 is to 4.320. But, as we have already seen,

the velocity increases as the force decreases.

Consequently, the escape wheel will make

4.320 revolutions while the main wheel

makes 2, being in the ratio of 4.320 to 2,

or 2.160 to I. If the escape wheel gives out

a certain amount of power in each revolu-

tion it will give out 2.160 times that power

while the main wheel revolves once. Or, to

express it in grains, if it could lift 2 grains

(one inch) at each revolution, it would lift

4.320 grains (one inch), while the main

wheel lifted 4.320 grains (one inch) in one

revolution, say in one hour, showing that the

escape wheel does as much work in one hour

as the main wheel.

If we calculate the ratios for the dif-

ferent wheels, we shall find that the same

amount of work is done by every wheel in

the train as is done by the main wheel. As

there are five wheels in the train, it would

seem from this that the mainspring had

done that amount of work five times over.

But that idea would be a fallacy, because

such a thing is impossible. What does occur

is this : The mainspring exerts a certain

amount of power upon the main wheel,

which transfers it to the center wheel, which

passes it on to the third wheel, and so on

to the escape wheel, which transfers it to

the lever, which exerts it in propelling the

balance, which expends it in overcoming

the tension of the hairspring, the friction of

the air and of its pivots and other re-

sistances to its motion.
Strictly speaking, none of the wheels

do any work, they merely act as levers and

transmit power. The mainspring does the

work by supplying power, which is trans-

mitted to the balance and there expended

in overcoming resistances. Of course, in

practice, there are resistances to be over-

come in the.train, from friction, etc., which

diminish the total of power that revolves

the balance. But we are now merely con-

FIG. 8

sidering the principles of gearings and

depthings and, therefore, take no account

of friction, etc.
The method of calculating the power

and velocity of a train of gearing. The

method just given is rather tedious and

primitive. A much easier way is to ar-

range the nun-hers representing the lengths

of the different lever arms in action

throughout the train in a service, with all

the power arms together and all the resist-

ance arms together ; multiply each set of

numbers together, arrange the products as

a fraction and reduce it. That is, we ar-

range each lever with its power arm in one

line and its resistance arm in the other,

making a fraction of it, then multiply and

reduce it.
As we have already seen, the velocities

of the two arms of a lever are in the direct

ratio of their lengths, but their powers are

in the inverse ratio of their lengths. This

gives us the following rules:

To get the gain in velocity (or in the

number of revolutions, or in the space

traveled over), which is obtained by a train

of gearing (or a series of levers), we ar-

range the lever arms in this proportion:

(627)

The velocity of the power arm is to

that of the resistance arm as the length of

the power arm is to the length of the re-

sistance arm; i. e., in this case,

as the length 72 is to the length 80, and
as the length Jo is to the length 64, and
as the length 8 is to the length 60, and
as the length 8 is to the length 60, and
as the length 6 is to the length 36.

To get the power of a series of levers,

constituting a train of gearing, or the ratio

between the power applied at one end of

the series and the power available at the

other end of the train, we arrange the lever

arms in the inverse order and according to

this proportion:
The power of the power arm is to the

power of the resistance arm, as the length

of the resistance arm is to the length of the

power arm, which in this case is

as the length 8o is to the length 72, and
as the length 64 is to the length io, and
as the length 6o is to the length 8, and
as the length 6o is to the length 8, and
as the length 36 is to the length 6.

Now multiply all the numbers in the

column of power arms together and all those

in the column of resistance arms together.

If we are seeking the power exerted

at the last end of the series of levers, we

arrange the lever arms with the power arms

as the numerator, and the resistance arms

for the denominator of the fraction, thus:

Power arms . . = 72 x 10 x 8 x 8 x 6 = 276,480 1

Resistance arms= 80 tC6-4 x 60 x 60 x 36 = 663,552,000 2.400

which shows that the power available at the

last end of the series is to that applied at

the beginning in the ratio of i to 2.400, i. e.,

i/2.400 as much. If a weight of 4.800 grains

be applied at the beginning, it will only

balance a weight of 2 grains at the end.

The series of levers has the same effect as

a single lever whose power arm is 1, and its

resistance arm 2.400 in length.

If we are seeking the velocity obtained

by the series of levers we arrange these two

products in a fraction with the resistance

arms for the numerator and the power arms

for the denominator, thus :
Resistance arms— 80 x 64 x 60 x 60 x 36 = 663,552,000 2.400

Power arms . . 72 x 10 x 8 x x 6 — 276,480 I

which shows that the velocity gained by the

train, or series of levers, is to the initial

velocity as 2.400 to I, i. e., the last piece in

the train will move 2.400 times as far as the

first one, or will make 2.400 times as many

revolutions in the same time.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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OLD
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OLD OLD
GOLD SRYER

OLD
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OLD
SILVER Square Deal in

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD GOLD AND SILVER

The gold and silver refiner whose business assets do not include
the " jewelers' confidence " might as well undertake to hammer out
success in the middle of the Desert of Sahara as in the most up-to-date
gold and silver refining plant in Chicago. Good service helps a great
deal, too, but unless the people believe in you, unless the people
have faith in your methods and confidence in the character of the
firm with \17110111 they are dealing, effort, energy and experience, all must
come to naught. Dee & Co.'s refinery is the headquarters for jewelers
everywhere who are anxious to realize the highest possible value for
their Old Gold and Silver here, with the assurance of satisfaction in
every sense the term implies; our reputation rests solidly on 17 years
of public confidence. Without the aid and co-operation of the people,
without the loyal support of the jewelry trade, Dee 8z Co. never could
have won recognition as being one of the world's largest and best
refineries for realizing " top notch values " for anything they wish to
dispose of in the precious metal line.

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

/
Old Gold, 8 K.  32c. a dwt.
Old Gold, 10 K.   40c.
Old Gold, 12 K. 48c

WE PAY FOR Old Gold, 14 K. 56c
, Old Gold, 16 K. 64c.

(Old Gold, 18 K.   72c.
Gold Plated Scraps   20c. to 35c. an ounce
Old Silver (fluctuating ) . . Very highest price

OLD
GOLD

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench and
Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

OLD
GOLD

Full liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the
other half. All shipments held subject to your approval of our offer.
If our customer is not satisfied we will return shipment intact, charges
prepaid.

Let the " Gold Bugs " do your work and you can't go wrong.

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD Refiners and Smelters
GOLD

OLD OLD
SILVER GOLD

67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SHYER

OLD
SILYER

OLD
GOLD

OLD OLD
S GOLD

System in Repair Department

Our readers will recall a very instruc-
live discussion on the important matter of
-,stem in the repair department, which was
mducted through our columns some time

Quite a number of jewelers described
1 he methods which they used in taking in,
rccording, handling and delivering repairs.
We have no doubt that our more progres-
‘ive readers were enabled by an analysis of

FIG. I

the various methods then submitted to de-

vise a new system for their own repair de-
partment or to improve those already in use.

As an interesting sequel to the discussion

we publish the following description of a

system devised and used by one of our

Iritish subscribers, F. H. Lieboldt, of Old-

ham, England, furnished by himself for the

benefit of our readers.
Observations made during my travels

as journeyman gave me ample opportunity
U) think out a system for repairs that would

serve me. I worked in twelve places in Ger-

many, France and England, and in eight of

those I had to receive and deliver repairs.
In my own shop I am using now, for

over twenty-three. years, the following sys-
tem, which has proved very satisfactory : I

had metal checks struck with space to stamp

on any letter or number required. The•rea--
,on I selected this metal disk was because
it is easily carried in the pocket with money
or on swivel of watch guard. In this way
the watch owner can show that the watch
is not in pawn, but only out of possession
for repairs. It is also better to have metal

receipts for the reason that those of paper
or cardboard often get lost or crumpled in
the pocket.

With a set of figures and few letter

punches, say J, W, B, 5, E, I established
the following system : Every letter repre-
-.cnts a different kind of repair ; J stands

l. jewelry, W for watch repair, B for back
I. return job, watch repairing, correction or
egnlating, S stands for small job, such as

glasses, in fact any small repair that
I' not booked and guaranteed, E for spec-
tacles and eyeglasses. Any other letter may
he added as required to keep a proper guard
over articles left for repairs; for instance,
I) for electroplating and gilding, C for
eycle repairs, M for musical instruments,
etc. The checks are stamped Jr, 2, 3 and
so on up to say roo for jewelry repairs,
and the same with the other letters, as Wr,

H E K EYSTONE

2, 3, 4, etc. If only fifty are wanted the
others can be kept in reserve. In case some
get lost or if work is unclaimed for a long
time, or never claimed, more will be wanted.
We don't stamp the same number over
again, but go on with higher numbers to
avoid confusion.

A number of round cardboard or tin
boxes with glass lids and of various sizes
serve to receive the jobs (Fig. 1). They
can easily be obtained in suitable sizes at
any tool shop, the smallest about inch
(just to hold the brass check) up to about
3 inches. On the center of glass in lid I
put a gum ticket with number to correspond
with check inside box.

In a counter drawer I keep all these
boxes with checks handy, as well as the
different other checks in partitions (Fig. 2).
On receiving. jewelry jobs I hand check out

Fit;. 2

of box over to client and put article in box
with remarks. When jobs are done the
boxes containing them are kept in a large
box ready for delivery. In this way we
do not get mixed up, as is the case where
names are taken, when half-dozen Browns,
two or three Iellors or Smiths may be on
at the same time.

For watch repairs I use three different
letters, W, B, S (Fig. 3), and keep all of
them in their respective partitions in counter
drawer, as illustrated. Numbers are all
mixed up. Anyway, the numbers and let-
ters are marked on box labels plainly with
ink and dried or burned in on stove or quickly
over spirit lamp. ln this Nvay they are very
firm and stand xviping over with damp pad
many hundred times before remarking is
required. When a watch is handed in for a
new bow, glass, case, altering or any other
small repairs which are not further booked,
customer receives an S check, first one we
get hold of, say S2. Box label is slipped on
watch and, if bow is lost, a lot of those
fine fire rings used around new watch-
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springs are always handy. One is slipped
on pendant and label can then be attached—
all the work-of a few seconds. With soft
pencil remarks are made on label. , Now, a
lady calls whose watch has been repaired by
us but requires correction. A B check is
handed to her and label is attached to watch
as before, with note "losses," "stops," etc.
When watches are handed in that require
proper repairing we hand out a W check.
Owner is requested to call again, as it must
be taken to pieces to see what repairs are
wanted and what it will cost. I have made
this a rule, with very few exceptions, ever
since I started in business. Hundreds of
'arguments are used by customers at this
point, but I have found it best to stick to
this, even if now and again a repair is not left.

If it is inconvenient to call again, price
is sent by postcard (Fig. 4). It will be
seen that work can be taken in very
quickly. Only names are taken if advice
by postcard is desired.

Work so taken in is now all ready for
the workshop and the J, E. 1.1 and S are at-
tended to. A man examines all the Ws,
puts the works, when taken to pieces, in
small tin boxes (small tobacco boxes, about
2!/-; X 3 inches, do very well). Number of
check and repairs necessary are penciled
On small paper ticket and put with works.
All is then returned to the shop, and we find
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I depth.,
new roller pin, 6 screws,
new center pinion, repair and

cleaning.

.111 the ‘vatches are hung up in repair
rack (Fig. 5) except those in hand in
workshop. The rack is 3 feet by r foot 8
inches. ft will hold up to 200 watches and

FIG. 3

can be made any size for bars 1,i lit in safe.
The rack is made of Nvood frame w lin green
baize back. There are six bra— tuhes with
slit and a dozen fiat hooks in each. The
books are large enough to hold two or three
watches and can be moved about in any
position. The ends of tubes fit in sockets
so that the bars can be lifted off rack and
slid in safe, one after another. In the morn-

(Continued on page On



LOVING CUPS LEAD IN FAVOR

[Sample article from daily press]

For formal presentation purposes, the
most popular form of gift at this time
seems to be the loving cup. The demand
for these cups has so grown in recent
years that special lines of them are pro-
duced by manufacturers. Time was
when these cups were so sparsely used
that they were made to order ; but dur-
ing the past few years the loving cup
has become almost a staple, and to-day
forms part of every pretentious jewelry
stock. This is due, in part, to the wider
prevalence of the gift-giving custom,
and also to the growth of outdoor
sports among the wealthy and pleasure-
loving classes. Nor is the demand con-
fined to the larger cities. In the smaller
towns, and even in the country, the lov-
ing cup is well known and has become a
popular form of gift. Its name com-
mends it as a token of personal regard,
and it is much used by all forms of
social and beneficial organizations, the-
atrical companies, boards of directors,
school and church trustees, etc. The
loving cup is also much in favor with
college societies and sporting clubs—in
short, every form of organization.

(Continued from page 629)

ing they are first taken from safe and put

UI) in their proper order on rack without the
watches in any way being mixed up, as
shown in Fig. 6. This will be found better
than when they are jumbled about in a box
and a half hour lost every morning to
put them in the right place.

When loan of watch is asked for while
watch is being put in repairs, I keep a few

Fnom F. H. LIEBOLDT, Watchmaker and Jeweller,

43, HENSIIAW 81.3337, oidham,,

Dear Sir,

The Watch you, left for Repairs

iriji cost to put in perfect order.

Shall leave same over until you reply.

A Magnificent New Line of LOVING CUPS
which we have just placed on the market, will enable
the trade to take profitable advantage of the now universal

fad.

a These cups are distinctive in style, original in design,
NI rich and artistic, yet so moderate in price as to insure

a fine profit.

There's prestige and publicity as well as profit for the
jeweler furnishing these goods. See our line and
know our prices before selecting your cup stock.

Pacific Coast Agents: M. SELLER & CO., Portland, Oregon ; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.

old ones and a charge of one shilling (a
quarter) per week is made. No check is
handed out in this case, but a watch with an
extra Roman figure on dial (Fig. 7) and a
box label with same number hung on the
watch. received. I write Roman figures I,
II, III, IV on dial with ink to avoid con-
fusion (with other numbers on checks).
On receiving repairs and examined work
from workshop I put the prices on the little
paper tickets with particulars of repairs and
send postcard. All those little boxes with
works in them are then placed in a larger
box (Fig. 8), especially made for this pur-
pose, 16 x To inches, and i inch high, with
lid to close. This is kept near
repair rack, just to slide on shelf
of safe at night. The cases with
dials on them are then hung up,
second bar from top, numbers
reading from left to right, W19,
21, 35, 47, 48, 229, 340, just as
they are in, and next bar lower
are the S jobs with two or three
or four hooks occupied, then on
same bar follow the B jobs, all in
their numerical order, B22, 43,
52, 55, 72. On the bottom bar,
left side, hang the watches for
which there has been one lent
out, and the next two or three
hooks are used for such as have
been received away from shop or
from special friends and no
checks have been given out.
Then follow all those ready for
delivery, all in order again, WI,
3, W34, 75, 127, 141, reading, as
before, from left to right up to
end of third bar.

We now come to the deliv-
ery of jobs, which is done just as
quickly as receiving them. A
little girl calls for her mother's
brooch. She puts check J252 on
counter. We have to ask no
questions. The job is found in
repair box (Fig. 9), put in job
envelope, price put on if re-

quired and delivered in a few seconds. A
lady claims her watch, 1355. Her watch is
soon found on bar 3 from top. Next calls a
messenger with S47. His employer left watch
in the morning for new bow and glass. This
is found also on bar 3 and he is as quickly
served as previous caller. EI5 is claimed
next. This is soon found amongst the
spectacles and handed over. The checks so
handed in are collected together with the
respective box labels. The pencil marks are
wiped off with a damp pad and checks re-
placed in their respective partitions in
counter drawer. Now comes a man with
WI52. There are three possibilities—the
watch may have been left the day previous
or six months ago, or even longer. I turn
to repair rack. If ready it is soon found,
one, two or three bars from the bottom.
If not there I ask when it was left. "Oh,
last night !" This tells me at once it must
be on second bar from top. The case with
dial in is hooked off and works (as stated
before, in small tin box) lifted out. of large
one and placed before client, repairs and
cost explained. He wishes to have it done.
It is then entered in repair book, as shown
in Fig. to. The private number is marked
with soft pencil on bone label and on little
ticket with works. The little box is then
replaced in larger one, but now on right-
hand side, and from here they pass on to the
workshop, one after another. The cases are
hung up on the topmost bar in rotation from
left to right, as they are hooked, and lifted
off to go to workshop from the left, or as
required, placed in work boxes, with any
further instructions for additional work
(Fig. II). The small paper tickets are re-
tained on a small file beside repair rack, for
some time, for further reference.

Suppose a client, on delivery, disputes
or argues about price, or says we promised
to do certain repairs, etc. In the workshop,
as stated before, a record is kept by the fore-

al
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man. The workman receives his work box,
with works and cases, looks for label num-

ber, finds ticket on file, takes it
out and goes on with his job.
On completion he enters the re-
pair in his book, thus:

Private number
of repair book Watch No.

35,610 3,379,843.

Then follow particulars of
repairs. His book goes to the
shop at convenient times, to be
entered with his initials. Any
errors can then be easily detected.
Private number from repair book
is scratched in a suitable place in
back of case, the finished job is
examined and then placed in its
proper position for winding,
regulating and delivering. Sup-
pose No. W2ro would be found
on second bar from bottom. We
have now a customer who does
not want to leave his watch to be
repaired. It is not much trouble
to put it together again and hand
it back, with a private mark in
place of number scratched on, so
should he reconsider in a month
or two we can give same price as
before. In the course of years
those little brass checks will get
lost, purses get stolen with
checks in them, customer does

(Continued on page 633)
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If Mrs. Brown
Or Mr. Smith

Or any other Mrs. or Mr. wishes to
purchase a ROCKFORD WATCH,
they must buy it from a legitimate
retail jeweler.

To force this condition, we have
eliminated the jobber and sell our
watches only direct to the retail
jeweler — thereby making it impos-
sible for our movements to fall into
the hands of mail order, catalog
houses or department stores, as it
is our rigid policy neither to sell or
manufacture any watches under
our name or under any other name
for these concerns.

The

Rockford Watch
is today the best American watch
manufactured — and our new sell-
ing policy will earn the co-operation
of every retail jeweler who wishes
to protect himself against the in-
sidious competition that has been
encroaching upon his legitimate
field.

If you want to learn more of
our policy, write us.

ROCKFORD WATCH COMPANY
Rockford. IH.

41
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System in Repair Department

(Continued from page Gm)

not trouble to bring-them in, forgets, etc. The

articles wi1l. have to be delivered. It is far

better to lose a check than a customer. In
fact, they go astray in many ways and re-

turn after many years, to be used again as

FIG. 7

before. A promise is often given that the

checks will be returned shortly, but when

once the article is in hand the majority of

people think nothing more about it. So an-

other record has to be kept for all those

checks drifting, about. Name is asked, put

in empty jewelry box, or attached to box

label. If client does not come up to promise

in about six months' time, postcard is sent

(Fig. I2). A small little brass slip label.

-Imo. dor 1111111111

.400.

'NIP"

vow, mallow
mweloolo _

mos--

FIG. 8

not long on the market, I have found very
useful ( Fig. 13). They can be slipped on any
article, remarks put on paper strips, crossed
off, finally turned over and then thrown

away and replaced again with fresh ones.
It is also important that a proper record

-

K E Y T 0 N E

should be kept of all completed repairs, a

matter that is very much neglected in small

and large shops. Many who have failed in
business 111.1\- attribute it to this cause. A

r 1G. 9

case in point : man calls and tells ■ ii

that you have repaired his Nvatch and it (1,
not go satisfactorily. Ile does not say yon

only put a IleW hand on it, altered the case
Or set (hal straight or put new glass on it.
The watch may not have been in your
hands at all. You put your eyeglass on.
scratch your head and look rather mbar-,

ri(.. II

ra,c,I. He notices he can gain a point, or
loses confidence ill you. The following in-
expensive and reliable record may be used.
especially by a small beginner. Suppose his
initials are M. U. A watch comes in and
goes all right. but hands are loose. A shil-

ling (quarter) may be earned by taking
this job in. Scratch on place of private
number this mark, I.

The next comes in woul(
The next comes ill AN-mil(
The next comes in woul(
The next collies in woul(
The next collies in woul(
The next comes in woul(

and so on.

00000 No. CuMatuci. Name awl Addis. 110. a Wet h, 1410 Ro.ei A. DO. DOI•v.1

Oeia,t.da -2/97,4

/74,4. "7/,
Aet, Icoddiarfeiot .47.77/
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.:410-, e - ,.971101

•
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4. 251 -

cost r-o
cost 1-6 N
cost 2-0 .\

cost 3-o .\ 1 1

COSt 3-6 1

COSt 4-0 1\ 1 1

IN,4010100 01 W.0.1)

F. H. LI EBOLDT, Watchmaker and Jeweller,
43 and 54, Henshaw Street, Oldham.

Dear Sir,

I delivered to you on

. Watch without Check

.kindly return sante at your

earliest convenience

.ind oblige,

Fours respectful' y,

F. H. LIEBOhDT

1:h;.

When the watch comes back you know

at once Nvhat has been done to it and what

client may expect. I f it is found business

FIG. 13

is g1 )ing. all right and new starter nia■ stay,

the private number can then be added to

From F. H. LIEHOLDT. Watchmaker and Jewe
ller,

48 a 54, HISNIltinVi STREET, Oldham , 190

Dien Sin,

Kindly note that time for your Watch, left for &pal,

has now expired.

The oost for Repairs is . If the Watch is

.t claimed on or before shall not be further

roaponnible for sante.

Yours respectfully,

F. H LIEBOLDT.

FIG. 14

M. B. 32,). This is also useful for a work.

man who works in shop where no books

are kept for repairs. This is a private mark

(Continued on page (135)
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N. B.

TAKE NOTE

The REMINDER WATCH

Say!
How about an alarm watch with silvery

ring?
Your customers have to keep appoint-

ments. 1
Some of them have to time mechanical

processes.
No more forgetting!
Show the

REMINDER WATCH 1

As handsome as it is convenient.
Right size; good timekeeper.
Gun Metal case ; inside case forms Bell.
Set by third hand for any hour and minute.

BIG SALES!

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

,

Write to-day for
new price and
printed matter.
We furnish cuts
for your local
paper.

The REMINDER WATCH

A SENSATION

DINGS any time desired. Set by third hand. Inside
" case serves as Bell. Handsome Gun Metal Case.
Good timekeeper. TRY ONE.

Actual Size

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Rotary Hammer Alarm
(With Shut-Off)

OUR LATEST MODEL

One-day time alarm
Large 4-inch gong on back
Highly polished steel pallets
Parker "Perfect " Escapement
The Best Alarm Clock on the market
Arabic dials, if specified

Cut Ifillf Size

Interior
View

Showing perfect
construction of
Parker Alarm Clocks

Rotary Hammer
Intermittent Alarm

(With Shut-Off)

Alarm intermits every 15 seconds
Large 4-inch gong on back
Intermittent mechanism, simplest in use

Cut Half Size

Dial, 43/ inches

A—Main Springs, hung outside of plates
B—Intermittent Mechanism
C—Cut Steel Pinions

Height, 5% inches D—Four-inch Bell Metal Gong

IF YOUR JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE US

Write for our New Booklet

showing; frill line of Alarm Clocks

Dial, 4% Inches Height, 5% inches

THE PARKER CLOCK CO., Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.

\.91- 11, 1909

What is a Chronometer?

THE ICYSTONE

An interesting contribution to horo-

logical history by that industrious historian

of timepieces and their makers, F. J. Brit-

ten, gives an answer to the query : "What is

a Chronometer ?" It is, laterally, says our

author, a time measurer, from the Greek,

chronos, time, and metron, a measure. The

French rendering, chronometre, .is used to

describe a timekeeper of any kind, and R.

B. Prosser says the word is of French

origin, descriptive of an instrument to

measure time in music, for which purpose

the title was adopted here and served till

the beginning of the nineteenth century,

when it was displaced in favor of "metro-

nome." The inventor of the word and the

machine, Mr. Prosser says, was a musician

named Loulie, who, in 1698, published at

Amsterdam a small book entitled, "Ele-

ments ou Principes de Musique."

Derham, in the fourth edi-

tion of his "Artificial Clock-
maker," published in 1734,
gives a chapter headed, "Of

the Government of Chronometers." He is

really speaking of clocks, and says, "In

order to the adjusting of chronometrical in-

struments it is necessary to be understood

that the days of the year are not all equal."

Another chapter in the book is stated to con-

tain particulars of "the Ancient Grecian and

Roman chronometers," that is, sun dials

and water clocks. These instruments, Der-

ham also calls "time engines."

In many books, John Harrison is re-

ferred to as the inventor of the chronom-

eter. It is no detraction from his merit
to say he was nothing of the sort. He was

not the first to make a time measurer;

clocks and watches were known before his

time and he did not introduce the particular

feature of the modern chronometer. What
he did invent, and make, was the time-

keeper which, when tested by a voyage to
the West Indies and back, would enable the

longitude to be defined to within the half
of one degree, for the attainment of which

the British Government had offered a re-

ward of $1oo,000. All honor to him. He

devoted his life to the task, in spite of re-

buffs and difficulties that would have sick-

ened a less determined man.

Harrison never used the

word chronometer as a title.
The timekeeper, with which

he at last succeeded, was in
the form of a large watch cased in silver,

with a loose outer case, as was usual with

watches of that day. To describe its

mechanism briefly, it may be said its salient

feature was a remontoire; that is, a second-

Early Meaning

of Chronometer

Harrison's

invention

ary spring wound by the mainspring. The

remontoire, in unwinding, gave gentle im-

pulsions, approximately constant, so as to

keep the vibrations of the balance as nearly

equal as possible. Harrison called his

earlier efforts timekeepers and his final

triumphant piece a watch.

Larcum Kendall, a watchmaker, and

one of the judges appointed by the Govern-

ment to examine timekeepers submitted for

test, after making, at the request of the

Government, a duplicate of Harrison's

piece, for which he was paid $2250, con-

structed a superior instrument without the

remontoire action. This timekeeper came

into the possession of Captain Cook, who,

in his second voyage, under date 1774, testi-

fied to its excellence as follows : "Our longi-

tude can never be erroneous while we have

so good a guide as Mr. Kendall's watch."

Captain Cook referred to it again as a

"timekeeper" during his voyage to the

Pacific in 1766. This watch of Kendall's

has a history of particular interest, for it

accompanied Captain Bligh to the Pacific in

the Bounty in 1787 ; was taken by the muti-
neers to Pitcairn Island, and sold in 18°8

by Adams to a citizen of the United States,

who disposed of it at Chili, where it was
purchased by Sir Thomas Herbert and by

him presented to the United Service Insti-

tution, where it may still be seen.

John Arnold, in 1780, pub-
lished a tract entitled, "Ac-
count of a Pocket Chronom-
eter, Made on a New

Construction," and in the article, "Chronom-

eter," Rees' "Cyclopedia," it is stated that

Arnold was the first to apply the word to
a watch of precision. The distinguishing
feature of Arnold's production was the
spring detent escapement, and since his time
"chronometer" has been, by British horol-
ogists, understood to mean a timepiece
with a spring detent escapement, the larger
instrument, in a square wooden box, a
"marine chronometer," and a smaller instru-
ment, cased like a watch, a "pocket chronom-
eter" ; the escapement itself being known
indifferently as the chronometer escape-
ment, or the spring detent escapement.

Except for timing scientific observa-
tions, pocket chronometers fell into dis-
favor and there is no doubt that for all-
around use watches with lever escapements
are preferable. A pocket chronometer, if
subjected to jerks and rough usage, is liable
to stop, even if properly made. There are
two points in which the escapement is varied
from that of the marine chronometer. In
the first place, the impulse roller must be
larger ; then the locking stone must be set
to give a much greater angle of draw into
the wheel by the pressure of a tooth on it.
Draw is altogether an evil to be avoided,
if possible, and in the marine chronometer
it is very slight, because the instrument is
kept stationary. Many good workmen,

Pocket

Chronometer
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used to the marine chronometer, fell into
the error of allowing insufficient draw when
dealing with a pocket escapement, and I
knew an expert chronometer maker who,
when an unsatisfactory chronometer was sent
to him for amendment, at once looked to the
draw as being the most likely seat of the defect.

With a view of providing
for pocket watches some-
thing which should give the
chief advantage of the

spring detent without its delicacy, several
inventors have turned their talents to the
design of an escapement compounded of
the lever and the chronometer. George
Morton, of Liverpool, in 1856 patented
such a device. He was a remarkably
clever horologist, who afterwards settled
in London and was well-known in
Clerkenwell as a maker of balance spring
wire. He called his invention the half-
chronometer escapement. The best of these
"half-chronometer" escapements was, I
think, one devised and made in 1864 by the
late John Rogers, a distinguished watch-
maker of Wilmington Square, Clerkenwell.
It was patented by J. Karr, of Washington,
and known as the American chronometer.
Kelvey and Holland, in 1866, patented what
they called the Union chronometer escape-
ment, something on the same lines. In 1873
F. T. Krauth protected an invention of a
somewhat similar character. He worked
up and carried on for many years a watch
repairing business in Birmingham.

Half
Chronometer

System in Repair Department

(Continued from page 633)

I used myself when a journeyman and
found it of great value:

Glass, dial, hands or case repair 
Mainspring, clockwork or just oiled  II
Balance staff or cylinder jewel hole and

most necessary repairs. III
For proper and complete jobs IV

One knows at once what repairs have
been done when customer comes and com-
plains. For clock repairs it will be found
checks are not required. A man is generally
sent out to bring them in and take them
back when they are done. In the few cases
that they are called for the private number is
scratched on plates or penciled on back of case.

The above described system has not
only been very reliable and time-saving, but
also has been a running advertisement with-
out the usual calls for payment. There are
always 200 or 300 checks in circulation.
Very often they are kept amongst money
shown and seen on many occasions. They
have been found on thieves, gone through
church collection box, etc. The postcards
going through the post are also doing their
share to keep the name before the public.

I started business in the smallest pos-
sible way, with tools, a few old watches
and cases in window and with no capital to
put in a stock even of watch glasses.
Slowly it has developed into the largest
private repair shop in this town and district
of seven miles, with a population of about
300,000 to a half million.
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VACHERON a CONSTANTIN

Recognized Standard
of Merit for More
Than a Hundred

Years

SINCE 1785 Vacheron & Constantin watches have continuously won
international first prizes in all the great world expositions, and have been

the acknowledged leaders in those improvements which have marked vari-
ous epochs of progress in the science of watchmaking.

This line has no superior for time-keeping qualities, absolute reliability
and leadership in style.

It is extremely wide in variety, embracing a full line of movements
to fit regular American cases as well as many Swiss sizes. There is ample
provision for all purposes and all tastes—plain and complicated watches, extra
flat, ultra flat and decorated, carved and jeweled watches.

Wherever the line is represented it easily takes first place in sales and
public approval.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, Sole Agent 3 Maiden Lane, New York City

THE DOLLARS HANG LOW
TO THOSE WHO GO AFTER THEM

WITH THE RIGHT KIND OF GOODS 

In Watches it is the SOUTH BEND
First—Because they are QUALITY GOODS kept strictly out of the hands of Mail

Order Houses, Department Stores, etc.

Second—Because they are price protected. Five years ago, when we announced our
fixed selling price on all grades, others said we could not control retail prices of our goods.

We have done it, and the fact that over 1 2,200 Legitimate Retail Jewelers are selling
SOUTH BEND WATCHES to-day proves its popularity.

We have helped these jewelers to put their watch business on a more profitable basis.
We can do the same for you. It is only a matter of getting started. Send to-day, right this
minute, for prices and discounts.

Remember, when the undertaker taps you on the shoulder and says, " Tag, you're it !"
it's too late to begin. SO, DO NOT DELAY.

South Bend Watch Company
Manufacturers of High-Grade Watches South Bend, Ind.

( We Will be Pte(lSed to Velld von Mr. iliggirobot/  bO(,kS cm "The Baintwe and Its Jeweling" )
rinel "The Iletached Lever E.vennerm.nt,•' PI2 EP (1F CH R GE. unon 7 entiest.
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Isochronism of the Vibrations
of the Balance

Translated by THE K HYSTONE 10-M1 the German of the late

3tIles Grossmatte by special permission

II
To determine the mean value of all

these perpendiculars, or the mean angular
velocity 0.), we divide the arc A H B into a
number of equal parts, then measure the
lengths of all the ordinates from the straight

line A 0 B to the points of division of the

arc and divide the sum of these lengths by

the number of parts.
We can in the same manner determine

the distance 0 G of the center of gravity of

an arc. We know from elementary mechanics
radius x chord

that 0 G — r denotin,
arc a '

the radius, c the chord and a the length of

KEYSTONE

grams, to which must be added a portion of
the weight of the rim. We may take the
total weight P 3.4 grams. The length r

I found to be 15 millimeters. Hence the cen-
trifugal force C in a marine chronometer is :

(t5) C

3 284.

If we take the balance of a watch beat-

ing I 8,000 vibrations in an hour and having

a diameter of 44 millimeters, we may put
P 0.18 grams, and, assuming r =- 8 milli-

meters, we have

0. s 98696 X 8
(16) C. 9808.8 0.14482 grams =

0.145 approx.

If we assume the balance of a ladies'
watch to be half the size, and the balance

rim half the height and thickness of that of

ordinary \VatC11, We have P 0.0225, and
r = 4 millimeters ; hence9808.s

( 17 ) . •0.0225 986.96 ••

r co-
g

34' 631 65 

9808.8

FIG. 3

the arc. The arc in this case being a semi-

circle, c = 2 r, and the length of the arc
r, hence

(10) O(;
rXzr. 2 r 

2 ra 
A

  - — - -- ,,
r

To make the matter more simple, we will

suppose the balance to make a complete
turn and consequently half a turn on each

side of the point of rest. Then we have :
= and

(11)

\1111-

2 ao 2
\(A

ir

1
,tr

mean value of co.

The number of vibrations per hour in a

marine chronometer is 14,400 .(equa. 5),
I herefore

(12) \FA. . 125 003 .• . 2 _
_
M

mid for watches ((.qua. 6).

(13) \FM– 15.708 .'. 2 NI
A \I A 

31•4. 16 (0,

and co2 with 14,400 vibrations • 631.65.

" with 18,000 " 986.96.

We have now to determine the values of
P and r in equation 2. These must be ob-

tained from the balances themselves. By

actual trial I have found the weight of the

balance of a marine chronometer to be 2. 6 iS

25.1326 U.

(14)

Centrifugal
Force

0.009055

We see, then, that the
centrifugal force in a small
watch is relatk,ely very
small. Wt.. must now

take into consideration the resistance
which the balance rim opposes to the
expansion of the balance. A plain annu-
lar balance cannot be made to expand by

the action of centrifugal force ; on the

other hand, if the balance rim of the

balance represented in Fig. 3 is very thin
and low, the distance of the masses

of the balance from the center 0 will be
appreciably increased.

To simplify our calculation as much
as possible, let us suppose the masses of
the balance and other masses capable of
affecting the expansion of the rim to be
concentrated in the points b b (Fig. 3),

and the angles a o b to be right angles ;

a a are the points at which the rims of the

balance recede from the arms. In this simple

case, which most frequently occurs in prac-

tice, we can determine the increase f in the

length of the radius r from the equation

(18a) f 1( 4

1 
0.6188 r".

.:

IF r" — 6
r'

Here E denotes the coefficient of elasticity

of the balance rim. The rim is made of

two metals, usually steel and brass. The

coefficient of elasticity of steel is approxi-

mately 20,000,000. That of brass is much

more uncertain. The values given in the

text-books I find vary from 6,000,000 to

to,000,000, the values depending mainly

upon the amount of hammering to which

the brass has previously been subjected. As

the brass is simply melted on to the steel, we

may take the lowest value. If we, moreover,
assume the proportion of steel to brass in

the rim to be as : we may take the
mean value of the coefficient of elasticity, E,

to be approximately 10,000,000. I denotes

the moment of inertia of the cross section of
the balance rim. If the thickness and the
height of the rim be denoted by 1 and h
respectively, we obtain I 13 11,

[TO TIE CONTINUED]

Home-made Adjustable Socket for

Tungsten Lamps

The accompanying- illustration shows a

vury simple way of making an adjustable

socket fin- tungsten lamps, in which the

lamp will tend to hang perpendicularly of its

own weight, writes John A. Bergstrom in

Scientific .lincrican. cage is first made,

consisting of three or more prongs. brazed

to a split ring, \Villa is slipped over the

lamp socket. A similar cage is made to

slip over the neck of the plug. The prongs

may also be soldered to the socket and the

plug. These prongs must be long enough

\ diustable socket for tungsten lamps

to extend past the center of a solid rubber

hall, which is to unite the lamp socket and

plug. The rubber ball may be purchased

at any toy store.
With a thin metal tube cut a hole

through the center of the ball. This is

easily accomplished by turning the metal

tube \vith one hand and holding the ball

NN.ith the other. fly running the tube

thnaigh the rubber a second time at an

angle to the first hole an oblong bore is
made, such as shown in the illustration.

Through this hole put an ordinary lamp
cord and connect one end with the plug and

the other with the lamp socket. Now

screw the plug into the bracket and to iii

the ball so that the lamp socket hangs per-
pendicularly. Then screw in the lamp. It

(w)bitlIdlnweds.een that almost any am.z.le may be

Immense Clock on Eiffel Tower

The Eiffel tower in Paris is now being

used for another practical purpose. Not

long ago a wireless telegraph station was
installed, and now, on the sides of the sec-
ond section, hundreds of feet above the
ground, a luminous clock warns the gay
Parisian of the passing span of life. The
apparatus flashes forth every minute in
huge figures visible a great distance..
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TATTOO
INTERMITTENT

The trade is hereby cautioned that the word
" TATTOO," as applied to the sale of Inter-
mittent Alarm Clocks, is a registered Trade-
Mark, the property of the New Haven Clock
Company, who were the first to manufacture
intermittent alarm clocks.

Concerning " Starting up for Yourself"
Advice on this should be heeded only if it comes

from one who can speak with authority. We recently
had a conversation with a man who has built up a pros-
perous retail business in watches and jewelry against
apparently prohibitive competition. He says his success
is due to his following a distinct line of policy, and he
declares that his plan is the only one which assures
success against every sort of competition. The most
important, the essential point, is, he says, that the
aspirant to success

Must be a Thoroughly Competent Watchmaker;

not one who can fit material and clean watches only,
but a highly trained and skilful workman, who under-
stands watches technically.

We truly believe that our school will give you the
technical knowledge which is the most important
element of success, more perfectly and more economic-
ally than any other school or establishment in the
country.

Send for our book of information

..........

of Watchmaking and Engraving

Lancaster, Pa.

Correct Reproductions
of the famous

Alarms INTERMITTENTLY every 20 seconds
for 15 minutes on a 4-inch Bell-Metal Gong on Back

Has switch for stopping alarm

4: INCH NICKEL PLATED SEAMLESS BRASS
CASE, KNURLED FRONT

Willard
Clocks

A SURE ALARM 

AN ACCURATE TIMEKEEPER

Write for description and price

Mahogany Cases, Brass Trim-

mings, Painted Glass Panels,

High-Grade Eight-Day Weight

Movement.

Illustration shows clock with

Gilded Front and Bracket.

SEND FOR

BOOKLET

HAVE YOU SEEN THE LARK. ASK ABOUT IT

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depar •
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be

paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-

ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue

and page on which the information may be found.

"Striking."—I have a French clock which has
troubled me a great deal by not striking. I am
sure the wheels are all right. The trouble seems
to be in the spring. I have tried a new spring, but
it is no better than the old one. Will you please
inform me as to the very best kind of oil to use
on the spring f—If we could examine this clock, it
would only take a few minutes to find out just
where the trouble is, but we can hardly believe
that your trouble is in the mainspring. Either
the striking train is not put together right or
there is a bind in one or more of the wheels.
When the clock stops striking, note carefully the
position of all of the wheels of the striking train.
Look carefully to see if you can find something
that is holding the train. Do you understand that
when a clock has stopped striking the tail of the
hammer should be free of the pins in the striking

wheel. We are sure if you will examine the
striking train carefully you will find some trouble
outside of the mainspring. Any good make of
clock oil is suitable for the mainsprings of
French clocks.

"Five."—I have a 7-jewel, 18-size, open-face,

stem wind which I cleaned and in five days after
movement stopped and would not run. Sante was
wound perfectly tight. I tried to release spring
and could not, so took out barrel, and when I re-
moved barrel cap I found mainspring wound tight

around barrel arbor. Arbor was tight in barrel,

but when cleaned was in good condition and well
oiled.—Finding the arbor tight in the barrel you
removed the arbor and mainspring, cleaned the

barrel and arbor again, then replaced the main-

spring and arbor, oiled the mainspring and arbor

pivots, etc. When you put the barrel in the watch,

wound it, the watch commenced to run and is still
running and keeping time. Isn't this about what

you did? Well, the trouble was that you forgot to

oil the barrel and arbor bearings, which caused

them to become dry and bind. In oiling a watch

we recommend using clock oil on all winding

wheels, mainsprings, barrel and arbor bearings

and center wheel pivots. Watch oil for the rest

of the pivots.

"New."—This is a "Chas. E. Jacot" 16 size

new watch, 20 jewels, pivots all in good order and

as fine a finished movement as I ever took down,

Perfectly true spiral balance spring, double roller,

three-cornered roller pin, poised lever, balance in

'Perfect truth in round and flat, poise perfect, end

shake right all oT!-r the watch, spring does not

bind in barrel, setting and dial wheels, and hands

are free; in fact, it would be hard to tell how

'natty hours I have spent going over this matter

(oil is in good shape). Now, this movement will

begin and go slow a few seconds a day (say two
or three) then it will jump ten to fifteen more

slow in twenty-four hours. Then I begin with my

regulator, moving same a very little fast each day.

Watch does not respond at once, I move regu-
lator one-half degree each time. Now, all of a
sudden it jumps ahead ten seconds and then about
five seconds each day, until in less than a week
it is a minute ahead. No, it is not magnetized, as
I have tested it several times for that and balance
Spring moves 0. K. between the regulator pins,
Just as it should. I confess I am "up a tree." I
carry this watch myself and I know it is treated
right. It acted this way from the start. Have
cleaned sante once very carefully; watch has been

run about two years. Steel escape wheel and lever
are capped jeweled, these are all tight in their
settings, as are the others. If you can give me
any hints it would make me feel very grateful.—
The adjusting of a watch is distinctly a matter
requiring personal observation of the timepiece.
Adjusting is a subject which takes study and ex-
perience both, in order to acquire proficiency, on
the part of the workman. It is much too involved
to give brief instruction on, and to give a long
article in this department is impossible, so we sug-
gest that you get a copy of the "Watch Ad-
justers' Manual," by "Excelsior," which will be
mailed from THE KEYSTONE office on receipt of
$2.50. This book treats the subject very thor-
oughly, and if the instructions in it be properly
applied, the results should be all that you desire.

"Sweep."—Will you please explain to me how
I can make a sweep second hand and attach it to
my regulator? The regulator beats seconds and
has a small second hand. I will be very thankful
for any help you can give.—You cannot make an
alteration, as you suggest, that will give satisfac-
tory results. In any way you could arrange it
you would be putting too great a load on the end
of the train, and the clock's timekeeping would
suffer. A center-seconds regulator is constructed
in a radically different way from one with a small
seconds dial, and if you want one with sweep
seconds you had better buy one outright. A
notice in the "For Sale or Exchange" column of
this journal should bring you opportunities of dis-
posing of your old clock and of getting what you
desire.

"Jeweled."—Will you kindly let me know
something about jeweled mainspring barrels, their
construction and how they are taken apart in case
of mainspring breaking "—Nearly all the watch fac-
tories are now making watches in which the barrel
is so arranged that its arbor runs on pivots work-
ing in holes in the upper and lower plates, during
all the time the watch is running, instead of the
arbor turning only while the watch is being
wound, as in the ordinary construction. The pivot
holes are made both jeweled and plain. Some of
the companies make several different models, so
that there are in all a great many different kinds
of barrels running in jeweled bearings. Since you
do not ask for a description of any particular
make or model, we could not help you except by
giving drawings and descriptions of all of them,
which would need more space than is devoted to
this whole department, so we suggest that you

write to each of the watch companies for circulars
and information ; some of them publish illus-

trated descriptions showing the peculiarities of

their movements, including the barrels. One of

the modifications of the jeweled motor idea is the

Waltham barrel in which the arbor is stationary,

but the barrel holes are jeweled with very large

sapphires. A pamphlet issued by the company for

free distribution explains and illustrates its design

and action.

"Oil."—Being a user of watch oil in consider-

able quantities I write to inquire if you can give

me any information regarding the necessary tests

this oil should be put through in order to be sure

of the qualityf—In the first place, we will con-

sider what qualities watch oil should have at its

best. Probably the most important is resistance

to evaporation. By this we mean that the oil

should be capable of remaining in the watch in

use from one to one and one-half years, and at

the end of that time it should not be to any great

extent dried up or thickened. The quality next
important is that its chemical constitution should

be such as to have no damaging effect on metal
surfaces. For instance, if there is too much acid

in the oil it will eat and discolor the metal of the
pivot holes, or of the pivots themselves, and this,

in itself, rapidly spoils the oil, as well as the
metal surface. Thirdly, it is important that the
oil should remain in the same condition between
extremes of heat and cold. As to the best way
of testing and comparing different oils we suggest
that for the first quality mentioned a portion of
each of the oils under consideration may be spread
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in very small quantities thinly over a clean piece
of glass and the samples should be put under a
dust-proof cover of some sort for several months,
after which a comparison will show which oil is
least evaporated. The test for acidity can be made
by putting a drop of each oil on a polished piece
of sheet brass and allowing it to remain
for two or three weeks. On wiping off
the oil, those samples will prove to be best
which have had the least action on the surface of
the metal. In testing the capacity of oils to with-
stand effects of heat and cold, put samples of each
in the concave part of watch glasses, and, in one
case, lay them on a block of ice for several hours,
and in the other case, put them in an oven moder-
ately heated and see which of the oils keeps
nearest to its original condition. In all of these
tests the samples can be examined once in a while
to see how the test is progressing, and, of course,
the test is sufficiently long when a distinct differ-
ence in the behavior of the different oils has
been developed.

"Swiss."—I have a Swiss regulator, gridiron
pendulum pin escapement. It runs fine only when
the temperature gets down to about zero, it will
gain about two seconds per day and when it gets
warm it will lose about that amount. Can you
suggest a remedy or tell me where I can get a
good nickel steel rod and pendulunif It beats
seconds.—If you give us an exact description of
the pendulum, number and lengths of rods, their
thickness and what metal they are made of, how
fastened together, etc., we may be able to tell
you how to correct the compensation. There are
many different forms of gridiron pendulums and
different proportions of metals, depending on their
forms, and we must know all details before we
can form an opinion of what is necessary in this
case. We want to warn you, however, that many
gridiron pendulums were incorrectly proportioned
in the first place and then subsequently adjusted
to as near compensation as they were capable of
being. If yours should happen to be one of this
kind, alterations attempting to improve it will
probably make it worse, so there is always a
strong presumption in favor of "letting well
enough alone," particularly since one should have
had experience in order to be successful in this
work.

"Guard."—Please state the causes of the
guard pin falling against the edge of the roller,
causing a locking, and state remedies.—The cause
of the trouble you describe is either a broken im-
pulse face or a pallet stone, or an absence of draw
on one (or both) of the pallet stones. Draw is
an effect which pulls the pallet stone inward
toward the center of the escape wheel. You can
easily see that in doing this the lever is at the
same time drawn over to the banking and held
there by the power of the draw, and this serves
to keep the guard pin away from the edge of the
roller table. Draw is produced by setting the
locking face of the pallet stone at a certain angle
to the radius of the escape wheel. The. right
angle is found by trial of the stone in several dif-
ferent positions until one is found in which there
is just enough draw to hold the lever securely
against the banking, but not enough to make the
escapement unlock with difficulty. When there is
not enough draw the pallet must be heated and
the stone tilted in the direction of the faces of
the wheel teeth, that is, the end of the stone on
which is the impulse face is to be located a little
farther away from the pallet arbor. Both stones
must be examined for draw and corrected if
necessary. If the trouble is caused by a broken
impulse face on a pallet stone it is easily seen,
and the only remedy is to put in a new pallet
stone, unless you are able and have the tools to re-
grind and polish the impulse face correctly.

"Alone."—Can a watch be cleaned in benzine
alone without using any other formula f—The old
oil and dirt can be removed, but the plates,
bridges, etc., will not have the appearance they
should have or as they would have if cleaned
by the method recommended by us so often in
these columns.
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for "Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

I A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers- most desirable " profit."
3---No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case-- No long regulation. Thus
saving your time is "profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A " profit proposition " straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

I1Write for booklet of facts and figures.We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

Vie WEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

41 Special attention given to the
execution of special orders for
hand made cases. Prompt
delivery.

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE :: NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

LOCKETS AND CUFF PINS
M.

R. B. MACDONALD & CO.JeNsa.
74

1 R LC'
TRADE-MARK REGISTERED

WARRANTED OLLED PLATE

GUARANTEED
To Give OraUsfacenon, mnd we win
sUlirad bftcac ©I eveTy mirticile gnmele

Me,:, ATTLEBORO, MASS.

\iril. 1909 T H E

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
”rder in which they are received.

" Tigh t. "— Won Id like to ask .why the
,Iterbury watches are so liable to stop if Tcound

• Power seems to be off entire train, even
•.;,-rel, click pushed back and spring won't run
. This seems to happen on all Waterbury
.,gehes.—We have never before heard of any
nuplaints of the nature of yours. We can as-

-tire you that there is no such trouble generally
present in these watches. Possibly the main-
springs ill the cases which you mention will be
found to be covered with sticky oil; it would
have the effect you mention. Mainsprings should
always be taken out and cleaned unless the oil
on them is perfectly fluid and clean.

"Regulator."—(1) Will a gridiron pendulum
keep better time than a wood pendulumf—,A grid-
iron pendulum properly designed and with the
right proportion of the two different metals com-
posing it will keep better time than any pendulum
with a wooden rod.
(2) Has the pin escapement any advantage

over the dead-beat escapentent?—The "pin-pallet"
escapement is the one which is used in the visible
escapements of many French mantel clocks in
which the pallet stones are made of ruby in the
shape of semi-cylindrical pins. This is more
definitely named Brocot's escapement, after the
inventor. It is quite a satisfactory escapement
for house clocks which do not require the greatest
accuracy in timekeeping, but is not in the same
class with the "pinwheel" escapement in which
the pallets are made somewhat in the form of a
machinist's caliper, and the teeth of the escape
\died are in the form of semi-cylindrical pins,
partly flattened on their lower sides, and standing
at right angles from the plane of the escape
wheel. The latter escapement is used mostly in
lower clocks and line regulators for watchmakers'
use, and give accurate results. The Brocot es-
capement imparts a little recoil to the escapement,
‘vhile the pinwheel escapement is of the dead-
beat variety. Answering your question, we will
say that. experience rather indicates that the pin-
wheel escapement is superior for large clocks, such
as tower clocks, but that the dead-beat, or Graham
iimement is preferable for smaller clocks.
(3) What is meant by Graham pallets and

Iii, tern pinions?—The Graham escapement is the
lIe generally known as the dead-beat escapement
I) clocks. clocks. It was invented by George Graham,

III England, early in the eighteenth century. The
teeth of the escape wheel are long and pointed,
and the pallets have circular locking faces, the
ic.tion of NVITICh takes place always at a uniform
iistance from the pallet center with respect to the
,oint of the escape wheel tooth in action, so that
:he latter does not move backward at any time,
but remains stationary during the entire unlock-
ing. This escapement has held its own in its
iriginal form for over two centuries and is still
IC one most generally used for clocks for the

..verage purpose. Lantern pinions are pinions
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such as are used in the cheaper grades of Ameri-
can clocks. Instead of leaves cut from solid steel
they have short pieces of steel wire fastened at
each end in a collet of brass. These collets are
fastened either friction-tight or soldered on the
arbor 14 the pinion.

"Spindle."—Will you kindly give me a little
sketch of the manner in which the spindle and
bearings are made of the universal gear cutter as
made by the Webster-Whitcomb people!' I have a
gear cutter which I made which is like the "Par-
son' gear cutter, but I do not like it—it does very
teell for some work. I ant making another. What
is the sire of It'-11" spindle where cutters go on!'
Is spindle hollow? Tell me the best Tcay to fasten
cutters on. spindle. .1 use a pin and collar with
three screws on the old onef—The sketch (Fig. 1)
shows a cross-section of the spindle, bearings, etc..

FIG. I

of a Webster-Whitcomb gear cutter. The spindle
(a, a) comprises in one piece the lower cone and
a long cylindrical hollow shaft. On this shaft is
mounted the upper cone (b, b), which is slipped
Oil over the cylindrical end of the spindle and is
prevented from revolving on the latter by a stud
on the inside of the hole of the cone, which en-
gages in a key slot on the spindle. The cone is
held in place, and the end shake of the spindle
regulated, by the nut (c). The cones run in bear-
ings (d, d), which are bushed into the castiron
frame (e, e). The spindle, upper cone, and
spindle bearings are made of hardened steel.
The spindle is hollow and through it from the
top is passed the long screw (f), which holds in
place the cutter arbor. The arbor (g) has a taper
shank, which tits the tapered hole in the spindle,
and into the end of which engages the thread of
the binding screw (f). The cutter (h) is carried
on a shoulder and is held in place by the nut (i).
The spindle is driven by the pulley CO and the
flywheel (k, k) supplies the momentum. Pulley
and flywheel are held on the spindle by screws,
the pointed ends of which engage in correspond-
ing countersinks. The frame is clamped to its
base by the bolt (1). For single-tooth (fly) cut-
ters an arbor is used with a square hole transverse

to its axis and a binding screw in its lower end.
The size of the cutter shoulder on the regular
cutter arbor is 41/4 mm.

"Long."—An escape wheel waking 72 revolu-
tions per hour with 36 teeth, how long should the
pendulum be f--The length of any pendulum can
be found by the following method: First, find the
number of beats the pendulum should make in one
hour. In your case the pendulum will beat 5184
times in one hong, or 86 2/5 vibrations in one
minute. We divide the number of vibrations in
one minute, 86 2/5, into the unknown number,
375.4, which gives us 86.4 ± 375.4 = 4.34. This
answer is squared, which will equal 4.34 = 19.83
inches, which is the length of a pendulum from
the point of suspension to the center of gravity,
to beat 86 2/5 time in one minute. For another ex-
ample, take a pendulum that beats seconds 6o times
in one minute, 6o 375.4 = 6.256. Now, this is
squared, which gives us 39.13 inches for the length
of the pendulum to beat seconds.

"Frenchy."—Please let we know how to make
French gray finish on silverf—The so-called
French gray is finished on a mat surface produced
by sand-blast. The sand-blasting should be quite
delicate, using very fine sand under a compara-
tively light air pressure. It is possible to impart a
peculiar mat finish to sterling silver goods by let-
ting them play the part of an anode in a strong
cyanide solution. Sepia gray can also be arrived
at by producing the same conditions as exist in
stripping plated goods. Nitric acid diluted one-
half with water can also be employed. If such a
solution be applied to solid silver surfaces it will
deaden the polish and give an inferior mat sur-
face. After such a condition is arrived at, an old
and dilute solution of liver of sulphur is brushed
over the goods and results in a pale oxidizing
being imparted. After the color is correct, a
coating of either celluloid or collodion lacquer
should be applied to preserve it. There are vari-
ous other ways in which the French gray finish
may be simulated with the aid of chemicals, and
from time to time solutions for producing the
effect lot ye been placed upon the inarket.

"Plato."—Can you describe to me the best
'way to separate gold and platinum filings?—Dis-
solve the alloy in aqua regia (3 parts hydrochloric
acid, t part nitric acid). Add ammonium chloride
to the solution and evaporate on water bath nearly
to dryness, and extract the residue with alcohol
(pure), which dissolves the gold salts and leaves
the platinum salts as a precipitate. The gold in
solution can then be precipitated .by ferrous sul-
phate or oxalic acid, dried and melted.

"Soft."--Il ill you kindly tell me the best way
to take soft solder off gold?—If the piece to be
treated is 12 karat or higher, you can dissolve the
soft solder by immersing in nitric acid. If the
solder is on gold of less than 12 karat fine, use the
following; Crush to powder two ounces copperas
and one ounce saltpeter; boil together in ten
ounces water. Allow it to cool and crystallize.
Dissolve thc crystals with eight parts spirits of
salts to each part of crystals (use earthenware
vessel). Put in four parts boiling water and keep
the mixture hot while immersing the s()Idered
articles.
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Allen, the Man who Made the
Railroads " Come to Time"

In these columns we have frequently ex-
plained the meaning of standard time and how it
is regulated, but the story is one which cannot be
too familiar to the jewelers, who both as business
men and horologists are deeply concerned in the
railroad time system. Twenty-five years ago there
were fifty-three different standards of time used
among the railroads of the United States and
Canada, whereas there are to-day only four. In
the olden days each town and city had its own
ideas as to the proper position of the clock
hands, and some places had five or six, according
to the number and vagaries of railroad lines
entering the city. The man responsible for
creating order out of this general chaos was
W. F. Allen, at that time Secretary of the Ameri-
can Railroad Association. The story of this man
Allen and his achievements is so entertainingly
told in the current issue of The Railroad Man's
Magazine by Charles Phillips Russell, that we
make no apologies for republishing it in our col-
umns for the benefit of our readers:

That the United States is di-
The Four vided into four great zones,
Time Zones whose time standards are one

hour apart, is a matter of corn-
mon knowledge, these standards being known as
Eastern, Central, Mountain and Pacific time, and
every traveler knows that in crossing the Ameri-
can continent he must set his watch back an hour
on arriving at Chicago, another hour at Salt Lake
City, and still another hour when he sets foot on
the ground at San Francisco. In other words,
most people know that when it is twelve o'clock
in New York, Boston, Washington and Philadel-
phia, the clocks are just striking eleven in Chicago,
New Orleans and Omaha; ten o'clock in Denver
and Salt Lake City and nine o'clock in San Fran-
cisco and Portland, Oregon.

But probably not one person in a thousand
knows how or why these great time zones were
created and who their creator was. It is a surprise
to most people to learn that the four standards of
time which govern the movements and habits,
work and play, of so many million people were
fixed by one man, and they are even more sur-
prised to learn that he is still alive.

He is W. F. Allen, a straight,
The Work of tall, gray-haired and bearded
W. F. Allen man of sixty-two years—

kindly, dignified and active
still in the profession which he has followed all
his life. His particular position is that of Secre-
tary and Treasurer of the American Railway As-
sociation, with offices at 24 Park Place, New York
City, and for thirty-five years he has been editor
of the Official Railway Guide, that mighty volume
of railroad timetables which has come to be
known widely as the "Railroad Man's Bible."

Mr. Allen is probably known to more rail-
road men personally than any other man in the
United States ; not even the late Major George
H. Daniels, of the New York Central, could sur-
pass him in number of railroad acquaintances.
To all of them he is known as "The Father of
Standard Time," and right well does he deserve
the title.

His achievement is unique.
Regulating the To him belongs the distinction
Flight of Time of having caused a greater

change in the habits and move-
ments of the people of the United States and
Canada than any man now living. As a reformer
in methods of marking off the flight of time,
history really should give him a place beside
Julius Cmsar and Pope Gregory XIII.

To be sure, Cxsar reformed the calendar,
but he had behind him the influence of the most
powerful government on earth and the prestige
of his own name besides. Gregory lopped eleven
days off the calendar by the aid of the Roman
Catholic Church.

But a plain American citizen in 1883 took
from one to thirty minutes out of the lives of
some people and added them to the lives of others,
almost solely by the might of his own brain and
energy. The idea of dividing the country into

sections based upon even hour differences did
not originate with Mr. Allen, nor does he so claim.
But his was the master mind that gathered the
loose ends of more or less nebulous theories, and
presented the plan of standard time in working
condition.

The possibility of marking off divisions of
time so as to approach uniformity first occurred
to Sir John Herschel in 1828. Either in 1873 or
J874 Prof. Benjamin Pierce promulgated the
theory of marking off time by Greenwich me-
ridians fifteen degrees apart, seventy-fifth, nine-
tieth, etc.

The hour difference theory was
Dowd's Theory first brought out by Prof.

Charles F. Dowd in 1869.
Professor Dowd was the principal of a young
ladies' seminary at Saratoga, N. Y. For some
reason he became keenly interested in work-
ing out time divisions, and presented various
theories to railroad managers. He first took the
local meridian at Washington as a basis, later
substituting for it the meridian of New York
City, and then changing to the Greenwich meri-
dian as the proper starting point.

In 187o he published a pamphlet entitled
"System of National Time for Railroads," with

William F. Allen, father of railroad time

dividing lines between hour sections, which he
named "Washington Section," "First-hour Sec-
tion" (Mississippi Valley), "Second-hour Sec-
tion" (Rocky Mountains) and "Third-hour Sec-
tion" (Pacific Coast). He proposed that "local
time" be generally retained, his standards applying
to "railroad time" only.

The difference between local and railroad
times was to be expressed by small figures, pre-
fixed to the name of the city, town and railway
station, and indicated by plus (+) and minus
(—) signs. Much time and effort were spent by
Professor Dowd in presenting his theories to the
railroads, but, while they admitted that his ideas
were good, they decided that his boundary lines
were too rigid and arbitrary, and that his plans
generally would not stand the test of use.

In 1875 Sir Sanford Fleming
Aid from set forth the advantages of the
Many Scientists hour-difference theory for the

use of the whole world. The
dividing lines between the hour sections were
geographical and located upon State boundaries.
He also suggested the adoption of the "twenty-
four o'clock" notation, which is still in use on the
intercolonial Railway of Canada, and that the
standard meridians should be denoted by the
various letters of the alphabet.

Thus, what is now known as 1.30 o'clock by.
his system would have been "A 3o.' However,
this plan did not appear practicable when it was
pointed out that the face of every one of the
millions of clocks and watches in use would have
to be altered, and that there would then be no
method of striking the hours at all. And, finally,
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a wag laughed Sir Sanford's theory out of con.
sideration by remarking that, according to his
system of marking the hours by the letters of the
alphabet, "a man would have to say half the
alphabet and then count all his fingers and some
of his toes to know when it is bedtime."

Sir Sanford was followed by other scientists
and mathematicians, notably Dr. Thomas Hill,
formerly President of Harvard College; Prof.
Cleveland Abbe, Dr. F. A. P. Barnard, E. A. Hill,
all of whom proposed similar theories, none of
which met with the unanimous approval of rail-
road managers. As successive plans were sug-
gested looking to the establishment of something
like uniformity in methods of keeping time, and
were alike rejected, railroad men became more and
more hopeless. The problem seemed insoluble.

The situation was as bad as it
Fifty-three could well be. In all, there
Standards were fifty-three different stand-

ards of time in the United
States. There were three hundred different
points, entered by two or more railway lines,
where one road had one standard and another
road had a different one. There are plenty of
persons now living who can easily remember
when they had to set their watches three times
in traveling from New York to Boston. A Boston
man going to Washington would arrive there to
find his watch twenty-four minutes fast.

If he. kept up with the various standards en
route, he would find that he went to Providence
from Boston on Boston time, Providence to New
London on Providence time, New London to
New York on New York time, New York to
Baltimore on Philadelphia time, and from Balti-
more to Washington on Washington time. No
wonder this hopelessly confused method of keep-
ing time came to be known as the "hard-scrabble"
system I

Every hamlet, town and city observed "local
time" and "railroad time," which in many cases
had a number of minutes between them. St.
Louis, for example, entered by lines from all
parts of the compass, was forced to keep track
of six different standards.

Looking back on these old
Incredible times from the simplicity and
Confusion orderliness of the present sys-

tem, one wonders bow people
ever put up with the confusion presented by such
an array of timetables. In laying out a given
route, say from New York to San Francisco, you
might find that a certain train would reach a
junction twenty minutes after the connecting
road's train had gone; but, by estimating th,
difference in time standards, often a laborious
and confusing process, you would find that you
could just catch it. It was a constant annoyance
to travelers to have to add, say, forty-two min
utes and fifteen seconds to their watches to catch
a train, and then have to deduct seventeen minutes
and forty-four seconds after the change was made

To give an idea of the differences in tilt
methods of keeping time at different places over
the country, compared with 12 o'clock noon at
Washington, here is a list of principal points with
their time standards:

Albany, N. Y. 12.13 P.M.
Atlanta, Ga.  I.3o A.M.
Boston, Mass. 12.24 P.M.
Denver, Colo. To.o8 A.M.
Detroit, Mich 71.36 A.M.
New York, N. Y. 12.12 P.M.
Portland, Maine 12.27 P.M.
Portland, Oregon  8.56 A.M.
San Francisco, Cal   8.58 A.M.

Though the need for uniform-
Getting at ity in standards of time was
the Problem admitted among railroad men,

it was not until 1881 that the
matter was presented to them for their official'
consideration. This was at the meeting of the
General Time Convention at 46 Bond Street, New
York, October 13th. The American Metrological
Society laid before the convention a paper, in
which a single standard for the whole country
was proposed.

The hour theory was suggested as an alterna-
tive proposition. The whole matter was referred

(Continued on page 651)

AMERICA
One-Day

ALARM
THE

wrsTMIN CLOCK
MFG. CO.

LA 
anizarigs U.S.A

niesica Advertising Offer

One outfit only will
your Jobber.

In case lots, 55c net; in dozen lots,

PON request you will receive, absolutely
free of charge with your first order for one
dozen or more AMERICA Alarms, the

following Advertising Equipment:

Three AMERICA Posters in three colors.
One Book of Single Column AMERICA ads and
your choice of any electrotypes.

One Book of Photographs of AMERICA Win-
dow Displays with complete instructions.

Six Illustrated Window Cards in two colors.

On orders for a full case of AMERICA alarms,
(fifty clocks), you will receive in addition to this
equipment,

One Mission Oak AMERICA Display Stand.

go to any dealer. This offer also applies to orders placed through

57c net.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.,
NEW YORK, 85 John Street. La Salle, Illinois. CHICAGO, 131 Wabash Ave.
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JAS. BOSS stiffened Gold Watch Cases

JAS. BOSS stiffened Gold Watch Cases Now supplied on all 12 size JAS. BOSS 25-year, without
Shown in the stocks of all leading wholesale dealers.

Made in Full Bascine, P. P., Satin, Roman, E. T. and Engraved.

Note the simplicity of construction and the ease with which
the movement can be fitted.

Plain or E. T. Engraved

$17.00 $18.50
14.00 15.50

Illustrations show 16 size.

Both sizes now in stocks of all leading wholesale dealers.

Will shortly be on the market in 20-year grade also.

A Light Weight 18 Size Swing Ring Silveroid
DUST-PROOF. GILDED REFLECTOR

Gives absolute protection from dust and damp ; combined with lightness in weight, grace in model and perfection in construction

Price, $2.50

ORDER A SAMPLE FROM YOUR JOBBER

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia
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RECENTLY a stranger visiting
in New York City had occasion

to purchase an article of jewelry.
He did not know where to go for it, but
wished to make sure of a reliable store.

His choice was influenced by the simple circum-
stance of noticing in the jeweler's window a
HOWARD Watch in its case.

It is unnecessary to go into the explanation of this
instance. There is a certain character and class about the
HOWARD Watch that extends to the dealer who sells the
HOWARD.

The HOWARD is known all over this country. Its
display in a store window is a fine introduction.

It is an agreeable thing to handle a watch that is a posi-
tive help to you instead of a watch that means nothing in particular to the
public—that says nothing in particular for the store that handles it.

Every HOWARD owner is an enthusiast. He wants to talk about his
watch and its performance. He does, too. And don't you suppose he is
going to tell where he got it?

He unconsciously becomes a factor in the upbuilding of your business
in watches—and other things.

Finally—you are sure of your profit when you sell a HOWARD.
No price-cutting competitor can undersell you.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.
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THE HOWARD WATCH

RH
YTHM and regularity of stroke is

the great points of good oarsmanship.

long training a boat's crew attains it
perfect degree.

In the balance-wheel of a fine watch this rhythm and

regularity of beat is called isochronism—a difficult

word for a difficult thing.

The HOWARD Watch is closely and permanently

adjusted to isochronism.

A scientific test will show that in practical everyday

one of use the balance-wheel of a HowARD pulsates with

With more perfect rhythm and regularity than that of any

in im- other watch in the world.

Every HOWARD Watch is cased at the factory and

timed and adjusted in its own case by the HowARD

watchmakers.

The price of each watch—from 17-jewel in a fine

gold-filled case (guaranteed for 25 years) at $35.00,

to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at $15o.00—

is fixed at the factory and a printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find 
the HOWARD Jeweler in your

town and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and

we will send you a HOWARD book of value to the 
watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in thc leading magazines 
and periodicals for April. It reaches 7,5oo,000 subscribers (about 3o,000,000

readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can 
afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a

110 WARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find the HO
WARD at your store?



"BEST money's worth I everbought!"
It's human nature for a man with an

Excelsior to tell his friends about it its
accuracy, fineness, neatness.

He never has seen a popular-priced watch that
would run tick for tick with the railroad clock.

Every Excelsior sold is a constant advertisement
for itself and for the jeweler who features it.

Stock a representative line of Ex-
celsiors and tell people about
them—

Seven - jewel movement,
, " quick train, cut expansion

balance, Breguet hair-spring,,
stem-wind and pendant-set
(except 18-size hunting, lever-
set)—cased and timed at the
factory, and supplied complete.
Made in 6, 12, 16, and 18

sizes, in plain polished, engine-
turned, and fancy engraved cases:

Gold-filled, 20-year guarantee
Gold-filled, 10-year guarantee
Silverode .

Printed price ticket attached at the factory fixes the pric
and gives you a rightful profit on every sale.

Inquire of your jobber and write to the factory for literature.

V YORK STANDARD WATCH CO., Jersey L,
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THE MOTHER PLANT of
the MEDIUM PRICE WATCH

Nothing made here but actual watches. Real watches
with jewels, enamel dials—regulated, inspected—using only
machine cut train and escape wheels, hardened and polished pinions.
GENUINE WATCHES

erSINCE 1882 we have
NI turned out complete
watches, carefully
timed and tested in
cases before leaving the
factory.

Our low-priced watches
are as skilfully made as
those of higher grade.

No operation is slighted.
Our product is fully
guaranteed.

NOT SUBSTITUTES

set

HERE'S WHERE WE MAKE

HALES 12 Size, Thin Model, for Men and Boys -

STANDISH 12 Size, Gentleman's Watch

ALDENS 16 Size, Best 7-jeweled Lever Made -

CIKNOWING THE
NI great variety of
tastes among intelligent
people, we have kept
up to date with a variety
of designs, all carefully
planned to meet the
popular demand.

Our watches are ex-
actly as represented.

We challenge com-
parison.

TRADE PRICES
64 Cash Discount

- - - Nickel $ 1.45
10-year, Gold Filled 3.45

20-year,

LADY MARYS 0 Size Hunting, 17 jewels, lever, adjusted;Thinnest and Best 0 Hunting on the Market

CAVOURS 15 Ligne —Best Known, Most PopularModel Made

EL FS 10 Ligne, Smallest American Watch on the Market

We call special atten-
tion to the

"HALE"
Best $2.00 watch made.
You pay for it only

$1.45
less cash discount.

  IA

ORDER FROM

Ladies'

- Nickel
20-year, Gold Filled

- - Nickel
Gold Filled, Jointed

1.85
5.30

2.90
6.25

25-year, Gold Filled 16.00

20-year, Gold Filled 5.30

20-year, Gold Filled
Solid Gold

The NEW ENGLAND
WATCH CO.

WATERBURY CONNECTICUT

AND THE LEADING JOBBERS

7.45
11.15

Better include a
few

SCOUTS,
JOCKEYS and
RUGBYS

in your order.
They're still in
demand.

a

a
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Alien, the Man who Made the Rail-
roads " Come to Time"

(Continued from page 642)

to W. F. Allen, secretary of the convention, with
instructions to report at the next regular meeting.

Up to that time the matter of fixing standards
of time had been in the hands of gentlemen who
were not devoid of brains and ingenuity, but who
lacked a knowledge of practical railroading, and
therefore, of the exact difficulties with which
practical railroad men would be confronted in
trying to operate their trains according to a
uniform time standard. Now, the matter was in
the hands of a man ideally equipped for the
great undertaking.

For eleven years Mr. Allen
Allen's Training had been a railroad engineer.

His duties as editor of the
Official Railway Guide had familiarized him with
the routes, connections and operation of prac-
tically every railway line in the United States and
Canada. H is position as permanent secretary
of the time convention had brought him in touch
with the leading railroad men of the country and '
given him influence among them. In addition,
he had the natural qualifications of patience,
capacity for details and a trained mathematical
mind.

For almost ten years he had been working
on his own theory of standard time. As early
as 1874 he had suggested to the time convention
a theory of reform, as the result of a study of
the situation as it then presented itself. He
studied the theories and proposals of others, re-
taining what was good and rejecting what he
knew was impracticable. At the meeting of the
General Time Convention, held at the Lindell
Hotel, St. Louis, April xi, 1883, he appeared be-
fore the forty-seven railroad officials present,
representing thirty lines and nearly thirty thou-
sand miles of operated road, and submitted his
report. By the time he had finished most of the
officials present felt that he had solved the prob-
lem of standard time.

First he spread before the convention a map
of the principal railroads, showing by means of
colored lines the various standards by which
trains were then run. It was a geographical
Joseph's coat, revealing, as nothing else could
have done, the scrambled-egg mixture of time
standards on which the railroads of the United
States and Canada were running. By thus setting
before the eyes of railroad men the existing con-
fusion, he got at the exact natue of the evil to be
remedied. Then he
took up the various
theories which
had been proposed
from time to time,
and showed where-
in they had fallen
short of the needs
of the case. Tak-
ing up the meri-
dians of Wash-
ington and Green-
wich as time
standards, he dis-
posed of the for-
mer as too far
east of the geo-
graphical or busi-
ness center of the
country and in-
convenient as a
basis for stand-
ards with hour
differences. H e
pointed out that
Greenwich was the
universal t i in e
standard for all
vessels upon the
high seas of the
world, and there-
fore any proposed
universal standard
must bear some re-
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lation to Greenwich time. He showed how nec-
essary it was "to select such a standard or system
of standards for our trains to run by as will least
disturb the present running arrangements, secure
the greatest good to the greatest number and at-
tain the best practical results at the least possible
cost. From a railroad standpcint we have noth-
ing to do with State lines or national boundaries,
but must confine ourselves purely to the needs
and be governed by the limitations of railway
operation."

He dwelt on the necessity of
The Features bringing local and standard
That Won time as closely together as

possible at all given points.
The proposal of a single standard for the whole
country he rejected, since, if centrally located,
there AN,ould be a difference of two hours from
the local time at the eastern and western extremi-
ties. Therefore, he had decided upon a system
of standards which differed but one hour exactly,
thus making the greatest discrepancy possible be-
tween standard and local time not more than
thirty minutes.

Mr. Allen then exhibited a second map,
showing how a central meridian for each time
section would reduce the fifty-three time stand-
ards then in use to five. He pointed out that
his divisions had not been made arbitrarily, but
occurred at the termini of roads or at the ends
of divisions where there would be least trouble
in exchanging one standard for another. Since
there would be no further use for local time, he
proposed that it be abolished.

The distinctive features of the plan then
were: An elastic instead of a rigid boundary line
between the different hour sections; provision
for passing from one standard to another without
danger of confusion; complete and definite in-
formation as to the changes required in the
schedule of every train on every railway line in
the United States and Canada, so as to preserve
unbroken the relative time and the connections
with trains on other roads, and finally, an exposi-
tion of the uselessness of observing local time.

Like most revolutionary proposals, Mr.
Allen's scheme was so simple, so plain in its ap-
plication, that the convention was amazed that no
one had thought of it before. It accepted his
report with enthusiasm. In accordance with his
suggestions, the convention recommended the
adoption of the proposed standards, as follows:
"International," with a central meridian sixty
degrees west from Greenwich; "Eastern,"
seventy-five degrees west from Greenwich;
"Central," ninety degrees west from Greenwich;
"Mountain," one hundred and five degrees west
from Greenwich, and "Pacific," with a central
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meridian, one hundred and twenty degrees west
from Greenwich.

It is further recommended that Mr. Allen
submit his proposal to all the railroad managers
and superintendents in the United States and
Canada, obtain the acquiescence of as many as
possible, and report at the next meeting.

Then began the campaign for
Allen's the adoption of standard time.
Successful Mr. Allen submitted his plan
Campaign to railroad officials far and

wide. One week later the
Southern Railway Time Convention, which later
merged with the General Time Convention, the
new organization now being known as the Ameri-
can Railway Association, unanimously approved
the plan. By September 4th, of the same year
(r883), the managers of ten thousand miles of
railway had assented. By October loth, the man-
agers of seventy-eight thousand miles had ap-
proved of the plan. A number of New England
roads decided that it was feasible, and immedi-
ately began running their trains by the time of the
seventy-fifth meridian.

When the time convention met at Chicago in
October, Mr. Allen was able to announce that
seventy-nine thousand miles of railroad had ap-
proved, with only one thousand seven hundred
and fourteen against. The Cambridge (Mass.)
Observatory and the United States Naval Ob-
servatory at Washington had promised their
hearty co-operation. The railroads then pledged
themselves to put the new standard into effect
November 18, 1883. In the meantime, the work
of educating the country at large to an under-
standing of what standard time meant had been
going on. There was much confusion and mis-
understanding at first, and cudgels were taken up
for and against. Violent protests arose in some
communities from a vague notion that in sonic
way they were about to be cheated out of time
to which they were entitled.

It was charged that "the rail-
The Charge road bosses are trying to regu-
of Irreverence late the sun, moon and stars."

It was declared that "Time
was given to us by the Almighty, and this country
is opposed to any irreverent projicking with it."
'The opponents were neither few in numbers nor
lacking in powers of speech and vituperation. At
Bath, Maine, the adoption of standard time was
fought bitterly ; in fact, only within recent years
has it been fully accepted. It was pointed out
that Bath's clocks would be set back twenty
minutes, arid honest workingmen would thereby
lose more than eight hours a year. At Cincinnati the
people refused to lose twenty-two minutes, and for

months after the
general adoption of
the new arrange-
ment the city's
jewelers were kept
busy equipping
watches with an
extra hand, col-
ored red, to indi-
cate railroad time.

A Charleston,
S. C., clergyman
denounced stand-
ard time as "an
outrageous and im-
pertinent meddling
with the affairs of
the Almighty," de-
claring that such
presumption on the
part of puny hu-
mans would surely
be followed by
sonic terrible visi-
tation, signifying
the anger of the
heavenly powers.

h e Charleston
earthquake soon
came, and no doubt
the worthy divine
considered this a
special fulfilment of
his dire prophecy.
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THE MOTHER PLANT of
the MEDIUM PRICE WATCH

Nothing made here but actual watches. Real watches
with jewels, enamel dials—regulated, inspected—using only
machine cut train and escape wheels, hardened and polished pinions.
GENUINE WATCHES

CTSINCE 1882 we have
'U turned out complete
watches, carefully
timed and tested in
cases before leaving the
factory.

Our low-priced watches
are as skilfully made as
those of higher grade.

No operation is slighted.
Our product is fully
guaranteed.

NOT SUBSTITUTES
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HERE'S WHERE WE MAKE

HALES 12 Size, Thin Model, for Men and Boys -

STANDISH 12 Size, Gentleman's Watch

ALDENS 16 Size, Best 7-jeweled Lever Made -
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a KNOWING THE
NI great variety of
tastes among intelligent
people, we have kept
up to date with a variety
of designs, all carefully
planned to meet the
popular demand.

Our watches are ex-
actly as represented.

We challenge corn-
parison.

TRADE PRICES
6‘t Cash Discount

- - Nickel $ 1.45
10-year, Gold Filled 3.45

- Nickel
20-year, Gold Filled

- - - - - Nickel
20-year, Gold Filled, Jointed

LADY MARYS 0 Size Hunting, 17 jewels, lever, adjusted;Thinnest and Best 0 Hunting on the Market

CAVOURS 15 Ligne—Best Known, Most Popular Ladies'Model Made

ELFS 10 Ligne, Smallest American Watch on the Market

We call special atten-
tion to the

"HALE"
Best $2.00 watch made.
You pay for it only

$1.45
less cash discount.

ORDER FROM

1.85
5.30

2.90
6.25

25-year, Gold Filled 16.00

20-year, Gold Filled 5.30

20-year, Gold Filled
Solid Gold

The NEW ENGLAND
WATCH CO.

WATERBURY CONNECTICUT

AND THE LEADING JOBBERS

7.45
11.15

Better include a
few

SCOUTS,
JOCKEYS and
RUGBYS

in your order.
They're still in
demand.
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Allen, the Man who Made the Rail-
roads " Come to Time"

(Continued from page 642)

to VV. F. Allen, secretary of the convention, with
instructions to report at the next regular meeting.

Up to that time the matter of fixing standards
of time had been in the hands of gentlemen who
were not devoid of brains and ingenuity, but who
lacked a knowledge of practical railroading, and
therefore, of the exact difficulties with which
practical railroad men would be confronted in
trying to operate their trains according to a
uniform time standard. Now, the matter was in
the hands of a man ideally equipped for the
great undertaking.

For eleven years Mr. Allen
Allen's Training had been a railroad engineer.

His duties as editor of the
Official Railway Guide had familiarized him with
the routes, connections and operation of prac-
tically every railway line in the United States and
Canada. Nis position as permanent secretary
of the time convention had brought him in touch
with the leading railroad men of the country and '
given him influence among them. In addition,
he had the natural qualifications of patience,
capacity for details and a trained mathematical
mind.

For almost ten years he had been working
on his own theory of standard time. As early
as 1874 he had suggested to the time convention
a theory of reform, as the result of a study of
the situation as it then presented itself. He
studied the theories and proposals of others, re-
taining what was good and rejecting what he
knew was impracticable. At the meeting of the
General Time Convention, held at the Lindell
Hotel, St. Louis, April it, 1883, he appeared be-
fore the forty-seven railroad officials present,
representing thirty lines and nearly thirty thou-
sand miles of operated road, and submitted his
report. By the time he had finished most of the
officials present felt that he had solved the prob-
lem of standard time.

First he spread before the convention a map
of the principal railroads, showing by means of
colored lines the various standards by which
trains were then run. It was a geographical
Joseph's coat, revealing, as nothing else could
have done, the scrambled-egg mixture of time
standards on which the railroads of the United
States and Canada were running. By thus setting
before the eyes of railroad men the existing con-
fusion, he got at the exact natue of the evil to be
remedied. Then he
took up the various
theories which
had been proposed
from time to time,
and showed where-
in they had fallen
short of the needs
of the case. Tak-
ing up the meri-
dians of Wash-
ington and Green-
wich as time
standards, he dis-
posed of the for-
mer as too far
east of the geo-
graphical or busi-
ness center of the
country and in-
convenient as a
basis for stand-
ards with hour
differences. H e
pointed out that
Greenwich was the
universal t i in e
standard for all
vessels upon the
high seas of the
world, and there-
fore any proposed
universal standard
must bear some re-
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lation to Greenwich time. Ile showed how nec-
essary it was to select such a standard or system
of standards for our trains to run by as will least
disturb the present running arrangements, secure
the greatest good to the greatest number and at-
tain the best practical results at the least possible
cost. From a railroad standpcint we have noth-
ing to do with State lines or national boundaries,
but must confine ourselves purely to the needs
and be governed by the limitations of railway
operation."

He dwelt on the necessity of
The Features bringing local and standard
That Won time as closely together as

possible at all given points.
The proposal of a single standard for the whole
country he rejected, since, if centrally located,
there would be a difference of two hours from
the local time at the eastern and western extremi-
ties. Therefore, he had decided upon a system
of standards which differed but one hour exactly,
thus making the greatest discrepancy possible be-
tween standard and local time not more than
thirty minutes.

Mr. Allen then exhibited a second map,
showing how a central meridian for each time
section would reduce the fifty-three time stand-
ards then in use to five. He pointed out that
his divisions had not been made arbitrarily, but
occurred at the termini of roads or at the ends
of divisions where there would be least trouble
in exchanging one standard for another. Since
there would be no further use for local time, he
proposed that it be abolished.

The distinctive features of the plan then
were : An elastic instead of a rigid boundary line
between the different hour sections ; provision
for passing from one standard to another without
danger of confusion; complete and definite in-
formation as to the changes required in the
schedule of every train on every railway line in
the United States and Canada, so as to preserve
unbroken the relative time and the connections
with trains on other roads, and finally, an exposi-
tion of the uselessness of observing local time.

Like most revolutionary proposals, Mr.
Allen's scheme was so simple, so plain in its ap-
plication, that the convention was amazed that no
one had thought of it before. It accepted his
report with enthusiasm. In accordance with his
suggestions, the convention recommended the
adoption of the proposed standards, as follows:
"International," with a central meridian sixty
degrees west from Greenwich; "Eastern,"
seventy-five degrees west from Greenwich ;
"Central," ninety degrees west from Greenwich;
"Mountain," one hundred and five degrees west
from Greenwich, and "Pacific," with a central
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meridian, one hundred and twenty degrees west
from Greenwich.

It is further recommended that Mr. Allen
submit his proposal to all the railroad managers
and superintendents in the United States and
Canada, obtain the acquiescence of as many as
possible, and report at the next meeting.

Then began the campaign for
Allen's the adoption of standard time.
Successful Mr. Allen submitted his plan
Campaign to railroad officials far and

wide. One week later the
Southern Railway Time Convention, which later
merged with the General Time Convention, the
new organization now being known as the Ameri-
can Railway Association, unanimously approved
the plan. By September 4th, of the same year
(1883), the managers of ten thousand miles of
railway had assented. By October loth, the man-
agers of seventy-eight thousand miles had ap-
proved of the plan. A number of New England
roads decided that it was feasible, and immedi-
ately began running their trains by the time of the
seventy-fifth meridian.

When the time convention met at Chicago in
October, Mr. Allen was able to announce that
seventy-nine thousand miles of railroad had ap-
proved, with only one thousand seven hundred
and fourteen against. The Cambridge (Mass.)
Observatory and the United States Naval Ob-
servatory at Washington had promised their
hearty co-operation. The railroads then pledged
themselves to put the new standard into effect
November 18, 1883. In the meantime, the work
of educating the country at large to an under-
standing of what standard time meant had been
going on. There was much confusion and mis-
understanding at first, and cudgels were taken up
for and against. Violent protests arose in some
communities from a vague notion that in sonic
way they were about to be cheated out of time
to which they were entitled.

It was charged that "the rail-
The Charge road bosses are trying to regu-
of Irreverence late the sun, moon and stars."

It was declared that "Time
was given to us by the Almighty, and this country
is opposed to any irreverent projicking with it."
'The opponents were neither few in numbers nor
lacking in powers of speech and vituperation. At
Bath, Maine, the adoption of standard time was
fought bitterly ; in fact, only within recent years
has it been fully accepted. It was pointed out
that Bath's clocks would be set back twenty
minutes, and honest workingmen would thereby
lose more than eight hours a year. At Cincinnati the
people refused to lose twenty-two minutes, and for

months after the
general adoption of
the new arrange-
ment the city's
jewelers were kept
busy equipping
watches with an
extra hand, col-
ored red, to indi-
cate railroad time.

A Charleston,
S. C., clergyman
denounced stand-
ard time as "an
outrageous and im-
pertinent meddling
with the affairs of
the Almighty," de-
claring that such
presumption on the
part of puny hu-
mans would surely
be followed by
some terrible visi-
tation, signifying
the anger of the
heavenly powers.

e Charleston
earthquake soon
came, and no doubt
the worthy divine
considered this a
special fulfilment of
his dire prophecy.
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Lest You Forget!
A Salesman makes sales ,•
Quality of the Goods • turns them into
customers.

LEST YOU FORGET!

A Satisfied Customer is the Best Adver-
tisement.

LEST YOU FORGET!

The customer Jr a collar button of to-day
may be a customer for a diamond lo-morrow.

LEST YOU FORGET!

You are running a Jewelry store, not a
department store,
Your customer expects "you" to "nzake
good" your guarantee.

LEST YOU FORGET!

11' wily handle /he highest grade qf

Lockets, Chains, Bracelets,
Lorgnettes, Fobs, Cuff Pins,
Brooches, Scarf Pins and
Cuff Links

made by manufacturers whose names are
a by-word ji)r quality.

LEST YOU FORGET!

We exchange any Diamond Jewelry,
bolts la fr om us, for anythillAr else in
our line.

LEST YOU FORGET
iiiivia

.4c-----) -
'We Frontier Jewelry
Mf g. C o. BUFFALO

NEW YORK

X ......J.

The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that
the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is
the sinu Jest 1 wst meclimiical Stud or Vest Button made.

V

CLOSED OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud and Vest
Button is not one piece, but is one-piece

•
construction, which makes it very simple mid
the strongest and most durable, because :

t—It is Solderless
2—It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3—It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. 1\111(11 insures perfect
quality, construction ;111(1 workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison
KREMENTZ & Co. stand back of their assertion. All

" Krementz-Bodkin Back " Studs ;Ind Vest Buttons are
sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE

If for any cause whatever, a " Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one %vitt be given in exchange, without charge. "Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building

April, 1909 -rtie KEYSTONE

Easter Invokes the Merchant

Hey, there—get awake! It is spring,
man—do you hear ? In the fields the first
faint green is pushing through the dead
gray. You can hear the sap pouring
through its tiny veins and arteries if you'll
put your ear to the slender tips of these
maple branches. The very air pulsates with
the energy of the things that it enfolds. ) The
birds are busy house-building; sleep, every-
where, in Nature, is giving way to wide-
awakeness ; the sloth of the stagnant winter-
life is yielding to the alertness of the vigor-
ous spring. Over the broad forehead of the
sky IS written, "WORK AND TRUST"; and the
hopeful young life of the world is dreaming
of the summer glory and the autumn
fruitage.

Get awake, man! in face of these wit-
nesses to the activity of Nature—in presence
of this bustling- and bursting forth, in wood
and field and stream—will you be laggard?
Shall the outside air be vibrant with the
thrilling note of spring, while here in your
store still drones the winter ? All the nerves
of Mother Earth are tingling with excite-
ment—are yours to be insensible to the elec-
tric message which she has sent to every
root and bud and singing throat and beady
eye? Shame upon you, man, to be outdone
by the swallow, beaten by the violet, dis-
tanced by everyone of a millon million
modest blades of grass!

Awake, man—awake! Lay your ear
against the lips of Nature and hear the les-
son she is telling in multitudinous voices.
Look, listen and learn! Did you notice that
the old leaves are pushed off the branches
before the "new goods" appear ? Take ex-
ample therefrom ; get rid of the dried-up,
dead foliage of last summer, in your stock,
so that there may be room for the new
fashions now bursting into bloom. And see
how energetically Nature goes about her
spring house-cleaning—washing her floors
NVIth mighty floods of rain, sweeping down
the walls of her hills, scouring here and fur-
bishing there, to show you, sir, how needful
is scrubbing and cleaning and polishing in
springtime of the trade year.

Come, man—get awake !
the first of spring!

It is Easter,

A Simple Easter Window
Following- is a suggestion for an Easter

window which involves no expense what-
ever (for the eggs can afterward be used
in. the jeweler's kitchen) and very little
trouble, and so is available to the merchant
who feels he must "watch all expenses." It

is simple, but effective, as an eye-catcher
and "direct" as an advertisement :

Fill the window with a variety of your
most attractive little pieces, such as would
be givable for Easter presents, or appealing
to buyers for their own use—reserving a
space at the back of the window for the
"set" piece, hereafter described.

(If the jeweler is willing to assume a
little expense, lay loosely on the floor of the
window a covering of violet-figured wash
silk—cost about thirty-five cents a yard—
and place along the sides of the window—
not the front—a row of alternate pots of
flowering violets and hyacinths.)

In the space at the back of the window,
raised a foot above the floor, put a rough
box, or trough, carelessly filled with hay or
straw—just as it would appear if picked up
bodily from a country barn as a "hen's
nest"; in it, in a hollowed space, place a
dozen eggs, arranged as in a net. Put a
placard behind it, thus inscribed :

This Windowful
shows merely eggsamples of an
eggstraordinary eggshibit inside,
which we eggshort you to eggsam-
ine. We cannot eggsaggerate the
beauty nor eggshaust praise as to
.the price. "Eggscellence, without
eggsorbitance."

A variation of this scheme would be to
place in the window a country hen-coop con-
taining a hen and a brood of little chicks,
with some broken egg shells in the fore-
ground—to indicate "the late residence" of
the 'fluffy ones. Such a display would be
more attractive than the first described, as
a live show is always more eye-compelling
than a "still" picture ; but it Would involve
greater expense and more 'care, and •so
would not so nearly fill the conditions of the
"simple" window announced in our title.

An "Easter Window" Blunder

In trimming- a kvindow, as in writing
an advertisement, determining a business
policy or buying stock, it is quite as import-
ant to know what not to do as what to do.

Some years ago the writer saw an
Easter window in the store of an "East
Side" New York jeweler, which exemplified
the value of knowing what not to do; for
the. prodigious blunder in this display proved
nearly fatal to the jeweler's prospects.

He used as a centerpiece a large cross,
made up of various articles in the jewelry
line applied to a framework of wood. The
cross was an ingenious piece of work,.made
up, as it was, of diverse interwoven articles
—watches, spoons, rings, chains, bracelets,
etc.—but in thus, employing one of the em-
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blems of the Passion as the vehicle on which
to exhibit his wares, the jeweler offended
the sensibilities of his community and
brought down upon himself especially the
criticisms of Catholics, Episcopalians and
other ritualists. He found that it is not
good business, nor good taste, to use the
Divine emblems in the affairs of trade.

The merchant must be very careful to
study all the points of view when debating
on his window display, so as not to offend
the sentiment of any element in his trade
field. As, With religion •so it is with politics
or any other matter in which sentiment is
divided and conviction deep iiil permanent,
it is not wise for the tradesman to take for
granted the broachnindedness of the public
or their likelihood to take an entirely un-
prejudiced view of his harmless effort.

Some Data for Easter Advertisers

Folliiwing are some isolated facts con-
cerning Easter which may furnish ideas to
those preparing advertisements at this time
or they may be used as paragraphs or
parentheses in the body of an advertisement,
to give it "live" interest.

Easter Sunday is always the first Sun-
day after the first full moon after the 21st
of March. It, therefore, may fall as early
as the 22d of March or as late as the 25th
of April.

There is a tradition that the world
was "hatched," or created, at Eastertide.

Easter eggs are of Persian origin and
were originally symbolical of creation, and
the recreation of spring. Christians
adopted the egg as the symbol of the Resur-
rection ; they colored them red to typify
the blood of the Redemption.

It was formerly a common belief that
the sun danced on Easter Day. Sir John
Suckling wrote:

"But 0, she dances such a way!
No sun upon an Easter Day

Is half so tine a sight."

The pagan goddess Ostara (Anglo-
Saxon, Eastre) was the personification of
the opening of spring, and as such was wor-
shipped by the Tuetons in Northern Ger-
many and by the Britons after the Anglo-
Saxons had introduced the worship into
England. With her usual policy, the Church
endeavored to give a Christian significance
to such of the pagan rites as could not be
rooted out; and so the pagan joy at the
rising-of the natural sun, and at the awaken-
ing of Nature from the death of winter, was
converted into joy at the rising of the Son
of Righteousness—at the resurrection of
Christ from the grave. Many of the popu-
lar observances connected with Easter are
of pagan origin.
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MOUNT VERNON CUTLERY mba7 Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co. GREATISELD,

CUT GLASS of QUALITY

No. i z o. io.irich Footed Bowl, Raleigh

SEND FOR CATALOG

KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA

THE REES SCHOOL

F. H. REF,S, Principal
Author "Art of Engraving "

" Modern Letter Engraving," $1.50. The Art of Engraving," $1.50
By mail or express prepaid

Strictly High Class

Famous for High-Grade Workmen

Most Talked of School in the Country

School Founded on Merit

Good as Skill and Money Can Make It

Personal Instructions

Established 19 Years

New Catalogue Ready

Mr" If interested in ENGRAVING,

ENGRAVING TOOLS, BOOKS or

WATCH REPAIRING, write us.

"REES SPECIAL"
GRAVER

THE FINEST GRAVER MADE. Mounted, ground, sharpened correctly
and ready to use. 60 cents each. Made by hand (tapered), of the finest razor steel.
Every one guaranteed.

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL
Steele Memorial Building, Cor. Lake and Market Sts., ELMIRA, N.Y.
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by Wm.
N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust Build-
ing, Washington, D. C.

No. 914,150.—Safety Catch for Stickpins and
similar articles of jewelry. William I. Ma-
comber, Providence, R. I. Filed November
9, 1908. Serial No. 461,822.

The herein described safety catch for stick-
pins and similar articles of jewelry, consisting of
a base plate provided with an opening so as to

leave a shoulder at one end
thereof, said plate having

C 4 raised portions to provide
2

0*I-k 
journal bearings opposite each
other and located near to said1 shoulder ; a spur secured to
said plate, at the other end

ktS) 3 of its opening, said spur ex-
a' tending centrally of the jour-

nal bearings and provided
with a holding groove; a

clasp member having a U-shaped body provided
with integral pintles to rest within said journal
bearings and the upper portions of said body bent
over to form shoulders to contact against the
shoulder of said plate, after said member is
brought to open position upon the latter, and the
body of said member having two integral pin
tongues continuous from its bent-over portions
and depending beyond each side of said spur, and
said tongues adapted to enter downwardly
through and from the scarf or garment, so con-
structed that the spur may pass between the
tongues and enter upwardly into the fabric and at
the same time cause the bottom of the member-
body to catch and hold by friction within the
groove of said spur.

a'

No. 911,657.—Watch Protector. Myer Kaufman,
Worcester, Mass. Filed May 15, 1908. Serial
No. 433,155.
A watch protector compris-

ing a casing formed of two sec-
tions, one fitting within the
other, and each having an open-
ing for the stem of the watch,
and an integral flange extending
from a point near said opening
on each of the sections in a
plane substantially at right
angles to the longitudinal central plane of the
casing.

.i2

No. 910,953.—Jeweler's Tool. Charles W. Pillars,
Ottawa, Kans. Filed March 2, 1908. Serial
No. 458,843.

I. A tool of the character described, compris-
ing a jaw, a handle at one end of the latter, a
second jaw disposed angularly with respect to the
first-mentioned one, said jaws being united at
their converging ends to provide a projection
adapted to be heated, the opposing or inner edges

of said jaws being beveled, substantially as
described.

2. A tool of the character described, com-
prising a handle and a metallic body formed
from a piece of resilient wire having one end at-
tached to the handle and its other end bent upon
itself to provide converging jaws, said jaws hav-
ing flat upper faces and inwardly and upwardly
inclined bottom faces, said faces providing said
Jaws with inner edges of V-shape in cross section,
substantially as described.

3. A tool of the character described, compris-
ing a metallic body formed from a piece of wire
by bending the same upon itself to provide the
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projection 6 adapted to be heated and to provide
the converging or angularly disposed jaws t, 2
having beveled inner edges and a handle upon the
free or diverging end of one of said jaws.

No. 910,373.—Pneumatic Clock System. Augustus
L. Hahl, Chicago, Ill., assignor to Hahl Auto-
matic Clock Company, Chicago, Ill., a Cor-
poration of Illinois. Filed September i r, 1905.
Serial No. 277,850.

In a pneumatic clock system, .the combination
with a service pipe, of impulse mechanism com-
municating with said pipe for varying the air
pressure therein operatively connected to said

wars0,01151111111111M

mechanism, a lever for actuating said mechanism,
a motor connected to said lever for oscillating the
same .so as to cause the said mechanism to be actu-
ated to vary the pressure in said pipe, a shifting
weight, means actuated by said motor for shifting
the center of gravity of said weight independently
of the lever and prior to the oscillation of said
lever to its intermediate position and means for
applying said weight when shifted to assist the
motor in oscillating said lever.

No. 910,290.—Back Comb Fastener. Herman F.
Klingele, Worcester, Mass. Filed July 27,
1907. Serial No. 385,933.

As an article of manufacture a comb provided
with lugs on the rear face thereof, one adjacent
each upper corner, supplemental toothed members

pivotally mounted in e ne Ii ite their length, below
said lugs, said tootl ed members having resilient
extensions beyond the pivots, adapted to be
sprung over and beyond said lugs, said extensions
terminating in angular gripping portions extend-
ing inwardly therefrom.

No. 950,378.—Clock Attachment. Marvin Haynes,
Nutterville, W. Va. Filed August 18, 1908.
Serial No. 449,096.

An attachment for clocks
comprising the combination with
a frame, a spring carried by
the frame and a dial ; of a

1.7 lever having a U-shaped
6 section, an extension on said

lever, means to pivotally mount
2 said lever to the frame, means

to engage said extension and
normally hold the U-shaped
portion of the lever in engage-

ment with the spring and an indicator hand con-
trolled by said lever.
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No. 913,761.—Cuff Holder. Petros C. Ottinger,
Atlanta, Ga. Filed July 15, 1908. Serial No.
443,719.
The herein described cuff holder, comprising a

straight body bar 5 formed at one end with the

reduced cylindrical portion 16 to provide the stop
shoulder 17, a cuff engaging means at the other
end of the body bar, a spring jaw clasp consisting
of two jaw members, each provided at one end
with a finger piece and at its other end with a
jaw, the intermediate portions of said members
being bent to form spaced apertured pivot ears
to receive the reduced cylindrical portion 16 of
the body bar, the ears of one member being
adapted to enter between the ears of the other
and one of the ears of the last-mentioned member
being adapted to engage said shoulder 17, said
members being retained upon the portions 16 of
the body bar by upsetting or heading the end 18
of said portion 16, the jaws of said members being
of flat circular shape and having their outer edges
formed with continuous inwardly projecting
flanges.

No. 913,643. Ornamental Safety Hatpin. Soren
J. Jacobsen, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Sep-
tember 21, 1908. Serial No. 453,932.

A safety hatpin comprising a point protector
having a shell of metal pierced by a multiplicity
of holes and an interior portion adapted to re-

ceive and secure a pin point, a solid head of simi-
lar shape to the protector having a multiplicity of
indentations on its surface simulating the appear-
ance of said point protector and a pin rigidly
fixed in said head.

No. 910,444.—Alarm Stop for Clocks. Frank R.
Alford, Winsted, Conn., assignor to William
I.,. Gilbert Clock Company, Winsted, Conn.,
a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed May 25,
i9o8. Serial No. 434,903.

To an alarm clock, an alarm mechanism, in-
cluding a train of crown wheels, one of said
wheels having a plu-
rality of integral stop
shoulders, a frame
support for said
wheels, a manually op-
erable switch mounted
on said frame sup-
port and one portion
of said switch ar-
ranged to be moved
into and out of the
path of movement of
said integral stop
shoulders.

No. 913,067.—Hatpin. Joseph C. Steele, Granite,
Ill. Filed January 16, Igo& Serial No.
411,069.

<
A!

A hatpin sheath comprising a split tube, a cas-
ing therefor and a filling of spring material inter-
posed between the casing and said tube, adapted
to react on said tube and effect a yielding ,grip
on the pin inserted in said tube.
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BATES a BACON
NEW YORK : 9 MAIDEN LANE ATTLEBORO MASSCHICAGO : 103 STATE STREET

THE " WINNA " STRONGEST JOINT AND
CATCH BRACELET ON THE MARKET

We Are Equipped to Make ANY Size Bracelet

B.665

PAT B .727 SIZE 7/8IN.
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Codding &Heilborn Co.
MAKERS OF

BUCKLES, SASH PINS, VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS, I
WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In Sterling and Gold Filled

Do not forget that we are still headquarters for

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In German and Sterling Silver

whose popularity has never diminished, and
whose demand is acknowledged greater than ever

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE : : 3 MAIDEN LANE

A SPECIALTY

TRADE-MARK

is something everyone should have.
Ours is making CHAINS. We don't
do anything else, and we believe we
make the best Chains on the market.
Our customers think so, too, and
tell us by many repeat orders. The

A&Z LINE
of Chains are the best in design,
finish, quality and price. If you are
not fully familiar with our line
and the advantages in handling it,
write us for a selection package,
and see for yourself. We want to
show you.

1RADE.MARK

A& Z CHAIN CO. PROVIDENCE, R. I.116 Chestnut Street

 Makers of 110 Gold Filled Chains and Bracelets 
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO KANSAS CITY CHICAGO

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE CHAIN MAKERS TO THE RETAIL TRADE
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The "Hurry Up" Evil

BY' kill N TWEEZER

The characteristic of the times is a
feverish restlessness, an immediate desire to
"get there- and a universal practice of the
habit of hurrying.

lurry is both a cause and a result of
our high-pressure civilization. The com-
forts and conveniences which are the fruit
of the inventions of the past fifty years have
been thrust upon man more rapidly than he
can absorb them. All the conditions of life
have been revolutionized. The discovery of
America, the Reformation and the French
keyolution stirred man's mind powerfully,
but they did not affect his material Ii fe—he-
got up and laid down, ate and drank and
slept and amused himself as was his wont
for centuries before. :But in our times in-
ventions in the application of steam and
electricity have upset the established habits
and customs of the old daily life, while our
capacities have not adequately expanded to
meet the new conditions. The result is
hysteria, "hurry up," fatigue and despair.

In an earlier time it was only the leaders
of thought, the creators of ideas and beliefs,
xvho were completely accessible to the ten-
dencies of the day; nowadays the whole
population is in touch with the impelling
spirit of the times. The humblest citizen,
if he do but read his newsPaper, has a wider
ge(igraphical horizon, tnore numerous and
complex intellectual interests, than had the
prime minister of a second-rate nation two
centuries ago. A cook now receives and
sends more letters than did a university pro-
fessor then, and a small tradesman sees
more countries and peoples than the then
reigning prince. -

All these modern activities demand in-
creased effort of the nervous system. Every
thinking iiiaii is furnished with twenty
times the mental work demanded of men in
"the good old times." There is enormous
increase in the tax laid upon the. sensory
nerves and the brain.

Nor is this increase in organic expendi-
ture met Nvith corresponding increase of
supply. It is true we eat better fowl. better
prepared, than we did fifty years ago, but
we cannot eat enough food to supply the
increased demands from nerves and -heart,
for our stomachs could not digest it; the
brain zuld nerves demand more of the
stomach than it can perform. The inevi-

table result follows, when great expenses
are met with small incomes—a breakdown.

The murderous suddenness with which
man has been compelled to change the c(im-
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irtable crecititig gait for the strenuous
stride is reflected in the fact that heart dis-
ease has increased 300 per cent. and ner-
vous troubles 85 per Cent. since 1859. Teeth
now decay in youth instead of middle age;
spectacles are Nvorn by five-year-olds; bald-
ness comes at twenty and gray hairs are
seen at twenty-five. These are some o f the
effects of the xyhirl of the modern frenzied
pace, and some results of the increase in
sense-impressions and organic reactions
which are now forced int() a given period
of time. The individual instance is seen on
every hand in the typical business man \vho
returns to his home at evening with seamed
forehead and raspy nerves, an irritable,
.fault-finding nuisance to his family. I le
has sacrificed the present pleasure of his
kin on the altar of I lorry.

The old-time courtesy went out when
the new-tune hurry came in. \Ve no longer
practice good manners, for we haven't time
to he observant of the finer graces. We no
longer exhibit the placid virtues of calm-
ness, dignity and poise—for the mail is
closing and our letters must get off. We no
longer even dine—we feed, like the lower
animals. We might miss a customer if we
ate deliberately, so we take our food in a
hop-skip-and-jump at the lunch counter,
grab a box of pills and hurry to complete
the day's work. "Died of quick lunch-
should be inscribed on a th(insand American
headstones.

The Outcome of Present Tendencies

One of two alternatives is unavoidable:
Fumanity. after its present bewilderment

and fatigue, will recover itself little by little,
become accustomed to its rapid gait and
C( me to a slower respiration and quieter
pulsation of heart when the nerves have

attained an unwonted vigor and the stomach

rapidly assimilates concentrated essences of

food selected to individual needs; or, in case

the current needs of civilization outstrip the

powers of the human creature. a later gen-

eration Vill solve the problem by simply

"giving it up." it will saunter along at it;

own pace, or stop when it chooses. The

quality which Lombroso calls "misoneisni,"

or an invincible aversion to progress, will

develop. The distribution of letters will be

suppressed, railways, telephones and tele-

graphs will only be used ill the service of

the State, ‘veekly papers vill take the place

of dailies, cities will be abandoned for the

C( (untrv, the .fashion Will slacken its

changes, the occupations of life will be

simplified and the nerves will finally be

-9 anted their demand for rest.

Ufa we of this day are concerned ill

the problems Of our own day, not of a time
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beyond. How, then, shall we abate the
present tremendous strain upon our physical
and mental capacities?

The Remedy

The remedy N\'as exhibited in the crea-
tion of the world, the great protest against
Ilurry—an object lesson of perfect law,
perfect plan, perfect order, perfect method.
Six days of work carefully laid out, sched-
uled tuid completed—and then a (lay of
REST. And whether you believe the crea-
thin was accomplished in six literal days or
in as many million years, the lesson is the
same: Do your work soberly, deliberately—
and restfully.

Learn how to rest. Acqnire a habit of
forgetting, or not noticing, the inconse-
quential things. Empty your mind of its
dead lumber. Disregard the things which
(I() not touch the strong pnrpose in your life;
do not waste strength in fighting annoy-
ances which do not concern this central pur-
pose. Put all things which are of no value

in themselves, but are only means to an end,

under the control of tititomatic or mechani-

cal action. The more WC set our thinking

power free from inconsequential matters the

more force we shall set free to use in im-

portant matters. Our hope for escape from

nervous tension in the ever-increasing de-

mands of the modern life lies in our ability

to perform the minor duties like automata.

Cultivate the instinct for system, order and

method. Learn to keep still—to sit still,

stand still, lie still. Do not play with your

watch chain, nor rattle your keys, nor drum

with your finger tips. 'Al ake no motion that

has not a purpose. Avoid painful emotion;

nothing s() quickly exhausts the mental vital-

ity. Do not worry ; it is worry, not work,

that kills.

Care for nothing so much that you

would pay self-respect as the price of get-

ting it. Do not cha fe at delay, fret over

failure, weary (wer results nor weaken

under opposition. Take sonic of the

precious fleeting. time to cultivate apprecia-

tion of music. literature and the polite arts,

else you may hurry past them and be the

poorer for all your gains elsewhere. Live

your life undisturbed by jealousy or over-

alixiolis ambition. Look ahead with placid

trust 1,)r the attainment of whatever g()0(1

things von deserve. with the calmness of a

life in harmony Nvith itself and true to its

ideals. Smile and be glad. Take part in

"the charities that soothe and heal and

bless." i.i ft your eves occasionally front

your ledger to see the far horizon. "Look

up, and not down." (iive a helping hand

wherever volt can and do it(it hurry except

to Ili) good.
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MEYER JEWELRY CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers
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Tools and Material 

MISSOURI
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Now, Let's Start to Paint TRADE

MARK

The "subject" is Sterling Silverware. The "colors"
are your ideas on the subject. The " brushes " are your words
and gestures, or the means of expressing your ideas.

Now, the " canvas."
The " canvas " is your customer's mind on which you must

" paint " your " subject "—Silver, in strong, glowing colors.
Did you ever stop to think of it in that light?
No ? Well, this is only a hint.
There are thirty-six full pages of interesting, instructive and

profitable reading matter in our illustrated book

"Silver Selling a Science"
This book tells how very large " pictures " (silver sales) are

painted in detailed sections. It contains the best practical thought
and experience of veteran silver men on increasing silver sales.

Every jeweler who puts this book into the hands of his silver

1 

salesmen will realize a larger profit
thereby from his Silver Department.

#
Every silver salesman who reads and

studies this book will increase his earning
•

We want the names and home addresses
of all silver salesmen. We will mail to
each of them one of these books free, with
our compliments.

Jewelers and salesmen, write for this
book at once. It's yours

A power

—;.-.

Towle Manufacturing Company
Silversmiths

Newburyport Massachusetts

ARTHUR MARSON, Inc.
MAKERS OF

Swivels, Spring Rings, Snaps and Specialties
in the Line, in GOLD and PLATINUM

Manufacturers of the

SMALLEST SPRING RING
on the market for Neck Chains

SEND FOR SAMPLES

23 Marshall Street NEWARK, N. J.

WRITE

Effective
All -Glass

SHOW
CASES

The Diamond Show Case Co.
2210 Superior Viaduct

Cleveland, Ohio
NEW YORK OFFICE
733 Broadway

April, 1909
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Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use

of individual readers, we do not hold our-
selves responsible for the views ex-

pressed.--Editor The Keystone.

The Wherefore of Leap Year
ED. KEYSTONE:—TO clear up a little contro-

versy would you explain in your journal the his-
tory of the leap year and state the exceptions to
the rule that every fourth year is a leap year?

Yours truly,
Los Angeles, Cal. B. C.

[The earth performs its revolution round the
sun in 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 49.7 seconds.
No account was taken of the odd hours till the
year B. C. 45. Then the error in the computation
of the year had become very considerable. Year
46 B. C. was made to consist of -455 days, on ac-
count of which it was called the year of confusion.
The surplus 5 hours, 48 minutes, 49.7 seconds was
then taken as 6 hours, making one day in four
years; this day was, therefore, added to every
fourth year, by repeating the 24th of February,
which, according to the Roman method of compu-
tation, was the sixth day before the Calends of
March; hence the year in which the double sixth
occurred was termed Bissextilis. There still re-
mained the difference of II minutes it seconds,
which produced an error of about seven days in
goo years. In 1582, Pope Gregory XII struck out
ten days, which represented the accumulated error,
from the calendar, and it was decided that three
leap years should be omitted every 400 years; thus
1600 was leap year, the years 1700, 1800 and Igoo
were not, but 2000 will be leap year. This rectifi-
cation was not adopted in Britain till 5752, when
eleven days were omitted from the calendar. As
our year still exceeds the true year, although by
an extremely small fraction, another leap year, in
addition to those, should be omitted once in
4000 years.—En.1

Watch Schools
ED. KEYSTONE :—Having learned there were

several very derogatory remarks made about
watch schools without discrimination by some of
the jewelers at the convention in our city, we
strongly protest against being classed with such
schools as graduate short-term students, without
regard to fitness, or advertise to make finished
workmen of all in six months or less. The pro-
prietors of such schools know better and should
be arrested for using the mails to defraud. We
have been obliged to fight those schools for the
past twenty years. We have had to take short-
term students in the beginning to exist, but we
never advised short terms; neither did we ever
graduate one who did not know his business. Has
any jeweler ever employed one of our graduates,
or one from the school in Toronto, Canada, that
could not do the work required of them? Some
of the best jewelry houses in this country are
employing that kind *f workmen.

Are the jewelers themselves free from
blame? Are they not responsible for many of the
poor workmen that the country is flooded with? I
knew one young man who worked as an appren-
tice three years in a large store in Scranton, Pa.,
and only had two weeks' work on watches during
the three years. We have a letter now from a
druggist-jeweler in Iowa asking for a first-class
watchmaker, engraver and optician. He limits
the wages to $15 per week. He cuts the price on
work and uses the workman as an ad to sell
goods. How little they realize what a good man
IS worth? If first class, in either branch men-
tioned, they would be worth at least $25 per week.
We are flooded with letters asking for help during
the busy season, offering the magnificent salary of
from $6 to $15 per week. A fairly good engraver
IS worth more than that at Christmas time.

KEYSTONE

People usually get what they pay for and not
much more.

Jewelers have sent their sons or workmen
here for only one week, and many of them not
more than one month, to have them "touched up,"
as they said, in engraving or escapement work, ex-
pecting us to do impossible things; little do they
know how long and how much experience is re-
quired to become expert. Should the jewelers
through the country be required to stand a rigid
examination two-thirds of them would be put out
of commission. We have no trouble in placing
our graduates with excellent salaries and the de-
mand is greater than we can supply. If the jewel-
ers want better workmen let them endow a good
school, or pay the tuition for worthy young men
who care to become proficient and let them return
the money out of their first earnings. The schools
in Switzerland are run by the government, as
watchmaking is their industry and the best work-
men come from their schools. All kinds of trade
schools have come to stay, and it is only a ques-
tion of the survival of the fittest.

Yours truly,
Omaha, Nebr. A. B. TARBOX.

' Manufacturers and the Organized
Trade

ED. KEYSTONE :—Replying to your favor I
wish to inform you that the next meeting of the
Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association will not take
place before next February, but the exact time
has not yet been set. Previous to our last meeting
I wrote to the secretaries of the Chicago, Cincin-
nati and National Jobbers' Associations and in-
vited them to be present. I also wrote to the
various publications and requested them to publish
the programme on announcement of the meeting,
and in that announcement was an invitation to any
or all manufacturers to attend and make displays
if they cared to do so. The fact is we want to get
in closer touch with the manufacturers and work
in harmony with them. Our interests are mutual,
and so long as they show a disposition to deal fair
with the trade they will find us ready to meet them
more than half way. We are not asking anything
unreasonable. If we push and try to make a mar-
ket for manufacturers' goods we want at least to
have an opportunity to make a living profit and
we want goods that we can conscientiously recom-
mend with safety. The fact that a guarantee is
good does not satisfy the customer, if the article
does not wear as it should. I know that there are
lots of customers who, when the article fails to
wear as guaranteed, will not go back to the dealer
and give him all opportunity to make good. They
simply make up their minds that they were
worsted in the transaction and go elsewhere to
buy in the future. Give us good goods and fair
prices and stand by us and we will stand by the
maker. Yours truly,

J. A. OSWALD, Sec.

Automatic Violin Player
An automatically operated violin, playing

music with all the skill of the most trained human
hand, is now an accomplished fact, although mu-
sicians and even scientists have declared that such
a thing would never be achieved, says Emmett
Campbell Hall in the Technical World Magazine.
It plays accurately, and with the most marvelous
execution, the solos by Paganini, Wieniawski,
Kubelik, also rendering duets and other composi-
tions. It produces all the musical impressions pe-
culiar to violin playing, such as legato, staccato,
spiccato, pizzicato, arpeggio, shake, trill, porta-
mento, thirds, fourths, sixths, octaves, tenths, etc.
Such is this violin, with automatic fingers to ma-
nipulate the strings, revolving disks to represent
the bow, and controlled by an arrangement of
electro-magnets and a small motor.

This device is manufactured with a view to
being operated by a coin, and when one is dropped
in the slot an electric current is turned on—or,
when arranged for home use, a button is pressed
—the motor starts and the power is transmitted
by a vertical-geared shaft to the violin, located in
the upper part of the cabinet. The violin itself
differs in no way from violins operated by hand.

When the motor is started, a contact cylinder,
carrying the paper fed by a secondary cylinder of
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rubber, revolves, and as the perforations in the
paper pass given points, contact is made with one
or more phosphor-bronze brushes, and an electric
current flows to finger magnets resting over the
finger board. Each of these magnets attracts an
armature connected with a finger-operating rod
acting upon the violin strings. The bow-operating
magnets are mounted on an arm which extends
over the body of violin and bridge, at which
point four conical celluloid bows revolve, one for
each string. The same current which controls the
finger-operating rod also acts simultaneously upon
one or more of these magnets.

The four automatic bows or disks, one for
each string, are made of layers of celluloid, pre-
senting a surface comparable to the thickness of a
single horse hair.

"But how may the violin be tuned?" is one
of the first questions of a musician. This is a
simple matter. There are three pearl push-buttons
in the upper part of the cabinet, one marked
"A-E," one "D" and one "G." By pushing each
button successively two notes will be sounded.
Then turn the key on the violin corresponding
with the letter on the button being pressed until
the two strings being played, sound as one.

A New Method of Making Seamless
Plated Wire

The usual method of making seamless plated
gold wire is to insert a core of base metal (usu-
ally a bronze known as jewelers' metal) inside
of a gold tube and solder the same together with
silver solder. This method is capable of giving
good results only in experienced hands, and
blisters or imperfect adhesion result if not well
done. The expense, too, is considerable.

Frank Cutter, of Providence, R. I., has recently
patented a method of making seamless wire (U. S.

FIG. I

rIG. 2

BIG. 3

_ 
FIG. 4

Patent 899,827, Sept. 29, 19o8), which he claims
obviates the difficulties in the aforesaid process.
At the same time, the process is cheaper.

The method is first to electrodeposit gold (or
other metal if desired) upon a core of jewelers'
metal. This is done in the usual manner and no
claim is made for the process. After the gold has
been deposited, the ingot thus made (the core is
simply a round bar) is placed in a tumbling barrel
with steel balls and soap, and tumbled for a while.
The gold when first deposited, the inventor says,
is crystalline and non-adherent, but by tumbling
with steel balls, it is made homogeneous and firmly
adherent, so that subsequent operations may be
made upon it in the same manner as in the method
generally employed.

After the ingot has been tumbled for a time
and the gold thus hardened, it is drawn into wire
in the usual manner. If desired, another gold
deposit may be put over the first, after the
tumbling has been completed, in order to produce
a thicker coating. In fact, the plating may be re-
peated as often as desired, provided, of course,
that the tumbling is carried out after each coating.

In the illustration, Fig. i is a view of the
base metal core, or rod of jewelers' metal. Fig.
2 illustrates the rod after the gold has been
deposited. A completed ingot is shown by Fig.
3, while Fig. 4 represents a completed ingot with
a hollow core. In case hollow wire is desired, the rod
used for the base is replaced by a tube. The other
operations remain the same.—The Brass World.
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With orders of 1 to 6 dozen we sunply handsome oak and plate glass display eases.
This one goes with our special 4 dozen assortment, which costs

$65.75 net, and sells for $131.50.

DON'T LET A SALE PASS BECAUSE YOU HAVEN'T THE

RIGHT PEN AT A MEDIUM PRICE

Mercantile Fountain Pen
Is as good as a pen can be made and as cheap as a good pen can be sold. Retail
prices, $1.50 to $30.00.

Show case a qsort ments of three dozen and over, 50; discount to the trade.
The Nlereaniile Fountain l'en was designed originally for business men to

whom absolute working reliability is the first essential. Everything in it is
best. The nibs are 14 Kt. gold, iridium pointed and last for years without wear-
ing off or changing. Simple—Sirong—Scieutific.

We supply Window Cards, Hangers, Advertising Literature
with your Imprint and Electros for Local Advertising.

cAila-LambeAl@o.
15-19 Maiden Lane (Evtablished 1864) NEW YORK

13sx St. James Street, MONTREAL

A Perfect Pen for
Particular People

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filliq Fountain Pen

has undeniably proven, by nine successive
years of steadily increasing sales, to be
the only practical and wholly successful
self-filling fountain pen on the market. If
you have had an unsatisfactory exper-
ience with other "self-filling" fountain
pens, don't condemn the Conklin from that.
Because there is some counterfeit money,
You do not refuse all money.
The principle of our Crescent-Filler is

so simple that it is impossible for it to get
  out of order. The operation of the.

Crescent-Filler is so simple that a dip in
any ink and a pressure of the thumb fills
the pen. The perfect feed principle in-

II a steady, uniform flow of ink, with-
out skip, balk or blot. Nothing to take
apart, no joints to leak.
Displayed along side of the old style

dropper-filler pen and given an equal
show, the Conklin will outsell the others
every time on its merits. The Conklin
makes friends fast and makes fast friends.

II 

j Conklin Ink Reservoir
It is a mistaken idea that the soft rubber Ink Reservoir

used in Conklin's Self-Filling Pen is affected by acids in ink.

It is made of best Para rubber especially treated for our use,

will not become hard and crack, is not affected by acids in ink

and will last many, many years, and to prove it we offer this

-4■•■■:•!,‘
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FIVE FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE
We guarantee the Conklin Ink Reservoir

for five years and will replace, without

charge, any reservoirs that do not last that
long with Proper care and use.

4

Stock the Conklin for quick sales and satisfied

customers; and after all, a satisfied customer is your

best asset. Write for our dealers' proposition,

THE CONKLIN PEN MEG. CO.,

65 Manhattan Buildiq, Toledo, Ohio, U. S. A,

AMERICAN
FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER

Selling Agents

Boston, Mass.

April, 1909 THE
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Millions of Fountain Pens

It is the 1.1lierican habit to take things

for granted without realizing their full sig-

nificance. Mostly everyone carries a foun-

tain pen in his waistcoat pocket these days,

yet the average man will be a bit surprised

when he learns that there is enough ink

carried in this form to float a fleet of a

dozen Jlauretanios, says the New York Sun.

The fountain pen, like the

telephone, the telegraph, the

typewriter and other time-

saving devices in business

and social activities, is so common, so much

a part of everyday life, that one forgets it

has a history. It is as though there were

always fountain pens. Yet on February

12th last the fountain pen completed only

twenty-five years of life.

Most every invention is clue to a de-

mand for it. The cave dweller wasn't

bothered much by correspondence. The

Romeo of the age of the mastodon wrote

his love letters on stones with a piece of

flint which he picked up when the mood to

write seized him. He was his own rural

free deliverer. The host at a Dinosaur hunt

breakfast carved a general invitation on a

slab in a conspicuous place and didn't fuss

about R. S. V. P.s.
'File days of big business

Increasing Use deals, of big industrial

for Pens plants, of crowded hours of

social gayety that have

marked the last quarter century have meant

more writing for the clerk, for the em-

ployer, for the social and private secretary.

The typewriter has taken care of some of

this increase, but there has remained and

still remains the need of the. personal signa-

ture and the personal note, and these must

depend upon the pen.

In the old (lays the yen always ran dry

at the wrong time. The Writer had to stop

in the middle of a sentence and extend his

arm to the inkwell. That act in itself re-

peated hundreds of times in the course of a

business day became actually a physical tax.

There arose a demand for something that

would give an uninterrupted flow of writing

to accompany an uninterrupted flow of

thought.

Only Twenty-

five Years Old

.-Nt the same time there ex-

isted another demand, a de-

mand for some sort of an

ink writing stick that a man

could have in his pocket for use in emer-

Pen and Ink

in Pocket

KEYSTONE

gency. There were too many occasions

where lead pencil wouldn't do. A profit-

able business deal might be lost because a

salesman meeting in the street at the

psychological moment a man to whom he

had made a proposition could not sign in

ink on the spot the necessary documents.

There were the old-fashioned vulcanized

rubber ink wells which one could carry in

the pocket and the regulation pen with a

rubber cap, but the business man, driving

ahead at pressure, hadn't time to fumble

and fuss with such a combination.

There was too much business awa \-

from the office and an inkwell. It might be

necessary to sign a check in a street car.

The men who met demands

Earliest set to work to meet this one.

Fountain Pens It was a hard one. The

earliest fountain and stylo-

graphic pens only partly met the require-

ments. The one thing they did do without

a flaw was to fill the pocket with ink and

smear the fingers with the same liquid.

Thus it was not until 1884 that the perfect

fountain pen as it is now made and used

was put on the market. It filled the bill,

and to-day the fountain pen and the Con-

stitution follow the flag together. It is in

use in every land that the sun shines on. It

accompanies explorers to the Arctic regions

and it will go into :\frican jungles with

Roosevelt in a few weeks. Indian rajahs

carry them, glittering with gold and jewels,

and the Chinese comprador of the Hong-

kong business house wields his fountain

it with the assurance of the American

clerk. The fountain pen has written the

last message bottled and flung from a

doomed ship and it's one of the chief figures

in elopements and Gretna Green marriages.

It wrote orders for Field Marshal Oyama

and General Kuropatkin in the Russo-

Japanese Nvar, and Counte Witte used it in

signing the treaty N.vhich ended that des

perate struggle.

It's the handy man, al-

to be relied on, in camp and

court, home and office, ex-

ecutive mansion and politi-

cal campaign. it used to be a luxury; now

it's a necessity. It's found as often in my

lady's boudoir and on the library table as

it is in the counting room. The wonderful

scope and up-to-dateness of the public

library index—for -that matter any index

--is largely due to the fountain pen.

The fly that always spoiled the. oint-

ment of the earliest fountain penmakers was

the ink-feeding device. Unless this is abso-

lutely perfect and perfectly adjusted the flow

of the ink cannot be regulated—and there

will be no attempt to regulate the flow of lan-

A Pocket

Perquisite
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.guage by the user. The most satisfactory

feed is based on the principle of capillary

attraction—the force which makes water

stand ill a rim around the edge of a vessel.

The correct flow of ink in a fountain pen

is giiverlicil by exactly the same principle.

Combined with this feature there are sec-

tions, or pockets, which retain any small

oyertlinv caused by the heat of the hand and

restore it to the barrel.
The fountain pen is adapted

Many Styles ln the writing requirements

of Pens f every country. In

I turnia, for instance, the

method of. writing- is from right to left.

This requires a certain style of pen point.

This is satisfactorily supplied, as the gold

pen points are made by expert craftsmen

who have devoted a lifetime to this art.

During the eighty careful operations

through which a gold pen passes it is pos-

sible to convert the pen into any particular

style of point that may be required for any

writing. It can safely be said that unless

the gold pen in a fountain holder entirely

suits the requirements of its owner the in-

vestment of the cost price will immediately

prove to be a bad one. The manufacturers

of fountain pens realize that each one of

'these implements sold is to be used by the

purchaser for many years; it is, therefore,

particularly important that the point be of a

style that will absolutely conform to a cer-

tain method of writing.
The rubber used in the four parts of

the best fountain pens is that known as
Beni-Bolivian-Para, which is bought and

carefully selected in the Madeira River sec-

tion of Bolivia. This grade is the toughest,

most elastic and costliest rubber gathered.

After being torn, washed and dried for

several months it is formed. vulcanized and
converted on special machinery into the

various parts, all of which must finally

come together and fit, witIT the gold pen,

to an infinitesimal fraction of an inch.
The gold 'pens are of 14-
karat alloyed with silver
and copper from the solid
bricks, which are obtained

from the Hilted States Assay Office. This

fineness is the necessary grade for the pur-

pose. ill that it will withstand the permanent

wear, is acid proof, non-corrosive and non-

oxidizable. nu the extreme point of the

best gold pens used in fountain pens there

is fused a tip of iridium. 71'his is the hard-

est metal kniiwn and is very expensive. e()st-

ing $1500 a pound. The hest iridium is

mined ill the t 'ral 'Mountains of Russia. Its

use on pens insures their everlasting-

Ilse W11110111 Cilall*• I i..haracter.
The list of historical 'fountain pens is

increasing daily. At the headquarters of

one of the largest manufacturers in the

world of this article may be seen pens that

are particularly noteworthy—for instance,
that used In Count Witte in signing for
Russia the Russo-Japanese Treaty and one
11scil by the late President McKinley.

Gold Pens and

Iridium Points
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UICK-
SELLING
SPRING
SPECIALS

41, 

We

The reputation of our house
is founded on the thorough-
ness of our service.
41 We make a specialty of goods that quicken trade;
lines that assure prompt and satisfactory returns.

Our advantages in prices give our patrons oppor-
tunities for extra profit.

This is a big claim, but we ask you for the privilege
of. proving it. A postal card for a selection package
will convince you and profit you at the same time.

sell no goods at retail and protect our patrons in every possible manner

MORRIS ROSENBLOOM & CO.
Importers of Diamonds, Jobbers in Elgin, Waltham, Howard, New York Standard Watches, and Crescent, Crown, Jas. Boss Filled

and Keystone Solid Gold Cases, Jewelry, Optical Goods, Silverware, Clocks, Tools, Material, Etc.

143 Main Street East ROCHESTER, N.Y.

The Inauguration
of an Era of Prosperity

Lets in the Light Shows Stone to Advantage

The Taft Mounting

H. KROLL & CO.m""s 36 Atib 38 John St.

NEW YORK

Mountings that help sell Diamonds

THE ONLY WRIGHT PEN

THEWRIGHT SELF FILLINGPEN SELF-FILLING AND SELF-CLEANING
PUSH THE PIN IT FILLS ITS

ELF

.111.11

'NE wRIGHT WR1TE5 RIGHT
WRIGHT PEN CO. ST. LOUIS U.S A.

Best Feeding Device. Simple, Practical
and Easy to Demonstrate. Sells itself
whenever shown. Write for our illus-
trated Catalog and assortments with
display cases, FREE.

Also DWARF INK PENCILS
NON-LEAKABLE PURSE

PENS, ETC.

WRIGHT PEN CO.
Wm. Weldiich & Bro., Prop. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Heath's "Uribune" Fountain Pen is a good, reliable dependable fountain pen
Marie of the best material

obtainable and is guaranteed
to give perfect satisfaction.

q Send for catalogue showing
styles ranging from $1.25 to
$9.00 each.

The above illustrates our No. 0504 Pearl Filigree. Retail Price, $6.50

Cross & Beguelinf — SPECIAL AGENTS --
31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK GEO. W. HEATH & CO Canal St. and West Broadway, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS 

mktie E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects 

in Plate 

Manufacturers
of

Otto Young & Co.
Chicago,

Silversmiths' Building
New York

April, 1909

Summer Stationery Stock

Spring is now at hand and the jeweler-

stationer who intends to be ready for the

season should begin his preparations at

once, if he hasn't already done so. To be

first in the field with new goods is impor-

tant. Dealers understand this and the sta-

tioner who offers the proper articles for use

at summer resorts or elsewhere during the

coming months can rest assured that he will

receive a liberal proportion of trade as his

share.
Buyers of stationery like enterprise.

They will patronize the dealer who seeks to

make his store distinctive. If he places the

summer styles of papers and other goods on

display early and advertises them forcibly

to the surrounding country he will secure a •

liberal share of the trade of his district.

As has been pointed out previously the

manufacturers of papers do not exert much

effort on their summer lines. They add a

few new numbers to brighten the line up

and that is all. But these numbers are, per-

haps, quite as important as the many which

are offered during the holiday season. It is

absolutely essential that the dealer have

something new, otherwise he can scarcely

go before his customers and ask for their

patronage. The stock must be as fresh as

possible, otherwise it will not appeal to the

class of buyers you may want to reach.

In recent years the summer resort

trade has become of considerable impor-

tance. Not necessarily the trade at the re-

sorts, but the purchase of stationery and

allied goods when preparing for trips to

mountain and seashore which everyone

makes in these times. Perhaps no account

has been taken of this desirable business in

your territory. If not you have an excel-

lent opportunity to make a hit with the pur-

chasing public by offering numbers espe-

cially for that use. It is impossible to tell

you what these goods should be. One can-

not lay down rules, or even offer sugges-

tions, for putting in the stock which will

apply everywhere. That is a matter for the

discretion of the dealer. It might be noted

in passing, however, that there are some

localities where a cheap grade of paper,

meaning by that a low-priced paper, would

do quite as well as the higher priced, and

probably more would be sold. In others

only the best grades will be acceptable at

any price. Of course, the dealer himself

understands all these characteristics of his

community.
The main point to be considered always

is to make the stock as attractive as possible,

and at the same time as profitable. Unfor-

tunately, not all attractive stock is profitable
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and, on the other hand, not all profitable

stock is attractive. The dealer must, there-

fore, exercise considerable care in selection.

The sale of stationery for special pur-

poses or special seasons is steadily increas-

ing. Where formerly it was a rare thing

to see special sales of this character, now it

is common and is becoming more and more

common each year.
Stationery, especially for summer pur-

poses, may seem new to some buyers, but at

any rate it will be a good advertising propo-

sition. If you can convince a purchaser

that you have something in this line new

and quite in keeping with the time and occa-

sion you are more than likely to make lib-

eral sales. Let your stock and advertising

methods reflect the season. Pretty boxes,

with flower covers, girls' heads with as

much beauty as the artist has been able to

portray, and all the other accessories of the

season are desirable adjuncts. The market

may, perhaps, be made by a single box

cover. Such things have been. Make the

display as summery and as attractive in this

way as you can, and we think you will find

results satisfactory. Clever window dis-

plays will help greatly. To be sure you

can't afford to make your window a wholly

stationery window, but you can put in occa-

sional displays which will be so striking

that they will attract more attention, possi-

bly, than indifferent windows in which the

display is permanent.

The Trade-mark—What It Stands For

It is not in any way outside of con-

servatism to speak of the trade-mark as

the armorial bearing of a business, says

Fame. The coat of arms was originally

that mark or sign by which a warrior was

distinguished on the field of battle. It was

fought for and guarded against copy or

imitation—all of this applies to the trade-

mark as well, and with the same strength

and force ; it is the sign that men fight under

in the modern war of business ; it is the

device they protect in their merchandising

and advertising ; they are known by it as
they make it known, and to-day the trade-

mark laws have made for themselves their

important place in the world's government.

"The honor of my escutcheon" was a
knightly phrase in bygone times, and the

honor of the trade-mark is an uplifting

factor in business to-day.
It is gratifying to know that the ten-

dency of the courts is towards greater pro-

tection for established trade-marks, as is

conclusively proved by the numerous recent

decisions on this subject. These leave no

doubt that the pirating of trade-marks

would be promptly suppressed.
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Color Photography

After the successful solution of the

problem of color photography by the

Lumiere brothers,. the problem of color

chronophotography seemed to be nearing

its final solution. But the practical diffi-

culties encountered were far greater than

in ordinary photography. Flexible films

of too feet and more in length must

be handled instead of glass plates of limited

size. On the other hand, the Lumiere proc-

ess is suitable only for the making of

transparencies. Duplicate positives from a

series of negatives is out of the question.

A novel system has recently been in-

vented by a Roman painter, Signor Barri-

celli, for the cinematographic reproduction

of animated scenes in their natural colors.

The coloring of the films is obtained by

means of the three-color process, but in a

novel way. Instead of coloring the film

itself, the inventor reaches his result by a

rapid presentation of images, each of which

is colored in one of the three fundamental

colors (red, yellow, blue). By virtue of the

well-known phenomenon of visual persist-

ence, these images will give the impression

of a complete three-color image.

In order to reproduce a given scene in

its natural colors, it is sufficient to photo-

graph the object three times through prop-

erly colored screens, each of which will al-

low only the light rays of a given color to

pass. Thus three analytical color negatives

are obtained. The corresponding positives

printed from these negatives in black and

white must be projected in rapid succession

on a white wall, each through the same color

screen used in obtaining the negative. The

eye will then perceive a multi-colored image,

provided the rate of succession be such that

the individual impressions due to the various

colors on the retina may superpose them-

selves on one another. The length of the

photographic film as well as the speed of

succession should accordingly be three times

as great as in an ordinary cinematograph.

The system adopted by Barricelli for insur-

ing the succession of the various color

screens in front of the objective, both dur-

ing the taking of the views and during

projection, is of remarkable simplicity. A

glass disk divided into three colored sectors

according to the fundamental colors—red,

yellow, blue—is rotated in front of the ob-

jective so as to change the screen at each

move of the cinematograph shutter.

There are at present many ingenious

workers in the field of photography who are

making a special study of this question of

, colors, and it can only be a matter of a

short time until all difficulties will have been

solved.—Scientific American.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

WE MANUFACTURE

HIGH-GRADE MODERN

JEWELRY STORE FIX-
TURES, SHOW CASES,
WALL CASES, TABLES

ETC. 

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit, or if you expect to remodel your store, write

us sending your floor plan and we will be pleased to submit plans, drawings and estimates

GOLD

--a CROSSES

No. 5091

We have added a complete
new line of cheap 1 0 K. Gold
Crosses to meet the popular
demand

Tor Easttr
trade. These Crosses are unusually artistic and
attractive, and will prove quick sellers.

Selection packages will be sent to jobbers on
request. We will send the retailer, through his
own jobber, our goods upon application.
WE ALSO MANUFACTURE A GENERAL LINE OF

RINGS, BROOCHES, SCARF PINS, ETC. 

William C. Greene Co.
101 Sabin St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

New York Salesroom - Room 1702, 15-17-19 Maiden Lane
San Francisco Office F. R. Sheridan, 503 Chronicle Building

 •
Two of Our Latest Patterns

In Pierced Goods

Rich
Stylish
Fashionable

BEST value ever
offered in Combs
to retail at fifty
cents

IT WILL PAY YOU
to acquaint yourself
with this line before
purchasing comb
stock

The Howe Comb Company
Originators of the "Oriental" Comb LEOMINSTER, MASS.

April, 1909 TIlE

How Can the Salesman Inspire
Confidence?

Extracts frtati au address on "The Laws of
I%. FINLEY ACKI{II, hit I Il I groeery man

The first meeting of the salesman with

the merchant has much to do with this mat-

ter of inspiring confidence. I have had

shine salesmen ipproach me whose person-

ality was so irritating that I have been

tempted to request them to leave the office.

I have heard some salesmen talk in a way

which led me to say to myself, "Good

Heavens! . How I. wish you would leave,

because you are exhaling a spirit of dis-

couragement, of suspicion and of mean-

ness which is bound to affect everybody

who°Iistens to you!"
On the other hand, I have had men

call on me who have shown such a spirit

of cheerfulness and good humor that it has

had just the opposite effect. The man who

is blessed, naturally, with a spirit of cheer-

fulness and genuine human sympathy—the

man who inherits or who cultivates a good,

cheerful and wholesome smile—has a great

advantage in winning the confidence of the

merchant.
I tell you, gentlemen, a

Value of good, wholesome smile is
Cheerfulness universally recognized as

the emblem of sunlight, of

happiness and of success; it is inspiring; it

helps to make an optimist out of the pessi-

mist and it inspires confidence in the mer-

chant that he can sell the goods you are

trying to sell him. Fortunate is the man

who can smile a genuine, sympathetic smile,

for it enables him to master the first point

to gain the buyer's confidence, and that

point is cheerfulness.

The elements of human nature may be

the same the world over, but the finished

product varies greatly. You will find some

men who are very austere or 1,'ho are sour

and morose and crabbed. Others may be

"hale-fellow-well-met," and N'hen you meet

a man of that kind you may even slap him

on the back in the most familiar manner

and greet him by his first name. But the

next man you meet may want to be ad-

dressed in a totally different manlier. If

a man is a thorough salesman he will try

to size up the mental characteristics of the

buyer and adapt himself to those char-

acteristics. With the one man he may feel

at perfect liberty to indulge in a hearty

laugh, but in the other case he may find it

wise to confine himself to a cheerful smile.

But if he has mastered the principle of

"adaptability," he will instinctively know

that the hearty laugh in the one case and

the cheerful smile in the other case were

both effectual in exhaling the spirit of

cheerfulness which is bound to have a bene-

ficial effect upon the buyer.
Genuine sympathy is really
the basis of a great deal of
natural and hearty cheerful-
ness and adaptability. Sup-

pose, for instance, you talk to a man in

\vhom you have no sympathetic interest, and

don't care who he is or what he is or any-

thing about him except to make money out

Cultivate
Sympathy
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of him. What is the result? You will be-

tray your lack of sympathy in the expres-
sion on your face, in the tone of your voice
and in your choice of words, and, although

you may succeed in selling a bill of goods,

it will require harder work and the order

may be much smaller than it would have

been if you had felt a genuine interest in

the man's success and a genuine sympathy

for the man himself. It is possible to (le-

velop a genuine sympathy for every living

creature, and the salesman who develops

this broad and genuine sympathy will find

he possesses a most valuable assistant in ef-
fecting sales and insuring a cordial recep-

tion in the future.

If everyone had a very
quick mental temperament
it would not take long to
sell a bill of goods. I f the

salesman and the merchant both had a quick

.mentality business could be transacted very

rapidly. But some men are not quick-witted

and patience is therefore a necessary feature

with the successful salesman. Some men

are not quick to respond to a sound argu-

ment or appeal, and it requires patience just

as it does in fishing.
You must frequently play with the fish;

you must give him line and let him go a

little and draw him in again and again
until finally you land him. Every successful
salesman realizes that a great deal of pa-
tience must be exercised according to the
character of the buyer.

The successful salesman is never

"downed" unless the case is absolutely hope-

less. There are such cases, as we all know,

but these cases are not so frequent as many

of us think, and if every salesman perse-

vered in using all the power and ammuni-

tion lie possessed the number of hopeless

cases would be considerably reduced.

When a man asks me to
The Charity 
Argument 

by goods from him or to
do business with him on a
"charity" basis an unfavor-

able impression is made on me that I rarely

forget. When 1 buy goods J wish to buy

them on business principles and I want the

salesman to show as much self-respect as

I demand for myself. And who deserves

to be more self-respecting than the intellis-

gent salesman? The true salesman is one

of the important business educators of the

country. The valuable information ‘vhich

he brings to, the merchant justifies him in

feeling and in showing his "self-respect,"

and every merchant has a higher regard for

the salesman who is self-respecting than for

the salesman who is servile or who tries to

sell goods through the "hard luck" story.

T have known of salesmen who, when

they went into a town, selected the smallest

stores in that town to start with. If you

were to ask them, "Why did you try to sell

the small men first?" their only reply

would be that they were afraid to tackle the

largest places first. The right kind of a

salesman never does that. What would

you think of a salesman who, in cooling to

Philadelphia, would first go up into Ken-

sington and sell the small shops there and

afterwards come to the central portion of

the city and attempt to sell john Warm-

The Right
Temperament
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maker or the other department stores? The
man with confidence and courage will al-
ways sell the large customers first and visit
the smaller one afterwards. This also in-
volves another practical feature. You may
succeed ill selling- a small order, but spoil
your chance for selling to the larger cus-
tomer because you sold to the smaller one
first. It is far better to sell the large man
first and try the smaller one afterwards, for
you can better afford to run the risk of los-
ing the small sale than the large One.

Every man who takes up
the time of a merchant
ought to be fully posted on
his subject so that he can

give reliable. truthful and convincing in-
formation upon that subject, and when he
does that the merchant is going to respect
him and the salesman is likely to gain his
confidence. When I have to deal ‘vith a
proposition which I do not fully compre-
hend I always deal with some one who has
convinced me that he thoroughly under-
stands his subject, and in some cases, where
I had absolute confidence. T have said, "Do
the work just as you wouhl do it for your-
self." That shows the result of confidence
and it illustrates what an advantage it is
for a salesman to have full knowledge of
his subject over the one who has but a smat-
tering or superficial knowledge.

I a man enters my office
Dress Well— drc,.ed like a dude I don't
Not Loudly miage hitn to remain

very long. On the other
hand, I feel free to say that I always feel
like talking to a man and I have more con-
fidence in him if his dress and his manner
indicate that he is prosperous. You gentle-
men understand the di-tinction I make. T
think if any of you should wear very "swell
garments," T fear the average country mer-

chant Nvlqild not feel altogether easy in talk-
ing iili Vnt.l. On the other hand, if you
call upon a merchant in seedy or sloughv

garments. and thereby advertise that you

are poor or nnsuccessitd, I don't think you
will inspire the proper confidence. It is

an easy matter in these days of moderate
prices for well-fitting- clothing for a sales-
man to dress in such a Avay that the mer-
chant will believe from his appearance that
he is prosperous. and this is important be-
cause prosperity bel.,,,ets prosperity. Tile

NVOrld Wallt In deal with failures.

11 wants to deal and associate with those

who have the reputation of being prosper-
ous and successful, and the dress. the state-
ments and the manner of the salesman vill

have much to tit) vith the impression made
upon the merchant as to his success and
prosperity.

This point, I think, is not understood
hy salesmen as clearly as it oue-ht to be.

think, later 011. when the mental laws Nvhich
govern men are more fully understood, that

we will comprehend that concentration of
thought in business problems will produce
greater resulis than are thought possible at
the present time.

Get Fully

Posted

solder that \\,ill fuse at a low tem-
perature and used in uniting soft metals is

made by adding three drops of mercury to

each nonce of common solder.
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An Ophthalmometer is a Necessity for the
Careful Refractionist

It Saves Time and Insures Accurate Work

REMEMBER

The Ophthalmometer gives
valuable information in regard
to astigmatism that cannot be
found in any other way. It
shows the presence of corneal
astigmatism and the meridians
of greatest and least curvature.

Can be supplied with
attachment for city
electric current or with
battery.

The C. I. Ophthalmometer, shown above, is in use in
over a thousand offices and has met with the greatest success. It is
scientifically built, well finished, and besides its acknowledged utility
as an instrument of precision that no refractionist can afford to be
without, gives a professional tone td the office that is invaluable.

For Sale by All Jobbers

April, 19o9 THE KEYSTONE

Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be an-
swered in the order in which they are received. No atten-
tion will be paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and
give proper advice in the management of cases submitted
to us, it is essential that we be furnished with a complete
history of each case and accurate information on the fol-
lowing points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always ap-
proximate.)

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and
what number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

W. F."—What is the correct method to em-
ploy vhen neutralizing a strong compound
lens. It is very difficult at times to find the
corre'ct axis in a lens combined with a cylin-
der. Up to the present I have used the trial
case to do the work with and do not find it
very satisfactory?

If a lens is supposed to be compound, the
first thing to do is to determine whether or not
a cylinder is present. This is done by looking at
cross lines on a card through the lens, using one
eye only. The lens is then turned with a wheel-
like motion. If the portion of the lines seen
through the lens is continuous with the balance of
the lines seen beyond the edges of the lens, then
we can safely assume the lens is non-cylindrical.
If, however, the lines are obliquely broken in any
position, then there is a cylindrical element in the
lens. As the latter is rotated between the fingers
the lines become continuous and break again as
the principal meridians are reached and passed.
These effects are, of course, more noticeable in
high-power and less noticeable in low-power
lenses.

The next point is to locate the axis. Mark
with an ink spot the position of the cloth and
i8oth meridians; then look through the lens at
the cross lines and, giving the twisting motion,
note where the lines are all continuous. Perhaps
this will be the same as the ink spots, because
vertical and horizontal meridians are most com-
mon. If not, then take the protractor scale and
mark the 45th and 135th meridians and try the
lens again. If these do not coincide you will gain
some idea as to the probable location and, by
making a few more markings, you will soon be
able to get the exact position and read it off the
scale.

Flaying determined the two principal me-
ridians, there are two modes of procedure:

The direction of the movement will show
whether it is convex or concave, and then proceed
to neutralize the meridian of least power with a
sphere, to which is to be added a cylinder of suf-
ficient strength to neutralize the other meridian,
with its axis in the meridian of least power.

Or neutralize each meridian with a sphere,
from which the formula can be written. For in-
stance, if a i D. neutralized all vertical move-
ment and a + 2 D. all horizontal movement, the
lens would be — i D. — — i D. cyl. axis 90°.

Sometimes confusion results from the fact
that the neutralization would seem to show that
both values are minus, as in this case, and yet, by
the feel of the lens, one of the surfaces seems to
be convex, as for example:

— 2 D. S. — D. cyl. axis 18o°.
This is all a matter of transposition, as these

two lenses are optical equivalents. Neutralization
does not show the value or curvature of each
surface, but the refractive value of the lens as a
whole.

In order to determine the nature and value of
the curvature of each surface a lens measure is
necessary, and then the addition of the values of
the two surfaces will show the total power of
the lens.

Sometimes in sphero-cylinders, where the
sphere is strong and the cylinder weak, the latter
may at first be overlooked. However, with care it
is soon seen that it is impossible to secure exact
neutralization in all meridians with a sphere alone.
When one meridian is made motionless, a slight
movement can be detected in that at right angles.

We must locate the meridian and note the direc-
tion of the movement, and then we can soon de-
termine the nature of the cylinder for neutraliza-
tion and the position of its axis.

In strong spheres it is sometimes difficult to
get what seems to be exact neutralization. In
such a case it is necessary to watch only the center
of the lens, as this is the portion through which
patient looks and in which we are most interested.
The spherical aberration that is apt to be present
causes distortion in the periphery of the lenses.

".4. F. R. L."—Kindly let ate know through your
columns, to settle an argument, the effect of
decentering both plus and minus lenses, both
"in" or "out"; and the reason thereof; also
how is the amount of decentering propor-
tioned for the prismatic effect?

In any and every spherical lens, on account of
the curvature, prismatic power is evident every-
where except just at the optical center, and the
character of the prismatic effect is determined by
the thickest part of the lens which forms the base
of the prism.

Convex Lens—Thickest Part at Center

Concave Lens—Thickest Part at Periphery

A glance at these diagrams of a convex and
a concave lens shows more plainly than words can
express the location of the base of the prism.

When a convex lens is decentered in, the ef-
fect produced is of a prism base in; when a con-
vex lens is decentered out, the effect of a prism
base out.

When a concave lens is decentered in, the ef-
fect produced is of a prism base out ; when a con-
cave lens is decentered out, the effect of a prism
base in.

The amount of prismatic effect that can be
developed by a certain amount of decentering is
governed by the rule that for every decentration
of so mm. (or I cm.) there will be as many
degrees of prism as there are diopters in the lens.
This means that a + 4 D. spherical lens decen-
tered TO mm. would produce a prismatic effect of
4 degrees, or a — 2 D. sphere decentered mo mm.
would give prismatic effect of 2 degrees. The
amount of prismatic effect that can be developed
depends upon the curvatures of the surfaces of the
lens and the size of the rough lens. As a matter
of fact the uncut lens is not large enough to
allow of more than 3 mm. decentration at the
most, perhaps it is best to figure on 2.5 mm. as an
average. As a consequence we can develop only
Yi degree prismatic effect for every diopter ; in
other words, a + D. sphere will afford only
degree prismatic power, and + 4 D. sphere just
I degree prism. This means that in the weaker
lenses the amount of prismatic effect is slight and
scarcely appreciable.

of. D. M."—If called to examine the eyes of a
patient in his own home will you please give
details of how to conduct the examination to
obtain satisfactory results, considering the
improvised condition of the room, space,
light, etc.? Also, what objective test should
be made in addition to the subjective? That
is, would you use the retinoscope, ophthalmo-
scope and the trial case?

The arrangement of the details for an ex-
amination of eyes at a patient's home cannot be
laid down in a general way, but will have to be
varied to meet the conditions to be found in each
home. In the first place you will seek for a
proper illumination of the test card; if possible,
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by daylight opposite a large window ; or, if suffi-
cient daylight is not available, then a good arti-
ficial light shining upon the card.

Next, you will try to arrange for a distance
of twenty feet from patient to card. In order to
obtain this it is sometimes necessary to allow
patient to sit in one room and look through the
doorway at card in next room. In this way you
can get the acuteness of vision. If twenty feet
cannot be secured, then fifteen, twelve or ten feet
will have to suffice.

Then, of course, naturally follows the use of
the trial case in the customary way, commencing
with convex, using both spheres and cylinders.

There is, usually, no difficulty to obtain a lamp
in any home, which can be improvised for the use
of both ophthalmoscope and retinoscope, the lat-
ter, of course, being the most important.

In the experience of the writer an examina-
tion of this kind is never as satisfactory as in
one's office, where the light, distance and. instru-
ment are arranged to the best advantage. How-
ever, it sometimes becomes necessary to visit a
patient at home, in which case one must learn to
make the best of the circumstances. The most
difficult patient to examine is one who is confined
to bed.

One great disadvantage of making examina-
tion at patient's home is the presence of a member
of the family. This is always annoying to an ex-
aminer, and especially when they wish to assist
the patient in naming the letters and coaching him
when he misnames them.

W. W."—I have a case at hand which is a
bad one, so I want a little advice on the sub-
ject. A young lady, age 24, came to me
with headache and one thing or another.
Her vision with each eye was 20/20f and the
ophthalmometer showed little astigmatism;
her near point 3 i/2 inch. The retina was
normal; muscle test showed esophoria of io°
in each eye. When she looks at the light with
the ro° prism base out before the eye the
line goes through the light, then to the right,
then in the light again. I put a pair of prism
5° over each eye and let her look at the 20/20.
and sometimes she could see thesis all and in
a second they would go again, then come back.
Now what shall I dor Shall I give her prisms
for constant wear, and how strong?

We are told that the acuteness of vision
equals 20/20 in each eye and that the near point
is 3% inches, but we are not given any informa-
tion as to the condition of refraction. The trial
case should have been used and also the retino-
scope. With the knowledge gained from these
two methods of examination we would be able to
form some conception of the character of the case.

This near point at this age would tend to
contraindicate hypermetropia, and yet there might
have been an extra momentary spurt of accom-
modation to account for it, thus showing credit
for more accommodation than is actually pos-
sessed. In spite of this near point we are in-
clined to regard the case as hypermetropic, and
would advise a careful use of the fogging method
as well as of the retinoscope in order to detect the
supposed error.

If hypermetropia is found it should be cor-
rected as fully as possible, in this way depending
on the convex lenses to correct at least a portion
of the esophoria. If, however, hypermetropia is
absent or present only in small amount, then it
may become necessary to pay direct attention to
the heterophoria.

Our correspondent seems to think because he
found so° of esophoria that he should put on
prisms of the same amount. This is a great mis-
take. We never attempt to give full correction in
muscular insufficiencies except, possibly, in hyper-
phoria. When the lateral muscles are at fault we
scarcely ever correct more than one-half the in-
sufficiency, occasionally more than this and very
often less. In this case we would advise not
more than 4° to start with, that is, 2° over each
eye, and then our further movements would be
guided by the progress of the case. It might
seem necessary a little later on to increase this to
3° over each eye. These prisms would be placed
bases out, which is the position of assistance, but
at the same time the muscles might be occasionally
exercised with prisms bases in.
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-ragouts. [All Righfit P. ,erred]

(Continued. Part LII)

If we wish to decide whether a patient's squint is " apparent"

or real, we have only to flash the light on to first one eye and 
then

the other. If the corneal images occupy symmetrical positions in

the two cornem, as in Fig. 78, no squint exists, and in such a
 case

the cause of an apparent squint will at once be evident from the

fact that the corneal images in both eyes will be found to be sym
-

metrically displaced from the usual fixation position, either both

too much inwards or both too much outwards. But while symmet-

rical displacement explains apparent squint, marked unsymmetrica
l

displacement shows real squint to exist.
With babies the test is of special service, for though they can-

not, of course, fix the central aperture, they are fascinated by the

bright light from the mirror, which answers almost as well, and then

by rapidly flashing the light from one eye to the other, it is easy t
o

see not only whether any deviation exists but also which is the

squinting eye. To be expert, a little practice is necessary, but the

same is true of every method of examining the eyes. Many a

perplexity would be at once dispelled if these corneal images came

to the rescue.
Fixation Position of the Corneal Reflection.—When the vision of

babies is imperfect, or the two eyes do not work well together, it is

easy to find whether each eye possesses the power of central fixation

by observing whether each corneal image occupies the " fixation posi-

tion," with steadiness. In order to describe the " fixation position,"

let us mention a third precaution to be observed—namely, to allow

for the imperfect collimation of the visual line* and its variations.

We will, for simplicity, suppose that the eye has only two axes, as

in Fig. 79; viz., (a) the geometrical axis,

and (2) the axis of vision, and explain

these briefly :—
The optic axis (G) is the geometrical

axis on which, so to speak, the eye is

built, passing from the center of the cornea

in front to the posterior pole of the eye

behind. With this axis, however, the line

of vision (V) does not coincide, for,

curiously enough, we do not see straight

out of our eyes, but obliquely out of them.
This is due to the fact that the " fovea

Fig. 79 
centralis " I() does not lie exactly at the

posterior pole of the eye (p), but slightly

to its outer side and below it.
Consequently, the line of vision (

intersects the geometrical axis at the nodal

points (o) of the eye, as shown at Fig. 79

(where, for simplicity, the two nodal points

are reduced to one), and then traverses the cornea to t
he inner

side of its center. In consequence of this the corneal image,

visible while the patient looks at the center of the ophthalmosc
opic

mirror (and which, as we have already said, approximate
ly maps

out for us on the cornea the point traversed by the visual 
axis),

appears to the inner side of the center of each cornea (see F
ig. 78).

The average aberration of the visual line is, in emmetropia, 5°.

In hypermetropia the angle is greater, the average given by

Donders being nearly 8°, and in myopia it is less, sometimes

even negative, the average given by Donders being less than
 2°.

From the fact that Donders called this angle the angle alpha, 
some

confusion has arisen in the use of that term. (See foot note. )

Apparent Squint.—In consequence of these differences, hy
per-

metropic eyes appear slightly divergent and myopic eyes 
slightly

Convergent, for we are so accustomed to the emmetropic 
aberration

*This Is not exactly the angle gamma, though it may he
 assumed to be practieally identi-

al with it. The tingle alpha is the angle het weer' the visual line anti 
the major axis of the

..tinetti ellipsoid (now disproved), while the angle ga
mma Is the angle between the 11111P of

\ Atoll and the optic fix Is. The riseal line passes from the point looked at through t
he nodal

S to the fovea. The line Of/ration, On 111Ip other hand, ex 
tends from the point looked at

the center of imition lif the eye. The discrepancy b
etween the aberration of the visual line

.cd the angle gamma in a given eye is greater in pro
portion to the nearness of the object.

Ntstlenre angle alpha, si iii. lie :e..iititetl the major axis of the corneal 
ellipsoid to coincide with

the fore-anti-aft axis of the eyeball, is the angle bet ween this axis and the
 visual line.

To show the obliquity of the
Visual Axis (V ,f) with
reference to the Geometri-
cal Axis (G p). The Fovea
(I) is to the outer side of
the posterior pole ( p).
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as to think any greater or less aberration peculiar, and hence arise

the two well-known varieties of " apparent squint.'' The apparent

position of the corneal image tin the cornea, while the center of the

mirror is fixed by the patient, may, as already mentioned, with

advantage be called the " fixation position " of the image. •

We have seen that in emmetropia the fixation position is to

the inner side of the corneal center ; in hypermetropia it is still

farther to the inner side, because the angle gamma is greater ; in

myopia it is less to the inner side or even, in some cases, slightly

to the outer side of the corneal center, because the angle gamma is

smaller or even negative. In emmetropia the most common condi-

tion is, as represented in Figs. 78 and 8o, for the pupil to be slightly

to the inner side of the center of the cornea, and for the corneal

image to be again slightly to the inner side of the center of the

Fig. 80

Fig. 81

To show the Sy in met Ty of the hones when normal eyes 
look straight at the mirror and the

Asymmetry of the images when the same eyes look away from the mi
rror, though the eyes

are not squinting. Fig, 80 shows how and Fig. 81 how not to use corneal images.

pupil. It is important, however, not to trust much to the position

of the pupil lest it should mislead, and if the pupil be misplaced

the position of the image in the cornea should be studied rather

than its position in the pupil. In an eye free from nystagmus and

Which possesses the power of central fixation, the corneal image

occupies the fixation position with great steadiness. If central

fixation, however, be lost, the image is seen to wander aimlessly

about the cornea, though really, of course, it is the cornea itself

which wanders.
Priestley Smith has made the interesting and valuable observa-

tion that in tobacco amblyopia the power of central fixation is

retained, while in some cases of acute retro-bulbar neuritis it is

lost. An absolute scotoma involving the macula would, of course,

destroy central fixation, which also might very likely be impaire
d by

functional or organic changes at the macula, produced by lookin
g

at strong light or by over-use of the microscope, etc.

Refraction Surmisable.—With a little practice it is quite easy

to surmise from the corneal image alone whether an eye
 is much

hypermetropic or myopic, and I have pointed out elsewhere that 
a

high-angle gamma, as indicated by an unusually-displaced
 corneal

image, should, in an apparently emmetropic eye, make us suspec
t

the presence of latent hypermetropia and induce us to par
alyze the

accommodation.* It is well, however, to remember that exceptions

to the rule are not infrequent.
The angle gamma in astigmatism does not appear to have been

studied fully yet. In some cases of hypermetropic astigmatism in

which the deficient curvature was horizontal, I noticed a
 greater

angle alpha than in emmetropia ; and my impression is t
hat, as a

rule, a cornea which is too flat horizontally has a higher angle

gamma than usual, whatever the vertical meridian may 
be.

The beauty of ophthalmoscopic corneal images is that we ar
e

able, as it were, to actually see in a moment what point of t
he cornea

is traversed by the line of vision (cf. Figs. 78 and 79), an
d by the

distance at which this point lies from the center of the cor
nea to guess

approximately the amount of the angle gamma. Any instance of an

unusually high or low angle at once strikes us and should 
set us to

try and account for it by looking for some abnormal 
condition of

refraction, eccentric fixation or unusual shape of the eye
.

*It may, perhaps, be well to explain that, nee the cornea nets RS a strong convex mirror,

any image which is formed by reflection 
from its surface is, of course, a virtual image, the

distance of which behind the cornea depends on the distance of t
he flame and the position and

shape of the nth or; hut in fixation the depth
 of I he image need not concerts us, and we may

regain' the cornea, the pupil and the image 
as all in i to I mo. ( The cornea Is a mirror whose

"principal lovas" his 4 min. behind Its mlllt,,i
i,i II I Ito, a oil. herefore, about the plane of the

pupil.) The (voters of the ocular media do no
t As) ays III. in lite optic 11X iS 111111 this would, of

course, atii.ct the aberration, hot clinieally N111.11 '01,14111110011S 111M0 (1111 1/P WIIIV(41. The

existence or the aberration of the visual WEIS, 1111.11 i.:111.,1 angle alpha, was first proved by

Sentt Helmholtz and Knapp, and its increase of 
magnitude in Itypermetropla and decrease Iii ,

myopia were subsequently demonstrated by Fend
ers.

ITO BE CONTINURDI
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T. T. Linder, formerly of Spartanburg, S. C.,
has removed to Cowpens in the same State, where
he has established a watch and clock repair business.

Emil Yanton, who has been in the employ of
S. Kronholtz, Stanford, Conn., for the past eleven
years, has associated himself in business with S.
Cusman of the same place.

J. B. Pembleton & Bro., Bristol, Va., have
moved their business to new quarters at 531 State
Street, where they are putting in elegant new fix-
tures and enlarging their stock.

L. E. Grant, Portage, Wis., has succeeded the
firm of Gadson & Grant and is continuing the
business at the same stand under the name of
L. E. Grant. Mr. Grant has secured the services
of Ernest Wegener, formerly of Sheboygan, Wis.,
as head assistant.

The contract for furnishing the silver service
to be presented to the battleship Mississippi has
been awarded to the firm of Meyer & Schamber,
of Meridian. The bid of this firm was $67oo. The
service, when completed, will be on exhibition in
the store of this firm.

A. G. Smither & Co. early in March opened
in the jewelry and optical business at 543 W. Main
Street, Washington, N. C. A. G. Smither was
previously associated in business with his father,
E. L. Smither, at West Point, W. Va., from which
place he went to establish the new business.

Perry M. Wolford, Piqua, Ohio, has moved
from his old quarters on Water Street to a new
store in the building at the corner of Wayne and
High Streets. The new quarters have been leased
for a term of five years and have been remodelled
to meet the demands of the business of the new
tenant.

L. R. Fauver, who resigned his position with
W. R. McFadden, of Toledo, Ohio, some time ago,
is now with A. I. Polan, of Charleston, W. Va.,
having charge of his branch at Huntington, W.
Va. Mr. Polan is watch inspector at that place
for the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and the Ohio
Valley Traction Company.

The copartnership heretofore existing be-
tween William S. Metcalf, Albert W. Burton and
Edward P. Bennett, under the firm name and style
of Plainville Stock Company, has been dissolved
by mutual consent. The business will be continued
hy William S. Metcalf and Edward P. Bennett
under the old firm name.

A. B. Tarbox, Omaha, author of the article on
watch repairing which was published in our last
issue, wishes to inform our readers that one por-
tion of his article should have read as follows :
"Dip the parts in benzine to remove oil and gum,
then dip in a solution of cyanide, rinse, wash plates
and bridges and dry in sawdust.

T. J. Edgar, Eldora, Iowa, is mourning the loss
of his wife, who died on March Lith. The de-
ceased was taken suddenly ill with heart disease
and passed away in a few hours. The pathetic
feature of the case was the absence of her hus-
band who was unable to reach home before her
passing away. Mrs. Edgar was prominent in church
work and her death is greatly regretted by a circle
of friends.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of
he Henncgen-Bates Company, Baltimore, Md.,
the following directors were elected : James 0.
Bates, John D. Reynolds, Sr., Emory S. Blake, Louis
Bayer, Andrew L. Warner. At a subsequent
meeting the following officers were elected : James
0. Bates, president; John D. Reynolds, Sr., vice-
president ; Emory S. Blake, secretary and treas-
urer. J. McGill Walker, who has been connected
with the firm for a number of years, is no longer
in their employ.

KEYSTONE

William F. Nye, manufacturer of watch and
clock oil, New Bedford, Mass., announces a ma-
terial increase in the demand for his product.
Joseph K. Nye and Anderson W. Kelley, of Mr.
Nye's staff, are both with the Hatteras plant,
North Carolina, securing a large supply of pure
porpoise oil, which the increasing dcmand calls for

The firm of Buoy & Chiles, manufacturing
jewelers of Springfield, Ill., was recently dissolved,
Mr. Chiles' interest having been purchased by
E. C. Davedeit, of Buffalo, N. Y. The new firm,
with greatly increased facilities, will continue
to manufacture special jewelry for the trade, also
repairing and engraving. The name of the firm
is Buoy & Davedeit.

Alden Webb, veteran jeweler of Beverly,
Mass., celebrated last month his seventy-first birth-
day. Mr. Webb has been in business in Beverly
for thirty years and has been over twenty-five
years in his present location in the Masonic block.
He is an expert watchmaker, is at his desk every
morning by 7 o'clock and works until closing time
every day. Many more years may he live!

Many of our readers will recognize the por-
trait here shown as that of A. M. Weinberg, of
M. Rosenbloom & Co., Rochester, N. Y. Mr.

Weinberg is now
on a trip through
his territory, which
includes Okla-
homa, Kansas and
Nebraska, where
he is meeting with
unusual success
and making many
new customers for
his firm. He is
right fully credited
by his brethren on
the road with all
t h e qualifications
for a successful
salesman, and
proof of this is
furnished in the
orders which he is
sending to his firm.

Pentz & Co. have acquired the watch and
jewelry business of A. H. Sisson, of Newtonville,
Mass. The new proprietors contemplate improv-
ing the store and increasing the business. The
watch, clock and jewelry repairing department
will be under direct charge of Mr. W. H. Pentz,
who has had years of experience with Bigelow,
Kennard & Co., Rand & Crane and Smith Patter-
son Company, of Boston.

The business heretofore conducted by the
firm of Thoma Brothers, Cincinnati, Ohio, was
taken over as an entirety by The Thoma Brothers
Company on February 1, 'ow. All obligations of
the firm of Thoma Brothers have been assumed
by The Thoma Brothers Company. The officers
of the company include all of those heretofore
connected with the firm. This change has been
made necessary by the largely increased business
of the last few years.

A. M. Weinberg

The South Bend Watch Company, South
Bend, Ind., have issued a catalogue of watch
material, a copy of which should be in the hands
of every jeweler who handles the product of this
company. The catalogue is very comprehensive
and so systematized in its arrangement that there
is no difficulty in locating any requirement. A
complete index and illustrations add greatly to
the value of the compilation.

The Norton Company, Worcester, Mass., has
issued a handsomely compiled and most valuable
volume in its new catalogue of grinding wheels
and machinery. The book contains some 570
pages, copiously illustrated, with handsomely
executed line cuts and beautiful halftones. It also
gives an interesting description of the Norton
Grinding Wheel Works at Worcester, with hand-
some halftone views showing the various depart-
ments in these works. The processes are minutely
described and will be read with interest by those
who use this machinery. The catalogue also con-
tains a great amount of practical information.
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The Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association
is making a special effort to increase its member-
ship and spread its influence throughout the State.
Meetings were held last month both in Pittsburg
and Philadelphia and a large number of jewelers
of good standing were enrolled as members. The
association is now sufficiently strong to take action
on questions affecting the trade.

Perry & Stone, New London, Conn., have
opened a new branch store in Mystic, Conn. The
store is fitted throughout with mahogany fixtures
made by the Rochester Show Case Company and
is well stocked with an up-to-date line of goods.
The store is located in the new brick block re-
cently erected by the Gilbert Transportation Com-
pany. The manager of the branch store will be
L. E. Kinney, formerly with the Davis & Hawley
Co., Bridgeport, Conn. The stock includes, in ad-
dition to the regular lines, fine china. An optical
department will be run in connection with the
business.

John Cleeland, Butler, Pa., father of the well-
known jeweler, D. L. Cleeland, of that city, died
recently in his ninety-eighth year, he being the
oldest resident of Butler. A curious fact in con-
nection with Mr. Cleeland was that when two days
old he weighed but two and a half pounds. To
illustrate his diminutive size he was placed in a
tin quart measure with a lid on. Despite his
small dimensions at birth he grew to be a man
of large physique and great strength and weighed
230 pounds. He was a blacksmith by trade and
a mechanic of unusual skill. He retained his
mental faculties until the end, although for the
past two years he has been deprived of sight owing
to cataracts growing on his eyes.

The Western Clock Manufacturing Company,
La Salle, Ill., has awarded a contract for a new
building to be added to its plant. The addition
will extend from the main factory building to the
power plant and will almost double the present
floor space. It will consist of two separate build-
ings, a storeroom with basement and the machinery
department. The storeroom will measure 222 x 50
feet. The basement is to be used for packing
and shipping and will be of re-enforced concrete,
with a floor load of 600 pounds per square foot.
It will be connected by electric freight elevators
with the main floor, which will be used for storage
of sheet metal, wire and other heavy material and
be under a single span roof. The machinery build-
ing is to measure 222 x 528 feet and will be used
for tool room, power presses and automatic ma-
chines. It will have a saw tooth roof with sky-
lights facing north like the present power plant,
and a floor made of two-inch creosoited pine
planks, laid on crushed stone fill and surfaced
with one inch maple, susceptible of a load of
2000 pounds per square foot. The cost of these
two buildings and their equipment is estimated
at about $roo,000.

The Cuckoo Clock
The following poem by William H. Gardner,

with music by Louis R. Dressler, was published
in the current issue of The Ladies' Home Journal:

We've got a funny clock at home,
It seems alive to me;
And every time it strikes the hour,
It's funny as can be.
A little bird looks out a door,
And bobs his head sideways;
Then like a real cuckoo he acts,
And this is what he says :

REFRAIN

Cuckoo ! cuckoo! another hour's gone!
Cuckoo I cuckoo! don't waste your time this morn!
Cuckoo! cuckoo! the day is going fast!
Cuckoo! cuckoo ! ere long it will be past.

It seems just like a monitor,
To tell you what to do;
And I just like to have it 'round,
And so, I think, would you.
It seems so bright and cheery like,
Sometimes when things go wrong;
Oh, yes, I like our cuckoo clock,
And love to hear its song.
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The Advantages of Organization

Address by PRESIDENT A. E. BAKER at Annual Meeting of
Minnesota Retail jewelers' Association

This is the fifth birthday and annual meeting
of the Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Association.
From the original seventeen we have grown in
number until we now have 172 members, about
fifty-five have joined in the past year. While we
have not added to our membership as fast as we
would like to, still we feel safe in predicting a
good, steady and healthy growth from this on.

Reason as you like, brother
Strength in jewelers, the cold facts are
Union being demonstrated every day

that through concerted action

only will the evils that beset our lines of

trade be corrected. Who would have dared a
few years ago to predict that certain manufac-
turers would establish and maintain fixed prices

on their products, and yet this is now being done
by many of them to the eminent satisfaction Of

the manufacturers, the dealers and the public at
large. This was made possible only through con-

certed action on the part of certain manu-

facturers. The manufacturer took the lead, the
jobbers and the retailers followed and the con-

sumer receives his education through all three of
the above sources and is satisfied in the knowledge

that through a regime of this kind he gets his

money's worth.
Many who are still wedded to

What is the old ideas of competition do
Competition? not approve of the fixed price

proposition, but the best proof

of the quality of the pudding is the eating thereof.
Some of the brightest and most successful manu-
facturers have proven to their own satisfaction

and also to the business world that cut prices and
cut-throat business methods must be eliminated to

the end that staple and healthy business conditions
shall be maintained, and for the further reason
that qua/ity is absolutely essential and far morc
desirable than cheapness.

What then is competition? And what part
will it take in the dispensing of merchandize in
the future? I will attempt to make clear to you,
my brother jewelers, what I believe to be the
everlasting truth or correct definition of the word
competition when applied to merchandizing. Many
and many a man has met his Waterloo in mistak-
ing the definition of this word, the most common
mistake being that it means the lowest prices. You
may depend on one thing, brother jewelers, and

that is, that our customers are willing and anxious

to have the above definition stand as the proper
one, by common consent.

Those, however, who have
The Fixed Price studied human nature and pon-

dered over the disastrous effect
in merchandizing that the lowest price brings both
to the merchant and his patrons, have concluded

that a fixed price that is fair to the buyer as well

as the seller is far the better for all who are

concerned in the distribution of manufactured and
agricultural products, all are concerned. meaning

also consumer and producer. No matter how

some may combat this idea still the fact is staring

us square in the face that the fixed price propa-
ganda is here now and is here to stay. A new

era of merchandizing and a very much better one

than heretofore existed is as true as that the

Still will continue to shine on mankind. I see

before me men who I am sure do not believe this,

but gentlemen, if you do not think so now, it is
because you have not taken sufficient interest to
read the handwriting on the wall.

The only excuse I can make for your present
opinion is that you have not kept pace with the
history that the business world has been making
for the past eight years.

He who reads as he runs
The knows that the Sherman anti-
Sherman Law trust law as it stands to-day is

obsolete, the same never was
what it was supposed to be, but to-day that law
stands out as a hindrance—a block in the way of
progress in the business world and every man
who is posted knows this to be true. That law
will finally give place to one that will do what
was first intended, namely, to prevent monopoly
and regulate vast corporations. But the new
law which will take its place will not be a hind-
rance or put a block in the way of good, whole-
some co-operation on the part of business rivals
who cover the fields of merchandizing.

I need only to call your attention to one
absurdity in the above law. The courts have held
that manufacturing concerns may control the
selling price of their products; that is, they can
themselves do this on their own products, but they
cannot get together with others who produce and
Ill agree to do the same thing.

It is obvious then that each one of these
manufacturers can agree separately to do a certain
thing, but cannot do so collectively. An act of
this kind is evidently an absurdity, molded into
law and spread on our State books to no purpose,
for it accomplishes nothing. What we want and
must have in this country is control of combina-
tion and not prohibition. We want to control as
against monopoly, but not prohibition of co-opera-
tion. When this problem has been solved by our
lawmakers then co-operation will take its place
in the business world and straighten out many
a problem that now seems to be so complex and
impossible.

Let us organize now and be
Organize Now ready to take a hand in bring-

ing about the proper conditions,
and in the meantime there is plenty of mutual
benefit in sight even under the present laws. The
Twin Cities have taken the initiatory step toward
an organization that would be of local value, as
well as a good auxiliary to the State association.
We have had our meeting and elected officers, but
the second meeting has never been called, and
why such indifference should be shown on the
part of those who should call the members to-
gether is hard to say except, perhaps, the full and
urgent necessity for such a club does•not seem to
have taken hold of the principal and foremost
dealers in our line in these two cities. Speaking
from a personal standpoint, I will say that I have
done everything I could to "start something" in
the Twin Cities. I leave this subject, gentlemen,
for you to ponder over in your minds and I am
in hopes this meeting here to-night may bring
about results.

There are those here who can, if they will do

so, change the whole aspect of the situation. The
need of organir.ation in our line of business is
certainly urgent, very much more so than some
other lines. Take, for instance, the bankers. If

there ever was a business on earth that could be
successfully operated independently and without
associations or corporations (except for clearing
purposes), that business is banking, and yet they
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have strong local, State and national associations.
Gentlemen, if we can't ourselves see why this
should be done let us take our cue from others
who are supposed to know. This line of reason-
ing seems to me logical.

Minnesota is a State of great
State of possibilities. Our agricultural,
Minnesota mineral a n d manufactured

products are growing at a
rapid pace, our schools and universities are of the
best, we take a place in the world of literature
and make a good showing in the political regime
of the nation. Some of the brightest business
men in this whole country are to be found in
Minnesota. The very air we breathe in this climate
is conducive to a tireless energy, which means
progress. Your own State association has taken a
leading part in bringing about the A. N. R. J. A.
and putting the same on safe grounds with a
foundation that will stand the heavy weight that
the future is sure to build thereon. The Minne-
sota delegates to the three National Jewelers' Con-
ventions that have been held have, to say the
least, taken no small share of the burdens that
beset an organization of this kind and we believe
that this State is destined to continue to help
shape the policy of the A. N. on through the
troublesome and perplexing problems that must
be solved by that association.

But, gentlemen, we cannot do this unless the
units of our organization are in good working
order. This is absolutely necessary, brother
jewelers, there is nothing that will nullify and
finally deitroy the efficiency of an organization
so quickly as indifference. Apathy or indifference
on the part of its individual members will destroy
the best organization that ever existed. Be careful
then and do not let this much-to-be-feared in-
difference take hold of you, or if you have it
now, shake it off, put your shoulders to the wheel
and help push. Get next to your rival in business,
be his friend and force him to be yours, for I
want to say here and now, for good and all times,
that is the first .step to take in forming an effective
organization.

The Minnesota Mercantile Federation that
has been talked of is now a child born to us. The
work that this association will do is, of course,
problematical. It is proposed that the Federation
will take up work, that it would be impossible
for any one or two associations to accomplish.
The membership will be composed of the officers
and board of directors of each association in the
State. This will focus or centralize all the mer-
cantile associations into one body for the purpose
of taking care of matters that are of universal
interests to all lines of merchandizing. I do most
heartily recommend that this association join the
Federation.

Now friends think—just follow me for a ino-
ment—think of what it is possible to accomplish
through an organization composed of all the State
associations, and then think a little further, of all
the State federations merged into a national fed-
eration. There isn't a man on earth who would
be able to foretell or even prophesy the good that
such an organization would do for the merchan-
dizing interests of this country.

I believe that the creator of this universe
never intended that mankind should war with
each other with swords and guns, neither did he
intend we should attempt to drive each other out
of business by a cut-throat regime in merchandiz-
ing. So I say the word to-day is co-operation,
and all the man-made laws in the universe cannot
prevent it. Let us then prepare ourselves to per-
fect a system of tnerchandizing based on a good-
will and fair-to-all proposition.
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Stein 6-&, Ellbogen Company
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers Columbus Memorial Bldg. CHICAGO, ILL.

(0
. Just at this time

it will be to your
advantage to

make known to us
your wants in the
diamond line. We
have just received an-
other large importa-
tion of "rough dia-
monds." We polish
these stones in our
own cutting works.
This enables us to
offer you better val-
ues than you can se-
cure elsewhere.- Make
your diamond wants
known to us. We are
confident that we can
offer you anything
you may need.

A SECTION OF OUR DIAMOND CUTTING WORKS

ili We lay special
emphasis on our
facilities for re-

pairing and recutting
diamonds and are
amply prepared to do
any work along these
lines in a manner that
will insure accurate
work and prompt
service. This depart-
ment is in charge of
experts, who have
had long experience
in all branches of
diamond repair work.
You will find it to
your advantage to
send us your dia-
monds for recutting.

(If Our Travelers will show you a ve'iy Complete Line of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and Everything Needed in a _lewdly Store.

WE INVITE COMPARISON
Our Patterns are Exclusively our own.
Our goods are unequaled for artistic
design, beauty of finish and high-grade
workmanship. c, And the prices are
less than you are paying for inferior
stock. You might as well buy the best
—especially when it is also the cheapest.
So try Checo.

SASH PINS
ARE DIFFERENT

YOU WANT THEM BECAUSE YOU CAN SELL THEM

HUNDREDS OF PATTERNS
ALL NEW. ALL DESIRABLE

BUY RIGHT AND YOUR SELLING TROUBLES WILL
TAKE CARE OF THEMSELVES

WE MAKE OUR OWN GOODS. WE SELL DIRECT

NOTHING CHEAP ABOUT CHECO EXCEPT THE PRICE

C. H. EDEN CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

CH ICAGO-qto Heyworth Bldg. NEW YORK -55o Broadway

QUALITY 
JEWELRY POPULAR PRICESAT

A POSTAL
will bring $25.00 worth of our latest
novelties to any responsible firm for
examination. We want you to see
our new line of Sash Pins, Buckles,
Hat Pins, etc. Send for them. We
pay all charges. If not right, send
them back at our expense. Tell us
at what price you want to sell them
and we'll do the rest. But WRITE
TO-DAY.
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NEW GOODS oil' INVENTIONS
—

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

A New Hat Pin of Seasonable Design

The wealth of lint pins of various designs now on the market has
been enriched by yet another, which has the double qualification of being

especially adapted to the millinery styles and
the season. As shown in our illustration,
the hat pin consists of a cluster of strongly
and finely made indestructible pearls in all
colors—white, cream, yellow, pink, lavendar
and gun metal. There are, besides, many
pretty combinations of these various tints,
sufficiently varied to harmonize with any
trimming. This pin is the latest Parisian
creation and, no doubt„ will make a new
record as an Easter seller. Despite its
beauty and novelty, it can be sold at a popu-
lar price, which allows a large profit to the
dealer. The pin is made by M. Sickles &
Sons, Philadelphia, Pa., and is one of a
large number of seasonable novelties just
placed on the market by this firm.

Serviceable New Tools

A number of interesting new tools have just been added to the product
in this line of the L. S. Starrett Company, of Athol, Mass. One of these,
which is here illustrated, is an improved pocket screwdriver for electri-
cians. The handle of this tool is covered with hard rubber for insulation
from electric current and is ribbed so as to insure a firm grip when
using the tool. It has four blades of different weights, any one of which
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A New Pinvise
The well-known firm of Ezra F. Bowman's Sons, Lancaster, Pa., has

secured the sole right to manufacture the pinvise formerly known as
Kreider's one-hand pinvise, and are putting it on the. market under the
name "Quicktight," a word describing two of its good qualities. This
pinvise was introduced about eight years ago by the patentee, who manu-
factured it in his own shop. Several years ago his shop was burned
down and since then the device has not been on the market, the patentee

THE L 5 STARRETT CO.
ATHOL. MASS. U.S.A.

may quickly be taken from the telescope handle and inserted in the end,
where it is automatically and firmly held for use. The smaller blades
may be used to make holes in wood for screws as well as to drive them home.

Another new tool here illustrated is the fillet or radius gage, which
is especially adapted for use in laying out special forming tools, dies, etc.,
as well as for measuring fillets. It is a very convenient device for ma-
chinists and also for tool and patternmakers.

(3`.

THE L.B.STARRETT CO.
ATHOL MASS. U. B. A.

NO.178-A

Yet another convenient new device, not here shown, is a new taper,
wire and thickness gage, which will be found useful by engineers, ma-
chinists and others who desire a set of gages in compact form.

A New Pattern in Silver Flatware

Prominent among the new flatware patterns of the season, which
are especially adapted for spring stock, is the "Florette," the latest
addition to the celebrated Star Brand plated ware. As the name
indicates, this is a floral design and particularly seasonable on this
account. It is highly decorative, very graceful in outline and has a
richness of finish that makes it indistinguishable from the finest sterling
ware. This pattern is finished in either bright or French grey with
burnished shield, and is supplied in the sectional and triple plate grades.
The new pattern merits the immediate attention of the trade as it will
be a serviceable factor in vitalizing spring flatware stock.

having gone into a different line of business. The Bowman firm, recogniz-
ing the value of the invention, secured the manufacturing rights, and the
fact that their house has been the introducer of so many new specialties
that have since become standard tools, guarantees the merit of the
"Quicktight" pinvise. In using it the work is placed between the jaws
and one pull with the thumb on the knurled knob both closes and tightens
the jaws. This is done in an instant and the work can be held so tight
that a piece of brass wire can be twisted in half rather than turn
around in the jaws. Only one hand is used in operating the vise and its
design admits of remarkable strength of construction, as there are no
screws or levers used in its makeup.

A New Lathe Attachment
In the accompanying illustration is shown an ingenious device known

as Lee's micrometer tail stock attachment for jeweling, duplicating, boring
and facing. This tool cuts to measure in either English or metric system,
reading by thousandths
of an inch or hundredths
of a millimeter, as or-
dered. The chief feature
of the tool is its capabil-
ity to cut and measure
at the same time. One D.
advantage of the tool is
that the jewel mounted
with it fits the watch per-
fectly, while purchased
jewels already mounted
in many cases require
final fitting to the watch.
Nor is the utility of the
tool confined to jewel work alone as it can be put to various uses to
advantage. The cutters used are square steel formed at one end and
having a flat top which can be sharpened and replaced or changed as
often as desired without losing vertical center. This is a very important
feature. It would be impossible in the space at our disposal to give a
detailed description of this tool, but the jeweler will find to his ad-
vantage to get acquainted with it without delay. It was invented and is
manufactured by R. V. Lee, 242 Superior Avenue, N. W., Cleveland,
Ohio, who will gladly furnish any information required in regard to it.

-H
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A New Quality of Plate
The trade will be interested in a new offering of the Oneida Com-

munity, Ltd., Oneida, N. Y. The new ware is named "Reliance Plate"
and has a base metal of IS per cent. German silver. It carries a full
5-oz. As plate of pure silver and is excellent in pattern, finish and
workmanship. The ware is sold under a restricted price agreement
which will appeal favorably to the trade. The makers have planned
an extensive advertising campaign which will create quick demand for
this line and jewelers will find it to their interest to provide themselves
with a supply to meet the demand thus created.

Mining and Preparing Meerschaum
The great meerschaum mines of the world are in Turkey, Asia

Minor, but they are only great in the size of the white clay-like mineral
found there, not in the manner of its mining. They are worked in the
most primitive manner by a foreman and two to five workmen with picks.
Sometimes the read earth in which the meerschaum is found is only a
few feet, but ordinarily it is at a depth of from 6o to 120 feet.

These mines are not owned by private individuals, and permission
to mine them is received on request to the Turkish administration. The
pits at Nemlau are said to have been worked in this manner for the past
2000 years.

The size of the nuggets of meerschaum rarely exceeds 12 to 16 cubic
inches, and the greater number are of the size of a walnut. The mines,
which at one time reached from Kahe to Mihalitch, on the Sea of
Marmora, are to-day reduced to about 1300 pits, giving employment to
but little more than s000 miners.

When the meerschaum is brought to the surface it is first cleaned by
scraping with a special knife, and in this state it is sold to the merchants.
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For Your

EASTER TRADE

The latest idea for artistically
decorating the table. Made
in single, double and in
clusters of three, five, seven
and ten.

LILY SHAPED, CRYSTAL

RIBBED GLASS

Write for Illustrated Sheets

Aut
&AS S

Single or Double

Rice's ci IIPOLLO STUDIOS OFFICES and SALESROOMS:Bernard   3ons, ̀Proprietors ,gPOLLO SILVER CO. 544 Broadway, N. Y
WORKS: 137-139-141 North lOtli Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

DROP EARRINGS
In Baroque Pearl and

Colored Stones, with and without
Diamonds, from $5 up

CROSSMAN COMPANY
3 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

SIM

IMPORTANT
We have secured the EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS to manufacture these

Patented Emblems
MADE IN GOLD OR ROLLED GOLD PLATE
FURNISHED WITH PIN OR BUTTON BACK

RECEIVING LARGE SALES
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR PRICES 

IRONS & RUSSELL CO.
EMBLEM MAKERS

Chicago Office
131 Wabash Ave.

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS
Main Office and Factory New York Office

95 Chestnut St., Providence, R. I. 11 Maiden Lane

The Stephens Automatic or Self-Closing Jewelers' Vise
For 40 years the best, the handsomest and the most satisfactory vise made

THE G. M. YOST MFG. CO., Meadville, Pa., U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

If he does not have it in stock, have him order one for your inspection before purchasing any other.Circulars of this vise or a catalogue of all kinds of vises mailed free
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A Bill to Regulate the Practice
of Horology in Nebraska

The agitation of the time-honored sub-
ject of incompetency among watchworkers
has been responsible for the idea of regulat-
ing by law the practice of this branch of
work. The first step in this direction was
recently taken by the Nebraska jewelers
who had introduced in the State Legislature
a bill to regulate the practice of horology in
that State. The bill is as follows:

A bill for an act to define and regulate the
practice of horology, to provide for a "State
Board of Horology" to conduct examinations and
to issue certificates granting permission to prac-
tice, and imposing a penalty upon persons pur-
suing such vocation without such legal certificate.
Introduced by B. F. Griffin, of Burt County.
Read first time February 17, I909. Read second
time February 18, 1909, and referred to the Corn-
mittee on Miscellaneous Subjects. Sent to printer
February 18, 1909.

Be it Enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Nebraska:

Section I. From and after 90 days after the
passage and approval of this act, it shall be un-
lawful for any person to follow the practice of
horology without having first received certificate
as provided by this act, and any person who shall
follow the vocation of horology without having
certificate as provided by this act, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall
be fined any sum not less than $5.00 and not more
than $too, and every day such vocation is fol-
lowed without license shall be deemed a separate
offence. Any person who manufactures or repairs
watches, clocks or jewelry for pay shall be
deemed to be following the vocation of horology,
whether he makes that his principal business or not.

Sec. 2. Within 30 days after the passage of
this act the Governor of this State shall appoint
three competent men who shall have had five con-
secutive years' practical experience in the repair-
ing of watches, clocks and jewelry, within the
State, as a State Board of Examiners of
Horology. For the purpose of such appointment
the Nebraska State Jewelers' Association shall
furnish to the Governor the names of three per-
sons for each person to be appointed, who shall
be eligible for the position as provided in this act,
and the Governor may select the appointments
from the list of names so furnished and the same
method shall prevail thereafter for each vacancy
or new appointment. The members of this board
shall hold office for one, two and three years re-
spectively, and until their successors are appointed
and qualified; and the term of office of each mem-
ber of the three first appointed shall be deter-
mined by lot by them immediately after their or-
ganization; and annually thereafter the Governor
shall appoint one member who shall have had five
consecutive years' practical experience in the re-
pairing of watches, clocks and jewelry, and be
a holder of a certificate of horology within the
State. The term of office of each member, ex-
cepting the three first appointed, shall be three
years and until his successor is appointed and
qualified. The term of office shall date from the
first day of July of each year. In case of a
vacancy in this board by death, resignation, re-
fusal to serve, or otherwise, the Governor shall
appoint some other person of the same qualifica-
tions to fill the unexpired term.

Sec. 3. Each of the persons appointed as
above provided shall, before entering upon the
duties of his office, take and subscribe the oath
of office, provided by the constitution for State
officers, and shall file the same in the office of the
Secretary of State.

Sec. 4. As soon as practicable after their ap-
pointment the members of the above-mentioned
board shall meet and organize by electing one of
their number chairman and one of their number
secretary. Said board shall have power to adopt
such rules and by-laws as may be necessary for

their government as a board and to carry out the
purposes of this act.

Sec. 5. The board by this act provided for
shall hold at least two stated animal meetings,
and may hold such other meetings as they deem
necessary; and their meetings shall be at such
time and place as they may determine. Two
members shall constitute a quorum for the trans-
action of business at any regular or special meeting.

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of this board at
the regular meetings above mentioned and at such
other times as they determine to examine all ap-
plicants for certificate to pursue the vocation of
horology, and said examination shall consist of
practical tests of the skill of the applicant made by
requiring him to do such work "at the bench" as
in the opinion of the board will fairly test his
ability and skill as a workman. And such appli-
cants as prove themselves competent watch, clock
and jewelry repairers shall be given a certificate
in any suitable form of words that the board may
adopt, entitling him to practice the vocation of
horology in this State, under the restrictions
hereinafter imposed by this act.

Sec. 7. Any person who shall within 90 days
after the passage of this act furnish satisfactory
proof that he has for five years preceding the
passage of this act, been actively engaged in the
business of repairing watches, clocks and jewelry
within the State, shall be given a certificate with-
out examination, upon the payment of the fee.

Sec. 8. Any member of this board shall have
authority to grant any applicant that he deems
competent a temporary certificate which shall en-
title the holder to pursue the vocation of horology
until the next regular meeting of the board of
examiners, at which time such applicant shall be
examined.

Sec. 9. The secretary of this board shall keep
a book In which he shall record the names and
postoffice addresses of all persons to whom have
been issued a certificate by said board under this
act ; and shall keep another book in which he shall
record all the proceedings and acts of this board.

Sec. to. Every person holding a certificate
of horology for the State of Nebraska shall in
every year after the year 1909, pay to said State
Board of Examiners the sum of $2.00 as a re-
newal fee for such year; such payment shall be
made prior to the first day of July in each and
every year, and in case of default of payment
of such fee by any person, his certificate may be
revoked by the Board of Examiners. Each and
every certificate renewed under the provisions of
this section shall show definitely the period for
which such renewal has been issued.

Sec. i I. The board shall have the power to
revoke the certificate of any person that may
hereafter be licensed as a watch, clock and jewelry
repairer, upon satisfactory ev;dence that such per-
son procured his certificate by fraud of any kind.

Sec. 12. As compensation for their work as
members of this board the fees received by the
board shall be equally divided among the three
members ; provided that when only two members
attend any meeting the fees received for services
rendered at such meeting shall be divided between
the two that attend.

Sec. 13. For any certificate issued by this
board without an examination the board shall be
allowed to charge a fee of $3.00, and for an
examination of each applicant the board shall be
allowed to charge a fee of $6.00, whether any cer-
tificate be issued to the applicant or not. Pro-
vided, that when a certificate is not issued the
applicant shall have issued to him a receipt by the
board which shall entitle said applicant to be re-
examined once by the board without further fee,
at some meeting of said board within one year
from the date of issue of said receipt.

Sec. 14. Any person who shall conduct the
business of manufacturing or repairing watches,
clocks or jewelry who does not hold a certificate
of horology as provided in this act and who shall
fail to place in charge of this department of said
business a competent person, who shall hold a
legal certificate of horology, shall be held as
violating the provisions of this act. Provided
that nothing in this act shall be construed so as
to prohibit any person holding a certificate of
horology, from taking an apprentice to learn the
business.

•

This bill has not
universal favor by the
signed by a number of
been filed against it.
follows:
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been received with
trade, and a protest
watch repairers has
The protest is as

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives of the State of Nebraska:

The undersigned watchmakers and jewelers
of Omaha and South Omaha, Nebr., do hereby
protest against the enactment into law of House
Roll No. 4t0 for the following reasons. It is
class legislation, and for that reason unconstitu-
tional, inasmuch as it imposes conditions, restric-
tions and hardships on two mechanical trades,
viz., watchmakers and jewelers, from all others
(carpenters, bricklayers, tailors, etc.) are exempt.
In effect such a law would be an occupation tax
levied with unjust discrimination against the two
above-named trades, otherwise why should they
be required! to contribute yearly after having once
established their competency and skill.

Another question in point, suppose this so-
called board holds its meetings in the eastern part
of the State and a watchmaker or jeweler es-
tablishes himself in business or secures a position
in the western part, would it be in keeping with
fairness and justice to put him to the expense
and inconvenience of going all the way across
the State to procure permission to work at his
trade? Further watchmakers and jewelers are
two entirely distinct trades, as much and more so
than blacksmiths and harnessmakers, and cannot
be merged in any examination or test of skill.

We believe it would be well for all trades-
men to stand on their individual merit without
being hampered or favored by a so-called board,
the fairness and competency of which might be
questioned.

For these reasons and many more which
could be given, we ask that this bill be not passed.

As will be seen by a perusal of the
measure, it follows very closely the plan of
the optometry bills now familiar to the
trade. What the chalice Of its passage may
be we are unable to state at this writing.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association

This flourishing organization will hold its
third annual meeting in McAlester on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 19111, 20th and
21St. Despite the youth of this organization it is
one of the most flourishing of the State associa-
tions and is fortunate in having a set of officers
who are heart and soul in the movement. They
wish us to urge upon all the trade in Oklahoma
to make an effort to attend this convention and
join the association. In the first of a series of
circular letters issued by President Joseph Mazer,
of McAlester, he announces such inducements as
should result in a large attendance. He says:

"An excellent programme is being arranged.
We are going to have the best speakers in this
country. I want you to hear them.

"We are going to have displays by the leading
manufacturers and jobbers in this country. I
want you to see them. We have arranged for a
grand banquet at the Busby Hotel for the last
night of the convention. This will be without
expense to you. I want you to partake of that.
banquet and the good fellowship which will result.
For the first night we have a smoker and ex-
perience meeting. I want to hear yours. There
are other jewelers who want to hear it. All want
to hear it. There is an especially big thing on
tap for the second night. What it is I am not pre-
pared to say at this time. Rest assured, however,
that it will be up to your expectations and about
seven notches beyond.

"But to make all this a success we must have
your presence. I have arranged for the entire
third floor of the Busby Hotel and will gladly
see to it that you are taken care of. Are you
going to come? But of course you are. If you
are a live one you simply cannot help coming.
And in addition you will receive more life in the
three days you are here than you can possibly re-
ceive in three years staying at home."
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For Your

EASTER TRADE

The latest idea for artistically
decorating the table. Made
in single, double and in
clusters of three, five, seven
and ten.

LILY SHAPED, CRYSTAL

RIBBED GLASS

Write for Illustrated Sheets

Autom
maes

Single or Double

APOLLO STUDIOS OFFICES and SALESROOMS:Bernard Rice
'
s Sons, Proprietors APOLLO SILVER CO. 544 Broadway, N. Y

WORKS : 137-139-141 North 10th Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

DROP EARRINGS
In Baroque Pearl and

Colored Stones, with and without
Diamonds, from $5 up

CROSSMAN COMPANY
3 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

We have

IMPORTANT
secured the EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS to manufacture these

Patented Emblems
MADE IN GOLD OR ROLLED GOLD PLATE
FURNISHED WITH PIN OR BUTTON BACK

RECEIVING LARGE SALES
WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR PRICES 

IRONS & RUSSELL CO.

Chicago Office
131 Wabash Ave.

EMBLEM MAKERS
THREE COMPLETE STOCKS

Main Office and Factory New York Office
95 Chestnut St., Providence, R. I. 11 Maiden Lane

The Stephens Automatic or Self-Closing Jewelers' Vise
For 40 years the best, the handsomest and the most satisfactory vise made

THE G. M. YOST MFG. CO., Meadville, Pa., U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SIIOW YOU TILTS VISE

If he does not have it in stock, have him order one for your inspection before purchasing any other.
Circulars of this vise or a catalogue of all kinds of vises mailed free
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A Bill to Regulate the Practice
of Horology in Nebraska

The agitation of the time-honored sub-
ject of incompetency among watchworkers
has been responsible for the idea of regulat-
ing by law the practice of this branch of
work. The first step in this direction was
recently taken by the Nebraska jewelers
who had introduced in the State Legislature
a bill to regulate the practice of horology in
that State. The bill is as follows:

A bill for an act to define and regulate the
practice of horology, to provide for a "State
Board of Horology" to conduct examinations and
to issue certificates granting permission to prac-
tice, and imposing a penalty upon persons pur-
suing such vocation without such legal certificate.
Introduced by B. F. Griffin, of Burt County.
Read first time February 17, 1909. Read second
time February 18, 1909, and referred to the Com-
mittee on Miscellaneous Subjects. Sent to printer
February 18, 1909.

Be it Enacted by the Legislature of the Stale of
Nebraska:

Section 1. From and after go days after the
passage and approval of this act, it shall be un-
lawful for any person to follow the practice of
horology without having first received certificate
as provided by this act, and any person who shall
follow the vocation of horology without having
certificate as provided by this act, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall
be fined any sum not less than $5.00 and not more
than $too, and every day such vocation is fol-
lowed without license shall be deemed a separate
offence. Any person who manufactures or repairs
watches, clocks or jewelry for pay shall be
deemed to be following the vocation of horology,
whether he makes that his principal business or not.

Sec. 2. Within 30 days after the passage of
this act the Governor of this State shall appoint
three competent men who shall have had five con-
secutive years' practical experience in the repair-
ing of watches, clocks and jewelry, within the
State, as a State Board of Examiners of
Horology. For the purpose of such appointment
the Nebraska State Jewelers' Association shall
furnish to the Governor the names of three per-
sons for each person to be appointed, who shall
be eligible for the position as provided in this act,
and the Governor may select the appointments
from the list of names so furnished and the same
method shall prevail thereafter for each vacancy
or new appointment. The members of this board
shall hold office for one, two and three years re-
spectively, and until their successors are appointed
and qualified; and the term of office of each mem-
ber of the three first appointed shall be deter-
mined by lot by them immediately after their or-
ganization; and annually thereafter the Governor
shall appoint one member who shall have had five
consecutive years' practical experience in the re-
pairing of watches, clocks and jewelry, and be
a holder of a certificate of horology within the
State. The term of office of each member, ex-
cepting the three first appointed, shall be three
years and until his successor is appointed and
qualified. The term of office shall date from the
first day of July of each year. In case of a
vacancy in this board by death, resignation, re-
fusal to serve, or otherwise, the Governor shall
appoint some other person of the same qualifica-
tions to fill the unexpired term.

Sec. 3. Each of the persons appointed as
above provided shall, before entering upon the
duties of his office, take and subscribe the oath
of office, provided by the constitution for State
officers, and shall file the same in the office of the
Secretary of State.

Sec. 4. As soon as practicable after their ap-
pointment the members of the above-mentioned
board shall meet and organize by electing one of
I heir number chairman awl one of their number
secretary. Said board shall have power to adopt
such rules and by-laws as may be necessary for

their government as a board and to carry out the
purposes of this act.

Sec. 5. The board by this act provided for
shall hold at least two stated annual meetings,
and may hold such other meetings as they deem
necessary; and their meetings shall he at such
time and place as they may determine. Two
members shall constitute a quorum for the trans-
action of business at any regular or special meeting.

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of this board at
the regular meetings above mentioned and at such
other times as they determine to examine all ap-
plicants for certificate to pursue the vocation of
horology, and said examination shall consist of
practical tests of the skill of the applicant made by
requiring him to do such W ork "at the bench" as
in the opinion of the board will fairly test his
ability and skill as a workman. And such appli-
cants as prove themselves competent watch, clock
and jewelry repairers shall be given a certificate
in any suitable form of words that the board may
adopt, entitling him to practice the vocation of
horology in this State, under the restrictions
hereinafter imposed by this act.

Sec. 7. Any person who shall within 90 days
after the passage of this act furnish satisfactory
proof that he has for five years preceding the
passage of this act, been actively engaged in the
business of repairing watches, clocks and jewelry
within the State, shall be given a certificate with-
out examination, upon the payment of the fee.

Sec. 8. Any member of this board shall have
authority to grant any applicant that he deems
competent a temporary certificate which shall en-
title the holder to pursue the vocation of horology
until the next regular meeting of the board of
examiners, at which time such applicant shall be
examined.

Sec. 9. The secretary of this board shall keep
a book in which he shall record the names and
postoffice addresses of all persons to whom have
been issued a certificate by said board under this
act ; and shall keep another book in which he shall
record all the proceedings and acts of this board.

Sec. to. Every person holding a certificate
of horology for the State of Nebraska shall ii)
every year after the year 1909, pay to said State
Board of Examiners the sum of $2.00 as a re-
newal fee for such year; such payment shall be
made prior to the first day of July in each and
every year, and in case of default of payment
of such fee by any person, his certificate may be
revoked by the Board of Examiners. Each and
every certificate renewed under the provisions of
this section shall show definitely the period for
which such renewal has been issued.

Sec. It. The board shall have the power to
revoke the certificate of any person that may
hereafter be licensed as a watch, clock and jewelry
repairer, upon satisfactory evidence that such per-
son procured his certificate by fraud of any kind.

Sec. 12. As compensation for their work as
members of this board the fees received by the
board shall be equally divided among the three
members; provided that when only two members
attend any meeting the fees received for services
rendered at such meeting shall be divided between
the two that attend.

Sec. 13. For any certificate issued by this
board without an examination the board shall be
allowed to charge a fee of $3.00, and for an
examination of each applicant the board shall be
allowed to charge a fee of $6.00, whether any cer-
tificate be issued to the applicant or not. Pro-
vided, that when a certificate is not issued the
applicant shall have issued to him a receipt by the
board which shall entitle said applicant to be re-
examined once by the board without further fee,
at some meeting of said board within one year
from the date of issue of said receipt.

Sec. 14. Any person who shall conduct the
business of manufacturing or repairing watches,
clocks or jewelry who does not hold a certificate
of horology as provided in this act and who shall
fail to place in charge of this department of said
business a competent person, who shall hold a
legal certificate of horology, shall be held as
violating the provisions of this act. Provided
that nothing in this act shall be construed so as
to prohibit ally person holding a certificate of
horology from taking an apprentice to learn the
business.
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This bill has not been received with
universal favor by the trade, and a protest
signed by a number of watch repairers has
been filed against it. The protest is as
follows:

To the Honorable the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives of the State of Nebraska:

The undersigned watchmakers and jewelers
of Omaha and South Omaha, Nebr., do hereby
protest against the enactment into law of House
Roll No. 410 for the following reasons. It is
class legislation, and for that reason unconstitu-
tional, inasmuch as it imposes comb! ions, restric-
tions and hardships on two mechanical trades,
viz., watchmakers and jewelers, from all others
(carpenters, bricklayers, tailors, etc.) are exempt.
In effect such a law would be an occupation tax
levied with unjust discrimination against the two
above-named trades, otherwise why should they
be required to contribute yearly after having once
established their competency and skill.

Another question in point, suppose this so-
called board holds its meetings in the eastern part
of the State and a watchmaker or jeweler es-
tablishes himself in business or secures a position
in the western part, would it be in keeping with
fairness and justice to put him to the expense
imd inconvenience of going all the way across
the State to procure permission to work at his
trade? Further watchmakers and jewelers are
two entirely distinct trades, as much and more so
than blacksmiths and harnessmakers, and cannot
be merged in any examination or test of skill.

We believe it would be well for all trades-
men to stand on their individual merit without
being hampered or favored by a so-called board,
the fairness and competency of which might be
questioned.

For these reasons and many more which
could be given, we ask that this bill be not passed.

As will be seen by a perusal of the
measure, it follows very closely the plan o f
the optometry bills now familiar to the
trade. What the chance Of its passage may
be we are unable to state at this writing.

Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association

This flourishing orgmization will hokl its
third annual meeting in Mc-Ali:stet- on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 19th, 20th and
21st. Despite the youth of this organization it is
one of the most flourishing of the State associa-
tions and is fortunate in having a set of officers
who are heart and soul in the movement. They
wish us to urge upon all the trade in Oklahoma
to make an effort to attend this convention and
join the association. In the first of a series of
circular letters issued by President Joseph Mazer,
of McAlester, he announces such inducements as
should result in a large attendance. He says:

"An excellent programme is being arranged.
We are going to have the best speakers in this
country. I want you to hear them.

"We are going to have displays by the leading
manufacturers and jobbers in this country. I
want you to see them. We have arranged for a
grand banquet at the Busby Hotel for the last
night of the convention. This will be without
expense to you. I want you to partake of that
banquet and the good fellowship which will result.
For the first night we have a smoker and ex-
perience meeting. I want to hear yours. There
are other jewelers who want to hear it. All leant
to hear it. There is an especially big thing on
tap for the second night. What it is I am not pre-
pared to say at this time. Rest assured, however,
that it will be up to your expectations and about
seven notches beyond.

"But to make all this a success we must have
your presence. I have arranged for the entire
third floor of the Busby Hotel and will gladly
see to it that you are taken care of. Are you
going to come? But of course you are. If you
are a live one you simply cannot help coming.
And in addition you will receive more life in the
three days you are here than you can possibly re-
ceive in three years staying at home."
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Photographic Developing

T H J

For about a quarter of a century pho-
tographers have developed their plates ac-
cording to an old-established belief that the
image obtained could be very largely con-
trolled or modified, according to the devel-
opment formula used.

It was not at first under-
stood that the development
of the image in a sensitive
film is a chemical action, in

which certain fixed factors will give uni-
form results. Now, however, it is gradually
being grasped that this is so, and that the
results obtained by the old-time "methods of
control" are due to the practical experience
of the worker who is by his selection of
method merely eliminating or counteracting
some error made at an earlier stage of his
work. This has been amply demonstrated
by the researches of Hurter and Driffield,
Alfred Watkins and others; and practical
test has abundantly proved the correctness
of their deductions. The first conclusion
gleaned from them is that success in nega-
tive making mainly depends on a correct
exposure; and not on special skill or ma-
nipulation in development. This fact im-
mensely simplifies photography, by putting
the onus of success on exposure. And this
is rendered the easier because the problem
of exposure has for normal work been re-
duced to a matter of elementary arithmetic,
the photographer, by the use of very simple
calculation tables, being able to ascertain ap-
proximately the correct exposure needed
for any special subject under varying condi-
tions of light or of dry plate.

Alfred Watkins, the in-
ventor of what is known as
the "factorial" method of
development, has been

working along his own special lines for the
last fourteen years, and has published some
interesting conclusions. In regard to the
many different developers he points out that
they vary widely in speed of working and in
time of the first appearance of the image,
but that in other vital points, such as search-
ing out of detail, fogging, or ultimate
density of power, there is no difference in
their actions. His system is based on the
relation between the two factors which vary
in the different developers—the speed of
working and the first appearance of the
image. By experiment he has discovered
that there is a relationship between the
length of time required to show the first
sign of image in a developing plate and the
time required to yield a fully developed
negative. This factor varies widely as be-
tween different developers, but is constant

Chemical

Action

Watkins'

Researches

KEYSTONE

for the same developer, whether the plate be
under, correctly, or over exposed. The
factor (except in the cases of pyro and
amidol) depends on the developer and not
on the special formula in which it is mixed.
Diluting the developer, or adding alkali or
bromide, may alter the time of first appear-
ance, but will not alter the factor (except
in the case of pyro, where the quantity of
bromide materially affects the factor, and
probably also in the short factor developers,
such as adurol or quinol). Temperature af-
fects the speed of development, but does not
affect the factor.

Mr. Watkins publishes the following
factors, which are arranged in their ascend-
ing order:

5 Adurol. TO Ortol.
5 Quinol. 12 Diogen.
6 Imogen sulphite. 18 Amidol (2grs.per oz.)
7 Glycin. 20 Edinol.
9 Eikonogen. 3o Metol.
TO Kachin. 40 Rodinal.
to Pyrocatechin. 6o Diamidophenol.

PYRO-SODA OR PYRO-POTASH DEVELOPER

Grains of pyro Factor Grains bromide Factor withper oz. without bromide per 07. bromide

I 18 3,4 9
2 12 56 5
3 to g 4%
4 8 i 4
5 6% 2 3

Method of

Procedure

When the dry plate is
placed in the developer,
watch carefully for the first
appearance of any image.

This does not mean wait until the image is
outlined in the film, but the moment when
the highest light—probably the sky—ap-
pears. Carefully note the time, and multi-
ply it by the factor number of the developer
used ; the result will give the time that the
plate must be left in the developer to give
a correctly developed negative. Thus if we
are using eikonogen, with a factor number
of 9, and the first trace of image appears in
40 seconds, the negative will be fully de-
veloped in 40 x 9 seconds, or 6 minutes. It
would be possible, by forcing, to fully de-
velop in a shorter time ; or by diluting the
developer the image could be retarded con-
siderably ; but in • either case the factor
would be the same and nothing would be
gained by the special manipulations. In the
case of sky and cloud pictures, where there
is nothing but sky, or in such subjects as
architectural detail, where there is no sky or
overpowering high light, the factor might
be reduced one-third ; in the supposed case
of eikonogen, given above, the factor 4
being used. Portrait photographers may
desire not a "perfect" negative, but one that
will give them some specially desired result.
In these cases the factor number may

•
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readily be obtained by two or three experi-
ments, and once obtained should be ad-
hered to.

Needs of the

Amateur

The insistent needs of the
amateur photographer, with
his great faculty of spoil-
ing plates and his persistent

asking of questions, has led to the perfect-
ing of a method which turns development,
so far as he is concerned, into a blind me-
chanical action. Incidentally, the method
has resulted in the partial abolition of the
darkroom. The plates, or films, are placed
in a tank in which they are developed, and
while in the tank they are safe from light.
In the case of a kodak film (for which a
special tank is made) the whole operation,
including the insertion of the spool, may be
done by gas or lamp light; in the case of
plates they must be placed in the tank in the
dark, but once safely in the tank the latter
may be brought into the light. By this
method a number of plates or films—usually
twelve—are developed at once—a great sav-
ing of time and labor, as well as an increase
in efficiency.

The tank method is the outcome of
practical experiment, prompted by a busi-
ness idea of saving the photographer from
himself. If only the latter could be pre-
vented from tinkering with his chemicals
and with his negative during development,
his chances of obtaining uniformly good
negatives would be increased. The value of
uniformity in conditions is well illustrated
by the question of temperature. The tem-
perature most suited to development is 6o°
to 65° F. If the temperature rises to 800 F.
—and it may easily climb higher than that
on a summer day—development will be
completed in about half the time required
with the solution at 65°, but the gelatine film
may frill or melt and be spoiled. If, on
the other hand, the temperature falls 200,
development will be much prolonged. And
either of these deviations from the normal
will probably have a prejudicial effect on
the quality of the negative.

To attain the required uni-
formity the makers of de-
velopment tanks issue a
formula which must be

strictly adhered to in mixing the developer.
They fix the necessary temperature at 65°
F., and they give a fixed time for the
plates to remain in the tank. The only
factor left in the bands of the photographer
is exposure. Nowadays the photographer
—even the beginner—may get fairly cor-
rect exposures. But whatever the expo-
sure, practical trial has shown that the de-
velopment tank gives the best all-around
results from all kinds of exposures.

Formula for

Developer
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The Show Window

There is always a fascination to mystery, and
hence anything in the nature of an illusion is
pretty certain to attract attention. An illusion for
window display purposes is described in the Mer-
chants' Record and Show Window. The con-
struction is very simple and the illustration will
show the proper setting for the display. The
platform is first constructed, which
should be about 12 in. high. On
this platform make a frame of
light lumber, as shown in Fig. t.
Over the two sides and back of this
frame is draped goods of some
solid dark color such as deep
green. In the middle is placed a
pedestal, which is cut out along its
entire length as shown in Fig. 2.
The top is made of a large wooden
bowl having a section of the back
cut out to admit the form of a
young woman, making it appear as
if the bowl were filled.

The placing of the mirrors is
shown in Fig. 1. They fit into the
groove in the pedestal and extend
diagonally back to the two rear
corners. When the mirrors are properly fitted

they will reflect the two sides of the booth. To

the spectator in front it seems that he is looking

at the back qf the booth instead of the reflections

of the sides. The appearance to him is that he

call see all around the pedestal. The person
demonstrating stands back of the mirror and close

up against the pedestal and bowl. Only the head

and shoulders should be visible, which will appear

to rest in the bowl.
The illustration, Fig. 3, shows

a display made for millinery, but
the device can be adapted to any
other line. In this case a young
woman stood behind the pedestal
with a hat of one style and by hay-
ing several hats lying back of the
mirrors she could disappear, make
a change of headgear and reappear
to the mystification of the crowd
in front of the window. The re-
mainder of the show window can
be made to harmonize with the
covering of the booth. The illusion
scheme is a good one to use on
special occasions, such as during
carnivals or street fairs. Its suc-
cess depends upon the careful fit-
ting of the mirrors and the manner
ill which the curtains are arranged.
The inside of the booth should be
comparatively dark and the curtains
should hang straight, otherwise the
scheme may be detected. Large
crowds have examined this device with the great-
est interest and curiosity.

KEYSTONE

mache, but had been constructed from sheets of
brown paper.

"You see it is a very simple matter," said Mr.
Bendure, "to get up a background of this nature.
You simply take a piece of brown paper, cover
them with a good thick coat of paste and then
paste this paper over the plain wooden back-
ground of the window. Then by ruffling the paper
up in different directions you obtain the ridgy
papier mache effect. This paper is then allowed to

roe. 1

FIG. 2

A window display
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Wedding Windows
As Easter opens the matrimonial season

which culminates in June, and as wedding presents
are one of the chief sources of the jewelers' in-
come it is timely to plan a few displays to impress
the public with the store's status in the gift line.
The background shown on this page is described
in the Dry Goods Economist as follows: The
central feature is a cupid with bellows in hand
keeping two pierced hearts ablaze. To construct

the background, first build a light
framework which will fit the entire
back. Next construct a step or
platform about 18 inches high and
to inches wide, to run the entire
length of the window. From light
lumber saw out a heart about 5
feet high, or whatever size will ac-
cord best with the available back-
ground space. Secure this heart to
the center of the back framework
with the lower point resting on the
platform and the upper curves
reaching very nearly to the top of
the framework.

About 12 to 18 inches from the
back of the window set out the
finished frame with step and cover
all (except the heart) with white

felt laid on smooth; or, if a cheaper material be
selected, such should be pleated.

Across the heart stretch white tarlatan or net
and back of this place the cupid. This cupid can
be made by taking a large doll and fitting it with
white wings made from any material available.
Use white chiffon for the girdle drapery. In the
doll's hands place a small bellows, and at the
nozzle of the bellows place two hearts pierced
with a gilded arrow. These hearts can be made

of red tissue paper covering a
foundation of millinery wire. En-
close a small electric light within.
The cupid may be placed on a
pedestal or suspended with fine
wire. Near the top of each rear
corner fasten large bunches of pink
roses, tied with large bows of pink
and white ribbon. The long ribbon

should extend to large
baskets of pink roses
near either end of the
as indicated. These
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dry and the paste composition renders it quite
hard and firm. Now cover the brown paper with
a thick coating of alabastine of any color you wish
to use. A green and gold effect may be produced
by first painting the paper with green alabastine
and then touching this up with a gold coloring
which is produced by making a gilt paste from a
preparation that I put up in cartons for the trade.
This gilt paste, by the way, is a new preparation
of mine that I am planning to put on the market

An Artistic Window Trim
"A department store of Portsmouth, Ohio, is

the Bendure Company," says a writer in the
Boot and Shoe Recorder. "My attention was at-
tracted to an exceedingly clever background
which, on the face of it, represented papier mache,
but upon investigation he was informed by their
Fred Bendure, who had charge of the window
trimming, that the background was not papier

Background for wedding window

for the use of window trimmers and card writers.
This gilt paste is put up in little blocks and all
that is necessary for the trimmer is to cut off a
piece of the paste, put in a small dish, cover with
water sufficient to dissolve it, and you have a
splendid preparation for making gilt letters on
your show cards, touching up the backgrounds of
your window, etc."

The art of window dressing is now a
specialty, the practice of which calls for a varied,
and by no means inexpensive outfit of tools and
material as well as skill in their use.

streamers
vases or
stationed
platform,
ribbon ends should then be con-
tinued beyond the edge of the plat-
form to .the main floor of the
w nd ow.

A Cheap Background
A neat, attractive centerpiece,

with a nice, clean background of
mirrors, or paneled wood, is the
highest art in window dressing. If

you are not fortunate in possessing these, back-
grounds of felt, plush, tarlatan, etc., would answer
very well. Tarlatan is a fine gauze material and
can be pleated the same as cheese cloth, and in-
stead of puffing for a border, or beading, this
material is folded in several thicknesses and cut or
slashed with shears. The number of thicknesses
and the width must be determined by the fullness
and size of the ruching wanted. This material is
especially pretty when pleated over a contrasting
color. Many pretty effects can be obtained by
ingenious handling.
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CLOCKS
CHIME CUCKOO

ALARM

AND ALL KINDS
of NOVELTIES

41.I have imported to this
country for the season of
1909 the largest line of all
kinds of foreign-made
Clocks ever brought to the
United States from
European markets.

"FOREIGN MAKE—
AMERICAN GUARANTEE"

IN
TRADE '' '1417 ) MARK

° W

4:I_ Our Alarm Clocks carry the
same guarantee as those made in
the United States and are not to
be confused with "German Alarm
Clocks" sold by commission
merchants or on import.

tbc000re Zcbisgati
Importer Clocksof

116-118 Chambers Street, NEW YORK

X X

Wm. H. Gardner's pretty little song

"The Cuckoo Clock9 9

appearing in the April number of

The
Ladies' HomeJournal
will undoubtedly create con-
siderable interest in and a
large demand for these unique
clocks among the five million
readers of that popularjournal.
41 Wide-awake Jewelers will
have our complete literature
on file and more progres-
sive ones an assortment of

OUR CUCKOO CLOCKS
to take advantage of this demand

YOUR REQUEST ON YOUR LETTERHEAD WILL BRING FULL PARTICULARS

American Cuckoo Clock Company, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS. IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

STATION S PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NOT SIMPLY UP TO DATE
BUT IN THE LEAD

Stands Our New Perfect Joint

BRACELETS
No. 312. Old English finish

Fancy Hand Chased (New Design)

OUR LOCKET LINE second to none and
still growing. New Designs every month

Made only in best quality Gold Filled

JOBBING
TRADE
ONLY

CASTIGLIONI CO.
Mfrs.

9 Calender St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Conducting a Silverware Depart-
ment

In our February issue we reprinted the
contribution which obtained first prize in the
Dry Good Economist contest for the best
article on "How to Open and Conduct a
Silverware Department in a Dry Goods or
Department Store of Medium Size." There
were many hints in this first prize essay
which were doubtless of much value to our
readers. We reproduce below the second
prize essay as published in the same journal,
as it contains many suggestions that apply
just as well to the jewelry store as the
department store:

In opening a new silver-
ware department, the first
thing to be considered by
the merchant is the class of

business he expects can be successfully de-
veloped. Many merchants start out with
the belief that despite the character of the
goods carried in other departments, in the
silverware department only low price mer-
chandise will sell.

While it is true that people prefer to
go to a reliable jewelry establishment when
buying high-grade silverware, this is due
mostly to the fact that the jeweler, by years
of honest dealing, has developed among his
trade a feeling of confidence in himself and
his stocks, and this confidence has made it
profitable for him to carry larger stocks of
the higher grade goods and thus offer
greater selection.

While there are hundreds of stores
specializing on the cheaper grades of silver-
ware, in nearly every city there will be
found at least one store which has built up
an enviable business on the better grades.
And such a business is undoubtedly to be
preferred. Every merchant realizes this—
but he is afraid. He notes the considerable
business his competitor is doing in the
cheaper grades and he is tempted to stock
Ill) likewise.

Class of
Custom

Build Up
Reputation

Doubtless this is the less
difficult proposition. But
will it pay in the long run?
—that is the question. The

cheap business is anybody's. Price only is
the consideration. It takes but a clay of low
prices to develop a large trade. But un-
fortunately this kind of business lasts only
a day. On the other hand, the building of a
reputable department takes time. Such a
silverware department as Blank's, for in-
stance, the best in the city, was years in
building up. But isn't it worth the waiting?

Having decided on the character of the
stocks he will carry, the next thing for the
merchant to consider is location. Perhaps
the most commonly used spot for the silver-
ware department is along the front of the
store backed up against the show windows.
If such a space can be devoted to the pur-
pose, well .and good. In arranging stocks
the cheaper goods should be placed near
the main entrance, spreading out from
there, through the differing qualities, to the
highest priced goods in a less busy section
of the store. By this arrangement the
cheaper goods will then be in the section of

the store more frequently crowded, whereas
the highest priced goods will be so situated
as to allow the customer the opportunity of
making selections at her convenience, un-
annoyed by a constantly passing throng .of
bargain bunters.

A great part of the expense
incurred in starting a silver-
ware department Will natur-
ally be in procuring suitable

fixtures. They are absolutely necessary and
money thus spent will prove well invested.
Along the entire front of the department
should extend a series of all-glass show-
cases, shelved in such a manner as to show
off the greatest possible quantity of goods.
At the back there should be cabinets, with
drawers at the bottom and cases on top, with
glass fronts and shelving. Both the show-
cases and the cabinets should be dust and
moisture proof, and electrically lighted.

Much attention should be given to the
lighting. The dull light obtained through
frosted globes has been found very effective
with silverware displays. In getting the
greatest possible lighting effect, expense
must not be forgotten and the lamps should
be placed with this in mind. There might
also be a light or two above each counter.
These may be hung from the ceiling, extend
to about eighteen inches above the counter
and should have a mirrored shade. The
soft light from these will greatly enhance
the attractiveness of the article when the
latter is placed on the counter for inspection.

For convenience of display
and record, the stock should
be divided into three classes
--sterling, plate and novel-
ties. These may again be

divided into their several qualities. A well-
laid out department can then be arranged
as follows : A section of sterling ware com-
prising a representative showing of table-
ware with a sprinkling of novelties, includ-
ing, say, a small cabinet of prize cups and
trophies; a large section of hollow plate,
embracing a complete line; a large section
of triple and quadruple plate ; a section of
toilet novelties; a section of miscellaneous
novelties and a special sales counter for
cheaper grades. The size of these sections
would, of course, depend on- the amount of
space at command.

With everything checked up
and ready to be put in place,
a system of stock records
should be started. Where

there is so much money invested and so
much opportunity for losses, too much at-
tention cannot be given to the follow-up of
stock. A capable person should be held
responsible for the entire stock. He, in
turn, may- hold each salesperson responsible
for the goods in her respective section.

The stockkeeper should also be in
charge of the stock records. Such records
should include an account of every article
from the time it was received until it was
sold. When goods are received they should
be modeled and entered on the records as
in stock ; when sold the model numbers
should be written on the sales checks and
from these the sales may be deducted each
day from the record of stock on hand.

Suitable
Fixtures

Divide Stock
Into Three
Classes

Stock Record
System
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Every sales check should bear a model
number, or in its stead the 0. K. of the
buyer.

Once a week the salespeople
Checked should be required to fur-
Every Week nish the stockkeeper with a

list of every model number,
and quantities of same in her section.
Should a discrepancy appear, after a careful
stock taking, a retail loss should be taken
and signed by the buyer, the stock records
being made to agree with the actual stock.
In this manner the buyer will be informed
of his losses each week, and if they are con-
siderable he may take measures early to
prevent their repetition.

The stock records have also another
value ; they keep the buyer posted day by
day of the actual condition of his stocks—
what is selling and what is not selling. This
does away with the necessity of getting
daily lists of goods sold out, often incom-
plete, from the salespeople.

Too much cannot be said
Handling about the careful handling
of the Stock of silverware. Frequent

polishing, which must be
clone if the goods are carelessly handled,
takes away the newness of the article. This
usually results in a markdown. As an
illustration of how easily silverware can be
damaged may be mentioned the following
incident : A well-known New York jewelry
establishment recently exhibited a collection
of expensive gold-lined silver pieces, every-
one of which appeared to be shopworn
from the fact that they were badly rubbed
and scratched, inside and out. Yet they
were brand new goods. On investigation it
was found that the window trimmer. when
putting them into the window, had thought-
lessly polished them up with his dusting
cloth.

Even this, however, is to be preferred
to the opposite condition of tarnish and dirt.
A stock girl, thoroughly trained in the
proper care of silverware might profitably
be entrusted with the responsibility of
keeping the stocks in condition. In the busy
hours she could also be employed in replac-
ing the goods in their cases after being
shown.

From the time of opening
Constant there should be constant
Publicity publicity given to the de-
Essential partment. The greatest

amount of public interest in
a new department is manifested while it is
still new. In the matter of newspaper
advertising, the first thing to do is to let
the public know exactly what character of
silverware department has been opened.
The style of the advertisement will have
much to do with this. If the department is
of the better grade, study the style of adver-
tisements high-grade jewelry establishments
are using and adapt them to your particular
needs. Let advertisements be representative
of your stock.

There should also be constant window
displays to back up the advertising, and as
it would be impractical to set aside a window
every week for silverware, a large vestibule
showcase might be employed, in which
displays can be featured every little while.
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" Quality
Finish

Originality"

OUR class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the best attention and most
rapid progress with "QUALITY " results.

Training for beginners—for engravers of some experience requiring coaching
along weak lines—for "special " pupils in the higher branches.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

We have just inaugurated a comprehensive and practical Mail Course.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

the WI IL. inewmeyer Zcboot of Engraving
New England Building, CLEVELAND, OHIO

SPRING BRACELET STOCK
We guarantee our Bracelets

in Quality and Finish

The Joints are positively the
best on the market.

We are ready to prove it.

Convince yourself.

If your jobber does not handle
them, write us and we will
post you.

Our Lavalliers are Leaders
300 up-to-date styles

Henry Lederer SE Bro., Inc.
Makers of

Ladies' and Gent's Chains,
Fobs and Bracelets

Factory, 227 Eddy Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

PARTICULAR WATCHMAKERS
WILL APPRECIATE THESE GOODS
SEND A TRIAL ORDER AND BE CONVINCED

Highly polished balance staffs for all American watches $1  00 per doz.Ruby and Sapphire balance Jewels tor all American watchesin finely finished settings   1.00 14Ruby and Sapphire unset cap Jewels   1.00 grossFinest quality American roller Jewels   .35 per doz.J. A. P. Mainsprings for all American watches $ 9.50 gross 85 4,Superior Quality Mainsprings for all American
watches   11.50 4, 1.00 "Resilient Mainsprings for all American watches 13.50 " 1.25 ""Simplex " Tie Pin Protectors   7.00 " .65 4,

JOHN A. POLTOCK 79 Nassau Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Watch Material, Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

Blunders in Buying
In no department of business are blunders

so costly as in buying. You can no more
make mistakes in buying without injury to
your business than a train despatcher can.
With the season's profit tied up in unsalable
merchandise you cannot begin all over again.
Your judgment must be accurate every time.

The Great American Jewelers' Catalogue
eliminates your blunders and offers you the
first step in successful merchandising. It
is your logical buying medium. You can't
afford to be without it. Don't take our
"say so," but send for one immediately. You
owe this much to your business. It will
make your buying easy, save you time and
worry and will come to your store for the
asking.

The Oskamp=Nolting Co.
4111-413-415-417 Elm Street Cincinnati, Ohio

Everybody Will See It
And that is just what you want—a
watch sign that is modern and attrac-
five day and night—force the people
to recognize your store, and you will
get good results.

This new electric sign is made in two
sizes, 26 and 32 inches in diameter, exactly
like cut. Has hollow metal rims, finished
Iii gold or aluminum. Heavy oval glass
dials, which can be easily read day or

/„. night. Six lights outside, which burn
— steady, while the two lights Inside flash
--- on and re Very attractive, An elegant
' emblematic sign for any Jeweler.

SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS, or write
us for complete catalogue and prices

GROUT'S EXCELSIOR SIGN CO.
126 Dearborn St. CHICAGO
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Banquet of the 24-Karat Club of
Pittsburg

The newly-formed organization of the
jewelers of Pittsburg, to be known as the 24-Karat
Club, held its first banquet at the Fort Pitt Hotel
in that city on the evening of March 25th. The
membership of the club is limited to moo, which
membership is already complete. There were 200
present at the banquet, which was conceded to be
one of the most brilliant ever held in Pittsburg.
The 24-Karat Club, of New York, sent a telegram
congratulating its younger namesake. The tele-
gram was read at the banquet and was hailed
with much enthusiasm.

The banquet was, in truth, a brilliant affair
and no accessory which could add to the enjoy-
ment of the occasion was omitted.

The diners, all expert timekeepers as well as
jewelers, sounded with knives on their plates a
clinking accompaniment to the "Anvil Chorus."
They joined in "Marching Through Georgia" and
"Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here"; and to a selec-
tion from "La Cloches de Corneville" they tolled
cathedral chimes on glasses that at no time con-
tained anything stronger than the filtered fluid
from Aspinwall.

The menu was a work of art. The cover was
of stippled gold leaf. Here is the way the
"spread" was listed :

Blue Points
With Pearls

Kimberly Soup
Goldback Salmon, Topaz Sauce
Sweetbreads a la Emeralds

Full-Jeweled Punch
Filet Mignon-Newark

Roast Potato Stuffed Tomato
24-Karat Salad

Cabachon Ruby Ice Cream
Semi-Precious Cakes

Sterling 925-1000 Cheese
Coffee

Maiden Lane Perfectos

Following which Lee S. Smith, President of
the Chamber of Commerce, inaugurated the post-
prandial feast in the following appropriate words:

In opening the speaking exercises of the
evening and facing all these critical, expert
jewelers, radiant with smiles, I feel somewhat like
Che little boy who had been to a children's party
and when he returned home said to his mother,
"Mama, there was a little boy at the party who
fell off his chair and everyone laughed but me."
"And why did you not laugh?" asked his mother.
" 'Cause I was the little boy that fell off," lie
replied.

And so the laugh is on me to-night. I have
been pushed off my chair, as it were, to break
the ice—or rather, to prepare the way for the
illustrious speakers who are to follow.

What can you expect from a man who, like
Cleopatra of old, has dined on pearls, swallowed
gold fish and has his internal economy filled with
diamonds, emeralds, rubies, Newark jewelry, 24-
karat salad and semi-precious cakes, all floating
about in full-jeweled punch.

What can you anticipate from a young man
with all this conglomeration aboard. If Colonel
Shepherd were to ask me how I felt, T would
answer : Like a Keystone L8-size permanent filled
case. If there had only been something on this
menu that would have adjusted a man to heat,
cold and position it would have aided me greatly
in my present dilemma.

The speaker then introduced President Steele
F. Roberts, who said:

Hovering over Greater Pittsburg, about four
weeks ago, a stork, with its proverbial basket.
alighted on the Keenan Building and its burden
was taken into a room of the Pittsburg Chamber
of Commerce. As the cover was removed,
twenty eager, anxious men applauded the appear-
ance of a bouncing baby boy, sound in all its
members and wreathed in optimistic smiles. The
infant was named "The Jewelers' 24-Karat Club
of Pittsburg," and to-night I present you this
child to be christened, and you, my fellow jewelers,
are to stand as its sponsors.
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And so, duly christened, this infant of virgin
gold is placed in your ambitious hands that you
may mould and fashion it into an ideal of won-
drous intellect and beauty, so that in its perfect
completion it will be a masterpiece of the
jewelers' art. It was a wise stork that placed
this child in our midst. He came, we saw, the
child conquered. The impossible was achieved,
and, after twenty years of effort, a jewelers' club
was organized in Pittsburg—a simon pure, un-
alloyed 24-Karat Club.

The organization is a remarkable success, as
evinced by the presence here to-night of more
than one hundred members—the peers of the pro-
fession—who, representing more than two million
dollars of capital, have formed this social combine.

And so let us, fellow jewelers, make this
24 Karat Club one of the permanent institutions
of l'ittsburg—honored and respected of all men.

The prime object of this club
Objects of the is to promote the social and
Organizationhilj  business relations of its mem-

bers and foster good fellow-
by holding a series of meetings during the

year, and, while we are amply serving the inner
man, discuss matters pertaining to the jewelry
trade. It is a fortunate thing that in the rush
and turmoil of our city occasions like this occur.
It is one of the great safety valves in the high
pressure of business, or days of depression, like
the present, that we can seize upon and utilize
every such opportunity to meet our fellow men.

Happily for our health and spirits, for our
elevation above drudgery, our fresh and continu-
ing interest in the intellectual life of the world
and our possibilities for agreeable companionship,
the average Pittsburger lets slip no occasion which
Will justify putting his legs under the banquet
table and himself outside a good dinner.

We live in a vortex of business, manufactur-
ing, great undertakings, stocks, bonds and money-
making. In the vestibule of the church, the seclu-
sion of the club, the privacy of our homes and in
the midst of our festivities comes the shadow of
the shop and the man who talks incessantly of
manufacturing or mercantile aggrandizement.

The Busy 
Several years ago a gentleman
from an eastern city said to

Pittsburger me : "You business men of
Pittsburg know how to work

and toil and make money and grow rich, but you
have yet to learn the first principles of living and
enjoying life." And I am afraid, fellow
jewelers, we will have to plead guilty to this
indictment, for, as a whole, we • are certainly a
tight lot of shop-bound merchants. We need
a change from the same old monotonous daily
grind of business, with all its cares and turmoil;
we need diversion, recreation, cessation—an en-
tire change of environment. We need to realize
that there is something more in this world worth
living for than the "Love of Mammon"—than the
mere gain of wealth, honor and fame—but that
we owe it to ourselves and to our fellow men,
that right living which will elevate our minds and
hearts to a higher ideal of true manhood.

We need to sever ourselves from our business
seclusion and mingle more freely with our fellow
men ; we need to conic in touch with men of other
thoughts and ideas. It broadens our minds, ele-
vates our thoughts, inspires us to noble deeds,
makes us better citizens, gives us more faith in
mankind, until at last the conviction dawns upon
us that this is not such a bad world to live in
after all. The progressive, up-to-date, successful
merchant of to-day is the one who mingles with
others—is the one who knows what the rest of
the world is doing and takes part in the doings.

Now, fellow Jewelers, I promise
Possibilities all these good things will come
of the Club to pass and that you will be

better physically, spiritually,
mentally and financially if, as a member of the
24-Karat Club, you will loosen up, get busy and
cultivate the fraternal spirit, stop knocking your
competitor, stand pat for a fair profit, be a clear,
clean-cut, honorable merchant and make the word
and reputation of your firm more to be valued
than rubies.

We jewelers sometimes get the impression
that our competitor across the street or around
the corner is an unscrupulous person, but when we
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meet him face to face, as many of us have done
to-night, we find him to be just as honorable a
man and merchant as we are, and a mighty good
fellow to know. No one man or firm can do all
the jewelry business. So give the other fellow
a chance. He has a living to make and a family
to support, same as you have, and wants to lay
something by for a rainy day or his old age.

We often imagine that com-
petition is an unscrupulous fiend,T

Competition going about seeking whom it
may devour, but it is not the

case. Good, clean, honorable competition is a
stimulus to the trade. It keeps us from falling
into a rut, shakes up the dry bones, puts ginger,
snap, energy, into the business, keeps us on the
alert, gives us better stores, cleaner stocks, hand-
somer window displays, makes us more courteous
and obliging and is the keynote—the touchstone
—that fires the ambition to make our stores the
acme of perfcction, the embodiment of all that is
rich and rari and beautiful in gold, jewels and art.

The Club 
Fellow jewelers, let us resolve

Resolved 
to-night that we will eliminate
all price-cutting, banish all ill-
feeling, petty jealousies, tale-

bearing and all the unpleasant things that go to
dwarf our business manhood. Let us rise to a
higher plane of commercial integrity and honor
atnong ourselves and be big enough and broad
enough to give to others the benefit of our
knowledge and experience.

Let us no longer make our personality and
our place of business as a refrigerating plant to
our competitors. Let us not lock up and bury
in our stores all our treasures and talents, for,
like other mortals, jewelers do pass beyond. We
have but an allotted time to live, so then let us
forget and forgive and, appealing to "the good
that is in every man," may we out of the abund-
ance of our hearts scatter sunshine and good
cheer in our paths.

Why may. not each of us take in as a special
partner our recently inaugurated President and
place among our most staple stock that 24-karat
smile of his that always earns a dividend, and
then, even if some other firm makes a sale you
think you should have had, don't get grouchy,
don't complain. You know there's a million
people in Allegheny County and President Taft
says there is going to be a lot of business done this
fall and each of you will get your big share of
it if you will only smile, smile, smile.

When I look at some of the
The Jewelers' jewelers here to-night and
Profits think of the many long years

they have toiled and labored I
cannot but remark that they should be among
the Pittsburg millionaires, but there is a reason
for their not being in this class. It may be a
surprise to the uninitiated, but it is an established
fact that in proportion to the amount of capital
invested and circumscribed volume of business
transacted, the average profits of the legitimate
jeweler are smaller than those of the department
store or any other mercantile business.

The jewelry business is one of small as well
as great things, and more work is done and at-
tention given its customers gratuitously than any
other trade. As judge and jury in giving
opinion and appraising value of precious stones
and jewelry, the jeweler performs a service gratis
which, were his calling a profession instead of a
trade, would entitle him to an income equal to a
corporation attorney. Every jeweler is a philan-
thropist. Every merchant in his particular line
thinks he has the greatest number of burdens, and
■vith all his troubles comes the one of credits.

I have always contended that .jewelry was a
luxury, pure and simple, and an unnecessary
article to a person without cash to pay for it.
People must live, and there is some excuse for a
person getting credit from his grocer and butcher,
even if they never pay, but there is no excuse in
this world for a person with insufficient means to
purchase jewelry on credit.

One of the first questions asked
Basis of Credit of a man when he seeks credit

is his manner of keeing his
personal obligations. Will he do what he promises?
A man who keeps his word has a credit more

(Continued on page 6E5)
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A NEW CATALOG

Some time this month we will begin mailing

our new Catalog No. 17. It is to be the most

complete catalog we have ever issued-

112 pages, illustrating and describing the

Oliver Quality line of Jewelers' Machinery

and Tools. It will be of great interest to

those who sell as well as to those who manu=

facture jewelry. May we send you a copy?

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 Niagara Street BUFFALO, N. V.

Advertising Cuts
THAT SUGGEST THE GOODS

Cuts suggestive of the goods themselves are
the best advertising illustrations. Universal
experience has proved this. A watch cut will
catch the eye of the person who needs a
watch, and it is so with other lines.

AT NOMINAL PRICES
We have had prepared for use by the trade
small cuts of this character which will catch
the eye, suggest the idea and occupy a very
small space.
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Banquet of the 24-Karat Club of

Pittsburg

(Continued from page 683)

valuable than the credit established by his wealth.
Personal credit is the highest of all credits and
that which should be sought after above all things.

A jeweler should be a typical gentleman,
with every supreme quality which the title implies.
He should be a keen, polished, well-groomed man,
cultivating tact and diplomacy; he should be a
business diplomat—not an oily man, a watch is
oiled, but not oily. Any man or clerk can make
his sale to a gracious buyer; it takes tact and
diplomacy to land a customer who is critical, hard
to please and wants to go elsewhere to buy.

The jewelry trade is a peculiar
Faith in business. Think of the faith
the Jeweler and confidence expressed in

you and the reputation of your
establishment when an absolute stranger comes
into your store and places in your hands for
repair an article of jewelry valued at several
hundred or thousands of dollars without asking
for a receipt or acknowledgment of any kind.

The public believe you to be honest, reliable
and trustworthy because you are a jeweler. The
jewelry business is the highest type of mer-
chandizing—the most valued and highest of all
callings, with its rare gems and precious metals
deftly wrought and all the beautiful things in art
that go to adorn the person and decorate the
home.

From time immemorable poets have sung of
the wonders of our craft:

"Wedges of gold—heaps of pearls
"Inestimable stones—unvalued jewels,"
"Apples of gold and pictures of silver,"
"Gifts worthy of brides so fair."
"How silver sweet sound lovers' tongues

by night,"
"'Tis faith and thy wedding ring."

And so along with our daily routine there is
a touch of sentiment and pathos that appeals to
our finer sensibilities.

In conclusion let me again call
An Appeal for your attention to the necessity
Brotherhood and importance of your per

sonal interest in the welfare
and future of the 24-Karat Club. If each one of
you personally will enthuse and take an active
part in the business meetings and work of the
club to be undertaken during this year there will
be no question about its success. So let us to-
night, once and for all time, abandon jealousy
and distrust and clear the atmosphere of sus-
picion and uncertainty and have concerted action
in everything that will carry forward the natural
progress of the jewelry trade and the ultimate
success of the 24-Karat Club.

Dense clouds of business depression and
civic taint have overshadowed our city during the
past two years, bringing stagnation and disaster
to its manufacturing and commercial interests
and chagrin to its long-suffering people. But
despair not. The tide will soon change, the dark-
est days have passed, the dawning light is break-
ing, the sun of prosperity is glimmering on the
horizon and the herald of optimism is within our

gatesSoon the trade winds will blow, the mills will
throb and pulsate, factories will hum, furnaces
will paint their glow in the sky, empty cars will
be ladened, southward river craft will wend their
way, commerce and industry will thrive, beaten
paths to the mills will be filled with happy work-
men, all idle labor will be employed, a busy throng
of shoppers will fill the streets, the stores will be
crowded with buyers, pinched want will vanish
from a thousand homes, children in the courts
and alleys will clap their hands with joy, the
hills and valleys will teem with new life and
verdure, the sun will burst forth in regal
splendor and the fragrance of health and peace
and good cheer everywhere abound.

It will be an epoch in our history and Pitts-
burg, Phenix-like, purified as gold in the fire,
will cast off her mantle of depression and stigma

of graft and scandal and as a mailed knight. will
rise again in all her majesty and strength and go
forth conquering and to conquer, a giant in the
manufacturing world, a power in commercial af-
fairs, a peer in industrial wealth, the proud pos-
sessor of a regenerated civic government and the
happy dwelling place of half a million of God-
fearing and God-loving people.

President Roberts was followed by Rev. Dr.
Daniel Dorchester, who spoke briefly on "World
Makers," describing many of the great accomplish-
ments of science and invention and the very large
part which has been played by the artificers in
those creations, which are now commonly known
in the business of the jeweler. James W. Wardrop
followed with words which appealed particulady
to the members of the new club on the subject
of the "Value of Organization," and the next
speaker was Col. John L. Shepherd, New York
agent for the Keystone Watch Case Company.
Colonel Shepherd had been booked to speak of
"The Evolution of the Jeweler," but he dwelt
rather on the opportunity for the accomplishment

Alasonic badge presented to Dr. lel'atricb, uf Chicago

of great things even in this age. Never, he de-
clared, was there finer opportunity for the
imagination and creation of new and beautiful
things.

Prof. John A. Brashear made the closing
speech, his subject being the fascinating one of
"The Time of Day,". a topic which appealed not
only to the profession of the club members but
to everyone. He told of the evolution of the
clock; how the time Is calculated at observatories;
how the old Allegheny. Observatory, under the
direction of the late Professor Langley, furnished
electrically the time• for many railroads, and how
the new observatory continues to give the time
by electric click in the minutest fraction of a
second to the several lines of the great Pennsyl-
vania system.

A souvenir was distributed in the shape of
a "gold brick" of gold leaf, containing bon bons
wrapped in leaf to resemble nuggets of gold.

The members of the new club were delighted
with their initial banquet. Its officers are : Presi-
dent, Steele F. Roberts; vice-presidents, Otto
Heeren and J. C. Grogan; secretary, W. 0. Har-
rison; treasurer, J. Allison Reed; directors, 0. C.
Siedle, W. J. Johnston, H. A. Reineman, S. F.
Sipe, C. S. Wiley, D. L. Cleeland, A. C. Geis,
Rodney Pierce and Charles S. Holyland.
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Most Valuable Masonic Badge

What is said to be the finest and most valu-
able Masonic emblem ever presented to an in-
dividual in the history of Masonry was given last
month to Dr. James B. McFatrich, of Chicago,
at Medinah Temple, that city, during the regular
ceremonial of the Shrine. It was a regulation
Shrine emblem, from which was pendent a dia-
mond weighing 84 carats. The present was
specially ordered by Medinah Potentate Nelson N.
Lampert in New York, and was the gift of Me-
.dinah Temple to Dr. McFatrich in recognition of
his services in the Masonic vineyard. The reverse
side of the emblem bears the inscription: "From
Medinah Temple to J. B. McFatrich, Illustrious
Potentate, 1907. Unanimously re-elected, but
declined and named his successor." Last fall, at
the annual meeting in Buffalo of the Supreme
Council of Scottish Rite Masons, Dr. McFatrich
was given the exalted honor of being elected an
active thirty-third degree Mason.

Dr. McFatrich is the widely-known and popu-
lar president of the Northern Illinois College of
Ophthalmology and Otology, Chicago.

Recovery of the Heinze Necklace

By a somewhat remarkable fatality the $too,000
pearl necklace lost in New York by Mrs. Otto
C. Heinze, was recovered in Omaha through the
alertness of jeweler Albert Edholm, of that city.
Mr. Edhohn gave the following interesting account
of the recovery of the gems:

"Savis, who is a total stranger to me, came
into my store about 1.30 or 2 o'clock and showing
me a single pearl, asked the value of it. The
pearl was drilled as if it had been one of a string
on a necklace. I looked it over and told him that
it was worth at least $5o or $60. He said he had
a number of them at home and asked me how
much I would give him for ten or twelve more. I
now became suspicious and interested and com-
menced to plan how to notify the police without
arousing the man's suspicions. I hit upon a plan.
E told him I would like to have the pearl he had
just shown me examined by another expert and
would send it out by the boy to have it examined.
He seemed somewhat fearful lest he should lose
the pearl, but I reassured him. I sent the boy
with it to Carson & Banks' place in the Barker
block. This, of course, was just to gain time. I
then quietly told one of the clerks to step into the
cigar store next door and call up the police station.
I then set about engaging Savis in conversation
until the arrival of the officers. All the time I
was sweating blood for fear he would take fright
and get away. In a short time the boy telephoned
from Carson & Banks' that they had examined the
pearl and pronounced it a perfect specimen. Still
the police were not here so I told him to take it
over to Wilinsky & Co. in the Brandeis block and
see what they said. In a few moments more I
was greatly relieved to see a detective and patrol-
man enter the store and walk toward us. I gave
them the nod and Detective Murphy grabbed Savis
and held his arms, while he was searched for
weapons. A large gun was taken from him.

"After the arrest I went to the police station
to see what developments there were and was sur-
prised to find that the entire necklace had been
found on his person."

In regard to the reward Mr. Edholm says:
"The entire reward, $500, was given to me by Mr.
Otto C. Heinze, personally. Mr. Heinze gave an
additional $20 to one of the two officers that
made the arrest. Believing that I have always
had good support from the Omaha Police Depart-
ment, I decided to divide my reward. I gave an
additional $30 to the man that had received
$20 from Mr. Heinze, $50 to the other arrest-
ing officer and $150 to the Chief of Detectives,
who on several occasions I have found to be a
most efficient officer against jewelry thieves, and

$50 to the Police Relief Fund."

"Nothing to suggest; more in The Keystone
now than I have time to read. I ant most inter-
ested in advertising and I always enjoy "I. T."—

C. C. Breese, Jeweler, Franklin, Tenn.
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FRED. L. MOLLOY
AUCTIONEER FOR ESTABLISHED JEWELERS

If your holiday trade was not up to your ex-
pectation, if you have accumulated stock that
needs pushing, if you need money quick for
any reason, you need me. I will make a sale
for you, using legitimate methods only. In
doing so protecting your reputation.

Fifteen years' experience makes me master
of my profession. Hundreds of unsolicited testi-
monials from clients I have made sales for is the
best proof that I do as I claim. An experienced
assistant furnished if necessary, giving the
services of two salesmen for the price of one,

thereby doubling results and leaving your store in better condition both as to trade
in the future as well as financially at the present.

WRITE ME AT ONCE FOR TERMS AND REFERENCES

Fred. L. Molloy CHICAGO, ILL.
708 Edgewater Ave.

CORRESPONDENCE CONFIDENTIAL

WHAT OTHERS SAY
lb whom ii may

Mr. Fred. L. Molloy made a tell days' auction
,ale for me beginning 11,0 last of May and lasting Into
June, and will say that on goods bought reasonably
right he can realize a nice profit for anyone. I
myself am quite well satisfied with the results of
my auction sale, and a sale conducted as he conducts
a sale doesn't hurt anyone's business for the future.

Anyone needing the services of a good, honest
conscientious auctioneer need not look further
than my friend Fred. L. Molloy.

E. E. WILDER, Jetreirr, Danville, III.

To those contemplating all auction sale I
recommend Fred. L. Molloy. He emoduemil a ten
days' sale for me, and, notwithstanding that another
sale began soon after ours started, he made a
success of my sale. Ile is a hard worker mid will
do all possible to make a success of the sale.

I believe that lie leaves the merchant with a
better business than he enjoyed before the sale.
IV hat more could a man ask?

II. 'I% LOVE, Jeweler, Brookville, I'll.

This is certify bearer, Mr. Fred. Molloy, has
just finished a very successful sale. Ile is a hard
worker, gets the price and offends no one. Trade
conditions here am very bad, and, taking everything
into consideration, we done immense anti made
money.

I cheerfully recommend hint to any concern
contemplating a sale.

ED. DOE, Jeweler, Newark, Ohio

I have just closed a ten days' sale conducted by
Mr. Fred. L. Molloy, of Chicago, Ill., and wish to
say that I am more than satisfied with results. Mr.
Molloy is a conscientious, hard working man, alway,
realizing good prices.

I cheerfully recommend him to anyone con-
templating an auction sale.

G. T. Woon, Jeweler, Charles City, Iowa

I Will 

Make Your

Auction 

A Success

Sell only for
.established
Jewelers who
carry a good
regular line of6

goods. Am no
fakir. You can
see my ad in
Ti IE KEYSTONE
seventeen years
back. If you
want a nice,
clean profitable
sale, write to
me.

r.1

D. 0. HERNDON
1202 Commerce Building

Tel. Main 2341, Home Phone KANSAS CITY, MO.

PROFESSOR LINDSEY

World's

Greatest Auctioneer

of the Hour

ORIGINATOR and not

an imitator. One that

"MAKES GOOD"
C verywhere

IF YOU WANT MONEY QUICKLY, and lots of it,

write, find out and adopt the " Lindsey System"

in your sale. You can't afford to pursue narrow channels

and lose. Start your sale with the right man and success

ill an auction is waiting at your door.

WR1TE—Do it right now—WRITE.
My advice in an auction is worth money to you.

REMEMBER, I GO ANYWHERE

11. B. LINDSEY
204 East Twelfth Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Jewelers the Favorite Victims of
Thieves and Burglars

Times without number we have re-
hearsed in these columns the various ways
in which jewelers are victimized, but it
would seem that many of the trade had not
yet learned the lesson. A writer in the St.
Louis Post-Despatch has rehashed this old,
but always timely, story of trickery and
fraud as follows:

The most familiar trick is
known as "pennyweight-
ing," and it has been
worked on jewelers in St.
Louis and all over the

United States for twenty years. A well-
dressed young man walks into a jewelry
store and courteously asks to be shown
some solid gold wedding rings. The jeweler
places a well-filled tray containing wedding
rings of all different shapes and sizes in
front of the young man, who appears to
examine them very carefully.

Picking out a certain ring he asks the
jeweler to kindly weigh it and let him know
how many pennyweights it contains. The
jeweler immediately goes to his scales and
proceeds to weigh the ring. While the
jeweler is thus engaged the young man,
who is in reality a thief, quickly picks out
the largest and heaviest ring from the tray
and taking an imitation one out of his
pocket substitutes it in the place of the good
one which he has stolen.

When the jeweler returns to his cus-
tomer after weighing the ring and tells him
the exact weight, the young man says that
he will take it, but that he wishes to have
it laid aside until the following day, when
he will have the money to pay for it. Some-
times he pays the jeweler a small deposit of
25 or 50 cents in order to gain his confi-
dence and avoid suspicion.

The jeweler is, of course, entirely satis-
fied with this arrangement and, as none of
the rings are apparently missing from the
tray, he has no idea that a theft has been
committed and perhaps does not discover
his loss for months.

The stolen ring, even though it be i8-
karat, solid gold, and of a very heavy pat-
tern, is generally worth only $io or $12
and, therefore, it is only the cheaper class
of thieves who devote their time to this
special kind of graft. •

Another trick used in vic-
timizing jewelers, and one
which is far more ingenious
and original, is the "apple

trick." It is operated in this manner. A
prosperous-looking- young fellow walks into
a jewelry store and asks to look at some
valuable diamond rings, meanwhile munch-
ing away at a big red apple. The jeweler
Places a tray of diamond rings on the show
case or counter and the crook pretends to
examine them and filially selects a ring and,
after squinting through the stone, he tells
the jeweler that the diamond is a little "off
color," or has a flaw in it. The jeweler,
anxious to discover if this is correct or not,
takes the ring and hastens to the front of
the store to examine it through his glass.

The
Pennyweight
Game

The Apple

Trick
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The moment his head is turned the
thief picks out the largest diamond in the
tray and sticks it deep into the apple which
he has been eating. Then walking leisurely
to the front door he throws the apple out
into the street. Perhaps the jeweler ob-
serves his action and perhaps not, but even
if he does he doesn't think anything of it
at the moment and continues his examina-
tion of the diamond, trying to discover the
supposed defect. Finally he turns to the
customer and tells him that he is mistaken
and that the stone is perfect and has abso-
lutely no flaw in it. The grafter then
apologizes and says he thought he had no-
ticed a slight defect, but, however, as long
as the stone is perfect he will buy it, and,
after being told the price he requests the
jeweler to lay it aside until next day, when
he will call in and get it.

The jeweler agrees to this and starts
to put away the tray, when suddenly he
notices that one of the costliest rings is
missing from it. He at once accuses the
young man of taking it.

Of course the grafter pro-
tests his innocence and of-
fers to let the jeweler
search him. They go into

the private office, where the crook takes off
all his clothing and submits himself to a thor-
ough examination, but, of course, the mis-
sing ring is not found. Perhaps the jeweler
noticed the young man throw the apple out
into the street, and anxious to leave no stone
unturned, he hastens out and picks up a
partly eaten apple from the gutter in front
of the store. But, strange to relate, though
he tears the apple to pieces he discovers no
trace of the missing ring and filially is com-
pelled to give it up and apologizes to the
customer, who, acting the part of an in-
dignant citizen to perfection, walks out.

Now the reader is doubtless wonder-
ing what became of the stolen ring, so we
will proceed to follow the course of its
wanderings from the moment it was cast
out into the street, deeply imbedded in the
heart of the apple.

If anyone had taken the
The trouble to observe it, a
Confederate tratnpish-looking individual

might have been seen loiter-
ing around the outside of the jewelry es-
tablishment, and the moment the apple con-
taining the diamond ring was thrown out
into the street the hungry-looking tramp
slowly sauntered over to where it lay and
picked it up and, without being noticed by
anyone, quickly dropped a half-eaten apple
of the same color and size in its place, then
hastened away from the vicinity.

As the reader has doubtless surmised,
this trampish-looking party is really the
confederate of the grafter inside the store
and it is his duty to secure the apple con-
taining the diamond ring and put a dupli-
cate in its place. Of course, it does not al-
ways occur to the jeweler to go out and
examine the apple, and he may not even ob-
serve the action at all. Nevertheless, the
crooks believe in being on the safe side, and
so they always leave a duplicate apple in
order to satisfy the jeweler that it had no
connect ion with the disappeartnce o f the ring.

Assumed
Innocence
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Another very clever trick
The Chewing often employed by diamond
Gum Trick thieves is known as the

"chewing gum trick." The
crook goes into a jewelry store and usually
asks to be shown some diamond studs. He
goes through about the same performance as
in the case of the "apple trick," in order to
divert the salesman's attention for a mo-
ment and thus gets a chance to steal the dia-
mond. As soon as the salesman's back is
turned the thief picks out the largest and
most valuable stud in the tray and taking
a quid of chewing gum from his mouth he
presses the stud firmly into the gum and
then quickly sticks the quid under the edge
of the show cases or counter.

In case the jeweler misses the stud,
which he usually does, and accuses the
young man of taking it, the grafter protests
his innocence and, as in the other case, vol-
unteers to stand a "frisk," or, in other
words, to submit to being searched. Of
course, nothing is found on him and lie is
allowed to depart, which he loses no time
in doing.

A short time after he had left the store
another well-dressed young man enters and
asks to look at some watches or something
else. He is the first grafter's partner and
has been put wise just where to find the
chewing gum with the diamond stud em-
bedded in it.

While the salesman's attention is di-
verted he feels under the edge of the
counter and secures the stud which his pal
stuck there. Then he makes some excuse to
the jeweler and walks out, without attract-
ing the least suspicion to himself, and, later
on, he meets his pal and they proceed to
pawn the diamond and divide the money.

Sometimes the crook purloins a dia-
mond ring from the tray and substitutes a
phony, or imitation, one in its place, the
same way as the "pennyweighters" steal the
solid gold wedding ring. But this is pretty
risky, as the jeweler is more apt to notice
a "phony" diamond in among the good ones
than he would be to notice the fake wedding
ing.

The Window
Smasher-

Very often one reads in the
papers of how some jewel-
er's show window was
robbed of valuable gems

and, although the store may be on some thor-
oughfare which is considerably traveled by
pedestrians and the hole in the window may
be of a large size, no one appears to have
heard any crash during the night and no
clue is ever found as to the perpetrator of
the crime. Of course, there are some thieves
who are very crude in their methods and
who would simply heave a rock through the
window in order to reach the coveted gems
and, at the same time, arouse the entire
neighborhood with the crash of breaking
glass. But the expert has a far smoother
way of turning the trick than that. After
spotting a show window in which the
jeweler is in the habit of leaving his stock
of precious stones over night, he waits for
a favorable opportunity, then going to the
store some dark night, generally at an early
hour of the morning when few people are
on the street, he proceeds to rob the window.
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United States Patents

T H E

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by Wm.
N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust
Building, Washington, D. C.

No. 907,170.—Watch-movement. Granville Nut-
ting, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to New York
standard Watch Company, Jersey City, N. J.,
a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed May 12,
1908. Serial No. 432,368.

In a watch movement of the character de-
scribed, the combination with a top plate provided
with a socket, of a shipper lever formed on one
end with a stud fitting in said socket and with a
shelf, a driving pinion carried by said lever, a

driven wheel provided with a heart-shaped cam
and adapted to engage with said driving pinion, a
spring secured at one end to the top plate and
having its opposite end resting on said shelf, said
spring operating to shift the lever in one direction
whereby to engage the driving pinion with the
driven wheel, and at the same time retain said
stud in its socket, substantially as described.

No. 912,170.—Safety Attachment for Stickpins,
etc. Philip Rittersbacher, Newark, N. J., as-
signor to Theberath & Co., Inc., a Corporation
of New Jersey. Filed May 23, 1908. Serial
No. 434,675.
A guard for scarf pins, consisting of a single

strip of spring metal bent to a bow shape and
having limbs of single thickness of metal ter-

minating at their free ends in diverg-
ing lips, each limb being first out-
wardly bent and then inwardly bent
between the diverging extremities
and the arc of the bow, and the
limbs formed with perforations the
walls of which are in alinement
when the lips are brought together
and out of alinement when the lips
are released, said perforations being

located between the free ends of the limbs and
the bend forming the bow.

No. 907,521.—Timepiece Regulator. Richard G.
Norton, Madison, Wis. Filed June Ii, 1907.
Serial No. 378,367.
A regulator for timepieces, comprising a mov-

able regulator lever provided with spaced rigid
arms, a fixed curb pin secured to one of the said
arms, and a spring secured to the other arm and
having its free end extending opposite the fixed

curb pin and then bent approximately at right
angles to form a second curb pin operating in con-
junction with the fixed curb pin to clamp the
hairspring.
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No. 910,043.—Combined Match Safe and Cigar
Cutter. John Cassie and Joseph D. Martin,
Lawrence, Mass. Filed March 27, 1908.
Serial No. 423,627.

/ff

I.

A match box having in combination a hous-
ing divided into an upper and lower compartment,
a knife pivotally held within said upper compart-
ment, a drawer slidably held within said lower
compartment and an ejector arm secured to said
knife and extending into said drawer as and for
the purpose set forth.

/I
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No. 912,235.—Electric Clock. Hermann H. Engel-
berg and Cleaver Wagner, Danville, Pa.
Filed June 21, 1905. Serial No. 266,366.
In an electrically wound clock, a magnet, an

armature, an arm carried by the armature, a rock-
ing lever engaged by said arm, a pin carried by

a–
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the lever, lever, two spring contact plates and a tooth
formed on one spring contact plate and engaged
by the pin, said pin alternately separating and
pressing together the contact plates, as and for
the purpose set forth.

-
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No. 912,323.—Chain Swivel. Alexander J. Pollock,
St. Louis, M. o. Filed June 15, 1908. SerialNo 

In a device of the kind described, the com-
bination with a supporting member, of an attach-
ing member, the ends of said attaching member

being adapted to fit into
said supporting member,
means movably mounted
on said supporting member
and adapted to releasably
secure the ends of said at-

-LE taching member in said
supporting member, and a
t o p member movably

mounted on said supporting member and adapted
to co-operate with said securing means to operate
the same, substantially as described.

No. 910,751.—Adjustable Collar Fastener. James
A. Ward, Jr., Fort Smith, Ark. Filed August
7, 1907. Serial No. 387,538.
A device of the class described comprising a

piece of sheet metal having relatively flat front
and rear faces extending from one extremity to

the other and provided with az longitudinal slot beginning ad-J  / 

jacent the middle of the piece
and terminating close to one end7
thereof and presenting two

smooth parallel edges, a fixed stud extending
from and secured to the piece at a point between
the inner end of the slot and one extremity of
the piece, and a head on the stud, in combination
with a removal button consisting of a base
adapted to bear slidably on the face of the said
piece from which the stud extends, a shank on
the base passing through the slot and freely mov-
able from one end of the slot to the other between
the said smooth edges, and a head on the shank
disposed at the side of the said piece opposite
from the base of the button, said head being
hingedly connected with the shank of the button
for permitting removal or insertion of the latter.'
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No. gog,298.—Clock. Edward F. Herschede, Cin- •
cinnati, Ohio. Filed February 13, 1908.
Serial No. 415,656.

In a clock the combination of devices for
sounding the fractions of the hours and devices
for sounding the hours, a cylinder having pins

adapted for actuating the devices for sounding the
fractions of the hour and a second set of pins for
actuating the hour-sounding devices, the second
set of pins being out of register with the hour-
sounding devices when the first set registers with
the fractional devices and vice versa, means for
rotating the cylinder, means for shifting the cyl-
inder to effect the registering of the pins and the
aforesaid sounding devices, an hour track and a
minute track at the end of the cylinder, a contact
device carried by the cylinder for contacting the
tracks, an automatic means for moving the con-
tact device to the hour track to cause the cyl-
inder to shift at the hour, and means for shifting
the cylinder back after the hour.

No. 909,503.—Clock System. Ernest E. Yaxley,
Chicago, Ill., assignor to Monarch Telephone
Manufacturing Company, Chicago, Ill., a Cor-
poration of Illinois. Filed October 26, igo8.
Serial No. 459,654.
A master timing device including an electro-

magnet, a power device in which energy is stored
by the electro-magnet when energized, mechanism
operable by said power device to enable the trans-
mission of power therefrom to perform work,

switching mechanism operated when the power
device has transmitted energy replenished therein
by the electro-magnet to close circuit through the
electro-magnet, whereby energy in the power
device may be replenished and operated when said
electro-magnet has discharged its function of
storing energy in the power device, to exclude the
electro-magnet from circuit, in combination with
a relay whose circuit is governed by said switch-
ing mechanism, switching mechanism operated by
the relay magnet and slow to be restored to nor-
mal when released by the relay magnet, and a cir-
cuit governed by the latter switching mechanism
and including an electro-magnetically controlled
timing device.
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Affairs of Herman Keck Manufactur-
ing Company and Duhme Jewelry

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

The developments connected with the affairs
of the two above-mentioned companies since our
last issue point to bitter litigation before a final
settlement. The attorneys for the Keck company
claimed that the court had no jurisdiction on the
ground that no specific act of bankruptcy was
alleged in the creditors' petition. As a conse-
quence an amended petition was filed on March
5th, setting forth the following alleged causes of
bankruptcy : That the Keck company, on Sep-
tember 19th and September 23d, concealed and
secreted diamonds to the value of $55,566.67 with
intent to defraud creditors, and pearls valued at
$21,500, and semi-precious stones valued at $8000.
The amended petition also alleges that the com-
pany, on December 22, 1908, "while insolvent,
transferred $300 to Oscar Keck, one of its credi-
tors, with intent to prefer him over others."

The dispute over the $8000
worth of diamonds, alleged to
have been taken from the stock by
President Oscar Keck, is tern-
porarily suspended. On Saturday,
March 13th, in the Federal Court,
Mr. Keck turned over to Receiver
Carroll twenty-seven diamonds,
valued at about $80oo, which Keck
is alleged to have removed from
the assets of the company after
the receiver took charge. Presi-
dent Keck announced that he does
not relinquish his claim to the
stones and Judge Thompson has
ordered them kept separate from
the other assets.

Another complication was
created by the filing of a suit by
Mrs. Clara Keck, widow and ad-
ministrator for Herman Keck.
who claims that Oscar Keck, as
the president, refuses, on her re-
quest, to make a clear accounting
of diamonds valued at $188,000,
which, she alleges, are a part of
the assets of the Keck company.
She says the Keck company owes
about $200,000 and that, while not
insolvent, is in danger of becom-
ing so. She asks the court to
compel the return to her of the
Duhme stock, which, she says, she
was induced to transfer, and to
compel Oscar Keck to account for
the diamonds.

There was received by the
Federal Court March 6th the pe-
tition of Backes & Strauss, of
London, England, asking that the Keck company
be adjudged a bankrupt. The firm alleges that
the Keck company committed an act of bank-
ruptcy when, to prefer them as creditors, the
company transferred to Oscar, Amanda and Emma
Keck thirty rings set with diamonds. The British
company claims it holds notes of the Keck com-
pany for $22,013 for diamonds and other precious
st ones.

Attorney Jonas Frenkel, for Receiver Carroll,
has appointed C. Oskatup Daller, of the Clemens-
Oskamp Company, appraiser of the stock of
watches of the Duhme Jewelry Company and has
also appointed Charles Nolting, of the Oskamp-
Nolting Jewelry Company, and Moses Schwab,
the wholesale jeweler, as appraisers of the Duhme
company's goods.
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years. It looks nice, but what is it worth? Ex-
actly the cost of the paper and seal, unless the
inventor intends to spend several hundred times
the first cost of the patent fighting infringements.
The inventor who brings out something new, if it
is worthy or not, can be certain that if anybody
else desires to manufacture the article he will do
so with some slight changes. If this does not
suit the inventor he can go to law—in other words,
play the ponies.

The inventor has enriched the country, but so
far he has had little or no protection. What the
inventor needs is stricter patent laws. He should
either get a patent which protects or none. An
application with but immaterial changes from an
older patent should be refused and each and
every application should cost so much whether
patent is issued or not. The Commissioner of
Patents should have the right to declare an in-
fringement and prohibit its manufacture and sale.
This would throw the cost of court proceedings
on the imitator if he should want to appeal from
the decision of the Commissioner.

T feel certain that the revenue of the Govern-
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Woman Who Keeps Time for London

Of the many unusual occupations followed
by women, probably the most curious, and by no
means the least interesting, is that of the official
timekeeper of London, to whom practically every
big watch and clock maker in the metropolis pays
a fee once a week to learn the correct time, says
Tit-Bits.

'What is more," said Miss Belleville, the
woman in question, recently, "my father and
mother before me earned a very good income by
providing London with the correct time. As a
matter of fact, my curious little business origi-
nated some seventy years ago. In those days it
was extremely difficult to obtain the exact time
in London. The principal watch and clock
makers had nothing to guide them. If they sent
to the Greenwich Observatory there was no out-
side clock, and the department, of course, did not
exist for the purpose of supplying watchmakers
with the time.

"Ultimately Mr. Pond, the astronomer royal of
the period, was approached and
asked if anything could be done.
My father, John Henry Belleville,
was at that time chief assistant of
the astronomer royal, and also a
ward of his, and Mr. Pond sug-
gested to him that on certain days
my father should take around the
right time to London firms by
means of a corrected chronometer.

"This my father did, the firms
paying him a stipulated amount
per annum, and the innovation
proved so successful that, at the
tulle of his death, he was drawing
an income from this source of be-
tween £400 and £500 a year. After
his death my mother was granted
the privilege of having her chro-
nometer corrected at Greenwich
whenever she pleased, in order
that she might carry on the busi-
ness of timekeeper, and when she
gave it up in 1892 I took her place
and have carried on the business
ever since with the permission of
Sir William Christie, the present
astronomer royal."

Every Monday morning Miss
Belleville goes from Maidenhead,
where she resides, to the Observa-
tory at Greenwich and is there
given an official document saying
that her chronometer differs from
mean time by so many seconds and
tenths of seconds. Such a favor
is granted to no other person and,
armed with this exclusive creden-

tial, Miss Belleville sallies forth to correct the
timepieces of London.

She has about forty customers in the city, and
to each she repairs in turn and permits them to
correct their time in accordance with that of her
own chronometer and the official document. And
from the forty customers whom Miss Belleville
visits for this purpose the rest of London gets its
time, for the customers include such firms as
Dent's,—the makers of Big Ben,—Benson's, etc.
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In the above portrait our southern readers will recognize the familiar features ofGilbert J. Leonard, a popular member of the traveling staff of Leonard Krower, NewOrleans, La. Mr. Leonard has represented the house of Krower for the past eightyears and travels through all the southern cities with tools, material and optical goodsonly. An accomplished salesman, with a strong personality and abundant good nature,he is always a welcome visitor with the southern trade, a large proportion of whom heranks among his patrons. The above is reproduced from one of several unique postalcards used by Mr. Leonard.

Invention and Its Material Rewards
Ell. KEYSTONE :—Your editorial, "Invention

and Its Material Rewards," will cause every in-
ventor in the trade to think what is the real
reason so few inventions are successful and what
would be the remedy. The inventors of this
country pay a nice share of the Government ex-
penses and what do they get in return? A sheet
of paper nicely sealed, giving them the right to
manufacture and sell their idea for seventeen

mem would increase if the laws were made
stricter. First the Patent Office would be paid
for each application whether patent would be is-
sued or not. Second, very many inventors who
have ideas for new things would apply for patents
if they knew that a patent would have a backing.
As it is now, few will stay in the game after get-
ting the second or third bob-tail flush dealt to them.

We hear a lot about the small business ability
of inventors. No doubt there are few Wana-
makers amongst them, as their brains are de-
veloped in a different way. No doubt many fail
for lack of backing. As it is now, the man willing
to risk money in something new will either buy
out the old patent at a low prfce or apply for a
new one. Almost anyone can invent a few little
changes on a patent and cover them with a second
patent. It is a vain boast to say we have issued
900,000 patents, of which perhaps too,000 are
original and the rest imitations. What the in-
ventor needs is fewer patents, but those should
protect. Yours truly,
St. Louis, Mo. C. CULMAN.

[Our correspondent's complaint in regard to
the inadequacy of our patent laws is fully justified,
although there are arguments on both sides. That
the laws do not protect, however, is quite true, and
this is naturally a serious grievance with inven-
tors.—En.]

U. S. Navy Has Most Powerful Search-
light

Tht flagship Connecticut, of the United
States Navy, is now equipped with the most power-
ful searchlight in the world. It has a strength of
i8o,000,000 candlepower, which, for the sake of
comparison, is 179,998,000 candlepower more
powerful than the ordinary street arc lamp. The
great mirror is 5 feet in diameter and was made
for the Government in Germany. The searchlight
will throw such an immense beam of light that it
will be able to detect a submarine or torpedo boat
at a distance of ten miles. Searchlights of the
same great power are to be installed on the new
American "Dreadnoughts." Their cost is about
$5000 each.
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5 YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN  1
The young or mi.lille-aged man who desires to learn Engraving, to graspthe finer points of Watchmaking and Optics, finds 11 necessary tospend at least live years in a store before he has attained a thorough knowledge of the busi-ness. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. Weget telegrams and letters every day, offering positions to tot r graduates, which shows whatpractical storekeepers think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Spe our large advert 'semen t, page 592

FRED. J. BAHNI & CO. Inc.
PEORIA, ILL.

Special order jewelers to the trade. Repairing and fine
engraving. Complete line of jobbing stones. Quick
service. Good Work. Prices right.
WE BUY ALL KINDS OF OLD WATCH MOVEMENTS

TRIAL ORDERS SOLICITED

INCREASE YOUR REPAIRING
YOU CAN YOU OUGHT TO

We have studied the proposition, developed a method and gotten out a booklet. We can show yousomething that. will make Mr. Watchmaker work. Send two stamps TO-DA Y to cover expenseand we will send Imok let anti show you how.
THE GOLDEN LATHE REP. AND MFG. CO., Jewelers' Bldg., Boston

Engraved Souvenir Spoon.s
BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Wevbosset St., Providence, R. I.

KANSAS CITY HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
This department is under the direct supervision of W. B. NEEDLES, Oph., D.N.D.,and teaches an advanced course in higher branches of Ophthalmology.

We can secure you a position at good salary. Send for catalog. Work for the tradesolicited and satisfaction guaranteed. Both Schools Incorporated and Chartered.
A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th St., KANSAS CITY, MO.

A g

Victory Lapel Button
Ricks. Pat'd.

GEHHARDT umRos.,

VICTORY
Lapel Back and
Safety Catches

.A polled to your Spring line

OPEN CLOSEU

VICTORY
PAT'S.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

FOR BROOCHES
increase your business Send for Catalog and Price-List

Fifth and E51m Sts., Cincinnati, Ohio

Established 1838

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand
Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
5/ years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order
them of your jobber, who
will be pleased to serveyou, but be sure that the goods have the above brand on them. Try ourSolder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easyflowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. li. FULLER & SON CO., Pawtucket.FigoTdOeR1Y31:and. U.S./L

Foot=Power Lathes
/

- Correct in principle.Ifigh-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made
This Cut represents our No. 4 Lathe which isadmirably adapted for the heavier work' of watch-makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
6643 Ruby Street, Rockford, III.

DIAMONDS and VINH WATCHES

Bought, Sold or xcliarigecal
FOR SPOT CASH

Appraisemeuts made for estates or individuals

J. J. C01-iN
1011 Chestnut street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
Write for further information

PATENT
CENTERING TOOL.

Thb, tool will enable
the watchmaker in a
moment to find the exact center on the thinnest as well

I wish to dispose of the patent rights II II ilk IlctIlI
hear from manufacturers.

JOHN A. PETTA, 2329 First

Mahler's Improved Temple Ferrules
A practical method of repairing- broken spectacle temples.

These ferrules are made of good stock, soft solder lined
and make a neat , clean job. They are put up its fOilOWS:

NO. 2. IIOX containing half gross assort ed sizes, A doz.
gold filled and 1 doz. Ger. silver . . 80 centsNo. tt. Paper containing 2 doz. assorted sizes, 18 gold
filled and 6 tier. sliver . . 25 eentsNo. 4. raper containing 2 doz. assorted sizes, all gold
filled . . . . • • . . 30 centsAsk your jol;ber for t hem, or send direct to tale.
FRED MAHLER, Grand Rapids, Mich.

LINDNER e ruvvppeillearz'

51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Being an exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt
and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES
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....

 -60-
as t he largest staff ot•
and In cdfnl tool, and mild Inc pleased to

Ave., Seattle, Wash.

THE THINOS WE DO

Jewelry Engraving
Either by instil or in our workshop. Our graduates cando the %fork that is required of them. Send for booklet

CHICAGO JEWELRY ENGRAVING CO.
'DEPT. ti Boyce Building, I HICACiO, ILL.

.144. t's

SHOWIAG HO

WASHER 15

ADJG5TED

1..00R

seers

MEAD

MORT° AOLV.1900

SPECIAL NOTICE—These "washers" are
COI o:el by United States Patent
No. 894,311, and all i nfringements
will be prosecuted.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if caseshoulder is worn away or sprung.

MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.PRICES: Gross, $1.50 ; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.
FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUS1-1ES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set Complete, 
$2.00, Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE AND 
FELT WATCH 

CASE BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH AND 
END BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED
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Annual Meeting of the New Eng-
land Watchmakers' Club

President WIII. B. Garfield

At the annual
meeting of the New
England Watch-
makers' Club, held
March gth, at 87
Bromfield Street,
Boston, President
F. J. Whilton oc-
cupied the chair
and gave a short
review of his ad-
ministration for the
past two years. He
has seen the or-
ganization grow
from a small club
into an incorpor-
ated body, with
permanent q u ar -
ters, increasing

membership, and he ends his term of office with a
good balance in the treasury.

The club has been fortunate to have such.
a leader. He is an able work-
man and a great student and
is recognized as one of the
best posted men on the history
of ancient clocks in this sec-
tion of the country.

President Whilton ex-
tended his thanks to the mem-
bers of the various commit-
tees which helped to make a
success of the club. He
leaves the office,. having made
a host of friends and with
best wishes of the members.

D. C. Percival & Co., Inc.,
of Boston, offered, through
President Whilton, to the club
a sterling silver cup as an
honor prize, to be awarded
March, 1910, after the public
exhibition of skill in watch
and clock snaking, to be judged
by three disinterested parties.

The gift was accepted by
the club and a vote of thanks
extended to the donors: The
club members showed great
interest, and in March, Iwo,
will, no doubt, be seen an exhibit of watch and
clock work that will be of much interest to the trade.

The board of directors were given authority
to issue a certificate to be given with the prize
to the winner as New England's ablest watch-
maker. All members of the club may enter the
contest. W. B. Garfield, vice-president for the
past two years, was elected president for the
coining year. President Garfield is one of Bos-
ton's best known watchmakers, with a record of
which he may feel justly proud. He has been for
thirty-three years with one firm, Kettle & Blake,
of Boston. He was one of the organizers of the
club and served as director and vice-president.
As head watchmaker for Kettle & Blake he has
had a wide experience and his counsel is eagerly
sought after by the club members.

Vice-President G. M. Smith, of Boston, is
noted for his ambition. He is a past master at the
bench, having had experience in most all of the

watch factories in the country before starting his

own business in Boston. Last spring he gradu-

ated at the head of a large class in law at the

Boston Young Men's Association, another institu-

tion where all who will may learn.
Treasurer Larry Nichols was re-elected. Mr.

Nichols holds a position as head watchmaker

with Rand & Crane, one of Boston's most ex-

clusive jewelry shops. Secretary William A. Dar-

ling is the youngest of the officers. He is well

known in New England and his bench looks out

on Boston's richest highway, at Charles W. Johan-

110I'5, 12 Milk Street.
Among the fifteen directors chosen for the

coming year are many of New England's famous

watchmakers.
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The technical committee are well pleased with
results of the past season and the classes have
had good attendance. The class on escapement
snatching is the largest; staff making, jeweling and
pivoting come next. A series of ten lessons are
being given on each subject, with actual work at
the bench.

The second annual manufacturers' exhibition
of watch tools will take place April 2oth and 21St.

The New England Watchmakers' Club ex-
tends a cordial invitation to all watchmakers to
attend their meeting the second Tuesday of every
month. The club motto is, "To learn more is to
earn more."

Omaha Retail Jewelers' Club

An organization of the jewelry trade of
Omaha was formed at a meeting held on March
4th. The chief purpose of the new club is to
make the necessary preparations for the big na-
tional convention, which will be held in that city
in August. T. L. Coombs is president of the
association and A. Mandelberg secretary and
treasurer.

The club got right down to business immedi-
ately after organization and took the necessary

G. William Stolz ; vice-president, C. F. Bauer;
secretary, \V. F. Schirmer.

The other members of the association are
J. W. Grant, A. T. Ward, J. A. Schirmer, H. S.
Siebel, Fred D. Farmer, E. J. Irvine and William
'Hesse.

Fox River Valley Jewelers' Club

The Fox River Valley Jewelers' Club, a dis-
trict organization of Wisconsin jewelers, held
its semi-annual meeting last month at Neenah.
Jewelers were present from Berlin, New London,
Oshkosh, Appleton, Green Bay. The evening was
taken up mostly with social pleasures. A short
business session was held when four new members
were admitted to membership, increasing the club
membership to twenty-two. It was decided to
hold the annual meeting and election of officers
at Green Bay on June 3oth. An enjoyable banquet
brought the meeting to a conclusion.

North Dakota Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation

The annual convention of the above organi-
zation was held in Grand Forks, N. Dak., early last
month. The occasion was signallized by the largest
attendance in the history of the association and
this created exceptional enthusiasm and interest
in the programme. Mayor Taylor, of Grand
Forks, formally welcomed the visiting jewelers,

who were most cordially
treated during their stay in
the city.

The class in escapement matching

steps ill regard to varters for the visitors, ex-
hibition room for the manufacturers' displays, etc.
The necessary committees were formed and meet-
ings will be held on every Tuesday until the con-
vention meets. The first meeting was honored by
the presence of President Archibald and Secre-
tary Callison, of the National Association.

Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the above organization

will be held Monday and Tuesday, June 28th and

29th, at Cedar Point, the famous summer resort

near Sandusky, Ohio. On Wednesday, the 30th,

will be held the first reunion of the Noble Order

of Ku-Kus, and this will prove to be the social

event and will be well attended, assurance having

been given by many Ku-Ku nests that their mem-

bers will be present.
As the Ohio Optical Association will hold

their convention at the same place on July ist and

2d, this should prove to be the best convention

ever held in this State.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association

Last month the jewelers of Saginaw, Midi.,

met and formed an association for the purpose of

promoting greater social activity among them, but

at this time the principal reason is to form plans

to give the Michigan State Jewelers' Association

a royal reception and general good time when they

meet in Saginaw April 28th. The following are

the officers of the new local association : President,

The report of Secretary
C. E. Tilson showed that the
association in t9o8 had a paid
up membership of fifty-eight
with an additional twenty-six
whose dues were in arrears.
Apart from the business pro-
gramme of the convention
there were very instructive
papers read and much dis-
cussion of subjects of interest
to the trade. Among these
were "Fraudulent Advertis-
ing," "Guaranteeing Repairs"
and other subjects of like in-
terest. Charles F. Higgin-
botham delivered an address
on "The Balance and Springs,"

which was much appreciated by those present.

Watch Tests at Kew Observatory

A subscriber wishes to know what are the
tests to which a watch is subjected at Kew Ob-
servatory, London. Briefly, the trial for A class
is divided into eight periods of five days each:
First, pendant up ; second, pendant right; third,
pendant left ; fourth, dial up in refrigerator
(about 40° F.) ; fifth, dial up in room (about 65°
F.) ; sixth, dial up in oven (about 9o° F.) ;
seventh, dial down in room; eighth, pendant up.

Marks are awarded in this way. Taking ioo
to represent absolute perfection, they are divided
into-4o for no variation of rate, 40 for no change
of rate with change of position, and 20 for no
temperature error. 'ro get an A certificate at all,
the daily rate must not exceed to seconds, the
mean difference of daily rate during each period
must not exceed two seconds ; the difference of
mean daily rate between pendant up and dial up
must not exceed five seconds ; between pendant up
and any other position, to seconds ; change of
temperature must affect the daily rate by less
than one-third of a second per degree F. A
watch performing only just within these limits
would represent the zero point ; it would get
certificate, but no marks.

-- --
Ivory may be silvered by soaking it in a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver until yellow and then
exposing to the sunlight until it becomes black.
Rubbing or burnishing will then bring out the
luster of the silver.
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Watch Repairer for the Trade
Careful Reliable Prompt

Trade References Price-List on Request

A. D. PAPAZIEN
Cockroft Bldg. 71-73 Nassau St., New York

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

For Scarf Pins Studs and Luse,
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. PrIce,61.60 per doz. For
salehyall wholesale Jewelersandmaterialhouses.
Samplebymail,250; in1OK.gold,111.00;14R.$1.25.
1A.CROInider.hinvir.48& 60 MaidenLone.N.Y.

Established 1890

Watch Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

Good Work promptly
done at Fair l'rices.

Best Material used.
Reference given.
Estimates furnished

WM. N. BRUNNER
711 Sansom Street

(Second Floor Front.)

Philadelphia, Pa.
Itell Telephone

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

WATCH and
JEWELRY REPAIRING

FOR THE TRADE

cit. F. MOELLER_,
45 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

(With N. J. FELIX)
Price-List sent on application

QUE GEM
I U NITIED STATES STONES

ALSO CEYLON, URAL, BRAZIL AND
OTHER FOREIGN SEMI-PRECIOUS GEMS

AT LOWEST PRICES
SAMPLE PAPERS SENT ON REQUEST

LOUIS J. DEACON, Atlantic City, N. J.

Jewelry Repairing
We manufacture and repair

anything in the line of

JEWELRY

WATCH REPAIRING
FOR THE TRADE

TRY US

KIRCHNER &RENICH
11 South 7th St., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on

WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price..

list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

A QUICK JOB,

A FACTORY

FINISH AND

A PLEASED

CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE

SANGER'S

EMERY RING
BUFFS

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE

Manufacturers of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices and discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

ocrika.sra.110,,notrift",nuir4,3.

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal
Engraving

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

44-4,0044-40‘f‘clirtt,(.0tot-f

The Klein School of Optics
185 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

Has the Best Clinics in the country.

Gives the Most Thorough Instructions.

Does not issue Sham Diplomas.

If you wish to become a COMPETENT
OPTICIAN, go to the KLEIN SCHOOL.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane • NEW YORK

Sc

CATCHY
ENGRAVING
in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE
Artistic Monogram and Letter

Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

ULLSTROjj CO.
Ash fund Nebratikei

A Full Record of
Watch Repairs

is kept in every well-conducted

repair department. Seems like

work to keep such a record, but

it isn't. There's no waste of timc

or effort if you use the well-known

KEYSTONE

RECORD BOOK OF

WATCH REPAIRS

gotten up specially for this pur-
pose. Thousands of them are in
use by the trade, and once used

none would be without them.

Each book has space for t600

entries with printed headings.

Sent postpaid to any par/ of Me world
on receipt of price, $1.00

Published by

The Keystone Publishing Co.
811 North loth Street

PlilLADF.l.PHIA,

—ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enarnelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

The Star Jewel Co., of 18 River St.,Elgln,III.
Are Manufacturers of All Kinds of

BALANCE JEWELS and ENDSTONES
TRAIN and CENTER JEWELS 

Write for Price-List J. MAGINNES, Pres.

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work called for and delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrll Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway z54 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlandt ,CE Dey Sts. Corner 20th Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st snit' 42d Streets

NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving-
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and .x merle:III Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW
- - -- —

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Scod for Our New Price. List
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The Buying End—Side Lines and
Snide Lines

At retail, common sewing
The Wiley needles come twenty-five in a
Salesman packet. At wholesale they are

sold by the thousand, prices
ranging from fifty cents for the cheapest grades

UP to a dollar-forty for the best. Ten thousand

sewing needles is a large order, and in the best

grades amounts to but thirteen or fourteen dollars.
Some years ago a jolly, fat salesman went

through the Middle West with a line of sewing
needles, and nothing else. He would visit a town
of eight hundred population, and when he left

there might be three merchants there who had
each bought one hundred thousand sewing needles

from him.
Eight hundred people will be divided into

not two hundred families. Therefore, if each
family in that town should purchase needles at

the wholly preposterous rate of five packets a
year, it is easily seen that by a little work between

trains the fat salesman had provided for the needs

of this town for at least twelve years to come,

and more likely twenty.
In selling needles on this scale

Tricks of there are certain points to be

the Trade observed. The fat man ob-
served them. For example,

merchants usually test needles by pressing them

between the fingers. If the sample snaps it is

good steel ; if it bends, the contrary. The fat man

had considerable trouble with his samples at the

outset, because quite a number of them would

bend. So he solved that problem by carrying
competitors' needles in his sample case.

"What make of needles do you handle?" he

inquired.
The merchant told him.
"Try those and see if they're not better," sug-

gested the fat man, handing out half a dozen

needles of the very brand the merchant sold. If

they snapped nicely he exclaimed:
"You don't want any better goods than those,

do you?"
But competitors' needles bent about as often

as his own. When this happened he triumphantly

exhibited the packet:
"That's the kind of stuff you've been trying

to sell. Now let me show you some real needles."

To unload four years' supply he talked buoy-

antly about possibilities, persuading the merchant

that he ought to make a bid for more patronage

by putting in a larger assortment of better goods.

"Is your business coming—or going?" rea-

soned the fat salesman. "Do you want to grow—

or stand still? Why buy and sell like a pedler

when you can get a merchant's prices and terms?"

With a hundred thousand needles he offered

to throw in a cabinet to hold them—an ornament

to any store. If that didn't close the deal he

offered four months' credit. Was there still hesi-

tation? Well, he had yet another inducement. At

the end of four months, when the bill came due,

his house would take back all needles returned in

good condition. This whole proposition, he urged,

was an introductory offer to get new business for

his house. The fat salesman talked as though he

meant to come back to that town again and again.

But he never came back.
The merchant who took a hun-

The Overlooked dred thousand needles at four

Clause months would have fully
ninety-nine thousand still on

hand when the bill came due. He tried to take

advantage of the return offer. Then the jolly,

fat salesman's house explained (and there was a

fine-print clause in the contract covering this

point) that it hadn't exactly meant every little

packet of needles could be returned. Oh, dear,

no! That would be no way to do business ! It

accepted only such needles as were shipped back

in unbroken packages of one thousand.
Alas ! his packages were all broken, and the

stock tossed and scattered. For the day his ship-

ment came in the merchant had neatly distributed

the whole hundred thousand in the orderly com-

partments of his cabinet. That was why the cabi-

net was thrown in.
This is a typical incident in retail experience.

The salesman who never comes back, and never
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means to, victimizes at least one merchant in the
average town once a month, and his schemes are
Infinitely varied except in one important particular
—there is always a hole big enough to let the
seller out of the bargain..

Ask the average small mer-
Playing chant what he considers the
the Joker most grievous handicap in his

business, and the reply will al-
most invariably be, "competition." Statistics com-
piled by one of the great commercial agencies,
however, attribute less than two per cent. of the
retail business failures to competition. More than
half the disasters are attributed to "incompetence"
and "lack of capital." Wholesale houses supply-
ing the retailer put their own interpretation on
these causes, and say that both may be traced to
Injudicious buying. The merchant who fails may
have given so much attention to bargaining that
five to ten per cent. of the merchandise leaving his
store went out without record, and was never
billed to his customers, or paid for. That's in-
competence. He gave three times as much time to
buying as to selling, with the outcome that the
sheriff found all his money tied up in unsalable
junk, and all his credit, too. That's where the
capital went.

When it comes to selling, competition may
hurt. Btu, in buying, the shrewd merchant finds
competition a genuine benefit. For it provides
around him a group of experimenters who will

try out the schemes and swindles of the mercan-
tile world. If capable of profiting by example, all

he need do is watch.
An elderly German philosopher

The German's runs a drug and novelty store
Scheme in one of the small towns of

Pennsylvania. In business
many years, he is so shrewd a buyer that very
often the jolly, fat needle salesman finds Herr
Schulte backing gracefully out of the hole in the
bargain that was left for the exit of his own
house.

The needle bargain was offered him, for ex-
ample, after Ise had seen the principle worked out
by the grocer across the street on a purchase of
toilet soap. Herr Schulte agreed to take the
hundred thousand needles at a close price, the
ornamental cabinet, the four months' credit and
the rest of it. But he made his own bargain.

One thousand needles he purchased outright, and

to these the cabinet was added as a gift, on condi-

tion that the remaining ninety-nine thousand
needles be placed in his store on commission.

This was a very different purchase from the

grocer's, who had become the owner of his toilet

soap the moment it casne into his store. The

needle salesman pulled a long face at the prospect
of altering his magnificent offer in this manner,

but finally closed the deal in the belief that his

house would be able to take care of Herr Schulte

when the matter of payment came up. When that

time came round, though, the merchant showed

the collector that none of the ninety-nine thou-

sand needles had been sold yet.
"Well, I'll tell you how we're willing to ar-

range with you," said the collector smoothly.

"Pay us a little on account—even a dollar—to

prove good faith."
"Not a cent," said the merchant. "That

would make me the owner of those needles."
"But I must make some sort of return to my

house."
"Charity begins at home."
Then the collector blustered, swore, threat-

ened suit and tried to frighten the merchant.

Presently he scratched through the pharmacist,

through the philosopher and reached the real

Deutscher underneath. Herr Schulte ordered him

out of his store, told him that if the goods were

not removed he'd charge rent on them, cursed the
collector and his house. That wound up the deal.

The merchant kept the cabinet.
"With such fakirs, at times, nothing will do

but plain speaking. Ah ! when I began this busi-

ness, my friend, I was an educated gentleman.

But now—
On another occasion a strange

The Cigar salesman walked in with an ex-
Swindle ceptional bargain in cigars—

two hundred ten-centers for

eleven-fifty, and a patent cigar-cutter thrown in.

That face N'as familiar, somehow. While trying

to place it in memory Herr Schulte examined the

samples. Cigars—worth not more than one-
seventy, wholesale. The patent cutter—aha!

"This is undoubtedly a bargain," he said in-
nocently, "but I am overstocked with cigars just
now. Have you shown this to the barber on the
opposite corner?"

One glance across the street and the strange
salesman shut his samples and silently slipped out
a rear door. Now he remembered where he was.
Three years ago he had sold such an outfit to the
barber. His patent cutter fell to pieces in three
days, and the Brevas Malodoras killed all the
barber's ten-cent trade. The barber was standing
in the door of his shop. His memory was work-
ing, too. He looked over toward the drug store,
and there was blood in his eye.

About the shoddiest swindle
The Jewelry ever brought to that town, ac-
Swindle cording to Herr Schulte, was

the Chicago jewelry fraud. A
competing druggist had slowly built up a small
business, two blocks down Main Street. His
little frame store was mortgaged for sixteen hun-
dred dollars. To help along, his wife did fancy
sewing. A persuasive salesman came there one
day and interested this druggist in jewelry as a
side line. While a man waited for a prescription
it would be the easiest thing in the world for the
druggist's wife to sell him a pair of cufflinks for
himself or a chain for his wife. The salesman's
house not only furnished a full line of the most
salable jewelry, but gave several months' credit
and shipped a handsome show case with the
goods. Profits were enormous. The struggling
competitor signed a contract, got his jewelry and
show case, and then the "joker" was played.

By the contract the druggist had agreed to
sign notes amounting to three hundred dollars
within ten days after the goods were received.

This contract was purposely held back in Chicago,
however, until the ten days had expired. Then it
became a due bill for three hundred dollars, ac-
cordinn to the terms, payable immediately. Two
weeks later a collector began hounding the victim,
demanding the whole payment, and threatening to
sue. The new druggist came crying to his com-
petitor :

"It will ruin me ! What shall I do?"
On Herr Schulte's advice the wife managed

the affair. Obviously the purpose of the Chicago
house was to force some sort of compromise pay-
ment. One hundred dollars would have yielded a
profit on such junk. The wife laughed in the col-

lector's face, told bins that the business was in her
name, and finally compromised the transaction by
paying twenty dollars for "expenses," returning
the goods.

Not every merchant gets out of such corners
as easily, though, and after a round sum of money
had been extorted there is still the worst part of

the swindle to be dealt with. For the shoddy

goods must be disposed of, and one show case
filled with such brass jewelry can damage a mer-
chant's reputation in the community for years to
come.

There are very good reasons why these shady
schemes succeed year after year. They have in
them the elements of success. Their appeal is

sound. No matter how tricky the strange sales-

man may be, or how worthless his junk, he can
always persuade merchants because he utters solid
mercantile truths. "Add a new line—transact
more business," is his argument. That argument

is in harmony with advanced retail tendencies.
A century or so ago the jeweler was an actual

maker of timepieces, plate and precious ornaments.

The hardware man made locks. The publisher

was a printer. All had shops adjacent to their
workrooms where products were displayed and

sold.
To-day, however, the merchant is no longer a

manufacturer with a selling annex, but a dis-

tributer of goods so varied that no single manu-

facturing concern could make for the tiniest retail
business, even though it had the resources of the

Steel Trust. The successful merchant now dis-

tributes, building up selling business alone, aban-

doning the old "trade lines" that are largely a

tradition of the days when every merchant was a
manufacturer, and making the retail store a chan-

nel through which will flow, not only the largest

possible volume of merchandise for the capital

employed, but also the widest range.—James H.

Collins, in Saturday Evening Post.
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WATCH REPAIRING
Ordinary and complicated. R. R. inspection work. Some customers

send us ALL their work

JEWELRY WORK
Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry

to order, gold plating and coloring

ENGRAVING
for jewelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
Send for our Trade Price-List. Established Lancaster, Pa•thirty-one years in

REFINERS ana ;42toinid,,,s."vienr:nricly
shape-s o I id s or

Sweep Smelters i 81 w rpia,dellu,tiri on gi i s g 0 1 ir

filings. Prompt
Established 1889. returns.

Tile W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark. N. .5

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot afford to be without an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.75 ;
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00:1 doz.metaLastd.,86c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt ofprice). if you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
of " Grip" for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Welicleweler,Meshoppen, Pa.

LOUIS CIOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

Jacobson's

Watch Oil

WILL NOT
GUM OR
CORRODE
THE METAL

Price Per Bottle
30 Cents

SOLD IN CHICAGO BY
BENJ. ALLEN 8r CO.
THE A. C. BECKEN COMPANY
HENRY PAULSON & CO.
C. H. KNIGHTS-THEARLE CO.
NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.
EMIL BRAUDE & BRO.
E. SCHWARTZ & CO.
E. A. DAYTON & CO.
OTTO YOUNG & CO.

SOLD IN ST. LOUIS BY
THE REEVES-KEMPER CO.
BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELRY CO.
J. W. CARY & CO.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.
ColumbusMemoriall314.,103 StateSt.,Chicago

gr'Spot Oash-los
FOR JEWELRY STORES
I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send
stocks at once, no matter how large or
small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request.
If offer is not satisfactory, will return
goods.

EMIL NOEL
552 E. 46th Place, Chicago,111.

If you should be in Chicago with your
stock, make appointment with me by
telephone, Drexel 5323.

AWARDS FOR

K. H. Heioricfi's Marine CHrogolfieters
CHICAGO. 1893 PARIS, lase BERNE, 1889

Very good second-hand
CHRONOMETERS 011
Repairing, springing and
adjust log Chronometers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Soetettor to H. II. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
I have employed Mr.
THOS. C. REDFERN 10
my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. I know
of' no one who has a better general knowledge of
chronometer work than he has. He has also done
a great deal ofti ne and Complicated watch repair-
Ing for me, and I can recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. 11. H. HEINRICH.

G.F.WagSWOrtli
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Silver Plating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turnina
Ch•naing Old

rogIDII•o0Solo.
Cnses In !Dike

American S. W.
M0,1311.1i• sly

Specialty
OLD CASFEI

NUDE raw

Silversmiths'
Building'
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, Initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To Insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded,

TEN CENTS In postage stamps must be
enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) If they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for first twenty.five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisements inserted for less than as
cents.

ENGRAVER and assistant watch and clock
repairer wants position at once; moderate

wages. Young man of good address.
"L 638," care Keystone. 
A THOROUGHLY competent practical

watchmaker, jeweler and engraver, with
more than 3o years' exp., desires permanent
position in a northern State after May z,
1909; own bench and complete outfit of
tools. Address "C 700," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER and optician would like
position; refs. furnished. Address W. C.

Coes, 538 South Common St., Lynn, Mass.
WATCHMAKER, engraver, wants perma-
nent position with a first-class house.

Best of ref. Ask for particulars. J. J.
Schellberg, 5822 Susq. Ave., Phila., Pa. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, opti-
cian wants position by April 1-is. Gilt-

edge ref. "S 869," care Keystone. 
JEWELER and engraver; two years' drug

store exp.; some optics; good ref.; capabre
of taking charge of jewelry dept. "T 834,"care Keystone.
ABOUT April isth, permanent, watch-
maker, optician, good all around work-

man; exp. in high-grade work; married;
age 3o; twelve years' exp. • As ref. Minne-
sota or the Dakotas preferred. $20 per
week, "M 866," care Keystone. 
YOUNG man, 22 years, wishes position

with wholesale jewelry or material house.
Four years' exp. at bench. Best of ref.
"J 870," care Keystone. 
BY As watchmaker, on or after May sat;
can assist with jewelry, clockwork, stone-

setting, engraving, exp. salesman. North,
Northwest or West preferred. Best ref.
C. H. Ostrander, 503 Fourth Ave., Ster-
ling, Ill. 
YOUNG man, engraver, jewelry and clock

repairer, as assistant watchmaker, all
around, good in store. Iowa or Missouri
preferred. "H 874," care Keystone. 
PERMANENT position as watchmaker and

optician by graduate; number of years'
practical exp. ,• steady and sober. Can

itake charge f necessary. "B 867," care
Keystone.
WANTED-To take charge of watch re-

pair department with first-class firm,
western city. Seattle, Wash., preferred.
August 5, 1909. Refs, as to capability, etc.,
furnished. "P 875," care Keystone.
Al JEWELRY engraver, fair watchmaker,

optician and salesman desires position in
West at once; excellent refs.; moderate
salary. "B 868," care Keystone. 
AS assistant watch repairer and engraver.
Can do clock work; wait on trade. Have

most necessary tools, including lathe,
chucks, face-plate, etc. Have six years'
store exp. Prefer Illinois, Indiana, Iowa
or Missouri. Address H. W. Hamblin,
Galesburg, Ill. 
OPTICIAN, first class, three years' jewelry

exp., will locate with live man to get
more knowledge in jewelry business; salary
to suit; go anywhere. "S 877," care Key-
stone.
YOUNG man, with exp. as salesman,
would like position to finish trade as

watchmaker. Can do j•walry and clock re-
pairing. Address "W 85o," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED
BY honest and strictly first-class watch and

clock repairer, capable to take charge of
repair department where high-class work is
catered to. "H 864," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, engraver, graduate opti-
cian, desires change by August sat. Age

27; married; no bad habits; best of ref.
Texas preferred. Address "U 858," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man desires position as watch-
maker and engraver; can do clock and

jewelry repairing. As ref. "S 865," care
Keystone. 

POSITION wanted as clerk in Chicago re-
tail jewelry store; exp. in jewelry trade.

Age 26 years. Good appearance. Address
"P. L. 40," 1201 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago.
POSITION, by young man of 24, as sec-
ond watchmaker to complete trade. Have

had one year's actual exp. Reasonable
salary accepted. "E 86i," care Keystone.
BY a good watchmaker, salesman and en-

graver. Not afraid to work. Can show
best of ref. State salary in first letter.
West preferred. "M 860," care Keystone.
FINE watchmaker and optician, capable of

doing fine railroad work; thorough and
rapid. Nine years' exp. Have tools. Will
wait on trade; refs. "J 863," care Key-
stone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, salesman and

plain letter and monogram engraver ,• age
26; ref. and samples of engraving. F. A.
Howe, Emmetsburg, Iowa. 
SINGLE man, 24, competent watchmaker
and engraver. Five years' exp. at watch,

clock, jewelry repairing, will furnish
first-class recommendation and refs. Have
tools, including lathe and footwheel. J. A.
Podvin, 252 Melbourne Ave., Detroit, Nlich,
MAN, 25, wants position as assistant watch-
maker; three years' exp., six months

under inspector. Knowledge optics, en-
graving, tools, refs. Middle West. "S
848," care Keystone.
POSITION wanted about May 1 st by first-

class watchmaker and expert engraver;
can also repair jewelry. Best of refs.
Address Lock Box 235, Littlestown, Pa. 
FIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver; ten

years' exp.; best ref. "L 849," care
Keystone.
WANTED-Situation as second watch-
maker by young man. Address Geo.

Bartholomew, Sciota, Ill. 
YOUNG lady, optician and engraver, de-

sires permanent position in good live
city. West or South preferred. Best refs.
Address Hanna K ristianson, Ellendale,
Minn.
WATCHMAKER, first-class, all-around
workman, single, 25 years of exp.; Ger-

man descent; wishes situation; ref. fur-
nished. Address J. Lohmeyer, 1534 North
Tenth St., Phila., Pa.
BY May ist, young man, exp. Under As
workman to finish in watchwork; plain

engraver; own lathe, etc.; good habits.
Illinois or Indiana preferred. "C 856,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and jewelry repairer,
exp. on American and foreign watches;

thorough workman, fine set tools. Best
refs. as to ability and character. H. T.
Charles, Mountville, Pa. 
EXPERIENCED watchmaker and optician

wants position about April 15th; also do
ordinary jewelry and clock repairing and
plain engraving. Have all tools; temper-
ate; prefer Illinois or neighboring States.
"K 85r," care Keystone. 
FIRST-CLASS optician, jewelry jobber
and salesman; thoroughly understands

taking in and delivering all work. Ameri-
can and single, with twenty years' exp.
Fully able to manage any jewelry and
optical business; best of refs. Address
"A. P. D.," care I. Wartell, jeweler and
optician, 515 E. Tremont Ave., New York
City. 
WANTED-Position as assistant watch-
maker; exp.; own tools; 25 years old;

refs.; Northwest or Southwest preferred;
$15. L. Harmison, Hoquiam, Wash. 
HIGH-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler

wants position with the view of taking
interest in the business. "L 845," care
Keystone.
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, with tools, de--

sires position at once. Middle-aged man;
competent to handle railroad work. New
England States preferred. Address E. H. B.,
45 Charles St., Springfield, Mass. 
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;

52 years' exp.; good habits; age 32;
married. West preferred. "C 839," care
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver;

excellent habits; refs. No, t full set of
tools. Address E. J. Foyes, 213 Fredonia
Ave., Peoria, Ill. 
WATCHMAKER, strictly first class, 28

years' exp. in fine American and Swiss
complicated work; highest refs. Texas or
southern States preferred. Address
"Watchmaker," si6 Lavoca St., San An-
tonio, Tex,

SITUATIONS WANTED

POSITION by watch, clock and jewelry
repairer; salesman; 16 years' exp. Box

90, Bloomfield, Iowa. 

WATCHMAKER, plain engraver and
salesman wants steady position; $18 per

week; have best of ref. Good set of tools.
"M 845," care Keystone.

TRAVELING salesman desires position
with jewelry or silver house. Nine years'

exp. in Iowa, Illinois, Missouri and Ne-
braska. "L 846," care Keystone.

As WATCHMAKER, graduate optician,
trial case, tools, position in Mexico or

Spanish-speaking town in United States or
Cuba. Speaks fluently English, French,
German, some Spanish. Free by June.
C. P. Martin, Peniel, Tex.

WANTED, by May ist, a position as
watchmaker and engraver. Refs. as to

character and ability. H. M. Gregory,
Grove City, Minn. 

GRADUATE optician, watchmaker, jeweler
and engraver wants steady • position.

Can give best of ref.; 22 years old, single;
good habits; own tools. Victor Roderick,
La Harpe, Ill. 

BY fine engraver, watchmaker, May 1st;
age 24; good habits. Engraving samples

on request. $25 a week. South preferred.
"Engraver," Box 234, Willoughby, Ohio. 

ENGRAVER, young man, as engraver and
salesman in good store. Michigan pre-

ferred. Landis School of Engraving, De-
troit, Mich. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, fair
engraver • steady, good habits, indus-

trious.
engraver;

good houses need apply.
Conrad Kohler, Charlottesville, Va., Charter
House.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER desires position. Own
tools; with five years' exp. Address

"Watchmaker," 2612 N. Seventeenth St.,
Phila., Pa.

BY high-class watchmaker, salesman and
optician; am temperate and good work-

man. Over 20 years' exp. Northwest pre-
ferred. Address "R 882," care Keystone.

WANTED--Position as watchmaker and
optician in Minnesota or West. Own

tools and trial case; had eight months' exp.
in school. "K 891," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER wishes permanent posi-
tion to wait on trade; good appearance;

middle age; temperate. Capable of hand-
ling railroad work. Salary $30.00; refs.;
"C 887," care Keystone.

BY neat-appearing man of 25, with seven
years' exp, as watchmaker, salesman and

jeweler. Good ref. furnished. Address
P. G. Witt, Olivia, Minn.

WATCHMAKER, exp, on high-grade and
complicated watches, desires position in

retail store or workshop. Capable of taking
charge. Willing to start for $18 per week.
Address "P 854," care Keystone. 
EXPERIENCED salesman, watchmaker,

jeweler and engraver wants position in
retail store. Can take charge of store if
necessary; state wages; good ref. "D 894,"
care Keystone.
YOUNG man wishes position. Can do
jewelry repairing, some watch repairing

and engraving; is best of salesmen, good
appearance, well recommended. Arnold

WGilman, aterville, Maine.

WATCHMAKER., of twenty-five years'
exp.; full set of tools; able to take charge

of store; can do engraving and soldering;
best of ref. H. W. Counter, 123 Washing-
ton St., Spokane, Wash. 
COMPETENT watchmaker and optician,

single, of good address, age 24, speaks
German, wishes permanent position; refs.
furnished. Western States preferred. Ad-
dress W. P. Holtz, care 'Thomas Juzek,
Elgin, Ill. 
WATCHMAKER, 24, married, eight

months' exp., wishes to finish trade;
strictly temperate; not afraid of work or
long hours. Box 46, Holmesville, Ohio. 

BY good watchmaker, plain engraver; six
years' exp, on watch work, also clock,

jewelry repairing; speaks English and Ger-
man; best habits; less than $15 a week not
considered. T. J. Vogel, Monticello, Iowa.

YOUNG lady wishes position as engraver,
clock repairer and second watchmaker;

best of ref. Address Miss Selena Morgan,
Galeton, Pa. 
RELIABLE assistant watchmaker and nice
engraver desires permanent position with

some congenial firm. Capable of taking
complete charge of store. 'Willing to act as
salesman, trim windows and repair jewelry,
if necessary; as years old; seven years'
exp.; gilt-edge ref. Own complete set of
tools.  Address "W 835," care Keystone. 

YOUNG man wishes position at once.
Watchmaker, clock and jewelry repairer.

Capable of taking charge; good appearance;
best of refs. Charles Chilson, Jonesville,
Mich. 
POSITION wanter by young man, watch-
maker and engraver; io years' exp. Refs.

and samples of engraving furnished. Ad-
dress "A. C. 40," 1201 Heyworth Building,
Chicago, Ill. 
YOUNG man, watchmaker, jeweler, optt-

cian; engrave a little; best of ref. J. E.
Marke, Jackson, Mo. 
FIRST-CLASS, rapid and accurate, letter
and monogram engraver; good salesman

and ad writer; is years' exp. Samples and
best ref. Address "T 832," care Keystone.

BY young man, 29 years old, position at
once, as traveling salesman for reliable

jewelry or material house; best of refs; no
years' exp. at bench. R. E. Jeffeord, Jef-
ferson City, Mo.  
APRIL 15th or May ist as watchmaker
and optician in exclusive jewelry store.

Photo., refs, on request. "K 852," care
Keystone. 
BY first-class watch and clockmaker, plain
engraver; German, 27 years of age; 13

years exp.; own tools. Fr. Strobach, 508
Wood St., Phila., Pa.

WITH wholesale jewelry house, by. single
man of 25; seven years' retail jewelry

store exp. Neat appearing and hustler.
Addregs Lock Box 44, Olivia, Minn.

BY practical man as well as practical
salesman to travel or represent a first-

class manufacturer of metal-plated goods;
have had eight years' exp.; can furnish
best of ref. Address "H 883," care Key-
stone.
35 YEARS' exp. running store and at the

bench; best ref. No bad habits; railroad
town; no cheap job; permanent place. J. G.
Carnahan, Oxford, Ind.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

HELP WANTED

WANTED-An Ai watchmaker and en-
graver. Send refs., salary expected and

sample of engraving in first letter. Fritz
Hoofer, Aurora, Nebr. Read also page
424 C, March Keystone. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and fair en-
graver; steady position to right man;

age 30 to 35, married preferred. Expect
to pay about $8o per month. Give refs.,
exp., photo. in first letter. Fine climate,
up-to-date growing seacoast town. G. B.
Haines, St. Petersburg, Fla. 

WANTED-First-class watchmaker and
engraver, who can do jewelry and clock

repairing. Salary $25 to $30 per week.
Permanent position. Apply with refs. and
sample engraving. J. Lowinsohn, Birming-
ham, Ala.

WANTED-First-class watchmaker, south-
ern man preferred, one understanding

optical work who can engrave, to take
charge of store in small town in North
Carolina. Salary $5200 a year, with com-
mission. "A 793," care Keystone. 

PERMANENT position for a first-class
jeweler on new work and repairs; one

who is a good engraver preferred. Send
samples of engraving, copy of ref., state
amount of salary expected in first letter.
Address J. Levinski, Waco, Texas.

WANTED-A first-class engraver and
salesman. Send samples of engraving,

copy of ref.; state amount of salary ex-
pected in first letter. Address J. Levinski,
Waco, Texas.
YOUNG man, with two or three years'
exp. repairing jewelry and clocks; who

can engrave and assist on watches pre-
ferred. Age, refs., wages, habits, sample
engraving, photo. G. L Abbott, so6 N.
Washington Ave., Lansing, Mich. 

AT once, watchmaker capable of doing
good work, not necessarily engraver or

salesman. State salary and refs. Perma-
nent. J A. Rummele, _Manitowoc, Wis. 

MAY x 5th, young man, second Watch-
maker, engraver, jeweler. Permanent

position. Send samples engraving. Write
fully, stating age. exp., qualifications.
Chas. F. Halbkat, Watertown, S. Dak.

AT once, first-class watchmaker and en-
graver, capable to act as head watch-

maker and take complete charge of work.
Permanent situation and liberal salary to
right man. Send refs. first letter. W. C.
Fisher, Lorain, Ohio. 
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,

salary $25 to $30 per week; give refs.
Address "S 857," care Keystone.

AT once, assistant watchmaker and jewelry
repairer; state exp., salary; send ref.

Braly Bros., Columbia, Tenn. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician; per-
manent position to right party. State

salary, give ref, first letter. Box 456,
Tarkio, Mo. 
WATCHMAKER, one who can engrave

preferred. Good opportunity for the
right man. Must be a good workman and
furnish first-class refs. "A 840," care Key-
stone.
SKILLED watchmaker, engraver and op-

tician. Salary expected and sample of
engraving in first letter. Hollins Bros.,
Lake Charles, La. 
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and salesman.

If man is optician and a good all-around
man will pay $30 week, and more, if he
can earn it. Can sleep in store. Position
permanent. Board reasonable. Nevada
town. Address "B 837," care Keystone. 

YOUNG watchmaker and engraver wanted
by April ioth or before the 20th. Per-

manent job to right man. Good ref.
needed. H. F. Hart, Webster, S. Dak.

WANTED-A first-class lens grinder and
bench man. Right salary to right party.

Permanent. Portland, Oregon. Address
"H 827," care Keystone. 

WANTED-First-class watchmaker, south-
ern city. Must furnish own tools. No

second-class man need apply. "K 892,"
care Keystone.

WANTED-Exp. salesmen on salary and
commission to handle line of jewelry

boxes and supplies for manufacturer to
cover western and southern territory;
state refs. Address Charles H. Fuller Co.,
378 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED-Buyer and manager for our
optical department. Must have had

actual exp. in buying and managing a de-
partment and understand compiling a cata-
logue. Address, stating former exp. and
salary expected, Claude Seymour, care
Otto Young & Co., Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED-First-class watchmaker, jeweler,
engraver. Salary $10o; permanent posi-

tion. W. P. Waters, Sheridan, Wyo. 

WANTED-Good watchmaker for general
run of work as well as railroad work.

Either on salary or commission or both.
South. "P 893," care Keystone.

CAPABLE jeweler and optometrist, with
$5000, to buy watch material, optical in-

struments and machinery with understand-
ing to take charge of jewelry department.
Write for particulars. "S 885," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER-Wanted at once; must
be first-class workman, honest and sober.

Drinker not wanted. Must own tools and
come with the best of refs. Permanent po-
sition to man that can make good. H. E.
Adams, Tampa, Fla. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, at once. Must
be thoroughly competent and reliable.

Send refs. and photo. State wages and full
particulars in first letter. Tillson Jewelry
Co., Carrington, N. Dak. 

WANTED-Exp. salesmen to carry as side
line an article which sells on sight and

for which there is already a big de-
mand from jewelry and department stores.
Splendid profits. Very liberal terms. Ad-
dress "S 895," care Keystone.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

695
WANTED

SPACE in jewelry stoic by optician having
up-to-date edge-grinding and surfacing

machines. Motor power, electricity. Fine
drawing card. Good refractionist, capable
working up trade for self and owner of
store. Any locality, but Middle South pre-
ferred. State size of space, rent for same.
Refs. exchanged. "E 888," care  Keystone.

GOOD paying small jewelry business
wanted, by a reliable man having $800 to

invest. Address "W 8go," care Keystone._ _
WANTED-Secondhand Webster-Whitcomb
lathes, chucks and attachments for cash.

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons, Lancaster, Pa.

RETINOSCOPE and ophthalmoscope. Must
be in first-class condition and cheap for

cash. Address, with full particulars, A. S.
Eby, Bartlesville, Okla. 

WANTED-Second-hand lathe ("Rivett"
preferred); also jeweling caliper rest and

foot-wheel. Send description and price.
J. H. Bryans & Co., Storm Lake, Iowa.

PARTNER with about $2500. Must be
good mechanic, easy to get along with,

industrious. Fine chance for good man.
"H 843," care Keystone. 

WANTED - Second-hand watchmakers'
lathe and bench. Joseph Serio, 5523

Ellsworth St., Phila., Pa.

WANTED-To know whereabouts of G. H.
Fisher, jeweler, aged 44 years; height 5

feet so inches, weight about 135 pounds,
dark hair and eyes, heavy eyebrows; last
heard from at Crowell, Tex. Address Mrs.
G. H. Fisher, 7.35 Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 

TO buy exclusive jewelry business in town
of 700 or more. Box 344, Sutherland,

Iowa. 
WANTED-Flat-hand power rolls, at least
two inches wide; good condition. Charles

C. Vogt, Allentown, Pa. 

WANTED-Good opening for watchmaker.
Address "E," 275 Raymond St., Elgin, Ill. 

JEWELING caliper rest for No. 2 Moseley
lathe. A. Rettie, care Cowell Sz Hubbard

Co.,  Cleveland, Ohio. 
PARTNER, good-paying drug-jewelry busi-

ness; Iowa; registered man, watchmaker
and jeweler. "K 875," care Keystone.

WANTED-Young man, with $soo, who is
practical jeweler, to take part interest in

jewelry business, with salary and manage-
ment of business. Address P. 0. Box 460,
South Bend., Ind. 

TO buy secondhand, up-to-date wall cases
and showcases for room 30 x 40 ft.

Henry & Pritchett, Hawkinsville, Ga. 

WATCHMAKER and jeweler wants loca-
tion either to buy or manage store.

Competent in every way. H. W. Counter,
523 Washington St., Spokane, Wash.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY business in Austin. Box 696,
Austin, Pa.

IN sunny Colorado where the climate is
perfect, where business and profits are

good all the time, in a growing city of
20,000; Stock $20,000, business $30,000;
stock and fixtures new. You can't beat it.
"L 686," care Keystone.

MONEY making jewelry store, with living
apartments, $10,000; all particulars in

first letter. George Reinhardt, 2055 Lan -
mer St., Denver, Colo.

$5so0 BUYS old-established, well-paying
jewelry business in live town of ii000. 

Write for particulars. "W 669," care key-
stone.

PAYING jewelry business, stock and fix-
tures, $3000; Nebraska town about moo

population. Address "C 712," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY store, invoice $4000, in north-
eastern part of Illinois. Have the largest

stock in town and leading business. Only
two other jewelry stores. Population of
town 6000. Wanting to dispose of business
on account of poor health. For particulars,
write "U 806,"- care Keystone.

JEWELRY store and fixtures in Central
California gold-mining town, population

4000. Mild climate. Cleared $5000 in five
years. One competitor. $3500 cash. Ad-
dress "Snap," care of Nordman Bros. Co.,
so Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 

JEWELRY store in North Dakota; railroad
terminal, also telephone central worth $75

per month. Stock invoices at $1200. Best
reasons for selling. "P 759," care Key-
stone.
ESTABLISHED jewelry store in best

n in State of Nebraska of 12,000.
Clean,

t 

up-to-date stock; fixtures almost

ow

new. Invoice $3000; will sell part down,
rest in payments. Other interests and rea-
sons for selling. No land deals considered.
"11 862," care Keystone.

$65o JEWELRY store; 1908 cleared $15oo ;
bargain, $600 cash. Poor health. Ad-

dress "Dempster Street Jeweler," Evans-
ton,
FoIls Lale for spot cash, the jewelry And

optical department in the largest depart-
ment store in Lincoln, Nebr. Reason for
selling, going into the wholesale business.
A grand opportunity to make money. Must
furnish Ax refs. Address "C 88o," care
Keystone. 
OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store, De-

troit, Mich. $2000 cash, 14ave other
business demanding my attention. Books
open for inspection. Write for particulars.
"B 739," care Keystone.

AN unusual opportunity for a man with
a little capital to get an old-established

jewelry and optical business in an excep-
tionally good Michigan town; strictly up-to-
sdtaotnee;. no opposition. "M 859," care Key-

ONONLY jewelry store in town of 800 ; stock
and fixtures about $750 or $800; estab-

lished 54 years; good reasons for selling;
Southwestern Iowa town. For full particu-
lars address F. A. Furman, Riverton, lowa.

WHOLESALE and retail watch repair
business, city over 300,000. Keep three

men busy; $6000 last year; increase yearly.
Can clear $2500 per year. $5000 cash.
Satisfactory reasons selling. "B 847," care
Keystone. 
GOOD paying jewelry business, town --of

50,000 Central Ohio. Good, clean stock;
invoice about $8000. "D 855," care Key-
stone.
JEWELRY and optical business in West

Tennessee. Good proposition. Robt. L.
Akers, Clarksville, Tenn.
'EXCELLENT opportunity for jeweler and

optician who likes the country. Beau-
tiful location. Fine optical apartments and
workshop. Very little capital required.
Frank E. Healey, Jr., Bradford, Vt. 

JEWELRY and optical business. E. G.
Longcro(f,ctonBtle.rtiliiend, Wonist. age 696)
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JEWELRY and drug store; good paying
business as books will show; other busi-

ness reason for selling. Only those with
$3000 cash meaning business need answer.
M 853," care Keystone.

TURNED stock three times a year, in 1908,
the "panic" year. Cash receipts last De-

cember $3.300. Stock and fixtures without
tools invoice about $4500. Fine little city
of about io,00o. Best location in town and
exceptionally low rent with lease. Investi-
gate. Southern Indiana. "H 844," care
Keystone.
JEWELRY stock and fixtures, $1800. Big-

gest snap in State for competent work-
man. Easy terms. Worth Investigating.
C. W. Slayton, Hart, Mich. 
JEWELRY business, established 19 years,

with a fine reputation, in the best and
fastest growing city in the West. Owner is
sick and must retire. Stock and fixtures
will invoice about $5000. The stock is prin.
cipally watches, diamonds and solid gold
jewelry. Will make special .price to the
right man, or will sell half Interest to a
good man with good refs. Location the
best in the city; rent only $115 a month,
which is low. Address Box 1304, Salt
Lake  City, Utah. 
ONLY Jewelry store in Northwestern Ohio
town of isoo population. Fine farming

and oil country; $1000 or $1200. All the
work one can do. "C 836," care Keystone.

BEST location, stock and fixtures, in live
Oregon town of 3000. Apply immedi-

ately. "M 838," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, located in the growing
town of Fort Morgan, Colo.; the county

seat; eighty miles northeast of Denver.
Population s000. Has electric lighting
plant, water works, good schools, beet sugar
factory, sewerage system, fine climate, ele-
vation 4200 feet. Operates under light
expense. Five-year lease on store. Stock
$i6,000 to $18,000. Can be reduced, if
necessary. Repair work $15o per month.
Address The Edward Lehman Jewelry Com-
pany, Denver, Colo. 
PROSPEROUS Jewelry business in a

growing manufacturing town over 20,000
population; store in business center; low
rent. Stock and fixtures about $3000.
Will discount i5 per cent. from inventory
(without debt). Purchaser must have cash.
Reason for selling, ill health; have been in
business 30 years. Address P. 0. Box 122,
Norwalk, Conn.
DANDY- jewelry store, inventory $isoo,
can reduce. Population 3000; natural

gas, high school, trolley cars, two railroads,
several manufactories. Reason for selling,
other business. W. H. Hills, Canisteo, N. Y. 
JEWELRY store, handling talking ma-
chines and phonographs, in city of

ioo,000 inhabitants; stock can be reduced
to suit purchaser. Will sell for cash at
fair price. "G 826," care Keystone. 
SMALL Jewelry store, with complete set of

tools. Watch repairs last year, exclusive
of clock and jewelry, was $926.85. Mrs.
Jos. Terlan, 814 Madison Ave., Coving-
ton, Ky.
THE chance of a lifetime for young, ener-

getic watchmaker. Failing health and
too much other business compel me to sell
my money-making business at a sacrifice.

-Will take $5000 cash for clean stock of
goods costing, net, $6000, and will give
purchaser local inspection of two or three
railroads. Yearly receipts $20,000 to
$25,000; low rent; one year's lease. Act
quickly. Good chance to spread. Address
W. F. Plambeck, Gen. Time Insp., Denver,
Colo.

ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical busi-
ness, county seat, s000 people, Southern

Texas. Large country to draw from.
blench $200 month. Stock and fixtures
about $6000; can reduce to $4000. Last
year's business $ i3,000. Reason for sell-
mg, nervous breakdown of owner. Do not
write unless you have the cash. A. V.
Schvab, Beeville, Tex. 
GOOD watch-repairing business (more
work than one man can do), with coin-

plete outfit, tools, material ($1000);
watches, safe, showcases. Building, if de-
sired (not ground). All for $2000. Ad-
dress Mrs. E. C. Angell, Pine Bluff, Ark. 
RARE chance to buy an old-established
jewelry business, stock and fixtures, in

booming town of moo. Invoice $800. Sell
at big bargain. Wish to retire. M. Guten-
berg, 1248 Teutonive Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 
JEWELRY and optical business, estab-

lished mo years in Northern Indiana
county seat of 2000 inhabitants. New fix-
tures, good safe, invoice $27oo. Discount
20 per cent. Ill health. Address "C 825,"
care Keystone.
TEWELRY business, established in 1857;
• located in North Adams, Mass. Good
reasons for selling. Address S. M. White,
12 Ashland St., North Adams, Mass.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

ONLY jewelry and optical business in
county seat town of z7oo; nearest com-

petitor 30 miles. For information write
any jobber in Omaha; they all know this
place. Invoice about $2000. Don't write
unless you have the cash. F. Hampl,
Ponca, Nebr. 

ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical busi-
ness in growing Northern New York

town of 8000. Fine trade. Railroad in-
spection. Repairs over $ioo per month.
Only resident optometrist. Over goo op-
tical records. Stock and fixtures $800.
Reason for selling, going West. An excel-
lent opportunity. Address "P 831," eare
Keystone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry business
in city of 2500 in Northern Illinois.

Good, clean stock and fixtures. Location
best in the city. Have a lease for term of
years. Good business all the time. Will
reduce stock to suit. Correspondence so-
licited. .i,ddress "J 829," care Keystone. 
GOOD paying jewelry business; county

seat. Splendid opportunity for right
man. Good reasons for selling. For par-
ticulars write Box 57 Bradentown, Fla. 
$1500 JEWELRY stock for sale in drug

store; no rent; only stock in town of
1000. Wish to retire. D. A. Boal, Mans-
field, Ill.
HAVING accumulated enough I wish to

retire from active business. I offer for
sale the leading jewelry store in county
seat town of 3500 inhabitants; established
over thirty years in the richest farming
section in southeast part of Nebraska. An-
nual sales over $i6,000. Stock and fixtures
$10,000. Not over $50oo cash required if
party meets my approval. Address "H 833,"
care  Keystone. 
GOOD paying jewelry-optical—business, one

of most popular health resorts in South.
No competition; established nine years.
Rare opportunity for some one slightly out
of health. Stock invoice $15oo. Will sell
at bargain or reduce to suit; other business.
N. D. Wells, 28 Broad, Southern Pines, N. C.
JEWELRY store, southwestern Colorado;

population 650o. Clean stock, good fix-
tures, amount to about $7000. Sales $6000
to $7000 per year. Watch and job work,
1908, $1935.20. Reasonable discount for
cash. Reason for selling, age 75 years;
eyesight and hearing failing. Address
I. Zeller, Durango, Colo. 
DRUG-JEWELRY business, $17,000 annu-

ally; bear investigation. Other business.
"K 872," care Keystone. 
ONLY jewelry store in village of moo, if

taken at once. For particulars write
H. C. Hart,  Plainfield, Wis. 
$100 BUYS fixtures, best location in Illi-

nois town of 1200. Railroad inspection,
good run of work; bargain. "B 876," care
Keystone.
ONLY jewelry store in town; large terri-

tory to draw from; good run of work;
up-to-date stock. Address Box 148, At-
lanta, Mo.

JEWELRY business in county seat town of
Central Kansas, with population of 2000

and one competitor. Stock and fixtures
about $2500. Woodstock-Hoefer, Kansas
City, Mo.

ONLY Jewelry store in Northern Illinois
town, 800 population. Stock and fix-

tures invoice about $800. Reason for sell-
ing, failing health. Address "C 881," care
Keystone.
I WILL sell my jewelry business, or take

in a partner. Reason for selling is poor
health. I am in a good Illinois town of
5000. "C 830," care Keystone. 
16 YEARS' established jewelry business in
New Orleans, La. Owner retiring. Good

chance for good mechanic; don't miss it.
"C 828," care Keystone. 
ESTABLISHED and good-paying Jewelry
and optical business in beach town of

10,000, twenty miles from Los Angeles.
Best season of year just beginning, but
must sell on account of sickness. Stock
and fixtures invoice $600m, but can reduce
stock to suit cash of buyer. Good location.
Reasonable rent. Box 684, Santa Monica,
Cal.

JEWELRY store in healthy country town;
great summer resort. S. 13. Smith,

Monticello, N. Y. 

WELL-ESTABLISHED old jewelry and
optical business, in one of the best

southern towns surrounded by the finest
agricultural country in the United States.
The stock invoices $12,000. Can reduce to
cash customer. Best reasons for selling.
Address "Money Talks," care Carrier 59,
Richmond, Va. 
JEWELRY stock, all new goods, fine open-

ing for good man ; no competition.
Reason for selling, cannot do repair work.
Good man can get all work he can do.
C. Hopkins, Breckenridge, Mich.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

HALL burglar-proof safe, 9 in. wide, /2 in.
deep, is in. high; inside weight, 1350;

$6o. R. Loughlin, 6o1 Hancock St., De-
troit, Mich. 

LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 886," care
Keystone.

LATHE, with i5 chucks, mostly new; foot-
wheel; iron sign, never used, cost $18,

and other tools. Will take $3o for the lot.
J. W. Rhoads, St. Albans, W. Va. 

AUTOMOBILE—Maxwell Runabout, '07
model, lamps, horn, top, paint new, tires

perfection, in first-class running order,
price $35o, original cost $750. F. Rawls,
Clinton, N. C.

AN $85 Eaton Engle engraving machine, in
good condition, with all type, etc. The

first twenty dollars takes it. S. McMur-
tee, zos Coal Exchange, Scranton, Pa. 

WASHBURNE 36 in. zinc metal watch
sign, entirely new, for $i5 f. o. S. cash.

S. L. Dunkle, Reading, Pa. 
COMPLETE set implements for setting

balance pivot jewels. All sizes and
makes. As quickly and neatly as done by
any ($40) ever made and all for $3. In-
quire about it. Ask for samples of work.
G. A. Bailey, West Brookfield, Mass.
NEW CENTURY engraving machine, used

very little and good as new, with all
type, scrolls, birds, masonic emblems, etc.
Ring and novelty holder, seal and hollow-
ware attachment. Will sell for $35. Mor-
row & McRoberts, Lancaster, Ky. 
MARLIN repeating shotgun, price $23.5o;

will sell for $i9.5o. Gun is new. R. T.
Moore, Browning, Mo. 
MOSELEY lathe, i x 2, with faceplate
and 3o chucks. Lathe is in good condi-

tion. Have two and wish to dispose of
one. Address K. F. Rehbaum, 386 East
Erie St., Chicago, Ill. 
THREE 8-ft. oak showcases, one 8-ft. oak

wall case, two 3-ft. oak cases, one large
fire and burglar-proof Hall safe, one Water-
bury regulator. Address Lock Box 39,
Vermilion, Ohio. 

AUTOMATIC lens grinder, with 18 in.
stone. Price $25. E. C. Kern, Mont-

clair, N. J.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

TEN thousand or less buys a first-class, and
the best-paying jewelry store in the

Northwest. All or part cash, or will ex-
change for land. Address "S 884," care
Keystone. 
ONE of the finest jewelry stores in south-
ern Iowa; population 8000. Will sell or

trade for good farm on account failing eye-
sight and kidney trouble. "H 889," care
Keystone.
JEWELRY stock, in good county seat town

in South Dakota, population isoo. Electric
lights, waterworks, etc. Will trade this
stock for Western land or will sell for
part cash down and take rest in real es-
tate. My health is poor and I must get
outside. This is a good location, with no
opposition in the county. Don't write
unless you have a proposition to offer.
Stock invoices $5000, without fixtures.
"N 873," care Keystone. 
FOR TRADE—Wite engraving machine,

Ziemssen's "Cyclopadia of Medicine," io
volumes, sheep bound and in good condi-
tion. Cost $150. What have you? 0. H.
Farr & Co., Wabash, Ind. 
JEWELRY store in East Central Illinois
town; only store in town; three sur-

rounding towns to draw from. Big busi-
ness, invoices about $ 000 or $1100. Will
sell or trade for good land. "II 842," care
Keystone.
COLUMBIA chainless wheel, lathe foot-

wheel, staking tool, $65 trial set, counter-
shaft, etc. Can use typewriter. Cheap for
cash. Address T. H. Gadson, 1100 Prairie
Ave., Chicago. 
PROSPEROUS jewelry business, $4200.
Exchange all or part for southern or

western land. Box 544, Oregon, Ill. 
$300 WORTH of jewelry and optical

goods, including trial case, mostly new.
Want diamonds, piano or anything can use.
"Jeweler," 210 W. State St., Paxton, Ill. 
ONE watchmaker's oak screen, new, cost
$40; one high-speed polishing lathe, good

as new, cost $2o; one optician's trial case,
traveling style, two trays for stock, cost
$52; one Eaton engraving machine, cost
$100. All in good condition. What will
you give? All letters answered. Maier
Jewelry Co., Aberdeen, Miss. 
mo-ACRE poultry ranch, one mile from
Paso Robles; about 1200 laying hens.

Will trade for clean jewelry stock. Full
particulars. Address Box 61, Paso Robles,
Cal.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

DRUGS, prescription goods, patents, for
stock, jewelry, safe, National register,

drug fixtures. Doan Bros., Hopkinton,
Iowa.

$1500 STOCK of jewelry and optical goods.
Will sell for cash or exchange for a good

farm. Good reason for selling. Write
Adams & Mosier, Bolivar, Mo. 

FAY-SCHOLES typewriter; Regina nickel-
in-slot Sublime Electric piano, price $65o;

rawhide traveler's trunk; Barnes burglar
safe, cost $600, weight three tons; Regina-
phone, nickle or penny-in-slot, 8125; com-
plete set oak fixtures for Jewelry store.
Trade for diamonds or good land. What
have you? A. J. Reinhardt, Lincoln, Ill. 

NEW South Bend alternating demagnetizer;
new Boettger, Wittig battery, demagnet-

izer; new Snyder bezel chuck; used Rivett
staking tool; 50 punches; stand, one $5 and
one $3, engraving block; one large and one
small jeweler's scales, used; pocket Kohl-
busch diamond scale; mainspring winder;
balance punch set. Send offer to L. E.
Grant, Portage, Wis.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED—Ten thousand empty movement
boxes at once. Ship via freight to-day.

Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa. 

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use. First-class condition. Prices

from $35, $50, $75 upwards. Enhaus &
Son, 31 john St., New York City. 

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place. W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.

I PAY the cash for all kinds of boxes in
which watch movements are sold; also

watchglasses, watchcases, movements, ma-
terial, etc. Send list to John Remillard,
Carrier 40, Springfield, Mass. 

WATCH jeweling, American, English or
Swiss, balance or plate, compass or cali•

per jewels reset so cents. Send $r for
three dozen assorted jewels for jobbing
purposes. A. F. Freeland, Watch, Clock
and Chronometer Jewel Maker, 387 Wash-
ington St., Boston, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansoin St., Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
Jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark, established 1870. 

DO you need money? If so send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash
prices paid for our entire jewelry stocks;
will send our representative if necessary;
business confidential; national bank refs.
H. Schwartz, 903 Heyworth Building, Chi-
cago, Ill.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill. 
PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any

photo on watches, dials, brooches and
lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 
WANTED—Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 559. 
I PAY better prices than anyone else for

your surplus stock of jewelry, watches,
diamonds, etc. The reason is, I can use
them in my chain of retail stores. I have
ample money laying in the banks, and I am
just looking for stocks of all kinds. Any
bank in your own city can look me up, and
will show you that I am responsible for
any amount, so you can either write or
send the goods and my offer for same will
more than satisfy you. Ben Roth, 204
State St., Chicago, Ill.

BUSINESS NOTICES

JEWELRY repair only. To improve your
own business it is necessary to have your

repair work done in the best manner, and
that is what we are doing for others and
why not you? Thirty years' exp. Mail
and express orders promptly attended to.
Jacob Garber, 734 Sansom St., Phila., Pa.

ALL your empty movement boxes—Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford

and South Bend. Shipments are valued
day of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you; in case our
estimate is not satisfactory will be returned
at our expense. Edward C. Saks, Mans-
field, Pa.

COOPER & SON, 721 Sansom St., Phila-
delphia. Watch work for the trade.

Send trial package.

C. TALTON'S 15-minute anti-oxidizer, 35c.
package. C. Talton, Selma, N. C.

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York.

ENGRAVERS' alphabet plate, showing cor-
rect cuts and shading for script, italic,

Roman and Old English, with figures. In-
valuable for beginners. Original engraved
by old instructor fifteen years with Wal-
tham Horological School. Mailed for $1.
E. J. Williams, 161 Brown St., Waltham,
Mass.

METAL dials. All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 203 Lexington St.,
Waltham, Mass.

WANTED—Watch work of every descrip-
tion ; flybacks, chronographs and minute

repeaters. English levers and verges a spe-
cialty. Will buy American movements in
or out of order. Broadbent, 4 S. Forty-
second St., Phila., Pa.

SEND ac. in 2c. stamps and we will
send you the only Clock Oiler you ever

had. Does not waste the oil or smear the
plates. Send to-day to Wilkinson Souvenir
Co., Ade, Iowa.

SPECIAL—Send $1 for to pairs fine gold-
filled riding temples (flat joint only), 6

%;or 6 in., round. or flat butt. Balto.
Jewelers' Supply Co., a 1 o E. Baltimore St.,
Baltimore, Md.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once.

no matter how large or small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of ref.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 552 E.
Forty-sixth Pb., Chicago, Ill.

INCREASE your repairing. For two
stamps we will mail you our little booklet

and show you how you can do it. "Golden
Lathe," jewelers' Bldg., Boston.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute has stood the test

for more than twice the number of years of
any similar school in the West. Our vast
experience enables us to impart the knowl-
edge required in stores, factories or job
shops. Jewelers should take a course in
the summer months and increase their
earnings. We are obliged to turn away
many applicants in the fall and winter for
want of room. Attendance limited to
twenty-four. Our next optical course
begins April 15th. Write for particulars.
Drs. Tarbox and Gordon.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,IVheel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an

expert. A. JETTE
Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

I

DIPLOMA HOLDERS

All holding our Diploma made a watch move-
ment from the raw materials, atter their own
calculations and plans. Everyone knows that
superior instructions are given here.

Canadian Horological Institute
S. W. Cm. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.

H. R. PLATTNER. DIRECTOR

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
7'he Keystone

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as LO

patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

WM. N. MOORE

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

WATCH REPAIRING.
THE KIND YOU CAN CALL YOUR OWN

WINSLC)W.KRAUSE & CO.
hi,•,CINIG_Tr- MPLEC CNI,n410. ILI.

AN EXPERT ADVISER

ON WATCH WORK

is always valuable

if:tryYtiepkidslrolecwstatalesirncitbeleeitarpcvhnahheaodiiarsnnravewdder .(11c11:tiafilaffillcosrlitiesril

unity is

The Watch Adjuster's

Manual

the standard treatise on adjust-

ments and higher watch work.

This book is thoroughly practical

and contains full Instructions on

every difficulty that can confront

the repairer. All possible com-

plications are thoroughly eluci-

dated. Cloth bound, 376 pages

with fifty-six illustrations.

Sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price,

$2.50 (los. 5d.)

Published by

, THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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R. M. HARDING
OFFICES

I 56 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.-Room 412, 704 Market Street
PORTLAND, OREGON-Mohawk Building

AMERICA'S MOST

SUCCESSFUL AUCTIONEER
Is Now on the Coast

Successful Men are Safe to Follow 

I have just closed a two months' satisfactory sale for one of the
leading jewelers of Oakland, Cal. Stock consisted of $85,000.00 of
high-grade goods.

REFERENCE
A. W. MAHONE, i I 50 Washington St., Oakland.

On April 3d I will open a three weeks' sale for
ABENDROTH BROS., Portland, Oregon.
Write me for terms and date.

Remember, it 'takes a live fish to go up stream-any dead
one can go down. The live man is the man

you want. Auctions as conducted by me are business-building as
well as money-making ; as a proof of this I can refer you to hundreds
of jewelers, both in the United States and Canada, for whom I have
made from one to three sales.

All Correspondence Strictly Confidential

JEWELERS READ VERY CAREFULLY!

H. J. ENGELS A. L. GOTTLIEB

What persons could do
more than we for
your Interests?
First. We guarantee good .profits.

Second. We are in a position to
demonstrate how you can make con-
siderable money by having an
auction sale.

Third. Have made the auction
business a lifetime study.
Fourth. We do all in our power for the
benefit of our emp/oyer.

Fifth. We will send you many references
and daily paper notices.

Sixth. You get the services of two qualified
gentlemen at the cost of one.

Gottlieb, Engels a co. Auctioneers 114 Dearborn Street, Room 400Telephone
Randolph 1254 CHICAGO, ILL.

HE
HOW can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?
How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?
How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?
How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

Eztora ea Glover omp 2rAy9 Sayre, IP.

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

No. l'et. dozen5524. 12 K., 1-10 Biding Bow Frames   t,6.255525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " 7  255554. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow   6.755555. 14 IC., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " . 7.76F564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames 6  00F565. Ill K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " 700554. 10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow 5  00555. 10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "   6.005354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow 4005355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable " 4.90
Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings

5194. 1-30 10 K., $420 ; Cable, $520 per (10ZI'll
594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38 ; " 6.:18 "

F5594. 1-10 12K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 "
QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

Where not Of stated, we will allow cash discount10 per cent.

LENSES IMMENSE STOCK ONHAND. Can ship at once
Sphero-Cylinders, Cylinders and SpherIcals
TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, IN VISIBLE APLANATIC
BT-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.

We carry a complete line in stock, uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eyerimless 0 and 00 eye ; in 2, 8 and 4-hole

1111[1lAk k
INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE

Periscopic Convez or Double
Per Dozen

let Qual. 2d Qua
- $1.05 .70

1.12 .77
1.26 .90

1 eye -0 .14

00 "

CEMENTED BIFOCAL, 1st QUALITY
"INTERCHANGEABLE"

I EYE, $3.20 0 EY E, $8.80
00 EYE, $3.60 PER DOZ.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
Usual advance on strong numbers
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 per cent.

66 1111,1111(11 99 MOUNTINGS and
FRAMES

IMPROVED FINGERPIECE Eyeglass

"ILIKIT" EYEGLASSES
They are strictly Sanitary Suction Guard.
They are very comfortable and fit well.
They have a rigid bar and especially desir-

able for prescription glasses.
They are almost invisible when worn.
They are readily adjusted with one hand,

and more popular than any other
style.

We guarantee their durability.
We furnish advertising free when goods are

ordered.
They are the best and cheapest finger piece

mountings.

Great Reduction in the Price of " Ilikit " Eyeglass Mountings and FramesOold Filled Rimless 1-10-12 K., $7.50 per Ihm 70c. per Pr.Gold Filled Rimless 1-30-12 K., $7.00 per Poz.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rituless, $15.00 per Poz. $1.40 per Pr.Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable Frames, $24.00 per 1/oz. $2.00 per Pr.Gold Filled Interchangeable Frames 1-10-12 K., $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.Gold Filled Interchangeable Frames 1-30-12 K., $9.50 per Doz.

Those with Rims are interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 
SPECIAL OFFBR.-One sample set of gold filled 12 "Ilikit" mountings, etched on lenses,in neat velvet-lined ease for fitting $8  50 net

No. 990

A 

Don't Buy a Trial Case
until you see the AUDEMAIR I From $10.00 to $85.00 and Lenses. None Better Made.

THE ACME For Office, in Oak, Cherry and Leather,OF PERFECTION Also Traveling, With Divisions for Stock

The Spencer Optical Compan Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Laney Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New York, U.S. A.Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alumno and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the sameSPECIAL.--10 per cent. for cash where liberal quantities are ordered, except where net price is stated
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R. M. HARDING
OFFICES

156 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.-Room 412, 704 Market Street
PORTLAND, OREGON-Mohawk Building

AMERICA'S MOST

SUCCESSFUL AUCTIONEER
Is Now on the Coast

Successful Men are Safe to Follow

I have just closed a two months' satisfactory sale for one of the
leading jewelers of Oakland, Cal. Stock consisted of $85,000.00 of
high-grade goods.

REFERENCE
A. W. MAHONE, ii5o Washington St., Oakland.

On April 3d I will open a three weeks' sale for
ABENDROTH BROS., Portland, Oregon.
Write me for terms and date.

Remember, it takes a live fish to o 
b
p up stream--:my dead

one can go down. The live man is the man
you want. Auctions as conducted by me are business-building as
well as money-making ; as a proof of this I can refer you to hundreds
of jewelers, both in the United States and Canada, for whom I have
made from one to three sales.

All Correspondence Strictly Confidential

JEWELERS READ VERY CAREFULLY!

H. J. ENGELS A. L. GOTTLIEB

What persons could do
more than we for
your Interests?
First. We guarantee good it.rofits.

Second. We are in a position to
demonstrate how you can make con-
siderable money by having an
auction sale.

Third. Have made the auction
business a lifetime study.
Fourth. We do all in our power for the
benefit of our employer.

Fifth. We will send you many references
and daily paper notices.

Sixth. You get the services of two qualified
gentlemen at the cost of one.

Gottlieb Engels C& Co. Auctioneers T:e.Iii,e8finiee,:r4born Street, Room 4.00
9 CHICAGO, ILL.

Zaton

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

Glover Comp ny, Sayre, Pa.

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

No.
5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames  

Per dozen
$6  255525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " 7  255554. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow   6.755555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " 7.75

476.r. 90000080000

F564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames 
F565. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
554. 10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow 

465

555. 10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "  
5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
5355, 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable " 

. . . . 

Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings
5194. 1-30 10 K., $420 ; Cable, $5.20 per dozen
1594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38; " 6.38 "

F5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 "
QUALITY

llAli 

TY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow eash di Se01110 per cent.

111

LENSES IMMENSE STOCK ONHAND. Can ship at once
Sphero-Cylinders, Cylinders and Sphericals
TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
RI-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.We carry a complete line in stock, uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eyerimless 0 and 00 eye ; in 2, 3 and 4-hole

t
INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE

Periscopic Convex. or Double
Per Dozen

let Qual. 2d Qua.
- 81.05 .70

1.12 .77
1.26 .90

1 eye -
0 "
00 "

CEMENTED BIFOCAL, 1st QUALITY
"INTERCHANGEABLE"

1 EYE, 83.20 0 EYE $8.30
00 EYE, 83.60 PER DOZ.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
Usual advance on strong numbers
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 per cent.

6611 II,I[ K il 99 MOUNTINGS and
FRAMES

IMPROVED FINGERPIECE Eyeglass

"ILIKIT" EYEGLASSES
They are strictly Sanitary Suction Guard.
They are very comfortable and fit well.
They have a rigid bar and especially desir-

able for prescription glasses.
They am almost invisible when worn.
They are readily adjusted with one hand,

and more popular than any other
style.

We guarantee their durability.
We furnish advertising free when goods are

ordered.
They are the best and cheapest finger piece

mountings.

Great Reduction in the Price of " Ilikit " Eyeglass Mountings and FramesGold Filled Rimless 1-10-12 K., $7.50 per Doz. 70c. per Pr.Gold Filled Rituless 1-30-12 K., $7.00 per Doz.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless, $15.00 per Doz. $1.40 per Pr.Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable Frames, $24.00 per Doz. $2.00 per Pr.Gold Filled Interchangeable Frames 1-10-12 K., $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.Gold Filled Interchangeable Frames 1-30-12 K., $9.50 per Doz.

Those with Rims are interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 iz Ilyc.
SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold filled 12 "Illkit" mountings, etched on lenses,in neat velvet-lined case for fitting $8  50 net

NEAR

No. 990

Don't Buy a Trial Case AUDEMAIRuntil you see the
THE ACME

OF PERFECTION
From $10.00 to $85.00

For Office, in Oak, Cherry and Leather,
Also Traveling, With Divisions tor Stock
and Lenses. None Better Made.

The Spencer Optical Compan Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Laney Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New York, U. S. A.,Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alumno and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the sameSPECIAL.-10 per cent. for cash where liberal quantities are ordered, except where net price is stated



NAWCC, INC.
P.O. BOX 33

COLUMBIA, PA. .3.7_5_1.2

RELIfINCE, MITE
The New Low-Priced Plated Ware
Made by the Oneida Community

IXTY YEARS AGO the founders of the
Oneida Community conceived an idea
which became for them a fixed business
creed. The idea was this:

To seek reasonable profit
only and give the best pos-
sible value for every dollar
received.

Eight years ago Community Silver was born of this idea.
It offered the dealer a plate heavier than triple at less than
the price of standard makes of single plate.

To-day we extend the same broad principle of value
giving to another branch of plated ware.
In our new

"RELIANCE PLATE"

we give the dealer a full 5 oz. Al plate with an 18% German
Silver base, at less than half the price formerly charged by
the leading makers for this grade of plate.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD
ONEIDA, N.Y.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS CHICAGO SALESROOMS
395 Broadway Silversmiths' Building

aFor full particulars in regard to this new plated ware, our method of advertising it
NI and its relation to Community Silver, see pages 574 to 577 of this issue.

THE KEYSTONE

COPYRIGHT 1909
BY THE KEYSTONE PUB. CO.

PHILADELPHIA
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Now It's The
Lord Elgin

The
Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch—now it's here the

LORD
ELGIN

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

TRADE 31P—

KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

he Gillette Company begs to announce
the construction of a hundred thousand-dollar
addition to its present million-dollar factory in

Boston the fourth enlargement of facilities in four years.

The present factory contains about
four acres of floor space and employs
seventeen hundred people. The new
addition is to increase the blade equip-
ment, which has been greatly taxed
during the past three months.

Foreign demand has become so great that

GILLETTE factories have been established in

Canada, England, France and Germany.

Canadian Office
Sl. Alexander St., Montreal

London Office
17 Holborn Viaduct, E. C.

The GILLETTE has been granted basic

patents by twenty-two foreign Governments and

is protected by over a hundred Registrations of

'Trade Mark.

As a money-maker for the retail store the

GILLETTE is of growing importance. Dealers

find it pays to give it prominent display and to

use freely the GILLETTE signs, literature and

trade helps.

GILLETTE SALES CO.
612 Kimball Building, Boston

Factories : Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

New York, Times Building

Chicago, Stock Exchange
Building
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OUR 1909 CATALOGUE FOR THE RETAIL JEWELER IS THE BEST AND

most practical catalogue proposition offered the trade. It will have pages of half-tone

illustrations showing a first-class selling assortment of SOLID GOLD AND FILLED

JEWELRY, WATCHES, STERLING SILVER GOODS, CUT GLASS, ETC.; all well-

known goods and assured sellers, and will be even a handsomer book and a better business-

bringer than our 1908 Catalogue.

(I, It will be to all appearances the specially printed catalogue of the Jeweler whose name it

bears—a credit to any store and a fine piece of advertising.

(IL If you are going to use a catalogue this year, write for full particulars and prices. 

We believe we can satisfy you beyond a doubt and that we have the catalogue you want;

one that will sell more goods and prove a better investment than any catalogue you have

ever had.

Ma.rs-Aufmr.Q.u.a-ers ofr Bicooches, Link Bn.Titt.R.ons„ Lock-Nces„ ScavirT Pins

Baby Pins, Elmndly Pins, Vera Pins, WcansC‘ Oetts, Ca-osses, Combs

Fobs, Tie Cilasps, Chairms, Lorgnettte Chmins, NecR Chmins

64 Naaaau Sq., New YoTh

A New Patent Speed Wheel
Countershaft

made by Boley, all polished and nickel-plated, being

made with hard bronze bearings which insure perfectly

true running, with attachment to hold all wheels for

grinding or polishing.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

of the above countershaft. The genuine

has the name of G. BOLEV on the bolt

between the two uprights, and the

genuine has hard bronze bearings.

Be sure and ask for (i. BOLEV'S

make when ordering this article.

Patent applit d for

Allison Spectacle Soldering

Block

Will hold frames firm and true

in any position required.

Mail orders promptly filled.

Price, $1.00

T1 11111

111111111

Robbins' Latest Improved Patent

Mainspring Winder

Does way with I lianging of barrels, which alone Is a tirao

saver.
Nickel plated, price, $2.00. Directions with each tool.

SOLE AM:NTS

Ask Your Jobber

for Same

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO• 9

77 John Street, NEW YORK CITY

Inc.
Exclusive Wholesale

Distributers for
U. S. and Canada
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Watchmakers Jewelers Opticians
'MERE ARE REASONS why you should order from us

We are centrally located. Our shipping facilities are the best. Our stock is unlimited. Our goods of highest quality
You can, therefore, always get the latest and the best from us most promptly.

Our New E. & J. S. Watch Case Spring Assortment

— –
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No. 150 Watch Case Spring Assortment
1 gross in assortment, $13.50

Contains case springs for all standard American cases, put up in neat, compact form.Two-thirds gross lift and one-third gross lock, nicely assorted in staple sizes.

The Selvetta Polishing Cloth
Price, per cloth, 21x174,inches, $1.00

For Gold, Silver and Plate. No powder, paste or liquid re-quired. Does not soil the hands. Gives a beautiful high finish toany metal.

ALL

PRICES

LESS

6%-t,

FOR

CASH No. 90 Foot Bellows

Each, $5.00
'rills bellows gives a eont illl10118, even air pressure, with least effort.

NoiiF L;

. 38 Yale Satin Finish Brush
Price, packed brush, diameter 5 inches. Each, $2.50

This Satin Finishing Brush has become immensely popular with the trade. Givesexcellent results at small cost. Wires can be replaced when worn out. Gives sandblast effect by holding small piece of emery to face of brush while in motion. Thissharpens the points, after which reverse the direction of brush, and any kind of satineffects from pearl to sandblast can be obtained.

No. 22 Soldering Outfit
Each, 15 Cents

Contains soldering copper, rosin and stick of solder.
Try one ; you will find it most convenient.

The E. & J. S. Special Lathe
Premier Lathe, complete, $26.50

The best Medium price lathe ever put on the market. Combinationconsists of 6 split chucks, 2 step chucks, 1 cement chuck, 8 trans cementchucks, 1 screw chuck, belting and chuck stand. This is a most attrac-tive lathe, full nickel-plated and absolutely true and one that we cansafely recommend as satisfactory and reliable.
Size of Lathe: Length, 12 inches ; bed to center, 2 inches. Extraattachments can be added at any I into.

Our Material Department will give you service that will please you. We are certain of. this, for we take specialpains to match small material correctly and promptly, sending It to you by return mail.Our Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue will be found a great help in making up your orders. If you have not already received a copy,write us enclosing business card with request. We send it free of charge to the legitimate trade.

THE E. 84 J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

7(1 3

THERE'S GOOD FELLOWSHIP
"It sounds good to me"

Getting returns from the Smelter

in business as well as in social life.
There's two sides to it. Your side
and our side. We show ours by
returning The Best Values for
your Old Gold, Silver, Filled Cases
and Sweeps. You manifest your
confidence in shipments and
recommending us to others.

What else but good fellowship induced C. B.
Edgar, of Cleveland, to write : " I always send my
Old Gold to you with satisfactory results." This
spirit thumped in the bosom of George Hahnemann,
of Buffalo, when he wrote : " For years have sent
you my Old Gold, Silver, etc., and will continue."
Do you think that S. M. Cooley, of Flint, Mich.,
was influenced by any other motive when he
wrote : " I never sent my Old Gold and Silver to
anyone yet from whom I got so much." The
virus of good fellowship tingled in the blood of
The Walter Ballard Optical Co., of Atlanta, Ga.,
when they said : " In future will send you what
Gold we get." " Above my estimate " is the way
G. E. Warner, of Mangum, Okla., puts it, and
with a slight variation W. T. Stoker, of Monette,
Mo., clinches his satisfaction with "More than ex-
pected." Maybe Louis Gumberts, of Evansville,
Ind., would stray away after writing : "No one
else gets my shipments but your firm." Grouped
in bunches are hundreds who express their satisfac-
tion with a big 0. K. when acknowledging receipt
of checks. These Testimonial Nuggets are due to
Smelter Returns, and the firm Behind the Smelter
is the

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co.
Arcade Bldg., Seattle, Wash. Heyworth Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.



Are you looking

RIVETT
. .

(( ---!"--

for QUALITY? If so, ask for the

LATHE
Rivett Lathes and Chucks are acknowledged to be the most

' accurate in the country by our best mechanics, and this accuracy is due,
in part, to our Grinders.

_bior The Rivett Internal Grinders are famous the world over as
cii>45-,! 

tI31

)
-

well as our Lathes.

If you are a mechanic you will see the quality and improvement of
our lathes. They are made of special material and are rigidly inspected
for accuracy. Their durability and superiority as well as other points
are best shown by the fact that the Rivett has successfUlly passed all
competitive tests for accuracy, quality and improvements.

I We are working on our new catalog which we hope soon to have
completed. In the meantime write for our latest circular describing
the new " Ideal " Lathe and Chucks.

MFG. CO. Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

This Lathe is made for our " Ideal " Chucks

-,_

'----' - =7;"111Maili. pinm! f

Full Size, New Model " Ideal " Chuck

RIVETT LATHE

KELLEY'S PATENT

RAPID CLOCK SPRING REPLACER
The New and Only Invention for

REPLACING BROKEN CLOCK MAINSPRINGS
REVERSING " SET " CLOCK MAINSPRINGS
REPAIRING RATCHET and RATCHET SPRINGS
without dissembling the clock, and any of the above
operations can be completed in three minutes' time

as not a wheel, wire or piece has to be taken out of the clock, and the clock's
adjustment and striking gears do not become disturbed. Write us for a
circular giving the Full Description, Testimonials, Introductory Prices and
Examination Offer.

THE RAPID CLOCK SPRING REPLACER CO., Somerset, Ohio

KELLEY'S JEWELRY STORE FOR SALE
/MI wish to sell my jewelry store at once, so as to be able to devote my entire time to"lithe selling of my patent machines. Repair work averages $1000.00. Optical profits$300.00. Sales $1500.00 yearly. Stock and fixtures all new and up to date. Invoices$2000.00 and could reduce to $750.00 if desired. Liberal discount to sell quick. Oil andglass booming town of 2000 population. Practically no competition. Write to

G. F. KELLEY, Somerset, Ohio

"WINTER FIXTURES
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

9 9

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

The
"Collossus "
Wall Cases

Many
Imitators
But
No Equal

' 'WINTER CATALOGUES"—THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cents.
The most complete works of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books'`A' of Valuable Information. Complete ili all details. Cost years of experience and-I

thousands of dollars. Size 9 x 12, 3 volumes. 600 pages complete.
BOOKS THAT YOU NEED AND WILL KEEP. Colored finish samples, plums, sag-" B" gestions, interior views, elevations, measurements, detailed description, prices,i

etc., of the high-grade store fitting art—from start to finish.
.1, e f Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, countersI tables, specialties, etc., with full description and prices.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE "09-A"

M. Winter Lumber Co. HIGH-GRADEFIXTURE MAKERS
Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.
SALES AGENCIES

C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - - St. Joseph. Mo.
FELIX PARSONS CO., - - - - Dallas, Texas
FINLAY DICKS CO., - - - New Orleans, La.
R. H. BIRDSALL, - - Hamilton Bid., Portland, Ore.
MATTOON 5c KEPPEL, - - - New Haven, Conn.
IRVIN L. WARD & CO., 893 Ashbury St.,San Francisco, Cal.

CROWN CHUCK No. 50

For enlarging or cutting deeper crowns of watch eases.

A movable plug in the stem regulates the depth required for

various sizes. Four caps of various sizes are supplied with

each to hold crowns from small to large. Stem fits in No. 50

wire chuck.
Price, each, $1.50

Engelsman's Patent Bayonet Automatic Locking Stone Tweezer No. 119.

The acknowledged superiority of this tweezer over any other
of its kind is due to its many improvements and innovations.

lst.—It will be noticed that the points are grooved, thereby
permitting any stone to be gripped firmer aud better than by
any other kind of stone tweezer.

2d.—it is purposely made a "Bayonet " lit shape because any
stone can be shown or examined advantageously. It also
enables the user to count particularly small sizes of stones,
easier, quicker and with much less exertion than when using
any other style of tweezer.

It has an extra
part directly above
the crossing points
to permit the holder
toexaminethe stone
without fear of re-
leasing it accident-
ally, which fre-
quently occurs when
using the ordinary
Style creaming
tweezer.
Price, each, $1-75

oraisn• '41116.111
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LOSES OPEN

CULMAN JEWEL SETTINU
CUTTERS

Reduced in price to $2.00
per set of three

Set of Six Pivot Straighteners
No. I

The various sizes in this set will
accommodate all sizes of pivots.
They are great time-savers. Full
directions how to use are sent with
each set, describing a quick and
safe method of straightening pivots
without breaking.

Price, per set, 75c.

GRINDING OUTFIT
No. 105

Price, .
ECHARCO WATCH GLASS CABINET No. 20

//sja o t2 12.t3. it, alio': z.1,12,

AohOlietis re.r.ii tin tin" ii 147 is' 

Czar
20 25,

LEATHER DISK. SMALL DISK.
METAL.

CARBORLINDUM 9, EMERY
PAPER DISKS

THIS OUTFIT CONSISTS OF:
I. Two interchangeable steel disk wheels, 8%" and IN," in diameter.
2. One interchangeable flexible leather disk wheel, 234" in diameter.
3. One adjustable hollow spindle for holding the above disk wheels.
4. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 2%" in diameter.
5. Four carborundtim paper disks of different grades, 2%" in diameter.
6. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 4" in diameter.
7. Four carborundum paper disks of different grades, 4" in diameter.
8. One clamping device for keeping disks fiat, when not in use.

ECHARCO WATCH (iLASS CABINET No. 15
(Patented.) Price, each, $16.00

Price of Outfit No. 105 , complete . $1.50

Separate small emery disks, per doz., .15

large " .20

small carb'm .20

" large " .35

The most modern watch
glass eases are the
Eeharco No. 15 and 20.

These cabinets have
many new features not
found in any other.
Novelty and usefulness
are the chief arguments
in their favor.

Construction and
material. — The ea

e
ses Top View Showing

ti'": 

Skeletonare made of oak, finly
finished 

appearance. The 
and of attrac- rame 01 vrawer. Acemuu-

lation of dust and chips is  
sides of Cabinet No. 15 impossible.

are paneled. Partitions are of basswood and put
together in the best manner possible.

Partitions are skeleton, preventing accumulation of
dust, chips, etc.

The bottoms of Cabinet No. 15 are hollow, while
Case No. 20 has a special drawer to receive chips,
dust, etc.

Arrangement for Glasses.—Cases No. 15 have
nine drawers, with a total of 1547 spaces and Cases No.
20 with four drawers have 784 spaces to 'hold glasses in
upright position.

Labeling of drawers, as shown in cut, is on the
pulls of the drawers and done In gold bronze on black
background.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 15.—Width 24
inches, height 29j/2 inches depth 12 inches. Weight net,
45 pounds. Weight including packing ease, 75 pounds.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 20.—Width 264
inches, height 13% inches, depth 11% inches. Weight
net, 30 pounds. Weight including packing case, 50
pou ads.

The construction of drawers, the arrangement of
partitions to economize space and weight, and the novel
method of showing contents on drawer-pulls are all
prominent characteristics and extremly well thought
of.

each, $7.75

This new grinding device should find favor with the
trade, being thoroughly practical and complete for all pur-
poses, such as grinding steel tools, glass, enamel or any
other tnetal or substance that can be ground with emery or
carborundum. It is of equal value to the watchmaker,
,1eweler, optician, dentist, lock or gunsmith, platers and
kindred trades. It will be found much more economical
than solid emery and carbortindum wheels. A n assort met t
of solid wheels of twelve different grits would necessitate
an outlay of ten times the cost of this outfit, not taking
Into consideration the trouble of trtteing Up the wheels
when worn or glazed.

Full description and instructions how to use accompany each outfit

For Sale by all Jobbers in the United States and Canada

47=49 Maiden Lane

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO. NEW YORK
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TheW B & C Glasses
WATCH GLASSES

are known to be the BEST
They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair forwatch glasses was awarded 10 the W B & C brand

The prices on
are not higher :4
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows:

IV B & C glasses
tl than other and
hl brands, and are
C`g leading jobbers

States as fol-
43,0.

Itienm as
MI=Conca yes
Mi=Concaves, Extra Thick  
Flat Parallels  
Lentilles   12.00Flat Concaves . . ,,, 12.00Flat Concaves, Extra Thick . . 15.00Patent Genevas   8.00Lunettes   3.00

Discount, per cent.

CJ Per gross
  $ 4.00

4.00
. 10.00

8.00

Per doz.
$ .40
•40
.90
.75
1.25
1.00
1.25
.75
.25

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 forwatch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826Everybody knows that illo W B g, C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so

I hat the leading jobbers in the United States will use DO others at any price. Four-lift ha of the case manufacturers are using them on account .r their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to

buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " Tho Best is the Cheapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time anti money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not asitig them), try the WBAC and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbugging
advertisements, showing a lot Of 11011Selltilt•Ill The W B & c glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have SI/1'1111g Up in one day, and never heard
front afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WHICH IS THE W 8 & C

Norton Glass Cutting Stones
are made of Alundum

They Hold Their Edge
Alundurn Stones are superior to natural
stones because they keep a better mitre,
cut faster and produce a sharp, clean cut.
They are especially adapted for the finer
work and engraving of rich ornamental
cut glassware.

We've an interesting booklet on Norton Wheels for Glass Cutting

NORTON COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.
A I ILI Ild m Plant

Niagara Falls, N.Y.
New York Office
Hudson Terminal
50 Church St.

Chicago Store
48 S. Canal St.

THE NEW BUILDING of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School
is now completed
and we are now able to give our students morebench room and more light than any other schoolin the world.

(I-. The workroom on the second floor is entirelyskylighted, and, consequently, the light in this roomis fully as good as in open air.
Good light is of vital importance to a Watch-maker, and we have spared no money to obtain thebest light and the latest improvements of a modernbuilding.

411 The last few years we have not been able toaccommodate all the students that made applicationsfor scholarships, for want of room ; but now, withan additional building, we can take care of a greatmany more students.

1[1. Write for our new Catalog to-day.

St.LouisWatchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.
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American Oil C&) Supply Co.
NEWARK, N. J.

Send for our large Illustrated Catalogue of Tools, Materials
and Supplies for Manufacturing Jewelers, Silversmiths and

Metal Workers—they are free.

of We now operate our own Brush Department, making Bristle, Brass,
I German Silver, Steel, Tampico and all special Brushes for Jewelers,

Silversmiths, Platers, Watch Case Makers, etc. This enables us to guarantee
the quality and workmanship. Give us a trial and we will prove it to you.

tot
DRAW
PLATE

11!

Sapphire and
Diamond Draw
Plates. We guar-
antee them ac-
curate and per-
fect. Made in our
own factory.

WORK BOX
Jewelers' Work Box —substantial and
cheap. You can't make a better invest-
ment.

SAFETY CRUCIBLE

A Sand Crucible with a black lead coating. Two Cruci-
bles in one. If you use these you cannot lose your gold
in the fire.

Height Outside Diameter

No. 0 11" 8,,

No. 1
No. 2 7w/ 5/,

No. 3 6"
No. 314
No. 4 4S"
No. 5 4" 2W1
No. 6 3// 2"

6"

4"
3,w/
3/.

$1.25 Each

.65 "

.40

.32

.22

.18

.10
.08

41

OEINHOLD "NOF LUX " ALUMINUM SOLDER')

" NOFLUX " ALUMINUM SOLDER
Solders Aluminum to Aluminum perfectly without a flux. By using " NOFLUX"
Solder in connection with Combination Solder, Aluminum can be soldered to gold,
silver or other metals perfectly.

" NOFLUX " Solder, Small Size
" Large Size

Combination Solder _ -

gi The articles on this
page can be pro-
cured of all jobbers

in the United States
and Canada and we
guarantee satisfaction

CRUSHED STEEL, the new abrasive in place of Carborundum or Emery. Try It.
Soft Solder—High Grade (good)—Superfine (best), Gold Alloy, Shot Copper, Pre-
pared Borax, Boxwood Sawdust, Pith, Pegwood, Liquid and Stick Pearl Cement,
Chasers' Cement, Moulding Wax, Rouge, Tripoli, Brushes, Buffs, Piercing Saws,
Sand Crucibles, Files, Pliers, Tweezers, etc.

- 25c per bar
- 50c "
- 25c "

BURNO CRUCIBLE
No furnace necessary. Melt with a Blow-
pipe.

No. 1 Holding 100 Dwt. 65c
No. 2 " 50 " 40c
No. 3 " 25 " 25c
Tongs suitable for all 10c

American Oil & Supply Co. 52, 54, & 56 Lafayette St., NEWARK, N. J.Heyworth Building :: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Importers and Manufacturers of Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers.
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TIMELY OFFERINGS
IN TRADE ESSENTIALS

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and
2 Chucks. $31.00

709

New Watchmakers' Sanitary Benches
We take the greatest pleasure in introducing to the trade the Modern Sanitary Benches, the first ones on the market specially adapted for watchmakers' use.
These benches have innumerable advantages, chief of which is the convenience in maintaining cleanliness the bench raised from the floor prevents dust or rubbish

from collecting underneath. .
Another feature is the saving of time and trouble in case a piece of material or any article is dropped, which with the open base bench is easily found.
These benches are made of thoroughly kiln dried lumber, and they represent the highest class of skilled workmanship. Perfect Cabinet work in every detail.
They will not shrink, warp, crack or split. They are built solid.
These benches are furnished with filing block, as shown in illustration, and can be removed when not in use or desired.

WRINGS

size WALTHAM

No.1203_
ma2.2,p,solanganti

0 00 o000
GOLD FILLED ROUND JUMP RINGS . 50c. per Gross Regent Foot Wheel, Improved

$6.00

Height 3.

Height 4.

Height 5.

Ir
Height 6.

.75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Height 7.

Height 8.

"s

$ 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

French Clock Movement Holder
Price, $1.25

411111111111111111.11M
PARALLEL

LENTILLE.

4.00111111■1■111■IN

PATENT GENEVA.

ANNI■111■6.
EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

AimmENNI■111M■misi

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Genevas ... . . $4.00 per gross ; $ .40 per doz. Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross ; $ .75 per doz.PRICE-LIST 7 hick Mi-Concaves . . . . 4.00 " .40 " Lentilles . . 12.00 ' 1.25 "MI-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 " .90 " Antiques . . . . 8.00 " .75 "Parallels .... . 8.00 " .75 " Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 "
BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

$ .25 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Palest Applied for
Dimensions :-Length, 43% inches ; Height, 40% inches ; Depth, 26% inches.

No, 11127, Large Watchmakers' Sanitary Bench, Oak Price   $20.00
No, Hum Large Watchmakers' Sanitary Bench, Mahogany finish. Price   20.00

This large Sanitary Bench also furnished with material bottle tray with bottles in large
,•en Or drawer, for $2.25 additional.

Swartchild &
Company's
Original

Watchmakers'
SANITARY
Benches

FIRST ONES
ON THE
MARKET

l'aleul Applied for

Dimensions :-Length, 24 inches ; Height, 40% inches ;
Depth, 20% inches.

This bench is particularly adapted for watchmakers where
space is limited and a small size bench is desired. Also
adapted for opticians' and jewelers' use.
No. 11129. Small Watchmakers', Opticians' or Jewelers'

Sanitary Bench, Oak. Price . . . . . . . . $9.75
H130. Small Watchmakers' Opticians' or Jewelers'
Sanitary Bench, Atalingany Finish. Privy

New Imported
(Webster-Whitcomb Pattern

Cannon Pinion
Tightening Tool

50 cents

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Pi ring
Pri.e, 75 cents

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)
Made in 3 sizes. Put up in 11 ft. coils.
Prices Small Size, $1.50 per doz. Coils
" Medium " 2.50
" Large " 3.00

This Cabinet FREE with One Gross
REGENT American Mainsprings

SEND A POSTAL FOR POCKET PRICE-LIST OF TOOLS AND MATERIAL

Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive prompt and guaranteed satisfactory services as to quality and price

CROSS & BEGUELIN
(A Corporation)

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

23 Maiden Lane, New York

Lathe with
Tip-Over
T Rest

This Lathe Represents the
Highest Class of Experi-
enced Workmanship in
Every Particular. Each
and Every Part Fits
Perfectly

This Lathe is patterned after the

Webster-Whitcomb
Model and any ( cii ii i is

Webster-Whitcomb
Attachment is Warranted to Fit

Exactly.

We Guarantee This Lathe
in Every Respect

l,iil lie (webster-Whitcomb Patter)
with Tip-Over T Rest, with 10 Chucks
as follows: 6 Wire Chucks, 2 Wheel
Chucks, 1 Screw Chuck, 1 Taper
Chuck, 6 3i-inch Cement Brasses.
1 each % and %-inch Cement Brasses,
1 each Male and Female Centers,
Chuck Block with Glass Cover and
Belti ng.

No. E192. Price, complete, as above,

$23.75
less 6 per vent. for cash, or

$22.32 Net Cash

SWARTCHILD Sc COMPANY
sTHuERLApRLyGESHTOWL JASTCEHMAINIKERTSH' AA4DwJEc)WRELL.Eg HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. s5c WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for Our Double-Sized Catalogue-Sent
Free of all Charges.

Sole Distributers of BLACK SHIELD PRODUCTS

BLACK SHIELD OIL BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS
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THE VITAL POINT

11,

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Each Wire and Wheel Chucks . . ..... . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped "WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tamed by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without thisra lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
in the UNITED STATES and CANADA

New Style Staking Tools
Manufactured by

PATENT PENDIND

‘11111=10

A RADICAL
DEPARTURE IN
ENGRAVING BLOCKS

The IDEAL
KEYLESS

Manufactured by ADOLPH MUEHLMATT, CINCINNATI

A KEYLESS block having the turntable feature of the REX block, ball bearing
and adjustable swivel jaws-feature never heretofore combined in any engraving block.

The IDEAL will appeal favorably to all engravers who will instantly perceive
the immense advantage of a KEYLESS block.

The jaws of the IDEAL KEYLESS are actuated by a rotating collar of
bronze, this method being a great improvement over the key systep.

The turntable feature in connection with ball bearings was a long step forward
in enszraving block construction, and this important improvement is incorporated in
the IDEAL KEYLESS.

The IDEAL KEYLESS has a greatly increased capacity for holding work
and also has an opening through the center, making it possible to hold hat pins. It
is made of the best materials throughout, finely finished and nickel plated.

A complete variety of attachments goes with the block, namely 12 sets
amounting to 46 pieces in all-they are put up in a hardwood box.

These attachments also fit the "Special," the "Monarch" and the "Rex"
engraving blocks.

Price, complete with leather pad and 46 attachments in hardwood box, $16.50.
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET TO BE HAD ON APPLICATION

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada

SUSSFELD, LORSCH eic CO.
WHOLESALE AGENTS

37=39 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

K. & D. New Style Staking Tool No. 16B.
Price, $26.00

This is not the Inverto Staking Tool ; it's the " next best;" however, and has
its own special advantages. The unparalleled success of INVERTO-notwithstanding
It', higher price-has caused us to produce a new design in sulking tools of the regular
type. This new tool, embodies as far as possible, the advantages of INVERT°. It k
of greater height than the old style tools, the top of the die being more than two
inches above the bench. This makes it far more convenient to use for any work, as

sae quality as those of INVERT°. They are all drilled to hold 120 punches and 30

thu watchaulker will very soon find by trial. The fine mahogany cases are of the
m 

stumps, but we furnish them with different combinations of punches and stumps, and
the full number of holes are there for the owner to eventually fill, if he chooses.

An entirely new feature is the on or off frictioning device for the punch.
While a friction sustainer for the punch is very desirable for most work, there are
some operations in which it is an advantage to have the punch entirely free-for
example : prick punching the intersection of fine lines, etc. In work of this character,

the skilfm operator is guided by sense of feeling rather than sight. The new on or off device meets the requirements perfectly ; about one-quarter
turn in either direction, of the knurled nut at the top of frame, puts the friction on or off as may be desired. This device has all the advantages of
the regular K. & D. friction sleeve, besides its own special advantages ; the friction, when on is remarkably smooth and uniform-try it.

THE SIGN
OF

QUALITY

I.

;o ,O The knurled die-binding
disk of every K. & D.

09 New Style Staking Tool
is stamped like this.

K. & D. New Style Staking Tools
IN MAHOGANY CASES
No. 12B. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps   $22.00
" 1313. 76 " 20 "   19.50
" 14B. 60 " 18 "   17.00
" 15B. 50 / 4 14 "   15.00
" 16B. 120 44 30 .,   26.00

BALL-BEARING BASE, GLASS COVER
Any of these combinations

No. 12A. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps   $21.00 I furnished with 16A, base
" 13A. 76 " 20 "   18.50 and cover for $1.00 extra.
', 14A. 60 " 18 "   16.00 

Standard punches or
stumps may be had at any" 15A. 50 14 "   14.00 time.

" 16A. 120 30   25.00

HIGH BASE, GLASS COVER
No. 12. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps   $20.00
" 13. 76 " 20 "   17.50
" 14. 60 " 18   15.00
" 15. 50 " 14 It 

  13.00

In all these combinations the Staking Tools are exactly alike. For workmanship
and finish, these tools have never been equaled-- Invert° excepted.

Descriptive circular on application.

Ask for a copy of the " Kendrick & Davis Book of Tools" if you haven't one already.

Showing frame about 2-3 size

SUSSFELD LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents, 3 7 and 39 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK
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TIMELY OFFERINGS
IN TRADE ESSENTIALS

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and
2 Chucks. $31.00

709

New Watchmakers' Sanitary Benches
We take the greatest pleasure in introducing to the trade the Modern Sanitary Benches, the first ones on the market specially adapted for watchmakers' use.
These benches have innumerable advantages, chief of which is the convenience in maintaining cleanliness ; the bends raised from the floor prevents dust or rubbish

from collecting underneath. .
Another feature is the saving of time and trouble in case a piece of material or any article is dropped, which with the open base bench is easily fund.

These benches are made of thoroughly kiln dried lumber, and they represent the highest class of skilled workmanship. Perfect Cabinet work in every detail.
They will not shrink, warp, crack or split. They are built solid.
These benches are furnished with filing block, as shown in illustration, and can be removed when not in use or desired.

AiRSPRINGS

183tea WA11114M
No.-2203_
,volv_mAINSPAINCNOPlail

'',111111111INVECIFF"'"

000o000

Swartchild &
Company's
Original

Watchmakers'
SANITARY
Benches

GOLD FILLED ROUND JUMP RINGS . . 50c. per fiross

$ .75 per Dozen
7.$0 per Gross

Height 3.

Height 4.

4101'

Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$6.00 $ 1.00 per Dozen

10.50 per Gross

Genevas ... . . $4.00 per gross •
PRICE-LIST Thick Mi-Concaves . . . 4.00 "

MI-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 "
Parallels ..... . 8.00 "

PARALLEL

French Clock Movement Holder
Price, $1.25

LENTILLE.

io0/111111.101■11111.51■N

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

/1111■1111.1M11111■1111116
THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Palest ..4pplied for

Dimensions :-Length, 43% inches ; Heigh , 40% inches ; Depth 26% inches.
No. H127. Large Watchmakers' Sanitary Bench, 0 tic. Price   $20.00
No. Him Large Watchmakers' Sanitary Bench, Mahogany finish. Price 20  00

This large Sanitary Bench also furnished with material bottle tray with bottles in large
center drawer, for $2.25 additional.

FIRST ONES
ON THE
MARKET

Patent Applied for

Dimensions :-Length, 24 inches ; Height, 40% inches ;
Depth, 203 inches.

This bench is particularly adapted for watchmakers where
space is limited and a small size bench is desired. Also
adapted for opticians' and jewelers' use.

14120. Small Watchmakers', Opticians' or Jewelers'
Sanitary Bench, Oak. Price . . . . . • . . $9.75

No. H120. Small Watchmakers' Opticians' or Jewelers'
Sanitary *Bench, Mahogany Finish. Price   $9.75

$ .40 per doz. Patent Genevas . $8.00 per gross ; $ .75 per doz.
.40 " Lentilles . . . . 12.00 " 1.25 "
.90 " Antiques . . . . 8.00 " .75 "
.75 " Lunettes . . . . 3.00 " .25 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

74",/ 4/ e 

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

1T,17),

PAT'D

OCT. 24,05f-

4W. C
41

Cannon Pinion
Tightening Tool

50 cents

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Ptong
Pri.e, 75 cents

Steel Wire Clock Cord (Non Rust)
Made In 3 sizes. Put up in 11 ft. coils.
Prices Small Size, 01.50 per doz. Coils
" Medium " 2.50 " " "
" Large " 3.00 " " "

This Cabinet FREE with One Gross
REGENT American Mainsprings

SEND A POSTAL FOR POCKET PRICE-LIST OF TOOLS AND MATERIAL

Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive prompt and guaranteed satisfactory services as to quality and price

CROSS & BEGUELIN
(A Corporation)

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers -
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 

23 Maiden Lane, New York
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

New Imported
(Webster-Whitcomb Pattern

Lathe with
Tip-Over
T Rest

This Lathe Represents the

Highest Class of Experi-
enced Workmanship in

Every Particular. Each
and Every Part Fits

Perfectly

--
A TCHILDCO

This Lathe is mttterned after the

Webster-Whitcomb
Model and any Genuine

Webster-Whitcomb
.1 ttachment is Warranted to Fit

Exactly.

We Guarantee This Lathe
In Every Respect

Lathe (Wehster-Whitcomb Pattern)
with Tip-Over T Rest, with 10 Chucks
as follows: 6 Wire Chucks, 2 Wheel
Chucks, I Screw Chuck, 1 Taper
Chuck, 6 14-inch Cetnent Brasses,
I each ;4 and .34-inch Cement Brasses,
1 each Male and Female Centers,
Chuck Block with Glass Cover and
Belting.

No. E192. Price, complete, as above,

$23.75
less 6 per cent. for cash, Or

$22.32 Net Cash

SWARTCHILD Sc COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
..SUPPLY HOUSE THE. Vs/C.01=2L.1=, HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO. ILL.

Write for Our Double-Sized Catalogue-Sent
Free of all Charges.

Sole Distributers of BLACK SHIELD PRODUCTS

BLACK SHIELD OIL BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS

.4t



IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Each Wire and Wheel Chucks .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main.
tamed by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will

ICKEL PLATE 
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without thisra lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
in the UNITED STATES and CANADA

K. & D. New Style Staking Tool No. 16B.
Price, $26.00

This is not the Invert° Staking Tool ; it's the " next best;" however, and has
its own special advantages. The unparalleled success of INVERTO—notwithstanding
its higher price—has caused us to produce a new design in staking tools of the regular
type. This new tool, embodies as far as possible, the advantages of INVERTO. It is
of greater height than the old style tools, the top of the die being more than two
inches above the bench. This makes it far more convenient to use for any work, as
the watchmaker will very soon find by trial. The fine mahogany cases are of the
S itne quality as those of 1NVERTO. They are all drilled to hold 120 punches and 30
stumps, but we furnish them with different combinations of punches and stumps, and
the full number of holes are there for the owner to eventually fill, if he chooses.

An entirely new feature is the on or off frictioning device for the punch.
While a friction sustainer for the punch is very desirable for most work, there are
some operations in which it is an advantage to have the punch entirely free—for
example ; prick punching the intersection of fine lines, etc. In work of this character,the skilful operator is guided by sense of feeling rather than sight. The new on or off device meets the requirements perfectly ; about one-quarterturn in either direction, of the knurled nut at the top of frame, puts the friction on or off as may be desired. This device has all the advantages ofthe regular K. & D. friction sleeve, besides its own special advantages ; the friction, when on is remarkably smooth and uniform—try it.

A RADICAL
DEPARTURE IN
ENGRAVING BLOCKS

The knurled die-binding
disk of every K. & D.
New Style Staking Tool
is stamped like this.

Manufactured by ADOLPH MUEHLMATT, CINCINNATI

A KEYLESS block having the turntable feature of the REX block, ball bearing
and adjustable swivel jaws—feature never heretofore combined in any engraving block.

The IDEAL will appeal favorably to all engravers who will instantly perceive
the immense advantage of a KEYLESS block.

The jaws of the IDEAL KEYLESS are actuated by a rotating collar of
bronze, this method being a great improvement over the key system.

The turntable feature in connection with ball bearings was a long step forward
in cmzraving block construction, and this important improvement is incorporated in
the IDEAL KEYLESS.

The IDEAL KEYLESS has a greatly increased capacity for holding work
and also has an opening through the center, making it possible to hold hat pins. It
is made of the best materials throughout, finely finished and nickel plated.

A complete variety of attachments goes with the block, namely 12 sets
amounting to 46 pieces in all—they are put up in a hardwood box.

These attachments also fit the "Sfiecia," the "Monarch" and the "Rex"
engraving blocks.

Price, complete with leather pad and 46 attachments in hardwood box, $16.50.
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET TO BE HAD ON APPLICATION

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United Sates  and Canada

WHOLESALB AGENTS
37=39 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

IN MAHOGANY CASES
No. 12B. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps  
" 13B. 76 20 "
" 14B. 60
" 15B. 50
" 16B. 120

BALL-BEARING BASE, GLASS COVER
No. 12A. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps   

Any of these combinations 
$21.00 furnished with 16A, be

" 13A. 76 " 20 " 18.50 and cover for $1.00 extra.
" 14A. 60 " 18 "   16.00
" 15A. 50 " 14 " 

f Standard punches or
stumps may be had at any

" 16A. 120 " 30 
  14.00 time. 

 25.00

HIGH BASE, GLASS COVER
No. 12. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps ...... .
" 13. 76 " 20 "
" 14. 60 18
" 15. 50 14 "

In all these combinations the Staking Tools are exactly alike. For workmaiisliiand finish, these tools have never been equaled— Invert° excepted.

Descriptive circular on application.

Ask for a copy of the " Kendrick & Davis Book of Tools " if you haven't one already.

SUSSFELD LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents, 3 7 and 39 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK



THE VITAL POINT

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS -
OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Each Wire and Wheel Chucks . . ...... .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically
the thread on our chucks in comparison with others. We do not use dies for thread-
ing our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body of OUR
chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and
TRUE; compare them under your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and
outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and proportions, are important elements
in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size
and truth. We caution you against imitations.

The GENUINE are stamped "WHITCOMB.**

in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the
SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of
the spindle and its bushings TOUCH
THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
AREA, insuring continued TRUTH,
easy running and greatest durability.
This quality in our lathes is main-
tamed by workmen of long experience
in the operation of special machines
devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in
the market which the front end of
headstock spindle bears only on the
450 angle. They may look well on
superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely
adjusted, and are quite unreliable
for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are
PERFECTLY FITTED. Without thisra lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the
surfaces smooth. All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly
rounded ; this makes a great difference in the durability of the
nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well
as the scope and general character of the ATTACHMENTS
should be considered.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS
in the UNITED STATES and CANADA

4 •+.1

PATLNT PENDINO

A RADICAL
DEPARTURE IN
ENGRAVING BLOCKS

The IDEAL
KEYLESS

Manufactured by ADOLPH MUEHLMATT, CINCINNATI

A KEYLESS block having the turntable feature of the REX block, ball bearing
and adjustable swivel jaws-feature never heretofore combined in any engraving block.

The IDEAL will appeal favorably to all engravers who will instantly perceive
the immense advantage of a KEYLESS block.

The jaws of the IDEAL KEYLESS are actuated by a rotating collar of
bronze, this method being a great improvement over the key system.

The turntable feature in connection with ball bearings was a long step forward
in engraving block construction, and this important improvement is incorporated in
the IDEAL KEYLESS.

The IDEAL KEYLESS has a greatly increased capacity for holding work
and also has an opening through the center, making it possible to hold hat pins. It
is made of the best materials throughout, finely finished and nickel plated.

A complete variety of attachments goes with the block, namely 12 sets
amounting to 46 pieces in all-they are put up in a hardwood box.

These attachments also fit the "Special," the "Monarch " and the "Rex"
engraving blocks.

Price, complete With leather pad and 46 attachments in hardwood box, $16.50.

DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET TO BE HAD ON APPLICATION

For Sale by All Jobbers in the United States and Canada
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K. & D. New Style Staking Tool No. 16B.
Price, $26.00

New Style Staking Tools
Manufactured by

-KENDRICK & DAVIS-
avo 0'

Lebanon, New Hampshire

This is not the Invert° Staking Tool ; it's the " next best;" however, and has
its own special advantages. The unparalleled success of INVERTO-notwithstanding
its higher price-has caused its to produce a new design in staking tools of the regular
type. This new tool, embodies as far as possible, the advantages of INVERTO. It is
of greater height than the old style tools, the top of the die being more than two
inches above the bench. This makes it far more convenient to use for any work, as
the %%,atchmaker will very soon find by trial. The fine mahogany cases are of the
same quality as those of INVERTO. They are all drilled to hold 120 punches and 30
stutnps, but we furnish them with different combinations of punches and stumps, and
the full number of holes are there for the owner to eventually fill, if he chooses.

An entirely new feature is the on or off frictioning device for the punch.
While a friction sustainer for the punch is very desirable for most work, there are
some operations in which it is an advantage to have the punch entirely free-for
example : prick punching the intersection of fine lines, etc. In work of this character,

the skilful operator is guided by sense of feeling rather than sight. The new on or off device meets the requirements perfectly ; about one-quarterturn in either direction, of the knurled nut at the top of frame, puts the friction on or off as may be desired. This device has all the advantages ofthe regular K. & D. friction sleeve, besides its own special advantages ; the friction, when on is remarkably smooth and uniform-try it.

THE SIGN
OF gar

QUALITY
LcK 

K. & D. New Style Staking Tools

The knurled die-binding
disk of every K. & D.
New Style Staking Tool
is stamped like this.

IN MAHOGANY CASES
No. 12B. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps  
" 13B. 76 " 20 "
" 14B. 60 " 18 "
" 15B. 50 it 14 "
" 16B. 120 14 30 "

$22.00
  19.50
  17.00
  15.00
  26.00

BALL-BEARING BASE, GLASS COVER
No. 12A. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps  
" 13A. 76 " 20 "

4.6" 14A. 60 18
it" 15A. 50 14
is" 16A. 120 30

$21.00
18.50

  16.00
  14-00
  25.00

HIGH BASE, GLASS COVER
No. 12. 100 Punches, 24 Stumps  
" 13. 76 " 20 "
" 14. 60 it 18
" 15. 50 di 14 "

$20.00
  17.50
  15.00
  13.00

Any of these combinations
furnished with 16A, base
and cover for $1.00 extra.
Standard punches or
stumps may be had at any
time.

In all these combinations the Staking Tools are exactly alike. For workmanshipand finish, these tools have never been equaled- Inverto excepted.

Descriptive circular on application.

Ask for a copy of the " Kendrick & Davis Book of Tools" if you haven't one already.

Showing frame about 2-3 size

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO Wholesale Agents, 37 and 39 Maiden Lane•1   NEW YORK
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710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing
In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of
the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.
Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,
Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX & SONS
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Alliance Established 1865

LEARN $g
ENGRAVING ‘0

For FIVE DOLLARS
we synd you a com-
plete met of lessons,
well illustrated, in
letter and mono-
gram engraving on
jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lessons are
prepared by an ex-
pert engraver of
twenty-five year
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
and tempering
tools, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting ; en-
graving script and
other letters; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
cementing and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
Is also a perfect tool
sharpener; steel
marker and bu r-
Maher, dividers ; 10
metal plates; 6
rings and 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
and a hook of
" Monograms and
Alphabets."

AT HOME monograms
8111I

Every letter of the
alphabet combined
with every other
letter In script and
block styles ;Script,
Old English, Ro-
man, Block, Ger-
man, Hebrew and
Greek Alphabets;
Year-Date M o ii o -
grams ; Ornamental
Initials; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms.

$1.00

Postpaid
Cash, No Cheeks

"Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver were standing over my shoulder
and telling me what to do. I could do pretty good work after one week's practice."

RAY C. BASSETT, Woonsocket, S. Dalt.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

WE DO THE BEST
MINIATURE PORTRAITS
0 11

Watch e.s
Dials
Drooche.s
Lockets
We copy any portrait,

group or scene.
We also make high-

grade and cheap II and-
painted Miniatures, in
colors, for brooches or
lockets on ivory.

PRICE-LIST SENT ON REQUEST

BECAUSE
Our Photo - minia-
ture work is the
only kind that gives
perfect copy of
original, and that
will not fade or peel
off.
Photos returned

II, good condition.

GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, N.Y.

There's a Big Difference
In Quality of Foot Blowers

No. 10 Blower, $5.50
Our name is stamped in the

them. Ask for it to-day.

"Buffalo Foot Blowers" are of kiln-driedhardwood; se-
)ected leather—whole hides—no split skins—
guaranteed rubber and close to the " perfect "
in construction. We are bound to maintain
this high standard, hence a slight difference in
price to cover the big difference in quality
between "BUFFALO FOOT BLOWERS"
and the cheaper kind.

Your dealer handles only the best ? Then.
of course, he will sell you " BUFFALO FOOT
BLOWERS."

wood on each Blower. Catalogue " B. k." tells about

BUFFALO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.
BUFFALO, N. Y., U.S.A.
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We Know the Needs of the Retail Jeweler and are Perfectly Equipped for
Making Catalogs that are Bound to Bring Results. It's Our Specialty

STORE OF JAS. H. ROGERS. GIBSON CITY, ILL.

1.5TicA, N. Y., Feb. to, I900.

(Copy of Original Letter.)
THE ARNSTI NE BROS. CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen:—In reply to your letter of
Feb. 6th, will say the catalog helped us more
this year than ever before. We have used
your catalog four years and must say we
are much pleased with the results.

Yours truly,

& O'CONNOR,
J. F. O'Connor.

This firm used The Arnstine Bros. Company's
Catalogs in 1905, 1906, 1907 and 1908.

A perusal of our customers'
letters will convince you of
their success

GIBSON CITY, ILL., March 3, 1909.

(Copy of Original Letter.)
THE ARNSTINE BROS. Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Dear Sirs:—In answer to your inquiry of recent

(late will say that your catalogs stimulated and
helped my holiday trade more than any other means
of advertising I have ever used, and the results
from them have been very gratifying indeed.

I also wish to express my sincere appreciation
for your courteous treatment and the excellent class
of goods you furnish.

Yours respectfully,
J.As. RoGERs.

This firm used The Arnstine Bros. Company's Catalogs
in 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907 and 1908.

STORE OF BURTISS & O'CONNOR, UTICA, N.Y.

Our Salesmen visit every State in the Union. If you are interested, and will notify us, our representative will take
pleasure in calling on you and explaining our method

Write us for samples and particulars

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler

In writing us please mention this issue THE KEYSTONE CLEVELAND, OHIO
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TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold
the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.
The BRYANT RINGS TP111 hold the old customers, and every ring
you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They
are the Best Made and Best Knoun Rings in the mar/et.

M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Trade-Mark

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE
Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises

For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

PECKHAM 

RING EXPANDER

Price, $16.00
including* 8 steel rolls

Make Your Rings oVnIrlg, With PECKHAM 
These Machines

AND SAVE TIME AND MONEY

These machines will alter SEAMLESS Rings to almost any size
in a few minutes. Soldered rings several sizes without losing their
shape, and the ring will remain perfectly round after heing sized ; no
other machines vill show such results.

Our SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS are made of one piece of
gold. They contain no solder, and can be altered to any size,
smaller or larger, without cutting.

Trade-Mark Trade-Mark

PECKHAM SEAMLESS RING MFG. CO.
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

RING CONTRACTOR

Price, $16.00
including 12 steel rolls

Our No.

Send us
your name

sv,z,

Hard to Beat 
There are many good hands in our No. 9 Catalogue

I INVERT° The "Inverto" ia something new in staking
tools; it has unique and valuable features

STAKING'1001. never before applied to slaking tools, which
No 17

distinguish it from all others.

--
so to atioe to.‘

eç

• •

I The Nacres
et Is

Our No.

Let us
send it

Our No. 9 Catalogue. A Remarkable Exponent of Up=to=date Goods, and we want you to have it

Contains the latest in TOOLS, SUPPLIES
JEWELERS TRAYS and DISPLAY GOODS

192 pages and every one worth while

HENRY PAULSON &C_ 0• CHICAGO
156 Wabash Ave.
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enerally: in fact everybody who uses

files on particular work, require files
of the highest possible quality. The

EXTRA [X* F] FINE
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ARE UNEQUALLED BY ANY OTHER BRAND
Nao'e I./7 our immense factory by highest alri//eo' worlrmen. Carr/ed
in stock by the most progressive dealers. 145ed and preferred
by a rapidly increasing number of critical consomers 

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our 4 IDEAL CASE.

It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-
glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
(1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The diffc rence in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

w all Lases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, I foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case and
shelves lined with black  e felt.t 

price, 
sMade tosshi8.op In the knock down.N

Worth $70.00

Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.
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Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?

LEONARD KROWER,

Let us solve this question for you

WE DO !! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should

you need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.
Whenever engraving is desired, it is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shown

on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.
They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net
18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.4o per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.3o per dwt. not

Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

HALE Watch Protector
Made of soft specially prepared non-tarnishing

leather, in tan shades ; sizes, 12, 16 and 18.

USED ON ALL THE LEADING RAILROADS

With YOUR name and address printed
On the front it makes a " Live Ad."

Ask Your Dealer or Write for Sample

Made only by the

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence, Rhode Island

Silver-Plating and 
Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired P Yes!

We Repair
nny article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones
broken or melted off, the same as new

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

1429 Wabash Ave.Sercomb Company CHICAGO

No C. DIAMOND BALANCE

111'111.1,d

01J111

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
Augsbiirg, Germany

Fret Saws, Coping Saws

Watch Mainsprings

  Needle Files

Eberle's Quality 18812 "Finis" for metal

(..;c,“;
Quaiitat 18812

2

F.

UQUID A
ainenting lin t;
d Pallet Je
MURPHY. /0'

ORILL1A, CANAD

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
GOLD

Square Deal in

OLD GOLD AND SILVER

The gold and silver refiner whose business assets do not include
the " jewelers' confidence " might as well undertake to hammer out
success in the middle of the Desert of Sahara as in the most up-to-date

gold and silver refining plant in Chicago. Good service helps a great
deal, too, but unless the people believe in you, unless the people
have faith in your methods and confidence in the character of the
firm with whom they are dealing, effort, energy and experience, all must

come to naught. Dee & Co.'s refinery is the headquarters for jewelers
everywhere who are anxious to realize the highest possible value for

their Old Gold and Silver here, with the assurance of satisfaction in

every sense the term implies; our reputation rests solidly on 17 years

of public confidence. Without the aid and co-operation of the people,
without the loyal support of the jewelry trade, Dee 8z Co. never could
have won recognition as being one of the world's largest and best

refineries for realizing " top notch values " for anything they wish to

dispose of in the precious metal line.

WE PAY FOR

Old Gold, 8 K   32c. a dwt.

Old Gold, 10 K   40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K   48c.

Old Gold, 14 K.   56c.

Old Gold, 16 K.   64c.

Old Gold, 18 K.   72c.

Gold Plated Scraps   20c. to 35c. an ounce

Old Silver (fluctuating) . . . . Very highest price

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishing., Bench and

Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Full liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the

other half. All shipments held subject to your approval of our offer.

If our customer is not satisfied we will return shipment intact, charges

prepaid.
Let the " Gold Bugs " do your work and you can't go wrong.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Refiners and Smelters

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SLIT

OLD
GOLD

OLD
RYER

67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
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OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SUER

OLD
GOLD

SILVER
OLE)

OLD
GOLD

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD
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Have You Ever Handled the
HULL DETACHABLE and
INTERCHANGEABLE
HANDLE UMBRELLAS?

If not, Mr. Jeweler, and if you wish to handle the
best umbrella on the market, it will pay you to get
in touch with us immediately.

Do not delay a day.
The demand for the HULL Detachable and

Interchangeable Handle Umbrella has grown so
rapidily that it has been necessary for us to increase
our facilities by erecting four (4) new plants since
our article was first put on the market nine years ago;
and we have now just completed the most modern
umbrella factory in the world.

We attribute this phenomenal growth to the style,
quality and general makeup of our goods.

Our detachable and interchangeable feature enables
the jeweler to interchange the handles to suit the customer
and to detach the same for engraving, and likewise allows
the consumer to pack the umbrella in a trunk.

Can you afford to ignore a line that has become the
standard with jewelers?

All we ask is comparison, and upon a supposition
that your patronage is to be obtained in this manner, we
claim your business.

Hull Brothers uN Umbrella Co.
g M'k

TOLEDO,
OHIO

ORDER NOW ! You may be lucky
The 5000 chuck is now in the hands of your jobber. This chuck is FREE to the

purchaser.
Mail the receipt to your jobber and I will pay.

CULMAN BALANCE CHUCK
For refinishing Balance Pivots
without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller and protecting
them while the pivots are being
polished.

Price $3.50
The ONLY chuck which you can use without twisting your balance, hairspring or your neck

P.A. May 17, '04
Look far stamp

EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Dale Wire Chucks, 70c. each

721

i[i[ ONLY PALLET JEWEL SETTER

Look for stamp—it means r,
satisfaction guaranteed

Price $2.00

MR. C. CULMAN
Maplewood, Mo.Dear 

Sir:
The ONLY pallet set-

ter is rightly named. I
received it ten days ago
and have used it several
times. I would not be
without it now if the
price was $10.00. Please
charge through Messrs.
Freudenheim, Levy &
Lande, this city, or send
bill to me as you prefer.

Fraternally yours,
W. C. COMFORT

Elmira, N.Y.

OVER 1000 SOLD THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS

THE ONLY setter separates the two jewels so that one can be adjusted with-out danger of the other shifting. The ONLYsetter is fitted with practicalgages to determine the amount jewel is to be shifted, eliminating guess work.Culman tools are sent free on ten days' trial, and if found satisfactory are charged1 through your jobber.

For Sale by all Jobbers in U.S. and Canada

C. CULMAN, MAPLEWOOD, MO.
Maple and Hazel Avenues

.73ss 
-A Ls , ,st  GO.

CANDO

SILVER POLISH
IS THE BEST

Hi t only for the consumer hut also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

SAMS' SAFETY *Do
GASOLINE

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
Improved Generator bro-
dinps 7,11 ifsurnt ignroful flame till
enOre charge is consumed. .A's
fuipor ri807nell1 as where free gaso-
line is used.

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W.Randolph St. - CHICAGO

Liberal Discount to Jobbers

$1.00 each

Geneva,

70c.

Whitcomb
No.

70c.

Stark

70c.

Moseley
No./
70c.

Olin
or

Leader

70c.

Hopkins-
6-4
70c.

111.■seley
No, 2
70c

Kearney
70c.

Webster
Whitcomb
70c.

Elgin
Or

Triumph

70c.

PYROGRAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 538, and 50 Wire
Chucks Price per Set of 10
BRASS $1.50
STEEL - - 2.50

-30'01f1111,.:cfr88etss■_

Moseley
1x2
70c.

Rivett

70c.

llorkins
No.3

70c. $1.25 each

Ho UGHTON
FACE PLATE

MELD. 80

HARDINGE BROS.

We inake\44:11116h'i's line a specialty anti":17r-e'a-cly to serve you.
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Sent, for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog- No. 5
Watchman's Portable Clock Catalog- No. .1

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, whit Trefoil Pecp Holes 88.00 each
Old Nty le, changed

• ' • 2.00 Ii

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III., U. S. A.

THE DEMAND FOR FIRST-CLASS WATCHMAKERS WAS NEVER
SO GREAT AS AT THE PRESENT TIME

Hand Piece

011101 complete 81100
Outfit without bellows 8 50
Generator (it) 6  00
Blowpipe (A) 2  50 "lit
Foot Bellows (C) 4  50
Sams' Flux  25 Generator. Size 83."

high. 53/u" diem.

ARE YOU LOSING MONEY
By not being in possession of the ability to command the wages of a first-class workman? If so, do as thousands of
others have done, come to the Horological Department of Bradley Polytechnic Institute and perfect yourself in Watch-
work, Jewelry work, Engraving and Optics.

Do not put it off this time as you have in the past, but make up your mind that you will put yourself in shape to be on
equal footing with the best workmen in the country, thereby being able to draw wages due a thorough workman.

This school is not an experiment, having twenty-three years' successful experience. It is endorsed by the leading
jobbers and watch manufacturers of this country; besides, we have hundreds of testimonials from individual jewelers
who have been fortunate enough to get one of our students; and from many students who are in business for them-
selves or have secured lucrative positions with salaries much in advance of what they had before coming to us.

BRADLEY HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE, PEORIA, ILL.
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INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

frTAG YOUR RINGS WITIO
WASHABLE TAGS

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets .

1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . .

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink . .

1 Neat Hardwood Box, with
catch fastener.

$1.50

.75

.25

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler should
I a ve

Because it saves time—and saves money
'lid because it gives your dugs a inure attractive appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish

your rings, hecause the ink that goes with each out it is wat c Trott If
and won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the wrong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
surface, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.5o.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.
'57 South Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

723

PRICE-LIST

2 Chucks 

Present
Prices
830.00

Prices
May 1 09
$31.00

10 35 00 37.00
12 36 00 38.50
17 40 00 42.25
22 44 00 46.00
32 51 00 53.50
NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

POSITION OF TAG
WHEN RING IS IN TRAY

( 1) NV. IIE.:N . 1,AZ, Vice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Nu/
Platinum and Gold Setting

Department
NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street
Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS
408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

WH EN
A

CUSTOMER

WISH ES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER
and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have6

been in the business right here for 16 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established I 89 I

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE 

The New Model Conoidal

Chuck

The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

It is becoming better understood that more care should be taken in the selection of a Watchmaker's Lathe than has heretofore been fully realized.Under the most exacting requirements of your Profession, comprising the making and repairing of one of the most delicate and intricate mechanisms of man'sinvention, the Modern Watch, you cannot do justice to your Work, your Employer or Yourself if you are handicapped by the inferior quality or inefficiency of the Toolsyou employ, and your Lathe is certainly one of the most important Tools you use, and IT MUST be RIGHT or your WORK CANNOT be RIGHT. 'the MOSELEYLATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for more than a Quarter of a Century and they are considered by the ManyThousands of More than Satisfied Watchmakers, who are using them constantly in their daily work, to be the BEST LATHES MADE, and it has been fullydemonstrated that the possession of a MOSELEY LATHE is the source of constantly increasing satisfaction and efficiency. Improved methods have enabled us toimprove the MOSELEY LATHES and to keep them Up-to-Date in every particular, and we now offer in the "NEW MODEL MOSELEY " a Lathe of the BEST
QUALITY of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP and at a MODERATE PRICE. ACCURACY and RAPIDITY,—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT,—and they aresecured by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. Write for Descriptive Price-List.

Trie moset_wv LATHES co.
Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

May 1st we shall make changes
in our Prices as above

OUR SYSTEM
1•1■71...

OUR STAFF AND JEWEL CABINETS ARE THE SAME SIZE. DIMENSIONS, 16 in x 7 in,

BALANCE HOLE JEWELS.W4L1114W 1.11.1r....P., II% ILO. 1111.1, 114, 11,1?1, L01.14101, 11,1,41, 1111,1, ,1,,11.4141/. till 100M4N.CiiN1IIII1,
:AA lei n. 1 NII1A1 - 110N AND

GENUINE LEATHER, PLUSH LINED

For BALANCE JEWELS and STAFFS
is the LATEST and BEST on the
American market.

C It is COMPLETE, TIME SAVING
and ECONOMICAL. With these Cabinets
any Watchmaker will be able to do twice
as much work, his stock will be at all times
under his control and in the future he will
buy only just what he needs and uses.

C Our BALANCE JEWELS are all
SAPPHIRES and RUBIES, holes gaged
to thousandths of a centimeter and are per-
sonally set by one of the finest jewel setters
in America—a man with twenty-five years'
experience.

C OUR BALANCE STAFFS,
which we also furnish in cabinets, v.c. c‘
are TEMPERED, with highly
POLI SHED and BUR- v
NISHED PIVOTS and 

v 

are GUARANTEED ' .(s
to FIT dv tek06 ttsc

10

hS2-0:43e‘s141O):10916t:

V1'44.

• 4A r

C Upon receipt of attached coupon with your name and WALTHAM, MASS U.S.A. t\eaaddress, we will send you full particulars, prices, etc.

THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO
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INK
WON'T WASH

OFF

+01

rTAG YOUR RINGS WITO
WASHABLE TAGS

IDEAL TAGGING OUTFIT

Complete, Only $2.50

1000 Tags and Eyelets .

1 Pair Ideal Pliers . . .

1 Bottle Waterproof Ink .

• $1.50

.75

.25

1 Neat Hardwood Box, with

catch fastener.

The Ideal Celluloid Tag is something that every jeweler should
have

Because it saves time—and saves money

And because it gives your rings a more attractive appearance.
You don't have to take off the tags when you wash or polish

your rings, because the ink that goes with each outfit is waterproof
and won't wash off.

No danger of getting the tags mixed
and getting them on the wrong ring.

The Ideal has a large, flat writing
surface, which makes it better than any
other tag.

A complete outfit only costs $2.50.
Better send for it to-day if you want it
soon, for the demand is very large.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.
x57 South Ave.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
POSITION OF TAG
WHEN RING IS IN TRAY

C. 0. BAKER, Pres. C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Platinum and Gold Setting
Department

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS

408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER
and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have

been in the business right here for 16 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-

tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another

page of this issue.
Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Placa

THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE
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PRICE-LIST

2 Chucks 

Present
Prices
$30.00

Prices
May 1/09
$31.00

10 ,, 35 00 37.00
12 , 4 36 00 38.50
17 6 6 40 00 42.25
22 6 4 44 00 46.00
32 6 6 51 00 53.50
NEW MODEL SWING REST

is included without extra charge

-

The New Model Colloidal

Chuck

The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

It is becoming better understood that more care should be taken in the selection of a Watchmaker's Lathe than has heretofore been fully realized.
Under the most exacting requirements of your Profession, comprising the making and repairing of one of the most delicate and intricate mechanisms of man's

invention, the Modern Watch, you cannot do justice to your Work, your Employer or Yourself if you are handicapped by the inferior quality or inefficiency of the Tools
you employ, and your Lathe is certainly one of the most important Tools you use. and IT MUST be RIGHT or your WORK CANNOT be RIGHT. The MOSELEY
LATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for more than a Quarter of a Century and they are considered by the Many
Thousands of More than Satisfied Watchmakers, who are using them constantly in their daily work, to be the BEST LATHES MADE, and it has been fully
demonstrated that the possession of a MOSELEY LATHE is the source of constantly increasing satisfaction and efficiency. Improved methods have enabled us to
improve the MOSELEY LATHES and to keep them Up-to-Date in every particular, and we now offer in the "NEW MODEL MOSELEY " a Lathe of the BEST
QUALITY of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP and at a MODERATE PRICE. ACCURACY and RAPIDITY,—THEY ARE WHAT COUNT,—and. they are
secured by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. Write for Descriptive Price-List.

THE moseuev LATHE CO.
elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

May 1st we shall make changes
in our Prices as above

OUR SYSTEM
1■11M■6116

OUR STAFF AND JEWEL CABINETS ARE THE SAME SIZE. DIMENSIONS, 16 in x 7 in.

BALANCE 110L,E JEWELS.WAL111,161.10.mpi 0A1/11011.. 114116.0. 111.0, 060.10 6.0.1.01,6111, NIAt 111104 01■16,411.4161,. 51.411 7110161,40. C1,617111,.
A04,1 I* 16. 1:0611. 41A11: +. 000 A00

teareette
MbliNatittittorktita,e010/141,110MINktrinititti,elet

14111111111,147e11 toe
GENUINE LEATHER, PLUSH LINED

For BALANCE JEWELS and STAFFS
is the LATEST and BEST on the
American market.

41 It is COMPLETE, TIME SAVING
and ECONOMICAL. With these Cabinets
any Watchmaker will be able to do twice
as much work, his stock will be at all times
under his control and in the future he will
buy only just what he needs and uses.

41 Our BALANCE JEWELS are all
SAPPHIRES and RUBIES, holes gaged
to thousandths of a centimeter and are per-
sonally set by one of the finest jewel setters
in America—a man with twenty-five years'
experience.

41 OUR BALANCE STAFFS,
which we also furnish in cabinets,
are TEMPERED, with highly
POLISHED and BUR- 00'
NISHED PIVOTS and v
are GUARANTEED o ,e6 40
to FIT e 
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•THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO
ifj Upon receipt of attached coupon with your name and 

"041 elo`'

WALTHAM MASS U.S.A. 
."'"•• address, we will send you full particulars, prices, etc. 
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A MAGNIFICENT BOOK °F inrE
"MODERN" t%' SIGNS "L

IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Write for This Book To- day—It will give you much valuable information

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

•

NEW-UP-TO-DATE-FLASHING-SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.

HOLTZER-CABOT

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES 

FOR JEWELERS

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC DRILL

• 

A FULL LINE OF BUFFING

AND GRINDING MOTORS.

q ELECTRO-PLATING
MACHINES.

q DRILLING OUTFITS.

qr STANDARD ALTERNAT-
ING AND DIRECT CUR-

RENT POWER MOTORS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BOSTON (BROOKLINE STATION 1, MASS.

395 and 397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

1•■■111SIL
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C.:111Wax.
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DO YOU DO ANY POLISHING ?

Arr

machine?
Motor
effort
socket
noiseless,
more
machine.
Free

Do you do any polishing with a noisy,
nerve-racking, back-breaking foot power

tI,The Oliver Quality Electric
Polishing Head requires no skill or
to operate—just connect it to a lamp
and turn the switch. It is nearly

inexpensive to run and will do
and better work than any belt driven

1New 112 Page Catalog No. 17
for the Asking.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 Niagara Street BUFFALO, NEW YORK Factory—Newark, N. J.

•

422

Manufacturers
Salesroom, 726 Chestnut St

Philadelphia

PRICES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION
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Repair and S'pecthl Orders Our Specialty

WE HAVE SPECIALIZED on this branch of the business for

many years. Wc know all thc "ins-and-outs" of the business and

are prepared to give the retail trade the best to be had—both in workman-

ship and prompt returns. Our workmen arc not only skilled mechanics,
but they are also capable artists, and they assist in maintaining for us a standard of

efficiency unexcelled anywhere. qWhenever you want unique designs for special pieces

write us. We can take care of you with designs of the highest artistic merit and executed

in the most artistic manner. (fin addition to special order work we do

Diamond Mounting, Jewelry and Case Repairing and Pay Special Attention

/0 Emblem Goods, Jewels, Medals, Badges, Class Pins, Engraving and Enameling

The DORST COMPANY
FIFTH and ELM STREETS :: :: CINCINNATI, OHIO

X

AMR,.

,111■1"

■•■■■

L. LELONG & BROTHER

Southwest Corner

Halsey and Marshall Streets

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Swoop Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

NEWARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty
SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING

AND ENGRAVING

Does your present earning capacity
satisfy you?

If not, our Post-Graduate Course
will be of special interest to you.

You ought to be worth twice the money
after having attended it.

Write for particulars

Wisconsin
Institute of Horology

Enterprise Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
Clement Hollow Graver (100 Styles), 25c.
Clement Pivot Polisher
Clement Balance Bumper, soc.
Clement Wheel Cutters, 50c.
Clement Rounding-up Cutters, 40c.

Clement Diamond Fork (irinders, Sei Or4, $2.50
Clement Diamond Roller Broaches, 75c.
Clement Glossing, 25c.

(3 Styles), $8.00, $8.00, $18.00

From your

JOBBER

or direct

SEND FOR CIRCULAR

W. D. CLEMENT
WALTHAM, MASS.

Action !—Quick Action!
Gets the Business these Days

Get Busy ! Send in Your Order To-day
Always lead. Don't follow your competitor

r."01°-0-aro"

!Xt1254-i

ALL OUR GERMAN SILVER MESH PURSES ARE 
HEAVILY SILVER PLATED, LINED, WELL MADE AND WELL 

FINISHED THROUGHOUT

NEW MESH PURSES, BELT PINS, SIGNET GOODS, HAN
DY PINS, COMBS, VEIL PINS, GRAPE

JEWELRY, LOCKETS, FOBS, BRACELETS AND WAIST 
PINS AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES

M. J. AVERBECK, 
Manufacturer and
 Importer  10 & 12 Maiden Lane, New York

THE FINEST IN THE WORLD

111111111111111i111:1111,1
10111111111111111Ifill

1V/1,+•_-"N

)L'S'
WATCH OGENItit...01,1
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Positively
the best and
purest oil
offered the
trade in my
thirty years'
experience.

Prepared at

my factory

under my

personal

supervision.

moullimpimm 

NI,.mewaBessaf.01NweiTNHEoBuE,,i,,,,
h U.S.A. PAY SIGS

WILLIAM P. NYE, New Bedford, Ma.s.s.,
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VAN GELDER BROTHERS

Actual and Experienced
Dthmondcutters

We cut diamonds exclusively for the American
market and our cutting commends them to
the most critical.

Cutting Works :
249 Longue rue d'argile

Antwerp, Belgium

New York Offices..
Broadway Maidenlane Building

170 Broadway
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

ELK'S OFFICIAL EMBLEMS

We have received official notice from the Grand Lodge of the B. P. 0. Elks allowing
us to manufacture their official emblems under their patent No. 398,833. From their official
designs we have prepared the enclosed original illustrations and carry large quantities of
these goods in stock. They are made in all metals in the usual "FOX' style, which means
the very finest quality, most perfect workmanship and best general appearan2e of any
emblems made. The heads are finely raised and modeled and true to nature in every respect.
the dials appropriately enameled, and where elks' teeth are used, they are genuine and
guaranteed to be the finest.

Send to your jobber for these goods and he will be more than pleased to send to us for
a selection, but if he will not send for "FON" Emblems, be sure to send direct to us.

THE GUSTAVE FOX CO.
14-16 E. FOURTH STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

Krementz
Collar
ButtonsPIECE

" The Button that's Insured "
and Studs

Imitators of Krementz Collar
Buttons are continually corning

and 
t3
uoinff Every once in a while

a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never

a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. Co ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N. J.

,N.. c-- ..4
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THE qualit rd in silver plate
was fixed in the year 1847 when

Rogers Bros. goods were first manufac-
tured — the highest quality known.

To-day the trade mark

assures the purchaser not only of securing the
original brand of Rogers' but the heaviest grade
of plate, guaranteed by the makers to give abso-
lute satisfaction.

In beauty of pattern, perfection of finish and
quality of plate, this renowned "Silver Plate
that Wears'' has always been without success-
ful imitation. Procurable in numerous designs
—some fancy, some simple and chaste.

Sold by leading dealers everywhere. Send f
catalogue showing all patterns.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.,
Meriden, Conn.

((Mei national Silver Co., Sueeeasor)
New York Chicago

San Francisco

Send for our new
Price-List No. 88-K
Listing New Goods

Catalogue No. 89-K
shows a complete line of
New Chests with Ware

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this

journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of

all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements

that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 30 Philadelphia, May, 1909 No. 15
Copyright, t00% by The Keystone Publishing Co. An rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post-office, Philadelphia, Pa..
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BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
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Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
single copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues,
25 cents. To Canada, $2.00 per year. To Foreign
Countries, $2.44 (to Shillings) per year; single copies,
25 cents (I Shilling).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should be
made by Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check or
Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances should be made payable to
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
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The Keystone as an Advocate of Or-
ganization

WE acknowledge with much pleasure

the large number of letters received

commendatory of the editorial which ap-

peared in our March issue, entitled "Organi-

zation and Its Benefits." As we frequently

expressed in previous issues the same ideas,

the unusual attention given our editorial

views on this occasion evidence the unusual

interest now being taken by the trade in this

matter of organization. Among those from

whom we received commendatory commu-

nications were several officers, including the

President, of the American National Retail

Jewelers' Association and many officers of

the various State associations. Typical of

these letters is the following from F. A.

Marean, Belvidere, Ill., President of the Illi-

nois Retail Jewelers' Association. This let-
ter is especially interesting as revealing the

practical use made of our editorial pro-
nouncement by various organizations.

President Marean writes:

As President of the Illinois Retail Jewelers'
Association and in my personal behalf, I desire

to thank you for the space given association work
and for the able editorial in the March number,
entitled "Organization and Its Benefits," which, of
itself, is worth many times the subscription price
to any jeweler and which, I believe, will be a most
potent help to me in successfully organizing this
State. I have obtained several new members
through its influence alone and have taken the
liberty of sending thoo copies of it to as many
retail jewelers in the State, with very good results.

For the kindness and fairness to the associa-
tion movement shown by THE KEYSTONE, I thank
you, and would be much pleased, and know of
many others who would be, if you would repro-
duce the editorial mentioned in a future number.

'These expressions of appreciation are
particularly gratifying as showing the

broader spirit which characterizes the trade

associations of to-day. Our views, as ex-

pressed in the March number, had their in-

spiration in the new ideal of organization

evolved in recent years. As many conven-
tions are scheduled to take place within the

next few months, it is especially timely, as

suggested by President Marean and others,

to here reiterate the views then expressed.

The purpose of organization to-day is not
merely to give united expression to a spirit

of discontent, to exploit petty grievances or

to force special privileges by agitation and

threats. Rather is it animated by the spirit

of brotherhood and mutual toleration char-

acteristic of this new century, by a desire to
further the interests of all by the elevation
of the individual, and by a laudable ambi-

tion to make its membership worthy of such
consideration and privileges as they justly
claim to be their right.

or HE modern organization meeting is not
a mere instrument of protest and

recrimination : it is a practical business

school wherein is imparted information

which the members can convert into dollars ;

a social club which cultivates a spirit of

mutual regard ; a clearing house of trade
ideas, where the best methods of business-
doing are made common property and

where all are placed on a more even plane

in the competitive struggle inseparable from

modern business-doing. The subjects dealt

with at the meetings comprise : Account

keeping, store arrangement, system in the

repair department, shop equipment, adver-

tising, window dressing, the treatment of

customers, help and wages, etc., all of which

have practical application to the business of

every jeweler. No member of the trade can

become a member of a strong organization

of his fellow craftsmen without feeling his

position strengthened and his self-reliance

fortified, and none can attend a modern

convention without becoming, at least in a

small degree, a better business man and a

more tolerant as well as a more resourceful

competitor.

Smuggling on a Large Scale

W TITLE there is wide differences of
opinion among the gem importers

as to the amount in diamonds smuggled into

this country each year, all agree that the

aggregate would total many millions of dol-

lars. We can better appreciate the claims

of the importers since the discovery, a few

weeks ago, of a smuggled shipment of

women's clothing valued at $roo,000. That

the smuggling is carried on by persons or

firms of large financial resources has been

proved by the offer to pay to the Govern-

ment the full value of the seized dresses,

the duty payable thereon amounting to

$6o,000, and with the extreme penalty that

might be inflicted making $260,000 in all.

While much mystery still surrounds the case

at this writing, there is evidently a con-

spiracy with ramifications in both continents

and many persons involved. The successful

smuggling of such a shipment as this pre-

supposes the co-operation of some of the

steamship people, some of those in customs

service and many others. The offer of

$260,000 made to the Government was, of
course, refused, and, while the investigation
will certainly reveal the identity of those

involved in this particular conspiracy, the

practice will, doubtless, go on with but little

abatement. If such extensive smuggling is

possible in the case of clothing how much
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greater are the possibilities in the case of

diamonds. Fortunately, the duty on gems

is comparatively small, but sufficiently large,

nevertheless, to be an inducement to the

smugglers.

T N connection with the above it is gratify-

' ing to report- that the marked improve-.

ments in the gem trade during the past few

months continues as evidenced in the greatly

increased imports. At the appraisers' stores

the total value of precious stones and pearls

passed in the month of March amounted to

$3,353,407.97, or nearly nine times the value

'of the importations during March, 1908.

The total value of the cut precious stones

and pearls amounted to $2,674,599.47, as

against $298,879 a year ago, and the value

of the uncut stones, principally diamonds, to

$678,808.50, as against $90,634.77 in 1908.

At the present time the European mar-

kets are being visited by many American

buyers, among whom there is keen rivalry in

the selection of desirable stock. Ludwig

Nissen, one of the leading importers, who

recently returned from Europe, said : "While

abroad I met at least twenty-five American

diamond importers in the European mar-

kets, and I attributed the fact that there is

such renewed activity to the return of pros-

perous conditions in this country. The sup-

ply of diamonds in this city was low previ-

ous to the holidays, and was not replenished

at that time owing to the business depres-

sion. The renewed demand has made it

necessary to replenish the supply." He

added that the price of fine pearls has been
steadily advancing for the last year, until
now there is an increase of from 20 to 30

per cent. in the price.

The sensational newspaper predictions
of price demoralization in diamonds by rea-
son of alleged rich finds in German Africa
and Brazil are creating no alarm among the
trade.

Senate Amends Gem Schedule of
Tariff Bill

THE Senate has made important changes
in the tariff bill as originally intro-

duced in the House. In the portions of the
bill relating to goods handled by the jewelry
trade these changes have been unimportant

with the exception of that made in the gem

schedule. This schedule, as it appeared in
the original bill prepared by the Ways and

Means Committee and introduced in the

FIouse, was very objectionable to the trade

as it would necessarily result in endless con-

fusion and litigation. That it was utterly

unworkable was easily demonstrated by

those interested in gem importation, and the

Senate, responsive to the convincing argu-
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ments furnished, changed the schedule very
materially. The gem paragraph as amended
by the Senate is as follows:

Sec. 445. Pearls and parts thereof, drilled or
undrilled, but not set or strung, to per centum
ad valorem; diamonds and bort, coral, rubies,
cameos and other precious stones and semi-
precious stones, cut but not set, and suitable for
use in the manufacture of jewelry, TO per centum
ad valorem; imitation precious stones for use in
the manufacture of jewelry, doublets, artificial or
so-called synthetic or reconstructed pearls, rubies
or other precious stones, 20 per centum ad
valorem.

This schedule is a great improvement
over that in the House bill, and, with a few
minor amendments which the importers and
dealers in gems expect to have incorporated,
will be quite satisfactory to the trade.

With the vexatious and expensive ex-

perience of the past fresh in memory, there

should be no difficulty in so constructing the

gem schedule that expensive litigation will

be entirely obviated. The enormous ex-

pense to the Government of the long-drawn-

out Leeds and Tiffany pearl cases should, in

itself, be a salutary lesson which the tariff

revisionists might well take to heart. The

fact that the tariff on gems can be consid-

ered almost wholly apart from important re-

lationship with any domestic industry,

should facilitate the framing of a satisfac-

tory schedule. The Senate Committee has

shown itself reasonably responsive to the

representations of the gem trade, and the

dissatisfaction incident to the gem para-

graph in the House bill has been greatly al-

layed by the action of the Senate. It is

advisable, however, that a careful watch be

kept on the schedule during the passage of

the bill through Congress, and it would ma-

terially strengthen the position of the gem

trade and tend to safeguard its interests if

the jewelers generally would write their

Senators and representatives urging that the

Senate schedule providing for a duty of io

per cent. on cut diamonds and other precious

stones and pearls in original state, sawed

or drilled, and a duty of 20 per cent. on imi-

tation precious stones should be enacted.

Trade Support for National Stamping
Law

A ',THOUGH the National Stamping Act
needs to be amended in several re-

spects, its enforcement would be an effective

instrument for trade protection provided the

jewelers did their part. It is quite evident,

from the trade experiences since the law

went into effect, that the measure of its use-
fulness must be determined by the jewelers
themselves. As our readers are aware, the
act requires that articles of gold and silver
bearing a quality mark shall assay as one
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piece, including gold alloys, solder, etc.,
within one karat of the fineness indicated
by the mark stamped thereon, and any

makers stamping their goods and same not

assaying up to the required fineness are
guilty of a misdemeanor. To make the law

of maximum benefit calls for the active and

harmonious co-operation of the trade, and

the manner in which they can co-operate

most effectively is pointed out in a circular

letter which has been issued by the Manu-
facturing Jewelers' Association of Newark,
N. J. The association suggests that the

trade insist on the use of a quality stamp

and trade-mark on all goods handled by
them. It is only by such insistence, the cir-
cular states, that questionable goods can be

driven from the market. Inasmuch as the
law does not call for compulsory stamping,
the suggestion of the Newark manufac-
turers is a reasonable one, and, if carried
out, would go far to compensate for the
omission of a compulsory clause. This is a
matter which might well come within the
province of the trade organizations, as
action thus taken would have more weight
with the manufacturers than the mere in-
sistence of individuals. It seems to us that
the stamping law is scarcely being given
the attention which it deserves, and it is op-
portune to suggest that at the many State .
conventions and the national convention,
now close at hand, the subject be given due
prominence on the programme.

Higher Education in Horology

SEVERAL of the State associations of
retail jewelers, recognizing the need

of more advanced technical education for
the watchmaker, have discussed the possi-
bilities of establishing a school or other
system of instruction which would furnish
this requirement. The project does not im-
ply any reflection on the horological schools
now available, which are doing excellent
work considering the limitations in time and
funds of most of the pupils and their free-
dom to discontinue their studies at their
own convenience. This subject was given
renewed interest by the introduction in
the Nebraska Legislature of a bill to regu-
late the practice of horology, which legis-
lation, if accomplished, would necessitate
in time, at least, a higher standard of
attainment. In this connection it is inter-
esting to note that the jewelry trade and
industry of Canada have taken steps to raise
a fund for the purpose of establishing free
scholarships in the Canadian Horological
Institute. The fund has already assumed
goodly proportions and will mean, at least,
a partial endowment of the Institute. As
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there are several institutions in this country

for the teaching of horology, the plan

would seem to be somewhat impracticable,

but the idea shows the increasing interest in

the subject.
In the absence of an opportunity to at-

tend the lessons of a high grade school or

instructor, there is still available the local

club, an excellent type of which is the New

England Watchmakers' Club, with quarters

in Boston. The proximity of this club to

one of the largest watch factories is doubt-

less an advantage, but the principle is ap-

plicable to every city of fairly large size in

which a certain number of high grade watch

workers is employed. The New England

Club provides lectures and instructions for

its members, the lessons being supplemented

by actual work at the bench. Considering

the success of the Boston institution in

achieving the purpose in view, it is remark-

able that the other cities have not followed

in any thorough way the example set them

by their New England brethren.

THE lack of opportunities for technical

instruction is one of the weaknesses

of our educational system and few realize

what it means to the youth of the country.

Massachusetts is one of the States most ad-

vanced in this matter, yet, according to the

Boston Herald, the question was recently

put to 2000 boys and young men who had

applied for employment at the State Em-

ployment Bureau, "Has your school in-

struction fitted you for any particular line

of work?" and only thirty-six answered,

"Yes."
"Would you have continued in school if

the school could have taught you a trade?"

was then asked. Eighteen hundred and

eighty-five answered in the affirmative.

Under the deplorable circumstances

revealed by the above investigation it be-

hooves the various trades to do what they

can for their own advancement and in the

case of practical horology such an institu-

tion as the New England Watchmakers'

Club is a very excellent substitute for the

endowed technical school.

Organization Activity

NEVER in the history of the trade was
the organization spirit so active as at

the present time. All over the country life
is being infused in the organization move-

ment, and the meetings are remarkable for

the members in attendance and the enthu-

siasm shown. In those States in which the

trade societies had become practically de-

funct new organizations have been formed
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through the efforts of the officers of the

national body, whose initiative has found a

ready response in these States. New asso-

ciations were recently formed in New York,

Colorado, New Jersey, South Carolina and

other States. Elsewhere we report the very

successful meeting of the Oklahoma organi-

zation, and enthusiastic meetings were also

held last month by the Michigan Retail

Jewelers' Association at Saginaw and the

Kentucky Association at Louisville. Other

important meetings scheduled for the near

future are as follows : West Virginia Asso-

ciation, at Wheeling, May 17th and 18th;

Pennsylvania Association, at Harrisburg,

June 3d and 4th ; Missouri Association, at

St. Louis, June 21st and 22d ; Ohio Retail

Jewelers' Association, at Cedar Point, June

28th and 29th ; Iowa Association, at

Des Moines, June 23d, 24th and 25th ; Illi-

nois Association, at Peoria, June 29th and

3oth ; Wisconsin Association, at Milwaukee,

July 20th, 21st and 22d. The Minnesota,

Kansas and other State associations are also

preparing for large meetings.

Preparations are already well under

way for the annual convention of the

American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation to be held in Omaha August 2d to

6th, inclusive. The steps already taken evi-

dence the determination of the officers to

make this convention an epochal event in

trade history. It will be conducted on a

wider basis than heretofore and all branches

of the trade will be numerously represented.

The wholesalers and manufacturers are

manifesting exceptional interest, and a

feature of the proceedings will be addresses

by prominent members of these branches of

the trade. President Archibald has met

with most gratifying success in procuring

speakers of prominence, and all can look

forward to a programme which will be

unique in the history of the jewelry trade

conventions. The fact that the organization

can, on this occasion, point to valuable re-

forms already secured will in itself give this

annual reunion a new meaning. It is the

plan of President Archibald and the other

officers to have the various questions of

trade interest thoroughly discussed from

every point of view by those best acquainted

with them so that all may have a better un-

derstanding of what can be accomplished

without injustice to any interest concerned.

A gratifying feature of the organiza-

tion movement is the adoption of the "round

table" idea, that is, the formation of the

local organizations. In our last issue we

published a report of the formation of the

24-Karat Club of Pittsburg, and the ad-

visability of forming similar organizations

is being discussed in many other cities, De-
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troit, Mich., and Denver, Colo., being among

the number. The wealthier class of jewel-

ers, especially in the large cities, who have

heretofore been disposed to look askance at

the organization movement, are now mani-

festing considerable interest, and many of

them have become active and enthusiastic

members of one or other of the organiza-

tions. The wholesalers are also developing

the "get together" spirit, and the national

association is being strengthened by local

organizations in the various cities.

The Omaha convention Will find the or-

ganization movement sufficiently compre-

hensive and mature to show its worth, and

we have no doubt that the demonstration

will be convincing to the trade at large.

Elk Emblem Question Settled

HE Grand Lodge of the B. P. 0 Elks

has set its seal of approval on a design

for the emblem of the lodge and is now issu-

ing printed permits, bearing a cut of the

emblem, to reputable manufacturers. for the

manufacture of emblems of this design

signed by the officials of the Grand Lodge

and bearing the official seal of the Order.

This design follows out the details of the

description embodied in the resolution for

an official emblem passed at the last annual

meeting of the Grand Lodge, in Dallas, in

July of 1908.

The adoption of this emblem does not

mean that the thousands of emblems now

worn by members of the Order of Elks

throughout the country are not to be recog-

nized as Elks emblems, nor that the emblems

held in stock by the jewelry trade are not to

be sold or worn by members. It merely

means the adoption of a "preferred" emblem

and a desire to attain a uniformity of de-

sign. This will settle the controversy re-

garding Elk emblems, and the trade need

have no fear to replenish their stocks from

reputable jobbers and manufacturers.

Pr HE special cover design, which appears

. on this issue, represents in classic

symbolism the month of May, so named

from the Latin word "Maiores," the original

Roman Senate, which began its deliberations

in that month.
The June issue will have a special cover

design of rare beauty printed in colors, the

feature of which is the "sweet girl gradu-

ate." This cover will suggest one of the

trade opportunities peculiar to this month,

viz., commencements, which mean large

and profitable sales by reason of the now

universal custom of gift giving to graduates.
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Horace Greeley

Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Waltham Factory
the Pioneer

The Largest in the
World

Premier Honors

Progress

Quality

Waltham Watches
Horace Greeley said about Waltham watches: " Americans should buy

American watches, not because they are American watches, but because they

are the best watches."

At that time Waltham watches were the only American watches.

Ralph Waldo Emerson in an Essay on Eloquence said, in speaking of a

man whom he described as a Godsend to his town : "He is put together like

a Waltham watch."
•

The Waltham Watch Company is the oldest watch company on the

American continent, the Waltham factory having been built in 1854. The

only other watch company that at all approaches it in age and continuous

existence was an offshoot from the parent Waltham factory and was established

in a Western State in 1864.

The capital of the Waltham Watch Company is larger, the assembly and

the value of its automatic machinery is larger, the factory is larger, the number

of its employees is larger and the daily output is larger than that of any other

watch manufacturing concern that ever existed.

Waltham watches have received the highest award at every international

exposition wherever shown, from the Centennial Exhibition to date. No other

American made watches have received similar awards.

Every permanent advance in American watch manufacturing during the

past half century has originated with the Waltham Watch Company. "This

Company," to quote Chambers's Encyclopedia, "has revolutionized the industry

it transferred from the old world to the new."

There has never been in the world's history of watchmaking a grouping

of expert labor and marvelous machinery like this, nor anything like the unity

of results shown by the sixteen million accurate and durable Waltham watches

that have been produced.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Window Display Philosophy

There are some seasons in the year
when a great deal of attention may be
profitably given to elaborate window deco-
ration, and there are other times when a
good general display will prove far more
desirable. During a Christmas or a wed-
ding season or on other special
occasions when artificial flow-
ers are used and other schemes
are carried out, a few artistic
articles of merchandise dis-
played is an excellent idea, but
during the time when women
are doing their spring or fall
shopping or between seasons,
a window display planned to
show a general line of popular-
priced goods, which can be
easily and quickly changed
and kept bright and in which prices are
plainly marked, is sure to make daily and
constant sales. Such a window should be
built in sections, and each section covered
with cloth so that the display may be taken
out and put back quickly, thus permitting
of frequent washing of the
window.

The plan of building win-
dow forms has been previously
discussed in these columns.
Fig. I illustrates a good form
for a general window display.
The various sections are out-
lined with dotted lines and can
be arranged in several differ-
ent forms as shown in Figs.
2 and 3. The richest and most
durable and, in the long run, the most eco-

nomical material with which to cover these
forms is black velvet. Of course, the base
of the window is, in a measure, incidental,
but a form of this kind will permit of an ex-
cellent display and show up well and thus

attract attention. It remains
for the goods and prices to
make sales.

It is a splendid idea to
buy certain lines of goods, es-
pecially for the window and
for newspaper advertising.
These should be articles of at-
tractive style that will appeal
to a general class of trade and

reasonable in price. Suppose
you take a season when men
and women are buying their new spring and

summer clothes and hats. Contrary to the

belief of some that they are spending all

their money for these things, they are in

every sense in a buying mood. It is at this

time that novelties of jewelry are most

salable. The new gown demands a new

brooch or belt pin. The old hat pins must

be replaced with new ones. Necklaces,

bracelets, scarf pins, cuff buttons, etc., will

be in constant demand and numerous sales

can be made direct from the window of

these seasonable goods and displayed and at-

tractively priced.
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tion U might be devoted to souvenir spoons

and H to popular novelties in silver at mod-

erate prices. Sections C, D and K might

have for a center an attractive clock, and

grouped around these bracelets, watches,

etc., preferably on velvet pads, to form a

backing for the window. It might be de-

sirable to

B

1.—Forni for general display

Referring to Fig. 1, the following out-

lines a general display : In Section A

display belt pins in rows from back to

front and on each row place a tag reading:

"Choice of Pins in this row, 35c.," etc.

At the back of Section B display scarf

Flo. 2.—Variaint of Fig.

pins on pads at popular prices. One lot at

"Choice, 50c.," another at 75c. and another

at $1.00. On the floor of this section display

brooches, links and collar pins grouped and

all with prices marked. In Section E dis-

play necklaces and lockets, pricing attractive

3.—Variant of Fig. 1

values. In Section F show rings of various

styles, these also marked with prices. Along

the front of Sections G, L and H stand fobs

or other jewelry on large cards. In Section

L make a big display of hat pins, making

the popular-priced styles prominent. Sec-

dow full

take away from the extreme

"cheapness" of this window

somewhat by raising a glass

shelf in the center and show-

ing on this attractive articles of

solid gold jewelry, but the win-

dow just as described will sell

goods. Such a display is not

encouraged as a steady thing.

Neither is it wise for the ex-

clusive jeweler who can afford

to cater to high class trade to

run into extremely cheap lines,

but for ordinary stores a win-

of popular-priced goods will keep

trade moving through the dullest seasons.

Treatment of Store Help
Many a promising young man who

starts in a position full of energy and en-

thusiasm in a very short time

drops into a "rut" and be-

comes an eight-hour laborer,

looking forward only to quit-

ting time and pay day, and

measures his job as a good one

or a poor one by how little

work he has to do and how

much pay he gets for it.

In some cases this is the

fault of the young man, but

often the employer is to blame

in not bringing the right influence to bear

upon his employees. No one can exert their

best efforts in any occupation unless they

feel that there is always something better

ahead. This need not be always a raise in

salary, but a change or an improvement in

some special line of work.

Take the proprietor of a store
as an example. No successful
merchant is satisfied to see his
business drag along day after

day without a change. Fol-
lowing a regular routine and
sticking to antiquated methods,

even though he may be run-
ning along in this way at a
profit, he wants to see things
improve. It may not be from

a desire to increase his earnings, but rather
to keep up his interest and enthusiasm that
he wants to keep constantly going ahead.

The employee is the same kind of a
human being. When the new boy starts to

(Continued on page 737)
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The Merchant and the Mercan-
tile Agency Reporter

As the mercantile agency is now recog-

nized as a necessary, if not infallible, insti-

tution in the business world, the merchant

who does not regard it as such has a very

restricted and fallacious idea of modern

commercial conditions. The fact that by

far the greater portion of the business of

the world is done on credit should, in itself,

convince any merchant of the necessity of

some reliable institution to which those giv-

ing credit can refer for information in re-

gard to those who ask it. Not all mer-

chants, however, take kindly to the mercan-

tile agency reporter, many of them still re-

garding his investigations as impertinent

and inquisitorial. A correspondent of one

of our exchanges, which is devoted to the

grocery business, relates the following ex-

perience, which has a moral, not for grocers

alone, but for all retail merchants:

I witnessed a scene the

other day between a retail

grocer, or rather a general

storekeeper, and a reporter

for Dun's Commercial Agency that started a

train of thought in my mind.

The storekeeper's credit was being in-

quired about and he very foolishly resented

it. He's a peppery, quick-tempered fellow

anyway, and he said some things to the re-

porter that were hardly politic to say, con-

sidering that the agency held his business

credit in the hollow of its hand.

Afterward I looked up the man's name

in Dun's rating book and found that it was

in there, but had no credit. I suppose some-

body that the retailer had tried to buy goods

of bad asked the agency for information,

not being able to get it out of the rating

book in the regular way. The agency had

sent a reporter out to get it and he had gone

straight to the man himself, which I'd rather

have him do any time than take somebody's

hearsay.

Resented the

Investigation

It does seem as if a man

Does Seem was prying into your busi-

Impertinent ness, when he comes into

your store and asks you

how much you owe; and how much stock

you have, and whether you hold real estate;

and how much mortgage there is on it, and

all that sort of thing.

Still, that's the only sort of information

on which he can form any opinion as to

whether a man is worthy of credit or not.

These are exactly the questions this re-

porter asked that day. The storekeeper

didn't like it a little bit.

"It's none of you people's business how

I'm fixed!" he said. "Those are things I
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won't tell any outsider. What right have

you got to come in here and try to pump me

about my private affairs? I don't give a rap

whether my credit depends on it or not.

I've always paid my bills and if anybody

don't want to sell me he don't have to!"

"Of course," said the reporter, "you

can do as you like, but you will probably re-

gret not having given me this information.

Somebody has asked for a special report on

you, probably to find out whether it will be

safe to give you a line of credit. When we

reply that you refused to give any informa-

tion, I'm afraid it will work against you."

"I don't give a rap !" repeated the store-

keeper. "I won't give up my private affairs

to anybody ! You can tell your people what

you please!"
Everything that that re-

III-advised porter said was as true as

Policy • gospel. The storekeeper

was dead wrong clear

through. The agency was doing him a big

favor by sending a man there to get his own

story of his affairs. If it had been me I

would have given the reporter the best clear

Havana two-fer I had in the shop!

You can't ignore the power of the big

commercial agencies, boys. I mean Dun

and Bradstreet. They've got you. What

they say goes. If they tell jobbers and

manufacturers that you aren't worthy of

credit you won't get it, and if they tell them

you are, you will.

The time may come this very week

when you'll need credit mighty bad. It's all

right to blow out a lot of hot air about

always paying your bills and if Jim Smith

don't want to sell you there's plenty more,

and so on.
There aren't plenty more. There are

others in Jim Smith's business, but they all

have the same information—from Dun and

Bradstreet—that caused him to turn you

down. Don't you see? You're in a net.

You'd better give up.

Why, if I were in business

I'd fairly sleep with these

big agencies. If I had a

million dollars—wait a min-

ute, that thought nearly choked me—I'd

give up to the agencies everything I knew.

I'd give 'em a statement in writing of all I

had, even to my two summer undershirts.

I'd tell 'em all I owed to the last cent.

I happen to know that the business man

who is frank with the mercantile agency

gets a good report if they can possibly give

it to him. Perfect frankness never paid

better on earth than it does right here.

Whenever I hear a retailer say he don't

want a good rating, and don't need one, I

laugh like a horse. He is simply displaying
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a big lump of ignorance. He may not need

a rating to-day, but to-morrow it may be

the very life-preserver that saves him from

drowning.
The point is that a man can't possibly

be any worse off if he has a good rating, and

the wheel may turn so that he'll be a thous-

and times better off.

Why, do you know that there isn't a

wholesale grocer or a manufacturer in all

this land who doesn't keep either Dun's or

Bradstreet's—sometimes both—on his desk

every day in the year?

Not one!
On these books he depends for the bulk

of his information about you—whether you

are honest and prompt to pay your debts.

On what these books say he'll base his

decision as to whether you must pay spot

cash for everything you get or whether you

can have time.
Think you can get away

There's no from it ? Not on your life

Alternative you can't I Unless you do

business in the African jun-

gle. Ever gone into a place with an order

without the cash and expecting to get time,

and had the salesman say, hesitatingly, "I'm

sorry, Mr. Foolish, but we'll have to ask you

for a check before those goods are shipped?"

Ever tried to don a jaunty smile under

those circumstances? If you can do it

you're a good actor, for it won't be a natural

smile.
I said a while ago that per-

Candor and fect frankness paid. I

Honesty heard of a case the other

day where a large produce

jobber was asked by an agency reporter for

some information about his affairs. He had

been a little shaky and somebody had asked

for a special report.

Well, the man opened his books and

took the reporter into the very heart of his

business. He disclosed a rather uncertain

condition of affairs, but he was so honest

about it that the reporter said to himself,

"Oh, well, here's a man who is, maybe, in a

little tight place, but he's as straight as a

string and he'll pan out all right."

So he was led by his appreciation of the

jobber's frankness to color his report in his

favor. But the fellow didn't pan out. He

made an awful smash inside of three

months, and the creditor who had asked for

the special report lost a lot of money, and

is now s&ng the agency for damages on ac-

count of iv.
That's one case where it paid—the

debtor—to give up his private affairs, and

if I had time I could tell you a lot more.

Take an old man's word and never turn

an agency reporter down.
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Treatment of Store Help

(Continued from page 735)

work he may be told that he shall sweep out,

dust, wash the windows and carry the mail.

He does these things the best he knows how.

His idle time lie employs in mischief or in

an undirected effort to learn other things.

He recognizes himself as "the kid" and feels

no interest whatever in his work or his em-

ployer other than his weekly pay. Now, on

the other hand, if this same boy is made to

feel that he is a part of the business, and is

shown in what ways he can make himself

valuable, if he is properly directed in his

work, he will (if he is the right kind of a

boy) develop into a valuable employee.

Suppose he were shown

what part a clean floor,

dustless showcases, clean

windows, etc., play in secur-

ing and holding customers. On his shoul-

ders may be put the responsibility of seeing

that all mail is properly sealed and stamped

and he should recognize this as a responsi-

bility. He should be shown the value of

politeness when he is sent out to deliver

packages. Some occupation should be given

him for his idle time, and he should be in-

structed how to do things properly so that

he may feel that he is learning something

and improving as he goes along. He should

be shown in what way he is a part of the

business and how he can increase his value

to his employer.
No man, regardless of ability, is a de-

sirable employee who does not work with

the interests of his employer at heart. Do

not try to improve a man's work by raising

his salary. Point out to each of your em-

ployees the possibilities of advancement.

Show them in what way they may make

themselves more valuable to you and help

them develop themselves along these lines.

The value of a workman is not alone in the

quantity or quality of the work he may do.

In the average store he has numerous op-

portunities to benefit his employer in one

way or another and the man who does not

want to take advantage of these chances is

most undesirable.

As a basis for success an
employee must conscien-
tiously feel that the methods
of the firm by whom he is

employed are above reproach. He must

have confidence in his employer and must

recognize in him ability and a knowledge of

business above his own. On the other hand,

lie should be observing and able to offer sug-

gestions for any changes or improvements
in methods which affect his particular line
of work. Without this feeling no man can
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put forth his best efforts, and he had better

not hope for success under unfavorable sur-

roundings.

There are workmen in every line of

work who have at their tongue's end numer-

ous criticisms of their employer's methods

or his personality. Such men should not at-

tempt to work for others, but should start

out for themselves and apply their ideas to

their own businesses.

The relations between the proprietor of

a store and his watchmaker, jeweler and

clerks should be closer and on a different

basis from that of mere employer and em-

ployee. The opportunities for helping one

another are great, and business will be much

more interesting and successful if all will

work for a common end.

Personality in Business

The personality of a store is its greatest

factor in securing and holding customers.

A good many people misinterpret the mean-

ing of personality in business, confusing it

with the popularity of the proprietor. Of

course, the individual at the head of a busi-

ness cannot be extremely unpopular and be

successful, but, on the other hand, he need

not be unusually popular, in the broad sense

of the word, to establish a personality in his

business that will make it a success.

The great mercantile houses of the

country, both wholesale and retail, have

built their success on a foundation of honest,

straightforward methods, and these meth-

ods represent the personality of the business.

A good many merchants

join lodges and clubs, at-
tend all sociables and public

gatherings, make themselves

prominent in all social functions in order to

gain friends and customers, and they suc-

ceed, in a measure ; but when one knows a

merchant like this one wonders why his

competitor, who moves along quietly, still

continues to hold the trade of many of the

friends of the "mixer." The secret is the

service he gives his customers. A merchant

may be ever so good an advertiser., he may

be modern in his methods and may carry a

fine stock of goods, but he cannot hope to

succeed unless his store service is such as to

produce future business.

No merchant counts much in the single

sales he may make. Everyone desires the

continued patronage of the people that come
into their store. Good advertising brings

your store prominently before, the people.

An attractive show window is an unequaled

silent salesman. A neat, clean store makes

a favorable impression and a well assorted
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stock is necessary, but the chief factor in

holding trade is the personality of the

business.

Character

of Help

Neat, courteous clerks are

the first essential. They

must be alert and thor-

oughly familiar with the

stock so as to procure without delay any

article asked for. It is policy, too, to sup-

ply, if possible, the exact article asked for.

Substitutes may sometimes be sold, but the

customer is never as well pleased as if he

had gotten the exact thing he wanted. The

careful and neat doing up of packages has a

good effect, and all large and bulky articles

should always be delivered. The delivery

of purchases is a part of good service that

is much appreciated. Let your customers

understand that at any time they may wish

to purchase anything, and it is not conve-

nient for them to get down town, they may

telephone and you will send them a selection

of the goods they desire from which they

may make a choice.

The matter of exchanges and refund-

ing money has been discussed in a previous

issue, and it is, as a rule, wise to pursue a

liberal policy in this respect except when it

will be taken advantage of.

The honest representation of quality, a

fair and uniform profit and a welcome and

hospitable air about your store are the

things that make for you business friends

and customers. These represent the per-

sonality of a business, and a reputation for

doing things right is a more valuable asset

in business than a thousand social friends.

How to Plate on Wood

Wood may be electroplated by first pro-

tecting the sur face with a coat of shellac

prepared by dissolving 2 ounces of shellac in

I pint of wood or denatured alcohol. The

shellac coating protects the wood from the

action of the solutions used in the plating

process. After the shellac has thoroughly

dried, a very thin coat of copal varnish, -tur-

pentine or hard oil varnish is applied.

When the surface gets "tacky," dust it over

with pure copper bronze powder, using a

camel's hair brush for this operation. The

wood must be completely covered with the

bronze powder. A second application

should be made with a stiffer brush, so that

the coat becomes perfectly smooth.

When the surface is perfectly dry the

wood is ready for the plating process. The

plating is done in the ordinary way with an

electric current, using a solution made up

from 2 pounds sulphate of copper, 4 ounces

sulphuric acid and I gallon hot water.

Anodes of pure copper are used.
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Horace Greeley

Ralph Waldo Emerson

The Waltham Factory
the Pioneer

The Largest in the
World

Premier Honors

Progress

Quality

Waltham Watches
Horace Greeley said about Waltham watches: "Americans should buy

American watches, not because they are American watches, but because they
are the best watches."

At that time Waltham watches were the only American watches.

Ralph Waldo Emerson in an Essay on Eloquence said, in speaking of a

man whom he described as a Godsend to his town : "He is put together like

a Waltham watch."

The Waltham Watch Company is the oldest watch company on the

American continent, the Waltham factory having been built in 1854. The

only other watch company that at all approaches it in age and continuous

existence was an offshoot from the parent Waltham factory and was established

in a Western State in 1864.

The capital of the Waltham Watch Company is larger, the assembly and

the value of its automatic machinery is larger, the factory is larger, the number

of its employees is larger and the daily output is larger than that of any other

watch manufacturing concern that ever existed.

Waltham watches have received the highest award at every international
exposition wherever shown, from the Centennial Exhibition to date. No other
American made watches have received similar awards.

Every permanent advance in American watch manufacturing during the

past half century has originated with the Waltham Watch Company. "This

Company," to quote Chambers's Encyclopedia, "has revolutionized the industry

it transferred from the old world to the new."

There has never been in the world's history of watchmaking a grouping

of expert labor and marvelous machinery like this, nor anything like the unity

of results shown by the sixteen million accurate and durable Waltham watches

that have been produced.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Mass.
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Window Display Philosophy

There are some seasons in the year
1when a great deal of attention may be
profitably given to elaborate window deco-
ration, and there are other times when a

I
good general display will prove far
desirable. During a Christmas
ding season or on other special
occasions when artificial flow-
ers are used and other schemes
are carried out, a few artistic
articles of merchandise dis-
played is an excellent idea, but
during the time when women
are doing their spring or fall
shopping or between seasons,
a window display planned to
show a general line of popular-
priced goods, which can be
easily and quickly changed
and kept bright and in which

more
or a wed-

salable. The new gown demands a new
brooch or belt pin. The old hat pins must
be replaced with new ones. Necklaces,
bracelets, scarf pins, cuff buttons, etc., will
be in constant demand and numerous sales
can be made direct from the window of
these seasonable goods and displayed and at-
tractively priced.

prices are
plainly marked, is sure to make daily and
constant sales. Such a window should be
built in sections, and each section covered
with cloth so that the display may be taken
out and put back quickly, thus permitting
of frequent washing of the
window.

The plan of building win-
dow forms has been previously
discussed in these columns.
Fig. I illustrates a good form
for a general window display.
The various sections are out-
lined with dotted lines and can
be arranged in several differ-
ent forms as shown in Figs.
2 and 3. The richest and most
durable and, in the long run, the most eco-

1
nomical material with which to cover these
forms is black velvet. Of course, the base
of the window is, in a measure, incidental,
but a form of this kind will permit of an ex-
cellent display and show up well and thus
attract attention. It remains
for the goods and prices to
make sales.

It is a splendid idea to
buy certain lines of goods, es-
pecially for the window and

' for newspaper advertising.
These should be articles of at-
tractive style that will appeal
to a general class of trade and
reasonable in price. Suppose
you take a season when men
and women are buying their new spring and
summer clothes and hats. Contrary to the
belief of some that they are spending all
their money for these things, they are in
every sense in a buying mood. It is at this
time that novelties of jewelry are most

ls
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tion Ci might be devoted to souvenir spoons
and H to popular novelties in silver at mod-
erate prices. Sections C, D and K might
have for a center an attractive clock, and
grouped around these bracelets, watches,
etc., preferably on velvet pads, to form a
backing for the window. It might be de-
sirable to take away from the extreme

"cheapness" of this window
somewhat by raising a glass
shelf in the center and show-
ing on this attractive articles of
solid gold jewelry, but the win-
dow just as described will sell
goods. Such a display is not
encouraged as a steady thing.
Neither is it wise for the ex-
clusive jeweler who can afford
to cater to high class trade to
run into extremely cheap lines,
but for ordinary stores a win-

dow full of popular-priced goods will keep
trade moving through the dullest seasons.

a

Flo. 1.--Forni for general display

Referring to Fig. 1, the following out-
lines a general display : In Section A
display belt pins in rows from back to
front and on each row place a tag reading:
"Choice of Pins in this row, 35c.," etc.
At the back of Section B display scarf

Treatment of Store Help
Many a promising young man who

a position full of energy and en-
thusiasm in a very short time
drops into a "rut" and be-
comes an eight-hour laborer,
looking forward only to quit-
ting time and pay day, and
measures his job as a good one
or a poor one by how little
work he has to do and how
much pay he gets for it.

In some cases this is the

starts in

2.—Variant of Fig. 1

pins on pads at popular prices. One lot at
"Choice, 5oc.," another at 75c. and another
at $1.00. On the floor of this section display
brooches, links and collar pins grouped and
all with prices marked. In Section E dis-
play necklaces and lockets, pricing attractive

Flo. 3.—Varlant of Fig. 1

values. In Section F show rings of various
styles, these also marked with prices. Along
the front of Sections G, L and H stand fobs
or other jewelry on large cards. In Section
L make a big display of hat pins, making
the popular-priced styles prominent. Sec-

fault of the young man, but
often the employer is to blame

in not bringing the right influence to bear
upon his employees. No one can exert their
best efforts in any occupation unless they
feel that there is always something better
ahead. This need not be always a raise in
salary, but a change or an improvement in

some special line of work.
Take the proprietor of a store
as an example. No successful
merchant is satisfied to see his
business drag along day after
day without a change. Fol-
lowing a regular routine and
sticking to antiquated methods,
even though he may be run-
ning along in this way at a
profit, he wants to see things
improve. It may not be from

a desire to increase his earnings, but rather
to keep up his interest and enthusiasm that
he wants to keep constantly going ahead.

The employee is the same kind of a
human being. When the new boy starts to

(Continued on page 737)
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The Merchant and the Mercan-
tile Agency Reporter

As the mercantile agency is now recog-
nized as a necessary, if not infallible, insti-
tution in the business world, the merchant
who does not regard it as such has a very
restricted and fallacious idea of modern
commercial conditions. The fact that by
far the greater portion of the business of
the world is done on credit should, in itself,
convince any merchant of the necessity of
some reliable institution to which those giv-
ing credit can refer for information in re-
gard to those who ask it. Not all mer-
chants, however, take kindly to the mercan-
tile agency reporter, many of them still re-
garding his investigations as impertinent
and inquisitorial. A correspondent of one
of our exchanges, which is devoted to the
grocery business, relates the following ex-
perience, which has a moral, not for grocers
alone, but for all retail merchants:

I witnessed a scene the
other day between a retail
grocer, or rather a general
storekeeper., and a reporter

for Dun's Commercial Agency that started a
train of thought in my mind.

The storekeeper's credit was being in-
quired about and he very foolishly resented
it. He's a peppery, quick-tempered fellow
anyway, and he said some things to the re-
porter that were hardly politic to say, con-
sidering that the agency held his business
credit in the hollow of its hand.

Afterward I looked up the man's name
in Dun's rating book and found that it was
in there, but had no credit. I suppose some-
body that the retailer had tried to buy goods
of had asked the agency for information,
not being able to get it out of the rating
book in the regular way. The agency had
sent a reporter out to get it and Ile had gone
straight to the man himself, which I'd rather
have him do any time than take somebody's
hearsay.

Resented the

Investigation

Does Seem

Impertinent

It does seem as if a man
was prying into your busi-
ness, when he comes into
your store and asks you

how much you owe; and how much stock
you have, and whether you hold real eEtate;
and how much mortgage there is on it, and
all that sort of thing.

Still, that's the only sort of information
on which he can form any opinion as to
whether a man is worthy of credit or not.

These are exactly the questions this re-
porter asked that day. The storekeeper
didn't like it a little bit.

"It's none of you people's business how
I'm fixed!" he said. "Those are things I
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won't tell any outsider. What right have
you got to come in here and try to pump me
about my private affairs ? I don't give a rap
whether my credit depends on it or not.
I've always paid my bills and if anybody
don't want to sell me he don't have to!"

"Of course," said the reporter, "you
can do as you like, but you will probably re-
gret not having given me this information.
Somebody has asked for a special report on
you, probably to find out whether it will be
safe to give you a line of credit. When we
reply that you refused to give any informa-
tion, I'm afraid it will work against you."

"I don't give a rap!" repeated the store-
keeper. "I won't give up my private affairs
to anybody! You can tell your people what
you please!"

Ill-advised

Policy

Everything that that re-
porter said was as true as
gospel. The storekeeper
was dead wrong clear

through. The agency was doing him a big
favor by sending a man there to get his own
story of his affairs. If it had been me I
would have given the reporter the best clear
Havana two-fer I had in the shop!

You can't ignore the power of the big
commercial agencies, boys. I mean Dun
and Bradstreet. They've got you. What
they say goes. If they tell jobbers and
manufacturers that you aren't worthy of
credit you won't get it, and if they tell them
you are, you will.

The time may come this very week
when you'll need credit mighty bad. It's all
right to blow out a lot of hot air about
always paying your bills and if Jim Smith
don't want to sell you there's plenty more,
and so on.

There aren't plenty more. There are
others in Jim Smith's business, but they all
have the same information—from Dun and
Bradstreet—that caused him to turn you
down. Don't you see ? You're in a net.
You'd better give up.

Why, if I were in business
I'd fairly sleep with these
big agencies. If I had a
million dollars—wait a min-

ute, that thought nearly choked me—I'd
give up to the agencies everything I knew.
I'd give 'em a statement in writing of all I
had, even to my two summer undershirts.
I'd tell 'em all I owed to the last cent.

I happen to know that the business man
who is frank with the mercantile agency
gets a good report if they can possibly give
it to him. Perfect frankness never paid
better on earth than it does right here.

Whenever I hear a retailer say he don't
want a good rating, and don't need one, I
laugh like a horse. He is simply displaying

The Course

to Pursue

a big lump of ignorance. He may not need
a rating to-day, but to-morrow it may be
the very life-preserver that saves him from
drowning.

The point is that a man can't possibly
be any worse off if he has a good rating, and
the wheel may turn so that he'll be a thous-
and times better off.

Why, do you know that there isn't a
wholesale grocer or a manufacturer in all
this land who doesn't keep either Dun's or
Bradstreet's—sometimes both—on his desk
every day in the year?

Not one!
On these books he depends for the bulk

of his information about you—whether you
are honest and prompt to pay your debts.

On what these books say he'll base his
decision as to whether you must pay spot
cash for everything you get or whether you
can have time.

There's no

Alternative

Think you can get away
from it? Not on your life
you can't ! Unless you do
business in the African jun-

gle. Ever gone into a place with an order
without the cash and expecting to get time,
and had the salesman say, hesitatingly, "I'm
sorry, Mr. Foolish, but we'll have to ask you
for a check before those goods are shipped ?"

Ever tried to (Ion a jaunty smile under
those circumstances? If you can do it
you're a good actor, for it won't be a natural
smile.

Candor and

Honesty

said a while ago that per-
fect frankness paid. I
heard of a case the other
day where a large produce

jobber was asked by an agency reporter for
some information about his affairs. He had
been a little shaky and somebody had asked
for a special report.

Well, the man opened his books and
took the reporter into the very heart of his
business. He disclosed a rather uncertain
condition of affairs, but he was so honest
about it that the reporter said to himself,
"Oh, well, here's a man who is, maybe, in a
little tight place, but he's as straight as a
string and he'll pan out all right."

So he was led by his appreciation of the
jobber's frankness to color his report in his
favor. But the fellow didn't pan out. He
made an awful smash inside of three
months, and the creditor who had asked for
the special report lost a lot of money, and
is now suing the agency for damages on ac-
count of it.

That's one case where it paid—the
debtor—to give up his private affairs, and
if I had time I could tell you a lot more.

Take an old man's word and never turn
an agency reporter down.
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Treatment of Store Help

(Continued from page 735)

work he may be told that he shall sweep out,
dust, wash the windows and carry the mail.
He does these things the best he knows how.
His idle time Ile employs in mischief or in
an undirected effort to learn other things.
He recognizes himself as "the kid" and feels
no interest whatever in his work or his em-
ployer other than his weekly pay. Now, on
the other hand, if this same boy is made to
feel that he is a part of the business, and is
shown in what ways he can make himself
valuable, if Ile is properly directed in his
work, he will (if he is the right kind of a
boy) develop into a valuable employee.

Suppose he were shown
what part a clean floor,
dustless showcases, clean
windows, etc., play in secur-

ing and holding customers. On his shoul-
ders may be put the responsibility of seeing
that all mail is properly sealed and stamped
and he should recognize this as a responsi-
bility. He should be shown the value of
politeness when Ile is sent out to deliver
packages. Some occupation should be given
him for his idle time, and he should be in-
structed how to do things properly so that
he may feel that he is learning something
and improving as he goes along. He should
be shown in what way he is a part of the
business and how he can increase his value
to his employer.

No man, regardless of ability, is a de-
sirable employee who does not work with
the interests of his employer at heart. Do
not try to improve a man's work by raising
his salary. Point out to each of your em-
ployees the possibilities of advancement.
Show them in what way they may make
themselves more valuable to you and help
them develop themselves along these lines.
The value of a workman is not alone in the
quantity or quality of the work he may do.
In the average store he has numerous op-
portunities to benefit his employer in one
way or another and the man who does not
want to take advantage of these chances is
most undesirable.

As a basis for success an
employee must conscien-
tiously feel that the methods
of the firm by whom he is

employed are above reproach. He must
have confidence in his employer and must
recognize in him ability and a knowledge of
business above his own. On the other hand,
he should be observing and able to offer sug-
gestions for any changes or improvements
in methods which affect his particular line
of work. Without this feeling no man can
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put forth his best efforts, and he had better
not hope for success under unfavorable sur-
roundings.

There are workmen in every line of
work who have at their tongue's end numer-
ous criticisms of their employer's methods
or his personality. Such men should not at-
tempt to work for others, but should start
out for themselves and apply their ideas to
their own businesses.

The relations between the proprietor of
a store and his watchmaker, jeweler and
clerks should be closer and on a different
basis from that of mere employer and em-
ployee. The opportunities for helping one
another are great, and business will be much
more interesting and successful if all will
work for a common end.

Personality in Business
The personality of a store is its greatest

factor in securing and holding customers.
A good many people misinterpret the mean-
ing of personality in business, confusing it
with the popularity of the proprietor. Of
course, the individual at the head of a busi-
ness cannot be extremely unpopular and be
successful, but, on the other hand, he need
not be unusually popular, in the broad sense
of the word, to establish a personality in his
business that will make it a success.

The great mercantile houses of the
country, both wholesale and retail, have
built their success on a foundation of honest,
straightforward methods, and these meth-
ods represent the personality of the business.

A good many merchants
join lodges and clubs, at-
tend all sociables and public
gatherings, make themselves

prominent in all social functions in order to
gain friends and customers, and they suc-
ceed, in a measure ; but when one knows a
merchant like this one wonders why his
competitor, who moves along quietly, still
continues to hold the trade of many of the
friends of the "mixer." The secret is the
service he gives his customers. A merchant
may be ever so good an advertiser, he may
be modern in his methods and may carry a
fine stock of goods, but he cannot hope to
succeed unless his store service is such as to
produce future business.

No merchant counts much in the single
sales he may make. Everyone desires the
continued patronage of the people that come
into their store. Good advertising brings
your store prominently before, the people.
An attractive show window is an unequaled
silent salesman. A neat, clean store makes
a favorable impression and a well assorted
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stock is necessary, but the chief factor in
holding trade is the personality of the
business.

Character

of Help

Neat, courteous clerks are
the first essential. They
must be alert and thor-
oughly familiar with the

stock so as to procure without delay any
article asked for. It is policy, too, to sup-
ply, if possible, the exact article asked for.
Substitutes may sometimes be sold, but the
customer is never as well pleased as if he
had gotten the exact thing he wanted. The
careful and neat doing up of packages has a
good effect, and all large and bulky articles
should always be delivered. The delivery
of purchases is a part of good service that
is much appreciated. Let your customers
understand that at any time they may wish
to purchase anything, and it is not conve-
nient for them to get down town, they may
telephone and you will send them a selection
of the goods they desire from which they
may make a choice.

The matter of exchanges and refund-
ing money has been discussed in a previous
issue, and it is, as a rule, wise to pursue a
liberal policy in this respect except when it
will be taken advantage of.

The honest representation of quality, a
fair and uniform profit and a welcome and
hospitable air about your store are the
things that make for you business friends
and customers. These represent the per-
sonality of a business, and a reputation for
doing things right is a more valuable asset
in business than a thousand social friends.

How to Plate on Wood

Wood may be electroplated by first pro-
tecting the surface with a coat of shellac
prepared by dissolving 2 ounces of shellac in
I pint of wood or denatured alcohol. The
shellac coating protects the wood from the
action of the solutions used in the plating
process. After the shellac has thoroughly
dried, a very thin coat of copal varnish, tur-
pentine or hard oil varnish is applied.
When the surface gets "tacky," dust it over
with pure copper bronze powder, using a
camel's hair brush for this operation. The
wood must be completely covered with the
bronze powder. A second application
should be made with a stiffer brush, so that
the coat becomes perfectly smooth.

When the surface is perfectly dry the
wood is ready for the plating process. The
plating is done in the ordinary way with an
electric current, using a solution made up
from 2 pounds sulphate of copper, 4 ounces
sulphuric acid and i gallon hot- water.
Anodes of pure copper are used.



Louisville, Ky., Has Unique Exhibit—Immense
Dimensions of the Timepiece—Mammoth

Illuminated Dial

The clock illustrated herewith, and
briefly described, was designed and manu-
factured by H. C. Korfhage, of Louisville,
Ky., in answer to a request of the committee
in charge of the Electrical and Industrial
Exposition to be held in that city
for some novel exhibit that would
combine beauty and usefulness and
attract attention from the country
about Louisville.

Mr. Korfhage, who is a mem-
ber of the Commercial Club,
evolved the idea of an immense
electric clock as a centerpiece for
the exposition and submitted his
plans to the committee in charge.
This committee was unanimous in
its approval .of the specifications
submitted and commissioned Mr.
Korfhage to begin work immedi-
ately.

This he did, but in
order to construct
the monster clock
in the time avail-

able it was necessary for Mr. Korf-
hage to devise a number of special
machines to facilitate the work, one
of which was a boring machine ca-
pable of boring fifteen holes one and
one quarter inches in diameter in
one minute. Without these in-
genious machines it is doubtful if
the immense task could have been
accomplished. However, the clock
is now nearing completion at the
Armory and will be finished in
ample time for the coming expo-
sition. .

The clock is in the form of a
pendulum, and will be hung from
the ceiling at the south end of the
Armory, from which commanding
position it will be the first thing
that the visitor will see upon enter-
ing the building, as, brilliantly illu-
minated, it swings majestically to
and fro in its fifteen-foot arc.

The proportions of the clock are amaz-
ing: Forty-eight feet in length, 20 feet 3
inches in width, weighing over 3000 pounds
and containing 55oo multi-colored bulbs, for
which I I,000 connections are necessary. It
would take the width of an ordinary build-
ing lot to accommodate the dial laid flat.

The number of lights used
Myriad on this single clock, when
Lights analyzed, brings forth more

startling comparisons. They
number more than the entire amount of in-
candescent globes used to illuminate the
cars of the whole street car system of the
city of Louisville ; they would, if placed two
feet apart, form a double circle around the
mile race track ; they would light brilliantly
275 residences or stores, allowing twenty
lights to each. Over a mile of wire was re-
quired to make the connections on the clock
alone.

The dial is twenty feet three inches in
diameter and differs widely from the ordi-
nary clock dial in that although it indicates
hours; minutes and seconds, it has no hands.
The time by minutes is indicated by sixty
series of lights, each containing thirty-two
electric globes and radiating from an orna-
mental centerpiece to the outer edge of the
dial. Shorter rows of different colored
lights indicate the hour, and these change
their position twelve times during each
sixty minutes. The seconds are shown by

A wootletful electric clock

sixty lights placed at equal distance around
the extreme outer edge of the face. The
hour figures are about three feet high and
are outlined in colored globes. Each second
the illumination in the outer circle of lights
moves forward one, and when the entire
clock has been encircled the lights indicating
the minutes also advance ; and the hour
hand makes its slow journey at five-minute
intervals.

Despite the huge propor-
Correct of the clock it will
Timekeeper keep absolutely correct time

even to the second, and this
is the first time that such minute accuracy
has been attempted in so large a clock. The
motive power for the pendulum movement
is supplied by a small magnet at the side and
near .the top of the pendulum ; but this will
not be visible from the floor, and the im-
pression produced by the pondrous swing-

ing of the dial is that it is of its own mo-
mentum.

The mechanism of this immense ma-
chine is controlled entirely by the small
master clock that ordinarily controls only
the series of electric clocks installed by Mr.
Korfhage when the Armory was built. The
decorations on the clock are the work of
J. W. Dodd, a well-known architect of
Louisville. The clock in its entirety is
the product of Mr. Kor fhage's brain, and
patents on it are now pending. It

marks the height of Mr. Korf-
hage's achievements as a clock
builder only in size as there is
hardly an office building in the city
that is not supplied with his system
of electric timekeepers, besides a
vast number of ingenious clocks for
controlling electric lights in flat
buildings, signs and show windows
in retail stores.

Mr. Korfhage has his system
of clocks in the Armory, the Louis-
ville and Nashville Building, the
Capitol, the Courier-Journal Build-
ing, The Herald and many other
large establishments, and he is also
the designer and the manufacturer
of the beautiful chimes that attract
so much attention from visitors to
the Seelbach Rathskeller.

He is a native of Louisville,
having been born of pioneer parents
in 1865. He has lived there all his
life with the exception of a short
period when he was engaged in the
jewelry business in Racine, Wis.

Mr. Korfhage is. the possessor
of several valuable patents pertain-
ing to electric, clocks and is now at
work on an invention which he
hopes to announce shortly and
which will cause a stir in the
scientific and mechanical world.

Wireless Clock Synchronization
The Elehtrotechnischen Zeit-

schrift devotes an article to an in-
genious invention of Professor
Reithofer and the Viennese clock-
maker Morawetz, whereby clocks
within a radius of 150-200 kilo-

meters may be worked synchronously by
means of wireless electric impulses from a
central station. The station is equipped
much as a wireless telegraphy transmission
station. The apparatus consists of a pen-
dulum swinging exactly sixty times a min-
ute, and a cogged wheel which revolves one
cog with each swing. When sixty cogs
have passed the pendulum, and one minute
has elapsed, the wireless impulses are set in
motion by the transmission instruments.
All clocks to be synchronized are fitted with
"receiving station," and consist only of a
dial, hands and a cogwheel attachment, with
electro-magnets, which, worked by the im-
pulses from the transmission station, move
around the hands of all clocks equipped with
the apparatus in exact synchrony. An in-
genious device prevents foreign electrical
impulses interfering with the working. It is
thought the new system will be adopted.
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:L Our line of Casseroles is illustrated
and described in the new edition of

our "Cooking and Serving En Casserole,"
edited by Janet McKenzie Hill. In this
little book we also illustrate

Our
Denatured Alcohol Gas Stove, is an innovation
that fills a place of its own. Our little book
illustrates several styles.
We would also call particular attention to our
Casseroles with

The popularity of our Casseroles has made them
a very profitable line for the dealer to handle and
the demand is unabated. The Casserole is nota fad
but an extremely
useful article.

Chafing Dish, Mission Style, on a

The silver cover is substituted for the pottery one
just before the casserole is placed upon the table.
This adds to the appearance of the dish, and
dealers are finding it a most popular feature.
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A Huge Electrical Clock

Louisville, Ky., Has Unique Exhibit—Immense
Dimensions of the Timepiece—Mammoth

Illuminated Dial

The clock illustrated herewith, and
briefly described, was designed and manu-
factured by H. C. Korfhage, of Louisville,
Ky., in answer to a request of the committee
in charge of the Electrical and Industrial
Exposition to be held in that city
for some novel exhibit that would
combine beauty and usefulness and
attract attention from the country
about Louisville.

Mr. Korfhage, who is a mem-
ber of the Commercial Club,
evolved the idea of an immense
electric clock as a centerpiece for
the exposition and submitted his
plans to the committee in charge.
This committee was unanimous in
its approval of the specifications
submitted and commissioned Mr.
Korfhage to begin work immedi-
ately.

Special
Machinery

This he did, but in
order to construct
the monster clock
in the time avail-

able it was necessary for Mr. Korf-
hage to devise a number of special
machines to facilitate the work, one
of which was a boring machine ca-
pable of boring fifteen holes one and
one quarter inches in diameter in
one minute. Without these in-
genious machines it is doubtful if
the immense task could have been
accomplished. However, the clock
is now nearing completion at the
Armory and will be finished in
ample time for the coming expo-
sition. .

The clock is in the form of a
pendulum, and will be hung from
the ceiling at the south end of the
Armory, from which commanding
position it will be the first thing
that the visitor will see upon enter-
ing the building, as, brilliantly illu-
minated, it swings majestically to
and fro in its fifteen-foot arc.

The proportions of the clock are amaz-
ing: Forty-eight feet in length, 20 feet 3
inches in width, weighing over 3000 pounds
and containing 5500 multi-colored bulbs, for
which I 1,000 connections are necessary. It
would take the width of an ordinary build-
ing lot to accommodate the dial laid flat.

The number of lights used
Myriad on this single clock, when
Lights analyzed, brings forth more

startling comparisons. They
number more than the entire amount of in-
candescent globes used to illuminate the
cars of the whole street car system of the
city of Louisville ; they would, if placed two
feet apart, form a double circle around the
mile race track ; they would light brilliantly
275 residences or stores, allowing twenty
lights to each. Over a mile of wire was re-
quired to make the connections on the clock
alone.

KEYSTONE

The dial is twenty feet three inches in
diameter and differs widely from the ordi-
nary clock dial in that although it indicates
hours; minutes and seconds, it has no hands.
The time by minutes is indicated by sixty
series of lights, each containing thirty-two
electric globes and radiating from an orna-
mental centerpiece to the outer edge of the
dial. Shorter rows of different colored
lights indicate the hour, and these change
their position twelve times during each
sixty minutes. The seconds are shown by
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ing of the dial is that it is of its own mo-
mentum.

The mechanism of this immense ma-
chine is controlled entirely by the small
master clock that ordinarily controls only
the series of electric clocks installed by Mr.
Korfhage when the Armory was built. The
decorations on the clock are the work of
J. W. Dodd, a well-known architect of
Louisville. The clock in its entirety is
the product of Mr. Kor fhage's brain, and
patents on it are now pending. It

marks the height of Mr. Kor f-
hage's achievements as a clock
builder only in size as there is
hardly an office building in the city
that is not supplied with his system
of electric timekeepers, besides a
vast number of ingenious clocks for
controlling electric lights in flat
buildings, signs and show windows
in retail stores.

Mr. Korfhage has his system
of clocks in the Armory, the Louis-
ville and Nashville Building, the
Capitol, the Courier-Journal Build-
ing, The Herald and many other
large establishments, and he is also
the designer and the manufacturer
of the beautiful chimes that attract
so much attention from visitors to
the Seelbach Rathskeller.

He is a native of Louisville,
having been born of pioneer parents
in 1865. He has lived there all his
life with the exception of a short
period when he was engaged in the
jewelry business in Racine, Wis.

Mr. Korfhage is. the possessor
of several valuable patents pertain-
ing to electric, clocks and is now at
work on an invention which he
hopes to announce shortly and
which will cause a stir in the
scientific and mechanical world.

A woittlelful electric clock

sixty lights placed at equal distance around
the extreme outer edge of the face. The
hour figures are about three feet high and
are outlined in colored globes. Each second
the illumination in the outer circle of lights
moves forward one, and when the entire
clock has been encircled the lights indicating
the minutes also advance; and the hour
hand makes its slow journey at five-minute
intervals.

Despite the huge propor-
Correct tions of the clock it will
Timekeeper keep absolutely correct time

even to the second, and this
is the first time that such minute accuracy
has been attempted in so large a clock. The
motive power for the pendulum movement
is supplied by a small magnet at the side and
near .the top of the pendulum ; but this will
not be visible from the floor, and the im-
pression produced by the pondrous swing-

Wireless Clock Synchronization
The Elektrotechnischen Zeit-

schrift devotes an article to an in-
genious invention of Professor
Reithofer and the Viennese clock-
maker Morawetz, whereby clocks
within a radius of 150-200 kilo-

meters may be worked synchronously by
means of wireless electric impulses from a
central station. The station is equipped
much as a wireless telegraphy transmission
station. The apparatus consists of a pen-
dulum swinging exactly sixty times a min-
ute, and a cogged wheel which revolves one
cog with each swing. When sixty cogs
have passed the pendulum, and one minute
has elapsed, the wireless impulses are set in
motion by the transmission instruments.
All clocks to be synchronized are fitted with
"receiving station," and consist only of a
dial, hands and a cogwheel attachment, with
electro-magnets, which, worked by the im-
pulses from the transmission station, move
around the hands of all clocks equipped with
the apparatus in exact synchrony. An in-
genious device prevents foreign electrical
impulses interfering with the working. It is
thought the new system will be adopted.
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CASSEROLES
COur line of Casseroles is illustrated

and described in the new edition of
our "Cooking and Serving En Casserole,"
edited by Janet McKenzie Hill. In this
little book we also illustrate

Ramequins
Relish Dishes
Bottle Holders, Etc.

The popularity of our Casseroles has made them
a very profitable line for the dealer to handle and
the demand is unabated. The Casserole is nota fad
but an extremely
useful article.

Our Casserole Chafing Dish, Mission Style, on a
Denatured Alcohol Gas Stove, is an innovation
that fills a place of its own. Our little book
illustrates several styles.
We would also call particular attention to our
Casseroles with

Silver Service Covers
The silver cover is substituted for the pottery one
just before the casserole is placed upon the table.
This adds to the appearance of the dish, and
dealers are finding it a most popular feature.

Write for Booklet

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., SUCCESSOR)

MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
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No. 1059. Vase, "Pauline"

The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

RICH CUT GLASS WARE

SUPERIOR
SILVER-PLATED WARE

Electroliers Gas Portables

Beautiful Hand-Decorated
Shades

Photo Books ! Showing our New Spring
Designs, now ready for the trade

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City
717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.
Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS. No. 1036. Vase, "Dorothea"

Pride in the new home centers in
the table equipment and especially in
the silver.

silver-plated ware, beautiful and enduring,
keeps this sentiment alive for many years.
Made in one quality and that the very best.
Every article is stamped

Ask your Jeweler for Alvin Plate,
Brides Bouquet Pattern

THE above advertisement appears in many of the magazines.
Jewelers should stock up with this pattern to supply the demand this advertising
campaign will create.

ALVIN MFG. CO., 52 Maiden Lane, New York

</\
- -c4, 0-

TRADE MARK

TRAi)E MARK

plat,' the Game Lo Win! Our Foy Oueens Can' Be Beaten!
SEND FOR LARGE FREE COTROGUE OF STF16 BRFIND SILVERWRE

THE WILLIAMS BIZOS. MFG. CO.

Glastonbury, Conn.

74
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COMMUNITY SILVER
AND THE NEW

RELIANCE PLATE
0 meet a demand for reliable plated ware at low

cost we offer the trade our new

Reliance Plate
GUARANTEED FOR TEN YEARS

Quality This new plated ware has a base metal of 18 per
cent. German silver. Moreover, it carries a full

5 oz. A 1 Plate of pure silver—as heavy plate as the best of
the standard A i brands. Patterns, finish and workmanship
are excellent.

Jeweler's
Profit

The jeweler's profit on Reliance Plate is the same
as on Community Silver. It is sold under a
restricted price-agreement and cut-throat compe-

talon need not be feared.

The dealer will, of course, push Community Silver, for it is
the best and most economical plated ware made. But by carrying
Reliance Plate—a brand of plated ware in which he can have
absolute confidence—he can fill the very large demand for low
priced plated ware, and thus regain a profitable class of trade.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD.
ONEIDA, NX.

Your jobber can show you Reliance Plate. Ask to see it.

The New

Low-Priced Plated Ware
Made by the

ONEIDA COMMUNITX LTD.,
ONEIDA,N.Y.
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4L The return of good times and
the assurance of continued pros-.
perity have made it possible for
the jeweler to again take full
advantage of the universal vogue
of fine sterling stock in

Decorative Pieces
AND IN

Hollow and Flatware

ni As sterling ware is our specialty and as we aim to please the highest class of trade we have at our service the most
'-accomplished designers and most skilled craftsmen that the world can furnish. The flood of incoming orders
indicates a brisk Spring demand for these goods, and orders for Spring delivery should be placed at once.

WE MAKE ANY AND EVERY CONCEIVABLE THING IN STERLING HOLLOW AND FLATWARE
Estimates, Designs and Photos furnished on application to the factory at Providence

ROGER WILLIAMS SILVER CO. 
101 SABIN STREET

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
SPECIALISTS IN STERLING ART WARE  

Made in SOLID Copper, with English Pewter
Mountings. Also of English Pewter throughout

ow man GAS STOVES

Always Insure Delicious Coffee
No. 1243 PRIZE CUP

Solid Copper
English Pewter Mountings

A 11 the Good of the Coffee
Always Good Coffee

CHAFING DISHES (WITH IA PMAETLFaaDO 'D‘ I VORI  "

Proprietor's Obligations to Clerks

Too often the proprietor hires the

clerk with the full recognition that the work

shall be furnished wholly by the one side,

the pay wholly by the other, but seemingly

with no further thought of obligation or

courtesy as falling upon the party of the

first part, writes B. L. Putnam in the Boot

and Shoe Recorder. His conscience seems

to be satisfied with the thought that he de-

mands only a reasonable number of hour's
service, a n d
doles out the
wages with
clock-like pre-
cision. There
are many little
services which
the man at the
head of the
firm can offer
which will not
o n 1 y render
the novice bet-
t e r equipped
for his work
and give the
experienced
clerk help as
well as en-
couragement,
but will pro-
mote the re-
spect and good
feeling so es-
sential to the
best work of
any kind. One
of the simplest
of these is po-
liteness. This
is much more
easily and
e ff ectively
taught by example than by precept. Show
proper respect to your customers. Treat
them as you expect your clerk to treat them,
and he will soon understand the proper re-
lationship. Treat your clerk considerately
at all times. Let the atmosphere of the
store be as decorous as that of the well or-
dered home, and any eccentricities to which
the salesman may have fallen a victim will
speedily melt away.

Prove your confidence in him by en-
trusting to him some of the business prob-
lems of the firm. While it would scarcely
be wise to share with a new man the priva-
cies of the business, there are many general
principles which he should know ; which will
render him a better salesman, a more inter-
ested worker. It has been charged as an

argument against female clerks that they
are prone to gossip. Put a ban on this habit
without seeming to exercise any restriction.
There are many large concerns hiring hun-
dreds of girls. No one charges them not to
talk "shop" outside of business hours; yet
they drop instinctively into the habit when
surrounded by the atmosphere of silence on
this subject ; and the one who would draw
from one a secret of the firm must be ex-
ceedingly skilful. Treat it as a matter of
course that the affairs of the firm are confi-
dential, and they will be made so.

sional anecdote illustrating some of the mis-
takes of those days may serve to set the
youth on the right track without seeming to
have in it the nature of a reprimand. And
the little helps gracefully given will be
gratefully received, and repaid by more
cheerful service.

Strive early to impress the lesson that a
sale which does not give satisfaction to the
buyer is worse than no sale. In the trans-
action the firm gains the profit of that single
sale, but as a result they may lose future
patronage, a matter of much greater im-

port. The pa-
tron o f ten
knows, i n a
general way,
what Ile wants,
yet, owing to
imperf ect
knowledge of
t h e profes-
sional end of
t 11 e subject,
his mind is
Ii o t rounded
out as to de-
tails. These
he expecte the
specialist to
supply. The
salesman may
have some-
thing which is
right in price,
and right in
quality for
certain condi-
tions. T 11 a t
these condi-
tions are not
his own, he
may not, at
the time, be
able to dis-
cern; but later

Ile sees it and is not only dissatisfied with
the article, but also with the salesman who
blinded him into thinking it was what he
wanted. It will require some self-sacrifice
on the part of the man who is making a
strong effort to gain a good sales record to
advise a patron to consult a rival firm, but it
pays better in the end than to advise him to
take a poor substitute. This position would
be most clearly defined, and the understand-
ing that you take pride only in the sales
which bring satisfaction and credit to the
house will have a salutary effect.

It is now an accepted truism that hon-
esty and candor is the best business policy,
no less for the salesman than for the pro-
prietor. The business world of to-day has
little use for deceit or trickery.

The above photograph, which evidences the ingenuity of the modern photographer, was used as an advertisement by
Raines Brothers, Maryville, Mo. It was used in the form of a postal card, on which was an advertisement of their stock,
special attention being directed to their large supply of watches, as indicated in the picture. Such picture postals are now
largely used by the trade for advertising purposes and their effect may well be enhanced, as in the above case, by the photog-
rapher's ingenuity.

The surest way to render an employee

just worthy of his hire is to keep him con-

stantly reminded of his servile condition,

with no indication that there is hope for a

rise. It chills enthusiasm, discourages hope

of lusty growth and converts him into a

mere machine. In his estimation the "Old
Man" speedily becomes the personification

of austerity, aristocracy and greed, and

there is a mental crossing of swords, even

though veiled by policy, the existence of

which both sides distinctly appreciate.
On the other hand, the skilful em-

ployer recalls the days when he was tug-

ging away at the bottom round of the lad-
der, unable to see why it continually rolled

with him while others gained a firm grip

and crawled up over his head. An occa-
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NEW ELK GOODS
We are manufacturing the new Elk design underauthorization No. I received from the Grand ExaltedRuler. We are at the head on this, as we are in thelead on all Elk jewelry. The discussion on emblemshaving now been settled, members of the Order willpurchase more freely, and we can supply your wants.We carry everything—from silver buttons to themost expensive diamond mounted charms. Memopackages cheerfully sent on request.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO.
Elk Goods a Specialty

" Sellers of Sellers"

71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Latest Quick Selling Novelty
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Patent applied for

SCARF PIN an BROOCH WITH
ONE SETTING AND SEVEN
INTERCHANGEABLE STONES

(I The stones can be taken out at will and the
wearer can have a different stone for every day
in the week.

(11 Artistic finish and very attractive. Don't fail
to see our complete new line of Link Buttons,
Sash Pins, Fobs, Hat Pins, Waist Sets, etc.

SAMPLES AT

9-13 Maiden Lane, New York
602 Columbus Building, Chicago
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PAATGOINO
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Patent applied for

C. H. ALLEN & CO.
MAKERS OF GOLDINE JEWELRY

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

May, 1909

Annual Banquet of the Jewelers'
Bowling League of New York

The Jewelers' Bowling League of New York
is one of the largest and most successful organiza-
tions of its kind in this country. The enthusiasm
of the officers and members has been rewarded
with magnificent results. The fame of the league
has extended throughout the bowling world and
many of its members are recognized masters of
the manly art of bowling. On the evening of
April 3d the league celebrated the end of the
season by a banquet given at Reisenweber's, which
was attended by nearly 300 members and guests.
It was a function of supreme enjoyment and
challenged comparison with the many great ban-
quets of the most exclusive organizations of the
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game of life. The ball, the earth, is turning on
its axis at the rate of moo miles an hour, and
whirling around another greater ball, the sun, at
the speed of eighteen miles a second and is
carried along by this second ball of fire, in its
wild rush through infinite space, at the rate of ten
miles a second."

Colonel Shepherd jumped from ball to ball
with amusing fluency and with a side-splitting
commingling of wit and sentiment. He paid the
following just tribute to the most thrilling of the
spheres: "The most popular of all balls is the
baseball, and the small boy knows all about the
curve ball, spit ball, live ball, dead ball and foul
ball. This game has caused more funerals of
mother-in-laws and fond parents than any other
epidemic that ever was known."

In his comprehensive and witty remarks Colonel

Shepherd paid his respects to the following dif-
ferent varieties of balls : The croquet ball, tennis
ball, ping pong ball, basket ball, squash ball, polo
ball, snowball, blackball, pawnbroker's ball, cod-
fish ball, cannon ball, rifle ball, pistol ball, foot-
ball, high ball and French ball, appropriately re-
serving for the peroration the ten pins ball, which
he eulogized as follows:

"I have reserved for the last the greatest of
all games—that of the ten pins balls, the game that
this league may make such scores that the memory
of them will bring pleasure and happiness to
those most dear to you."

Colonel Shepherd's appropriate oration was re-
ceived with an outburst of applause, from which
it was very evident that one more had been added
to his many oratorical triumphs.

President Woodrow then distributed t lie

View of hanonei of ,lewel.q.' Bowling, League

trade. The famous restaurant outdid itself in the
excellence of the repast and in tasteful decora-
tions. Prominent at the speaker's table were the
two trophies, the silver cup donated by C. F.
Wood & Co.'s team, which they won the first
year, and the Avery trophy, a very handsome
prize, appropriately designed. It represents a gold
bowling ball, supported by three silver pins.

Good humor, conviviality and good appetites
were commingled, and an orchestra discoursed
lively music, suited to the occasion.

After coffee and cigars had been served,
President Woodrow arose, amid cheers, to an-
nounce the presentation of the prizes. He paid
a tine tribute to the league generally and to the
winning teams ; also to the individual players,
whose records had been notable during the sea-
son. At the close of his remarks the president
introduced Col. J. L. Shepherd, who delivered a
unique and strikingly original address on "The
Ball," in which all varieties of balls, from this
old earth itself to high balls, were humorously
exploited. Colonel Shepherd said, by way of ex-
ordium :

"Nature was the first ball player and she
has filled the universe with whirling and blazing
balls, upon one of which we live and play the

we celebrate to-night, to rejoice with the victors
and to congratulate the losers on their staying
qualities.

"I know of no game that teaches us so clearly
the lesson of success in life as does bowling. In
its "spares" we are taught the folly of sparing or
neglecting the opportunities that are offered us
to clear out of the alleys of our lives the obstacles
we encounter. In its "strikes" we reap the suc-
cess that make up the score of our lives and wipes
out the failure of our spares. We also learn
that we must roll in the middle of the alley, for
to play to right or left for applause or some
selfish purpose and we are in the gutter, and no
man ever has or ever will succeed who rolls in
the gutter.

"But sootier or later death drops the time ball
for us, and our dim eyes no longer see the falling
pins and our cars are dumb to the music of the
spinning ball as it whirls along the alleys amidst
the applause of our friends. The lights are all
out, the alley is cleared, the game of life is over
and we are carried to our graves in a ball-hearing
hearse and nothing remains but the scores we
have made, be they good or bad. And it is by
these scores, and these alone, boys, that we will
be remembered. I hope that every member of

prizes, addressing the winners in a few appropri-
ate words and congratulating them on their suc-
cess in carrying off the prizes. The winners were
as follows :
TFFohiruisrrtdotleam prize  (•ross & Beguelin.Second  Aikin-Lambert Co. IT-fayFdeNnvaWte.rnthneecloe.r 1&76Co.9.54

H. A. Meyers.First Individual average
Second
Third 

111). NA.. NMveinhdtorf 118998 341-.660o

1 368579

Fifth 

W. G. Wood 18757 22-57.

Sixth 

W C. Weber 185 3-6o
F. F Wood :8840 4354:6570T. W. Wagner 182 7-33

Ninth 

Seventh 
Eighth 
 H. Knoepfle

H. Labouseur
G. S. KnappTenth J A. BowieFirst credit prize (percent-

age) GR. 

S. 

Tliloi (in rowi, v Second
Third CI°11':. 

Hall
IkerFirst (greatest number of

A C. Capouilliez.perfect games)
B J Tritt.Second

First individual high score...L. I emonier

Jos. Fahys & Co.high scoreTeam
mndhi 

, 7 4 3 1 402827- 066806 343800

Team strike prize (The
Avery Trophy) Cross & Beguelin.

The banquet was an event long to be remem-
bered by the league by reason of the large at-
tendance and the great enthusiasm shown. The
officers of the league are: President, R. H. Wood-
row ; vice-president, \V. E. Ward; treasurer, A.
C. Capouilliez ; secretary, H. Labouseur.
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NEW ELK GOODS
We are manufacturing the new Elk design underauthorization No. 1 received from the Grand ExaltedRuler. We are at the head on this, as we are in thelead on all Elk jewelry. The discussion on emblemshaving now been settled, members of the Order willpurchase more freely, and we can supply your wants.We carry everything—from silver buttons to themost expensive diamond mounted charms. Memopackages cheerfully sent on request.

HENRY FREUND 0 BRO.
Elk Goods a Specialty

" Sellers of Sellers"

71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Latest Quick Selling Novelty
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Patent applied for

SCARF PIN an BROOCH WITH
ONE SETTING AND SEVEN
INTERCHANGEABLE STONES

11 The stones can be taken out at will and the
wearer can have a different stone for every day
in the week.

(11 Artistic finish and very attractive. Don't fail
to see our complete new line of Link Buttons,
Sash Pins, Fobs, Hat Pins, Waist Sets, etc.

SAM141..LiS AT

9-13 Maiden Lane, New York
602 Columbus Building, Chicago

A

Av.. .
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Patent applied for

C. H. ALLEN & CO.
MAKERS OF GOLDINE JEWELRY

ATTLEBORO, MASS.

May, 1909 T H

Annual Banquet of the Jewelers'

1
 

Bowling League of New York

The Jewelers' Bowling League of New York
is one of the largest and most successful organiza-
tions of its kind in this country. The enthusiasm
of the officers and members has been rewarded
with magnificent results. The fame of the league
has extended throughout the bowling world and
many of its members are recognized masters of
the manly art of bowling. On the evening of
April 3d the league celebrated the end of the
season by a banquet given at Reisenweber's, which
was attended by nearly 300 members and guests.
It was a function of supreme enjoyment and
challenged comparison with the many great ban-
quets of the most exclusive organizations of the
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game of life. The ball, the earth, is turning on
its axis at the rate of moo miles an hour, and
whirling around another greater ball, the sun, at
the speed of eighteen miles a second and is
carried along by this second ball of fire, in its
wild rush through infinite space, at the rate of ten
miles a second."

Colonel Shepherd jumped from ball to ball
with amusing fluency and with a side-splitting
commingling of wit and sentiment. He paid the
following just tribute to the most thrilling of the
spheres: "The most popular of all balls is the
baseball, and the small boy knows all about the
curve ball, spit ball, live ball, dead ball and foul
ball. This game has caused more funerals of
mother-in-laws and fond parents than any other
epidemic that ever was known."

In his comprehensive and witty remarks Colonel

Shepherd paid his respects to the following dif-
ferent varieties of balls: The croquet ball, tennis
ball, ping pong ball, basket ball, squash ball, polo
ball, snowball, blackball, pawnbroker's ball, cod-
fish ball, cannon ball, rifle ball, pistol ball, foot-
ball, high ball and French ball, appropriately re-
serving for the peroration the ten pins ball, which
he eulogized as follows:

"I have reserved for the last the greatest of
all games—that of the ten pins balls, the game that
this league may make such scores that the memory
of them will bring pleasure and happiness to
those most dear to you."

Colonel Shepherd's appropriate oration was re-
ceived with an outburst of applause, from which
it was very evident that one more had been added
to his many oratorical triumphs.

President Woodrow then distributed the

t• oill■• I I .; ;•I; ' I I ;•;

trade. The famous restaurant outdid itself in the
excellence of the repast and in tasteful decora-
tions. Prominent at the speaker's table were the
two trophies, the silver cup donated by C. F.
Wood & Co.'s team, which they won the first
year, and the Avery trophy, a very handsome
prize, appropriately designed. It represents a gold
bowling ball, supported by three silver pins.

Good humor, conviviality and good appetites
were commingled, and an orchestra discoursed
lively music, suited to the occasion.

After coffee and cigars had been served,
President Woodrow arose, amid cheers, to an-
nounce the presentation of the prizes. He paid
a tine tribute to the league generally and to the
winning teams ; also to the individual players,
whose records had been notable during the sea-
son. At the close Of his remarks the president
introduced Col. J. L. Shepherd, who delivered a
unique and strikingly original address on "The
Ball," in which all varieties of balls, from this
old earth itself to high balls, were humorously
exploited. Colonel Shepherd said, by way of ex-
ordium :

"Nature was the first ball player and she
has filled the universe with whirling and blazing
balls, upon one of which we live and play the

we celebrate to-night, to rejoice with the victors
and to congratulate the losers on their staying
qualities.

"I know of no game that teaches us so clearly
the lesson of success in life as does bowling. In
its "spares" we are taught the folly of sparing or
neglecting the opportunities that are offered us
to clear out of the alleys of our lives the obstacles
we encounter. In its "strikes" we reap the suc-
cess that make up the score of our lives and wipes
out the failure of our spares. We also learn
that we must roll in the middle of the alley, for
to play to right or left for applause or some
selfish purpose and we are in the gutter, and no
man ever has or ever will succeed who rolls in
the gutter.

"But sooner or later death drops the time ball
for us, and our dim eyes no longer see the falling
pins and our cars arc dumb to the music of the
spinning ball as it whirls along the alleys amidst
the applause of our friends. The lights are all
out, the alley is cleared, the game of life is over
and we are carried to our graves in a ball-bearing
hearse and nothing remains but the scores we
have made, be they good or bad. And it is by
these scores, and these alone, boys, that we will
he remembered. I hope that every member of

prizes, addressing the winners in a few appropri-
ate words and congratulating them on their suc-
cess in carrying off the prizes. The winners were
as follows:
First
Second  

prize Crress & Beguelin.
Third th  Ilavden W. Wheeler & Co.
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CBT°11J'''' Tritt.

First (greatest number of

First 
Second

individual high score ...I.,.. SI .eiluroonmieiri,wav  2.64Second 
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jos. Fahys & Co  
263Tealn high score  10°3Tram strike prize ahe

Avery Trophy) Cross & neguelin.
The banquet was an event long to be remem-

bered by the league by reason of the large at-
tendance and the great enthusiasm shown. The
officers of the league are: President, R. H.,Wood-
row ; vice-president, W. E. Ward ; treasurer, A.
C. Capottilliez ; secretary, H. Labouseur.



We have superior facilities, thorough knowledge of
the business, wide experience—everything necessary
to produce rings perfect in shape and finish.
Our work is uniformly of the highest character,
yet our prices are very reasonable.

5 SHAPES 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K.

Ask for quotations, also catalogue
showing our FANCY RING line

111 There are no better clocks in
this line than ours.

(II No import orders.
Ili Large stock always on hand.

tbcobove Zcl)igatt

WESTMINSTER CHIME
REGULATOR No. 2611

Importer of Clocks

116-118 Chambers Street :: NEW YORK

"PROC:RESS" Repeating an
Continuous Alarm

A prominent member of the
Gem Schedule Committee on Tariff Schedules
of Tariff Bill of the Importers and Dealers

in Diamonds, Precious and Imi-
tation Stones and Pearls, in conversation with a
representative of THE KEYSTONE, said:

"The House bill covering the precious and
imitation stone schedules was quite unsatisfactory
to the trade, the pearl paragraphs being entirely
unworkable. The Senate bill is a great improve-
ment and, with a few amendments, which we, hope
the Senate will make, the new schedules will be
satisfactory.

"The Committee on Tariff, appointed to rep-
resent practically the entire jewelry trade of the
country, hoped that the complete and carefully
worked out schedules, which they proposed, would
be written into the law. Failing to get exactly
what was wanted they still hope to get scheduleswhich, while there will be no material change in
the duty, will cause the danger of litigation to beminimized.

"The enactment of the Payne precious and
imitation stone schedules would prove a hard-ship to the entire jewelry trade and of no pos-
sible benefit to the Government. The chairman
of our committee has had several audiences in
Washington with the Tariff Committee and inevery instance has been treated with the utmostcordiality and has been carefully listened to. We
believe that the lawmakers at Washington areconscientious and anxious to frame and pass atariff bill that will prove equitable and just toall concerned and they seem to want to get allthe information and data that they can whichapplies to the matter in hand.

"Our committee stands unique, inasmuch as ithas been formed not for purposes of 'grab' or'graft' for any one set of men or concerns, butas an organization to assist the makers of thenew tariff act in passing a bill that will not onlybe fair to the importer, manufacturer, jobber andretailer, but one as well that will be just as fairto the Government, and one that will do away withthe expensive and dragging litigation that hasprevailed in the past."
The • committee has established permanentquarters in Room Hi of the Lorsch Building, 37-

39 Maiden Lane. Alfred Krower, of AlbertLorsch & Co., is president, and James W. Pryor,secretary.
Judge Holt, of the Circuit Court, SouthernDistrict of New York, decided last month thatgold puff boxes set with precious stones weredutiable at 45 per cent. ad valorem under para-graph 193, tariff act of 1897, as "articles or waresnot specially provided for in this act, composedwholly or in part of iron, steel, lead, copper,nickel, pewter, zinc, gold, silver, platinum, alumi-num or other metal, and whether partly or wholly

manufactured. The merchandise was imported byCaldwell & Co., of Philadelphia, and the Col-lector of Customs assessed duty thereon at therate of 6o per cent. ad valorem under paragraph
434 as .jewelry. The importers claimed the goodsdutiable under paragraph 193. The United StatesBoard of General Appraisers overruled this claim.The case was then brought to the Circuit Courtand Judge Holt rendered decision in favor of the
importers.

The L. Witsenhausen Company will removeabout May rst from its present quarters at 47Maiden Lane to the Lorsch Building, 37 Maiden
Lane.

Van Gelder Brothers, diamond importers and
cutters, have bought out the business of their nextdoor neighbors in the Broadway Maiden Lane
Building, Cyrus W. Price & Co., and will occupy
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the offices of the old Price company in additionto their own. Mr. Price's services will be retainedby Van Gelder Brothers.
On May rst Korones Brothers moved fromtheir location at 167 Canal Street, where they havebeen in business for the past twelve years, tothe ground floor store room at 46 Maiden Lane.In their new place they will be more convenientlylocated and will have a complete line of diamonds,watches, jewelry and watchmakers' and opticalmaterials. this removal is made necessary by alarge increase in the firm's business, which com-pels them to seek a location more convenient tothe trade. This they will now have as the new

store will be right in the heart of the Maiden Lanedistrict.
Larter & Sons have moved into their hand-some new factory in Newark, where they will

have more than twice as much space as they hadin their old location in the Krementz Building,at Chestnut and Mulberry Streets, where they
were located for many years. The new buildingis a handsome four-story steel and concrete

The new factory of Lintel & Sons, Newark, N. J.

structure at the corner of Parkhurst and Austin
Streets, one admirable feature of which is the
lighting facilities. Sunlight will pour in at every
side of the building through innumerable windows.
The firm will manufacture its own light and power
and a complete heating and ventilating system
of the most modern kind has been installed. The
New York City sales office of this concern is in
the Hays Building, 21 and 23 Maiden Lane, and
their Pacific Coast representatives are A. I. Hall
& Son, Jewelers' Building, San Francisco, Cal.

The Layman & Strauss Company, of Newark,
have moved their New York office from Room
406 Jewelers' Building to Room 1301 in the same
building.

W. S. Gilmore, President of Crouch & Fitz-
gerald, gives some very interesting facts concern-
ing his business, which was established seventy
years ago—in 1839—by Mr. George Crouch and
Mr. Andrew Fitzgerald. Crouch & Fitzgerald
began business at No. i Maiden Lane, under the
"Howard" House, which was then the hotel center
of New York. The center of the drygoods trade
was then in the neighborhood of Trinity Church,
thus showing that everything of any activity what-
ever was in close proximity; and, to insure their
permanency in the old neighborhood, they bought
No. r77 Broadway, near Cortlandt Street, several
years ago. And thus in all these years they have
not been 200 feet from their first location. In
1857 they opened a branch store at No. 556 Broad-
way, two doors from Tiffany & Co., where they
remained until 1892, and in order to follow the
march of trade they moved to No. 688 Broadway,
at Fourth Street. After seventeen years they
find the trend of business is still further uptown,
so, for the second time in fifty-two years, this
branch now moves to 154 Fifth Avenue, at the
northwest corner of Twentieth Street. Still
further uptown is their store at 723 Sixth Avenue,
near Forty-second Street, which is convenient for

the family trade of the upper part of the city.Crouch & Fitzgerald have had an enviable andunique reputation in the continuous productionfor seventy years, of well-made and durableluggage.
M. J. Averbeck, accompanied by his wife, sonand daughter, sailed on April 1st for Europe,where they will tour the entire continent. Mr.

Averbeck will attend to some business matterswhile abroad and will return to New York in June.
On April 15th the Arizona Turquoise MinesCompany moved from 171 Broadway to 3! WestThirty-first Street, where they will have large,light quarters, size 90 x 32 feet, and a consider-ably larger equipment than heretofore. This corn-pany has made a specialty of cut stones, but intheir new location they will also put out a fullline of mounted goods for the trade.
Louis Kaufman & Co., succeeded by JosephL. Herzog & Co., have just moved from 82 and84 Fulton Street to the Munro Building, 45-51

Rose Street, corner Duane. This is another ofthe numerous New York firms who have found itnecessary to move to larger quarters, notwith-
standing the somewhat depressed condition ofbusiness the past few months.

The Eastwood Park Company, Newark, N. J.,
have moved from their old location, 91 to 109
Oliver Street, to new quarters at the corner of
Austin and Murray Streets. In their new placethey will have more than 15,000 square feet ofFpace, which is a trifle more than double that inthe old shop.

Stern Bros. & Co. have leased additional
space at 33 Gold Street and will now have one-third more room than heretofore. They will havethe additional quarters full equipped about themiddle of May.

At the April meeting of the directors of the
Jewelers' Board of Trade the following firms
were elected to membership: The Alvin Manu-facturing Company, New York; Bowler & Bur-
dick Co., Cleveland, Ohio; the Delamothe Distrib-
uting Company, Spokane, Wash., and Win. Green-
field, New York.

Powers & Mayer, 258 Fifth Avenue, have de-cided to hold their seventh annual exhibition at
their offices, August 30th to September 4th, in-
clusive. These exhibits have become quite an at-
traction to the trade.

Wiener & Zilver, the diamond cutting firm at
45 John Street, are making improvements and ex-
tensions in their factory, which will double the
available space and greatly increase the productivefa 

The Maiden Lane Outing Club will hold its
annual banquet at Cliften, Staten Island, on June
5th. An attractive programme is being prepared
for the occasion, a chief feature of which will be
various athletic sports and a baseball game.

Milton Rodenberg, of Dunn & Rodenberg, 15
Maiden Lane, is now on a western trip and ex-
pects to leave for Europe, accompanied with his
family, on his return. The party will spend sev-
eral months abroad, taking in the various sights
and points of interest in the Old World.

Louis Friedlander, of R., L. & M. Friedlander,
30 Maiden Lane, returned recently from his pleas-
ure trip to Bermuda, where he spent several weeks
in rest and recreation.

Schmitz, Moore & Co., of Newark, have
moved their New York office from Room 406Jewelers' Building, 9-11-13 Maiden Lane, to the
eleventh floor of the same building.

G. E. Heywood, representing the Horton-
Angell Company, White & Rounsville and the
Moore Manufacturing Company, of Attleboro, has
moved his office from Room 605 Jewelers' Build-
ing, 9-11-13 Maiden Lane, to Room 1906 Silver-
smiths' Building, 15-17-19 Maiden Lade.

(Continued on page 711)
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We are now in our own new
steel and concrete factory,
where all the modern ideas
of construction and conveni-
ence have been carried out.
The result is, we are bet-

ter prepared than ever before
to produce original ideas by
up-to-date methods in 14 K.
and 10 K. Gold Rings for man,
woman or child, 14 K. Sleeve

Pacific Coast Representative

A. I. HALL 0 SON
Jewelers' Building, Post Street

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Buttons, Lockets, Larter Vest
Buttons an Larter Shirt Studs.
Our stock will merit the

attention of all retail jewelers
who care to buy gold jewelry
which for price, design, con-
struction and finish is of the
very best.

May, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

New York Letter

(Continued from page 749)

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' of the Executive Committee ofSecurity Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alliance

was held on Friday, April 9th,
the following members being present : Chairman
Butts, President Sloan, Vice-President Champe-
nois, Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Abbott, Alford,
Brown and Stern. The following new members
were admitted:

Bert Bergh, Clinton, Iowa.
Muncy & Godwin, Dalton, Ga.
H. A. Rotzler, Freeport, Ill.
W. F. Steinmacher, Pittsburg, Pa.
L. P. White, Philadelphia, Pa.
H. J. Sevy, Charlotte, Mich.
R. P. Walker & Co., Boston, Mass.
Cornelius Cadle, Muscatine, Iowa.
J. H. Carr, Portland, Oregon.
F'. S. Crebs & Co,. Frankfort, Ind.
I. Nierel & Son, Muscatine, Iowa.
F. W. Swan, Inc., Muscatine, Iowa.
H. F. Barnard Co., Muscatine, Iowa.
H. W. Christensen, Monmouth, Ill.
George R. Green, Boise, Idaho.
H. B. Smith & Co., Logansport, Ind.
Jos. Kottenstette, Fort Madison, Iowa.
Bertram Magee, Trenton, N. J.
Marston & Seaman, Albany, N. Y.
Henry Meyer, Peoria, Ill.
Muncie Jewelry and Plating Works, Muncie Ind.Richard Perlen, Utica, N. Y.
Ben Pfeifer, Akron, Ohio.
L. Dorn, Gloversville, N. Y.
Hughes & Woodall, Baltimore, Md.
Jos. R. Oliver, Amsterdam, N. Y.
Wolff-Ehrlich Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
G. M. Blakeslee, Lewistown, Ill.
J. J. & G. A. Brown, Hannibal, Mo.
T. A. Brown, Quincy, Ill.
J. M. Fox, Canton, Ill.
F'. J. Horstman, Havana, Ill.
A. E. Rush, Macomb, Ill.
L. Stocker Sons, Macomb, Ill.
Weiler Bros., Quincy, Ill.
H. M. Reed, Jr., Battle Creek, Nebr.
R. S. Wills Co., Spokane, Wash.
Carl S. Shepard, Hannibal, Mo.
Thos. A. Craig, Macon, Mo.
J. W. Buchanan, Benton, Ill.
F. Borg & Co., Missoula, Mont.
Ross Larrabee, Macon, Mo.
M. E. Nabstedt & Sons Co., Davenport, Iowa.
Leon A. Bellinger, New York City.
Murray & Bennett, Pulaski, Tenn.
A. A. & W. S. Kuhlman, Des Moines, Iowa.
Pilcher & Willettt Vandalia, Ill.
D. A. Parker, Bridgeport, Conn.
Watch Shop Co., New Philadelphia, Ohio.
Harry Morrison, Roswell, N. Mex.
Herman & Mussina, Williamsport, Pa.
Theo. Sims, Hastings, Nebr.
B. Chapman, Tacoma, Wash.
Geo. W. Wilson, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gordon & Burgin, Brockton, Mass.
Matthew Moody, McKeesport, Pa.
J. & W. Taylor, Newburgh, Isl. Y.
H. G. Goldsmidth, Davenport, Iowa.

The following awards were ordered paid:
No. 79.—To V. G. Conner, auditor of the

M. K. & T. R. R., and Police Officers Houser,
Dye and McLean for the arrest and conviction of
Lewis Sanderson and John Miller, who broke into
the store of J. S. Pfeiffer, of Parsons, Kans.,
on January IQ, 1909, and had packed up sterling
silverware and opera glasses and miscellaneous
jewelry amounting to about $1500.

No. 80.—To Street Car Conductor John Duffy,
of Lowell, Mass., and Sergeant Alex. Duncan and
Police Officer Gilbert Sheridan and Clerk Abbortl
for the arrest and conviction of George J. Bourke,
who smashed the window in the store of George
H. Wood, of Lowell, Mass., and stole a tray con-
taining eighty rings.

Edwin S. Strauss, of the firm of Jacob Strauss
& Sons, 14 Maiden Lane, New York, was taken
ill with the grippe during the month of March at
Si Antonio, Texas. During his illness he was
visited by a large number of his friends in the
trade attd by numerous traveling men. Now that
he has recovered he wishes to return thanks for
the many kind inquiries which were made in re-
gard to his health through the firm.

Benedict & Warner have moved from the
Hays Building, 21-23 Maiden Lane, to Room 1208
Silversmiths' Building, 15-17-19 Maiden Lane.

Archibald J. Sherrard, a popular salesman
with the firm of Enos Richardson & Co., died last
month, much to the regret of his host of friendsin the trade. The deceased was only 48 yearsold, but had had a long experience as a traveling
salesman, entering on that career early in life.He was a member of the Brotherhood of Travel-

ing Jewelers, the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club and
other organizations. A widow and one daughter
survive him.

A meeting of the Jewelers' 24-Karat Club was
held last month at 15 Maiden Lane for purpose
of taking action on certain amendments to the
constitution which had been proposed.

Codding & Heilborn Company, North Attle-
boro, Mass., have moved their New York office
to 13 Maiden Lane. The firm is now represented
in San Francisco, Cal., by H. G. Van Ness & Co.,ISO Post Street.

During M. J. Averbeck's absence in Europe
the store at 19 Maiden Lane has been given a
thorough cleaning up and a new coat of white
has been given the walls and ceiling. A private
office for Mr. Averbeck has also been installed.

The watch case business of N. J. Felix, 41
Maiden Lane, has been incorporated under the
title N. J. Felix & Sons. This is an old established
business, which has for many years held a high
place in trade esteem. The incorporation of thefirm is in line with its growing business.

Henry Ziruth, 481 Washington Street, Newark,
N. J., has severed his connection with the Ziruth-
Kaiser Company, of that city and will continue as
manufacturer of fine to K. gold and 14 K. gold and
plate guard and neck chains at the former factory
of Ziruth-Kaiser Company, at the address men-
tioned. He will cater to the manufacturing and
jobbing trade exclusively. His New York sales-
room is 9-11-13 Maiden Lane.

C. H. Eden & Co., Attleboro, Mass., have
removed their office in this city to the Jewelers'
Building, 37 and 39 Maiden Lane. The office is
in charge of A. Levin, assisted by Harry Dorn.
C. H. Eden, of this firm, is now on a two months'
trip to Europe for the purpose of purchasing
stones and other supplies. The company wish
it to be understood that they are manufacturers
exclusively, and not jobbers. They recently added
considerable to their manufacturing facilities and
now handle only their own output.

The Aikin-Lambert Jewelry Company, Silver-
smiths' Building, 15, 17 and 19 Maiden Lane, has
been reorganized under the name of Ilgen &
Wakefield Company. Fred. D. Ilgen, president of
the new company, has been connected with the
Aikin-Lambert Jewelry Company for the past
twenty-nine years, and C. C. Wakefield, vice-presi-
dent and manager, for the past eighteen years.

Henry Freund, of Henry Freund & Bro., 71
Nassau Street, will sail for Europe May 4th on
a business trip on the Holland-American liner
New Amsterdam. Mr. Freund will be absent until
the end of June. He goes direct to Holland, where
he will visit the diamond markets of that country,
and then to Germany.

Resolution of North Dakota Jewelers
Following is the report of the Committee on

Resolutions of the North Dakota Retail Jewelers'
Association, as presented and adopted at the
recent annual meeting at Grand Forks.

APPRECIATION

Resolved, That we, the North Dakota Retail
jewelers' Association, in convention assembled,
take occasion to heartily extend thanks to the city
of Grand Forks, its Mayor, local jewelers, Com-
mercial Club, Mr. Higginbotham and others, for
their anxiety at all times to do everything possible
to add to our comfort, entertainment and in-
struction, and we realize that it was only by their
efforts it was possible for us to have had such
a pleasant and instructive meeting.

ASSOCIATION TRADE MARKS

Resolved, That we do not favor an associa-
tion trade mark.

OFFICIAL ORGAN

Resolved, That we do not favor the establish-
ment of an official organ.

FRAUDULENT ADVERTISING

Whereas, it has been forcibly brought to our
notice that a large number of the papers and
magazines are printing advertisements of un-
scrupulous and illegitimate dealers, such adver-
tising being, as a rule, fraudulent and tending to
deceive the purchaser,
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• Therefore, Be It Resolved, That we, the
North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Association, do all
in our power to suppress such fraudulent adver-
tising.

MERCHANTS' TRADE JOURNAL

Whereas, The Merchants' Trade Journal, of
Ds Moines, Iowa, has caused an indictment in the
courts of that State of catalogue houses who
have been doing fraudulent advertising in our
lines and others,

Therefore, Be It Resolved, That we, the
North Dakota Retail Jewelers' Association, do
most heartily endorse and commend their action.

CHEAP WATCHES

Resolved, That we, as members of the North
Dakota Retail Jewelers' Association, refuse to
sell, keep for sale or repair watches so cheaply
manufactured that we know cannot give satis-
faction.

BUREAU OF ASSAYS

Resolved, That we endorse the action of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association
in establishing a bureau of assays.

STAMPING OP WATCH CASES

Resolved, That we do not favor stamping laws
as now proposed, but do favor a Federal adver-
tising law which will prosecute fraudulent adver-
tising.

SOLID GOLD

Resolved, That the name gold, or solid gold,
shall be considered to be 23.85 fine.

WATCHES

Resolved, That we recommend the various
watch companies who have changed their plans
of marketing their product, with a view of
strengthening the regular retail jewelers ; and, be
it further

Resolved, That we heartily commend those
watch manufacturers who are marketing their
products entirely through the legitimate jobber
and retail jeweler.

DISCOUNT KEY

Resolved, That we recommend to watch,
jewelry and kindred material dealers the adoption
of a new discount key, to be known as the asso-
ciation key, to be used in all of their catalogues
and advertisements, the key to be disclosed only
to the legitimate retail jeweler, and in every case
to be sent under separate cover from the cata-
logue and as sealed mail only.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF EQUITY

Resolved, That we commend the American
Society of Equity for their valuable assistance in
our campaign against the "mail order evil" by
refusing to publish their advertisements in the
official journal of the society, and that a copy of
these resolutions be spread upon our minutes
and a copy be sent to their secretary.

The officers of the association for the ensuing
year are: Frank V. Kent, Grand Forks, President;
H. Huesgen, Devil's Lake, vice-president, and C.
E. Tillson, Carrington, secretary and treasurer.
The next meeting will be held at Grand Forks,
July 27th, 28th and 29th.

Retail Jewelers' Club of Syracuse
The "Round Table" idea exploited in these

columns by President Archibald, of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association, has already
produced results in several cities. The idea was
discussed and unanimously approved at the meet-
ing of the New York Retail Jewelers' Association,
and one result of the discussion has been the for-
mation of a local jewelers' club in Syracuse. The
president of the new club is E. B. McClelland;
vice-president, A. J. Stetson ; secretary, M. C. Coy-
kenball, and treasurer, Adolph Roth. Those who
attended the meeting for organization were quite
enthusiastic over the possibilities of the club and
all volunteered to use their influence to increase
its membership and its usefulness.

"The Keystone is all right. I ant interested in
the editorials, general notes, viz.: stock keeping,
window care, advertising, etc."—Alex. Moffat,
Jeweler, Brantford, Ont., Canada.
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DIAMONDS Our unusual facilities for import-
ing diamonds enable us to offer

jewelers qualities at prices difficult to match in
this country.

11, Our unvarying practice is to represent qualities
exactly as they are.

(I, All jewelers can safely depend upon the qualities
of stones bought from us, being as is represented
to them by us.

OUR
GENERAL
STOCKS

We have prepared for this Spring
trade and are now showing the most
complete and comprehensive stocks
of general jewelry that we have
ever seen.

41 Novelties just from the factories for men and
women, and in the latest mode.

41 Full stocks of staples in all lines for the jeweler,
both on the road and in our showrooms.

Mail orders handled by our special department
for this work are given particular and careful
attention.

BENJ. ALLEN Ci CO.
CHICAGO
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Theodore Kuehl, of George Kuehl & Co.,
clock importers of this city, has just returned
from Washington, where he appeared before the
Finance Committee of the Senate, which is con-
sidering the Payne Tariff Bill. Mr. Kuehl called
the attention of this committee to that paragraph
in Section 189 of the bill which provides that the
name or names of the maker or makers of all
cases be placed thereon. Mr. Kuehl's contention
is that this provision will work a great injustice
to the clock importers of this company and will
work no benefit to anyone. In discussing this pro-
vision Mr. Kuehl said:

"The carvings of Black Forest clocks are
made in the home industries of the Black Forest
of Germany and sometimes there are three or
four different parties working on one clock case.
If the same should be called manufacturers and
they were compelled to carve their names on the
case it would mean three or four names. This
would seriously interfere with the appearance of
the clock case as the law provides that the name
should appear in a conspicuous place. As to clock
movements for Black Forest clocks, the castings
for them are made in the factory, finished in the
home industry and also put together in the home
industry and then shipped to another party, who
assembles them, or they are very often assembled
in this country."

While before the committee Mr. Kuehl dis-
played a number of Black Forest clocks in order
to illustrate what effect the passage of this pro-
vision in the tariff law would have upon them.
Mr. Kuehl is of the opinion that this law will
be so amended as to exempt Black Forest clock
cases.

News From the Trade

Richard Mead, son of M. A. Mead, has been
receiving the congratulations of his many friends
upon the arrival of a baby girl in his family.

A cablegram from Paris from C. H. Knights,
of C. H. Knights-Thearle Company, announces
that all in his party are well and that they expect
to return to Chicago a few weeks earlier than first
expected.

The members of the American Association of
Wholesale Opticians will meet at the Palmer
House May 20th in the regular annual convention.

Frank H. Mooney, formerly in the fountain
pen business, is selling jewelry specialties and has
an office at go Washington Street.

The Chicago trade has been notified that W.
D. Jones will move his stock and fixtures from
Watona, Wis., to Redgranite, Wis., where he will
engage in business on a larger scale.

E. H. Warnke, of E. H. Warnke & Co., Mil-
waukee, spent several days in Chicago this month
inspecting several of the jewelry manufacturing
plants of the city with a view of getting some new
ideas for an addition they will make to their fac-
tory in Milwaukee.

W. T. Hixson, of El Paso, Tex., was in Chi-
cago early in the month.

Swartchild & Co. have recently placed on the
market a new sanitary watchmakers' bench, a de-
parture from the ordinary bench, which, in ad-
dition to possessing all the advantages of the old
style, is much neater in appearance and perfectly
sanitary.

R. P. Ream has resigned his position as as-
sistant to George H. Thomas, manufacturers'
agent, and will hereafter represent the Electrolytic
Art Metal Company, of Trenton, N. J. He has
been showing his line at the Palmer House.

A. A. Bastar announces that he has withdrawn
from the firm of Bastar and McGarrey, at Ham-
mond, Ind. J. E. McGarrey will conduct the busi-
ness in the future.

Charles Veanoe, of Peatone, Ill., has closed
out his stock and has taken up his residence in the
East.

Henry Reinhard, who has been connected for
several years with the Juergens & Andersen Com-
pany, has severed his connections with that firm
and will move to Wichita, Kans., where he has
an interest in the Varney Jewelry Company. He
will take with him a handsome loving cup, pre-
sented to him by his former associates as a mark
of their friendship and esteem.

Coleman E. Adler, of New Orleans, was in
Chicago several days last week purchasing fix-
tures for a new store which he will shortly open
in that city. He recently erected a handsome
four-story building there and will occupy the
ground floor.

George H. Thomas, manufacturers' agent in
the Heyworth Building, has engaged Glenn Seitz
to assist him in Chicago and the West.

Charles F. Holbkat, of Watertown, S. D., was
a buyer in the market last month.

Joe DeMarino, diamond dealer of New York,
was in Chicago last week on business.

E. S. Hyman, of Hyman, Berg & Co., is in
Paris for an extended sojourn, during which he
will combine business with pleasure. Mrs. Hyman
accompanies him.

F'. M. Drummond, of the Chicago office of the
Towle Manufacturing Company, is home on the
sick list.

Mr. Krieg, of Krieg & Giles, of Kewanee, Ill.,
was a welcome visitor and buyer on the local
market late in the month.

Ralph Plumb, of the Plumb Jewelry Com-
pany, of Des Moines, Iowa, was on the local
market late in the month. He was enjoying his
annual vacation.

Mr. Koerber, of Trenkley & Koerber, Fort
Wayne, Ind., was a visiting buyer in Chicago last
month.

Louis W. Anderson, of Ottawa, Ill., was in
town for a few days the early part of the
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Allen & Co., spent
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the greater part of last month in enjoying an ex-
tended trip through the South. Mrs. Allen ac
companied him.

-

E. W. Reynolds, a prominent wholesale
jeweler of Los Angeles, Cal., stopped off at Chi-
cago the middle of the month on his way East,
where Ile will remain the greater part of May.

E. C. Weidlich, of William Weidlich & Bro.,
St. Louis, Mo., was showing his line at the Palmer
House last week.

Emil Despres, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
accompanied by his wife, spent two weeks at
Atlantic City. They returned late in the month.

Illinois pawnbrokers will be compelled to ob-
serve additional regulations under a new measure
which amends the present law by requiring the
brokers to post in a conspicuous place in their
offices or stores that portion of the present law
which makes it unlawful to charge more than 3
per cent. a month: It also prohibits the taking
of pawns from intoxicated persons or minors, or
persons known to be thieves, and also that stolen
goods discovered in a pawnshop shall be recover-
able without payment to the broker. Under the
amended bill a broker will not be allowed to dis-
pose of any article even by redemption within
twenty-four hours after reports have been made
to the proper authorities.

Bruce G. Powell, A. W. Buckley and C. P. Tall-
madge have incorporated the Universal Time Re-
corder Manufacturing Company, which will have
its headquarters in Chicago. The capital stock
is given at $250,000.

The W. J. Rooda Company is a new jewelry
concern in the industrial town of Gary, Ind. One
of the members of the company was on the Chi-
cago market late in the month purchasing stocks.

H. M. Didisheim sailed the middle of the
month on the Kaiserine Augusta Victoria for an
extended European trip.

Theodore Kuehl and R. H. Baudoine, of
George Kuehl & Co., returned late in the month
from an eastern trip. They had an extensive line
of imported clocks on exhibition at the Astor
House, New York.

J. G. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., ac-
companied by Mrs. Swartchild, sailed late in the
month on the Kron Prinzessin Cecilie for a three
months' sojourn in Europe. They will visit all the
famous watering places and points of interest in
Europe before returning to Chicago.

0. A. Lessing, Chicago and western repre-
sentative of S. & B. Lederer, returned late in the
month from a visit to the factory at Providence.

Ford & Carpenter have engaged A. P. Shat-
tuck to represent them throughout the Middle
West and the Pacific Coast.

A. B. Paulson, Chicago representative of
the Waite Thresher Company, of Providence,
R. I., spent the early part of the month at factory
headquarters. He will spend a week in Wash-
ington before returning to Chicago.

Frank Barton, western representative of Fon-
tenau & Cook, and member of the firm of George
N. Steere & Co., returned the middle of the month
from a four weeks' trip to the factory and then
left on his trip through the Middle West.

C. E. Sutton, who has been acting as repre-
sentative of McRae & Keeler, of Attleboro, in
Chicago and the West, has given up that line
owing to the fact that he finds it impossible to lo-
cate his family here. Louis Rosenberg, who was
formerly with William Loeb & Co., will fill the

Henry Pfordresher, who for the past five
years s represented George L. Brown & Co.,

v a cancya.

of Attleboro, Mass., in Chicago and the West,
has given up that line and will hereafter represent
the Eastern Jewelry Company, of Providence. He
left late in the month for the East and upon his
return will make his first trip through the West
with his new line.

C. L. Stange, traveler for the L. Bauman
Jewelry Company, St. Louis, was in Chicago early
in the month visiting his many friends here. A.
F. Odell, a retailer of Quincy, Ill., was with him.

P. Hermes, formerly jewelry buyer for
Mandel Brothers and "The Fair," has opened
a retail jewelry store at 1308 Wilson Avenue.

Noble L. Fuller, of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Company, Kansas City, was in town early
in the month calling on his many friends in the
trade. He was on his return from an extended
trip East.

George Kuehl, senior member of the firm of
George Kuehl & Co., importers and jobbers of
clocks, has sold his interests in the firm to his
brother, Theodore Kuehl, who will continue the
business under the old firm name.

(Continued on page 755)
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Novelties in
Jewelry for the
Spring Trade

is worthy of your notice.
Send for a Memorandum
Package.

C. H. KNIGHTS-
THEARLE CO.
Columbus Memorial Bldg. CHICAGO
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Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 753)

The new No. 9 catalogue, of 192 pages, issuedby Henry Paulson & Co., is an exponent of thelatest in tools, new ideas in window displays,jewelers' trays, etc., and many new and interestingthings which will appeal to every watchmaker,jeweler and optician. It is worth investigating.Henry Paulson & Co., 156 Wabash Avenue, Chi-cago, will be glad to send one to any jeweler.Louis Albert, of the well-known jobbing firmof Albert Brothers, Cincinnati, Ohio, made abusiness trip to Chicago early in the month.Howard Price, for several years past incharge of the optical department of Otto Young& Co., has resigned his position and removed toOmaha, Nebr., where he has accepted a positionwith the Omaha Optical Company. Otto Young& Co. have engaged Frank N. Kressil, formerlywith the Julius King Optical Company, this city,to fill Mr. Price's old position.
Herbert E. Cobb, western representative ofDaggett & Clapp, made a visit to the factory earlyin the month.
B. F. Zinn, formerly a well-known jewelryjobber of Milwaukee, died early in the month atGrand Rapids while on a business trip. While inthe jewelry business Mr. Zinn made many visitsto the Chicago market and was well and favorablyknown here.
Mr. Jenkson, of Jenkson & Salsman, El Paso,Ill., was a visiting buyer on the local market latein the month.
Henry Paulson, jobbers in jewelers' suppliesand materials, have moved from the eleventh floorto the twelfth floor of the Powers Building.Complete new fixtures and vaults have been in-stalled and their new location is as ideal as canbe found anywhere.
The Chicago trade was grieved to learn ofthe death of Henry C. Hulett, of Marshall, Mich.,which occurred early in the month. Mr. Hulettwas 74 years of age and was credited withhaving one of the oldest jewelry stores in Michi-gan. He made frequent trips to Chicago. Hisson, H. A. Hulett, has been associated with thebusiness since 1888 and will continue it.
W. S. Sparrow, western representative ofStern Brothers & Co., made a trip to the factorylate in the month.
William A. Fay, western representative of thePotter & Buffinton Company, made an extendedtrip this month through western territory. AtPittsburg he met Reuben W. Mason, one of themembers of the firm, who accompanied him onthe trip, returning with him to Chicago.
William Friedlander, for thirty-eight yearsa retail jeweler at Portland, Ore., and well knownto the Chicago trade, died early in the month atthe age of 72 years. He was one of the promi-nent men of Portland and the oldest jeweler inOregon.
Marc H. Holland, formerly of the Chicagooffice of the Philadelphia Watch Case Company,now of London, England, spent ten days on thelocal market renewing old acquaintances. He wasaccompanied by Mrs. Holland.
L. Manheimer, of Louis Manheimer & Bros.,spent several weeks last month enjoying his an-nual outing with his family at Atlantic City.
Lewis & Van Sickel, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, havepurchased the stock of the Parritt Jewelry Corn-pany, Des Moines, Iowa. They intend to closeout the stock at Oskaloosa and remove to DesMoines.
Noah W. Pyle, a retailer at 2618 CottageGrove Avenue, has been held to the Grand Juryon a charge of receiving stolen property. Hisarrest followed that of two burglars who wereimplicated in a number of jewelry burglaries.
Leo Skrzywski has sold his retail store at2395 Kensington Avenue, and will engage in busi-ness at Baldwin, Mich.
D. A. Wilkins, of the Chicago office of Ostby& Barton, visited the factory at Providence earlyin the month.
Joseph Nicholl has sold his jewelry store at6349 Madison Avenue to J. W. Brown, who willcontinue the business. Mr. Brown was formerlywith J. W. Baker in Sixty-third Street. JosephNicholl has opened a retail store at St. Charles, Ill.

K 11. S -r 0 IN E
A fire in the cut glass factory of Edward J.Koch & Co., 42 State Street, early in the month,did from $12,000 to $15,000 damage, which is fullycovered by insurance.
The marriage of Adolph Weiss, cf Heinrich,Herman & Weiss, to Miss Lotta S. Sinek, tookplace April 24th at the home of the bride.Rowe Brothers, of Springfield, Ill., have in-corporated their business with J. L. Rowe, J. L.Merrill and L. J. Rowe as incorporators.Simon Goldsmith, of the Goldsmith BrothersSmelting and Refining Company, left for an ex-tended trip East late in the month. Mr. Gold-smith makes his trip for the purpose of com-pleting arrangements for the establishment of aneastern office and smelter for the company.Henry Rogers, senior member of the firm ofH. Rogers & Son, Lake Geneva, Wis., and verywell known to the wholesale trade, died earlyin the month at his home. He was 8o years ofage. His son, who was admitted to a partnershipin the business in 1894, will continue the business.Swartchild & Co. have just issued a newedition of their Black Shield Watchman, whichwill be known as No. 5. Watchmakers, jewelersand opticians will find this edition the most in-teresting and helpful ever gotten out by this firm.Charles S. Purdy has returned to Chicagofrom a trip to Providence. He will represent theAlpha Jewelry Company, Jerome Fleischer & Co.and Walter I. Lee, of Providence.
Mr. Hunter, of the New York office ofGeorge L. Brown & Co., will hereafter representthis company in Chicago and the West in place ofHenry Pfordresher, who resigned to accept asimilar position with the Eastern Jewelry Com-pany, of Providence: Mr. Pfordresher will re-tain his former headquarters, 1201 HeyworthBuilding.
M. W. Potter, traveling representative of theJ. M. Fisher Company, Attleboro, Mass., was inChicago late in the month.
Charles E. Howes, Chicago and western rep-resentative of E. L. Logee & Co., made a trip tothe factory at Providence and returned late in themonth to Chicago.
George Kuehl, of George Kuehl & Co., whohas been the senior member of the firm for thepast fifteen years, has sold out his entire interestto his brother, Theodore Kuehl, who will hereafterconduct the business under the old name. GeorgeKuehl is retiring from business on account of illhealth.
Billy Queeman, representing F. C. HappelCompany, returned April 20th from a six months'trip in Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado and Kansas.C. E. Sutton, having decitled it would be im-possible to locate his family in Chicago, hassevered his connections with McRae & Keeler.They have engaged Louis Rosenberg for the posi-tion. Mr. Rosenberg traveled for William Loeb& Co. and had charge of the New York office forthe George W. Dover Company for several years.

Obituary
The entire Chicago jewelry trade was shockedearly last month by the announcement of the sud-den death of Herman F. Hahn, founder of thewell-known jewelry

jobbing firm of H.
F. Hahn & Co.,
which occurred
April 1st at New
Orleans, while Mr.
Hahn was on his
annual spring vaca-
tion. There is
scarcely a member
of the trade here
who does not feel
a keen personal
loss in the death
of Mr. Hahn, and
and the trade in
general mourns him
as a pioneer jeweler
of the West, whose
whole-spirited, whole-hearted and intensely upright
nature added dignity to the trade and a far-reaching prestige to Chicago such as only a just
man and an honest merchant can give. His was
a wholesome character with a peace-loving tem-perament and a gentleness of manner and speech
that made his presence a joy within the wide area

Berman F. Halm
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of his social and charitable, as well as commercialactivity
Thirty-six years ago lie founded the firm ofH. F. Hahn & Co. and implanted in its businesspolicy all the salient virtues of his striking per-sonality. To-day it stands as a monument to thehigh ideals of a self-made man who started hiscareer as a merchant with little save strict in-tegrity, unflinching courage, a blunt fairness andthe inheeent honesties of an unselfish man. Hewas a close student of his business affairs but al-ways found time to devote his talents to anyworthy cause, whether for his city, in which hetook a particular pride, or for his fellow man.For several years he stood at the head of a num-ber of charitable institutions and gave freely ofhis time, thought and money for their furtherance.He was a 32d Degree Mason and a MysticShriner. In many respects his character was idealand his personal virtues and business merits willlong be amplified by those of his friends andbusiness associates who had the good fortune toknow him well.
Mr. Hahn was born in Germany, July 34,7841, and came to America with his parents whenhe was nine years of age. The family lived atPhiladelphia for awhile, later moving to Suffield.Ohio. He was married in Uniontown, Ohio, andremoved to Chicago in 3873, founding the jobbingfirm of H. F. Hahn & Co. in February of thatyear. The firm's first location was at 79-81Wabash Avenue, but soon outgrew these quartersand moved to 157-159 Franklin Street. With thefurther expansion of business still larger quar-ters were obtained in the Champlain Building.For the past five years the firm has been locatedon the fifth floor of the Powers Building. Noworthy project looking to the advancement of thejewelry trade in Chicago and the West was everstarted but Mr: Hahn was identified with and inmany instances his force of character took theinitiative. From 1879-1882 he was President ofthe Chicago Jewelers' Association and later servedin a similar capacity for the old Jobbers' As-sociation. At the time of his death Mr. Hahn wasenjoying a pleasure trip through the South andwas in apparent good health. The night beforehis death he attended a theater, but upon return-ing to the Hotel Grunenwald he was taken sud-denly ill and died early the next morning. Hisremains were brought here from New Orleansand after an impressive ceremony were interredat Rose Hill Cemetery. Two sons and onedaughter survive him, Harry W. Hahn and Ed-mond J. Hahn and Mrs. G. T. Bauer. The sonsinterested themselves in their father's businessearly in life and will continue it without anychange whatever in its conduct or management.

Publicity for Chicago Jewelry Interests
The May issue of Commerce, a live andprogressive magazine published by the ChicagoAssociation of Commerce for the exclusive pur-pose of boosting Chicago's commercial interest,will contain a lengthy review of the jewelry tradein Chicago and the West. The entire issue willbe devoted to this subject and will contain a fulland complete history of the wholesale jewelrytrade from the day the first wholesaler set foot inChicago to the present time. Special stress will belaid upon Chicago as a manufacturing center. Insome particulars the latest feature will be a reve-lation to many jewelers of Chicago and the Westbecause this market has made, and is making, morerapid progress as a manufacturing center thanmost jewelers realize. It is planned to mail a copyof this issue to every retail jeweler in this greatwestern country.
One can scarcely overestimate the benefitwhich the jewelry interests of Chicago will derivefrom such wide publicity. But the association'splans for publicity will not end here. On May3oth a delegation of forty of Chicago's mostprominent business men, all enthusiastic workersin the association, will traverse the Great North-west on a special train and present the com-mercial claims of Chicago to the leading cities ofNorth Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado,Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Utah and Nebraska.This great country has long been a valued con-tributor to the prosperity and development of thejewelry interests of Chicago.



Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

G The fact that
we make large
importations of

"rough diamonds" 1111,1
polish them in our
own cutting works,
places us in a position
to offer the retail
trade diamonds at a
very advantageous
price. Our stock and
assortment is com-
plete in every detail
and we are confident
we can execute any
orders we may receive
with accuracy and dis-
patch. Our stocks of
large stones is es-
pecially well assorted
to meet all require-
ments.

A SECTION OF OUR DIAMOND CUTTING WORKS

In the line of

repairing a n d

recutting dia-

monds we have special

facilities and can in-

sure good work and

prompt service. We do

this work in our own
plant and employ ex-

. perts who have had
long experience in
diamond repairing and
recutting. We feel

certain that we can
handle most exacting
repair work in a satis-
factory manner.

111, Our Travelers will show you a very Complete Line of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and Everything Needed in a Jewelry Store.

IF YOU ARE A FIRST-CLASS WATCHMAKER
AND ENGRAVER I can place you in a position right away,

which will pay you a very good salary.
In spite of the business depression we have received in the past ten days at
least thirty requests from responsible jewelers asking us to furnish them with
Watchmakers and Engravers, not the kind of men who have simply a smat-
tering of the trade, but first-class Horologists. There are scores of jewelers who
are employing second-class workmen at second and third-class wages—Because
they cannot find first-class men.

Can't you see the opportunities in this business for first-class workmen ? We
will show them to you if you will give us the chance to teach you Watchmaking,
Engraving and Optics. We will teach you thoroughly, practically and in a
short space of time. As soon as you have finished our course a position is awaiting
you at twice or more the salary you are now receiving, besides your work will be
easier, the problems in watchmaking that now appear difficult to you will be as
simple as ABC ; besides the increased salary, isn't it a great satisfaction to a man to
feel that he is really master of his trade ? There is no institution in this country that
can teach you to master Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics as quickly or
with as little expense as we can. We have been doing it for over fifteen years.

Send a postal for our prospectus, which will give you full information. DO IT TO-DAY

The Philadelphia College of Horology
F.W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. ESTABLISHED 1894

COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER

. ..... ..  

Joint Annual Convention of the Oklahoma Retail Jewelers'
Association and State Optical Society

When THE KEYSTONE representative received
a telegraphic message in New Orleans to start im-
mediately on a thirty-hour trip to McAlester, Okla.,
to attend the joint convention of the Oklahomaassociations, he had little idea of the cordial wel-
come which awaited him or the progressive, ahead-
of-the-times spirit which characterizes the tradeorganizations in the youngest State in the Union.

The joint convention was called for Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, April igth, 20th and
21st, but the programme of entertainment and goodfellowship began as early as Saturday, the 17th,when each train to McAlester brought its quotaof jewelers or opticians. A band at the depotgreeted the visitors with a variety of music, whicha facetious pilgrim described as classy, rather than
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The convention badge

classic. This will be better understood when it is
known that the performers were Joseph Mazer,
of McAlester, banjo ; M. Vandal!, of Kansas City,
guitar ; E. W. Holland, Buffalo, N. Y., harp, and
Alex. Magarian, accordeon. Some kindly-minded
visitor told the members of the band the names of
the instruments and taught them to play just. a
few minutes before the arrival of the first train,
so with these instructions fresh in their minds the
music was right there.

After a selection from the band the arriving
members were taken gently around the corner of
the Union Station where the "carriage" awaited
them. There was alp a stepladder to enable them
to mount to the flc.",,,of the conveyance. The
carriage was one tfst:g to convey scenery for
theatrical companies, but this fact was to some
extent concealed by the handsome banners on the
sides and end of the carriage, placed there for the
purpose of telling to the throngs on the streets
just who was then riding in the carriage. Thelsimpnrninegrs,,s. read : "A Few Loose Watch Screws,"
"Poor Works, Worse Cases" and "Broken Main

It was joy and hilarity from the word go.
iliillixeetcs 

and 
be roawds tabouttite hotel lobbies were good

visi-
tors in a short time
had taken the town
into membership and
the town was as
pleased as a boy with
his first watch. On
Sunday afternoon
many were driven
about the city, some
to church, others took
a ride over the inter-
urbanthmes e l and all enjoyed

Mayor Welcomes
the Visitors
At ro o'clock on

Monday, igth, the two
associations met in the
committeeroom of The

chair
ryin tlearrly omnevwearys

filled and the attend-
ance was most pleas-

ing to those present. President C. 0. Lynch, of
the Optical Society, called the meeting to order
and introduced Mayor Chaney, who welcomed
the visitors to the city.

Mayor Chaney said it was a pleasure to wel-
come them and that the 15,000 people going to
make up the city of McAlester welcomed them.
He told them the city was at their disposal and
that everybody wanted them to have such a good
time that they will want to come back again. He
said it was the desire of the people to make of this
a convention city ; that it was centrally located
and that the people always welcomed associations
and all organizations in the most hospitable
manner.

"I have arranged to give you a good time.
You are all timemakers, timekeepers and time-
fixers. There are all kinds of time. There is a
good time and sometimes a dry time. There is
standard time and eastern time, but the time of
your lives is going to be to-night. If you don't
have it it will be your fault. If there are any
among you who should want to go to prayer meet-
ing we have those who will escort you there and
that bunch will be well taken care of, but you
other fellows—well, all I can say is you just take
the prescription according to directions and the
disease, whatever it may be, will be thoroughly
eradicated.

"It is the greatest pleasure of my life to hand
you the keys to the city. It is at your disposal;
the latchstring is on the outside. Whatever you
Want you may call on me for it and if I cannot
supply it Joe Mazer can and will. I will now go
right down to the Chief of Police and tell him to
instruct his men that whenever they see a man
with a jewelers' or opticians' badge on to close
the eye on that side."

Vice-President Bump Responds
M. A. Bump, of Oklahoma City, Vice-Presi-

dent of the Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion, responded to the address of welcome of the
Mayor and told how he appreciated it. He said
he was satisfied they would have a good time;
that they would show the people of McAlester that
they had put on their best clothes and their best
manners for that purpose. He said they thanked
the Mayor for his hearty welcome and he was
satisfied all would go away glad for having had
the opportunity to meet in this city. He paid
Joseph Mazer, the President, a compliment, and
said it was due to his untiring energy and per-
sistent effort that the attendance was so large. He
spoke of the small number at the meeting last year
and how much pleased he was with the large at-
tendance to-day.

Mr. Mazer followed with a few characteristic
remarks, after which he proposed three cheers
for the Mayor, which were given with a will.

The calling of the joint roll was dispensed

with at the morning session as the members were
still coming in.

The chief business transacted at this session
was the reading of the minutes of the last meet-
ing of the State Optical Society. There was also
an informal discussion of new business. The
routine work being disposed of, W. B. Needles,
M.D., of Kansas City, Mo., delivered a highly in-
structive address on "The Eye in Its Relation to the
Nervous System." Dr. Needles is well known
as an oculist of eminence, gifted with an unusual
capacity for imparting his information to others.
The address was listened to with much attention
and all present imbibed therefrom a wealth of in-

Joseph Mazer, "The man who made the big convention"

formation which cannot fail to be of service to
them in the practice of their profession. The
address of Dr. Needles was followed by recess.

Monday Afternoon Session
The afternoon session was called to order at

1.30 by Joseph Mazer, President of the Retail
Jewelers' Association. The minutes of the last
meeting were read and applications for member-
ship received.

The routine business was followed by the
reading of a paper entitled, "Business in the Con-
vention," by W. A. Wright, of Shawnee, a mem-
ber of the executive committee of the association.
Mr. Wright's address was very apropos and lis-
tened to with much attention. Then followed a
discussion of the subject, "Shall We Approve or
Reject the Parcels Post?" There was consider-
able difference of opinion on this subject. Presi-
dent Mazer contended that some form of parcels
post could be established which would be a benefit
not only to the country but to the retail trade.
Others expressed vigorous opposition to the par-
cels post idea and the discussion was finally
brought to a conclusion without any definite action

in the matter. It was
suggested that it be
reconsidered later.

President Mazer
then delivered a fine
address on "What the
Association Has
Done." His enthusi-
asm as an organiza-
tion man, his wealth
of ideas and fluency
of speech all com-
bined to make the ad-
dress a remarkable
exposition of the
benefits of organiza-
tion and it was most
effective in intensify-
ing the interest of the
members in associa-
tion work. Mr. Mazer
had a word ,of ap-
preciation for THE
KEYSTONE which, as
(Continued on page 759)

Improvised band escorting the arrivals from depot to hotel
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Promptness Good Work
AT REASONABLE PRICES, is Our Motto

-

101. Before Shrinking
The Best way to size Plain

No. 101 was size 10%; we shrunk i
any size from 14 to 4, for 
By shrinking rings there is very little

102. After Shrinking
Rings smaller Is to shrink them.
to size 5. We shrink Plain Rings smaller,

25e. Net
lost in weight, about 3 gr. to at 5 dwt. ring.

103. Before Shrinking 104. Arm. shrinking
The Best way to size English IVedding or Tiffany Wedding Rings

is to shrink them
No. 103 was size 12; we shrunk It to size O. We shrink English or Tiffany

Wedding Rings any size, from 14 to 4, for 25c. Net
By shrinking rings there is very little lost in weight, about 3 gr. to a 5 awt. ring.

Ill 112
Before soldering in Bezel After soldering in Bezel

This is the only way to repair Rings to hold stone that has been reset many
times and ring is low at head as by soldering in new bezel in Ring and chasing
Gold over stone that It is sure to give satisfaction.

For stone size of 112 will cost 85e. Net

115
Before Soldering Bezel After Soldering Bezel

The only way to repair it Ring like this, when it Is low or hollow at bead. Is
to solder bezels in holes for stone and chose gold over stone. Notice bezels n10111111
stones on Ring No. 116.

Bezel for 1 Stone Ring, 75e. Net; Bezel for 3 Stone Ring. g1.g5 Net.

ir4

117. Before liepointim.r.
To repoint Ring like No. 117 with 6 Prongs
To repoint Ring like No. 117 with g Prongs
Where 2 Prongs are necessary 
Where 3 Prongs are necessary 
Where 1 Prongs are necessary 

Or 15e. Net for each Prong where more than 3 Prongs are wanted.

JEWELRY REPAIRING AND STONE SETTING
JEWELRY ENG RA VI NG
JEWELRY MATCHING
PLATING IN GOLD AND SILVER
RINGS MADE, OF ALL DESCRIrTioN
cumms FILLED .AND RENEWED
RAISED MONOGRAMS OF ALL KIND
WATCH CASE REPAIRING
SILVERWARE REPAIRING
PIN REPOINTING, ETC.

118. After Repointing
$ .90 Net
1.20 Net
.40 Net
.50 Net
.611 Net

THE RING
A. COURVOIS1ER, Prop.

Manufacturing Jewelers, Diamond Setters and Engravers
FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

131-137 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
Established i 809

Room 914 Silversmiths' Bldg.

WATCHES DIAMONDS JEWELRY

Announcement

The Ilgen C& Wakefield Co.
beg to announce to the trade that they
have succeeded the old-established firm of
AIKIN-LAMBERT JEWELRY CO.

The business will be carried on at the
present location, where they will be pleased
to greet the trade. With increased facilities
and a large and well-selected stock of new
and seasonable goods, they are prepared to
handle all orders with promptness and
reliability.

FRED. D. ILGEN C. C. WAKEFIELD H. B. YOUNGLOVE

ILGEN & WAKEFIELD CO.
Successors to

AIK1N-LAMBERT JEWELRY CO.

Silversmiths' Building 15-19 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Popular Mission
Clocks

We make a line of well
designed mission clocks
from small, inexpensive
ones, like illustration
herewith, which retail

at $2.25, up to fine cabi-

net mission hall clocks.

The line includes a num-

ber of brand new mission
cuckoo clocks, which are
especially appropriate for
summer homes, bunga-
lows, etc.

Let us have your request for our CATALOGUE
and LATEST SUPPLEMENT.

Let us have your name on your letter head

•'AMERICAN CUCKOO-CLOCK COMPANY
Cuckoo Clocks c, Unusual Clocks

5TATION PHILADELPHIA

May, 1909 T H E

Joint Annual Convention of the Okla-

homa Retail Jewelers' Association

and State Optical Society

(Continued from page 757)

he expressed it, "sent a representative nearly half
across the continent to attend their convention."

The last discussion of the session was on the
subject, "Shall We Adopt an Official Organ ?" The
matter of an official organ did not seem to appeal
favorably to the convention in view of the many
difficulties which would stand in the way of its

President C. O. Lynch, of the optical society

successful publication, and also in view of the
liberal space which the trade journals are willing
to give to association news.

The Experience Meeting

One of the most enjoyable sessions during the
convention was on the evening of Monday, when
the experience meeting was held. This. meeting
was announced on the programme as follows:

HURRAH, BOYS! We are now at the ex-
perience meeting. No one seems to know who is
going to call this meeting to order, but leave it to
us that some victim will be found reckless enough
to assume responsibility.

Tell us your experience whether concerning
your watch or optical department. If you have no
experience, tell us a funny story or sing a song.Say anything you want, but DON'T GROWL. Itis sure death if you do. Bid your wife goodbye,as we positively will not be responsible for what
happens to you after you get there.

The meeting was all that the programme an-
nounced it to be and more. It continued from 8P. M. to midnight, the programme being a variedone of all manner of experiences, songs, jokes and
general jollification, the innerman being treated toa most appetizing lunch with exhilarating bever-ages. Among those who contributed a lion's shareof the entertainment was Col. John L. Shepherd,New York Agent of The Keystone Watch Case
ompany, who gave a wealth of jokes of all agesthat will be kept in circulation in Oklahoma formany a day to conic. It should be added that

Nv h I le the men folks were being thus entertainedtheir lady friends were being treated to more
II,:tongirnahlinerneel.ljoyment by the wives and daughtersof the jewelers of McAlester. A picture show,a luncheon and other entertainments figured in this

Tuesday Forenoon Session
The morning session on Tuesday was called

lion

oon inIorcer by President C. 0. Lynch, of Chandler,of the Oklahoma State Optical Society. PresidentLynch delivered an excellent address reviewingthe work of the optical society during the year.He paid spzcial attention to the subject of legisla.
Oklahoma. He expressed himself as confi-dent that this legislation would be secured in thenear future and that Oklahoma would take itsplace with the other States in which the professionof optometry had secured legal recognition.

President H. J. Cook, of the American As-sociation of Opticians, who was to make an addressat this session, was itnavoidably absent and Prof.M. Thomas, of Wellington, Kans., who was alsoIn address the convention, had been called home

K EYST ONE

the previous evening. The educative feature, how-
ever, was admirably taken care of by Dr. W. B.
Needles, of Kansas City, Mo., who again ad-
dressed the members, the subject on this occasion
being, "Crosseyes and How to Straighten." This
address is published in full in this issue and is
well worthy of study by our readers. To makethe parts more instructive he made use of black-
board demonstration.

Tuesday Afternoon Session
This session was called to order by PresidentJoseph Mazer, of the Oklahoma Retail Jewelers'

Association. It was expected that George H. Ed-wards, of the Edwards & Sloane Jewelry COM-patty, Kansas City, Mo., would be present to ad-
dress the members at this session, but Mr. Ed-wards found this impossible and sent a messageof regret that pressure of business made his ab-sence unavoidable.

There were several important subjects dis-cussed at this session, one of these being "Shall
Silverware Manufacturers Run Retail Stores?"
A number of those present took part in this dis-
cussion and the matter was finally referred to the
resolutions committee to report on later. Another
subject discussed was "Shall Watch Manufac-
turers Make Special Movements on Named
Watches for Mail Order Houses?" After con-
siderable discussion this also was referred to the
resolutions committee for their action.

At this session Charles T. Higginbotham,
Superintendent of the South Bend Watch Com-
pany, South Bend, Ind., delivered an instructive
address on "The Balance and Hairspring," il-
lustrated by large working models.

At 4 r. M. adjournment was taken and all
proceeded to the Masonic Temple, where the of-
ficial photographer took a picture of those in at-
tendance.

At 4.30 the meeting reconvened and was
addressed by A. Y. Boswell, of Tulsa, Treasurer
of the Retail Jewelers' Association, who took as
his subject, "What We Should Do." This was
followed by yet another discussion, the subject
being "What is a Fair Fixed Selling Price?" As
this subject came borne to every member present,
it was naturally given special attention and many
original views were expressed.

The evening of Tuesday was largely devoted
to social pleasure and those ill attendance at the
convention, together with their lady friends, at-
tended a Shubert Musical Concert at the Busby
Theater, free tickets being distributed in the con-
vention room. President Mazer had charge of this
feature Mid it goes without saying that it was an
unqualified success.

The following names of those in attendance
are taken from the register signed by the arrivals:

.Joseph Mazer, W. C. Spicie, E. J. Tschabold,
Annie Hendon, Mrs. Joseph Mazer, Ben Goldstein,
C. K. Shortess, W. C. Wyche, Claremont Dickson.
Donald Mazer, Frank De La Mater, Ray De La
Mater, Alex. Magarian, W. J. Staunton, W. T.
Powers, John Bain, A. S. Hammond, Leo R.
Straps, W. C. Haas, M. Belcher, A. W. Payne,
W. G. Cook, E. W. Holland, C. T. Weiberahn,
W. C. Vandcl, J. E. Betterman, E. II. Snow, J.
Sohnlitz, Mrs. Sohnlitz, Mrs. E. W. Holland,
Frank Bangs, I. T. Fuller, E. W. Cox, C. S. Bates,
Robert B. Irwin, B. M. Austin, W. W. Holt, W.
C. Pfaeffle, Charles H. Jahn, H. C. Carpenter. E.
R. Derby, N. 0. Barnhill, M. Miesch, C. A. Ward,
E. D. Rogers, A. Y. Boswell, C. H. Ridenhour,
H. E. Rakeman, A. H. Gerry, H. N. Snow, Col.
John L. Shepherd, M. H. Cox, W. P. Howard, C.
L. Frost, J. H. Park, Samuel Bloom, F. A. Mise-
man, Fred. Sands, B. Fricke, Leander Hall, J. F.
M. Lloyd, J. R. Mitchell, John M. Clover, A. W.
Sanders, W. G. Riggs, Kansas City; E. H. Haines,
Frank Ward, George J. Criswell, R. R. Evans.
S. E. Brady, Prof. M. Thoman, E. E. Russell,
F. M. Goodnight, Crescent; W. A. Wright,
Shawnee; Alex. Robt. Straus, B. A. Bell, Phila-
delphia; P. A. Doyle, North McAlester ; F. N. De
La Mater, W. T. Threadgill, Dallas; E. H. Mor-
gan, Kansas City; Otis Little, Kansas City; W.
M. Cluskey, Marshall; George H. Gardner; Paw-
huska ; John S. Ward, Chicago; E. R. Derby,
Ocarche; F. C. Boasen, Oklahoma City; Ben Fan-
nin, L. G. Dean, Walters; C. L. Merry, Kansas
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City; F. W. Holmes, Sayre; D. Levy, H. A. Bump,
Oklahoma City; L. R. Hassig, Kansas City,; W.
C. Schuman, Kansas City; C. 0. Lynch, Chandler;
W. B. Needles, M.D., Kansas City; W. B. Hale,
Weatherford; C. T. Werbezahn, Attleboro, Mass.;C. A. Kiger, Kansas City; W. P Howard, Kansas
City; L. Goldstein, Oklahoma City; R. E. Mac-
donogh, New York; J. V. Robinson, Kansas City;
Morris Bauman, St. Louis; Frank White, Guthrie;
H. A. Sprague, Atoka; 0. B. Sims, Sedalia, Mo.;
H. 0. Ekberg, Coalgate; J. G. Earl, Lovett ; C. V.
Hoefner, Kansas City; H. A. Burke, Kansas City;J. Schultze, Fort Worth; Mrs. J. Schultze, FortWorth; C. L. Jones, Dewey; J. S. Coy, Chicago;
W. H. Haupt, Bartlesville; A. S. Eby, Bartlesville;
A. P. Owens, Bartlesville.

Wednesday Morning Session
The final optical session was held on Wednes-day forenoon, President Lynch in the chair. Thereports of the various committees were presentedand unanimously adopted. The importance andstrength of the society were reflected in the largemembership of 223, a gain of over forty since

the last meeting.
Then followed the election of officers. Presi-dent C. 0. Lynch was re-elected. William K.Grady, of Stillwater, was elected first vice-presi-dent; W. C. Phaeffle, of Enid, second vice-presi-dent; J. F. M. Lloyd, of Pond Creek, treasurer,and Willard B. Hale, of Weatherford, was re-elected secretary.
The following legislative committee waselected: A. P. Owens, Bartlesville; J. A. Seekatz,El Reno; H. M. Miles, Oklahoma City. To thiscommittee is added the president and secretary.
The executive committee was elected as fol-lows: W. A. Wright, Shawnee; Charles H. Jahn,Enid; E. E. Russell, Altus.
The examining board was elected as follows:Fred. Beatte, Woodward; A. C. Lamb, Perry;C. H. Reidemann, Vinita.

Wednesday Afternoon Session
This session was called to order by PresidentJoseph Mazer, of the Retail Jewelers' Association.The first item on the programme was an addressby H. C. Carpenter, of the South Bend WatchCompany, South Bend, Ind., who took as his sub-ject, 'The Call of the Southwest." This was fol-lowed by an interesting discussion on the subject,"What Shall We Charge for Repairs?" A great

‘Villard B. lisle, the hustling secretary of the optical society

many of the members took part in this discussion
and there was apparently much difference of opin-ion as to the question of charges. The discussion
finally ended without definite action.

A comparatively new subject was next an-
nounced, viz., "Shall We Recommend that Move-ment Companies Sell Only Complete Watches?"
After considerable discussion the question was
answered in the affirmative by the convention.The next subject discussed was "Shall Watch-makers be Compelled to Pass a State Examina-
tion?" This subject was also comparatively new
and many different views were expressed in regard
to it. The speakers elucidated considerably many
points in connection with it, but the debate endt-I
without definite action. The debate on the s. b-
ject, "Shall We Do Free Engraving?" ended in
a similar manner.

(Continued on pare 711)
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236 ABORN STREETEastern Jewelry Company PROVIDENCE, R. I.
  Makers of GOLD FILLED JEWELRY 

We announce to the trade that we have placed on the market an entirely new and
complete line of

The

GOLD FILLED JEWELRY
following are now ready for your inspection:

SASH PINS TO RETAIL FROM . . . $1.00
HAT PINS TO RETAIL FROM . . . $1.00
BROOCH PINS TO RETAIL FROM . . 50c
COLLAR PIN SETS TO RETAIL FROM . 75c
BAR PINS TO RETAIL FROM . . . 25c
CUFF PINS TO RETAIL FROM . . . 25c
SCARF PINS TO RETAIL FROM . . . 25c
MEN'S SETS TO RETAIL FROM . . . 75c
LINK SLEEVE BUTTONS TO RETAIL FROM 50c

to $2.00 Each
to $2.00
to $1.50
to $1.50
to 50c
to 50c Pair
to 75c Each
to $2.00 "
to $1.00 "

6 6

6

6 6

6

We shall market our goods through the jobber and prices quoted allow ample profit for both jobber and retailer.
All our goods are excellent in design and finish and are guaranteed to give entire satisfaction. Careful and
business-like execution of all orders is assured. Our lines are absolutely new and thoroughly up-to-date.

Buyers of Filled Jewelry should see them before buying elsewhere.

CHARLES J. TONRY
1910 SILVERSMITHS' BLDG., NEW YORK

FRANK A. CUSHING HENRY G. PFORDRESHER
PROVIDENCE 1201 HEYWORTH BLDG., CHICAGO

NEW OFFICIAL ELK GOODS

Button 98 Button 99

Charm 102

Button 100 Button 101:

Elk Ring 200

We can furnish these goods in 14 K., 10 K. and Plated,
and our assortment is large and complete. These designs
can be made as elaborate as desired by the addition of
Precious Stones.

We Also Carry a Complete Line of New L. 0. 0. Moose Goods

WRITE FOR PRICES

L. W. RUBENSTEIN, 54 Maiden Lane, New York

How Do You Buy Jewelry?

4tBUYING JEWELRY is just like fitting twolengths of stove pipe—unless the connection
is made with patience and judgment, it's pretty apt
to bulge out on one side as soon as it is fitted on
the other. The same is true in buying jewelry.
If you use poor judgment in buying or overstock
yourself, there will be a " bulging out," which is
always expensive and sometimes disastrous.
There will be no "bulging out" when you buy
your goods from

The Great American Jewelers' Catalogue
You won't be urged to buy, and will have plenty
of time to use your own judgment. In addition,
you can depend upon the style, quality and the
price of every article it describes. It costs you a
postage stamp and will save you many dollars.
Send for one.

THE OSKAMP-NOLTING CO
411-413-415-417 Elm Street CINCINNATI, OHIO

May, I909 THE KlYSTONE

Joint Annual Convention of the Okla-
homa Retail Jewelers' Association

and State Optical Society

(Continued from page 759)

During this session the various committees
presented their reports, the chief of which was
the report of the committee on resolutions. After
due consideration and discussion of this report
the following resolutions were adopted:

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
silverware companies maintaining retail stores,
thereby coming into direct competition with the
retail jewelers and, so far as practical, will con-
fine our purchases to manufacturers not doing a
retail business, and, furthermore, condemn the
practice of manufacturers for supplying hotels and
restaurants direct, thereby robbing us of profits,
which should be justly ours.

Resolved, That we commend the Howard
Watch Company for maintaining fixed selling price
on the complete watch, instead of on the move-
ment only, as it eliminates the excuses offered by
price cutters that they had maintained the price
established on the movement and cut on the price
of the case, which had no selling restrictions, and
recommend that all companies sell their product
as complete watches only, and that, so far as may
be practical, we will confine our purchases to such
watch companies as meet our views in this matter.

Resolved, That we, the Oklahoma Retail
Jewelers' Association, condemn the practice of
watch companies making special named move-
ments for mail order houses, because we believe
it to be detrimental to the best interests of the
jewelry trade, as it enables the mail order houses
to advertise and bring into direct competition with
the retail jewelers movements which, if off the
market, would increase the demand for regularly
named goods which, under fixed selling price pro-
tection, would necessarily be supplied by the retail
jeweler himself.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
wholesale jewelers selling at retail, except only
when instructed in writing by legitimate retail
jeweler doing business in the city or community
where consumer lives, and, so far as possible, will
refrain from purchasing from any wholesalers
who violate the spirit of this resolution.

Whereas, The South Bend Watch Company
have always marketed their entire product through
the legitimate retail jewelers under a reasonable
minimum fixed selling price, thereby conforming
to. the principles advocated by the Oklahoma Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, and

Whereas, They have advertised promiscuously
in the mail order journals, magazines and news-
papers, in behalf of the interests of the retail
jeweler and detrimental to the interests of the
mail order houses.

Therefore, Be It Resolved, That we, the re-
tail jewelers of Oklahoma, do commend them for
the same and to promise to do all in our power
to support in the
cause.

Resolved, That
we, the Oklahoma
Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation, indorse
and recommend the
passage of t h e
Vreeland Bill for
the elimination of
all guarantees on
filled cases, unless
the quantity and
fineness of gold is
stamped in the case
with guarantee. We
believe this to be
an act of justice to
eve ry legitimate
watch case manu-
facturer in the
country and a pre-
ventative of fraud
upon the public.

Whereas, The
Rockford Watch
Company have
adopted a new

selling plan confining the sale of their product to
the legitimate retail jeweler, eliminating all job-
bers excepting chief watch inspectors who job
watches ; also eliminating all catalogue and mail
order houses, department stores and firms of a
like caliber, and will not make any special named
watches for any of the concerns above mentioned,
having discontinued this practice, and

Whereas, The said Rockford Watch Company
have announced their intention to market their
entire product through the legitimate retail
jeweler and all under proper minimum selling
price restrictions, therefore be it

Resolved, That the Oklahoma Retail Jewelers'
Association, in convention assembled, do commend

Secretary M. W. J. Bolt, of itetail Jewelers' Association
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the said Rockford Watch Company for their ef •
forts in behalf of the retail jeweler, and be it
further

Resolved, That we, the retail jewelers of Okla-
homa, do all in our power to co-operate with the
said company in carrying out their new system.

Whereas. The Illinois Watch Company, of
Springfield, Ill., have seen fit to place a minimum
selling price on all grades of their watches, thereby
allowing the retail jeweler a fair profit on the
same, and

Whereas, This action is along the lines ad-
vocated by the retail jewelers, and is, in the high-
est sense, co-operative with the work and objects
of this association, therefore be it

Resolved, That the Oklahoma Retail Jewelers'
Association express due appreciation of the stand
taken by the Illinois Watch Company and corn-
mend their action in thus assisting us in our ef-
forts to establish a protected price on standard
articles of merchandise.

Resolved, That we will, so far as possible, re-
frain from buying goods from manufacturers or
jobbers, who issue catalogues and send them to
all merchants of whatsoever line.

Resolved, That we will, so far as possible,
refrain from buying various lines of silver-plated
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ware, which we know to be sold through the hard-
ware trade, either wholesale or retail.

Resolved, That the thanks of this association
be extended the McAlester News Capital for their
efficient reports concerning our meetings ; to the
Rockford Watch Company for their badges and
to the various manufacturers and jobbers who
have attended our meeting and made displays for
the convenience of our members ; to the Mayor of
McAlester for his address of welcome; to the
citizens of McAlester for their hospitality and to
any and all who assisted in making this meeting a
grand success.

The election of officers resulted in the re-
election of Joseph Mazer, of McAlester, president,
and W. J. Holt, of Stillwater, as secretary for
the ensuing year. It would be painting the lily
to commend the wisdom of Mr. Mazer's selection.
Mr. Holt, though he does not enjoy so wide a
reputation among the trade generally, will be an
equally efficient officer. He is an accomplished
jeweler and a citizen of standing in his town,
being recently a candidate for Mayor, with every
prospect of election. He has achieved consider-
able success in his business and recently moved
into a new store, which is credited with being
one of the finest in the western part of what was
old

Bartlesville, Okla., was unani-
Owk.laHho.mHaa.upt,

mously elected vice-president and N. 0. Barnhill,
of El Reno, treasurer. The executive committee
consists of C. K. Shortess, chairman; F. C.
Boasen, Joseph Mazer and Michael Misch.

President Mazer was named as delegate to
the national convention at Omaha and instructed
to name the other delegates to which the associa-
tion would be entitled.

The annual convention for 1910 will be held
at Enid, Okla., which was the unanimous selection.

Mr. Mazer, at the conclusion of the con-
vention, announced for the treasurer that after
paying all expenses several hundred dollars would
be left for division among the associations.

The Exhibits

No feature of the joint convention reflected
its importance more impressively than the exhibits
which were unusually numerous and varied. The
companies, firms and representatives who took
part in this feature were as follows:

Gorham Manufacturing Company, New York,
represented by A. F. Belcher and W. C. Haas.

L. Bauman Jewelry Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
represented by C. L. Strange and Morris Bauman.

S. 0. Bigney & Co., Attleboro, Mass., repre-
sented by C. T. Weibezahn.

E. Howard Watch Company, Waltham, Mass.,
represented by Adelbert G. Lee.

M. J. Averbeck, New York, represented by
Charles Welzmiller.

The Mauser Manufacturing Company, Mount
Vernon, N. Y., represented by Leo R. Strauss.

The Merry Optical Company, Kansas City,
Mo., represented by President C. L. Merry, Charles

N. Sheldon, Oliver
H. Gerry and H.
A. Burke.

C. A. Kiger,
Kansas City, Mo.,
represented by C.
A. Kiger and W.
P. Howard.

The C. B. Nor-
ton Jewelry Com-
pany, Kansas City.
Mo., represented
by E. H. Morgan,
J. V. Robinson
and W. C. Schur-
man.

R. Wallace &
Sons Manufactur-
ing Company, Chi-
cago, represented
by I. T. Pearce.

Woodstock-
Hoefer Watch and
Jewelry Company,
Kansas City, Mo.,
represented by C.
C. Hoe fer and E.
H. Snow.

ron p picture of thoae attending the convention
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E. H. H. Smith Silver
Company, Bridgeport, Conn.,
represented by J. H. Park.

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry
Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
represented by Frank T. Bangs
and W. C. Vandel. There were
no goods on exhibition, but the
reception quarters had flowers,
refreshments, havanas and a
hearty welcome.

Meyer Jewelry Company,
Kansas City, Mo., represented
by Samuel Bloom, B. J. Fricke
and H. N. Snow.

The Elgin National Watch
Company had no exhibit -but
was represented by H. B. Mc-
Kinley.

Julius H. Brauer, art
studio, Chicago, represented by
John S. Ward.

Alvin Manufacturing Com-
pany, New York, represented
by M. G. Cook.

The Missman Engraving
Block, for sale by F. A. Miss-
man.

Columbian Optical Com-
pany, Kansas City, Mo., rep-
resented by President William
G. Riggs, E. W. Cox, sales
manager, and J. T. Fuller.

Hoyt Jewelry Company.
St. Louis, Mo., represented by M; H. Cox.

Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, St. Louis,
Mo., represented by R. R. Evans.

The Western Clock Manufacturing Company,
represented by W. J. Stanton.

New England Watch Company, Waterbury,
Conn.. represented by E. W. Holland, who also
represented the Niagara Ring Manufacturing
Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Moritz-Kober Jewelry Manufacturing Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo., represented by President
Ed. F. Moritz and Secretary Samuel Kober.

Crescent Watch Case Company, represented
by W. H. Galloupe.

The Rockford Watch Company, Ltd., Rock-
ford, Ill., represented by J. Schultze.

South Bend Watch Company, South Bend,Ind.. represented by H. C. Carpenter.
Rockford Silver Plate Company, Rockford,Ill., represented by W. T. Powers.
The Pairpoint Corporation, New Bedford,Mass., represented by A. R. Straus, who also

represented Watson & Newell Company, Attle-
boro, Mass.

Bauman- Massa
Jewelry Company, St.
Louis, Mo., repre-
sented by A. V. Bauer
and C. R. Gros.

The J. H. Stouffer
Company, Chicago,
represented by E. D.
Rogers.

C. H. Eden Com-
pany, Attleboro, Mass.,
represented by A. W.
Payne.

A. T. Threadgill,
a pioneer traveler in
the Middle West and
connected with Shut-
tles Bros. & Lewis.
Dallas, Tex., attended
the convention, when
he met many of his
old friends in the
trade and made the
acquaintance of many
new ones.

R. E. Macdon-
ough, the very popu-
lar representative of
C. G. Alford & Co.,
New York, was in
attendance at the con-
vention, where he was
greeted by a host of

TI-IE KEYSTONE

Exhibit of the Western Clock .Alfg. Co., which has special interest for our readers as furnishing an excellent
Idea for au effective clock window display

trade friends and customers of his firm, who are
always glad to see him.

A delectable windup for the conveneon was
the banquet given at The Busby Hotel on the
evening of Wednesday, April 21st. This function
was of a piece with the convention in the harmony,
good fellowship and enthusiasm which prevailed.
Fresh from the final somewhat prolonged session,
the members of both associations were in ex-
cellent trim for the royal feast which they found
prepared for them. In the banquet hall convivi-
ality and enjoyment unrestrained prevailed from
start to finish and the banquet was one such as
is not likely to be soon forgotten by those who
took part in it. In connection with the conven-
tion it may be said, indeed, to have marked an
epoch in trade organization history in Oklahoma.
The menu contained such delicacies as "Cream of
Chicken Mixed with Hairsprings," "Potato Sara-
toga, Mainspring Style," "Sweetbreads with Rol-
ler Jewel Dressing," "Russian Punch, Watch Oil
Flavor," "Fried Frog Saddles a la Merry Rigid,"
etc., etc.

The after-dinner oratory ranked with the

May, r9o9

finest that the land could pro-
duce, East, West, North and
South blending their eloquence
to make a memorable intel-
lectual feast for all who had
the good fortune to take part
in the function. The pilgrims
from distant points to the con-
vention probably had high ideas
of Oklahoma, but it is safe to
say that their future descrip-
tions of that great State will
be infinitely more glowing.

Delaware Retail
Jewelers' Association

Retail jewelers of the State
of Delaware assembled at the
Young Men's Christian As-
sociation Rooms, Wilmington,
on April 22d, for the purpose
of organizing a retail jewelers'
association.

J. P. Archibald, President
of the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, pre-
sided and his recital of the
purposes of the organization
was heartily received by the
many jewelers present. After
Mr. Archibald had stated the
benefits to be derived the mem-
bers adopted a constitution and

by-laws. The following officers were elected:
Charles A. Rudolph, president; William G.

Bryan, first vice-president; Charles M. Banks,
second vice-president ; D. H. Stassfort, secretary:
Joseph T. Montgomery, members, and Lynn
Thomas, of executive committee ; W. L. Roberts,
treasurer.

President Rudolph spoke of the need and co-
operation of the members of the association and
paid Mr. Archibald a high compliment for the
good work he tendered. A. G. Wolcott, George
K. Rudert and William G. Bryan were appointed
by the president as a membership committee.

Upon a motion by Mr. Banks, the Retail
Jewelers' Association of Delaware is affiliated with
the American National Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion.

The following jewelers were present : Charles
A. Rudolph, William G. Bryan, representing S. H.
Baynard Company ; Ellwood Davis, representing
Millard F. Davis ; Charles M. Banks, Joseph T.
Montgomery, Lynn Thomas, W. L. Roberts, Harry
E. Thomas, Otto K. Burkhard, George K. Rudert,
D. H. Stassfort, J. Harry Gordon, A. G. Wolcott,

Dover; Samuel C.
Evans, Jr., Milford.

Scene at the banquet

West Virginia
Association
The fourth an-

nual meeting of the
above organization will
be held in Wheeling
on May 17th and t8th.
under the presidency
of T. A. Westmyer.
A very attractive
programme has been
arranged for the oc-
casion and it is ex-
pected that consider-
ably over too mem-
bers of the trade will
he in attendance. The
Mayor of the city will
welcome the jewelers
and, in addition to
the convention pro-
gramme, much social
enjoyment awaits
them. Every jeweler
in the State should
make arrangements to
be present on this oc-
casion.
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The tourist's season is at hand,
and no tourist's outfit is complete
without a set of the F. & B. drink-
ing cups. Four graduated cups of
sterling silver, gold lined, the dif-
ference in size being hardly per-
ceptible, so neatly packed and so
easily carried, are a necessary re-
quirement for the traveler's com-
fort.

Our silver purses and card hold-
ers combined are meeting much
favor with the up-to-date lady of
t o -day.
The jabot pin, in various colored

enamel, is very popular at the pres-
ent time. No cuts can show the
beauty of the dainty colors of these
pins, made to harmonize with the
summer gowns.

Enamel Jabot Pin
Enameled Jabot Pin

4342. Red and Green
4347. White and Green4343. White and Green
4348. Jet4344. Jet

Purse and Card Holder
4071. Sterling Gray

Enameled Jabot Pin

4345. Purple and Green
4346. Jet

Set 1649. Plain Pol. Gold lined
;.'; Size

Enameled Chatelaine

Enameled Jabot or Chatelaine Pin

4340• Purple and Yellow
4350, Jet

4355.
4356.
4357.
4358.

l'urple,
\\Ante.
\\ 11t ,,
Yellow,

Green
Green
Green
Green

and
and
and
and

\\line
Illue
Red
Purple

Enameled Chan laine l'in

4351. Green
4354. Jet

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS
100 Richmond Street

NEW YORK-13 Maiden Lane CHICAGO—Heyworth Building

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CANADA—Kingston, Ont.



E. H. H. Smith Silver
Company, Bridgeport, Conn.,
represented by J. H. Park.

Edwards SC Sloane Jewelry
Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
represented by Frank T. Bangs
and W. C. Vandel. There were
no goods on exhibition, but the
reception quarters had flowers,
refreshments, havanas and a
hearty welcome.

Meyer Jewelry Company,
Kansas City, Mo., represented
by Samuel Bloom, B. J. Fricke
and H. N. Snow.

The Elgin National Watch
Company had no exhibit but
was represented by H. B. Mc-
Kinley.

Julius H. Brauer, art
studio, Chicago, represented by
John S. Ward.

Alvin Manufacturing Com-
pany, New York, represented
by M. G. Cook.

The Missman Engraving
Block, for sale by F. A. Miss-
man.

Columbian Optical Com-
pany, Kansas City, Mo., rep-
resented by President William
G. Riggs, E. W. Cox, sales
manager, and J. T. Fuller.

Hoyt Jewelry Company.
St. Louis, Mo., represented by M. H. Cox.

Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, St. Louis,
Mo., represented by R. R. Evans.

The Western Clock Manufacturing Company,
represented by W. J. Stanton.

New England Watch Company, Waterbury,
Conn., represented by E. W. Holland, who also
represented the Niagara Ring Manufacturing
Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Moritz-Kober Jewelry Manufacturing Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo., represented by President
Ed. F. Moritz and Secretary Samuel Kober.

Crescent Watch Case Company, represented
by W. H. Galloupe.

The Rockford Watch Company, Ltd., Rock-ford, Ill., represented by J. Schultze.
South Bend Watch Company, South Bend,

I•
nd. represented by H. C. Carpenter.

Rockford Silver Plate Company, Rock ford,Ill., represented by W. T. Powers.
The Pairpoint Corporation, New Bedford,Mass., represented by A. R. Straus, who also

represented Watson & Newell Company, Attle-boro, Mass.
Bauman- Massa

Jewelry Company, St.
Louis, Mo., repre-
sented by A. V. Bauer
and C. R. Gros.

The J. H. Stouffer
Company, Chicago, •

represented by E. D.
Rogers.

C. H. Eden Corn-
pany, Attleboro, Mass.,
represented by A. W.
Payne.

A. T. Threadgill,
a pioneer traveler in
the Middle West and
connected with Shut-
tles Bros. & Lewis.
Dallas, Tex., attended
the convention, where
he met many of his
old friends in the
trade and made the
acquaintance of many
new ones.

R. E. Macdon-
ough, the very popu-
lar representative of
C. G. Alford & Co.,
New York, was in
attendance at the con 

• 
-

vention, where he was
greeted by a host of

Exhibit of the Western Clock Mfg. Co., which has special Iiierest for our readers as furnishing an excellent
idea for an effective clock window display

trade friends and customers of his firm, who are
always glad to see him.

A delectable windup for the convention was
the banquet given at The Busby Hotel on the
evening of Wednesday, April 21st. This function
was of a piece with the convention in the harmony,
good fellowship and enthusiasm which prevailed.
Fresh from the final somewhat prolonged session,
the members of both associations were in ex-
cellent trim for the royal feast which they found
prepared for them. In the banquet hall convivi-
ality and enjoyment unrestrained prevailed from
start to finish and the banquet was one such as
is not likely to be soon forgotten by those who
took part in it. In connection with the conven-
tion it may be said, indeed, to have marked an
epoch in trade organization history in Oklahoma.
The menu contained such delicacies as "Cream of
Chicken Mixed with Hairsprings," "Potato Sara-
toga, Mainspring Style," "Sweetbreads with Rol-
ler Jewel Dressing," "Russian Punch, Watch Oil
Flavor," "Fried Frog Saddles a la Merry Rigid,"
etc., etc.

The after-dinner oratory ranked with the

finest that the land could pro-
duce, East, West, North and
South blending their eloquence
to make a memorable intel-
lectual feast for all who had
the good fortune to take part
in the function. The pilgrims
from distant points to the con-
vention probably had high ideas
of Oklahoma, but it is safe to
say that their future descrip-
tions of that great State will
be infinitely more glowing.

Delaware Retail
Jewelers' Association

Retail jewelers of the State
of Delaware assembled at the
Young Men's Christian As-
sociation Rooms, Wilmington,
on April 22d, for the purpose
of organizing a retail jewelers'
association.

J. P. Archibald, President
of the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, pre-
sided and his recital of the
purposes of the organization
was heartily received by the
many jewelers present. After
Mr. Archibald had stated the
benefits to be derived the mem-
bers adopted a constitution and

by-laws. The following officers were elected:
Charles A. Rudolph, president; William G.

Bryan, first vice-president ; Charles M. Banks,
second vice-president ; D. H. Stassfort, secretary:
Joseph T. Montgomery, members, and Lynn
Thomas, of executive committee; W. L. Roberts,
treasurer.

President Rudolph spoke of the need and co-
operation of the members of the association and
paid Mr. Archibald a high compliment for the
good work he tendered. A. G. Wolcott, George
K. Rudert and William G. Bryan were appointed
by the president as a membership committee.

Upon a motion by Mr. Banks, the Retail
Jewelers' Association of Delaware is affiliated with
the American National Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion.

The following jewelers were present : Charles
A. Rudolph, William G. Bryan, representing S. H.
Baynard Company ; Ellwood Davis, representing
Millard F. Davis ; Charles M. Banks, Joseph T.
Montgomery, Lynn Thomas, W. L. Roberts, Harry
E. Thomas, Otto M,. Burkhard, George K. Rudert,

Stass fort, J. Harry Gordon, A. G. Wolcott,
Dover ; Samuel C.

Milford.

West Virginia
Association
The fourth an-

imal meeting of the
above organization will
be held in Wheeling
on May 17th and Ifith.
under the presidency
of T. A. Westmyer.
A very attractive
programme has been
arranged for the oc-
casion and it is ex-
pected that consider-
ably over Ioo mem-
bers of the trade will
be in attendance. The
Mayor of the city will
welcome the jewelers
and, in addition to
the convention pro-
gramme, much social
enjoyment awaits
them. Every jeweler
in the State should
make arrangements to
be present on this oc-
casion.

The tourist's season is at hand,
and no tourist's outfit is complete
without a set of the F. & B. drink-
ing cups. Four graduated cups of
sterling silver, gold lined, the dif-
ference in size being hardly per-
ceptible, so neatly packed and so
easily carried, are a necessary re-
quirement for the traveler's com-
fort.

Our silver purses and card hold-
ers combined are meeting much
favor with the up-to-date lady of
to-day.
The jabot pin, in various colored

enamel, is very popular at the pres-
ent time. No cuts can show the
beauty of the dainty colors of these
pins, made to harmonize with the
summer gowns.

Enamel Jabot Pin
4342. Red and Green
4343. White and Green
4344. Jet

Enameled Jabot Pin
4347. White and Green
4348. Jet

'‘‘

Purse and Card Ilolder
4071. Sterling Gray

Enameled Jabot Pin

4345. Purple and Green
4346. Jet

Enameled Jabot or Chatelaine Pin

4349. Purple and Yellow
4350. jet

Set 1649. Plain Pol. Gold lined
1/4 Size

Enameled Chatelaine I'in

5. Purple, Green and White
6. White, Green and Blue
7. White, Green and Red
8. Yellow, Green and Purple

Enameled Chatelaine Pin

4351. Green
4352. Jet

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS
100 Richmond Street 

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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The

Automatic

Eyeglass

or Pencil

Holder

Made in WHITE,
Black Enamel, Gun
Metal, Rolled-Plate,
Gold and Silver. These
are being advertised
in leading magazines,
directing purchasers to
jewelers and opticians.
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

Established 1832 Send for Catalogue " E"

KETCHAM ee MCDOUGALL
Manufacturers

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES, AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS
15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

Next month is the month
of Weddings and of

WEDDING GIFTS

NAN want to sell your share of
A them—and you can do it, by the

simple expedient of being ready
with a good stock of STOUFFER'S
HAND PAINTED CHINA.

NOTHING is so sure of apprecia-
tive acceptance by bride and

groom as an unique piece of hand
painted china. No china stands in
such high favor with discriminating
people as STOUFFER'S.

POPULAR favor has made hand
A painted china the one kind of
art ware that is always in fashion.
The character of our work has made
STOUFFER'S HAND PAINTED CHINA
the one kind for which there is a
steady and profitable sale.

1 ET us send you our new display
" plate showing two hundred
original pieces. It will enable you
to order direct if our salesman
doesn't call soon.

WE SELL THE RETAIL
TRADE ONLY

Rings are (naeiar
plioricallx) set
with Lodestones

witich attract the contouts.;
of diffid.ent Lover's
poekeibooks, causin g
retailers who carr x thein

\ to repeatedly, realize how Inc
N the are. Oaral:- Be Lucky,

Gold

and

Silver

Thimbles



KARNAK BRASS

GODDESS OF
THE NILE

Worshipped by

the Egyptians as

the Great Bene-
factress.

Vki
1144

I X

ttailtirfiK, is405

KARNAK BRASS

AN EGYPTIAN
MYTHOLOGI-
CAL MONSTER

Worshipped as
the Protectress of
Egypt.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.

East Syracuse, N. Y.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.

East Syracuse, N. Y.

The ancient Egyptians were great builders — such Temples as
Karnak, built by the Seti over fifteen centuries ago, the ruins of
which are still standing in an excellent state of preservation, prove
them GOOD BUILDERS.
We are metal workers, and the fact that our business has grown to its
present proportions proves us GOOD WORKERS also.
Our latest line is " KARNAK BRASS " founded on the principles
of utility and Art, of which we illustrate herein a few pieces—both
forms and decorations express the ideal features of Egyptian orna-
mental art. Each piece is hand decorated and finished in a most
attractive combination of dull brass and antique green. Each piece
has a distinct individuality.
We wish particularly to call the trade's attention to the fact that this
is a unique line—one in which every number is certain to prove a
quick and profitable seller.

Full line on display at our New York Office

WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE-LIST
AND CATALOGUE

KARNAK BRASS KARNAK BRASS

1909 FALL LINE is now ready. It is
complete in every detail and embodies
everything that is desirable in novel
designs, high quality and excellence of
finish, at prices that are right.

Our Goods are of the Kind that Sell
Themselves Wherever Shown

LOTUS,-

---"."`"■•■■
WE SELL TO JOBBERS ONLY

THE SACRED LILY
of Egpyt--much used
in the Decorative Art
of the Ancients.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.
East Syracuse, N. Y.

- -PAPYRUS- -
A SPECIES OF REED
C ommon in ancient
Egypt—used as a writ-
ing material. Also in
their decorative art.

BENEDICT MEG. Co.
East Syracuse, N. Y. 7701/222

NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE ST. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE
180 Broadway Heyworth Bldg. Mermod & Jaceard Bldg. 118-122 Holborn, E.C. 77031221



A large and varied assortment of models and effects ranging from the

plain to the very elaborate extra heavy

Hunting and Open-Face. Full Bascine. French
Bow. High-class engine-turning over center and
backs. Moderately priced.

Hunting and Open-Face. Full Bascine. French
Bow. Plain, Satin and Roman in a large variety
of weights and prices.

Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Illustrating a series consisting of several hundred
different patterns. Rich in color effects. High-
class goods at popular prices.

Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Chased Bow.
Representing a series consisting of a large number
of patterns. The model is somewhat larger in
diameter than G 22731 C. Good weight. Moder-
ately priced.

Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Art Nouveau
Bows. Raised colored gold ornamentation on
effective backgrounds. Rich in color contrasts.
Heavy cases. Priced considerably less than what
is asked for similar goods. Your attention is par-
ticularly called to this line, which consists of a
number of attractive patterns. Complete assort-
ment now on the market.

Hunting only. Full Bascine. Fancy Art Nouveau
Bow. Extra Heavy Cases. Rich Renaissance
appliques of chromatic gold. Very elaborate high-
class cases.
Diamond Set Cases: Single Stone Star Set, Cres-
cents, Fleur-de-lis, Fancy Cluster Patterns, Fancy
Engraved Single Stone Star Set, and Cluster
Patterns.

WE beg to call your attention to our
extensive CARD JEWELRY LINE,

consisting of medium-priced 10 K. Solid
Gold Brooches, Scarf Pins, Baby Pins,
Handy Pins, Ear Screws, Pendants, etc.

These goods are sold through the jobbing trade at
very attractive figures. An examination and com-
parison will at once prove them to be ready sellers and
profit makers in the stocks of any Jobber.

New patterns have been brought to a point of
especial distinction, and all bear our mark of Quality
and Reliability

It is our earnest desire to establish the same reputa-
tion for Finish, Originality, Quality and Reliability for
this CARD JEWELRY LINE as is borne by our
ring lines.

Samples will be cheerfully sent to jobbers and
we heartily commend this line for a profitabl-, business
in 1909.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 5831,4 THOUSANDTHS FINE

GUARANTEE M CAP
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MAKE US PROVE IT! 

These Enameled Birth Month Scarf Pins
are of Rare Beauty and Artistic Worth

ANUARY
SNOWDROP

FEBRUARY
P RI M

-

MARCH
VIOLET

APRIL
LiLY OF THE VALLEY

MAY
OL.!

il!NE
ROSE .

SEPTEMBER
• MORNING GLOIIY

NOVEMBER
CHRYSANTHEMUM

DECFMON
HOLLY

WOLCOTT MFG. CO.
New York Office
14 Maiden Lane 71 Peck Street, PROVIDENCE

May, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

PKOVIDENCE,ar,d the ,
ATT1 FR OF OS

F. V. Kennon, of the John T. Mauran Manu-
facturing Company, Providence, is making a
month's tour of the Central West, visiting his
company's trade and making a general salesman's
trip. He recently returned from an extensive trip
abroad.

Since his removal to 129 Eddy Street, where
he has much larger space and increased equipment,
Joseph W. Heller, Providence, has added to his
line of combs, hat pins and buckles a complete
line of silver-plated combs and hat pins and
sterling brooches and scarf pins set with rhine-
stones.

The Warwick Sterling Company, of Provi-
dence, has just opened a New York sales office
at 1711 Silversmith's Building, 15, 17 and 19
Maiden Lane, where they will have on display
a full line of their goods, consisting of all kinds
of sterling and leather metal-mounted novelties.
This branch of the Warwick Company will be
in charge of their Charles M. Bissell. They have
also established a Pacific Coast branch in the
Jewelers' Building, on Post Street, San Francisco,
where H. C. Van Ness will represent them.

The George W. Dover Jewelry Company's
travelers are now on the road with that company's
new 1909 line of goods. This line is unusually at-
tractive this year and is replete with novelties
that will prove winners. A. H. Bullion, their Cali-
fornia representative, is now calling on the Pacific
Coast trade. Jared Keith will cover the Middle
West and C. G. Bradford the New England States.
H. M. Benson, of the Providence office, will take
care of the New York territory.

Mayor Henry Fletcher, of Providence, who
is a well-known member of the trade, acted as
starter for the 20-mile Marathon race between
the French champion and his American competi-
tor, on Saturday, April Toth. •

The so-called 56-hour bill, to regulate the
hours of labor, which was opposed by many manu-
facturers, including manufacturing jewelers, was
passed by an overwhelming majority. This act
will take effect January r, 1910, and provides
that no minor under sixteen years of age andno woman shall be employed in laboring in any
manufacturing or mechanical establishment more
than 56 hours in any one week, and in no case
shall the hours of labor exceed so hours in any
one day, except when it is necessary to make re-
pairs to prevent the interruption of the ordinary
running of the machinery, or when a different
apportionment of the hours of labor is made for
the sole purpose of making a shorter day's workfor one day of the week.

Henry E. Capron, North Attleboro, a well-
known member of the jewelry manufacturing
trade, died a few weeks ago at his home in thatcity. His death was quite sudden and is said to
have been due to heart failure. The deceased was
horn in North Attleboro in 1840, and while stilla youth began his career in the jewelry business.
I.ater, with Thomas Sandland, he organized thefirm of Sandland, Capron & Co. The partnership
continued many years. The deceased, who had
retired from active business a few years ago, wasa member of the Bristol Lodge, F. & A. M., andwas also a member of other fraternal organiza-
tions. The funeral was attended by a large mini-her of his brother jewelry manufacturers, and the
pallbearers were E. A. Codding, E. H. Cummings,
0. W. Clifford and George Cheever.

Edward B. Hough, of Wightman & HoughCo., Providence, returned last month from a two
months' trip to the tropics. Among the places he
visited were the West Indies,. Panama and other
points of interest. While in Costa Rica Mr.
Hough narrowly escaped serious injury from an
unannounced explosion of dynamite along one ofthe quays, which was being demolished for the
purpose of making repairs. Mr. Hough was
struck by a piece of iron but without serious in-
jury and the other members of his party entirely
escaped. He was greatly impressed with the mag-
nitude of the task of constructing the canal and

said that it was entirely beyond conception of any-one except someone familiar with the vast engi-neering projects.
J. B. Ellis, Attleboro, engraver and chaser,is now located in new quarters at 72 Union Street.
Col. S. 0. Bigney was recently elected presi-dent of the Odd Fellows' Building Association.Colonel Bigney started early last month on a trip

to the tropics, where he will visit the West Indiesand other points of interest.
Clarence W. Dunbar, of the Cook, Dunbar,Smith Company, was recently elected commodoreof the Rhode Island Yacht Club. Mr. Dunbarwas formerly vice-commodore. The retiring com-modore, Aldredge G. Pearce, was appointed fleetcaptain. -
The Riley & French Building, North Attle-

boro, was threatened by a tire last month which
destroyed a laundry some fifteen feet from thebuilding. The automatic sprinklers were turnedon as a precautionary measure, but no damage
resulted from the fire.

Frank T. Pearce Company, Providence, will
move its office in New York on May rst from 20
Maiden Lane to 180 Broadway.

George W. Pearce, President of the Bay
State Optical Company, Attleboro, Mass. died at
his home in Pawtucket, R. I.,. on April 

Mass..
The

news of the death of Mr. Pearce was received

George W. Pearce

with great regret by his large circle of friends
in the jewelry and optical trades. He had been
ill for some time and the fatal consummation was
not unexpected. Mr. Pearce, who was in his 56th
year at the time of his death, was born in Little
Compton, R. I., in 1854. While still in his teens
he came to Providence, obtaining employment
first with Fessenden & Co., and afterwards se-
cured a position with Walter S. Hough, Jr., & Co.
In 0884 he began his career on the road, represent-
ing in turn several prominent firms. He was
happily endowed with all the qualifications neces-
sary to the successful salesman and enjoyed an
extensive acquaintanceship and widespread popu-
larity with the trade. He finally associated him-
self with the firm of Short, Nerney & Co., first
in the capacity of representative on the road and
was later admitted to partnership. In 1896 this
firm organized the Bay State Optical Company
and Mr. Pearce became its first secretary, which
position he held until the death of President Short,
whom he succeeded. He continued as president
of the company until the time of his death.
During his connection with this company up to
1906 he had charge of marketing the goods and
his energy, clearheadedness and sound business
methods extended the patronage of the company
throughout the entire optical trade. Few of the
leaders in the industry enjoyed so large an ac-
quaintance with, or was so highly regarded by the
trade at large. The funeral was held at North
End Cemetery Chapel, Providence, on Friday,
April 9th, when a large number of the jewelry
and optical trades paid a last tribute to the de-
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ceased. He is survived by a widow, one sister,
three brothers and his mother, who is now 97
years old.

Chas. F. Irons, of Irons & Russell Co., Provi-
dence, spent a brief vacation in Florida, returning
home early last month.

C. H. Eden Company, of Attleboro, will open
a new office at 37 Maiden Lane, New York, about
May 1st. The office will be in charge of Alex
Levin, who was formerly representative in this
city for the Providence Stock Company, of Provi-
dence.

I. S. Richter, western representative of Doran,
Bagnall & Co., of North Attleboro, with head-
quarters at Chicago, is now on the road with hisfirm's new line of fall goods and will cover his
entire territory, which extends from Buffalo toDeliver. This line is also in the hands of thecompany's eastern representatives at their NewYork office.

Extensive alterations have been made on theground floor of the Emerson House, North At-tleboro. The partition which formerly separatedthe office from the store room next door hasbeen removed and the additional space has beenturned into a comfortable, roomy smoking room.This change will be an agreeable one to the guestsof the hotel, as their office space has heretoforebeen somewhat limited.
George L. Paine, of North Attleboro, is outon a month's trip with samples of his firm's newline of goods. He will cover territory from theAtlantic Coast to as far West as Kansas City.

Annual Meeting Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association

The annual meeting of the above organizationwill take place at Cedar Point, the well-knownsummer resort on Lake Erie, on June 28th and29th. The officers expect a larger attendance thanon any previous occasion and both the attractionsof Ccdar Point and the fine programme justifythis expectation. As the Ohio Optical Societywill hold its annual meeting at Cedar Point onthe same week, and as there also will be a reunionof the Ku-Kus, an unusually large gathering maybe confidently looked forward to. In a circularissued to the trade Secretary A. L. Thoma says:The time and place for holding this conven-tion is ideal. Cedar Point is the best inland sum-mer resort, affording amusements of all kinds.It is cool and shady, has a grand bathing beach,fine hotel, convention and exhibition hall, is easyof access and the ideal spot for an outing andconvention.
The Ohio Optical Association will hold theirthird consecutive convention at Cedar Point thesame week, immediately following the RetailJewelers' Convention and Ku-Ku Reunion.
Every retail jeweler should attend this con-vention, as questions of vital interest must bedecided. Changes in the constitution and by-lawsare contemplated, and many important questionswill be discussed.
Many manufacturers and jobbers will makeinteresting displays, showing all the latest andup-to-date goods, tools and findings.
THE KEYSTONE joins with Secretary Thomain urging upon the jewelers of Ohio the advisabil-ity of being in attendance at this convention.Many who have not so far become members haveintimated their intention of doing so and a largeincrease in the roll is looked for. The organiza-tion spirit is very active at this time all over thecountry and the great State of Ohio should beable to boast of as large a membership as any ofthe Union sisterhood. Fortunately the trade or-ganizations can now point to good results and thishas created a greater interest in the movementthan was heretofore noticeable.

Perfect Topaz Crystal
One of the largest and most perfect topaz

crystals in the world has just been cut and pol-
ished at Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, and'has
been valued by Douglas B. Serrett, Jr., of Wash-ington, at about $1o,000. The sphere measures
6 in. in diameter. The rough stone was found
near San Diego, Cal., weighing over 150 lbs., and
was bought from the prospector for the sumof Stoo.
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MAKE US PROVE IT! 

These Enameled Birth Month Scarf Pins
are of Rare Beauty and Artistic Worth
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WOLCOTT MFG. CO.
New York Office
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F. V. Kennon, of the John T. Mattran Manu-
facturing Company, Providence, is making a
month's tour of the Central West, visiting his
company's trade and making a general salesman's
trip. He recently returned from an extensive trip

Since his removal to 129 Eddy Street, where
has much larger space and increased equipment,

Joseph

he  abroad. r

. Heller, Providence, has added to his
line of combs, hat pins and buckles a complete
line of silver-plated combs and hat pins and
sterling brooches and scarf pins set with rhine-
stones.

e Warwick Sterling Company, of Provi-
dence, has just opened a New York sales office
at 1711 Silversmith's Building, 15, 17 and 19
Maiden Lane, where they will have on display
a full line of their goods, consisting of all kinds
of sterling and leather metal-mounted novelties.
This branch of the Warwick Company will be
in charge of their Charles M. Bissell. They have
also established a Pacific Coast branch in the
Jewelers' Building, on Post Street, San Francisco,
where H. C. Van Ness will represent them.

The George W. Dover Jewelry Company's
travelers are now on the road with that company's
new 1909 line of goods. This line is unusually at-
tractive this year and is replete with novelties
that will prove winners. A. H. Bullion, their Cali-
fornia representative, is now calling on the Pacific
Coast trade. Jared Keith will cover the Middle
West and C. G. Bradford the New England States.
H. M. Benson, of the Providence office, will take
care of the New York territory.

Mayor Henry Fletcher, of Providence, who
is a well-known member of the trade, acted as
starter for the 20-mile Marathon race between
the French champion and his American competi-
tor, on Saturday, April Toth.

The so-called 56-hour bill, to regulate the
hours of labor, which was opposed by many manu-
facturers, including manufacturing jewelers, was
passed by an overwhelming majority. This act
will take effect January i, 1910, and provides
that no minor under sixteen years of age and
no woman shall be employed in laboring in any
manufacturing or mechanical establishment more
than 56 hours in any one week, and in no case
shall the hours of labor exceed It) hours in any
one day, except when it is necessary to make re-
pairs to prevent the interruption of the ordinary
running of the machinery, or when a different
apportionment of the hours of labor is made for
the sole purpose of making a shorter day's workfor one day of the week.

Henry E. Capron, North Attleboro, a well-
known member of the jewelry manufacturing
trade, died a few weeks ago at his home in thatcity. His death was quite sudden and is said to
have been due to heart failure. The deceased was
horn in North Attleboro in 1840, and while still a youth began his career in the jewelry business.
Later, with Thomas Sandland, he organized the
firm of Sandland, Capron & Co. The partnership
continued many years. The deceased, who had
retired from active business a few years ago, wasS member of the Bristol Lodge, F. & A. M., andwas also a member of other fraternal organiza-
tions. The funeral was attended by a large num-ber of his brother jewelry manufacturers, and the
Pallbearers were E. A. Codding, E. II. Cummings,0. W. Clifford and George Cheever.

Edward B. Hough, of Wightman & Hough
Co., Providence, returned last month from a two
months' trip to the tropics. Among the places he
visited were the \Vest Indies, Panama and other
puints of interest. While in Costa Rica Mr.
Hough narrowly escaped serious injury from an
unannounced explosion of dynamite along one of
the quays, which was being demolished for the
purpose of making repairs. Mr. Hough was
struck by a piece of iron but without serious in-
jury and the other members of his party entirely
escaped. He was greatly impressed with the mag-
nitude of the task of constructing the canal and

said that it was entirely beyond conception of any-one except someone familiar with the vast engi-neering projects.
J. B. Ellis, Attleboro, engraver and chaser,is now located in new quarters at 72 Union Street.
Col. S. 0. Bigney was recently elected presi-dent of the Odd Fellows' Building Association.

Colonel Bigney started early last month on a trip
to the tropics, where he will visit the \Vest Indiesand other points of interest.

Clarence W. Dunbar, of the Cook, Dunbar,Smith Company, was recently elected commodoreof the Rhode Island Yacht Club. Mr. Dunbarwas formerly vice-commodore. The retiring com-modore, Aldredge G. Pearce, was appointed fleetcaptain. •
The Riley & French Building, North Attle-

boro, was threatened by a lire last month which
destroyed a laundry some fifteen feet from thebuilding. The automatic sprinklers were turnedon as a precautionary measure, but no damage
resulted from the fire.

Frank T. Pearce Company, Providence, will
move its office in New York on May rst from 20
Maiden Lane to 18o Broadway.

George W. Pearce, President of the Bay
State Optical Company„kttlehoro, Mass., died at
his home ill Pawtucket, R. 1— on April 6th. The
news of the death of Air. Pearce was received

George W. Pearce

with great regret by his large circle of friends
in the jewelry and optical trades. He had been
ill for some time and the fatal consummation was
not unexpected. Mr. Pearce, who was in his 56th
year at the time of his death, was born in Little
Compton, R. I., in 1854. While still in his teens
he came to Providence, obtaining employment
first with Fessenden & Co., and afterwards se-
cured a position with Walter S. Hough, Jr., & Co.
In 1884 he began lois career on the road, represent-
ing in turn several prominent firms. He was
happily endowed with all the qualifications neces-
sary to the successful salesman and enjoyed an
extensive acquaintanceship and widespread popu-
larity with the trade. He finally associated him-
self with the firm of Short, Nerncy & Co., first
in the capacity of representative on the road and
was later admitted to partnership. In t896 this
firm organized the Bay State Optical Company
and Mr. Pearce became its first secretary, which
position he held until the death of President Short,
whom he succeeded. He continued as president
of the company until the time of his death.
During his connection with this company up to
t906 he had charge of marketing the goods and
his energy, clearheadedness and sound business
methods extended the patronage of the company
throughout the entire optical trade. Few of the
leaders in the industry enjoyed so large an ac-
quaintance with, or was so highly regarded by the
trade at large. The funeral was held at North
End Cemetery Chapel, Providence, on Friday,
April 9th, when a large number of the jewelry
and optical trades paid a last tribute to the de-
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ceased. He is survived by a widow, one sister,
three brothers and his mother, who is now 97
years old.

Chas. F. Irons, of Irons & Russell Co., Provi-
dence, spent a brief vacation in Florida, returning
home early last month.

C. H. Eden Company, of Attleboro, will open
a new office at 37 Maiden Lane, New York, about
May 1st. The office will be in charge of Alex
Levin, who was formerly representative in this
city for the Providence Stock Company, of Provi-
dence.

I. S. Richter, western representative of Doran,
Bagnall & Co., of North Attleboro, with head-
quarters at Chicago, is now on the road with hisfirm's new line of fall goods and will cover hisentire territory, which extends from Buffalo toDenver. This line is also in the hands of thecompany's eastern representatives at their NewYork office.

Extensive alterations have been made on theground floor of the Emerson House, North At-tleboro. The partition which formerly separatedthe office from the store room next door hasbeen removed and the additional space has beenturned into a comfortable, roomy smoking room.This change will be an agreeable one to the guestsof the hotel, as their office space has heretoforebeen somewhat limited.
George L. Paine, of North Attleboro, is outon a month's trip with samples of his firm's newhue of goods. He will cover territory from theAtlantic Coast to as far West as Kansas City.

Annual Meeting Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association

The annual meeting of the above organizationwill take place at Cedar Point, the well-knownsummer resort on Lake Erie, on June 28th and29th. The officers expect a larger attendance thanon any previous occasion and both the attractionsof Cedar Point and the fine programme justifythis expectation. As the Ohio Optical Societywill hold its annual meeting at Cedar Point onthe same week, and as there also will be a reunionof the Ku-Kus, an unusually large gathering maybe confidently- looked forward to. In a circularissued to the trade Secretary A. L. Thoma says :The time and place for holding this conven-tion is ideal. Cedar Point is the best inland sum-mer resort, affording amusements of all kinds.It is cool and shady, has a grand bathing beach,fine hotel, convention and exhibition hall, is easyof access and the ideal spot for an outing andconvention.
The Ohio Optical Association will hold theirthird consecutive convention at Cedar Point thesame week, immediately following the RetailJewelers' Convention and Ku-Ku Reunion.
Every retail jeweler should attend this con-vention, as questions of vital interest must bedecided. Changes in the constitution and by-lawsare contemplated, and many important questionswill be discussed.
Many manufacturers and jobbers will makeinteresting displays, showing all the latest andup-to-date goods, tools and findings.
THE KEYSTONE joins with Secretary Thomain urging upon the jewelers of Ohio the advisabil-ity of being in attendance at this convention.Many who have not so far become members haveintimated their intention of doing so and a largeincrease in the roll is looked for. The organiza-tion spirit is very active at this time all over thecountry and the great State of Ohio should beable to boast of as large a membership as any ofthe Union sisterhood. Fortunately the trade or-ganizations can now point to good results and thishas cre;t: ed a greater interest in the movementthan wa, heretofore noticeable.

Perfect Topaz Crystal
One of the largest and most perfect topaz

crystals in the world has just been cut and pol-
ished at Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, and has
been valued by Douglas B. Serrett, Jr., of Wash-
ington, at about $1o.000.. The sphere measures
6 in. in diameter. The rough stone was found
near San Diego, Cal., weighing over 150 lbs., and
WaS bought from the prospector for the sum
Of $too.
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE d EMBLEM RINGS at a MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE AT $15.00 LIST

Scottish m te

Knight
Templar

No. 240

No. 265

Masonic No. 268

P 0.
Elk

rlI I III, I 1111111'11100' No. 297

K. of P. No 271

1--YtLi
K, Of C, !ma

No. 244

4 THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 1 0 K.—AVERAGE 6 dwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors—
all hand engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size—at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.

Let us tell you of our new selling
plan. It will interest you. 'The A. P. CRAFT CO. M—aaknedr sS po f ecEi 3bjeTere'r.nsg—s Indianapolis, Ind.

Everybody Will See It
And that is just what you want—a
watch sign that is modern and attrac-
tive day and night—force the people
to recognize your store, and you will
get good results.

This new electric sign is made in two
sizes, 26 and 32 inches in diameter, exactly
like cut. ilas hollow metal rims, finished
in gold or aluminum. heavy oval glass
dials, which can be easily read day or

/„. night. Six lights outside, which burn
steady, while the two lights inside flash
on and off. Very attractive. An elegant
emblematic sign for any Jeweler.

SOLD BY ALL JOBBERS, or write
us for complete catalogue and prices

GROUT'S EXCELSIOR SIGN CO.
126 Dearborn St. CHICAGO

OPTICIAN'S FITTING TABLE No. 15
4LThe convenience of its arrangements, the workmanship and finish, andits low price makes this the most practical table for opticians on the
market. This table has a plate glass top set in a wooden frame, so as to
show the contents in the four upper drawers. Below these upper drawers
are four others for supplies, etc. Made of solid oak or birch and finished in
any color. Dimensions: 60 inches long, 16 inches deep and 30 inches high.

411. Write for Catalogue end
Order Throuirli Your Jobber

JESSPN Ci
ROSBERG 
Manufacturers of Watchmaker.s..
Opticians' and Jewelers Furniture

393 to 405 W. Kinzie Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

-
'"11• 11°1
'A, Y41,11
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Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITh OOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 ■•■■•••

Landis School of Engraving

Summer Course will Open July 1st

It you wish to take a Course this Summer
please write us at once, and we will assign nod
hold a place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort,.

Our methods are original anti entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what yall
M. L. Landis could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

proxriet soor ul instructor

Ms. L. Landis, ng Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only
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The jewelry trade has not developed the
marked improvement since January that was pre-
dicted. March was slow but April shows signs
of greater activity. Some branches of the busi-
ness have been very good, noticeably diamonds.
Dealers report a remarkably even and satisfactory
trade ever since the first of the year.

While the retail dealers were lamenting the
quiet during March and watching for the first
sign of spring activity, one of the largest depart-
ment stores came out in a flaming advertisement
announcing that their manager had purchased
from the American Trust and Savings Bank, re-
ceiver for Joseph Brown & Co., of Chicago,
$10,000 worth of watches and jewelry at 42 cents
on the dollar, the same to be placed on sale at
wonderful bargains.

The next day the department store window
contained a glittering display of bargains. That
the sale "took" was evinced by the crowds that
rushed to secure their share of the bargains ( ?).

In a few days these bargain buyers began to
bring their purchases to the jewelers to learn
their real value. The movements were almost
without exception of old discontinued makes, and
the cases, while they were stamped "20 year," bore
no real guarantee. The goods were not as
represented. They were undoubtedly of the
variety that Abe Martin (the Hoosier philosopher
from Brown County) had in mind when he said:
"One of the first things to turn green in the early
spring is the Christmas jewelry."

It was fully expected that the Indianapolis
Retail Jewelers' Association would make some
move towards warning the public against buying
watches and jewelry that failed to come up to
the advertisements, but the opportunity was al-
lowed to pass. To be sure, a few jewelers "came
back" at the advertisements with such statements
as these: "We know nothing about dry goods,
toys or baby buggies. We know everything about
Jewelry, Diamonds and Watches. Twenty-seven
years' experience in buying and selling is worth
something to you, and its yours without cost.
Our goods are never misrepresented and our
prices the lowest"; "Don't buy an old, wornout
movement in a brass case even if it is warranted
for 20 years, but go to J. H. Reed, the Jeweler,
38 West Washington Street, and get new, fresh
goods of a reliable house. Let us do your re-
pairing. We do it right. Don't go to a butcher's
shop to buy a silk dress, but buy jewelry of a
Jeweler"; but there was no united action and the
question is, "Why do jewelers complain of dry-
goods and department store competition if they
fail to make the most of every opportunity to at
least show that they cognizant of what is
being sold 

by tie 

.Traveling men report that in at least three
Indiana towns "Sales" of the stock of the Chicago
house.were going on at the same time. The State
Association of Retail Jewelers is said to have
taken steps towards putting a stop to such sales
ill the future. The bill, which was introduced into
the last Legislature of Indiana, prohibiting the
misleading or fraudulent advertising of watches
and jewelry, was, unfortunately, killed.

The retail merchants of Massachusetts
,.\\.svseoncume,tionbetween Pennsylvania and Michigan
Streets, have decided to incorporate tinder the
isitaoncike otof "The hteakIMteialwsisbiachusetts Avenue Merchants'

yl be h 
those 

estock e r e association,sted   an d  
pro-

rated 

t h 

as to amount of frontage in the avenue and
importance of the business represented. There are
one hundred merchants in the three blocks who
tepresent practically everything sold in the retail
w.tY. The interurban cars that come through the
(mile draw upon two hundred miles of rich and

well-populated territory, and it is this trade that
tile hustling avenue merchants want to add to their
business. The plans call for the best lighted,
cleanest and most attractive retail territory in the
city. Every merchant, large or small, must be
a "boomer." The jewelry and optical trades are

represented in the avenue by Dyer Brothers' Arts
and Crafts Shop, Fidelity Watch Company, L. F.
Kiefer & Son, Lon R. Mauzy, The Popular
Jewelry Store, Gray & Taylor, The Indianapolis
Plating Company, F. A. Tomlinson, A. A. Clark
and Emerson Druley.

Friends in this city have been apprised of the
death of William T. Marcy, at Los Angeles, Cal.
The funeral was held April 3d. The body was
cremated. Mr. Marcy was engaged in the retail
jewelry business in this city for many years but
in recent years has made his home in California.
Upon leaving this city he sold his business to J.
H. Reed, who continues it in the old location.
Mr. Marcy is survived by a widow without
children.

Joseph E. Reagan made a trip to Chicago
last month in the interest of his firm, Baldwin-
Miller Company. This firm reports a fair busi-
ness last month; in spite of the general quiet their
travelers sent in fair-sized orders.

Frederick Noelke announces the engagement
of his daughter, Johanna Amelia, to George
Andrew Fogas, the wedding to occur the last of
April. Mr. Fogas is a well-known and popular
jeweler on Massachusetts Avenue and his fiancee
is a daughter of Frederick Noelke, President of
the Noelke-Richards Iron Works, one of the most
prominent manufacturing ,firms in Indianapolis.

Clinton S. Wallace, house salesman for Bald-
win-Miller Company, has taken a cottage at Broad
Ripple for the summer. Broad Ripple is one of
the prettiest suburbs of the city. H. A. Corn-
stock is another jeweler who spends his summers
at the Ripple.

H. Cohen & Sons have secured the services
of J. W. Culbertson, formerly employed in the
Waltham factory, as head of their watch repair
department. Mr. Culbertson came to Indianapolis
with the intention of opening a retail jewelry store
of his own.

Charles Mayer & Co. sell and import watches,
from the most expensive and high-grade Swiss
watches found in their elegant jewelry and watch
department on the first floor, to the little tin watch
found in the toy department on the fourth floor.
Charles Mayer, in discussing the Payne tariff
law, is quoted as follows : "Now look at this little
watch made of tin with a little bright coloring on
it and a happy little face and busy little hands;
something to amuse the children. We buy that
over in Germany for one cent and by the time we
get it here and it pays its 35 per cent. ad valorem
tariff for the support of the country we sell it at
five cents. If the Payne tariff is enacted as now
drafted we will have to sell that little one-cent
watch, not for five cents, but for at least $1.00.
If there is anything that shows the folly and the
foolishness of our tariff making and pleads
strongly for a tariff commission or a sane method
of tariff making, that little tin watch and the boy
who won't get it if it costs $1.00, make that plea.'
Mr. Mayer is firm in his belief that the present
35 per cent. ad valorem tax on the nursery room's
playthings and toys is enough. While the amount
of tax on "little tin watches" will not be directly
felt by the jewelry trade yet we doubt if there
are very many jewelers who don't buy toys and
little tin watches to gladden the heart of many
a "leading jeweler" of the next generation.

Since this item was written the absurd toy re-
vision was eliminated from the Payne Bill. Mr.
Mayer's interview, from which the above was
taken, was sent to Washington and read by the
Ways and Means Committee. The interview is
credited with having had great influence on the
action of that committee on the toy provision.

The tower clock in the Marion County Court
House, at Indianapolis, recently went on what
promised to be a prolonged strike, but after it
struck 148 times the custodian tied back the
hammer and ran for Louis Feller, the jeweler
who formerly had the care of the clock. Mr.
Feller soon had the old timepiece down to its
proper gait.

A. F. Lobeck, of Michigan City, Ind., is a
student at the Jewelers' School of Engraving at
Chicago.

Frank B. Wade, Professor of Chemistry in
the Indianapolis High School, entertained the
students a short time ago by delivering an ad-
dress on "Gems and Precious Stones." He
showed a collection of genuine and imitation
stones of different kinds, and manufactured stones

of a few varieties. The lecture was along purely
scientific lines and the properties and attributes
of the more valuable of precious stones was dis-
cussed.

Carl L. Rost, a diamond merchant on North
Illinois Street, has been showing a very rare and
beautiful green diamond of a fraction less than
two carats in weight. The stone has attracted
much attention and admiration, not only on ac-
count of its rare color, but for the perfection of
cutting and brilliancy. The stone is valued at
$t000 per carat.

F. M. Smith is again confined to his home
by a return of rheumatism. The disease kept him
house-bound most of the past winter. During his
sickness P. B. Smith, a brother, has had charge
of the Smith Jewelry Store at 103 West Washing-
ton Street.

H. H. Bishop has completed improvements
on his jewelry and optical store at 1002 Virginia
Avenue. An enclosed display window, enlarged
optical space and fresh decorations have given an
attractive spring atmosphere to what has always
been one of the best retail stores on the South
Side.

The forty-fourth annual convocation of the
Scottish Rite of Indiana was held in Indianapolis
during the last week of March and was well
attended. J. F. Kiser, jeweler of Muncie, was one
of the Master Masons who took a big climb up-
wards during the convocation, going from the
fourth to the thirty-second degree. Herman
Lodde, of Lafayette, timed his purchasing trip to
the local market so as to take in the Masonic
meetings. Charles A. Rigdon, Mayor of Warsaw,
and a retail jeweler, was a member of the recep-
tion committee who looked after the comfort of
the convocation visitors.

W. J. Hoffman, of the retail jewelry firm of
Hoffman & Hoffman, of Loogootee, Ind., died
March 6th at his home in that city. He was a
first cousin of his partner and of W. J. Hoffman.
of the jobbing firm of Hoffman & Lauer, In-
dianapolis, and a nephew of George W. Kiefner,
traveling representative of the firm. Mr. Hoffman
was 26 years old and was the watchmaker and
engraver of the firm until his health began to
fail a little over a year ago. He sought relief
from his disease by extensive traveling through
the West and South but all to no purpose. Mr.
Hoffman was well known to the trade and had
a host of friends who mourn his loss.

The city of Indianapolis was given over to
automobiles during the third week in March. The
fifteen dealers and eleven manufacturers of the
city vied with each other in showing, in most at-
tractive salesrooms and upon the streets, the
relative merits of their machines. Charles Mayer
was one of the judges of the many "stunts"
through which the drivers and their machines
were put.

John W. Hudson, of Fortville; F. C. Sheldon,
of Shelbyville, and John Kennard, of Rushville,
all well-known jewelers, were among the visitors
who purchased automobiles.

The Caroline Scott Harrison Chapter, D. A.
R., of Indianapolis, presented a large and hand-
some clock, of colonial design, to the National
Chapter, at Washington, D. C., during the Na-
tional Congress in April. The clock was given
in memory of the first wife of the late President
Harrison and placed in the President-General's
room of Memorial Columbia Hall. A brass plate
on the front of the clock bears these words:
"Presented to the President-General's Room,
Memorial Columbia Hall, by the Caroline Scott
Harrison Chapter, N. S. D. A. R.

Daniel Doering, jeweler of Wakarusa, Ind.,
has returned from an extended sojourn in Mexico,
where he enjoyed a much needed rest and recre-
ation.

M. Stutte, of Osgood, Ind., is taking a course
of instruction in engraving from Charles New-
bauer, of Cincinnati.

Ed. W. Kelly, a well-known retail jeweler
of Sullivan, Ind., paid this market a recent visit,
purchasing goods for his store.

B. A. Carpenter, of Cambridge City, Ind.,
was in town a short time ago looking for goods
for the home trade.

James E. Ward, of Worthington, Ind., made
a purchasing trip to this market the first of last
month.

(Continued on page 7751
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Art Goods That Are Different

No. 1973

TO SHOW THEM IS TO SELL THEM

Popular taste demands novelty—something different
from the conventional styles. Our line of fine metal goods
fills this demand exactly. The goods are of the artistic
kind that enrich and give variety to regular stock. They
include

Electric and Gas Portables, Newels, Electro-
hers, Bronze Bronze Figures, Art Glass Domes and
Shades, Clocks, Vases, Plateaux, Candel-
abra, Candlesticks, Inkstands, Photograph
Frames, Bronzes, Clock Top Ornaments,
Clock Sets, Flower Holders, Epergnes,
Kerosene Lamps

A glance at our catalogue of these goods will show you
the weakness in your stock and suggest the remedy. The
newness of the styles, the graceful models and rich finish
will fascinate customers of refinement, and enhance at the
same time your prestige and profits.

Ask for Catalog 31 showing Gas and Electric Goods,
Electroliers, etc., and No. 30 showing Clocks and

other metal fancy goods, as above.

Electrolier No. 6079 6083. Height, 23 inches
High-Grade Art Glass Shade
Also made as a Gas Portable

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO. WINSTED, CONNECTICUT station 
New York Salesroom, 46 West Broadway, A. H. HOAG 8E CO.

THE COMB HOUSE

Makers of High-Grade, Exclusive

and Artistic Combs, Barrettes

and Bandeaux, both plain and

mounted, in 14 K. and 10 K. gold,

sterling and gold filled, on Real

and Imitation Tortoise Shell.

REPAIR WORK
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

Selection packages sent to

reliable Jewelers

The Wagner Comb Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square (Hartford Building) NEW YORK

We make
these Bracelets

in any
size desired

Mr. Retailer:
If you want something that will satisfy your customer

and will be exactly as represented in regard to quality and
workmanship, demand that your jobber carry a line of

Freeman's Roller Fobs, Chains

and Bracelets

We also make a nice line of LAVALLIERS and
JEWELRY, something that is UP-TO-DATE in every
way and that is calling the attention of the trade as our
orders show.

B. S. FREEMAN CO.
Attleboro Falls, Mass.

Chicago Office, J. T. EDWARDS, Columbus Building
San Francisco Office, JOHN NATHAN, Cor. Geary & Stockton Sts

`,1 ay, 190()

Toledo Letter

THE KEYSTOINE

While March business has not
The Trade been altogether as good as could
Situation be desired, local jewelers are

making no complaint, as the later
sprin business is expected to make ample amends.
Easter riois now over and the ladies have made their

g
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u 

Easter finery purchases and can turn their atten-
tion to smaller details of correct costuming. The
styles this season are favorable to the jeweler, as
the low Dutch collars so universally worn makes
the brooch and necklace almost as necessary an
adjunct to proper costuming as buttons for
dresses. The Easter trade was fairly good and
most of the local jewelers are well cleaned out.
Jewelers have been buying very conservatively
for some time, with the result that nearly all local
stocks are very low, which will make the necessity
to restock imperative. They feel that the worst
is over for them and are very hopeful of the
business of the early summer, which is expected
to outrun anything they have known for months
past.

Conditions, generally, are much
A Noticeable better than they were a year
Improvement ago. People who have long

been out of jobs are getting
back to work, while others, who have been holding
on in fear and trembling, again feel secure. With
the return of prosperity, as people become easier,
financially, they naturally turn to the purchase of
jewelry, so that it is predicted by prominent
jewelers who are in a position to know whereof
they speak, that by May 1st jewelers will feel a
general revival. Already a better class of goods
is selling than formerly, and even some diamonds
are moving on the local market, good white stock,
at $150 to $200, seeming to be in the lead.

The opticians are just a trifle
Speetaele Trade inclined to grouch at present
Quiet and report local business "slim."

Not many spectacles are being
bought at this time and March business was also
dull. The responsibility for the present slowness
in market conditions is placed by local opticians
upon the new model Easter hats, upon which a
fortune can easily be spent. "They're buying
hnery and going without spectacles," was the
crusty reply of one leading local optician when
asked as to the cause of the apparent dullness in
the market. However, opticians are looking for
a good season, as business generally is recuperat-
ing slowly, but surely, nevertheless. Opticians, in

exist.

o at any rate, claim that they have every
reason to believe that business will !pick up this
spring and that by fall a normal condition will

Isenberg Bros. & Co. is the name of a new
concern incorporated March 1st under the laws of
Ohio, with a capital stock of $1o,000, to take over
the Isenberg business, which has been running
here for several years under the name of L.
Basch. The firm has been reorganized and will
be managed in the future by Joseph Isenberg, of
Toledo, and Moses N. Isenberg, formerly of
Chicago, L. Basch, and son having entirely with-
drawn from the business and being no longer in
any way connected with the firm. The Isenbergs
have owned the store for several years, L. Basch
having withdrawn his capital six years ago, al-
though his son has been employed at the store,
which has been operating under the name of L.
Basch for several years. The store will be moved
into new and handsomer quarters on Superior
Street May i st and the business will be operated
along practically the same lines as formerly.
CAomnopnagnyth at the new employed is I. M. Sil-
verberg, formerly connected with the L. Basch

It would be hard to dissuade Curtis Snyder,
of Napoleon, Ohio, that dreams are naught, for
after having dreamed three successive nights that
a valuable diamond pin could be found on the
lawn of the Methodist Church, he went to the spot
Indicated in the dream and found the pin.

Because of the tale of Ben Williams, a
paroled prisoner from Columbus, who had been
given shelter and rest by a New Carlisle farmer,
several acres were dug over by eager farmers in
search of diamonds which Williams said had been
buried at dead of night following a robbery many
years ago. Williams said that the diamonds had

been buried at the foot of a tree marked with a
cross in a nearby wood and men spent the entire
afternoon digging at the foot of every tree in the
wood. Williams assisted in the search until the
sheriff placed him under arrest. Although farmers
in that vicinity are still searching, the diamonds
have not yet been found.

Wilda Sipe, a St. Mary's, Ohio, girl, was re-
cently arrested, charged with grand larceny. She
was accused of the theft of a $5o diamond ring
belonging to Mrs. J. W. Puetz, wife of a jewelry
merchant of Lima, where she was employed as
domestic.

One of Lima's jewelers was on the anxious
seat for several hours recently when no trace
could be found of a $600 package of diamonds
consigned to him, for which he had receipted a
railway messenger and which could not be found.
Several Columbus detectives assisted in the search
and the package was finally located in the hands
of an Adams Express agent at Ada, where it had
been taken off in error.

J. W. Rowland, formerly with the Tiedtke
Brothers department store, has opened up a new
store for himself in the Ohio Building. The
store, it is said, will be one of the finest in Toledo,
and will cater to the higher class trade. The
furnishings are of the richest mahogany and a
new style cabinet case has been installed, the like
of which is not to be seen elsewhere in Toledo.
The cabinet has box windows and is finished in
mahogany. The display window is of leaded
glass, stained, and has a plate glass top to keep
out the dust. A fine stock, handsomely displayed,
attracts much attention. The store is located on
the ground floor of the Ohio Building in the room
formerly occupied by Noble's novelty shop.

A daring robbery was attempted at the
George Kapp jewelry store, on Summit Street, a
couple of weeks ago. The burglar was seen by
John Sheeby, an American District watchman, as
he was busily looting the show cases. Glancing
up the thief saw the watchman looking at him and,
without a moment's hesitation, he darted from
behind the show case and running to the front of
the store plunged head first through the thick
plate glass window and landed in a heap upon
the sidewalk. Apparently uninjured, the thief
sprang up and fled north on Summit Street.
Sheeby notified the police immediately and soon
after Edward Labo was taken into custody. When
searched 84 cents was found in his pockets.
Another arrest was made later after a quantity
of jewelry had been found in the room of L. J.
Lott, a sailor, at a Superior Street room. Mr.
Kapp identified a portion of the jewelry as part
of that missing from his store. Several hundred
dollars' worth of valuable silverware, novelties
and such like was stolen. The diamonds and
other valuable jewelry were locked up in a big
burglar-proof safe and untouched.

Carrier Joseph Dugan, one of the veteran mail
carriers of Youngstown, is passing some sleepless
nights because a valuable registered package, con-
taining a $3000 diamond, for which he receipted
could not be found when he came to deliver it.
The package was addressed to the John Brenner
Jewelry Company and was sent by Davidson &
Schwab, of New York. The carrier will make
good the loss if the diamond is not recovered.

William J. Gray, a cigar maker, of Toledo,
V85 robbed of a $300 diamond stud while locked
up at the central police station recently. The
police are naturally greatly chagrined at having
such a thing occur right tinder their very noses
and are raising heaven and earth in an effort to
find the thief, who has thus far escaped detection.

Because Toledo has a kind-hearted mayor
who does not believe in locking up thieves and
criminals, the city is a perfect cesspool of thieves
and not a day or night passes but that the boldest
robberies are committed. Even when captured
thieves and notable fences are dismissed by the
courts. Through the arrest of David Werbe, of
Detroit, at Toledo recently in a big fur robbery
case and the bitter fight made to convict him, it
is stated that Barnet Werbe, his father, has
handed in to the head of the Detroit detective
department his pawnbrokers' license. Werbe con-
ducted a big pawnshop in Detroit and his action
followed the arrest in !Toledo of his son. The
investigations of the Detroit police as to his busi-
ness methods were begun as the result of dis-
closures made by a convicted thief.
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Frank Bixler, of Berne, Ind., is contemplating
Opening a jewelry store at Oakland City, Ind.
Mr. Bixler is a son of the well-known and pros-
perous retail jeweler and optician, David Bixler,
who is one of the prominent merchants of Berne.

P. J. Nye & Son, of Knightstown, Ind., were
buyers on this market early last month.

Godfrey Dold, a well-known jeweler of Madi-
son, Ind., has moved his family into the modern
brick dwelling house which he recently purchased.
The house is located in the best residence district
and at the same time conveniently near the Dold
Jewelry Store.

C. N. Hetzner, Peru, Ind., visited this market
and attended the laying of the cornerstone of the
Shrine Temple that is in the course of erection
and will be the home of the Murat Temple. Mr.
Hetzner is an enthusiastic Shriner who never
fails to be on hand when there is anything "doing"
among the Shriners.

J. A. Oswald, Crawfordsville, Ind., has been
appointed a member of the membership committee
of the American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation by President J. P. Archibald. Mr. Os-
wald, who is one of the best known jewelers of
this State, is secretary of the Indiana Retail
Jewelers' Association, an office which he has held
ever since the association was organized.

W. j: Morris, a prominent jeweler-optician
of Jeffersonville, Ind., was a recent welcome
buyer in this market.

The retail merchants of Warsaw, Ind., have
demanded that an ordinance, providing a penalty for
placing any sign across sidewalks, be repealed.
They maintain that electric signs give a city a
metropolitan appearance and that $600 worth of
such signs will be placed in Warsaw this spring if
the ordinance be repealed. Attention was called
to the fact that Mayor Rigdon, who was a mem-
ber of the city council when the ordinance was
passed, has since that time had a sign across the
sidewalk in front of his place of business. Mayor
Rigdon conducts a jewelry store on one of the
principal streets of that city.

A. B. Johnson, of Sheridan, Ind., was recently
represented in this market by his watchmaker,
Mr. Bennett.

William Beatty, a prosperous and optimistic
jeweler of West Lebanon, Ind., sent a picture
postal to Charles W. Lauer & Co., showing the
main street of his town crowded with people,
teams and automobiles. On the postal was
written : "West Lebanon is on a boom, everything
is coming our way this spring." His friends are
pleased to learn of this prosperity and are sure
that Mr. Beatty will get a generous share of it.

L. M. Heaton, Flora, Ind., is a jeweler,
barber and breeder of Shetland ponies. His breed
of ponies have a widespread reputation.

Miss Flo Dennis, of Westfield, Ind., has been
an indirect sufferer from a smallpox scare in her
town. Having been exposed to the disease she
was quarantined.

A hunter is reported to have made a ghastly
find in the swamps near Morocco, Ind. It was a
human skeleton dressed in clothes that were rot-
ten. The bones still held together. It is thought
that the body can be identified by the jewelry
found on the clothing. In one pocket was a nickel
case open-faced watch with an elk's head on the
back, a chain and locket and a match box. On
the coat lapel was a Woodman's pin.

N. W. Rector has opened a new and well-
stocked jewelry store at Culver, Ind. Mr. Rector
is credited with being the most popular merchant
in that town.

The Sturgell Jewelry Company is a new con-
cern that recently opened up at Paris, ill. H. N.
White, western traveler for Baldwin-Miller Com-
pany, sold the firm their opening bill.

Joseph Meyer, of Brookston, Ind., visited In-
dianapolis last month and reported the sale of his
jewelry business (Joseph Meyer & Co.) to H. H.
Bowman, a recent graduate of a western horo-
logical school. Mr. Meyer will take an extended
vacation before re-entering commercial life.

J. B. Dennis, of Williamsport, Ind., spent a
couple of days in Indianapolis last month and
purchased a nice bill of goods for the home store.
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HE. trend of women's fashions makes it practi-
cally certain that bracelets will be largely worn
again this year, and it is as good as settled that

there is going to be a brisk business in them throughout
the Summer.

Obviously, the thing to do, therefore, will be to
make an especially good showing of bracelets at the
beginning of the season.

The hundreds of jewelers who have sold it in the
past will not need be told that

SIA/vVONS AMILLA 
is the best bracelet to show—because it is the most practi-
cal, the most attractive, the most salable bracelet that has
yet been made.

Should there be any doubt in your mind upon that
point, it will be quickly dispelled when you examine the
simple, yet substantial joint and catch construction and
see the line of varied and beautiful Armilla patterns at
the jobbers.

Nearly Ready
We have nearly ready for
distribution a

NEW 48-PAGE
CATALOGUE

that will be of especial interest to

every jeweler who carries gold-filled

goods.

It will contain illustrations of a

great number of our hest selling

patterns in Vest and Lorgnette

Chains and Fobs, as well as our
newest designs in Neck and Fancy

Bead Chains, and Simmons

Armillas, also Lockets, Chatelaine

Pins, Seals, Eye Glass Chains, etc.

The catalogue will be mailed

postage paid upon request. Write

at once and insure getting a copy;

you will find it well worth sending

for—and preserving.

R. F. SIMMONS
COMPANY

Main Office and Works

ATTLEBORO
MASS.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS
9-13 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO SALESROOMS
42 Madison Street
(Heyworth Building)

May, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

We do not deem it necessary to dwell long
at the present writing upon the business conditions
of the Northwest, but to speak briefly of the
prospects. Judging from the reports gathered
from different enterprises and commercial centers,
we feel that we can safely say that this is to be
a great year for the Northwest, as formerly pre-
dicted. Many emigrants from all parts of the East
and South have been seen passing through the
Twin Cities on their way to different sections of
the Northwest States and Canada, most of whom
have their hearts and minds filled with the
covetous desire of becoming land owners in this
rich and prosperous farming country. Many
others are locating in the different towns and
cities, which are so rapidly growing, that they,
too, may establish their different enterprises in a
country that holds before them a future of pros-
perity.

E. J. Smith, jeweler in the Phcenix
Minneapolis, was recently elected record keeper
of Thistle Tent, K. 0. T. M.

We wish to correct an error in statement
which crept into an item published in our April
issue, relating to the well-known wholesale jewelry
firm of S. H. Clausin & Co., of Minneapolis. The
wording of this item would intimate that the
firm had recently moved into new quarters. This
removal took place August I, 19°8, since which
time the firm has been located in its present fine
quarters at 13-15-17 South Sixth Street, as the
trade are, of course, well aware. The item also
referred to the firm as one of the largest whole-
sale and retail jobbing houses in the Northwest.
The use of the word "retail" was erroneous, it
being well known to the retail jewelers of the
Northwest that the firm of S. H. Clausin & Co.
is, and always has been, exclusively wholesale, a
policy which has been much appreciated by the
retail trade and which has been one of the factors
in the firm's success. Realizing that the erroneous
statement might possibly do the firm an injustice,
we hasten to make this unqualified correction.

E. W. Larson, of Larson & Larson, Bemidji,
Minn., will spend about three months in New
York City taking a post-graduate course in optics.

G. H. Goodwin, Tracy, Minn., spent three
weeks on his horse ranch in Montana.

The Twin City Jobbers' Association held its
regular monthly meeting April 15th in the rooms
of the St. Paul Commercial Club. Preceding the
regular business meeting was the usual banquet.

N. Palson, formerly with Blumenkranz
Jewelry Company, has opened a new store at 20
South Sixth Street, Minneapolis.

Sam R. Goldstein has purchased the stock
and fixtures of the Weisman Jewelry Company,
213 Washington Avenue, South Minneapolis.

H. J. Wagner, manager of A. G. Scherf's
jewelry store at Red Wing, Minn., spent Easter
Sunday with friends in St. Paul.

Bernard Johnson, of Nome, N. Dak., attended
the funeral of his sister-in-law at Rushford,

and on his way home stopped at St. Paul
to attend to some business matters. Mr. Johnson
is talking of moving to St. Paul if he can sell 
out his mbusiness

May.

at Noe.
Vehon & Goodman, wholesale jewelers of St.

Paul, will put on another traveling salesman the
1st of 

B. Kaplan, who conducts a jewelry store at
303 North Washington Avenue, Minneapolis, has
increased his force and will in the future do
"trade watchmaking" more extensively.

J. N. Bernstein, formerly with L. Finkelstein,
wholesale jeweler, of St. Paul, and M. Kaufman
have a new wholesale jewelry firm
which is located at 203 East Fourth Street, St.
Paul. The new firm will be known as the Kaufman
Jewelry Company and will handle high-grade
watches and jewelry. With Mr. Bernstein as
manager the company will, no doubt, meet with
Success.

Carl Sischo, traveling salesman for Sischo &
Bieatrrdi,potoof the 

Coast
aul,returnecs1 

States.
of April from

his 

L. H. Vehon and wife, of the firm of Vehon
& Goodman, have gone to Phcenix, Ariz., for
Mr. Vehon's health, which he reports as being
greatly improved. They will return later this
month.

L. H. Deeny, formerly with M. L. Finkelstein,
St. Paul, has opened a jewelry store at Mell-
stone, Mont. Mr. Deeny has a host of friends in
the Twin Cities who will unite with us in wishing
him success.

S. Shafer, 234 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis,
has recently remodeled his store and put in a
new front which is quite an improvement.

T. V. Thompson has moved to his new loca-
tion at 275 Cedar Avenue, Minneapolis.

Theodore Schaal, of Hastings, Minn., has
opened a hew store at that place.

J. N. Drake, of Preston, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities buying goods and transacting other
business.

Harry L. Weatherwax, of Hatton, N. Dak.,
was in the Twin Cities a few days buying goods
and taking a short diversion from the cares of
his store.

K. H. Knudsvig, of Reynolds, N. Dak., was
seen among the out-of-town visitors during the
past month.

J. Martinsen, of Stillwater, Minn., was in St.
Paul on business.

G. L. Thompson, formerly with his brother,
A. L. Thompson, at Mayville, N. Dak., has ac-
cepted a position as watchmaker with R. M.
Gardner, of Bowman, N. Dak.

Rastnus Nelson has opened a jewelry store at
Bowinger, N. Dak.

A. G. Scherf, of Red Wing, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities on business.

J. L. Boline, of Winthrop, Minn., was in St.
Paul buying goods.

Farley W. and Arden F. Johnson, who con-
ducts the Northwestern Jewelry Company, at 750
Northwestern Building, Minneapolis, are making
great headway and will, no doubt, be counted
among the big ones in the near future.

Ben Levy has opened a new jewelry store at
238 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis, which is first-
class in every respect. Mr. Levy will be ably as-
sisted by his two sons who, by the way, are not
novices in the business.

George L. Flaberty who, for the past twelve
years, was identified with the Carter Jewelry
Company, at Fort Dodge, Iowa, has resigned his
position to go into business. Mr. Flaherty was the
recipient of a fine gold watch, given him by Mr.
Carter as a token of appreciation of his long and
faithful service.

J. P. Iverson has accepted a position with
L. K. L. Koch, proprietor of the optical depart-
ment of the Powers Mercantile Company, Minne-
apolis. Mr. Iverson was formerly with S. Swan-
son, 52 Third Street, Minneapolis.

The employees of Ed. F. Mayer, manufactur-
ing jeweler of Butte, Mont., took a trip to Ana-
conda, Mont., to visit the large smelters there.
They report a very pleasant and interesting trip.

G. L. Flaherty and William Jones, of Fort
Dodge, Iowa, spent a few days in the Twin Cities
enroute to North Dakota, where they will spend
the summer on one of Mr. Flaberty's farms.

All of the jobbing houses in Minneapolis have
agreed to close Saturday afternoons during the
summer.

Harry Sandham, of the National Business
College, Minneapolis, will leave soon for Los
Angeles, Cal., to spend a few months with his
parents.

Ralph Seigrist, traveling salesman for the
A. L. Haman watch house, St. Paul, has been
calling on the trade in the larger cities through-
out Illinois and Missouri. This is one of the
best known wholesale watch houses in the country
and handles only the best in movements and cases.

W. G. Shane, of Chrisholm, Minn., has sold
out his jewelry store at that place and will move
to Michigan, where he will go into business with
his brother. Mr. Shane has sold to Tripp Sr Class.

Thieves recently broke into the jewelry store
of C. S. Sutter, 388 Wabasha Street, St. Paul,
and stole about $200 worth of silverware and
jewelry. There is no clue as to who the thieves
were.

John Nelson, formerly with J. Johnston SE Co.,
Esterville, Iowa, was in St. Paul buying goods.
He will locate somewhere in the West.
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C. A. Hoskins has purchased the stock and
fixtures of the Fisk Johnson Jewelry Company
and will conduct the business under that name in
the future.

R. L. Cole, of Minneapolis, will leave soon
for Butte, Mont., where he has secured a position
as optician in one of the leading jewelry stores.

The Minnesota State Board of Optometry
met at the old Capitol Building, St. Paul. There
were twenty-eight applications for certificates and
eighteen of them were successful in passing the
examination. The following were the fortunate
ones: Arnie Askelund, C. E. Stenquist, S. M.
Marsh, G. Gabriel, F. A. Zimmerman, all of Min-
neapolis; J. W. Mills and Mrs. Mildred M. Taylor,
Marshal, Minn.; C. W. Logan, Herman, Minn.;
H. B. Baudle, Spring Valley, Minn.; J. E. Ebaugh,
Glenwood, Iowa ; J. C. Lepler, Clara City, Minn.;
H. B. Main, Duluth, Minn.; T. A. Dybol, Wendell,
Minn.; Miss H. Kristianson, Ellendale, Minn.;
A. W. Temple, P. R. Borringer, M. A. Schweiker
and L. R. Farmer, of St. Paul.

. The new board is composed of the following:
I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn., president; C.
A. Snell, Minneapolis, secretary; H. O. Schleuder,
Springfield, Minn.; H. M. Hitchcock, Red Wood
Falls, Minn., and I. W. Langaard, St. Paul.

L. L. DeMars, of the DeMars Optical School,
Minneapolis, is justly proud of the fact that his
fifteen graduates passed the State Board without
any trouble.

W. D. Gordon, of Gordon & Co., Minneapolis,
spent a few weeks in Wisconsin on business.

Newton H. Schweiker has opened an optical
store at Missoula, Mont. Mr. Schweiker is well
known to many of the Northwestern opticians,
having had charge of the manufacturing side of
Sischo & Beard's optical department at St. Paul
for the last two and a half years.

The Minnesota State Board of Optometry,
through Senator Shaller, of Dakota County, have
secured the passage of Senate Bill No. 532. This
bill does not materially affect the optometry law.
It merely regulates the appointment of the State
Board.

The Minnesota State Board of Optometry has
asked for an opinion of the Attorney-General re-
garding the educational clause of the optometry
law. If his construction will permit the board
will, in the future, require all applicants to pass
a satisfactory examination in common school
branches.

Arnie Askeland, of Minneapolis, has accepted
a position with Sischo & Beard, St. Paul. He has
charge of the optical manufacturing department.

L. M. Nelson has accepted a position with S.
Swanson, 52 South Third Street, Minneapolis.

Following are the names of out-of-town
jewelers and opticians seen in the Twin Cities
during the past month : J. N. Drake, of Preston,
Minn.; Harry L. Weatherwan, of Hatton, N.
Dak.; K. H. Knudsvig, Reynolds, N. Dak.; J.
Martinsen, of Stillwater, Minn.; G. L. Thompson,
Bowman, N. Dak.; J. L. Bolin, Winthrop, Minn.;
George T. Flaherty, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, John
Nelson, of Esterville, Iowa; J. W. Mills, Marshal,
Minn.; Mrs. Mildred M. Taylor, of Marshal,
Minn.; J. W. Logan, Herman, Minn.; H. B.
Baudle, Spring Valley, Minn.; J. E. Ebaugh,
Glenwood, Iowa ; J. C. Lepler, Clara City, Minn.;
H. B. Main, Duluth, Minn.; H. J. Wagner, Red
Wing, Minn.. Bernard Johnson, Nome, N. Dak.;
T. A. Dybol., Wendell, Minn.; Peder Gaalaas,
Stillwater, Minn.; Miss H. Kristianson, of Ellen-
dale, Minn.

Auto Lamps that Turn With the For-
ward Carriage

A device which makes possible the turning of
automobile lamps with the steering apparatus, so
that the track taken by an automobile in running
around curves will be as well illuminated as a
straight stretch of road, has been patented by an
Ohio inventor. With automobile lamps station-
arily attached to the frame of the machine, as is
now customary, the illuminated stretch, when
going around a curve or a circular track is away
off in the fields or on the side of some one's house
instead of on the path the machine is taking.

The apparatus is attached to the steering
wheel, so that the turning of this wheel not only
swings the forward wheels but the lamps as well.



iATES & BACON
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

HIGH GRADE, GOLD FILLED CHAINS,
LOCKETS and BRACELETS

NEW YORK. MAIDEN LANE CHICA(iO, 103 STATE STREET

The " BEST " Safety Fob

The " Winna " Strongest Joint and Catch Bracelet
on the Market
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A PEEP INTO OUR LETTER FILES
Here are two out of hundreds of unsolicited letters, taken at randion from our files

BAY CITY, MICH., Ang. 28, '05.
" We herewith enclose check for cases as agreed. The cases are very satis-

factory indeed and we are delighted with them. We have every reason to
helieve that they will be a profitable investment. You have certainly filled
your part of the contract in a faultless manner, and we appreciate it. You
can refer any Intending purchasers to us at any time you choose."

ROMER, LOVELL itc CO.
SAUGATUCK. 5ItcR., Feb. 9, '09.

"Please fincPenclosed check in payment of fixtures just installed. I wish
to say that In appearance, quality and finish, you have done more than con-
tract called for. It is a pleasure to show my customers the fine points of the
fixtures and how well they are made." CHAS. W. PARRISH.

This mark is on every case we make. It stands for high
quality, fair price and a square deal. When you bo■
show cases, see that this mark is on them. Send to-day
for catalog illustrating our entire line.

hf1nza4t4 eiwze Ga41 Go:
926 Jefferson Avenue GRANI) RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
732 Broadway, New York 233-35 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III. 803 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Potter Fixtures Co., 515 Market St., San Francisco,Cal., Sales Agents for California, Nevada, Arizona, N. Mexico

Fine Pocket Cutlery
WITH ENAMEL PANELS THAT DO NOT CRACK

Made in appropriate designs
and colors for the leading
SECRET SOCIETIES and
fraternal organizations. Side
panels are of heavy sterling
silver.

Our BLADES
are made in America of
the very best English Elks
crucible steel, hardened
and tempered by experienced work-
men,and will take and retain a razor-
like edge. A neat leather case is fur-
nished with each knife.

No stock is complete without a stock of these
knives. If your jobber can't supply you, write
us direct.

The
Williams & Anderson Co.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Eagles
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Fashionable society is manifesting more after-
Lenten liberality this year than last. Gifts for the
early weddings have been more pretentious and
the best of that season is to come. Retailers, gen-
erally, report a good business along that line and
the displays on Woodward Avenue are beautiful
and full of new patterns in all kinds of silver.

Grainger-Hannan Company, the "Gorham
Shop," has a great variety of silver services, in-
cluding one $17oo martele set that is of exquisite
workmanship. Wright, Kay & Co. have been
making a fine window display of silver, while
John Kay & Co., Traub Brothers, Rolshoven and
others have an excellent selection.

Along general lines the trade is not so good.
Business is still lagging somewhat this season
in all lines except the automobile industry and the
effect is felt by the jewelers more than most other.
branches of trade in Detroit. By comparison with
a year ago, things are not as bad, however.

The new organization among the leading re-
tailers, which is to be after the plan of the
24-Karat Club of New York, is not yet completed
although the understanding is that it will be taken
up soon. Such an association cannot but be of
good to the trade.

Two changes in location which may be a
forerunner of an eventual shifting of the whole-
sale jewelry center, occur May 1st. The Charles
A. Berkey Company and Mathauer & Koester
move from their locations at Ito and ro6 Wood-
ward Avenue, respectively, to 193 Woodward
Avenue, where they will have the second and third
floors of the Brown Building. This new location
is in the center of the retail district. There has
been a trend of business northward and the new
arrangement of car lines which is being planned
now will bring trade still further up Woodward
Avenue, it is thought.

There has been a proposition on for a year
to erect a Jewelers' Building to house all the
wholesale firms, and a fine site on Washington
Boulevard was discussed, adjacent to the whole-
sale optical firms which are all near that thor-
oughfare. This project has been abandoned on
account of differences in length of leases and the
removal of the two firms mentioned is the first
consequence. The plan for a general building
may be revived in a year or so, however, when an
agreement can be had as to expiring leases on
premises now occupied by the various whole-
sale firms.

Two firms which recently moved onto Wood-
ward Avenue above the Campus had a narrow
escape from fire last month. These are the
Weyhing Brothers Manufacturing Company and
Edwards, Haldeman & Co., who are in new
quarters in the building at 14r-145 Woodward
Avenue, opposite Wright, Kay & Co. Heyn's
Bazaar, which occupied the adjoining building,
was burned out early in the month and it required
the utmost efforts of the fire department to keep
the fire from spreading. As it was, some damage
‘vas done by water to the quarters occupied by the
Jewelers,

Frank J. Roehm, 202 Bamlet Building, filed a
trust mortgage, naming George E. Bohm, of the
Bohm Adjustment Agency, as trustee, with t the city
clerk April rsth. His liabilities amount to
$3548.94 and his goods are appraised at $1300.
Mr. Roehm was formerly in business with his
father but has conducted a separate establishment
for seven years.

Hugo A. Fechheimer, who was recently dis-
charged in bankruptcy, has opened a new store in
the Wetherbee Building on Farmer Street. He
formerly conducted a store near this place with
success, his later financial difficulties being due
to a disadvantageous change of location.

Charles Walker & Co.'s store in Flint was
robbed the night of April nth of a considerable
quantity of watches, rings and jewelry such as
could be easily carried away. Mr. Walker's father
was very ill at the time, which added one troubleto another. The crime was evidently committedby professionals front the selection of goods made.

Trustee Edward Wunsch, in charge of the
affairs of Arch. E. McIntosh, bankrupt, recently
disposed of a quantity of watches which came
into his hands after the bulk of the goods had
been disposed of. Mr. McIntosh returned to the
store and had G. E. Al titer, who had bought the
stock, lock these watches up in the safe. They were
turned over by Miller to the trustee, who had
them appraised and offered for sale.

The firm of LeHeup & Thomas, 82 Michigan
Avenue, which has been in business for twenty
years, has undergone a change. E. E. Thomas
bought out his partner's interest May tat and the
latter has made arrangements to open up a new
store at 343 Woodward Avenue. He is now tak-
ing an optical course in connection with this move.

The Nvatchmaking school conducted in connec-
tion with the Y. M. C. A. Technical Institute, with
Waldemar Gepp as instructor, is progressing finely
and its success seems assured. There are already
a dozen pupils and those who have been working
to get the school into being are confident that it
will have 100 pupils before another year has
passed. Evening sessions three nights a week
have been held, but it is expected that day sessions
will soon be in order. The jewelers are interested
in the school inasmuch as competent watchmakers
have not always been easy to obtain.

A number of Detroit jewelers and opticians
went to Saginaw April 28th to install a new nest
of Ku-Kiss there, at the time of the retailers'
convention.

Quite unusual in many of its features will be
the enlarged store of John Kay & Co., on the
second floor of the Majestic Building, after July
1st. This firm has made arrangements to occupy
adjoining rooms, which will double their floor
space, and extensive alterations will be made in
connection with this plan. When John Kay
opened his new store on the second floor of this
building there was a question as to whether high-
class trade could be attracted to a shop not lo-
cated on the ground floor. Results have shown the
success of the plan and the enlargement is a
consequence. The store opens off the marble
court of the Majestic Building, and its inner
front will consist almost entirely of plate glass,
with small show windows adapted after a Parisian
idea. The firm will continue to handle only the
more expensive grades of jewelry, silver and
precious stones.

A show window of Hugh Connolly's store at
State and Griswold Streets was blown in during
the gale of April 7th. The window was filled
entirely with turquoise jewelry mounted on cards
and the wind took these and scattered them far
and wide, some of the goods being recovered two
blocks away from the store, while one card lodged
Oil a third story window ledge of the building op-
posite. Naturally, some of the jewelry was not
recovered.

G. W. Stolz, a prominent Saginaw retailer,
spent a large portion of the month visiting eastern
manufacturing plants from the Attleboros to Lan-
caster, Pa. He also visited New York, Philadel-
phia and Boston.

Robbers entered the store of the Imperial
Jewelry Company the night of April gth and
carried away a great deal of the more easily
movable goods, including watches, rings, chains,
a necklace and miscellaneous jewelry. The rob-
bers had plenty of time to get away, as their
depredations were not discovered until morning,
when it was found that the goods taken amounted
to several hundred dollars in value.

W. J. Brown, who opened a new store at
Woodward Avenue and Congress Street last
winter, has given tip the jewelry line largely and
is devoting most of his store to the sale of postal
cards, souvenirs and small wares.

Dr. J. S. McGlaughlin, who was formerly in
the jewelry business at Wyandotte, has been re-
elected Mayor of that city.

The April meeting of Detroit Nest of Ku-Kus,
No. 5, held the first Thursday in the month t was
a lively affair, four candidates being initiated.
They were Waldemar Gepp, John J. Lane, Alvin
H. George and Glenn C. Hill. This was the first
meeting at which the new officers acted. It was
decided that the Detroit Nest will send a degree
team to the convention of the Ohio jewelers and
optometrists at Cedar Point in June to exemplify
the ritual of the Detroit Nest. A number of local
Ku-Kus will accompany the degree team.
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The opening of the baseball season April 14th
brought a number of out-of-town jewelers into
Detroit. Among these was W. F. King, Jr., of
Adrian, who never misses an event of this kind
if he can help it.

Wallace Kay, of John Kay & Co., spent a
week in New York early in the month.

The Jewelers' Board of Trade held its monthly
meeting April 16th. For the first time in many
months there was no matter of large importance
rp for consideration and the members spent the
after-dinner session in social chat.

Otis W. Whitt, who has recently been pro-
moted to the position of foreman of Wright, Kay
& Co.'s factory, spent some time in the East visit-
ing manufacturing plants there. Anthony Ross
has been made foreman of the stationery depart-
ment of the same firm, replacing William Kernan,
who has gone into business for himself. Both of
these promoted employes have been with the firm
for a number of years.

A model yacht was the center of a most
attractive display of trophies ill Noack & Gorenflo's
show window during part of the past month.

F. A. Mathauer, of Mathauer & Koester,
spent the earlier part of the month in a trip
through southern Michigan.

J. P. Miggeman, a veteran jeweler of Lexing-
ton, died early in the month.

One of the five members of the Mayor's Com-
mittee on Street Railway Investigation, who went
to Cleveland last month, was Frank Kennedy,
President of the Detroit Jewelers' Board of Trade.
He was particularly concerned with the municipal
ownership angle of the Cleveland situation, on
which he will make a report later. Hugh Con-
nolly, another jeweler, also took a part in street
railway discussion last month, being chairman of
a meeting in the North Woodward M. E. Church,
at which municipal ownership and operation of
street railways was debated.

W. A. Kentlehner has acquired the Thompson
jewelry stock and store, at Lansing, and will con-
tinue the business there.

Thoma's Yake was in Detroit early in the
month to purchase new fixtures for his store and
also to lay in new stock.

E. W. Krainbrink, traveling for Charles A.
Berkey Company, was in Ohio last month.

R. H. Brabb has sold his store at Ypsilanti to
Sweitzer Brothers, of Mt. Clemens, and has re-
moved to California. The business will be con-
tinued by the new owners.

Fred Tews, of Lenox, was in Detroit last
month to purchase goods.

0. F. Hawks, of Whittaker, was a purchaser
in this market the middle of the month.

Harry Sidman, of Detroit, will make his home
at Tecumseh during the summer, having purchased
some property there.

Harry Dorweld, of Luths, Dorweld & Haller,
found good business in the northern part of the
State last month. George Haller, of the same
firm, visited the trade in the southern part of the
State.

Charles W. Warren has taken up his summer
residence at Royal Oak. .
giveli. D. Patterson, of Port Huron, has been

his discharge in bankruptcy.
R. G. Hinkley, of Holly, has effected a com-

promise with his creditors on a 25 per cent. basis.
Charles Kellar, salesman for Noack & Gorenflo,

was ill at his home the first two weeks of April.
W. B. Murray, of East Tawas, had an opera-

tion performed at Harper Hospital, Detroit, last
month.

H. R. Stevenson has moved to St. Ignace,
from Wolverine, Mich.

Mrs. C. H. Miner, wife of the Cohoctah
jeweler, died early in the month.

F. L. Showerman, of Ypsilanti, was in the
city early in the month to replenish his stock.

Wright, Kay & Co. have had a beautiful dis-
play of silver gilt reproductions of famous antique
cups, which attracted considerable attention. The
same firm furnished the loving cup which was
presented to Charles M. Schwab by a party of
prominent Detroit business men, who were the
guests of the steel magnate at Bethlehem, Pa., for
two days during the month.

M. J. Haldeman, of Edwards, Haldeman &
Co., returned to Detroit recently, after a trip
through the eastern States, where he found busi-
ness good.
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A SERIAL STORY BY ase
Author of "How to Slumber Peacefully"; "How to Increase Your Bank Account," etc.

CHARACTERS: MR. KANT FOOLE (A Prosperous Jeweler) MRS. HIGH TONE (A Prospective and Critical Customer)
TIME: The Present. PLACE: A Jewelry Store Out West

you my line of rings, I buy these rings direct from the
MRS. HIGH TONE: I think I will take this coral manufacturers, The QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.,

cameo ring for myself and this turquoise matrix ring for Buffalo, N.Y., and as they carry every style of ring in
my daughter ; I know these stones are all the rage now. every size, they give their customers the privilege of

MR. KANT FooLE: How about the size of them ? sending in any of their rings which are not the correct
are they both the correct size ? size,and they will send one of the same design, in the size

MRS. HIGH TONE : The one for myself is just a desired, in exchange without any charge whatsoever.
snug fit, but the one for my daughter is considerably MRS. HIGH TONE: I suppose, where it is only a
too large. Her ring size is size four. matter of changing one size, you do it here, as the ex-

MR. KANT FOOLE: I f you are in a hurry for it, I can pressage both ways must be quite an item in a year.
cut it down in my shop ; but being three and a half sizes MR. KANT FOOLE: No, unless the customer is in
too large may weaken the stone in the setting while sizing. a hurry for it. My only expense for this ring of yours

MRS. HIGH TONE: Well, what else is there to be will be two cents for postage ; I send it in by sealed
done but to cut it down in order to get the correct size ? ordinary mail, and they return it the same way without

MR. KANT FOOLE: As I told you, when I showed charges for exchange or mailing. ( Continued in June Number)
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The Object of Our
Instruction

to produce competent workmen without loss of time.
We receive many letters asking whether a student who
comes here with some previous experience is required
to go over the entire course. Our reply is, that
because we teach individually, it is not necessary for
the student to go over ground which he has air( ady
covered, but we always test him to learn whether he
has learned proper methods of doing what he already
can do, and we generally find that we can show him
better or quicker ways of accomplishing some of the
operations he has been doing, and we can correct such
deficiencies in a very short time. Then he is ready
to advance into new and higher subjects with the
assurance that he is building on a perfectly sound
foundation. Our pleasure is to impart the knowledge
which can be converted unceasingly into hard cash.
Send for our catalogue, which is full of new ideas.

T" EZRA F. BOWMAN
TECHNICAL SCHOOL

of Watchmaking and Engraving

Lancaster, Pa.

GET BETTER RESULTS
by displaying your merchandise in the most attractive and
inviting way. That's one of the principles we follow in the
manufacture of show cases.

Catalteeti 50ezZa Cauo
not only accomplish this result for the merchant, but they go a step farther
than any other case made. They display the goods in the same attractive
manner even after years of service for they're built from materials that stand
the wear. Ours are the only cases on the market to-day made from real
quarter-sawed oak and sold at a plain oak price. That one fact alone is worth
investigating—shall we send our complete catalog on the subject?

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY

ichita. K ans.. 314 Barnes Bldg.
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, l'ex.„108 'Frost Bldg.

ILLINOIS

San Francisco. 1034 Geary St.
Jacksonville. Fla.. 20-28 Julia St.
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Trade conditions have been in a very un-
satisfactory condition the past month. There have
been few weddings to stimulate the retail trade
and nothing very remarkable doing among the
jobbers. Most of the local dealers report collec-
tions fairly good. Other lines than jewelry report
their collections not good.

General business conditions in all lines are
improving but prices are being shot to pieces.
This is especially so among the steel industries.
It has developed into a "dog eat dog" proposition
and it is hard to tell the ultimate result. Shipping
interests are practically at a standstill over labor
troubles. The big boat operators on the Great
Lakes have set out this spring to maintain "open
shop" on all the freighters. This has produced
a strike among the different mechanical depart-
ments, into which the workmen have entered with
determination to dominate the policy for the year.
It is a foregone conclusion that they will lose
the fight, as there is too much unemployed labor
in the market.

L. M. Sigler, of Sigler Brothers Company,
was down to his office last month for the first time
since December r9th. A prolonged and painful
illness has had its hold on him, but now he is
on the rapid road to recovery.

The past month saw the passing away of a very
well-known jeweler, L. H. Brunner, of Brunner
Brothers Company. He was born in Switzerland
in 1847 and at an early age he came to Cleveland
and started in the jewelry manufacturing business
with a Mr. Kidd, who was a pioneer in this town.
About 1867 he started with a limited capital and
by hard work he gathered together a goodly por-
tion of this world's goods, only to have the panic
of 1893 and its succeeding years of hard times
rob him of it all. In 1896 the business was
dosed out and he went West to recuperate his
health. In two years he returned and organized
the present firm of Brunner Brothers, of which
he was senior member at his death. Mr. Brunner
was very prominent in Masonic circles. He was
a 32d degree man; also member of Al Korai
Temple of the Shrine and Oriental Commandery.
The deceased has long been known as a manufac-
turer of Masonic goods, which had a wide sale
Iii this country.

C. C. Sigler and wife returned last month
from an extensive trip to Italy, Germany, Austria
and Switzerland.

Henry F. Jordan, of the Cowell & Hubbard
Company, will be married April 27th to an
estimable lady of Chicago. THE KEYSTONE ex-
tends its heartiest congratulations.

F. B. Strawn & Brother, in the Old Arcade,
have taken Ole entire store room they now occupy
so as to better cater to their growing trade.

The old store and fixtures of the late A. D.
Ernne, in the Colonial Arcade, have been sold to
Charles Schiesgold, who will continue the business.

Richard Schauweker, of Schauweker Brothers
Company, Colonial Arcade, has sold his interest
in the business and removed to Springfield, Mass.,
where he will engage in the retail shoe business.

F. L. Haldy, of the Cowell & Hubbard Com-
pany, sailed last month for Europe on the Patricia.
He will meet his son abroad and an extensive
trip through the Continent will be taken. He will
return about June ist.

E. J. Dister, 2700 Lorain Avenue, will remove
the 1st of the month V; a new store two doors
away, where all new fixtures have been installed.

Fred Lewis, of the Lewis Jewelry Company,
Colonial Arcade, is in California on a trip with
his wife.

The store of Moses Ginsburg, Woodland
Avenue, was recently damaged by a fire in the
store next door to him. A dispute over the in-
surance having arisen, it was decided to appoint
three appraisers to settle the claim—Charles Ramp,
of Scribner & Loehr Co.; Fred. Storm and C. C.
Sigler. As Mr. Sigler was on the way from
Europe the appraisers had to postpone the valua-
tion of the stock until his return.

Arthur D. Weed, of Bowler & Burdick Co.,
was called last month to Painesville by the sudden
death of his mother.

The Rogers-Thomas-Dodd Company have re-
cently made extensive changes to their store front
in order to display a line of leather novelty goods
which they have just added.

A new concern to the jewelry industry in this
town is the Unique Monogram Company, 1930
East Sixth Street. A specialty will be made of
brass and silver monograms for bags and autos.

F. M. Geer, of the Geer-Galley Company, will
soon remove his business to Superior Avenue,
near 89th Street.

R. Russell, the St. Clair Avenue jeweler, will
remove soon to Superior Avenue and East 112th
Street.

George F. Medina, has purchased the
store now occupied by H. H. Brainard and will
remodel and occupy it as soon as possible. Mr.
Brainard has leased one-half the store of Mrs.
Jackson's millinery establishment.

The Webb C. Ball Watch Company are the
only jewelry concern that have yet entered the lists
for our Cleveland exposition of domestic manu-
factures that will be held in June. The Ball Com-
pany will enter a line of their railroad and com-
mercial "Ball" watches.

The following jewelers were in town last
month : Charles Dexheimer, Bedford; F. D.
Crampton, Burton; D. Lconheiser, Huron; J. E.
Kurtz, Minerva; H. H. Brainard, Medina; Benja-
min Moseley, Willoughby; The Kintner JewelrY
Company, Painesville; L. J. Goddard, Ravenna.

iSAN FRANCISCO
- LETTER

The clearings of the banks of the principal
cities of the United States during the week just
closed showed an enormous increase over those
of the corresponding week in 1908. The aggregate
was $3,411,279,000, as against $2,156,606,000. That
is quite a record and shows that the country is
fast getting back to the high road of prosperity.
The clearings of San Francisco were $36,743,000,
an increase of 20 per cent. over the corresponding
week of 1908.

Col. A. Andrews, the celebrated retail
jeweler of San Francisco, will reproduce his
world-famed establishment at 50 Kearney Street,
this city. The new store will be an exact duplicate
of his old establishment that was previously
located on Montgomery Street. This gentleman's
temporary store is now located at 9o9 Van Ness
Avenue, and it will be about three months before
their new downtown location is ready for occu-
pancy.

S. F. Hollander and wife, who are connected
with the retail jewelry interests of Eureka, spent
a two weeks' vacation in San Francisco last month.

J. Macowsky, retail jeweler of 784 Market
Street, San Francisco, is refinishing the interior
of his new store and will install a complete set
of new wall mirrors.

A. Hansen, the leading retail jeweler of
Seattle, Wash., passed through San Francisco late
last month after having toured the entire southern
section of California in his own automobile. The
run up from Los Angeles to San Francisco was
very much enjoyed by Mr. Hansen and his party.

The California Jewelry Company beg to ad-
vise the trade that they have established the first
diamond cutting works in the West. This means
that the local trade can have faulty stones recut
in this market instead of sending to New York.
This new enterprise is receiving the hearty sup-
port of all of the wholesale diamond merchants
in this city.

The United Jewelry Company, who were for-
merly located on Filmore Street, at Post, have
moved into a new and attractive store at 774
Market Street. This is the third jewelry establish-
ment that has opened in this new bijilding in the
last four months.

Hon. Eugene Wachorst, who is connected
with the pioneer jewelry firm of H. Wachorst &
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Co., of Sacramento, called on his friends in the
wholesale jewelry district recently and returned
after having bought several bills of Easter novel-
ties.

Sorenson Company, the progressive retail
jewelers of this city, have erected a very imposing
four-dialed street clock in front of their 1717
Market Street store. This new ornament is one
of the latest and finest of the E. Howard Clock
Company, of Boston.

After having sawed a panel of a rear door of
A. Hirschman & Co.'s retail jewelry store
at 1641 Van Ness Avenue, one morning recently,
the burglars discovered that they had severed the
burglar alarm wires and beat a hasty retreat,
without taking any booty with them.

Julius F. Lange was sentenced for six months
in the county jail by Police Judge Conlan on a
charge of petty larceny. Lange was accused of
having embezzled jewelry valued at $47.50 from
Carrau & Green on August 29th last. Attorney
Sweeney asked that a fine be imposed and notified
the Court he would appeal the jail sentence.

Harry Ekstrom, the retail jeweler of Santa
Rosa, Cal., passed away suddenly on March 14th.
Mr. Ekstrom was located in the above city for
the last twenty-five years. He leaves a widow
and two sons.

A. P. Shattuck, who was formerly located in
San Francisco as a representative for eastern
manufacturers, has accepted a position with the
well-known manufacturing firm of Ford & Car-
penter, of Providence, R. I., and will travel for
their mutual interests. This is very gratifying
to the many friends of Mr. Shattuck on the Pacific
Coast as they fell they will have the pleasure of
seeing him periodically during the year.

J. A. Carlquist, the retail jeweler of Turlock,
Cal., was among the out-of-town tradesmen on
a buying expedition last month.

A. Engelhardt, who was formerly located at
443 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco, is now
nicely located inIa small store in the heart of the
commercial district, 22 Montgomery Street.

John Hood, one of the leading retail jewelers
of Santa Rosa, Cal., paid the wholesale jewelry
district a visit a short time ago in search of novel-
ties for his Easter business.

Clarence P. Jacobs, formerly with the Globe
Jewelry Company, of Globe, Ariz., has opened a
very attractive new retail jewelry establishment in
Vallejo, Cal.

H. C. Paulson, of the retail jewelry firm of
the same name, of Sonora, Cal., paid this city his
semi-annual visit and, incidentally, purchased
some very desirable seasonable novelties.

R. R. Young, retail jeweler of Orland, Cal.,
was also noticed among the out-of-town trades-
men buying in some of the local wholesale jewelry
houses.

Burr W. Freer, Pacific Coast representative
for a number of the eastern manufacturers, left
this city on April 7th for an extended eastern
trip. Mr. Freer will be away for about eight
weeks and will make his annual visit to the several
factories he represents.

George Greenzweig and wife left home on
April 2d for a two months' trip between here and
New York. Mr. Greenzweig is one of the pioneer
jewelers of the Pacific Coast. His office is located
at 150 Post Street.

Leo and Burt Nordman, of the Nordman
Brothers Company, left San Francisco on April
5th on a three months' vacation. Both of the
boys will sail from New York on April 13th on
the North German Lloyd steamship Princess
Irene.

Carl Landecker, the enterprising retail jeweler
of St. Helena, Cal., paid this city a short visit
late last month and returned home after buying
a fair line of novelties.

A. S. Levin is one of the latest old-time retail
jewelers to move back inside of the fire lines.
He has closed his establishment at 921 Van Ness
Avenue and opened a very attractive store at 78
Geary Street. The fixtures are of California red-
wood and the entire store gives evidence of good
taste.

A. Hirschman & Co., who have been located
since the fire at 1641 Van Ness Avenue, are pre-
paring to move into their new downtown perma-
nent store, which is located on Grant Avenue
between Sutter and Post Streets.
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C. A. MARSH C& CO.
Makers of HIGH-GRADE GOLD FILLED JEWELRY

CHAINS

VESTS DICKENS PONIES

LORGNETTES NECKS

FOBS
Trade-Mark.

BRACELETS

A line that's a leader with

Quality, Reputation and

Style its Feature.

C. A. M. (A, CO. on your goods mean something —Reliability, Satisfaction, Increased Trade

F 470)1220

A. P. WOOD
420 So. Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Pacific Coast Representative D 1019 1) l075 1) 1024 D 1(11)6

1' 519 01157

Office and
Factory:

Attleboro,
Mass.

The Monogram Man
OUR LATEST CREATION IN OUR

New Heavy Script Fob,
solid metal, dull finish or gold plate,
is a hummer, made with 3-8 or 1-2
inch strap, or mounted on the calf
leather, ribbon style fob. (lit is prov-
ing a big success with the trade.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF

Initial, Emblem, Souvenir
and Novelty Fobs

Society, College and School Emblems
in Pins, Buttons and Seals, and our
well-known Line e Monograms and
Letters.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

JOHN A. SALMAN
17-21 Bromfield Street, BOSTON, MASS.

JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS,

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
GasolineGasLamps
that are always ready for
use and can be handled
by anyone, or our

Climax
Lighting Systems
Millions of these lights are in use all over

the world. If you want the best home or
reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
town, for the least money, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog K. S.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These ( Mods
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Makers of

TOWER an  STREET CLOCKS
For particular, write us, mentioning

THE 1: It )(STONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

May, 1909 THE KEY'STONE

ST. LOUIS
LETTER

Trade conditions for April have been fair,
with an extra good demand for diamonds. Busi-
ness is expected to grow better with a settlement
of the tariff question and an excellent fall trade is
looked for.

S. H. Bauman, President of the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Company, is planning a ten weeks'
trip to Europe and expects to leave on May 6th
for New York. He will be accompanied by his
wife and will visit London, Paris, Antwerp and
sojourn in Switzerland. A. V. Bauer, traveler for
this firm, is now on a six weeks' trip through
Kansas and Oklahoma. He attended the meeting
of the Oklahoma Retail Jewelers' Association
at McAlester, Okla., on April 19th, 2oth'and 21st,
and had charge of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry
Company exhibit there.

A. L. Bauman, President of the L. Bauman,
Jewelry Company, accompanied by his wife, will
leave early in May for a two months' European
trip. He will visit Antwerp and tour parts of
Europe.

Ralph Lowenstein, of the R. Lowenstein
Jewelry Company, left on Saturday. April 17th,
for a two months' European trip. He will visit
the diamond markets and other points.

The E. Maritz Jewelry Manufacturing Com-
pany has changed its name to Maritz & Kober.
The new member of the firm is Samuel Kober,
who has been secretary of the old firm for the
last three years. The firm has increased its capital
from $io,000 to $2o,000. Mr. Kober returned
recently from a ten days' business trip to New
York. This firm recently issued an advertising
picture entitled "No Falling Out," with a ring il-
lustration, which proved to be so popular and
original that they had it copyrighted.

The St. Louis Retail Jewelers' Association is
making arrangements to entertain the State As-
sociation when it convenes here June 21st and 22d.
One of the features will be an excursion on the
Mississippi River. The State Association of Op-
ticians will meet here the same week, their meet-
ing being called for June 23d and 24th.

R. R. Evans, of the Eisenstadt Manufacturing
Company, had charge of that company's exhibit at
the State Convention of the Oklahoma Retail
Jewelers' Association, held at McAlester, April
mth, 

Morris Bauman and C. L. Stange, of the L.
Bauman Jewelry Company, had charge of that
ofirkniia's. exhibit at the convention at McAlester,

Wtriilpliattno Chicago.

of William Weidlich &
Brother, returned recently from a ten days' busi-
ness 

R. 0. Bolt, secretary of the Mermod, Jaccard

trill

KtiongNeJwewyeolrryk. Company, returned home on
hursday, April 14th, from a ten days' business

S. L. Bauman, the diamond dealer, is now on
a three weeks' trip through the South.

F. W. Hoyt, of F. W. Hoyt & Co., is home
from an eight weeks' trip through the South. He
spent the last two weeks at Hot Springs, Ark.,
resting 

up. 

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., is on a month's trip through Mis-
souri and Kansas. George Oberting, of the same
firm, is on a month's trip through Nebraska, and
Lawrence Oberting, also of the same concern, is
On a six weeks' trip through Missouri and Iowa.

westlyrn. Ftr.i

pN.Vilmes, of the Aller-Newman-Wilines
Jewelry Company, is now on a two months' trip
through Kansas and Oklahoma.

Z. B. Robbins, of the Robbins Jewelry Com-
pany, is home from a successful three weeks'

The new building of the Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Company, at the northwest corner oftS.weeveeitilthmaayndIsStt.anC(111 Charles Streets, is nearly readyfor occupancy, and they expect to occupy it be-

mAaklreeadtyhisthoeneextoefnstihvee
improvements which 
most attractive and modern jewelry houses in the

country have taken definite shape and the instal-
lation of the handsome fixtures will soon be com-
pleted. This firm has been conducting a very suc-
cessful removal sale for the last few weeks.
. The National Clock and Electric Manufactur-
ing.Company has been incorporated here with a
capital of $mo,000, fully paid. The incorporators
are: Theodore H. Wurmb, 499 shares; Robert
Baumann, 49 ; Joseph G. Beckmann, Paul Fable,
George H. Smith, one each. The corporation will
manufacture and deal in clocks, adding machines,
burglar alarms, etc. This new concern announces
that they will erect a factory, to cost about $75,000,
in the downtown section of the city. They will
succeed the National Clock Works, now located
at Florissant and Warne Avenues, and will manu-
facture electrical apparatus invented by Robert
Baumann, one of the incorporators of the corn-
pany. The clock is a secondary electrical and is
now on the market. They have not selected the
location for the factory as yet, but have several
sites under consideration.

The friends and admirers of retiring Mayor
Rolla Wells gave him a magnificent silver service
of seven pieces at a banquet given him on Thurs-
day night, April 14th, at the Southern Hotel here.
This present was purchased from the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Company, and is a superb
work of art.

C. P. Hutchinson, of the Whelan-Aehle-
Hutchinson Jewelry Company, returned recently
from.a two weeks' business trip to New York.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, is now on a
five weeks' business trip through the West.

Armando Vieta, a former well-known jeweler
of this city located at 1819 Franklin Avenue, but
who sold his business some time ago, has just
returned from a six months' visit to his old home
in Cuba. He announces that he will enter the
diamond business here.

Leo Wolfson has been appointed trustee of
the business affairs of Edw. H. Kniepkamp, of
1434 Salisbury Street, who was adjudicated a
bankrupt on March 30th. A meeting of the
creditors will be held on April 23d. His liabilities
are about $3000 and assets about $1400. His
creditors are practically all local.

George G. Gambrill, treasurer of the Eisen-
stadt Manufacturing Company, and wife, returned
Friday, April i6th, from a two weeks' sojourn
at Hot Springs, Ark.

Harry F. Doty, in charge of the shipping de-
partment of the Eisenstadt Manufacturing Com-
pany, was married on Thursday, April 14th, to
Miss Emma Glenn, of this city. The happy couple
left on a two weeks' eastern bridal trip.

Miss Mabel Bira, of the Eisenstadt Manufac-
turing Company, will be married early in May to
H. S. Wedemeyer, a popular young business man
of this city. A wedding trip of two weeks to
eastern points will follow.

Well-known buyers in this market during the
last month were: F. Studer, Studer-Crawford
Jewelry Company, Waco, Tex.; E. P. Stewart,
Hope, Ark.; Ross Larrabee, Macon, Mo.; Frank
Curtis, Decatur, Ill.; J. W. Strain, Carrollton,
Mo.; E. Zimmerman, Stonington, Ill.; F. P. Nims,
Warrenton, Mo.

John F. Bolland, President of the John Bol-
land Jewelry Company, was a recent member of
the Grand Jury.

The jewelry store of Bass & Bass, Terrell,
Tex., was recently broken into by burglars and
$15oo worth of jewelry stolen.

The W. J. Rooda Jewelry Company, of Gary,
Ind., has been incorporated for $45,000. Incor-
porators: W. J. Rooda, J. M. Rooda and J. A.
Scanlon.

The St. Louis Credit Men's Association held
their monthly dinner on Friday night, April 8th,
and prominent business men made addresses. The
bill now before the Legislature, providing for the
punishment of persons who obtain credit by mak-
ing false statements was unanimously endorsed.
Seventy-five members were present.

B. Gilbert, a jeweler at 1625 Market Street,
was dangerously stabbed in the neck and left side
on the evening of • April 5th by a negro. The
negro entered the store and asked to examine
some gold watches. As Gilbert was waiting on
him he made an effort to seize a watch, and when
Gilbert tried to capture him he drew a knife and
did the stabbing. He has not been captured.
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NEW ENGLAND
LETTER

The jewelry business throughout New Eng-
land is reflecting healthier conditions. Many
jewelers have put in quite a large stock, and some
are enlarging their stores or making other im-
provements.

The final plans for the first New England tour
of the Merchants' Association has been announced.
On April 21st the Trade Extension Committee,
which is in charge, closed the lists of those who
will go on the special train through the principal
cities of Maine and southern New Hampshire.
This will be the biggest tour of its kind ever
made by any city. The usual size of parties that
go out from western cities is from twenty to
forty, while the Boston train will carry many
times that number. The committee is trying, in
completing the party, to make it representative of
all interests—jewelers, doctors, lawyers, bankers,
retail merchants, wholesalers, etc. Men of all
businesses and professions will be in the group
that is going out to spread the spirit of co-opera-
tion and optimism.

Some of the representatives of various oc-
cupations who will be in the party are: Jewelry,
F. F. Davidson; law, F. P. Fish, John L. Bates;
banking, C. P. Blinn, J. J. Storrow, G. C. Mc-
Causland, H. D. Forbes; engineers, A. Rocburn;
advertising, S. J. Brockett, H. B. Dumphrey;
rubber manufacturers, E. I. Aldrich, F. H. Apple-
ton; opticians, A. G. Barbour; druggists, F. L.
Carter; wool dealers, J. P. Brown; confectioners,
Walter M. Lowney; shoe and leather dealers, E.
S. Conway; real estate and insurance, F. A. Rus-
sell; dry goods, George Bradford, T. Farley, J.
S. Lawrence, W. G. Walker, Joseph Wilson, W.
E. Worcester; clothing, H. W. Ctunner, F. C.
Hatch, E. R. Smith; grocers, etc., E. Eldridge, W.
M. Flanders, George S. Wright; crockery and
glass, Theodore Jones.

Many towns and cities which were not in-
cluded in the itinerary have requested that the
Boston special pay them a visit. They have been
informed that this would not be possible, but have
urged that more such tours be arranged in order
that every important center in New England may
be visited. Souvenir badges and booklets, to be
used on the trip, are being prepared. The badges
will consist of the seal of the Boston Chamber
of Commerce, attached to a ribbon of the na-
tional colors.

Henry G. Morris has returned from a two
weeks' trip to Bermuda.

The business friends of Martin Zerega, of D.
C. Percival & Co., sympathize with him on the
loss of his father.

Jack Keenan, formerly of the Crescent Watch
Case Company, has accepted a position with the
Howard Watch Company.

Max H. Posner, of Boston, has been called
to Birmingham, Ala., on business.

W. F. Newhall & Son have been redecorating
and enlarging their store in Lynn, Mass. Im-
provements include a new diamond office and ad-
ditional facilities for their increasing trade.

Henry B. Howland, of New Bedford, is a
very ardent autoist and has recently purchased a
high-grade automobile.

Foster & Blanchard, Gloucester, Mass., have
completely renovated their store. Improvements
include a metal ceiling and finishings. They
have also installed a fine barometer and ther-
mometer.

A. P. Hendricks' Sons, Nashua, N. H., have
completed alterations, adding new windows, new
fixtures and a new lighting system.

Mr. Calhoun, formerly of the Jewelers'
Building, has accepted a position with W. F. Chis-
holm & Son, of Gloucester, Mass.

Mr. Frank, of upper Merrimack Street,
Lowell, is outlining some plans with the Lowell
jewelers to form a local jewelers' association.
Any information or ideas to make it a success
will he appreciated. He has been elected Supreme
Chief of Campeau Council of Court of St. An-
toine, of the Catholic Order of Foresters.
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F. C. JORGESON & COMPANY

COLONIAL WALL CASE No. 123 SPECIAL No. 107 B
8 ft. long 8 ft. high outside Counter Case and Table
Upper part is 18 inches deep inside

"THE EUsT OF IEVIE12 "

A SPECIALTY

1 RADE-MAIO<

is something everyone should have.
Ours is making CHAINS. We don't
do anything else, and we believe we
make the best Chains on the market.
Our customers think so, too, and
tell us by many repeat orders. The

A& Z LINE
of Chains are the best in design,
finish, quality and price. If you are
not fully familiar with . our line
and the advantages in handling it,
write us for a selection package,
and see for yourself. We want to
ShOW you.

IRADE-MARK

AL&Z CHAIN CO. PROVIDENCE, R. I.116 Chestnut Street

 Makers of 110 Gold Filled Chains and Bracelets 
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO KANSAS CITY CHICAGO

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE CHAIN MAKERS TO THE RETAIL TRADE

II to 17 N. Ann 1,

Chicago

Makers of

High-Grade

Jewelers'

Fixtures

Send
Floor Plan

for
Estimate
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KANSAS CITY
nd tht

GREAT
SOUTHWFST

The month of April was a quiet one in Kansas
City. It is true that the wholesale houses had
many visitors but they bought carefully and theirbills were consequently small. Conservatism
seems to be the rule now all over the Southwest
and the trade situation is developing much more
slowly than it was a month or two ago. The
' wholesale men ascribe a very good reason forthis. The annual invoice is now being made by

all firms and back in the safes they are finding
old stock that has been accumulating for yearsand which should have been disposed of long ago.On the firm's books this old stock is recorded as"assets" and is put away year after year. Thefinancial depression has brought, and is still bring-ing, this stuff out.

It is being polished and sold for whatever itwill bring.
"No, business is not what we should like itto be," a wholesale jeweler and a keen businessman said last month, "but we have only ourselvesto blame. Every man, in one way or another, isresponsible for past and present conditions. Thefactories sent representatives out here and withtempting offers induced us to overstock. We, thewholesale men, in turn, enticed the small jewelerto buy too heavily. We all misrepresented thingsto each other. When business was mediocre wesaid it was good. The inevitable happened. Thereal situation made itself forcibly known to everyman.
'Not one of us has the right to complain now.I, for one, believe that the little financial flurrywas a good thing. It is bringing out old stockthat should never have been allowed to accumu-late.
"When that has been disposed of business willbe on a sounder, firmer basis than it has beenin years. In the meantime the factory man, thewholesaler and the retailer must wait patientlyfor time to rectify their mistakes."
Noble R. Fuller, of the Edwards & SloaneJewelry Co., with Mrs. Fuller, returned lastmonth from a business and pleasure trip throughthe East. Mrs. Fuller, who is one of the mostartistic designers of jewelry in the city, visited anumber of the art collections.
The jewelry stock of William Fairfield,Oswego, Kans., was recently sold under mortgageto Edgar Bero, Jr. The amount was $5450.
The following new students were enrolled lastmonth at the Kansas City Horological School:Paul Senke, Kansas City ; Otis Blankenship andwife, Waldron, Kans.; Herman Ellis, Cunning-ham, Kans.; F. A. Mann, Waggoner, Okla.; S. F.Miller, Tonkaway, Okla.; John Gunter, KansasCity; Walter Cubbison, Gardner, Kans.; L. H.Kennedy, Kansas City.
Announcement has been made of the birth ofa son to Mr. and Mrs. James V. Robinson, whomthey. have named James V. Robinson, Jr. Mr.Robinson is with the C. B. Norton Jewelry Com-pany.
C. A. Kiger, Charles Hoefer and Louis Meyerattended the Oklahoma Jewelers' Convention inMcAlester last month. The C. B. Norton JewelryCompany was represented by J. V. Robinson, W.C. Schumann and E. H. Morgan.
Albert R. Norton, formerly house salesmanwith the C. B. Norton Jewelry Company, is nowtraveling for the house and is covering Arkansasand Louisiana.
J. E. Johnson has been added to the travelingforce of the C. B. Norton Jewelry Company. Herepresents them in the tools and material line.
Charles Oren, of Anson, Tex., a recent gradu-ate of the Kansas City Horological School, hasgone to Canyon City, Tex., to open in businessfor himself.

DROP EARRINGS
In Baroque Pearl and

Colored Stones, with and without
Diamonds, from $5 up

CROSSMAN COMPANY
3 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

PARTICULAR WATCHMAKERS
WILL APPRECIATE THESE GOODS
SEND A TRIAL ORDER AND BE CONVINCED

Highly polished balance staffs for all American watches   $1.00 per doz.
Ruby and Sapphire balance jewels for all American watches

in finely finished settings   1.00 "
Ruby and Sapphire unset cap jewels   1.00 gro,s
Finest quality American roller jewels   .35 per dol.
J. A. P. Mainsprings for all American watches $ 9.50 gross .85 "
Superior Quality Mainsprings for all American

watches   11.50 41 1.00
Resilient Mainsprings for all American watches 13.50 44 1.25
., Simplex " Tie Pin Protectors   7.00 ., .65

JOHN A. POLTOCK

o4

ol

s4

79 Nassau street
NEW YORK, N. Y,

Watch Material, Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies
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W. J. Mulnix, formerly of King City, Mo.,has moved to Holden, Mo.
F. 0. Brooks recently purchased the jewelrystock of the R. G. Hall Jewelry Company, Marys-ville, Kans.
F. A. Harmon, of Coweta, Okla., is closingout his stock there with the intention of locatingelsewhere. Paul Benson will succeed to the busi-ness.
Brefold & Bock, owners of the SterlingJewelry Store, recently opened in business in Con-cordia, Kans., with a beautiful new line of stock.
The Winkler Jewelry Company recently in-corporated in Holdenville, Okla., with a capitalstock of $2500.
W. S. Noble, of Drexel, Mo., was called toCincinnati, Ohio, last month on account of thedeath of his father.
J. F. Brinkley, of Coates, Kans., has movedhis jewelry store into larger quarters in the Fitz-gerald and Copper Building.
A. C. Bleuer, Clinton, Okla., has opened a newjewelry business in the Thurmond Building. Heoccupies the first floor.
George W. Lewis has sold his jewelry busi-ness at Herrington, Kans., and is now engaged inthe automobile trade at Concordia, Kans.
B. C. Clark, of Purcell, Okla., has bought theHannah Jewelry Store of Sulphur, Okla.
Edgar Welker, a traveler for the C. A. Kigerjewelry house, recently became a benedict.
Dana B. Ward & Co. expect to move fromthe Gumble Building to the fourth floor of thenew Boley Building at Twelfth and WalnutStreets. The Meyer Jewelry Company will oc-cupy the entire fifth floor of the building. Bothfirms expect to be moved the first part of May.
Kansas City friends have received announce-ments of the death of John Rupp, April 12th, atAtchison, Kans. Mr. Rupp had been in thejewelry business several years.
Fred. Johnson and J. W. Tobridge, formerlystudents of the Kansas City Polytechnic School,are now in the employ of Harris & Goar.
J. C. Armstrong, of Ottowa, Kans., joinedthe ranks of the benedicts April i6th.
D. P. Benelli, of Frontenac, Kans., was inKansas City last month purchasing new fixturesand stock for his new store. Mr. Benelli re-cently bought the Sloan Building at Frontenac

and is remodeling it.
Miss Ruth Meyer, daughter of Louis Meyer,of the Meyer Jewelry Company, is reported out

of danger after a serious illness lasting several

weeks.T W. Roe, one of the best known jewelers in
the West, died April 4th at the home of hissister, Mrs. A. C. Chace, in Windsor, Ontario.
Mr. Roe was engaged in business many years at
Pratt, Kans., but sold out sometime ago on account
of ill health. It was at Pratt that he gained his
reputation as a business man of splendid judgment
and a jeweler of artistic taste. He leaves a
large circle of friends in Kansas City who will
regret his loss.

Miss Florence Slater is the new bookkeeper
with Warner & Reed, dealers in precious stones.

The Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company and
the Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Com-
pany are making their annual invoice.

The Green Jewelry Company will issue a
new catalogue soon.

Walter Hellwig, formerly in the employ of
the Meyer Jewelry Company, has resigned his
position and gone to San Francisco.

Ora Stutzman, of Garden City, Kans., has
sold out to E. M. Dunham.

The following travelers for Edwards &Sloane Jewelry Company were in last month re-
plenishing stock: E. L. Donaldson, covering
Texas; J. H. Whitney, covering Kansas and
Nebraska ; W. C. Vandel, Missouri and Arkansas,
and Frank Bangs, Kansas and Oklahoma.

J. L Kirkpatrick has opened a jewelry and
optical parlor in the Ryan Building, at Hays City,
sKo al vn e

The firm of Margolis & Metzger have dis-

jewelry store at I007 Main Street and the Kansas
City Jewelry Company, in the new Ridge Building.

Henry Metzger is now operating the business ofthe Kansas City Jewelry Company, and Paul Mar-
golis is sole owner of the Main Street store.

month:
following called on the jewelry trade last

V. H. Huffman, Herrington, Kans.A. E. Dodds, Coffeyville, Kans.J. L. Potts, Marceline, Mo.
C. E. Tiernan, California, Mo.
C. J. Keil, Clinton, Mo.
Harry Haas, Milan, Mo.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.A. J. Kibler, Wellsville, Kans.
Benjamin Greene, Wellsville, Kans.W. E. Beauchardt. Joseph, Mo.

Anthony,AW. H. Pontius,  Kans.
H. 0. Woodbury, Olathe, Kans.George Weisgerber, Salina, Kans.
J. 0. Van Noorhis, Ossawatomie, Kans.Frank White, Guthrie, Okla.
W. S. Noble, Drexel, Mo.
J. B. Bryant, Mound City, Kans.Samuel C. Hall, Tulsa, Okla.
F. S. Hester, Lawrence, Kans.N. B. Gordon, Brahmer, Mo.

p KCarl Ricker, Em oria, ans.
G. H. Church, Oak Grove, Mo.
B. G. Gustafson, Lawrence, Kans.E. Parker, Gilman City, Mo.
W. F. Kirkpatrick & Co., St. Joseph, Mo.W. F. Kirkpatrick, Winchester, Kans.J. L. Kirkpatrick, Hayes City, Kans.S. F. Miller, Tonkawa, Okla.

KA. Danzig, Herkimer, ans.
A. Buchman, Clay Center, Kans.M. S. Hall, Mankato, Kans.E.'Herthel, Claflin, Kans.
H. D. Lawrence, Dewey, Okla.
E. M. Crellin, Chillicothe, Mo.J. A. Zimmerman, Warrensburg, Mo.S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.E. F. Douglas, Dysart, Iowa.
Mr. Hall, Hall Jewelry Company, Tulsa, Okla.Mrs.IoDw.a.G. Dennis, Spickard, Mo.Mr. Carter, of Carter Jewelry Company, Fort Dodge,
D. D. Williams, Emporia, Kans.Roy Bertholf, Cherolcee, Kans.
W. D. Brotchie, Jr., Scandia, Kans.C. T. Akers, Cordell, Okla.
Morrison Brothers, Olathe, Kans.W. W. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.Walter Sperling and wife, Seneca, Kans.D. P. Benelli, Frontenac, Kans.L. Hoffman, Leavenworth, Kans.A. Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kans.J. M. Burgess, Bloomfield, Iowa.E. D. Martin, Carl Junction, Mo.M. Flatau & Son, Chickasha, Okla.W. G. Glick, Junction City, Kans.W. T. Brown, Sterling, Kans.
Walter Starcke, Junction City, Kans.M L K. . Truby, Independence, ans.A. Manifold, Beloit, Kans.
E. R. Kennedy, La Crosse, Kans.T. S. Terry, Downs, Kans.
I. D. Fagin & Son, Lathrop, Mo.J. C. Haupt, Peabody, Kans.W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.
James Lear, Jr., Mound Valley,.Kans.S. M. Hunt, Prague, Okla.
G. P. Roberts, McCune, Kans.
F. B. Schroeder, Paola, Kans.
W. H. Haupt, Bartlesville, Okla.Joseph Mazer, McAlester, Okla.

Wealth Stored in Sand
Throughout the southern counties of NewJersey great stretches of glass sand are found,affording the material most in demand for themanufacture of flint glass and furnishing a live-lihood for thousands of glass workers in bothbottle and plate glass factories. To the north-ward, in Burlington County, chiefly along thebanks of the shallow Rancocas River, there aregreat banks of building sand, with an occasionaldeposit of the more valuable sand needed in thefiltration plants of large cities. A fortunate pur-chase of a deposit of the latter by a Pennsyl-vania Railroad conductor has enabled him toretire to enjoy the pleasures of automobiling,with an occasional ride in a special train over thevery rails over which he collected tickets formany years.
Farms around Hainsport that a few yearsago were yielding their owners only a meagerliving are amassing fortunes for those wiseenough to retain the titles to them. It is an easymatter for the sand to be scooped out by greatsteam shovels and run through washeries to re-move the decayed vegetable matter before beingdumped into scows or railroad cars. It is notunusual for scores of these mines or diggings toship 16,000 tons of sand in a day, and the miningis carried on by truly scientific methods, boringsbeing made frequently in search of more valuabledeposits underlying the surface sand. New dig-gings are being continually opened, but the greatsupply of valuable sand seems almost inexhaustible.
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"PERFECT ONE PIECE"

COLLAR BUTTONS
TRADE MARK

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEEDR  AGAINST BREAKAGE

STERN BROS. & CO.
33=43 Gold Street, New York i';,:_e4:1 °at' 1;l1 STREET  

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Departawra
68 Nassau Street, New York

Chicago, Ill., 103 State Street

Diamond Cutting Works
142 West 14th Street, New York

Branch Offices

Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat London, En g _Andre y House, Ely Place

velmiort
Rings

Brooches

Lockets

Scarf Pins

Fobs

Bracelets

Studs

Crosses

Link Buttons

Hat Pins

Baby Pins

Veil Pins

Tie Clasps

Screw Earrings

Ring Mountings

Locket Rings

Bead Neck

Chains

Charms

Festoons

Barrettes

3terllikosCr-
33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK
Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobb ng Trade Exclusively
 THE LARGEST LINF OF 

Up-to-Date Novelties
EVER BEFORE SHOWN BY ANY MANUFACTURER

Popular Prices

Emblem Goods

Neck Chains

Cigar Cutters

Pocket Knives

Lapel Buttons

Vest Buttons

Collar Buttons

Rope Chains

Silver and Gold

Thimbles

and

Silver and Gold

Match Boxes

Fob Seals

Cameo Goods

Coin Jewelry

Gold and Silver

Cigarette Cases
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HURLBURT'S IS KNOWN AS

THE WATCH HOUSE
Because of its recognized leadership in this line; but all other lines are
given exactly the same careful attention and afford the same advantage
in selection.

WATCHES, or any line of goods of standard make, you can buy
to best advantage at

II.0. HURLBURT SONS 14 S. 10th Street
2 PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Rotator
APerfectNickelAlarmClock
FEATURES—Alternating Alarm. Largest

and Loudest Bell of Any Nickel Alarm
Clock Made. Bell Contained Entirely
Within the Case. Highest Grade.
Lowest Price.

This Clock is 6 inches in height, with 4 -inch dial.
Case of seamless drawn brass, nickeled and highly
polished. The movement is made of the best ma-
terial obtainable for the purpose, and is constructed
on scientific principles by the best methods and
workmanship. Every clock is thoroughly tested
before it leaves the factory and is warranted a first-
class timekeeper.
The bell Is contained entirely within the case, be-

ing located between the dial and movement. The
ease Is encircled with perforations to allow the
sound to escape. To prevent dust from getting into
the movement through these perforations, a dust
cap is located between the bell and movement,
dividing the ease Into two compartments, absolutely
separated. The forward one Is perforated and con-
tains the bell, and the other Is perfectly tight and
dust-proof, and contains the movement ; all of
which Is clearly shown in the interior view.
A bell arranged in this manner has many advantages over placing it on top of case, or at the back. Being wholly within the case it cannot be muffled

by coming in contact with any foreign object, nor can it be displaced or thrown out of adjustment by striking against something, as frequently happens when
the bell is on top or back of case. As the diameter of the bell is practically that of the interior of the case, it is in consequence much larger and noisier
than any other bell on the market.

The alarm rings for about a quarter of a minute, and is silent a similar period, alternating thus for about 12 minutes, but is fitted with a manual
" shut-off " by means of which the alarm may be discontinued at will. The alarm adjustment will be found practically perfect, and the alarm may be relied
upon to " go off " at the time set. Sold by all leading Jobbers. If your local Jobber does not handle it, write us.

173

A—Dial
B—Ball

C—Dust Cap

D—Movement

870

Front View Interior View

THE E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, BRISTOL, CONN.
936

945
126

TO THE BUYER
You can INCREASE YOUR SALES
if you buy the most desirable line. This
is what you will get if you see our line of

Jewel Cases, Clocks
Candles, Candelabras
Smoking Sets
Glass Tobacco, Cigar,
Puff and Pomade Jars
Desk Sets
Trays, Fern Dishes
Hat Pin Holders, etc., etc.

and give us your orders for 1909.

We have a lot of things new and
interesting to show you that will bear
the most exacting demands of the Retail
Jeweler.

THE BRAINARD
8z WILSON CORP.

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE

DANBURY, CONN.
NEW YORK OFFICE — 621 BROADWAY, ROOM 531

WE DESIGN AND MAKE SOUVENIRS
Send for our Catalogue

789

150

181

888

007
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REMEMBER!
WE ARE NOT CULTIVATING A

CENTURY PLANT
WHICH PRODUCES

ELF, 10 Lig-ne
ELF, 10 Line

ONE NEW MODEL
AT RARE INTERVALS

CAVOUR, 15 Ligne

Our plant produces a

Carefully Selected Variety
Which we guarantee to give pleasure and satisfaction to

MEN AND WOMEN
RICH AND POOR
OLD AND YOUNG

It is the result of

LADY MARY, 0 Size
Lever, Hunting

Thirty Years' Cultivation
Thirty Years' Experience in Making Real Watches

Thirty Years' Success
In meeting the public demand for

WATCHES at MODERATE PRICES

We have the facilities for making many designs
without slighting one operation, even the smallest

STANDISH, 12 Size
HALE, 12 Size

ORDER FROM

Olonniut

OR THE LEADING JOBBERS

ALDEN, 16 Size
Lever

 LOOK OUT FOR 
Special Commencement Announcement on

GOLD AND SILVER WATCHES FOR
BOYS AND GIRLS

4
0;(60,7610;„- ,40,17..,

PADISHAH, 18 Size

•I■

NO 40 wi Too
"OR. OUR CAP_ACIT AND

_NO ORDER, _TOO 4WALL
OUEE CAREFUL

_ATTENTION:

VE CREATE NEW IDEAS_147211EDALLY, SCHOOL PINS,
PRMENDITION
FOBS ANDIVATCliELY ;
LO_DGE EMBLEMS _2310
SPECIAL JELVEZ SET27.476S.

A.RG-h"

EISE. W7ff,. CO.r: c 
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MOURNING JEWELRY A NEW CREATION 
Sterling Silver in either silver or burnished gold finish. A new line for which an immediate demand is assured.

Good quality, popular prices and irresistibly attractive

ALARM

•••••••••••
•

•

..S.1 •

!'

••••81111111111134111•66111•••••11110 HERE'S an alarm clock that will not come back on you. It has no
delicate points, no projecting bell to be knocked off, no attached
legs to be broken or bent. The whole works are enclosed in a

heavy, bronze plated cast iron armor that cares nothing for dust or rough-
house. Once put in place it will stay put and once sold it will stay sold.
IRONCLADS are packed twelve in a box containing 4 four-color

Posters, a booklet of ready-made Ads and electros for the retail dealer.
See reverse Page for prices.

1334

The goods here shown can also be had in all colors in beautiful transparent enamels. EJ Send for price-list and colored supplement
showing 75 designs of beautiful cloisonne jewelry especially suitable for Spring and Summer trade

NEW YORK,
• 85 John St.

CHICAGO,
131 Wabash Ave.

THE SHEPARD MANUFACTURING CO., 364 Franklin St., Melrose Highland, Mass.
New York Office, 15-17-19 Maiden Lane Chicago Office, 501 Heyworth Building
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It's a good plan to have your customers bring back their IRONCLADS
every other year for oiling.

You can take an IRONCLAD out of its case in 15 seconds, you can
put it back in 20. You can handle it without detaching the back plate;
you can even clean it without taking off the hands and dial.

It's a clock well worth pushing and caring for ; it's a clock well worth
writing for. We print dealer's name free on dials in case lots of 24.

80c
Net each in case lots of 24.

82c net in dozen lots. 85c net in single lots.
Height 5 inches. Dial 2i inches. Weight 2i lbs.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.
La Salle, Illinois.NEW YORK,

85 John St.
CHICAGO,

131 Wabash Ave.

About Depthings

No. 7

In Article 6 we explained a short and

easy method of calculating the relative

velocities and powers of the first and last

ends of a train of gearing, which would give

either the power or the velocity, according

to the order in which we arranged the num-

bers representing the lengths of the lever'

arms. We will now apply that method in

different cases.
Calculation of velocities. Suppose we

want to know how many times the escape

wheel revolves to one revolution of the

main wheel. This is a calculation of veloc-

ity, and we make the resistance arms the

numerators of our fractions. As the power

of the mainspring does not enter into this

calculation we omit the radius of the barrel

and our equation will be:

Resistance arms = 80 x 64 x 60 x 60 = 18,932,000 9.800

Power arms = 10 x 8 x 8 x 6 = 3,840 — 1

i. e., the velocity of the escape wheel will

be to that of the main wheel as 4.800 to 1,

or 4.800 times as great.

Suppose we want to know how many

times the escape wheel revolves to one revo-

lution of the center wheel, we then omit

the main wheel and the center pinion, as

they do not act in this combination of levers,

and our equation will be :

Resistance arms = 64 x 00 x 60  = 230,400 _.. 600

Power arms = 8 x 8 x 6 — 384 1 -

i. C., the velocity of the escape wheel is to

that of the center wheel as 600 to 1, or 600

times as great, and it will therefore make

Goo times as many revolutions.

Next we want to know how many

revolutions the fourth wheel makes to one

trieovnolwuitlilotelrevolution of befthe center wheel. Our equa-

itesiatance arms — 64 x 60 — 3,840 00

Power arms = 8 x 8 = 64 1

or, the fourth wheel makes sixty times as

many revolutions as the center wheel.

The process can, of course, be short-

ened by cancelling equal numbers in both

numerator and denominator and so lessen

the amount of multiplication and division
to be done. In the above equation the two

8 figures would cancel 64 and leave only the

number 6o in the numerator.

This process of calculating powers and

velocities is different from the one described

in the previous article. In this every lever

arm which acts in the combination or series

of levers is inserted in the equation, then

all the power arms are multiplied together

and all the resistance arms multiplied to-

gether. In that the radius of the wheel and

that of the pinion into which it engages are

figured together and the ratio between them

is. obtained. When the ratios of all the

depthings in action are obtained they are

multiplied together and the final product is

the number wanted. That process can be

traced in the equations which we have in

our present method.
For example, take the equation which

FIG. 8

gives the relative velocities of the main and

escape wheels. By connecting each wheel

radius, by a diagonal line, with the pinion

radius into which it engages, we have the

former process outlined. 8o engages with

10, which gives a ratio of 8 to 1; 64 engages

with 8, which gives a ratio of 8 to i ; 6o

engages with 8, which gives a ratio of 7Y2

to I ; 6o engages with 6, which gives a ratio

of io to I. If we multiply these ratios, as,

8 x 8 x 72 x io, we get 4.800, as by our

present process. The former is more

readily intelligible as to its meaning and
rationale, but the latter is quicker and
easier.

Calculation of power. Now let us apply

our present method to the calculation of
power. Suppose we want to know the rela-

tive power at the circumference of the main
wheel and at the point of the escape wheel
tooth. In this equation we omit the radius

of the barrel and also that of the main
wheel, because the power at the circumfer-
ence of the main wheel is the same as that

of the center pinion, and the length of the
radius of the main wheel is immaterial in this

calculation. Our equation will therefor be:

Power arms — 10 xx 608( x:916,58 )xx 806 6, 20 43, :0

Resistance

2, :60 ,

arms — 64 

e., the power at the tooth of the escape
wheel will be to that at the circumference of
the main wheel (or center pinion) as i to
2160, or 1/2160th parts as great.

But, as we have already seen, the same
equation answers for both power and
velocity by simply inverting it. Conse-
quently, although the escape wheel gives
out only 1/216oth as much power, it moves
over 2160 times the space, or exerts that
force through 2160 times the distance that
the main wheel does in the same time, say,
in eight hours. The work done by the es-
cape wheel is: I (power) x 2160 (revolu-
tions) x 8 ( hours) = 17,280. That done by
the main wheel is : 2160 (power) x i (revo-
lution) x 8 (hours) = 17,280, the same as
before.

Suppose we want to know the relative
amounts of power exerted at the circumfer-
ence of the center wheel and that at the cir-
cumference of the fourth wheel. Omitting
all the radii except those of the parts actu-
ally acting in the combination, or series of
levers, our equation will be:

Power arms — 8 x 8 = 69 1

Resistance arms — 60 x 00 = 3,600 5634'

1. e., the power at the circumference of the
fourth wheel will be to that at the circum-
ference of the center wheel as i to 56%•

Suppose we want to know the relative
forces exerted by the mainspring at the
circumference of the barrel and that at the
circumference of the center wheel. Our
equation will be:

Power arms — 72 x 10 = 720 9

Resistance arms = 80 x 69 = 5,120 64

We insert in this equation both arms
of the main wheel lever, because the main-
spring pulls on the end of the power arm,
which is the radius of the barrel and de-
livers power at the end of the other arm,
whose length is the radius of the main
wheel. This power is then transferred by
contact to the center pinion and is exerted,
or given out at the circumference of the
center wheel, where our equation shows
that it is 9/64 as great as it was at the
point of application in the barrel. If the
initial strength or force of the mainspring
at that point was 4.800 grains, then it would
evidently be 9/64 of 4.800, or 675 grains,
at the circumference of the center wheel.

In the same way we may calculate the
relative powers or velocities of any desired
parts of the train and also the actual powers
and velocities given by the action of those
parts.

The reader will find valuable sugges-
tions on this subject in the following num-
bers of the series, entitled "Easy Lessons in
Drawing for Watchmakers."

[THE END]
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It's a good plan to have your customers bring back their IRONCLADS
every other year for oiling.

You can take an IRONCLAD out of its case in 15 seconds, you can
put it back in 20. You can handle it without detaching the back plate;
you can even clean it without taking off the hands and dial.

It's a clock well worth pushing and caring for; it's a clock well worth
writing for. We print dealer's name free on dials in case lots of 24.

Net each in case lots of 24.
82c net in dozen lots. 85c net in single lots.

Height 5 inches. Dial 2i inches. Weight 21 lbs.

NEW YORK,
85 John St.

°MI .N•:v

About Depthings

No. 7

In Article 6 we explained a short and

easy method of calculating the relative

velocities and powers of the first and last

ends of a train of gearing, which would give

either the power or the velocity, acc0rding

to the order in which we arranged the num-

bers representing the lengths of the lever.

arms. We will now apply that method in

different cases.
Calculation of velocities. Suppose we

want to know how many times the escape

wheel revolves to one revolution of the

main wheel. This is a calculation of veloc-

ity, and we make the resistance arms the

numerators of our fractions. As the power

of the mainspring does not enter into this

calculation we omit the radius of the barrel

and our equation will be:

Resistance arms = RO x 64 x 60 x 60 = 18,432,000 4.800

Power arms 10 x 8 x 8 x 6 = 3,840 — 1

i. e., the velocity of the escape wheel will

be to that of the main wheel as 4.800 to 1,

or 4.800 times as great.

Suppose we want to know how many

times the escape wheel revolves to one revo-

lution of the center wheel, we then omit

the main wheel and the center pinion, as

they do not act in this combination of levers,

and our equation will be:

Resistance arms 64 x 110 x 60 — 230,400 _ 600

Power arms — 8 x 8 x fl — 384 I -

i. C., the velocity of the escape wheel is to

that of the center wheel as 600 to 1, or 600

times as great, and it will therefore make
600 times as many revolutions.

Next we want to know how many

revolutions the fourth wheel makes to one

revolution of the center wheel. Our equa-
tion will then be :

Resistanee arms = 64 x 60 — 3,840 60

• Power arms = 8 x 8 — 64 1

or, the fourth wheel makes sixty times as
many revolutions as the center wheel.

The process can, of course, be short-
ened by cancelling equal numbers in both

ymerator and denominator and so lessen
the amount of multiplication and division
to be done. In the above equation the two
8 figures would cancel 64 and leave only the

number 6o in the numerator.

This process of calculating powers and
velocities is different from the one described
in the previous article. In this every lever
arm which acts in the combination or series
of levers is inserted in the equation, then
all the power arms are multiplied together
and all the resistance arms multiplied to-
gether. In that the radius of the wheel and
that of the pinion into which it engages are
figured together and the ratio between them
is. obtained. When the ratios of all the
depthings in action are obtained they are
multiplied together and the final product is
the number wanted. That process can be
traced in the equations which we have in
our present method.

For example, take the equation which

FIG. 8

gives the relative velocities of the main and

escape wheels. By connecting each wheel

radius, by a diagonal line, with the pinion

radius into which it engages, we have the

former process outlined. 8o engages with

10, which gives a ratio of 8 to i ; 64 engages

with 8, which gives a ratio of 8 to 1; 6o

engages with 8, which gives a ratio of 7%
to I ; 6o engages with 6, which gives a ratio

of io to I. If we multiply these ratios, as,

8 x 8 x 72 X 10, we get 4.800, as by our

present process. The former is more

readily intelligible as to its meaning and
rationale, but the latter is quicker and
easier.

Calculation of power. Now let us apply
our present method to the calculation of
power. Suppose we want to know the rela-
tive power at the circumference of the main
wheel and at the point of the escape wheel
tooth. In this equation we omit the radius
of the barrel and also that of the main
wheel, because the power at the circumfer-
ence of the main wheel is the same as that
of the center pinion, and the length of the
radius of the main wheel is immaterial in this
calculation. Our equation will therefor be:

Power arms — 10 x 8x Rx 6— 2.540 1

Itiaistance arms — 64 x 60 x 60 x 36 = 8,294,40u 2,160

(795)

1. e., the power at the tooth of the escape
wheel will be to that at the circumference of
the main wheel (or center pinion) as i to
2160, or 1/2160th parts as great.

But, as we have already seen, the same
equation answers for both power and
velocity by simply inverting it. Conse-
quently, although the escape wheel gives
out only 1/2160th as much power, it moves
over 2160 times the space, or exerts that
force through 2160 times the distance that
the main wheel does in the same time, say,
in eight hours. The work done by the es-
cape wheel is: I (power) x 2160 (revolu-
tions) x 8 ( hours) = 17,280. That done by
the main wheel is : 2160 (power) x I (revo-
lution) x 8 (hours) .=-. 17,280, the same as
before.

Suppose we want to know the relative
amounts of power exerted at the circumfer-
ence of the center wheel and that at the cir-
cumference of the fourth wheel. Omitting
all the radii except those of the parts actu-
ally acting in the combination, or series of
levers, our equation will be:

Power arms — 8 x 8 = 64 1

Resistance arms — 60 x 60 = :1,600

i. e., the power at the circumference of the
fourth wheel will be to that at the circum-
ference of the center wheel as i to 563/4.

Suppose we want to know the relative
forces exerted by the mainspring at the
circumference of the barrel and that at the
circumference of the center wheel. Our
equation will be:

Power arms — 72 x 10 = 720 9

Resistance antis — 80 x 84 — 0,120 64 •

We insert in this equation both arms
of the main wheel lever, because the main-
spring pulls on the end of the power arm,
which is the radius of the barrel and de-
livers power at the end of the other arm,
whose length is the radius of the main
wheel. This power is then transferred by
contact to the center pinion and is exerted.
or given out at the circumference of the
center wheel, where our equation shows
that it is 9/64 as great as it was at the
point of application in the barrel. If the
initial strength or force of the mainspring
at that point was 4.800 grains, then it would
evidently be 9/64 of 4.800, or 675 grains,
at the circumference of the center wheel.

In the same way we may calculate the
relative powers or velocities of any desired
parts of the train mad also the actual powers
and velocities given by the action of those
parts.

The reader will find valuable sugges-
tions on this subject in the following num-
bers of the series, entitled "Easy Lessons in
Drawing for Watchmakers."

[THE END]



UTHORITIES are
agreed that THE
ROCKFORD is

the best American-made
watch. The watch of Quality
—Efficiency. The choice of
those who insist upon me-
chanical perfection. The
manufacturers of the ROCK-
FORD WATCH co-operate
with the legitimate retail
jeweler to the fullest extent.
They have eliminated the
jobber and sell only direct to
the retail jeweler. The
ROCKFORD Watch Com-
pany neither sell or manu-
facture under their own
name or any other name for
Mail Order, Catalog Houses
or Department Stores
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Cause of Rough Surface on Sterling
Silver after Coming from

"Firing Dip"

The method now followed in the Lnited
States, says The Brass World, for the manu-
facture of sterling silver flatware is as fol-
lows: A strip of sterling silver of the de-
sired thickness and with a width slightly
greater than the length of the spoon or fork,
is blanked out by means of a press so that
the greatest economy is practiced in avoid-
ing scrap. The ends of the sheet are the
only scrap. After this has been done the
blank is "graded." By this is meant the
production of an uneven thickness on it.
It is done by passing the black through ellip-
tical rolls so that the middle of the handle
is left thicker than the bowl portion or ex
treme end of the handle.

After. grading, the spoon is again
blanked so that it has the shape shown in
the illustrations. When this has been done,
however, the metal, on account of the work-

Fla. 1—Thank after grading

lug it has received in grading, is so hard
that the bowl cannot be formed or the de-
sign on the handle struck up. In order to
allow these operations to be done, the blank
must be annealed.

The annealing operation is usually con-
ducted in one of two ways: If the establish-
ment is a small one, the spoon blanks are
Placed on an iron pan, upon which a piece
of asbestos has been placed, and the whole
heated to a red heat by means of a gas
blowpipe flame. The flame is applied di-
rectly to the blanks. The other method is
that of annealing the blanks on an iron pan
in a regular annealing muffle, such as that
ce:nistert etitalsas.nnealing German silver blanksr 

In either case, the effect of the anneal-
ing is the same. The blanks are softened
and the outside is oxidized to a black sur-
face. This black material is principally
oxide of copper, although it carries some
silver with it. Now comes one of the pecu-
liarities of sterling silver or the formation
of the so-called "fire" during the annealing.
This "fire" is really oxide of copper which
is produced during the annealing and which
Penetrates the silver to a greater or less
depth. It is not the black oxide of copper,
as this is present on the surface, but the
suboxide (red oxide). Only sterling silver
shows it. No fire is found in fine silver.

KEYSTONE

Up to this point the manufacture of
sterling silver flatware is like that of Ger-
man silver, but now a different treatment
must be carried out. The "fire" which is
formed during the annealing must be re-
moved or a good "color" cannot be obtained
on the finished work. When the blanks are
annealed on an open pan by a blowpipe,

Fin. 2—After annealing, showing black oxide

more "fire" is produced than when a muffle
is employed. The action of the air is the
cause of the "fire," and if the sterling silver
is annealed in a neutral or reducing at-
mosphere, no fire at all is produced. Such
annealing is now being carried on by a
number of establishments with much saving,
but the majority of manufacturers use the
old method of annealing in an open pan by
means of a gas blowpipe.

The method followed by sterling silver
manufacturers for removing the "fire" from
sterling silver is to clip the blanks, after they
have been annealed, into a dip called the
"firing dip." This "firing clip" consists of
equal parts of water and aqua fortis (nitric
acid) to which a small quantity of acetic
acid, say a half pint to two gallons, is added
to make it work "smooth."

Before this "firing clip" can be used the
black oxide that is present on the surface of
the blanks must be removed by pickling.
Unless this is done the dip not work
evenly and a rough, pitted surface will be
found after dipping. If the black oxide is
pickled off before clipping, then a smooth
surface results. The pickle used for this
purpose consists of nine gallons of water

401-
t 3—Normal condition ati,r pickling

and one gallon of oil of vitriol. The pickle
is contained in a lead-lined tank (small ones
can be used in a stone crock) and is heated
by a steam coil of lead pipe. The blanks
are allowed to remain in the pickle until all
of the black oxide disappears. This usually
takes but a few minutes, but if the pickle is
weak or cold then a much longer time is

797

required. A hot pickle (the hotter the bet-
ter) works rapidly and satisfactorily.

When the blank has been pickled it has
a uniformly dead white surface, free from
oxide. After rinsing, the blanks are ready
for the "firing clip." The "firing dip" is used
hot. It works too slowly when cold. The
blanks are clipped into it until the surface
becomes covered , with a brown stain of
peroxide of silver. The length of time for
leaving the blanks in the "firing dip" varies
with the depth of the "fire," but usually ten
or fifteen seconds are all that are necessary.
The longer the blanks are left in the more
silver will be removed. The appearance of
the surface is a good indication as to the
length of time. When it is brown it indi-
cates that they have been allowed to remain
in sufficiently long. It frequently happens,
however, when the "fire" penetrates to an
unusual depth, that a longer time is re-
quired. It is customary, when this happens,
to "fire" in the usual manner in the clip,

FIG. 4—Showing effect of dipping without pickling

then take one of the blanks and buff the
surface to ascertain whether all of the "fire"
has been removed. If not, then another dip
is given.

When the blanks come out of the "fir-
ing clip" they are coated with a brown film
of peroxide of silver. They are now rinsed
in water and then scratch-brushed with a
soft brass brush to remove the brown film.
This film does not adhere and is easily re-
moved. When this has been clone, the silver
should present a uniform, white and half
polished surface, free from roughness or
gray spots. When this operation is over
the banks are ready for the final bowling
and completion. This latter operation, how-
ever, does not concern the present article.

In many establishments blanks occa-
sionally come out of the "firing dip" with a
rough, gray surface. Sometimes they will
have a large number of them and the sur-
face is in such a condition that it is impos-
sible to do anything with them. At other
times only a few will be found. The ten-
dency is, of course, to believe that the silver
is at fault, but this is not the case. The dif-
ficulty is .caused wholly by insufficient pic-
kling, or not pickling at all.

When the blanks are annealed, the sur-
face is covered with black oxide. If they
are now immersed in the "firing dip," -with-

(Continued on page 799)
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Rotary Hammer Alarm
(With Shut-Off)

OUR LATEST MODEL

One-day time alarm
Large 4-inch gong on back
Highly polished steel pallets
Parker "Perfect " Escapement
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Cause of Rough Surface on Sterling
Silver after Coming from

"Firing Dip"

(Continued from page 797)

out any pickling whatever, roughness will

follow. It is well known that nitric acid

attacks the silver far more rapidly than the

oxide, and when the blanks, covered with

the black oxide, are immersed in the "firing

dip," the thinnest part of the oxide is re-

moved first, thus exposing the metal. The

action on the bare metal then follows with

great rapidity while the thick portion of the

oxide is not uniformly removed. Although

the black color is eliminated, a gray stain

Fio. s—Spot of black oxide on side caused by insufficient
pickling

is left. Those who have seen such blanks

know that the surface has a gray, rough

appearance.
On the other hand, if the blanks, after

they have been annealed and are covered

with a black oxide on the surface, are

pickled in dilute sulphuric acid, as previ-

ously mentioned, the oxide will be attacked

more rapidly than the metal itself. The re-

sult is the removal of the oxide from the

surface without injuring the surface at all.

FIG. 6—Rough surface caused by dipping spoon blank

shown in Fig. s, without pickling

Only a small amount of silver is dissolved.

The blanks, then, are left in an ideal con-

dition for the "firing dip" and it will act

evenly over the whole surface.
The illustrations herewith reproduced

from actual photographs will serve to show
the process previously described. In Fig.
is shown the spoon blank after it has been

graded and blanked ready for annealing.
in Fig. 2 the blank after annealing is il-

lustrated, showing the surface covered with
black oxide. Fig. 3 shows it after it has
been pickled and is ready for the "firing
dip." The surface is clean and uniform and
is in an ideal condition for dipping.

In Fig. 4 is shown a blank with the
rough surface on the bowl portion, caused
by dipping in the "firing dip" without previ-
ously pickling. In order to illustrate the

point to the best possible advantage, the
handle was pickled previous to going to the
fire dip, but the bowl was not. It will be
noticed that the handle shows no roughness.

Even though a flatware maker may
pickle his blanks after annealing and previ-
ous to fire-dipping, an imperfect pickling
may frequently result, and this acts in the
same manner as the total absence of the
operation. In pickling it often happens that
one blank will lie closely to another so that
the acid will not act on the oxide. Such a
blank is that shown in Fig. 5. When it is
run through the "firing dip," therefore,
the effect on the portion not acted upon by
the pickle is the same as it would be were
the whole surface not pickled. In Fig. 6
the result of the "firing dip" is shown. The
Spot which was not pickled became rough
and gray.

To obtain a uniform and clean surface
in the "firing dip," therefore, it is not only
necessary to pickle the annealed blanks
previous to dipping, but to ascertain that
they have been completely pickled.

Edison Predicts Imminent Inventions

The next era will mark the most won-
derful advance in science and invention
that the world has ever known or hoped for,
writes Thomas A. Edison in the World's
Events. So vast will that advance be that
we can now have scarcely any conception of
its scope, but already a great many of the
inventions of the future are assured. It is

only of those which I regard as practical
certainties that I speak here.

Within twenty or thirty
years—and it will start
within the next two or
three—concrete architecture

will take enormous strides forward; the

art of molding concrete will be reduced to

a science of perfection, and, what is equally

important, of cheapness ; there will rise up

a large number of gifted architects and

through their efforts cities and towns will

spring up in this country, beside which

Turner's pictures of ancient Rome and the

buildings of the Columbian Exhibition will

appear common. But great expense will

not attend this ; it will be done so that the

poor will be able to enjoy houses more

beautiful than the rich now aspire to, and

the man earning $1.50 a day, with a family

to support, will be better housed than the

man of to-day who is earning Sm.
Moving picture machines
will be so perfected that the
characters will not only
move, but will speak, and all

the accessories and effects of the stage will
be faithfully produced on the living-picture

New Form of

Architecture

The Moving

Pictures
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stage. This, of course, will not be done

as well as on the regular stage, but its

standard will approach very near to that,

and the fact that such entertainment will

be furnished for five cents will draw vast

numbers of the working classes. The re-

sult will be that the masses will have the

advantage of the moral of good drama, they

will find an inexpensive and improving way

of spending the evening, and the death

knell of the saloon will be sounded.

In perhaps fifteen or twenty years—
depending on the financial condition of the
country—the locomotive will pass almost

altogether out of use and all our main trunk

lines will be operated by electricity. A new

fertilizer will spring into existence, con-

taining a large percentage of nitrogen. This

will be drawn from the air by electricity and

will be used to increase the arability of the

land. Even now this is done to a large
extent in Sweden.

All our water power will be
utilized by electricity to an
extent now almost un-

thought of and will be used with great

advantage, both industrially and for rail-

roads. A succesful aerial navigation will

be established—perhaps for miles—and will

achieve a sound, practical working basis.

We shall be able to protect ourselves against

environment by the use of serums and

things of that sort so that the general state

of health will improve and the average

span of life will increase by a large per-

centage. The grand fight which is being

made against tuberculosis and cancer will

reach a successful culmination and those

diseases will be entirely mastered.

A new force in nature, of
some sort or other, will be
discovered by which many
things not now understood

will be explained. We, unfortunately, have

only five senses ; if we had eight we'd

know more. We shall realize the possibili-

ties of our coal supplies better and will

learn how to utilize them so that soo per cent.

of the efficiency will not be thrown away,

as it is to-day.

Finally, let it be said, as I stated some

time ago in the New York 7'imes, hardly any

piece of machinery now manufactured is

more than io per cent. perfect. As the

years go on this will be improved upon
tremendously ; more automatic machinery

will be devised and articles of comfort and
luxury will be produced in enormous num-
bers at such small cost that all classes will

be able to enjoy the benefit of them. These

are some of the inventions which the world
is awaiting which it is sure of seeing
realized.

Air and Water

New Force

in Nature
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A WONDERFUL RECORD!
Annual Competition of Chronometry at the Astronomical Observatory of Neuchatel

(Switzerland) Under STATE Patronage and Control, Year 1908

Illustration of Record-Breaking Chronometer

Minimum number of points required for the award of the Prize for
the six best Deck and Pocket Chronometers - 12
HIGHEST marks attained in previous years:

1902 -- 15,5
1903-13,2
1904-14,5

The Maximum marks awarded on
at that time, the record -

1905-18,8
1906-19,9
1907-18,5

December 31, 1908, constituting.
- - - - - 19,9

The ZENITH record at the last trial, held on January 1, 1909, 22,8
Thus, the ZENITH has beaten all records before January 1, 1909,

by a large margin.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, Sole Agent for U. S. 3 Maiden Lane, New York
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Isochronism of the Vibrations
of the Balance

Ti.;,,,s13ted by THIS KKYsI)NJ Iron, the German of the late

Jules ro,onnan It by ,ittadal 'tennis:4mi

By actual measurement of the balance

rim of an English marine chronometer I found

1 0.95, and h = 4.25 and r 15. There-

fore, ma marine chros4 Inoi.nete._r_,

2 2 
o.6188080 f -10,000,000 • x u.95.$ 9 25

0.0022592 0.00226 apprt,x. 

The radius of inerta, which
we have assumed to be 15
millimeters in the position

of rest, would amount to 15.0026 in a vibra-

tion extending through a complete turn.
The time T is proportional to this radius.

Let T then represent the time for a very

small Nribration and r the time for a corn-
plete turn, then :

15 15 00226
z • T, = T X

15.00220 15

'I' X 1.00015.

If T = one second, then the time will be

increased by 0.00015 second in a complete
turn, and as 24 hours = 86,400 seconds, the
increase in a day would amount to 86,400 X
0.000 15 second = 13 seconds.

We must remark, however, that not
the whole balance, but only a portion of it,
is increased in size, the masses situated at
the arm or in its neighborhood taking no
part in this increase. A complicated calcula-
tion would, therefore, be necessary for every
given balance, which I will here dispense
with. If we take the number of seconds lost
by a marine chronometer in 24 hours as 7,
we obtain a result agreeing fairly well with
the results of experience.

The object of the foregoing investiga-
tion, which lays no claim to absolute accu-
racy, has been to give a general idea of the
value of the centrifugal force, the distance
which the masses of the balance move from
the center, and the resulting difference in the
time. These points have been explained in
the preceding sections.

We now come to the main object of this
treatise, viz., assuming the results arrived
at to be correct in a given case, to ascertain
to what extent the above values, especially
that of the period of vibration, will be modi-
fied by variations in the length of the arc.

Equation (2), C' _c r w = expresses

the value of the centrifugal force. - r are

constant values for a given chronometer, i. e.,
they do not vary with the length of the arc
of vibration. It is otherwise with In the
Preceding calculations we have assumed the
balance to make a complete turn. Equa-

y 153 f

Radius of Inerta

K EYSTONE,'

M .tion 7 gives : = - 
A 

co. Here -A is again
°

a constant quantity. In a complete turn 0, is
equal to If the balance makes i turns,
then 0,0 1.5 We must then multiply
the values already obtained oy 1.52 and we
obtain :

C' in a
C"'
C'
C'
C"'

vibration of 1.5 turns = 7.389
" 1.25 " = 5.131

3284
" 0.75 " 1.847
" 0.5 " o.821

If we make a similar calculation to de-
termine the different values of f, the distance
which the masses of the balance move from
the center of the balance, we obtain :

f in a vibration of 1.5 turns o 005 85
f 1.25 " 0.003531

f '` 40.00226
0.75 " ::0.001271

f " 0.5 0.000545

If we now calculate the time, x, of vibrations
of different lengths, we obtain :

in a vibration of 1.5 turns
" 1.25 "

14

/

" 0.75

41 41 0.5 It

15.75"
10.375"
7. 000"
3.9375"

rr 1.7511

0,6- 475

FIG. 4

The accompanying diagram will make
this result clearer. The lengths of vibration
of the balance are marked at equal distances
along the horizontal line or axis of abscissas,
one turn being taken as the unit. The ver-
tical lines drawn from the points of division
parallel to the axis of ordinates represent the
number of seconds by which the time is
increased in 24 hours by the action of centri-
fugal force. A length of 2 millimeters repre-
sents. one second. It is evident, therefore,
that a chronometer will run more slowly with
long than with short vibrations ; also that
when the lengths of vibration change uni-
formly, i. e., when they take on equal incre-
ments, the resulting differences of time are
greater with long than with short vibrations.
This explains why in marine chronometers
the vibrations are not allowed to be too long.

It has been found that the rate of a new
marine chronometer varies during the early
period of its use, the instrument going faster
at the end of a few months than at the com-
mencement. The blame was frequently laid
to the charge of the balance spring, and it
was supposed that the elasticity of the spring
was increased by the bending. This is,
however, by no means the cause of the gain
in question, for the elasticity of a metal is
diminished rather than increased by much
bending. The cause, in my opinion, is to
be attributed to the relaxation of the main-

8ot

spring which is liable to occur at first, till the
mainspring has set, after which it retains its
force uniformly. In consequence of this re-
laxation the amplitudes are diminished,
resulting in a gain, as we have seen before.

As it is impossible to obviate this defect
the question arises : In what way can it be
reduced ? The difficulty may, perhaps, he
met by giving a greater power of resistance
to the balance rim. This can be done by so
apportioning the thickness of the steel and
brass that a change of temperature produces
the greatest amount of bending in the rim.
The proportion of steel to brass has been
taken as Y3 to ”. The proper proportion,
however, for the purpose we are considering
is indicated by the formula :

(19) c,

In this equation e' and e" denote the
thickness, E' and E" the coefficients of elas-
ticity of the steel and brass respectively.
But as the coefficient of elasticity of brass
depends mainly on the amount of hammering
the brass has been subjected to, it is some-
what unreliable and may vary with different
manufacturers. Two parts of steel and three
of brass may be considered a good propor-
tion. Having fixed upon this proportion, we
can now either make the balance rim thicker
or bring the masses of the balance nearer to
the arm. In either case the power of resist-
ance of the balance rim will be increased.
The power of resistance can be still further
greatly increased by using higher rims.

As nickel-steel has been introduced into
the manufacture of watches for several years,
the question may be asked : What will be
the consequence of using it instead of ordi-
nary steel ? We will consider this point in
the following section.

Nickel-steel, it is known, is a compound
or alloy of steel and nickel. If these metals
are combined in a certain proportion, about
36 per cent. of nickel and 64 per cent. of
steel, the alloy will not be made to expand
by a rise in temperature ; nor will the tem-
perature affect its coefficient of elasticity.
This phenomenon is remarkable and can
only be explained on the hypothesis that
with a change of temperature a certain recip-
rocal action takes place between the molecules
of the metals. We may further remark that
this alloy, unlike ordinary steel, cannot be
hardened. The question now arises : Does
a change take place in the behavior of the
molecules of this compound in consequence
of frequent changes of temperature or of
much bending, such as occurs in balance
springs made of nickel-steel ? This does
not seem to be the case in a free position, but
experiments will determine this point later.
There is no cause for anxiety, in our opinion,
so far as the balance is concerned ; the only
apprehension that can arise is in connection
with the use of such springs for precision
timepieces. If the correct proportion be-
tween steel and nickel has been chosen, the
compound is known by the name of " invar."
It seems, however, that a slight variation
from the exact proportion, which perhaps is
not yet completely established, immediately
produces expansion, etc.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Pierced Monograms

THE KEYSTONE

A Popular Style of Lettering—Seasonable
Source of Profit for the Engraver

A style of monogram which is effective for
shopping bags, purses, automobile radiators, doors,
etc., is one which we feel delicate about describing

as a "monogram," for the reason that we are
taught that a monogram is "two or more letters
so entwined to appear as one." This being true,
the style of initials we are about to describe can-
not technically be termed "monograms," but as
they are so called by the trade and are known as
monograms by the public at large, we will here
so designate them.

While these so-called monograms are per-
fectly plain blocked initials, so designed as to form
the outline of a square, oblong, circle or diamond,
yet to so make them that they will simulate real
monograms as closely as possible is more difficult,
than would at first appear. Some letters, it is

SINCE 1785 Vacheron & Constantin watches have continuously won
international first prizes in all the great world expositions, and have been

the acknowledged leaders in those improvements which have marked vari-
ous epochs of progress in the science of watchmaking.

This line has no superior for time-keeping qualities, absolute reliability
and leadership in style.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, Sole Agent

N. B.

TAKE NOTE

The REMINDER WATCH

Say I
How about an alarm watch with silvery

ring
Your customers have to keep appoint-

ments.
Some of them have to time mechanical

processes.
No more forgetting!
Show the

REMINDER WATCH
As handsome as it is convenient.
Right size; good timekeeper.
Gun Metal case ; inside case forms Bell.
Set by third hand for any hour and minute.

BIG SALES

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

It is extremely wide in variety, embracing a full line of movements
to fit regular American cases as well as many Swiss sizes. There is ample
provision for all purposes and all tastes--plain and complicated watches, extra
flat, ultra flat and decorated, carved and jeweled watches.

Wherever the line is represented it easily takes first place in sales and
public approval.

The REMINDER WATCH

A SENSATION
IIIIttlItItt

INGS any time desired. Set by third hand. Inside
case serves as Bell. Handsome Gun Metal Case.

Good timekeeper. TRY ONE.

MINE■
Write to-day for
new price and
printed matter.
We furnish cuts
for your local
paper.

Actual Size

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

FIG. I

true, can be thus formed very easily, while others
it would be difficult to arrange with any degree of
harmony.

We will first consider forming these letters
into a square.

That the student may thoroughly understand
how to form these squares his attention is called
to Fig. r, where a circle is first drawn and then
a vertical and horizontal line; then a line from
A to B and from A to C, from C to D and from
B to D. We will suppose a diamond were to be
formed, we would use the same figure excepting
that we would draw a line A to D by point-
ing off with the calipers a line an equal distance
from A to D and from D to E; then draw a
line to the letters on the side right and left as
before. The student will observe by this method
that any desired shape of diamond can be obtained
Is well as a square.

Referring to Fig. 2, the student will observe
that the first letter in these blocked initials or
monograms is E, and that it perfectly forms the
,Ittline; the next, or middle letter, is H; the last
initial is B, so we have EHB. A monogram or
initial in this style is, in the writer's opinion, most
;ippropriate for pierced initials or monograms.
They can, however, be put onto cuff links, en-
graved on, sawed out and soldered on, or they
can be placed on watches. In the case of Fig.
2, such a design on a watch case would look

well and in harmony with this idea of initials.
A fine vermicelli engraving could be cut all around
the letter and in the spaces marked AA. In this
case the outlines of the letter would be cut with

FIG 2

a fiat graver and, of course, beveled toward the
letter, thus giving it the appearance of standing
out firmly; or a monogram of this style could
be sawed out and soldered on to a watch case.

For watch charms a ring would be soldered
on the top as here shown if the monogram was
used in the square, only, of course, in the spaces
AA a circle would not appear. If it is desired
to have the circle then the spaces AA could
be ornamentally engraved as well as a space in
between the letters. However, the most appropriate
style would be to use the initials in pierced work
and in the perfect square without the circle.

The student's attention is called to the fact
that the monogram is so formed as to follow
the outline of the square, circle or diamond. In
this case the student will observe that there is no
break except at the extreme right of the B and
in order that the E should match the letter B, a
cut is made in the extreme left of it as indicated
by the arrow. Of course, it is desired to 14.ing
this down to the extreme point of the circle, as
indicated by the arrow at the right of the B, but
in order to make the D prominent it is necessary

to leave the space there indicated between the top

and bottom.
Another difficult feature in forming these let-

ters is to properly balance the monogram or

initials. Great care should be exercised to so

design them not only to form the square, circle

or diamond, but that there should be no break

;.

between the outlines of the letters; that the space
between each of the letters should not be crowded
and that there should be no curving. The letters
should be as near a perfect block letter as possible,

803

curving only to swell the bars as it is necessary
to bring them together from the outer edge for
alignment. These monograms can be cut in the
pyramid style to be described later.

This style of initials can be engraved in or-
dinary work, but, as stated before, they are
chiefly used in pierced or "sawed out" mono-
grams. We show at Fig. 3 the same initials,
"EHB," without the circle. Of course, it will be
understood that all the space in between the let-
ters should be sawed out, leaving the letters only
standing. In doing this work the student will
understand that holes are drilled in each of the
spaces between the letters or spaces between the
various parts of a letter, and a jeweler's saw in-
serted and the latter sawed out carefully and
smoothly up to the edge so outlined. Then a fine
file is used to dress down the edges and a small
piece of emery paper can be used for the final
finish. If a polish is desired it can be done by
drawing a string over the spaces, to which various
polishing materials should be applied. In doing

FIG. 4

this work it is to be understood that whatever
process is used for grinding, burnishing, polishing
and finishing, the work should be done perfectly
straight so as not to round the edges. The finish
Oil the surface call be either satin or polished. In
polishing, if a jeweler has a jeweler's lap, it should
be lapped. If not it should be polished with great
care so as to leave the edges as sharp as possible,
as that is the feature of the monogram.

In Fig. 4 we illustrate one of these mono-
grams in diamond shape. In Fig. 5 we illustrate
one in a circle. In Fig. 6 we illustrate one in an
oblong. In making a monogram of any of these
styles to be placed on leather goods, pins are
soldered on the back and little burrs made for
the end and then they are thoroughly screwed
down and riveted.

These monograms can be made for ladies'
fobs or lace pins, either by setting them with
pearls or with diamonds. They are tasteful, as
they are not at all conspicuous or gaudy, and
being simple as well as artistic, they appeal to the
fastidious.

The jeweler who shows to an automobile
owner one of these monograms sawed out of
brass, about six inches square, will never fail to
make a sale. It immediately identifies the car
as personal property and in highly polished

(Continued on page 8C5)
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Pierced Monograms

(Continued from page 803)

brass the initials on the dark background of the
radiator is an ornament. The same class of
monogram can be made for the automobile or
carriage doors, about two inches square. In
recommending these monograms for the various
purposes to which the writer has assigned them,
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it does not indicate even in his humble mind the
fact that they are the only style of monogram
for this purpose. They are not; in fact, many
other styles of monograms are made for the
same purposes, but special mention is given to
this style for the reason that they are especially
adapted for the purposes mentioned, and are a
style of monogram, or initial, easily made by any
jeweler. In addition to this, the price one can
secure for them is greater in proportion than any
other work in the jewelry line.

Pyramid or double shade cutting is illustrated
at Fig. 7 and will be found very appropriate for
cutting these monograms, when they are to be
cut in the metal, as on flat Roman finished cuff
buttons and similar pieces of jewelry.

This style of cutting is also most desirable
for cutting regular block or script monograms.
Block, Roman and Old English letters, when cut
on a dead finish, such as rose or roman-finished
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gold, brings out a most beautiful effect, the
letters appearing to be raised from the fact that
they are shaded on both sides, as shown at Fig. 7,
Where the graver (flat-faced) is illustrated in
Position for cutting one side of the bar of the
letter which is represented by the arrow.

In cutting letters of this style either, or both,
corners, or points of the flat tool, can be used,
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but the bevel must always remain the same, i. e.,
bevel toward the center of the bar of the letter.

In Old English cut in this style, the hair lines are
cut in the regular manner. In script monograms
the hair lines are cut double like the shades, ex-
cept that they are not as wide. The proportion,
giving the best effect, is a shade double the width
of the hair line. This, of course, gives a mono-
gram known as a "heavy cipher.” Operators must
remember that both shade strokes must come to-
gether at the middle of the bar of the letter, this
being pointed in the center beveling equally in
both directions.

Having a very broad acquaintance with
jewelers and having learned much of their busi-
ness methods, the writer is led to believe that a
larger percentage of jewelers, especially in the
smaller cities and towns, do not place sufficient
stress on the subject of engraving. They are too
apt to suggest to the customer the simplest form
of engraving in order to lessen the amount of
Work that it is necessary for them to do gratis in
order to get the article off their hands with as
little expense as possible.

Although some artistic jewelers may not have
attained as great a degree of success in the com-
mercial world from a financial standpoint as some
others who are less thoughtful on the subject, yet,
directly bearing on the point of this particular

FIG. 7

style of monogram, it is a fact known to the
writer that the books of the artistic jeweler will
show that they have made considerable money by
manufacturing these monograms. They make it
known to their wealthy customers that these
monograms are the correct and proper style, at
this writing, for purposes mentioned. People of
refinement and wealth are critical and an artistic
or extremely odd article of any description what-
soever, and "different," as they term it, is what
they want. At the present writing we are making
a large number of these monograms every day
and shipping them to other cities. They are not
difficult to make if the points to which the
reader's attention has been called are strictly fol-
lowed. A customer may have a watch charm
which he admires, but if Ile has money and sees
a charm in a jeweler's case of three initials sawed
out perfectly plain, polished, satin finished or
beveled and artistically engraved; if his attention
is called to it, it will, without question, appeal to
him. If a shopping bag is shown with one of
these monograms on there is not one lady in
twenty-five (of means) that would not buy it.

One of the large leather manufacturers in the
East has made these 'monograms extensively, to
the writer's personal knowledge, for some time,
and it is sometimes intimated that they could only
be made in the large cities. By means of the in-
structions in reference to the same here given

any engraver or jeweler of ordinary ability can
easily make them, and it is just that much of an
addition to the amount of business that he would
do during the year, and by doing the work some-
thing "different," he is laying a foundation for a
reputation which travels more rapidly than any
other in the jewelry business.

It is a wrong impression that many jewelers
have, that engraving is something which should
be done the cheapest way; in fact, any way to get
it off their hands. The jeweler who looks at it in
this way injures his reputation while the more
cautious jeweler can plainly see that every piece
of work that leaves his store is a traveling adver-
tisement for him, not one of the kind that ap-
pears in the paper for a few days and then is
cast into the waste basket, but one that is a
constant advertisement.

Monograms sawed out of brass about the
thickness of a fifty-cent piece, two inches square,
oblong or round, and highly polished, bring from
$4.00 to $5.00. Of course, more fancy mono-
grams would be more difficult to saw out and
would warrant a greater price.

A New Mechanical Sign
Various kinds of signs have been invented to

attract attention of the passing public. Electric
flash signs that will spell out a name or a short
sentence have proven to be the best sort of street
advertising. These signs have the one disad-
vantage of being used only at night. There is
now a machine that may be constructed with any
number of changes in spelling out of words and
used as a sign for both day and night.

The mechanism is run by a small electric
motor. Cams are fitted to a shaft in the lower
part of the sign, and these cams operate levers
which in turn operate hinged doors which are
carried on the levers to the front. While one
set of levers carrying hinged doors are going
forward another set arc returning, thus changing
the letters stenciled on the hinged doors. This
makes an appearing and disappearing action that
does not fail to attract attention.

Using Clerk's Time to Advantage

A retail man should employ the periods when
there are no customers in the store to fullest
advantage. "It is not possible for the people of
the retail store to be continuously active," said
a man who has long been in the business. "What
I meant to say is, that in the hours when there
are no customers in the stores and when, during
the dull seasons of the year, the people of the shoe
stores can spend their time at a profit instead of,
as in most cases, in merely waiting for the cus-
tomers that frequently come not.

"I know of one store in which a live list of
names is kept and in which the idle hours are
employed by the storekeeper and his two clerks
in preparing little personal, friendly notes to their
customers telling about certain goods that they
have and which they thought might be of interest.
It is surprising how many sales have been made
as a result of this simple plan. To be sure, I
don't mean to say that all of the time of the
people of the store is devoted to this work, but
a • good deal of time that would otherwise be
wasted, has been put into it and at a profit. There
are a hundred other uses equally profitable, if the
retail man but stop tit think them up."
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for "Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1— A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers—most desirable " profit."
3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case— No long regulation. Thus

saving your time is " profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.
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aWrite for booklet of facts and figures.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Pinion Steel."—I have difficulty in pivoting
French clock wheels because some are so hard
like glass. I have known them to snap in half in
centering with a bell centering tool. After they
have been made red hot some seem rotten, as if
made of needle steel. I have read that a wheel
can be made softer if it is heated again but that
does not answer with very hard steel. I drilled a
French wheel deep enough to insert pivot but it
broke away at the side, being so brittle. Therefor,
it meant a new wheel and pinion. Can you tell
me if there is a way of making very hard steel
soft when making it red hot does not soften it
enoughf—There is no steel used in clock pinions
which will not soften by being heated to a gray-
blue, and it should surely not be necessary in any
case to make the steel red hot. Of course, if the
steel is not good in the first place it may have a
brittle nature, even after drawing the temper, but
such steel will not be harder to drill than softened
steel which is of good quality. If you have
trouble in drilling we would advise you to look
after the hardness of your drill and make sure
that its temper is right. Your trouble is more likely
to be there than in the metal you are working on.
When your drill is not hard enough you are liable
to have it cut a short way in and then begin to
"burnish." This effect is caused by the sharp
edges of the drill wearing away and forming a
sort of rounded burnisher, which makes a hard,
glossy coating on the bottom of the hole being
drilled. When this happens, take the drill out,
reharden it and sharpen it at a different angle
from what it was at first. Then start drilling
again, wetting the drill with alcohol or saliva.
This method will serve to cut away the burnished
material and if your drill is hard enough you
should be able to finish the hole without any
further trouble.

"Cupped."--Will you kindly answer in your
valuable columns why, in high-grade movements,
the hairspring is cupped down slightly instead of
being perfectly levelP—Are you not mistaken in
stating that the hairsprings are cupped down
slightly in high-grade movements? At least, the
factories do not leave them that way, for it is a
defect. The hairspring in every instance should
be perfectly flat.

"Lathes."—In one of Cunningham's articles
II,' locutions the Bottom lathe was very good. Can

tell ale, please, how to make it or where it
be purchased f—The lathe invented by J. M.

I loin, from whom it took its name, was the
step in improving the method used by watch-
ers for turning after they used the old

"tiddle-bow lathe," in which the power was im-
parted by a whalebone bow with horsehair string,
which was given one wrap around the pulley, giv-
ing alternate forward and backward rotations to
the work in the lathe. In this old lathe the work-
man could only take a cut every other stroke of
the bow, that is, when the work was turning
toward his graver. Bottom's lathe was a simple
lathe head, driven by a foot wheel or hand wheel,
which gave a continuous motion in one direction.
The work was fastened in it on cement brasses
and cement plates of different shapes, just the
same as are used now with American lathes, in
addition to the split-wire chucks of the latter.
Of course, the split chuck was a very great im-
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provement over the cement lathe, as it obviates a
great deal of loss of time in boiling off, and while
cementing is useful in a few peculiar cases now
and then, the Bottom lathe, in which all the work
had to be cemented, is obsolete. Should you have
any idea of getting one of them you may be able
to locate one by advertising in the columns of
THE KEYSTONE which are devoted to such
purposes.

"Plates."—I would like to know how to use
the universal head and slide rest in jeweling
plates and bridgesf—The object of universal head
for a job of this kind is to hold the watch plate
true while we cut the seat for the jewel and
burnish it in. The slide rest can only be used in
jeweling to cut the recess for our jewel or for
a new setting. The cutters that should be
used do not come with the slide rest but
must be made. All that is required is a
small cutter made from a square piece of
steel, or if your slide rest contains a quill to

Fig. 1

 I

Fig. 2 Figs. 3. 4 011(15

take a round piece of steel it is better still and
the cutters are easier made. It is used to cut
the seat for a jewel oblique, so as to conform to
the shape of the jewel as shown at A, Fig. t. This
is very hard to do in all cases, as we would re-
quire a great variety of cutters, and as there is
no reason why a square seat, as shown at B, Fig.
2, would not answer equally as well, providing
we do not allow the seat to be too wide, a narrow
seat is just as secure and much more preferable.
If we desire to cut a jewel seat like A, Fig. 1,
the cutter to use is shaped as shown at Fig. 3.
If a square seat is desired, as shown at B, Fig. 2,
a cutter shaped like shown at Fig. 4 is employed.
Fig. 5 is a side view seen in the direction of the

Fig.

Fig. 7 Fig. 8

arrow C of the cutters shown at Figs. 3 and 4.
To burnish the jewel in the setting you need a
burnisher shaped something like Figs. 6 and 7. It
must be smooth and highly polished. This
burnisher is held in the hand and rested on the
T-rest, allowing the point to press on the far side
of the setting to throw the bezel over the jewel
(see Fig. 8), revolving the lathe from you. Use
a little saliva or soapsuds, which will help to make
it burnish bright. A jewel is set and burnished
in a watch plate or bridge just the same as set-
ting one up in a brass setting, with the exception
that great care must be taken not to set the jewel
too deep, for if we do we will have too much
end-shake for our wheel. This you can avoid
if you will note how deep the old jewel sets be-
fore turning the seat for the new jewel.

"Examiner."—(r) Will you kindly publish in
your Iflorkshop Notes a good method for examin-
ing the holes in balance or plate jewels to tell
whether they are rough inside or not?—A con-
venient method of examining the holes in jewels
to test for roughness is to take a flat file about
cut 5 on one side and smooth on the other side
(a burnishing file) 

' 
• file a piece of brass wire.

very slightly tapered, then reverse the file and
burnish the wire until it has a highly polished
surface and will fit the jewel hole closely. If the
wire is now inserted in the jewel hole until it
fits tightly. then given a turn or two, on withdraw-
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log it the polish on the wire should not. be marred
if the jewel hole is smooth, but if it is rough the
polish on the brass will be found to have a
scratched or "frosted" appearance.

(2) Also a good method of examining the
pivots of a balance staff to see whether it is rough
or not.—We cannot think of a simpler or more
practical way of examining the pivots of a balance
staff than simply to look at them with a strong
magnifying eyeglass. If the polish is not perfect,
the fact is apparent at once.

"Friction."—I would like you to give me a
little information about balance pivots. This is it:
I have been told the less friction the pivot got the
better time the watch would give, and another
party said the more friction the pivot would get
the better time the watch would give, for the rea-
son that the balance would be more at rest; fric-
tion would give the balance a big swing and it will
be more steady than if the balance pivot would
get less friction; it would make the balance come
back quicker and the balance would not be steady.
I have been working at the bench for over seven-
teen years and I give all my pivots friction and
I get good time out of the watches I repair.—The
only time that the end of the balance pivots are
rounded or flattened is when everything else is
in first-class condition and the vibration of the
balance is not the same .in all positions. When
the cause of the variation in the vibration is lo-
cated, and if the cause is found to be in the
pivots, then they are altered accordingly. Let us
quote you a paragraph upon this subject written
by an authority : "The difference of friction on the
sides or on the ends of the pivots is a very diffi-
cult fault to overcome. We know that in nearly
all watches the balance has a larger motion, or
longer vibration in a horizontal position than when
it is in a vertical position, or with its edge up.
This is caused by a greater friction on the balance
pivots in the latter case. The adjustment to
positions is effected by equalizing the frictions so
that the hairspring will be able to move the bal-
ance through the same arc in any position in
which it may be held. Even when the pivots and
jewel holes are correctly formed and finished,
the friction on the sides may be much greater
than on the ends and produce a serious difference
in the rate between the horizontal and vertical
positions. If the size and condition of the pivots
are correct we can flatten the ends, not so much
to increase the surface in contact with the end-
stones as to increase the distance of the contact
from the center of the pivot. If the end friction
could all take place at the outer edge, the radius
of friction would be practically the same on the
ends as on the sides of the pivots. To secure
that many workmen not only make the ends per-
fectly flat to the edge, but it has even then been
proposed to hollow out the center so that it could
only touch the end-stone at the outer edge. But
that is rather difficult to do." With the years of
experience that you have had in watch repairing
it would be a great benefit to you to read and
study a good book that treats on adjustment. We
can recommend the "Watch Adjuster's Manual"
as covering the subject quite thoroughly. This
book can be purchased at this office. Price $2.50.

."Old Clock."—I have in no, possession a clock
about which I would like to ha:' some informa-
tion if you are able to give it to one. There is
no marking 'whatever to give an idea of the maker.
It is a pinwheel escapement, chimes the quarters
on two bells and strikes on a third bell. Instead
of plates, as on most clocks, the bearings are
planted in steel bars. The chime and striking is
controlled and actuated by long steel levers which
hang front the top of the frame. It is a large
clock, with sweep second, 6o-beat gridiron pendu-
lum of brass and steel.—It is impossible to say
what the place and date of manufacture of your
clock might be, because such clocks have been
made in many countries and the escapement you
mention has been in use ever since 1753 ; the
type of movement you describe has been in use
for many years, so you see we cannot indicate
with any degree of accuracy how old the Clock
is nor where it was made.
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AN OUT-DOOR SIGN

SOUTH

This is a reproduction of a dur-
able and attractive out-door sign
which everyJeweler should have,
it is made up in colors and is constructed
of metallic material which is warranted
not to rust. We have just placed an
order for several thousand of these signs,
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these non - rustable, five-colored out-door signs.
It pays to push SOUTH BEND WATCHES
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The Stephens Automatic or Self-Closing Jewelers' Vise
For 40 years the best, the handsomest and the most satisfactory vise made

THE G. M. YOST MFG. CO., Meadville, Pa., U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

If h does not have it in stock. have him order one for your inspection before purchasing any other.
Circulars of this vise or a catalogue of all kinds of vises mailed free

"AMERICAN BEAUTY"
JEWELERS' DISPLAY

CASE No. 410

"American Beauty"
Display Cases
ELEGANCE OF STYLE
PERFECTION OF BUILD
SUPERIORITY OF FINISH

Ai If you contemplate remodeling consult our
L and Designing Department

for modern outfitting. Write for Catalog "C"

GRAND RAPIDS SHOW CASE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
 BRANCH FACTORY: LUTKE MFG. CO., PORTLAND, ORE. 
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart
ment must send name and address—not for publication
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

"Wheel Cutting."—(1) Will you please tell
me how to polish the leaves of pinions when mak-
ing and cutting out of the soft steel?—The best
way to polish pinion leaves after they have been
eat, hardened and tempered, is by using the at-
tachment to the lathe known as the "wig-wag."
This machine is occasionally made to fit the regu-
lar watchmaker's lathes, but is not regularly made
and carried in stock, so it would be necessary
to correspond with the makers of your lathe to
learn whether they could furnish one for you.
The "wig-wag" is quite simple in its make-up; a
wheel carries a pin, perpendicular to its face and
near its rim; on this pin is one end of a shaft
(like the "connecting rod" on a steam engine)
and on the other end of this shaft is pivoted (so
it swings vertically) a piece which holds the lap.
This lap is a piece of metal filed to the shape
of the space between two leaves of the pinion.
The pinion is held between centers and the lap
is driven back and forth between the leaves by
the wheel and connecting rod, first having been
coated with the polishing material. The result is
a job with perfectly flat sur faces of correct
profile. If you do not have one of these machines
you can turn up a lap for your lathe, of tin or cop-
per, of such shape that a cross section of its edge is
of the form of the space between leaves of the
pillion, and use it either in your wheel cutter or
by holding the pinion against it as it revolves in
an arbor chuck in the lathe head. The latter
method is quicker and if followed skilfully will
give good results.

(2) Can you tell Biz, a book that treats on
wheel cutting, polishing and other things that
relate to nzaking a watchl—There is no one book
of the kind you suggest. You must get your
information by reading numerous works and
picking out from each what bears on the subject
in hand.

(3) Also how can I get the outline (say of a
fork and pallet) on steel 'without marking with a
marker? Isn't there something that I can heat
and when cold will leave the outline clear and
distinct?—The method of marking out work which
is.most generally useful is to scratch the outlines
with a fine steel point.

"Colleter."—(I) How are hairsprings pinned
ta the collet easiest? Is there any way to do this
and not have to cut the pointed end of the pin off?
I have inspected hairsprings that have been pinned
at the factory and it appears that they can get the
pin of a size that will fit right and not come quite
out on the other side. Please explain the best way
to do this job.—To a conveniently small handle fit
a slightly tapered steel wire, on which you must
seat the collet firmly enough so it will not slip
around during the work of pinning. To pin the
spring so that the smaller end of the pin does not
show, first insert the pin along with the spring
and push it as far as it will go into the hole; of
course, we mean that at this stage the pin is still
on the wire you have filed it on. After you can-
not push it any farther into the hole take a
steel point and scratch two marks on it to show
where the pin enters and leaves the hole in the
collet. Now pull the pin out and cut the smaller
elid off a little beyond the mark so the end of the
pin will not protrude from the hole. Next file
part way through the pin at the other mark, then
msert it with the spring in the collet and break
It off so that neither end is beyond the hole in the
collet.

(2) Have just purchased a jeweling .caliper
and wish some information on making inside cut-
ters for same; I mean cutters for making a recess
for a jewel. Suppose I have a very small jewel
la set (outside diameter) and would give my

cutter go° clearance on the side, would this clear
the circle? What is the proper angle of clearance
to give a cutter on the end for turning brass?—
It is impossible as well as unnecessary to
tell you at what angle to sharpen your jeweling
caliper cutters. The actual work must be before
one to enable him to judge and the rule is simply
to shape the cutter so that the intended cutting
edge is the only part which comes in contact with
the metal of the setting at any point. Of course,
the smaller the recess the more metal must be
removed from the cutter to allow clearance.

(3) In making a cutter for setting small
jewels should I reduce the blank (which is always
larger than a small jewel) by turning before mak-
ing to the size of the jewel or should I not reduce
the end of the blank by turning but make the
necessary reduction in size when giving the side
clearance?—We think the neatest way of making
a cutter is to first turn it nearly to size before
filing it to shape, but, of course, one way is no
better than the other, considered practically.

(.0 frhat is the proper shape to give a cutter
MI the cml for cutting a recess for a jewel with
a convex top? For example, a balance jewel.—
Iii setting a balance jewel with a convex top, don't
set it so the rounded part goes in first. Set it
with the rounded part toward the outside. You
can see that no curved cutter will be necessary.

(5) Could I return the cutter to the chuck by
any means and get the same place exactly after
removing and 1m-dm:Mgr—On most makes of
jeweling calipers you can accomplish this by
scratching a mark on both cutter and socket so
the cutter can be returned to exactly the same
place.

"Canker."—I have had some difficulty in get-
ting canker off gilded zottelt plates. Several spots
(»i plate green. I soaked in benzine, and taking a
small, keen-edge tool, scraped off all I could with-
out scratching the plates, then brushed briskly
swith ordinary stiff brush, then .immersed in strong
solution of cyanide and water, rinsed in water and
finally in pure alcohol, but spots still remain to
some extent. I calculated that electro-plating
would make plate look nem—Green spots on
gilded watch plates can be removed by scraping,
but then there is left a surface of brass where the
gilding has been scraped off and this brass will
quickly tarnish black, so the only way to make
the plate look like new is to first scrape off the
corrosion. then "mat" the surface with a scratch
brush and then regild the plate.

"Rounded."—I have talked to several work-
men about the manner in which a balance pivot
should be finished. Take, for example,the"Hamil-
ton," I find they are about like the end of a round-
ended punch, while I never see "Elgin," "Wal-
tham" or "Hampden" pivots finished that way.
I think the pivots should be rounded, and as I
round all of mine, I think the watch gives better
satisfaction with a round pivot than with one per-
fectly flat on the end. What do you say?—The
matter of rounding or flattening the ends of
pivots comprises part of the adjustment of a
watch to position and, where possible, a new pivot
should be finished just the same as the original
one was. The object in flattening a pivot in
adjusting a watch is to retard the motion of the
balance by imposing more of a "drag" on it than
is the case with a pivot with a more rounded end.

"Irregular."—(1) Is it proper in poising all
kinds of balance wheels, whether single or double
roller table, to remove the table roller? If so,
what counteracts the cright of jewel pin P—hi
poising balance wheels the roller table must be left
on, whether double or single, else the irregular
poise of the roller table will throw the balance-
poise out when the roller table is put on again.
Of course, the balance and the roller table are
parts of the same piece in the action of the watch
and so nmst be poised together.

(2) Do any of the manufacturers of high-
grade watches ever send out a wheel unpoised
intentionally to overcome any hairspring error?—
To throw a balance out of poise in adjusting the
movement is not a workmanlike procedure and
is not done by conscientious workmen.
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"Rope Chains."—Kindly give me a process
for properly repairing gold rope chains: —You
will notice that these chains are made of links
soldered together in pairs. Each link is not a
complete oval, however, but its inside end is left
open. First, cut or tear off the broken strands,
then with a knife separate one side of a pair of
links at the place where they are soldered to-
gether. Do this on both the ends to be united.
Now you will have on each end a hook and
deeper in the chain will be seen the whole end
of a link. Bring together the two ends of the
chain, engage the ."hooks" in the nearest whole
links and then bend the cut links into shape and
solder to their next links outside. Be careful not
to use too much solder. A chain repaired in this
way is preserved perfectly flexible and the joint
cannot be detected.

"Pendo."—I 7.00111 to know length of pendu-
lum required when escape cheel teeth are 36 and
revolutions of escape wheel 72 per hourf—The
length of pendulum you will need is 18.6 inches.

"Silver."—Kindly let its know how to oxidize
silver/—The usual practice is to heat the silver
article and apply with a pencil brush a solution of
chloride of platinum in water. A solution of such
chloride in alcohol or ether will also produce an
oxidizing, each solvent producing a different shade.
The alcohol and ether solutions are applied to the
silver when cold. A beautiful velvety black can be
given to silver by first giving the silver a "quick-
jug" coat by dipping in or rubbing with a dilute
solution of mercury in nitric acid until a slight film
of mercury forms on the silver. The operation is
in every way like preparing articles for electroplat-
ing with silver. The article so treated is next im-
mersed or brushed over with a freshly made solu-
tion of liver of sulphur ill Water. This process
produces a very intense black, and also has ex-
cellent wearing qualities.

"Quickest."—What is the quickest and easiest
way to true up a watch balance in the round?—
There is no "easy-road" plan by which you can
true up a balance-wheel. What is required is a
good pair of calipers and intelligent application of
the methods of truing. As to quickness, that
requires practice and experience. First, you want
a pair of calipers that holds the balance staff by
the cone of the pivots. Then you want to be sure
that your staff and pivots are not bent; place the
balance in the calipers and see if both arms of the
balance are of the same length. Place the index
finger on the caliper so that it just touches the
balance rim at the arm; then turn the balance
around and see if one arm is longer than the other.
I 1 one arm is longer than the other, you cannot
true the balance until you make them the same
length. You can stretch the short arm by using a
punch from the staking tool, shaped like a chisel.
Place the balance arm to be stretched on a flat
stump and give the punch a light blow with the
mallet. Continue this until both arms are the same
length. Now to true a balance in the round you
start from the arm; place the index finger as ex-
plained above, then move the wheel .slowly and
a short distance at a time. noting very carefully if
the wheel leaves the index finger or pushes the
index finger away. When you come to a place
where it does leave, or pushes it away, stop there
and remove the balance from the calipers and by
using the wrench that comes with the calipers, or
a pair of tweezers %yin do, you bend the wheel in
or out as the case may be, catching it with the
wrench just Where it shirts to leave the index
finger. Do not mind NVIlat position the rest of the
segment of the wheel takes after it is bent. Re-
place the wheel in the caliper and start from the
arm again, and note well if you bent it too much
or not enough. You continue this from the arm
to the end of the segment, taking the bend out as
you come to it from the arm. Both sides of the
balance are trued in the same way, and it takes
practice to make the bend just right and to true a
wheel perfectly in the round.



THE KEYSTONE

Cleansing of Gold and Silver
Lace and Embroideries

When bullion embroideries, gold braid,

laces, borders, etc., require cleaning one is

often puzzled as to the best method to be

adopted. We will, therefore, describe some

reliable means of effecting this purpose.
Silver and gold edgings it is best to

place for twenty-four hours in curdled milk,

preparing, in the meantime, the following

mixture : A piece of Venice soap—in default

of this any other soap that does not contain

too much soda will do—is shaved up fine

and stirred into two quarts of rain water

until completely dissolved, mix with this

some honey and a fresh ox-gall. The mix-

ture must be thoroughly whipped up to-

gether. A thin paste should be produced

and in some cases must be diluted with rain

water and allowed to stand for half a day.

The border, or edging, is then coated with

this paste. The roller of a laundry mangle

is then wrapped about with a wet cloth, on

this is rolled the border and then a wet

cloth again about the whole. The cloths

being kept constantly moist and possibly the

coating with paste repeated, the borders are

then mangled (calendered). A sufficiency

of gum arabic is now dissolved in warm

rain water, sugar added to the solution,

which is then clarified. The borders are

dipped in this fluid, again mangled between

two dry cloths and hung up to dry. It is

a good plan to weight them at the bottom

so that they may be well stretched.
Gold borders, laces and the like can be

washed by first placing them in white wine

and then, after several hours, treating them

as above described.
If the articles to be treated are too

much worn, mix together i part of dragon's
blood, I part of curcuma root (turmeric)

and 25 parts of shellac, extract the mixture

with strong alcohol and pour off the ruby
red substance. With a soft hair brush the

fluid is applied to the articles to be renewed

and a hot iron passed above the articles at

a distance from them of one-quarter to one-

third of an inch, so that only the necessary

heat is imparted to them.
An easier cleaning of silver embroid-

eries that are only tarnished is effected by
(lusting them with powdered Vienna lime,
rubbing them lightly with a cloth and then
brushing the powder out thoroughly with
a brush.

Oxidized silver articles, i. e., such as

are tarnished, can best be cleaned by rub-
bing with a rag dipped in hyposplphite of
soda—within recent times a number of pol-
ishing cloths have also been placed on the
market that have proved excellent for this
purpose.

If silver and gold embroideries are to
be newly electro-plated, the material to be
regilded must be (lipped into a solution of
chloride of gold and then reduced, in an-
other receptacle, by means of hydrogen gas.
For silvering treatment an immersion for
two hours in a solution of nitrate of silver
(to which ammonia has been added) proves
effective. Then. for the purpose of reduc-
tion, the article in question is exposed to a
current of hydrogen gas. For silvering we

may also employ a coating of the articles
with a paste (composed of i part phos-
phorus to I part of sulphide of carbon) and
then dipping them in a solution of nitrate
of silver. In all cases objects must be rinsed
afterwards.

An Automaton Clock

An interesting little mechanical novelty
is the unique clock illustrated herewith,
which may be made without any difficulty
by anyone with an aptitude for mechanics,

FIG. I

writes R. F. X. Nattan in the Electrician
and Mechanic. The originator, by the way,
of this timepiece was a French watchmaker,
named A. Poitel.

An appropriate name for this clock
would be "School Days," particularly in

view of the recent
vogue of a popular
song of that title. As

• a shown in the draw-
ing, a typical village
schoolmaster, with the
much feared ruler,
points to the hours
drawn on the black-
board. One school-
boy is paying strict
attention to the peda-
gogue's demonstra-
tion, while two other
little scalliwags are
engaged in all kinds
of mischief. The
means of constructing
the clock is shown in
Fig. 2.

FIG. 2 At a is pivoted
the arm of the figure.

A short distance from a a pin, b, is attached
to it. The pivoted rod, cc', moves between
suitable guides, the lower end being attached
to the circumference of a cam, d. This cam,
otherwise known as a snail, is placed on the
hour hand arbor of any mantel clock or
alarm movement, which is concealed beneath
the figure. This cam makes one revolution
in twelve hours, and thus forces the rod cc'
upwards. The point of the ruler, during
this period, passes over the scale drawn on
the blackboard. After the ruler has reached
the highest point—for example, 12.45—it
drops of its own weight back to the numeral
I. The cam must be revolvable on the hour
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arbor with some friction in order that
may be able to set the pointer, and more-
over the two lever lengths, a, b, and the di
tance from a to the point of the stick C

ruler, must be so adapted to the depth of the
cam that the ruler will just traverse the
scale, while the rod cc' ascends from the
lowest to the highest point of the cam.
Some difficulty may be experienced in the
beginning in determining all the measure-
ments. A few experiments, however, will
simplify matters. Either set the pin b far-
ther away from the pivotal point a, when it
is desired to make the arc described by the
pointer smaller, or vice versa. A simple
method would be to make the blackboard
only when everything else has been com-
pleted, and to adapt the blackboard's size
and the spacing of the hour scale according
to the lift of the pointer, actually caused by
the cam. The pointer may be shortened or
lengthened as necessity may demand.

Insufficient Rinsing as a Cause of

Spotting Out

After visiting a number of plating es-
tablishments where all kinds of plating are
done on castiAgs, both brass and iron, and in
which more or less difficulty has been ex-
perienced in spotting-out of the work after
plating, we are convinced that some of this.
trouble comes from not sufficiently rinsing
the work after plating.

Take, for an example, a casting that
has been brass or copper plated. When it is
removed from the plating tank, and given
a "swish" through the cold and then through
hot water and immediately taken out of the
solution, the imperfections of the casting do,
not have sufficient opportunity to escape. A.
quick rinse is all right with sheet metal
work, perhaps there are no blowholes or
other imperfections ; but in the case of cast-
ings, which are always more or less porous,
it will not properly remove the solution.

Castings, particularly, should be not
only rinsed in the rinse water, but soakc.l.
Hot water is far more efficacious in remo
ing the plating solutions from the pores of
the casting than that which is cold, and
should be used whenever possible. The
method which should be followed is to rine

the work in a cold water tank after it con', ,

from the plating solution, in order to
move the amount that adheres to the stn -
face and prevent contaminating the hot

water. Two hot water tanks should he

provided. In one the work should
soaked for an hour or two. The other
kept as clean as possible and the soal,

work is finally rinsed in this and dried.
this method is followed, some of the ca -
of spotting-out will disappear.—The Br, ,

World.

How to Sharpen Dentist's Tools

Place the points of the tools in nitric

acid for about two seconds, remove and im-

mediately dip in water. Examine the edges

under a magnifying glass and if they are

not sharp, repeat the operation. When the

tools are sharpened they can be polished

with a tooth brush and some metal polish

CROWN HALL CLOCKS
M1111.11•1•11111MIM■

E ANTICIPATED

the increased re-

quirements for 1909 and

have manufactured a

most varied line of fine

cases in designs of

artistic merit, fine detail,

correct style and attrac-

tive value.

I[[, Our uniform and well-

known high standard of

workmanship and finish

is maintained in every

clock case, whether

simple and inexpensive

or elaborate and costly.
All movements are

thoroughly fitted in the
case and tested before

shipment.

URO  FAMOUS
Crown Movements

are the perfection of

quality, construction and

finish, and in our new

1909 lines we offer some

exclusive improvements of
the greatest practical

advantage and not to be

found in any other Hall
Clock Movements on

the European or Ameri-

can market. All our

movements are fitted

with either fine gongs
or tubular bells and our

selection of highest

grade " Crown tubular

chiming and strike

movements is exception-
ally complete and the

most extensive in the

country.

Does the advantage of buying your Hall Clocks from manufacturers who make them an EXCLUSIVE

SPECIALTY—their only line—appeal to you? If so, we can serve you best. Catalog on request

THE HERSCHEDE HALL CLOCK CO.
OFFICE, SHOWROOM AND
FACTORY 1011-1015 Plum Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.
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Cleansing of Gold and Silver
Lace and Embroideries

When bullion embroideries, gold braid,

laces, borders, etc., require cleaning one is
often puzzled as to the best method to be

adopted. We will, therefore, describe some
reliable means of effecting this purpose.

Silver and gold edgings it is best to

place for twenty-four hours in curdled milk,

preparing, in the meantime, the following

mixture : A piece of Venice soap—in default

of this any other soap that does not contain

too much soda will do—is shaved up fine

and stirred into two quarts of rain water

until completely dissolved, mix with this

some honey and a fresh ox-gall. The mix-

ture must be thoroughly whipped up to-
gether. A thin paste should be produced

and in some cases must be diluted with rain

water and allowed to stand for half a day.

The border, or edging, is then coated with

this paste. The roller of a laundry mangle

is then wrapped about with a wet cloth, on

this is rolled the border and then a wet

cloth again about the whole. The cloths

being kept constantly moist and possibly the

coating with paste repeated, the borders are

then mangled (calendered). A sufficiency

of gum arabic is now dissolved in warm
rain water, sugar added to the solution,

which is then clarified. The borders are

dipped in this fluid, again mangled between

two dry cloths and hung up to dry. It is

a good plan to weight them at the bottom

so that they may be well stretched.
Gold borders, laces and the like can be

washed by first placing them in white wine

and then, after several hours, treating them
as above described.

If the articles to be treated are too
much worn, mix together i part of dragon's
blood, I part of curcuma root (turmeric)

and 25 parts of shellac, extract the mixture
with strong alcohol and pour off the ruby
red substance. With a soft hair brush the
fluid is applied to the articles to be renewed
and a hot iron passed above the articles at
a distance from them of one-quarter to one-
third of an inch, so that only the necessary
heat is imparted to them.

An easier cleaning of silver embroid-
eries that are only tarnished is effected by
dusting them with powdered Vienna lime,
rubbing them lightly with a cloth and then
brushing the powder out thoroughly with
a brush.

Oxidized silver articles, i. e., such as
are tarnished, can best be cleaned by rub-
bing with a rag dipped in hyposulphite of
soda—within recent times a number of pol-
ishing cloths have also been placed on the
market that have proved excellent for this
purpose.

If silver and gold embroideries are to
be newly electro-plated, the material to be
regilded must be dipped into a solution of
chloride of gold and then reduced, in an-
other receptacle, by means of hydrogen gas.
For silvering treatment an immersion for
two hours in a solution of nitrate of silver
(to which ammonia has been added) proves
effective. Then, for the purpose of reduc-
tion, the article in question is exposed to a
current of hydrogen gas. For silvering we

may also employ a coating of the articles
with a paste (composed of i part phos-
phorus to i part of sulphide of carbon) and
then dipping them in a solution of nitrate
of silver. In all cases objects must be rinsed
afterwards.

An Automaton Clock

An interesting little mechanical novelty
is the unique clock illustrated herewith,
which may be made without any difficulty
by anyone with an aptitude for mechanics,

sagge4,

FIG. I

writes R. F. X. Nattan in the Electrician
and Mechanic. The originator, by the way,
of this timepiece was a French watchmaker,
named A. Poitel.

An appropriate name for this clock
would be "School Days," particularly in

view of the recent
vogue of a popular
song of that title. As

•

a shown in the draw-
1 ing, a typical village

schoolmaster, with the
much feared ruler,
points to the hours
drawn on the black-
board. One school-
boy is paying strict
attention to the peda-
gogue's demonstra-
tion, while two other
little scalliwags are
engaged in all kinds
of mischief. The
means of constructing
the clock is shown in
Fig. 2.

At a is pivoted
the arm of the figure.

A short distance from a a pin, b, is attached
to it. The pivoted rod, cc', moves between
suitable guides, the lower end being attached
to the circumference of a cam, d. This cam,
otherwise known as a snail, is placed on the
hour hand arbor of any mantel clock or
alarm movement, which is concealed beneath
the figure. This cam makes one revolution
in twelve hours, and thus forces the rod cc'
upwards. The point of the ruler, during
this period, passes over the scale drawn on
the blackboard. After the ruler has reached
the highest point—for example, 12.45—it
drops of its own weight back to the numeral
I. The cam must be revolvable on the hour

FIG. 2
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arbor with some friction in order that one
may be able to set the pointer, and more-
over the two lever lengths, a, b, and the dis-
tance from a to the point of the stick or
ruler, must be so adapted to the depth of the
cam that the ruler will just traverse the
scale, while the rod cc' ascends from the
lowest to the highest point of the cam.
Some difficulty may be experienced in the
beginning in determining all the measure-
ments. A few experiments, however, will
simplify matters. Either set the pin b far-
ther away from the pivotal point a, when it
is desired to make the arc described by the
pointer smaller, or vice versa. A simple
method would be to make the blackboard
only when everything else has been com-
pleted, and to adapt the blackboard's size
and the spacing of the hour scale according
to the lift of the pointer, actually caused by
the cam. The pointer may be shortened or
lengthened as necessity may demand.

Insufficient Rinsing as a Cause of

Spotting Out

After visiting a number of plating es-
tablishments where all kinds of plating are
done on castings, both brass and iron, and ia
which more or less difficulty has been ex-
perienced in spotting-out of the work after
plating, we are convinced that some of this.
trouble comes from not sufficiently rinsing.
the work after plating.

Take, for an example, a casting that
has been brass or copper plated. When it is.
removed from the plating tank, and given.
a "swish" through the cold and then through,
hot water and immediately taken out of the
solution, the imperfections of the casting do,
not have sufficient opportunity to escape. A
quick rinse is all right with sheet metal
work, perhaps there are no blowholes or
other imperfections ; but in the case of cast--
ings, which are always more or less porous,.
it will not properly remove the solution.

Castings, particularly, should be not:
only rinsed in the rinse water, but soaked.
Hot water is far more efficacious in remov-
ing the plating solutions from the pores of
the casting than that which is cold, and
should be used whenever possible. The-
method which should be followed is to rinse
the work in a cold water tank after it comes
from the plating solution, in order to ,re-
move the amount that adheres to the sur-
face and prevent contaminating the hot
water. Two hot water tanks should he-

provided. In one the work should be

soaked for an hour or two. The other is.

kept as clean as possible and the soaked
work is finally rinsed in this and dried. If

this method is followed, some of the cases.

of spotting-out will disappear.—The Brass.

World.

How to Sharpen Dentist's Tools

Place the points of the tools in nitric-

acid for about two seconds, remove and im-
mediately dip in water. Examine the edges

under a magnifying glass and if they are
not sharp, repeat the operation. When the

tools are sharpened they can be polished:

with a tooth brush and some metal polish.
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THIS is the sample case carried by travelers
  of the leading Jobbing Houses selling

the Howard Watch.
When the representative of a first-class jobber sells

a Howard, he delivers the Watch from stock and not
from his sample trunk. He wishes his customer to have the
watch in perfect condition with the Howard adjustment in
the case—just as it came from the factory—and not a watch that has
been subjected to the rough handling of baggage-men, in a trunk that
has been pitched out of car doors on to depot platforms and slammed
about On baggage trucks. .

The adjustment and the hard tempered balance of the Howard will stand more
jar and jolt than any other watch in the world—but there is no use in defying the
baggage-smasher.

The reliable retailer wishes a watch for his customer in spick and span condi-
tion, outside as well as inside, and not with the case marked and scratched by the
handling of the hundred buyers who have examined the watch before him.

Another thing—if the traveler makes a point of delivering goods from his trunk,
his sample line is always short—and the dealer should insist on seeing a complete line.

The Howard is a wonderful watch anyway you buy it:—all the more reason for treating it with
the respect due a fine piece of mechanism—a watch with the finest constructive adjustment known to
the world of watchmaking.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

THE HOWARD WATCH

ALMOST every day there is brought
to light some new anecdote of the

HOWARD WATCH, or some interesting record of
its excellence.

The Daily Tribune, of Goldfield, Nevada, recently
contained the following news item under the
heading, "A Watch with a History Among the
Indians":
“Dick Jones, of Ryolite, came to Goldfield yesterday with a
valuable gold watch obtained from an Indian squaw in exchange

for two ponies. The Indian, when questioned as to her posses-
sion of the watch, said :

Long ago pale faces come Death Valley : too hot, no water,
they die, Injun get watch, put in ground many moons, now swap.'
“The watch," continues the Tribune, “is forty years old : it
has an E. Howard movement of the date of 1868, and in spite
of its years of service, burial in the ground and handling by the
Indians is still a marvel as a timekeeper."
The price of each HOWARD watch—from the 17-jewel in a fine
gold-filled case (guaranteed for 25 years) at $35.00, to the 23-
jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at $ i5o.00 —is fixed at the filctory
and a printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD Jeweler in your
town and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and
we will send you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for May. It reaches 7,5oo,000 subscribers (about 30,000,000readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you aHOWARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find the 110WARD at your store?



JAS. BOSS stiffened Gold Watch Cases

F.23I F.232

THE PARAGON

JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold Watch Cases
(Guaranteed 25 Years)

Made in Full Bascine, P. P., Satin, Roman, E. T. and Engraved.

Note the simplicity of construction and the ease with which

the movement can be fitted.

PR ICE= LIST

16 size

12 "

Plain or E. T. Engraved

$17.00 $18.50

14.00 15.50

Illustrations show 16 size.

Both sizes now in stocks of all leading wholesale dealers.

Will shortly be on the market in 2o=year grade also.

F •09

(Guaranteed 25 Years)

Trade-Mark in Back Trade-Mark in Cap

F - 2 9 3 9/2

FANCY BOWS
Now supplied on all 12 size JAS. BOSS 25-year, without extra charge.
Shown in the stocks of all leading wholesale dealers.

D.-04.T/t
A Light Weight 18 Size Swing. Ring Silveroid

DUST-PROOF. GILDED REFLECTOR
Gives absolute protection from dust and damp ; combined with lightness in 'weight, grace in model and perfection in construction

Price, $2.50

ORDER A SAMPLE FROM YOUR JOBBER

New York

Chicago
Boston Cincinnati

San Francisco

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Boston Cincinnati
Chicago San Francisco



Excelsior Watch

FORTY million Americans are wage-
earners—work by the stroke of the

clock, most of them.
Only two in the hundred can or

ever do pay more than ten dollars for a
watch. The rest of them—right in your own town
there's a field for the Excelsior, the only watch at a
popular price that can be depended on to run tick for

tick with the office clock.
The Excelsior is a jew-

G % eled watch-7 jewels,c„,„
quick train, cut expansion
balance with Breguet hair-
spring, stem-wind and pen-
dant-set (except 18-size hunt-
ing, lever-set).

Every Excelsior is supplied
complete—cased and timed at the

factory, made to run right before

the printed price tag is attached.
Made in 6, 12, 16, and 18 sizes, plain polished, engine-turned,

and fancy engraved cases—Gold-filled, 20-year guarantee ; Gold-

filled, 10-year guarantee; and Silverode (wears like silver). Prices,

$4.50 to $11.00.
Inquire of your jobbers and write to the factory for literature.

10

New York Standard Watch Co.
Jersey City, N. J.

40104;»

W YORK STANDARD WATCH CO, Jersey City
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NEW
LINE

MONTROSE

9 in. High, W. in. Wide, 1-day Lever
Time, 234 in. Porcelain Dial.

List, $5.50

IF 1,11.1:11'!j[I 11. )('-

BRADFORD

Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed
Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 14 in. High,
94 in. Wide

List, $14.00

CHIPPENDALE

20 in. High, 1034 in. Wide, Polished Solid
Mahogany Case, 6-in. Silver Dial, Genuine

Inlaid Panel, Gilt Top Ornament

List, $18.00

■

Ube

°At Co.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY:

FORESTVILLE
Connecticut, U. S. A.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS:

37 MAIDEN LANE

SUPERIOR FINISH

SOLID MAHOGANY

GENUINE INLAID
CASES

LEEDS

84 in. High, 44 in. Wide, 1-day
Lever Time, 2 in. Porcelain Dial

List, $4.80

U11911,‘ 

ANNI1(1111(1111iMINE

DUNDEE

Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed
Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 14 in. High
9 in. Wide

List, $15.00
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Some Open Replies

We are indebted to many readers for
furnishing us with topics for essays in these
pages, in the pertinent inquiries they make
of us. Again and again they have inspired
US with subjects, for their questions often
touch the very marrow of a timely topic.
We hope our correspondents have recog-
nized the answers to some of their problems
in the essay form in which the replies have
appeared herein at various times.

Our pigeon-hole of inquiries is again as
-full" as a healthy boy when he rises from
the Christmas dinner. Some of the minor
questions are here answered openly, in confi-
dent belief that they will interest many read-
ers who have the same perplexities as the
various inquirers.

En. KEYSTONE :—I am a stranger in
this town and have opened a jewelry
store. My wife and I board (we have no
children). It takes close management to
make ends meet. I do not employ any
help, but it is a little too much for me.
My wife suggests that I keep at the
bench. instead of my hiring a watchmaker,
and she will help in the selling. She is
bright, attractive and capable, but it seems
to me it would not look right to avail
myself of her services and might create
a prejudice against us. Please advise.

Why, man, how can you hesitate?
"Bright, attractive and capable"—and wants
to help? Dear sir, you own a gold mine and
don't know it ! Ten to one she'll sell more
goods, after a little while, than yourself.
We are very sure that if we drifted into
your store, and wanted a piece of goods, and
had the price, we would prefer that the little
wife exchanged the commodity for our coin.
"Not look right?" Just the other way, sir!
She will give an "at home" feeling to the
women customers, who buy most of the
jeweler's goods. She will be personally in-
terested in your success ; there will be no
selfishness in the clerk, no question of
honesty or loyalty. She knows what is best
for you, if you don't. And she'll be happier
being with you than sticking in a stuffy
boarding-house through the lonesome day.
"Bright, attractive and capable"—pshaw,
man, get awake ! Let her get behind the
Counter while you get behind the bench and
there'll soon be "somethin' doin'." Here's
luck to you, and our most respectful saluta-
tion to the "bright, attractive and capable"
little wife !

ED. KEYSTONE :—Would it help my
business if I joined various local secret
societies?

Ye-e-e-s. We say so reluctantly, for
business should not depend for growth upon
external influences, or on other than the
strict merit of business fitness. But in recol-
lection of numbeiless individual instances
in which it has been clearly proved that

secret societies have helped the merchant,
and in personal knowledge of the fact that
some years ago a Philadelphia politician
hoisted himself into the Mayor's chair
through the influence of seventy-seven or-
ganizations (secret, musical, political, bibu-
lous and other kinds), which he joined for
their influence, how can we ignore the "busi-
ness" value of fraternal membership? It is
a sore duty, but we must repeat: Ye-e-e-s.

En. KEYSTONE:—TO decide a dispute
with my watchmaker, please state how
often a watch should be cleaned.

Whenever it is dirty—which depends a
good deal upon whether its wearer works at
carpet cleaning or sails a balloon. The old
whist rule may help you : "When in doubt,
play trumps"—and get the profit.

ED. KEYSTONE :—About a year ago I
bought a dozen vest chains on a card for
$5.00. On each was a tag, "Warranted
five years." I marked them at a dollar on
the strength of the guarantee. I sold
seven of them, but in a few weeks they
were brought back brassy and I had to
refund the price paid or give better ones
in exchange. The little jobber who sold
them to me has since gone out of business.
What can I do about it?

We see only one thing to do : Sneak up
an alley and kick yourself. Not because
you lost money on the seven you sold, and
are "stuck" with five that you are afraid
to sell, but because you had so little wit as
to believe the tag. You didn't stop to think
—really, now, did you ?—that five years was
a considerable stretch of time, and that the
"gold" that was put on twelve—count them,
twelve—chains, that were sold to you for
$5.00 after two profits had been added, must
be spread mighty thin to cover them. And
in the intervals between the kicks ponder
the fact that the strength of a guaranty isn't
in the tag but in the character of the chain-
maker.

But do not count your $5.00 as lost.
When you offer good chains for sale, show
the brassy chains as a "horrible example" of
cheapness. If you work up the advertising
material now in your hands you'll get your
money back many times over.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Is a salesman bound
to point out a defect in an article to the
buyer, even if the buyer (who has not
noticed the defect) is well pleased with
his purchase? What is the rule?

There is no "rule." Each one's con-
science must be a law unto itself in such

matters, in the absence of any legal restric-

tions. The only "rule" is the rule of right

conduct, the only law is the law of honor.

But when a buyer looks for perfection in

the article for which he is negotiating and

does not know where to look for defects,
the salesman is bound either to supply a
perfect article or point out the fault in the
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defective thing if he would conform to the

moral obligations which obtain in Christian
society. "A sound price warrants a sound
article" is a principle old as the hills and as
sound as it is old. The salesman who con-
ceals a defect is as great a cheat as one who
utters a deliberate misrepresentation.

(Further, to F. D. S.) By the laws of
honor in trade are meant those unwritten
rules of conduct which are born of a nice
sense of what is right, just and true, which
honest men observe in their common inter-
course, but which no court of law can be
called upon to enforce. The great fabric of
Credit rests more upon this universal dispo-
sition to place confidence in our fellowmen
than upon the recourse which the law affords
for breaches of faith. It follows, therefore,
that an infraction of "the laws of honor"
between business men should be punished by
the single weapon provided by this "law,"
namely, perpetual withdrawal of the confi-
dence of his contemporaries.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Is a jeweler justified
in conducting two stores in the same town,
in one of which he conducts his legitimate
business and in the other, under an as-
sutned name, he disposes of unmarket-
able goods and inferior qualities, by auc-
tion or otherwise?

Such questions of casuistry in business
must be answered by each merchant accord-
ing to the enlightenment of his own con-
science. We would merely say that the
assumption of a feigned name in itself
"smells of evil."

ED. KEYSTONE :—Please tell me the
best house from which to get a general
line of jewelry.

NO! Did you get that? What?
Would you have this editorial sanctum filled
with belligerents who thirsted for gore?
Would you invite vengeance upon the
writer's head and see him go down in
"battle, murder and sudden death?" His
life insurance is not such a stupendous sum
that his family could be quickly condoled for
his untimely taking-off ; besides, he is not
yet quite ready to assume his eternal harp
and halo. Not to mention other objections,
he is averse to quitting this world until he
sees something further of the development
of travel through the air ; and he should
like to linger until strawberries come into
the market, please. Then, again, he would
hate to quit work until all his ideals involv-
ing THE KEYSTONE have been realized, and
this now great trade journal is the then
greater. NO, not even to gratify our es-
teemed Ohio inquirer will we answer his
request specifically, and then go down to
the Valley of the Shadow of Death ; but we
will venture to give him a list of the "best
houses." He will find them in the advertis-
ing pages of THE KEYSTONE.
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BRADFORD

Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed
Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 14, in. High,
9 in. Wide

List, $14.00

CHIPPENDALE

20 in. High, 1034 in. Wide, Polished Solid
Mahogany Case, 6-in. Silver Dial, Genuine

Inlaid Panel, Gilt Top Ornament

List, $18.00
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DUNDEE

Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed
Glass, 8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour

Strike on Cup Bell, 143.( in. High
9 in. Wide

List, $15.00
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Some Open Replies

We arc indebted to many readers for
furnishing us with topics for essays in these
pages, in the pertinent inquiries they make
of us. Again and again they have inspired
US with subjects, for their questions often
touch the very marrow of a timely topic.
We hope our. correspondents have recog-
nized the answers to some of their problems
ill the essay form in which the replies have
appeared herein at various times.

Our pigeon-hole of inquiries is again as
"full" as a healthy boy when he rises from
the Christmas dinner. Some of the minor
questions are here answered openly, in confi-
dent belief that they will interest many read-
ers who have the same perplexities as the
various inquirers.

ED. KEYSTONE :—I am a stranger in
this town and have opened a jewelry
store. My wife and I board (we have no
children). It takes close management to
make ends meet. I do not employ any
help, but it is a little too much for me.
My wife suggests that I keep at the
bench. instead of my hiring a watchmaker,
and she will help in the selling. She is
bright, attractive and capable, but it seems
to me it would not look right to avail
myself of her services and might create
a prejudice against us. Please advise.

Why, man, how can you hesitate?
"Bright, attractive and capable"—and wants
to help? Dear sir, you own a gold mine and
don't know it! Ten to one she'll sell more
goods, after a little while, than yourself.
We are very sure that if we drifted into
your store, and wanted a piece of goods, and
had the price, we would prefer that the little
wife exchanged the commodity for our coin.
"Not look right ?" Just the other way, sir!
She will give an "at home" feeling to the
women customers, who buy most of the
jeweler's goods. She will be personally in-
terested in your success; there will be no
ylfishness in the clerk, no question of
honesty or loyalty. She knows what is best
for you, if you don't. And she'll be happier
being with you than sticking in a stuffy
boarding-house through the lonesome day.
"Bright, attractive and capable"—pshaw,
man, get awake ! Let her get behind the
counter while you get behind the bench and
there'll soon be "somethin' doin'." Here's
luck to you, and our most respectful saluta-
tion to the "bright, attractive and capable"
little wife!

ED. KEYSTONE :—Would it help my
business if I joined various local secret
societies?

Ye-e-e-s. We say so reluctantly, for
business should not depend for growth upon
external influences, or on other than the
strict merit of business fitness. But in recol-
lection of numbeiless individual instances
in which it has been clearly proved that

secret societies have helped the merchant,
and in personal knowledge of the fact that
some years ago a Philadelphia politician
hoisted himself into the Mayor's chair
through the influence of seventy-seven or-
ganizations (secret, musical, political, bibu-
lous and other kinds), which he joined for
their influence, how can we ignore the "busi-
ness" value of fraternal membership? It is
a sore duty, but we must repeat : Ye-e-e-s.

ED. KEYSTONE :—To decide a dispute
with my watchmaker, please state how
often a watch should be cleaned.

Whenever it is dirty—which depends a
good deal upon whether its wearer works at
carpet cleaning or sails a balloon. The old
whist rule may help you : "When in doubt,
play trumps"—and get the profit.

ED. KEYSTONE :—About a year ago I
bought a dozen vest chains on a card for
$5.00. On each was a tag, "Warranted
five years." I marked them at a dollar on
the strength of the guarantee. I sold
seven of them, but in a few weeks they
were brought back brassy and I had to
refund the price paid or give better ones
in exchange. The little jobber who sold
them to me has since gone out of business.
What can I do about it?

We see only one thing to do : Sneak up
an alley and kick yourself. Not because
you lost money on the seven you sold, and

are "stuck" with five that you are afraid
to sell, but because you had so little wit as

to believe the tag. You didn't stop to think
—really, now, did you ?—that five years was
a considerable stretch of time, and that the

"gold" that was put on twelve—count them,
twelve—chains, that were sold to you for

$5.00 after two profits had been added, must

be spread mighty thin to cover them. And
in the intervals between the kicks ponder

the fact that the strength of a guaranty isn't

in the tag but in the character of the chain-
maker.

But do not count your $5.00 as lost.

When you offer good chains for sale, show
the brassy chains as a "horrible example" of
cheapness. If you work up the advertising

material now in your hands you'll get your

money back many times over.

ED. KEYSTONE :—Is a salesman bound
to point out a defect in an article to the
buyer, even if the buyer (who has not
noticed the defect) is well pleased with
his purchase? What is the rule?

There is no "rule." Each one's con-

science must be a law unto itself in such

matters, ill the absence of any legal restric-

tions. The only "rule" is the rule of right

conduct, the only law is the law of honor.

But when a buyer looks for perfection in

the article for which lie is negotiating and

does not know where to look for defects,

the salesman is bound either to supply a

perfect article or point out the fault in the
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defective thing if he would conform to the

moral obligations which obtain in Christian
society. "A sound price warrants a sound
article" is a principle old as the hills and .as
sound as it is old. The salesman who con-
ceals a defect is as great a cheat as one who
titters a deliberate misrepresentation.

(Further, to F. D. S.) By the laws of
honor in trade are meant those unwritten
rules of conduct which are born of a nice
sense of what is right, just and true, which
honest men observe in their common inter-
course, but which no court of law can be
called upon to enforce. The great fabric of
Credit rests more upon this universal dispo-
sition to place confidence in our fellowmen
than upon the recourse which the law affords
for breaches of faith. It follows, therefore,
that an infraction of "the laws of honor"
between business men should be punished by
the single weapon provided by this "law,"
namely, perpetual withdrawal of the confi-
dence of his contemporaries.

ED. KEYSTONE :—IS a jeweler justified
in conducting two stores in the same town,
in one of which he conducts his legitimate
business and in the other, under an as-
sumed name, he disposes of unmarket-
able goods and inferior qualities, by auc-
tion or otherwise?

Such questions of casuistry in business
must be answered by each merchant accord-
ing to the enlightenment of his own con-
science. We- would merely say that the
assumption of a feigned name in itself
"smells of evil."

En. KEYSTONE :—Please tell me the
best house from which to get a general
line of jewelry.

NO! Did you get that? What?

Would you have this editorial sanctum filled

with belligerents who thirsted for gore?
Would you invite vengeance upon the
writer's head and see him go down in
"battle, murder and sudden death ?" His
life insurance is not such a stupendous sum
that his family could be quickly condoled for
his untimely taking-off ; besides, he is not
yet quite ready to assume his eternal harp
and halo. Not to mention other objections,
he is averse to quitting this world until he
sees something further of the development
of travel through the air ; and he should
like to linger until strawberries come into
the market, please. Then, again, he would
hate to quit work until all his ideals involv-
ing THE KEYSTONE have been realized, and

this now great trade journal is the then
greater. NO, not even to gratify our es-

teemed Ohio inquirer will we answer his
request specifically, and then go down to

the Valley of the Shadow of Death ; but we

will venture to give him a list of the "best
houses." He will find them in the advertis-

ing pages of THE KEYSTONE.
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Stores that are Machines

Business and Personality—Getting Close to
Your Customer—Tact and Friendship

-----
Too many stores are like machines.

They run smoothly enough. There is no

particular fault to find with any part of

the service or the goods. They are, per-

haps, everything that human intellect could

ask a model merchandizing institution to be.

But they do not get down into the hearts

of the people. The personal element is not
there. This is more apt to be the case in
a large store than in a small one—in fact
the larger the store grows, the more diffi-
cult it becomes to retain the personal spirit.

The store which appeals to the heart as

well as the head is sure to score the greatest
success. By appealing to the emotions you

can draw people to your store and attach

their interest so that they will keep coming;

whereas if you appeal to reason entirely

they are quite likely to go to any reputable
store in your line next time they are in the

market.

Holding Your

Customers

day largely

I would try to find out the
best way to hold on to my
customers. Every once in
a while I would spend a

in this way. Whenever a

customer came in I would ask myself the

question, "Is there any reason why this

customer should hunt up my store when he
is again in need of such goods, unless it

happens to be the nearest of its kind ?"

I would try to become just as well

acquainted as possible with every man and

woman who entered my store. I would

seek things in which each person was par-

ticularly interested. For instance, when a

farmer drove in with an especially fine team
of 11-Irses, I would tell him that I had been

looking at his horses while he was hitching
up, and wished I knew how he managed to
keep them looking so fine and sleek. Your

personal interest in something which is a

ource of such great pride to him will be
,ure to please him and your implication

that he has unusual ability in caring for

horses will flatter him. He will want to
keep coming in to see you at every oppor-
. unity in order to show his latest accomplish-

lents to an appreciative audience.
By drawing another cus-
tomer into conversation you
will perhaps find that she
has recently moved to town

and is looking for a church home. Her

denomination may be the same as yours.
You can notify the pastor and when she
attends church you can help to make her

acquainted. You will win gratitude for

Show Your

Interest

KEYSTONE

your personal interest and she will regard
you as one of her first made friends and
when she needs shoes she will not think of
going elsewhere.

You will be surprised to find with how
many people you hold something in com-
mon. Perhaps you are interested in ama-
teur photography and find a customer who
is also interested in this subject. You can
show the man some of your best views and
he may offer to bring in some of his work
sometime when he is coming your way. He
also may have friends who are photographic
cranks, and you will make a small circle of
good friends and customers from this effort.

One woman may have a daughter in the

same class as yours at the high school ; an-
other may have a baby about the same age

as yours, which latter would give you al-

most endless opportunity for comparing

notes, etc., only you must be careful not to

blow too hard about yours, permitting your

friend to score a point now and then—thus

keeping her in the best of humor. Perhaps

your wife or daughter will find an opportun-

ity to call on one of these women and thus

strengthen the bond of interest between her

and the proprietor of the store.

You may run across a man
Your Lodge who belongs to your lodge
Brethren --another who owns a lot

across the street from your

house, a man whose father came from the

same town that your folks came from—a

farmer who would agree to do all his trad-

ing at your store if you would buy your

butter and eggs from him—a relative of the

people who live next door to you.

Trivial bits of information these are, to

be sure, yet full of importance to the one

concerned. Listen to your customers while

they talk of their troubles, their surround-

ings, their ambitions, their pleasures, and

exhibit a feeling of personal regard in all

their affairs. A little dab of personal at-

tention here and there will help greatly in

the sale of goods. If you show that you

are always interested in your customers'

affairs, although not in a meddlesome way,

they will want to drop in to auspiciously

announce that the baby has just cut his first

tooth, or that Mary Elizabeth has passed her

examination, to such an appreciative listener.

Every clerk has the same opportunity

to instil the personal equation into the busi-

ness, and so make himself a much more

valuable man. Through his personality he

can secure personal customers who will

come to this store because he is there and

want him to wait on them because they feel
that he has a greater interest in them than
merely to load them with goods and extract
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the money from their pockets in the shortest
possilile time.

A Notable

Example

At the great Bon Marche
department store in Paris
the personal element in sell-
ing has been reduced to a

science. They employ salesmen having

sufficient intelligence and tact to qualify as

professional diplomats. A man meets you

at the door and after a gracious salutation

turns you over to a well-dressed salesman

with as much polite deference as if you were

the king himself. This gentleman ascer-

tains what it is you want and takes you

personally to where it is kept. He explains

to you all about the goods and helps you to

select something suited to your require-

ments. After fitting you out, he inquires

deftly if there is anything else on your

mind, and suggests some certain lines of

goods which they can supply to particular

advantage at the time. He then goes with

you from department to department and

helps you make selections and offers sug-

gestions that are of real value. If you are

interested in their methods of conducting

business, for instance, he takes you around

over the store and shows you how they do

things. He is posted on the goods from

start to finish and seems to enjoy telling

you about them. When you go he. presents

you with his card, and next time you need

anything at all you want to go back and ask

his advice about buying them. You also

tell your friends and they go around so that

he can extract some bank notes from them,

too. You may not have the organization

and the capital that the Bon Marche has,

but you can use the same principle every

day in your store, no matter how small it

may be, and you have an advantage over

the Bon Marche in that you know a great

many of your customers personally and

know their family histories, and enjoy their

confidence dating way back to the time when

grandfather first opened up at the Corners.

—Berton Elliot, in Boot and Shoe Recorder.

A Startling Motto

A traveling salesman died very sud-

denly in Pittsburg. His relatives tele-

graphed the undertaker to make a wreath ; the

ribbon should be extra wide, with the inscrip-

tion, "Rest in Peace" on both sides, and if

there is room, "We Shall Meet in Heaven."

The undertaker was out of town, and

his new assistant handled the job. It was

a startling floral piece which turned up at

the funeral. The ribbon was extra wide

and bore the inscription, "Rest in Peace on

Both Sides, and if there is Room We Shall

Meet in Heaven."
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THE VOGUE OF THE LOVING CUP

LOVING CUPS LEAD IN FAVOR

[Sample article from daily press]

For formal presentation purposes, the
most popular form of gift at this time
seems to be the loving-cup. The demand
for these cups has so grown in recent
years that special lines of them are pro-
duced by manufacturers. Time was
when these cups were so sparsely used
that they were made to order; but dur-
ing the past few years the loving cup
has become almost a staple, and to-day
forms part of every pretentious jewelry
stock. This is due, in part, to the wider
prevalence of the gift-giving custom,
and also to the growth of outdoor
sports among the wealthy and pleasure-
loving classes. Nor is the demand con-
fined to the larger cities. In the smaller
towns, and even in the country, the lov-
ing cup is well known and has become a
popular form of gift. Its name corn-
mends it as a token of personal regard,
and it is much used by all forms of
social and beneficial organizations, the-
atrical companies, boards of directors,
school and church trustees, etc. The
loving cup is also much in favor with
college societies and sporting clubs—in
short, every form of organization.
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A Magnificent New Line of LOVING CUPS
which we have just placed on the market, will enable
the trade to take profitable advantage of the now universal
"Loving- Cup" fad.

•11
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These cups are distinctive in style, original in design,
rich and artistic, yet so moderate n price as to insure
a fine profit.

There's prestige and publicity as well as profit for the
jeweler furnishing these goods. See our line and
know our prices before selecting your cup stock.

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
I MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST QUALITY OF ELECTRO - PLATE I

Pacific Coast Agents : M. SELLER C? CO.. Portland. Oregon; Seattle and Spokane. Wash.
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Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use

of individual readers, we do not hold our-
selves responsible for the views ex-

pressed.—Editor The Keystone.

"Plate" and "Plated"
DEAR SIR:—In a technical work which I am

now reading there seems to be much confusion

in the use of the terms "plate" and "plated." It

seems to me that while "plate" in Great Britain

means solid silver and gold, the word is applied

in this country only to electro deposit ware. Is

there any particular understanding as to the use

of the words which would prevent confusion?

Lancaster, Pa. Yours truly, J. F.

[Personally we have not experienced any
particular confusion arising from the use of the
words "plate" and "plated." In technical litera-
ture "plate" has a well-defined signification which
is quite different from "plated." Strictly speaking,
"plate" means wrought silver. It is derived from
the Spanish "plata," meaning silver, and the old
French "plate' or "plette." Some philologists
trace the term to the Greeks "platys," meaning flat,
which would explain its modern significance as
flattened silver. 'Plated" means, of course, one
metal overlaid or surfaced with another, and
while both terms may be somewhat confusing to
the laymen, their meaning, we think, would be
perfectly clear to members of the craft.

Our correspondent seems to regard plating as
a modern art, particularly associated with this
country. On the contrary it is quite ancient.
Copper vessels coated with silver have been found
at Herculaneum and we find, in Pliny's natural
history, a description of the methods used in the
first century in applying gold or silver to objects
made of copper or tin. Silver-plated articles of
evident antiquity have been found in Peru; also
in Ireland. The art has probably been brought
to its greatest perfection in the United States,
our plated ware now being familiar in the markets
of the world.—Eu.]

Relations of Wholesaler to Retailer
ED. KEYSTONE :—On looking over the March

KEYSTONE and reading the article, "I Promise to
Pay," it seems to me to be all in favor of the

creditor. I suspect that the one that wrote it

was never a retail jeweler. We cannot see why

a retailer should be under any such obligation

to the creditor as to give a note any more than the

creditor is to give time to the retailer.

Now how about the wholesaler's promise to

the retailer?
Let me ask right here whether the wholesalers

don't promise more than the retailer. They

promise almost anything to sell goods. Some

promise to sell on almost any old time and then

draw on the retailer the first of the month, and

if you cannot pay it, they give it to the "Credit

Men's Association." Then, if you cannot pay it

they will report you to all the wholesalers and

you cannot get any credit. Now, would the re-

tailer do that? No, we don't think they would.

It is the retailer that makes the money for

the wholesaler and we think that the creditor is

under more obligations to the retailer than the

retailer is to the creditor. The retailer can get

along without the wholesalers, but the wholesalers

cannot get along without the retailers. And,

therefore, we think the obligation is to the re-

tailer. The retailer does the best he can to sell

goods, and then the wholesaler sends out his best

men to sell the retailer goods whether he wants to
buy or not. Ask any retailer if the time should
be extended.

Now the wholesaler goes to a little book to
see if the retailer is all right, and won't take the
retailer's word at all, but the retailer has got to
take the wholesaler's word for it, and if he gets
into a hornet's nest he has got to get out the best
he can or they will sting him out.

We would like to see the retailer tell the
wholesalers what to do, in the place of them
telling us retailers what to do. I would like to
hear from other jewelers on the subject. We like
Bro. J. P. Archibald's letter and we think the
Jewelers' Mutual Fire Insurance Company is a
good thing. Why not have a Mutual Wholesale
Jewelers' Company? Yours truly,

Waterville, Kans. JAMES A. TURNER.

Ordering Material
ED. KEYSTONE :—I have one suggestion to

simplify ordering material, say watchglass. State
the even size ;11 the margin as heretofore, then
under the r6ths place the height, Genevas being
in half-dozen lots. Suppose you want 18 9/16 in

5, 6, 8, hi, your order would be 18 9 mean-
5 /6/

–,

ing half-dozen each height. It is no trouble to put
three figures for height in the small square under
the r6th. It simplifies the ordering and filling.
Future order sheets should be printed with these
instructions on. Yours sincerely,
San Marcos, Texas. GEORGE W. KNIGHT.

About Depthings
ED. KEYSTONE :—I would like to direct the

attention of the author of "About Depthings," in
the March KEYSTONE, to the illustrations on page
443. While there is no doubt that the writer is a
master of his subject, I can hardly make his
figures agree with the rules laid down. The
example about the man and the coal does not
quite work out right for me. In my first example
I let M represent man, T represent ton, F repre-
sent flight of stairs, H represent hour, and get
the equation. T : 17:: i M N; second, 2T:

F:: 4 M: N; third, Y2 T: F:: M: iN. In
the first and third I make the same amount of

labor in the same time, but in the second four

times the amount of labor.
Again in Fig. 7, I make it that the weight W

of 360 grains would support a weight of i grain

at WI. This difference I see is because the

writer used ro for the number of leaves in all the

pinions and the drawing gives 8 as the number

in the second and third.
Is this one of the little mistakes that is liable

to happen to any writer in preparing a work of

this kind or am I wrong in my solution of the

problem? Sincerely yours,
Bristol, N. H. A. E. MACUEN.
[The mistake our correspondent has made is

that he has tried to work out by proportion a
calculation which the author of the article ex-
plains is to be done by simple multiplication. The
example of a man carrying coal up a stairway is
used to illustrate the matter under the heading
"work done." In this case of "work done" three
factors enter into the result for which a figure
is used to express the amount of work done, for
purposes of comparison. The three factors are
weight, distance and time. Each of these can be
expressed by a number. The three numbers
multiplied together will give you a number which
all three have helped to form, hence representing
the total work done. In the case in question, 2
is weight, I is distance and TA is time, and the
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amount of work done is 2 X I X Y2 =I. In the
article we notice that an error has been made in
using + signs where they should have been X,
but as the author explains clearly in the text that
the numbers are to be multiplied, the mistake in
the signs, while unfortunate, will hardly mislead.

In Fig. 7 the author has been careless in al-
lowing the numbers on the drawing and those in
the text to disagree. The numbers in the text
are the correct ones as the reader can readily
recognize. We thank our correspondent for
directing our attention to this matter, both because
it has given us an opportunity to explain and be-
cause it will obviate the publication of any other
oversight by the author, whose mastery in this
field is well known —En.]

The Trade and Class Pin Orders
ED. KEYSTONE :—The class pin season is now

here and the retail jeweler is up against the same
old trouble that he has always been. It is so
hard to get an order from a class owing to mail
order concerns quoting such ridiculously low prices
to the classes, that if the jeweler gets the order it
leaves absolutely no profit for him to handle the deal.

It seems to me that this matter should be
taken up by the retail jewelers over the country
and see if some influence cannot be brought to
bear upon the manufacturers in quoting prices to
various classes of the high schools and colleges
over the country and have the manufacturer put
a fair margin on these goods so that when a
retail jeweler gets the order that it will leave a
small margin of profit in the transaction for him.
The mania that most people have of sending away
for things also applies to high school classes. It
makes no difference if they get the same goods at
the same price, it sounds so much bigger and
more important to say that they got it from Attle-
boro or Providence or New York rather than to
have bought the same goods from John Jones,
their local jeweler, and at the same prices.

Yours truly, J. H. LEPPER.

High Temperatures for Gem Manu-
facture

ED. KEYSTONE reading the many articles
now appearing in various publications, dealing
with the artificial production of gems, I notice
that much stress is laid on high temperatures. As
I have been requested to say a few words on this
subject before a local society, .I would like to
know the highest artificial temperature that has
thus far been obtained. Yours very truly,
Duluth, Mich. M. F.

[The chief factors in the production of gems
artificially will naturally be great heat and great
pressure. This we infer from the fact that
precious stones are obtained from igneous, or
volcanic, rocks and mineral veins and are mani-
festly the result of extraordinary heat and pres-
sure as well as chemical change. With an electric
furnace a temperature of 3600 degrees may be ob-
tained, which is quite sufficient to melt the hardest
material. Other flame temperatures can be pro-
duced as follows :

Coal  tgoo to 2o3o° C.
Crude petroleum  2000° C.
Coal gas 1780 to 1950° C.
Hydrogen gas  1960° C.
Acetylene  1900 to 1920° C.
Oxy-hydrogen gas  2000° C.
Carbon monoxide.  2100° C.
Calcium carbide furnace  3300° C.

Great pressures by the cooling and consequent
contraction of masses of iron, or by means of
the hydraulic press, with which pressures of from
7500 to 8400 pounds per square inch are common.
while in laboratories hydrostatic force is utilized
to exert pressures of from 65.6 tons per square
inch to 131.2 tons per square inch for experiments
on a small scale.—En.]
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" Take time by the forelock"

June is ye month of wed-
dings, and many prospective
brides are deciding in favor
of ye Mount Vernon pattern

41 Order early and be prepared

sttl<
TRADE MARK STERLINGBej

Made in

GREENFIELD, MASS.
at ye Silver Shop of

Rogers, Lunt & Bowlen Co.

Cnerry, Pear, Grape and Orange Combs and Jewelry

The Dover Combs are LIGHT IN WEIGHT
—BEAUTIFUL IN DESIGN
—QUICK SELLERS—Prices Reasonable

Our salesmen are now out with our new line, which is
a radical departure from anything we have ever shown

GO TO DOVER, THE MAN WITH IDEAS

GEO. W. DOVER JEWELRY CO.nre- ir.olDmr!
710 Eddy Street - - - - PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Science of Salesmanship
Analyzed

T H E

The Training of Our Faculties—Essentials of

Salesmanship—Faith and Confidence

We look and an impression is

Training made through the optic nerve

Our Senses upon the brain; we hear and

through the auditory nerve the

impression goes to the brain; through the sense

of touch and through the senses of smell and

taste impressions are made upon the brain. The

keener these senses are the deeper the impression,

the clearer the idea.
We are inclined to be very unobserving, al-

ways looking at things and not seeing them.

Show me a successful man and I will show you,

every time, a man who sees more than the ordi-

nary individual. His success is largely due to the

greater development of at least some of his phy-

sical senses.
Let me give you a little illustration. The next

time you go by a store window, look at the dis-

play and after you walk by it try to describe

what you saw in it. How many things can you

describe? Go back and try again and you will

find that you can do it still better. How many of

you to-night will be willing to take your solemn

oath that you can tell the color of the eyes of

twelve of your most intimate friends? Now,

most of you know some cripple or see some of

them every day. Will you stake your life on

which limb they are crippled in? I warrant that

I can go inside of the place of business of each

one of you and that inside of five minutes I can

point out something that you did not know was

there, although you had been looking at it for a year.

We must train the faculties of

Faculty of observation. We look, but do

Observation not see enough ; hear, but do

not understand enough. When

that remarkable woman, Helen Kellar, came into

life she was born deaf, dumb and blind, but has

so developed her sense of touch that through it

she can look and see. She can make beautiful

embroidery, play on a piano—educated all the way

through in the arts and sciences; a wonderful

woman. A woman who has taken a great place in

the betterment of the human race. Shouldn't we,

who have all of our five physical senses, be

ashamed of the little bit of knowledge that we

have stored up, when the world is teeming full of

ideas?
Everything that we look at is simply teeming

with ideas, if we only look and see, listen and

understand. You see the impressions come in,

then they go through the faculties of reason and

judgment, and then pass on into the storehouse

of memory, and oh,. what a great commercial

asset the memory is to the business man ! its

negative is forget fulness. How many errors in

business can be traced to that negative, "I for-

got"? During the last three months over three

thousand lives have been lost on railroads, due

more than anything else to that negative, "I forgot."

We must also cultivate the

faculty of concentration. What

is that ? It is ability to throw

off all of our whole force and

knowledge upon that one thing we do. Look at

the great men who have achieved something; what

great concentration? Edison, when he invented

the phonograph, found that the letter "s" was not

Value of
Concentration

K YST ONE

reproduced. The greatest scientist in the world

told him that it never could be; that there was

no material in the world that would enable him

to reproduce it. "I will make one." And he

worked eighteen hours a day for two years, but

he reproduced the letter "s." Concentration. Too

many shotgun people in the world.
You know you can take a certain amount of

lead, melt it and make it into shot, take a certain

amount of powder and put behind it in the shot-

gun and you would hardly make an impression

upon a post at the other end of a room. Take

that same amount of lead and make a ball of it

and put powder behind it in the rifle and you

can bore a hole through oak nine inches thick at

the distance of two miles.
So many people's ideas are

Faculty of scattered here and there and

Imagination they do not know how to put
all their force in that which

they do. So we must develop the power of con-

centration. And then we must develop the

faculty of imagination. What has imagination to

do with business? some people say. Ah, true, it

has too little to do in business as a rule. Imagina-

tion. What is it? It is the creative force. It's

the planner of the mind. Do you suppose that

electric lights would ever have been given to the

world if Edison had not imagined it? Do you

suppose the phonograph would ever have been

given to the world if Edison had not imagined

it could be made?
Get right down to this question of selling.

Don't you know that your ability to stimulate

the imagination of your customer increases your

value to a large extent? You must make your

customer see the value of the goods you want to

sell him; see the advantage to himself in having

the goods that you want to sell.

If you are selling lemons you

Aid of can make people taste them by

Suggestion suggestion. Think of the word

lemon ; it is a very sour

lemon. Doesn't your mouth water? Just the

mention of the word starts the secretions going.

Imagination is absolutely essential. If you are

going to impress one with favorable ideas of your

goods, first see them yourself ; see the advantages

of them. If you are selling a dress, for instance,

or a garment, you must see them wearing it, in

your imagination.
You must see these things and anticipate them

in advance and then picture in words that which

your imagination has created for you so that the

customer will see also. Applying imagination

ourselves, our own world is simply our own

thoughts. We are simply limited only to the

ideals that we picture to ourselves. Marshall

Field was a ten-dollar-a-week clerk in a store,

but he imagined that he would become the great-

est merchant in the world, and at the time of his

death he was. There is that great monument in

Chicago, the most beautiful store in the world, a

monument to his enterprise. Do you suppose he

would have had that great monument if he had

not imagined he could create it?

Little do we know what our possibilities are,

but let us picture what they may be. The boy in

the blacksmith's shop commences to picture out a

different environment. The clerk behind the

counter commences to picture different environ-

ments. The man on the road begins to picture

himself in a different environment, a greater suc-

cess. Do you suppose he is going to rest content?

No, he is going to start into action. He is going

to gather around himself the things with which
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he makes the real out of the ;deal. So we need
to stimulate the imagination more.

Doubt is always blaming the
Blighting Doubt other fellow. Doubting first

that there is even a Creator;

doubting self, doubting the goods, doubting the
firm and doubting the customer has damned and
always will damn people trying to sell goods.

Doubt! How does it work out ? Let us have

a little illustration of that. Men who go out on
the road know that once in a while they run

across a customer that they think they can't sell.
"No use seeing that fellow, no use calling on him,
I can't sell him anything, but I will have to call
on him. He is on the list." So they put on one

of those supercilious smiles and think they are
fmtting up a good bluff. They come out without

the order and say, "Well, I knew I could not sell

him." Certainly. What were they doing? Every

line of the face, every expression of the voice,

and the attitude all the way through was telling

that person not to buy; the very thoughts were

picturing "nothing doing," and he felt it.
What is the other side of it?

Conquering Suppose you have faith you
Faith are going to sell your cus-

tomer, have faith in your

goods, faith in yourself, how do you act? The

lines in your face are all up, not down. It seems

like a beautiful day; the birds are singing, the

sun is shining and everything is beautiful and you

can see in your mind that person giving you the

order, and you feel it, too, and the order is yours.

How is it in the store? Some of these

"lookers" come in, just rubbering around. The

clerk behind the counter says, "Huh I There comes

a profesh; there is nothing doing." So he com-

mences to look around, paying no attention to

the "looker"; perhaps becomes interested in

telling the latest bit of gossip to his next door

neighbor behind the counter, and the customer

does not get waited on. Behind many a plain

garment lie an ability and a desire to purchase

goods. Under many a plain skirt in a side pocket

is a large bank roll ready to be used if somebody

will only cause it to be called out.—J. D. Kenyon,

in the Office Outfitter.

Topaz as Missile

The Ruskinite doctrine that wealth consists in

the possession of goods that we can use is illus-

trated in a story which was told recently by Major

J. R. Sankey, at the Queensland Government

Office, in the Strand, where the magnificent blue

topaz is on sale in which the Queen took special

interest when she saw it at the Franco-British

Exhibition, remarking: "What a beautiful thing it .

isl It is like a drop of limpid sea water." Pro-

fessor Sketchley, the eminent geologist, once vis-

ited a remote mining camp in North Queensland.

His attention was arrested by a crystal which lay

exposed to view on a box, and he was surprised to

be told by a miner that it was kept as a missile

ready to be thrown at a dog which might steal

some meat. The miner responded to the pro-

fessor's expression of surprise by laughingly tell-

ing him to put the stone in his pocket. He did so,
and this is the gem which, after being cut, was

pronounced to be the largest blue topaz of last

century, and is now to be seen in the Strand.
Once the jewel nearly came into the possession of
the king. An arrangement was made for his
majesty to inspect it, with a view to purchase:
But the sudden illness which postponed the Coro-
nation also prevented the appointment being car-
ried out.
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Three- and Four-handed Men

BY JOHN TWEEZER

If there were only one or two of each
we would find them in the few fortunate
dime museums whose prosperity would thus
be secured, for crowds of wonder-seekers
would daily flock to see these human mon-
strosities. But the three-handed and four-
handed are so numerous in the great human
family that we never even turn our heads to
look as we brush by them—we take them as
a matter of course, just as we take the
phenomenon of the starry midnight sky, or
the marvel of the process of animal and
vegetable growth, or the fact of the tele-
phone. The usual and common never sur-
prises.

The Three-handed

The numerous three-handed men are
those equipped with a right hand, a left hand
and a little behind hand. These three-
handed men compose the vast army of The
Unpunctual—the many aggravators who are
habitually "a little behind hand" in their en-
gagements and in the performance of their
duties.

At the first blush, and without inquiring
into the kind of the third hand, one would
say that a three-handed man could do much
more in the day's work than an ordinary
two-handed human, for his manual facili-
ties, being 50 per cent. greater, should pro-
duce results just that much greater. But
in point of fact the three-handed man does
not accomplish nearly so much, nor so
easily and serenely, as the simple two-
hander whose unconscious merit lies in his
Punctuality. The "little behind hand"
handicaps the unfortunate who is cursed
with that superfluous and feeble posterior
appendage.

Unpunctuality has been the ruin of
thousands. On the tombstone of many a
business could be inscribed : "Here lies a
man who was always late." No habit sooner
saps a reputation. The world is run, in
these days, on the ticking of the clock. Woe
to the laggard who falls behind the schedule!
If that which is first in hand be not instantly
despatched, other things accumulate behind
it; then affairs begin to press all at once;
and the end is chaos.

The successful men appreciate the im-
portance of being on time. Washington
was so rigidly punctual that when Hamilton,
his secretary, pleaded a slow watch as an
excuse for being five minutes late, he an-
swered : "Then, sir, you must get a new
watch or I must get another secretary."
John Quincy Adams, who filled a greater
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number of important offices, political and
civil, than any American that ever lived, was
never known to be behind time. In his old
age he became a member of the House of
Representatives. On one occasion the
Speaker remarked that it was time to call
the House to order, but one of the repre-
sentatives remarked that it could not yet be
time, "for Mr. Adams was not in his seat."
Sure enough, the clock was found to .be
three minutes fast, and before the three
minutes had elapsed Mr. Adams was seated.
Napoleon studied his watch as closely as
he studied the battlefield maps and most of
his great successes resulted from his in-
sistence that his various generals should
have their troops at specified points on the
exact minute. On one occasion he invited
•some of his marshals to dine with him, pre-
liminary to a council of war. They were ten
minutes late and found Napoleon dining
alone—nor were they asked to be seated at
the table. After he finished his solitary and
sumptuous repast he said : "Gentlemen, it is
now past dinner and we will proceed to
business"—and the afternoon was spent in
planning a campaign on empty stomachs.
Later in his history, Napoleon himself grew
unpunctual, and his inexplicable dawdling
after his defeat of Blucher contributed more
than anything else to his overthrow at
Waterloo.

The odds are all against the success of
the three-handed man.

The Four-handed Man

If the chances are against the three-
handed man, what shall be predicted of that
Briarean phenomenon, the four-handed
man ? Reasoning from analogy, his lot must
be a most unhappy one. On the contrary,
he is blest of all men in his prospects.

Only, we must change the spelling to
this : Fore-handed.

The fore-handed man "has the bulge"
on all the excellent race of two-handers
whose virtues are summed up in the single

fact that they are habitually "on time" ; for

the fore-handed is ahead of them. Ahead in

the study of opportunity and the preparation

to take advantage of that opportunity;
ahead in the thinking-out process of a
mercantile campaign ; ahead in the study of
prospective demand, in the analysis of quali-
ties and prices of goods, in the weighing of

trade opinions ; ahead in looking into the

trend of fashion, in preparing advertising,

in planning store improvements, in laying

out business policies, in informing himself

as to all the latest ideas outlined in the trade
journals. The fore-handed man is the
"sure winner."

If you are one of the un fortunate

three-handed, amputate that fa'al "little be-
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hind hand" without delay, then pray that
two additional new hands may grow on
your front side, so that you may rejoice with
the fore-handed who rejoice.

The Oculist a Swindler?

The other day, while calling on a small
jeweler in a small town, I overheard a
farmer complain that his daughter had been
charged a dollar for a pair of spectacles in
a neighboring town. He enlarged : "Two
little bits of glass, worth nothin', an' half a
cent's worth of iron to hold them on her
head—an' he charged a dollar ! He's a dern
swindler—that's what !"

I suppose there never was a time,
from that day in the thirteenth century
when the Florentine monk, Alexander di
Spina, first set a pair of glasses on the
bridge of another man's nose to correct his
sight, down to this latest instance which I
have reported, when honest oculists have
not been charged with fraud. And while
there are frauds in this profession, as in
every other, there is no doubt that many of
the "swindles" exist only in the imagination
of patients, or are the outcome of their own
ignorance ; witness the instance recorded by
an unknown rhymster many years ago, who
here tells a good yarn in very poor verse:

"HELPS TO READ."
A certain artist—I've forgot his name—
Had got for making spectacles a fame,
Or "helps to read," as, when they first were sold,
Was writ upon his glaring sign in gold;
And, for all uses to be had from glass,
His were allowed by readers to surpass.
There came a man into his shop one day—
"Are you the spectacle contriver, pray?"
"Yes, sir," said he, "I can in that affair
Contrive to please you, if you want a pair."—
"Can you? pray do then." So, at first, he chose
To place a youngish pair upon his nose;
And book produced, to see how they would fit:
Asked how he liked 'em ?—"Like 'ern? not a bit."—
"Then, sir, I fancy, if you please to try,
These in my hand will better suit your eye."—
"No, but they don't."—"Well, come, sir, if you

please,
Here is another sort, we'll e'en try these;
Still somewhat more they magnify the letter;
Now, sir?"—"Why, now—I'm not a bit the

better."—
"No? here, take these that magnify still more;
How do they fit ?"—"Like all the rest before."
In short, they tried a whole assortment through;
But all in vain, for none of 'em would do.
The operator, much surprised to find
So odd a case, thought, sure the man is blind!
"What sort of eyes can you have got?" said he.—
"Why, very good ones, friend, as you may see."—
"Yes, I perceive the clearness of the ball—
Pray, let me ask you—can you read at all?"
"No, you great blockhead; if I could, what need
Of paying you for any 'helps to read?'"
And so he left the maker in a heat,
Resolved to post him for an arrant cheat.
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KORONES BROS.
HAVE MOVED

RAPID increase in our business forced us to engage

more spacious quarters, and for the convenience

of our patrons we are now more centrally located in

our present STORE AT

46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Our usual high standard will be maintained with more

extensive lines and many new features in Diamonds,

Watches, Solid Gold and Gold Filled Jewelry,

Silverware, Clocks, Cut Glass, Optical Goods, etc.

Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Tools and Materials

Our out-of-town customers are invited to make our store

their headquarters while in the city.

Importers KORONES BROS.
46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently is-
sued, especially prepared for this journal by Wm.
N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan and Trust
Building, Washington, D. C.

No. 916,123.—Clock. Vincent E. Duncanson,
Lynchburg, Ohio. Filed May 25, 1908. Serial
No. 434,861.

I. A clock employing two mainsprings, the
ends of which are spaced apart, and a connecting

means extending from the outer end of one
spring to the outer end of the other and supported
thereby.

2. A clock employing two mainsprings, the
terminals of which are slotted, and means for
connecting the springs embodying a plate having
oppositely curved members provided with studs to
engage the orifices in the springs.

No. 912,139.—Finger Ring. Charles M. Levy, New
York, N. Y. Filed June 16, 1908. Serial No.
438,741.
I. A finger ring constructed with a box hav-

ing a crystal set in its top and a projecting rim
within its bottom, and a cover fitted within and

held by the said rim.
2. A finger ring constructed

6 with a box having a crystal set
5. into the top edge and having at

its bottom a flange extending
within the box and a bezel rim
at the edge of said flange pro-
jected away from the wall of the
box, and a cover consisting of

a plate adapted to fit within the opening presented
by said bezel rim and having a wall and lip
adapted to fit within and engage the flange and
bezel rim of the box.

No. 915,901.—Pin. Fred. • M. Swartz, Providence,
R. I., assignor to The Alpha Jewelry Com-
pany, a corporation of Rhode Island. Filed
April II, 1908. Serial No. 426,446.

A pin-joint comprising two parallel guide
plates, a rod connecting the plates and a projection
upon the side of the rod.

No. 911,761.—Watch Guard.
James Reep, Center-
ville, Mich. Filed Sep-
tember 28, 1908. Serial
No. 455,014.

A watch guard compris-
ing a cord having connec-
tions with a watch, one end
of said cord extending in-
wardly through a vest
opening and being provided
with a ring secured thereto,
and a hook having connec-
tions with the vest arranged
to be connected with the ring.
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No. 915,762.—Method of Hardening Clockwork
Pivot Holes. Claude Grivolas, St. Cloud,
France. Filed January 17, 1908. Serial No.
411,351.

The method of hardening the plates of clock-
works and meter movements and the like im-
mediately about the pivot holes by strongly corn-

A pressing the metal surrounding
VARTimIrmi7= the holes and preventirig the
.A. A dispersal of said metal beyond

a certain limit, said method consisting in forming
a hole in the plate, placing the latter on a die
having a projection.

No. 94,533.—Expansible Bracelet. William S.
Thornton, North Attleboro, Mass., assignor
to Hanlon-Thornton Company, North Attle-
boro, Mass., a corporation of Delaware. Filed
October 9, 1907. Serial No. 396,594.

I. In a device of the class described a plurality
of unit members forming a normally circular
band and connected for relative movement sub-

/42 stantially radially thereof and2
0 means for moving one set of said

22 Ale a units substantially radially in re-
.

15
lation to the other units.

2. In a device of the class
described a plurality of links relatively movable
into position substantially side by side and means
for holding alternate links yieldingly positioned
in a different plane from the rest of said links.

No. 917,394.—Programme Clock. Harry B. Wil-
son, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed May 6, 1907.
Serial No. 372,191.

In a device of the described class, the com-
bination of a clock mechanism and a normally
open signaling circuit, of a dial, a rotary device

adjacent to the dial, a plurality of circuit closers
thereon located at different distances ,from the
dial, contact devices of unequal length adapted
to be removably connected with the dial, some of
said contact devices being adapted to project
across the paths of each of the circuit closers,
and others of said contact devices being adapted
to extend across the path of a less number of
circuit closers.

No. 914,62T.—Engraving Tool. Howard W. Wells,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Filed May 21, 1908.
Serial No. 434,178.

I. An engraver's tool comprising a shank, a
socket piece threaded on to the end thereof, and a
curved bit secured in the end of the socket piece.

7

2. In an engraver's tool comprising a shank,
a socket piece threaded on to the end thereof, a
pressure stud seated in the socket piece and
adapted to be engaged by the end of the shank
and a curved bit held in the socket piece by the
pressure stud.
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No. 914,563.—Safety Ring Tray. Charles E.
Fowler, Chicago, Ill. Filed July io, 1908.
Serial No. 442,963.

A safety tray adapted to receive a ring, a
locking element carried by the tray and arranged
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to engage the ring to secure the same to the tray,
means for disengaging such locking element from
the ring, and means for automatically sounding
an alarm upon the disengagement of the locking
element.

No. 913,568.—Lace Fastener. Wil-
liam H. Schweitzer, Hochheim,
Tex. Filed July To, 1908. Serial
No. 442,935.

The combination with an eyelet,
of a coil spring secured thereto and
arranged substantially concentric
with the opening of the eyelet.

No. 915,834.—Jewelry. Francis E.
Dickey, Newark, N. J. Filed
July 7, 1908. Serial No. 442,278.
In an article of jewelry, a body

having two screw-threaded rings
on its front face in combination
with an oval head having a front
B' swelled to provide a cavity in
such head, an oval stone, adapted
to be received or discharged from
such cavity in the act of inserting
or removing such stone from its
place in the head.

No. 916,079.—Barrette. Joseph Wilcox, Athol,
Mass. Filed June 5, t9o8. Serial No. 436,846.

As an article of manufacture, a curved bar-
rette having a post near one end and a single flat
pin or tongue located in a plane transverse to the

barrette, pivoted to the
post slightly at an angle
to the center of the
barrette and having a.13 111 12 general curved shape

throughout its length to conform to the shape of
the back of the barrette, of the same thickness
throughout but wider at its pivoted end than at
the other and having a plurality of projecting
curves on the convex portion thereof engaging the
back of the barrette when the pin is in position
for holding the barrette in the hair, and a cor-
responding number of similarly shaped indenta-
tions on the other side, said curves and indenta-
tions being symmetrically arranged with respect
to the middle of said pin or tongue, whereby two
of said pins or tongues may be died out from the
same blank substantially without waste of material
and without requiring bending or reshaping after
being died out.

No. 917,038.—Spring Ring Snap. Frans E.
Forsell, Attleboro, Mass., assignor to Attle-
boro Chain Company, Attleboro, Mass. Filed
April 15, 1908. Serial No. 427,248.
A spring ring snap consisting of a

ring, having an opening and a bent-in
forming a stop, a semi-circular bolt in the
ring, a coiled spring in the tubular
ring intermediate the bent-in .
tongue and the end of the bolt
and means for opening the bolt,
for limiting the opening and clos-
ing movement of the bolt and for
attaching the snap, consisting of
an eye member formed integral with the bolt.

tubular
tongue
tubular

7 gii C
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IMMIEBEM
Actual Size Closed, Beacon Shrimp, $1.50

The Beacon Stylo Pen
The popular, convenient and practical pens for pocket or

purse. These pens are now in the heyday of their popularity,
and dealers have only to show them to make sales.

Don't confuse "BEACON" STYLOS with the cheap imita-
tions of irresponsible manufacturers.

Every "BEACON " STYLO is fitted with an adjustable
needle arranged on a silver yoke and gold spring, preventing

leaking when
upside down or
in any other
position.

"BEACON"
STYLOS are
guaranteed per-
fect in every way
—they write as
easilyas a pencil,
never get out of
order and will
last a lifetime.

Illustrating style of boxing.

In attractive boxes.

Yield fine profits.

Write for terms.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE ON REQUESI

9kila-LambeigOo.
15-19 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

leatablished 1864
138a St. James Street, Montreal, Canada

Brown Beacon
Actual Size

$2.00

A Perfect Pen for
Particular People

AMERICAN
FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER

Selling Agents

Boston, Mass.

THE
//R ESULT OF \

NOT
\ USING

MOORE'S /
-

THE ONLY WRIGHT PEN

THEWRIGHTSELFFILLINGPEN SELF-FILLING AND SELF-CLEANING
PUSH lot PIN IT FILLS 115,15

That's the straight of it. Our success is dependent
upon your sales to your customers. That is why we
are everlastingly at it trying to help our dealers,
through every possible means, to sell pens. The
entire force of our Advertising and Sales Depart-
ment is back of you, constantly "on the job."

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filling" Fountain Pen

THE wRIGHT 
WRITES RIGHT

WRIGHT PEN CO. ST. LOUIS U.S A.

Best Feeding Device. Simple, Practical
and Easy to Demonstrate. Sells itself
whenever shown. Write for our illus-
trated Catalog and assortments with
display cases, FREE.

Also DWARF INK PENCILS
NON-LEAKABLE PURSE

PENS, ETC.

WRIGHT PEN CO.
Wm. Weldlich & Bro., Prop. ST. LOWS, MO.

is the only self-filling pen you would handle. And as for the
old style dropper-filler kind, their day is fast going. How
many key-winding watches are sold today ? The fountain pen

with the separate filler is becoming just as antiquated. A

thumb pressure on the Crescent-Filler fills the Conklin.

Write for our catalog and dealers' proposition.

The Conklin Pen Mtg. Co.
69 Manhattan Bldg., TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A.

New York Denver San Francisco Winnipc.; London

Effective
All

SHOW
CASES

WRITE

The Diamond Show Case Co.
2210 Superior Viaduct

Cleveland, Ohio
NEW YORK OFFICE
733 Broadway

May, 19°9 T 11 E

-9 STATIONERY
A DLPARTMENT

Latest Wedding Stationery
June is the month of weddings and the

jeweler-stationer will do well to make prepa-
rations to take full advantage of the oppor-
tunity they offer for supplying invitations,
announcements, cards and other stationery
required for such occasions. Only the best
is good enough for a wedding and the
jeweler who intends doing anything in this
department should do it in the best manner,
supplying only the best materials procurable
and performing the work in the most ap-
proved style. This will win him business
and will add to his reputation for good
work.

Correct

Social

Forms

A considerable variety of
stationery is required for a
wedding if it is conducted
according to the usages of
the best society, and every

stationer should, so far as possible, familiar-
ize himself with these forms and be pre-
pared to advise patrons who may be a bit
uncertain as to what is proper. A good
many orders have been won in this way,
and the dealer who is ready with correct
advise and proper suggestions at such a
time will surely profit by his foresight.

Good taste is shown by the short and
concise form of the invitations or other sta-
tionery. The simpler these invitations are
the more they are distinguished for char-
acter. Of course, the form of both invita-
tions and announcements vary with the re-
quirements of the particular case, and the
latest approved styles of engraving are
shaded colonial script, shaded French script
or shaded Old English. Where the circle of
friends of both families is large both invi-
tations and announcements are issued. The
invitations go to those living near who
would be likely to accept, and the announce-
ments to those living at a distance who
would not be likely or able to accept an in-
vitation. The sending of announcements to
friends not invited to the wedding is a
courtesy which should never be omitted.

Wherever possible invita-
By Whom tions and announcements
Issued should be issued in the

names of the parents of the
bride-elect, or in the name of the surviving
parent, if one is deceased. If an orphan,
chaperonage should be selected from among
near relatives in the following order:

The bride's bachelor brother, a married
brother and wife, a married sister and her

KEYSTONE

husband, grandparents ; an uncle and aunt,
or, failing all relatives, a guardian.

The invitations should be sent out from
ten days to three weeks in advance. An-
nouncements are never sent out until a fter
the wedding, usually the following day.

The receipt of an invitation to a church
wedding, accompanied by cards to a break-
fast or reception following demands a
written answer immediately, accepting or
declining. If the invitation is to the church
alone no reply is necessary from those at-
tending. They leave their visiting cards
with the usher or write their names upon the
church admission card. Those not attend-
ing should send cards to the bride's home on
the day of the ceremony.

The form of the wedding invitation is
of importance, and upon this point the sta-
tioner should be correctly informed. The
wording may vary slightly, but in the main
it should be the same. The deviation per-
mitted by good usage is too slight to be
much considered. The following form is
prescribed for a home wedding:

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen Thompson
request the honor of your presence
at the marriage of their daughter

Louisa Alice
to

Mr. Albert Ernest Howard
on the evening of Wednesday

the sixth of July
at half after seven o'clock

Three hundred and four Fifth Avenue
New York

if both parents are de-
Brides ceased and the invitation is
Without issued by the bride's elder
Parents unmarried brother the invi-

tation should carry the
brother's name in place of the parents and

should read "at the marriage of his sister."

In all other respects it is the same. And
corresponding changes must be made for

each relative other than parents.
The deviation permitted in this form is

in the line which reads "requests the honor

of your presence." A number of versions

are permitted as follows: "Requests the

pleasure of your presence"; "requests your

presence"; "invites you to be present";

"desires your presence." Circumstances

will dictate which form is best, and perhaps

it is unwise to lay down a rule to be fol-

lowed. The good sense and taste of those

preparing the invitations should be a proper

guide.
All Christian names must be spelled out

in full, and the date line should indicate

whether the ceremony is to take place in the

morning, afternoon or evening. If at noon,

the words "high noon" can be used, or, if

preferred, "at twelve o'clock noon" may be
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used instead. Sometimes an invitation car-
ries the year spelled out just below the day
and month; but this is entirely unnecessary
and its omission is advised.

If the father is dead the mother issues
invitations in the same form as for both
parents, giving her married name in full on
the line for the parents' names.

In invitations to church weddings only
one form is permitted, "requests the honor
of your presence." The other forms are too
cordial for such formal occasion.

When the invitation is issued in the
name of anyone but the bride's parents or
her bachelor brother, her surname must be
given and where it appears the prefix
"Miss" should precede the name. In all
other respects the invitations are the same.

Where the ceremony is to be
w itnessed only by the fam-
ily and immediate friends

this form of invitation is used :

Mr. and Mrs. John Herbert Stone
request the pleasure of your company

at the wedding reception of their daughter
Esther Anne

and
Mr. George Albert Williams

on Tuesday evening, June tenth
from seven until ten o'clock
Sixty-four Seventh Avenue

Newark, New Jersey

These invitations are sent to all rela-
tives and friends whose presence is desired
at the reception following the ceremony.
To those desired at both ceremony and re-
ception a small ceremony card is enclosed
with the invitation to the reception, which
reads as follows:

Ceremony
Half after six o'clock

In the use of titles confusion often
exists. Regular army and navy officers
above the rank of lieutenant have their
titles prefixed in full, as"Captain," "Major,"
etc. Honorary titles are never used, but
ministers and doctors are designated as
"Reverend" and "Doctor," with the titles
spelled in full.

The Forms Used

Wedding

Receptions

In an invitation to a wed-
ding reception the conjunc-
tion and couples the names
of the bride and groom.

The time for the ceremony is usually half
an hour before that indicated on the invita-
tion. If the ceremony is to take place at a
church the name of the church should ap-
pear on the ceremony cards thus:

Ceremony
Half after six o'clock

Trinity Church

I f the bride is an orphan and has

neither relatives or guardian in whose name
(Continued on page 833)



The Pen which has Made Satisfied Customers and
Liberal Profits for Jewelers for a Quarter Century

a great help, sometimes a

great hindrance—it depends

upon the kind you get.

Waterman's Ideals are never

anything hut a great help.

They are carefully made,

simple and

serviceable

Small hair-splitting differences

have not made Waterman's

Ideals stand above every other

writing implement—it is the

great big difference—

superiority

Cone Cap Style
(./ to)

The standard for a quarter
century. Large ink capacity.
easily filled, and will write
twenty thousand words with
one filling. Practical shape
and well balanced. Restful to
the writer's fingers. All sizes.
Plain, $2. so and upwards, and
gold or silver mounted styles.
Clip-Cap, 25 cents each

Write for
Catalogue and
Selling Sugges-
tions To-day

Safety Style Self-Filling
(in center) Style

Can be car- (at right)
ried in any Provides the
position, and additional
cannot spill. convenience
Useful for of filling di-
Sportsmen, rect from the
Travelers ink bottle by
and especially the slight and
ladies, as the convenient
attention of movement of
"Right side thepistonend

Transparent view, up in pocket"
showing how the
Safety Pen is is not neces-
sealed when
closed 

sary Transparentview,
showingtheinte-
rior of the Pump-
Filling Pen

Dealers stock Waterman's Ideals because of their uniform high quality,
their completeness of sizes and styles and beauty and fineness of orna-
mentation. Of all lines requiring investment, Waterman's Ideals bring
more customers and quicker sales and profits than any other. Why ?—

Reputa tion and Continuous National Advertising

L. E. Waterman Co., 1 73 Broadway, New York
liIOlslWIV " The Pen Corner " Cortland Si.

May, 1909 THE

Latest Wedding Stationery

(Continued from page 831)

the invitations can be issued it is customary
to issue them in this form:

The pleasure of your company is requested
at the marriage of

Miss Florence Elizabeth Archer
to

George Alfred Eggleston
on Wednesday evening, June the fourth

at half after six o'clock
Forty-one State Street
Hackensack, New Jersey

If the ceremony is performed at the
home of a friend the name and residence of
the friend may be engraved on the invita-
tion thus:

At half after six o'clock
at the residence of

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Perkins Rogers
Four Union Street

Invitations for the remarriage of a
widow are issued in the name of her parents,
if living. If they are deceased no other
relations issue them. The form the parents
issue follows:

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson Brown
request the honor of your presence
at the marriage of their daughter

Esther
(Mrs. Hiram Burton Eaton)

to
Mr. Charles King Landor

On Wednesday evening, May the sixth
at half after seven o'clock

Trinity Church
Hackensack, New Jersey

In case both parents are deceased the
invitations are issued in the following form:

The pleasure of your company is requested
at the marriage of

Mrs. Albert Lea Perrin
nee Caroline Lucy Henry

to
Mr. James Charles Harris

On Thursday evening, April the fifth
at eight o'clock

Seventy-six Union Street
Paterson, New Jersey

These are the different
forms of invitations per-
mitted by the usage of good
society. It will be noted

that the deviation is very slight. Most of
these forms are as immutable as the laws of
the Medes and Persians, consequently if a
customer wishes to introduce any startling
innovations she should be dissuaded from
doing so by pointing out to her how closely
these forms are followed by those who ap-
preciate the necessity of maintaining some
fixed form which shall always be the same,
no matter by whom it is used.

The stock used should be white, prefer-
ably what is called kid finish, though the

Rules Very

Rigid

KEYSTONE

heavier and better grades of fabric finish
papers are tolerated. It isn't correct to say
they are permitted. Tolerated is a better
term, because really only those who are
seeking for some sort of notoriety ever
adopt anything but what is prescribed by the
best social usage. There must be two envel-
opes, the inner one containing the invitation,
with the name of the person to whom it is
addressed as a superscription, and the outer
one carries the regular superscription. These
forms must be rigidly adhered to as well,
hence the absolute necessity of a dealer
knowing what is required in this direction.

Origin and Story of the Crest

The invention of the crest seems to be
lost in the mists of antiquity. But sugges-
tions of its use may be seen on ancient hel-
mets ; for instance, on the crested helm of
Pallas Athene with the crested ridges deco-
rated with owls (Athene's symbol) and
winged horses. The origin of the word
crest can be traced to "crista," the Latin for
"cock's comb," and the fan-shaped orna-
ments which this suggests were among the
earliest crests or ornaments mounted on the
helmet. The crest on the seal of the City of
London, 1539, is a fan-shaped ornament, the
points of which have been, in the process of
time, gradually developed into a wing, the
rays of the fan being retained in the now
well-known dragon's wing, while the cross

of St. George, with which it is charged, is

indicative of the earliest form of crest, as

we understand the use of it, which was
painted on to the helmet or headdress. The

earliest depicted form is the statant lion

upon the headgear of Geoffrey Plantagenet,

Count of Anjou, who died in 1150. The

lion is shown upon the side of the cap, and
there is no wreath.

The earliest authentic instance of an
English crest is that on the shield of
Richard I, showing a lion passant painted

upon a fan-shaped ornament surmounting

the helmet. Crests were adopted, it is gen-
erally thought, as a means of distinguishing
military leaders, and certainly anterior to the
organization of heraldry as a science. They
preceded the use of escutcheonal arms. In-
deed, crests were considered more honorable
than coats of arms, and their use was con-
siderably restricted. Crests were worn by
knights who had seen actual service, while
arms came by right of succession ; and this
may, to some extent, account for the com-

mon expedient of taking the crest from the
principal charge in the shield—as I suggest
above was the kind of thing done to supply

the crest of the City of London in the six-
teenth century. The earliest recorded con-
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cession of a crest was an eagle given by
Edward III to William de Montacute, Earl
of Salisbury.

The crest was made either of molded
leather or of thin metal, the former for the
tournament, and the latter for business pur-
poses. But whatever the history of the crest
may be, it is around certain crests that his-
tory and romance spread their glamor:
"Marmion's falcon" and "Howard's lion
bright" at Flodden Field are poetic refer-
ences to the usefulness of the crest to indi-
cate the leaders in battle. But the days of
chivalry are gone. The bow has given place
to the Maxim gun, and modern warfare de-
mands that the leader shall not be singled
out. But the crest still has its uses. The
owners of names which have made history
are proud to use the signs and distinctions
which their gallant ancestors wore upon
their helmets, or, in more modern times,
were granted for gallantry in battle. And
because they are used as signs of ownership
and as decorative adjuncts to furniture and
buildings, it is essential that designers and
craftsmen should have a thorough knowl-
edge of them, and always have at hand such
references as will insure accuracy.

Fountain Pens

It is said that the greatest impetus to

the popularity of the fountain pen came

from its acceptance by the younger genera-

tion of business men as a typical twentieth

century idea, says a writer in Collier's

Weekly. The first fountain pens were

faulty, not having the benefit of recent

years of mechanical development, and most

of the prejudice against them that manufac-

turers have encountered is found, when

sifted down, to be based on impressions

gained when the invention was. in its less

perfect beginnings. This incidentally illus-

trates the origin of much prejudice encoun-

tered by all kinds of manufactured devices,

and suggests the wisdom of standardizing a

product before marketing it—at least, to the

extent that this is possible.

The fountain pen business has also
demonstrated another principle of wide pos-

sible application, that the presence in the

market of cheap pens not only does not les-

sen the sales of the higher priced and better

made pens, but initiates new users and dem-
onstrates the utility of the fundamental idea

and creates sales for the better grades.

The coming of the clip-holders is said

to have had a marked effect on the popu-

larity of the fountain pen, by preventing loss

of the pen, and also by holding it in plain

sight where non-users could catch the sug-
gestion.

1
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The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that
the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is

the simplest and best mechanical Stud or Vest lltittou

CLOSED OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud and Vest
Button is not one piece, but is one-piece
construction, which makes it very simple and
the strongest and most durable, because:

i—It is Solderless
2 —It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3 —It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect
quality, construction and workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

T
Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison

KREMENTZ & Co. stand back of their assertion. All
"Krementz-Bodkin Back" Studs and Vest Buttons are
sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE

If for any cause whatever, a "Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one will be given in exchange, without charge. " Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building

Do You Buy Plated Jewelry
by Weight or Quality?

THE ABOVE IS THE KEYNOTE
TO YOUR BUSINESS

q A Jeweler's motto should never be" how cheap,"
but " how good."

q When you handle the cheap grade of jewelry
of a department store, every dry goods store in
your town becomes your competitor.

qWe only handle " Goods of Quality" made by
manufacturers whose names are sufficiently familiar
to the public to be the master key to unlock the
confidence and pocketbook of your trade.

q We handle a line second to none of Lockets,
Chains, Bracelets, Lorgnettes, Fobs, Cuff Pins,
Brooches, Scarf Pins, Cuff Links, Hat Pins and
Belt Buckles.

qOur traveling men are now out in their respective
territories—it will pay you to look at their line.

The Frontier Jewelry mfg. co.
Buffalo, N. Y.

May, 19°9 THE

PITTSBURG
LETTER

Easter holiday trade, in spite of the apparent
dullness and apathy reported in so many circles
of business, proved quite brisk with the jewelry
trade of Pittsburg. It was, perhaps, confined to
a demand less marked in intrinsic value than dur-
ing the more prosperous times, but in actual volume
the gain was perceptible over 1908. Novelties
were active, as they were quite attractive, and the
dealers who measured up the wants and temper
of the general public had provided liberally for the
demand.

The situation has continued to
Slight gain steadily in this respect.
Improvement In addition, the general busi-

ness conditions are better.
There is a decided improvement in the iron and
steel trade and the lowering of prices has brought
out much new tonnage that has caused mills to
increase output. More men are working but at
lower wages. More furnaces are active and dur-
ing the past month three in Pittsburg were blown
in, including the stacks at Braddock and Home-
stead. Reports from the steel and iron men of
the independent class indicate that they have
been gaining in production and in the smaller
lines, such as sheet, tin plate, wire and rods, the
increase has been the greatest.

Building operations have grown
Building Active apace with the advance in the

season. More new building is
going on in Pittsburg this spring than in three
years past. All financial interests are feeling
better and report a better demand for money and
a more hopeful gain in volume of securities
trading. The reports of road men have been
encouraging and prospects for new business are
said to be good.

With the induction into office of the new
municipal regime of Pittsburg there was expected
to be some show for the criminal- class, and this
came just prior to the retirement of Mayor
Guthrie's cabinet. The wholesale jewelry store
of S. & B. C. Weinhaus, at 722 Penn Avenue, was
the object of attack. Robert Smith, a shady char-
acter known to the police, tried first to gain an
entrance to the store from the rear and then made
a bold dash for the front window, near midnight,
when the street was deserted. He broke the large
plate glass window and reached in and took a
half dozen revolvers and other articles, and jam-
ming them in his pocket, fled. Citizens chased him
and after two squares of running he was captured
by city firemen and citizens and locked up. He
is now in jail pending his trial. The attempt at
robbery took place March 30th and might have
been successful had not the city firemen shown
alertness and quickness of action. They were
located near the scene of the robbery.

J. C. Grogan's handsome new store, which has
been opened in Wood Street, has been attracting
not a little attention. Its entrance is most artistic
in design. The vaulted ceilings and massive
columns within are impressive. The prevailing
colors are green and mahogany, the latter in fix-
tures. It has been nicknamed "The Jewel Temple,"
and has earned this title most worthily. The
old Grogan store has been razed and is to be
replaced at once with a freak structure for another
purpose.

It was announced this week that a smoker is
to be held by the 24-Karat Club shortly as a wind-
up of the season. It will be a jolly and informal
affair. Jewelers are gradually getting together
socially in Pittsburg and a new era is dawning
for them as a commercial interest.

A. A. Gillespie, of Gillespie Brothers, of the
Park Building, who took an interesting journey
into southern Texas and Mexico, returned home
enthused over the conditions there, and as brown
as the proverbial berry. Mr. Gillespie accom-
panied Thomas K. Maher, a coal man to the South
and is interested in a small property there which
he intends to develop in the future. His trip was
full of interest but he says he forgot all about
the jewelry business while gone and went in for
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a good time and also for some experience in ir-
rigation. Gillespie Brothers report trade better
than a year ago. It appears to be gaining steadily
and by fall there is every reason for expecting a
full business.

W. W. Wattles opened April with the cele-
bration in a quiet way of the half century mark of
that well-known house. The handsome store is one
of the attractive spots in the shopping district of
Pittsburg and its windows are a never-ending
source of admiration and study for the people.
S. B. Barrett Company report a quiet but steady
business, gaining from month to month, with
evidence of increase in volume and betterment in
tone as the time passes. Stocks are low at this
time and buying is only spasmodic, pending a more
general revival. Heeren Brothers & Co. report
a gain ill their volume of business and are showing
that stability and conservatism that have made
the house one of the staunch commercial em-
poriums of Pennsylvania. The factory of this
house is busy at this season. W. M. Stieren's
optical house has moved to Liberty Avenue from
the site of the old Oliver Building and has a
handsome location now.

CINCINNATI
LETTER

The Oskamp Jewelry Company has an-
nounced, as forecasted in THE KEYSTONE some
time ago, that it will not discontinue its business
as jewelers at the southwest corner of Fifth and
Vine Streets. Articles to this effect have ap-
peared in the local newspapers. The company
says: "Some months since an honest determina-
tion on the part of the Oskamp Jewelry Company
was made to retire from business. The stock at
the southwest corner of Fifth and Vine Streets
was offered for sale and much of it was really
closed out. In many of the old guard of Cincin-
nati, however, the determination aroused expres-
sions of such sincere regret and actual protest,
that they were a factor in the change of plans now
announced for the first time." The article re-
cites that while Mr. William S. P. Oskamp de-
sired to retire from the active management of the
house, his sons were enthusiastically anxious to
continue. The house was founded by Theodore
Oskamp, who died in 1854. The father of Wil-
liam S. P. Oskamp, who started with the elder
Oskamp, continued the business until 1887, when
he died. Fifteen years before that time, how-
ever, William S. P. Oskamp began his career
as a jeweler and has been a factor in the local
jewelry trade since, a period of thirty-seven years.
William S. P. Oskamp's son, W. Herbert Oskamp,
entered the firm in 1903, but life indoors was not
conducive to his health and he quit the business
this year. Three years ago another son, W. \V.
Oskamp, entered the business and he will stick to
it with the co-operation of the third son, E.
Gordon Oskamp, who has just taken zealous hold.
The firm is now seventy years old.

Henry Doepke, jeweler at 40 West Twelfth
Street, has sworn to a warrant charging a
roan supposed to be Franklin Pierce, said to be a
member of the Black Beauty Theatrical Company,
with grand larceny. He claims the man selected a
diamond at his store worth $67 and asked to have
it sent to his hotel. He claims he took the ring
to the hotel and that the man took it and stepped
into another room, saying he would get the money.
That was the last Doepke saw of him, he says.
It is believed Pierce has been seen in Buffalo,
N. Y., and an attempt is being made to arrest him.

Postmaster E. R. Monfort has been asked
to secure information as to the war record of
Christian Burkhardt, who was employed by the
Duhme Jewelry Company at the outbreak of the
Civil War. He is supposed to be in Cincinnati.
A Dayton, Ohio, attorney wishes the information.

A four-months'-old terrier pup, the prop-
erty of Samuel Phillips, jeweler, of 905 Main
Street, is now the object of much solicitude. No
crowned head was ever treated with more respect

than "his doglums," for the frisky little piece
of dog flesh is supposed to be carrying some-
where in his true inwardness a carat and one-half
diamond, valued at $125. The set is the property
of Henry Sachs, a friend of Phillips. The pup
was playing with Sachs in the store and Sachs
saw the stone, loosened from its setting, roll to
the floor. The dog took after it and that is the
last seen of it. A search of the store has failed
to turn it up and now doggie is making all kinds
of faces as the veterinary surgeon gives him bad-
smelling and even worse tasting potions to make
him "cough up" the treasure which is not right-
fully his.

The Cincinnati police are puzzled over the
finding of a bag of jewels in one of F. Zum-
stein's livery cabs on the night of April 6th. The
jewels consist of two solitaire diamond earrings,
a diamond brooch and two gold bracelets. It is
not known where the jewels came from, as the
cab was in use all that day and was later sent to
a blacksmith shop for repairs. The police are
working on the theory that the jewels may have
been placed there by somebody who knows some-
thing about the robbery of a number of hilltop
residences sometime since, when many valuable
pieces of jewelry were taken.

The Windisch-Muhlhauser Company, brewers,
has just leased the property at 528 Race Street
to Morris Levine, at a rental of $2300 a year.
The unexpired lease has a year and one-half yet
to run. A jewelry store will be opened on the
premises.

Mr. Solar, of the E. & J. Swigart Company,
dealers in jeweler's supplies, diamonds and optical
goods, said: "Along about the 1st of April there
was a little falling off in business, but demand
has since improved, making the month a normal
one. We feel quite sure a general improvement
is taking place and that as soon as the tariff
question is disposed of that the improvement will
be even more marked, and that the jewelers will
soon be enjoying their usual good business."

Charles Swigart, of the E. & J. Swigart Com-
pany, is in Michigan and Indiana and is sending
in good orders. S. Doenitz is in his Ohio terri-
tory and is reported as doing a successful busi-
ness. J. S. Francis started on his southern trip
the last of April and if the trip is as successful
throughout as was the beginning, it will be a
splendid one.

The many friends of Miss Norene Linskey,
for several years employed by the E. & J. Swigart
Company, offer their condolences on the recent
death of Miss Linsky's mother, in Covington, Ky.

Louis Albert, of Albert Brothers, was in New
York during the middle of April on a business
trip.

Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Lyon, of Lexington, Ky.,
visited Cincinnati jeweler friends here a few days
ago while on their way home from a visit in In-
diana.

E. J. Lohmeyer, a son of E. J. Lohmeyer, of
Newport, Ky., has accepted a position in Cincin-
nati with the Dennison Manufacturing Company.

"Business is a little quiet at the present
time, but it is much better than last spring and we
are looking for a good, healthy business this fall,"
said S. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.

Sig. Strauss, of the firm of Lindenberg,
Strauss & Co., leaves Cincinnati about May 1st
for an extended pleasure trip through the far
\Vest. He will spend much time in California.
The visit will be extended over four or five weeks.

Leonard Fox, of the Gustave Fox Company,
has invented and patented a new style of cigar
lighter and is preparing to put it on the market
soon.

Otto Zoellner, of Otto Zoellner & Bro., Ports-
mouth, Ohio, was in town a few days ago re-
plenishing his jewelry supply.

J. F. Willis, of the E. 0. Zadek Jewelry Com-
pany, of Mobile, Ala., was calling on the local
jewelry trade the latter part of April.

Joe Kenkel, the jovial Main Street jeweler,
has just purchased a fine touring car in which
to give his jeweler friends a ride this summer.

W. T. Eisensmith, of Charleston, W. Va.,
accompanied by Mrs. Eisensmith, called on the
trade here during the latter half of April.

Wallenstein, Mayer & Co., wholesale jewelers,
have purchased a 6o horsepower automobile.

(Continued on page 539)
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COLLEGE and SCHOOL PINS
IN ALL STYLES —THE LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE LINE IN EXISTENCE

THE CHAS. M. R01313INS CO. ATTLEB OROMASSACHUSETTS

New York Office: 17 Maiden Lane Chicago Office: 103 State Street

a..

he Sales Value of an Idea TRADE

MARK

There are two views of silver— (1) Common merchandise,
ornamented. (2) The expression of an artistic conception com-
bined with utility, with silver as the basis of the work or the
medium of expression. The view you take determines the fol-
lowing question:

Salesman or Order Taker—Which?
If you are merely an "Order Taker" you accept the first view

the apathetic, don't-care view. If you are a real Salesman you
take the better view, because you have to take this view in
order to display real salesmanship.

When you look upon silver as the medium for the expression
of an idea—when you have a proper understanding of the artistic
and historic significance of the symbols employed in silver de-
signs, then you appreciate the sales value of an idea.

This is only one of the many interesting and vital topics
discussed in the new, thirty-six page, illustrated book—

"Silver Selling a Science"
CI 

Every Salesman should have a
copy. Every dealer should have one,
and see that each salesman is provided.
It means larger sales and increased
profits in the Silver Department. It
means greater earning capacity for the
Salesman.

We will mail one of these books
free to any silver salesman or jeweler.

Towle Mfg. Company
Silversmiths

Newburyport Massachusetts

APPEARANCES COUNT
in the jeweler's business more than in any other line. Everything you can do to increase
the inviting, attractive appearance of your store will increase your sales in proportion.

The Ofeegte All-Glass Show Case
is for the man who wants something a little better than the ordinary.

It is made without any framework, of extra heavy plate glass. No bars, corner pieces,
bolts or screw holes are used, so there is an uninterrupted view of the goods within. Let us
tell you how it is constructed.

A case of especial interest to the jeweler, as it gives prominence to even the smallest
article displayed in it.

For strength, beauty and sales force there is no case made to equal the Silent Salesman.
Write us for any information about show cases. Our experience is at your disposal.

Address Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 West Fort St., DETROIT, MICH.
NEW YORK SALESROOM, 744 Broadway

LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent

Our new book, " Metal Store Fronts," contains the newest ideas in getting all the value
out of your window for display work. It incidentally describes and illustrates the Pets
Patent Store Front Construction. Send for a free copy.

May, i9(x) E

Legislation to Regulate Itinerants

A Bill Aimed at Transient Vendors—A Pro-
hibitive License Fee—A Measure That Will

Interest all Jewelers and Opticians

There was introduced in the Senate of

the State of Illinois, on February 25th last,

a bill embodying features of immediate in-

terest to established retail dealers, particu-

larly jewelers and opticians. The bill is

aimed to regulate and license all temporary
dealers, auctioneers, etc., who make a prac-
tice of opening temporary quarters and sell-
ing goods of various kinds for short periods
of time only, thus competing with the regu-
lar dealers, who aid in the support of the
community's permanent welfare through
taxes and other means. These "itinerant
vendors," as they are designated in the bill,
under laws existing at present in Illinois and
many other States, are subject to no restric-
tions affording the protection to which the
established dealer by virtue of his position
in the community is justly entitled.

Section 1 of the proposed bill
Itinerant reads as follows : 'The words
Vendors Defined 'itinerant vendors' for the pur-

poses of this act, shall be con-
strued to mean and include all persons, both
principals and agents, who engage in a temporary
or transient business in this State, either in one
locality or in traveling from place to place selling
goods, wares and merchandise, and who, for the
purpose of carrying on such business, hire, lease
or occupy any building or structure for the ex-
hibition or sale of such goods, wares and mer-
chandise. No itinerant vendor shall be relieved
or exempted from the provisions or requirements
of this act by reason of associating himself tem-
porarily with any local dealer, trader, merchant or
auctioneer, or .by conducting such temporary or
transient business in connection with, or as a part
of, or in the name of any local dealer, trader,
merchant or auctioneer."

Section 6 reads : "Every itin-
Licensed and erant vendor desiring to do
Bonded business in this State shall

make application for license to
the Secretary of State and such license when is-
sued, shall be good for the term of one year
from the date thereof. Before such license shall
be issued he shall pay to the Secretary of State
a State license fee of one hundred dollars and
shall enter into bond to be approved by the
Secretary of State in the sum of $2000, payable
to the People of the State of Illinois for the
use of any municipality in which such itinerant
vendor shall carry on or undertake to carry on
aty such business. The conditions of the bond
hall be that the itinerant vendor shall comply
%•ith all laws and ordinances of any such munici-
ality where he shall so undertake to carry on any
Itch business, and that he will comply with all the
aws of the State of Illinois relating to itinerant
vendors. Such bond shall be filed in the office
of the Secretary of State. On compliance with
the above, the Secretary of State shall issue to
him an itinerant vendor's license authorizing him

do business in this State in conformity with
,he provisions of this act. Every license shall
set forth a copy of the application on which it is
granted. Such license shall not be transferable
nor give authority to more than one person to sell
oods as an itinerant vendor, either by agent or
lerk, or in any other way than in his own proper
person, but any licensee may have the assistance
Of one or more persons in conducting his business
who shall have authority to aid their principal,
!nit not to act for or without him. No person
hall be entitled to hold, directly or indirectly,
eceive the benefit of more than one license at
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any one time, and any license so obtained, held or
used, is void."

Section II is as follows : "No
A Severe itinerant vendor shall advertise,
Penalty represent or hold forth any

sale as an insurance, bankrupt,
insolvent, assignee, trustee, testator, executor,
administrator, receiver, wholesaler or manufac-
turer or closing-out sale, or as a sale of any
goods damaged by fire, smoke, water or otherwise,
or in any similar form, unless he shall, before
so doing, state under oath to the Secretary of
State, either in the original application for a
State license or a supplementary application sub-
sequently filed, and copy on the license all of the
facts relating to the reason and character of such
sales so advertised or represented, including a
statement of the names of the persons from whom
such goods were obtained and all detailed infor-
mation necessary to identify such goods."

The bill provides that every itinerant vendor
who shall sell or expose for sale at public or
private sale, any goods, wares or merchandise
contrary to its provisions, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and shall be punished for each
offense by fine, not exceeding one hundred dollars,
or by imprisonment not exceeding ninety days, or
by both fine and imprisonment.

Fighting the Mail Order House

The merchant in the small town who

finds that his trade is being cut into by the

mail order houses, too often spends his time

and money in addressing his former cus-

tomers upon the grounds that they ought to

trade with him, says a writer in Brains.

It is pretty safe to say that an argument

of this kind never has and never will con-

vince a single customer.

If a customer were to come into your

store and say you ought to sell him goods

below cost you would, quite naturally, laugh

at the idea. But it is just as reasonable for

that customer to expect you to sell him

goods below cost as it is for you to expect

your neighbors to buy from you when they

can get the same goods elsewhere for less

money.

The Dollar

Argument

When you are fighting com-

petition—and this does not

apply to mail order compe-

tition alone—just remember

that the dollar argument is the trade-draw-

ing argument every time.

A good mailing list is a valuable asset

to any retail business, but it is particularly

valuable in reaching farmers who might

reasonably be expected to become customers

of yours.
If you see to it that some good live

piece of advertising matter, quoting prices

and with a lot of "selling talk" in it, reaches

your prospective customers among the

farmers at regular periods, you will be sur-

prised at the increase of business which it

brings you.
With the catalogue of the mail order

house in his home, very often the farmer

feels in closer touch with the concern issu-

ing the catalogue than Ile does with the

storekeeper in the village some seven or

eight miles away.
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The mere fact of being on your regular
mailing list will go far to overcome this
bias, and if your prices are right and your
goods come up to your descriptions, you will
not have any great difficulty in keeping your
customers in line and in winning new cus-
tomers all the time.

In each piece of advertising
matter sent out you should
have a little statement of
one of the reasons why it
is to the advantage of the

farmer to trade with you. Some of the
points on which it is well to lay emphasis are :

I. The advantage of seeing goods be-
fore a purchase is made ; 2, the saving in
time ; 3, the personal guarantee which you
put behind all of the goods you sell.

But above all, in every piece of adver-
tising matter, dwell upon the fact that, qual-
ity considered, you can sell him just as
cheaply as any mail order house, when the
cost of freight or express is added. And it
is a fact that in all except a few lines, the
average retail store can sell goods at a profit
just as cheaply as the mail order houses do.

In their advertising matter the mail
order people dwell at length upon the eco-
nomical conditions under which they oper-
ate—absence of store hire, clerk hire, etc.
In your advertising you can point out that
many of these seeming economies are such
in name only. Wherever goods are stored
there must be a rent charge of some kind,
and it is probable that this is much higher
in Chicago than in your town. Though no
clerks attend behind a counter yet the mail
order house must maintain a legion of
stenographers, order clerks, shipping clerks,
etc. Add to this the expense of the return
of orders which were not satisfactory and
you will find that the mail order man has
not such a cinch after all.

It is pretty safe to say that
the local merchant will
never succeed in putting his
Chicago competitor entirely

out of business, but it is just as safe to say
that the Chicago man is never going to put
the local merchant entirely out of business.
There is room for both in the field, but each
must fight for his share of the trade. The
mail order man has proved himself strictly
up to date and ready to take advantage of
every extension of the rural free delivery
and other modern ideas. The way for the

local merchant to fight this is along the lines
the mail order man has laid out.

Advertising, courageous and intelligent

advertising, has made the mail order houses

what they are. That merchant who success-

fully meets their competition must, of neces-

sity, be the merchant who is just as courage-

ous and just as intelligent in his advertising.

The

Advertising

Matter

Situation

to Be Faced
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We would again call your attention to the fact that

this NEW PATENTED SHRINE CIGAR CUTTER

is a very handy, as well as emblematic, article for a
NOBLE to carry on his vacation.

Have YOU Been Supplied?

The New Knights of Pythias Design (also patented) is proving

a ready seller.

Surely you have these in your stock ! Made in Pins, Buttons

and Charms, in gold and plate.

We are constantly designing new and artistic patterns to meet
the demand for new and up-to-date goods.

Watch This Space for Our Latest Ideas!

IRONS & RUSSELL CO
Manufacturers of

• EMBLEMS

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS

Main Office and Factory, 95 Chestnut St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Chicago Office, Silversmiths' Bldg., 131 Wabash Ave. New York Office, 11 Maiden Lane

Codding e.? Heilborn Co.
MAKERS OF

BUCKLES, SASH PINS, VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS,

WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In Sterling and Gold Filled

Do not forget that we are still headquarters for

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In German and Sterling Silver

whose popularity has never diminished, and
whose demand is acknowledged greater than ever

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE: ------- 13 MAIDEN LANE

SAN FRANCISCO : - H. C. VAN NESS & CO., ISO POST STREET

Made in 12, 16 and 18 sizes

EMPIRE
WATCH
PROTECTOR
Fibre Back
Transparent Fibreloid Front

For RAILROAD MEN

“:1Ea STREET CAR MEN

P A 7: MOTORMEN

9 ENGINEERS
HUNTERS and

AUTOMOBILISTS
•A.

"PALO'

sIND US YOUR ORDER TO...DAY

We also make an exclusive line of

AUTOMATIC METAL JEWELRY CASES (all patente(l)

Also Silverware Cases, Fine Paper Boxes and Window Displays

NW- If your jobber cannot supply you with " EMPIRE " goods,
write us, and we will send you our booklet," The Reason Why,"
telling you all about it

EMPIRE JEWELRY CASE CO.
146, 148 and 150 Clinton St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

May, 1909 THE

Cincinnati Letter

(Continued from page 835)

A. J. Thoma, of the Thoma Bros. Company,
jewelers' supplies and findings, said : "Business is
a trifle slow just now, but it has been very good
and we are looking for a very good business this
fall. Fred. Thoma is now in Ohio and he has
found very nice business through Ohio and In-
diana. Jerome will start south April 21st and
Carl will start up in Ohio the last week in April.
The outlook is very promising and we are well
satisfied."

Henry Michael, of Schneider & Michael, of
Lima, Ohio, spent a few days visiting Cincinnati
friends about the middle of April, while on his
way home from French Lick Springs, Ind.

D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, has re-
turned home from a fine pleasure trip in South
Carolina. He made the return trip via New York.

Fred. Gruen, of D. Gruen & Sons, accom-
panied by Mrs. Gruen, according to word just re-
ceived here, are in Naples, Italy. They are tour-
ing Europe and will return home some time in
July.

A. L. Thoma, of A. Thoma & Sons, Piqua,
Ohio, was in town on April 2oth and 2Tst. He
made the trip to address the Cincinnati Retail
Jewelers' Association on the night of April 20th
at the Palace Hotel, on the convention which will
he held at Cedar Point, on Lake Erie, in Ohio,
June 28th and 29th. Mr. Thoma said: "Every-
thing is 0. K. with our house. Business is very
nice and is much better than last year at this time."

William Hohneck, a son of August Hohneck,
and formerly city agent for Lindenberg & Fox, is
preparing to locate in the retail jewelry business
in Denver, Colo.

A. M. Plant, of the National Jewelry Com-
pany, will leave the latter part of April for a
business trip through Kentucky and Tennessee.

H. I. Jacobson, of A. & J. Plant, was re-
cently robbed of his valise and its contents at one
of the best hotels in Biloxi, Miss., but has since
received a settlement from the management which
is satisfactory to him. He has also been presented
with a handsome traveling valise by the hotel.

J. K. Bingaman, of Bingaman Brothers, dia-
mond jewelers, at Sixth and Vine Streets, has
just recovered from an attack of pneumonia. He
is now able to be about the store a little.

Burton Fox, of Fox Bros. & Co., has returned
home from Europe. Mr. Fox brought with him a
big shipment of very fine pearls. He says the
diamond business is good now in Amsterdam.

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, said: "We
certainly cannot complain about the volume of
business, but collections are a little bit off. The
spring trade has been very nice and I look for
a good fall trade, too."

William Preuer, retail jeweler at 5 West
Seventh Street, said : "Business has been very
nice. It is a little slow just now, but the country
is not going to the dogs, for there is lots of
money in it yet. I am well satisfied. The spring
trade is good and I think we are going to have a
nice business."

S. & H. Gilsey have offered as prizes to
members of the Cincinnati baseball team two fine
gold watches. The first watch will be given to
the player who succeeds in driving in the most
runs in fifty or more games, and the other watch
will go to the pitcher who has the best record at
the season's close.

Complimentary Dinner to A. G. Schwab

One of the nicest affairs of its kind in the
history of the Cincinnati business world was the
complimentary dinner tendered to A. G. Schwab,
of A. G. Schwab & Sons, wholesale jewelers, on
the evening of April Toth. There have been din-
ners and dinners, and happy occasions time and
again, but, according to the statements of the
persons who attended the dinner to Mr. Schwab,
never before was there a more felicitous affair
than this one. Mr. Schwab sometime ago an-
nounced his intention to travel abroad for several
weeks, and upon this news reaching the ears of
S. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co., one
Of his many dear friends, Mr. Lindenberg at once
set about making preparations for the event, and
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in less time than it took to write this account,
seventeen mutual admirers of Mr. Schwab had
signified their most sincere intention of being in
on the affair. The entire arrangements were
made by Mr. Lindenberg and resulted in his being
voted a star when it comes to selecting a cuisine
and .arranging all the appointments and little
niceties which go to make up a perfect affair of
this nature.

Mr. Schwab heard of the arrangements which
were being made in his honor, but, as he stated
afterward, the elaborateness of the affair and the
spontaneity with which his old business friends,
tried and true, extended to him their wishes for
a bon voyage, were far beyond his wildest dream
of what was in store for him when he was es-
corted into one .of the splendid dining-rooms in
the Sinton Hotel. The seventeen hosts were
seated about a long table and received Mr. Schwab
into their midst as only the best of friends know
how to receive one of their fellow. One of the
most conspicuous of the table decorations was a
splendid floral representation of the Kronprinzes-
sin Cerelie, the North German Lloyd floating
palace on which Mr. Schwab and his party were
due to sail for Europe April 20th. Through the

splendid manage-
ment of Mr. Lin-
denberg there was
secured from the
North German
Lloyd Company
menu cards which
were destined by
the company to be
used on board ship
on the evening of
the captain's dinner.

The dinner was
served according to
the menu and
proved to be a
feast fit for the
gods and over
w Ii i c h Lucullus
himself would have
presided with the
greatest pomp.

D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, acted
as toastmaster and proved to be a very liberal-
minded one, as everybody present was given ample
opportunity to express his sentiments during the
evening. Everybody did, and never has there been
a more honest, sincere or spontaneous outpouring
of good feeling, admiration, respect and love for
a fellow man than on this occasion, when every
man present testified to the high esteem in which
he holds Mr. Schwab, as a business man, as a
good citizen and as a man in the broadest sense
of the word. Space will not permit of the re-
production of the speeches and kind words of all
present, but, as the address of Mr. S. Lindenberg
is declared to voice the sentiments of all present,
it is here produced:

"It is always a pleasing privilege to be at a
gathering of a lot of congenial people and I am
sure we are especially gratified this evening to
be here because we have among us as our guest
of honor our esteemed friend, A. G. Schwab.
For years past Mr. Schwab has held an eminent
place among the jobbing jewelers of America, and
right here, in our own city, he is at all times
to be found among the vanguard of the most
progressive. To him, at least, as much as to any
other man is due the proud position Cincinnati
occupies to-day as a jobbing center.

"But, my friends, while we all recognize these
fine attributes, we are not here to-night to eulogize
Mr. Schwab, the excellent business man. We are
gathered at this love feast because we admire the
genial, the jolly good fellow, known to everyone
as simply 'A. G."A. G.' is going away. He is
going to travel across the seas. His passage has
been engaged in the bosom of the Kronprinzessin
Cecelie. with his wife's permission, of course. He
will visit Paris and Monte Carlo and Berlin and
probably Iinxtehtide. It may never have occurred
to him what terrible temptations lurk in these
places for a man who has never been away from
home, nor what awful dangers there are to be
encountered by one whose past life has been one
of absolute purity and perfect innocence, like Abe's.

"It behooves us. therefore, as his friends, on
the eve of his departure, to pray that he may be

A. G. Schwab

gently dealt with. But 'A. G.' is going to have
a great deal of pleasure while abroad and it is
our purpose to wish for him that these pleasures
may far and away overshadow any possible ad-
'verse incidents and that he and the loved ones
with him may enjoy the best of health and have
the time of their lives while touring the old
Fatherland. (Turning to Mr. Schwab and ad-
dressing him.) But Abe, right here we are going
to exact one solemn promise from you, and that is
that you should not become so fond of the old
country but that you will conclude that the land
of the free and the home of the brave and the
many friends you have here are good enough
for you, and that you come back home next fall
saying, 'Boys, I'm awfully glad to be with you
again.'"

Mr. Lindenberg's little address made a tre-
mendous hit and Mr. Schwab was visibly touched
by the sentiment expressed in it. A number of his
dear friends had addressed him, and when he
arose to reply there was an unmistakable moisture
in his eyes and a certain huskiness of the voice
which told all who were present that their
tributes to the man were appreciated in the fullest
sense of the word.

Those present at the dinner were: A. G.
Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Sons; S. Lindenberg,
of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.; Charles A. Nolting,
of the Oskamp, Nolting Company; Aaron Her-
man, of Herman & Loeb; Ed. Croninger, Jacob
Dorst, of the Dorst Company ; Joseph Noterman,
of Joseph Noterman & Co.; A. J. Thoma, of the
Thoma Bros. Company; Ed. Albert, of Albert
Brothers; Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons;
D. J. Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons; Louis
Lange, John Daller, S. M. Peck, of Peck, Sel-
meier & Peck; Jacob Frohman, of Frohman &
Co.; Harry C. Walton, of the Keystone Watch
Case Company ; Charles J. Becker, of the Phila-
delphia Watch Case Company, and Edward
Richter, of Richter & Phillips.

Mr. Schwab and Mrs. Schwab, Mrs. Schwab's
sister, Mrs. L. Gutmann and Mrs. Gutmann's
daughter, Mrs. Marks, sailed April 20th for
Europe, according to a despatch received by their
many Cincinnati friends. They will be abroad
four or five months.

News Notes from Boston

Mr. Smith, of the Jewelers' Building, gave a
very interesting talk to the New England Watch-
makers' Club at their April meeting on the laws
regarding the disposition of watches left to be
repaired and not called for, which was very much
appreciated by the members.

N. G. Wood & Son are now located at 128A
Tremont Street, Boston.

The J. W. Boyce Company, of Boston, has
become incorporated, with Harry Heller president
and John W. Boyce treasurer.

Mr. and Mrs. David C. Percival, Sr., and
their daughter, Mrs. Herman Parker, have re-
turned from a most delightful trip to Bermuda.

Among the retail jewelers in Boston last
month were: Charles Sinclair, of the firm of N.
C. Nelson & Co., Concord, N. H.; N. C. Squire,
Lynn, Mass.; C. F. Pettengill, Quincy; R. A.
Lohnes, Worcester; G. A. Schmidt and C. A.
Senter, of Lawrence; F. S. Hall, Fitchburg; J. H.
Gammon, Fort Kent, Me.; Guy 0. Vickery,
Augusta, Me.; William Senter, Portland, Me.;
H. S. Hewett, Brockton, Mass.; M. J. Harring-
ton, Whitinsville; J. A. Brightman, Southbridge;
E. F. Welch, Westboro; G. A. Antonas, Lowell;
L. R. Hapgood, Orange; David Robertson, South
Framingham.

F. A. B. Pratt, of Daniel Pratt's Sons, has
been elected a member of the Merchants' Associa-
tion.

The firm of Daniel Pratt's Sons have just
received a new delivery wagon.

The E. Howard Clock Company, of Boston,
have entered into an agreement with the Phinney-
Walker Keyless Clock Company. of New York,
to devote a part of their capacity to the production
of the highest class eight-day motor clock that
can be made. This instrument will have eleven
jewels, and in combination with the Phinney-
Walker Keyless device, will commend itself to
those who demand the best.
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IN GOLD FILLED CHAINS

tested by time and wear—quickest to
sell, most profitable to handle, safest to
buy—proved by U. S. Assay to contain
more gold than any other make of like

e. grade—and stamped with quality and
trade-mark.

BASSETT CHAINS
New York Office
37 Maiden Lane

Minneapolis Office Factory and Home Office
1116 Lumber Exchange Providence, R. I.
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Chicago Office
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PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE

JEWELRY TRADE, AND ANY ENER-

GETIC DEALER CAN MATERIALLY INCREASE HIS PROFIT

AND PRESTIGE BY REPRESENTING THE "BRIGGS"

WE INVITE THE ATTENTION OF RELIABLE HOUSES IN OPEN

TERRITORY, AND GIVE ESPECIAL CARE TO SMALL ACCOUNTS

THE BRIGGS PIANO COMPANY
OF BOSTON, U. S. A.

The Quicktight Pinvise
Works Quickest—Holds Tightest

Only one hand used in working it.
Insert the work, then one stroke
of thumb both closes and
tightens jaws. Saves

valuable time.
It will pay you to

throwaway your old pin-
vise and buy one of these.

Strongest inade—no levers to
break or screw-threads to strip.

Sent anywhere, postpaid, for $1.25
Buy it of your dealer, or send to

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons
Man ii facl rens)

LANCASTER, PA.

MAIL POSTAL CARD TO
DEPT. B FOR

SPECIAL
PROPOSITION

on SILVA PUTZ
Silver Polish

American Metal Polish Co. WEST SOMERVILLEMASSACHUSETTS
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Indirect Lighting

THE KEYSTONE

A Method by Which the Lamps Are Entirely

Screened from View

The idea of indirect lighting has

gripped illuminating engineers so strongly

that many of them now contend that such

a system will be generally demanded and

installed for house and office illumination

within the next couple of years, writes

Augustus D. Curtis, in Popular Mechanics.

It is a system by which the lamps are

entirely screened from view and throw their

light against the ceiling and upper walls for

reflection, thus avoiding the glare of direct

lighting, yet diffusing an illumination that

reaches into every corner of a room with

efficiency that makes reading in any part

of it not only possible but restful.

At a meeting held in October by the

Chicago section of the Illuminating Engi-

neering Society, a novel installation of in-

direct illumination was exhibited, the dif-

fusion of light of which was so excellent

as to receive commendation from every

source.

The demonstration was given in the

apartments of one of the engineers, and

was carried out in each room.

The system comprises special chande-

liers with pendant sockets containing tung-
sten-metal incandes-
cent lamps. Mounted
or hung beneath and
semi-inclosing each
lamp, were special
bowl-shaped glass re-
flectors backed with a
silver coating. These
reflectors were con-
cealed by ornamental
bowls of spun brass.
From the reflectors
the light is thrown up
against the white or
cream-tinted ceiling,
and from there is cast
in a diffused illumina-

tion throughout the

entire room. The ab-
sence of direct il-
lumination was at first
deceptive as to the

real intensity of the illumination, but the

ease with which ordinary print could be

read in any part of the room showed the

illumination to be sufficient as well as pleas-

ing. Special chandeliers are not absolutely

necessary, however. Such a system can

be easily installed on gas or electric fixtures

already in use, assuming, of. course, that

Close view of indirect
lighting fixture

the arms of the chandeliers are not unusu-

ally heavy. In placing such a system on

pendent sockets it would be naturally pre-

sumed that the chandelier arms would cast

annoying shadows on the ceilings, but such

shadows are notable for their absence, due

to the corrugations in the reflectors.
That there is undoubtedly a loss of

light incident to the reflection from the

ceiling is freely admitted, but it is main-

tained that the absence of any glare in the

The reflector

line of vision enables the iris of the eye to

relax, admitting more light to the retina, so

that, while the actual illumination in candle-

power may be lowered, the illumination for

vision is increased.
The system is, of course, not as prac-

tical in rooms that have beamed ceilings or

ceilings of dark tint, but in the majority of

instances ceilings are of light tint and con-

ditions favorable.
The cost of such illumination compares

favorably with direct illumination. A unit

of one reflector and one ioo-watt tungsten

lamp gives a beautiful illumination in a

room up to 15 feet square. The cost of

burning such a lamp is from Y2 to i cent

per hour, which is probably not more than

it costs in the majority of cases to illuminate

a room with the ordinary installation.

The same system of indirect illumina-

tion is also used with gaslight as its source.

A New Phonograph—Compressed Air

Used in Cylinders for Repro-

ducing Sounds

Consul Thomas H. Norton, in the fol-

lowing report from Chemnitz, describes a

new German invention which combines the

phonograph and the siren:

The methods for recording sound have

reached a higher stage of perfection than

those employed for its reproduction. The

chief difficulty encountered in the present

systems of reproducing conversation, and

especially music, from phonographic and

similar records, is caused by the friction of

the needle resting upon the surface of the

rapidly revolving disk or cylinder. This in-

troduces a more or less noticeable buzzing

or rumbling sound, which interferes materi-

ally with the clearness of musical notes or
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spoken words. Numerous attempts have

been made to overcome this unpleasant ac-
companiment. In none of the devices hith-
erto brought forward has complete success

been attained, since all involved the factor
of friction as the fundamental means of
transmission.

In a recent number of the Deutsche
illusikwerle-Industrie, a German inventor
describes a newly patented instrument, in
which friction is completely avoided. It
combines the leading elements of the phono-
graph and the siren. The novel and es-
sential feature is the substitution of a cur-
rent of compressed air for the needle or
stylus of Edison's invention.

In a siren, openings of various sizes
allow the production of all musical notes
with any desired degree of intensity or
length. In the new instrument, perforations
in the disk of a siren are replaced by tan-
gential incisions on the sur face of a large
record cylinder. A second perfectly smooth
cylinder rests close upon the surface of the
first cylinder and revolves in unison with
it as the two cylinders are set in movement.
A constantly varying succession of minute
openings between their surfaces is pre-
sented, due to the incisions on the record
cylinder. When a powerful blast of corn-
pressed air is directed upon the line of con-
tact between the two cylinders, at such an
angle as to be an exact tangent to the sur-
faces of both, sounds are evoked identically
as in the case of an ordinary siren. It is
possible to communicate signals and even
words which can be readily heard miles away.

It is already evident that a field of use-
fulness is open to this new invention as an
adjunct to the equipment of sea-going
vessels. Its availability for musical pur-

poses has not yet been tested sufficiently to

determine whether it can successfully vie
with the gramophone, phonographs, etc., or
even replace them.

The cylinders thus far employed are

about ten times as large as ordinary phono-

graphic cylinders, and this fact renders the

instrument necessarily somewhat clumsy.

The requirement of a current of compressed

air may also militate against a widespread

domestic use, although such a current can

be supplied by a comparatively inexpensive

attachment to a water tap where the water

supply is under considerable pressure.

The production of verde finishes by the

corrosion process on goods that have been

electroplated is somewhat difficult unless a

very heavy deposit is put on. On iron, par-

ticularly, is this true as the corrosion results

in cutting through and allowing the iron to

be attacked. Red spots then appear.
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FIFTY- TWO YEARS

Flat Model, Quarter Gold, Hand Engraved

The new W & H line contains the largest variety of
original and desirable designs ever shown

Wightman & Hough Co.
NEW YORK OFFICE

3 Maiden Lane Providence, R. I. Main Office and Factory
7 Beverly St., Providence, R. I.

SOLDER
SOLD BYALL JOBBERS.

F.H.NOBLE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS, CHICAGO,ILL.
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Toning Platinum Prints

In this case the prints must be light in

color, made upon the paper that gives a

black image, not sepia; in fact, an under-

exposed print that is unfit for delivery or a

platinum picture is just the thing for ura-

nium toning. This class of print becomes

much darker during the toning, and much

detail which is invisible in the print becomes

manifest in the finished picture. The

strength of the uranium and red prussiate

solutions must be doubled for platinum

toning, and as much as one ounce and a

half of acetic acid must be used. The toning

operation is carried out in just the same way

as just described, but when using platinum

prints one ounce of acetic acid must be

added to thirty ounces of cold water and

used in the first wash water. An 8 x To or

10 X 12 tray, in which the print is placed

direct from the toning solution, is well

suited for this washing. In the course of a

minute or two the print must be removed

and placed in a tray of clean water. After

thus changing the water two or three times,

place the wet print upon a sheet of glass and

run the water from the faucet upon the face

and back, turning the print over ; now place

the print between folded sheets of white

blotting paper, blot it well, then suspend it

to dry. All these operations must be per-

formed quickly, then no change of color will

take place. With this toning solution any

color can be obtained, from a rich chocolate

brown to a fine red, depending upon the

length of time the print is treated in the

uranium solution ; or if a very bright red is

required, then the acetic acid must be in-

creased. When the toning of a nymber of

prints has been carried out the bath will be-

come useless and must be thrown away.

This fact must be borne in mind—the older

the platinum print the longer it will take to

tone, and the newer the print the quicker

it will tone.

Hardwick's Alarm Clock

The day that Hardwick finished the last

of his designs for the lobby of the new

Wadhurst Hotel he reached his suburban

home earlier than usual, but too tired to

think. Mrs. Hardwick met him joyously at

the door.
"Oh, George," she said, "I'm so glad

you're home early! There's a demonstra-

tion in hat-trimming to-night at the

Women's Exchange I'm sure it will be

useful to me, and it may be the means of my

saving a lot of money on millinery bills.

Are you too tired to take me in, dear ?"

"Well, I am pretty tired, but I guess I

can keep awake long enough to get you
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there. Then I'll go over to the studio and

have a nap, and call round at the exchange

for you."
"You can have a good long nap, too,

for I want to get there about seven, and you

needn't call for me till half-past ten. You're

a dear!"
Promptly at seven o'clock Hardwick

saw his wife melt into a group of women

at the exchange. He made his way over to

the studio, and let himself in. It was very

quiet. There was no reason why he should

not have a fine nap.
And then it came to him that he had

no way of waking up at the right time. The

clock on the wall was not an alarm clock,

and his watch, of course, would be of no

service. The janitor, he knew, was never

there after six o'clock.
It looked as if he would have to keep

awake all the evening for the sake of being

on hand at half-past ten.
But Hardwick has always been a man

of resources. Indeed, Mrs. Hardwick says

that he can think quicker and to better effect

than any other man she ever knew. A prob-

lem like this is just the sort of thing that

puts him on his mettle, and sets his brain to

working with a precision and directness that

nearly always produce results.

He began to look round. Nothing

started any train of thought or offered any

useful suggestion until his eye happened to

light upon the stump of a candle on the shelf

in the little washroom. It was only an inch

long, and after holding it in his hand a mo-

ment, Hardwick put it back on the shelf,

went to a drawer and took our a fresh

candle—a whole one this time.

Putting this in the candlestick and

lighting it, Hardwick waited till it had

burned down far enough to leave a square

end. Then he extinguished it, and with a

fine brush and some black paint, made three

hair lines round the top of the candle, an

eighth of an inch apart—he measured the

distance carefully with his dividers. With

his watch in front of him, he lighted the

candle again and timed the burning to the

second line. It was almost exactly five min-

utes. To confirm the result, he let the can-

dle burn on until the next line was reached.

The register this time also was five minutes,

and Hardwick put out the candle with a sat-

isfied grin.
Taking the dividers again, Hardwick

measured four and three-eighths inches

down the candle, and there made a mark.

Since it was then twenty minutes past

seven, and he wanted to be waked at quarter

past ten, he allowed thirty-five periods of

five minutes each, and an eighth of an inch

of candle for each period.

With a saw which formed part of the

studio "properties" he made a cut in the

candle at the place he had marked, sawing

just halfway through, till he reached the

wick.

In this cut he tied a light cotton string,

the other end of which passed over the back

of a chair. From that he suspended the tin

pan that he washes his brushes in, and in

the pan he placed two large iron spoons and

a dipper.

The cnly other thing required was

something to hold the candle firmly. The

barrel of an old musket from a wall trophy

served the purpose. The candle was

wedged firmly into the muzzle, the stock

was lashed vertically to the back of a chair.

The candle was lighted, and Hardwick was

soon peacefully snoring.

At seventeen minutes past ten he was

wakened by an unearthly bang and clatter

of tinware. For a moment he was too

dazed to realize where he was or what had

happened, but when he had turned on the

electric light, he found, as he had expected,

a cotton string with the loop at one end

burned through, and an overturned tin pan

on the floor.

When he told Mrs. Hardwick that he

had invented, made and tested an alarm

clock in fifteen minutes, from the material

in his studio, she would not believe him until

he described it ; since then she has told her

friends about it, and I have related it as she

told it to me. Hardwick himself is modest

about his invention.—The Youth's Com-

panion.

A New Color Plate

The third screen-plate process of color

photography to reach the stage of actual

sale to the public has come upon the scene.

This is the "omnicolore" of J. Jougla, a Pa-

risian plate maker. The grain is consider-

ably coarser than that of the autochrome,

but finer than that of the Thames plate,

which we recently mentioned as being ob-

tainable in London. The omnicolore plate is

coated on its screen like the autochrome, but

this is far more transparent, so that the ex-

posure is not more than half as long as re-

quired for the autochrome. In color render-

ing the autochrome still stands first. The

manipulation of the omnicolore is somewhat

simpler than that of the autochrome, and it

is apparently little liable to frilling. All in

all, the omnicolore seems to be a sufficiently

dangerous rival of the autochrome to force

the Lumieres to produce their new process

which they have been withholding until the

autochrome should be threatened with real

competition.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

WE MANUFACTURE

HIGH-GRADE MODERN
JEWELRY STORE FIX-
TURES, SHOW CASES,
WALL CASES, TABLES
ETC. 

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit, or if you expect to remodel your store, write

us sending your floor plan and we will be pleased to submit plans, drawings and estimates

Pretty
Pierced
Psyche
Pins
Proving
Popular
We have brought out one six inches
long with a top four inches wide,
like cut, a good dollar
value but to retail at .-A/c.

We have small ones to match,
making three-piece sets, or n
the small one sells singly at .he c.

THE HOWE COMB COMPANY
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Distance from the factory no obstacle. Large stock of Designs for all kinds, sizes and shapf
of rooms carried at and shipped promptly from the nearest Warehouse.

Send us a diagram of the room to be ceded, and we will prepare working drawing shown,
arrangement of suitable designs free of charge and without obligation.

Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
Branch Offices

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

NEW YORK

\\VELO and Warehouses

' 
CHICAGO

DETROIT

CHATTANOOGA

ST. LOUIS
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How Advertising Helps the
Salesman

The primary function of advertising is

to make sales, either directly or indirectly.

It is, in fact, a salesman working every
legitimate means with the purpose of mak-
ing sales. If through its methods, it accom-
plishes its end, then it follows that some of
those methods can be adopted and used ad-
vantageously by that traveling salesman.

There are many and various
forms of advertising, but
they can be generally di-
vided into two distinctive

classes : Advertising to the dealer and ad-
vertising for the dealer. Both classes are of
great value and assistance to the salesman
in many different ways. A salesman who is
alive and hustling is on the lookout for
every boost possible in getting himself in
touch with the possible customer, and the
advertising which is done to the dealer acts
as an advance agent or trail blazer for the
salesman.

As the experienced woodsman works
his way through the brush and small trees
and gets to the heart of the forest where the
big trees are, so does the advertisement
work its way through the horde of small fry
into the presence of the big man, the one
who buys and the one you are after, and it
catches him right in the sanctum, perhaps
with his feet on the desk, smoking his favor-
ite weed, and reading his favorite publica-
tion—just in the frame of mind you would
like to catch him.

Perhaps he only glances at
the headlines, but that is
enough to impress him with
the fact that certain goods

—your goods—are being advertised. Most
everyone regards his favorite publications
as authorities, and the impressions received
from them are good ones. Impressions,
like seeds, grow ; that is, they grow if they
are cultivated, and each time one of your
firm's advertisements catches the buyer's eye
it adds to that impression, until the impres-
sions become a conviction, the conviction
that there is value to your particular line of

goods. Without realizing that he is being
solicited, he becomes familiar with your line.

An advertisement will get anywhere,
and silently but surely reaches the seats of
the mighty, and usually when the mighty are
ready to receive its message. The visit is
opportune. When you meet a buyer who

has read r- firm's advertising, and men-
tion your lint, he sits up and takes notice,
simply because he knows something about
your goods, and, perhaps, takes a little
human pride in the fact that he is posted.

Classes of

Advertising

The Favored

Journal
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Advertisement

an Introduction

The prospect is warmed up
before you get to him and
you are saved a goodly
amount of time and mis-

sionary work. Missionary work, as a rule,
is not very pleasant, and most of us are glad
to have it done for us. In speaking of mis-
sionary work, one salesman said to me, "As
a warming up process and time saver, ad-
vertising has everything else brushed to the
crumb tray. It saves me a lot of time and
energy that I can make good use of at a
greater profit. It's like converting a
heathen. The missionary works long and
hard to teach the cannibals to read and then
the enterprising book agent steps in and
sells a Bible.

"In the same way advertising works on
the mind of the prospect, until all I have to
do is to come in with a good, strong per-
sonal solicitation and a new customer is
added to the fold. Of course, the book
agent might have spent a long time in teach-
ing the cannibal himself, but it's cheaper for
him to let someone else do the preliminary
work.

"Just so, it is cheaper for me to let the
advertising get the reader just up to the
point of buying, and then I step in and
give the final yank that brings him over
the line."

Salesmen

Necessary

As brought out from this
salesman's remarks, it is
undoubtedly true that a
great many prospects are

brought almost up to the point of buying by
the advertising, but personal solicitation by
the salesman is needed to bring them over
the line; or, in other words, close the sale.
This is where the salesman and the adver-
tising get together and work side by side.
The value of co-operation between the sales-
man and the advertising cannot be overesti-
mated. They should co-operate in every
way. Neither reaches the maximum effi-
ciency without the aid of the other. If your
firm is putting out good, live advertising
that is successful it must necessarily contain
many strong arguments which, when backed
up by your own personality, will be doubly
effective. The salesman who makes the
most of his opportunities studies the adver-
tising and makes use of it in every way pos-
sible in soliciting and keeping customers.

He can thus strengthen his solicitation

greatly by continually keeping in touch and
studying the firm's advertising. Like driv-
ing a nail, the first few taps gets it started,
but it's the final whack that drives it in to
stay. The advertising saves you the taps,
and your own energy is reserved to be put
in the final whack that clinches the sale.
It's simply a case of you and the advertising

boosting each other, and each boosting the
goods.

Advertising to

the Consumer

The advertising which is
done to the consumer for
the dealer is also of great
aid to the salesman. A

dealer can afford to handle advertised goods
at a lower margin, owing to the fact that
his stock is turned ove. quickly, and his own
salesmen are saved time, as the consumer is
posted on the merits of the goods before
coming to the store. An inquiry from the
consumer for your particular brand has a
strong effect on the dealer. In other words,
if your firm is advertising to the general
public, creating a demand upon the dealer
for your goods, he will come to you instead
of your going to him. A strong talking
point for any salesman is the advertising
campaign which his firm is carrying on to
push the goods. The dealer wants sales.
If you can show him that he will have your
co-operation in making these sales it is much
easier to convince him that he should carry
your line. A concern that only advertises
to the dealer overlooks an important point,
namely, advertising for the dealer, helping
him move the goods.

I know of one instance
Convincing where a large mann factur-
Experiment ing concern proved the

value of advertising to the
consumer in the following way : They took
ten of their salesmen with about equal rec-
ords, and in the territory of five of them
they carried on a campaign to the consumer
for the local dealers. The other five con-
tinued to work the old way, without the aid
of any advertising. The results were that
the first five sold from 33 to 50 per cent.
more goods in the same length of time than
did the five working on the old system.

Advertising not only helps you in mak-
ing sales but it constantly keeps you in the
mind of the dealer. In other words, it main-
tains the acquaintance which you establish
with him, and when another salesman from
a competing company comes along the
dealer has not forgotten you. Any sales-
man realizes how important it is to keep
himself -and his goods in the mind of the
buyer. Usually a buyer sees several sales-
men in a day, and he is bound to forget
some of them, or at least forget many of the
selling points that they have made unless his
memory is freshened. You have your ter-
ritory to cover, and it is impossible for you
to keep in very frequent personal touch with
the dealer. You cannot afford to do it, and
yet it is important to hold the dealer in line.
Here is where advertising again serves an
important purpose at a nominal cost, con-
sidering the good work it does.
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(Continued. Part LIII)

Clinical acknowledgment of the gamma is, I believe, the key to

the successful use of ophthalmoscopic corneal images, and it is this

which enforces the necessity of the patient's attention being directed

to the mirror and, if possible, to its central aperture, since then, in

normal eyes, the two images are symmetrical (Fig. 80). If the

same eyes be allowed to wander to one or the other side, the

images will, of course, appear unsymmetrical, for one will be

nearer the edge of its cornea than the other, by a distance equal

to twice the monocular aberration (Fig. 81). The vertical element

of the angle alpha, shown by the corneal image lying generally

slightly above the horizontal diameter of the cornea, seems of

less clinical importance, and it is often imperceptible, though

its amount is also subject to variation ; I have not devoted much

attention to it, though noting many cases of very marked vertical

displacement.
Angle Gamma in Cataract and Iridectomy.—It is very pretty

to see how faithfully the corneal image occupies its correct " fixa-

tion position " in cases of lamellar cataract not quite large enough

to fill the pupil, even though the reflection lies against the most

opaque portion of the cataract. The visual line, therefore, tra-

verses the cataract, as, of course, it would on simple optical

principles. Similarly, in cases of very peripheral iridectomy for

occluded pupil, and when the iris is drawn to one side, as in old

cases of prolapse, the corneal image still occupies its proper posi-

tion, though against an opaque background, and demonstrates,

perhaps more prettily than anything else could do, the fallacy of

supposing that a nasal or temporal iridectomy predisposes to stra-

bismus or alters materially the relations between convergence and

accommodation.
Unsymmetrical Angles Gamma.—Now let us consider a dif-

ficulty in the detection of strabismus by corneal images which arise

very occasionally. The angle gamma may be different in the two

eyes, so that the corneal images appear unsymmetrical. The

asymmetry in these cases is, however, so slight that its very

smallness leads us to suspect its true cause, and if we place the

Fig. 82

Rather small Angle Gamma, especially In left eye, in a case of low my
opia (.5 D.).

hand over each eye in turn, it will be found that the " fixation

position " is not the same in each. Why, it may be asked, does

the very smallness of the asymmetry lead us to suspect its true

cause ? The answer is : Because minute squints are exceed-

ingly ram, except when one eye is blind or its image ignored,

the natural desire for single vision being too strong to allow

minute squints to exist without considerable efforts being made to

overcome them.
In cases of alleged recent monocular blindness, the presence

of a very slight squint affords presumptive evidence of the veracity

of the patient, since a slight persistent squint cannot be voluntarily

created. As, for instance, in the case of a young woman who

stated that till a few days before she presented herself she had

perfect sight in both eyes and that suddenly the sight of the left

eye disappeared. No change could be detected in the fundus and

the pupil reacted normally, so that the case looked like one of

feigned amblyopia. Ophthalmoscopic corneal images, however,

showed that there was a minute squint, and this corroborated the

patient's statement.
Alternation.—A " monolateral " squint is one in which the

same eye always fixes and the other always squints, in contrast to

an " alternating " squint, in which latter either eye fixes indifferently.

In squints of high degree it is most easy to determine whether they

are alternating or monolateral, without the aid of corneal reflections,

by simply covering the fixing eye for a few moments, so as to make

the other one take up fixation instead ; if the latter continues to fix

when uncovered, the squint is alternating, but if fixation is at once

transferred back to the originally fixing eye, the squint is mono-

lateral. With minute squints, however, it is not so easy to settle

this point without the aid of corneal images, which enables us at

once to see which is the fixing eye and whether, by covering this

eye temporarily, fixation can be transferred to the other.

COncomitancy.—A still more important point to settle is that of

" concomitancy," because by this alone can we tell whether or not

a squint is fiaralytic. In paralytic squint the degree of strabismus

increases on looking in the direction of action of paralyzed muscle ;

whereas, in concomitant squint, the degree remains the same in

whatever direction the patient looks. The following method is one

which I have found useful : Lay the palm of the left hand on the

patient's head, with instructions to let the head follow the most

gentle guidance of the hand without resistanee. Now note the

exact position of the corneal reflex in the squinting eye while the

fixing eye is directed to the central aperture of the mirror, and

steadily turn the head to the right and left, up and down and into

intermediate positions, to notice whether the position of the reflec-

tion is unchanged by these rnanceuvres. If it is unchanged, the

squint is concomitant ; if otherwise, the squint is paralytic, pro-

vided that the movements made are not too great to bring in the

fallacy of mechanical impediment from one of the cornea reaching

to its motor limits. Vertical squints are just as easily detected as

horizontal ones.
Test for binocular Fixation.—The next use of corneal images

to describe is one which I have sometimes found of value, viz., to

test for binocular fixation when its existence is doubtful.

After operating for strabismus and setting a squinting eye

apparently perfectly straight, we are often at a loss to be sure

whether both eyes are able to work together. We have some

interest in finding this out, because binocular vision is so great a

preservative from any return of the strabismus, and we can give a

better prognosis accordingly. By subjective tests it is often impos-

sible to settle the question, the patients being so frequently either

too young or unintelligent to give us any assistance. An objective

test, even though difficult and requiring a rather detailed descrip-

tion, is, therefore, a great help.
After operation, for some weeks at least, the eye operated on

remains more stationary than its fellow (Berry); so that by turning

the head slowly to the right or left we make, if binocular vision is

absent, the corneal image on the squinting (and operated) eye

slowly and steadily move across part of the cornea. If binocular

vision be present, it may be strong enough to overcome the

sluggishness of the squinting eye, in which case its image remains

in the "fixation position " throughout. But even if the desire for

single vision is not strong enough to effect this, there is always, if

it be present at all, a part of the field of fixation over which the

" fixation position " is maintained, and at the edge of this region

the corneal image suddenly moves to another point. It is the con-

tinued maintenance of the fixation position during lateral movements

of the head or else the sudden abandonment of the fixation posi-

tion, instead of only gradually moving away from it, on which to

count in making the test.*

To Roughly Measure a Squint.—Hirschberg has shown that
when the corneal reflection of a flame occupies the margin of a

medium-sized pupil (4 mm.) the amount of squint present is 15°

to 20°, and if it occupies the margin of the cornea about 45°. This

convenient mode of guessing the amount of squint, of course,

neglects the aberration of the visual line, for with normal aberration

the corneal reflection lies nearer the inner than the outer margin of

the cornea, so that a pupillary marginal reflection means a smalle-

divergent squint and a greater convergent one than the mean calcu-

lation. It is easy, however, to notice what the aberration actually

is and to allow for it.

*" Ed. Med. Journ.," loc. cit.
[TO BIC CONTINU2DI
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be an-
swered in the order in which they are received. No atten-
tion will be paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and
give proper advice in the management of cases submitted
to us, it is essential that we be furnished with a complete
history of each case and accurate information on the fol-
lowing points:

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always ap-
proximate.)

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and
what number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

S. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"H. L. R."—What is the difference between — 2
D. sph. C — 2 D. cyl. axis 18o° and 4 D. cyl.
axis 18o°, Is it not practically the same?
Also please tell me in detail how to test for
mixed astigmatism and how to use cross
cylinders.

The first is a sphero-cylinder and the second
a piano-cylinder ; in the former there is power in
both meridians, varying in degree; in the latter,
there is no refractive power in the meridian of the
axis. Perhaps the difference can be best illus-
trated by diagrams.

2 I).
2 1).

— 2 D. horizontally.
— 4 D. vertically.
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cylinder, and any stronger convex only serves to
make it worse.

Now it is proper to combine a concave cylin-
der, and we place a — 25 D. cyl. axis 18o° in
front of the convex. This at once improves
vision, and we gradually increase the concave
until we reach — D. with which vision equals
20/20 full and clear. We have now in the trial
frame -1- I D. cyl. axis go° — j D. cyl. axis
1800. This is a cross cylinder and represents 2 D.
of astigmatism, as shown by the ophthalmometer.
This can be transposed to a sphero-cylinder, but
that is another matter.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-

dents should give ALL the particulars

asked for at the head of this page

"F. H. you please state the mode of pro-
.cedure in a thorough scientific examination of
a patient and instruments used, that is, the in-
struments used and the different tests in rota-
tion as they should be made? There seems to -
be a difference in ways of different optom-
etrists.

This question, which is expressed in a few
lines, to be properly answered would require a
whole book. We will very briefly give the bare
outlines.

I. Acuteness of Vision.—Acuteness of vision
is obtained by asking the patient to name the
smallest letters on the distant test card. If vision

2 D. equals 20/20 we can assume there is no serious
disease, but there may be hypermetropia or slight
astigmatism. If vision is less than 20/20 we may
reasonably expect to find some refractive error or,
perhaps, a condition of disease.

It will be seen that the vertical meridian has
the same power in both lenses, while the hori-
zontal meridian in one case is — 2 D. and in the
other nothing. A careful study of these diagrams
cannot fail to make clear, even to a beginner, the
properties of these two forms of lenses.

— 4 D.

Plano horizontally.
— 4 D. vertically.

2. Amplitude of Accommodation.—This is
measured by the closest possible reading point
with the small test card. A comparison with the
table of amplitude of accommodation at different
ages will show whether the accommodation is nor-
mal for that age, whether it is above normal, indi-
cating myopia, or below normal, indicating hyper-
metropia.

3. Ophthalmometer.—This is an objective test
and usually indicates quite satisfactorily the pres-
ence or absence of astigmatism and, if present, its
character and amount as well as the location of
the defective meridian.

4. Trial Case.—With the knowledge gained
from these three tests we are in position to make
an intelligent use of the trial case. If vision is
normal, or nearly so, the accommodation some-

() I). what deficient and the ophthalmometer revealing
no astigmatism, we would suspect hypermetropia.
We place a pair of + 2 D. lenses before his eyes.
If these reduce vision to 20/100 there is little, if
any, hypermetropia; if vision is better than this,
there is surely hypermetropia, the amount of
which is determined by the use of weak concaves
over the 2 D. until vision is brought up to
normal.

We presume our correspondent has reference
to the test for mixed astigmatism by the trial case.
In general terms the idea is to crowd on as much
convex cylinder as the eye can be induced to ac-
cept, and then combine the weakest concave cyl-
inder at right angles.

It is the custom of the Writer to first use the
opkithalmometer to ascertain the probable amount
of astigmatism and the location of the two prin-
cipal meridians. Suppose the instrument shows
an excess in the vertical meridian of 2.50 D.,
which, after the proper deduction, indicates an as-
tigmatism of 2 D. with the rule.

We commence with a .50 D. cyl. axis go°,
which is readily accepted. An increase of + .25
D. at a time affords still greater improvement up
to + I D. cyl., but any further increase is re-
jected. This lens then represents only half of the
astigmatism, nor does it raise the acuteness of
vision to normal. The vision of the naked eye is
20/60, which is raised to 20/40 by the convex

If the ophthalmometer showed astigmatism,
or in any case as a matter of routine, I would
hold a pair of + .5o D. cylinders before each eye
with axis vertical, then rotate to horizontal and,
finally, to an oblique position. If the rotation of
the cylinders to the different positions has little
effect on vision, either for better or worse, we may
safely assume there is no astigmatism. But if
decidedly better in one position and decidedly
worse in the other, astigmatism is present, and we
proceed further with its more accurate meas-
urement.

5. Muscle Tests.—The error of refraction
having been corrected, the lenses are placed before
the eyes and the condition of the muscular equi-
librium looked into. The phorometer may be used
or the Maddox rod. The presence of esophoria
with hypermetropia or exophoria with myopia
would justify full correction of the refractive
errors, while the reverse conditions would com-
plicate the case, call for only partial correction
and perhaps prisms. In order to gain further in-
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formation about the muscles, it may be necessary
to use the duction tests.

6. Skiascopy.--We use the retinoscope to cor-
roborate and verify the other tests. An expert
with this instrument can easily measure the
spherical errors and even the cylinder and the po-
sition of its axis. In children, illiterates and those
whose answers are unsatisfactory, the retinoscope
may be used earlier in the examination, in which
case the trial case may be reserved for verification.

7. Ophthalmoscope.—This instrument may be
used to determine the transparency of the refrac-
tive media, the appearance of the retina and optic
disk and the general intraocular conditions. To
the writer's mind the objection to using the retino-
scope and ophthalmoscope early in the examina-
tion is that the bright light, in many cases, daz-
zles the retina, temporarily disturbing its function
and to some extent vitiating the test with the trial
case and the acuteness of vision.

It is necessary to examine into and record
the tension of the eyes, the field of vision and the
color perception only in exceptional cases.

8. Fitting Frames.—After having amplified
any of the preceding tests that may seem neces-
sary to secure the proper correction, measurements
are then to be taken for the spectacles or eye-
glasses as may be desired, a proceeding that,
though mentioned last, is not least.

"W. M. K."—(1) What do you consider the sim-
plest method to find strength of glasses re-
quired for reading? (2) At what age do
presbyopes usually require distance glasses?'

Presbyopia is caused by a loss of the power
of accommodation and manifests itself by a re-
cession of the near point. The principle involved
in its correction is to supplement the failing ac-
commodation and restore the receded near point
by means of a convex lens, the strength of which
is determined somewhat as follows:

The amount of accommodation necessary for
comfortable reading should be 5 D. When the
amplitude of accommodation falls below this the
need of glasses is felt, and a glass sufficiently
strong should be prescribed to restore the power
of accommodation to 5 D.

For instance, if a patient presents himself, of
the presbyopic age, whose near point had receded
to 13 inches (which represents 3 D. of accommo-
dation), the proper glass to prescribe would be
+ 2 D., with which the accommodation is placed
on a 5 D. basis.

Therefore, all you have to do is to find the
receded near point, transpose the same into D.'s
and then-subtract from 5 D., and the result will be
the necessary glass in that particular case.

This is the rule, but, like all rules, it should
not be adhered to blindly in every case; in other
words, it is often necessary to modify it in indi-
vidual cases. This rule will give a reading dis-
tance of 13 or 14 inches. In a tall person with
long arms, who wished to hold his book or work
farther away, the glasses would have to be weak-
ened a little; while in short persons with corre-
sponding arms, who found it desirable to hold
their book or work closer, the glasses could ad-
vantageously be made a little stronger.

A pure presbyope will never require glasses
for distance. Such an eye is emmetropic, the
presbyopia being but a natural failure of ac-
commodation and not affecting the refraction.
Hence, if the latter remains emmetropic no glasses
will be needed for distance.

But as a matter of fact many presbyopes are
also hypermetropic, the error existing in their
earlier years in a latent form and giving them
no inconvenience until the presbyopic changes
have so drained the accommodation as to allow
the hypermetropia to become manifest. The age
at which this occurs will depend to a gi eat extent
on the degree of defect.

A person who becomes presbyopic early is
also probably hypermetropic and will later need
glasses for distance. In cases where presbyopia
does not show itself until late in the forties, it
is not likely that distance glasses will be needed
at all.
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New York Wholesale Jewelers' As-
sociation

The New York Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
tion had a special meeting Friday evening, April
23d, same being preceded by a supper, at which
about thirty members sat down and where the
best of good fellowship was evinced. This meet-
ing of competitive jobbers was unique, and the
fact that so many were present and had a chance
to talk over matters in an informal way while
enjoying the meal together, was very favorably
commented upon. This was the first of a series
of meetings of that character, through the medium
of which the New York jobbers will become per-
sonally stronger friends and, collectively, a very
effective organization.

After the supper the regular business meeting
took place at the room of the 24-Karat Club, at
which time quite a large amount of important
business was transacted. Owing to the growth of
the organization it was deemed advisable to have
special committees appointed for particular pur-
poses. The following committees were formed
and then proceeded to actively take up the matter
pertaining to their various branches of the trade:
Watch committee, jewelry committee, grievance
committee, city committee, entertainment committee
and committee on membership. These committees
are all composed of representatives of various
houses who have agreed to give their time and best
efforts to further the interests of the organization
in general and the committees on which they are
appointed in particular. Each committee will un-
doubtedly accomplish quite a good deal of good
along the various lines which have been laid out.

It is the intention of the organization and its
committees to take up such matters with the dif-
ferent trade interests as may be advisable and
endeavor to effect adjustments of same in a fair
and reasonable manner to the mutual advantage of
all concerned.

It is the intention and desire of the organiza-
tion to co-operate with the retail jewelry trade at
all times in improving such trade conditions as
require a change or adjustment, and the associa-
tion places itself on record as being pleased at any
time to receive communications from retail
jewelers' associations and that it will endeavor
to co-operate with them in remedying whatever
differences there may be to tbe benefit of the
members of the trade. Such communications may
be addressed to the secretary, Max Kalman, care
Lissauer & Co., 54 Maiden Lane, or to Louis
Cohn, vice-president, care Henry Freund & Bro.,
71 Nassau Street.

The New York Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation

The recently organized Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation of the State of New York already prom-
ises to become one of the leading trade organiza-
tions in the East. In the past the eastern trade
did not seem to take so kindly to the organization
idea as their western brethren, associations with
a membership of several hundred being by no
means unusual throughout the West. A change
of sentiment, however, has been noticeable among
the trade in the eastern States and many are now
becoming members of associations who have here-
tofore been unattracted by the "get together" idea.

The officers of the new organization in the
Empire State are men of high trade standing who
have the confidence of their retail brethren and are
determined to use their utmost endeavors to fur-
ther the interests of the new association. They
are as follows : President, Charles T. Evans, Utica;
first vice-president, E. J. Mix, Albany; second
vice-president, Charles J. Dale, Plattsburg; third
vice-president, E. M. Baringer, Gloversville ; fourth
vice-president, E. J. Sheer, Rochester ; fifth vice-
president, E. B. McClelland, Syracuse; secretary,
Charles E. Sunderlin, Rochester ; treasurer,
Charles A. Crouse, Syracuse; executive committee,
Albert Zilliox, Buffalo, and William A. O'Donnell,
Utica.

The attendance and enthusiasm at the meeting
for organization augured well for the future of
the association. Fifty-one jewelers signed the
charter membership, quite a promising nucleus.
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Quite a number have applied for membership
since the initial meeting and the officers are very
much encouraged with the prospects. President
Evans has not yet named the members of the
standing committees, in consideration for the
members who joined after the first meeting.

Annual Meeting Milwaukee Jewelers'
Club

The annual meeting of the above association
was held on April 14th in Milwaukee. The largest
attendance thus far in the history of the club
honored the occasion and great enthusiasm pre-
vailed. The election of officers resulted as fol-
lows : Henry F. Stecher, of the August H. Stecher
Company, president ; Louis Kuesel, vice-president;
Frank Schulenberg, secretary ; Frank P. Wilde,
treasurer, and directors, Harry Stouthamer,
Theodore Leubuscher and A. C. Hentschel.

The discussions at the meeting took in a wide
range of subjects and proved highly instructive
and beneficial. The most enjoyable social feature
of the occasion was an elaborate banquet served
to those in attendance at the Hotel Blatz.

President Stecher is known as an enthusiast,
in the matter of organization and is at present
treasurer of the Wisconsin State Society. His
name is associated with the various projects un-
dertaken by the society, including the Jewelers'
Mutual Fire Insurance Company, the Examining
Board for Watchmakers, etc. For the past fif-
teen years he has been secretary, treasurer and
general manager of the August H. Stecher Com-
pany, which was established in 188t by his late
father, August H. Stecher.

Colorado Jewelers Organize

Denver Has 24-Karat Club

Pursuant to a call issued from the secretary's
office for a meeting of the jewelers of the State of
Colorado, to be held on April 13th, at Albany
Hotel, Denver, the following members of the craft
assembled in the convention hall at To A. M. : E. L.
Allen, Trinidad; Walter J. Farrell, Montrose; M.
0. Keife & Co., Denver; H. G. Petty, Ft. Collins;
Charles J. Doersam, Denver; Olaf Anderson,
Denver ; L. E. Gardner, Longmont ; N. H. Braman,
Loveland; S. Bowley, Denver ; J. C. Blohm & Co.,
Denver ; H. H. Tammen Company, Denver ; Morris
Cohn, Denver ; A. F. Wehrle, Denver ; A. J. Stark,
Denver; Fred. F. Syman, Denver ; Harry Kortz,
Denver ; Charles H. Brink, Denver ; H. H. Thurlby,
Greely; Bohm-Allen & Co., Denver.

Mr. Callison, national secretary, called the
meeting to order and stated briefly its objects, sug-
gesting that the intelligence of his audience made
it unnecessary to enter into a discussion of the
subject of organization.

A. J. Stark was elected temporary chairman
and Fred F. Syman temporary secretary. Secre-
tary Callison called Mr. Stark to the chair and the
work proceeded.

A committee on constitution and by-laws was
next appointed and sent out to prepare same and
report. While this committee was out those pres-
ent engaged in informal discussion of matters
pertaining to the subject under discussion by the
committee.

One matter strongly presented by Secretary
Callison and freely discussed by many others was
the placing of the State dues at $5.00 per year
instead of $2.00 and $3.00 as most of the States
have.

The committee reported as having hastily
rearranged the constitution of the A. N. R. J. A.
to meet the State's requirements, but when the
reading reached the item of dues it was discovered
that the same mistake had been made as in other
States by placing the dues at $2.00 per year. After
some little discussion it was put to vote and the
annual State dues were placed at $5.00, thus plac-
ing the Colorado Association on a plane above
all organized States in the matter of dues.

When constitution and by-laws had been for-
mally adopted a motion was made to make the
•
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temporary officers permanent. The motion carried
unanimously and A. J. Clark, of Denver, was de-
clared elected first president of the Colorado Re-
tail Jewelers' Association and Fred. F. Syman,
of Denver, secretary-treasurer ; W. M. Brannan,
Loveland, Colo., vice-president ; J. C. Blohm, Den-
ver, and H. S. Petty, Fort Collins, as members
of the executive board.

A more enthusiastic lot of fellows never as-
sembled. Remarks on every hand were to the
effect that the right men had been elected as of-
ficers and that there could be no backward step
to the movement.

Immediately upon the adjournment of the
State meeting the work of organizing a Denver
24-Karat Club was taken up. It seems the na-
tional secretary had forestalled every move that
was made and when the meeting got around to it
the work was in waiting.

A. F. Worley was elected temporary chair-
man and Charles H. Bing temporary secretary.
A committee was again appointed on constitution
and by-laws and the meeting was adjourned to
meet on Tuesday evening, April 20th, at the store
of J. C. Blohm & Co. Before adjourning, how-
ever, resolutions of thanks were passed to the
following people : The hotel management for their
courtesy in furnishing, gratis, such a comfortable
meeting place; the newspapers for their valuable
publicity and the exceptionally fair representation
of the objects of the association; W. F. R. Mills,
Secretary of the Denver Chamber of Commerce,
for his valuable assistance in calling on the
jewelers, along with Mr. Callison, urging them to
be present at the appointed hour, and Mr. Callison
himself, for calling the meeting and assisting in
perfecting the organizations.

The Denver Jobbers' Association had learned
of the meeting and asked to entertain those pres-
ent at a 6 o'clock dinner, but owing to the fact
a majority had previous engggements the invita-
tion was not accepted for dinner, but later they
tendered the meeting a second offering of cigars,
which were accepted with thanks.

Thus closed one of the most promising or-
ganization meetings ever called together. A sec-
ond meeting of the State Association is planned
for some time in May or June, the date being
left to the executive committee. At this meeting
delegates will be elected to the National Conven-
tion, to be held at Omaha, August 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th.

Railway Watch Inspectors' Association

A meeting of the above-named organization
will be held at the Hotel Maryland, Baltimore,
Md., on June 2d. Watch inspectors sending in
their application with $3.00 entrance fee will be
accepted as charter members. After the June
meeting the fee will be raised. At this meeting
plans will be perfected to enlarge the usefulness
of the association.

The Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation

The annual convention of this organization
will be held in Milwaukee on July 20th, 21st and
22d. The Wisconsin Association is one of the
largest and most progressive of the State bodies
and it is expected that the coming convention will
be the largest in its history. A comprehensive
programme is being prepared for the occasion and
all the jewelers of the State arc urgently invited
to attend.

Retail Jewelers' Club of Trenton

The local organization of the jewelers of
Trenton above named was formed on the evening
of April 23d at a meeting held in the Trenton
House. At this meeting President F. W. Rowe,
of the Retail Jewelers' Association of New Jersey,
acted as chairman. In an appropriate address he
congratulated his brother Trentonians on their
desire to get together and explained in detail the
advantages of their doing so. The following of-
ficers were elected : President, Fred. Pfleger ; vice-
president, John Harris ; secretary, George E. Fort,
and treasurer, Thomas Trapp.
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Brazil's Boom in Diamond
Mining

The remarkable output of the South

African diamond mines, approximating

$700,000,000 during the thirty-eight years

that they have been worked ; the marvelous

size of some of the stones produced, culmi-

nating in the Cullinan, which weighed in the

rough 3025Y4 English carats, or more than

pound 6 ounces avoirdupois, and was pre-

sented by the Transvaal Government to

King Edward; the romantic history of the

Kimberley "diggings," with its inseparable

glamor of fortunes made and of apparently

limitless wealth awaiting discovery—all this

has diverted public attention from the fact

that on the South American continent are to

be found diamonds so per cent., on the

average, purer than those of Africa, in

equally great profusion, and at a less cost

than in the fields of the Transvaal.
Brazil held the supremacy
in diamond production for
one hundred and forty-
three years, from 1728 to

1871, when the accidental discovery of the

precious stone near the lower part of the

Vaal River transferred the center of dia-

mond mining to South Africa. Now comes

the intelligence that "Brazil will soon re-

cover her former supremacy as the principal

diamond producer of the world." This in-

formation is furnished by Consul-General

Anderson, of Rio de Janiero, and forms the

subject of an article in the February issue of

the Bulletin of the International Bureau of

the American Republics. He reports that

great changes are already taking place in

the diamond mining of the Republic

(Brazil), due especially to the fact that

American capital has obtained possession of

practically all of the diamond-bearing terri-

tory in the finest Brazilian region, known

as the "Diamantina country." Modern

dredging machinery has already been in-

stalled along the Jequitinhonha River, in the

State of Minas Geraes, an innovation which,

in Mr. Anderson's judgment, signifies that

"a revolution in the mining industry of the

diamond district of Brazil is practically ef-

fected, which will probably revolutionize

the diamond markets of the world."
As regards the diamantifer-
ous deposits, conditions in
Brazil differ entirely from

those in Africa. The

gravel, sand and other material containing

diamonds lie in or near the beds of streams

and rivers, and have been washed down by

erosion from high "chapadas" or plateaus,

which are probably the original matrix in

which Brazilian diamonds were formed.

Brazil the

Pioneer

Gem-bearing

Deposits

As is natural, gold and a variety of other

substances, such as itacolumnite, olivine,

limestone, hematite, granite, gneiss and clay

are associated with the diamonds. The

diamond-bearing material of Brazil consists

of a conglomerate, sometimes interbedded

with hard yellow sandstone, which is

washed down through erosion by rivers, or,

in some cases, may be badly decomposed

and rotten rock. Fossils are generally lack-

ing. The deposits often consist of schists

and schistose clay, diamond-bearing clays,

reddish earth, granite and gneissic forma-

tions and pebbles of various sorts.

The Brazilian diamond-bearing deposits

so far discovered are alluvial and surface,

and they possess many natural advantages

over the diamantiferous fields of South

Africa, which are "dry diggings," requiring

the most expensive processes and machinery

and every device that human ingenuity can

invent for the successful extraction of dia-

monds. In Brazil, on the other hand, the

diamonds concealed can be easily extracted

by means of hydraulic and dredging appa-

ratus. A network of rivers and streams

affords an unfailing and copious water sup-

ply and power. There is no deep mining to

be done, as is the case in South Africa.

Only a very small portion of the probable

total Brazilian alluvium has been explored,

and the river gravels, except in the reaches

of only moderate depth, are untouched.

Moreover, these gravels in many cases carry

enough gold to pay for dredging, and even

platinum may be found.

The Brazilian States which

have hitherto yielded dia-

monds are Bahia, Goyaz,

Matto Grosso, Minas Ge-

raes and Parana. Diamantina, famous for

the rich diamond mines in its vicinity, is

situated in Minas Geraes.
The city is well built, and lies at the

headwaters of the Jequitinhonha, or Dia-

mond River, a stream 350 miles long,

which empties into the Atlantic at Belmonte.

The mines are situated north of Rio de

Janeiro, 497 miles.
To reach Diamantina one has to take a

mule train trip for three to four days or, by

another route, a more troublesome journey

"in rough stages and wagons."

The native mining methods are of two

kinds. The first of these somewhat resem-

bles placer gold washing. The process con-

sists primarily in digging out sand and

gravel, which are put into small wooden

bowls, each capable of holding ten or eight

pounds. The native miners then proceed in

Indian file with their loads to some conve-

nient part of a river or stream, where they

laboriously wash out their material, gradu-

Location

of the Mines
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ally getting rid of all lighter particles and

debris, until the hidden diamonds reveal

themselves through their weight and pe-

culiar luster. Where diamonds are im-

bedded in conglomerates, a small reservoir,

or, if necessary, two or three reservoirs are

built, rude dams are placed across the near-

est available river and, with the increased

water power thus obtained, the conglomer-

ates are washed down a ravine to the desired

lower level, where the process of further

diamond extraction may be continued.

Notwithstanding their primitiveness,

these methods have yielded a total of twelve

million carats, or two and a half metric tons,

of diamonds. For 1906 the export value of

diamonds from Brazil was conservatively

placed at about $5,000,000.

South Carolina Retail Jewelers and

Opticians Meet at Columbia

A joint meeting of the South Carolina Optical
Society and Retail Jewelers' Association was held
at Columbia on April 22d. Both meetings were
held in the rooms of the Chamber of Commerce.
The membership in each of the organizations was
almost identical, so after the opticians finished
their work the jewelers convened and transacted'
their business.

The opticians were called to order at II
o'clock in the forenoon, President Gustaf Sylvan,
of Columbia, in the chair. The usual routine
business was transacted and several applications
for membership were favorably acted upon.

The main business of the convention consisted
of consideration and discussion of State legislation
affecting the profession. It was maintained that
there should be a certain standard of education
in the profession as there is in the practice of
medicine, and that to insure such an educational
standard there ought to be established under the
authority of the State an examining board of com-
petent jurisdiction to examine applicants for cer-
tificates to practice; also, that a suitable bill should
be drafted and presented to the Legislature to be
enacted into law to protect the public from fakirs
and incompetents.

It is desired that the legislation shall be such
as will prevent South Carolina from being made
the dumping ground for the fake opticians driven
out of other States where laws have been passed
for the protection of the public.

Following are the officers elected for the en-
suing year :

P. H. Lachicotte, president ; Columbia; H. C.
Fleming, first vice-president, Laurens; W. A.
Thompson, second vice-president, Sumter ; George
F. Mims, secretary, Edgefield; H. W. Carroll,
treasurer, Bennettsville.

Examining Board—L. J. Robbins, Columbia;
W. F. Stricker, Chester ; W. Porter Cart, Charleston.

Executive Committee—R. H Allan, Charles-
ton; J. C. Robinson, Chester ; W. E. Avery, Co-
lumbia; A. C. Strickland, Anderson.

Committee on Legislation—W. E. Avery, Co-
lumbia ; A. A. Odom, Greenville; R. H. Allan,
Charleston.

Committee on Finance—J. F. Williams, Colum-
bia ; John B. Armstrong, Honea Path ; R. A. Dea-
son, Barnwell.

The Jewelers' Meeting

After the adjournment of the meeting of the
optical men the jewelers' convention was called to
order. The officers elected for the following year
are : President, W. S. Allan, Charleston; vice-
president, S. Wolfram, Darlington ; secretary, H.
C. Fleming, Laurens; treasurer, Peter Ihrie, Rock
Hill.
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John M. Roberts, of John M. Roberts & Sons
Co., who is an active member of the Pennsylvania
Retail Jewelers' Association, was in this city last
month to consult. with the local leaders in the
trade in regard to reforms sponsored by the as-
sociation. After the conclusion of his mission
Mr. Roberts journeyed to Atlantic City, where he
will spend a brief vacation before returning to
Pittsburg.

D. V. Brown, the well-known manufacturing
and wholesale optician, was recently elected a
director of the Philadelphia Merchants' and Manu-
facturers' Association, a commercial organization
for furthering the trade interests of the city.

The Jewelers' Club instituted a new departure
last month when they gave a social function en-
titled "An Evening of Old Sons." The name
proved a drawing attraction and a very large
attendance honored the occasion.

President J. P. Archibald, of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association, visited this
city last month, where he held a conference with
the organization leaders in regard to several mat-
ters in which the State association has interested
itself. During his visit Mr. Archibald interviewed
a number of local jewelers and also inspected the
plant of The Keystone Watch Case Company. He
has recently been devoting practically his entire
time to organization matters and feels confident
that the present year will make a new record in
the achievement of reforms.

E. J. Berlet, of Maxwell & Berlet, Thirteenth
and Walnut Streets, President of the Walnut
Street Business Men's Association, presided at
the first annual meeting of this organization which
was held at the Bellevue-Stratford last month.
Mr. Berlet, who has made a most efficient presi-
dent, was honored with re-election. The associa-
tion was formed for the purpose of obtaining im-
provements in Walnut Street and has succeeded
in accomplishing much in this direction.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. have been awarded the
contract for furnishing the silver service which
will be presented to the United States battleship
Mississippi. This service, which will cost over
$7000, will consist of sixty-three pieces and weigh
about 2500 ounces. The most massive and impos-
ing piece of the service will be a large punch
bowl, which will weigh 350 ounces and have a
capacity of forty-five pints. As there was very
severe competition for this contract, the award is
justly regarded as a triumph for the Caldwell
firm, whose staff of designers are among the
finest in the world. A notable feature of the
Mississippi service will be its appropriate and
artistic design. The decorative features symbolize
the history of the State and also embody the sym-
bolism of the sea and navy. The punch bowl
will rest on a massive waiter and be surrounded
by twenty-four cups. A handsomely designed
ladle will complete this centerpiece, all the parts
of which are handsomely decorated. Among the
other pieces are a fruit or flower receptacle, a tea
service of six pieces, which will rest on a large
oval waiter, a loving cup, water pitcher and tray,
vegetable dishes, cake dishes, bread trays, corn-
potes, salad bowl, ice bowl, humidor, etc. The
Caldwell firm has furnished many other of the
navy services. One of their notable products was
the $25,000 service for the warship Pennsylvania.
They also furnished the services for the Kentucky,
Nebraska and Iowa.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Company has
purchased the one-story brick and frame building
on the east side of Broad Street, 20 feet north
of Fitzwater, numbered 725-27-29-31 South Broad
Street, lot 56 feet 4 inches by 130 feet. The buff&
ing will be altered into a garage by the Bailey,
Banks & Biddle Company.

H. K. Taylor, of the Philadelphia store of
the Dennison Manufacturing Company, recently
returned from a trip abroad on the Cunard Line
steamer Mauretania. While in the Old World he
visited London, Paris, Vienna, Berlin and other
points of interest. Mr. Taylor makes the inter-

esting announcement that the Dennison Manufac-
turing Company have been successful in having
their entire line introduced in the now world-
famed store of Selfridge & Co., London, England.
This immense establishment, planned and con-
ducted by Americans, after American ideas, is
showing in one of its departments a miniature
Dennison store, which has attracted much atten-
tion from the visiting crowds. The big jewelry
department in this immense establishment is using
everything in the Dennison line, giving these
goods a unique prominence in the British
metropolis.

The Fox Optical Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,
have moved into their new building, 1726 Chest-
nut Street, where they have greatly increased
space and enlarged facilities for attending to their
growing business. The new building, which has
been especially constructed for their purposes, has
many new features which make it an ideal optical
establishment, one of these being an abundance of
light. The machinery and equipment is strictly
up-to-date, being provided with all the latest im-
provements devised in recent years.

Annual Meeting Illinois Retail Jewelers'

Association
The annual meeting of the above organiza-

tion will take place in the National Hotel, Peoria,
on June 29th and 30th and we are informed by

President Marean
that its success is
already assured,
judging from the
replies which have
been received from
exhibitors and re-
tailers. In connec-
tion with the ac-
tion of the Mis-
souri Association
in not charging ex-
hibitors for space
for their exhibits,
President Marean
takes occasion to
state that the Illi-
nois Society fore-
stalled this step at
their convention
last fall when they

made no charges for space. He now announces
that all exhibitors who wish to display their
samples may do so by securing a room in the
National Hotel, Peoria, at the usual hotel rates,
without further charge.

In view of the universal activity in the field
of organization, all the jewelers in the State who
can possibly attend this convention are urged to
do so. An elaborate and attractive programme
is being prepared and there will be sufficient in
the way of instruction and entertainment to com-
pensate them manifold for the time and cost of
the trip to Peoria.

President Marean

New Jersey Jewelers Organize

A meeting of the retail jewelers of New Jer-
sey was held in Trenton on April x4th for the pur-
pose of forming a State association to affiliate
with the national body. Notices of the meeting
were issued by S. Callison, Secretary of the Na-
tional Association, and President Archibald, of
that association, was present to take part in the
organization ceremonies.

When the meeting was called Mr. Archibald
explained its purposes and stated at some length
the advantages to be derived from such an or-
ganization. He gave a glowing account of the
progress made by the movement in recent years
and confidently predicted a triumphant future for
the combined orginizations. As President Archi-
bald had traveled extensively over the country he
was in a position to accurately diagnose trade
feeling in the matter and the manifest sincerity
and conservatism of his statement brought con-
viction to those present. He explained at some
length what had been done in other States, notably
in the neighboring State of Pennsylvania, which
now has a flourishing association of representative
membership. He advised them not to be dis-
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couraged by an unpretentious beginning, as it
always took time and earnest work to build up a
large membership.

President Archibald, who had recently
journeyed to Omaha to attend the annual meeting
of the Nebraska Association and to make ar-
rangements for the Omaha convention of the na-
tional organization, spoke of the enthusiasm of
the western brethren and how they gladly
journeyed several hundred miles to attend a meet-
ing of their association. He dwelt on harmony
of purpose and action as a factor in trade eleva-
tion and in securing the many reforms of which
they now stand in need. He stated that the
jewelry trade is one of the most dignified and
honored of commercial pursuits and that it was
only by organization work that it might be raised
to the status to which it was entitled by its char-
acter and history.

Mr. Archibald's address worked up consider-
able enthusiasm and intensified interest in the
meeting and the future of the State society. The
constitution and by-laws of the Pennsylvania As-
sociation were offered as a model and adopted by
the New Jersey Society.

The election of officers was then proceeded
with with the following result: President, F. W.
Rowe, Trenton ; secretary, Thomas Trapp, Tren-
ton; treasurer, I. D. Lyon, Morristown ; first vice-
president, H. L. Rickey, Trenton ; second vice-
president, John Harris, Trenton; third vice-presi-
dent, Otto Roggenkamp, Elizabeth; fourth vice-
president, Fred. Pfleger, Trenton. The fifth vice-
president and two additional members of the ex-
ecutive committee will be named later when the
membership is more comprehensive.

The organization having been formally es-
tablished it was moved and seconded that the body
affiliate with the National Association and the
motion was unanimously carried. John Harris
was named as State delegate to the Omaha con-
vention and a hearty vote of thanks was extended
to President Archibald for his personal efforts in
forming the association.

The chair was then taken by the newly-elected
president, who explained at some length the many
advantages of organization and the need which
the New Jersey trade had for such an association
as that just formed. He deplored the demoraliza-
tion created by price-cutting and other abuses and
hoped that the formation of the society was the
dawn of a better day. Other speeches were made
by those present and it was finally decided to hold
a semi-annual meeting in Trenton during the
State Fair week. The "Round Table" idea was
also discussed and the trade of Trenton decided
to form a local club.

Electric Lighting Equipment for Autos

Although the use of small dynamos for the
lighting of automobiles is not new, the latest has
a governing device which is unique in principle,
consisting of the application of a series of make-
and-break platinum contacts operated by a cam
on the armature shaft. In addition to this there
is a switch, which automatically connects the
dynamo up to a battery consisting of six storage
cells, keeping them fully charged so that light is
as available when the car and engine are at rest
as when running. This regulation is accomplished
by the make-and-break mechanism, the cells be-
ginning to fill when the speed of the dynamo suf-
fices to generate 12 volts.

The dynamo is fitted on the running board
of the automobile and is driven by a VA-inch belt
from a flanged pulley on the shaft connecting the
clutch and gear box. The apparatus is enclosed
by a detachable cover and takes up no more room
than the ordinary tool box often carried on .the
running board.

How to Fasten a Handle on an Umbrella
Sometimes a person would like to change

some expensive umbrella handle to another um-
brella and fasten it on solid. This can be done
by cleaning out the hole left in the handle from
the old rod and fill the hole with powdered sul-
phur. Place the handle in a solid upright position,
and after heating the umbrella rod red hot push
the rod down into the hole containing the sulphur.
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NEW GOODS and INVENTIONS 'k

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

A New Idea in Hall Clocks
The present popularity of

clocks in every form, but par-
ticularly hall clocks, is re-
sponsible for frequent addi-
tions to this line. Novelty and
improvement are continually
in evidence. The American
Cuckoo Clock Company, Phila-
delphia. Pa., who last year ex-
tended its wood-working plant
so as to include thoroughly
modern and fully equipped
cabinet and wood-working
shops, haYe recently placed on
the market a line of fine mis-
sion clocks, from inexpensive
mission den clocks up to fine
cabinet hall clocks. The il-
lustration herewith shows one
of the new glass-enclosed
clocks which they have just put
on the market, and which lift
these clocks out of the severely
plain class of mere posts and
slats, which have largely pre-
vailed in the past, and place
them in the class of grandfather
clocks. These clocks are being
fitted with a number of differ-
ent styles of movements, from
a plain eight-day gong clock
to inexpensive chime clocks.
A special booklet, illustrating
this line is about to be issued
and will be mailed to any
jeweler requesting same.

A New Idea in Dutch
Collar Jewelry

The universal fad of the
dutch collar, which now rules
in the feminine world, has
furnished an excellent trade
opportunity for the jewelers.
The latest jewelry accessory
of the collar, which will be

found illustrated elsewhere in this issue, is an appropriately designed pin,
which serves the mechanical purpose of holding the collar and rabot in
position and is at the same time highly ornamental. These pins, which
are made and placed on the market by M. Sickles & Sons, of Philadelphia,
can be had in rose and green gold, finished with jade, coral, turquoise
and pearl settings. As the fads of fashion are the jeweler's best oppor-
tunity and as universal populgrity is assured for this pin by reason of
its combined utility and beauty, the trade should lose no time in intro-
ducing it to their customers. The first in the field reaps the best of the
harvest in such cases and these pins have all the characteristics of excep-
tionally active summer stock.

A New Patent Clock Spring Replacer

Our illustration shows a new device in the shape of a rapid clock
spring replacer which will save much time and drudgery to the clock

repairer. This ingenious device, which is placed on the market by The
Rapid Clock Spring Replacer Company, Somerset, Ohio, will enable a
jeweler or his apprentice to remove a broken mainspring and replace

it with a new spring without dissembling the works of a clock. He can
also remove a good mainspring so as to obtain the necessary space to re-
rivet, repair or replace a ratchet or ratchet spring, and after the repairs

are completed replace the original spring; also remove a "set" mainspring

and replace it reversed, thereby increasing its pulling power. Any of

these operations can be completed, it is claimed, in three minutes time,

as not a wheel, wire or screw (with the exception of one) has to be
taken out of the clock. The clock's adjustment and striking gears do not
become disturbed, as it is not even necessary to remove the pendulum
rod or verge from the clock.

The machine can be had in either nickel-plated or black enamel
finish. It is seventeen inches long, five inches wide and six inches high
and weighs seven pounds with all attachments. In this age of time and
labor-saving, when every moment has its value, it will pay the jeweler
to become acquainted with this interesting device.

A New "Pocket Edition" Safety Razor

When we consider that a good razor is an indispensable requirement
of practically all humanity of the masculine persuasion and that practically
every man is a possible customer of the dealers who handle razors, we
can better realize the individual
and business interest attaching
to this article of merchandise.
The latest candidate for mascu-
line favor in the razor line is
the new "pocket edition" Gil-
lette safety razor. The case is
only four inches long, one and
three-quarters wide and one-
half inch thick and will easily
fit in the vest pocket. These
cases are beautifully finished
in gold, silver, nickel and gun
metal, some being handsomely
engraved and decorated, others
plain with monogram or initials. The contents consist of handle and

blade guard, together with blade box, which has room for one dozen
two-edged blades. This razor can be adjusted for a light or close shave.

The handle, guard and blade box are finished in either 14 K. heavy gold
plate or triple silver plate.

This very convenient and serviceable razor will still further popularize
the famous Gillette, now known in every part of the civilized world. All
necessary information in regard to it, together with printed matter, will
be gladly furnished by the Gillette Sales Company, of Boston. Besides
the Boston factories, there are Gillette factories in Montreal, London,
Berlin and Paris. The Gillette has been granted patents by twenty-two
foreign governments and is protected by over one hundred registrations
of trade mark.

The Affairs of the Keck Manufacturing Company and the

Duhme Jewelry Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

The Herman Keck Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, resisted

the efforts of creditors to force it into bankruptcy. The company claims

that if the acts of bankruptcy were committed as alleged, they fell within

the period within which the creditors' committee had charge of the affairs

of the Keck company and the Duhme company, and that the committee

should have been aware of the commission of the acts. The company
denied all charges of bankruptcy.

On April 13th the Duhme company, through Attorneys Hoffman, Bode
and Le Blond, applied to the Federal District Court, asking that there
shall be immediate payment of the accounts held against it by creditors,
payment to be made from the $40,000 said to be on deposit in the Western
German Bank, of this city. It is claimed the assets are amply sufficient
to pay all claims, although those of only eight creditors are set out, these
aggregating $1709.50. It is claimed that unless all of the claims are paid
the credit and good will of the company will be materially injured.

On April 15th the matter of paying off the Duhme creditors out of
the funds in the Western German Bank was brought before United States
Judge Thompson. Judge Thompson gave it as his opinion that all
creditors should have their claims paid off at the same time and he advised
that their attorneys get together and agree on some arrangement to let
the Duhme company out of complications. He said the order for paying
the claims would not be handed down until a plan is submitted to him
for a general settling up.

On the following evening, April 16th, after a conference of the
attorneys for the Keck company, the Statement was made by attorneys
for the creditors that the bankruptcy petition would probably be withdrawn
within the course of a week or two. The creditors, it was stated, are
willing to meet the Keck company half way. It was also stated that the
Duhme company would, upon the suggestion of the federal judge, reopen
for business soon.

On the following day, April 17th, an entry was made by United
States Judge Thompson, permitting attorneys for creditors to withdraw
their motion for a receiver for the Duhme company. The Duhme company
is held by the court to be an asset of the Keck company. Attorney Hoff-
man, for the Keck company, stated that all matters on controversy would
be settled at a conference of the Keck creditors in New York City, on
Monday, April 19th, and added that the Duhme company would be open
for business within a week. "The Duhme company has $24,000 in bank
and diamonds in stock worth $4o,000, and it is eminently competent to
meet all claims against it," said Attorney Hoffman.
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American National Retail Jewelers'
Association

Statement by PRESIDENT J. P. ARCHIBALD, Blairsville, Pa.

The principal questions discussed at the last
annual convention of the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association were : (I) Is a time
guarantee necessary for the merchandising of the
retailer's stock? (2) Trade marks on goods for
association members. (3) Relation of retailers
to jobbers and frianufacturers. (4) The fixed
selling price.

All these questions were discussed at length.
The results were that many resolutions were
passed.

The first question brought forth a specific
resolution which reads : "That this association
favors the elimination of a time guarantee from
watch cases, provided that a law preventing
fraudulent advertising be passed." Several bills
have been introduced into Congress covering this
specific resolution. So far no national law has
passed prohibiting fraudulent advertising.

The discussion of the trade mark proposition
brought forth a resolution which passed. It
reads : "We favor an association trade mark,
controlled entirely by the association, the privi-
lege of the use of said trade mark to be confined
exclusively to such jewelry only as is sold to
regular association jewelers. The character of
the trade mark to be such as to permit its stamp-
ing on the average article of jewelry. And the
composition of said trade mark to be such as will
permit the jeweler to recognize at a glance the
maker and quality. That the executive com-
mittee be instructed and empowered to take such
steps as they may deem advisable to bring about
this result."

The executive committee appointed three able
men on this committee: C. Z. Rowe, Indiana; A.
E. Barker, Minnesota, and Joseph Mazer, of
Oklahoma. This committee has been hard at
work on this trade mark proposition and the same
has been presented to the executive committee for
ratification. I believe the proposition has been
carefully worked out. No doubt the whole propo-
sition will be read at the National Convention at
Omaha in August.

The discussion on the subject, "Relation of
the Retailers to the Jobbers and Manufacturers,"
caused the adoption of a resolution which reads:
"That we recommend empowering the executive
committee with full authority to arbitrate all the
disputes which might arise between jobbers and
jewelers, or manufacturers and jewelers, and ac-
cept and extend such invitations for joint confer-
ences and take any other such action as they may
see fit for the promotion of friendly relations and
the advancement of mutual interests."

Since the adoption of this resolution the ex-
ecutive committee of the National Jobbers' Asso-
ciation and the executive committee of the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association met and
discussed many questions. A mutual agreement
was consummated between these two bodies which
has proved of much benefit to both organizations.
There is a most harmonious feeling between these
two bodies in the jewelry business.

Likewise conferences have been held with
many manufacturers and an "era" of good feeling
is prevailing in all branches of trade.

It has been a privilege of the writer to have
many long and important conferences with the
presidents of many large manufacturing com-
panies of watches, watch cases, silverware and
kindred lines.

We can assure the retail jeweler that there is
a spirit of good feeling and hearty co-operation
between the different branches of our trade.

The last national convention passed a resolu-
tion commending all manufacturers of watches,
jewelry and kindred lines who have established
a minimum selling price on their products, and
also its members promise to bend every effort
to the maintenance of such "fixed" prices.

The question of a "Fixed Selling Price" is
our slogan this year. This has been given much
attention during the present administration.

A committee of five representative men has
prepared a complete tabulated fixed selling price
on all watch movements and all gold-filled watch
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cases. This has been given most careful consid-
eration. This tabulated "fixed selling price,"
which takes in every combination of watch move-
ment and gold-filled case, will be soon put before
every watch company and gold-filled case company
in the United States for their ratification or re-
jection.

We believe the time has come when all watch
companies will market their goods with a "fixed
selling price" on every grade. Also that the gold-
filled watch case companies will do likewise. A
watch 'movement with a "fixed selling price"
sold in a case with a "fixed selling price" will
solve the problem.

Likewise in many other lines we are bending
our energies to secure a "fixed selling price."

Specific work has been done by the writer
along these lines.

Organization of new States has been a strong
factor in our work this year. It requires a great
deal of labor and also money to organize a State.

The State of Texas affiliated with the Na-
tional Association this year. New York State or-
ganized. The States of New Jersey, Colorado and
Delaware were all organized and affiliated with
the National Association within a few weeks past.

There has been a very large increase in mem-
bership in most States. The best months for
organization and increase of membership are be-
fore us. It is important that we increase our
membership. We should have more new States
before this year closes. We should have many
new recruits in our ranks. A great responsibility
rests upon the officers of each State. It is ex-
pected that each officer will be an active worker
for a larger membership. No man should accept
any office in the State who is not willing to give
much time, energy and patience to the work of
his State organization. Every State has enough
active men who are willing to devote time and
energy to the work. Get rid of the "drones" in
office and put in the active men. No State can
afford to have inactive men in any office.

We believe the coming national convention
will be a representative meeting. This meeting
will be held in Omaha, Nebr., August 3d, 4th, 5th
and 6th, at the Rome Hotel. The convention hall
and the exhibit space are both on the first floor. I
have not seen better accommodations for a con-
vention. I can assure you that every accommoda-
tion will be given to the visitors and to the ex-
hibitors. The Omaha committee are making
elaborate preparations for the entertainment of the
delegates and friends. You will receive a hearty
welcome in the great western city. Make your
plans now to attend this meeting.

The programme will be somewhat varied from
the past years. On August 4th we expect to have
a Jobbers' and Manufacturers' Day. We expect
to have men of national reputation to speak.
These men will be presidents or heads of the
large manufacturing and jobbing establishments.
This day will surely be a crowning event in our
association work.

In the evening of the same day there will be
a banquet for all visiting jewelers at which it
is expected to have Governor John A. Johnston, of
Minnesota, and Hon. Wm. J. Bryan to speak.

We have three days more, at which time sonic
of the best talent in the retail jewelry business
will address us on live topics.

Music will also be a feature of this convention.
No doubt the "fixed selling price" will be a

big question at this convention.
The horological question will be considered.
The question of what goods should be con-

fined to the retail jeweler exclusively.
How to eliminate trade abuses.
How to improve the retail jeweler.
Co-operation of retailer and jobber and

manufacturer.
Credits and rating.
Advertising and many other questions will be

considered.
The Jobbers' and Manufacturers' Day will

open up a new field for thought and discussion.
The subjects for discussion by these men have
not all been selected. We can assure you, how-
ever, that a day given up to the addresses of
"men of affairs" who have made marked suc-
cesses in their own business, will be most helpful
to the retail jeweler.

We urge each State to send its full quota of
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delegates to this convention and as many more of
its members as can be persuaded to attend. This
convention will be a convention of "business."

The Jewelry Trade and the Parcels Post
The parcels post has been a subject of much

discussion in the business world during the past
few years. While there is by no means a
unanimity of view among the retail trade in
regard to its advisability, the weight of opinion
would seem nevertheless to be against it. Many
retailers consider, however, that a restricted form
of parcels post might be introduced to advantage
and the willingness of the present administration
to make the experiment has renewed interest in
the subject.

The argument that in practice a parcels post
would hurt the business of the retailer and be a
corresponding advantage to the mail order house
is a familiar one. One of our subscribers, George
W. Knight, of San Marcos, Tex., recently ex-
pressed his opposition to a parcels post system in
a letter to the congressional representative from
his district. His point of view and arguments
are sufficiently different from those usually of-
fered to merit publication. The letter is as
follows :

SAN MARCOS, TEX., March 14, igog.
DEAR SIR :—After much thought I have de-

cided against the parcels post. The principle is
wrong. It is not a proper function of govern-
ment. It is setting the central authority to do
business for a small per cent. of the people, at
discriminate rates, against or at the expense of
the whole. There can be no equality in carrying
a parcel one mile or one thousand for the same
price. Carrying the mails for correspondence and
dissemination of knowledge (books and periodi-
cals) is for the general good and a necessary
duty of free government, but a sack of potatoes
or a pound of nails, no. Transportation is a
necessary division of labor, one of the exigencies
of civilization, a calling where the proper dis-
crimination may be made between "the long and
the short haul." There is no argument in favor
of the Government carrying parcels that does not
apply with equal force to car lots, to kegs of nails
as well as papers of pins.

This parcels post, as contemplated, means that
the Government is to take sides with the wealthy
merchant and his wealthy patron, who has money
to pay cash, and against the small country dealer
and his neighbors. The tendency of the times
is to monopoly and the central force that is de-
manding a parcels post is the great combinations
of capital in the cities to divert from the smaller
dealers and towns, the sale of lighter forms of
merchandise and things on which greater profits
are made, leaving the husks and grosser things
that can't be sent, or rather that can be prohibited
from the mails. Then the inequality of the long
and short haul must be paid by the public in
enormous deficits that pile up in the Postoffice
Department. It is unavoidable because the rate
must be made on the shortest distance; that is the
way rates are made in that department. Open the
mail to merchandise as proposed and carloads
will be shipped across the continent for rates that
could not be maintained unless the burden be laid
on the public in these deficits. It may be very
proper in a kingdom or an empire, with privileged
classes to use and a laboring class to pay the
bills, but this parcels post is not for a democracy.
This is a great question and I trust you will give
it most careful consideration before committing
yourself to its advocacy. With sentiments of
highest regard, I am,

Yours sincerely,
GEORGE W. KNIGHT.

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association
The annual meeting of this association will

be held in Des Moines on June 23d, 24th and 25th,
when the officers expect the largest meeting in the
history of the organization. A circular recently
issued by Secretary Nielson explains to the Iowa
trade the good that has been achieved by the
associated jewelers and the information should
be a sufficient inducement to all to join the or-
ganization.
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W. J. Mulnix, formerly of King City, Mo.,
has opened a fine store at Holden, same State.

The partnership between B. F. Taylor and
T. G. Brown, Belle Vernon, Pa., under the firm
name of "The Jewelry Store," was dissolved on
April 15th by mutual consent.

Matt Irion, 404 West Market Street, Louis-
ville, Ky., has taken into partnership his two sons,
William N. and Alvin B., and the firm name has
been changed to Matt Inion & Sons.

W. C. Lansford has sold his interest in the
jewelry business of W. C. Lansford & Co., Mus-
kogee, Okla., to Sam T. Hays, who will continue
the business under the name of Sam T. Hays & Co.

John S. Murphy Company, Inc., Pontiac, Ill.,
has increased the capital stock to $25,000 and
changed the name to Frank J. Butler Company,
under which title the business will hereafter be
conducted.

Arthur Lang, of the firm of Lang & Lang,
Rapid City, S. Dak., was married on March 30th
to Miss Mamie Simpson, of Spencer, Iowa. Im-
mediately after the ceremony the young couple
left on a wedding tour.

The Trombly Jewelry Company has moved
from Clinton to Worcester, Mass., and has also
been incorporated. The directors are : President,
Arthur P. Trombly; treasurer, E. V. Trombly,
and clerk, H. A. Trombly.

Frank T. Gerkin, of the George W. Loar
Company, Grafton, W. Va., was a visitor to this
city early last month. He made friendly calls on
the wholesale trade and also visited the plant of
the Keystone Watch Case Company.

George G. Bowen, Marion, Kans., is receiving
the congratulations of his friends on the arrival
at his home of a ten-pound young lady, who was
accorded the proverbial hearty welcome by her de-
lighted papa. All the family are doing well.

The store of M. S. Hall, Mankato, Kans.,
was burned out on February 14th. The building,
stock and tools, except what was in the safe, were
destroyed, the loss being about $woo, partly cov-
ered by insurance. Mr. Hall opened immediately
after the fire and will construct a new building,
into which he expects to move about August 1st.

The Flickinger Jewelry Company, Norfolk,
Va., was recently incorporated. The president of
the company is M. F. Portlock; secretary and
treasurer, S. A. Flickinger ; director, G. R. Swink.
The firm makes a specialty of high-grade goods,
solid gold jewelry and solid silverware only. No
plated goods or cheap wares are carried in stock.

H. W. Selts, Clay Center, Kans., has for-
warded to us an interesting postal card received
from the jewelry firm of B. Govindappa & Son,
Bengalore City, South India, requesting a copy
of a booklet of Mr. Selts', which the India firm
had seen described in this journal. Mr. Selts was
rather surprised at the world-wide circulation of
THE KEYSTONE indicated by the postal.

The traveling salesmen of the New England
Watch Company, Waterbury, Conn., who cover
the Middle West, namely, R. P. Clarke, W.
C. Gretter, R. C. Vaughn, H. C. Warner
and S. R. Warner, met at the Auditorium
Annex in Chicago on March 28th, with A.
L. Atkins, the sales manager. One week
later Mr. Atkins met the eastern men, E. T. Allen,
F. T. Clark, J. E. Cruess, W. L. Hough and W.
P. Gretter, Jr., assistant sales manager, at the
Hotel Elton, in Waterbury, Conn., the home town
of the New England Watch. All travelers report
better trade conditions and a better and healthier
demand than they found on their last spring trip.
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Clay Henry, Ironton, Ohio, has taken his son
Walter into partnership and the firm name will
henceforth be Clay Henry & Son. The new mem-
ber of the firm has worked with his father for
many years and has mastered every branch of the
business. Last fall new fixtures were installed
and the stock enlarged and Mr. Henry's enterprise
has been rewarded by a very satisfactory business.

W. L. Newmeyer, principal of the School of
Engraving, Cleveland, Ohio, has issued a prettily
compiled booklet, giving in detail his original plan
of "personal-practical" training by mail. As Mr.
Newmeyer is admittedly one of the most accom-
plished engravers and successful teachers of en-
graving in the country, those who are interested
in studying the art will find it to their benefit to
procure a copy of this very dainty booklet.

E. H. Saxton, wholesale jeweler, of 387 Wash-
ington Street, Boston, Mass., has sustained a great
loss in the death of his estimable wife, which oc-
curred at Boston, Wednesday, March 31st. Mrs.
Saxton was a woman of the finest temperament,
endowed with a love for all that was pure and
good in this world, and her death is deeply re-
gretted. Her influence will long remain, especially
ta those who came in contact with her, as a lasting
legacy.

Albaugh & Son, Hillsdale, Mich., have com-
pletely remodeled the inside of their store and
have added an optical parlor equipped with all
the latest apparatus for sight-testing and for the
grinding and drilling of lenses. The entire store
has been furnished with new cases of latest design,
the showcases being glass and the wall cases ma-
hogany. This firm has been in business for the
last seventeen years and is one of the finest stores
in southern Michigan.

A. C. McClurg & Co., the well-known Chicago
stationery firm, have opened a permanent sales-
room in Cleveland, Ohio, at 307 Superior Avenue,
corner West Third Street, in charge of F. R. Hale,
who has represented them for more than a quarter
of a century in portions of Ohio and adjacent
States. The salesroom at Columbus, Ohio, 9 West
Long Street, will be continued as in the past in
charge of C. R. Hewitt. Dealers may sometimes
find it more convenient to visit one of these cities
instead of Chicago.

The Albert Walker Company, 152 Weybosset
Street, Providence, R. I. has issued a unique ad-
vertising booklet, entitled, "A Little Brown Paper
Box." The booklet gives a history of the firm, ap-
propriately beginning with a photograph of a crude
little box, which contained the entire equipment of
Albert Walker when he started in business. As
is well known to the trade, Mr. Walker soon suc-
ceeded in building up a successful business and in
1900 the concern was incorporated as a stock
company, F. A. Balcom and H. L. Carpenter, who
had long been associated with him, becoming
members and directors of the corporation. Mr.
Walker visited the trade for many years, but
finally succumbed in the store of one of his latest
customers. His successors in the management of
the store are strictly carrying out his principles
and continued success has been their reward.

F. W. Haury, Helena, Ark., was recently ap-
pointed time inspector of the Missouri Pacific, St.
Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern, M. H. & L.
and the Arkansas Midland Railroads. Mr. Haury
stands high in the retail jewelry trade and is well
known as a watch expert. His appointment is suf-
ficient evidence of his recognized accomplishments
in this line. Helena will have a "Tag Day" on
May T4th in order to raise funds for a local hos-
pital and many prizes have been donated for those
who make the highest collection. Mr. Haury has
donated a ring set with a sapphire and two dia-
monds, which will go to the lady of the hospital
association collecting the largest amount of money
on that day. Since writing the foregoing we have
been greatly shocked to learn that the building in
which Mr. Haury's store is located has been to-
tally destroyed by fire. His loss is estimated be-
tween $5000 and %ow, a small part of which is
insured. He will resume business as soon as he
secures a new location.
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J. W. Strode, formerly of Johnson, Nebr.,
moved to Garden City, Kans., where he has
opened a very nice store.

M. Silverstein, Cleveland, Ohio, has discon-
tinued his business and joined the force of The
Sigler Brothers Company, of that city, as watch-
maker.

M. Flatau & Sons have opened a new jewelry
store in Chickasha, Okla. The store is neatly
arranged, well stocked and presents an attractive
appearance.

John Rupp, of the firm of John Rupp & Co.,
Atchison, Kans., died recently of diabetes after a
short illness. The deceased became a citizen of
Atchison twenty-eight years ago. During eighteen
of these years he was connected with the Bliss
Jewelry Company and the other ten years he was
in business for himself. He conducted a suc-
cessful business and enjoyed a high reputation
for honesty and fair dealing.

Billie Lamb, known as the "Marathon"
traveler because he covers the entire United States
on the double quick for George H. Fuller & Son
Co., Pawtucket, R. I., and W. E. Taylor, of
Leonard Knower Company, New Orleans, a mem-
ber of the Gun and Rod Club of that city, en-
joyed a successful hunting and fishing excursion
on Lake Ponchartrain in April. The twain made
a big killing of spring ducks and a big catch of
striped bass.

The Sterling Silver Manufacturing Company,
Providence, R. I., is now showing to the trade,
through their traveling representatives throughout
the country, a complete new line of sterling silver
flatware and souvenir spoons. The traveling staff
consists of A. Sussfeld in the West, S. A.
Schreiber in the South, S. D. Binge on the Pacific
Coast, H. Caro in the eastern States and Howard
Dunk in the New York office at 9 Maiden Lane.
Although only in business since January 1st this
firm is working overtime, an unmistakable indica-
tion of the popularity of their line in the jewelry
trade.

Major Edward L. Trickey, of the firm of J.
B. Trickey Company, Ltd., Lincoln, Nebr., died
in New York recently in his seventy-fifth year.
The deceased has been engaged in the jewelry
business, with the exception of the Civil War
period, since he was fifteen years of age. He had
a distinguished war record in the Confederate
Army and on his retirement as major he again
started in the jewelry business with his brother,
J. B. Trickey, with whom he was associated until
his death. Major Trickey removed to Lincoln,
Nebr., in 1870. He was President of the J. B.
Trickey Company and was highly esteemed for his
high personal character and rigid integrity.

W. H. Ricaby & Co., of Toledo, Ohio, pride
themselves on one of the handsomest stores in
that city. The firm opened this new store at 307
Monroe Street, last September, and it has been
much admired for its elegance, handsome fixtures,
artistic color scheme and decorative effects. The
fixtures are mahogany and were specially designed
and made for this firm. The drapings are of silk
and velvet and the ceiling is a very fine one in
green tints. The floor is mosaic. The general
color scheme is green, which harmonizes so ad-
mirably with the mahogany furniture. The pala-
tial little store is a credit to the city and the fame
of its beauty has been carried far beyond by the
traveling men, who have always an eye for the
beautiful in store arrangement.

A Revolving Diamond Sunburst

An ingenious English society woman, Mrs.
Paget, has had a diamond sunburst made to re-
volve by means of minute clockwork secreted in
the back of the setting. The sunburst is set with
overlapping rows of points, each round or set of
points revolving on its own pivot. When the
diamonds commence to revolve, one row of points
over the other, the sight is truly dazzling. The
sunburst will revolve all the evening.without re-
winding.
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I am
the first
JEWELERS'
AUCTIONEER
to establish
ill

Kansas City,
Mo.,
making a
specialty of
sales for
regular
established
Jewelers.

You N, HI
tind my
first
advertise-
!neut
appeared in
Tun
K ENSTONE
In 1893.

Have more
successful
sales to my
credit than
any
auctioneer
in the West.

Write me
for full
particulars.
Sales
conducted
for reliable
Jewelers
only.

I guarantee
you against
loss.

C. W. BOWMAN
4436 TROOST KANSAS CITY, MO.

J. V.
MO ROSS

Jewelers'
Auctioneer

Bric-a-Brac and
Art China

I GUARANTEE
PROFITS ON ALL

SALES

No goods Misrepre-
sented. Over twenty
years' experience. I
thoroughly understand
the price of goods
without asking, which
saves time and money.

No Stock Too Large;
None Too Small

All correspondence
strictly confidential.

I am a practical Watchmaker and Jeweler and understand the business
thoroughly, which saves time and money.

I am now conducting a very good sale for J. C. Gohn, Vermillion, Ohio,
and making him a net profit of twenty-five per cent. without adding a dollar's
worth of new goods.

J. V. MO ROSS 36 Grummond Avenue
9 DETROIT, MICH.

Bell Phone, North 3480

will pay the highest cash price for any Jewelry Stock and Fixtures
If you wish to conduct a sale, write me and secure a dating for now or later

How jewelers Can Become Opticians
Without Cost or Loss of Time

The new monthly, THE KEYSTONE MAGAZINE OF OPTOMETRY, has been aptly styled
"the magazine that makes opticians.
If you have an optical department and wish to make yourself more competent and the department
more profitable, or if you contemplate adding such a department, or if you have a son or clerk who is
-interested in optics, it will pay you well to subscribe at once for

KEYSTONE MAGAZINE
OF OPTOMETRY

The magazine is so planned as to be equally valuable to the beginner and the
practicing optician. Each issue comprises over one hundred pages, and not
only covers sight-testing and spectacle fitting, but also tells how to install,
arrange, conduct and advertise an optical department or an optical business.
The serial now running entitled "The Making of a Mechanical Optician " is
the most valuable matter being published on practical optics. If you subscribe
NO W we will send you FREE the back installments of this serial so that you
may have the benefit of it from the beginning.
If in doubt send for a sample copy and be convinced.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.00 PER YEAR

PUBLISHED BY

The KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
8og NORTH igth STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE UNIVERSAL OPINION
Please find enclosed one dollar for one year's

subscription to THE KEYSTONE MAGAZINE OF
OPTOMETRY. I have always enjoyed with profit the
optical part of The Keystone and was glad when
I found out you were going to start an optical
journal because I knew it would be a good one,
and I was not disappointed in the first copy, which
I just received.
Richmond, Va. W. F.. COWELL.

WORTH THE PRICE
Enclosed please find check for $2 for which

continue my subscription to The Keystone for
another year. Also send THE KEYSTONE MAGA-
ZINE OF OPTOMETRY for a year. I must have it as
I always looked forward to the coming of The
Keystone every month to see what was doing in
the optical line, but I am perfectly willing to pay
another dollar, for I know it will be worth it.
Nantucket, Mass. H. E. SMITH.

May, 1909

Unsolved Problems in Metal
Mining

The different branches of the industry

which comes under the general head of

"mining" are : Prospecting, or searching

for mineral deposits; opening up these de-

posits and exploiting, or working them, the

latter including mine working by means of

pumping and ventilation, transportation of

the mineral to the earth's surface and the

dressing or preparation of the crude min-

eral ready for the use of the smelter. All

of these branches or departments of the

mining industry have their unsolved prob-

lems and obstacles to be overcome, furnish-

ing a wide field for inventive genius.

The first of these comes in
Difficulties of prospecting. A mineral de-
Prospecting posit, generally speaking,

can only be discovered

when it.happens to outcrop at the surface of

the earth. The possibility of determining

by some means the whereabouts of the hid-

den treasures has long been an object of the

miner's desire, the methods for accomplish-

ing which range from the medieval adept

with his divining rod, belief in which is not

wholly extinct to-day, down to a series of

modern attempt to use electric currents for

the same purpose. Up to the present time

these attempts have been unsuccessful, in

spite of the ambitious claims of some of

their advocates. In view of the fact, how-

ever, that minerals differ so widely in their

electric and magnetic properties, it is quite

possible to conceive that some method of

detecting concealed mineral deposits by this

means may be devised, but until or unless

such a method applicable to all forms of

metalliferous deposits be discovered, it will

be necessary to fall back upon the slender

information that may be derived from geo-

logical evidence.

Need of a

Hard Metal

Bore holes are made by
means of the well-known
diamond drill, which brings

up a core of the rocks

passed through and thus affords positive in-

formation respecting them. Unfortunately,

however, the only kind of diamonds suitable

for this purpose are very scarce and pro-

portionately dear, so that diamond drilling

is a very costly operation. One of the

greatest needs at present, therefore, is a

metal that shall be strong, tough and very

considerably harder than quartz. The pro-

duction of such a material would conduce

more to the technical advancement of sev-

eral branches of mining than almost any

other discovery that could be named.

Over and above the difficulty of drilling
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the hole there is the further one that most

bore holes do not go down straight, but are

apt to be deflected. The determination of

the angle a bore hole makes with the ver-

tical can now be made with a fair degree

of accuracy, but no perfectly satisfactory

means of determining the direction of the

deviation has yet been devised. The solving

of these problems in the prospecting branch

of metal mining offers a most promising

field, not only to inventors and discoverers,

but also to geologists and scientific investi-

gators. The man who succeeds in enabling

ore deposits to be discovered of which there

is no indication at the surface, is entitled to

look for the richest kind of a reward.
Pumping from great depths
is another problem that
awaits solution, although
there are no grounds for

supposing that it will present any formid-

able difficulties. In ordinary deep mines it

is now generally performed in stages of

moderate height, and there is no difficulty

in multiplying such stages to any desired

extent. Moreover, single lifts up to 2000 feet

have already been worked in special cases.

Much is expected from the modern system

of multiple centrifugal pumps coupled direct

to electric motors, which have been used to

advantage in several cases.
The treatment of the crude
minerals after their extrac-
tion will undoubtedly take a
prominent place among

mining problems of the future, because

upon it depends, in great measure, the pos-

sibility or otherwise of working a number

of low-grade deposits. While coarse crush-

ing can be performed to-day in a tolerably

efficient manner there is plenty of room for

improvement in fine crushing machinery.

A machine that will crush hard mineral rap-

idly and uniformly to particles from 1/20 inch

to I/moo inch diameter, capable of working

either wet or dry, without producing an

undue amount of material much finer than

the desired size, without an excessive con-

sumption of power, and without undue wear

and tear of the machine itself, is one of the

most pressing needs of modern ore-dressing

practice, and it cannot be said that any ma-

chine hitherto devised comes within even a

measurable distance of fulfilling the above

conditions. The best evidence of this fact

lies in the continued use of the stamp mill

for the fine crushing of hard ores. Al-

though improved in most of its details, in

dimensions, materials, working capacity,

etc., its principle is still that of the old six-

teenth century machines, and in spite of its

many admitted imperfections, it still holds

its own.—Popular Mechanics.

Pumping from

Great Depths

Treating Crude

Minerals

Aluminum, the Wonder Metal of the
Age

While pessimistic prophets are wont

to look forward to the time when the

present sources of many of our utilities

will be exhausted, there is no such fear in

regard to that most wonderful and useful

metal aluminum. The newest economies
in the method of producing this metal, says

the New York Sun editorially, places it

among the practical, everyday metals. and

the wonder of it is that the supply of it can
never be exhausted.

The soil is full of it. It makes the
basis of common clay, every cubic yard of
which contains about 800 pounds of the
metal. There will still be aluminum when
the world grows cold.

The great problem has been to extract
the metal cheaply and chemists have been
seeking a solution for fifty years. In 1857
the "silver white metal made from clay"
was a curiosity that brought $2.00 an ounce.

When the Washington Monument was

tipped with aluminum in 1884 the price of
the metal was $15.00 a pound. It dropped

to $1o.00 in 1887, when for several years

the total product had averaged about io,000

pounds a year. By the way, the first article

manufactured from pure aluminum was a

rattle for the young Prince Imperial of

France in 1856.

The cost of production was again and

again decreased until about fifteen years

ago, when the market value of the

metal was 35 cents a pound. It soon be-

came possible to utilize aluminum in the

manufacture of many articles for which its

strength, malleability and lightness especi-

ally adapted it.
The product has arisen to millions of

pounds a year, and it is used for many

things in place of wood, copper, zinc and

brass.

Now come the latest economies in the

processes of production, and Nature, a
journal of the highest scientific standing,

tells us that aluminum will probably be

largely employed instead of copper as an

electrical conductor and also in place of tin

for many of the purposes which that metal

has served. Aluminum is to-day selling in

Europe for about half the price of tin.

Aluminum foil, for example, is likely en-

tirely to supplant tin foil, for the sheets

can be rolled out so exceedingly thin

that, weight for weight, eight times as

much foil can be made from aluminum as

from tin.
No greater emphasis has recently been

given to the practical service that science

continually renders.
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C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Horsetimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for
Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

41 Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most

accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, 37 Maiden Lane

EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS

For 25 years we
have repaired for the
Trade countless Gold,
Silver, Ivory and Shell
Goods that were pre-
viously condemned as
beyond repair.

We repair all kinds
of COMBS, supply
new FILES, KNIFE
BLADES, BUTTON
HOOKS, GLASS for
HAND MIRRORS,
COMBS for old
MOUNTINGS, POW-
DER and SALVE
JARS, etc., etc.

We repolish all work entrusted to
us. It looks like new when we get
through with it. Write us about it.

Chas.A.Hetzel &Son Co.
131 West 31st Street

NEW YORK CITY

Established 25 Years

e-
300  ads. for Retail Jewelers  $ 5.0 0

ARRANGED IN BOOK FORM

Original, unique, forceful, digni-
fied, refined.

Full of business pulling argument.

J. B. INGALLS
ROCK ISLAND - ILLINOIS

10E- " !raison "-we
Pays Cash for Diamonds

When you need money or want to sell our,
communicate with me, I will give you a square
deal and quick returns.

I buy more Diamonds and Watches
for Cash than any dealer in the

United States
National Bank References

M. IRALSON
410 Masonic Temple CHICAGO

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time,

Complete Course in Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

WERRA ART D.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—These " washers" are
covered by United Stales Palest
No. 894,51h, and all infringements
will be prosecuted.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES: Gross, $1.50 ; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

Established 1890

Watch Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

Good Work promptly
done at Fair Prices.

Best Material used.
Reference given.
Estimates furnished.

WM. N. BRUNNER
711 Samoa Street

(Seeond Floor Front)

Philadelphia, Pa
Bell Telephone

QUE GEM
I U NITIED STATES STONES

ALSO CEYLON, URAL, BRAZIL AND
OTHER FOREIGN SEMI-PRECIOUS GEMS

AT LOWEST PRICES
SAMPLE PAPERS SENT ON REQUEST

LOUIS J. DEACON, Atlantic City, N. J.

Massachusetts School of Optometry
Incorporated and Registered with Board of Education

AND

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
BOTH AT

185 Summer St., BOSTON, MASS.

The most perfect Courses are offered by these
two schools. Catalogues for the schools will
be sent on application.

Address DR. AUGUST A. KLEIN
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

IT DON'T PAY
I to do your own repairing. I

Send it to us. We have the
facilities for handling it and
can save you money. All
work promptly returned.

KIRCHNER &RENICH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

Prompt, Reliable and at Moderate Cost

ARTHUR F. MOELLER
7 Maiden Lane, New York

Established 20 Years

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad.
justable one invented. PrIce,$1.50 per doz. For
salebyall wholesale jewelersandmaterialhouses.
Samplebymai1,25m in10 K. gold,$1.00;14K.$1.25.
M.CROIOLuer.sisar.48 550 Maiden Lana,N.Y.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts;
For Complicated Watches, Clocks,
Chronometers, etc., of every size
and description, nade and finished
to order.

FINE REPAIRING AND ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

2 ultonE. H. MATTHEY 10F
NE 

Street
W YORK

Covill's Celluloid Insulator
WITH TRANSPARENT COVER

Protects the watch
from dust and dirt and
is a non-conductor of
electricity.

Saves the watch
hom wear and tear
and insures a satisfied
patronage to the

jeweler
that sells

them.
Quick
sales,
large

profits.

$1.50
dozen,

prepaid.

SEND
FOR

SAMPLE

A,1,1r,,s W. J. COVILL
38 Reynolds Arcade, ROCHESTER, N Y

JEWELERS THE WORLD OVER ENDORSE

Tile goostolle Bourg Book of WM Repairs
Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston, Jamaica, says :

I ant quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Repair
Record Book. It Is really good, cheap and useful, and
must be appreciated by anyone who has a need for such
a book. I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United
States and foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for 1600 entries of watch
repairs with printed headings, and making complete records
is the work of a moment.

Sent tostftaid to any part alike world on receipt of price, $1.00 (0. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.

5  YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN  1
The young or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engraving, to grasp N

the finer points of Watchmaking and Optics, finds it necessary to
spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a therough knowledge of the busi-
ness. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. We
get telegrams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates, which shows what

practical storekeepers think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. ScHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Ste., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advertisement, page 756

Mahler's Improved Temple Ferrules
A practical method of repairing broken spectacle tern:deft.

Theme ferrules are made of good stock, soft solder Dried
and make a neat, clean job. They are put up tIC follows:

No. 1. Box containing half gross assorted sizes, 4 doz. gold
filled, 1 doz.Ger. sliver and 1 doz. 10 R. gold ferrules $1.00

Plo. 3. raper coral:tiring 2 doz. assort ed sizes, 18 gold filled
and 0 Ger. sliver . . . . . . . . 25 cents

Pfo. 4. Paper containing' 2 doz. assorted sizes, all gold
filled . . . . . . 30 cents

Ask your jobber for them, or send direct to me.
FRED MAHLER, Grand Rapids, Mich.

KANSAS CITY HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
This department is under the direct supervision of W. B. NEEDLES, Oph., D.N.D.,

and teaches an advanced course in higher branches of Ophthalmology.

We can secure you a position at good salary. Send for catalog. Work for the trade
solicited and satisfaction guaranteed. Both Schools Incorporated and Chartered.

A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th St., KANSAS CITY, MO.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

Fr
A B

Victory Lapel Button
Bucks. Pitt' d.

GE:1311ARDT BROS., Fifth and Elm Sta., Cincinnati, Ohio

 41■11■•

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Bend for catalogue NEW YORK

VICTORY
Lapel Back and
Safety Catches
Applied to your Spring line
will Increase your business Send for Catalog and Price-Lush

OPEN CLOSED

1
 VICTORY
PAT'S.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS ot LION, LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible
Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

j
For A

c.,)) Limited
Time

$3.00 per Gross Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

' CATCHY
ENGRAVING

- in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US 
ENASGARMAPIEE

Artistic Monogram and Letter
Engraving. Gilding.
Send for price-list.

Ul dk CO.
Ashlatid Nebraska.

FOR BROOCHES

Established 1858

We have manufactured

The Brand

Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
51 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order
them of your jobber, who
will be pleased to serve

you, but be sure that the goods have the above )rand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. li. FULLER & SON CO., Pawtncket.FigoTdOeRlYsland.

A QUICK JOB,

A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

NOV__ L.W18
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economy or space reduced to tlie minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE

Mann fact ti re rs of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices and discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty

I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

ColumbueMemorialBidg.,103 StateSt.,ChIcago

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enantelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers

38 Friendship St.. Providence. R. I.

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia

Work called for and delivered. Prompt atten-

tion given to mail and express orders.

Established
1830

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlandt & I fey Sts. Corner 20th Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 40st anti 42d Streets

NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gobi and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 state Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price-List
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REFINERS an?
Sweep Smelters
Eetablished 1889.

of Hold,Silver and
Platinum in any
shape-solids Of
liquids, rough
sweeps, cuttings or
filings. Prompt
returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and IS Franklin Street, Newark, N.

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot afford to be without an
assortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.78 ;
1 dor. gold filled, astd. sizes,
S2.00:1 doz.metal.astd.,86c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
of "Grip" for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Wells,leweler,Meshoppen, Pa.

Dir Spot Cash-1ft
FOR JEWELRY STORES

I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send
stocks at once, no matter how large or
small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request.
If offer is not satisfactory, will return
goods.

EMIL NOEL
552 E.46th Place, Chicago,111.

If you should hemn Chicago with your
stock, make appointment with me by
telephone, Drexel 5323.

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal

Engraving

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

s-citotiKlocts-cf"f‘clfrwi

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS,
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print

A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-
list sent upon request

CARMAN ART' CO. 
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

AWARDS FOR

if. H. Heigrich's glaring Cljonoinelers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1889 BEANE, 1859

Very good Second -hand
CHRONOMETERS on hand.
Repairing, springing and
adjusting Chronometers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Saceesor to 11.11. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
I have employed Mr.
THOS. C. REDFERN to
my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also In new work. I know
of no one who has u. better general knowledge of
chronometer work than he has. He has also done
a great deal °Cline and complicated watch repair-
ing for me, and I CAD recommend Illm to anyone
desiring his services. II. IT. HEINRICH.

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything In
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SlIverPlatIng,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turnina
Changing Old

Engli•harolSwitt
Unmet to take

Anarleon S. W.
Movement. tu)

Specialty
OLD CASES

RADE NEW
Silversmiths'
Building;
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

BLACK   SHIELD
MAINS RINGS
SvW1;11TT;17Lli N& DC Le;;; 0 I L

WATCH REPAIRING
Ordinary and complicated. R. R. inspection work. Some customers

send us ALL their work

JEWELRY WORK
Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry

to order, gold plating and coloring

ENGRAVING
for jewelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
Send for our Trade Price-List, Established
thirt y-one years in  Lancaster, Pa.

DIAMONDS and PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisements made for estates or individuals

Established 1891 J. J. COHEN
Write for further information 1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

L. HADORN Sc CO., Engravers
90 StEtte .Sttt, Chicago, III.

Specialty of Monograms, Portrait and Inscription on Watch Cases, etc.
Etching on Gold Lined Souvenir Spoons

First-class work at moderate prices

INCREASE YOUR REPAIRING
YOU CAN YOU OUGHT TO

1Ve have studied the proposition, developed a method and gotten out a booklet. We can show you
something. that will make m r. Wm•lonaker work. Send postal TO-DAY, and we will send you
the BOOKLET FREE and show you how to use it to develop your business.
We are Tit A DE \Vol:I:MEN; in order to 1111.CP:D.I. 1■11sillt,5 we wool tel itiet•ease YOURS.

THE GOLDEN LATHE REP. AND MFG. CO., Jewelers' Bldg., Boston

Established 59 Years

James It Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
A I,L QUALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire, Rolled to Any Gage

ALL QUALITIES On' GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Smolt Rolli tut- for the Trade 
B 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORKuyers of Old Gold and Silver

"REES SPECIAL"
GRAVER

THE FINEST GRAVER MADE. Mounted, ground, sharpened correctly
and ready to use. so cents each. Made by hand (tapered), of the finest razor steel.
Every one guaranteed.

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL`DePt K)
Steele Memorial Building, Cor. Lake and Market Sts., ELMIRA, N.Y.

T).

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

--- --- 
---

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED Olt 

:■10NEY 
REFUNDED

414

atil% 

■1001111111111111,

_

Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
five words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, Initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month for inser-
tion in the following month's issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
amounts.
If answers are to be forwarded,

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 2$
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.
Address,
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO."

8 0 9-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,

for _first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisements inserted for less than 25
cents.

YOUNG man, with exp. as salesman,
would like position to finish trade as

watchmaker. Can do jewelry and clock re-
pairing. Address "W 850," care Keystone. 

YOUNG man, age 21, single, would like
position as watch and clock repairer;

can also do some jewelry repairing; no
bad habits. L. F. Morrison, Nemaha City,
Nebr.

WATCHMAKER wants a position to finish
trade; does engraving, clock work and

jewelry repairing; good refs. W. C.
Downing, Moravia, N. Y. 

WATCHMAKER and engraver, 25 years'
exp., wants permanent position. Let me

hear from you. Address C. E. E., 1215
San Jacinto, Houston, Tex. 

YOUNG man, jewelry and clock repairer,
as assistant watchmaker under good

workman, 3 years' exp.; good address, best
refs. "G 898," care Keystone. 

BY capable and experienced watchmaker
and engraver with first-class firm; to

years with one house. Best refs. Address
A. E. Caspersen, Elgin, Ill. 

FIRST-CLASS all around man looking for
position out West; 12 years' exp.; best

refs.; good habits; store exp. Address
"E. P. 5," 1201 Heyworth Bldg., Chi-
cago, Ill. 

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician; school
and trade exp. four years; own tools; 29,

single, temperate, ambitious, good service,
good work, neat, moderate salary. Address
L. R. Ralston, Argos, Ind. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and plain en-
graver with tools desires position by

June 1st. Age 28 and married; best refs.
State salary in first letter. "P 928," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, strictly first class, 28
years' exp. in complicated Swiss and

American railway, work; can assume full
charge of repair department; highest refs.;
desires position. Address "Watchmaker,"
216 Lavaca Street, San Antonio, Tex. 

MANUFACTURING jeweler, ro years'
exp. in general manufacturing and job-

bing, stone setting, etc.
' 

wishes position in
South, Virginia, North Carolina or eastern
Kentucky preferred. Young man of steady
habits.  "F 919," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and salesman, 30 years'
exp. on high grade and complicated

watches; capable of taking charge. New
York, Jersey City or Newark. "S 918,"
care Keystone. 

YOUNG man wishes position as engraver.
Has had good exp. and can give the best

refs. Address "A. H. 12," 1201 Heyworth
Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 

WANTED-Position as assistant watch-
maker, clock and jewelry repairer by

young man 24 years' old; married; gradu-
ate of Bradley Horological and five years'
exp. since leaving school. Best of refs.
Address E. G. Mundhenk, 3719 N. Madison
Ave., Peoria, Ill.

POSITION by watchmaker in high altitude
or will buy after giving climate trial.

Box 35, Caldwell, Kans.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER wants position in New
York or New England States in town of

about s000 where ability is wanted instead
of horse power. Good habits. Best refs.
Moderate salary to start. Write for full
particulars. "NV 9,15," care Keystone. 

FINE watchmaker and optician. Can do
railroad and fine watch repairing success-

fully; nine years' exp.; all tools; refs.
Will wait on trade. "J 914," care Key-
stone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler; one year
drug exp.; fair engraver and knowledge

of optics; married man; a hard worker;
can furnish best of ref. from present em-
ployer. "C 913," care Keystone.

AS watchmaker, plain engraver, hard sol-
dering, all round man; seven years' exp.;

southern California preferred; Ar ref.
Wm. Lorenz, r35 S. Griffin Ave., Los An-
geles, Cal. 

YOUNG man, exp, salesman, graduate op-
tician and engraver, wants position with

first-class establishment. Best of refs.
given and required. "G 906," care Key-
stone.

WANT position as assistant watchmaker
and jeweler. Can do plain engraving.

Salary not so much an object as advance-
ment. Refs. given. Address Fred G. Tay-
lor, Black River Falls, Wis. 

YOUNG married man wishes to communi-
cate with parties desiring service of all

around man; Al exp.; good salesman.
Prefer small town with opportunities of
advancement for hustler. Employed at
present, but wish to locate permanently
with "sober" man where conditions are
more satisfactory. Particulars. Address
"P 931," care Keystone.

SITUATION wanted as watchmaker and
engraver; have own tools. L. C. Davis,

West Freedom, Pa. 

WATCHMAKER, engraver, jeweler and
salesman, age 29; best of ref., neat ap-

pearance, O. K. habits, wishes position with
first-class house. "G 929," care Keystone.

YOUNG man would like position as
watchmaker or as second watchmaker.

Cannot engrave. "J 932," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician, 25
Hyears' exp., will accept 'position. ave

full set tools. Address "B, ̀ Box 94, Wash-
ington, Ill. 

YOUNG man, 23, single, speaks German,
wants position; fair watchmaker, also

clock and jeweler repairer, just finished en-
graving course at Landis School. Albert
Boeckman, St. Clair, Mich.

BY expert watchmaker, z8 years' exp.
Swiss watches a specialty, also American.

Best of refs. Jacob Semo, 1306 Masonic
Temple, Chicago, Ill. 

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver, optician, exp. In drug store,

would like a good, steady position; no bad
habits; best ref. "S gr r," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, clock and
jewelry repairer. Can take charge of

store; furnish own tools; best refs. Full
particulars first letter. A. Shepherd, Post-
vine, Iowa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
salesman, competent to manage, own

tools; eight years exp.; good habits, single.
First-class ref. from present employer.
W. B. Patty, Homer, La. 

POSITION wanted as manager and buyer
for jewelry concern or jewelry depart-

ment in department store; am practical
watchmaker and jeweler; understand the
business thoroughly; am up to date, good
appearance, best of ref. Position must be
permanent with good, reliable house. Write
full particulars. Address "B 909," care
Keystone.

HIGH-CLASS optician, good salesman, ca-
pable of managing business if desired.

Can assist with watch and clock work.
Healthy location only. Box 352, Benton-
ville, Ark. 

BY high-class watchmaker, salesman and
optician; 20 years' exp.; am temperate

and good workman. West preferred.
Competent to take charge. "R 936," care
Keystone.

By married man, first-class watchmaker,
jeweler, engraver; age 24; 8 years' exp.;

sober, hustler. Salary $20 to $25; Wiscon-
sin preferred. Speaks German. "K 938,"
care Keystone. 

BY young man, 21 years old, as watch-
maker; can do all common watch, clock

and jewelry repairing; plain engraver.
West preferred. Good ref. Frank Fain,
Plain, N. Mex.

EXP. watchmaker on fine work; capable
of taking charge of repair department;

of good appearance, is open for position
with first-class house. Address "H 940,"
care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

I AM an old bachelor, just a medium
watchmaker, jeweler and engraver. May

want a job soon as my employer is about
to sell out. West or Southwest preferred.
Address A. J. Hamilton, Fredonia, Kans. 

I AM not a jack-of-all-trades-just a watch-
maker; 24 years' exp. Can come at

once. "C. E P.," 271 Franklin St., Water-
town, N. Y. 

OPTICIAN, exp., wants situation at once.
Good watchmaker and salesman. Corn-

petent to take charge of store or optical
department. Carl E. Stokoe, Chickasha,
Okla. 

YOUNG man, married, age 26, watchmaker,
jeweler, engraver, salesman; 9 years'

practical exp. At refs; tools; desires per-
manent position. "E. S ," 27 S. Arch St.,
Alliance Ohio. 

I CAN give you the address of a fine
young man who wishes to finish his trade;

worked about one year. W. C. Bonney,
Keokuk, Iowa.

HELP WANTED
UNDER Tins HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED-By a large Western jewelry
jobbing house, a first-class traveling man

for Illinois and Indiana; must have es-
tablished trade, no others need apply. "B
901," care Keystone.

WANTED-Salesman to cover States of
Iowa and Illinois; must have established

trade. Good position for right man. Ad-
dress L. H. Schafer & Co., 103 State
Street, Chicago, Ill. 

AT once, assistant watchmaker and good
engraver. Send sample of engraving and

refs. in first letter, also state salary re-
quired. J. M. Ditto, Monte Vista, Colo.

AT once, an all around watchmaker,
jeweler, plain engraver and good sales-

man. Permanent position for man who can
do most any repair work that comes into
jewelry store in a general line. Pennsylva-
nia town of 8000. Single man preferred
with about eight years' exp.; fine position
for clean-cut, sober man. Send photo, ref.
and full particulars with first letter. Ad-
dress "L 925," care Keystone. 

WATCHMAKER, one who is a good work-
man; one who can do good jewelry re-

pairing; $15 per week. Will take a good
workm ian, f satisfactory, as partner. West
Texas. "P 924," care Keystone. 

OPPORTUNITY for salesman on com-
mission, Omega Watches and side line

jimported ewelry. Omega Watch Co., Hey-
worth Bldg., Chicago.
FINE watchmaker, jeweler and engraver;
$25 week. Will raise the right man.

Must have good habits and best refs.
"M 921," care Keystone.
AT once, first-class optician, plain en-

graver, one who can do some clock and
jewelry repairing. Good chance to learn
watch repairing. State salary. A. J.
Heiman, Barberton, Ohio. 
AT once, competent watchmaker accus-
tomed to railroad work; fair engraver

and jewelry repairer, pleasant disposition
and appearance; reliable. Capable to take
charge. Salary $25 per week. Refs:, sam-
ple of engraving and full particulars in first
letter. jos. Astracan, Amarillo, Tex.  

WANTED-Salesman calling on retail
jewelry trade to carry good side line of

balance staff and jewels on liberal commis-
sion. Goods direct from manufacturer and
highest grade at prices below all others.
State territory you now cover and other
lines you are now covering. Geo. Meikle,
Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 
YOUNG lady, with good ref., to take in

repair work; must be able to repair ordi-
nary clocks and watches. Geo. Reinhardt,
2051 Larimer Street, Denver, Colo. 

WANTED-Watchmaker, jeweler and en-
graver for the season on Mackinac Island.

State salary and send refs. F. D. Lamp-
man, Mackinac Island, Mich.

AT once, a first-class watchmaker, jeweler
and engraver. Send sample of engraving

in first letter. $25 per week. Position per-
manent. Jos. M. Goldberg, Alexandria, La. 

WATCHMAKER, engraver and jewelry re-
pairer. Permanent position for a good

man, optician preferred. Salary, $25 to $30
per week. Apply with refs. and sample
engraving. J. Lowinsohn, Birmingham, Ala. 

WANTED-A first-class watchmaker, rapid
engraver, jeweler and salesman; compe-

tent, sober, industrious man. Permanent
position; good wages; location central Iowa.
State wages wanted. Address "W. C. F. B.
Co.," Waterloo, Iowa.

MAN for clock and jewelry repairing,
window trimming, taking care of stock

and general work in store. Ref. and wages
in first letter. j. D. Taylor, Logansport, Ind.

WANTED-Exp. salesman on commission
basis in such States which are not yet

covered. Inquire Empire Jewelry Case Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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HELP WANTED

WATCHMAKER-First class. Must be
able to do finest watch work, wait on

trade, furnish refs. and invest $5oo. City
of 240,000. Chance of your life. Box 484,
Indianapolis, Ind. 

WANTED-First-class jeweler and en-
graver at once. J. H. Gorden & Co.,

Ft. Worth, Tex. 

FIRST-CLASS jeweler, engraver. Adiron-
dack all-year health resort. "H 943,"

care Keystone.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, jewelry jobber,
clock repairer; one who can do plain en-

graving preferred. Fine modern store in
healthy city of 15,000, New York State.
$15 to start. Must come well recommended.
"B 943," care Keystone.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

ESTABLISHED jewelry store in prosper-
ous community by a practical young 'non

with money to invest. "W 896," care
Keystone.

EXPERIENCED jeweler, watchmaker
wanted to start new business in pros-

perous new town. Write J. C. Hoff, town
site proprietor, Palermo, N. Dak. 

LOCATION wanted by a competent
jeweler; 20 years' exp.; graduate opti-

cian; has own tools, optical instruments,
etc. East preferred, New England States.
Address Jacob S. Sherman, Marcellus,
Mich.

WANTED-Location in good live Iowa
town for a complete new stock of

jewelry. Address N. M. Sala, 1326 W.
Eighth Street, Davenport, Iowa. 

SET watchmaker's tools. Ed. Heinz, West
Salem, Ill. 

WANTED-Location for optician and
jeweler or optician alone; five years' exp.

in drug and jewelry business. West pre-
ferred. Refs. Address "J 916," care
Keystone. 

WANTED-Lathe, must be cheap and in
good condition. State lowest price.

L. M. Beck, Fort Wayne, Ind.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

IN sunny Colorado where the climate is
perfect, where business and profits are

good all the time, in a growing city of
20,000; stock $20,000, business $30,000;
stock and fixtures new. You can't beat it.
"L 686," care Keystone. 
JEWELRY store, southwestern Colorado;

population 6500. Clean stock, good fix-
tures, amount to about $7000. Sales $6000
to $7000 per year. Watch and job work,
1908, $1935.2o. Reasonable discount for
cash. Reason for selling, age 75 years;
eyesight and hearing failing. Address
I. Zeller, Durango, Colo. 
PROSPEROUS jewelry business in town

of 3000 population; only stock in county;
good run of work; stock and fixtures in-
voice about Woo. S. D. Spratt, Monti-
cello, Ark. 
ON account of other business will sell
my Iowa jewelry store. "W goo," care

Keystone.
JEWELRY stock and fixtures in hustling
Maine town; splendid opening for some

one; large country trade to draw from;
$600. John A. Anderson, Yarmouthville, Me.

$15,000 STOCK of diamonds and jewelry
in Oklahoma capital city of 20,000 popu-

lation; yearly sales $17,500; will reduce.
Sell an interest to a practical man with
satisfactory refs. or sell part cash and
time. Douglass Jewelry Company, Guthrie,

4-)ia.JEWELRY store and fixtures, Central In-
diana city of 35,000; fine location; in

present place twelve years. Reasons for
selling going out of business; stock invoices
$12,000, will take 80 cents on dollar. "C
897," care Keystone.
SPLENDID jewelry and optical business,

established so years, in one of best towns
in North Texas, population co,000; nice
clean stock, invoices $5000, fixtures $1000;
a Tiffany reputation. Retiring on account
of poor health; will discount to sell quick;
splendid opportunity. Don't answer unless
you have the cash and mean business. "G
899," care Keystone. 
CONTROLLING interestagoer 8eanet)ire stock

30.0oo. Store modern and up to date.
Clean stock. Annual business over $30,000.
This is an exceptional opportunity; is the
oldest established jewelry business in this
city. Owner wishes to retire front business.

and fixtures in Central Illinois city of

"E 904,"(CcaornetinKueeydstoonn 

p

Keystone.
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued from page 863)

FIFTEEN years' established business in
good Swedish neighborhood; stock and

fixtures will invoice $5000. Other interests
reason for selling. /. Fostrom, 1133 W.
Fifty-ninth Street, Chicago, Ill.

DRUG and jewelry. One of the best.
paying stores in west Central Iowa live

town of 75o. Clean, up to date. Personal
investigation requested. Part time. "K
905," care Keystone.
OLD-ESTABLISHED manufacturing Jew-
dry and repair shop. $2000 to $3000.

Cash only. "S 903," care Keystone. 
WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry and music

business, centrally located in progressive
manufacturing Connecticut town of 3500.
Nice trade from six adjoining towns; 1500
to 3000 population. Other business obliges
me to leave town. Stock has been reduced.
$1500 worth for $800 for quick sale. Half
cash, balance time or mortgage. Who's
first? "F 902," care Keystone. 
JEWELRY business in eastern Illinois
town, 2200 population. Owner died.

Must be sold; settle estate; invoice $i600.
Located in drug store. Address John
Frobish, Onarga, Ill. 
ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical busi-

ness, county seat, 1800 people, in State
of Washington. Large country to draw
from. Bench work $125 to $150 a month.
Stock and fixtures about $4000. Can re-
duce same if wanted. Last year's business
$10,000. Reasons for selling, sickness of
owner. Do not write unless you have
one-half cash of stock. Address Memhard
& Miller, Jewelers, Spokane, Wash. 
OLD-ESTABLISHED and paying jewelry

business in the great Southwest. Only
stock in county seat of 4000. Rapidly de-
veloping section and very fine etiolate.
There being no optician here makes a fine
field. It will take $6000 to $8000 to handle
this, and it is an unusual opportunity.
"H 923," care Keystone.
$4000 JEWELRY and optical business.
New plate-glass fixtures, clean stock, good

run bench work. Located in best block in
town; plate-glass show window. Rent $15
per month. Population 3500. Fine climate
in a rich farrniflg and fruit belt; reason,
poor health. E. L. Gard, Dayton, Wash.
$3000 STOCK of jewelry; could be reduced

to $roo0; part cash, balance good security.
Reasons for selling, other business. Bou-
tette, 440  St. Clair  Street, Toledo, Ohio.
LEADING jewelry store in central Iowa

with an old-established trade; county seat
town. Stock about $5500. Paying bench
work. Rare opportunity. Reason for sell-
ing, ill health. For particulars, write
"E 927," care Keystone.
SAFE investment, jewelry and optical busi-

ness, established r9 years in one of the
best business streets of Philadelphia; about
$5000, can reduce. Books open for inspec-
tion. Good chance for energetic man.
Low rent or will sell property if desired.
For particulars, address "L 930," care Key-
stone.
ACCOUNT of health will sell stock and

fixtures worth $2000 for $r5oo cash by
June ist. Only Jeweler in town of Icon in-
habitants; established 4o years. Write for
particulars. Box 296, Elmore, Ohio.
GOOD paying jewelry business, northern
Ohio town of over 3000. Stock and fix-

. tures invoice $25oo. Can reduce. "W 926,"
care Keystone.
FOR sale, well-established and paying

jewelry store, Georgia town of 35oo;
stock and fixtures invoice $2000; only
jewelry store in town. Will be sold to
highest bidder, May 8, 1909. Sold on ac-
count of death of owner. J. J. Corley,
Administrator, Covington, Ga.
WANTED—Watchmaker with $r000 cash

to buy jewelry store having best trade,
fine location and fixtures. Business $r 1,000
a year. Bench pays expenses. Unusual op-
portunity. Proposition easy to handle. In-
vestigate. Wilbur T. Cook, Paris, Ill.
ONE of the best little jewelry and optical

stores in Massachusetts, doing a good
business. Good reasons for selling.
"S 917," care Keystone.
BEST-ESTABLISHED jewelry store in
southern Iowa. Nice store and fixtures;

optical room. Clean, up-to-date stock in-
voicing about $ti000, can be reduced to
about $5000 or $6000, or little less if de-
sired. Get good prices and make big
money. A rare opportunity. Best reasons
for selling. Don't write unless you have
the cash. "L 920," care Keystone.
JEWELRY and optical business. E. G.

Longcroft, Berlin, Wis. 
THE handsomest jewelry store in the State

of Texas. Average yearly sales for the
past three years $125,000, average yearly
profit 18 per cent. Stock $75,000; capital
required $5o,000, but will talce a partner
who can put in $30,000, provided he is will-
ing and able to take full charge of the
business so that I can take a year's rest.
"L 910," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Busi

ONLY jewelry store in town of 800.
Stock and fixtures about $700 or $750.

Established 14 years. Good reasons for
selling; southwestern Iowa town. For full
particulars address F. A. Furman, River-
ton, Iowa.

MONEY maker, $5000 jewelry stock, new.
Only stock in western Illinois town of

2000. Bench work $r5o month. A. M.
Record, Bloomington, Ill.
SNAP in Old Virginia; population 4000;
about one thousand wealthy Southerners

added during summer. Only jeweler in
place; all work one man can do. Stock
and fixtures about two thousand dollars.
Cash only. Must quit bench. "P 912,"
care Keystone.
VERY profitable and prominent New York

wholesale jewelry house; high reputation;
established 25 years; large city, office and
outside trade; will retire in favor of a con-
scientious and reliable successor. Moderate
capital required. Rare opportunity. "H 922,"
care Keystone.
JEWELRY store, finest located in Oranges;
no better in this country for amount

asked. Address Box 20, Elmwood Hotel,
South Walnut Street, East Orange, N. J._ _
HERE is an opportunity of a lifetime for
some enterprising jeweler who wishes to

invest wisely and win good success. Ill
health compels me to sacrifice my jewelry
stock of about $19oo for 75 cents on the
dollar. Fine location in central part of best
town of ioo inhabitants for trade in Ohio
town which has known nothing of so-
called "hard times." Large manufacturing
and agricultural interests here. Room used
continuously as a jewelry store for over
thirty-five years. You can deal with me,
but you must do it quickly if you wish a
bargain. A. C. Ohl, New London, Ohio.
VERY attractive opening for jeweler with
some capital; best business in town of its

size in northern Ohio; population 1500;
new, clean stock; good repair trade; satis-
factory reasons for selling. E. M. Golding,
1429 Williamson Bldg., Cleveland Ohio.
TWO jewelry stores, well located in

thriving towns, little competition, $2000
to $5000 to handle. Good reasons for sell-
ing; genuine opportunities. For particulars,
address S. Meyer & Co., 320 Germain
Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
JEWELRY-optical business, western New
York village. Annual business $6000.

Stock and fixtures about $2soo. Splendid
opportunity to secure established business.
"M 933," care Keystone.
JEWELRY store, invoice $4000, in north-

eastern part of Illinois. Have the larg-
est stock in town and leading business.
Only two other jewelry stores. Population
of town 6000; wanting to dispose of busi-
ness on account of poor health. For par-
ticulars, write "U 806," care Keystone._ _
WELL-ESTABLISHED business, one of

best towns in State, population ro,000,
one hundred miles from Denver. Stock
and fixtures $12,000 for cash; no others
need apply. Fine proposition. If inter-
ested, write W. W. Hamilton jewelry Co.,
Denver, Colo.
ESTABLISHED jewelry-optical business,
good live town southern Minnesota;

population, 35oo; railroad division; good
summer resort. Stock and fixtures invoice
about $3400. Good, clean up-to-date stock,
satisfactory reasons for selling. Cash only,
"R 935," care Keystone.
$5900 BUYS old-established well-paying

jewelry business in live town of i 1,000.
Write for particulars. "W 937," care
Keystone.
JEWELRY store, city of 5o,tioo, south-

western Ohio; established three years,
practically new stock and fixtures; rent only
15, including light and heat, invoice about
1200. Take cash with liberal discount, or

credit on part. Good reasons for selling.
"F 939," care Keystone.
OLD-ESTABLISHED business on promi-
nent thoroughfare in Philadelphia. Emil

Spies, 21[29 N. Front St., Phila., Pa.
FIXTURES of a business doing $3000 a

year; $200 bulky stock, $15o; fine Iowa
town 700 and a hustler, 18 miles either way
to a good workman; located in fine drug
store, only one here; a snap. "R 944,
care Keystone.
HAVING two stores in Salt Lake City,

population roo,000, I am desirous of sell-
ing one; both on the main street and the
best locations in city. Fixtures and stock
$3000 to $5000. Will sell to suit purchaser.
Address C. E. W. Bowers, 219 Main St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
GOOD paying, well-established jewelry

store on Sixty-third St., Chicago, Ill.
Carries a watch inspectorship. About a
$6000 proposition. Call or address, Lapp &
Flershem, 156 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

MODERN jewelry store in At manufactur-
ing town of 3000. Stock invoices $7250;

will sell for $6000, part cash, balance se-
cured by note. Store leased, rent low, ex-
cellent opportunity. Apply Box 49, Strath-
roy, Ontario.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

THE pioneer jewelry business of Henry &
Deming, Cobalt, Ontario, the greatest sil-

ver mining camp in the world. This is,
without doubt, the best business in Canada,
considering population, and will pay for it-
self in one year. Someone will get this
snap, so hustle, Mr. Jeweler, if you want it.
Stock clean, new, up to date; $6000 takes
part cash. Practically no opposition. Will
lease store, which is best location in city.
Best of reasons for selling. Address J. M.
Henry, Box 338, Leamington, Ont.
SPLENDID established jewelry location,
town 8000. Reduce to $750 and dis-

count 20 per cent. Cash only. No trades.
Address "S 946," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDIR THIS BRAWN° Taira CMS'S Pia WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

REMINGTON typewriter in first-class
order. Wheeler & Son, Salem,  N. J.

SET of tools, complete stock of material
and material cabinets, crystals and crystal

cabinet, bench, safe. 5210 Anderson Ave.,
Wichita, Kans.
OPTICAL trial case, adjustable frame, fine
shape; cost $8o, first check $40 takes it.P. 0. Box 295, Muncy, Pa. 

KEYSTONE, June, i9oo, to December,
1908, inclusive; Jewelers' Circular-Weekly,January, 1903, to August, 1904. All Ar

condition. Make offer. New No. ro Tur-
ner alcohol blowpipe, $2.75; cost $4.50.New Jacot pivot lathe, $5.00; cost
A. W. Hildenbrand, Quincy, Ill. 
MOSELEY lathe, 31 wire chucks, face

plate, countershaft, foot wheel, like new,
$40; slide rest, $20; Lancaster engraving
block, $6; 48 punch, 15 Stubs staking toil,
$3.50; two vises, $1, $32 2405 West Thirty-
second Ave., Denver, Colo.
SEVEN vols of Keystone, 1902 to 1908; a

bargain, fine condition. C. J. Schroeder,
Manning, ICHN2. 
NEW Eaton & Glover engraving machine;

three sets of type; all attachments. New
three-ton Mosier safe, large regulator,
polishing lathe, large crystal cabinet, two
64-foot show cases, 17 in. high, with
counters; all kinds bench tools; bargain.
Wm. Brokaw,  Sturgis, Mich. 
KOLL-TOP walnut jeweler's bench; cheap.

Chas. L. Miller, Bloomington, Ill. 
STANDARD automatic surfacing machine
on table and 29 pairs laps; costs $x16;

almost new; $8o, or you can make any
offer. L. Wallach, Austin, Tex.
ONE Moseley slide rest and cutters, $28;
good as new for i x 2 lathe. C. H.

Frederickson, La Porte, Ind. 
SAUNTER Modern Horology; in good

order, except five plates have been cut
out. Price $4. N. S. North Moodus, Conn.
LARGE Cary safe, almost new. Have
gone out of business and will sell cheap.

Address, Box 555, Osceola, Iowa,
HALL'S burglar-proof safe, $5o; inside 9

in. wide, 12 in. deep, /5 in. high. 601
Hancock, West Detroit, Mich.
JEWELERS' rolls, Oliver, used three

months, cheap. F. L. Hervieux, Spring
Street, Rochester, N. Y.
AUTOMOBILE, Holsman, carriage style.
Good as new; only run a few hundred

miles. Cost, fully equipped, $800. Will
sell cheap or exchange for diamonds and
watches. Have larger car. J. H. Sides,
Chestertown, Md.
GENEVA trial case, complete, good condi-

tion, seal leather. Cost . Keystone
list. First i8 takes it. A. W. Dula, Dula
Bldg., Lenoir, N. C.
LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 886,"

care Keystone.
KEYSTONES, 1892 to r909, with three
numbers missing. Make an offer. J. A.

Masters, Doon, Iowa.
AT one-fourth value, one optical bench,
complete, with diamond drill lens cutter

and motor; one New Century engraving
machine, full set of type. McKinney's
Jewelry Store, Palestine, Tex.
RIVETT lathe, new style Culman balance
chuck, 23 wire chucks, countershaft, good

condition. "J 941," care Keystone.
GAS mantels, best quality; lowest prices.
E. R. Hough, Dept. 14, Johnstown, N. Y.

FINE set of tools and lathe, all complete,
will invoice near $150; will take $75 fora

quick trade. Move now if you want it.
John H. Koontz, Stewardson, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDRR THIS HEADING THRIGI CENTS Pia WORD

DRUGS, prescription goods, patents, for
stock, jewelry, safe, National register,

drug fixtures. Doan Bros., Hopkinton,
Iowa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

NO. 3 Francis engraving machine, used one
season. "M 934," care Keystone.

FOR SALE or exchange good jewelry and
optical business in town of r000, no op-

position; stock and fixtures invoice $3000,
can reduce. Lock Box 273, Spencer, Nebr.

BRAND new $40.00 trial case (opticians):
will exchange for good as new New

Model Webster-Whitcomb lathe, foot wheel
and counter shaft. Write what you have.
G. Jamison, Franklin, N. C.

A FEW high-grade phonographs for sale,
or will exchange for a New Model Cen-

tury engraving machine. Address Jeweler,
Box 81, Madison, Ill.

ONE $400 piano, used about two months,
will take $300 cash or will exchange for

watches, diamonds. Adress Jeweler, Box
81, Madison, Ill. 

ONE ro-foot oak wall case, one 14-foot
oak clock shelf, for plain gold rings or

filled cases. F. Overstreet, Paxton, Ill. 

DENSMORE typewriter, $40. Cost, new,
$100. For shotgun, tools, material or

watches. Interest in lead mine for auto-
mobile. J. Await, Joplin, Mo.

REVOLVING display case for small floor
,,or upright case. A. L. Neuenschwander,

Payne, Ohio.

WANTED—Second-hand jewelers' lathe,
bench, tools and polishing lathe. Cash,

or can exchange good typewriter or phono-
graph. Robt. B. English, New Castle, Pa.

GENEVA optical case, complete, cost $6o;
trade for bench and tools. Will buy

watchmaker's tools in good condition; mean
business. "C 907," care Keystone.

8o ACRES improved farm, western Wiscon-
sin. Price, $3000; $1500 cash, balance in

jewelry, fixtures, tools, materials, or what
have you? Box 4, Plum City, Wis. 
16o ACRES Dickey, N. Dak., land; black

soil, all level, fenced, small house and
barn; go acres plowed. Will trade for
stock of jewelry or diamonds. Box 316,
Winterset, Iowa.
ONE of best jewelry stores central Illinois
town of 3500. Stock and fixtures invoice

about $8500. Can reduce. Drawing busi-
ness from twenty-two surrounding towns;
three best railroads in State. Annual sales
$15,000. Reasons for selling, failing eye-
sight. Would consider good Illinois land
clear of incumbrance worth the money. If
you are looking for business location, don't
overlook this. "J. H. R.," care Geo. Cook,
138 East Forty-second Place, Chicago, Ill.
EATON & GLOVER engraving machine, in
good condition (taken for a debt). Will

sell reasonably for cash or will trade for
Edison Graphophone with up-to-date rec-
ords, or what have you? Address "0 045,"
care Keystone.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THRii CIXTI FIR WORD

WANTED—Ten thousand empty movement
boxes at once. Ship via freight to-day.

Edward C Saks, Mansfield, Pa.
BEWARE of secondhand Clement corn-

bined lathe attachments offered for sale;
they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.
SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-

makers' use. First-class condition. Prices
from $35, $50, $75 upwards. Enhaus &
Son, 31 John St., New York City.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

ESCAPEMENT models completely lined
out with all the necessary material, will

be sent to any address on receipt of $5.00.
The best window attraction a jeweler can
have. For particulars write to the St.
Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

CASH paid for all kinds of boxes that
watch movements are sold in, including

glass front and back cases and Elgin or
Waltham plush-lined wood cases; also all
kinds material, movements, watches, watch
cases, watch glasses, etc. Send list to
John Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield,
Mass. 
THREE gross best ruby and sapphire bal-

ance jewels in cabinet, $36. Tarbox &
Gordon, Omaha, Nebr. 
FINE Swiss independent 4-second move-

ment, 18 size, with sweep-second hand;
nickel; two mainsprings, full ruby jeweled,
key winder, chrono. balance breguet hair-
spring, fitted in nickel case. Suitable for
watchmaker's bench. Price, $1o. Enhaus &
Son, 31 John Street, New York City.

SPECIAL NOTICES

WATCH jeweling, American, English or
Swiss, balance or plate; compass or cali-

per jewels reset so cents. Send $r for
three dozen assorted jewels for jobbing pur-
poses. A. F. Freeland, Watch, clock and
Chronometer Jewel Maker, 387 Washington
St., Boston, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEAVING THREE CENTS PIK WORD

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place. W K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago. 
NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som St. to 807 Sansom St., Philadelphia,

where I will continue to buy all kinds of
gold and silver; also refine all kinds of
jewelers' waste containing gold or silver.
Send by mail or express and receive prompt
attention. J. L. Clark, established 1870. 

DO you need money? If so send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash
prices paid for entire jewelry stocks; will
send our representative if necessary; busi-
ness confidential; national bank refs. H.
Schwartz, 903 Hey worth Building, Chi-
cago, Ill. 
ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill. 
PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any

photo on watches, dials, brooches and
lockets., Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York. 
WANTED—Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 721. 

ALL your empty movement boxes—Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford

and South Bend. Shipments are valued
day of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you; in case our
estimate is not satisfactory will be returned
at our expense. Edward C. Sacks, Mans-
field, Pa. 
COOPER & SON, 721 Sansom St., Phila-

delphia. Watch work for the trade.
Send trial package. 
BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-

bined lathe attachments offered for sale;
they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. It J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York.
I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and Jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of ref.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 552 E.
Forty-sixth P'1., Chicago, Ill. 

OUR electric clocks are good sellers, try
them. For more information address

Box 569, St. Louis, Mo. 

METAL dials. All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 203 Lexington St.,
Waltham, Mass.
ENGRAVERS are always in demand. If

you can't engrave, or want to improve,
let me teach you by mail. W. K. Dunmore,
Sterling, Ill.
MAKE your imitation pearls hold tight.

Will show you how to make post so you
cannot take them off without breaking.
Suitable for everything. Send one dollar
for formula. Herman Kirch, 152 Lubeck
Street, Chicago, Ill. 
IRALSON pays cash for diamonds. When

you need money or want to sell out,
communicate with me. I will give you a
square deal and quick returns. I buy
more diamonds and watches for cash than
any dealer in the United States. National
bank refs. M. Iralson, 410 Masonic Tem-
ple, Chicago.
WANTED—Difficult watch repairing of all

kinds, at the shortest notice. Will buy
American key movements, also old verge
movements or verge bridges. Broadbent,

4 S. Forty-second St., Phila., Pa. 
THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute never cut prices,

pay car fare or commission to jewelers to
obtain students. We give more practical
work and instruction than any other similar
school. We deceive no one by claiming to
make finished workmen of everyone in a
few months. We have a national reputa-
tion for fair dealing and business-like meth-
ods. Our instructors are the best, but the
tuition is not the lowest. We limit the at-
tendance to twenty-four students The
benches are nearly always occupied. We
are obliged to turn away many who wish to
attend. This shows the reputation of the
institute. Write for particulars. Drs. Tar-
box and Gordon.

Too Late for Classification
HELP WANTED—Good watchmaker want-

ing steady position would do well by
writing to M. E. Grimes, Statesboro, Ga.
HELP WANTED—Skilled watchmaker, en-

graver; one who can do some stone set-
ting and jewelry repairing preferred. Refs.,
age, wages, habits, sample engraving. G. H.
McKelvey, St. Joseph, Mo. 
FOR SALE—Engraving machine, Eaton &

Glover, twentieth century, complete, in
first-class condition; $6o cash F. 0. B.
Denver. The Lewis Jewelers' Supply Co.,
1622 Arapahoe St., Denver, Colo.

COOPER C81, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK

Send Trial Package

SCHOOLS AND PROMISES
Schools that keep their promises, promise
nothing they cannot do, others are
examples of what a good school is not.
Circulars free.

Canadian Horological Institute
S. W. Cir. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.

H. R. PLATTNER, DIRFCTOlt

Watch Repairer for the Trade
Careful Reliable Prompt

Trade References PrIcs-List on Request

A. D. PAPAZIEN
Cockroft Bldg. 71-73 Nassau St., New York

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the "Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. MOORIM

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Established 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your lost rile-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
sues than ho can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

WATCH REPAIRING
THE KIND YOU GAN GALL YOUROWN

LO 
,

WINSW.,KRAUSE &CO.
76.1.1PLIC
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Don't judge a man's ability
by his appearance, or by
what he might say about

himself. INVESTIGATE. Look
UJ) our record for making profits5le

(We guarantee large profits.)
Read what a few of the many
Jewelers think of

Gentlemen :-It gives us great pleasure to state
you certainly made a very remarkable sale for us,
and received a good profit on the goods sold. Our
stock was $8o,000 and you gentlemen sold $4o,000
in 16 days during the month of January. We
are more than satisfied and you gentlemen deserve
great credit.

M. L. LICHTENSTEIN 8z BROS.
Salt Lake, Utah.

MR. A. L. GOTTLIEB.
Dear Sir:-Allow us to present you with a few

lines as a token of our appreciation for your valuable
services rendered us as an Auctioneer. An eloquent
speaker you are indeed, a wonder in your profession,
and all my friends, and those who attended our sale,
which lasted four weeks, are of the same opinion.

You made a large, successful and most profit-
able sale for us, and we most earnestly believe you
lead them all as an Auctioneer in every respect.
We cheerfully recommend you to anyone wishing
to make a successful and profitable sale.

Yours very truly,
LICHTENSTEIN CO.

Per M. L.

San Francisco, Cal.

can a-- jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

HOW can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction?

I-Tow can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED

METHOD

EXTRA FINISH

WELL TEMPERED

HIGHLY LUSTERED

5524.
5525.
5534.
5555.
F564.
F565.
554.
555.

5354.
5355,

12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames  
12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "  
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " .
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow
*0 K., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "
1() K., 1-30 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable "

Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings
5194. 1-30 10 K., St 20 ; Cable, $5.20 per dozen
1.594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38; " 5.38 "

F5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 "

dozen

7.00
  7.no
8.75
5.40

  6.00
 5,00
6  00

  9.25
5.40

LENSES IMMENSE STOCK ONHAND. Can ship at once

Sphero-Cy tinders, Cylinders and Spherical.

TORSO, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
IH-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIG I IT.

We carry a complete line in stock, uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eye
rimless 0 and 00 eye ; in 2, 8 and 4-hole

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow cash discount

10 per cetil.

INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE
Periscopic Convex or Double

Per Dozen
let Qual. 2d Qua.

$1.05 .70
1.12 .77
1.26 .90

CEMENTED BIFOCAL, 1st QUALITY
"INTERCHANUEABLE"

1 EYE, 03.12 0 EY Eh $8.25
00 EYE, $8,63 PER In.M.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
Usual advance on strong numbers
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 per cent.

NTINGS and Great Reduction in the Price of " Ilikit " Eyeglass Mountings and Frames
Gold Filled Rimless 1-10-12 K., $7.50 per Doz. 70c. per l'r.
(Sold F I I Itil lliniless K., $7.00 per Doz.
Solid I0 K. Gold Rimless, $15.00 per Doz. $1.40 per l'r.
Solid Pi K. 1:1,1,1 Interchangeable Frames, $24.00 per lloz.
Gold Edled Interchangeable Frames 1-10-12 K., $10.50 per $1)20.z0.031Tr.010r.per  Pr.
Gold Filled Interchangeable Frames 1-30-12 K., $9.50 per Doz.

Those with Rims are interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 'Ice Tye.

SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold filled 12 " !ilk t " 1110tIntings, etched MI lenses,
I n neat vet t;(1 -lined case for fitting $8  50 net

Hundreds of references and daily paper

notices furnished in correspondence.

A. L. GOTTLIEB & CO., A  Telephone, Randolph 1339
Auctioneers Suite 1011-13 CHICAGO, ILL.

112 Dearborn Street

They are strictly Sanitary Suction Guard.
They are very comfortable and fit well.
They have a rigid bar and especially desir-

able for prescription glasses.
They are almost invisible vhen worn.
They are readily adjusted with one

and more popular than any other
style.

We guarantee their durability.
We furnish advertising free when goods are

ordered.
They are the best and cheapest fingerpiece

mountings to be had anywhere.
Don't Buy a Trinl Case

until you see the AUDEMAIR
THE ACME

OF PERFECTION
From $10.00 to $85.00

For Office, in Oak, Cherry and Leather,
Also Traveling, With Divisions for Stock
and Lenses. None Better Made.

The Spencer Optical Compan
Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Lane

y Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New York, U.S. A.
Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alumno and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; al

so Cases for t I o; s.(no;

SPECIAL.-10 per cent. for cash where liberal quantities are ordered, except where net price is stated
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A. L. GOTTLIEB & CO

JEWELERS
Protect Your Interest

Don't judge a man's ability
by his appearance, or by
what he might say about

himself. INVESTIGATE. Look

up our record for making profitable
sales.

(We guarantee large profits.)
Read what a few of the many
Jewelers think of

GOTTLIEB & Co.
Gentlemen :-It gives us great pleasure to state

you certainly made a very remarkable sale for us,
and received a good profit on the goods sold. Our
stock was $8o,000 and you gentlemen sold $4o,000
in 16 days during the month of January. We
are more than satisfied and you gentlemen deserve
great credit.

M. L. LICHTENSTEIN & BROS.
Salt Lake, Utah.

MR. A. L. GOTTLIEB,
Dear Sir :-Allow us to present you with a few

lines as a token of our appreciation for your valuable
services rendered us as an Auctioneer. An eloquent
speaker you are indeed, a wonder in your profession,
and all my friends, and those who attended our sale,
which lasted four weeks, are of the same opinion.

You made a large, successful and most profit-
able sale for us, and we most earnestly believe you
lead them all as an Auctioneer in every respect.
We cheerfully recommend you to anyone wishing
to make a successful and profitable sale.

Yours very truly,
LICHTENSTEIN CO.

Per M. L.
San Francisco, Cal.

Hundreds of references and daily paper

notices furnished in correspondence.

112 Dearborn Street

Auctioneers Suite 1011-13 CHICAGO, ILL.
•ip   Telephone, Randolph 1339

IdE
How can a- jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order

and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,

with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?

And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.

Write now.

The Emeon GLoveT CORTrApZIMY, Sayre, Pa.

Business

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1 0 00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED

METHOD

EXTRA FINISH

WELL TEMPERED

HIGHLY LUSTERED

Increasing! Reason? Best Goods, Least Money
N,..
5524.
5525.
5554.
5555.
F564.
F565.
554.
555.

5354.
5355.

l'er dozen

7.00
7.50
8.75
5.40
6.60
5.00
6  00
4  25
5.40

12 K., 1-10 Hiding Bow Frames  
12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "  
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " .
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames 
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable'
10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow
'0 K., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable "

Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings
5104. 1-30 10 K., 84.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per dozen
594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38 ; " 6.38 "

F5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 "

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow cash discount

10 per cent.

LENSES IMMENSE STOCK ONHAND. Can ship at once
Sphero-Cylinders, Cylinders and Sphericals

TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
BI-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryp

We carry a complete line in stoc
rimless 0 and 00 e

1111E114kt
tok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.
k, uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eye
ye ; in 2, 3 and 4-hole

INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE
Periscopic Convex or Double

Per Dozen
1st Qual. 2d Qual.

1 eye - $1.05 .70
0 " - 1.12 .77
00 " - 1.26 .90

CEMENTED BIFOCAL, 1st QUALITY
"INTERCHANGEAEBLk 88.25

0 

,"

1 
EYE,

58Y12 

0 y

, $3.63 PER DOZ.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
Usual advancleoopnerstereonntg. numbers
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 

L66 11 
  11 K T 9 9 MOUNTINGS and

FRAMES

I M PROVED FINGERPIECE Eyeglass

"ILIKIT" EYEGLASSES

They are strictly Sanitary Suction Guard,
They are very comfortable and fit well.
They have a rigid bar and especially desir-

able for prescription glasses.
They are almost invkilde when worn.
They are readily adjusted with one hand,

and more popular than any other
style.

We guarantee their durability.
We furnish advertising free when goods art.

ordered.
They are the best and cheapest fingerpiece

mountings to he lain anywhere.

Great Reduction in the Price of " Ilikit " Eyeglass Mountings and Frames
Gold Filled Rimless 1-10-12 K., $7.50 per Doz. 70c. per Pr.
Gold Filled I Unless 1-30-12 K., $7.00 per Doz.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless, $15.00 per Doz. $1.40 per Pr.
Solid 10 K. (told Interchangeable Fratiu•s, $24.00 per Doz. $2.00 per Pr.
Gold Filled interchangeable Frames 1-10-12 K., $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.
Gold Filled Interchangeable Fraineii 1-30-12 K., $9.50 per Dec.

Those with Elms are interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 04) 1:,

SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold filled 12 " mountings, etched on leases,
in neat velvet-hued ease for fitting $8  50 net

No. 990

Don
until you see the

t Buy a Trial Case AUDEMAIR From $10.00 to $85.00 and Lenses. None Better Made.

' THE ACME For Office, In Oak, Cherry and Leather,
OF PERFECTION Also Traveling, With Divisions for Stock

The Spencer Optical Compan
Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Lane

y Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New York, U.S. A.
Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alumno and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the same

SPECIAL.-10 per cent. for cash where liberal quantities are ordered, except where net price is stated



se Both Barrels
RELIANCE PLATE COMMUNITY SILVER

E DEALER who
arries our new

Reliance Plate

Louis XVI
Design

I. in addition to

OMMUNITY
SILVER

makes a killing.

With Community Silver he appeals strongly to the
large class of plated-ware users who rightly believe
the best to be the most economical.

While with Reliance Plate he satisfies the demand for
reliable plated ware at very low cost.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD
ONEIDA, N.Y.

See pages 742 and 743



The
Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

Now It's The
Lord Elgin

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch—now it's here—the

LORD
ELGIN

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

  PAIN, „ „
"7")T2f Wirt,SAWSK Thltper, 4.vit eft)

••■•• ■1111.115666,,, •

WORLD OVER

13 eautifully adapted for the jeweler's stock and
show case display—the New Pocket Edition
Gillette Safety Razor is becoming an impor-

tant feature in the best retail jewelry stores.
The demand over the retail counter is astonishing. Every old Gillette user

wants the New Pocket Edition and it makes new friends at sight.
The set consists of handle and blade box, either triple silver-plated or 14 K.

gold-plated. The pocket case is of gold, silver or gun metal—plain polished or
richly engraved in Floral or Empire designs. It is so neat and compact that it will
fit like a card case in the waistcoat pocket or slip into the side of a traveling bag
—the blades are fine. Prices, $5.00 to $7.50.

For the special use of the jewelry trade, the Gillette Company has designed a
tray lined with purple velvet, size of the regular watch tray—contains wells for
twelve razors. These trays are made in various hardwood finishes to match the
store fixtures and are shipped free of cost with the initial order for a dozen razors.
Aside from the sales of the razor, the business in blades is a steady income for a store.

Two additions to the Gillette line this season are the Gillette Brush—a brush
of Gillette quality, bristles gripped in hard rubber ; and the Gillette Shaving Stick
—a soap worthy of the Gillette Safety Razor. The stick is enclosed in a sanitary
nickel box : both soap and brush are packed in attractive cartons. They will be
welcomed by Gillette users everywhere.

Write us for full information. Get our suggestions on popular assortment.
Talk to your jobber about it.

Canadian Office:
63 St. Alexander St., Montreal

London Office:
17 Holborn Viaduct, E. C.

GILLETTE SALES CO.
612 Kimball Building, Boston

Factories : Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

New York : Times Bldg.
Chicago : Stock Exchange

Building

NO STROPPING NO HONING
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the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Beautifully adapted for the jeweler's stock and
show case display—the New Pocket Edition
Gillette Safety Razor is becoming an impor-

tant feature in the best retail jewelry stores.
The demand over the retail counter is astonishing. Every old Gillette user

wants the New Pocket Edition and it makes new friends at sight.
The set consists of handle and blade box, either triple silver-plated or 14 K.

gold-plated. The pocket case is of gold, silver or gun metal—plain polished or
richly engraved in Floral or Empire designs. It is so neat and compact that it will
fit like a card case in the waistcoat pocket or slip into the side of a traveling bag
—the blades are fine. Prices, $5.00 to $7.50.

For the special use of the jewelry trade, the Gillette Company has designed a
tray lined with purple velvet, size of the regular watch tray--contains wells for
twelve razors. These trays are made in various hardwood finishes to match the
store fixtures and are shipped free of cost with the initial order for a dozen razors.
Aside from the sales of the razor, the business in blades is a steady income for a store.

Two additions to the Gillette line this season are the Gillette Brush—a brush
of Gillette quality, bristles gripped in hard rubber ; and the Gillette Shaving Stick
—a soap worthy of the Gillette Safety Razor. The stick is enclosed in a sanitary
nickel box : both soap and brush are packed in attractive cartons. They will be
welcomed by Gillette users everywhere.

Write us for full information. Get our suggestions on popular assortment.
Talk to your jobber about it.

Canadian Office:
63 St. Alexander St., Montreal

London Office:
17 Holborn Viaduct, E. C.

GILLETTE SALES CO.
612 Kimball Building, Boston

Factories : Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

New York : Times Bldg.
Chicago : Stock Exchange

Building
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A FEW OF THE

Best Business-Getters of the Year

i 30

6148/49

923

6129

061 01

11.We have a very large and varied assortment of the above enameled goods in variousstyles which we have not room to illustrate. In addition to our beautiful line of goods
of this character we are putting forth every effort to have something new and salable for our trade.

111The great success we have had with Our Stone Jewelry in Buttons, Scarf Pins, Collar Pins, Handy

Pins, Fobs, etc., etc., has encouraged us to add to it very largely for the Fall and if you were surprised

at our wonderful showing in the Spring you will be even more so at the display we will put before you

when our salesmen call on you for your Fall orders. 41,If they don't call on you let us send you a

memorandum package and convince you of the facts we have set forth. COur interests are mutual.

We want your business and are going to give you the goods and prices that will get it.

A 10 K. Line that is 10K.

IaNrite us for our Catalog
proposition. Your name
only appears

Factory: 251 N. J. R. R. Avenue
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

869
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Are you looking for QUALITY? If so, ask for the

RIVETT LATHE

This Lathe is made for our "Ideal " Chucks

Full Size, New Model " Ideal " Chuck

Rivett Lathes and Chucks are acknowledged to be the most
accurate in the country by our best mechanics, and this accuracy is due,
in part, to our Grinders.

The Rivett Internal Grinders are famous the world over as
well as our Lathes.

If you are a mechanic you will see the quality and improvement of
our lathes. They are made of special material and are rigidly inspected
for accuracy. Their durability and superiority as well as other points
are best shown by the fact that the Rivett has successfully passed all
competitive tests for accuracy, quality and improvements.

jar Write for our latest circular describing the new
"Ideal" Lathe Chucks

RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO. Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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41, CAN you rely upon the ACC URAC Y of your LA THE or are you simply us

ing it as a makeshift until you

decide to get something better ? Well, here's an opportunity. We have medium-priced Lathes that

are absolutely true and accurate in every detail and offer them in the Combi
nations listed below at unusually attractive

prices. These outfits are made up of dependable Lathes and Attachments that are backed 
by our unqualified guar-

antee. Write us for further information. We have many other combinations and are con
fident we can please you.

LATHE COMBINATION CI only $38.90

Net Cash

SOLID OAK BENCH No. 2

A well built bench, will not warp or split. has eight drawers,

apron drawer and chalk box. Size, 38 inches high; 40 inches long

and 26 inches wide.

THE E. & J. S. SPECIAL LATHE

This is a genuine Boley Lathe ; finely finished
and one that we can safely recommend as
satisfactory and reliable

Combination consists of 6 split chucks, 2 step ch ii I cement and

1 screw chuck, 8 brass cement chucks, belting and chuck stand.

COUNTERSHAFT No. 12
Nickel plated; black pulleys

FOOT WHEEL No. I
Grooved

THE ENTIRE OUTFIT DI as Illustrated, only $26.07 Net Cash

OAK FINISH BENCH No. 4

Strongly built of elm and finished in oak. Has four

drawers, apron drawer and chalk hole. Dimensions are same

as bench No. 2.

FOR

MEW
GENEVA LATHE

Combination as illustrated
Full nickel plated, well made, absolutely true. Gives general

satisfaction for regular watch work, when heavy turning is not required.
Packed in wood box.

OTHER COMBINATIONS SEE OUR CATALOGUE

FOR NEW TOOLS WE ARE HEADQUARTERS.

liC,•• •

COUNTERSHAFT No. 12
Nickel plated; black pulleys

FOOT WHEEL No. I
Grooved

We always have the latest and most reliable devices and
take care of all mail orders promptly and carefully. Ask

for our TOOL, MATERIAL and OPTICAL .CATALOGUE if you have not 
received a copy. We send it free of all charges to the legitimate trade upon receipt of

request with business card.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

s7

"What Ye Sow Shall Ye Also Reap"
is a truism spoken over 1900
years ago. We haven't been
in business quite that long,
but 35 years of them have
been agriculturally em-
ployed in making "the Des-
ert blossom as the Rose,"
and during this period of
Sowing Activity we have
never changed the Seed.
The Sower enables you to
draw your moral conclu-
sions, but your commercial
instincts are served best in
explaining that Sowing Seeds
of Money's Worth, Top
Notch Prices, Accurate
Valuations and Quickest
Returns in the field of Old
Gold, Silver, etc., brings yearly its harvest from
rows of Wide-awake Jewelers. Such a policy reverses
the ordinary methods adopted in the buying up of Old
Gold, Silver, Filled Cases, Plated Jewelry, etc. These are
the seeds we have been sowing for 35 years, and what we
reap is a harvest of friends and their friends' friends.

START PLANTING NOW

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co.
Heyworth Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Arcade Bldg., SEATTLE, WASH. 32 Union Square, NEW YORK CITY

the fur-
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77 ZYLOLOID BARRETTE AND COMB
FINDINGS AND ZYLOLOID CEMENT
No. of

Illustration

Shell Amber

BARRETTE AND COMB FINDINGS

NAME Will fit Nos.

5 105 CATCHES, Small will fit Nos. 25, 26, 55,

6 106 
64 

Large will fit Nos. 27, 573 •
7 107 

e Small double ' 35 • • •
8 108 Large •

16 37 . . .

9 log Small flasge '' 45 • •
10 110 La 

•44

rge " 47 . .  It

15 115 JOINTS, Small split " 25, 26,35,
45, 55  

16 116 Large split Nos. 27 .
17 117 Single 47 .
18 118 Block, small " 37 .44

19 119 ' large " 38 .
25 125 PINS,  .   " 5,15
26 126 " 5,15
27 127 " 6, 16
35 135
37 137
45 145
47 147
55 155
57J 157J

1(

3" long

3" double
',

7, 15
" 8, is
" 9, . .
" 10,17 .
" 5,15 . .

3" split
3"
3"

5" extra heavy ready
Jointed No. 6 . - • • • •

65 165 C 0 M B, Sides 3" long  
67 167 Testh 3" "
77 177 3" Crinkled

Zyloloid Cement
The greatest scientific

discovery to cement cellu-

loid, known as shell, amber

and ivory, combs, hair orna-

ments, toilet sets (in all

colors), knife, cane and um-

brella handles, piano keys,

pipe and cigar holder mouth-

pieces. The only efficient

medium for setting stones in

combs and hair ornaments.

No. G19. Zyloloid, per
bottle . . . $0.25

No. G20. Zyloloid, per
large bottle   .50

No. H411. Glazoloid,
imparts a brilliant and
permanent luster to
shell combs, etc.

Price per bottle . . . .25

Something New and Use-
ful for Watch Repairers

Here is the tool you have been looking

for and never before found. The illustration

on right side shows exactly what it will do.

Tire most simple, quickest mid durable tool on the
market for

REMOVING DENTS
and putting eases hi shape which have become sprung.
This is a part of the repair business which has always

caused more or less trouble to every jeweler. Made to

fit any size Watch Case or Locket.

PARKER'S DENT REMOVER
No. H161, Price $1.75

Free directions with each tool. Made of hard wood.

Price
per doz.

I Shell
(dark)
Amber
(light)

$0.30
.30
.50
.50
.50
.50

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.40

.50

.50

.75

.50
; .75

.30

.75

.30

.30

.50
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SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
SUPPLY HOUSE IN THE. wc)pti_c, HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for Our Double-Sized Catalogue-Sent
Free of all Charges.

Sole Distributers of BLACK SHIELD PRODUCTS

BLACK SHIELD OIL BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS

s73

CROWN CHUCK No. 50

For enlarging or cutting deeper crowns of watch cases.

A movable plug in' the stem regulates the depth required for

various sizes. Four caps of various sizes are supplied with

each to hold crowns from small to large. Stem fits in No. 50

wire chuck.
Price, each, $1.50

Engelsman's Patent Bayonet Automatic Locking

The acknowledged superiority of this tweezer over any other

of its kind is due to its ninny improvements and innovations.

lst.-It will be noticed that the points are grooved, thereby

pertnitting any stone to be gripped firmer and better than by

any other land of stone tweezer.
2d.-It is purposely made a " Bayonet " iii shape because any

stone can be shown or examined advantageously. It also

enables the user to count particularly small sizes of stones,

easier, quicker and with much less exertion than when using

any other style of tweezer.
It has an extra

part directly above
the crossing points
to permit the holder
toexaminethe stone
without fear of re-
leasing It accident-
ally, which fre-
quently occurs when
using the ordinary
style crossing
tweezer.
Price, each, $1.25

Stone Tweezer No. 119.

ear.,E_Ntt.'1"1
iiiiii111111111111

CLOSED OPEN

CULMAN JEWEL SETTINU
CUTTERS

Reduced in price to $2.00
per set of three

Set of Six Pivot Straighteners

No. 1

The various sizes ill this set will
accommodate all sizes of pivots.
They are great thne-savers. Full
directions how to use are sent with
each set, describing a quick and
safe method of straightening pivots
without breaking.

Price, per set, 75c.

GRINDING OUTFIT
No. 105

SMALL DISK.
METAL.

CARBORUNDUM a EMERY
PAPER DISKS •

THIS OUTFIT CONSISTS OF:

1. Two interchangeable steel disk wheels, 8W and 1%" in diameter.
2. One interchangeable flexible leather disk wheel, 2" in diameter.
8. One adjustable hollow spindle for holding the above disk wheels.
4. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 2" in diameter.
5. Four carborunduill paper disks of different grades, VW in diameter.
6. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 4" in diameter.
'7. Four earborundum paper disks of different grades, 4" in diameter.
S. One clamping device for keeping disks flat, when not in use.

ECHARCO WATCH GLASS CABINET No. 20
Price,   each, $7.75

ECHARCO WATCH OLASS CABINET No. 15

( Patented. Price, each , $16.00

The most modern watch
glass cases are the
Echareo No. 15 and 20.

These cabinets have
nutny new features not
found in any other.
Novelty and usefulness
are the chief arguments
in their favor.

Construction and
material. - The cases

TOp View Showing Skeletonare made of oak, finely . .
finished and of attrae- rame of Drawer. ACCU mu-

tive appearance. The lotion of dust and chips is
impossible.sides of Cabinet No. 15 

are paneled. Partitions are of basswood and put
together in the best manner possible.

Partitions are skeleton, preventing accumulation of
dust, chips, etc.

The bottoms of Cabinet No. 15 are hollow, while
Case No. 20 has a special drawer to receive chips,
dust, etc.

Arrangement for Glasses.-Cases No. 15 have
nine drawers, with a total of 1547 spaces and Cases No.
20 with four drawers have 784 spaces to 'hold glasses in
upright position.

Labeling of drawers, as shown in cut, is on the
pulls of the drawers and done in gold bronze on black
background.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 15.-Width 24
Inches, height 2914 inches, depth 12 inches. Weight net,
45 pounds. Weight including packing case, 75 pounds.

Dimensions and weight of Case No. 20.-Width 2634
inches, height 1334 inches, depth 113% inches. Weight
net, 80 pounds. Weight including packing case, 50
pou

The construction of drawers, the arrangement of
partitions to economize space and weight, and the novel
method of showing contents on drawer-pulls are all
prominent characteristics and extremly well thought
of.

This new grindiug device should find favor with the
trade, being thoroughly practical and complete for all pur-

Price of Outfit No. 105 , complete . $1.50 poses, such as grinding steel tools, glass, enamel or any
other metal or 8111mlauce that can be ground with emery or

.1 5 carborundum. It is of equal value to the watchmaker.,

.20 jeweler, optician, dentist, lock or gunsmith, platers and
kindred trades. It will be found much more economical

.20 than solid emery and carborundum wheels. An assortment
of solid wheels of twelve different grits would necessitate

.35 an outlay of ten times the cost of this outfit, not taking
into consideration the trouble of [mein up the wheels
when worn or glazed.

Full description and instructions how to use accompany each outfit

Separate small emery disks, per doz.,

large

small carb'm

large "

For Sale by all Jobbers in the United States and Canada

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER (St CO 
47=49 Maiden Lane

O. NEW YORK
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SMALL TOOLS
Manufactured by

Kendrick & Davis
Lebanon, New Hampshire

NM(

No. 35 K. & D. Jewel Bezel Opener

It is sometimes desirable to replace a broken jewel without com-
pletely stripping the plate. This tool enables one to open the bezel in the
very best manner, excepting only the lathe.

Price, $ .90

No. 228

K. & D. Jeweling Tool

A very convenient
and valuable adjunct to
any watchmaker's lathe.
It fits the taper hole in
tailstock spindle ; the cut-
ter is moved by fine
threaded screw, means
being provided for tak-
ing up all lost motion,
whether caused by wear
or otherwise.

It is useful for a great variety of work beside jeweling, such as
opening holes in bushings, wheels, etc. For such work it is really more
convenient than a slide rest. Three cutters with each tool.

Price, $4.00

To insure fit, send sample taper

NI ail 4, by

ENDRICK a DAVIN

14.1,a nust,—N. it
PAT FEB. 18,1902

*M. .1111i.

N't Ilk

No. 228B
The same as No. 228, in neat morocco case

Price, $5.00

Key or Holder for Waltham Jeweled
Mainwheel Arbor

No. 74, 16 size No. 74A, 12 size

This tool is a great convenience in assembling
the Waltham jeweled mainwheel and barrel. As-
sists greatly in handling these barrels rapidly and
without scratching the finish. You can dispense
with it, but it won't pay you to do so.

Nickel-plated, price, $ .60 each

..-ra OMR

No. 309 K. & D. Automatic Jewel Tweezers
This tool will pick a roller pin or balance jewel from a fiat

surface and hold it securely. Very convenient for holding a roller
pin while gaging it or to try it in the notch of the fork ; the form of
the jaws allows reaching down into.the potance of a full plate watch.

For holding balance jewels while gaging or trying on a pivot,
this tool is the acme of convenience. Jaws close automatically; the
jewel is held securely when the tool is laid down.

Gun metal handle, neatly knurled in diamond pattern; hard
rubber head; jaws of finely tempered steel. An creak/it tool.

Price, $1.00

No. 222 K. & D. Lever Vise
Jaws are closed by simple movement of the lever ; very quick in action.

Convenient for holding second hands while broaching the socket, screws while
slotting the head, and a great variety of work. Rosewood handle.

Price, $ .90

No. 223 K. & D. Parallel Jaw Hand Vise
Has a very firm grip operated by turning the handle. Jaws of steel, finely

tempered. Rosewood handle.
This tool is very convenient for holding- springs, etc., while stoning

grinding them to form.
Price, $1.50

or

No. 310A. Sensible
Hand Remover,

Improved

This tool has all the good

features of the well-known

K. & D. Hand Remover, and,

in addition, it has a self-acting

plunger which rests on top of

the hand socket and securely

holds the hands after removal,

until the button at top of

handle is pressed to release

them.

Price, $1.75

Showing

No. 310A

in Operation

SUSSFELD LORSCH & CO•1 Wholesale Agents, 37 and 39 Maiden LaneNEW YORK

4

8 7 5

Webster-Whitcomb
NEW MODEL

LATHE

AMERICAN WATCH
TOOL COMPANY

Waltham, Mass.

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH OTHER
LATHES, LEARN THE DIFFERENCE
IN SIZE, QUALITY AND DETAILS OF
CONSTRUCTION

PAT. APPLIED FOR

NEW MODEL TIP-OVER
HAND-REST AND TAIL
STOCK

FULL NICKEL PLATE

THE VITAL POINT in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the SPINDLE AND ITS BUSHINGS.
In this lathe the bearing surfaces of the spindle and its bushings TOUCH THROUGH-
OUT THEIR ENTIRE AREA, insuring continued TRUTH, easy running and greatest
durability. This quality in our lathes is maintained by workmen of long experience in the
operation of special machines devised for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the market on which the front end of headstock spindle
bears only on the 45° angle. They may look well on superficial inspection, but they will
run hard if the spindle is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are PERFECTLY
FITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the surfaces smooth. All
sharp corners are carefully and uniformly rounded; this makes a great difference in the du-
rability of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well as the scope and gen-
eral character of the ATTACHMENTS should be considered.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks • • • • • .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically the thread on our chucks in compari-
son with others. We do not use dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body
of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under
your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and propositions, are
important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size and truth.
We caution you against imitations. The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents
37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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A New Patent Speed Wheel
Countershaft

made by G. Boley, all polished and nickel-plated, being
made with hard bronze bearings which insure perfectly
true running, with attachment to hold all wheels for
grinding or polishing.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
of the above countershaft. The genuine

has the name of G. BOLEY on the bolt

between the two uprights, and the

genuine has hard bronze bearings.

Be sure and ask for G. BOLEY'S

make when ordering this article.

Robbins' Latest Improved Mainspring
Winder (With Handle)

The simplest on the market. No changing of barrels

required. This is the quickest action Mainspring Winder on

the market.

Nickel-plated. Price, $1.75

Complete directions for use with each tool.

Robbins'

Improved Turret-head

Interchangeable

Roller Remover

The most practical tool ever

offered. Will take off any roller,

single or double, instantly. Has

five interchangeable heads.

Price, $3.00

Complete directions for use sent

with each tool.

OPTICIANS' LENS FILES
Set of three Opticians' Lens Files, with Rubber Handles, in neat cardboard box.

Price, 50c. per set

Ask Your Jobber for These Goods

SAogl:nts, HENRY ZIMMERN & CO.,
Exclusive Wholesale

Distributers for
U. S. and Canada

77 John Street
NEW YORK CITY

Established 55 Year

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
A L I, QUALITIES of ( i01.1) avid SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire, Rolled In Any Gage

ALL QUALITIES 01, (01.1) AN I) SI LV ER SOLDER

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt.,which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade 1Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

KANSAS CITY HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
This department is under the direct supervision of W. B. NEEDLES,Oph.,D.N.D ,
and teaches an advanced course in higher branches of Ophthalmology.

We can secure you a position at good salary. Send for catalog. Work for the trade
solicited and satisfaction guaranteed. Both Schools Incorporated and Chartered.

A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th St., KANSAS CITY, MO.

L. LEL4ONG & BROTHER

,
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Gold tha Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an I

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

11 11 1111111 till It

lit W

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Southwest Corner
Halsey anD Niuristicall Sta.

Nevvark, N. J.

OUR SYSTEM
OUR STAFF AND JEWEL CABINETS ARE THE SAME SIZE. DIMENSIONS, 16 in. x 7 in.

BALANCE STAFF'S.41.7f1.5. ti %%mu. 8111,01, 1100.1.TaH. CIHt CIII 14,10N sr ow, 57,941,1% Ann cr2vn in%JO( TH 11,..1,111A1 SIMI, HON.,

1 

••,, •..

THIS HANDSOME GENUINE LEATHER, PLUSH-LINED CABINET PUT IN FREE OF CHARGE
WITH ONE GROSS STAFFS

877

For BALANCE JEWELS and STAFFS
is the LATEST and BEST on the
American market.
411. It is COMPLETE, TIME SAVING
and ECONOMICAL. With these Cabinets
any Watchmaker will be able to do twice
as much work, his stock will be at all times
under his control and in the future he will
buy only just what he needs and uses.
41, OUR BALANCE STAFFS are all
high grade, with highly POLISHED and
BURNISHED PIVOTS and are GUAR-
ANTEED to FIT. EVERY STAFF is
TEMPERED.
41 OUR BALANCE JEWELS are all
SAPPHIRES and RUBIES, holes
gauged to the thousandths of a cen-
timeter. Every jewel shellaced and
trued from the hole, and are cf,
personally set by one of the  CPt

finest Jewel Setters in the 0)
country—a man with
twenty-five years' ,90,oto,
experience.

1/143:1'4 e':V /, e
I_) 0'4i..eTHE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO.

•

WALTHAM, MASS., U.S.A. 46"°L Upon receipt of attached coupon with your name and address,
t, we will be pleased to send you particulars, prices, etc.

KORONES BROS. zair Have Moved

APID increase in our business forced us to engage more spacious quarters, and for the con-

venience of our patrons we are now more centrally located in our present STORE AT

46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Our usual high standard will be maintained with more extensive lines and many new features in

Diamonds, Watches, Solid Gold and Gold Filled Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks, Cut Glass, Optical

Goods, etc.

Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Tools and Materials

Our out-of-town customers are invited to make our store their headquarters while in the city.

Importers KORONES BROS.
46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Jobbers



A New Patent Speed Wheel
Countershaft

made by G. Boley, all polished and nickel-plated, being
made with hard bronze bearings which insure perfectly
true running, with attachment to hold all wheels for
grinding or polishing.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
of the above countershaft. The genuine

has the name of G. BOLEY on the bolt

between the two uprights, and the

genuine has hard bronze bearings.

Be sure and ask for G. BOLEY'S

make when ordering this article.

Robbins' Latest Improved Mainspring
Winder (With Handle)

The simplest on the market. No changing of barrels
required. This is the quickest action Mainspring Winder on
the market.

Nickel-plated. Price, $1.75

Complete directions for use with each tool.

Robbins'

Improved Turret-head

Interchangeable

Roller Remover

The most practical tool ever

offered. Will take off any roller,

single or double, instantly. Has

five interchangeable heads.

Price, $3.00

Complete directions for use sent

with each tool.

OPTICIANS' LENS FILES
Set of three Opticians' Lens Files, with Rubber Handles, in neat cardboard box.

Price, 50c. per set

Ask Your Jobber for The Goods

SAZI:nts, HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., Inc.,
Exclusive Wholesale

Distributers for
U. S. and Canada

77 John Street
NEW YORK CITY

I:stablisbed 55 l'ears

James II. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
.A LL QUALITIES of GOLD and SI IN ER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire, Rolled 

to Any Gage

ALL QUALITIES 01, GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER

We are selling Fine GOLD for $1.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be
GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade 1Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

KANSAS CITY HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
We give the best course in WATCHMAKING. ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and theoretical.

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
This department is under the direct supervision of W. B. NEEDLES, Oph., D.N.D.,

and teaches an advanced course in higher branches of Ophthalmology.

We can secure you a position at good salary. Send for catalog. Work for the trade

solicited and satisfaction guaranteed. Both Schools Incorporated and Chartered.

A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th St., KANSAS CITY, MO.

L. LELONG & BROTHER
---- Gold aa Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
7,-....,
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BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southweat Corner
Halsey an Marshall Sta.

Newark, N. J.

OUR SYSTEM
OUR STAFF AND JEWEL CABINETS ARE THE SAME SIZE. DIMENSIONS, 16 in. x 7 in.

BALANCE STAFFS.
ILI 1,101N. teuto. %MS. 1141,10N ,t1.1 VOYA 1110‘... 41,socrti t ,t,tt it irrtortt.

CII.L. • .1 W.Itlum. Mart.

THIS HANDSOME GENUINE LEATHER, PLUSH-LINED CABINET PUT IN FREE OF CHARGE
WITH ONE GROSS STAFFS

877

For BALANCE JEWELS and STAFFS
is the LATEST and BEST on the
American market.
41, It is COMPLETE, TIME SAVING
and ECONOMICAL. With these Cabinets
any Watchmaker will be able to do twice
as much work, his stock will be at all times
under his control and in the future he will
buy only just what he needs and uses.
41, OUR BALANCE STAFFS are all
high grade, with highly POLISHED and
BURNISHED PIVOTS and are GUAR-
ANTEED to FIT. EVERY STAFF is
TEMPERED.
(I. OUR BALANCE JEWELS are all
SAPPHIRES and RUBIES, holes /-
gauged to the thousandths of a cen-
timeter. Every jewel shellaced and
trued from the hole, and are <

personally set by one of the 
finest Jewel Setters in the yv
country—a man with osei,Ne,

vetwenty-five years' ■>N6
0'40 AO'

experience. 
$ 0 e:69/

Co.,Cs * 0 /.\0&° 
0etN:,6i)04 Z

THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO.
dr Upon receipt of attached coupon with your name and address,
WL. we will be pleased to send you particulars, prices, etc.

WALTHAM, MASS., U.S.A..

KORONES BROS. Have Moved

RAPID increase in our business forced us to engage more spacious quarters, and for the con-

venience of our patrons we are now more centrally located in our present STORE AT

46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Our usual high standard will be maintained with more extensive lines and many new features in

Diamonds, Watches, Solid Gold and Gold Filled Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks, Cut Glass, Optical

Goods, etc.

Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Tools and Materials

Our out-of-town customers are invited to make our store their headquarters while in the city.

Importers
K.ORONES BROS.
46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Jobbers
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

PRICE-LIST

Present
Prices

Prices
May 1/09

2 Chucks $30.00 $31.00
10 6 6 35.00 37.00
12 6 6 36 00 38.50
17 6 l 40 00 42.25
22 4 6 44 00 46.00
32 6 6 51 00 53.50
NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

The New Model Conoidal

Chuck

The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

It is becoming better understood that more care should be taken in the selection of a Watchmaker's Lathe than has heretofore been fully realized.
Under the most exacting requirements of your Profession, comprising the making and repairing of one of the most delicate and intricate mechanisms of man's

invention, the modern watch, you cannot do justice to your Work, your Employer or Yourself if you are handicapped by the inferior quality or inefficiency of the Tools
you employ, and your Lathe is certainly one of the most important Tools you use, and IT MUST be RIGHT or your WORK CANNOT be RIGHT. The MOSELEY
LATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for more than a Quarter of a Century and they are considered by the Many

Thousands of More than Satisfied Watchmakers, who are using them constantly in their daily work, to be the BEST LATHES MADE, and it has been fully

demonstrated that the possession of a MOSELEY LATHE is the source of constantly increasing satisfaction and efficiency. Improved methods have enabled us to
improve the MOSELEY LATHES and to keep them Up-to-Date in every particular, and we now offer in the "NEW MODEL MOSELEY " a Lathe of the BEST
QUALITY of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP and at a MODERATE PRICE. ACCURACY and RAPIDITY,-THEY ARE WHAT COUNT,-and they are

secured by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. Write for Descriptive Price-List.

Anie moseLEY LATHE GO.
Elgin, Ill., U.S.A. LMay 1st we shall make changesin our Prices as above

EVERY CHUCK GUARANTEED
Dale Wire Chucks, 70c. each

Whitcomb
1o.

70c.

Stark

70c.

JEWELING CHUCKS
Set of Ten to fit No. 538, and 50 Wire
Chucks Price per Set of 10

BRASS $1.50

STEEL - - 2.50

Moseley
No.!
70c.

Olin

Leader

70c.

liopkins
8-4
70c.

11,,seley
No. 2
70c

Kearney

70c.

Webster
Whitcomb
70C.

PYROORAPHY
Points, Outfits and Repairs

4;1"";'
41,11 iet

We make this line a specialty and are ready to serve you.
Write for prices and new Catalog P.

Send for our Watchmakers' Tool Catalog No. 5
Also Watchman's Portable Clock Catalog No.

bloaeley
lx!

70c.

Rivett

70c.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGO. BY

HARDINGE BROS

Reliable and True
Properly designed and carefully made

Price, with T refo il Poet. Holes &Lae each
Old style, changed , 2.00 each

HARDINGE BROS., 1034 to 1040 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III., U. S. A.

Attunuttrnitrut

Lightest

We shall be very glad to have you call when in the city.
We will have the pleasure of welcoming you in the finest
and best equipped quarters ever devoted to this line of
business.

Brightest Cleanest
AirrAttarm,

41111.

[kali
olgeffeieCe/// /HMV 411111

Er*-0-1L-0- -Mt rfir.  moo
ItJ IJ ILI:1E11==m=

OUR NEW HOME-the finest ever occupied by any Material House. We have a
corner location, an abundance of light, unequalled facilities. We needed the room and we
have it-better prepared than ever to take care of your orders.

HENRY PAULSON & CO., 156 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

7 9

$1.85
Net Per Carat

Reconstructed

WHITE
Sapphires

A new importation

Price never equaled

Quality never excelled

FREE Let us mail you our Standard Repair
Price-List, size 9,4 x 11. HANG IT UP

AND USE IT AS YOUR OWN. It contains an up-to-date
list price of all repairs. Our name does not appear and as
the prices are less 50% you can therefore refer to the card
in your customer's presence and it will be found a great
convenience. Mailed to any address on request.

';Standard Repair Price Lista
cern.; n. sew.
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FREE-Glass Bench Plate to Every 
FREEWatchmaker and Jeweler

Partial Illustration of Glass Bench Plate. Size, 8 x 10 inches

FREE, with our compliments
We will put one in your next package. Size of glass, 8 x I 0 inches. This
Glass Bench Plate will be found most convenient when assembling and
taking apart watches, for matching and comparing material, and, in fact, an
almost indispensable adjunct for all watch work. The white back reflects
the light, giving the best and cleanest view possible. The mainspring list
will be found a great convenience.

HENRY PAULSON & CO.
156 Wabash Ave. 

CHICAGO



TIMELY OFFERINGS
IN TRADE ESSENTIALS

This Cabinet FREE with One Gross

REGENT American Mainsprings

Height 3.

Regent Foot Wheel, Improved
$0.00

.75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

Your orders

.•••
Height 5.

4.14,

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

Genevas ... . . $4.00 per gross ; $ .40 per doz.

PRICE-LIST J Thick 
M1-Concaves . . 4.00 ' .40 "

Mi-Concaves, Extra TRick 10.00 " .90 "
Parallels . 8.00 " .75 "

s,„ WALTHAM

N.. 1203_
OEIThoiroPT101119011

$ 1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per Gross

PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

40001.111.11b=011MMI■N

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe and

2 Chucks. $31.00

French Clock Movement Holder

Price, $1.25

THICK MI.CONCAVE,

Patent Genevas $8.00 per gross;
Lent il les . . . . 12.00 "
Antiques . . . 8.00 "
Lunettes . . . 3.00 "

$ .75 per doz.
1.25 "
.75 "
.25 "

$ .75 per Dozen
7.50 per Gross

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON 
APPLICATION

SEND A POSTAL FOR POCKET PRICE-LIST OF TOOLS AND 
MATERIAL

for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive prompt and g
uaranteed satisfactory services as to quality and price

CROSS (A Corporation)
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

23 Maiden Lane, New York

0111111
111110011101111111114111

I 11111111!.1,11,J!IllAll'I.',1.11 I
I r.6:1-470

2-Soerfine-
'WATCH OIL.
NowBedfordiNoosENuNi.
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THE FINEST IN THE WORLD
NOW SOLD BY EVERY MATERIAL DEALER IN THE 

UNITED STATES AND IN EUROPE

Positively
the best and
purest oil
offered the
trade in my
thirty years'
experience.

WILLIAM P. NYE, New 13edford,

NOW USED

BY EVERY

WATCH AND

CLOCK

FACTORY

YIN
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.CLOCK OIL
NenviledfurdogEG N1
Mass. wilguriON(
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Note What Two Prominent Retail Jewelers Have to Say
Regarding the Benefits Derived From Our Catalogs

IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS, WRITE AT ONCE' FOR SAMPLES AND PARTICULARS

STORE OF A. F. HOFFMANN, ST. LOUIS, MO.

PTNE BLUFF, ARK., Feb. TO, 1909.

THE ARNSTINE PRoS. COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Gentlemen :-On account of the unsettled condition of the cotton

market in this section and low prices, the farmers, as a rule, did not
sell their product, thus business in all lines was seriously affected
and merchants generally complained of a poor holiday business, but
I am pleased to report a large increase in mine over that of 1907,
and am convinced that the Catalog accomplished this.

I have sent out your Catalogs every year for the past five years,
and through them my business has grown from a modest one to the
largest in the city and by far overshadowing strong competition.

The goods you furnished, which are illustrated in my Catalog,
are of the best standard makes, ready sellers and prices as low or
lower than could be procured elsewhere for equal quality. The
Catalogs have placed my store most prominently before the people
and given it a very high standing.

Will have you make my Catalog again this year. It will be even
larger than my 84-page book last year. My mail-order business in
the surrounding country is growing nicely. The other large mail-
order houses have a strong hold on our farmers, but I am gradually
getting it away from them, and I will continue to go after this
branch of the business. However, it is in the city where immediate
and profitable results are always obtained from the Catalog.

Hoping this information is what you have inquired for, with
my best wishes, I remain,

Sincerely yours,
B. GOTTLIEB.

The Catalogs sent out by this firm since 1904

were made by

The Arnstine Bros. Company

THE ARNSTINE BROS. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen:-The Catalogs you furnished were an excellent piece of
work and would be a credit to any store, likewise the ten thousand large
four-page Christmas Circulars. These I had distributed in the section
of the city tributary to my store and they brought excellent returns.
They had the strength to draw the buying public to my store which
made a very large increase in my business.

For ten years previously, I made my own Catalog, but in the future
will send out the ones you make, and the fact that I have just given you
a large order for my Fall Catalog proves to you my faith and satisfac-

tion in what you furnished me. I an,
Sincerely yours, A. F. HOFFMANN.

ST. Lot 1,, Mo., April 23, ppog.

The Catalogs sent out by this firm in 1908 were made by

The Arnstine Bros. Company

STORE OF B. GOTTLIEB, PINE BLUFF, ARK.

Our Salesmen visit every State in the Union. If you are interested, and will notify us, our representative will take

pleasure in calling on you and explaining our method

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler

CLEVELAND, OHIO
In writing us please mention this issue THE KEYSTONE



A uniform price of $1.00 per Dozen for all grades

I am the largest manufacturer dealing direct with the retail trade
Send for a small trial order and if you are not pleased, return the goods
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DO YOU DO ANY POLISHING? 

Arr Do you do any polishing with a noisy,
W-,nerve-racking, back-breaking foot power
machine? ilThe Oliver Quality Electric
Motor Polishing Head requires no skill or
effort to operate—just connect it to a lamp
socket and turn the switch. It is nearly
noiseless, inexpensive to run and will do
more and better work than any belt driven
machine. 41,New 112 Page Catalog No. 17
Free for the Asking.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 Niagara Street BUFFALO, NEW YORK

These washers are to be pressed in. They can be seated in the pendant by a
few light taps of a hammer, without any further trouble. No soldering necessary.

It is evident to anyone that a conical, knurled washer of steel must sit well, as
its outside keen edges press deeply in the soft metal of the pendant.

The TORPEDOES are supplied in 24 sizes, assorted in 1-10 mm. Made of
steel, nickeled or gilded in the following assortments:

II. 6 dozen chatelaine—I4 size
III. 6 dozen pieces 6-18 size
1111. 6 dozen pieces 14-18 size, extra large

Write at once for a consignment and make a trial.
The low price and the quick easy fit make them indispensable.
Can be put in regular or antique pendants within one or two minutes.
Price—$1.50 per assortment of 6 dozen, in well-made partitioned box.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND FREE SAMPLE PAIR

YOUR JOBBER WILL GLADLY FURNISH ANYTHING MENTIONED BELOW

CWe now operate our own Brush Department, making Bristle, Brass,
German Silver, Steel, Tampico and all special Brushes for Jewelers,

Silversmiths, Platers, Watch Case Makers, etc. This enables us to guarantee
the quality and workmanship. Give us a trial and we will prove it to you.

-

WE HAVE STRUCK IT • --'''
COMB REPAIRS yi,01,0-11).

Lafayette Fire Coat Solution Zyloloid Comb Findings, 
4.1141 

will take the fire coat out of Silver without Catches, Joints, Pins, it a

the use of Nitric Acid. No fumes. No Comb Sides and Teeth. .• . - 
effect on solder. No effect on the hands. All sizes and shapes in TION.8 HOW T.

Get full particulars. shell, amber, silver or ke I surfaces g—f WI
milli from 5 to 10 se

pearl gray and ivory hkt, torn Militte Oraf to harden for tn
6 pound bottles - 85c. each white Itto:pliviLtr,filsutlitrifotincea rp

125 " carboys - 5c. per lb. 
be

Send for illustrated price sheet tECTRO CHEMICAL t0
F. 0. B. Newark Zyloloid Cement 2 AMSTERDAM AV

yoRK crr N. • (u. i

Mix with water and it is ready for use. 25c. per bottle River. ale ___I
Ifriem■.-

c) L........_ 1 ,:------, ,
. . _
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THE LAFAYETTE JEWEL STRIPPER
LAFAYETTE BURNISHER

------- .''' -'1-;=s -r : - ---The finest tool in the market for burnishing and. Genuine Sapphire, for the expert workman who reducing pivots on balance staffs and train
desires to do finished and first-class work. Used pinions. Does the work quickly and smoothly. CUTTLE BONE
in watch factories stud by expert workmen every- Made of fittest hard Sapphire and mounted in Large, Medium, Small. By the Strap. Box orwhere. handsome case. Small Lot.Price, $2.00 Each Price, $2.00 Each ASK FOR PRICES

ICIEINHOLD "NOF LUX " ALUMINUM SOLDERi
CHASERS' CEMENT " NOFLUX " ALUMINUM SOLDER

One pound bars—light or dark. Solders Aluminum to Aluminum perfectly without a flux. By using " NOFLUX"
Solder in connection with Combination Solder, Aluminum can be soldered to gold,
silver or other metals perfectly.

Lafayette quality, 30c. per bar.

Ordinary " 25c. " " " NOFLUX " Solder, Small Size - 25c per bar
" Large Size - 50c

Combination Solder - - - 25c " '

__
We carry a large stock of Genuine Stubs' Tools, Pliers,
Nippers, Sculptors, Hammers, Drill Rod, etc. 0 :', , '-'' i
LAFAYETTE PIERCING SAWS, 65c. per gross. 1, '1:.:,•';,1 rit

High temper, even teeth, high quality, low cost.
BURNO CRUCIBLE

FINIS PIERCING SAWS, 75c. per gross. No furnace necessary. Melt with a Blowpipe.
No. 1 Holding 100 Dwt. - 65c.

Engravers' Balls, Pads and Accessories. No. 3  - 25c.No. 2 50 " - 40c.
Tong, suitable for :ill - be.

AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.
52-54-56 Lafayette Street, NEWARK, N. J. Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

, 
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THE NEW BUILDING of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School
is now completed

THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

ANYTHING FROM A STORE STOOL TO A COMPLETE OUTFIT

and we are now able to give our students more
bench room and more light than any other school
in the world.

11 The workroom on the second floor is entirely
skylighted, and, consequently, the light in this room
is fully as good as in open air.

11 Good light is of vital importance to a Watch-
maker, and we have spared no money to obtain the
best light and the latest improvements of a modern
building.

111 The last few years we have not been able to
accommodate all the students that made applications
for scholarships, for want of room ; but now, with
an additional building, we can take care of a great
many more students.

Write for our new Catalog to-day.

ONE
OF

THOSE
" ORIGINAL
WINTER"
OUTFITS

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which

Jil there is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The cliff( rence in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the relining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

' 'WINTER CATALOGUES"—THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cents.

The most complete work Of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books of Valuable
I nformat ion. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thousands of dollars.
size 9 x 12, 8 volumes. 600 pages complete.

BOOKS THAT YOU NEW AND WILL KEEP. Colored finish samples, plans, suggestions,
interior views, elevations, measurements, detailed description, prices, etc., of the high-grade
store tilting art—from start to finish.

Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counters, tables,
specialthx;, etc., with full description and prices.

M. Winter Lumber Co. FHIXTIGH
U
-G
R
R
E MAKERS

Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES AGENCIES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - St. Joseph, Mo.
FELIX PARSONS CO., - - - - Dallas, Texas
FINLAY DICKS CO., - - - - New Orleans, La.
IL H. BIRDSALL, - - - Hamilton Bld., Portland, Ore.
MATTOON & KEPPEL, - - New Haven, Conn.
IRVIN I,. WARD & CO., 893 Ashhury St.,San Francisco,Cal.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

,7 Washington Street
Chicago
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No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

I.

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
AiigsbUrg, Germany

Fret Saws, Coping Saws

Watch Mainsprings

Needle Files

Eberle's Quality 18812 "Finis" for metal

LIQUID AMIB
.cern c ii6-1 6finixdst
d Pallet Jewel$
CEN11R.PHY. "2.r
ORILL1A, CANADA':

CAN.  

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25C.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

Tie HALE Watch Protector
Made of soft specially prepared non-tarnishing

leather, in tan shades ; sizes, 12, 16 and IS.

USED ON ALL THE LEADING RAILROADS

With YOUR name and address printed
on the front it makes a "Live Ad."

Ask Your Dealer or Write for Sample

Made only by the

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence, Rhode Island

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

Silverware
Repairing

!Can this be Repaired I Yes

We Repair inear,r toitrilemi tteler oSifilvtierewsaarmeelinaes, nmeawking new parts to match the old ones

Vie Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver 
Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all' the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Repaired and Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash
 Ave.

CHICAGO
Silverware

Replated

Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?

Let us solve this question for you

WE DO!!!
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.

Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.

We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you th
at should

. you need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying 

glass.

Whenever engraving is desired, It is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shown

on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin 'hole.

They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net

18 karat, 3 dwts., $t.4o per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD OLD
GOLD

OLD
SUR

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

Square Deal in

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD GOLD AND SILVER

OLD
GOLD

The gold and silver refiner whose business assets do not include
the " jewelers' confidence " might as well undertake to hammer out
success in the middle of the Desert of Sahara as in the most up-to-date
gold and silver refining plant in Chicago. Good service helps a great
deal, too, but unless the people believe in you, unless the people
have faith in your methods and confidence in the character of the
firm with whom they are dealing, effort, energy and experience, all must
come to naught. Dee & Co.'s refinery is the headquarters for jewelers
everywhere who are anxious to realize the highest possible value for
their Old Gold and Silver here, with the assurance of satisfaction in
every sense the term implies; our reputation rests solidly on 17 years
of public confidence. Without the aid and co-operation of the people,
without the loyal support of the jewelry trade, Dee & Co. never could
have won recognition as being one of the world's largest and best
refineries for realizing " top notch values " for anything they wish to
dispose of in the precious metal line.

Old Gold, 8 K.   32c. a dwt.
II Old Gold, 10 K.   40c.

Old Gold, 12 K.   48c.

WE PAY FOR 
d, 1

01d Gold, 14 K.   56c.

Old oG 1 6 K. . . 64c.

Old Gold, 18 K.   72c.

Gold Plated Scraps   20c. to 35c. an ounce

Old Silver (fluctuating) . . Very highest price

I(

I/

It

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench and

Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Full liberal valuation is half our policy, cash by return mail is the
other half. All shipments held subject to your approval of our offer.
If our customer is not satisfied we will return shipment intact, charges
prepaid.

Let the " Gold Bugs " do your work and you can't go wrong.

Thomas J. Dee & Company
Refiners and Smelters

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SUE

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

67 and 69 Washington Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD

887

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GOLD

OLD
SILVER

OLD
GO LD



TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold

the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.

The BRYANT RINGS 74,111 hold the old customers, and every ring

you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They

are the Best Made and Best Knoun Rings in the market.

In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of
the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the
movement are hidden. Why not get what you are
after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY
YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.
Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling
of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases
to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made
Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver
Plating and Coloring. Also jewelry Repairing,
Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Member Jewelers' Security Alliance

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

Make Your Rings or Larger With
These Machines

Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

These machines will alter SEAMLESS Rings to almost any size
in a few minutes. Soldered rings several sizes without losing their
shape,,and the ring will remain perfectly round after being sized ; no
other machines will show such results.

Our SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS are made of one piece of
gold. They contain no solder, and can be altered to any size,
smaller or larger, without cutting.

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

Price, $16.00 PECKHAM SEAMLESS RING MFG. CO.
Including 8 steel rolls 45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Price, $16.00
including 12 steel rolls

WORKS
408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond
jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down
absolutely, send the goods to me for a

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express
charges and insure the goods in transit. I have
been in the business right here for i 6 years,
and can give the very best references as to
responsibility on application. Offers and valua-
tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another
page of this issue.

Write for further information.

1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Established 1891

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place



Have You Ever Handled the

HULL DETACHABLE and
INTERCHANGEABLE
HANDLE UMBRELLAS?

If not, Mr. Jeweler, and if you wish to handle the
best umbrella on the market, it will pay you to get

in touch with us immediately.
Do not delay a day.
The demand for the HULL Detachable and

Interchangeable Handle Umbrella has grown so
rapiclily that it has been necessary for us to increase
our facilities by erecting four (4) new plants since
our article was first put on the market nine years ago;
and we have now just completed the most modern
umbrella factory in the world.

We attribute this phenomenal growth to the style,

quality and general makeup of our goods.
Our detachable and interchangeable feature enables

the jeweler to interchange the handles to suit the customer

and to detach the same for engraving, and likewise allows

the consumer to pack the umbrella in a trunk.
Can you afford to ignore a line that has become the

standard with jewelers?
All we ask is comparison, and upon a supposition

that your patronage is to be obtained in this manner, we

claim your business.

Hull Brothers P°441. Umbrella Co.
g TOLEDO,

OHIO

Wheeling Metal Ceilings
unr.-inr.-z.-intriririr.17.1n1.71.7.17.7117;717:71r1r17:1711:1:ri"

Deign N. 8265

If you want your store to have that distinctively artistic appearance, use

WHEELING METAL CEILINGS.
You will not be disappointed. WRITE—It costs nothing to ask questions.

Wheeling Corrugating Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
Branch Offices and Warehouses:—

NEW YORK

CHATTANOOGA

6elldINC) 

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

DETROIT

ST. LOUIS

CA ND 0
SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

11( It only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

SAMS' SAFETY 440
GASOLINE

Hand Piece

BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
Improved Generator pro-
duces U l ijiwnt powerful flu tne till
entire charge is consumed. No
.imporerish 71 en( its where free gaso-
line is used.

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St. - CHICAGO

Liberal Discount to Jobbers

()Intl( complete  $13.00

Outfit without bellows . 8.5u

Generator ( B)  C MI

Blowpipe ( A )  2 50

Foot, Bellows (C)  4 50
Sams' Flux  25 Gellerathr. SiZI. 41 s

it

101411. bt
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THE NEW SCHOOL YEAR—THE TWENTIETH—AND NEW
TERM BEGINS SEPTEMBER 1st. INQUIRIES SHOULD BE
MADE NOW, AND APPLICATIONS PLACED AS EARLY
AS POSSIBLE.

This School holds the highest reputation, its technical and practical instructions
stand in a class by themselves. Experts credit us with the correct viewpoint of what
a Watchmakers' School should be. We do not admit young men without previous
experience for less than two years ; we are sorry that we have no followers in these
matters. Send for circular.

Canadian Horological Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER, Director

S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Streets
TORONTO, ONT.

HOLTZER-OABOT

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES

FOR JEWELERS
q A FULL LINE OF BUFFING AND GRINDING MOTORS.
q ELECTRO-PLATING MACHINES.
q DRILLING OUTFITS.
q STANDARD ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT
POWER MOTORS, ETC., ETC., ETC.

MULTI-SPEED JEWELERS' LATHE MOTOR

 • 
THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.

BOSTON (BROOKLINE STATION), MASS.

395 and 397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL

"Quality, Finish, Originality"
Our class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the best atten-
tion and most rapid progress with "QUALITY' results.

Training for beginners—for engravers of some experi-
ence requiring coaching along weak lines—for
"special" pupils in the higher branches.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

We have just inaugurated a comprehensive and
practical Mail Course.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Cbe 1, 14cwincper 95cbool of Engraving
New England Building CLEVELAND, 01110

$200 WORTH FOR $40
THAT'S THE SAVING IN BUYING A

CLEMENT COMBINED LATHE ATTACHMENT
Twelve different attachments in one at one-sixth the cost.
Saves time and money and means better work.

,
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THIS ATTACHMENT REPLACES THE
Plain Tailstock, Screw Tailstock, Swing Rest Jewel-
ing Caliper, Slide Rest, Pivot Polisher, Filing Fixture,
Rounding-Up Tool, Milling Fixture, Rusty Pinion
Polisher, Profiling Fixture, Turret Head, Table Rest

Has 30 advantages over all others that can be bought. Fitted to

any American, Imitation American or English Lathe. Can be

fitted to one, two, three or more lathes. Replaces Attachments

that cost $200.00 and some not made. SELLS FOR $40.00 Net.

IF YOU READ THIS Al) SEND A POSTAL FOR PROOF

W. D. CLEMENT, Waltham, Massachusetts

Pendants and Lavallieres
Make Most Acceptable Wedding

or Graduation Gifts

We Have a Large Assortment

SEND FOR MEMO.

CROSSMAN COMPANY
3 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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A New Instrument

Regulate your watch in five
minutes by the use of the
Owen Timing Instrument.
After a watch is repaired
you can bring it to perfect
time while the customer
waits. So simple that a
child can operate it.

Price, $10.00 (cash with order)

Order direct from the manufacturer

T. P. OWEN, York, Nebr.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK, York, Nebr.
CITY NATIONAL BANKREFERENCES FARMERS' NATIONAL 13ANK, " "
GERMAN-AMERICAN BANK " "

Foot=Power Lathes
Correct in principle.

{I-ligh-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make aline of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby Street, Rockford, III.

Content
and Work

Whoever works In content works
hest.
AU users of

The Underwood
have good reason to be content with
their typewriters. Visible writing
and other perfected features, save
time, trouble and worry. The work
is done promptly and easily ; there
is no delay.

Come to our salesrooms, it will
take only a few minutes to show
you many good points of the
Underwood—see where you can
perfect your service without in-
creasing your cost.

UNDERWOOD

TYPEWRITER
COMPANY, Inc.
725 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

-

NEWARK BRUSH 
COPIPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK, N. J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE AND 
FELT WATCH 

CASE BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED OR 

MONEY 
REFUNDED
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Owing to the similarity
in the names of the vari-
ous jewelry Case Com-
panies in Buffalo, we
present herewith a like-
ness of the executive
officers of this Com-
pany, together with our
factory, a few styles
of the boxes we make
and our Guarantee
Bond

,gpa,

"

V11.111.014. 1114.31 I I I. 11.rferiton

If in need of any
boxes, and your
jobber cannot
supply you with

EMPIRE CASES

mail us your order
and ask for our '
booklet

"THE REASON
WHY"

It will interest you

EMPI.R E. JEWELRY. CASE. CO. 116-14S-150. CL1NTON.5T LIFFALO.N 

JEWELERS THE WORLD OVER ENDORSE

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston, Jamaica, says:

I ant quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch Ilepair
Record Book. It is really good, cheap and useful, and must
be appreciated by IL y one who has a need for such a book.
I think it a marvel of cheapness.

This is the universal opinion—the same in the United
States and foreign countries.

This Record Book has space for i600 entries of watch
repairs with printed headings, and making complete
records is the work of a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of pricc, $1,00 (4S. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
8o9-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1201 Ifeyworth Building, Chicago,

ONE DOZEN EACH OF
TWO SIZES

Rose Hat Pins
With 10 Inch Stems
SENT PREPAID 

$ 1 00ON RECEIPT OF •

L. W. LEVY & CO.
JEWELRY NOVELTIES

580-582 Broadway, NEW YORK
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Special Blackinton Locket Combination

18 OLD RELIABLE W. & S. B. *

LOCKETS for $32.40

912 _ 913 914 915

CABOVE ARE SHOWN 18 of the handsomest and most salable lockets ever produ
ced.

The price of this combination of lockets to Retail Jewelers is $32.40, and the total r
etail

selling price is $54.00.
This is undoubtedly the most desirable combination of lockets ever offered. There is not a 

poor

or doubtful seller in the lot. With the lockets we give free of charge a handsome velvet case

in which to display them and keep them in perfect condition.

This combination is sold only through the jobbing trade and the universal price of the 18 lo
ckets

and velvet lined case is $32.40 to Retail Jewelers. The retail selling price of each locket 
is

plainly marked on a tag, the prices ranging from $2.50 to $3.75 and aggregating $54.00 for the lot.

ORDER EARLY TO INSURE PROMPT DELIVERY. IF YOUR JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY

YOU, WRITE US DIRECT AND WE WILL TELL YOU WHERE TO 
GET THE GOODS.

THESE GOODS ARE NOT SOLD TO DEPARTMENT STORES OR

RETAIL CATALOG HOUSES

W. & S. BLACKINTON CO. MAKERS
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

I bu 

NEW YORK : 180 Broadway

LE I 

■•=IMIL

Fif
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801 802 803 804 805 806 807 808 809 810 81 1

Special Blackinton Vest Chain Combination
24 OLD RELIABLE W. & S. B. *

VEST CHAINS for $65.47
This is undoubtedly the most desirable selection of Vest Chains ever offered.

There is not a doubtful seller in the lot. We give free with the chains a
handsome velvet roll on which to display them.

THIS COMBINATION IS SOLD BY WHOLESALE JEWELERS TO

RETAIL JEWELERS FOR $65.47

W. & S. BLACKINTON CO., MAKERS
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS. NEW YORK : 180 Broadway

Not Sold to Department Stores or Retail Mail Order Houses

814 812 813 815 816 817 818

w

1

819 820 821 822 823 824
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VAN GELDER BROTHERS

and Experienced
Dthmondcutters

We cut diamonds exclusively for the American
market and our cutting commends them to
the most critical.

Cutting Works .•
249 Longue rue d'argile

Antwerp, Belgium

New York 0 ces
Broadway Maidenlane Building

170 Broadway
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED
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Advertising Cuts
THAT SUGGEST THE GOODS

Cuts suggestive of the goods themselves are
the best advertising illustrations. Universal
experience has proved this. A watch cut will
catch the eye of the person who needs a
watch, and it is so with other lines. %,:fiv---'
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703. 35 cents
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No. 677 35 c ents

AT NOMINAL PRICES
We have had prepared for use by the trade
small cuts of this character which will catch
the eye, suggest the idea and occupy a very
small space.

No. 604. 25 cents

, \111//,
1 )4

--,,,.,
No. 648. 25 cents,, 

...41/410(rot,

i.
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ls, .
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No. 664. 35 cents

SEND FOR SHEET of ILLUSTRATIONS
AND PRICES

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811-813 North 19th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Lci',0

No. 726. 35 cents

Krementz
Collar

PI"' Buttons
and Studs

ONE

" The Button that's Insured"

Imitators of Krementz Collar
Buttons are continually coming
and going. Every once in a while
a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never
a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-
ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, " The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ 0 CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. C./ ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York
Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N. J.
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-IN LINE with the policy of its owners for the past fifty years to make flat ware
1 bearing the trade-mark "1847 ROGERS BROS." the best, we now furnish wares
of this brand in the following grades only :

1847 ROGERS BROS. TRx s
IPLE

Tea Spoons plated not less than six ounces per gross (other staple pieces in propor-
tion). List prices on all articles in this quality NV111 be the same as former "A-1" plate.

TR__ LE1847 ROGERS BROS. i xil
Tea Spoons plated not less than six ounces per gross (other staple pieces in propor-
tion), and on the points most exposed to wear an additional plating. List prices
on all articles in this quality will be the same as our former "XII" plate.

1847 ROGERS BROS. 8 QUINTUPLE

Tea Spoons plated not less than 10 ounces per gross (other staple pieces in proportion).
List prices on all articles in this quality will be the same as our former triple plate.

The plate on fancy pieces will be in keeping with grades described above.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO

 HMI  

• , Meriden, Conn.
(INTERNATIONAL  SILVE R CO Successor)

•■■■■■
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A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this

journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of

all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements

that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.
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Trade Opportunities of the Month

THE cover design of this issue and sev-

eral articles of timely interest will

direct the attention of the trade to the busi-

ness opportunities afforded by the present

month. The jeweler is fortunate in that his

wares have a special fascination for the gift

buyer and, consequently, any extension of

the gift field has a special interest for him.

A very important extension of this field has

grown out of the present-day custom of

signalizing school commencements with

suitable gifts. The June graduate, because

she is more numerous, has almost over-

shadowed the June bride in her importance

to the trade. The present month is charac-

terized by an exceptional demand for high-

grade stationery, class pins and emblems,

commencement gifts, wedding gifts and all

forms of jewelry for personal decoration,

and for this reason June almost rivals De-

cember in its opportunities for the pro-

gressive jeweler.
It is gratifying to note that the trade

are becoming more alive each year to the

midsummer harvest thus made available.

The occasion furnishes special opportunities

for attractive window trims and forceful

advertising. It is customary for some of
the trade to offer prizes to those graduating

with the highest honors in the local schools,

the advertisement of the offer and the dis-

play of the prizes in the show window mak-
ing exceplionally valuable publicity. Some-

times we find the figure of a girl graduate,
after the idea of our cover design, as the
central feature of the window, the goods on
display being of the kind most suitable for
commencement gifts. Some time ago an

Ohio jeweler designed a series of what may
be termed wedding windows which created
almost a local sensation. In the first a
figure of a lady was seated at a desk writ-
ing wedding invitations, thus irresistibly di-
recting attention to the display of stationery

and desk utensils shown in the trim. The
next had as a centerpiece two figures select-
ing wedding gifts, goods of suitable char-
acter being shown in profusion. The third
presented the bridegroom and bride examin-
ing their gifts, and so forth. These win-
dows were all described in detail in the local
papers and we were informed that prac-
tically every person in the town and vicinity

made it their special business to view them.

These are but a suggestion of the many

ways available of turning the opportunities

of the month to profitable account. It is of
vital interest to the trade to maintain the
popularity of their wares as gifts, and there

is no more effective way of accomplishing

this than by impressive displays of suitable

stock and by aggressive advertising at this

season.

The Convention Season

HE months of June and July will be

notable among the trade for the

large number of important meetings of State

associations. The jewelers now seem to be

thoroughly alive to the necessity and poten-

tiality of organization, having been much

impressed during the past year by the re-

forms achieved and the foundation laid for
future achievement. This awakening has
resulted in an increased membership in all
of the associations and the coming conven-
tions will, undoubtedly, be the largest and
most representative ever held in the various
States. From the viewpoint of the manu-
facturer and wholesaler the retail organiza-
tions have now assumed an importance
which commands respectful attention, and,
in truth, their deliberations are of the con-
servative and thoughtful character which
merit and will be given respectful consid-
eration.

The meetings of State association
schedules for the next few weeks are as
follows : Oregon, at Portland, June 2d and
3d ; Pennsylvania, at Harrisburg, June 3d
and 4th; South Dakota, at Aberdeen, June
17th and 18th ; Missouri, at St. Louis, June
21st and 22d; Iowa, at Des Moines, June
23d, 24th and 25th ; Illinois, at Peoria, June
29th and 30th; Wisconsin, at Milwaukee,
July 20th, 21st and 22d ; Minnesota, at Min-
neapolis, July i9th and 20th ; North Dakota,
at Grand Forks, July 27th, 28th and 29th.
Other important meetings, doubtless, will be
held, the dates of which have not been fixed
or brought to our notice at this writing.
The culmination in convention work will be
reached in the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can National Retail Jewelers' Association,
to be held in Omaha, Nebr., on August 3d
to 6th inclusive.

In our last issue, and this issue also,
considerable space is given to reports of
trade meetings, and the July and August
issues will be organization numbers to an
unusual extent. The deliberations at the
many State conventions, as published in our
columns, will accurately reflect the general
trade feeling as to what the retailers regard

as grievanc6s, and the reforms which it is

their purpose to bring about. It would be

well if all those interested in any particular

convention would peruse and study the de-

liberations, and especially the resolutions of

other conventions, so that an accurate idea
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could be formed of the various matters on

which there is comparative agreement and

those on which there exists a very wide

difference of opinion. As none are so san-

guine as to expect that all which they de-

sire will be achieved, organized effort might

then be concentrated on those matters on

which there is practical unanimity of opin-

ion, as in this way material results can best

be shown. The final analysis of the reforms

exploited at the various State conventions

might well be made at the Omaha meeting,

and if this be wisely done the meeting is not

unlikely to mark the inauguration of many

changed conditions • and much betterment in

the trade.

It remains for the jewelers themselves,

in convention assembled, to show the worthi-

ness of their cause by the character of their

deliberations and their sense of justice and

consideration towards all the interests af-

fected. Particular care should be taken to

eliminate the influence of individuals, firms

or companies who still harbor the idea of

some years ago that conventions can be

easily hoodwinked and made instruments of
exploitation. It is an unfortunate fact that

there is always to be considered in connection

with retail organizations the matter of "in-
fluences," and it behooves the rank and file

of the jewelers' associations, not less than
the officers, to see that their organizations

are not placed in a false position by any
who would use them for their own purposes.
The trade organizations have now passed
beyond the "personally conducted" coterie
stage, responsive to the suggestion of any
seemingly disinterested advisor whom some
particular interest has schooled for this
work. They have now within themselves
abundant talent to build up and direct as-
sociations which will be their own masters
and whose every official action would meet
with the respect and concurrence of all
whose co-operation is desired.

Magazine Exploitation of Gems and
Jewels

Pr HE importance of gems and jewels as
merchandise and their hold on the

imagination of the public are well known in
the frequency with which they are used as
subjects for articles in the various literary
magazines. These articles serve an excel-
lent purpose for the trade in the promi-
nence given to their wares and the public
interest thus created. It would be an ex-
cellent idea for the jewelers to keep posted
on such articles, not only for their own in-
formation, but as a source of material for
which they will readily find publication in
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their local papers. Only recently the Satur-

day Evening Post published a series of

authoritative and highly instructive articles

on gems and jewelry and their care, by no

less an authority than Dr. George F. Kunz,

of Tiffany& Co., and these articles contained

much information which was quite as valu-

able to the jeweler as to the public and which

could be profitably used for advertising
purposes. Still later the same periodical

published an article on watches and their

care, which will be found reprinted in this

issue and which also contains a wealth

of information useful in advertisement writ-

ing, booklet compiling and for publication

in local journals. Other articles on the
methods of jewelry thieves, etc., followed in

the same periodical. The current issue of

The Century contains a very interesting

article entitled, "The Two Largest Dia-
monds," this also by Dr. Kunz, which con-

tains the kind of reading which appeals
most strongly to the public, and for this
reason makes excellent matter for.the daily
press.

As we have frequently tried to impress

on our readers, no other merchant has such
an excellent opportunity to obtain free pub-
licity as the jeweler. The nature of his call-
ing appeals to the imagination, if not to
the covetousness of the public, and there are
numberless ways in which he can work his
name into readable articles, dealing with his
craft or his stock, securing in this way much
valuable, though free, advertising. The
privilege of such publicity would, of course,
imply that he was an advertising patron of
his local paper, which every jeweler is, to
some extent, nowadays. We publish from
time to time in our own columns much mat-
ter of this character, which our readers are
always free to use.

Stories of the various gems, the fashion
in wedding rings, the goods most in favor
as gifts, hints on the care of jewelry, the
wonders of a watch, etc., are a few of the
subjects on which interesting interviews can
be given to the local reporter and which will
serve to spread the fame and enhance the
reputation of the jeweler. Much progress
has been made by the trade in the way of
advertising in recent years, yet few have
any idea of the numberless opportunities
for profitable and inexpensive publicity
which are ignored or thrown away. Even
the occasional sensational articles in the
daily press announcing discoveries of al-
leged new diamond mines and the conse-
quent crumbling of diamond prices afford
an opportunity for contradiction which could
be very effectively utilized for publicity pur-
poses and there is no more profitable way
to advertise.

June, 1909

Organization Officers and Their Work

AS the federal principle is .the basis of

the union of our States, and as the

federation represents the combined strength

of the sisterhood, so a national organization

is the expression of the growth, utility and

power of State bodies. The individual ef-

forts of the State organizations find their

most potent manifestation in the national
association, representing, as it does, the
unity of purpose and composite power of

the affiliated bodies. But the national or-
ganization, and we now refer particularly

to the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, should not merely represent

the combined influence of the State associa-
tions, but should also be the chief instru-

ment in the extension of State organization

and a controlling, steadying and directing
influence in the work of State bodies, thus
assuring such uniformity of policy and har-
mony of action as will consolidate strength

and produce maximum results. To this end

it is necessary that the national association,
through the medium of its officers, should

keep in continuous touch with the affiliated
associations, not merely through the me-
dium of correspondence, but by personal at-
tendance at the meetings and personal cam-

paigns to create enthusiasm, propagate en-
lightenment and vitalize the movement when
lethargy and disintegration are threatened.

But such a programme on the part of the
officers of the association would necessitate
devoting much time, thought and effort to
this work and would mean, as they now do,
a material sacrifice of their business inter-
ests. It seems to us that the growth of the
national association has reached a point
where the increased responsibilities of the
officers suggest the question whether it will

not be necessary to remunerate in some way
the head of the organization if we expect
to receive from him the services which the
circumstances call for at the sacrifice of his
own business. Not all those who have a
laudable ambition to head the association
and guide its destinies for a term are so
favored with the world's goods as to permit
of this sacrifice, and the few who are suf-
ficiently independent do not, as a rule, make
the best officers.

No doubt this thought has occurred to
many of the organization leaders and the
time has arrived, we think, when, in the
interest of the association itself, considera-
tion must be given to it. We will very
gladly give the use of our columns to those
who have considered this matter and the
ideas thus elicited may bring to light some
solution of the difficulty that would be a
very material benefit and no burden to the
organization.
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Educating the Sales Force

AN editorial paragraph in a recent issue
of Collier's Weekly directed attention

to a "help wanted" advertisement of a
character by no means uncommon at the
present time, especially in the large cities.
The little advertisement is as follows:

E— Brothers require cash girls. Promo-
tion guaranteed to good girls; those who prove
satisfactory have the advantage of evening in-
struction, library and club membership free of
charge.

Our readers will, no doubt, recognize
this three-line advertisement as the an-
nouncement of a department store, and our
reason for using it as a text is to emphasize
the advanced methods in retail merchandis-
ing evolved by modern competition and to
impress on such special line merchants, as
the jewelers the necessity of keeping up to
the times in the coaching of their help. All
the leading department stores in our cities
have established a regular course of instruc-
tion incidentally for the benefit of the em-
ployees, but primarily for their own benefit.
In one of these stores, with the methods of
which we are personally acquainted, all new
help are required to report in a room in the
building which has been transformed into a
schoolroom or lecture hall, where the sys-
tern of the house is explained in detail.
Needless to add, the instruction is of the
most practical character. The instructor,
for instance, will select one of the students
and require her to sell him some goods for
cash. Another will make a sale that is to be
"charged." The next one uses a "transfer."
Then credits, delivery matters and all the
various questions customers will ask are
taken up. Each candidate listens and profits
by what is told to the others and is called
upon to say whether or no the last answer
is right. If one of the class thinks a sales-
check is wrong she is told to make it out
her way and then a comparison is made and,
if necessary, the proper course is explained
and the whole transaction is begun anew.

ONE excellent purpose served by this
system is the opportunity which it

affords at the beginning to judge of the ap-
titude of the new help and their likelihood
to become serviceable employees. Quick-
ness to master the detail will be very notice-
able in some, while equally noticeable slow-
ness in others will reveal incapacity without
waste of time. In a single lesson, as a rule,
the instructor is enabled to weed out the
unpromising and concentrate his attention
on the more likely pupils.

In the case of a special line merchant,
such as the jeweler, there is, of course, no
necessity for special hours of instruction,
but the same purpose can and should be
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served by a regular routine of coaching.
Many clerks in jewelry stores are taken on
probation, so to speak, and are allowed to
develop themselves as best they may. This
is, at best, a slow process and is neither just
to the clerk nor to the employer. If the
proprietor is himself competent he should
utilize occasional opportunities to thoroughly
coach his help in the principles of salesman-
ship, the treament of customers, the logic
of sales, the character of the goods and
methods of manufacture, the distinctions in
quality, relative reliability of makers and
all the other essentials in the art of success-
ful salesmanship.

Improvement Imminent in the Jewelry
Trade

WHILE the past month has witnessed
no very material change in the

general trade situation, there has developed
a much more confident feeling and increased
activity owing to the approaching settle-
ment of the tariff question, the recognized
financial strength of the country, the ap-
proach of the fall season and the prospect
of abundant harvests. Perhaps the most
suggestive symptom of improvement in the
jewelry trade is the continued increase in
the importations of precious stones. The
present healthy condition of the gem market
has, in fact, given plausibility to the rumor
of increased prices in the near future. At
the Appraisers' stores in New York the
value of precious stones and pearls imported
during the month of April was $2,418,-
242.14, six times the amount imported in
April last year. The value of the cut
precious stones and pearls amounted to
$1,885,529.55, as against $197,231.88 a year
ago, and the value of the uncut stones,
principally diamonds, was $532,712.59, as
against $205,821 in 1908. The importations
of precious stones and pearls exceeded any
record in April except 1906, when the total
was $3,614,932.09.

There was a feeling in the trade that
the month of April would see a big drop
in the importations because of the large
quantity of this merchandise already
brought into this country, but these predic-
tions proved to be without foundation, as
the phenomenal March importations of more
than $3,000,000 did not meet the demand.
One of the largest gem importers of New
York said : "There is a general belief in the
trade that as soon as the tariff questions
are settled there will be an advance in the
price of diamonds. During April we did
too per cent. more business than in March
and every indication points to continued
activity."
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ASUGGESTIVE reflection of the activity
in the gem market was the exodus of

buyers of diamonds and precious stones to
Europe last month. All felt that the coming
fall would develop great activity in the gem
market in this country and preparation for
this was the purpose of the trip. One of
the buyers interviewed just before his de-
parture said :

"I am leaving for the other side and
intend to make unusually heavy purchases
of precious stones and pearls, if I can find
the kind I want. Notwithstanding the dis-
turbance caused to business by the tariff,
there is no reason to distrust the future of
the gem market. The American people are
in excellent shape to buy gems and I shall
invest liberally in the markets of Antwerp,
Amsterdam, Paris and London. It is an-
ticipated that the holiday trade next winter
will equal, if not surpass, any previous sea-
son. Strong demands are coming in from
interior points for precious stones. This
means that the people as a whole are pros-
perous."

While the gem market, as here under-
stood, refers more particularly to diamonds
there is quite an active demand for other
gems. The pearl market is, unfortunately,
hampered by an inadequate supply. One of
the leading importers stated in an interview
that it was becoming almost impossible to
obtain fine large Oriental pearls, and that
the price of these gems has advanced 30 per
cent. in the last year owing to the India
fisheries failing to produce as well as for-
merly.

BUT there are other straws than gem
importations which indicate the di-

rection of the breezes in the jewelry world.
The pending settlement of the tariff question
and bright fall prospects have given confi-
dence to the manufacturing interests and
the result is greater activity, increased out-
put, additional employment and a material
improvement in the general situation. Com-
mercial failures are generally regarded as
an accurate business barometer, and the la-
test figures impressively reflect the healthier
conditions. April failures fell far short of
the record of last year, both in number and
liabilities, and it is quite remarkable that the
April failures in the jewelry and clock
trades, as recorded by Dun's, numbered only
nine with liabilities of $57,000, against
twenty-eight in the same month last year,
with liabilities of nearly $3oo,000. In fact,
both the failures and liabilities fell far short
of those in the same month for a number of
years past. The advance of the season, too,
has impressed on the trade a realization of
the sparseness of their stocks, and the travel-
ing men now report more liberal purchases.
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WALTHAM WATCHES

.!•.'
-- FRIDAY, APRIL V. 1S511,---The proprie-
tors and workmen of the watch factory
at Waltham were entertained by Gov.
Banks at his residence today. About 201.)
men and women were present. ..---.....

FIFTY YEARS AGO

From Boston Advertiser, Aptil 22, Igog.

The Waltham factory had existed five years. Here was the

first successful effort to realize the dream of Dennison, father of

American watch-making. Here was the first and only structure

in the world erected for manufacturing pocket timepieces. Three

hundred people were employed, the largest number ever assembled

in such an enterprise. General Banks was proud of Waltham,

where he was born and where he had worked as bobbin boy in a

cotton mill. He found time, while Governor of a great State, to

greet and encourage the operatives of this watch factory, because
he believed that they were creating an imperishable industry. He
lived until the word WALTHAM had symbolized the perfect watch
in every country on the globe.

In that year, 1859, the total number of Waltham watches
manufactured was 12,304; in 1906, the product was 855,000; to-day
there are 16,000,000 in use. The Waltham factory was the parent
factory. It is now the corner-stone of an industry that gives a live-
lihood to more than 100,000 persons in the United States. In 1859,
it was the only institution of its kind here or anywhere else; every
other watch factory came later. The Waltham factory is distin-
guished by its achievements as well as by its age. Waltham

watches have always exemplified the highest type of watch con-
struction, and public recognition of their superiority is attested by
the highest awards at all the great Expositions wherever they
have been shown.

The history of the WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY is the
history of watch manufacturing on this hemisphere.
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The June Bride as a Factor
in Trade

T H E

The June bride is now before us and
again we are striving to bring our wares
forcibly before the prospective purchaser of
bridal gifts.

It's the old story of an attractive win-
dow, convincing advertisements and a
bright display of stock. It is an old story,
and yet the opportunity for originality is
great during this season.

In the sale of wedding gifts you are
not only in competition with other jewelers
but with furniture and rug stores, book
stores, queensware stores, etc., and your ad-
vertising should attract prospective buyers
to your lines as well as to your store. •

Don't be afraid to go to a little extra
expense to make your window display and
your advertising stand out above the ordi-
nary. Use good quality material in dressing
the window and brighten it up with some
artificial flowers. Secure, if possible, some
good, bright cuts to use in your newspaper
advertising. Tell the old story in a new
way and, on the other hand, don't limit your
efforts to selling wedding gifts. Remember
that June is a good month for general trade.
Along with your display of suitable wed-
ding gifts show bright, new jewelry and
novelties.

Rearrange your store display if your
regular arrangement does not give the best
display possible of appropriate gifts for the
bride. Show special pieces on top of show
cases and, if space permits, a few tables cov-
ered with tablecloths and neatly arranged
with cut glass, china and silverware brighten
up the display and call to the attention of the
prospective buyer many articles that other-
wise might be overlooked.

Don't think that only the newest things
will appeal to your customers. Clean up
your old stock and display it attractively and
you will find customers for nearly anything
you wish to sell. Remember that the things
you see day in and day out soon become old
to your eyes, and yet may be just what your
customer is seeking.

Nine out of ten wedding gift buyers
come to your store and ask you to suggest
some suitable article. Therefore your prepa-
ration for the wedding season should be to
get your stock in fine condition, display it
conveniently and attractively and be ready
with suggestions that will appeal to the
tastes of your various classes of trade. The
social sphere of the contracting parties will
give you an idea of the class of goods which
would be in most likely demand.

Let an attractive window and good ad-
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vertising bring customers into your store;
then a bright display and good salesmanship
will make the sales.

Advertising for June
June brides, like general trade, may be

divided into several different classes, and
advertising intended to attract the prospec-
tive purchaser of bridal gifts should be di-
rected toward the likely purchaser and
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sive goods, general advertising is most apt
to .produce results than a notice calling at-
tention to exclusive lines. For instance,
those seeking gifts for the bride who is
likely to be supplied with all commonplace
things will want something different. But
such a bride in a smaller town represents de-
cidedly the minority and, unless some local
wedding will call for goods of this class, a
general copy will appeal to a much greater
per cent. of buyers. Fig. i shows a good

Sugsoestions for Tredding- Gifts
 MINN

IT is impossible for us to enumerate all of the hundreds of articles in ourstock which are appropriate for wedding gifts and to describe the style and
beauty of each pattern or design would be equally difficult. The following

list suggest a few suitable items which may be seen along with many others
in a great variety of design by a visit to our store:

STERLING SILVER CUT GLASS
Bon Bon Spoons . $ .75 to $ 2.00 Berry Bowls . . .$ 3.00 to $15.00
Olive Forks . . .85 " 1.75 Cream and Sugar Sets 3.50 " 10.00
Sugar Spoons . . 1.25 " 2.50 Vases  1 50 " 25.00
Sugar Tongs . . 1.50 " 3.00 Compotes . . . 2.50 " 15.00
Berry Spoons . . . 3.50 " 8.00 Spoon Trays . 2.00 " 3.00
Meat Forks . . . 1.75 " 6.00 Celery Trays . . . 3.50 " 6.00
Other Serving Pieces .75 " 10.00 Bon Bon Dishes . . 1.35 " 6.00
Bon Bon Dishes . .
Berry Bowls . . .

2.75 "
14.00 "

8.50
25.00

Water Pitchers . .
Tumblers, Set . .

5.00
4.00

0.00 11.002 

Cream and Sugar Sets 12.00 " 20.00 Finger Bowls, Set • 4.50 " 20.00
Ice Tubs • . • • 6.00 " 15.00 Vinegar Cruets . 1.75 " 4.50
Bread Trays . . . 12.00 

.
25.00 Wine Sets . . . . 8.50 " 25.00

HAND PAINTED CHINA BRASS
Vases Plates Fancy Dishes
Water Jugs Complete Sets, etc.

Candlesticks Trays Jardinieres
Desk Sets Book Racks, etc.

$1.50 to $25.00 75c to $15.00

Fine Potteries-Clocks-Toilet Wares-Electroliers and Novelties

S. R. Blank G, Co. PRVIIWDEaNlnuctEStRreeIt.

FIG. I

should be of a style that would attract the
class he represents. The advertising of the
jeweler in the larger towns may be much
more general than that of his smaller
brother. The small jeweler must study local
conditions and buy and advertise accord-
ingly.

The jewelers' tastes are naturally edu-
cated above the ordinary. That is, he be-
comes so accustomed to handling common-
place things that the unusual lines are much
more likely to appeal to him than to the gen-
eral trade. Unless some prominent local
wedding creates a demand for more exclu-

general copy for June, Fig. 2 a copy
intended to attract buyers of exclusive
things.

In all advertising don't make out your
list of suggestions in an offhand way. Enu-
merate articles that you really have in stock
and be prepared to answer an occasional
direct return from an advertisement. As a
rule, sales resulting directly from an adver-
tisement (particularly one of general style)
are few and the indirect sales are hard to
measure. However, if you mention in an
advertisement : "Sugar Spoons, $1(.25 to

(Continued on page 905)
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U. S. Supreme Court Justice
Brewer's Views of the .

Changing Times

In this age of restless activity and
strenuous effort few there are who take suf-
ficient time to meditate on the marvelous
changes which are taking place in the con-
ditions of life in our own country. In a
recent issue of the Youth's Companion Hon.
David Brewer, Associate Justice of the
United States Supreme Court, summed up
these great changes in his customary lucid
manner. From this summary we make the
following extracts:

Old things are passing
away. Hitherto unused
forces of nature are being

broUght into play. Social relations are
changing. Business is conducted upon new
methods. Theories of government are
modified, and the range of knowledge, scien-
tific, historical and philosophical, is being
wondrously enlarged.

In the beginning of the last century
the great St. Louis merchant was wont to
come all the way by stage or on horseback
to New York to make his annual purchases,
and then ship his goods in sailing vessels
to New Orleans, or else have them wagoned
over the Alleghenies to the headwaters of
the Ohio, and from those places carried by
boat to St. Louis.

Now purchases are made by telegraph
from all parts of the world, and steam, on
water or land, carries freight at a moment's
notice to the place of destination.

No longer does the manufacturer work
in his own shop with two or three employees,
but great factories, where toil thousands of
men, using machinery driven by steam or
electricity, manufacture immense quantities
of goods, the real employer often never
seen about the factory nor personally known
to the employees.

Corporations, which formerly were
under the strictest kind of a ban, are now
the instruments by which nearly all large
business transactions are conducted. Rail-
roads span the continent, and less than a
week suffices for the journey from the At-
lantic to the Pacific. Mighty steamships,
larger than Noah's ark, cross the ocean in
four or five days, a single vessel carrying
enough passengers to make a city and suf-
ficient goods to furnish all its stores.

For centuries the massive but silent
pyramids have been the monumental build-
ings. Now New York has its "skyscrapers,"
with offices higher than the summit of
Cheops. Tunnels run through mountains
and underneath mighty rivers. By the tele-
phone we talk with friends and business as-
sociates a thousand miles away, and the
wireless telegraph, with nothing between
the batteries save air and earth and water,
carries messages for untold distances.

We stand amazed in the
What of midst of these marvelous
the Future? changes and wonder if this

progress is to continue, and
whether in these rapid changes is to be
found evidence of a decaying moral sense,
an uplifting of the material above the
spiritual, a splendor and a luxury which pre-

Rapid Change

cede national decay and ruin. Many a pessi-
mist sees only disaster in all these changes
and transformations and looks for some
political flood to engulf all things in its
devouring volume.

Let us consider these conditions and
, changes thoughtfully, see if the pessimist is
right, and note especially the outlook in this,
our beloved republic. For if its future is
filled with gloom, other nations may well
despair.

In the first place, remember that the
wonderful additions to human comfort made
by science do not of themselves imply moral
degeneration. No man is rendered im-
moral because he starts a light with a match
instead of the old flints. The purchase and
use of goods made by machinery instead of
by hand do not make. him a worse man.
That he rides in a palace car instead of a
stage coach has no necessary effect upon his
character. A passenger in a steamship in-
stead of on a canal boat is not inevitably
corrupted by the greater convenience in the
mode of travel.

So we may go through the whole range
of production and will find that the in-
creased rapidity of manufacture, the im-
proved quality of the goods manufactured,
the addition of those things which make for
the convenience and comfort of life are not
in themselves essentially immoral or neces-
sarily productive of a lower standard of
character. Neither does the fact that many
individuals merge their properties and busi-
ness into a corporation as a matter of
course change their morals.

But this may be called
World merely negative testimony.
Becoming The question is not what
Better must, but what does in fact

result. Is there a constantly
increasing amount of vice ? Does enormous
wealth tend to luxuriousness of life, fol-
lowed by a greater immorality ? Are we
following in the footsteps of the great na-
tions of antiquity, whose career may be ex-
pressed in the few words, wealth, luxury,
vice, ruin ? Are we becoming indifferent to
religious as well as moral truths?

It must be conceded that theology is
at a discount ; that creeds and forms of wor-
ship are losing their hold ; that sectarian
differences do not impress as they did ; that
neither Protestants, Catholics nor Jews are
as tenacious of their doctrinal beliefs, their
church organizations, or their modes of wor-
ship. In other words, the domination of
theological doctrines has largely passed
away.

It is not merely that the fire of perse-
cution has died out, but also the tenacity of
adherence to creeds and dogmas and the in-
tensity of conviction which brought about
persecution. The fierce controversy between
foreordination and free will has ceased to
interest. Different denominations find little
difficulty in working together, and no longer
consign to everlasting damnation those not
of their creed. In short, the religious life
of to-day is not of that stern stuff that it was
a century ago.

Note also the many institutions and as-
sociations for caring for those who are af-
flicted. In every State are institutions for
the deaf, the blind, the idiot, the insane and
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the confirmed drunkard ; and all are of
recent origin. We are so accustomed to
their existence that we fail to realize how
recently they have begun to be.

Again, look at the educa-
Educational tional work of the nation.
Work We have two hundred and

sixty-five thousand high and
common schools, with four hundred and
eighty thousand teachers and about seven-
teen million pupils. We spend two hundred
and fifty million dollars each year for our
common schools. For a higher education
there are four hundred and eighty colleges
and universities, with more than twenty-one
thousand professors and lecturers.

Illiteracy is disappearing from the land.
In many parts of the country a grown per-
son who cannot read and write is as rare
as one deaf and dumb. In the late war with
Spain volunteer regiments were enlisted in
Iowa, as in other States, and every private
soldier from that State wrote his name on
the rolls.

Indeed, it may safely be affirmed that
there is no direction in which investigation
is possible in which it is not moving to-day
in this republic. The records of the Patent
Office show that nearly nine hundred thou-
sand patents have been issued for new in-
ventions and discoveries.

Now while it is true that sometimes in-
creasing knowledge is used for evil pur-
poses, yet, as a rule, the world grows better
with every advance in the extent and wide
diffusion of knowledge. With this increas-
ing knowledge there comes a clearer vision
of the difference between that which is
wrong and that which is right. The lessons
of history are read, and the experiences of
the past become the guides pointing the race
to a truer conception of what is best in life.

The Washington Post re-
Charitable cently collated the various
Work individual gifts in this

country during the year
1907, and, using round numbers, they were:
For educational purposes, sixty-one million
dollars ; galleries, museums and similar in-
stitutions, twenty-two million dollars ; hos-
pitals and kindred asylums, seven million
dollars ; religious purposes, six million dol-
lars ; libraries, two million dollars ; miscel-
laneous charities, fifteen million dollars.

Surely our accumulated wealth is not
all thrown away in luxurious living or in
ministering to personal pleasure. Indeed,
go into any large city and you will find
multitudes of voluntary organizations, each
with some special object of helpfulness and
depending on the gifts of the charitable.

I have not time to speak in detail of
the growing strength of the temperance
movement, the magnificent effort universal
throughout the land to overthrow by legis-
lation and moral influences the curse of in-
temperance, of the labors of the Associated
Charities in seeking to purify the slums, to
remove darkness and filth and vice there-
from and substitute light, cleanliness and
virtue and thus to make our cities municipal
examples to the world. All I can do is to
refer to them and to call attention to the
fact that the work is not isolated and local,
but widespread and national, seen in every
State and city in the Union.
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Advertising for June

(Continued from page 903)

$2.00," you should be sure that you have
articles at these prices in stock.

Then, too, you should let your window
display work with your newspaper adver-

BRIDAL GIFT
SUGGESTIONS
Our displays of exclusive and unusual
articles for the June bride are worthy of
special notice. From these selections
may be chosen not only commonplace
things of exceptional design but many
entirely new ideas extremely popular
this spring. Among the most stylish new
things in Sterling are Casaroles, Steak
and Fish Planks, Sandwich Trays,
Ramekin Sets, Relish Dishes, Individ-
ual Salt Sets, etc. We have a special
exhibition of these goods this month
—the products of America's leading
silversmiths—and welcome eve ryone
to come and see these beautiful goods
whether a prospective buyer or not.

HARRY BLANK

FIG. 2

tising; that is, when you advertise any spe-
cial articles in the paper be sure that they
are conspicuously displayed in your window.
In addition to Figs. r and 2 we show other
copies suitable for June advertising.

The June Window Display

The June window display may be made
simple or elaborate as the local demand, in
the judgment of the jeweler, may call for;
that is, the window, like the newspaper ad-
vertisement, should appeal to the class in
which will likely be found the majority of
buyers.

When you visit a large city you will
find, as a rule, that as the class of the es-
tablishment rises the windows become more
simple and attract a higher class trade. The •
stores striving for the cheaper trade will
pile their windows full of bargains, while
the higher grade store will show a few
handsome and distinctive articles. In a
large city there are plenty of customers in
every class so that certain stores can afford
to cater exclusively to special classes of
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trade. In smaller towns, however, this is
seldom possible, and the most successful
policy, as a rule, is a happy medium.

Windows and advertising should be
general, and an effort should be made to
reach the several different classes. An oc-
casional display of exclusive and high grade
goods is rather a good advertisement as the
thing a jeweler wants most to avoid is a
cheap reputation, and such a display adds
tone and distinctiveness to an establishment,
and, while it would not be a desirable style
to follow constantly, nor will it prove

1 .; . T
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pedestals and the light velvet display special
lines. For instance, on one pedestal and the
material draped over same, show a few very
fine pieces of silver hollowware, on another
fine glassware, and on the other Sheffield
plate or some exclusive pottery.

On the puffed velvet near the front dis-
play a few beautiful articles of jewelry or
diamonds. Few prices should be used in
this display, and, if possible, a handsome
window card should be placed near the cen-
ter, reading "Bridal Gifts." This sort of a
window will attract much attention and

FIG. 3

profitable display for direct returns, still an
occasional window' of this kind is a very
good thing. The wedding season, when
there is apt to be a demand for higher grade
goods, is the most favorable time for such a
display. Fig. 3 offers a suggestion for such
a window. Cover the base with black velvet
tacked down smooth. From a friendly fur-
niture dealer borrow three pedestals and
place along the back of the window as
shown. Over these drape velvet of some
light color—blue, light green or some simi-
lar shade—and let the folds extend to the

may make some sales, but will hardly prove
as profitable for direct returns as a more
general display.

It should not be allowed to remain long,
and should be followed by an elaborate gen-
eral display in which prices are freely used.

Fig. 4 offers a suggestion for a Fourth
of July display. From the grocer secure a
couple of sugar barrels and fasten them se-
curely together. Then through the center
fasten a wooden or iron rod to work as an
axle and on one end of it a wheel over
which a belt will work. Build a frame that

GC1711,41/..,07J71.1./fer,CAV..
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FIG. 4

front of the window. Make the curtain at
the back of the same material, and also puff
some of the same material in little spaces
near the front of the window as shown. In
this display show handsome pieces of silver-
ware in cases, cut glass and hand-painted
china, also a few pieces of jewelry. On the

will allow this to revolve and belt it to a
motor under the window seat. Covered
with pasteboard and red paper and with a
fuse made of heavy hemp rope it is a good
imitation of a giant firecracker. The base
and back of the window may be of flags. In
connecting the motor hide the wheel and
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belt as much as possible and time it so the

firecracker will revolve very slowly.

Now on the surface of the firecracker

attach numerous articles of jewelry and sil-

verware. In the base of the window and in

WEDDING
RINGS 
Our wedding rings
are seamless and
may be had in all
widths and weights.
Each ring bears our
private mark and
stamp—a guarantee
of quality.

ENGRAVING FREE

BLANKS

front of the firecracker place a sign reading,

"Choice of any article displayed, $1.00." A

mechanical display always attracts attention

and a display of this kind is not only appro-

priate for the occasion but, offering a choice

of the various articles at a certain price, the

lookers will wait until the firecracker has

completed a revolution to see all the goods

displayed.

Seasonable displays are no more diffi-

cult to make than everyday ones, and they

give a store an air of being alive and up

to date.

Voluntary "Raises" to Employees

Many a merchant, while considering

plans looking toward the bringing out of

more efficient service from his help, has

come to the conclusion that, when an em-

ployee has been found worthy of an advance

in salary, one should not wait for his de-

mand, but should give the intended raise

voluntarily, says the Dry Goods Economist.

An advance that is given voluntarily, and

especially one that comes in the nature of a

surprise, naturally .is appreciated far more

than one which had to be wrung from the

employer. And surely a voluntary increase

stands in an entirely different category from

one which had been granted only after

haggling and discussion that left behind it

not a little bitterness and disappointment.

Merchants well know, too, that ofttimes

a dissatisfied employee's estimate of his own

value may notably exceed what his employer

regards him to be entitled to. And by giv-

ing such an employee a fair increase in
salary before he has to ask it, the employer
not only strengthens the employee's good-
will, but makes him feel genuinely satisfied
with a sum perhaps considerably smaller

than he would otherwise have deemed com-
mensurate.

And this by no means implies that an
employer, by thus voluntarily increasing
such an employee's wages, necessarily gives
him less than he is worth. The difference
obviously is that the employer's thoughtful-
ness goes far to change the employee's feel-
ings in the matter and enables him to look
at the situation from a more unbiased stand-

point.
Every progressive merchant desires to

build up and retain a good force and wants
to .do all he reasonably can to induce that

force to give him the best that is in them.

And surely this matter of proper apprecia-

tion and prompt monetary encouragement of

good service is one of the approved ways of

producing the desired results.

Not all merchants, however, are agreed

as to the efficacy and advisability of such
methods. We could name stores that have

adhered to a somewhat • different policy,

despite the fact that the better method had

been suggested to them. Still, time works

wonders and establishments which at first

pooh-poohed the idea that the policy of thus

making advances voluntarily was "good

business" have been won over and have

reaped the well-deserved benefit of the

change.

Get a Fair Profit

The fixing of prices is a very import-

ant matter and one to which no general rule

is applicable. A good deal depends on lo-

calities. In some sections a merchant can

mark his selling price up 40 per cent. where

others will not stand rent. Another im-

portant point is the cost of selling. In this

respect, of course, dealers are differently

situated. Every item that enters into this

cost should be carefully figured. There are

many small dealers who have no idea as to

the actual expenses incurred in selling a

certain amount of goods. When an invoice

is received they check the goods off and

say to themselves, "Well, those cost me so

much and I guess I ought to get so much."

This prevails in a great many stores and

often accounts for failures.
Dealers as a general thing are not

careful enough as to detail. A big concern

run on such methods would go bankrupt

in a very little while. Every little item en-

tering into the cost of doing business should

be carefully figured and a fair net profit

put on goods and a price once established
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should not be deviated from in favor of any
particular customer.

Concerning what is a fair percentage
of retail profit, in a recent issue Hardware

says : The demand for the article and the

cost of doing business and other matters

must be carefully considered before the re-
tailer can set a price that he can maintain
and that will be fair to the consumer and

himself and yet meet local competition. Net
profit, your final aim, is, of course, a product
of every article you sell. But there are
some methods that will help you increase
your net profit more quickly and surely
than others, and among these may be men-
tioned good buying, discounting bills,

watching the market and keeping your in-
vestment within the limit in every line.
Volume of trade alone is not of any import-
ance unless it has profit-making quality.

Better a small turnover on a profitable basis
than large sales at prices that eat up all the

margin in the goods. Charge enough for

your goods and don't fail to include in your
estimate every item of expense incurred.

.fust what percentage of profit each line of

goods should earn on general principles it

is impossible to state, since the matter in

detail is a personal one and every merchant

must largely be guided by individual con-

ditions and his volume of sales on certain
lines.

In handling a line of merchandise on

which the profits vary from to to 50 per

cent., it is necessary to be continually push-

ing forward new goods, which naturally

earn a higher per cent. of profit than do

staple articles. When new goods come into

the store they should be carefully inspected.

Some lines will stand a large profit and

others no profit.

This Jeweler Has Many Side Lines

One of our subscribers sends us a copy

of an advertisement, which appeared in the

Daily Herald, of Columbia, Mo., with the

ironical suggestion that it may give some

of the trade an idea as to suitable side lines.

The advertisement is headed "Springtime is

Here," and the announcement is as follows :

Now is the time to have your lawn
mowers sharpened ready to mow your lawns
with. If you are going to ride a bicycle
this summer why not buy one from us?
The cheapest and best in town. We will
soon have some new ones in. Bring all your
saws, scissors, knives, etc., to be sharpened
here. Bring your watches, clocks, jewelry,
razors, suit cases, machines, revolvers,
pocketbooks, graphophones, or anything
else you have to repair. We also have a
new line of postcards. We sell rings,
watches, clocks, fishing lines and hooks, and
many other things too small to mention.
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Plaq he Game o Win! Our DWI Oueens Can't Be Beaeni
SEND FOR LARGE FREE CATALOGUE OF STAG BRAND SILVERWARE.

THE WILLIAMS BIZOS. MFG. CO.

Glastonbury, Conn.
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LILY PATTERN

Nothing is too good for
daily use in the home.

ALVIN
SILVER-PLATED WARE

tasteful, beautiful and durable,
adds the indispensable touch of
refinement to the table service.
Made in one quality and that the
very best.

Ask your Jeweler for Alvin Plate,
Lily Pattern Design

 iEACH ARTICLE IS STAMPED <ALVIN> <PATENT>

THE above advertisement appears in many of the leading magazines.
Jewelers should stock up with this pattern to supply the demand this advertising

campaign will create. Send orders to your jobber or direct to

ALVIN MFG. CO., 52 Maiden Lane, New York

No. 1059. Vase, "Pauline"

The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

RICH CUT GLASS WARE

SUPERIOR
SILVER-PLATED WARE

Electroliers Gas Portables

Beautiful Hand-Decorated
Shades

Photo Books ! Showing our New Spring

Designs, now ready for the trade

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City

717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.

Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS. No. 1036. Vase, "Dorothea"

-
A.nd WeddinA Bells---
and 1--B- R I NGS --- a
pleasing variety
o.Dwdin in all /
'i-tterris ttils,surnmer,/
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Clnning- ,

BOWM a rt PRIZE TROPHIES,

No. 1243 PRIZE CUP
Solid Copper

English Pewter Mountings

LOVING CUPS, STEINS, Etc.
Made in SOLID Copper, with English Pewter
Mountings. Also of English Pewter throughout

Inning- DENATURED ALCOHOL
GAS STOVESowman

"Meteor" Circulating Coffee Percolators
Always Insure Delicious Coffee All the Good of the Coffee

Always Good Coffee

CHAFING DISHES (w1g4AIMITIMEODODINIT'AIV")

Manning, Bowman & Company
NEW YORK CHICAGO MERIDEN, CONN. SAN FRANCISCO

Monogram Models for Gift Engravers
Of special value to the trade during the present month will be the world-
famed classic for engravers

Hornikel's Engravers' Text-Book
A NEW EDITION of this masterful work is now ready and con-

tains twelve additional plates, making in all seventy-three separate plates,
each i2x9% inches. This makes the original work so complete that further
improvement is impossible.

It shows many models of all kinds and combinations of letters and
inscriptions in every field of engraving work.

A copy of this book will be found at the engraver's elbow in every
first-class engraving shop in the United States, and it is even more necessary
in those of more modest standing..

Engravers tell us that the book will pay for itself in a few (lays duri:Ig-
the December rush.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt' of price, $6.00

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
1 201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill. 809-S11-813 North P9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

■■■■••

6922 FOBS

911

F261 244

The illustrations on this page show the details
of four of our very latest designs in Fobs.

No. 6922 
is something new in a Chatelaine Fob, the Watch
being worn as part of the Fob itself. The large

cut shows the manner of wearing this Fob.

No. F261/244 is our new Mesh Fob. This mesh is
patented and we are one of only two

firms that are licensed to use it in the manufacture of Fobs.

No. F22/224 is something entirely distinctive and new, and
is an extreme novelty that is going to prove

a big seller. It is a Reversible Stone Fob, being set with one kind

and color of stone on one side and a different color and kind on the

other, thus practically making two Fobs in one. qThis Fob is

patented and we have the sole right to its manufacture.

These Goods are for Sale by your Jobber. If he
hasn't them, drop us a line and we will

tell you where you can get them.

The D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO •• • MASSACHUSETTS
NEV YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE

180 Broadway Heyworth Bldg
ST. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE

Victoria Bldg. 118-122 Holborn, E.C.

 I L I
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STOUFFER'S
HAND PAINTED

CAI I NA •

THE HIGH RANK OF
STOUFFER'S HAND
PAINTED CHINA AS A

PROFIT PRODUCER FOR
THE DEALER IS DUE TO
THE SIMPLE FACT THAT
ALL OF OUR ARTISTS
RANK HIGH IN THEIR
PROFESSION.
OUR ESTABLISHMENT being recog-
nized as the principal market for
first-rate ability in the china-paint-
ing line it follows inevitably that
in handling. the STOUFFER line you
make your establishment the recog-
nized source of the best hand
painted china sold in your neigh-
borhood.

STOUFFER'S HAND PAINTED CHINA
sells because it has sufficient origin-
ality and novelty to attract the
dilettante; and at the same time has
the more enduring qualities which
bring you the continuous patron-
age of those who know china.

TWO HUNDRED NEW PIECES are
shown in our recently-published
display sheet—yours for the ask-
ing. We can fill orders from it
promptly if our man doesn't get
around in time.

WE SELL THE RETAIL
TRADE ONLY

Cke J.H.STOUFFERCO.
2441-2443 MICHIGAN AVE

CHICAGO

The

Automatic

Eyeglass

or Pencil

Holder

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

1.

Made in WHITE,
Black Enamel, Gun
Metal, Rolled-Plate,
Gold and Silver. These
are being advertised
In leading magazines,
directing purchasers to
jewelers and opticians.
Sample sent upon re-
quest.

Established 1832 Send for Catalogue " E"

KETCHAM cSe IN4c1DOU ALL
Manufacturers

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES, AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

15=17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

Gold

and

Silver

Thimbles

"THE PARAGON"
14 K., 12 SIZE, BASCINE

(Fitting standard 12 size American movements)

SIMPLICITY OF CONSTRUCTION

MOVEMENT FITTED WITH EASE

ANTIQUE PENDANT AND FRENCH BOW

THIN—COMPACT—DURABLE

KEYSTONE QUALITY AND FINISH

ATTRACTIVELY PRICED

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583% THOUSANDTHS FINE

T ON4,

11121W

TRADE-MARK IN RACK

(a 4
\3

1„,Ri AN rk.
14WKI

\ SPECIAL NANO 14/Vr

GUARANTEE IN CAP LOOK roll THIS T. o

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
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lAY ITH the conclusion of the discussion on the Tariff there will commence a new era of busi-vy ness improvement of considerable proportions and continuous growth. The jeweler will  feel its effects and the trade will go to those who handle merchandise of sterling merit andintrinsic value, which can be relied upon in every respect.If you have in stock goods bearing " The Imprint of The Rose," you may be assured that their attractivepatterns, style, finish, etc., will command the attention of the pur chaser, while the quality of the goldand details of manufacture are such to insure absolute satisfaction as to the wearing qualities.This is the sort of merchandise you should have under all trade conditions. It holds your old, and bringsyou new trade. You will find that it requires no great amount of argument to sell any piece of jewelry bearingour trade-mark. Our experience and reputation of many years are back of same.We should be pleased to send selection package of new " Sellers " on request.

HENRY FREUND C/ BRO." Sellers of Sellers "
71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

4LSpecial opportunities for the trade in all
the standard makes of watches—corn-

plete new stock in movements and cases.

H. O. HURLBURT & SONS
14 SOUTH TENTH STREET

By J. P. ARCHIBALD, President of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association

There are a few things which have
come to my notice which I wish to em-
phasize:

LEFT-OVER GOODS

In every store there are a large number
of articles left for repairs, including
watches, which are not called for for five
years, and sometimes never. The question
is, what to do with these articles in order
to evade the law. Some retail jewelers sell
them and run the risk, others keep the goods
for many years. The retail jeweler is at a
great loss. Often there are three to five
dollars' repairs on articles which are never
lifted. I have seen in stores two hundred
($2oo.00) dollars' worth of articles that had
been repaired for several years and had
never been called for by the owner. This
is a great injustice to any retail jeweler.
We all need our money. A plan has been
suggested by one of our trade journals.
We think there should be a law or a system
by which each article left six months or a
year can be legally sold. I make this sug-
gestion only that each retail jeweler will
write me his own experience on this matter,
and also give me his opinion how to solve
the problem. Will each retail jeweler write
me fully along these lines?

LOANED WATCHES

The writer observes in his travels a
custom among retail jewelers that seems
unnecessary. Almost every man who comes
into a jewelry store with a watch to be re-
paired wants the loan of a good watch
while his watch is being repaired. I am told
that many men do not call for their watches
for three months. When the jeweler's
watch is returned very often it is broken.
This custom is growing very fast. Every
retail jeweler should give this matter some
thought. The writer should like to hear
from retail jewelers on this matter. We
wish to establish a new "code" of ethics.

PAYMENT OF DUES

The writer wishes to impress upon each
member of each State association the im-
portance of paying his dues at the beginning
of the year. The State and national dues
are, in nearly all States, three ($3.00) dol-
lars a year. This means less than one cent
a day for the services of seven officers of
the American National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation. This means also the services of
more than two hundred (2oo) State officers.

More than two hundred officers are
working everyday in the year. It all costs
you the small sum of three dollars ($3.00) a
year. Do you realize, brother jeweler, that
this work requires time, energy, enthusiasm
and wisdom ? Do you know that more than
two hundred (2oo) officers are constantly
looking out for your interests?

Do you know that the writer himself
has written this year more than one thou-
sand letters ? Your interests are being cared
for and protected for three dollars ($3.00)

a year. Then, even worse than all, many
members have to be asked several times for
the yearly dues. This money should be paid
most gladly. You should pay your dues the
very day they fall due. How can you ex-
pect the officers to work, travel, pay steno-
graphic hire, and pay postage out, and wait
for months for these expenses?

I trust every jeweler who has not paid
his dues for 1909 or a previous year, will
send his money to-day to his State secretary.

Every retail jeweler who desires self-
protection should forward his dues and ask
to be made a member of his State, and the
national association. This is a business
proposition.

The best months for organization are
to come. Every State not organized should
call a meeting at a central point and or-
ganize the retail jewelers. Colorado, New
Jersey and Delaware organized very re-
cently and affiliated with the national as-
sociation.

JEWELER'S LOCAL CLUBS

The "Round Table" or "Jewelers'
Club" idea suggested by the writer some
months ago has made rapid strides. Many
clubs have been formed. Great good has
been brought about. In some towns and
cities the retail jewelers meet once each
week; some once a month. The results
have been marvelous. Competition begins
at home. Get on good terms with your
"competitors" and half the trouble is over.
Meet often and agree on all matters of
price. Establish a "code" of ethics. Treat
each other as gentlemen and all will have
more business, more profits and a better
nature.

Since organization has taken such hold
on retail jewelers all over the country we
would advocate that each retail jeweler
would eliminate the word "competitor" and
use the word "business associate." There
was the time when we had among our-
selves "competitors," but we prefer to call
them now "business associates." Adopt this
as your "master word."

FIXED SELLING PRICE

We are advocating a "fixed selling
price" on all watch movements separately.
We are advocating a "fixed selling price"
on all gold filled watch cases separately.

We do not favor all watches sold cased.
It seems that many jewelers are so foolish
in advocating such a measure. If all
watches were sold cased it would require
each jeweler to have three hundred and
fifty (350) watches to have one watch of
each kind. At the average cost of fifteen
dollars and a half ($15.5o) for three
hundred and fifty (350) watches would
mean five thousand five hundred ($5500)
dollars to have only one watch of each kind.
This would not be sufficient. Each jeweler
would have three or four watches of each
kind to have even different styles of cases.
This would mean about fifteen thousand
($15,000) dollars in watches. More than
fifty per cent. of the retail jewelers could
not carry this amount of stock in watches.
We believe it might be advisable to have the
special high grades sold cased.

We wish to warn the retail jewelers
about advocating such a measure.

OVER-BUYING

In our travels among the retail jewelers
we hear the same complaint, that we have
"too much stock." I believe that each re-
tail jeweler should be more careful in his
buying. I believe that many of the stocks
that I have seen should be reduced one-half.
Some jewelers who have wenty thousand
($2o,000) dollars stock are doing about
twenty thousand ($2o,000) 'dollars business
each year. On the other hand, some
jewelers who have only a five thousand
($5000) dollar stock are doing about a ten
thousand ($io,000) dollar business each

money?
?Which man is making the most

This illustrates the different stocks and
the number of times they are turned in a
year. Upon this depends how much money
we make. Brother Jeweler, my advice is to
reduce your stock, turn it often and pay
your bills spot cash.

READ THE TRADE PRESS

At this time it behooves me to urge
every retail jeweler to read all the trade
press with care. If you will read each issue
of all the trade press you will be convinced
that they are working for the retail jeweler.
I do not think the trade press could do
more than they are doing for the betterment
of the retail trade. It behooves eacli
jeweler to give the press the news. All con-
ventions and meetings of the executive com-
mittees should be reported to the trade press.
Any item of news that is suitable, and
special news should be sent to the press.
Items that are boosting somebody or bitterly
assailing some firm should not be written;
neither should they be printed.

THE PARCELS POST

T find very few jewelers who are in-
formed on the question of a parcels post.
It behooves each one to look into this ques-
tion with care. The organized merchants
of every branch of trade are protesting
against a parcels post measure. There must
be a good reason for all this agitation
against a parcels post. It should be a mat-
ter of great moment to each one of us.
Our association should speak with no un-
certain tone on this matter. The important
matter is to speak intelligently.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION

It will not be long till the national con-
vention will be held at Omaha. It is ex-
pected that this will be the largest gathering
ever held in our line of trade. This meeting
will be representative. It behooves every
jeweler to get ready for this coming con-
vention. It will pay any retail jeweler to
attend this convention. Take your summer
vacation by going to Omaha. Take your
good wife with you. She has worked with
you and for you. She will be interested
in a good convention as well as you. Take
her with you and have her meet all your
jeweler friends. It is a pleasure to meet
from year to year the excellent men who
go to these conventions. Do not forget
your good wife. Entertainment of a high
class will be given to all, and more especially
to the ladies.
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CSpecial opportunities for the trade in all
the standard makes of watches—com-

plete new stock in movements and cases.

H. O. HURLBURT & SONS
14 SOUTH TENTH STREET

By J. P. ARCHIBALD, President of the American National
Retail Jewelers' Association

There are a few things which have
come to my notice which I wish to em-
phasize:

LEFT-OVER GOODS

In every store there are a large number
of articles left for repairs, including
watches, which are not called for for five
years, and sometimes never. The question
is, what to do with these articles in order
to evade the law. Some retail jewelers sell
them and run the risk, others keep the goods
for many years. The retail jeweler is at a
great loss. Often there are three to five
dollars' repairs on articles which are never
lifted. I have seen in stores two hundred
($2oo.00) dollars' worth of articles that had
been repaired for several years and had
never been called for by the owner. This
is a great injustice to any retail jeweler.
We all need our money. A plan has been
suggested by one of our trade journals.
We think there should be a law or a system
by which each article left six months or a
year can be legally sold. I make this sug-
gestion only that each retail jeweler will
write me his own experience on this matter,
and also give me his opinion how to solve
the problem. Will each retail jeweler write
me fully along these lines?

LOANED WATCHES

The writer observes in his travels a
custom among retail jewelers that seems
unnecessary. Almost every man who comes
into a jewelry store with a watch to be re-
paired wants the loan of a good watch
while his watch is being repaired. I am told
that many men do not call for their watches
for three months. When the jeweler's
watch is returned very often it is broken.
This custom is growing very fast. Every
retail jeweler should give this matter some
thought. The writer should like to hear
from retail jewelers on this matter. We
wish to establish a new "code" of ethics.

PAYMENT OF DUES

The writer wishes to impress upon each
member of each State association the im-
portance of paying his dues at the beginning
of the year. The State and national dues
are, in nearly all States, three ($3.00) dol-
lars a year. This means less than one cent
a day for the services of seven officers of
the American National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation. This means also the services of
more than two hundred (2oo) State officers.

More than two hundred officers are
working every day in the year. It all costs
you the small sum of three dollars ($3.00) a
year. Do you realize, brother jeweler, that
this work requires time, energy, enthusiasm
and wisdom? Do you know that more than
two hundred (2oo) officers are constantly
looking out for your interests?

Do you know that the writer himself
has written this year more than one thou-
sand letters? Your interests are being cared
for and protected for three dollars ($3.00)

a year. Then, even worse than all, many
members have to be asked several times for
the yearly dues. This money should be paid
most gladly. You should pay your dues the
very day they fall due. How can you ex-
pect the officers to work, travel, pay steno-
graphic hire, and pay postage out, and wait
for months for these expenses?

I trust every jeweler who has not paid
his dues for 1909 or a previous year, will
send his money to-day to his State secretary.

Every retail jeweler who desires self-
protection should forward his dues and ask
to be made a member of his State, and the
national association. This is a business
proposition.

The best months for organization are
to come. Every State not organized should
call a meeting at a central point and or-
ganize the retail jewelers. Colorado, New
Jersey and Delaware organized very re-
cently and affiliated with the national as-
sociation.

JEWELER'S LOCAL CLUBS

The "Round Table" or "Jewelers'
Club" idea suggested by the writer some
months ago has made rapid strides. Many
clubs have been formed. Great good has
been brought about. In some towns and
cities the retail jewelers meet once each
week ; some once a month. The results
have been marvelous. Competition begins
at home. Get on good terms with your
"competitors" and half the trouble is over.
Meet often and agree on all matters of
price. Establish a "code" of ethics. Treat
each other as gentlemen and all will have
more business, more profits and a better
nature.

Since organization has taken such hold
on retail jewelers all over the country we
would advocate that each retail jeweler
would eliminate the word "competitor" and
use the word "business associate." There
was the time when we had among our-
selves "competitors," but we prefer to call
them now "business associates." Adopt this
as your "master word."

FIXED SELLING PRICE

We are advocating a "fixed selling
price" on all watch movements separately.
We are advocating a "fixed selling price"
on all gold filled watch cases separately.

We do not favor all watches sold cased.
It seems that many jewelers are so foolish
in advocating such a measure. If all
watches were sold cased it would require
each jeweler to have three hundred and
fifty (350) watches to have one watch of
each kind. At the average cost of fifteen
dollars and a half ($15.5o) for three
hundred and fifty (35o) watches would
mean five thousand five hundred ($5500)
dollars to have only one watch of each kind.
This would not be sufficient. Each jeweler
would have three or four watches of each
kind to have even different styles of cases.
This would mean about fifteen thousand
($15,000) dollars in watches. More than
fifty per cent. of the retail jewelers could
not carry this amount of stock in watches.
We believe it might be advisable to have the
special high grades sold cased.

We wish to warn the retail jewelers
about advocating such a measure.

OVER-BUYI NG

In our travels among the retail jewelers
we hear the same complaint, that we have
"too much stock." I believe that each re-
tail jeweler should be more careful in his
buying. I believe that many of the stocks
that I have seen should be reduced one-half.
Some jewelers who have twenty thousand
($2o,000) dollars stock are doing about
twenty thousand ($2o,000) dollars business
each year. On the other hand, some
jewelers who have only a five thousand
($5000) dollar stock are doing about a ten
thousand ($to,000) dollar business each
year. Which man is making the most
money?

This illustrates the different stocks and
the number of times they are turned in a
year. Upon this depends how much money
we make. Brother Jeweler, my advice is to
reduce your stock, turn it often and pay
your bills spot cash.

READ THE TRADE PRESS

At this time it behooves me to urge
every retail jeweler to read all the trade
press with care. If you will read each issue
of all the trade press you will be convinced
that they are working for the retail jeweler.
I do not think the trade press could do
more than they are doing for the betterment
of the retail trade. It behooves eacrt
jeweler to give the press the news. All con-
ventions and meetings of the executive com-
mittees should be reported to the trade press.
Any item of news that is suitable, and
special news should be sent to the press.
Items that are boosting somebody or bitterly
assailing some firm should not be written;
neither should they be printed.

THE PARCELS POST

I find very few jewelers who are in-
formed on the question of a parcels post.
It behooves each one to look into this ques-
tion with care. The organized merchants
of every branch of trade are protesting
against a parcels post measure. There must
be a good reason for all this agitation
against a parcels post. It should be a mat-
ter of great moment to each one of us.
Our association should speak with no urn-
certain tone on this matter. The important
matter is to speak intelligently.

THE NATIONAL CONVENTION

It will not be long till the national con-
vention will be held at Omaha. It is ex-
pected that this will be the largest gathering
ever held in our line of trade. This meeting
will be representative. It behooves every
jeweler to get ready for this coming con-
vention. It will pay any retail jeweler to
attend this convention. Take your summer
vacation by going to Omaha. Take your
good wife with you. She has worked with
you and for you. She will be interested
in a good convention as well as you. Take
her with you and have her meet all your
jeweler friends. It is a pleasure to meet
from year to year the excellent men who
go to these conventions. Do not forget
your good wife. Entertainment of a high
class will be given to all. and more especially
to the ladies.
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Seamless Gold Rings
PERFECT SHAPE

HIGH and DURABLE FINISH
PLUMP ASSAY

These three things are invariably found in our
Seamless Gold Rings. We make every seam-
less gold ring we sell and we guarantee every
one to be as good as these rings can be made.

5 SHAPES
22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K.

Send Trial Order and ask for Catalogue of Fancy Rings

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
RING MAKERS

2 MAIDEN LANE NEW YORK
RLISTERLD

The Perfect Shape Umbrella
("Maiden Baltimore")

GOLD AND SILVER
HEAD CANES

For Fall and Holiday Trade. Designed especially for
the up-to-date jeweler with exclusiveness and taste,
which make our goods very easy to sell. Our Detach-
able Handle Umbrella, which is very simple to attach
or detach, adds materially to the convenience of one
selecting our make, especially for the purpose of
placing the umbrella in the trunk when traveling.

c- OUR SALESMEN are now in their respective territories, and if you will drop us
card, we will be pleased to have them call upon you, or will send you samples,

express paid. We issue a Complete Catalogue, which we will send upon request

SIEGEL, ROTHSCHILD Ce CO. 
BALTIMORE and HOWARD STS.
BALTIMORE, MD.

NEW YORK : 353 Broadway PHILADELPHIA: 1011 Chestnut Street SAN FRANCISCO: 717 Market Street

1

New York Letter

The Trunk Line Association has granted re-
duced railroad rates of a fare and a half for the
round trip to New York City on the following
dates: July 17th to 20th, August 14th to 17th,
August 28th to 31st and September nth to 14th.
Trunk Line territory includes New York, Penn-
sylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, part
of West Virginia, northern Virginia and the
District of Columbia.

The Treasury Department will accept the re-
cent ruling of the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals in the case of the Sullivan Machinery Co.,
involving the classification of "miners' diamonds."
The merchandise consists of certain articles
known indifferently as black diamonds, carbon or
carbonate and embraced generally within the term
'miners' diamonds." Duty was assessed at the
rate of to per cent. under the tariff provision for
"precious stones advanced in condition." The
court sustained the contention of the importers
that the merchandise should be regarded as
precious stones not advanced in condition. After
a conference with Attorney-General Wickersham,
James B. Reynolds, Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury, advises that no further proceedings will
be had and refunds will be made to importers in
the usual way.

The Maiden Lane Outing Club will hold its
annual outing at Eckstein's Park, West New
Brighton, S. I., on Saturday, June 5th. Among
the features of entertainment will be a ball game
and various other outdoor sports to be followed
by a dinner at Eckstein's Hotel. It is expected
that the coming banquet will break all records in
the number in attendance.

The Eastwood Park Co., Newark, N. J., have
Just moved into their new quarters in the new
building at the corner of Austin and Murray
Streets, where they will have ample room and
every facility necessary for the conduct of their
business. August Sickles, of this firm, is now on
his way to the Pacific Coast and will visit the
trade in the West, returning to Newark about
July 15th or thereabouts.

The Manhattan Clock Company, who were
formerly located at 39 Vesey Street, have moved
to the seventh floor of 51 and 53 Maiden Lane,
where they will be more conveniently located and
in closer touch with the jewelry trade.

Shiman-Miller Mfg. Co. have moved from
391 Mulberry Street, Newark, N. J., to their new
building at the corner of Murray and Austin
Streets, same city. Their new building is five
stories high and of the latest fireproof construc-
tion and contains private vaults for each indi-
vidual concern. Among the other tenants that
have secured space in the new building are East-
wood & Park Co., silversmiths ; Henry Ziruth,
chain manufacturer, and Lowres Optical Co.

The Whiting Manufacturing Co. have closedout their retail business at Nineteenth and Broad-
way and in the future will devote their whole at-
tention to the manufacture of their various lines
and patterns of sterling silverware. They are
now located in the Silversmiths' Building, 15
Maiden Lane, where their salesrooms occupy the
entire tenth floor.

As our last issue was going to press announce-
ment was made by James G. Cannon, chairman ofthe liquidating trustees, that the firm of E. M.
Gattle & Co., the Fifth Avenue jewelry house
forced into the hands of trustees on January 2d,
last year, as a result of the panic in the money
market in the preceding fall, have paid their credi-tors in full and the affairs of the corporation havebeen turned back to E. M. Gattle & Co., the orig-inal owners. Mr. Cannon said that E. M. Gattle& Co. had been one of the jewelry houses that suf-fered through the financial stringency of 1907 be-
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cause its customers were principally confined to
the class that suffered as a result of the panic.
Mr. Cannon says all the credit of saving the busi-
ness is due Mr. Gattle, who continued to manage
the firm's business for the trustees. The liabilities
amounted to $750,000.

The Frank T. Pearce Co., of Providence, have
moved their New York office from 20 Maiden
Lane to 180 Broadway.

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed against
the American Specialty Co., dealers in watches,
jewelry and novelties, at 1127 Broadway. This
firm has been in business at this address for thirty
years in the Fifth Avenue Hotel Building, and
the firm's failure is attributed to the discontinu-
ance of the famous old hotel and the destruction
of the building. Frank E. Johnstone, who founded
the business and is now more than eighty years of
age, says that he shall start in business again and
proposes to pay every one of his creditors one
hundred cents on the dollar.

Breslavsky Brothers have enlarged their shop
at 51 Maiden Lane, taking on about double the
space heretofore occupied in their plating and re-
pair business.

The Jewelers' Building, 9-11-13 Maiden Lane,
has been embellished by a handsome, ornamental
new stone coping over the main entrance to the
building, which adds much to its external attrac-
tiveness.

Irving Cohn, M. J. Averbeck's handsome
young traveling representative, has returned to
New York from a four months' tour of his south-
ern territory. Mr. Cohn says that the results of
this trip were very fine.

The Ansonia Clock Co. has taken on addi-
tional space in its New York office and salesrooms
at 99 John Street. The additional room was
needed for the better and larger display of their
goods. New show tables have been put in and a
number of the old tables have been made larger.

The Gillette Sales Co., makers of the famous
Gillette safety razor, are running a large number
of display advertising cards in the cars of the
New York subway trains. These cards are very
handsome specimens of printing, showing a large
halftone cut of the new Gillette pocket edition
razor in gold and the type matter in red and black.

M. J. Averbeck, of to and 12 Maiden Lane,
who has been traveling with his family in Europe
during the past two months, is now in Amster-
dam, Holland, where he is buying his stock of dia-
monds for his fall trade. He will return to New
York about the middle of June.

W. L. Elias, manager of Cross & Beguelin's
material department, was the victim of a very
painful and serious accident recently, which may
confine him to his home for several weeks. On
the evening of Friday, May 7th, Mr. Elias left
his home in Brooklyn on his way down town to
buy tickets for an entertainment, and, in crossing
the street car tracks, he, in some manner, got in
the way of a car, the result of which was a badly
broken ankle.

James Cary, Jr., a well-known salesman who
had been connected with Tiffany & Co. for the last
five years, and previously with the firm of Starr &
Marcus and its successor, Theo. B. Starr, for
thirty-seven years, died last month from a stroke
of paralysis. The deceased was widely known
among the trade and highly respected.

Ludwig Nissen, of Ludwig Nissen & Co.,
acted as toastmaster at the recent banquet of the
National Association of Manufacturers at theWaldorf-Astoria. The guest of honor on the
occasion was the German Ambassador, who deliv-
ered an address on international trade relations.

Thomas Rice, whose retail jewelry businesswas conducted at 588 Fifth Avenue under the
title of Bartens & Rice Co., died recently after
several months' illness. The deceased was a New
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Yorker by birth and spent his whole life in the
city. He began his jewelry career with Ball,
Black & Co. and later worked as a salesman for
Starr & Marcus, after which he formed a partner-
ship with Charles Bartens under the firm name of
Bartens & Rice. Later the firm was incorporated.
The deceased was a member of the Jewelers'
League and also belonged to the Seventh Regiment.

Visitors to Black, Starr & Frost, ,i36 Fifth
Avenue, had the pleasure recently of viewing a
fac-simile of the Cullinan diamond, the largest
diamond in the world, now the property of King
Edward VII. A number of models were shown,
one of these representing the diamond in its
natural state, one the largest diamond cut from
the stone and others representing the smaller
diamonds.

The Jewelers' 24-K. Club has issued a booklet
containing a list of the officers and members, the
constitution and other information in regard to
the club.

W. G. Pollack, of W. G. Pollack & Co., 68
Maiden Lane, sailed for Europe last month on a
business trip to the diamond markets.

A new firm which has started in the jewelry
and optical business at 3526 Broadway, is Wilson
& Hiller, the former of whom is an optician and
the latter a watchmaker and jeweler.

Among the prominent trade visitors to the
city last month was Alphonse Judis, of. the Al-
phonse Judis Co., San Francisco. Mr. J:idis made
his headquarters with L. & M. Kahn & Co., 170
Broadway.

Alvin L. Strasburger, of L. Strasburger's
Son & Co., 2 Maiden Lane, sailed for Europe last
month on a visit to the markets for the purchase
of stock for the fall trade.

Korones Bros., 46 Maiden Lane, have added
to their sales force Samuel Mendelsohn, formerly
in business for himself in Boston.

Leo Sachs, 7 Maiden Lane, accompanied by
Mrs. Sachs, sailed for Europe last month on the
Rotterdam. He will visit the European markets,
making extensive purchases and return in August.

Julius Wodiska, 40 John Street, has greatly
improved his place of business and increased his
facilities to meet with his growing patronage.

At the regular monthly meeting of the direc-
tors of the Jewelers' Board of Trade the follow-
ing firms were unanimously elected to membership
in the board: E. & J. Bass, New York; Hurvitz
Bros. & Blume, Rochester, N. Y.; the Edward
Lehman Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo., and Phil-
brick & Webster, Boston, Mass.

The Whiting Mfg. Co., silversmiths, are now
settled in their new quarters on the tenth floor of
the Silversmiths' Building, 15 Maiden Lane. The
firm's quarters will occupy this entire floor, which
was especially fitted up for their purpose, the fix-
tures and furnishings being very rich and up to
date. The floor is divided into several show-
rooms, handsomely furnished offices and an ac-
counting department.

The International Silver Co. were makers of
the handsome hand-wrought punch bowl set pre-
sented to the United States battleship Mississippi
by the citizens of Natchez, of that State. The
bowl is of mammoth proportions, overlaid with
hand-wrought silver in the form of fruit and
leaves. The set includes eighteen cups with ladle
and tray. The engraving on the bowl is as fol-
lows: "To the U. S. S. Mississippi from the Citi-
zens of Natchez, Miss., in Token of Their Ad-
miration and Pride in the Navy of Their Country,
May 22, 1909."

Cohen & Weiss is the title of a new firm
which will manufacture fine diamond mountings
at 68 Nassau Street. Both members of the firm
are experienced in the business and their many
friends wish them an early success.

(Continued on page 919)
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EVERY MAN
will quickly see the advantages of the Larter Shirt Stud if
you will show them and explain a few of these facts.

1—They are AUTOMATIC IN ACTION and can be
inserted or removed in an instant. The backs do

not have to be pushed or pulled into place.

2—The strong coil spring inside of the barrel holds
the back FIRMLY IN POSITION, and there is

no danger of working out or fear of loss.

3—The pointed stem and slender barrel permit them
to enter the eyelet hole or button hole of the shirt

WITHOUT SOILING the nice clean bosom.

4—The backs are the same length on each side of
the post, and are longer than any shirt button
hole, which makes it possible to use them in ANY

STYLE SHIRT, either stiff or soft bosom, with

eyelet holes or button holes. THEY ARE ABSO-
LUTELY THE BEST FOR A COAT SHIRT.

5—Every stud is stamped with our U. S. Registered
Trade Mark which is our guarantee. A new stud
CHEERFULLY GIVEN in case of an accident.

i
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REGISTERTRAs.DE MARK

Considering these STRONG SELLING POINTS every
progressive retail jeweler ought to carry our line of Larter
Shirt Studs. They are made in 14K gold, IOK gold and 14K
gold filled. These two latter lines are sold through all lead-
ing jobbers.

We will be pleased to send you our booklet in which is
illustrated many desirable patterns in 10K gold and 14K gold
filled. A postal card will bring one.

LARTER 0 SONS
21 0 23 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

TRADE MARK

Registered U. S. Pat. Office

June, x909 T H E

New York Letter

(Continued from page 017)

The most encouraging trade factor now in
evidence, as far as this city is concerned, is the
continued increase in the importations of precious
stones and pearls, the official statement of which
is published elsewhere in this issue. The present
trade feeling may be described as one of confident
eagerness as all feel satisfied that when the tariff
question is settled and fall activity imminent busi-
ness will take on new life with the prospect of a
good fall and holiday trade. Reports from
the men on the road tell of very promising
conditions, which correspond very accurately
with Dun's latest report, which is as follows:
"Progress, slow but constant, is again the record
of the week. The growth of business con-
fidence is, indeed, more notable than the increase
in the volume of trade, but the revival in iron and
steel is of such remarkable dimensions as to
justify the most hopeful outlook for the entire in-
dustrial and mercantile situation as soon as the
tariff agitation is out of the way. The period of
crop uncertainty is, however, before us, but it is
significant that notwithstanding the lateness of the
spring, which has interfered not a little with cer-
tain lines of merchandise and particularly with
retail distribution, the weather conditions for the
crops are reported favorable and are steadily im-
proving. A significant development is the con-
tinuance of the eager demand for structural steel
—a demand indicative at once of faith in the
future and of present ability to express that faith
in actual constructive work. Railroad earnings
for the last three weeks make gains of 14.9 per
cent. over the corresponding period in 1908. Ex-
ports are about equal with 19o8, but over $2,00o,000
better than 1907, while imports are much heavier
than in 19o8 and $1,194,291 less than in 19o7."

E. H. Matthey, formerly of Brooklyn, is now
located at 102 Fulton Street. Mr. Matthey is an
expert on watch, clock, chronometer and music
box mechanical work.

L. E. Waterman, of the L. E. Waterman Co.,
sailed for Europe last month on the Finland.

George H. Howland, a well-known and highly-
respected member of the trade in this city, died
suddenly last month while hurrying in a street car
to his home. Death was due to a hemorrhage of
the lungs caused by the bursting of a blood-vessel.
The deceased was born and educated in this city.
Early in life he became connected with the jewelry
trade and continued so until the Civil War broke
out when he enlisted and served in the field for
some time. On his return from the war he en-
tered the employ of Buckingham, Cole & Hall, a
Maiden Lane jewelry house, with which he re-
mained for fifteen years. Later he accepted a po-
sition as salesman with D. & M. Bruhl and re-
mained with this firm until he started in business
for himself with a partner, William Kleinschmidt,
under the firm name of Kleinschmidt & Howland.
This was in January, 1896. He continued in btasi-
ness as a member of this firm until the panic
caused such reverses as resulted in its discontinu-
ance. Since then he has been in business as a
diamond broker with an office at 21 Maiden Lane.
Mr. Howland was a member of the Jewelers'
League for many years and is survived by a
widow, two sisters and one brother, the latter
being connected with the firm of Joseph Frankel's
Sons Co.

The firm of Jacob Bikoff & Co., of Brooklyn,
was recently incorporated for the manufacture of
jewelry, etc., with a capital stock of $5000, and the
incorporators,are Wolf Sloske, Jos, Sloske, Jacob
Bikoff and Samuel Millman, of Brooklyn.

Another prominent member of the trade in
this city passed away last month in the person of
Benjamin Spier,'senior partner of the firm of Ben
Spier Co., 37 Maiden Lane. The deceased was 60
years old and death was attributed to neuralgia of
the heart. His first connection with the jewelry
trade was as a traveling salesman for Max Freund
& Co., with whom he remained for ten years. He
then became a member of the firm of Harris &
Co., manufacturing jewelers, at 12 John Street.
He later became associated with the firm of J. J.
Cohn & Co. In 1898 he bought out the interest of
Mr. Cohn and formed a partnership with Joseph
Forsheim under the firm name of Spier & For-
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sheim. Some years ago he purchased the interest
of Mr. Forsheim and formed the Ben Spier Co.
The deceased was a member of the Order of Elks
and also of the Jewelers' League. He is survived
by a widow and two daughters.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' of the Executive Committee of
Security the Jewelers' Security Alliance
Alliance was held on Friday, May 14th,

the following members being
present : Chairman Butts, President Sloan, Vice-
Presidents Champenois and Wood, Treasurer
Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Abbott, Al-
ford, Bowden, Brown and Stern. The following
new members were admitted:

W. E. Blanchard, St. Joseph, Mo.
F. C. Calhoun, Pawnee City, Nebr,
C. H. Neff, St. Joseph, Mo.
N. Nielson, Harlan, lowa.
George A. Sauer, Des Moines, Iowa.
C. T. Akers, Cordell, Okla.
Hobson & dove, Washington, Iowa.
Carl Hunnius, Leavenworth, Kans.
J. Krisch, New York City.
W. G. McDougall, New York City.
Joseph Morino, Kansas City, Mo.
H. Greenblatt, Seattle, Wash.
13. F. Humphrey, Centerville, Iowa.
J. G. Kapp, Toledo, Ohio.
L. J. Wendel, Creston, Iowa.
Viets & Yeager, Grinnell, Iowa.
Miss M. L. Addis, Topeka, Kans.
Joseph B. Flatow, Salt Lake City, Utah.
F. Melluish, Ottawa, Kans.
R. H. Morehouse, Topeka, Kans.
Schwartz & Gray, Inc., Newark, N. J.
Watch Shop Company, Canal Dover, Ohio.
F. W. Swearingen, '1 opeka, Kans.
G. S. Barber & Co., Waverly, Iowa.
E. L. Brent, Altoona, Pa.
Richard Lee, Waterloo, Iowa.
Pfeiffer Company, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
D. B. Phelps, Waterloo, Iowa.
George E. Seibert, Waterloo, Iowa.
S. H. Simsarian, West Hoboken, N. j.
C. 0. Booth, Oelwein, Iowa.
C. W. Brocaw, Carmen, Okla.
C. G. Herrick, Independence, Iowa.
C. A. Lund, East Orange, N. J.
McCarthy-Pearson-Hilgerloh, Manhattan, Nev.
Morrison Bros., Olathe, Kans.
H. 0. Woodbury, Olathe, Kans.
Charles A. Zemp, Jersey City Heights, N. 5.
C. W. Costello, Pleasanton, Kans.
Ed. M. Crellin, Chillicothe, Mo.
George B. Deyen, Dyersville, Iowa.
John Gillies, Fort Scott, Kans.
F. B. Gilrain, Dubuque, Iowa.
J. H. Greve, Mason City, Iowa.
M. Hansen, Hackettstown, N. J.
A. S. Huey, Roseburg, Ore.
M. S. Lanyon Jewelry Ce., Pittsburg, Kans.
L. E. Leek, Columbus, Kans.
j. H. Lepper, Mason City, Iowa.
C. H. Paxton, Paola, Kans.
J. 0. Scott, Paola, Kans.
Collateral Loan Co., Washington, D. C.
Klemme & Company, Albert Lea, Minn.
B. W. Lubman, Chickasha, Okla.
D. D. Michael. San Francisco, Cal.
W. T. Roach, Carthage, Mo.
G. Sehleuder, Austin, Minn.
W. H. Wright, Webb City, Mo.
G. W. Haltrom, Fort Worth, Tex.
Kors Brothers, Independence, Iowa.
J. S. Lang & Sons, Coffeyville, Kans.
D. M. Leach, Caney, Kans.
Shreve & Company, San Francisco, Cal.
Andrew Wilson, Winfield, Kans.
James A. Grant, Augusta, Kans.
Louis Gwirtz, Philadelphia, Pa.
J. C. Hadler, Wichita, Kans.
Herman Kunath, Spencer, Iowa.
5. B. Laramore, Washington, Ga.
Perry E. Miller, Wellington, Kans.
E. B. Roser, Wellington, Kans.
S. S. Schepps Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
G. M. Smith, Augusta, Kans.
G. M. West, Wichita, Kans.
Whitney Jewelry Co., Wichita, Kans.
Ed. Nix, Bentonville, Ark.
San Diego Jewelry Co., San Diego, Cal.
S. F. Hyde, New Philadelphia, Ohio.
G. A. Clark Co., Lorain, Ohio.
H. H. Bowman, Brookston, Ind.
Payne & Crowder, Boulder, Cob.
C. L. Taylor, Uhrichsville, Ohio.
H. L. Dodge, Anacortes, Wash.
W. E. Hanscom, Pendleton, Ore.
E. L. Overjorde, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
Gescheider Bros., Baltimore, Md.
Scott Jewelry Co., Laurel, Miss.
Jacobson & Furen Co., South Omaha, Nebr.
A. L. Schaefer, Pendleton, Ore.

The following rewards were ordered paid:
To Officer James A. Russell, Buffalo, N. Y., for
the arrest and conviction of George C. Fowler,
who broke into the store of Yung & Debus, of
that city, on October 14th and again on Novem-
ber 30, igo8, on both occasions stealing miscella-
neous jewelry from the show cases.

To Officers John S. Broyless and William
Primm, of St. Louis, Mo., for the arrest and con-
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viction of James Dexheimer and James Groves,
who smashed the store window of the Grand
Jewelry and Optical Co. and stole a number of
umbrellas and gold-filled fob chains for which
they were sentenced to the workhouse for one
year.

To Officers Harry Stege and John W. Farrell,
of Kansas City, for the arrest and conviction of
Francisio Florados, who smashed the window in
the store of Alex. Fuhrman, on January 9th, and
stole jewelry to the value of about $2oo.

To Officer P. C. Anderson and United States
Detective G. H. Seaton for the arrest and convic-
tion of Fred Hamilton, who smashed the window
of I. Aronson, of Portland, Oregon, and stole
miscellaneous jewelry to the value of about $moo
and also broke through the glass door of the
G. Heitkemper Jewelry Co., of the same city, and
was about to enter when Officer Anderson came
up, and, in connection with Seaton, gave chase,
finally shooting the burglar in the heel and cap-
turing him.

Chas. A. Keene, a watch dealer of this city,
was made the defendant last month in an action
brought by the Waltham Watch Co. to restrain
him from attaching his name to the word "Wal-
tham" on watches made by that company, which
company claims that his stamping is an invasion
of its rights. It would appear from the complaint
that Keene had procured Waltham watches from
unauthorized sources and stamped on them the
words : "From Chas. A. Keene, New York." It
is contended by the complainant that this stamping
is misleading to purchasers and also that the
stamping of these words on the plate is liable to
damage the movements and in this respect injure
the reputation of the company.

An interesting lawsuit was decided in Amster-
dam, Holland, last month involving trade customs
in the diamond trade. Some of the creditors of a
diamond broker who had embezzled diamonds to
the value of about one million francs claimed that
a parcel which had been returned by the broker
should be considered to belong to the creditors
jointly, unless the real owner could prove that he
was entitled to all and any of the stones. Proof
of ownership of any particular stone in a parcel,
however, is impossible under the present system of
doing business in the diamond trade, and the
court's decision was, therefore, awaited with some
apprehension. The court has now given a ruling
according to which the general information about
the stones given by the owner is accepted as suffi-
cient proof of his claim. The danger which might
have threatened the diamond trade from an ad-
verse ruling is, therefore, averted.

A prominent and highly-respected member of
the trade passed away last month in the person of
Leroy Wilson Fairchild, whose death occurred last
month at Atlantic City, N. J. The deceased was
in his eightieth year and was best known to the
older generation of the trade, having retired from
business a number of years ago. He was born in
this city in 1829 and early in life had many differ-
ent kinds of business connections. In 1849 he en-
tered the gold pen firm of Spencer, Randall &
Dickson, of this city, the gold pen industry being
then in its infancy. The firm failed in 185r and
was reorganized under the name of Randall &
Fairchild. This latter firm succeeded so well that
all the indebtedness was soon paid and the busi-
ness prosperous. During this period Mr. Fair-
child did much to revolutionize the gold pen in-
dustry. After the death of Mr. Randall, the busi-
ness was continued under the name of Leroy W.
Fairchild. The business is still continued under
the name of Fairchild & Co., the senior member
of the firm being Harry Fairchild, a son of the
deceased.

William F. King, former President of the
Merchants' Association of New York, was hon-
ored by a memorial meeting at which a number of
addresses were delivered by men prominent in
public and commercial life. Mr. King's disinter-
estedness and persistent work in the cause of civic
reforms were highly eulogized.

The Commercial Travelers' Mutual Accident
Association of America, to which a large number
of traveling jewelry salesmen belong, has issued in
printed form its twenty-sixth annual report, which
gives a plain statement of all details in connection
with the business of the association.

(Continued on page 9:1
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Here is a Strong Statement
and we can prove the truth of it. We can teach you
more about Practical Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics
in less time and with less expense than any other college
in this country. 41If you are ambitious and want to be-
come a thorough workman we want you to attend our
college; we will give you such a thorough, practical
knowledge of Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics so
you can accept a high-salaried position. 41, We have been
making high-salaried workmen for over fifteen years and
know how to do it in a short time and with little expense.

SEND FOR OUR PROSPECTUS; IT WILL GIVE YOU FULL INFORMATION
IT IS FREE; A POSTAL WILL BRING IT. *.• WRITE TO-DAY

r* Philadelphia College @of Horology
Broad and Somerset Streets PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
F. W. SCHULER, Principal COLLEGE OPEN ALL SUMMER ESTABLISHED 1894

$8.00 complete on our correspondence plan. This course will enable you to test and fit eyes expertly and correctly. On completion
you also obtain, without extra charge, our authorized diploma "Doctor of Optics." Remember, we are legally incorporated
and chartered. You take no chances, as we fulfill every promise we make. Write at once to

with your present income? Have you realized how easily you might increase it by the study of optics
on our correspondence plan ? Hundreds of our graduates thank us for putting them 'n this way to an
independent livelihood. Just a few minutes each day, and with the rich prospects which the practice of
OPTICS holds out, you ought not to hesitate a minute before investigating this chance to get a regular college course for

ARE YOU SATISFIED

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.

A TREATISE ON I-ZSCAPEMENTS
A thorough knowledge of the several escapements is the first essential of all who aim at competency in watchwork. To obtain this knowledge in the most practical way, and in the least time, procure a copy of the book

Watch and Clock Escapements
This book is the work of two of the most accomplished and experienced teachers of horology in the United States, andtheir skill in imparting their knowledge to students is shown on every page of the book, both in text and in illustration.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Publiahed by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO., 809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
1201 Hayworth Building, Chicago, Ill.
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The trade in this city presents no exceptional
feature worthy of comment at this time. Some
describe it as normal for the season while others
regard it as slow, but look confidently to an early
future. As the time is now at hand when there
will be a general exodus to the various summer
resorts there will, naturally, be a lull until the
approach of the fall. The industrial situation in
the city is improving very rapidly and it is ex-
pected that the fall will find all the large indus-
trial plants at work to their full capacity. This
will mean increased circulation of money and a
general improvement. Philadelphia jewelry houses
have a national reputation in the furnishing of
prize pieces, cups and trophies. There is much
work of this character at this season and some
remarkable pieces have been on exhibition. The
strike of the street car employees interfered con-
siderably with general business.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. exhibited recently in
their show window a handsome silver trophy, pre-
sented to the Yokohama Yacht Club, of Yokohama,
Japan, as a prize for an ocean race. The cup was
very beautiful in design, the decorative features
being suggestive both of the donors and recipients
and was much admired as a beautiful specimen of
art craftsmanship. This firm had also on exhibi-
tion recently the prizes to be awarded at the sev-
enth annual regatta of the American Rowing As-
sociation held on the Schuylkill on May 22d.
This prize consisted of cups, steins, shields, etc.
Other trophies made by this firm were awarded as
prizes by the Rose Tree Hunting Club at the
spring meeting, May 22d.

The improvements in the establishment of
D. V. Brown, manufacturing and wholesale opti-
cian, have now been completed and the many pa-
trons of this firm who visit the city will find a
very material change in the appearance of the
store. The alterations have been quite extensive,
but afford Mr. Brown the much desired facilities
necessary for the proper attention to his rapidly
growing business.

Blair & Crawford, the Chestnut Street jewelry
firm, was awarded the contract to design and make
the silver loving cup presented by the National
Association of Piano Dealers of America to the
retiring president. The decorative features are
symbolic of the association and the inscription is
as follows : "Presented to C. A. Grinnell, eighth
president, June 15, 1909."

An early closing season is now on in this city
and notices announcing the change in the hours
are being announced by show cards in the windows.

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club gave its elev-
enth annual shad dinner on the Bingham Hotel
roof garden on the evening of May nth. Nearly
two hundred guests attended the function, which
all conceded to be the most brilliant of the series.
An orchestra of ten pieces furnished music during
the evening and there was also a vaudeville show
in which many talented artists took part. After
the dinner the guests retired to the club rooms
where the. jollification was continued.

A recent attractive exhibit in the jewelry de-
partment of Strawbridge & Clothier was the repre-
sentation of an emblem to the Royal Arcanum,
made of jewels, including diamonds, rubies and
sapphires. The value of the piece was estimated
at $10,000.

One of the trophies recently designed and
made by the Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. was the
commodore prize for the Holly Beach Yacht Club,
Holly Beach, N. J. This firm has a national repu-
tation in trophy designing and is always favored
with a large number of contracts at this season.

The number of celebrations during the past
month brought large crowds of visitors to the city,
which stimulated business to some extent. One of
these was the annual conclave of the Grand Corn-
mandery Knights Templar of Pennsylvania. An-
other was the Royal Arcanum convention, in
which a large number of local jewelers were in-
terested, and there was also a convention of the
Foresters' Society.

E. J. Bertlett, Thirteenth and Walnut Streets,
who has taken such an active part in the work of
the Walnut Street Business Men's Association, is
also vice-president of the Business Science Club
which last month gave a banquet in memory of
Stephen Girard.

Andrew Brown, of the well-known optical
firm of D. V. Brown, sailed for Europe last
month on the Baltic. Mr. Brown will take in the
leading sights of the Old World, combining busi-
ness with pleasure.

Many of the local jewelers expressed their
intention to take part in the annual convention of
the Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association to
be held at Harrisburg June 3d and 4th. President
Garman, of this city, will be accompanied on the
journey to Harrisburg by a large contingent of
Philadelphia jewelers. Many of these have re-
cently joined the association and arc quite enthu-
siastic as to its possibilities.

J. Albert Caldwell, of the firm of J. E. Cald-
well & Co., sailed for Europe last month for a long
sojourn abroad. He will combine business with
pleasure, as customarily, and return some time in
the fall.

It has been announced that George J. Pequig-
not, 1331 Walnut Street, will be married on
June 17th to Miss Dorothy C. Cooper.

As one of the officers of Governor Stuart's
staff, Col. J. Warner Hutchins accompanied Presi-
dent Taft and his party to Petersburg, where the
ceremony of unveiling the monument erected by
the State of Pennsylvania took place.

New York Letter
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S. Cohn, of Cohn, Abraham & Co., diamond
manufacturers, 9 Maiden Lane, sailed early last
month for Europe on a business trip to the dia-
mond centers.

Benjamin S. Samuels, formerly in the Fuller
Building, Twenty-third and Broadway, is now
located in the Alvin Building, corner of Fifth
Avenue and Thirty-fifth Street.

Breslavsky Bros., 51 Maiden Lane, have made
extensive improvements in their factory and have
greatly enlarged the available space. An addition
to the building has furnished a well-lighted
workroom. The business of the firm has been
rapidly increasing for some time, a coloring and
silver plating department having been added dur-
ing the past year.

Eisemann Bros., 452 Fifth Avenue, have ad-
mitted to partnership in the business J. W. Paris,
who has been connected with the firm for some
eighteen years.

I. 011endorf sailed for Europe early last
month on the Deutschland. He contemplated re-
maining abroad for two months combining busi-
ness with pleasure.

The partnership existing between William
McTeigue, G. Manz and S. Bachem under the firm
name of McTiegue, Manz & Co., was recently dis-
solved and a copartnership formed between
William McTeigue and S. Bachem under the firm
name of McTeigue & Co., who will continue the
business at 31 West Thirty-first Street. This firm
makes a specialty of fine diamond jewelry.

Jersemann & Wagner, manufacturer of
jewelry cases at 105 Maiden Lane, will move their
factory to the floor above that which they now
occupy and will use their present quarters for dis-
playing their product of jewelry cases. Other im-
provements will be made and much additional ma-
chinery will be installed.

The interest of M. L. Hammel in the firm of
Gattle, Ettinger & Hammel, has been purchased
by M. Gattle and I. B. Ettinger, who will continue
the business under the old firm name. They now
occupy their new quarters in the Broadway-
Maiden Lane Building at 170 Broadway. The
specialty of the firm is fine mounted jewelry.

Henry Silberfeld, 1395 Broadway, sailed for
Europe on May 25th on a long trip on which he
will combine business with pleasure. He will visit
London, Paris, Vienna and many other points of
interest.

David Feiss, the popular western representa-
tive of Ingomar, Goldsmith & Co., 180 Broadway,
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was recently here on a visit. After a few days
spent at headquarters replenishing his sample
cases he again started on a far western trip. Mr.
Feiss seems to think that this fall's business will
be the largest in his experience on the road.
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ATTLEB OROS.
Col. S. 0. Bigney, of Attleboro, took quite an

extended trip to Panama, Cuba and the West
Indies, returning to Attleboro about the middle of
May. While in Panama the colonel went over
quite a considerable portion of the canal route.

An addition is being built to the Doran Build-
ing, 150 Chestnut Street, Providence, which, when
completed, will about double the former size of
this building. It will be one of the largest build-
ings in Providence devoted exclusively to the
manufacture of jewelry and allied lines.

Ford & Carpenter, Providence, have recently
been mailing to their trade a series of very inter-
esting and unique post cards, the drawing and de-
signing of which are the work of the firm's senior
member, T. Parker Ford.

The Leach & Miller Co., Attleboro, are now
making new patterns of their patented four-picture
locket which gained a great deal of popularity
several years ago, but the demand for which was
limited by the difference in price between it and
the ordinary two-picture locket. The Leach &
Miller Co. have developed the manufacture of
this locket so that it can now be sold almost as
low as the ordinary locket, and they expect a big
sale on it the coming season.

The A. & Z. Chain Co., Providence, are now
represented by their own men in all parts of the
United States. Their staff has just been com-
pleted and representatives are showing the A. & Z.
line in their respective territories. George Gar-
land handles the Chicago business ; Ed J. Gross,
Kansas City; Samuel Loeb, Cincinnati, and
J. Shea, New York. W. P. Jefferson and Charles
Anshen cover the New England States, M. S. Olin,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia and Washington,
D. C., and F. V. Glidden represents the firm on the
Pacific Slope.

Leach & Garner, Attleboro, are erecting a new
factory on Hazel Street. The building will be
two-story and basement and of good area, and will
be newly equipped all the way through.

William P. Chapin, of Chapin & Hollister Co.,
Providence, accompanied by Mrs. Chapin and
family, sailed for Europe last month.

The George H. Holmes Co., Providence, has
made extensive improvements in their office, which
will afford much-needed facilities to cope with
their growing business.

The Gorham Baseball League was organized
last month and will consist of six different teams
from the various departments of the Gorham
works. The president of the league is William G.
Lawton, son of Superintendent John F. P. Lawton.

Col. S. 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney & Co., At-
tleboro, delivered a very interesting address last
month before the Board of Trade, taking as his
subject his recent trip to Panama. The address
was both entertaining and instructive and gave a
very vivid description of the great work being
performed in constructing the canal.

Homer M. Daggett, a highly-respected citizen
of Attleboro, died last month in his eighty-ninth
year. The deceased was one of the oldest banking
men in the city. In 1875 he assisted in the organi-
zation of the First National Bank, of Attleboro,
and was elected its first cashier, a position which
he held until a few years ago.

The stockholders of the Attleboro Steam and
Electric Company recently presented to the presi-
dent of the company, Jos. L. Sweet, of R. F. Sim-
mons Co., a beautiful silver loving cup as an evi-
dence of appreciation of his valued services to
the company. The cup is a handsome work of
art and was made at the factory of' Watson &
Newell Co.
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Our purchases of Diamonds direct from the cut-
ters in the great markets of Europe for cash,
enable us to give the greatest possible values.

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE •
Room 1201 HEYWORTH BUILDING

The Chicago Association of
Home for the Commerce is to have a perma-
Chicago nent home if the present plans
Association of the Executive Committee
of Commerce can be carried out, and, judg-

ing from the past achievements
of this organization, the thought of failure is
scarcely tenable. An option has been secured on
a building site in Washington Street, opposite the
County Building and new City Hall. This option
was to have run only ten days and expires
May 24th, but on that day it was announced that
an extension of one week had been granted to
allow for a further subscription of stock. On
May 24th it was announced that about six hundred
thousand dollars of the $1,000,000 necessary to
assure a permanent home for the association had
already been subscribed. Briefly stated, the plan
is to erect, at a total cost of $2,000,000, a modern
building that will yield an income sufficient to pay
a fair rate of interest on the investment and to re-
tire the bonds. Subdivision No. 7 of the Ways
and Means Committee, which embraces the
jewelry jobbers and kindred lines and the manu-
facturing jewelers and which is captained by
E. E. Swadener, of F. A. Hardy & Co., and
George A. Jewett, of Hamilton & Hamilton, has
secured $18,000 in stock subscriptions from among
the jewelry interests. The firms subscribing, to-
gether with the amount of their subscriptions, are
as follows : Benj. Allen & Co., F. A. Hardy & Co.,
Walter Frazer Brown, Western Clock Co., Otto
Young & Co., Elgin National Watch Co., Juergens
& Anderson Co., Burley & Tyrrell Co., $t000 each;
Stein & Ellbogen Co., C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.,
R. Wallace Mfg. Co., Hyman, Berg & Co., Almer,
Coe & Co., E. Lechler, G. A. Soden, $5oo each;
A. W. Sproehnle, Ansonia Clock Co., Chas. E.
Graves & Co., $300 each ; Fred Blauer & Co., S.
Buchsbaum, S. Lazarus & Co., 200 each; Julius
King Optical Co., Ft. Dearborn Watch & Clock
Co., Hamilton & Hamilton, American Silver Co.,
Thos. J. Dee & Co., Dreyer, Lochau & Ohm,
Henry Paulson & Co., W. A. Lamb, M. S.
Fleishman & Co., E. Kirchberg, E. E. Swadener
(for son) and four members of the family of
Walter Frazer Brown, $too each. It is expected
that the jewelry interests of Chicago will subscribe
$30,000 for this building before the canvas is com-
pleted. The Chicago Association of Commerce is
now the largest, most influential and most pro-
gressive business organization in the world.' Its
permanency will be doubly assured by this build-
ing. It has set out to have a permanent home for
itself and we have been taught, not only to believe
but to know, that it is equal to any task it undertakes.

It is very probable that within
Chicago the near future steps will be
Jewelers Plan taken by the members of the
Active Future Chicago Jewelers' Association

to enlarge the membership and
the scope of usefulness of this organization which,
for many years past, has existed solely as a social
association without exerting any efforts looking

towards the commercial advancement of the
jewelry interests of this market. The membership
of this body has been limited to about fifty, while
the combined jewelry interests here embrace fully
twice that number. While the plans which are
now being discussed are merely tentative, they
have progressed far enough to practically insure
an organization of Chicago jewelry interests,
which will have for its one aim and purpose the
advancement of the general trade interests of this
market. The exponents of the idea are as yet not
prepared to officially announce their plans, but the
assurance is given that if the reorganization idea
finally prevails it will be brought about on a broad
enough scale to include all the jewelry interests of
this market. The inspiration of this idea came, no
doubt, as a result of the magnificent work which
has been accomplished thus far for this market
by the Chicago Association of Commerce, which
has worked laboriously for the general interests of
all the trades in this market and accomplished the
well-nigh impossible by bringing to this market
hundreds of thousands of buyers which heretofore
had been attracted to other markets. One of the
largest jobbers here, in discussing the contem-
plated plan of the association, said : "I am heartily
in favor of this plan. It is one which is typical of
the Chicago spirit and I hope to see its consum-
mation. Chicago has gained a prestige as a
jewelry distributing point second to none in the
world. I see nothing to prevent it from holding
this position of prominence for all time. How-
ever, this is a growing city and, above all, a grow-
ing market. Its possibilities can scarcely be real-
ized. Other lines have their own organizations
which "boost" this market and the jewelers cer-
tainly ought to have theirs. We need an organiza-
tion which will proclaim the advantages of Chi-
cago as a jewelry market throughout this entire
country and attract the buyers to this market, not
necessarily to any particular salesroom, but to
Chicago. Such a plan could not make flesh out
of one firm and meat out of the other, but would
benefit all equally and injure none, because any
plan which would be beneficial to the entire Chi-
cago jobbing interests certainly could not be in-
imical to the interests of any individual firm."

To correct a misunderstanding
The Propozed on the part of many in the
Tariff on Clocks trade as to the position which

Geo. Kuehl & Co., clock im-
porters, of this city, have taken relative to para-
graph No. t8o of the proposed new tariff regula-
tions on clocks, this firm has issued a signed
statement, addressed to the Senate Committee on
Finance, which reads as follows : There seems to
be a misunderstanding on the part of many firms
regarding the position taken by Geo. Kuehl & Co.,
of Chicago, to Paragraph No. I89 of the proposed
new tariff regulations on clocks. Geo. Kuehl &
Co. do not object to this paragraph as a whole,
but only object to part of the paragraph which
would include Black Forest clocks (cuckoo
clocks). If this paragraph should apply to Black
Forest clocks (cuckoo clocks) it would make it
impossible to import in the future any more Black
Forest clocks to this country : First, the carvings
of Black Forest clocks are made in the home in-

dustry in the Black Forest, Germany, and some-
times there are three or four different parties
working on one clock case, and, if these parties
should be called manufacturers and their names
had to appear on the clock case or dial, it would
mean three or more names ; second, as to clock
movements for Black Forest clocks, the castings
for these movements are made in the factory,
finished in the home industry and also put to-
gether in the home industry, and then these move-
ments and cases go to another party, who assem-
bles the clocks, or they are assembled in this
country. If all the names of the makers or manu-
facturers had to appear on the clock case or dial
it would mean six or seven names on one clock
or dial, which would destroy the appearance of any
Black Forest clock. These clocks are not made
in the United States, and never will be made in the
United States, as no skilled labor can be had for
this kind of work, and they are only made in the
mountains of the Black Forest or Switzerland in
the home industry, where they have been made for
generations. Otherwise, we are very much in
favor of this paragraph that on all imported
clocks, wherever possible, the name of the manu-
facturer, as well as the city, shall appear on the
dial or case, indelibly painted or printed, where it
does not disfigure the clock. In fact, we wish that
this paragraph would become law as it would stop
defrauding the people with inferior imported
clocks which are often sold for domestic clocks,
and we do not think any reliable foreign manu-
facturer would take objection to this law.

John Warren, sales manager of the Elgin
National Watch Company, left the middle of the
month on an extended southern trip.

John S. Cunningham, representing E. L.
Spencer & Co., Providence, was in Chicago late in
the month with his line.

Clement A. Clement, of Springfield, Mo., well
known to the jobbing trade of Chicago as well as
in all the western jobbing centers, died May 13th
at St. John's Hospital, Springfield. Mr. Clement
had not been in the best of health for several
years past, but the immediate cause of death was
a severe cold which he contracted while in Kansas
City which developed into a severe case of pneu-
monia. Mr. Clement was born in London, Eng-
land, and located in Springfield twenty-five years
ago. He was a man of sterling business qualities
and highly respected and esteemed. He is sur-
vived by two sons, Mrs. Clement having died five
years ago.

With the idea in view of conducting their
business upon the profit-sharing plan, the well-
known jobbing firm of Norris, Alister & Co. has
been incorporated under the same name with a
capital stock of $125,000. It is understood that a
number of the employees and heads of depart-
ments will be allotted shares in the business, but
no 'announcement has yet been made. W. M.
Alister will remain as president and Chas. H.
Spencer as general manager.

F. Wyatt, formerly a retail jeweler at 445
East Sixty-third Street, has discontinued business.

R. A. C. Jenkins, a retailer at 114 East Thirty-
first Street, is receiving the congratulations of his
friends upon the advent of a baby boy in his
family.

Curtis Lindsay, a son of S. W. Lindsay, a
well-known retailer, of Omaha, graduated early
in the month from the technical course of the
Armour Institute. His father came to Chicago
to attend the graduation exercises.

William Beck, of Sioux City, Iowa, well known
to the jobbing trade of this market, was on the local
market early in the month and was an out-of-
town guest at the informal dinner given by the
Chicago Jewelers' Association at the Automobile
Club.

Hamilton B. McKinley and Burton E. Chap-
man, missionaries for the Elgin National Watch
Company, came in from their territories the past
month and spent several days at the home office.
Mr. Chapman left for Seattle late in the month,
where he will look after the company's interests
during the exposition.

B. Shapiro, a well-known West Side jeweler,
recently closed a transaction whereby he secured
a ten years' lease on his present location at 737
West North Avenue.

(Continued on page 925)
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announcement

Wishing to co-operate with the Retail Jewelers

in their efforts to improve conditions, we beg

to announce that on and after July ist, 1909,

no goods will be shown in our establishment

to a consumer unless accompanied in person

by a retail jeweler or upon presentation of a

written order signed by a retail jeweler to

whose account the goods must be charged.

We ask your assistance by reporting to us any

deviation from this rule which may come to

your knowledge.

Very truly yours,

C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.

June, 1909

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 923)

John R. Lilja, the diamond expert in charge
of the diamond department of Benj. Allen & Co.,
left early in the month on his annual trip to the
diamond markets of Europe.

Rudolph Neuman, retail jeweler at Forty-
eighth Street and Ashland Avenue, left on an ex-
tended European trip and expects to be absent
from his business for several months.

Max Goldberg, who has conducted a jewelry
and optical store at Firty-sixth Street and Ash-
land Avenue, has sold his jewelry stock and will
hereafter devote his entire attention to optics.

Abraham Lipman, one of the pioneer retail
jewelers of Chicago, who for the past twenty-
eight years has conducted a jewelry store at 99
Madison Street, died May nth at Atlantic City,
N. J., from a complication of diseases. Deceased
was 70 years old. The remains were brought to
this city and interment was at Rose Hill Cemetery,
May 14th. Mr. Lipman came to Chicago in 1871
and founded the business which bears his name.
He was a prominent member of the Masons, Elks
and Knights of Pythias. One son, August Lip-
man, and two daughters, Mrs. Ludwig Marum
and Clara Lipman, the actress, survive him. Au-
gust Lipman will continue in charge of the
business.

G. A. Henry, for several years in charge of
the ophthalmological department of the Chicago
office of F. A. Hardy & Co., will hereafter be in
charge of the New York office of this firm, having
been appointed to the position made vacant by the
resignation of John K. Bass, formerly the New
York manager. E. C. Craven, formerly floor
salesman, has been placed in charge of the oph-
thalmological department and Morris Jacobs, for-
merly in the credit department, will assume Mr.
Craven's duties. B. S. Fosmer will act as city
salesman to replace George Robb, resigned.

The marriage of Miss Mabel Creighton, for
several years secretary to E. E. Swadener, of
F. A. Hardy & Co., to G. A. Henry, also of this
firm, is announced to take place June 5th at the
home of the bride's parents, x2o7 Rokeby Street.
Mr. Henry has been placed in charge of the New
York office of F. A. Hardy & Co., the duties of
which he will assume after a trip with his bride
through the South and a stay at Atlanta during
the annual convention of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians.

Miss Marjorie Hunter, daughter of George E.
Hunter, superintendent of the Elgin National
Watch Company's factory, was married May 1st
to N. H. VanSickle. The wedding was attended
by all the principal officers of the company. THE
KEYSTONE joins the many friends of the happy
couple in extending congratulations.

The Chicago Jewelers' Association gave an
informal dinner in the rooms of the Automobile
Club early in the month. It was in the nature of
a testimonial to Wm. P. Williams, who, for sev-
eral years past, has officiated as toastmaster at the
annual banquet of the association. President Fred
G. Thearle, on behalf of the association, presented
Mr. Williams with a set of six sterling silver
platters as a token of the esteem in which Mr.
Williams is held by the wholesale jewelers of
Chicago. In presenting Mr. Williams with this re-
membrance President Thearle read the following
resolution, which was unanimously adopted by
those present : "Resolved, that, in the personality
of our friend and comrade, William P. Williams,
we find such rare qualities of head and heart that
we hold him in the highest esteem. His abun-
dance of humor, ready wit and brilliancy of speech
have played a large part in the success of our
banquets. His unselfish assistance in all our ar-
rangements and helpfulness in our plans have en-
deared him to all 'the boys' of the jewelry trade."

W. A. Burrows, jewelry jobber, has moved
from Room 11°8 Heyworth Building to 6o3 Co-
lumbus Memorial Building.

Robert Hunter, Chicago and western repre-
sentative of Geo. L. Brown & Co., returned late in
the month from his initial western trip for this
house.

The Alvin Mfg. Co., in order to accommodate
its increasing business, has moved its headquarte rs
from Room 1014 Silversmiths' Building to the
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eighth floor of the same building, where they
have more than double their space.

Henry G. Pfordresher, Chicago and western
representative of the Eastern Jewelry Co., of Provi-
dence, returned early in the month from a trip to
the factory and left again on a western trip, re-
turning late in the month.

S. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.,
and A. J. Thoma, of the Thoma Bros.' Co., of
Cincinnati, called on the members of the Chicago
trade the middle of the month in the interests of
the coming meeting of the National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association, which meets in New York
June 9th. 

Jos. Brown & Co. will move from their pres-
ent location, at Fifth Avenue and Madison Street,
to the first and second floors of 225 State Street.
They will conduct a retail store on the ground
floor and their wholesale department will be on
the second floor.

Albert Schield, with M. F. Barger & Co., was
called to Paducah, Ky., during the past month by
a telegram announcing the death of his father.

The Lorios Jewelry Co. has been incorporated
with a capital of $1o,000; the incorporators are:
L. L. Sachs, Harry Sachs and Morris Sachs.

J. M. Becker has received a letter from John
D. Planchamp, who is now living in Paris, to the
effect that Mrs. Planchamp died in Paris the lat-
ter part of March. Mr. Planchamp was the first
watch case repairer in Chicago and was in busi-
ness here for many years. He gave up his business
here in 1895 and has been in Paris for several
years.
tripRobert Kei, with F. N. Noble & Co., made a

to Philadelphia early in the month in the 
ld

in-
terests of his firm.

Andrew E. Rush, Macomb, Ill., was in Chi-
cago late in the month buying new fixtures for his
store, which he intends to entirely remodel.

C. L. Merry and Fred Merry, of the Merry
Optical Company, were in Chicago late in the
month to attend the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Association of Wholesale Opticians.

The Lucios Jewelry Store on State Street was
damaged by fire early in the month to the extent
of $4000, fully covered by insurance.

Robbers broke into the jewelry store of John
C. Pierik, at Springfield, Ill., and escaped with
$25oo worth of diamonds and watches which they
took from the show windows. They gained ad-
mission by forcing the rear door and disturbed
nothing in the store but the window display.

Word has been received by the Chicago trade
to the effect that V. Therkelsen has opened a
jewelry store at 1308 Washington Avenue, Ra-
cine, Wis.

J. B. Hudson, of Minneapolis, spent several
days on the local market on his way home from
an extensive eastern trip.

F. C. Spies, of Spies Bros., returned late in
the month from an extended California trip, ac-
companied by Mrs. Spies.

D. W. Wilkins, representing Ostby & Barton
Co., is on a Pacific Coast trip.

J. D. Mercer, one of the leading retail jewel-
ers of Kansas City, spent several days in Chicago
while on his way home from a two months' Euro-
peanwtr. 

M. . Alister, of Norris, Alister & Co., ac-
companied by Mrs. Alister, spent the greater part
of the month at their summer home in Ocono-
mowoc, Wis.

The annual meeting of the Chicago Jewelers'
Association, for the purpose of electing officers for
the ensuing year, will be held at the association
rooms in the Columbus Memorial Building June
15th. At the last monthly meeting of the associa-
tion the Nominating Committee made the follow-
ing recommendations: President, Harry W.
Hahn; vice-president, B. C. Allen; secretary and
treasurer, A. W. Sproehnle; Finance Committee:
F. G. Thearle, James R. Perry, Claude Seymour;
Membership Committee: James K. Caldwell,
Ernest M. Lunt, E. E. Swadener ; Nominating
Committee : Lem W. Flershem, M. A. Mead, Max
Ellbogen.

A joint meeting of the directors of the Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association, of Chicago, and the
members of the Executive Committee of the Illi-
nois Retail Jewelers' Association was held in
Chicago late in the month, at which time various
matters of interest to both retailers and jobbers •
were discussed. F. A. Marean, of Belvidere,
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president of the retailers' organization, extended
a cordial invitation to the jobbers to be present at
the annual convention of the State association,
which will be held at Peoria June 29th and 30th.
He stated that he expected this to be the most
successful gathering of Illinois retail jewelers
ever held and reported that during the past year
the scope of usefulness of the association had
been extended by the admission of nearly fifty new
members.

Richard 0. Kandler, founder of the Jewelers'
School of Engraving, has issued a very neat and
complete catalogue of his school, which contains
specimen work of engraving made by students of
this institution and a complete history of the in-
stitution. A copy will be sent free to anyone who .
contemplates a course in engraving. Mr. Kandler
announces that arrangements have been made
whereby students of the engraving course may re-
ceive private instructions in watchmaking and also
a thorough course in optics.

Henry Paulson & Co. have just issued a watch
and jewelry repair price list card, which can be
hung up in a jewelry store and be referred to at
convenience, even in the presence of a customer.
A printed price list is often very convenient to
show a customer who requests an estimate. One
of these cards will be sent free upon application.

J. A. Limbach and R. T. Kleckner, of the
Chicago office of the Theodore Foster & Bro. Co.,
made a trip to the company's factory at Provi-
dence early in the month to attend a special con-
ference of members of the corporation and the
salesmen. In addition to discussing matters of
business the salesmen were taken for an auto spin
to Narragansett Pier and a theater party and also a
banquet, in the course of which Mr. Limbach pre-
sented Theodore W. Foster with a beautifully in-
scribed silver loving cup as a token of apprecia-
tion of the members of the traveling force.

A suit in trover against Joe Brown & Co. to
recover $300 worth of merchandise has been begun
by Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro. Co. The suit is
being watched with much interest as a decision in
favor of the plaintiff will establish an important
precedent. The watch company alleges that Jos.
Brown purchased $300 worth of merchandise from
them ten days before his failure and received them
one day before and alleges that he accepted the
shipment when he knew the firm was insolvent.

Robert A. Brown, western representative of
S. 0. Bigney & Co., started early in the month for
a trip to the Pacific Coast.

Ralph N. Whitford, formerly manager of the
Hofman Jewelry Co., of Columbus, Ohio, spent
several days visiting his friends on the Chicago
market early in the month. He was on his way
to Colorado, where he will spend the greater part
of the summer.

Charles B. Jacquemin, formerly a well-known
jeweler of Helena, Mont., died very suddenly at
Council Bluffs, Iowa, early in the month. He was
very well known among the wholesale trade of
this city by reason of the fact that he was for
many years in the jewelry business at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, and often visited this market.

B. A. Ballou & Co., of Providence, R. I., have
opened a western office in the Columbus Memorial
Building. C. E. Petit will be in charge.

The Frank E. Guild Co., of Providence, has
engaged T. C. Jacobs to represent them in Chicago
and the West. He will make his headquarters in
the Columbus Memorial Building.

The Chicago trade has received an announce-
ment of the opening of a new store at Antigo,
Wis., by Charles Braun.

The Veilon Co. has been incorporated in this
State to manufacture metal jewelry. The capital
stock is $25oo and the incorporators Wm. J. Lind-
say, George H. Hoogh and C. R. Heberling.

Asa Richmond, representing Zara White, of
Providence, was in Chicago early in the month
showing the firm's new line.

J. G. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., accom-
panied by Mrs. Swartchild, are at present on a
European tour. Word was received from thent at
Paris to the effect that they were enjoying excel-
lent health and a delightful time. They will visit
Germany, Switzerland, Italy and England before
returning.

A. Romins has opened a jewelry store at 14.99
West North Avenue.

Glenn L. Seitz has secured the Nile of Man-
dalian & Hawkins for Chicago and the West.
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Patent

Four - Picture Lockets

The only Locket on the market
with an entirely invisible joint.

Made in High-Grade Gold Filled
and 10 K. Gold by

The LEACH 0-MILLER CO.
Manufacturers of

Gold Filled Lockets, Bracelets and Neck Chains
10 K. Gold Brooches, Scarf Pins and Ear Screws

Main Office and Factory .

31 UNION STREET :: ATTLEBORO, MASS.
New York Office Chicago Office San Francisco Office

12 JOHN STREET 103 STATE STREET 15 KEARNEY STREET

WE SELL THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

This Four-Picture Locket is manufactured under our patent, in 14K. Gold only.
by T. W. Adams Co_ New York

3735

Only
ESTABLISHED
FIFTY-TWO
YEARS

Flat Model, Quarter Gold, Hand Engraved

"Me New W & H Line Contains
the Largest Variety of Original and
Desirable Designs Ever Shown

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE JOBBING
TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

Wightman. & Hough Co.
New York Office Providence, R. I.3 Maiden Lane 

Main Office and Factory
7 Beverly Street
Providence, R. 1.

ESTABLISHED 1889 21st SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Zhe aeurelers' gichool
of (Krigraving

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder The Jewelers'
School of Engraving

FIRST EXCLUSIVE
ENGRAVING SCHOOL

ORIGINAL AND
MOST PRACTI-
CAL COURSE

NO TICE
WE WILL FILL TOOL ORDERS
We have facilities to arrange a splendid private course
in watchmaking, also a thorough course in optics in
connection with our Engraving Course. 41We do
Trade Engraving. Ill•We sketch MONOGRAMS,
25 cents and up. LWrite for New Catalogue.

Suite 1104 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago
Correspondence Sol kited. RICHAR I) 0. K ANDLER, Pres.
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KANSAS CITY
lip nd the

GREAT
SOUTHWEST

Because business affairs are
Improvement untangling so beautifully and

crop conditions are generally
favorable the jewelers here an-

ticipate a fall trade that will outclass that of any
previous year. The wholesalemen bought heavily
last month and Edwards & Sloane Jewelry
Co. report their purchases the most extensive
in the history of their house. The old stock
in both wholesale and retail houses has been
considerably reduced since the in voicc and
sale of last month. Most of the retail men
displayed this stock in their windows as at-
tractively as if it had been just imported from
abroad. The artistic background and the reduced
prices made ready sales and there is room in every
shop now for new goods. Conditions in the sur-
rounding territory are very good with the excep-
tion of western Texas and Kansas, which are
both in need of rain. Neither of these sections
have much diversity in their crops and are wholly
at the mercy of the weather. The trade in watches
and diamonds is again on the increase owing to
the number of colleges and high school graduates.

C. A. Clement, for twenty years a jeweler at
Springfield, Mo., died Thursday, May t8th, at
St. Joseph's Hospital, in that city, of pneumonia.
Mr. Clement was one of the most widely known
jewelers in the State and had a host of friends in
Kansas City. The week before he died he was
here visiting several of them and was in the best
of spirits. Charles C. Hoefer and C. L. Merry
went to Springfield Sunday, May 15th, to attend
the funeral services. Mr. Clement leaves two
sons, Alfred and Arthur. His wife died about five
years ago.

The front plate-glass window in the store of
F. W. Swearingen, a Topeka jeweler, was broken
last month and about $tow worth of watches, un-
cut diamonds, precious stones and other jewelry
stolen. The robbers pried a cobblestone from the
street car track paving in front of the store and
broke the glass with it. The robbery took place at
about 4.30 o'clock in the morning. A man living
across the street heard the crash, saw the robber
throw the jewelry into a sack and run. He was
joined by two others, and the three went into the
alley back of the Copeland Hotel ruins ostensibly
to divide the loot there as the trays and some
small pieces of jewelry were left in the alley.
The police have found no trace of the robbers as
the only man who saw them cannot give a good
description of any one of them.

Rose & Gordon is the firm name of a jewelry
store opened last month in Kansas City, Kans.

C. B. Norton, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Co., and Leo H. Ludwig, of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., went with the Commercial Club on
its recent trade trip. Mr. Norton is a member of
the Trade Extension Committee of the club.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Mercer returned last
month from a cruise in the Mediterranean. Mr.
Mercer combined business with pleasure and it is
expected that he will have many beautiful new
things soon to show his patrons.

G. Riggs, of Ada, Kans., was in the city last
month buying an opening stock of goods.

S. G. Calder, formerly with Walter Starcke
at Junction City, Kans., has opened up in business
for himself in that place.

Samuel McKinley recently closed a successful
sale for S. F. Miller, Tonkawa, Okla.

William Kassel, engaged in the jewelry busi-
ness in the Ridge Building, was burned out in the
fire of April 26th which completely destroyed the
Walnut Street half of the big office building.
Mr. Kassel recently opened up in the Scarritt
Arcade.

A. E. Smith has recently been added to the
traveling force of Warner & Reed. He is cover-
ing Iowa and Nebraska for the firm.
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Frank Bangs represented the Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Co. at the Kansas Retail
Jewelers' Association at Topeka. Mr. Bangs is
acquiring the reputation of a convention man, as
he has represented his firms at several recent
jewelry association meetings.

W. C. Schumann, traveling for the C. B.
Norton Jewelry Co. through Oklahoma, was
in the city last month stocking up for his June trip.

George H. Edwards, of the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., recently purchased a new automobile.

James Pizinger, of Olinitz, Kans., recently
opened a new store at Hoisington, Kans.

C. H. Fisher was in Kansas City last month
buying stock for a new store he is opening at
Helena, Okla.

W. J. Neeley has opened a new store at
Siloam Springs, Ark.

D. W. Hicks, in business at Yates Center,
Kans., has sold out his stock.

Purde Firstenburger, of the Woodstock-
Hoef er Watch and Jewelry Co., was in the house
recently preparing for his early summer trip.

E. V. Burnett is now located at 322 East
Ninth Street.

R. G. Pierce, formerly with H. G. Butterfield
at Hamburg, Iowa, has succeeded to the business
of A. E. Waldron, Adebalt, Iowa. He was in
Kansas City recently buying goods.

C. A. Kiger, of the C. A. Kiger Jewelry
Co., returned recently from one of his favorite
hunting trips.

Sig. Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., New York,
called on his jeweler friends in Kansas City last
month.

The Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry
Co. is closing at i o'clock on Saturday afternoon.

B. Ragland's watch store at Waco, Tex., was
severely damaged by fire last month. The loss
was not entirely covered by insurance.

D. R. Porter, of Bentonville, Ark., has sold
out to Perry N. Waters.

Warren J. Gurney and Thomas Ware were
discharged from bankruptcy last month. The
petition for discharge was brought in Judge Phil-
lips' court May Toth. The Gurney & Ware stock
was taken over by the creditors a year ago. Mr.
Gurney has opened up again in a small way in the
Findlay Art Store on Walnut Street, and Mr.
Ware, who is said to be one of the finest watch-
makers in Kansas City, is with the Cady & Olm-
stead Jewelry Co.

E. E. St. Hoar, formerly with the C. B. Nor-
ton Jewelry Co., but now with the American Oil
and Supply Co., called last month on the Kansas
City tool and material men.

E. M. Dunham recently purchased the stock
of Ora Stutzman at Garden City, Mo.

The Hassig Jewelry Co. has just issued a new
62-page catalogue.

Morrison Bros., at Olathe, Kans., has added
new fixtures. They held a formal opening of their
new store Saturday, May t5th.

Hessel Bros.' jewelry store at San Antonio,
Tex., was recently robbed of four dozen watches
and the same number of rings.

R. V. Phillips, formerly with the Cady &
Olmstead Jewelry Co., has accepted a position as
watchmaker with Lubeck & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

The out-of-town visitors at Kansas City
wholesale houses were as follows: G. T. Meloy,
Chilhowee, Mo.; P. H. Young, Dodge City, Kans.;
Carl Ricker, Emporia, Kans.; W. J. Mulnix,
Holden, Mo.• F. C. Clement, Pleasant Hill, Mo.;
J. L. Potts, Marceline, Mo.; H. A. Tibballs, Em-
poria, Kans.; B. C. Weiler, Blackburn, Mo. 

' 
• A. Y.

'
Boswell, Tulsa, Okla. • G. A. Young, Moberly,
Mo.; Walter Sperling, Seneca, Kans.; S. W. Dye,
Linneus, Mo.; Rambo & Aiken, Argentine, Kans.;
F. E. Schroeder, Paola, Kans.; C. H. Fisher,
Helena, Okla.; Amos Plank, Hutchinson, Kans.;
Henry W. Selts, Clay Center, Kans. 

' 
• T. S. Terry,

'
Downs, Kans. • T. S. Mendenhall, Burr Oak,
Kans.; M. S. Hall, Mankato, Kans.; Mr. Rine-
hart, Smith Center, Kans.; G. Roth felder, For-
mosa, Kans.; E. Parker, Gilman City, Mo. • S. J.
Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; W. H. Meyer,
Lawson, Mo.; W. W. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.;
J. B. Hampton, Colby, Kans.; W. F. Kirkpatrick,
Winchester, Kans.; M. Flatau, Chickasha, Okla.:
F. W. Jordan, Minneapolis, Kans.; E. L. McDow-
ell, Arkansas City, Kans.; Mrs. A. D. Lawrence,
Dewey, Okla.; G. R. Summers, Sturgeon, Mo.;
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R. C. Pierce, Odebolt, Iowa ; W. T. Brown, Ster-
ling, Kans.; C. H. Morrison, Olathe, Kans.; J. R.
Delaplain, Hope, Kans.; E. R. Reyer, Westmore-
land, Kans.; Henry J. Linn, Atchison, Kans.;
F. W. Bartlett, Leavenworth, Kans.; A. Rosen-
field, Leavenworth, Kans.

DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

The lack of rain has been unprecedented in
this immediate section, October 12th last year
being the last date on which any rain of conse-
quence had fallen until within the last few days.
Showers have been pretty general this week and
a happier set of people cannot be found than those
whose business depends in any manner upon
weather conditions. The residents of the State
are now very optimistic, and, we believe, the fall
business will, in every way, compare favorably
with any previous year. There is plenty of money
here, but no disposition to part with it until the
drought was broken. Numerous small towns are
being opened up on a sound basis and carloads of
eastern farmers are coming in and settling
throughout the whole State, recognizing the won-
derful resources of this section. This, naturally,
will increase the territory to be covered by the
trade representatives.

Jules E. Muchart has succeeded to the firm of
Muchart & Cook, Sherman, Tex. Geo. E. Cook
retires after a long and successful business asso-
ciation with the above firm, and we wish him
many pleasant days in which to enjoy his hard-
earned respite from business cares.

G. W. Haltom and George Friedly have
formed a partnership and are doing business at
Mr. Haltom's old stand at Bowie, Tex.

D. M. Cave, formerly with Cave & Plunkett,
Houston, and also with the Teague Jewelry Co.,
Teague, is now associated with Ben Harless, in
Houston.

W. B. Dutton, Weatherford, has closed out
his place of business and is now on the road for
C. L. Norsworthy, of Dallas, covering the western
half of the State.

Fred C. Wilhelm, who has been head watch-
maker for the J. J. Sweeney Jewelry Co., Houston,
for the past three years, has severed his connection
with that firm and has launched forth for himself,
opening a store in Austin, believing he can make
as much for himself as for the other fellow. He
has the following assets : some cash, integrity,
ability, determination, and, last, but not least, the
exceptional good will of all the traveling men who
have come in contact with him.

H. H. Hawley, president of the H. H. Hawley
Co., is visiting his family in Huntsville, Tex., and
upom his return will leave on a ten days' trip with
the Business Men's League through the State.

W. F. Dietrich, Hillsboro, was in Dallas two
weeks ago and while here purchased a two-seated
auto, in which he returned home, surprising his
friends immensely.

We regret to learn that Mrs. Ritter, wife of
Herman J. Ritter, treasurer of the H. H. Hawley
Co., has suffered a slight stroke of paralysis.

The Diamond Palace Loan Co., Dallas, has
had an auction sale for the past two weeks, clos-
ing out its business entirely to settle according to
a court order. W. R. Hendrix, the principal
owner, is now under indictment for having shot
and killed his partner, B. M. Clarke.

J. W. Self, Tulia, is moving into new quarters
at that place and expects to welcome his friends
and customers over his handsome new cases about
May 20th.

J. R. Bookwalter, Teague, has moved into new
and larger quarters and has considerably enlarged
his stock in quality and quantity.

C. K. Goodman, Childress, has opened the
doors of his new building to his trade and, natur-
ally, expects to secure a larger patronage than
heretofore.

J. C. Brannon has succeeded to the business of
J. T. Owens & Co., Honey Grove. •

(Continued on page 929)
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Annual Meeting of the Iowa Retail
Jewelers' Association

President Mack A. Hurlburt, Fort Dodge,
Iowa, has announced the annual meeting of the
State Association in the following letter under
date of May 19th :

We had a meeting of the Executive Commit-
tee last week in Des Moines to arrange the final
detail's of the coming State convention. The con-
vention will be held at Des Moines on June 23d,
24th and 25th. Owing to the necessity for a
larger meeting place all sessions of the convention
will be held in the auditorium of the Y. M. C. A.
Building and no especial hotel selected as head-
quarters as has been the custom in the past.

It has also been decided that we will handle
all expense and entertainment features ourselves
without soliciting any aid from jobbers, manufac-
turers or any outside source. Hence there will be
no regular exhibit nor a voluminous programme
containing advertisements.

The programme for the convention is well
under way and will consist of subjects and papers
dealing with practical, everyday questions which
will be of direct benefit to a retail jeweler, speak-
ers having been selected for their especial ability
along the lines suggested to them as subjects.

The organization work has now reached a
point where all admit its practicability and worth,
and having a healthy growth due to the spirit of
toleration and fairmindedness shown by the jewel-
ers in convention assembled.

The larger concerns in the retail trade, manu-
facturer and jobbers, appreciate this spirit of f air-
mindedness shown in discussing disputed points,
realize that organization in the retail trade will be
of great benefit to them and are entering heart and
soul into assisting us as well as getting organized
themselves in order to intelligently join us in
eliminating trade abuses which have arisen in the
trade.

When the trade, and by that I include the four
great branches, manufacturer, jobber, trade press
and retailer, are all imbued with this spirit of
mutual interest and dependence, one on another,
nine-tenths of all the troubles of which we have
so bitterly complained in the past will immediately
disappear.

That this spirit is rapidly permeating all
branches of the trade all who note the signs of
the times will admit. All agree that great good
will result. These things being true, it is a mani-
fest duty every jeweler owes himself, as well as
the trade at large, to get out to the meetings and
help by his presence and advice to "boost a good
cause along."

The amusement features, as well as the busi-
ness part of the convention, will receive proper
attention so you will be assured of a good time.

Detailed daily programme will reach you by
mail in due season, but don't sit down and wait for
that before deciding. Lay your plans now with a
firm determination to be on hand bright and early
that Tuesday morning with enduring powers suf-
ficiently trained to "stick" until midnight on
Thursday.

Time was when a man in business could sit
down and live unto himself, but nowadays a man
has got to get out and get "next" and hustle or his
neighbor will "eat 'im alive."

Accompanying the above circular of President
Hurlburt is a statement by Secretary Nielson
from which we reprint the following interesting
extracts:

Prizes for New Members

In my former letter to you I made the offer
of the best $5 hat obtainable in the city of
Des Moines to any retail jeweler sending me the
greatest number of new applications with check
for some up to and including June 23d at 9 A.M.,
and to the second largest I offer the best cigar to
be had in above named city. I offer this because
I want every jeweler in the State to get interested
in our association. I have received a number of
applications on the strength of this offer. All I
have to say is, "Keep it up." There is not a
jeweler who could not make it a point to see some
other jeweler not a member, in his own or some
other town, between now and convention time.
Help all you possibly can ; you owe it to your

officers, yourself and the trade. This is your asso-
ciation ; it is just what you make it. Get busy!

Quality Stamp

The manufacturers' association request the re-
tailers to assist in making our national stamping
law a live issue by demanding manufacturers to
stamp goods with a quality stamp. Unless this is
done the law is a dead letter as the stamping is
optional. A number of manufacturers are now
doing it and are aiding us, just that much protect-
ing our reputation for quality and the public
against being defrauded. I hope the time will
soon come when every piece of jewelry sold out of
a jewelry store will bear such stamp.

Two Suggestions Worth Considering
Practically every jeweler in the State adver-

tises, some more than others. Educate the public
through your ads to look to the jeweler for
quality ; let your ads intimate that your goods are
manufactured exclusively for the jewelry trade,
sold through retail jewelers only and not through
dry goods houses and department stores and that
you do not buy the class of goods known as dry
goods jewelry. A great many of the leading
jewelers of the country are using these tactics
and are the gainers by it. The jewelry business de-
pends on the reputation for quality and the only
way to maintain and increase this reputation is to
let the public know that there are two kinds. I
need not say that it is up to the retailer also to
keep hands off the so-called dry goods jewelry,
no matter how tempting it may look. Ads along
the line suggested are winners if carefully worded.

Prize protected goods are here to stay. This
assures us of a certain profit on every sale we
make. But don't lose the sale. In case the ques-
tion of price conies up do not say anything
stronger than, "This is the usual price every-
where." Never say that the manufacturers will
not allow you to sell for less and that you will lose
the sale of the goods if you do, etc., for a great
many buyers resent restricted prices and many a
sale on such goods is lost every day by just such
statements. With proper use of diplomacy in
salesmanship a protected price is the best thing
that ever happened.

District Meeting Michigan Retail
Jewelers' Association

The district meeting of the Michigan Retail
Jewelers' Association, held in Saginaw, April 28th,
was a decided success in all respects.

This district meeting was called for the pur-
pose of increasing the membership in the district
and for the purpose of adopting a new constitu-
tion and the election of delegates to representa-
tives to the national convention to be held in
Omaha the first week in August.

The local retail jewelers' association of Sagi-
naw had arranged for the meeting and had se-
cured the B. P. 0. Elks lodge room for the pur-
pose. The meeting was called to order promptly
at 2 P.M. by President Hull.

The minutes of the preceding meeting and the
minutes of the executive committee meeting were
approved. There were twenty-five applications for
membership to be acted upon, all of which were
favorably passed. The adoption of a new con-
stitution came up and, after discussion, was
finally adopted practically as read.

The delegates to the national convention were
as follows : Sandy MacKay, West Branch; Victor
C. Morse, Ithaca; G. Wm. Stolz, Saginaw; A. B.
Hull, Belding; together with the extra number to
which the association is entitled by the increase
in membership to be named by executive com-
mittee.

The matter of incorporating the association
was up for discussion, but, after due deliberation,
it was thought advisable not to incorporate, for
the one reason that it was deemed advisable not
to have any fixed date for the annual meeting.

A letter of regret from Max Jennings, of
St. Clair, Mich., stating his inability to be present
and meet and greet the new members of the Sagi-
naw Valley was read. He also spoke some truths
relative to association work and accomplishments,
which were well received.

It was very gratifying to the executive corn-
mittee to have twenty-five applications from the
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brightest, biggest and best retail jewelers in the
Saginaw Valley come into the association. This
makes over thirty applications since the executive
committee meeting in Detroit the last of March.

It is the purpose of the executive committee
to hold a district meeting in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
in the near future, and, if possible, to assist in
forming a local association there.

The officers of the Detroit Nest of Ku-Kus
were on hand and in the evening put through a
class of about forty members, which was very
satisfactory and afforded much pleasure and a
pleasant evening. It was left optional to the
Saginaw and Bay City members to continue the
Ku-Kus as a separate nest of their own or to
join the Detroit nest.

The completion of the day's work and even-
ing's pleasure was a sumptuous banquet given by
the local jewelers' association to the local and
visiting members. It was served in the elegant
banquet hall in the B. P. 0. Elks Temple.

It is an assured fact that the Saginaw Retail
Jewelers' Association is a live wire and for hos-
pitality and entertaining they have few equals.
It is to be hoped that the price cutting on standard
high grade watch movements by illegitimate deal-
ers that they have had to contend with will be
done away with.

Much credit for the success of the Saginaw
meeting is due to G. Wm. Stolz, who took an
active part in organizing the local association.

The annual meeting of the Michigan Retail
Jewelers' Association will be held in Detroit, Au-
gust 30th, 31st and September 1st. There will be
special rates on all railroads of one and one-half
fare for the round trip. Let every wideawake
jeweler in the State of Michigan begin to make
plans to attend this meeting. Watch for further
announcements.

Joint Meeting Minnesota Jewelers' and
Opticians' Associations

The Board of Directors of the Minnesota
Retail Jewelers' Association recently convened and
decided upon the following dates and outline for
the summer meeting: The meeting will be a joint
one with the Minnesota Association of Optom-
etrists and the Northwestern Optical Association
and will be held at the West Hotel, Minneapolis,
Minn., July 19th, 20th, 21st and 22d..

There has been special arrangements made for
the accommodation of exhibitors, and it is hoped_
that a large number will attend. The programme,
as outlined by the jewelers, will be substantially as
follows:

"Fixed Prices : How Can They be Main-
tained, and Who is it That Holds the Key to the
Situation?" This subject will be thoroughly dis-
cussed from all points, including the much misun-
derstood phase of competition.

"The Association Jeweler vs. the Independent
Jeweler."

"Does the Retailer Need the Jobber?"
"How Can We Dispose of the Horological

Question to the End That the Public May be Bet-
ter Served, Either With or Without Special Legis-
lation?"

"Advertising: Its Effects Upon Business and
What Would be the Effect of a Federal and
State Advertising Law?"

"Mutual Insurance for the Jeweler."
"Organization as a Factor in Molding Busi-

ness Character."
The last day will be entirely given over to

entertainment, which will be a trip to beautiful
Lake Minnetonka, with a boat ride included. It is
expected that this meeting will be the largest
yet held.

Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association
The annual convention of the above organiza-

tion will be held in Portland on June 2d and 3d.
F. A. French, of Albany, Oregon, will preside
over the meeting in place of L. Alva Lewis, who
has resigned the presidency. The secretary of the
association is H. M. Leffert, of Leffert Bros., Port-
land, Oregon. An attractive programme is being
prepared for the meeting and a fairly large at-
tendance is expected. All the jewelers of the
State are urged to become members and in their
own interest to take part in this meeting.
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PITTSBURG
LETTER tt

Pittsburg passed through the throes of an-
other Horse Show during the past month. It was
in evidence more particularly in the smart society
circles and with lovers of fine horse flesh, but in
addition to these were the jewelers who made a
splendid showing in "horsey" things, surh as cups,
vases, bronzes and other artistic decorations suit-
able for prizes, and they also did some very at-
tractive business in connection therewith. The
handsome showing of Hardy & Hayes and E. P.
Roberts' Sons and J. G. Grogan, in the silver line,
was such as to cause public comment. The dis-
play in Heeren Brothers & Company's windows
was one of the most magnificent ever seen in the
line of bronzes. These were of ancient and mod-
ern ideas in horse flesh and proved a drawing
card for many thousands of people who went a
long way out of their path to enjoy the display.

Society, with its Lenten season over and its
Easter gaieties exhausted and facing the summer
weather with its attendant journeys to the moun-
tains, seashore and foreign lands, has been mak-
ing things fairly pleasing to the retail jeweler.
There are few of the trade who find things as they
would like, but decidedly better than a year ago
and indications point to a further improvement for
the summer and fall season. General business
conditions are vastly better with the steel mills
operating more fully, coal mines producing more
extensively, coke ovens burning by the thousands
and railroads reporting the first signs of freight
congestion in the great terminals of the district.
Bankers report an easier condition of the money
market, with securities stronger and investments
more freely made. Railroads report a heavier
tonnage out of Pittsburg month by month over
last year and the gain more sharply shown as the
months pass.

A good many of the trade are talking of vaca-
tions and European trips for the summer. Charles
Wattles, who has been under the weather a little
for some time, went to Atlantic City last month to
recuperate and is back home improved and fully
recovered.

Terheyden, of Smithfield Street, on April 30th,
had an unpleasant experience that will come to the
best of the trade. A stranger called at the store
and looked over diamond pins. When he left a
pin worth $265 was missed and is still missing.
The man who took it is said to be about thirty-five
years old and five feet eight inches tall, well
dressed and apparently a clever crook. The
police have been trying to find him, but thus far
without avail.

Stieren's optical store, which moved to Liberty
Avenue, has now a handsome business place fully
equal in location to the old Smithfield Street store
and far better in appointments.

The wholesalers are sending out road men
regularly and making a good showing in the coun-
try districts. There is an increasing interest
among the small dealers of the agricultural sec-
tions and a noticeable short condition of stocks,
which gives promise of a freer buying in the
summer for the fall and winter trade. The gen-
eral impression is that never has stock been so
low as at this time and never has conservatism
been so well repaid. Prices are little changed in
the average and disposition to buy is not checked
nor are there any marked efforts at lowering
values of stocks by the buyers.

The number of changes in business locations
this spring, so far as Pittsburg is concerned, has
been smaller than usual. Outside of a few men-
tioned in former issues the actual moving has been
devoid of any feature worth mentioning. Rents,
however, have come down and are, perhaps, nearer
to a point of reasonableness than for some years.
The opening of the golfing season is at hand, auto-
!whiling is also found to be a basis for displays
in novelties. Silverware, cut glass and leather
goods are running ahead of the other lines. The
deparment stores are making less effort with their
Jewelry stocks than in the past and attract little
attention at this time. The Gillespie Brothers re-
port trade keeping up nicely for the season and

increasing interest in wedding presents and gift
buying for the month of June compared with a
year ago. The handsome store of this firm, on the
second floor of the Park Building, is cool in the
warmest season and a favorite place for the
shopper.

George B. Barrett Company report trade quiet,
but gaining slowly. All of the trade look for in-
teresting importations this fall owing to the forced
relaxation along this line last season.

The present month has been prolific of con-
ventions in Pittsburg with the usual demand for
convention buttons, badges and souvenirs.

The Eastern Art Teachers' Association and
Manual Training Association, the Machinery
Manufacturers' and Machinery Dealers' Associa-
tions, the several large religious gatherings and
commercial organizations have brought thousands
of visitors to Pittsburg, keeping the old Iron City
somewhat on dress parade during the month. Nor
have all these incidents passed. President Taft will
be here on May 29th, and, incidentally, he will ad-
dress a gathering in the historic Pittsburg Arsenal
Park, where the remains of one of the older
arsenals of the Government exist and where a
monument to the soldiers of 18r2 will be unveiled.
It was to provide a fund for this monument that
the Government gave an ancient cannon to the
Daughters of t812, which Heeren Brothers Com-
pany turned into medals and badges that sold for
small sums and provided the money for the me-
morial.
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J. H. Gordon & Co. and the West Texas
Jewelry Supply House, both of Ft. Worth, have
formed a partnership, consolidating their business:

H. J. Plath, engraver, Dallas„ has purchased a
new two-seated Ford auto and is cutting quite a dash.

The Robinson Jewelry Co. is the style of the
successors to W. I. Ghormley & Co.'s business at
Arlington.

W. H. Ray, Hereford, spent three days of last
month calling on the trade in Dallas to replenish
his stock.

Rogers Jewelry Co., Rogers, a branch of the
Crawford Jewelry Co., Hillsboro, has opened for
business with a large stock.

V.‘ R. Jones has purchased the stock of Sam
Harle, Memphis, and has opened up for business
with considerably increased stock.

F. A. Heise has succeeded M. V. Pendleton
as manager for the Luling store of R. P. Jahnke.

M. Golding has severed his connection with
the firm of Goodman & Golding, at Waco, and
will open an up-to-date retail jewelry store in
that town within the next few weeks.

Percy Merrill, Hominy, Okla., has purchased
the stock of Mr. Maxwell, San Marcos.

P. G. Secrest, formerly watchmaker for Wil-
cox Bros., Georgetown, has opened up in Bay City
with a retail stock of jewelry.

Leon Niveth, Hillsboro, is disposing of his
business and will retire.

W. S. Graves, formerly of Waco, has ac-
cepted a position as watchmaker with Hunter &
Freeman, Belton.

L. B. Moore, Denison, is about to have an
auction sale preparatory to the fulfilment of his
desire to retire.

Charles Hay, head watchmaker for the
Rogers Jewelry Co., has severed his connections
with that firm.

The firm of Thomas & Koock, Austin, have
just about finished their new building and will
move into their new quarters, which are hand-
somely furnished, in time to be opened for busi-
ness June 1st. This will be one of the most com-
plete modern jewelry stores in this section of the
country.

R. L. Maxwell, formerly of Albany, has gone
to Port Lavaca, still remaining in the business.

R. L. Russell, of the firm of Russell & Hon-
aker, of Farmersville, was married Easter Sunday
to one of the most prominent young ladies of that
town. Congratulations are extended.

On May nth John N. Bucher, of Hillsboro,
had his stock slightly damaged by smoke and
water due to a disastrous fire in the same bloclf in
which his store is located. He will experience no
loss as his stock is fully covered by insurance.
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This enterprising party has bought himself an
automobile and has had the back seat removed
and a heavy platform put on and tours the adja-
cent country with a piano aboard, he having taken
the agency for a well-known make.

To show the versatility of some of our fel-
low workmen let us mention L. D. Brannon, late
of Roscoe, who has just informed his friends in
Dallas that, after a two weeks' business venture in
Chillicothe, he has closed up his shop and ac-
cepted a position as night engineer in the electric
light plant in that town.

There was a disastrous fire in Big Springs on
the 25th of April which just missed our friend,
John Johnson, his goods and stock having to be
removed to the middle of the street to save them.

The Oil City Jewelry Co. has opened a nice
little store at Oil City, La. C. A. Wilson, a
jeweler, formerly of San Francisco, is the man-
ager and C. H. Thurmond, a member of the
Dixie Mercantile Co., is secretary and treasurerand the financial end of the business.

The firm of Burgess & Waits, Wichita Falls,have dissolved partnership, B. T. Burgess retain-ing control of the business and J. C. Waits moving
to Quanah, where he has opened up along exten-
sive lines.

A. A. Everts Co. have leased the building at
the corner of Murphy and Main Streets, Dallas,
for five years, and, as soon as the present occupantsvacate, which will be soon, extensive alterationswill be made and the most magnificent furnish-ings and decorations to be found outside of thevery largest cities in the country will be installed.

I. Rummel has opened a retail jewelry storeand pawnbroker's business at 218 Main Street,
Dallas. This party moved here from Paris, Tex.James Connally, watchmaker, of Kansas City, hasjust become connected with Mr. Rummel as
watchmaker.

Emory Hall,. Dallas, suffered a slight strokeof paralysis about three weeks ago. He is justabout in condition to be out again. We are hopingfor a speedy recovery.
Ben Linz and Mr. Pike, both of Linz Bros.,Dallas, are in New York City making extensive

purchases for fall business.
W. F. Cordill, Royse, is in Dallas making pur-chases.
M. Glick, manager Linz Bros.' wholesale de-

partment, will accompany the Business Men'sLeague on their ten-day trip.

A Daylight Saving Bill in Canada
A daylight saving bill, with the same pur-pose in view as the similarly named bill intro-duced in the British House of Commons, is nowbefore the House of Parliament at Ottawa. Thebill is as follows :
WHEREAS, It is desirable to adopt a local timein advance of the standard time now in use, withthe object of promoting a more extended use andenjoyment of daylight during the summer months:

Therefore, His Majesty, by and with the adviceand consent of the Senate and House of Com-mons of Canada, exacts as follows:
I. This act may be cited as the DaylightSaving Act.
2. This act shall not apply to the YukonTerritory.
3. From and after 2 o'clock in the morning ofthe last day of April in each year until 2 o'clockin the morning of the last day of October in eachyear the local time shall be one hour in advanceof the standard time now in use.
4. The time hereby established shall beknown as local time, and when any period of

time is mentioned in any Act of Parliament, deedor other legal instrument, the time mentioned or
referred to shall, unless it is otherwise specifically
stated, be held to be local time under this act.

5. Greenwich mean time, as used for the
purposes of astronomy and navigation, shall not
be affected by this act.

6. This act shall come into force one year
after the passing thereof.

It will be noticed that the bill which is finding
such favor in England differs slightly from the
Canadian measure. The latter provides for put-
ting the clock forward an hour and doing it all
at once, while the British bill puts it forward
twenty minutes upon four occasions, making a
total gain of an hour and twenty minutes.
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The Pittsburg (Pa.) 24 K. Club

The Jewelers' 24-Karat Club, of Pittsburg,
held a smoker and shop talk in the Dutch room of
the Fort Pitt Hotel on Thursday, May 6th, one
hundred members being present. After a musical
and monologue entertainment a "Dutch lunch"
was served and then the shop talk began, the sub-
jects being discussed by Otto Heeren, S. F. Sipe,
F. A. Keating, T. Harvey Wattles and August
Loch. J. P. Archibald, President of the National
Jewelers' Association, was present and addressed
the club on the importance of organization. The
feature of the evening was a shop talk given by
the president of the club, Steele F. Roberts, his
subject being "The Jeweler's Profits."

By way of introduction to his talk Mr. Rob-
erts said:

Organized in February we have, in three
months' time, placed the 24-Karat Club, of Pitts-
burg, on a par with the largest and oldest business
clubs in our city, forcibly demonstrating the potent
things that can be accomplished when an earnest,
intelligent body of men are united for a purpose.

The meeting to-night is social and purely in-
formal and I trust every member will feel at per-
fect liberty—if there is anyone present whom you
are not acquainted with, go and shake hands with
him. Don't wait for an introduction. If he is
here he is a jeweler and if a jeweler he is a gen-
tleman, and if a gentleman he is a good fellow to
have on your list of acquaintances.

While we are clinching the social feature to-
night it is proposed to inject some informal shop
talk that will quicken our circulation, add to our
business knowledge and prove of mutual profit
to all.

Your committee has allotted to
Profit on me a subject entitled "The
Sales Jeweler's Profit," and I hope,

for your sake, I will be en-
abled to handle this delusive subject better in
speech than I have ever been fortunate enough to
do in a tangible way. Personally, I think the all
important and most vital subject that faces the
retail jeweler of to-day is the one of profit on
sales. Have you ever seriously considered the ex-
tremely small average profit made by the legiti-
mate retail jeweler in comparison to other lines of
business? In the mad rush for business during
the boom years gone by it was a matter of how
large a business we could do, how many sales we
could make and the all important question of
profit was forgotten until we came to close up the
year's business and then we wondered why our
balance sheet showed so small a profit in com-
parison to the large volume of business trans-
acted. Think of the capital required to stock and
properly conduct a large retail jewelry establish-
ment and the limited amount of business that can
be transacted in comparison to other lines. Other
lines of business, with a capital of $25,00o, do
from $ioo,000 to $15o,000 per annum. Some of
our wholesale and retail dry goods, millinery,
furniture, grocery and hardware firms do a busi-
ness of $600,000 to $800,000 a year with a capital
of $roo,000. Many a mill and factory, with $200,-
000 capital, has had an output of two to three
million dollars per annum and paid large salaries
and dividends to the stockholders.

A jeweler with $io,o;o capital
The will have to hustle to do $20,-
Turn-over 000 per annum. With $25,000

capital he may do a $5o,000
business, but when you reach a capital of $100,000 to
$500,000 it is a difficult matter to turn it over more
than once. The fact is that while the manufacturer,
wholesale and retail dealer in other Imes turn
their capital over from five to ten times a year,
the retail jeweler barely turns his capital over
once. In times of depression, when there is no
demand for jewelry, your stock has no real mar-
ket value, yet there is always a market value for
muslin, hardware, iron, glass and steel. In com-
parison to other lines the jewelry busircss is a
hazardous business, spasmodic and intermittent,
for when people want jewelry they will pay any
price for it and when they don't want it it is no
inducement at any price. While some of our

goods are necessities, yet the greater part of a
jeweler's stock is composed of luxurkes, pure and
simple, and should pay the dealer a fair profit in
commensurate with the risk consequent in change
of style and fashion.

The jeweler, we will say, makes
Instructive a profit ranging from twenty to
Comparison forty per cent. and, on a few

low-price articles, fifty per cent.
is an extreme. Now step out of your store and
see what profit is made in other branches of the
retail business. As an illustration send your wife
out on a shopping tour to a first-class department
store in this or any large city. She buys a hat or
bonnet and is charged from one hundred to five
hundred per cent. profit; a dress, gown or coat
and pays one hundred to two hundred per cent.
profit; shoes, gloves, hosiery, trimmings, etc., at
fifty to one hundred per cent. profit. In fact, she
brings home $500 worth of goods that did not
really cost the dealers more than $250.

A jeweler wishes to build a house and gives
a contract for a new home. A contractor builds
it at a profit of fifteen to twenty-five per cent.
profit and not one dollar of invested capital, all
subcontracts. The jeweler must have a piano, fur-
niture, carpets, curtains, pictures and c'fina for
the new home and pays the dealer fifty to one
hundred and fifty per cent. profit for these.
Jewelers like good living and so they telephone
their orders to the butcher, baker, gr-icer and
marketman and freely give for these mcessities
the same fifty to one hundred per cent. profit.
And you single, wifeless young men, when you
take your best girl out to dinner, the theater or
buy her a box of candy or flowers and set up the
peach sundms, you lovingly hand out the same
one hundred to two hundred per cent. profit to
the other man, but I have no doubt she is worth
the price and I don't censure you.

Now comes the head of the
Profit on . firm, the jeweler himself, and
Clothing he must be well clothed and

groomed; in fact, he trust al-
ways have a prosperous air about hint; that's
part of the business and a very important part,
too. He goes and buys an overcoat, suit of
clothes, hat, shoes, shirts, neckties, etc., and gladly
hands out to the dealer a profit of fifty to one
hundred and fifty per cent. profit.

Gentlemen, every stitch of wearing apparel
you have on has paid the maker and dealer fifty to
one hundred and fifty per cent. profit—nay, more
yet, from the day you were born until you shall
be laid away in the earth, others have and will
reap from your very existence a profit of fifty to
two hundred per cent.

Fellow jewelers, there is no guesswoi k about
these figures; most of them I have had verified in
this and other cities so that these figures do not
lie; they are cold, unadulterated facts. And in
support of the dealers receiving these large profits
on their merchandise I would say there is no theft
or robbery in selling goods at ioo per cent. profit.
It is a legitimate profit and do not the Scriptures
teach us that the man who received five talents
returned ten to his master.

Now, gentlemen, in face of all these facts and
figures, why should we, as an intelligent body of
men, invest our capital and devote a lifetime to
acquiring the skill and knowledge necessary to
efficiently conduct the jewelry business, and, after
toiling mentally and mechanically for a period of
thirty to fifty years, be rewarded in the end by
having eked out a mere living or small compe-
tence, while our friends in other lines of business
with less capital and, perchance, less brains, have
become wealthy?

Why the difference in results?
Cost of Doing I'll tell you. Your friends in
Business other lines of business had the

assurance and business acumen
to ask and insist on a legitimate profit of fifty to
one hundred per cent. for their merchandice, while
the jeweler, so dead anxious to make a sale, takes
any old profit, from ten to thirty per cent., and
often puts it on the slate at that.

Statistics show that the fixed charges or actual
cost of selling goods in the retail business is from
eighteen to thirty-five per cent., depending on the
character and volume of business. Then whence
comes the glory, honor or hope of future re-
ward to the jeweler who knowingly sells his goods
for a less profit than pays his fixed charges or
actual running expense?
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Most articles bought from a jeweler, as a dia-
mond, watch, gold jewelry or sterling silver, last
the buyer a lifetime and have an intrinsic value,
while goods in other lines are bought and teplaced
ten to a hundred times and have no inherent
value, yet the jeweler, with his large capital and
limited business, receives the lesser profit.

I believe the day is fast approaching when all
the staple lines of sterling silver and silver plate,
flat and hollowware, will have a fixed minimum
selling price. The watch and case companies have
set the pace and, I believe, manufacturers in other
lines will soon follow in their wake.

One of the greatest evils of the
Evil of retail jeweler is ov.:r. buying,
Over-buying which tendency applies equally

as well to the business of a
million as ten thousand per annum, for, as each
year's balance is made up, they both find that their
profit and surplus is all locked up in accumulated
stock, which fact we have all realized most acutely
during the past two years.

Now, fellow jewelers, if we have not made
adequate profit from the jewelry business the
fault is with us and it is within our power to re-
trieve the loss. Why not come together and be of
one mind on this question? Eliminate all price cut-
ting and each one of us mentally resolve to begin
to-morrow and make an effort to get a legitimate
profit for our goods. As I said before no one
man or firm can do all the business; there is only
a certain amount of jewelry sold in Pittsburg each
year. Each store has its friends and customers
and each of us will get our share of the business
anyway you figure it, then why not get a fair
profit. Never mind the department stores or the
sharks or fakirs in the business; stand pat; the
name and reputation of your firm will command
a profit and trade that they can never attain. The
jewelry business is one of the most respected and
honorable of all callings and we should be proud
that we are so engaged and if properly conducted
will earn for us all a good living and a generous
competence.

Convention of the Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association

As we go to press we have received the fol-
lowing from Secretary A. L. Thoma, of the Ohio
Retail Jewelers' Association:

The 1909 Convention of the Ohio Retail
Jewelers' Association, to be held at Cedar Point _
June 28th and 29th, promises to be one of the
largest, if not the largest, of the State conventions
this year. There will be from forty to fifty ex-
hibitors who will make displays in the large hall
adjoining the convention hall, the size of which is
7o by 140 feet.

A neat and very artistic souvenir programme
will be mailed all Ohio retail jewelers soon by the
secretary of the Ohio association. If you fail to
receive your programme just drop a card to A. L.
Thoma, secretary, Piqua, Ohio.

Applications for membership are coming in
daily and encouraging signs of a monster attend-
ance are showing up daily. It is estimated the
attendance will reach the five hundred mark, and
the attractive and instructive features of the pro-
gramme arranged for merits a large attendance.

Advance notices outlining part of the pro-
gramme for the week have been sent out by the
secretary through the Cedar Point Co. Special
hotel rates are offered for one day or for the
entire week, European plan. Meals can be had at
your own price. Every jeweler can come and
bring his family with the assurance that all will
be welcomed and a good time accorded them.

The Ku-Kus will enjoy the outing of their
life on Wednesday, June 30th.

Detroit Royal Degree Team of Nest No. 5,
N. 0. Ku-Kus, will be accompanied by about fifty
brothers, who will add much to the enthusiasm,
and they will be the greatest flock in the parade.

Cincinnati Nest No. 2 will be represented by
about twenty-five full-fledged Ku-Kus. Colorado
Nest No. 3 will be on hand with a good delegation.
headed by the big small bird, L. W. Lewis, the
Ku-Ku of them all. About one-third of the local
membership of Piqua Nest No. i will be on hand
to enjoy the pickings.

Cleveland, Chicago, Saginaw and other Ku-Ku
nests will all be represented, so you see it will be
a national affair.
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The Jewelers' 24-Karat Club, of Pittsburg,
held a smoker and shop talk in the Dutch room of
the Fort Pitt Hotel on Thursday, May 6th, one
hundred members being present. After a musical
and monologue entertainment a "Dutch lunch"
was served and then the shop talk began, the sub-
jects being discussed by Otto Heeren, S. F. Sipe,
F. A. Keating, T. Harvey Wattles and August
Loch. J. P. Archibald, President of the National
Jewelers' Association, was present and addressed
the club on the importance of organization. The
feature of the evening was a shop talk given by
the president of the club, Steele F. Roberts, his
subject being "The Jeweler's Profits."

By way of introduction to his talk Mr. Rob-
erts said :

Organized in February we have, in three
months' time, placed the 24-Karat Club, of Pitts-
burg, on a par with the largest and oldest business
clubs in our city, forcibly demonstrating the potent
things that can be accomplished when an earnest,
intelligent body of men are united for a purpose.

The meeting to-night is social and purely in-
formal and I trust every member will feel at per-
fect liberty—if there is anyone present whom you
are not acquainted with, go and shake hands with
him. Don't wait for an introduction. If he is
here he is a jeweler and if a jeweler he is a gen-
tleman, and if a gentleman he is a good fellow to
have on your list of acquaintances.

While we are clinching the social feature to-
night it is proposed to inject some informal shop
talk that will quicken our circulation, add to our
business knowledge and prove of mutual profit
to all.

Your committee has allotted to
Profit on me a subject entitled "The
Sales Jeweler's Profit," and I hope,

for your sake, I will be en-
abled to handle this delusive subject better in
speech than I have ever been fortunate enough to
do in a tangible way. Personally, I think the all
important and most vital subject that faces the
retail jeweler of to-day is the one of profit on
sales. Have you ever seriously considered the ex-
tremely small average profit made by the legiti-
mate retail jeweler in comparison to other lines of
business? In the mad rush for business during
the boom years gone by it was a matter of how
large a business we could do, how many sales we
could make and the all important question of
profit was forgotten until we came to close up the
year's business and then we wondered why our
balance sheet showed so small a profit in corn-
parison to the large volume of business trans-
acted. Think of the capital required to stock and
properly conduct a large retail jewelry establish-
ment and the limited amount of business that can
be transacted in comparison to other lines. Other
lines of business, with a capital of $25,000, do
from $roo,000 to $15o,000 per annum. Some of
our wholesale and retail dry goods, millinery,
furniture, grocery and hardware firms do a busi-
ness of $600,000 to $800,000 a year with a capital
of $too,000. Many a mill and factory, with $2oo,-
000 capital, has had an output of two to three
million dollars per annum and paid large salaries
and dividends to the stockholders.

A jeweler with $1o,o; o capital
The will have to hustle to do $2o,-

000 per annum. With $25,000
capital he may do a $5o,000

business, but when you reach a capital of $1oo,000 to
$500,000 it is a difficult matter to turn it over more
than once. The fact is that while the manufacturer,
wholesale and retail dealer in other ;hies turn
their capital over from five to ten times a year,
the retail jeweler barely turns his capital over
once. In times of depression, when there is no
demand for jewelry, your stock has no real mar-
ket value, yet there is always a market value for
muslin, hardware, iron, glass and steel. In com-
parison to other lines the jewelry business is a
hazardous business, spasmodic and intermittent,
for when people want jewelry they will pay any
price for it and when they don't want it it is no
inducement at any price. While some of our

goods are necessities, yet the greater part of a
jeweler's stock is composed of luxuries, pure and
simple, and should pay the dealer a 'air profit in
commensurate with the risk consequent in change
of style and fashion.

The jeweler, we will say. makes
Instructive a profit ranging from twenty to

forty per cent. and, on a few
low-price articles, fifty per cent.

is an extreme. Now step out of your store and
see what profit is made in other branches of the
retail business. As an illustration send your wife
out on a shopping tour to a first-class department
store in this or any large city. She buys a hat or
bonnet and is charged from one hundred to five
hundred per cent. profit; a dress, gown or coat
and pays one hundred to two hundred per cent.
profit; shoes, gloves, hosiery, trimmings, etc., at
fifty to one hundred per cent. profit. In fact, she
brings home $500 worth of goods that did not
really cost the dealers more than $250.

A jeweler wishes to build a house and gives
a contract for a new home. A contractor builds
it at a profit of fifteen to twenty-five per cent.
profit and not one dollar of invested capital, all
subcontracts. The jeweler must have a piano, fur-
niture, carpets, curtains, pictures and elina for
the new home and pays the dealer fifty to one
hundred and fifty per cent. profit for these.
Jewelers like good living and so they telephone
their orders to the butcher, baker, grlcer and
marketman and freely give for these necessities
the same fifty to one hundred per cent. profit.
And you single, wifeless young men, when you
take your best girl out to dinner, the theater or
buy her a box of candy or flowers and set up the
peach sundws, you lovingly hand out the same
one hundred to two hundred per cent. profit to
the other man, but I have no doubt she is worth
the price and I don't censure you.

Now comes the head of the
Profit on . firm, the jeweler hinwelf, and
Clothing he must be well clothed and

groomed; in fact, he must al-
ways have a prosperous air about him; that's
part of the business and a very important part,
too. He goes and buys an overcoat, suit of
clothes, hat, shoes, shirts, neckties, etc., and gladly
hands out to the dealer a profit of fifty to one
hundred and fifty per cent. profit.

Gentlemen, every stitch of wearing apparel
you have on has paid the maker and dealer fifty to
one hundred and fifty per cent. profit—nay, more
yet, from the day you were born until you shall
be laid away in the earth, others have and will
reap from your very existence a profit o f fifty to
two hundred per cent.

Fellow jewelers, there is no guesswoi k about
these figures; most of them I have had verified in
this and other cities so that these figures do not
lie; they are cold, unadulterated facts. And in
support of the dealers receiving these large profits
on their merchandise I would say there is no theft
or robbery in selling goods at Ioo per cent. profit.
It is a legitimate profit and do not the Scriptures
teach us that the man who received five talents
returned ten to his master.

Now, gentlemen, in face of all these facts and
figures, why should we, as an intelligent body of
men, invest our capital and devote a lifetime to
acquiring the skill and knowledge necessary to
efficiently conduct the jewelry business, and, after
toiling mentally and mechanically for a period of
thirty to fifty years, be rewarded in the end by
having eked out a mere living or small compe-
tence, while our friends in other lines of business
with less capital and, perchance, less brains, have
become wealthy?

Why the difference in results?
I'll tell you. Your friends in
other lines of business had the
assurance and business acumen

to ask and insist on a legitimate profit of fifty to
one hundred per cent. for their merchandise, while
the jeweler, so dead anxious to make a sole, takes
any old profit, from ten to thirty per cent., and
often puts it on the slate at that.

Statistics show that the fixed charges or actual
cost of selling goods in the retail business is from
eighteen to thirty-five per cent., depending on the
character and volume of business. Then whence
comes the glory, honor or hope of future re-
ward to the jeweler who knowingly sells his goods
for a less profit than pays his fixed charges or
actual running expense?

Most articles bought from a jeweler, as a dia-
mond, watch, gold jewelry or sterling silver, last
the buyer a lifetime and have an intrinsic value,
while goods in other lines are bought and teplaced
ten to a hundred times and have no inherent
value, yet the jeweler, with his large capital and
limited business, receives the lesser profit.

I believe the day is fast approaching when all
the staple lines of sterling silver and silver plate,
flat and hollowware, will have a fixed minimum
selling price. The watch and case companies have
set the pace and, I believe, manufacturers in other
lines will soon follow in their wake.

One of the greatest evils of the
Evil of retail jeweler is over buying,

which tendency applies equally
as well to the business of a

million as ten thousand per annum, for, as each
year's balance is made up, they both find that their
profit and surplus is all locked up in accumulated
stock, which fact we have all realized most acutely
during the past two years.

Now, fellow jewelers, if we have not made
adequate profit from the jewelry business the
fault is with us and it is within our powe:- to re-
trieve the loss. Why not come together and be of
one mind on this question ? Eliminate all price cut-
ting and each one of us mentally resolve to begin
to-morrow and make an effort to get a legitimate
profit for our goods. As I said before no one
man or firm can do all the business; there is only
a certain amount of jewelry sold in Pittsburg each
year. Each store has its friends and customers
and each of us will get our share of the Lusiness
anyway you figure it, then why not get a fair
profit. Never mind the department stores or the
sharks or fakirs in the business; stand pat; the
name and reputation of your firm will command
a profit and trade that they can never attain. The
jewelry business is one of the most respected and
honorable of all callings and we should be proud
that we are so engaged and if properly conducted
will earn for us all a good living and a generous
competence.

There is Economy in Buying the Best 
To the economical ones do we offer a splendid assortment of Fine GoldFilled Jewelry and Sterling Silverware.
Our designs and styles are in keeping with the FEEB quality.

Cloisonne Enameled Locket
3241. Red, Green and Blue
3242. White, Green and Blue
3243. Blue, Green and Yellow
3244. Purple, Green and White

Cloisonne Enameled Pin
4430. Red, Green and White
4431. Blue, Green and White
4432. Blue, Green and Yellow

Pearl Border

Convention of the Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association

As we go to press we have received the fol-
lowing from Secretary A. L. Thoma, of the Ohio
Retail Jewelers' Association:

The 1909 Convention of the Ohio Retail
Jewelers' Association, to be held at Cedar Point
June 28th and 29th, promises to be one of the •
largest, if not the largest, of the State conventions
this year. There will be from forty to fifty ex-
hibitors who will make displays in the large hall
adjoining the convention hall, the size of which is
70 by 140 feet.

A neat and very artistic souvenir programme
will be mailed all Ohio retail jewelers soon by the
secretary of the Ohio association. If you fail to
receive your programme just drop a card to A. L.
Thoma, secretary, Piqua, Ohio.

Applications for membership are coming in
daily and encouraging signs of a monster attend-
ance are showing up daily. It is estimated the
attendance will reach the five hundred mark, and
the attractive and instructive features of the pro-
gramme arranged for merits a large attendance.

Advance notices outlining part of the pro-
gramme for the week have been sent out by the
secretary through the Cedar Point Co. Special
hotel rates are offered for one day or for the
entire week, European plan. Meals can be had at
your own price. Every jeweler can come and
bring his family with the assurance that all will
be welcomed and a good time accorded them.

The Ku-Kus will enjoy the outing of their
life on Wednesday, June 30th.

Detroit Royal Degree Team of Nest No. 5,
N. 0. Ku-Kus, will be accompanied by about fifty
brothers, who will add much to the enthusiasm,
and they will be the greatest flock in the parade.

Cincinnati Nest No. 2 will be represented by
about twenty-five full-fledged Ku-Kus. Colorado
Nest No. 3 will be on hand with a good delegation
headed by the big small bird, L. W. Lewis, the
Ku-Ku of them all. About one-third of the local
membership of Piqua Nest No. I will be on hand
to enjoy the pickings.

Cleveland, Chicago, Saginaw and other Ku-Ku
nests will all be represented, so you see it will be.
a national affair.

1648. Fob Chain
Rose or Green
Set as ordered

4129. Belt Buckle
41204. Belt Pin

Black Enamel, Roman Scrolls

Neck Chain. 374
14 inches long. Roman Trimmings

Brilliants. Baroque Pearl Drops
Center stone set as ordered

4128. Belt Buckle
4128/2. Belt Pin

Black Enamel, Roman Scrolls

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS
reet 

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CHICAGO—Heywortls Building 

CANADA—Kinucton, Ont.



WE beg to call your attention to our

extensive CARD JEWELRY LINE,

consisting of medium-priced 10 K. Solid

Gold Brooches, Scarf Pins, Baby Pins,

Handy Pins, Ear Screws, Pendants, etc.

These goods are sold through the jobbing trade at

very attractive figures. An examination and com-

parison will at once prove them to be ready sellers and

profit makers in the stocks of any Jobber.

New patterns have been brought to a point of

especial distinction, and all bear our mark of Quality

and Reliability

0 g s33

It is our earnest desire to establish the same reputa-

tion for Finish, Originality, Quality and Reliability for

this CARD JEWELRY LINE as is borne by our

ring lines.

Samples will be cheerfully sent to jobbers and

we heartily commend this line for a profitable business

in 1909.

Ostby C& Barton Company

tem"'
Providence, R. I.

New York, 9-13 Maiden Lane Chicago, 103 State Street

KARNAK BRASS

GODDESS OF
THE NILE

Worshipped by
the Egyptians as
the Great Bene-
factress.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.
East Syracuse, N. Y.

KARNAK BRASS

,

311111NX 7

AN EGYPTIAN
MYTHOLOGI-
CAL MONSTER

Worshipped as
the Protectress of
Egypt.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.
East Syracuse, N. Y.

The ancient Egyptians were great builders —such Temples as
Karnak, built by the Seti over fifteen centuries ago, the ruins of
which are still standing in an excellent state of preservation, prove
them GOOD BUILDERS.
We are metal workers, and the fact that our business has grown to its
present proportions proves us GOOD WORKERS also.
Our latest line is " KARNAK BRASS" founded on the principles
of utility and Art, of which we illustrate herein a few pieces—both
forms and decorations express the ideal features of Egyptian orna-
mental art. Each piece is hand decorated and finished in a most
attractive combination of dull brass and antique green. Each piece
has a distinct individuality.
We wish particularly to call the trade's attention to the fact that this
is a unique line—one in which every number is certain to prove a
quick and profitable seller.

411, Write for price-list and complete catalogue.
Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway ; including Hand Hammered
Brass and Copper Art Goods, Silver Plated
Hollowware and Flatware, Gold-Plated Nov-
elties, Clocks, Jewel Boxes, Metallized Real
Rose Hat Pins.

KARNAK BRASS

LOTUS-w-

THE SACRED LILY
of Egpyt--mucli used
in the Decorative Art
of the Ancients.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.
Fast Syracuse, N. Y.

KARNAK BRASS

--".."""■mftimew
 4411

Beneclict MN (b.
East Syracuse —N.Y.

l'APYKys
A SPECIES OF REED
Co mmon in ancient
Egypt-used as a writ-
ing material. Also in
their decorative art.

BENEDICT MEG. Co.
East Syracuse, N. Y.
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NO APOLOGIES

yOU can show any customer a high-price
  Howard model without giving him the

impression you are a high-price jeweler.
The value of the various Howard models is fixed

and known. You don't have to apologize for it or fear
the effect upon your customer or the possible sale.

In fact the most successful Howard dealers invariably

show fine models first and work down to the grade the cus-

tomer can afford to buy.
Ordinary watches make the jeweler a coward—he starts in

by showing a cheap watch and doesn't get very far up the scale.

The Howard dealer knows precisely how much the sale of a

Howard watch will bring him. And it is the only watch he can

sell with a certainty that his customer cannot buy it down the

street for less money.
It doesn't take as long to sell a watch with a fixed price and a fixed profit

as it does to play hide and seek with a customer over the fluctuating worth of

an ordinary watch. And what an immeasurably greater amount of respect

you have for the watch that's worth its price— and for yourself when you offer

it to your customer.
You don't have to talk prices to sell the Howard.

It has a greater number of legitimate selling arguments than any watch

in America.
Further, when you sell a Howard you may be certain that you have made

a satisfied purchaser and a friend to your store.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.
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THE HOWARD WATCH

AT night with the train tearing
through space—do you ever

think of the man in the Engine Cab,
his hand on the lever and his eye
straining at the dark of the track ahead?

One thing shares with him his terrible respon-
sibility—his watch.

Do you wonder that the TtmE INSPECTORS Of
one hundred and eighty leading railroads of
America have officially certified and adopted the
HowARD—the most accurate watch that money
will buy?

Despite any opinion to the contrary, American
railways are the safest in the world—millions are
spent for safety. Official inspection of employees'
watches exists in no other country. The foreign
railroad man carries no such watch as the
HOWARD.

A HuwARD Watch is always worth what you
pay for it.

The price of each watch—from the i7-jewel
in a fine gold-filled case (guaranteed for 25 years)
at $35.00 ; to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold
case at $150.00—is fixed at the factory, and a
printed ticket attached.

Not every jeweler can sell you a HOWARD Watch. Find the HOWARD Jeweler in your
town and talk to him. He is a good man to know. Drop us a postal card, Dept. E, and
we will send you a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for June. It reaches 7,500,000 subscribers (about 3o,000,000
readers). It will bc seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of thcm will be interested. Are you a
HOWARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find thc 110WARD at your store?



BEST thing about the Excelsior
Watch is that you can sell it with

an easy mind know that you are giv-
ing dollar for dollar, and that the pur-
chaser is not coming back some busy
day to unload his watch troubles on you.

Men with a few dollars to spare are waiting for
a watch that the jeweler can guarantee. The Excel-
sior brings a lot of new faces into your store, prospects

for future business—permanent
addition to your good will.

Every Excelsior has 7 jewels,
quick train, cut expansion
balance, and Breguet hair
spring, stem-wind and pen-
dant-set (except 18-size
hunting, lever-set). Cased
and timed at the factory and
supplied to you complete, with

o a printed price ticket attached
that fixes the price and ensures,

you a good profit on every sale.
and 18 sizes, in plain polished, engine-

fancy engraved cases.

Gold-filled, 20-year guarantee
Gold-filled, 10-year guarantee
Silverode .

Inquire of your jobbers and write to the factory for literature.

NEW YORK 'STANDARD 'WATCH .CO.: Jersey City
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S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.'S High-grade Gold
Filled Mirror Finish Chains, Lockets,
Fobs, Bracelets and Locket Fobs

M 1176 F299

091

09 l7

L512

Enameled Locket

V1251L499

Ladles' Locket Fob

•TRADE MARK•

Substantial orders are an
evidence that a house makes
salable goods. We are getting
them. Ask for Bigney's
chains. Look for the stamp
S. 0. B. & Co. on swivel.
We originate. The other fellow
copies. This is complimentary.
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Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 3 Maiden Lane
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DETROIT
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With almost an entirely new
Board of Trade set of officers the Jewelers'
Elects Officers Board of Trade is setting out

upon what promises to be the
most active year in its career. The former
officers, who have brought the organization suc-
cessfully through earlier stages and to a very
high point of efficiency, decided to drop back
into the ranks for the forthcoming year and give
others the opportunity to lead. Thomas F. Com-
erford, secretary-treasurer and manager of the
Michigan Optical Company, is the new president
selected to succeed Frank Kennedy, of the Ken-
nedy Optical Company. Mr. Comerford is a hus-
tling business man, energetic and popular and will
have the loyal support of the entire membership
in all plans to increase the prestige and prosperity
of Detroit as a wholesale market for both the
jewelry and optical trades.

Charles A. Berkey, who engineered the plans
for the formation of the National Association of
Wholesale Jewelers, is succeeded as Secretary of
the Board of Trade by A. E. Charlesworth, of the
Charlesworth Optical Company, who also. has a
reputation as a hustler. Henry Luths, of the
wholesale firm of Luths, Dorweld & Haller, is
the new vice-president in place of Richard E.
Rogers, of Kunz & Rogers. A. E. Patterson, of
Burr, Patterson & Co., Treasurer of the Board of
Trade, was the only one of the old officers to ac-
cept re-election.

It is the hope of the Detroit
Big Gathering Jewelers' Board of Trade to
of Jewelers bring about the largest gather-

ing of retail jewelers and opti-
cians here next August that has ever been known
in the history of the State. The retail jewelers'
convention will be held on Tuesday, August 24th,
and that of the optometrists on the following
day, while Thursday will be given up to a big
outing party on the river and Lake St. Clair, with
stop and supper at one of the waterside resorts.
In all plans for this gathering the Detroit whole-
salers and the officers of the retailers' association
are working together and the dates have been
chosen to bring about the best results. The week
chosen for the convention is that selected by the
Detroit Wholesalers' Association for its buyers'
excursion, thus assuring a very low rate of fare
to all who come. The Michigan State Fair also
onens on Friday of that week, which is another
point of attraction.

The evening of Wednesday, August 25th, will
be given up to the Noble Order of Ku-Kus, which
has firmly established itself as a social order
among the jewelers and optometrists, and big
doings are promised as a large class of new
Ku-Kus are expected to join at that time.

The Grainger-Hannan Company, Detroit's
newest large jewelry store, will soon be in new
quarters, arrangements having been made to trans-
fer the business to the Schwankovsky Block
across the street from its present location. The
lease on the present premises has but a short time
to run, and the new location selected is an ideal
one from the standpoints of location, light and
convenience, besides assuring the firm of a per-
manent location. It is planned to make this
store a very beautiful one to accord with the
large and artistic stock carried by this firm.

Three of the wholesale firms
The New have completed their moving
Jewelers' from lower Woodward Avenue
Building to the new Jewelers' Building

at 193 Woodward Avenue.
The Charles A. Berkey Co., Mathauer & Koester
and Kunz & Rogers now occupy the second, third
and fourth floors of this building, which has been
entirely remodeled to suit their purposes. All of
the new stores are finished in white, which, with
ample window space, gives them an immense
amount of light, while an elevator entrance, open-
ing on Woodward Avenue, affords them most
convenient access. All of the firms are greatly
pleased with their new quarters.

With the alterations in its building, which are
completed this month, the firm of Traub Bros. & Co.,
Woodward and Grand River Avenues, now has a
beautiful and up-to-date store. The show window
space has been greatly enlarged, the store being at
the same time made much lighter, while a new
ornamental front and entrance, and improvements
in the back of the store also, add greatly to its
attractiveness. During the progress of the altera-
tions this firm has held a discount sale.

The passage of the optometry
The bill by the State Legislature has
Optometry Bill been a source of extreme grati-

fication to the opticians of the
State who feel that it will be advantageous not
only to themselves, but to the public, excluding
fakirs and incompetents from the business and as-
suring patrons of efficient service. The State as-
sociation, which has worked so hard to accom-
plish the passage of the law, will exercise equal
vigilance in enforcing its provisions. It was only
after a long and bitter struggle and many dis-
couragements that the opticians succeeded in the
enactment of this measure. Benson W. Hardy, of
Port Huron, Nelson K. Standart, of Detroit, and
many others gave extensively of their time to con-
vince the members of the State House and Senate
of the advisability and justice of providing a li-
censing act for all who sell glasses.

Detroit Nest of Ku-Kus, No. 5,
The Ku-Kus had its regular meeting the first

Thursday of the month in
German Salesmen's Hall. Leon Goldsmith, who
conducts an optical business in connection with
the J. L. Hudson store, was the only initiate.
Preceding the regular meeting there was a dinner,
followed by a short social session, at which Milton
Palmer presided as toastmaster. Among those
who spoke were Frank Kennedy, Charles A.
Berkley, Walter Tant, F. A. Drexel and Nelson K.
Standart. It was decided that the Detroit Ku-Kus
shall make their flight to Cedar Point, Ohio, to
nest with the Ohio birds on Tuesday, June 29th,
when they will exemplify the degree upon a num-
ber of candidates in the evening, and on the fol-
lowing morning will take part in the meeting to
form a national association to govern the Order
of Ku-Kus. A large attendance of Detroit
Ku-Kus has been promised for this occasion.

Much local interest has been aroused in the
new chiming clock which Wright, Kay & Co. have
put up over the entrance of their store at Wood-
ward Avenue and Campus Martius. It has a
large dial in a verdigris bronze case and is sur-
mounted by the chimes, which ring the cathedral
peal and Westminster and Canterbury chimes at
the quarter hours. As a novelty this clock has
already excited much attention.

This firm was the successful competitor in
designs for a trophy to be presented to the winner
of the National Automobile Association's endur-
ance run, commonly known as the "Glidden Tour,"
which will be held in July, with the start at De-
troit. The trophy is to be a vase with a clock
base, the whole being twenty-seven inches in
height and of porcelain, with metal inlay, and con-
siderable detail ornament. There were a number
of designs submitted, all being of the maximum
cost called for, $230. This trophy will shortly
be put on exhibition in Wright, Kay & Co.'s win-
dow. Wright, Kay & Co. now have on exhibition
the Dewar Trophy, won by the Cadillac Automo-
bile Co. in Great Britain last year in the interna-
tional automobile endurance run. This is a mas-
sive silver vase, beautifully chased and engraved
with the name of the winner. It is one of the
conditions attached to the giving of this cup that
it must be competed for at not less than two
thousand miles in an endurance run.

Edward J. Le Heup's new store at 343 Wood-
ward Avenue will be a model in many ways, the
entire interior of the building having been torn
out to allow of remodeling after the plans of the
new occupant. A large and complete stock of
jewelry, silver, watches, etc., will be carried. This
will be the farthest out the avenue of the down-
town jewelry stores, there being no other within
two miles out Woodward Avenue.

W. A. Sturgeon has enlarged his facilities by
putting in more show cases in his "Parisian'
store in the Majestic Building. He spent a week
in the East last month making side trips from
New York to the manufacturing centers. This
firm furnished three fine silver cups to the Detroit
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Automobile Dealers' Association as prizes in the
endurance run held in May.

An interesting case involving the assessment
of the remaining property of the old firm of W. A.
Sturgeon & Co., which went out of business some
time ago, was heard before Judge Hosmer
May 17th. When the sale of most of the firm's
goods was made to the Grainger-Hannan Co. a
portion was not disposed of. The city assessors
placed this portion on the tax rolls at $50,000, dis-
covering, after a tax statement of $7000 had been
turned in, that some $40,000 worth of precious
stones had been stored in a vault. Appeal was had
to the board of tax review, it being shown that
the diamonds were shipped to New York
April 27th. A reduction to $40,000 was made and
an appeal was taken to the Circuit Court. Inas-
much as the precious stones were in Detroit at the
time the assessment was levied, April 1st, Judge
Hosmer refused to interfere and the assessment
stands although the city may have some difficulty
in collecting the taxes.

A new store, called the "Palace of Gems," has
been established in the Kanter Building on the
Campus Martius by Jacobs & Lewis. Only low-
priced jewelry and ornaments are handled.

R. L. Weyhing, of the Weyhing Bros. Manu-
facturing Co., has been making an extensive trip
to the Pacific Coast.

E. W. Krainbrink returned from a trip to
Ohio the middle of last month.

Davidson & Heimbecher, 157 Grand River
Avenue, have been holding an auction sale.

A. Brunck, of Deerfield, was a buyer in this
market during the month.

J. Stimson, salesman for Wright, Kay & Co.,
returned to the city last month after a very suc-
cessful trip through the colleges with the firm's
line of fraternity jewelry.

Among the attendants at the opening day
baseball game was W. F. King, Jr., of Adrian.

Fred Binder, of the Detroit Jewelry Manufac-
turing Co., is a rabid fan and sees as many of the
games as possible.

Frank Presswell came in from Holly re-
cently to replenish his stock.

H. L. Hart, of Oakland, was a purchaser in
this market in April.

A new jeweler in Milan is Carl Bay, who was
located at Adrian with Wm. Sheldon for several
years. Mr. Bay has purchased the business of
D. B. Seeley, at Milan. He was recently married.

The Nederander Loan Office is the name of a
new jewelry and pawnbroking establishment at
Monroe Avenue and Farrar Street.

F. J. Owen, of Marlette, has added a stock of
jewelry to his drug store there.

George Carhart has been conducting an auc-
tion sale at his store in Pontiac.

James H. Garlick expects to seek new quar-
ters this fall. It is known that a new office and
bank building is to be built on the site of the
Walker Block on Griswold Street, in which his
store is located, and the work is likely to begin
in the fall.

0. H. Lutz, of Ann Arbor, visited the whole-
sale houses several weeks ago.

G. E. Hopps, Kingston, bought goods here
early in April.

C. E. Marvin, of Howell, who was in Detroit
last month to buy goods, is contemplating moving
to Boyne City.

Alfred W. Wright, who is employed by
Wright, Kay & Co., enjoys the unique distinction
of having worked on the royal jewels of Great
Britain. He learned his trade in London and
Paris and was called upon to repair the crown of
Queen Victoria at one time, resetting the Koh-i-
Noor at this time. He also made a diamond pin
for King Edward VII, then Prince of Wales.
The Shah of Persia was another royal personage
whose jewelry he worked upon.

Among the out-of-town jewelers not other-
wise mentioned who have visited Detroit recently
were: B. T. Bearss, Fotsoria, Mich.; George
Johnson, Northville; Herman G. Spring, Union-
ville; H. W. Baxter, Birmingham; D. E. Holland,
Lapeer ; A. Snitgen, Westphalia ; J. P. Walton,
Durand; F. J. Irwin, Marlette ; W. H. Skeeman,
Wyandotte ; E. H. Cressy, Saline.

Captain Evan E. Thomas and his son, John,
have formed the firm of Thomas & Son, which
takes the place of the old firm of LeHeup (4
Thomas, 82 Michigan Avenue.
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With almost an entirely new
Board of Trade set of officers the Jewelers'
Elects Officers Board of Trade is setting out

upon what promises to be the
most active year in its career. The former
officers, who have brought the organization suc-
cessfully through earlier stages and to a very
high point of efficiency, decided to drop back
into the ranks for the forthcoming year and give
others the opportunity to lead. Thomas F. Com-
erford, secretary-treasurer and manager of the
Michigan Optical Company, is the new president
selected to succeed Frank Kennedy, of the Ken-
nedy Optical Company. Mr. Comerford is a bus-
tling business man, energetic and popular and will
have the loyal support of the entire membership
in all plans to increase the prestige and prosperity
of Detroit as a wholesale market for both the
jewelry and optical trades.

Charles A. Berkey, who engineered the plans
for the formation of the National Association of
Wholesale Jewelers, is succeeded as Secretary of
the Board of Trade by A. E. Charlesworth, of the
Charlesworth Optical Company, who also • has a
reputation as a hustler. Henry Luths, of the
wholesale firm of Luths, Dorweld & Haller, is
the new vice-president in place of Richard E.
Rogers, of Kunz & Rogers. A. E. Patterson, of
Burr, Patterson & Co., Treasurer of the Board of
Trade, was the only one of the old officers to ac-
cept re-election.

It is the hope of the Detroit
Big Gathering Jewelers' Board of Trade to
of Jewelers bring about the largest gather-

ing of retail jewelers and opti-
cians here next August that has ever been known
in the history of the State. The retail jewelers'
convention will be held on Tuesday, August 24th,
and that of the optometrists on the following
day, while Thursday will be given up to a big
outing party on the river and Lake St. Clair, with
stop and supper at one of the waterside resorts.
In all plans for this gathering the Detroit whole-
salers and the officers of the retailers' association
are working together and the dates have been
chosen to bring about the best results. The week
chosen for the convention is that selected by the
Detroit Wholesalers' Association for its buyers'
excursion, thus assuring a very low rate of fare
to all who come. The Michigan State Fair also
onens on Friday of that week, which is another
point of attraction.

The evening of Wednesday, August 25th, will
be given up to the Noble Order of Ku-Kus, which
has firmly established itself as a social order
among the jewelers and optometrists, and big
doings are promised as a large class of new
Ku-Kus are expected to join at that time.

The Grainger-Hannan Company, Detroit's
newest large jewelry store, will soon be in new
quarters, arrangements having been made to trans-
fer the business to the Schwankovsky Block
across the street from its present location. The
lease on the present premises has but a short time
to run, and the new location selected is an ideal
one from the standpoints of location, light and
convenience, besides assuring the firm of a per-
manent location. It is planned to make this

Th.
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have completed their moving

very beautiful one to accord with theBjlaeurwgileedligaaennrd, artistic stock carried by this firm.
Three of the wholesale firms

from lower Woodward Avenue
to the new Jewelers' Building
at 193 Woodward Avenue.

The Charles A. Berkey Co., Mathauer & Koester
and Kunz & Rogers now occupy the second, third
and fourth floors of this building, which has been
entirely remodeled to suit their purposes. All of
the new stores are finished in white, which, with
ample window space, gives them an immense
amount of light, while an elevator entrance, open-
ing on Woodward Avenue, affords them most
convenient access. All of the firms are greatly
pleased with their new quarters.

With the alterations in its building, which are
completed this month, the firm of Traub Bros. & Co.,
Woodward and Grand River Avenues, now has a
beautiful and up-to-date store. The show window
space has been greatly enlarged, the store being at
the same time made much lighter, while a new
ornamental front and entrance, and improvements
in the back of the store also, add greatly to its
attractiveness. During the progress of the altera-
tions this firm has held a discount sale.

The passage of the optometry
The bill by the State Legislature has
Optometry Bill been a source of extreme grati-

fication to the opticians of the
State who feel that it will be advantageous not
only to themselves, but to the public, excluding
fakirs and incompetents from the business and as-
suring patrons of efficient service. The State as-
sociation, which has worked so hard to accom-
plish the passage of the law, will exercise equal
vigilance in enforcing its provisions. It was only
after a long and bitter struggle and many dis-
couragements that the opticians succeeded in the
enactment of this measure. Benson W. Hardy, of
Port Huron, Nelson K. Standart, of Detroit, and
many others gave extensively of their time to con-
vince the members of the State House and Senate
of the advisability and justice of providing a li-
censing act for all who sell glasses.

The Ku-Kus 
Detroit Nest of Ku-Kus, No. 5,
had its regular meeting the first
Thursday of the month in

German Salesmen's Hall. Leon Goldsmith, who
conducts an optical business in connection with
the J. L. Hudson store, was the only initiate.
Preceding the regular meeting there was a dinner,
followed by a short social session, at which Milton
Palmer presided as toastmaster. Among those
who spoke were Frank Kennedy, Charles A.
Berkley, Walter Tant, F. A. Drexel and Nelson K.
Standart. It was decided that the Detroit Ku-Kus
shall make their flight to Cedar Point, Ohio, to
nest with the Ohio birds on Tuesday, June 29th,
when they will exemplify the degree upon a num-
ber of candidates in the evening, and on the fol-
lowing morning will take part in the meeting to
form a national association to govern the Order
of Ku-Kus. A large attendance of Detroit
Ku-Kus has been promised for this occasion.

Much local interest has been aroused in the
new chiming clock which Wright, Kay & Co. have
put up over the entrance of their store at Wood-
ward Avenue and Campus Martius. It has a
large dial in a verdigris bronze case and is sur-
mounted by the chimes, which ring the cathedral
peal and Westminster and Canterbury chimes at
the quarter hours. As a novelty this clock has
already excited much attention.

This firm was the successful competitor in
designs for a trophy to be presented to the winner
of the National Automobile Association's endur-
ance run, commonly known as the "Glidden Tour,"
which will be held in July, with the start at De-
troit. The trophy is to be a vase with a clock
base, the whole being twenty-seven inches in
height and of porcelain, with metal inlay, and con-
siderable detail ornament. There were a number
of designs submitted, all being of the maximum
cost called for, $250. This trophy will shortly
be put on exhibition in Wright, Kay & Co.'s win-
dow. Wright, Kay & Co. now have on exhibition
the Dewar Trophy, won by the Cadillac Automo-
bile Co. in Great Britain last year in the interna-
tional automobile endurance run. This is a mas-
sive silver vase, beautifully chased and engraved
with the name of the winner. It is one of the
conditions attached to the giving of this cup that
it must be competed for at not less than two
thousand miles in an endurance run.

Edward J. Le Heup's new store at 343 Wood-
ward Avenue will be a model in many ways, the
entire interior of the building having been torn
out to allow of remodeling after the plans of the
new occupant. A large and complete stock of
jewelry, silver, watches, etc., will be carried. This
will be the farthest out the avenue of the down-
town jewelry stores, there being no other within
two miles out Woodward Avenue.

W. A. Sturgeon has enlarged his facilities by
putting in more show cases in his "Parisian"
store in the Majestic Building. He spent a week
in the East last month making side trips from
New York to the manufacturing centers. This
firm furnished three fine silver cups to the Detroit
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Automobile Dealers' Association as prizes in the
endurance run held in May.

An interesting case involving the assessment
of the remaining property of the old firm of W. A.
Sturgeon & Co., which went out of business some
time ago, was heard before Judge Hosmer
May 57th. When the sale of most of the firm's
goods was made to the Grainger-Hannan Co. a
portion was not disposed of. The city assessors
placed this portion on the tax rolls at $5o,000, dis-
covering, after a tax statement of $7000 had been
turned in, that some $4o,000 worth of precious
stones had been stored in a vault. Appeal was had
to the board of tax review, it being shown that
the diamonds were shipped to New York
April 27th. A reduction to $40,000 was made and
an appeal was taken to the Circuit Court. Inas-
much as the precious stones were in Detroit at the
time the assessment was levied, April 1st, Judge
Hosmer refused to interfere and the assessment
stands although the city may have some difficulty
in collecting the taxes.

A new store, called the "Palace of Gems," has
been established in the Kanter Building on the
Campus Martins by Jacobs & Lewis. Only low-
priced jewelry and ornaments are handled.

R. L. Weyhing, of the Weyhing Bros. Manu-
facturing Co., has been making an extensive trip
to the Pacific Coast.

E. W. Krainbrink returned from a trip to
Ohio the middle of last month.

Davidson & Heimbecher, 157 Grand River
Avenue, have been holding an auction sale.

A. Brunck, of Deerfield, was a buyer in this
market during the month.

J. Stimson, salesman for Wright, Kay & Co.,
returned to the city last month after a very suc-
cessful trip through the colleges with the firm's
line of fraternity jewelry.

Among the attendants at the opening day
baseball game was W. F. King, Jr., of Adrian.

Fred Binder, of the Detroit Jewelry Manufac-
turing Co., is a rabid fan and sees as many of the
games as possible.

Frank Presswell came in from Holly re-
cently to replenish his stock.

H. L. Hart, of Oakland, was a purchaser in
this market in April.

A new jeweler in Milan is Carl Bay, who was
located at Adrian with Wm. Sheldon for several
years. Mr. Bay has purchased the business of
D. B. Seeley, at Milan. He was recently married.

The Nederander Loan Office is the name of a
new jewelry and pawnbroking establishment at
Monroe Avenue and Farrar Street.

F. J. Owen, of Marlette, has added a stock of
jewelry to his drug store there.

George Carhart has been conducting an auc-
tion sale at his store in Pontiac.

James H. Garlick expects to seek new quar-
ters this fall. It is known that a new office and
bank building is to be built on the site of the
Walker Block on Griswold Street, in which his
store is located, and the work is likely to begin
in the fall.

0. H. Lutz, of Ann Arbor, visited the whole-
sale houses several weeks ago.

G. E. Hopps, Kingston, bought goods here
early in April.
' C. E. Marvin, of Howell, who was in Detroit

last month to buy goods, is contemplating moving
to Boyne City.

Alfred W. Wright, who is employed by
Wright, Kay & Co., enjoys the unique distinction
of having worked on the royal jewels of Great
Britain. He learned his trade in London and
Paris and was called upon to repair the crown of
Queen Victoria at one time, resetting the Koh-i-
Noor at this time. He also made a diamond pin
for King Edward VII, then Prince of Wales.
The Shah of Persia was another royal personage
whose jewelry he worked upon.

Among the out-of-town jewelers not other-
wise mentioned who have visited Detroit recently
were: B. T. Bearss, Fotsoria, Mich.; George
Johnson, Northville; Herman G. Spring, Union-
ville; H. W. Baxter, Birmingham; D. E. Holland,
Lapeer ; A. Snitgen, Westphalia ; J. P. Walton,
Durand; F. J. Irwin, Marlette; W. H. Skeeman,
Wyandotte; E. H. Cressy, Saline.

Captain Evan E. Thomas and his son, John,
have formed the firm of Thomas & Son, which
takes the place of the old firm of LeHeup
Thomas, 82 Michigan Avenue.



REALIZING that umbrellas

,are the always acceptable

gift, we have just originated this

clever idea of
strapping to-
o- (Tether a en-t,
tleman's and
a lady's umbrella to
match, as a most suit-
able wedding present.
The umbrellas shown
here are fine taffeta silk
with interchangeable
handles of Green Ebony
(Turtle Ebony), Ster-
lino. Silver trimmed and hand
engraved.
They are held together by a
pair of neat pigskin straps.
This makes a gift that will
please Bride and Groom
equally well—will be often
used and last long.
We have proper handles for wooden,

silver and golden anniversaries, as

well as for June weddings.

Unique
Wedding Gift
Sure to Catch Public Fancy

THIS new idea is sure to
"take" with your trade. We

can furnish "BRI DAL PAIRS"
in any style of handle,
and at prices from $7.00
to oo.00. Write us for
samples and particulars.

Our Fall and Holiday
Line is Now Out

It will pay you to inspect it.
We show an unusual variety

of new styles and novel fea-

tures, together with all the

exclusive K. & H. advan-

tages.
Our sterling handles are made

in 28 gauge Silver, and our

Gold filled handles are Virgin

Color, and both are warranted

not to show black seams.

We make the closest rolling umbrella

on the market and use SILKS

THAT GIVE SERVICE.

The largest range of 14 K. Solid

Gold Goods in the country.

Don't let our man get by you.

We have a plan for increasing your

umbrella trade. Ask us about it.

WE DO NOT SOLICIT DEPARTMENT STORE TRADE

KREIS & HUBBARD Manufacturers of the  252 FRANKLIN STREET

— Jewelers' Line— CHICAGO, ILL.
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From the statements recently
Notable made by the leading banks and
Business trust companies of this city in-
Improvement creased activity in finance and

trade was shown at the close of
business April 30th. The reports point to a gen-
eral resumption and indicate even a stronger re-
vival than had been expected. Statements of
twelve banks and trust companies doing, approxi-
mately, 85 per cent. of the business of St. Louis,
exhibit loans and discounts of $178,53t,236, cash
and exchange of $98,531,236, total deposits of
$248,718,046, and total resources of $337,234,917.
As compared to a statement issued February 5th
there is shown an increase of $9,272,292, or 5.42
per cent. in the loans and discounts; a decrease of
$11,889,116, or 10.76 per cent., in the cash and ex-
change; a decrease of $2,883,914, or 1.14 per cent.,
in the deposits, and a decrease of $2,360,692, or
.69 per cent., in the total resources.

On Wednesday, May t2th, the Mermoci, Jac-
card & King Jewelry Co. celebrated their anni-
versary and in commemoration of the event they
announced that they would conduct a special sale
lasting seventeen days. They gave an elaborate
opening on the anniversary day, their store being
most elaborately decorated in honor of the event.
This firm has been twice burned out, but on each
occasion reopened with a greater and granaer
store.

Handsome 
On Saturday, May t5th, the
Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co.

New Store moved into their handsome
new store at the northeast cor-

ner of Seventh and St. Charles Streets, they clos-
ing their business for that day in order to do this.
The store can best be described by designating it
as undoubtedly as well an equipped store as the
best of artistic workmanship could make it. It
contains 8000 feet on each of the first two floors,
the only floors this firm will occupy, and contains
every modern device to make it up to date. The
first floor is of tiling and everything else equally
as elaborate. The firm has introduced the cash
carrying system. They will add cut glass, china,
umbrellas, canes, optical goods and art to their
lines, making a new department of each. The
first floor will be for the jewelry and kindred
trade exclusively, the second floor being used for
their china, cut glass, art, optical, engraving and
clock departments. They will increase all their
former departments from 25 to 35 per cent. and
they have added a dozen new salesmen. Their
lease of the new store is for fifteen years. On
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, May 17th, 18th
and 19th; they gave a general invitation to the
public to attend their formal opening. Thousands
accepted the invitation and for three days the
new store was crowded continuously. The floral
offerings from the firm's friends were magnificent,
among them being a seven-foot horseshoe from
their employees and of their trademark from the
Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co. Telegrams of con-
gratulations were received from the firm's friends
wherever they are known, which were greatly ap-
preciated by the recipients.
lairoSp.e.H. Bauman, president of the Bauman-

i
Massa Jewelry Co., accompanied by his wife,
ailed May 6th on the Prince Frcderich
f.or a two months' business and pleasure trip to

A. L. Bauman, president of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., accompanied by his wife, sailed on
May 6th on the Prince Frederich William for a
two months' business and pleasure trip to Europe.

Morris Eisenstadt, president of the Eisenstadt
Mfg. Co., and Jos. M. Friede, vice-president, are
home from recent recreation trips. The former
was away two weeks and the latter three weeks.
Brainerd Ryan, credit man of the company, is
home from a three weeks' vacation spent at Hot
.,prings, Ark. H. W. Kellersman, bookkeeper for
the same firm, leaves early in June on a two
weeks' vacation trip up the Mississippi River.

S. L. Bauman, the diamond dealer, has gone
on a four weeks western trip.

Julius NCWIllall, of the Alter, Newman &
Wilmes Jewelry Co., who had his leg injured
about six weeks ago and who has been confined
here at his home since, is now out on a trip
through Missouri.

A large. attendance of jewelers and opticians
throughout the State is expected here to attend
the conventions in June.

The Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co. have just
completed redecorating and painting their place of
business.

On Tuesday, May a rth, the MacIntyre-
Shortess Jewelry Company, of McAllister, Okla.,
closed its' doors. The stock is in the hands of
Frank Craig as trustee for the creditors until they
can get together. Liabilities, $6000 ; stock valued
at $25,000. The closing is supposed to be only
temporary.

On Monday, May Toth, some time during the
night, burglars forced an entrance to the jewelry
store of John C. Pierik at Springfield, Ill., and
stole diamonds and watches to the value of $3o0o.
An entrance was gained through a rear window
after a heavy iron grating had been removed.
The robbery was discovered by the night watch-
man. Bloodhounds were put on the trail. On the
night of December 21, 1907, the front window of
the same store was broken with a hammer and
diamonds worth $5000 were stolen. The burglars
were never captured.

The trustee of the Harvell Jewelry Co., of
Litchfield, Ill., recently declared bankrupt, has
announced that a dividend to the creditors will
soon be paid. No amount has been specified, but
it is believed it will be about 20 per cent.

F. H. Smith, general manager of the Geneva
Optical Co., recently spent a week here. This
concern has just enlarged its local quarters by the
addition of several rooms on the sixth floor of the
Holland Building, giving them a much increased
space, and they have also largely increased their
working force.

J. I. Chappell, formerly with the Reilly Op-
tical Co., has accepted a position with M. Burn-
stifle, at 612 Olive Street, and will have entire
charge of the optical department.

Charles P. Reber, a well-known local optician,
now has charge of the new optical department re-
cently established by the Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Co.

R. F. Reeves, of the Reeves-Kemper Co., is
home from a ten days' business trip to New York.
Edward Riley, traveler for this firm, is home from
a two weeks' trip through the Southwest.

Albert Gerne, the well-known North St. Louis
jeweler, formerly located at 1403 Salisbury Street,
has moved into a handsome new store at the cor-
ner of Fifteenth and Salisbury Streets. He had a
formal opening on Saturday, May t5th.

The sale of the bankrupt stock of Ed H.
Kniepkamp, the local jeweler, took place on May
8th. No settlement has yet been made with the
creditors, but it is stated that it will be about
twenty cents on the dollar.

Charles Buchert, an expert jeweler, employed
by the Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co.,
dropped dead in his home at to o'clock on the
night of May 5th. Heart disease was the cause.

Laurence Oberting, of Blankenmeister, Ober-
ting & Co., is home from a six weeks' trip through
Missouri and Iowa.

R. W. Hess, of the Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Co., who is combining business with
pleasure, was heard from recently from Venice,
Italy, where he was making a short stay.

A. W. Long, of Tower & Long, is now on a
month's trip through Kentucky and Tennessee.

Augustus Kaesser, an old-time jeweler, of
Quincy, Ill., died at that place on Saturday, May
8th. He was the father of Herman, Paul V. and
Alfred, of the firm of Kaesser Bros., of 2326
ranklin Avenue, this city.

Jacob F. Ryser, one of the oldest jewelers of
this city, died at his home, 2492 Geraldine Street,
on Sunday, May 2d. He left his store at 1325
Franklin Avenue, where he had been in business
continuously for a period of forty-two years, the
preceding Friday evening and went to his home.
He had never been seriously ill in all his long life,
but complained on this occasion of pains near his
heart. Heart disease developed and he died in two
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(lays. lie was 72 years old and was born in Switz-
erland and came to America when a young man.
The funeral took place the following Tuesday and
was conducted under Masonic auspices. His wife
will close out the business. The deceased left no
Children.

The Imperial Electric Clock Co., of Madison,
Ill., has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$6o,000. The officers elected were: Frank Feraud,
president; Dr. W. H. Grayson, first vice-president ;
Joseph Speis, second vice-president; Henry Con-
nole, secretary; W. 0. Trott, treasurer. These
officers and Dr. W. F. Grayson, A. Connole and
F. A. Garesche, Mayor of Madison, Ill., comprise
the board of directors. The company will prob-
ably erect a factory at Madison, Ill., to manufac-
ture electric clocks, of which Frank Feraud is the
inventor.

Among recent buyers in the city were: J. L.
Wolf, Paducah, Ky.; H. Adolph, Ironton, Mo.;
V. D. Pound, Durant, Miss.; George C. Hasslinger,
Elseberry, Mo.; 0. Miller, Flat River, Mo.; F. H.
Kassel, Cape Giradeau, Mo.; J. M. Hawley,
Greenville, Ill.; Mr. Evans, of the J. L. Duke
Jewelry Co., Fayetteville, Ark.; Edwin 0. Kiessig,
of Knuckemyer & Cohn, Evansville, Ind.

F. W. Drosten, the well-known retailer, spent
a few days in Chicago recently on business.

Edwin W. Bornmueller, of the J. Bolland
Jewelry Co., will attend the Shriners' meeting in
Louisville, Ky., from June 6th to aith.

0. J. Pfeffer, president of the St. Louis Clock
and Silverware Co., served a week on jury duty
recently.

F. W. Hoyt, of the F. W. Hoyt Jewelry Co.,
is now on a two weeks' trip through the Southwest.

The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co. recently
had a very elaborate window display of the seven
solid silver cups that were awarded to the winners
of the Missouri Athletic Club Marathon race held
Oil May 1st. They also had several other displays
of solid silver cups for the winners of different
athletic contests.

The Erber Jewelry Mfg. Co. has opened for
business at 6to to 616 Pine Street, their formal
opening taking place May 20th. Charles S. Erber,
the head of the concern, is well known to the
jewelry trade.

The Gerber-Buschman Cutlery and Silverware
Co. has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$2500, fully paid. Incorporators: Lawrence L.
Gerber, Chester Buschmann and L. II. Kallemier,
seven shares each: George R. Gibson, four shares.
The company will deal in cutlery, silver and
glassware.

Richard Fecht, salesman for the Hess & Cul-
bertson Jewelry Co., one day recently left his
buggy, containing an empty drummer's grip,
standing in front of a jewelry store at Fourth
Street and Washington Avenue while he, with an-
other grip containing $3000 worth of gems and
jewelry, visited the jeweler. When he came out
his buggy had disappeared. After quite a search
two men were seen in the stolen buggy, and in an
exchange of shots between a policeman and the
occupants after they had refused to stop, the horse
was killed. Both of the thieves were arrested. It
is supposed that they had been following Fecht,
waiting for an opportunity to develop which
would give them a chance to steal the suppoled
grip with the diamonds.

The Action of a Cutting Edge
A writer in the Scientific American says : The

true action of a cutting tool or edge is not
fully understood by the common machinist, I have
noticed. It is not realized that it does not cut as
the word is usually understood, but tears the ma-
terial apart. No matter how fine the edge, the tool
tears the fibers, but the finer the edge the fewer
fibers it tears. To divide the material without
tearing a cutting edge of absolutely no thickness
would .be required, but this is an impossibility.
On microscopic examination the edge of the finest
razor is showii. to be composed of irregular saw
teeth, while the edge of an ordinary lathe tool is
very rough and blunt.

"I can't make 0 suggestion to improve The
Keystone. / will sue 3,ou for damages if you
make me Miss a copy."—Henry J. Rosenstihl,
Jeweler, Union Springs, Ala.
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THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—AVERAGE 6 clwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors—
all hand engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size—at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.
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Let us tell you of our new selling Makers of Emblem Rings
plan. It will interest you. The A. P. CRAFT CO. —and Special Jewelers— Indianapolis, Ind.

The following resolution was passed
at the Convention of the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association, July, 908:1 

RESOLVED, that the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association in convention assembled,
do hereby indorse the Wisconsin Institute of
Horology and recommend it to those seeking
knowledge of the Watchmaking and Engraving
trades.

We know of no other similar institu-
tion which offers such guarantee!

Wisconsin
Institute of Horology
Enterprise Bldg. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

JEWELER'S WALL CASE No. 2160

EMERSON says : " If one does better work than someone else
no matter where located, the world will wear a beaten path to his door.'

Our phenomenal growth attests the truth of the above statement.
There is just as much difference in the quality of store equipment

as there is in the quality of merchandise.
Give us an opportunity to show you what we can do with your store.

The results will surprise you—and it would mean increased success.
WRITE FOR CATALOG " C "

AND RAPIDS,Grand Rapids Show Case C GRAND 
MICHIGAN

BRANCH FACTORY . . . . . .. ... Lutke Mfg. Co., Portland Ore.
NEW YORK OFFICE AND SHOWROOM, 724 Broadway . . I Under our own
ST. LOUIS OFFICE AND SHOWROOM, 1331 Washington Ave. . J management
BARLOW MFG  CO  Metal Display Fixtures, Wax Figures and Forms

THE LARGEST SHOW CASE PLANT IN THE WORLD
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While May business has been slow with the
retail merchants the jobbers are making no com-
plaints. Collections have been hard to make. The
buying has been very conservative, but with spring
taxes out of the way and a large number of June
weddings announced the retail merchants stand a
good chance to make this a very good month.

A. P. Craft Company and Ikko Matsumoto
began May 1st to close at noon on Saturdays.

Albert Zoller and Charles Mayer, Jr., who
have been on a purchasing trip abroad, will return
abont June 1st. Miss Mary Bauer, of the jewelry
department of Charles Mayer & Co., reports their
spring business as holding up remarkably well.

F. W. Schneider, of the watch repair
department of Charles Mayer & Co., ex-
pects to visit Louisville, Ky., June 1st and
return with a bride.

Joseph Kernel, of the manufacturing
firm of Kernel & Zink, will act as best man
at his brother's wedding, which will occur
at St. Henry, Ohio, early in June. The
Kernel boys are sons of Emil Kernel, well
known to the trade through his connection
with Carl L. Rost.

Jette Shepard, formerly with Hoffman
& Lauer, has opened a watch repair shop in
North Indianapolis. His intention is to add
a nice stock of watches and jewelry early
in the fall.

Andrew Streng, whose bankrupt stock
was recently sold at auction, has opened up
at 500 Massachusetts Avenue. William
Schaeffer has taken charge of the watch re-
pairing..

M. J. Bieber, manager of the Baldwin-
Miller Company's tool and material depart-
ment, visited Chicago last month on busi-
ness for the firm. Mr. Bieber reports
spring trade as very fair.

Carl L. Rost, of North Illinois Street,
has returned from a delightful trip to Ne-
vade, where he has considerable mining in-
terests.

Emil Kernel, watchmaker and right-
hand man for Carl L. Rost, was given a
surprise dinner at the home of Mr. Rost in
Central Avenue, the last of April. The oc-
casion was the twenty-first anniversary of
their business relations, which began in
Crawfordsville, Ind., and have continued
since Mr. Rost removed to this city The
dinner was a delightful affair, attended by
all Mr. Rost's employees and their. wives.

Dyer Brothers (Arts & Crafts Shop)
have had a rush of orders in their engrav-
ing department. They have designed and
turned out a vast number of copperplate
fraternity and graduating invitations, dance
cards and programmes for college and school
commencement exercises.

Baldwin-Miller Company closed their fiscal
year June 1st. The last week in May was de-
voted to .the annual inventory of stock. While the
books have not been closed, it is an assured fact
that the balance is on the profit side of the ledger.
, Gray, Gribben & Gray, the pioneer instalment
Jewelers of this city, have shown their enterprising
spirit by opening a branch store at 115 North
Pennsylvania Street. The room has been fitted upo meet all the requirements of a high-class
Jewelry store. Tasty decorations, a steel ceiling,
artistic electric lighting and handsome mahogany
fixtures have made it one of the most attractive
Jewelry stores in the city. Albert R. Gray will
have the management of the new store, with A. J.
Burns for watchmaker. The main store on NorthpIlal tnioniesnt treet will continue under the manage-
ment of David S. Gribben and Asher W. Gray,with Wilbur S. Smith in charge of the optical de-

.Fishing is a popular form of recreation with
Indianapolis jewelers. Last month Julius C.Walk and Charles Kiefer were off on their regu-lar semiannual fishing trip to Lake Maxinkuckee ;

Ikko Matsumoto and C. A. Slinger were at Lake
Manitou, where Mr. Matsumoto has a pretty sum-mer home ; Horace A. Comstock found sport inthe streams near Noblesville and S. T. Nicholsvisited his favorite haunts at Lake Wawasee.

Frank L. Bryant, jeweler at 137 North Penn-
sylvania Street, has moved into the pretty new
home on Central Avenue which be recently bought.

Senator Beveridge has received a number of
letters from retail jewelers of Indianapolis pro-testing against the proposed change in duties on
watches and jewelry and objecting to the require-
ments of the present bill as to the markings on the
dials of all imported watches. The dealers assure
Senator Beveridge that the bill as it stands would
do injury to the retail jewelry business.

Burton Brothers, Monument Place, have
opened a branch store at Kokomo, Ind. F. J. Gar-
rett, for several years with the Burtons, has been
placed in management of the Kokomo store.

George Horne, formerly with Williams &
Company on West Washington Street, has taken
a position in the jobbing material house of Hoff-

Our illustration shows in reduced form an artistic and skil-
fully wrought necklace, designed and executed by the arts and
crafts shop of Dyer Brothers, 234 Massachusetts Avenue, In-
dianapolis, Ind. Necklace is of sterling silver, open scroll work
design, set with azurite and malachite stones. The full order
included the necklace and a ring and brooch of similar designs.

man & Lauer. Howard M. Tourner, who was also
with Williams & Company, is in business for him-
self at Bloomington, Ind.

Friends and customers in all parts of Indiana
learned with sincere regret of the recent death of
Thomas W. Gardner, the oldest watchmaker and
manufacturing jeweler in this city, if not in the
entire State. Thomas W. Gardner was born in
London, Ohio, December 15, 1835, and died at his
home in Indianapolis May 4, 1909. For some time
he had been a sufferer from heart disease and
dropsy, but death came suddenly and unexpected.
The funeral services, which were held at his home,
were attended by many of the city jewelers. Mr.
Gardner was a man over six feet tall, of powerful
build, great strength and indomitable will, while
the predominant attribute of his character was
absolute honesty in all matters both great and
small. It was often said of Mr. Gardner that he
was too honest to make money. He was a great
grandson of Edward Tiffin, first Governor of the
State of Ohio. In 1850 young Gardner finished
learning the watchmaking trade; he was then at
Huntington, Ind., but did not remain there long.
In 1859 he went West with the gold seekers and
in 1866 he was working in Indianapolis. At dif-
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ferent times during his life he worked in Wash-
ington, Pittsburg and in various cities in the West.
During the Civil War Mr. Gardner was master of
transportation out of Louisville, Ky. After the
war he worked at his trade in this city for a while
and then started in business for himself at Hunt-
ington, Ind. There his store was robbed of a
$12,000 stock of watches and jewelry. Returning
to this city he took charge of the watch repair de-
partment for W. P. Bingham and remained with
the firm after it became Bingham, Walk & May-
hew (now J. C. Walk & Son). In 188o he started
a manufacturing business for himself and became
widely known all over the State. In 1888 he re-
tired, leaving his business to his two sons, John T.
and Edward Gardner, who with his widow survive
him. Mr. Gardner was made an Odd Fellow onhis twenty-first birthday. He and his wife cele-
brated the fiftieth anniversary of their wedding
July 4, igo8. While in the manufacturing business
Mr. Gardner estimated that he had made no lessthan 5700 betrothal rings for the young women of
Indianapolis. Two generations of Gardners still

remain in the jewelry trade in this city.
Edward Gardner continues the manufactur-
ing business founded by his late father and
has recently associated with him his oldest
son, Herbert. John T. Gardner is the well-
known traveling salesman for Baldwin-
Miller Company. Baldwin-Miller Company
closed their doors for two hours, May 6th,
in order that the entire force might attend
Mr. Gardner's funeral.

Allen 0. Pickett has taken an interest in
the watch repair business of E. C. Stokes in
the State Life Building. Mr. Stokes pur-
chased the business a few months ago from
George S. Kern, when the latter went into
the exclusive retail business. Mr. Pickett
was formerly watchmaker for Mr. Kern.
The new firm report business as very good.

Henry A. Winn, watch inspector for
several railroads and traction companies,
made his second quarterly inspection over
the Indianapolis Southern Road the last
week in May.

John P. Mullally, jeweler and diamond
merchant, is the Supreme Secretary of the
American Order of Owls, and, in his official
capacity, attended the second annual State
convention held at Muncie, Ind., May 13th.

Chris Bernloehr is planning a trip
abroad for the summer. He will do sight-
seeing and make jewelry purchases for the
home store of Chris Bernloehr & Bro.

The Lucio Diamond people have given
up their storeroom on West Washington
Street and moved out of town.

Ralph Partlow, who -a few months ago
opened "The Popular Jewelry Store" on
Massachusetts Avenue, has removed his
stock to the exposition at Seattle, Wash.

Rena Reisner, police matron of the city
of Indianapolis, owns a very interesting and
valuable necklace, made of beads, 3500 years
old. The beads are a rare flesh-colored
coral about one-third the size of a pea.
They were taken from an Egyptian tomb

and sent to her by her cousin, Dr. George Reisner,
who is at the head of an arclueological expedition
for Harvard College, working some five hundred
miles up the Nile River.

The D. B. Stall Jewelry Company have re-
moved from Hoopeston, Ill., to Fort Wayne, Ind.

May 1st marked a renewal of the mussel dig-
ging industry in the waters of the Wabash River
in Indiana. Only a few pearls of value have been
found this season, but the work will be pushed
with vigor as the season advances.

Emil Rossier, well-known jeweler of Martins-
ville, Ind., attended the funeral of T. W. Gardner,
which was held in this city May 6th. At one time
Mr. Rossier was employed in the manufacturing
shop of Gardner and from that time the two
families had remained firm friends.

Olnhausen & Smith, Celina, Ohio, have noti-
fied Baldwin-Miller Company that they have made
some changes in their business. In addition to an
increased stock of watches and jewelry the firm
have added a clothing department. The store-
room has been remodeled and enlarged and hand-
some new fixtures and furniture installed.

(Continued on page 947)
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VIEW IN ELEMENTARY WATCH WORK DEPARTMENT MARCH 15. 1909. There are 67 students in this department and we must have more room
and there will be added to Horological Hall enough space so that we can take care of twice the number of students as at present.

A SCHOOL UP TO DATE IS APPRECIATED

YEARS AGO when Horological schools were first inaugurated in this country, they met with decided opposition by the majority of those interested in the
jewelry business and its kindred trades. However, this feeling has disappeared from the field in most cases, and to-day it is generally conceded, by the broad-

minded, that the HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete knowledge of the work, and at the same time hasten results. So much so is this
a fact that whereas in the early days the student body was made up of those who had had little or none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 70  of them have
been connected with the business before entering a school of this kind. And many who are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, are sending their
sons to these schools. Why? Because they know that the school offers the best place to get the work, to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.
crWe do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor do we say that every student matriculating
will become a first-class workman. Law schools and medical schools do not make first-class lawyers or physi-
cians of every student that they turn out, and the percentage of good workmen turned out from a first-class Horo-
logical School will be found to be greater than the two professions mentioned above. 114There is no doubt that
the course of MODERN METHODS IN HOROLOGY, as pursued at Bradley Polytechnic Institute, is getting
the best results possible, if you want to get it right, and it will pay you to investigate this truly great institution.

A POSTAL CARD ADDRESSED
"HOROLOGICAL," Department K, PEORIA, ILL.
WILL GET YOU THE DESIRED INFORMATION

■•■•
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A New Set Protector
to be used for hard soldering rings.
Leaves shank out to work on. Sets and
Crown only in moisture. Moisture held
by sponge. Can be used in any position.
No water to spill. No sand or dirt.
Requires only a moment to get ready.
Made of the very best materials. Nickel
plated over brass.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR WILL BE
SENT DIRECT, PREPAID, ON

RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.25

H. WHITE :: HANOVERILLINOIS

FreeToJewelers
Our new complete catalogue of
watch and optical signs, with
cuts and full description of the
new modern electric and metal
watch signs, shows you how to
make your store h ri gIl t and
attractive at a small expense.
ELECTRIC 8 IGN8
84.50 to 860.00 EACH

NVe eon furnish any sign you
want—WE KNOW how to make
them right-30 years in the
business. SEND FOR OUR
CATALOGUE, and then order
from any wholesale Jewelry
house the style you want—they
all sell our signs.

Grout's Excelsior Sign Co.
Manufacturer.,

126 Dearborn Street, CHICAG0,111.

Fine Grade Ruby an Sap-
phire Balance Jewels

TO FIT ALL MAKES

American Movements

Finely polished and finished Balance Staffs to match

$1.00 per Dozen each

79 Nassau A. POLTOCK rl(Rc:N. 
N.Y.

Watch Material, Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

Tune, 1909

CLEVELAND
LETTER

THE KEYSTONE

There has been considerable improvement in
all business lines the past month. Among the
large industries, such as steel, there has been a
decided boom. As soon as there was a slight
advance in prices the large consumers all wanted
to buy. Now the steel mills are flooded with
orders and no effort is being made to add more
business as there is bound to be further advances
in prices as the demand continues. This condition
is a sure harbinger of returning prosperity.

The local jewelry trade shows considerable
improvement over last month. There have been
some disturbances among the smaller concerns due
to. changes in location and partnerships. The job-
bing trade report some falling off in their out-of-
town trade that is not in what might be called the
agricultural districts. Collections are fairly good.

Geo. W. Scribner, of Scribner & Loehr Co.,
leaves this week for a two months' trip to the
seashore. Mrs. Scribner and family will accom-
pany him.

The recent tornado that did so much damage
to our city caught the Sigler Bros. Co. for some
loss owing to the destruction by the wind of their
large plate-glass windows in their offices in the
Garfield Building. The damage done to this city
was over one million dollars.

The Scribner & Loehr Co. have taken space at
the Cleveland Industrial, Exposition to be held
this month and will show a large line of heavy
14 K. Masonic and emblem goods of their own
manufacture.

Sidney Ball, of the Ball Watch Co., was in
Columbus last month attending the convention of
the railroad brakemen. Messrs. Dutton and
Saxton, of the above company, attended the rail-
way convention in Boston, Mass.

Benj. Sands, jeweler, has closed his auction
in the Williamson Building and opened his new
store on East Sixth Street, opposite Vincent
Avenue.

Burglars entered the jewelry store of Henry
Welf, 1321 Euclid Avenue, last month through a
back window. They secured about $125 worth
of goods.

The firm of Gee & Nusbaum Co. have re-
moved their stock from the Republic Building to
the room formerly occupied by the Euclid Avenue
Trust Co. and are now selling off their stock by
auction.

The death of Mrs. Anna J. Newman, wife of
Adolph Newman, head of the Solomonson Optical
Co., occurred last month at her home, 2090 Abing-
ton Road. Mrs. Newman was sick only one week
with acute pneumonia. She had been for years
prominent in charitable work and philanthropy.

George Eroe, for many years with the Scrib-ner & Loehr Co., has resigned and, with Charles
Schringold, purchased the stock and fixtures ofthe old A. D. Ernne store in the Colonial Arcade.1 he new firm are now conducting a clearance saleof the stock.

The final story of the Taddeo brothers, who
were convicted in Criminal Court several monthsago of stealing a diamond from Scribner &Loehr Co., can now be told. The first verdict hasnow been affirmed by the higher courts and thismerry pair will rusticate at Columbus for twoyears as the guests of the State. The operations
of this bunch of crooks were fully written up inthese columns several months ago.

Mrs. Jeannette Goldsoll, mother-in-law to
Charles Ettinger, died last month at the old homeon Eagle Avenue. She is survived by two daugh-ters, Mrs. Ettinger and Miss Goldsoll, also twosons, Joseph and Louis Goldsoll, who are wellknown to the trade as the founders of a line ofstores through this country as well as in Europe,
England and Scotland. Mrs. Goldsoll was a largerealty holder, owning a number of fine buildingsIll New York City as well as in Cleveland.

O. H. Pitkin, Galion, Ohio, has sold his fix-hires and stock to Carl Monat and will retire toIlls farm, where he has started the culture of gin-seng on an extended scale. The writer had a

most interesting visit front Mr. Pitkin last month
and heard the story of his venture in this lucrative
branch of agriculture. Mr. Pitkin thinks ginseng
beats the jewelry business for a wealth producer.

Mr. J. W. Pitkin, son of 0. I-1. Pitkin, has
started a new business in Grafton, Ohio.

E. J. Le Heup, 343 Woodward Avenue, De-
troit, Mich., was in town last month on a busi-
ness trip.

W. B. Blook, Michigan traveler for Scribner
& Loehr Co., was in town last month on a busi-
ness trip.

C. M. Harrington, Kirksville, Mo., was in
town last month calling on the jobbing trade.

A. C. Ohl, New London, Ohio, was in the city
on a business trip.

E. D. Davis, Kent, Ohio, and G. F. Elgin,
Kent, Ohio, were also in town last month.

SAN FRANCISCO
LETTER 

Bank
Clearings

At this writing the bank clear-
ings of the principal cities of
the country aggregated $3,365,-
371,000, as against $2,78o,755,000

for the corresponding week of 19o8. The gain is
uniformly distributed throughout the country and
is not confined to New York City as is sometimes
the case when the figures show an upward flight.
San Francisco appears in the list credited with
$38,241,000, an increase of 38.3 per cent. The
Pacific Coast cities show excellent gains, indicat-
ing a decided improvement in business.

A box of stolen silverware
Scheme That consigned to Miss Vesta Spauld-
Didn't Work ing, of Los Angeles, as a love

token, but which was rejected
by her last Friday and turned over to the police,
furnished the clew which led to the arrest in
Goldfield, Nev., of two Los Angeles men on a
charge of robbing the jewelry store of Walter A.
Lord in the Nevada city, on April 15th, of $r000
worth of jewels and plate. The robbery was com-
mitted during the excitement prevailing at the
time as the result of a fire, which destroyed sev-
eral business houses. The names of the men ar-
rested are Walter Evans, also known as Walter
Hutchinson, and M. S. Gaskill. Both men, the
police say, have records in this city.

A daring attempt on the part
Daring Attempt of unknown cracksmen to ton-
at Robbery nel under and rob the safes in

the Swiss-American Bank, the
Fano Jewelry Company and the Golden West
Jewelry Company, all of which are located in a
building at the southeast corner of O'Farrell and
Filmore Streets, was frustrated in the discovery
made by Leo Herringer, manager of the Golden
West Jewelry Company. Herringer entered a
vacant store at 1679 O'Farrell Street, which is
separated from the jewelry store by a narrow
passageway, to tear down some theatrical posters.
These, for several weeks, have curtained the win-
dows. He found, near the front windows of the
vacant store, a hole sawed in the floor large enough
to permit a small man to crawl through. About
the hole were a grocer's scoop, a gardener's
trowel and a canvas suitcase. Herringer notified
the police and Patrolmen Cornelius and Brash-
field made a thorough investigation. The police
found that the cracksmen had started a tunnel
directed to a point from which entrance to the
bank and the two jewelry stores would have been
an easy matter. The tunnel had been dug within
a few feet of the Golden \Vest Jewelry Store and
nearly a ton of sand had been scooped out and
carried in the canvas suitcase under the vacant
store. A further investigation showed that the
rear door of the vacant store had been forced
with a jimmy and held shut by wedges. The va-
cant store was formerly occupied by the Western
Floral Company, but has been vacant since last
January. The interior has been always screened
behind theatrical posters pasted on the front win-
dows. The police are confident that the tunnel
was planned by skilful cracksmen, who first had
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made a careful study of the premises, and that
their intention was to enter the bank and the two
jewelry stores on the sante night. The hole in the
floor of the vacant store was made by boring two
rows of auger holes and breaking down the
pieces of flooring. Herringer believes that the
work has been stealthily going on for some weeks,
as lie remembers having seen a few holes in the
floor of the store nearly a month ago, but at that
time he gave no thought to the matter. The
Golden West Jewelry Company has one large safe,
which stands almost in the center of the store. In
the Fano Jewelry Company's store are four safes
and in both stores the safes hold at night large
quantities of loose diamonds and rings. Captain
of Detectives Anderson has detailed Detective
Sergeants Driscoll and McQuaide to further in-
vestigate and to apprehend the cracksmen. The
tools left behind in the vacant store will furnish
valuable dews.

E. W. Reynolds, the wholesale jeweler, of
Los Angeles, has reached his office after having
spent eight weeks visiting the manufacturing
jewelry centers of the East.

Alphonse Judis, the wholesale jeweler, of San
Francisco, left for the East, on May 16th, on his
yearly pilgrimage to New York. Mr. Judis will
be away for about one month.
, John 0. Bellis, the manufacturing silversmith,
who was formerly located on California Street,
near Van Ness Avenue, has opened a new estab-
lishment at 328 Post Street. The new store is
located on Union Square and his show rooms are
laid out with considerable taste.

The California Jewelry Co., of Oakland, have
opened a very attractive new retail jewelry estab-
lishment at 1059 Broadway.

S. Strauss, of the wholesale jewelry firm of
Linderberg, Strauss & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, spent
it few days in this city last month and called on a
few of the wholesale jewelers. Mr. Strauss was
on his way home after having been away for a
month. He left greatly impressed with the vast
amount of reconstruction work that has been done
in this city since the fire.

George Larsen, the well-known engraver who
has catered to the wants of the wholesale jewelry
trade, is now located on the seventh floor of the
new Jewelers' Building at 150 Post Street, San
Francisco.

G. E. Grossman, who was formerly located at
358 Market Street, this city, has moved his estab-
lishment to 759 Market Street.

Jos. Schwartz, manufacturers' .agent, who is
located in Honolulu, H. I., is on a month's vaca-
tion and expects to spend some of the time in
Yosemite Valley. Mr. Schwartz is here purely for
his health and will not visit his factories in the East.

H. F. Wickman, the leading retail jeweler of
Honolulu, arrived in this city on May loth, on the
steamship Korea, and will spend a month in this
vicinity.

The Diamond House, who formerly did busi-
ness under the firm name of H. Cohn & Co., at
1121 Van Ness Avenue, are fitting up their new
establishment at 930 Market Street and expect to
move into same some time in the near future.

Carl Landecker, the retail jeweler of St.
Helena, was among the out-of-town tradesmen in
this market on a buying trip.

R. Van Dack, who was formerly located in
Richmond, Cal., has moved to Tracey and will
open the first jewelry store in,this growing town.

H. Beninghausen, who was formerly con-
nected with the retail jewelry trade in Seattle,
passed through San Francisco for the former
city after having made a complete tour of the

w  material dealers, have consolidated and will
The R. & L. Myers and the Roy P. Mathews

Co., 
be known in the future as the R. & L. Myers Co.
Both stocks have been merged in their offices at
717 Market Street.

Joseph Nordman, of the well-known house of
Nordman Bros. Co., has been away from his office.
Mr. Nordman is taking a rest cure at Byron
Springs and his many friends in and out of the
trade are anxiously waiting for his return.

"The Keystone is the best journal published
for jewelers and opticians. Have been reading
above for fifteen years."—G. A. Trontly & Son,
Fairfield, Illinois.
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ALL THE NORTHWEST
SHOULD KNOW THAT THE

Twin Cities of Minnesota
Are a Jobbing Center for Jewelry

and Kindred Lines

THE PRINCIPAL JOBBERS

Benj. F. Simpson Co.

Vivatricescaz
Wtchc s-tia

aievv.nelr

Minneapolis, Minnesota

F. L. Bosworth Co.
SILVERWARE
CUT GLASS
CLOCKS

FANCY NOVELTIES

Minneapolis Minnesota

SISCHO & BEARD
TOOLS and MATERIAL
JEWELERS FINDINGS

JEWELRY

MANUFACTURINO
OPTICIANS

ST. PAUL MINNESOTA

Birkenhauer-Thomsen Co.
JEWELERS SUPPLIES

OPTICAL GOODS
JEWELRY

Tools and Material

Minneapolis   Minnesota

S. II. Clausin & Co.

Diamonds, Watches
 Jewelry 
TOOLS AND MATERIAL

Minneapolis Minnesota

Lewis Finkelstein

Matches, Diamonds

'jewelry, Silverware

ST. PAUL :: MINNESOTA

Reed-Bennett Co.
WATCHES, JEWELRY

DIAMONDS

TOOLS, MATERIAL
and FINDINGS

Minneapolis Minnesota

Vehon &Goodman

Jewelry, Diamonds
Watches

501 Ryan Building

St. Paul Minnesota

••■

: •

Albert L. Haman
exclusively
Watches

ST. PAUL MINNESOTA

June, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

NEWS \
from the - •

NORTHWEST,-
There seems to be little or no change in busi-

ness conditions throughout the Northwest and,
while many of the jobbers and retailers make the
complaint that business is not picking up as rap-
idly as it might, yet they all agree that there is no
reason for alarm regarding the future months of
this year. Many are taking advantage of this op-
portunity to remodel their stores, install new fix-
tures and make whatever changes they have found
would be to their advantage. There have been
several new retail jewelry and optical stores
opened up over the Northwest since the first of
the year and most all are reported as meeting
with good success. Many others have changed
hands during the early spring, as the dealers are
all very desirous of having their business estab-
lished as best they can for the early June trade.

W. W. Larsen, of Beach, N. Dak., is erecting
a new building and will move his jewelry stock
into it. He has bought new fixtures and will have
a very up-to-date store.

Archie Onslow, of Onslow Bros., of Bozeman,
Mont., was married April 4, 1909, to Miss Lena
VanDyke, of Bozeman.

T. T. Cumner, of Bemidji, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities buying goods during the past month.

A. W. Voedisch, of Aberdeen, S. Dak., was in
St. Paul during the past month and called on some
of the jobbing houses.

C. E. Tillson, of Carrington, N. Dak., has
been visiting friends in New York State.

C. H. Todd, of New Richmond, Wis., was in
the Twin Cities buying goods and attending to
other business.

F. E. Elliott, of Moody, Baker, Elliott Co.,
Ellsworth, Wis., was seen among the retail jewel-
ers who visited the Twin Cities during the past
month. Mr. Elliott was in buying goods and at-
tending to other business for the firm.

Frank Jacquemin, of the Jacquemin Jewelry
Company, Helena, Mont., recently buried his
uncle, C. B. Jacquemin, at Council Bluffs, Iowa.

G. H. Dunham, of New Rockford, N. Dak.,
has just started in the jewelry business at that
place 

R. McLaughlin, of Cooperstown, N. Dak.,
was in the Twin Cities during the past month
buying goods and looking over the different lines
of jewelry carried by the Twin City jobbers.

A. Abraham, formerly with Geo. R. Holmes,
of St. Paul, has gone to his home at Janesville,
Minn., where he will take recreation for a time,
after which he anticipates starting in business.

J. R. Mulcahy and wife, of Wm. Coleman,
Deer Lodge, Mont., are the proud parents of a
baby girl. In the height of his joy Mr. Mulcahy
bought the cigars for his many friends, who ex-
tended their congratulations.

The jewelry firm of Picard & Moss, of James-
town, N. Dak., have moved to their new location,
where they have installed new fixtures and now
have a very up-to-date store in every respect:

F. W. Hoskins spent a few days in Minne-
apolis visiting his brother, C. A. Hoskins, who
purchased casedo.the stock of the Fiske, Johnson
Jewelry 

John VonWalter, of Grasston, Minn., has
opened a jewelry store at 892 Rise Street, St. Paul.
Mr. VonWalter spent a few days at Grasston the
first of the month attending to some business mat-
ters which he was interested in at that place.

Wing, Mimi.
Kg.E.Iyllo has started in business in Redw 

J. S. Rhodes, formerly with F. M. Schou-
weiler, of Red Wing, Minn., as watchmaker, is
now employed in the same .capacity by Hastings
Bros. at Winona, Minn.

floor.
Sam 

Brothers & Cutler have enlarged their
optical department, now occupying the entire fifth

Sam R. Goldstein, who recently purchased
the stock and fixtures of Wm. Weisman Jewelry
Company, 213 Washington Avenue, South, Minne-
aBpaonlkisr,ucpotcnyduActcetd. the business for about six weeks
and has now taken advantage of the National

S. W. Moogan, one of the leading jewelers
at Winona, Minn., is spending a few months'
well-earned vacation in the East. His son, Allen
Moogan, is conducting the business during his
absence.

F. A. Carlberg has started in business at
South Stillwater, Minn.

D. C. Jean, of W. V. Jean & Son, 426 Central
Avenue, Minneapolis, has invented an "ore
separator" and has purchased mining property in
California. He will dispose of his jewelry busi-
ness preparatory to going into the mining business
exclusively.

C. E. Reed, engraver for Schwartz Mfg. Co.,
of Minneapolis, will leave soon for Oregon.

E. C. Burritt, of Holland, Mich., has taken
charge of the watchmaking and engraving depart-
ment of the National Business College. Mr. Bur-
ritt is considered one of the best instructors in this
line and will, no doubt, keep the school up to the
high standard heretofore maintained.

B. Bjerkholl, formerly with F. J. Stebbins, of
Thief River Falls, Minn., has opened a new store
at that place.

Mrs. Levison, daughter of T. Finkelstein,
wholesale jeweler, of St. Paul, died in New York
after an operation. The funeral took place Sun-
day, May 2d, in St. Paul.

B. Peterson, of Ortonville, Minn., was in the
Twin Cities replenishing his stock.

C. F. Sischo and Charles Beard attended a
banquet which was tendered the Credit Men's As-
sociation by the Commercial Club, of Stillwater,
Minn.

The firm name of Collins & Co., Groton,
S. Dak., has been changed to C. F. Fisher Co.

P. Crooks, with Haman & Co., St. Paul, has
moved with his family from the West Side to
Nelson Avenue.

A. E Tilly, formerly with the Rockford
Watch Co., has accepted a position with Vehon &
Goodman, St. Paul, as traveling salesman, making
four traveling salesmen this firm has on the road.

A. M. Itrich, of New Salem, N. Dak., was in
the Twin Cities buying goods.

Steve Hurley, who has been in the employ of
W. E. Mourey, St. Paul, for the past two years,
has accepted a position with Geo. R. Holmes,
Robert Street, St. Paul.

F. H. Keller, of the Stone School of Watch-
making, has accepted a position with M. A. Gas-
kill at Rochester, Minn.

E. J. Moore, the popular salesman for Sischo
& Beard, St. Paul, has returned from a four
weeks' trip. Ed reports business good and pros-
pects bright.

Miss Alice Wooley, who assists her father,
George W. Wooley, manufacturing jeweler, has
recovered from a bad case of la grippe.

A. B. Fagerstrom has accepted a position with
W. E. Mourey as watchmaker.

A. C. Krueger, formerly with N. Jensen, of
St. Paul, has gone to Park City, Utah, to take a
position as watchmaker and engraver with C. W.
Hodgson, of that place.

W. W. McGuire, Northfield, Minn., was in
the Twin Cities buying goods during the past
month.

Albert Mellin, of Stillwater, was among the
out-of-town dealers who were seen in the Twin
Cities the past month.

Frank Waterbury, formerly with Murdock, of
Minneapolis, has bought an interest in the firm of
Palmer & Co., at Grand Forks, N. Dak. Mr.
Waterbury is one of the best known jewelry sales-
men in the Northwest, having traveled over this
territory for a number of years, and we know
that his many friends will join us in wishing him
success.

J. E. Ebaugh, optician from Glenwood, Iowa,
has opened an office at 412 Wabasha Street,
St. Paul.

Al. Upham has purchased a new 40-horse-
power auto.

Charles Zwicky, who has been employed in
Sischo & Beard's optical department at St. Paul
for the past four years, has accepted a position
with E. Lalonde, of Helena, Mont. Mr. Zwicky
will have charge of the optical department there.

Albert Siess has resigned his position with
E. Talonde, of Helena, Mont., and will soon re-
turn to St. Paul.

I. M. Radabatigh and wife, of Hastings,
Minn., were visitors in the Twin Cities combining
business with pleasure. ,
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Frank Upham & Son, opticians, have moved
from III East Seventh Street to 83 East Seventh
Street, St. Paul, and have one of the most up-to-
date optical stores in the Twin Cities.

Following are the names of some of the out-
of-town retailers seen in the Twin Cities : F.
Carlberg, South Stillwater, Minn.; Peder Gaalaas,
Stillwater, Minn.; W. W. McGuire, Northfield,
Minn.; R. M. Laughlin, Cooperstown, N. Dak.;
E. F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn.; A. M. Ithrick,
New Salem, N. Dak.; C. A. Gustason, Tracy,
Minn.; Aug. Gfrerer, Stillwater, Minn.; B. Peter-
son, of Ortonville, Minn.; John Cmsar, Stillwater,
Minn.; N. J. Zeller, Sherwood, N. Dak.; I. M.
Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; W. Edelman, Still-
water, Minn.

Indianapolis Letter

(Continued from page 943)

William Nye, jeweler at Warsaw, Ind., has
enlarged his store and put in modern fixtures.

The South Bend Watch Company, at South
Bend, Ind., have increased their traveling force
by the addition of two men, who will work in
the southern States.

V. C. Taylor, of Ossian, Ind., has been
granted a patent on a clock spring releaser and
winder.

Charles Hunnicutt, of the jewelry firm of
C. M. Hunnicutt & Son, at Rockville, Ind., was a
recent buyer in this market ; he also purchased an
automobile from the Cadillac agent while in
the city.

John W. Hudson, of Fortville, Ind., is a fre-
quent and welcomed buyer on this market. Upon
almost every trip he has had some improvement to
report in his jewelry store or various other business
interests; this time it was a big increase in his
stock of cut glass. Mr. Hudson believes in en-
couraging home industries; his cut glass is from
the Wright-Rich factory at Anderson, Ind.

Kyle Hudson, a nephew of J. W. Hudson,
and employed in the Fortville store, made a recent
trip to this market, where he selected a complete
watchmakers' outfit. Kyle has been learning the
trade under the instruction of his uncle, Ernest
Hudson, who is associated with J. W. Hudson.

J. W. Thompson, of Danville, Ind., was in the
city May loth accompanied by his wife and
children.

S. B. Merrick and wife, of Plainfield, Ind.,
attended the big circus and .did some spring
buying on this market May Toth.

Burt Stocker, with Aaron Pursel, of Nobles-
ville, Ind., has been taking a course of instruction
in engraving from L. R. Douglas, traveler for
A. C. Becken Company. L. R. Douglas and his
brother, M. H. Douglas, both on the road for
A. C. Becken Company, make their homes in
Indianapolis.

Godfrey Dold, a prominent merchant and
well-known watchmaker of Madison, Ind., was re-
cently elected to serve as one of the directors of
the Madison Library Association for the ensuing
year.

J. R. Pogue, of Sullivan, Ill., was a welcome
visitor in this city last month.

Fred Pennington, jeweler of Knightstown,
Ind., suffered considerable loss from a fire that
occurred in the business section of his town
May 9th.

FL E. Lodde, son of H. B. Lodde, a well-
known jeweler of Lafayette, Ind., is taking a
course of instruction in the art of engraving in
Chicago.

A. J. Pickett, of Newcastle, Ind., reports his
town on such an industrial boom that people are
living in tents until enough houses can be built to
house all the workmen who have found work in
the town. Mr. Pickett finds his jewelry business
very much improved since Newcastle voted "dry."

The Federal Engraving Company report that
the jewelers who are among their customers
have sent in some very nice orders for cards and
invitations for the school commencement exercises.

E. M. Craft, of A. P. Craft & Company, was
in Chicago last month looking after some personal
business.

Baldwin-Miller Company sent a large number
of their "Monogram Messenger" folders to the
trade the first of the month.
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TO THE TRADE

We, the undersigned Jobbers and Manufacturers of

CINCINNATI9 agree to close our offices and

factories on Saturdays at one o'clock during the months

of June, July and August.

Please note that all orders from our out-of-town or

city customers received up to twelve o'clock noon each

Saturday will be filled and shipped that day.

Albert Brothers
Ed. H. Croninger
Dennison Manufacturing Company
The Dorst Company
Fox Bros. & Company
The Gustave Fox Co.
Frohman & Co.
Gebhardt Bros.
S. & H. Gilsey
D. Gruen Sons & Company
L. Gutmann & Sons
Hahn & Oppenheimer
Peter Henry & Son
The Homan Manufacturing Co.
Herman & Loeb
The John Holland Gold Pen Co.
D. Jacobs & Co.
The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Lindenberg & Fox

Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.
Mesch & Willman
The Miller Jewelry Co.
Jos. Noterman & Co.
The Clemens Oskamp Co.
The Oskamp-Nolting Co.
Peck, Selmeier & Peck
Philadelphia Watch Case Co.
The Queen City Silver Co.
Louis Rauch
Richter & Phillips
A. G. Schwab & Sons
M. Schwab Jewelry Co.
The E. & J. Swigart Co.
The Thoma Bros. Co.
Jos. S. Voss & Sons
Wadsworth Watch Case Co.
Wallenstein, Mayer & Co.
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Negotiations have just been entered into
whereby the Oskamp Jewelry Company, for many
years located at the southwest corner of Fifth

and Vine Streets, has taken a lease on the ground
floor of the handsome new building being erected

at the northwest corner of Seventh and Race
Streets. The lease calls for $8400 a year and it
will run for ten years. The floor space to be
occupied by the company is 32 x 90 feet. The
company's lease on its old quarters at Fifth and
Vine Streets will expire in February, 1910, and it
is expected the new building will be ready for
occupancy by that time. A. A. Oaks, who has
been made general manager of the Oskamp Com-
pany, said, with regard to trade, "Everything is
going along nicely. We have been doing fine and
there has been quite an improvement in demand.
If this pace is maintained the year will turn out to
be a very good one, indeed. We did a nice busi-
ness all during May and have noticed a vast im-
provement since January. We are perfectly sat-
isfied."

The new jewelry store at 528 Race Street is
now completed and the partners, Charles Rosen
and J. Levine, of Denver, Colo., report a very
gratifying demand for their goods.

At the meeting of the Cincinnati Retail
Jewelers' Association on April 30th the sending of
delegates to the State association meeting at Cedar
Point the latter part of June was discussed. The
members also memorialized Congress for the pas-
sage of a 'stamping law, by the terms of which
memorial all manufacturing jewelers would be
compelled to stamp their names and the fineness
of their goods on each article they sell to the
trade. They also discussed the local association
annual outing and picnic, and Robert Friesens,
Joseph Kenkel and A. Echemel were named as a
committee to make arrangements for it.

It has been learned here that James W. An-
derton, a Dayton, Ohio, jeweler, has offered to
compromise with creditors on the basis of 50 per
cent., to per cent. of this payable in cash, 15 per
cent, payable in thirty days, 15 per cent. payable in
sixty days and to per cent. in ninety days. It is
his intention, it is said, to conduct an auction sale
of his stock if this offer is accepted by his credi-
tors. Mr. Anderton has been in the jewelry busi-
ness in Dayton for many years under the name of
Anderton & Son.

"Everything is all right," said William Preuer,
Seventh Street jeweler, "and things are beginning
10 come around so it looks like old times again.
My old customers are finding their way back.
The prospects seem to indicate a good wedding
present business. I believe trade will be fairly
good this summer."

William Nye, of Warsaw, Ind., is enlarging
his store and is adding new fixtures, also new stock,

Horace Tuller and E. J. Miller, who con-
ducted the business of P. C. Krouse & Company,
,.f Columbus, Ohio, have dissolved partnership,
Mr. Miller buying out Mr. Tuller. Mr. J. Stoudt,
who was formerly located at Tiffin, Ohio, will now
be associated with Mr. Miller.

C. Fenzel, of Middletown, has opened his
iewelry store there again. Mr. Fenzel discon-
1 hilted his business about a year ago.

•

A. M. Plant, who is manager of the National
3 ewelry Company, made a business trip through
Ohio during the latter part of May and reported
good results.

A. A. Spiegel, of A. A. Spiegel & Company,
made a business trip to New York early in May.
M. Plaut, who was formerly a member of the
company, is now identified with Erlanger & Reis,
of New York, dealers in ladies' trimmings, as a
traveling representative.

Larz Creutz, of the Creutz Silver Plating
Company, left for a business trip through the
South the middle of May.

A. Greenbaum, of Versailles, Ky., accom-
panied by Mrs. Greenbaum, called on Cincinnati
jewelers early in the month and did some shop-
ping while in the city.

John Slaybach, a watchmaker in the employ
of Joseph /VIehmert, is now doing similar work
for C. Flint, a Madisonville, Ohio, jeweler.

The last game of the bowling tournament ar-
ranged for by the employees of the Frank
Herschede Company was played April 29th. The
prizes were won as follows : Lawrence Herschede,
of the Herschede company, the Ayres trophy cup
and a set of vest buttons ; Anthony Westhoff, of
the Herschede repair department, cup and a pair
of cuff buttons; Edward Herschede, a scarf pin.
The affair was concluded with a dinner, as usual,
and there were about the banquet board Percy
Lucas, of F. W. Smith & Company ; C. P. Young,
of Whiteside & Blank ; Charles Williams, of
Louis W. Hraba; W. J. McQuillin, of Mount &
Woodhull; E. A. Reed, of Reed & Barton; George
Howard, of the Towle Manufacturing Company;
and Paul Smith, of the Roger Williams Silver
Company.

W. W. Oskamp, formerly identified with the
Oskamp, Nolting Company, is now associated with
the Oskamp Automobile Supply Company at Fifth
and Vine Streets.

N. B. Hudson, of Minneapolis, Minn., visited
Fox Bros. & Co. early in May.

E. Gordon Oskatup, of the Oskamp Jewelry
Company, spent a week at Pelee Islands, Lake
Erie, the latter part of May, landing the bass
which makes that region the dream of the angler.

J. K. Bingaman, of Bingaman & Company,
diamond jewelers, Sixth and Vine Streets, re-
ported business as pretty fair during May and
added that he expects to do a good diamond
business in June in the shape of wedding pres-
ents. The outlook for better trade is bright, he
said. Mr. Bingaman says he is selling quite a
number of directoire scarf pins and earrings.
The head of the scarf pin is of coral or pearl
and has two diamond pendants set in a special
platinum setting. The earrings are of pearl with
diamond pendants. Mr. Bingaman claims he
originated the directoire scarf pin. Mr. Binga-
man and his brother, S. C. Bingaman, spent a few
days during the last of May at Sulphur Springs
near Chillicothe, Ohio.

Arno Dorst, of the Dorst company, manufac-
turing jewelers, at Fifth and Elm streets, said
business was very nice for his firm during May
and the indications are that business will remain
good for some time to come.

Cincinnati Nest of Ku-Kus met Friday night,
May 21st, in the North Cincinnati Turner Flail.
Bowling was the feature of the evening's fun, and,
later, a Dutch lunch, with the emphasis on the
"Dutch."

A. J. Thoma, of the Thoma Bros. Company,
dealers in jewelers' supplies, watches, watch cases,
belts, lockets and chains, said, "We have been
doing very nicely, indeed, and have no complaint
whatever to make. Orders are coming in nicely.
Carl left May 17th for southern and central In-
diana, Fred is covering northern Indiana and
Jerome returned home May 59th from the South.
Jerome did a nice business and Carl and Fred are
sending in nice orders, too. Business is about
normal now. May showed quite an improvement
over April. The outlook for fall trade is good."

Simon Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss &
Company, Carew Building, Fifth and Vine Streets,
left on the night of May 20th for Chicago in con-
nection with the National Wholesale Jewelers'
Association.

George H. Newstedt, retailer at Fourth and
Race Streets, reported business as being rather
quiet the latter part of May, but added that the
earlier part of the month was very good. The
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firm is looking forward to a fine June wedding
present business. The house did a good early
spring business and expects trade to be normal,
or nearly so, all summer.

Miss Lottie McIntyre, of the George H. Newt
stedt store, left for California June tst. Miss
McIntyre will spend two months in the Golden
State the trip being designed both for pleasure
and to enable her to regain her usual vigorous
health, which has been impaired recently.

C. G. Schlenker, for many years a prominent
jeweler in Eaton, Ohio, died April 29th, aged 70.
He had been ill for several months. He came to
the United States from Germany when 17 years
of age and engaged in watchmaking, the trade he
had learned in the old country. He was in the
business for fifty years in Eaton. He leaves a
widow and tell children. C. G. Schlenker, of
Hickman, Ky., is a son as is also Lee Schlenker,
of Eaton, Ohio, who has been in charge of the
business since his father became ill.

John Helmes, of 743. Barr Street, a watch-
maker, reported to the police that he lost a pack-
age containing eight watches on the evening of
May 21st and that he believes he lost them on a
street car in the West End. He has offered a re-
ward for their return.

The Cincinnati Wholesale Jewelers' and
Manufacturers' Association at its last meeting,
May 21st, decided to close all jewelry manufactur-
ing plants and jewelry jobbing houses at noon on
Saturdays during the months of June, July and
August. This was the first afternoon meeting the
association has ever held and proved to be a great
success, more jewelers being present than usually
attended the meetings when held at night.

Sig. Strauss, of Lindenburg, Strauss & Corn-
pany, in the Carew Building, has returned from a
trip to California and the far West. Mr. Strauss
enjoyed the trip immensely, and especially enjoyed
the outdoor life while away.

Henry S. Durst, for many years a jeweler in
Hamilton, Ohio, died at his home May 13th, aged
52 years. He had been ill for several months.
He leaves a widow and three children. He was a
native of Natchez, Miss.

Abner Thorp, trustee of the estate of Albert
Harry Feltman, the bankrupt West Fifth Street
retail jeweler, filed his report in the United States
District Court May 20th. All of the real estate
owned by Mr. Feltman was sold ten days ago at
public auction. A brick residence, appraised at
$1600, was sold to Frank Krogman for $2005 and
a frame residence, appraised at $3300, was sold to
Joseph J. Kuntzler for $2500. A lot, appraised at
$t000, was sold for $750. The report has been
approved by Referee Whittaker.

In the United States Courts here, on May 17th,
Arthur W. Gans and Charles G. Rathgen, partners,
doing business as Ferdinand Bing & Co.'s suc-
cessor, of New York, through Attorneys Johnson
and Levy, began action against the Duhme Jewelry
Company to recover $2501.06 on a thirty-day note
and $651.55 due on an open account.

On May 20th Receiver R. DeV. Carroll, of the
Herman Keck Manufacturing Company, petitioned
United States Judge Thompson for permission to
sell the stock of the Duhme Jewelry Company in
order to pay the debts of the Duhme company.
He told the court there is not enough money on
hand to pay the creditors. The Duhme company,
as the retail branch of the Keck company, is in-
volved in the bankruptcy proceedings instituted by
a number of creditors against the Keck concern.
The Keck company is milling to liquidate on a
basis of 40 cents on the dollar, while the Duhrne
company agrees to pay dollar for dollar, and ne-
gotiations are now under way in New York City
among creditors of both corporations. Receiver
Carroll represented to the court that a large nutn-
ber of creditors have secured judgments against
the Duhme company, that other similar actions are
pending and will be won by the plaintiffs, while
still other creditors threaten to bring suits upon
open accounts, so that the company will be greatly
harassed. For these reasons he asked to be per-
mitted to sell the stock in order to settle the in-
debtedness.

Adjusting of differences between the Keck
company and its eastern creditors has not gone
on as rapidly as was at first anticipated, it seems.
An application made to United States Judge
Thompson, May 22d, for permission for the

(Continued on page 953)
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Repair and Special Orders Our Specialty

WE HAVE SPECIALIZED on this branch of the business for
many years. We know all the "ins-and-outs" of the business and

are prepared to give the retail trade the best to be had—both in workman-
ship and prompt returns. Our workmen are not only skilled mechanics,
but they are also capable artists, and they assist in maintaining for us a standard of
efficiency unexcelled anywhere. 1Whenever you want unique designs for special pieces
write us. We can take care of you with designs of the highest artistic merit and executed
in the most artistic manner. ClIn addition to special order work we do

Diamond Mounting, Jewelry and Case Repairing and Pay Special Attention
to Emblem Goods, Jewels, Medals, Badges, Class Pins, Engraving and Enameling

The DORST COMPANY
FIFTH and ELM STREETS CINCINNATI, OHIO

1•11M.

,Mmo

THE REES SCHOOL
Strictly High Class

Famous for High-Grade Workmen

Most Talked of School in the Country
School Founded on Merit

Good as Skill and Money Can Make It
Personal Instructions

Established 19 Years

New Catalogue Ready

, 0111r If interested in ENGRAVING,
ENGRAVING TOOLS, BOOKS or

E. H. REES, Principal WATCH REPAIRING, write us.
Author "Art of Engraving'

"Modern Letter Engraving." S1.50. "The Art of Engraving," $1.50
By mail or express prepaid

"REES SPECIAL"
0... ..k., GRAVER
f :--

sharpened correctlyTHE FINEST GRAVER MADE. Mounted, ground, b
and ready to use. 50 cents each. Made by hand (tapered), the finest razor steel.
Every one guaranteed.

ENGRAVING SCHOOL`DeP"'REES
Steele Memorial Building, Cor. Lake and Market St8., ELMIRA, N.Y.

JEWELRY REPAIRING
an MANUFACTURING

for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given to

Out-of-town Orders

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON. MASS.

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
Gasoline Gas Lamps
that are always ready for
use and can be bandied
by anyone, or our

Climax
Lighting Systems
Millions of these lights are in use all over

the world. If you want the best home or
reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
town, for the least money, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog LS.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

Loop
Watch Keys
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A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn

Makers of

TOWER an  STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write us, mentioning

Tnu KEYSTONK

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS.. U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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The jewelry trade throughout New England
is gradually returning to a normal condition. There
is a steadiness that is very encouraging as there is
a fair demand for goods and materials in all
jewelry 

of Providence, R. I., has sold outArthur
linesH.ill, 

his business and will work in one of the factories.
Chas. H. Barber, of Westerly, R. I., died from

pneumonia. He had been in the jewelry business
a number of years.

After waiting some time for the return of
$154, which he paid for a couple of diamonds
which he supposed to be worth $200, Louis Bren-
ner, of Lynn, Mass., asked the police to search
for two men who buncoed him out of that amount.
The police possess only partial descriptions of the
men and they entertain no hope of apprehending
them. A well-dressed Hebrew walked into Bten-
ner's shop and asked to rent one of his windows
for a display of jewelry. The deal was practically
closed when a poorly-dressed man entered and
inquired the way to the station. He received the
proper instructions, and, as he was about to leave,
he expressed a desire to sell two diamonds. The
jeweler became interested and, after examining
the rings, told Brenner that they were worth
$moo. The stranger offered to sell them for $200,
but the jeweler only had $46. After much talk he
succeeded in inveigling Brenner to give up $154
for the diamonds with the understanding that he
would turn over the other $46 and allow the man
to keep the gems until he was repaid. Brenner
became anxious to-day about the money and had
the rings examined. A reputable jeweler in-
formed him that they were of no value and are
but clever imitations.

Frank P. Cheney, alias Franklin Pierce, of
Lawrence, Mass., was committed to jail in Pitts-
burg, Pa., by Magistrate Ihrig, in default of $t000
bail, on a charge of larceny. It is alleged that
Cheney went to the jewelry store of W. W. War-
ne, 61°9 Pennsylvania Avenue, and after selecting
a ring with an opal and two diamonds, valued at
$150, requested that it be delivered to his apart-
ments, Station Street and Sheridan Avenue, he to
pay for it on receipt. F. H. Bosson, clerk in the
Jewelry store, delivered the ring to Cheney, who
told the clerk he was going to show it to his wife.
He left the clerk standing in the foyer of the hotel
and entered his room. After waiting twenty min-
utes the clerk became suspicious and entered the
room. Cheney had gone out of the back door.

A bold diamond robbery was committed in the
Back Bay last month, in which two well-dressed
and dapper thieves got away with a tray of nine
diamond rings, valued at $800. The victim is
J. C. Derby, a jeweler on the second floor of the
Berkeley Building, 420 Boylston Street. Inspec-
tors Pierce and Conboy, of police headquarters,
and Special Officer Murphy, of Division 16, were
detailed upon the case, but the only clew they had
to work upon was the description given by the
clerk in charge of the Derby establishment when
the theft occurred. A well-dressed, smooth-talk-
ing and apparently prosperous man, about forty-
five years old, entered the place and inquired for
Ralph Bangs, one of the clerks. Clerk Drew ex-
plained that Mr. Bangs had gone to lunch a few
minutes before and asked if he could be of service.
The prospective customer explained that he had
been in to see Mr. Bangs Tuesday afternoon in
regard to some scarf pins, and asked Mr. Drew
to show him some samples. Drew, who was alone
in the store at the time, proceeded to do this, the
stranger paying particular attention to the plain,
inexpensive variety. He finally selected what he
wanted and asked if it would be possible to have
a diamond set in the pin. Mr. Drew replied that
it would, but not during the afternoon : if the
man would leave his order he would have it filled
within a reasonable time. After some more par-
leying the stranger turned and said he would be
back again that day. Just before he reached the
door he stopped and, turning around, asked for a
catalogue. The catalogue and price list having

been given to him he started once more for the
door in a leisurely manner. Just before he
reached the door a second and younger man,
equally well dressed, entered and walked directly
to the farther end of the glass showcase. He
asked to be shown some picture frames and a
number were placed on the case for his examina-
tion. The second visitor appeared to be much in-
terested and very particular about making a se-
lection, and, finally, seeing some brooch pins on
one of the lower shelves of the case, he asked to
be allowed to see them. By this time the first man
had returned to the showcase and stood leaning
idly against it, apparently absorbed in the contents
of the catalogue. When Clerk Drew turned his
back and stooped to get out some of the brooch
pins for the erstwhile second customer, the first
fellow got busy and deftly leaning over the case
he slid back the door, and, reaching in, extracted a
plush tray containing the nine single diamond
rings, all in Tiffany settings, and nonchalantly
started for the door. He had just reached the
corridor when the second or younger man sud-
denly came to the conclusion that he would not
select a brooch pin at that time, but would return
later with his aunt. Up to this time Drew had no
suspicion that everything was not all right, but
almost as soon as the door was closed on the sec-
ond man lie discovered the sliding door open and
the tray of rings missing. He then called up the
police and reported the robbery. The man who
took the tray of rings is described as being about
forty-five years old, 5 feet 7 inches, about 185
pounds, dark complexion, thick set, partially bald
and wore a three-button cutaway. His companion
was between twenty-eight and thirty years of age,
5 feet 9 inches in height, weighing about 155
pounds and wore a light gray suit and black derby
hat. The police are of the opinion that they were
professional thieves.

Circulars have been sent throughout the coun-
try by Chief Watts, asking for the arrest of Ben-
jamin Ginsburg, who disappeared from Boston
after having stolen, the police allege, a diamond
pin, valued at $800, from Morris Luftig, a
jeweler with a place of business at 279 Wash-
ington Street. The police say that he went into
Luftig's store and asked to be shown some
jewelry. He picked out a lady's bar pin set with
three diamonds, which was valued at $800, and
said that he was going to sell the pin to a man
named Aronson, at 13 Summer Street, who was
going to buy a present for a young lady. Gins-
burg asked permission to take the pin from the
store, but Luftig was a bit suspicious and al-
lowed the pin to go out only on condition that his
uncle should accompany the man, as he did not
wish him to lose the pin. Ginsburg agreed to this
proposition readily, and both men proceeded to 13
Summer Street, where Ginsburg told Rosenthal to
wait outside while he went inside to see the pros-
pective customer. At this Rosenthal demurred
and both men engaged in an argument outside the
store. Ginsburg then told Rosenthal to go in and
see if he could sell the pin, but the latter, appre-
ciating that the bargain would probably fall
through, would not do so. After talking a time
Ginsburg threw up the thing in disgust and said
that he would have nothing to do with the proposi-
tion and, at the same time, passed back to Rosenthal
a box resembling that in which the pin was con-
tained. An investigation later revealed the fact
that instead of containing the diamond pin the box
contained a cheap brass pin and criminal proceed-
ings were instituted. Since that time he has
been heard from in New York, Philadelphia and
other big cities and Chief Watts has sent out a
general alarm for his apprehension.

The New England Watchmakers' Club will
hold its first technical exhibition in March, Iwo.
To every ambitious watchmaker this test of ability
is of vital importance. It has long been the desire
of the Technical Committee to be able to offer
some inducement to ambitious watchmakers
whereby superior ability might be rewarded. The
firm of D. C. Percival & Co., Inc., of Boston, have
presented to the club a sterling silver cup to be
awarded as honor prize. This cup is of beautiful
design and will be on exhibition in the material de-
partment of D. C. Percival & Co., Inc. The winner
of the honor prize will receive a certificate as New
England's ablest watchmaker. Two certificates of
honorary mention will also be awarded. The
rules for technical exhibition are: Honor prize
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for the best specimen of workmanship in complete
watch or clocks or parts thereof. The chub will
also issue two honorable mentions with certificates.
Special award will be issued by the club for the
best exhibit of watch tools made by its members.
All exhibitors must be members in good standing
on or before October, 19°9. Exhibits must be en-
tered with the committee three days prior to the
exhibition. All exhibits will be numbered by the
committee and registered. The judges will have
no knowledge of who the exhibitors are. No ex-
hibitor can act as judge.

The jewelry trade loses one of its popular
jewelry salesmen and a familiar figure in the
trade in the death of Maurice D. Connors, who
was born in South Boston in 1862. After leaving
the grammar school he entered the employ of
Bigelow, Kennard & Co., where his father was
employed. About 1882 he went with George H.
Richards, Jr., & Co., and after their failure and the
business was taken over by J. C. Sawyer & Co. he
went in business with the latter house. He died
Monday, May 17th, and was buried May 19th.
Mr. Connors was of a quiet disposition and well
liked by the trade and those with whom he came
in contact in a social or business way. He leaves
a wife and child.

Thos. A. Addison, of Addison Bros., Chelsea,
has returned from a hunting and fishing trip at
Cape Small Point, Maine. His brother Charles
was in charge of the store while he was away.

Arthur H. Hill has retired from business in
Providence.

John C. Mudd, charged with using the mails
to defraud, had a continued hearing before United
States Commissioner Hayes. Mudd, who ruins a
school of engraving in the old South Building, is
alleged to have advertised to teach people the art
through correspondence, at the same time giving
a guarantee to make them proficient in the art in
three months as well as to get them jobs at sala-
ries varying from $15 to $30 a week. His arrest
was brought about by Chief Postoffice Inspector
Letherman's men, who claim that Mudd averaged
about two hundred pupils a year, most of them
paying him from $25 upward. The case was con-
tinued after testimony was offered to show that
his method of teaching could not possibly guar-
antee one a position in so short a time.

William N. Arnzen, of Fall River, has sold
his entire jewelry stock and watch repair work to
William R. Magee. Mr. Arnzen will continue in
the ontical business. Mr. Magee has been watch-
maker for Mr. Arnzen for twenty years.

J. S. T. Leavitt, of 513 Main Street, Wor-
cester, sold his business to Herbert H. Chabot on
May 5th.

The friends of J. Lincoln Burt, of Smith,
Patterson Co., Boston, were grieved to hear of the
death of his mother.

Martin Zereza, of D. C. Percival & Co., Inc., has
just completed the building of a 28-foot power
boat. He intends to give some of the men in the
office a ride in the near future. W. E. Geyer, of
the same firm, has taken up his summer residence
at Pemberton and will enjoy the summer months
in a motor boat.

Among the jewelers in town last month were
L. R. Hapgood, Orange, Mass. ; Samuel Stone,
Fall River ; B. G. Couri, Portland, Maine ; H. S.
Hewett, Brockton. Mass.; B. D. Loring, Plymouth,
Mass.; E. I. Waddelle, Presque Isle, Maine; John
Kelso, Providence, R. I.; A. W. Avery, Plymouth,
N. H.; W. H. Pentz, of W. H. Pentz & Co., New-
tonville, Mass.: W. F. Newhall, of W. F. Newhall
& Son, Lynn, Mass.

Electric Candles
The use of candles in dining-rooms of hotels

and restaurants makes a very pleasing decoration.
However, the ordinary paraffine candle is entirely
unsuited for the purpose owing to its unsteady
light and the drip of the paraffine wax. The ideal
candle would be an electric one, but the objection
to the use of electricity heretofore has been that
it required connecting wires running to the source
of power. Recently an electric table lamp has
been devised which carries its own storage bat-
tery. This little lighting device is rather more
ambitious than a candle, being set in a vase in
which cut flowers may be placed. The light pass-
ing through the flowers and water contained in the
vase gives a very soft, pleasing effect.
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Watches are the backbone of every Retail Jewelry Business,when there is any business, and possibly no part of
the line receives so little attention. There is going to be

Business
in this line, and soon

Lots of It
our specialty is watches. Not to have them just to mention them, but in plenty. All kinds.
The kinds the other fellow has not got. The styles to please finicky customers, and your
competitors' finicky customers, so they become your best patrons.

The next time you send for memorandums
Your Interest
Your Profit
Your Bank Account will be gainer.

HOWARD

ELGIN
WALTHAM

STANDARD

HAMILTON
EXCELSIOR ments

Move-

Try Us

What more do you want?

Catalogue on Application
Strictly Wholesale
A Full Line of Jewelry

BOSS

CRESCENT

CROWN

KEYSTONE

Cases

Metals

And Very Powerful In
CHRONOGRAPHS
HORSE TIMERS
SPLIT SECONDS
PHYSICIANS' WATCHES
NURSES' WATCHES
AUTOMOBILE WATCHES

THIN MODELS—all kinds
CHATELAINES' "
BENCH TIMERS
ALARM WATCHES
FOOTBALL WATCHES

$5.50 TO $400.00

SWIGART WATCH & OPTICAL CO.
328, 330, 332 Superior Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

THE NAKED TRUTH
There is no reason why you should send for a
copy of the

Great American Jewelers'
Catalogue

in preference to any other unless it gives you more
for your money than any other—not alone in price,
but also in style, selection, quality and everything
else. 4:1Now we know, as well as you do, that
sticking to the truth is of more commercial value
than prevaricating and being found out. Once
more we say that the GREAT AMERICAN
JEWELERS' CATALOGUE is the greatest buy-
ing medium in the land for the retail jeweler.
qf When we say this we are fully aware of the fact
that if our Catalogue is not as we represent it you
will soon discover the discrepancies and raise a
greater disturbance because you've been deceived
than because the advantages were not as repre-
sented. That's sound common sense, isn't it?

THE CATALOGUE COSTS YOU ONE CENT AND
WILL LAST YOU A YEAR

The Oskamp-Nolting Company
411413-415-417 Elm Street CINCINNATI, OHIO

4. 

BE DIFFERENT
Old-fashioned jewelers are satisfied with old-fashioned show cases, but the best tradeis drifting to the store with modern goods shown in a modern setting.

The 07-4411 alkwlem All-Glass Show Case
is the most beautiful show case a jeweler can buy. At the same time it is the most practical,
as it gives perfect display to every object in it, and will last a lifetime.

It is just what the name implies—made entirely of glass, with no framework, bars, cor-
ner pieces, bolts or screw holes to mar the view of the goods displayed within. Let us tell
you how it is constructed.

A case you will be proud to display your choicest goods in.
Prices and description on request. We will gladly send information on any kind of

show case desired. Your inquiry will receive prompt attention. Address Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
44,0(

tfLIA0,1:

Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 West Fort St, DETROIT, MICH.
NEW YORK SALESROOM, 744 Broadway

LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent

Our new book, " Metal Store Fronts,- contains the newest ideas in getting all the valueout of your window for display work. It incidentally describes and illustrates the PetePatent Store Front Construction. Send for a free copy.

June, 1909

Toledo, Ohio, Letter

THE KEY- STONe

Most all of the local jewelers report a better
business than that of last month. While some
say that collections are easier than they were, the
majority report that money seems to be scarce
and that collections are very slow. All agree that
there is more inquiry for all kinds of jewelry and
that many more people are visiting the stores with
a view to buying and that, as a result, there are
many sales of smaller items. While diamonds
are moving fairly there is no rush along that line,
and the opinion was expressed by one of the lead-
ing jewelers that high-class watches and diamonds
were being affected visibly by the brisk automo-
bile trade which is attracting considerable of the
money that formerly was spent for diamonds,
brooches and expensive watches.

Speaking of conditions in the West, Karl
Irwin, of this city, representing C. G. Alford &
Co., in Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast terri-
tory, who returned to Toledo this week, said:
"The West has apparently felt little of the hard
times common in this section so far. Throughout
most of the western territory I found business in
a prosperous condition, not only so far as jewelry
trade was concerned, but in all lines of business,
and this condition prevailed up to about April rst,
when, all of a sudden, things came to almost a
standstill, and since that time there has been but
little doing. I am looking for a bumper fall
trade in that section, however, because dealers
bought very sparingly last fall and this spring
they placed orders for just enough goods to tide
them over until time to place autumn orders. By
that time it is expected that the tariff will be finally
settled and conditions will have assumed a normal
attitude. The prospects for fall business in my
territory were never better than at present."

Local opticians in all branches of the business,
from manufacturer to retailer, report a very en-
couraging condition at this time. Sales have been
gradually increasing and inquirers are numerous.
A pleasant feature of the trade is the fact that
the demand for better grade goods has been
gradually increased recently, and, while the num-
ber of sales are but little more than they were
last year, the volume of business is much heavier
than it was last season because of this demand
for higher priced goods. This condition seems to
be prevalent throughout this section, not only in
Toledo, but in surrounding cities and small towns,
and, as a result, there is much optimism among
opticians, who profess to see in the future a return
of the good old prosperous times before the finan-
cial stringency of 1907.

A change in the organization of the M. Judd
Co., Summit Street jewelers, was recently an-
nounced. The concern will hereafter be known
as Judd, Gross & Co., sonic of the younger mem-
bers of the firm being taken into the partnership.
The business was established in 1862 and is one
of the oldest and best known jewelry houses in
northwestern Ohio. Maurice Judd, the founder,
retains his connection with the concern.

John B. Cross, a retail jeweler at Marysville,
Ohio, died recently at his home in that city.
Death was caused by enlargement of the liver.
He was 58 years old.

Two diamonds valued at $150 and $8o, re-
spectively, were recently stolen from a suitcase at
Sandusky, Ohio, by One Storms and Howard
Buskirk. Upon conviction for the theft Storms
was fined $5o and sentenced to thirty days in jail,
while Buskirk was fined $to and sentenced to ten
days in jail. The gems were not recovered.

Local jewelers are interested in the whirlwind
campaign now being made by the Business Men's
Club to increase its membership to moo. The club
110W has 735 members.

Among the American missionaries who re-
cently passed through the exciting period at Had-
jin, Turkey, was Miss Dorinda Bowman, daughterof Benjamin Bowman, a well-known jeweler of
Petoskey, Mich. Miss Bowman left in January
for Turkey and was one of the five American mis-
sionaries at Hadjin who were for some time in
danger of assassination at the hands of religious
fanatics. She is 28 years old.

A new corporation, which will operate in
Toledo, was recently organized under the laws of
Ohio by Ralph Schutt, John Lowler, J. Waltz,
W. H. Kepitke and Gail Haggerman. The style

of the concern will be The Novelty Mirror Co.,and it will handle mirrors and novelty jewelry.
Burglars recently made a fair haul at thehome of George A. Minnich, on Collingwood Ave-

nue, Toledo, getting away with diamonds and
jewelry to the value of $500. The loot consisted
of seven set rings, two gold watches, one diamond
studded brooch, one pair earrings, one bracelet, a
number of jeweled novelties and several un-
mounted gems. Entrance was gained with a key.
The thieves have not been apprehended.

W. F. Cross, the Adams Street eyesight spe-
cialist, is spending several weeks in Erie, Pa.

Mrs. George Kapp was hostess at an informal
luncheon recently at her home on West Woodruff
Avenue, the occasion being in honor of Mrs.
C. M. Robinson and Miss Florence Robinson, who
are visiting in Toledo after an extended stay
abroad.

Walter Fishburn, a farmer residing near
Ridgeway, recently unearthed a small jewelry
store while ploughing on his farm near the Big
Four Railway. The find consisted of 56 watches,
36 gold watch cases and a number of small clocks
valued at about $500. One of the watches bears
the name of F. C. Davis, of Des Moines, Iowa.

Friends of Mrs. L. C. Minke, wife of L. C.
Minke, watchmaker at the A. J. Heeson Jewelry
Store, will be pleased to learn that she is rapidly
recovering from the operation which she under-
went recently at the Robinwood Hospital. It is
expected that she will have so far recovered that
she can be removed to her home within the next
few days.

Cincinnati Letter

(Continued from page 949)

Duhme company to borrow several thousand dol-
lars to pay off obligations still outstanding was
refused. It was proposed to secure the loan by
pledging assets belonging to the company. Bank-
ruptcy Referee Greve said he will, during the last
week of May, recommence the hearing which is to
decide whether or not the Keck company should
be adjudged a bankrupt. This hearing has been
deferred for several weeks in order to allow the
officers of the company and its eastern creditors to
arrange an agreement. The Keck company, on
May 22d, filed its reply to the suit recently insti-
tuted by Attorneys Jones and James for a fee of
some $2000 claimed by the lawyers for services
they allege they rendered. The company denies
there is anything due the lawyers and insists that,
as neither the Keck company nor the Dulime
company is bankrupt, the United States Court has
no jurisdiction in the matter.

The following jewelers from out of town'vis-
ited Cincinnati jewelry houses the past month :
Mrs. M. Kupfershmid, Lawrenceburg, Ind.; L. C.
Diefenbaugh, Lewisburg, Ohio; Thomas C. Lucas,
Hamersville, Ohio ; F. G. Meyer, Dayton, Ohio;
G. H. Ashton, C. Fenzel and John Happersberger,
Middletown, Ohio; Mr. Marlett, of Marlett &
Baker, Middletown, Ohio; E. B. Scott & Son, Ba-
tavia, Ohio; Fred Simmerinan, Felicity, Ohio;
Frank Hopping, Harrison, Ohio; C. A. Gossard,
Washington C. H., Ohio; Herman Pronmitz,
Van Wert, Ohio; L. Rosenbaum, Mt. Vernon,
Ohio; F. L. Miller and D. A. Lamb, Wilmington,
Ohio; Fred Saul, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Joseph
Jashnosky, Hamilton, Ohio: W. N. Rigdon, Ohio
City. Ohio, and L. Krauss, Springfield, Ohio.

Phonograph Appliance for Visible
Record

A large proportion of public singers have a
faulty pronunciation, as is well known. This de-
fect is further exaggerated by the phonograph,
even in the case of the best instruments, and it
often happens that one's pleasure in hearing a
record is lessened by not being able to understand
the words. M. De Pezzer, a Paris scientist, over-
comes the difficulty by using an apparatus which
can be adapted to any phonograph and carries a
paper strip with the words to accompany the
music so that we see the words as the music is
heard, and at the proper time. To this end a box
is fitted to the phonograph and it has a guide in
which the paper band can slide along. The band
is unrolled from a roller on one side and it is
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driven along by perforations in the sides of theband which work with a toothed roller. At the
other end a roller winds up the strip as it is fed
along. A groove or window cut in the box makesa part of the band visible. The toothed driving
wheel of the strip is connected by gearing with the
phonograph mechanism, but it can be thrown outof gear at any moment by a suitable device. An
already prepared band is put in place and it is
started at the moment the first note is heard. Theessential point lies in preparing the paper strip,and this is carried out by obtaining a first graphic
diagram which the apparatus furnishes. To this
end a strip of white paper is mounted in theabove box and there is mounted an electric regis-tering device whose stylus, a lead pencil point,
bears upon the paper as it runs along. Contact
can be made for the electric device by a telegraphkey. A phonograph disc being mounted in place,a skilled person listens to the piece of music andbeats time by means of the telegraph key, so as to
make a record of intervals or notes upon the
paper by means of the stylus, thus giving the
structural record of the piece. Each beat repre-
sents a note and the intervals between the notes
are then shown. Afterward the proper syllable is
written opposite each beat and we thus have the
record of the musical piece. This first record
gives a model from which printed records are
easily made, the only essential point being to
observe the time divisions of the original.

No Samples
The eminent lawyer had stepped from the

train and was making his way to a hotel when
he was approached by a porter.

"I can see you're a commercial traveler," said
the latter, with a touch of his cap. "Show me
where yer baggage is and I'll carry it to the hotel
for you."

The lawyer smiled in a quizzical way. "I am
a traveler," he said, "but I deal in brains."

The porter sniffed suggestively. "Fust time
ever I see a traveler as didn't carry no samples !"
he said.—Sample Case.

The Watchmaker's Lament
The following poem by a Scotch watchmaker

will strike a responsive chord in the breasts of
many of his brethren of the bench in this country:

List a' ye broken-hearted chiels
That's passed your days 'mong teeth and wheels,
Wi' tempers tried frae morn till nicht,
An' seldom but you're in a plicht.
Oh! bless my heart ! it's dreadfu' wark,
Auld watches scarcely worth a merk,
To docter up in a' their paints,
To mak' them richt defies a' airts.
There's precious little pleasure at it,
Frae morn to nicht your brain is rackit ;
An' when wi' them you're that way bother't,
A curse frae you is little honour't.
Aboot your board your tools are toss't,
An' a' you mak', your temper's lost;
But syne you hae your anger vented,
You lift the ould watch quite contented,
The folk that clocks and watches hae
Ne'er ken the bother that they gie
By buying watches that are chape,
And think they'll satisfaction get.
But, Lod, I'm often like to grin
To see how folks are taken in;
They think a cheap watch a real bargain—
For keeping time no worth a fardin,
Then when it conies to cleaning want,
'Twould break the heart o' ony saunt ;
The wheels a' rinnin' aff the reel,
You wish you saw it at the deil.
Then should you charge a decent price,
It's owner thinks you are na wise;
He hears it as a paik o' lees,
And wi' disgust your shop he leaves.
A' you wha want your sons tormented,
To this fine trade get them indented ;
For tribulation never endin',
This is the proper trade for sendin'.
They'll bless the day you sent tliem to it,
But aye in swearin' words they'll dae it;
And should you leeve to see the day,
I hae nae doubt they'll bless you tae.
0' a' the trades that were invented,
Watchinakin' is the mist lamented.
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"PERFECT ONE PIECE"

COLLAR BUTTONS
TRADE MARK

ABSOLUTELY GUAlAttil) AGAINST BREAKAGE
STERN BROS. & CO.

33=43 OoIci Street, New York
Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department

68 Nassau Street, New York

Chicago, III., 103 State Street

Branch Offices

To avoid delay
use local address
33-93 GOLD STREET

Diamond Cutting Works
142 West 14th Street, New York

Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place

STERN BROS. & CO.
33-43 Gold Street, New York

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively
 POPULAR PRICES 

The Largest Line of Up-to-Date Novelties ever before shown by any
Manufacturer

Fob Seals Scarf Pins Studs Collar Buttons KnivesRings Screw Earrings Baby Pins Rope Chains Cigar CuttersPendants Ring Mountings Gold and Silver Match Boxes Locket Rings Neck ChainsLockets Bracelets Festoons Veil Pins CharmsLink Buttons Hot Pins Crosses Vest Buttons Gold and Silver ThimblesTie Clasps Bead Neck Chains Cameo Goods Lapel Buttons Gold and Silver Cigarette CasesFobs Barrettes Emblem Goods



SUPERIOR FINISH

SOLID MAHOGANY

GENUINE INLAID
CASES

PLYMOUTH
Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed Glass,
8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour Strike on

Cup Bell, 14 in. High, 934 in. Wide

List, $16.00 New York Salesrooms : 37 MAIDEN LANE

LEEDS
8!:4, in. High, 4,4 in. Wide, 1-day
Lever Time, 2 in. Porcelain Dial

List, $4.80

Office and Warehouse

80-82 Wabash Avenue

Works at
Schonach and Hornberg

Bad. Schwarzwald, Germany

UTHORITIES are
agreed that THE
ROCKFORD is

the best American-made
watch. The watch of Quality
—Efficiency. The choice of
those who insist upon me-
chanical perfection. The
manufacturers of the ROCK-
FORD WATCH co-operate
with the legitimate retail
jeweler to the fullest extent.
They have eliminated the
jobber and sell only direct to
the retail jeweler. The
ROCKFORD Watch Com-
pany neither sell or manu-
facture under their own
name or any other name for
Mail Order, Catalog Houses
or Department Stores

U. S. Registered
No. 73,717

Trade-Mark for
400 Day Clocks

U. S. Registered
No. 73,190

Trade-Mark fot
Cuckoo Clocks

U. S. Registered
No. 73,191

Trade-Mark for
Cuckoo Clocks

Jewelers ! If you order Cuckoo Clocks or Quail and Cuckoo Clocks of your Clock Company or

Jobber, insist on getting the same with our Trade-Mark.

Our clocks are the best, there are none better. Our clocks have received the highest award "Gold

Medal" at Chicago, Omaha, Paris and St. Louis Expositions.

It is not the question how cheap a Cuckoo Clock is, but how good. A customer will never

remember that he paid a little less for his Clock but he always will remember if the Clock does

not give entire satisfaction.

The carvings of all our Cuckoo Clocks are made of genuine American walnut. Each Clock has a

patent attachment so that the hands can be turned backwards without damaging the clock or

bringing the clock out of strike.

=--
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THE POPULAR PARAGON
JAS. BOSS Stiffened Gold Watch Cases

SPECIALLY THIN AND COMPACT

NOW READY IN 16 SIZE AND 12 SIZE
AND IN 25 YEAR AND 20 YEAR

LEATHER
WAVIER

F.232 B.232

MOT PROOF NUT

SECTIONAL VIEW
OF PENDANT

D.226

PRICE-LIST
25 YEAR

Plain or E. T. Engraved

16 size . $17.00 $18.50
12 " . 14.00 15.50 A SMALL MODEL

F.23I

20 YEAR
Plain or E. T. Engraved

16 size • • . $12.50 $13.50
12 " • • . 12.00 13.00 18 Size Swing Ring Silveroid Watch Case

F.233
s1/45.,,BOss

F.234

Trade-Mark

If you have not seen this
particularly attractive line,
order samples from your
wholesale dealer

Dust Proof (Note construction of pendant)

GILDED REFLECTOR

LIGHT in weight Graceful in model
Perfect in construction

The smallest Swing Ring Nickel Watch Case made
for 18 size movement

Trade-Marl:

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

Boston Cincinnati
San Francisco

New York
Chicago

9.233

A.,1??.ss

B.234

ORDER A SAMPLE FROM YOUR WHOLESALE, DEAI 1 R

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

Boston Cincinnati
San Francisco

New York
Chicago
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THE SWEET GIRL GRADUATE and the JUNE BRIDE

HAVE MANY FRIENDS WHO WILL BE LOOKING FOR

GRADUATION GIFTS and WEDDING GIFTS

9 Suitable Attractive

YOU ARE
LOOKING for •

PROFITS

Cpo szA1'
\ '

6°O

Useful Practicable
Solid Gold

$22.30

Reasonable in Price

s' -4
yt,.. HERE ISovoio-.0

YOUR OPPOR-
TUNITY

E L F-10 Ligne
GOLD AND SILVER CASES

OPEN FACE AND HUNTING

LADY
MARY
o Size
17 Jeweled
Lever Movement

Smallest American Watch Made

32.00

25 YEAR

GOLD
FILLED

HUNTING
CASES

CAVOUR-15 Ligne
20 YEAR GOLD FILLED and SILVER CASES

OPEN FACE and HUNTING

Most Popular Ladies' Watch on the Market

ALL PRICES Subject to "Keystone Key"
and 6 per cent. Cash Discount
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20 War G. F., $10.60

Silver, $8.5o 9

9 
Order From
The New England Watch Co. q

9 WATERBURY :: :: CONNECTICUT 9

9   AND THE LEADING JOBBERS  
 9

9999999999999999999999999V

Graduation Gifts for Boys
12 SIZE WATCHES
STANDISH

20 Yr., G. F. - - - $10.60
Silver   8.50

HALE
10 Yr., G. F. - - - $6.90
Nickel   2.90

For the College Man
ALDEN

16 SIZE
Double Roller Lever

20 Yr., G. F., Jointed, $12.50
Blued Steel - - - 7.00
Nickel - - - - 5.80

HERE'S an alarm clock that will not come back on you. It has nodelicate points, no projecting bell to be knocked off, no attachedlegs to be broken or bent. The whole works are enclosed in aheavy, bronze plated cast iron armor that cares nothing for dust or rough-house. Once put in place it will stay put and once sold it will stay sold.
IRONCLADS are packed twelve in a box containing 4 four-colorPosters, a booklet of ready-made Ads and electros for the retail dealer.

See reverse Page for prices.

The Western Clock mfg. Co.
La Salle, Illinois.

NEW YORK,
85 John St. CHICAGO,

131 Wabash Ave.
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It's a good plan to have your customers bring back their IRONCLADS
every other year for oiling.

You can take an IRONCLAD out of its case in 15 seconds, you can
put it back in 20. You can handle it without detaching the back plate;
you can even clean it without taking off the hands and dial.

It's a clock well worth pushing and caring for ; it's a clock well worth
writing for. We print dealer's name free on dials in case lots of 24.

80c
Net each in case lots of 24.

82c net in dozen lots. 85c net in single lots.
Height 5 inches. Dial 2i inches. Weight 24 lbs.

The Western Clock mfg. Co.
La Salle, Illinois.NEW YORK,

85 John St.
CHICAGO,

131 Wabash Ave.

The Overbanking of a Watch
By S. A. WEAVER, Ticonderoga, N. Y.

It is astonishing to note the different
ideas there are among watchmakers in re-
gard to the cause and cure of this trouble
in a watch. I have had interviews with
scores of watchmakers and, with a very few
exceptions, none of them were able to ex-
plain to me the principal cause of a watch
overbanking, but nearly all would suggest
some sort of remedy (some of which are too
absurd to mention), and I believe I am safe
in saying that probably there is no common
fault in a watch that is more generally mis-
understood than the one which we are about
to discuss in this brief article, and, with this
fact in view, I will endeavor to go to the bot-
torn of the matter, and if I succeed in bring-
ing up at least one idea that may prove to
be of material benefit to any reader by mak-
ing his work easier or better I shall feel
repaid a thousand times for any little trouble
I may have gone to in preparing this article.

One workman will suggest that the lit-
tle guard pin near the slot in the fork be
bent so as to run nearer the roller table and
thus eliminate the trouble, while another will
tell you that the watch is out of beat and
by putting it in perfect beat a perfect cure
will be effected. Another one thinks that
the fork is too short and by drawing or
stretching it out the trouble will be over-
come.

Any or all of these theories are of too
little importance to be given much consid-
eration or valuable space, although I will
say in passing that everyone knows that a
watch should be in perfect beat and that the
axis of the guard pin should be parallel with
that of the pallet arbor, and everybody
should know that the Elgin or Waltham, or
the manufacturers of any other fine watch
do not put forks or levers that are too short
in their watches.

There is another class of workmen who
make a practice of opening the banking pins
as a "sure cure."

While the opening of the banking pins,
and thereby giving the pallets a deeper lock
in the escape wheel, would seem more rea-
sonable than the other methods mentioned,
we find by going deeper into the matter that
this method opens up other avenues of
trouble and, figuratively speaking, is only
"jumping out of the frying pan into the
fire," and, as we will presently see, a watch
will overbank when the fork is of the proper
length, the guard pin and banking pins per-
fectly adjusted and the watch in perfect
beat. In fact, I have repaired some very
fine watches that had never been taken apart
and yet they were overbanked.

The lock of the pallets into the escape
wheel should be as light as possible, con-
sistent with perfect safety, the amount that

should be allowed being Y2°, with 340 of
run, making a total lock of IN.°. It follows
then, the bankings should be as close together
as possible, consistent with requisite freedom
in escaping. Anything more that this in-
creases the angular connection of the bal-
ance with the escapement, which directly
violates the theory under which it is con-
structed ; also, a greater amount of work
will be imposed upon the balance to meet the
increased unlocking resistance, resulting in
a poor motion, and accurate time will be out
of the question.

Whenever or wherever there is an
effect produced on anything there always
must be a cause for it ; therefore we should
study theory and mechanical drafting, as
figures are tools that aid in securing ac-
curacy, and the horological student who
aspires to a higher mathematical knowledge
of the art than that necessary to figure in
his week's wages has arrived at a position
where he can intelligently apply himself to
his calling and be a benefit to himself and
others.

For the sake of convenience in closely
observing the various movements of the
fork and pallets we will select a 16 size 3/4
plate movement of some reliable make and
then proceed to remove the balance and its
bridge and take a pair of fine tweezers and
place the points against the outside of the
horn or crescent of the fork and carefully
move it forward toward the opposite banking
pin. As soon as we have moved it over far
enough to unlock the pallet from the tooth
of the escape wheel we find that it will
sometimes go over and strike against the
banking pin and return with a click against
the point of the tweezers, the whole opera-
tion being done quicker than you could wink.
We will bear this little freak in mind and
pass on.

We will now replace the balance back
in the watch and if the pivots fit perfectly
in the holes in the jewels we find that the
roller jewel engages in the slot and carries
the fork over within " of the banking pin
and gently lets it go. If we observe closely
at this point we will notice that the fork
quickly slides up to the banking pin and re-
mains there firmly locked until the balance
returns and the roller jewel again engages in
the slot and carries the fork over to the op-
posite banking, where a similar operation to
the one just described again takes place, the
work being done in perfect safety and the
watch moves off sprightly, taking an excel-
lent motion and continues to "move" and
give entire satisfaction. Upon examining
the lock of the pallets into the escape wheel
we find that they are sufficiently deep to give
the best results and therefore the banking
pins are far enough apart.

The reason that the fork performed
the peculiar little "stunt" when we used the
tweezers to unlock the pallet can be easily
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explained and as easily understood. As we
have already seen, the lock of the pallets
into the escape wheel must be extremely
delicate, and when the fork was moved over
with the tweezers far enough to unlock the
pallet and was allowed to go on over to the
banking pin alone, it went with such force
that the impact against the banking was so
great that the recoil was sufficient to unlock
the pallet and the fork must therefore return
to the tweezers again.

We will now replace one of the balance
hole jewels with a jewel in which the hole
is much too large for the pivot and then put
the balance back in place and stand the
movement on edge, with the balance beneath
the fork and watch its movements. We will
now find that the balance drops down so
far away from the fork that the roller jewel,
instead of engaging in the slot in the fork,
only catches on the horn of the crescent in
a rough manner and unlocks the pallet, leav-
ing the fork free to hurl itself against the
banking pin and recoil and unlock the pal-
let just as it did when we used the tweezers.
The balance having fallen away from the
fork permits the guard pin to easily crowd
by the roller table at any point and on its
return the roller jewel drops outside the
horn of fork and watch is overbanked.

When I take a watch in for repairs that
has overbanked, the first thing that I look
for is a jewel which is either broken or in
which the hole is much too large for either
the pivots of the balance or the pallet arbors
and almost invariably investigations justify
my suspicions.

[We take pleasure in presenting the
above article to our readers, many of whom
will, doubtless, learn from it something be-
fore unnoticed. While the author, how-
ever, calls attention in a forcible way to a
cause of overbanking which undoubtedly is
sometimes overlooked, we, at the same time,
want to state our opinion that be has not
given due importance to some other causes
of overbanking which frequently exist.
There is danger that some readers of the
article may get the impression that the
fault dwelt upon in it is the only one worth
much consideration, while, as a matter of
fact, another very frequent cause of over-
banking is in the guard pin being bent too
far away from the roller table. We know
that the guard pins are in the right position
when the watches leave the factories, but we
also know that there are "watchmakers"
who think that a good, all-around remedy
for whatever ails the watch is to bend the
guard pin away from the roller table—they
call it "freeing the escapement" ( !)—and
seldom miss an opportunity of doing it.

Other faults or combinations of faults
may be responsible, such as a shallow fork
and roller action, shallow wheel and pallet
action, chipped pallet stones, etc.—ED.]
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The Overbanking of a Watch

By S. A. WEAVER, Ticonderoga, N. Y.

It is astonishing to note the different
ideas there are among watchmakers in re-
gard to the cause and cure of this trouble
in a watch. I have had interviews with
scores of watchmakers and, with a very few
exceptions, none of them were able to ex-
plain to me the principal cause of a watch
overbanking, but nearly all would suggest
some sort of remedy (some of which are too
absurd to mention), and I believe I am safe
in saying that probably there is no common
fault in a watch that is more generally mis-
understood than the one which we are about
to discuss in this brief article, and, with this
fact in view, I will endeavor to go to the bot-
torn of the matter, and if I succeed in bring-
ing up at least one idea that may prove to
be of material benefit to any reader by mak-
ing his work easier or better I shall feel
repaid a thousand times for any little trouble
I may have gone to in preparing this article.

One workman will suggest that the lit-
tle guard pin near the slot in the fork be
bent so as to run nearer the roller table and
thus eliminate the trouble, while another will
tell you that the watch is out of beat and
by putting it in perfect beat a perfect cure
will be effected. Another one thinks that
the fork is too short and by drawing or
stretching it out the trouble will be over-
come.

Any or all of these theories are of too
little importance to be given much consid-
eration or valuable space, although I will
say in passing that everyone knows that a
watch should be in perfect beat and that the
axis of the guard pin should be parallel with
that of the pallet arbor, and everybody
should know that the Elgin or Waltham, or
the manufacturers of any other fine watch
do not put forks or levers that are too short
in their watches.

There is another class of workmen who
make a practice of opening the banking pins
as a "sure cure."

While the opening of the banking pins,
and thereby giving the pallets a deeper lock
in the escape wheel, would seem more rea-
sonable than the other methods mentioned,
we find by going deeper into the matter that
this method opens up other avenues of
trouble and, figuratively speaking, is only
"jumping out of the frying pan into the
fire," and, as we will presently see, a watch
will overbank when the fork is of the proper
length, the guard pin and banking pins per-
fectly adjusted and the watch in perfect
beat. In fact, I have repaired some very
fine watches that had never been taken apart
and yet they were overbanked.

The lock of the pallets into the escape
wheel should be as light as possible, con-
sistent with perfect safety, the amount that

should be allowed being I/0, with 3/.° of
run, making a total lock of i3A °. It follows
then, the bankings should be as close together
as possible, consistent with requisite freedom
in escaping. Anything more that this in-
creases the angular connection of the bal-
ance with the escapement, which directly
violates the theory under which it is con-
structed ; also, a greater amount of work
will be imposed upon the balance to meet the
increased unlocking resistance, resulting in
a poor motion, and accurate time will be out
of the question.

Whenever or wherever there is an
effect produced on anything there always
must be a cause for it; therefore we should
study theory and mechanical drafting, as
figures are tools that aid in securing ac-
curacy, and the horological student who
aspires to a higher mathematical knowledge
of the art than that necessary to figure in
his week's wages has arrived at a position
where he can intelligently apply himself to
his calling and be a benefit to himself and
others.

For the sake of convenience in closely
observing the various movements of the
fork and pallets we will select a 16 size g.
plate movement of some reliable make and
then proceed to remove the balance and its
bridge and take a pair of fine tweezers and
place the points against the outside of the
horn or crescent of the fork and carefully
move it forward toward the opposite banking
pin. As soon as we have moved it over far
enough to unlock the pallet from the tooth
of the escape wheel we find that it will
sometimes go over and strike against the
banking pin and return with a click against
the point of the tweezers, the whole opera-
tion being done quicker than you could wink.
We will bear this little freak in mind and
pass on.

We will now replace the balance back
in the watch and if the pivots fit perfectly
in the holes in the jewels we find that the
roller jewel engages in the slot and carries
the fork over within 1/4 ° of the banking pin
and gently lets it go. If we observe closely
at this point we will notice that the fork
quickly slides up to the banking pin and re-
mains there firmly locked until the balance
returns and the roller jewel again engages in
the slot and carries the fork over to the op-
posite banking, where a similar operation to
the one just described again takes place, the
work being done in perfect safety and the
watch moves off sprightly, taking an excel-
lent motion and continues to "move" and
give entire satisfaction. Upon examining
the lock of the pallets into the escape wheel
we find that they are sufficiently deep to give
the best results and therefore the banking
pins are far enough apart.

The reason that the fork performed
the peculiar little "stunt" when we used the
tweezers to unlock the pallet can be easily
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explained and as easily understood. As we
have already seen, the lock of the pallets
into the escape wheel must be extremely
delicate, and when the fork was moved over
with the tweezers far enough to unlock the
pallet and was allowed to go on over to the
banking pin alone, it went with such force
that the impact against the banking was so
great that the recoil was sufficient to unlock
the pallet and the fork must therefore return
to the tweezers again.

We will now replace one of the balance
hole jewels with a jewel in which the hole
is much too large for the pivot and then put
the balance back in place and stand the
movement on edge, with the balance beneath
the fork and watch its movements. We will
now find that the balance drops down so
far away from the fork that the roller jewel,
instead of engaging in the slot in the fork,
only catches on the horn of the crescent in
a rough manner and unlocks the pallet, leav-
ing the fork free to hurl itself against the
banking pin and recoil and unlock the pal-
let just as it did when we used the tweezers.
The balance having fallen away from the
fork permits the guard pin to easily crowd
by the roller table at any point and on its
return the roller jewel drops outside the
horn of fork and watch is overbanked.

When I take a watch in for repairs that
has overbanked, the first thing that I look
for is a jewel which is either broken or in
which the hole is much too large for either
the pivots of the balance or the pallet arbors
and almost invariably investigations justify
my suspicions.

[We take pleasure in presenting the
above article to our readers, many of whom
will, doubtless, learn from it something be-
fore unnoticed. While the author, how-
ever, calls attention in a forcible way to a
cause of overbanking which undoubtedly is
sometimes overlooked, we, at the same time,
want to state our opinion that he has not
given due importance to some other causes
of overbanking which frequently exist.
There is danger that some readers of the
article may get the impression that the
fault dwelt upon in it is the only one worth
much consideration, while, as a matter of
fact, another very frequent cause of over-
banking is in the guard pin being bent too
far away from the roller table. We know
that the guard pins are in the right position
when the watches leave the factories, but we
also know that there are "watchmakers"
who think that a good, all-around remedy
for whatever ails the watch is to bend the
guard pin away from the roller table—they
call it "freeing the escapement" ( !)—and
seldom miss an opportunity of doing it.

Other faults or combinations of faults
may be responsible, such as a shallow fork
and roller action, shallow wheel and pallet
action, chipped pallet stones, etc.—En.]
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Cleaning Watches

By R. C. BRUNAU, Greensboro, N. C.

So much has been written about clean-

ing watches that one might think the subjec
t

has been exhausted, but as I have a few

wrinkles .of my own I would like to add

these to what has been said on the subject

in a recent issue. On page 445, March

KEYSTONE, the advice is given to wash parts

in hot water, etc., before using cyanide.

Now this may do good, but it will do

lots more good to wash the parts thoroughly

in soap and hot water to which a few drop
s

of ammonia have been added, after it has

been dipped into the cyanide.

I would advise repairers never to hold

the balance in tweezers by the rims or any-

where. I make a wire loop of larger wire

than the opening of the arm is broad and

hold same that way while dipping, washing,

etc. It is safer ; it can't get away, nor can

the other pieces so held.

On page 447, same article, we read:

"Some authorities do not advise the oiling

of ruby and sapphire pallet jewels." Why

does the author feed us thus? What has

been his experience? Mine is that more

bad timekeeping comes from dry pallets on

steel or brass wheels than from oiled ones,

no matter what the pallets are made from

and, therefore, I have mine oiled, and when

it comes to garnet pallets, don't attempt to

let them go without good oil, or some

watches will stop altogether in a very short

time.
So much for the large pieces; now to

clean the hole and cap jewels and stem-

winding parts and screws quickly and ef-

ficaciously I have adopted a method of my

own and find it works quicker and better

than anything I have seen. Suppose we

have a 21-jeweled watch. I remove all the

cap and hole jewels, mark the top ones with

one, two and three dots (. ...) on inside

where it cannot be seen, the bottom ones

with lines (I II III) the same way, so we

can tell exactly where they came from, al-

ways using one for balance, two for lever

and three for escape wheel and the dots for

top and lines for bottom jewels. I now wash

them out in benzine and put them all into

a box with holes smaller than the smallest

jewels, made out of a box which Elgin

hands and other material comes in ; close the

box and put in solution one-third ether, two-

thirds gasoline and leave there a while.

Now I wash stem-winding parts same way

and put in other box and leave same in the

liquid. Then remove, shake out all liquid

and dip in alcohol and then dry the boxes in

sawdust, shake it out well and blow out with

E KEYSTONE

rubber ball kept for this purpose. Open

boxes, brush off remaining sawdust and if

you wish, peg out the jewel holes, though I

guarantee you won't find any dirt in the

holes anyway if you washed them clean, and

you can do the work in one-half the time

it takes to clean each jewel and dry

separately.

For assembling I would suggest you

learn to put watches together on top plate,

as a great many of the watches now have

the levers in such a place that it is harder

to get them in on bottom plate than it is

to assemble the watches as stated.

In putting on hands I don't care how

easy they go on, use a stake or, still better,

a block that holds movement and has center

stake. I have seen a great many center

jewels cracked by careless workmen. Also

in removing hands get a remover that pulls

the hands straight off ; don't bend or twist,

or you may crack the jewels that way.

Never use dial washers; drive minute hand

down and if cannon pinion shoulder is too

high and leaves too much space between

minute and hour hands turn the shoulder

back so it will only leave very little end-

shake for hour wheel between it and minute

hand.

[Our contributor fears that some might

think that the subject, "Cleaning Watches,"

has been written on so often that further

discussion of it would be superfluous.
On the contrary, we wish to state our

belief that there are many methods of doing

different operations in cleaning and repair-

ing, each of which is excellent, but practi-

cally unknown to most workmen because it

has never occurred to the originators of the

ideas that they could make them useful to

thousands by publishing them. We know

that there are still some narrowminded men

who would make a "secret" of any little

original method they have devised, but the

majority of workmen are blessed with

broader vision and see that what benefits

individuals benefits the whole craft, and that

the craft as a whole does have common in-

terests which each member ought to serve

when he can.
We therefore extend to you an invita-

tion to send us for publication a description

of any method or methods which you par-
ticularly like, pertaining to cleaning or re-

pairs to watches. Perhaps you will think

"I don't want to spend time writing an

article," but our idea is not to call for

lengthy essays, but simply brief descriptions

of one or more "tricks" which you have

found satisfactory in your own work. The

experience of others will help you and your

experience will help them ; if a goodly num-

ber respond to this invitation each will get

a great deal more than he gives because he

will gain the ideas of all the other contribu-

tors, while giving only his own. So take

a few minutes to write. What do you think

of the method of cleaning jewels described

by the author of the article above? Can you
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beat it? After a sufficient number of com-
munications have been received on any sub-
ject and published, we will select the best
ideas, correlate them and add what is
needed from our own knowledge, so that

our readers shall then have before them a
guide which will show the best and quickest

ways of doing their everyday work. Please

note that term "everyday work." This dis-

cussion is to be on practical work and you
should help by writing your own little share

of it.—En.]

Twenty-foot Hands for Tower Clocks

Each of the four sides of the tower of

the great Metropolitan Life Building in

New York will have a huge clock, the min-

ute hands of which will be 20 ft. long, 14 ft.

of this being from center pin to tip, and 6 ft.

in counterpoise. The hour hands will be

II ft. in length, and each pair of hands will

weigh 1700 lbs.
The hands are made of manganese and

bronze and are of bridge truss construction.

Over each hand will be a covering of wire-

glass which will allow of electric illumina-

tion at night. The clocks will be about

400 ft. above the street level, and it is esti-

mated that on clear nights the time the

hands mark will be seen 24 miles distant. A

7000-lb. bell, with a hammer weighing

170 lbs., will boom forth the hours and four

smaller bells will ring out chimes.

New Folding Umbrella

A new folding umbrella is so con-

structed that the ribs and the center rod,

being hinged in the middle, will fold to half

their length. When folded and slipped into

its case it is only 16 in. long and can easily

be carried in the overcoat pocket or in a

satchel. When extended, each rib snaps

into a clamp, which holds it perfectly rigid,

and the two sections of the center rod screw

together in a firm joint. Only half a minute

is required to either set up the umbrella or

to fold it. When set up it can be carried

open or closed in exactly the same manner

and with the same appearance as an ordi-

nary umbrella.

Hints to Electric Bell Fitters

When wiring with twin wire do not

connect on to the battery until last thing.

Should the ends of the wires come in con-

tact, the battery would soon run down.

When economy of wire is desired and a gas

or water pipe connection is pretty handy

at each end, it is possible to make the pipe

serve as one conductor using only a single

wire as the other. Solder a wire to the pipe

at each end and lead them to the battery,

bell or push as the case may be.
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Isochronism of the Vibrations
of the Balance

Translated by THE litcywroztE front the German of the late

Jules Grossmann by special permission

Iv

We have now to consider the question:
if we substitute nickel-steel and brass rims for
the steel and brass rims assumed in the fore-
going calculations, what thickness, I', must
be given to the former, so that the balance
may receive the same amount of compensa-
tion as before ? Let I denote the thickness
of the steel-brass rim, which we have taken
to be = 0.95, 1' the required thickness of
the nickel-steel rim, E" the coefficient of ex-
pansion of brass, and E' that of steel. The
coefficient of expansion of invar is therefore
zero.

From the calculations of I. von Villarieau,
who has treated the theory of compensation
in a masterly manner, I extract the following
formula:

(20)

—3 (E" — El) n : hence
21

-= (
E" — El) n

Po denotes the radius of the balance at the
mean temperature, p the same radius at a
temperature differing by no centigrades from

the mean. The quantity — — — will,
Po

therefore, remain the same in both balances.
Hence we have:

(21)
, 1 

— E" — El
E"

and
E"

=  
E" — El'

Putting E" = 0.00001875, E' =
0. 0000 15 we get:

= I 1875 
= = 1 X 2.58725

.*. (22) V = 0.95 X 2.58 = 2.45 millimeters.

The thickness of the rim under the same
conditions would, therefore, have to amount
to 2.45 mm., i. e., the rim would have to be
made considerably thicker.

It is at once evident that this thickness
of the rim opposes a much greater resistance
to the centrifugal force, which remains con-
stant, so that the masses recede to a much
less extent from the center of the balance.
In equation 18,

f = 
E 

o 6018 rs,

we have only to alter the quantity I =
11-2- 18 h by substituting l' for 1. From
equation 186 we obtained f = 0.00226
for a complete turn ; with a nickel-steel
rim we get f = 0.00013 approximately.
With a nickel-steel balance we should, there-
fore, have to divide all the values already

fporuonx(ilmbaytec::45 y = 17.15 and obtain ap-

proximately

in 1.5 turns f = 0.00029 x = 0.9
in 1.25 turns f = 0.0002 x = o.6
ill I. turns f = 0.00013 X = 0.4
in 0.75 turns f = 0.00007 X = 0.2
in 0.5 turns f = 0.00003 x = o.

We see, then, that when the balance of
a chronometer is made of in var the tendency
to gain in short vibrations vanishes. It is
greatly diminished even if the exact propor-
tion of steel and nickel has not been accu-
rately obtained.

If, however, it it desired to retain the
ordinary thickness of the rims instead of
increasing it, the compensation may still be
regulated by bringing the balance weights
nearer to the arm. In this way the portion
of the rim between the arm and the weights
is shortened and has more resisting power
and consequently the weights will not move
so far from the center of the balance under
the action of centrifugal force. We may
also remark that by moving back the weights
the so-called secondary error of the compen-
sation is greatly reduced and that conse-
quently the auxiliary adjustment can be dis-
pensed with, which is also a great advantage.

There is, however, another cause for a
watch gaining more when the arcs of vibra-
tion are short than when they are long, viz.,
the moment of inertia of the balance spring.

r1G. 5

In his excellent calculations Ed. Phillips has
neglected this moment of inertia. He found
the period of the vibration of a balance to be:

(23) T — A

A being the moment of inertia and M the
moment of force or elasticity of the balance
spring when the balance is at unit angular
distance from its position of rest. The unit
angle cannot be exactly expressed in de-
grees : its value lies between 57° ond 58°.
If we take 0 a = I then the arc a b =
(Fig. 5). As Phillips' equation has no
angle value, the vibrations would be isochro-
nous, i e., the long and short arcs would
be performed in the same time. We have
seen, however, that a difference in the
periods of vibration is produced by centri-
fugal force.

E. Caspari has also computed the mo-
ment of inertia of the balance spring, and
has arrived at a complicated formula which I
will not here discuss, merely giving a few
values which I have arrived at arithmetically.
First, the general effect of the moment of
inertia is a retardation. In a watch with a
cylindrical balance spring I found a retarda-
tion of 6 minutes and 50 seconds in conse-
quence of this moment of inertia. In this
case I had taken the radius of the spring as
4 millimeters and the number of turns as 1o.
If, now, we were to take the same wire and
make it into a spring with a radius of 8 milli-
meters but with only five turns, both springs
would have the same length and keep equal
time.

But the moment of inertia of the spring
causes a difference. After introducing this
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moment the smaller spring, as we have seen,
produces a loss of 6 minutes 50 seconds ; the
larger spring, which is twice the size, one of
27 minutes 19 seconds, or four times as much.
We may also remark that a long spring will
produce a greater retardation than a short
one. The foregoing calculations have been
made for very short vibrations. The next
question to decide is whether the periods of
long and short vibrations are the same. This
is not the case. The small spring produces
an extra retardation of 3.5 seconds with a
vibration of i34 turns, and a retardation of
2 seconds with a vibration of one turn. The
large spring, making i y„. turns at each vibra-
tion, causes a loss of 5.5 seconds. In order
to reduce this error as much as possible in
marine chronometers, care must be taken not
to select too long a spring or one with a large
radius. If, on the other hand, the spring
should be very short, its elasticity might be
diminished in consequence of the great
amount of bending. There is a limit, there-
fore, to be observed in this as in many other
cases which experience has indicated.

E. Caspari made his computations for a
cylindrical balance spring. If his calculations,
already somewhat intricate, were to be re-
peated for a flat Archimedean spring, they
would be rendered considerably more com-
plicated. Since, however, in the last-named
springs the inner coils, which play the most
important part in the motion, do not increase
or diminish in size to any great extent, it
may be assumed that in flat springs with
over-coils this influence is very slight.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Improved Method of Melting Mag-
nesium

Owing to the fact that the melting point
of magnesium is low and it oxidizes rapidly
when melted, the loss on melting, when
carried out in the usual manner, is large.
Paul Rakowicz, of the Chemische Fabrik
Griesheitn Electron of Frankfort on the
Main, Germany, has patented a method of
melting magnesium which, it is said, mini-
mizes the loss. The method is intended
more particularly for melting magnesium in
the process of alloying it with other metals.

The method used is simple. The mag-
nesium is placed in a graphite or clay cru-
cible and allowed to arrive at a temperature
beyond that of a pasty mass. If it does go
beyond, more magnesium is added. When
the whole of the magnesium in the crucible
has become pasty the crucible is removed
and the magnesium allowed to melt by the
beat transmitted from the walls of the cru-
cible itself. In this manner overheating the
magnesium is avoided. It is well known
that as soon as magnesium becomes slightly
hotter than its actual melting point it com-
bines with the oxygen and nitrogen of the
air and wastes. If it can be prevented from
rising to this excessive temperature the oxida-
tion is prevented.

After the magnesium has been melted in
the manner previously mentioned the other
metals with which it is to be alloyed may
be added. In this manner of melting, the
inventor says, no flux is necessary.
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HOW TO INCREASE SALES
When stock is out of season or out of style, you sell at a sac

rifice in order to clean it out

For new and more salable goods.

You're glad to do it, because it's good business. Yet how long 
have you been using old-

fashioned, out-of-style cases in which to display new goods?

Don't you think the old cases knock the sale of new goods? 
Ever thought of it that way?

Now, there are plenty of " back numbers " to whom the 
second-hand man can dispose

of your old cases, but you—you need new, bright, classy 
cases. Your business demands

it. You need the

an WIIN • OMS
K!

Our catalog exhibits some beauties—over 20 different
styles. You're sure to find just what you need. Write
for that catalog to-day. Get the new cases and they'll
sell the new goods, and the cash register will show

what you want to see.

Verna/al 8 tuna. 63a4 Go:
926 Jefferson Avenue GRANI) RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Potter Fixtures Co., 515 Market St., San Francisco,Cal., Sales Agents for 
California, Nevada, Arizona, N. Mexico

803 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 732 Broadway, New York 233-35 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

D. 0. Tea, Sales Agent for Washington, Oregon and Idaho, 517 Pacific 
Block, Seattle, Wash.
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The Pearl Fisheries of Ceylon

The Chief Source of Oriental Pearls—An In-

dustry Over 3000 Years Old—Increasing

Value of the Gems

The present scarcity of high-grade
pearls of the larger sizes and the consequent
increasing price of these gems give peculiar
interest to the following interesting story
for which, together with the illustrations,
we are indebted to the courtesy of the
Scientific American:

Oriental pearls have always been re-
garded as of the finest and most brilliant
jewels and have. always occupied a high
position, the demand far exceeding the
supply. The greater part, and the most
highly prized, come from Ceylon. The
pearl fishery is one of the oldest industries
in the world. Scientific methods have not
until recently entered into its development.
For over three thousand years the pearl
oyster harvest has remained in the hands
of the natives, whose skill in diving has
been handed down from one generation to
another, and despite the great advances
that have been made in the art, their primi-
tive methods are still efficient, economical
and productive.

For years the fishery con-
stituted a government mo-
nopoly yielding a hand-
some revenue, but three

years ago it leased the work to a private
enterprise for the sum of $125,000 per an-
num. The government was probably
prompted to adopt this course from the
speculative character of the undertaking.
Whereas formerly a bumper harvest was
secured one year, realizing possibly over
a million dollars, several years of barren-
ness followed, so that the average income
became comparatively small.

The fishery is jealously guarded, the
season is carefully regulated by ordinances,
and the oyster beds are kept under constant
surveillance to prevent illegal fishing of' de-
terioration. On the average the season lasts
about a month and provides occupation for
over 45,000 people. The scene of operations
is the estuary of the River Modragam in
the Gulf of Manaar on the northwest coast.
Here the banks or beds known as "paars"
are peculiarly adapted to the raising of the

Government

Monopoly

bivalve which thrives abundantly. The bed
is a stretch of shallow water varying from
18 to 6o feet in depth and stretching 5o
miles along the coast and about 20 miles out
to sea. The sea bed here is clean, hard
sand offering but slight clinging security to
the oysters in inclement weather. Indeed,
oyster propogation is extremely dependable
upon the weather. For instance, a survey

Nostrils of Arab diver closed by horn before diving

showed that over one hundred thousand
million young were clinging to one bank,
but the facilities for their adhering were so
slight that a second inspection a few weeks
later found that the greater part had been
swept away either by currents or the mon-
soon and irretrievably lost. Under such cir-
cumstances the industry is one purely of
chalice.

Artificial
Support

967

The natural deficiencies in
the sea bed must be supple-
mented by artificial reme-

dies, so that the oyster spat may secure a
firm hold against the severest weather. To
this end the marine biological scientist, Pro-
fessor Herdman, D.Sc., F.R.S., is engaged in
scientific investigations to improve the con-
ditions. In order to encourage the growth
of the pearl-yielding cestode it is only possi-
ble to use certain materials for depositing
or "cultching" upon the bank, to which
they may adhere. The most suitable media
have been found to be clean broken tiles
and bricks, but as these are very difficult
to obtain, experiments were made with
native refuse by Professor Herdman, but it
was found to possess insufficient gravity to
secure a desired deposit upon the sandy sea
bottom and was easily and quickly swept
away. The best results are now obtained
from a calcareous cultch consisting of old
broken bleached corals and dead shells
from a beach.

Inspection
of Banks

Four or five months before
the season commences the
banks are inspected to de-
termine whether there shall

be a fishery and to estimate the extent of
the yield. This has revealed the presence
of over 400,000,000 young oysters upon the
Periya Paar Karai, which is a continuation
of the famous Periya Paar itself, from
which the greatest yields of cestodes have
been gathered during the past 3000 years.
This small-sized, profitable and reliable
bank lies at a depth of from 50 to 54 feet
and about the limit of the capabilities of
the native diver and probably for this rea-
son it has not received the attention in the
past that its yield would suggest.

The company also first exploited the
banks known as the Dutch Modragam,
Karativu and Allanturai areas. They had
previously proved so poor that they became
neglected. They were inspected in 1904,

but were found of no value. A second sur-
vey was undertaken with the result that a
fishery was effected that year which other=
wise would have proved barren. It netted
the Ceylon government $3oo,000. In 1907
these banks yielded a gross revenue of
$35o,000. The fishery is generally carried out
in March or April. A short time before this

(Continued on page 069)

Method of extracting pcarls front oysters by merchants Examining shell refuse for pearls that escape detection i n washing the oyster
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SEASONABLE AND SALABLE
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Be ready for this demand, whether large or small, with watches that will successfully
meet all competition.

A man who buys a watch of this kind is likely to look around some before he makes

purcnase, and we are in a position to offer you an absolutely accurate and reliable line from which the final choice

the purchaser will surely be made.
The watches referred to are made by several prominent manufacturers, and the variety, while large enough for all

purposes, is still limited to those goods which in our experience have proved to be most worthy, desirable and reliable.
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No. 99 John Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

BELL-ON-BACK ALARMS IN TWO SIZES

STARTLE (4 inch) CLATTER (5 inch)

Seamless Brass Case—Nickeled. Clear Toned Bell. Can be adjusted by a lever on the back

for either Repeating or Continuous Long Alarm. Convenient switch for stopping alarm
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The Pearl Fisheries of Ceylon

(Continued from page 967)

a final survey is made and samples of
oysters are tested for their yield. If
satisfactory, the news is announced
that a fishery will be held. It spreads
like wildfire, not only through Ceylon
itself, but the whole of India, Malay
and up to the Persian Gulf, and
the natives in these districts hurry to
the island. A shanty town springs
up at Marichchukkadi at the mouth
of the Modragam River. It is inac-
cessible, practically vacant and ne-
glected, but in the season it is the
hub of excitement. Streets of primi-
tive dwellings fashioned of bamboo
poles with a roof of palm leaves
spring up to accommodate some 45,-
000 natives, relieved by one or two
bungalows in which agents and of-
ficials reside. The seafront becomes
crowded with a fleet of boats, some
crazy and fragile, others large,
roomy and stoutly built, drawn up in
one long line at anchor. Under
government control no limit was
placed upon the number of vessels,
but now severe restrictions are im-
posed in order to curtail undue com-
petition.

Start for
the Fishery

THE KEYSTONE 969

At this time the
weather is most pro-
pitious. The sea is
calm, especially during the

day. Everything is carried out in methodi-
cal manner according to a strict schedule.
A signal gun is fired about midnight and
directly a frightful din arises from the
raucous banging of tom-toms and other
weird and discordant instruments beating
the boat crews and divers to quarters. The
keenest excitement prevails as some 300
boats strive to first reach the oyster paars.

Each boat carries native divers attired
in a crude loin cloth. The diver closes his
nostrils with a piece of horn and equipped
with a net bag in which he gathers his
oysters he drops over the side and quickly
slides down a rope to
the bed. When his
bag is full he gives a
sharp tug of a line
and is quickly hauled
to the surface where
he discharges his haul
and redescends. These
men can remain under
water from one to one
and a half minutes
and they seldom come
to the surface without
a full load. The oy-
sters are placed in
bags, averaged to a
common size, and
sealed by an officer.

After landing the
sacks of oysters are
borne off to the kottu,
or official inclosures.
where they are stored
until their disposal by
auction. The diver is
rewarded by being

Oyster boats corning in from the sea beds

given a third of his catch. As the oysters
may or may not possess valuable contents
he invariably disposes of them in small lots
to humble speculators, who trust to luck that
they may net a crop of gems.

At the auctions bids are made for
oysters held in bags. Formerly bids were
for parcels of moo, which practice involved
laborious counting. The purchaser trans-
ports the load to his quarters, where if he is
only a small dealer he will open them him-
self, but if a capitalist will hand them over
to his staff. Oyster opening and searching
are carried out in every part of the town and
the place becomes littered with shells.

The gems are bought by weight,
determined in sensitive scales with
seeds used as weights. They buy and
transact sales as well. The stones
are bought according to their luster,
fineness and size. In addition to
these merchants there are many who
transact business in a small way,
while the huckster is always present,
cutting, drilling and mounting pearls
with the most primitive tools. Auc-
tion purchasers upon an extensive
scale employ natives to open the bi-
valves and extract their contents,
which are emptied into long vats,
where they are sluiced by natives
seated on the outer side of the ves-
sels, who merely agitate the water
and scour the oysters with their
hands.

The monopoly is required to ex-
pend a minimum of $1,000,000 upon
improvements. It realized that in-
spection should be carried out for
ascertaining whether virgin banks
existed beyond the known area. This
has been partially brought about by
the exhaustion of the two great fish-
ing areas which have yielded prac-
tically the whole of the pearls found
during the past too years.

The pearl-bearing cestode is not
a true oyster for edible purposes, but
is more closely allied to the mussel
family. It differs from the ordinary

animal in having a "byssus" or bundle of
tough threads by means of which it secures
a firm adherence to suitable materials and
similar to the facilities possessed by the
mussel. Attempts are being made in culti-
vating this oyster by artificial impregnation
of the pearl-forming larvae. Investigation

is being carried out to ascertain the origin

of the spat and how it periodically disap-

pears. In connection with this research a
thorough study is being made of the sea
currents on and around the oyster banks and
of the surface drift in the Gulf.

The fishery is very intermittent. Prior

to 1903 there had been none for twelve
years and the situa-
tion became so serious
that a commission was
appointed to investi-
gate the subject. In
1905 the harvest was
the greatest on rec-
ord. Over 8o,000,000
oysters were collected,
realizing some $1,-
250,000, two - thirds
going to the island's
treasury. In the sub-
sequent two years
it dwindled regularly ;
t908 proved barren.

T h e advancing
prices of high-grade
pearls have recently
increased the interest
in these fisheries, as a
rich pearl harvest
would mean wealth
for many. Gem
dealers are awaiting
reports for this year.

Pearl merchants weighing the gems on sensitive scales with seeds as weights



YOU CAN'T REAP DOLLARS
From the seed of dissatisfaction no more than you can

grow American Beauty Roses from the seed of a Thistle

There may be some jewelers who think they can work this miracle, but

the 12,500 legitimate retail jewelers who are selling SOUTH BEND

WATCHES know that " Satisfaction " springs from the seed of " Quality"
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properly and is a watch of Quality—it is making Dollars for the jewelers
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Rotary Hammer Alarm
(With Shut-Off)

OUR LATEST MODEL

One-day time alarm
Large 4-inch gong on back
Highly polished steel pallets
Parker "Perfect " Escapement
The Best Alarm Clock on the market
Arabic dials, if specified

Cut Size

Interior
View

Showing perfect
construction of
Parker Alarm Clocks

Rotary Hammer
Intermittent Alarm

(With Shut-Off)

Alarm intermits every 15 seconds
Large 4-inch gong on back
Intermittent mechanism, simplest in use

Cut !NH Size

PARKER .

SHUT-OFF

No. 112
No. 110

SHUT-sir

Dial, 4% inches

A—Main Springs, hung outside of plates

B--intermittent Mechanism

C—Cut Steel Pinions

Height, 5% inches 13—Four-inch Bell Metal Gong
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Write for our -New Booklet

showing full line of Alarm Clocks

Dial, 4,1/2' inches leigliI, 5.,% inches

THE PARKER CLOCK CO., Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
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Facts One Should Know About
a Gas Engine

To be able to intelligently converse and write
on the subject of gas engines, one should be fa-
miliar with the everyday expressions and terms
that he will encounter, also a few things worth
considering in purchasing a gas engine, and
its care.

Horse Power.—This is a comparison or rela-
tion, and was established by James Watt as the
power of a strong London draught horse working
a short interval, and was used by him to measure
the power of steam engines, and is equivalent to
the continual lifting of 550 pounds a foot a
second.

A boy is capable of exerting x h. p. if he can
move fast enough, illustrated as follows :

Say he weighs r to pounds and can run in one
second up a flight of stairs which is just 5 feet in
perpendicular height above the starting point; he
will have lifted the equivalent of 550 pounds
foot in one second.

There are two horse power ratings which a
gas engine has, and one should be careful that he
thoroughly understands just what they mean.

The indicated horse power, often written
I. H. P., means the power which an engine is
capable of developing in the cylinders. It is ob-
tained from the following formula :

PL A N± 33,000

33,000 is a constant and is the number of pounds
that would have to be lifted in a minute
(550 X 6o). P is known as the mean effective
pressure, written M. E. P. This is obtained by
means of an indicator and a planimeter. The in-
dicator reproduces graphically the exact operation
of a complete cycle of the gas engine. L is the
length of the stroke in feet, A the area of the
piston in square inches, and N the number of ex-
plosions per minute.

From the above it can be readily seen that the
above rating would be a builder's rating and is
the one generally used by them.

One may roughly determine the I. H. P. of a
gas engine by the following formula:

I. H. P. — 
D2 XS X N 

12 5

where D is the diameter of the piston in inches, S
the length of stroke in inches and N the number
of cylinders. This is based upon the assumption
that the engine will make one thousand revolu-
tions a minute ;111d is a 4-cycle; also the assump-
tion is made that the average M. E. P. is 8o
pounds per square inch.

A formula which is often used is

D2 
I. H. P.  

X N
•2.5

The writer prefers the first formula, as it takes
into account the length of stroke.

I
take the I. H. P. as two-thirds of the above
fortntf 

the engine is a 2-cycle one, it is the rule to

ila.

l 

D. H. P. (developed horse power) is the
horse power that the engine actually delivers and
may be measured by means of a Prony brake.
This consists of a strap fastened around a wheel
and attached to an arm with an adjustment for
tightening and loosening the strap. The arm
should rest upon a standard placed on a scale. It
will be necessary to determine the constant. This
Is done by revolving the. wheel forward and then
hackward, noting the reading upon the scale in

both instances. These should be added and di-
vided by two. The scale should be set so that it
exactly balances the maximum tension that you
can get upon the brake band without stopping the
engine, and the scale reading noted. Deduct from
this the value obtained by rotating the engine for-
ward and backward, as indicated above, and use
the following formula :

(6.28 XGXNX A) 33,000

where G is the reading on the scale (after making
the deduction as indicated), A the length of arm
from the center of the flywheel to the point of
contact on the scale in feet, N the number of
revolutions per minute. This will give the horse
power the engine is capable of delivering.

D. H. P.The Mechanical Efficiency is =

Compression.—After a mixture of gas and air
is drawn into the engine (the third stroke in a
4-cycle engine and the second in a 2-cycle engine),
it is compressed, and the intensity of violence of
the explosion depends upon the compression.

There are two methods used to obtain a high
compression. First, to make the compression
space very small. Second, a tight fit between the
piston and cylinders.

Leaky compression is caused by fouled piston
rings or a poor fit between the piston and cylinder
walls. Conditions are always better where flake
graphite is used with the lubricating oil.

The object of the flake graphite is to attach
itself to the minute irregularities which exist in
the metal surfaces, building up a graphite to
graphite coating of marvelous smoothness.

Where splash lubrication is employed, the
graphite may be put into the crank case in the
proportions of about a teaspoonful to pint of oil.

I know of a gentleman using flake graphite in
his automobile engine and lie is able to start on
compression after standing for over forty-eight
hours. He was not able to do this before he used
graphite.

Sometimes a false head is put into a clearance
space to decrease it, thereby making higher corn-
pression. This should be done only by a com-
petent person, as it may increase the compression
so high that the engine parts will not stand the
strain or there may be serious back-firing.

When purchasing a gasoline engine, one
should test the compression by closing the pet
cock and turning the engine over. Where there is
more than one cylinder, try one at a time with the
pet cocks on the others open.

In starting gasoline engines, start on a lean
mixture and gradually increase its richness until
the proper amount is reached. This experience
will teach.

Have the spark adjusted so that the engine is
fired at just the right part of the stroke. A
rough rule is about one quarter stroke.

A smoky exhaust indicates there is too rich
fuel or too much lubricating oil, a white smoky
exhaust shows too much libricating oil, while a
black smoky exhaust shows too much gasoline.

In shutting down, close off the fuel supply
first, then open the switch.—Gas Review.

How to Rebuild Dry Batteries

The old pitch plug is broken out of the
original battery and the pieces saved, to be re-
melted. The material inside of the cell is then
shaken out, and the inside of the zinc cup given
a thorough cleaning. Then the- carbon is washed
and cleaned of any hard sediment that may have
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collected thereon and the contact of the binding
posts cleaned and brightened.

A paste is then made up according to the
following formula:

Sal ammoniac   t part
Chloride of zinc  t part
Plaster-of-paris   3 parts
Wheat flour  87 parts
Water   2 parts

A wooden plug or cylinder, somewhat larger
in diameter than the width of the carbon, is then
inserted in the center of the zinc shell, and the
above paste firmly packed in about it. While the
above solution can be poured in readily, it sets
very quickly, becoming stiff enough to stand while
the plunger is being withdrawn. This leaves a
space inside of the dry cell a little larger in
diameter than the carbon. The carbon is now
inserted in this hole, and the surrounding space is
filled with another mixture composed of the fol-
lowing:

Sal ammoniac   i part
Chloride of zinc  1 part
Plaster-of-paris   3 parts
Granular carbon   1 pail
Flour   I part
Water   2 parts

These are thoroughly mixed and poured into
the space about the carbon. The pitch which was

taken off of the original cell is then melted and
poured back over the top, thoroughly sealing it
and preventing evaporation.

A very small piece of rye straw may be in-
serted in the top of the mixture before the pitch
is poured in. This straw could then be with-
drawn, leaving a very small. vent for the escape
of gases, which are generated within the cell dur-
ing .action. This will give a new battery with an
e. in. f. of about 1.4 volts and an internal resist-
ance of .3 of an ohm.

The granular carbon spoken of may be had
by crushing up some old electric light or battery
carbons. The pieces should be about the size of
kernels of corn, so that they will lie as closely
together as possible. Dry batteries made accord-
ing to this formula will give the very best of service,
and they may be recharged from time to time,
until the zinc shell is completely worn away.—
Electrician and Mechanic.

To True a Grindstone
There are different ways to true a grindstone,

but the following method is very satisfactory and
easy : Large threads are cut on a 6-in. steel bar
which has a bearing turned on each end. Use six
threads to the inch or larger. Two L-shaped
bearings are .fastened to an iron plate, and this
plate has two long slots cut in it, one on each side.
Lag screws put through the slots and turned into
the frame of the grindstone hold the plate and
roller close to the face of the grindstone. A sharp
blow of a hammer will push the plate and roll up
to the grindstone for a second or third cut or as
many cuts as are necessary to make the stone true.
The steel roll should be a little longer than the
width of the grindstone.
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[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions 
as hereunder is a

permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being 
to keep the jeweler

and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the

workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest i
nventions and improvements

in tools and appliances.]

A New Set Protector

A new device of general trade interest is a set protector to b
e used for

hard soldering rings. This device, which is shown in our ill
ustration, is the

invention of H. White, Hanover, Ill , and was patented recently. 
Among

the advantages of the protector are these: It leaves the shank out to 
work

on, the sets and crown only being in moisture. It can be used in any posi-

tion, there being no water to spill and no sand or dirt. It is said to be

a timesaver and effective for the purpose intended. Doubtless the trade

will be interested in making the acquaintance of this new device.

A New Watch Movement
The latest addition to watch movements is a

product of the Waltham Watch Co. The new move-
ment, which is here illustrated, is a jewel series,
hunting or open face, pendant setting and is in timely
response to the increasing demand for small watches.
It is sapphire, nickel; 13 jewels ; settings, exposed
pallets ; compensating balance ; meantime screws;
patent breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in
form; exposed winding wheels; tempered steel
safety barrel.

Now that there is a very marked revival in the

watch market the coming fall and holiday seasons will find watches in

exceptionally brisk demand. The announcement of this new movement is

timely and merits the early attention of the trade.

The Self-filling Fountain Pen

The announcement that the Conklin Pen Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio, is

about to celebrate its tenth birthday recalls the interesting story and

triumph of the self-filling fountain pen. When this firm started in business

the filling idea was an experiment which was dubiously regarded by men in

the business and not a few confidently predicted failure, but in this, as in

many other inventions, the predictions proved unfounded and success came

in due time. The Conklin self-filling fountain pen has now been tried and

tested by time and wear and has been found in every respect worthy. As

in the case of practically every other article, improvements, of course, ha
ve

been made from time to time until the perfection point was reached. The

trade will very gladly extend congratulations to the Conklin Pen Mfg. C
o.

on its forthcoming celebration and wish for its product an era of popularity.

New Celluloid Insulator for Watches
This insulator is made of celluloid

with a transparent cover, which precludes
the necessity of removing the watch
from the case when it is desired to
ascertain the time. Its purpose is to pro-
tect the watch from dirt and dust and
act as a non-conductor of electricity.
It also saves the watch from wear and
tear and protects it from becoming
scratched or marred. For railroad men,
street car men, motormen, engineers,
bunters and automobilists it is an invalu-
able adjunct for the protection of their
watches, and, coming in all sizes, can be
readily fitted to any watch. W. J. Covill,
.18 Reynolds Arcade, Rochester, N. Y., is
the inventor and reports big sales on
this article.

Baltimore Letter

The members of the trade report that business has been ex
ceptionally

dull during the past two months, but that the situation is improvin
g slowly

and that there seems to be good prospects ahead. The diamond en
d of the

trade has been poor, but watches and silverware have been in fair
 demand.

The regular monthly meeting of the Maryland Retail Jewelers' A
sso-

ciation was held at the New Howard Hotel. A large number 
attended the

meeting. A resolution was passed that a regular meeting hall be 
obtained.

The next meeting will be held at the Hotel Kernan on June 2
d. The

jewelers will hold this meeting jointly with the Watch Inspector
s' Asso-

ciation.
A pocket booklet on "Diamonds" has been issued by the C. C. 

Crooks

Company, jewelers, 114 West Baltimore Street. Although the book is

issued by the firm as an advertisement yet it is one of the most expensi
ve

and, perhaps, the most instructive pieces of advertising matter ev
er issued

by a jewelry firm in this city. Mr. Crooks is a firm believer in instructive

advertising. He believes that an advertisement which instructs the 
general

public will receive more consideration than one which the public 
has no

motive to read unless they wish to buy. Not long ago the same company

issued a book on "Standard Time," which was highly praised whe
rever it

was circulated. Besides containing facts of much interest to the layman the

little books contain much of interest to the jeweler. In addition to other

interesting information the books explains how diamonds are mi
ned, pol-

ished and placed on the market. Mr. Crooks has received numerous con-

gratulations about the book. This firm has three watchmakers working 
in

one of the show windows. The men working in the window att
ract con-

siderable attention from the public and is an excellent advertisment for 
the

company.
Arthur Wallenhorst, 13 South Gay Street, said that so many of the

jewelers would not feel the hard times so keenly if they did not buy 
their

goods on credit. He believes in cash purchases. Each year he makes 
it a

rule to save his cash discounts and at the end of the year he alwa
ys has a

large sum to his credit in bank which he would not have had had he boug
ht

on credit.
M. J. Miller, 24 East Baltimore Street, makes a specialty of college

class pins and novelties. His window display is extremely artistic.

Ilennegen, Bates Co. made a fine punch bowl for the retiring foreman

of the May Grand Jury. Each retiring Grand Jury foreman is, usually,

presented with a punch bowl by the members of the Grand Jury. This fi
rm

has a magnificent display of diamonds in their show cases.

A. C. Macy, 33 West Lexington Street, who has been in the jewelry

business at that address for the last five years, will move to 205 
North

Charles Street. He finds his present quarters too small for his growin
g

business and will have increased facilities in his new site.
S. B. Roos, 519 West Baltimore Street, reports that business is

extremely poor in his section of the city. To make business brisk Mr. Roos

is giving an alarm clock with every purchase of $50 or over. He 
hopes

that business will improve in the near future.
C. C. Crooks, of the C. C. Crooks Jewelry Company, 114 West B

alti-

more Street, said that he remembers when the first issue of THE KEYSTON
E

came out. Then, he said, it was a small folder and he had no idea that
 it

would grow to be such a large paper. He says that it is the paper 
for the

trade at the present time. It has, in his opinion, left all of its competitors

in the background.
Frederick Collins, watchmaker at the jewelry store of I. J. Braun, 430

East Baltimore Street, has decided to join the ranks of benedicts. He wi
ll

be married sonic time this month to Miss Ada Griffith.
William Nickels, 1137 West Baltimore Street, reports that his business

is duller now than it has been in the past twenty-eight years. Large 
shops

in the neighborhood of his store are only working on part time and 
this has

caused his business to drop off considerably. Other jewelers in the same

section of the city also complain of poor business.

A unique ring, which has attracted considerable attention among the

opticians and jewelers, has been made by S. B. Mills, 1221 West B
altimore

Street. It is a gold ring with a miniature pair of glasses of gold on the

signet part of the ring. Each eye of the glasses is set with a diamond.

Mr. Mills suggests that such a ring would make an excellent emblem 
for an

optical society instead of a button.

"The Modern Clock"

A valuable addition to horological literature is a new treatise ent
ithal

"The Modern Clock," compiled by Ward L. Goodrich and published by 
the

American Jeweler, 373 Dearborn Street, Chicago. Mr. Goodrich is well

known as the author of the "Watchmaker's Lathe: Its Use and Abuse
,"

and the present volume has materially enhanced his authorship laurels.

The book covers, in minutest detail, pendulums, their construction 
and

calculation; compensation and timekeeping, angular measurements, escap
e-

ments, time trains, springs, weights, power, motion work, striking 
trains,

cleaning, repairing, calendars, hammers, gongs and bells, electric clock
s,

construction and repair of dials, regulators, etc. The preparation of 
this

book has extended over a period of three years and has involved 
thorough

research of the horological literature of the world as well as much origin
al

work. Copies of the book can be procured at this office on receipt of the

publisher's price, $1.50.
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A Remarkable Watch

A most remarkable watch has been re-
cently supplied by the well-known Coventry
chronometer manufacturers, Messrs. J.
Player & Son. It is a massive gold keyless
watch and strikes the hours and quarters
like a clock ; it can also be made to repeat
the hours, quarters and minutes at will by
pushing the winding button. In addition to
showing Greenwich mean time in the usual
way, it supplies a variety of astronomical in-
formation—equation of time, sunrise and
sunset, moon's rising and setting, phases
and age of moon, the tides, days of the
week, days of the month and numerous con-
stellations. As to the going part, it is fitted
with an English tourbillon lever escapement,
revolving in one minute. A tourbillon, by
the way, is a device whereby the escapement
and balance, instead of being fixtures in the
frame as they usually are, are placed in a
revolving carriage, the object sought being
that of eliminating errors in timekeeping
caused by the different positions in which
a watch is placed.

On the front side of the watch there are
four dials, the smallest shows Greenwich
mean time, and is a fixture. Attached to it
is an elliptically-shaped frame, through
which is seen on the large dial or chart the
constellations as they pass the meridian.
The dial immediately below the smallest
turns once in 24 hours, so minutes, 28 sec-
onds, showing high and low water, the hand
attached representing the moon to show her
opposition to or conjunction with the sun;
opposite the moon hand is a point indicating
the age of the moon. The phases of the

moon are shown through the small opening
in this dial.

The third dial turns once in 24 hours
and is divided into 29% equal parts for the
lunar days. The sun hand is attached to
this and points to the different months which
can be seen printed round the extreme edge.
The large astronomical dial turns 1464 times
In 1460 days and shows signs of the Zodiac,
constellations and the sun's declination north

and south. When the sun hand passes on
the declination circle, or on the point of in-
tersection of the equator and the ecliptic it
shows the equinoxes, and when the sun
passes on 233/° the solstices.

On the back of the watch there are
three more dials and also an opening

through one of them in which is visible part
of the tourbillon, with the balance and es-
capement. A small opening near the top of
the dial is for the purpose of showing the
days of the week. On either side of this are
small dials indicating the hours of sunrise
and sunset. Round the extreme edge of the
large dial are the figures for the days of
the month, also round the upper half of the
dial, the equation of time is indicated.

This watch is believed to be unique.
Though many of the actions have been fre-
quently made before, both singly and in
various combinations, no other watch has
combined such a variety of different
mechanisms. Not only is it remarkable for
its complexity, but the workmanship is car-
ried out in the best possible manner. It will
not surprise anyone to know that this watch
has taken upwards of four years to produce,
nor that it is, in consequence, very costly,
its value being placed at close on limo. It
has been made expressly to the order of an
American gentleman, who is an enthusiast
in complicated horological productions and,
what is perhaps rarer, has taste and ap-
preciation for fine workmanship.

Dip Silvering Without Electricity

The following is a very satisfactory
silver dip without the use of the electric cur-
rent, says the London Jeweler and Metal-
worker. Small articles of copper, brass,
composition iron, steel and other alloys in
which copper forms the basic metal, can be
coated with silver by simply dipping them in
the hot solution, if they are perfectly clean.
The deposit of silver will be white, but very
thin, so that the cost of a silvered surface
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will be very little by this method. The solu-
tion is best prepared for use in an enameled
iron vessel, and the ingredients consist of:

Fine silver for nitrate  5 dwts.
Cyanide of potassium  1% oz.
Water   I quart

The silver, in the form of grain fine
silver, is dissolved in nitric acid and water,
about one-half ounce of each, and then
evaporated down to a small quantity or until
it begins to thicken in consistency, when it
is placed aside to cool, at which stage it will
shoot into crystals. Dissolve the cyanide in
about half a pint of the water. Dissolve the
crystallized nitrate of silver in another half-
pint of the water, and then mix the two to-
gether with gentle stirring. The cyanide of
potassium and nitrate of silver may be dis-
solved together in one lot of water, but it is
better to dissolve each separately in different
portions of the water which is to make up
the "dip," and then mix the two, as the solu-
tion of each is rendered more complete.
Water is then added to make up to one
quart. This dip must be used hot, and the
most suitable temperature is about 180° F.

The thoroughly cleaned articles, slung
on copper wires, upon being dipped into this
solution become silvered almost immedi-
ately ; if the process is carried out with skill,
and the instructions carefully followed, a
white coating of silver, with a beautiful ap-
pearance, will be the result. If the surface
of the articles is bright, and a very thin
coating only is required, the articles will
come out of the "dip" perfectly bright, but
if a thick deposit is required, the articles will
have to remain longer in the "dip," when
they will come out of the solution with a
dull matt appearance. Dead surfaces also
receive the silver deposit in a dead condition.
A much larger quantity of cyanide of po-
tassium is required in a simple dipping so-
lution than in an electro-plating solution ; a
large quantity of free cyanide—that is, more
than sufficient to hold the silver in the liquid
state—is needed. To make it work well
about six times the weight of the fine silver
intended to be used in the dip is necessary.

A silver solution which contains no free
cyanide cannot be used for a "dip," and one
which contains only a small quantity does
not give a good coating of silver, the film
not being of good color. The action of the
free cyanide being that it attacks the metal
of which the articles are composed, and, as
their sur faces become slightly dissolved, the
silver is released from the solution in equiva-
lent proportions and takes the place of the
removed metal. This solution should not be
replenished by new additions of cyanide and
nitrate of silver, but only with water, to
make up for that lost by evaporation.

As the color suffers, it is much prefer-
able to use it until the silver is exhausted,
and then empty the remains into the waste
tub for subsequent treatment for the re-
covery of the precious metals, for experi-
ence has found that a dip of this description
does not give good results when replenished
time after time, for which reason it is best
to use a dip to exhaustion, and then make
a new one. If a new bath works slow, then
it is admissible to increase the silver nitrate
and, maybe, the cyanide of potassium also.
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NEW GODS to° INVENTION:

The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as 
hereunder is a

permanent feature Of THE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being 
to keep the jeweler

and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most 
salable goods, and the

workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest i
nventions and improvements

in tools and appliances.]

A New Set Protector

A new device of general trade interest is a set protector to be used
 for

hard soldering rings. This device, which is shown in our ill
ustration, is the

invention of H. White, Hanover, Ill., and was patented recently. 
Among

the advantages of the protector are these: It leaves the shank out to 
work

on, the sets and crown only being in moisture. It can be used in any posi-

tion, there being no water to spill and no sand or dirt. It is said to be

a timesaver and effective for the purpose intended. Doubtless the trade

will be interested in making the acquaintance of this new device.

A New Watch Movement
The latest addition to watch movements is a

product of the Waltham Watch Co. The new move-
ment, which is here illustrated, is a jewel series,
hunting or open face, pendant setting and is in timely
response to the increasing demand for small watches.
It is sapphire, nickel; 13 jewels; settings, exposed
pallets; compensating balance ; meantime screws;
patent breguet hairspring, hardened and tempered in
form; exposed winding wheels; tempered steel
safety barrel.

Now that there is a very marked revival in the

watch market the coming fall and holiday seasons will find watches in

exceptionally brisk demand. The announcement of this new movement is

timely and merits the early attention of the trade.

The Self-filling Fountain Pen

The announcement that the Conklin Pen Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio, is

about to celebrate its tenth birthday recalls the interesting story and

triumph of the self-filling fountain pen. When this firm started in business

the filling idea was an experiment which was dubiously regarded by men in

the business and not a few confidently predicted failure, but in this, as in

many other inventions, the predictions proved unfounded and success came

in due time. The Conklin self-filling fountain pen has now been tried and

tested by time and wear and has been found in every respect worthy. As

in the case of practically every other article, improvements, of course, have

been made from time to time until the perfection point was reached. The

trade will very gladly extend congratulations to the Conklin Pen Mfg. Co.

on its forthcoming celebration and wish for its product an era of popularity.

New Celluloid Insulator for Watches
This insulator is made of celluloid

with a transparent cover, which precludes
the necessity of removing the watch
from the case when it is desired to
ascertain the time. Its purpose is to pro-
tect the watch from dirt and dust and
act as a non-conductor of electricity.
It also saves the watch from wear and
tear and protects it from becoming
scratched or marred. For railroad men,
street car men, motormen, engineers,
hunters and automobilists it is an invalu-
able adjunct for the protection of their
watches, and, coming in all sizes, can be
readily fitted to any watch. W. J. Covill,
38 Reynolds Arcade, Rochester, N. Y., is
the inventor and reports big sales on
this article.

Baltimore Letter

The members of the trade report that business has been ex
ceptionally

dull during the past two months, but that the situation is improvin
g slowly

and that there seems to be good prospects ahead. The diamond 
end of the

trade has been poor, but watches and silverware have been in fair 
demand.

The regular monthly meeting of the Maryland Retail Jewelers' A
sso-

ciation was held at the New Howard Hotel. A large number atte
nded the

meeting. A resolution was passed that a regular meeting hall be obtained
.

The next meeting will be held at the Hotel Kernan on June 
2d. The

jewelers will hold this meeting jointly with the Watch Inspectors' 
Asso-

ciation.
A pocket booklet on "Diamonds" has been issued by the C. C. 

Crooks

Company, jewelers, 114 West Baltimore Street. Although the book is

issued by the firm as an advertisement yet it is one of the most e
xpensive

and, perhaps, the most instructive pieces of advertising matter eve
r issued

by a jewelry firm in this city. Mr. Crooks is a firm believer in 
instructive

advertising. He believes that an advertisement which instructs the 
general

public will receive more consideration than one which the public 
has no

motive to read unless they wish to buy. Not long ago the same company

issued a book on "Standard Time," which was highly praised whe
rever it

was circulated. Besides containing facts of much interest to the layman the

little books contain much of interest to the jeweler. In addition 
to other

interesting information the books explains how diamonds are mined, 
pol-

ished and placed on the market. Mr. Crooks has received numer
ous con-

gratulations about the book. This firm has three watchmakers working 
in

one of the show windows. The men working in the window att
ract con-

siderable attention from the public and is an excellent advertisment 
for the

company.
Arthur Wallenhorst, 13 South Gay Street, said that so many of 

the

jewelers would not feel the hard times so keenly if they did not 
buy their

goods on credit. He believes in cash purchases. Each year he makes 
it a

rule to save his cash discounts and at the end of the year he always 
has a

large sum to his credit in bank which he would not have had had he 
bought

on credit.
M. J. Miller, 24 East Baltimore Street, makes a specialty of col

lege

class pins and novelties. His window display is extremely artistic.

Hennegen, Bates Co. made a fine punch bowl for the retiring foreman

of the May Grand Jury. Each retiring Grand Jury foreman is, usually,

presented with a punch bowl by the members of the Grand Jury. This fi
rm

has a magnificent display of diamonds in their show cases.

A. C. Macy, 33 West Lexington Street, who has been in the jew
elry

business at that address for the last five years, will move to 205 Nort
h

Charles Street. He finds his present quarters too small for his 
growing

business and will have increased facilities in his new site.
S. B. Roos, 519 West Baltimore Street, reports that business is

extremely poor in his section of the city. To make business brisk Mr. Roo
s

is giving an alarm clock with every purchase of $50 or over. He hop
es

that business will improve in the near future.
C. C. Crooks, of the C. C. Crooks Jewelry Company, 114 West Balti-

more Street, said that he remembers when the first issue of THE KEYSTON
E

came out. Then, he said, it was a small folder and he had no idea that
 it

would grow to be such a large paper. He says that it is the paper for 
the

trade at the present time. It has, in his opinion, left all of its competitors

in the background.
Frederick Collins, watchmaker at the jewelry store of I. J. Braun, 430

East Baltimore Street, has decided to join the ranks of benedicts. He wi
ll

be married some time this month to Miss Ada Griffith.
Vkrilliam Nickels, 1137 West Baltimore Street, reports that his business

is duller now than it has been in the past twenty-eight years. Large 
shops

in the neighborhood of his store are only working on part time and this 
has

caused his business to drop off considerably. Other jewelers in the same

section of the city also complain of poor business.

A unique ring, which has attracted considerable attention among the

opticians and jewelers, has been made by S. B. Mills, 1221 West 
Baltimore

Street. It is a gold ring with a miniature pair of glasses of gold on 
the

signet part of the ring. Each eye of the glasses is set with a diamond.

Mr. Mills suggests that such a ring would make an excellent emblem for 
an

optical society instead of a 1)5111011.

"The Modern Clock"

A valuable addition to horological literature is a new treatise 
entitled

"The Modern Clock," compiled by Ward L. Goodrich and published by 
the

American Jeweler, 373 Dearborn Street, Chicago. Mr. Goodrich is well

known as the author of the "Watchmaker's Lathe: Its Use and Abuse
,"

and the present volume has materially enhanced his authorship laurels.

The book covers, in minutest detail, pendulums, their construction 
and

calculation; compensation and timekeeping, angular measurements, escap
e-

ments, time trains, springs, weights, power, motion work, striking 
trains,

cleaning, repairing, calendars, hammers, gongs and bells, electric 
clocks,

construction and repair of dials, regulators, etc. The preparation of 
this

book has extended over a period of three years and has involved thoroup
 h

research of the horological literature of the world as well as much 
origiird

work. Copies of the book can be procured at this office on receipt of 
the

publisher's price, $1.5o.
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A Remarkable Watch

A most remarkable watch has been re-
cently supplied by the well-known Coventry
chronometer manufacturers, Messrs. J.
Player & Son. It is a massive gold keyless
watch and strikes the hours and quarters
like a clock ; it can also be made to repeat
the hours, quarters and minutes at will by
pushing the winding button. In addition to
showing Greenwich mean time in the usual
way, it supplies a variety of astronomical in-
formation—equation of time, sunrise and
sunset, moon's rising and setting, phases
and age of moon, the tides, days of the
week, days of the month and numerous con-
stellations. As to the going part, it is fitted
with an English tourbillon lever escapement,
revolving in one minute. A tourbillon, by
the way, is a device whereby the escapement
and balance, instead of being fixtures in the
frame as they usually are, are placed in a
revolving carriage, the object sought being
that of eliminating errors in timekeeping
caused by the different positions in which
a watch is placed.

On the front side of the watch there are
four dials, the smallest shows Greenwich
mean time, and is a fixture. Attached to it
is an elliptically-shaped frame, through
which is seen on the large dial or chart the
constellations as they pass the meridian.
The dial immediately below the smallest
turns once in 24 hours, 50 minutes, 28 sec-
onds, showing high and low water, the hand
attached representing the moon to show her
opposition to or conjunction with the sun;
opposite the moon hand is a point indicating
the age of the moon. The phases of the

moon are shown through the small opening
in this dial.

The third dial turns once in 24 hours
and is divided into 29 equal parts for the
lunar days. The sun hand is attached to
this and points to the different months which
can be seen printed round the extreme edge.
The large astronomical dial turns 1464 times
in 1460 days and shows signs of the Zodiac,
constellations and the sun's declination north

and south. When the sun hand passes on
the declination circle, or on the point of in-
tersection of the equator and the ecliptic it
shows the equinoxes, and when the sun
passes on 233/2° the solstices.

On the back of the watch there are
three more dials and also an opening

through one of them in which is visible part
of the tourbillon, with the balance and es-
capement. A small opening near the top of
the dial is for the purpose of showing the
days of the week. On either side of this are
small dials indicating the hours of sunrise
and sunset. Round the extreme edge of the
large dial are the figures for the days of
the month, also round the upper half of the
dial, the equation of time is indicated.

This watch is believed to be unique.
Though many of the actions have been fre-
quently made before, both singly and in
various combinations, no other watch has
combined such a variety of different
mechanisms. Not only is it remarkable for
its complexity, but the workmanship is car-
ried out in the best possible manner. It will
not surprise anyone to know that this watch
has taken upwards of four years to produce,
nor that it is, in consequence, very costly,
its value being placed at close on h000. It
has been made expressly to the order of an
American gentleman, who is an enthusiast
in complicated horological productions and,
what is perhaps rarer, has taste and ap-
preciation for fine workmanship.

Dip Silvering Without Electricity

The following is a very satisfactory
silver dip without the use of the electric cur-
rent, says the London Jeweler and Metal-
worker. Small articles of copper, brass,
composition iron, steel and other alloys in
which copper forms the basic metal, can be
coated with silver by simply dipping them in
the hot solution, if they are perfectly clean.
The deposit of silver will be white, but very
thin, so that the cost of a silvered surface
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will be very little by this method. The solu-
tion is best prepared for use in an enameled
iron vessel, and the ingredients consist of:

Fine silver for nitrate  5 dwts.
Cyanide of potassium  1%2 oz.
Water   I quart

The silver, in the form of grain fine
silver, is dissolved in nitric acid and water,
about one-half ounce of each, and then
evaporated down to a small quantity or until
it begins to thicken in consistency, when it
is placed aside to cool, at which stage it will
shoot into crystals. Dissolve the cyanide in
about half a pint of the water. Dissolve the
crystallized nitrate of silver in another half-
pint of the water, and then mix the two to-
gether with gentle stirring. The cyanide of
potassium and nitrate of silver may be dis-
solved together in one lot of water, but it is
better to dissolve each separately in different
portions of the water which is to make up
the "dip," and then mix the two, as the solu-
tion of each is rendered more complete.
Water is then added to make up to one
quart. This dip must be used hot, and the
most suitable temperature is about 1800 F.

The thoroughly cleaned articles, slung
on copper wires, upon being dipped into this
solution become silvered almost immedi-
ately ; if the process is carried out with skill,
and the instructions carefully followed, a
white coating of silver, with a beautiful ap-
pearance, will be the result. If the sur face
of the articles is bright, and a very thin
coating only is required, the articles will
come out of the "dip" perfectly bright, but
if a thick deposit is required, the articles will
have to remain longer in the "dip," when
they will come out of the solution with a
dull matt appearance. Dead surfaces also
receive the silver deposit in a dead condition.
A much larger quantity of cyanide of po-
tassium is required in a simple dipping so-
lution than in an electro-plating solution ; a
large quantity of free cyanide—that is, more
than sufficient to hold the silver in the liquid
state—is needed. To make it work well
about six times the weight of the fine silver
intended to be used in the dip is necessary.

A silver solution which contains no free
cyanide cannot be used for a "dip," and one
which contains only a small quantity does
not give a good coating of silver, the film
not being of good color. The action of the
free cyanide being that it attacks the metal
of which the articles are composed, and, as
their surfaces become slightly dissolved, the
silver is released from the solution in equiva-
lent proportions and takes the place of the
removed metal. This solution should not be
replenished by new additions of cyanide and
nitrate of silver, but only with water, to
make up for that lost by evaporation.

As the color suffers, it is much prefer-
able to use it until the silver is exhausted,
and then empty the remains into the waste
tub for subsequent treatment for the re-
covery of the precious metals, for experi-
ence has found that a dip of this description
does not give good results when replenished
time after time, for which reason it is best
to use a dip to exhaustion, and then make
a new one. If a new bath works slow, then
it is admissible to increase the silver nitrate
and, maybe, the cyanide of potassium also.
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The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRAOE•MARK REGISTERED

41, Special attention given to the

execution of special orders for

hand made cases.
delivery.

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

Prompt

WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

:: NEW YORK
704 MARKET STREET

Codding &Holborn Co.
MAKERS OF

BUCKLES, SASH PINS, VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS,

WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In Sterling and Gold Filled

Do not forget that we are still headquarters for

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In German and Sterling Silver

whose popularity has never diminished, and
whose demand is acknowledged greater than ever

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE: - - - - - - - 13 MAIDEN LANE

SAN FRANCISCO : - H. C. VAN NESS & CO., 150 POST STREET

You want your dollars to WORK
for you? (IYou don't want to

throw them away? (Then be care-

ful how you choose a school to learn

Watchmaking, Engraving
or Jewelry Work
We truly believe we are con-
ducting the best school; there
is not space enough here to tell
you why, but write us your
address and we will send our
book of information, which
fully explains everything.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School
of Watchmaking and Engraving

Lancaster Pennsylvania

June, 19°9 T H E KEYST ONE

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this departmentmust send name and address—not for publication, hut as auevidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-mous conuntinications. Questions will be answered in theorder in which they are received.

"Wood."—I have an old wooden clock move-
ment and I wish to use it in a six-foot mission
frame. Can you inform me how I can use a 24-
inch pendulum on same and get the time front it?
It is a one-day clock, and I also wish same to run
eight days.—The alterations you suggest cannot
well be made on the movement described. It
would hardly be any more work, and would surely
give more satisfactory results to design and build
a clock movement outright. We suggest that you
read "Reid's Treatise on Clock and Watchmak-
ing," if you want to build a movement. This book
is now out of print, but can be found in many
libraries.

"Telegraph."—I should like to have a little ad-
vice from your technical department in regard to
regulators. Our town has no railroad so it is hard
to keep the correct standard time, and it is also
hard to get the right time. I have not been in
business more than a couple of years and do not,
know as much about regulators as could be de-
sired, but I do know that it would be to the best of
my interest if I could get things arranged so that
there would be less chance of getting away from
the right time. Some watchmakers do not pay
much attention to the final regulating and adjust-
ment of watches sent in for repairs, but this is
where I do not shirk my work any, and it is, there-
fore, necessary for me to have an accurate regula-
tor. My regulator is a 21 jeweled Elgin, No. 349.
Since I had it adjusted to close position at the fac-
tory last September it seems to have kept very
close time, and I only set it once since then, and
that was about three months ago, when I set it
ahead about two minutes, but was not sure
whether it zgas the right time or not as it was not
taken from the wire. About a month ago it ap-
peared that I had the right time to the minute, but
here lately it seems that I am from five to seven
minutes fast, so you see I am up against some
trouble again.—There are several ways in which
you can get correct time. Doubtless you have
telephone connections; the easiest way would be to
arrange with someone in the nearest town where
there is a Western Union or a railroad telegraph
office to which standard time is telegraphed, and
have it so you could telephone there at a certain
time, every week, or twice a week, and get tune
correctly. Another way would be to use a "transit
instrument" to take time from the sun; this would
give you "local" time. Local time must be trans-
lated to standard time by the use of tables, which
would be furnished by the maker of the transit
instrument. In suggesting these ways of get-
ting correct time we are assuming that you
do not have a telegraph office in your town.
If you could so arrange it, of course the most
convenient way to get correct time is to have
put in one of the clocks of the Western Union
Telegraph Company, which will be electrically
wound and set every hour to standard time. We
note that you use a watch for a regulator ; you
would find a pendulum clock much more satisfac-
tory; a soundly made clock is a more reliable
timekeeper than a watch.

"Hurt."—(t) Does it hurt to cyanide a balance
wheel or hairspring that is adjusted to tempera-
ture?—It doesn't hurt in any way to dip a balance
wheel or hairspring in solution of cyanide of
potassium. We must, however, remind you of
the necessity for care not to make the solution too
strong. A lump of about a cubic inch is enough
for one-half pint of water. In dipping the bal-
ance do not leave it long in the solution, but take
it out once or twice and as soon as the tarnish has

disappeared from the brass rinse it in clear water ;
a more thorough way is then to wash it with
soap and water applied with a brush.

(2) What is the best way to give the pallet
stones more draw when the slot in pallet is too
narrow to permit stone being moved in that direc-
tion?—To open up the slot in the pallet you will
have to use a regular escapement file, or a copper
file charged with diamond powder if the pallet is
quite hard. These files, in various shapes, are
sold by all tool dealers.

"Complex."—Kindly inform me where the
true points of pinning are, that is, on a spring that
is isochronal. Either the Phillips coil or the flat
spring, where is the difference in either? I think
it is between the stud and regulator pins. Ant I
rightl—A very complex action is occasioned in
the balance spring by the use of regulator pins.
We cannot consider the regulator pins the true
point of pinning, because there is a slight vibration
of the portion of spring between the stud and
regulator pins, even when the pins closely em-
brace the spring; it is a sort of reflex action, and
one cannot calculate any such a thing as a "mean
location" of a pinning point. You must be satis-
fied to consider the pinning point as at the stud,
but modified variously by the regulator pins.

"Whit."—Will you please give me the notes
and the order they are struck in.clocks that strike
the Whittington chimes? I know they strike on
nine bells, but don't know the notes or the order
they strike.—We give the notes for Whittington
chimes, the measures numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4. At

quarter past the hour the peal numbered it is
struck; at half-past, i and 2; at a quarter of the
next hour, I, 2 and 3; before the hour, I, 2, 3 and
4, all in the order given. Then, of course, follows
the hour, on a bell or gong of lower pitch than the
lowest one of the chimes.

"Axes."—What is the matter with this watch,
sold last Christmas? Seems to stop any time.
Picking watch up will cause it to start, and balance
takes a splendid motion. Keeps good time while
it runs. / suspect the train depths are at fault, but
cannot locate the trouble as it is impossible to pick
movement up without it starting to run again.
Draw is 0. K.; enough freedom between safety
pin and roller. Jezvel pin fits 0. K. The fact
that the watch takes such a splendid motion seems
to exclude any escapement trouble.—First, see if
there is not some minor defect, such as the hands
catching, or a loose dial (will allow dial to fall
against second hand in certain positions) ; there are
some small obscure faults which are easily over-
looked, but, if located, save a great deal of
trouble in looking for more serious faults. If you
find no such trouble, however, it would be well
next to examine each depth in the train. Take
off the dial, dial train and balance, and take out the
pallet fork and arbor. With a blunt pegwood
point press against the top of the escape wheel
pivot, and, by pushing on the center wheel, start
the train slowly in motion. You may conic to a
place where it stops, and, if so, you should be able
to locate without trouble the particular depth at
which the stoppage occurred. If this does not
show up any trouble, take out the wheels and ex-
amine the teeth carefully with an eyeglass to see
whether there are any slightly bent ; then try them
in your calipers to see if they are true. If this
does not disclose a fault, try each couple of wheels
and pinions in the watch, that is, without any of
the other wheels and pinions of the train; putting
a little pressure with the pegwood point on the
top of one of the pivots, turn the pair of wheels
by the other one and note the freedom as every
few teeth pass through the pinion. This may dis-
close an unevenness in the teeth or leaves which
will have to be corrected, either by rounding up
the wheel or by putting in a new wheel and pinion.
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"Set."—W ill you please explain fully how I
ntay tell when a mainspring is set in the barrel and
is no good?'—As long as the balance of a watch
moves with a good full motion you can take it
that the mainspring is in good condition. When
the motion of the balance is sluggish and vibra-
tions of small extent the cause may be a "set"
mainspring. The only way to tell whether or not
the spring is set is to take it out of the barrel and
see what shape it assumes when it is free. If it
opens out widely with plenty of space between the
coils that indicates that it still possesses elasticity
and "life," but if it remains with the coils close
together, it has lost its elasticity and must be re-
placed by a new spring. Of course, you know the
appearance of a good spring before it is put in the
barrel ; you have noticed about how much sepa-
rated the coils are from one another ; we will say,
for purposes of comparison, that the spring when
taken out of the barrel should be not much less
spread than the new spring, although, of course,
the spring after use will not open up as widely as
the new one.

"Model No. 2."—Your book entitled "Watch
and Clock Escapements" reached me in due time,
and I consider it very practical for a book of its
kind though hardly complete. In describing a
large escapement you do not give any instructions
in regard to what material to make the balance
wheel out of, or .where a suitable hairspring or
pallets can be procured.—See answer to "Model"
in "Workshop Notes" in June, 19°8, KEYSTONE.

"Cal."—I write to find out if you can help me
regulate my regulator. After the "shake" (I am
located in California) I sent to the Seth Thomas
people for a good regulator. The one I got from
them is listed in their catalogue at $455, Page 69,
No. 15. It is a single-jar mercurial pendulum. I
would get it going close and it would stay close
for possibly a week, when all at once it would be
from five to twenty seconds out. I would turn the
nut fully a turn and it would run all 0. K. for
some time, then out again and I would have to
turn the nut away back. I thought possibly it was
not solid enough. I cut away the floor and had a
concrete foundation front the ground up. That
did not seem to help it. The clock is perfectly
level and in perfect beat and solid; yet it will vary
sometimes fast and then again slow. I wrote the
Seth Thomas people and they told me to measure
mercury in jar. It is all correct according to this
measurement. I get the time front the Western
Union Telegraph Company.—If you have the
proper proportion of mercury in the pendulum
jar, so the pendulum is not over-compensated or
under-compensated, the next most likely cause of
the trouble you mention would seem to be a loose-
ness somewhere in the pendulum hangings. Start-
ing at the pendulum spring, examine everything
from there to the base of the clock, which could
possibly be loose in such a way as to allow the
suspension of the pendulum to vibrate. Such a
defect could produce the effect you mention. You
may have the clock set level on a perfectly solid
foundation, and yet this looseness inside the clock
would be just as damaging to the time-keeping as
it would be to have the case mounted on a shaky
foundation.

"Anchor."---In regard to oiling the anchor
fork so that the roller jewel glides with a little oil
on it, I have always done this with good results
and have heard good watch»takers say to do so,
and again have heard some say never to oil it.
Now who is right?—We know there is much dis-
cussion of the question whether or not to oil roller
jewels; but we are satisfied that it is better not to
oil them, because the oil does not stay where it is
needed, but spreads out over other parts, where it
collects dirt, which may clog the fork and roller
action.

"Natural."—Could you tell me how I could
get steel back to its natural color after tempering
it in oil?—The only way to get steel back to its
natural color after tempering it in oil is to grind
the black oxide from the surface with emery, or
something similar. A piece of medium grain
emery paper or emery cloth, dipped in oil, is about
the most satisfactory means you can employ.

1
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for—"Ball

Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satis1eid Customers—most desirable " profit."

3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case —No 
long regulation. Thus

saving your time is " profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A " profit proposition " straight through for every reliable 
retail jeweler.

darWrite for booklet of facts and figures.
We want an authorized agent in

every locality.

"CP WEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

CUCKOO CLOCKS
As Gifts for

June Brides

" There's No Gift Clock Like a

CUCKOO CLOCK"

BECAUSE our Cuckoo Clocks
are so admirably suited for
wedding gifts, they are im-

mensely popular for this purpose.
We make, on a quality basis, the
best selling line of Cuckoo Clocks
sold in America.

We have recently added a
number of striking inexpensive
designs in mission style especially
adapted for use in bungalows,
lodges, summer homes and
cottages. Our catalogue and
supplements cheerfully sent to any
dealer sending his request on his
business stationery.

•AMERICAN CUCKOO-CLOCK COMPANY
Cuckoo Clocks cg,t, Unusual Clocks

STATION S. PHILADELPHIA

Monograms for Gift Goods
A busy season for the engraver

is now here. Practically every
wedding and anniversary gift
will call for a monogram or in-
scription, and the engraver will
have urgent need of every aid to
facilitate his work. One of these
which is especially valuable and
merely nominal in p-ice is

The Keystone
Portfolio of Monograms

a collection of unique models which will give distinction to any
engraving department. There is now an insatiable craze for
" something different," and this applies to monograms. The
portfolio admirably fills this want. It contains 12 i original
designs of two and three letters. The designs are printed
from steel plates on stiff; durable paper.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of firice, 5o cents (2.c.)

Published by

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

1201 Ileyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

COMPLETE COURSE ON ESCAPEMENTS

The most- complete and thorough work on escapements ever written, is the well-known treatise

WATCH AND CLOCK ESCAPEMENTS
This book was compiled by two of the most accomplished and experienced teachers of horology in the United

States, and their skill in imparting their knowledge to students is shown on every page of the book, both in

text and in illustration,
Bound in cloth-198 pages, 200 original illustrations

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (Gs. 3d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO., 809=811=813 North 19th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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I WORKSHOP/
‘VT:\-NOTES
Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-

ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
Indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Bowler."—Kindly give instructions
for making a bowl of sheet copper or silver.
I wish the hammer marks to show.—The
following method, after Wilson, will give
you the information you desire : Take a
sheet of metal, size 14 if the cup is to be
small, to 16 if the cup is fairly large. Cut
out a circle the diameter of which is a little
larger than the contour of the cup. Take
the compasses and lightly scratch on one
side of the sheet a series of concentric
circles, the smallest about an inch in
diameter, increasing the radius of the sue-

1:1G. 12

ceeding circles by quarter inches. These
circles are to guide the hammer strokes.
Now take a round-headed boxwood mallet
and beat the metal into a rough cup shape
by beating it into a cup-shaped hollow in a
wooden beating-block. This rough cup or
shallow bowl must now be hammered into
shape with a hammer shaped as in Fig. 12
on a stake shaped as in Fig. 13. Then begin
on the inside and with the round-faced
hammer, and keeping the elbow close to the
side, beat round in circles, using the ham-
mer.from the wrist and not from the elbow.
Repeat this, taking care to keep the blows
in concentric circles and to work regularly
until the metal begins to take shape and
to feel springy. Then anneal it, and, still
using the same stake, beat on the outside
from the innermost circle outward, taking

FIG. 13

care to leave the thickness of the brim un-
touched. It may happen that the cup has
become uneven in shape ; this can be reme-
died after heating by beating it out again
from the inside, with the box mallet, into
the cup-shaped depression on the beating-
Nock. Care must be taken not to stretch
the metal unduly while doing this.

The work is then continued and is al-
most wholly done from the outside, still
keeping the blows in circles, turtling the cup
round with the left hand. A skilful hani-
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merman at this stage, by regulating the in-
clination of the hammer face, can drive the
metal in any direction, thickening the rim
or the bottom or the sides of the cup as may
be necessary. After the shaping of the cup
is completed it must be planished by using
a Hammer with a polished face, on a stake
also polished for this purpose. When care-
fully done this leaves the surface true and
bright and covered all over with brilliant
facets. This method produces a cup beaten

- STAKE

VICE

FIG. 14

out of one piece. The form can naturally
be varied at will, but it will often be found
that the shapes taken by the cup during the
progress of the work are much more inter-
esting than those we set out to do.

"Transferer."—Will you kindly tell me
how to take a transfer from a spoon bowl
for engraving, and also the material to use
—There are several compounds for trans-
ferring, ut the writer has found the follow-
ing to be the best: 3 parts beeswax, 3 parts
tallow, I part Canada balsam, i part olive
oil. The best means of bringing attention
to the manner in which the transfer wax is
used would be to assume that we have a
dozen teaspoons of one pattern to engrave.
First, the initials are engraved on one spoon.
Having designed the letters for the spoon,
using the transfer wax to deaden the sur-
face to design through, the letters are then
engraved, but no deeper than they would
be if a transfer was not to be made from
them. Mention is made here of this fact
for the reason that it has been advocated
by some artists that the design from which
a transfer is to be taken should be cut deeper
than any of the others ; the workman is cau-
tioned against this ; they should all be cut
the same depth. The usual depth is suffi-
cient to hold wax to transfer from one to
two dozen. After the design is engraved
the surface is wiped off, then with the point
of a knife or the point of the graver a small
quantity is taken from the box and put onto
the spoon over the letters ; then with the
finger the wax is rubbed into the incision,
the engraver exercising great care to fill the
lines of all the letters with the wax and wipe
off as much from the surface as is possible.
The final wiping of the surface can best be
accomplished by using the palm of the hand.
The workman should be cautious to rub
delicately, otherwise the wax will be rubbed
out of the incisions ; the theory, therefore, it
will be observed, is to fill the incisions with

the wax even with the surface of the metal
and at the same time remove all the wax
from the surface.

Next, take a piece of substantial writ-
ing paper, dampened by wetting it between
the lips or in a dish containing water ; the
piece of paper should be larger than the
spoon handle. One corner of the wet piece
of paper should be placed over the spoon
handle at some selected point for a guide;
if the spoon is a fancy pattern, one of the
ornamental edges of the handle should be
used as a guide, and then from that point
for an inch or two toward the end of the
handle another guide likewise selected
should be used so as to keep a perfect align-
ment, while if the design was a perfectly
plain one, after the paper is thoroughly
pressed down it should be trimmed off at
the edges all the way around with a pair of
scissors, which would answer as a guide for
correspondingly placing it on the other
.spoons; having thus found the guide, the
wet paper is properly placed and a piece of
dry paper is held down over the wet ; then,
holding both papers firmly between the
thumb and index finger, burnish thoroughly.

Wherever workmen have failed to ob-
tain good results in transferring, investiga-
tion has proved that the fault was entirely
due to the fact that they did not burnish the
paper down sufficiently ; delicately rubbing
a burnish over the paper is not sufficient to
press the paper down into the engraved in-
cisions. The burnishing should be thorough.
It will be necessary to bear on very hard ; in
fact, so hard that frequently the paper will,
from the severe burnishing, crinkle up, and,
in some cases, it is necessary to change the
dry paper and use a second strip, of course,
retaining the original wet paper without re-
moving it.

After having burnished the paper down
securely, as above mentioned, the dry paper
is removed, and, with the point of a knife,
the wet paper is peeled off and it will remove
the wax from the engraved incisions and the
letters will be perfectly embossed in the
reverse on the underside of the dampened
paper. Now we arrive at the point where
a great many experience difficulty. It is no
more than reasonable for a thoughtful man
to concede the fact that if one should place
the embossed impression in the reverse down
onto the first spoon and burnish it or press
it very hard with the index finger that it
would crowd out or squeeze out the wax
forming the letters, making each bar double
its regular size. If the writer were to state
to a beginner or a non-technical man that
each of the twelve impressions should be
treated with a different pressure in placing
the paper onto the spoon handle he would
possibly doubt the ability of an operator to
exercise such perfect control of his muscles
as to make twelve different degrees of pres-
sure, but that is substantially what it
amounts to, therefore the reader will ob-
serve the necessity of the operator placing
the paper on the first spoon to which the
transfer is to be made by pressing down or
rubbing his finger over it very delicately, a
slight touch sufficing to obtain a good im-
pression. The next spoon should receive
practically the same pressure, possibly a little
more, and so on through the entire dozen.
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The New Attleboro Sanitarium

A Monument to the Public Spirit and Gener
-

osity of the Manufacturing Jewelers

of Attleboro

An impressive evidence of the higher

humanity characteristic of our time and a

notable monument to the public spirit of the

citizenship of Attleboro, is the

new sanitarium which, largely

through the generosity of the

manufacturing jewelers, has been

erected in that city. The com-

pleted structure is conceded by

those competent to judge to be

one of the finest sanitariums in

the United States. The location

is both convenient and appropri-

ate. Though situated only a

mile and a quarter from the rail-

road station at Attleboro, with its

forty trains a day, the surround-

ings are entirely rural, consisting

of broad fields, meadows and

beautiful woodlands. An interurban electric

line passes the building every fifteen min-

utes, which makes it easily accessible.

The building, which is 276 feet long

and four stories high, is built of solid stone

in elegant Romanesque architecture, and

was erected at a cost of over $300,000. The

furnishings and equipment are the very best

that money can buy. There are twenty-five

rooms and suites with

private baths. Twenty

rooms with open fire

places. From every win-

dow the view stretches

away over a most pleasant

'landscape. The air is pure

and health-giving, free

from dust and smoke.

The building is supplied

in every part with the

purest spring water, which

flows from the base of the

hill on which it stands.

The farm, which consists

of ninety-five acres, sup-

plies the table with the

freshest and best produce.

A clean, sanitary dairy,

consisting of twenty care-

fully-selected cows, fur-

nishes the guests with the

richest milk and cream.

Over two hundred hens supply the freshest

eggs.
The medical work is under the super-

vision of Drs. Charles C. and Mary B.

Nicola, who are well-known in connection

with sanitarium work in New England.

After graduating from the University Of

Michigan, these physicians spent several

years in connection with the well-known

Battle Creek (Mich.) Sanitarium. For

eight years they were in charge of The New

England Sanitarium near Boston. They

are assisted in their work by a very efficient

corps of nurses, trained both at Battle Creek

Approach to the sanitarium

and under their own supervision in The

New. England Sanitarium. The culinary

department is presided over by a specially

trained sanitarium chef.

The equipment is the finest procurable,

being selected by those whose knowledge

of the needs of such an institution was

founded on long experience. The institu-

tion is the property of a company entitled
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assure for it a notable history among the

institutions of its kind. Prominent among

these is John M. Fisher, of J. M. Fisher &

Co., president of the company. Through

the generosity also of the manufacturing

jewelers a sufficient amount of money was

raised to pay the taxes of the sanitarium plant

for three years and to cover the water bills

for the same period. The city has

shown its interest by taxing the

property as lightly as possible.

The names of the subscribers

to the fund to defray taxes and

water expenses for three years

are as follows:

J. L. Sweet and Harold E. Sweet,
of the R. F. Simons Com-
pany.

A. R. Crosby, of the A. R. Crosby
Company.

F. W. Lincoln, of J., M. Fisher
& Co.

Fontneau & Cook Company.
S. 0. Bigney & Co.
Ervin V. Sweet and C. 0. Sweet.

of the C. 0. SAreet & Son Co.
VV. H. Lamb, of the C. H. Allen Company.
John Anthony, chain manufacturer.
Chas. M. Robbins & Co.
Fred L. Torrey, of the Fred L. Torre\

Company.
Bliss Bros. Company.
Finberg Manufacturing Company.
S. M. Einstein, of the Attleboro Manufac

turing Company.
A. S. Ingraham.

Main building of sanitarium

"The Attleboro Sanitarium and Hospital

Company," with a capital stock of $225,000.

A large part of this stock is owned by the

manufacturing jewelers in the city, who are

deeply interested in the success of the in-

stitution and whose support will doubtless

C. H. Allen, of the C. 11
Allen Company.

David Low, for the D. I;
Briggs Company.

H. D. Baker, of the H. S
Baker Company.

H. B. Richardson, 0
Smith & Richardson

The institution, evet,

thus early, has been ver

liberally patronized, it •

record for the time bein

probably higher than thti

of any similar institutioi.

Its patrons, too, are of

character that reflects it ,

high standing. The bill

of the demand seems to I)

for the highest priceil

rooms and there is at pres-

ent accommodation fi.r

over one hundred. Mai

of the most prominy•

manufacturing j ew e 1 •

and other business men of Providence ;I , '

vicinity have honored it with visits and 11;1 ,•

spoken highly of its possibilities. • An

boro is very justly proud of this instituti,

which it can legitimately claim as its 0

precious possession.

THERE IS SOMETHING
BEHIND OUR TRADE MARK

42$
ltis the"Hall Mark"

of Quality and the

Bond which

Guarantees

the Perfection

of all our

Work.

EISENSTADT NEG CO.
SAI NT LOUIS
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Annual Meeting West Virginia

Retail Jewelers' Association

The fourth annual conveo I m of the West

Virginia Retail Jewelers' Association opened

May 17th in the McLure Hotel, Wheeli
ng. The

meeting was called to order by President 
T. A.

Westmyer and the address of welcome was 
made

by Mayor Schmidt, who turned the city 
over to

the jewelers.
Hon. Henry Zilliken, Senator, watchmaker,

clockmaker and lawmaker, from Wells
burg, re-

sponded to the Mayor's address. Yes, there are

a few jewelers down in West Virgi
nia who are

perfectly capable to help make laws, the 
optometry

law passed by the
I ast Legislature
being proof of the
fact, much of the
credit for this
piece of legislation
being due to Legis-
lator Zilliken.

Some thought
that the Mayor
made a mistake
when he placed the
jewelers in charge
of the city as they
promptly pro-
ceeded to take pos-
session. The first
thing they saw
that looked good
to them was the
fine large automo-
biles, and, before

night, the Mayor was heard to remark: "If

those watch tinkers keep up that speed very lon
g

someone will be run over." Charlie Hancher's

machine can make thirty-five miles an hour and

there were others "just as good."
In the forenoon routine business was trans-

acted. Minutes were read, officers' reports pre-

sented and committees appointed, after which the

convention adjourned until 1.30 P.M.
In the afternoon a number of topics were

taken up and discussed, the question of the na
-

tional association adopting an official organ being

one of the number. A majority of the member
s

believed that they should have some way of com
-

municating with each other, whether it was by an

official organ or through a definite amount of

space in one of the existing journals, so ever
y

retail jeweler in the United States would know

just where to look for such information. This

was discussed quite freely, but no action was taken
.

• The talk of A. C. Thomas on "Optometry"

was quite instructive and much appreciated by th
e

convention.
The representatives to the national convention

at Cincinnati last year presented their report,

which was very complete and satisfactory. On

Tuesday morning President Westmyer delivered

his formal address, which covered the history o
f

the association, what it had accomplished and it
s

future prospects. His discourse was listened to

with much attention and the meeting was much

impressed. Other subjects discussed included:

"What Shall We Charge for Repairs?" "Shall

Watchmakers be Compelled to Pass a State Ex-

amination?" "What is a Fair Selling Price?"

"Why We Should Attend Association Meetings,"

"Are Our Lines Drifting Into Other Channels?"

"Freight by Mail or Parcels Post," etc. In addi-

tion to these there were a "Question Box" and

"Experience Meeting," and both addresses and

discussions proved highly instructive.

The lecture by Charles T. Higginbotham on

"How to Locate and Correct Errors in the Lever

Escapement" was listened to with much attention

and proved highly instructive.
The report of the Committee on Resolutions

was adopted as follows:

Resolved, That we commend and express ap-

predation of the various watch companies who

have made efforts to confine the sale of their

product to the legitimate jewelers, and especially

the South Bend Watch Co., who, by their metho
d

of advertising, tend to strengthen our position

with the consumers.
Resolved, That we commend the Rockford

President Charles N. Handier
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Watch Co. for their recent change in their 
selling

plan by confining their product to the retail

J ewelers.
Resolved, That we commend all silver and

plated ware manufacturers who confine the
 sale

of their product to the legitimate retail
 jewelers

and that we do all in our power to c
o-operate

with these companies who are confining 
the sale

of their products to the legitimate jewelers 
only.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of

manufacturers and jobbers maintaining retail

stores, selling at retail or supplying hotels and

restaurants direct thereby robbing us of profits

which should be justly ours. We ple
dge our-

selves, so far as practical, to confine our 
pur-

chases to manufacturers and jobbers not do
ing a

retail business.
Resolved, That we heartily endorse the plan

of the various companies in establishing a 
fixed

retail selling price on their products
Resolved, That we endorse the provisions in

the tariff bill now before the United States 
Sen-

ate so far as it refers to the stamping of all
 for-

eign made watches, and insist that they re
quire

the makers' names, the number of je
wels and

place of manufacture be plainly stamped 
thereon.

Resolved, That we endorse any federal legis-

lation that will prevent fraudulent advertising 
or

the distribution of the same through the Un
ited

States mails or otherwise.
Resolved, That we heartily endorse the action

of our national association as regards their 
com-

mendation of the Merchants' Trade Journal, 
of

Des Moines, Iowa, for their untiring efforts 
in

behalf of the retail jewelers.
Resolved, That the thanks of this association

be extended to the honorable Mayor of the 
city

of Wheeling for his attendance and pleasing ad
-

dress, the Wheeling papers for their complete re
-

ports concerning our meetings, the various manu
-

facturers and jobbers who have attended our

meetings and made displays for the convenience

of our members, to C. T. Higginbotham for 
his

very instructive and entertaining lecture on "How

to Locate and Correct Errors in the Lever Es
-

capement," to the Wheeling members of this asso-

ciation for their hospitality, kind attentions and

entertainment during our stay in the city, to the

McLure Hotel Co. for courtesy extended and to

all who have assisted in making this meeting 
a

grand success.

The convention was honored by the presence

of President Archibald, of the national organiza
-

tion, whose address is as follows:

It gives me great pleasure to

Progress of appear before you for the

Association second time at your State con-

Work ventions. Some months ago I
had the pleasure to be with

you ill the city of Elkins, at which time you had

a very enthusiastic conven n tio of retail jewelers.

To-day it is gratifying to see such an increase
d

interest in the association work in the Mountai
n

State. This proves to me that the jewelers of

this State are alive to their own interests. You

have had a most pleasing programme during these

two days. Questions of great importance have

been discussed. Each jeweler who has been pres-

ent has certainly received many helpful sugges
-

tions relative to his own business. Each jeweler

who has been present certainly has been filled

with enthusiasm and inspiration in his work.

No doubt each jeweler in this State has read,

from month to month, the most excellent accounts

of association work throughout the United States.

The Mountain State is not alone in organizatio
n

work, for she has more than thirty sister States

working daily and hourly to elevate the retail

jewelry business. You have read of the organiza-

tion and affiliation of the States of Colorado, New

Jersey, Delaware and South Carolina. You have

read of the organization of the great State of

New York. You have read of the great conven-

tion held in the forty-sixth star State of Okla
-

homa. Such conventions as have been held in the

past few months are sowing the seeds of organiza
-

tion deep in the hearts of active retail jewelers.

Such a convention as we have here to-day

will long be remembered by the jeweler; of West

Virginia. Your president has been an old war

horse in convention work. We found him three

years ago in the organization meeting at Rochester,

N. Y. We found him in that convention wit
h his

coat off working for the betterment of the 
retail

jewelers. We find him still to-day at the helm.

He has been your president for several years.

He has done a noble work for you in this S
tate.

Your other officers have been active and the retai
l

jewelers of this State should congratulate them
-

selves on the activity of the officers of your State
.

Through the efforts of the

Work of the American National Retail

Past Year Jewelers' Association man■
milestones of progress have

been set. The work of the past year has set a

standard that is pleasing to every retail jew
eler.

The watch business has taken a new tide in ev
ent -•

Three years ago we had very few watches 
sold

with a fixed selling price; yes, two years ago 
we

had very few watches sold on a fixed selling 
price,

but to-day we can
name a long list of
watches with a
fixed selling price.
These are: the
Hamilton ‘vatch, all
grades ; Howard
watch, all grades ;
South Bend watch,
all grades : Rock-
ford watch, a 11
grades; Illinois
watch, all grades;
Ingersoll-Tr enton
watch, all grades.
The Elgin, Wal-
tham and Hampden
11a v e restrictive
prices on all high-
grade movements.
These last three
companies named
have promised us that soon there will be more

watches on the fixed selling price We maintai
n

that the question is solved when we have all watch

movements sold at a minimum fixed selling price

and enclosed in a gold-filled case with a fixed sell-

ing price. In other words, a watch movement wit
h

a fixed selling price and a gold-filled case with a

fixed selling price will solve the problem.

We are endeavoring to have all gold filled

watch case companies place upon their gold cases

a fixed selling price regardless of whether they

are sold on a watch movement or sold separatel■.
We believe that all gold-filled cases can be sold

at a fixed selling price separately. This is the

slogan for organization work throughout the

United States this year. To this end we have been

bending the energies of the association work for

months.

Secretary A. C. Thomas

There has been an agitation

Selling Only throughout the country of late

Cased Watches for all watch movements to be
sold only cased with a fixed

selling price on the combined case and move-

ment. The illustration of this is more easily

given by citing the Howard or the Lord Elgin.

Every retail jeweler knows exactly what this

means. Every retail jeweler knows what it means

to sell a Howard watch in the specific case in

which it is sold bearing the license mark. It is an

easy matter to sell a watch movement cased in a

specific case which the retail jeweler dare not

change. We are using this means of warning

the retail jewelers of this State, as .well as other

States, that it is a dangerous proposition. We

wish to warn the retail jewelers that if every

watch company ill the United States cased every

movement in a gold-filled case or a solid gold

case and placed upon it a fixed selling price that a

great injustice would be done ',he retail jeweler.

There are about three hundred and fifty differen
t

grade movements of watches made in the United

States. If we place the average price of fifteen

dollars and a half on every complete watch the

total cost of these would be about five thousand

five hundred dollars to have ore complete watch

of each kind in stock and no live jeweler 
could

afford to have in his stock only one grade of

each watch, so, in order to have the minimum

stock that each retail jeweler could carry in orde
r

to do business, he would be compelled to have 
two

or three complete watches of each grade, thu
s

costing him front tell to fifteen thousand dollars to

carry a small stock of watches. This would be 
an

impossibility with more than fifty per cent. of the

retail jewelers of the United States. We believ
e
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that the retail jewelers should be careful in mak-
ing resolutions and in recommending that the
watch companies should case their movements and
sell them cased only. We believe that the better
method is to have a fixed selling price on all
movements without a case and to have a fixed
selling price on every case without the movement.
We will admit that it might be wise to have com-
plete watches sold in the special high grades, but
not in all grades.

Again, a great injustice would
A Possible be done the watch case corn-
Injustice patties if we even could have

all watch movements sold
cased, for the largest gold-filled watch case com-
panies make cases only, and, if all watch move-
ment companies sold their watches cased, some
of these companies would evidently have to go
out of business or become a manufacturer of
watch movements. For these reasons we wish to
warn the retail jeweler of this State to be careful
in the resolutions and the steps taken i elative to
this question of a complete watch.

We believe that it is the duty of every watch
company to confine the sale of their watches to
the legitimate retail jeweler. We all realize that
the retail jeweler is the man who made the sale of
each watch profitable and he is the man who made
the name of each watch popular. No watch that
has ever been started and pushed by some other
line of trade than the retail jeweler ever gained a
name for itself. If the retail jewelers of the
United States would refuse to sell any make of
watch for five consecutive years that make of
watch would soon become extinct. We believe it
is good business on the part of every watch
manufacturer to place his watches in the hands of
the retail jeweler. We think the time has come
when it will be a pleasure to every watch com-
pany to place their watches in the hands of the
legitimate retail jeweler.

Minimum 
Another forward step, brought
about through the instrumen-

Selling Price tality of the retail jewelers' or-
ganization is the minimum

prices secured in some brands of silverware and
also the placing in the hands of the legitimate
retail jeweler much of the best grades of silver-
ware. We believe that all leading silverware
companies will soon be glad to place in the hands
of the retail jewelers only their standard makes
of silverware. We do not believe that the time
will ever come that all the cheap grades of silver-
ware will be placed in the hands of the retail
jewelers, but that all standard makes of good sil-
verware will be confined to the jewelry line.

The national organization of retail jewelers
is working on a trade-mark proposition which will
be very profitable to the retail jewelers. The
trade-mark has been agreed upon and the con-
tracts written and signed. The purpose of this
trade-mark is to have manufacturers make goods
bearing the association trade-mark, which goods
will be sold only to members of the jewelers' as-
sociations. By this means association goods will
be pushed through the retailers selling them and
will become popular for the reasons that they will
contain a fixed quality and a standard mark show-
ing who the maker is, what the karat is and also
guaranteeing the above facts to be true.

We believe that every State should have a
horological law requiring watchmakers to be ex-
amined and licensed by a committee appointed by
the Governor of each respective State. By means
of such a law cheap watchmakers, or those having
no .experience and no training, would be elimi-
nated from the business until they prepared them-
selves fully to pass a State examination. Such a
measnre would be helpful to every retail jeweler.

Prevails 
day between the manufacturer,
The relationships existing to-

Harmony
the jobber and the retail
jeweler is harmonious. Meet-

ings have been held between the executive com-
mittees of these respective bodies and a feeling of
harmony exists. Many important steps for the
betterment of the manufacturer, the jobber and
the retailer were consummated. To-day the job-
bers are eliminating entirely retailing from the
same store front which they wholesale. Also job-
bers are cutting out sending catalogues to men in
other lines of business. They are confining their
price lists to sealed mail. I do not believe that a
manufacturer or jobber should send catalogues to
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anyone except the legitimate retail jeweler who is
a customer and that the price list should always
be sent by settled mail.

For ibout four months we
Local have advocated the organiza-
Organizations tion of rotund tables or jewel-

ers' clubs in every town and
every city throughout the United States. This
seems to be a popular chord, for in many cities
and towns throughout this country round tables
and clubs have already been organized. These
clubs where organized are meeting, some once
every week, and some every two weeks and others
once a month. They meet in the respective stores
or halls secured for this purpose. Subjects re-
ferring to their business and the difficulties arising
daily are discussed at these meetings. They have
been most helpful so far. The greatest factor in
these weekly or monthly meetings is the good
feeling and fellowship that exists among the re-

J. P. Archibald

tail jewelers attending such functions. The word
"competitor" has been a harsh, cold word used
for generations in the past and the retail jeweler
has always had an ill feeling toward the com-
petitor. This is being eliminated daily through
the round table movement. It has taken hold of
so many thousands of jewelers throughout this
country that we believe the time has come when
we should entirely eliminate the word "com-
petitor" and should use the word "business asso-
ciate." I would advise that each retal jeweler
would speak of his competitor in these terms, call-
ing him always his "business associate." This
takes away the unfriendly sound and appearance
of meanness and also the unkind word called
"knocking." Call your brother in the business
your "business associate."

We believe organization work
The Work of has done more for the retail
Organization jeweler in the past three years

than anything that has been
done for the last half century. There is yet a
great work to be accomplished. Only the elements
of success have been achieved. Only the seed has
been sown. This seed must grow and ripen into
fruit before all the desired results can be obtained.
It is now important that each retail jeweler
should become interested in association work and
help to uplift himself and his brother jeweler.
Our own welfare and our own business interests
depend entirely upon our attitude in association
work.

The retail jeweler needs to be lifted from his
downtrodden paths. He needs education. He
needs to be put in touch with broader ideas. He
needs to come in contact with other men. He has
spent so many years of his life with a glass on
his eye looking into the wheels of a watch that
his mental conception has been narrowed down
until he cannot see a broader horizon in business.

Many of these abuses to which we have re-
ferred, and of which every retail jeweler has been
aware, has been brought about by inacti-ity. The
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only way to overcome the abuses is to put life and
activity into business interests. Brother jeweler,
I ask you to awaken from your slumbers and to
become active in association work.

Election of officers for the ensuing year re-
sulted as follows: President, Chas. N. Hancher,
Wheeling, W. Va.; first vice-president, Chas. E.
Baab, Parkersburg; Henry Zilliken, Wellsburg;
second vice-president, Ralph Erhard, Davis; third
vice-president, Grafton; fourth vice-president, W.
T. Eisensmith, Charleston; fifth vice-president,
A. C. Thomas, Sistersville, secretary; B. F. Robin-
son, Clarkesburg, treasurer; representatives to
national meeting at Omaha, C. A. Keefer, Grafton,
and W. I.,. Jones, Martinsburg.

The local committee on reception consisted of
C. N. Handler, chairman; Wm. Lukens, J. F.
Murphy and T. A. Westmyer.

Among the out-of-town members who regis-
tered for the meeting were: W. L. Jones, Mar-
tinsburg; Chas. E. Baab, Parkersburg; S. R.
Caldwell, Wellsburg; E. C. Lawson, Huntington;
H. D. Arthur, Mannington; S. L. O'Neal, Phil-
ippi; J. C. Cunningham, Elkins; A. C. Thomas,
Sistersville; W. L. Hoskins, Weston ; C. A. Clark,
Smithfield; A. N. Kiefer, Grafton ; J. 13. Tory,
Benwood: Thomas L. Maurer, Elm Grove, and
Henry Zilliken, Wellsburg.

Other visitors' included W. A. Nichol, repre-
senting White-Haines Optical Co., Columbus;
R. J. Sine, with Julius King Optical Company,
Yew York; V. C. Regan, with South Bend Watch
Company; Henry Sheff, of Sheff Brothers, Wheel-
ing; G. E. McDonald, with J. T. Mauran Manu-
facturing Company, Providence, and Joseph M.
Rosenbach, with Rockford Watch Company,
Rockford, Ill.

The Hagcnback show proved an irresistible
attraction to the visiting jewelers and it seemed as
if the Mayor had forgotten to notify the show
people that the jewelers were in charge, for the
suggestion was made that they be summarily
thrown into the lions' den, but the visitors did not
manifest any fear for the lions, or for the snakes
for that matter.

Minnesota Jewelers and Opticians in
Joint Meeting

A joint meeting of the Minnesota State Asso-
ciation of Optometrists, the Northwestern Optical
Association and the Minnesota Retail Jewelers'
Association will be held at the Hotel VVest, in
Minneapolis, July loth to 22d, inclusive. Arrange-
ments are being completed for speakers outside
the local organizations in addition to three papers
by members of each of the local bodies.

On Thursday, July 22d, the three associations
will join in a holiday trip to Lake Minnetonka;
leaving Minneapolis at r P.M. via trolley car. At
Big Island Park the various amusement features
will be enjoyed, music, dancing, etc. At 6 P.M. a
picnic dinner will have been prepared for the
hungry, but preceding and following this a boat
trip may be enjoyed.

Manufacturers and jobbers are invited to
make displays, both jewelry and optical. Space
Nvill be free of charge.

South Dakota Retail Jewelers'
Association

The annual meeting of the Soul II Dakota Re-
tail Jewelers' Association will be I old in Aber-
deen on June 17th and 18th. As this is the date of
the North and South Dakota Home Coming there
will be a reduction in fare of one-fifth on all rail-
roads. An elaborate programme is being pre-
pared for the occasion and it is expected that a
large proportion of the jewelers of the city will
be present. New officers will be elected and
many matters of trade importance discussed.

Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association
The annual meeting of the above association

will be held in Baltimore on September 12th. The
officers are planning a very elaborate programme
for this occasion and expect a large attendance of
the jewelers of the State. Detailed information of
the meeting will be given in a later issue, but the
jewelers are urged thus early to make their plans
Si) that they can attend this meeting.
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Annual Exhibition New England
Watchmakers' Club

On May ixth and 12th the New England

Watchmakers' Club held its second annual exhi-

bition, which is known as the "Manufacturers'

Exhibit and Business Display." The exhibition

was held in the club rooms at 17 Bromfield Street,

Boston, and was such a success that the officers

of the club have no longer any doubt about the

growing interest which they can cultivate in this

annual feature. Though the exhibit was not very

aggressively advertised many jewelers from all

parts of New England journeyed to the city to

view it and returned home well satisfied. The

arrangements made by the club were most satis-

factory both to the exhibitors and to the visitors,

all of whom expressed their appreciation.

Among those who had exhibits were the fol-

lowing:
Austin & Stone, Attleboro,

Mass., who exhibited assort-
ments of their chains, bracelets,
fobs, rings, etc.

American Watch Tool Co.,
who displayed and demonstrated
their lathes and attachments.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.,
who had a very imposing dis-
play of electric motors, special
interest being shown in the
variable speed motors. The
exhibit included all styles of
motors used by watchmakers,
jewelers and opticians.

Daniel Pratt's Son, of
Boston; exhibited a display of
clocks, including auto clocks
and clock materials.

E. A. Cowan & Co., of
Boston, had on exhibition two
large show cases of diamonds,
jewelry and watchmakers' tools.

D. C. Percival & Co., of Boston, displayed a

large line of watch tools and engravers' outfits,

and also tools used by opticians. This firm also

exhibited the prize cup to be presented to the
Watchmakers' Club.

The Globe Optical Co., Boston, showed their

well-known optician's workbench, which was run

by a p. motor, and received much attention

from the visiting opticians.
The Waltham Watch Co. had an exhibit of

watch jewels, showing the ruby and sapphire in

the rough and the processes used in bringing the
rough gem to the finished form.

The exhibit had created so much interest that
it was planned that foreman John Rushton, of the
jewel making department of the Waltham com-
pany, should lecture at the next regular meeting
of the club in June, taking as his subject, "Watch
Jewels : Their Construction and Advantage in
Watches."

The club is well pleased with the results of its
efforts and feels encouraged to continue the ex-
hibition as an annual feature.

A feature of this institution which merits the
attention of the New England trade is what is
known as "The Watchmakers' Register Depart-
ment," which opens the way to promotion of every
capable watchmaker who is really fitted for a
better position than that which he now holds. In
a circular issued by the club descriptive of this
department, we find the following statement :
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Scarcely a meeting of our organization but

what there are several inquiries for first-class

workmen. Good workmen, qualified to excel in

some particular respect, are always in demand.

If you believe that this is true, the sooner you

begin to prepare yourself for a place among the

top notchers the better it will be for you.

By listing your application under number, and

not mentioning your name until you decide not to

make a change, we give you the benefit of this

department without danger to your present posi-

tion. It is not a question of how satisfactory your

present position may be ; would you dot be willing

to consider a better one? No capable man can

have too many opportunities. The opportunity

you want. The establishment that can use you

may be in your own town or city. But do you

know of it? Do they know you? This depart-

ment is open to every member of the Watch-

makers' Club in good standing, without extra
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Garman and George S. Katz, of Philadelphia,
made a trip through the State, visiting Easton,
Allentown, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, etc., with the
result that a large addition was made to the Asso-
ciation membership. President Garman says:
"Our association will more than double in mem-
bership this year and would have gained many
more new members, but it has been impossible to
see each one. Seems as though the only way to
get new members is by a personal canvass. The
work is now being done by a very few and it does
not seem reasonable to ask so few to give us so
much of their time which is of so much good to
every jeweler of the State."

The programme arranged for the convention
is as follows :
Call to order.
Roll call.
Reading the minutes.
Appointment of Audit Committee.
Appointment of Resolutions and Law and Con-

stitution Committees.
President's address—Ira D. Garman, Philadelphia.
Application for membership.
Secretary's report.

The exhibit of Austin & Stone, At Mass.

charge. Never before in the history of watch-

making has help like this been offered to ambi-

tious men. You owe it to yourself to keep in

touch with the best workmen in your line; get

their ideas, their methods and profit by their ex-

periences. The world is on the lookout for this

kind of material ; men of quick, decisive action;

those who will say "I Will," and then do it.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion

At a meeting held on May 20th at the Phila-
delphia Jewelers' Club final arrangements were
made for the fourth annual convention of the
Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association, which
will be held in Harrisburg June 3d and 4th. This
organization has made great progress during the
year and it now possesses a large membership,
which includes a large proportion of the repre-
sentative jewelers of the State. A very attractive
programme has been prepared for the Harrisburg
convention and many persons of trade prominence
will be in attendance. As a visit to the State
Capitol is very pleasing at this season of the year
it is hoped that as many of the jewelers as can
take a few days' respite from their daily work
will make arrangements to attend this meeting.
Very important matters will come up for discus-
sion in which every jeweler has a personal interest.

During the past year the association adopted
the one effective method of adding to its member-
ship by having representatives personally solicit
the trade in the State. This was continued right
up to the present time. Last month President

Treasurer's report.
Audit report.
Adjourn until 7.30 P.M.
Address, "Aggressive Sales-

manship," H. C. Carpenter,
of the South Bend Watch
Co.

Address, "Organization," Col.
J. Warner Hutchins, Phila-
delphia.

Address, "A Fixed Selling
Price," John M. Roberts,
Pittsburg.

Informal talks by members
and visitors.

Adjourn until Friday, June
4th, 9 A.M.

"Should Movement Compa-
nies Sell Only Complete

Watches?" discussion by the
members.

Unfinished business.
New business.
Report of Resolutions Com-

mittee.
Report of Law and Constitu-

tion Committee.
Adjourn for lunch.
Address, "Pioneers and Pro-

moters," A. L. Sackett, of the Buck Silver Co.,
Salamanca, N. Y.

Nomination and election of officers.
"Where Shall We Meet Next Year ?"
Election of delegates to American National Retail

Jewelers' Association.
Adjournment.

The association had compiled a twenty-page
souvenir programme, which contained an invita-
tion to the jewelers to attend the convention, an
expression of views from a number of prominent
organization leaders, together with much other in-
formation of interest to the trade at large. The
souvenir is a most creditable compilation and re-
flects much credit on the enterprise of the organi-
zation. A successful convention would seem to be
a certainty at this writing.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association

The Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association
will hold its annual meeting in Detroit during the
last week in August, the exact date to be an-
nounced later. The officers of the association are
as follows : President, A. B. Hull, Belding; vice-
president, Walter Beck, Detroit, and secretary and
treasurer, V. C. Morse, Ithaca.

Converting Streams into Electricity

An interesting example of the value of a
small stream for light and power purposes may be
found near Sacramento, Cal. A trout stream has
been dammed up and the power in the form of
electricity has been used for doing such light
work as washing and ironing, also for cooking
and lighting in the home of the owner.

The Moonstone Hunters

There is a never-ending fascination in
finding something. The souvenir idea seems
strongly implanted in the human mind, as
notice the carrying .off of the toes of the
statue of Father Junipero Serra at Mon-
terey and the pilfering of articles from the
home of Washington or others. Occasion-
ally this craze takes a sensible direction,
and it is nowhere better illustrated than on
the coast of California where
hundreds, indeed thousands,
of tourists collect moonstones.

The most in-
teresting point
for this is at
Santa Catalina

Island, as here the tourists
collect the stones, see them
ground or polished by one of
the experts of the country,
and so take something away
with them of positive interest
and of more or less value.

To reach Santa Catalina
you take the steamer, one run-
ning daily in winter, and three

Santa

Catalina

in summer, from San Pedro,
the port of Los Angeles, and
sail due south for thirty miles. The island
is really but eighteen miles distant from
point to point, but the town is at the ex-
treme southeast end and thirty miles from
the mainland, which takes about two hours
and a half by steamer and an hour from
Los Angeles by rail, so arranged that you
can reach the island
at 12.30 A.M. and re-
turn at 3.30 P.M.

This is the way to go
"moonstone collect-
ing" if you are lim-
ited as to time, but it
is better to remain
several days at Ava-
lon and see this inter-
esting island, discov-
ered by Cabrillo in

1545, now famous for
its sports and big
game fishes. The is-
land is about sixty
miles around, a range
of mountains rising
to an altitude of 2200

Santa Catalina

feet. The only available land in all the
55,000 acres for resident purposes is in the
cations and their mouths, which form little
bays or harbors, the best of which is Cata-
lina on the northwest shore, almost land-
locked, and Avalon.

At the latter in summer six thousand
residents may be found, and during the year
Over ioo,000 people, tourists and others,

lieve you are in America, as it is a miniature
Bay of Naples. Among other cries, you
will hear, "Take the big steamer 'Cleopatra'
to Moonstone Beach !" If you do you will
find yourself on one of the strangest vessels
in the world, as she is like the famous
ship with "three decks and no bottom,"
that is, her bottom, such as it is, is of
glass, and you can sit in her and look

down into the bottom of the
sea.

The steamer takes you up
the north shore of the island,
where the ocean is as smooth
as glass, yet you are twenty-
five miles out in the Pacific on
the famous tuna grounds. At
Moonstone Beach the steamer
stops and waits while you go
ashore and find the moon-
stones which, in their natural
state, look so little like real
moonstones that you know
them only by a sample shown
you. Why moonstones are
found only on this bay in a

Rough and polished sardonyx from Moonstone Beach, Santa Catalina, Cal.

visit the island, attracted by its beauties and
many points of interest. Among these may
be mentioned the glass-bottom boat fleet,
which includes several large steamers, and
many rowboats.

If you are one of the tourists at Avalon
on some mid-winter day you can hardly be-

and

coast line of sixty miles around
Santa Catalina no one knows,

there are a lot of people who do not
know what a moonstone is, or how at-
tractive it is, and not one in a thousand
possibly would know a moonstone without
previous instruction, as the stone looks
much like any other, is not transparent,
and as it is thrown upon the beach by the

waves has the appear-
ance of a piece of
water-worn quartz.
But once submit the
stone to the art of the
lapidary and it be-
comes another object.

Moonstone is a
variety of feld spar
and shows when pol-
ished a beautiful play
of reflected light, not
unlike the moonlight,
under certain condi-
tions, and is very ef-
fective in jewelry,
and especially in de-
mand because it is so

(Continued on page 965)
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Annual Exhibition New England
Watchmakers' Club

On May uth and 12th the New England

Watchmakers' Club held its second annual exhi-

bition, which is known as the "Manufacturers'

Exhibit and Business Display." The exhibition

was held in the club rooms at 17 Bromfield Street,

Boston, and was such a success that the officers

of the club have no longer any doubt about the

growing interest which they can cultivate in this

annual feature. Though the exhibit was not very

aggressively advertised many jewelers from all

parts of New England journeyed to the city to

view it and returned home well satisfied. The

arrangements made by the club were most satis-

factory both to the exhibitors and to the visitors,

all of whom expressed their appreciation.

Among those who had exhibits were the fol-

lowing :
Austin & Stone, Attleboro,

Mass., who exhibited assort-

ments of their chains, bracelets,

fobs, rings, etc.
American Watch Tool Co.,

who displayed and demonstrated

their lathes and attachments.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.,

who had a very imposing dis-

play of electric motors, special

interest being shown in the

variable speed motors. The

exhibit included all styles of

motors used by watchmakers,

jewelers and opticians.
Daniel Pratt's Son, of

Boston; exhibited a display of

clocks, including auto clocks

and clock materials.
E. A. Cowan & Co., of

Boston, had on exhibition two

large show cases of diamonds,

jewelry and watchmakers' tools.

D. C. Percival & Co., of Boston, displayed a

large line of watch tools and engravers' outfits,

and also tools used by opticians. This firm also

exhibited the prize cup to be presented to the

Watchmakers' Club.

The Globe Optical Co., Boston, showed their

well-known optician's workbench, which was run

by a %-h. p. motor, and received much attention

from the visiting opticians.

The Waltham Watch Co. had an exhibit of

watch jewels, showing the ruby and sapphire in

the rough and the processes used in bringing the

rough gem to the finished form.

The exhibit had created so much interest that

it was planned that foreman John Rushton, of the

jewel making department of the Waltham com-

pany, should lecture at the next regular meeting

of the club in June, taking as his subject, "Watch

Jewels : Their Construction and Advantage in

Watches."
The club is well pleased with the results of its

efforts and feels encouraged to continue the ex-

hibition as an annual feature.

A feature of this institution which merits the

attention of the New England trade is what is

known as "The Watchmakers' Register Depart-

ment," which opens the way to promotion of every

capable watchmaker who is really fitted for a

better position than that which he now holds. In

a circular issued by the club descriptive of this

department, we find the following statement :

KEYS'T'ONe 
June, 1909

Scarcely a meeting of our organization but

what there are several inquiries for first-class

workmen. Good workmen, qualified to excel in

some particular respect, are always in demand.

If you believe that this is true, the sooner you

begin to prepare yourself for a place among the

top notchers the better it will be for you.

By listing your application under number, and

not mentioning your name until you decide not to

make a change, we give you the benefit of this

department without danger to your present posi-

tion. It is not a question of how satisfactory your

present position may be; would you riot be willing

to consider a better one? No capable man can

have too many opportunities. The opportunity

you want. The establishment that can use you

may be in your own town or city. But do you

know of it? Do they know you? This depart-

ment is open to every member of the Watch-

makers' Club in good standing, without extra

Garman and George S. Katz, of Philadelphia,

made a trip through the State, visiting Easton,

Allentown, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, etc., with the

result that a large addition was made to the Asso-

ciation membership. President Garman says :

"Our association will more than double in mem-

bership this year and would have gamed many

more new members, but it has been impossible to

see each one. Seems as though the only way to

get new members is by a personal canvass. The

work is now being done by a very few and it does

not seem reasonable to ask so few to give us so

much of their time which is of so much good to

every jeweler of the State."
The programme arranged for the convention

is as follows :
Call to order.
Roll call.
Reading the minutes.
Appointment of Audit Committee.
Appointment of Resolutions and Law and Con-

stitution Committees.
President's address—Ira D. Garman, Philadelphia.

Application for membership.
Secretary's report.
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The exhibit of Austin At. Stone, Attleboro, Mass.

charge. Never before in the history of watch-

making has help like this been offered to ambi-

tious men. You owe it to yourself to keep in

touch with the best workmen in your line; get

their ideas, their methods and profit by their ex-

periences. The world is on the lookout for this

kind of material; men of quick, decisive action ;

those who will say "I Will," and then do it.

Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion

At a meeting held on May 20th at the Phila-

delphia Jewelers' Club final arrangements were

made for the fourth annual convention of the
Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association, which

will be held in Harrisburg June 3d and 4th. This
organization has made great progress during the

year and it now possesses a large membership,

which includes a large proportion of the repre-

sentative jewelers of the State. A very attractive

programme has been prepared for the Harrisburg
convention and many persons of trade prominence

will be in attendance. As a visit to the State

Capitol is very pleasing at this season of the year

it is hoped that as many of the jewelers as can

take a few days' respite from their daily work

will make arrangements to attend this meeting.

Very important matters will come up for discus-
sion in which every jeweler has a personal interest.

During the past year the association adopted
the one effective method of adding to its member-
ship by having representatives personally solicit

the trade in the State. This was continued right

up to the present time. Last month President

Treasurer's report.
A udit report.
A di ourn until 7.30 P.M.
:Address, "Aggressive Sales-

manship," H. C. Carpenter,
of the South Bend Watch
Co.

Address, "Organization," Col.
J. Warner Hutchins, Phila-
delphia.

Address, "A Fixed Selling
Price," John M. Roberts,
Pittsburg.

Tnformal talks by members
and visitors.

A djourn until Friday, June
4th, 9 A.M.

"Should Movement Compa-
nies Sell Only Complete

Watches?" discussion by the
members.

Unfinished business.
New business.
Report of Resolutions Com-

mittee.
Report of Law and Constitu-

tion Committee.
Adjourn for lunch.
Address, "Pioneers and Pro-

moters," A. L. Sackett, of the Buck Silver Co.,
Salamanca, N. Y.

Nomination and election of officers.
"Where Shall We Meet Next Year ?"
Election of delegates to American National Retail

Jewelers' Association.
Adjournment.

The association had compiled a twenty-page
souvenir programme, which contained an invita-
tion to the jewelers to attend the convention, an
expression of views from a number of prominent
organization leaders, together with much other in-
formation of interest to the trade at large. The
souvenir is a most creditable compilation and re-
flects much credit on the enterprise of the organi-
zation. A successful convention would seem to be
a certainty at this writing.

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association

The Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association
will hold its annual meeting in Detroit during the
last week in August, the exact date to be an-
nounced later. The officers of the association are
as follows : President, A. B. Hull, Belding; vice-
president, Walter Beck, Detroit, and secretary and
treasurer, V. C. Morse, Ithaca.

Converting Streams into Electricity

An interesting example of the value of a
small stream for light and power purposes may be
found near Sacramento, Cal. A trout stream has
been dammed up and the power in the form of
electricity has been used for doing such light
work as washing and ironing, also for cooking
and lighting in the home of the owner.

There is a never-ending fascination in
finding something. The souvenir idea seems
strongly implanted in the human mind, as
notice the carrying .off of the toes of the
statue of Father Junipero Serra at Mon-
terey and the pilfering of articles from the
home of Washington or others. Occasion-
ally this craze takes a sensible direction,
and it is nowhere better illustrated than on
the coast of California where
hundreds, indeed thousands,
of tourists collect moonstones.

The most in-
teresting point
for this is at
Santa Catalina

Island, as here the tourists
collect the stones, see them
ground or polished by one of
the experts of the country,
and so take something away
with them of positive interest
and of more or less value.

To reach Santa Catalina
you take the steamer, one run-
ning daily in winter, and three

Santa

Catalina

in summer, from San Pedro,
the port of Los Angeles, and
sail due south for thirty miles. The island
is really but eighteen miles distant from

point to point, but the town is at the ex-
treme southeast end and thirty miles from
the mainland, which takes about two hours
and a half by steamer and an hour from
Los Angeles by rail, so arranged that you
can reach the island
at 12.30 A.M. and re-
turn at 3.30 P.M.

This is the way to go
"moonstone collect-
ing" if you are lim-
ited as to time, but it
is better to remain
several days at Ava-
lon and see this inter-
esting island, discov-
ered by Cabrillo in

1545, now famous for
its sports and big
game fishes. The is-
land is about sixty
miles around, a range
of mountains rising
to an altitude of 2200

feet. The only available land in all the
55,000 acres for resident purposes is in the
cafions and their mouths, which form little
bays or harbors, the best of which is Cata-
lina on the northwest shore, almost land-
locked, and Avalon.

At the latter in summer six thousand
residents may be found, and during the year
Over mo,000 people, tourists and others,

lieve you are in America, as it is a miniature
Bay of Naples. Among other cries, you
will hear, "Take the big steamer 'Cleopatra'
to Moonstone Beach !" If you do you will
find yourself on one of the strangest vessels
ill the world, as she is like the famous
ship with "three decks and no bottom,"
that is, her bottom, such as it is, is of
glass, and you can sit in her and look

down into the bottom of the
sea.

Rough and polished sardonyx from Moonstone Beach, Santa Catalina, Cal.

visit the island, attracted by its beauties and
many points of interest. Among these may
be mentioned the glass-bottom boat fleet,
which includes several large steamers, and
many rowboats.

If you are one of the tourists at Avalon
on some mid-winter day you can hardly be-

The steamer takes you up
the north shore of the island,
where the ocean is as smooth
as glass, yet you are twenty-
five miles out in the Pacific on
the famous tuna grounds. At
Moonstone Beach the steamer
stops and waits while you go
ashore and find the moon-
stones which, in their natural
state, look so little like real
moonstones that you know
them only by a sample shown
you. Why moonstones are
found only on this bay in a
coast line of sixty miles around
Santa Catalina no one knows,

and there are a lot of people who do not
know what a moonstone is, or how at-
tractive it is, and not one in a thousand
possibly would know a moonstone without
previous instruction, as the stone looks
much like any other, is not transparent,
and as it is thrown upon the beach by the

waves has the appear-
ance of a piece of
water-worn quartz.
But once submit the
stone to the art of the
lapidary and it be-
comes another object.

Moonstone is a
variety of feld spar
and shows when pol-
ished a beautiful play
of reflected light, not
unlike the moonlight,
tinder certain condi-
tions, and is very ef-
fective in jewelry,
and especially in de-
mand because it is so

(continued on page 985)
Rough and polished mounted moonstones from the collection of A. A. Carraher, Avalon, Cal.
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OFFICE and
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A SERIAL STORY BY

Author of "How to Slumber Peacefully"; "How to Increase Your Bank 
Account," etc.

MRS. HIGH TONE (A Prospective and Critical 
Customer)

CHARACTERS : MR. KANT FOOLE (A Prosperous Jeweler)

TIME: The Present. PLACE: A Jewelry Store Out West

MRS. HIGH TONE : When I looked at your com-

petitor's line of rings I noticed a great number of old,

out-of-style patterns, while your line of rings are all

up-to-date. What do you do with your rings which

get out of style?
MR. KANT FOOLE : The answer to your question

represents a privilege given to me by the firm I buy my

rings from, which is worth a great deal of money to me.

MRS. HIGH TONE: Am I too personal if I ask you

what this privilege is?
MR. KANT FOOLE : Not at all ; the firm I buy my

rings from, The QUEEN CITY RING MFG. Co., Buffalo,

N. Y., exchanges any of their rings which prove to be

slow sellers, owing to change of style, etc., for any

other kind of gents' or ladies' stone set rings in their line.

MRS. HIGH TONE : I suppose when you want to

exchange them you send them in to the house?

MR. KANT FOOLE : No, I do better than that ; the

representative who covers this State for them calls on me

once a year and I generally have half a dozen rings to

exchange. After I have bought my supply of rings for

the year, the agent gives me credit for the six, or what-

ever the amount may be, and applies it on the new bill.

MRS. HIGH TONE: I suppose they generally deduct

a small per cent. for taking the rings back?

MR. KANT FOOLE : No, they give me credit on the

new bill for the full amount I paid for them.
(Continued in July Number)
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The Moonstone Hunters of Santa
Catalina

(Continued from page 983)

cheap. The moonstone supply of Santa
Catalina is not equal to the demand. The
Ceylon variety is similar to the Catalina
stone. The latter is valuable as it often
shows the blue tint which gives the real
value to the stone. The lapidary at Avalon,
Charles Sheldon, has been particularly suc-
cessful in bringing this out, and the private
collection of A. A. Carraher shows some re-
markably beautiful stones.

Moonstone Beach is the mouth of a little
cailon about three and a half miles from
Avalon. Once ashore, the
moonstone hunters distribute
themselves along the shore
and begin the search, and
nearly all take away some of
the stones which are continu-
ally washed up at this spot.
A. A. Carraher has, in twenty
years of his residence at Ava-
lon, secured some fine speci-
mens, not only of this stone,
but of Santa Catalina sar-
donyx and all the semi-
precious stones found there.
He informed the writer that
the moonstones of Santa Cata-
lina are so much in demand
by jewelers and tourists be-
cause they differ from all
others.

The glass bottom boat
spends an hour or two at
Moonstone and Sardonyx
Beach, then returns to Avalon.

KEYSTONE

hardness just where they came from. Fake
moonstones are, as a rule, German agates,
and the uninitittted can generally tell them
by the price. No good moonstone can
be polished for less than fifty cents. The
large German stones (imitations) are
imported at a cost of from five to ten
cents, and are polished by child labor in
Germany.

The Catalina moonstones are rarely
larger than a walnut and take a beautiful
polish. Specimens have been found that
have brought good sums in New York,
London and Berlin. They are mounted at
Avalon in a variety of ways—as necklaces,
bracelets, pins, etc., and some original corn-
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Moonstone Beach is a deep cave and near
it a splash of red paint, the red supply of
the Indians ; a vivid color which they ham-
mered out from their canoes. Near here
are large deposits of infusorial earth, and
on the west coast the island is broken up in
a remarkable way and many interesting
minerals are found.

Development of the Umbrella
For many years the only trick of which

an umbrella was capable was that of turning
inside out and sailing away in a gale of
wind. And up to a few years ago, a writer
in the American Inventor states, only seven
patents on umbrellas had been issued in the

United States in one hundred
years, and this despite the fact
that the annual production of
umbrellas is close to fifteen
millions.

Of recent years, however,
the umbrella has been develop-
ing rapidly. One picks up
even a cheap one nowadays,
presses a button, and the top
spreads itself like an eagle
ready for its flight. One is
going away, and an ordinary
umbrella is too long to put in
one's grip. Among the as-
sortment of umbrellas and
parasols is one meant for just
such an emergency, and
which, in a most accommodat-
ing manner, folds up to suit
the size of the traveling bag.
Other new ones lock with a
key. Some spread their shade,

over nine feet of territory, and dealers aver
that these are but a few of the improve-
ments which we may expect.

The way umbrellas are made is of con-
siderable interest. The ribs and stems are
generally turned out by factories making
a specialty of them, and are sent thence to
the real manufacturer. Here, first, the man
whose work it is to assemble the parts in-
serts a bit of wire into the small holes at the
end of the ribs, draws them together about
the main rod, and puts on the ferrule.

In another room are girls who operate
hemming machines. A thousand yards of
hemmed goods is but a day's work for one
of these girls. The machines at which they
work have a speed of some three thousand
revolutions a minute. After being hemmed,
the cloth is cut into triangular pieces with
a knife, as before, but with a pattern laid
upon the cloth. The next operation is the
sewing of the triangular pieces together by
machinery.

The moon-
stone hunters take their finds to Mr. Shel-
don, one of the most skilful lapidaries on
the coast, and the best find is cut as a
souvenir, and is an interesting one. So
great has been the demand for these stones
that fake lapidaries started in the business
some years ago. They had a lot of imita-
tion moonstones imported from Germany
at a cost of a few cents each, and when a
tourist brought in a stone they claimed that
they would cut and polish it "while they
waited," or in an hour or so. The fake
cutter would take the stone found, drop it
in a drawer and hand over at the end of
an hour a cut stone, which, naturally,
the tourist could not prove was his own
stone. Mr. Sheldon, referred to, is a con-
scientious and art-loving workman, with a
reputation as a gem cutter all over the
country. The writer has had some inter-
esting talks with him. He is so familiar
with moonstones that he can tell by their

Charles Sheldon, the moonstone lapidary of Avalon

binations have been
art of the jeweler.

Another semi-precious stone
found with the moonstone
at Catalina is the sardonyx.
The Catalina moonstone is

harder than any other, according to Mr.
Sheldon, and the sardonyx is also entirely
different, coming in beautiful tones of
green, blue, yellow, red and pink. It is not
so hard as the moonstone and is found in
much larger pieces. It takes a fine polish.

The beach upon which these stones are
found is made up entirely of pebbles of
about the same size, which appear to be
washed up from some storage and always
remains about the same. And as they are
stirred up every day and turned over by
the waves there always seems to be a supply
sufficient at least for the tourist, who must,
however, carry off thousands in the course
of the year. The mineralogy of this island
is most interesting. About ten miles from

made of them by the

Catalina

Sardonyx
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The Bliss of Ignorance

BY JOHN TWEEZER

When Knowledge steps into the street
to take the air a multitude of worshippers
prostrate themselves in adoration and ac-
claim the god; but modest Ignorance creeps
by in the shadows and finds "none so poor
to do him reverence." I make no complaint
against the pretentions of Knowledge, nor
deny that he is justified in his chin-lifted
attitude, but I think it only fair that a voice
be heard in behalf of his humble, low-
browed brother who has heretofore been
ostracized from the general good will.
This, then, to tell the satisfactions and corn-
pensations of Ignorance.

The earliest witnesses to the joys of
ignorance are the many-times-great-grand-
father and ditto-grandmother of the human
race. As long as they were content to re-
main in the ignorance in which they were
created, the Garden of Eden provided them
with a continuous performance of perfec-
tion in the summer resort line—no cooks to
"give notice," no rapacious plumbers to be
hired, no bother about clothes and taxes and
club dues. But on a fatal day Eve, the fore-
runner of "advanced woman," adventured
into the pursuit of learning; she plucked an
apple from the "tree of the knowledge of
good and evil," and the result was disas-
trous, at once and for all time. I fancy
Adam saying, sitting outside the gate in the
chill,"Say,Evey, I wish we hadn't tried to be
smart" ; and I can hear the snake hissing
after them, through a wide grin, "Where
ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise,"
thereby, in his mean way, depriving Thomas
Gray of the credit of originally uttering this
truth some millions of aeons later.

One must distinguish between knowl-
edge and wisdom. He may be a very wise
man who cannot read a word ; he may be a
fool who has much learning. Solomon
urges again and again, in his proverbs, "Get
wisdom," "Get understanding." He con-
sidered mere knowledge as subsidiary to
understanding; he evidently thought an
actively working and naturally intelligent
brain more valuable than one filled with all
sorts of learning. For one can know so
much that he cannot turn it over and
around for his own and the world's use ; a
memory can be packed too hard with the
ripe corn of learning. Hear what the wise
man said of such : "They are bound about
with their knowledge as with a cord, so that
they do not see, neither can they hear ; they
are full, yet must they devour." The ex-
treme scholar is an overloaded man who
has drunk so deeply of learning that fresh-
ness and curiosity have given way to the in-
difference that "knows it all." In the study
of other minds he has lost his own initiative

force; he is surfeited with the honey gath-
ered by many busy bees in many centuries,
stored away in the pages of his crowded
bookshelves. The bookworm wraps himself
up in his web of verbal generalities and
sees only the vague shadow of things re-
flected from others' minds. He does not
carry his understanding with him in his
journeys into the world, but leaves it at
home in his library. Such was the man
described by Alexander Pope:

"The bookful blockhead, ignorantly read,
With loads of learned lumber in his head."

You quote to me "Knowledge is
power ?" Well, it is not. It is applied
knowledge, only, that is power. The man
who does nothing more than read and study
is of less use to the world than the ditch-
digger who cannot read a word. The ac-
ceptance of ready-made opinions kills the
original thinking power and the unbiased
resourcefulness of the mind ; a great store
of learning often shackles the free working
of the brain. The greatest success is not
achieved by scholars, but by pioneers. Glad-
stone, whose knowledge was encyclopediac,
was hampered by the very excess of his
learning. When a grave question of State
arose his marvelous memory reviewed all
that had been said and done in similar prob-
lems by the diplomats of all countries in all
times ; and because he had thus to adjust
his viewpoint to the focus of a thousand
varying lights he never reached the highest
point in statesmanship. Lincoln, on the
other hand, who had read but five books
before he entered a law office, was un-
embarrassed by the traditions of history and
philosophy and so brought to his gigantic
problems only the solvent forces of a great,
original and naked mind—and triumphed.

Against the example of the overloaded
scholar, contrast the happier outlook of the
ignorant man, who possesses, unimpaired,
the full use of his eyes and ears. There is
an elasticity underneath the limpness of an
unoccupied mind ; the unburdened memory
still has space in which to turn around, even
to the spreading out of its wings ; and some
day they may surprise him with a positive
flutter!

The most erudite person is intelligent
only in spots. As Bishop Blougram, in
Browning's poem, questioned whether he
should be called a skeptic or a believer,
seeing that he could only exchange

"A life of doubt diversified by faith,
For one of faith diversified by doubt,"

so the learned must be uncertain, as to his
intellectual state, whether it is knowledge
diversified by ignorance or ignorance diver-
sified by knowledge; and Goethe said, "The
greater the knowledge the greater the
doubt." Far happier the condition of the
frankly stupid man who does not know
his limitations, since he does not know how
much there is to know. He can at least
take comfort from an eminent scholar, Sir
Thomas Browne, who, despairing of finding
the real why of many things, wrote : "It is
better to sit down in modest ignorance and
rest contented with the natural blessings
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of our own reason." Or he will find satis-
faction in this from Socrates : "I know
nothing except the fact of my own ignor-
ance"; and encouragement from Matthew
Prior:

"From ignorance our comfort flows—
The only wretched are the wise";

and solace from Sir William Davenant :

"Since knowledge is but sorrow's spy,
It is not safe to know."

and cheer from Mrs. Browning:

"Knowledge by suffering entereth";

and, finally, spiritual refreshment from
Solomon, the Wise Man, who declares, in
Ecclesiastes : "He that increaseth knowledge
increaseth sorrow."

The consciously ignorant man is not
likely to suffer from the stiff-back feeling
that he is the center of the universe. He
rarely "butts in." Nothing is so fatal to
conversation as the presence of the man
who knows everything. The man who
gives authoritative utterance destroys the
commerce of ideas. Talk about the weather
would lose all its. easy charm in the presence
of the Chief of the Weather Bureau. One
does not ask that those with whom we con-
verse should be ignorant of everything; it
is enough that they should not know what
is in our own bales before we unpack them.

The pleasure of conversation is in-
creased if one feels assured not only of wide
margins of ignorance, but also of the ab-
sence of uncanny quickness of mind. I
should not like to be condemned to perpetual
company of a wit. It would be like sitting
close to a live wire. A certain insulating
film of kindly stupidity is needed to give
safety to human intercourse. There is
something terrifying in the approach of a
very clever person whose mental processes
convey the impression of an alternating cur-
rent of high voltage on a wire that is not
quite large enough for him. One is freed
from all such apprehension in the compan-
ionship of those who are distinctly not
clever.

The ignorant is spared the affliction of
learning the "things that are not so." Cer-
tain speculative philosophies, for instance,
have no value whatever except as a sort of
gelatine culture for the propagation of
verbal bacteria. And there are compensa-
tions in the thought that pure ignorance is
the stock on which all learning is grafted.
Let it joy in its fertility, but never put
forth a bud! When ignorance can refresh
itself by the sweet nibbles which it snatches
from the sparse verdure of its small estate,
why should it poach upon the hunting
grounds and the dark forests wherein it has
no business? If Bluebeard hands over his
keys, Ignorance should enjoy a pleasant
half hour in speculating on the bad man's
family affairs, but why turn the key in the
lock ? Why should he destroy twenty ex-
citing possibilities for the sake of a single
discovery?

Verily, "Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis
folly to be wise."
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THE LINE THAT LEADS IN SILVER SALES

Business sense suggests as the ideal stock for the present season and situation, moderately-

priced goods of standard make—such wares as suit the fancy and pocket of the greatest

number of customers.

THE TRADE IDEAL IN QUICK-SELLING SILVERWARE IS THE WELL-KNOWN

POOLE ELECTROPLATED WARE 
which is recognized as the mainstay of the silverware department. The secret of slow sales

in silverware is unwise selection. If you are dissatisfied or wish to increase your sales

secure at once a suitable selection from the POOLE LINE.

The new 1909 line comprises an endless array of artistic design, both in salable articles

of every day use and in ornamental pieces.

POOLE SILVER CO., TAUNTON, MASS.
MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST QUALITY ELECTRO-PLATE

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS: M. SELLER & CO., PORTLAND, OREGON ; SEATTLE AND SPOKANE, WASH
INGTON

COLONIAL WALL CASE No. 123
8 ft. long 8 ft. high outside
Upper part is Is inches deep inside

SPECIAL No. 1071i
Counter Case and Table

IN STOCK IN ()AK AND BIRCH

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
11 to 17 N. Ann Stret, CHICAGO

Makers of High-(rade

JEWELERS' FIXTURES
TFIE BEST IN CONSTRUCTION AND FINIS!!

BEET OF EVIERYTI-IING "

OPTICIAN'S FITTING TABLE No. 15
dr The convenience of its arrangements, the workmanship and finish, and

‘-Lits low price makes this the most practical table for opticians on the

market. This table has a plate glass top set in a wooden frame, so as to

show the contents in the four upper drawers. Below these upper drawers

are four others for supplies, etc. Made of solid oak or birch and finished in

any color. Dimensions: 60 inches long, 16 inches deep and 30 inches high.

C. Write for Catalogue and
Order Through Your Jobber

JESSEN 6
ROSBERG 
Manufacturers of Watchmakers',
Opticians' and Jewelers' Furniture

393 to 405 W. Kinzie Street

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

RANLETT

TH
while different from all other oils

O
in every respect the BIG differ.

IL ence is that it never fails to do the

best work all the time. It is a

waste of time and money to use

oils that vary in quality and cause repair jobs to be returned

to be done over at your expense.

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle

M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swartchild & Co., Chicago, III.

Wholesale 
Nordman Bros, Co., San Francisco, Cal.
D. C. Percival & Co., Boston, Mass.
Chas. May & Son, Boston, Mass.

Selling Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
Sussield, borsch 5t. Co., New York City

Agents II. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.
E. & J. Swigart Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Hammel, Riglander & Co., New York City
E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.

& LOWELL CO 
.Jewelers' Building
1 BOSTON, MASS.
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Modern Show Cards and Price
Tickets

Paper by W. A. THOMPSON before New York Branch

American Pharmaceutical Association

Demand for business-bringing show
cards and price tickets is on the increase.
The general competition in the improvement
of store advertising is responsible for this.
Original and practical ideas that will in-
crease business are always rich in opportu-
nity for the alert. From a druggist's stand-
point, card signs and price tickets call atten-
tion and sell goods that otherwise, very
often, would lay on the shelf.

Neat show cards are assistant clerks.
An artistic card sign in the window speaks
louder than words.

The ability to do practical
lettering for show cards,
etc., can be acquired by any-
one with a reasonable

amount of patience and plenty of practice,
and will be found a valuable business ac-
complishment for any druggist, clerk or
window trimmer to possess. The only quali-
fications really necessary for good, practical
show card lettering are a correct eye, a
steady hand and a moderate portion of com-
mon sense, the last being, after all, perhaps
the most useful, for the two former may be
not only improved, but even acquired by
careful practice.

The show card writer is an important
factor in the commercial world to-day ; he
goes, or should go, hand in hand with the
advertising man, or, better still, be a com-
bination of the two.

The show window and the interior of
the store represents valuable advertising
space for the show card writer. This fact
a great many druggists overlook and ap-
parently do not realize the unlimited possi-
bilities to increase business.

A show card, like a news-
paper advertisement, should
reflect the individuality of
the store. People on the
street judge the character

of the different departments of the store
by what reaches their eyes. In every city
and town there are advertising possibilities
in the window card. People who promenade

up and down the sidewalks will buy, if their
attention is drawn to a line of goods with a
neat card sign conveying interesting points
on quality and price in a few effective
words. Many more will see and be so im-
pressed as to be insensibly influenced in
their future purchases. A good, business-
bringing show card, like a good rule, works
both ways. It serves to remind one of some-
thing he needs and has forgotten or ne-
glected to purchase, and tells of something
good at so low a price that those who come
to look remain to buy.

For the beginner in letter-
ing a No. I marking pen is
recommended, which makes

a solid line of of an inch wide. The
marking pen is a strong and perfect device
for rapid and clean-cut lettering. The use
of these pens—different sizes-05 to 3/

inch wide, will enable the learner to acquire

Practical
Lettering

Show Card
Should Reflect
the Store

Pen Lettering
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a substantial and easy method of rapid and
uniform lettering.

A good ink is very important for neat
work. Common writing fluid is too thin to
produce a deep color or brilliant letter. Ink,
strong in color, is needed with enough acacia
in it to be about the consistency of simple
syrup or mucilage. This will keep the ink
from flowing too freely.

A good ink may be made by
Ink for dissolving soluble aniline

color in water and adding a
small amount of acacia.

The druggist will find it quite convenient to
keep several concentrated solutions of such
colors as are desired, nigrosine for black,
methylene blue (commercial) for blue, an
orange, a red and a green, in, small bottles.
A few drops of this concentrated solution
may be added to a few drachms of mucilage
of acacia as needed, this mixture forming a
very satisfactory lettering ink. It may be
that in some cases it will be found desirable
to dilute the mucilage with water.

For brush lettering the card
Brush Lettering writer should have the best

red sable show card brushes,
Four special sizes are recommended, viz.:
Nos. 5, 7, 9 and 12. Many beginners make
a mistake by using camel's hair brushes,
which do not have the required elasticity for
good, clean lettering. Red sable brushes
are the best to use and will give entire satis-
faction. They retail at from 12 to 40 cents
each.

The brush should be held somewhat as
a lead pencil is held, except that the brush
should be held more upright, as shown in
the accompanying engraving.

For general card and ticket
work, water colors are the
best to use. Prepared colors
are recommended whenever

obtainable. They are put up in jars ready
for immediate use, and all colors can be
had in this form. A very good and service-
able show card paint may be made from dry
water colors, which can be had at any drug-
gists' or paint supply house. Vermilion,
ultramarine blue, chrome yellow, lamp black
or deep black and flake white are the staple
colors. A good mucilage of acacia should
be used as a binder.

First mix the desired color
with water to make it the
consistency of thick dough,
and then add a little muci-

lage for a binder. Common writing or flake
white added to any color will produce a
lighter tint or shade. In preparing paint,
grind the pigment by using a palette knife
or spatula. A square piece of glass or large
dinner plate makes a good substitute for a
marble slab on which to grind and mix the
colors. After mixing thoroughly to a thick
liquid paste it will be ready for use. For
paint receptacle use tin cups, round tin oint-
ment boxes or small saucers. Paints pre-
pared in this way will get hard when set
aside if not covered with water, so when you
are through it is best to add a little water to
keep the paint moist and have in good work-
ing order at a moment's notice. In this way
when you wish to commence lettering you
simply pour the water off and everything is
ready. Distemper colors put up in glass

Lettering Cards

Paint for Brush
Lettering

Mixing Show

Card Paints
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jars can also be used to good advantage and
in many cases are to be preferred. These
colors can be made ready for use by adding
water and a little gum mucilage. Very little
mucilage is required, in fact too much will
interfere with the easy flowing qualities
necessary for good lettering.

For success in brush lettering always
use round show card brushes with square
ends. Flat brushes do not give the best re-
sults, although they are quite commonly
used by beginners who generally have the
impression that flat brushes are required for
broad lines. Show card brushes that are
round with square ends are admirably
adapted to all styles of lettering, with either
broad or narrow one-stroke work. When
charged with color they can be made to re-
tain a fine point or brought to a flat chisel
edge at will. They are sensitive to touch,
elastic in stroke and give ready response
and clean-cut lettering.

Any paper of a smooth and firm sur-
face will answer ; wrapping paper of this
quality will give good results. Don't use
paper with a glazed surface for either pen
or brush practice.

The choice of the right
cardboard, right as to size,
color, thickness and surface,

is often half the battle in making an effec-
tive show card. The inexperienced card
writer who labors over a window sign with
a marking pen on a cardboard with a hard,
glazed surface, will grumble at the result
and wonder what the matter can be. He
may blame the pens for not putting on the
ink properly. He may blame the ink for not
working evenly and not staying where it is
put. He may blame himself as incompetent,
become discouraged and give up. The fault
is really in himself for not knowing that ink
will ordinarily not work on a hard, smooth
surface. There is nothing in the glassy fin-
ish of the cardboard for it to grip on and it
spreads out inartistically. The card writer
who knows selects a board with softer, un-
finished surface, for his pen work, and has
no difficulty at all in speedily making a neat,
artistic show card.

In brush lettering this difficulty is not
encountered. Good show card paint of a
heavy body will work equally well on a soft
or on a hard surface, if in proper condition.
However, moderately soft surface card-
board is generally preferred for all-around
work.

Cardboard

The use of colored card-
Colored board frequently produces
Cardboard very attractive window signs.

"Show Card" cardboard,
manufactured especially for show card
writers, is an excellent article for general use.
It is coated on one sideand comes in a number
of beautiful shades, black, green, blue, red,
brown and maroon. Colored cardboard
costs from $3.50 to $4 per hundred sheets.
Common white stock, 4, 6 or 8 ply, ranges
from $2.25 to $3.75 per hundred sheets.
These prices apply to full sheets, 22 X 28
inches in size. These sheets are usually cut,
for show card purposes, into the following
sizes : Half sheet, 14 x 22 inches ; quarter
sheet, i i x 14 inches ; eighth sheet, 7 x II
inches ; sixteenth sheet, 3Y2 X 53/s inches.

(Continued on page 993)
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THE ABOVE IS THE KEYNOTE
TO YOUR BUSINESS

q A Jeweler's motto should never be "how cheap,"
but " how good."

q When you handle the cheap grade of jewelry
of a department store, every dry goods store in
your town becomes your competitor.

q We only handle "Goods of Quality" made by
manufacturers whose names are sufficiently familiar
to the public to be the master key to unlock the
confidence and pocketbook of your trade.

q We handle a line second to none of Lockets,
Chains, Bracelets, Lorgnettes, Fobs, Cuff Pins,
Brooches, Scarf Pins, Cuf Links, Hat Pins and
Belt Buckles.

4:11 Our traveling men are now out in their respective
territories—it will pay you to look at their line.

The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back" 
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that

the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is
the simplest and best mechanical Stud or Vest Button made.

CLOSED OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud and Vest

Button is not one piece, but is one-piece

construction, which makes it very simple and
the strongest and most durable, because:

I—It is Solderless
2—It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break
3—It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect

quality, construction and workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

IDTTcT
Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison

KREMENTZ & Co. stand back of their assertion. All

"Krementz-Bodkin Back" Studs and Vest Buttons are

sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button
Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE

If for any cause whatever, a " Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud or Vest Button
should he damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one will he given in exchange, without charge. "Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns ill 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building

Time, 19°9 1' E

Advertising Repair Department

Interesting Facts for Newspaper Paragraphs—
The Marvelous Mechanism of the Watch—

Calculations That Create Admiration
for the Pocket Timepiece

In exploiting from time to time the
various methods of advertising the jewelry
store, and more particularly the repair de-
partment, we have endeavored to impress
upon the jeweler the great wealth of inter-
esting facts available for reading matter in
his local paper. For instance, at this time
a very readable contribution might be made
up on the styles in wedding rings or the
changes in popular taste in regard to the
matter of wedding gifts. If the jeweler
patronizes the advertising columns of his
local paper he can very readily secure the
publication of such interesting reading mat-
ter, connecting his own name with it only
incidentally. With the aid of the local re-
porter it may be made to assume the form
of an interview, or a story by the reporter
himself suggested by a visit to the jewelry
store. Changing styles in jewelry—brace-
lets, lockets, rings, chains, etc., are quite as
interesting as changes in the style of dress
and will be read with the same avidity.
When jewelers make advertising contracts,
or give copy for advertisements to the local
newspaper man, they can very easily make
arrangements with him for the publication
of paragraphs which will be as serviceable
to the newspaper itself as to the advertiser.

This train of thought was suggested to
us by an article which recently appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post, entitled
"Watches and Their Care." This followed
a number of articles in that publication on
gems, jewelry and its care, etc. Time and
again in these columns we have published
suitable matter for advertising booklets, and
the watch article referred to is particularly
rich in facts and figures that would make
admirable copy for a booklet or for news-
paper paragraphs. We do not mean, of
course, that this copyrighted article can be
appropriated, but selected portions of the
information contained in it could be made
use of without transgression of the copy-
right laws. Besides its publication, or the
publication of extracts from it as newspaper
articles or in other form and duly credited,
could not fail to be indirectly beneficial to
every watch dealer. The article is as
follows:

Human ingenuity has to its
A Marvel credit no greater triumph than
of Mechanism the modern pocket watch. It

is unfortunate, however, that
familiarity breeds within us a certain indifference
to its wonderful mechanism, and this, doubtless,
goes far to answer the time-honored query:
"What becomes of all the watches?" On the
tombs of many of these faithful little servants
might be aptly inscribed the epitaph : "A Victim
of Human Neglect."

In order to insure for our little pocket com-
panion the care which is its due, it is necessary
that we should understand something of its
mechanism. To begin with, an American watch,
according to its grade, may contain from fifty
to one hundred and fifty pieces, the manufacture
of which would entail from two thousand to
twenty-five hundred distinct operations. Of
course there are watches which have many more
pieces than this. For instance, the writer recently
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examined a combined repeater, chronograph and
calendar watch which had over five hundred
pieces.. But the record in this respect is held by
the eminent French horologist, Louis Leroy, who
constructed an ultra-complicated watch with two
dials, which gave twenty-five different indications,
and the construction of which called for the use
of nine hundred and seventy-five different pieces!

The fact that so many parts
Microscopic can be assembled in so small a
Parts space suggests the microscopic

character of many of them.
For instance, the smallest screws cannot be dis-
tinguished by the naked eye from shapeless par-
ticles of steel, but a powerful magnifying glass
reflects the wonderful accuracy of their construc-
tion. The little slit in the screw head is two one-
thousandths of an inch wide, and the threads are
one two-hundred and twentieth of an inch apart.
We should have to count out more than three
hundred thousand of these screws to make a
pound weight, and the purchase of these would
call for a check for fifteen hundred dollars.

It is said that the material used in a watch
movement in • its evolution from the raw state
increases in value over one thousand per cent.;
some parts of it, indeed, increase many times this
amount. Let us take, for instance, the hairspring,
which is about nine and one-half inches long, one
one-hundredth of an inch wide and twenty-seven
ten-thousandths of an inch thick. The size of the
strip is gaged to the twenty one-thousandths of an
inch. Hairspring wire weighs one-twentieth of a
grain to the inch, and a mile of the wire weighs
less than half a pound.

We can readily realize the
Triumph degree of skill necessary to
of Skill coil this strip into a perfect

spiral, mathematically accurate
in its every part. What, think you, would be the
value of a quantity of these springs as compared
with the piece of steel from which they were
made? A comparison will best show the increased
value. A ton of gold, at its present market value,
will cost over six hundred thousand dollars,
whereas a ton of steel made up into hairsprings,
when in watches, is worth between seven million
and eight million dollars.

Wonderful, too, are the little pivots upon
which the balance rotates. These pivots or
journals are about twice the diameter of a human
hair and have for their bearings two diminutive
jewels, made of ruby or sapphire, which weigh
one thirty-second of a grain each. A pound of
these, placed in the watches, is said to represent,
mostly in skill and labor, fifty thousand dollars.

As to the work done by the
Work Done mechanism of the watch, let
by Watch one imagine one's self deliver-

ing one hundred consecutive
blows with an axe in the felling of a tree. The
very thought gives one a sense of weariness and
exhaustion, yet the roller jewel of a watch strikes
four hundred and thirty-two thousand blows every
twenty-four hours, or one hundred and fifty-seven
million six hundred and eighty thousand in a year,
blows which are many times heavier than those of
an axeman, considering the respective weights,
yet it continues to perform its task from day to
day, month to month, and year to year, with al-
most unerring regularity, and in many cases with-
out other attention than the daily winding. The
balance wheel travels one and one-half inches in
each of its eighteen thousand vibrations per hour,
ten and a quarter miles a day, or three thousand
seven hundred and forty-one miles of continuous
travel for the year.

When we consider the attention
Proverbial given by the engineer to his
Neglect locomotive, or by the chauffeur

to his automobile, it seems little
less than cruelty to have the little pocket time-
piece continue to do its work from year to year
without cleaning or oiling. The best oil for
watches and chronometers is now produced in this
country and is taken from the jaw of a certain
variety of porpoise. This oil is unaffected by
temperature and will have the same consistency
when used on the watch of a Philadelphian at
midsummer as on the watch of a pole-hunter in
the frozen Arctic. Our niggardly treatment of
our watches is indicated by the fact that it re-
quires only one-tenth of a drop of this oil to run
the watch, practically without friction, for an
entire year.
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.As it is the dirt which we must specially guard
against, the purchaser of a watch should make
sure, first of all, that the case is as air-tight and
dust-proof as possible. As the open-faced watch
is now almost universally used, and as the pen-
dant-set feature obviates the necessity of opening
the case, there is little possibility of the entrance
of air, dust or moisture, providing the case is
sufficiently tight-fitting. The objection to the
entrance of air is that it has a tendency to dry
out the oil, which then ceases to be a lubricant,
while the moisture will cause rust.

The watch should always be
Care of carried with the face next to
the Watch the person, in a pocket which

will not permit its rolling and
tossing around. Some form of guard or chain
should be worn as a precaution against accident.
The pocket should at all times be kept perfectly
clean and should be used for the watch alone.
Chamois is the best pocket material, as it is elastic.
frictionless and a poor conductor of heat, cold or
electricity.

When winding, hold the watch steadily in one
hand and wind with the other, slowly, evenly and
not by jerks. Do not wind too tight. As to the
best time to wind there is much difference of
opinion among the horological authorities. A re-
cent discussion of this subject at a European
horological institute revealed the weight of opinion
against the prevalent practice of winding the
watch just before going to bed. It was argued
that in winding in the morning the spring would
be in a better condition to withstand the jarring
to which the timepiece would be subjected during
the day; while those who advocated winding at
night held that in the morning the mainspring
would be colder and more brittle than after the
watch had been carried about on the person dur-
ing the day. Commenting on this discussion a
leading Swiss authority stated that, given a good
watch, it made little or no difference when it was
wound or whether it was wound regularly. When
the experts differ so widely the watch wearer
can choose for himself.

There is one point, however,
Keep in on which there is no difference
Same Position of opinion, and that is that the

watch should be kept as much
as possible in one position. A watch carried in
the pocket during the day should always be hung
up at night, otherwise its timekeeping qualities
will be affected. We know that the best watches
will not keep the same time when the position is
constantly changed, as is proved by observations
at the various European observatories where
watches are tested in several positions. Placing
the watch under the pillow is a lingering custom
which works mischief to the timepiece. Suspend-
ing it around the neck by a chain or wearing it
in an armlet is equally injurious.

If the watch needs regulating and is an ex-
pensive make, it is better to have a competent
watch repairer regulate it.

If the watch stops, first
Consult the notice whether the hands are
Jeweler caught, but whatever the cause

of the stopping, do not indulge
in the foolish practice of shaking the watch to
make it go, as this will, in all probability, result
in breaking the roller jewel and greatly increase
the expense of repairing. Never attempt to force
the wheels forward, as injury is liable to result.
In cases of stoppage the watch should be taken
to the jeweler without tinkering on the part of
the watch owner, as the jeweler can then better
ascertain the cause of the trouble.

To obtain the best service from a watch it
should be cleaned and oiled at least once a year.
The cleaning is needed not so much because of
the dust which has made its way into the works
as because the oil thickens with age, dries up and
the friction thus caused cuts the bearings. It
would be useless to put fresh oil on a timepiece
until the old, dry oil is removed.

If the watch should fall into water, or if
water should by any accident get into the works,
it should be sent to the jeweler immediately, as
water will destroy so fine a piece of material as a
hairspring in a very few hours. If the Jeweler
cannot be reached immediately the case.should be
opened and the entire watch dropped into kero-
sene, as this will prevent rust until it can be
placed in the hands of the watch doctor.
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C. A. MARSH C& CO.
Makers of HIGH-GRADE GOLD FILLED JEWELRY

CHAINS

VESTS DICKENS PONIES

LORGNETTES NECKS

FOBS
Trade-Mark.

BRACELETS

A line that's a leader with

Quality, Reputation and

Style its Feature.

C. A. M. c-&., CO. on your goods mean something —Reliability, Satisfaction, Increased Trade

F 471101220

A. P. WOOD
420 So. Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Pacific Coast Representative D 1019 D 1075 D 1024 D 1006

F 519,01157

Office and

Factory:

Attleboro,

Mass.

GET BETTER RESULTS
by displaying your merchandise in the most attractive and
inviting way. That's one of the principles we follow in the
manufacture of show cases.

Qtaxeti $0eztat Ca4e4
not only accomplish this result for the merchant, but they go a step farther
than any other case made. They display the goods in the same attractive
manner even after years of service for they're built from materials that stand
the wear. Ours are the only cases on the market to-day made from real
quarter-sawed oak and sold at a plain oak price. That one fact alone is worth
investigating—shall we send our complete catalog on the subject?

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY

Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.

ILLINOIS

San Francisco. 1034 Geary St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 56 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Fin-
ish, Workmanship,

IRADE

1850

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price.Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn & Co.
1908

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind

Landis School of Engraving

Summer Course will Open July 1st

If you wish to take a Course this Summer

please write us at once, and we will assign and
hold a place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system iu the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
M. I.. Landis could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

Proprietor tool Instructor

M. L. Landis, tip Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only
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Store and Window Illumination

In a recent address on the above sub-
ject L. D. Gibbs, advertising manager of the
Edison Company, Boston, gave the follow-
ing interesting facts :

Electricity was made com-
mercially available for light-
ing in 1878 by the use of
small units and in the use of

power in 1885. The competition in public
service has had the tendency to lower the
cost of production and, consequently, re-
duces the consumption of resources.

Ten years ago a large electrical gener-
ating corporation had in one station a ca-
pacity for moo horsepower. To-day, in
that same station, the capacity is ioo,000,
using about 750,000 tons of coal a year due
entirely to the machinery, which has been
improved. Had this machinery been with-
out improvements of necessity the consump-
tion of coal would amount to 2,000,000 tons,
and this is but an example of the reduction
in consumption of resources which is devel-
oped out of manufacturing possibilities.

It is possible for a man to
tell, in a general way, with-
out consulting an electrical
engineer, whether his store

is properly lighted. By entering a store
after the lights have been turned on, a man
can tell whether the glare of the light is
harmful, whether the light is weak enough
to strain the eye, and where the lights and
shadows fall throughout the store. He will
find if the store is well filled with people
that the bright spots are attractive and has
the moth of the flame the sales are brisker
in the well-lighted departments than in the
dark corner. Figure the customer in this
position, and even go to a finer point and
consider that the customer is looking for the
objectionable points each time.

The customer has no further interest in
your store than to satisfy himself and will,
usually, turn away after the visit if the store
is not properly lighted.

The store that remains open
in the evening should have
every advantage to offer
the customer who cannot

trade in the daytime, and should present an
appearance of daylight store under all con-
ditions.

People will invariably turn away from
a glaring window. They cannot tell the rea-
son should they be asked, but the fact re-
mains that improper lighting either one way
or the other is the cause. The lights in a
window should be well out of range of
vision so that a reflected light only is avail-
able whether by light reflectors or by the
use of mirrors. If it is desired to show off
dark goods a surface should be arranged for
reflection and light goods should be inter-
mingled.

Marvelous
Development

Attraction
of Light

Value of
Good Light

Charging
the Expense

What expense account will
the lighting come under is
the next question. You pay
for newspaper advertising,

and it is charged up to the advertising ac-
count ; in turn, then, it is properly charged
up to the various departments. The use of
the electric sign is to call attention to your
store.
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The use of the window illumination is
to call attention to your merchandise. This
is advertising in its strictest sense and
should be charged as such. They are adver-
tising mediums and, in many instances, are
on record where sales can be traced to the
display of merchandise, for, in fact, how
many times have you yourself entered a
store to purchase an article which you have
noted in the window ? Illumination is cer-
tainly the up-to-date business man's asset
and should be considered as such. It corn-
pels attention and, naturally, draws trade.

The illumination must be increased
where the merchandise is of one tone or
color. Light furnished is an indirect and
uneven way is sometimes as objectionable
to the observer as the glare, but it requires
only common sense to arrange the window
so the light is even and perfect.

Electric signs are an im-
proved and necessary fea-
ture of every store at the
present time. Even the

smallest dealer needs a sign if he plans to
get the most out of the hours that he keeps
his store open—if it is open evenings—and
he certainly needs a sign if he closes early.
The sign, then, stamps his name and his
business on the public mind and is working
while he sleeps. There used to be a com-
mon saying that the farmer was the only
lucky man in the world, because his grass
and grain and his stock grew while he slept.
With the coming of the electric sign and the
electrically lighted show window the farmer
is distanced by a long way, because he must
wait for nature to take its course in the
growing processes, while the man with the
sign can compel people to come his way.
The hours during which the electric sign
and lighted window are available can be in-
creased as a result of co-operation among
the merchants. It has been specifically
noted that, by extending the time during
which signs and windows are kept lighted
on the principal streets in our cities, the time
during which the people have remained
upon the streets has been extended.

Electric
Signs

Fake Diamond Maker Caught

Henri Lemoine, the "diamond maker,"
was arrested in Paris on April 14th. He is
the man who created a sensation last sum-
mer by pretending that he could make dia-
monds.

After he had deceived a good many
persons he was arrested in Paris on com-
plaint of Julius Wernher, the English dia-
mond magnate, who had advanced him a
large sum of money believing in the genu-
ineness of his process.

Lemoine brazened it out so well that
finally the magistrate who had his case in
charge released him in order to give him a
chance to show that he really could make
the gems. By various pretences he post-
poned the test until the magistrate's patience
was exhausted, and then he disappeared.

That was on June 17th. The indulgent
magistrate lost his place and Lemoine was
tried in default and sentenced to ten years in
prison. Since then reports have been re-
ceived that he was in Italy, in Turkey and

.411111.■11=111.
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other places, but he managed to evade jus-
tice until to-day.

Lemoine reached Paris last Friday, his
only disguise being the removal of his
noticeable beard. The police learned of his
arrival on Tuesday and two detectives were
assigned to find him. They learned that he
intended to visit his ex-secretary to-day, and
they met him and took him into custody.

He told the detectives that he had been
visiting the Montmartre night cafes ever
since his arrival. When he left Paris last
June he went to Sofia, Budapest, Vienna
and Trieste and thence to London in No-
vember. He came from London to Paris.
He expressed the utmost confidence that his
condemnation to ten years in prison could
be quashed.

Modern Show Cards and Price Tickets

(Continued from page 989)

These are all good sizes for show cards and
allow the full sheet to be cut up without
waste.

The beginner should adopt
a style of alphabet that is
simple in construction and
uniform in style. A plain

letter well made is far superior to a fancy
letter poorly done. Be sure to practice on
one size until you have it thoroughly mas-
tered, then increase or decrease the size uni-
formly in order that you may develop con-
fidence in your ability to make each stroke
in harmony, be the letters of any desired
size. The amount or form of composition
on a card will suggest what is best fitted
for a layout to produce a neat finish. A
card with lettering of uniform size and
considerable space outside of the lettering
will present a neat and tidy appearance with-
out marginal lines or ornamental dashes.
When the lettering varies in size and spaces
between the lines are not Uniform, the use
of ornamentation and border line will make
the card appear more compact and add to its
appearance.

White cards may be made very neat
with a simple scroll and background tinted
with dry color before lettering. To do this,
take a little piece of plush and dip it into a
dry color of any desired shade, then rub on
the center of the card and extend outward
in a circular motion. Scroll designs filled
in this way will produce results that seem
wonderful to one unaccustomed to this class
of work. The same method of tinting may
be used outside of scroll designs, leaving the
center white for lettering. A large variety
of pretty show cards for all purposes can be
done in this way at a fraction of a cent
above the cost of common cardbord.

The use of "metallics" or flitters in
scroll designs on colored cardboard with
white lettering produces a rich and striking
effect. Acacia mucilage with a few drops
of glycerine added will be found an excellent
adhesive for metallic and flitter work. This
may be used the same as paint in outlining
designs, the flitters or "metallics" being
poured on before the mucilage dries. This
adhesive will hold metallics, flitters, bronze
and diamond dust securely and make a very
effective finish.

Show Card
Practice
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Made in 14 K., 10 K. and Sterling Silver

THE CHAS. M. ROBBINS CO.
Chicago, 103 State Street

New York, 17 Maiden Lane

Attleboro, Mass.
SAMPLES ONLY

'''M•T-77.42,241., •

SPRING BRACELET STOCK
We guarantee our Bracelets

in Quality and Finish

The Joints are positively the
best on the market.

We are ready to prove it.

Convince yourself.

If your jobber does not handle
them, write us and we will
post you.

Our Lavalliers are Leaders

300 up-to-date styles

Henry Lederer &Bro., InC.
Makers of

Ladies' and Gent's Chains,
Fobs and Bracelets

Factory, 227 Eddy Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NOT SIMPLY UP TO DATE
BUT IN THE LEAD

Stands Our New Perfect Joint

BRACELETS
No. 312. Old English finish

Fancy Hand Chased (New Design)

OUR LOCKET LINE second to none and
still growing. New Designs every month

Made only in best quality Gold Filled

JOBBING
TRADE
ONLY

CASTIGLIONI CO.
Mfts

9 Calender St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Business Methods of Retailers

To the man who works and loves his
work no imaginative romance is so full of
vital interest as the great romance of busi-
ness, no story of adventure so absorbing as
a tale of struggle and final triumph on the
great battlefield of trade, said W. H.
Stepanek at a retailers' convention.

In the days of our grandfathers it re-
quired a little skill or foresight to carry on
a retail store. Business, as a rule, was con-
ducted on simple and primitive lines. It
required only ordinary judgment and com-
monplace ability to succeed fairly well in
the retail trade. To become a successful re-
tailer little in the nature of scientific com-
mercial knowledge was demanded.

Retailing now has become a
science; not a. fixed, but a
progressive science. Great
progress has been made in

the raising of standards in retailing. At
one time competition in retailing was largely
confined to the question of price and to
price cutting. The merchant has seen, how-
ever, that there are other factors in trade
that can be made to appeal to the public
besides price, so that price has now become
only one of the many keys upon which the
successful retailer must play in order to
win. Assortments, qualities, service, win-
dow and interior displays, shopping, corn-
forts and conveniences, free delivery, a lib-
eral exchange and refund system, original
and ingenious publicity, to say nothing of
attractive store entertainments, are all ave-
nues more or less exploited by the modern
retailer.

Above all things else, the successful re-
tailer must be a hard and persistent worker.
The time may have been when the shiftless,
thoughtless, intemperate retailer could show
a profit despite wasted hours spent in sitting
on counters or on dry goods boxes at the
shop door, with jack-knife in hand whit-
tling; or despite the loss of time wasted in
barrooms or at card playing; but that time
is past. No whittling, drinking, card play-
ing retailer, big or little, can hope to com-
pete in these strenuous days with the army
of faithful, industrious, tireless and scien-
tific competitors. The price of success in
this age in the retail world is eternal vigi-
lance and concentrated, intelligent effort.
He who is not prepared to pay this price
should seek some other calling.

The question of profitable
salesmanship is one that is
constantly before the retail
dealer ; having his business

well understood, his trade partially estab-
lished, and wishing to satisfy his customers
and pushing for more, he knows an exact
system in his store will reduce friction to a
minimum in handling his customers, and
further his sales as, perhaps, no other
factor will.

What, then, about his system ? He
wishes to avoid insane simplicity of little
worth and red tapeism, a positive damage,

Business
a Science

Profitable
Salesmanship

and to further sales by a comprehensive and
smoothly running system between the two
mentioned extremes.

It is for this reason that taking stock is
so essential. Inventory has always been
looked upon as the first and necessary step
in order to properly regulate the profit and
call attention to losses, and study of the
business as regards the selling end.

To be master of one's craft,
to have one's hand at the
helm and be able to read the
compass correctly, one must

be able to make comparisons every day,
week or month. These comparisons are and
must be of vital necessity in scanning the
business horizon for sales ; how can they be
most profitably made? If this is not pos-
sible, the leaks are liable to sink the ship.
It is a relief to the merchant to be able to
Plan and formulate and leave to his book-
keeper to do what formerly required many
moments or hours of his own time each day.
It is a relief not to answer questions many
times a day or in an hour ; in a word, it is a
relief to reduce his business to such a system
that he will have time to work out new
preparations, formulate new plans to inter-
est the buying public and advance his busi-
ness until, unharrassed by a thousand petty
details he will find himself growing and ex-
panding.

Did you ever stop to think how much
your own presence is required every mo-
ment at your work ; how dependent your
clerks are on you for prices ; how often your
memory serves you badly in buying and sell-
ing goods?

Thorough
Mastery

Proper Kind
of Clerks

One of the means for effect-
ing sales in any line of re-
tail trade is to interest the
clerks in the work of sell-

ing. Once thoroughly interested in their
work, and the welfare of the employer and
his business, their capacity for salesmanship
increases in direct ratio with their disinter-
estedness. When the merchant has taken
the initiative and shown the clerks what
system means and what labor it saves, they
will be stimulated to take an interest in his
business ; they will add their own person-
ality to the work, suggest and give ideas
and be a constant source of help and pleas-
ure, and not a source of constant irritation
to their employer by their negativeness and
dependence for every petty detail connected
with their NNrork.

No retailer can hope to succeed unless
he is overwhelmed by prosperity, without
having his financial affairs under complete
control. However large or small his busi-
ness, he should have a system of accounting
which will tell him monthly, weekly, and if
need be, daily, his assets and liabilities, his
bills receivable and his bills payable. With-
out some such system he is liable to over-
trade and to find himself unexpectedly some
morning unable to meet his bills and thus
impair, if not cripple, his credit.

With the progress that has been made
in scientific retail accounting by profes-
sionals who make this a specialty, it is an
easy manner to have a system worked out
to suit the needs of any retail business, large
or small.

The Business Virtue of Bookkeeping

The high value of a knowledge of
bookkeeping and accounts is attested, says
The Bookkeeper, by John D. Rockefeller in
his article on "The Difficult Art of Getting,"
the fifth in a series of reminiscences of men
and events which is published in the Feb-
ruary issue of World's Work. Mr. Rocke-
feller says he owes a great debt to his father
in that he was trained in practical ways.
His father told him about the various en-
terprises in which he was engaged and
taught him the principles and methods of
business. From early boyhood he kept a
little book which he called "Ledger A," a
volume which is still preserved, containing
his receipts and expenditures as well as an
account of the small sums that he was
taught to give away regularly.

"Although the plan," says Mr. Rocke-
feller, "had been to send me to college, it
seemed best at sixteen that I should leave
the high school in which I had nearly com-
pleted the course, and go into a commercial
college in Cleveland for a few months.
They taught bookkeeping and some of the
fundamental principles of commercial trans-
actions. This training, though it lasted only
a few months, was very valuable to me."
Mr. Rockefeller then tells how he tramped
through the streets for days and weeks, ask-
ing merchants and storekeepers if they did
not want a boy. No one wanted a boy, ap-
parently, but he never gave up tramping and
inquiring and at last the opportunity came.
He was engaged by a firm, but not a word
passed as to pay. "In beginning the work,"
Mr. Rockefeller says, "I had some advan-
tages. My father's training, as I have said,
was practical, the course at the commercial
college had taught me the rudiments of
business, and I thus had a groundwork to
build upon. I was fortunate also in work-
ing under the supervision of the bookkeeper,
who was a fine disciplinarian and well dis-
posed toward the." At the end of three
months his employers presented him with
$50, which. Mr. Rockefeller observes, was
no doubt all that Ile was worth, and it was
entirely satisfactory. His salary for the
next year was $25 a mOnth and during that
time he mastered all the details of the den-
cal work of the business, his department
covering particularly the office duties.
"Just above me," to refer again to Mr.
Rockefeller's phraseology, "was the book-
keeper for the house, and he received $2000
a year salary in lieu of his share of the
profits of the firm of which he was a mem-
ber. At the end of the first fiscal year,
when he left, I assumed his clerical and
bookkeeping work, for which I received a
salary of five hundred dollars. As I look
back upon this term of business apprentice-
ship, I can see that its influence was vitally im-
portant in its relations to what came after."

This is testimony worth listening to
because it reveals what the world has not
generally known—that the richest man in
the world walked the streets as a boy looking
for work, accepted work without regard to
pay, became a bookkeeper and mastered the
science of accounting, the basis of correct
business methods, all of which he considers
"vitally important" in what came after.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO.
Chicago, Ill.Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Streets

WE MANUFACTURE

HIGH-GRADE MODERN
JEWELRY STORE FIX-
TURES, SHOW CASES,
WALL CASES, TA13LES
ETC. 

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit, or if you expect to remodel your store, write
us sending your floor plan and we will be pleased to submit plans, drawings and estimates

Glass Cutting Wheels
Made of ALUNDUM retain their mitre longer than any
other stone, which means perfect angles. The refraction of
light which gives cut glass ware its brilliancy depends
largely on the perfection of the angles.

NORTON COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.
New York Office

50 Church St.

F-89

Alundum Plant Chicago Store
Niagara Falls 48 S. Canal St.

-'3041■41 " 
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"Many a man talks him-
self into a sale, then talks
himself out of it again,"
like the king in the nursery
rhyme—
"The King of France,

with forty thousand men,
Marched up the hill,

and then marched down
again."

HOLD THE FORT
When you once get "up the hill" to the buying point, quit

marching, and stick—hold the fort!

The four steps up the hill to the buying point: (1) Getting

attention, (2) Creating interest, (3) Arousing desire, (4) Bring-
ing about resolve to buy—are fully outlined in our new book—
"Silver Selling a Science."

"The most valuable piece of printed matter ever put into the

hands of the jeweler or his salesmen"—that's what competent

critics say of this new, thirty-six page, illustrated book—

"Silver Selling a Science,"
Just look at the live topics discussed: "The Sales Value of

an Idea," "Your Real Competitor," "Fostering the Collecting In-
stinct," "The Family Silver Idea," "Silver a Form of Wealth, not
Expense," "Leading the Customer's Mind by Imparting Real

Information," "Meeting Objections," "Four Kinds of Knowledge
Every Salesman Should Have," "Every Customer an Assistant
Salesman for You." These are only a few of many.

This book describes our latest plan—a Correspondence Bu-
reau for the benefit of silver salesmen.

Every silver salesman in America should have a copy of this
book. Send in names and home addresses of your salesmen—or,
Salesmen, write us direct—and we will forward copies free of
charge.

TRADE

RI MARK

Towle Manufacturing Company
Silversmiths

Massachusetts TRADE

MARK
Newburyport
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The Traveling Salesman of the
Twentieth Century

New Conditions that Confront the Traveling
Man—What Conduces to Success in the

Modern Field

Commercial
Traveler Defined

To the layman—the uniniti-
ated in the realm of com-
mercialism — the title of
"commercial traveler" has

little or no signification beyond that of one
who goes about from town to town in a sort
of a perfunctory way, seeking to earn a
mere living by taking orders for goods and
in turn submitting such orders to the house
he represents, for execution, says a writer in
the Sample Case. He is also occasionally
called a "drummer," but only by such un-
thinking people as are wholly unable to
get a mental grasp of the importance of
his duties, responsibilities and obligations.
There are a few in the business who might
possibly be called "drummers" with more or
less aptitude. But I shall address myself
just now to that class of commercial traveler
who has either earned, or wishes to earn, the
right to use that American coat of arms
—American salesmanship—to obtain the
thirty-third degree in the great fellowship
of our mercantile conquerors.

Now, the great problem of success
which confronts you, gentlemen, which puts
upon inquiry the Twentieth Century Sales-
man, is to know how to keep on the rails of
progress while rounding the curve of com-
petition. To know this is to become a pro-
found student of the changing conditions of
the times; to understand the principles in-
volved in cause and effect ; to possess a keen
perception of human nature, an alertness of
business acumen ; and thus be enabled to
keep abreast of the onward march of scien-
tific merchandising.

With the constantly chang-
ing conditions in the field of
trade during the past two
or three decades, the sales-
man does not stand to suc-

ceed who employs the same old wornout
methods of doing things year in and year
out, no more than would our navy stand to
wage a successful warfare now in using the
same old floating wrecks so antiquated that
the guns had to be tied on the decks to pre-
vent their leaking through the cracks, but
which were successfully used away back in
the battle of Lake Erie. Methods have
changed, but no more in warfare than in the
arts of peaceful life, and nowhere more than
in scientific merchandising, manufacturing
and banking. The advent of the telephone,
the rural mail delivery and the electric car
system of suburban and rural transportation
have now brought the most remote and hith-
erto so-called "water-tank towns" into close
relations with the metropolitan jobbing cen-
ters, resulting in the country merchant hav-
ing a wider, deeper and more comprehensive
knowledge of trade conditions, and of the
kind, class and quality of the merchandise
he must handle; of where it is made, how
it is made, how it is sold and of its value.
He is posted and has learned to make his
buying a systematic, intelligent proposition,

New Conditions
and New

Methods
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a study; and his selling methods, one of the
fine arts.

The Salesman's

Duty

What has the commercial
traveler been doing along
these lines, meantime ? The
successful salesman has kept

apace with the changing conditions. He has
made a close study of his own field of effort.
He knows as much, or more, about the
goods he is selling than does the man he is
attempting to sell, which fact enables him
to make new business and retain what he
already has, but he can never maintain suc-
cessful business relations with any customer
who knows more about the business than he
himself knows.

The commander of an army corps must
know more of the tactics of scientific war-
fare than does his soldier or he can never
lead him. The soldier will desert the ranks
when he once loses confidence in his leader.
The merchant will desert his salesman when
he loses confidence in him, and will do
little or no business with any salesman who
knows little or nothing of the business he
is in, with any salesman from whom he can
obtain no little bits of information, from
time to time, which are helpful in the con-
duct of his business.

You simply cannot do busi-
Cultivate ness long with any man
Confidence whom you cannot lead by

reason of his abiding confi-
dence in you. Natural laws have decreed
that there is no equipoise between the lever
and the fulcrum of human nature; one must
be above, the other below, so to speak ; one
must lead, the other must follow ; and he is
satisfied to follow who has confidence in the
wisdom, honesty of purpose and integrity of
his leader.

If you would test the accuracy of my
proposition, just note the result of the next
occasion when you chance to see two in-
fants, too young to talk or walk, brought
into each other's presence, and just as soon
as they are put upon the carpet together ob-
serve them and see the battle for supremacy
rage. Note how soon one will become the
captain, the other the soldier ; and note, also,
how immediately these relations are ami-
cably adjusted.

Again, with a thorough knowledge of
his business and of his customer, the suc-
cessful salesman also has the courage of his
convictions, and the forcefulness of char-
acter to impress the. fact of such knowledge
upon the buyer ; and with clean-cut, logical
statements, based upon positive knowledge,
he drives the truth home to him. He never
permits himself to stand in timid silence and
listen to any customer, or prospective cus-
tomer, question the merit of his goods, his
prices, or the fairness of his methods. He
never permits anyone, customer or other-
wise, to question the integrity of his firm
or its progressive business methods, which
is more frequently done than otherwise, in
order to get the salesman's own estimate of
such matters.

Fidelity to
the House

How many good customers
have been lost by the sales-
man in his misguided effort
to pacify a faultfinder by

half way agreeing with him in his com-
plaints of the firm's office methods, shipping
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department, credit offices, overcharges, or
this, that or the other alleged fault, which
never did exist? How long could you re-
main silent and listen to denunciation of
your wife and your children ? If you don't
respect your firm next to your own family
you should quit them instanter, and if you
have such esteem for them you will defend
your employers and, by so doing, defend
yourself.

When any customer begins one of his
fishing expeditions to see if you will help
him establish some imaginary fault with
your goods, prices, your firm or its business
methods, the manly, fearless salesman will
just close his sample case, strap his trunks
and settle the issue there and then ; he will
train his rapid fire guns and then isn't con-
tent with one or two desultory shots, but, if
necessary, shoots a whole iron foundry of
facts and of truth into the camp of doubt
of such buyer, and until he runs up the
white flag. But he makes him run it up,
knowing that when once up it represents a
future customer that no competitor can ever
take from him. It is a fearless determina-
tion which brings results. A faint heart, a
faint ambition and a faint odor of cloves on
the breath will always command a very faint
salary.

The Moderately
Successful

We have thus far had refer-
ence to the successful sales-
man. Next to him in im-
portance is the one who has

not met with the full measure of success
commensurate with his efforts, but who is
anxious to succeed, and who is really doing
the best he knows in that direction. To such
I would say, it may be that you look upon
every dealer as being composed of the same
material and talk to him accordingly; that
you talk too much without saying anything;
that you talk to him on subjects in which
you are interested, but which are distasteful
to him ; that you talk too much about your-
self and what you know, and how little
others know ; that you have violently op-
posed him in his views on politics, religion
or other topics particularly close to him;
that you do not put sufficient earnestness
into your selling talk. Such being the possi-
bility, I would suggest that you take your-
self in hand ; put yourself under the pene-
trating searchlight of the X-ray, that you
may be able to look inside as well as outside
for the cause of your falling down. See if
you are not working in the dark ; if you are
not trying to make a round peg fit a square
hole. Ascertain if you haven't failed to get
a proper understanding with your customer.
Try and get his viewpoint ; look through his
lenses of observation, and then you may be
able to explain away his objections to doing
more business with you or your firm. Re-
member, the Almighty never intended a fail-
ure within the whole realm of His creation,
and if you are not a success in your present
field of activity it is because of the misap-
plication of your ability, in which event you
should try some other line of work. Every
man has the ability to make himself a suc-
cess in some one of the many vocations in
life ; but it is incumbent upon himself to
know with what material he has to work
and to what purpose in life such material is
best adapted.
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Art Goods That Are Different]
TO SHOW THEM IS TO SELL THEM

Popular taste demands novelty—something different
from the conventional styles. Our line of fine metal goods
fills this demand exactly. The goods are of the artistic
kind that enrich and give variety to regular stock. They
include

Electric and Gas Portables Newels, Electro-
hers, Bronze Figures, Art 

Portables,
Domes and

Shades, Clocks, Vases, Plateaux, Candel-
abra, Candlesticks

' 
Inkstands, Photograph

Frames, Bronzes, Clock Top Ornaments,
Clock Sets, Flower Holders, Epergnes,
Kerosene Lamps

A glance at our catalogue of these goods will show you
the weakness in your stock and suggest the remedy. The
newness of the styles, the graceful models and rich finish
will fascinate customers of refinement, and enhance at the
same time your prestige and profits.

Ask for Catalog 3z showing Gas and Electric Goods,
Electra/jars, etc., and No. 30 showing Clocks and

other metal fancy goods, as above.

Electrolier No. 6079/6083. Height, 25 inches
High-Grade Art Glass Shade
Also wade as a Gas Port able

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO. WINSTED, CONNECTICUT station 
New York Salesroom, 46 West Broadway, A. H. HOAG & CO.

Fine Pocket Cutlery
WITH ENAMEL PANELS THAT DO NOT CRACK

Made in appropriate designs
and colors for the leading
SECRET SOCIETIES and
fraternal organizations. Side
panels are of heavy sterling
silver.

Our BLADES
are made in America of
the very best English Elks
crucible steel, hardened
and tempered by experienced work-
men, and will take and retain a razor-
like edge. A neat leather case is fur-
nished with each knife.

No stock is complete without a stock of these
knives. If your jobber can't supply you, write
us direct.

The
Williams & Anderson Co.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

A SPECIALTY

THADE-MARK

is something everyone should have.
Ours is making CHAINS. We don't
do anything else, and we believe we
make the best Chains on the market.
Our customers think so, too, and
tell us by many repeat orders. The

A& Z LINE
of Chains are the best in design,
finish, quality and price. If you are
not fully familiar with our line
and the advantages in handling it,
write us for a selection package,
and see for yourself. We want to
show you.

TRADE-MARK

A& Z CHAIN CO 116 Chestnut Street
. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

 Makers of 110 Gold Filled Chains and Bracelets 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO KANSAS CITY CHICAGO

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE CHAIN MAKERS TO THE RETAIL TRADE
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Protection Against Robbery

Next to the bank, the jewelry store
presents the greatest temptation to the
professional "cracksman," because its most
valuable stock can be carried away in capa-
cious pockets or in a bag, the gold and silver
cannot be identified after melting or mutila-
tion, and diamonds can be secreted in small
space, are not easily identified after they
are removed from their mountings and can
be disposed of by the thief at something
near their real value.

It is, therefore, the duty of the jeweler
to take every precaution toward defeating
the aspirations of the artistic cracksman—
for the jewelry store robber is indeed an
artist in his profession. The jeweler owes
this duty to himself, to his creditors and to
his reputation as a good citizen. Herein we
shall consider ways and means to "circum-
vent the enemy."

Do Not Depend Upon the Safe

Few jewelers can afford the cost of a
really burglar-proof safe; and for the
matter of that, there are few such, outside
of the ponderous armor-plate affairs in the
newer safe deposit constructions. Give a
professional safebreaker time enough and
he will prove that a man, with the proper
scientific appliances, can break into any
receptacle that another man has built. The
only hope of the protected is that he can put
such obstacles in the way of the cracksman
that he will not have time enough, nor soli-
tude enough, between Saturday night and
Monday morning. We doubt if any port-
able safe (the kind used by most jewelers)
now in use, could resist the action of the
electric steel-cutter, the diamond drill and
high explosives for six hours of uninter-
rupted night work. Yet most jewelers de-
pend upon the merely fireproof boxes which
store their valuables, but which as burglar
protection are ludicrously inadequate. One
scornful witness (who is now residing tem-
porarily in the, Eastern Penitentiary) de-
clared of a flimsy, but gorgeously decorated
new safe which he opened after twenty
minutes' "treatment," that he "could have
kicked it open with his boot if only his boot
had a sole on it—which it hadn't."

The jeweler who goes to bed relying
on finding his property intact from burglary
in the morning, "because I put it in the
safe," has no real grounds for his faith,
if the safe is the average kind used by
jewelers.

Have a Bright Night Light in the Store

The best protection at night for the
jeweler of average resources is a bright
light shining directly on the safe. It should
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be bright—"saving" by burning a little gas,
or a small electric, is extravagant. A broad
flame is a cheap watchman. It never sleeps
at its post, as a human occasionally will.
It is not open to a suspicion of conspiracy
with the burglar. It performs its duty
faithfully whatever the character of the
weather outside—bitter cold, or driving
rain, or drifting snow. And while it burns,
everyone who passes the door is an unpaid
watchman ; every passing citizen is an un-
conscious detective.

The burglary profession thrives best in
the dark; a bright light upsets the cracks-
man's plans. Therefore, the safe should
not be shoved under a stairway, nor con-
cealed by wall cases, nor obscured by drap-
eries, but should always be where the light
can fall on it, and in full view of anyone
outside. Moreover, it should not be backed
against the wall which separates your store-
room from an adjoining property, as your
new neighbor may have leased his room just
for the purpose of attacking your safe
from the rear, after ample preparation on
his side of the wall. Inquire into the
character of adjoining tenants on each side,
above and beneath you. A safe is safest
when it stands clear of all surroundings
and under a flood of light. And two small
safes are better than one large one, if you
put the diamonds and gold stuff first in one
and then in the other, but not according to
a regular programme; for then the cracks-
man must guess, and may guess wrong.

The Dog Watchman

An eminent "second-story man," of the
house-breaking branch. of the light-fingered
fraternity, told Inspector Byrnes that "a
yapping little dog counts more against our
chances than a gun in the hands of a scared
house owner in his nightshirt." A danger-
ous big dog is not dreaded so much by the
burglar as a nervous, loud-barking little
one ; for the big fellow is generally bribe-
able, but the little one can't be approached
before he has waked the neighborhood.
Train your terrier to sleep in the store at
night, make it home to him by a comfortable
bed and regular meals there and you have
the best sort of live watchman.

The Burglar Alarm

If your store is in one of the larger
cities that has a burglar alarm system, you
would, of course, avail yourself of that or-
ganized protection; but even in a small
town or village you could install your own
alarm at small cost. By wiring your door,
windows and floor around the safe so that
approach to them (after store hours) would
close an electric circuit and ring a loud
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gong bell placed tinder the cornice outside,
the neighbors (who would be posted as to
what the ringing meant) would understand
that it was a case of "Johnny, get your gun."
But the wires should be inspected as regu-
larly as you locked the front door, to dis-
cover whether they had been cut or tam-
pered with "with malice prepense."

Guard the Clerk's Tongue

Your clerk is not a rogue, probably, but
he may be a fool, and the guileless young
man may giv,e valuable information, in-
nocently, to the designing stranger who
strikes up acquaintance at the hotel or
boarding-house. Caution him frequently
against "telling things."

The Very Best Protection

You may take all the precautions re-
cited above and yet wake some fine morning
to find your safe looted and your finances
in chaos, for the artists whose business it
is to circumvent these various forms of pro-
tection have surpassing ingenuity and nerve.
But the professional cracksman gives up the
job when a certificate of membership,
framed and hanging on your safe, informs
him that you are a member of the
JEWELERS' SECURITY ALLIANCE.

This programme is known to all the
professional thieves: The Alliance will
search for him unrelentingly, for months
or years, all over the world, without regard
to cost, until. the thief is found ; will punish
him to the limit of the law, and will assidu-
ously search for the stolen property. He
knows that he cannot make a "compromise"
that will shield him from prison ; he knows
that the vast resources of the Pinkerton
detective system will be unremittingly ap-
plied until he is caught, wherever in the
world he goes. Billy Conners told the judge
who sentenced him, after a search which led
detectives thousands of miles for ten
months : "I'd work at a dollar a day sooner
than touch another safe belonging to a
member of the Jewelers' Security Alliance,"
and many other professionals have made
similar comments. "Those who know what
membership means never break a member's
safe," said one "yeggman" to another re-
cently at Sing Sing. In consequence, rob-
beries of members of the Alliance arc now
a very rare occurrence.

The Alliance is entirely a mutual affair;
furnishes protection at cost ; is not in busi-
ness to make money, and has no selfish ends,
and no jeweler can ignore its plans and pur-
poses and afterwards justify himself to his
business conscience in case he is robbed
before he has covered himself with its pro-
tective shield.
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Moving Pictures that Sing and
Talk

In view of the success which is obtained
by the moving picture apparatus, the idea
naturally occurred to use the phonograph in
connection with it, so as to hear the voice at
the same time that we see the picture upon
the screen, writes the Paris correspondent
of the Scientific American. Among such de-
vices we may mention one brought out by
Pathe. It is the invention of Captain
Couade. In his method, the actor utters the
words or song into the phonograph, but
without the gestures or facial expression.

The actor takes his position
before the camera and his
movements a r e photo-
graphed. Coupled with the

moving picture machine is the phonograph
of the flat disk type which was before used.
A jointed rod coupling is used in order to
connect the phonograph mechanism with the
picture machine, and the latter is driven by
a small electric motor. While the phono-
graph is repeating the actor's words he goes
through the necessary motions to accompany
the words. The moving picture machine
thus secures the photographic record of the
series of gestures during the whole time
that the phonograph disk is working.

In reproducing the two records at
exactly the same rate of movement, the
moving picture machine is placed, as usual,
at a point behind the audience at the back
of the hall, while the phonograph is located
near the screen. The weight-driven mech-
anism of the phonograph is coupled to a
revolving electric device which serves to
produce a current, and this current is sent
to the moving picture machine. In the lat-
ter there is mounted an electric motor, which
drives the machine. As this motor receives
current from the electric device on the
phonograph, its speed is exactly the same as
that of the phonograph. By this means we
have a perfect concordance between the two
apparatus.

A Step

in Advance

The Problem

Solved

Captain Couade seems to
have solved the problem of
working the two machines
in harmony. Both appara-

tus start up simultaneously and afterward
run at the same speed, by simply placing the
phonograph needle on a marked point of
the disk and, on the other hand, using a
marked image of the picture film at the
same time. These points were previously
obtained when the phonograph and picture
machine were directly coupled by the shaft
as above mentioned.

Captain Couade's invention consists in
the use of a revolving device which is driven
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by the weight mechanism of the phono-
graph. The device resembles a revolving
commutator and it receives direct current
from the city mains and transforms it into
alternating current. The motor is mounted
in connection with the moving picture ma-
chine, and it consists of a simple two-pole
electric motor, which is arranged to run
upon the three-phase current. Such a motor
takes exactly the same speed as the driving
mechanism of the phonograph.

Paid a Deposit and Changed His Mind

A subscriber writes to inquire what
settlement should be made in a case like
this : A customer selects a diamond ring
which he desires laid aside and on which
he makes a payment of $5.00. Later he
calls and makes another payment or two
and then decides that he does not want the
ring and wants the money refunded. The
article has been out of the jeweler's stock
for some time, the sale has been entered
and it means a decided loss to him to refund
the customer his money.

The policy of a business has much
more to do with its success than any other
one thing. The most successful policy,
however, is not always the most liberal. All
possible transactions should be considered
and some plan determined upon whereby
you can be fair with your customers and at
the same time entail as little loss as possible.

Every store may divide its customers
into several different classes. For instance,
you have customers whose trade you can
depend upon, who make every possible pur-
chase in your line from you because they
prefer to deal with you. You have other
customers who "shop" and buy from you
only when they decide after a comparison
of goods and prices that they can do so to
their advantage, and others whom you may
class as customers of some other store and
yet are occasionally attracted to your store
by something displayed in your show win-
dow or described in your advertising.

Of these three classes the first, of
course, should be shown every considera-
tion. The second class should be consid-
ered individually and subdivided again into
two classes. Those who will appreciate
and reciprocate favors, and those who will
take all they can get and give nothing in
return. The third class might be subdivided
and considered in the same way.

A successful policy must be in a meas-
ure a flexible one. For instance, you may
require a deposit on all goods laid by. You
may declare that you are doing strictly a
cash business ; you may state that no money
will be refunded on goods returned, and
yet you must make exception to all these
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rules occasionally. It is a good thing, how-
ever, to let it be known that these are your
rules and make no exceptions unless you
have determined that the customer deserves
your consideration and will not take ad-
vantage of it. Take some of the customers
described above as the second class. You
find them in every town and many of them
will do more injury to a store than their
trade would ever balance. They are the
ones with whom you are constantly having
trouble, and they, also, as a rule, are the
ones who make the most unjust demands.
They should be courteously received but
handled strictly in accordance with the rules
of your store. You can easily distinguish
this class and no amount of care will ever
convert them into desirable customers.
There are others, however, who are skep-
tical and suspicious of almost everyone
with whom they deal, but who are worthy
of more consideration and who when their
confidence is secured are pleasant and de-
sirable customers. The point which the
letter referred to in regard to refunding
money on a half-paid-for article should be
covered with an understanding in advance
with the customer, that if for any reason
the total amount due should not be paid
some article equal to the amount paid in
may be selected. This, of course, like all
other rules, must be varied from under cer-
tain conditions. A few good rules could
be made which would cover many of the
causes of misunderstandings and unpleasant
transactions, and if properly placed before
your customer will make them see in a
measure, through your eyes, the other side
of these deals and might have a tendency to
lessen the number of unreasonable requests
and complaints. A small circular or booklet,
outlining your business methods, and dis-
tributed or placed in convenient places in
your store, would certainly be an original
and judicious advertisement and undoubt-
edly would do much good in more ways than
one.

Slot Machine Sells Stamps
A committee has been appointed by the

Postmaster-General to test the various
stamp-vending machines recently patented,
for the purpose of selecting the most per-
fect for the use of the department. This
step on the part of the postal authorities has
been contemplated ever since a number of
the patents were issued. It now remains
with the committee to examine the twenty
or more machines offered and make a se-
lection.

The new devices are not only consid-
ered as labor and time-savers, but with
their substitution in the place of clerks it
will be possible to place them in the cor-
ridors of large office buildings and on every
street corner, where they will be in con-
stant service.
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Wedding and Commencement
Stationery

June is the month of weddings and the
jeweler-stationer who hopes to profit most
by this should be alert to the opportunities
in his locality. It is, also, the month of
commencements. All schools and colleges
have commencement exercises and all these
exercises call for more or less special sta-
tionery. It is, therefore, possible to largely
increase one's business in the stationery de-
partment without the exertion of very much
extra effort. The dealer who starts early'
enough will be the one who will secure most
business. It is not enough to wish to se-
cure additional trade. It requires consider-
able extra work of different kinds to obtain
it. Consequently, when June opens is the
time to begin operations in this direction.

The engraved stationery
forms a considerable por-
tion of these special trade
opportunities, but, after all,

engraved stationery is no more important
than many other things which go with it.
The stationer who does not handle jewelry
is not in the same position to satisfy all the
requirements of these special occasions as
the jeweler who sells stationery. There are
various sorts of presents which are wanted
upon both occasions. And the jeweler is in
position to supply both. It would be well,
therefore, to investigate this subject from
both standpoints, utilizing the special attrac-
tions of each department to enhance sales
in the other.

Engraved

Stationery

Liberal Buyers

It will be recognized that at
weddings and commence-
ments everyone is dis-

posed to be liberal, consequently a little
extra effort exerted along right lines will be
likely to result in a good deal of extra busi-
ness. But the failure to make one's capa-
bilities in this direction known in time is re-
sponsible for the bulk of the neglect of one's
place of business by purchasers. It isn't
sufficient that you carry these goods in
stock. You must make your stock known
to those who want them, and that implies
adequate advertising. And adequate adver-
tising will be a term which will be differ-
ently interpreted by different individuals.
One will think a small card in the local
paper, or in local papers, will be sufficient,
while others will think that more extensive
methods must be adopted, and the latter will
be right. Special occasions which require
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special advertising should be treated
throughout in a special way. And that nec-
essarily implies that the advertising will be
more liberal, more explicit and more adapted
to the peculiar exigencies of the case. The
same old humdrum method of advertising
will not do at all. It requires increased ef-
fort to bring about increased trade. If it
doesn't the entire proposition is valueless,
excepting in a routine way.

The engraved stationery required at
weddings has been described in these col-
umns several times recently, but there is al-
ways necessity to go over the ground again
and make the matter more explicit in one's
own mind. Too much knowledge in this
direction cannot be acquired. And this
knowledge should be utilized in the adver-
tising. Make it individual. Point out to
prospective brides, not in a personal way, of
course, but in a general way, just what their
requirements will be in regard to stationery
and state very plainly that you have what is
undoubtedly the best stock obtainable any-
where. This is good advertising at this sea-
son and should be prosecuted very vigor-
ously during the time that the summer wed-
dings are in progress.

It is well to keep a list of
the engagements announced
and see that the parents of
prospective brides have sam-

ples of your work in the preparation of
wedding stationery. Sometimes these
samples prove the most effective advertising
obtainable. The way to make people ac-
quainted with them is to show them samples
of what you have. It isn't difficult. It isn't
expensive. The ocular demonstration of
your capacity for furnishing such goods will
be a convincing argument in your favor.
You can't offer one more convincing.

Conditions in some lines of goods
change. In these they never change. If
the circulation of samples will assist in
creating business among brides it will do
likewise among those who are going to
graduate from any of the classes of the local
schools. Samples of commencement sta-
tionery will be valuable assets in this direc-
tion. To show pupils, or the parents of
pupils, exactly what you can supply in in-
vitations and other similar stationery will
do more to make your stock a favorite than
almost anything else you can do. News-
paper advertising is best in the long run, but
supplementing these advertisements with
samples will clinch the argument advanced
in the papers and place your goods on a
much more satisfactory and favorable basis
with possible purchasers. In this matter of
advertising by samples the stationers have a
rare advantage in publicity.

Note the

Engagements

The Window

Display
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A window display of such
goods will be a help. The
display should contain the
exact stationery required

for each purpose, then it will be clear and
convincing. Leave nothing to the imagina-
tion. If you do you can rest assured that
the imagination will go wrong and your ad-
vertising efforts will be in a degree nullified.
Conditions in the commercial world do not
vary materially, though there is, in some
lines, a disposition to leave something for
the consideration of the purchaser. It
would be better in these goods to have
everything exactly as you will supply it.
Then your finished work will be up to
sample and your customer will have no
cause for complaint.

The advertising campaign might in-
clude, also, the better grades of stationery
which every house of the character of yours
should carry. It is not best, even under the
most adverse conditions of general business,
to carry low-priced or poor goods. You
will have enough customers who want the
right kind of goods to make it worth your
while to carry them. If, then, you desire to
interest that type of purchasers, the right
way to do it is to advertise your stock, not
only in print, but by sample and by display.
Unquestionably the business of any stationer
or any stationery department can be virtu-
ally doubled by doing vigorous advertising.
It is advertising that brings business, but
the worst feature of the average stationer's
methods is that he is what the country
people call "skimpy" in his advertising. He
figures that it takes a good many sales of
lead pencils at a penny each to pay the ad-
vertising bill, and this view would be rea-
sonable if it brought in no more purchasers.
But every line of advertising printed brings
its proportion of the increased number of
buyers that should be attracted to every
store. Consequently the more lines of ad-
vertising one publishes and the more dis-
plays one creates the larger will be his
patronage. The situation does not change.
There is always room for more business, no
matter how busy a store may be, and more
business can be obtained by advertising.

It may be objected to this
suggestion for an advertis-
ing campaign in midsummer
that the season is wrong

and that liberal expenditure now is more or

less of a waste and possibly, under such cir-
cumstances, this view of the matter would

be true ; but it doesn't hold good in many.

The instances where it would hold good

would constitute but a very small proportion

of the whole. Consequently this argument

(Continued on page 1005)

The Advertising

Proposition
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Wedding and Commencement
Stationery

June is the month of weddings and the
jeweler-stationer who hopes to profit most
by this should be alert to the opportunities
in his locality. It is, also, the month of
commencements. All schools and colleges
have commencement exercises and all these
exercises call for more or less special sta-
tionery. It is, therefore, possible to largely
increase one's business in the stationery de-
partment without the exertion of very much,
extra effort. The dealer who starts early
enough will be the one who will secure most
business. It is not enough to wish to se-
cure additional trade. It requires consider-
able extra work of different kinds to obtain
it. Consequently, when June opens is the
time to begin operations in this direction.

The engraved stationery
forms a considerable por-
tion of these special trade
opportunities, but, after all,

engraved stationery is no more important

than many other things which go with it.
The stationer who does not handle jewelry
is not in the same position to satisfy all the
requirements of these special occasions as
the jeweler who sells stationery. There are
various sorts of presents which are wanted
upon both occasions. And the jeweler is in
position to supply both. It would be well,
therefore, to investigate this subject from
both standpoints, utilizing the special attrac-
tions of each department to enhance sales
in the other.

Engraved

Stationery

Liberal Buyers

It will be recognized that at
weddings and commence-
ments everyone is dis-

posed to be liberal, consequently a little
extra effort exerted along right lines will be
likely to result in a good deal of extra busi-
ness. But the failure to make one's capa-
bilities in this direction known in time is re-
sponsible for the bulk of the neglect of one's
place of business by purchasers. It isn't
sufficient that you carry these goods in
stock. You must make your stock known
to those who want them, and that implies
adequate advertising. And adequate adver-
tising will be a term which will be differ-
ently interpreted by different individuals.
One will think a small card in the local
paper, or in local papers, will be sufficient,
while others will think that more extensive
methods must be adopted, and the latter will
be right. Special occasions which require

special advertising should be treated
throughout in a special way. And that nec-
essarily implies that the advertising will be
more liberal, more explicit and more adapted
to the peculiar exigencies of the case. The
same old humdrum method of advertising
will not do at all. It requires increased ef-
fort to bring about increased trade. If it
doesn't the entire proposition is valueless,
excepting in a routine way.

The engraved stationery required at
weddings has been described in these col-
umns several times recently, but there is al-
ways necessity to go over the ground again
and make the matter more explicit in one's
own mind. Too much knowledge in this
direction cannot be acquired. And this
knowledge should be utilized in the adver-
tising. Make it individual. Point out to
prospective brides, not in a personal way, of
course, but in a general way, just what their
requirements will be in regard to stationery
and state very plainly that you have what is
undoubtedly the best stock obtainable any-
where. This is good advertising at this sea-
son and should be prosecuted very vigor-
ously during the time that the summer wed-
dings are in progress.

It is well to keep a list of
Note the the engagements announced
Engagements and see that the parents of

prospective brides have sam-
ples of your work in the preparation of
wedding stationery. Sometimes these
samples prove the most effective advertising
obtainable. The way to make people ac-
quainted with them is to show them samples
of what you have. It isn't difficult. It isn't
expensive. The ocular demonstration of
your capacity for furnishing such goods will
be a convincing argument in your favor.
You can't offer one more convincing.

Conditions in some lines of goods
change. In these they never change. If
the circulation of samples will assist in
creating business among brides it will do
likewise among those who are going to
graduate from any of the classes of the local
schools. Samples of commencement sta-
tionery will be valuable assets in this direc-
tion. To show pupils, or the parents of
pupils, exactly what you can supply in in-
vitations and other similar stationery will
do m,ore to make your stock a favorite than
almost anything else you can do. News-
paper advertising is best in the long run, but
supplementing these advertisements with
samples will clinch the argument advanced
in the papers and place your goods on a
much more satisfactory and favorable basis
with possible purchasers. In this matter of
advertising by samples the stationers have a
rare advantage in publicity.

The Window

Display
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A window display of such
goods will be a help. The
display should contain the
exact stationery required

for each purpose, then it will be clear and
convincing. Leave nothing to the imagina-
tion. If you do you can rest assured that
the imagination will go wrong and your ad-
vertising efforts will be in a degree nullified.
Conditions in the commercial world do not
vary materially, though there is, in some
lines, a disposition to leave something for
the consideration of the purchaser. It
would be better in these goods to have
everything exactly as you will supply it.
Then your finished work will be up to
sample and your customer will have no
cause for complaint.

The advertising campaign might in-
clude, also, the better grades of stationery
which every house of the character of yours
should carry. It is not best, even under the
most adverse conditions of general business,
to carry low-priced or poor goods. You
will have enough customers who want the
right kind of goods to make it worth your
while to carry them. If, then, you desire to
interest that type of purchasers, the right
way to do it is to advertise your stock, not
only in print, but by sample and by display.
Unquestionably the business of any stationer
or any stationery department can be virtu-
ally doubled by doing vigorous advertising.
It is advertising that brings business, but
the worst feature of the average stationer's
methods is that he is what the country
people call "skimpy" in his advertising. He
figures that it takes a good many sales of
lead pencils at a penny each to pay the ad-
vertising bill, and this view would be rea-
sonable if it brought in no more purchasers.
But every line of advertising printed brings
its proportion of the increased number of
buyers that should be attracted to every
store. Consequently the more lines of ad-
vertising one publishes and the more dis-
plays one creates the larger will be his
patronage. The situation does not change.
There is always room for more business, no
matter how busy a store may be, and more
business can be obtained by advertising.

It may be objected to this
The Advertising suggestion for an advertis-
Proposition ing campaign in midsummer

that the season is wrong
and that liberal expenditure now is more or
less of a waste and possibly, under such cir-
cumstances, this view of the matter would

be true ; but it doesn't hold good in many.

The instances where it would hold good

would constitute but a very small proportion

of the whole. Consequently this argument

(Continued on page 1005)
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should not be permitted to influence a dealer
in the least. On the contrary he should de-
termine, so far as his circumstances permit,
to increase his advertising in a dull season,
laying the stress upon those goods which are
particularly adapted to that season and then
urge the sale of the goods as forcibly as the
English language will let him. Nothing is
gained by indifferent advertising. Nothing
is gained by fearing conditions which are
suggested by circumstances, and there is al-
ways the possibility of creating increased
trade without any considerable increase in
the advertising expenditure.

Another important point is that which
calls for persistence. If you begin keep at
it until you accomplish what you intended
when you started. Never give up. If your
trade in response to the advertising you are
doing comes slow wait patiently. The re-
turns will all come later and you will un-
doubtedly discover when you come to foot
up at the end of the month that you are
away ahead of the same month the previous
year. There is no reason to doubt this.
There is much reason, based on the experi-
ence of those who have given this proposi-
tion a thorough test, to believe that your
efforts will be crowned with success.

The stationer who under-
takes to do business in a
reasonable way will ac-
complish more than the one

who fails to develop all his possibilities. It
requires close attention to the department,
a careful study of the situation and sur-
roundings and a degree of persistency which
is not always present among stationers.
Work must be put in else money will not
be taken out, and the reason so many sta-
tioners fail, or only partially succeed, is be-
cause they will not put in work and they will
not advertise as much as they should. These
may seem broad statements, but they are
absolutely true and can be verified from
the experience of those who have made the
experiment and have succeeded.

June is a good month to begin adver-
tising because of the special goods which are
wanted in June and which will attract more
than the ordinary degree of attention. The
situation is substantially the same every-
where. There is never any material differ-
ence in weddings and the commencement is
practically the same function, whether it is
in the North or the South. The system
varies a little with different localities, but in
the main the proposition, both propositions,
are the same. It is, therefore, possible for

Work and

Publicity s
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a jeweler-stationer anywhere in the country
to adapt these suggestions to his require-
ments with very little trouble, and he can
rest assured that they will yield him ample
returns for his trouble.

Show Cards and How to Make Them

Nothing adds more to the
finished appearance of a
stock of goods and to the
pleasure and convenience of

the customer than a profusion of attractive
price cards. They save the answering of
many questions and often decide a sale to
some customer whom richness in fittings
and appearances of stock or natural dislike
to ask prices on something she fears may be
out of her reach might otherwise turn away.
Try it yourself. Which window display
appeals most to you, the one bearing no
price cards or the one with cards denoting
what each article in the window would cost
you? The display with prices, of course.
In showing the goods you are only telling
part of the story.

If the price cards add ef-
Business fectiveness to the window
Makers display, they will to the in-

terior display, for the same
reason. Not only do many individual mer-
chants lose sales by not displaying prices,
but the general body of merchants are losers
in proportion to the number among them
who fail to show prices. People who buy
goods are of three classes : The ones who
are out to buy and know what they want,
the ones who are out to buy and won't
know just what they want until they see the
prices and the ones who are not out to buy,
but are pretty liable to buy if something
that appeals to them is placed where they
can see it.

Price cards will help the first class, help
and catch many of the second class, who
otherwise might give up the intention of
buying and awaken many of the third
class to the fact that here is something that
they should have. The man who is most
persistent in going after the third class is
the one who will sell the most goods, and
the most effective way of getting at the peo-
ple in that class is by neat, tasteful display
of goods, always accompanied by prices.
Nowadays most merchants follow the one-
price idea and so consistently show prices.

But the average merchant
Making does not know much about
Price Cards price cards. He fears that

they are expensive to buy,
and false economy prevents him from even
taking steps to correct this wrong impres-
sion and he doesn't know how to make the

Price Cards

Ornamental
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cards himself. Price cards are not difficult
—and certainly not expensive—to make. A
little practice, a comparatively small outlay
for paraphernalia is all that is needed, and
the work is extremely attractive.

The necessary utensils are : Two or
three pointed sable lettering brushes, a flat
stick or knife for mixing paints, two cups of
water, a few assorted pens, some white stick
chalk, a soft pencil, some sponge rubber for
erasing, a half-dozen thumb tacks, some
mucilage, a rag or two, a long ruler, the
cardboard and some paint. The whole out-
fit need not cost more than a couple of dol-
lars, or three at the most.

The number of brushes
needed depends upon the
number of colors you intend
using, never using a brush

in more than one color. The two cups of
water are used, one for rough cleaning and
the other for finishing the cleansing of the
brushes. The pens are for straightening
rough edges and corners, the chalk and pen-
cil for rough drafting of the design on the
card preliminary to painting.

Cut your brush handles to five or six
inches in length. Use only your stick or
knife for mixing. Always wash a brush
thoroughly immediately after using, gently
squeezing it dry. Dry paints, mixed with
water and mucilage, are the most satisfac-
tory. To prepare, cut the paint with alcohol,
mix thoroughly with mucilage to the thick-
ness of heavy syrup; add water in driblets,
occasionally, without making your mixture
too thin.

In using a pen, thin your paint to one-
third of the thickness used for the brush.

Of course, in this, as in all other ,
branches of handicraft, practice is the best
teacher, providing the underlying theory be
sound. A very fair mastery of the art may
be acquired in a few weeks, and then valu-
able ideas will suggest themselves. Show
card making is most fascinating work.

Have your cards fairly uni-
form in size and shape and
style of lettering, and en-
tirely uniform in color.

Black letter on white cardboard is the sim-
plest combination, though white letters on
the black background is the most effective
combination and the cards are less easily
soiled. Where black letters are used on
white cardboard, gold or gray shadings may
be used effectively. Gold letters on white
are pretty. Other fine combinations are:
Drab card, red initial letters shaded with
white, other letters white ; dark green card
with white or gold letters; light green card
with black letters shaded with white ; dark
gray card, white letters shaded with gold;
red card, white letters shaded with gold.—
Bulletin.

The

Paraphernalia

The Cards

and Letters
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101. Before Shrinking 102. After Shrinking

The Best way to size Plain Rings smaller Is to shrink them.

No. 101 was size NIA ; we shrunk it to size 5. We shrink Plain Rings smaller,
;my size from 14 to 4, for 25e. Net

By shrinking rings there is very little lost in weight, about 3 gr. to a 5 dwt. ring.

103. Before Shrinking 104. After Shrinking

The Best way to size English Wedding or Tiffany Wedding Rings
is to shrink them

No. 103 was size 12; we shrunk it to size O. We shrink English or Tiffany
Wedding Rings any size, from 14 to 4, for 250. Net

By shrinking rings there is very little lost in weight, about 3 gr. to a 5 dwt. ring.

111 112

Before soldering in Bezel After soldering in Bezel

This is the only way to repair Rings to hold stone that has been reset many
times and ring is low at head as by soldering in new bezel in Ring and chiming
Gold over stone that it is sure to give satisfaction.

For stone size of 112 will cost 85e. Net

115 116
Before Soldering Bezel After Soldering Bezel

The only way to repair a Ring like this, when it is low or hollow at head, is

to solder bezels in holes for stone and chase gold over stone. Notice bezels around
stones on Ring No. 116.

Bezel for 1 Stone Ring, 75e. Net; Bezel for 3 Stone Ring, $1.85 Net.

117. llolore Itepointing. 118. After Repointing

To repoint Ring like No. 117 with 6 Prongs 
To repoint Ring like No. 117 with 8 Prongs 
Where 2 Prongs are necessary 
■Vhere 3 Prongs are necessary 
Where 4 Prongs are necessary 

$ .90 Net
1.20 Net
.40 Net
.50 Net
.60 Net

Or 15c. Net for each Prong where more than 3 Prongs are wanted.
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JEWELRY ENGRAVING
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PLATING IN GOLD AND SILVER
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CHAINS FILLED AND RENEWED
RAISED MONOGRAMS OF ALL KIND
WATCH CASE REPAIRING
SILVERWARE REPAIRING
PIN REPOINTING, ETC.

THE RING
A. COURVOISIER, Prop.

Manufacturing Jewelers, Diamond Setters and Engravers
FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE
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Powers that Prey on the Trade

Wonderful Feats of the Sleight-of-hand Artist
and Substitutor—Notable Cases of

Swindles on the Trade

In a series of papers appearing in the
Saturday Evening Post some very interest-
ing stories of trade victimization are related,
a few of which are as follows:

Monsieur Leroux was a
handsome young man, very
well dressed, with an af-
fable and pleasing manner,
an ingenious countenance

and eyes as innocent as a baby's. He
was calculated to give the impression of
knowing very little about practical affairs,
of being likely to fall an easy mark to the
machinations of any shrewd and unscrupu-
lous schemer with whom he might be
brought into business dealings. He seemed.
altogether too unsophisticated for his years.
One look at him would have filled a bunco
steerer with boundless enthusiasm.

This artless young man introduced him-
self to the proprietor of a large jewel house
in Paris two years ago.

"I have brought to you a sapphire
which I wish to dispose of," he explained to
the jeweler. "It is only an imitation, but
such an unusually good one that I suppose
it ought to be worth something."

He picked the stone out of its little box,
and at sight of it the jeweler's heart gave a
bound. It was a gem of wonderful beauty
and brilliance.

"Monsieur !" cried the dealer, examin-
ing it closely. "This is no imitation ; it is a
genuine sapphire; I would stake my repu-
tation on it."

Although, being a crafty man at a bar-
gain, he did not say so, he believed that it
was also one of the finest sapphires he had
ever seen.

Monsieur Leroux's eyes grew wide
with amazement. "Impossible !" he ex-
claimed. "It has been in my family for a
great many years. We have all known it
to be an imitation. It belonged to my
grandfather, who was a judge of jewels,
and he, too, knew it was not a genuine stone.
Surely he should have known, if anybody."

The jeweler examined the
stone again. He was con-
vinced that he could have
made no mistake. "If you

will leave the stone with me until to-morrow
I will show it to some experts," he said.
"If they agree with me there will no longer
be any doubt that you and your family have
been under a misapprehension."

Monsieur Leroux agreed to return the
next day.

In the meantime, the dealer showed the
stone to some friends in the trade whose
opinions in such matters he deemed infal-
lible. They pronounced it genuine. The
Jeweler saw a chance of a fine bargain. Of
course, a man of such high business stand-
ing could not have stooped to concealing the
fact of its genuineness, but business was
business and he would offer the young man
something less than half of its actual value.

Monsieur Leroux turned up the next
day, sharp at the appointed hour. The

The
Gentlemanly
Exterior

Jeweler Deeply
Interested

jeweler assured him there was no longer
any doubt of the genuineness of the stone
and at once made him an offer of several
thousand francs.

Monsieur Leroux took the stone,
looked at it curiously, and shook his head.
"I must be honest with you," he said. "You
are laboring under a sad mistake. It is ar-
tificial. There can be no doubt of it. If
you wish to give me such a sum for an arti-
ficial stone I will accept it, but I wish you
to know the truth."

"My offer stands," said the jeweler.
Monsieur Leroux seemed to
be suffering from pricks of
conscience. "Of course," he
said doubtfully, "I cannot

sell this to you as a genuine sapphire. It
must be called artificial in the bill of sale."
The dealer agreed. Monsieur Leroux took
the money and departed. The jeweler laid
the stone away and turned to other matters
of business.

A few hours later he showed his pur-
chase to some friends, all of them experts.
They did not seem to be impressed. It was
very good, they declared, for an imitation.

The owner stared at them in bewilder-
ment. Then he turned to the stone. It
seemed to have lost its brilliance. "Diable r
It was an imitation beyond a doubt! The
frank and guileless Monsieur Leroux, who,
it developed, had another name, must have
substituted a stone at the last moment.

Could the jeweler prosecute Monsieur
Leroux ? Hardly, since it was shown
plainly in the bill of sale that the stone was
no more than artificial. Scrupulous Mon-
sieur Leroux had carried out his share of
the transaction to the letter, even as it was
written.

The cleverest criminals in the world
haunt the great jewel centers, particularly
the markets of this country. The jeweler is
threatened by a greater variety of schemes
for robbery than even the banker. And as
fast as he thinks he has learned them all
some sinister genius bobs up with a new idea
in criminal tactics.

One day in March, 1907, a
man of distinguished ap-
pearance and solemn mien
visited the store of a big

jewelry company, one of the largest jewelry
concerns in the South. He announced to
the salesman that he wanted to get two fine
diamonds that would match perfectly. This
was a demand that would necessitate the
display of a large number of stones.

This jewelry concern also runs a loan
company, and at that time kept its reserve
supply of diamonds in the loan company's
safe on another floor of the building. The
manager of the store sent to this safe for
the reserve supply. The messenger re-
turned with a little tin box about the shape
and size of an ordinary brick. In the box
were diamonds valued at fifty thousand dol-
lars. The manager took them out one by
one and unfolded their wrappings of white
tissue paper. He and the dignified gentle-
man examined them long and carefully. At
last they found two that matched exactly.
The dignified gentleman was very much
pleased. He declared he would buy them
at once and proceeded to give directions as

The Sale
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to how he wanted them mounted. Could
they be ready the next day ? Yes ? Very
good; he would call for them. Then he
went out, swinging his cane and leaving be-
hind him an impression of affluence and
social standing.

The manager laid the two
stones aside and locked up
the box in the store safe.

When the time came to send the box back
to the loan company's safe he happened to
take a peek inside. One look ; then a yell of
utter despair. The diamonds were gone!
In the box was nothing but a mass of white
paper!

For a moment the bewildered manager
thought he must be dreaming. How could
the looting of the box have been possible?
It seemed like magic.

Quickly his thoughts flew back to the
dignified customer. He reviewed every-
thing that had happened. Clearly he re-
membered folding the diamonds back into
their tissue coverings, laying them in the
box and locking the cover as the dignified
gentleman stood by studying the stones he
had selected. Then a few moments had
passed in conversation. He remembered
watching the dignified gentleman marching
sedately out into the street. He remem-
bered carrying the box to the safe and lock-
ing the heavy door upon it. And he had
been there ever since—every moment. His
assistant had been there with him. What
solution could there be to such a riddle?

He ran his fingers through the
crumpled papers. There was nothing there.
He examined the lock. Surely it had not
been tampered with. He brought the box
out to the light. Suddenly it dawned upon
him what had happened. It was not the
same box!

He must have been a wonderful sleight-
of-hand performer, that dignified gentle-
man. It seemed next to impossible that he
could have substituted the empty box before
the very eyes of the manager. Yet evidently
that was exactly what had been done. How
he had come to know about the box, how
he had managed to get a close idea of its
measurements, is still a mystery. Not a hint
of how he gained his information can be ex-
torted from the dignified gentleman, for the
reason that he has not been seen or heard of
since. Neither is there so much as a clew
to the whereabouts of the fifty-thousand-
dollar assortment of diamonds.

From a thief's point of view the great
beauty of that successful affair lay in the
fact that the substitutor seemed to have
worked alone. Confederates are dangerous.
The more persons engaged in a robbery the
greater are the chances that one of them
will be caught. The capture of one menaces
all the rest. The prisoner holds them at his
mercy. He may be induced to disclose their
names. Inadvertently he may drop a hint
that will lead to their undoing. Even if he
remains silent, the police, knowing one, will
very likely be able to discover who had
been seen with him in his favorite haunts.
They can work back over his trail, and in
doing so are almost certain to discover im-
portant clews. The best schemes are those
that can be carried out by the schemer, un-
aided and alone.

The Mystery

k
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to 111cir business, saw at once

the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL° CASE.
It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Made and sold  by 

union Show Case Co•
Net price. $58.00. Worth 570.00

Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue Car
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The Merchant and His Local
Paper

The well-known journalist, Arthur
Brisbane, in a recent address, expressed
some thoughts that have an interest for all
advertisers. In regard to the daily press
as an advertising medium he said:

I may be prejudiced, but I believe that
the daily newspaper is the one most impor-
tant engine in the hands of the intelligent
advertiser. A good saying to bear in mind
is this, "Repetition is Reputation." Only the
daily newspaper can give you the constant
repetition that wears away forgetfulness
and forces attention. To say a thing every
day is, of course, the quickest, surest path to
permanent remembrance. The magazines
and the weeklies, however, while second in
value, in my opinion, can do what the daily
newspaper cannot do, their mechanical per-
fection enables them to give a presentation
which is most pleasing and gratifying to the
ambitious manufacturer, and convincing to
the average reader.

I should like to say, how-
ever, and in this I am cer-
tainly not influenced by per-
sonal interests, that the in-

telligent advertiser should under no circum-
stances neglect the importance of the local
paper, daily, Sunday or weekly. Every
man who sells goods, every man who tries
to convince his fellow man, knows how im-
portant the personal equation is. If you
wanted to sell a man a coat, and you could
get that man's intimate friend to go with
him and to talk to him about the coat, your
sale would be assured.

The local newspaper is the local inti-
mate friend of the people you are trying to
reach in each locality. You may advertise
in the big monthlies spread all over the
country, you may have your pictures done
in beautiful colors and half-tones, you may
advertise in the few metropolitan newspa-
pers and break ground in a big way, but
you cannot get all the results, and, in my
opinion, you cannot get the best results, un-
less you bring to your aid the daily associa-
tion of the local editor with his local
readers.

Patronize the
Local Paper

Importance of
Local Editor

I feel very deeply the im-
portance of supporting local
newspaper enterprises, and
of rewarding adequately

the work done by the local editor and his
staff. You cannot keep this country in
order, you cannot regulate or keep down its
finely organized rascality, unless you have
in every little town, and, if possible, in every
little village, the local editor who is a moral
policeman, using publicity as his club. If
you kill off the local editor, by neglecting
his advertising columns, you deprive his
locality and the country at large of the most
important feature of public defense and
good government. You harm the com-
munity as you would harm the farmers if
you went systematically to work starving
their watchdogs to death. The local editors
are the watchdogs of the local neighbor-
hood, and in addition to that they are the
real defenders of the public, they do a work
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that a harmful metropolitan newspaper can-
not pretend to do.

Fortunately, they give you a good re-
turn, the best return for your advertising
investment, when you advertise with them
wisely, and they will grow in power and
prosperity with the growth of intelligent
advertising.

Advertising
Writing

Extraordinary ability has
been put into the writing of
advertisements in America.
The man who must write

an advertisement has a much more difficult
task than the man who must write news or
editorials, or verse. The advertisement
writer requires all the ability of the best
writers in other fields of literature, and he
requires additional ability. The ordinary
writer is paid for the words that he writes,
and he need only make them amusing. The
advertisement writer must pay a very high
price to secure publicity for the words that
he writes, and he must handle each word
with the realization that it means the ex-
penditure of dollars for his employer. He
must remember that each word in each sen-
tence may mean continued reading, and
final buying, or it may mean cessation of
reading, a sale missed and money spent
uselessly.

I would say to the writer of adver-
tisements as I would say to a reporter, or a
young editorial writer, that the most im-
portant thing of all is simplicity in lan-
guage, distinct utterance of each thought.
Perfectly distinct separation of each
thought from each other thought, to avoid
confusion, and, above all things, cultivate a
style easily read. Every man can write
simply, readably, if he will.

Remember in preparing
your advertisement that
you must find a way into
the mind of a man, as a

burglar must find his way to the inside of a
house. He must find the open avenues of
entrance, there is no use trying to go
through a brick wall. And a confused, pre-
tentious, long drawn out literary style sim-
ply means an effort to force your way into a
man's mind through a brick wall. Try first
for his eye. And thought presented to the
eye will be taken in readily. Hence, the
value of picture books for children—chil-
dren represent our minds well.

In writing your advertisement talk
through the advertising column as a man
talks to another. You can reach your peo-
ple most quickly in that way. Many writers
in this, when they begin to write become
unnatural, like a man having his photo-
graph taken. The great problem is to over-
come that difficulty, to talk to your paper,
your typewriter, your stenographer, or your
phonograph exactly as you talk to a cus-
tomer, willing to listen, but in a hurry.
Certain formulas, I think, hold good in the
advertising field as in other fields of human
effort. The value of an advertisement de-
pends, first, upon the number of people it
reaches ; second, upon their willingness and
comfort in reading it, and, third, upon the
ability of the readers to buy the goods ad-
vertised.

There is no use advertising safety
razors in the gazette of a young ladies' in-

Appeal to
the Eye
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stitute, there is no use advertising fashion-
able Paris bonnets in a newspaper sold only
to sportsmen. There is no use in advertis-
ing the things that women buy in news-
papers or periodicals that are read only by
the men and carried away from home by
the men.

The intelligent advertiser realizes that
90 per cent. of all products, exclusive of
building materials and things of that kind,
are purchased by the women in the homes.
The women are the buyers, therefore the
advertising medium should be selected in
order to reach women, and the advertise-
ment should be prepared with an eye to
their thought and their preferred style in
writing.

It is important for the advertiser to
avoid duplicating his advertisement. Much
money is wasted in that way. A man goes
into a big city, and advertises in half a
dozen or more of the newspapers in that
city. One man buys three or four news-
papers and takes them all home. Only one
out of the three or four is read by the
women in the house. The advertising done
in the others is duplicated, or wasted, money
thrown away.

Golden Rules for Clerks

Stand ye not upon the order of thy
coming in the morning, for remember ye
that 8 A. M. means sixty minutes after
seven, and not thirty minutes until nine.

Be ye diligent in the pursuit of thine
vocation, and mind ye not too closely the
hands of the timepiece, for, verily there are
others who wait patiently for thy job, and
their name is legion.

Be ye ever watchful after knowledge,
for many a man who hath thought that he
knew it all hath discovered, after learning
something, that he knew nothing. Reading
maketh a full man, but also doth eating
sponge cake ; read thou, therefore, as thou
shouldst eat, mindful of quality instead of
quantity.
' Descend thee not into the iniquity of

"plugging" a trial balance, for remember
ye that sin always will be found, and the
auditor'll get thee unless thou watchest out.

Use ye all care in the handling of the
lucre, and keep ye separate thine employer's
ducats from thine own, lest by mistake and
to thy loss some of thine own cash should
get mixed with thine employer's.

Ask not oftener than once each month
for an increase in thy stipend, for, verily,
such a request is to thine employer like unto
a red flag to a bull, and leadeth oftentimes
to trouble.

Think not that thine employer cannot
get along without thee, for many a man
who hath quit his job and sat back to watch
his employer's business smash into ever-
lasting smithereens hath been grievously
disappointed.

Speak not harshly to thine employer:
it is not gentlemanly, neither is it wise.
Thine employer might speak sharply to thee
in return, and in his peevishness might com-
mand thy salary to cease. Be ye, therefore,
gentle—for gentleness costs nothing and
bringeth large dividends.—Edward Blo-
meyer in the Bookkeeper.
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles
The famous work of ERNKST E. mAnnox, M. D., F. R. C. S. Ed., specially revised and

greatly extended by the author. added matter covers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—and includes an entire new chapter on
Nystagmus. [All Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part LW)

Priestley Smith's Mode of Strabismometry.—This excellent
procedure %,.% as published so early as 1888. A piece of tape 1 m.
(or 6o cm. ) long, of which one end is held by the patient against

his temple, while the other end
is attached to a ring on the sur-
geon's finger, maintains the re-
quisite distance between surgeon
and patient. A second piece of
tape, graduated and figured, is
attached by one end to the same
ring and then passed between
the fingers of the surgeon's free
hand, at which the patient is
directed to look. When the
separation of the surgeon's
hands reaches the measure of
the squint the corneal reflection
occupies the normal position of
the cornea of the squinting eye.

Different Points of View.—
Students and onlookers some-
times forget that they do not see
the corneal reflections under the
same conditions as the eye be-
hind the ophthalmoscope. Fig.
84 shows a convex mirror illumi-
nated from a point L. An eye

placed at /sees an image at .1, an eye placed at //an image at 2,
at 'Hat 3, at /Vat 4, at V at 5, and so on ; the reflections lying
in a caustic curve.

Fig. 83

Priestley Smith's Tape Method. The right-
hand figure shows a diverging squint and
the left-hand figure a converging one,
both of the right eye. The ophthalmo-
scope Is at 0 and the surgeon's hit 11 i ut

AVhen the fixing eve (14 is inade to
look at the surgeon's band the squint-
ng eye (R) becomes straight for the
ophthalmoscope.
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Fig. 84

The Caustic Curve of a convex tuirror whose principal focus is at le

Error of Approximation.—So far, I have assumed that the
spot of light on the cornea marks the very point of its transit by
the visual line. The assump-
tion involves an exceed-
ingly small error. That the
approximation should be
trusted requires an analysis
of the exact amount of
error and its nature. Fig.
85 shows the principles
involved.

A straight line con-
necting the center of cur-
vature (c) of the cornea
with the center of the sight-
hole in the ophthalmoscope
is the line which passes
through the apparent center

Fig. 85

To show that the Axis of Reflection (r c is n little
farther front the 'interior pole than the Visual
Axis ( e c is the center of curvature Of Ole
cornea and N the nodal point.
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of the corneal reflection. Another straight line connecting the
anterior nodal point (N) with the center of the sight-hole is the
visual line. It will be seen that they do not quite coincide, and
traverse the cornea at slightly different points, the difference being
exaggerated in the figure to make it evident.

Without troubling the reader with calculations on so insignifi-
cant a subject, I make the corneal transit of the visual line at a dis-
tance from the anterior pole of the eye, which is only seven-eighths
of that of the center of the corneal reflection. Hence, in emme-
tropia, where the corneal transit of the reflection is displaced on an
average .63 mm. inwards, the displacement of the visual line is
seven-eighths of this, the error of approximation being only Tt-a. of
a millimeter.

The corneal reflection, therefore, very slightly exaggerates the
real deviation of the visual line, but since it does so in a uniform
Proportion of 8 to 7, there is, for clinical purposes, no disadvantage
in it. Since the fixation line proceeds from the center of motion
to the object, the corneal reflection lies somewhere between the
fixation and the visual lines.

Photography of Muscular Anomalies.—Hitherto, for permanent
records of ocular paralys,es, oculists have had to confine themselves
pretty much to subjective hand-made charts of diplopia.

It is evident that photographic charts of the objective position
of the eyes, free from all the fallacies of a subjective investigation,
would be much better in some cases, and if carefully and properly
utilized, the corneal reflections afford beautifully precise indices of
ocular deviations of every kind except torsional.

Gullstrand (1892) made a number of photographs of muscular
defects, utilizing the reflection from an ordinary window ; but this
source of illumination is not precise enough to afford such good
results as are shown, for example, in Fig. 86, by marking. out a
much smaller point on each cornea through which the fixation line
passes.

Fig. 86

high Angle Gamma iu left eye, with ascending convergent Squint in the right.

We have seen that to get the best results from ophthalmoscopic

corneal reflections, it is essential that the patient should direct his

attention to the central aperture of the mirror (Figs. 8o, Si) and

the surgeon's eye should be behind the virtual source of light

(Fig. 84). To photograph the reflections perfectly, therefore, the

light should proceed from the center of the photographic lens or

else from an area surrounding the lens symmetrically, though indeed

there would not be much error in lighting a flame or incandescent

lamp just over the lens, while making the patient look at a point

midway between the two.
Since daylight is the best, the camera which I have designed

for the purpose (shown in Fig. 87) will probably be found the.

handiest kind of apparatus to use, since it is meant for work out of

doors where the greater
intensity of light shortens
the exposure—a point of
great importance with so
restless an organ as the
eye. An elliptical mirror

( In n) provided with an
elliptical perforation
nearer its lower than its
upper end is fastened at
an angle of 45° to a short
cylinder of wood. This short cylinder is perforated and provided
with a rapid portrait lens and pneumatic shutter. The wooden
cylinder can be revolved round its axis, so as to bring the brightest
part of the sky into view. To the patient the mirror, owing to its
inclination, appears perfectly circular and makes a circular reflec-
tion on the cornea with a small black dot in the middle. Since

the upper part of the mirror is farther from the patient than the
lower, equal lengths there subtend smaller angles. For this reason
the perforation of the mirror should be nearer its lower than its
upper end, according to a simple calculation.

(TO Illt CONTINUI):))
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Fig. 87

Author's Squint Camera.

\i
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NOW IS THE TIME
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line of Pins, Buttons and Charms.
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THREE COMPLETE STOCKS
Main Office and Factory

95 Chestnut St. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CHICAGO OFFICE-131 Wabash Ave. NEW YORK OFFICE 11 Maiden Lane
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LEARN $5
ENGRAVING

For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a com-
plete set of lessons,
well illustrated, in
letter and mono-
gram engraving on
Jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lessons are
prepared by an ex-
pe rt engraver of
twenty-five years'
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
and tempering
tools, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting ; en-
graving script and
other letters ; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
cementing and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
is also a perfect tool
sharpener; steel
marker and ho r -
Maher, dividers ; 10
metal plates; 6
rings and 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
and a book of
" Monograms anti
Alphabets."

AT HOME mollogfams
T

Every letter of the
alphabet combined
with every other
letter in script and
block styles ; Script,

Old English, R. o -
loan, Block, Ger-
man, Hebrew and
Greek Alphabets;

Year-Date M o ii 0-
grams ; Ornamental
Initiai ; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms.

$1.00

Postpaid
Cash, No Cheeks

" Your instructions are as plain self a good engraver were standing over my shoulder
and telling Inc what to do. I could do pretty good work after one week's praet ire."

If AY C. BASSETT, Woonsocket, S. Bak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

WE DO THE BEST
MINIATURE PORTRAITS

Watches

tE r ooc he .s
Lockets
We copy any portrait,

group or scene.
We also make high-

grade and cheap Hand-
painted Miniatures, in
colors, for brooches or
lockets:on ivory.

PRICE-LIST SENT ON REQUEST

BECAUSE
Our Photo- minia-
ture work is the
only kind that gives
perfect copy of
original, and that
will not fade or peel
off.
Photos returned

in good condition.

GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Malden Lane, NEW YORK, N.Y.
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MAIL POSTAL CARD TO
DEPT. B FOR

SPECIAL
PROPOSITION

on SILVA PUTZ
Silver Polish

American Metal Polish Co. WEST SOMERVILLEMASSACHUSETTS
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Baroque Pearls—Hints on
Their Use

The utilization of baroque pearls, of
unusual and irregular shapes, in the compo-
sition of figures, grotesque and otherwise,
has occupied the attention of masters in the
jewelers' and goldsmiths' arts from early
ages and some remarkable specimens of
their skill are preserved in museums and
collections as the outcome of their ingenuity.
Not only does this work call for mechanical
proficiency of the most advanced character,
but a certain sense of humor, a keen percep-
tion of the possibilities of the unique forms
these pearl monstrosities present, is essential
to their successful utilization.

In the famous "Green Vault" at Dres-
den some unique examples of baroque pearl
figurines are preserved, many of them
ascribed to Dinglinger, court goldsmith to
the Saxon Elector, King August II of
Poland. Danish jewelers and goldsmiths of
note have likewise bestowed considerable at-
tention on this class of work, and in the
chronological collection of the kings of Den-
mark, in the Castle of Rosenberg at Copen-
hagen, are several unique figures, made of
enormous pearls of this nature.

Of late, the baroque pearl has been
employed extensively in the creation of ex-
ceedingly artistic imitations of flowers, their
odd forms lending themselves admirably to
the reproduction of petals, buds or complete
blossoms. It is reported that they will be
used quite extensively during next season
in this form, for instance, in making up
pansies, to be worn on velvet neck- or wrist-
bands, while others, particularly adapted in
form and color for this purpose, will be
utilized for producing very natural imita-
tions of the edelweiss for brooches. An in-
crease is also noted in the number and size
of baroque pearls used on lorgnon chains.

H E KEYSTONE

Many floral pieces show how the
baroque pearl can be employed in this class
of work, the imitations of the flowers being
exceedingly artistic, and, when judiciously
combined with good gold- or silversmith
work, producing exceedingly pretty and
effective ornaments. Small birds, with

A. unique combination

baroque pearl bodies, are likewise neat and
ingenious.

In the female figure, supported by the
pig jumping a ladder or gate, as here shown,
the peculiar form of pearls has been turned
to unique account ; the ostrich body and
pretty figure of Cupid on a shell upborne by
a dragon also display a keen imagination,
which is not so evident in the small sitting
figure, for whose conspicuous paunch a suit-

Th l'i•■• Ing

able baroque
pearl has been
utilized. T h e
figure of Mer-
cury, in which a
baroque pearl
of peculiar
shape forms
the torso, is an-
other instance
in which the
creator's con-
ceptive facul-
ties found
unique and
pleasing ex-
pression, t h e
combination
with the gold-
smith work and
t h e introduc-
tion of a sec-
ond pearl on
which the god
is standing be-
i n g especially
praiseworthy. All these pieces were pro-
duced by Messrs. C. Hertel & Son, of
Hanau, the German jewelry center.

Should there be, as is intimated, an in-
crease in the demand for ornaments includ-
ing these pearls, the most original and
unique designs will find readiest sale, and it
will pay the jeweler who may come across
pearls of peculiar form to lay them aside
and devise some means of turning them to
practical account.
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A familiar design

Records Automobile's Speed

A new device has been designed to
make a record of the speed of an automobile
and consists of a clock movement and a
speed indicating movement. The clock
movement actuates a recording arm, which
records the passage of time upon a spool

of paper with a silver pencil. The speed
indicating movement is actuated by the
turning of one of the wheels of the auto-
mobile through a flexible cable, and a
second pencil carrying arm.

The strip of recording paper passes
over the drum at a regular speed as de-
termined by the clockwork mechanism,
but the actual intervals of time are cor-
rectly marked from the clock by the
time recording pencil in a sinuous line
that denotes hours and half hours.
When the automobile is running, the ro-
tary movement of the wheel to which the
flexible cable is attached is transformed
into a lineal movement, the pencil mak-
ing the record of the speed of the car on
the spool of paper.
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LEARN
ENGRAVING 160

For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a com-
plete set of lessons,
well illustrated, in
let ter and mono-
grain engraving on
jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lesson's are
prepared by an ex-
pe rt engraver of
twenty-five year
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
and tempering
tools, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting ; en-
graving script and
other letters ; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
ce m en ting and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
is also a perfect tool
vharpener; steel
marker and bur-
nisher, dividers ; 10
metal plates; 6
ring. and 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
and a book of
" Monograms and
Alphabets."

AT HOME MODOgf81113

I LH!
Alphabets 
Every letter of the
alphabet combined
with every other
letter in script and
block styles ; Script,
Old English, It o -
man, Block, Ger-
man, Hebrew and
Greek Alphabets;

Year-Date Mono-
grams ; Ornamental
Initials ; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms.

$1.00

Postpaid
Cash, No Cheeks

"Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver were standing over my shoulder
and telling me what to do. I could do pretty _good work after one week's practice."

It AY C. BASSETT, Woonsocket, S. I Yak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

WE DO THE BEST
MINIATURE
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Watche.s
Dials
Brococ. hes
1—,cockts
We copy any portrait,

group or scene.
We also make high-

grade and cheap Hand-
painted Miniatures, in
colors, for brooches or
lockets:on ivory.
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PRICE.LIST SENT ON REQUEST

BECAUSE
Our Photo - minia-
ture work is the
only kind that gives
perfect copy of
original, and that
will not fade or peel
off.
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in good condition.
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Baroque Pearls—Hints on
Their Use

The utilization of baroque pearls, of
unusual and irregular shapes, in the compo-
sition of figures, grotesque and otherwise,
has occupied the attention of masters in the
jewelers' and goldsmiths' arts from early
ages and some remarkable specimens of
their skill are preserved in museums and
collections as the outcome of their ingenuity.
Not only does this work call for mechanical
proficiency of the most advanced character,
but a certain sense of humor, a keen percep-
tion of the possibilities of the unique forms
these pearl monstrosities present, is essential
to their successful utilization.

In the famous "Green Vault" at Dres-
den some unique examples of baroque pearl
figurines are preserved, many of them
ascribed to Dinglinger, court goldsmith to
the Saxon Elector, King August II of
Poland. Danish jewelers and goldsmiths of
note have likewise bestowed considerable at-
tention on this class of work, and in the
chronological collection of the kings of Den-
mark, in the Castle of Rosenberg at Copen-
hagen, are several unique figures, made of
enormous pearls of this nature.

Of late, the baroque pearl has been
employed extensively in the creation of ex-
ceedingly artistic imitations of flowers, their
odd forms lending themselves admirably to
the reproduction of petals, buds or complete
blossoms. It is reported that they will be
used quite extensively during next season
in this form, for instance, in making up
pansies, to be worn on velvet neck- or wrist-
bands, while others, particularly adapted in
form and color for this purpose, will be
utilized for producing very natural imita-
tions of the edelweiss for brooches. An in-
crease is also noted in the number and size
of baroque pearls used on lorgnon chains.
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Many floral pieces show how the
baroque pearl can be employed in this class
of work, the imitations of the flowers being
exceedingly artistic, and, when judiciously
combined with good gold- or silversmith
work, producing exceedingly pretty and
ffective ornaments. Small birds, with

A unique combination

baroque pearl bodies, are likewise neat and
ingenious.

In the female figure, supported by the
pig jumping a ladder or gate, as here shown,
the peculiar form of pearls has been turned
to unique account; the ostrich body and
pretty figure of Cupid on a shell upborne by
a dragon also display a keen imagination,
which is not so evident in the small sitting
figure, for whose conspicuous paunch a suit-

Three irilen-ding (•11110,

able baroque
pearl has been
utilized. T h e
figure of Mer-
cury, in which a
baroque pearl
of peculiar
shape forms
the torso, is an-
other instance

in which the
creator's con-

ceptive facul-

ties found
unique and
pleasing ex-
pression, t h e
C ombination
Nvith the gold-
smith work and

t h e introduc-
tion of a sec-
ond pearl on
which the god
is standing be-
i n g especially
praiseworthy. All these pieces were pro-
duced by Messrs. C. Hertel & Son, of
Hanau, the German jewelry center.

Should there be, as is intimated, an in-
crease in the demand for ornaments includ-
ing these pearls, the most original and
unique designs will find readiest sale, and it
will pay the jeweler who may come across
pearls of peculiar form to lay them aside
and devise some means of turning them to
practical account.
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A familiar design

Records Automobile's Speed

A new device has been designed to
make a record of the speed of an automobile

and consists of a clock movement and a
speed indicating movement. The clock
movement actuates a recording arm, which

records the passage of time upon a spool

of paper with a silver pencil. The speed
indicating movement is actuated by the
turning of one of the wheels of the auto-
mobile through a flexible cable, and a

second pencil carrying arm.
The strip of recording paper passes

over the drum at a regular speed as de-
termined by the clockwork mechanism,

but the actual intervals of time are cor-
rectly marked from the clock by the
time recording pencil in a sinuous line

that denotes hours and half hours.

When the automobile is running, the ro-

tary movement of the wheel to which the

flexible cable is attached is transformed

into a lineal movement, the pencil mak-

ing the record of the speed of the car on

the spool of paper.
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New York Office
37 Maiden Lane

THE
RECOGNIZED LEADERS

IN GOLD FILLED CHAINS

tested by time and wear—quickest to
sell, most profitable to handle, safest to
buy—proved by U. S. Assay to contain
more gold than any other make of like
grade—and stamped with quality and
trade-mark.

BASSETT CHAINS
Minneapolis Office

1116 Lumber Exchange
Factory and Home Office
Providence, R. I.

Chicago Office
510 Columbus Bldg.

CUT GLASS of QUALITY

rirm,:ftit7

No. 30
12-inch Vase, Gale

Send for
Catalogue

KELLY & STEINMAN, INC.
Manufacturers HONESDALE, PA.

Pretty
Pierced
Psyche
Pins
Proving
Popular
We have brought out one six inches
long with a top four inches wide,
like cut, a good dollar =n
value but to retail at oVc.

We have small ones to match,
making three-piece sets, or n
the small one sells singly at c.

THE HOWE COMB COMPANY
Originators of the "Oriental" Comb Leominster, Mass.

June, 1909 THE KEYSTON

ITEMS

INTEREST

F. J. Rigg, Alhambra, Cal., has accepted a po-
sition as watchmaker with Kendall & Smith, Pasa-
dena, Cal.

Henry Dehnel, jeweler, of Sandusky, Ohio, is
mourning the loss of his wife, who died re-
cently. Two sons share their father's grief over
the family bereavement.

J. J. Wienfurter, Jr., is passing the cigars over
the arrival of his second son. Mr. Wienfurter
is buyer for J. J.• Wienfurter, Sr., with whom he
is associated in business.

J. Engel, wholesale jeweler, corner of Balti-
more and Hopkins Place, Baltimore, Md., re-
cently returned from Atlantic City where he spent
a few weeks for his health.

The store of A. Green, who succeeded Gor-
man & Green, Marion, N. C., was recently pur-
chased by the former manager, J. Fred Sprague,
who will hereafter conduct the business.

Charles F. Smith, credit man of King &
Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y., was elected a delegate to
the fourteenth annual convention of the National
Association of Credit Men to be held in Philadel-
phia on June 15th to 18th.

S. Feuerstein, of Green Bay, Wis., will re-
move his business about June 1st to Chicago,
where he will conduct a store at 978 Milwaukee
Avenue. The new quarters will be large, commo-
dious and up to date in every respect.

H. M. Woodruff has opened a jewelry and
optical store at North Conway, N. H., and is
meeting with very satisfactory success. Mr.
Woodruff is an accomplished workman and is well
versed in all branches of the jewelry business.

John Rich, Sr., of Painesville, Ohio, died re-
cently at the age of 76 years. One year ago the
deceased celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his
start in the jewelry business in Painesville, where
he has lived since 1855. Mr. Rich is survived by a
wife, sister and two children.

The South Bend Watch Company, Smith
Bend, Ind., have added two new men to their
Southwest territory, B. F. Medera and W. F.
Harris. This provides them with six men in the
States of Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas and Texas
where previously they had only four.

F. M. Rhomberg, formerly of Alamogordo,
N. Mex., some time ago sold out his business in
that place and definitely retired from the jewelry
field. .He now has a fine fruit-bearing fifty-acre
ranch in the vicinity of Banning, Cal., to which he
will, in the future, devote his attention.

Hutchinson Bros., Shreveport, La., have one
of the finest stores in that city. The arrangement
of the cases is in the modern horseshoe form and
the store is 45 feet deep. A cash carrier system
was recently installed and other improvements
made which brings it thoroughly up to date.

The Jaffe Jewelry Co., Birmingham, Ala., de-
nounce as absolutely unfounded the rumor circu-
lated that the firm had gone into the hands of a
receiver early this year. The financial condition
of this firm is perfectly sound, it is stated, and at
no time has it had any trouble with any creditor.

The City Jewelry Co. is the title of a new
firm in Montgomery, Ala. The company starts
business with a paid up capital stock of $15,000,
held as follows: J. H. Shreve, president, $14,900;
D. H. Shreve, secretary and treasurer, $50, and
J. L. Ivey, vice-president, $5o. It will be remem-
bered that the stock and fixtures of the old firm of
Sherwood & Bartlett, who failed some time ago,
were purchased by J. H. Shreve, who organized
and incorporated the new company.

The J. W. Colgan Co., 79 Sudbury Street,
Boston, Mass., have enlarged their facilities for
fob and leather goods monograms and are prepar-
ing a large and attractive line of goods for the
fall and holiday trade.

Thomas W. Martin, Saginaw, Mich., will
move after June.ist to new quarters in the Eddy
Building at 205 Genesee Street. The new premises
are especially adapted for the jewelry business,
having an abundance of light, a large vault and
other necessary accommodations.

Hart & Campbell is the name of a new. firm in
Shreveport, La. The members of the firm are
H. S. Hart and L. L. Campbell, both of whom
have had experience in the jewelry trade. They
will conduct a retail jewelry business and also deal
in pianos, talking machines, etc., as a side line.

Reed & Barton, Taunton, Mass., are cele-
brating this year their eighty-fifth birthday as
manufacturers of fine sterling silverware. From a
very small beginning away back in 1824 this con-
cern has grown to such an extent that their plant
covers a space of a good many acres on the out-
skirts of Taunton.

Paul Granzin & Son, New Orleans, La., re-
cently made extensive improvements in their store.
The show window was increased in size and a
large fireproof vault installed with a new steel
fire- and burglar-proof, safe, etc. Handsomely re-
painted and papered, the establishment now pre-
sents a very attractive appearance.

J. Harris, Lawrence, Mass., has remodeled his
store at an expense of $2500. The new fixtures
include five silent salesmen show cases of solid
mahogany and a wall case thirty-two feet long,
also of solid mahogany, with electric fixtures. A
steel ceiling has been installed and generally the
new establishment is thoroughly up to date. The
color effect is white and very pleasing.

Henry Kellar, with Flower & Company, Chi-
cago, recently returned from New York with a
wealth of new ideas in window trims. These lie
incorporated with original ideas of his own, and
designed for the two stores of his company sev-
eral window trims which were greatly admired.
Mr. Kellar is gifted with much genius in this line,
which gives his trims special advertising value.

J. Jessop & Sons, San Diego, Cal., have filed
articles of incorporation with the county clerk
for the purpose of carrying on a general whole-
sale and retail jewelry business. The capital stock
of $150,000 is divided into shares of $100 each, of
which moo have already been subscribed. The
directors for the first year are Joseph Jessop,
Armand Jessop, Alonzo D. Jessop, James Jessop
and Richard Jessop.

Coleman E. Adler, the well-known New Or-
leans, La., jeweler, is building a magnificent new
store at 722 and 724 Canal Street. The building
is 140 by 30 feet and has a marble and bronze
front. it will have all the modern improvements,
new fixtures, horseshoe form of cases in center
of store with wall cases on the side, crystal room
in the rear, a large steel fire- and burglar-proof
vault, electric elevators, etc. The business will
occupy the entire four floors of the building,
which will be completed late in the summer. The
new structure will be undoubtedly one of the
finest jewelry establishments in the South.

The Williams Bros. M fg. Co., Glastonbury,
Conn., manufacturers of the well-known Williams
Quality Silver Plate, have issued a catalogue
which, apart from its serviceability to the trade. is
a triumph of the engravers' and printers' art.
On each page is shown a large halftone showing
within an ornamental border a number of samples
of the Williams Quality ware, together with price
list of the various pieces. These cuts, which very
effectively reproduce the handsome originals, con-
vey a very impressive idea of the variety and
beauty of the patterns and the striking grace of
form of the well-known "Stag Brand" flatware.
No member of the trade who wishes to get posted
on the latest in flatware can afford to be without a
copy of this handsome catalogue. He will find it
most useful as a work of reference and as an
object lesson in handsome designing.
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At the ninth biennial convention of the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen held in Co-
lumbus, Ohio, on May uth, Dr. C. L. Morris, of
the Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa., delivered
a lecture on "The Construction of a Watch,"
which was much appreciated by the railroad train-
men. The lecture was illustrated by stereopticon
views and was a very lucid and interesting exposi-
tion of the subject. The watch was considered
from the viewpoint of an essential of safe travel
in these progressive days of rapid transit.

The W. W. Oliver Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
have issued Catalogue No. 17, containing descrip-
tions, illustrations and price list of their product
in rolling mills, speed lathes, polishing machinery,
drop presses, draw benches, drills, etc. This is a
very convenient and instructive compilation, being
a text-book as well as a catalogue on many of
the machines used by the trade. It contains over
one hundred pages, and the illustrations are so
clearly executed as to convey an excellent idea of
the original machines.

J. C. Ebrenz, who started business at 310
South Rampart Street, New Orleans, La., about
two years ago, is meeting with much success. Mr.
Ebrenz's proudest possession is a son of only nine
years who is a veritable prodigy in the mechanical
line. He not only can attend to repairs of watches
and jewelry, but successfully performs other com-
plicated operations in the mechanical line, such as
casting, etc. It conies natural for him to have this
talent as his father has been long recognized as a
workman of superior skill. He was formerly in
the employ of Leonard Krower.

The W. E. Taylor Co. have purchased the
tool and material department of the business of
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La. Mr. Taylor,
of the new company, has been the head of this
department for the past four years. The same
quarters in the Leonard Krower Building will be
occupied as heretofore, the department being run
independently by the Taylor company without any
inconvenience to old customers. The trade may
order from the material catalogue of Leonard
Krower and have the goods shipped with other
goods purchased from the latter firm. The Tay-
lor company has made such arrangements as will
insure the best possible services in the tool and
material line.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Waltham Watch Company was held on
Thursday, M ay 20111, at the factory at Waltham,
Mass. The following board of directors was
re-elected: Ezra C. Fitch, Francis R. Appleton,
J. W. Appleton, I. Tucker Burr, Conover Fitch,
Edward A. Marsh, W. L. Putnam, H. P. Robbins,
R. C. Robbins, Augustus K. Sloan. Royal Robbins
was also re-elected treasurer and Philip "AT. Carter
clerk of the corporation. At a subsequent meeting
of the board of directors E. C. Fitch was elected
president and F. R. Appleton vice-president and a
dividend of VA per cent. on the common stock
was declared, payable on July 1st next. The treas-
urer's report, which was read at the stockholders'
meeting, showed the total assets at the close of the
fiscal year, November 31, 1909, 10 be $13,002,713.31
and the surplus $893,268.

Jos. Mazer, the enterprising jeweler of Mc-
Alester, Okla., and president of the Oklahoma
Retail Jewelers' Association, is still further im-
proving his already attractive store. He has in-
creased the size of the establishment by adding
forty feet in the rear. lie is also equipping a
workroom some forty-one feet deep. The present
store is unique, as it is designed, and is one of the
show places of McAlester. The ceiling, which is
made of ornamental steel and decorated in a light
tint with a gilt trimming, will be continued back
in the same style to cover the rear expansion with
additional electric lights. A new feature of the
enlarged store will be a crystal room which will be
entirely devoted to cut glass and will be largely
constructed of mirrors. In addition there will be
a ladies' rest apartment or waiting room in a gal-
lery placed at the back of the store, which will be
furnished with comfortable chairs, stationery, tele-
phone and other conveniences. Mr. Mazer cer-
tainly reflects in a striking manner the spirit and
enterprise characteristic of our youngest but most
progressive State.
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INCREASE YOUR REPAIRING
YOU CAN YOU OUGHT TO

We have studied the proposition, developed a method and gotten out booklet. We C101 show you

something that will make Mr. Watchmaker work. Send postal TO-DAY, anti we will send you

the BOOKLET FREE and show you how to use it to develop your business.

We are TRA DE WORKMEN; in order to increase OUR business we want to increase YOURS.

THE GOLDEN LATHE REP. AND MFG. CO., Jewelers' Bldg., Boston

REFINERS Sof Gold,SlIver and

an? Platinum in any
shape-soli tis or

Sweep Smelters liwr ips;lest;ji`.7sg,!:-
filings. Tromp t

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. IL. ROBERTSON CO.

13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot afibrd to be without ;In
assortment of Wells Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wattled. I doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.75
1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00:1 doz.metal.astd..85c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same time. prepaid, one game
of " Grip " for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Wells.leweler,Meshoppen, Pa.
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INCREASE YOUR TRADE
Sending your work to us means
no disappointment to you. We
return 95 Vo of the work sent to us
the same day. This is but one of
the many advantages we offer you

BLITZ 0 ABEL
Repairers and Makers of

Special Orders

47-49 Maiden Lane. New York
SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

For 25 years we

have repaired for the

Trade countless Gold,

Silver, Ivory and Shell

Goods that were pre-

viously condemned as

beyond repair.

We repair all kinds

of COMBS, supply

new FILES, KNIFE

BLADES, BUTTON

HOOKS, GLASS for
HAND MIRRORS,
COMBS for old

MOUNTINGS, POW-

DER and SALVE

JARS, etc., etc.

We repolish all work entrusted to

its. It looks like new when we get

through with it. Write us about it.

Chas. A. Hetzel & Son Co.
131 West 31st Street

NEW YORK CITY

Established 25 Years

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

A Jeweler from
Eau Claire (Wis.),
after seeing my book of 300 NEW

AND ORIGINAL NEWSPAPER

ADVERTISEMENTS, wrote back:

"We have taken time to
look it through and find we
couldn't afford to be with-
out it. The most forcibly
written we have ever seen."

Another from Sterling, Ill., said:

"Business getters. Just
what I've wanted for
years."

IT COSTS ONLY $5.00
What will you say?

J. B. INGALLS
ROCK ISLAND •.• ILLINOIS

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and

Engraving may enter at any time,

Complete Course in Practical Eye

Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

.PATENTS
TRADE MARKS

DESIGNS
COPYRIGHTS &C.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly Revertant our opinion free whether an
invention Is probably patentable. Communlea.
Dons strictly eontidentlal. HANDBOOK on Pat ants
Befit free. Oldest agency for securing patent,.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive

special notice, without charge, In the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illuntrated weekly. Largest cit.
ciliation of any scientific Journal. Terme, $1 a
year ; four nionths, Bl. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co 38 IBroadway, New York
Branch Office. 826 F BL, Washington, n. C.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
7'he Keystone

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION, LYN X,CAT,

EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible
Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. strictly Wholesale l'rices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

tlt 0
$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

CATCHY
ENGRAVING

, in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US EA IlsGARMAPVLEE

Artistic Monogram awl Letter
Engraving. Gilding. Watch

Repairing. Send for price-list,

UILLSTIROINI afik 00.

AIiIaiid NebrankE,

A QUICK JOB,

A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS

IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN Si BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal

Engraving

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

4-c*.kitt, 4-6-4tou s-c-tou K-ffyitf

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

ColumbusMemorlalBidg.,103 StateSt.,ChIcage

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER & WOOD, Manufacturers

38 Friendship St., Providence. R. I.

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work called for and delivered. Prompt atten-

tion given to mail and express orders.

Established
1889

CROUCH t& FITZGERALD

Jeweirll Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlandt A 'My Stn. Corner '20th St rem

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

- -
F. H. JACOBSON CO.

209 State Street Chicago
Send for Our NCR' Price- List

YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN  1
The voting or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engraving, to grasp
the finer points of Watchmaking and Optics, finds it necessary to

spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a thormigh knowledge of the busi-
ness. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can be gained at ottr college. We
get telegrams and letters every day, offering pesit ions to our graduates, which shows what
practical storekt.ept.rs think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A postt ion awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advertisement, page 920

Mahler's Improved Temple Ferrules
A 111'10If ILI/11 111011011 of repairing broken spectacle temples.

These ferrule. are niade of good stock. soft m.4(1.4.1111141
1001 111111tH a 1111.10.1.141111 Job. TIIIIY ore put up its folloniN

NO. 1. 1/1/X COIL/11111111K 1111/ f gross /INS01.111.111417.1.1.1. 4107.. gold
filled, 1 doz.Ger. silver inal 1 doz. 10 K. gold ferrules $1.00

N... :1. Paper containing 2 doz. assorted sizes, 114 gold filled
111111 6 t•er. slicer . • • . . 25 cents
No. .1. Paper containing 2 .11:m. assorted size., all gold
filled . . . . . . . . . . 30 een IS

Ask your Johber for them, or send dlreet to toe.
FRED MAHLER, Grand Rapids, Mich.

WATCHMAKING TO 'THE T IRA D
We are experts in the repair of all complicated and ordinary
watches. Give us a trial and you will always send us your work.
We guarantee all our work and assure prompt service.

N. JENSEN & CO., 208 Philipsborn Building, ST. PAUL, MINN.

-
r.,td -RI

_ :Yrtiorrl riTE-141,
a•e•soiet

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Buildings, $3.50 per Dec.
Names, 1.20 '

BRIGHT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL
208 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand

Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
51 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order

Established 1838 them of your jobber, who
  will be pleased to serve
you, but be sure that the goods have the above )rand on them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. H. FULLER A. SON CO., Pawtncket.FlgoldOeRlYsl:and.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks,
Chronometers, etc., of every size
and description, made and finished
to order.

FINE REPAIRINO AND ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY, 102
E 
Fulton Street
NW YORK

I. F. Waswerth
Watch Case'
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Every thingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

obi cosi,.
mode New

Silversmiths'
Building
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention
The Keystone

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard
1

For Scarf Pine, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. PrIce,$1.50 per doz. For
Salehy all wholesale jewelersandmaterialhouses.
Samplebymai1,25c; in10 K.gold,$1.00;141L$1.25.

M.CROHPLanir.klimtr.488 60 Maiden Lane,N.Y.

Style No. 13955. BELT BUCKLE

Mane facto rers of

Initials and Monograms
For Purses, Bags, Brushes, etc.

Monogram Fobs and Belt Buckles
Send for our illustrated Catalogue

with prices and discounts

CHICAGO ART METAL WORKS
69 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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DIAMONDS arid IPRECIOLIS STONE-iS

Bought, Sold mid Exchangcl

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisemente made for estates or individuals

J. J. COI-MN
1011 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891

Write for further information

Established 1890

Watch Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

(hood Work promptly
done at Eair Prices.

Best Material used.
Reference given.
Est i mates furnished.

WM. N. BRUNNER
711 Season, Street

(Second Floor Front )

Philadelphia, Pa.
Bell Telepliene

AWARDS FOR

H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1889 BERNE, 1859

Very good second - hand
CHHON051HTHRS Oil 111111d.
Repairing, springing and
adjusting Chronometers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Sorrecror to 11.11. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
I have employed Mr.
Tilos. C. REDFERN to
my en t ire sat isfact ion
for 1111015' years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in new work. I know
of no one who has a better general knowledge of
chronometer work than helms. Ile has also done

a great deal of line and complicated watch repair-

ing for 1111`, and I can recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. ii. II. HEINRICH.

Covirs Celluloid Insulator

-*I;)
TRANSPARENT

si 50
PREPAID

COVER

PER

soy.

REYNOLDS

Ro 

N\AI J COVILL R A CAM.
SampleS,nd For

Watch and Jewelry Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

Prompt, Reliable and at Moderate Cost

ARTHUR F. MOELLER
7 Maiden Lane, New York

Established 20.Years

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can he made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card .11111 price-

list sem Noon request

CARMAN ART CO.
74 Dearborn Street C1IICA(10, ILL.

110-Spot Oash-ota
FOR JEWELRY STORES

I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send
stocks at once, no matter how large or
small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request.
If offer is not satisfactory, will return
goods.

EMIL NOEL
550 E.46th Place, Chicago,111.

If you should be in Chicago with your
stock. make appointment with me by
telephone, Drexel 5323.

IT DON'T PAY
to do your own repairing.
Send it to us. We have the
facilities for handling it and
can save you money. All
work promptly returned.

KIRCHNER & RENICH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

WATCH REPAIRING
Ordinary and complicated. R. R. inspection work. Some customers

send us ALL their work

JEWELRY WORK
Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry

to order, gold plating and coloring

ENGRAVING
for jewelers and manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS
Send for our Trade Price-List. Established Lancaster, Pa.thirty-one years in
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BLThCK5 SHIELD
MAINS RINGS
WATCH AND CLOCK OILSIVARTCHILD & CO. PIES

Mill■MINNY

L. H ADO RN ec CO., Ertgra.vers
90 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Specialty of Monograms, Portrait and Inscription on Watch Cases, etc.

Etching on Gold Lined Souvenir Spoons

First-class work at moderate prices

MUMS AA, nee

SPECIAL NOTICE.-These "washers" are
covered by United States Patent
No. 894,314, and all infringements
will be prosecuted.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.

PRICES: Gross, 51.50; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. UR1CH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

SALESMAN OR
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT
can obtain Desk Room in very Desirable

Office, Room 1102, Jewelers' Building,

11 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Acldre.s.s K. N. IS

Cure Key.stone Publi.shing Cu.

Or Apply on Premises

Guarantee Your Watch Repairs
and gain the confidence of your customers. The best and
simplest way to do this is to procure a

Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees
which contains 200 printed forms with stubs. These guar-
antees are very carefully worded so as to give your cus-
tomer faith in your ability and skill, and yet 'safeguard
yourself. All the most progressive watch repairers now
use these guarantees. Send for sample.

Sent postpaid to any parl of the world on receipt of price, $1.00 (1s. 2(1.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809, 811, 813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Learn Watchmaking
Watelimak ing pays and you
can earn while you learn.
Write for FREE ROOK,
"How la he C IVatchmaket."
l'osial lirings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Building, ST. PAUL, MINN.

U NITED STATES STONES
ALSO CEYLON, URAL, ORAZIL AND

OTHER FOREIGN SEMI-PRECIOUS GEMS

AT LOWEST PRICES

SAMPLE PAPERS SENT ON REQUEST

NIQUE GEM

LOUIS J. DEACON, Atlantic City, N. J.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
tire words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

aceotnpany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each  th for Inser-
tion In the following month's issue.
Send blank cheek or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and
over, or postage stamps for smaller
III,, ounts.
If answers are to be forwarded,

TEN CENTS In postage stamps must be
enclosed.
Tbe real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of
the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
In which their advertisement appears.
Address.

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING Co.
809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,
for first twenty-five words. Additional words
and advertisements. THREE CENTS per word.
No advertisements inserted for less than 25
cents.

AS second watchmaker and engraver; 5
years' exp.; good salesman; own tools,

good ref.; also drugstore exp. "T 990,"
care Keystone.

BY good watchmaker, 27, position in New
England States; over 5 years' exp.; own

complete set fine tools; refs. .Address
"Watchmaker," 109 Chandler St., Boston,
Mass.

YOUNG man as watchmaker and engraver,
7 years' exp.; speaks German; prefer cen-

tral States. "J 987," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and op-
tician; Nebraska, Colorado or Wyoming.

"S 988," care Keystone.

BY first-class watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver and all-around man. Can do any-

thing in the line of repairing that comes
into a jewelry store; competent to take
charge; own tools, single; speak Scandina-
vian; good habits, best refs. from present
and former employers; expect top wages.
NVill go to Washington, Oregon, California,
Idaho or Montana. State wages in first
letter. H. H. IIenrikson, Benson, Minn.

MAN, as, wants finish trade under me-
chanic, 2 years' exp.; worked under in-

spector; knowledge optics, engraving; tools,
refs.; Middle West; reasonable. "S 976,"
care Keystone.

SALESMAN-Young man wants position
as salesman with good wholesale house.

Am now in retail business for myself; 5
years' exp. Best of refs. and bond if re-
quired. "H 977," care Keystone.

WANTED-Situation as assistant watch-
maker or charge of small store. W. L.

Huckabay, Sparta, La.

BY good, fair watchmaker, engraver and
salesman; want steady position; not

afraid to work; best of ref. State salary
Ill first letter. "M 979," care Keystone.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, engraver and
jeweler wants position July ist; New

York, Pennsylvania or Ohio preferred. E.
II. W., 118 Franklin St., Corry, Pa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker with tools de-
sires position at once. New England

States preferred. Address "Watchmaker,"
45 Charles St., Springfield, Mass.

POSITION wanted by young man, good
appearance, desiring to finish trade under

good man; do plain engraving, jewelry,
clock and some watch work. Chas. H.
Adams, Gets, Del., Galesburg, Ill.

BY June zoth, watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver, optician; drugstore exp.; age 24,

own all tools; best ref. State salary in first
letter. M. M. Staum, Forsyth, Mont.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, plain engraver
and optician; so years' exp. Would like

position in Oregon, Washington or Idaho.
henry W. Anderson, Astoria, Oregon.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and fair en-
graver of 9 years' exp., wishes pm manent

position by June 20th; best ref. furnished.
P. R. Tucker, Rock Hill, S. C.

SITUATIONS WANTED

BY As watchmaker, jeweler and salesman.
State salary in first letter. Address Box

350, Kent, Ohio.

BY a practical watchmaker who is not
afraid of any watch or clock made, Swiss

or American; strictly sober and reliable.
"K 982," care Keystone.

BY a competent watchmaker accustomed to
fine watches, such as repeaters and

chronographs; positively no bad habits;
position must be permanent. State salary
first letter. "K 983," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, plain engraver,
10 years' exp., wishes position; married,

age 27, no bad habits; Texas or Oklahoma
preferred. State salary. "F 985," care
Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker, jeweler, plain engraver
wishes change; Southern man, to years'

exp.; age 27, married; must be permanent.
State salary. "F 986," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, first-class, all-around
workman, single, 25 years' exp., German

descent, wishes situation; ref. furnished.
Address J. Lohmeyer, i 534 N. Tenth St.,
Phila., Pa.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, West pre-
ferred; own tools, experienced; would ac-

cept moderate wages, steady position, with
chance of promotion. John I. Higgins, 108
W. Prairie St., Decatur, Ill.

BY young man of 2 as jewelry salesman;
willing to help on jewelry and clocks; has

some exp.; best ref. Roy Beecher, Union
Grove, Wis.

POSITION wanted as watchmaker and
engraver by honest and reliable young

man; refs. furnished. "G 968," care Key-
stone.

POSITION with wholesale watch or
jewelry house as traveling salesman; 9

years' ex.p. in jewelry business; first-class
ref. furnished. "R 969," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, age 24, 4 years' exp. in
jewelry store; own tools, good ref., no

bad habits. F. D. Abbokt, Reading, Mich.

WANTED position as traveling salesman;
over 20 years' exp. in the retail jewelry

business; watches, jewelry or any line per-
taining to the jewelry business. Will give
time preparatory for same if required. Good
appearance and reliable; At ref. Address
"R. 972," care Keystone.
- -
WANT position as assistant watchmaker,
jeweler and engraver; best of ref.; salary

not so much of an object as chance for
advancement. Virgil Taylor, Black River
Falls, Wis.
- - - - - --
ENGRAVER, young man, desires position

with first-class house in the Southwest as
general letter engraver; samples on request.
As ref. "H 973," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker, salesman
and jeweler wants position in Colorado

for the summer; good refs. as to ability and
habits. "C 975," care Keystone.

BY young married man, 15 years' store
exp., as first-class watchmaker, plain en-

graver; own all tools and not afraid of
work. John Winans, Decatur, Ind.

WANTED-Position as assistant watch-
maker, jeweler and salesman in store

where energy and intelligence count. Am
an American, 22 years of age and have
worked for past year under one of the
best horological men in the country. Ad-
dress "B. C. R.," 1816 W. State St., Rock-
ford, Ill.

BY watchmaker and plain engraver, 12
years' exp.; married; want steady place

and live wages. Address "W 961," care
Keystone.

IW young single man, aged 34 years; have
small tools, can do ordinary watch work;

also clock and jewelry repairing and plain
engraving; best ref. J. B. Alexander, Ash-
land, Pa.

YOUNG man, single, wants a position as
engraver; had good exp.; can give best

refs. as to honesty and character; also as
engraver. "S 965," care Keystone.

YOUNG man would like position as watch-
maker or as second watchmaker; can do

some engraving. Wm. Trent, Everett, Wash.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler, 9
years' store exp.; young man, single, good

habits; have own tools; refs.; speak Ger-
man well. "T 981," care Keystone.

WANTED-Position by all-around mail,
experienced on railroad work and in-

spection; engraver, salesman; capable of
taking charge; prefer Kansas, Oklahoma or
southern Texas; steady position. State
salary to fast workman. J. C. Powers,
Westfield, N. Y.

SITUATIONS WANTED

EXCEPTIONALLY fine watchmaker, en-
graver and salesman would like a situa-

tion in Missouri or adjoining States in town
of over 0,0o0; first-class house only; $3o.00
weekly. Address "D 956," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wants per-
manent position 25 years' exp. Address

"C. E. E.," 1215 an Jacinto St., Houston,
Tex.

WANTED-Situation as assistant watch-
maker by young single man; best of ref.

Address Warren S. Fishel, Hope, Indiana.

YOUNG man wants position as watchmaker,
jeweler, optician and plain engraver. J.

E. Macke, Jackson, Mo.

COMPETENT watchmaker and clockmaker,
jeweler and optician; single, age 23,

wishes permanent position; refs. furnished.
Address W. H. Churchyard, care of Thomas
J. Juzek, Elgin, Ill.

AS watchmaker or assistant, z 5 years'
practical exp.; steady job only by con-

tract; steady, sober; no cigarette fiend.
Write for particulars. "B 957," care Key-
stone.

YOUNG man with one year's exp. as
watchmaker wants position to finish trade;

can do plain engraving. F. F. Clark, 362
Prairie St., Elgin, Ill.

POSITION, assistant to watchmaker;
graduate of good school; have had 8

months' actual exp.; age 2o; prefer large
city. "F. R.," 1201 Heyworth Building,
Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKER, good worker, wishes
steady position in large city; can wait on

trade; moderate salary. Address Frank
Wolfberg, 225 E Fourth St., New York
City.

POSITION wanted by young man, watch-
maker and engraver; so years' exp.;

tools, etc. Address "N. R. 9o," 5201 Hey-
worth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

_

AS watchmaker, 25 years' exp. with largest
and best blouses as head man; first-class

on complicated and railroad work; age 42,
married; New York State or East. Ad-
dress "C," 285 River St., Troy, N. Y.

- - -
YOUNG man, 22 years old, 4'A Years' exp.

plain watch and jewelry repair work;
made specialty of high-grade clock work;
best ref. "M 947," care Keystone.

ABLE, educated, graduate optician, good
salesman, experienced cutting, drilling,

edging, soldering, etc., wants position or
connection; capable taking charge. Op-
tician's Pharmacy, 4535 Vincennes Ave.,
Chicago.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
optician wants permanent position; can

also do jewelry repairing. Address "Watch-
maker," 510 S. Twenty-first St., Birming-
ham, Ala.

LADY wishes to correspond with private
optician who desires assistant optician

and stenographer. "M 997," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, married, two years' exp. in
retail store, knowledge of repairing

watches, clocks and jewelry, using trial
case, fitting glasses, desires to finish learn-
ing trade. F. P. Stone, Priest River, Idaho.

BY graduate doctor of optics; has had exp.
in actual practice; would work on com-

mission or salary basis; ref. furnished.
George Jorgens, Drawer D, Wawatosa, Wis.

YOUNG man, age 19 years, good engraver
and assistant watchmaker, desires position

at once; $15.00 a week. Address "S 2,"
care Keystone.

YOUNG man desires position as watch-
maker and engraver; have had 5 years'

exp. and will furnish best of ref. Address
Ross C. Deible, Reynoldsville, Pa.

WATCHMAKER, jewelry and clock re-
pairer desires position under good work-

man; 3 years' exp.; $15.00 per week to start;
young man, good habits, best refs. "G x,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver
wants permanent position at once. Have

own tools; ref. furnished. Address Edw. J.
Murray, 2213 Main St., Peoria, Ill.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker, engraver,
jeweler and salesman wants position in

retail store. Well able to take charge.
State wages and full particulars; good ref.
"D 7," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED engraver wants position
in New York State, with first-class house,

by August ist. Best of refs.; also samples.
M. Evans, 56 W. Fulton St., Gloversville,
N. Y.

HELP WANTED
UNDER T1115 HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD I

WANTED-Salesman to cover States of
Iowa and Illinois; must have established

trade. Good position for right man. Ad-
dress L. H. Schafer & Co., io3 State
Street, Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKER-We want, immediately,
a young man in our factory who can "do

any kind of repair work on American
watches. Must be able to match es-
capements, true hairsprings and compen-
sated balances quickly and perfectly. Steady
work, rate 25c to 30c an hour at start.
Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.

AT once, watchmaker, jeweler and mono-
gram engraver; must own tools; good

appearance; must have at least 6 years'
exp.; $25.00 a week. Send photo and ref.
C. W. Primrose, Grand Junction, Colo.

ASSISTANT watchmaker that can do
jewelry repairing, run small store at

times alone. State wages, ref first letter.
J. H. Nelson, Toronto, S. Dak.

WANTED-A bright, energetic salesman
on salary and commission for manufac-

turer of jewelry boxes and display goods to
cover Western territory; must understand
the line or know the wholesale jewelry
trade. A good opportunity; state exp. and
ref. P. 0. Box 347, Providence, R. I.

JULY 1st, fine watchmaker, engraver, op-
tician; state age, salary, exp. in first let-

ter; send refs. and samples of engraving;
permanent position to right man. "R 980,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, active young man, able
to do all kinds of plain watch work and

wait on trade. Permanent position, start
with $18.00. Answer with photo and refs.
C. E. Snyder, 3711 Butler St., Pittsburg, Pa.

WANTED-Skilled watchmaker, engraver
who can do some stone setting and

jewelry repairing preferred. Refs., age,
wages, habits, sample engraving. G. H.
McKelvey, St. Joseph, Mo. 

SALESMAN wanted, handle our brass
candle sticks as side line. None but ex-

perienced and with established trade need
apply. Exclusive territory to right parties.
Address "Manufacturer," "C 966," care
Keystone.

SALESMAN can make $5.00 in each town
introducing our optical specialties. W.

G. Fay Mfg. Co., 123 Nassau St., New York.

AT once, second watchmaker, steady posi-
tion, good wages. Buechner Jewelry

Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.

FIRST-CLASS jeweler, manufacturer and
engraver by June 12th; must be able to

manufacture, repair and engrave; perma-
nent position to the right man. Burridge &
Connett, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

SOUVENIR engraver wanted for spoon
bowl work. Ullstrom & Co., Ashland,

Nebr.

WANTED-An experienced watchmaker
and optician; prefer one that can en-

grave; must have good habits and best ref.;
salary $25.00 per week. Address Carlson,
jeweler, Lake Charles, La.

WANTED-Watchmaker, engraver and
salesman; one that wants permanent

position; must have best of refs.; good posi-
tion and a good lively college town of
12,000 inhabitants. Charles Maurer, Cham-
paign, Ill.

WANTED-A man already carrying a line
of jewelry to take another line, on com-

mission, to the Southern retail trade. An-
swer "D 948," care Keystone.

WANTED man for clock and jewelry re-
pairing that can help wait on trade and

do some plain watch work; permanent place.
Frank Ilaseltine, Kokomo, Ind.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver;
steady position to right man; age 30 to

s, married preferred. Expect to pay about
80 per month. Give refs., exp., photo in

first letter. Fine climate, up-to-date grow-
ing seacoast town. G. B. Haines, St.
Petersburg, Fla.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician;
permanent position. Address "S

care Keystone.

ALL-AROUND man, watchmaker, en-
graver, salesman-, permanent position;

single man preferred. Send sample engrav-
ing, refs., salary expected. H. G. Butter-
field, Hamburg, Iowa.

WANTED-Traveling salesman for watches
and general line of jewelry in Western

territory; must be experienced road man.
Address "Box 1336," Denver, Colo.

WANTEDOptician or optician and en-
graver on percentage or salary. F.

Rogers, Jeweler, Gloversville, N. Y.

HELP WANTED

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and en-
graver, competent to run a store if nec-

essary, good Oklahoma town of 4000.
Must be strictly sober and have good recom-
mendations; will sell interest to right party,
or work on commission basis. B. C. Clark,
Purcell and Sulphur, Okla.

AN exp. jeweler to take complete charge of
jewelry store in Iowa during absence of

proprietor in Europe. Address H. F.
Hahn & Co., Powers Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

GOOD salary to salesman having extensive
acquaintance among the retail jewelry

trade. Address "J. T. 43," 120t Heyworth
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING TIIREE CENTS PER WORD

PARTNER WANTED to take active in-
terest in manufacturing plant and retail

store central Indiana, 30,000 population;
work for six men at present; can increase.
Address "W 989," care Keystone.

WANT to buy jewelry store in Nebraska.
A. 0. Lieber, York, Nebr.

WELL-PAYING jewelry business, must
stand closest investigation; Northwest

preferred. State particulars in first letter.
Alva Munson, Battle Creek, Mich.

m CHRONOMETER, i case for spectacle
findings, i case for jewelry findings,

plating outfit Do not answer unless you
have something good and the price is right.
Will pay cash. L. S. Robinson, Glenwood,
Iowa.

WANTED-Agency for manufacturing line
for Pacific Coast, headquarters at San

Francisco; 6 years on the Coast. E. A.
Stevens, 511 kifth St., San Rafael, Cal.

DON'T melt up your old Colonial silver
porringers, mugs bowls, creamers, sugar

Ibowls and dishes,  will pay you from two
to five times their silver value. A. Stain-
forth, Winthrop, Mass.

OPPORTUNITY for watchmaker to use
window and small space in centrally lo-

cated book store, Chicago; very reasonable
arrangement can be made. Address Hays,
Cushman Co., 32 Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver, all-
around workman, wants partner with

$3000 or jewelry stock. Understand the
business thoroughly, am up-to-date, good
appearance, speak two languages; single,
best refs.; $7oo worth of tools, material,
equipment; West preferred. "H 995," care
Keystone.

A SECOND-HAND diamond scale, prefer
mahogany; must be in good condition.

Address "R. K. 42," 1201 Hey worth Bldg.,
Chicago, Ill.

PARTNER wanted in good money-making
business; single; good watchmaker, first-

class engraver and optician. Two thousand
dollars required; southeast Nebraska county
seat. "F 5," care Keystone.

I AM in the market for a good jewelry
stock, either all or half interest. Must be

good proposition that will bear close investi-
gation and not too much capital. Give full
particulars. Answer "W 6," care Key-
stone.

WHEEL cutter and pivot polisher to fit
OA Mosley lathe. "S 999," care Key-

stone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

IN sunny Colorado where the climate is
perfect, where business and profits are

good all the time, in a growing city of
20,000; Stock $20,030; business $30,000;
stock and fixtures new. You can't beat it.
"L 686," care Keystone.

_   - -
JEWELRY store and fixtures, central In-

diana city of 35,000; fine location; in
present place twelve years. Reasons for
selling going out of business; stock invoices
$12,000, will take 8o cents on dollar. "C
897," care Keystone.

LONG-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business in a prosperous Texas city;

stock will invoice $55oo; liberal terms;
rare opportunity. "L. N.," care A. Silvers,
Waco, Tex.

LEADING jewelry store in central Iowa
with an old-established trade; county seat

town. Stock about $55oo. Paying bench
work. Rare opportunity. Reason for sell-
ing, ill health. For particulars write "E
927," care Keystone.

IDI9

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

$5000 BUYS old-established, well-paying
jewelry business in live town of m i,000.

Write for particulars. "W 937," care
Keystone.

OLD-ESTABLISHED business on promi-
nent thoroughfare in Philadelphia. Emil

Spies, 2129 N. Front St., Phila., Pa.

OLD-ESTABLISHED manufacturing
jewelry and repair shop. $2000 to $3000.

Cash only. "S 903," care Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker with a little capital can
find good location in town of s000; no

opposition', must be sold in June. Lock
Box 408, Forest City, Pa.

$3000 WILL buy established jewelry busi-
ness, dwelling and store combined, with

two lots, in the city of Bartow, Fla.; age
78, I need a change; good opening for prac-
tical man. N. A. Vurgason, Bartow, Fla.

CLEAN stock jewelry and bric-a-brac; fix-
tures and stock invoice about $2500;

bench work more than pays expenses; semi-
tropical climate, located in Arizona, Salt
River Valley. Good reasons for selling.

H. Custead, Mesa, Ariz.

$800 STOCK with tools, material and fix-
tures at $640, in a good, growing town

of 1500 population; twenty miles of terri-
tory and three large schools to draw from;
all the repair work one man can do. Box
253, Littleton, N. C.

WANT to retire. Will sell a big money-
making jewelry establishment in one of

the richest towns of 25,000 inhabitants
near New York City; stock and fixtures
invoiced $15,5oo. I made money enough
in twenty years that I can retire. The
stand -is better to-day than ever; the good-
will alone is worth $mo,000 to anybody, but
will take the invoiced price to quick buyer.
Inquire of Henry Freund & Bro., 71 Nas-
sau Street, New York City.

FIXTURES of a business $6000 a year in
southern Minnesota town, German set-

tlement, population 6000; stock $5500, have
reduced to Si 000; good chance for watch-
maker; good reason for selling. A snap, I
mean business. W. C. Haubrich, New Ulm,
Minn.

JEWELRY store and first-class living apart-
ment, located in best business section of

city; invoice $9000. Big bargain, but must
be cash, For particulars address at once.
Box 210, Washington, D. C.

JEWELRY and optical business in splendid
locality; county seat, town of 2000. Guar-

antee books will show moo per cent. profit
on investment to date. Invoice about
$2000. Owner desires to engage in bank-
ing business. Don't write unless you have
the cash. Address H. II. Iloyda, Bottineau,
N. Dak.

JEWELRY and optical business. E. G.
Longcroft, Berlin, Wis,

A CUSTOMER of ours wants to retire and
take up the optical line; located in

county seat of 2600 population. This store
bears the best of reputation and is paying
well About $3000 required. Bauman.
Massa Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.

$2300 FOR a jewelry business, stock and
nearly new fixtures, established 25 years,

in central New York, a manufacturing vil-
lage of 3000 with no competition. Address
"Bargain," "R 974," care Keystone.

JEWELRY, optical and musical store for
sale at invoice price, and property. E. T.

Steinhaus, White, S. Dak.

GOOD opening for jeweler with $300 or
more; cash if interested. Write at once.

Jeweler, Box ;4, Suttons Bay, Mich.

AT INVOICE, jewelry and optical busi-
ness in booming town in western New

York, 4000 population; best reasons for
selling; invoice $3000. Address "C 967,"
care Keystone.

FOR SALE-Stock and fixtures will in-
voice between $700 and $800; good town

of Boo population; no competition. If you
mean business and want particulars address
F. A. Furman, Riverton, Iowa.

JEWELRY store in best town in north
Louisiana, population 3000; only jeweler

in town; will Invoice $4000, but will re-
duce to $15oo. A splendid opportunity for
a live jeweler and optician. Address
DeSoto, care Leonard Krower, New Or-
leans, La.

GOOD paying jewelry business, eastern
Iowa, Clayton County; town 1200; stock

and fixtures about $15oo; established 3
years. Altiress "M 971," care Keystone.

(Continued on page top))
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

(Continued from page lora)

FIFTY years' established jewelry and op-
tical business, population of as,000.

Would like to retire from business. Have
30 feet of show cases stocked with goods,
two large Marvin safes, one a burglar-proof.
Bench work brings in $150 a month. My
price for stock and fixtures is $3000. In-
quire for further particulars to W. H. Hall,
269 Main Street, ()range, N. J.

JEWELRY store southern Texas; county
seat, s000 inhabitants; yearly sales and

repairs $13,000; stock and fixtures invoice
about $5500; will sell half cash, balance
time, or will give io per cent. discount for
spot cash if sold at once. "S 962," care
Keystone.

LARGEST and oldest established jewelry
store central Illinois city of 30,00o;

store modern, up-to-date, clean stock. Stock
and fixtures invoice $42,000. Owner wishes
to retire from business. Give bank ref.
with first letter. "E 963," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business, estab-
lished for 25 years; retiring from busi-

ness; stock and fixtures amounting to
$7000 or $8000; will sell cheap or reduce
to suit purchaser; rent the cheapest in
Buffalo, long lease. A. R. Bergman, 18z
Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

JEWELRY store, stock and fixtures worth
about $2500; good location; repair work

averages about Sim) per month, sales for
year 1908 $5000; good reason for selling;
stock can be reduced. Address John J.
Lange, 507 Sixth St., Racine, Wis.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry and optical
business town of 250o; must sell on ac-

count of ill health; established 25 years;
good store, plenty of repairing at good prices.
$2000 to $3000. "V 958," care Keystone.

JEWELRY business and old repair stand,
established 35 years. Here's a fine chance

for young man starting in for himself, or
for an elderly man that does not care to
he in busiest part of town; good place for
German or a foreigner; rent $20.00; re-
pairs will average $125 a month; stock,
fixtures, tools and material will invoice
$1700. Will sell for $1000. Good reasons
for selling, have two stores. Chas. Hellwig,
752 S. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo. Succes-
sor to Chas. Osterhorn.

GRAND opportunity for experienced watch-
maker-jeweler-optician to buy established

business fine Pennsylvania town; stock and
fixtures $1500, can reduce to $800; other
business; investigate. "R 959," care Key-
stone.

GOOD, clean stock of jewelry, watches,
cut glass, hand-painted china, silverware,

pianos and musical instruments for sale
with fixtures, in the best city in North
Dakota, stock and fixtures amounting to
$8000; can reduce stock; watch inspector
for railway. Will sell for invoice price
and cash only. Address "S 950," care
Keystone.

IF you are interested in a good, live, well.
paying proposition and a good all-around

watchmaker and jeweler, and would like to
buy part interest in a $3000 jewelry store
in town of 600o, write T. H. Vinyard,
Piedmont, Mo.

GOOD paying jewelry business; stock and
fixtures will invoice $1500 and if sold at

once for cash will discount; town of s000.
Address Box 204, Elk City, Okla.

JEWELER'S complete manufacturing plant,
established in Denver 5 years; fully

equipped to manufacture silver souvenir
spoons, novelties, jt old and silver emblem
goods, etc.; price 55oo. 'Ti, your oppor-
tunity, manufacturing jeweler, if you need
change of climate. Communicate with
Thos. Penman, 5717 Stout St., Denver, Colo.

FOR sale for spot cash, the jewelry and
optical departments in the largest depart-

ment store in the city of Lincoln, Nebr. A
grand chance for anyone to make money;
reason for selling, going into the wholesale
business and must sell at once, so if in-
terested write at once, "C 951," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY business in Bethel, Pa.; owner
died; must be sold to settle estate; in-

voice $1 oo. Address Annie L. Klahr,
Bethel, Pa.

GOOD paying jewelry store in Vermont,
population 2200, healthy, pure water;

railway terminus, watch inspection; stock
$2000, can reduce to $1000; other interests;
reasons for selling; no other jewelers. Ad-
dress P. 0. Box 517, Island Pond, Vt.

JEWELRY business, established in 1857,
located in North Adams, Mass; good

reasons for selling, Address S. M. White,
12 Ashland St., North Adams, Mass.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

MATERIAL business, established i8 years;
probably not a better selected stock in

the country, fully equipped; will sell fix-
tures, stand and pick out stock or whole.
Really a rare opportunity for watchmaker.
L. C). C. Mahaffey, 214 Bessemer Bldg.,
Pittsburg, Pa.

$3500 UP-TO-DATE jewelry stock and
fixtures, established 16 years, fine run of

bench work; good location in best city
on Puget Sound; stock clean and salable;
age, reason for selling. "G 954," care Key-
stone.

WELL-ESTABLISHED jewelry store in
most prosperous western city of 15o,000;

best of location, opposite postoffice., good
lease on building; good run of repairs and
optical work; new, clean stock and fixtures;
very fine show windows; a good chance for
right man; it will take $8000, cash only
considered. "B 953," care Keystone.

FINE stock of material and full set of
watchmakers' tools, etc., for sale at great

bargain. Must be sold to close estate. For
full particulars and price, write to The
Peoples Trust Company, Lancaster, Pa.,
trustee.

JEWELRY store in flourishing town in
southern California; best stock in town;

first-class opportunity, sell for $5000. Ad-
dress Hambright & Walsh, 342 S. Broad-
way, Los Angeles, Cal.

OLD-ESTABLISHED jewelry store in
southern California town of about 1 i,000

inhabitants; fine climate. "H 949," care
Keystone.

THE only jewelry store in Minnesota town,
population izoo. Price $5300. Worth

looking into. Good reason for wanting to
sell. "S 994," care Keystone.

FOR sale, quick and cheap, jewelry stock
and fixtures; stock will invoice $85oo;
must be sold by August ist. The best
jewelry store, best location, best jewelry
town in western Pennsylvania; population
8000; railroad shops, steel mills, tube mills;
also fifteen towns within a radius of nine
miles, from so inhabitants to 1800; stock
and fixtures new; fine optical parlor and
dark room for photo work. "B 992," care
Keystone.

VERY attractive opening for jeweler. III
health compels me to sell my store. Es-

tablished in 1888; county seat, State Uni-
versity, Agricultural College, School of
Mines; population 6000; only one other
store. Stink and fixtures about $8000 cash.
In fruit belt, best location, plenty of work
for two men. Frank Kelly, Moscow, Idaho.

JEWELRY store, good chance for optical
and stationery in connection; healthiest

part of State. S. B. Smith, Monticello,
Sullivan Co., N. Y.

OLD-ESTABLISHED, high-grade jewelry
business, best of reputation, in large city;

fine trade, particularly in emblem line, for
a practical man; chance of a lifetime. Ill
health cause of selling. "B 998," care
Keystone.

NEATEST little jewelry store in the State.
Stock and fixtures invoice about $3200.

Located in the "Magic City" of Minot, the
busiest little city in the State; population
7000. Address J. J. Skaug, 126 S. Main
St., Minot, N. Dak.

WILL sacrifice; fine location and good
stock of jewelry; town of s000 in South-

west; yearly sales $1o,000. None but cash
buyers need answer. "S 3," care Keystone.

RARE opportunity, jewelry store, modern
fixtures, busy eastern Pennsylvania town

7000. Best location, low rent, with or
without stock. Can reduce to $zsoo.
"R 4," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

FOR SALE-A genuine Chicago Watch
Tool Company modern outdoor electric

flasher watch sign, complete with written
guarantee, at a bargain. "C 955," care
Keystone. 

FRANCIS engraving machine, three sets
type, $55.0o. Large burglar fireproof

safe. Write for description. S. Prentiss,
Lockport, N. Y.

ONE Kelton "D" roller plate card printing
press, used less than thirty days, good as

new. Price $65.00 F. 0. B. Washington,
Pa. T. H. McNary, Washington, Pa.

CARY safe, outside 72 x 44 x 30 used four
Hyears. ave gone out of business. Best

offer takes it. Box 132, Staunton, Ill.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

EIGHT day marine chronometer. Has just
been restored equal to new; auxiliary

compensation, brass-bound box; all in fine
condition, $125. A. W. Strickler, 406 E.
Fifty-seventh St., Chicago, Ill.

HARDY luminous mire ophthalmometer,
for city current; also rising table; all in

first-class order. Price $55.00. Reason for
selling, have two instruments. C. W.
Chappell & Son, Eau Claire, Wis.

19 NEW and second-hand movements,
some cased, all running; Elgin, Waltham,

Standard, Trenton, Engineers' Special, etc.
Sacrifice for $26.00. George Harpole, Man-
chester, Tenn.

FOR SALE-Hardy 20th Century ophthal-
mometer with electric luminous mires.

Bastian Bros. Co., 21 South Ave., Roch-
ester, N. Y.

JEWELERS' and watchmakers' tools, watch
material; King's Elite trial set; spectacles.

Will sell cheap owing to death of owner.
Mrs. Burson, I 124 Thirteenth St, Greeley,
Colo.

GOLDEN oak bench, ball-bearing foot
wheel, bracket watch rack, so watches,

foot polishing lathe, Webster-Whitcomb
lathe and complete set of tools- write for
prices. H. S. McCroy, care C. D. Peacock,
Chicago, Ill.

ONE Eaton & Glover engraving machine,
good as new. For price and full par-

ticulars address J. P. Pendleton & Bro.,
Bristol, Va.

LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 886,"
care Keystone.

AT 25 per cent. discount from original bill
I offer for sale lot of ladies' diamond and

combination, also gents' set rings, manufac-
tured by one of the leading ring manufac-
turers, 1908. Chas. Rickmeyer, New Al-
bany, Ind.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

VOIGTLAENDER'S Helier portrait lens,
cost $90.00; would exchange for Webster-

Whitcomb lathe and other watchmakers'
tools. Write for particulars. S. A. Weaver,
Ticonderoga, N. Y.

FOR jewelry stock, a four-story, stone
front building, located at 22 Aberdeen

St., Chicago. 'Write for full particulars.
Flower & Co., 262 State St., Chicago, Ill.

WE have two thousand dollars first-class
jewelry stock in exchange for Iowa or

Minnesota land. Will add some cash. "J
996," care Keystone.

AUTOMOBILE, Maxwell runabout, top
lamps, tools, perfect running order;

paint and tires are also in perfect condition.
Will sell for $350 cash or accept i carat
diamond in part payment. F. Rawles, Clin-
ton, N. C.

AUTOMOBILE-Franklin loos model, 4
cylinder, five passenger touring car; all

new tires and car in perfect running order.
Will exchange for diamonds. A. C. Cajacob,
Wapakoneta, Ohio.

z GENEVA retinoscope, equipped with
carbide light; I Hardy punctumeter;

small commercial typewriter; all in good
order. Want wide angle lens, s x 7, must
be in good order,- can use No. z Mosley
slide rest, good field glass, or what have
you? W. F. Boast, Sterling, Colo.

CASH and valuable real estate, residence
in best educational and winter resort in

Florida, and other property, to exchange
for jewelry business. Investigate, all com-
munications answered. "H 04," care
Keystone.

FOR SALE-A jewelry and mail order
business in city of 4000 in the Middle

West; receipts $10,000 per year, can be in-
creased. Will bear full investigation. Full
particulars to anyone thinking of buying.
Invoice about $6000. Terms, cash, or part
cash, balance bankable paper or real estate.
Address "D 964," care Keystone.

TEST case, 20 pairs stile, i6 feet solid
walnut wall case, 8 feet high; one 6-foot

cherry showcase and table; will sell for
cash or trade for tools; southern Iowa.
Address "W 960," care Keystone.

PATENT, staple household article, royalty
considered. "B 970," care Keystone.

$100 48-HOUR window chronometer by
Thomas Cutterell Co., London; good con-

dition, in a wooden case. Will trade for
watches or American movements. Broad-
bent, 4 South 42d St., Phila., Pa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

JEWELRY and optical business in Chicago,
South Side, with Eastman kodak and

Edison phonograph as side lines; large
store, long lease, invoice more than $600o,
can reduce; might trade for clear property;
going West. Address "B. G. 34," 1201
Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

AUTOMOBILE, Jewell runabout, good as
new, $225. Will exchange for diamonds

or salable merchandise; Rambler motor-
cycle, fine condition, $75. A. W. Dula,
Dula Bldg., Lenoir, N. C.

SEVEN hundred and twenty acres Cana-
dian land to exchange for jewelry stock;

price, $15 per acre. Address M. C. Weyer,
Faribault, /Ylinn.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER TII IS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED-Ten thousand empty movement
boxes at once. Ship via freight to-day.

Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use. First-class condition. Prices

from $5o, $75 and $1 oo. Enhaus & Son,
31 John St., New York City.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

THREE gross best ruby and sapphire bal-
ance jewels in cabinet, $36. Tarbox &

Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

FINE Swiss independent 4-second move-
ment, 18 size, with sweep-second hand;

nickel; two mainsprings, full ruby jeweled,
key winder, chrono. balance breguet hair-
spring, fitted in nickel case. Suitable for
watchmaker's bench. Price $1o. Enhaus &
Son, 31 John Street, New York City.

DON'T melt up your old Colonial silver
porringers, mugs, bowls, creamers, sugar

bowls and dishes. I will pay you from two
to five times their silver value. A. Stain-
forth, Winthrop, Mass.

CASH paid for all kinds of boxes that
watch movements are sold in, including

glass front and back cases and Elgin or
Waltham plush-lined boxes; also all kinds ma-
terials, movements, chronographs, watches,
watch cases, watch glasses, clocks, etc.
John Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield,
'Wass.

MYSTERIOUS clock. Will keep crowd
around your window. Keeps correct time;

has no visible mechanism; nothing can be
seen from either front or back except trans-
parent glass dial, two hands and small
washer. Can be easily made. Complete
directions sent on receipt of soc. "Watch-
maker," 155 Massachusetts Ave. N. E.,
Washington, D. C.

DIES, tools devised, small articles manu-
factured for the trade. W. H. Nichols,

Waltham, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place. W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago.

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansoin Street Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to 'buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clark, es-
tablished 11170.

DO you need money? If so send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash
prices paid for entire jewelry stocks; will
send our representative if necessary; busi-
ness confidential; national bank refs. H.
Schwartz, 903 Heyworth Building, Chi-
cago, Ill.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 944.

BUSINESS NOTICES

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

locIcets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

JEWELRY repair only. To improve your
own business it is necessary to have your

repair work done in the best manner, and
that is what we are doing for others, and
why not you? 3o years' experience. Mail
and express orders promptly attended to.
Jacob Garber, 734 Sansom St., Phila., Pa.

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

TRY the Stella mainspring for all Ameri-
can watches,. 75c per dozen. No cabi-

nets nor premiums to give away but all
the value in the spring. S. A. Meren &
Co., materialists, 37-39 Maiden Lane, New
York.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York. 

DON'T melt up your old Colonial silver
porringers, mugs bowls, creamers, sugar

bowls and dishes. I will pay you from two
to five times their silver value. A. Stain-
forth, Winthrop, Mass.

INCREASE your sales. I write advertise-
ments that actually sell goods. For $io

I will prepare you a complete three months'
campaign that will bring you more business
than any advertising you ever did. Write
for particulars. Norman R. Williams,
specialist in jewelry store advertising, 902
Marshall Field Building, Chicago, Ill.

IRALSON pays cash for diamonds. When
you need money or want to sell out,

communicate with me. I will give you a
square deal and quick returns. I buy more
diamonds and watches for cash than any
dealer in the United States. National bank
refs. M. Iralson, 410 Masonic Temple,
Chicago.

IF you want to learn engraving or improve
let us tell you about our "Individual In-

struction System." Taught by mail. Dun-
more School of Engraving, zo E. Third St.,
Sterling, Ill.

METAL dials. All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and re-

painted. Also special metal dials made to
order. Promptness and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Ralph A. Doe, 203 Lexington St.,
Waltham, Mass.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of ref.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 55o E.
Forty-sixth Ph., Chicago, Ill.

ALL your empty movement boxes-Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford

and South Bend. Shipments arc valued
day of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you; in case our
estimate is not satisfactory will be returned
at our expense. Edward C. Saks, Mans-
field, Pa. 

COOPER & SON, 721 Sansom Street, Phila-
delphia. Watch work for the trade.

Send trial package.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute is prepared to give

a short course in watch repairing and en-
graving to jewelers through the summer
months. Jewelers should take advantage of
this and prepare themselves to increase their
earning capacity. Every jeweler should be
in a position to handle his own engraving.
We will teach and fit you with the knowl-
edge and skill to do the most intricate work.
Our instructors are experts and can teach
you all that is worth knowing in the dif-
ferent branches. We teach watch repair-
ing, engraving, jewelry jobbing and optics.
Are you interested? If so, write for
prospectus. Drs. Tarbox and Gordon.

Massachusetts School of Optometry
Incorporated and Registered with Board of Education

AND

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
BOTH AT

185 Summer St., BOSTON, MASS.

The most perfect Courses are offered by these
two schools. Catalogues for the schools will
be sent on application.

Address DR. AUGUST A. KLEIN
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,' heel mid l'imon Cut-
ting. Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and prompily done by an

expert' A. JETTE
Established li99 Lancaster, Pa.

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the "Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Beat reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. MOORB

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

COOPER CBI SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK

Send Trial Package

ATCH R E PAIRIN:GI
THE N1NOYOUCANCALIYOUROWM

z WINSLOW, KRAUSE &CO. •
Ark_e tk! Atm/. ck,

LEARN
JEWELERS
ENGRAVING.
"The Engraving Schoot That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than lie can gala in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent and
make him master of the trade. The deinand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CGICA00

ADVERTISING CUTS
FOR JEWELERS
We have had prepared for the

use of the trade a large number
of illustrations especially ap-
plicable to the jewelry stock and
business.

These illustrations comprise
a number of cuts appropriate for
newspaper advertising, circulars,
booklets, folders, letterheads, etc.

While the use of these cuts
will double or treble the value of
the jeweler's advertisements, the
price is merely nominal, the ma-
jority of them ranging from
25c to 50c each.

Sheets showing the illustra-
tions with prices will be sent
on request.

The Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street

Philadelphia

DIETZ
MONOGRAM BOOK
Contains over 2 4 0 0 desiwns
two and three letters in outhne,
arranged alphabetically and In-
dexed, so you can turn to more
than 8000 combinations.
A Really Practical Book LAS.
PRICE, $1.00 prepaid

WM.N.DIETZ,PublIsher,95DearbornSt.,ChIcago,111.
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CHAS. E. MANOR & CO.
JEWELRY AND FINE ART AUCTIONEERS

Fifth Floor, Boley Building KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE MANOR PLAN IS BEST BY TEST

PUT a plumb line on The Manor Plan. Test it. Investigate it. Ask the
hundreds of Jewelers who have tried it. Assure yourself, positively, that
it offers the squarest deal to the Jeweler contemplating an auction sale.

111 Salt looks like sugar, but when you test it you can tell the difference.
So it is with auctioneers. Be guided by results-not idle promises-to be
sure of satisfaction. Employ the auctioneers who have satisfied others.
41 WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE YOU A PROFIT and assure you
a successful and satisfactory sale.
la Thousands of legitimate references furnished from our satisfied clients
situated in almost every State in the Union. They are yours for the asking.
Your communications respected as confidential.
(lf SALES MADE FOR LEGITIMATE JEWELERS ONLY. The larger
and finer the stock, the better results we obtain.
I Address us,

CHAS. E. MANOR 8z CO.
Long-Distance Home Phone, 1765 Main
Long-Distance Bell Phone, 2960 Grand Fifth Floor, Boley Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. L. Gottlieb
& Company

Big
(4)

Auctioneers

Telephone
Rand. 1339

Established
1886

114 Dearborn Street
(Tenth Floor)

Chicago, Illinois

Consisting of four reliable and thoroughly qualified gentle-
men, who will positively prove how any Jeweler can make
considerable money by employing them.

Hundreds of references and daily paper notices given
in correspondence.

We ask you to look up our record for making large
profits. Very valuable information furnished to any
Jeweler before having an auction sale.

THE AUCTIONEER
With STRENGTH, ENERGY, ABILITY

WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

I sell the goods
you want sold
at a profit,
Raise money
quick and
Protect future
business.

Write for terms.

Profit sales of this
spring as refer-
ences:

HICKS & SON
Tecumseh, Mich.

C. H. BLUME
Marietta, Ohio

J. LOWE & CO.
Monroe, La.

J. C. RIEDEL
Paris, Ill.

1

he ez..thon

fT
How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?
How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is

seldom charged for, and leave money-producing Nvork undone?
How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges

both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

lov r Oiclapany9 Sayre, IPzt

Business Increasing!
66 I{ 1111 T "

Reason? Best Goods, Least Money
MOUNTINGS and

FRAMES

EyeglassIMPROVED FINGERPIECE

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

No.
5524.
5525.
5554.
5555.
1,564.
F565.
554.
555.

5354.
5355.

Per dozen
$1.60
7.00
7.50
8.75
5.40
6.60
5.00
6.00
4.25
5.40

12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable"  
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow 14  

14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " .
10 K., 1-10 ltidiug Bow Frames 
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow
'0 IC., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "  
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable "

Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings
5194. 1-30 10 K., $4.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per dozen
1594. 1-10 10 K., 5.39; " 6.38 "
F5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 "

Great Reduction in the Price of " llikit " Eyeglass Mountings and Frames
Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 K., $7.50 per Doz. 70c. per Pr.
Gold Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K., $7.00 per Dssz.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless, $15.00 i r Dos. $1.40 per Pr.
Solid 10 K. Gold Interehangeassl, Frames, $24.00 per Doz. $2.00 per l'r.
Gold Filled Interelmnaeahle 

rrames 
.1-12 K., $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.

Gold Filled Interehanmeable 1 30-12 K.. $9.50 per Ms.

.SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold filled 12 " Ilik it "

fitting *8 

with itims are interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 size Eye.

mountings, etched on lenses, in neat velvet-lined ease for
$8  50 net

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow cash discount

10 per cent.

No. 
GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS mtgs. Per Dozen

Cork or Shell
A593. Offset Guard ( 'ork, 10 K. 1110 filled, 10-year Guarantee . . $1 00 

P. ex. 0 Eye
$5.50

A563. Offset titiars1 Cork, 10 K. Filled, warranted 5 years . . 3.00 4.50

GOLDOIN SKELETON RIDING BOW SPECTACLES
1700. Rimless, Goidoin TrInuoings, Riveted, White ex. 00 Eye $1.75. . .
1760. Rimless, Goldoin Trimmings, Riveted, Mi-Coq., Smoke or Blue, Do Eye . 1.65

ALUMNO SPECTACLES
651%. Riding Bow, SS Nose Frame, $1.90 ; with l'er. ex. Lenses
6524 Straight Temple, Broad U Nose, Bevel Endpiece t rallies, only $1.90 ; with

Per. ex. Lenses, $2.65.
NICKEL SILVER SPECTACLES

674%. Riding Frames, $1.25 ; one eye, with P. ex. Lenses or D. ex . $200
674. Riding Frames. only $1.50; with P. ex. or P. ex. Lenses . . . . . 2.25
675. Cable Riding Frames, only $2.50 ; with P. ex. or D. ex. Lenses   3.25

Straight Temple
660. Straight Temple, C Nose Frames, $1.50 ; with l'eris. ex. Lenses or D. cz.Lenses, $2.25

COMPLETE LINE OF EYEGLASS CHAINSCable Ear Chain, 1:20 12 K., O. F., $2 50 per doz. net, hairpin anti Hook and Catch.

27. Frame, large, round eye  
LIBRARY SPECTACLES

1  Itch, $1 50 $1.50
Celluloid. Shell.Rubber.

LENSES I31MENSS STOCK ONHAND. Can ship at once
Sphere-Cylinders, Cylinders and Sphericals
TORSO, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
BI-SIGHT. Perfection, cemented and Kryptok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.

We carry a complete line in stock, uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eyerimless 0 and 00 eye ; in 2, 3 and 4-hole

1111Mikk k
INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE

Perisoopio Convex or Double
Per Dozen

1st Qual. 2d Qua
$1.05 .70
1.12 .77
1.26 .90

10 eye

00 " -

CEMENTED BIFOCAL, 1st QUALITY
"INTERCHANGEABLE"

1 EYE, $3.12 0 EYE, $8.25
00 EYE, $8.63 PER DOZ.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
Usual advance on strong numbers
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 per cent.

until you see the AUDEMAIRDon't Buy a Trial Case

The Spencer Optical Compan

THE ACME
OF PERFECTION

From $10.00 to $85.00

For Office, in Oak, Cherry and Leather,
Also Traveling, With Divisions for Stock
and Lenses. None Better Made.

Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Laney Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New York, U. S. A.
Remember, we mrike Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alunino and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the same

SPECIAL-10 per cent. for cash where liberal quantities are ordered, except where net price is stated
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CHAS. E. MANOR & CO.
JEWELRY AND FINE ART AUCTIONEERS

Fifth Floor, Boley Building KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE MANOR PLAN IS BEST BY TEST

P
UT a plumb line on The Manor Plan. Test it. Investigate it. Ask the
hundreds of Jewelers who have tried it. Assure yourself, positively, that
it offers the squarest deal to the Jeweler contemplating an auction sale.

lir Salt looks like sugar, but when you test it you can tell the difference.
So it is with auctioneers. Be guided by results-not idle promises-to be
sure of satisfaction. Employ the auctioneers who have satisfied others.
(if WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE YOU A PROFIT and assure you
a successful and satisfactory sale.
Ilr Thousands of legitimate references furnished from our satisfied clients
situated in almost every State in the Union. They are yours for the asking.
Your communications respected as confidential.
/4 SALES MADE FOR LEGITIMATE JEWELERS ONLY. The larger
and finer the stock, the better results we obtain.
Ilf Address us,

CHAS. E. MANOR & CO.
Long-Distance Home Phone, 1765 Main
Long-Distance Bell Phone, 2960 Grand Fifth Floor, Boley Building, KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. L. Gottlieb
& Company

Big
Telephone Established
Rand. 1339 (4.)  1886 

Auctioneers

114 Dearborn Street
(Tenth Floor)

Chicago, Illinois

Consisting of four reliable and thoroughly qualified gentle-
men, who will positively prove how any Jeweler can make
considerable money by employing them.

Hundreds of references and daily paper notices given
in correspondence.

We ask you to look up our record for making large
profits. Very valuable information furnished to any
Jeweler before having an auction sale.

THE AUCTIONEER
With STRENGTH, ENERGY, ABILITY

WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

I sell the goods
YOU want sold
at a profit,
Raise money
quick and
Protect future
business.

Write for terms.

Profit sales of this
spring as refer-
ences:

HICKS & SON
Tecumseh, Mich.

C. H. BLUME
Marietta, Ohio

J. LOWE & CO.
Monroe, La.

J. C. RIEDEL
Paris, Ill.

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO

he Eton

  k
How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should

when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

Glover Company9 Sayre, Pa.

Business Increasing! Reason? Best Goods, Least Money

" 11 K 11 99 MOUNTINGS and
FRAMES

EyeglassIM PROVED FINGERPIECE

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

Nu.
5524.
5525.
5554.
5555.
F554.
F565.
554.
555.

5354.
5355.

Per dozen
$5,60
7  00
7.50
8.75
5.40
6.60
5  00
6.00
4.25
5.40

12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " .
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames 
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
10 K. 1-20 Riding Bow
'0 K., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "  
10 K., 1-30 Riding Row
10 K., 140 Riding Bow Cable "

Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings
5194. 1-30 10 K., $4.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per dozen
1594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38 ; " 6.38

F5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 "

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow cash discount

10 per cent.

GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS Per Dozen
No. Cork or Shell Mtgs. I'. ex. 0 Eye
A593. Offset Guard Cork, 10 K. 1/10 tilled, 10-year Guarantee . . $1 00 $5.50
A563. Offset Guard Cork, 10 K. Filled, warranted 5 years . . 3.00 4.50

GOLDOIN SKELETON RIDING BOW SPECTACLES
1700. Rimless, Goldoin Trimmings, Riveted, White ex. 00 Eye . . . . $1.75
1760. Rimless, Goldoin Trimmings, Riveted, Mi-Coq., Smoke or Blue, 00 Eye . . 1.65

ALUMNO SPECTACLES
65154. Riding Bow, SS Nose Frame, $1.90 ; with Per. ex. Lenses . . . . . . $2.65
652%. Straight Temple, liroad C Nose, Bevel Endpiece r rattles, only $1.90 ; with

Per. ex. Lenses, $2.65.
NICKEL SILVER SPECTACLES

5744'. Riding Frames, $1.25 ; one eye, with P. ex. Lenses or D. ex . $200
674 Riding Frames. only $1.50; with P. ex. or D. ex. Lenses . . , . . . . 2.25
675. Cable Riding Frames, only $2.50 ; with P. ex. or D. ex. Lenses   8.25

Straight Temple
660. Straight Temple, C Nose Frames, $1.50 ; with l'eris. ex. Lenses or D. cx.Lenses, $2.25

COMPLETE LINE OF EYEGLASS CHAINS
Cable Ear Chain, 1/20 12 K., G. F., $2 50 per doz. net, itairpin and hook and Catch.

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
27. Frame, large, round eye   Each, $1 00 $1.50 $3.00

Rubber. Celluloid. Shell.

Great Reduction in the Price of " Ilikit " Eyeglass Mountings and Frames
Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 K., $7.50 per Doz. be. per Pr.
Gold Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K., $7.00 per Doe.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless, $15.00 per Doz. $1.40 per Pr.
Solid 10 K. Gold Intercluingennle Frames, $24.00 per IMz. $2.00 per l'r.
Gold Filled Interelinimeahle Frames 1/10-12 K., $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.Gold Filled In nterchageable 1/30-12 K.,_$9.50 per Doz.

Those with Slims are interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 size Pyr.

mountings, etched on lenses, in neat velvet-lined case fur 

_SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of wild filled 12 " Ilikit "

fitting 4/8  50 net

LENSES IMMENSE STOCK ONHAND. Can ship at once
Sphero-Cylinders, Cylinders and Sphericala
TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Mieoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
13I-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.

We carry a complete line in stock, uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eye
rimless 0 and 00 eye; in 2, 3 and 4-hole

IIIINAk
INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE

Periscopic Convex or Double
Per Dozen

let Qual. 2dQuaL
1 eve - - $1.05 .70
0 It _ - 1.12 .77

1.26 .9000 " -

CEMENTED BIFOCAL, 1st QUALITY
"INTERCHANGEABLE"

1 EYE, $3.12 0 EYE, $3.25
00 EYE, $8.63 PER DOZ.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
Usual advance on strong numbers
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 per cent.

Don't Buy a Trial Case AUDEMAIRuntil you see the

The Spencer Optical Company

THE ACME
OF PERFECTION

Earn $10.00 to $85.00

For Office, In Oak, Cherry and Leather,
Also Traveling, With Divisions for Stock
and Lenses. None Better Made.

Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Lane
Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New York, U. S. A.

Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Mornne and Nickel-Silver spectacles and Eyeglavses; alqo Cases for the same
SPECIAL-10 per cent. for cash where liberal quantities are ordered, except where net price is stated
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who carries
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to those who want the
best --

hiIth Reliance Plate he satisfies an equal!
„importa ifdemand; for plated ware of guaranteed
wearing quality  at a very low price. Moreover,

.woorr, Reliance Plate is the ideal plated wear for outfitting
country homes, summer cottages, etc., etc.

Don't lose the profit on this class of trade.
Carry Reliance Plate in addition to Community
Silver and get your share.

1(1:.■



The
Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

Now It's The
Lord Elgin

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch—now it's here—the

LORD
ELGIN

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago

11

1023

INTERESTING SUGGESTIONS 1 "I 3°A r E IVj s TP

Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks yourgrandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarms
as they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut - off" switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.
THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off " switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.
LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-

off " switch. Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass
nickeled.

ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-
nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.
Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case.
(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4.!.2 inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

VIBRATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4!2 inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

 TEAR 'THIS OFF AND MAIL,

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
"Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

TO=DAY

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :--Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of "Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name

Address



The
Thinnest
Watch
Made
in

America
with

Enamel Dial

Now It's The
Lord Elgin

The demand to-day is for thin
watches.

The public have been waiting for
a thin Elgin Watch—now it's here—the

LORD
ELGIN

the thinnest watch made in America
with enamel dial.

Like all Elgin watches—it was not
put on the market until worthy to
carry with it the Elgin reputation for
reliability.

Every Lord Elgin is cased at the
factory and timed in the case—the
most accurate thin watch in America.

Four grades-7, 15, 17, and 17
Jewels adjusted. 18K and 14K solid
gold cases, also 25 year filled cases.

Furnished with metal dials, plain or
engraved, gilt or silver.

Prices furnished on application
by your jobber, or write the Company
for only authorized price list.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, Elgin, III., U.S.A.

New York Office, 15 Maiden Lane
General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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INTERESTING SUGGESTIONS TATAENYJ EL=
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks yourgrandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarmsas they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

The
E. Ingraham Co.

Bristol, Conn.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.
THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut-off " switch.Height, 64 inches. Dial, 43' inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.
LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-off " switch. Height, 63' inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass

nickeled.
ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.

Height, 6% inches. Dial, C, inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELL
SEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off" switch. Large hell inside of case.
(See interior view.) ) HenigHhot,u6riTncihmee s:R Dial, 4i2 inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.

VIBRATOR. o Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve
minutes with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,
4,:2 inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

 IrE,AR THIS OFF AND MAIL TO-DAY 

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.
Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your "Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,

consisting of "Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," "Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."
Yours truly,

—

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with
" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior
view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless
brass nickeled.

Name

Address
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THE MAINSPRING HOUSE
$15.00 gross The TRUMPET MAINSPRING s1.25 per doz.

THE TRUMPET

BRAND MAINSPRINGS

we can highly recommend

as to quality, finish, elas-

ticity, temper, strength and

durability and they are

cruaranteed.,s •

Send for sample dozen and sat-
isfy yourself of the above facts.

This in no way interferes with
our famous JURGENSEN
or 9.684. Brands, for which
We have been exclusive Amer-
ican agents for the last half
century, but simply to fill
the wants of those requiring
a good article for as little
money as possible.

MAINSPRING CABINET FURNISHED FREE OF CHARGE WITH
THE FIRST ORDER FOR ONE GROSS

$12.00 per gross The New Globe Mainspring simo per doz.

Owing to the growing demand
upon us for a good spring at
a moderate price, we have at
last succeeded in securing a
very highly satisfactory spring
which we are going to sell at
$1.00 per dozen. Same is
fully guaranteed in every re-
repect and is far superior to
any spring on the market to-
day selling at the same price.

Mambo
AMERICAN

Sole Agent 56 Years

Send for sample dozen and sat-
isfy yourself of the above facts.

This in no way interferes with
our famous JURGENSEN
or AI** Brands, for which
we have been exclusive Amer-
ican agents for the last half
century, but simply to fill
the wants of those requiring
a good article for as little
money as possible.

Upswings
SWISS

Sole Agent 56 Years

(11 For the last half c
entury we have been furnishing the trade with the celebrated Aye. Mainsprings.

and their merit is so well-known that further claims are unnecessary.

JURGENSEN RECOILING MAINSPRING

qi These world famed springs have been made by Jean Jaquet, the well-known Swiss manufacturer, for

over 40 years and are the only genuine JURGENSEN SPRING. Sole agent for United States.

L . II. Keller ,i Co 
Importers, Manufacturers aud Jobbers Nassau 64 N Street

Files, Supplies and Optical Goods NEW YORK
Fine Watch Materials, Tools,. 
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S SIMMONS CHAINS s
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— ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE THE BEST CHAIN MADE

AND WE ARE ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE

The Simmons Chain House
This may seem like putting it pretty strong, but we are

prepared to back it up by our line of these goods.

We have just received a large stock of the varied articles

they make, comprising all their new patterns in

VESTS, DICKENS, PONIES, GUARDS

FOBS (Both Silk and Filled), NECKS, BRACE-

LETS, EYEGLASS CHAINS and LOCKETS

im
m
o
N

S

C

A

I

H

If you have not received their New Catalogue write us for one, and

do not fail to see our line before placing your Fall order

The NON-RETAILING COMPANY S

I
N

Jobbers in Watches and Chains •• •• LANCASTER, PA.

1

Wise Jewelers Buy from KORONES BROS. There's a Reason

A TRIAL ORDER WILL CONVINCE YOU

We are offering to the trade for this month o
nly this SPECIAL K. B. LATHE, as illustrated

In presentir.g this new lathe to the trade, atten-

tioni is rt 
possesses;

:called to the following advantage

which 

s

It is built to standard size, all parts are interchanyt -

able, and additional fixtures may be added at any time.

2. The headstock has a hard spindle and hard his

ground absolutely true. These parts are so finely

ground that wearing of same is hardly possible. Any

sible endshake can be taken up by means of the In
n MI I 1,.•

back of the chuck spindle.

3. The chucks are large and strong, tlw largest having

a 5 min. (No. 50) hole clear through the chuck.

4. The cone pulley has four indices, 4. .24. 28 and 3,,

for filing square, hexagou i. etc., any article placed in 
the

chucks..
5. All the parts and attachments, as far as the crn-

struction 1%111 permit, are finely polished and nickel pla
ted.

DIMENSIONS AND DESCRIPTION7inL:ilik1i1

L ength of lied   

,0 

Ileiglit, from hid to center   , i nches
  4 inchse

InSdeuxlnig,awl is attached to the headstock. Graver re ,

is of the "tip-over" or swinging pattern. Chucks ;ow

same size as the \V. W. Chucks. For size, see illustrati,o1

at the side of lathe.

Price of Lathe 
as shown in illustration, with 6 Wire, 2

 Wheel, I Screw and I Taper Chuck,

with its taper ; 4 Cement Brasses and l 
extra Steel Taper

KORONES BROS. "AIM' 46 Maiden Lane, NEW 
YORK



at reasonable cost should appeal to you. That is what youQuality and Efficiency get when you use our TOOLS and APPLIANCES.
The fact that our unqualified guarantee is back of every tool is a self-evident indication of the high quality

of our goods. When you want the latest and the best, always remember that we have it and make immediate
shipments.

jaw

HERE ARE A FEW OF OUR SPECIALTIES

E. & J. S. Genuine Hand-Made Tweezers

11,1

No. 1A Genuine Hand-Made Tweezer

Extra line stone finish, Each  60c

No. 10A Genuine Hand-Made Hairspring Tweezer

Stone finish, Each $1  12

We carry this hairspring tweezer in three siZe13. When ordering please specify whether large,
mediu in or small IdZe is desired. Illustration shows large size jaws.

iltiltIlte.t1111111;11111111'1'

No. I IA Genuine Hand-Made Non-Magnetic Tweezer

Extra fine stone finish. Each   75c
We have imported the above hand made tweezers to satisfy the long felt want for a high

grade stone finish tweezer that con be guaranteed absolutely correct in shape and temper.

No. 13A Genuine Boley Pocket Tweezer
Nickel-plated. Each   30c

All prices not specified
net are less 6 yo for cash

Open Brush Packed Brush

No. 38 Yale Satin Finishing Brush
Price, Packed Brush, diameter 5 inches. Each $2  50

This satin finishing brush gives excellent results at small cost. Wires can be replaced when worn
down. Gives said blast effect by holding small piece Of emery to face of brush while in motion. This
sharpens the points, after which reverse the direction of the brush and any kind of satin finish from
pearl to sand blast may be obtained.

Brush Loaded

No. 11. Unique Oiler. Per set, 75c.
A strictly new and original invention. Emits a regular and exact amount

of oil. Sell-fillIng and dust-proof, small vent in end only, the draw retains the
oil in bulb at point. These oilers are produced from the finest and toughest
glass obtainable. The points are Seamless, steel tubing, strongly reinforced,
with glass, no shellac or solder. Can be carried in pocket or stood on end,
points up, for months without leaking. Two oilers, one for quick and one
for slow flow, securely packed, with full directions.

Patent applied for

No. 1 Ideal Plating Machine
Price, net cash   $15.00

For reeoloring and refinishing repair jobs or old jewelry this
machine has no equal. This is the only inachine furnishing live dif-
ferent strengths of current, five shades of color for each solution.
Plates roman, red, rose, green, silver, copper lind nickel. Formula.
for nothing solutions and full directions for plating all above colors
come with machine. Simple and practical.

The
Parker
Dent

Remover
Price, $1.75

The unusual popu-
larity of this new
tool is most gratify-
ing and is a fair
indication of its use-
fulness and effici-
ency. It is the
simplest and quick-
est tool on the
market for remov-
ing dents and put-
ting cases in shape
which have become
sprung. Will fit
any size watch case
or locket.

t PARK tr2
DENT”REMOvER

The S. Perfect " Fingerpiece Eyeglass

NOTE THESE J Solid Gold   $18.00 dozen ; $1.60 each
PRICES 1 Gold Filled   9.00 " .85 "
The E. (IC J. S. " Perfect" combines Comfort, Strength and Beauty. Put on or removed

with one hand. Tile self-adjusting guards automatically conform to the shape of any nose
without pinching. Has strong selling features. Let us send you a selection.

Try our Gold Filled Fitting Sets of one Dozen. Price $10.50
With these fitting sets ally face can be correctly and comfortably titled.

Use Our Catalogue for making   your  TOL MATERIAL and OPTICAL orders. We are  headquarters for LaO MAKESGR ERSan1orTICIANs, sLEs.

Write for a copy of our Catalogue. We send it free of charge to the legitimate trade upon receipt of request with business card.

THE E. 84 J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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WE ARE NOT
BLOWING

Merely announcing that

IT IS TO YOUR INTEREST
to know when you make a shipment of

Sweepings, Old Gold, Silver, Filled Cases,

Plated Ware, etc., to our Smelting Works

you get results on which expert judgment

has been passed. No Bids, Offers, Estimates

or Valuations are ever sent out until experts

have examined and tested every feature of

your shipment. These metals of yours

carry a percentage of other metals called

By-Products all of which have a commer-

cial value—therefore if your knowledge of

the true value of Sweepings, Old Gold, Sil-

ver, Filled Cases, Plated Ware, etc., is lim-

ited you have the benefit of a service given

by men whose lives have been spent in

practically Assaying and Refining. In view

of this would a price then in advance of what you have been getting at

home for these metals induce you to entertain a bid from us? If it will,

send us a Trial Shipment and let the trial tell the tale. If our check is not

up to your expectations shipment goes back at our expense in condition

you sent it.

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co.
Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Western Office, Arcade Bldg., SEATTLE, WASH.
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A New Patent Speed Wheel
Countershaft

made by G. Reley, all polished and nickel-plated, being
made with hard bronze bearings which illStIre perfectly
true running, with attachment to hold all wheels for
grinding or polishing,

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
of the above countershaft. The genuine

has the name of G. BOLEY on the bolt
between the two uprights, and the
genuine has hard bronze bearings.

Be sure and ask for G. BOLEY'S

make when ordering this article.

Robbins' Latest Improved Mainspring
Winder (With Handle)

The simplest on the market. No changing of barrels
required. This is the quickest action Mainspring Winder on
the market.

Nickel-plated. Price, $1.75

Complete directions for use with each tool.

Robbins'

Improved Turret-head

Interchangeable

Roller Remover

The most practical tool ever
offered. Will take off any roller,
single or double, instantly. Has
five interchangeable heads.

Price, $3.00

Complete directions for use sent

with each tool.

OPTICIANS' LENS FILES
Set of three Opticians' Lens Files, with Rubber Handles, in neat cardboard box.

Price, 50c. per set

Ask Your Jobber for These Goods

SA ogieen t s , HENRY ZIMMERN & CO., Inc.,
Exclusive Wholesale 77 John Street

Distributers for
U. S. and Canada NEW YORK CITY

WITHOUT FATIGUE
The No. 90 Foot Blower rt:dbeloPrert;
greater length of time than the ordinary foot
blower. Double air reservoirs give it sufficient
capacity to operate any ordinary sized jewel-
er's blowpipe, and the easy, gentle, rocking
foot motion is by many considered preferable
to the customary pumping action of foot
blowers. The frameia of cast iron, the leather
body of calfskin and the rubber bug of pure
rubber. Nothing better can be constructed,
and the price complete as illustrated is but

$5.00

Ask for catalogue "13.k "—The Jeweler's
Catalogue.

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.
BUFFALO, N.Y., U.S.A.

MAIL POSTAL CARD TO
DEPT. B FOR

SPECIAL
PROPOSITION

on SILVA PUTZ
Silver Polish

American Metal Polish Co. WEST SOMERVILLEMASSACHUSETTS

The Stephens Automatic or Self-Closing Jewelers' Vise
For 40 years the hest, the handsomest and the most satisfactory vise made

THE G. M. YOST MFG. CO., Meadville, Pa., U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SIIOW YOU THIS VISE

If lie ilocs not have it in stock, have him order one for your inspection before purchasing any other.
Circulars of this vise or a catalogue of all kinds of N;.es mailed free

ROLLER REMOVER No. 60
(Patented'

Nickel-plated, each - - - $1.50

A thoroughly efficient and quick acting Roller Remover. The work is always

plainly in sight. The roller is held in the grooved jaws of the pliers. The adjust-

able head which holds the screw is quickly brought into position over the staff,

and the most obstinate roller will instantly yield to the gradual pressure of the

screw.

CROWN CHUCK No. 50

For enlarging or cutting deeper crowns of watch cases.

A movable plug in the stein regulates the depth required f
or

various sizes. Four caps of various sizes are supplied with

each to hold crowns from small to large. Stein fits in No. 50

wire chuck.
Price, each, $1.50

GRINDING OUTFIT No. 105

LEATHER DISK. SMALL DISK.
METAL.

CARBORUNDUM a EMERY
PAPER DISKS.

THIS OUTFIT CONSISTS OF:

1. Two interchangeable steel disk wheels, 1315Ar and No in diameter.
2. One Interchangeable flexible leather disk wheel, 21A" in diameter.
R. One adjustable hollow spindle for holding the above disk wheels.
4. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 214" in diameter.
it. Four carborundum paper disks of different grades, 2%" in diameter.
6. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 40 in diameter.
7. Four carborundum paper disks of different grades, 4" in diameter.
8. One clamping device for keeping disks fiat, when not in use.

For Sale

by all

Jobbers

in the

United

States

and

Canada

SHELDON'S PATENT HAIRSPRING
COLLET REMOVER

IMPROVED BEZEL AND WHEEL CHUCK

No.

Larger capacity for

Will hold wheels or

Bezels, rings, watch

State name and size

Set of Six Pivot Straighteners
No. 1

The various sizes in this set will
accommodate all sizes of pivots.
They are great time-savers. Full
directions how to use are sent with
each set, describing a quick and
safe method of straightening pivots
without breaking.

Price, per set, 75c.

26. Each, $9.00
(cut Is full size)
holding work and improved construction

plates from 3 mot. to 62 111111.

cases, etc., from 13 nun. to 62 nim.

of lathe whets ordering.

No need of any more distorted hairsprings or bent
balances.

Every watchmaker knows how troublesome it is to

remove the collet without either distorting the hairspring

or bending the balance ; with the aid of this tool the diffi-

culty is overcome. The tool is provided with a pairof spring

fingers, curved at the ends and ground very thin and sharp.

By tilting the balance I he jaws may be slid under the hair-
spring and by pressing the jaws together it will readily

loosen the collet and then by turning the central screw,

which has a Isole in the end to receis e the stall pivet, you ean

force the collet front the staff, without injury to lasiance or
hairspring. The adjustable screw nut is provided to avoid

wear or injury to the jaws. A gl RAM at the illustration will

demonstrate the utility of this tool. Finely nickel plated.

Price, each, $1.25

Price of Outfit No. 105, complete . . $1.50

Separate small emery disks, per doz.,

.5 large "
46 small carb4ri

large ••

46

411

This new grinding device should find favor with the
trade, being thoroughly practical and complete for all pur-
poses, such as grinding steel tools, glass, enamel or any
other metal or su list ance that can be ground with emerv or

.15 earborundum. it is of equal value to the watchmaker,

.20 jeweler, optician, dentist, lock or gniismith, platers and
kindred trades. It will be found much more economical

.20 than solid emery and carboritmlum wheels. A n assort mei t
of solid wheels of twelve differeet grits would necessitate

.33 an outlay of ten times the cost of this outfit, not tqk ing
into consideration the trouble of trueing up the wheels
when worn or glazed.

Full description and Instructions how to use accompany each outfit

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO
47=49 Maiden Lane

• NEW YORK
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SCIENTIFIC RECONSTRUCTED WHITE SAPPHIRE
A atone of value--"The Diamond's Neighbor." The nearest likeness to a diamond ever marketed. Das a wonderful brilliancy, very highly polished, and

will retain its brilliancy. Stone is hard and wearing qualities are lasting. Beware of imitation Reconstructed White Sapphires, which are of little or no value.

„\\III,11/21U112111

r1/1,111C

These are the genuine

Price per Carat, Finest Selected Reconstructed White Sapphires . 41.75
•• •• •• Second Grade 66 44

61:47,1
fiteti

E121

fgh
%EP

I 1/4 1 1/2 I 3/4-

4%ON.V.V

SCIENTIFIC RECONSTRUCTED RUBIES

6:5:1

5/8

(4)
3/4

1421

064

7/8

•411,4Pr.

0411ji!PNt..4.60

• 1.45

*Air.
Wt.*"

IK

These Reconstructed Rubies are absolutely as hard and have the same beautiful appearance as the Genuine Oriental Rubles. They are the scientific produc-
tion of small particles of Genuine Rubies fused under intense heat through an electrical process and purified thro tail it chemical process.

When ordering, kindly state sizes desired, the same as when ordering precious stones. as Y. carat, 3/2 eat at, etc.. as per gage shown above.
These Genuine Reconstructed Rubies, per Carat $1.10 Genuine Reconstructed Rubies, second grade, per Carat $0.65

SENSIBLE COMBINATION OF JOBBING STONES

Rubies, Sapphires, Emeralds, Turquoise, Pearls and White Stones

0. No. No.

2 Dz. White Foil, 1-4 13 2 Dz. Ito. Bald, 1-4 23 2 Isz. Ills. 7/3 Prl., 1-4
2 2 " " " 5-8 14 2 " " " 5-8 26 2 " " " 5-8
2 " " " 9-12 15 2 " " " 9-12 27 2 " " " 9-12

I 2 " " " 13-16 16 2 " " " 13-16 28 2 " " " 13-16
5 2 " " ;" 17-20 17 2 " " • `` 17-20 29 2 " " " 17-20

2 " " " 21-24 18 2 " " " '21-24 30 2 " " " 21-24
I 2 " Inst. Ruby, 1-4 19 2 " " Sappb.., 1-4 31 2 " " Turq., 1-4
2 " " " 5-8 20 2 " " ." 5-8 32 2 " " " 5-8
2 " " " 9-12 21 2 " " " 9-12 33 2 " " " 9-12

I 2 " " " 13-16 22 2 " " " 13-16 34 2 " " " 13-16
I 2 " " " 17-20 23 2 " " " 17-20 35 2 " " " 17-20
2 " " " 21-24 24 2 " " " 21-24 36 2 " " " 21-24

Cul one-half size.

CABINET OF 6 GROSS JOBBING STONES
No. 8556. Consisting of White, Red, Green and Blue Stones, Turquoise and

Half Pearls as shown in above label 
864 assorted stones, good quality and staple sizes, in solid oak Cabinet.

CABINET OF 10 DOZEN JOBBING STONES

No. 8557. Consisting of Genuine Doublets, White Brilliants and real lialf Pearls
as shown in above label $10.00

Stones are superior grade and best sizes. cabinet solid oak.

How to Display and Increase
Your Stone Sales

TIiIs i 1,4 the productive
method. These genuine tielen-
title Reconstructed White
Sapphires and Rubles are
having a very large sale and
the demand is continually in-
creasing. These stones dis-
played in your window or
show case in the display tray,
as shown in illustration, will
bring sales besides an adver-
tising medium and attraction.
Kindly note that the stones

in these assortments are the
best that can be purchased.
They are the genuine. There
are many inferior qualities on
the market and therefore beg
to impress upon buyers that
these are of the highest qual-
ity. The tray Is purple velvet
bound and white lined and
has an easel back well made.
Prices of assortments in-

cluding tray. (With assort-
ment no charge is made for
tray.)
Combination Assortment No.
11435 with Display Case.
4% carat Reconstructed Sap-

phires, $8.55, containing KS
follows: One each 'A.

Y4, 1, 1% caret.
Combination Assortment No.

11436, with Display Case.
4% carat Reconstructed Ru-

bles, $5.25, containing as fol-
lows: One each 5,g, V), h,
h, y4 1, 1g carat.
Combination Assortment No.

H437, with Display Case.
One each Reconstructed Sap-

phires, Vt, 1/2, 34, 1 carat.
One each Reconstructed Ru-

bies, 3i, %, 1, 1% carat.
Price, with display case, $8.10
Combination Assortment No.

H438, with Display Case.
Two-thit•tis doz. Extra
Fine Ruby Doublets,
with display case as
shown in Illustration,
price  $2.25

Combination Assortment No.
11439, with Display Case.

Two-thirds doz. Extra
Fine Emerald Doublets,
with display case, as
shown in illustration,
price  

Combination Assortment No.
H440, with Display Case.

Two-th I rds doz. Extra
Fine Sapphire Doub-
lets, with display case,
price  $2.25

Combinat lon Assortment No.
11441, with Display Case.

Two-thirds doz. First
Quality Brilliants, with
'display case, as shown
in Illustration, price $2.00

SWARTCHILD Sc COMPANY
sTHL JERLpARLyGESHTOWL JASTCEHMAINKERTSHir vvJgRELLEFE; HEYWORTH BUILDING, MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for Our Double-Sized Catalogue-Sent
Free of all Charges.

Sole Distributers of BLACK SHIELD PRODUCTS

BLACK SHIELD OIL BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS

Green's Combination Direct and Alternating
Current Electric Lathe Motors

Patent applied for

VARIABLE and SINGLE SPEED

For Polishing, Buffing, Drilling, Grinding, Sawing, Turning and Lapping

Adjustable Combination, Self-Starting, Noiseless. Enclosed and Portable, with patented automatic interlocking solid

steel chucks, instantly adjustable to either right or left side of shaft. Requires lubricating but once a year.

A clean, simple, convenient and entire workshop in itself •, abso-
lutely dust-proof, air and water tight and FULLY WARRANTED.
Cost to run, 1 to 5 cents per dav, according to size of Motor.

Our Polishing Motor Combinations comprise ( no extra charge)
Speed Regulator in motor as described above, 5 new style patent
adjustable interlocking chucks, adjustable to either right or left
Bide as follows : 2 for holding the brushes and buffing wheels; •
2 for holding two sizes of grindstone or polishing wheels, 1 for
holding burrs of various sizes, adjustable plug and 6 ft. of rein-
forced covered wire attached ready for use, which set is sufficient .
for average requirements.

INTERLIMIRCI
COLLAR

ereetrs
MEV. HMIS MOM

TYPE 6
MIS EAR SPUD axon=

THE W CREfli Millie CO
Pio N•SS.S7

NEW VORK,LIS INT EPLUCRINCI
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[MUCK,
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NET PRICE-LIST F. 0. B. NEW YORK, AS FOLLOWS:

52 to 110. Small Single Speed Direct Current Motor, for very ight work. Type 0. Price, $23.00

Voltage
Horse-Power

Output
Horse-Power

Rating
Direct Current
4 speeds

Alternating Current.
10 speeds

Alternating Current.
Single speed

Type Price Type Price Type I Price

52 to 110 1-5 1-6 2 $30.00 . . . 9A $50.00 . . . 5A $37.50
115 to 220 1-5 1-6 2 35.00 . . 9A 55.00 . . . 5A 41.00

52 to 110 1-4 1-5 4 35.00 . . . 9B 60.00 . . . 5 44.00
115 to 220 1-4 1-5 4 39.50 . . . 9B 66.00 . . . 5 49.00

52 to 110 1-3 1-4 6 50.00 . . . 9E 75.00 . . . 7 60.00
115 to 220 1-3 1-4 6 55.00 . . . 9E 80.00 . . • 7 65.00

52 to 110 1-2 1.3 6 63.00 . . . 90 90.00 . . . 7 75.00
115 to 220 1-2 1-3 6 69.50 . . . 9C 99.00 . . . 7 82.50

52 to 110
1

3-4 6 85.00 . . . 9D 130.00 . . . 7 110.00
115 to 220 1 3-4 6 93.50 . . . 9D 145.00 . . . 7 120.00

52 to 110 1 1-2 1 6 110.00  
115 to 220 1 1-2 1 6 120.00  

52 to 110 2 1 1-2 8 170.00    . . . . .
115 to 220 2 1 1-2 8 185.00    . . . . .

52 to 110 2 1-2 2 8 200.00  
115 to 220 2 1-2 2 8 220.00  

500 1-2 1-3 6 72.50  •
500 1 3-4 6 95.00  
500 1 1-2 1 6 127.00  
500 2 1 1-2 8 200.00  .  
500 2 1-2 2 A 8 240.00  

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
In the City of New York
Department of Chemistry

Feb. 9, 1909
THE W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.

81 Nassau St., New York City
Gentlemen :-In reply to your inquiry as to the

'Adjustable Combination Electric Motor Polishing
and Buffing Lathe, installed a year ago in this
laboratory, would say that it is the most admirable
piece of machinery I know of, for the purpose in-
tended. My Lathe gets the hardest kind of service,
and often very bad treatment, from inexperienced
users, but it makes no difference in its performance.
It is rated at 1-5 H. P., but I am sure that it gives
far more power, I am entirely satisfied with our
purchase, • Yours very truly

(Signed) SAMUEL A. TUCKER
Professor of Electrochemistry

U. S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 7, 1909

Gentlemen :-Your letter of the 15th inst. asking
if the 1909 Model Electric Polishing and Buffing
Motor recently supplied by you flu accordance to
our requisition No. 25, Sept, 28, 1908) to this station
was satisfactory, and ad reseed to the Navy Pay
Office, having been referred to toe for reply, I be
to say that the motor has been passed by the Board
of Inspection and it is thought it will perform all the
work for which it was intended. Voucher in your
favor in payment of this motor will be forwarded in
a few days. Very respectfully

B. W. HEDGES
Commander U. S. N.

Acting Superintendent

THE NV. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.
81 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y.

The W. Green Electric Co., VEV.'YOIRSKtr,V.S.A.

A Wonderful Labor-Saving Electric Machine in use by
hundreds of reliable Si:versmiths. Platers and Jewelers

GREEN'S PLATING DYNAMOTORS
For Gold. Silver, Nickel, Brass and Copper Plating and

Stripping. A Plating Dynamo and Power Motor combined
in one, self-operated by any Direct Current, Light or Power
Circuit. (No motor. belts or pulleys required.) (Fully
Warranted.) For Gold, Silver, Nickel, Brass and Copper
Plating, Stripping, etc.

Cost to run, 1 to 5 cents per day, according to size.
Made in 5 sizes-17A to 17E.

Patented in the United States and all Foreign Countries.

Complete ready for use (F 0. B. N. y.) as follows:
Amperes

Sire of at plating end Net Price,
Dynamotor up to 6 Volts 110 Voltage

17A 6 $39.00 For 220 Volts
17B 12 56.00 add 10•A
I7C 18 80.00
17D 30 96.00 For 500 Volts
17EI 100 150.00 add 2096

Green's Self-Oiling PLATING DYNAMOS
(Fully Warranted.) For Gold, Silver, Nickel and Copper
Plating, Stripping, Etc.

Made according to requirements, from 4 to 10 volts ; 6 to
100 amperes. Will deposit according to size, 3 to 100 dwts. of
gold per hour ; silver, nickel and copper in accordance. Cost
to run, 1 to 5 cents per day, according to size.

MADE IN 5 SIZES-16A to 16E.
SPECIAL NOTE :-Can be run by either Direct or Alternatinq

Current Motor.

Patented in the United
States and all Foreign

Countries.

Cut illustrates Types
16A to 16D

Complete F. 0. B.

New York as follows:

Size Dynamo Amperes up to 6 volts Net Price

1
18
16A
10B
113C
1 01)

12
16
25
40
GO

$7.50
13.50
25.00
32.00
34.00
69.00

Among the many weffiknown
and prominent concerns
who are using our machines
are

Tiffany & Co.
The Gorham Mfg. Co.
The Alvin Silver Co.
The International Silver Co.
Jos. Fahys Watch Case Co.
The Keystone Watch Case Co,
Larter & Sons
Krementz & Co.
Ketcham & McDougall
E. G. Webster & Co.
Chas. Weiler & Co.
The Towle Mfg. Co.
The Mauser Silver Co.
Bastian Bros. Co.
Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.
American Watch Case Co.
S. Kind & Sou
New York Edison Electric Light CO.
New England Watch Co.
Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.
Wright, Kay & Co.
Paul-Gale-Greenwood Co.
H. B. &let Jewelry Co.
.1. T. Allen & Co.

A. Newsalt
Shreve, Crump & Low Co.
American Optical Co.
Geneva Optical Co.
Julius King Optical Co.
Rochester Spectacle Co.
John Scheidig & Co.
F. Jeandheur
N. J. Felix
Andrew Mandes
L. E. Waterman Co. (fountain pens)
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
Wolcott Hotel, New York
New Girard Hotel, New York
New Manhattan Hotel, New York
Knickerbocker Hotel, New York
Astor Hotel, New York
Green's Hotel, Phila., Pa.
American Hotel, Boston, Mass.
Gayoso Hotel, Memphis, Tenn.
DeSoto Hotel, Savannah, Ga.
Princeton University
Harvard University
Columbia University
S. S. White Dental Co.
The Pennsylvania R. R. Co.
The State Armory Board of New York
The U. S. Navy
Stern Bros. & Co., New York
John Wauamaker

W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO., 81 Nassau Street, New York City 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.

Gentlemen :-We take pleasure in informing you that the combination polishing and buffing 
lathes, a number of which we added to our plant some time ago, have

proved both economic and satisfactory. We have had no trouble with these machines since 
installing them, and they have been satisfactory in every way.

Yours very truly THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY
F. MINK, Chief Engineer

March 24, 1909
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I The Most Vital Points of a Lathe are the Design and Workmanship

•
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RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO.

and the Rivett Lathe has gained its high reputa-
tion by its quality in these respects. We have put
steady, hard work into our improvements and you
will find if you inspect our Lathe it will speak for
itself.

Don't take our word for it but look into the
matter yourself. Take another Lathe and adjust
the head so that it is free and nice. Then draw
the chuck in so that it is good and snug and you
will find the spindle runs tight. This is because of
the design—trying to put a large chuck in a small
spindle and not increasing it in proportion.

Another test is to turn a center on the end of a
piece of 40 wire, then allow it to project 3" from
the head and bend it to run true, as you can't turn
it true that distance from the head. Then take the
screw you tighten the cone with—loosen and
tighten it and see if your wire will run true after
that.

These tests will show you a well designed
Lathe and we will be glad to have you test ours in
this manner and make a comparison.

Our design is shown herewith and our spindle
is in proportion for the " Ideal " Lathe and large
chucks. Write for circular and full information.

Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

MAKE US PROVE
all we've been saying about our cases and store equipment. We
can make good for we've been doing it right along for years—
doing it gladly.

eatax9 $0ezza ca4.24
Why not have your cases of genuine quarter-sawed oak—the only material
that will stand the service and retain that new look ? That's exactly the way
we make good—and we give you all this at a plain-oak price.

Don't forget, we make all sorts of store equipment. Shall we mail you
a catalog now ?

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY

Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, 'rex., 308 Trust Bldg.

ILLINOIS

San Francisco, 134 Sansome St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

DESIGN 8210

The low ceiling requires a design comparatively flat,
yet bold enough in embossing to make the room have
a distinctive, artistic appearance.

WHEELING METAL CEILINGS
are made in perfect designs for rooms of all sizes
or shapes.

WRITE—IT COSTS NOTHING TO ASK QUESTIONS

Wheeling Corrugating Co. vvVgii-LIII:115.i,
Branch Officrs

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

DETROIT

ST. LOUIS

and Warehouses

NEW YORK

CHATTANOOGA

CHICAGO

1

.1( y,3

WE HAVE STRUCK IT

Lafayette Fire Coat Solution
will take the fire coat out of Silver without

the use of Nitric Acid. No fumes. No

effect on solder. No effect on the hands.

Get full particulars.

6 pound bottles - 85c. each
125 " carboys - 5c. per lb.

F. 0. B. Newark

Mix with water and it is ready for use.

MAKE YOUR
COMB REPAIRS

Zyloloid Comb Findings,
Catches, Joints, Pins,
Comb Sides and Teeth.
All sizes and shapes in
shell, amber, silver or
pearl gray and ivory
white.
Send for illustrated price sheet

Zyloloid Cement
25c. per bottle

YLOLQID
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ken surfaces f Cell
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THE LAFAYETTE JEWEL STRIPPER

Genuine Sapphire, for the expert workman who
desires to do finished and first-class work. Used
in watch factories and by expert workmen every-
where.

Price, $2.00 Each

LAFAYETTE BURNISHER

The finest tool in the market for burnishing and
reducing pivots on balance staffs and train
pinions. Does the work quickly and smoothly.
Made of finest hard Sapphire and mounted in
handsome case.

Price, $2.00 Each

it 411011
.„

CU'TTLE BONE
Large, Medium, Small. By the Strap, Box or

Small Lot.
ASK FOR PRICES

as

CHASERS' CEMENT

One pound bars—light or dark.

Lafayette quality, 30c. per bar.

Ordinary " 25c. " "

We now operate our own Brush Department, making
Bristle, Brass, German Silver, Steel, Tampico and all special
Brushes for Jewelers, Silversmiths, Platers, Watch Case
Makers, etc. This enables us to guarantee the quality and
workmanship. Give us a trial and we will prove it to you.

LAFAYETTE
RIVETING MACHINE

These are very practical
for riveting pin joints and
catches, are quick and accu-
rate and the springs keep the
jaws apart. One of our very
best sellers.

11!111111

LAFAYETTE
ENGRAVERS' TABLE

All metal, weight ten pounds, top
diameter 7". The advantages are that
they give a more solid foundation for
the work, and never wear out.

We can also furnish these tables
with wood top and wood base; weight
6 '2 pounds, top diameter 8".

9

,1.0111111,1

We furnish and equip Jewelry Shops with everything required

We carry a large stock of Genuine Stubs' Tools, Pliers,

Nippers, Sculptors, Hammers, Drill Rod, etc.

LAFAYETTE PIERCING SAWS.

High temper, even teeth, high quality, low cost.

FINIS PIERCING SAWS.

Engravers' Balls, Pads and Accessories.

BURNO CRUCIBLE
No furnace necessary. Melt with a Blowpipe.

No. 1 Holding 100 Dwt. - 65c.
No. 2 " 50 "
No. 3 " 25 " - 25c.
Tongs suitable for all - liii

AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.
52-54-56 Lafayette Street, NEWARK, N. J. Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THE ARTICLES WE ADVERTISE
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY
Universal Face Plate
NEW MODEL SWING REST
is included without extra charge

The New Model Conoidal Chuck
The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever Invented

It is becoming better understood that more care should be taken in the selection of a Watchmaker's Lathe than has heretofore been fully realized.Under the most exacting requirements of your Profession, comprising the making and repairing of one of the most delicate and intricate mechanisms of man'sinvention. the Modern Watch, you cannot do justice to your Work, your Employer or Yourself if you are handicapped by the inferior quality or inefficiency of the Toolsyou employ, and your Lathe is certainly one of the most important Tools you use, and IT MUST be RIGHT or your WORK CANNOT be RIGHT. TheMOSELEY LATHES have been well and favorably known to the Watchmakers of the World for nearly a Third of a Century and they are considered by the ManyThousands of More than Satisfied Watchmakers, who are using them constantly in their daily work, to be the BEST LATHES MADE, and it has been fullydemonstrated that the possession of a MOSELEY LATHE is the source of constantly increasing satisfaction and efficiency. Improved methods have enabled us toimprove the MOSELEY LATHES and to keep them Up-to-Date in every particular, and we now offer in the "NEW MODEL MOSELEY " a Lathe of the BEST
QUALITY of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP and at a MODERATE PRICE. ACCURACY and RAPIDITY,-THEY ARE WHAT COUNT,-and they aresecured by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. Write for Descriptive Price-List. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

moseLev LATHE CO.
Igh-2, Ill., U.S.A.

t
Fine Grade Ruby an Sap-

  phire Balance Jewels
TO FIT ALL MAKES

American Movements
Finely polished and finished Balance Staffs to match

$1.00 per Dozen each

JOHN A. POLTOCK 79 Nassau Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Watch Material, Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

OPTICIAN'S FITTING TABLE No. 15
dr The convenience of its arrangements, the workmanship and finish, and
1̀-1-.its low price makes this the most practical table for opticians on the

market. This table has a plate glass top set in a wooden frame, so as to
show the contents in the four upper drawers. Below these upper drawers
are four others for supplies, etc. Made of solid oak or birch and finished in
any color. Dimensions: 60 inches long, 16 inches deep and 30 inches high.

41, Write for Catalogue and
Order Through Your Jobber

JESSEN
ROSBERG 
Manufacturers of Watchmakers',
Opticians' and Jewelers' Furniture

393 to 405 W. Kinzie Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

"CLEMENT" means PERFECTION'
IN WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS

The Clement Combined Lathe Attachment means a material saving of time, labor and
gray matter and much better work. Note this price-list for other Clement specialties :

Clement Hollow Graver (100 Styles), 25c.
Clement Pivot Polisher (3 Styles), $8.00, $8.00, $12.50
Clement Balance Bumper, 50c.
Clement Wheel Cutters, 50c.

From Jobber or direct SEND FOR CIRCULAR

Clement Rounding-up Cutters, 40c.
Clement Diamond Fork Grinders, ',et of 4, $2-50
Clement Diamond Roller Broaches, 75c.
Clement Glossing, 25c.

W. D. CLEMENT, WALTHAM, MASS.
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WEATHERED OAK DISPLAYS
Displays are covered with perfect imitation of
weathered oak paper. Resemblance is so abso-
lute and so beautiful that the difference can
only be detected by testing. Silk velvet is used
and the workmanship is perfect in every
respect, making the most
up-to-date, attracti ve and
pleasing displays.

The Vel vet
used is tirst
quality silk in
a medium dark
r e d -o t In e r
colors if de-
sired.

THE Mission Style, the Arts and Crafts and the latest
modes are here represented in the finest finish and

in the most artistic manner. Will give a snappy tone to

your display. The wood frame is covered with a remark-

ably perfect quarter-sawed finish paper, so natural and

so beautifully colored and grained that the general effect

is all that could be desired.

46

Reduction

Ezell Net
31 Eye Glass Stand; height

about 8 inches   $ 0.55
32 Scarfpin Pad; lies flat on

an incline or stands up-
right as an easel . . . . .15

33 For 1 dozen Rings; about
7 inches high .   .80

34 Spectacle Stand   .55
35 hasel Display for brooch-

es, scarfpins, etc. . • .55
36 Individual Spectacle Std. .35
37 Watch Display ; made for

all sizes; at ands upright or
lies flat on an incline . . .25

39 Individual Eye Glass Std. .35
39 For Necklaces, Festoons,

etc.   .65
40 Comb Display Stand; it

holds Cour combs . . . . .50
41 For three Rings . . • .40
42 Scarfpin   .15
43 Watch Display Easel . . .35
44 For six It .65
45 For 6 prs. Sleeve Buttons .35
46 For 5 Watches ; made for

any size watch   .85
47 Brooch; lies flat on an in-

cline or stands as an easel .15
48 Serpens 36, in flat position .35
49 linger clip Eye Glass Std. .45
50 For 12 Rings   .75
Display Stairs can be made to
onler,any length and height
to suit any space. Above
stairs measure 4 ft., 3 ft., 2
ft. 4 in. and 18 in., respec-
tively, l'rice complete, net 16.50
52 pieces assorted last as il-
lustrated above, without
stairs, net 16  00

A Remarkable Fan
NO ELECTRICITY REQUIRED

A Fan Propelled
with Hot-Air

Motor--Burns
Alcohol

JUST OUT. The NEWEST
and most ECONOMICALLY
OPERATING MOTOR.
MOTOR MAY BE USED
FOR OTHER PURPOSES
AS WELL.

Quiet, simple, inex-
pensive, odorless:
consumes, in one
hour 3 feet of gas or
1-5 pint alcohol. A
burner for both gas
and alcohol furnished
with each fan outfit;
With 16 inch fan

$15.85 net

without fan

$13.50

1st Quality
Gold Filled
Clutches

$1.88 Doz.
Net

KEEP COOL WITH A

Rotary Fan
The Greatest Value

Ever Offered

PRICES NET CASH

DIRECT CURRENT

110 Volts 220 Volts

10 in. Fan, Trunnion Base, Type L . . No.

12 in. Fan, (3 speeds) Stationary Base,

Type 1, No

12 in. Fan, Swivel and Trunnion Base,

Type J No

16 in. Fan, Swivel and Trunnion Base,

Type J No

12 In. Fan, Oscillating No

250 Volts

$12.45

12.45

13.40

17.28

20.68

1, $10.95 No. 2, $11.95 No. 3,

4, 10.95 No. 5, 11.95 No. 6,

7, 11.95 No. 8, 12.95 No. 9,

10, 14.78 No. 11, 15.45 No. 12,

13, 17.28 No. 14, 18.12 No. IS,

ALTERNATING CURRENT

12 in. Fan, Swivel Base, 40 and 60 cycle, 104 and 110 volts ....... . . . $14.68

12 in. Fan, Oscillating, 40 cycles, 104 volts 1960

12 in. Fan, Oscillating, 60 cycles, 110 volts 18  88

HENRY PAULSON & CO.
156 WABASH AVENUE • •

• • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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If you're a
If you see our

Howard
Waltham
Elgin
Standard

Excelsior /
Keystone

Crescent
Crown BALTIMORE,

Watches

Our Salesmen
"the

WRITE FOR THE NEW

customer, you'll see our line;
line, you'll be a customer!

We are
.•••""
, ".9 

showing the
latest effects in

• ligrallgardsif
,;41-WEZR Y;`,L/filiZZER 

Solid Gold
and
Gold Filled
Stone Set and

MD. Enamel
Jewelry

are now showing
line that is the line"

ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST OF HOWARD WATCHES

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
11 to 17 North Ann Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH-GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES

SPECIAL No. 10711

COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD
OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

HEr OF uveRvirruNo9,

\MIU

SUN PLATING WORKS
(J. VAL.L.EINTINE, Prof-wit:At:tr.)

Gold and Silver Platers
"We trinke i .spccittlty €11

ROSE GOLD, FRENCH GRAY, COLONIAL COLORING
BRONZING, OXIDIZING AND GUN METAL

32 Maiden Lane, New York
Telopht3tae 32/58 .1()1in

Orders received by mail or express returned same day if desired

3111Ir TRIAL oRpeRs soLic.;r-rtit)

THE REES SCHOOL

Engraving

F. II. REES, Principal

Watchmaking
New Catalogue Ready

1-4STAEL.ISFIELI 20 YEARS I

Corner Lake and Market Streets

ELMIRA NEW YORK
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Every Retail Jeweler, Who is Desirous of Increasing His Business, Should Use Our Catalogs
OUR CUSTOMERS' LETTERS SHOULD CONVINCE YOU THAT OUR SYSTEM BRINGS RESULTS

STORE OF A. G. HOCH & COMPANY, STORM LAKE, IOWA

BAKERSFIELD, CAL., March 8, '09.
THE ARNSTTNE BROS. COMPANY,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen:—Regarding results from our
148-page Catalogs, of which you made 5000
for us, we beg to report as follows : Four
years ago we used your book and though we
were inexperienced in the needs of the Cata-
log business, we increased our business ma-
terially. In i906 your Catalogs doubled our
former year's business, and in 1907 they netted
us about the same increase. This year just
passed we used a book, as you know, nearly
three times the size of our first book. We
naturally expected a big increase and were not
disappointed, for, in closing our books, we
find nearly sixty per cent. increase over the
previous year.

Business has grown immensely and we
feel that our steady hold and gain is attribut-
able only to the liberal use of the catalogs.
Our book has been put into every home in the
city and within a radius of fifty miles: also
sent to various parts of the United States,
Mexico and other foreign countries. The re-
turns have been very gratifying as some of
our mail orders amounted to over $500.

We have many new ideas to incorporate
in our new book and shall be glad to have Mr.
Arnstine call early to complete arrangements.

Wishing you continued success, we are,
Yours for a still larger year,

THE AMERICAN JEWELRY CO.

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1905 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

Samples and Particulats
Free Upon Request

(Copy of Original Letter)

STORM LAKE, IOWA, Feb. 8, 1909.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentiemen:—Owing to extreme weather

conditions our holiday business was not quite

up to our buying expectations, but through

your Catalog we were enabled to record the

best holiday business we ever had.

Count us in on the two Catalog.

Yours very respectfully,

A. G.. HOCH & Co.

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1903 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company
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STORE OF THE AMERICAN JEWELRY CO., BAKERSFIELD, CAL.

Our Salesmen visit every State in the Union If you are interested and will notify us,
our representative will take pleasure in calling on you and explaining our method

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of Our Exclusive Catalog Method for the Retail Jeweler

CLEVELAND, OHIOIn writing us please mention this issue THE KEYSTONE
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A FEW NEW ONES

For particulars, consult your jobber or write

ELLIS HAND REMOVER
Price, $1.00

LOOK THEM OVER

HA!DINGE BROS.
1036 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO

Ask for Catalogue No. 5

TIP-OVER T REST
Price, each, $2.50

CELEBRATED
DALE CHUCK

Fiat or Round Face

All Chucks Ouaranteed

Price, each, 70c.

PAT. OCT. 17. 05.

HYDE ROLLER JEWEL SETTER

Price, $1.25

Cylinder
Wire Chuck

Price
Per set of six, $5.00
Singly - 1.00

Ask for
Catalogue
No. 5

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fitted to any lathe

Price, each, $2.50

CARBORUNDUM WHEEL
AND MOUNT

Fitted to any lathe

Price, each, $3.50

LEARN $5
ENGRAVING

For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a com-
plete set of lessons,
well illustrated, in
letter and mono-
gram engraving on
jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lesson's are
prepared by an ex-
pert engraver of
twenty-five yearn'
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
and tempering
tools, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting ; en-
graving script and
other letters ; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
cementing and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, • block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
Is also a perfect tool
sharpener; steel
marker and b r -
fisher, dividers ; 10
metal plates; 6
rings and 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
and a hook of
" Monogrsms and
Alphabets."

MollograMSAT HOME

aDd

imams
Every letter of the
alphabet combined
with every other
letter in script and

block styles ; Script,

Old English, Ito-
,,,an, Block, Ger-

man, Hebrew and

G reek Alphabets;

Year-Date Mono-

grams ; Ornamental
Initials ; Fancy and

Ribbon Monograms.

$1.00

Postpaid

Cash, No Cheeks

" Your instructions are as plain as if a good engraver were standing over my shoulder
and telling me what to do. I could do pretty good work after One week's practice."

it AY C. BASSETT, Woonsocket, S. Dak.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

WE DO THE BEST
MINIATURE PORTRAITS

on

Watches
Dials
13 rooche.s
Lockctis
We copy any portrait,

group or scene.
We also make high-

grade and cheap Band-
painted Miniatures, in
colors, for brooches or
lockets:on ivory.

PRICE-LIST SENT ON REQUEST

GOLDSTEIN

BECAUSE
Our Photo-minia-
ture work is the
only kind that gives
perfect copy of
original, and that
will not fade or peel
off.
Photos returned

in good condition.

ENGRAVING CO.
45 Malden Lane, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Free To Jewelers
Our new complete catalogue of
watch and optical signs, with
cuts and full description of the
new modern electric and metal
watch signs, shows you how to
make your store bright and
attractive at a small expense.
ELECTRIC SIGNS
$4.50 to $60.00 EACH
We can furnish any sign you
want—WE KNOW how to make
them right-80 years in the
business. SEND FOR OUR
CATALOGUE, and then order
from any wholesale jewelry
house the style you want—they
all sell our signs.

Groul's Excelsior Sign Co.
Afanufaciforers

126 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, Ill.

atchmakers, Jewellers 6 Fine lbol Makers
generally: in fad everybody who uses
files on parlicular work, require files
of the highest possible quality. The

EXTRA [X* F] FINE
SWISS PATTERN

Its:4

ARE UNEQUALLED BY ANY OTHER! MAND
Made it/ our immense factOry by highest ski//eo' workmen. Carr/ed

I,', stock by Me most progressive dealers. Used and preferred

by a rapidly increasing number of critical conourners 

NICHOLSON FILE C9.
PROVIDENCE, R.I., U. S.A.

I 03()

THE NEW BUILDING of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School
is now completed
and we are now able to give our students more
bench room and more light than any other school
in the world.

11 The workroom on the second floor is entirely
skylighted, and, consequently, the light in this room
is fully as good as in open air.

(1, Good light is of vital importance to a Watch-
maker, and, we have spared no money to obtain the
best light and the latest improvements of a modern
building.

The last few years we have not been able to
accommodate all the students that made applications
for scholarships, for want of room ; but now, with
an additional building, we can take care of a great
many more students.

41. Write for our new Catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.

"WINTER FIXTURES"
TIIE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

•

Anything
from a

Store Stool
to a

Complete
Outfit

A "Peer-of-All"
Horse-Shoe
Shaped Case

and Table

A " WINTER "
Production

Plain Oak Fixtures at Plain Oak Prices. Plain Birch Fixtures at same prices.
Southern Small Flaked Quarter-sawed Red Oak costs about the same as the Wisconsin

Plain Oak. But is no better, and is not the kind " WINTER" uses.
Selected Large Quarter-sawed White Oak, the kind that "WINTER" uses, of course,

costs more.
h'iirlv Birch Fixtures at the same prices as "WINTER" Quarter-sawed Oak Fixtures.

"WINTER CATALOGUES "—THE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cents.
T I), most complete orics of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books of

Valuable information. Complete in all details. Cost years of experience and thousands
of dollars. Size 9x 12, it volumes. 600 pages complete. Books that you need and will keep.

Colored finish samples, plans, suggestions, interior views, elevations, measurements,
detailed description, prices, etc., of the high-grade store titling art—from start to finish.

Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counters, tables,
specialties, etc., with full description and prices. Write for Catalogue "09-A"

M. Winter Lumber Co. HIGH-GRADEFIXTURE MAKERS

Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES AGENCIES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - - St. Joseph, Mo,
FELIX PARSONS CO., - - - - Dallas, Texas
FINLAY DICKS CO., - - - - New Orleans, La.
R. H. BIRDSALL, - - - Hamilton 131c1., Portland, Ore.
MATTOON & KEPPEL, - - - New Haven, Conn.
IRVIN L. WARD & CO., 893 Ashbury St.,San Francisco,Cal.



VIEW IN ELEMENTARY WATCH WORK DEPARTMENT MARCH 15, 1909. There are 67 students in this department and we must have more room
and there will be added to Horological Hall enough space so that we can take care of twice the number of students as at present.

A SCHOOL UP TO DATE IS APPRECIATED

YEARS AGO when Horological schools were first inaugurated in this country, they met with decided opposition by the majority of those interested in the

jewelry business and its kindred trades. However, this feeling has disappeared from the field in most cases, and to-day it is generally conceded, by the broad-

minded, that the HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the only way to attain a complete knowledge of the work, and at the same time hasten results. So much so is this

a fact that whereas in the early days the student body was made up of those who had had little or none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 75 Ve of them have

been connected with the business before entering a school of this kind. And many who are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, are sending their

sons to these schools. Why? Because they know that the school offers the best place to get the work, to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.
fllWe do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor do we say that every student matriculating
will become a first-class workman. Law schools and medical schools do not make first-class lawyers or physi-
cians of every student that they turn out, and the percentage of good workmen turned out from a first-class Horn. 
logical School will be found to be greater than the two professions mentioned above. CIThere is no doubt that
the course of MODERN METHODS IN HOROLOGY, as pursued at Bradley Polytechnic Institute, is getting
the best results possible, if you want to get it right, and it will pay you to investigate this truly great institution.

A POSTAL CARD ADDRESSED

"HOROLOGICAL," Department K, PEORIA, ILL.
WILL GET YOU THE DESIRED INFORMATION

HOLTZER-OABOT

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES

FOR JEWELERS

UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC DRILL

(If A FULL LINE OF BUFFING

AND GRINDING MOTORS.

111 ELECTRO-PLATING

MACHINES.

(If DRILLING OUTFITS.

STANDARD ALTERNAT-

ING AND DIRECT CUR-

RENT POWER MOTORS,

ETC., ETC., ETC.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BOSTON (BROOKLINE STATION ), MASS.
395 and 397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

A Very Practical

Novelty

TORPEDO
Pendant Washers

(Ears)

These washers are to be pressed in. They can be seated in the pendant by a
few light taps of a hammer, without any further trouble. No soldering necessary.

It is evident to anyone that a conical, knurled washer of steel must sit well, as
its outside keen edges press deeply in the soft metal of the pendant.

The TORPEDOES are supplied in 24 sizes, assorted in 1-10 mm. Made of
steel, nickeled or gilded in the following assortments:

II. 6 dozen chatelaine—I4 size
III. 6 dozen pieces 6-18 size
1111. 6 dozen pieces 14-18 size, extra large

Write at once for a consignment and make a trial.
The low price and the quick easy fit make them indispensable.
Can be put in regular or antique pendants within one or two minutes.
Price—$1.50 per assortment of 6 dozen, in well-made partitioned box.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND FREE SAMPLE PAIR

C. CULMAN, MAPLEWOOD, MO.Mapel and Hazel Avenues

1
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Repair and Specthi Orders Our Specially

WE HAVE SPECIALIZED on this branch of the business for
many years. We know all the "ins-and-outs" of the business and

are prepared to give the retail trade the best to be had—both in workman-
ship and prompt returns. Our workmen are not only skilled mechanics,
but they are also capable artists, and they assist in maintaining for us a standard of
efficiency unexcelled anywhere. tiWhenever you want unique designs for special pieces
write us. We can take care of you with designs of the highest artistic merit and executed
in the most artistic manner. chi addition to special order work we do

Diamond Mounting, Jewelry and Case Repairing and Pay Special Attention
/0 Emblem Goods, Jewels, Medals, Badges, Class Pins, Engraving and Enameling

The DORST COMPANY
FIFTH and ELM STREETS CINCINNATI, 01110

•■•

.111■11.

X

X

L. LELONG de BROTHER

A

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Swoop Smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

NEWARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty

C._2( N D 0

SILVER POLISH
IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

WATCH OlL.
NvBedforONIHEGUi
ilrAforass.

sit. my $10"'''''

III III 11111111 III

THE FINEST IN THE WORLD
NOW SOLD BY EVERY MATERIAL DEALER IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN EUROPE

Positively
the best and
purest oil
offered the
trade in my
thirty years'
experience.

NOW USED

BY EVERY

WATCH AND

CLOCK

FACTORY

WILLIAM P. NYE, New Bedford, IVIa.s.s., U.S.A.

illitif111 1 1111'

IF!II 

'I'614CTYLF/X"11/
' -Supertme—vj

d.CLOCK OIL.
NewBotlford2NoNEEENUII: Mass. 9witt40U ç.

Nil

Ai:5rie")

141
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Numerous inquiries have been made, Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO!!!
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.
Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.
We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that should

you need them, we can supply you.
These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.
Whenever engraving is desired, It is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shown

on illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pill hole.
They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.

14 karat, 3 dwts., $1.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.15 per dwt. net
18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.4o per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.30 per dwt. net

LEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Tie HALE Watch Protector
Made Of soft specially prepared non-tarnishing

leather, in tan shades ; sizes, 12, 16 and IS.

USED ON ALL THE LEADING RAILROADS

With YOUR name and address printed
on the front it makes a " Live Ad."

Ask Your Dealer or Write for Sample

Made only by the

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence, Rhode Island

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and 

Silverware
Repairing
We Repair
We Replate
Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Can this be Repaired 1'

any article in the Silverware line, making
broken or melted off, the same as new
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Yes

new parts to match the old ones

1429 Wabash Ave.Sercomb Company CHICAGO

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
Adgsbiirg, Germany

Fret Saws, Coping Saws

Watch Mainsprings

Needle Files

Eberle's Quality 18812 "Finis" for metal

66„6
Qualitat 18812

wean..<

Finis.

LIQUID A
Sr ex.-/

Amenting
nd Pallet, Jews

MURPHY. /04-
,, L °MELIA , CANA s.

,44.:.iiRIIMINIKIMMINImm7

I4P

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.
MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE
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A MAGNIFICENT BOOK ° F iRrE
"MODERN" =Rail' SIGNS I IlL
IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALES
Write for This Book To- day—It will give you much valuable information

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW- UP-TO-DATE-FLASHING - SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.

The W B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first-quality glass without bubbles or scratches

(%)

. • :17,1174Ziatr.314.-=ITIVI,:7
' 1 ',:;:■11■111-..ilTrIAT1VR7F-11-t
-C.1.111.-"q>1',VE17111117vITZS9',- ,

2. 'I'

-W.Stg-EFI-d-n,

1—

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses WaS awarded to the W B & C brand

The prices on
are not higher z
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows

W B & C glasses
than other and
brands, and are
leading jobbers
States as fol.-

a qt Per gross Per doz.
Uenevas   $ 4.00 $ .40
MI-Concaves   4.00 40
MI-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 .90
Flat Parallels   8.00 .75
Lentilles  12.00 1.25
Flat Concaves   12.00 1.00
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick 15.00 1.25
Patent Benevas   8.00 .75
I.unettes   3.00 .25

Discount, 6 per cent.

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was award (Id to the WBSC brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B&C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE. AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of 

glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make them so

that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They used to

buy a cheaper grade ot goods, but sonn found out the wisdom of the ,,id proverb, '' The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save thne and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the WBIC 
and don't he deceived by Mulling and humbugging

advertisements, showing it lot Of nonsensical Bores. The Slice glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands ha
ve sprung up in one day, and never beard

from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT. WHICH IS THE W B & C



TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold

the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.

The BRYANT RINGS Troi11 hold the old customers, and every ring

you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They

are the Best Made and Best KnoTim Rings in the market.

1!L1 f1ii.U$L
11'1

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free

SEND AT ONCE
for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-

ment Badges ever published

Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Make Your Rings on=r With
These Machines

These machines will alter SEAMLESS Rings to almost any size
in a few minutes. Soldered rings several sizes without losing their
shape, and the ring will remain perfectly round after being sized ; no
other machines will show such results.

Our SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS are made of one piece of
gold. They contain no solder, and can be altered to any size,
smaller or larger, without cutting.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
a its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds
by express.

About 6 to 8 clays' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
(1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The diffi rence in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER

It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Price, $16.00 PECKHAM SEAMLESS RING MFG. CO. Price, $16.00
including 8 steel rolls 45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY including 12 steel rolls

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

256 Madison Street
Chicago, Ill.
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Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing

In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of

the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the

movement are hidden. Why not get what you are

after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY

YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.

Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling

of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases

to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made

Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver

Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,

Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX & SONS
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Allies. Established 1865

C. 0. BAKER, Pres. C. BAK ER, Vice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Platinum and Gold Setting
Department

NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS

408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

WHEN
A

CUSTOMER

WISHES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond

jewelry—large or. small—do not turn him down

absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express

charges and insure the goods in transit. I have

been in the business right here for 16 years,

and can give the very best references as to

responsibility on application. Offers and valua-

tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another

page of this issue.
Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 189

Amsterdam, Tulpstraat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place
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Webster-Whitcomb
NEW MODEL

LATHE

AMERICAN W
TOOL COMPA

Waltham, Mas

ATCH

NY
S.

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH OTHER

LATHES, LEARN THE DIFFERENCE

IN SIZE, QUALITY AND DETAILS OF

CONSTRUCTION

PAT. APPLIED FOR

NEW MODEL TIP-OVER
HAND-REST AND TAIL
STOCK

FULL NICKEL PLATE

THE VITAL POINT in a Watchmaker's Lathe is the SPINDLE AND
ITS BUSHINGS. In this lathe the bearing surfaces of the spindle and its bushings
TOUCH THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE AREA, insuring continued
TRUTH, easy running and greatest durability. This quality in our lathes is main-
tained by workmen of long experience in the operation of special machines devised
for this particular work.

Many lathes may be found in the market on which the front end of headstock
spindle bears only on the 45° angle. They may look well on superficial inspection,
but they will run hard if the spindle is closely adjusted, and are quite unreliable for
perfect work.

In buying a new lathe be SURE the spindle and bushings are PERFECTLY
ITTED. Without this a lathe is dear at any price.

Our lathes are finely finished. The curves are true and the surfaces smooth.
All sharp corners are carefully and uniformly rounded ; this makes a great difference
ID the durability of the nickel plate. HEAVILY NICKELED.

In comparing lathes, the size and variety of CHUCKS, as well as the scope
and general character of the ATTACHMENTS should be considered.

The New Model Tali-
stock has a steel bushing.
for spindle bearing. A
knurled ring in centre of
Me tailstock binds the spin-
dle, keeping the alignment
perfect. There is nothing.
to get out of order or break,
besides being quicker and
more positive tn its action
than the old one.

The New Model Tip-
over flandrest is a great
improvement over the old
style. The lever which
binds the tee can be moved
into any position, is never
in the way and is a positive
bind: (Patent applsedfor.)
This is an advantage which
every watchmaker will ap-
preciate. Binding part,
are all made of steel.

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck, 6 Cement Chucks and Belting, $31.00
Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . . . . .75 each

A chuck may look nice and shiny, yet be practically worthless. Examine critically the thread on our chucks in compari-

son with others. We do not use dies for threading our chucks. THEY ARE CUT IN A LATHE. The cone and body

of OUR chucks are GROUND to correct FORM and size ; the surfaces are STRAIGHT and TRUE ; compare them under

your eyeglass with the shiny ones. The thread and outer surfaces of a chuck, as well as its form and propositions, are

important elements in its continued truth and durability. The holes in our chucks are GROUND to size and truth.

We caution you against imitations. The GENUINE are stamped " WHITCOMB."

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS IN THE UNITED STATES ANI) CANADA

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Wholesale Agents
37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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THIS CABINET OF

Balance Staffs
contains 2 gross, so arranged that
there are more of the sizes that
are in common use and only one of
the others. No matter what make
or grade of a watch that comes
in for repairs, you will have a staff
on hand for same.
411\4y system is pronounced by
hundreds of the best jewelers to be
the best.
IlThe staffs are the highest grade
it is possible to make.

qi supply over one-half of the
jewelers in the United States and
Canada with my staffs. That
speaks for itself.

PRICE

for the 2 gross Cabinet
$24.00, less 10% for cash.
Single Dozen Lots $1.00
per doz., less 2% for cash
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THE MYSTERIOUS CLOCK

WHAT RUNS IT?

Keeps 'em Guessing all the Time

A Real Live add for your window. It runs, keeps time, the same as any other clock. Though the
hands may be spun in the opposite direction, when they come to rest will show the correct
time, and will continue to go and keep time, as the ordinary clock.
Why spend money for newspaper advertising when you can get this Truly Wonderful and

Mystifying Clock. The same amount expended for a newspaper add would obtain for you in any
first-class paper only a small display add-one issue and it is gone. Not so with the Mysterious Clock,
it remains indefinitely to interest the passers by. Its mysterious and unique appearance will attract
anyone's attention, this done, they cannot refrain from seeing the other attractively displayed goods in
your window, and thereby fulfill its mission and pay for itself many times, and will also stamp you as
a progressive and up-to-date merchant.

Many fortunes are the outcome of clever advertising and no one disputes that the " Mysterious
Clock" is the cleverest advertising feature of the present and ever eager age for something new and
good to advertise and push your business. Be the first in your city to have this truly up-to-date
novelty.

Price $35.00, less 6V( for cash

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

Reeves-Kemper Co., St. Louis
Manufacturers'
Agents

1"-1-9

OUR NEW FALL STOCK [TH:v2r] IS READY

You can double your business if you will buy all your jewelry needs from us. Have you seen our
New Building? If not, call and see us. " Our success is the talk of the trade."

W. J. Beard

Irving Cohn

Chas, Weizmilier

D. Barnett

M. .J. Averbeck
Asher Green

WE ARE THE LEADERS IN OUR LINE!
WE CAN MAKE YOU THE LEADER IN YOUR CITY.

A

Postal

Card

will

brino-

any

one

of

these

salesmen

to

your

store

with

our

Sample

Lines

band 12 MA1DP.N LANE

We

supply

all

t;

Jewelry

and

Gold

and

Silver

Novelty

needs

of

the

Retail

Jeweler

S. W. Percy

J. K. Platt

Wm. Bern helmer

C. W. Bull

The above salesmen, Genial and Courteous, are well known to the Retail Jewelry Trade everywhere. Some have been with
us many years. They are now leaving for their respective territories.

WE CAN

double your

sales if you

will give us

a chance

We Sell SELLERS! SELLERS!
and that's the reason why this business has had such a phenom-
enal growth.

If our methods please you tell your friends, if not tell us. All will
be welcome in our building.

M. J. AVERBECK, 

Manufacturers

Importers

10 and 12 Maiden Lane, New York

YOU CAN BUY

jewelry and novel-

ties most anywhere,

but you cannot buy

the M. J. A. STYLE,

QUALITY and PRICE

anywhere else.
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FULCRUM Watch and Clock Oil
For years it has been practically impossible to secure a satisfactory watch or clock oil.

Everyone knows this and has known it for a long time,—the Fulcrum Oil Co. learned it,—learned that a good oil for such

purposes would be in large demand. Experiments were commenced covering a period of several years—the results were most

satisfactory. They now claim to produce the most superior oil for Watches and Clocks that has ever been put on the market.

This claim has been proven by every conceivable test, and is based on facts.

FULCRUM OIL POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM.

FULCRUM OIL WILL NOT EVAPORATE.

FULCRUM OIL can be exposed to light and will not
discolor or become rancid in any length of
exposure.

FULCRUM OIL is the only oil known which is abso-
lutely FREE FROM ACID, which prevents the
corroding of the pivots.

These facts can be proven by the most severe tests that can be devised.

Future advertisements in this paper will tell what some of the leading watch

companies of this country think of Fulcrum Oil.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS 35c. per Bottle $3.75 per Dozen

A postal card to the factory will bring you a sample bottle by return mail. We want you to try this oil at our expense.

FULCRUM OIL CO., Franklin, Pa., U.S.A.

OUR SYSTEM
0:7'2 JEWEL AND STAFF CABINETS ARE THE SAME SIZE. DIMENSIONS, 16 in. x 7 in.

BALANCE HOLE JEWELS.u II 1 11011■ 
.MW oRk s1,11.13. SETO( ceVIINV.

. .....

argeo
mbitlitintntittinOtoetonvaiRtetitittotettilttet,ototivie

witimittoottite
ieeetittatemett

THIS HANDSOME GENUINE LEATHER, PLUSH-LINED CABINET PUT IN FREE OF CHARGE

WITH ONE GROSS JEWELS

For BALANCE JEWELS and STAFFS
is the LAT EST and BEST on the
American market.
41 It is COMPLETE, TIME SAVING
and ECONOMICAL. With these Cabinets
any Watchmaker will be able to do twice
as much work, his stock will be at all times
under his control and in the future he will
buy only just what he needs and uses.
111 OUR BALANCE JEWELS are all
SAPPHIRES and RUBIES, holes gaged
to the thousandths of a centimeter. Every
jewel shellaced and trued from the hole,
Lnd personally set by one of the finest
Jewel Setters in the country—a man with
twenty-five years' experience.
41 OUR BALANCE STAFFS are
LH high grade, with highly POL-
ISHED and BURNISHED
PIVOTS. EVERY •cp.' ,Pe
STAFF is TEMPERED vv
and GUARANTEED .,,ISI/1,5S.
to FIT. .c.to sc've

THE CHARLES J. O'DONNELL CO • . ,
WALTHAM, MASS., 

k%e 6

dr
1. 

Upon receipt of attached coupon with your name and address,

111we will be pleased to send you particulars, prices, etc.
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Special Blackinton Locket Combination
18 OLD RELIABLE W. & S. B. * LOCKETS for $32.40

4LABOVE ARE SHOWN 18 of the handsomest and most salable lockets ever produced. The price of this combination of

lockets to Retail Jewelers is $32.40 and the total retail selling price is $54.00. There is not a poor or doubtful seller in the

lot. With the lockets we give free of charge a handsome velvet case in which to display them and keep them in perfect

condition. The retail selling price of each locket is plainly marked on a tag, the prices ranging from $2.50 to $3.75 and aggregat-

ing $54.00 for the lot. This combination is sold by the following

BALTIMORE
J. Engel & Co.

BOSTON
A. Paul & Co.
Ripley, Howland Mfg. Co.
The Smith, Patterson Co.

BUFFALO
King & Eisele

CHARLESTON
Allan Jewelry Co.

CHICAGO
Benj. Allen & Co.
Despres, Bridges & Noel
S. Glickauf & Co.
H. F. Hahn & Co.
Lapp & Flershem
Norris, Alister & Co.
Stein & Ellbogen Co.
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.

WHOLESALE JEWELERS

CINCINNATI
Frohman & Co.
L. Guttmann & Sons
Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.
Lindenberg & Fox

CLEVELAND
Bowler & Burdick Co.
Scribner & Loehr Co.
Sigler Bros. Co.

COLUMBUS
Hofman Jewelry Co.

DES MOINES
M. A. Lumbard Co.

DETROIT
Charles A. Berkey Co.
Noack & Gorenflo
E. H. Pudrith Co.

INDIANAPOLIS
Baldwin, Miller Co.

KANSAS CITY
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch

Jewelry Co.
LOS ANGELES

Hambright & Walsh
S. Meyer & Co.

MILWAUKEE
L. Block Jewelry Co.

MINNEAPOLIS
S. H. Clausin & Co.

NEW ORLEANS
Leonard Krower

NEW YORK (Con.)
N. H. White & Co.

& W. H. Wright
OMAHA

A. F. Smith Co.

NEW YORK
Charles Armsheimer & Son
Cross & Beguelin
J. Freudenheim & Son
Heyman & Kramer
Laubheim Bros.
I. 011endorff Co.

PHILADELPHIA
M. Sickles & Sons

PITTSBURG
I. 011endorff Co.
Geo. B. Barrett Co.

PROVIDENCE
Albert Walker Co.

ROCHESTER
Morris Rosenbloom & Co.

SAN FRANCISCO
Alphonse Judis Co.

ST. PAUL
Vehon & Goodman

W. & S. BLACKINTON CO. MAKERS
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS. NEW YORK : 180 BROADWAY
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VAN GELDER BROTHERS

Actual and Experienced
Dthmondcuitters

We cut diamonds exclusively for the American
market and our cutting commends them to
the most critical.

Cutting Works.
249 Longue rue d'argile

Antwerp, Belgium

New Von' Offices..
Broadway Maidenlane Building

170 Broadway
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

  itt
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Green's Improved Electric Combination Automatic
WATCH, TOOL and STEEL Demagnetizer

///0
1909 Model

For ALTERNATING and DIRECT Currents

"A Perfect Instrument"

Simple, Quick, Sure, Neat,
Compact, Attractive, Orna-
mental and Portable

No complicated directions to
follow.

"Simply press the button and
withdraw the Watch." Actual
time, 2 seconds.

Will also demagnetize tools and
small bars of steel up to 2 inches
in diameter.

Complete, ready for use with 6 ft. of flexible cord, socket, etc.
Net Price, F. O. B. New York

Type 30—Combination Demagnetizer for Electric Light Current.
Direct and Alternating, 100-1 10 and t15 voltage.

(220 to 25) volts made to order only.)

Type 31—Demagnetizer for Electric Light Current. Alternating
only, 100-1 10 and 1 15 voltage.

(220 to 250 volts made to order on ly.

Type 32 Combination Demagnetizer, for Dry Battery circuit,
—for which 10 small inexpensive batteries are required.

(Made in order only.)

$12.00
5.50
13.50

The W. Green Electric %../ 
81 Nassau Street

•, NEW YORK
Manufacturers of Portable Polishing and Buffing Motors, Plating
Dynamos and Dynamotors, Demagnetizers and Westminster Chimes

NOTE :— If your Jobber or l'ower Station is not able to supply our Electrical Ntachitiery,
write us direct

PATENTED AUGUST 8, 1007

A New Set Protector
to be used for hard soldering rings.
Leaves shank out to work on. Sets and
Crown only in moisture. Moisture held
by sponge. Can be used in any position.
No water to spill. No sand or dirt.
Requires only a moment to get ready.
Made of the very best materials. Nickel
plated over brass.

MADE BY A JEWELER FOR JEWELERS

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR WILL BE
SENT DIRECT, PREPAID, ON

RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.25

H. WHITE :: HANOVERILLINOIS

■•■•=1" 1■111.

Krementz
Collar

Buttons
and Studs

ONE PIECE

" The Button that's Insured"

Imitators of Krementz Collar
Buttons are continually coming

and going. Every once in a while

a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never

a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-

ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, ' The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ Ci CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. & ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N.J.
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The original Rogers Bros. silverware
—identified by the trade mark
180 ROGERS BROS."—has expressed the

highest type of silver plate perfection for
sixty-two years.

Combining the maximum of durability
with rare beauty of design, this famous ware is

the choice of purchasers who desire only the best.
On the reverse side of forks, spoons, fancy

serving pieces, etc., look for the mark

Whether the style be simple, as exemplified
by the Priscilla Fork, or more ornate, as suggested
by the Charter Oak Knife and Vintage Berry
Spoon, shown herewith, it may be readily pro-
cured in "1847 ROGERS BROS." ware. Wide
varieties are offered, assuring utmost satisfaction.

It is well to bear in mind when choosing silver-
ware that the trade mark "1847 ROGERS BROS."
not only assures highest quality, but that it
guarantees it.

Leading dealers everywhere sell this renowned
"Silver Plate that Wears." Send

for Catalogue "81 K," showing the
many attractive designs.

MERIDEN
BRITANNIA COMPANY

(International Silver Co.,
Successor)

Meriden, Conn.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

SAN
FRANCISCO

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 30 Philadelphia, July, 1909 No, 7
Copyright, z00% by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post.office, Philadelphia, Pa.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

SUBSCRIPTION—One Dollar_ per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
single copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues,
25 cents. To Canada, $2.00 per year. To Foreign
Countries, $2.44 00 Shillings) per year; single copies,
25 cents (I Shilling).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should be
made by Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check or
Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances should be made payable to
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

CHANGE OF AnnxEss—Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new
address.

ADVERTISEMENTS—Advertising rates furnished on applica-
tion. No advertisements but those of a reputable
character inserted.

To ADVERTISERS—Copy for advertisements must reach us
by the 25th of each month to insure insertion in the
issue of the following month. Changes in advertise-
ments should reach us not later than the I8th of the
previous month.

All communications should be addressed to

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

1201 HEYWORTH SLOG. 
CHICAGO OFFICE 809-811-813 N. 19TH STREET

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
LONDON OFFICE

ATLANTIC HOUSE, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E. C.
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Our New Cover Design

THE new cover design which graces this
issue will doubtless appeal in a special

manner to the pride of our readers. It was

executed by one of the best-known Ameri-
can artists and the conception is peculiarly
happy in its symbolism of the trade. The
pendulum, which represents time measure-
ment, gracefully held by the female figure,
the signs of the zodiac, the representation
of day with the sun, and of night with the
moon and stars—all these are artistically
blended into a pleasing picture in which
dignity and suggestiveness are ingeniously
combined. The president of one of the as-
sociations recently referred to jewelry trade
journalism as embodying not only technical
and business information, but high-grade
art also. It is in the effort to maintain this
distinction and the trade prestige which it
implies that we had executed this hand-
some new cover. We present it to the
trade in the hope that it will still further
stimulate pride in their time-honored calling,
which has ever been associated with art.

Material Improvement in Trade
Situation

THE long expected and eagerly awaited
improvement in the trade situation is

now rapidly and visibly materializing. The
latest report of Dun's Review, a careful and
conservative authority, states that "the re-
ports are of new buildings, new bridges,
new rails, new cars, new locomotives, new
works of improvement, new enterprises re-
quiring courage, capital, labor and materials.
From the leading cities come advices of
wider wholesale and retail distribution,
larger employment of labor, additional work
for contractors and builders, increased de-
mand for manufacturing materials, satis-
factory advance fall sales. From the rail-
roads come statements of gross earnings
11.2 per cent. better than last year and only
8 per cent. under 1907." Bank clearings
for the week ending June 24th aggregated
$3,101,602,000, a gain of 50.4 per cent. over

last year. The total, in fact, exceeds that of
the corresponding week of 1907 and of
1906.

THE improvement in weather conditions

and the practical certainty of another

season of good crops have infused sudden
activity into the industrial situation and a
universal betterment is in evidence. In that
most important industrial barometer, the
iron and steel industry, the improvement
is most notable. During the week in which
we write orders for steel rails, aggregating
225,000 tons, have been placed and it is
authoritatively stated that this is but the
beginning of the orders which the railroads
have been holding back until delay is no
longer possible. ' The shipbuilding industry
of the Atlantic Coast, which has suffered
very severely, has taken a new lease of life
as a result of good-sized orders, and in the
industrial world generally there are unmis-
takable symptoms of a high-pressure re-
vival.

The jewelry trade, which is generally

regarded as the last to respond to improved
conditions, has furnished very satisfactory
reports for the past month. June, the month
of weddings and commencements, is natur-
ally an active gift-purchasing period, but on
this occasion expectations in many States
were so far surpassed that the stimulus to
stock purchasing has favorably affected the
wholesale trade. This, in turn, has reacted
on the manufacturers, who are now actively
preparing for a voluminous fall and holiday
demand.

HE diamond market continues strong,
with prospects of a demand later in

the year which will fully equal the pre-de-
pression record. It is strikingly suggestive
of the confidence of the importers that the
total value of the precious stones imported
in May was $2,689,213.49, as against $463,-
454.85 in May a year ago, or an increase
of more than 500 per cent. The total value
of cut precious stones and pearls amounted
to $1,967,515.87, as compared with only
$287,308.77 last year, and the value of un-
cut stones, principally diamonds, to $721,-
697.62, as against $176,146.08 in May, 1908.

OUR readers will remember that about
this time last year hundreds of dia-

mond cutters were out of work by reason
of the depression and uncertainty, whereas
this year the factories, as a rule, are em-
ploying a full force of hands and many of
them running full time. An effective tonic
was given to the diamond market last month
when the price of rough was advanced by
the syndicate another five per cent. The
loudly predicted break in the gem market
and slump in prices is already a dim
memory of the depression nightmare.

As the reaction from the normal mid-
summer dullness is showing itself so early
in the season the trade are naturally elated
and the replenishing of depleted stocks has
already become a pressing consideration.
There will manifestly be an opportunity in
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the near future to make up for the short-

comings of the past and individual jewelers

should remember that the prize belongs to

him who plans best and labors most intelli-

gently and earnestly to secure it.

The Trade Convention Season

PrHE trade conventions held during thepast month were no less notable for

the numbers in attendance than for the dis-

tinctive character of the proceedings. The

visible and material good to the trade, which

the associations are now at last able to show,

has reacted most favorably on the member-

ship, with the result that many have joined

the ranks who have heretofore been dis-

posed to look askance at the movement.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found re-

ports of the annual meetings of the Penn-

sylvania, North Carolina, Missouri, Ar-

kansas, South Dakota and other associa-

tions. The reports of the Ohio and Illinois

conventions reached us just as we had gone

to press and will appear in our next issue.

The Wisconsin Association will hold its an-

nual meeting in Milwaukee July 20th, 21st

and 22d ; Minnesota Association July 27th,

28th and 29th, and the North Dakota As-

sociation at Grand Forks on the same dates.

Then will follow the crowning meeting of

the year, the annual convention of the

American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-

ciation, at Omaha, which promises to be the

largest gathering in the history of the

trade and probably the most important from
the point of view of trade interest.

We publish elsewhere in this issue the

official programme of the Omaha conven-

tion and commend its perusal to our readers

with a view to impressing on them the prac-

tical and sane character of modern trade or-

ganization ideas and the material benefit

which must accrue to every jeweler from

membership in the organization and attend-

ance at the convention. It will be noticed
in perusing the programme that the honest,
but hasty, malcontent of a former day has

given way to the broaderminded merchant

of the times, who has a proper appreciation

of his own rights with due consideration for

the rights of others. The friction and feel-
ing of distrust between different branches of

the trade which was formerly much in evi-

dence, are now eliminated to a great extent

and this rapprochement has already been and

will be of immeasurable service to all the

interests concerned. At the recent annual
meeting of the National Association of

Wholesale Jewelers, held in New York

City, three delegates were named to journey

to Omaha and there represent the organized

wholesale trade. The manufacturing in-
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terests will also be well represented. In

fact, a special day has very thoughtfully

been set apart when the delegates to the
convention will have the privilege of hear-
ing trade matters discussed from the view-
point of the jobber and manufacturer.

This idea, which originated, we understand,
with President Archibald, cannot fail to
have a most beneficial influence and the
result will be awaited with much interest
by the trade at large.

THOSE in charge of the arrangements
for the Omaha convention are to be

congratulated on the earnestness and fruit-
fulness of their labors. It is highly credit-
able to the energy, enterprise and intelli-
gence of the officers that the programme
has been completed at this early date and
there is now little doubt that the gathering
will surpass, both numerically and in the
importance of the business transacted, all
previous conventions of the trade. The
local work, which devolved on the Omaha
Jewelers' Club, we are pleased to learn, has
been excellently performed and the hun-
dreds who journey to Omaha on the oc-
casion will have good reason to congratulate
the local organization. As attendance at
such a convention cannot fail to be im-
measurably profitable to every member of
the trade, we commend to the interested at-
tention of our readers the appeal of Presi-
dent Archibald, together with programme,
published on another page of this issue.

World's Output of Gold and Silver

ACCORDING to the latest compilation
of the Engineering and Mining

Journal, based on the official statistics so far
as reported, with estimates for the minor
countries from which official reports have

not yet been received, "the production of

gold in the world in 1908 was valued at

$444,382,312, as compared with $411,294,-

458 for 1907. The production in 1908 not

only was the largest on record, but also

showed a larger increase compared with the

previous year than for any time since 1898.

Large increases in the production were

shown by the United States, Canada,

Mexico, Russia, Rhodesia and the Trans-

vaal. The production of British India was

about the same as in 1907. The only im-

portant gold-producing country to show a

decrease was Australasia. In spite of the

lower price for silver, there was an im-

portant increase in the production of that
metal, which amounted to 200,655,383

ounces in 1908, against 183,386,250 ounces

in 1907. There was a large decrease in the

production of the United States.
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Question of Unclaimed Repairs

0NE of the subjects frequently discussed
at meetings of the associations is the

question of the disposal of repaired goods

unclaimed by the owners. This is, in truth,

a vexatious trade problem, inasmuch as

under the present laws the procedure in dis-

posing of such goods is unsatisfactory and

expensive. Some jewelers when receiving

repairs give their customers a check on

which it is announced that the goods will

be sold within a certain number of months

to pay the expense of repairs if not called

for. It is understood, however, that such a

notification does not quite satisfy the de-

mands of the law and is practiced with con-

siderable risk. In this connection an inci-

dent has just come to our notice which is

sufficiently novel to justify our directing

trade attention to it. A Chicago jeweler

had recently a unique window display made

up entirely of the accumulation of uncalled

for repaired articles. This remarkable dis-

play included 213 articles, the very number

of which showed the gravity of the "un-

claimed" problem as far as the trade are

concerned. Each article was tagged, the

tag giving some information in regard to

the date and character of repairs and on

a large card in the center of the window

was the following announcement:

This is a Joke
(And the joke is on us)

The 213 articles here displayed are an
accumulation of articles that have been
left with us to be repaired during our
eleven years of business experience on
Forty-seventh Street and were never
called for by the owners. We have also a
great aggregation of clocks, watches, spec-
tacles, plated ware and other miscellaneous
items that were similarly acquired, but too
numerous to mention and too bulky for
display here; but if you are interested just
step inside and we will be pleased to
show you. If any of these things belong
to you, or to any of your friends, they
will be gladly delivered on payment of
cost of repairs only (no charge for insur-
ance, storage responsibility or interest).
But no article, however trifling or valua-
ble, will be sold, even if we be compelled
to keep them on our hands for eleven
years more. This comes from being
lenient and accommodating to customers.

SIMON STRAUSS,
Watchmaker, Jeweler and Optician.

Certainly! We do repairing.

The jeweler correctly states that this

display served several important purposes.

In the first place it indicated unmistakably

that this jeweler had a very extensive

patronage in repair work. It showed also

that valuables were always safe in his keep-

ing, however long they remained there. It

might also be inferred that the firm was

proud of its work and willing to show it and

that it was long established, permanent and

reliable. The unique character of the dis-

play was, in itself, an excellent advertise-
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ment, and it is needless to add that large

crowds scrutinized the contents of the win-

dow in the most searching manner. It

would not, of course, be possible for many

jewelers to make so impressive a display,

but even a less imposing collection would

serve a good publicity purpose and could

be placed in the window in connection with

other goods. As a matter of fact, a number

of the articles were claimed and the charges

for repairs paid as a result of the exhibit.
This, however, does not solve the prob-

lem of unclaimed repairs, which should be

regulated by some special legal statute after
the manner of the privilege accorded ex-

press companies to dispose of unclaimed

baggage. It remains for the various or-

ganizations, and particularly the national

association, to decide upon some inexpen-

sive solution of the difficulty which would
be just alike to the jewelers and the de-
linquent public.

The Tariff Bill and the Jewelry Trade

THE changes in the tariff bill made by
the Senate during the past month

have had special interest for the jewelry
trade. Senator Aldrich, of Rhode Island,
who is quite naturally regarded as the
special patron of the jewelry manufactur-

ing interests, which are largely centered
in his State, succeeded in having incor-
porated in the bill the schedule prepared by
the New England Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association which had been rejected
by the House. As this schedule would
afford the necessary protection to the in-
dustry without bearing harshly on any
other interest, it is sincerely to be hoped that
it will be found included in the measure
when finally passed into law.

A very unsatisfactory change, however,
was made by the Senate in the diamond
schedule. Senator Bacon proposed an
amendment to the gem schedule, placing the
duty on cut diamonds at 25 per cent. and
on uncut at Jo per cent. This proposition
precipitated a very vigorous and animated
debate which resulted in a compromise, the
duty on cut diamonds being placed at 15
per cent. and 5 per cent. on rough. The
diamond trade is up in arms over this pro-
posed change, which would unquestionably
create considerable demoralization in the
market.

IN contradistinction with other imports,it is generally conceded that the lower
the duty on diamonds the more revenue the
Government can secure. This is because
of the great facility with which these goods
can be smuggled, not only across the ocean,
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but across the wide extent of the Canadian
and Mexican borders. An increase in the
duty, it is rightly argued, would be simply
putting a premium on smuggling. In an
interview on the subject a prominent mem-
ber of the diamond trade said : "The dia-
mond business to-day is done on an exceed-
ingly close basis and long credit, which is
largely due to the competition engendered
by this illicit business. The diamond cutters
employed in New York City alone are
about 600 in number, all skilled artisans.

"During the year 1907 the average
salary per workman was $44 per week, and
free rough diamonds are necessary to the
maintenance and continued progress of this
industry."

As the diamond trade, under the pro-
visions of the Dingley law, has not only
prospered, but afforded a larger revenue
than ever before in the history of the
country, it seems unreasonable as well as
unwise to demoralize this market by new
conditions from which no benefit can accrue.

The Passing of the Official Organ

ONE of the most fruitful subjects for
organization discussion in the past has

been practically eliminated by the action of
the associations on the question of an of-
ficial organ. THE KEYSTONE has previously
taken no part in this discussion, as we felt
that whatever opinion we might express
would be liable to misconstruction, but now
that there is no longer any doubt in regard
to trade sentiment in the matter we can
point to this action as another evidence of
the wiser organization policy of to-day.
Few organizations are So strong financially
that an official organ can be published solely
at. the expense of its treasury and the mo-
ment that outside assistance is sought, in
the shape of advertising patronage or other-
wise, a situation is created which cannot fail
to hurt rather than help the organization.
Besides the regulations of the Postoffice De-
partment are now so stringent in regard to
circulation as second-class matter that even
though the entire organized trade became
subscribers in a body, the circulation would
still be comparatively limited, except at a
great expense. On the other hand, adver-
tisers naturally do not take kindly to of-
ficial organs, and, while advertisements may
be given presumably on the merit of the
publication, there is always that feeling of
pressure from the organization which makes
the transaction a matter of policy rather
than of business. Such patronage, too,
carries with it a sense of obligation on the
part of the organization, and it has been
the experience, in the jewelry trade at
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least, that those to whose business methods

the organization should be most opposed

were the first to become liberal advertising

patrons for a purpose that needs no ex-

plaining. Even from the point of view of

the members, the official organ has its

shortcomings, as experience has shown it a

creator of factions and dissension to a suf-

ficient degree to counteract the meager

benefits that are supposed to accrue.

TFIE subject of an official organ was dis-
cussed in a broad and intelligent man-

ner at the annual convention of the Missoun
Retail Jewelers' Association by M. E.

Schmidt, of Boonville, Mo., who decried

the necessity for an official organ for the
following reasons :

We have quite a number of magazines de-
voted to the interests of the jewelers, full of good
articles of practical value, and I have not the slight-
est doubt that each one of them is perfectly will-
ing, in fact, quite anxious, to devote all the space
that is needed to report in full all the doings of
not only the National Association of Jewelers, but
that of every State association as well ; could an
"official organ" do any more? I doubt if as much.
Each jeweler has his favorite journal which he has
special confidence in, and it seems to me that the
publication of the work of the association in the
many trade journals will reach more readers than
could be done by an official organ. Such an organ
would mean the launching of another journal,
costing much money, require an editor of peculiar
fitness and ability, live a doubtful and struggling
existence for a few years, and finally fail. Among
the business to be transacted is the selection of
delegates to the national convention, and I hope
that it will be the sense of this meeting that they
be instructed "that we are opposed to the estab-
lishment of an official organ."

For reasons similar to the above several

of the organizations expressed their op-
position to the official organ idea by resolu-

tion, and as organization leaders are out-

spokenly in opposition, it may be taken for

granted that this source of argument and

strife has been eliminated from the situa-

tion. No action taken by the organization

could be more pleasing to the wholesale

and manufacturing branches who have not

unnaturally come to regard themselves as,

to some extent, the prey of official organs.

As the desire of the organized retail

jewelers to make their associations strictly

independent of the other branches of the

trade, thus obviating entangling relations

and assuring greater freedom of action, is

unmistakably shown in the above, it is op-

portune to direct attention to another devel-

opment indicative of the same independent

policy. The conventions of the Missouri

Retail Jewelers' Association and of the Iowa

Retail Jewelers' Association were conducted
this year without soliciting any contribu-
tions in any form from any jobber or manu-

facturer and, doubtless, in a few years,

other associations will follow the lead of

these progressive organizations.
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WALTHAM WATCHES

, FIFTY YEARS AGO ,

(1
 FRIDA,Y, A,PRIL .22., 1S59,--The nroprte- .,
tors aro workmen or the watch factory
at Waltha.nt were. entertained by Gov.
Banks at Nis residence today. About 200
men rind, women were present

From Boston Advertiser, April 22, zgog.

The Waltham factory had existed five years. Here was the
first successful effort to realize the dream of Dennison, father of
American watch-making. Here was the first and only structure
in the world erected for manufacturing pocket timepieces. Three
hundred people were employed, the largest number ever assembled
in such an enterprise. General Banks was proud of Waltham,
where he was born and where he had worked as bobbin boy in a
cotton mill. He found time, while Governor of a great State, to
greet and encourage the operatives of this watch factory, because
he believed that they were creating an imperishable industry. He
lived until the word WALTHAM had symbolized the perfect watch
in every country on the globe.

In that year, 1859, the total number of Waltham watches
manufactured was 12,304; in 19.06, the product was 855,000; to-day
there are 16,000,000 in use. The Waltham factory was the parent
factory. It is now the corner-stone of an industry that gives a live-
lihood to more than 100,000 persons in the United States. In 1859,
it was the only institution of its kind here or anywhere else; every
other watch factory came later. The Waltham factory is distin-
guished by its achievements as well as by its age. Waltham
watches have always exemplified the highest type of watch con-
struction, and public recognition of their superiority is attested by
the highest awards at all the great Expositions wherever they
have been shown.

The history of the WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY is the
history of watch manufacturing on this hemisphere.
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Remodeling Old Jewelry Stores

A subscriber writes asking suggestions
for a new front in his store and encloses a
photograph of the present building. The
photograph shows an old-time frame store
building, which, to the eyes of one unac-
customed to seeing such buildings, is at-
tractive in its quaintness. Judging from the
photograph, it is hardly practical to go to
much expense remodeling such a building,
and the jeweler would be much better off to
either make the best of what he has or build
a new store from the ground up.

The store room, as he describes it, is
16 ft. 6 in. wide and 33 ft. long, with a
9-foot ceiling. It is heated by a stove about
half way back. The front is of wood, hay-
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As a suggestion for
an inexpensive and ef-
fective improvement in
the front, it might be
painted pure white and a
conspicuous sign erected
above the cornice. It
should be repainted as
often as needed and kept
clean and bright all the
time. As a backing for
this window, Fig. i of-
fers a suggestion espe-
cially adapted to these
windows. It should be
built of wood and glass
and also painted white.
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The ends of the
windows may be mirrors and the general

effect would be excellent, bright and
clean and affording a splendid back-
ground for display.

The surest method of keeping the
window from frosting is to introduce
heat into the window. This is a sim-
ple matter with a furnace, but not so
easy when a stove is used. A method,
however, which is often used is to
have a series of holes along the bottom
and the top of the window leading out
of doors so as to allow a circulation of
cold air. Of course, this method of
keeping the window clear would in-
crease the .danger of the water pipe
freezing, and, if possible, this should
be set back into the wall and packed
carefully. If this cannot be done it
should be packed and covered the
same as steampipes. There is a special
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I 
1.—Back for show window. Woodwork white. Glass set in wood

or lead. Opens by sliding glass doors sideways

ing two show windows 6 feet wide each and
double door entrance 4 ft. 6 in. wide. His
inquiry asks how to enclose the windows
without shutting out light, how to keep them
from frosting, how to light them with gas,
as the only available light, and how to pre-
vent a water pipe (which is in one window)
from freezing.

065r

packing made for this purpose, which can
be supplied by plumbers.

Fig. 2 is a suggestion for rearranging
the interior. It is evident that this jeweler
makes quite a specialty of phonographs and
this arrangement allows one side of the store
for this department and the other for
jewelry, silverware, etc. Modern stores and
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Flo. 2.—Arrangetueut for small store. Dividing phonographs from other lines

Fic. 3. —Mo. I vrn st ore front

fixtures are attractive where competition de-
mands it, but a great many merchants do not
make the best of what they have. A conve-
niently arranged store, freshly papered and
painted, and a well-kept stock is far more
attractive than the most up-to-date store
poorly kept.

Fig. 3 shows the most approved style of
modern front. The base of the window,
about eighteen inches high, should be mar-
ble, the plate glass joined at the corners with
rivets and prism glass above. Into this
prism glass may be worked the name of the
jeweler at a very 'slight additional cost.
The frame holding this glass should be of
iron. The cost of a front of this kind in a
small building such as described by the cor-
respondent would be from $500 to $750, ac-
cording to the amount of work necessary in
preparing the building. In old buildings
where the front is supported by iron posts in
the center, it is best to put a steel beam
across, and this is quite an expense. The
posts may be allowed to remain and the
glass extended around them, but it is much
better to remove them.

Old buildings can often be remodeled
successfully and fine modern stores made of
them, but it would be very unwise to spend
any amount of money in putting in a front
which would be out of harmony with the
rest of the building. If the building which
the correspondent occupies is frame, as it
appears in the photograph, he would do bet-
ter to brighten up with paint and paper and
rearrange his store arid make the best of
things as they are, and, when he eventually
decides on a change, build a new building
from the ground up.

The correspondent also states that there
is no architect in his town and desires details
of construction. Don't attempt to make any
extensive building improvements without
consulting a thoroughly competent architect.
If there is none in your town go and consult
one elsewhere. The saving in time and ma-

(Continued on page toOr)



IN THE DAYS OF PHARAOH
CLEOPATRA WORE

NENUPHAR S
After a lapse of centuries this attractive hair ornament
has been revived and is

The NENUPHAR is the great white Water Lily of Europe.
spiral which is fastened to the side hair by two half-turns.
prongs hinged at the top—but will make them either way as
artistic patterns to retail from 50 cents up.

YOU WANT THEM NOW
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The Reigning Novelty
in London and Paris
As improved and Americanized by
the " CHECO " Co. they have sold
wherever shown and proved an
instant success. Our introductory
ads. brought a perfect avalanche
of orders, the fashion papers have
taken them up and featured them
so that to-day,

From Maine to California
the maids of fashion are asking for

NENUPHARS
The Parisian style is made with a double
We have improved on this by using

preferred. We have created dozens of

OUR OTHER RECENT NOVELTIES

Dutch Collar Pins and White Metal Goods for Engraving
ARE STILL GOOD SELLERS. IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO TRY THEM—BUT

Don't Pay Two Prices—"Checo" Goods Are Sold Direct
WE HAVE A LOT OF OTHER NEW IDEAS ON THE WAY. IF YOU SELL JEWELRY AT RETAIL IT

WILL PAY YOU TO GET IN TOUCH WITH US
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 ARE YOU ON OUR LIST? 
If so, we've sent you samples. If not, the attached coupon will bring an
assortment for examination. We prepay charges. You can send them
back if you want to, but once your customers see them they will keep you
busy sending in orders for more. So get busy. WRITE TO-DAY.

C. H. EDEN CO.
Address All Correspondence to Factory at

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
Branches: CHICAGO. 910 Heyworth Bldg. NEW YORK, 37 Maiden Lane

 Manufacturers of 
QUALITY JEWELRY at POPULAR PRICES
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Remodeling Old Jewelry Stores

(Continued from page Hug)

terial in having carefully prepared plans will
more than pay the architect.

To light an enclosed window where gas
is the only available light is quite a problem.
To put a light inside the window would be
unwise as the fumes from the gas would

4.—The mirror should be p aced at such an angle as to
throw the reflected rays of light on to the display

leave a bad effect on the goods displayed.
An idea, which appears practical, would be
to place a large mirror in the ceiling of the
window at a slight angle so as to throw the
rays from one or two gas jets just outside
the glass back of the window on to the dis-
play. Fig. 4 illustrates the principle of this
plan and a test will prove its practicability.

Amount of Stock to Carry in Propor-
tion to Business Done

A perplexing problem to all merchants,
and jewelers particularly, is just how large
a stock should be carried in proportion to
the amount of business done. Present trade
conditions have made it necessary to carry
a much more general and complete assort-
ment than was needed only a few years ago,
and the great question to-day is whether it
is possible to maintain a stock out of pro-
portion to the volume of business and still
make money.

The small jeweler must compete against
the city stores, newspaper advertising and
catalogues, which create a demand for un-
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usual things and which cause some people
to expect a much greater selection to choose
from.

Stock

Depreciation

One of the greatest losses
in carrying too much stock
is depreciation in value due
to changes ifi style or care-

less handling, and this is a loss, too, which is
lost sight of by a great many merchants.
If a man succeeds in showing a little gain
each year over his own requirements it is
usually allowed to remain in the business in
increased stock. A business may continue
for years to net about the same profit, but
each succeeding year a smaller actual profit
on account of the annual increase of the
stock, and, unless the merchant takes this
into consideration, he may find, on figuring
it out, that he is losing money when he
figures the value of the interest on the
money invested.

The only way to determine
how much stock to carry is
to get all the figures down
in black and white. Invoice

the stock honestly, allowing each year for
depreciation and figure losses in interest on
borrowed money, lost discounts, etc., and
until the net gain on the investment falls
below 6 per cent. you may feel pretty sure
that the money is well invested regardless of
volume of business. It is hardly likely,
however, that it would be possible for the
stock to exceed the volume of business as it
is generally conceded that the average retail
jewelry stock should be turned from one
and one-half to two times in a year.
That is, the volume of business should be
equal to from one and one-half to two times
the amount of stock carried.

Remember, too, in figuring
A Calculation your earnings from a busi-

ness, that your own time
must be valued at what it might be worth
in some other capacity. To use figures, sup-
pose a store has a $io,000 stock and does a
$15,000 business, which shows a gross profit
of $5000. The expenses of such a business
outside of the owner's share are $3000, leav-
ing a net profit of $2000. Suppose the
owner figures his salary at Sfax), this
leaves a balance of $800, or 8 per cent. on
the investment. Now suppose he figures
that he will be able to increase his business
$2000 by an extra investment of $2000 and
at no extra expense. That extra two thous-

and dollars' business, at the same proportion-

ate profit, would show a profit of about $650,
an immense interest on the investment. If,
however, the extra two thousand dollars' in-

vestment did not increase the volume of
business, but was the means of holding the
business up to the former volume, it would

How Much

Stock to Carry

o6

be a desirable addition as the net profit
would still show more than 6 per cent. on
the total investment.

When a merchant reaches a
Care in point where he finds that his
Buying stock is increasing beyond

the correct proportion to the
volume of business he is doing, he will prob-
ably find that he is buying too heavily in
slow-moving lines, and he had better keep
an itemized account of his business for a
time and see just where it is best to reduce
the stock.

In the past ten years jewelers have
gone heavily into diamonds because, increas-
ing in value as they were, they were show-
ing a steady gain even while in stock. The
diamonds in a store might have represented
a third or a half of the total value of the
stock and yet the business in this line have
only represented a small part of the total
business done.

A merchant says, "I am carrying too
much stock," and cuts things down in other
lines when he really should have gotten
rid of his diamonds. Another cause, too,
of carrying a heavy stock is the saving
in buying. Sometimes the saving will
represent a considerable amount, and this
also should be considered when deciding
whether you are carrying too much stock
or not.

Extra 

When a large purchase in
some particular line means

Discounts a saving, or extra discount
of from ten to twenty per

cent. (as it often does), it is a great tempta-
tion, and it is often wise to buy heavily and
get this extra profit, but not to the extent of
jeopardizing other lines. That is, a mer-
chant should not use all his money in certain
lines and be forced to neglect others. Any
jeweler could spend a few days figuring
over his stock and he would find that he
could profitably reduce it a few dollars here
and there, that, in the aggregate, would
amount to a considerable sum.

It is a good idea in an old or a new
stock to determine on what would be judged
a good general assortment, that is, take
every line of goods in your store and decide
just what quantity should be maintained to
supply the general demand of your custom-
ers. For instance, cut glass, so many berry
bowls at $3, so many at $4 and $5, etc. Go
through your entire stock and figure up just
how much of an investment this requires
and maintain this as your minimum stock at
all times. For the holidays and spring sea-
son do not let your purchases exceed your
probable business, but figure on having your

(Continued on page to61)
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Waltham Watches to be Marketed

Through the Regular Retail

Jewelry Trade Exclusively

The Waltham Watch Co., Waltham,

Mass., made an announcement last month

which has created much rejoicing and satis-

faction among the trade. The announce-

ment took the form of two circular letters,

one to the retail and one to the wholesale

trade, both announcing that it was the wish

of the company that its product should be

marketed through the regular retail jewelry

trade exclusively. The letter to the retail

trade, which was dated June 15th, is as

follows:
WALTHAM, June 15, 1909.

To the Retail Dealers in Waltham Watches:

This company desires to market its

products through the regular retail jewelry

trade exclusively. We believe it is for the

best interests of retail watch dealers that

our goods should not be handled by mail-

order houses nor by jobbers in dry goods,

hardware or general merchandise. With

this object in view, we have requested that

class of dealers to omit Waltham watches

from their catalogues. We expect that our

request will be complied with in the spirit

of fairness in which it is made, but, in the

event of refusal in any instance, we shall,

nevertheless, do our utmost to carry out the

above defined policy to protect the retail

jeweler. This important step has been

taken for the benefit of the legitimate retail
watch dealer and the protection of his

profit, also because we know that he offers
the means by which our watches can reach
the public with the greatest satisfaction to
all concerned.

We believe that we can confidently
count on your support and assistance in this
matter of mutual concern.

We shall be glad to have an acknowl-
edgment from you of this notice.

WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY.

This circular was followed, on June
16th, by one of a similar tenor mailed to the
jobbing trade by the company's selling
agents, Robbins & Appleton, New York,
which was as follows:

Gentlemen:
The Waltham Watch Company, under

date of June 15th, has mailed a circular to
the retail watch dealers of the country, de-
claring its attitude against the handling of
Waltham watches by mail-order houses.
Copy of this circular we now enclose for
your information.

In order to make our position thor-
oughly effective, we must ask you, as a job-

NEW YORK, June 16, 1909.

ber and one of our customers, to assist us in

controlling the distribution of our goods

and in keeping them in the hands of legiti-

mate watch dealers. We must require that

you do not sell directly or indirectly any

Waltham watch movements or watches to

mail-order houses or other houses doing

business in like manner. As we must hold

our own jobbers and customers responsible

for the distribution of the watch movements

sold to them, and as we cannot very well

follow the goods when sold by you to other

jobbers not on our list, we must take the

position of not recognizing so-called "sub-

jobbers." The only jobbers recognized by

us as such are those to whom we sell direct.

You are, therefore, requested to dispose

of Waltham watch movements from this

date only to the regular retail watch dealers

and to no others, and at prices and discounts

established; and we rely on you to inform

such of your customers as may be affected

hereby.

We believe that this position will have

the general approval of the entire watch

trade—wholesale and retail—for whose

benefit chiefly it has been adopted, and we,

therefore, will. be glad to hear that the plan

as outlined for your guidance will receive
your own hearty sanction and support.

We are writing by this mail a letter
similar to this to each one of our customers.

An acknowledgment at your conve-
nience will greatly oblige us.

Yours truly,

ROBBINS & APPLETON.

This action of the Waltham Co. in be-
half of the retail jeweler means much to the

trade at large and has been received with

corresponding favor. As it is in line with
suggestions made by the jewelers' organiza-
tions, it was commented on most favorably
at the recent meetings of the State associa-
tions and will, doubtless, be the cause of
much rejoicing at the annual meeting of the
national association.

Traveling Salesmen

When traveling salesmen call on you
and you are through with the order part of
it, don't talk baseball, or ask them the
latest funny story, but talk business with
them. You'll find that they will be glad to
give you the benefit of their observations
and you'll find, also, that it's profitable to
talk to them. They will not only give you
the selling points and talks on the line they
represent, but they will give you all kinds
of general information on the business that
you can't get in any other way.

July, 1909

Amount of Stock to Carry in Propor-
tion to Business Done

(Continued front page loot)

stock down to your minimum figure when

the season is ended.
Now, aside from the regu-

Special lar investment, appropriate
Lines a sum or amount to put into

special lines ; that is, take

advantage of special offers which come up

occasionally and also keep up to date on

novelties and odd things. Purchases of this

kind should be regarded separately from

your regular lines, and your stock of staples

should not be neglected or you should not

force yourself to quit buying in staple lines

by going too heavily into novelties.
When a merchant decides that he can

increase his stock to advantage he can prob-

ably show the best results by increasing one

line at a time. In all lines some stores are
especially well known for some department

or line in which they excel others.

Now, suppose a jeweler has
a well-selected general stock
and decides that his trade
justifies an increase. Let

him take sterling silverware as a special
line and double his present stock. He

should at once bring this line strongly before

the people, through the newspapers and cir-
culars, and let everyone know that he excels

all his competitors in this particular line.
Hammering away at one thing should soon

start the silver customers his way and he

can establish this department very strongly

ill a short time. He can decide then in what

other line he can best increase his stock and

follow the same plan. The result is he

builds up his stock gradually and does not

let it get ahead of his business.

If, on the other hand, he
Damaged had made a general increase
Stock of a small amount in each

line his returns would natu-

rally be much slower and Ile wouldn't make

a big showing in any single line. No one

could possibly say just how much stock to

carry in proportion to the volume of busi-

ness as this must vary as localities differ.

There is one thing to remember, though,

that, when the stock maintained is large in

proportion to the business done, the greatest

loss is in depreciation and this principally

through goods becoming damaged or shop-
worn through careless handling. Take good
care of your stock. Don't try to display

more goods than you have space for with-
out crowding and jamming things together.

Make provision for carrying a • surplus
where it is convenient and well taken care
of and where it won't be subjected to abuse.

Increasing

Stock

VitY':"‘4

The House of Quality

Burley 0, Tyrrell Co.
118-120 Wabash Ave. 385-389 Jaclison St.

Chicago St. Paul

Invite you when visiting the

National Retail Jewelers' Convention
Omaha, Neb. : : : August 2-3-4-5-6, 1909

to inspect their lines especially selected
for the Jewelry Trade on display at

Room A-36—Rome Hotel
Omaha, Neb,

Donath Studio China—
An exclusive line of strictly hand-painted china from the famous

Donath Studios, Chicago. See the new incrusted gold effects.

Avenir Studio China—
An incomparable line of strictly hand-painted French China.

Rich Cut Glass—
Brilliant cuttings, new exclusive designs from the best American
makers.

Electric Lamps—
New distinctive designs, exclusive with us.

Don't fail to look us over. Salesmen in attendance
will do everything in their power to make your

visit pleasurable as well as profitable.

Ash to see the Burley Baby Plate.
Copeland's English Bone China
Famous India Tree Decoration

Special at
$8.00 per doz.
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Waltham Watches to be Marketed

Through the Regular Retail

Jewelry Trade Exclusively

The Waltham Watch Co., Waltham,

Mass., made an announcement last month

which has created much rejoicing and satis-

faction among the trade. The announce-

ment took the form of two circular letters,

one to the retail and one to the wholesale

trade, both announcing that it was the wish

of the company that its product should be

marketed through the regular retail jewelry

trade exclusively. The letter to the retail

trade, which was dated June 15th, is as

follows:
WALTHAM, June 15, 1909.

To the Retail Dealers in Waltham Watches:

This company desires to market its

products through the regular retail jewelry

trade exclusively. We believe it is for the

best interests of retail watch dealers that

our goods should not be handled by mail-

order houses nor by jobbers in dry goods,

hardware or general merchandise. With

this object in view, we have requested that

class of dealers to omit Waltham watches

from their catalogues. We expect that our

request will be complied with in the spirit

of fairness in which it is made, but, in the

event of refusal in any instance, we shall,

nevertheless, do our utmost to carry out the

above defined policy to protect the retail

jeweler. This important step has been

taken for the benefit of the legitimate retail

watch dealer and the protection of his
profit, also because we know that he offers
the means by which our watches can reach
the public with the greatest satisfaction to
all concerned.

We believe that we can confidently
count on your support and assistance in this
matter of mutual concern.

We shall be glad to have an acknowl-
edgment from you of this notice.

WALTHAM WATCH COMPANY.

This circular was followed, on June
16th, by one of a similar tenor mailed to the
jobbing trade by the company's selling
agents, Robbins & Appleton, New York,
which was as follows:

Gentlemen:
The Waltham Watch Company, under

date of June 15th, has mailed a circular to
the retail watch dealers of the country, de-
claring its attitude against the handling of
Waltham watches by mail-order houses.
Copy of this circular we now enclose for
your information.

In order to make our position thor-
oughly effective, we must ask you, as a job-

NEW YORK, June 16, 1909.

ber and one of our customers, to assist us in

controlling the distribution of our goods

and in keeping them in the hands of legiti-

mate watch dealers. We must require that

you do not sell directly or indirectly any

Waltham watch movements or watches to

mail-order houses or other houses doing

business in like manner. As we must hold

our own jobbers and customers responsible

for the distribution of the watch movements

sold to them, and as we cannot very well

follow the goods when sold by you to other

jobbers not on our list, we must take the

position of not recognizing so-called "sub-

jobbers." The only jobbers recognized by

us as such are those to whom we sell direct.

You are, therefore, requested to dispose

of Waltham watch movements from this

date only to the regular retail watch dealers

and to no others, and at prices and discounts

established ; and we rely on you to inform

such of your customers as may be affected

hereby.

We believe that this position will have

the general approval of the entire watch

trade—wholesale and retail—for whose

benefit chiefly it has been adopted, and we,

therefore, wilL be glad to hear that the plan

as outlined for your guidance will receive

your own hearty sanction and support.

We are writing by this mail a letter

similar to this to each one of our customers.

An acknowledgment at your conve-

nience will greatly oblige us.

Yours truly,

ROBBINS & APPLETON.

This action of the Waltham Co. in be-
half of the retail jeweler means much to the

trade at large and has been received with

corresponding favor. As it is in line with

suggestions made by the jewelers' organiza-
tions, it was commented on most favorably
at the recent meetings of the State associa-
tions and will, doubtless, be the cause of
much rejoicing at the annual meeting of the
national association.

Traveling Salesmen

When traveling salesmen call on you.
and you are through with the order part of
it, don't talk baseball, or ask them the
latest funny story, but talk business with
them. You'll find that they will be glad to
give you the benefit of their observations
and you'll find, also, that it's profitable to
talk to them. They will not only give you
the selling points and talks on the line they
represent, but they will give you all kinds
of general information on the business that
you can't get in any other way.

July, 1909

Amount of Stock to Carry in Propor-
tion to Business Done

(Continued front page loot)

stock down to your minimum figure when

the season is ended.
Now, aside from the regu-
lar investment, appropriate

a sum or amount to put into

special lines ; that is, take

advantage of special offers which come up

occasionally and also keep up to date on

novelties and odd things. Purchases of this

kind should be regarded separately from

your regular lines, and your stock of staples

should not be neglected or you should not

force yourself to quit buying in staple lines

by going too heavily into novelties.

When a merchant decides that he can

increase his stock to advantage he can prob-

ably show the best results by increasing one

line at a time. In all lines some stores are
especially well known for some department

or line in which they excel others.

Now, suppose a jeweler has
Increasing a well-selected general stock
Stock and decides that his trade

justifies an increase. Let

him take sterling silverware as a special

line and double his present stock. He

should at once bring this line strongly before

the people, through the newspapers and cir-

culars, and let everyone know that he excels

all his competitors in this particular line.

Hammering away at one thing should soon

start the silver customers his way and he

can establish this department very strongly

in a short time. He can decide then in what

other line he can best increase his stock and

follow the same plan. The result is he

builds up his stock gradually and does not

let it get ahead of his business.

If, on the other hand, he
Damaged had made a general increase
Stock of a small amount in each

line his returns would natu-

rally be much slower and he wouldn't make

a big showing in any single line. No one

could possibly say just how much stock to

carry in proportion to the volume of busi-

ness as this must vary as localities differ.

There is one thing to remember, though,

that, when the stock maintained is large in

proportion to the business done, the greatest

loss is in depreciation and this principally

through goods becoming damaged or shop-

worn through careless handling. Take good

care of your stock. Don't try to display

more goods than you have space for with-
out crowding and jamming things together.
Make provision for carrying a • surplus
where it is convenient and well taken care
of and where it won't be subjected to abuse.

Special

Lines

The House of Quality

Burley (-0. Tyrrell Co.
118-120 Wabash Ave. 385-389 Jackson St.

Chicago St. Paul

Invite you when visiting the

National Retail Jewelers' Convention
Omaha, Neb. : : : August 2-3-4-5-6,1909

to inspect their lines especially selected
for the Jewelry Trade on display at

Room A-36—Rome Hotel
Omaha, Neb.

Donath Studio China—
An exclusive line of strictly hand-painted china from the famous

Donath Studios, Chicago. See the new incrusted gold effects.

Avenir Studio China—
An incomparable line of strictly hand-painted French China.

Rich Cut Glass—
Brilliant cuttings, new exclusive designs from the best American
makers.

Electric Lamps—
New distinctive designs, exclusive with us.

Don't fail to look us over. Salesmen in attendance

will do everything in their power to make your

visit pleasurable as well as profitable.

Ask to see the Burley Baby Plate.
Copeland's English Bone China
Famous India Tree Decoration

Special at
$8.00 per. doz.
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This advertisement is two-thirds actual size

The New
Low Priced

Silver
Plated Ware

0 meet a demand
for reliable plated

4,11 ware at low cost,
we offer

ildwo`c-,)"
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GUARANTEED FOR

TEN YEARS 

6 Teaspoons, 90 cents

This guarantee of ten
years wear, backed by the
Oneida Community means
not only reliable plated
ware —

It means the best silver
plated ware which can pos-
sibly be made for the price.

a/7MS ic Designs
yoUrDealers

Made by the
Makers of

COMMUN ITY
SILVER,

I •

qi These two advertisements appear as a double-page display
They also appear separately in the Ladies' Home

This advertisement is two -thirds actual size

in the Woman's Home Companion and Delineator.

Journal and others of the leading magazines

I
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HE ONEIDA COMMUNITY
has always been peculiar. Our business

has been founded on low costs, small

profits and the volume which comes with

low prices.

When new principles promise to give more value

than old traditions, we adopt the new ; when new

conditions make old prices unjust, we promptly and

voluntarily reduce.

Ten years ago the price of plated ware had got

out of line with costs of material. Metals were much

lower than formerly and improved methods of manu-

facture had greatly reduced costs. We made careful

estimates and found we could afford to sell at a price

lower than was being asked by the leading makers for

an A-1 single plate (5 oz.).

This was the beginning of

COMMUNITY

SILVERSILVER
To enable customers to surely identify this heavy plate we marked

our goods " triple plus," with the obvious meaning that they were

plated with silver in excess of triple.

Since that time the metals from which plated ware is made has

risen slightly and the cost of labor has risen considerably. But we

have stuck to our guns. We have given full value and have published

the facts about plated ware until the public—consumers and dealers—

are demanding the same value from every other manufacture.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY,

Or0

1067

F you have a really good thing to
offer it pays to advertise largely.

If you have two good things it pays
to double that advertising, which is
exactly our situation to-day.

1st. COMMUNITY SILVER, the best

plated ware—better than triple plate—the

best Value for the money ever produced

(six teaspoons retail for $12.00).

2d. Our new RELIANCE PLATE—full

A-1 plate (5 oz.) on 18 per cent. nickel

silver base—the best value for a popular

price ever offered (six teaspoons for

90 cents).

With two big guns we are doubling the ammuni-

tion for each ; we are doubling our advertising. You

know what Community Silver advertising has done in

the past. It requires no gift of prophesy to tell

store for dealers who handle our goods this year.

Think it over ! Covering only half the field we have revolution-

ized the plated ware business in ten years. Now we cover the entire

plated ware field and are putting out advertising which will tell the

facts convincingly to every man and woman in the country.

With an assured sale, assured profit and assured satisfaction,

what dealer can afford to be without Oneida Community silverware.

You have helped us. This year we are going to help you more

than ever before.

what profit is in

ASK YOUR JOBBER

LTD., ONEIDA, N.Y.
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The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.
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RICH CUT CUT GLASS WARE

SUPERIOR
SILVER-PLATED WARE

Electroliers Gas Portables

Beautiful Hand - Decorated
Shades

A POINTED SUGGESTION-TO THE
JOBBER WHO WOULD HAVE A

PROFITABLE SEASON-
BUY 08(B RINGS

THEY SELL

OSTBY 84 BARTON CO
PROVIDENCE

NEW YORK R I • CHICAGO
9 MAIDEN 103 STAT E
LANE ST

No. 1059. Vase, "Pauline"

Photo Books ! Showing our New Spring
Designs, now ready for the trade

BRANCHES

38 Murray St., New York City

717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.

Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS. No. 1036. Vase, " Dorothea "

The situation suggests early selection of desirable sizes
for Fall and Holiday trade. The prospects point to a
brisk watch season with a possible scarcity in some grades

[[ 
We have now at the service of patrons complete lines of ELGIN and WALTHAM Movements,
and all the standard makes of Cases, with special opportunities for advantageous selection

HURLBURT'S
THE AHEAD- OF-THE -TIMES

WATCH HOUSE

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS 14 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GOLD
CARD JEWELRY

REGISTERED TRADE-MARK

1069

SEAMLESS
GOLD FILLED RINGS

REGISTERED TRADE•MARK
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N inspection of our Fall Line will show you we are the right people to get
  goods from. Our stock is always kept at a high standard, and it is our effort

to anticipate trade conditions and requirements. As a consequence, " We
sell Sellers." Our representatives will be pleased to call on you at an early date.

Elk and Eagle goods a Specialty Our Trade-Mark, " The Rose" stands for Quality and Excellence

ALVI N
Alvin Plate

<ALVIN> <PATENT>

The Flatware Line

ABOVE is an illustration of our new Lexington pattern, a colonial
style in bright finish. Ready for delivery August 1st. Ask your jobber to show
you samples or send to us direct.

ALVIN MFG. CO., 52 Maiden Lane, New York
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Tariff Schedule on Imported
Watches

President Hulburd, of the Elgin National Watch

Company, Explains and Commends Stamp-

ing Provisions of the Tariff Bill

[From New York Evening Mail, June ig, 'goo.]

Protection of the American watch-buy-

ing public will be insured by the adoption of

the schedule on foreign watches proposed to

be included in the present tariff bill, accord-

ing to a statement made to-day by Charles

H. Hulburd, President of the Elgin National

Watch Company, who is at the Waldorf-

Astoria.
Mr. Hulburd declared to-day that only

by compelling the European watchmakers to

mark their products the same as the Ameri-

can manufacturers will buyers be certain

that they are getting watch movements ac-
tually as represented.

"The Elgin company and other import-
ant watchmaking concerns mark their move-
ments, and why should not the foreign mak-
ers competing with us be made to do the
same thing?" he said. "That is all the pro-
posed tariff schedules which we have sub-
mitted to Congress seeks to accomplish.

"If the proposed tar i f f
schedule be adopted on for-
eign movements it will end
undervaluation and the Gov-

ernment will be less likely to be defrauded
of thousands of dollars which it has been
losing through watch movements being de-
clared greatly below their real value.

"The American watchmaker operates in
the open. Why shouldn't his European com-

petitor be compelled to do the same? I be-
lieve that if public sentiment was aroused in

this matter, that if the American people
were made to realize how they are being
fooled and defrauded in the matter of for-

eign watches, that influence would be

brought to bear on Congress that would ade-

quately protect the American manufacturers,

dealers and the public itself.
"To insure the honest collection of a

straight specific duty the foreign manufac-
turer should be compelled to stamp clearly

on the top plates of every movement the

number of jewels, together with the number

of adjustments of the movements, and no
watch not so stamped should be admitted.

"Take the case of a seven-
How Public jewel movement as an in-
is Fooled stance of how it is possible

to defraud the American

public. A watch comes in with the numeral

7 stamped on it. It is easy to place a I be-

fore the 7, making it appear that the move-

ment is a 17-jeweled one. To prevent fraud

after the movements have passed the cus-

Would End

Undervaluation

toms, the tariff schedules should provide that
the word 'seven' be stamped on the move-
ments in place of the '7.'

"I do not think that this is an unreason-
able provision to place in the tariff bill. It
puts the foreign manufacturers on an equal
basis with the best American maker and
serves as protection to the watch buyer.

"The entire country is waiting for
Congress to pass the tariff bill and adjourn.
A great impetus will be given to industry
once the schedules are fixed. In my opinion,
the country is facing a splendid prosperity,
and I believe that we are destined to achieve
a record volume of business in every branch
of trade."

No Watch
Trust

Mr. Hurlburd took occasion
to make a strong denial of
the charge recently made in
Congress that there exists in

this country a watch trust, of which the
Elgin National Watch Company is the head
and front.

"There is the widest competition in the
watchmaking industry," he said.

"The Elgin National Watch Company
is not a party to any watch trust. Neither
the company itself nor its officers, directly or
indirectly, hold any stock in any other watch
company in the world, nor is its stock held
by or for any other watch company.

"The stock of our concern is widely
scattered over 50 per cent. is divided into
very small lots of from five to one hundred
shares and is owned by people of mostly
moderate means scattered throughout the
entire country from California to Maine.
Forty per cent. is held in reasonably large
lots, but there is no one stockholder and no
one interest that has any exceedingly large
holding. As a matter of fact there is no
such thing as a watch trust. It exists only
in the imagination.

"I presented a signed state-
ment to this effect to the
Ways and Means Commit-
tee of Congress. An equally

emphatic signed statement was made by the
head of our most formidable competitor,
who declared that his concern had no
knowledge of a watchmaking combination
and that his company had never been in a
combination which had for its purpose the
control of the watchmaking business.

"I have seen it stated," Mr. Hulburd
said, "that even if there was no trust, in the
fullest sense of that word, that some sort of
agreement, either written or verbal, exists
among the manufacturers as to certain
phases of the industry.

"That assertion is also equally untrue.
No agreement affecting any branch of the
trade exists. I cannot deny that charge too
strongly."

"What about certain contracts said to
be in effect on a special class of watches?"

"There are such contracts, but their
very existence disproves the trust-cry buga-
boo," was the reply.

"As a matter of fact, it was
Fixing one of the smaller watch
Prices companies that first fixed a

minimum retail selling price
on its product. They did it simply to pro-

Stock Held
by Many

I 071

tect retailers from unscrupulous dealers who
cut prices.

"Other companies followed suit, but it
was nearly eight years after the time that the
first company set the principle that the Elgin
concern, at the request of the dealers them-
selves, fixed a minimum selling price on the
special class of railroad watches.

"Individual manufacturers have had
contracts with jobbers on prices of watches
made expressly for railroad employees, and
they were made because of a competition
that was ruining the dealers and as a means
of protecting them.

"These contracts were made at widely
divergent times, have no resemblance in
their provisions and were entered into at
the instance of the retail dealers themselves.
So far as the Elgin company is concerned,
96 per cent. of its output is not in the least
affected by these contracts."

A great deal has been made
of the fact that prices for
watches charged by differ-
ent manufacturers are prac-

tically identical," Mr. Hulburd was told.
"That is perfectly natural," he replied.

"The cost of labor and material is practically
the same in Massachusetts as in Illinois. I
think that that in itself is pretty good evi-
dence of the non-existence of a watch trust.

"Other standard staples sell at practi-
cally identical prices. It is true of almost
any industry. And it is so with watches. It
is a natural result of trade conditions. In
the watch business the manufacturer, jobber
and retailer operate at small profits.

"Naturally, as the cost of labor and ma-
terial is the same, the profits of each class
are approximate, and the selling price, grade
for grade, is bound to be the same. Com-
pare prices of other staples, made by two
different concerns, each conceded to be of
similar quality, and this condition will be
found to exist in every case."

Mr. Hulburd declared that
an examination of the files
of the Congressional Record
would show that the exist-

ence of a watch trust has never been in the
slightest degree substantiated. At no State
capitol, he added, is there the record of any
concern as a party to a watch combination.

"The 'Standard Manual of Corpora-
tion Statistics,' " stated Mr. Hulburd, "while
giving details of more than fifteen hundred
trusts, mentions nothing resembling one on
watches unless exception is made of a com-
pany manufacturing cases only, and even
this has half a dozen competitors.

"Aside from the interest that the gen-
eral public has in the truth or falsity of the
charge that there is a watch trust," con-
tinued Mr. Hulburd, "is the more serious
phase of the matter affecting the manufac-
turers—that of advertising and legislative
honesty.

"It is time that the entire watch in-
dustry awoke to the harm that is being done
the trade by repeated and unsubstantiated
charges made in advertising announcements
and on the floor of Congress that a watch
trust exists. They are made either through
misinformation or untruthfulness. neither of
which is an excuse for their dissemination."

Why Prices
Are Similar

Harm Done
to Industry
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N inspection of our Fall Line will show you we are the right people to get
  goods from. Our stock is always kept at a high standard, and it is our effort

LENRY
to anticipate trade conditions and requirements. As a consequence, " We

FREUND C BRO., 7' Nassau St., NEW YORK

Elk arid Eagle goods a Specialty Our Trade.Mark, The Rose " !')

sell Sellers." Our representatives will be pleased to call on you at an early date.

stands for Quality and Excellence

ABOVE is an illustration of our new Lexington pattern, a colonial
style in bright finish. Ready for delivery August 1st. Ask your jobber to show
you samples or send to us direct.

ALVIN MFG. CO., 52 Maiden Lane, New York

Tariff Schedule on Imported
Watches

President Hulburd, of the Elgin National Watch

Company, Explains and Commends Stamp-

ing Provisions of the Tariff Bill

[From New York Evening Mail, June 19, 19091

Protection of the American watch-buy-

ing public will be insured by the adoption of

the schedule on foreign watches proposed to

be included in the present tariff bill, accord-

ing to a statement made to-day by Charles

H. Hulburd, President of the Elgin National

Watch Company, who is at the Waldorf-

Astoria.
Mr. Hulburd declared to-day that only

by compelling the European watchmakers to

mark their products the same as the Ameri-

can manufacturers will buyers be certain

that they are getting watch movements ac-
tually as represented.

"The Elgin company and other import-
ant watchmaking concerns mark their move-
ments, and why should not the foreign mak-
ers competing with us be made to do the
same thing?" he said. "That is all the pro-
posed tariff schedules which we have sub-
mitted to Congress seeks to accomplish.

"If the proposed tarif f
Would End schedule be adopted on for-
Undervaluation eign movements it will end

undervaluation and the Gov-
ernment will be less likely to be defrauded
of thousands of dollars which it has been
losing through watch movements being de-
clared greatly below their real value.

"The American watchmaker operates in
the open. Why shouldn't his European corn-
petitor be compelled to do the same? I be-
lieve that if public sentiment was aroused in
this matter, that if the American people

were made to realize how they are being

fooled and defrauded in the matter of for-

eign watches, that influence would be
brought to bear on Congress that would ade-

quately protect the American manufacturers,

dealers and the public itself.
"To insure the honest collection of a

straight specific duty the foreign manufac-
turer should be compelled to stamp clearly

on the top plates of every movement the

number of jewels, together with the number

of adjustments of the movements, and no

watch not so stamped should be admitted.

"Take the case of a seven-
How Public movement as an in-
is Fooled of how it is possible

to defraud the American

public. A watch comes in with the numeral

7 stamped on it. It is easy to place a i be-

fore the 7, making it appear that the move-

ment is a 17-jeweled one. To prevent fraud

after the movements have passed the cus-

toms, the tariff schedules should provide that
the word 'seven' be stamped on the move-
ments in place of the '7.'

"I do not think that this is an unreason-
able provision to place in the tariff bill. It
puts the foreign manufacturers on an equal
basis with the best American maker and
serves as protection to the watch buyer.

"The entire country is waiting for
Congress to pass the tariff bill and adjourn.
A great impetus will be given to industry
once the schedules are fixed. In my opinion,
the country is facing a splendid prosperity,
and I believe that we are destined to achieve
a record volume of business in every branch
of trade."

Mr. Hurlburd took occasion
No Watch to make a strong denial of
Trust the charge recently made in

Congress that there exists in
this country a watch trust, of which the
Elgin National Watch Company is the head
and front.

"There is the widest competition in the
watchmaking industry," he said.

"The Elgin National Watch Company
is not a party to any watch trust. Neither
the company itself nor its officers, directly or
indirectly, hold any stock in any other watch
company in the world, nor is its stock held
by or for any other watch company.

"The stock of our concern is widely
scattered ; over 5o per cent. is divided into
very small lots of from five to one hundred
shares and is owned by people of mostly
moderate means scattered throughout the
entire country from California to Maine.
Forty per cent. is held in reasonably large
lots, but there is no one stockholder and no
one interest that has any exceedingly large
holding. As a matter of fact there is no
such thing as a watch trust. It exists only
in the imagination.

"I presented a signed state-
Stock Held to this effect to the
by Many Ways and Means Commit-

tee of Congress. An equally
emphatic signed statement was made by the
head of our most formidable competitor,
who declared that his concern had no
knowledge of a watchmaking combination
and that his company had never been in a
combination which had for its purpose the
control of the watchmaking business.

"I have seen it stated," Mr. Hulburd
said, "that even if there was no trust, in the
fullest sense of that word, that some sort of
agreement, either written or verbal, exists
among the manufacturers as to certain
phases of the industry.

"That assertion is also equally untrue.
No agreement affecting any branch of the
trade exists. I cannot deny that charge too
strongly."

"What about certain contracts said to
be in effect on a special class of watches?"

"There are such contracts, but their
very existence disproves the trust-cry buga-
boo," was the reply.

"As a matter of fact, it was
Fixing one of the smaller watch
Prices companies that first fixed a

minimum retail selling price
on its product. They did it simply to pro-

tect retailers from unscrupulous dealers who
cut prices.

"Other companies followed suit, but it
was nearly eight years after the time that the
first company set the principle that the Elgin
concern, at the request of the dealers them-
selves, fixed a minimum selling price on the
special class of railroad watches.

"Individual manufacturers have had
contracts with jobbers on prices of watches
made expressly for railroad employees, and
they were made because of a competition
that was ruining the dealers and as a means
of protecting them.

"These contracts were made at widely
divergent times, have no resemblance in
their provisions and were entered into at
the instance of the retail dealers themselves.
So far as the Elgin company is concerned,
96 per cent. of its output is not in the least
affected by these contracts."

A great deal has been made
Why Prices of the fact that prices for
Are Similar watches charged by differ-

ent manufacturers are prac-
tically identical," Mr. Hulburd was told.

"That is perfectly natural," he replied.
"The cost of labor and material is practically
the same in Massachusetts as in Illinois. I
think that that in itself is pretty good evi-
dence of the non-existence of a watch trust.

"Other standard staples sell at practi-
cally identical prices. It is true of almost
any industry. And it is so with watches. It
is a natural result of trade conditions. In
the watch business the manufacturer, jobber
and retailer operate at small profits.

"Naturally, as the cost of labor and ma-
terial is the same, the profits of each class
are approximate, and the selling price, grade
for grade, is bound to be the same. Com-
pare prices of other staples, made by two
different concerns, each conceded to be of
similar quality, and this condition will be
found to exist in every case."

Mr. Hulburd declared that
Harm Done an examination of the files
to Industry of the Congressional Record

would show that the exist-
ence of a watch trust has never been in the
slightest degree substantiated. At no State
capitol, he added, is there the record of any
concern as a party to a watch combination.

"The 'Standard Manual of Corpora-
tion Statistics,' " stated Mr. Hulburd, "while
giving details of more than fifteen hundred
trusts, mentions nothing resembling one on
watches unless exception is made of a com-
pany manufacturing cases only, and even
this has half a dozen competitors.

"Aside from the interest that the gen-
eral public has in the truth or falsity of the
charge that there is a watch trust," con-
tinued Mr. Hulburd, "is the more serious
phase of the matter affecting the manufac-
turers—that of advertising and legislative
honesty.

"It is time that the entire watch in-
dustry awoke to the harm that is being done
the trade by repeated and unsubstantiated
charges made in advertising announcements
and on the floor of Congress that a watch
trust exists. They are made either through
misinformation or untruthfulness, neither of
which is an excuse for their dissemination."
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SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS

Our Process of Manufacture
Insures density of grain and high and lasting finish,
and we guarantee every ring we send out to be
plump assay.
Better rings than our's cannot be made.

PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

5 SHAPES 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K.

We also have an exceptionally fine line of Fancy Rings.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
RING 1UIW MAKERS

2 MAIDEN LANE
'MAMA

Seasonable and Salable

This is the season for Racing and Outdoor
Sports in general, and nearly every dealer
should find some sale for a line of high-

grade

Chronographs

Split Seconds

Split Repeaters

Minute Repeaters

Be ready for this demand, whether large or small, with watches that will

successfully meet all competition.

A man who buys a watch of this kind is likely to look around some before

he makes his purchase, and we are in a position to offer you an absolutely accurate

and reliable line from which the final choice of the purchaser will surely be made.

The watches referred to are made by several prominent manufacturers, and

the variety, while large enough for all possible purposes, is still limited to those

goods which in our experience have proven to be most worthy, desirable and

Write for further information, prices, etc.

Edmond E. Robert, 3 Maiden Lane, New York

NEW YORK
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Smokers'
Stands and

Trays

Everything
in

Gun Metal

Gas

Lampsand
Electroliers

CROSSMAN COMPANY
Makers of

14 K. BAROQUE PEARL JEWELRY
Distinctive Styles Popular Prices

3 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

0171-C412---■
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New York Letter

The Merchants' Association of
New York has now completed

Railroad 
Reduced  

Rates arrangements for merchants'
reduced railroad rates to New

York City for the approaching fall season. The
special rate will be a fare and one-half for the
round trip. It will be effective under the custom-
ary certificate plan. From each territory there
will be four series of dates, aggregating sixteen
selling dates—the arrangement which proved so
satisfactory last season to merchants in all lines
of trade. The rate will be operative from the
jurisdiction of the Trunk Line, Central Passenger
and Western Passenger Associations and the
Southwestern Excursion Bureau, on the following
dates:

Trunk Line territory—July 17th to 20th, in-
clusive; August 14th to 17th inclusive; August
28th to 31st, inclusive; September nth to 14th,
inclusive; with a fifteen-day (including date of
sale) return limit.

Central Passenger territory—July Toth to
13th, inclusive ; July 24th to 27th, inclusive ; August
7th to loth, inclusive; August 21st to 24th, in-
clusive; with a thirty-day (including date of sale)
return limit.

Western Passenger territory—July 8th to iith,
inclusive; July 17th to 20th, inclusive; July 31st
to August 3d, inclusive; August 12th to 15th, in-
clusive.

Southwestern Extension territory—July 8th to
nth, inclusive; July 17th to 2oth, inclusive; July
31st to August 3d, inclusive; August 12th to 15th,
inclusive; with a thirty-day (including date of
sale) return limit.

Trunk Line territory. Roughly described,
Trunk Line territory is in the States of New
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Mary-
land, a large part of West Virginia, in Virginia
north of and on the line of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railroad, and the District of Columbia. No
reduction in rate is granted from points less than
Ioo miles from New York City.

Central Association territory. The Central
Passenger Association railroads traverse the sec-
tion west of (but not including) Buffalo, Niagara
Falls, Suspension Bridge and Salamanca, N. Y.;
Pittsburg, Pa.; Bellaire and Marietta, Ohio ; Wheel-
ing, Charleston and Huntington, W. Va., and
points on and north of the Ohio River and east
of the Mississippi River, and south of a line from
Keokuk, Ia., to Chicago, Ill., including Cincinnati,
Louisville, all towns in Kentucky on the Chesa-
peake & Ohio Railroad, St. Louis, Chicago, the
southern peninsula of Michigan and Canadian
towns on the Michigan Central Railroad and the
Wabash Railroad.

Western and Southwestern. Western Pas-
senger territory may be roughly described as ex-
tending from Lake Michigan and an imaginary
line from Chicago to St. Louis, to the West and
Northwest, as far out as Denver.

The States of Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana,
Arkansas and that part of Missouri south of the
Missouri River constitute the territory of the
Southwestern Excursion Bureau.

In the West and Southwest the
Other

Granted 

merchants' rate to New York
Concessions City was made effective by the

independent action of the Rock
Island-Frisco System. The

rate has now been authorized by other roads in
those territories to meet the competition of the
lines forming the Rock Island-Frisco System. In
a later issue we shall print the names of the lines
in the West and the Southwest which will make
effective the special merchants' rate to New York

MI

City. The Merchants' Association also draws at-
tention to the fact that during the present sum-
mer season a special tourists' rate of a fare and
one-third, plus $1.5o, for the round trip will be
in effect to New York City from certain parts of
Central Passenger territory, the return limit on
which will be thirty days. As this rate is some-
what lower than the merchants' reduced fare on
the certificate plan, the association suggests that,
wherever possible, the out-of-town merchant lo-
cated in Central Passenger territory use it in corn-
ing to this market this season. The local ticket
agents will be able to give full particulars con-
cerning this summer tourists' rate.

A story of remarkable duplicity
Lady Swindler by a young and attractive
Arrested woman, followed by the cus-

tomary exposure and arrest,
developed last month when announcement was
made by the police that Miss Elinor Lorraine
Beattie, known variously as Miss Bruce Blake and
"Pretty" Beattie, had been taken into custody in
London on a requisition based on a charge of
grand larceny was held there for extradition.
Detective Bernard Flood, of the district attorney's
office, has sailed to bring the young woman back
to America. Miss Beattie, by impersonating sev-
eral noted women with whom she had managed to
become acquainted, obtained $5000 worth of goods
from prominent merchants, sold the material and
then, with her mother, sailed for London. She
obtained $1500 worth of jewelry from the Gorham
Manufacturing Company and also got large quan-
tities of goods from big retailers. The jewelry,
which was pawned in various shops, has been
nearly all recovered.

At it P. M. Friday, June i8th, C. E. Sulz-
berger, a member of M. J. Averbeck's traveling

force, died very sud-
denly in one of New
York's hospitals. On
Wednesday afternoon
he had finished pack-
ing his samples, pre-
paratory to taking a
trip on the road and as
he was leaving the
store for his home he
remarked to a fellow
salesman that he "was
feeling fine and ex-
pected to have a good,
successful trip." Late

C. E. Sulzberger the same evening he
was seized with an at-

tack resulting from gall stones and a physician
was called in who pronounced the case serious.
Mr. Sulzberger was removed to the hospital and
at II A. M. Thursday was operated on. He never
recovered from the shock of the operation and
died the next night. His sudden death was a
great surprise and shock, not only to his fellow
workers but to his large circle of friends on
Maiden Lane. The funeral services were held
on Monday, the 21st, at his brother's residence
on West 72d Street. Mr. Sulzberger was 37 years
of age and unmarried. His disposition was
jovial and genial and his friends were without
number. He had been with M. J. Averbeck a
little less than two years and was one of the
successful salesmen traveling out of the Maiden
Lane district. He had brothers in the jewelry
trade in Providence and his father sailed for
Europe only two weeks before his death.

While on his way to Philadelphia with a
$20,000 diamond necklace for a customer of Tif-
fany & Co., George W. Barrett, of Tiffany's ship-
ping department, was stricken with a heart attack
and died in a taxicab. The attack seized him as
he was sitting in a ferry boat of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company's Twenty-third Street Line, and
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he expired soon after being lifted into the cab,
which was to have taken him to a hospital. Bar-
rett was accompanied by his wife, and the tragic
ending of their trip completely unnerved her.
The order for the necklace reached the Tiffany
firm by telegraph and Barrett decided to take it to
Philadelphia himself and reach home by night.

Louis Cohn, of Henry Freund & Bro., vice-
president of the New York Jobbers' Association,
is spending a two weeks' vacation at Rockaway,
L. I., with some friends.

Stroock & Stroock, counsel for Joseph
Frankel's Sons and the Joseph Frankel Sons
Co., diamond dealers of 576 Fifth Avenue,
which companies were placed in the hands
of liquidating trustees in January, 1908, announced
last month that all the creditors have been paid in
full with 6 per cent. interest and the business has
been turned back to the companies. The affairs
of E. M. Gattle & Co. and Gattle, Ettinger &
Hammel, which concerns were involved with the
Frankel companies for over $1,000,000, were first
liquidated and the announcement was made a few
weeks ago that the trustees had returned the busi-
ness to those concerns.

Ed. Lorsch, head of the clock department of
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., is at present in Europe.
Mr. Lorsch's trip is mainly for pleasure and he
will return about August 1st.

Theodore Schisgall, 116-118 Chambers Street,
is at present in the West, where he is calling on
the trade in all of the principal cities. Notwith-
standing the uncertain condition of the tariff ques-
tion, during his recent trip abroad Mr. Schisgall
made heavy purchases of clocks and is showing a
complete and large assortment.

William S. Ingraham, secretary and treasurer
of the E. Ingraham Co., clock manufacturers, of
Bristol, Conn., is spending the summer in Europe.
He has his family with him and has engaged the
services of an expert chauffer and guide, and they
will motor through all the most desirable parts of
the Continent before returning to the United
States.

The increase in the importations of diamonds
and precious stones, so notable since the 1st of
the year, continues to be well maintained, The
total imports at the port of New York for May
amounted to $2,689,213. The significance of this
will best be understood by comparing the figures
with the total for May, 1908, which was $463,454.

Ira Barrows, of H. F. Barrows Co., returned
last month from a trip to Europe. He was ac-
companied by Mrs. Barrows.

The Jewelers' 24-Karat Club has announced
that its eighth annual outing will be held on July
31St at Port-au-Peck Hotel, Long Branch, N. J.
The programme for the day has been already
prepared and will include a pleasant trip by boat
to the resort, a clambake and various sports and
games. The members of the outing committee
are David Kaiser, chairman; George R. White-
head, Edwin R. Crippen, J. Warren Alford and
Percy H. Savory.

Charles Brummer & Co. has been incor-
porated to manufacture and deal in jewelry,
silver, cut glass and precious stones. The capital
stock is $1o,000.

Louis Manheimer, of L. Manheimer & Bros.,
35 Maiden Lane, sailed last month for a three
months' trip in Europe. He was accompanied by
his wife and daughter.

Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La., was
among the prominent trade visitors to this city
last month. He attended the annual meeting of
the National Wholesale Jewelers' Association and
called upon his many friends in the trade.

The Metropolitan Jewelry Co. has been in-
corporated under the laws of the State to manu-
facture jewelry, etc., with a capital of $to,000.

ft e/ainned on page to75)
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In the Summer Time
every man wears a soft shirt, and nowadays the de-

mand is for a coat shirt, which requires shirt studs.

Do you know what kind of shirt studs to show a cus-

tomer who asks for the best stud for a coat shirt?

Many retail jewelers have had the idea that button back

studs were the only kind for this style of shirt, but,

after they have seen the Larter Shirt Stud, and have

become acquainted with its many advantages, they

have been quickly convinced that they are the only

practical shirt stud for this purpose.

Every coat shirt is equipped with button holes, and the

Larter Shirt Studs are made with backs that are longer

than any regular shirt button hole, which makes it

impossible for them to work out or fall out of the shirt.

These illustrations show a few of our many desirable

patterns for summer wear. The Larter Shirt Studs are

made in 14 K. gold, 10 K. gold and 14 K. gold filled. The

two latter lines are sold through all the leading jobbers.

LARTER & SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane :: NEW YORK

TRADE-MARK

,Ta2:101,
REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE

 PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES:  

A. I. HALL & SON, Inc., Jewelers' Bldg., Post St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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New York Letter

(Continued from page 1073)

The regular monthly meeting

Jewelers' of the Executive Committee

Security was held on Friday, June nth,

Alliance the following members being

present : Chairman Butts, Vice-

Presidents Wood and Champenois, Treasurer

Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Abbott,

Bowden and Stern. The following new members

were admitted:

A. D. Bastien, Williamstown, Mass.

B. Burstein, Imperial, Cal.

J. H. Greenberg, Sioux City, Iowa.

A. G. Hoch & Co., Storm Lake, Iowa.

Jonas Olson, Sioux City, Iowa.

N. Solomon, Portland, Oregon.

C. A. Stevens, Nickerson, Kans.

W. T. Brown, Sterling, Kans.

G. S. Davis, Newton, Iowa.

Hollander & Fleishman, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. C. Holmes & Co., Lyons, Kans.

J. E. Lyle, Lowell, Mass.

0. L. Sharick, Shelby, Ohio.

W. F. Smith, Des Moines, Iowa.

George Weisgerber, Salina, Kans.

F. K. Baier Jewelry Co., Salina, Kans.

L. A. Sutter (Mrs), Abilene, Kans.

A. M. Ward, Abilene, Kans.

R. Miller, McPherson, Kans.

Rairdon & Son, Havensville, Kans,

E. F. Strain, Gregory, S. Dak.
A. L. Dickman, Sedalia, Mo.
J. H. Miller, Mercersburg, Pa.

C. E. Tieman, California, Mo.
J. H. Wildasin, Hanover, Pa.
J. A. Zimmerman, Warrensburg, Mo.

A. Buchroeder, Columbia, Mo

Otto Burklund, Moberly, Mo.

J. M. Coffman, Salisbury, Mo.

C. 0. Goldman, Los Angeles, Cal.

F. B. Ross, Columbus, Ohio.

S. M. Schoonmaker, Paterson, N. J.

G. B. Ellestad, Lanesboro, Minn.

John Hands, Iowa City, Iowa.

A. H. Osborn, Springfield, Mo.

Will T. Price, Harrisonville, Mo.

Herman Sick, Rich Hill, Mo.

S. B. Bentley, Rolla, Mo.

G. H. Burton, Norfolk, Nebr.

Clark & Lindskog, Ely, Nev.

McMillan & Milsap, Lebanon, Mo.

J. M. Pirtle, Rolla, Mo.
Sartor Jewelry Co., Lincoln, Nebr.

Clark Warren, White Plains, N. Y.

W. E. Daniels, Rome, N. Y.

Bert Forse, Sac City, Iowa.
Joe Schulte, Chicago, Ill.

F. P. Decker, formerly with the Plainville

Stock Co., is now with the George H. Holmes

Co., of Providence, and is representing the latter

concern in New York City, Philadelphia, Balti-

more and Washington, with headquarters in New

York. The Holmes Co. have just moved their

New York office from the ninth to the eleventh

floor of the Jewelers' Building, 9-11-13 Maiden

Lane.

Asher Green, one of M. J. Averbeck's right-

hand men, was the victim of an unfortunate ac-

cident recently. While standing on a chair ar-

ranging some goods in the store his foot slipped,

resulting in a bad accident to his left arm. The

accident is not a serious one and Mr. Green is on

deck daily, as usual, as though nothing had hap-

pened.
Frank E. Harmer, who was connected with

the Solidarity Watch Case Co. as selling agent,

died at his home in Brooklyn early last month.

Mr. Harmer was born in 1863 and started his

business career with the company in whose employ

he was when death called him. This is sufficient

evidence of his industry and high character. In

KEYSTONE

his various positions in connection with this com-

pany he made the personal acquaintance of a large

number of the trade, by all of whom he was highly

respected. He is survived by a widow, a mother

and one brother.

W. L. Elias, who fractured his ankle in a

street car accident on the 7th of May, is again at

his desk and is receiving the congratulations of

his friends. Six weeks is not so bad for a man

who suffered five fractures, as did Mr. Elias.

Fred. Goldsmith, of Ingomar Goldsmith

& Co., 180 Broadway, sailed for Europe last

month. He will spend some four months in the

old world, combining business with pleasure.

Philip Present, of Rochester, N. Y., sailed

from this city last month for Antwerp. While

abroad he will visit the European markets and

make extensive purchases for his house.

James F. Hawkins, thirty-eight years old,

Secretary of the Art Metal Works, in Mulberry

Street, Newark, was killed on June 28th while

alighting from a Lackawanna train in East Orange.

With his brother-in-law, Walter J. Bray, Mr.

Hawkins was returning from a two days' trip to

New Canaan, Conn., where his wife and two

young children are visiting. Mr. Bray had stepped

from the car platform of the still moving train

and Mr. Hawkins was about to follow when the

train was checked with a jerk, pitching him off.

He rebounded and dropped on the rail and the

wheels went over him.

Albert Borgzinner & Co., 66 Nassau Street,

have placed on the market a very timely and

serviceable device, which they describe as the

"Ideal" hat pin display stand. This stand is

equally serviceable for window or show case,

as it opens out by a very simple device without

removing the pins. It is made of good quality

silk velvet, in purple, green, red or black, and

fits securely in the jeweler's safe. With this

stand twelve to thirty hat pins can be displayed to

great advantage.
Charles Wodiska, the well-known expert in

gems, contributed to the recent issue of The

Times, of this city, a suggestion that the nation

and States should add to their symbolism some

special gem after the manner of the national and

State flowers. In making the suggestion he says:

"The agitation and discussion of the subject

would tend to concentrate the attention of school

children upon precious stones, and through the

study of these beauties of nature, upon miner-

alogy and geology,to the educational betterment of

the children. To encourage the offering of sugges-

tions I will present one. How would the sapphire,

most beautiful and valuable of blue gems, serve

to represent our country. There are white sap-

phires as well as blue, and these, if combined with

the ruby, which is the same mineral as the sap-

phire—corundum—would give us the red, white

and blue. Or, why not the new gem mineral

kttnzite? This is an original American gem, dis-

covered within a decade at Pala, Cal. This beau-

tiful lilac or pink amethystine colored spodumene

is named after an American, Dr. George Frederick

Kunz, the highest authority on gems in America,

if not in the world. New York City might be

represented by the rich red garnet, which has been

found in the rocks of Manhattan Island, in large

and beautiful crystals, too." Mr. Wodiska's sug-

gestion is a most excellent one, and its adoption

would, of course, prove beneficial to the trade at

large. No doubt there are many jewelers whose

knowledge of local history would aid them in

furthering the project.
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6000 Years Old
We are not quite so old as the ring
business, which has been going on for
more than 6000 years, but we have been
in existence long enough to establish an
unexcelled reputation for high-class
goods and fair dealing. We have also
had enough experience to know how
to make really superior rings at reason-
able prices.

OUR LINE OF "LIC."

Set and Signet Rings
is remarkable for the beauty

and originality of the designs

shown.

Ask for an Assortment

'W141, AK"
CC DED.V

JOSEPH L.HERE00 &CO.
MAKERS OrTHC

"LIO"RINGS
(DIAM0ND.S11 AND SIGNET)

4311 ROSE STREET.(COR.DUANE) NEW YORK.

effer engrating
ao 4fl ri

A new era in letter engraving began
with the publication of the now
world-famed work,

HORNIKEL'S
Engravers' Text-Book
This work has elevated engraving to the level
of art and has assured permanence to the
monogram fad. It has tapped a gold mine for
the engraver and has materially advanced his
prestige and salary. No jewelry house of
standing and no engraver can afford to be
without this book. The reason you have not
got it is because you don't know it and can't
appreciate its value. To see it is to buy it.
The second and revised edition is now ready.

Sent Postpaid to Any Part of the World

on Receipt of Price, $6.00 (.t. I 5s)

PUBLISHED BY

Zre Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
1201 Heyworth Building . Chicago, Illinois
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THE great strength of our position
as leading importers of Diamonds

for cash enables us to offer great
inducements to jewelers.

BENJ. ALLEN 0 CO.
CHICAGO

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
Room ISOI HEYWORTH BUILDING

CHICAGO, ILL., Juue 28, 1909.

Chicago jobbers who attended
Chicago Jobbers the annual meeting of the Na-
and the National tional Wholesale Jewelers' As-
Association sociation at New York during

the past month were very well
pleased with the meeting, and especially so with
the healthy fraternal spirit which pervaded the
gathering. Western jobbers made an excellent
showing at the convention and Chicago was very
well represented. The Chicago jobbers are now
more than ever convinced regarding the benefits
to be derived from this organization. This is par-
ticularly the case concerning the relations between
the jobbers and the retailers, both as individuals
and as separate organizations in the same trade.
The annual convention of the National Retailers'
Association meets at Omaha early in August. At
the jobbers' convention in New York three west-
ern jobbers were appointed to represent the job-
bers' association at Omaha and to extend to the
retailers a cordial offer of hearty co-operation in
their efforts to bring about a betterment of trade
conditions. These jobbers are: W. A. Sproehnle,
of Chicago; George H. Edwards, of Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas City, and Edwin
Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company,
of St. Louis. The Chicago jobbing firms repre-
sented at the convention included Benj. Allen &
Co., Otto Young & Co., C. H. Knights-Thearle
Co., Sproehnle & Co., Stein & Ellbogen Co., A. C.
Becken Co., M. S. Fleishman & Co., Lapp & Fler-
shem, H. F. Hahn & Co., Despres, Bridges &
Noel and Rettig, Hess & Madsen. B. C. Allen,
of Benj. Allen & Co., was elected first vice-
president.

At the annual meeting of the
Meeting of the Chicago Jewelers' Association,
Chicago held June 15th, the matter of
Jewelers' the amalgamation of the Chi-
Association cago Manufacturing Jewelers'

Association with thit organiza-
tion was thoroughly discussed., but owing to a
clause in the constitution, which requires thirty
days' notice before an amendment can become ef-
fective, it was impossible to perfect the consoli-
dation at that time. Members of both organiza-
tions were heartily in favor of the consolidation
plan and it will no doubt be carried out as soon
as the necessary time has elapsed to comply with
the constitution and by-laws of the Chicago
Jewelers' Association. The details of the work
which the consolidated organization will under-
take are still in an embryonic state, but, as stated
in our last letter, the plans of the Chicago As-
sociation of Commerce will be carried out in or-
ganizing the work and the primary purpose of the
new organization will be the exploitation of Chi-
cago as a distributing market for jewelry.

News from the Trade

The Jewelry and Art Shop has been incor-
porated by Leonard Undem, George H. Strange
and L. J. Randle, with a capital stock of $4000.

E. M. Herrington started in the jewelry job-
bing business at Watertown, S. Dak. He was
here early in the month purchasing his opening
stocks.

Mrs. S. Swartchild is at Newgate, L. I.,
where she will spend the month of July with her
daughter, Mrs. Fairchild. Mr. S. Swartchild will
join her July moth and will await the return of
his son, J. G. Swartchild, who has been on a
European trip for the past three months with his
wife.

Arthur H. Jacobs, son of Theo. Jacobs, of
Theo. Jacobs & Co., who up to the present time
has been in charge of the local office, will here-
after travel on the road for the firm.

Hopkins & Witty, retail jewelers at Dubuque,
Iowa, have purchased a two-dial street clock, with
a 40-inch dial, from the Chicago office of the Seth
Thomas Clock Co.

Specht & McNeff Co. is the name of a new
wholesale jewelry and silverware house which has
opened for business in the Chicago Savings Bank
Building. The company is composed of Leonard
Specht and Hugh McNeff.

Alex. J. Nelson & Bro. have leased a very
desirable location at Irving Park Boulevard and
Lincoln Avenue and will occupy it beginning July
1st. For several years past they have been located
at 1725 Lincoln Avenue.

Jacob Frank, President of the Rockford
Watch Co., has purchased a beautiful summer
home at Winnetka.

S. Joseph, a well known retail jeweler of Des
Moines, Iowa, died June toth at his home after
an illness of several months. Mr. Joseph was
well known throughout the jewelry trade of the
West, and especially in Chicago. He was born in
Germany 64 years ago and, upon immigrating to
this country settled in Elgin, Ill., where he learned
the watch business in the factory of the Elgin
National Watch Co. In 1871 he moved to Des
Moines, Iowa, and opened up a small watch re-
pair shop and a few years later was conducting
one of the leading jewelry stores of that city.
His sons will continue the business.

The Chicago Art Metal Works has been ad-
mitted to membership to the Jewelers' Board of
Trade. Kelly & Parrit Company, the new job-
bers at Des Moines, Iowa, were also admitted.

C. A. Still and wife, of Beloit, Wis., were
in Chicago the latter part of the month on busi-
ness and pleasure.

John Warren, sales manager of the Elgin
National Watch Co., made. a trip to Omaha dur-
ing the past month and while there made a
reservation for space in the exhibit hall and will
install a very interesting and instructive exhibit
for the annual convention of the National Retail
Jewelers' Association, which takes place early in
August.

L. E. Fay, Chicago and western representa-
tive of the R. F. Simmons Co., has returned from
a Pacific Coast trip.

S. Feurstein, formerly in the retail jewelry
business at Green Bay, Wis., has opened a store
at 974 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago.

Abraham Sternberg, a former employee of
the Elgin National Watch Co., has been indicted
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and held in $2500 bail on a charge of stealing
thirty-eight watch movements from the company's
factory. He was apprehended in Trenton, N. J.,
and brought to Elgin for trial.

Charles Jansson, for the past eleven years in
the employ of Swartchild & Co., was married
June 30th to Miss Mabel Rowley at the home of
the bride's parents, 343 Lawrence Avenue. Their
honeymoon will include a visit to Yellowstone
Park and the Seattle Exposition.

Simon Strauss, the well-known Forty-seventh
Street jeweler, has a very unique and interesting
window display in his store, which is made up
entirely of eleven years' accumulation of uncalled
for repair articles. The display includes 213
articles, some valuable and others of no account
at all. A suitable printed card announces to the
public the nature of the exhibit and requests that
a any person can claim ownership to any of the
unclaimed articles or knows of friends who can,
that the same will be turned over to them upon
payment of the repair charges and adds that no
charge will be made to insurance, storage, re-
sponsibility or interest.

Larry Edwards, the genial representative of
Leach & Miller, and commodore of the Larry
Bell, is spending several weeks aboard ship.
Since the launching the Larry Bell has been
moored at McHenry, Ill., where the commodore
and his party boarded it. Before returning to
Chicago the party expects to make a cruise of
the Fox River, which, the commodore says, the
Larry Bell ought to complete by July 5th unless
the coal supply gives out. Ed. Cox, William Fay,
Herbert Cobb and several other friends of the
commodore are planning to celebrate the Fourth
aboard ship and also to attend the raising of
George Kissick, of Maintain Bros. & Elliott, to
the rank of vice-commodore. Mr. Kissick suc-
cessfully passed the competitive examination for
this position, defeating Herbert Cobb, of Daggett
& Clapp, who was a close second in the race and
a favorite in the betting on account of his long
experience in the Royal Legion. Cobb is certain,
however, that Kissick can't hold the job because
he refuses to wear a compass for a watch charm.

Edward Taylor, Secretary and Treasurer of
the Rockford Silver Plate Co., and one of the
best-known silverplate men of the West, died at
his home in Rockford, Ill., after an illness of
many months. His death is mourned by a wide
circle of friends both in and out of the jewelry
trade. Mr. Taylor had been a patient sufferer
for many months and his death, which was due
to a complication of diseases, was not unex-
pected. Few men possess the sterling business
and social qualities of Mr. Taylor. In business
he was free and open, affable and decisive, but
very considerate; personally and socially he was
a thorough and a true friend. He was a native
of Massachusetts and was born in 1863. His
parents moved to Michigan, but he returned to
his native State early in life and became employed
by the Pairpoint Mfg. Co., of New Bedford, now
the Pairpoint Corporation. In 1891 he established
an office for this company in San Francisco and
later associated with the Holmes & Edwards
Silver Co., of Bridgeport. In May, 1899, he be-
came a stockholder in the Rockford Silver Plate
Co., and later was elected to the position of sec-
retary and treasurer, which he held until the time
of his death. Mr. Taylor was a devoted Chris-
tian and for many years was superintendent of
the Sunday-School of the Second Congregational
Church, of Rockford. He is survived by a
widow, his mother and one brother. The inter-
ment was at South Haven, Mich.

Edward Bastian, formerly head traveler for
A. Judas, San Francisco, was in Chicago early
in the month purchasing stock and fixtures for a
new store which he will soon open in Los Angeles.

The wedding of Miss Minnie Goldsmith,
daughter of M. Goldsmith, President of the Gold-
smith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co., to Dr. A. S.
Loevenhart took place June i6th at the home of
the bride's parents, 4517 Forrestville Avenue. Dr.
Loevenhart occupies the chair of pharmacology at
the University of Wisconsin and held a similar
position at the Johns Hopkins University. Mr.
and Mrs. Loevenhart sailed on the 23d for an
extended tour of Europe. They will make their
home at Madison, Wis.

(Continued on page ton)



South Bend, Indiana, June 21, 1909.

To the Retail Jewelers of the United States
of America..

This Company not only ALWAYS HAS DESIRED to market its product
through the legitimate trade exclusively but always have DONE SO.

We always believed, as others seem to be discovering recently, that it is for
the best interests of the retail watch dealer that our goods should not be handled
by MAIL-ORDERD HOUSES, nor by JOBBERS in DRY GOODS, HARD-
WARE or GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

With this object in view, we have not only requested that class of dealers
to omit SOUTH BEND WATCHES from their catalogues but we have
ABSOLUTELY REFUSED TO SELL THEM. Furthermore, we have con-
sidered it necessary, in order to carry out this policy with thoroughness and to be
able to protect the Retail Jeweler as we intended to, that we would have to sell
our product direct to the retailer and not market same through the jobber, no
matter how reputable that jobber might be.

Under this plan of marketing our product it has not been necessary for us
to in any way apologize to the retail trade for what we have done in the past, but
we have always been anxious to tell them what we were doing and what we
would do in the future.

This important step, which was taken for the benefit of the legitimate retail
watch dealer and the protection of his profits, and also because we know that he
offers a means by which our watches can reach the public with the greatest
satisfaction to all concerned, has not been deviated from in one single instance
since it was taken at the time of the formation of this Company.

We are pleased to note that several other Watch Companies NOW feel
that the Retail Jeweler is entitled to some consideration and, after casting about
for some time, have finally decided to adopt the SOUTH BEND policy.

We appreciate very much the numerous expressions of appreciation that
are being sent to us by our customers, and assure the Retail Jewelers that their
continued co-operation with our policy will bring about even greater benefits to
them than have accrued in the past, and we cannot but feel that credit for this
condition is being given where credit is due.

Yours for protection and co-operation,

SOUTH BEND WATCH CO.

July, 1909

Chicago Letter

T H E

(Continued from page 1077)

W. R. Cooper, of S. H. Clausin & Co., the
well-known Minneapolis jobbers, spent several
days in Chicago the past month while going to
and returning from the Shriners' conclave at
Louisville, Ky.
"Gus" Weinfeld, of Stein & Ellbogen Co., is

enjoying a vacation trip which includes a visit to
the Grand Canyon of Arizona and a visit to the
Seattle Exposition.

A joint meeting of the executive committee
of the Illinois Retail Jewelers' Association and a
special committee of the National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association, took place early in the
month in the rooms of the Chicago Jewelers' As-
sociation, at which time various subjects of
interest to both manufacturers and retailers
were discussed. The wholesalers present were
B. C. Allen, A. W. Sproehnle, Claude Sey-
mour, S. Glickauf, C. H. Knights, A. C. Becken
and Max Ellbogen. The retailers' committee
consisted of F. A. Marean, Belvidere; George
Elbe, Paul Lackritz and W. G. Werner and
George H. Tucker, of Chicago, and Lorenz Hol-
land, of Cullom, Ill.

C. C. Dickinson, with H. W. Allen & Co.,
enjoyed a vacation at Bourbon, Ind., during the
past month.

Fred. H. Spies, of Spies Bros., has purchased
a very desirable piece of property at Sheridan
Road and Thorndale Avenue and will erect a
beautiful home thereon.

Robert A. Brown, Chicago and western rep-
resentative of S. 0. Bigney & Co., returned late
in the month from an extended Pacific Coast trip.

John 0. Smith, formerly watchmaker and en-
graver for M. Paul Williamson, of Bluffton, Ind.,
will open a retail jewelry store in the Storer
Block, Champaign, Ill.

William K. Sandberg, expert watchmaker to
the trade, has opened an exclusive retail store and
art shop at 134 Michigan Avenue. He will main-
tain his watch repair shop in the Columbus
Memorial Building.

W. F. Hayes, with the Webb C. Ball Watch
Company, is in Mexico on a watch inspection trip.

E. E. Swadener, Secretary of F. A. Hardy
& Co., returned the middle of the month from a
three weeks' business stay at the New York office
of his company.

Arthur Paegel, of Minneapolis, First Vice-
President of the National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation, called on his many friends in the local
trade during the past month. He also attended
the Shriners' conclave at Louisville, Ky.

The Chicago Art Metal Works, which up
until the present time has been manufacturing art
monograms exclusively, has enlarged its factory
and installed new machinery for the manufacture
of leather purses and cases and other leather
specialties usually handled by jewelers.

The annual meeting of the Chicago Jewelers'
Association was held June isth in the Association
rooms in the Columbus Memorial Building. The
following officers were elected for the coming
year : President, Harry W. Hahn; vice-president,
B. C. Allen; secretary and treasurer, A. W.
Sproehnle; finance committee; F. G. Thearle,
James R. Perry, Claude Seymour; membership
committee, James K. Caldwell, Ernest M. Lunt,
E. E. Swadener ; nominating committee, Lem. W.
Flershem, M. A. Mead and Max Ellbogen.

The Crown Jewelry Co., of Seattle, Wash.,
has changed its name to Hodge-Miller Co.

The many friends in the trade of Rudolph
Noel, member of the firm of R. Noel & Co., New
York and Chicago diamond brokers, will extend
tr., him their sincerest sympathy in the death of
his wife, which occurred in New York late in
the month. Mr. Noel was married only ten
months ago in Chicago. The body was brought
to Chicago for burial.

Robert C. Ream, western representative of
the Electrolytic Art Metal Co., was married June
3d to Miss May Arthur. Mr. Ream was formerly
assistant to George Thomas, manufacturer's
agent, in the Heyworth Building.

B. F. Guinand, of Des Moines, Iowa, will
represent the M. S. Fleishman Co., in western ter-
ritory, the coming year.

KEYSTONE

E. A. Kelly has withdrawn from the firm of
L. H. Schafer & Co., to engage in the wholesale
business in Des Moines. By reason of his with-
drawal from the firm, L. H. Schafer becomes
president and treasurer, Fred. C. Strange, vice-
president, and D. I. Dunn, secretary.

Alex. and Ernest Block have entered a
partnership under the firm name of Block
Brothers and have opened a retail store at 310
State Street.

J. H. White, of the White Arts Co., has gone
to Europe and expects to be gone for several
months.

Dan Childs, Chicago and western repre-
sentative of Warren & Williams, returned late in
the month from an extended coast trip.

Rodelius & Rosen, of Evanston, Ill., have dis-
solved partnership. August Rodelius will con-
tinue the business.

Julius Reinhart, a retail jeweler at Centralia,
Ill., has executed a trust deed in favor of the
Jewelers' Board of Trade. Under the terms of
the deed the business is to be wound up not later
than January, Iwo. The deed is to become ef-
fective upon the consent of go per cent. of the
creditors. The assets are given at $8800 and
liabilities a little in excess of this amount.

C. H. Todd, of West Union, Iowa, has sold
his jewelry business to his son, C. Arthur Todd,
who will continue it.

Frank E. Whiting, Chicago and western rep-
resentative of Whiting & Davis Co., returned late
in the month from an extended coast trip.
Shortly after his return to Chicago he left with
his family for the East. Mrs. Whiting will spend
the summer at Plainsville, Mass., with the
children.

George Ullrich, of Louisville, Ky., was in
Chicago early in the month purchasing stock for
the jewelry store which he operates at Petoskey,
Mich.

George Arnold, of the Arnold Jewelry and
Music Co., of Ottumwa, Iowa, stopped off several
days on the local market while on his way to
California.

Frank O'Neill, of the Chicago office of J. D.
Bergen Co., has resigned his position and moved
to St. Louis.

"Jim" Donnelley, of Sproehnle & Co., is
spending his vacation at his old home in Lan-
caster, Pa.

Joseph Schulte has opened a new jewelry
store at 314 Kedzie Avenue.

E. C. Ostby, Jr., of Providence, was in Chi-
cago early in the month visiting the local offices
of Ostby & Barton.

Zerweck Jewelry Co., of St. Louis, will open
a retail jewelry store at Kankakee, Ill.

H. A. Allen, formerly of Chicago, but now a
member of the Attleboro firm of Allen, Lonergan
Co., visited Chicago several weeks during the
past month.

E. C. Weidlich, of William Weidlich & Bro.,
St. Louis, was in Chicago the middle of the
month in the interest of his company.

F. L. Bosworth, jewelry jobber, Minneapolis,
visited among the wholesale trade early in the
month while on his way to New York to attend
the jobbers' convention.

Paul M. Strain, formerly of Rolla, Mo., has
opened a retail jewelry store at Bloomington,
Ind. He was on the local market early in the
month purchasing his stocks.

John Schmelzer, of Centralia, Ill., was on the
local market early in the month in the interest of
his fall stock.

Henry G. Pfordresher, Chicago and western
representative of the Eastern Jewelry Co. of
Providence, left late in the month for a short
eastern trip.

The jewelry store of J. Salk, Twelfth Street,
near Halsted, was completely destroyed by fire
early in the month. The loss is fully covered
by insurance.

The C. H. Knights-Thearle Co. has issued
an announcement to the trade stating that it de-
sires to co-operate with retail jewelers throughout
the country, and especially with the retail jewelers'
associations, in their effort to improve conditions,
and that on and after July ist they will sell no
goods direct to the consumer unless accompanied
in person by a retail jeweler or upon presentation
of a written order signed by a retail jeweler to
whom the account of goods must be charged.
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Albert Martin, with S. W. Morgan, a well-
known retail jeweler, of Winona, Minn., spent
several weeks in Chicago visiting friends and
doing some buying in anticipation of a big fall
business. He was accompanied by Mrs. Martin.

Will G. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., at-
tended the annual convention of the Iowa Retail
Jewelers' Association at Des Moines and de-
livered a very instructive and interesting address
on "The Repair Department of a Successful
Jeweler." He also spoke on the same subject at
the annual meeting of the Illinois retail jewelers
at Peoria, June 29th and 30th.

New Orleans Notes

Among the jewelry stores in New Orleans a
number of improvements have been made. The
Hart Jewelry Co. have doubled their space, having
rented another store equal in size to that which
they now occupy and which they will throw into
one establishment. Their fixtures will be up to
date and the entire front of their store will be
reconstructed and beautified. This firm has also
gone into the mail-order business, which is bring-
ing satisfactory results.

Sam Hart has lately returned from Louis-
ville, Ky., where he went with the Shriners. Sev-
eral other New Orleans jewelers took the trip,
among them Louis Hausman and Chas. Greenberg.

Chas. Greenberg has rented the store formerly
occupied for so many years by A. M. Hill. He
will renovate the establishment and put in a large
stock.

Coleman E. Adler will move on October ist
into his new building. The ground floor, which is
of unusual height, will be furnished with the latest
and most up-to-date fixtures. The top floor, on
account of the excellent light, will be the art and
silver room and will also be furnished in the
latest style. No expense will be spared to make
this establishment one of the handsomest in
the city.

Gabe Hausmann has left for San Francisco.
Upon his return Louis Hausmann will go to
Europe.

There is great activity in the establishment of
Leonard Krower and their eight travelers are
preparing to leave for their respective terri-
tories. The jewelry department is represented by
E. J. Garsia, J. T. Kirtland, M. Dorenfield and
M. Goodman ; the fancy goods and cut glass de-
partment by E. Magnus and W. Wolsch; the op-
tical department by W. T. Murphy and Oscar
Gomez. From the latest report from their two
travelers now in Central America, business has
been very satisfactory. They have opened con-
nections which promise to culminate in excellent
trade. Leonard Krower has lately returned from
New York and is contemplating a trip to Central
America, for which purpose he is now preparing
a special line of goods, likewise learning Spanish.

Although business has been very dull in New
Orleans this spring, all the jewelers are antici-
pating a good fall season. Some sections of the
South have been seriously affected by excessive
rains, and the boll weavel is seriously injuring the
cotton, which will interfere with business.

M. Waldhorn is now in Europe purchasing
European novelties. His establishment has be-
come quite a favorite with curio seekers, his
knowledge in this line having built for him a
large trade. The displays in his show windows are
very attractive.

Elmira (N. Y.) Jewelers' Club

The Retail Jewelers' Social Club, of Elmira,
N. Y., has been organized by the retail jewelers
of that city, acting upon the suggestion of Thomas
J. Routledge. The purpose of the club is to elimi-
nate the barriers formed by the old idea of com-
petitor against competitor and also to form a
means of social entertainment. It is planned to
hold many outings, picnics, social gatherings, base-
ball gatherings, etc., and in general to promote a
closer friendship between the jewelers.

The officers for the ensuing year have been
chosen as follows : President, Thomas J. Rout-
ledge ; vice-president, Clarence Sayles; secretary
and treasurer, Walter Hamilton.
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Quick Sellers

K and H
UMBRELLAS

in

K and H Patent Boxes

Sell

An

Advertised

Line

Our patent boxes display the
umbrella to utmost advantage,
as one piece is made shallow
and rests like a trunk tray on
the other piece, throwing the
umbrella to the front. Other
umbrella boxes are made deep,
burying the umbrella.
A window display of these boxes,
filled with K and H Umbrellas,
will sell more umbrellas in less
time than any other method.

For Holiday Trade
The boxes add greatly to the
appearance and value of a gift
umbrella. They come in three
designs — forget - me - not (blue
flower on white background
with blue taffeta silk ribbons) ;
rose (pink flowers on gold
ground, pink ribbons) ; and holly
design (on white ground, red
ribbons).
The boxes are strong and finely
finished, lined with heavy enamel
paper, and make a desirable re-
ceptacle in which to keep a fine
umbrella permanently.
Sold at close price to Jewelers
handling the K and H line.
Write for sample dozen. Also
samples K and H Fall novelties.

QUALITY

Umbrellas
The Jeweler's Line
It takes a Jeweler to appre-
ciate the fine hand tooling
and other beauties of K and 11
goods, such as 28 gauge Ster-
ling and 22 K. color gold
handles, warranted not to
show black seams — exclu-
sive K and H features. Also
closest roll, strongest
detachable handle, most
serviceable silks. K and H
Umbrellas are guaranteed in
every particular.

We do not solicit department
or dry-goods store trade

K and H goods will be
nationally advertised this

Fall in the foremost maga-

zines with a total of over two

and a half million readers.

This will stimulate demand

for K and H Umbrellas.

" Cash in " on it by selling

the K and H Quality Line.

We will turn over to you
all names of parties in your
locality who reply to our
advertising, and will furnish
you FREE a number of
effective sales helps, book-
lets, newspapers, electros,
window cards, etc. Write
for samples or further par-
ticulars.

Kreis & Hubbard. Makers, Corner Franklin and Jackson Sts., Chicago
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A

CLEVELAND
LETTER

The month just closed has been a highly
satisfactory one to all local lines of trade. The
jewelers all report very good results and confi-
dence in the future. Other lines of manufactur-
ing, such as steel, are flooded with orders. Such
concerns as the American Steel and Wire Com-
pany, whose local plants are the largest in the
organization, reported the past month as having
shipped the largest tonnage in any month since its
organization. This statement came from an of-
ficial of the company.

It shows conclusively that the tide has turned
and we are entering the coming period of pros-
perity.

The past two weeks this city has been having
an industrial exhibition of purely local manufac-
ture. Nearly 300 exhibitors took part in the
show and a floor space of 243,000 square feet was
utilized. The show was a financial success. The
last week's attendance ageraged 50,000 admissions
daily. The exhibition was created and fostered
by the Chamber of Commerce and was given
generous patronage by all northern Ohio. Many
out-of-town jewelers attended and were met by
THE KEYSTONE representative.

Capt. R. E. Burdick has just returned from
a hurried call to New York, where he had a
favorite grandchild suffering from a serious illness.

A. T. Hubbard, President of the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., has gone to the St. Lawrence for a
month of fishing and other outdoor pleasures.
Miss Hubbard, his daughter, sailed last month for
Europe, where she will spend the summer and fall
in an extended automobile tour of England and
the Continent.

Fred. L. Haldy returned last month from a
two months' trip to Europe. Mr. Haldy went
purely for pleasure and reports a delightful vacation.

Jack Spindler, for some years with Sigler
Bros. Co., has joined the traveling staff of Bowler
& Burdick Co. and will represent them in the
Michigan territory.

George Scribner, of Scribner & Loehr Co.,
will return soon from a six weeks' trip to the
seashore and a visit to his daughter in Passaic,
N. J. Among the local wholesalers who accom-
panied the recent Chamber of Commerce trip
through Michigan and Indiana, were H. W. Bur-
dick, C. M. Keim and Gilbert Sigler.

Sidney Ball was in Columbus the middle of
the month attending the railroad convention in the
interests of the Ball Watch Co.

J. M. Jenks, of the corporation of Scribner
& Loehr, but known to hosts of jewelers as "Jim"
Jenks, the emblem maker, was much in evidence
at the display made by the above firm of their
extensive line of Masonic and other emblem
goods. Mr. Jenks has entirely recovered his
health and is as active as before his serious illness.

Walter Miller is at Buckeye Lake, near Co-
lumbus, on a fishing trip. Ohio dealers should
prepare for his tales of bass, etc.

Fred. H. Foley, jeweler, for many years with
C. J. Kretchman, in the Garfield Building, has re-
signed and opened up a manufacturing place of
his own at 647 Euclid Avenue.

John Hudgeon, Colonial Arcade jeweler, has
been having a little financial trouble the past
month. An offer of settlement at 40 cents on the
dollar was made.

D. Leonheiser, Huron, Ohio, had his store-
room destroyed by fire last month. The stock was
quickly removed and not much loss sustained in
that line. Mr. Leonheiser was in town later at-
tending the exhibition and buying some new
goods.

William Burns, of Burns & Gosser, Coshoc-
ton, Ohio, was met last month in the city. Mr.
Burns is also interested in a fine china pottery
in his home town, called the Pope-Gosser Co.
Mr. Burns is vice-president and Mr. Gosser secre-
tary and treasurer. High-grade china is made,
which compares favorably with the fine produc-
tions of France.

Elmer L. Thurston is the proud father of an
infant daughter born last month.

Adelbert Lee, of the Howard Watch Co., was
in town last month dispensing good cheer along
with his good watches.

The final passing of the old Wardwell Co.
is now going on. Briggs & Dodd are closing out
the business. This concern for the past twenty
years sold novelty jewelry and other such goods
and for years enjoyed a large measure of pros-
perity. With the retirement of Mr. Wardwell the
business began to go down.

L. F. Boyer, of Sigler Bros. Co., was in
Michigan last month on a short business trip.

The following jewelers were in town last
month: E. D. Kindig, Elyria; E. V. Bloom, Ash-
tabula Harbor ; F. N. Prevey, Akron ; J. N. Bes-
wick, Berea; A. P. Humphreys, Bellefontaine ;
C. F. Gardner, Newton Falls ; Walter Deuble,
Canton; J. 0. McClintock, Chagrin Falls; E. E.
Critz, Elyria; A. H. Coleman, Massillon ; T. H.
Park, Mantua; F. R. Montgomery, Sandusky;
C. M. Wilson, Salem; George H. High, Medina;
H. H. Brainard, Medina; R. R. Moore, Cuya-
hoga Falls ; W. P. Crothers, Oberlin ; C. E. Lons-
way, South Lorain ; J. M. Rowland, Greenville;
0. E. Oyster, Alliance; Nelt. Barr, Ashland.

June has been a fairly busy month for Pitts-
burg jewelers. There have been a number of im-
portant conventions, including that of the Na-
tional Hardware Manufacturers, in which jewelry
certainly played its part. The entertainment fur-
nished the visitors was most lavish and several
of the amusements called for prizes that were of
a costly nature. The souvenirs were numerous,
too. Then the commencement exercises, with
gifts to the students from their gratified parents
and relatives, kept up a fairly good general de-
mand on the stocks of the retailer. The wedding
celebrations seemed to be a little below the aver-
age, but June weddings were quite an important
item in the trade and at the close of the month
the dealers were able to show up a good list of
sales and a lowering of stocks.

It is true that the Pittsburg district is getting
down to brass tacks. Mills are getting busier
and more men are earning pay than for many
months. Bills are being paid up and money is
circulating more freely. During the past month
more than 4000 coke ovens that have been cold
for over a year were lighted in the Connellsville
region. Advices of the return of thousands of
coke operatives to the field who left it when the
general suspension took place are coming in fre-
quently. Coal trade is dull in a comparative way,
but there is a fair volume of business going. A
half dozen blast furnaces were changed to the
active list the past month in Pittsburg territory
alone. A few small labor troubles are threatened
in the steel mills owing to the determination of
the sheet and tinplate department of the Steel
Corporation deciding to have all open shop mills.
The effect is to be a hard blow on unions and a
determination to resist the order is out. How-
ever, the actual union mills now existing are few.
The most seriously affected places are New Castle,
Sharon, Muncie, Ind., Cambridge, Ohio, and some
of the Middle West towns. • In these places mer-
chants feel the effect of this threatened strike
quite strongly. They are much disappointed.
General trade in these places will be somewhat
curtailed pending a settlement of the difficulties,
and this will affect the jewelers as well as all
other trades lines.

The trade is making the most of opportuni-
ties. The show windows indicate this con-
clusively. Then there are some advertising
methods too, that display it. For instance, Sam.
F. Snipe had a clever system of sending personal
notes to customers and friends announcing his
intended trip to the old world early in July. They
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were carefully worded missives and told of a
special price on diamonds pending his departure.
It has not been a particularly good year for dia-
monds, but the sales have been .remarkably large
considering other business conditions, and for this
reason Mr. Sipe won over some new customers.
He kept everlastingly at it, too. His more con-
spicuous advertising on great billboards and on
the exposed sides of buildings has had a good in-
fluence.

In the accompanying illustration is shown the
portrait of John M. Roberts, the well-known
jeweler of this
city, who is a
prominent member
of the Pennsylvania
Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation and who
was elected first
vice-president o f
that organization
at the Harrisburg
convention last
month. Mr. Rob-
erts came promi-
nently before the
jewelry trade by
reason of his ac-
tive interest in the
movement to stop
t h e cutting of
prices on watches.
He was chairman
of the local committee named to draw up a mini-
mum retail price on watches and cases to submit
to the various manufacturers. This list has
created unusual interest among the trade and
many consider that it contains a possible solution
for a grave trade difficulty. Mr. Roberts has been
in communication with the manufacturers who
have given his representation a very friendly hear-
ing, though it is impossible to state at this time
what the results may be.

Hardy & Hayes have been showing a magnifi-
cent display of silver and cut glass and also a fine
layout of novelties for the summer. Grogan is
also making a good impression with attractive dis-
plays.

The approach of hot weather is bringing into
vogue the early closing movement among the
trade. Some have already announced five o'clock
as the closing hour each week and noon hour on
Saturday. July 1st will probably see the majority
of the retailers conducting business on the same
line as to hours. Another feature of the present
activities of the trade has developed because of
the threat of Congress to advance the duty on cut
and rough diamonds. The House bill proposed to
make the duty on cut stones to per cent., but the
Senate has gone a step further and wants 15 per
cent. Jewelers in Pittsburg have been writing to
representatives at Washington, urging a resistance
to this plan. The ground they take is interesting.
The letters going from A. A. Gillespie, of Gil-
lespie Brothers, who make a special feature of
diamond trade, recite that while to-day diamond
smuggling is conducted with more or less profit,
that the small percentage gained discourages many
from taking the risk. To add the duty and make
it 15 instead of to per cent. would make the risk
less feared and the profit more attractive, and it is
predicted by Mr. Gillespie that diamond smuggling
would become a serious factor, which would make
diamond trading almost unsavory and always
under suspicion.

A. A. Gillespie sales July 15th on the steamer
Prinz Frederich Wilhelm for London, Paris and
Amsterdam. He will look over new stocks and
secure fresh lots of diamonds and other imported
goods for the fall and winter trade. He expects
to be gone about five weeks and is anticipating a
delightful journey. The handsome store of Gil-
lespie Brothers has been a popular place during
June, the past month being one of the most satis-
factory for the year in point of volume of trade.
The numerous weddings and social events have
been decidedly beneficial to the firm. George B.
Barrett Company reports a very good midsummer
trade and good reports from their road men.
Stocks appear to be lower and buying in generous
quantities seems assured for the fall trade, owing
to the general recovery of business all over the
country and in industrial sections particularly.

John
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Clocks
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HARRY SMITH
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AMERICAN CUCKOV-CLOCK COMPANY
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reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
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42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

Makers of
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E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Esc,' Is12 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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June was a very busy month for the majority
of jewelers in New England on account of the
many June weddings. There has been quite a
demand for diamonds which far surpasses the
same month in the previous year.

F. Vorenberg & Co., 15 Winter Street, Boston,
had a very attractive display of wedding presents
last month.

A sensational seizure of thousands of dollars'
worth of unmounted coral was made by United
States customs inspectors at the White Star docks,
Charlestown, last month, when Vincenzo Marrazzo,
a third-class steward on the Romanic, was de-
tained as he was leaving the ship and 3740 pieces
of coral were found wrapped around his person
in sixteen separate parcels. He was closely ques-
tioned in the office of Surveyer of the Port Jere-
miah J. McCarthy and through an interpreter was
told that he must tell the whole truth in the mat-
ter. He asserted that he owned the entire lot of
stones and that he intended to give them as a
present to a man on Prince Street. Custom men
and treasury agents were immediately put to work
on the case investigating the steward's story.
While he has not been arrested federal officers
can lay their hands on him when they want him.
As soon as Captain David, of the Romanic, heard
of the seizure and confiscating of the coral he
ordered the man discharged from the service of
the White Star Line. The seizure of the costly
goods is the result of weeks of effort on the part
of customs officials at this port and was the cause
of considerable satisfaction being shown in cus-
toms circles. The credit for the detention of Mar-
razzo belongs to Inspector W. J. Sleep, who was
on duty at the Charlestown pier. He became sus-
picious as soon as he saw the man coming across the
gangplank. When the inspector stopped him Mar-
razzo appeared greatly surprised. Later, when
searched and the coral produced he told the officer
the stuff was worth only twenty-five francs any-
way. Uncle Sam's men had their doubts. When
the appraisers got to work on the gems their
lowest estimate of their value was $2000.

J. S. Mack, Gloucester, Mass., has removed
his store to 326 Main Street.

Louis Kibler has sunk an artesian well at his
bungalow at Moupouset.

About 400 representatives of the retail stores
of Boston met last month at Hotel Somerset under
the auspices of the retail trade committee of the
Merchants' Association and Boston Chamber of
Commerce. First came a reception, which lasted
about an hour, in the parlors, then a dinner, which
lasted about an hour, and then some speaking,
which was worth while, by J. J. Storrord, Bernard
J. Rothwell, Otto J. Piehler, R. C. Ogden, partner
of John Wanamaker, and Arthur Brisbane. It
was an enthusiastic gathering and was the fore-
runner of an organization of retail merchants
within the new Chamber of Commerce, which was
outlined in part by the chairman of the committee,
Otto J. Peihler. It is proposed that this organiza-
tion of retail merchants shall have an independent
headquarters and board of administration to care
for those matters which come within the field and
scope of the retail dealers, but which shall also act
in all important matters with the larger organiza-
tion, the new Chamber of Commerce. Among
those present, representing the firms named, were:
James A. Houston Co., James Chase, Edward
Clancey ; Jones, McDuffee & Stratton, Jerome
Jones, Theodore Jones, F. E. Proctor, H. M. Mil-
lekin; Thomas Long Co., George Moses, C. E.
Freeman, C. W. Davidson; Dennison Mfg. Co.,
Preston Pond, A. C. Cheever, A. T. Reed, F. E.
Gibbs, Jr.; Maynard & Potter, John A. Potter,
A. T. Maynard, A. E. Fisk, C. D. Mason, D. F.
Ingersoll, W. 0. Lima. There were quite a num-
ber of Boston jewelers also.

Burglars entered the store of the Raymond
Syndicate, 354 Washington Street, and took $25
in cash and two diamonds valued at $1700. The
robbers cut a hole from the floor above to enter
the store and escaped by walking out of the street
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door in plain view of hundreds of people who
must have been walking on the city's busiest
thoroughfare. The burglars tried in vain to break
into a safe which held $9000 in bills.

Among the retail jewelers in town last month
were George McL, Presson, Farmington, Maine;
H. S. Hewett, Brockton, Mass.; B. G. Couri,
Portland, Me.; Harry Wheeler, of Baird, North
Co., Providence, R. I.; N. C. Squire, W. F. New-
hall and J. H. Conner, Lynn, Mass.; G. A. Schmidt,
Lawrence, Mass.; H. A. Wippich, Provincetown,
Mass.; S. D. Grossman, Brockton, Mass.

F. 0. Fuller is traveling in Maine.

PlilLADELPHIA
I/4. LETTER )b•--'

Under the auspices of the Merchants' and
Manufacturers Association of Philadelphia the
associated wholesale jewelers of Philadelphia have
inaugurated special railroad fare refunding sales
for the coming season. The terms of the sales
are that merchants whose aggregate purchases
amount to the sum of $5oo or over are entitled
to a refund of railroad fare not to exceed one
per cent. of the amount purchased. In order to
obtain the full benefit of the refund visiting mer-
chants must register at the rooms of the Mer-
chants' and Manufacturers' Association, north-
east corner Thirteenth and Market Streets, Phila-
delphia. Additional information may be obtained
by addressing the secretary, C. W. Summerfield,
at the above address. The houses interested in
the movement are as follows:

J. B. Bechtel, 725 Sansom Street.
D. V. Brown, _736-38-4o Sansom Street.
B. J. Cooke's Sons, 137 North Third Street.
R. M. Cooper & Son, 72z Sansom Street.
F. H. Chapman, 503 Commerce Street.
Dennison Mfg. Co., 1007 Chestnut Street.
A. Humbert & Son, 524 South Eighth Street.
S. R. Kamp & Co., Cor. Ninth and Chestnut Sts.
H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, 14 South Tenth Street.
G. S. Lovell Clock Co., 18 South Tenth Street.
McIntire, Magee & Brown Co., 723 Sansom Street.
Francis Pritty, 92e Chestnut Street.
H. N. Tuttle Co. (Inc.), 8o8 Chestnut Street.
M. Sickles & Sons, 726 Chestnut Street.
L. P. White, Cor. Ninth and Chestnut Streets.
B. F. Williams Co. (Inc.), 726 Chestnut Street.

The time limit of the sales is June x5 to
September 2, 1909.

A well-known and highly respected member
of the local trade passed away early last month
in the person of Z. J. Pequignot, who died at his
home, 3816 Locust Street, on June 3d. The de-
ceased was the founder of the business at 1331
Walnut Street and had attained enviable emi-
nence both as a merchant and art craftsman. He
was born in Switzerland sixty-four years ago
but came with his parents to this country in child-
hood. After thoroughly mastering the trade he
started in business for himself and his fine per-
sonality and recognized integrity secured for him
a very exclusive patronage. He enjoyed a unique
distinction among the jewelers of the city in being
privileged to repair the sacred vessels used in the
Catholic Church. He designed and made during
his life many such vessels, which were recognized
as rare specimens of the goldsmiths' art. Mr.
Pequignot was noted for his charity and broad
humanity and was active in many philanthropic
and charitable organizations. He is survived by
a widow and six children. The business will be
continued under the same name, his son, Francis
C. Pequignot, being now the head of the firm.

E. J. Berlet, of Maxwell & Berlet, Thirteenth
and Walnut Streets, was a guest at the banquet
of the Market Street Merchants' Association.
Mr. Berlet is president of the Walnut Street
Business Men's Association and has taken a leading
part in the movement to improve that thorough-
fare.

E. T. Chase, of J. E. Caldwell & Co., sailed
for Europe last month and will visit the markets
of the old world in the interest of the watch and
clock department of the firm.

A goodly number of the jewelers of the city
attended the convention of the State association
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at Harrisburg last month, as reported elsewhere
in this issue. Among them was President Ira D.
Garman, of the association, F. C. Bode, L. P.
White and Charles H. Hambly.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. will furnish the gold
medals and other prizes to be offered at the
Peoples' Regatta, which will take place on the
4th of July. This firm also furnished the prizes
awarded at the New Jersey Horse Show, Col-
lingswood, last month.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. have found
very attractive window displays last month in the
many prizes and trophies which the firm designed
and made for a number of athletic events. Among
these were the tennis tournament of the Merion
Cricket Club, at Haverford, and the Riverton
Yacht Club regatta. This firm also furnished
last month a number of specially designed loving
cups for presentation. They also designed and
made the tournament prizes for the cricket cham-
pionship of the United States, which took place on
the grounds of the Philadelphia Cricket Club on
June 26th. Also the prizes awarded by the
Quaker City Motor Club at the track meet at
Point Breeze last month.

Charles Muth, 1632 Columbia Avenue, whose
store was already one of the attractions of that
business thoroughfare, has made considerable al-
terations and improvements. Mr. Muth occupies
a desirable location and enjoys a prosperous
business.

The report in another journal that L. P.
White had been injured in an automobile accident
was without foundation. While Mr. White was
in Harrisburg attending the annual convention of
the Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association he
accidentally slipped off the pavement and strained
a tendon of his leg, but a few days' rest resulted
ill a thorough recovery.

Several of the traveling force of L. P. White
have been taking an early vacation. F. Van Linda,
who is convalescing from a recent illness, is now
recuperating at Schenectady, N. Y., preparatory to
taking up a midsummer trip on the road. His
territory is Ohio and a portion of Pennsylvania.
J. B. Miller, of the traveling force of this house,
is also enjoying a vacation. His territory is Vir-
ginia, part of Pennsylvania and western New
York. A. S. Smith, also of the traveling force,
has just completed a trip in the South and will
take his vacation during the present month pre-
paratory to an aggressive fall order-taking cam-
paign in the southern States.

Andrew V. Brown, of the manufacturing and
wholesale optical house of D. V. Brown, returned
on June 20th from his trip to Europe, his home
voyage being made on the Rotterdam, of the Hol-
land-American Line. While abroad he visited
London, Paris, Amsterdam and other cities and
points of interest. He was fortunate in experi-
encing very pleasant weather.

Settlement was made last month by Maxwell
& Berlet, jewelers, now at the northeast corner
of Thirteenth and Walnut Streets, for the prop-
erty at the southeast corner of Sixteenth and
Walnut Streets, which was recently reported sold
by Horace D. Reeve & Co., real estate brokers,
representing the estate of Nannie H. Fitler, to a
representative of the firm of Maxwell & Berlet
for a consideration of $9o,000.

The firm of T. B. Hagstoz, Ltd., has been dis-
continued by mutual consent. The business of
smelting, refining and assaying of sweeps, bullion
and ores, also the buying and selling of gold,
silver, platinum and mercury, will be continued
under the firm name of T. B. Hagstoz & Son, at
709 Sansom Street, where all accounts due the
old firm will be received and all debts liquidated.

D. V. Brown, manufacturing and wholesale
optician, Philadelphia, Pa., sailed for Europe on
the Holland-American Line steamer Rotterdam on
June 28th. While abroad Mr. Brown will do con-
siderable traveling on the Continent, combining
business with pleasure.

The Crosby Co., of New York and Pittsburg,
have opened a store at 920 Chestnut Street, in
charge of E. H. Kaufman. This firm makes a
specialty of silver novelties.

Among the recent additions to the trade in
this city is the firm of Hollander & Fleishman,
who have opened a new store at 46 South Eighth
Street. This firm is already well known to the
trade as proprietors of the Beehive Jewelry
Stores in Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, Pa.



Special Blackinton Vest Chain Combination
24 OLD RELIABLE W. & S. B. * VEST CHAINS for $65.47

This is undoubtedly the most desirable selection of Vest Chains ever offered. There is
the lot. We give free with the chains a handsome velvet roll on which to display them.
carried in stock by the following

BALTIMORE
J. Engel & Co.

BINGHAMTON
Lowell & Darrow

BOSTON
A. Paul & Co.
The Smith, Patterson Co.

CHARLESTON
Allan Jewelry Co.

CHICAGO
Benj. Allen & Co.
Despres, Bridges & Noel
S. Glickauf & Co.
H. F. Hahn & Co.
Lapp & Flershem
L. Newhouse & Co.
Norris, Alister & Co.
Stein & Ellbogen Co.
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.

CINCINNATI
Frohman & Co.
L. Guttmann & Sons
Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.
Lindenberg & Fox

WHOLESALE JEWELERS

CLEVELAND
Scribner & Loehr Co.
Sigler Bros. Co.

DES MOINES
M. A. Lumbard Co.

DETROIT
Charles A. Berkey Co.
Luths, Dorweld, Haller Co.
Noack & Gorenflo
E. H. Pudrith Co.

ELMIRA
Freudenheim, Levy & Lande

INDIANAPOLIS
Baldwin, Miller Co.

KANSAS CITY
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch

Jewelry Co.

LOS ANGELES
Hambright & Walsh
S. Meyer & Co.

MILWAUKEE
L. Block Jewelry Co.

MINNEAPOLIS
S. H. Clausin & Co.

NEW ORLEANS
Leonard Krower
A. J. Morais

NEW YORK
Cross & Beguelin
N. H. White & Co.

OMAHA
A. F. Smith Co.

PHILADELPHIA
Ritter, Kahn & Co.
M. Sickles & Sons

& Wolff, Ehrlich Co.

PITTSBURG
George B. Barrett Co.
W. J. Johnston Co.
I. 011endorff Co.

not a doubtful seller in

This Combination is

PROVIDENCE
Albert Walker Co.

ROCHESTER
Morris Rosenbloom & Co.

SAN FRANCISCO
Alphonse Judis Co.
Nordman Bros. Co.

SCRANTON
N. B. Levy & Bro.

SEATTLE
Hodge Miller & Co.

ST. LOUIS
L. Bauman Jewelry Co.

ST. PAUL
Vehon & Goodman

SYRACUSE
Marks & Liberman

W. & S. BLACKINTON CO. MAKERS
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS. NEW YORK : 180 BROADWAY
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The encouraging reports from over this en-
tire section of bumper crops augurs well for the
jewelry trade. Already numerous orders have
been placed for increased stocks for the fall
business and the wholesale houses have taken on
an appearance of activity.

A newcomer to Texas would never know that
there had ever been a financial depression, for on
all sides unmistakable evidences of prosperity are
apparent. The figures just published show that
257 new firms have opened for business in Dallas
alone between June I, 1908, and June of this

• year.
One circumstance, in particular, which is very

gratifying is the noticeable absence of the army
of unemployed from the streets, the demand for
labor being greater than for some time past,
there being one excep-
tion, however, to this
latter, the watchmakers'
trade being well repre-
sented. We mention this
so that there may be no
misleading attraction for
unemployed watchmakers
to come here at this par-
ticular time.

A number of das-
tardly assaults occurred
in Galveston during the
past three weeks, among
those attacked being E.
E. Ephraim ("Uncle
Eph"), jeweler and
pawnbroker, who was
beaten into insensibility
in the rear of his store
by some unknown per-
son who has not yet
been apprehended.

H. G. Towle has
succeeded to the business
formerly conducted
under the name of
Towle & Johnson,
Snyder, Texas.

Mrs. Majors, wife
of J. P. Majors, Colorado, has gone to Alabama
for a six weeks' vacation, taking five of the
younger children along for company.

H. M. Brooker, manufacturing jeweler for
the H. H. Hawley Company, has gone to Musko-
gee, Okla., where he has secured a position which
he thinks will be more conducive to his health,
which has been failing.

W. F. Sommers, jeweler, Dallas, lost a finger
in an automobile accident a couple of weeks ago.

I. Rummel, who opened a jewelry store and
pawnbroker's office on Maine Street, Dallas, last
month, has closed up his store and returned to
Paris.

T. W. Bruton, Detroit, was in Dallas the
latter part of May making purchases of tools and
material to replace those lost in a fire the week
previous. H. C. Bailey, the proprietor of the store,
lost $750 worth of jewelry; no insurance.

Charles Hay, who was head watchmaker for
the Rogers Jewelry Co., Rogers, Tex., has ac-
cepted a position with the Hartwell Jewelry Co.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

J. R. Bookwilter, Teague, passed through
Dallas on his way to Oklahoma to consummate a
big deal which he has had on hand for some
time.

B. L. King, Palmer, was in town making pur-
chases last month.

J. C. Martin, who has been watchmaker for
Joe A. Harris, Dallas, for a long time, has re-
signed his position and is opening a store at 342
Main Street, Dallas.

M. Golding, Waco, has just returned from a
pleasure trip to New York City.

I. Block, Waco, was in town making his
periodical visit to the trade.
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W. T. Duden, Vernon, has sold out his busi-
ness and moved to Paris.

J. M. Wilson, Secretary of H. H. Hawley
Co., and his brother, W. A. Wilson, watchmaker
for G. A. Pfaeffle, Greenville, will leave July 1st
for an extended pleasure trip, visiting Grand Can-
yon, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and
Seattle, taking in the Yukon Exposition at the
latter place.

S. T. Abbott, Memphis, Tenn., has opened a
large jewelry store at Waurika, Okla., and has
made some very heavy purchases in fitting up a
first-class stock.

Kennedy Bros. have purchased the R. E.
Trabue stock at Lufkin.

J. P. Oliver, Hearne, spent several days in
town calling on the trade, replenishing his stock.

Claude Joyce, Garland, Texas, prides himself
on what he considers, with good reason, to be the
handsomest jewelry store in a town of so limited
a population—about moo inhabitants. This store
is arranged in the most approved, up-to-date
manner, the central horseshoe style of show cases
being used with handsome wall cases all around.
The fixtures are of the latest variety and the
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H. White, of Hillsboro, spent a Saturday and
Sunday of last month in town and, incidentally,
renewed acquaintances at Turner Hall.

E. Westland, formerly with D. H. Keene, Fort
Worth, has opened a jewelry store at 1204 Hous-
ton Street, Fort Worth.

K. Z. Oliver, Wharton, was in town replen-
ishing his depleted stock.

J. E. Butler has succeeded the Benton-Jones
Co., at Eastland.

J. Lyon, watchmaker for P. H. Seewald, has
parted company with the latter gentleman and is
now with J. E. Mitchell, Fort Worth.

M. A. Bridges, Bonham, attended the Con-
federate reunion in Memphis and from there has
gone to Huntsville, Ala., for a vacation.

W. J. York, manager of the jewelry department
of the Saunders Drug Co., Bonham, leaves on July
6th to attend the Elks' convention at Los Angeles.

Eddy Rombach, Paris, was in town last month
calling on the trade.

Hamp Sanders, Paris, has just returned from
the Pacific Coast much improved in health and
will resume his former duties in a short time.

Fred. Marcus, Denison, is in St. Louis making
purchases for the fall
business, which he antici-
pates will be heavy.

Handsome store of Claude Joyce, Garland, Texas

ceiling, floor and decorated walls complete a store
that is thoroughly modern in every respect. The
establishment, in its entirety, is a credit to the
proprietor and should be an inspiration to his
brother jewelers in the smaller towns throughout
the country.

H. B. Hamilton, watchmaker for J. W.
Owsley, Chickasha, Okla., has resigned his posi-
tion and has opened a first-class, up-to-date store
in Hobart, Okla.

J. A. Edwards, Lufkin, was visited by a dis-
astrous fire which wiped out everything but the
jewelry which was in the safe. Loss is fully
covered by insurance and Mr. Edwards has re-
purchased tools and material and is fast overcom-
ing this unfortunate setback.

A. H. Leavitt, of Leavitt & Kingdon, Mari-
etta, Okla., was in town making extensive pur-
chases.

W. E. Fitzpatrick, Hobart, Okla., has opened
a store in that town and has put in a large line of
jewelry.

McBurnett & Yates is the style of the suc-
cessors to Yates & Yates, Lampasas.

H. L. Browder, Wewoka, Okla., is arranging
to move to Kingsville, Texas.

J. M. Maddock, formerly watchmaker for
Roberts & Roberts, Lampasas, has opened a store
for himself.

Prof. Smear Bieman, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
was in Dallas last month assisting in getting out
the heavy repair business of the H. H. Hawley Co.

Arthur Cox, formerly a watchmaker in Okla-
homa City, is now on the road for a candy factory.

T. A. Cox, formerly optician with Levy Bros.,
Fort Worth, has just graduated from the Plath
School of Engraving.

Thieves sawed
through the iron bars in
the rear of T. A. Jans-
son's store in Fort Worth
last month and stole
watches, rings, bracelets,
etc., to the amount of
$13oo. No trace of the
thieves or jewelry has
been obtained, though
several suspicious char-
acters are under surveil-
lance.

Fred. Carson, who
was captured in Dallas
with about $12oo worth
of jewelry in his pos-
session, was taken to
Kaufman and placed on
trial for burglary and
theft. He received a nice
little present in the shape
of nine years in the
penitentiary. The jewelry
was identified by Bass
Bros., Terrell, as being
part of the loot taken

from their store when it was robbed a couple
of months ago. Carson was arrested while trying
to pawn some of the jewelry in a shop near the
railroad depot.

Pace Golden, West, has been succeeded by
Batson & McNeil.

A. E. Richmond, of Foster Jewelry Co., Sey-
mour, was in town making purchases for fall
business.

Moore-De Grazier Co., Dallas, have pur-
chased large bills of jewelry for the fall trade
and three of their representatives—Charles A.
Moore, George E. Moore, C. McMillan—have just
left with complete lines, coveringthe State of Texas.

C. L. Norsworthy was one of the Dallasites
who went to the Shriners' reunion at Louisville.

E. C. Simmons, Llano, was a Dallas visitor
last month, as was also H. M. Ryman, Calvert.

Ben Linz is extending his business trip to
New York and is making a pleasure outing
of it also.

Mr. Compton, of Compton & Christian, Abi-
lene, made quite a lengthy stay in Dallas looking
to the needs of their increasing business.

Linz Bros.' traveling force are home for their
summer vacations.

Miss Levy, who has been with Linz Bros. for a
long time, is going North to enjoy a well-earned
rest in July.

H. Iverson, of Corsicana, was one of the
prominent out-of-town visitors the past month.

Mrs. Mollie Armstrong, one of the members
of the Armstrong Jewelry Co., Brownwood, was
in Dallas attending the seventh annual convention
of the Texas Optical Association.

J. B. Rooney, Sherman, made a short trip to
Dallas last month.
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Business in the Southwest is better than it
was at this time last year. That is the best that
wholesale jewelers in Kansas City can say about
present conditions and it may be taken as a tacit
admission on the part of many that business hopes
have not been realized. Wholesale and retail
houses in the city are organized to do greater
amounts of business than they are doing at the
present time and it is not surprising that the more
impatient are growing restless because things are
moving so slowly. The more sanguine business
men seem pleased with the general conservatism
throughout the country, claiming that it augurs the
best business foundation in years. People are
buying only what they need and there is no specu-
lation, they say. The farmers have plenty of
money but they are holding back until they again
have absolute confidence in conditions and the
hopeful ones believe that this confidence will
come in a few months. The wheat crop has been
only fair this year, but the price of wheat is up
and the farmer is making his usual profit. The
corn crop, from present indications, will be large
and the farmer will profit again. Jewelry, auto-
mobiles and other luxuries will follow his pros-
perity. Like many other jewelers throughout the
States, Kansas Cityans believe that the tariff bill
also may be blamed for the tardy pace of trade
and they point to the foundations of four con-
templated steel buildings as examples of arrested
progress.

C. A. Kiger, of the C. A. Kiger Jewelry Co.;
C. B. Norton, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.,
and George H. Edwards, of Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., returned last month from the meeting
in New York of the National Wholesale Jewelers'
Association. They remarked the great difference
between eastern and western methods of doing
business and decided that neither could be used
in the other's territory.

George Tanner, formerly in the Indiana
Building, has opened in the Argyle Building with
a new line of stock.

Martin Hansen, a boy employed by the Meyer
Jewelry Company, on the fifth floor of the Boley
Building, was seriously injured in an elevator
accident June 17th.

J. M. Scott, of the Woodstock-Hoefer Watch
and Jewelry Company, spent his vacation last
month fishing in the Ozark Mountains.

E. M. Dunham, of Garden City, Mo., was in
Kansas City last month visiting friends.

William J. Ward, 703 East Thirty-first Street,
has sold out his business and gone to Colorado for
his health. Harry Gunther, who was in business
at 609 East Thirty-first Street, will move into
the building formerly occupied by Ward.

W. C. Schumann, covering Oklahoma for the
C. B. Norton Jewelry Company, left the latter
part of the month for a fishing trip at one of the
northern lakes.

Ragsdale & Hill, of Smith Center, Kans., have
dissolved partnership. M. H. Hill is continuing
the business.

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Hammond, of St. Marys,
Kans., left last month for a three months'
tour of Europe. They stopped in this city several
days before leaving for New York.

A. B. Dodson, of Belle Plaine, Kans., has sold
out his business to W. P. Oakley.

Miss Catherine Dougherty, for several years
in the employ of Porter & Wiser Jewelry Co.,
was married June 3d to Patrick J. Kelley. The
marriage took place in St. Patrick's Church.

Bustard & Cook, of Frederick, Okla., are suc-
ceeded by Gilpin & Cook. Mr. Bustard will con-
tinue with the firm as watchmaker.

Porter & Wiser have received a permit from
the grand secretary of the Order of Elks to
manutacture a new style of Elk button.

H. W. Porter will leave July 15th for San
Antonio, Tex., to visit friends.

Reuben Goodholm, Lindsburg, Kans:, spent
his vacation in Kansas City visiting friends in the
jobbing houses.

Harley M. Bowsher, recently from Indiana, is
a new instructor in engraving at the Kansas City
Horological School. He succeeds P. 0. Minnish,
who returned to his home in Ohio.

The following are new students at the Kansas
City Horological School : Miss Mary Hughes, In-
dependence, Mo.; William Meyer, Jr., Lawson,
Mo.; S. V. Rigby, Kansas City; Charles Monaco,
Houma, La.; Frank Nowling, Olathe, Kans.;
George L. Wood, Belpra, Kans.; John G. Young-
blood, Kansas City.

The Thompson Jewelry Company, at Musko-
gee, Okla., recently settled with its creditors for
85 cents on the dollar. W. C. Cohenor has taken
charge of the business.

The offices of the C. B. Norton Jewelry Corn-
pany are being redecorated and the furnishings
refinished.

E. B. Wiser, of Porter & Wiser, left the last
of the month for New York. The trip was one
of business and pleasure.

E. A. Church, of Claremore, Mo., is an en-
thusiastic autoist. Recently he drove from his
home town to Kansas City, bought new stock and
returned home.

Miss Prudence Cox, of the Porter & Wiser
Co., spent her vacation last month visiting in
Illinois and Indiana.

F. T. Catron, of the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company, spent his vacation last month visiting
in his old home in Omaha.

L. S. Slocum, a jeweler at Corning, Kans.
while in Kansas City last month to meet his wife,
who was coming from Las Vegas, New Mex., fell
from a street car and sustained a compound frac-
ture of the right ankle. He was taken to the Uni-
versity Hospital and his wife was met at the train
by some of his friends in the jewelry trade.

The postal inspectors on June ist captured
at Topeka C. A. Battles and Elmer J. Doyle, two
young men alleged to have been tampering with
the mails. For some months past some of the
wholesale jewelers of Kansas City have com-
plained that their sealed packages have been
broken open and the jewelry removed. The postal
authorities have been working on the case some
time, but made no arrest until the rst of last
month. Battles was formerly employed as driver
at the Topeka postoffice but left there several
months ago. Doyle was driving a wagon for the
postoffice at the time of his arrest. Battles had
a key to the registered mail pouches. They un-
locked the bags, took out the contents of the
packages, put the empty boxes back and relocked
the bags.

Mrs. Klein, wife of Morris Klein, of the Klein
Jewelry Company, accompanied by her daughter,
Sylvia, left recently for a trip to the Orient, where
she will visit her brother.

Miss Lizzie Akers recently entered the em-
ploy of the Edwards Sr Sloane Jewelry Co.

Miss Dovel, formerly with the Jaccard
Jewelry Co., is now with the Meyer Jewelry Co.

Leslie White and J. V. Brown, traveling for
Dana D. Ward & Co., are taking their annual
vacations. They will start on their fall trips the
latter part of this month.

Toney Zimmerman, who has been engaged in
the jewelry business at Nebraska City several
years, recently sold out to J. P. Mikkelsen.

Frank H. Roberts, of Blackwell, Okla., re-
cently purchased a beautiful new home with a
five-acre tract in the suburbs of the city.

John Weak, of Ness City, Kans., closed up
his business recently and accepted a position in
La Crosse.

Thomas Romaine, of Nevada, Mo., has suc-
ceeded to the business of Romaine & Locklin.

Claude Nichols, formerly with W. D.
Blanchard, St. Joseph, Mo., is now with W. D.
Wise, Rockford, Ill.

The Parritt Jewelry Co., of Des Moines, Ia.,
has sold out to Lewis Sr Van Sickle, who formerly
engaged in business at Oskaloosa, Iowa, and who
recently sold their business to Burridge & Connell,
of Erie, Pa.

A. L. Moore, of Irving, Kans., has purchased
the stock of jewelry from Ray W. Folsom.
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Several Kansas City houses sent men to rep-
resent them at the Texas Retail Jewelers' annual
convention at Dallas on July 20th and 21st.

The Douglass Jewelry Company, at Guthrie,
Okla., recently made an assignment for the benefit
of creditors.

The firm of McIntyre & Shortess, at Mc-
Alester, Okla., have turned over their business to
Frank Craig for adjustment. The firm is not re-
garded as insolvent since they are owing but $6000
and have a stock and fixtures valued at $25,000.
It is believed that the embarrassment is but tem-
porary.

Garrie 0. Sill, formerly of Kansas City, but
now in Eufaula, Okla., has bought the Fuller
stock at that place. On June Toth he moved into
a new building, where he is putting in new fix-
tures. He intends to make his store one of the
most up-to-date in Oklahoma.

The following were among the callers at the
wholesale houses last month : J. E. Pettit, Downs,
Kans.; A. F. Wilson, Hutchinson, Kans.; J. A.
Mosher, Burlington, Kans.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior
Springs, Mo.; R. E. Bonney, Esbon, Kans.; F. E.
Pirtle, Council Grove, Kans.; F. B. Shroeder,
Paola, Kans.; H. C. Schultz, Hay City, Kans.;
J. W. Phillips, Topeka, Kans.; E. L. McDonnell,
Arkansas City, Kans.; J. 0. Van Vorhis, Osa-
watomie, Kans.; A. S. Thomas, Topeka, Kans.;
F. C. Clement, Pleasant Hill, Mo.; T. S. Lidstone,
Seaborne, Mo.; J. M. Coffman, Salisbury, Mo.;
E. R. Kennedy, La Crosse, Kans.; J. Greer, Vic-
toria, Tex.; H. A. Gordon, Topeka; D. E. W.
Cowles, Stafford, Kans.; J. W. Phillips, Chanute,
Kans.; F. W. Jordan, Minnesota, Kans.; S. H.
Avey, Auburn, Nebr.; Charles Weber, Lexington,
Mo.; L. E. Delanty, Parkville, Mo.; F. R. Cul-
lumber, Eldon, Mo.

Annual Meeting Minnesota Retail
Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the Minnesota Retail
Jewelers' Association will be held in the West
Hotel, Minneapolis, Mimi., on July 27th, 28th and
29th. The officers extend a hearty welcome to all the
jewelers of the State to attend this convention, to
become members of the association and take part
in the deliberations. As our readers have learned
from the numerous articles which appeared in
recent issues, the organization movement is now
in an exceptionally healthy condition and has
shown itself sufficiently powerful to merit the sup-
port of the entire trade. Some important reforms
have been already achieved and many will be in
the near future, all that is necessary being har-
monious action by the united trade. The pro-
gramme for the annual meeting is as follows:

TUESDAY, JULY 27TH, 2 P. M.

Call to order by the President.
Address of Welcome by Mayor Haynes.
Advertising and What Would be the Effect

of a Federal and State Advertising Law.
A. E. Paegel.

Does the Retailer Need the Jobber?
S. H. Clausin.

The Fixed Selling Price. H. C. Carpenter.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 28TH, 9.30 A. M.

How Can We Dispose of the Horological
Question to the End That the People May Get
Better Service? Speaker to be selected.

The Association Jeweler vs. The Independ-
ent Jeweler. Speaker to be selected.

New and Unfinished Business.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, 7.30 P. M.
Organization as a Factor in Modern Business.

Ex-Attorney General W. E. Young.

The Law of Advertising and Sales and Its
Relation to Retail Merchandising. Robert A. Fay.

Unfinished business and the election of dele-
gates to the National Convention.

On Thursday there will be an all-day picnic.
Cars will be chartered to take the party to Lake
Minnetonka, where there will be a boat ride on
the lake, a picnic dinner and a general good time.
Every member of the trade is invited to be present
and enjoy this programme of instruction and
entertainment.
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THE BLOSSOM

is the name of our new pattern for this season as suggested by the

design. The complete line of toilet and manicure articles in this

pattern is now ready. The BLOSSOM bids fair to be one of the

best, if not the best, selling patterns we have yet produced.

3825
BONNET
MIRROR

3832
"18

1,Nik(;"

UStt 3855
COMB

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

100 Richmond Street

NEW YORK—I3 Maiden Lane
CHICAGO—Heyworth Building

B.Tp.-," .4P1 
REGISTERED

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CANADA—Kingston, Ont.
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A composition of the Artistic
and he Practical-embodied in
Rings bearing the H3 frade mark-
a composition that retails profitably

RING MAKERS BVFFALO N
H El NTZ BROTH

S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.'S High-grade Gold
Filled Mirror Finish Chains, Lockets,
Fobs, Bracelets and Locket Fobs

L509

Amethyst Stone

0911
L512

Enameled Locket

MI 1761F299

w,,1
11,

01249

3302

• J353

V I 2511499

Ladies' Locket Fob

J366

TRADE MARK •

Substantial orders are an
evidence that a house makes
salable goods. We are getting
them. Ask for Bigney's
chains. Look for the stamp
S. 0. B. & Co. on swivel.
We originate. The other fellow

copies. This is complimentary.

FACTORY

Attleboro, Mass.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 3 Maiden Lane



Higher Ideals in the Watch Business
he E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY

has worked consistently for years to

establish higher ideals in the watch business.

Not content with making the finest watch in

America, this Company has made itself responsible for

the way its watch is handled the Howard watch has

an established value and a fixed price.

The Howard Company believes that any improvement in

watch conditions can only be obtained by strengthening the

position of the retail jeweler—who is the final arbiter and the

man directly responsible to the consumer who buys and uses

This policy of the Howard Company is widely recognized by the trade.

The responsible retail jewelers feel free to identify themselves emphatically

with the Howard campaign—first, for mutual security and advantage, and

second, because such a merchandising policy must make for the betterment of

DOWN on the Big Ditch at Panama
is a worse place for a watch

than Suez or the Coast of Indo-China:
blazing days—severe nightly drop in
temperature—humidity 8 7 °—and
months of tropical rainfall.

All along the Panama Canal—you find
"HowARD time " the recognized standard—as in
all big undertakings for the last sixty-seven years.

The HowARo Temperature adjustment is
permanent. Unaffected by the severest heat or
the most violent changes.

The HowARD is the finest practical watch in

the world, and the strongest. Its special hard-

tempered balance cannot knock out of true with

the jolts and vibrations of rough use in the field.

A II( fw.ARD Watch is always worth what you

pay for it.

The price of each HowARo Watch,—from

the 17-jewel in a fine gold-filled case (guaranteed

for 2$ years) at $35.00 ; to the 23-jewel in a

14 K. solid gold case at $ I 5o.00—is fixed at the

factory, and a printed price ticket attached.

Drop us a postal, Dept. E, and we will send you

a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leadirvg magazines and periodicals far July. It reaches 7,500.000 subscribers (about 30,000,000

readers). It will be seen by every man in your community who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Are you a

HOWARD dealer ? Do the people of your locality know that they can find thc HOWARD at your store?



DARWIN called the typical Ameri-
can "the watch-carrying animal"

—the animal that knows the value of time.
Yet only two Americans in a hun-

dred carry watches that can be depended upon when
there is a train to be caught or an appointment met.

Excelsior digs up a lot of watch business in new
quarters—the man with only a few dollars to spare, or
the boy buying his first watch—do not touch the

clientele for high-priced watches.
The Excelsior is supplied

complete—has 7-jewel move-
ment, quick train, cut expan-
sion balance, Breguet • hair-
spring, stem-wind and
pendant-set (except 18-size
hunting, lever-set) — cased
and timed at the factory.

Made in 6, 12, 16, and 18
sizes, in plain polished, engine-

turned, and fancy engraved cases.

Gold-filled, 20-year, guarantee
Gold-filled, 10-year guarantee
Silverode .

Printed price ticket attached at the factory—your rightful
profit on every sale assured.

Inquire of your jobber, and write to the factory for literature.

W YORK SFANDARD WATCH CO
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June was a good month in the jewelry trade

in this section, both in the wholesale and retail
branches. In the special line of college and
fraternity jewelry manufacturing the month was

not so important, the end of the college year al-

ways marking a decline.
While the demand was good for all classes

of goods, the large increase in June weddings

this year made an exceptional trade in the articles
suitable for presents. For the first two weeks of

June more marriage licenses were issued than for

any other fortnight in the history of the city, the
number being about 17 per cent. more than for
the same weeks last year.

The month was notable also for the number
of changes made by business firms. Most im-
portant of these is the removal of the Grainger-
Hannan Co. to their new location in the Schwan-
kovsky Building, where they have the ground
floor, basement and an upper floor. This store is
to be fitted up after the general plan of the Gor-
ham shop in New York, and it will be one of the
most attractive retail stores in this portion of
the country. The lease of the old store, across the
avenue, has been taken by Newton Annis, furrier.

Three firms are now occupants of the new
Jewelers' Building, at 193 Woodward Avenue.
The Charles A. Berkey Co. has the second floor
of this building, while above them are Mathauer
& Koester, and the third floor is occupied by Kunz
& Rogers. All these merchants are greatly pleased
by the appearance of their new quarters and the
wisdom of the change seems to be thoroughly vin-
dicated.

There has been gossip among the real estate
men that another jewelry store will join in the
march northward along Woodward Avenue, but
this has not been fully determined. Ed. J. LeHeup,
whose new store at 343 Woodward Avenue has
just been opened, is at present the furthest north
of the downtown jewelers. His shop is especially
well fitted for the jewelry business, having been
built with that end in mind and has handsome
show windows and attractive fittings.

The work of remodeling the store of Traub
Bros. & Co., at Woodward and Grand River
Avenues, is not yet completed. The new front is
finished and presents a greatly improved appear-
ance, but alterations to the back part of the store
are still in progress. Greatly increased show
window facilities are among the advantages of the
store as it now is.

Traub Bros., 118 Woodward Avenue, are al-
ready making preliminary improvements in their
property at Woodward Avenue and Congress
Street, which they will occupy next year.

While the State conventions of the retail
jewelers and optometrists are not to be held until
the first week in September, the Detroit Jewelers'
Board of Trade and the Detroit Nest of Ku-Kus,
No. 5, are already making preparations to give the
visitors the time of their lives. A meeting was
held early in the month, at which plans for the
gathering were discussed. The conventions will
occupy three days and, in addition to the outing
and• river events arranged by the wholesalers' as-
sociation, the jewelers are figuring on a separate
excursion of their own. This and the fact that
the State Fair will be going on at the same time
xvill insure plenty of amusement. On one evening
the Ku-Kus will hold their meeting and the visi-
tors will be treated to-a fine sample of fraternal
hospitality. The convention programme is to in-
clude some speakers of note on trade topics and
the delegates to the national conventions of the
two trades will deliver their reports.

The regular June meeting of the Ku-Kus took
place in Duffield Hall Tuesday, June 8th. Thomas
Comerford, the new president of the Detroit
Jewelers' Board of Trade, was the only candidate
and the meeting was followed by the usual supper
and social time.

An event of more than usual pleasure to the
members of the fraternity was the trip of the
Detroit Nest to Cedar Point, Ohio, June 29th, to

exemplify the ri.■ al degree upon a number of Ohio
jewelers and opticians. The party left Detroit
Tuesday morning on the steamer Frank E. Kirby,
going to Cedar Point by way of Put-in-Bay and
returning Wednesday. The party stopped at the
Hotel Breakers.

A new attempt to put into effect a rigidly re-
strictive ordinance governing auctioneers in De-
troit has been undertaken by the Jewelers' Board
of Trade. The ordinance passed last year was
found legal except as to the bond provision, which
was pronounced unreasonable by Judge Connolly..
It is now the aim of the jewelers to have this
feature amended and, at the request of the Board
of Trade, a message was sent to the council on
this subject by Mayor Breitmeyer.

Wright, Kay & Co. furnished the Detroit
trophy for the Glidden tour. This trophy is of
china on an onyx base, with ornaments in silver
and gold plate, hand painted. It cost $250 and

Glidden tour trophy

will be presented to t he winner of the Glidden
automobile tour from Detroit to Denver and re-

turn, the start to be made on July 12th. The

trophy was on exhibition in the store of Wright,

Kay & Co., and was much admired.

The conclave of the grand commandery of

Knights Templar of Michigan in Detroit early in

June brought in a number of jewelers from the

smaller cities of the State. Among these were

William F. King, Sr., of Adrian ; J. L. P. Gentille,

of Monroe; A. B. Woottcn, of Bellaire, and J.

Edwards, of Carleton.

The June meeting of the Jewelers' Board of

Trade was held Friday, June 18th. Mayor Wigle,

of Windsor, Out., was a guest.

A. V. Har ford has opened a new store at

Belleville. He purchased a good opening stock

in Detroit early in the month.

F. N. Pauli has moved to a new location in

Pontiac. He now has more room and has in-

creased his stock accordingly.

J. Friedberg & Son, 210 Woodward Avenue,

who have been particularly unfortunate in regard
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to burglary losses, were again sufferers when their
store was broken into the night of June x5th and
watches and jewelry to the value of $200 were
taken. Entrance was obtained through a small
hole in the rear of the store and the goods were
stolen, from a show case.

A. J. Jean, of Sault Ste Marie, spent some
time in Detroit early in the month and combined
business with pleasure by visiting the wholesale
houses.

G. W. French has been conducting an auction
at his Michigan Avenue store.

N. B. Williams and wife, of Lowell, visited
in the city in June.

Charles A. Berkey made a trip to New York
early in June to attend the meeting of the Na-
tional Association of Wholesale Jewelers.

Owing to the delay in completing plans for a
new bank and office building to replace the present
Walker Block, J. H. Garlick has not yet had to
secure a new location.

Ward Schweitzer, of the firm of Schweitzer
Bros., which has stores in Mt. Clemens and Ypsi-
lanti, was a buyer in this market last month.

W. T. Blashill came in from Oxford last
month to replenish his stock.

D. B. Bancroft, 118 Broadway, suffered from
a temporary attack of heart trouble last month,
being taken ill while on his way home in the
evening.

Walter F. Tant, with Wright, Kay & Co.,
was bereaved by the death of his wife early in
June.

W. F. Skinner, of Milford, purchased goods
in this market recently.

J. S. O'Rourke, of Richmond, spent a day in
Detroit the fore part of June.

Charles F. Bay, who recently established him-
self at Milan, was in the city recently and reported
business as being excellent.

0. F. Hawks, of Whittaker, bought a bill of
goods here last month.

S. W. Williams, of Lapeer, spent a day in
Detroit the second week in June.

Salesmen visiting Detroit state that they find
business better than the average here.

W. R. Grainger, of the Grainger-Hannan Co.,
made a business trip to New York.

Fred. Hoffman, of Port Huron, bought goods
here last month.

E. H. Cressy came in from Saline to re-
plenish his stock recently.

Detroit retailers have found an increased de-
mand this year for auto vases, special displays of
these being found profitable.

William Morton, with Noack & Gorenflo, took
part in the march of the local cavalry troop to,
Ka'uniazoo.

Plating Over Scratches or Cracks

Many persons consider the process of electro-
plating the same as that of soldering or painting,
where a liquid material is applied to the surface
and all scratches, cracks, holes or similar im-
perfections are covered up. Imperfections will
not be covered up by electroplating, but, on the
contrary, they will frequently become larger.

The explanation of this fact is that the de-
posit faithfully follows the outline of a scratch
or crack in the metal, and, even under the micro-
scope, it will be found that every little detail has
been actually reproduced. This may be given a
trial by making a deep scratch in the surface of
a piece of sheet brass and attempting to cover
up by depositing upon it an acid copper solution.
As it goes on it will be found that the scratch
really appears larger than smaller.

The same is true of a joint composed of two
pieces of metal. No matter how tight this may
be, the two pieces of metal will not become joined
by the deposit, says the Brass World. It is im-
possible to "solder" them together by depositing
a thick coating of metal on them. •

The preceding facts are of great importance
in polishing metal. They serve to indicate that,
in order to obtain a good surface on electroplated
metal, that of the base metal must be free from
all imperfections. Imperfections cannot be re-
tnoved by plating.
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A Jeweler
will sell some

44 I

Clocks.
Jewelry.
Silverware.
Other Items.

will

Keep himself hard up trying to sell Diamonds, but after all
is said the watch board and watch sales emphasize
the character of his business.

If he sells his customer a pleasing Watch, always a customer.

ASSUMING, OF couRse

Your Profit
" Interest

Bank Acct.

he sells one UP-TO-DATE, and uses judgment.
Buying a stock of watches invites care, and a good stock to select from
simplifies your work and adds class to your stock.

will be advanced by getting in touch with our stock.

Elgi n
Waltham

Howard
Hamilton Movements

Excelsior
Standard

Catalogue on Application
A Full Line of Jewelry
Jobbers and mfg. of Optical Goods
Strictly Wholesale

13055

Crescent

K 

} Cases

Keystone 

Crown

AND VERY
STRONG

IN

Chronographs
Horse Timers 
Split Seconds

t Nurses' Watches
Physicians' Watches

Automobile Watches

Thin Models. All kinds
Chatelaines. All kinds
Bench Timers
Alarm Watches
Foot Ball Watches

1 $5.50
to

i $400.00

SWIGART WATCH & OPTICAL CO.
328-330-332 Superior Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE

JEWELRY TRADE, AND ANY ENER-

GETIC DEALER CAN MATERIALLY INCREASE HIS PROFIT

AND PRESTIGE BY REPRESENTING THE " BRIGGS"

WE INVITE THE ATTENTION OF RELIABLE HOUSES IN OPEN

TERRITORY, AND GIVE ESPECIAL CARE TO SMALL ACCOUNTS

THE BRIGGS PIANO COMPANY
OF BOSTON, U. S. A.

LEMAIRE OPERAGLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Importers
NEW CATALOGUE upon application to any JOBBER 3 7 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles

Toledo, Ohio, Letter

From every side comes the report that the
jewelry business is picking up. The local dealers
almost without exception express themselves as
much encouraged with the prospects and highly
satisfied with the trade of the past six weeks. May
was a very good month and June thus far has
shown up well in comparison. It is noticeable,
however, that the increased volume of jewelry
business is coming largely from the middle and
lower classes, and that the goods which are selling
most readily are the medium and cheaper grades.
While diamonds and other precious stones are
finding a fair market it is apparent that moneyed
men are not yet ready to invest in these goods,
preferring to hold their money for other use until
conditions have settled down to a more regular basis.

Wholesale jewelers take none but a roseate
view of conditions and say that not only is present
business much improved but that dealers seem to
have more confidence in the future and are
governing their business accordingly. They are
looking for much heavier
orders for the next holi-
day trade than that of
last year, when every-
body bought light. Wed-
ding gifts have been in
unusually good demand,
and not only do people
appear to have plenty of
money to spend but they
are willing to spend it.
Repair work has been
very active.

New life is reported
in the optical business
and wherever you find
an optical man you find
a smile that means better
times. It is evident that
people are not denying
themselves along that
line, and many of the
local opticians are really
too busy to talk any-
thing but business. The
improvement reaches to
all branches of the busi-
ness, from the manu-
facturer to the retailer,
customers being plentiful
and dealers proving bet-
ter customers as a result.
Manufacturing opticians
say that the feeling of
betterment is general in this section and that
business is now being done on a much more
satisfactory basis, both as to volume and terms,
than it has been for the past two years.

C. G. Mitchell, of the L. Beckman Optical
Co., is enjoying his summer vacation in the wilds
of Canada, angling for members of the finny
triwbee.ekHe left last Sunday and will be gone abouta 

The Isenberg Brothers Company, proprietors
of a retail jewelry store on Superior Street, To-
ledo, recently filed a petition in the Common Pleas
Court asking for an injunction restraining Sylvan
L. Basch, Rose Frank and Irving B. Frank from
the use of the trade mark of the former concern
in connection with the business of the new com-
pany. Last February the plaintiffs purchased the
local business from Louis Basch & Co., according
to the petition filed, and in April changed the
name to The Isenberg Brothers Co. It is alleged
that Sylvan L. Basch, who was in the employ
of plaintiff up to April, has organized a new com-
pany and started a rival business, using the old

out 
the dematarkngalen.d the Court is called to straighten

J. G. Kapp, Jr., and A. J. Heeson, Toledo
jteenwdeeledr.s, have returned from Louisville, Ky.,
where they attended the Mystic Shriner conven-
tion. They report a splendid meeting, largely at-

. Henry Schaade, watchmaker at the Kapp
jewelry store on Summit Street, has purchased
anew home on Oakwood Avenue, where he and
his 

two
oy wweeilkl s.be at home to their friends ina 

L. Beckman, the Adams Street optician, will
attend the big convention which will be held
at Cedar Point on July 1st and ad. Mr. Beckman,
who has made many trips to the old home across
the Atlantic, will forego this pleasure this summer.

Miss Madge Cruikshank, of Arnold, Ohio,
after communicating to the police of Belief ontaine
the theft of diamond rings valued at $12oo, finally
located the missing gems in the bottom of her
trunk, snugly ensconsed in an old shoe.

A. Lazarus, who for some time has operated
a jewelry store on Adams Street, recently opened
a new store at Erie, Pa. F. Cross, who was
formerly in charge of the optical department of
the Toledo store, has accepted the management of
the Erie store.

It might naturally be supposed that so pro-
gressive and prosperous a State as Ohio can
pride itself on unusually handsome jewelry stores.
A good type is shown in the illustration of the
store of Charles J. Scholler, of Van Wert, which
embodies all the latest improvements in jewelry
store arrangement, construction and fixturing.
Although Van Wert boasts of a population of

In a recent experiment a car took nearly two
seconds to stop after brakes were applied, and in
that time it moved 19 feet. So even fractions of
a second are important. One can train oneself
to estimate even tenths of a second. Try it with
a watch and it will be found that it just possible
to count ten in the lapse of a single second. But
one must count very fast to do it.

:-;tore of Charles J. Schaller, Van Wert

about 7000, this store would be by no means out
of harmony with the surroundings of any metro-
politan city. It is strictly abreast of the times in
all that goes to make a model store.

One of the most attractive window displays
seen recently in Toledo is that originated by A. J.
Heeson and shown in the window of his retail
jewelry store on Adams Street. Suspended by
cords from above are arranged various watches,
spoons and other pieces of jewelry, at varied
heights. By means of a small motor these articles
are kept constantly in motion, up, down and side-
wise, the whole presenting a mysterious, as well
as pleasing spectacle. Conspicuously displayed is
the card, "Our low prices keep our stock moving."
Large crowds congregate before the window to
watch the mysterious scene and on several oc-
casions it has become necessary for the police to
clear the street to enable people to pass.

A party of motor enthusiasts, including J. G.
Capp and wife and George McKesson, director of
the Toledo schools, with his wife, will leave To-
ledo in a large touring car some time in July for
a trip through the hills of New York. No hurry
will be made and about two months will be spent
in making the tour.

Tenths of a Second
Tt is not common to find a person who can

correctly estimate the lapse of a single second.
But, as an English writer remarks, :n these days
of speeding automobiles, the exact time when each
of two colliding vehicles must have occupied par-
ticular spots may be a matter of great importance.

The Art of Selling Things

According to the latest available figures more
than six million persons in this country are en-
gaged in selling things; and of this vast army
fully one million are commercial travelers. It
would seem, therefore, that there is a large audi-
ence for James H. Collins' entertaining little work
entitled "Human Nature in Selling Goods." .

Few persons have studied American selling
methods to better purpose than Mr. Collins, or
with deeper insight into the reasons for things as
they are. In certain quarters it has been fashion-
able to look upon the drummer as a parasite—as

a useless middleman and
profit-snatcher, standing
between the producer
and the consumer. Mr.
Collins overturns this
silly fallacy and shows
that a live drummer is a
real educator and a veri-
table advance agent of
progress.

The author's main
contention is that the
man with the best prac-
tical knowledge of hu-
man nature will make
the most successful sales-
man. He realizes that
several varied types of
man attain high success;
hut he sees an underly-
ing similarity in their
methods.

Mr. Collins is no
mere theorist. On the
contrary, he illustrates
every point he makes by
anecdotes based on ac-
tual happenings. The
scope of his little book
is unusually broad and
discusses the selling of
every imaginable com-
modity from life insur-
ance to fireproof safes.

The general reader will be amazed by the extent
to which the larger houses have reduced sales-
manship to a science. Many of them maintain
regular schools and give their green men as
thorough and as exacting a course as is to be
found in any business college. Furthermore, they
offer abundant practice before the embryo sales-
man is allowed even to approach a real "prospect."
Mr. Collins thinks that country boys develop into
excellent salesmen on account of an inborn per-
sistency and earnestness which are often lacking
in their city-bred cousins.

The chapter on "Banishing Blue Devils"
(bred of overwork and too much worry) will
strike a responsive chord in the breast of every
man who has been their victim.

The book may be procured from this office
on receipt of publisher's price, 50 cents.

"The Modern Clock"

A valuable addition to horological literature is
a new treatise entitled "The Modern Clock," com-
piled by Ward L. Goodrich and published by the
American Jeweler, 373 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
Mr. Goodrich is well known as the author of the
"Watchmaker's Lathe: Its Use and Abuse," and
the present volume has materially enhanced his
authorship laurels. The book covers, in minutest
detail, pendulums, their construction and calcula-
tion; compensation and timekeeping, angular
measurements, escapements, time trains, springs,
weights, power, motion work, etc. Copies of the
book can he procured at this office on receipt of
price, $1.50.
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One of our Salesmen is now in your section

 DIAMONDS 
We have the very best selection procurable, owing

to the fact that our President, Mr. S. H. Bauman, is

now in Europe on a three months' buying trip, and

we are constantly receiving shipments which are a

credit to his excellent judgment and long experience.

 THIS CONCERN  
has built up an enviable reputation as one of the

foremost diamond houses of the West, and our new

line is the largest and best we have ever shown.

 THE A ROADMEN 
are now starting on their regular trips, and we

honestly believe that it will be to YOUR advantage

to wait and see the new B. M. line before placing

your orders.

 OUR FACTORY 
is in a position to take care of your special orders

in a most satisfactory way, and our mail order

department will carefully fill your mail orders the

same day we receive them. Send us your orders

for all kinds of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,

Novelties and Jewelers' Supplies.

fiositively will no/ sell to any but the Jewelry Trade
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St. Louis is making preparations to celebrate

its one hundredth anniversary in October and will
devote the first week of that month to that pur-
pose. One hundred thousand dollars will be

raised by contribution for that purpose and com-
mittees in all the different lines of business have
been appointed to solicit funds among their trade
colleagueS. Morris Eisenstadt, President of the
Eisenstadt Manufacturing Co., and Goodman
King, President of the Mermod, Jaccard & King
Jewelry Co., were appointed a committee to collect
contributions from the jewelry trade and they

met with a very liberal response. They turned
in $t000, the entire amount allotted to them being
collected in two days. The subscriptions were as

follows: Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., $150; Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., $too ; Mermod, Jaccard &
King Jewelry Co., $too; L. Bauman Jewelry Co.,

$50; St. Louis Clock and Silverware Co., $5o;
Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co., $5o; C. R. Hettel
Jewelry Co., $50; F. W. Drosten Jewelry Co., $50;
A. R. Brooks & Co., $50; James J. Burke, Brooks

Jewelry and Optical Co., $5o; Weiss & Fassett,
$50; Wm. Weidlich & Bro., $25; Aller-Newman-
Wilmes Jewelry Co., $25 ; F. W. Hoyt Jewelry Co.,

$25; S. A. Rider Jewelry Co., $25 ; J. Bolland

Jewelry Co., $25 ; Whelan-Aehle-Hutchinson

Jewelry Co., $25 ; Maschmeyer-Richards Silver

•Co., $25; S. Ruby, $25; Zerweck-Frech Jewelry

Co., $1o; F. C. Blelock Jewelry Co., $10; H.

Mauch, $1o; E. H. Kortkamp Jewelry Co., $1o;

Langsdorf Bros. Jewelry Co., $10.
Ed. Massa, Vice-President of the Bauman-

Massa Jewelry Co. and President of the National

Wholesale Jewelers' Association last year, at-

tended the national convention of the latter or-

ganization held in New York, June 9th, loth and itth.
L. A. Fassett, of Weiss & Fassett, is home

from a three weeks' fishing trip to Alexandria, Minn.
H. S. Aller, of the Aller-Newman-Wilmes

Jewelry Co., is home from a ten days' trip to the

eastern factories in Providence, R. I., and other

points. Julius Newman, of this firm, is in from

a three weeks' trip through Missouri. W. F.

Wilmes, of the same concern, is in from a two

months' trip through Oklahoma and Kansas.
Herman Mauch, Louis G. Kurtzeborn, of the

A. Kurtzeborn & Sons Jewelry Co., and E. W.

Bornmueller, of the J. Bolland Jewelry Co., all

attended the Shriners' convention, held at Louis-

ville, Ky., the first week in June.
F. W. Hoyt, of the F. W. Hoyt Jewelry Co.,

is now on an extensive business and pleasure trip

which will take him to the Coast. He is accom-

panied by his wife, and will be away several weeks.

M. H..Cox, traveler for this concern, is home

from a five months' trip through the South and

Southwest.
The family of J. Bolland, of the J. Bolland

Jewelry Co., have gone East to spend the summer
at the different resorts, and they will be joined
by Mr. Bolland later on.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,

Oberting 8z Co., returned recently from a two

weeks' trip to Florida. George C. Oberting, of the

same firm, is in from a several weeks' western trip.

Moses King, brother of Goodman King, Presi-

dent of the Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry

Co., died recently in New York City, and was

buried there. Mr. King will leave shortly on his

annual European trip. He will visit the diamond

centers and will be away about six weeks.
S. E. Bamber, Secretary of the Hess & Cul-

bertson Jewelry Co., returned on June 7th from
the Travelers' Protective Association's annual con-

vention, which took place at Asheville, N. C., June

2d, 3d and 4th, to which he was a delegate.
The Hess & Culbertson Jewelry Co. secured

the order for all the prize badges, badges for the

national officers of the Travelers' Protective As-

sociation, fobs, lapel buttons and links for use at
their annual convention.

James J. Burke, President of the Brooks

Jewelry and Optical Co., spent a week in Chicago

recently on business.

KEYSTONE

Morris Bauman, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Co., has left on a six weeks' western trip.

A. W. Long, of Tower & Long, is home from
a five weeks' trip through the South.

A. Umbrecht, formerly with the Bauman-
Massa Jewelry Co., has accepted a position with
the Brooks Jewelry and Optical Co.

E. F. McKee, manager of the Geneva Optical
Co., is home from a ten days' vacation spent in
the dells of Wisconsin.

H. D. Hollister has accepted a position as
traveler for Wm. Weidlich & Bro., and has left
on a lengthy trip through Missouri and Iowa.
W. D. Wachholder, traveler for this firm, is in
from a long trip through Texas and Oklahoma.

Charles Carver Aehle is the name of a new

ten-pound boy at the home of C. S. Aehle, of the

Whelan-Aehle-Hutchinson Jewelry Co.
Mrs. Ida J. Spieldock, formerly with the Hess

& Culbertson Jewelry Co., has accepted the posi-

tion of bookkeeper for the Erber Jewelry Mfg. Co.
Lochman Bros., Springfield, Ill., have been in-

corporated with a capital of $25,000 to do a general

jewelry and optical business. Incorporators:

Gustave A. Lochman, Isabelle T. Lochman, David

J. Lochman and Nellie S. Lochman.
The St. Louis Loan Society has been organ-

ized and established an office at Room 4, 800 Olive

Street. Henry Lowenstein, a well-known jeweler,

is president.
The firm of A. Kurtzeborn & Sons announce

that they will continue in business until their lease

expires on January r, 1910.
William E. Mead, brother of Edward H.

Mead, of the Mermod-Jaccard & King Jewelry

Co., recently died in Boston and was buried there.

One day recently a small leather bag, con-

taining nearly $t000 worth of diamonds and

watches, was kicked about the floor of the public

washroom in the Carleton Building, Sixth and

Olive Streets, for several hours before the value

of its contents was discovered by W. B. Powell,

a well-known business man, with offices in the

building. From advertising matter in the bag

he found it was the property of Loftis & Co.,

jewelers, and returned it to the owners. The bag

was lost by E. B. Marscheutz, city salesman for

the jewelry firm. A report had been made to the

police when Mr. Powell returned it. Mr. Powell

was given his choice of the articles in the bag

and selected a diamond ring, valued at $125, which

he is now wearing.
On the night of May 28th, when Charles

Goodrich, who conducts the leading jewelry store

in Caruthersville, Mo., went to remove a tray con-

taining $2500 in diamonds from the front window

of his establishment, preparatory to putting the

gems in his safe for the night, he found they had

disappeared in the afternoon. There was no clue

to the thieves found. Goodrich sells postcards in

the rear of his store and the supposition is that

during the afternoon one man engaged his atten-

tion at the postcard counter while a confederate

removed the diamonds from the window. In tak-

ing them out some of the smaller stones fell from

the case and were found in the window.

How the diamond fever has seized the resi-

dents of Pike County and adjoining regions in

Southwest Arkansas, was told by Prof. W. E.

McCourt, of Washington University, in his

lecture at the Academy of Science here recently

on "Arkansas Diamonds." "Since the discoveries

there," said Professor McCourt to a large audi-

ence, "the people have gone diamond mad. Every

man who picks up a pebble in the road wants to

have it examined to see whether it may not be a

precious stone. There has been a rush of people

to the fields and the population of Murfreesboro

has been doubled within a year." Professor

McCourt described his recent visit to the field,

which, he said, had thus far been worked only in

a crude way.
Two young girls were .recently arrested here

for a series of thefts from downtown jewelry

stores. The value of the property they stole

amounted to several hundred dollars. Most of it

was recovered and, owing to the youth of the

girls, those who had been robbed declined to

prosecute.
Samuel Hotchner, of A. Hotchner & Son,

importers of diamonds, 722 Holland Building, has

started on a business trip to Europe. He will visit

the diamond centers.
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The store of J. Galandsky, 1413% North

Eighth Street, was burglarized one night recently

and $l000 worth of jewelry and silverware taken.

Andrew Wardenski, 17 years of age, was arrested

on suspicion and confessed.
The twelve elegant gold medals for the staff

of Governor Hadley, of this State, were recently

completed by the Mermod, Jaccard & King

Jewelry Co. They were in a window display and

presented a very handsome appearance.
F. L. Steiner, secretary of the St. Louis Clock

& Silverware Co., returned recently from attend-

ing the Skaat Congress in Milwaukee. J. H. Cum-

mings and E. H. Mier, of this firm, have returned

from their vacations.

R. F. Reeves, of R. F. Reeves & Co., has re-

turned from a two weeks' business trip to New

York. This firm is exploiting the new mysterious

clock, patented by Robert Saloch, a well-known

St. Louis watchmaker, who was formerly con-

nected with the Eckhardt Jewelry Co. for a num-

ber of years. It is for display and advertising

purposes. It runs, keeps time, the same as any

clock. Though the hands may be spun in the op-

posite direction, when they come to rest they will

show the correct time and will continue to go and

keep time as in the ordinary clock. This firm

will push the clock among the trade. J. E. Riley,

traveler for Reeves & Co. in northern Missouri,

came in to welcome his friends among the retail

jewelers who attended the State convention.

Ralph Lowenstein, of the R. Lowenstein

Jewelry Co., accompanied by his wife, is home

from a three months' trip to Europe, which in-

cluded a visit to Amsterdam, Paris, London and

other points.
The H. C. Grawe Jewelry Co. has been incor-

porated with a capital of $2o,000, fully paid. In-

corporators: Herman C. Grawe, 198 shares;

Frank H. and Alvina E. Grawe, i each. The firm

will do a general jewelry business.
Walter Emeling, the Cherokee Street jeweler,

is out again after a ten days' attack of appendicitis.

Samuel Kober, of the Maritz & Kober Jewelry

Co., is now on a long trip through Texas and

Oklahoma.
A. Maschtneyer, of the Maschmeyer-

Richards Silver Co., returned from a trip East re-

cently, where he went to purchase stock to be added

by the firm in their new and enlarged quarters.

Recent visiting jewelers here were L. J. Ryer,

of the Ryer Jewelry Co., Kansas City, Mo.; J.

Lowe, Monroe, La.; William Westphal, St.

Charles, Mo.; B. Massie, Granite City, Ill.; J. R.

Mercer, Kansas City, Mo.; C. Couver, of the

Grug-White Jewelry Co., Staunton, Ill.; E. H.

Goulding, Alton, Ill.; August Winkler, Poplar

Bluff, Mo.; J. Bone, of Bone Bros., Sikeston, Mo.;

W. K. Urbani, Vandalia, Ill.; Otto Friedrich,

Cape Girardeau, Mo.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.;

E. J. Bauman, St. Genevieve, Mo.

Annual Convention Oregon Retail

Jewelers' Association

The convention of the above organization,

held in Portland early last month, was quite suc-

cessful, both from the point of view of attend-

ance and enthusiasm in the work. The various

subjects agitated by the different organizations,

now familiar to our readers, were discussed at

considerable length. These included legislation

preventing fraudulent advertising and the fraudu-

lent marking of jewelry wares, an examining sys-

tem for watchmakers, etc. A somewhat novel

subject was brought before the meeting by a

member of the Humane Society, who denounced

the new fad of metallized horn toad hatpins and

ornaments.
The following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, M. F. French, Albany; secretary, C. H. Wil-

liams, Condon; treasurer, E. J. Jaeger, Portland;

vice-president, W. M. Howard, Marshfield; sec-

ond vice-president, I. E. Staples, Portland; third

vice-president, H. M. Leffert, Portland; executive

committee, L. Brunz, Portland; L. W. Watts, Eu-

gene, and John Kramer, Independence.
C. H. Williams, of Condon, was elected dele-

gate to represent the association .at the national

convention in Omaha. The next annual conven-

tion of the State organization will also be held

in Portland.
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ALL THE NORTHWEST
SHOULD KNOW THAT THE

Twin Cities of Minnesota
Are a Jobbing Center for Jewelry

and Kindred Lines

THE PRINCIPAL JOBBERS

Benj. F. Simpson Co.

Vliwxusiortaz

Aatichie oista

ariewielsw

Minneapolis, Minnesota

F. L. Bosworth Co.
SILVERWARE
CUT GLASS

CLOCKS

FANCY NOVELTIES

Minneapolis Minnesota

Birkenhauer-Thomsen Co.

JEWELERS SUPPLIES

OPTICAL GOODS

JEWELRY

Tools and Material

Minneapolis   Minnesota

S. 1-1. Clausin 0 Co.

Diamonds, Watches

 Jewelry 
TOOLS AND MATERIAL

Minneapolis Minnesota

SISCHO & BEARD
TOOLS and MATERIAL

JEWELERS FINDINGS

JEWELRY

MANUFACTURINO
OPTICIANS

ST. PAUL :: MINNESOTA

Lewis Finkelstein

Watches, Diamonds

3ewelrv, Silverware

ST. PAUL :: MINNESOTA

Reed-Bennett Co.

WATCHES, JEWELRY

DIAMONDS

TOOLS, MATERIAL

and FINDINGS

Minneapolis Minnesota

Vehon&Goodman

Jewelry, Diamonds

Watches

501 Ryan Building

St. Paul :: :: Minnesota

Albert L. Haman
€(,xclusively
Watches

ST. PAUL MINNESOTA

.. .. . .... ... ).1. ,Ammowe'veo .. ..
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The subject which seems to be uppermost in

the minds of most people at this time is vacation;

or, as some say, the "rest cure," and this remedy
will, no doubt, be used by all who feel that they
can leave their business in charge of some one else
long enough to get away, if only for a few days.

All realize that a few days in the open air and
away from the cares of the store or office, is

very essential to both mind and body, at least once
a year. There is no section of the United States
which affords better opportunities for the "rest
cure" than does the Northwest, with all its beauti-

ful lakes and hills, which mean so much to all

who love the outdoor life and the study of nature
with all her beauty at this season of the year.

About fifty of the St. Paul jobbers and manu-
facturers have organized what may be called a
trade-winning excursion and are touring the
Dakotas and Montana, visiting between seventy,
five and one hundred towns in these different
States. They started from St. Paul June 13th and
returned June 26th. The special train, furnished
by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad,
consisted of one baggage, one dynamo car, one
diner, two tourists, three standard sleeping cars
and one business car. The main object of this
excursion is to enable the St. Paul men to get in
touch with the commercial interests at the differ-
ent towns along the line of the route and to see
what conditions the merchants to whom they are
selling goods are working under and, above all,
to impress upon the merchants in these States the
importance of St. Paul as a commercial center and
the advantages in trading there. From all reports
they had a glorious trip and found the crops in
excellent condition, although several weeks late.
C. F. Sischo, of the firm of Sischo & Beard, St.
Paul, represented the jewelers on the excursion.

F. E. Burridge and I. E. Connett, of Erte, Ill.,
purchased the stock and fixtures of Lewis & Van
Sickle, the jewelry firm at Oskaloosa, Iowa, and
will conduct the business there in the future.

Lewis & Van Sickle, of Oskaloosa, Ia., pur-
chased the business of the Parritt Jewelry Co.,
619 Walnut Street, Des Moines, Iowa.

E. E. Robinson, manufacturing jeweler, of
Des Moines, Iowa, recently bought the stock of
optical supplies, tools and watch material of the
Guinand & Jones Co.

Miss Celia Fischman, of Sischo & Beard, St.
Paul, has returned from Ohio, where she has
been visiting friends and relatives the past three
months.

Fred. 01m, watchmaker, of M. L. Finkelstein,
St. Paul, has undergone a very successful opera-
tion for appendicitis.

J. P. Petersen, of Russell, Minn., is at the
Stone School, St. Paul, taking a course in en-
graving.

A. G. Feinberg, formerly at 217 South

Seventh Street, Minneapolis, has moved his stock
and fixtures to Brown, Minn.

E. R. Zielke, manufacturing jeweler, has
moved into his new quarters at p6 W. 0. W.
Building, Omaha, Nebr.

P. L. Lillie, of Spring Valley, Wis., was in
the Twin Cities buying goods and attending to
other business matters.

M. E. Crockett, of Bird Island, Minn., spent a
few days in the Twin Cities on business.

A. G. Scherf, of Red Wing, Minn., was a

business visitor seen among the out-of-town trade
the past month.

H. Goetze, employed by F. E. Callender,

manufacturing jeweler, of St. Paul, has been on
the sick list during the past month.

A. J. Klimek, of Thief River Falls, Minn.,
was in St. Paul replenishing his stock.

J. P. Hoeltgen, of Belle Plaine, Minn., was
a business visitor in Minneapolis during the past

month.
C. H. Todd, of New Richmond, Wis., has

turned his business over to his son, C. A. Todd,
who will conduct it in the future.
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A. C. Tomeraasen, of Caledonia, Minn., was
in the Twin Cities on business.

E. L. Hammergreen, of Rock Creek, Minn.,
has returned from an extended trip out West,
visiting points in Washington and California. He
is now disposing of his stock at Rock Creek,
Minn., and will open a new store in Oakville,
Wash.

H. J. Wagner, the genial manager of the A.
G. Scherf jewelry store, at Red Wing, Minn., was
in St. Paul looking after some of his real estate
interests.

Roy and Jud Beard, of Sischo & Beard, St.
Paul, are in New York on a business and pleasure
trip and the latest reports from them indicate that
they intend bringing New York home in a
"basket."

H. Works, formerly with H. L. Weisbaum,
Chicago, is now employed by A. E. Sherman, of
Des Moines, Iowa.

J. R. Miller, of Miller Bros., Maple Plain,
Minn., was in the Twin Cities buying goods.

The Transferoid Co., 41 South Fourth Street,
Minneapolis, are meeting with great success. They
have just placed upon the market a compound for
engravers to transfer designs from one article
to another.

J. M. Anderson, of Astoria, Oregon, is visit-
ing his two brothers, H. W. and C. J. Anderson,
St. Paul, jewelers and watchmakers.

W. M. Hulberg succeeds Hulberg & Hulberg,
at Two Harbors, Minn.

G. R. Simons, of Langford, S. Dak., reports
the arrival of a boy at his home May 26th.

M. 0. Stevens, of Albert L. Haman, the St.
Paul watch house, will spend his vacation at
Lake Minnetonka, Minn.

Oscar Dryer, of Kansas City, Mo., has ac-
cepted a position as watchmaker with Haman &
Company, of St. Paul.

J. G. Johnson, formerly at Crystal, N. Dak.,
has succeeded R. F. Lussier, at Rugby, N. Dak.

W. R. Savage, of Kulm, N. Dak., is confined
to his bed with smallpox.

C. Overby, of Rice Lake, Wis., has been suc-
ceeded by W. W. Rubyor.

M. A. Scherffins, Dickinson, N. Dak., has been
appointed watch inspector at that point for the
Northern Pacific Railroad.

C. E. Hale, of Rugby, N. Dak., has been ap-

pointed watch inspector at that point for the

Great Northern Railroad.
J. W. Wegman, of St. Paul, is now working

at the bench for the Tillson Jewelry Co., Car-
rington, N. Dak.

K. H. Knudsvig has succeeded B. F. Lavalley

at Reynolds, N. Dak.
Emil Osterlund, of Stockholm, Sweden, has

accepted a position with N. Jensen & Co., trade
watchmakers at 208 Philipsborn Building, St. Paul.

Mr. Osterlund is a watchmaker of many years'

experience and, having worked in some of the best

factories in both Sweden and England, is capable

of turning out first-class work, which will be re-

quired of him by this firm.
H. A. Carlisle, Laurel, Mont., has been ap-

pointed Northern Pacific watch inspector at that

E. A. Arhert, of Lisbon, N. Dak., was among

the out-of-town trade to visit the Twin Cities the

past month.
Sischo & Beard, 531 Ryan Building, St. Paul,

have been making several changes throughout all

their departments and have installed more new

fixtures, all of which add a great deal to the ap-

pearance of their place.
D. R. Chase has started in the jewelry busi-

ness at.Tokio, N. Dak.

B. H. Pederson, formerly located at Lakota,

N. Dak., is now located at Maddock, N. Dak.

In regard to the joint meeting of the Minne-

sota State Association of Optometrists, the North-

western Optical Association and the Minnesota

Retail Jewelers' Association, to be held at the

Hotel West, in Minneapolis. July 27th, 28th and

29th, we wish to say that this is to be the

largest meeting of the kind ever held and each

and every jeweler, watchmaker and optician

should attend this meeting. The programme is

one from which all who attend may derive some

good, as there will be a number of good speakers

who will, no doubt, bring up some very interesting

subjects for discussion.
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Charles Thoele, formerly with Haman & Co.,
St. Paul, has accepted a position as watchmaker
with H. Bockstruck, East Seventh Street, St. Paul.

Both Mr. Proctor and Mr. McIntyre, of the
firm of Proctor & McIntyre, of Valley City, N.
Dak., were in the Twin Cities on business during
the past month.

A. Michaelson, of Zumbrota, Minn., stopped
off in the Twin Cities and bought some jewelry
and material. Mr. Michaelson was on his way
to Cloquet as a delegate to the thirty-seventh
annual meeting of the Minnesota State Fire De-
partment Association, to be held in that city June
8th and 9th.

Window smashers recently broke the plate
glass window of C. C. Berch's jewelry store at
179 East Seventh Street, St. Paul, and got away
with about forty dollars' worth of jewelry.

Albert Rickers, material clerk for Sischo &
Beard, St. Paul, is away on a two weeks' vacation,
fishing and hunting. "Al" is a sportsman of no

little experience and, doubtless, will show the

boys who are with him a few things along these

lines.
C. A. Snell, of Minneapolis, has been quite

ill for some time, but was better the last report we
had from him.

An Advertising Business Card

Spoelstra, Lyle, Wash., uses an original

business card, on the back of which is printed the

following:
A Little Watch Talk

Did you ever stop to think that the
balance wheel in your watch makes about
po moves a minute, 1800 per hour, or
43,200 from the time you wind it until you
wind it again? You oil your wind mill or
wagon, your wife her sewing machine,
almost daily. Still you let your watch run
in old rancid oil and accumulated dust
year after year or until it stops. Then
when it is worn and the delicate bearing
cut out, blame the jeweler because your
watch kept good time for ten years until
you took it to him. An ordinary watch,
cleaned and oiled yearly, will last any man
a lifetime. My nine years' experience at
the bench at your service. It will cost you
nothing to let me examine your watch.
All work guaranteed.

Mr. Spoelstra states that he has found this
card a fine advertisement. It frequently results,
he says, in bringing a customer to the store, which
gives him an opportunity to talk up the difference
between the low-priced and the higher-priced
watches, the result generally being the sale of the
higher-priced movement.

Burglar-proof Glass

In reply to a communication from an Ameri-
can association, Consul William Bardel, of
Rheims, furnishes the following information con-
cerning the manufacture, in that French district,
of plate glass to be utilized by jewelers as a safe-
guard against robbery :

The glass under consideration is manufac-
tured at St. Gobain, in this district, and in reply
to a communication from this consulate requesting
particulars the manager of the works writes as
follows :

It was on account of an extra audacious rob-

bery committed in a jewelry store at Marseilles

that a trial was made to utilize our extra-strong,
polished plate glass as a greater protection against
the smashing of the show windows. While an

ordinary plate glass, such as is usually put into

jewelers' show windows, was smashed to atoms,
by a single stroke with a metal-trimmed mallet, the

same attempt to break the "dalle polie" furnished

by our works proved entirely fruitless. They then
proceeded to throw a large piece of cast iron with
extreme violence at the show window and all they
succeeded in doing was to make a small hole into

it measuring only a few centimeters. Thereupon

several shots of a revolver loaded with steel cast

balls were fired at the show window with no

further damage than the entering of the balls

into it to the depth of a few millimeters.
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THE HUSTLING JEWELRY
JOBBING HOUSE OF THE EAST

WHY?

I, MORRIS ROSENBLOOM 0 CO.
Rochester, N. Y.

BECAUSE we buy all of our
goods in large quantities, so that
we are in a position to quote
the Lowest Figures on all our
Merchandise. To illustrate—
we import all of our Loose
Diamonds. We are the Sell-
ing Agents for the Elgin,
Waltham, Howard, N. Y.
Standard, Keystone Cases, in
both Gold and Filled, Crescent
and Phila. make of cases.

We have a regular force of
traveling men in the East, and
we are preparing five more
men for the territory west of
the Mississippi.

When our Traveling Men
call on you and show you
our Fall Line, you will admit
we are correct in our state-
ments.

July, 1909 THEE

CINCINNATI
LETTER

Cincinnati jewelers are greatly gratified at the
election of A. G, Schwab as President of The
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association. Mr.
Schwab has been one of the foremost jewelers
of Cincinnati for many years and during that time
he has established himself in the hearts of not
only the local jewelers, but jewelers throughout
the entire country and, in fact, he is greatly be-
loved and highly respected by all who know him,
jewelers and other business men alike. Mr.
Schwab is a business man of great ability and
absolute honesty and his success, financially, and
his great popularity are but due him. The love
and affection of local jewelers for this model
business man was beautifully illustrated some
weeks ago when, before Mr. Schwab left for
an extended tour of Europe, a few of his many
friends gave him a magnificent dinner at
the Stinton Hotel. Mr. Schwab was so touched
by the words and signs of esteem that he will
never forget the event, and it will linger in his
memory as one of the sweetest and most precious
incidents of his business career. Cincinnati
jewelers are unanimous in wishing Mr. Schwab as
successful an administration in his new field of
endeavor as he has had in conducting his own
business and the affairs of other jewelers organi-
zations in the past.

Charles Zurr, of St. Louis, is now identified
with S. and S. Gilsey as a traveling man. He will
start on a trip East after July 4th. William Ed-
wards, of Dallas, Texas, another salesman for
the Gilsey firm, will make Oklahoma and Indiana
Territory about the same time.

Hearing a burglar in the kitchen of his home,
Albert Esberger, a well-known young Cincinnati
retail jeweler, took his revolver and, firing three
times, mortally wounded the man. The shooting,
which proved to be quite a sensation here, took
place early in the morning of June 2d. Mr. Es-
berger, who is in the jewelry business with his
father, Charles Esberger, at trr6 Vine Street, was
awakened by his wife, who said she heard a man
in the house. Esberger very boldly took his re-
volver and, going to the kitchen door, suddenly
swung it open and looked inside for the man.
The fellow crouched behind a table, believing Es-
berger did not see him, but Esberger's eyes are
sharp and he saw the man. He fired twice at the
crouching form and the burglar, giving a scream
of pain, made a dash for an open window. Es-
berger thought he would try to escape by that
means and had the window covered with his gun.
As the fellow leaped through Esberger fired a
third time and says he hit his mark. The man
was found outside soon afterward, dead, and near
his hand lay a great dirk, open. All the bullets
took effect. The man has not been identified
and probably never will be. The trousers he wore
were identified later by a local tailor as those
stolen from one of his customers some time since.
The police believe the burglar was a clever thief
and they are inclined to congratulate Mr. Esberger
on his bold act. Mr. Esberger deplores the fact
that he took a human life, but to a friend said :
"It was a case of his life or mine, and I won out."
Mr. Esberger is a brother of Mr. Esberger, of. L.
Gutmann & Sons.

W. C. Air, who, until recently, was identified
with the Duhme Jewelry Company, is now em-
ployed by the Oskamp Jewelry Company.

Wedding bells will ring merrily on June 26th
for Wallace Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Com-
pany, and Miss Margaret Berry, of Vincennes,
Ind., now a singer in New York. The wedding
will be celebrated at the home of the bride's sister,
in Marshall, Ill. The happy pair will honeymoon
in the East and will be at home later in Cincinnati.

Louis Rauth went East early in June on a
buying trip.

Aaron Cohn, of D. Jacobs & Company, is at
French Lick Springs, Ind., for a few weeks for
a rest.

Peter Henry, E. H. Croninger, J. C. Miller,
of the Miller Jewelry Company, and E. Richter,
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of Richter & Phillips, attended the Shriners' con-
clave in Louisville, Ky., early in June. They say
"Old Kaintuck" has not lost one jot or tittle of
her old reputation for hospitality.

S. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.;
Eli Gutmann, of L. Guttmann & Sons, and A. J.
Thom, of the Thoma Bros. Company, attended
the meeting of the National Wholesale Jewelers'
and Manufacturers' Association in New York.

C. F. J. Bene, of Bene, Lindenberg & Com-
pany, will leave about the middle of July for a
two months' stay in Europe. He will sail on the
Prinz Frederich Wilhelm.

Nathan Hahn, of Lindenberg, Strauss & Com-
pany, spent a very enjoyable vacation recently in
the Great Lakes and over in Canada.

Fox Bros. & Company has enlarged its plant
by putting in considerable new machinery and ad-
ding twenty-five more diamond cutters to the
force. A large shipment of rough diamonds has
just been received by the company from London.
They were bought by Burton Fox, of the firm,
while he was abroad recently.

Joseph Noterman, of Joseph Noterman &
Company, accompanied by Mrs. Noterman, spent
several days in Louisville, Ky., during the
Shriners' conclave there.

Julius D. Jacobs, of D. Jacobs & Company,
just returned home from New York, has an-
nounced his engagement to Miss Jean Rothschild,
of Cincinnati.

John J. Kappes, who was formerly with Ralph
Zimmerman at Batesville, Ind., bought stock here
early in June for his new store in Batesville.

Harry Roth, of Lindner & Company, was
married June 20th to Miss Mary Baur, of Price
Hill, Cincinnati, the wedding taking place in St.
Lawrence Church, Price Hill.

George Newstedt, well-known retail jeweler,
at Fourth and Race Streets, has been appointed
on a committee of Cincinnati business men to
make plans for a big industrial excursion to Cin-
cinnati next fall from many cities and towns in
surrounding States.

H. I. Jacobson, of A. & J. Plant, is on a busi-
ness trip through the South. He will be gone
about two months.

G. E. Spencer, of Lexington, Ky., and E.
Schmidt, of New York, are now on the road for
the John Holland Gold Pen Company.

A. A. Spiegel & Company, is now located in
Rooms 14 and r6, Boylan Building, in East Fourth
Street.

The Clemens-Oskamp Company has put up a
street chime clock of the McClintock and Loomis
make. Only one clock of this kind is permitted
to be put up in a city the size of Cincinnati. The
clock cost $r000.

Sol. Gilsey, of S. & H. Gilsey, has returned
home from Chicago, where he went with relation
to a business deal concerning a large property.

R. H. Galbreath, of New York, who helped
appraise the stock of the Duhme Jewelry Com-
pany, left for home about the middle of June.

Miss Lottie McIntyre, of George H. New-
stedt's, who left recently for an extended tour of
the far West for the benefit of her health, has
proceeded as far as Kansas. She will go to the
Pacific Coast eventually. According to word sent
to her friends here, she is enjoying life to the
utmost.

"Business is as good as could be expected
under the circumstances," said Edward Simper,
retail jeweler, of 705 Vine Street. "We have not
felt any of that prosperity yet, but we are doing
business, nevertheless. The five million dollars'
worth of general improvement bonds which the
Cincinnati public voted some time ago will do a
lot of good in a business way. here. It will be put
into circulation and will help the butcher, the
baker, the candlestick maker and the jeweler. I
have no complaint to make. I am hopeful for
better things and I believe they will come."

J. C. Wilms, of J. C. Wilms & Son, busy
watch repairers and retail jewelers, said: "Busi-
ness has been very fair. I have had all the watch
repairing I could do for the past four or five
years. In. fact, I have more than I could do. I
have been so busy I could not keep my stock of
jewelry in order. But demand for jewelry has
been slow for some time."

John Gerwe, of Frohman & Company, is
wearing a great big smile and when his friends
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ask the reason he slips up to them very confidenti-
ally and whispers, "It's a boy."

Frank Westhoff, of the Oskamp-Nolting Com-
pany, attended the National Bowling Tournament
in New York recently.

Charles Creighton, who formerly had a retail
jewelry store at Morrow, Ohio, was in Cincinnati
a few days ago buying goods for his new store at
Franklin, Ohio.

Lee Loeb, Mayo Loeb and A. Herman, of
Herman & Loeb, have started on their trips west
and south.

Arthur Motch, of Covington, Ky., will leave
in a few days for a two or three months' tour of
Europe.

Friends of R. A. Vaupel, of the M. Schwab
Jewelry Company, are extending their sympathy,
Mr. Vaupel's mother, Mrs. Christina Vaupel, of
Nashville, Tenn., having died recently.

Whether or not a diamond ring is entitled
to be classed as wearing apparel and whether, as
such, it can be seized when the owner is the
subject of bankruptcy proceedings, was the un-
usual question brought up before the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals here June nth.
Thomas C. Leech, a Kentucky business man, is the
owner of the ring. He was forced into bank-
ruptcy some time ago and he turned over to his
creditors all of his property to which he thought
they were entitled. It was later discovered that
his diamond ring, valued at $650, was not turned
over and he refused to turn it over. He said his
wife gave it to him years ago. He said the credi-
tors have no right to it tinder the bankruptcy
law and that it is exempt. The creditors' trustee,
H. V. Sherrill, sued for the ring, but the Ken-
tucky federal court, Judge Walter Evans sitting,
found in favor of Leech. The case came to the
Appelate Court in an effort to have the decision
set aside. Attorney J .C. Flournoy, of Paducah,
Ky., in arguing Leech's side of the case, quoted
from the Bible and various text-books on history
to show that in all ages the ring has been regarded
not as a superfluous ornament or appendage, but
as part of a man's apparel. St. Peter's ring and
other notable examples were brought to the at-
tention of the court. The judges will decide the
unusual question at the next term of court here.

Somebody smashed the show window of the
Mehmert jewelry store, tom Freeman Avenue, on
the night of June lull, and stole a display of
jewelry valued at $100. It is believed the approach
of a pedestrian frightened the thieves and pre-
vented them making a much larger haul.

C. P. Phillips, of 125 West Third Street, a
watchmaker by trade, and formerly employed by
the Oskamp-Nolting Jewelry Company, attempted
to end his life June 13th by draining a vial, of
hat cleaning solution. He was sunstruck some
years ago, it is said, and becomes temporarily de-
spondent. He came from Connersville, Ind., about
three years ago. It is believed Ile will recover.

Morris Cohen, alleged jewelry thief, wanted
in Brooklyn for the alleged theft of between $2000
and $3000 worth of jewelry from different
jewelry firms, was taken back to Brooklyn June
roth by Lieutenant Coughlin, of the Brooklyn
Police Department. Cohen was arrested in Cincin-
nati a few days before after having been identi-
fied by Frank Miller, a young man employed by
Michaelson Bros., of Race Street, who had seen
Cohen's picture and who located him at Gebhardt
Bros. jewelry factory, where Cohen had secured
work. Cohen is said to have admitted the charges
and his identity.

Crossed electric light wires in the store of
the American Jewelry Company, 25 Emery Ar-
cade, caused quite a deal of excitement on the
night of June 13th. Little damage was done.

The Herschede Hall Clock Company has put
on the market some beautiful mahogany-cased
clocks in Doric and Gothic styles. The majority
of the clocks are remarkable for their simple and
artistic lines, but for those who prefer them, the
firm has others which are carved and are a little
more elaborate. John and Walter Herschede
have been displaying their new wares in the east-
ern cities.

Charles Esberger, Sr., well-known retail
jeweler, was bitten in the hand by a dog Decora-
tion Day. The wound is healing nicely, however,
and no further trouble is looked for.

(Continued on page tro5)
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Let us Submit You a
Plan that will Make Your

Umbrella Sales
Worth While

Do you want your umbrella business to net you

a larger profit this fall than it ever has before ? If

so, let us suggest a plan that will accomplish this.

By suggesting ideas that have increased our custo-

mers profit, our business has grown so rapidly that we

have been compelled to enlarge our facilities four times

since our article was put on the market nine years ago,

and we are now occupying the most modern umbrella

factory in the world.

If you are not aware of the fact that the HULL DE-

TACHABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE HANDLE

UMBRELLA has become the STANDARD with jewelers,

it will pay you to investigate.

Write for full details, also let us send you our new

1909 catalogue.

Hull Brothers

<6. j‘
stivi)

11VgV
itat4,1,

We4,4,144,

Umbrella Co.
TOLEDO,

OHIO

SUCCESS?
Is to know the wants of your Trade.
Is to have the goods your Trade
demands.

11 Is to know that the guarantee of your

goods should not rest entirely upon

the word of the drummer, but

must be backed up by " Quality."

(11 Is to know, that before placing your

Fall order, it will pay you to look

at our line of Lockets, Chains,
Bracelets, Lorgnettes, Fobs,

Cuff Pins, Brooches, Scarf Pins,

Cuff Links, Hat Pins and Bell
Buckles made by manufacturers

whose output are titled " Goods of

Quality."

The Frontier Jewelry
Mfg. Co. BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Harry Pelzer, of Newport, Ky., watchmaker
for Albert Sauer, of Newport, was married June
3d to Miss Blanche Betz, in St. Stephens' Church,
Newport. On their return from a honeymoon in
the East they will reside in Newport. Both
young people are popular in Kentucky society.

"Business was all right with us during June,"
said George Newstedt, big retail jeweler at Fourth
and Race Streets. "Yes, I believe business will
remain good."

The Thoma Bros. Company say business was
good during June and that the outlook is very en-
couraging. The members of the firm are off of
the road just now, but will go out again the latter
part of July.

There was a great gathering of the feathered
fraternity Friday night, June r8th, at the North
Cincinnati Turner Hall, when members of Cin-
cinnati Nest No. 2, of Ku-Kus, congregated for
a Dutch lunch and bowling match. The members
proved very adept when it came to the bowling,
both the kind you do at the alley and the kind you
do at the table with good fellows gathered about.
The event was enjoyed immensely. The Cincin-
nati Ku-Kus are preparing to have a Ku-Ku re-
union at Cedar Point, on Lake Erie, June 30th.
Quite a flock of feathered friends will go from here.

C. F. Smith, of the Thoma Bros. Company,
was married June 23d to Miss Catherine Vormohr,
of Cincinnati. They left for the far West and will
spend their honeymoon in Yellowstone Park and
at the Alaska-Yukon Exposition. The many
friends of Mr. Schmidt in the Thoma establish-
ment took occasion to show their love and respect
for him by presenting him and his bride with a
costly imported cuckoo clock. They later gave
him a "prize package," which contained many
articles with the use of which Mr. Schmidt was
unacquainted until enlightened by his friends.

H. Deters, of the Thoma Bros. Company, paid
a visit to the relatives of his wife in Boston the
latter part of June.

Carl Thoma, the youngest member of the firm
and already a hustling and effective road man,
spent his vacation, the latter part of June, "whip-
ping the mountain streams" near Eaton, Ohio, for
catfish, carp and other game fish, according to the
office force. Mr. Thoma pays no attention to this
slight upon his ability with the rod and reel, how-
ever, and has proof that he landed some as pretty
bass as have been caught in that part of the
State for a long time.

H. Schmidt, of the Thoma Bros. Company,
also went fishing during his vacation and he and
C. J. Reinstatler, of the firm, claim they had great
success, but the office force insists that all the
fishing they did was for "mermaids."

Mr. Phillips, of Richter & Phillips, wholesale
jewelers, said the firm's five traveling men will be
on the road "loaded for bear" by June 21st. E. C.
Foutz will cover southeastern Missouri, Arkansas
and Illinois ; Charles E. Kendall will cover Iowa,
Nebraska and Kansas ; H. M. Chaffee will work
Michigan, Indiana and Wisconsin; Ferd. Phillips
will "hit the high spots," and Sam Young will do
Texas. "Business will be good this fall," said Mr.
Phillips. "It had better be, for I have bought
for it and our men are going out for big game."

Albert Bland, of Greenfield, Ohio, was in Cin-
cinnati buying goods the latter part of June. A. C.
Davis, of Coolville, Ohio, and Albert Rolefs, of
Lockland, Ohio, were also in the market for
jewelry stocks.

"Business is fine," said Mr. Oaks, manager
of the Oskamp Jewelry Company, Fifth and Vine
Streets, to your correspondent. "I could not ask
for better trade. Everything is rosy and the out-
look is good."

Mr. Solar, of E. & J. Swigart, said trade is
showing some improvement and demand is getting
better right along. "The prospects for fall busi-
ness are extremely bright just now," he said.
"Barring the possibility of something happening
to the crops, which now look good, there will be
a big, heavy business this fall."

Miss Lillie Kelly, assistant bookkeeper for
& J. Swigart, was married Tune 9th to William

l Metz, an employee of the City Auditor's office.
rhey are now 'at home" in Clifton.
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Miss Flora Schemel, daughter of A. Schemel,
the Mohawk Place jeweler, was married Sunday,
June 20th, to Fred. Goosmann, a well-known
young Cincinnati man, and they left for Texas,
where they will make their home.

On June 19th an application was filed in the
federal courts here with regard to the Keck
Mfg. Co. that the petitioning creditors who in-
stituted bankruptcy proceedings against the Keck
concern be compelled to furnish bond to protect
the interests of the Keck and Duhme companies;
the Duhme company especialy, as it is the retail
branch of the Keck concern, so that in case it is
found not to be bankrupt it will not have suf-
fered. It was stated that the officers of the two
companies believe the bankruptcy charges will not
be proved and they say that that is why they ask
that the petitioners be required to give bond. This
bond is asked for in addition to the $25,000 bond
of the receiver, R. DeV. Carroll.

The court has turned down the petition of
Receiver Carroll, of the Keck company, for per-
mission to sell the assets of the Duhme company
to pay off claims against the Duhme concern.
The court, in refusing the request of the receiver,
said he did so because the Duhme company has
not been adjudged bankrupt and that it is not be-
fore the court in the bankruptcy proceedings.
Receiver Carriill paid off so per cent. of the claims
against the Duhme company a few weeks ago.
He paid out at that time about $20,000 and there
is still due creditors of the concern about $25,000,
it is said.

Baltimore Letter

The June bride always impresses the fact
upon the jeweler that he and Cupid are close
allies. As usual, there have been a great number
of June brides in this city this year, and each
June bride receives innumerable presents. En-
couraging reports as to the condition of business
are coming in from all sides. There is no doubt
in the minds of most jewelers that business has
increased materially during the past month.

Charles C. Crooks, of the Charles Crooks
Company, is taking considerable interest in the
fight between the city and the Pennsylvania Rail-
road for a new railroad station. The railroad
offers the city a station to cost about $soo,000,
whereas the majority of the citizens think that
a station for a city the size of Baltimore should
cost $1,000,000. Mr. Crooks has issued a circular
which he has distributed among the business men
of the city urging them not to oppose the railroad,
but to accept the improvement which it offers
to the city.

A beautiful punch bowl, made by Jenkins
& Jenkins, silversmiths, was presented to Theo-
dore F. Krug, the retiring president of the
Builders' Exchange, by the members of the Ex-
change. On the face it is inscribed as follows:
"Presented to Theodore F. Krug, retiring presi-
dent of the Builders' Exchange of Baltimore.
June 8, 1909." On the back is another inscription
as follows : "A token from the members of the
Builders' Exchange. With love and esteem for
the recipient and his work."

W. Armour Jenkins took a short trip to
Boston last month.

Chief Shipley, of the Baltimore Fire Depart-
ment, nearly lost his life through an explosion of
gas in the jewelry store of Frederick Gleitsman,
918 Pennsylvania Avenue. Someone rang a false
alarm of fire and the fire department responded.
Chief Shipley entered the cellar with his lantern
and the flames of his lantern ignited some gas
which was escaping from a story cock in the cellar.
There was a loud explosion and the fire chief
was thrown heavily against the wall. A large hole
was blown in the ceiling and jewelry was thrown
all over the floor and the showcases were badly
damaged. The loss was estimated at about $500.

A fine loving cup and silver service, which
was presented to Rev. John Timothy Stone, was
made by Stieff Company, 17 McLane Place.

A communion set for St. Paul's Evangelical
Church at Glenburnie was made by Jacobi &
Jenkins. The set consists of a chalice, flagon and
ciborium.

Arthur C. Macy has moved from his old
stand at 33 West Lexington Street, to his new
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quarters at 205 North Charles Street, at what
might be called "The Broadway End of Balti-
more's Maiden Lane." All of his cases are of
fine mahogany and the building is well lighted
with a fine, soft light. All of the fixtures are
entirely new and the greater portion of his stock
was bought recently. The windows are of a rich
colonial design. He reports that his business is
good at his new stand.

Railroad Watch Inspectors' Convention

"I- he second general meeting of the Railroad
Watch Inspectors' Association of the United
States and Canada, which was organized last
February, at Hagerstown, was held June 4th at
the Hotel Kernan, Baltimore, Md.

Before this meeting Charles C. Crooks, of Balti-
more, communicated with the leading railroads of
this country, Mexico and Canada and received re-
plies from officials representing more than 200,000
miles of railroad, showing that they are decidedly
in favor of periodical inspection of clocks and
watches.

A committee, composed of fifteen men, was
sent to Washington to confer with the Interna-
tional Commerce Commission about their rights
while traveling on the railroad on business. A
hearing before Commissioner E. E. Clark was
arranged by E. Mosely, the secretary of the com-
mission. The entire hearing terminated in the
most satisfactory manner for the watch inspectors.

Before the convention adjourned a sub-com-
mittee was appointed, which will have the power
of settling all matters which come up between
the meetings. The committee is composed of the
following: Milton Kohler, Hagerstown, Md.;
Robert W. Little, Cumberland, Md., and Charles
C. Crooks, Baltimore, Md. A plan for the inter-
change of information among the members was
also completed before the convention adjourned.

The present officers are: Milton Kohler,
Hagerstown, president ; W. L. Jones, Martinsburg,
vice-president ; M. B. Kornman, Washington,
second vice-president ; Robert W. Little, Cumber-
land, secretary and treasurer.

In the evening the watch inspectors held their
meeting at Hotel Kernan in conjunction with that
of the Maryland Retail Jewelers' Asociation. The
meeting was the largest and most successful ever
held by the Jewelers' Association. A number of
the watch inspectors delivered short addresses and
the meeting was so interesting that it did not ad-
journ until after midnight.

Emile Jacot, a delegate to the watch inspectors'
convention from Quebec, Canada, dwelt upon
present conditions in this country and Canada. H,e
discussed mainly the laws and tariffs of the two
countries and their direct effect on the trade. One
of the speakers was J. P. Archibald, the President
of the National Retail Jewelers' Association. He
told of the work that had been accomplished by the
association and of the plans for the future. A
number of other speakers delivered short ad-
dresses. Those present at the convention were:

Charles F. Sarbaugh, Hanover, Pa.
F. E. Alder, Brunswick, Md.
Emile Jacot, Quebec, Canada.
E. A. Malsberry, Rockwood, Pa.
Louis Schaefer, Baltimore.
H. W. Wilt, Alexandria, Va.
James Allen, Charleston, S. C.
B. H. Cheydleur, Norwich, N. Y.
C. K. Darling, Houston, Texas.
W. W. Howe, Clearfield, Pa,
E. P. D. Jennings, Albany, N. Y.
G. W. Loar, Grafton, Va.
C. M. Metheny, Thomas, NV. Va.
C. L. Painter, Pulaski, Va.
J. R. Reed, Pittsburg.
Alfred Vaucher, Reading, Pa.
Alfred Zoellner, Portsmouth, Ohio.
G. W. Berisford, Piedmont. W. Va.
James Rawlston, Weston, W. Va.
Charles C. Crooks, Baltimore.
C. A. Fricker, Americus, Ga.
W. H. Saxton, Cleveland.
Dr. C. S. Morris, Lancaster, Pa.
J. T. Allen, Richmond, Va.
A. NV. Bishop, Connellsville, Pa.
N. F. Doering, Anniston, Ala.
A. A. Exley, -Morgantown, W. Va.
W. R. Jackson, St. Thomas, Ont.
E. J. Kramer, Salida, Col.
11. S. Landis, Frederick, Md.
W. H. H. Needy, Hagerstown, Md.
W. C. Pfaeffle, Enid, Okla.
F. F. Riddle, Curtis, Nebr.
George H. Willoughby, Franklin, Mass.
C. W. Walker, Denver, Colo.
J. J. Wilson, Dunsmuir, Cal.
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE OF EMBLEM RINGS AT A MODERATE 
PRICE

 ANY FIINGE7.12 SIZE;  AT $1100 LLF

UV.  
K. of P. IIIIUIIIII No. 272 A\ ood In en - • —

'---.1111111111111 
NO. 289 

B R. . No. 248

THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—average 5 dwts. each—center emblems raised and 
modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors. We will send you 

any

order—any finger size—at $11.00 list. THE BEST RING ON THE MARKET 
FOR THE MONEY.

THE A. P. CRAFT CO. 
Makers of Emblem Rings

and Special Jewelry 
Indianapolis/ Ind.Let us tell you of

our. new selling plan

NOT SIMPLY UP TO DATE

BUT IN THE LEAD

Stands Our New Perfect Joint

Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings

SILVER, WITH GOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

IKKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler
Room 316 American Central Life Building, 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Short Summer Course under two of
the best practical workmen in the
country. Write for particulars.
Dyer Brothers Arts and Crafts Shop

Indianapolis, Ind.

Watch Repairing for the TradE
I am prepared to do anything in the

WATCH REPAIRING LINE. All

work receives my personal attention.

Price-list on application.

313 esinFlynn o Beusil w Building

H. J. SMITH, 
D 

OUR LOCKET LINE second to none and

still growing. New Designs every month

Made only in best quality Gold Filled

  CASTIGLIONI CO.
Mfrs.

116 Chestnut St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

z
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ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS 134uaimIdelsnr, $?..3g per Dot.

FRED. A. HASKELL
208 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

When writing to advertisers, kindly tnention The Keystone

Graduations and June weddings helped the
retail jewelers wonderfully last month. One of
the wholesale houses reported an unexpected de-
mand from the country jewelers for all kinds of
jewelry boxes. The city retailers advertised "sug-
gestions" for these occasions and made special
window displays. Will Reed, son of J. H. Reed,
had a window display of goods for the "graduate
and bride" that was both artistic and helpful to
prospective purchasers.

J. E. Reagan, manager of Baldwin-Miller
Company, attended the meeting of the National
Wholesale Jewelers' Association, held in New
York last month. He visited the jewelry market
in Providence and Attleboro and extended his trip
to Philadelphia and Atlantic City.

Charles Lauer, of C. W. Lauer & Company,
also attended the New York convention and
stopped at Attleboro and Providence. Mr. Lauer,
who was accompanied by his wife, returned home
by way of Philadelphia and Washington City.

M. J. Bieber, manager of the tool and ma-
terial department for Baldwin-Miller Company,
left June i8th to spend a two weeks' vacation at
his old home in St. Paul, Minn.

W. B. Pattee, watchmaker, has taken the
position with George S. Kern that was made
vacant when A 0. Pickett went into the watch
repair business with E. C. Stokes in the State
Life Building. The Kern store, on North
Meridian Street, has been redecorated and a
new electric lighting system installed. Mr. Kern
attended the thirty-fifth session of the Nobles of
the Mystic Shrine in their national convention,
held at Louisville, Ky., last month. Mr. Kern
belongs to all the branches and orders, up to the
32d degree, in Masonry.

John P. Mullally, President of the Indian-
apolis Retail Jewelers' Association, called a
special meeting of the association June 7th to dis-
cuss a letter from Senator Beveridge relative to
the tariff bill now pending before Congress as
applied to watches. Some time ago a number of
local jewelers wrote to Senator Beveridge pro-
testing against the provision requiring that the
name and address of the manufacturer and num-
ber of jewels be imprinted on the dials of all im-
ported watches. The provision, the jewelers
claim, would disfigure and make them unsalable.

F. L. Mayer, of Charles Mayer & Co., re-
ceived a letter from Senator Beveridge in which
he said that J. P. Archibald, of Blairsville, Pa.,
President of the National Association of Retail
Jewelers, had called upon him and declared that
95 per cent. of the jewelers in the United States
favored the provision. The Senator told him
that the sentiment of the Indiana jewelers was in
opposition to the provision and then wrote to Mr.
Mayer, requesting that Indiana jewelers write
further to him relative to the matter. At the
meeting this lctter was discussed and it was
argued that some foreign watches, particularly
Swiss movements, were of good quality and in de-
mand by the public.

The association took no action as a body, but
the members decided to write individual letters to
Senator Beveridge protesting against the provision.

The association also discussed the parcels
post and the urgent need of a law to prevent the
fraudulent advertising and sale of watches and
jewelry. Such a law was proposed to the last
State Legislature but met with defeat. A few
weeks ago a sale was conducted, on one of the
best business streets, of alleged manufacturers'
samples at the uniform price of 25 cents each.
That sale was followed by a repetition of the
March sale at one of the leading department
stores. Like the former sale, this was advertised
as a 42 cents-on-the-dollar-purchase from Joseph
Brown & Company, of Chicago, the bankrupt firm.
The second big purchase was advertised as even
better than the first. Twelve and eighteen dollar
watches of well-known makes in gold-filled cases,
guaranteed for twenty years, were sold for $7.50.

These are some of the matters that have

aroused the retail trade all over the State; in-
deed, the dealers in the smaller cities are the
most determined to find some effective means of
protecting their trade. Without a doubt the next
Legislature will find the jewelers fighting with de-
termination to win for just such a law as was
turned down last session.

J. C. Sipe, diamond merchant, advertised a
JO per cent. discount on all cash sales of diamonds
prior to his departure for the diamond markets of
the old countries. Mr. Sipe sails July 14th on
board the Mauretania. His trip will be purely a
business one.

Fogas Brothers have succeeded to the busi-
ness of the G. A. Fogas Jewelry Company, at 564
Massachusetts Avenue. The firm is composed of
G. A. Fogas and F. C. Fogas.
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This cup is offered The Indianapolis Motor Speed-
way by The Wheeler & Schebler Co. It is of Tiffany
design, showing exquisite workmanship, and stands
eight and one-half feet high. It is of a dull finished
sterling silver. The coin value alone is $s000.

Henry C. Schergens, on East Washington
Street, has been on the partially disabled list. In
cranking up his automobile the. crank handle flew
back, inflicting a painful wound on his right hand.

Don A. Hickman has closed up his manufac-
turing plant in the Yohn Block and is now with
Ed. Johns, manufacturing jeweler, in the Claypool
Building.

The A. P. Craft Company report business as
normal and a full force has been kept busy all
spring. A Past Commander badge, set with seven
diamonds, from the State G. A. R., was turned
out the first of this month. Trade on emblem
rings has been especially good, orders coming in
from all parts of the country.

Walter A. Burlunan, traveler for Baldwin-
Miller Company, was recently met upon his return

from a trip through northern Indiana. He re-
ported an excellent trade on goods for the fall
delivery and said that while trade was slow dur-
ing the last of May, everyone anticipated a good
fall business and bought accordingly. His cus-
tomers had all had a good demand for graduating
and wedding presents.

C. A. Slinger, for many years with Ikko Mat-
sumoto, as watchmaker, is now manager of the
loan department of the Ertel Loan Company on
Massachusetts Avenue.

"Clark's Time Shop" has recently been opened
in the same building, 234 Massachusetts Avenue,
occupied by Dyer Brothers' Arts and Crafts Shop.
A. A. Clark is an expert watchmaker, well
equipped to work on difficult and complicated
timepieces. He has gotten out an attractive little
folder containing a trade price-list.. He will do
trade work.

S. F. Lydick, of Newman, Ill., was a recent
visitor and buyer at the wholesale tool and ma-
terial house of Hoffman & Lauer, in the State
Life Building.

A. W. Kessler, of New Albany, Ind., was a
visitor in this city at the time of the dedication
exercises of the new Masonic Temple, the last
of May. Although an old customer of Baldwin-
Miller Company it was the first time Mr. Kessler
had made a personal call upon that firm.

A recent State convention of Indiana Hay-
makers brought A. Bucher, of Evansville, and
W. S. Hoke, of Winchester, to Indianapolis. Both
gentlemen visited the wholesale houses and made
purchases for their home stores.

A. Gustafson, a well-known jeweler, formerly
located at Joliet, Ill., has taken a position with
J. D. Taylor, at Logansport, Ind.

J. A. Oswald, of Crawfordsville, Ind., secre-
tary of the Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association,
is chairman of the committee on arrangements
for "Automobile Day," to be held in Crawfords-
ville early in July. This is an annual event in that
city, when great crowds come from the surround-
ing country to see the big automoblie parade and
to witness the contests. Mr. Oswald is always
active in any event that advertises his home city.

Major & Sheldon, Shelbyville, Ind., were well
represented on this market last month. Harry
Major and F. C. Sheldon were in the city at
different times.

Sulzer Brothers, Madison, Ind., the only
shell exporters outside of New York City, re-
cently received an order for 2000 tons of mussel
shells for shipment to Hamburg, Germany, by
November 1st. They expect to obtain these shells
from Ohio, White and Wabash River points in
Indiana.

H. R. Koffel's drug and jewelry store at
Knox, Ind., was robbed on the night of May 25th
and jewelry and silverware to the amount of $700
carried away. A cash register was opened and
$too taken. The robbery was supposed to have
been the work of tramps.

A. E. Davidson, of Shelburn, Ind., suffered
a loss from a fire that occurred in his town May
17th. The flames were first discovered in the
attic of the jewelry store and rapidly spread to
the Masonic Lodge Building. Mr. Davidson was
out of town when the fire occurred. He carried
$25oo insurance on his stock.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who at-
tended the dedication of the magnificent new
Masonic Temple, in this city, May 24th, were:
Charles Ham, Frankfort; William Young, Jef•
fersonville; J. F. Kiser, Muncie; J. W. Hudson,
Fortville; J. F. Ratcliff, Richmond ; E. 0. Collins,
Franklin ; C. K. McCain, Kokomo; W. E. El-
dridge, Boswell.

Charles Mayer Company are selling a hand-
some souvenir spoon of the Masonic Temple. It
is a design of the Temple, the Masonic emblem
and the Indiana State seal. The new Masonic
Temple has been erected upon the ground at the
corner of Illinois and North Streets, where the
old Charles Mayer homestead, one of the beauti-
ful and interesting city landmarks, stood for so
many years.

Albert C. Joss has moved his jewelry store
from 344 to 348 Indiana Avenue. The new room
is larger than the old one, has two show windows
and better light. Mr. Joss has associated with
him as watchmaker W. F. Brewer.

(Continued on page atop)



HARDY FUSED BIFOCALS
For some time we have been making Fused 

Bifocals, that is, lenses with a depression ground in the dis-

tance lens into which a segment of glass of a different
 index of refraction is fused by electric heat so as to 

make the

lens when surface ground and ground to size one that to 
all intents and purposes is a single lens perfectly smooth 

on

both sides and not showing except by minute 
examination that it is a bifocal. Fused as it is, instead of cemented, it is

absolutely impossible for the lens to cloud or for the segment to 
come loose. Our process of fusing these lenses is

controlled by United States Letters Patent No. 827,500, 
owned by us, and is the best system that has ever been

devised for doing this work. We guarantee our Fused 
Bifocals to be as absolutely perfect as such lenses can be 

made.

Our equipment and facilities have been so increased 
within the past sixty days that we are prepared to supply

any demand made upon us within forty-eight hours, and 
solicit all of the orders of our customers for this style of

lenses. When ordering, specify HARDY FUSED 
BIFOCALS.

Our prescription prices are as follows:

Sph.  
Cyl 
Sph. Cyl 
Sph. Prism 
Cyl. Prism 
Sph. Cyl. Prism  

PERITORIC

Edged Rimless Edged Rimless

$4.00 $4.25 $6.00 $6.25

5.00 5.25 7.00 7.25

5.00 5.25 7.00 7.25

5.00 5.25 7.00 7.25

5.75 6.00 8.25 8.50

5.75 6.00 8.25 8.50

Extras over the foregoing prices are charged as follows:

$1.50 Minus scales

1.50 Blue or Smoke

NIT‘I;NV YORK ATLANTA

$4.00

FACTORY OF

ROGERS, LUNT & BOWLEN CO.

  Silversmiths  
GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

The HOME of YE MOUNT VERNON PATTERN
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The jewelry store of T. Lundy,
Much-robbed at 728 Market Street, was
Store robbed again and entrance was

effected in the same manner as
in the burglary of April, igo8, when nearly $5o,000
worth of diamonds and watches were taken from
the safe. The thieves, however, steered clear of
the safe and contented themselves with taking
watches and a diamond ring, valued at $moo, from
the show windows. Detectives are making a
thorough investigation. The burglars first cut
their way through the corrugated iron in the rear
of Fisher's hat store, adjacent to the jewelry store,
approaching the building from a vacant lot on
Geary Street. After sawing a hole large enough
to permit the entrance of a man they ascended to
the mezzanine hall, through the partition into
Lundy's. They proceeded at once to the front
window and gathered up the watches. They ma'de
their escape by the same way they entered, first
stopping in the hat store long enough to take $to
from the till. This makes the third time Lundy
has suffered loss by thieves. In 1878 burglars
secured a large amount of his jewelry, and in
April, 1908, he was practically ruined again. At
that time he was located on Market Street war
Grant Avenue, a few doors from his present
location. Cracksmen first broke into an adjacent
candy store, bored their way through the
partition and opened the safe. Since that time
Lundy has protected the windows and doors and
safe with burglar alarm wires. The thieves had a
singularly correct knowledge of the location of
these wires and chose their place of entry and
operation where there would be no danger of
giving the alarm. The detectives found an empty
satchel in the Geary Street lot and a screwdriver
and circular saw inside the store.

Finding a baby girl on his doorstep, E. A.
Jaeger, a prominent Portland jeweler and member
of the last Legislature, with his wife have de-
cided to adopt the waif. With the infant, who has
come into one of the fine homes of the city, was
left a complete outfit of clothing of excellent
quality. The clothes were packed in an open suit
case with the baby. When found the infant was
cooing happily. "Won't you take my baby rather
than one from an institution? I've been told you
could give her a better home than I ever could,"
said an accompanying note, written in a refined
hand.

An attempt was made to break into the
.j'ewelry and camera store conducted by Lovick
Brothers at 56 Kearny Street. Patrolmen heard
a sound of breaking glass and running in the
direction found that the front plate glass window
of the store had been cracked, but not broken out.
A search was made of the vicinity for the thief,
but he had made his escape.

Jewelry and other merchandise valued in ag-
gregate at $85 were stolen by burglars from the
Kisen Co., Japanese art and dry goods, at 1151
Van Ness Avenue. Entrance was gained by using
a pass key.

Police Judge Shortall issued a warrant
charging felony embezzlement for the arrest of
Herman Paley, a diamond salesman formerly
employed by A. Isaacs, a jeweler, at 756 Market
Street, now under arrest in Chicago. The war-
rent was secured by Isaacs, who alleges that Paley
absconded with a diamond locket and two dia-
mond rings, valued at $300, on December 15th
last. He claims that the entire amount of Paley's
embezzlement amounts to about $t5oo. Paley left
here in December for Portland and Seattle,
whence he was taken. to Chicago by the police.
The local police were recently notified by the Chi-
cago authorities that they had a weak case against
Paley and the issuance of the warrant yesterday
by Judge Shortall was the result of the communi-
cation. A detective will be sent to Chicago to
bring Paley here.

The fire department of Los Angeles for two
hours fought a tire which broke out shortly after

2 o'clock in the jewelry store of S. B. Bailey,
located in the Isaacs Building, on Broadway, near
Fourth Street. The ground floor of the two-story
structure was occupied by the Bailey store and
he places his loss at $25,000. The flames originated
ill the basement of the building and probably were
caused by crossed electric wires.

A show window in the jewelry store of Clark
& Lindskog, Ely, Nevada, was robbed of $1500
worth of diamonds by thieves who effected an
entrance by digging a tunnel twelve feet long from.
the basement of Tex Rickard's saloon. This base-
ment is seldom used by anyone except the
Chinese porter, who left the place at 5 o'clock in
the afternoon. It is supposed that the robbers
were in the tunnel at that time and that they after-
ward cut a hole through the bottom of the show
window. Reaching upward they took all the dia-
monds on display. Lindskog, who was within
twelve feet of the window, heard the men at
work but supposed the noise came from the street.
The hand of one of the thieves was seen in the
window by a man across the street who, however,
thought it was only a shadow. There is no clew
to the identity of the robbers.

Alphonse Judis, of the well-known wholesale
jewelry firm of the same name, has just returned
from his annual eastern purchasing trip.

J. H. Spiro, the popular manufacturers' agent,
who is located at 704 Market Street, San Francisco,
has just returned from a very successful four
months' business trip throughout the Pacific Coast.

J. J. Wilson, the time inspector of the South-
ern Pacific Railroad at Dunsmuir, paid this city a
flying trip recently.

The Royal Jewelry Co., C. Weinstock, pro-
prietor, which is located at 355 Kearny Street,
was burned out recently, the damage amounting to
about $2030, fully covered by insurance. This
establishment will reopen as soon as the adjust-
ment with insurance companies is made.

W. K. McKnaught, President of the American
Waltham Watch Case Co., of Toronto, Canada,
paid his relatives in this vicinity a short visit in
the early part of June, after having visited all of
the points of interest in the southern section of
this State.

A. S. Levin, manufacturing jeweler and dia-
mond setter, 78 Geary Street, this city, is receiv-
ing congratulations from his many friends in and
out of the jewelry trade on the very attractive
appearance of his new establishment at the above
address.

A. Zemansky, formerly of Zemansky Bros.,
Fresno, Cal., has opened a new jewelry store at
531 K Street, Sacramento, Cal.

J. Sorensen, President of the James Sorensen
& Co., Inc., retail jewelers of this city, left here
on June 3d with the Arab Patrol of the local
Mystic Shrine to attend the conclave at Louisville,
Ky., which was in session the middle of last
month. After Mr. Sorensen's Masonic duties were
out of the way he immediately visited all of the
largest manufacturing establishments in the far
East. We look for his return on or about the
tenth of July.

Charles Noack, one of the leading retail
jewelers of Sacramento, Cal., was seen visiting
several of the wholesale jewelry houses recently.

J. B. Tucker, who was formerly in the employ
of F. W. Smith Co., of Gardner, Mass., has ac-
cepted a position as road salesman and will travel
ill the interests of the well-known jewelry firm of
A. I. Hall & Son.

The Macey Jewelry Co., who were formerly
located at 1700 Filmore Street, are now occupying
their new premises • in a new class A building
that was recently completed on the corner of Eddy
and Market Streets.

The Gorham Manufacturing Co., who were
temporarily located in Oakland since the fire, are
now settled in their new permanent quarters on
Geary Street, near Grant Avenue. All of the en-
tire jewelry trade are 'cordially invited to inspect
the new establishment.

Granat Bros., manufacturing jewelers and dia-
mond setters, are now located in their new quar-
ters on the fifth floor of the Schmidt Building,
Geary and Kearny Streets.

S. W. Miller, who has been known as the
trade engraver, has also moved into the Schmidt
Building and occupies the floor space on the
Geary Street L.
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The death of Robert Bastheim was quite a
shock to his host of friends both in the wholesale
and retail district in this city. The young man
passed away after a lingering illness on May 30th.
The funeral ceremony was largely attended and
the floral offerings were many and varied.

Bastheim, Adams & Abel, Inc., is the newest
wholesale jewelry concern starting in business,
beginning August 1st. They will open their es-
tablishment at 424 South Broadway, Los Angeles.
Mr. Bastheim is now in New York interviewing
the eastern manufacturers and is in search of
salable goods for the new firm's territory. He is
making his headquarters with the well-known
diamond firm of L. & M. Kahn.

Hirschman & Co., one of the leading retail
jewelers of this city, after many delays, is now
occupying the new commodious retail jewelry
store on Grant Avenue, between Post and Sutter
Streets.

Deremer & Co., the enterprising retail
jewelry firm, are now occupying their very at-
tractive store on the corner of Geary Street and
Grant Avenue.

Indianapolis Letter

(Continued from ',age 1107)

The fourth annual convention of the State
Association of the Fraternal Order of Eagles,
met at New Albany, Ind., last month. In the
election of officers for the ensuing year two well-
known jewelers were chosen to high offices-
Fletcher M. Noe., of this city, is the new president
and Charles A. Rigdon, of Warsaw, is the new
secretary.

The list of purchasers on the Indianapolis
market last month included the following: John
Kennard, Rushville; Aaron Purcel, Noblasville;
H. A. Paulel, Bloomington; J. A. Miessen, Cicero;
Mrs. B. Maier, Edinburg; H. Wheeler, Dana;,
and J. C. Ridell, Paris, Ill.

Jobbers and manufacturers of Indianapolis
wish to call the attention of out-of-town trade to
the fact that their places of business will be
closed at noon on Saturdays during July and
August. All orders received up to noon will re-
ceive immediate attention.

Clarence Geer, watchmaker with H. H.
Bishop, on Virginia Avenue, has returned from
a two weeks' vacation.

L. B. Kohlineyer, with Carl L. Rost, will take
a vacation the last of June. Upon his return he
will be accompanied by his bride, a young lady
from Bloomington, Ill.

Jacob H. Geisser & Company started in the
manufacturing business on W. Washington Street
about five months ago. They report trade as very
good, considering the general quiet during the
spring. Each month has shown a small, but
steady increase.

George W. Dick has recently refitted his gold
and silverplating plant on Virginia Avenue, until
it is virtually a new plant. Several pieces of
modern machinery have been installed and the
electric power increased. Mr. Dick is now fully
equipped to do any work, whether large or small.
Last month the plant turned out a big order for
the Lake Erie & Western Railroad-the replating
of all their engine headlights. Also the replating
of all the table service for a number of lake
summer resorts.

Arthur Hutto, the well-known engraver, who
has catered to the wants of the retail trade, is
now located on the second floor of the Postal
Building.

C. M. Hunnicutt, of Rockville, Ind., was a re-
cent welcome buyer on the local market.

Albert Zoller and Charles Mayer, Jr., have
returned from a three months' trip to Europe.
While they did some sight-seeing, the object of
their trip being to purchase „goods for Charles
Mayer & Company. Their buying included silver-
ware and clocks from Germany and Holland and
china from England.

Edward J. Kappeler, 338 Indiana Avenue,
supplied a number of prizes for the contests at
the opening of Turner Park, near Fairview,
June 13th.
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"PERFECT ONE PIECE"

COLLAR BUTTONS
T RADE MARK

ABSOLUTELY GUAiiiii■itittliAGAINST  BREAKAGE

STERN BROS. & CO.

33=43 Gold Street, New Yo
rk

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond 
Department

68 Nassau Street, New York

Chicago, Ill., 103 State Street

To avoid delay
use local address
33-43 GOLD STREET

Diamond Cutting Works

142 West 14th Street, New York

Branch Offices

Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Strata 
London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely 

Place

Fob Seals

Rings

Pendants

Lockets

Link Buttons

Tie Clasps

Scarf Pins

Screw Earrings

Ring Mountings

Bracelets

Hat Pins

Bead Neck Chains

Fobs

Studs

Baby Pins

Gold and Silver
Match Boxes

Festoons

Crosses

Cameo Goods

Barrettes

Collar Buttons

Rope Chains

Locket Rings

Veil Pins

Vest Buttons

Lapel Buttons

Emblem Goods

Knives

Cigar Cutters

Neck Chains

Charms

Gold and Silver
Thimbles

Gold and Silver
Cigarette Cases

STERN BROS. &CO.
33=43 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK

Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively
 POPULAR PRICES 

The Largest Line of UP-TO-DATE NOVELTIES ever before shown by any manufacturer
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Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

0 83811 DO

ISS. HUNTING

i1.!4 F

■■•.. FIUNTIN,

ANNOUNCEMENT

q After an extensive preparation and the efforts of the

best designers, an entirely new and varied line of pat-

terns, that have been ordered by the jobbers, are now

ready for presentation to the trade.

Iffr There are new and radical changes in the contour of

cases, of models and of decorations.

q The new features are

skilled artisans whose

solid gold case work.

many and varied, all made by

entire energies are devoted to

They are specialty workers—

hence the superior quality of their handiwork.

ct New effects in fancy chased and Art Noveau bows of

original and exclusive designs have been added to a

large variety of patterns in the various sizes.

411( Nothing has been left undone to make our present line

the most exclusive and comprehensive ever offered.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583- THOUSANDTHS FINE

Trade-Mark

s T Aft

4332W

in back

Note this Guarantee Look for

AN

0 14 K 6
.585riNE o•

in cap:

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

0 43708 1313
105. HUNTING

C133752

las. HUNTING

"THE PARAGON"
14 K., 16 SIZE, BASCINE

NEW SIZE JUST OUT

q Simplicity of Construction.
q Movement Fitted with Ease.
q Antique Pendant and French Bow.
q Thin—Compact—Durable.
q Keystone Quality and High-Grade Finish.
(Ti Our Facilities Permit of the Marketing of

This Model at a Very Low Price.

q 16 Size Paragons Fitted with Movements
Make an Ideal and Popular-Priced Watch.

q First Delivery of 16 Size Paragons has
been made to Jobbers.

141 Write Your Jobber for Sample of Case.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY

585 THOUSANDTHS FINE
14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 5831 :, THOUSANDTHS FINE

This Tag

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIANEW YORK

CHICAGO

CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

G 23571 C

OS. HUNTING

CI I4k

e* .585 FINE o•

4.w c•

GUARANTEE IN CAP

14w7J(.7
SICC.11.0 MAU

Tool< TOR THIS TAG

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIANEW YORK

CHICAGO

CINCINNATI

SAN FRANCISCO
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The

Automatic

Eyeglass

or Pencil

Holder 0_1

Made in 'WHITE,
Black Enamel, Gun

Metal, Rolled-Plate,

Gold and Silver. These

are Lei ng advertised

in leading magazines,

directing purchasers to

jewelers and opticians.

Sample sent upon re-

quest.

Now is the Sellt4011

to PUSII No. 803, a

Dead Witt te Cel-

luloid Covered

Holder.

Our name On it
guarantees it.

Established 1832 Send for Catalogue " E"

KETCHAM ec McDOUGALL,
Manufacturers

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES, AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

THE constantly - increasing
popularity of STOUFFER'S
HAND PAINTED CHINA

guarantees not only its sala-
bility, but its quality as well.

I T is the volume of our business
alone that enables 'us to have each

separate operation performed by a
separate artist who specialii-es on
that particular kind of work.

T HE flower specialist paints flow-
' ers; the figure specialist paints
figures; the design specialist paints
designs. Each is trained to the per-
fect performance of a single task ;
the result shows in the exquisite
finish of our china.

Stouffer's Hand Painted China
costs no more than many ordi-
nary kinds ; yet it has a character
that cannot possibly be matched in
the hr i ducts of a studio where a
Pzo artists are trained to do a mul-
titude of things indifferently.

HAVE our man show you, or
write for display sheet show-

ing' two hundred new pieces.

WE SELL THE
RETAIL TRADE
ONLY

0922

F261'244

The illustrations on this page show the details

of four of our very latest designs in Fobs.

Gold

and

Silver

Thimbles

No. 6922 is something new in a 
Chatelaine Fob, the Watch

being worn as part of the Fob itself. The large

cut shows the manner of wearing this Fob.

No. F261/244 is our new Mesh Fob. A patent on this 
mesh

has been applied for and we are one of only

two firms that are licensed to use it in the manufacture of Fobs.

No. F22/224 is something entirely distinctive and new, and

is an extreme novelty that is going to prove

a big seller. It is a Reversible Stone Fob, being set with one kind

and color of stone on one side and a different color and kind on the

other, thus practically making two Fobs in one. giThis Fob is

patented and we have the sole right to its manufacture.

These Goods are for Sale by your Jobber. If he

hasn't them, drop us a line and we will

tell you where you can get them.

The D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO • •• MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE

180 Broadway Heyworth Bldg
ST. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE

Victoria Bldg. 118-122 Holborn, E.G.

1:311

7688'1018



GODDESS OF
THE NILE

Worshipped by
the Egyptians as
the Great Bene-
factress.

Worshipped as
the Protectress of
Egypt.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.

East Syracuse, N. Y.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.
East Syracuse, N. Y.

The ancient Egyptians were great builders—such Temples as
Karnak, built by the Seti over fifteen centuries ago, the ruins of
which are still standing in an excellent state of preservation, prove
them GOOD BUILDERS.
We are metal workers, and the fact that our business has grown to its
present proportions proves us GOOD WORKERS also.
Our latest line is " KARNAK BRASS " founded on the principles
of utility and Art, of which we illustrate herein a few pieces—both
forms and decorations express the ideal features of Egyptian orna-
mental art. Each piece is hand decorated and finished in a most
attractive combination of dull brass and antique green. Each piece
has a distinct individuality.
We wish particularly to call the trade's attention to the fact that this
is a unique line—one in which every number is certain to prove a
quick and profitable seller.

Q., Write for price-list and complete catalogue.
Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway ; including Hand Hammered
Brass and Copper Art Goods, Silver Plated
Hollowware and Flatware, Gold-Plated Nov-
elties, Clocks, Jewel Boxes, Metallized Real
Rose Hat Pins. H

ERE'S an alarm clock that will not come back on you. It has no
delicate points, no projecting bell to be knocked off, no attached
legs to be broken or bent. The whole works are enclosed in a

heavy, bronze plated cast iron armor that cares nothing for dust or rough-
house. Once put in place it will stay put and once sold it will stay sold.

IRONCLADS are packed twelve in a box containing 4 four-color
Posters, a booklet of ready-made Ads and electros for the retail dealer.

See reverse page for prices.

THE SACRED LILY
of Egpyt--much used
in the Decorative Art
of the Ancients.

&US
A SPECIES OF REED
Co mmon in ancient
Egypt—used as a writ-
ing material. Also in
their decorative art.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.
East Syracuse, N. Y.



It's a good plan to have your customers bring back their IRONCLADS

every other year for oiling.

You can take an IRONCLAD out of its case in 15 seconds, you can

put it back in 20. You can handle it without detaching the back plate;

you can even clean it without taking off the hands and dial.

It's a clock well worth pushing and caring for; it's a clock well worth

writing for. We print dealer's name free on dials in case lots of 24.

80c
Net each in case lots of 24.

82c net in dozen lots. 85c net in single lots.
Height 5 inches. Dial 2f inches. Weight 2i lbs.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co.
NEW YORK, La Salle, Illinois 

CHICAGO,. 131 Wabash Ave.
85 John St.

Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

No. I

The watchmaker who cannot draw will
find it a clog to 'his progress through his
whole business career. The possession of
that ability is like having another tongue
and being able to speak another language
which everybody can understand. A few
strokes of the pen or pencil will make clear.
our ideas, but we might describe them in
words for hours and the hearer would not
'know then what we. meant. All, however
ignorant, can understand this language. Al-
most every day something occurs where the
ability to make 'a drawing, or even a neat
little pencil sketch offhand, would be ex-
tremely desirable. In matters of business it
becomes essential for security, for there is
no certainty about an idea conveyed by de-
scription, but a sketch is positive and tangi-
ble proof of what we intended and said.

It is generally thought to be a very diffi-
cult thing to make a drawing, but in reality
it is very easy. The great trouble with be-
ginners is that they expect to make a draw-
ing, containing dozens of strokes, almost at
a dash. It is, of course, impossible to draw
a dozen lines at once, but easy to draw one
at a time till done. The instruments are
very simple, and any watchmaker accus-
tomed to handling his tools should need no
instructions about handling these—only
about what to do with them. The difference
between the two things is the same as that
between designing- a machine or a building
and making a plan of it. The head work is
in connection with the subject, not the
drawing.

The essential instruments are dividers,
for measuring and setting off distances;
drawing compasses, which are dividers in
which one point is replaced by a pen or pen-
cil, for circular lines ; and plain pencils and
drawing pens for straight lines. Besides
these you need a ruler or straight edge, and
a scale accurately divided off, preferably on
the decimal system, to the Tjtoo inch. A
square, and a sector, or semi-circle with an-
gles marked upon it, are also very conve-
nient. The sector is generally called a semi-
circular protractor. Boxes of drawing tools
often contain a great number of instru-
ments, which are, of course, convenient to

have, but they are, most of them, different
sizes and modifications of the pieces just
named. You do not dip the drawing pen in
ink, but with another pen insert the ink be-
tween the points, keeping the outside clean
and dry. Adjust the points with the screw
to get the line thick or thin.

To show how easy it is, we will begin
with a spiral. Every watchmaker has, at
some time or other, wanted to draw some-
thing which wotild have at least a faint re-

A-'29.2 •

semblance to a hairspring and has very
likely only succeeded in producing a thing so
outlandish-looking as to make him ashamed

of his drawing and a good deal more
ashamed of himself as the author of such a
monstrosity. Now, see how easily you can

do it, if you only know how.
Figs. I and 2 show, on a large scale, the

method followed. On a horizontal line you
make two fine prick marks for the points of

your compasses, as shown by / and 2, at the

C.

4).

/1" • el-

center of your proposed spring. First set
the compasses to the distance r, 2, that is, to
reach from r to 2. Taking i as the center,
you draw the semi-circle from a over.to 3.
Next, open the compasses to span the dis-
tance 2-3; take 2 as the cenfer and draw the
curve from 3 to 4. Now set your com-
passes to 1-4; take i for your center and
draw 4-5. Change your center over to 2
and draw 5-6, then back to I' for a center
and draw 6-7, and so on. The idea is this:
You take i and 2 alternately as your center,
selecting the one which is farthest in the
direction you are going to mark. For in-

(II19)

stance, when you are going to draw a semi-

circle towards, the left, you select the left-
hand point 2 for your center ; when you are
going to draw to the right, you take the
right-hand point for the center ; and each
time set the compasses so that the new semi-
circle will join nicely on the one last made.
The result is shown. in Fig. I. Do you want
anything nicer than that ? Try it once and
you will be tickled to find how nicely and
easily you can do it the first time.

Now, let us draw a watch pinion.
Draw the straight horizontal line Pr
(Fig. 3) the length of it representing the
semi-diameter of the pinion, only the draw-
ing is many times larger than the real
pinion. Taking P for the center, draw the
circle shown, to represent the pitch circle of
the•pinion. This pitch circle is the dividing
line between the flanks and the points of the
leaves. Inside of the pitch circle the flanks
of the leaves are radial, i. e., they are in lines
drawn from the center to the circumfer-
ence, which are called radii. In the figure,
Pr is one radius, and all the other radii are
of the same length. Outside of the pitch
circle the leaves are rounded off, as here-
after described.

We will suppose that our pinion is to
have eight leaves. We, therefore, divide the
circle into eight equal parts, by measuring
around it with our dividers, and mark them
I, 2, 3, etc. Then draw radii from P to
these points, and these radii will be the faces
of the eight leaves. The distance from each
radius to the next one is to be divided be-
tween the body of the leaf and the space be-
tween it and the next leaf. As a general
rule, the leaf occupies one-third of this dis-
tance, therefore, we divide the distance from
I to 2 into three equal parts by the dividers,
and mark the divisions a and b. The body
of the leaf is to reach from r to a, and we
draw the line Pa, for the back of the leaf.
Having the dividers set from r to a, we
mark the same distance from 2 to a, and so
on for all the other points, 3, 4, etc. ; then
draw line from P to these marks and we
have the backs of all the leaves. It is, of
course, not necessary to draw them all unless
you want to show the whole pinion. You
can, if you -choose, draw merely one or two
leaves by the method described.

So far, our leaves end at the pitch circle.
Outside of the pitch circle pinion leaves are

(Continued on page urn)



It's a good plan to have your customers bring back their IRONCLADS
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You can take an IRONCLAD out of its case in 15 seconds, you can
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likely only succeeded in producing a thing so

outlandish-looking as to make him ashamed

of his drawing ail a good deal more

ashamed of himself as the author of such a

monstrosity. Now, see how easily you can

do it, if you only know how.
Figs. I and 2 show, on a large scale, the

method followed. On a horizontal line you
make two fine prick marks for the points of

your compasses, as shown by 1 and 2, at the
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center of your proposed spring. First set

the compasses to the distance 1, 2, that is, to

reach from r to 2. Taking i as the center,
YOU draw the semi-circle from 2 over.to 3.
Next, open the compasses to span the dis-
tance 2-3; take 2 as the cenfer and draw the
curve from 3 to 4. Now set your com-
passes to 1-4; take r for your center and
draw 4-5. Change your center over to 2
and draw 5-6, then back to r for a center
and draw 6-7, and so on. The idea is this :
You take r and 2 alternately as your center,
selecting the one which is farthest in the
direction you are going to mark. For in-

(1119)

stance, when you are going to draw a semi-

circle towards.the left, you select the left-

hand point 2 for your center ; when you are
going to draw to the right, you take the
right-hand point for the center ; and each
time set the compasses so that the new semi-
circle will join nicely on the one last made.
The result is shown in Fig. 1. Do you want
anything nicer than that ? Try it once and
you will be tickled to find how nicely and
easily you can do it the first time.

Now, let us draw a watch pinion.
Draw the straight horizontal line Pr
(Fig. 3) the length of it representing the
semi-diameter of the pinion, only the draw-
ing is many times larger than the real
pinion. Taking P for the center, draw the
circle shown, to represent the pitch circle of
the .pinion. This pitch circle is the dividing
line between the flanks and the points of the
leaves. Inside of the pitch circle the flanks
of the leaves are radial, i. e., they are in lines
drawn from the center to the circumfer-
ence, which are called radii. In the figure,
Pr is one radius, and all the other radii are
of the same length. Outside of the pitch
circle the leaves are rounded off, as here-
after described.

We will suppose that our pinion is to
have eight leaves. We, therefore, divide the
circle into eight equal parts, by measuring
around it with our dividers, and mark them
.1, 2, 3, etc. Then draw radii from P to
these points, and these radii will be the faces
of the eight leaves. The distance from each
radius to the next one is to be divided be-
tween the body of the leaf and the space be-
tween it and the next leaf. As a general
rule, the leaf occupies one-third of this dis-
tance, therefore, we divide the distance from
I to 2 into three equal parts by the dividers,
and mark the divisions a and b. The body
of the leaf is to reach from 1 to a, and we
draw the line Pa, for the back of the leaf.
Having the dividers set from to a, we
mark the same distance from 2 to .a, and so
on for all the other points, 3, 4, etc.; then
draw line from P to these marks and we
have the backs of all the leaves. It is, of
course, not necessary to draw them all unless
you want to show the whole pinion. You
can, if you choose, draw merely one or two
leaves by the method described.

So far, our leaves end at the pitch circle.
Outside of the pitch circle pinion leaves are

(Continued on page 1120
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Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

(Continued from page mg)

generally rounded off in the form of a semi-

circle, as shown. To do this set the point of

the compasses at c, exactly midway between
I and a on the pitch circle, and draw the
semi-circle from I around to a. In the same
way round up the ends of all the other leaves.

Next, draw the bottom of the spaces, at
such depth as will clear the points of the
teeth which will work into them, in the form

of a circle, from the center P.
Thus far all may be in pencil. You

now draw in ink, over the pencil marks, the

lines necessary to represent the outlines of
our finished pinion. You will see that some
of the lines are heavier than the others. The
heavy lines represent the ones that have been
inked over. The others remain in pencil

marks, and, after the ink is thoroughly dry,

they may be rubbed out with a rubber eraser.
If the pinion is to have a different num-

ber of leaves, divide the pitch circle into that

number of parts and proceed as before. In
the next article we will show how to draw

a wheel, with its teeth properly spaced and

formed.
But, first, we will consider how to draw

perpendiculars—a very important detail.

Suppose you have a line a b, in Fig. 4, and

you wish to draw a line which will be per-
pendicular to it at its center c. Set your

compasses to some distance which is greater

than one-half of a b, say to a d, then rest one

point on a and draw short curves at d and e.

Then set the compasses on b and again draw

curves at d and e, crossing the others. Then

draw a straight line from their intersection

at d to the similar intersection at e. This
line d e will be perpendicular to a b, and will

also show where its center is at c, i. e., show
the central point between the points a and b.

So that this method is suitable both for bi-

secting a line and for erecting a perpendicu-

lar to it.
For drawing a perpendicular on only

one side of a b, instead of crossing it, find
the center c by measuring between a and b
with your dividers, and mark the point c.

Then proceed as above directed, except that
you draw the curves only at d. From their

intersection draw a line to c, and this line d c
will be perpendicular to a b at the point c.

Sometimes we want to draw a perpen-

dicular to a line at one end of it, and, of
course, we cannot follow the foregoing
methods. For instance, you have a line (as

shown by the horizontal line in Fig. 5) and
you wish to erect a perpendicular to it at the
point a, at one end. We do not recollect any

method except one devised by us, which is as

follows : Mark off, on the line, equal dis-
tances a b and b c. Now erect the perpen-
dicular d b by the method just described
above. And while the compasses are set to
the proper distance for drawing the curves
at d from the points a and c, set one point on
b and strike a curve at e. Now carefully
adjust the compasses so that, when one point
is on b the other will exactly reach the inter-
section of the two curves at d, and draw the
horizontal curve through that intersection.
Then move the point from b to a, and draw
a horizontal curve at e. From the intersec-
tion of the two curves at e draw a line to a,
and this line e a will be perpendicular to a c
at the point a. The idea is to erect a per-
pendicular on the point b, and to then draw a
line from a parallel to it, which will, of
course, be perpendicular to a c at a.

But when a perpendicular can be drawn,

by the aid of a square, that will be less

trouble. A sector can also be used. This is

a piece (sometimes transparent) having a

straight line on one side and a semicircle on

the other as if made like the upper half of

Fig. 3, i. e., with the line 1P5 and the semi-

circle 5, 4, 3, 2, I upon it. This curve is di-

vided off into parts, which are marked and

numbered at the edge, and lines drawn from

the center P to these marks. The inclination

of two of these lines with respect to each

other is called an angle. Thus, between P

and P 2 is an angle of 45°, between P I and

P a is 15°, and so on. The angles are num-

bered from o° at r to 900 at 3 and i8o° at 5.

By setting the center of the sector on the

point b (Fig. 5) and its straight edge on the

line a c, the 900 mark will come on the line

b d. And if the line b d has not been drawn

yet, we can mark the point d exactly at the

90° division of the sector, then draw a line

from d to b, and it will be perpendicular to

a c. A line which is at an angle of 900 to

another is said to be at a right angle to it—

a right angle, 900, and perpendicular or ver-

tical being equivalent amounts.

A circle is divided into 360 equal parts,

and, if lines are drawn from the center to

each division, the angle between any two ad-

jacent lines is I°. A circle, therefore, con-

tains 3600, a semi-circle 18o°, a quarter of a

circle 90°, one-eighth of a circle 45°, and

so on. Any angle from o° up to 1800 can be

set off on a drawing from the edge of such

a sector.
Another way to find any angle under

900 is to divide a right angle (90° or quarter

circle) into smaller parts. For instance, 300

would be one-third of 90°, 15° one-sixth, 5°

one-eighteenth, and so on. In the last case,

set one point of the dividers on i (Fig. 3),

and open them so that by measuring on the

pitch circle eighteen times the point will
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come on the mark 3. The measuring is done
"hand over hand," i. e., one point is placed
on I and the other on the pitch circle above
it ; swing the first point around on the second
and place it on the pitch circle ; then swing
the second around ahead of the first, and so
on. The lines should be very fine, the di-
vider points placed exactly on the circle
every time and the adjustment altered until
the last point comes precisely on the 3. In
dividing up a circle so, the nearer the divider
points are together the more accurate your
division will be, especially when you use
them to set off both a wheel and a pinion, as
we shall do in our next article.

[TO BE CONTINUED].

Calendar Clock

One of the most wonderful clocks ever
made, the history of which is quite unknown,
is being exhibited by Messrs. Benson & Co.,
the well-known jewelers, of Ludgate Hill,
London, and is attracting a great deal of
attention, says the British Horological
Journal.

This is a triumph of the horological art,
for not only does it show the time in every
country of the world, but it also tells the
day of the week, the month of the year and
the age of the moon. It also strikes the hour
on a bell. Yet all these complicated move-
ments are covered by the one mainspring.

The method by which the time of all the
countries is told is very simple. The names
of the different countries are marked on a
fixed ring representing the equator. Above
are hour and minute hands rotating on
bands, so that when once the particular,
country wanted is found the exact time in
that part of the globe can be seen at a
glance.

Even more marvelous is the calendar
part of the clock. It automatically sets itself
at the end of every 24 hours to show the day
of the week, and, at the end of every 28, 30
or 31 days, to give the correct month of the
year. Leap year is provided for and once in
every four years the clock announces a Feb-
ruary of 29 days. The age of the moon is
indicated by a rotating ball which completes
the circle in 29% days.

"I wish we could find out the history of
the clock," the manager of Messrs. Benson
said. "All we know is that it is as fine a
specimen of British horological skill as could
be found anywhere. It is anything from
fifty to one hundred years old and was prob-
ably the work of Vulliamy or Vyner, who
were the most celebrated British clockmak-

ers of their time. The materials used are

splendid, so much so that the works are as

good as they ever were."
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Isochronism of the Vibrations
of the Balance

Translated by Tint KEYSTONE front the German of the late
Jules Grossmann by special permission

V
In the preceding discussion I have had

a marine chronometer, a timepiece with a

large and heavy balance, in view. We will

now turn our attention to a watch with lever

escapement. A marine chronometer, as is

known, is always kept in the same horizontal

position. A watch, on the other hand, has

to be frequently kept in a vertical position,

and must keep equally good time in either

position. Putting on one side for the present

the consideration of the influence of the want

of poise of the balance and the balance

spring, a difference in the period of vibration

can be caused by the increased friction of

the balance pivots arising from the vertical

position. If we merely consider the vibra-

tions of the balance as resulting from the

action of the spring and the friction of the

balance pivots, the latter has no effect on

the rate, for the loss in the downward half

arc of vibration is exactly balanced by the

gain in the upward half arc. It is otherwise,

however, when we combine the influence of

pivotal friction with that of the escapement.

Let us consider the lever escapement, which

is the most usual form of escapement in

watches and which gives excellent results.

Let B, in Fig. 6, be a point in the balance at

the commencement of its vibration, where

the angular velocity is equal to 0 ; then the

latter will increase rapidly in consequence of

the action of the moment of force of the

spring. The balance will pass through the

angle B 0 d under the action of the spring

and of pivotal friction. Pivotal friction is a

force acting in a direction contrary to the

movement, producing, as we have seen, a

retardation in the descending half of the

vibration. It should be noticed, however,

that this retardation is exactly balanced by

an equal acceleration in the ascending half

vibration, while the balance is passing through

the angle f OC= BO d. When the balance

arrives at the point it has to unlock the

lever, producing a force which also acts

in a direction contrary to the movement

and causes a retardation while the balance

passes through the angle d 0 e. When

passing through the angle e 0 H the

balance receives an impulse from the fork

of the lever in the direction of its motion
along the descending half arc, producing
acceleration. But when in the ascending
half of its vibration it passes through the
angle H 0 f it receives another impulse in
the direction of its motion, which causes
retardation. Let p t represent this retarda-
tion, F the force originating in the escape-

ment, a the variable angle measured from
the point of rest H, and ao the maximum
position of this angle, viz., B 0 H, in Fig. 6.
Then we have the simple equation

(24) p t - (f) F

Here ( f ) denotes any function of the calcu-
lations. If the watch is in a horizontal posi-
tion and the force F is increased, then the
arc of vibration is also increased and a kind
of compensation takes place. As we have
introduced ( f ) in equation (24) this does
not mean that the compensation is complete.
In a lever watch with a going barrel little
difference can be detected between the rates
of the first and of the second twelve hours :
this proves the correctness of the above
reasoning. It is different when we compare
the rates of a watch in a horizontal and ver-
tical position. If the ends of the balance
pivots are well rounded no friction occurs in
the horizontal position, but a very consider-
able amount in the vertical position. In con-

FIG. 6

sequence of this the angle becomes smaller
and a retardation takes place. After long
and careful computation I have found that
this retardation in the vertical position in
comparison with the rate in the horizontal
position amounts to 6-7 seconds in 24 hours.
I have here had in view a. 19'''-lever
watch, in which the greatest angle of elon-
gation a = 2200, the lift of the fork on the
balance = 400, the lift of the escape wheel
on the lever = to° and the angle of re-
pose 2°. To determine the rate in the
vertical position it is necessary to observe
the watch in four vertical positions, with the
figures 12, 3, 6, 9 at the top successively,
and then find the mean value ; otherwise a
serious error could be caused by the want of
poise of the balance and the spring. The
difference in the rate of a watch with dial up
and pendant up may be removed by so
adjusting the center of gravity of the balance
or the spring that the rate of the watch is
the same with dial up or pendant up ; then,
however, there will be a difference in the
rates with pendant right, left and down.

With the aid of centrifugal force the
difference between the rate in a horizontal
and the mean rate in a vertical position, if it
cannot be removed, may at any rate be re-
duced. It might even happen in exceptional
cases that the gain produced by centrifugal
force in a vertical position might be greater
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than the loss occasioned by pivotal friction.
Therefore, though centrifugal force exercises
a disturbing influence on marine chronome-
ters, it is welcome in the case of watches
which must be regulated both in a lying
and a hanging position.

In order to demonstrate this, we will re-
vert to some of our previous computations.

In equation 16 we found the value C ' of
centrifugal force with a vibration of a turn to
be = 0.545 gr. With a vibration of 1.5
turns we obtain

C = o 145 x r 52 = 0.32625.

With a vibration of 1.25 turns C = 0.145 X
1.252 = 0.22656. Let us take the radius of
this balance to be = 8 millimeters, the thick-
ness of the rim = o.6 millimeters, and

increase, f, of the masses of thebalanceowith;
the height = 1.38 millimeters ; then the

5.5 turns is

o.6188 X 88 X 12
= 0 000 644 •

with(5) 1. 5- t1.3r2115, X

10,000,000 X 0.63 X 5.30

(26) f - 
0.23656 X 0.6188 X 88 X 1.2

3
0.00028897.

If we insert this increase f in the computa-
tion, which gives us the number of seconds
produced by centrifugal force in the daily
rate, we get, with a vibration of 1.5 turns,

86,40o X 8
8
.00041644(27) x = = 4.337 sec. X 86,400;

86 400 X 8.00028897

with a vibration of 1.25 turns,

(2S) x - ' = 3.15 sec. X 86,440.
8

Thus with a vibration of 1.25 turns a watch
will go faster by 4.337 sec. - 3.ir sec. =
1.227 sec. than with a vibration of 1.5 turns,
owing to the action of centrifugal force.
The difference here assumed in the length of
the arc of vibration, 1.5 - 1.25 = 900, is
about the same as the difference between a
horizontal and vertical position. Since, how-
ever, as already mentioned, the combined
influence of pivotal friction and the escape-
ment gives rise to a retardation of about 6
seconds in a hanging position, there still re-
mains a loss of 6 - 1.227 = 4.773 seconds.
This last difference can be eliminated by so
adjusting the balance spring (it is assumed
that the spring has been well trued, also that
it is an overcoil or Breguet spring) that the
motion of the center of gravity of the inner
coils of the flat spring exactly balances it.
Naturally the error is greatest with pen-
dant down ; with pendant tip it is of little
consequence.

We see, then, that the action of centri-
fugal force is very advantageous for regulat-
ing watches between a horizontal and vertical
position. This advantage would be lost by
using a balance made of nickel steel. If it
is desired to increase the action of centrifugal
force in watches, the resistance of the balance
rim must be diminished, e. g., by drilling a
number of screw holes near the arm. In
small watches, such as ladies or repeating
watches, the centrifugal force is very small,
as is shown by equation 17. Hence it is
more difficult to regulate these watches in a
horizontal and vertical position.

[To DE CONTINUED]
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Notable Watch Collection of an
American Millionaire

H. J. Heinz, of "57 Varieties" Fame, as a Curio

Collector—Interesting Exhibit of Old

Curios and Historic Timepieces

To the Christian Church, which was the

great conservator of learning and the arts

during the period known as the Dark Ages,
we owe the inception of the mechanics of

timekeeping. A clock was made as far

back as the eleventh century in Germany by
a prelate, and one of the early popes has

the invention and construction of a church
clock to his credit. The first great clock
in England was made by the monks and

placed in the tower of St. Paul's Cathedral
in the year 1286.

Watches were slower in coming into

being. There were table clocks as early as

NO. I

the fifteenth century in Germany, but they

belonged only to a few nobles and were

regarded as great curiosities. They were

encased in square boxes or frames, were

comparatively small in size and were really

the first portable timepieces. But they were

not adapted for the person or for general

portability. The ingenius Germans were

the first people to make watches. The

watch came towards the end of the fifteenth

century when the medimval towns of Ger-

many gloried in their guilds and commerce

and the arts flourished. There is always

dispute over a first date, but the original

watchmaker is by good authorities claimed

to be Martin Henlein, who lived at Nurem-

berg 1480-1542. Henlein seems to have

started an industry, for Nuremberg watches

were famous in Europe for the next two

hundred years. They were called "Nurem-

berg Eggs," from their shape, almost ex-

actly the size and form of a common egg,

excepting lesser rotundity, and were made

to be worn suspended from the neck by

a chain or a ribbon. These watches were

sometimes of copper (silver or gold-plated),

more often of silver, more rarely of gold.

NO. 2

Some of the examples still extant show re-

markably beautiful patterns in pierced work

and the characteristic art feeling of the

period in Germany is fully reflected in them.

In fact it may be remarked here that

the great value of old watches to-day is their

accurate reflection of the artistic taste and

feeling of their time. Old watches consti-

tute as good an art chronicle as can be

gleaned from pictures or any other class of

historical documents.

The ingenious burghers of Augsburg

soon began to imitate the Nurembergers in

the production of watches. They produced

some very beautiful examples of medimval

German art in engraving and pierced work,

NO. 3

although they kept close to the Nuremberg

"Egg" model so far as form is concerned.

To differentiate their product Augsburg

early chose a pineapple as a stem and this
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will be found on all genuine examples of

early Augsburg work.
Makers were few in this earliest day,

as there was no real industry for more than

two centuries afterward. A watch was

strictly a made-to-order affair for some rich

landgrave or burgher who wanted the pretty

toy to amuse and astonish his neighbors and

friends as much as for actual use.

For more than iso years from their

first appearance indeed watches were gen-

erally worn outside the costume as an adorn-

ment, and not long after the watch got

across the border to the French and Italian

courts it began to be made a very costly toy

indeed. The wonder of a little machine for

keeping time which could be carried about

in a case no larger than a medal or a locket,

combined with the infinite opportunities for

embellishment, set the whole world agog not

long after the introduction of the watch into

France. The ladies and gentlemen of the

NO. 4

Court of Henry of Navarre taxed the in-

genuity of the jewelers of the period in the

production of fantastic shapes of this

strange new toy. They had watches made

like butterflies, like beetles, flowers, fruits,

musical instruments, birds, fowls, beasts and

skulls, even. Queen Elizabeth had a fine col-

lection of these extravagant watches of

which she was exceedingly fond. One of

them was in the form of a duck which on

being opened disclosed a dial surrounded

by the heads of angels.

Here is a curious enough combination,

a duck and angels, but it is only a common

illustration of the extravagance of taste

in watches from almost the time of their

first introduction up to the beginning of the

eighteenth century, when London makers

began to look upon watchmaking as having

in it the possible germ of a serious business.

There were good goldsmiths in Lombard

(Continued on page 1te7)
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Seamless Brass Case—Nickeled. Clear Toned Bell. Can be adjusted by a lever on the back

for either Repeating or Continuous Long Alarm. Convenient switch for stopping alarm
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TAKE NOTE

The REMINDER WATCH

Say!
How about an alarm watch with silvery

ring?
Your customers have to keep appoint-

ments.
Some of them have to time mechanical

processes.
No more forgetting!
Show the

REMINDER WATCH
As handsome as it is convenient.
Right size ; good timekeeper.
Gun Metal case ; inside case forms Bell.
Set by third hand for any hour and minute.

BIG SALES I

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

- ,

Write to-day for
new price and
printed matter.
We furnish cuts
for your local
Impel.

The REMINDER WATCH

A SENSATION

RINGS any time desired. Set by third hand. Inside
case serves as Bell. Handsome Gun Metal Case.

Good timekeeper. TRY ONE.

Actual Size

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK
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Notable Watch Collection of an

American Millionaire

(Continued from page 1125)

Street in the days of Elizabeth and of

Charles I, and examples of their curiously

extravagant art in watches still survives. A

watch belonging to Charles I and made in

London was bought a few years ago by the

late George C. Thomas, the head of the

Drexel Banking House, of Philadelphia,

who paid $5000 for it.
Along later in the seventeenth century

came Thomas Tampion, whose movements

are regarded as achievements of workman-

like skill and ingenuity to this day. He was

"the father of English watchmaking."

The watches illustrated here are from

the collection now being formed by H. J.

NO. 5

Heinz, of Pittsburg, which is much the larg-

est and finest on this side of the Atlantic.

It is being catalogued and arranged for ex-

hibition at the Carnegie Museum, in Pitts-

burg. Mr. Heinz has a rare enthusiasm as

a collector of old watches and the present

nucleus, which numbers I to pieces, has cost

him upwards of $25,000 already. Included

in the collection are Admiral Lord Nelson's

watch, and one or two other historically re-

markable ones, but the collection is not being

made from a historical standpoint so much

as to illustrate the progress of watch pro-

duction.
(I) Among the illustrations accom-

panying this article the oldest example in

point of chronology is one of the early

French watches, made at Blois in the year

1650. This is of the same size as the pic-

ture. It has a catgut movement like many

of the watches of that period, an enameled

dial and an alarm index. The original is

an inch and a quarter in thickness, the

cryqal being a quarter of an inch thick.

KEYSTONE,

(2) Of contemporary date (I700) is

the English watch made by John Witter, of

London. It is a good example of the style

NO. 6

and taste of the Queen Anne period in

watch cases. The case is of tortoise shell

pique and a very beautiful specimen of work

of its kind.

NO. 7

(3) Benjamin Gray, of London, who

was watchmaker by royal warrant to George

IT, is responsible for the next example. It

is an English quarter repeater, the outer

1127

case of pinchbeck ; the inner case, which is

here shown, of standard gold. This is a

combination which was not uncommon at

that period. Both cases are alike in pattern

and are very handsome examples of

"pierced work," which first made its appear-

ance in the old "Nuremberg Eggs" and

never lost its popularity wholly up to the

beginning of the nineteenth century.
(4) Another fine example of pierced

work in silver is this English gentleman's

-repeater of the date of 1740. A very good

specimen in style and mechanism of the best

English watches of the eighteenth century.

The movement bears the joint names of
Moses Fontaine and Daniel Torin, and the
year 1740.

(5) Here is a fine example of the old
Battersea enamel once very popular for

NO. 8

watches as well as other articles of vertu.

This watch was manufactured in London

:Ind bears the date of 1750.
(6) One of the most celebrated

French makers of any period was Gregson,

whose skill secured for him the appoint-

ment of royal watchmaker to Louis XV.

His movements and cases were equally

celebrated in a very fastidious era. The

example here shown is a gentleman's watch

set round Nv i t h brilliants, the outer case of

the very costliest enamel, as may be judged

from the illustration. It bears the date

1780.

(7) The gorgeous watch and fob re-

produced in the next picture was made to

the order of the Earl of Montrose in the

year 1750 by Upjohn, of London. This is

a very costly timepiece, both the watch and

pendant being of fine gold. The unity of

the decorative motive in both watch case

and fob will be noticed, the design being

enameled in relief on a dull gold back-

(Continued on page 1120
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OUR NEW LINE OF

Rings, Fobs
Scarf&HatPins
and Cuff Links

IN SILVER AND

GOLD FILLED

are Beautiful and Novel

t: Salesmen are now out with the New Line.

A radical departure from anything ever shown.

710 EDDY STREET

GEO. W. DOVER JEWELRY CO. PROVIDENCE, R. I.
GEO. W. DOVER, SOLE PROPRIETOR  

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Horsetimers

and Split
Chronographs

In all kinds of Cases for

Horsemen, Automobilists

and Scientific Purposes

Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most

accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-

date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these

goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, 37 Maiden Lane

 EXCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 

We Help Our Graduates Always—
even years after they leave the school, we place them
in new positions if desired ; for instance, one young

man left our school four years ago and held a very

good position ever since, but recently his employer

died and he preferred to change his location, so wrote

to us. We referred to him a number of the applications

we always have on our list from employers who prefer

graduates from our school. The very fact of his being

one of our graduates was his best recommendation to

these employers, and he had simply to choose from

among them. By coming to our school you will gain

the benefit of its high reputation—among the best class

of employers—not only on taking your first position,

but always afterward. We might call this " position-

insurance." It costs our graduates nothing. Write for

our catalogue.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School
of Watchmaking and Engraving

Lancaster Pennsylvania
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Notable Watch Collection of an
American Millionaire

(Continued from page 1127)

ground. This is a very splendid timepiece
and cost both its original and present
owners a lot of money. It is one of the
gems of the Heinz collection.

(8) To go backward a little in

chronological order we present an example
of good old Thomas Tompion, of London,
the first of the great English watchmakers
of whose work we have any exact record.
This is a hunting case repeater in Louis

NO. 9

XIII enamel on both sides and bears the

date of 169o. Its upper edge is shown here,

giving an indication of its exact proportions,

which would be but little out of the way

at the present day.

(9) This elaborate and not particu-

larly beautiful watch and fob of the Louis

XVI period in France when the arts were

beginning to decline under the stress of

grievous times for the monarchy. It is by

Romilly, of Paris ; Intaglio work.

( io) Perhaps the finest engraver of

watch cases who ever lived was Cochin, of

Paris, who flourished during the splendors

of Napoleon's brief empire, and afterwards.

His work is all in repousse and is noted for

its refinement and perfection of line. Ex-

amples are eagerly bought to-day by con-

noisseurs who are not specially collectors of

watches as specimens of fine art in repousse

work. Here is a fine example.
( I I ) Of a more modern date—indeed

it brings us down to the period when the last

of the Napoleons sat on a throne—is a

NO. 10

charming bit of bijouterie which scarcely

looks like a watch at all. This for years

told the time for the Dowager Empress of

China, that astute old ruler who died only

the other day, and reposed in her boudoir

in her private apartments in the Palace at

Pekin when it did not adorn her person. It

NO. II

is not a pocket watch, but is made to be

carried on the arm or attached to the per-

son by the silken string tassel. This watch

is a rare specimen of the Parisian jewelers'

art. It is of fine gold and rare enamel. It

is in the form of a minute cup or vase of

1129

gold and the dial is sunk below the edge of

the cup on which sits the Psyche and stands

the eagle. This curious little affair was

among the treasure looted frozn the Im-

perial Palace at the time of the Boxer re-

bellion.

New Jewelry for Women

At the present time fashionable women

are wearing more jewelry than for several

decades past. There was a time—and that

not so long ago—when fashion decreed only

the slightest amount of jewelry for women's

wear aside from the opera or full-dress

functions of the most important sort. But

nowadays it is the height of fashion for

women to wear the most startling jewels at

afternoon affairs and even in the morning

and inside milady's sleeping apartments.

This has resulted in a great mass of

new jewelry inventions for women's wear-

ing. In Paris the serpent .seems to have

fascinated the fashionable woman, and it is

to be found in heavy metal coils or even in

entire coils of jewels wrapped around the

fashionable woman's neck, where it is

usually long enough to twist about three

times and thrust its bejeweled head upward

and outward near the ear with protruding

fangs of gold and silver.

But it also is to be seen in countless

numbers twisted around the arms and even

about the fingers of the ultra modish women

in Paris, Vienna and London. Also for

evening wear it is worn as a coiffure with its

sinuous body hidden in the puffs of hair and

encircling the dressing at the top, but in the

best models it does not rear its head up, but

appears through the hair above the right or

left temple.
Beaten silver is much in use nowadays

in jewelry and is being made up into

wreaths and tiaras and into combs, pend-

ants, necklets and quaintly designed bangles

and rings.
The large all-round wreaths for even-

ing wear in the hair have almost disap-

peared. They were heavy and cumbersome.

A long and very slender wreath of beaten

silver leaves, holding a great pearl over the

right temple, may be worn with a silver

pendant to match.
Dainty enamel lace pins are pretty for

day wear, and there are handsome and

fetching corslet brooches with the Egyptian

scarabs or sacred beetles of the ancient

Pharaohs incased in heavy beaten silver.

Cameos are worn much, set into beaten sil-

ver. In fact, milady now wears no amount

of jewelry which a few years back would

have been considered as barbaric taste and

fit only for a Turkish or Hindoo princess to

wear at a coronation function.
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Rotary Hammer Alarm
(With Shut-Off)

OUR LATEST MODEL

One-day time alarm
Large 4-inch gong on back
Highly polished steel pallets
Parker "Perfect " Escapement
The Best Alarm Clock on the market
Arabic dials, if specified

Cut IldtIf Size
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Interior
View

Showing perfect
construction of
Parker Alarm Clocks
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Intermittent Alarm

(With Shut-Off)

Alarm intermits every 15 seconds
Large 4-inch gong on back
Intermittent mechanism, simplest in use
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Dial iueh Height, 53 inches

Write for our New Booklet

showing full line of Alarm Clocks

A—Main Springs, hung outside of plates
B—Intermittent Mechanism

C—Cut Steel Pinions
D—Four-inch Bell Metal Gong

IF YOUR JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE US

Dial, 4 inches Height, 5l4 inches

THE PARKER CLOCK CO., Meriden, Conn.,U.S.A.

The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES
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41„ Special attention given to the

execution of special orders for

hand made cases. Prompt

delivery.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries an- dw•red in this depart-
ment must send name and addre,- not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Glass."—I lot,' can I take scratches out of
glass, such as shoze cases, ctc.f—The following
method is recommended : Dissolve one ounce of
white wax in a pint of turpentine. To dissolve
the wax, place the vessel containing the turpentine
over a burner and warm, and apply with a soft
cloth. This will, in every case, greatly improve
the surface. For cleaning glass a good method.
is as follows: Mix one ounce of whiting, one

ounce of alcohol and one ounce of water of
ammonia in a pint of water. Apply with a soft
cloth, allow to dry and then wipe off. Numbers of
glass cases are ruined yearly from lack of proper
attention. Small cracks appear, caused by heat or
contact with hard, heavy bodies, and if these
cracks are not at once attended to they soon
spread. An excellent method to prevent a crack
from spreading is to draw a short scratch at right
angles with a diamond or a glass cutter ; this will
•prevent a crack from spreading in every case.
Cases should be set perfectly level on the floor,
especially the new, all-glass variety, which, if

this is not done, are certain to warp. The legs

of the case should be propped to the required

height from the floor to insure their setting true.

If these methods on the care of show cases are
followed out they will likely repay owners for

the care taken by retaining a better appearance

for a considerable time.

"Size."—I have a 14 size, 0. F. movement,

1.3 jewels, breguet hairspring, etc., which is marked

N. Y. Chronograph Watch Co., N. Y. Can you

tell me by whom this movement was made and

where I might obtain repairs for same. Construc-

tion of sante somewhat resembles the Walthamf—

The movement about which you inquire was made

by the Manhattan Watch Co., which has been out

of existence for a number of years. There are

some of the parts still in the stocks of material

,dealers, but if you cannot buy what you want you

can have it made to order by one of several firms

who make a specialty of complicated watch work.

If you so desire we will send you addresses of

several such firms.

"Missing."—What is the best and shortest

method of replacing a missing wheel and pinion

in a Swiss watch with the right number of teeth

and leavesf—We must first learn how many beats

per hour the balance makes. Practically all mod-

ern lever watches beat 18,000 vibrations an hour,

but if the watch is of a model with which you

are unfamiliar, hence in doubt as to its number

of vibrations, you had better set the balance in

motion and count the beats during a minute timed

from another watch or clock which is known to

keep good time. It is better to do this twice so

as to be sure that your count is correct. Multiply

this number of beats by 6o in order to get the

number of vibrations per hour. Let us take, for

example, 18,000 beats per hour. The center wheel

must make one revolution while the balance beats

18,000 times, because to the center wheel's arbor

is attached the minute hand, which must make

one turn around the dial in one hour (the time

of 18,000 beats). This condition will be fulfilled

when the numbers of teeth of wheels multiplied

together will equal 18,000 times the number of

leaves of pinions multiplied together. In other

words, the product of wheels divided by the

product of pinions will equal the number 18,000.

Another way of expressing the same idea is to
write down the numbers in the form of an equa-
tion. Let us take the wheels and pinions of a
complete train and count the teeth and leaves;
we will assume that we have found that the num-
bers are as follows:

Center wheel  8o
Third wheel  75
Third pinion  
Fourth wheel  70
Fourth pinion  
Escape wheel  Is
Escape pinion  7

We can now set down our statement thus :

8o X 75 X 70 X 15 X 2
10 X 10 X 7

and the equation can easily be proven by cancel-
lation, or by carrying out the multiplications
above and below the line and dividing the upper
product by the lower ; the 2 is included with the
numbers above the line because each of the es-
cape wheel teeth produces two beats, since it has
to pass two pallets.

Now to find the numbers for a lost wheel or
pinion, all that is needed, is to count the teeth
and leaves in the remaining members of the train
and set them down as above, but in place of the
lost member, put down a letter to represent it.
Let us say that the center wheel is lost and we
will use x to represent it:

x X 75 X 70 X 15 X 2 .

18,00o =

18,000
to X 10 X 7

cancelling, or multiplying and dividing, we find
that

18,000 = 225x
x= 8o

The new center wheel therefore must have
8o teeth. Now suppose a wheel and pinion are
both lost, the third wheel and pinion for instance.
Proceed in the same way to set down the known
numbers and in place of the unknown ones put
letters, thus:

8o X  x X 7o X 15 X 2
18,000 --

y X 
•

IC' X 7

Perform the operations indicated and you
will find that

2400 x
18.000

Y
18,000
2400 3' •

Now reduce the fraction to its lowest terms
by cancellation and you will have

15 X
2

Multiply both terms of the fraction by the
same number ; the result will be the number of
teeth the wheel, and leaves the pinion, must have.
The number used to multiply the fraction by
could be any one at all, just so the same number
is used on both terms of the fraction; but we will
select one which will give to leaves to the pinion,
as that will allow of a good shape for the leaves;
multiplying both terms of the fraction by 5 gives us

75
10

So the wheel must have 75 teeth and the pin-

ion to leaves. Sometimes the operation will yield
directly the numbers desired; it is usual to have
the train so that there is a gradual lessening in
the numbers from center wheel to escapement and
to avoid high or low numbers in the pinions.

"Benzine."—Will benzine, if used in cleaning
clocks, cause the oil to turn black on the pivots?

We have used benzine to dip the brush in so as
to remove the dirt. It all evaporates in a few
minutes and we try to have it all dried off bcf ore
oiling, but zve have found the oil turned black in

too short a time after thorough cleaning. Is the
benzine the cause and, if so, can you suggest a
remedyf—The cause of your trouble must be
either oil of poor quality or it is possible that

you have not succeeded in getting all the dirt out
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of the pivot holes. If the latter is the case it is
the fault of the method of cleaning which you are
using. The only thorough way to clean a clock is
to take it entirely apart, immerse and brush in
benzine, then rub out the pivot holes with peg-
wood ; this makes sure work of removing all
matter which might spoil the oil. If, after clean-
ing in this way, you still have trouble, it is then
clear that the trouble is due to the oil, and the
only thing to do is to throw away the oil you
have and use•some from a fresh bottle.

"Columbia."—Will you please tell me how to
make a good transparent lac-gaol—Dissolve
soluble (collodion) guncotton in a mixture com-
posed of four parts of ether and three parts of
alcohol, and apply with a soft brush. The exact
quantity of guncotton to dissolve in the ether and
alcohol solution is a matter best determined by
experience. Until one is accustomed to its use,
it is best to employ a very thin lacquer.

"Steeler."—lVill you please tell us how to etch
with acid on steelP—We give below a number of
formulie that are in common use: I. Pure nitric
acid, diluted for light etching with 4 to 8 parts of
water, for deep etching with an equal weight of
water. II. Tartaric acid, I part, by weight ; mer-
curic chloride, 15 parts, by weight ; water, 420
parts; nitric acid, 16 to 20 drops, if i part equals
28i/2 grains. III. Spirit, 8o per cent., 120 parts, by
weight : pure nitric acid, 8 parts; silver nitrate, I
part. IV. Pure acetic acid, 30 per cent., 40 parts,
by weight ; absolute alcohol, TO parts; pure nitric
acid, to parts. V. Fuming nitric acid, to parts, by
weight ; pure acetic acid, 30 per cent., 50 parts,
diluted with water if necessary or desired. VI.
A chromic acid solution. VII. Bromine, i part;
water, loo parts. Or—mercuric chloride, I part;
water, 30 parts. VIII. Antimonic chloride, i part;
water, 6 parts; hydrochloric acid, 6 parts.

"Diamonds."—Would you inform me if there
is any ivay of testing diamonds?—There are quite
a number of tests to distinguish a genuine stone
from an imitation, but after all has been said, there
are really but two that are readily available, and
these are high refractive power, showing bril-
liancy of prismatic tints, and hardness. As far as
the first of these is concerned, a well-cut paste will
closely approach a genuine stone, but the latter—
that is, the test for hardness—will invariably show
the imitation in its true colors. This test may be
applied in various ways. A fragment of sapphire
(which is next in hardness to a diamond) may be
obtained for very little money and, by selecting
an out-of-the-way spot on the suspected stone,
the question of which is hardest may be quickly
determined. This test, however, should be con-
ducted with great care, for the owner of a piece
of jewelry with high-class imitation stones would
not care to have it defaced, even to prove that the
stones are imitation and not genuine.

"Straight."—Please tell me what to do with
an escapement; for instance, I have an IS size,
0. F., 17 jewel movement. straight line lever.
Having adjusted the fork and roller action as per
"Watch and Clock Escapements" and "Watch
Adjusters' Manual," 7Chen I have set the pallet
stones icith proper lock and draw the I? stone
barely lets the tooth of escape wheel pass off the
impulse with hardly any drop, but locks and dra;es
perfectly on the L stone. On unlocking from the
L stone the tooth stops squarely on the impulse
and on opening the banking the tooth drops off
the stone entirely too much.—Are you sure you
do not have the two stones transposed in each
other's places? There is sometimes a difference
in the impulse angles on the R and L stones, and
when so, the angle (of locking face to impulse
face) on the L stone is greater than on the R
stone. Then be sure that the discharging corner
of each stone (on the longest side of the stone)
points toward the right-hand side of the escape-
ment as you look at it with the escape wheel
toward you. When you have these matters right
the adjustment must come all right if you follow
the directions given in the books you mention.
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Author of "How to Slumber Peacefully"; "How to Increase Your Bank Account," etc.

CHARACTERS: MR. KANT POOLE (A Prosperous Jeweler)
TIME: The Present. PLACE: A Jewelry Store Out West

MRS. HIGH TONE: What brought my attention to
your store was the beautiful catalogue I saw in the home of
one of my friends ; the coloring of some of the cuts of the
rings was exquisite. The cost of them must be quite an item
to you.

MR. KANT FOOLE : No the cost to me is a very small
item ; just the express charges. As I informed you, I buy all
of my rings from the manufacturers, The Queen City Ring
Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y., and they furnish a large number of
these catalogues to me free of charge at the rates of one for
every $1.00 worth of rings I buy of them.

MRS. HIGH TONE: I suppose you have to bear the
cost of part of same. An uncle of mine, who is also in the
jewelry business, pays 5 cents a piece for his catalogues and
he thinks he is getting a bargain at that.

TRADE-MARK

MRS. HIGH TONE (A Prospective and Critical Customer)

MR. KANT FOOLE : My last bill of rings was $250.00
and they furnished me with 250 catalogues free of charge.
Here is a copy of them. You will notice, they print my
name, address and some business advertising on the outside
of each, free of charge. It is a 20-page catalogue.

MRS. HIGH 'TONE : Do you think it proves of great
benefit to you?

MR. KANT FOOLE : Decidedly so; I think I derived
material advantage and also has given me a prestige in my
community, which gives a greater degree of confidence to my
trade; and you know in the jewelry business you must have
a man's confidence before you get his trade.

(Continued in August Number)

A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT

Read what Mr. Pless says
Pacw. F. W. SCHULER, Philadelphia, Pa. Morristown, Tenn.

Dear Sin—After having completed a five-months' course in
your College I ORD truthfully state that I was more than pleased
with the good results obtainea while therein, and was surprised at
the progress one can make with competent instructors such as you
have. Hoping that this will net as a beacon light to those contem-
plating a course in a college of this kind, and wishing you much
success in the future I remain,

Yours very truly, ERNEST E. PLESS.

t.
-'44,11igfe

I()
ENGRAVED BY

4.1: 1 ro
'OWN II PAK c.

YOU CAN LOOK
this country over, and nowhere will you find an institution
whose students turn out such work as this. Mr. Pless never
had any experience before attending our college and took
less than three months' instruction in engraving. Is this not
wonderful ? And I can truthfully say that he was not gifted
for such work any more than you, or the average man, but
the whole secret of his, and all our students' success is our
method of teaching, which is different from any other col-
lege in the country. Over fifteen years we have been teach-
ing Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics, and know
how to make a thorough, practical workman of you. It
doesn't take long by our method—why we can teach you
more in six months than you can learn in the average jewelry
store in almost as many years, and teach it to you better.

Let us send you our
prospectus ; it gives you
full information. Better
drop us a postal to-day.

Fall term begins September 1,
1909—that's the time we want
you to come.

PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
Broad & Somerset Streets, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

F. W. SCHULER, Principal Established

July, 19°9 THE

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

"Trauso."—How are photos put on dials, etc.?

—Various methods for doing such work have
been given in this department. The following,
however, will, no doubt, give you the information
you desire:

The original method for a hard enamel process,
by which photograph pictures were applied to
pottery and burned in by heating to a red heat, can

be given in brief as follows : A plate of glass is
coated with three coats of positive collodion and
then sensitized in a thirty-grain bath of nitrate of
silver, after which it is exposed in a copying

camera; the negative to be copied being placed

so as to focus on the sensitized plate. This plate

is developed with pyrogallol (pyrogallic acid) and

acetic acid. After the washing is complete a cor-
ner of the collodion film is loosened at the edges

and a stream of water applied at one corner, which
gradually detaches the film. When detached, the
film is again washed and placed in a toning bath,
composed of chloride of iridium and gold, and al-

lowed to remain until toned to a uniform tint.

The film is next placed in a bath of dilute am-
monia, from which it is floated on to the surface
.of the porcelain to be decorated, after which the

porcelain article is heated to white heat, which
burns off the collodion and leaves the picture
burned fast to the porcelain surface. To give the
picture more vigor, an enamel glaze is applied and

the article again fired. Ceramic colors can be ap-
plied after the first firing and before the after
glaze, to give the effect of ordinary hard enamel
painting. We have an idea that this process has
but little relevancy to the photo process on watch
dials and caps which is now so popular, but we
give it as matter relating to desirable information
to be had on the subject. A photo transfer
process has long been in use for placing photo
pictures on watch dials, which is to make a collo-
dion positive picture and then transfer it direct
to the dial. The present form of hard enamel
pictures on dials is said to be produced by a
modification of what is called the "powder
process," but, as far as we have been able to as-
certain, the technic of the method has never
been made public. The "powder" or "dusting in"
process is conducted as follows: Prepare a mix-
ture of gum arabic sixty grains, glucose forty-five
grains, glycerine ten minims, potassium bichromate
thirty grains, distilled water two ounces. Apply
gentle heat to facilitate the mixture. After thor-
ough incorporation filter and keep in well-corked
bottle. It is claimed that such solutions are not
affected by light until the film is dried; our advice,
however, is to conduct all such operations by non-
actinic light; that is, light passing through a red
or orange medium. A plate of glass, after warm-
ing, is coated (by flowing on) with the above
solution and dried in the dark. This drying is
one of the most important factors of the process
and should be effected by warm, dry air. When
the gum film is dry it is exposed under a positive
to the action of the light for from three to five
minutes if sunlight is used, and ten to twenty
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minutes if diffused daylight. The coated glass

plate is removed from the printing frame in the
dark room and allowed to absorb moisture from

the air. The absorption of moisture will be in

exact ratio to the action of the light on the pre-
pared gum film. Thus the parts not affected by

the light will be extremely tacky, while the por-

tions affected by the light will have ceased to be

tacky in proportion as they have been affected.

If a fine powder like pulverized blacklead be

dusted on the surface, such powder will be re-

tained in proportion to the adhesive (tacky) na-

ture of the surface. Any dry pigment in fine

powder can be used instead of blacklead. For

porcelain work, like pictures on watch dials, the

dust employed is black enamel ground to an im-

palpable powder. The excess of coloring matter

not held by the tacky surface is brushed away

with a soft camel's-hair brush. A film of plain

collodion is now flowed over the powder picture

and allowed to dry, after which the collodion film

is detached from the glass and well washed to re-

move the gum film. The powdered color is now

held by the collodion film, which is transferred

to the porcelain surface to be decorated and

heated white-hot to fuse the color fast. An or-

dinary negative will not answer for this process,

as it would make a print like itself ; but a re-
versed negative, or positive negative (if we may

be allowed the expression), must be made and

employed. If a vignette effect is desired it is

better done when making the special negative;

that is, make a vignette negative.

"White."—I wish a recipe for white for filling

in letters and figures on optical instruments, etc.—

Make a putty of dry white lead, with equal parts

of coach japan and rubbing varnish. Fill the let-

ters nearly level with the surface and when hard

apply a coat of flake white in japan, thinned with

turpentine. This will give a good-wearing, clean

white finish.

"Pitch."—The pitch diameter of a wheel is

100 vim. and is to have 120 teeth to drive a pinion

of lo leaves. What must be the pitch diameter of

pinion? and what will a space and tooth measure

on the circular pitch line on wheel and pinion?

State also the pitch diameter of pinion having six

leaves, the driving wheel being the same in every

way as the wheel first described.—The proportion

existing between the pitch diameters of a wheel

and pinion is the same as the proportion between

their respective numbers of teeth and leaves.

Your first problem can be easily worked out by

simple proportion. State the proportion thus

find):
x in place of the number you want to

120 is to To as Too is to x;
or, 120 : to : : 100 : x.

Following the usual rule, to find the value of x

we multiply To and Too, then divide the product
by T2o; the result will be the value of x.

To x Too = T000
T000 ÷ 120 =8.33

x = 8.33

Hence, the pitch diameter of the pinion needed
is 8.33 mm. To find the distance around the cir-
cumference of any circle, measure its diameter by
3.1416. The circumference of the pitch circle of
the wheel measures TOO X 3.1416 = 314.16 mm. As
there are 120 teeth and 120 spaces on the pitch-
circle, each tooth and space together will measure
1/120 of the circumference, or 2.618 mm. Half
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of this space, or 1.309 mm., is the width of the
tooth on the pitch circle. In most work it is well
to use a cutter of a trifle greater pitch, to make
sure of sufficient freedom in the gearing; with
some cutters the almost invisible inaccuracy of the
cutter itself provides sufficient clearance for mak-
ing the required freedom. The pitch diameter of
the second pinion you mention would be found
as follows :

120 : 6 :: too : x.
6 x too = 600

600 4- 120 = 5
x = 5

Hence the pinion's pitch diameter is 5 mm.

"Visible."—Please tell me a remedy for a diffi-
culty in visible escapement of Waterbury mantle
clock. 1st. The escapement wheel was in such bad
condition I put in a new one, but I cannot get the
bridge adjusted so the clock will run but a few
minutes. I do not see the trouble—clock is clean.
—The adjustment of the pin-pallet escapement is
fully explained and illustrated in answer to
"Brocot" in Workshop Notes in THE KEYSTONE
for June, Too8. Your escapement is doubtless of
this type and you can adjust it properly by fol-
lowing our instructions to "Brocot."

"Frequent."—It frequently becomes necessary
to bush the pivot holes in the low grade of
watches and I have been using friction bushings
or those that are driven in. I note some workmen
run them in with threads or screw them in, and I
was told by a representative of our large factories
that they used the latter method. Now, are there
any special taps and dies for this purpose and, if
so, where can they be had or obtained and which
method would you recommend?—Taps and dies
for screwing in bushings should have threads of
much finer pitch; that is, the distances between
the "points" of the threads should be considerably
less than on the standard screwplates and taps sold
for watchmakers' use. The reason for this is that
the length of the bushings is generally so slight
that the threads must be of very fine pitch in
order to get enough of them on the bushing to
hold it securely. Dies and taps of such pitch are
not regularly on the market; you may be able to
buy them of one of the watch factories. A bushing
fitted friction-tight, then riveted in (the hole first
having been slightly "nicked" with a file) is in
every way as good as one screwed in and can be
done more quickly in repair work (conditions are
very different in factory work and repair work),
so we would give it preference.

"Plato No. 2."—How can I separate platinum
from gold P—See our reply to "Plato," page 641,
April, 1909, KEYSTONE.

"Degrees."—Degree of pallet action; degree
of impulse angle of pallet; width of pallet; angle
of draw; the drop—in an eight-day clock beating
seconds, the diameter of escape wheel is 66 mm.,
with thirty teethf—The Graham, or deadbeat, es-
capement for clocks does not have any draw ; the
locking faces lie in circles struck from the pallet
center, which is the distinctive feature of the es-
capement and which fact is the cause of the es-
cape wheel never moving backwards, but remain-
ing stationary except during impulse and drop,
hence the characterization as "deadbeat." Your
asking for angle of draw makes us think that
maybe you want dimensions of a recoil escape-
ment, as there are straight locking faces on that
type, although there really is no draw. To be
sure of getting the right description and measure-
ments you had better send us a sketch or tracing
of some teeth of the escape wheel; their shape
will indicate which type of pallet is proper, and
we will then publish in this department the neces-
sary drawings showing shape and dimensions of
pallets. Send us also the distance between the
centers of escape wheel and pallets.
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for "Ball

Watches" as sure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2—Satisfied Customers– most desirable " profit."

3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case --No 
long regulation. Thus

saving your time is " profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A " profit proposition " straight through for every reliable retail j
eweler.

er Write for booklet of facts and figures.
NI We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

SPRING BRACELET STOCK

MAKERS OF

BUCKLES, SASH PINS, VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS,

WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In Sterling and Gold Filled

We guarantee our Bracelets

in Quality and Finish

The Joints are positively the

best on the market.

We are ready to prove it.

Convince yourself.

If your jobber does not handle
them, write us and we will
post you.

Our Lavalliers are Leaders

300 up-to-date styles

Do not forget that we are still headquarters for

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In German and Sterling Silver

whose popularity has never diminished, and

whose demand is acknowledged greater than ever

Henry Lederer &Bro., Inc.
Makers of

Ladies' and Gent's Chains,
Fobs and Bracelets

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE: - - - - - - - 13 MAIDEN LANE

SAN FRANCISCO : - - H. C. VAN NESS C.? CO., 150 POST STREET
ONO

HIGH GRADE QUALITY
SEAMLESS WINE

Good Fixtures versus Poor Fixtures
The important point for you to consider is that we can give you

American Beauty liornenhoe Table Dloplay Cane No. 481

GOOD FIXTURES
at the price of

POOR FIXTURES
If you oniy knew what quality means in buying store fixtures you would

never consider any but the BEST

Write for Catalogue "C "

Grand Rapids Show Case Co. 
Grand Rapids

Mich.

Branch Factory: LuTKE MEG. CO., Portland, Ore.
New York Office and Showroom   724 Broadway Under Our Oica

St. Louis Office and Showroom 1331 NVashinuton Ave. I Management

111-1H, LARGEST SHOW CASE: PLAINT IN 'VHF: 
VVORL.0
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PROVIDENCE
and the ------

ATTLEBOROS

Factory
Closing

The plan of simultaneous clos-
ing of the factories in Provi-
dence and Attleboro, inaugu-
rated last year, will also be put

in force this year as far as possible. The follow-
ing is a list of those proposing to close their
factories on July 31st to August 9th:

Providence—E. L. Logee & Co., The Williams
& Anderson Co., A. A. Greene & Co., Payton &
Kelley Co., E. A. Bennett Co., Fletcher-Burrows
Co., Frank E. Guild Co., Parks, Brothers &Rogers,
Waite, Evans Co., Potter & Buffinton Co., Aetna
Optical Co., Adolph Tauzer, 0. R. Mitchell Co.,
J. A. McCanon & Co., S. K. Merrill Co., The
Jeannette Jewelry Co.

, 
L. Davidsburg & Co., F. T.

Pearce Co., George N. Babington, P. S. Eddy & Son.
Attleboro—W. E. Richards Co., Fontneau &

Cook Co., D. & D. Chain Co., Attleboro Mfg. Co.,
Attleboro Chain Co., The D. F. Briggs Co., F. H.
Sadler Co., Bliss Bros. Co., Barden & Hull,
Auston & Stone, J. N. Fisher Co., Smith & Crosby,
R. F. Simmons Co.

North Attleboro—Doran, Bagness & Co., T.
G. Frothingham & Co., H. D. Merritt Co., W. & S.
Blackinton Co., A. H. Bliss Co., Sturtevant & Whit-
ing, R. Blackinton & Co., J. H. Peckham & Co.,
W. H. Bell & Co., Bugbee & Niles Co., Standard
Chain Co., F. H. Cutler & Co., Cheever, Tweedy
& Co.

Plainville—Whiting & Davis, Plainville Stock
Co., H. A. Gardner Company.

Aldridge G. Pearce, of F. T. Pearce Corn-
pany, Providence, attended the annual session of
the Imperial Council of the Mystic Shrine, held at
Louisville, Xy., as representative of Palestine
Temple, A. A. 0. N. M. S., of Providence, R. I.

S. D. Binge, of the Sterling Silver Mfg. Co.,
Providence, recently purchased two very desirable
building lots at the corner of Elmwood Avenue
and l'awney Street. Mr. Binge proposes erecting
on these lots a handsome residence and removing
thereto his family from New York.

Mrs. William C. Tappan has presented to the
Attleboro Y. M. C. A., as a memorial to her late
husband, who was a pioneer manufacturing
jeweler here, the gift of a new building, which
is to cost between $50,000 and $6o,000. The new
building, which will be started some time in July,
will be built on the front of the old gymnasium
and will be one of the most complete of its kind
in every detail. It will be open to all the boys
and young men of the town and will, undoubtedly,
be made good use of. It will prove a lasting and
fitting memorial of one of Attleboro's most promi-
nent citizens, and is a most generous gift on the
part of Mrs. Tappan, who has always been deeply
interested in the welfare of Attleboro.

The R. F. Simmons Co., Attleboro, Mass.,
has just issued a new 48-page catalogue, showing
a select portion of their line of chains, fobs,
bracelets, lockets, chatelaine pins and lorgnette
and eyeglass chains. The book consists mainly
of half-tone illustrations of patterns and the front
page is devoted to a very lucid description and
illustration of the Simmons patent method of
making filled seamless chain. The entire Simmons
line comprises more than 16,000 separate and
distinctive patterns.

The George L. Paine Co., North Attleboro,
have taken possession of the 90-foot extension in
the Sommers Building and have it fully equipped
for the manufacture of the "G. L. P. Co." line of
jewelry. The Paine Company is working full
force, full time and, occasionally, nights. The
entire finishing force has been working thirteen
hours per day for some time past.

The Castiglioni Co., Providence, have moved
from their former location, 9 Calendar Street, to
u5 Chestnut Street, where they will have better,

larger and better lighted quarters than hereto-
fore. This firm is growing and reports business
good.

George E. Darling, Providence, has moved
from 45 Eddy Street to more desirable quarters
on the top floor of the Burke Building at 21 Eddy

Street. The removal was necessitated by increas-
ing business which called for a material extension
of the plant. The new quarters will afford double
the space available in the old.

William J. McDermott, a skilled enameler,
has started in business at 299 Weybosset Street,
Providence. Mr. McDermott was for many years
associated with the late Walter C. Randall and
is recognized as an expert in his particular branch
of craftsmanship. The enameling business of Mr.
Randall was recently sold out to John H. Col-
lingwood, who incorporated it with his own busi-
ness at 125 Friendship Street.

John M. Buffinton, Providence, was recently
re-elected treasurer of the Universalist Club of
Rhode Island and was chosen delegate to the
National Universalist Convention, to be held in
Detroit, Mich., next October.

Louis Kranz, a noted expert jewelry designer
and die-cutter of Providence, died last month in
his seventy-fourth year. The deceased was a
German by birth and obtained his early education
in that country. After reaching the United States
in early manhood he developed a taste for art
craftsmanship and later engaged in hub cutting,
die-sinking and engraving, in which branches he
became a recognized expert. He is survived by
a widow and three sons.

Aldridge G. Pearce, of the F. T. Pearce Co.,
Providence, attended the annual convention of the
Imperial Council, Mystic Shrine, at Louisville,
Ky., last month. He was one of the delegates
from Palestine Temple of Providence.

The W. J. Feeley Co., of Providence, was
awarded the contract for two handsome trophies
to be contested for on the Field Day of the Co-
lumbus Club. The trophies were very appropriate
in design and perfect in execution.

Frank M. Sturdy, a member of the manufac-
turing jewelry firm of J. F. Sturdy Sons Com-
pany, of North Attleboro, died last month at his
home on Commonwealth Avenue, Attleboro Falls.
He was in his 52d year and had been ill for
several weeks of Bright's disease. Mr. Sturdy
was born in North Attleboro in 1857 and had lived
in that town all his life. He was a son of John F.
Sturdy, who established the jewelry firm years
ago and who died last year. Frank M. Sturdy
learned the jewelry business in his youth and in
1885 became a member of the firm. Of late years
he had been associated in the partnership with his
two brothers, Fred. E. and Herbert K. Sturdy.
The company is one of the largest and most
prosperous in the Attleboros and Mr. Sturdy was
one of the most widely known men in the trade
in New England and throughout the country.

Summer Outing of New England Manu-

facturing Jewelers' and Silver-

smiths' Association

On Friday, June r8th, the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' As-
sociation "threw dull care to the winds" and with
several hundred invited guests from out of town
took their thirtieth annual outing down Narragan-
sett Bay.

At TO o'clock in the morning the clans began
to gather at the Masonic Temple, on Pine and
Dorrance Streets, Providence, and at ro.3o the
mcn, each armed with a bright-colored Japanese
umbrella, were lined up in columns, four abreast,
with the First Coast Artillery Band and with
Mayor Fletcher and Harry Cutler in the lead, the
whole bunch paraded up Westminster Street and
down Weybosset Street to the Crawford Street
bridge, where the steamer Warwick, especially
chartered for the occasion, waited to carry the
voyagers on their adventures.

At 11.15 the boat started down the bay toward
Field's Point, being saluted by all sorts of craft
in the bay as she pulled out. Arriving at the
Point at about noon the men were ushered into
Colonel Atwell's spacious glass-enclosed dining
hall, where a genuine New England shore dinner
was disposed of. This consumed about an hour,
after which the Warwick was again boarded for
a long sail to Newport.

Arriving at Newport a train of eight special
trolley cars was taken possession of for a ride
out to the United States Naval Training Station.
The arrangements of the executive committee had
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provided for an exhibition drill by the sailors at
the station, but, unfortunately, on account of the
strong wind and choppy sea, the boat arrived at
Newport about an hour behind scheduled time
and the commander of the station was unable to
postpone the regular daily drill longer than he
had already done, the result being that the men
arrived just in time to see the two squads of
sailors breaking ranks.

From the terminus of the trolley line to the
training station provided another march of about
a mile, which was made with the band in the lead.
All the buildings of the station were visited under
the guidance of a number of the sailors and many
interesting sights were seen by the visitors. Per-
haps the most interesting part of the affair was
the inspection of the Rein: Mercedes, one of the
Spanish ships captured by the American fleet in
the battle of Santiago. This relic of the Spanish
War is now located at Newport, where it is used
by the United States Navy as a receiving ship for
its future heroes of the deep. In a glass cabinet
on the wall of one of the decks is displayed a
section of the Mercedes armor, showing a hole
made by one of the Americans' 13-inch guns, and
it certainly is "some hole." '

After an hour at the station the return was
made to the boat and at 5 o'clock she heaved her
anchor for the homeward trip. On arrival at the
boat a buffet lunch of salad iuul sandwiches, "with
what goes with it," was served.

Death of C. A. Wilkinson

C. A. Wilkinson, of tlic ■\ t'11 known firm of
C. A. Wilkinson & Co., Providence, R. I., manu-
facturers of eyeglass and spectacle frames, died
suddenly on May 26th. After an automobile ride,
and while he was still in the garage, he was
stricken suddenly with an attack of angina pectoris

C. A. Wilkinson

and died before medical aid arrived. The deceased
was born ill Fall River, I ass., in 1852, but came
to Providence while still very young and received
both his education and business training in that city.

Sonic twenty-two years .ago he formed a
partnership with Dutee Wilcox and his brother-
in-law, Walter S. Hough, Jr., under the name of
W. S. Hough, Jr. & Co., for the manufacture of
jewelry, he himself taking charge of the firm's
office in New York. For ten years he continued
this connection, his home during this period being
in Brooklyn. The firm \vas then dissolved and
Messrs. Wilkinson and Wilcox formed a partner-
ship under the firm name of C. A. Wilkinson &
Co, for the mawfacture of eyeglass and spectacle
frames. Mr. Wilkinson returned to Providence
to take charge of the business and has made that
city his home ever since. The firm was successful
from the start and became one of the leaders in
the optical industry. The reliability of the product
is proverbial with the trade and the popularity of
the line called for continual expansion. He is
survived by a widow and three sons, Howard H.,
Frederick C. and Ralph A. Wilkinson, all of
whom are connected with the firm of C. A. Wil-
kinson & Co.



One of the Mauran salesmen
starting on the trip from Providence

about the middle of the
last century

Our advance in methods of manufacture and
artistic merit of product has kept pace with

the improvements in transportation

WE MAKE

SCARF PINS, BROOCHES, HANDY PINS, BABY PINS, COLLAR

PINS, LOCKETS, LAVALLIERES, PENDANTS, NECK CHAINS, LINK

BUTTONS, EAR DROPS, JET GOODS, COMBS, HAT PINS, Etc., Etc.,

IN 10 K. SOLID GOLD

MAKERS OF

THE REPRESENTATIVE LINE
OF 10 K SOLID GOLD JEWELRY
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Annual Meeting Missouri Retail
Jewelers' Association

The convention of the Missouri Society of
Retail Jewelers met at the Hotel Jefferson, St.
Louis, Mo., June 21st and 22d, and, while it did
not outdo previous conventions in attendance,
there was, nevertheless, much business of import-
ance transacted. The programme prepared by the
officers in charge was certainly one to be proud
of and all feel that the organization, now, more
than ever, shows signs of producing good results.

Many jewelers have just recently became
members of the society and this fact will, no
doubt, renew the interest of some of the older
ones, who had almost given up hope of ever hav-
ing a good, strong organization.

The entertainment features of the convention
were first-class in every respect and the result of
untiring efforts of the St. Louis Retail Jewelers'
Association and local jobbers and manufacturers,
who spared no pains to make the
visitors enjoy their visit to the con-
vention.

FIRST DAY

The first day of the convention
was an executive session, devoted to
"talking shop," and the principal
paper was read by R. D. Worrell, of
Mexico, Mo., on "The Jobber Who
Sells at Retail." This paper caused
much interesting discussion. At the
opening of the convention the dele-
gates were welcomed to the city lv
Mayor Kreisman, and President Claud
Wheeler delivered his annual ad-
dress, which was in part as follows:

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

Three years ago eight of us met
in Kansas City, formed a little or-
ganization, which has grown into
what we now have. We ought to
have three times the members we
have. Out of more than 600 jewelers
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through organization. The trade journals have
these items every issue and the jeweler who
doesn't read the trade papers doesn't care much
what is going on.

The speaker here referred to the efforts made
by several of the watch companies to have their
product handled by the jewelers only and urged
that the retail jeweler should reciprocate in kind
by favoring the product of such companies. He
also suggested that the jewelers lend what aid
they can to the manufacturers and jobbers in the
matter of keeping a correct list of the legitimate
retail jewelers. "It occurred to me," he said,
"that if each State, through the secretary of its
organization, would maintain a complete list of
legitimate jewelers and let it be known that in-
formation might be secured through this source,
it would be a mutual benefit." He then proceeded
as follows :

C. H. Knights-Thearle Co., of Chicago, have
notified the trade that in the future no one will be
shown goods in their place of business unless
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tailer realized it could not be done he set about
to meet the competition and the many successful
exclusive stores in all our cities is evidence of
success. It is competition that stimulates us to
do better things in a better way. We should
learn to criticize ourselves. Analyze our business
and see if we are getting all there is for us in
our territory. If you were a customer of your
store, which of your methods would you criticize
first?

The mental habit of occasionally looking at
yourself from other people's viewpoint is ex-
tremely profitable. Suppose that to-morrow some
strong, brainy man were to take your place—your
store—and continue your work. Could he better
it in any way? If so, in what way? Study the
methods of the fellow who has succeeded and
apply them to your own little business. Don't
be satisfied with things as they are. There is no
limit to what you may do if you have the energy
and apply it properly. Success is not in making
sales. It is in making additional sales. A good
customer, wrongly treated, lasts no longer than

the inferior article you sell him.
There is a "come back" on every
sale, whether it is a "come back" in

in the State we ought to have at
least 400 members. I promise right
now to do whatever the officers of
the society ask me to do next year ; to assist them,
in every way possible, to build up our organiza-
tion. And I want to ask every jeweler here to
do the same thing, and great results will be
accomplished.

As you are aware, we are meeting this year
under an entirely different arrangement. This is
the first State meeting of retail jewelers to be held
without soliciting aid in any form from the jobbers
and manufacturers. Iowa follows this week at
Des Moines under the same conditions. Your of-
ticers have been commended by jobbers, manu-
facturers, retail jewelers and trade journals for
adopting this plan and I feel sure that in a few
years many other associations will follow the lead
of Iowa and Missouri and hold their meetings
absolutely at their own expense.

Two reasons, principally, prompted the action.
First, that we might be absolutely free to take
any action the society deemed necessary in regard
to the methods of any wholesaler whose methods
of business were inimical to our interests. Sec-
ond, that we might no longer be a burden to the
wholesalers of our line in the city where the
meetings are held. Experience has caused many
of us to conclude that our meeting will be more
successful if alternated between Kansas City and
St. Louis. This meant the raising of several hun-
dred dollars in each city every two years and was
an injustice to the wholesalers. Many members
did not feel like attending under these conditions
because they felt their business in either city was
not enough to repay the city for its expenditure.
No man feels right in accepting the hospitality
of a wholesaler year after year and not repay
him in the way of business. Now the wholesaler
is free to entertain such members as he sees fit,
in any manner he sees fit. Both the wholesaler
and retailer is free to offer and accept as his
interests may appear.

I shall not attempt to point out at this time
the many benefits brought to the retail jeweler

accompanied by a retail dealer or bearing a writ-
ten order from a dealer. If every wholesale
dealer would adopt this plan and those who issue
catalogues use due care in their distribution and
change the method of pricing in the catalogue,
much of the trouble we have would be a thing of
the past.

Retailers have been requested by the Manu-
facturers' Association to assist in making the na-
tional stamping law of some value by handling
only such goods as bear a stamp indicating qual-
ity. A number of manufacturers are now using
the stamp and the retailer should be ashamed of
the quality of the goods he sells his customer.
When the public has learned that goods stamped
with a quality mark are guaranteed by a national
law they will no longer want goods which are
stamped or said to be solid gold, which may mean
to karat, 8 karat, or even 6 karat. It is never
better than to karat.

Fraudulent advertising is now receiving at-
tention by all classes of trade, not alone the
jewelers. It is an evil so apparent that no dis-
cussion other than how to stop it is necessary. I
hope our delegates will be instructed to use their
best efforts at the national meeting in Omaha to
have the national association take some definite
action toward securing a law to prevent such
advertising and we, as a State organization,
should see that such a law is placed in the statutes
of our own State.

A great many of the so-called evils in our
trade are business conditions. We will have to
study these conditions and devise plans to meet
them. The time we devote to a discussion of how
to stifle legitimate competition by laws is wasted.
We cannot, by law, put the department store out
of business. We must recognize it as competition
and use our efforts to meet it. You are doubtless
familiar with the effort made a few years ago
by our State Legislature to tax the department
store out of business. When the exclusive re-

the form of additional sales or the
goods returned depends entirely
upon the quality of goods you sell.
Every cent saved in shortened value
is lost in shortened trade. I think
we often make a mistake in putting
too strong guarantees on our goods
and work. Our experience should
teach us what to expect from goods
and so represent to our customers.

How often do you turn your
stock?. The oftener you turn your
stock the lower you can mark your
margin of profit. Make the same
dollar go to market as often as
possible. You are urged by your
papers and salesmen to buy, buy, buy.
The better advice is sell, sell, sell,
and buy when you need to. You can
always get the goods, don't worry
about that. You won't have to buy
enough in August to run until Janu-
ary. I f this drummer doesn't come
back, another will. If this is not
V our plan, it will be some day, or

you will drop out of the race.
I desire to make a recommendation for next

year. I believe it would be a good idea in the ar-
rangement of the programme to offer one-half
day of the meeting to the jobbers and manufac-
turers. They could select two good speakers to
address the meeting on subjects of interest to us
and the balance of the time could be devoted to,
inspecting the various exhibits.

SECOND DAY

The second day's meetings were open to all
and the hall was well filled throughout the day.
The programme was very interesting. Papers
were read in the following order : "Possibilities of
the Show Window," S. J. Huey, Excelsior
Springs; "Shell of Our Business," Fred Pelcher,
Mexico, Mo.; "Kernel of Our Business," This
paper was written by Charles Bond, of Sedalia,
who could not be present and F. W. Baier, of St.
Louis, was selected to read it.

L. A. Spurlock, of Rockport, Mo., was unable
to attend the convention and his paper, "What is
a Fair Fixed Selling Price," was read by Secre-
tary Raines. It is published on another page.

"Shall We Instruct for a National Official
Organ?" was the subject of a paper read by
M. E. Schmidt, of Boonville, Mo.

"Civic Duties of a Merchant, a Jeweler in
Particular," by Otto Buder, St. Louis, "Should
Watch Companies Sell only Complete Watches?"
Anderson Blanton, Paris, Mo.

The report of the Resolutions Committee was
adopted as follows :

First—We earnestly urge all retail jewelers
to discontinue the practice of sending their cus-
tomers into the wholesale houses with letters of
introduction or orders for goods, as we believe
this to be the beginning and the cause of the

(ctottinned on po(ff 11.+14 g)
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JEWEL SERIES

JAS. BOSS
Stiffened Gold Watch Cases

TRADE-MARK

IN BACK

GUARANTEED 25 YEARS

GUARANTEE

IN CAP

The line for Fall shows

many novel and attrac-

tive features.

It will pay you to look

it over.

The illustrations shown

are only hints of the

beauty and comprehen-

siveness of the line.

ALL LEADING WHOLESALE

DEALERS HAVE THEM

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York
Chicago

Boston Cincinnati
San Francisco
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GUARANTEED 20 YEARS
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GUARANTEE

IN CAP

The popular-priced standard filled

case.

The new patterns surpass all pre-

vious efforts in design and execution.

Many effects heretofore shown only

on 25-year cases are now shown in

this line.

Don't be satisfied to look at the

illustrations.

See the goods themselves and put

them in your stock.

You will not keep them after show-

ing them to your customers.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING

WHOLESALE DEALERS

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

Boston Cincinnkti
San Francisco

New York
Chicago
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16 SIZE
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12 SIZE
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SESSIONS CLOCKS
NEW LINE

PLYMOUTH
Cream-Tinted Porcelain Dial, Convexed Glass,
8-day Cathedral Gong, Half-hour Strike on

Cup Bell, 14 in. High, 934 in. Wide

List, $16.00

SUPERIOR FINISH

SOLID MAHOGANY

GENUINE INLAID
CASES

T H E KEYS -r o N E I

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY:

FORESTVILLE, CONN., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms: 37 MAIDEN LANE

LEEDS

834 in. High, 42 in. Wide, 1-day
Lever Time, 2 in. Porcelain Dial

List, $4.80

The Master of Adjustment
is the highest paid watch worker. Without this accomplishment
the man at the bench is a mere mechanic, and neither his work
or standing-command the remuneration or consideration due the
skilled, practical horologist. There's hope for every watch
worker in the world-famed work

THE WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL

Annual Meeting Missouri Retail

Jewelers' Association

(Continued frmn Mlf/C 11340

promiscuous habit of goods being sold at retail
by the jobbers.'

Second.—We advise you to investigate the
policy of the jobbers from whom you buy and cut
from your list "the jobber who sells at retail"
and who is practically in competition with you,
but, instead, help and assist with your patronage
the legitimate jobber as he helps and protects you.

Third.—We advise you to investigate the pro-
posed action of Robert Ingersoll & Bro. regarding
the exclusive sale of their watches by the retail
jewelers and if you 'find it as favorable as we
helieve it to be, that you carry and sell their
line as far as your trade conditions will permit.

Fourth.—We condemn the fraudulent adver-
tising of merchandise in general and advocate
the enactment of a federal law that will ade-
quately punish the ones guilty of wilful misrep-
resentation in any form of advertising.

Fifth.—We recommend that our future an-
nual meetings be held on the third Monday in

June of each year and that the place of meeting
alternate between 'St. Louis and Kansas City.

Sixth.—We also recommend that the office
of the secretary and treasurer be consolidated
and that one member be elected to fill the duties
of both offices.

Seven/h.—We recommend that the officers of
the society and the members of the executive
committee be constituted as a grievance commit-
tee, to whom shall be referred all claims of un-
just action or matters of a grievous nature con-
cerning any un fair methods that affect our line
of business.

That a vote of thanks be tendered to the
press, the management of the Jefferson Hotel and
the retiring officers.

A resolution of sympathy and condolence was
passed on the death of Clay Clement, of Spring-
field, Mo., a highly respected member of the as-
sociation.

All the officers were re-elected as follows:
•

President, Claud M. Wheeler, of Columbia ; vice-
president, S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs; secre-
tary, H. L. Raines, Maryville; treasurer, Charles
IL Bard, of Sedalia.

The following were elected delegates to the
Omaha 'convention: J. J. Brown, Hannibal ;

Charles A. Mauch, Marshall ; Herman Mauch,
St. Louis; H. L. Raines, Maryville; Claud
Wheeler, Columbia; Anderson Blanton, Paris;
G. Elkhardt, St. Louis; Fred Pelcher, Mexico;
R. M. Walker, Monroe City.

In passing judgment on the paper read by
Fred Pelcher, one of his friends, who knows that
Fred was once a crack ball player, stated that
he thought Fred's batting average should be
boosted to the 300 class since he made this big hit.

A. R. Weisz, of the Illinois Watch Co., made
many friends during the convention.

Earl J. G. Lovett, sales manager of the Rock-
ford Watch Co., Rockford, Ill., was on the ground
all the time and, no doubt, produced good results.

A. G. Lee, of E. Howard Watch Co., added
greatly to the life of the convention.

Charles N. Sheldon, Secretary of the Merry
Optical Co., Kansas City, Mo., had charge of their
display of optical goods.

E. W. Cox, of the Columbian Optical Co.,
was one of the busy ones all the time.

Joseph McKenna, of Bauman-Massa Jewelry
Co., was always on hand and did much to make
things pleasant for the visitors.

'rhe clepsydra or water clock was on exhibi-
tion in the display of the South Bend Watch Co:

This book is a complete and practical guide for watch-
makers in adjusting watches and chronometers for isochronism,

position, heat and cold. It contains a thorough exposition of the principles on which adjust-
ments are based and the methods followed in practice. It is the best book ever written on
high-class horological craftmanship.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $2.50

PUBLISIIED BY

The Keystone Publishing Co., 811 North 19th Street, PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.
1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago,

The above rations are reproduced from a yartl-long photo of the jotit conventions
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FALL BUSINESS

IS GOING TO BE GOOD

YOU CAN FEEL IT IN THE AIR

WE ARE READY FOR IT ARE YOU?

Early in August our travelers will start out with the finest line of samples they have 
ever carried.

Designs are beautiful and thoroughly up-to-date. Movements are perfect timekeepers.iv 0
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ELF—io Ligne
Smallest American Watch Made

CASES

Solid Gold
20 Year Gold Filled

Sterling Silver
Gun Metal

Open Face or Hunting

16 Designs of Unusual
Beauty

Prices, $12.80 and up

ALDEN

Showing
Thin

Casing

7 Jeweled Movement

THE LINE WILL INCLUDE OUR

LADY MARY
25 YEAR CASES

Thinnest 0 Size Hunting Made

Lever Escapement
17 Ruby Jewels

The Watch with the Second Hand

Hunting Cases Only
Plain Polished

Engine-Turned — Engraved

Prices, $32.00 and $33.10

All Prices Subject to Keystone Key

and 6 per cent. Cash Discount

-- 15 Ligne
Most Popular of Ladies' Watches

CASES

20 Year Gold Filled
Sterling Silver

Nickel
Gun Metal

Open Face or
Hunting

24 Designs
Every One Distinc-
tive and Artistic

Prices, $6.40
and up

DON'T LET YOUR COMPETITORS GET AHEAD OF YOU WITH

THE ALDEN—16 SIZE WATCH
OUR FAMOUS

Double Roller Lever, 7 Jewels, Pull Out Set, Breguet Hairspring, Adjusted to

Temperature, Will Run on Half-Time, Is Cased Very Thin

PUTNAM
A year's trial has proven that this watch is far supe-
rior to any other 7 jeweled lever on the market. Its
record as a timekeeper is phenomenal and its position
in the watch field is assured. Every one you sell will
make friends for you. They have done so for us.

PRICES

20 Year Gold Filled, Jointed - - $12.50

Blue Steel   7.00

Nickel 5.80

ASK TO SEE OUR NEWEST WATCH

THE PUTNAM 18 SIZE

Cased Very Thin in Solid Nickel. Bright Polished

This is a REAL WATCH with jewels and enamel dial. Pinions are hardened and given an

unusually high polish, wheels are cut by machinery to absolute accuracy, every 
minute part

is made and fitted with the greatest care and the movement is cased and tes
ted in the case

before leaving the factory. The price is remarkably low.

THE STANDISH 12 Size—in Gold Filled and Silver Cases, Jointed,

is a most attractive model. Prices, $8.50 and up.

THE HALE
12 SIZE

is just the thing for the
schoolboy. Will stand all
kinds of violent usage.

PRICES
Nickel - - - - $2.90
Gun Metal Finish - 2.90
10 year Gold Filled 6.90

Cuts of the Entire Line, for Catalogue or Newspaper Use,

Are Now Ready. Send for them to

We New England Watch Co.
WATERBURY :: :: CONNECTICUT

OR THE LEADING JOBBERS

$2.80

PADISHAH-18 Size
shows many unique case
designs. Nickel and Gun
Metal—Snap and Screw.
Prices $2.70 and up.

FIREFLY-8 Size
is in constant demand for
wear with the wrist strap.
Price—Nickel, $2.70.
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How to Sell More Men's Chains

The average jeweler could sell many
more vest chains and fobs than he now sells
if he but gave a little thought to the ques-
tion. He thinks of selling a chain only
when he is selling a watch; between watch
sales the man outside the counter usually
originates the chain sale by his "asking to be
shown." Chains are rarely "pushed."

But why not ? They are profitable;
they are indispensable to the watch wearer;
and the salesman has two invincible argu-
ments to bring to the man outside the
counter, namely:

1. A watch chain is the most conspicu-
ous piece of jewelry in a man's furnishings.
It must, therefore, bear the most responsi-
bility in expressing the man's taste in
jewelry—must not be too far from the pre-
vailing fashion and be worthy of the wearer
in respect of its quality. •

2.- A watch will outwear the chain sold
at the same time and the chain needs to be
replaced by a new one before the watch is
renewed. "Will you let me see your chain?
. . . Yes, as I expected—see here, and
here, and there ; it is worn so that the brass
shows through. Besides you'll find that this
pattern is no longer worn by well-dressed
men. Here's a style," etc.

You can double your sales of men's
chains, at a small investment, by starting a
campaign through newspaper advertising
and window displays.

Prepare with a Big Stock

Assuming that your store is in an
"average" community, the bulk of your
stock should consist of two grades of rolled
plate—the best and a cheaper grade. Do
not fear to buy enough of each—which will
probably mean, for our purposes now in
contemplation, four times as much stock as
you now carry. Pay very careful attention
to the selection of styles, avoiding all but
a few of the "loud" patterns. Of course,
you may need a few standard patterns in
solid gold for the fine trade, and some white
metal, nickel, or other cheap goods, for the
day-laboring class ; but mention of these will
not appear in your advertisements. And
you will want "a half-dozen, assorted," of
the "rolled plate" trash, also—not to sell, but
to exhibit as a "horrible example" in offer-
ing your better goods.

Some jewelers argue in favor of carry-
ing three grades of rolled-plate chains, "in
order to meet all calls." But the contention
is based on the fallacy that it is impossible to
sell other than what the customer ,wants.
Now, we are strong in the belief that the
best merchandising is to sell what the cus-
tomer wants, rather than what the merchant
wants to sell, and have so argued again and
again in these columns ; but we have always
drawn the line at refusing to sell unworthy
goods, however much the customer may
"want" them. A "heart-to-heart" talk with
the customer on this point will almost al-
ways dissuade him from urging his demand
and content him with paying more for a
decent article. The fact is that the mer-
chant suffers more than the customer when
"trash" is sold ; for it is an axiom that
"Quality is remembered long after Price is

KEYSTONE

forgotten." The customer loses the small
sum he put into the goods ; but the merchant
loses perpetually the increment of that cus-
tomer's future trade.

For every sale lost by not having the
make-believe rolled-plate chains many future
sales will be gained through the impression
thus created that yours is a safe store to
deal with.

The Newspaper Advertising

Your newspaper advertising will ex-
pand the two arguments mentioned above.
Here is a sample of a "general" one:

THE SHABBY ELEVEN

Coming down Main Street a few
weeks ago I passed, in going two blocks,
eleven well-dressed men wearing unap-
propriate watch chains. With some the
chains were worn and shabby; the others
were in bad taste. It set me to think-
ing. I resolved that Smithville men
should have an opportunity to get suit-
able and worthy chains and, accordingly,
I have provided a very large new stock
of the best patterns in the market, in two
grades, with range of prices to fit every
pocketbook.

There are probably one hundred times
eleven men in this community whose
chain needs are as urgent as those of
"The Shabby Eleven."

Our familiar belongings grow old
and unsightly to others' eyes long before
we note their decline.
A watch chain is the conspicuous

item of jewelry in men's dress. It is
important, therefore, that its quality
should be as good as the man can afford,
and its style be distinguished for taste
and character.

Nobody but a very rich man can
afford to go about shabbily furnished.
Trimness is a sort of social credential
a guaranty of solvency ; a certificate of
self respect. You can't afford to chal-
lenge the good opinion of people by con-
tinuing to wear that shabby chain, when
a choice of many beautiful new pat-
terns awaits your selection at

SWIVEL'S, 9 Main Street

Vary these "general" advertisements
with "specific" ones, each describing a par-
ticular chain, and "come in strong" on
quality.

The Window Display

Coincident with the newspaper adver-
tising make a big display in your window,
showing nothing but men's chains.

Cover the floor of the window with
black velveteen (black velvet, if you can
afford it). Chains show better on this ma-
terial, in a large field, than on any other.
The dead-black "pile" of the velvet, or vel-
veteen, is the best foil for the peculiar high-
light and shadow of the joined links.

Chains lend themselves peculiarly to the
skill of the window dresser because of their
pliability—in which respect they are the ex-
ception to the rigid forms of the other items
in the jeweler's stock. Even the jeweler
whose "fingers are all thumbs" can do much
for effective results. He can surely make a
large wheel, if nothing better. Thus:

Draw a circle in the center of the win-
dow. Form the rim of the wheel by placing
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rolled-plate fobs end to end. The spokes
will be formed of vest chains, the swivels
touching the rim. By laying the toggles at
right angles with the chains they will form
a circle near the hub; and still another circle,
defining the hub, will be formed by the
chain bars, similarly laid at right angles
with the chains. A more graceful effect can
be given by curving the spokes from hub to
rim, taking care to keep the line of curve
uniform.

This simple piece can be elaborated, or
other attractive designs easily produced.
An effective show is a triangle filled in
"solid" with chains, and then, with small-
link single chains, make long, graceful
arabesque lines outside, balancing the curves
on one side with exactly similar curves on
the other side. Other good designs are a
criss-cross, a fan, a sunburst; the jeweler's
name can be "written" in chains ; a huge
hand can be made of the chains, with fore-
finger pointing into the store. There is no
end to the variety of designs that can be
fashioned with the pliable chains.

So much for the center of the window
toward appeal to the eye; now we shall
utilize one of the corners to appeal to the
mind.

Close to the glass lay three chains of
exactly the same pattern—say, a "trace"
pattern. On a placard behind them write:
"One of these chains is my First Quality,
price $5.00; one is my Second Quality, price
$2.00; the third (not for sale) is a fraud
which could be sold at a big profit for 75
cents. If you cannot pick out the 'fraud,'
and wish to know something of chain
values, step inside for an informing leaflet."

The Leaflet

Rolled Plate, made into Chains, can
beat even a diplomat at lying!

I was told by a customer that he found
he could "duplicate" my $5.00 chain for a
dollar. And Ile could, as to external appear-
ance—but there's the rub!

Chains of the same pattern look alike,
in all the various grades. My $5.00 chain
is one-tenth gold, and is worth $5.00. My
$2.50 chain looks exactly like the better one,
but is one-twentieth gold—and it is worth
its price. But it is as cheap as I dare go in
quality to give good satisfaction.

But all chain sellers do not have my
scruples, it seems ; the "fraud" chain, which
cost me 40 cents, bore a tag, "Guaranteed 5
Years !" It costs something to make a chain
like this, even of brass ; then how much gold
do you suppose can have been spread over
the brass, to afford two profits before it
comes to me at 40 cents?

But there is no name stamped on its
swivel!

Every chain that I sell has the initials
of its responsible manufacturer stamped on
the swivel.

It may be expensive for you to buy the
kinds I do not sell.

It will pay you to buy Rolled Plate
Chains of a jeweler in whom you can have
confidence, and I should be glad to be re-
quired to fix my deserts to the confidence of
this community on the good faith with
which I sell Men's Rolled Plate Chains.
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DO IT NOW
Place Your Orders for

FALL GOODS TO-DAY
and Thereby Insure an Early Delivery

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS
Main Office and Factory: 95 Chestnut Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
CHICAGO OFFICE : 131 Wabash Avenue :: NEW YORK OFFICE : 11 Maiden Lane

FOR THE

21N EVES

ENEVOLENT and PROTECTEVE

ER of ELKS
This organization will, early in July, hold their
Annual CONVENTION at Los Angeles, Cal.
We have designed a new emblematic enameled-handled Knife
that sells on sight. Do not fail to have some of these in
your stock before your local delegates leave for their trip
to the Coast.
B. P. 0. E. Emblem Pins and Buttons, also Watch Charms
and Presentation Jewels, a specialty.
If your Jobber can't supply you, write us direct.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
It's variety that attracts and holds the attention of mankind. Just show the
people your goods in a different way and you will have them all looking in
your direction.

THE

WILLIAMS & ANDERSON CO.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

The ff74,.,m) are6nt All-Glass Show Case
is different and better than the ordinary show case you see.

It is unique in that it is made entirely of glass, with no frame work, no clamps, screws
or corner pieces, just the crystal clear glass, with nothing else between your customers and
the goods displayed within.

This is not only the handsomest and most profitable show case you can buy for your goods,
but it is as strong and rigid as any case made. It will last as long as your store will last.

Write no and let us tell you more about this wonderful Silent Salesman. We Will also
tell you about any Special case you may wish. Outside upright cases a specialty. Address
Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
476-490 West Fort St., DETROIT, MICH.

Cq NEW YORK SALESROOM, 744 BROADWAY
  LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent  

-4SSUR.E.0 • .
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Our new book, " Metal Store Fronts," contains the newest ideas in
getting all the value out of your window for display work. It inci-
dentally describes and illustrates the Petz Patent Store Front Con-
struction. Send for a free copy.

THE KEYSTON

TTER!i
from the

TRADE
Readers are requested to send for publication new ideas
on any subject, technical or mercantile, of general
interest to the trade. As this page is for the use

of individual readers, we do not hold our-
selves responsible for the views ex-

pressed.—Editor The Keystone.

Recovering Stolen Watches

ED. KEYSTONE :—My store was broken into
April 25th and a lot of goods—some four or five
hundred dollars' worth—taken, and among the lot
were several watches belonging to customers
which had been left for repairs. Of course, these
watches will be disposed of and, necessarily, must
go into the hands of some watchmaker or re-
pairer, but not in my store nor in this place, but in
some other part of the country. Now the qaestion
arises, how can they be found?

I have contended for a long time, and am
convinced now, that if we jewelers would work
together in one another's interest we could catch
all such thieves and recover many watches. I
am thoroughly convinced that we
have the power all in our hands if
we would take hold of the matter in
earnest.

My plan is to list all movements
and cases stolen, numerically ar-
ranged under each head, so as to be
easily referred to. Furnish all
jewelers with these lists and ask each
one to examine the list occasionally,
say once a week or month, and see
if anyone of the watches have been
on their list for repairs, and if so, re-
port the case back to headquarters
and thereby let the loser know where
such may be found. The watch can
easily be traced from factory to
wholesaler and retailer.

Of course, many would say it
would be too tedious, and that they
haven't the time, but I feel there will
be enough of us interested to make

a journal more sought after if adopted into its
regular departments.

Yours Very truly,
Dyersburg, Tenn. SAMUEL G. PARKER.

[In the above letter our subscriber touches
upon a subject which is growing more important
each year. Despite the increasing precautions
against theft, thieves themselves seem to be de-
veloping greater skill and the numbers of stolen
watches reported are continually increasing. W.
C. Davis, Chief of Police, of Memphis, Tenn.,
writes, commending the plan of our subscriber as
outlined above and suggests that by co-operation
among the trade press, the jewelers and the police,
many of the thieves could be quickly run to earth
and the goods recovered. We invite other sug-
gestions in this matter, assuring our readers that
we will gladly lend our pages and support to any
plan which may be regarded as feasible.—Eo.]

A Unique Repair Post Card

ED. KEYSTONE:—Being a constant reader of
your publication and having found many very
valuable suggestions in same, I am enclosing a
post card repair notice which I have found very
useful in my business.

The idea may not be a new one, but the form,
as I have written it, combining, as it does, the
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given the customer, and it would leave them
under the proper impression.

Yours very truly,
Roodhouse, Ill. PRICE JEWELRY CO.

An Appeal to the Trade
BROTHER JEWELERS OF THE UNITED STATES :—

I feel that it is my duty to address you in refer-
ence to matters of importance to the welfare of
our cause.

The States are now nearly all organized and
are doing excellent work, and we are doing much
to eliminate the many evils that the retail jewelers
have had to contend with in the past. There are
several watch movement manufacturers that have
abandoned the old plan and are selling direct to
the legitimate retail jewelers at a fixed selling
price. Also a number of the watch case corn-
panies, silverware manufacturers, and a great
many jobbers have shown their willingness to dis-
continue the old time practice and cater to the
best interests of the legitimate trade.

I am of the opinion that those who arc treat-
ing this matter with indifference are making a
mistake. You certainly must all be well aware
of the fact that a few men cannot do the work
without your co-operation. We are hoping for
much better conditions for the entire legitimate

retail jewelry trade through the efforts
fostered by the association. I believe
when the jewelers are once enthusi-

HOULTON, MAINE, zg

The repairs ordered on your have
been completed in a thoroughly workmanlike manner and we
trust same will prove satisfactory in eve,y way. Please call for
same when convenient at

" The Little Store with the Big Stock"
where you will find a complete line of

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Etc.

at reasonable prices. Also the only fully equipped Repair Shop
in Aroostook County.

C. S. OSGOOD, 5 1-2 Markel Sq., Houlton, Maine

N. a—Articles left for repairs and uncalled for within 60 days are
held at owner's risk

it hot for those who steal watches,
and there is hardly a theft without
one or more stolen watches.

I enclose a list of the watches that have been
stolen here for several years back, to the last
taken from me. (I will say here that none of
these have been brought in for me to repair, but
were run off to some other parts of the country,
and I feel certain that I sometimes repair watches
stolen from some other part of the country and
brought here.) Please publish the list and send
it out in your journal, and thereby work up an
interest in this plan.

ELGIN COLUMBUS

570767 280197
1915990
5249836
1491034
2899604
4014596
1171588
6372834
360395
3563554
1365623
7562172
15531035

ILLINOIS
731088
217217
971997

ATLAS
7482013

HOWARD
2189

J. W. THOMAS
275222

WALTHAM
3380300
867390
8120384

SETH THOMAS
534880

I have written this lengthy letter to get fully
before you my idea, which I think good. So do
many of the jewelers of Memphis as well as the
police department in Memphis.

I am thinking such an arrangement will make

notice along with a good bit of advertising, seems
to me to be all right. We mail one of these cards
to each customer just as soon as the repair work
is finished. In nearly all cases they will call at
once and it saves us the trouble of keeping the
jobs for long periods and waiting for our pay.

Yours respectfully,
Houlton, Maine. C. S. OSGOOD.

Published Prices and the Public

En. KEYSTONE :—As you desire me to suggest
anything that would improve THE KEYSTONE, in
my own judgment you are giving us a journal to
our entire satisfaction. I would like to impress upon
someone, however, the importance of one thing
that has been a source of trouble. I have fre-
quently been embarrassed by some patron select-
ing something from my jobbers' catalogues with
the price printed in bold figures. I tell my cus-
tomer the price is just what it is there and then
they turn to me and ask how about the so per
cent. discount!

I have placed the books far back and under
no pretense do I use them unless obliged to.
Then I never find a single one who knows about
the higher grades of jewelry such as we often do
not have in stock. These I show the catalogue
and they know the exact discount. If I do allow
them the discount I have nothing left, and if I
don't they know just what I make on the item,
whether sold for the price or not that is asked.

I would suggest that we have a price of say
33 5/3 for our part anyway, and that is little
enough. I would like to have placed in the cata-
logue the discounts so arranged that it would
leave us that much after the 50 per cent. was

astically organized that conditions
will be better. We can then go be-
fore any legislative body and demand
justice and stand a much better show
of getting it. I do not wish it under-
stood that I advocate the organiza-
tion of a trust for the purpose of ex-
ploitation, but we must organize for
the purpose of protection. Justice
and liberty are all that a reasonable
people can hope for. "There is no
union without liberty, and there can
be no liberty without union."

Brother jewelers, wake up. Shake
the dust from your clothing. There
is a crisis to meet and we cannot
meet it unless we all work together.
Don't be afraid to let go of a little
of your earnings ; it will come back
to you with interest.

I am not going to talk to you in
reference to errors of the escape-

ment or errors of refraction, but will speak of
errors in our business relations with one another.
These errors need correcting as well as errors of
the escapement and errors of refraction, and with
them uncorrected we have not reached the height
of proficiency. I do feel, however, that it is the
duty of every legitimate retail jeweler to join his
State association and also the national organiza-
tion. You may think a few of us can master the
situation, but that is impossible. We need your
help and influence, your presence at the meetings
and also the small amount of dues that you will
be required to pay. All these things have a
tendency to unite us into one common bond of
friendship and brotherhood where no contention
should ever exist. Now, brother jewelers, I urge
that you seriously consider this matter, come into
our ranks and help push the good work along.
If you have a competitor persuade him to do
likewise, take him by the hand and let him know
that you are not such a bad fellow after all, and ten
to one you will remain on friendly terms. I am,
Very truly yours, C. Z. ROWE.

Loaned Watches

ED. KEYSTONE P. Archibald wishes to
know what jewelers think of the custom of loan-
ing watches to customers while theirs is being
repaired. I have worked at the bench some
twenty years and I either do not have one to
loan or one for the purpose with a spring so
short that it won't run over five or six hours.
This makes the customer disgusted and he will
be glad to return and get his own watch. After
a short time I am not bothered being asked for
the loan of a watch. Yours truly,
So. Danbury, N. If. CHAS. L. HIGGINS.
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Beautifully adapted for the jeweler's stock and
show case display—the New Pocket Edition
Gillette Safety Razor is becoming an impor-

tant feature in the best retail jewelry stores.
The demand over the retail counter is astonishing. Every old Gillette user

wants the New Pocket Edition and it makes new friends at sight.
The set consists of handle and blade box, either triple silver-plated or 14 K.

gold-plated. The pocket case is of gold, silver or gun metal—plain polished or
richly engraved in Floral or Empire designs. It is so neat and compact that it will
fit like a card case in the waistcoat pocket or slip into the side of a traveling bag
—the blades are fine. Prices, $5.00 to $7.50.

For the special use of the jewelry trade, the Gillette Company has designed a
tray lined with purple velvet, size of the regular watch tray—contains wells for
twelve razors. These trays are made in various hardwood finishes to match the
store fixtures and are shipped free of cost with the initial order for a dozen razors.
Aside from the sales of the razor, the business in blades is a steady income for a store.

Two additions to the Gillette line this season are the Gillette Brush—a brush
of Gillette quality, bristles gripped in hard rubber ; and the Gillette Shaving Stick
—a soap worthy of the Gillette Safety Razor. The stick is enclosed in a sanitary
nickel box : both soap and brush are packed in attractive cartons. They will be
welcomed by Gillette users everywhere.

Write us for full information. Get our suggestions on popular assortment.
Talk to your jobber about it.

Canadian Office:
63 St. Alexander St., Montreal

London Office:
17 Holborn Viaduct, E. C.

GILLETTE SALES CO.
612 Kimball Building, Boston

Factories: Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris

New York : Times Bldg.
Chicago : Stock Exchange

Building
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A Declaration of Independence
for Jewelers

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The first real "Fourth of July" dawned

one hundred and thirty-two years ago ; for

up to the year 1776, July 4th had no more

significance than any other of the "every-

days" of the calendar. Something hap-

pened on the Fourth of July of that par-

ticular year which gave it importance in the

chronology of nations ; and ever since

Americans have been holding an annual

racket on this anniversary to celebrate—

well, something or other. For it is "the day

we celebrate ;" so we'll set off another pack

of firecrackers.
The fact is, Fourth of July has lost

much of its significance at the end of these

one hundred and thirty-two years. It once

was a day of very solemn rejoicings—now,

it is largely given over to baseball and pic-

nics and blank cartridges and beer. In the

earlier years the very atmosphere was vi-

brant with patriotic fervor—now, the at-

mosphere of the day is chiefly distinguished

for its smell of burned powder. Three-

fourths of the population have a vague no-

tion that the racket is to celebrate our big-

ness .as a nation, comparatively few ever

think of it as marking the day when a colony

rebelled against a king—and, fortunately,

"won out." And not one in ten thousand

has ever read the Declaration of Independ-

ence or knows the argument therein.

Of course, all jewelers are among the

ones who know the Declaration ; therefore,

these sapient ones will give sympathetic ear

to a proposed Declaration of Independence

especially prepared as a code of principles

and conduct for jewelers, "when, in the

course of events, it becomes necessary to

dissolve the bonds" which have connected

them with the traditions of effete merchan-

dising.

Therefore, this Declaration of Inde-

pendence to take effect July 4, 1909:

"I declare myself independent of the
notion that the only right way to do a thing
is the way in which it has always been done;
consequently, I shall hereafter pull out of
the rut and see if there is not smoother going
on other ground. I believe that personality
—individuality—should findexpression more
generally as the best motive power in trade,
and, while not ignoring the value of accu-
mulated experience, I shall endeavor to find
new ways of applying that experience.

"I declare myself independent of the
superstition that one's competitor is neces-
sarily a personal enemy and a wretch whose
instincts are low and base, whose principles
are sordid and whose practices are those of
a charlatan and swindler. I am going to

make advances to him for our better per-
sonal acquaintance and appreciation and for
the mutual advantage of our trade interests.

"I declare myself independent of cer-
tain traditions as to the 'dignities of the
trade,' whereby it is deemed an infraction
of the unwritten rules to personally solicit
business outside one's store, or to publish an
advertisement that is more than an amplified
business card and says something in a
snappy way, or to spend more than I can
afford on the mere externals of my domestic
life simply to 'live up to' the elegance of my
stock and the pretentions of my store.

"I declare myself independent of my
former habit of mind whereby my preju-
dices fixed my conclusions concerning men,
goods, rules and all the machinery of trade.
Hereafter I shall cultivate an openness of
mind so that I may be sensitive to new sug-
gestions, hospitable to all kinds of ideas and
receptive to all good, from wherever or
Whomever it may come, to the end, happily,
that my trade vision may be broadened, my
capacity enlarged and my outlook on life
lifted to a higher plane."

The Eleventh Commandment: "Mind
Your Own Business"

It does not appear on the tables of

stone that were delivered to Moses on

Mount Sinai ; but it looms big in the deca-

logue of trade and society.
One would bankrupt the arithmetic to

calculate the number of lives made un-

happy, since the dawn of creation, by those

who have "butted in." They have added in-

calculably to the sum total of human misery

and have inflicted upon the race a punish-

ment that would be undeserved even if

every individual was abnormally wicked and

without hope of salvation.

And the attempt to regulate other peo-

ple's affairs is all so utterly futile. No two

human creatures are exactly alike, in either

their mental, spiritual or physical anato-

mies ; no two have precisely the same point

of view. It is a part of the universal plan that

they should be different. Then let each live

out his life and conduct his affairs according

to his light or his endowment or his whim.

Individuality is the precious thing in the

human mass, and individuality should be al-

lowed to find its expression without let or

hindrance from interfering busybodies. The

"butter-in" contravenes the law of personal

liberty and stands in the way of human de-

velopment when Ile takes issue with any

man on that man's honest waY of conduct-

ing honest affairs.
The man who "butts in" is a presump-

tuous egotist. He must assume that he

"knows it all ;" that, in addition to perfect

wisdom as to conducting his own affairs,

he is competent to advise everybody else.

As a matter of fact there arc not a very

great number of mortals who possess this

I I39

universal knowledge; as a matter of record,
one's own affairs are probably as much as
any of us can competently take care of—and
not all of us succeed even in this small baili-
wick. Most of us find that if we do not
mind our own business there may soon be no
business left to mind ; and it is a refreshing
fact that many of the busybodies have been
so constant in devotion to their neighbor's
affairs that their own have not noticeably
prospered.

There is a time when it would be selfish
and mean to withhold one's self from his
neighbor's affairs—the time of trouble, af-
fliction and distress of all kinds. The angels
of Sympathy and Charity bless the man who
then comes forward to share the burden and
support the sinking spirits. But for the few
such there are ten thousand times ten thous-
and who rush in with all manner of impu-
dent suggestions and criticisms on all sorts
of commonplace occasions, and who hurry
from the private interview to foment the
public gossip. They are the bane of human
society.

When we have advanced a little nearer
to perfectibility, one of the cardinal items in
the new social creed will be : "Mind Your
Own Business."

Men's memories are like tumblers filled
with water : that which is poured in last
runs over first.

There are many dirty roads in life, but
you can always find a clean crossing.

"The veil which hides the future from
us is woven by the hand of Mercy."

Wit is brushwood, judgment timber;
the one gives the greatest flame, the other
the most heat. The best fire is made when
both meet.

A certain amount of opposition helps a
man. Kites rise against the wind ; no sailor
can make headway in a dead calm.

Friendship is one mind in two bodies.

NOW is the constant syllable ticking
from Time's clock.

It is a historical fact that Lot's wife
did not turn to salt until after she had
turned to "rubber."

It is all right to have "a way of your
own," but don't always insist on having
your own way.

"Down and out."—subway trains.
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The advent of the successor to
the "Teddy Bear" finds the well-
known Aikin - Lambert pencils
leading the idea.
The presentation of this line in

Washington was an immediate suc-
cess. The large number of styles
in Gold and Silver with the
'Possum mounting are now
ready for shipment. Dealers
will find them to be fast r.
sellers, affording a liberal
margin of profit.
Only one of the large line

of Aikin-Lambert novelties
that are popular for their
utility and fineness.

Manufacturers of the well-known
Mercantile Fountain Pen.
Send for Catalogues

A Perfect Pen for
Particular People

July, 1909

AMERICAN
FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER

Selling Agents

Boston, Mass.

111

1

1 

1

1
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CONKLIN'S
Self-Filling Fountain Pen

FIRST—Filling. A demonstration to your cus-
tomer of how a pressure of the thumb on the
Crescent-Filler fills the pen and cleans it, will sell
the Conklin quicker and oftener than the old style
dropper-filler pen with its ink-splattering separate
filler, parts to unscrew and leaky joints.

SECOND—Writing. Always writes instantly and as smooth-
ly as your linger glides over velvet.

THIRD— Quality. The Conklin workmanship and material
is AaAl—the highest quality money can buy.

FOURTH—Guarantee. Every feature guaranteed; soft rub-
ber ink reservoir warranted for S years.

FIFTH—Sales Help. The Conklin is advertised extensively;
we supply dealers with show cases, signs, display cards,
printed matter, window displays, etc.
Write for catalog and dealers' proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO., 72 Manhattan Bldg., Toledo, Ohio, U.S.A.
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO DENIER WINNIPEG

194 FroadwaY .579 Market St. 700 E & C Bldg. Man.

THE ONLY WRIGHT PEN

THE WRIGHT SELF FILLING PEN SELF-FILLING AND SELF-CLEANINGPUSH THE PIN IT (ILLS 
ITHELP

Best Feeding Device. Simple, Practical
and Easy to Demonstrate. Sells itself
whenever shown. Write for our illus-
trated Catalog and assortments with
display cases, FREE.

-;) =j Also DWARF INK PENCILS
NON-LEAKABLE PURSE

PENS, ETC.

WRIGHT PEN CO.
We. Weldlich Si Bro.. Prop. BT. LOUIS, MO.

1HE w RIGHT WRITES RIGHT

WRIGHT PEN CO. 51 LOUIS U.S A.

MAKERS OF

Swivels, Spring Rings, Snaps and Specialties
in the Line, in GOLD and PLATINUM

Manufacturers of the

SMALLEST SPRING RING
on the market for Neck Chains

SEND FOR SAMPLES

THEE
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Stationery Department in Summer

Vacation time is here and with it an

opportunity to do a good deal of what may

be termed special business. Business de-

clines during the summer months in most

lines and the stationery trade is no excep-

tion to the general rule. It declines no

worse than others, however, and if the deal-

ers exert themselves a little so as to attract

special customers they will maintain their

trade at the usual level and, perhaps, in-

crease their list of regular customers.

Vacation requirements a're

Summer quite distinct from any

Requirements regular trade in these times

in almost all lines of busi-

ness, and the jeweler-stationer who wants

trade can create vacation wants and increase

his business measurably by practicing the

same tactics that are successfully used by

energetic and forceful men in other de-

partments of enterprise. Unquestionably

the success or failure of a campaign of this

character depends upon the individual un-

dertaking it. The more energetically he

goes at his work the more business he will

secure, and the more carefully he studies the

situation in his own community, and acts in

accordance with the knowledge thus gained,

the larger business he will do and the more

he will increase his profits.

If vacations create special wants then

the dealer should be ready with special

goods to satisfy those wants. If the vaca-

tion season can introduce new features into

your business, then welcome the vacation

season and take advantage of all the possi-

bilities which grow out of it. In this, as in

other business enterprises, success or failure

depends altogether upon the person who

does the work. If you do not feel confident

that you can carry out a campaign of this

type then do not undertake it. If you begin

and fail it will discourage you and will

create a bad impression in the minds of your

customers.
The sojourners in the

Resort mountains or at the shore

Supplies are departing by scores and

hundreds at this season. It

is, then, worth while to study their.. wants

and supply them, so far as possible, before

he goes. It is a fact that the grade of

goods offered for sale at the average

resort is a disgrace to anyone and corn-

paratively few care to use them if it is possi-

KEYSTONE,

ble to procure any other. You can, there-

fore, offer your customers sufficient sup-

plies to last them while they are away and to

attract them to buy their stocks before they

go you can make it something of an induce-

ment for them to do so. The price need not

be cut, but you can throw in something they

will be likely to need and that will do the

business in a good many cases.

You understand the goods which will

be wanted at these resorts. They comprise

a general stationery stock, though, of

course, the bulk of the supplies will neces-

sarily be such goods as papers of various

types, envelopes to match and the pens and

ink to go with them. These will form the

staples and around them will gather various

other articles which will be wanted in a

greater or less degree. It is quite impossible

to enumerate them here, but every dealer

who investigates will be astonished at the

opportunities afforded in this connection to

offer goods. They will not always sell.

Probably, in a majority of instances, the

purchases will be limited to the staple sta-

tionery goods mentioned above, but the in-

cident of their going away can be utilized

to good advantage in an advertising way.

Conditions may vary some in this respect,

but, as a whole, there will be little or no

reason to consider this proposition either

unwise or impossible.
Often the paper required

Special will be quite different from

Qualities that used at home and it

might be in order to secure

some different styles packed in handsome

boxes and offer them as a special feature of

your summer trade. You might be able to

secure considerable business in this way. It

is frequently good policy to make some spe-

cial incident an opening for the offering of

special goods, emphasizing the individual

requirements of the occasion.

Displays should be made of these pa-

pers, and there should be some advertising

matter prepared, setting forth what you are

doing and inviting the patronage of those

who are about to go away on their vaca-

tions. It will have the effect of quickening

their desires and probably will bring them

to your store to buy of the goods which

are thus made a feature for the summer

trade.

This doesn't require much effort, but it

has the merit of novelty in many instances,

and, even though the actual business which

comes of this is difficult to trace, there is

unquestionably much benefit from it in dif-

ferent ways. The impression that you are

progressive and are securing all the addi-

tional business possible from the summer

hegira is well worth all its costs.

Purchasing

at Home
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Generally speaking, it is

quite impossible to adver-

tise these goods too liberally

or display them too em-

phatically. Everything in the department

should lead to them naturally. Every effort

should be exerted to induce your customers

to buy before they go away, and some deal-

ers have found it well worth while to offer

to mail anything or ship it by express, which

might be wanted while the party were away.

In that way you hold your customer and

you know that he or she is getting good

service, such service as they have been used

to having when they traded with you all the

time. These extra efforts are all good in-

vestments, and anything which can be ex-

pressed as forcibly as summer stationery is

certain to prove a profitable feature of any-

one's trade.
Of course, there are many other trade

features worth considering at this time.

You might, all things considered, under-

take the sale of a few of the best post cards;

but, in case you do this, do not take up with

the poor stock which is offered so freely at

low prices. On the contrary, you should

offer only that type of card which corre-

sponds with the rest of your business.

Otherwise, your other departments may suf-

fer. Many tourists will be in your town

this season, and they will want good post

cards to send home, or elsewhere, and there

is no reason why you should not obtain the

profit which accrues from the sale of such

cards.
If you are located in a town

Summer which has a liberal influx of
Visitors . summer visitors you should

exert yourself to the utmost

to secure as liberal a proportion of the sum-

mer business as circumstances admit. You

should make such propositions as will at-

tract this class of trade, for, while it is only

transient, and can by no possible means be-

come permanent, it still helps measurably in

a dull season of the year and is, therefore,

worthy of cultivation. It doesn't require

much extra time, but you should watch very

carefully the development of the trade cur-

rents in your vicinity, and you should then

be ready to take full advantage of them in

your everyday intercourse with your cus-

tomers, regular or otherwise.
Advertising and displays will do much

to make your store known to tourists, par-

ticularly the displays. Tourists do not, as a

rule, read with any degree of regularity a

local paper, hence a considerable proportion

of your newspaper advertising may be lost.

The displays will not be, however, and the

more original, forceful and convincing you

can make them the better it will be for you

and the larger your business will be.
You can secure a double advantage by

pushing the goods in your other depart-

ments in the same way. It is a matter of

personal effort and individual initiative.
Conditions in this respect are the same
everywhere, and the dealer who wishes to

take advantage of the opportunity will be

the one who will count the largest balance
upon the profit side of the ledger when he

comes to figure up at the close of the year.
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C. A. MARSH & CO.
MAKERS cid 111011 GRADE " GOLD PILLED" JEVVELRY

N 656

BRACELETS
LOCKETS

VEST CHAINS
LORGNETTES

NECKS
DICKENS

PENDANT, NECKS
FOBS Trade-Mark Reglalered

Office and
Factory

Attleboro
Mass.

A. P. WOOD
420 Broadway

Los Angeles, Cal.

Pacific Coast Representative

N 693

N 653

C. A. M. & CO.
A LINE OF

QUALITY

REPUTATION
AND

STYLE

IT MEANS
RELIABILITY

SATISFACTION

INCREASED TRADE

F 651/01358 D 1119

SOLD TO THEE .1101313I1G TLAEL ONLY" D 59301342 D 1115 N 663

Glass Cutting Wheels
Made of ALUNDUM hold a sharp mitre longer
than any other stone. This means perfect angles
and higher refraction, and greater brilliancy of wear.

NORTON COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.
New York Office
SO Church St.

F-89

Alundum Plant Chicago Store
N:agara Falls 48 S. Canal it.

STUDY SCIETNHCEE OF OPTICS
and learn to

ACCURATELY FIT GLASSES
Isn't It wise to SECURE

your DIPLOMA NOW and
BEGIN the PRACTICE of
Optometry BEFORE STATE
LAWS become so stringent as

practically BAR MANY, pos-
sibly you?

New York now requires a
high school education and two
years' attendance at an Optical
College.

Requirements of other States
are less, but are becoming more
exacting.

OUR COURSES ARE
GRADUATED to meet all re-
quirements without hardship to

any student from any State.
We teach scientific, practical

and reliable methods, and fit
you to pass any examination,
to be successful.

Write for latest Announce-
ment.

Northern Illinois College of
Ophthalmology and Otology

CHICAGOG. W. McFATRICH, M.D., Sec'y
Masonic Temple

-1, .,.
Fourth Annual Convention of the Pennsylvania

Retail Jewelers' Association
A STRICTLY BUSINESS CONVENTION FLAVORED WITH SOCIAL ENJOYMENT

MANY IMPORTANT QUESTIONS DISCUSSED AND ACTED UPON

is r

The fourth annual convention of the Pennsyl-
vania Retail Jewelers' Association was held in
Harrisburg, Pa., on Thursday and Friday, June
3d and 4th. The convention was held in the
Board of Trade Building where, at 2 P. M. on
Thursday, President Ira D. Garman called the
meeting to order. Some fifty members were
present to participate in the deliberations, nearly
all of whom remained until the final adjournment.

In the absence of Mayor Meals, Secretary
J. A. Bell, of the Board of Trade, welcomed the
visitors, to whom he extended the hospitality of
the city and trusted that their stay would be of
the kind that would give them a favorable im-
pression of the hospitality of the State Capitol.

There was but slight digression from the
programme of the convention as published in our
last issue. The first business transacted was the
reading of the minutes of the last meeting in
Philadelphia, in August, 1908. President Garman
appointed an auditing committee, consisting of
George S. Katz, Charles Schwartz and Otto C.
Heineman, to audit the books and report on same,
which was done in due time.

President's Address

President Garman then delivered his formal
address, which was in part as follows:

Our organization is, undoubtedly, on the right
road now to correct the abuses we have com-
plained of for so many years. Our membership
has grown very rapidly the past year among the
very best jewelers of the State. While some few
of our large concerns have not become members
they are working with us and it will only be a
short time until they will be glad to connect
themselves with our work if we continue to carry
on the same in a dignified and business-like man-
ner. Several large watch and case manufacturers
have assured me at different times they are ready
at any and all times to work with us and, in fact,
to carry out our wishes or any reasonable de-
mands. The time has now come for us as
jewelers and business men to ask and work with
those who are willing to work with us, and for
us to give them the same support as we ask from
them.

The public are lead to believe by department
store advertisements that our prices are higher
than those of these stores and the jeweler must
devise some way to counteract these advertise-
ments and some means by which we can put our
business in the proper light before our customers
and the public generally.

I do not believe this convention should be so
much for the purpose of correcting trade evils
and abuses as for getting together and having a
large membership and then being able to ask for
and back up any reasonable demands for which we
may make. It is the purpose, I believe, of the
great majority of the members of our association
to work in harmony with the jobber and the
manufacturer and, at the same time, ask them
to concede to us the same fair treatment which
they would ask from us. I trust that the day
may come when we may all attend a convention
where manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer can
all meet as one organization and for one purpose,
and that of betterment of the whole trade.

We wish wholesalers, manufacturers and
others interested in our line to feel that we are
willing at any time to hear from them and work
with them in any movement that will be of bene-
fit to our trade. There is a place for all of us.

Let us get together and work, one with another,
and then there will be no such thing as fail.

There occasionally arises sonic suspicion as

to our attitude toward the jobbers throughout the
country. I believe I can truthfully say that we
all feel they are a necessity and our friends, and
we need them with us. The disposition of our
association is to work with them. I can say

with all kindness toward the jobbers in our "City
of Brotherly Love" there never was a better lot,
nor will there ever be, merchants that would do
more for their customers than they, although it
would not be fair to ourselves or our association
if I did not call their attention to one of the
greatest evils of the whole trade—that of retailing
to our customers. We cannot ask them to dis-
continue the practice unless we can give them
our support, but I believe that by getting together
this evil can be remedied.

I wish it were possible for each and every
jeweler to be a subscriber and reader of our
numerous trade journals. There is no business
better or so well represented in that line than ours.
Our journals are intelligently edited and, at times,
works of art. It is as necessary for the live
jeweler to subscribe and read our journals as it is
necessary to use oil in cleaning our watches—they
both have their place and are indispensible. We
are so ably represented in the different journals
that to even consider at this time the subject of
endorsing one as our official journal would be
harmful to our organization as a whole and be
of no benefit to us.

I thank you for your attention and for sup-
port the past year and I trust the coming year
may bring us even greater results, more members,
more money in the bank and greater respect one
for another.

The president's speech was well received and
elicited vociferous applause.

John M. Roberts, of Pittsburg, brought up
the subject of an "Auxiliary Fund" with which to
run the association and meet the many obligations
constantly coming up. He said that he knew of
ten, and possibly twenty, members willing to give
$20 each to this fund. It was not necessary, nor
was it his intention, to make anyone contribute
to this fund who could not afford to, but he felt
that there were many men in the association who
not only could, but were willing to give such sup-
port, and in view of this fact he could not see
why such a fund should not be started. This
fund could be used to further the effort to get a
minimum price on watches and would likewise
serve to defray the expenses of those who went
around getting new members into the fold.

J. P. Archibald, President of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association, spoke very
favorably of this idea, as did several other mem-
bers. It was decided to defer final decision on
the matter until the members could think it over
a bit.

Mr. Roberts also brought up the question of
soliciting the various jobbing houses for adver-
tisements to be put in the programme. He did
not think it dignified nor good policy to ask any
jobber or manufacturer to use space in the
programme.

For his part he wanted a programme that he
could take home and show his wife—something
that would be worth the keeping, not one full of
poorly gotten up advertisements. To be candid,
he felt it was bordering on blackmail to ask these
people to use space. Many felt that the principle
was wrong, but said that the advertisers were
willing and, in some cases, asked for space in the
programme.

It was pointed out that the members of the
association did not beg the jobbers and manu-
facturers to use space, but merely presented the
matter as a business proposition, to be refused if
the party did not feel he was getting value re-
ceived for value given.

While no definite decision was taken in the
matter yet the general feeling that prevailed was
that no advertisements of any character should
be put in the next programme.

George S. Katz, W. W. Appel and many
others, during a general discussion on the co-
operation of the jewelers throughout Pennsyl-
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vania, brought out many interesting points. The

general feeling prevailed that the jewelers
throughout the State were awakening to the value
of the association in the protection of their in-
terests and were beginning to reap the benefit of
this protection.

The subject of catalogue houses and the
policy they pursue to interest the consumer were
matters that brought forth personal experiences
from many of the members.

The following members were reported as hav-
ing been accepted for membership into the as-
sociation : Sam. G. Martin, Wiconisco; Lee K.
Diehl, Shippensburg; Frank Gaskins, Sunbury;
E. G. Hoover, Harrisburg; S. Raymond Snyder,
Chambersburg; Henry Claster, Harrisburg; Rob-
ert C. Green, Jr., Pottsville; C. W.. Laubenstein,
Minersville; Sol. Lent, Shenandoah ; Thomas
Buchanan, Shenandoah ; L. T. Mouilliesseaux,
Mahanoy City; C. H. Liachowitz, Mahanoy City;
George Miller Mahanoy City; Peter H. Loeper,
Ashland ; W. W. Fisher, Sunbury ; H. Garman &
Son Coatesville; G. A. Jacot, Bethlehem; Albert
T.
Son,

Parkersburg; William Plack, 23
South Second Street, Harrisburg.

Secretary's Report

C. S. Wiley, secretary of the association, in
handing in his report for the year made the fol-

lowing comments:

The retail jewelers of Pennsylvania can now

look up to their association as a truly representa-

tive body, it now having about one-fourth the

capital invested in the State represented in the
association. Three years of persistent work has

accomplished this and three more should put every

jeweler owning a representative stock in the or-

ganization.

At the date of my report to our annual meet-
ing, held at Philadelphia last August, our mem-
bership was 122; to-day we have 232, remarkable
in the high standing and character of the mem-
bership.

During the year we have met twice at Pitts-
burg and three times at Philadelphia, at which
business of both local and national interest was
transacted. At the meeting held at Pittsburg
February 2d, the matter of a uniform selling
price for all American watch movements and
cases was taken up and a committee to draft such
a list was appointed. The chairman, John M.
Roberts, with J. P. Archibald, met with a com-
mittee appointed at a meeting held in Philadelphia
March r9th and after a few minor changes the
list was adopted and ordered printed and a copy
sent to each manufacturer, asking them to make
these the minimum retail prices at which their
goods should be sold.

J. P. Archibald called the members' attention
to an important matter that was to be brought up
at the national convention this year—the subject
of how much wear should a customer expect from
a time guaranteed watch. This brought forth

considerable comment, both for and against the

idea. Some contended that the manufacturer

should stand back of the guarantee to the full

limit. To this it was pointed out that in some

cases a watch would be brought back that had

been worn for many years. In one instance a
20-year guaranteed watch was brought back after

it had been worn for nineteen years, with the

request that it be replaced with a new one, as

the one they were returning had worn badly.

This, it was pointed out, would mean a perpetual

exchange and would result in no profit either for

the retail jeweler or the manufacturer.

Discussion waxed warm for a time over the

return of guaranteed cases to the manufacturer.

The intrigue that sonic .of the jewelers resorted
to in order to gain a little money, such as return-

(Continued on page 1145)
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Art Goods That Are Different

No. 1973

TO SHOW THEM IS TO SELL THEM

Popular taste demands novelty—something different
from the conventional styles. Our line of fine metal goods
fills this demand exactly. The goods are of the artistic
kind that enrich and give variety to regular stock. They
include

Electric and Gas Portables Newels, Electro-
hers, Bronze Figures, Art 

Portables,
Domes and

Shades, Clocks, Vases, Plateaux, Candel .
abra, Candlesticks

' 
Inkstands, Photograph

Frames, Bronzes, Clock Top Ornaments,
Clock Sets, Flower Holders, Epergnes,
Kerosene Lamps

A glance at our catalogue of these goods will show you
the weakness in your stock and suggest the remedy. The
newness of the styles, the graceful models and rich finish
will fascinate customers of refinement, and enhance at the
same time your prestige and profits.

Ask for Catalog 3z showing Gas and Electric Goods,
Electratiers, etc., and No. 30 showing Clocks and

other metal fancy goods, as above.
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Electrolier No. 60796083. Height, 2.5 inches

High-Grade Art Glass Shade
Also made as a Gas Portable

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO. WINSTED, CONNECTICUT station
New York Salesroom, 46 West Broadway, A. H. HOAG & CO.

Pretty
Pierced
Psyche
Pins
Proving
Popular
We have brought out
long with a top four
like cut, a good
value but to retail

We have small ones
making three-piece
the small one sells singly

THE HOWE COMB
Originators of the "Oriental" Comb
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one six inches
inches wide,
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to match,
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COMPANY
Leominster, Mass.

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have clone so for 56 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Fin-
ish, Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn & Co.

f/11,DI
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x6-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Makers of GOL D CHAINS of every kind

r...
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H. KROLL &CO.Makers 36 AM 38 John St.
NEW YORK

[4. Mountings that help sell Diamonds
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The Taft Mounting

Shows stone to advantage Lets in the Light
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ing cases given to them by the customer, the
agreeing to get the customer a new case if the
customer would pay a couple of dollars more
for the trouble and many more tricks were
brought to light and finally J. M. Roberts offered
the following resolution, which was carried:

Resolved, That we ask the companies not to
exchange any case for any retail jeweler except
the case be sold by the jeweler who returns it.

During luncheon time on the day of the 3d,
at the Commonwealth Hotel, in Harrisburg, Sol.
Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia,
managed to get together a number of those in at-
tendance and thus passed away the noon hour
pleasantly. Sol. Sickles, J. L. Shepherd, J. R.
Riedel, C. H. Hambly, F. C. Bode, C. S. Powell,
H. F. Seltzer, C. W. Summerfield, Charles
Schwartz, Ira D. Garman and M. B.
Preston made a party that served
to while away a pleasant hour.

After several minor matters
were discussed in the afternoon, P.
G. Diever, Chairman of the Recep-
tion Committee, announced that an
automobile trip around the city had
been planned, and after the taking
of the official photograph all partici-
pated in this event.

The ride started at the Board
of Trade Building, down through
the business section of the city,
along by the Susquehanna River.
The residential section of the city
was greatly admired. This trip con-
sumed about two hours, during
which some twenty or more miles
were covered, which afforded all a
chance to get a general idea of the
lay-out of Harrisburg, with its popu-
lation of 85,000 inhabitants.

When the ride was finished the
members looked more like colored
people than white, so dirt-begrimmed
were they from the clouds of
dust that arose from the ten ma-
chines that were used to convey the party. One
amusing incident happened during the trip. The

machine that Colonel Shepherd and three others

were riding in balked and refused to go up a hill,

with the result that the trip for the crowd in that

particular machine had to be curtailed to a great

extent. The explanation that the machine was too

full was not generally accepted.

After a complete change of clothing and a

good, old-fashioned clean-up was indulged in the

party sat down to dinner at the Commonwealth

Hotel.

was very good, yet a combination of personal
elements would accomplish surer and quicker any
ideas that were worth the trying. He said the
mission of man was knowledge—knowledge of
self and of fellow man, and in only this way could
good results be brought about. He decided the
knocking that seemed so prevalent and the inclina-
tion of one person to look upon another as a thief,
a robber and dishonest. In his experience he had
found most men honest and few rogues.

John M. Roberts was down on the programme
for a paper on "A Fixed Selling Price." Before
delivering his address Mr. Roberts read two let-
ters drafted by a special committee which he
served on. One of them was to the watch
movement manufacturers and the other to the
watch case manufacturers, explaining the well-
known views and recommendations of the or-
ganization in regard to pricing and marketing
their product.

After the reading of the letters Mr. Roberts
delivered his address, which was, in part, as
follows :

I have been requested to make an address
on a fixed selling price before this convention, as
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Mr. Roberts here read the letters to the
manufacturers and proceeded as follows:

Now if you will kindly take up the small book
containing the minimum prices, which you have,
no doubt, already given some attention to and
turn to the first and second pages, containing the
case prices, you will see in reading down the
margin that we have mentioned all the different
kinds and sizes of cases with prices carried across
the page of all the different makes, as per heading
of these columns. You will see we have classified
cases of different makes, in which the cost is
about the same.

You will remember in my reading of the let-
ter to the case manufacturers that all jointed cases,
whether they were 0. F. or Htg., formed one
class, and all screw cases another class. This,
you will see, has been carried out in the prices
on these pages. Also that in all gent's sizes of
cases of one quality, whether 18 size, r6 size or
12 size, the prices are the same, and on the other
two sizes, the 6 size and 0 size cases, or ladies'
cases, prices are different from the gent's cases.

Where there are so many kinds this way of
classifying the cases makes a less number of

prices to keep tab on and much
easier to control. While originally
there would be five sizes of cases
under this classification they are
literally reduced to two.

In taking up the movements on
pages 3 and 4 you will see that we
have combined the Elgin and Wal-
tham up to and including the 17 J.
Adj., after which we have men-
tioned them separate in the higher
grades. The higher grades that are
marked with a star are those on
which the manufacturers have
made the prices. These we have
left, as they were to be taken up
later.

The only movement in which
they had fixed the price and which
we wished changed is the lower
grade of the 17 J. Adj. (in all sizes
except 18 size), which we have
made $5.00 more than the 17 J., not
Adj., believing there should be at
least this advance for an Adj. 17 J.
over and above a movement not
Adj., and also that it would be a
popular rise in the value between

two grades, in talking to a customer.
This idea has been carried out on all other

makes of movements in which the price for 17 J.

Adj. has been less than $19.00.

On the last page of the booklet you will see

a list showing the combined prices of all Elgin

and Waltham movements up to the 17 J. Adj.,
complete with the cases. This, as we said before

in our letter, was not for the purpose of suggest-

ing a complete watch, which we are opposed to

for the reasons stated in our letter, but for the

purpose of giving not only the manufacturer, but

also those retailers who were not able to attend

the meetings the proportionate price at which

each grade of case and movement should sell com-

plete.
I would here suggest that the secretary of our

association should notify the manufacturers to
compel jobbers to give numbers of all cases and
movements on all invoices and a duplicate of the
same be kept on manifold, thereby giving an op-

portunity to trace the source of all cut-price
goods.

H. C. Carpenter and Col. J. L. Shepherd

passed complimentary remarks on the ability, in-
tegrity and uprightness of J. P. Archibald, the

present president of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association. Mr. Carpenter, in speak-

ing of Mr. Archibald, said that he was the best
man and had been the best man the national as-
sociation ever had, and that if the national as-
sociation wished to progress it must keep Mr.
Archibald in the position he now occupies. For

a square deal and a hustler Mr. Carpenter said

that no better man could be found than Mr.
Archibald to whom these terms could be applied.

J. P. Archibald moved that a vote of thanks

(Continued on page 1147)

Evening Session

At 8 P. M. the evening session was started and

H. C. Carpenter, of South Bend Watch Company,

gave a stirring address on "Aggressive Salesman-
ship." His talk principally was based along lines
of psychology and the impression conveyed to
customers by acts and deeds of the salesman.

Col. J. V■rarner Hutchins was down for a

speech on "Organization," but owing to other im-
portant business could not be present.

Col. J. L. Shepherd, the king of the wits,
was finally prevailed upon to speak, though his
innate modesty for a time caused him to hold
back. In introducing .him President Garman was
profuse in his praise of Colonel Shepherd, saying
that in all his dealings with him he had always
found him honest, steadfast and true.

In his own inimitable way Colonel Shepherd

got the crowd in good humor by telling some good
stories and then launched forth into his topic of

the evening, which was the one Colonel Hutchins

was to have spoken upon.

In speaking of organization he said that all
good and great things were accomplished by or-
ganization and that while the personal element

submitted to the manufacturers by a committee
appointed by your most worthy association. A
meeting of the said association was called as of
February 2, 1909, to meet at the Oakland Board
of Trade rooms, Pittsburg, to take up the ques-
tion of minimum retail prices of watch cases and
movements. After a thorough discussion over the
question of price-cutting, in which the members
of the association, as well as the representative
of The Keystone Watch Case Co. and of the
Deuber lAratch Case Mfg. Co. participated, it was
suggested that a committee be appointed to go
over this matter in detail and work out a system
whereby the prices of filled cases, as well as move-
ments, could be so arranged, and prices so fixed,
that it would be understood by the manufacturers;
that it would be to their interest, as well as the
retailers, that such a system and prices should be
maintained. A motion was made and carried that
the presiding officer appoint a committee for this
purpose, to report at a special meeting to be called
at a later date.

The special meeting was called March 9th to
discuss the report of the committee. The same
was unanimously approved and aaopted with the
recommendation that the Philadelphia branch
should receive a copy for their approval. After
having some correspondence over the matter with
them and finding that they desired some few
changes, it was recommended that I should go to
.Philadelphia and take up the matter in person
with a committee appointed by them, which I did.
The few changes that we made consisted in a
slight reduction in the x8 size movements and in
nickel cases. With this exception the Philadelphia
committee approved the list as presented, which
list you now have before you. A duplicate of
this list, together with a letter, has been sent to
each one of the manufacturers mentioned.

the
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Promptness Good Work

AT REASONABLE PRICES, is Our Motto

101. Before Shrinking 102. After Shrinking
The Best way to size Plain Rings smaller Is to shrink them.

No. 101 was size 1014: we shrunk it to size 5. We shrink Plain Rings smaller,
any size from 14 to 4, for gao. Net
By shrinking rings there is very little lost in weight, about 3 gr. to a 5 dwt. ring.

103. Before Shrinking 104. After Shrinking
The Best way to size English 1Vedding or Tiffany Wedding Rings

is to shrink them
No. 103 was size 12; we shrunk it to size 0. We shrink English or Tiffany

Wedding Rings any size, from 14 to 4, for 25n. Net

By shrinking rings there Is very little lorit in weight, about 3 gr. to a 5 ()wt. ring.

I 1 112

Before soldering in Bezel After soldering in Bezel
This is the only way to repair Rings to hold stone that has been reset iliany

times and ring is low at head as by soldering in new bezel In Ring and chasing
Gold over stone that it is sure to give satisfaction.

For stone size of 112 will cost 85r. Net

115 110
Before Soldering Bezel After Soldering Bezel

The only way to repair a Ring like this, when it is low or hollow at head, is
to solder bezels in holes for stone and chase gold over stone. Notice bezels around
stones on Ring No. 116.

Bezel for 1 Stone Ring, 75e. Net; Bezel for 3 Stone Ring, $1.85 Net.

117. Before Ropeinting. 118. After Repointing
To repoInt Ring like No. 117 will' 6 Prongs  $ .90 Net
To repoint Ring- like No. I I with 8 Prongs  1.20 Net
Where 2 Prongs are necessary  .40 Net
Where 3 Prongs are necessary  .50 Net
Whore 4 Prongs are necessary  AM Net

Or 15e. Net for each Prong where more than 3 Prongs are wanted.

JEWELRY REPAIRING AND STONE SETTING
JEW El. It 1( ENGRAVING
JEWELRY MATCHING
PLATING IN GOLD AND SILVER
RINGS MADE, OF ALL DESCRIPTION
CHAINS FILLED AND RENEWED
RAISED MONOGRAMS; OF ALL KIND
WATCH CASE REPAI RI NG
SI I.V ES WARE R EPAIRI N(1
PIN 11.1MHNTIN6, ETC.

THE RING
A. COURVOISIER, Prop.

Manufacturing Jewelers, Diamond Setters and Engravers
oR THE RETAIL JVWEI,141"FRAHE

Room 914 Silversmiths' Bldg. 131-137 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.
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The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that

the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is
the simplest and best mechallical Stud or Vest Button made.

CLOSED OPEN

Ihe "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest
Button is not one piece, but is one-piece

construction, which makes it very simple and

the strongest and most durable, because:

I —It is Solderless
2 —1 t has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break

3—It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect

quality, construction and workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

NoT13 °P9'r
Kremer* and Co. Invite Comparison

KREMENTZ & stand back of their assertion. All

" Krementz-Bodkin Back " Studs and Vest Buttons are

sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button

Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE

If for any cause whatever, a " Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one will be given in exchange, without charge. "Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building
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be extended to H. C. Carpenter, Col. J. L. Shep-
herd and John M. Roberts for the excellent
speeches they gave. This was unanimously car-
ried, after which the members adjourned for the
night at lo P. sr.

Second Day

At 9.30 A. M. President Garman called the
meeting to order and the task of completing the
work that was started the day before was begun.
An informal discussion arose over the action of
the jobber selling people other than legitimate
retail jewelers. Much feeling was expressed
against the so-called "vest pocket" people who do
business from goods carried around in their
pockets. A protest was likewise raised against the
jobbing houses selling to the retail trade, and also
to selling to clerks in the employ of the retail
jewelers and allowing their own help to sell goods
on the outside. A resolution was passed to send
a letter to every retail jeweler as follows: •

Resolved, That a letter be sent every retail
jeweler that is a member of this association re-
guesting them not to send any customer to a
jobber under any circumstances.

This was carried.
It was pointed out in support of this resolu-

tion that if the retail jeweler cannot effect a sale
it would be better to lose the sale than to send
to the jobber for, eventually, the retail jeweler
would not only lose the customer he sent there,
but other trade in addition.

The Resolution Committee brought in the
following resolutions, which were acted upon and
accepted without a dissenting vote.

Resolved, That we heartily commend the ad-
ministration of President Garman and trust that
he will continue to be of even greater benefit to
the craft in the future, and that we appreciate the
untiring efforts of our secretary, C. S. Wiley,
and the other officers for their work in the in-
terests of our association.

Resolved, That the thanks of this association
be and is hereby tendered to the Jewelers' Club of
Philadelphia for the courtesies extended to this
association in the use of their clubhouse during
the past year.

Resolved, That the thanks of this association
be extended to the jobbers and manufacturers for
the interest they have taken in our association's
welfare.
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Resolved, That we do not favor the establish-
ment of an official organ for the reason that we
consider the present trade journals entirely
capable of representing and protecting us.

Resolved, That we do not favor the manu-
facturers selling complete watches excepting in
special high-grade movements.

Resolved, That we favor the co-operation of
our members upholding the stamping laws and
commend the Manufacturing Jewelers' Associa-
tion, of Newark, N. J., for their interest in the
matter.

Resolved, That we emphatically condemn the
practice of certain railroads selling watches direct
to their employees.

Resolved, That it is the sense of this associa-
tion that we concur in and hereby ratify the action
of our committee upon the fixed selling price of
movements and cases as presented to the manu-
facturers.

Resolved, That we recommend the various
watch companies who have changed their plans
of marketing their product with a view of
strengthening the regular retail jewelers; and, be
it further

Resolved, That we heartily commend those
watch manufacturers who are marketing their
products entirely through the legitimate jobber
and retail jeweler.

Resolved, That we recommend to watch,
jewelry and kindred material dealers the adoption
of a new discount key, to be known as the as-
sociation key, to be used in all of their catalogues
and advertisements, the key to be disclosed only
to the legitimate retail jeweler and in every case
to be sent under separate cover from the catalogue
house and as sealed mail only.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
manufacturers and jobbers sending net prices in
open mail and we request that the trade journals
discontinue the practice of advertising net prices
in their journals.

The committee having these resolutions in
charge was H. F. Seltzer, I. A. Deisher, Charles
Hambly, I. Press, Charles S. Powell, E. L. Rin-
kenbach and W. F. Steinmacher.

A motion was made and carried to pay the
secretary $125.00 a year for the services rendered
to the society. Heretofore the secretary has only
received but $75.00, and now that the association
has grown to such an extent, it was felt the com-
pensation was insufficient for the work involved.

John M. Roberts was made chairman of the
Auxiliary Fund Committee, w hien had been dis-
cussed the day before and announced that a sub-
stantial nucleus had already been promised to him.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:

President, Ira D. Garman, Philadelphia ; vice-
presidents, J. M. Roberts, Pittsburg; J. Warner
Hutchins, Philadelphia ; I. A. Deisher, Reading;
W. F. Steinmacher, Pittsburg; G. S. Katz, Phila-
delphia; secretary, C. S. Wiley, Pittsburg, and
treasurer, P. G. Diener, Harrisburg; executive
committee, J. P. Archibald, Blairsville; H. F.
Seltzer, Philadelphia ; C. H. Hambly, Philadelphia.

The question of sending delegates to the
national association's convention came up and, al-
though the society is privileged to send thirteen
delegates to the convention, it was moved and car-
ried that the society elect thirteen members and
only send two to act by proxy for the rest of the
members so elected.

Ira I). Garman, president of the association,
and C. S. Wiley, secretary, were the two chosen
to go to the convention.

It was finally decided to hold the next annual
meeting at Philadelphia in the middle of May,
1910, a definite date to be decided upon later.

Before the final adjournment it was recom-
mended that J. P. Archibald, the present president
of the National Association American Retail
Jewelers, be asked to remain as its president for
another year and to so instruct the delegates and
further to recommend that a suitable compensation
be allowed him to carry on the work.

Among those present were: H. C. Claster, L.
A. Faunce, P. M. Chritzman, N. H. Downing, R.
S. Gitt, M. S. Beckley, G. A. Hutman, E. G.
Hoover, I. S. Ricker, E. L. Rinkenbach, P. G.
Diener and William Plack, of Harrisburg; F. L.
Davis, George S. Katz, G. W. Hurlburt, C. W.
Summerfield, Francis Pritty, Abe Press, Ira D.
Garman, Charles Schwartz, H. F. Seltzer, C. S.
Powell, Sol. Sickles, F. C. Bode, C. H. Hambly
and E. 0. Connor, of Philadelphia; Otto E.
Heineman, Allegheny; E. J. Faust, Allentown; J.
P. Archibald, Blairsville; S. Raymond Snyders,
Chambersburg; F. A. Heuber and F. A. Peters,
Lancaster • 0. H. Watts, Millersburg; J. M.
Roberts, *. F. Steinmacher and C. S. Wiley, of
Pittsburg; A. T. Heberling, Parkersburg; I. A.
Deisher, Reading; H. A. Jackson, Saltsburg; W.
W. Fisher, Sunbury ; Jacob Zoselowitz, Steelton;
Lee H. Deihl, Shippensburg; R. T. Garman, Ty-
rone; S. G. Martin, Wiconisco; W. K. Rebat,
York, and F. A. Fleisher, Marysville, all of
Pennsylvania ; H. C. Carpenter and C. T. Higgin-
botham, of South Bend, Ind.; J. C. Riedel, repre-
senting Oneida Community ; J. L. Shepherd, of
The Keystone Watch Case Company ; D. R. Jacob-
son and M. B. Preston, representing The Keystone
Publishing Company.

Group picture of jewelers at Harrisburg convention
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STUDIES IN VALUES
41_ To analyze values in the jewelry
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles

The famous work of EnNusT E. MADDOX, M. D., F. IL C. S. Ed., specially 
revised and

greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the latest resea
rches on muscular

anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment—and includes an enti
re new chapter on

Nystagmus. [All Rights Reserved]

(Continued. Part LV)

In concluding the description of the author's squint camera,

which was illustrated in our last number at Fig. 87, it is only neces-

sary to add that the plane of the mirror should pass through the

center of the photographic lens, and the major axis of the ellipse

should be its minor as about Jo to 7.
If d be the distance of the patient from the lens and b be the

breadth of the mirror, let m represent the required length of the

mirror above the center of the lens and n its length below, 0 the

inclination of the mirror to the horizontal and a the angle it sub-

tends at the eye. Then
b cos. a

2 Sill. (e— a)
b cos. a

2 Sill. (0 ± a)

Therefore,

and, since

ft =

91 —

Sin. (0 ± a) 
Sin. (0 — a)

2 d tan. 1. a

a= 2 tan. —1
2
—
d

From these formulae it is quite easy to construct a mirror for

any inclination that may be most convenient, to subtend any

given angle at the eye, and to appear as a perfect circle to it.

In practice, the use of my camera has given me much pleasure,

for it only takes a minute or two to use. To save time, it is made

in the form of a wooden box with a fixed focus. The patient's

distance is adjusted by a stick of the right length and the box is

provided with an Eastman film roll holder. To use the camera in

the consulting room, seat the patient at one corner of the window

with the side of his face about a foot from the glass. Place the

camera in front of him (also about a foot from the glass) and

with the mirror rotate 45° to catch the sky light and reflect it into

his eyes. Bid the patient look at the center of the lens, adjust the

distance of the camera with the stick and give about three-seconds'

Fig. 88

Slight (temporary) over-correction of congenital defect of Right Superior Rectum, by adv
ance-

ment of the Superior and tenototny of the Interior Rectum.

exposure. Lately I have used the stand of Javal's ophthalmometer

for the purpose. The instrument is removed and its place taken

by a wooden platform for the camera to rest on. The patient

rests his chin and forehead as usual. A tiny circle of paper affixed

to the center of the lens for the patient to look at, does not impair

the definition of the photograph.
For those who have not a special camera, it may be well to

know that a mere disk of cardboard encircling the lens of any

ordinary camera suffices to give a reflection from the cornea out of

doors, though not so excellent a one. Figs. 78, 86 and 88 were

taken in this way by a skilful amateur. Since their publication I

found that Gullstrand, in 1896, employed circular disks for the

photographic investigation of the shape of the cornea, on the

principle of Placido's disk ; so that the idea is not, in every part of

it, a new one.
Indoors, in the absence of a mirror, a small incandescent lamp

:nay be found convenient if fixed just over the lens, the patient

being made to fix a point mid-way between the center of the lens

and the center of the lamp. An acetylene flame is very suitable.

But with a mirror no artificial light is needed at all.
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Though a complete photographic record of an ocular paralysis

would require nine photographs, yet for paralyses of single muscles

three amply suffice : the first, with the head set in the favorite

attitude ; the second, with the eyes brought into the area of maxi-

mum diplopia ; and the third, in the area on the same level as the

last, but on the opposite side of the median plane. In each case it

is only the head that is altered, since the eyes are made to fix the

center of the lens always.
Recording Reflections.—Fig. 89 shows a simple plan of record-

ing the corneal reflections of a case of paralysis, this being, indeed,

Fig. 89

Chart of the Corneal Reflections of the right eye, i
n a ease of eongenitai 111`fert Of the Right

Superior Recta& Being a chart of objective appearances, t Ii, patient is supposed to he
behind it, so that It and, L are reversed.

a record, before operation, of the same case as Fig. 88. In the

" left superior " and " left external " areas the reflections are

normal, showing that single vision exists on looking in these

directions. The " left inferior " area shows slight depression and

adduction of the cornea. The median areas show depression

increasing on looking up, combined with abduction in the superior

median area, adduction in the primary area and still greater adduc-

tion in the inferior median. The right areas exhibit the same

features in a more marked degree.
[THE ENDI

New Books of Interest to Oculists and Optometrists

The wealth of literature relating to the human eye which has

been published in recent years has been greatly enriched by two

volumes, which have just been placed on the market by W. B.

Saunders Company, of Philadelphia. One of these valuable

Works is the "Atlas and Epitome of Ophthalmoscopy and Oph-

thalmoscopic Diagnosis," by Prof. 0. Haab, of Zurick. This is

the second revised edition of the work, edited with additions by

the eminent Philadelphia oculist, Dr. George E. de Schweinitz,

Professor of Ophthalmology at the University of Pennsylvania.

It contains 152 colored lithographic illustrations, each one a mas-

terpiece, and 94 pages of text.

In this new and revised edition he subject matter has been

brought up to date, while the illustrations have been enriched by

many additions to the number, and several new and superior plates

have been substituted for those used in the first edition. The bo
ok

can be procured from this office at the publishers' price, $3.00 n
et.

The second work, to which we refer above, just issued by the

same publisher and by the same author, Professor Haab, is the

"Atlas and Epitome of External Diseases of the Eye." This is the

third revised edition, edited with additions by Prof. George E.
 de

Schweinitz, M.D., of the University of Pennsylvania. The book

contains Icil colored lithographic illustrations, 46 plates and 244

pages of text. A copy can be obtained from this office on receipt

of publisher's price, $3.00 net.
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tested by time and wear—quickest to
sell, most profitable to handle, safest to
buy—proved by U. S. Assay to contain
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trade-mark.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once

the beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL " CASE.
It is made of solid oak, or other wood desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly polished
shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs
six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide tip, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of ease and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price. $58.00. Worth $70.00

Salesroom, Office and Factory

Union Show Case Co. Take the Blue Island Avenue Car

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
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The Jeweler and the Repair
Department

Address delivered by WILL SWARTCHILD, of Swartchild & Co.,

Chicago, at the Des Moines Convention of

Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association

I am glad to have the opportunity to ad-
dress you on a subject that so vitally inter-
ests all of us—"the repair department."
You all know that the repair department is
very often given insufficient consideration.
The man who neglects his repair depart-
ment is forced to realize its importance in
times of panic and of financial distress, such
as confronted us recently, and then he plies
it with his entire energy and realizes what
a great role it can be made to play not
only in defraying the expenses of his entire
business, but also affording him means of
existence.

Managing
the Department

The question now arises
what method to pursue to
bring the department to a
standard . of perfection

whereby the greatest result and satisfaction
are obtained both for the jeweler and his
customer.

Firstly, a suggestion might be offered
regarding the watchmaker. He must be
capable, efficient and conscientious. When
a customer of yours brings a watch in for
repairs he is usually unaware of what it
needs; in fact, he does not care what part or
parts are to be replaced or repaired, but
what is of most vital interest to him is that
it is returned to him in reasonable time and,
as your customer would term it, running
right, and, above all, it must continue to
run right.

It is to the interest of the watch re-
pairer to leave absolutely nothing undone
which might lead to the repeated return of
the watch for correction and which gives
the impression of incompetency. A success-
ful method of avoiding this unpleasantness
and giving universal satisfaction is as
follows:

Watches
for Repair

your customer,
work will be
sufficient time
results.

If, when doing the work, you discover
that you have underestimated the amount, it
is advisable to do the work and do it thor-
oughly, though an additional charge is not
made, rather than turn out the work in an
unsatisfactory condition. No written guar-
antee should be necessary. The guarantee
which is the strongest in the world is the en-
viable reputation a jeweler establishes which
naturally comes to him through the highest
standard of workmanship and the complete
satisfaction thereby rendered.

What price to charge for a repair is a
most difficult proposition. This must de-
pend in watchmaking, as in any art, princi-
pally upon the class of work. A man who
fits a balance staff, simply with the object of
making a balance oscillate so as to get the
watch to run, is not entitled to the same

First, thoroughly examine
the watch and make a care-
ful memorandum of what is
necessary. Report same to
stating the time in which the
completed, always allowing
to accomplish the required

H E K EYSTONE

compensation as when he fits the staff prop-
erly, seeing that the balance is true in the
flat and in the round, and properly poised,
and that the pivots correctly fit the jewels
with the correct amount of inshake so that
the friction is equalized in all positions.

Again, one man's idea of
cleaning a watch is to brush
it out and oil it, the amount
of work done being only

sufficient to make it run ; whereas another
man would clean a watch thoroughly, hav-
ing taken it apart completely, removing all
winding and setting wheels, cap jewels,
mainspring from barrel, going through
every operation necessary, placing the parts
in cyanide of potassium or cleansing solu-
tion, then water, then alcohol and throwing
in boxwood sawdust to dry—doing the work
thoroughly from start to finish, with which
you gentlemen are perfectly familiar. Still
further, one will purchase the highest grade
of materials and another look to price rather
than quality.

What charge should be made for a cer-
tain piece of work must be determined by
the class. of work rendered, and this class of
work determined by each and every one of
you individually.

I have been requested to say
a few words with regard to
system. This is a very nar-
row word, so to speak, but

very broad in meaning. System carries with
it the meaning of an arrangement, particu-
larly in business, whereby the greatest
amount of work can be done perfectly in the
shortest time—stock so arranged that arti-
cles are handled to the greatest advantage
with the least inconvenience. In short, sys-
tern may be defined as a time saver, labor
saver and money saver.

Defining system, particularly to watch
and jewelry repair departments as a time
saver, labor saver and money saver, it is
absolutely necessary to have at least the
principal and staple articles such as main-
springs, balance staffs, balance and roller
jewels, click springs, setting wheels, screws,
watch glasses, etc., so subdivided that any
particular one can be located and selected in
an instant.

Of the many so-called staple items, un-
doubtedly the one that is given the most at-
tention in this direction is the item of watch
glasses. There is no question that each and
every one of you gentlemen here has your
watch glasses arranged in proper manner.
You must agree with me that it is a great
time, labor and money saver. Have you
given the matter any consideration ? Isn't
it plausible that other articles can be ar-
ranged to equal advantage?

One may raise the point
here that system is essential
only in large businesses
where the head or heads of

the business are not in direct touch with a
specific department, but this is not true, for
it has been found, in almost every, instance,
that when the right system has been em-
ployed, no matter how small a department or
business is, it becomes indispensable. • It also
has been found, in some instances, though
comparatively few, that systems have not

Cleaning
Watches

Need of
System

System Needful
in all Cases
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been successful and that is why I emphasize
the use of the right system.

In the few cases where system has
failed to succeed, the fault did not lie with
the idea of the system, but with the misap-
plication thereof. Through these faults of
application some merchants have conceived
the idea that a system must entail a lot of
red tape, as is commonly said. This so-
called red tape is more likely to exist in a
large corporation, such as a million-dollar
steel plant, where a certain system is fol-
lowed by reason of the fact that each indi-
vidual order, article, or whatever it may be,
must pass through a number of hands and
possibly departments before properly ad-
justed, but even in these cases the end justi-
fies the means.

System
Analyzed

Now let us take system in
each of its three component
parts and prove its advisa-
bility. One instance as a

time saver is the system of keeping stock.
Possibly the clearest example of a syste-
matically kept stock is the matter of watch
glasses. If you have a bezel to fit with a
glass and select a size you deem correct and
find that it is too small you immediately look
to the next partition, which should contain a
larger size. If this size is too small, you go
to the next larger. This is an example of
system in its simplest form, but even
through this you readily realize how valu-
able it is as a time saver if you can imme-
diately locate what you want instead of
rummaging through a poorly-kept, badly-
mixed stock; and anything that entails a
considerable loss of time naturally carries
with it the same loss of labor.

And, lastly, as a money saver it has
often been the case that a man is over-
stocked on one article and at the same time
in another his stock is exceptionally low or
completely exhausted, whereas if the right
system had been installed his stock would
not be allowed to reach this state.

How often have we seen cases, for in-
stance, where a staple article is low, such as
mainsprings, while there is a large stock of
an item seldom used, in which money has
been invested.

Profits of
Department

To go further into the sub-
ject, one would say "Just
how much does my repair
department pay me ?" This

can only be answered through the use of
system. It may be a difficult task to plan,
but, nevertheless, it is the only solution.
Records must be kept and accurately kept.
Don't take things for granted.

It must also be remembered when a sys-
tem is installed that it is absolutely necessary
to follow that system continuously and re-
ligiously or it will lose its entire value. It
must be maintained by each and every man
in your store, it must be observed in every
detail, no matter how seemingly trivial. If
you will assist a system the system will as-
sist the business.

And, furthermore, the jewelry depart-
ment reaps its benefit from the well-regu-
lated repair department, for the customer
who obtained the satisfaction, attention and
courtesy at the repair department feels as-
sured of the same treatment at the jewelry
counter.
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Aggressive Salesmanship

Extracts from a paper read by H. C. CARPENTER before
the Pennsylvania Retail jewelers' Association

Price Versus

Quality

There is a saying, "I would
rather have five complaints
as to my prices being too
high than to have one com-

plaint of the poor quality of my goods."
So say I a thousand times.

Salesmanship simply means the selling

of goods at a profit. Aggressive salesman-
ship means all of that and also everlastingly

keeping at it, for it's the insistent, persistent

worker that is the aggressive salesman,

whether selling goods to you as a jeweler or
whether the jeweler is selling goods over his
own counter. The aggressive salesman is
the reaper not the one who follows behind;'

not a gleaner, but the one who reaps.
Have you ever stopped to think that it

is the salesman who, whether in wholesale
or retail, really keeps the smoke belching
out of our millions of smokestacks from
coast to coast and from Canada to the Gulf?
I read in your programme a most interesting

letter from one of your members wherein he
said: "Success does not come by trying to
undersell your competitor, but rather in up-
holding prices so that the highest profit can
be obtained by all." That is the funda-
mental principle of it all. Anyone can sell
goods on a concession basis, but the success-
ful salesman and the successful firm has
quality goods at quality prices. This com-
bination means success in business. The
man who has only price in his selling argu-
ment is not a salesman, never was and never
will be. Remember that all people are not
looking for the cheapest place to buy. They

want good goods, good service, good treat-
ment. See to it that they get all of these in
your store.

Public

Confidence

Do you fully realize what
confidence the public put in
you. Think if you go to the
bank and deposit $5o, or if

you go to the bank and secure $5o you in-
sist on their receipt and they insist on one
also. The same is the case in the express of-
fice and, in fact, in any ordinary transaction
in business everywhere. They want these
little transactions, if only for a few pennies
sometimes, down in black and white, but if
you stop to think people bring diamonds,
watches, jewelry and all manner of precious
stones, leave them with you and ask for no
receipt. They simply leave them in your
care with repair instructions, as they feel
you know how, and they never think again
of insecurity and you never see them again
until they come to ask if the work has been
done. They simply put their trust in you.
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You have the confidence of the people;
keep it. You should advertise in order to
keep the confidence of the people. It is no
more than fair that you should expect the
manufacturer to set the example by helping

you advertise, and by helping to re-establish
the retail trade even more firmly in the
minds and in the estimation of the consumer.

Many manufacturers ask the jeweler to ad-

vertise, but he sets a very poor example him-

self. Even in the trade papers and in many

other cases the example that he sets would,

if followed by the dealer, be money thrown
away.

Public Show

Their Faith

Confidence is the basis of
trade, nationally and locally.
Have you ever stopped to
think that people never buy

goods of you and then take them to a de-

partment store to see if you beat them.
They never take goods that they buy from

you and send them to a mail-order house to
see if you beat them. Don't they often come

to you to get your valuable opinion and your

honest judgment as to goods they have pur-

chased from a department store or from a

mail-order house ? Right here I doubt the

advisability of setting a price or passing
judgment on goods purchased elsewhere.

In some States local associations have de-
cided to appraise goods or pass judgment

upon them only after the consumer has

been willing to pay at least 5 per cent. of the
value of the goods for such information.

Now continue to live in your locality or

community so that this confidence they have

in you will grow. You would not buy

goods from a salesman or from a house

that you could not rely upon, and the people

will not buy of you unless they can rely

upon you.
Now, getting back to salesmanship;

everything that mother earth produces and

passes through the various steps of evolu-
tion must go through the evolution of com-
mercialism, and, whether the topic of the
sale be land, mineral, vegetable or labor, a
salesman figures somewhere in the trans-

action. I believe that a salesman is justified

in doing his best and in using all of the
means in his power to effect a sale.

Victory comes to him who
is tactful, who has a knowl-
edge of human nature, who
is courteous, who has that

jewel—patience. The salesman of to-day is
a man who should command as much re-

spect as an ambassador, and who I believe
does have as much, if not more, respect than
the average politician. To be an apt sales-
man he must possess good sense, a reason-
able amount of humor and should be strong
of character, strong in his arguments. He

Tact and

Patience
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must be honest and he must develop persua-
sive powers.

Salesmanship and imagination go hand
in hand, and the salesman, after he has con-
fidence in himself, confidence in his goods
and with a fertile imagination that will not
lead him astray, is on the right track to suc-
cess. A person representing things to him-
self with such exactness of reality comes to
believe all of the things that he really at first
only imagined.

Imagination is a valuable qualification
for the salesman or merchant, and I believe
that you can develop this imagination and
with it you can have better stores and more
tasty and attractive windows. Here let me
say, the window of the jewelry store is the
silent salesman. I believe that many of you
can, and that many of you do, when away
from your business, have presentiments,
have imaginings and have ideas come to you
that really result in some of the best things
about your business.

Salesmanship to-day means,
first of all, that you should
be contented. You should
be satisfied, and it is to be
regretted that the great ma-

jority of men are discontented with their lot
in life. They feel that their neighbor has an
easy time of it and the fact is that the other
fellow is thinking the same thing of him.

Never feel that the bottom has gone out
of things. Remember this old saying:

"When the whole blame world seems gone to pot
and everything's on the bum,

A cheerful grin and a lifted chin, helps some, my
boy, helps some."

You should have a purpose, you should
look well to your character, you should not
only know your people, but should know
yourself. See to your will power, your
health. How about your honesty ? You
should develop judgment. You should
study advertising and how it can apply to
your own business. You should strive to
serve one master and this master—"suc-
cess." Drive doubt, fear, superstition out of
the way. Never say "can't," for, while some
men are saying, "It can't be done," these
men are always being interrupted by some-
body doing it.

Contentment
and
Self-assurance

Be
Enthusiastic

I tell you, gentlemen, in
order to be a successful
salesman you must give
more thought to yourself.

I have seen some men attempt to sell goods
when they seemed to take no interest what-
ever in the sale, and the thought came to me
of the fisherman who cast his line into the
dusty road—he would catch no fish.

You should never lose confidence in
yourself, you should never lose confidence
in your goods or in your position. You
should never lose confidence in your city or
in the.people in your community.

Smile, hustle add let the other fellow do
the grumbling, and if you do the smiling
and hustling he will have occasion to grum-
ble. Confidence and enthusiasm backed by
determination form a combination that over-
comes all obstacles and wins success and
fortune for the salesman who possesses
them.
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RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Pounder

The Jewelers' School of Engraving
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he Jewelers' gichool of Engraving
FIRST FINC.:LUSIVIE ENORAVINO SCHOOL

ORIGINAL, AND MOST PRACTICAL, COURSE

Notice WE WILL FILL TOOL ORDE
RS.

We have facilities to arrange a splendid private course in Watchmaking, also a

thorough course in Optics in connection with our Engraving Course.

We do Trade Engraving.
We sketch MONOGRAMS, 25 cents and up. Write for New Catalogue

Correspondence Solicited Suite 1104 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago
RICHARD 0. KANDLER

President

Delft Jewelry for the Summer Trade
Delft ware has long been in popular favor ; in fact, during the centuries

that the Dutch have made Delft goods they never lost their popularity. The

reason lies in the fact that Delft possesses a peculiar charm, an individuality,

which is lasting; the rich shades of deep blue on the snowy white enamel

are typical of that cool, cleanly refinement so characteristic of the Dutch

people. Delft is therefore especially appropriate for summer wear.

This Unique Line of Novelties is done on Sterling Silver ; the patterns are all taken from

Original Dutch Tiles. Let us send you samples of these Delft Goods. We furnish them as

Belt Pins, Dutch Collar Pins, Hat Pins, Veil Pins, Waist Sets, Cuff and Collar Sets, Etc.

THE CHAS. M. ROBBINS CO. MASSACHUSETTS
ATTLEBORO

NEW YORK OFFICE: 17 Maiden Lane CHICAGO OFFICE: 103 State Street

IMPROVE EACH SHINING HOUR
The long summer days with plenty of light in the early morning and late evening hours mak

e it the finest time of the year

to take up such a course of study as we offer in our correspondence course in OPTICS.

Do you know that there is no easier stepping stone to professional life than to become an expert optician. We make you

proficient in the correct fitting and testing of eyes. in shorter time at less expense than you could ach
ieve in any other way by means

of our correspondence course. We are the oldest correspondence school of optics in the world. 
Our graduates are recognized

everywhere as we are authorized legally to issue degree and diploma. Improve your spare hours. Write us to-day regarding our

regular $25.00 college course for $8.00. Address

Dept. K AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.
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Annual Meeting National Asso-

ciation of Wholesale Jewelers

The National Association of Wholesale
Jewelers met in convention in New York City, at

the room of the 24-Karat Club, June 8th to nth.
There were pres-
ent about one hun-
dred of the repre-
sentative jobbing
houses from vari-
ous centers—Bos-
ton, New York
City, Buffalo,
Rochester, Phila-
delphia, Lancaster,
Baltimore, Indian-
apolis, Cincinnati,
Detroit, Minne-
apolis, St. Paul,
St. Louis, Chicago,
Cleveland, Denver,
Kansas City,
SanFranciscol,
New Orleans,
Omaha and a num-
ber of other cities.•

The association comprises a membership of
150 of the leading jobbing houses in the country.
The work which was taken up at the meeting was
along the lines of that which had been carried
forward at the last session and considerable prog-
ress was made. A system of interchange of in-
formation was worked out whereby the trade will
be fully advised as to the conditions in the various
local centers, and it is believed in this way that
considerable good will be accomplished and closer
feeling developed among the members in the
various cities.

A communication from J. P. Archibald, Presi-
dent of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Associatoin, was read and the sense of the meet-

ing was that the two associations should work

together in harmony, and a similar feeling was
manifested between the representatives of the
Providence Jewelers' Board of Trade, who sent

a committee from Providence to confer with a

like committee of the National Retail Jewelers'
Association.

The manufacturers' committee consisted of
the President, R. E. Budlong, Vice-President Fred.

Carr and Messrs. R. H. Ingersoll and Ira Bar-

rows. A committee, composed of Edwin Massa,

of Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co., St. Louis ; A. W.
Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co., Chicago, and

George H. Edwards, of Edwards & Sloane

Jewelry Co., Kansas City, was appointed to con-

vey to the annual meeting of the American Retail

Jewelers' Association at Omaha, in August, the

good will and proffer of co-operation of the
wholesale association to the retail association.

The association accepted the invitation of the

Cincinnati jobbers and named Cincinnati as the

place of meeting of the next annual convention

in June, 1910.
The convention passed a vote of thanks to the

New York Wholesale Jewelers' Association for

the courtesy extended to them and the entertain-

ment afforded them while in session ; also ex-

tended a vote of thanks to the 24-Karat Club for

the use of the room.
The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : President A. G. Schwab, Cincinnati,

Ohio ; first vice-president, B. C. Allen, Chicago,

Ill.; second vice-president, Louis Cohn, New

York; secretary, George H. Edwards, Kansas

City, Mo.; treasurer, Louis Sickles, Philadelphia,

Pa. The members of the Executive Committee

are : Mr. Bosworth, St. Paul, Minn., M. J. Aver-

beck, New York; H. W. Burdick, Cleveland,

Ohio ; A. V. Huyler, New York ; Leonard

Krower, New Orleans, La.; Philip Present,

Rochester, N. Y.; Claud Seymour, Chicago, Ill.,

and A. W. Sproehnle, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Schwab, of Cincinnati, the newly-elected

president, is at present in Europe.

The Banquet

A most enjoyable social feature of the meet-

ing was the banquet tendered the national organi-

zation at Coney Island by the New York Whole-

sale Jewelers' Association. The trip to the

President A. G. Schwab
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pleasure resort was made by boat, the landing
being at the well-known Dreamland pier, and
here the sight-seeing programme began, all the
amusements in Dreamland being well patronized.

The party next visited Luna Park, the place
of meeting selected by the New York Wholesale
Jewelers' Association, who were acting as hosts
on the occasion. Each person was presented with
a strip of tickets which gave free admission to
the park and the attractions within.

Before the evening had gone all had seen and
enjoyed these attractions. At 7 P. M. the guests
and hosts sat down to partake of a real sea food
dinner, consisting of clam chowder, steamed
clams, fish and chicken, with side dishes, not to
forget the liquid refreshment which flowed freely.
After a goodly number of steamed clams and
other good things had been stowed away the
members settled back to enjoy the after-dinner
programme.

M. J. Averbeck, of New York City, acted as
toastmaster and handled the position in a masterly
way. His many good-natured jests and sallies,
introducing the members, brought forth laughter
from all present.

On this thirsty occasion he took great pleasure
in introducing from St. Louis—the city that some
years ago hoped to become the future great city
of the United States and, in anticipation of such
an event, padded her census rolls, only to be
outclassed by Chicago the following year—Mr.
Massa, of Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co. Mr.
Massa, in response to this introduction, said that
he wanted about four weeks to get up a speech.
He had never had the pleasure of addressing such
a handsome or intelligent crowd. He felt honored
to think he was one of the men selected to take
tidings of good will to the National Retail Jewelers'
Association Convention. The association to which
he had the pleasure of belonging had now gotten
a good start in the right direction and all that is
needed is the backbone to stick to the test for one
year, and if that was done the rest of the years
will take care of themselves. For twenty years he
had been a traveling man and in that time he had
found the traveling man in the jewelry business
the most intelligent and best that could be found.

"The next speaker is from Cincinnati, the

Queen City of the West, whose chief summer
resort is the Rhine." This was the introduction
accorded Mr. Lindenberg, of Lindenberg, Strauss

& Co.
Mr. Lindenberg replied that he regretted one

year had elapsed before he had joined the associa-

tion. The New York Wholesale Jewelers' As-

sociation should have furnished him with words

to express his gratification for their hospitality.
The last few days,
he felt, had been
an occasion of the
greatest import-
ance to all.

Mr. Regan was
introduced as "the
gentleman from
India napolis,
growing city of the
I foosier State ; the
home of the Hoo-
s ier poet ancl the
home of many vice-
I) r es i dents, who
tried to become
presidents,but with-
out success." In
response Mr. Re-
gan said that he
wanted to affiliate
with the associa-

tion and do all in his power to make it a good
association as far as he was concerned, and to
also make good himself.

"Rochester, the Flour City, now the Flower
City. The home of Bausch & Lomb and the
famous kodak," was the introduction accorded
Mr. Levison, from that city. Owing to a full heart
and full stomach Mr. Levison begged to be excused.

Mr. Bosworth was referred to as "coming
from St. Paul, whose chief industry is making
snowplows. This may seem a little cold, but Mr.
Bosworth can show us how warm-hearted his
city can be." The orator of the occasion being left
at home, Mr. Bosworth replied that he could do
naught but eat.

Louis Cohn
Second Vice-President
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"Buffalo, the Queen of the Lakes. Every-
body can tell a Buffalo man at sight. When he
comes to town he turns up his nose to blow off
the dust," was the introduction given to Mr. King,
of King, Raichle & King.

Mr. King expressed surprise at being called
upon to speak. He said that the part he desired
to take was that of being a silent one; an earnest
worker, ever ready to put his shoulder to the.

wheel and help the
association along
whenever neces-•
sary.

"Mr. F 1 e r-
slim], from Chi-
cago, the Windy
City, with a great
aspiration to grow
as large as New
York, which might
be a possibility in
the far distant,
nebulous future,"
was an introduc-
tion which pro-
voked much merri-
ment and laughter.

Mr. Flershem
disclaimed ability
to talk without
preparation, and as

he had not been apprised of the fact that he was
expected to speak on this occasion, he must beg
to be excused.

Mr. Kiger's home town, Kansas City, was re-
ferred to as the home of Carrie Nation. "Carrie
Nation tried to reform Kansas City. She gave
it up as impossible, left there to reform the en-
tire word and you all know she has accomplished
something outside of her birthplace."

Mr. Kiger expressed great pleasure at being
present and assured all the members that Kansas
City, with its progressive western spirit, would
furnish the push while Chicago furnished the
wind.

"New Orleans, the New York of the South;
the home of beautiful women, whence comes
Leonard Krower. We understand that he is here
alone attending strictly to business."

Mr. Krower, after a few words of apprecia-
tion of the manner in which he was being enter-
tained, proposed a toast to the women of the
North, East, West and South, which know no
party lines. The toast was responded to by all
present standing and drinking to the health of the
women.

Col. J. L. Shepherd, referred to as the "Dean
of the Watch Case Industry," was next intro-
duced and dwelt on the modern spirit of co-
operation.

Mr. Averbeck then announced that Luna
Park was open to all and the members dispersed
to take in the amusements.

The following firms were represented at the
ineetng : 

Eliassof Bros. & Co., New York City.
Charles Armsheimer & Son, New fork City.
Cross & Beguelin, New York City.
R. L. & M. Friedlander, New York City.
Adolph Goldsmith & Son, New York City.
Heyman & Kramer, New York City.
Louis C. Moss, New York City.
L. S. Meyer & Bro., New York City.
A. Roseman, New York City.
Rosenzweig Bros., New York City.
Win. C. Solomon & Co., New York City.
Charles L. Trout & Co., New York City.
13. & L. Veit, New York City.
Theo. Yankauer & Co., New York City.
Edward R. Cohn, New York City.
Colyer & Co., New York City.
Max Gunzburger, New York City.
Harris & Schuster, New York City.
Laubheim Bros., New York City.
I. Michelson, New York City.
Wm. Nicholson, New York City.
I. 011endorff & Co., New York City.
Morris Weil, New York City.
will. J. Ward, New York City.
Elders & Co., New York City.
Harrison Bros., New York City.
L. 1V. Rubenstein, New York City.
Bernheim & Beer, New York City.
N. H. White & Co., New York City.
A. Rosenthal, New York City.
Simon Spiro, New York City.
M. Freedman & Co., New York City.
Selfless, Brod & Co., New York City.
David Ullman & Co., New York City.
H. Kroll & Co., New York City.
llgen & Wakefield Co., New York City.

(Continued on page zip)

Secretary George H. Edwards
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Patent

Four-Picture Lockets

The only Locket on the
market with an entirely
invisible joint.

Made in High-Grade
Gold Filled and io K.
Gold by

The Leach & Miller Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Gold Filled Lockets, Bracelets and Neck
Chains 10 K. Gold Brooches, Scarf Pins and
Ear Screws

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

31 Union Street ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Office
12 JOHN STREET

Chicago Office San Francisco Office

103 STATE STREET 45 KEARNEY STREET

WE SELL THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

This Four-Picture Locket is manufactured under our patent, in It K. Cold only,

by T. W. Adams Co., New York

• MI  at   1.1  051 

Do You Do Any Polishing? 

Do you do any polishing with a
noisy, nerve-racking, back-breaking foot
power machine? The Oliver Quality
Electric Motor Polishing Head requires
no skill or effort to operate—just con-
nect it to a lamp socket and turn the
switch. It is nearly noiseless, inexpen-
sive to run and will do more and better
work than any belt driven machine.
New 112 Page Catalog No. 1 7 Free
for the Asking.

ROLL GRINDING

We are prepared to grind and lap rolls to a
mirror finish by a new process which requires but
from 1-4 to 1-2 the time usually consumed.

If such an exceedingly high polish is not re-
quired we can grind rolls to an ordinary finish at
a lower cost.

May we have that next pair of rolls to grind?
Our capacity-rolls from the smallest size up to 1 0"
in diameter.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 Niagara St. BUFFALO, NEW YORK

•
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Jewelers of Washington, D. C.,
Organize

On June 1st there was held, at the new Wil-
lard Hotel, Washington, D. C., a meeting which
was attended by a number of the jewelers of the
State and which was called for the purpose of
forming a trade organization. The meeting was
honored by the presence of President J. P. Archi-
bald, of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, who explained the present status .of
organization, the reforms which were being
sought and the progress being made in securing
them. In the course of his address Mr. Archi-
bald said:

Our slogan for this year has been a tixed sell-
ing price on all watch movements separately, and
also a fixed selling price on all gold-filled cases
separately. We do not favor complete watches
except in very high-grade movements. The rea-
son for our stand in this matter is that our stock
of watches will have to be doubled or even more.
If you will notice the trade press for June you
will see a complete exposition of this matter.

We favor a horological law
Examination for that will require all new watch-
Watchmakers makers to pass a State exami-

nation under a competent com-
mittee appointed by the respective Governors.
This will raise the standard of our watchmakers
and give them something for which to work. A
man's standing as a watchmaker will be deter-
mined by means of an examination. Our watch-
makers have made very little advancement in the
past years. To-day any man who works as an
apprentice for a few months thinks he is a watch-
maker. Our watchmakers are no longer special
skilled mechanics. A new impulse should be
stirred along these lines. I think the time has
come when the real salesman and mechanic should
be divorced. We find from observation that very
few good watchmakers are good salesmen. Let
us cultivate both branches of our industry. Let
us emphasize horological study. Let us urge bet-
ter preparations of our mechanics. Let us require
more fundamental education for our apprentices.
Let us require years of service at the bench. Then
let each apprentice pass a competent examination.
We would have no scarcity of skilled watch-
makers to-day if there was a standard of require-
ments. High standards always brings seekers for
the standard.

The retail jeweler has long ago
Artistic lost sight of the fundamental in
Training the jewelry business, that is,

"art." Artistic education seems
to have been lost sight of in the scramble for
trade. It is essential that the artistic element
should be cultivated to a high degree. There soon
will be no distinctive jewelry craft, but a scramble
to supply the trade with trinkets or goods that any
merchant can furnish. The dignity of the craft
should be raised. The public cannot do that. It
is our place to exercise preference for tasteful and
artistic products. The task of education rests
upon the jeweler and silversmith. The retail
jeweler should be educated in "art." He should
read along this line. He should make a careful
study of art. He should cultivate a taste for
things aesthetic and beautiful. A retail jeweler
should be a competent judge of artistic articles.
If we are mechanics and also salesmen we cannot
elevate the jewelry business to the standard it
deserves. By the proper dissemination of knowl-
edge and the most careful study of things artistic
we may be able to put our business on a plane
where other lines of trade cannot injure us. Let
us all begin the study of "art." Make your knowl-
edge of art so valuable that the lover of the beau-
tiful goods will purchase his goods from you be-
cause you know what constitutes art.

If the retail jeweler is to live
Must Be a and do business he must
Live Merchant awaken from his inactivity and

become a living, active, thrifty
merchant. The mail-order house, the hardware
store, the street peddler, the bargain store, the re-
tailing jobber—all these have been working against
our interests. They will continue to take our
business and flourish unless we bestir ourselves to
activity. Are you aware, brother jeweler, it is
estimated that each man in the United States,
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from the poorest to the richest, wears in an aver-
age lifetime about thirty-five suits of clothes.
These clothes are sold on an average profit to us
all at about 50 to 150 per cent. profit. Do you
know that the estimated average number of
watches to each man in the United States in a
lifetime is one and one-half watches, or, in other
words, every hundred men use in a lifetime one
hundred and fifty watches. The average profit on
these is less than fifty per cent. on all grades.
The retail jeweler should make more profit on
watches. A watch is worn for almost a lifetime.
Furthermore, the retail jeweler has to regulate a
watch, guarantee the same, and sometimes the
guarantee costs the jeweler considerable annoy-
ance and labor.

Our association is working to
Objects raise the standard of quality in
in View all lines of jewelry and silver-

ware. Our association asks the
co-operation of all manufacturers for the better-
ment of the quality of our goods. We are urging
the passage of laws making it compulsory to
mark all goods just what they are. Read the
trade press, for they are the mouthpieces of the
organization movement. Read the trade press for
your own instructions ; read the trade press to

, know what other States are doing. The hope of
every good cause lies in education. The recogni-
tion of this fact is the keynote of our organiza-
tion movement. "To acquire information, to bet-
ter our condition and to help our fellow men are
three duties that to us mortals should be pleas-
ures. Therefore, if you are a young man come
with us for the information you will gain. If
you are poor in the world's goods, come with us
for the financial benefit that will accrue to you.
If you have arrived at the evening of life, come
and give us the benefit of your knowledge that
your years of experience has given you."

After considerable discussion of the subject of
organization by those present it was decided to
form an association and the following officers
were elected: President, Chas. E. Berry ; first
vice-president, A. 0. Hutterly ; second vice-presi-
dent, C. A. Goldsmith ; treasurer, A. D. Prince,
and secretary, E. A. Harris. Many of those pres-
ent who had never enjoyed the acquaintanceship
of one another expressed themselves as well
pleased and seemed enthusiastic over the prospect
of building up a strong organization.

Annual Meeting Oregon Retail Jewel-
ers' Association

The Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association held
their annual convention in Portland on June 2d
and sd. This association is now in its third year
and has more than doubled its membership in the
past two years. It numbers among its members
nine-tenths of the city of Portland's most promi-
nent jewelers and it is expected next year to
again double the membership.

Many things were taken up before the con-
vention along the same lines followed by other
States. On motion by E. J. Jeager, of the firm of
Jeager Bros., of Portland, the convention went on
record by a unanimous vote as absolutely op-
posed to metallizing toads, insects or any other
animal for the use of personal adornment.

Many papers were read, and the convention
was one of the best ever held from all standpoints.
The fact that the different members are so scat-
tered and that sonic come as far as three hundred
miles to attend the State convention shows that
they are earnest workers for the cause and realize
the future of the association.

The election of officers was next in order
and the following were elected for the next year:
F. M. French, of Albany, president ; Thomas
Howard, of Marshfield, first vice-president ; I. E.
Staples, of Portland, second vice-president ; H. M.
Leffert, of Portland, third vice-president ; C. H.
Williams, of Condon, secretary; E. J. Jeager, of
Portland, treasurer. The following were elected
as members of the executive board : L. W. Bruns,
of Portland ; J. 0. Watts, of Eugene, and 0. A.
Kramer, of Independence.

President L. Alva Lewis, also the organizer of
the Oregon Retail Jewelers' Association, having
retired from the jewelry business, was given a
vote of thanks for the work done in behalf of the
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association and was made an honorary member
for life.

The election of delegate to the national con-
vention to be held at Omaha, Nebr., August 2d to
6th, was then in order, and, by motion of I. E.
Staples, seconded by E. J. Jeager, both of Port-
land, all rules were suspended and C. H. Williams,

President F. M. French

of Condon, Oregon, was elected as national dele-
gate for the third consecutive year by the unani-
mous vote of the convention. Mr. Williams is
second vice-president of the national organization.

After a few appropriate remarks of thanks
by C. H. Williams the convention was adjourned,
and the members met in the evening at a well-
spread banquet, where all enjoyed themselves as
brothers should.

Annual Meeting National Association
of Wholesale Jewelers

(Continued from page 1155)

Charles Kohn, New York City.
M. Adele & Co., New York City.
J. Engel & Co., Baltimore, Md.
Geo. Phillips & Co., Scranton, Pa.
Aisenstein & Woronock, New York City.
M. Bauman & Co., New York City.
Geo. Cahn & Co., New York City.
W. T. Coffin, New York City.
j. L. Goldenberg, New York City.
B. E. Hacker, New York City.
H. E. Kahn, New York City.
A. F. Lowenthal, New York City.
J. Macher, New York City.
Ralph Metzger, New York City.
Spiro & Hirsch, New York City.
Benj. Allen & Co., Chicago.
Otto Young & Co., Chicago.
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co., Chicago.
Sproehnle & Co., Chicago.
Stein & Ellbogen Co., Chicago.
A. C. Becken Co., Chicago.
M. S. Fleishman Co., Chicago.
Lapp & Flershem, Chicago.
H. F. Hahn & Co., Chicago.
Despres, Bridges & Noel. Inc., Chicago.

Inc.,Rettig, Hess & Madsen,  Chicago.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
C. B. Norton Jly. Co., Inc., Kansas City.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jly. Co., Kansas City.
Edwards & Sloane Jly. Co., Kansas City.
C. A. Kiger Co., Kansas City.
The Scribner & Loehr Co., Inc., Cleveland.
The Sigler Bros. Co., Inc., Cleveland.
Abelson & Liberman, Utica, N. Y.
M. J. Averbeck, New York City.
M. A. Mead & Co., Chicago.
Philipp Zellenka & Son, New York City.
Jonas Koch, New York City.
Henry Froelich & Co., New York City.
Lissauer & Company, New York City.
C. G. Alford & Co., New York City.
Henry Freund & Bro., New York City.
Freudenheim Bros. & Levy, New York City.
Baldwin, Miller Co., Indianapolis.
Charles W. Lauer & Co., Indianapolis.
Bauman-Massa Jly. Co., St. Louis.
Aller, Newman, Wilmes Co., St. Louis.
The Charles A. Berkey Co., Inc., Detroit.
Philip Present, Rochester, 11. Y.
Norris Rosenbloom & Co., Rochester, N. Y.
King, Raichle & King, Buffalo, N. Y.
King & Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y.
The Edward Lehman y. Co., Inc., Denver, Colo.
The W. H. Hamilton Jly. Co., Inc., Denver, Colo.
Lewis Jewelers' Supply Co., Inc., Denver, Colo.
M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia.
D. C. Percival & Co., Boston, Mass.
Smith, Patterson Co., Inc., Boston, Mass,
Lindenberg, Strauss & Co., Cincinnati.
L. Gutmann & Sons, Cincinnati.
The Thoma Bros. Co,, Cincinnati.
Joseph Noterman & Co., Cincinnati.
Sischo & Beard, Inc., St. Paul.
F. L. Bosworth & Co., Inc., Minneapolis.



W e Teach watchwork in all its branches, we teach making all necessary
calculations and drawings.

36 hours per week are devoted to practical work at the bench, 4 hours per w
eek to

lectures and 4 ' hours per week to technical drawing.

Young men without previous experience are received for not less than two 
years;

those who completed an apprenticeship for not less than six months.

Every graduate of this school made and adjusted a fine watch from the raw metals,
from his own calculations and drawings.

Our students won seven prizes in the United States and this school holds the highest
reputation.

Our new term begins 1st September, circulars free.

Canadian Horological Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER, Director S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts., TORONTO, ONT.
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Potter Fixtures Co., 515 Market St., San Francisco,Cal., Sales Agent; for California, Nevada, Arizona, N. Mexico

893 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 732 Broadway, New York 233-35 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, FL

D. 0. ball, Sales Agent for Washington, Oregon and Idaho, 511 he'll; Block, Seattle, Wash.

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

NI. L. Landis, 119 Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

SUMMER COURSE NOW OPEN

FALL COURSE will OPEN SEPT. 1st

If you wish to take a Course this Summer

please write us at once, and we will assign and

hold a place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-

venience and comfort.

Our methods are original rind entirely new. We are

the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed

with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you

could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

tinumrrriorr ALARM CLOCK
THE MEW 1.4 AVEN ()LOCK CO.

EW I 1AVEN (JOHN.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR

NEW HAVEN'S NEW FALL DESIGNS

Heath's "tribune" Fountain Pen is a good, reliable dependable fountain pen
411 Made of the best material

obtainable and guaranteed to

give perfect satisfaction.

Write for catalogue and

discounts.

The above illustrates our No. 14 Chased, fitted with our New 
Clip Fast Cap. Retail Price, $1.75

GEO. W. HEATH & CO., Manufacturers, Canal St. and West Broadway, 
New York

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects 

in Plate

Manufacturers
of

Otto Young & Co.
Chicago, Ill.

Silversmiths' Building
New York
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History of the American National

Retail Jewelers' Association

Beginning of the New Organization Movement

—What it Has Achieved and What it is

Endeavoring to Accomplish—An

Inspiring Story of Progress

Ey PRESIDENT. J. P. A ECHIRALD, Blairsville, Pa.

It is now confidently predicted that the
convention of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association, to be held in Omaha
August 2d to 6th, will be the largest and

most important meeting of jewelers in the
history of the trade. It is expected, in fact,
that this convention will mark a new epoch
in the organization movement and a material
advance in trade reform. In view of this a
brief story of the national organization is
opportune and will, doubtless, aid in enlist-
ing still more enthusiastic and general sup-
port for the association.

In the spring of 1906, at the
instance of the American
Retail Jewelers' Association,
the name assumed by the

Michigan Retail Jewelers' Association some
time previously, an invitation was extended
to every jeweler in the United States to at-
tend the Rochester (N. Y.) convention on
August 3d and 4th and participate in the or-
ganization of a great national retail jewelers'
association.

On August 3d almost one hundred dele-
gates responded to the call for organization.
The meeting was called to order by Max
Jennings, of St. Clair, Mich., President of
the American Retail Jewelers' Association.
The president gave his annual address, and,
by motion, the chairman was authorized to
appoint a committee of nine retail jewelers,
each from different States, to draft a con-
stitution and by-laws. The chairman ap-
pointed Ed H. Dunbar, of Massachusetts;
A. E. Paegel, of Minnesota ; J. P. Archibald,
of Pennsylvania ; H. M. Ryman, of Texas;
D. G. Gallett, of South Dakota ; F. W.
Jameson, of Iowa; S. M. Strain, of Illinois;
A. B. Hull, of Michigan, and D. L. Davies,
of Nebraska.

The committee labored for six or eight
hours and finally brought in a majority re-
port and a minority report, the vote standing
five to four. After an evening and a morn-
ing conference the differences were ad-

The Rochester

Convention

Max Jennings,
President, '906-1907

justed. A constitution and by-laws were
adopted, which is practically the same one in
force to-day. The new organization was
called the American National Retail Jewel-
ers' Association.

The officers elected for the first year
were Max Jennings, of Michigan, president;
I. M. Radabaugh, of Minnesota, secretary;
E. H. Dunbar, of Massachusetts, treasurer.
Each State which had an affiliated organiza-
tion was given one vice-president.

Some of the subjects discussed at this
conv tion were : "Organization from the
Standpoint of the Manufacturer ;" "Federal
Control c.f Interstate Commerce;" "Growth
of Organi2.ation ;" "Organization : Its Diffi-
culties and Possibilities ;" "Trade Organiza-
tion."

'Ile convention voted to meet in Chi-
cago one ye:,r hence. All delegates went to
their homes tilled with enthusiasm. Each
delegate pledged himself to organization
work and. loyalty to the new organization.
A meeting of the new executive committee
was held to outline the work of the year,
after which each delegate departed for his
home. During the year the fundamental
work was to increase the membership.

At the second annual meet-
ing held at Chicago, Sep-
tember 23(1-27th inclusive,
the secretary reported that

at the close of the Rochester meeting one
year ago the association had only 130 mem-
bers paid in full. The secretary reported at
this meeting in September, 1907, that the as-
sociation had a paid-up membership of 678.

Some questions discussed at the second
annual convention were: "The Mail-order
Problems ;" "The Benefits of Organization ;"
"The Parcels Post ;" "The Retailing Job-
ber ;" "What Assays of Jewelry and Watches
Have Disclosed ;" "The State Stamping
Laws." This meeting passed these resolu-
tions, which were pertinent to the time and
occasion:

"We recommend that a uniform and re-
munerative scale of prices for the repairing
of watches, clocks and jewelry be estab-
lished similar to that of the American Horo-
logical Society.

"Also that a law be enacted which will
permit the retail jeweler to dispose of un-
claimed articles left for repairs after a
period of six months.

"That it is the sense of this association
that the retailing of goods in any line of

The Chicago
Convention

Mack A. Hurlbut,
President, 1907-1908
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merchandise by a jobber, or any person, firm
or corporation, who advertises, operates or
displays signs in a manner that would lead
any person to believe same to be a jobber,
or in a way misleading to the peblic is un-
fair, unjust and detrimental to the interests
of the retail jewelry business.

"That the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association is opposed to any
legislation looking to the establishment of a
parcels post carrying system in connection
with the postoffice department of the coun-
try at this time.

"That we record our condemnation on
all marks on gold and silver products which
are not indicative of their true quality.

"That we favor such action as shall
secure to the retail jewelry trade exemptions
from the unfair, unjust and ruinous compe-
tition by retail mail-order concerns, depart-
ment stores and similar alien elements, and •
we call upon manufacturers and wholesale
dealers to lend their assistance in such a
manner as shall recognize the rights and in-
terests of the retail jewelry trade and afford
the trade the full measure of protection to
which it is entitled.

"That it is tlre sense of this association
that retail jewelers should confine their pur-
chases of watches, clocks, jewelry and kin-
dred articles, as far as practicable, to those
wholesale dealers and manufacturers who
restrict their sales to retail jewelry or who
sell under these conditions only which en-
force the retail price recognized by the re-
tail trade as reasonable and just.

"That we refuse to purchase goods
without the name or mark of the manufac-
turer on same.

"That we recommend the enactment of
universal State laws to prevent false adver-
tising and providing for the enforcement
of them."

On the last day of the convention the
following officers were elected : Mack A.
Hurlbut, Iowa, president ; J. P. Archibald,.
Pennsylvania, first vice-president ; C. H.
Williams, Oregon, second vice-president;
I. M. Radabaugh, Minnesota, secretary;,
R. C. Bernau, North Carolina, treasurer;
Max Jennings, Michigan, and Robert Wor-
rell, Missouri, members of the executive
committee.

The second annual convention ad-
journed. Each delegate went home feeling
that much good had been done. Each dee-

(Continued on page 1161)

J. P. Archibald,
President, 1908-1909

I. M. Radabaugh,
Secretary, 19061908
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NEW GOODS ind INVENTIONS

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

A New Demagnetizer

After more than two years spent in experimental and develop-
ment work, the W. Green Electric Co., 81 Nassau Street, New
York, have evolved a demagnetizer which has apparently success-
fully solved the problem of extracting magnetism from watches,
small tools, etc. The machine is small, compact and of attractive
appearance. The actual time required for the complete operation
is but a few seconds. It is merely a case of "press the button and

withdraw the watch" and the work is done. One important and
valuable feature of this demagnetizer lies in the fact that it is
adapted for use with either an alternating or direct current and
requires no complicated directions for its use. There are no
wheels, pulleys or wiring attachments necessary to this machine.
It is connected with the light current by the ordinary socket device
such as is used in connection with electric fans and is installed by
a mere twist of the wrist. Notwithstanding the fact that this
machine has been but recently perfected a large number of orders
have been booked by the Green Co. and they anticipate a large
sale for it.

A New Line of Pencils

The popular specialties of the Aikin-Lambert Co., of New
York, have been enriched by a new line of Koh-i-noor pencils,
which have been recently placed on the market. These pencils,
in addition to exceptional serviceability, are very pretty in design,

.1 te I I 1 I I 404 r
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being decorated with gold and silver mountings. They are of the
propelling and repelling style, i. e., with the lead movable out or in
by turning the tip, and thus, being of a permanent nature and
always sharpened, the attractively mounted styles are very popular.
The holders are made to retain any standard size lead, and,
although sold filled, the refills can be purchased everywhere.

A Serviceable Electric Furnace

Those of the trade who wish to add to their equipment a serv-
iceable electric furnace will find this want admirably supplied in
the very excellent furnace shown in our illustration. This muffle
furnace, which is manufactured by Hoskins Manufacturing Com-
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pany, Detroit, Mich., is applicable to enameling, hardening carbon
steels and annealing small metal parts. It is also useful for a
variety of chemical work such as ash determinations and ignition

of precipitates. Those of the trade who are also opticians will find
it very serviceable in optical work as well as for general test and
experimental use.

The use of the Hoskins electric furnace of this type is at-
tended by the following important and characteristic advantages:
The production in the furnace chamber of the required tempera-
ture, which is capable of being regulated and exactly maintained
at any point; ease and simplicity of operation ; high efficiency;
cleanliness and adaptability to standard voltages.

The use of a pyrometer in connection with the furnace affords
the additional advantages of knowing at all times the exact tem-
perature of the chamber.

A New Tweezer for Handling Precious Stones

A new ingenious device of interest to the trade is a tweezer
for handling precious stones invented by M. Engelsman, President
and Manager of the World Novelty Display Co., 71-73 Nassau
Street, New York City. The tweezer is named from its shape the
Bayonet Automatic Locking Cross Stone Tweezer. The bayonet
shape of the tweezer permits any stone to be seen and examined

thoroughly, there being no obstruction of any kind to intercept the
view. The tweezer holds the stone securely and, as it locks auto-
matically, the stone cannot snap or drop out. This is due to the
extra part directly above the cross locking device, which permits
the holder to examine the stone without squeezing the lower part

of same. For those handling melee, etc., this device would seem
to be particularly valuable as counting and assorting can be done
very quickly and with great ease. It also conduces to security,
obviating possible loss or accident. to the stone.

(Continued on tope 1164
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gate went back to his own State believing
the experimental stage in the retail jewelers'
organization had passed. It was decided to
meet in August, 1908, in the "Queen City"
of Cincinnati.

During the interim between this meet-
ing and the one held in Cincinnati, more
States were organized. Trade abuses were
taken up with the manufacturers and job-
bers. A good feeling between the different
branches of trade was inculcated.

In August, 1908, delegates
from many States gathered
at Cincinnati for the third
annual convention. The

president set forth the work of the year in
his address. The secretary read his report,
which showed we now had 1567 members.
The principal questions discussed at the
Cincinnati convention were : "Is a Time
Guarantee Necessary for the Merchandising
of the Retailer's Stock?" "Trade-marks on
Goods for Association Members ;" "Rela-
tion of Retailers to Jobbers and Manufac-
turers;" "The Fixed Selling Price."

The liberal discussion of these ques-
tions brought forth some specific resolu-
tions, which read as follows:

"That this association favors the elimi-
nation of a time guarantee from watch
cases, provided that a law preventing
fraudulent advertising be passed.

"We favor an association trade-mark,
controlled entirely by the association, the
privilege of the use of said trade-mark to be
confined exclusively to such jewelry only as
is sold to regular association jewelers ; the
character of the trade-mark to be such as to
permit its stamping on the average article of
jewelry, and the composition of said trade-
mark to be such as will permit the jeweler
to recognize at a glance the maker and
quality.

"That the executive committee be in-
structed and empowered to take such steps
as they may deem advisable to bring about
this result.

"That we recommend empowering the
executive committee with full authority to
arbitrate all the disputes which might arise
between jobbers and jewelers, or manufac-
turers and jewelers, and accept and extend

The Cincinnati
Convention

R. C. Bernau,
Treasurer, 1907-1909

such invitations for joint conference and
take any other such action as they see fit for
the promotion of friendly relations and the
advancement of mutual interests.

"We commend all manufacturers of
watches, jewelry and kindred lines who
have established a minimum selling price on
their products, and also its members prom-
ising to bend every effort to the maintenance
of such 'fixed prices.' "

During the meeting at Cincinnati the
following officers were elected : J. P. Archi-
bald, president, Pennsylvania ; A. E. Paegel,
first vice-president, Minnesota ; C. H. Wil-
liams, second vice-president, Oregon ; S.
Callison, secretary, Iowa; R. C. Bernau,
treasurer, North Carolina ; Mack A. Hurl-
but, member executive committee, Iowa;
I. M. Radabaugh, member executive com-
mittee, Minnesota.

Since the Cincinnati meet-
Work ing the national organiza-

• Done During tion has been bending its
the Year energies toward increasing

its membership. To-day we
can report a large increase of membership.
Quite a number of States have organized
and affiliated with the national association
this year. The trade-mark proposition has
been drawn up and signed and the relation-
ship existing between the retail jeweler, job-
ber and manufacturer is harmonious to a
large degree.

The question of a "fixed selling price"
on all standard goods has been given much
attention. The question of a fixed selling
price on all watch movements separately and
all gold-filled cases separately has been the
slogan all year. A tabulated list of all
watches and all gold-filled cases has been
prepared by a committee from the Pennsyl-
vania retail jewelers. The same has been
ratified by the Pennsylvania association.
The "tabulated fixed selling price" has been
sent to every watch company and to every
gold-filled case company for their ratifica-
tion. It is contemplated that each company
will ratify this fixed selling price. We be-
lieve they will take the first step in this mat-
ter, thus avoiding any request through the
American National Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation at its meeting in Omaha, August 2d
to 6th, inclusive.

The matter of the tariff revision per-
taining to Swiss watches has been given due
consideration.

The programme for the coming na-

S. Callison,
Secretary, igo8-i9oa
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tional convention at Omaha, August 2d to
6th inclusive, will be materially different
from the past years. Wednesday, August
4th, is set apart and known as Manufac-
turers' and Jobbers' Day. On this day the
presidents, or those who can speak for the
companies with full authority, will make up
the programme.

If each retail jeweler has read the reso-
lutions of the last two annual meetings of
the American National Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation and also the titles of the addresses
given, he can easily see the trend of organi-
zation work. He can easily see associati®n
work has been evolving from year to year
for the betterment of the retail jeweler.
Follow the trend of each year's work and
it is easily seen that better conditions are
existing in the trade.

It does seem almost impos-
All Branches sible that so strong an or-
Organized ganization of retail jewel-

ers, as exists to-day, could
be consummated in three short years. Or-
ganization in all branches of trade seems to
be the watchword of the hour. This has
been brought about by the deplorable condi-
tions of trade interests.

Since the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association was formed all
branches of trade organization has taken on
a new lease of life. New organizations
have been formed. Old ones have been re-
vived. Organization has been the keynote
of trade press and secular press. Organiza-
tion is bringing all branches of trade closer
together.

For years a bitter feeling existed be-
tween the jobber, manufacturer and the re-
tailer. To-day we are as one.

One year ago the National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association was formed. By
means of conferences and written messages
we have adjusted many of the barriers.
The officers of jobbers', manufacturers' and
retailers' associations have mutual confer-
ences and adjust matters like business men.

A great advance step was taken by the
National Wholesale Jewelers' Association,
in session in New York in June, when they
voted to send three delegates to the annual
meeting of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association at Omaha in August.
Also this same association ratified the "fixed
selling price" on watches as proposed by the
Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers' Association.

(Continued on page 1153)
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INTEREST

A. J. Potter, of Lebanon, N. H., was recently
called to Hammonton, N. S., by the serious illness
and death of his father.

A. C. Teffert, the Cincinnati representative of
Trier Bros., 35 Maiden Lane, is home from a trip
through Wisconsin and the Middle West.

Karl J. Flanders, formerly of G. W. Flanders
& Son, Niles, Mich., has started in the jewelry
business for himself at Constantine, Mich.

C. A. Wilson, President of the Oil City
Jewelry Co., Oil City, La., has purchased the in-
terest of Chas. H. Thurmond in that company
and is now sole proprietor.

Mrs. K. Silverstein, who has a store on Third
Street, Portland, Oregon, has just opened another
up-to-date jewelry store on the same street, one
block south, between Alder and Morrison Streets.

Philip N. Mendelsohn, who was formerly
traveling for A. Eisenberg & Co., San Francisco,
Cal., is now connected with his brother, S. Men-
delsohn, of Portland, Oregon, in the same
capacity.

S. D. Hardy, manager of D. Buchanan & Son,
Inc., Norfolk, Va., was married on June 5th to
Miss Ida Robertson, of that city. THE KEYSTONE
joins the many friends of the happy couple in
extending congratulations.

E. J. Scheer, of Rochester, N. Y.; Chas.
Bickleman, of Schenectady, N. Y., and Thomas J.
Routledge, Elmira, N. Y., have been appointed
members of the Membership Committee of the
New York State Retail Jewelers' Association.

For the article "Origin and Story of the
Crest," which appeared in our May issue, we are
indebted to the Watchntaker, Jeweler, Silversmith
and Optician, of London, England. The extract
was made from a review of a new treatise on
crests by the editor of our British contemporary.

W. B. Poe and wife, of Rushville, Ind.,
started May 24th for a tour of the West. They
will visit Denver, Salt Lake, Portland, Seattle,
Yosemite Valley, Oakland, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Victoria, Vancouver, Glacyer, Bauff,
Winnipeg and Chicago and expect to be gone
about three months.

W. W. Rubyor recently purchased the jewelry
business of C. Overby, Rice Lake, Wis. Mr.
Rubyor has been in the employ of Mr. Overby
for some time and has taken over the entire
stock and fixtures, leasing the building for a term
of years. Mr. Overby has retired from business
on account of ill health.

W. Fine, with wife and family, of W. Fine &
Bro., 83 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Ga., spent the
month of July in visiting Chicago, New York and
Atlantic City. He combined business with pleas-
ure, selecting a large line of fall goods to stock
his present store and a store which he is to open
this fall for the holiday season.

Those sending mail matter to the trade are
requested to note that F. W. Crain, Pasadena, Cal.,
a respected member of the trade, died in Septem-
ber of last year at the ripe age of eighty-one years.
He had been working at the bench until he was
seventy-nine years old. I-Es wife survived him
only a few months. They had been married for
fifty-five years.

Jos. Goldman, Milwaukee, Wis., who for the
past eleven years has been associated with his
brother, D. Goldman, will embark in the jewelry
business for himself. He has leased one of the
new stores at 430 National Avenue, in the block
opposite Kroeger Bros. Mr. Goldman's many
years of experience in this line, and his wide fol-
lowing will go far toward winning for him success
in his new location.

KEYSTONE

Miss Edna Talcott, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Noyes Talcott, Olympia, Washington,
was married on June 57th to Arthur Lamar Ost-
rander. THE KEYSTONE joins the many friends of
the happy couple in extending congratulations.

The partnership firm of Hutchinson & Myers,
Masillon, Ohio, has been dissolved by mutual con-
sent of the partners. Herbert C. Myers, the re-
tired partner, has sold his interest in the partner-
ship to Harry A. Hutchinson, who will continue
the business in his own name at the same address.

The Handel Co., Meriden, Conn., are putting
up an addition to their old plant at 381 East Main
Street, which will be ready for occupancy early in
the fall. This company is putting out a very com-
plete and attractive line of gas and electric lamps
and chandeliers and decorative art chinaware.
The new building will be of the best construction
and the Handel Co. will use it in addition to their
former building as they are contemplating greatly
enlarging their line as soon as they can put in the
necessary equipment to turn out the goods.

R. & L. Myers and Roy P. Mathews Co., San
Francisco, Cal., have consolidated their interests,
the combined firms to be known under the title of
R. & L. Myers Co., with quarters at 717 Market
Street, in the Kamm Building. The consolida-
tion of the stocks gives the firm an unusually
large supply of material, tools, jewelry boxes, etc.,
and affords the trade advantageous purchasing op-
portunities. This house is representative of the
Art Metal Works, Newark, N. J., and also of the
St. Louis Silver Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The Williams Bros. Mfg, Co., of Glaston-
bury, Conn., manufacturers of high-grade silver-
plated flatware, have just erected a substantial ad-
dition to their already large plant. The new
building is 150 x 40 feet, three stories. It is
brick construction and the company's purpose in
putting it up is to relieve a number of departments
which for some time past have been working in too
limited space.

Extensive additions and improvements are
being made to the plant of the P. A. Coon Silver
Manufacturing Company, Syracuse, N. Y., in
preparation for the manufacture of a new line of
novelties, which will include Guernsey ware, jewel
cases and toilet articles. P. A. Coon, the presi-
dent, stated that in order to handle the new line
it would be necessary to utilize at once the space
now used for shipping and storage purposes to
manufacture in and to secure new shipping and
storage quarters. It will also be necessary, Mr.
Coon said, to double the force employed by the
company and bring the capacity up to about two
thousand five hturdred pieces a day.

The New Haven Clock Co., of New Haven,
Conn., have just completed a new five-story and
basement building at 140 Hamilton Street, just op-
posite the main plant, which is located at 133
Hamilton. This building is of the most modern
construction, being of solid pressed brick, cover-
ing a ground space of 8o x 33 feet. The corn-
pany expects to have it completely equipped at an
early date for the manufacture of the overflow
of their "Tattoo" alarm clocks, the demand for
which has been so great that they have not been
able to make enough of them in their old quarters.
This company is original and aggressive in its
methods, and Walter Camp, president and secre-
tary of the company, told THE KEYSTONE repre-
sentative that in the past eight years they have
more than doubled their force of employees.

The Benedict Mfg. Co., East Syracuse, N. Y.,
had their force of traveling representatives at the
factory for some ten days recently getting out
samples for the fall. As an agreeable windup
to the work of sample selection the company en-
tertained the men at South Bay, Oneida Lake,
where all enjoyed an afternoon of fishing and
pleasant recreation followed by a banquet. The
officers of the company honored the occasion with
their presence. The travelers, with their territory,
are as follows : John Bailey, Pennsylvania and
Virginia; J. F. Kane, New York and New Jersey;
J. P. Deal, Atlantic Coast States ; W. A. Van Pat-
ten, Ohio and Indiana ; H. S. Osmun, Michigan;
F. J. Reynolds, middle southern States ; F. A.
Weatherley, Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska ; Newton
Owen, special representative ; A. I. Patton, Kan-
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sas, Oklahoma and Indian Territory; J. H. Web-
ster, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota and
South Dakota; M. H. Jackson, Pacific Coast and
Honolulu; L. G. Proctor and J. H. R. Proctor,
Dominion of Canada.

The now universal popularity of the loving
cup has induced a number of enterprising manu-
facturers to add a line of these goods to their
regular product. The Towle Mfg. Co., Newbury-
port, Mass., has just issued a very handsome cata-
logue showing a large number of loving cups and
trophies in very original and artistic designs. As
sales of such cups and trophies are always of a
very profitable character to the jeweler, besides
adding considerable to his prestige, every member
of the trade who can secure such custom should
provide himself with a copy of this catalogue.

Henry Paulson & Co., Chicago, announce in
a recent issue of their "Items of Interest" some
new ideas in advertising and window display,
which are so valuable to the jewelry trade that
all should procure a copy of the publication, if
they have not already received one. This firm
has furnished to the officers of the various asso-
ciations copies of its Standard Repair Price List,
which is of special interest at this time, owing to
the discussion of the question of a uniform
repair price list for use by the trade. As no
name appears on this list, the jeweler can hang it
up in his store and use it as his own. This firm
is presenting to the trade a glass bench plate, on
the back of which is a complete mainspring list
with illustrations of every spring manufactured,
as well as the correct width and strength. The
size of the plate is 8 by ro inches. The plate will
be found very useful to watchmaker and jeweler.

Joseph Nelson, head of the wholesale jewelry
firm of Joseph Nelson & Co., Dunkirk, N. Y., died
on June 28th. The deceased had been ailing for
some time, and, owing to his advanced years, the
fatal termination was not unexpected. In the
death of this veteran jeweler the trade loses one
of its most highly respected members. He was
noted alike for his fine personality, unswerving
integrity and business capability. He achieved
success in his chosen field through rigid adherence
to the square deal and has bequeathed to the
firm, of which he was the honored head, an en-
viable reputation for honesty and rectitude.
Though he had reached the time of life when
dissolution is not unexpected, nevertheless, the
news of his death was heard with much sorrow
by all of the trade who enjoyed his personal ac-
quaintance or had business relations with his
firm. THE KEYSTONE joins the many friends of
the family in extending sympathy in their be-
reavement.

John G. Barr Co., Salem, Oregon, will move
about August rst into a new store directly across
the street from their present quarters. The new
establishment, being a corner property, will afford
more desirable store facilities and will be fur-
nished up-to-date in every respect. A new front
has been installed and there will be show win-
dows on both streets, with corner entrance. The
fixtures will be of the latest, and a new steel
ceiling, with an abundance of illumination, will
complete this pretty establishment. The founder
of the business, John G. Barr, started in Ohio, in
1853, and later settled in Iowa. In r885 he moved
to Oregon, and after his death, nine years ago,
his children incorporated, retaining the honored
name of their father in the title of the firm.

The B. H. Stief Company, Nashville, Tenn.,
have leased for thirty-four years from January 1,
1911, the northwest corner of Church Street and
Sixth Avenue, North, which they contemplate fit-
ting up into one of the handsomest jewelry stores
in the country. The building will be completely
torn out and remodeled for the purposes of the
store. The building has three stores and a base-
ment and will be entirely occupied by the firm.
The first and second floors will be fitted up in
hardwood throughout and will be used for show
rooms. The third floor will be a workshop and
the basement will be used for storage. The build-
ing will be equipped with a passenger elevator.
Many thousands will be expended in fitting up the
place. Meanwhile the company will continue to
run its elegant establishment on Union Street.
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Also this association expressed to the public
that they do not favorjobbers selling at retail.

The evils of the mail-order problem,
the department store, the catalogue house
and other such lines of trade will be very
largely solved when the fixed selling price
on goods is established by the manufacturer.

A great work will have
been accomplished if all
watch companies will put a
fixed selling price on all

makes of watches and maintain the price.
When the gold-filled case companies put a
fixed selling price on every case, and carry
out the policy, a great service will be done
for the retail trade as well as to the public.

A still greater step will be taken when
all watch companies put the entire "output"
of watches into the hands of the retail
jewelers. Much praise should be given the
companies that have taken that stand from
the very beginning. Much praise should be
given those who have been led to take this
step during the past year.

Even within the past month the largest
and oldest watch company sent out notices
that they will market their product through
the regular retail jewelry trade exclusively.
They say, "It is to the best interest of the
retail watch dealers that our goods should
not be handled by mail-order houses nor by
jobbers in dry goods, hardware or general
merchandise." We have requested that class
of dealers to omit our watches from their
catalogues. They say further, "that we
expect our request will be complied with,
but, in event of refusal in any instance, we
shall do our utmost to carry out the defined
policy to protect the retail jeweler."

A national stamping law has been
passed. It is desired to fortify the national
stamping law by means of State stamping
laws in each State. To this end our asso-
ciation is bending its efforts.

Through the work of the retail jewel-
ers' associations nearly all makers of
jewelry and kindred lines now put their
name or trade-mark on each piece of goods.

Through the assays of gold and silver
carried on and published a great improve-
ment has been made in the quality of goods.
This leads up to the fact that the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association will
sooner or later maintain an assay department.

A trade-mark proposition has been
drawn up and signed by which association
members will have the use of trade-mark
goods exclusively. This trade-mark will
stand for fixed quality, and who the maker
is, in every instance.

We are endeavoring to have horologi-
cal laws passed in every State by which it
will be necessary for a new watchmaker to
prepare himself in this work by study and
service and pass a State examination before
an examining board.

It is also one of our desires to have a
"uniform repair" list. We are urging that
all States prepare a uniform price list on
repairs and have it adopted. As far as pos-
sible,we wish all States to adopt the same list.

The Fixed

Selling Price
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Our aim has been also to improve the
business methods of the retail jewelers. By
means of association work many jewelers
have been brought in closer relationship
with each other. Jewelers' clubs, round
tables and city associations have brought the
retail jewelers into closer contact with men.
We gain much help by association with men
in our own line of business.

The programme will show what lines
of thought will be dominant at this conven-
tion. The class of men who will speak at
this convention should be sufficient to bring
thousands of retail jewelers from all parts
of the country.

Official Programme of the Omaha Con-

vention and an Appeal to the Trade

from President Archibald

The programme of the convention will be car-
ried out very nearly as it is given below. A few
men will be added to this programme. Three or
four men who have been invited to speak have
not responded as yet. We expect to have present
all the men who are booked in the programme.
This programme is. very materially different from
those given in past years.

Wednesday, August 4th, is called "Manufac-
turers' and Jobbers' Day." The speakers for this
day are nearly all presidents or men in authority
in their respective firms. We contemplate this
day to be a revelation. We believe that the
themes of this day will open up a new field for our
serious consideration. We believe it will bring the
retail jewelers, the manufacturer and the jobber
in much closer relationship.

Since this is the last issue of the trade press
before the meeting at Omaha, we wish to urge
every State to send its full quota of delegates to
our convention. We hope that every delegate
will make it a special point in his business to be
at this convention. Do not permit some trivial
excuse to keep you away. It is worth what it will
cost you to attend this convention. Suppose it
costs you $25, even $50 or say $75 to attend this
great convention of retail jewelers, it will be
worth more to you in one year's business.

We wish to assure every retail jeweler that
this convention will be made up of the best class
of jewelers in the United States. When you look
over this programme and see the noted men who
will address this convention outside of the retail
jewelers, it surely will be a treat to hear them.

In addition to the presidents and managers of
large companies who will address us, the retail
jewelers who will speak are men capable of mak-
ing an address or they would not be invited to
speak.

We invite all retail jewelers and jobbers and
manufacturers and trade press and secular press
to be at this convention. We have no secrets to
keep. This convention will be one strictly of busi-
ness. We think it will pay retail jewelers through-
out this entire country to attend this convention,
even if you are not a regular elected delegate.

We hope each member who owes for his dues
will send the amount to his State at once. We
hope each retail jeweler who is not a member will
send on his dues and ask to be made a member.

This is our last appeal to you. The August
number of the trade press will not be published
until our convention is about to close. We wish
to impress upon every retail jeweler in this
United States that many results have been brought
about during this year. We wish to further say
that we have only made a beginning; that the
"harp string" of progress of our work has only
been sounded. The only difficulty is that the year
has been too short.

Will every retail jeweler in the United States
read this programme with care? Will you please
study the themes here given for discussion. This
is only for the purpose of giving an introduction
to the work of this great convention. Opportuni-
ties will be given for large discussions on these
subjects. Live issues will be discussed at this
meeting.
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We wish to thank the trade press for their
hearty support to organization work during the
year. We wish to thank the trade press for their
loyal support of the president of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association. We wish to
thank the manufacturers and jobbers for their
words of commendation for our efforts at fairness.
We wish to thank the many loyal retail jewelers
who have assisted in the work of the year.
These all leave most pleasant remembrgnces,
never to be forgotten.

Special entertainment will be provided for the
ladies who attend this convention. Each retail
jeweler is invited and urged to bring with him
his good wife. In the past conventions the large
number of ladies who attended gave inspiration to
the occasion. May we have the presence of hun-
dreds of the good wives of our brother jewelers?

Programme for American National Retail
Jewelers' Association Convention at Omaha, Au-
gust 2d to 6th inclusive, Rome Hotel :

MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 2D

Initiation into the "Aksarben."

TUESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 3D
9.00 Registration of delegates.
9.30 Music.
10.00 Call to order. Invocation by Rev. Love-

land, Omaha.
10.00 Address of welcome by Mayor of Omaha.
10.30 Response, A. E. Paegel, Minneapolis, Minn.
10.50 Appointment of committee.
I1.00 Report of National Secretary S. Callison,

Iowa. 
moo Report of National Treasurer R. C. Bernau,

N. C.
11.30 Address-"Why Are We Here?" C. H.

Williams, Oregon.
12.00 Adjournment.
r.3o Music.
1.30 Report of Credentials Committee.
2.00 President's Address, J. P. Archibald, Penn-

sylvania.
2.30 Address-"Trials and Tribulations of a

Country Jeweler." Senator Henry Zilli-
ken (jeweler), Wellsburg, W. Va.

3.00 Address-"The Retail Jeweler as an Adver-
tiser." R. D. Worrell, Mo.

3.30 Address-"The Social Life of the Retail
Jeweler." A. F. Jahnke, Richmond, Va.

Evening-Lecture by Chas. Higgenbotham, of
South Bend Watch Co.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 4TH-M A NUBAC-
T URERS' AND JOBBERS' DAY

9.00 Music.
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9.30 Call to order.

. 
 d dcAnnouncements.rss ,,D ol la

109 rs and Sense." Harry Hy- ,
man (Hyman, Berg & Co.), Chicago.

10.30 Address-"Imagination in Your Business."
H. C. Carpenter, sales manager of South
Bend Watch Co.

11.00 Address-"How Much Wear is a Consumer
Entitled to on a Time Guaranteed Watch
Case?" Albert M. Dueber, President
Dueber-Hampden Watch Works.

11.30 Address-"Manufacturer, Jobber and Re-
tailer on Common Ground. Geo. H. Ed-
wards, Secretary National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association.

12.00 Adjournment.
1.30 Music and call to order.
1.30 Address-"Personality, Profit, Publicity."

Steele F. Roberts, of E. P. Roberts &
Sons, Pittsburg, Pa.

2.00 Address-"A New Era in Business." Jacob
Franks, President of Rockford Watch
Company.

2.30 Address-Building Up a Retail Watch Busi-
ness." W. H. Ingersoll (R. H. Ingersoll
& Bros.), New York City.

3.00 Address-"On the Firing Line." G. V.
Dickinson, Vice-President Elgin National
Watch Co.

3.30 Address-"Signs of the Times." George E.
Fahys, Vice-President Fahys Watch Case
Co.

4.00 Address-"A Golden Opportunity." Earnest
Lunt, President Towle Manufacturing Co.

4.30 Address-Joseph Mazer, Oklahoma.
5.00 Adjournment.

(Continued on pope t165)
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Annual Meeting Tennessee Retail
Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the above or-
ganization was held at the Maxwell House,
Nashville, on June 19th, the members of
the State Optical Society, who held their
convention at the same time, being present.

Despite the fact that only one session
was held, much business of routine nature
was transacted.

All the old officers were re-elected, with
the exception of the second vice-president.
The result was as follows:

D. A. Pless, Morristown, president;
C. C. Breece, Franklin, first vice-president;
Ernest Smallman, McMinnville, second vice-
president ; R. B. Herzer, Nashville, secre-
tary-treasurer. The meeting next year will
be held at Memphis at the time of the con-
vention of the State Optical Society.

Resolutions were adopted requesting all
members to collect and forward to the sec-
retary data regarding all sales made for a
price less than the established minimum sell-
ing price.

The meeting was called to order at 9.30
o'clock by President Pless, and the body im-
mediately got down to business. In his ad-
dress, President Pless spoke optimistically
of the general retail condition throughout
the State. Adjournment was taken at 11.45
o'clock.

A much enjoyed and practical address
was delivered by Mr. Herzer, in which he
set forth the aims of the association and its
accomplishments. He showed that the
manufacturers are evincing a disposition to
co-operate with the members.

Annual Meeting South Dakota Retail
Jewelers' Association

The meeting was called to order by
Secretary A. W. Voedisch by proxy of the
president, H. G. Nickolls, who was absent.
The minutes of the previous meeting were
read and approved. The election of officers
then followed and resulted as follows:

President, A. W. Voedisch, Aberdeen;
vice-president, Chas. Halbkat, Watertown;
secretary, D. Sharp, Brookings ; treasurer,
R. Hoskins, Vermilion.

For member of executive committee,
three years, D. G. Gallett, Aberdeen.

Three delegates were chosen to the na-
tional convention in Omaha: A. W. Voed-
isch, D. G. Gallett, R. Hoskins ; alternates,
D. K. Cole, L. B. Huston, N. R. Giles.

It was then decided to hold the annual
meetings in June and the semiannual meet-
ings in January of each year, the time and
place to be decided by the executive board.

Invitations were then extended for the
semiannual meeting next January by Ver-
milion, Highmore, Redfield and Woon-
socket, and for the annual meeting in June,
1910, by Brookings.

The meeting then adjourned for dinner
to meet at 2 P.M. •

At 2 P.M. the meeting was called to
order.

A general discussion was made of the
national stamping law. It was voted that
this association favors a national stamping
law in so far as it does not interfere with or

imperil the best interests of the retail jeweler
or destroy his individuality as a tradesman.

The following resolutions were adopted:
That we, as an association, stand unani-

mously opposed to the parcels post system,
the official organ of the trade, and the com-
plete watch.

That we heartily appreciate the right
royal manner in which we have been enter-
tained by Mr. Voedisch and Mr. Gallett and
wish to say that our attendance at this
meeting has been made enjoyable and profit-
able largely through their efforts and inter-
est ; and, further, that we extend to the

President A. W. Voediseh

Commercial Club, of Aberdeen, a vote of
thanks for the use of their rooms in which
to hold our meetings, and that the secretary
be instructed to so write them.

N. J. Elliott, representing the South
Bend Watch Co., A. F. Williams, of Sischo
& Beard ; W. P. Knauer, of the Geneva
Optical Co., and J. B. Crawford, with Lon-
gines watches, were present and gave very
interesting and pleasing talks.

The association expressed itself as ap-
preciating the methods used by A. L. Haman
and other jobbers in properly protecting the
retail jeweler.

Annual Meeting Arkansas Retail
Jewelers' Association

The annual convention of the Arkansas
Jewelers' Association was called to order in
the banquet hall of the New Capital Hotel,
Little Rock, on June 15th, with a large at-
tendance. The greater part of the first day
was taken up with the adoption of minutes
of the former meeting, the reports of offi-
cers, consideration of applicants for mem-
bership and the address of President John
L. Green. of El Dorado. Eight applicants
for membership were considered and ac-
cepted.

G. W. Fennan, of Springdale, who is
deaf and dumb, was voted a life membership
by a unanimous vote.

President Green, of El Dorado, called
attention in his speech to the necessity and
importance of organization by which uni-
formity in price lists could be attained, de-
sirable legislation secured and some action
taken concerning the catalogue houses and
wholesalers who sell at retail.

The feature of the meeting on the
morning of the second day was the consoli-
dation of the State associations of jewelers
and opticians into one body. This action
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was ratified by both organizations. The
consolidated body will be named the Ar-
kansas Retail Jewelers' Association. The
jewelers have a membership of 75 and the
opticians 50, making the new body of a
membership of 125.

Officers for the ensuing year were
elected as follows: J. L. Green, of El Do-
rado, president ; S. D. Spratt, of Monticello,
first vice-president; N. M. Alexander, of
Batesville, second vice-president ; E. A.
Short, Prescott, secretary-treasurer.

The association decided to hold the next
convention in Little Rock on the second
Tuesday and Wednesday of May, 1910.

New Goods and Inventions
(Continued from page 116o)

A Mysterious Clock for Advertising
Purposes

While mysterious clocks are by no
means a novelty to the trade, that shown in
our illustration is a new form of mysterious
timekeeper which cannot fail to arrest at-
tention and arouse curiosity. This clock is
intended as an advertising device for the
jeweler's window and is admirably adapted
for this purpose. It is twenty-one inches
high, with a sixteen-inch dial and is fur-
nished to the jewelers through the jobbing
trade by Reeves & Kemper Co., St. Louis,
Mo. It is universally conceded by window
display artists that nothing attracts so much
attention or excites so much curiosity as
mechanical devices, especially of this mysti-

fying character. The shrewdest observer is
unable in this case to solve the query why
the clock runs and keeps time. Many and
humorous are the discussions which it will
create among those who gaze into the win-
dow, and, besides, it flavors of fine mechan-
ical skill, a fame for which is worth much to
the jewelry store. Those who allow a cer-
tain expenditure for advertising will do well
to consider whether a portion of the money
so expended would not be put to excellent
use in the purchase of one of these novel
clocks.
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Annual Meeting North Carolina Retail
Jewelers'Association

The fourth annual meeting of the above as-
sociation was called to order by the president,
R. C Bernau, Greensboro, in the Pythian Hall,

Durham, N. C., June 15, 1909. Hon. James H.
Southgate delivered the address of welcome,
which was responded to by the president, who
then delivered his annual address to the associa-
tion, after which the business of the convention
began.

There were thirty delegates present and fif-
teen new members were elected. There was
some round-table talk in which a number partici-
pated, and W. C. Frasier spoke briefly upon the
adoption of a uniform price-list for repairs.

The election of officers was then taken up.
In this choice Durham fared handsomely. R. C.
Bernau, Greensboro, was re-elected president;
G. W. Frasier, Durham, vice-president ; Frank M.
Jolly, Raleigh, secretary ; J. T. Burke, Wilming-
ton, treasurer.

With this official form an executive commit-
tee, composed of Messrs. R. N. Walker, High
Point, and S. M. Snider, Durham, completed the
election. Delegates to the national convention,
which meets in Omaha, were chosen next. Messrs.
Fred N. Day, Winston-Salem; B. R. Jolly,
Raleigh; M. H. Jones, Durham, and W. H.
Leonard, Salisbury, were named. Dinner was an-
nounced at this juncture and took the shape of
a barbecue at Lakewood Park, which was fur-
nished by the Durham jewelers, and all partook
of the appetizing repast. Mayor Griswold made a
short address.

At 4 o'clock the convention convened again and
business was resumed. One of the features of the
occasion was a gold testing machine, invented by
B. R. Jolly, Raleigh, N. C., who has spent ten
years in perfecting this machine, patent for which
has been allowed. Demonstrations of machine
was made to the entire satisfaction of the visitors.
Some tests of gold found in mines near Durham
was made, which was most promising and en-
couraging to parties interested in the mines, as
well as the inventor.

President Bernau, who is also treasurer of
national association, is on his way to Germany,
where he will attend a watchmakers' convention.
He carries greetings from N. C. R. J. Association
as well as the A. N. R. J. Association. Convention
adjourned after the most enthusiastic meeting in
its history. The time and place of next meeting
will be decided by Executive Committee.

Kansas Retail Jewelers' Association

The annual meeting of the above organization
was held in Topeka on May 26th, President L. E.
Armel, of Holton, in the chair. The meeting was
held in the Y. M. C. A. Building and after the
offering of a prayer by Rev. James White, of
Topeka, President Armel delivered the opening
address. He reviewed at some length the history
of the organization and what was being ac-
complished by the various trade associations. He
argued forcibly in favor of the jewelers of the
State becoming members, as only by united action
through a solid organization could they expect
to obtain the many reforms of which the trade
are sorely in need.

J. A. Haupt gave an interesting talk on "The
Methods of Taking in Work," explaining his own
ideas, which seemed to appeal very favorably to
those present. There is a notable lack of system
among the trade in this matter and Mr. Haupt's
views will doubtless have good results.

Jules A. Bourquin, of Horton, delivered a
very interesting and highly instructive address
on the subject of "Advertising the Jewelry Store
and Stock." Mr. Bourquin is known as a suc-
cessful advertiser and an enthusiastic believer in
printer's ink. Seldom, indeed, have we perused a
paper which contains so much advertising sense
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and sound publicity information as that of Mr.
Bourquin. The paper is published in another por-
tion of this issue.

A. D. Harry, of Norwich, addressed the meet-
ing at some length on "Organization Benefits and
Results."

The fact that the opticians' convention was
held at the same time and that many of the
iewelers belong to both organizations, interfered
somewhat with the attendance at the jewelers'
meeting and it was decided to complete the busi-
ness during the afternoon session. Consequently,
Mayor Green, of Topeka, opened the afternoon
session by an address of welcome and was fol-
lowed by President Armel, who discussed at con-
siderable length various matters connected with
the organization.

The secretary and treasurer presented their
reports, which were accepted.

The election of officers, which was the last
business on the programme, resulted as follows:
President, L. E. Armel, Holton; first vice-presi-
dent, C. H. Paxton, Paola; second vice-president.
A. D. Harry, Norwich; secretary and treasurer,
C. C. Stevenson, Pittsburg. Executive Committee
—J. A. Haupt, Peabody; S. F. Ricker, Emporia;
J. Q. A. Shelden, Manhattan.

Annual Meeting Virginia Retail Jewel-
ers' Association

The annual meeting of the Virginia Retail
Jewelers' Association was held at the Jefferson
Hotel, Richmond, on June 23d. There were two
meetings, one in the morning, when reports were
read and approved, and another in the afternoon,
when the following officers were elected for the
ensuing year : President, A. F. Jahnke, Jr., of

President A. F. Jahnke, Jr.

Richmond; first vice-president, \V. D. Martin,
Rocky Mount; second vice-president, W. H.
Schwarzschild, of Richmond; third vice-president,
C. F. Lauterbach, Petersburg; fourth vice-presi-
dent, Fred Greenwood, Norfolk ; fifth vice-presi-
dent, H. L. Lang, Staunton; secretary, Otis S.
Harding, Petersburg; treasurer, J. S. James, of
Richmond.

Joseph E. Allen and C. Fred Kohler, of Rich-
mond, together with the officers, constitute the ex-
ecutive committee. Next year's convention will
be held in Norfolk on the third Wednesday in June.

The association was organized one year ago
and since that time it has more than doubled its
membership.

At the afternoon session the following dele-
gates were elected to represent Virginia at the
next convention of the American National Retail
Jewelers' Association in Omaha, Nebr., August 3d
and 4th; A. F. Jahnke, Jr., and Joseph E. Allen, of
Richmond; A. D. Beckner, Martinsville ; C. F.
Lauterbach, Petersburg, and W. D. Martin, Rocky
Mount. The Virginia delegates, especially those
from Richmond, will go to the national conven-
tion with the avowed intention of securing the
next convention for that city.

The convention came to a close with a ban-
quet at the Jefferson. Among those present was
A. F. Jahnke, Sr., who is perhaps the oldest
jeweler and watchmaker in the State, having come
to this country from Germany before the war. A
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standing toast was drunk to him as the oldest
practical watchmaker in Virginia. Mr. Jahnke
spoke reminiscently and recounted many incidents
of the trade in the early years.

Official Programme of the Omaha Con-
vention and an Appeal to the Trade

from President Archibald

(Continued from page 1163)

WEDNESDAY EVENING

8.00 Banquet.
Music, Emil Geist, St. Paul, Minn.
Toastmaster's address.
Greetings from A. N. R. J. A.
Toast, Rev. Loveland, Omaha, Nebr.
Toast, Hon. W. J. Bryan, Lincoln, Nebr.

THURSDAY MORNING, AUGUST 5TH

9.00 Music and call to order.
9.10 Report of Executive Committee.
9.15 Report of other committees.
9.30 Address—"The Panama Canal; Panama

and Its Future Prospects." Hon. S. 0.
Bigney, Attleboro, Mass.

10.00 Election of officers.
12.00 Announcements and adjournment.
1.30 Music and call to order.
2.00 Address—"Betterments in Business." A. F.

Sheldon, President Sheldon School, Chi-
cago, Ill.

3.00 Announcements and adjournment.

THURSDAY EVENING

Public reception and viewing exhibits.

FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 6TH

9.00 Music and call to order.
9.15 Address—A. E. Barker, Minneapolis, Minn.
10.00 Report of Resolution Committee.
10.00 Adoption of Resolutions.
1.00 Announcements.

I1.3o Adjournment.
1.30 Music and call to order.
1.45 Unfinished business.
2.30 New business.
3.30 Love feast and farewells.
4.00 Adjournment.
Evening—Initiation into "Ku-Ku's."

The Rome Hotel, Omaha, was chosen as the
convention meeting place and official headquarters.
Here, too, the exhibits will be shown. Exhibitors
will be interested in the fact that owing to the
peculiar conformation of the floor every member '
and visitor to the convention must pass through
the exhibit rooms to reach or leave the conven-
tion hall. The exhibit committee have decided
to charge for exhibition space only enough to
cover the necessary expense to properly and
reasonably care for the national meeting. To this
end they have established a rate of $Loo per
square foot for floor space, with the intention to
rebate pro rata to each exhibitor whatever, if any,
surplus remains. Exhibitors are earnestly urged
to make displays and there is little doubt that
their expense and trouble will be amply compen-
sated in the large attendance. Fire and police
protection, as well as safe and vault room will be
provided free. If special sample rooms on an
upper floor are preferred for display they can
be had at the rate of $15.00 a day. One night
of the convention period will be set aside for the
public inspection of the exhibits. Special invita-
tions to attend will be widely distributed in the
city and surrounding territory. This, it is ex-
pected, will be an advertising feature of great
value.

Formal and legal thirty-day notice is hereby
given by President Archibald to all members of
the American National Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion that the regular annual election of officers
will be held on Thursday morning, August 5th, at
TO o'clock, at Omaha, Nebr., instead of the first
Tuesday of August, as directed in the charter
of this Association. The Association reserves the
right to waive this notice to another hour or to
another day of the same week while this meeting is
in legal session.
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United States Patents

Patents of interest to the trade, recently
issued, especially prepared for this journal
by Wm. N. Moore, patent attorney, Loan
and Trust Building, Washington, D. C.

No. 922,55o.—Clock Winding Mechanism.
Ernest E. Yaxley, Chicago, Ill. Filed
April 2, 1908. Serial No. 424,760.

Motor mechanism including a toothed
wheel, pawl mechanism including a pawl
adapted for engagement with the toothed
wheel to turn the same, a power device oper-
ating upon and through the pawl to effect
turning movement of the wheel, an electro-
magnet serving, when energized, to operate
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upon the pawl mechanism to cause the pawl
thereof to have fresh tooth engagement, and
upon the power device to replenish power
therein, and switching mechanism governed
by the pawl mechanism and permitted to
close circuit through the electro-magnet
when the pawl has caused predetermined
movement of the wheel, said pawl mechan-
ism operating the switching mechanism to
open circuit through the electro-magnet
when the pawl has fresh tooth engagement,
the pawl mechanism being out of operating
relation with the switching mechanism dur-
ing movement of the pawl to the position
where it may have fresh tooth engagement,
whereby circuit through the electro-magnet
is maintained during such movement of
the pawl.

No. 921,759.—Setting. Howard Walker,
Attleboro, Mass., assignor to George
H. Cahoone Company, a corporation of
Rhode Island. Filed November 9,
1908. Serial No. 461,614.

In an ornamental setting, the combina-
tion with a rigid base, of lugs upon the base,
a rod fixed in the lugs and ornaments
mounted upon the rods. In an ornamental
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setting, the combination with a rigid base,
of lugs upon the base, a flexible rod
mounted in the lugs, and ornaments
mounted upon the rod.
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No. 921,859.—Watch Mechanism. Robert
L. Marshall, Elizabethtown, Ky. Filed
September is, 1908. Serial No.
453,080.

In a watch or clock mechanism, top and
bottom plates, one of said plates being pro-
vided with a recess and an annular flange on
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the edge of said recess, a recessed cap pro-
vided with an annular groove arranged to
receive said annular flange and a spring box
provided with teeth on its periphery ar-
ranged to enter the registering recesses of
said cap and plate and to be guided by per-
ipheral guide members on said cap and plate.

No. 921,702.—Barrette. Charles H. Howe,
Leominster, Mass. Filed July 22, 1908.
Serial No. 444,749.

As an article of manufacture, a barrette
having a longitudinal continuous rigid and
solid central strengthening rib on the back
thereof, having a smooth rounded outer sur-
face partaking of the form of the barrette,
of substantially uniform width and thick-
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ness throughout, connected directly with the
barrette from end to end, a fastening pin
consisting of a wire having two resilient,
substantially parallel legs pivoted at one end
of the rib, and bent inwardly slightly toward
each other between their ends whereby they
substantially and yieldingly engage the op-
posite solid sides of said rib, and means at
the opposite end of the rib for securing the
free ends of the pin.

No. 921,846.—Chain-clasp. Hubert E.
Kerley, Marietta, Ga. Filed June r8,
1908. Serial No. 439,238.

A clasp of the class described compris-
ing a sleeve member formed with a

shoulder, and a second member comprising
a locking element which is bifurcated and is
provided upon one of its furcations with a
boss for engagement with the shoulder of
the first-mentioned member, and means
rigidly connected with one of the furcations
and engaged by the other furcation to limit
the springing of the last-mentioned furca-
tion away from the first-mentioned furca-
tion. A clasp of the class described com-
prised of a sleeve member formed with a
shoulder, and a second member coinprising
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a head and a locking element which is bifur-
cated and has one of its furcations fitted into
the head and secured therein and having the
other furcation projecting into the head and
formed with a boss for engagement with the
shoulder of the first-mentioned member.

No. 922,o13.—Watch. Walter B. Mehl,
Waltham, Mass, assignor to E. Howard
Watch Company, Riverside, N. J., a
corporation of New Jersey. Filed Au-
gust I, 1908. Serial No. 446,377.

In a watch, a dial plate, a case center
upon which said dial plate rests, and means
secured to the dial side of the dial plate,
whereby to adjustably attach said dial plate
to said case center, substantially as de-

scribed. In a watch, the combination with a
movement having a dial plate, of a case cen-
ter provided with a flange upon which said
dial plate rests, means adjustably secured to
the dial side of the dial plate and to said
case center for retaining said movement in
position on the flange of the latter, sub-
stantially as described.

No. 922,451.—Bracelet. Anthony H. Bliss,
North Attleboro, Mass., assignor to
A. H. Bliss Company, North Attleboro,
Mass, a corporation of Massachusetts.
Filed June 3, 1907, Serial No. 376,984.
Renewed April ro, 1909. Serial No.
489,184.

In a device of the class described, a pair
of units, a hollow link uniting said units and
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having a sliding engagement with one of
said units, and means contained within said
link for resiliently holding said link within
said unit.

No. 923,055.—Pen and Pencil Clip. Fred-
erick C. Lowrey, Waterbury, Conn., as-
signor to The Smith & Griggs Manu-
facturing Company, Waterbury, Conn.,
a corporation of Connecticut. Filed
October 5, 1908. Serial No. 456,152.

As a new article of manufacture, a pen
or pencil holder comprising a resilient clip
body member 5 arranged to embrace a pen
or pencil, a holding spring 6, said spring

$rfas

having an integral holding head 3 at one end
and an integral rivet 4 near the opposite end
and projecting from one face thereof, said
clip being secured to said spring by said
rivet, said spring being arranged on the
outer side of said clip.
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What is a "Fair Fixed Selling
Price"?

By L. A. SPURLOCIC, Rockport, Mo., before Missouri
Retail Jewelers' Association

Mail-order

Competition

A death struggle is never
inviting, either physically or
in a business sense ; but fre-
quently, in one's lifetime,

the "horns of the dilemma" present them-
selves and one must oppose force to force in
the first case and, in the second, put good,
sound business sense against that of his
competitor. The business dilemma I speak
of is the mail-order house, and the "good,
sound business sense" I wish to oppose
against it is the "fair, fixed selling price,"
which places the smallest retailer on an.
equal footing with the greatest mail-order
house extant.

I have noticed the many articles circu-
lating throughout the press with reference
to this "fixed price," some advocating a
small fixed profit with an advance on re-
pairs, others holding for the Too per cent.
plan and still a third class adopting the per-
centage as laid down by some of the most
successful jewelry manufacturers. Of the
three methods I would choose the last ; but
having an idea of my own respecting this
subject I wish to place its humble weight
against the three theories above.

Every dealer, in whatever
line, is entitled to a fair
profit. As to the third
party, the purchaser, he is

entitled to a fair price and goods that corre-
spond in value to the money paid. For ex-
ample, say the extension price of the
"X" watch is $7.75 and the manufac-
turer has fixed your minimum profit,
or selling price, at 6o per cent., which
would put the watch up to the pur-
chaser at $12.40. This is a fair selling
price, both as to yourself and the buyer ; fair
to yourself because it enables you to include
the percentage of breakage, rent, clerk hire
and the other incidentals which must be sad-
dled on to the staple articles of sale to meet
these unavoidable expenses ; fair to the
buyer because it gives him a good article at a
reasonable, business man's price and does not
subject him to a sliding scale of prices that
may be balm to his pocketbook one moment
and a two-edged knife at another.

Remember that the salvation of the
"fixed price" is embodied in the one word,
"medium ;" it must be neither too high nor
too low. Remember that when this conven-
tion strives for a "fixed price" it must place
it so that there will be no "crawfishing," so
that "from the jump" the public may regard
the price so fixed that the article and its

The Minimum

Profit

KEYSTONE

price may become a byword in the business
world. Hence, everyone must be satisfied
at the outset, for nothing so shakes the con-
fidence of the public as discontent among
dealers, and especially among dealers like
ourselves, who have formed conventions and
leagues ostensibly to help the buyer and the
retailer.

The Happy

Medium

Now, to show the advan-
tage of the 6o per cent. fixed
minimum profit allow me to
take up the three proposi-

tions seriatim. First, the small profit plan
and the advance on repairs to make up the
deficit. This hardly needs an answer, but
one should win on the strength of his own
argument and not on the weakness of the
other party's. As far as my business ex-
perience has taught rue, the small profit is
only bait and the necessary increase in some
other line of the business, as the repairs, is
to make up the requisite amount to meet the
unavoidable expenses enumerated above.
Now, Mr. Retailer, can't you see a happy
medium between bait and increase in the
fixed price that comes neither too high nor
too low and doesn't scare a customer like a
yellow quarantine flag? A medium, steady,
"fixed price" at 6o per cent. will do more for
you than a "fixed bait," and the consequent
elevation of prices in other articles. As I see
it the "fixed small profit" simply throws the
sliding scale of prices on other articles,
while the "fixed, medium price" of 6o per
cent. will satisfy all parties and leave other
articles and branches of the business normal.

Second, the roo per cent. plan needs no
argument, with reference to the class of arti-
cles I am dealing with in this discourse, for
I am advocating this "fixed selling price"
only on watch cases, movements, some
plated flatware and hollowware and not on
the lesser articles, as scarf pins, stationery,
etc. To put the price at TOO per cent. on
such plated wares, etc., would be plain high-
way robbery and would be upholding the
black mask, slung shot and dark nights as an
honorable profession.

Third, the percentage, as
adopted by many of the
leading jewelry mann foe-
turers, I have not much

quarrel with because they have struck the
right principle and are only lacking in that
their percentage is too high in many cases
and two low in others. For example, one
firm lays down the 66 2/3 per cent. rule and
have succeeded, too, in their business ; an-
other firm says 33 per cent. is the correct
estimate. But, as stated before, there is a
happy medium of 60 per cent. that falls be-
tween the two that, I think, will prove satis-
factory to the manufacturer, retailer and

Manufacturers'

Profits
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buyer. It has the advantage of being fair,
not used as bait and prevents a sliding scale
on other parts of the business, keeping that
normal in price, and holds out the retailer as
a business man who has business where
everything is on a steady level.

Let me close this part of my paper by
asking this question : Where is the retailer
who does not wish his business to have an
even tenor, with no deep valleys and the con-
sequent tall hills in his prices? Sixty per
cent. is, I think, the remedy.

Touching the mail-order
houses, I have to say that
the "fixed price" is the
weapon for our salvation.

It reminds one of Spencer's "Fairy Queen,"
wherein a single knight vanquished a Fiery
Dragon with his Sword of Faith ; for now
in the lists is posed the retailer, with as ef-
fective a weapon as that in the legend, to
fight a greater dragon than the storied one
ever dared be. Our "fixed price" enables us
to extend our territory and to reclaim what
we have lost, for where is the buyer who
would not prefer to trade at home at the
same price he could trade abroad ? Yes, and
even cheaper, because at the fixed rate the
home dealer requires no postage, freight or
express charges, while the mail-order house
would have to unless it preferred a sudden
decline to a use of common sense.

So I see nothing but a brilliant future
for our business if we "get down to our
knitting" and put our good advice to work.
Remember, a business is no stronger than
what a man puts into it. This convention is
not only advisory, it must have redder blood
than that ; let's "do" and practice our max-
ims and advice in our own bailiwick. Co- '
operating with the manufacturer, we will
find him only too ready to adopt a reasonable
fixed price, which I place at 6o per cent., for
we three, the manufacturer, retailer and
buyer, depend on each other.

Value of

Fixed Price.

A Mail-order Candidate
Out in Illinois a very popular farmer

received the nomination for a township of-
fice and his election was generally conceded.
This popular farmer, however, had acquired
the mail-order habit and this was well
known to the merchants in the township and
they lost no opportunity in opposing the
election of the popular farmer with the re-
sult that he was defeated. After his defeat
the popular farmer met one of the mer-
chants from his home town and asked him
to what source he attributed his defeat.
The merchant's reply was that evidently the
mail-order house did not furnish enough
votes for his election, and there is a world of
sentiment in the reason set forth.
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YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN  1
The voting or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engravi ng, to grasp I
the finer points of Watchmaking and Optics, finds it necessary to

spend at least five years in a store before he has attained a thorough knowledge of the busi-
ness. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge can be gained at our college. We
get telegrams and letters every day, offering positions to our graduates, which shows what
practical storekeepers think of our counte. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset fits., Philadelphia, Pa.

See tcir large adverl iseinent, nage 1132

IL,INDNIER Se CO ellovvellers'
I", Supplies

St E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 01110

Being an exclusive Tool and Material House, can assure prompt
and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE OF 750 PAGES

KANSAS CITY HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL
We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING and
JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and Theoretical.

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
This department is under the direct supervision of W. B. NEEDLES, Oph., D.N.D.,
and teaches an advanced course in higher branches of Ophthalmology.

We can secure you a position at good salary. Send for catalog. Work for the trade
solicited and satisfaction guaranteed. Both Schools Incorporated and Chartered.

A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th St., KANSAS CITY, MO.
AMA

wilmn.mmoM

SPECIAL NOTICE—These "washers" are
covered by United States Patent
.No. 894,314, and all infringements
will be prosecuted.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.
MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.
PRICES: Gross, $1.50; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

Established 59 Years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
ALL QUALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire, Rolled to Any Gage

ALL QUALITIES 01? GOLD AND SILVER SOLDER
We are selling Fine GOLD for 51.04 per dwt., which we Guarantee to be

GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS
Small Rolling for the Trade 1Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Established 1858

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand
Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
51 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order
them of your jobber, who
will be pleased to serve

you, but be sure that the goods have the above brand oil them. Try our
Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO., Pawtucket. }'Rhode U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

DIAMONDS scud PRECIOUS STONES

Bought, Sold and Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisetnents made for estates or individuals

J. J. COI-ILiN
101 I Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1891
IVrite for further inhtrination

Victory Lapel Button
Backs. Pat' d.

CiEE3HAROT

VICTORY
Lapel Back and
Safety Catches
Applied to your Spring line

aPEN CLOsEIS
VICTORY

PAT'n.
AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

FOR BROOCHES
vi ill increase your business Send for Catalog and Price-List

Fifth mild Elm Sts., Cincinnnti, Ohio

Mahler's Improved Temple Ferrules
ApraetleMmethadofrepahingimdienspeetheietvnqdes.

'rites° ferrules are le of good stock, soft solder II Hell
 1 'nuke it neat. (dean Job They nre mit 1114 follrms:

No. I Box containing half gross assorted sizes, 4 doz. gold
filled, 1 doz.tier. Hill er and 1 doz.1 0 K. gold ferrules $1.00

IWO. 3. PaPHI' 1.011t111111Hg 2 doz. assort st sizes, IS gold filled
and 0 Ger. . . . . . . . . 25 (puts:
No. 4. Paper containing 2 doz. assorted sizes, mit gold
filled . . . . . . . . . . . :to cents

Ask yonr Jobber for them. or send direct 10 nue.
FRED MAHLER, Grand Rapids, Mich.

1,11wAsgpAILlim
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space reduced to the minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 
NEWARK,

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE POLISHING 
BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 

GIJARASTELD OR 
MOSSY 

RRYONDED

WATCH REPAIRING
JEWELRY WORK -
ENGRAVING - - -

Ordinary and complicated. R. R. inspection work. Some customers send us ALL their work.

Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces of extra fine jewelry to order, gold plating and coloring.

for jewelers anti manufacturers, single jobs, small or large lots.

Send for our
Trade Price-List EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS, 1FaiarY.Yhi-sn-hendo Lancaster, Pa.

Learn Watchmaking
1Videll waking nays and you
earl earn while you learn.
Write for F It E E it 0 0 IC,
'how to to a Watchmaker."
Postal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Builaing, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Established 1890

Watch Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

iiood Work promptly
done at Fair l'rices.

Ilest Material used.
Reference given.
Estimates furnished.

WM. N. BRUNNER
711 Stumm Street

(Second Floor Front )
Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell Telephone

CovillS Celluloid Insulator

,
TRANSPARENT

$1 50

PREPAID

COVER

PER

DOZ.

Send For Sample
W.J.COvILL 38 REYNOLDS ARCADE.ROCHESTER, N.Y.

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHI GAG°. 1893 PARIS. 1889 BERNE, 1859

Very good second -hand
CHRONOMETERS 011 hand.
Itepairing, springing and
adjusting Chronometers.
Also ft lie watch repairing
for I he trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Siimemor to II. II. Heinrich

532 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. V.
I have employed Mr.
THOS. C. REDFERN to
my entire satisfaction
for many years In all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also in Ill!IV work. I know
of 110 one who has a better general knowledge of
chronometer work than he 1111S. Ile has also done
a great deal of line and complicated watch repair-
ing for me, and I eon recommend him to anyone
desiring his services. II. II. TIEINRICII.

G. F. Walsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everything in
the line of
Watch case
Repairing

Gold and
Sliver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

01,1
111.11• NI`W

Silversmiths'
Building
131-13 7
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
Watchmakers for the Trade

tt 04-5-6 Holland Bldg.
sr. LOUIS. MO.

Prompt and efficient service
AVRITE FOR SHIPPING STICKERS

WATCHMAKING TO THE TRADE
We are experts in the repair of all
complicated and ordinary watches.
GIVE US A TRIAL and you will
always send us your work. We
guarantee all our work and assure
PROMPT SERVICE.

N.Jeusen & Co.20 Ssci.t Ins] or 11 Building
'A L. UNN.

E. I. JONES

Watchmaker for the Trade
308 Brown Blk.

OMAHA ...• NEBR.

orSpot Cash'im
FOR JEWELRY STORES

I PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send
stocks at once, no matter how large or
small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request.
If offer is not satisfactory, will return
goods.

EMIL NOEL
550 E. 413th Place, Chicago,111.

If you should be in Chicago with your
stock, make appointment with me by
telephone, Drexel 5323.

IT DON'T PAY
to do your own repairing. p
Send it to us. We have the
facilities for handling it and
can save you money. All
work promptly returned.

KIRCHNER & RENICH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

Our Line ,Tth,T=Ec-prtg:
HAT PINS, SASH PINS, COL-
LAR, CUFF and VEIL PINS
and SETS, BROOCHES,
BANDEAUX, HAIR PINS,
SCARF PINS, LINK BUTTONS,
SETS and TIE CLASPS,
is complete in variety of design style and
quality. OUR NEW CATALOGUE
should be in the hands of every merchant
who handles jewelry. Send for it.

Perry Jewelry Co. Manufacturing
Jewelers

CAESAR MISCH BUILDING, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Deal Di nti ujil, the Manufacturer
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CATALOG
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GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND
OPTICIANS
ESTA, 1802

Chioago,

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 1 909 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morrison, Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Guarantee Your Watch Repairs
and gain the confidence of your customers. The best and
simplest way to do this is to procure a

Keystone Book of Repair Guarantees
which contains 200 printed forms with stubs. These guar-
antees are very carefully worded so as to give your cus-
tomer faith in your ability and skill, and yet 'safeguard
yourself. All the most progressive watch repairers now
use these guarantees. Send for sample.

Sent fiostpaid to any ,Part of the world on receipt of price, $1,00 (qs. 20'.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809, 811, 813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A Simplified Study of

Watch and Clock Escapements
IMP

A jeweler writes, " Is there any work
written on escapements explaining the sub-
ject without the frequent use of geometry

and mathematics ? In answer, we wish to inform him and
his brother jewelers, that there is one and only one such
work, the Avell-known treatise,

Watch and Clock Escapements
The purpose of this treatise when first compiled was the teaching ot

horology to those who lacked a deep knowledge of mathematics and
geometry. It is generally considered the most masterly and exhaustive work
on escapements, and yet is so simple that it can be studied with pleasure and
profit by any bench worker.

"1 am more than pleased with the book. it is the best I have everseen on the subject " writes T. Q. CHAPMAN, of Donaldsville, La.
" it is a grand book and cannot be beaten " writes S. L. CURRIE,of Gypsum, Kans.

These are but types of the opinions universally held in regard to this
work. It covers thoroughly the lever, cylinder and chronometer escape-
ments and is admittedly much superior to any correspondence course on
this subject now available.

Over 200 illustrations illustrate the text and simplify all diffluities.
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price,

PUBLISHED BY

$1. 50(68.3d.)

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
&xis 1-8r3 North tyth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Watch and Jewelry Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

Prompt, Reliable and at Moderate Cost

ARTHUR F. MOELLER
7 Maiden Lane, New York

Established 20 Years

REFINERS
of Gold,Silver a

S an Platinum in any
nd

shape-solids or

Sweep Smelters „I sixpt,desu,twngusgoh,

ESIIIiIIISlIed IS,11. 
(filings. Prompt  
returns.

THE W. L. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot to he without an
assortment of Wells Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when Ivante(1. I doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.76
1 doz. gold filled, astel. sizes.
$2.00:1 doz.metal.astd..85c.
Sent prepaid at once (only 011

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same thne, prepaid, one game
of " rip " for each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester Wells.leweler,Meshoppen, Pa.

INCREASE YOUR TRADE
Sending your work to us means
no disappointment to you. We
return 95 Vr of the work sent to us
the same day. This is but one of
the many advantages we offer you

BLITZ 0 ABEL
Repairers and Makers of

Special Orders
47-49 Maiden Lane, New York

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

Send for Our Embossed Card

WE REPAIR
IVORY

TORTOISESHELL
AND

PEARL GOODS

For 25 years we
have repaired for the
Trade countless Gold,
Silver, Ivory and Shell
Goods that were pre-
viously condemned as
beyond repair.

We repair all kinds
of COMBS, supply
new FILES, KNIFE
BLADES, BUTTON
HOOKS, GLASS for
HAND MIRRORS,
COMBS for old
MOUNTINGS, POW-
DER and SALVE
JARS, etc., etc.

We repolish all work entrusted to
us. It looks like new when we get
through with it. Write us about it.

Chas. A. Hetzel & Son Co.
131 West 31st Street

NEW YORK CITY

Established 25 Years

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks,
Chronometers, etc., of every size
and description, 11/ ade and finished
to order.

FINE REPAIRING AND ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY' NEW YORK
102 Fulton Street

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enainelers' Supplies, Muffles,
stones, etc. Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CA R PENT ER & WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St., Providence. R. L

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Film

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

8end for catalogue NEW YORK

MINIATURE PORTRAITS
Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

Plain and
Colored

Can be made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-

list sent upon request

CARMAN ART Co.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course In Practical Eye

Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

I HAVE

300 Original
HIGH - CLASS

Advertisements
in BOOK FORM, covering
every season and every
department of the retail
jewelry store—ads that paid
me and are paying others,
who say they are the best
they've ever seen. 41,Will
send by express, prepaid,
with privilege of examina-

tion, C. 0. D. $5.00

J. B. INGALLS, Jeweler
ROCK ISLAND :: ILLINOIS

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION,LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible
Manufacturers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.

L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, So. Dakota

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

 —0

$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

SI

CATCHY
ENGRAVING

- in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

a

LET US ENGRAVEA SAMPLE

Artistic Monogram and letter
Engraving. Gilding. Watch

Repairing. Send for price-list.

ab CO.

Ashland Nebraska

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY

FINISH AND
A PLEASED

CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE

SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

ilk/0.1~1 00-40"i rier-41p.

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal

Engraving

Steam Lapidary
Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

Klfotikcitou,-64ou‘ctou

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard
1

For Scarf Pins, \:'.."1 Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. RrIce,61.60 per doz. For
salebyall wholesale jewelersandmaterialhouses.
S5mplebyin5il,25e; 11210K. gold,91.00;14K.81.25.
M.CROHINI.Inee.einetr.48 & 60 MaldenLane,N.Y.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetising- Watches a Specialt y

I give close, personal at tention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my mot to. Send for my printed
Priee-1.ist, which b, free for the asking.

Columbus Memorial Bldg., 103 State St., Chicago

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
31anufacturer and ftenairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work called for and delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

Established
1839.

CROUCH 451. FITZGERALD

dewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks anti Cases Always in Stock

177 Broadway 154 Fifth Avenue
Bet. Cortlandt A Dey Ste. Corner 20th Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st and 92d Streets

NEW YORK

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order In Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and A clerical' Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chieaco

Send for Our Ncw Price-List

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-

rive word.. Additional words and ad-

vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged

for as part of the advertisement.
To insure In remittance niust

accompany all orders for advertise-

ments and copy must reach us not later

than the 25th of each month. for inser-

tion in the following month's issue.

Send blank check or draft, or postal

or express money order for $1.00 and

over, or postage stamps for smaller

an((, tints.
If answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real m • anti address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy of

the advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25

cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.

Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

809-811-813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Under this heading, ONE CENT per word.

for first twenty-five words. d4dditional words

and advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.

No advertisements inserted for less than 25
cents.

AS managing buyer and salesman. At
jewelry and silver salesman; factory

trained, retail exp. Expert estimator on de-

tails and repairs. Familiar with all manu-
facturers. "A. B. 23," 1201 Heyworth,

Chicago. 

BY watchmaker, engraver, optician, by Au-
gust isth or September ist; 12 years'

exp., Au ref. Georgia, South Carolina or

Alabama preferred. "R. E. S.," 2336 North

Sixteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUNG man, with three years' exp. in
store, wishes to finish trade. Can do

jewelry repairing, light watch work and
wait on trade. Not afraid to work. Best

of refs.; Texas preferred. "H 8," care
Keystone.

EXPERT clockman, old clocks specialty.

Can reproduce any missing or wornout

parts. Good jeweler, new or repair work.

Ref. Robt. Britton, Clifton Heights, Dela-

ware County, Pa.

BY jeweler and clock repairer, age 21.
Best refs. from present employer. Prefer

manufacturing jeweler $12 per week. Wm.
Collins, 759 Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver; all
around workman, graduate optician. Five

years' exp. in store; 28 years old; married;

own tools and bench. Wants position
where there is prospect for advancement.

No bad habits; best of refs. "G 1," care
Keystone.

YOUNG man, graduate optician and
jeweler. Have trial case and some

watchmaking tools. One year's exp. as

jeweler. For particulars, address Box 94,
Kensett, Iowa.

YOUNG lady wants position as engraver
and saleslady in good store. Would go

to some good town any distance. Landis

School of Engraving, Detroit, Mich.

BY August tst, situation as assistant watch-
maker. Albert E. Spencer, Lawrence,

Mich.

YOUNG man, with one year's exp. as
watchmaker and clockmaker, jeweler,

wants position to finish trade. H. P. Har-
rington, 362 Prairie St., Elgin, Ill.

WATCHMAKER, exp., French and Ameri-
can clocks; middle-aged; married; own

tools; steady work; first-class refs. Taylor,
Joy Place, Sommerville, Mass.

AS manager by one with years of exp. in
business for self. Address "E 16," care

Keystone.

BY young man who has had two years' exp.
in jewelry and clock repairing and wait-

ing on trade. Desire a position where I can

take up watch repairing. Can furnish good
ref. from present employers. H. C. Putsch,
Marshall, Ida.
--- -
FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, Swede, with
5 years' exp. in Sweden and 2 in this

country; competent on Swiss and American

watches; intelligent, neat appearance, age

23; wages $18.00 week; own tools; would

like position with a first-class house; photo

sent if wanted. "S 56," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver,

with knowledge of optics, age 23, with

good character and reputation ,• not particu-

lar as to location; have all own tools.

"M 26," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, ig, two years' exp., wants
position as clock and jewelry repairer and

plain watch work. Best of refs. Address

Ross Carter, Elsie, Mich.

PERMANENT ' position by watchmaker.
Can do plain engraving. Watchwork my

stronghold; ten years' exp. Address "S 33,"

care Keystone.

AS traveling salesman by good, reliable
man of 38, with z8 years' retail exp. as

workman and salesman. Resident of Chi-

cago. "P 37," care Keystone.

BY first-class watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver; 25 years' exp.; age 42; married;

Scandinavian; good habits; best refs. State

wages in first letter. "l. 27," care Key-

stone.

As WATCHMAKER, jeweler, stonesetter,

designer, monogram engraver, practical
optician, thorough on high-grade railroad

and complicated Swiss watches; good sales-
man; have 12 years' exp., 30 years old.

Strictly temperate, use no alcohol or to-

bacco' married; want steady position and

first-class salary; own bench and all tools.

"L. T.," 1302 Ino St., N., Birmingham, Ala.

BY young man, age 28, married, owning
lathe, full set of tools; desires steady

position as watchmaker and jeweler; 5

years' exp.; no bad habits. For full particu-

lars address Harry E. Clay, Lincoln, Maine.

WATCHMAKER, jewelry and clock re-
pairer desires position with chance for

advancement; $15.00 per week; young man,

good habits, best refs. Clarence E. Gum,
Greenville, Ill.

ONE first-class watchmaker and engraver;

also one jeweler, watch and clock re-

pairer want positions on California coast.

"L 57," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, about July
isth; not afraid to work; own tools; pre-

fer central State; refs., salary reasonable.

"M so," care Keystone.

IN Pennsylvania or adjoining States, watch-
maker and optician of ability wants posi-

tion, salary or commission; Philadelphia

refs. Address "W sz," care Keystone.

I AM capable of taking entire charge of

store; am an experienced watchmaker and

refractionist, 20 years' exp.; gilt-edge refs.;

commission or salary. Address "W 53,"

care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, Swede, with 7 years'

exp. in Sweden and 8 years' in this

country; thoroughly competent on high-

grade Swiss and American watches; 2 years'

position at adjusting; expert on escape

balance and hairspring; own tools, refs.;

age 3o, wages $22.00 to start; prefer 8

hours' working day. Would like a position

with a first-class house about 15th of August;

like to go West or Northwest. "E 55,"

care Keystone.

STRICTLY first-class watchmaker, sales-

man and general man, American, age 30,

desires full charge; total abstainer; reliable

position anywhere. "Watchmaker," 531

West Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

AS watchmaker or assistant watchmaker.

Can do all kind of jewelry repairing;

graduate optician. Have had four years'
jewelry  store exp. Can furnish best refs.

F. F. Longman, -Wellington, Kans.

POSITION wanted west of Kansas City;

can wait on trade as well as do all kinds

of bench work; 7 years' exp. with high-

grade watches. Box 191, Salem, Ill.

BY first-class watchmaker, with a reliable

jeweler, as head watchmaker, by October

ist; 8 years' exp. with inspector of rail-

road work; best of ref., good habits.

"N 43," care Keystone.

BY watchmaker and engraver, good all-

around man; have full set of tools; 6

years' exp.; age 21; resident of Chicago.

"S 39," care Keystone.

BY a good second-class watchmaker, sales-

man and engraver, wants steady posi-

tion; have ref.; state salary in first letter.

Edwin Milberg, St. Croix Falls, Wis.

SOBER young man wants position as
watchmaker and engraver; moderate

salary to start; prefer West or Middle

West; best of ref. "V 41," care Keystone.

BY young man as assistant watchmaker
 and

jeweler in good store; good refs.; state

wages. Hugh Sinclair, Black River Falls,

Wis.

HELP WANTED

UNDER slits HEADING TI1REE 
CENTS PER WORD

TIFFANY & CO. have an opening for two

strictly first-class watchmakers; only those

having had exp. in repairing and adjusting

highly complicated watches need apply.

Address by letter, stating age, exp. and

salary expected. Tiffany & Co., Fifth Ave.

and Thirty-seventh St., New York.

WATCHMAKER, must be good workman,
sober and industrious, one who can do

jewelry repairing. Will take right man as

partner if satisfactory. State salary. West

Texas. "P 19," care Keystone.

AT once, good watchmaker and engraver;

steady position; salary, $18 to $.2o per

week. Send ref. first letter. T. G. Burk-

hardt, Jefferson City, Mo.

TRAVELER for western States, thoroughly
conversant with material and jewelry

business having established trade. Good

salary to right man. Address "H. S. 12,"

1201 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

SOUVENIR engraver for spoon bowl
work. Ullstrom & Company, Ashland,

Nebr.

STRICTLY first-class refracting optician to
take charge of optical department. Store

located in Pennsylvania. "D 22," care
Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS jewelry and watch repairer,

or jewelry and clock repairer, central
Pennsylvania. Address "D 23," care Key-

stone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, first-class

only. Send sample of engraving and
refs. first letter. Permanent position for

right man. Haman & Company, St. Paul,

Minn.

WANT a sober, good all-around man,
watchmaker, jeweler, engraver and opti-

cian; permanent position. Send refs. and
sample engraving. Joe Lucas, Orange, Tex.

GRADUATE optician wanted at our Pas-
saic store. Have optical room, refrac-

tometer, etc. Will rent or arrange on
commission; trade established. Good op-
portunity for right man. Rubenstein Bros.,

14 Maiden Lane, New York.

WANTED—By big Chicago concern, a
first-class repair watchmaker. Quick and

accurate and good on escapement work.

Must have first-class refs. Permanent po-

sition to right man. Address "N 38," care

Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, with good refs.
Permanent position to right man. State

salary and exp. H. W. Spung, Marietta,

Ohio.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, must be
first class; send ref. and sample in first

letter. W. H. Mellor, Michigan City, Ind.
- -- -

GOOD watchmaker and jewelry repairer

for shop on third floor in city of 40,000

in southern Michigan. Must be a good
stone setter and able to make plain rings

and ordinary mountings. Salary $18 a

week and room rent for single man. Give

age, exp. and ref. in first letter. Address

"P 32," care Keystone.

WANTED—First-class watchmaker and en-
graver. Must be thorough and prac-

tical, rapid workman. Send sample of en-
graving and photo and state salary wanted.

F. M. Truby, Coffeyville, Kans.

FIRST-CLASS engraver, jeweler and as-
sistant watchmaker. Must be reliable,.

permanent position. Give refs., sample of
engraving and state salary. Hanson

Jewelry Company, Princeton, III.

SINGLE man, must be a good engraver,

optician and watchmaker and have twenty-

five hundred dollars cash or bankable paper;

to such a man an opening will be made into

the best-paying jewelry store in eastern

Nebraska. Address "H 31," care Keystone.

Ai WATCHMAKER, engraver, optician,

salesman, single, by October ist. Send

sample of engraving, recommendations

from former employers, give age and exp.

in first letter. $18 to 422.5o per week, ac-
cording to ability. Fritz Hoefer, Aurora,

Nebr.

AT once, a first-class watchmaker and op-
tician; one who can engrave preferred.

Raines Bros., Maryville, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver,
permanent position for good workman,

southern town of 35,000. Salary, $25 per

week. Send ref. anti sample of engraving.
"L 21," care Keystone.
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ASSISTANT watchmaker, plain engraver,

jewelry and clock repairer, having tools

and about 3 years' exp.; state refs., wages,

habits; send sample engraving and photo.

G. L. Abbott, 1o6 North Washington

Avenue, Lansing, Mich.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver, must have tools; state refs.

and qualifications; steady position to the

right man. Address M. Flatau & Son,
Chickasha, Okla.

FIRST-CLASS watckmaker, engraver,

jeweler and all-around man, capable of
managing store and waiting on trade when
necessary; must be of fine character and
reliable in all respects, not afraid of work

and willing to take a lively interest in the
business; probably permanent; state all
particulars, giving salary and refs. R. C.
Brown, Riverhead, Long Island, N. Y.

LADY watchmaker, one who can do plain
engraving as well; steady position and

good pay. Apply by letter to the Fort

Myers Jewelry Co., Fort Myers, Fla.

WANTED—Competent watchmaker and
jeweler, with patience and ability to in-

struct apprentices. State wages and par-
ticulars. "S 36," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver (no
other need apply) in large retail jewelry

store; good salary to right man. Address

Carter-Allen Jewelry Co., Shreveport, La.

AT once, watchmaker and jeweler with
about $1000 cash, to take over my busi-

ness; $600o cash business a year; popula-
tion 6000. A good thing for a man that
acts quickly; don't write except you mean
business. "H 54," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver at once,
good position for good man. J. L.

Mister, Marion, Ind.

WANTED—Young man for jewelry and
clock repairing and plain watch work.

Address "Massachusetts, H 46," care
Keystone.

AT once, good all-around jeweler, en-
graver and optician; must also be able

to wait on trade and do clock work; not
much watch work; permanent position.

F. A. Marean, Belvidere, Ill.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, clock repairer,
first-class letter and plain monogram en-

graver; permanent position; send refs.,

sample engraving; state salary expected.
Phil H. Spohn, Greensburg, Ind.

WANTED for Manila, P. I., a man about
30 years old (single man preferred), who

is a good watchmaker and has a fair

knowledge of the optical business; must
be a bright, hustling, capable fellow that
means business and will make himself
generally useful without being driven.
For such a man we have a good perma-
nent position and will pay good wages and
expenses to Manila. Address H. E. Hea-
cock, care J. H. Lacroix, 35 Maiden Lane,

New York City.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

DON'T melt up your old Colonial silver
porringers, mugs, bowls, creamers, sugar

bowls and dishes. I will pay you from two

to five times their silver value. A Stain-
forth, Winthrop, Mass.

BUFFING motor, about half horse-power,

60 cycles. Oliver Knode, Richmond, Ind.

WANTED—Show case, floor style, 8 or zo
ft. long, glass top and shelves, mirror

back. Must be in good order and cheap.

J. F. Butler, Potsdam, N. Y.

EXCLUSIVE jewelry store, town 700 or
more. West preferred. 221 Park St.,

Sheldon, Iowa.

A SECONDHAND Clement tool at once.
Geo. H. Wood, Athens, Ala.

WANTED, for the Pacific Coast, one or two

good lines to sell on commission direct

from the manufacturer to the retailer, in

territory west of Denver; am well known

in that territory and can furnish satisfac-

tory ref. Address H. E. Heacock, care J.

H. Lacroix, 35 Maiden Lane, N. Y. City.

SECONDHAND jeweler's safe to fit two

stand size trays; state condition and price,

F. O. B. Also, oak wall cases, slide doors;

state condition and lowest price. Lock Box

is, Wiconisco, Pa.
(Continued on page 1172)
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(Continued frons page we)

LARGE watch escapement. Address 325
Kearny St., third floor, San Francisco, Cal.

I AM in the market for a good jewelry
stock, either all or half interest; must be

good proposition that will bear close inves-
tigation and not too much capital; give full
particulars. Answer, "W 6," care Keystone.

STREET clock, massive running sign, with
post, complete; Howard or Seth Thomas

preferred. J. D. Rowland, Toledo, Ohio.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

OLD-ESTABLISHED business on promi-
nent thoroughfare in Philadelphia. Emil

Spies, 2129 N. Front St., Phila., Pa.

$2300 FOR a jewelry business, stock and
nearly new fixtures, established 24 years,

in central New York, a manufacturing vil-
lage of 3000 with no competition. Address
"Bargain," "R 974," care Keystone.

ONLY jeweler in county seat, tow popula-
tion, on main line Great Northern, also

branch terminal. Stock, fixtures, $15oo to
$2000. Snap for somebody. A. R. Haw-
kinson, Towner, N. Dak.

THE best paying jewelry and music busi-
ness in ferritory of New Mexico for

sale. Over thousand dollars taken in dur-
ing month of May. About six thousand
dollars will buy it, but do not write unless
you have the coin. I have other business
and will have to dispose of one or the
other, prefer to dispose of this one. Will
lease the house for one or three years.
Don't pass this up, for this is an exception
to the rule of advertised sales of business.
If you are looking for a snap, this one is
yours. Jno. C. Jones, Tucumcari, N. Mex.

ABOUT $3000 buys stock and fixtures of
paying jewelry business in upper Michigan

where prices are good; 8000 to draw from;
repair work $t5o monthly; one competitor
and good opportunity for good workman.
Reasons for selling. Good ref. Address
"X io," care Keystone.

TOOLS and material, town 7000 popula-
tion; street car pass window every ten

minutes. Good run of bench work. Free
window, fan, light and heat in best drug
store in town. Reason for selling, have
land in Texas must look after. One other
jeweler. N. G. Craul, Carterville, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS jewelry store, one of the
best locations in Lakeview, Chicago.

"H 34," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in California mining
town; very reasonable. "S 40," care

Keystone.

HAVING accumulated enough, I offer my
prosperous jewelry business in eastern

Nebraska; county seat; 3500 inhabitants;
established 30 years; invoice $10,000; can
be reduced. Five thousand cash or bank-
able paper required at least, balance on
long time at 6 per cent. interest. Address
"F 30," care Keystone.

LEADING store in southwest Missouri
county seat. Did $6000 business in 1908.

Fine fixtures, long lease on building. In-
voice about $3800. Could reduce same.
This is a live, growing business, not a lot
of dead stock, offered- for sale. Address
Box 846, Lamar, Mo.

JEWELRY souvenirs and curios business
in the Ozark mountains health resort of

Arkansas; good reason for selling. Season
will begin an July. "J 14," care Keystone.

TWENTY-FIVE years' established jewelry
business in town of 7000; county seat,

also State normal school. Stock and fix-
tures invoice $4150, will sell for $375o.
Address H. C. Bilger, Ellensburg, Wash.

EXCEPTIONAL opportunity to purchase
fine paying jewelry business in good size

manufacturing city, 8o,000 population, in
Pennsylvania. (Manufacturing of boilers,
engines, electric machinery, paper and other
good industries.) Fine climate, good boat-
ing, fishing. This is one of the leading
stores, location is first class, stock in Al
condition, fixtures new; little credit is given,
mostly cash business. Have large run of
high-priced watch work. Good reason for
selling. Price is $25,000. Photo on re-
quest. "G 35," care Keystone.

SPLENDID jewelry business, established 
i35 years, n a hustling manufacturing

city of 30,000 on Lake Michigan. Clean,
up-to-date goods; no dead stock; invoice
$1o,000. Complete up-to-date fixtures. Will
reduce stock or discount to sell quickly.
Fine opportunity; best location in the city.
III health compels sale. "K 29," care Key-
stone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY and optical business in south-
ern Iowa; at invoice price. Stock and

fixtures about $750; county seat town, 3000.
A snap for someone. "C 12," care Key-
stone.

OLD established jewelry store, in good
Ohio River town; population 10,000;

good reason for selling. John Burn, Wells-
ville, Ohio.

JEWELRY store, well located, in good
Northern town of California; stock and

fixtures invoice about $5000; sickness only
reason for selling. Apply to S. Meyer &
Co., Wholesale Jewelers, Los Angeles, Cal.

JEWELRY store; invoice $2000; to per
cent. off for cash; county seat, 2500; two

railroads; I have the inspection for the
I. & L. Co.; another railroad will be under
construction by the loth of July; this is a
snap; must sell on account of my wife's
health; do not write unless you mean busi-
ness; cash or terms. Lock Box, 244, Scotts.
burg, Ind.

WEST Texas, cattle country, wealthy stock-
men, one railroad and one building, popu-

lation 1800, growing fast; nearest watch-
maker so miles; great health resort, sum-
mers and winters delightful; stock $3000;
can reduce; all work one man can do. Lock
Box 236, Alpine, Tex.

GOOD paying, well established jewelry-opti-
cal business; investigate at once; full par-

ticulars. Address "E 45," care Keystone.

JEWELRY department, central Iowa drug
store, $1600; town 1500. "B 47," care

Keystone.

GOOD paying manufacturing jewelry shop,
employing at the present time twelve peo-

ple; will sell at a sacrifice; everything goes,
tools, dies, models and good will; the shop
is situated in one of the largest cities of
the Middle West, doing practically all of the
city work and a good trade from the sur-
rounding towns; reason for selling, pro-
prietor has interest out of the city. Address
"H 48," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in Iowa town of 1200;
good clean stock and the best reason in

the world for selling. Address "S 49,'' care
Keystone.

NICE clean stock of jewelry and small
musical instruments, in good town in

north central part of Nebraska; stock and
fixtures will invoice about $800; only store
in town of 600; good farming country and
several small towns to draw from; cash
only. "E so," care Keystone.

83500 TO $4000, only jewelry store in town,
doing good business; all work one man

can do; western New York. Address "F
44," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry and optical store in beauti-
ful Connecticut town of i8o0; up-to-date

stock, fixtures and complete set of watch-
makers' tools and supplies; will invoice
$1400; good line of repair work; good rea-
son for sale; Sept. ist or before; for cash
only. Address W. A. Bickford, Deep River,
Conn.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures; will invoice
between $750 and $800; can reduce $15o

or $200 if necessary; want to sell by Au-
gust ist; town of fioo; only jewelry or
jeweler in town. If you want location
write F. A. Furman, Riverton, Iowa.

JEWELRY business in the best town in
Texas of 16,000 population. Invoice

about $ro,000. Good location and good
reasons for selling. "P 9," care Keystone.

HERE'S your chance. Buy our fixtures
and whatever part of the stock you can

use. $2500 or more will handle it; invoices
$1o,000. Best town in south Dakota, popu-
lation 12,000. Going out of jewelry busi-
ness. A real snap. Investigate this offer.
"C 18," care Keystone.

THE watch material, tool and optical de-
partment of an old-established wholesale

jewelry house. Value about $10,000.
Good reason for selling. "A 25," care
Keystone.

LEADING and oldest established jewelry
store in central Illinois city of $30,000.

Store is strictly modern and up to date.
Diamond salesroom, cut glass room. Abso-
lutely clean stock and fixtures, invoice
$42,000. Business and _prestige of the
store at its very best. Owner wishes to
retire from business. "E 15," care Key-
stone.

A SNAP for cash, one of the best-paying
jewelry stores in South, located in city of

12,000, railroad town. Cash sales last year,
$13,500; cash required 82000. Reason for
selling, other business. Can reduce to
$3500. Stock and fixtures. "C 28," care
Keystone.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELRY business, invoice about ;moo.
Only watchmaker, population 3600. Ex-

cellent reasons. B. Seeliger, Lemont, Ill.

PAYING jewelry and phonograph business.
more work than one man can do. County

seat town in Oklahoma. Population 25oo.
Stock about $2500. One other store. This
is a snap and will stand investigation.
"A 20," care Keystone.

JEWELRY, optical business, southwestern
Ohio, inhabitants about 2200, one other

jeweler; best corner location, up-to-date
fixtures; business established sixteen years;
good run of bench work. Invoice about
$2700. Building also for sale. Good rea-
sons for selling. "I 24," care Keystone.

RARE opportunity for one looking for
location, manufacturing town 3000, light

competition. Stock and fixtures $40oo.
Can reduce. Discount for cash. Going
South. Box 544, Oregon, Ill.

FOR SALE
UNDER TH IS 11 EADI NG THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

FRANCIS engraving machine, used one
year. Will sell at a bargain. "C z3,"

care Keystone.

FOR SALE—A genuine Chicago Watch
Tool Company, modern outdoor electric

flasher watch sign, complete with written
guarantee, at a bargain. "C 955," care
Keystone.

FRANCIS engraving machine, three sets
type, $35.00. Large burglar fireproof

safe. Write for description. S. Prentiss,
Lockport, N. Y.

ONE Kelton "D" roller plate card printing
press, used less than thirty days, good as

new. Price $65.00 F. 0. B. Washington,
Pa. T. H. McNary, Washington, Pa.

FIXTURES for jewelry store, fine oppor-
tunity to get into business, C. A. Cole,

Mt. Carroll, Ill.

CHEAP, almost new, jewelers' tools. One
backgeared flat roll and ring roll, wire

roll; polishing lathe, turning lathe; Oliver
press, ringbender, gasoline furnace, hun-
dred smaller tools, everything needed in
shop. For list and prices address A.
Mochon, Colter, Wyo.

LARGE size fire and burglar proof safe,
steel lined, price $300, cost $1800. For

particulars write J. Tigar, 31 King St.,
Troy, N. Y.

POLISHING lathe for sale, cost $15, will
sell for $8; also a nice workbench for $20.

Bangor Jewelry and Optical Co., Bangor,
Maine.

SET watchmaker's tools; three-fourths of
tools bought last summer, never used.

Watch material for sale. Gauthier, Louisi-
ana, Mo.

MOSELEY No. 2 lathe, without tailstock;
17 wire chucks, 5 to 40, and $3.50 counter-

shaft, $19. Oliver polishing lathe, cost $20,
will sell for $8. We guarantee these tools
in first-class condition. Frank Smith &
Son, Pontiac, Ill.

GILBERT regulator, cherry; three-jar mer-
curial pendulum, cost $47.75. Been used

three years. Watchmaker's bench, oak,
cost $1 z, as good as new. One 8 ft. wall
case, oak, cost $55. Watch glass cabinet,
cost $5.90. Watches, rings, chains and
card goods. Liberal reductions from above
prices will be made. The A. H. Webber
Co., Cadillac, Mich.
- - 
GOOD 20th century polishing lathe, in good

condition; will sell cheap. N. C. Nelson
& Co., Concord, N. H.

COMBINED Geneva opthalmuscope and
retinoscope; used three months; good as

new; $55. Geo. L. Ganter, Glasgow, Ky.

HARDINGE stepping device, pivot polisher,
ro laps, lap truing chuck for W. W.

lathe, 36 cards, taps and dies; agate jewel
setting polishing stones; everything prac-
tically new; rounding-up tool, good condi-
tion. J. Freistadter, Waltham, Mass.

CARLISLE piano, solid oak, practically
new, used but little, $200, F. 0. B. Otto

Eickhoff, Joliet. Ill.

TWENTIETH Century polishing lathe, No.
1, good as new, $03; cash only. Lock

Box 31, Mt. Union, Pa.

FIFTEEN gross crystals, engraving block,
three hundred pair specs, sewing ma-

chine, cheap. Ed T. Jenison, Brenham, Tex.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

LATHE for sale, at bargain. "N 886," care
Keystone.

ONE 16-foot walnut wall case, cost $16o,
for $75; one floo-lb. Victor safe, $5o;

$1 i5o n watches for $100; regulator, cost
$45. for $30, used one year; two show cases,
for $20. "W 42," care Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

640 ACRES in Roberts County, Texas,
fenced; spring water year round. $to

per acre. Will trade for jewelry stock.
Iowa, Kansas or Oklahoma preferred. Ross
Francis, Holton, Kans.

GOOD, up-to-date stock of jewelry and
fixtures. County seat, good territory;

going West October 1st. Cash or land.
E. G. Martin, Pocahontas, Iowa.

A WELL-IMPROVED Iowa farm for
stock jewelry in town of about io,000.

L. C. Hull, Winterset, Iowa.

CASH register, want typewriter; pocket
chronometer, want good chronograph.

Neuenschwander, Payne, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER'S bench, Chicago make,
cost 59.35 ; one Boley American style

lathe, with chucks, cost $05.5o; one counter
shaft and foot wheel, swing tread, cost $8;
one watch sign, 03-inch, in use six months,
cost $8. What have you in optical goods,
machinery or safe to exchange. "R 58,"
care Keystone.

BEST jewelry business in one of the best
towns in the Southwest; reason, retiring

from business; stock, including fixtures, ma-
terials, etc., involves about $40,000, which
could be reduced; third healthiest city in the
United States; would consider trade for
good property for part or all. L. B. Moore,
Denison, Texas.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED—Ten thousand empty movement
boxes at once. Ship via freight to-day.

Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

BEWARE of secondhand Clement coin-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use. First-class condition. Prices

from $5o, $75 and $100. Enhaus & Son,
31 John St., New York City.

CASH paid for all kinds of boxes in which
watch movements are sold; also all kinds

watches, watch cases, watch glasses, mate-
rial, movements, chronographs, clocks, etc.
John Remillard, Carrier 40, Springfield,
Mass.

$25 REWARD—For the arrest of A. Land,
tailor, aged about Russian Jew, speaks

Ebroken nglish, Socialist, wears thick glasses,
is very nearsighted, 5 ft. 6 or 7 inches tall,
weight 145 to 15o pounds, black hair and
moustache, has 16 size hunting case 14
K. gold watch, case No. 618,089, movement
No. 1,844,842, Sangamo (Illinois); carried
away from here on April 24, 1909, a dia-
mond ring belonging to a local jeweler,
stone about 134 carats, Tiffany mounting,
with the following scratched inside: B
301—E. R. H.. Arrest and notify the
Chief of Police, Fayetteville, Ark.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.
Strictly confidential. Write for informa-

tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan and
Banking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

OPEN FOR DEMONSTRATIONS—The
Jones Dry Goods Company, of Kansas

City, Mo., are open to consider propositions
from manufacturers of articles of popular
demand, for the demonstration and sale of
their products. In writing please give full
details, as only such articles as are meri-
torious or that can be made popular will
be considered. We will also consider the
leasing of departments of specialties not
conflicting with our own departments.

WATCH mainsprings, assorted strengths
and sizes for American and Swiss move-

ments; sample doz. sent, postage paid, Soc.
A. R. Patton, Torrington, Conn.

ONE gross best balance staffs or ruby and
sapphire jewels, well assorted in cabinets,

$15. 'Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

SPECIAL NOTICES

FINE opportunity for jeweler who is opti-
cian; store to let in manufacturing town;

established business. For full particulars
address Mrs. Otis Pettee, Newton Upper
Falls, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do you watch work. Here is the

place. W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 8o2 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago. 

NOTICE—I have removed from 727 San-
som Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clark, es-
tablished 1870.

WANTED—Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page logo.

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving Company, 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill.

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York

DON'T melt up your old Colonial silver
porringers, mugs, bowls, creamers, sugar

bowls and dishes. I will pay you from two
to five times their silver value. A. Stain-
forth, Winthrop, Mass.

IRALSON pays cash for diamonds. When
you need money or want to sell out,

communicate with me. I will give you a
square deal and quick returns. I buy more
diamonds and watches for cash than any
dealer in the United States. National bank
refs. M. Iralson, 410 Masonic Temple,
Chicago. 

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of ref.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 55o E.
Forty-sixth Pl., Chicago, Ill.

ALL your empty movement boxes—Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford

and South Bend. Shipments are valued
day of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you; in case our
estimate is not satisfactory will be returned
at our expense. Edward C. Saks, Mans-
field, Pa.

BEST prices paid for watches, jewelry and
diamonds. Send goods immediately.

Money sent by return mail. Highest ref.
can be given. N. Anderson & Co., Balls-
ton, N. Y.

WANTED—Men and women to learn
watchmaking, engraving and optics from

competent instructors in all departments.
Good demand for watchmakers and en-
gravers here. We see you through right in
all these departments and furnish positions.
Address San Francisco Watchmaking
School, 325 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

SEND $z for drilling solution and special
drill for drilling spectacle lenses; lenses

can be be drilled without danger of break-
age in two minutes. Frank M. Upp,
Klamath Falls, Oregon.

FOR SALE-8 size Waltham and Elgin
movement, stems, pi each, in good order;

also, verge bridges bought; watch repairing
of every description. Broadbent, 4 South
42d St., Philada., Pa.

METAL DIALS—All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and

repainted. Also special metal dials made
to order. Promptness and satisfaction
guaranteed. Ralph A. Doe, 203 Lexington
St., Waltham, Mass.

OMAHA Watch Repairing, Engraving and
Optical Institute is the one school where

only practical work is given to students.
We have room for a few workmen who
would like to improve during the summer
months and so increasing your earnings.
We give just the instructions one needs.
Tarbox & Gordon.

COOPER C& SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK

Send Trial Package

NIQUE GEM
NITED STATES STONE

ant now at my S1111111101' Headquarters, where I am
fully prepared to fill all orders in my line

NEW SUMMER BULLETIN ANO PRICE - LIST

NOW READY SEND FOR IT

LOUIS J. DEACON, CAPE MAY, N. J.

PATE NTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made for securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest hook published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.

WM. N. NIOORB

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an
expert. A. JETTE

Established 1399 
Lancaster, Pa.

DIETZ
MONOGRAM BOOK
Contains over 2 4 0 0 designs
t and three letters in outline,
arranged alphabetically and in-
dexed, no you can turn to more
than 8000 combinations.
A Really Practical Book
PRICE, g1.00 prepaid

WM.H. DI ETZ, Publisher, 95 Dearborn St., Chleaga,111.

Massachusetts School of Optometry
Incorporated and Registered with Board of Education

AND

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
ROTH AT

186 Summer St., BOSTON, MASS.

The most perfect Courses are offered by these
two schools. Catalogues for the schools will
be sent on application.

Address DR. AUGUST A. KLEIN
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost, atti Inuit), and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent and
make 111111 master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for lintlduome illustrated prospec-
tus. PA0E-DAVIS COMPANY
4007 Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO, ILL.

ATCH _ R E RAI RI
H ,KIN YOU GAN, GALLI,Y0 R OW
WINSLOW MC 16*CO.

mr.k.
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WE ARE SELLING RECONSTRUCTED WHITE
SAPPHIRES AT $1.75 PER CARAT NET

Quality, Polish and Brilliancy Second to That of the Cenuirte Diamond Only

Never

before

sold at

this price

...011111110

11au,..

111044,..V

\\\\

A grand

opportunity

to buy right

Profit
by our
offer

A. C. BECKEN COMPANY, 
Powers Building, 156 Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

DOES YOUR PRESENT SALARY SATISFY YOU?
iii

:Ss
'"•sts

If not our Post Graduate Course
will double your present earn-
ing capacity. Write for full
particulars and prospectus

WISCONSIN
INSTITUTE OF
HOROLOGY

Enterprise Building

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

"Quality, Finish, Originality"
Our class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the best atten-
tion and most rapid progress with "QUALITY" results.

Training for beginners-for engravers of some experi-
ence requiring coaching along weak lines-for
" special" pupils in the higher branches.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

We have just inaugurated a comprehensive and
practical Mail Course.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

EN 'cu. 1. Tiewincrcr Zcboot of EngravingNew England Building CLEVELAND, OHIO

IDEAL, CeM ENT
MN For Flat Stone Setting,
  Cut Glass and China

PRICE

25 Cents

F. D. GOULD
AGENT

Dealer in Tools, Materials,
Jobbing Stones and

Optical Goods

71-73 Nassau St., NEW YORK MI-(.0111.111,M, $ 1.00 4;10,1

if . 1.00 "
. 12.00 "

Pocket Pieces-Identification Coins
For CHAPTER R. A. M., BLUE LODGE, K. of P., ODD FELLOWS, ELKS and EAGLES

IN STERLING SILVER, GOLD AND BRONZE

Ready Sellers, Money Makers and Makes New Customers

Chapter R. A. M.
Jewish Half Shekel

Send us $1.00 for a sample dozen
assorted Bronze, with and without
rings. We will send neat window
display cards. (Samples may any
time be returned and money re-
funded if not satisfactory.) Back, Full Size

A. B. SCOTT, Manufacturing Jeweler, Fairmont, W. Va.

while different from all other oils
in every respect the BIG differ-
ence is that it never fails to do the
best work all the time. It is a
waste of time and money to use

oils that vary in quality and cause repair jobs to be returned

to be done over at your expense.Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle

Wholesale
Selling

Agents

M. Sickles At Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swartchild it Co., Chicago, Ill.
Nordtnan Bros. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
D. C. Percival & Co., Boston, Mass.
Chas. May & Son, Boston, Mass.
Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., New York City
H. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.
E. & J. Swigart Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Gammel, Riglander & Co., New York City
E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas 'it v, A1o.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO., 
ite8vseilreigi ,B141tAg.

THE AUCTIONEER
With STRENGTH, ENERGY, ABILITY

WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

I sell the goodsyou want sold at
a profit, Raisemoney quick andProtect future
business.
Write for terms

Live references:
HAYNES BROS.

Newark, Ohio

STAPF & SON
Dunkirk, N. Y.

THOS, BELL
Americus, Ca.

HICKS & SON
Tecumseh, Mich

C. H. BLUME
Marietta. Ohio

J. LOWE & CO.
Monroe, 1.a.

.1. C. RIEDEL
Paris, ill.

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO

s,

Nelv

r7s
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How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

The Eathon G:over Ccmpainxy, Sayrre9 Pa.

Business Increasing! Reason? Best Goods, Least Money
MOUNTINGS and66
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NIPROVED F NGERPIECE Eyeglass

Great Reduction in the Price of "Ilikit " Eyeglass Mountings and Frames
Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 K $7.50 per Doe. 70c. per Pr.
Gold Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K., $7.00 per Doe.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless, $15.00 per Doz. $1.40 per Pr.
Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable Frames, $24.00 per Doz. $2.00 per l'r.
Gold Filled Interchangeable rramnts 1/10-12 K., $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.
Gold Filled Interchangeable iamuo 1/30-19 K., $9.50 per I/oz.

Those with Rims arc interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 size Eye.

SPECIAL OFFER.-Ono sample set. of gold filled 12 "Ilikit "
mountings, etched on lenses, in neat velvet-lined case for
fitting $8  SO net

sr,ss.

NEAR NEAR

LENSES IMMENSE STOCK ONHAND. Can ship at once
Sphero-Cylinders, Cylinders and Sphericala
TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Mieoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
BI-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.

We carry a complete line in stock, uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eye
rimless 0 and 00 eye; in 2, 8 and 4-hole

Or,1111[11((kk t
INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE

Parill00p10 Convex or Double
Per Dozen

1st Qual. 25 Qua].
$1.05 .70
1.12 .77
1.26 .90

1 
0 
eye -
" -

re "

CEMENTED BIFOCAL, 1st QUALITY
" INTERCHANuEABLE"

1 EYE, 168.12 0 EYE, 811.26
00 EYE, PM PER DOZ.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
Usual advance on strong numbers
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 per cent.

Don't Buy a Trial Case AUDEMAIRuntil you see the THE ACME For Office, In Oak, Cherry and Leather,
OF PERFECTION Also Traveling, With Divisions tor Stock

From $10.00 to $85.00 and Lenses. None Better Made.

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

5524.
5525.
5554.
5555,
F564.
F565.
554.
555.

5354,
5355.

12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable S'  
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames 
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable"  
10 K., 1-20 Riding ltow
10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "  
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable "

Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings
5194. 1-30 10 K., $4.20; Cable, $5.20 per dozen
1.594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38; " 6.38 "

F5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75; " 6.75 "

l'er dozen2'1.60
7.00

  7.50
• • 8.75

5.40
6.60
500
6.00
4  25

• 5.40

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow cash discount

10 per cent.

GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS Per Dozen
No. Cork or Shell Align. P. cx. 0 Eye
A593. Offset Guard Cork, 10 K. 1/10 filled, 10-year Guarantee . . . 54.00 55.50
A563. Offset Guard Cork, 10 K. Filled, warranted 5 years . . . . 3.00 4.50

GOLDOIN SKELETON RIDING BOW SPECTACLES
1700. Rimless, (ioldoin Trimmings, Divvied, White ex. Ili) Eye . .. . . . 81.75
1760. Rimless, Goldoin Trimmings, Riveted, Mi-coo., Smoke or Blue, 00 Eye . . 1.65

ALUMNO SPECTACLES
651%. Riding Bow, SS Nose Frame, $1.90 ; with l'er. ex. Lensem . . . .... 52.6.1
65234 Straight Temple, Broad C Nose, Bevel Endpiece I rames, only $1.90 ; with

Per. cx. Lenses, $2.65.
NICKEL SILVER SPECTACLES

6741%. Riding Frames, $1.25 ; one eye, with P. cx. Lenses or D. ex  $2.00
674. Riding Frames. only $1.50; with P. ex. or D. ex. Lenses ... ... . . . 2.25
675. Cable Riding Frames, only $2.50 ; with I'. cx. or D. ex. Lenses   8.25

Straight Temple
660. Straight Temple, C Nose Frames, 51.50; with l'eris. cx. Lenses or D. cx.Lenses, $2.25

COMPLETE LINE OF EYEGLASS CHAINS
Cable Ear Chain, 1 20 12 K., o. 1•'., $2 50 per doe. net, Hairpin and Hook and Catch.

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
27. Frame, large, round eye   Each, $1 00 $1.50 $3.00

Rubber. Celluloid. Shell.

The Spencer Optical Company

PRISM
BINOCULARS
ALL THE BEST MAKES

Also Field, Marine,
Tourist and Bird Classes
Send for List and Discounts

Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Lane
Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses New York, U.S. A.

Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alt1111110 Ild Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; idso Cases for the SIMI('
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WE ARE SELLING RECONSTRUCTED WHITE
SAPPHIRES AT $1.75 PER CARAT NET

Quality, Polish and Brilliancy Second to That of the Genuine Diamond Only

Never

before

sold at

this price

41640, 46....v1

44r411*Arikr‘_4k-Nov

A. C. BECKEN COMPANY

A grand
opportunity

to buy right

Profit
by our
offer

Powers Building, 156 Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

■•■•1=11•1■

DOES YOUR PRESENT SALARY SATISFY YOU?
If not our Post Graduate Course
will double your present earn-
ing capacity. Write for full
particulars and prospectus

WISCONSIN
INSTITUTE OF
HOROLOGY

Enterprise Building

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

"Quality, Finish, Originality"
Our class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the best atten-
tion and most rapid progress with "QUALITY' results.

Training for beginners-for engravers of some experi-
ence requiring coaching along weak lines-for
" special" pupils in the higher branches.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

We have just inaugurated a comprehensive and
practical Mail Course.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

EN 'EU. 11,. Ilevoinepor Zcbool of Engraving
New England Building : : CLEVELAND, OHIO

IDEAL, cemENT
For Flat Stone Setting,
Cut Glass and China

PRICE

25 Cents

F. D. GOULD
AGENT

Dealer in Tools, Materials,
Jobbing Stones and

Optical Goods

71-73 Nassau St., NEW YORK
- ---

Mt-Coneaves, $4.00 gross
Geneva's, . 4.00 "
Eentilles. . 12.00 "

Pocket Pieces-Identification Coins
For CHAPTER R. A. M., BLUE LODGE, K. of P., ODD FELLOWS, ELKS and EAGLES

IN STERLING SILVER, GOLD AND BRONZE

Ready Sellers, Money Makers and Makes New Customers

mi4

Front, Full Sire

Chapter R. A. M.
Jewish Half Shekel

Send us $1.00 for a sample dozen
assorted Bronze, with and without
rings. We will send neat window
display cards. (Samples may any
time be returned and money re-
funded if not satisfactory.) Back, Full Size

A. B. SCOTT, Manufacturing Jeweler, Fairmont, W. Va.

THE O 
while different from all other oils
in every respect the BIG differ-

IL ence is that it never fails to do the
best work all the time. It is a
waste of time and money to use

oils that vary in quality and cause repair jobs to be returned

to be done over at your expense.

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle

Wholesale
Selling
Agents

M. Sickles 3: Sons, Philad(lphia, Pa.
Swartehild & Co., Chicago, III.
Nordman Bros. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
I). C. Percival & Co., Boston, Mass.
Chas. May & Son, Boston, Mass.
Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
Sussfeld, Lorseh & Co., New York City
H. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.
E. & J. Swigart Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Hammel, Riglander & Co., New York City
E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas Citi, Ma.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO., 131711;7.1, Bars!

THE AUCTIONEER
With STRENGTH, ENERGY, ABILITY

WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

I sell the goods

you want sold at

a profit, Raise

money quick and

Protect future

business.

Write for terms

Live references:

HAYNES BROS.
Newark, Ohio

STAPF & SON
Dunkirk, N. Y.

THOS, BELL
Americus, Ca.

HICKS & SON
Tecumseh. Midi

C. H. sLumE
. Marietta, Ohio

J. LOWE & CO.
Monroe, In.

J. C. RIEDEL
Paris, Ill.

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 WABASH AVENUE

CHICAGO

Th tal Eton

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

(Mover omp ny9 szylre9 Pa.

Business Increasing! Reason?
66 11 _41111(11

9 MOUNTINGS and
FRAMES

MPROVED F NGERPIECE Eyeglass
Great Reduction in the Price of " llikit " Eyeglass Mountings and Frames

Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 K., $7.50 per Doz. 70c. per Pr.
Gold Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K., $7.00 per Doz.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless, $15.00 per Doz. $1.40 per Pr.
Solid 10 K. Gold Interchange:dile Frames, $24.00 per Doz. $2.00 per Pr.
Gold Filled Interchangeable Fr mes 1/10 -12 K., $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.Gold Filled Interchanaeable a 1/30-12 K., $9.50 per Doz.

Those with Rims are interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 size Eye.

SPEC 

fitting

A L OFFER.-One sample set of gold filled 12 " Ilik it "
mountings, etched on lenses, In neat velvet-lined case for

$8  50 net

LENSES IMMENSE STOCK ONHAND. Can ship at once
Sphero-Cylinders, Cylinders and Spherioala
TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and
Coquille. Also In interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
HE-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.

We carry a complete line in stock uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eye
rimless 0 and 00 eye; In 2, 3 and 4-hole

1111[1[Pikt
INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE

Periscopic Convex or Double
Per Dozen

let Qual. 21 QuaL
1 eye . . . $1.05 .700 " - 1.12 .77
C9 " - 1.26 .90

CEMENTED BIFOCAL, lat QUALITY
"INTERCHANGEABLE"

1 EYE, 13.12 0 EYE, $8.25
00 EYE, $8.89 PER DOZ.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
Usual advance on strong numbers
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 per cent.

Don't Buy a Trial Case THE ACME For Office, in Oak, Cherry and Leather,
OF PERFECTION Also Traveling, With Divisions for stock

until you see the AUDEMAIR From $10.00 to $85,00 and Lenses. None Better Made.

Best Goods, Least Money

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1 0 00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

5524.
5525.
5554.
5555.
F564.
F565.
554.
555.

5354,
5355.

12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames
12 K.,1-10 Riding Bow Cable "  
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow
14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " . .
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames 
10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "  
10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "  
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow
10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable " .

Gold Filled Riding Bow Mounting.
5194. 1-30 10 K., $4.20; Cable, $5.20 per dozen
1594. 1-10 10 K., 5.38 ; " 6.38 "
F5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 "

Per dozen
$1.60
7.00

  7.50
• • 8.75

5.40
6.60

  5.00
6.004  25

QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow cash discount

10 per cent.

GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS Per Dozen
No. Cork or Shell Mtgs. P. cx. 0 EyeA593. Offset Guard ('ork, 10 K. 1/10 tilled, 10-year Guarantee . . . $4.00 $5.50A563. Offset Guard Cork, 10 K. Filled, warranted 5 years . . . . 3.00 4.50

GOLDOIN SKELETON RIDING BOW SPECTACLES
1700. Rimless, (joldoin Trimmings, Riveted, White ex. 00 Eye . 

. 
. . . . $1.75

1760. Rimless, Goidoin Trimmings, Riveted, Mi-Coq., Smoke or Blue, 0() Eye . . 1.65

ALUMNO SPECTACLES
65t14. Riding Bow, SS Nose Frame, $1.90 ; with Per. ex. Lenses . . . ..... $2.65
652).çj. Straight Tetnple, Broad C Nose, Bevel Endpiece 1 rallies, only $1.90 ; with

Per. ex. Lenses, $2.65.
NICKEL SILVER SPECTACLES

6741%. Riding Frames, $1.25 ; one eye, with P. ex. Lenses or D. cx  $2.00
674. Riding Frances, only $1.50; with P. cx. or D. ex. Lenses ...... . .   2.25
675. Cable Riding Frames, only $2.50 ; with P. cx. or D. cx. Lenses   8.25

Straight Temple
660. Straight Temple, C Nose Frames, $1.50; with Per's. ex. Lenses or D. ex.Lenses, $2.25

COMPLETE LINE OF EYEGLASS CHAINS
Cable Ear Chain, 1120 12 K., ti. F., $2 50 per doz. net, Hairpin and Hook and Catch.

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
27. Frame, large, round eye   Each, 81 00 81.50 88.00

Rubber. Celluloid, Shell.

The Spencer Optical Company

PRISM
BINOCULARS
ALL THE BEST MAKES

Also Field, Marine,
Tourist and Bird Classes
Send for List and Discounts

Manufacturers of Spectacles

Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses

31 Maiden Lane
New York, U.S. A.

Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alunino and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses ; also Cases for the same



RELIANCE PLATE

  Opens a
RELIANCE PLATE

ITY SILVER

ew i COMMUNeld ø.

Wildvsiood
Desi6n

HILE COMMUNITY

SILVER appeals to

those who want the

best —

Classic
Desi6n

The very low price of Reliance Plate, combined with our guarantee of
 ten

years' wear, makes it the ideal plated ware for outfitting Country Homes,

Summer Cottages, etc., etc.

There are big sales in this field, and since the profit on R
eliance Plate

is the same as on Community Silver big profits the dealer who carries

Reliance Plate in addition to Community Silver gets both.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.,

ONEIDA, N. Y.

[See Pages 1064 to 1067
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"Have
You
the

Elgin
with
the

49
Dial?"

„HAVE you the Elgin with the 49 Dial?"
Such a question will soon mean
money to you, because it's one that's

going to be asked everywhere and often.

Back of it is the demand that is being
created for the new Railroad Elgin through the
medium of advertising in Railroad magazines
telling of this innovation among watches.

This watch is making a strong appeal to
railroad men and others because of its read-
able dial. The hands are large, the figures
big and plain, the dial either of white enamel
or silver finished metal. This latter is the
only metal dial with hard inlaid enamel fig-
ures. It catches the faintest glimmer and is
easily legible in dim light, besides being proof
against the chemical action of cleaning fluids.

This new Railroad Elgin is the thinnest
and most compact 18 size movement made, and
is cased at the factory.

Don't wait until you see two or three
prospective customers go elsewhere before
you lay in a stock, but write now, RIGHT
NOW, for prices and terms. Your jobber
can give you full particulars. Or write direct
to the Company.

Be ready when the demand is made for
the Railroad Elgin with the "49 silver" or
"49 enamel " dial.

These are the four grades and established
retail prices as advertised:

GRADE
VERITAS 23 JEWELS
VERITAS 21 JEWELS
FATHER TIME (VERITAS MODEL) 21 JEWELS
B. W. RAYMOND " " 19 JEWELS

20 YEAR
GOLD-FILLED
$46.00
$43.00
$38.00
$34.00

25 YEAR
GOLD-FILLED
$48.00
$45.00
$40.00
$36.00

Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks yourgrandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarmsas they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with " Shut - off " switch.Height. 63 inches. Dial, 4) inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off " switch.Height, 6% inches. Dial, 4j inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with " Shut-off " switch. Height, 6> inches. Dial, 43 inches. Case seamless brassnickeled.
ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.Height, 634 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour 'rime, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off"
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 41,' inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELLSEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A-Dial
B—Bell

C—Dust Cap
D- Movement

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U. S. A.

General Offices :
131 Wabash Ave.. Chicago

New York Office:
15 Maiden Lane

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes ) with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4).., inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.VIBRATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelveminutes with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,4), inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, ringsalternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with" Shut-off" switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interiorview.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4,1 2 inches. Case seamlessbrass nickeled.

 ThA 11-1 LS OFF AN D MAIL TO-DAY 
THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.

Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your "Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,consisting of "Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," f"Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name -

Address -
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49
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„HAVE you the Elgin with the 49 Dial?"
Such a question will soon mean
money to you, because it's one that's

going to be asked everywhere and often.

Back of it is the demand that is being
created for the new Railroad Elgin through the
medium of advertising in Railroad magazines
telling of this innovation among watches.

This watch is making a strong appeal to
railroad men and others because of its read-
able dial. The hands are large, the figures
big and plain, the dial either of white enamel
or silver finished metal. This latter is the
only metal dial with hard inlaid enamel fig-
ures. It catches the faintest glimmer and is
easily legible in dim light, besides being proof
against the chemical action of cleaning fluids.

This nen, Railroad Elgin is the thinnest
and most compact 18 size movement made, and
is cased at the factory.

Don't wait until you see two or three
prospective customers go elsewhere before
you lay in a stock, but write now, RIGHT
NOW, for prices and terms. Your jobber
can give you full particulars. Or write direct
to the Company.

Be ready when the demand is made for
the Railroad Elgin with the "49 silver" or
"49 enamel " dial.

These are the four grades and established
retail prices as advertised:

20 YEAR 25 YEAR
GRADE GOLD-FILLED GOLD-FILLED

VERITAS 23 JEWELS $48.00 $48.00
VERITAS 21 JEWELS $43.00 $45.00
FATHER TIME (YERITAS MODEL) 21 JEWELS $38.00 $40.00
B. W. RAYMOND " " 19 JEWELS $34.00 $38.00

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, Elgin, Ill., U. S. A.

General Offices:
131 Wabash Ave.. Chicano

New York Office:
15 Maiden Lane

Ring Out the Old Ring In the New
Why travel in the same old rut the balance of your natural life, and buy the same antiquated styles of Nickel Alarm Clocks yourgrandfather used to buy, just because some manufacturers have not thought it necessary to produce new designs in Nickel Alarmsas they do in other clocks?

We have some new ones, superior to
anything heretofore made, and to introduce
them and put a set into the hands of every
jeweler, we will on receipt of $6.00 deliver
east of the Rocky Mountains, express pre-
paid, one sample of each, consisting of
eight clocks as described.

Don't fail to avail yourself of this oppor-
tunity to see a complete line of up-to-date
Alarm Clocks.

See coupon at bottom of page.

DI-ALIT:14 NATOR.

STANDARD. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut - off " switch.Height, 63/2 inches. Dial. 4!2 inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.THE RATTLER. 30 Hour Time Alarm with "Shut-off " switch.Height, 64 inches. Dial, 44 inches. Case nickeled and highly polished.LONG ALARM. 30 Hour Time. Six-minute Alarm with "Shut-off " switch. Height, 63 inches. Dial, 4% inches. Case seamless brassnickeled.
ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alter-nately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off " switch.Height, 6%. inches. Dial, 4N inches. Case seamless brass nickeled.

DI-ALTERNATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings
alternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with " Shut-off 'S
switch. Extra large bell. Height, 7 inches. Dial, 4l'2' inches. Case seam-
less brass nickeled.

THE ALARM CLOCK WITH THE CONCEALED BELLSEE CUT OF INTERIOR VIEW SHOWING BELL LOCATED ENTIRELY WITHIN THE CASE. THE UNSIGHTLY VISIBLE BELL ELIMINATED.BELL CANNOT BE DISARRANGED OR THROWN OUT OF ADJUSTMENT.

A—blal

C—Dust Cap
D— Movement

SIREN. 30 Hour Time Long Alarm (4 minutes) with " Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case.(See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4;2 inches solid brass. Case nickeled and highly polished.VIBRATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, rings alternately every fifteen seconds for twelveminutes with "Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interior view.) Height, 6 inches. Dial,4,', inches solid brass silvered. Case solid brass old brass finish.

ROTATOR. 30 Hour Time, Repeating Alarm, ringsalternately every fifteen seconds for twelve minutes, with"Shut-off " switch. Large bell inside of case. (See interiorview.) Height, 6 inches. Dial, 4; 2 inches. Case seamlessbrass nickeled.

 TIEAR 111-HS OPP AND MAIL, TO-DAY 
THE E. INGRAHAM CO., Bristol, Conn.

Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $6.00. Please send me express prepaid your " Introductory Assortment " of Eight Alarm Clocks,consisting of "Standard," " The Rattler," "Long Alarm," "Alternator," !`Di-Alternator," " Siren," " Vibrator" and "Rotator."
Yours truly,

Name-

Address -



THE ORIGINAL

BLUE BEADED LABEL French Watch Glasses

We beg to call your attention

to our large and complete

stock of all sizes and kinds of

BLUE LABEL FRENCH

WATCH GLASSES, as

well as our line of GENUI IN E

LATOIX RED and BLUE

LABEL GENEVA and

BASSINE GLASSES, for

which we are the Agents.

Careful attention given in se-

lecting orders. No Disap-

pointments.

All orders have our prompt

and careful attention. SEND

FOR GLASS ORDER

SHEETS.

Tested by Time WORLD'S STANDARD FOR 40 YEARS Proved by Use

itGON sEN
CILJ
M 
001 LING

AJ N PR 
146s

These world-famed springs

have been made by Jean

Jaquet, the well-known

Swiss manufacturer, for

over 40 years, and are

The Only Genuine
Jurgensen Spring

THE MAINSPRING IS THE LIFE OF THE WATCH
Sole Agent for 54 Years

MIN 111alospiings
The CELEBRATED 'Mao- MAINSPRINGS have stood the most severe test and criticisms, and have been used by the

most experienced watchmakers for fifty-six years.

WHY EXPERIMENT WITH CHEAP SPRINGS? THE BEST IS ALWAYS THE CHE
APEST.

Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers

Fine Watch Materials, 64 Nassau St., New YorkL. H. Keller & Co. Tools, Files an Supplies,
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ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE THE BEST CHAIN MADE

AND WE ARE ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE

The Simmons Chain House
This may seem like putt

ing it pretty strong, but we are
prepared to back it up by our line of these goods.

We have just received a large stock of the varied articles

they make, comprising all their new patterns in

VESTS, DICKENS, PONIES, GUARDS
FOBS (Both Silk and Filled), NECKS, BRACE-
LETS, EYEGLASS CHAINS and LOCKETS

M

me,
N

S

C
H
A

I

S

I

N

If you have not received their New Catalogue write us for one, and
do not fail to see our line before placing your Fall order

The NON-RETAILING COMPANY S

I
N

• LANCASTER •• , PA.Jobbers in Watches and Chains 
• 1

A FEW NEW ONES
For particulars, consult your jobber or write

ELLIS HAND REMOVER
Price, $ .00

LOOK THEM OVER

HARDINGE BROS.
1036 Lincoln Avenue, CHICAGO

Ask for Catalogue No. 5

TIP-OVER T REST
Price, each, $2.50

CELEBRATED
DALE CHUCK

Flat or Round Face

All Chucks Guaranteed

Price, each, 70c.

PAT, OCT. 17.

HYDE ROLLER JEWEL SETTER

Price, $1.25

Cylinder
Wire Chuck

Price
Per set of six, $5.00
Singly - 1.00

Ask for
Catalogue
No. 5

SCHOLER CROWN CHUCK
Fitted to any lathe

Price, each, $2.50

CARBORUNDUM WHEEL
AND MOUNT
Fitted to any lathe

Price, each, $3.50
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We have LATHES, BENCHES and ATTACHMENTS that you NEED if you intend to take care of your repair work
this season with promptness and accuracy. We carry in stock all of the most reliable and dependable makes of
lathes. and have arranged them in desirable combinations at prices that are unusually low.

BUY AN OUTFIT COMPLETE and thereby enjoy not only the pleasure that comes with the use of high-grade
tools but also increase the profits in this department. Consider the high quality of our goods and remember we
make immediate shipments.

Lathe Combination A $62.50 Net Cash

Genuine Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
With 10 chuck combination

Perfect construction in every detail. Made of the best steel. Has hard
spindles running in hardened steel bushings. Absolute concentricity of
cone, body, thread and hole. Full nickel plated.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

-

• 
4_
4
iamw 

.44151=-

Extra Quality Pivot Cravers
E. & J. S. pivot gravers are the best that can be made.

They are very hard and hold their points much longer than the
average graver.

Solid Oak Bench No. 1
This bench is made of thoroughly seasoned lumber and

finished in the best cabinet style. Will not warp or split. has
ten drawers that lock automatically ; apron drawer, vise rest
and chalk box. Dimensions 43 'tithes long, 26 inches deep
and 40 inches high.

Foot-Wheel No. 15
Best in the market

Lathe Combination B $62.50 Net Cash

Set E. & J. S. Pivot CraverS
These gravers are made of finest steel and are especially

well adapted for fine turning.

Foot Wheel No. 15

Genuine Moseley Lathe No. 2
With 10 chuck comhination

This lathe is made with hardened ground hearings. The cone end of
draw-in spindle and end of back center are of hard rubber. Full nickel
plated and absolutely true.

Solid Oak Bench No. 1
A first-class bench in every particular. Strong, serviceable

and beautifully finished. An ornament to your store. Has
apron drawer, vise rest and chalk box and ten drawers which
lock an Dimensions ; length 43 inches, width 26
inches, height 40 inches.

Countershaft No. 9
Full nickel plated

We always have the latest Tools and Time-saving Devices, and our facilities for handling mail orders are such that
there are no delays. Send us a trial order. Write for our Tool, Material and Optical Catalogue if you have
not received a copy. We send it free of charge to the legitimate trade upon receipt of request with business card.

THE E. & J. SWIGART CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
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THINK IT OVER BE HONEST
and as man to man tell us if the
people to whom you have been
selling and sending your Old
Gold, Silver, etc., ever sent you
a check in payment of them for
more than you expected.

11 We are ready to produce the
names and addresses of a
hundred or more shippers who
had the manhood to acknowl-
edge this and sent in unsolicited
testimonials to back up their sat-
isfaction. These testimonials,
with names and addresses, are
yours for the asking.

41 Highest Prices, Accurate Valuations, Quickest Returns for Old Gold,
Silver, Filled Cases, Plated Jewelry, Sweeps, etc., -that tells the story of
Smelter Supremacy.

4j, We don't pay more for these metals than they are worth but what we
do pay is more than anyone else pays—that's the story of Goldsmith
Supremacy.

41, You don't obligate yourself to the extent of one penny to keep our
check if you feel that it is not in full payment of your shipment. Return

the check and we'll return your shipment in the condition you sent it and
pay the expense of it going back.

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co.
Heyworth Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

Arcade Building, SEATTLE, WASH. 32 Union Square, NEW YORK CITY
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OR, WATCHMAKERS-JEWELLERS-
',FINE- MI/ MAKERS~DIE INK
ERS-ETC:7•THE11E AliEw NO FILES
THAT EQUAL THE-1-----

EXTRA [X*IFil FINE
SWISS PATTERN

14ADE IN FIlIAl
VARIETIES

0

KINDS-•'

cCUTSe,

hese EXTRA [X*F] FINE files are
carried in slock by the mos/ pro-

aressit‘ilealers, and are used and
preferred Jo all °them hy a rapidly in-

 creasinh number of crilkal consumers
101V1).W.:111M 'sow/7),ml

NICHOLSON TIM CO
ESA.

ROLLER REMOVER No. 60
I Patented'

Nickel-plated, each

A thoroughly efficient and quick acting Roller Remover. The work is always

plainly in sight. The roller is held in the grooved jaws of the pliers. The adjust-

able head which holds the screw is quickly brought into position over the str.ff,

and the most obstinate roller will instantly yield to the gradual pressure of the

screw.

- $1.50

N
HOLTZER-CABOT

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES

FOR JEWELERS
A FULL LINE OF BUFFING AND GRINDING MOTORS.

ci ELECTRO-PLATING MACHINES.
q DRILLING OUTFITS.
STANDARD ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT
POWER MOTORS, ETC., ETC., ETC.

MULTI-SPEED JEWELERS' LATHE MOTOR

 • 

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
BOSTON (BROOKLINE STATION), MASS.

395 and 397 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Tr'

THE LARGEST ON RECORD

As the attendance on the opening of our
New Term on September 1st promises to
be the Largest on Record, we will be glad
if all who intend entering, but have not
yet notified us, will do so without delay

THERE is a scarcity of thoroughly competent workmen

—men who can do any job in the line of watchwork.

The best school is certainly the one to attend, it has the

highest curriculum and the best instructors. Our Diploma

Holders own masterpieces, in the shape of fine watches,

made and adjusted by themselves, after their own calcula-

tions and plans.

CIRCULARS TO ANY ADDRESS

ON APPLICATION

Canadian Horological Institute
S. W. Cor. Church and Wellesley Sts.

H. R. PLAYTNER, Director TORONTO, ONT.

CROWN CHUCK No. 50

For enlarging or cutting deeper crowns of watch cases.

A movable plug In the stein regulates the depth required for

various sizes. Four caps of various sizes are supplied with

each to hold crowns from small to large. Stein fits in No. 50

wire chuck.
Price, each, $1.50

GRINDING OUTFIT No. 105

LEATHER Disk. SMALL DISK.,
METAL.

CARBORUNDGM a EMERY
PAPER DISKS.

THIS OUTFIT CONSISTS OF:

I. Two interchangeable steel disk wheels, 354" and 184," in diameter.
2. One interchangeable flexible leather disk wheel, DA" in diameter.
R. One adjustable hollow spindle for holding the above disk wheels.
4. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 21,4" in diameter.
6. Four cartiorundum paper disks of different grades, 2;(0" in diameter.
6. Eight different grade emery paper disks, 40 in diameter.
7. Four carborundum paper disks of different grades, 4" in diameter.
8. One clamping device for keeping disks flat, when not in use.

For Sale

by all

Jobbers

in the

United

States

and

Canada

IMPROVED BEZEL AND WHEEL CHUCK

No. 26. Each, $9.00
(cut is full size)

Larger capacity for holding work and improved construction.

Will hold wheels or plates from 3 mm. to 62 mm.

Bezels, rings, watch cases, etc., from 18 mm. to 62 nun.

State name and size of lathe when ordering.

SHELDON'S PATENT HAIRSPRING
COLLET REMOVER

No of any more distorted hairsprings or bent
balances. 

Every watchmaker knows how troublesome it is to
remove the collet without either distorting the hairspring
or bending the balance ; with the aid of this tool the diffi-
culty is overcome. The tool is provided with a pairof spring
fingers curved at the ends and ground very thin and sharp.
By tilting the balance thejaws may be slid under the hair-
spring and by pressing the jaws together it will readily
loosen the collet and then by turning the central screw,
which has a hole in the end to recehe the staff pivot, you can
force the collet from the staff, without. injury to balance or
hairspring. The adjustable screw nut is provided to avoid
wear or injury to the jaws. A glatice at the illustration will
demonstrate the utility of this tool. Finely nickel plated.

Price, each, 61.23

Set of Six Pivot Straighteners
No. I

The various sizes in this set will
accommodate all sizes of pivots.
They are great time-savers. Full
directions how to use are sent with
each set, describing a quick and
safe Method of straightening pivots
without break ing.

Price, per set, 75c.

AM

-  \

This new grinding device should find favor with the
trade, being thoroughly practical and complete for all put,

Price of Outfit No. 105, complete . . $1.50 poses, such as grinding steel tools, glass, enamel or any
other metal or substance that can be ground with emery or

.15 carboruudum. It is of equal value to the watchmaker,

.20 jeweler, optician, dentist, lock or gunsmith, platers and
kindred trades. It will be found much more economical

.20 than solid emery and carborundum wheels. An assortment
of solid wheels of twelve different grits would necessitate

.35 an outlay of ten times the cost of this outfit, not taking
into consideration the trouble of trueing up the wheels
when worn or glazed.

Full description and instructions how to use accompany each outfit

Separate small emery disks, per dor.,

large "

small carb'm

large "

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER cSc CO
47=49 Maiden Lane

• NEW YORK
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The Most Vital Points of a Lathe are the Design and Workmanship
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RIVETT LATHE MFG. CO.

and the Rivett Lathe has gained its high reputa-

tion by its quality in these respects. We have put

steady, hard work into our improvements and you

will find if you inspect our Lathe it will speak for

itself.

Don't take our word for it but look into the

matter yourself. Take another Lathe and adjust

the head so that it is free and nice. Then draw

the chuck in so that it is good and snug and you

will find the spindle runs tight. This is because of

the design—trying to put a large chuck in a small

spindle and not increasing it in proportion.

Another test is to turn a center on the end of a

piece of 40 wire, then allow it to project 3" from

the head and bend it to run true, as you can't turn

it true that distance from the head. Then take the

screw you tighten the cone with—loosen and

tighten it and see if your wire will run true after

that.

These tests will show you a well designed

Lathe and we will be glad to have you test ours in

this manner and make a comparison.

If you douht our design and workmanship, see

how others try to imitate us.

Our design is shown herewith and our spindle

is in proportion for the " Ideal" Lathe and large

chucks. Write for circular and full information.

Brighton, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

6 6 WINTER FIXTURES"
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY and STYLE

Anything
from a

Store Stool
to a

Complete
Outfit

The
" Peer-of-All "
No. 3

Jewelers' Case

Another one
of those

" WINTER"
Creations

Plain Oak Fixtures at Plain Oak Prices. Plat II Birch Vixtures at same prices.
Southern Small Flaked Quarter-sawed Red Oak cost s shout thc same as WiSCOOSill

Plain Oak. Bat is no better, and is not the kind " %%INTER" uses.
Selected Large Flaked Quarter-sawed White Oak, the kind that "WINTER" uses, of

..ourse, costs more.
urly Bi rch xt ures at same prices as " WINTER" Quarter-sawed Oak Fixtures.

''WINTER CATALOGUES"—TIIE BOOKS THAT SHOW YOU. Sent on receipt of 25 Cents.
Th, most complete works of their kind ever published. Works of Art. Books of

Valuable Information. Complete ill i:04 years 11 f experience and thousands
of dollars. Si 9 x 12, 3 volumes. GOO pages complete. Books that you need and will keep.

Colored finish samples, plans, suggestions, interior VIfVs, elevat ions, measurements,
detailed description, prices, etc., of the high-grade store fitting art—from start to finish.

Over 200 pages devoted to high-grade floor cases, show cases, counters, tables,
specialties, etc., with full description and prices. Write for Catalogue "09-A's

M. N17Vinter Lumber Co. HIGH-GRADEFIXTURE MAKERS

Established 1865

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

SALES AGENCIES
C. D. SMITH DRUG CO., - - - St. Joseph. Mo.
FELIX PARSONS CO., - - - - Dallas. Texas
FINLAY DICKS 'CO., - - - - New Orleans, La.
R. H. BIRDSALL. - - - Hamilton 13Id., Portland. Ore.
MA'FTOON & KEPPEL. - - - New Haven, Conn.
IRVIN L. WARD 8c CO., 893 Ashbury St.,San Francisco,Cal.

Fine Grade Ruby an Sap-
phire Balance Jewels

TO FIT ALL MAKES

American Movements

Finely polished and finished Balance Staffs to match

$1.00 per Dozen each

JOHN A. POLTOCK 
79riNsatylOSRtriceetN. 

N.Y.

Watch Material, Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies

OPTICIAN'S FITTING TABLE No. 15
dr The convenience of its arrangements, the workmanship and finish, and
1̀1-1--its low price makes this the most practical table for opticians on the
market. This table has a plate glass top set in a wooden frame, so as to
show the contents in the four upper drawers. Below these upper drawers
are four others for supplies, etc. Made of solid c-ak or birch and finished in
any color. Dimensions: 60 inches long, 16 inches deep and 30 inches high.

0-
Q. Write for Catalogue and
Order Through Your Jobber

JESSEN
ROSBERG
Manufacturers of Watchmakers',
Opticians' and Jewelers' Furniture

393 to 405 W. Kinzie Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
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WE HAVE STRUCK IT

Lafayette Fire Coat Solution
will take the fire coat out of Silver without
the use of Nitric Acid. No fumes. No
effect on solder. No effect on the hands.
Get full particulars.

6 pound bottles - 85c. each
125 " carboys - 5c. per lb.

F. 0. B. Newark

Mix with water and it is ready for use.

MAKE YOUR
COMB REPAIRS

Zyloloid Comb Findings,
Catches, Joints, Pins,
Comb Sides and Teeth.
All sizes and shapes in
shell, amber, silver or
pearl gray and ivory
white.
Send for illustrated price sheet

Zyloloid Cement
25c. per bottle

YLOLOil

IONS HOW 'T
•

ken surfaces 9f Cell
0,11) from 5 to 10 se

1, for n minute orti? hardvn for iin.
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A. O. & S.Co.'

THE LAFAYETTE JEWEL STRIPPER

Genuine Sapphire, for the expert workman who
desires to do finished and first-class work. Used
in watch factories and by expert workmen every-
where.

Price, $2.00 Each

LAFAYETTE BURNISHER

The finest tool in the market for burnishing and
reducing pivots on balance staffs and train
pinions. Does the work quickly and smoothly.
Made of finest hard Sapphire and mounted in
handsome case.

Price, $2.00 Each

CUTTLE BONE
Large, Medium, Small. By the Strap, Box or

Small Lot.
ASK FOR PRICES

CHASERS' CEMENT

One pound bars—light or dark.

Lafayette quality, 30c. per bar.
Ordinary " 25c. " "

We now operate our own Brush Department, making
Bristle, Brass, German Silver, Steel, Tampico and all special
Brushes for Jewelers, Silversmiths, Platers, Watch Case
Makers, etc. This enables us to guarantee the quality and
workmanship. Give us a trial and we will prove it to you.

LAFAYETTE
RIVETING MACHINE

These are very practical
for riveting pin joints and
catches, are quick and accu-
rate and the springs keep the
jaws apart. One of our very
best sellers.

LAFAYETTE
ENGRAVERS' TABLE

All metal, weight ten pounds, top
diameter 7". The advantages are that
they give a more solid foundation for
the work, and never wear out.

We can also furnish these tables
with wood top and wood base; weight
6 pounds, top diameter 8".

We furnish and equip Jewelry Shops with everything required

We carry a large stock of Genuine Stubs' Tools, Pliers,
Nippers, Sculptors, Hammers, Drill Rod, etc.

LAFAYETTE PIERCING SAWS.
High temper, even teeth, high quality, low cost.

FINIS PIERCING SAWS.

Engravers' Balls, Pads and Accessories.

BURNO CRUCIBLE
No furnace necessary. Melt with a Blowpipe.

No. 1 Holding 100 Dwt. - 65c.
No. 2 " 50 " - 40.
No. 3 " 25 " - 25c.
Tongs suitable for all - 10e.

AMERICAN OIL & SUPPLY CO.
52-54-56 Lafayette Street, NEWARK, N. J. Heyworth Building, CHICAGO

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Tools, Machinery and Supplies for Jewelers, Silversmiths and Metal Workers

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THE ARTICLES WE ADVERTISE

01.
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WATCH OIL.,
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THEE FINEST IN THE WORLD
NOW SOLD BY EVERY 

MATERIAL DEALER IN THE 
UNITED STATES AND IN EUR

OPE

Positively
the best and
purest oil
offered the
trade in my
thirty years'
experience.

NOW USED

BY EVERY

WATCH AND

CLOCK

FACTORY

WILLIAM F. NYE, New Bedford, M
a., U.S.A.
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!CLOCK OIL'.;
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SUN PLATING WORKS
VAL.L.,12NTINE, Propricttor)

Gold and Silver Platers 
We rractIce i pecicalty of

ROSE GOLD, FRENCH GRAY, COLONIA
L COLORING

BRONZING, OXIDIZING AND GUN METAL

32 Maiden Lane, New York
Teictpl-tone 3258 Joh ri

Orders received by mail or express retu
rned same day if desired

zurs TRIAL ORDERS SOLICITED

111=1.

.;MC4.41.J.Y pRERAREDDY

MUM METAL POLISHO
DOTron,mAss.0 If.

MAIL POSTAL CARD TO

DEPT. B FOR

SPECIAL
PROPOSITION
on SILVA PUTZ
Silver Polish

American Metal Polish Co. WEST 
SOMERVILLE
MASSACHUSETTS

CANDO

SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

ilot only for the consumer but also for

the JEWELER to sell

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

11 (3)
771.0VTX--'

''WACE:g,U7VJk ,

-1Mlegt‘‘. ts1111114

LIQUID
ileinentin} I
d Pallet Je

-MURPHY. ett:+*
OPILLIA, CA

Get the Genuine
Don't accept cheap substitutes;

there is nothing else so good.

Sold by every Material Dealer in America

Price, 25c.

Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

No. C. DIAMOND BALANCE

HERMAN KOHLBUSCH, SR.

MANUFACTURER OF

Fine Balances and Weights

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

WHERE ACCURACY IS REQUIRED

194 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
No. 2. UPRIGHT POCKET

DIAMOND SCALE

I l ti;

"IMPERIAL"
American Mainsprings
They are the BEST, the MOST RELIABLE,
have QUALITY, FINISH, ELASTICITY,
TEMPER, STRENGTH and DURABILITY,
are COILED and TAGGED and arranged in
the MOST CONVENIENT manner and fit the
barrel without uncoiling.

Price, only

15.00 
Per Gross

925

Per Dozen

175 different styles and
sizes of IMPERIAL"

AMERICAN MAIN-

SPRINGS carried in stock

World=famed
for 50 years

NOTHING BETTER MADE

"These Mainsprings are used by

more Railroad Watch Inspectors

than any others on the market"

Enlarged and correct view of IN althea' No. 2203 " Imperial " Mainspring, coiled and tagged

Simile
of an

Fac-
Simile

of (
Imperial
Springs

"CRESCENT" American Mainsprings

$12± per
gross

Put up One Dozen in a Box

per
dozen

Waltham
IS size

No. 2203

Elgin
18 size

No. 5043

Hampden
Is size

NO. 5056

Illinois
18 size

NO. 5061

" IMPERIAL." AMERICAN SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged

None genuine unless marked Imperial," coiled, tagged and hearing our Registered
Trade-Mark. as shown in cut.

Upon request, our

Mainspring Guide will

be sent free

"CRESCENT
American Mainsprings

which represent the greatest value for the least
money, are blue color, closely gaged, well finished,
spring tempered, popular price and will fit in barrels

without making any change in tips, holes or braces,
but are neither coiled nor tagged.

"IMPERIAL" WATCH REPAIR RECORD.
COMRIGNTE0 BY W. GREEN • CO., NEW YORK

Published by W. GREEN & CO., Import rs and Manufaeturera, Watch Materials, Tools. Jewelers' and Engravers Supplies,
 81 Nassau St., New York.

Job
Number

Description o f
Case and Number

Description of
Movement and Number

Date
Rec'd

OWNER'S NAMP: Left by Deliv'd to Date
Ded

REPAIRS PRICE
Sent to

or Rop'd by

•This book employs the simplest and most thorough arrangement to be had for Watch repairs. It requires but very little time to keep in a proper manner, and the plans used do away with the
elaborate bookkeeping of other books for the same purposes. It Is made of the best quality book paper, each page is numbered and ruled anti has printed headings. It is substantially bound in cloth,

with leather back and corners. No. 1837. For 3,000 Jobs   price, 51.80; postage, 17e.
No. 1837%. On Ledger paper, with extra heavy covers for 6,000 Jobs  3.00; 27c.

W. GREEN 0 CO., INC Watchmakers' and 81 Nassau Street

Jewelers' Supply House NEW YORK
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Wise Jewelers Buy from KORONES BROS There's a Reason

A TRIAL ORDER WILL CONVINCE YOU

We are offering to the trade for this month only this 
SPECIAL K. B. LATHE, as illustrated

IMIN1111111111111

In presentirg this new lathe to the trade, atten-

tion is respectfully called to the following advantages

which it possesses:

I. It is built to standard size, all parts are interchange-
able, and additional fixtures may be added at any time.

2. The headstock has a hard spindle and hard bear-

ings, ground absolutely true. These parts are so finely

ground that wearing of same is hardly possible. Any pos-

sible endshake can be taken up by means of the nut on the

back of the chick spindle.

3. The chucks are large and strong, the largest having

a 5 mm. (No. so) hole clear through the chuck.

4. The cone pulley has four indices, 4, 24, 28 
and 30,

for tiling square, hexagon, etc., any article placed in the

chucks.
5. All the parts and attachments, as far as the con-

struction will permit, are finely polished and nickel plated.

DIMENSIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF LATHE

Length of bed 10%1 inches
-Height, from bed to center   

n 

inches

ra,er rest

.Swing   

4Index pawl -is attached to the headstock.
is of the "tip-over" or swinging pattern. Chucks are the

same size as the W. W. Chucks. For size, see illustration .
at the side of lathe.

Price of Lathe 
as shown in illustration with 6 Wire, 2 Wheel, 1 Screw and 1 Taper Chuck, ek cn
with its taper ; 4 Cement Brasses and 1 extra Steel Taper 

. . . . 4110 J

KORONES BROS. MMUS 46 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Wheeling Metal Ceilings

DESIGN 8210

The low ceiling requires a design comparatively flat,

yet bold enough in embossing to make the room have

a distinctive, artistic appearance.

WHEELING METAL CEILINGS

are made in perfect designs for rooms of all sizes

or shapes.

WRITE—IT COSTS NOTHING TO ASK QUESTIONS

Wheeling Corrugating Co WHEELING•_ WEST VIRGINIA

Branch Offices and Warehouses

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

DETROIT

ST. LOUIS

NEW YORK

CHATTANOOGA

CHICAGO

F. C. JORGESON & CO.
11 to 17 North Ann Street :: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKERS OF HIGH=GRADE

JEWELERS' FIXTURES
2r-r-ZMWEWIIMS.

SPECIAL No. 107B

COUNTER CASE AND TABLE

MADE IN ALL KINDS OF WOOD

OAK AND BIRCH IN STOCK

Write for Prices

6e1'ti13 BET OF 1E..7.VERYTHINCi"

DON'T SLEEP NOW!
"THIS IS VACATION TIME, but don't
1- think for a minute that all lines of

the Jewelry Trade
are at a standstill
on that account.
More people travel
now than at any
other season, and
travel always cre-
ates a big demand
for Watches. We
know, because we
carry the largest
and most com-
plete stock in the
Central West and
South of

EDGE VIEW

"THE VER 'r THIN"

ti„S.B0

WATCH MOVEMENTS and
WATCH CASES
 WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR 

Elgin and Waltham Movements and
Keystone, Crown and Crescent Cases

At some seasons, because of short supply at factories, Watch
Movements are hard to buy. We always carry a full line. That
sao is one reason why it pays dealers everywhere to

have an account with " The Quick Delivery House."
We fill every order on the day it reaches us. Our
big Catalogue is a valuable asset in any dealer's
business. It is designed not so much to advertise us
as to help the dealer to make sales. It covers every-
thing needful in

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, CLOCKS, BRONZES,
CUT GLASS, FLATWARE, HOLLOWWARE,

CANES, UMBRELLAS, GOLD and

ROLL PLATE JEWELRY, Etc.

No. 263

No. 825 No. 933

GET YOUR NAME ON OUR MAILING LIST. SEND FOR THE CATALOGUE NOW
Our 1910 Edition will be Larger, Better, More Attractive Than Ever

ALBERT BROTHERS CINCINNATI, OHIO
THE QUICK DELIVERY WHOLESALE JEWELRY HOUSE
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Something New
THE LEBANON PATENT
WATCH GLASS CABINET

The most complete ever offered.
Stronger, although lighter in weight.
Has five drawers with metallic divisions
and is made in finely finished oak. Con-
tains 1040 spaces—nearly 200 more
than any other five-drawer cabinet on
the market.

DIMENSIONS

Length over all 27 in.;
width, 11% in.; height, 13 in.

The ligne and style of glass contained in each
compartment is indexed on the upper front
edge of each drawer; the I6ths are indexed

on both upper side edges of each drawer.

Patented Dec. 29, i9oS Price, $6.75

THE IMPROVED BALLOON CHUCK
This is the only chuck on the market that the front plate c

an be removed anti

replaced at the will of the operator. It Is possible to polish the pivots of all

wheels from the center to the balance, without removing 
hairspring or roller.

It is much easier to put the work in this chuck than any other chuck made.

A few reasons why this is the best Chuck made:

1. It is open in the back, so you can putthe work in place without breaking
the pivots.

2. The front plate is bulged out so that when you are polishing the pivots
your Slip does not strike on the.edge of the chuck; this feature alone will save
many pivots from being broken.

8. The front. can be removed and one with a hole to fit the cone of the pivot
inserted in its place; this makes it possible to operate any size or kind of pivot.

4. The pump center has a slot that keeps it from rotating, thereby making
it always come to a perfect center.

5. The pump center is clamped by a lock nut from all sides; this does away
with any possible chance of It throwing ttieback pivot out of line; it is also held
forward by a spring, making it much easier to put the work in position.

Both pump center and sleeve lock with nut lock on end extend through
head of lathe, so you can remove and replace work without taking the chuck
out of the lathe.

The front plates are held In one position by a lug and the knurl nut screws
down on the edge, making it possible to remove and replace them so they will
run true,

One plate is already drilled for balance pivots, the two extra plates are left.
blank, so that the workman can drill any size hole he wants.

Extra plates cost 50 cents per dozen

For sale by all tool and material dealers

PRICE, $3.50

Nordman's Patent Perfection
Hairspring Gage

ft%07...1—Ma;ZZID
MADE IN ALUMINUM

The object of this Gage is to test the

strength of Watch Hairsprings, not abso-

lutely, but relatively, to the fixed hair-

spring, which is of about average strength.

After the strength of one spring is deter-

mined by the Gage another can be tested

and selected that will have exactly the

same power.
Full directions for use accompany each

machine.

Price, $1.25

ROBBINS'
Improved Turret-Head

Interchangeable
Roller Remover

The most practical tool ever offered.
Will take off any roller, single or
double, instantly. Has five inter-
changeable heads. Complete direc-
tions for use sent with each tool.

PRICE, $3.00

ROBBINS' LATEST IMPROVED

r MAINSPRING WINDER (With Handle)

The simplest on the market. No changing of barrels re-
quired. This is the quickest action Mainspring Winder
on the market. Complete directions for use with each tool.

Nickel-plated. Price. $1.75

OPTICIANS' LENS FILES

Set of three Opticians' Lens Files, with Rubber Handles,
in neat cardboard box. Price, 50 cents per set

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THESE GOODS

 SOLE AGENTS 

HENRY ZIMMERN e/ • 9 Inc.O 
Exclusive Wholesale

Distributers for 
77 JOHN STREET

_ U. S. and Canada 
NEW YORK CITY

'1■11111Ii■

We Have Been Are Now Expect to Continue
FURNISHING CATALOGS TO RETAIL JEWELERS

We Produce the Most Effective Advertising Matter on the Market

STORE OF THE KILLAM JEWELRY COMPANY, PITTSBURG, KANSAS

Samples and Particulars sent FREE
upon request

(Copy of Original Letter)
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Jan. 18, 1909.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen—It is with pleasure that
we testify to the merits of the Catalog
which you published for us last year.
Our holiday trade has been increased
very materially both years we have used
your Catalogs.

We were well pleased with the class
of goods furnished. •

No progressive jeweler can afford to
be without your Catalog.

Yours truly,
DEREMER & CO.

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1907 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

HERE IS THE EVIDENCE

(Copy of Original Letter)
Pirrsnuito, KANS., Jan. 13, 1909.

THE ARNSTINE BROS. CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Gentlemen—We are pleased to again be able
to testify to the benefits of the Catalog as a good
and strong trade getter. We find also that it is a
permanent ad. It associates and identifies the name
more closely and lastingly with the jewelry
business.

Trusting this will find you enjoying fine health
and wishing you a prosperous year, we remain,

Yours very truly,
KILL:\ M JEWELRY CO

The Catalogs sent out by this
firm since 1904 were made by
The Arnstine Bros. Company

STORE OF 01 RI MIR & CO., SAN FRANCISCO

We are represented in every State in the Union. If you are interested in our proposition and will notify
us, our representative will take pleasure in calling on you and explaining our method

THE ARNSTINE BROS. COMPANY
Originators of The Exclusive Catalog Method for Retail Jewelers

In writing us please mention this issue THE KEYSTONE CLEVELAND, OHIO
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THE NEW MODEL MOSELEY LATHE

NEW MODEL MOSELEY

Universal Face Plate

NEW MODEL SWING REST

is included without extra charge

The New Model Conoidal Chuck

The STRONGEST and MOST
SCIENTIFICALLY PERFECT
CHUCK ever invented

It is becoming better understood that more care should he tak
en in the selection of a Watchmaker's Lathe than 

has heretofore been fully realized.

Under the most exacting requirements of your Profes
sion, comprising the making and repairing of o

ne of the most delicate and intricate 
mechanisms of man's

invention. the Modern Watch, you cannot do justice to your W
ork, your Employer or Yourself if you are 

handicapped by the inferior quality or 
inefficiency of the Tools

you employ, and your Lathe is certainly one of the most
 important Tools you use, and IT MUS

T be RIGHT or your WORK CAN
NOT be RIGHT. The

MOSELEY LATHES have been well and favorably known to 
the Watchmakers of the World for nearly a 

Third of a Century and they are 
considered by the Many

Thousands of More than Satisfied Watchmakers, who ar
e using them constantly in their daily wor

k, to be the BEST LATHES MADE
, and it has been fully

demonstrated that the possession of a MOSELEY LATHE is the 
source of constantly increasing satisfaction and 

efficiency. Improved methods have enabled us
 to

improve the MOSELEY LATHES and to keep them Up
-to-Date in every particular, and we now 

offer in the "NEW MODEL M
OSELEY " a Lathe of the BEST

QUALITY of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP an
d at a MODERATE PRICE. ACCURAC

Y and RAPIDITY,—THEY ARE WH
AT COUNT,—and they are

secured by the use of MOSELEY TOOLS. 
Write for Descriptive Price-List. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS

THe moseLey LATHES co.
Elgin, Ill., U.S.A.

THE NEW BUILDING of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School
is now completed
and we are now able to give our students mor

e

bench room and more light than any other schoo
l

in the world.

Id, The workroom on the second floor is entirel
y

skylighted, and, consequently, the light in this room

is fully as good as in open air.

Good light is of vital importance to a Watch-

maker, and we have spared no money to obtain the

best light and the latest improvements of a modern

building.

41 The last few years we have not been able to
accommodate all the students that made applications

for scholarships, for want of room ; but now, with

an additional building, we can take care of a great

many more students.

41, Write for our new Catalog to-day.

St. Louis Watchmaking School
St. Louis, Mo.

Th HALE Watch Protector
Made of soft specially prepared non-tarnishing

leather, in tan shades ; sizes, 12, 16 and 18.

USED ON ALL THE LEADING RAILROADS

With YOUR name and address printed

on the front it makes a " Live Ad."

Ask Your Dealer or Write for Sample

Made only by the

Hale Watch Protector Co.
Providence, Rhode Island

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and 

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes I

We Repair broken or melted off, the same as new
any article in the Silverware line, mrtking new p

arts to match the old ones

We Replate any 
article you want in Gold, Silver Nickel, Bronze 

Brass, Oxidized Silver

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all 
,the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and

Reidated

1429 Wabash Ave.

Sercomb Company CHICAGO

Timely Offerings 
 in Trade
Essentials

New Model Webster-Whitcomb Lathe with New Model Tip'.
over Hand Rest and Tailstock.

Full Nickel-plate. Price, $31.00

which includes Taper Chuck, Screw Chuck, Six '4-inch Cement
Chucks and 9 ft. Round Belting.

Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench-10 Prong
Price, 60 cents

Regent Foot Wheel,
Improved, $6.00

Height 3.

Height 4.

401"
Height 5.

Height 6.
"s

Height 7.

Height 8.

,

EXACT SIZE

"A SHINING SUCCESS"

REGENT,
INSTANTANEOUS

SILVER POLISH

CROSS C&, BEGUELIN
23 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK

THE BEST POLISH ON THE MARKET

Price, $1.75 Net Per Dozen
TRY IT ONCE: arid yclts (u-der again

Cienevaa ... . $4.00 per gross; 5 .40 per doz.
PRICE-LIST Thick Mi-Concaves . . . 4.00 " .40 "

Mi-Concaves, Extra Thick 10.00 .00 "
Parallels 8  00 " .75 "

This Cabinet FREE with your first order for One
Gross Regent Imported American Mainsprings

I 9 I

411111111111MIlli
PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAYE.
Patent nenevas $8.00 per gross ; $ .75 per doz.
Lentilies . . 12.00 " 1.25 "
Antiques 8.00 " .75 "
Lunettes . . . 3.00 " .25 1 4

BLANK ORDER SHEETS FOR WATCH GLASSES SENT UPON APPLICATION

51.144SPRINCS

II size
No..Z203

1.00 per Dozen
10.50 per (dross

Have you seen the Newest Nickel Alarm Clock

"THE TURNOUT"

4 -inch Dial with Switch to turn off

Price, 58c. Net

17,  

Set of 5 Nickel-Plated Screw OH% ers, 40c.

SEND A POSTAL FOR POCKET PRICE-LIST OF TOOLS AND MATERIAL

Your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry or Material will receive prompt and guaranteed satisfactory services as to quality and price

CROSS &BEGUELIN
Corporation)

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

23 Maiden Lane, New York
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Howard
Waltham
Elgin
Standard

Excelsior

Keystone
Crescent

Crown
Watches

If you're a customer, you'll see our line;

If you see our line, you'll be a customer!

,kditeditia

arWrth MAVEN-10e

BALTIMORE, MD.

We are
showing the

latest effects in

Solid Gold
and
Gold Filled
Stone Set and
Enamel

Jewelry

Our Salesmen are now showing

"the line that is the line"

WRITE FOR THE NEW ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST OF 
HOWARD WATCHES

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relati
ng to their business, saw at once

the beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL " CASE.
It is made of solid oak, or other wood 

desired, highly polished, beveled plate-

glass top, double strength glass front, ends
 and doors, has two highly polished

shelves of same wood as case, supported by 
Tom's adjustable brackets, metal legs

six inches high, and doors run on steel 
tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches 
wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf

12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. 
It has a nicely molded top, orna-

mented with egg and dart.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Made and sold by

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 4 inches high, 1 foot 4 
inches deep

inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains 
and weights. Inside of case and

shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship In the 
knock down.

Net price. $58.00. Worth 1170.00

Salesroom, Office and Factory

56-66 Frank Street, CHICAGO
Take the Blue Island Avenue CarUnion Show Case Co.

BLACK SHIELD OILS
The Product of the Highest Attainment in Oil Manuifgahct oiiManufacturing. g. Teo much care cannot be taken in selectingthe r 

It's the LIFE-BLOOD of a watch. It will not gum. It is free from acids.
Climate has no effect. Every drop of oil in the bottle,

even to the very last, is as good as first

Try a bottle and convince yourself that it is THE BEST

WATCH OIL, Per Bottle, 25c. CLOCK OIL, Per Bottle, 25c.

SCIENTIFIC RECONSTRUCTED WHITE SAPPHIRE
A stone of ralue—.“The Diamond's Neighbor." The nearest likeness to a diamond ever marketed. Has a wonderful brilliancy, very highly polished, and

will retain Its brilliancy. Stone is hard and wearing qualities are lasting. Beware of imitation Reconstructed White Sapphires, which are of little or 110 value.

These are the genuine 
{ Price per Carat, Finest Selected Reconstructed White Sapphires . $1.75
" " Second °rade 4 6 6 6 4 

• 1.45

SCIENTIFIC RECONSTRUCTED RUBIES
These Reconstructed Rubies are absolutely as hard and have the same beautiful appearance as the Genuine Oriental Rubies. They are the scientific produc-

tion of sman particles or “ennine Rubies fused under intense heat through an electrical process and purified through a chemical process.
When ordering, kindly slate NIEN1 desired, the same as when ordering precious stones, as .„4 carat, i% carat. etc.

These Genuine Reconstructed Rubies, per Carat $1.10 Genuine Reconstructed Rubles, second grade, per Carat $0.65

ROLLER REMOVER No. H497
(Patented)

Nickel-plated, each - $1.50
A thoroughly efficient and quick acting Roller Remover. The work is always

plainly in sight. The roller is held in the grooved jaws of the pliers. The adjustable
head which holds the screw is quickly brought into position over the staff, and the
most obstinate roller will instantly yield to the gradual pressure of the screw.

USE BLACK SHIELD MAINSPRINGS
THE HEART of THE WATCH
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ELGIN 18 Size Class 3 to 6 No. B4353
SWART( Iti I IL D Zr.- COM PA V

c eVrei•--‘c. 0 1 el_ . 
4a'L PATENT APPLIELI FOR

IN 18 Size
Class 3 to 6
No. B4353

11141(111 ) & CO.

FOR ALL WATCHES

Per Dozen, $1.25 Per Gross, $13.50

How to Display and Increase
Your Stone Sales

This le the productive
method. genuine scien-
tific Reconstructed White
Sapphires and Rubies are
having a very large sale and
the demand is continually in-
creasing. These stones dis-
played in your window or
show case in the display tray,
as shown in illustration, will
bring sales besides an adver-
tising medium and attraction.
Kindly note that the stones

in these assortments are the
best that can be purchased.
They are the genuine. There
are many inferior qualities on
the market and therefore beg
to Impress upon buyers that
these are of the highest qual-
ity. The tray is purple velvet
bound and white lined and
has an easel back well made.
Prices of assortments in-

cluding tray. (With assort-
ment no charge is made for
tray.)
Combination Assortment No.
11435 with Display Case.
47/8 carat Reconstructed Sap-

phires, $8.65, containing as
follows: One each 3/4, h,

Yt, 1, FA carat.
Combination Assortment No.

11436, with Display Case.
474 carat Reconstructed Ru-

bies, $5.25, containing as fol-
lows: One each IA, 34, 3,13,

3/4 1. 13/4 carat.
Combination Assortment No.

11437, with Display Case.
One each Reconstructed Sap-

phires, 4, fh. 3/4, 1 carat.
One each Reconstructed Ru-

bles, 54, 1, 1,4 carat.
Price, with display case, $8.10
Combination Assortment No.

11438, with Display Case.
Two-1 birds doz. Extra
Fine It Doublets,
with display case as
shown in illustration,
price  $2.25

Combination Assortment No.
11439, with Display Case.

Two-thirds doz. Extra
Fine Emerald Doublets,
with display case, as
Shown in illustration,
price  $2.25

Combination Assortment No.
11440, with Display Case.

Two- t h i Nis doz. Extra
Fine Sapphire Doub-
lets, with display case,
price  $9.25

Combination Assortment No.
11441, with Display Case.

Two-thirds doz. First
Quality Brilliants. with
display case. as shown
In illustration, price $2.00

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY
THE LARGEST WATCHMAKERS' AND JEWELERS'
SUPPLY HOUSE INI THE WORL.O■ HEYWORTH BUILDING. MADISON ST. & WABASH AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

4
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What Some LEADING WATCH FACTORIES of this Cou
ntry Think of

FULCRUM WATCH AND CLOCK OIL

The New England Watch Co. says, " It is first
class in every way.'

The E. Howard Watch CO. says, "We consider
yours an improvement over any domestic oil we have
ever seen."

The South Bend Watch Co. says, "We have
completed a test with your watch oil in extremes of tem-
perature and other conditions and are pleased to report
the result of the trial is most satisfactory."

Find another Watch or Clock Oil which has ever received such favorable comment from people who know

FULCRUM OIL

I 1
,

I
I 1

■

POSITIVELY WILL NOT GUM WILL NOT EVAPORATE WILL NOT

DISCOLOR OR BECOME RANCID IN ANY LENGTH OF 
EXPOSURE

WILL NOT CORRODE THE PIVOTS, BECAUSE IT IS FRE
E FROM ACIDS

OF ALL KINDS.

It is the only Watch or Clock Oil ever known which is absolutely 
free from acid. And we can prove it.

35 cents per bottle FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS $3.75 per dozen

TRY IT—A POSTAL TO THE FACTORY WILL BRING YOU A 
SMALL SAMPLE BOTTLE FREE OF CHARGE

FULCRUM OIL COMPANY, Franklin Pa., U.S.A.

VIEW IN ELEMENTARY WATCH WORK DEPART
MENT MARCH 15, 1909. There are 67 students in this department and we

 must have more room

and there will be added to Horological Hall enough space 
so that we can take care of twice the number of students as at present.

YEARS AGO when Horological schools were first inaugurated in this co
untry, they met with decided opposition by the majority of those 

interested in the

jewelry business and its kindred trades. However, this feeling has disappeared from the field in most cases, and t
o-day it is generally conceded, by the broad-

minded, that the HOROLOGICAL SCHOOL is the only way to attain a 
complete knowledge of the work, and at the same time hasten results. So much so is this

a fact that whereas in the early days the student body was made up of 
those who had had little or none of the opportunities in a store, to-day 7

5'/;) of them have

been connected with the business before entering a school of this kind. 
And many who are jewelers, and generally the best in the community, a

re sending their

sons to these schools. Why ? Because they know that the school offers the best place to get the work,
 to get it right and without an unnecessary waste of time.

*11 We do not advocate anything in the way of lightning methods, nor
 do we say that every student matriculating onr egular set  :sear Sept. Islt. II' 34111 1.1111 11111k0

will become a first-class workman. Law schools and medical schoo
ls do not make first-class lawyers or physi- nient4 o art hi 1 inn. it vi mild 1 n vI'r) io 34,111.mIA/111114ige.

dans of every student that they turn out, and the percentage of good 
workmen turned out from a firsi-ciass Horo-

logical School will be found to be greater than the twoprofessi
ons mentioned above. c[There is no doubt that

the course of MODERN METHODS IN HOROLOGN as p
ursued at Bradley Polytechnic Institute, is getting

the best results possible, if you want to get it right, and it will pay you to in
vestigate this truly great institution.

.% 1 0 S 'I' 1. .% It D A II I) It E SS I; II)

"HOROLOGICAL," Department K, PEORIA, ILL.
1 1. 1. (. 1:1 I 011 THE I) I • I It I I) I Ng I 4) It t X 110'S
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Meritas Superb
Fitting Sets

WE ARE RECEIVING DUPLICATE ORDERS FOR THIS

proving its practicability and efficiency. The motor can
be used for other purposes and machine will last a lifetime.

A Fan Propelled
with Hot -Air

JUST OUT. THE NEWEST AND MOST

ECONOMICALLY OPERATING MOTOR

MOTOR MAY BE USED FOR OTHER

PURPOSES AS WELL.

Quiet, simple, inexpensive,
odorless ; consumes, in one hour
3 feet of gas or 1-5 pint alcohol.
A burner for both gas and alcohol
furnished with each fan outfit ;
with 16 inch fan.

FOR -curs SPLENDID OUTFIT CONTAINED
IN GENUINE LEATHER CASE

SILK VELVET LINED

We are making this remarkably low offer so our

customers may be supplied with this convenient

sales help.

Every size marked to correspond with chart in

cover of case. You may order from us, specify-

ing any size, and receive just exactly what is

required. You are therefore always in a position

to fit your customer correctly.

A CONVENIENCE

every jeweler should

have — especially

when it costs you

nothing

$15.85 net

N\ I I II0111 FA N

$13.50

Standard Repair  Price List 
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impo,....g our own Job.  ( I Our laellftle• enable Ini

bIng Stone. and handling ...,,.,....... DEs.ER5  Ito handie tuccen fully tha

all Watch Material and 'finest Repeaters, Chrono-
MANUFACTURERS

Repair+ at first h•nd, we IMPORTERS 
graphs,etc., fine ImPartad

,,re prepared t000 all re• JEWELERS' DISPL4T5.130XESEINDINCS. Ch."' SP."41.. 
Wath

ring with the greatest Toot& WATCH MATERIAL :ems. SlIverware. Pipes,
OPTICAL GOODS. ETC

..,1•Isction .,,„ 'and everything In the line.

Copyrighted 1009. Actual size iNsil in.

PRICES ARE ALL LESS 50 PER CENT., and you may refer
to it in your customers' presence and show them the correct printed

prices. ("If you have not received one we will be glad to send.
We are prepared to handle satisfactorily all kinds of repair work.



Phone
710 John GOOD WATCH CASE REPAIRING

is just as ESSENTIAL as Good Watch Repairing

In fact, more so, as it is wide open to the criticism of

the owner, whereas most of the working parts of the

movement are hidden. Why not get what you are

after—THE BEST. My experience of over FORTY

YEARS is a guarantee against poor workmanship.

Best of references furnished if desired.

A few of my specialties are the Remodeling

of English, Swiss and American Key-Wind Cases

to American Stem-Wind ; Special Hand-Made

Cases for Odd Size Movements ; Gold and Silver

Plating and Coloring. Also Jewelry Repairing,

Miniature Portraits, Demagnetizing of Watches.

Special Attention to Out-of-Town Trade
Send for Price-List

N. J. FELIX & SONS
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Member Jewelers' Security Milano. Estaiolished 1865

PATENTED AUGUST 6, 1907

A New Set Protector
to be used for hard soldering rings.
Leaves shank out to work on. Sets and
Crown only in moisture. Moisture held
by sponge. Can be used in any position.
No water to spill. No sand or dirt.
Requires only a moment to get ready.
Made of the very best materials. Nickel
plated over brass.

MADE BY A JEWELER FOR JEWELERS

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER OR WILL BE

SENT DIRECT, PREPAID, ON

RECEIPT OF PRICE, $1.25

H. WHITE:: HANOVERILLINOIS

K38-Electric Flasher Sign
$4.50 each 

HERE is one of our specials.
A new, beautiful Electric Flasher

Window Sign — very attractive

and durable. Made of oval frosted

glass with eye and raised enamel letters

like cut. Ten inches in diameter with

one light inside. Will hang on any

socket. Light flashes on and off. Just

what you want. Can put your name on

it for fifty cents extra. Order of any

Wholesale Jewelry House, or

GROUT'S EXCELSIOR SIGN CO.
126 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

No. 15 

Furnace 

$16.00 

No Air Blast is Necessary
when using our direct draft furnaces

for melting down your precious

metals. Simply light the gas and

regulate the flame according to in-

structions sent with the furnace.

Illustration shows section view of

our high-power burner on which is

mounted a crucible furnace. We

have them for muffle furnaces also.

Better write for catalogue "B-K"

to-day, illustrating our full line of

furnaces, both direct draft and air

blast.

BUFFALO DENTAL MFG. CO.
BUFFALO, N.Y., U.S.A.

1197
Am.

OUR NEW FALL STOCK [T7vrr] IS READY
You can double your business if you will buy all your jewelry needs from us. I lave you seen our

New Building? If not, call and see us. " Our success is the talk of the trade." 

W. J. Beard

Irving Cohn

Chas. Welzmiller

D. G. Barnett

Jet,4•1s•-•

M. J. Averbeck Asher Ureen

WE ARE THE LEADERS IN OUR LINE!

WE CAN MAKE YOU THE LEADER IN YOUR CITY.

A

Postal

Card

will

bring

any

one

of

these

salesmen

to

your

store

with

our

Sample

Lines

- — 

iirtr
.Phai

,

10 and 12 MAIDEN LANE

We

supply

all

the

Jewelry

and

Gold

and

Silver

Novelty

needs

of

the

Retail

Jeweler

S. NV. Percy

J. K. Platt

Wm. Bernhelmer

C. NV. Bull

The above salesmen, Genial and Courteous, are well known to the Retail Jewelry Trade everywhere. Some have been with
us many years. They are now leaving for their respective territories.

WE CAN

double your

sales if you

will give us

a chance

We Sell SELLERS! SELLERS!
and that's the reason why this business has had such a phenom-

enal growth.

If our methods please you tell your friends, if not tell us. All will
be welcome in our building.

/1/. J. AVERBECK, ManufacturersImporters

10 and 12 Maiden Lane, New York

YOU CAN BUY

jewelry and novel-

ties most anywhere,

but you cannot buy

the M. J. A. STYLE,

QUALITY and PRICE

anywhere else.



Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
For
Watchmakers

(hoeht.1)

Fitted to any

lathe

Complete as
shown

$40.00
strictly NET

REPLACINO

I.—Plain Tailstock

2.—Screw Tailstock

3.—Swing Rest
Jeweling Caliper

4.—Slide Rest

S.—Pivot Polisher

6.—Filing Fixture

7.—Rounding-up Tool

S.—Milling Fixture

9.—Rusty Pinion
Polisher

I 0.—Profiling Fixture

I I.—Turret Head

12.—Table Rest

DOES

Turning
Facing
Recessing
Shouldering
Boring
Reaming
Milling
l)rilli ng
Tapping
Counterboring
Sawing
Filing
Stoning
Surfacing
.Jeweling
Traverse grinding
Polishing
Snailing
Damaskeening
Rounding up
Etc.

New Catalog

just out

Fully
illustrated

Attachment

sent on

trial free

W. D. CLEMENT

WALTHAM, MASS.

WH EN
A

CUSTOMER

WISH ES
TO
SELL

You any lot or single piece of mounted diamond

jewelry—large or small—do not turn him down

absolutely, send the goods to me for a

SPOT CASH OFFER

and save all trouble and worry. I pay all express

charges and insure the goods in transit. I have

been in the business right here for 16 years,

and can give the very best references as to

responsibility on application. Offers and valua-

tions furnished promptly. See ad. on another

page of this issue.
Write for further information.

J. J. COHEN
1011 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Established 1S91

Amsterdam, Tulestreat 10 London, Audrey House, Ely Place

C. 0. BAKER, Pres. C. W. BAKER, Vice-Pres.

BAKER & CO., Incorporated

Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners

Assayers, Smelters and Manufacturers

Nut
Platinum and Gold Setting

Department
NEW YORK OFFICE

30 Church Street

Telephone, 3811 Cortlandt

WORKS

408 N. J. R. R. Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.
Telephone, 3 Waverly

Platinum and Gold Settings
carried in stock

at both addresses

L. LE1LONG & BROTHER
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Gold aa Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS anZ

SWEEP SMELTERS

BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Southvve.st Coriticr

1-letl.sey an Ma:Anshan Sta.

Newark, N. J.

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer and Importer

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

NEW

GRAPE JEWELRY
NEW

VANITY PURSES
NEW

MESH BAGS
NEW

ENAMEL VEIL PINS
NEW

SASH PINS
NEW

BELT BUCKLES
NEW

JET JEWELRY
NEW

BRACELETS
NEW

BROOCHES
NEW

HAT PINS
NEW

SCARF PINS
NEW

WAIST SETS
NEW

DUMBBELL LINKS

NOVELTIES IN

GOLD
GOLD FILLED

STERLING SILVER

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer and Importer

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer and Importer

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

We are splendidly
equipped for the fall
campaign of 1909.

Our stocks are com-
plete, selected with
the utmost care in
our home and foreign
markets.

We now have ready
a line of Fall Sellers.
We are the "Leading
House in the Jewelry
Business."

Every popular, de-
sirable thing for the
Fall of 1909.

"All fresh, new goods,
prompt deliveries and
satisfactory prices"
our motto.

M. J. AVERBECK
Manufacturer and Importer

10-12 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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OUR FALL LINE IS READY
And is the Largest and Most Complete Line

Shown by Any One House

As We Import Our Diamonds and Manufacture

All Our Diamond Mountings, it will be to

Your Advantage to See Our Line

OUR TWO FACTORIES ARE RUNNING FULL TIME
As We Anticipate a Revival of Business This Fall and the

House that Has the Goods is Going to Get the Business

Our Motto : The Best Goods for the Least Money

WATCHES DIAMONDS PRECIOUS STONES
MOUNTINGS, JEWELRY, EMBLEM GOODS
SILVER AND GERMAN SILVER BAGS

SILVERWARE, SILVER NOVELTIES

Write to Us for Our Latest Catalogue of Sterling and German Silver Bags

Manufacturers

726 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

1201

Buy Your Fall Stock
IN NEW YORK
Novelties and Fashions Do Not

Originate in Minor Cities, But
Do Originate in New York
The American Metropolis of Style and Fashion

AND IN NEW YORK ONLY
THEY ARE THE PROFIT-MAKERS AND BY
GOING TO NEW YORK YOU GET THEM

THE SINGER BUILDING

DATES and TERRITORY FOR REDUCED FARES TO NEW YORK
AUGUST 7th to 10th, Incl.
AUGUST 21st to 24th, Incl.

Certificates valid for return trip within Thirty Days

CENTRAL PASSENGER TERRITORY
POINTS WEST of (but not including) Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, Suspension Bridge and Salamanca,
N. Y., Pittsburg, Pa., R e !lair c, 0., Wheeling,
Parkersburg, Huntington and Kenova, W. Va., and
points on and NORTH of the Ohio River, and
EAST of the Mississippi River, and SOUTH of a
line from Chicago to Peoria and thence to Burling-
ton, including Cincinnati, Louisville, all points in
Kentucky on and north of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Ry., Cairo, St. Louis, Chicago, the Southern Penin-
sular of Michigan, and Canadian towns on the
Michigan Central R. R. and Wabash R. R.

AUGUST 14th to 17th, Incl.
AUGUST 28th to 31st, Incl.
SEPTEMBER llth to 14th, Incl.
Certificates valid for return trip within Fifteen Days

TRUNK LINE TERRITORY
Reductions Not Given to Points Less Than

100 Miles From New York

FROM and EAST of Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Sus-
pension Bridge, and Salamanca, N. Y., Erie ( via
Penna. R. R.), and Pittsburg, Pa., Bellaire and
Marietta, 0., Wheeling, Parkersburg, Huntington
and Kenova, W. Va., and points on and north of
the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. in Virginia and West
Virginia, except New England and Canada. (New
York, Ontario and Western Ry. not included.)

IMPORTANT
During the present Summer Season
special round-trip Tourists' Fares,
somewhat lower than the Merchants'
fare and one-half on the certificate plan
announced herein, will be in effect to
New York City from Chicago, St. Louis
and other points in the western portion
of CENTRAL PASSENGER TERRI-
TORY, the return limit on the tickets
being thirty days. Consult your local
Ticket Agent.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS and APPLICATION BLANKS, ADDRESS:
C. G. ALFORD & CO.

192 Broadway

M. J. AVERBECK
10 Maiden Lane

J. B. BOWDEN & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

CARTER, HOWE & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

CROSS & BEGUELIN
(A CORPORATION)

23 Maiden Lane

DAY, CLARK & CO.
21 Maiden Lane

HENRY FREUND & BRO.
71 Nassau Street

R., L. & M. FRIEDLANDER
30 Maiden Lane

HENRY FROEHLICH & BRO.
68 Nassau Street

ADOLPH GOLDSMITH & SON
68 Nassau Street

GORHAM MFG. CO.
15 Maiden Lane

ROBT. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.
45 John Street

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
9 Maiden Lane

KELLER JEWELRY MFG. CO.
64 Nassau Street

JULIUS KING OP TICAL CO.
10 Maiden Lane

JONAS KOCH
37 Maiden Lane

LARTER & SONS
21 Maiden Lane

LISSAUER & CO.
54 Maiden Lane

ALBERT LORSCH & CO.
37 Maiden Lane

LUDWIG NISSEN & CO.
182 Broadway

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD.
395 Broadway

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO.
15 Maiden Lane

CHAS. L. TROUT & CO.
2 Maiden Lane

L. E. WATERMAN CO.
173 Broadway

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
2 Maiden Lane

N. H. WHITE & CO
21 Maiden Lane

A. WITTNAUER & CO.
9 Maiden Lane

J. R. WOOD & SONS
2 Maiden Lane
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Our Booklet

"THE

REASON

WHY"
Tells you all

about it. Free

for the asking.

If your jobber

cannot furnish.

BOX AND

DESIGN

PATENTED

SEND YOUR MA-IL ORDER DIRECT.
' -

Edward Warner, Pres. 4Treas. — Rudolph J.Warner b ecy.

LMPIREJEWELRY CASE COMPANY
146-148-150 Clinton 8t,Buffalo, N:Y.

Imperial Westminster

Electric 1/4-Hour Chimes
Operated from ANY clock at ANY distance by 10 wet or d

ry batteries.

On Exhibition at our Salesrooms, 81 Nassau Street, New York
.

ONE HUNDRED SETS IN USE.

Received DIPLOMA and HIGHEST AWARD MEDAL at the 
Lewis & Clark

Centennial Exposition, Portland, Oregon, U.S.A., October, 1905.

THE music of the chimes is the same as the famous Cathedral

Chimes of Westminster Abbey, London. Makes a quarter-

hour Chime of any silent or striking clock, converting it into

a wonderful outside Chime Timepiece.

SPECIAL. NOTE.—Sy the old methods. to obtain an Outside 
Clock Chime

Timepiece, and the wonderful volume of sound, and the sweet, 
clear tones in the

chimes—to be heard on the street at a great distance—they could 
only be procured

at an enormous expense. while these are within the means 
of every jeweler and

occupy very little space. Write for particulars and testimonial letters.

Manufactured by

' W. GREEN ELECTRIC CO.
81 Nassau Street, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

PIANOS ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE

JEWELRY TRADE, AND ANY ENER-

GETIC DEALER CAN MATERIALLY INCREASE 
HIS PROFIT

AND PRESTIGE BY REPRESENTING THE " BRIGGS"

WE INVITE THE ATTENTION OF RELIABLE HO
USES IN OPEN

TERRITORY, AND GIVE ESPECIAL CARE TO SMALL 
ACCOUNTS

THE BRIGGS PIANO COMPANY
OF BOSTON, U. S. A.

The best brand of jewelers' saws!

J. N. EBERLE & CIE
Artgsbarg, Germany

1:1
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The W. & S. B.* Vest Chain Combination
Is Sold by the Following Wholesale Jewelers

BALTIMORE
J. Engel & Co.

BINGHAMTON
Lowell & Darrow

BOSTON

A. Paul & Co.
The Smith, Patterson Co.

CHARLESTON

Allan Jewelry Co.

CHICAGO
Benj. Allen & Co.
Despres, Bridges & Noel
S. Glickauf & Co.
H. F. Hahn & Co.
Charles Kolb & Co.
Lapp & Flershem
L. Newhouse & Co.
Norris, Alister & Co.
Stein & Ellbogen Co.
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.

CINCINNATI
Frohman & Co.
L. Gutmann & Sons
Herman & Loeb

CINCINNATI—Continued
Lindenberg, Strauss & Cc.
Lindenberg & Fox
A. & J. Plaut
M. Schwab Jewelry Co.
E. & J. Swigart Co.

CLEVELAND
Scribner & Loehr Co.
Sigler Bros. Co.

DES MOINES
M. A. Lumbard Co.

DETROIT
Charles A. Berkey Co.
.Luths, Dorweld, Haller Co.
Noack & Gorenflo
E. H. Pudrith Co.

ELMIRA
Freudenheim, Levy & Lande

INDIANAPOLIS
Baldwin, Miller Co

KANSAS CITY
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch

Jewelry Co.

LOS ANGELES
Hambright & Walsh
S. Meyer & Co.

MILWAUKEE
L. Block Jewelry Co.

MINNEAPOLIS
S. H. Clausin & Co.

NEW ORLEANS
Leonard Krower
A. J. Morais

NEW YORK
N. H. White & Co.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Samuel Gordon & Co.

OMAHA
A. F. Smith Co.

PHILADELPHIA
Ritter, Kahn & Co
M. Sickles & Sons
Wolff, Ehrlich Co.

PITTSBURG
George B. Barrett Co.
W. J. Johnston Co.
I. 011endorff Co.

PROVIDENCE
Albert Walker Co.

ROCHESTER
Morris Rosenbloom & Co.

SAN FRANCISCO
Alphonse Judis Co.
Nordman Bros. Co.

SCRANTON
N. B. Levy & Bro.

SEATTLE
Hodge, Miller & Co.

ST. LOUIS
L. Bauman Jewelry Co.

ST. PAUL
Vehon & Goodman

SYRACUSE
Marks & Liberman

The W. & S. B. * Locket Combination
Is Sold by the Following Wholesale Jewelers

BALTIMORE
J. Engel & Co.

BOSTON
A. Paul & Co.
Ripley, Howland Mfg. Co.
The Smith, Patterson Co.

BUFFALO
King & Eisele

CHARLESTON
Allan Jewelry Co.

CHICAGO

Benj. Allen & Co.
Despres, Bridges & Noel
S. Glickauf & Co.
H. F. Hahn & Co.
Charles Kolb & Co.
Lapp & Flershem
Norris, Alister & Co.
Stein & Ellbogen Co.
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co

CINCINNATI
Frohman & Co.
L. Gutmann & Sons
Lindenberg, Strauss & Co.
Lindenberg & Fox
A. & J. Plaut
M. Schwab Jewelry Co.
E. & J. Swigart Co.

CLEVELAND
Bowler & Burdick Co.
Scribner & Loehr Co.
Sigler Bros. Co.

COLUMBUS
Hofman Jewelry Co.

DES MOINES
M. A. Lumbard Co.

DETROIT
Charles A. Berkey Co.
Noack & Gorenflo
E. H. Pudrith Co.

INDIANAPOLIS
Baldwin, Miller Co.

KANSAS CITY
C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.
Woodstock-Hoefer Watch &

Jewelry Co.

LOS ANGELES
Hambright & Walsh
S. Meyer & Co.

MILWAUKEE
L. Block Jewelry Co.

MINNEAPOLIS
S. H. Clausin & Co.

NEW ORLEANS

Leonard Krower

NEW YORK
Charles Armsheimer & Son
Ehlers & Co.
J. Freudenheim & Son
Heyman & Kramer
Laubheim Bros.
N. H. White & CO.
W. H. Wright

OKLAHOMA CITY
Samuel Gordon & Co.

OMAHA
A. F. Smith Co.

PHILADELPHIA
M. Sickles & Sons

PITTSBURG
I. 011endorff Co.
George B. Barrett Co.

PROVIDENCE
Albert Walker Co.

ROCHESTER
Morris Rosenbloom & Co.

SAN FRANCISCO
Alphonse Judis Co.

ST. PAUL
Vehon & Goodman

W. & S. BLACKINTON CO. MAKERS
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS. :: NEW YORK, 180 BROADWAY



Van Gelder Brothers
ACTUAL and EXPERIENCED

DIAMONDC UTTERS

We cut diamonds exclusively for the American

market and our cutting commends them to

the most critical.

CUTTING WORKS:

249 LONGUE RUE D'ARGILE

ANTWERP, BELGIUM

CORRESPONDENCE

NEW YORK OFFICES:

BROADWAY MAIDENLANE BUILDING

170 BROADWAY

INVITED

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-

ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

POLICE

TO THE RETAILER:—If you expect to stay where you are and hold

the old trade, you can not afford to sell second-class goods.

The BRYANT RINGS 74)111 hold the old customers, and every ring

you sell will be an advertisement that will attract new ones. They

are the Best Made and Best Kno7;Pn Rings in the market.

Trade-Mark
M. B. BRYANT 0 CO.

7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Krementz
Collar I

Buttons
and Studs

ONE PIECE

" The Button that's Insured "

Imitators of Krementz Collar
ButtonS are continually comino-
and going. Every once in a while
a new one springs up.

They all harp on price, but never
a word about

QUALITY

For Finish and Quality

The Krementz

maintains its lead, and furnishes bet-
ter value than any other made.

Send for booklet, The Story of a Collar Button"

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are manufactured by

KREMENTZ C./ CO.
in their Factory

PARK BROS. C./ ROGERS

20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

NEWARK, N.J.
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OUR FALL CAMPAIGN
calls for increased space in the hundreds of publications

in which we advertise regularly. Full pages in the

Ladies' Home Journal and other magazines of large circu-

lation will emphasize the superiority of our ware and the

recent change in grades, and serve to lead the customer

to you, if you handle

"1847 ROGERS BROS xs. TRIPLE

spoons, forks, etc.

Now is the opportune time for you, by means of

your windows and the local papers, to advertise the fact

that you handle this ware, the highest grade silver plated

ware made. The fact that, although we have made an

important change in grades, the list prices are unchanged,

makes "1847 ROGERS BROS." a more desirable brand
than ever before.

As for many years past, we are always ready to

supply, free, electrotypes, circulars with dealer's name,

posters, signs, etc.
Write us for literature explaining our methods, as

well as price-list 88-K.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

NEW YORK

(INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

*-6116074kf4;Z;tetilli:&-

-1,..4m4Tyt
HE KEYSTON

•

A monthly journal devoted to the interests of the Watch, Jewelry and Kindred Trades. The purpose and policy of this
journal are the protection and promotion of all trade interests. A rigid censorship assures the reliability and worth of
all reading matter, and the exclusion of all that is not trustworthy or relevant. We decline to insert advertisements
that are unreliable, or misleading in representation, defamatory in statement or detrimental to the welfare of the trade.

Vol. 30 Philadelphia, August, 1909 IN°. 8
Copyright, 1909, by The Keystone Publishing Co. All rights reserved. Entered as second-class matter at the Post-office, Philadelphia. Pa.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
BY

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

SUBSCRIPTION—One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba and Mexico;
single copies, regular issues, 15 cents; special issues,
25 cents. To Canada, $2.00 per year. To Foreign
Countries, $2.44 (io Shillings) per year; single copies,
25 cents ( t Shilling).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail, should be
made by Post-Office Money Order, Bank Check or
Draft, or Express Money Order. When neither of
these can be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances should be made payable to
THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS—Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the new
address.

ADVERTISEMENTS—Advertising rates furnished on applica-
tion. No advertisements but those of a reputable
character inserted.

To ADVERTISERS—Copy for advertisements must reach US
by the 25th of each month to insure insertion in the
issue of the following month. Changes in advertise-
ments should reach us not later than the 18th of the
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Business Situation Continues to
Improve

AS the fall approaches business condi-
tions continue to improve, and the

most confirmed pessimist can no longer see
anything in the situation which forebodes
other than a most prosperous fall and holi-
day trade. Dun's Review, for the week in
which we write, says : "Each succeeding
week has now become a record of advancing
activity in industry and 'commerce. The
extraordinary expansion in the iron and
steel trade continues,. and whereas a short
time ago the problem was how to find busi-
ness, now the problem is becoming that of
meeting orders with adequate dispatch. In
other words, consumption is rapidly catch-
ing up with productive capacity ; and while
this development is most conspicuous in
iron and steel, it is true also in greater or
less degree in most other branches. The
general business situation is improved by the
progress made in the work of tariff revision,
which has reached its final stage.

"In view of the widening area of in-
dustrial activity, the better employment of

labor and the higher prices for commodities,
the fact that the supply of banking credits
in the leading financial centers continues
large, with rates for loans generally low. is
significant of the reserve power for further
expansion. Another favorable development
is the excellent outlook for the crops
throughout the country. The improvement
is by no means uniform, but as a whole the
outlook is better than in three years."

THE prospects for the jewelry trade
would seem to be quite as brilliant as

for any branch of business. This is shown
ill a specially impressive manner in the in-
creased importations of precious stones and
pearls. The total importations for the fiscal
year 1908-1909 was $27,354,00o, an in-
crease of about $12,000,000 over the total
for the previous year. This is a remark-
able showing, yet the situation is much
better than is indicated by the figures, inas-
much as the imports in recent months indi-
cate a final return to pre-depression condi-
tions and a complete restoration of trade
confidence. The appraised value of the im-
ports of precious stones and pearls for the
month of June. was $3,626,362 as compared
with $701,869 for the same month of t9o8,
and $2,41.4,367 for June, 1907. The rapid
upward trend is unmistakably shown in
these figures, which have a special signifi-
cance no less for the jeweler than the busi-
ness world generally, inasmuch as they have
to do with luxury pure and simple.

The various industries whose product
supplies the jewelry market are experienc-
ing greatly improved conditions. A great
number of the factories in the New England
jewelry and manufacturing center have been
closed down for a brief vacation season and
repairs to the machinery, but all expect to
resume during the second week in August
with a full quota of hands and an abundance
of orders to assure continued and high-
pressure activity. The bright prospects and
depleted stocks forebode an overwhelming
demand later in the season, and the whole-

salers are at last fully alive to the situation
which will almost certainly confront them.
The result is an inflow of orders to the
manufacturers which is likely to tax the
capacity of the various plants for an indefi-
nite period.

Thoughts Suggested by Conventions

ONE of the obstacles in the path of prog-
ress is the fact that we are, to so large

an extent, creatures of habit. All concede,
for instance, the unseasonableness of Hie
date for the inauguration of the President
of the United States, all at least who visited
Washington for the last inaugural, yet there
is little likelihood that a change will be
made. So it is with the summer conven-
tions. Those who sweltered in convention
halls during the summer with the ther-
mometer registering in the nineties, felt
thoroughly convinced, no doubt, of the in-
appropriateness of the season for these
meetings, yet we have little hope that our
suggestion of a change will result in action
by the associations. It may be possible,
however, that the idea may appeal favorably
to some of those who constitute the execu-
tive committees, whose duty it is to name
the convention dates.

It seems to us that the late springtide
would be a much more desirable time of the
year for conventions than the three swelter-
ing months in which they are now held.
These conventions are quite a serious matter,
and can no longer be regarded as a mere
summer diversion or makeshift for a vaca-
tion. There is business of importance to
be transacted which calls for physical com-
fort and coolness, and much better work
could be accomplished were the temperature
more favorable. A coatless convention with
bedraggled linen and handfan accompani-
ment, when even a handshake loses its pleas-
ure, is by no means an ideal reunion, and
only by an excess of enthusiasm in the cause
can the proper convention atmosphere be
maintained, There was much complaint on
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account of the sparse attendance at some o
f

the recent conventions, and it would be 
in-

teresting to know to what extent this was

due to the oppressive heat of the season.

Another matter for early consideration

by the executive committees is the 
possible

clashing of dates. Such an extension of the

convention season towards springtime, 
as

we have suggested, would also make it

easier to obviate such clashes. Since the

exhibits have come to be an important fe
a-

ture of the conventions, it is especially 
im-

portant to avoid a clash of dates, as a whole-

saler or manufacturer could scarcely be ex-

pected to go to the expense of two exhibits

at the same time.

IN regard to the exhi
bits, several sugges-

tions are likely to be given considera-

tion during the coming year. One sugges-

tion which has been ventured is that the ex-

hibit feature be eliminated altogether from

the State conventions and made a more im-

posing feature of the national convention.

As exhibitors, however, have a business as

well as a friendly interest in making ex-

hibits, and as particular conventions will

appeal particularly to certain exhibitors,

this suggestion would seem to be impractic-

able. In the exhibit feature the interest of

the exhibitors must be the chief considera-

tion and it will have to be left to their dis-

cretion to place their exhibits where they

can do so to best advantage.

Another suggestion was made at the

convention of the Wisconsin Association,

reported elsewhere in this issue, where it

was pointed out that it would be greatly to

the advantage of all concerned and attract

much greater numbers to the meetings, if

the display feature were developed into a

market place for the selection of stock,

rather than continued as a mere exhibition

which is likely to grow stale and uninterest-

ing as the years go by. There is unques-

tionably abundant food for thought in this

suggestion. Many who are unable to visit

the large cities and who, if they do, hesitate

to make the rounds of the large stores

merely for inspection and comparison of

quality and prices, would here find an op-

portunity to view all the latest competitive

offerings, to compare styles and prices and

to make their selections from exceptionally

comprehensive lines under the most favor-

able conditions, The idea calls for thought-

ful consideration, and we will gladly give

the use of our columns for any suggestions

in connection with it which may come to us

either from the retail or jobbing trades.

To select stock with hundreds of his

brethren around him doing likewise would

be, for the jeweler, a notable departure from

present methods.
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Schedules of the New Tariff Law on

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Gems

II?ROBABLY by the time this issue

reaches our readers the new tariff bill

will have been signed by the President and

become the law of the land. As will be re-

membered, several of the schedules incor-

porated in the measure as passed by the

House were very objectionable to the trade.

In the interval, however, the objectionable

features have been largely removed, the

schedules in the new law, as agreed upon

by the conference committees of the House

and Senate, being as follows:

Watches and Clocks

Watch movements, including time-detectors
,

whether imported in cases or not, if having 
not

more than seven jewels, seventy cents eac
h; if

having more than seven jewels and not more
 than

eleven jewels, one dollar and thirty-five cents

each; if having more than eleven jewels and 
not

more than fifteen jewels, one dollar and 
eighty-five

cents each; if having more than fifteen and 
not

more than seventeen jewels, one dollar and tw
enty-

five cents each and twenty-five per centu
m ad

valorem; if having more than seventeen je
wels,

three dollars each and twenty-five per centum 
ad

valorem; watch cases and parts of watches,

chronometers, box or ship, and parts thereof, fort
y

per centum ad valorem; lever clock mo
vements

having jewels in the escapement, and clocks 
con-

taining such movements, one dollar each and 
forty

per centum ad valorem; all other clocks and 
parts

thereof, not otherwise provided for in this se
ction,

whether separately packed or otherwise, not 
com-

posed wholly or in chief value of china, p
orcelain,

parian, bisque or earthenware, forty per ce
ntum

ad valorem; all jewels for use in the man
ufacture

of watches or clocks, ten per centum ad 
valorem;

enameled dials for watches or other instrum
ents,

three cents per dial and forty per centum ad

valorem: Provided, That all watch and clock

dials, whether attached to movements or not,

shall have indelibly painted or printed thereon

the country of origin, and that all watch m
ove-

ments, lever clock movements, with jewels in 
the

escapement, and cases of foreign manufacture

shall have the name of the manufacturer 
and

country of manufacture cut, engraved, or die-sun
k

conspicuously and indelibly on the plate of the

movement and the inside of the case, respectively
,

and the movements shall also have marked th
ereon

by one of the methods indicated the number 
of

jewels and adjustments, said number to be ex
-

pressed both in words and in Arabic numerals
;

and none of the aforesaid articles shall be de-

livered to the importer unless marked in exac
t

conformity to this direction.

Jewelry

Chains, pins, collar, cuff and dress buttons,

charms, combs, millinery and military ornaments,

together with all other articles of every descrip-

tion, finished or partly finished, if set with imita-

tion precious stones composed of glass or paste

(except imitation jet), or composed wholly or in

chief value of silver, German silver, white metal,

brass, or gun metal, whether or not enameled,

washed, covered, plated, or alloyed with gold,

silver or nickel and designed to be worn on ap-

parel or carried on or about or attached to the

person, valued at twenty cents per dozen pieces,

one cent each and in addition thereto three-fifths

of one cent per dozen for each one cent the value

exceeds twenty cents per dozen ; all stampings and

materials of metal (except iron or steel), or of

metal set with glass or paste, finished or partly

finished, suitable for use in the manufacture of

any of the foregoing articles (except chain valued

at less than thirty cents per yard other than nickel

or nickel-plated chain), valued at seventy-two

cents per gross, three cents per dozen pieces and

ill addition thereto one-half of one cent per

gross for each one cent the value exceeds seventy-

two cents per gross ; rope, curb, cable and other
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fancy patterns of chain, without bar, swivel, snap

or ring, composed of rolled gold plate or of silver,

German silver, white metal or brass, not exceeding

one-half of one inch in diameter, breadth or thick-

ness, valued at thirty cents per yard, six cents per

foot and in addition thereto three-fifths of one

cent per yard for each one cent the value exceeds

thirty cents per yard ; finished or unfinished bags,

purses and other articles, or parts thereof, made

in chief value of metal mesh composed of silver,

German silver, or white metal, valued at two dol-

lars per dozen pieces, ten cents per piece and in

addition thereto three-fifths of one cent per dozen

pieces for each one cent the value exceeds two

dollars per dozen; all the foregoing, whether

known as jewelry or otherwise and whether or not

denominatively or otherwise provided for in any

other paragraph of this act, twenty-five per centum

ad valorem in addition to the specific rate or rates

of duty herein provided ; all articles commonly or

commercially known as jewelry or parts thereof,

finished or unfinished, including chain, mesh and

mesh bags and purses composed of gold or plati-

num, whether set or not set with diamonds, pearls,

cameos, coral or other precious or semi-precious

stones or imitations thereof, sixty per centum

ad valorem.

Precious and Imitation Stones and Pearls

Pearls and parts thereof, drilled or undrilled,

but not set or strung, ten per centum ad valorem;

diamonds, coral, rubies, cameos and other precious

stones and semi-precious stones, cut but not set,

and suitable for use in the manufacture of jewelry,

ten per centum ad valorem; imitation precious

stones, including pearls and parts thereof, for use

in the manufacture of jewelry, doublets, artificial

or so-called synthetic or reconstructed pearls and

parts thereof, rubies or other precious stones,

twenty per centum ad valorem.

The Unique Record of the Missouri

Retail Jewelers' Association

IN our last issue President J. P. Archibald

told briefly, but impressively, the story

of the American National Retail Jewelers'

Association which dated from the year 1906.

Supplementary to this and in justice to those

who carried on the good work previous to

that time, it is opportune to recall that a

National Jewelers' Association was formed

in 1892 and continued to hold annual con-

ventions until 1897. Credit for the forma-

tion of this national organization was due

to the efforts of the only two active State

associations of that time, viz., the Pennsyl-

vania and Missouri Retail Jewelers' As-

sociations, the former of which was organ-

ized in 1889 and the latter in 1890.. In the

course of time the Pennsylvania associa-

tion, and others formed in the early nineties,

ceased to exist, which leads us to the im-

portant and not-to-be-forgotten fact that

the Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association is

the only trade organization which continued

in active and useful existence from its in-

auguration in 1890 until the present time.

It is also interesting to recall that

Herman Mauch and William F. Kemper.

of St. Louis, for many years President and

Secretary of the Missouri Retail Jewelcrs'

Association, and at present President and

Secretary of the St. Louis Retail Jewelers'

Association, were respectively vice-president

and secretary of the first national organim-
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tion. Mr. Mauch succeeded to the national

presidency in 1895. It was the Missouri

association's umbrage at the inefficiency of

the then so-called national association and
its own belief in its greater usefulness as a
separate entity that resulted in its secession

from the national body in 1897, the subse-

quent disbanding of the latter and the con-

tinued career of the Missouri organization

as an active and efficient State association,

and, for a part at least of its history, the

only one in the entire country.

TN the history of organization among the
jewelers it will be seen, therefore, that

the laurels most assuredly belong to and are

heartily accorded the Missouri Retail

Jewelers' Association, which, in its con-

tinued career of almost twenty years,

agitated practically all the trade reforms

now familiar to our readers and succeeded in

accomplishing many of them. It may be

stated, without being derogatory to other

organizations, that the Missouri associa-

tion of that time was the prototype of the

national association of to-day in the breadth

and intelligence of its management, the re-

spect which it commanded from the whole-

sale and manufacturing branches of the

trade and the thoroughness with which it

worked out its programme for reform. A

glance through the history of this associa-

tion, as embodied in the reports of the meet-

ings, reveals it as the pioneer in the agita-

tion of practically all the reforms familiar

to us to-day. Some fifteen years ago,

through the efforts of the association, a

silver stamping bill was passed in Missouri,

and later a gold stamping measure was en-

acted into law. An effort was made to pro-

cure State legislation regulating auction

sales, but the constitution stood in the way.

Efforts were made to limit the sale of stand-

ard goods to the jewelry trade, mail order

competition was jealously watched, the

strictly non-retailing jobbers were corn-

mended and supported, solid and filled

goods were assayed and the national stamp-

ing act, which has since become the law of
the land, was persistently advocated. Lot-

tery watch clubs, the sale of watches by rail-

road employees, letter carriers, etc., and

many other trade abuses were vigorously

attacked and generally with successful

results.

AS the organization was largely com-
posed of the trade in St. Louis and

vicinity a wider State organization was
more recently formed to which the old
name of the Missouri Retail Jewelers'

Association was given by common consent,

while the parent organization was continued
in active existence as the St. Louis Retail

Jewelers' Association, both organizations
working in perfect harmony. The recent

convention of the State organization was
the largest and most successful held in its
twenty years' existence, and it was gratify-
ing to find the stalwarts of an early day
present in great numbers, manifesting un-
diminished enthusiasm and more confident
than ever of complete ultimate triumph. At
this meeting the association once again
blazened the way for sister organizations
by adopting the new independent policy of
paying out of its own treasury the entire
expenses of the convention, without solicit-
ing or accepting any aid whatever, however

disinterestedly proffered, by jobbers or

manufacturers. Receipted bills for . every
item of expense at the recent convention
are one of te proudest possessions of the

secretary and treasurer of the association.

Having enjoyed the personal acquaint-

ance of the leaders of this organization dur-
ing the entire period of its existence, know-
ing their earnestness and sincerity, and hav-
ing personal knowledge of the material

good which accrued to the trade at large

from their work and example we feel, in

this hey-day of the organization movement,

that immeasurable credit is due and will be

gladly accorded by the entire trade to this

pioneer association which kept the organi-

zation banner afloat and respected all these

years.

Reduced Railroad Rates to the Jewelry

Markets

WE direct the attention of our readers

to several announcements in this

issue of reduced railroad rates as an induce-

ment to the trade to make personal visits

to the buying centers. These "buyers' ex-

cursions," as they have been expressively

named, furnish the trade with an annual

opportunity of such great value that larger

numbers are taking advantage of them

each year. In addition to the reduced

fares secured by the various merchants'

associations the visitors are assured of a

hearty welcome on their arrival in the

several cities and such privileges as will

conduce to their comfort and convenience

during their visit. New, York, Philadel-

phia, Chicago, St. Louis and Detroit are

among the cities which offer such induce-

ments, and those of the trade who are in-

terested will do well to procure the neces-

sary information which will be gladly fur-

nished by any of the jobbing houses.

Though the "buyers' excursion" idea is

now an established trade custom, there is
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still, unfortunately, a great number of the

jewelers who fail to appreciate its advan-

tages. This apathy to a rare opportunity is

difficult to account for as the benefits to be

derived are incalculable. The jeweler who

visits the buying center has an opportunity

to survey leisurely, not some, but all of the

latest offerings, to compare styles, prices and

terms, to get in personal touch with the

heads of the firms and to select to best ad-

vantage such stock as suits his trade. He

will have every facility for a thorough in-

vestigation before purchasing, and will be

free from the distractions and interruptions

Nvhich cannot be well avoided when he is

making snap purchases in his own store.

He will observe also the system, orderliness

and dispatch with which business is con-

ducted in the large establishments, and will

notice new ideas in store plans, fixtures,

stock, display, etc. He will observe the store

attendants, their manner, appearance and

methods ; and his observation will doubtless

reveal to him many shortcomings in himself,

his store and stock that he can easily rectify

now that his eyes have been opened by the

comparison. He will return home with

broader views of life and business, a better

man and a better merchant.

T0 reap maximum benefit from these

visits there is much that is necessary

in the way of preparation. Before leaving

home the jeweler should have a very definite

idea of the goods needed to make his stock

seasonably complete. He should post him-

self accurately on the shortages in his

staple lines and the quantities, grades and

styles needed for filling in. He should note

customers' calls for new things which he has

not yet in stock and familiarize himself

with the goods advertised in his trade paper.

He should make a note of the lines and

goods that sell readily and of those that

move with difficulty, and he should consult

his clerks on all these points for corrobora-

tive information. Reference to the extent

and results of his purchases on his last trip

will serve him, and a glance at the last in-

ventory of stock may also be usefully sug-

gestive. All this information should be

written down, carefully sifted and kept at
hand for reference during his visitation of
the wholesale stores.

In planning the "buyers' excursions,"
the merchants' associations, in truth, built
better than they knew, for while they were
primarily inspired by solicitude for local in-
terests and by civic rivalry, their benefits
have been far-reaching. The best proof of
this is the fact that those who once take
advantage of them continue to do so with in-
creasing profit from year to year.
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Waltham Watches
The history of the WALTHAM WATCH

COMPANY is the history of watch manu-

facturing in America. More than half a

century ago this Company introduced a new

principle in the construction of watch move-

ments, and has ever since applied the most

advanced methods, producing always the best

watches in the world. THE WALTHAM

WATCH COMPANY has built within its own

walls the marvelous machinery employed

in making the 16,000,000 WALTHAM

watch movements now in use.

Waltham Watch Company
Waltham, Massachusetts
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Stores with Joint Occupants in
Different Lines

Numerous inquiries are received by
this paper from jewelers in smaller towns,
who occupy one-half of a store, as to the
best method of store arrangement, window
plans, etc. In the majority of cases the
room is shared with a druggist and this

0,1
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One jeweler situated in this way writes
that he is so crowded for space that he can-
not enclose his show window and also that
the base of the window is only ten inches
above the sidewalk and he wishes to raise
his display. A show window not enclosed
is a most costly and extravagant advertise-
ment. The damage to goods from flies and
dust is much greater than one would
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business combines ideally with jewelry,
and a well arranged combination store of
this kind could be made most attractive.

In the first place each business should
be limited strictly to its own side of the
store and the proprietor of the drug and
jewelry lines should make their plans
together so that they would be in harmony.

The best examples of harmoniously
combining various lines in one store are the
big department stores. Here you pass from
the shoe department into the jewelry, then
into the drug section and so on, each a store
in itself and yet all joined together and
so uniformly fitted up that one line does
not in any way detract from another.
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slightly sloping edges that will just fit into
the window. The edges may be of some
natural wood and the name of the dealer
and a list of wares printed on in gold, and
the top (which should be made separate)
covered with black velvet.

Fig. 2 illustrates this idea. The plat-
form may be taken out when the window
is washed and sometimes for special dis-

imagine, and by all means some plan should
be formulated whereby the window could
be enclosed.

Fig. I offers a suggestion for enclosing
a window where there is no space to waste.
Suppose the total depth of the window be
42 inches. Reduce the depth of the plat-
form to 24 inches and build the backing or
enclosing wall of glass 18 inches back of
this. The work bench may come flush
against this partition and space be allowed
at the end for a door. The actual display
may be backed by curtains suspended from
brass rods raised on posts around the back.
The best way to raise a display in a window
is to have a platform constructed with

BRow

plays the entire form may be covered with
cloth and some articles, like plates and
waiters, displayed against the slanting
edge. An idea that is not common and one
which seems rather practical is to have
small show cases built that will fit into the
window space and the display made in these.
This method of display, however, would be
suited to exclusive stores rather than stores
handling a general line, as the displays
could not be made nearly so attractive as a
regular show window.

Fig. 3 outlines a plan for a model corn-
bination drug and jewelry store in a room
about 20 by 30 feet. Two merchants in a

(Continued on page 1 2 1 3)
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Stores with Joint Occupants in
Different Lines

IN justice to yourself and to the welfare of yourbusiness, don't buy your fall stock of watches
without keeping in mind that in the 7-jewel field
the new remodeled Ingersoll-Trenton is the only
one sold exactly as Jewelers' want all watches
marketed.

The "I-T is, without exception, the best 7-jewel watch ever built. An

examination will prove this.

It is sold only through responsible jewelers and only direct to the retail trade.

The prices are absolutely restricted, guaranteeing a fair profit.

It is the most extensively advertised of any watch ever put on the market.

Every "ad" reads : "Sold by responsible jewelers only.-

No jeweler should overlook the article in his line which is

most prominently before the public. The coupon in the

corner will bring full information of great interest to

I. 
every jeweler who can get these goods.ROBT. H.

INGERSOLL & BRO.
45 John St., Now York

I am willing to know •

about the Ingersoll-Trenton
watch and its trade policies.

(Continued front page 1211)

stnall town that would get together and plan
a combination store of this kind and then
work together in making their window dis-
plays harmonize could have a beautiful
store that would be preferable to a small
store occupying a room by itself. Small
town druggists (and jewelers, too) don't
give enough attention to
window decoration. In a com-
bination store of this kind the
displays should be planned CD

together. For example, many
makers of toilet preparations
carry out a color scheme in
their labels and packages.
( Me concern, for instance, uses
a purple label and wrapping
for talcum powder, soap, toilet • 0000RE
water, etc. Now suppose the
druggist makes a display of
these goods on a white base
giving a purple and white
effect and the jeweler displays
jewelry and other articles on
purple pads against a white
base. The two windows would
be in perfect harmony and ED
the effect would be far more
striking than if each followed
his own idea.

Fig. 4 offers a suggestion for the front
of such a building, its purpose particularly
being to illustrate the effectiveness of
uniform signs.

the limit of the possibilities of greatly in-
creasing the number of their customers.

There is no such thing as one store
getting all the business away from its com-
petitor and the best plan is to foster the
customers that you have already attracted to
your store and exert your efforts in making
every transaction so satisfactory to them that
you will enjoy their continued patronage.

The greatest opportunity of increasing
the volume of business in a vell established

store is to branch out into other lines. There
are numerous side lines that combine nicely
with the jewelry business and open up a
much greater field for the ambitious jeweler.

In choosing side lines it is well to con-
Side Lines for Jewelers sider several things. In the first place you

Ambitious jewelers like to see an annual can learn from the demands and complaints
increase in their profits, and unless they are of your customers of some lines that are
in a fast growing community find that after poorly represented in other stores. You can
they have worked their stock up to a certain also aim to supply from a side line demands
point and have established a business of a that you may have for articles of a certain
certain size, they have just about reached price for card prizes and other purposes that

you are not able to supply from your regular
lines, and you should, in choosing these lines,
take into consideration not only the probable
profits, but also the value of bringing your
customers into your store oftener.

Take, for example, a line of stationery.
As a basis for this department get in touch
with some engraving house who can supply
good creditable quality cards and invitations
at a price that will enable you to meet com-
petition. Make your prices low for these,

but do not sacrifice quality for
price. Get up nice sample

c:3 11 
department preferably direct
books and advertise this

to those whom you think likely
to be interested.

After you have gotten a
little start in the engraved
card and invitation business
try to supply from this depart-

124e,et ment such things as are
not handled extensively by
the regular stationery stores.
Tally, and guest cards bring
many customers to your store

may be handled quite
Profitably. Get a paper of
exceptionally good quality that
you can sell by the pound. At

f;3170 Christmas time you will find
the fancy boxes of Christmas
stationery retailing from 35c.
to $r.00 will supply a great

demand for gifts at a reasonable price. So
many other things might be enumerated
and the same principle might apply to any
other side line you might take up. Start
these departments in a small way and build
them up slowly, supplying the goods for
which your experience will tell you there
will be a ready sale.

From a small leather goods department
you might work up your line to include
satchels, suit cases and even fine trunks. A

(Continued on page 1214)
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Continuous versus Intermittent
Advertising

There is some difference of opinion

amongst jewelers as to whether their adver-

tising should be continued throughout the

year or whether the entire

amount allotted to this pur-

pose should he expended dur-

ing the spring and fall and

Christmas seasons only, when

the possibilities of returns are

greater than during dull times.

While the greatest efforts

should undoubtedly be put

forth at a time when actual

business is in sight, still it is

a good plan to pave the way

to these seasons and keep your store con-

stantly before the public with small but

catchy ads, running at intervals during the

entire year. Your appropriation for this

purpose need not be large as the advertise-

ments may be small and need not appear

oftener than two or three times a week in

daily papers and once a week in weeklies,

but you should design your copy so as to

catch the eye and insist on a preferred posi-

tion in the newspaper.

A small ad crowded off into a corner

and surrounded by big space ads is not

likely to be seen, but, if well set up and

given a prominent position, will be sure to

catch the eye of the reader.

The small ads should run but once

and each should advertise some special

article. This need not be always something

at a special price, but should be some season-

able article, and the description given

should be as complete as possible.

It is a good idea to follow the adver-

tising of clothing and dry goods stores and

advertise things that you have for sale that

would be in demand at the same time that

the articles advertised by the dry goods man

and the clothier would be selling.

The small sample advertisements here

shown illustrate this idea. For instance, at

a time when "stocks" are being advertised

and' worn you should offer

some style of scarf pin

especially nice to wear with

them. When people are

going on vacations call at-

tention to vacation and

traveling articles. When the

golf and outing season is at

its height run some articles

that might be worn with

an. outing suit and so on.
This window should

work along with your

KEYSTONE

advertising. Display the goods you are

calling attention to in the newspapers

and keep your store alive even in the dullest

times. When things are quiet there is a

great tendency on the part of jewelers to

slight their window displays, and, in fact,

OUTING JEWELRY

August, 1909

months. It is a good time to get a little

rest and prepare for the busier times to

come, but just spend part of the idle time

resting and part to keeping things alive and

moving and you won't be disappointed in

the results.

When When you are playing golf or tennis or on a picnic
your jewelry should be in harmony with your other attire. We are showing a

very complete selection of OUTING JEWELRY. Sterling Silver in plain

designs and set with some precious stones, such as Jade, Lapis, Turquoise, etc.

There are SCARF PINS, LINKS and FOBS for men and NECKLACES, PINS,

SHIRT WAIST RINGS, HAT PINS, etc., or women. The prices are reason-

able and the designs extremely pretty and up to date.

BLANKS

everything that means a little extra work.

As a rule their greatest efforts are put forth

in trying to work off some of the odd heir-

looms in their stock, and they don't realize

STOCK PINS

Stocks are popular
now. Next time
you wear one come
in and try a few of
the new stock pins
we are showingand
see how they im-
prove its appear-
ance. Large, stylish
pins—just exactly
the thing for a stock
and not high priced

50c., 75c and $1.00

BLANKS

.that it is much harder to sell old things

during a dull time than when trade is good.

Don't lie down during the summer

It should be kept in mind,

too, that the summer season is

an excellent time to vigorously

advertise the repair depart-

ment. Personally addressed

letters or postals to the man

or lady of the house, suggest-

ing the repair of idle clocks,

the renovation of tarnished

jewelry and such work, are

quite likely to bring profitable

results. There are hundreds

of clocks which have ceased

to tick in homes that would mean work for

the jeweler if he set about securing it in the

proper way.

Side Lines for Jewelers

(Continued from page 1213)

department of brass novelties you might

gradually increase into a general line of

imported and odd American novelties such

as carved wood picture frames, carved

ivory novelties, etc. A small line of china

may grow into a complete queensware store,

and so many other lines might be mentioned.

The principal thing is to learn as you

go along and don't stock up with a whole

lot of goods on suspicion. Let these depart-

ments grow slowly, and unless the com-

petition of the regular dealers in these lines

is unusually strong, the possibility of

growth is no more limited than is your

regular jewelry line. Don't, however,

neglect your regular lines for the sake of

these new side lines. Keep working just as

hard to increase your jewelry customers as

you did before you added the new depart-

ments.
As these departments grow, too, more

store space will be needed, especially window

display. Fig. 5 offers a plan for a large

store 40 feet wide by 140 feet long, show-

ing a good arrangement of

various departments. A

store of this siie contain-

ing well stocked depart-

ments as shown should be

able to do double the vol-

ume of business that a store

half the size would do de-

voted exclusively to jewelry

and the expense would be

only a fraction greater in

the big store than in the
smaller one.

You are Going on Your Vacation Soon

Did you ever pack shoes and collars in the same suit case,
arid when you opened it found that the shoes and collars
had gotten together and were about the same color?

If you have never had this experience you've got it coming unless you

get one of our collar bags. They are made of soft, pliable leather

nicely lined—very compact, and they not only keep your collars clean

but in perfect shape.

75c. to $1.50 BLANKS

August, 1909 THE KEYSTONE

Annual Convention Wisconsin
Retail Jewelers' Association

The fourth annual convention of the Wiscon-
sin Retail Jewelers' Association took place at the
St. Charles Hotel, Milwaukee, July 20th, 21st and
22d. The growth of the association during the
past year was very strikingly illustrated by the
unusual and enthusiastic interest manifested in
this convention and the future growth of the
organization was amply assured by the healthy
discussions and the business-like and unprejudiced
spirit in which the retailers took hold of the
various questions relating to their business. Many
matters of vital importance to the future welfare
of the organization were discussed and in several
instances were definitely disposed of. Chief
among these was the affiliating of this organiza-
tion with the national association, a step which
was heartily approved by the 125 jewelers who
attended the meeting, and the next convention of
the national association, which meets in Omaha
this month, will entertain, for the first time, an
accredited delegate from the State of Wisconsin.

The entire arrang.ments for the convention
were exclusively in charge of a committee 'from
the Milwaukee Jewelers' Club and the success of
the convention is in a very large measure due to
the efforts of this committee. This club is a
striking illustration of National President Archi-
bald's idea of local jewelers' clubs. It includes
in its membership a majority of the retail jewelers
of Milwaukee and meets every month for social
and business sessions, except during July, August
and December.

PRESIDENT KELLER'S ADDRESS

President Gustave Keller, of Appleton, in his
annual message, reviewed the year's work and
exhorted those present to make extra effort to
secure the enrollment of all the jewelers in Wis-
consin on the roster of the association. His
message, which is of unusual interest, was in
part as follows :

"Another year has rolled by and I find it my
duty as president to present to you once more a
report of the association for the year past and
make such suggestions and recommendations as

appear to me would be of interest and benefit to
our organization. Much to my regret I cannot
report a large increase in membership. I cannot
report great results accomplished, but I can re-
port that your State officers have carried out and
placed where 'we can do business' the ideas
brought forth and endorsed by the last State con-
vention. The year's time was practically taken
up with this preparatory work, the fruits of which
will show later.

"The committee on examination of watch-
makers completed its programme after much study
and work and circularized the jewelers of the
State this spring asking for applicants to take
the prescribed examination. The committee, be-
fore the close of the convention, will report to
what extent they were met in their efforts by the,
jewelers of this Commonwealth.

"The State directors incorporated the fire
insurance department of our association as per in-
structions of the last State convention. Most dis-
couraging delays were met with but your officers
persevered, assumed personal obligations and you
have now, 'ready to do business,' this department
of our association. The secretary will report
later how well our efforts in this direction have
been met by the members of our craft.

"You no doubt will remember my urging, in
my last annual report, the need of a strong or-
ganization of the craft, not only of the retail
jewelers, but as well of the manufacturers and
jobbers. Those of you who have been reading
the jewelers' journals must have noticed that not
only your president entertained such views, but
the fact that jobbers' and manufacturers' organiza-
tions have been formed is the best evidence that
this view was shared by others. To me, person-
ally, it has been a source of great satisfaction and
a sure indication of a better and a healthier day
for the jewelry business.

"I want to repeat my recommendation to af-
filiate with the national organization. This was
voted at the last convention, but not done because
of misunderstanding arising rtgarding amount of
dues to be paid. We then decided to defer affili-
ating, preferring to submit the matter again to the
State convention.

"In my humble opinion there is only one
great question before the retailer, and is, is he
wise and willing enough to organize and co-

1215

operate, and patient, unselfish and sacrificing
enough to await results and contribute to make
the desired result possible? There is a season of
planting and a season of reaping. The one great
ban met with in organization work is that mem-
bers look for immediate results. They want to
plant to-day and reap to-morrow; yes, even this
is not sufficient. When they plant three dollars
in an organization to-day many look for six to
be returned the day following. Many are willing
to share in a work after it has proven to be a
good thing, but they wouldn't share in the chance
taken necessary to create a profitable undertaking.
In other words, there are too many who are
willing to share in benefits but who are not
willing to bear the heat of the day necessary to
be borne in order that desirable results be
achieved.

"All this, however, should not deter any of
us who have faith in ourselves in our position
and who realize that only by united action bene-
ficial results can be accomplished. We must swal-
low our chagrin when we meet with conditions
complained of and with persistency, born of faith
in our cause, work on until the promised land has
been reached. These other fellows will knock at
the gates when we are in, asking to be admitted,
and even though they made the travel harder
while we were on the read, let us solace ourselves
by calling to mind the amount of joy caused by
the one sinner who cometh and repented. In the
words of General Grant, 'Let us, who are engaged
in this cause, fight it out to success, even if it takes
all summer.' Where there is a will, there is no
such word as 'fail.'

"We want to become more strongly organized
in this State. We want every jeweler of the
State in our organization. You can't leave the
securing of them to your officers alone. Every
member should assist in this work. See the
jewelers of your respective towns. Organize into
a club the jewelers of your various vicinities.
Advise your State officers as to whom to get
after and the best way how. You get busy, don't
leave it all to your State officers. In all serious-
ness, all the officers ask—they are willing to work
—is to give them a helping hand in this work of
extending and strengthening our organization. It

(Continued on page 1223)

Group photo of Wisconain Retail Jewelers' Association Convention



Continuous versus Intermittent
Advertising

There is some difference of opinion

amongst jewelers as to whether their adver-

tising should be continued throughout the

year or whether the entire

amount allotted to this pur-

pose should be expended dur-

ing the spring and fall and

Christmas seasons only, when

the possibilities of returns are

greater than during dull times.

While the greatest efforts

should undoubtedly be put

forth at a time when actual

business is in sight, still it is

a good plan to pave the way

to these seasons and keep your store con-

stantly before the public with small but

catchy ads, running at intervals during the

entire year. Your appropriation for this

purpose need not be large as the advertise-

ments may be small and need not appear

oftener than two or three times a week in

daily papers and once a week in weeklies,

but you should design your copy so as to

catch the eye and insist on a preferred posi-

tion ill the newspaper.

A small ad crowded off into a corner

and surrounded by big space ads is not

likely to be seen, but, if well set up and

given a prominent position, will be sure to

catch the eye of the reader.

The small ads should run but once

and each should advertise some special

article. This need not be always something

at a special price, but should be some season-

able article, and the description given

should be as complete as possible.

It is a good idea to follow the adver-
and
that
that

advertising. Display the goods you are

calling attention to in the newspapers

and keep your store alive even in the dullest

times. When things are quiet there is a

great tendency on the part of jewelers to

slight their window displays, and, in fact,

months. It is a good time to get a little

rest and prepare for the busier times to

come, but just spend part of the idle time

resting and part to keeping things alive and

moving and you won't be disappointed in

the results. it should be kept in mind,

too, that the summer season is

an excellent time to vigorously

advertise the repair depart-

ment. Personally addressed

letters or postals to the man

or lady of the house, suggest-

ing the repair of idle clocks,

the renovation of tarnished

jewelry and such work, are

quite likely to bring profitable

results. There are hundreds

of clocks which have ceased

to tick in homes that would mean work for

the jeweler if he set about securing it in the

proper way.

OUTING JEWELRY
When you are playing golf or tennis or on a picnic
your jewelry should be in harmony with your other attire. We are showing a

very complete selection of OUTING JEWELRY. Sterling Silver in plain

designs and set with some precious stones, such as Jade, Lapis, Turquoise, etc.

There are SCARF PINS, LINKS and FOBS for men and NECKLACES, PINS,

SHIRT WAIST RINGS, HAT PINS, etc., for women. The prices are reason-

able and the designs extremely pretty and up to date.

tising of clothing and dry goods stores

advertise things that you have for sale

would be in demand at the same time

the articles advertised by the dry goods man

and the clothier would be selling.

The small sample advertisements here .that it is much harder to sell old things

shown illustrate this idea. For instance, at during a dull time than when trade is good.

a time when "stocks" are being advertised Don't lie down during the summer

and worn you should offer

some style of scarf pin

especially nice to wear with

them. When people are

going on vacations call at-

tention to vacation and

traveling articles. When the
golf and outing season is at

its height run some articles

that might be worn with

an outing suit and so On.

This window should

work along with your

everything that means a little extra work.

As a rule their greatest efforts are put forth

in trying to work off some of the odd heir-

looms in their stock, and they don't realize

Stocks are popular
now. Next time
you wear one come
in and try a few of
the new stock pins
we are showingand
see how they im-
prove its appear-
ance. Large, stylish
pins—just exactly
the thing for a stock
and not high priced

(Continued from page 1213)

department of brass novelties you might

gradually increase into a general line of

imported and odd American novelties such

as carved wood picture frames, carved

ivory novelties, etc. A small line of china

may grow into a complete queensware store,

and so many other lines might be mentioned.

The principal thing is to learn as you

go along and don't stock up with a whole

lot of goods on suspicion. Let these depart-

ments grow slowly, and unless the com-

petition of the regular dealers in these lines

is unusually strong, the possibility of

growth is no more limited than is your

regular jewelry line. Don't, however,

neglect your regular lines for the sake of

these new side lines. Keep working just as

hard to increase your jewelry customers as

you did before you added the new depart-

ments.
As these departments grow, too, more

store space will be needed, especially window

Fig. 5 offers a plan for a large

store 40 feet wide by 140 feet long, show-

ing a good arrangement of

various departments. A

store of this size contain-

ing well stocked depart-

ments as shown should be

able to do double the vol-

ume of business that a store

half the size would do de-

voted exclusively to jewelry

and the expense would be

only a fraction greater in

the big store than in the

smaller one.

You are Going on Your Vacation Soon

Did you ever pack shoes and collars in the same suit case,
arid when you opened it found that the shoes and collars
had gotten together and were about the same color?

If you have never had this experience you've got it coming unless you

get one of our collar bags. They are made of soft, pliable leather

nicely lined—very compact, and they not only keep your collars clean

but in perfect shape.

75c. to $1.50 BLANKS

Annual Convention Wisconsin
Retail Jewelers' Association

The fourth annual convention of the Wiscon-
sin Retail Jewelers' Association took place at the
St. Charles Hotel, Milwaukee, July 20th, 21st and
22d. The growth of the association during the
past year was very strikingly illustrated by the
unusual and enthusiastic interest manifested in
this convention and the future growth of the
organization was amply assured by the healthy
discussions and the business-like and unprejudiced
spirit in which the retailers took hold of the
various questions relating to their business. Many
matters of vital importance to the future welfare
of the organization were discussed and in several
instances were definitely disposed of. Chief
among these was the affiliating of this organiza-
tion with the national association, a step which
was heartily approved by the 125 jewelers who
attended the meeting, and the next convention of
the national association, which meets in Omaha
this month, will entertain, for the first time, an
accredited delegate from the State of Wisconsin.

The entire arrangGments for the convention
were exclusively in charge of a committee 'from
the Milwaukee Jewelers' Club and the success of
the convention is in a very large measure due to
the efforts of this committee. This club is a
striking illustration of National President Archi-
bald's idea of local jewelers' clubs. It includes
in its membership a majority of the retail jewelers
of Milwaukee and meets every month for social
and business sessions, except during July, August
and December.

PRESIDENT KELLER'S ADDRESS

President Gustave Keller, of Appleton, in his
annual message, reviewed the year's work and
exhorted those present to make extra effort to
secure the enrollment of all the jewelers in Wis-
consin on the roster of the association. His
message, which is of unusual interest, was in
part as follows :

"Another year has rolled by and I find it my
duty as president to present to you once more a
report of the association for the year past and
make such suggestions and recommendations as

appear to me would be of interest and benefit to
our organization. Much to my regret I cannot
report a large increase in membership. I cannot
report great results accomplished, but I can re-
port that your State officers have carried out and
placed where 'we can do business' the ideas
brought forth and endorsed by the last State con-
vention. The year's time was practically taken
up with this preparatory work, the fruits of which
will show later.

"The committee on examination of watch-
makers completed its programme after much study
and work and circularized the jewelers of the
State this spring asking for applicants to take
the prescribed examination. The committee, be-
fore the close of the convention, will report to
what extent they were met in their efforts by the,
jewelers of this Commonwealth.

"The State directors incorporated the fire
insurance department of our association as per in-
structions of the last State convention. Most dis-
couraging delays were met with but your officers
persevered, assumed personal obligations and you
have now, 'ready to do business,' this department
of our association. The secretary will report
later how well our efforts in this direction have
been met by the members of our craft.

"You no doubt will remember my urging, in
my last annual report, the need of a strong or-
ganization of the craft, not only of the retail
jewelers, but as well of the manufacturers and
jobbers. Those of you who have been reading
the jewelers' journals must have noticed that not
only your president entertained such views, but
the fact that jobbers' and manufacturers' organiza-
tions have been formed is the best evidence that
this view was shared by others. To me, person-
ally, it has been a source of great satisfaction and
a sure indication of a better and a healthier day
for the jewelry business.

"I want to repeat my recommendation to af-
filiate with the national organization. This was
voted at the last convention, but not done because
of misunderstanding arising regarding amount of
dues to be paid. We then decided to defer affili-
ating, preferring to submit the matter again to the
State convention.

"In my humble opinion there is only one
great question before the retailer, and is, is he
wise and willing enough to organize and co-

operate, and patient, unselfish and sacrificing
enough to await results and contribute to make
the desired result possible? There is a season of
planting and a season of reaping. The one great
ban met with in organization work is that mem-
bers look for immediate results. They want to
plant to-day and reap to-morrow; yes, even this
is not sufficient. When they plant three dollars
in an organization to-day many look for six to
be returned the day following. Many are willing
to share in a work after it has proven to be a
good thing, but they wouldn't share in the chance
taken necessary to create a profitable undertaking.
In other words, there are too many who are
willing to share in benefits but who are not
willing to bear the heat of the day necessary to
be borne in order that desirable results be
achieved.

"All this, however, should not deter any of
us who have faith in ourselves in our position
and who realize that only by united action bene-
ficial results can be accomplished. We must swal-
low our chagrin when we meet with conditions
complained of and with persistency, born of faith
in our cause, work on until the promised land has
been reached. These other fellows will knock at
the gates when we are in, asking to be admitted,
and even though they made the travel harder
while we were on the read, let us solace ourselves
by calling to mind the amount of joy caused by
the one sinner who cometh and repented. In the
words of General Grant, 'Let us, who are engaged
in this cause, fight it out to success, even if it takes
all summer.' Where there is a will, there is no
such word as 'fail.'

"We want to become more strongly organized
in this State. We want every jeweler of the
State in our organization. You can't leave the
securing of them to your officers alone. Every
member should assist in this work. See the
jewelers of your respective towns. Organize into
a club the jewelers of your various vicinities.
Advise your State officers as to whom to get
after and the best way how. You get busy, don't
leave it all to your State officers. In all serious-
ness, all the officers ask—they are willing to work
—is to give them a helping hand in this work of
extending and strengthening our organization. It

Group photo of 1Visconsin WWI Jewelers' Association Couvenliou



MADE IN ONE QUALITY ONLY AND THAT THE VERY BEST

Noticeable Evidence of
uniform distinctiveness makes
the I-B Ring additionally
attractive —Seal your next
order -with an FB stamp

4I1
THESE THREE PATTERNS ARE ALL COMPLETE IN FULL
VARIETY OF SPOONS, FORKS AND KNIVES AND ARE
CARRIED IN STOCK BY THE LEADING JOBBERS.

REQUESTS FOR CATALOGUE OR ORDER FOR GOODS WILL
RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION BY YOUR JOBBER OR DIRECT BY

THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION
New Bedford, Mass.

RICH
CUT GLASS

SUPERIOR
SILVER PLATE

Photo Books! Showing our New Fall
Designs, now ready for the trade

with Beautiful Hand-
decorated Shades

38 Murray St., New York City

717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

485 St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.

Factories and Main Office, NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

Our Line is handled exclusively by High-class Jewelers
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Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

G 23712 C

Os. HTG, PLAIN CENTER

G 23440 C

Os. MTG.. PLAIN CENTER

G 23713 C

OS. HTG., PLAIN CENTER

G 23439 C

HTG., PLAIN CENTER

TRADE MARK

ANNOUNCEMENT

qr After an extensive preparation and the efforts of the

best designers, an entirely new and varied line of pat-

terns, that have been ordered by the jobbers, are now

ready for presentation to the trade.

IT There are new and radical changes in the contour of

cases, of models and of decorations.

(11 The new features are

skilled artisans whose

solid gold case work.

many and varied, all made by

entire energies are devoted to

They are specialty workers—

hence the superior quality of their handiwork.

q New effects in fancy chased and Art Noveau bows of
original and exclusive designs have been added to a

large variety of patterns in the various sizes.

q Nothing has been left undone to make our present line
the most exclusive and comprehensive ever offered.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583-, THOUSANDTHS FINE

in hack

Note this Guaranlee

p,r,:k A N

CO 14 K
6.58 FINE o•

1'4/4,
11. '

iLl Cap •

Look for

MAK

This Tag

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

G 23696 C

as. MTG., PLAIN CENTER

G 23695 C

OS. OTO., PLAIN CENTER

G 23693 C

Os. MEG.. PLAIN CENTER

CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

"THE PARAGON"
14 K., 16 SIZE, BASCINE

q Simplicity of Construction.
q Movement Fitted with Ease.
q Antique Pendant and French Bow.
(fr Thin -Compact—Durable.

Cif Keystone Quality and High-Grade Finish.

IT Attractively Priced.

(If 16 Size Paragons Fitted with Movements
Make an Ideal and Popular-Priced Watch.

q Write Your Jobber for Sample of Case.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14K. GOLD ASSAYS 583 , THOUSANDTHS FINE

TILAGE-NIAIIK IN 110,1<

ixi,t A N

(.1 14
.685 FINE •
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4'11,1A/. G•G

GUARANTEE IN CAP

q4pC/
PECK MO WOE

LULA< FOR THIS TAEI

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI

SAN FRANCISCO
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Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

G23712 C

OS. HTG, PLAIN CENTEFI

G 23440 C

OS, HTG., PLAIN CENTER

G 23713 C

OS. HTG., PLAIN CENTER

G 23439 C

OS HTG , PLAIN CENTER

TRADE MARK

ANNOUNCEMENT

T After an extensive preparation and the efforts of the

best designers, an entirely new and varied line of pat-

terns, that have been ordered by the jobbers, are now

ready for presentation to the trade.

q There are new and radical changes in the contour of
cases, of models and of decorations.

IT The new features are many and varied, all made by

skilled artisans whose entire energies are devoted to

solid gold case work. They are specialty workers—

hence the superior quality of their handiwork.

(II New effects in fancy chased and Art Noveau bows of

original and exclusive designs have been added to a

large variety of patterns in the various sizes.

q Nothing has been left undone to make our present line
the most exclusive and comprehensive ever offered.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 583% THOUSANDTHS FINE

Trade-Mail: Note this Guarantee

\.1„,
9'

 AN
0 14 K 6

.586 FINE o•

O'G

in cup

Look for

01(.7
MC.100,4/43E'

This Tag

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

G 23696 C

as. MTG.., PLAIN CENTER

G 23695 C

OS. 1-11,1„ PLAIN CI Nir11

G 23710 C

Os. HTQ , PI AIN CENTER

G 23693 C

OB. MPG., PLAIN CENTER

CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO

Keystone Solid Gold Watch Cases

"THE PARAGON"
14 K., 16 SIZE, BASCINE

q Simplicity of Construction.
q Movement Fitted with Ease.

(if Antique Pendant and French Bow.

qi Thin—Compact Durable.

q Keystone Quality and High-Grade Finish.
q Attractively Priced.
11:ff 16 Size Paragons Fitted with Movements

Make an Ideal and Popular-Priced Watch.

(I[ Write Your Jobber for Sample of Case.

KEYSTONE 14 K. SOLID GOLD CASES ASSAY
585 THOUSANDTHS FINE

14 K. GOLD ASSAYS 5831 THOUSANDTHS FINE

TRADE-MARK IN RACK

K

0:ti A AN

1, .B85 FINE •

GUARANTEE IN CAP LOOK FOR THIS TAO

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA CINCINNATI

SAN FRANCISCO



10 and 14 Karat
Lockets

all stamped with quality, the

best shape, best weight, the

stiffest backs, for the price,

of any line of Lockets in

America. Large users of

plain and engraved Lockets

will do well to write us for

prices and sample Lockets

before purchasing. All two-

picture Lockets, all capped

for stone setting ; bezels and

stone patch, gold. Four new

sizes, giving us 15 sizes of

plain Lockets, not shown on

this cut.

THE MILLER JEWELRY COMPANY
Makers of Fine Gold, Diamond and Emblem Jewelry Lion Building, CINCINNATI, OHIO

owman

No. 1243 PRIZE CUP
Solid Copper

English Pewter Mountings

PRIZE TROPHIES,
LOVING CUPS, STEINS, Etc.

Made in SOLID Copper, with English Pewter
Mountings. Also of English Pewter throughout

arming- DENATURED ALCOHOL
owman GAS STOVES

"Meteor" Circulating Coffee Percolators
Always Insure Delicious Coffee .A II the Good of the Coffee

11 /ways Good Coffee

'H11" PG DISHES CITA'all'i'ITIODO'D'I‘i,TIV")

Manning, Bowman & Company
NEW YORK CHICAGO MERIDEN, CONN. SAN FRANCISCO

One of the Mauran salesmen
starting on the trip from Providence

about the middle of the
last century

One of the Mauran salesmen starting
on trip in 1909

Our advance in methods of manufacture and
artistic merit of product has kept pace with

the improvements in transportation

WE MAKE

SCARF PINS, BROOCHES, HANDY PINS, BABY PINS, COLLAR
PINS, LOCKETS, LAVALLIERES, PENDANTS, NECK CHAINS, LINK
BUTTONS, EAR DROPS, JET GOODS, COMBS, HAT PINS, Etc., Etc.,

IN 10 K. SOLID GOLD

JOHN T MAUPAN MFG. CO.-
MAKERS OF

THE REPRESENTATIVE LINE
OF 10 K SOLID GOLD JEWELRY
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IAMONDS are again popular; they are more than ever a subject of interestto thousands throughout the land. There is a keener desire to possess themthan for a long time past, and the demand is increasing quite rapidly. Theirvalue is rising. We prepared for this condition, and our stock, purchased byMr. Henry Freund on a recent European trip, is extensive. Although we cannotmark same with our Trade-Mark, The Imprint of the Rose," ti you will find them"Sellers and Winners " equally with our lines of jewelry and watches.

L• • • Elk and Eagle Goods a Specialty Our Trade-Mark, "The Rose,"

HENRY FREUND C./ BRO., "Sellers of Sellers"
71 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

IV)law, stands for Quality and Excellence

WHERE TO BUY TO BEST ADVANTAGE

RAILROAD WATCHES A SPECIALTY

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS, South Tenth Street, Philadelphia

August, 1909 T H E

Annual Convention Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association

(Continued from page 1215)

belongs to you, not to your officers. They are but
your servants. We must all get up and 'be doing'
if we want success to crown our efforts."

SMALL DEALER AND LARGE STORES

J. R. Chapman, of Oshkosh, read a very inter-
esting paper discussing the relation of the small
retailer to the large department stores, during the
course of which he said in part:

"Almost everywhere to-day the small mer-
chant in any line of business finds himself under
a comparatively new phase of competition. If he
is the small merchant in a large town he feels the
competition of the department stores. If he is a
small merchant in a country town, where the rural
free delivery operates, he may be under still
greater stress from the mail-order houses. The
chief trouble with this small merchant is that he
has not rightfully considered the nature of his
competition. Ordinarily the small dealer has his
full share of local competition from other local
dealers. In a case of a doubtful creditor whom
Smith would turn down in a minute were he the
only storekeeper in that town, the fact that the
competing Jones or Brown might give this man
credit for the asking, makes it a stronger possi-
bility that Smith will take the risk. In fact, that
competition which impels Smith to go after the
best type of customers against Jones also may
make it more imperative that Smith endeavor to
get the trade of the doubtful man.

"Few men who are classed as bad pay in the
small towns are without their personal influence
and nowhere does the pressure to command per-
sonal influence rest more heavily than on the
country merchant. If he cannot command the
friendship of everyone he at least cannot afford
to incur the enmity of anyone. This is a fact
which every country merchant knows, but no man
is more conversant with the true import of this
than is the man who is bad pay himself. And, in
consequence of this, the bad debts in a small
store may be immeasurably above those of a large
establishment. Naturally, the small merchant,
knowing virtually everybody in his business field,
resents certain fixed conditions which local com-
petition force upon him, and in many cases the
small merchant knows the 'inside' history of every
possible customer within his range. To the extent
that gossip and prejudice lead to the forming of
social cliques around him, he is more than human
if his own opinion, likes and dislikes, are not re-
flected in his business relation with his customers.
Try as he may, he cannot show the same front to
Jones, who is running up a doubtful bill, as he
does to Smith, who is a good cash customer, and
the trouble with this is that Jones will sooner or
later discover this and will develop into what is
known to-day as a 'knocker.'

"Competition may force the storekeeper to
accept a man of Jones' type, but the storekeeper
nevertheless must pay his inevitable two prices for
him. The small merchant to-day finds himself in
close competition with great organized systems,
and, in many instances, the man at the head of
one of the systems draws a salary much in excess
of fnathe mseevrec ntseven years' income of the averages 

"The small merchant, as I have said before,
knows nothing; or at least very little regarding
the competition he must meet, and my suggestion
to all you merchants is that you study carefully
the nature of your competition, especially the
large mail-order institutions, and adjust your
business policies accordingly."

MINIMUM PRICE LIST

The paper which perhaps evinced the most
interest was one read by John P. Hess, of Fond
du Lac, on the minimum price list as prepared
by jobbers and manufacturers. Mr. Hess ex-
pressed himself as heartily approving the attitude
of many of the manufacturers who have estab-
lished a minimum selling price on their products,
and in this statement he received the unqualified
support of the entire convention, but during the
course of his remarks he made the statement that

KEYSTONE

many of the manufacturers have placed their
minimum selling price to the consumer at too low
a figure. In support of this expression Mr. Hess
made the statement that the average jeweler in a
small town is at an expense of at least 50 per
cent. in conducting his business. This statement
came as a surprise to the entire convention and his
statements were challenged by a number of the
retailers present, but during the course of a very
animated discussion which followed his remarks
it seemed to be the opinion of the majority of
those present that his statement was about correct
in spite of the fact that he had apparently placed
the cost of doing business at too high a figure.

Space does not permit Mr. Hess' remarks in
full, but it will be interesting to review how he
establishes his figures of 50 per cent. for the ex-
pense af conducting a business. The following

President Gustave Keller

figures are compiled on a basis of a $io,000 stock
and a $15,000 annual business, and the items
enumerated cover one year of business: .

Rent  $ 600.00
Advertising   240.00
Light and heat  120.00

Watchmaker   960.00
Saleslady   300.00
Bazaar tickets and donations  100.00
Loss on book accounts  50.00
Shoplifter   50.00
Interest on $10,000  600.00
Taxes   200.00

Insurance   100.00
Postage and incidentals  100.00
Salary of proprietor  i800.00

$5220.00

ADVERTISING BY JEWELERS

W. H. Becken, of Beaver Dam, Wis., read a
very interesting paper on "When and How a
Jeweler Should Advertise." During the discus-
sion which followed this paper many of the re-
tailers confessed they were thorough believers in
advertising, but that for one reason and another
they failed to do enough advertising and also
failed to do the proper kind of advertising. The
most salient expressions in Mr. Beckcn's paper
was to the effect that too many jewelers were
inclined to regard advertising as an expense when,
as a matter of fact, it was nothing else but an
investment which should be entered into with as
much care and thought as one would use before
placing an investment of $io,000.

The following resolutions were unanimously
adopted:

Congratulating ourselves upon the fact that
the organization movement has taken so firm a
hold on the jewelers of our Stats that we have
been able to hold the fourth annual convention of
the Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association with
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largely increased number and unbounded enthusi-
asm, be it resolved as follows:

Resolved, That we view with satisfaction the
efforts of an ever-increasing number of manufac-
turers to meet, at least, a part of our demands for
the abolition of trade abuses as far as they relate
to the establishment of minimum retail prices and
the confining of their products to legitimate chan-
nels.

Resolved, That in order to make the minimum
selling price of watch movements more than a
well-meant illusion it becomes imperative that
the manufacturers of watch cases follow the
manufacture of movements by establishing a
minimum retail selling price on their products
as well.

Resolved, That as an alternative we recom-
mend to the manufacturers of watch movements
that they sell their movements cased at the factory
only and establish a minimum selling price on the
complete watch.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
manufacturers and jobbers maintaining retail
stores, selling at retail, or supplying hotels and
restaurants direct, robbing us of profits which
should be justly ours. We pledge ourselves, so
far as practical, to confine our purchases to manu-
facturers and jobbers not doing a retail business.

Resolved, That we endorse any and all
federal legislation that will prevent fraudulent
advertising or the distribution of the same
through the United States mails or otherwise.

Resolved, That we do not favor the practical
exclusion from import of high-grade small -size
foreign watches by compelling them to have en-
graved on the plate whole sentences which cannot
possibly find room there without spoiling their
appearance.

Resolved, That we thank the manufacturers
and jobbers who helped to make the convention
a success by making exhibits, and the Rockford
Watch Co. for donating the convention badges of
membership.

Resolved, That we commend the action of the
association during the past year and thank the
officers for their able and diligent work.

Resolved, That we thank the Milwaukee
Jewelers' Club for its royal hospitality.

The election of officers resulted as follows:
President, Gustave Keller, of Appleton; vice-
president, George Durner, Milwaukee ; secretary,
Franklin Thomson, Centennial Building, Mil-
waukee ; treasurer, Henry Stecher, of Milwaukee;
directors, W. H. Becken, Beaver Dam; J. R.
Chapman, Oshkosh; G. E. G. Kuechle, Milwaukee;
John P. Hess, of Fond du Lac.

A movement was started at this convsention
which, if taken up by the other State organiza-
tions and by the national body, will enhance the
value of both State and national conventions to
jobbers and manufacturers to a very large extent.
The plan, as originated by the Wisconsin associa-
tion, is to encourage manufacturers and jobbers
to exhibit their lines at conventions and to give
them encouragement in so doing by endeavoring
to place as many orders as possible for goods.
Summed up in a very few words the plan of this
association is to make the exhibit hall of the con-
vention a market place rather than a place for
exhibits.

The entertainment committee of the Mil-
waukee Jewelers' Club, which arranged for the
entertainment of the visiting ladies and also for
the banquet which was tendered the jewelers at
Pabst's Park, was made up of the following:
Henry F. Stecher, chairman ; Charles Kuesel,
Frank P. Wilde, Henry Stouthamer, Edward
Warnke, W. Boszhardt, 0. H. Bingenhimer, Oscar
Fishadick, F. C. Buege.

The following jobbers and manufacturers had
exhibits at the convention: Stein & Ellbogen, Otto
Lieberman and Max Ellbogen ; J. R. Wood &
Sons, A. T. Hunt; Alvin Manufacturing Co.;
Heintz Bros., F. M. Trew ; Community Silver.
W. E. Scanlon ; 0. F. Egginton Co., E. S. Baker:
Joseph W. Heller, E. S. Baker; South Bend
Watch Co., H. C. Carpenter, R. C. Smith and
C. T. Higginbotham ; Elgin National Watch Co.,
Hamilton B. McKinley ; Rockford Watch Co., Mr.
Lovett; C. F. Monroe Co., Joseph Knoblauch
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co., Mr. Reynolds ; New
York Standard Watch Co., W. Hedges.
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belongs to you, not to your officers. They are but
your servants. We must all get up and be doing'
if we want success to crown our efforts."

SMALL DEALER AND LARGE STORES

J. R. Chapman, of Oshkosh, read a very inter-
esting paper discussing the relation of the small
retailer to the large department stores, during the
course of which he said in part:

"Almost everywhere to-day the small mer-
chant in any line of business finds himself under
a comparatively new phase of competition. If he
is the small merchant in a large town he feels the
competition of the department stores. If he is a
small merchant in a country town, where the rural
free delivery operates, he may be under still
greater stress from the mail-order houses. The
chief trouble with this small merchant is that he
has not rightfully considered the nature of his
competition. Ordinarily the small dealer has his
full share of local competition from other local
dealers. In a case of a doubtful creditor whom
Smith would turn down in a minute were he the
only storekeeper in that town, the fact that the
competing Jones or Brown might give this man
credit for the asking, makes it a stronger possi-
bility that Smith will take the risk. In fact, that
competition which impels Smith to go after the
best type of customers against Jones also may
make it more imperative that Smith endeavor to
get the trade of the doubtful man.

"Few men who are classed as bad pay in the
small towns are without their personal influence
and nowhere does the pressure to command per-
sonal influence rest more heavily than on the
country merchant. If he cannot command the
friendship of everyone he at least cannot afford
to incur the enmity of anyone. This is a fact
which every country merchant knows, but no man
is more conversant with the true import of this
than is the man who is bad pay himself. And, in
consequence of this, the bad debts in a small
store may be immeasurably above those of a large
establishment. Naturally, the small merchant,
knowing virtually everybody in his business field,
resents certain fixed conditions which local com-
petition force upon him, and in many cases the
small merchant knows the 'inside' history of every
possible customer within his range. To the extent
that gossip and prejudice lead to the forming of
social cliques around him, he is more than human
if his own opinion, likes and dislikes, are not re-
flected in his business relation with his customers.
Try as he may, he cannot show the same front to
Jones, who is running up a doubtful bill, as he
does to Smith, who is a good cash customer, and
the trouble with this is that Jones will sooner or
later discover this and will develop into what is
known to-day as a 'knocker.'

"Competition may force the storekeeper to
accept a man of Jones' type, but the storekeeper
nevertheless must pay his inevitable two prices for
him. The small merchant to-day finds himself in
close competition with great organized systems,
and, in many instances, the man at the head of
one of the systems draws a salary much in excess
of the seven or eight years' income of the average
small merchant.

"The small merchant, as I have said before,
knows nothing; or at least very little regarding
the competition he must meet, and my suggestion
to all you merchants is that you study carefully
the nature of your competition, especially the
large mail-order institutions, and adjust your
business policies accordingly."

MINIMUM PRICE LIST

The paper which perhaps evinced the most
interest was one read by John P. Hess, of Fond
du Lac, on the minimum price list as prepared
by jobbers and manufacturers. Mr. Hess ex-
pressed himself as heartily approving the attitude
of many of the manufacturers who have estab-
lished a minimum selling price on their products,
and in this statement he received the unqualified
support of the entire convention, but during the
course of his remarks he made the statement that

KEYSTON

many of the manufacturers have placed their
minimum selling price to the consumer at too low
a figure. In support of this expression Mr. Hess
made the statement that the average jeweler in a
small town is at an expense of at least 50 per
cent. in conducting his business. This statement
came as a surprise to the entire convention and his
statements were challenged by a number of the
retailers present, but during the course of a very
animated discussion which followed his remarks '
it seemed to be the opinion of the majority of
those present that his statement was about correct
in spite of the fact that he had apparently placed
the cost of doing business at too high a figure.

Space does not permit Mr. Hess' remarks in
full, but it will be interesting to review how he
establishes his figures of 5o per cent. for the ex-
pense af conducting a business. The following

President Gustave Keller

figures are compiled on a basis of a $lo,000 stock
and a $15,000 annual business, and the items
enumerated cover one year of business: .

Rent  $ 600.00
Advertising   240.00

Light and heat  'moo
Watchmaker   96o.00
Saleslady   300.00
Bazaar tickets and donations  ioo.00
Loss on book accounts  50.00
Shoplifter   50.00
Interest on $1o,000  600.00
Taxes   200.00

Insurance   100.00

Postage and incidentals  I00.00

Salary of proprietor  1800.00

$5220.00

ADVERTISING BY JEWELERS

W. H. Becken, of Beaver Dam, Wis., read a
very interesting paper on "When and How a
Jeweler Should Advertise." During the discus-
sion which followed this paper many of the re-
tailers confessed they were thorough believers in
advertising, but that for one reason and another
they failed to do enough advertising and also
failed to do the proper kind of advertising. The
most salient expressions in Mr. Becken's paper
was to the effect that too many jewelers were
inclined to regard advertising as an expense when,
as a matter of fact, it was nothing else but an
investment which should be entered into with as
much care and thought as one would use before
placing an investment of $1o,000.

The following resolutions were unanimously
adopted:

Congratulating ourselves upon the fact that
the organization movement has taken so firm a
hold on the jewelers of our State that we have
been able to hold the fourth annual convention of
the Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association with
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largely increased number and unbounded enthusi-
asm, be it resolved as follows:

Resolved, That we view with satisfaction the
efforts of an ever-increasing number of manufac-
turers to meet, at least, a part of our demands for
the abolition of trade abuses as far as they relate
to the establishment of minimum retail prices and
the confining of their products to legitimate chan-
nels.

Resolved, That in order to make the minimum
selling price of watch movements more than a
well-meant illusion it becomes imperative that
the manufacturers of watch cases follow the
manufacture of movements by establishing a
minimum retail selling price on their products
as well.

Resolved, That as an alternative we recom-
mend to the manufacturers of watch movements
that they sell their movements cased at the factory
only and establish a minimum selling price on the
complete watch.

Resolved, That we condemn the practice of
manufacturers and jobbers maintaining retail
stores, selling at retail, or supplying hotels and
restaurants direct, robbing us of profits which
should be justly ours. We pledge ourselves, so
far as practical, to confine our purchases to manu-
facturers and jobbers not doing a retail business.

Resolved, That we endorse any and all
federal legislation that will prevent fraudulent
advertising or the distribution of the same
through the United States mails or otherwise.

Resolved, That we do not favor the practical
exclusion from import of high-grade small size
foreign watches by compelling them to have en-
graved on the plate whole sentences which cannot
possibly find room there without spoiling their
appearance.

Resolved, That we thank the manufacturers
and jobbers who helped to make the convention
a success by making exhibits, and the Rockford
Watch Co. for donating the convention badges of
membership.

Resolved, That we commend the action of the
association during the past year and thank the
officers for their able and diligent work.

Resolved, That we thank the Milwaukee
Jewelers' Club for its royal hospitality.

The election of officers resulted as follows :
President, Gustave Keller, of Appleton; vice-
president, George Durner, Milwaukee; secretary,
Franklin Thomson, Centennial Building, Mil-
waukee; treasurer, Henry Stecher, of Milwaukee;
directors, W. H. Becken, Beaver Dam; J. R.
Chapman, Oshkosh; G. E. G. Kuechle, Milwaukee;
John P. Hess, of Fond du Lac.

A movement was started at this convsention
which, if taken up by the other State organiza-
tions and by the national body, will enhance the
value of both State and national conventions to
jobbers and manufacturers to a very large extent.
The plan, as originated by the Wisconsin associa-
tion, is to encourage manufacturers and jobbers
to exhibit their lines at conventions and to give
them encouragement in so doing by endeavoring
to place as many orders as possible for goods.
Summed up in a very few words the plan of this
association is to make the exhibit hall of the con-
vention a market place rather than a place for
exhibits.

The entertainment committee of the Mil-
waukee Jewelers' Club, which arranged for the
entertainment of the visiting ladies and also for
the banquet which was tendered the jewelers at
Pabst's Park, was made up of the following:
Henry F. Stecher, chairman; Charles Kuesel,
Frank P. Wilde, Henry Stouthamer, Edward
Warnke, W. Boszhardt, 0. H. Bingenhimer, Oscar
Fishadick, F. C. Buege.

The following jobbers and manufacturers had
exhibits at the convention: Stein & Ellbogen, Otto
Lieberman and Max Ellbogen ; J. R. Wood &
Sons, A. T. Hunt; Alvin Manufacturing Co.;
Heintz Bros., F. M. Trew ; Community Silver.
W. E. Scanlon; 0. F. Egginton Co., E. S. Baker;
Joseph W. Heller, E. S. Baker; South Bend
Watch Co., H. C. Carpenter, R. C. Smith and
C. T. Higginbotham ; Elgin National Watch Co.,
Hamilton B. McKinley ; Rockford Watch Co., Mr.
Lovett; C. F. Monroe Co., Joseph Knoblauch
C. H. Knights-Thearle Co., Mr. Reynolds ; New
York Standard Watch Co., W. Hedges.
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/ SEAMLESS GOLD RINGS

A

EVERY RING
We send out is sound value ; correct in shape,
plump assay and the finest finish. Our rings
invariably give satisfaction to both dealer and
user, and our prices are no higher than you
would pay elsewhere for inferior rings.

All we ask is a trial to convince you of the
superiority of our goods. Send us your next
order and see for yourself.

5 Shapes. 22 K., 18 K., 14 K., 10 K.
Ask for quotations and also for our catalogue of Fancy Rings.

showing hundreds of designs and combinations of stones

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & 00.
RING MAKERS

2 Maiden Lane NEW YORK
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Have you ever considered how few REALLY USEFUL PRACTICAL ARTICLES
you have for men?

HE1": 111‘*E WO

WE HAKE kffUNDRED5

No. 652. TOBACCO JAR

SUCH AS

Shaving Stands
Shaving Sets
Smokers' Articles
Desk Sets

Electroliers

Etc., Etc.

No. 1317, SI IAVING STAND

SILVER-PLATE, COPPER, NICKEL, BRASS and DORANTIQUL

Nen) Line of " BARBIZON BRASS 

• PmPrief"" APOLLO STUDIOSBernard Rice
,
s Sons APOLLO SILVER CO.

WORKS f N Stre,r
, . . 542 Broadway, New York

New York Letter

The New York jobbers of
Reduced jewelry and allied lines are
Railroad taking great interest in the
Rates matter of reduced railroad

fares from southern, western
and southwestern points and are working in con-
junction with the Merchants' Association of New
York for the purpose of encouraging retail
jewelers to come to New York to look over the
market and buy his goods for the fall and holiday
trade here. The reduced rates are now in .effect
and will be until the middle of September, good
for the return trip till about the middle of Oc-
tober. New York holds forth so many attractions
for recreation and amusement that the out-of-
town retailer can pleasantly and profitably com-
bine business with pleasure by journeying to the
metropolis before the busy fall season sets in.
Last month's issue of THE KEYSTONE contained a
complete detailed account of the reduced rate plan
put in effect by the trunk line railroads entering
N'ew York.

For the fourth time in the last
New Home for ten months the Charles T. Cook
Jewelry Firm home, at 594 Fifth Avenue, on

the southwest corner of Forty-
eighth Street, was sold last month, and while the
name of the purchaser was withheld, it was
learned that the property had passed to Black,
Starr & Frost, jewelers, now at Thirty-ninth
Street and Fifth Avenue. From the same source
it was learned that the jewelry firm intends
building quarters for itself on the site of the
old Cook home and the adjoining property at 4
West Forty-eighth Street, belonging to Mrs.
Lansdale Boardman, which was included in the
purchase, the combined pieces of property bring-
ing a price in excess of $700,000. In the opinion
of real estate operators significance attaches to
this move on the part of the jewelry firm, because
their removal to new quarters further up the
avenue will put on the market the only parcel of
property in the block now partly occupied by them
not controlled by another group of operators. By
the purchase of this parcel those who control the
remaining parcels in the block would have the
complete block at their disposal. It is said that
a department store is likely to take over the
entire block after the removal of Black, Starr &
Frost.

L. A. Wilkinson, a first cabin
Smuggler passenger on the steamship
Caught Co/on, from the Panama Zone,

which arrived here last month,
"forgot" to declare watches, rings and stickpins.
Apparently acting on advance information, In-
spector Isaac Wilson and Special Employee
James F. York met the ship at her pier on the
North River and rounded up Wilkinson. The
passenger was allowed to make the usual pas-
senger declaration before an acting deputy sur-
veyor, after which his baggage was passed in the
usual manner. Wilkinson was asked if he had
anything on his person of a dutiable character, to
which he replied in the negative. Wilson and
York, nevertheless found three watches in his
pockets, two of which were seized, a number of
diamond stickpins and six solitaire diamond rings.
The goods were taken to the seizure room.

A burglary of peculiar interest to the trade
was committed in Wallingford, Conn., last month.
It would appear that a jeweler, A. W. Hull, oc-
cupies one part of the store, while the other part
is devoted to the business of a milliner. Some
weeks ago burglars succeeded in entering the es-
tablishment and the next morning it was found
that while considerable millinery goods had dis-
appeared there was no effort made apparently

to interfere with the jeweler's stock. From this
the jeweler makes the interesting inference that
Iii s stock was left alone because of his member-
ship in the Jewelers' Security Alliance and because
of the display of the Alliance card offering a re-
ward for the capture of robbers. It is well known
that jewelry store thieves endeavor to keep posted
on the membership of the Alliance and, as a rule,
give the stores of such members a wide berth.

Several days before the 4th of July a petition
was circulated in the Maiden Lane district, advo-
cating the closing of stores and offices from Fri-
day night, the 2d, till Tuesday morning, the 6th,
in order to take advantage of a three-days' holi-
day over the 4th. Quite a large percentage of
the places of business remained open the half
day on Saturday, but on Monday, the 5th, the
national holiday was generally observed and the
jewelry district was as quiet as on a Sunday.

Sam Zimmern, "the man behind the gun" at
Henry Zimmern & Co.'s., 77 John Street, left here
on July Toth for an extensive western trip in the
interests of his house, which will keep him away
from the city until about the 23d of September.
Mr. Zhnmern's itinerary is very extensive and will
include practically every large city between here
and the Pacific Coast, covering the entire northern
half of the United States as far south as St. Louis
and Kansas City.

Robbins & Appleton, selling agents of the
Waltham Watch Company, New York and Chi-
cago, and Robbins, Appleton & Co., selling agents
of the company in Boston and Montreal, announce
that Royal Robbins and Reginald C. Robbins re-
tired from the firm on June 30th of this year.
The firm is now composed of Ezra C. Fitch,
Francis R. Appleton, James W. Appleton and
Conover Fitch.

M. L. Van Moppes, of Van Moppes & Son, 87
Nassau Street, and S. A. Van Moppes, the latter
being accompanied by his wife and family, are
now enjoying a trip through Europe.

W. H. Jennings, financial secretary and head
bookkeeper of the firm of Theo. B. Starr, 206
Fifth Avenue, died recently in California, whither
he went to spend his vacation and visit his sons
who are in business in that State. The deceased
was 65 years old and had been with the Starr firm
for over 40 years.

For some time past the United States Govern-
ment has been co-operating with the police de-
partment of this city to detect stolen articles when
turned into the assay office. It is stated that some
of the "fences" were in the habit of buying
articles of gold and silver and sending them to
the assay office. Much good is said to have re-
sulted from the co-operative effort to suppress
this practice.

Mrs. C. P. Goldsmith, wife of Chas. P. Gold-
smith, of Stern Bros. & Co., and Chas. P. Gold-
smith & Co., died at to A. M. on Tuesday, July
2oth, at the German Hospital, of this city. The
funeral was held on Thursday, July 22d, from the
family residence, 7 West Hamilton Terrace, New
York City. Mrs. Goldsmith is survived by her
husband and two children.

Leopold Laubheim, of Laubheim Bros.,
wholesale jewelers, 65 Nassau Street, died sud-
denly on June 28th from an attack of apoplexy.
As the deceased had not yet passed the prime of
life the news of his death came as a great shock
to his many friends, although he had been in ill
health for some months. He was born in Ba-
varia in i869 and came with his parents to the
new world in 1882. For a number of years he
was in the employ of Adolph Goldsmith, 38
Maiden Lane, serving in several capacities, the
last of which was traveling representative. In
1895, together with his brothers, Samuel and Max,
lie founded the tirm of Laubheim Bros. Samuel
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Laubheim died in 1904, when Alorris Laublieim
became a partner in the firm. The deceased is
survived by four brothers, Sigman, Max, Julius
and Morris, and one sister, Mrs. I. Weiss.

The news that Henri Lemoine, who has been
convicted of a swindle in regard to the alleged
manufacture of diamonds had been sentenced to
six years' imprisonment, was received with much
rejoicing by importers in this city. Lemoine was
pronounced by the court a "vulgar fakir," and his
swindle was all the more criminal by reason of its
injurious effects on the diamond trade.

A. K. Sloan, President of Sloan & Company,
21 Maiden Lane, made his usual summer trip to
Labrador to enjoy his hobby of salmon fishing.
E. C. Fitch, President of the Waltham Watch
Co., was also one of the party, he, too, making
this trip an annual summer event.

Edwin S. Strauss, of Jacob Strauss & Sons,
returned from Europe on the Lucania last month.

Powers & Mayer, 258-260 Fifth Avenue, will
hold their seventh annual exhibition August 30th
to September 4th. Elaborate preparations for the
exhibition are now being made and the firm an-
nounces that it will be the most imposing which
they have ever planned. They have heard from
a host of jewelers who contemplate .visiting the
city at that time and who will make it their busi-
ness to view this handsome exposition of gems
and art goods. Among the visitors will be
jewelers from Canada and Mexico as well as from
all parts of the United States.

Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., 68
Nassau Street, accompanied by Mrs. Stern, sailed
for Europe on the Kronprinzessin Cecilie last
month.

A. L. Strasburger, of Louis Strasburger's
Son & Co., 2 Maiden Lane, returned last month
from an extended trip to Europe on the Kron-
prinz

John Frankel, of Jos. Frankel's Sons, 576
Fifth Avenue, sailed last month for Europe on
the La Savoie.

Elaborate preparations are being made at this
writing for the outing of the Jewelers' 24 K, Club.
which will be held on July 31st. The athletic
committee has planned a most interesting pro-
gramme, the chief feature of which will be a base-
ball match between the 24 K. Club and the Phila-
delphia Jewelers' Club. Another important event
will be the race for the silver cup donated by
President Charles L. Power, of the club. Numer-
ous other prizes will be awarded. Not the least
enjoyable feature of the outing will be a grand
clambake.

Robbins & Appleton have made extensive al-
terations and improvements in their offices on the
third floor of the Hays Building, 23 Maiden Lane.
Some new fixtures have been added and the old
ones have been remodeled and repaired, with the
result that the firm will have a very comfortable
and complete office home.

Harry C. Adler, of Charles Adler's Sons, 527
Fifth Avenue. returned last month from his
trip to Europe, where he spent several months
making purchases of diamonds and other goods.

Theodore Schisgall, 116-t18 Chambers Street,
took a ten-days' vacation in Sullivan County, New
York, the latter part of July, and has returned
to business feeling "fine and fit."

Julius Wodiska, 40 John Street. who origi-
nated the idea of adopting special gems as sym-
bolic of the nation and the various States, an-
nounces that the suggestion has caught the fancy
of many people and particularly the jewelry trade.
whom it would materially benefit. Mr. Wodiska
would consequently be pleased to hear from all
those who have suggestions to make as to how
the proposition may be best realized.

(Continued on page i 227)
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FIVE FACTS ABOUT

FACT ONE
They are automatic in action, and can be inserted or removed in an instant. The backs do not

have to be pushed or pulled into place.

FACT TWO
The strong coil spring inside the barrel holds the back firmly in position and there is no annoy-

ance of working out of the shirt or fear of loss.

FACT THREE
They are made with extra long backs and can be successfully used in any style shirt with either

eyelet hole or button hole. Absolutely the best for the coat shirt.

FACT FOUR
They have a guarantee that means quick sales. " A new stud cheerfully given in case of an

accident of any kind."

FACT FIVE
They are made in 18 K., 14 K., 10 K. gold and 14 K. gold filled, in patterns to please all tastes

and for all occasions.

LARTER & SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

TRADE-MARK

REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE

 PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES:  
A. I. HALL & SON, Inc., Jewelers' Bldg., Post St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Samuel Lowey, a diamond
Diamonds merchant, living at 242 East
in Danger Eighty-third Street, was a

passenger on an express train
to this city on July 9th, and when the train
reached 125th Street he was standing on the plat-
form of one of the cars. The train made no
stop, but Lowey lost his balance and alighted on
the platform, falling in a heap and rolling over
and over. Then he lay unconscious. He was
carried downstairs and an ambulance call was
sent to the Harlem Hospital, where the doctors
managed to restore Lowey to consciousness and
the first thing he did was to clap his hands to
his pockets to see if two wallets were still there.
They were. They contained about $18,000 worth
of diamonds. Two loose diamonds of large size,
which Lowey had in the change pocket of his coat,
had fallen out on the platform when he fell, but
were picked up and returned to him.

Frank N. Lord, of the New York sales office
of the Ansonia Clock Co., has been spending his
summer outing in Massachusetts.

The Empire Jewelry Co., Newark, N. J, has
been incorporated by Charles A. Hohnhold, Jacob
Hoehing and U. C. Jones with an authorized capi-
tal of $50,000. Their plant is located at 46 Oliver
Street.

F. S. Waterman, of the L. E. Waterman
Company, will attend the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, at Omaha, Nebr.,
August 2d to 6th. Mr. Waterman is a native of
that section and, therefore, will enjoy meeting his
many old friends in the trade who will attend the
convention.

Robert Steadle, of the material department of
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., 37 Maiden Lane, took his
annual vacation during July.

Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., 68
Nassau Street and 33 Gold Street, and Mrs. Stern
are sojourning in Europe. They sailed from New
York about the middle of July and will travel
extensively while abroad.

M. Gugenheim, importer of Parisian jewelry
and novelties, with quarters in the Decker Build-
ing, this city, has recently been abroad in the
interests of his house. He states that jets still
predominate as the favorites in jewelry for hair
ornaments. At the Paris races, where fashion's
fancies are most ostentatiously displayed, the
principal ornaments in jewelry were jets and
pearls. He made extensive purchases of these
goods, which will be placed on the market im-
mediately on their arrival.

The American School of Engraving, 45
Maiden Lane, recently received, in answer to an
advertisement in this journal, a letter from Tokio,
Japan, enclosing $1.00 for their book of mono-
grams. From their advertisement in THE KEY-
STONE this school has had replies not only from
all over the United States, but also from South
America and Europe, and now Japan is added to
the list, which they regard as very convincing
proof of the world-wide circulation of this journal.

A. R. Katz, of the firm of A. R. Katz &
Leudan Co., 83-87 Nassau Street, New York, re-
cently returned from the European markets, where
he made extensive purchases for his firm.

Mr. Kadison, of Fera & Kadison, 65 Nassau
Street, returned from Europe last month with
large consignments of goods for his firm, pur-
chased while abroad.

Ab Levy and A. Groenman are the partners
in a new firm styled Levy & Co., which has
started in the business of diamond cutting and
polishing at 47 and 49 Maiden Lane.

Among the visiting trade to this city recently
was W. F. Kirkpatrick, of St. Joseph, Mo., who
was on his way to Europe, where he will travel
for some months. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Kirkpatrick.

The firm of Hammel, Riglander & Co., 49
Maiden Lane, recently filed incorporation papers.
The capital is $3oo,000 and the incorporators are
L. Hammel, M. Hammel, J. W. Riglander, M. M.
Riglander and M. J. Straus.

H. H. Smith, President of the E. H. H.
Smith Silver Co., Bridgeport, Conn., returned
July 4th from an extended trip abroad, in the
course of which he visited England, France, Ger-

many, Switzerland and other countries. The trip
occupied ten weeks.

The already large and efficient force of road
hustlers traveling out of To and 12 Maiden Lane
for M. J. Averbeck, has just been increased by
the addition of a new member in the person of
Mr. George M. Kite, who will cover Averbeck's
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia and Mary-
land territory. Mr. Kite was formerly with the
William C. Penfold Co., of Philadelphia, but more
recently has been in business for himself. M. J.
Averbeck is one of the energetic and optomistic
jewelry jobbers of New York and as President
of the New York Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
tion is active in doing everything to further the
interests of the New York jewelry jobbing in-
terests.

The Gorham M fg. Co. had on exhibition last
month at its Fifth Avenue store, the bronze
memorial plaques, commemorative of the Hudson-
Fulton memorial celebration, to be held on the
Hudson River later in the year. The plaques are
notable works of art both in the appropriateness
of the designs and the execution.

The prizes awarded at the 24 Karat Club out-
ing, held July 31st at the Port-au-peck Hotel,
Long Branch, N. J., were exhibited by the Julius
King Optical Co., at 12 Maiden Lane, and elicited
much admiring comment.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers'
Security 

of the executive committee of
the Jewelers' Security Alliance

Alliance was held on Friday, July 9th,
the following members being

present : Chairman Butts, Vice-Presidents Wood
and Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary
Noyes and Messrs. Alford, Bowden, Brown and
Stern. The following were admitted to member-
ship:

Cole & Hull, Winterset, Iowa.
R. S. Dillon Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
J. W. Haskell, North East, Pa.
R. Mlle, Menomonee Falls, Wis.
Kruckemeyer & Cohn, Earlington, Ky.
Lebolt & Company, Chicago, Ill.
Geo. A. Naini, New Orleans, La.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
C. B. O'Neill, Clymer, Pa.
F. B. Smith, Montrose, Pa.
J. G. Bellamy, Slater, Mo.
S. M. Feldman, Seattle, Wash.
F. L. Giesey, Chicago, Ill.
A. C. Fuchs Co., Stoughton, Wis.
Lebolt & Co., New York City.
E. E. Crofut, Malta, Mont.
H. S. Bailey, San Francisco, Cal.
Jacob Bersche, Waterloo, Ill.
T. S. Euper, Brownwood, Texas.
Gordon Jewelry Co., Ltd., Shreveport, La.
Nata'l Langford, New York City.
E. E. Wilcox, Avoca, Iowa.
E. L. Graves, Camp Point, Ill.
W. D. Mackay, Detroit, Mich.
A. J. Rankin & Co., White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
R. V. Fegley, Mt. Joy, Pa.
P. W. Folsom, Ashland, Nebr.
J. L. Wanner, Paducah, Ky.
W. N. Warren, Paducah, Ky.
T. A. Peterson, Elk Horn, Iowa.y. White & Son, Rolfe, Iowa.
A. E. Robinson, Bay Shore, N. Y.
Worrell-Bass Jewelry Co., Louisiana, Mo.
Harry Engle, Trenton, Mo,
A. Green, Spencer, N. C.
Flory-Royall Co., Newport News, Va.
E. H. Lefferts, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Upson-Rodgers Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Dahl & Fredin, Minneapolis, Minn.
Kelly-Parritt Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Layman & Straus Co., Newark, N. J.

The following rewards were ordered paid:
No. 87—To Detectives Reagan and O'Connor,

of the San Francisco police force, for the arrest
and conviction of Otto A. Ross for breaking the
show window in the store of M. Farber, 934
Market Street, on February 12th and stealing
about $175 worth of merchandise.

No. 88—To Officers P. D. Ward and Frank
Munsil, of the St. Louis police force, for the
arrest and conviction of Harry Dickerson, Emil
Dillard and John \V. Lynch, who broke into the
store of the W. F. Mueller Jewelry Co. on the
night of May 4th and stole about $150 worth of
miscellaneous jewelry.

A letter was presented from A. W. Hull, of
Wallingford, Conn., stating that his store was
broken into by burglars and considerable millinery
goods stolen from the concern which occupied the
store adjoining him, but not even a collar button
was taken from his stock, which he attributes
to the presence of the Alliance signs and express-
ing his thanks to N. H. White & Company, who
influenced him to become a member.
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NO USE
Angling for business with inferior bait.
Trade goes to the man who has the
right stock and plenty of it.
"LK." Rings have just the qualities

to attract the wary buyer--good style,
selected stones, handsome settings,
high finish and solid merit throughout.
We carry these rings in hundreds of
new and original designs at prices that
are remarkably low considering the
uniformly high character of the goods.

Send for an assortment and form your
own opinion after seeing the goods.

AW0
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JOSEPH L.HERZOG & CO.

"LI<>"RINGS
(DIAMOND r AND

45-.51 ROSE STREET,(COR DUANE) NEW YORK.
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A new era in letter engraving began
with the publication of the now
world-famed work,

HORNIKEL'S
Engravers' Text-Book
This work has elevated engraving to the level
of art and has assured permanence to the
monogram fad. It has tapped a gold mine for
the engraver and has materially advanced his
prestige and salary. No jewelry house of
standing and no engraver can afford to be
without this book. The reason you have not
got it is because you don't know it and can't
appreciate its value. To see it is to buy it.
'File second and revised edition is now ready.

Sent Postpaid to Any Part of the World
on Receipt of Price, $6.00 (4 I .5s)

PUBLISHED BY

ge Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811 -813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1201 Heyworth Building - Chicago, Illinois



We send out is sound value ; correct in shape,
plump assay and the finest finish. Our rings
invariably give satisfaction to both dealer and
user, and our prices are no higher than you
would pay elsewhere for inferior rings.

All we ask is a trial to convince you of the
superiority of our goods. Send us your next
order and see for yourself.

Ask for quotations and also for our catalogue of Fancy Rings,
showing hundreds of designs and combinations of stones

Have you ever considered how few REALLY USEFUL PRACTICAL ARTICLES
you have for men?

Shaving Stands
Shaving Sets
Smokers' Articles

No. 1317. SHAVING STAND

SILVER-PLATE, COPPER, NICKEL, BRASS and DORANTIQUE

Proprielor. APOLLO STUDIOSBernard 1--Zice
,
s Sons APOLLO SILVER CO.

I 139-141-143 North 10th StreetWORKS 
1 Brooklyn, N. Y. 542 Broadway, New York

The New York jobbers of
Reduced jewelry and allied lines are
Railroad taking great interest in the
Rates matter of reduced railroad

fares from southern, western
and southwestern points and are working in con-
junction with the Merchants' Association of New
York for the purpose of encouraging retail
jewelers to come to New York to look over the
market ;ilid buy his goods for the fall and holiday
trade here. The reduced rates are now in effect
and will be until the middle of September, good
for the return trip till about the middle of Oc-
tober. New York holds forth so many attractions-
for recreation and amusement that the out-of-
town retailer can pleasantly and profitably com-
bine business with pleasure by journeying to the
metropolis before the busy fall season sets in.
Last month's issue of THE KEYSTONE contained a
complete detailed account of the reduced rate plan
nut in effect by the trunk line railroads entering
New York.

For the fourth time in the last
New Home for ten months the Charles T. Cook
Jewelry Firm home, at 594 Fifth Avenue, on

the southwest corner of Forty-
eighth Street, was sold last month, and while the
name of the purchaser was withheld, it was
learned that the property had passed to Black,
Starr & Frost, jewelers, now at Thirty-ninth
Street and Fifth Avenue. From the same source
it was learned that the jewelry firm intends
building quarters for itself on the site of the
old Cook home and the adjoining property at 4
West Forty-eighth Street, belonging to Mrs.
Lansdale Boardman, which was included in the
purchase, the combined pieces of property bring-
ing a price ill excess of $700,000. In the opinion
of real estate operators significance attaches to
this move on the part of the jewelry firm, because
their removal to new quarters further up the
avenue will put on the market the only parcel of
property in the block now partly occupied by them
not controlled by another group of operators. By
the purchase of this parcel those who control the
remaining parcels in the block would have the
complete block at their disposal. It is said that
a department store is likely to take over the
entire block after the removal of Black, Starr &
Frost. 

L. A. Wilkinson, a first cabin
Smuggler passenger on the steamship
Caught Co/o/z, from the Panama Zone,

which arrived here last month,
"forgot" to declare watches, rings and stickpins.
Apparently acting on advance infortnation, In-
spector Isaac Wilson and Special Employee
James F. York met the ship at her pier on the
North River and rounded up Wilkinson. The
passenger was allowed to make the usual pas-
senger declaration before an acting deputy sur-
veyor, after which his baggage was passed in the
usual manner. Wilkinson was asked if he had
anything on his person of a dutiable character, to
which he replied in the negative. Wilson and
York, nevertheless found three watches in his
pockets, two of which were seized, a number of
diamond stickpins and six solitaire diamond rings.
The goods were taken to the seizure room.

A burglary of peculiar interest to the trade
was committed in Wallingford, Conn., last month.
It would appear that a jeweler, A. W. Hull, oc-
cupies one part of the store, while the other part
is devoted to the business of a milliner. Some
weeks ago burglars succeeded in entering the es-
tablishment and the next morning it was found
that while considerable millinery goods had dis-
appeared there was no effort made apparently
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to interfere with the jeweler's stock. From this
the jeweler makes the interesting inference that
his stock was left alone because of his member-
ship in the Jewelers' Security Alliance and because
of the display of the Alliance card offering a re-
ward for the capture of robbers. It is well known
that jewelry store thieves endeavor to keep posted
on the membership of the Alliance and, as a rule,
give the stores of such members a wide berth.

Several days before the 4th of July a petition
was circulated in the Maiden Lane district, advo-
cating the closing of stores and offices from Fri-
day night, the 2d, till Tuesday morning, the 6th,
in order to take advantage of a three-days' holi-
day over the 4th. Quite a large percentage of
the places of business remained open the half
day on Saturday, but on Monday, the 5th, the
national holiday was generally observed and the
jewelry district was as quiet as on a Sunday.

Sam Zimmern, "the man behind the gull" at
Henry Zimmern & Co.'s., 77 John Street, left here
on July loth for an extensive western trip in the
interests of his house, which will keep him away
from the city until about the 23d of September.
Mr. Zimmern's itinerary is very extensive and will
include practically every large city between here
and the Pacific Coast, covering the entire northern
half of the United States.as far south as St. Louis
and Kansas City.

Robbins & Appleton, selling agents of the
Waltham Watch Company, New York and Chi-
cago, and Robbins, Appleton & Co., selling agents
of the company in Boston and Montreal, announce
that Royal Robbins and Reginald C. Robbins re-
tired from the firm on June 30th of this year.
The firm is now composed of Ezra C. Fitch,
Francis R. Appleton, James W. Appleton and
Conover Fitch.

M. L. Van Moppes, of Van Moppes & Son, 87
Nassau Street, and S. A. Van Moppes, the latter
being accompanied by his wife and family, are
now enjoying a trip through Europe.

W. H. Jennings, financial secretary and head
bookkeeper of the firm of Theo. B. Starr, 206
Fifth Avenue, died recently in California, whither
he went to spend his vacation and visit his sons
who are in business in that State. The deceased
was 65 years old and had been with the Starr firm
for over 40 years.

For some time past the United States Govern-
ment has been co-operating with the police de-
partment of this city to detect stolen articles when
turned into the assay office. It is stated that some
of the "fences" were in the habit of buying
articles of gold and silver and sending them to
the assay office. Much good is said to have re-
sulted from the co-operative effort to suppress
this practice.

Mrs. C. P. Goldsmith, wife of Chas. P. Gold-
smith, of Stern Bros. & Co., and Chas. P. Gold-
smith & Co., died at 10 A. M. 011 Tuesday, July
nth, at the German Hospital, of this city. The
funeral was held on Thursday, July 22d, from the
family residence, 7 West Hamilton Terrace, New
York City. Mrs. Goldsmith is survived by her
husband and two children.

Leopold Laubheim, of Laubheim Bros.,
wholesale jewelers, 65 Nassau Street, died sud-
denly on June 28th from an attack of apoplexy.
As the deceased had not yet passed the prime of
life the news of his death came as a great shock
to his many friends, although he had been in ill
health for some months. He was born in Ba-
varia in 1869 and came with his parents to the
new world in 1882. For a number of years he
was in the employ of Adolph Goldsmith, 38
Maiden Lane, serving in several capacities, the
last of which was traveling representative. In
1895, together with his brothers, Samuel and Max,
he founded the firm of Laubheim Bros. Samuel

Laubheim died in 1904, when Morris Laublieini
became a partner in the firm. The deceased is
survived by four brothers, Sigman, Max, Julius
and Morris, and one sister, Mrs. I. Weiss.

The news that Henri Lemoine, who has been
convicted of a swindle in regard to the alleged
manufacture of diamonds had been sentenced to
six years' imprisonment, was received with tnuch
rejoicing by importers in this city. Lemoine was
pronounced by the court a "vulgar fakir," and his
swindle was all the more criminal by reason of its
injurious effects on the diamond trade.

A. K. Sloan, President of Sloan & Company,
21 Maiden Lane, made his usual summer trip to
Labrador to enjoy his hobby of salmon fishing.
E. C. Fitch, President of the Waltham Watch
Co., was also one of the party, he, too, making
this trip an annual summer event.

Edwin S. Strauss, of Jacob Strauss 8z Sons.
returned from Europe on the Lucania last month.

Powers & Mayer, 258-260 Fifth Avenue, will
hold their seventh annual exhibition August 30th
to September 4th. Elaborate preparations for the
exhibition are now being made and the firm an-
nounces that it will be the most imposing which
they have ever planned. They have heard from
a host of jewelers who contemplate visiting the
city at that time and who will make it their busi-
ness to view this handsome exposition of gems
and art goods. Among the visitors will be
jewelers from Canada and Mexico as well as from
all parts of the United States.

Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., 68
Nassau Street, accompanied by Mrs. Stern, sailed
for Europe on the Kronprinzessin Cecilie last
month.

A. L. Strasburger, of Louis Strasburger's
Son & Co., 2 Maiden Lane, returned last month
from an extended trip to Europe on the Kron-
prinz

John Frankel, of Jos. Frankel's Sons, 576
Fifth Avenue, sailed last month for Europe on
the La Savoie.

Elaborate preparations are being made at this
writing for the outing of the Jewelers' 24 K. Club,
which will be held on July 3ist. The athletic
committee has planned a most interesting pro-
gramme, the chief feature of which will be a base-
ball match between the 24 K. Club and the Phila-
delphia Jewelers' Club. Another important event
will be the race for the silver cup donated by
President Charles L. Power, of the club. Numer-
ous other prizes will be awarded. Not the least
enjoyable feature of the outing will be a grand
clambake.

Robbins & Appleton have made extensive al-
terations and improvements in their offices on the
third floor of the Hays Building, 23 Maiden Lane.
Some new fixtures have been added and the old
ones have been remodeled and repaired, with the
result that the firm will have a very comfortable
and complete office home.

Harry C. Adler, of Charles Adler's Sons, 527
Fifth Avenue, returned last month from his
trip to Europe, where he spent several months
making purchases of diamonds and other goods.

Theodore Schisgall, u6-tr8 Chambers Street,
took a ten-days' vacation in Sullivan County, New
York, the latter part of July, and has returned
to business feeling "fine and fit."

Julius Wodiska, 40 John Street, who origi-
nated the idea of adopting special gems as sym-
bolic of the nation and the various States, an-
nounces that the suggestion has caught the fancy
of many people and particularly the jewelry trade,
whom it would materially benefit. Mr. Wodiska
would consequently be pleased to hear from all
those who have suggestions to make as to how
the proposition may be best realized.

(Continued on page 1227)
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FIVE FACTS ABOUT

FACT ONE
They are automatic in action, and can be inserted or removed in an instant. The backs do not

have to be pushed or pulled into place.

FACT TWO
The strong coil spring inside the barrel holds the back firmly in position and there is no annoy-

ance of working out of the shirt or fear of loss.

FACT THREE
They are made with extra long backs and can be successfully used in any style shirt with either

eyelet hole or button hole. Absolutely the best for the coat shirt.

FACT FOUR
They have a guarantee that means quick sales. " A new stud cheerfully given

accident of any kind."
in case of an

FACT FIVE
They are made in 18 K., 14 K., 10 K. gold and 14 K. gold filled, in patterns to please all tastes

and for all occasions.

LARTER & SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane :: NEW YORK

TRADE-MARK

REG. U. S. PAT. OFFICE

 PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES.  
A. I. HALL Or SON, Inc., Jewelers' Bldg., Post St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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New York Letter

(Continued from page 1225)

Samuel Lowey, a diamond
Diamonds merchant, living at 242 East
in Danger Eighty-third Street, was a

passenger on an express train
to this city on July 9th, and when the train
reached 125th Street he was standing on the plat-
form of one of the cars. The train made no
stop, but Lowey lost his balance and alighted on
the platform, falling in a heap and rolling over
and over. Then he lay unconscious. He was
carried downstairs and an ambulance call was
sent to the Harlem Hospital, where the doctors
managed to restore Lowey to consciousness and
the first thing he did was to clap his hands to
his pockets to see if two wallets were still there.
They were. They contained about $18,000 worth
of diamonds. Two loose diamonds of large size,
which Lowey had in the change pocket of his coat,
had fallen out on the platform when he fell, but
were picked up and returned to him.

Frank N. Lord, of the New York sales office
of the Ansonia Clock Co., has been spending his
summer outing in Massachusetts.

The Empire Jewelry Co., Newark, N. J., has
been incorporated by Charles A. Hohnhold, Jacob
Hoehing and U. C. Jones with an authorized capi-
tal of $50,000. Their plant is located at 46 Oliver
Street.

F. S. Waterman, of the L. E. Waterman
Company, will attend the American National Re-
tail Jewelers' Association, at Omaha, Nebr.,
August 2d to 6th. Mr. Waterman is a native of
that section and, therefore, will enjoy meeting his
many old friends in the trade who will attend the
convention.

Robert Steadle, of the material department of
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Co., 37 Maiden Lane, took his
annual vacation during July.

Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., 68
Nassau Street and 33 Gold Street, and Mrs. Stern
are sojourning in Europe. They sailed from New
York about the middle of July and will travel
extensively while abroad.

M. Gugenheim, importer of Parisian jewelry
and novelties, with quarters in the Decker Build-
ing, this city, has recently been abroad in the
interests of his house. He states that jets still
predominate as the favorites in jewelry for hair
ornaments. At the Paris races, where fashion's
fancies are most ostentatiously displayed, the
principal ornaments in jewelry were jets and
pearls. He made extensive purchases of these
goods, which will be placed on the market im-
mediately on their arrival.

The American School of Engraving, 45
Maiden Lane, recently received, in answer to an
advertisement in this journal, a letter from Tokio,
Japan, enclosing $1.00 for their book of mono-
grams. From their advertisement in THE KEY-
STONE this school has had replies not only from
all over the United States, but also from South
America and Europe, and now Japan is added to
the list, which they regard as very convincing
proof of the world-wide circulation of this journal.

A. R. Katz, of the firm of A. R. Katz &
Leudan Co., 83-87 Nassau Street, New York, re-
cently returned from the European markets, where
he made extensive purchases for his firm.

Mr. Kadison, of Fera & Kadison, 65 Nassau
Street, returned from Europe last month with
large consignments of goods for his firm, pur-
chased while abroad.

Ab Levy and A. Groenman are the partners
in a new firm styled Levy & Co., which has
started in the business of diamond cutting and
polishing at 47 and 49 Maiden Lane.

Among the visiting trade to this city recently
was W. F. Kirkpatrick, of St. Joseph, Mo., who
was on his way to Europe, where he will travel
for some months. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Kirkpatrick.

The firm of Hammel, Riglander & Co., 49
Maiden Lane, recently filed incorporation papers.
The capital is $3oopoo and the incorporators are
L. Hammel, M. Hammel, J. W. Riglander, M. M.
Riglander and M. J. Straus.

E. H. H. Smith, President of the E. H. H.
Smith Silver Co., Bridgeport, Conn., returned
July 4th from an extended trip abroad, in the
course of which he visited England, France, Ger-

many, Switzerland and other countries. The trip
occupied ten weeks.

The already large and efficient force of road
hustlers traveling out of to and 12 Maiden Lane
for M. J. Averbeck, has just been increased by
the addition of a new member in the person of
Mr. George M. Kite, who will cover Averbeck's
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia and Mary-
land territory. Mr. Kite was formerly with the
William C. Penfold Co., of Philadelphia, but more
recently has been in business for himself. M. J.
Averbeck is one of the energetic and optomistic
jewelry jobbers of New York and as President
of the New York Wholesale Jewelers' Associa-
tion is active in doing everything to further the
interests of the New York jewelry jobbing in-
terests.

The Gorham Mfg. Co. had on exhibition last
month at its Fifth Avenue store, the bronze
memorial plaques, commemorative of the Hudson-
Fulton memorial celebration, to be held on the
Hudson River later in the year. The plaques are
notable works of art both in the appropriateness
of the designs and the execution.

The prizes awarded at the 24 Karat Club out-
ing, held July 31st at the Port-au-peck Hotel,
Long Branch, N. J., were exhibited by the Julius
King Optical Co., at 12 Maiden Lane, and elicited
much admiring comment.

The regular monthly meeting
Jewelers' of the executive committee of
Security the Jewelers' Security Alliance
Alliance was held on Friday, July 9th,

the following members being
present : Chairman Butts, Vice-Presidents Wood
and Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary
Noyes and Messrs. Alford, Bowden, Brown and
Stern. The following were admitted to member-
ship :

Cole & Hull, Winterset, Iowa.
R. S. Dillon Co., Wheeling, W. Va.
J. W. Haskell, North East, Pa.
It. Mlle, Menomonee Falls, Wis.
Kruckemeyer & Cohn, Earlington, Ky.
Lebolt & Company, Chicago, Ill.
Geo. A. Nami, New Orleans, La.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
C. B. O'Neill, Clymer, Pa.
F. B. Smith, Montrose, Pa.
J. G. Bellamy, Slater, Mo.
S. M. Feldman, Seattle, Wash.
F. L. Giesey, Chicago, Ill.
A. C. Fuchs Co., Stoughton, Wis.
Lebolt & Co., New York City.
E. E. Crofut, Malta, Mont.
H. S. Bailey, San Francisco, Cal.
Jacob Bersche, Waterloo, Ill.
T. S. Euper, Brownwood, Texas.
Gordon Jewelry Co., Ltd., Shreveport, La.
Nata'l Langford, New York City.
E. E. Wilcox, Avoca, Iowa.
E. L. Graves, Camp Point, Ill.
W. D. Mackay, Detroit, Mich.
A. J. Rankin & Co., White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
It. V. Fegley, Mt. Joy, Pa.
P. W. Folsom, Ashland, Nebr.
J. L. Wanner, Paducah, Ky.
W. N. Warren, Paducah, Ky.
J. A. Peterson, Elk Horn, Iowa.
I. White & Son, Rolfe, Iowa.
A. E. Robinson, Bay Shore, N. Y.
Worrell-Bass Jewelry Co., Louisiana, Mo.
Harry Engle, Trenton, Mo.
A. Green, Spencer, N. C.
Flory.Royall Co., Newport News, Va.
E. H. Lefferts, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Upson-Rodgers Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Dahl & Fredin, Minneapolis, Minn.
Kelly-Parritt Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
Layman & Straus Co., Newark, N. J.

The following rewards were ordered paid:
No. 87—To Detectives Reagan and O'Connor,

of the San Francisco police force, for the arrest
and conviction of Otto A. Ross for breaking the
show window in the store of M. Farber, 934
Market Street, on February 12th and stealing
about $175 worth of merchandise.

No. 88—To Officers P. D. Ward and Frank
Munsil, of the St. Louis police force, for the
arrest and conviction of Harry Dickerson, Emil
Dillard and John W. Lynch, who broke into the
store of the W. F. Mueller Jewelry Co. on the
night of May 4th and stole about $I5o worth of
miscellaneous jewelry.

A letter was presented from A. W. Hull, of
Wallingford, Conn., stating that his store was
broken into by burglars and considerable millinery
goods stolen from the concern which occupied the
store adjoining him, but not ey'en a collar button
was taken from his stock, which he attributes
to the presence of the Alliance signs and express-
ing his thanks to N. H. White & Company, who
influenced him to become a member.
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NO USE
Angling for business with inferior bait.
Trade goes to the man who has the
right stock and plenty of it.
"LK" Rings have just the qualities

to attract the wary buyer--good style,
selected stones, handsome settings,
high finish and solid merit throughout.
We carry these rings in hundreds of
new and original designs at prices that
are remarkably low considering the
uniformly high character of the goods.

Send for an assortment and form your
own opinion after seeing the goods.

ef/ri-reerziv
CCECOE0

JOSEPH L. H ER ZOG & CO.
MAKERS Or 71

"L Ko" RINGS
(DIAMOND. SET AND SIGNET)

45-51 ROSE STREET, (COR DUANE) NEW YORK.

effer engrating
415 an ri

A new era in letter engraving began
with the publication of the now
world-famed work,

HORNIKEL'S
Engravers' Text-Book
This work has elevated engraving to the level
of art and has assured permanence to the
monogram fad. It has tapped a gold mine for
the engraver and has materially advanced his
prestige and salary. (Pio jewelry house of
standing and no engraver can afford to be
without this book. The reason you have not
got it is because you don't know it and can't
appreciate its value. To see it is to buy it.
The second and revised edition is now ready.

Sent Postpaid to Any Part of the World
on Receipt of Price, $6.00 (LI 5s)

PUBLISHED BY

Vie Keystone Publishing Co.
809-811-813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

1201 Heyworth Building - Chicago, Illinois
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OUR 1909 IMPORTATION
of diamonds, now in stock, contains late selections

from the greatest markets of Europe, made by our

own buyer in person and bought on the most advan-

tageous terms. Consequently, we are able to offer

jewelers the very best possible prices, quality for

quality.

DURING THE SUMMER SEASON
our catalogue is of particular value to the jeweler.

Then, when if ever his stock is depleted, our catalogue

enables him to offer customers selections from com-

plete stocks of all jewelers' goods almost as effectively

as though the stocks were in his own show cases.

OUR PERFECTED ORGANIZATION
for the prompt filling of mail orders, usually the day

of receipt, enables the jeweler to meet all demands in

the shortest possible time.

BENJ. ALLEN e.? CO.
CHICAGO
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The Chicago jobbing fraternity
New Ruling on will be interested in a new
Foreign Diamond ruling which has been issued
Shipments by the Treasury Department

through the efforts of the Stein
& Ellbogen Company, regarding diamonds sent to
this country from foreign lands, especially Mexico
and Canada, for repair. Formerly it was neces-
sary to pay the full duty on diamonds sent to
American cutters for repairs, but by virtue of the
new ruling, which was issued July 15th, a draw-
back, equal in amount to the duty paid on the
imported stones, less a legal deduction of one
per cent. mdy be secured by the manufacturer to
whom the stones are sent. This new ruling will
be of great assistance to American cutters in se-
curing diamond repair work from Canada and
Mexico, as the stone may be shipped here prac-
tically free of duty. Jobbers and diamond
brokers interested in this ruling should apply to
the Collector of Customs for the complete details
and for the drawback form sheets.

News From the Trade

Henry Didisheim, of the Chicago office of
Hipp, Didisheim & Bro., has returned from a ten
weeks' European trip.

Steve Bridges, of Despres, Bridges & Noel,
spent a week at Round Lake, Ill., with his family,
preparatory to leaving on his western trip.

Hugh McEwan, of Fond du Lac, President of
the Wisconsin Association of Optometrists, was
in Chicago late in the month.

M. F. Cook, of Flint, Mich., called on the
jobbing trade here late in the month. He has
sold his interests in Flint and will move to the
South.

C. A. Basse has sold his interests in the firm
of C. G. Breitinbach & Co., to Rudolph J. Bour-
geois, formerly with Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett
& Co., and the business will hereafter be con-
tinued under the firm name of the Bourgeois
Bros. Co.

S. Schleintz, a material jobber of Defiance,
Ohio, did some purchasing on the local market
late in the month and started on a trip through
Michigan.

Seth Laraway, formerly in charge of W. A.
Laraway's store at Glenwood, Iowa, will move to
Eugenia, Oregon, where he will open a retail
store.

Frank Whiting, of Whiting & Davis, returned
late in the month from an extended trip to the
factory at Plainsville, Mass. ••

John P. Ryan, Michigan traveler for Stein &
Ellbogen Company, has resigned his position and
purchased the store of M. F. Cook in Flint, Mich.,
and will hereafter conduct that business. 0. H.
Horton, formerly with the H. E. Pudrith Co., of
Detroit, will assume Mr. Ryan's duties.

C. H. Williams, Second Vice-President of the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association,
stopped off for a week in Chicago late in the

month while on his way to Omaha to attend the
national convention.

John G. Leiner, head of the clock department
of Benj. Allen & Co., enjoyed his annual vacation
in Canada during the past month.

Ed Reynolds, of C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.,
attended the annual convention of the Wisconsin
Retail Jewelers' Association at Milwaukee in the
interests of his firm.

Harold Forbes, formerly Pacific Coast repre-
sentative for L. Manheimer & Bros., has resigned
his position to accept one as traveling salesman
for Despres, Bridges & Noel in the same terri-
tory.

Eci Cox, buyer for Benj. Allen & Co., ac-
companied by Mrs. Cox and Miss Alice Grice,
will spend their vacation aboard the Larrybelle on
the Fox River this month. Herbert Kardt, in the
sterling department of the same firm, will also be
ill the party.

The Chicago trade has been informed of the
transfer of the Fred Pitcher store at Benton
Harbor to Hamilton Bros., of St. Joseph, Mich.
Hamilton Bros. will conduct both stores.

Fred Zeitz, of Zeitz Bros., the North Avenue
jewelers, spent the last two weeks of the month
enjoying his annual vacation at Lake Delavan,
Wis. THE KEYSTONE office is in receipt of a
very neat photo of Mr. Zeitz and his family
aboard the motor boat Fritzie.

A. M. Thompson, of the accounting depart-
ment of Benj. Allen & Co., spent his vacation in
northern Michigan.

Fred Lund, in charge of the watch depart-
ment of Spaulding & Co., enjoyed his vacation
with his old-time friend, 0. C. Hanson, at Bald-
win, Wis., and reports a very enjoyable time.

C. H. Knights, of C. H. Knights-Thearle Co.,
was called late in the month to his old home in
Brattleboro, Vt., by the serious illness of an aged
sister.

J. H. Randall, a retailer of Monticello, Ind.,
stopped off several days in Chicago while on his
way to the Pacific Coast.

John Hillinger, of R. Hillinger & Co., Silver-
smiths' Building, was married the past month to
Miss Hazel Morgen, of Peoria. The wedding was
a surprise to Mr. Hillinger's many friends and
they were not apprised of it until after Mr.
Hillinger had returned with his bride from an
extended honeymoon, which, as far as any of
them have been able to learn, was spent in
Michigan. We congratulate Mr. Hillinger and
wish him a long, happy and prosperous life.

W. L. Laraway, of Greenwood, Iowa, has
sold his stock and fixtures to J. B. Johnson,
formerly of Goodwin, Ind.

Oscar Arnold, a retailer of Ottumwa, Iowa,
went through Chicago the middle of the month on
his way to California. He expects to return about
August 15th.

Alberti & Miglionli Co. is the firm name of a
new store at Polk and Morgan Streets.

A new system of house numbering and, in
some instances, of naming streets, takes effect Sep-
tember 1st in Chicago. The change will affect
every section of the city except the business por-
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tion and the addresses of a majority of the sub-
scribers of THE KEYSTONE will no doubt be
changed. All citizens whose addresses will be
affected will receive final notice this month from
the city authorities and such as are subscribers
to THE KEYSTONE are urged to send their new
addresses, together with the old, to THE KEY-
STONE, so that the mailing lists may be changed
and the journal delivered without delay.

E. T. Mudge has been added to the traveling
force of Norris, Alister & Co., and he will be
ill charge of Colorado and the Northwest.

Caro & Co. will open a retail store at 206
State Street as soon as alterations have been com-
pleted in the building.

E. R. Tyler, of North Manchester, Ind., was
in Chicago the past month purchasing stock and
fixtures for It store which he will open soon in
that city. He was formerly in business at Hunt-
ington.

George N. Ford has opened a retail store at
5131 South Ashland Avenue.

The jobbing trade has been notified of the
opening of a store at Nevada, Colo., by T. S.
Terry, who was formerly in business at Downs,
Kans.

The many friends in the trade of B. Schuette,
jewelry jobber in the Heyworth Building, will
extend to him their sincerest sympathy upon the
death of his wife, which took place early in the
month.

Herman Hirsch, of A. Hirsch & Co., enjoyed
his vacation at Elkhart Lake, Wis., and returned
to his duties late in the month.

The Chicago jobbing trade has been apprised
of the incorporation of the Kirkpatrick Jewelry
oCo., 2of,0000klahoma City, Okla., with a capital stockf 
$
0 

Charles Frey, a jeweler, of Boulder, Colo.,
and one of the pioneers of the State in that
business, died the past month at the age of 8o
years. He had conducted a store at Boulder for
the past forty years and was well known in Chi-
cago jobbing circles.

W. F. Kirkpatrick, of St. Joseph, Mo., was in
Chicago early in the month on his way East. He
expects to make an extended sojourn in Europe
before returning home. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Kirkpatrick.

Charles M. Ruhman and J. M. Tuttle, buyers
for Hyman, Berg & Co., of this city, spent two
weeks at eastern factories during the past month.

George B. Elbe, of Chicago, was re-elected
secretary of the Illinois Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion at the annual meeting, held at Peoria.

The factory of the Western Clock Mfg. Co.
was shut down for two weeks for its annual over-
hauling and advantage was taken of the shutdown
to connect the new addition of the factory, which
doubles the factory space of the company.

Frank Barton, President of George N. Steere
& Co., and western representative of Fontneau &
Cook Co., spent nearly the entire month in Attle-
boro.

Otto Lieberman and Max Ellbogen repre-
sented the Stein & Ellhogen Company at the con-
vention of the Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Asso-
ciation, held at Milwaukee late in the month.

H. C. Graffe, of Graffc & Stanek, accom-
panied by Mrs. Stanek, spent several weeks at
Powers Lake, Wis., the past month.

S. C. Eppenstein returned late in the month
from an extended vacation at St. Joseph, Mich.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Eppenstein.

H. A. Beckwith has opened a retail store at
1656 Lincoln Avenue. He was formerly watch-
maker for Frank Whitfield.

R. G. Giesler. credit man for Norris, Alister
& Co., made a trip through the northwest terri-
tory the past month in the interest of his firm.

Adolph Turek, formerly in the retail business
in Cleveland, was on the local market early in
the month purchasing stock for a store which he
will open in Milwaukee, Wis.

Latham Carr, for many years in the material
department of Lapp & Flershem, has resigned his
position and is contemplating the opening of a
retail store in Michigan.

A. M. Kelley, formerly of Jefferson, Texas,
has sold his interests there and entered the em-
ploy of Norris, Alister & Co.

(Continued on page 1231)
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STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
103 State Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Importers and Cutters of

DIAMONDS
Dealers in WATCHES and JEWELRY

Your orders for our various lines solicited and lowest prices assured

To the Jewelers of Canada and Mexico:

We have been instrumental in securing from the United States
Treasury Department a recent ruling which enables us to receive
from foreign countries DIAMONDS and other precious stones
for repairing and recutting. We pay the duty upon their arrival
and when goods are returned to the sender our Government re-
funds to us 99% of the amount paid. This enables us to do work
for YOU at the same prices as we charge our local jewelers.

WHEN SENDING. Goods valued at $100.00 or less may be
forwarded by registered mail, accompanied by invoice of full
value. Merchandise of over $100.00 value should go by express,
accompanied by consular invoice.

Our shop has been running steadily since 1893 and we can assure
you of prompt and satisfactory service. Correspondence is
nvi ted.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY 103 State Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 1229)

The final disposition of the tariff question,
the magnificent crop prospects and the general in-
dustrial revival are already beginning to show
their beneficial influence on the trade situation.
Owing to the dearth of stocks, it is expected that
fall purchasing will be unusually heavy and large
crowds will doubtless take advantage of the re-
duced railroad rates to visit the Chicago jewelry
market. The local jobbers have made ample
preparation for the host of visitors and have at
their service probably larger stocks than ever be-
fore in the history of the city.

Jobbers and manufacturers in the western
territory will be interested in learning of the
formation of what is known as the Equality Club.
This is an organization composed of western
jewelry traveling men and is formed for the pur-
pose of bringing about certain reforms in the
matter of hotel rates and hotel accommodations.
The club proposes to insist upon a "square deal"
at hotels where the conventions of retail jewelers
are being held, instead of being compelled to pay
an exhorbitant rate for the privilege of stopping
at the same hotel. C. L. Stange, of the L. Bau-
man Jewelry Co., is president; W. C. Shuman, of
the C. B. Norton Jewelry Co., Kansas City, vice-
president ; Harry Snow, of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Watch and Jewelry Co., treasurer, and R. R.
Evans, of the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., secretary.

Lewis & Van Sickle have sold their store at
Oshkosh, Iowa, to Burridge & Connett and moved
to Des Moines.

H. Schwartz, 903 Heyworth Building, sailed
early in the month for the European diamond
markets on the President Grant. He will visit
Antwerp, Paris and London and expects to return
August 15th.

J. L. Coombs, President of the Omaha
Jewelers' Club, and A. Mandelburg, secretary,
were in Chicago early in the month in the in-
terests of the national convention of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association. The
Omaha Jewelers' Club is in charge of the arrange-
ments for the convention.

Miss Mabel Lindvall, (laughter of John Lind-
vall, one of the prominent jewelers of Moline, Ill.,
was united in marriage recently to Dr. Seth Smith,
of St. Louis.

Emil Noel, well known to the Chicago trade,
had a rib fractured while alighting from a Twelfth
Street car early in the month. He at first made
light of his injuries, but later, upon consulting
a surgeon, it was discovered that a rib was broken.

H. D. Vognild, manager for E. L. Vognild,
the Milwaukee Avenue jeweler, is on a six weeks'
trip to the Pacific Coast and the Seattle Exposition.

R. T. Hunter, western representative of
George L. Brown & Co., spent the last two
weeks of the month in New York.

All the travelers for Sproehnle & Co. left
for their respective territories early in the month.

J. C. Erbenbech, formerly with Marshall
Field & Co., and J. W. Calgan, of Boston, •Mass.,
have associated themselves in business under the
name of the American Monogram Co. and are
located at to9 East Randolph Street.

John C. Reidel, a jeweler at Paris, Ill., has
filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy. Efforts
are being made to arrange a settlement with his
creditors, which are mostly Chicago firms.

J. W. Buehler, of Cresco, Iowa, and E. J.
Buehler, of Baraboo, Ia., have purchased the
jewelry store of Knapp & Co., at Osage, Iowa,
and will take possession August 1st.

E. H. Pudrith, of Detroit, was a welcome
caller on the local market during the past month.

Harold A. Forbes, Pacific Coast representa-
tive of L. Manheimer & Bro., spent several days
in Chicago late in the month.

0. L. Tribble, representing Henry Paulson &
Co., started out late in the month on his Arkansas
and Texas trip.

The firm name of Jones & Dreyer has been
changed to Fred D. Jones Co.

The Elgin National Watch Company is de-
livering to its regular jobbers who issue cata-
logues a handsomely illuminated catalogue insert
of eight sheets descriptive of its various models.
The inserts are printed in black on a buff tint

and from the standpoint of the printer they are
a work of art. They will greatly enhance the
value of the jobber's catalogue as the minuteness
of detail with which the various models are re-
produced, together with the complete description
of all the various sizes and models manufactured
by the company, will add considerably to the value
of the catalogue from the standpoint of the retail
j eweler.

J. Murovec has opened a new jewelry store
at 250 West Chicago Avenue.

Albert Paulson is at present on the north-
west Pacific Coast. He reports the business he is
receiving in this territory as very encouraging.

Thomas J. Dee & Company have moved into
their new smelting and refining plant at 454
Ontario Street. It is one of the most modern
and complete plants of its kind in the world
and is absolutely fireproof throughout. Entirely
new machinery, the greater share of which was
especially manufactured for the company, has
been installed and this new equipment places the
firm in a position to smelt and refine old gold
and silver shipments to the very best advantage.
For a number of years past the smelting plant
of this firm was located at 69 Washington Street,

Refinery of Thomas .1. Dee & Company

but its increasing business has made this new
plant necessary. A downtown office for the re-
ceipt of old gold and silver will still be main-
tained at 69 Washington Street, but all the smelt-
ing and refining will be done at the new plant.

Anna Merriam, cashier for Sproehnle & Co.,
is enjoying a three weeks' vacation at Diamond
Lake, Wis., in company with her mother.

J. G. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co., re-
turned late in the month from a three months'
sojourn in Europe, accompanied by Mrs. Swart-
child. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Swartchild met them
at the wharf and spent a week with them at Sea
Gate, Long Island, before returning to Chicago.

Joseph M. Kuh, a brother of Ike Kuh, of
Sproehnle & Co., and a brother-in-law of A. W.
Sproehnle, died July 27th at the age of 36 years.

Fred Knell, a jeweler of Perry, Iowa, known
to the Chicago jobbing trade, died very suddenly
recently of heart failure. He was out driving
and during a heavy thunderstorm was attacked
by heart failure. His death was not discovered
until the horse which he was driving came to a
standstill in the business section of the city.

The Rockford Watch Co. has sworn out a
warrant for the arrest of Alfred Lewkowits, one
of its former salesmen. who left here six weeks
ago with a full line of sample watches and has
not been seen or heard from since. He was
formerly in the employ of a number of Minne-
apolis and St. Paul jobbers and also acted as
traveling salesman for the Niagara Cut Glass Co.
He was employed by the Rockford Company June
ifilth and was last heard from June 19th in Ken-
tucky. He is 28 years of age, 5 feet 8 inches in
height and of slim build, with black hair. He
makes an unusually fine appearance and is a
clever talker. Evidence has been found of where
he disposed of several of the watches in his
sample line to jewelers and pawnbrokers.
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Important Ruling of the Treasury
Department in Regard to
Diamond Repair Work from

Canada and Mexico

As a result of action by the Stein & Ell-
bogen Co., of Chicago, the Treasury Depart-

ment at Washington, D. C., has made a new

ruling which will be of material advantage

to the jewelry manufacturers and diamond

cutters of the United States. Heretofore

when diamonds or diamond goods were sent

for repair purposes, either from Canada or

Mexico , to the United States, the person

sending the goods had to pay the full duty.

The consequence of this was that the goods

were very often shipped to European houses

as the cost was no greater, and in fact, in

some cases less. Considerable trade was

thus lost to the United States. Under the

new ruling of the Treasury Department a
drawback will be allowed equal in amount
to the duties originally paid on the stones
less a legal deduction of one per cent. It
will be necessary for the manufacturers re-
ceiving the diamonds for repairs to pay the
regular duty thereon and after reshipping to
Put in a claim for a drawback of 99 per cent.

The new ruling of the Department, as
stated in a letter to the Collector of Cus-
toms, Chicago, is as follows :

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
OFEICE OE THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, July 15, 1909.
The Collector of Customs, Chicago, Ill.

SIR:—On the exportation at your port of dia-
monds and other precious stones imported and cut
or recut and polished by the Stein & Ellbogen
Co., of Chicago, a drawback will be allowed equal
in amount to the duties paid on the imported stones
identified, less the legal deduction of one per cent.

The preliminary entry must show the marks
and numbers of the shipping packages and the
number of stones in each package and in the
entire shipment.

The drawback entry must show the number
of precious stones exported, the value of each
when imported and, in addition to the usual aver-
ments, that the exported stones were cut, recut or
polished by said company from imported stones in
the manner set forth in the sworn statement,
dated May 3, 1909, transmitted herewith for filing
in your office.

The manufacturer shall keep a special record
showing the number of precious stones imported,
cut, recut, or polished and exported, the weight
and value when imported and the weight and
value when exported. A sworn abstract from
this record, in the form herewith inclosed, shall
be signed by the proprietor and polisher and be
tiled with each entry.

The stones, when ready for exportation, shall
be submitted to the examiner of precious stones at
your port, whose certificate identifying the im-
ported stones must be filed with the drawback
papers. This examination by the expert will be
made in the presence of an inspector specially
designated, who will, immediately after the ex-
amination, supervise the packing, sealing and de-
livery of the package by the exporter to the ex-
press or other carrying company for exportation.

Respectfully,
(Signed) J. B. REYNOLDS, Assistant Secretary.

Information in regard to the ruling and
drawback form sheets can be procured from
the Collector of Customs.
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736-738-740 SANSOM STREET 1007 Chestnut Street 18 South Tenth Street
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808 CHESTNUT STREET

B. J. Cooke's Sons ALFRED HUMBERT
0 SONS

McIntire, Magee &
Brown Co. (Inc.)

L. P. WHITE
DIAMONDS A N D

CLOCKS PRECIOUS STONES
WEDDING RINGS

OPTICAL Watches, Jewelry
Clocks

137 NORTH THIRD STREET 124 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET

GOODS

7 2 3 Sansom Street S. W. Cor. 9th and Chestnut Sts.

R. M. Cooper & Son ii. 0. HURLBURT
e SONS

Francis Pritty B.F.WilliamsCo.

Jewelry
Watch Materials Tools

WATCHES, JEWELRY
DIAMONDS
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Watches, Jewelry
Diamonds

and
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During the present month will be continued
the special railroad fare refunding sales inaugu-
rated by the wholesale jewelers of Philadelphia,
under the auspices of the Merchants' and Manu-
facturers' Association. The terms of the sales
are that merchants whose aggregate purchases
amount to the sum of $500 or over are entitled
to a refund of railroad fare not to exceed one
per cent. of the amount purchased. In order to
obtain the full benefit of the refund visiting mer-
chants must register at the rooms of the Mer-
chants' and Manufacturers' Association, north-
east corner Thirteenth and Market Streets, Phila-
delphia. Additional information may be obtained
by addressing the secretary, C. W. Summerfield,
at the above address.

Benjamin Silverman, a jeweler at 705 South
Second Street, was victimized last month to the
extent of $5000 by a band of swindlers who
represented themselves to him first as diamond
importers and later as dealers in smuggled dia-
monds. The swindlers first offered Silverman a
paper of diamonds for $200, which the latter be-
lieved worth much more money and proved his
belief by disposing of them for $5oo. Several
days later the swindlers again turned up, but on
this occasion they stated that they would sell
only in $1o,000 lots. The dealer had only $3000
available and the swindlers made the proposition
that if he borrowed $2000 more they would find
a third party to put up the other $5000, and in
this way the deal could be consummated. The
jeweler succeeded in borrowing the money and
announced to his new acquaintances that he was
prepared to make the deal. He was requested to
call at a certain address, which proved to be a
vacant house, although the swindlers were there
to meet him and introduced him to a third party,
who, they stated, would put up the other $5000.
As the deal was being made and one of the
swindlers was counting Silverman's money the
doors flew open and grim faced men confronted
them. In each man's hand was a revolver.
"Hands up," cried one, "we're detectives and
we've caught you with the goods." The man who
had grabbed Silverman's $5000 rammed it into
his pocket. "There's nobody guarding the rear
door. Run out that way," he whispered to the
jeweler. Silverman ran and, strange to say, not
one of the detectives fired after him or even took
the trouble to chase him. Back in his shop the
jeweler, thinking the matter over, had just about
decided to report the occurrence to the police
when he was called to the telephone. His old
caller was on the other end of the wire. He was
told that the detectives had seized the money and
diamonds but that the visitor expected to get it
all back. He earnestly requested Silverman to
do nothing until he heard again from him.
Silverman promised, but, when several days went
by and there came no action, he communicated
with the police. The unfortunate jeweler was left
practically penniless by the transaction.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. furnished the handsome
prizes for the Peoples' Regatta, which was held
on July 5th on the Schuylkill River.

Maxwell & Berlet, Thirteenth and Walnut
Streets, designed and furnished the beautiful prize
for the ocean race of the Yachtmen's Club of
Philadelphia, held at Beach Haven, N. J., on July
loth.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. designed and
furnished the loving cup and trophies presented
at the annual regatta of the Ocean City Yacht
Club.

Col. J. Warner Hutchins spent an interesting
time in camp at Mt. Gretna as a member of the
staff of Governor Stuart.

George Long, the South Street jeweler, and
family are summering at their cottage in Ocean
City.

Hoover & Smith designed and furnished the
prizes presented by the city for the athletic games
held in Fairmount Park on July 56.

KEYSTONE

It is stated that work will begin promptly on
the alterations to be made on the new building
Sixteenth and Walnut Streets, recently purchased
by Maxwell & Berlet, as announced in our last
issue. The firm will move into this building from
their present quarters when the necessary changes
are made.

A large number of plate glass windows on
Chestnut and Market Streets were recently injured
or ruined by being scratched. A negro, who, in
the effort to prove that a stone set in a cheap
locket which he tried to dispose of was a genuine
diamond, scratched a window with the gem and
was arrested as the party responsible for the
scratching. Fortunately the demonstration in this
case was made to a detective.

I. A. Deisher, Reading, Pa., who is Vice-
President of the Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers'
Association, was among the trade visitors in this
city last month.

On July 25th was announced the betrothal
of Simon Press, of the firm of I. Press & Son,
jewelers, of this city, to Miss Carrie G. Norsoph.
THE KEYSTONE joins the many friends of the
young couple in extending congratulations.

D. H. Krause, North Wales, Pa., who fre-
quently visits this city to purchase stock, on his
last trip invested in an automobile, which he will
use to make his future visits.

C. N. Weaver, of the diamond department
of the Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co., returned last
month from a trip to the European diamond mar-
kets in the interest of his department.

PROVIDENCE '41a rid.„ he
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There is, at this writing, a temporary quiet-
ness owing to the simultaneous shut-down of
many of the factories to give the employees a
brief vacation and to prepare the machinery for
another year's operation. The opening up, it is
expected, will mark a final return to the prosper-
ous conditions which prevailed in the industry
previous to the recent depression. The universal
depletion in stocks will call for enormous quanti-
ties of goods for fall and holiday demands and the
manufacturers are making ample preparations to
furnish promptly the large trade requirements.

An annual outing by factory employees has
become a notable feature of the industry in this
section. Nearly all the large factories devote one
day during the summer season to an outdoor social
gathering at some nearby resort, where games are
played and feasting, dancing and general merry-
making indulged in. The rapid spread of the
custom has been particularly noticeable this sum-
mer and the idea is regarded with much favor
by the manufacturers, as it serves to cultivate
mutual good feeling and an esprit de corps among
the workers. In many instances the employers
accompany the employees on the outing, doing
what they can to give prestige and importance to
the occasion.

The John T. Mauran Mfg. Co., 61 Peck
Street, Providence, had their annual clean-up in
July and everything about the place has been
put in condition for turning out a big line of
goods for the fall and winter trade.

Albert Walker Co., wholesale jewelers, 152
Weybosset Street, Providence, have in preparation
a handsome new catalogue which they expect to
have ready for circulation among the trade the
latter part of August. This catalogue will be
very complete in every detail.

The Wolcott Mfg. Co., 71 Peck Street, Provi-
dence, had annual housecleaning during July and
the place now looks as neat and clean as a new
pin. This is one of New England's model jewelry
shops and Henry Wolcott takes almost as much
pride in the company's plant as he does in the
nobby line they turn out.

Leroy A. Metcalf, a son of William S. Met-
calf, of the Plainville Stock Company, and a
traveling salesman for that company, was married
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last month to Miss Ethel A. Barbour, a graduate
of Wellesley and prominent in social life. A sub-
stantial check from the Plainville Stock Company
figured among the many presents to the happy
couple.

Frank S. Riley, jeweler of North Attleboro,
brother of William H. Riley, died recently after
a prolonged illness. The deceased was 63 years
old.

George A. Barrows, a veteran jeweler and
workman at the factory of J. M. Fisher Co., At-
tleboro, died suddenly from heart failure. He
had been employed for over half a century in
various jewelry factories in this section and was
regarded as an accomplished workman.

A remarkable evidence of progress in Attle-
boro was the increase in the business of the post-
office for the fiscal year, ending June 30th. The
sales of stamps and postal cards showed an in-
crease of nearly 50 per cent. for the year and
the money orders showed a similar increase.

The Gorham Mfg. Co. was awarded the con-
tract for casting the bronze memorial to the late
Bishop Philip Brooks, of Boston. The model is
by the late Augustus St. Gaudens and the
memorial will be erected in Trinity Church, Boston.

A window display that attracted much atten-
tion was that of the Tilden-Thurber Co., Provi-
dence, consisting of the cups, badges, fobs and
other prizes for the Columbus Club athletic tour-
nament, held some weeks ago. All the prizes were
furnished by the W. J. Feeley Co. and their beauty
of design and elegance of execution were much
admired.

Early last month Mr. and Mrs. Theo. W.
Foster enjoyed an extended automobile trip, in
the course of which they covered much of the
prettiest scenery in New England and the East.

Jacob Heilborn, of the Chicago oFee of C. H.
Eden Company, Attleboro, visited the factory
previous to his start for Europe, where he will
spend his vacation.

The employees of the G. K. Webster Co.,
North Attleboro, enjoyed an outing at Boyden
Heights on July 17th. The programme comprised
athletic sports, dancing and other forms of enter-
tainment.

A. B. Randall, of the Codding & Heilborn
Co., North Attleboro, left the company's New
York office July 24th for an extended trip on the
road. He will call on the trade from Buffalo to
Denver, including the South and Southwest terri-
tory and will be 'on the job" until October.

Harry Cutler, of the Cutler Jewelry Co.,
Providence, is now visiting the western trade and
sends glowing reports of prospects in that section
of the country.

Annual Convention Michigan Retail
Jewelers' Association

The annual convention of the Michigan Re-
tail Jewelers' Association will be held in Detroit,
Mich., on September 6th, 7th and 8th, at the Hotel
Cadillac. On Monday evening, September 6th,
there will be a reception and informal meeting
of the members when acquaintanceship will be
made and the fraternal spirit cultivated to the
greatest possible extent.

On Tuesday, September 7th, the real business
of the convention will begin. This meeting will
be for jewelers only and a feature of it will be
plain talks by the members themselves in regard
to the various trade grievances and reforms.
Each one will be free to express his opinions
as he sees fit and all are invited to take part. It
is expected that much practical good will accrue
from this heart-to-heart experience meeting.

The evening will be devoted to amusement,
the entertainment part of the programme com-
prising a reunion of the Ku Kus and a banquet,
dancing and other amusements.

On Wednesday, September 8th, those jewelers
who are not members of the Michigan Optical
Society can visit the exhibits, call on the jobbers
and spend a very pleasant day investigating new
goods and prices.

President Hull announces that it is the desire
of the executive committee to have the business
of the association completed in one day in order
that the members shall have ample time to enjoy
their visit to the city and the programme of enter-
tainment prepared for the occasion.
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Interest in the Retail Jewelers' Association
meeting at Dallas on July 20th and 21st was so
worked up by the expectations of benefits to be
derived from the action upon very important
matters to be taken up at this meeting that a
larger number than would ordinarily attend were
on hand. Considerable business was done in the
way of purchasing by out-of-town customers and
to an extent that evidences confidence in a pros-
perous fall season. Texas is not so bad after all.

P. D. Fudge, with J. J. Sweeney Jewelry
Company, of Houston, is on his vacation and was
in Dallas last month, this being one of the several
points to be visited before returning to Houston.

J. P. Bolding, of Terrell, is on an extensive
overland trip through Texas and New Mexico
and will follow this by a long trip through Cali-
fornia.

J. Levinski, of Waco, is leaving for New
York City, where he will enjoy a month's rest
from his hard labors of the past year.

0. G. East has just moved from Rusk to
Dialville, the latter name bbeing very suggestive
for a watchmaker.

J. M. Robb, watchmaker for B. B. Poore, of
Bridgeport, spent his one week's vacation in
Dallas.

Messrs. Wesson & Holland, who but several
months ago located in Midlothian, opening a first-
class retail jewelry store, have removed from this
place (though not because they did not make a
success) and have gone to Lubbock, which is at
present an inland town, but which is soon to be
placed on the railroad maps as the center by
three different railroads. This is one of the most
prosperous communities in the southwest.

Mr. Penny, head watchmaker for C. L. Nors-
worthy, has just left on a six weeks' trip through
the middle and New England States. It is ex-
pected he will reach Canada in his travels and will
have an enjoyable summer outing.

S. Roscoe, of Waco, had his stock damaged
by fire and water, which visited him on July r8th.
Had several hundred dollars' loss, which was but
partially insured.

W. H. Fincher, of the City Drug Store at
Commerce, is just recovering from a very pro-
tracted spell of typhoid fever.

There is a large reward offered, not only by
T. A. Jansson, of Fort Worth, but also by the
Chief of Police, for information that will lead
to the arrest of the thieves who burglarized Mr.
Jansson's store last month.

H. H. Hawley, President of the H. H.
Hawley Co., of Dallas, is in Asheville, N. C., with
his family and expects to remain until September.

E. G. Schorsh, Sr., of Abilene, has turned his
store over to Gus, his son, and has gone to Azusa,
Cal., where he has assumed charge of the hand-
some new store of T. M. Gillenwaters.

William Smith, of Pecos Valley Pharmacy,
at Carlsbad, was in town making some extensive
purchases.

days.

Dow and wife, of Kolter Bros., Beaumont,
stopped in Dallas on his way to Colorado
Springs, where he expects to spend the next thirty

d 

S. A. Silverman, of Marlin, was in town re-
plenishing his stock.

Fred Studder, of Studder-Crawford Jewelry
Co., Waco, is in Europe, where he will remain
for several months, not only for the purpose of
pleasure, but to pick up some desirable gems and
suitable jewelry for their new magnificent store.

We were glad to have W. H. Dennison, of
Bowie, with us for a few days in the early part
of the present month. Mr. Dennison reports
fairiygo neigh-
borhood and expects good business to follow the
harvesting.

od crop conditions existing in his 

J. W. D. Bryant has sold his business corn-
plete to L. Daiches, of Laredo, and has gone to
Goliad, where he will restock and continue in the
same business.

KEYSTONE

H. L. Browder, of Wewoka, Okla., has sold
his stock and has moved to South Texas, locating
at Kingsville.

C. E. Linton, watchmaker for A. H. Richards,
of El Paso, has gone to New York, where he ex-
pects to locate permanently provided he can se-
cure good connections.

J. Lyon has resigned his position with the
J. B. Mitchell Jewelry Co., of Fort Worth, and
has become connected with J. E. M'uchert, of
Sherman.

W. F. Stubblefield, of Sulphur Bluff, has im-
bibed the idea that Oklahoma looks good to hint
and has located at North McAlester, Okla.

C. A. Denitz, of Elgin, is building a brick
store and is going to launch forth in the jewelry
and watch repair business with some little style,
taking into consideration the size of the town in
which he is located.

B. Z. Friedman, of Fort Worth, suffered a
$2000 loss by fire, which gutted his place of busi-
ness on June 5th. Unfortunately Mr. Friedman's
insurance amounts to but $500. In Mr. Fried-
man's store at the time the fire started was the
clock belonging to the city and six advertising
electric clocks. Fortunately the City Hall clock
was gotten out without being injured in any way,
but the six electric clocks were lost.

It is with pleasure that we announce the mar-
riage of Joseph Carlos Stillmanks, of Colgate,
Okla., to Miss Fannie Walker, on June 22d. Ac-
cept our congratulations.

Fred Thulmeyer, son of A. D. Thulmeyer, of
Flatonia, is following his father's footsteps and
is serving an apprenticeship in C. L. Norsworthy's
establishment.

Prentice Holman, who has been head sales-
man for J. Henenburg, of Dallas, for the last five
years, has resigned and is contemplating starting
in business for himself within the next few
months.

W. H. Rutherford, of Vernon, has our sym-
pathy in the loss of his baby, which died a couple
of weeks ago.

L. H. Walter, of Walter & Hafner, of Hills-
boro, was in town making numerous purchases.

0. L. Richards. of Cushing, Texas, had an
undesirable caller on the night of July 9th, who
bid a silent adieu, taking with him a few mementos
in the way of some high-priced watches to the
amount of $250. Mr. Richards is so anxious to
meet his unknown caller that he will pay a liberal
reward to anyone who will do the introducing.

T. E. Gibson, from Aspermont, has located
at Lorraine, believing this to be a better location
for one of his ability.

We were pleased to greet Mr. Malloy, of
Malloy & Co., who made us a short visit during
the past month.

We regret to learn that C. Y. Thompson,
manager of the Thompson Jewelry Co., Waxa-
hachie, is lying critically ill with typhoid fever.

H. H. Hawley, of Stamford, called on several
of the wholesale houses in Dallas and was pur-
chasing his fall supplies.

E. E. Keel, who was formerly located on Elm
Street, is now traveling for the R. Beskow Op-
tical Co., of Dallas. As Mr. Keel has a wide
circle of acquaintances, we believe this was an
advantageous move.

R. H. Dobyns, of Stamford, is visiting his
relatives in Clarksburg, Ind., where he will re-
main for a couple of months.

Gus J. Kray, of San Antonio, was fortunate
in assisting in securing a contract for silverware
for the new Hotel Gunter, of San Antonio. Mr.
Kray obtained this contract over a number of
competitors, the majority of whom were eastern
manufacturers, and we wish to compliment him
upon his success in proving in his particular line
that Texas is behind no one else. This contract
is for $28,00o, the silverware to be furnished by the
Gorham Co., of New York, there are to be I0,000
pieces of the best quality, having the crest of the
hotel and to be of an exclusive design.

Joseph Ullrich, who was formerly diamond
expert for J. J. Sweeney, of Houston, is having
his own little troubles, even though he is on his
wedding tour. Several weeks ago Mr. Ullrich
detected three men tampering with his naphtha
launch in the bay at Galveston. Upon being de-
tected, these men, who it seems were of some
prominence in the business world in Galveston,
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threatened Mr. Ullrich with shotguns, whereupon
the latter-named gentleman drew his revolver
and for a time it looked as if Galveston would
have something to talk about sensational. These
depredators, through some influence, obtained Mr.
Ullrich's arrest upon a warrant, charging him with
assault to murder. Mr. Ullrich secured his re-
lease upon bail being furnished. He then left
for New Orleans, where he was married and was
enjoying himself when again arrested on the same
charges. He is now out on bond, which was given
in New Orleans, and he says that he will fight ex-
tradition to the last ditch.

A. Zimmerli, of Dallas, who has been in the
watch repair business for a number of years in
this country, as well as Switzerland and Germany,
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his birth
July 1st.

N. Goldstein & Son, pawnbrokers, 300 Main
Street, Dallas, have just purchased and installed
a 40-foot plate glass wall case of solid mahogany.
They have also installed four Queen Ann floor
cases as well as a.diamond room.

We have just received the announcement of
the marriage of Charles W. Taylor, of Taylor
Bros., Houston, on August 4th, to Alma Ethel
Hinkle. The wedding occurred in the Tabernacle
Methodist Church and was a decided society
function. After a tour of three months Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor will take up their residence in
Houston.

H. M. Brooker, who lately left the employ of
the H. H. Hawley Co. and accepted a position as
manufacturing jeweler in Muskogee, Okla., has quit
there and returned to Denver, his former home.

A Beautiful Elk Emblem
The thousands of visiting Elks to Evansville,

Ind., on the occasion of the State convention of
the order held in that city, viewed with envious
eyes, in the show window of Kruckemeyer & Cohn's
jewelry store, the beautiful Elk emblem here,
reproduced in reduced size. The original emblem
was four and a half inches high by four inches
wide and weighed t t t pennyweights. It contained

A haudsome Elk charm

forty-two diamonds with an aggregate weight of
fourteen and a half carats, and two rubies. The
body of the charm was composed of 22 K. gold.
The piece, which was artistically perfect in design
and workmanship, was valued at $1800.

The charm, as displayed in the show window,
proved a magnet for the visiting crowds, all of
whom regarded it as the most beautiful emblem
they had ever seen.
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Office and
Factory

BRACELETS
LOCKETS

VEST CHAINS
LORGNETTES

NECKS
DICKENS

PENDANT, NECKS
FOBS Trade-Mark Registered

Attleboro
Mass.

A. P. WOOD
420 Broadway

Los Angeles, Cal.

Pacific Coast Representative
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C. A. M. & CO.
A LINE OF

QUALITY
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STYLE
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RELIABILITY
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INCREASED TRADE
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JEWELRY REPAIRING

an MANUFACTURING
for the trade

All Work Returned Promptly

Special Attention Given

Out-of-town Orders

to

HARRY SMITH
Room 76 Jewelers' Building

BOSTON, MASS.

LIGHT YOUR STORE
your Home, Factory or
Business Place of any
kind, better than your
neighbors and SAVE 50
to 75 PER CENT. by
using our

BRILLIANT
or Bohner Inverted
Gasoline GasLamps
that are always ready for
use and can be handled
by anyone, or our

Climax
Lighting Systems

Loop
Watch Keys
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A.N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.

Millions of these lights are in use all over
the world. If you want the best borne or
reading lamp, or the brightest store in your
town, for the least money, send us your
order at once, or write for our Catalog K. N.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
42 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Exclusive Manufacturers of These Goods

Makers of

TOWER an  STREET CLOCKS
For particulars, write its, mentioning

Tut.: KE1 STONE

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
ist'd 1842 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

\tIgrist, 1909 TH KEYSTONE

A general exodus from Kansas City to the
North and Northwest and the warm weather have
produced a lull in the business district. In spite
of the unusual quiet the jewelers say that the
month of July was one of the best they have had
in years and they are making great preparations
for the holiday trade. Collections, which are
rather poor at present, they say, will be much
better as the summer advances and the farmer has
figured up the products of his land. The numer-
ous rains which threw the rivers out of their
hanks, have not materially injured the crops.
Nearly all of the land that was water-soaked lies
,extremely low and farmers throughout this section
have learned through repeated disasters that this
ground is best left unplanted.

It is a little early yet to determine the exact
situation as to trade in many of the surrounding
towns. Even the travelers who have started on
their early fall trips cannot make definite reports
as to the future. Everything is a little slow,
as it is in Kansas City, but the smaller jeweler,
too, anticipates a good fall and holiday trade.
There is much travel throughout the West they
say and those who can afford to travel can afford
to buy. The demand for diamonds is as steady
as last month, as is also that for inexpensive
jewelry, but watches and clocks are still "off."

E. H. Morgan and F. T. Cateron will repre-
ent the C. B. Norton Jewelry Company at the
National Retail Jewelers' Association at Omaha,
kugust 2d-6th.

C. D. Berry, of Miller, Mo., recently pur-
chased the interest in the jewelry business of
I henry E. Neece.

C. B. Norton, President of the C. B. Norton
Jewelry Co., with Mrs. Norton and Miss Edith
Norton, are spending the months of July and
August at Wisconsin fishing resorts.

P. R. Hassig, of the Hassig Jewelry aim-
pany, recently moved into his new home on
Roanoke Boulevard.

Leslie White, with D. B. Ward & Co., has
returned from a vacation spent in northeast Mis-
souri.

The Meyer Jewelry Company recently in-
talled a large number of electric fans, making
their rooms cool and attractive. •

Announcement has been made of the birth
of a son to Mr. and Mrs. John Swigley. Mr.
Swigley is in the employ of the Meyer Jewelry
Company.

George H. Edwards, President of the Ed-
wards & Sloane Jewelry Co., with Mrs. Edwards
and his family will spend the month of August at
Solon Beach, Mich.

Henry W. Porter, of Porter & Wiser, is
spending several weeks on the Gulf of Mexico.

Leo H. Ludwig, Vice-President of the Ed-
wards & Sloane Jewelry Company, was in New
York last month on business.

Miss Grace McFleeley, of Nevada, Mo., is a
new employee of the Meyer Jewelry Co.

R. E. Smart, formerly with the Porter &
Wiser Jewelry Co., is now with the Hassig
Jewelry Co.

J. H. Whitney, of .the Edwards & Sloane
Jewelry Co., was confined to his home several
days last month on account of a badly sprained
ankle. Mr. Whitney was playing baseball and was
trying to stretch a three-base hit into a home run
when the accident occurred.

William Lewis, in the employ of the Mar-
golis Jewelry Co., with his bride, has just returned
from his wedding journey on the great lakes. Mr.
Lewis was employed for many years by the Meyer
Jewelry C6..,

T. S. McKee recently finished a course of
engraving in the Missman School and is now in
the employ of a local department store.

Frank Bangs, J. H. Whitney, E. L. Donald-
son and W. C. Vandel, travelers for Edwards &
Sloane Jewelry Co., started out last month on
their fall trips.

George H. Edwards will attend the National
Retail Jewelers' Convention at Omaha, having
bcen chosen a representative from the National
Wholesale Jewelers' Association.

The office force of the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company is busy compiling the firm's new fall
catalogue, which is to appear about October 1st.

C. C. Hoefer, of the Woodstock-Hoefer
Watch and Jewelry Co., and family are taking a
western trip that includes Yellowstone Park and
the Seattle Exposition.

J. H. Smythe, of Fort Smith, Ark., was in
Kansas City last month on his way to the Seattle
Exposition.

John Wyche, Texas traveler for the Wood-
stock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Company, was
in the house last month stocking trunks.

T. S. Terry, formerly of Downs, Kans., has
located in Nevada, Mo., and has selected an en-
tirely new stock.

Robert Hickman, of Eyssell & Hickman, has
been ill with typhoid fever for several weeks, but
is reported convalescent.

G. Rothfeeder, formerly of Formosa, Kans.,
has gone to Summerfield, Kans., to open a store.

Harrison Hicks, son of D. W. Hicks, the
jeweler at Yates Center, Kans., is taking a course
in engraving at the Missman School of Engraving
ill Kansas City.

Edward Sicking, formerly in the employ of
the Green Jewelry Co., recently accepted a posi-
tion with the Hassig Jewelry Co.

Hoyt B. Hamilton, who was formerly em-
ployed in the jewelry business at Chickasha, Okla.,
has opened in business for himself at Hobart,
Okla.

The following new students have been en-
rolled at the Missinan School of Engraving: J. T.
Little, Caney, Kans.; Harrison Hicks, Yates
Center, Kans.; L. R. Bailey, Chickasha, Okla.;
Millard Kohler, Parsons, Kans.; Earl Ruppelius,
Kansas City ; F. S. Shepard, Marysville, Kans.

William Lindeati, engaged in the wholesale
jewelry business at Sioux City, Iowa, was recently
married to Miss Helen Marchand, of Des Moines,
Iowa.

The store of M. J. Wallace, Mt. Pleasant,
Tex., was broken into recently and twenty
watches, valued at $600, stolen.

W. B. McLane, a jeweler at Memphis, Mo.,
recently went to Chicago, where he bought an
automobile.

Edward Dunning, who has been ill the retail
jewelry business in Kansas City, Kans., for
several years, is now closing out his stock and
expects to move to Texas about Soptember ist,
having purchased a farm there.

The North American Cutlery Co., of Wichita,
Kans., has opened a branch office at Memphis,
Tenn.

H. M. Swearengen, of Newton, Kans., who
started a jewelry and music store in the Boyd
Building a short time ago, is no longer in business,
his creditors having taken charge of the stock.
W. L. D. Hagan is in possession of the store.

C. C. Burnett, of San Angelo, Tex., has
bought the interest of S. L. Yates in the Yates
& Yates jewelry business and has already taken
charge. The firm name has been changed to Mc-
Burnett & Yates.

A. E. Pittenger, of the Kansas City Horo-
logical School, will go to Omaha to attend the
National Retail Jewelers' Association.

The following travelers for the C. B. Norton
Jewelry Company have gone on their fall trips:
M. S Murray, W. C. Schumann, P. M. Nelson,
F. T. Cateron and A. R. Norton.

A. Manifold, of Beloit, Kans., returned last
month from a visit to the Seattle Exposition and
a trip through Yellowstone Park.

Thomas Roamaine, formerly engaged in the
jewelry business at Nevada, Mo., has moved to
Woodward, Okla.

The Wetteroth Jewelry Company, of St.
Joseph, will open a new store this month on Felix
Street.

F. W. Kirkpatrick, who owns one of the
largest jewelry stores in St. Joseph, is building
all addition to accommodate his trade.

•
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The condition of business in this region has
been very satisfactory the past month. This has
been due to the improvement in the general situa-
tion, which has been very marked. In steel lines
the improvement has been especially noticeable.
Local concerns are filled up with orders ill steel
supplies and iron. Coal business is also on the
increase, which is also a very favorable sign. The
fall trade would seem to be an assured boom in
all lines.

A. T. Hubbard and Mrs. Hubbard have re-
turned from a short trip to the St. Lawrence.

Sterling Hubbard and wife are at Bass Island
Chill for a few weeks.

Capt. R. E. Burdick is in New York on a
business trip of several weeks' duration.

Charles Ratrp, of the Scribner & Loehr Co.,
is awnv on his slimmer vacation.

H. J. Cowell, secretary and treasurer of the
Webb C. Ball Co., is mourning the loss of his son
Harry, whose body was found last month in the
Mississippi River, near St. Paul. It was evident
that a brutal crime had been committed, as the
young man's head and body were badly crushed.
He had been employed by a local auto concern
and only a few weeks ago Ile had been transferred
to Minneapolis to a branch office of the Winton
Motor Car Co.

J. J. Schuster, jeweler, 2718 West ,Twenty-
fifth Street, was recently appointed an inspector
for this local division of the Erie Railroad.

U. R. Sigler,- of Sigler Bros. Co., has been
spending some time at Sand Lake, Mich., where
Ile has a summer home.

The windup of the old Wingate-Nusbaum
Co., later the Gee-Nusbaum Co., occurred last
month when the United Savings and Banking Co.
sold out at auction the balance of the stock and
closed up the company.

E. J. Galley has joined the force of the
Schauweker Bros. Co. and is in charge of the
watches.

J. T. Roberts, watchmaker, has taken the re-
pairing department of the May Co., a large de-
partment store on Euclid Avenue and Ontario
Street.

Bamberger & Gaines, jewelers, in the Lennox
Building, were showing recently the silver prize
cup given by a club in Berea to marathon runners.

Teddy Geiger, formerly with the Cowell &
Hubbard Co., but now with Gorham Co., New
York, as engraver, is spending the month in this
city among friends and members of his family.

E. W. Sprosty, jeweler, 4303 Clark Avenue,
made an assignment last month. The court ap-
pointed Charles Ramp, of the Scribner & Loehr
Co., and J. F. Risser as appraisers. A schedule
of assets showed about $t000. The business had
been established about nine years.

C. H. Armisy, Painesville, Ohio, has gone to
the Ezra F. Bowman School at Lancaster, Pa., to
take a special course in horology.

E. Rock, of the firm of Rock & Ramp, in the
Rose Building, manufacturing jewelers, has gone
to Indianapolis on a pleasure trip. He will be
gone for several weeks.

A new concern to handle jewelry and novelty
goods was recently opened in the Hippodrome
Building. P. A. Mequillet is president of the con-
cern. He was formerly president of the Ward-
well Co., recently gone out of business.

E. Barrett, formerly with Gee-Nusbaum Co.,
has gone to Painesville and opened a small store.

The following jewelers were in town last
month: Mr. Younglove, of Austin & Younglove,
Green Springs 

' 
• Alvin Kintner, Painesville; E. W.

Scott, Piqua; J. 0. McClintock, Chagrin Falls;
Henry Dehnel, Sandusky; C. 0. Goodrich, Al-
toona, Pa.

Several local jewelers were subpcenwd by the
Federal Court last week to appear against a crook
who worked a number of firms in this town by
stolen and false money orders. Ben Sands and
Frank Force were able to identify the party.



Annual Outing of the Jewelers'
24 Karat Club of New York

The weather man did his nicest on Saturday,
July 31st, the day selected by the Jewelers' 24
Karat Club of New York for their eighth annual
outing at the Port-au-Peck Hotel, Long Branch,
N. J. There was a good stiff breeze on the water
and down at the outing grounds the temperature
was delightfully cool. A more ideal day could
not have been made to order.

Some of the club members made the trip from
New York to Long Branch by motor and some
went all the way by rail later in the day, but the
majority of them left New York by boat at the
time scheduled on the invitations. At 9.15 Satur-
day morning the steamer Asbury Park, of the
Central Railroad of New Jersey line of steamers,
left Pier to, at the foot of Cedar Street, and an
hour later arrived at Atlantic Highlands, a beauti-
ful wooded spot on the Jersey shore. Here the
train for Long Branch was boarded and the party
arrived there at i x o'clock.

Several special trolleys were waiting to take
them out toward their final destination. The ride
was quite a long one and the Karats were given
an enthusiastic reception by the citizens who re-
side along the car line, especially by the ladies.
After leaving the street cars, with Voss' First
Regiment Band, of Newark, at their head, the
men marched the remaining distance through
Pleasure Bay Park and out to the Port-au-Peck
Hotel grounds, where the day was to be spent,
arriving there at 11.30.

Shortly after arriving at the hotel the ball
game, the big event of the day, was called. This
game being the first of a series of three games to
be played between the teams of the Jewelers' Club,
of Philadelphia, and the 24 Karat Club of New
York, for a trophy consisting of a handsome
silver cup, which has been furnished by the
24 Karat Club.

The game was called just at noon and was
stiffly contested by both teams. Notwithstanding
the fact that the Philadelphia team was badly
crippled by being short two of its regular players,
it put up a good game, and if the team had been
ill better condition there might have been a differ-

ence in the score. Two substitute players were
put in and a six-and-a-half inning game was
played with the following score as the result :

2 3 4 5 6 7
Philadelphia   o 3 o o 4 0 5-12
New York  3 3 0 I 8 4 x—ig

The members of the 24 Karat team looked
very natty in their new uniforms, worn for the
first time on this occasion. The suits were light
gray with green stockings and caps and the club's
insignia, consisting of a carrot between the figures
2 and 4, on the left breast.

After the baseball boys had had a swim in the
ocean everybody went up under the trees and
started in for a free-for-all contest in Event
No. 2, which was the clambake. Everybody was
entered and none barred.

During the dinner the third event offered by
the athletic committee, the story-telling contest,
took place. Joe Cawthorne, the comedian, who
was present with a friend, was unanimously
elected as prize-winner of the beautiful loving cup
and also to an honorary membership in the
24 Karat Club- of New York. His story of the
German couple, told in genuine 24 Karat dialect,
and of the oil excitement in Pennsylvania were
very funny and new to the majority of those in
attendance.

A very interesting little ceremony occurred
while the clam dinner was being taken care of.
It was the presentation of a very beautiful and
complete smoking set of royal copper, silver
trimmed, which was presented to Louis White,
President of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club as a
token of appreciation of the many courtesies,
large and small, which he has shown the members
of the 24 Karat Club whenever they have visited
Philadelphia. Mr. White was taken very much
by surprise, but acknowledged the gift in his
usual graceful manner.

Next on the athletic programme catne the blue
pencil publicity contest and the 24 Karat contest,
both of which were very appropriately called "ath-
letic contests," probably for the very good reason
that they were "exceedingly such." Jere Millimen
won the cup offered in the first named and Frank
Osmers, of Osmers & Dougherty Co., won the
cup in the 24 Karat contest. This latter cup was
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a very handsome one and was personally donated
by Charles L. Power, the President of the
24 Karats.

This finished the day's fun and shortly after
the finish of the last event the return home was
begun—the march to the trolleys, the trolley ride
back to the train, half way home by rail and the
rest of the way by the steamer Monmouth.
Everybody had a good time; a jolly good day in
the country away from the heat and dust of the
city, due to the efforts of David Kaiser, chairman
of the outing committee and acting president for
the day; to Charlie Brinck, who is "always there"
whenever the 24 Karat Club does anything or goes
anywhere, and to the other members of the outing
and athletic committees, Messrs. Harry C. Larter,
J. Warren Alford, George R. Whitehead, Edwin
R. Crippen, Percy H. Savory, William H. Kinna
and T. Allen Power.

An Absconding Jeweler

The Denver Creditmen's Association, 407
Sugar Building, Denver, Colo., has offered a
reward of $roo for the arrest and conviction of
Silas and Mary Dixon. Silas is described as a
German Jew, aged 35 years; height, 5 feet it
inches; weight, 190 to 200 pounds; build, good;
hair, black ; complexion, florid; mustache, black;
eyes, blue, at times slightly crossed; face, round
and full, both upper and lower teeth gold filled;
erect carriage; has peculiar blowing habit as
though from catarrh; very neat dresser ; speaks
broken English and several languages.

Mrs. Mary Dixon is described as a Jewess,
age, 37; height, 5 feet 8 inches; weight, 140
pounds; black hair; blue eyes; complexion, dark
and coarse; face, freckled; nose very pronounced,
but thin; teeth, gold filled; speaks broken Eng-
lish; dresses very stylishly ; has a Mink fur coat
and muff ; wears small diamond ring ; has baby 8
months old, named Ruth.

About the 1st of this year Dixon traded a
chicken ranch near Greeley, Colo., for a jewelry
store in that town, and having established credit
by purchasing and paying for goods, he pro-
ceeded to obtain about $1200 of merchandise on
credit, packed the goods in trunks and disappeared.

Group picture tahen at do annual outing of the jewelers' 24 Karat Club of New York
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ANOTHER OF OUR NEW PATTERNS

IN TOILET AND MANICURE GOODS

Our Fall Catalogue is now ready with the numbers
and prices of this pattern complete as well as over

9500 different articles in Sterling Silver Toilet and Manicure Goods, Picture Frames, Novelties, etc.,

besides fine Gold Filled Lockets and Chains, Necklaces and Pendants, Hat Pins and Blouse Sets, Scarf
Pins, Tie Clasps, Link Buttons and Brooch and Veil Pins.

Before placing your fall order, see our new catalogue and order guaranteed up-to-date goods.

4011 4046 4047

4049

THEODORE W. FOSTER & BRO. CO.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS

100 Richmond Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

NEW YORK-13 Maiden Lane CHICAGO—Heyworth Building CANADA—Kingston, Ont.
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STOUFFER'S
HAND PAINTED

CHINA

The busy amateur we have
always with us also the gulli-
ble dealer who buys his wares
(through a "aCanufacturer
because they are "cheap."

Plenty of that kind of china to
be had. The only question is,

whether you can afford to handle
it. It may be the cheapest in the
beginning, but it's most expensive
in the long run for dealer as well
as for purchaser.

Why not handle a line that
will be a credit to you ?—

a line of which each individual
piece will sell itself ; and will sell
many other pieces when the pur-
chaser has had time to properly
appreciate it. Why not handle

STOUFFER'S?
"-The name sells it to people

who know; its artistic appear-
ance sells it as surely to people
who don't. It is the one kind you
can't afford not to handle.

Illustration showing two hundred
pieces is yours for the asking
Thousands of others in stock.

WE. SELL THE RETAIL
TRADE ONLY

J.H.STOUFFER.CO.
2441-2443 MICHICMN AVE.

CHICAGO
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The

Automatic

Eyeglass

or Pencil

Holder

Made in WHITE
Black Enamel ,

Met al, Rolled-Plait

Gold and Silver. The.

are be j n g advertise

ill leading magazines

directing purchasers t

Jewelers and optician.

Sample sent upon 0

quest.

L 0 0 In for ou
mime 11 ever
Hower. It is you

1111 ratite°.

Established 1832 Send for Catalogue "E"

KETCHAM 6c IVIcIDOUGAILL,
Manufacturers

GOLD Sc STERLING SILVER THIMBLES, AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

15-17-19 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.

Gold

and

Silver

Thimbles

GOLD RINGS
A POINTED SUGGESTION - TO THE
JOBBER WHO WOULD HAVE A

PROFITABLE SEASON-
BUY 08(B RINGS-

THEY SELL

OSTBY BARTON CO
PROVIDENCE

GOLD
CARD JEWELRY

9D 
REGISTERED TRADE-MARK

I 24.1

SEAMLESS
GOLD FILLED RINGS

REGISTERED TRADE-MARK
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TWO customers or ninety-eight?
Are you one of the jewelers who

chase after the trade of the two and
let the ninety-eight go?

Those are the jewelers who wouldn't think of
carrying a medium-priced line of watches—even
though it is a well-known fact that only two persons out of every
hundred can afford to pay more than $10 or $15 for a watch.

Every progressive jeweler absolutely needs a good medium-
priced watch line. He cannot be considered to have a complete

stock without one. And the one line
that he can handle with the least

CA,c, trouble is the Excelsior Watch.ip • 

As 0„ Timed and cased at the factory.-9v34s/4. Seven jewel movement, Bregueto.00
hairspring, cut expansion bal-
ance and quick train—this little
watch keeps remarkable time.
When you sell an Excelsior to a

customer it stays sold. No run-
ning back to the store to have the
movement trued with the case or

a score of other petty jobs that are necessary to keep a cheap watch
running. Your customer is pleased with his Excelsior and doesn't
hesitate to tell his friends about it.

Excelsior Watches come in plain polished, engine-turned or
engraved cases—.twenty-year guarantee, ten-year guarantee, gold
filled or in silverode (wears like silver)—at $4.50 to $11.00.

Ask your jobber for further information and write to the
factory for literature.

New York Standard Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.

ItTLY YORK STANDARD WATCH CO.,. jerse.,
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S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.'S High-grade Gold
Filled Mirror Finish Chains, Lockets,
Fobs, Bracelets and Locket Fobs
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L509
Amethyst Stone

1512
Enameled locket

F261/244

The illustrations on this page show the details
Of four of our very latest designs in Fobs

M1176 F299

01249

No. 6922 is something new in a Chatelaine Fob, the Watch
being worn as part of the Fob itself. The large

cut shows the manner of wearing this Fob.

No. F261/244 is our new Mesh Fob. A patent on this mesh
has been applied for and we are one of only

two firms that are licensed to use it in the manufacture of Fobs.

.13C2

Y125/L499

Ladles' Locket Fob

Substantial orders are an
evidence that a house makes
salable goods. We are getting
them. Ask for Bigney's
chains. Look for the stamp
S. 0. B. & Co. on swivel.
We originate. The other fellow
copies. This is complimentary.

No. F29/247 is something entirely distinctive and new, and
is an extreme novelty that is going to prove

a big seller. It is a Reversible Stone Fob, being set with one kind
and color of stone on one side and a different color and kind on the
other, thus practically making two Fobs in one. (11This Fob is
patented and we have the sole right to its manufacture.

We Sell the Wholesale Trade Only

F29 247

.1366

WARRANTED
•TRADE MARK•

Factory, Attleboro, Mass
NEW YORK OFFICE, 3 Maiden Lan

These Goods are for Sale by your Jobber. If he
hasn't them, drop us a line and we will

tell you where you can get them.

The D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO • • MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE

180 Broadway Heyworth Bldg
ST. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE

Victoria Bldg. 62 Hatton Garden

7688/1018
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EXCELSIOR WATCH
WO customers or ninety-eight?
Are you one of the jewelers who

chase after the trade of the two and
let the ninety-eight go?

Those are the jewelers who wouldn't think of
carrying a medium-priced line of watches—even
though it is a well-known fact that only two persons out of every
hundred can afford to pay more than $10 or $15 for a watch.

Every progressive jeweler absolutely needs a good medium-
priced watch line. He cannot be considered to have a complete

stock without one. And the one line
that he can handle with the least
trouble is the Excelsior Watch.

Timed and cased at the factory.
Seven jewel movement, l3reguet
hairspring, cut expansion bal-
ance and quick train—this little
watch keeps remarkable time.
When you sell an Excelsior to a

customer it stays sold. No run-
ning back to the store to have the
movement trued with the case or

a score of other petty jobs that are necessary to keep a cheap watch
running. Your customer is pleased with his Excelsior and doesn't
hesitate to tell his friends about it.

Excelsior Watches come in plain polished, engine-turned or
engraved cases—twenty-year guarantee, ten-year guarantee, gold
filled or in silverode (wears like silver) at $4.50 to $11.00.

Ask your jobber for further information and write to the
factory for literature.

New York Standard 'Watch Company
Jersey City, N. J.
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NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH CO., Jersey
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S. 0. BIGNEY & CO.'S High-grade Gold

Filled Mirror Finish Chains, Lockets,
Fobs, Bracelets and Locket Fobs

46.

M I 170 F299
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6922 FOBS

0911
L512

Enameled Locket

F261'244

The illustrations on this page show the details
of four of our very latest designs in Fobs

01219

Y125/L499

Ladies' Locket Fob

•TRADE MARK •

Substantial orders are an
evidence that a house makes
salable goods. We are getting

them. Ask for Bigney's
chains. Look for the stamp

S. 0. B. 8z Co. on swivel.

We originate. The other fellow

copies. This is complimentary.

as.

We Sell the Wholesale Trade Only

Factory, Attleboro, Mass
NEW YORK OFFICE, 3 Maiden 

Lant

F29247

O   141) 

No. 6922 
is something new in a Chatelaine Fob, the Watch
being worn as part of the Fob itself. The large

cut shows the manner of wearing this Fob.

No. F261/244 our new Mesh Fob. A patent on this mesh
has been applied for and we are one of only
is 

two firms that are licensed to use it in the manufacture of Fobs.

No. F29/247 
is something entirely distinctive and new, and
is an extreme novelty that is going to prove

a big seller. It is a Reversible Stone Fob, being set with one kind
and color of stone on one side and a different color and kind on the
other, thus practically making two Fobs in one. (llThis Fob is

patented and we have the sole right to its manufacture.

These Goods are for Sale by your Jobber. If he
hasn't them, drop us a line and we will

tell you where you can get them.

The D. F. BRIGGS COMPANY
ATTLEBORO • • MASSACHUSETTS
NEW YORK OFFICE CHICAGO OFFICE

180 Broadway Heyworth Bldg
ST. LOUIS OFFICE LONDON OFFICE

62 Hatton GardenVictoria Bldg.

76881018

NE
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9 HEARD ABOUT THE NEW WATCH?

NO?
WE' D BE DE-LIGHTED TO TELL YOU

IT'S THE

PUTNAM 18 Size
Cased very thin in solid Nickel

A REAL WATCH THAT YOU CAN SELL FOR $2.00

Porcelain Dial

Absolutely

Reliable

Strong

Durable

Trade Price

$2.80
Subject to

Keystone Key
and

6'; Cash Discount

Note Thin Casing

NE

Nickeled Damaskeened Plate
Jeweled Movement

MANUFACTURED with the same care and skill as is given to all New England Watches.
Pinions hardened, polished, cut and turned with proper size pivot, reducing friction to a
minimum—Every toothed wheel cut by machinery to absolute accuracy Winding wheels

hardened and tempered — 18,000 beats to the hour (the recognized proper beat for a watch to be
carried)—Cased and tested in cases before leaving the factory Cases Semi-Bascine—Plain polished —
Their thinness will appeal to your customers, the first-class wearing qualities of the watch will
satisfy them.

You will find nothing on the market to equal this latest proposition of ours.

A GENUINE WATCH AT A LOW PRICE

Cuts of the entire
line for
Catalogue or
Newspaper work
are
now ready for you

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS TO

The New England Watch Co.
Waterbury, Conn.

OR THE LEADING JOBBERS

Keep your eyes

open for the

new "ALDENS."

They're coming
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DETROIT j)i.
LETTER ifilu\

Vacation time for the jewelers
Promising began last month. Many of
Outlook the merchants spent part or all

of the month in trips out of
town or sought recreation at their summer homes
nearby. The extreme heat of the early month
hastened the vacation season for many who have
been accustomed to taking their summer outings
later. Such of the dealers as did not get away
in July are planning to spend August out of town.
Several of the merchants combined business
with pleasure by taking trips East, where they
might glance at fall styles and fashions and at
the same time gain recreation. There is an op-
timistic tone in the trade as a result of the better
conditions prevailing so far this year, which pre-
sages more liberal buying all along the line, than
was the case last year. It is the unanimous ver-
dict of the Detroit houses, both wholesalers and
retailers, that the trade conditions, as evidenced
by the buying of the last six months, are perma-
nently improved and this feeling tends to send
them away the better pleased on their summer
outings.

Trade in the city has been very good, even
during the hot season. There have been more
conventions in Detroit so far this season than
ever before and also a great influx of other visi-
tors. This has influenced purchasing in several
ways and the retail trade has been very active.
Wholesalers also report an active market through-
out the State and look forward to a very suc-
cessful fall season.

The programme of entertain-
The Coming ment for the jewelers and
Convention optometrists of the State at

the time of their conventions
here in September has been the subject of much
thought by the members of the Detroit Jewelers'
Board of Trade. Meetings were held early in
the month, at which a schedule was laid out and
plans practically completed in so far as the De-
troit merchants are concerned, the programme of
addresses being, of course, a matter for selection
by the officers of the two retail associations. The
Jewelers' Board of Trade is working in harmony
with the Detroit Wholesalers' Association and a
reduced rate of fare from all parts of the State
has been secured. A circular describing the plans
and programme for these gatherings has been
prepared by the Detroit Jewelers' Board of
Trade and will be sent out to every retailer
in both the optical and jewelry lines all through
the State. The jewelers will gather in Detroit,
Monday, September 6th, headquarters for this
year being at the Hotel Cadillac, a larger hotel
than the Tuller, where the assembly was held
last year. This is due to the fact that the largest
attendance in the history of the State association
is expected. One session of the jewelers' con-
vention will be held on Monday and the visitors
will also have an opportunity to enjoy the Labor
Day games and regatta. On Tuesday the most
important business sessions of the jewelers will
be held, a feature of which will be the report of
the delegates to the national association. Tues-
day evening the Ku Kus will hold a big nesting
in Duffield Hall, at which a large class of initiates
IS expected. After the fun of the initiatory cere-
monies there will be refreshments and speeches
by local and out-of-town men.

The opticians will hold their sessions on
Wednesday. An important subject for discussion
will be the new State law for the examination of
optometrists, which goes into effect this summer.
Wednesday evening the jewelers and optometrists

E KEYSTONE

will be entertained at the State Fair, where there
will be a special programme, including fireworks,
vaudeville numbers and a band concert. Thurs-
day afternoon the business sessions of the con-
vention having been completed, there will be a
river excursion on the steamer Britannia, the
vessel taking a course up into Lake St. Clair
and then returning through the entire length of
the Detroit River to Lake Erie, with a final stop
at Bois Blanc Island, where a basket lunch will be
served.

It is the hope of the Detroit wholesalers that
the retailers will bring their families and make
this occasion a vacation week.

The Grainger-Hannan Company has now be-
come fully 'settled in its new quarters at Wood-
ward Avenue and John R. Street. Their store
is a most attractive one and admirably adapted
to the display of their excellent lines of goods.

A party of Detroit jewelers have been enjoy-
ing a very pleasant outing trip to the Pacific
Coast. The party includes E. A. Buchbinder, of
Wright, Kay & Co.; James H. Garlick, of the
J. H. Garlick Co.; Charles J. Thiry and L. A.
Gruthrat, with the E. H. Pudrith Company. These
jewelers went to Los Angeles as a part of the
Detroit Elks' Uniform Drill Squad and helped
in the hustling which landed the annual reunion
of the Grand Lodge of Elks for Detroit in Iwo.
From the "City of the Angels" they went first to
San Francisco and then to Portland and Seattle,
making a portion of the journey by water and
spending sonic time at the Seattle Exposition. The
return trip was made by way of Minneapolis and
Chicago. Included in the Elks' Drill Squad also
was Louis Grosslicht, pawnbroker and jeweler.

Alfred Wright, jeweler, with Wright, Kay &
Co., received a pleasant surprise as a result of
the publication in the June KEYSTONE of an ac-
count of his interesting life and his work in con-
nection with the setting of the British crown
jewels. A former fellow workman in London,
England, whom Wright had not seen for more
than a score of years, saw the article and wrote
him at once, renewing the old acquaintance.

Alterations to the shop of John Kay & Co.,
in the Majestic Building, which were planned
several months ago, have been started. An un-
usually heavy spring trade made it inadvisable
for the firm to begin this work sooner.

Burr, Patterson & Co. had their factory shut
down during most of July. The capacity of the
plant has been enlarged and extensive alterations
and improvements made in addition to the regular
annual clean-up. F. R. Johns, who was formerly
with Scribner & Loehr, of Cleveland, has been
put in charge of this factory. F. H. Burr, one of
the members of the firm, who has taken up his
residence in Spokane and is in charge of the
western business of the house, was in the city
for some time but has returned to his western
home.

Hugo A. Fechheimer, who opened a store
on Farmer Street some time ago, after closing
out his business on Michigan Avenue, sold out
his stock last month to J. Friedberg 8z Son. 210
Woodward Avenue. This firm had a special sale
of the Fechheimer goods.

C. E. Marvin has transferred his stock of
goods from Howell to Monroe and opened a new
store in the latter city.

The regular monthly nesting of Detroit Nest
No. 5, Noble Order of Ku Kus, was not held in
July owing to the heat and the absence from the
city of many members.

E. H. Pudrith, of E. H. Pudrith Co., brought
back some fine muscallonge and bass after a
two weeks' fishing trip near Cheboygan. .

Robert Kay, of the firm of Wright, Kay &
Co., left Monday, July Toth, for a long trip into
the woods of northern Ontario, being one of a
party, composed of Michigan and Ontario busi-
ness men, whose destination was the lake region
of the interior, where fishing and hunting are
excellent.

W. C. Noack, of Noack & Gorenflo, has been
spending his summer vacation at one of the Oak-
land County lakes with his family,

Messrs. Dorweld and Haller, of the firm of
Luths, Dorweld & Haller, spent July in the store
and will go out on the road in August for the
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fall trade. Henry Luths, of the same firm, spent
his vacation at Walled Lake.

E. A. Cress came in from Mindon City to
attend the convention of the Michigan Associa-
tion of Retail Druggists.

E. R. Gilmore has accepted a position with
the Charles A. Berkey Company as salesman in
Ohio and southern Michigan, succeeding E. C.
Avery, who is now traveling for a Toledo firm.

Wright, Kay & Co. closed their factory down
for two weeks early in July to make repairs and
changes.

George Kipp, who now has a store at
Wheeler, Mich., spent some time in Detroit last
month looking about for a suitable location here.
He is anxious to engage in business in the State
metropolis.

Going as a delegate to the Arbeiter Societies
convention in Muskegon, Peter Merckenick, 677
Gratiot Avenue, continued his trip to Milwaukee,
taking a trifle more than a week for his vacation.

Albert Traub, who recently returned from a
trip to Germany, says he is glad to be back home
and that the Fatherland has nothing on this
country.

M. E. Rowley, salesman for the E. H. Pud-
rith Co., spent most of his vacation at Muskegon.

J. T. Eddington, of Pontiac, was in the city
early in the month to replenish his stock.

An exhibit which attracted considerable at-
tention to Wright, Kay & Co.'s windows early
in July was the massive Indianapolis motor
speedway trophy. This immense cup attracted
the attention of thousands while on display.

The monthly meeting of the Jewelers' Board
of Trade was held on Friday, July gth.

William Arnold, a local jeweler, is taking his
vacation this year in the shape of a long trip
to Seattle and other Pacific Coast cities, on which
trip Ile will be accompanied by Mrs. Arnold.

A. E. Patterson, of Burr, Patterson & Co.,
spent two weeks on a pleasure trip in Canada.

Charles A. Berkey rested up by a trip early
in the month to Walled Lake.

Frank A. Mathauer, of Mathauer & Koester,
has been in the store recently but will go out
on the road some time this month.

E. H. Pudrith made a trip to Chicago recently.
Alvah Hunn, who has been manager oi James

H. Garlick's branch store at 93o,/, Grand River
Avenue, has purchased that store and will con-
tinue the business.

L. H. Cooper, of Oxford, was in the city
several times during the month and took ad-
vantage of his trips to see the "Tigers" play base-
ball at Bennett Park.

F. L. Showerman, of Ypsilanti, was in ,the
city July 6th, purchasing goods.

George H. Chappel, of Howell, visited the
wholesale houses recently to look over the fall
patterns.

R. Owen, in charge of the stationery depart-
ment of Traub Bros. & Co., took his vacation the
last two weeks of July.

E. J. Peters, of Tecumseh, combined business
and baseball while in the city a short time ago.

Detroit's veteran jeweler, R. J. F. Roehm,
spent July in the East, where he has a great many
business and personal friends.

I. G. Hawkins is a new salesman with Kunz
& Rogers, in the Jewelers' Building, at 193 Wood-
ward Avenue.

A trade visitor from a distance was George
T. Baker, Bemidji, Minn., who, while visiting in
Detroit with his wife the first week in the month,
called upon the trade.

W. T. Blashill, of Oxford, and George
Blashill, of Marlette, made a trip to Detroit with
families during July.

Charles R. Miller made a business trip to
Chicago recently.

D. A. Pontius, of Algonac, was a purchaser
their families during July.

A futile attempt to burglarize the store of
Noack & Gorenflo, was made June 28th. The
crooks were unable to effect an entrance into the
main part of the store, however, and nothing was
taken.

W. B. Horton, salesman for the E. H. Pud-
rith Company, spent his vacation at Long Lake,
in the northern part of the State.
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HEARD ABOUT THE NEW WATCH?

NO?
WE'D BE DE-LIGHTED  TO TELL YOU

IT'S THE

PUTNAM 18 Size
Cased very thin in solid Nickel

A REAL WATCH THAT YOU CAN SELL FOR $2.00

Porcelain Dial

Absolutely

Reliable

Strong

Durable

Trade Price
$2.80

Subject to

Keystone Key
and

6'; Cash Discount

Note Thin Casing
Nickeled Damaskeened Plate

Jeweled Movement

MANUFACTURED with the same care and skill as is given to all New England Watches.
Pinions hardened, polished, cut and turned with proper size pivot, reducing friction to a
minimum—Every toothed wheel cut by machinery to absolute accuracy—Winding wheels

hardened and tempered — 18,000 beats to the hour (the recognized proper beat for a watch to be
carried)—Cased and tested in cases before leaving the factory —Cases—Semi-Bascine—Plain polished
Their thinness will appeal to your customers, the first-class wearing qualities of the watch will
satisfy them.

You will find nothing on the market to equal this latest proposition of ours.

A GENUINE WATCH AT A LOW PRICE

Cuts of the entire

9 
line for
Catalogue or The New England Watch Co.

9 
Newspaper work
are 

Waterbury, Conn.

9  now ready for you OR THE LEADING JOBBERS
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Vacation time for the jewelers
Promising began last month. Many of

the merchants spent part or all
of the month in trips out of

tOouwttli000rk sought recreation at their summer homes
nearby. The extreme heat of the early month
hastened the vacation season for many who have
been accustomed to taking their summer outings
later. Such of the dealers as did not get away
in July are planning to spend August out of town.
Several of the merchants combined business
with pleasure by taking trips East, where they
might glance at fall styles and fashions and at
the same time gain 'recreation. There is an op-
timistic tone in the trade as a result of the better
conditions prevailing so far this year, which pre-
sages more liberal buying all along the line, than
was the case last year. It is the unanimous ver-
dict of the Detroit houses, both wholesalers and
retailers, that the trade conditions, as evidenced
by the buying of the last six months, are perma-
nently improved and this feeling tends to send
them away the better pleased on their summer
outings.

Trade in the city has been very good, even
during the hot season. There have been more
conventions in Detroit so far this season than
ever before and also a great influx of other visi-
tors. This has influenced purchasing in several
ways and the retail trade has been very active.
Wholesalers also report an active market through-
out the State and look forward to a very suc-
cessful fall season.

The Coming 
The programme of entertain-

Conventi on 
ment for the jewelers and
optometrists of the State at
the time of their conventions

here in September has been the subject of nmch
thought by the members of the Detroit Jewelers'
Board of Trade. Meetings were held early in
the month, at which a schedule was laid out and
plans practically completed in so far as the De-
troit merchants are concerned, the programme of
addresses being, of course, a matter for selection
by the officers of the two retail associations. The
Jewelers' Board of Trade is working in harmony
with the Detroit Wholesalers' Association and a
reduced rate of fare from all parts of the State
has been secured. A circular describing the plans
and programme for these gatherings has been
prepared by the Detroit Jewelers' Board of
Trade and will be sent out to every retailer
in both the optical and jewelry lines all through
the State. The jewelers will gather in Detroit,
Monday, September 6th, headquarters for this
year being at the Hotel Cadillac, a larger hotel
than the Tuller, where the assembly was held
last year. This is due to the fact that the largest
attendance in the history of the State association
is expected. One session of the jewelers' con-
vention will be held on Monday and the visitors
will also have an opportunity to enjoy the Labor
Day games and regatta. On Tuesday the most
important business sessions of the jewelers will
be held, a feature of which will be the report of
the delegates to the national association. Tues-
day evening the Ku Kus will hold a big nesting
in Duffield Hall, at which a large class of initiates
is expected. After the fun of the initiatory cere-
monies there will be refreshments and speeches
by local and out-of-town men.

The opticians will hold their sessions on
Wednesday. An important subject fur discussion
will be the new State law for the examination of
optometrists, which goes into effect this summer.
NVednesday evening the jewelers and optometrists

will be entertained at the State Fair, where there
will be a special programme. including fireworks,
vaudeville numbers and a band concert. Thurs-
day afternoon the business sessions of the con-
vention having been completed, there will be a
river excursion on the steamer Britannia., the
vessel taking a course up into Lake St. Clair
and then returning through the entire length of
the Detroit River to Lake Erie, with a final stop
at Bois Blanc Island, where a basket lunch will be
served.

It is the hope of the Detroit wholesalers that
the retailers will bring their families and make
this occasion a vacatiim week.

The Grainger-I lannan Company has now be-
come fully settled in its new quarters at Wood-
ward Avenue and John R. Street. Their store
is a most attractive one and admirably adapted
to the display of their excellent lines of goods.

A party of Detroit jewelers have been enj(,y-
ing a very pleasant outing trip to the Pacific
Coast. The party includes E. A. Iluchbinder, i if
Wright, Kay & Co.: James H. Garlick, of the
J. II. Garlick Co.: Charles J. Thiry and L. A.
Gruthrat, with the E. H. Pudrith Company. These
jewelers went to Los Angeles as a part of the
Detroit Elks' Uniform Drill Squad and helped
in the hustling which landed the annual reunion
of the Grand Lodge of Elks for Detroit in Iwo.
From the "City of the Angels" they went first to
San Francisco and then to Portland and Seattle,
making a portion of the journey by water and
spending some time at the Seattle Exposit ion. The
return trip was made by way of Minneapolis and
Chicago. Included in the Elks' Drill Squad also
was Louis Grosslicht, pawnbroker and jeweler.

Alfred Wright, jeweler, with Wright, Kay &
Co.. received it pleasant surprise as a result of
the publication in the June KEYSTONE of an ac-
count of his interesting life and his work in con-
nection with the setting of the British crown
jewels. A former fellow workman in London.
England, whom Wright had not seen for more
than a score of years, saw the article and wrote
him at once, renewing the old acquaintance.

Alterations to the shop of John Kay & Co.,
in the Majestic Bnilding, Were planned
several months ago, have been started. An on _
usually heavy spring trade made it inadvisable
for the firm to begin this Nvork sooner.

Burr, Patterson & Co. had their factory shut
down during most of July. The capacity of the
plant has been enlarged and extensive alterations
and improvements made in addition to the regular
annual clean-up. F. R. Johns, who was formerly
with Scribner & Loehr, of Cleveland, lois been
put in charge of this factory. F. H. Burr. one of
the members Of the lirm, 1.vho has taken up his
residence in Spokane and is in charge of the
western business of the house, was in the city
for sonic time butt has returned to his western
home.

Hugo A. Fechheimer. who opened a store
on Farmer Street sonic time ago, a fter closing
out his business on Michigan Avenue, sold out
his stock last nunith to J. Friedberg & Son, 210
Woodward Avenue. This firm had a special sale
of the Fechheimer goods.

C. E. Nlarvin lois transferred his stock of
goods from I towel] to Monroe and opened a new
store in the latter city.

The regular monthly nesting of Detroit Nest
No. 5, Noble Order of Ku Kus, was not held in
July owing to the heat and the absence from the
city of many members.

E. IT. Pudrith, of E. H. Nikki] Co.. brought
back some fine muscallonge and bass after a
two weeks' fishing trip near Cheboygan.

Robert Kay, of the firm of Wright, Kay &
Co., left Monday, July Toth, for a long trip into
the woods of northern Ontario, being one of a
party, composed of Michigan and Ontario busi-
ness men, whose destination was the lake region
of the interior, where fishing and hunting are
excellent.

W. C. Noack, of Noack & Gorenflo, has been
spending his summer vacation at one of the Oak-
land County lakes with his family.

1\fessrs. Dorweld and Haller, of the firm of
Dorweld & Haller. spent July in the store

and will go out on the road in August for the
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fall trade. Henry Luths, of the same firm, spent
his vacation at Walled Lake.

E. A. Cress came in from Mindon City to
attend the convention of the Michigan Associa-
tion of Retail Druggists.

E. R. Gilmore has accepted a position with
the Charles A. Berkey Company as salesman in
Ohio and southern Michigan, succeeding E. C.
Avery, who is now traveling for a Toledo firm.

Wright, Kay & Co. closed their factory down
for two weeks early in July to make repairs and
changes.

George Kipp, who now has a store at
Wheeler, Mich., spent some time in Detroit last
month looking about for a suitable location here.
He is anxious to engage in business in the State
metropolis.

Going as a delegate to the Arbeiter Societies
convention in Muskegon, Peter Merckenick, 677
Gratiot Avenue, continued his trip to Milwaukee,
taking a trifle more than a week for his vacation.

Albert Traub, who recently returned from a
trip to Germany, says he is glad to be back home
and that the Fatherland has nothing on this
country.

NI. E. Rowley, salesman for the E. H. Pud-
rith Co., spent most of his vacation at Muskegon.

J. T. Eddington, of Pontiac, was in the city
early in the month to replenish his stock.

An exhibit which attracted c(miderable at-
tention to Wright, Kay & Co.'s windows early
in July was the massive Indianapolis motor

This inimensc clip attractedsOccdwaY
the at of thtmsands while on display.

The monthly nwcting of the Jewelers' Board
.11. 11 10 \\*:1,=, beld (au FridaV. JuIV 9l11.
William Arnold, a local jeweler. is taking his

vacation this year in the shape of a long trip
II) Seattle and other Pacific Coast cities, on which
trip he Will he accompanied by Mrs. Arnold.

A. hi. Patterson, of Burr, Patterson & Co.,
spent two weeks on a pleasure trip in Canada.

Charkts A. Berkey rested up by a trip early
in the month to Walled Lake.

Frank A. Mathaner, of Mathaner & Koester,
has been in the store recently but will go out
tin the road some time this month.

F.. H. Ptulrith made a trip to Chicago recently.
Alvah Ilium, who has been manager of James

II. Garlick's branch store at 93o,/, Grand River
Avenue, has purchased that store and will con-
tinue the business.

L. H. Cooper, of Oxford, was in the city
several times during the month and took ad-
vantage of his trips to see the "Tigers" play base-
ball at Bennett Park.

F. Showerman, of Ypsilanti, was in ,the
city July 6th, purchasing goods.

George H. Chappel, of I I o ill. 1,ited the
xvholesale houses recently to I( H I OI the fall
patterns.

R. Owen. in charge of the stationery depart-
ment of Traub Bros. & Co., took his vacation the
last two weeks of July.

E. J. Peter!:, I f Tecumseh, combined business
and baseball while in the city a short time ago.

Detroit's veteran jeweler, R. J. F. Roehtn,
spent July in the East, where he has a great many
business intl personal friends.

I. G. Hawkins is a new salesman with KUM
& Rogers, in the Jewelers' Building, at 193 Wood-
wardi\ At rv:(.:(iii,n e.

visitor from a distance was George
T. Baker, Bemidji, Minn., who, while visiting in
Detroit xvith his wife the first week in the month,
called upon the trade.

W. T. Blashill, of Oxford, and George
Blashill, of Marlette, made a trip to Detroit with
families during July.

Charles R. Miller made a business trip to
Chicago recently.

D. A. Pontius, of Algonac, was a purchaser
I heir families during July.

A futile attempt to burglarize the store of
Noack & Gorenflo, was made June 28th. The
crooks were unable to effect an entrance into the
main part of the store, however, and nothing was
taken.

B. Horton, salesman for the E. H. Pud-
rhCompany, spent his vacation at Long Lake,

it w

in the northmi part of the State.
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Beautifully adapted for the jeweler's stock and
show case display—the New Pocket Edition
Gillette Safety Razor is becoming an impor-

tant feature in the best retail jewelry stores.
The demand over the retail counter is astonishing. Every old Gillette user

wants the New Pocket Edition and it makes new friends at sight.
The set consists of handle and blade box, either triple silver-plated or 14 K.

gold-plated. The pocket case is of gold, silver or gun metal—plain polished or
richly engraved in Floral or Empire designs. It is so neat and compact that it will
fit like a card case in the waistcoat pocket or slip into the side of a traveling bag
—the blades are fine. Prices, $5.00 to $7.50.

For the special use of the jewelry trade, the Gillette Company has designed a
tray lined with purple velvet, size of the regular watch tray—contains wells for
twelve razors. These trays are made in various hardwood finishes to match the
store fixtures and are shipped free of cost with the initial order for a dozen razors.
Aside from the sales of the razor, the business in blades is a steady income for a store.

Two additions to the Gillette line this season are the Gillette Brush—a brush
of Gillette quality, bristles gripped in hard rubber ; and the Gillette Shaving Stick
—a soap worthy of the Gillette Safety Razor. The stick is enclosed in a sanitary
nickel box : both soap and brush are packed in attractive cartons. They will be
welcomed by Gillette users everywhere.

Write us for full information. Get our suggestions on popular assortment.
Talk to your jobber about it.

Canadian Office:
63 St. Alexander St., Montreal

London Office:
17 Holborn Viaduct, E. C.

GILLETTE SALES CO.
612 Kimball Building, Boston

Factories : Boston, Montreal, London, Berlin, Paris
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The jobbing houses all report that trade con-
ditions are growing better and that there is an
excellent outlook for a good fall business. Crop
conditions throughout the territory are very
favorable and, with the exception of a few flood
reports in certain localities in Missouri, Okla-
homa, Southern Illinois and one or two other
States, the situation seems very much improved
and working steadily towards a betterment. The
local jobbing and retail trade are contributing a
great deal of energy towards making the centen-
nial anniversary of the incorporation of St. Louis,
which takes place the first week of October, a
success and everything points that it will be a
great 

Bauman, President of the Bauman-
evHen.t.

S.
Massa Jewelry Co., accompanied by his wife, re-
turned on July 17th from a two months' trip to
Europe, which included a visit to the diamond
centers, where he made large purchases. Leo S.
Bauman, of the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co., ac-
companied by his wife, recently made a ten days'
trip to New York, Providence and other points.
Joseph J. McKenna, of this firm, will leave about
August 1st for a three weeks' vacation trip, which
will be spent on the gulf coast in Mississippi.
S. L. Loewenstein, traveler for this firm, is now
on a three weeks' southern trip. Joseph Auer,
traveler for the same firm, is out on a three
months' southern trip and C. R. Gross on a six
weeks' western trip.

A. L. Bauman, President of the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., accompanied by his wife, returned
on July 17th from a two months' trip to Europe,
which included Amsterdam, Paris and other
points. He made large purchases of precious
stones. H. M. Hubbard, traveler for this firm
through Texas, spent his vacation at the Michigan
resorts. He was accompanied by his wife.

Clarence Heyman, of the L. Bauman Jewelry
Co., has been promoted to the position of traveler
for the firm and will assist F. J. Bross and C. L.
Stange, travelers.

A. L. Blankenmeister, of Blankenmeister,
Oberting & Co., left on Tuesday, July 6th, on a
long trip through Kansas and Missouri. George
Oberting, of the same firm, is now on a month's
business and pleasure trip through Colorado.
Lawrence Oberting, traveler for this firm, has
gone on a six weeks' trip through Missouri and

Co.loBruardcoh.ett, jeweler of Kirksville, Mo., is
now on a four weeks' vacation, which he is spend-
ing 

in 

 C

John 0. Smith and B. M. Williamson opened
a jewelry store at Champaign, Ill., July 9th, under
the firm name of Smith & Williamson.

The following Missouri jewelers will represent
the Missouri State Retail Jewelers' Association at
the organization's national convention at Omaha,
Nebr August 2d to 6th: Herman Mauch, St.
Louis, Mo.; G. Eckhardt, St. Louis, Mo.; J. J.
Brown, Hannibal, Mo.; Charles A. Mauch, Mar-
shall, Mo.; Claud Wheeler, Columbia, Mo., Presi-
dent of the Missouri State Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation; H. L. Raines, Maryville, Mo., Secretary
of the Missouri State Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion; A. Blanton, Paris, Mo. • Fred Pelcher,
Mexico, Mo., and R. M. Walker, Monroe City, Mo.

Goodman King, President of the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., left Sunday, July
4th, for a two months' business and pleasure trip
to Europe. He was accompanied by his wife.
Mr. King will visit the diamond and art centersRaof iAgnet.sterdam, Germany, France and England.

The Range Jewelry Co., of Trenton, Mo., has
been incorporated with a capital of $5000. Incor-
porators C. E. Range, W. E. Pennell and Anna C.

J. J. Menges, general buyer for the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., and Rudolph Nie-
haus, nsT; achina 

extensive
buyer  f for 

eastern 
nsame y concern, 

trip. 
  arc homer
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The McIntyre Watch Co., of Kankakee, Ill.,
has increased its capital stock from $2oo,000 to
$5oo,000.

*
A 

Kurtzeborn, of A. Kurtzeborn & Sons
Jewelry Co., is spending the summer at Battle
Lake, Minn., and will not return until about Sep-
tember 1st. He is accompanied by his wife.

S. D. Culbertson, Vice-President of the Hess
& Culbertson Jewelry Co., is home from a month's
sojourn at Waupaca, Wis. George J. Hess, Presi-
dent of the same company, is now on a month's
vacation, which will be spent at Waupaca, Wis.

R. W. Hess, director of the Hess & Culbert-
son Jewelry Co., is home from a two months'
trip to Europe.

F. H. Harnagel, formerly with the Mermod,
Jaccard & King Jewelry Co., and Edward Teft,
of De Soto, Mo., have accepted positions in the
repair department of the Hess & Culbertson
Jewelry Co.

W. G. Drosten, of the F. W. Drosten Jewelry
Co., spent the month of July at the Michigan
resorts.

F. W. Drosten, President of the F. W. Dros-
ten Jewelry Co., has been appointed a member of
the committee on streets by the president of the
Civic League.

C. P. Hutchinson, of the Whelan, Aehle &
Hutchinson Jewelry Co., is home from a two
weeks' vacation, as is also E. A. Tufts, salesman
for the same firm.

F. McCoole, of Sudheimer & McCoole, spent
a week's vacation at Hillsboro, Mo., recently.

S. J. Arnold, manager for Charles S. Erber,
Texarkana, Tex., spent two weeks here recently
on business and pleasure.

Adolph Brunner, salesman for the E. H.
Kortkamp Jewelry Co., recently left on a three
months' trip for his health. He will go as far
as the Pacific Coast.

F. W. Hoyt, of F. W. Hoyt & Co., accom-
panied by his wife, returned on July 12th from a
six weeks' trip to the Pacific Coast. M. H. Cox,
traveler for the same concern, is now on a long
trip through Oklahoma and Texas.

Jul Newman, of the Aller, Newman &
Wilmes Jewelry Co., is now on a six weeks' trip
through Missouri. W. F. Wilmes, of the same
firm, is out on a two months' trip through Okla-
homa and Kansas.

J. K. Venable, traveler for the Maschmeyer-
Richards Silver Co., has gone on a four months'
trip through the West and Southwest. E. A.
Schoenle, traveler for the same firm, has gone
on a four months' trip to the Pacific Coast and
J. K. White on a three months' trip through the
South.

Ralph Lowenstein, of the R. Lowenstein
Jewelry Co., is home from a successful three
weeks' trip through the Southwest.

C. C. Stone, local superintendent of the
Geneva Optical Co., recently spent his vacation
among the lakes of Minnesota.

W. E. Tower, of Tower & Long, is now on a
six weeks' trip through the States of Oklahoma
and Texas.

Adeline Kolde, stenographer for the Brooks
Jewelry and Optical Co., spent her two weeks'
vacation in Cincinnati.

Frank Hatch, of the Mermod, Jaccard &
King Jewelry Co., is spending a month visiting
his old home in Virginia, which includes a trip
to Washington, D. C.

Vincent J. Gorly, of Grimm & Gorly, is out
with a handsome new automobile. About two
years ago Mr. Gorly had an automobile de-
molished in a wreck.

Norman White, traveler for Wm. Weidlich
& Bro., left on July 14th for a three months' trip
through Missouri and Kansas.

It is stated that Arthur Bauer, who formerly
traveled for the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co., is
contemplating opening a retail jewelry store at
Eugene, Ore.

M. Goldstein, jeweler, of Carthage, has
moved into a handsome new store on the same
street where he was formerly located.

The National Clock and Manufacturing Co.,
of St. Louis, has been incorporated with a capital
of $too,000. Incorporators: Robert Bannon,
Theo. FI. Wurmb, John G. Beckman and others.
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L. W. Braun, with S. Ruby, returned home
July 13th from a ten clays' trip to New York.

Henry Lowenstein, who has been in the
jewelry business here for the past twenty-two
years as a retailer, has organized the St. Louis
Loan Society. The organization was formed to
advance a fair proportion of the real valuation
on diamonds and other valuable jewelry. It is
an innovation here, though successfully operated
in New York and other large cities, aiming to
give relief to the small borrower by advancing
money on a basis of i% per cent. monthly, in-
cluding all charges. The society has offices on
the. second floor of 800 Olive Street.

William Bergman, a jeweler, aged 38 years,
of Union, Mo., committed suicide here on July
8th. Family troubles were given as the reason.

The Equality Traveling Jewelers' Club, which
was organized in April at the State convention
of the Oklahoma State Jewelers' Association, is
now in a very flourishing condition. It is com-
posed of western traveling jewelry men ex-
clusively and to become a member the applicant
must be a traveling jewelry salesman. It started
out with forty mextbers and now has no, and
has practically all the western traveling jewelry
salesmen as members. Its objects are to promote
good fellowship, improve conditions in trade
circles by correcting all. the present evils and the
betterment of traveling facilities and hotel ac-
commodations. The officers of this organization
are: C. L. Stange, traveler for the L. Bauman
Jewelry Co., St. Louis, president; W. C. Schu-
man, traveler for the C. B. Norton Jewelry Co.,
Kansas City, vice-president; Harry Snow, traveler
for the Woodstock-Hoefer Jewelry Co., Kansas
City, Mo., treasurer, and R. R. Evans, traveler
for the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., St. Louis, secretary.
At the present time this organization is meeting
quarterly, but will soon arrange to meet more
frequently. It is the intention of the organiza-
tion to attend the annual national convention of
the jewelers' association at Omaha, Nebr., in
August, in a body.

It is stated that the trustee of Gibbs & Sons,
Hannibal, Mo., will pay their creditors about 5
per cent, on account about August 1st.

Recent visiting buyers here were: E. A. Short,
Prescott, Ark.; Mr. Tetley, of the Tetley Jewelry
Co., Farmington, Mo.; Fred Herold, Jerseyville,
Ill.; A. H. Kraus, Greenville, Ill.; Roy Ruther-
ford, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; W. H. Jahn, Pacific, Mo.;
Otto Freiderich, Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Otto Rink,
Carlyle, Ill.; Mr. Pelz, Matthewson-Pelz Jewelry
Co., Marshall, Tex.; C. Scanlin, Indianapolis, Ind.

F. E. Vandervoort, of Vandervoort Bros.,
Buffalo, N. Y., was a recent visitor here.

Proger & Zerweck is the name of a new firm
that have opened a jewelry store at Kankakee, Ill.
The junior member is A. M. Zerweck, well known
in the local trade here.

Harry Doty, John Foster and Walter Cona-
way, of the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., spent the three
holidays, which included July 4th, on a river trip
to Peoria, Ill.

Wocrner Schoenthaler, secretary, and Harry
McCleery, manager of the diamond department
of the Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., spent a week recently
clown on the Black River in Missouri fishing.

The store of the Simons Jewelry and Musical
Co., 930 West Market Street, was robbed and
then set on fire to cover up the robbery Sunday
night, July 4th, according to the belief of the
police and S. D. Simons, the proprietor. The fire
was discovered by neighbors and the blaze was
extinguished by the fire department with little
damage. According to Mr. Simons, the robbery
Sunday night was the third recent attempt to
loot the store. Thieves were frightened away
by neighbors while attempting an entrance on
the preceding Friday and Saturday nights. Mr.
Simons stated that he received information that
two negroes were seen to leave the place a short
time before the blaze was noticed. The fire was
started in the front of the store while entrance
had been effected by cutting out the screen of a
back window, breaking the glass and pushing back
the bolt to the rear door. Mr. Simons said the
loss will be between $400 and $500, which is fully
covered by insurance.

(Continued on page 125t)
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This handicraft pattern has become deservedly popular, and is a fitting accompaniment for deposit ware and the
pierced wares now so much in vogue.
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Made at ye Silver
Shop of ROGERS CO.,LUNT & BOWLEN CO  Greenfield, Mass.
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Lockets Only
TRADE

INSIDE

MARK
ESTABLISHED
FIFTY-TWO
YEARS

Our latest specialties are the talk of the trade

New designs in gold shell engraved lockets

Large variety of ye old styles revived in fancy
and oval shapes

DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE JOBBING

TRADE EXCLUSIVELY

Wightman & Hough Co.
New York Office 1-1 Main Office and Faciani

3 Maiden Lane Providence, R • I• 7 Beverly Street
Providence, R. I.

Catching the High-Class Trade
is a matter of keeping up appearances. If you want your best line of mer-

chandise to be seen and commented on by the best class of trade, display It

in a

i5744te All-Glass Show Case

This is the most beautiful show case you can put on your floor ; and while it is not 
cheap,

neither is it extravagantly high in price.
It makes the best display for your fine goods, as it is made entir

ely of glass, with vs

clamps, screws, or frame work of any kind to mar the view of the goods 
within. Rigid and

strong—no case is better built.
Let us advise you on the show case question. Write us for prices and circulars on the

cases you require. Outdoor cases a specialty with us. Write to-
day for catalog. Addre,a

Dept. C.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.
Show Case Makers to Progressive Merchants

476-490 West Fort St. DETROIT, MICH.

„Orti'eti,t4

•■■ 

NEW YORK SALESROOM, 744 BROADWAY

  LEO A. FELDMAN, Selling Agent  

Our new book, Metal Store Fronts,— contains the newest ideas in
getting all the value out of your window for display work. It inci•
dentally describes and illustrates the Petz Patent Store Front Con.
struction. Send for a free copy.

PITTSBURG
LETTER

THE KEYSTONE

Scarcely a wholesale or retail
Vacation Lull jeweler or manufacturer in

Pittsburg has his full force of
help available now owing to the annual vacation
season being on. The early closing movement has
become common. Stores close at 5 o'clock week-
days and noon on Saturdays. One hears baseball
and fishing talk in undertones and thoughts of
business seem to be a little vague. But, of course,
this is merely the respite that comes at this season.
Generally, the reports of business conditions in-
dicate an improvement. This is based on a corn-
parison with a year ago. The road men for the
wholesalers and manufacturers report buying
fairly brisk for the season, the agricultural sec-
tions making the best showing. In the indus-
trial sections there is a slow movement, due
mainly to the masses of people being engaged in
catching up in expenses from a long period of
idleness.

During the past month two
Death of serious misfortunes visited one
Wesley W. of the leading jewelry corn-
Wattles panics of Pittsburg. The first

of these was a fire, starting
from some unknown cause in the handsome store
of Hardy & Hayes, in Fifth Avenue, which came
on Saturday night, of July 3d, and caused a loss
of approximately $5o,000. This was in the stocks
left in cases and much silverware, etc. It was one
of the most extensive fires that has ever visited
the trade of Pittsburg and its limitations were
only checked by unusual efforts by the firemen.
Scarcely had this disaster been cleared up than
there came the more serious loss of one of the
old, true and tried members of the same house,
Wesley W. Wattles, a brother of William W.
Wattles, the Wood Street jeweler, and since 1885
active in the trade in Pittsburg. Mr. Wattles had
been stricken with pneumonia and was unable to
withstand the attack. Wesley W. Wattles was
born in Gettysburg, Pa., sixty-five years ago and
after being educated there went to Piqua, Ohio,
where he engaged in the jewelry business. After
a successful career there, some twenty-five years
ago, he moved to Pittsburg and became identified
with Hardy & Hayes and remained with them
until his death. He was well known to the jewelry
trade and was active in many outside matters.
The peculiar feature of Mr. Wattles' death was
that it came three days after the fire. He is sur-
vived by his widow, who was Miss Lydia Zeigler,
Iwo brothers, William W. Wattles, the Wood
Street jeweler, and W. Warren Wattles, of Pitts-
burg, each of the three brothers having the same
initials. In addition, he is survived by three sis-
ters, Mrs. Eliza Fry, of Philadelphia; Mrs. Louisa
Moser, of Schuylkill Haven, Pa., and Mrs. Kate
Kuhn, of Corrunna, Illd. The funeral was
11
m
e
embers of the trade. All of Mr. Wattles'

sisters are wives of preachers in the Lutheran

(:hltdirc on July 7th and was attended by many. 

(iti) ut o Brightok 
Trade conditions remain prac-
tically unchanged. There is
the usual summer bargain
sales of department stores in

:ewelry stock. These sales are mainly of such
,tocks as were faddish during the earlier portion
,,f the year. Hammered brass art goods seemed
lo be a special object for inducements to buy.
The usual summer novelties had a good run early
lii the season and moved along without aid of
this kind. Just now the trade appears to be tak-
ing things calmly and without much effort at
driving. Most of the houses say that the outlook
for the fall is better than for at least two years.
Swiftly changing styles in leather goods, particu-
larly shopping bags of the finer materials, has
found some dealers caught with fair-sized stocks
on hand. Silver jewelry has had a wonderfully
good run this season; in fact, the demand has
been a surprise to some of the trade and they look
for a continuation of same.

Iron and 
In the iron and steel trade
there is a continued gain in

Steel Trade volume of business and in-
crease in the number of men

employed. At this time the great plants of the
Carnegie Steel Company are working under high
pressure and not a mill is idle. Similar conditions
appear with the Jones & Laughlin Steel Company
and the Westinghouse companies, where records
are being broken month by month in new busi-
ness. The labor disputes in the steel car shops
have caused a disturbance, but the reports going
broadcast regarding the actual troubles there have
been grossly exaggerated and, as usual, give a
wrong impression of the actual state of affairs.
Restlessness in the foreign laborers' quarters
seems to have been the chief cause for the out-
break at McKees Rocks and Butler plants of the
steel car companies. A threatened strike of coal
miners also caused concern for a few days,
but was quieted down by the adroit management
of the mine workers' leaders.

Financial centers report excellent improve-
ment throughout the Pittsburg district. The
stock market is also showing the return of in-
terest and activity in the securities trading. In
fact, with but few instances, the Pittsburg district
is assuming its wonted activity and the officials
of the largest industrial concerns declare that
within the next ninety days the ratio of produc-
tion will equal the highest known records of the
past. Wage earning is a good criterion, as a
rule, on which to base the estimate of prosperity
and the fact that every large steel plant in the
Pittsburg district has returned the wage rate to
that ruling before the financial depression set in,
indicates that the outlook must be exceptional.
Of course the luxuries are the last that the people
enter the market for and, after a lengthy period
of idleness, it is not to be expected that the
jewelry trade will feel the full power of this
improved business situation at once. Summed up
by George B. Barrett Company, the business of
the wholesaler has picked up splendidly for the
season and the outlook is the best that could be
expected. The agricultural sections have been,
as last year, the best districts, but even in the
industrial sections there is a better tone to buying
by the retailers and it is regarded as morally cer-
tain that with the fall trade and with stocks low,
the new business to be offered will be large in-
deed.

Heeren Brothers & Co. report a very good
trade for the season, buying continuing steadily
and the shops working full time. The big house
has been the center of interest the past year be-
cause of its superb displays of imported stocks,
such as bronzes and cut glass goods. Gillespie
Brothers say business is getting better and the
June wedding season proved exceptionally inter-
esting. The general trade has also been holding
up well. Sam F. Sipe has begun his campaign
for diamond business early. On some of the con-
spicnous corners where huge sign boards are lo-
cated are great steamship pictures and the well-
known Dutch scenes looking off the vessel, all il-
luminated at night and cleverly informing the
people that he will be home soon with the "finest
stock of diamonds ever."

Jewelry trade in the East End section of Pitts-
burg is growing, especially among the retail dealers.
A few years ago the shops in that portion of
the city were few and comparatively small. To-
day Penn Avenue and adjacent streets in East
Liberty have several large shops and with pros-
pects of more in the near future. H. C. Frick
has commenced to build a tine skyscraper in that
section and other noted investors are making the
East End a center of interest for building im-
provements of a most important character. Many
of the trade are now asking if the drift of retail
business is not moving into that portion of Pitts-
burg.

The construction of the huge Oliver Bnilding
in Smithfield Street has kept that thoroughfare,
always crowded, so demoralized that it has been
somewhat trying on the good nature of Tcrhey-
den, Landau and the other retailers in (lielie
square and across the street from these building 
operations. This feeling is by no means lessened
with the announcement that even on the same side
of the street they are located other building opera-
tions are in prospect in the near future.
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Rochester (N. Y.) Notes

Philip Present, of 207 Chamber of Commerce
Building, Rochester, N. Y., has just returned
from a trip abroad, where he combined business
with pleasure, bringing back with him many new
things for the fall. E. Present, brother of Philip
Present, was married last month, spending some
time on a very happy honeymoon.

Since being burned out, W. J. Covill, 38
Reynolds Arcade, Rochester, N. Y., has opened
up a much larger and finer place at 62 State
Street, same city. It is the intention of Mr. Covill
to run the two places as soon as alterations
are completed on the place burned out. He
reports a large sale on the watch insulator Ile is
marketing.

The new quarters of Morris Rosenbloom &
Co., at 156 Main Street, East, Rochester, N.Y., are
rapidly being put into shape. The avariciousness
of their former landlord was the cause of their
moving and, being forced to do so, it is the inten-
tion of this concern to put in the most modern
fittings to cope with increasing business. Wil-
liam Levison, one of the owners of the com-
pany, expressed great satisfaction at the move
made and looks forward to good business for
this fall.

John Hofman Co., makers of show cases and
store fixtures, have moved into their new building
at the corner of Leighton, Crouch and Barnum
Streets, Rochester. The new factory is all on
one floor, where before some eight or nine floors
were required to hold the material for conducting
this business. The new building is entirely fire-
proof, of the most modern construction and
covers an immense ground area. The system of
handling the material in the construction of their
product is superb, and much credit is due Charles
Hoftnan, one of the members of the concern,
under whose supervision the plans were worked
out. With these increased facilities the company
will be able to produce a liner grade of goods in
a shorter space of time.

St. Louis Letter

(Continued from page 1249)

R. F. Reeves, of the Reeves-Ketnper Co.,
spent three days recently in Cincinnati on business.
J. E. Riley, traveler for this firm, is now out on
a month's trip through the South and Southwest.
R. E. Jeffords, also traveler for this firm, is now
on a two weeks' trip through Illinois. Miss Stella
Newell, stenographer for this firm, is home from
a two weeks' vacation trip to Denver.

Solomon Susskind, who has been doing busi-
ness here as an importer of diamonds for the
past two years, with an office at 715 Holland
Building, is missing, and it is stated that before
he left the city he had gathered from $25,000
to $3o,000 worth of diamonds from different con-
cerns here, which he took with him in his flight.
Susskind is a native of Cracow, Roumania, and
at times posed here as a rabbi, ordained in the
Orthodox Jewish Church. The principal victim
is Isadore Fishlowitz, who also has an office in
the Holland Building. He let Susskind have a
case of diamonds belonging to him valued at
$7500. Fishlowitz states that when he turned the
diamonds over to Susskind to be sold on com-
mission the latter gave him a quit claim deed to
property which Ile represented to be worth $16,00o
as security. Fishlowitz has since learned the
property is worth only $25oo. Similar methods
were used with other prominent dealers in dia-
monds here and it is estimated the loss through
his departure will be about $25,000 to $3o,000.
There is no clue to his whereabouts. He is de-
scribed as 35 years old, 5 feet 9 inches tall, weigh-
ing 175 pounds, having a long nose, brown eyes
and dark red mustache and hair. When he left
home, it was reported to the police, he wore a
blue serge suit and either a Panama or a black
derby hat.



Delft ware has long been in popular favor ; in fact, during the centuries that the Dutch have made
Delft goods they never lost their popularity. The reason lies in the fact that Delft possesses a
peculiar charm, an individuality, which is lasting; the rich shades of deep blue on the snowy
white enamel are typical of that cool, cleanly refinement so characteristic of the Dutch people.
Delft is therefore especially appropriate for summer wear.

THIS UNIQUE LINE of Novelties is done on Sterling Silver ; the patterns are all taken from
Original Dutch Tiles. Let us send you samples of these Delft Goods. We furnish them as
BELT PINS, DUTCH COLLAR PINS, HAT PINS, VEIL PINS, WAIST SETS

CUFF AND COLLAR SETS, ETC.

THE CHAS. M. ROBBINS CO. ATTLEBORO
MASSACHUSETTS

NEW YORK OFFICE : 17 Maiden Lane CHICAGO OFFICE : 103 State Street

The wholesale jewelry houses
Preparing for of Cincinnati are looking for-
Big Buine8s to much better business

conditions this fall than have
prevailed for some time past. In fact, many
claim that business this coming fall will be not
only good and satisfying for all, but tremendous.
All the wholesalers have stocked up heavily with
goods of all kinds to meet this demand from
the retail trade which they feel is sure to develop.
Many houses have their men on the road already
and, in almost every instance, the men are sending
in good orders and report the outlook as very
encouraging. It is taken as significant that many
of the big wholesale houses here are sending their
men out on the road for fall business this year
with a larger and more complete stock of goods
than for years past. As one big wholesaler said,
"The retailers are not carrying much stock as
yet. They have never restocked their stores com-
pletely since the financial flurry of last winter.
They must have goods this fall and winter in
order to be able to meet any sort of demand.
They must get these goods Dom the wholesaler
and when this demand sets in the wholesalers
here expect to see the wildest scramble for goods
which has been witnessed for years past." The
wholesalers point to the betterment of business
conditions as indicative that their judgment will
not be found to be bad. They point to the promise
of bumper crops and lots of money in the hands
of the farmers as sure signs of big business this

The retail trade here the past month has been
almost, or quite normal, the retailers say. There
has been nothing unusual or exciting in demand
and the retailers, as a whole, are very well satisfied
with the volume of business they did the past
four weeks. They, like the wholesale men, are
looking forward to a big business this fall and
winter.

President John Bertling, of the
Official Organ Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' As-

sociation, sent as delegates to
the Ohio State Retail Jewelers' Association Con-
vention, in Cedar Point, on Lake Erie, the latter
part of June, Louis Dornseifer and George A.
Heintz, and as alternates, Joseph Kenkel and
Charles Reinstatler. The object of these gentle-
men going to the State association meeting was
to sound the members there as to whether they are
favorable to the movement on in Cincinnati to
again print the national organ. President Bertling
stated to the correspondent of THE KEYSTONE that
the State association is favorable to the national
organ again being published in Cincinnati by the
Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association, and the
members of the local association are now
anxiously awaiting word from the national as-
sociation meeting in Omaha, Nebr., as the na-
tional association will have the final decision in
the matter. A. L. Thoma, of Piqua, Ohio, and
A. J. Stebbins, of Ashtabula, Ohio, are the Ohio
State association delegates to the national meeting
in Omaha and it is expected they will exert their
every influence to secure the consent of the na-
tional association to the project of the Cincinnati
association members.

One of the most interesting social events in
the Cincinnati jewelry world the past month was
the marriage of Jerome Thoma, of the Thoma
Bros. Co., dealers in jewelers' supplies, to pretty
and talented Miss Marcella Snyder, of Chicago.
The important social event took place June 24th
and the happy bride and groom left at once for
the East on their honeymoon. In New York
they stopped at the St. Regis and the friends of
Mr. Thoma and his bride, who is very popular
in New York and Newport, gave yachting parties
and .a number of other delightful and interesting
affairs in their honor. Mr. and Mrs. Thoma
spent several days in Newport as the guests of
friends. They were away for a month and are
now "at home" to their many friends in Kemper

Lane, Walnut Hills, Cincinnati. Nit% Thoma is
one of the most popular and wide-awake young
Jewelers in Cincinnati and the event is of interest
to. all his friends. There is a romance connected
with his marriage, he having met his bride-to-be
on a steamer on Lake Michigan one summer about
lti‘gvoht.years ago, while promenading in the moon-

. Engberson & Company, repairers and platers
of jewelry, said there was no business during July,
to speak of, but that June was a good month.
The absence of many persons from the city on
account of the vacation season makes business
dull during the summer, the firm said, but it
expects to do a good business again as soon as
fall arrives.

Peter Henry, surgeon in charge of the well-
known Cincinnati "Watch Case Hospital," re-
ported good business conditions and a good vol-
ume of orders. Arthur Henry, his son, will leave
for a fishing trip in the lakes the latter part
of July or early in August.

Mr. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
big manufacturing jewelers, said : "We are getting
our stock ready for the road and our men will be
out by July 25th. W. L. Miller will go South
and George Hovekamp will cover the Central
States. The spring business was dandy and we
are prepared for a crackerjack fall business."

The American Cuff Button Company, of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, has been incorporated with Sio,000
capital.

George Fox, of Fox Bros., diamond importers
and cutters, said: "Business is all right; it has
been picking up nicely the past few weeks. The
outlook is good and we look for a fine fall
business. Our diamond cutting establishment is
being operated with full force and on full time."

Wallace S. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Com-
pany, is spending his honeymoon with his bride,
formerly Miss Margaret Berry, of Marshall, Ill.,
in a bungalow in the woods. They will return
to Cincinnati soon to make their home.

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Schwab, who went to
Europe some weeks ago, are spending the month
of July in Switzerland.

J. W. Armbruster, of the Illinois Watch Com-
pany, and A. Sitt, a jeweler, of Chicago, were
in Cincinnati during the big turnf est and enjoyed
the occasion greatly.

Julian Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Sons,
wholesale jewelers, returned a few days ago from
a profitable trip through Ohio.

Miss Ruth Spritz, bookkeeper for Wallenstein,
Mayer & Company, will go to Niagara Falls and
other lake resorts on her vacation, beginning
August 7th.

Mr. Herman, of Herman & Loeb, spent a
few days in Louisville, Ky., the early part of July,
looking after the firm's business there.

Thieves broke a plate glass window of the
retail jewelry store of George Nagel, at Liberty
and Race Streets, June 27th and took about Sioo
worth of jewelry. The loss is covered by in-
surance.

E. Frommeyer and C. E. Payne, of L. Gut-
mann & Sons, spent a delightful vacation at At-
lantic City and eastern watering places during
the early part of July. They were accompanied
by their wives.

Wallenstein, Mayer & Company, big wholesale
jewelers, reported business as having been unusu-
ally good so far this year and mnounced that it
expects to do a big business this fall.

Miss Myrtle Nolting, the charming daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Nolting, of Clifton
Heights, became the bride of Frederick Siehl the
latter part of June at the residence of her parents.
The ceremonies were performed by the Rev. P. G.
Safran before an altar which had been erected in
the home. The maid of honor was Miss Florence
Nolting, a sister of the bride, and Benjamin Siehl,
the groom's brother, acted as best man. The cere-
monies were performed in the presence of only
the immediate members of the family and a big
wedding dinner followed. The bride and groom
left immediately after dinner on their honeymoon
through the South and on their return to Cincin-
nati will live in a handsome home presented to
them by Mr. Nolting, in Lyon Street, Clifton
Heights. The bride's father is a very prominent
Cincinnati jeweler.

Mrs. C. W. Wallace, of Huntington, W. Va.,
accompanied by her son, Mr. Frank Wallace,
called on Cincinnati jewelers during the turnfest
week.

oseph Mehmert is on a business trip through
the southern States.

A. C. Tepert, Cincinnati representative of
Trier Bros., of New York, returned a few days
ago from a good western trip. He said he did a
nice business.

A. A. Oaks, manager of the Oskamp Jewelry
Company, Fifth and Vine Streets, left early in
July on a combined business and pleasure trip to
the North and East.

William Helwig Sons Company, embossers
and badge manufacturers, have been busy turn-
ing out goods the past month. The firm got a
great big share of the badge work incident to
the turnf est here, and this helped to make the
month a very good one. A less strenuous demand
is expected in August as business in this line is
always slow during August, the firm says.

Max R. Shapiro, of the National Jewelry
Company, recently sued the Greenwald Company,
of the Arcade, for a week's wages. Squire Bell
has rendered a judgment in favor of Shapiro.

A. M. Plant, of the National Jewelry Corn-
pany, spent two weeks' vacation in Georgia and
Ter.:lessee early in July.

Miss Bertha Davis, of the Miller Jewelry
Company, is in New York City on her vacation.

William S. B. Oskamp, of the Oskamp Jewelry
Company, left early in July for Europe to make
purchases of diamonds and other precious stones
for the company's new store, which will be lo-
cated at Seventh and Race Streets.

A. & J. Plant, wholesalers, reported their
traveling men are on the road and are all doing
a very good business. The firm says it looks
for a good fall business.

Milton Ganz, a salesman for A. & J. Plant,
is confined to his home with fever. He has been
ill for several days, but his friends are hopeful of
his recovery.

John Otting, bookkeeper for Herman & Loeb,
is truly a wonder. In all his years of service he
never took a vacation until a few days ago.

Anthony Westhoff, of the Frank Herschede
Company, has the sympathy of his many friends
on account of the death of his mother, Mrs. Ger-
trude Westhoff.

William Pflueger, popular representative of
Jos. Noterman & Company, diamond dealers,
left early in July for the Georgian Bay country
in Canada, to fish and hunt.

Cincinnati jewelers were visited early in July
by Frank Smith, who was formerly a jeweler at
Parkersburg, W. Va., but who is now postmaster
at that place.

The Dorst Company reported good business
and Arno Dorst said lie is still very optimistic as
to the future and that Ile believes there will be
a big fall business this year.

Joseph Kenkel, the Main Street jeweler, ac-
companied by Ray Reinstatler, son of Charles
Reinstatler, another well-known jeweler, went
through Indiana on an automobile trip early in
July. Young Reinstatler did the driving.

The Cincinnati Retail Jewelers' Association is
planning a big outing, to take place at Chester
Park, August 18th. The association has asked
the manufacturers and jobbers to close their
places of business on that date.

V. A. Gebhardt, of Gebhardt Bros., manu-
facturers of fine diamond jewelry and dealers in
precious stones, said his firm is busy and has been
busy since the first of the year, with the excep-
tion of February. "I look for quite a revival of
business this fall," he said. "We are going ahead
just the same as though this were the year too6.
We are ahead of too6 so far. There is a nice,
steady demand for diamonds and we are very
well satisfied and very hopeful of what is in store
for us this fall."

0. E. McWaters, of Somerset, Ky., has re-
moved his jewelry business to Danville, Ky.,
where he will go into business in larger quarters.

The Cincinnati friends of George Greyer, of
Anderson, Ind., were pleased a few days ago to
hear of his marriage to Miss Mary Kidwell, of
Los Angeles, Cal.

(Continued on page 1255)
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ALL THE NORTHWEST
SHOULD KNOW THAT THE

Cities Twin of Minnesota
Are a Jobbing Center for Jewelry

and Kindred Lines

..,,
THE PRINCIPAL JOBBERS

Benj. F. Simpson Co.

WiltifItOrtialZ

litrinclitChe-Z rIlrtia[

3iiivielrgir

Minneapolis, Minnesota

F. L. Bosworth Co.
SILVERWARE
CUT GLASS
CLOCKS

FANCY NOVELTIES

Minneapolis :: Minnesota

SISCHO & BEARD
TOOLS and MATERIAL
JEWELERS FINDINGS

JEWELRY

MANUFACTURING
OPTICIANS

ST. PAUL :: :: MINNESOTA

Birkenhauer-Thomsen Co.
JEWELERS SUPPLIES

OPTICAL GOODS
JEWELRY

Tools and Material

S. 11. Clausin 0 Co. Lewis

ST.

Finkelstein

Diamonds, Watches Matches, Diamonds
Jewelry

TOOLS AND MATERIAL

Minneapolis - - Minnesota

jewelry, Silverware

PAUL :: MINNESOTAMinneapolis Minnesota

Reed-Bennett Co.

WATCHES, JEWELRY

DIAMONDS

Vehon&Goodman

Jewelry, Diamonds
Watches

501 Ryan Building

St. Paul :: :: Minnesota

Albert L. Haman
Oxclusively

Watches

ST. PAUL .•. MINNESOTA

TOOLS, MATERIAL
and FINDINGS

Minneapolis - - Minnesota

THE

As was predicted, the first half of tgog has
shown a decided increase in business throughout
the Northwest and the outlook for the immediate
future is of the most gratifying character. Re-
ports from different manufacturers and jobbers
show large gains over the first six months of the
year 1908, and all predict still larger gains during
the remaining six months.

C. A. Agnew, a diamond setter from Des
Moines, Iowa, was found dead at the Elmo Hotel,
Minneapolis, recently, having committed suicide.
I le wrote several notes to friends and one, to
Frank Schlampp, of Des Moines, which indicated
lhat he had become despondent through the loss
of his position. Agnew was about 45 years old.
lieside the dead body was an empty bottle, which
had.contained cyanide of potassium, revealing the
method by which he ended his life.

Thomas Bruhy and wife, of West Bend, Wis.,
spent a few days in :Minneapolis en route to the
Seattle Exposition and during their stay in Min-
neapolis were guests at the home of B. F.
Simpson.

D. G. Gallet, jeweler, of Aberdeen, S. Dak.,
was a business visitor to the Twin Cities, looking
after fixtures and equipment for his new store.

Chris Nygaard, jeweler, of Atwater, Minn.,
remodeled his store and put in new fixtures, mak-
ing a very up-to-date store.

Fred Green, of Buffalo, Minn., has moved to
new quarters, where he will have one of the nicest
jewelry stores in that section.

H. B. Lund, of Morris, Minn., has a new
and up-to-date jewelry store, of which he is justly
proud.

Len Nalty, of 0. H. Arosin's, Robert Street,
St. Paul, spent a few days at the lakes and Chi-
cago.

Julius Yaeger, manufacturing jeweler, of St.
Paul, was laid up for about ten days with rheu-
matism.

George R. Holmes and wife, of St. Paul,
,Thent about three weeks traveling through the
\\ .ist, spending a part of the time at the Seattle
x position.
W. C. Vandervort, watchmaker and jeweler,

of Martnarth, N. Dak., was in the Twin Cities
On business during the past month. Will was
looking fine and said his looks didn't belie his
feelings.

Carl and Kenneth Sischo, sons of C. F. Sischo,
St. Paul, have returned from a very pleasant trip
up the St. Croix River in a canoe.

Ralph Seigrist, formerly with the A. L.
Haman watch house, of St. Paul, accompanied by
his wife and child, is spending a few weeks at
Green Bay, Wis., visiting friends and relatives.

M. A. Worcester & Co., of Lidgerwood, N.
Dak., are building a new jewelry store at that
place which will be ready to move into about the
st of October.

Miss Hazel Jobert, of Deland, S. Dak., has
,iecepted a position in the office of B. F. Simpson
& Co., of Minneapolis.

0. D. Bush has sold out his stock of jewelry
Ilerthold, N. Dak., and is. looking for a new
ition. Mr. Bush and wife are visiting the

. ,•r's parents at Litchfield, Minn.
Aliss Alice Fegelson, daughter of H. Fegelson,

St. Paul, was married June 1st. She will reside
%vith her husband in Minneapolis.

0. H. Arosin, of St. Paul, is having his
jvwelry store painted.

Mrs. C. B. Simpson, mother of B. F. Situp-
,I1, accompanied by her daughter, Miss M. L.

Simpson, are visiting in London, Canada.
Miss Blanch Huber, of Sischo & Beard, St.

1%ml, spent a few days in Le Sueur, Minn., visit-
ing friends and relatives.

William Orr has accepted a position with
S wenson & Halty, of Menasha, Wis.
. J. A. Light, formerly with Benj. Simpson &
C0., Minneapolis, has recently embarked in the
wholesale business, carrying a full line of jewelry
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and watches. He is located at 1134 Lumber Ex-
change Building, Minneapolis.

Jay J. Molter has accepted a position with
the McCullen Jewelry Co., Underwood, N. Dak.

E. E. Bassett was visiting his old home at
Wahpeton, N. Dak.

E. D. Cundiff, of Conde, S. Dak., was in the
Twin Cities during the past month buying goods.

Fred Taylor has accepted a position with the
Fisk Jewelry Co., Minneapolis.

Fred Mitchell, a graduate of Stone School of
Watchmaking, has accepted a position as watch-
maker and engraver with E. Geist, of St. Paul.

Hans Clare, watchmaker for T. J. Tompson,
of Barron, Wis., was seen among the Twin Cities'
visitors during the past month.

N. C. Lund has accepted a position with
Robert Yale Glenwood, Wis.

Merril inch has opened up a jewelry store
at Stickney, S. Dak.

W. W. McGuire, of Northfield, Minn., was
in the Twin Cities during the past month on
business.

Harry Russell has accepted a position with
W. C. Vandervort, of Marmarth, N. Dak.

Frank Hyatt has started in the jewelry busi-
ness at Clearwater, Minn.

Clyde Browning, a graduate of Stone School
of Watchmaking, has opened up a jewelry store
at Cherry Box, Mo.

White & MacNaught, of Minneapolis, recently
attracted the passing throngs by having an ex-
pert cut glass workman demonstrating the skill
required in this work. The workman employed,
however, was of the force of the Eagle Cut Glass
Co.'s works, of Minneapolis.

Harry Goodman, of East Seventh Street, St.
Paul, has just had his jewelry store remodeled
and has added some new fixtures. He has also
had a new sidewalk put in the full length of his
front window. Harry has a very up-to-date store
now.

W. A. Graff, watchmaker and jeweler, of St.
Paul, will take a trip through the East during the
last of July, visiting friends and relatives. He
will stop in Ncw York for a few days.

Cincinnati Letter

(Continued from page 7253 )

Mr. and Mrs. Herman A. Rohs, of Cynthiana,
Ky., spent several days calling on Cincinnati
jewelers the latter part of June while they were
on their way to Los Angeles to attend the Elks'
convention.

Charles Swigart has returned from his vaca-
tion. John Francis, of the firm, accompanied by
Mrs. Francis, has gone to Buckeye Lake, Ohio,
for a rest.

Herman & Loch's baseball team went up
against the real thing when it tackled the Gut-
mann baseball team a few days ago, the score
being r6 to g in favor of the Gutmann employees.

Edgar J. Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, whole-
sale jewelers, was one of the busiest visitors at
the Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association meeting at
Cedar Point. He boosted his line of jewelry
from start to finish and made a big hit as a
hustler for the house of Lindenberg & Fox, but
he was an even greater hit in his green bathing
suit, with its white and blue stripes, as lie paraded
up and down the beach for the benefit of his
female admirers.

Among the out-of-town jewelers who came
to Cincinnati during turnfest week were A. G.
Rubin, of the Julius Friton Jewelry and. Gem
Company, of St. Louis, and his bride. They were
on their honeymoon.

J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,
accompanied by Mrs. Miller, left July 20th for a
several days' vacation on the lakes. They will
fish and spend the majority of their time out of
doors, as Mr. Miller is athletically inclined and
loves out-of-doors sports. They will be accom-
panied by the family.

The Cincinnati Manufacturing and Wholesale
Jewelers' Association gave a delightful dinner
for its members at the Hotel Sinton on the night
of July 15th. There was a large attendance and
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a general good time, with plenty to eat, drink and
smoke, and with music and good stories on the
side, made the evening a truly enjoyable one.

C. Oskamp Daller, of the Clemens Oskamp
Company, Vine Street retail jewelers, said busi-
ness was very quiet the latter part of July but
that demand was about normal for that time of
the year. John Haslen, George Lockhorn and
John C. Daller, Jr., representing the firm, are
now all in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky and
Tennessee getting orders. They left Cincinnati
the second week in July. Mr. Daller said his
men are carrying a bigger stock than ever and
that Ile picked out the latest goods the manu-
facturers had to show. "The outlook is all right.
We are bound to have a good fall business, with
these bumper crops, high prices and plenty of
money in the farmers' hands," said Mr. Daller.

Miss Bertha Rieker, of the Clemens Oskamp
Company, will be married in January to a Mr.
Grimm, of Cincinnati. The groom-to-be is a
big iron merchant here.

C. Oskamp Daller, of the Clemens Oskamp
Company, says he will take his vacation in the
country on his farm near Madisonville, as he al-
ways enjoys himself best in the country, where
lie can fish, boat, bathe and loll about in the
shade to suit himself.

The McClintock-Loomis street chimes, which
have been erected in front of the big retail
jewelry store of the Clemens Oskamp Company,
in busy Vine Street, are attracting much attention
from pedestrians here as they peal forth their
pearly tones from time to time during the day and
night. The Westminster chimes are closely dupli-
cated in this wonderful street clock say those who
have heard the original chimes, in London, Eng-
land. C. Oskamp Didier, of the Clemens Oskamp
Company, is greatly pleased with his purchase.

The Thoma Bros. Company, dealers in
jewelers' supplies, said business has been "hunky-
dory" the past month and that demand is picking
up and the outlook indicates a big fall business.
Jerome will go South, Carl in Ohio and Indiana
and Fred in Ohio and Indiana July Toth.

Clem Smith, of the Thoma Bros. Company,
who is spending his honeymoon in the Yellow-
stone National Park and at the Seattle Exposition,
is expected home about the last of July.

Edgar Fox, of Lindenberg & Fox, said busi-
ness for the past month was very good and that
he had fine success on his trip through Ohio,
Indiana and Pennsylvania, the trip being the best
he ever had in that territory. "All our men are
doing well," he said, "and we take this as pointing
to a good fall business."

Miss Eleanor Fries, head stockkeeper of Lin-
denberg & Fox, is spending her vacation in the
country.

Walter Schildtman, of Lindenberg & Fox,
is back from camp on the Little Miami River, near
Cincinnati.

Hugo Lindenberg, of Lindenberg & Fox, has
announced his engagement to Miss Blanche Bin-
heim, of Walnut Hills. The wedding will take
place some time in September.

Lee Horne, of Lindenberg & Fox, is just back
home from a profitable trip through the Carolinas
and Virginias.

Joe Rosenbaum, of Lindenberg & Fox, is just
in from a trip through Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Missouri and says he did a very nice business.

Julian Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Sons, says
his father and mother are having a fine time
abroad and that his father, A. G. Schwab, is buy-
ing a big stock of odd styles in fashionable
jewelry, principally garnet jewelry. "The
wealthiest people of Europe are wearing garnets
now," said Mr. Schwab. "Everywhere you see
them they have on garnets or garnets and dia-
monds. We will have a big shipment of them in
about August 1st. Our men on the road are all
doing nicely in the South. I just came back from
an Ohio trip and it was actually the best trip
I have made in three years. I am looking for a
great business this fall. The retailers are not
stocked up as they should be and the jobbers are
going to have a hard time to supply the retail
trade with all the goods needed when the time
comes. The prospects are certainly good in the
central States. Father and mother will be home
about September 15th."
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A HIGH-GRADE LINE d EMBLEM RINGS at a MODERATE PRICE
ANY ORDER ANY FINGER SIZE AT $15.00 LIST
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THESE RINGS ARE ALL PLUMP 10 K.—AVERAGE 6 clwts. each—center emblems raised and modeled—rings all enameled in appropriate colors–
all hand engraved. We will send you any order—any finger size—at $15.00 list. The best ring on the market at any price.

Let us tell you of our new selling 
interest you. Tire A. P. CRAFT CO. —and Special Jewelers— Indianapolis, Ind.Makers of Emblem Rings

plan. It will 

THE REES SCHOOL

F. H. REES, Principal
Author "Art of Engraving"

" Modern Letter Engraving," $1.50. " The Art of Engraving," $1.50 by mail

Strictly High Class
Famous for High-Grade Workmen
Most Talked of School in the Country
School Founded on Merit
Good as Skill and Money Can Make It

Personal Instructions
Established 19 Years

 1

Write for

NEW CATALOGUE
Just completed

ENGRAVING
WATCHMAKING

"REES SPECIAL"
GRAVER

THE FINEST GRAVER MADE• Mounted, ground,
sharpened correctly and ready to use. SO cents each. Made by band (tapered),
of the finest imported razor steel. Every one guaranteed. Ask for Catalogue.

REES 8CE-100L-,
Steele Memorial Building, Cor. Lake and Market St.., ELMIRA, N.Y.

Artistic Hand-Made Banquet Rings
SILVER, WITH OOLD ORNAMENTATION

REAL STONES OF ALL KINDS

I KKO MATSUMOTO, Manufacturing Jeweler.
Room 316 American Central Life Building, INDIANAPOLIS, IND

Learn Watchmaking
Watchmaking pays anti you
ean earn while you learn.
Write for FREE BOO K,
"How to be a Watchmaker."
Postal brings it.

STONE'S SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
901 Globe Hulloing, ST. PAUL, MINN.

09'6

Watch Repairing forthe Trao
I am prepared to do anything in the
WATCH REPAIRING LINE. All
work receives my personal attention.

Price-list on application.
31
3 
Flynn Building

H. J. SMITH,Des Moines, low

ENGRAVED SOUVENIR SPOONS Buildings, $3.50 per Dot.
Names, 1.20

!!!!'
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BRIGHT CUT STYLE -

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

J. E. Reagan, of Baldwin-Miller Company;
Charles W. Lauer, of Charles W. Lauer & Corn-
pany, and Isidor Grohs, of the I. Grohs Jewelry
Company, were the Indianapolis jobbers who at-
tended the annual meeting of the National Whole-
sale Jewelers' Association at New York in June.
They were all very glad to have been there and
feel that much benefit to both the jobber and
retailer is to be derived from these meetings. The
friendly, fraternal spirit dis-
played was especially com-
mented upon. Mr. Reagan's
position as a member of the
executive committee does not
expire until June, 1910.

The-always-to-be-counted -
upon midsummer quiet settled
down upon the local jewelry
trade rather heavily last month.
Vacations were in order, while
several firms took advantage
of the quiet to clean up both
stock and fixtures. Everybody
and everything will be in good
order to meet the fall business,
which is expected to be quite
up to normal.

John A. Bernloehr, ac-
companied by his wife and
family, is enjoying a pleasure
trip West. The trip includes
stops at Vancouver, B. C.;
Seattle, Wash., and Los An-
geles, Cal. Mr. Bernloehr is
the junior member of the retail
jewelry firm of Chris Bern-
loehr & Brother, on East
Washington Street.

J. B. Shepherd, formerly
with the I. Grohs Jewelry Com-
pany, of this city, has recently
become a member of the house
force of Balwin-Miller Co.
He is well known to the
jewelry trade throughout the
State.

John T. Gardner, traveling
representative for Baldwin-
Miller Co., visited Columbus,
Ohio, the last of June as an
especially appointed representa-
tive from Indiana to the Su-
preme Council of the United

America.
Travelers' of

H. H. Bishop, jeweler and
optician on Virginia Avenue,
spent two weeks in July camp-
ing on Blue River, near Rushville, Ind. Mir.
tBois6htohp. is President of the Indiana Retail Jewelers'
Association and hopes to join a number of retail
dealers throughout the State in attending the con-
vention of the American National Retail Jewelers'
Association, to be held in Omaha, August 2d

During a recent visit to South Bend, Ind.,
Clarence W. Geer, watchmaker with H. H. Bishop,
enjoyed atripomthpraonuygh the plant of the South
Bend Watch 

c 

Henry A. Winn, local watch inspector for a
number of steam and electric roads, had a heavy
watch inspection during the month of July.

Harry Cohen, of H. Cohen & Sons, has been
on the sick list for several weeks.

Lon R. Mauzy, jeweler on Massachusetts
Avenue, started July Loth for a visit with his
parents in San Francisco, Cal. Mr. Mauzy was
accompanied by his wife. The trip will include
adouvhriinsnigtHtmooirti.ohwemaSayueazwtyts lie 

will 
Exposition and Dallas, Tex.

John
absence. have   

charge of the store

Jr H. Reed is spending his vacation on his
beautifully located farm in the hills of Brown

County, Ind. Mr. Reed is doirIg much of the
carpenter work himself on the bungalow that is
being erected on the place. In Mr. Reed's absence
the store is in charge of his son Will.

Ikko Matsumoto was given an order to make
a suitable prize for the national balloon race that
came off in Indianapolis, June 5th. Carl Fisher,
President of the Aero Club of Indiana, and
donor of the prize, wished something unique—
something different from the usual prize cup.
Matsumoto designed and executed the beautiful
prize that has won admiration and praises from
all over the country. On a sterling silver plate,
16 x 20 inches and weighing 50 ounces, he repre-
sented, in "repousse," four balloons gracefully
sailing through the air, clouds floating about them,
while far below is the rapidly disappearing land-
scape. The plate is mounted in a solid oak frame
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many friends and customers wish him and his
wife much happiness.

Kernel & Zink, manufacturing jewelers, have
moved from Room 34 to Room 35 in the Waverly
Building, on North Meridian Street. The new
quarters are larger and better adapted to their
business needs.

J. C. Sipe left Indianapolis July Toth for
Pittsburg, Pa. There he joined his brother, Sam
F. Sipe, the well-known jeweler and diamond
merchant, and his nephew, young Sam. July 14th
the party sailed for Amsterdam to purchase dia-
monds for both the Indianapolis and Pittsburg
stores. 0. N. Allen, J. C. Sipe's head man, will
have the management of the business during Mr.
Sipe's absence from the city.

Walter J. Kleinlein, representative of the E.
Howard Watch Company, spent a day in Indian-

apolis last month on his way
East after a vacation spent in
Indiana. Mr. Kleinlein has a
number of old friends in In-
dianapolis, where he was at
one time employed as watch-
maker by Chris Bernloehr &
Brother.

Miss Laura Steffens, head
of the cut glass and china de-
partments of Charles Mayer &
Company, will sail July moth
on the Potsdam for a visit of
two months in Europe. Miss
Steffens is well known to the
traveling representatives of the
art pottery, glass and china
trades.

Dyer Brothers (Arts and
Crafts Shop) have been ap-
pointed official jewelers
throughout the United States
for the T. K. A. Greek fra-
ternity society. George Dyer
recently played an important
part in a difficult surgical op-
eration. He made and assisted
in placing, a silver nose for a
youth who had lost, through
disease, the entire bone of his
nose. The new silver nose was
made to replace one that Mr.
Dyer had made four years ago
but had been outgrown by the
patient. The accuracy and
finish of Mr. Dyers' work were
very much appreciated by the
operating surgeon.

Carl F. Walk, of J. C.
Walk & Son, is enjoying his
vacation on Georgian Bay,
angling for members of the
finny tribe.

The following retail jewelers
will close their stores at 5
o'clock the first five days of the
week, from July 5th to Sep-
tember 3d: C. Bernloehr &
Brother, F. L. Bryant, H. A.

Comstock, H. Cohen & Sons, Dyer Brothers, F.
M. Herron, L. F. Kiefer & Son, Charles Mayer
& Company, Lou R. Mauzy, Fletcher M. Noe, J.
C. Walk & Son.

Gray, Gribben & Gray have added attractive
watch and optical signs to the front of their new
store on North Pennsylvania Street.

The A. P. Craft Company took advantage of
the Fourth of July holidays to have their office
thoroughly cleaned and redecorated. The firm is
prepared to do an increased business in emblem
goods this fall. The line of emblem rings will
be given special attention.

Leo Markowitz, Secretary of the I. Grohs
Jewelry Company, will spend July and August
visiting his regular trade in Texas.

John C. Ertel is preparing to add to his stock
of jewelry and in the future will make it an im-
portant part of the business of the Ertel Loan
Office, at 209 Massachusetts Avenue.

H. M. Goold, engraver for J. C. Walk & Son,
took his vacation last month. While he was away
Arthur Hutto did the fine engraving for the firm.

(Continued on page 1259)

Unique balloon trophy

with a small silver plate at the top, on which
Matsumoto reproduced a splendid photograph and
the signature of the winner, A. Holland Forbes.
At the bottom of the frame is another silver plate,
on which is engraved : "The Fisher Trophy, pre-
sented to A. Holland Forbes, who remained in
the air 35 hours, 12 minutes, June 5, 1909."

J. E. Reagan's family are spending July and
August at their summer home near Ludington,
Mich. Mr. Reagan will join them later in the
season.

J. P. Mullally, Vice-President of the Ameri-
can Order of Owls, is being pushed by his friends
as a candidate for Supreme President at the an-
nual convention, soon to be held at Reading, Pa.

Charles W. Lauer, Jr., and Miss Margaret
Merwin were married July 7th at the home of the
bride's sister, in this city. The groom's gift to the
bride was a diamond brooch. After a short wed-
ding trip Mr. and Mrs. Lauer returned to this
city and after August 1st will be at home to their
friends in the "Roberts." C. W. Lauer, Jr., is a
popular young traveling representative for his
father's wholesale jewelry house, C. W. Lauer &
Company, in the State Life Building. Mr. Lauer's
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Gold Filled CHAINS
and BRACELETS
in every description
in 1/10 1/4 gold only

0 UR sales in 1908 were fifty per cent.more than in 1907. Our sales for
the last six months were more than double
that in 1908 for the same time.

41, Our factory was running to its full
capacity all through the hard times. This
makes us believe that we make the best
Chain for quality, finish and price on the
market.

la, A little time spent with our traveling
representative when he calls on you will
convince you that the

TRADE-MARK

A&Z LINE
TRADE-MARK

of Chains are the best in design, finish,
quality and price.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES:

MR. GEO. GARLAND
Care of Columbus Safe Deposit Co., Chicagc, III.

MR. ED. J. GROSS
201 Aragon Building, Kansas City, Mo.

MR. SAMUEL LOEB
Glenn Building, Cincinnati, Ohio

MR. J. SHEA
71-73 Nassau Street, New York

MR. F. V. GLIDDEN
Traveling Representative, covering the Pacific Coast

MR. M. S. OLIN
Traveling Representative, covering Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Virginia and Washington, D. C.

MR. W. P. JEFFERSON and
MR. CHAS. ANSHEN

Covering the New England States

A & Z CHAIN Cr, 116 Chestnut 
Street

V. PROVIDENCE, R. I.
 Makers of 1110 Gold Filled Chains and Bracelets 

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE CHAIN MAKERS TO THE RETAIL TRADE
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Patent

Four - Picture Lockets

The only Locket on the market
with an entirely invisible joint.

Made in High-Grade Gold Filled
and 10 K Gold by

The LEACH G)MILLER CO.
Manufacturers of

Gold Filled Lockets, Bracelets and Neck Chains
10 K. Gold Brooches, Scarf Pins and Ear Screws

Office and FactoryMain .

31 UNION STREET :: ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Office Chicago Office San Francisco Office

12 JOHN STREET 103 STATE STREET 45 KEARNEY STREET

WE SELL THE JOBBING TRADE ONLY

This Four-Picture Locket is manufactured under our patent, in 11K. Gold only.
by 1'. W. Adams Co., New York
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The Portola Festival, which is to take place
in this vicinity in the middle of October, is be-
ginning to shape itself. The reports from the
different commissioners who are interviewing the
foreign governments in the several countries of
Europe are meeting with very flattering success.
Through the progressiveness of these commis-
sioners almost every European power will be
represented in our waters with formidable war
fleets. There is some talk of a visit from the
Wright Brothers, who have lately returned from
their interesting European trip, where they
demonstrated their new flying machine. The
Hotelkeepers' Association have already started
bookings for accommodations for the vast army
of visitors who are expected here from all over
the world. The committee in charge are doing
some successful boosting at the exposition which
is now being held at Seattle, Wash. The whole-
sale jewelry committee are making preparations
to take care of all of the out-of-town visiting
tradesmen who contemplate visiting this city dur-
ing the period of the festival.

Charles Niner, the pioneer retail jeweler of
Pleasanton, Cal., was among the out-of-town
tradesmen in this city recently.

Alphonse judis, the well-known wholesale
jeweler of this city, returned from his eastern
buying trip on July 1st. Mr. Judis returned via
Northwest, where he spent some time visiting his
many friends, the retail jewelers.

C. J. Walter, who was for a number of years
one of the leading retail jewelers of Los Angeles,
has opened a new attractive jewelry establishment
at 729 South Broadway.

The Jewel Box is the newest retail jewelry
store in this city, located at 759 Market Street.

The diamonds and other precious stones,
valued at $1500, which were stolen two weeks
ago from the show window of Clark & Linskog's
jewelry store by men who tunneled under the
building and cut a hole through the bottom of
the window, have been recovered by the Sheriff.
They were found inclosed in a canvas sack and
buried near a tree in Murray canyon, about ten
miles from this city. William Hussey and C.
Larsen are under arrest on suspicion of having
been connected with the robbery.

Fred Roth, of the well-known wholesale dia-
mond house of M. Schussler & Co., has just re-
turned from the diamond markets of Europe.
Mr. Roth was accompanied by his wife and they
had been away for three months. Mr. Roth re-
turns with the largest purchase that has ever
been made in diamonds by this house since it
has been in existence.

Mr. Greenwald, accompanied by his family,
passed through this city en route to the exposi-
tion at Seattle. This gentleman is connected with
the well-known jewelry firm of Greenwald &
Adams, Tucson, Arizona.

Webb C. Ball has been appointed General
Time Inspector for the Northwestern Pacific.
This time inspection went into effect on the 1st
of July and will be installed under the able
nFiraancngisecnoienct 

Cal.

W. F. Hayes, Assistant General
Time Inspector, Room to58 Flood Building, San

Marx & Bloch, the enterprising retail
jewelers of Portland, Ore., are about to open a
new store on Morrison Street, in the same city.

E. E. Freeman, who was in the employ of the
American Jewelry Co., of Bakersfield, Cal., has
bought out and will conduct the store that was
formerly owned by E. E. McEvoy, Kennet, Cal.

George E. Green, who is connected with the
G. W. Green Jewelry Co., of Woodland, Cal., was
among the out-of-town tradesmen seen buying
among the local wholesalers lately.

J. C. Miller, who has been connected with
the. wholesale jewelry interests, has accepted a
position and is now on his initial trip for his
new employers, the Alphonse-Judis Co.

T. G. Patton, who conducts a retail jewelry
store in Placerville, Cal., called on his friends
in the wholesale jewelry trade last month and
purchased some seasonable goods for immediate
sale.

W. C. Lean, the progressive retail jeweler of
San Jose, Cal., called at THE KEYSTONE office a
short time ago and reported the outlook for busi-
ness in his growing community as being very
bright. Mr. Lean remarked that the hundred
thousand visitors that they had on the 4th of
July helped conditions materially in and around
San Jose.

Carl Landecker, retail jeweler of St. Helena,
was also among the out-of-town tradesmen in this
market on a buying trip.

M. Lossman, who was formerly located on
Golden Gate Avenue, is now occupying a very
attractive store at 115oT/2 Market Street.

G. Gensler, who was formerly on Van Ness
Avenue, is now occupying an attractive new es-
tablishment at 1106 Market Street.

Lesslee is another one of the new retail
jewelry firms which has just opened up in this
city. The new establishment is located at 934
Market Street.

The Diamond Palace is among the latest
establishments to come downtown inside of the
old fire line. The new store has been opened
at 20 Eddy Street.

S. Samuels, who, since the fire, was located
on Filmore Street, opened his new attractive
retail jewelry store at 895 Market Street, on Sat-
urday, June 19th.

The Diamond House was also among the
openers on Saturday, June 19th. The new store
is located at 928 Market Street. The exterior is
trimmed in marble with large plate glass show
windows and the interior wood work is high-class
mahogany.

The San Francisco Watchmaking School is
now operating under a full head of steam at 325
Kearny Street, San Francisco. This new estab-
lishment has an efficient corps of instructors in
watchmaking, engraving and optics and will be
a factor in this market in supplying the local
retailers in efficient help.

A. Eisenberg, Jr., left home for Europe in
the early part of July on a diamond-purchasing
trip. This is the second time this year that this
gentleman has found it necessary to go abroad
as the papers he bought in February have been
very much depleted since then. Mr. Eisenberg
expects to be away the usual period of six weeks.

Colonel A. Andrews is making strenuous ef-
forts to open up his new attractive establishment,
to be located at 30 Kearny Street. This retail
jeweler's stores have always been known as the
celebrated jewelry stores of San Francisco.
Previous to the fire he was located on Montgom-
ery, and afterwards on Van Ness Avenue. The
new store will be an exact duplicate of its two
predecessors.

Indianapolis Letter

(Continued from page I.:51)

Amdur Bros. have opened the Buffalo Loan
Office and retail jewelry store at 242 Massachu-
setts Avenue. M. Amdur, the manager, was
formerly employed as watchmaker with W. Suss-
man on West Washington Street.

The assertion, recently made by one of the
leading retail jewelers of Indianapolis that the
people were spending a very large per cent. of the
money that in former years went into diamonds
and jewelry on automobiles, seems to be proven
by the records of the Secretary of State. 3200
automobile licenses were issued from April 1st
to July 9th. There were 2951 issued during the
three months ending June 30th and 249 were is-
sued during the first eight days of July. In the
same length of time last year 1559 licenses were
issued, showing that the automobile business for
1909 in Indiana is nearly double that of 19o8. Al-
though some second-hand machines were sold
during that time, practicaly all the licenses were
issued for new machines sold in the State. The
Secretary of State estimates that the average price
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of the entire 3200 would easily be $moo each.
That makes the records show $3,2oo,000 spent in
Indiana for automobiles in the too days covering
the secretary's report. An average of $32,000
per clay. Was there much left to invest in dia-
monds?

Dyer Brothers have begun extensive improve-
ments on the rooms occupied by the "Arts and
Crafts Shop" and Clark's Time Shop, at 234
Massachusetts Avenue. The shop will be made
several feet deeper and the roof, over the office
and salesroom, raised sufficiently to permit the
building of a wide and airy balcony in the rear,
where the watchmakers' and engravers' benches
will be placed. The entire ground floor will be
used for a salesroom and for the classes in metal
work and arts and crafts jewelry.

Believing in spreading the Gospel of Good
Cheer, Balwin-Miller Company have sent the trade
cards bearing the good advice:

When this old world seem out of plumb,
And business is on the bum,
A 2-cent grill and a lifted chin
Helps some, my boy,

HELPS SOME!
BALDW I N-M ILLER COMPANY

Wholesale Jewelers
In(lianapolis, Incl.

William Springliorn, manager of the watch
department of Charles Mayer & Company, was
off on a vacation in July. During that time Tom
Brady had charge of the department.

Friends at this point have received word of
the recent marriage of Otto Burhman, of Jack-
sonville, Ill., where he is employed as watchmaker
with Dennis Schram. Mr. Burlunan has many
friends in Indianapolis (where he was at one
time located), who extend to him and his bride
hearty congratulations. Walter A. Burhman,
traveling representative for Baldwin-Miller Co.,
is a brother of Otto Burliman.

John J. Kappes has opened a new jewelry
store at Batesville, Ind. Mr. Kappes was formerly
employed by Ralph Zimmerman, also of Batesville.

M. R. Kemper, of Kemper Bros., at Green-
town, Ind., made a recent purchasing trip to In-
dianapolis and at the same time attended the com-
mencement exercises of one of the leading music
schools of the city. Mr. Kemper's wife was one
of the graduates who finished with high honors.

The many friends of Mr. Wherley, of
Wherley & Hoke, express sympathy for him in
the recent death of his father at Hartford City,
Ind. Wherley & Hoke conduct jewelry stores at
Portland, Ridgeville and Hartford City, Ind.

William Beatty, of West Lebanon, Ind., was a
recent welcome buyer on this market. He re-
ported business as very fair in his town.

Floyd R. Cole, at Albion, Ind., has been
succeeded by H. P. Rogers, who will continue
the business at the same old stand.

J. W. Thompson, jeweler-optician at Danville.
Ind., was recently met at one of the local jobbing
houses. Mr. Thompson belongs to the optimistic
club, always ready with a smile and a cheerful
greeting. He reported business as very good and
sure to grow better by early fall.

William Espey, bookkeeper for Baldwin-
Miller Co., was off on a vacation last month.

A change has been announced in the personnel
of the firm of Baster & McGarry, at Hammond,
Ind. Mr. Baster withdrew from the firm. The
business will be continued at the old stand by
J. E. McGarry.

J. F. Sweiger, formerly of Delphi, Ind., is
now located at Flora, in the same State.

George F. Beach has removed his jewelry
stock at Valparaiso, Ind., into a larger and better
located store room, which has been fitted with
handsome modern fixtures.

H. H. Bowman. of Remington, Ind., recently
purchased the jewelry stock of Joseph Myer, at
Brookston, Ind., and added it to his own stock at
Remington.

Charles A. Rigdon, jeweler, as well as Mayor
of the City of Warsaw, Ind., was in Indianapolis
last month inspecting the plant of the Indianapolis
Water Company, with a view to obtaining in-
formation that might be of use in building a new
water plant for his own city.



you feel sore over a lost watch sale for lack
of the right selection from your Jobber, you
will be justified in trying some other Jobber.

NOW 1 With a selection from our line there will not be a lost sale, because the
A desirables are here. Make it a specialty and cater to this demand.

Your Interest
IcIrofit6t Will be the gainer.

Bank Acct. 
I
) 

What more can you ask?

ELGIN
WALTHAM )
HOWARD
HAMILTON , Movements
STANDARD
EXCELSIOR )

Catalogue on Application
Strictly Wholesale
A Full Line of Jewelry

BOSS

CRESCENT

CROWN

KEYSTONE

Cases
All Metals

AND VERY POWERFUL IN
CHRONOGRAPHS THIN MODELS-all kinds
HORSE TIMERS CHATELAINES " "
SPLIT SECONDS BENCH TIMERS
PHYSICIANS' WATCHES ALARM WATCHES
NURSES' WATCHES FOOTBALL WATCHES
AUTOMOBILE WATCHES

$5.50 to $400.00

Swigart Watch & Optical Co

C. L. GUINAND'S
Split Horsetimers

and Split
Chronographs

328, 330, 332 Superior St.
• TOLEDO, OHIO

In all kinds of Cases for
Horsemen, Automobilists
and Scientific Purposes

41 Acknowledged in Europe and America as the most
accurate and reliable make on the market. Neat and up-to-
date in every way. Send for illustrated booklet of all kinds

of Complicated Watches and place your order early, as these
goods have been short every season for past five years.

JULES RACINE & CO.
Chicago, 103 State St. New York, 37 Maiden Lane
  I_XCLUSIVE IMPORTERS 

A REAL INVESTMENT
When you buy Quincy Special cases or store equipment, you're
not piling up expenses-you're making a good, profitable invest-
ment.

Qtax49 510eztat C44424
Have a real SELLING INFLUENCE. and keep right on doing good service
for years. That's because they're made from the very best material-quarter-
sawed oak. Cost more? Not a cent more than the cheaper, unreliable kind.
It's really worth your while to investigate NOW. Store equipment, too-the
sante high quality.

We've a catalog all ready to mail you.

QUINCY SHOW CASE WORKS
QUINCY

Wichita, Kans., 314 Barnes Bldg.
Chicago, 247 Jackson Blvd.
Dallas, Tex., 308 Trust Bldg.

ILLINOIS

San Francisco. 134 Sansome St.
Jacksonville, Fla., 20-28 Julia St.

All *1St, 190()
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Very few complaints are heard about business
conditions among jewelry dealers in Toledo at
the present time. Once in a while one will be
found who will say that business is still a little
quiet, but from nearly every source conies the
information that trade is fast returning to the
prosperous old times. The month of June was
a splendid one and the first half of July indicates
that the month will exceed the mark set in June.
Wherever you talk to a jeweler in this section
you find optimism. Dealers are looking forward
to some record-breaking trade later in the season
and express themselves as highly gratified with
the present status of affairs in jewelry circles.
All indications point to a heavy fall trade and
it seems probable that dealers will place orders
on a more liberal scale than they have for a long
time. Everyone feels that ftings will certainly
be humming before this y-ar di;.-vs to a close.

Wholesale and manufacturing concerns are
among the first to feel the decided betterment of
conditions. Orders are coming in splendidly
from all over for holiday goods and salesmen who
have started on their rounds report a much better
feeling. The condition seems to be general. The
laboring classes ate noticeably better off than they
have been for a long time and this has brought
about increased demand for the medium and
cheaper grades of jewelry. Some high-priced
stuff is also beginning to find a market and it is
evident that capitalists and the wealthier classes
are resting easier than they were a few months
ago, when it seemed impossible to interest them
in anything in the Pne of jewels. Retailers will
buy for holiday trade much more readily than
they did last fall. Not only are stocks lower
than they were but there is more confidence as
to what the future will bring forth.

Optical business is reported to be at least
up to normal and it is evident that everything
in that line is becoming more active. People
generally, have more money to spend and the
optical business is one of the first to feel the
benefit of this condition. There is more life all
the way through the business, from the manu-
facturer down to the retail dealer, than has
characterized the situation for months.

Thieves broke a glass in the door at the
home of Caroline Love, on Fulton Street, Toledo,
recently in broad daylight and then proceeded to
leisurely ransack the house. They secured a two-
stone diamond ring, brooch set with diamonds,
another diamond ring, a gold watch and some
silverware. The family was absent at the time.

An order was recently issued by the Probate
Court of Auglaize County, authorizing the pur-
chase of a hundred-dollar diamond ring for Wil-
liam Schilling, a paroled prisoner of the Toledo
State Hospital for the Insane. Schilling desires
to wear the ring in honor of his father and his
guardian and the court humored the foible.

J. G. Kapp, the Summit Street jeweler, is re-
ceiving more than his share of attention from the
light-fingered gentry. About four months ago
the store was burglarized, the thief, however,
being caught in the act. A short time ago the
store was again broken into, the thief gaining
entrance by a skeleton key. District Watchman
John Sheehy discovered the robber busily at work
rifling the show cases. Sheehy sent in a telephone
call for the city police, which was responded to
Promptly by seven patrolmen and detectives. The
thief was arrested and several pieces of jewelry,a number of pawn tickets, a bunch of skeleton
keys and a steel punch were found upon his
person. While the pawn tickets were being ex-
amined by Lieutenant Conmay the thief suddenly
grabbed them and before anyone could interferehad torn them into bits. They were pieced to-
gether, however, and are being held against him.The thief gave his name as Fred Foster, alias
Frank Russell, age 28, and occupation as a car-
penter. The local police believe him to be a very
clever crook and think he came here from Cleve-land. A day or two previous to the robbery at the
store the Kapp residence was entered and robbed
of about $200 worth of jewelry. The family
Were sitting on the front porch at the time.

KEYSTONE

At a banquet held by the train dispatchers of
the Indianapolis division of the Big Four, at
Bellefontaine, Ohio, recently, a fine diamond stud
was presented to Charles W. Buchanan, who was
about to leave for Cleveland to assume his duties
as trainmaster of the Cleveland-Indianapolis and
Cleveland-Galion divisions of the Big Four.

Carl Irwin, of Toledo, salesman for the C. G.
Alford Co., left this week on his western trip,
covering Pacific slope territory.

Toledo is believed to have a burglar with a
fad. This fad is thought to be antique jewelry.
The basis of this belief, which is held by the local
police, is the fact that a number of burglaries
have recently occurred here in which the only
articles missing were old-fashioned jewelry. The
latest of these robberies occurred recently at the
home of Barton Smith, on Madison Avenue,
where a number of heirlooms, valued far above
their intrinsic worth, were taken. Among the
stolen articles are a silver card case, an old-
fashioned lady's gold watch, set of garnet shirt
buttons, cuff buttons bearing Masonic emblem,
set of pearl shirt studs and a gold tie holder.

H. B. Stone, a watchmaker employed at J. G.
Kapp's jewelry store, will leave with his family
about August 1st for Port Huron, where they
will enjoy a ten-days' vacation.

John Haggerty and Charles Trimble, of
Cleveland, were acquitted a few days ago in
Judge Manton's court of stealing a $160 diamond
ring from E. J. Martin, of Toledo. It was
claimed that Martin brought the men from Cleve-
land, paying their fares and their lodging at the
Hanner House, and they reciprocated this kind-
ness by stealing his diamond ring.

E. Gross, junior member of the firm of M.
Judd, has returned from an eastern trip. Some
business matters received his attention during the
trip and he also attended a family reunion at his
old home in Danville, Pa.

John Kapp, watchmaker at the J. G. Kapp
store, has rented a cottage at Toledo Beach and
expects to leave soon on his two weeks' vacation.
He will be accompanied by his family.

Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Kapp and daughters,
Misses Marie and Irma, will leave next Thursday
in a big Peerless touring car for an automobile
tour, which will probably aggregate 4800 miles,
taking in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Gettys-
burg, the Berkshires and White Mountains.

Annual Convention American National
Retail Jewelers' Association

As the annual convention of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association, to be held
in Omaha August 2d to 6th, will probably be in
session by the time this issue reaches many of
our readers, we will simply direct attention to the
comprehensive character of the programme in
order to whet the trade appetite for the complete
report of the convention proceedings which will
appear in our September issue. The programme
is as follows :

MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 2D

initiation into the "Aksarben."
TUESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 3D

9.00 Registration of delegates.
9.30 Music.
10.00 Call to order. Invocation by Rev. Love-

land, Omaha.
10.00 Address of welcome by Mayor of Omaha.
10.30 Response, A. E. Paegel, Minneapolis, Minn.
10.50 Appointment of committee.
11.00 Report of National Secretary S. Callison,

Dexter, Iowa.
111.00 Report of National Treasurer R. C. Bernau,

Greensboro, N. C.
11.30 Address-"Why Are We Here?" C. H.

Williams, Condon, Oregon.
12.00 Adjournment.
1.30 Music.
1.30 Report of Credentials Committee.
2.00 President's Address, J. P. Archibald, Blairs-

ville, Pa.
2.30 Address-"Trials and Tribulations of a

Country Jeweler." Senator Henry Zilli-
ken (jeweler), Wellsburg, W. Va.

3.00 Address-"The Retail Jeweler as an Adver-
tiser." R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
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3.30 Address-"The Social Life of the Retail
Jeweler." A. F. Jahnke, Richmond, Va.

4.00 Address-"The Financial Advantages of
Local Jewelers' Clubs." John C. Pierik,
Springfield, Ill.

4.30 Address-"The Value of Horological Edu-
cation and Horological Laws." T. L.
Combs, Omaha, Nebr.

5.00 Question Box. (Two-minute talks.)
5.45 Announcements and adjournment.
Evening-Lecture by Chas. Higginbotham, of

South Bend Watch Co.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 4TH-MANUFAC-
TURERS' AND JOBBERS' DAY

99.0°30 Call to order.
9.40 Announcements.
10.00 Address-"Dollars and Sense." Harry Hy-

man (Hyman, Berg & Co.), Chicago.
10.30 Address-"Imagination in Your Business."

H. C. Carpenter, sales manager of South
Bend Watch Co.

moo Address-"How Much Wear is a Consumer
Entitled to on a Time Guaranteed Watch
Case?" Albert M. Dueber, President
Dueber-Hampden Watch Works.

11.30 Address-"Manufacturer, Jobber and Re-
tailer on Common Ground." Geo. H. Ed-
wards, Secretary National Wholesale
Jewelers' Association.

12.00 Adjournment.
1.30 Music and call to order.
1.30 Address-"Personality, Profit, Publicity."

Steele F. Roberts, of E. P. Roberts &
Sons, Pittsburg, Pa.

2.00 Address-"A New Era in Business." Jacob
Franks, President of Rockford Watch
Company.

2.30 Address-Building Up a Retail Watch Busi-
ness." W. H. Ingersoll (R. H. Ingersoll
& Bros.), New York City.

3.00 Address-"On the Firing Line." Guy V.
Dickinson, Vice-President Elgin National
Watch Co.

3.30 Address-"Signs of the Times." George E.
Fahys, Vice-President Fahys Watch Case
Co.

4.00 Address-"A Golden Opportunity." Earnest
Lunt, President Towle Manufacturing Co.

4.30 Address-"Justice and Evolution." Joseph
Mazer, Oklahoma.

5.00 Adjournment.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
8.00 Banquet.
Music, Emil Geist, St. Paul, Minn.
Toastmaster's address.
Greetings from A. N. R. J. A.
Toast, Rev. Loveland, Omaha, Nebr.
Toast, Hon. Win. Jennings Bryan, Lincoln, Nebr.

THURSDAY MORNING, AUGUST 5TH

9.00 Music and call to order.
9.10 Report of Executive Committee.
9.15 Report of other committees.
9.30 Address-"The Panama Canal; Panama

and Its Future Prospects." Hon. S. 0.
Bigney, Attleboro, Mass.

10.00 Election of officers.
12.00 Announcements and adjournment.
1.30 Music and call to order.
2.00 Address-"Betterments in Business." A. F.

Sheldon, President Sheldon School, Chi-
Ill.

3.00 Anncoaugnoc'neints and adjournment.
THURSDAY EVENING

Public reception and viewing exhibits.
FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 6TH

9.00 Music and call to order.
9.15 Address-"The Federation of Mercantile

Organization as a Factor in Modern Busi-
ness Methods." A. E. Barker, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

10.: Report of Resolution Committee.
moo Adoption of Resolutions.
I 1. 

Announcements.
1.30 Adjournment.

1.30 Music and call to order.

1:40 New 5 
Unfinished business.

23 
3.30 Love feast and farewells.
4.00 Adjournment.
Evening-Initiation into "Ku-Ku's."



Emblem Goods

Neck Chains

Cigar Cutters

33-43 Gold Street, NEW
Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobb ng Trade
 THE LARGEST LINE OF 

Pocket Knives

Lapel Buttons

Vest Buttons

EVER BEFORE SHOWN BY ANY MANUFACTURER

Silver and Gold

Thimbles

Tie Clasps

Screw Earrings

Ring Mountings

Locket Rings

Bead Neck

Chains

Silver and Gold

Match Boxes

Coin Jewelry

Gold and Silver

Cigarette Cases

COLLAR, BUTTONS

ABSOLUTELY GUAliAl■iiiiii nAGAINST  BREAKAGE
STERN BROS. & CO.

33=43 Gold Street, New York 
To avoid delay
use local address
33-43 GOLD STREET

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department
68 Nassau Street, New York

Diamond Cutting Works

142 West 14th Street, New York

  Branch Offices  

Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place
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COLLAR BUTTONS

ABSOLUTELY GUARAI4ittlic4AGANST  BREAKAGE

STERN BROS. & CO.
33=43 Gold Street, New Yor

k 
GOLD STREET

To avoid delay
use local address
33-93 

Salesrooms and Offices of the Diamond Department
68 Nassau Street, New York

Diamond Cutting Works

142 West 14th Street, New York

  Branch Offices  

Amsterdam, Holland, 12 Tulp Straat London, Eng., Audrey House, Ely Place

Rings

Brooches

Lockets

Scarf Pins

Fobs

Bracelets

Studs

Crosses

Link Buttons

Hat Pins

Baby Pins

Veil Pins

Tie Clasps

Screw Earrings

Ring Mountings

Locket Rings

Bead Neck

Chains

Charms

Festoons

Barrettes

terdros46--
33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK
Makers of Gold Jewelry to the Jobbing Trade Exclusively

THE LARGEST LINE OF

Up-to-Date Novelties
EVER BEFORE SHOWN BY ANY MANUFACTURER

Popular Prices

Emblem Goods

Neck Chains

Cigar Cutters

Pocket K [lives

Lapel But tons

Vest Buttons

Collar Buttons

Rope Chains

Silver and Gold

Thimbles

and

Silver and Gold

Match Boxes

Fob Seals

Cameo Goods

Coin Jewelry

(;old and Silver

Cigarette Cases

t4W)
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KARNAK BRASS

ISIS
GODDESS OF
THE NILE

Worshipped by
the Egyptians as
the Great Bene-
factress.

BENEDICT MFG. Co.
East Syracuse, N. Y. '

KARNAK BRASS

LOTUS
THE SACRED LILY
of Egpyt--much used
in the Decorative Art
of the Ancients.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.
East Syracuse, N. Y.

The ancient Egyptians were great builders—such Temples as
Karnak, built by the Seti over fifteen centuries ago, the ruins of
which are still standing in an excellent state of preservation, prove
them GOOD BUILDERS.
We are metal workers, and the fact that our business has grown to its
present proportions proves us GOOD WORKERS also.
Our latest line is " KARNAK BRASS " founded on the principles
of utility and Art, of which we illustrate herein a few pieces—both
forms and decorations express the ideal features of Egyptian orna-
mental art. Each piece is hand decorated and finished in a most
attractive combination of dull brass and antique green. Each piece
has a distinct individuality.
We wish particularly to call the trade's attention to the fact that this
is a unique line—one in which every number is certain to prove a
quick and profitable seller.

Write for price-list and complete catalogue.
Full line on display at our New York Office,
409 Broadway; including Hand Hammered
Brass and Copper Art Goods, Silver Plated
Hollowware and Flatware, Gold-Plated Nov-
elties, Clocks, Jewel Boxes, Metallized Real
Rose Hat Pins.

eleBenedict M'cg Ca
East Syracuse —N.Y.

KARNAK BRASS

L: SPHINX
AN EGYPTIAN
MYTHOLOGI-
CAL MONSTER

Worshipped as
the Protectress of
Egypt.

I!I BENEDICT MFG. CO.
East Syracuse, N. Y.

KARNAK BRASS

A SPECIES OF REED
common in ancient
Egypt—used as a writ-
ing material. Also in
their decorative art.

BENEDICT MFG. CO.
East Syracuse, N. Y.

August, 1909 T H E

Display of Goods in Store and
Window

In the educational portion of the programmes
of the recent trade conventions the show window
and display of goods were favorite subjects of

discussion. The fact
is worthy of mention
as showing that the
trade are now fully
alive to the import-
ance of the show
window as a factor
in attracting trade.
In a paper devoted
to store and window,
entitled "The Shell
of the Business,"
Fred Pelcher. of
Mexico, Mo., ex-
pressed some very ex-,

Fred Fetcher cellent and practical
thoughts before the

St. Louis convention. His address was in part
as follows :

'The artist hangs his picture here and there
until he has obtained the light which best brings
out its beauty and design. But the business man
too often fails to throw the best light upon his
own business ; or, in other words, he falls into
the habit of thinking of the kernel as the whole
of the business nut, forgetting that all through
its tender years it will prove to be vigorous and
alive only as the shell shall prove healthful, help-
ful and protecting. Well grounded and firmly set,
indeed, must be that business which can afford
to take no thought of outside appearances or
make no effort towards display.

"No, competition is too great and the young
aspirant too energetic for any to lay aside this
drawing card. Young and old alike must be ever
on the alert. And the question with all is : 'How
best to promote the life of business?' The news-
paper man says 'Advertise.' And so often has he
said this that the world has become pretty well
educated up to the point. But the question re-
mains, 'How shall we most effectively advertise?'
Not through the press alone, although I would
detract nothing from the importance of telling to
the world what you have and what you can do.

"But do not stop
with telling. Show
your goods an d
show them in the
most inviting man-
ner. It is not the
man from Missouri
alone who has to be
shown. The world
at large is attracted
by whatever is pleas-
ing to the eye. And
in no line of busi-
ness is this more es-
pecially true than
with the jeweler.
Our wares are a
luxury rather than a
necessity, hence we
must appeal to the
beauty-loving, pleas-
ure-seeking world.
Not but that the man
of hard toil comes

KEYSTONE

often to purchase sonic simple gift of love ; but
he comes with his heart tuned to an appreciation
of beauty and sentiment. Then let us be pre-
pared to please such a one, as well as the con-
noisseur with his critical eye and educated tastes.

"A spade may be a spade under all circum-
stances, but a jewel takes luster from its sur-
roundings and its beauty is enhanced by a suitable
background and a tasteful arrangement. Since it
is not something the purchaser must have, but
something he desires because of its beauty and
attractiveness, then, to display it in the most
attractive way is plain business and common
sense. Make your show window a thing of
beauty, which will catch the eye of the passerby
and his exclamation of pleasure will attract
another. Thus you have thrown out a line which
will surely draw business to you. We cannot all
display jewels of fabulous worth and we may not
all afford costly fixtures. But, to the man with
his heart in the business there is nothing in the
jewelry line, down to the simple band of gold,
that may not be made to draw the attention and
supply the want of a customer.

"The designs to be followed in decorating
store fronts, show cases and all the appointments
for display are as varied as there are jewelers
and different classes of customer. It is a study
each one makes for himself. But let his aim be
to give to the whole, from back to front, that air
of elegance, brightness and cleanliness which
makes it a pleasure for the passerby to 'step in
and look around.' He sees a simple trinket here
and there nestling against the soft velvet and
catching the glow of the diamond, the ruby and
the sapphire. And they may awaken a spirit which
will sometimes loosen the shell of the tighest and
most grasping and cause him in a moment of
spontaneous generosity to take pleasure to others,
while he gladdens the soul of the man behind the
counter."

Suggestions for Window Trimmers
S. J. Huey, of Excelsior Springs, Mo., directed

attention to the same subject at the St. Louis
convention and urged on his brother jewelers the
necessity of a proper display of goods. He said
that the jeweler is no longer content with the
superannuated injunction, "If you do not see what
you want, ask for it." He recognized, on the
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other hand, that to see a thing is in many cases
to desire it. "A few days ago," said Mr. Huey,
"a lady and gentleman stopped in front of my
window and a few minutes later entered 'to just
look around,' as they expressed it, saying that
they did not wish anything in particular, but be-
fore they left the store I had sold them five dol-
lars' worth of goods and I am convinced the
sale was made through the display in the window.
I think that the show window could well be
named the 'silent salesman.' To my friends in
the trade I would give this advice : Keep the
show window clean, make it the most attractive
part of the store, decorating it, not with cheap,
but with rich material. Change the trim often
and keep the windows lighted at night. Always
have the display comprise the latest designs.

"The possibilities of the show window may
not appeal to you very favorably at first, but give
the subject a little thought and you will soon
realize its importance. An ordinary store and a
window filled with attractive, popular-priced goods
will keep trade moving through the dullest sea-
sons. It is imperative, in modern competition,
that an advertising medium so valuable as a show
window should not be neglected. When collecting
my thoughts on this subject I recalled numerous
window trims which I observed in the past year
or two in different parts of the State and most
of them would better fit some twenty years ago
than the present progressive conditions."

Double Deck Idea in a Jewelry Store
Window

We reproduce on this page a photograph of
the show windows of the Range Jewelry Co.,
Trenton, Mo. This window is arranged on the
double-deck plan, affording double window space,
as the lower decks can be as elaborately utilized
for display as those above. Access to the lower
displays is had by two sliding doors at the back
and goods can be easily removed without disturb-
ing the upper display. The lower portion of the
window is trimmed by taking out the upper floor,
which is in two sections. This removable floor
is also used as a hood for the electric lights and,
a full display can be made by taking this entirely
out and putting in chests of silver, pedestals,
statuary, or other large articles which could not
be so tastefully arranged

Double deck window arrangement in store of Range Jewelry Co., Trenton, Mo.

in an upper window
display. The arrange-
ment of these win-
dows is somewhat
unique and will prob-
ably give a valuable
idea to some of our
readers.

Many ideas of
novel character in
window arrangement
and display are daily
being evolved by in-
genious members of
the trade. It would
be very valuable to
all if our subscribers
made more use of
our pages as a clear-
ing house of ideas
on this subject. We
invite new ideas and
would be pleased to
have photographs of
displays.
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Practical Value of Howard Co-operation

THE merchandising policy of the Howard

  Watch Company is primarily for the

benefit of the responsible retail jeweler.

The rule of an established value and a fixed price

for the Howard Watch is in line with the worth of the

watch itself the finest made in America.

Leaders of the trade realize that the spirit in which the

consumer approaches the purchase of a Howard Watch the

confidence of known and undoubted value does much to

raise the whole plane of the watch business. It certainly
gives the retailer a higher standing with his customer, at the same time assuring

him of his legitimate profit.

Jewelers of standing find that the most effective way to improve

watch conditions is to identify themselves emphatically with the Howard

cam paign.

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.
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THE HOWARD WATCH

THE Wireless operator prefers a
HOWARD watch because he must

have accurate knowledge and record of the
sending and receiving time of messages.

His station is seldom in a comfortable office
building—it may be on a Battle Ship—an island
—or a rocky point along the coast.

In more than one hundred and fifty highly
specialized occupations the operatives will tell you

that the IlowARD is purposely designed and
adapted for their work.

Now a Howma) is a HowARI) wherever you
find it—the fact that men take it into the family,
so to speak, and make it an honorary member of their
trades or professions is the prettiest possible compliment.

A HOWARD watch is always worth what you payfor it.
The price of each HOWARD from the 17-jewel in a

fine gold-filled case (guaranteed for 25 years) at 35. OO ;
to the 23-jewel in a 14 K. solid gold case at $15o.00—is
fixed at the factory, and a printed ticket attached.

Drop us a postal, Dept. E, and we will send you
a HOWARD book of value to the watch buyer

E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
WALTHAM, MASS.

The above announcement appears in the leading magazines and periodicals for August. It reaches 7,5oo,000 subscribers (about 3o,000 ,000
readers). It will be seen by every man in your community- who can afford to buy a watch. Some of them will be interested. Arc you a
110 WARD dealer ? Do the people 0/your locality know that they can find the 110WARD at your store?

!I



SAILING ON THE WAVE
OF PROSPERITY

We, Aiu)ays Lead 117 u a h_y'
OP WO f!A" 127 17SAii:9 and
S qk Desisin .

We, solicit; qpecial Orders for
Ori:53in a 1Jfoiiniiigs lfr
Diamonds and Precious

017 e/S

HERE'S an alarm clock that will not come back on you. It has no
delicate points, no projecting bell to be knocked off, no attached
legs to be broken or bent. The whole works are enclosed in a

heavy, bronze plated cast iron armor that cares nothing for dust or rough-
house. Once put in place it will stay put and once sold it will stay sold.
IRONCLADS are packed twelve in a box containing 4 four-color

Posters, a booklet of ready-made Ads and electros for the retail dealer.
See reverse Page for prices.

The Western Clock mfg. Co.
NEW YORK, La Salle, Illinois. 131 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO,85 John St.
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ALARM

qs„ ces,

It's a good plan to have your customers bring back their IRONCLADS
every other year for oiling.

You can take an IRONCLAD out of its case in 15 seconds, you can
put it back in 20. You can handle it without detaching the back plate;
you can even clean it without taking off the hands and dial.

It's a clock well worth pushing and caring for; it's a clock well worth
writing for. We print dealer's name free on dials in case lots of 24.

80c
Net each in case lots of 24.

82c net in dozen lots. 85c net in single lots.
Height 5 inches. Dial 2i inches. Weight 21 lbs.

The Western Clock mfg. Co.
La Salle, Illinois.NEW YORK,

85 John St.

  3

CHICAGO,
131 Wabash Ave.

Easy Lessons in Drawing for

Watchmakers

No. 2

The method of drawing a wheel is very
much like the one described for pinions.
But, while it is very easy to draw a pinion
wheel, or, at least, it would be difficult to
often be difficult to do the same with a
wheel, or, at least it would be difficult to
show it all in a cut. Yet it is more neces-
sary to represent a wheel on a large kale
than a pinion in order to arrive at the
correct form for its teeth. In such a case
we can pursue a middle course and show
only a part of the wheel in the cut, but
represent that part enlarged as much as we
require. As the wheel alone presents us
special difficulty in drawing, we will draw
the wheel and pinion together and of the
correct proportionate sizes and forms.

First, we will draw a wheel and pinion
ill action on the line of centers. The reader
will do well to refer to the first article
entitled "About Depthings," in THE KEY-
STONE, where he will find much information
about the line of centers, proportionate
sizes and other points which will be of
great assistance in understanding this arti-.
de. We will, therefore, not repeat it
here, but proceed at once to our drawing.
Suppose that we have to draw a wheel
of forty teeth, working into a pinion of
eight leaves. That is not a very good
proportion for a gearing, but we choose it
so that we can get the whole drawing into
our cut. Accordingly we must show the
wheel five times as large as the pinion,
because the number of teeth is five times
that of the pinion.

The line PW, in Fig. 6, is the line of
centers, P being the center of the pinion,
and W that of the wheel. The wheel
being five times as large as the pinion,
its radius will be five times as long, and the
center distance will be composed of five
parts wheel radius and one part pinion
radius, or six parts in all. Take 1/6 of
WP, and measure off that distance from
P, which comes at the point marked i. Pr
is therefore the correct length for the pinion
radius and WI for the wheel radius. Set
your drawing compasses to the distance Pr,
and with P for a center draw the pitch

circle (or so much of it as you propose to
show), and finish up the pinion as directed
in article one. No further directions being
needed for that, we proceed to our wheel.

Set your compasses to the distance Wr,
and draw a part of the pitch circle of the
wheel, as marked XX. As our wheel has
forty teeth, and a circle has 360°, that would
be 3600 ± 40 = 9° on the circle for each
tooth. This is the distance from the front
of one tooth to the front of the next one,
and therefore it must be divided between
the body of the tooth and the space between
it and the next tooth. This division varies
somewhat in different cases, but it will
answer our present purposes if we take one-
half of the distance for the breadth of the
tooth and the other half for the space.
Then we have 4 1/2° for the breadth of
the tooth and 4 1/2° for the space.

Now \ye come to the manner of setting

of these distances on the pitch circles in the
drawing. As our wheel and pinion are to
be in action on the line of centers, that means
that the tooth and leaf meet on the line
WP at the point i. The face of the first
tooth lies in the line 14//, and the face of
the first leaf in the line Pr. The face of
the second tooth must be 9° above Wr;
but how much is 9°, and how shall we
measure it ? In the case of the pinion it
is easy to find! the proper distances, because
we can get a half circle, or, at least, a quarter
of the circle, in the drawing, and it is no
trouble to divide 1800, or 900, into smaller
portions, as we require. For instance, 45°
is one-half of a quarter circle, or 900, j. e.,
one-half way around the pitch circle from
I up to P; or it is one-quarter of a semi-
circle or 18o°, i. e., one-quarter of the
distance from 4 around up to PI, and one-
half the distance from P to Pz will come
at the point r.

But in the case of the wheel, we have
not room enough to get even a quarter of
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the pitch circle into the drawing, and we
therefore have no quarter circle to divide
up. How are we going to measure 9° up
from the line Wr on the pitch circle XX?
There are two ways generally employed.
First, if we have a sictor, or semicircular
protractor, as it is generally called, we lay
its straight side on the line WI, with the
center over the point W, and mark on the
pitch circle where the 9° division on the
sictor comes. But unless great care is used,
this method is not very accurate. A very
small error in the position of the straight
side or the center will make a large error
in the angle marked.

Second. We can measure off the same
length of pitch line on the wheel and on the
pinion, and, knowing the number of degrees
in one of the arcs or spaces (say that on
the pinion), we can find the number of
degrees in the other arc from that. We
know that a wheel and pinion should gear
and move as if they were two circular
rollers (the pitch circles) in contact. As
the wheel is five times as large as the pinion,
one revolution of the pinion would only cover
one-fifth the circumference of the wheel,
i. e., 360° on the pinion would only cover
72° on the pitch circle of the wheel, and
so in the same proportion for smaller
distances. Now, as our pinion has eight
leaves, there are 360° ± 8 = 45° on its
pitch circle for each leaf, i. e., from the face
of one leaf to the face of the next one.
And, since the wheel and pinion act as
rollers, and move forward uniformly, the
same length of arc that answers for one
leaf must be the proper length of arc for
one tooth on the pitch circle of the wheel.
As a given number of degrees on the pinion
covers only one-fifth as many. degrees on the
wheel, 45° on the pinion will measure 9° on
the wheel.

We therefore set our divider points as
close together as will allow us to handle
them conveniently, say so as to make five
steps to cover the 45° on the pinion from i to
2, and measure off the same five steps on
the pitch line of the wheel, starting at r.
They will come at the point marked a, and a
is therefore 9° above r, and is the place for
the front face of the second tooth. The
same distance from i downward gives us b
as the point for the front face of another

(Continued on page 1273)
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It's a good plan to have your customers bring back their IRONCLADS
every other year for oiling.

You can take an IRONCLAD out of its case in 15 seconds, you can
put it back in 20. You can handle it without detaching the back plate;
you can even clean it without taking off the hands and dial.

It's a clock well worth pushing and caring for ; it's a clock well worth
writing for. We print dealer's name free on dials in case lots of 24.

80c
Net each in case lots of 24.

82c net in dozen lots. 85c net in single lots.
Height 5 inches. Dial 2I inches. Weight 2# lbs.

The Western Clock mfg. Co.
NEW YORK, La Salle, Illinois. CHICAGO,

85 John St. 131 Wabash Ave.

Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

No. 2

The method of drawing a wheel is very
much like the one described for pinions.
But, while it is very easy to draw a pinion
wheel, or, at least, it would be difficult to
often be difficult to do the same with a
wheel, or, at least it would be difficult fo
show it all in a cut. Yet it is more neces-
sary to represent a wheel on a large scale
than a pillion in order to arrive at the
correct form for its teeth. In such a case
we can pursue a middle course and show
only a part of the wheel in the cut, but
represent that part enlarged as much as we
require. As the wheel alone presents us
special difficulty in drawing, we will draw
the wheel and pinion together and, of the
correct proportionate sizes and forms.

First, we will draw a wheel and pinion
in action on the line of centers. The reader
will do well to refer to the first article
entitled "About Depthings," in THE KEY-
STONE, where he will find much information
about the line of centers, proportionate
sizes and other points which will be of
great assistance in understanding this arti-
cle. We will, therefore, not repeat it
here, but proceed at once to our drawing.
Suppose that we have to draw a wheel
of forty teeth, working into a pinion of
eight leaves. That is not a very good
proportion for a gearing, but we choose it
so that we can get the whole drawing into
our cut. Accordingly we must show the
wheel five times as large as the pinion,
because the number of teeth is five times
that of the pinion.

The line PW, in Fig. 6, is the line of
centers, P being the center of the pinion,
and W that of the wheel. The wheel
being five times as large as the pinion,
its radius will be five times as long, and the
center distance will be composed of five
Parts wheel radius and one part pinion
radius, or six parts in all. Take 1/6 of
1FP, and measure off that distance ftom
P. which comes at the point marked r. Pi
IS therefore the correct length for the pinion
radius and W.r for the wheel radius. Set
Your drawing compasses to the distance Pr,
and with P for a center draw the pitch

circle (or so much of it as you propose to
show), and finish up the pinion as directed
in article one. No further directions being
needed for that, we proceed to our wheel.

Set your compasses to the distance W/,
and draw a part of the pitch circle of the
wheel, as marked XX. As our wheel has
forty teeth, and a circle has 360°, that would
be 3600 • 40 = 9° on the circle for each
tooth. This is the distance from the front
of one tooth to the front of the next one,
and therefore it must be divided between
the body of the tooth and the space between
it and the next tooth. This division varies
somewhat in different cases, but it will
answer our present purposes if we take one-
half of the distance for the breadth of the
tooth and the other half for the space.
Then we have 4 1/2° for the breadth of
the tooth and 4 1/2° for the space.

Now we come to the manner of setting

of these distances on the pitch circles in the
drawing. As our wheel and pinion are to
be in action on the line of centers, that means
that the tooth and leaf meet on the line
WP at the point I. The face of the first
tooth lies in the line W f, and the face of
the first leaf in the line Pr. The face of
the second tooth must be 9° above Wr;
but how much is 9°, and how shall we
measure it ? In the case of the pinion it
is easy to find the proper distances, because
we can get a half circle, or, at least, a quarter
of the circle, in the drawing, and it is no
trouble to divide 1800, or 900, into smaller
portions, as we require. For instance, 45°
is one-half of a quarter circle, or 90°, i. e.,
one-half way around the pitch circle from
I up to P; or it is one-quarter of a semi-
circle or 18o°, i. e., one-quarter of the
distance from 4 around up to PI, and one-
half the distance from P to PI will come
at the point 1..

But in the case of the wheel, we have
not room enough to get even a quarter of
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the pitch circle into the drawing, and we
therefore have no quarter circle to divide
UI). How are we going to measure 9° up
from the line 117 on the pitch circle XX?
There are two ways generally employed.
First, if we have a sictor, or semicircular
protractor, as it is generally called, we lay
its straight side on the line Wr, with the
center over the point II', and mark on the
pitch circle where the 9° division on the
sictor comes. But unless great care is used,
this method is not very accurate. A very
small error in the position of the straight
side or the center will make a large error
in the angle marked.

Second. We can measure off the same
length of pitch line on the wheel and on the
pinion, and, knowing the number of degrees
in one of the arcs or spaces (say that on
the pinion), we can find the number of
degrees in the other arc from that. We
know that a wheel and pinion should gear
and move as if they were two circular
rollers (the pitch circles) in contact. As
the wheel is five times as large as the pinion,
one revolution of the pillion would only cover
one-fifth the circumference of the wheel,
1. e., 360° on the pillion would only cover
72° on the pitch circle of the wheel, and
so in the same proportion for smaller
distances. Now, as our pinion has eight
leaves, there are 360° 8 = 45° on its
pitch circle for each leaf, i. e., from the face
of one leaf to the face of the next one.
And, since the wheel and pinion act as
rollers, and move forward uniformly, the
same length of arc that answers for one
leaf must be the proper length of arc for
one tooth on the pitch circle of the wheel.
As a given number of degrees on the pinion
covers only one-fifth as many degrees on the
wheel, 45° on the pinion will measure 9° on
the wheel.

We therefore set our divider points as
close together as will allow us to handle
them conveniently, say so as to make five
steps to cover the 45° on the pillion from i to
2, and measure off the same five steps on
the pitch line of the wheel, starting at r.
They will come at the point marked a, and a
is therefore 9° above r, and is the place for
the front face of the second tooth. The
same distance from r downward gives us b
as the point for the front face of another

(Continued on page 1273)



Sent to this building—the new smelting and refining plant

of Thomas J. Dee & Co., will bring you quicker and larger

returns than you can possibly get elsewhere.

This building was designed and built especially for

the refining of gold, silver and platinum. It is the most

complete plant of its kind in the country.

Absolutely fireproof in construction, smooth concrete

floors in every room enable us to prevent loss or waste of

any material. Every scrap of metal, both precious and

base, is recovered. We even go to the extent of filtering

our smoke to prevent values getting away from us.

Thirty minutes' study of Thomas J. Dee & Co.'s plant
would convince you that no other concern in the country
devoted to the refining of precious metals would come up
to ours either in method or equipment.

Eighteen years of price-lifting service to the jewelry

trade is the platform on which we stand, and it is due to
the following out of these principles that we have pushed
ourselves ahead.

This is the kind of treatment that counts. The
of treatment that holds old customers and brings in
ones—we intend to stick to it.

We have special facilities for the refining of old Crucibles, Polishings, Bench and
Floor Sweepings. Returns made in from three to five days after receipt of shipment.

Check for old gold and silver by return mail. Consignment held subject to your approval
satisfactory, we will return shipment intact, charges prepaid.

Gold, Silver and Platinum Refiners 

August, 1909 T H E

Easy Lessons in Drawing for
Watchmakers

(Continued from page 1271)

tooth. Half way from .r to b, at d, is the
back of the first tooth, and in a similar
way we get C and e as the backs of the
upper and lower teeth. Then draw the lines
Wa, Wc, Wd, Wb and We, and you have
both flanks of the three teeth. It will now
be easy to draw any additional teeth if
desired.

There is one practical defect in this
method of setting off angles. The dividers
do not cover the same length of pitch line
when measuring on a small circle that they
do on a larger circle or on a straight line.
The smaller the circle the longer the arc.
that will come between the divider points.
Hence, after setting the dividers to cover
the distance from i to 2 in five steps, if we
measure those same steps on the wheel, the
arc from i to a will not be quite so long as
that from I to 2. The common custom is
to open or close the dividers a little to
compensate for that. But that destroys the
entire value of the measurement, as far as
accuracy is concerned, and reduces it to
mere guess work in setting the dividers.
The object of setting the dividers close, to
take very short steps, is also to reduce this
error to as small an amount as possible.
0.0:r practice is to make our measurements
on the outside of the line on small circles
and on the inside of the line for larger
circles. Every line has some breadth, and,
by stepping the dividers on one side or the
other of it, quite a difference can be made
in the measurements—ample for this pur-
pose.

There is still another way to set off an
angle, which we follow when great exact-
ness is required, by means of the tables of
sines and cosines found in all treatises on
geometry and reference books. As it is
very simple we will explain it by means of
Fig. 7, which is the same as the correspond-
ing parts in Fig. 6, only smaller. XX is
the pitch line of the wheel, as before, and
we want to mark off 9° from i upon this
curve. It will be seen that there is a line
from 2 to 3, which is perpendicular to W/
at the point 2, and that it meets the curve
XX at the point 3. In geometry, this line,
a to 3, is called the sine of the angle between
the lines WI and W3, and from W to 2
is called the cosine of that angle. Tables
are compiled giving the exact length of the
sine and cosine of every angle from o°
to 900. These tables are calculated on the
basis of unity, i. e., the length of the radius
(in this case WI) is supposed to be one,
(one inch, one foot or whatever unit you
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choose to use), and the lengths of the sines
and cosines are given for a radius of one.

Looking at the tables of sines and co-
sines, we find that the cosine of 900 is
.9877, and the sine of 9° is .1564. Con-
sequently, if WI is one inch (or foot, etc.)
long, the cosine Wa will be .9877 inch,
and the sine 2 a will be .1564 inch. We
have made these remarks for your informa-
tion, but in reality these lines are not drawn
yet, there being nothing in Fig. 7 but the
lines Wr, Wa and XX. Supposing that
Wi in our drawing is one foot long, we
measure off .9877 foot from W, for the
cosine, which will come at the point marked
2. We now set our compasses to the length
of the sine, .1564 foot, then, resting one
point exactly on 2, we strike a curve cross-
ing XX at a. This point a will be exactly
90 above I. Draw a line from the inter-
section of the two curves at a to W and
mark off the other distances and lines as
before directed. In the same way we could
set off any other angle, large or small,
without reference to any other circle or
part of a circle for aid or comparison. But
it is advisable to take as large an angle as
you can use and divide it up afterward.

But suppose that Wr in our drawing is
not just one foot or one inch long. Then
we measure its actual length, say 2 1/2
inches, and multiply the sine and cosine
by 2 1/2, which gives us .3910 inches for
the sine, and 2.4692 inches for the cosine.
We use these lengths for our measurements
instead of those above given. In the same
way we can calculate for drawings of any
size. And it is not necessary to disfigure
the drawings in order to find the angle, for
the only marks made is a dot at 2, on the
line W.r, and a slight curved mark at a
crossing XX. The line 2 to 3 was inserted
merely for explanation. and need not be
drawn at all. The reader will see .that
geometry is not such a dreadful thing as
many people think—only the beginner must
take it in small doses, so as not to get more

at a time than he can digest easily, for then
he might become set against it.

Now we want to draw the ogives, or
points to the teeth, and give them the ipicy-
cloid curve. To do this we follow the well-
known rule: For pinions of ten leaves or
under, use a circle embracing two teeth,

and for pinions of a higher number, one
embracing three teeth. Our rounding up
circle must therefore embrace two teeth,
because they work into a pinion of less than
ten leaves.

We have shown complete circles in the
drawing for the sake of making the process

clear, but in practice it is•only necessary to
strike enough of the curves to form the
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sides of the ogives from the straight flanks

to the tips of the teeth. One side of the

central tooth is given by the circle reaching

from I to e, the other side by the circle
reaching from a to d. Further description

of the process must be needless, except to

say that the ogives can be made longer or

shorter by setting the center of the rounding

up circle at different distances from the

pitch line XX. The further the center of
the compass is set from the pitch line

the shorter the ogives will be, and vice versa.
Of course, these curves must join nicely on

to the flanks at the pitch line. In connection

with the subject of drawing the ogives the

reader will do well to study the articles on
"The Proper Form of Teeth" that recently
appeared in THE KEYSTONE.

The Stopping of Clocks by
Earthquakes

Gustave Kruger,, of Charlottenbourg,

has an interesting communication to the
Deutsche Uhrmacher-Zeitung upon the sub-
ject of the stopping of two clocks during an
earthquake.

In his patron's workshop at Pola he had
occasion to observe, for some thirty-two
years, two clocks which excited his interest
in the highest degree. By a minute observa-

tion of a time signal given by the bomb of a
cannon, he learned to test these clocks and

to regulate them. But what struck him as
being very singular was that at times, all at

once and without any apparent reason, the

two clocks would stop at exactly the same

time. He spent many an hour's work trying

to discover the cause and was ashamed to,

confess that at the end he was no nearer a
solution than ever. The clocks continued to

go all right for whole months at a time.
Finally, however, he discovered the

cause in spite of himself. On a certain night

an earthquake drove all the inhabitants of

the town into the streets. The next morning

when he reached the workshop he cast his

eye upon the two clocks. According to his
observation, the earthquake had begun at
1.55 A.m., and these two clocks had stopped,

both at this time.
The Marine Observatory confirmed his

conclusions and from that time there seemed
to be no doubt but that the preceding stop-
pages of the two clocks were due to a similar
cause. Thereafter these clocks were used
less to measure time than to give records of
tremblings of the earth, for they were ex-
cessively sensitive. The observatory, not
having a seismograph at that time, often
came to him to ascertain the results of his
observations, which always accorded with
their own.



Let us Submit You a
Plan that will Make Your

Umbrella Sales
Worth While

Do you want your umbrella business to net you

a larger profit this fall than it ever has before ? If

so, let us suggest a plan that will accomplish this.

By suggesting ideas that have increased our custo-

mers' profit, our business has grown so rapidly that we

have been compelled to enlarge our facilities four times

since our article was put on the market nine years ago,

and we are now occupying the most modern umbrella

factory in the world.

If you are not aware of the fact that the HULL DE-

TACHABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE HANDLE

UMBRELLA has become the STANDARD with jewelers,

it will pay you to investigate.

Write for full details, also let us send you our new

1909 catalogue.

Hull Brothers

Do You Do Any Polishing?

Do you do any polishing with a
noisy, nerve-racking, back-breaking foot
power machine? The Oliver Quality
Electric Motor Polishing Head requires
no skill or effort to operate—just con-
nect it to a lamp socket and turn the
switch. It is nearly noiseless, inexpen-
sive to run and will do more and better
work than any belt driven machine.
New 112 Page Catalog No. 17 Free
for the Asking.

ROLL GRINDING

We are prepared to grind and lap rolls to a
mirror finish by a new process which requires but
from 1-4 to 1-2 the time usually consumed.

If such an exceedingly high polish is not re,
quired we can grind rolls to an ordinary finish at
a lower cost.

May we have that next pair of rolls to grind?
Our capacity-rolls from the smallest size up to 1 0"
in diameter.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490 Niagara St. BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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Artificial Rubies and Their
Manufacture

T H E

Diamonds are composed of pure carbon,

but most other precious stones consist of

alumina, colored by various oxides. Hy-

drated silicates of alumina are known as

clays and are found in vast quantities every-

where, but all varieties of crystallized

alumina, or corundum, are comparatively

rare. Some corundums are colorless, while

others derive various tints from the presence

of metallic oxides. Red, blue, green and

yellow corundums are used as gems and are

known, respectively, as rubies, sapphires,

oriental emeralds and oriental topazes.

Rubies and sapphires are by far the rarest

and most valuable of these gems. •
Many attempts have been

Methods made to produce rubies and
First Used sapphires synthetically, but

it was reserved for Fremy

and his assistants, Feil and Verneuil, to

solve it in a series of remarkable researches
distributed over the period 1877-189o.

In the method first employed by Fremy
and Feil, an aluminate of lead was formed
and this salt was then decomposed by the
action of silica, the result being to set free
the alumina and to cause it to crystallize.
The crystals of corundum thus produced
were colorless, but rubies were obtained by
adding 2 or 3 per cent. of potassium bichro-
mate, while the further addition of. a little
oxide of cobalt produced the blue color of
the sapphire. These artificial gems, how-
ever, were laminated, friable and of little
value as jewels.

In a second series of researches Fremy
and Verneuil crystallized alumina at a very
high temperature by a process in which pot-
ash and barium fluoride were employed. By
skillful manipulation and by maintaining a
circulation of air in the crucible they suc-
ceeded in producing magnificent rhombohe-
dral crystals as transparent and brilliant as
natural rubies and thick enough to be cut in
the rose form. But these crystals were still
too small to be employed to advantage in
jewelry.

The first "reconstructed"
Reconstructed rubies appeared on the mar-
Rubies ket in the early eighties.

They were made by fusing
ruby chips together, and their artificial char-
acter was easily detected by experts. Yet
they had a brilliant appearance and sold for
$20 or $30 per carat, although they crumbled
When they were cut. Large rubies of a
cloudy and unsalable character were ob-
tained soon afterward • by the chemist
Maiche. Meanwhile the inventor of the "re-
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constructed" rubies, a Swiss engineer named
Michaud, had been compelled by lack of
money to sell his secret to a foreign resident
of Paris, who sold it in turn to a number of
other persons, several of whom formed a
company which soon failed. Then some
men who had been employed in the work
undertook to carry on the manufacture of
rubies by the process, which had become
public property and which was conducted
substantially as follows:

The first small ruby, or nu-
cleus, was placed in a plati-
num crucible, which was
fixed at the center of a ro-

tating disk and exposed to the flame of an
oxyhydrogen blowpipe, producing a tern-
perature of 3300° F. Minute ruby chips
were then brought, one by one, with pincers,
into contact with the incandescent nucleus,
and the process was continued until the mass
had attained the desired size. The chips be-
came welded together and formed a mass
sufficiently compact and homogeneous to
allow of cutting. The work required great
skill and the partially amalgamated crystals
often cracked in cooling. At first the recon-
structed rubies, uncut, sold for $2.40 per
carat, but gradually the price fell to 6 cents.
The "scientific" rubies have suffered a simi-
lar depreciation.

In the first place, calcined
alum is mixed with a small
quantity of a salt of chro-
mium, the function of which

is to produce the red color of the ruby. The
mixture is rubbed through a very fine sieve
by means of two stirrer blades driven by a

small motor. The sifted powder is then

melted by blowpipes consuming illuminating

gas. Verneuil found that three conditions

must be satisfied in order to produce trans-

parent rubies ; the mixture must be exposed

to that part of the flame which is richest in

hydrogen and in carbon, in which it not only

melts but boils and becomes purified ; the

ruby must be built up gradually from the

bottom, and the operations of fusion and so-

lidification must be so conducted that the

area of contact between the first layer and

the support is extremely small in order to

reduce the danger of fracture to a minimum.

These conditions are satisfied in the con-

struction and operation of Paquier's appa-

ratus. The calcined powder, consisting of

alumina with a little oxide of chromium, is

placed in a little sheet-brass hopper, the bot-

torn of which is made of wire gauze of suffi-

ciently fine mesh to retain all particles large

enough to obstruct the orifice of the blow-

pipe beneath. This hopper is suspended by

a rod in a chamber, which is really an en-

largement of the oxygen tube. The lower

Method of

Production

Mode of

Procedure
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part of the chamber is drawn out into a

slender tube, which ends in a fine jet. The

oxygen tube is surrounded by the coal gas

tube, to which gas is admitted. The flow of

gas is regulated to produce a temperature of

from 3300 to 3600° F. A little hammer,

operated by an electromagnet, falls at regu-

lar intervals on the top of the rod which sup-

ports the hopper, and each blow causes a
little of the powder to sift through the gauze
bottom.

Increasing

the Size

Thus the powder is thrown,
a little at a time, into the
current of oxygen which
comes into the flame, where

it is transformed into liquid drops. Some of
these drops fall on a little platinum dish at-
tached to the top of a rod and enclosed in a
box of fireclay to prevent too rapid loss of
heat. The box is provided with an opening
through which the formation of the ruby on
the platinum dish can be observed. The dish
can be moved in any direction by three
screws at right angles to each other.

Each drop, as it falls on the dish, unites
with the solid mass formed by preceding
drops, and thus the ruby increases in size
and assumes the form of a pear resting on
its stem.

Each blowpipe produces about ten car-
ats per hour, and one operator can attend to
ten or twelve blowpipes. Pear-shaped rubies
weighing So carats can be obtained.

After the rubies have cooled they are
split lengthwise so that each furnishes two
cut rubies. The loss in cutting amounts to
three-quarters of the original weight, or
three times the weight of the cut stones.
The crude pear-shaped rubies are worth
about two and one-half cents per carat, the
cut gems generally average about forty
cents per carat.

Paquier's "scientific rubies" are physi-
cally, chemically and optically identical with
natural rubies. Both frequently contain mi-
croscopic air bubbles, which are called
"frogs" by jewelers and "inclusions" by
mineralogists, and which are spherical in the
artificial rubies, but of various shapes in the
natural gems. Moreover, the planes of crys-
tallization characteristic of the natural ruby
are not always discernible in the "scientific"
ruby. But these slight differences are some-
times lacking. The eminent geologist La-
croix has expressed the opinion that it is
impossible to decide with absolute certainty
whether a ruby of fine color and free from
inclusions is of natural or of artificial origin.
On the other hand, Pinier, one of the leading
gem experts of Paris, asserts that an arti-
ficial ruby can always be distinguished from

a natural ruby.—Victor Barton, in the Scien-

tific American.
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SUCCESS?
(11 Is to know the wants of your Trade.
(11 Is to have the goods your Trade

demands.

4:11 Is to know that the guarantee of your
goods should not rest entirely upon
the word of the drummer, but
must be backed up by " Quality."

(11 is to know, that before placing your
Fall order, it will pay you to look
at our line of Lockets, Chains,
Bracelets, Lorgnettes, Fobs,
CullPins, Brooches, Scarf Pins,
Cuff Links, Hat Pins and Belt
Buckles made by manufacturers
whose output are titled " Goods of
Quality."

The Frontier Jewelry
Mfg. Co. BUFFALO, N. Y.

The

"Krementz-Bodkin Back"
STUD and VEST BUTTON

Pat. Feb. 16, 1904

KREMENTZ & Co. believe the trade will agree that they
understand the jewelry business sufficiently to know that
the "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest Button is

the simplest and best mechanical Stud or Vest Button made.

V

CLOSED OPEN

The "Krementz-Bodkin Back" Stud and Vest

Button is not one piece, but is one-piece
construction, which makes it very simple and
the strongest and most durable, because:

I—It is Solderless
2—It has no spring or hollow wire to bend or break.
3 —It is made of solid, hard spring metal throughout
4—It is made by Krementz & Co. which insures perfect

quality, construction and workmanship

THE STORY OF THE HEAD

Krementz and Co. Invite Comparison

KREMENTZ & CO. stand back of their assertion. All

"Krementz-Bodkin Back" Studs and Vest Buttons are

sold also under the unique Krementz Collar Button

Guarantee.

THE STORY OF THE BODKIN BACK

GUARANTEE
If for any cause whatever, a "Krementz-Bodkin Back " Stud or Vest Button
should be damaged either in the hands of the dealer or wearer, a new
one will be given in exchange, without charge. "Krementz-Bodkin Back"
Studs and Vest Buttons are made in large variety of patterns in 14 K.
gold and platinum, set with pearls and diamonds.

KREMENTZ & CO., Newark, N. J.
NEW YORK OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1 Maiden Lane 723 Shreve Building

August, 1909 "I" 

Isochronism of the Vibrations
of the Balance

Translated by THE KEYSTONE front the German of the late

Jules Grossmann by special permission

VI
Isochroni sm of the Balance Spring and

the Lack of Poise of the Balance in a Vertical
Position. --E. Phillips has shown, in his
" Memoire sur le Spiral Reglant," that when
the center of gravity of a balance spring is
on the axis of the balance in the position of
rest and does not move from this axis during
the movement of the balance, the moment of
force of the spring on the balance is always
proportional to the angle through which the
balance turns from the position of rest, and
that then the long and short arcs of vibration
are performed in the same time. As I have
already remarked, a small variation is caused
III cylindrical springs by the moment of inertia
of the spring. He has omitted the consideea-

+ y

FIG. 7

tion of this point and I will also omit it in the
following remarks. Phillips has discovered
the conditions which must be satisfied by
the inner and outer curves of a cylindrical
balance spring in order that the center of
gravity of the spring may be on the axis of
the balance at the position of rest and may
move as little as possible away from it during
the movement. These conditions are : the
center of gravity must be on the perpendicu-
lar drawn from the center of the spring on
the line 0 a, a being the point at which the
curve moves away from the circular coils.
The second condition is that this center of
gravity G (Fig. 7) is at a distance 0 G from
the center 0, such that

02

(29) OG=

P is the radius of the spring and 1 the length
of the curve. It is evident that different
curves can satisfy this condition. Phillips has
indicated a graphic method by %illicit these
curves can be found in any given case. Some
of these curves can be calculated like the one in
Fig. 7. This is simply a circle whose center
0' lies on. the line 0 a. The radius of this
curve, 0' a, = 0 82,679 = the radius P of
the spring. The angle a o' b = b o' c =
121° 12' 48". Phillips arrived at this simple
result by neglecting a few small values : if
he had not done so he would have come to the
conclusion that it is impossible to find curves
giving absolute isochronism. This would
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happen if a very short spring were to be used.
There need, however, be no apprehension on
this point with springs of ordinary length.

With watches and portable timepieces the
use of these Phillips' curves is attended with
a special advantage when adjusting them in

-4v

FIG. 8 FIG. 9

the vertical position. For, if the center of
gravity of the balance and its collet is on the
axis of the balance, in other words, if the
balance and the collet are in complete equi-
librium, the whole system—balance, collet
and spring—will also be in poise. when
Phillips' curves are used, and the watch will
consequently .go evenly in all the different
vertical positions. This, however, will not
happen if wrong curves are used. The rate
will also vary if the arcs of vibration vary,
even though the watch remains in the same
vertical position. A cylindrical balance
spring with false curves, especially if the
inner curve is not a theoretic curve, will
produce a greater difference of rate in the
vertical positions than a flat overcoil spring ;
for, its radius being greater than that of a
flat spring, the inner coils will be thrown
more to one side. Let us take a flat spring;
also let us suppose the watch to be in a ver-
tical position, as shown at Fig. 9, so that the
spring emerges from the collet at the point d.
The line h o e will thus point to the center of
the earth, and o d forms a right angle with
h o e. If we give the balance a quarter of
a turn, so that the coils become smaller, then
the point f of the spring will approach the
center, for the point d is fixed. The point f

I 277

the center of gravity is at b', its moment of
force is equal to the weight of the portion of
the spring which we are considering multi-
plied by the lever arm o b'. Now, as the
arm of the lever varies with the length of the
arc of vibration and is not proportional to
the angle turned through from the point of
rest, there is no isochronism in the hanging
position. This moment of force acts in the
same direction as the spring, the result, on
the whole, being a gain which facilitates the
timing in the lying and hanging positions.
If the balance is turned in the opposite direc-
tion, in which case the coils will be increased
in size, the moment of force of the spring
acts in the direction indicated by the arrow
on the right of Fig. 8 ; as in this case the
center of gravity of the spring also acts in
the same direction, no compensation takes
place. If now when the watch is in a hang-
ing position the balance takes a turn and a
quarter, so that the center of gravity arrives
at g in Fig. 8, then i g is the arm of the
lever. With a vibration of three-quarters of
a turn the arm of the lever is equal to 1 k.
Between these two lengths of vibration, there-
fore, the length of the arm of the lever varies
but slightly. An arc of vibration of a turn
and a quarter in a hanging position is about
the amplitude which a good lever watch,
freshly oiled and with a new spring, ought to
have. The oil, however, should be renewed
before the arc of vibration is reduced to three-
quarters of a turn, in consequence of the
thickening of the oil and the diminution of
the strength of the spring. If the watch is
turned half round , so that the pendant is
below, or if the balance emerges from the
collet at a point in the line o f (Fig. 9)
instead of at the point d, there will naturally
be a retardation.

It is known that the equilibrium of the
balance is an important factor when the watch
is in a hanging position. The reason for this
is simply that the center of gravity of the
balance and collet must be on the axis of the
balance. But the question arises : what will
happen when this is not the case ; i. e., when
the balance is out of poise, what effect will
this have on the.duration and the isochronism
of the vibrations in a hanging position ?

On the axis of abscissas, in Fig. to, I
have marked the lengths of the half arc of vi-
bration from 300 to 3000, and for each of these
I have calculated the number of seconds which
the watch would gain or lose in 24 hours. I
have 'made my calculations for a balance
weighing one gram and assumed an excen-

tricity of the center of gravity which
arises when a weight of 0.0005 grams
is removed from the external por-

tion of the screw situated at a
distance of TO millimeters above

FIG. 10

is now situated on the line c o a (Fig. 8).
If we give the balance a further quarter turn,
the center of gravity will move to b', and if
we give it one more quarter turn, to C'. The
moment of force of the spring now acts in
the direction of the arrow to the left. If the
balance receives a half turn, in which case

the axis on
and an equal
screw. The
is 2 grams.
sent a gain
a loss.

the vertical through the axis,
weight added to the opposite
moment of force of the spring
The positive ordinates repre-
and the negative ordinates

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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The

Roy Watch Case Company
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE SOLID GOLD CASES

TRADE•RIARK REGISTERED

41. Special attention given to the
execution of special orders for
hand made cases. Prompt
delivery.

ia.0Y
WATCH
CASE

COMPANY

21 and 23 MAIDEN LANE •••• NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 704 MARKET STREET

Glass Cutting Wheels
Made of ALUNDUM hold a sharp mitre longer
than any other stone. This means perfect angles
and higher refraction, and greater brilliancy of wear.

NORTON COMPANY, Worcester, Mass.
New York Office

50 Church St.

F-89

Alundurn Plant Chicago Store

Niagara Falls 48 S. Canal St.
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The Taft Mounting

Shows stone to advantage Lets in the Light

H. KROLL & Con Makers 36 E 38yJooRhKn St. Ri
Mountings that help sell Diamonds

Lgg-ggg-ggg gggP_PLIEfgg ggglggggg

THE BEST THE CHEAPEST

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
They stand the test of time and
have done so for 57 years. Su-
preme in Quality, Design, Finish,
Workmanship.

We sell direct. We have no sales-
men. Eliminating all unnecessary
expenses in making and selling
enables us to sell at the lowest
possible price. Send for catalogue

Alois Kohn & Co.
MARK

16-18 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
Nfakers of GOLD CHAINS of every kind
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Cleaning and Repairing Watches

By 0. M. HOWARD, Paso Robles, Cal.

I was interested in the articles on overbank-
ing and cleaning watches on pages 963 and 964
of the June KEYSTONE. While I have been a vic-
tim of the great white plague for the past two
years and am writing this article in bed and fully
realize my days of usefulness are over, I take as
much interest as ever in the trade and take great
pleasure in reading THE KEYSTONE and other
trade papers,

Before I say anything about
The cleaning and repairing watches
Watchmaker's I want to warn all workmen to
Health be careful of their health or

they may realize when too late,
as I am doing, what a fatal mistake they have
made. Watch work is very confining and requires
close application, which absorbs and weakens the.
physical strength, and all watchmakers should take
plenty of outdoor exercise all the year round,
abstain from all intemperate habits, eat regularly
of good wholesome food and take long walks.
Walking is the best of all exercise for watch-
makers. Gymnastics, such as handball, boxing,
baseball, football, etc., are too violent for one
whose nerves must be quiet and steady and last,
but not least, always have a good circulation of
fresh air in the store or shop, and do not work at
night.

In the first place a watchmaker
Tools and Light must have good tools and good

daylight. Buy only the best
tools and learn to use and take care of them.
Keep your bench as clean as your dining-room
table and your tools as clean as the dishes you
eat with. Keep all the small tools in the bench
at all times except just what tools you may be
using on the job before you. Keep the lathe
covered when not in use and as clean as the
plate you eat from. Keep the chucks in the chuck
drawer and the tail stock and other large attach-
ments in cotton or chamois bags in a drawer by
themselves. In my experience as a general time
inspector I had occasion to visit quite a number
of watchmakers throughout the country who acted
as local inspectors and who did their own work
or employed a watchmaker and I soon learned
to estimate a workman's ability by the appearance
of his bench and tools, and my judgment was in-
variably correct.

Almost all the difficulties in the running and
timekeeping of a watch is between the escape
wheel and the balance. When a movement is
taken for repair first examine how it fits the case,
if the case screws are 0. K. and do not cramp
the movement. Take the movement out and care-
fully examine the balance, hairspring and escape-
ment. Take time for this, for when you find
what is the matter with the watch you have the
work half done. Place your forefingers on the
rim of the balance opposite the end of the arms
and see if you can teater the balance back and
forth in the balance jewels. If you can see the
pivots move in the holes the jewel is too large
and must be taken out, or else the staff is tapering
or rounded off. Next see if the guard pin is
perpendicular and passes close to the roller on
both sides; if not, close the banking until it does
and make the pallets conform to the roller action.
It is important that a watchmaker have very acute
Powers of observation as well as skill.

Right here I wish to emphasize
Technical the fact it is absolutely neces-
Knowledge sary for anyone who claims to

be a watchmaker to have some
technical knowledge of the pallet fork and roller
action, and this knowledge can only be obtained
by study and hard work. Every watchmaker
should have a few drawing instruments and learn
to lay out an escapement and occasionally draw
one for practice and education. Get some good
books on the subject and study them. Personally,
I have read and studied almost everything pub-
lished on these subjects and there is nothing bet-
ter than the "Watch Adjusters' Manual" and
"Watch and Clock Escapements," published by
THE KEYSTONE.

If you will do this the great bugaboo about
overbanking and setting escapements right will
be as simple as to take off or put on one's shoes,
and will not take very much more time. One
should carefully examine the pivots and pivot
holes of the lever and escape wheel ; also the es-
cape wheel teeth. Then carefully watch the pallet
action and see if the lock and draw and drop
are right and equal on both sides and that the
pallets do not have more than about two per cent.
of lock and draw ; even less on high-grade move-
ments. When the balance is removed examine the
pivots very carefully, for if they are defective
in any way the staff must come out, unless you
are a first-class pivoter. And pivoting is one of
the finest accomplishments that a watchmaker can
have :urd is worth hundreds of dollars to any
watchmaker, but it must be done right and takes
a lot of practice and experience to do it success-
fully, but when it is well done it is the only thing
in a large number of cases. In all my experience
I have only known one or two men who could
do it successfully, but most any watchmaker
will say : "Oh, yes, I can pivot all right, but it is
botch work and should never be done only in
cases of emergency." I have seen men pivot a
staff in twenty minutes so perfectly that I would
defy any man to tell which end of the staff had
been pivoted after the job was finished. Such
pivoting is far better than putting in a new staff.

In my days of health and ac-
Method of tivity no one could clean a
Cleaning watch any better or very much

quicker, and if the large ma-
jority of watchmakers will follow my methods
conscientiously and use a little judgment their
work will never be criticized. After the watch
has been carefully examined and repaired, as
above described, take it down and put the parts
into the benzine jar in a solution of ten or fifteen
parts of benzine to one of ether ; after they have
remained in the solution for a few minutes take
them out and wipe them off with an old clean
cotton cloth or selvyt, then allow them to lie on
the bench for a minute or two to further dry.
Then string all the parts on a piece of wire and
swing them around in a strong solution of cyanide
of potassium, granular 50 per cent. A pint and
a half of water with a lump of the cyanide about

the size of a walnut in it. After rinsing them
thoroughly in clean water dry the parts off again

with the cloth and take each piece and put a few

drops of a thin paste, made by putting a table-
spoonful of electro silicon powder into the chalk

bottle and thoroughly wetting it with pure grain
alcohol, then brushing the parts dry and drop

them into the alcohol cup for a minute or two—
all but the balance and lever. Don't forget that
alcohol will loosen the pallets or roller jewel
if you leave them in alcohol long. You will find
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that electro silicon is far better than any chalk
ever made for polishing and cleaning watch parts.
After you have thoroughly brushed and polished
all the parts with the electro silicon and washed
them off in pure grain alcohol brush them clean
and dry with a clean white brush kept for the
purpose—not the same brush you brushed the
parts with the polishing material—and do not let
your fingers touch the parts after they come out
of the alcohol bath. Then take out all the balance
jewels and other jewels that are necessary to come
out and clean each pair separately and put them
back in place, only one pair out at a time. Clean
them by taking the jewel in the tweezers and dip-
ping it first in the benzine and hold it flat on the
bench with the tweezers and brush it and strike it
with an old brush that has short, stiff bristles, first
on one side then on the other ; then go through
the same process with the alcohol and I warrant
your jewel will be clean, all right. I call your
attention particularly to these brushing processes,
as therein lies all the secret of nicely cleaning a
watch and balance wheel. If you have gone
through this process carefully and intelligently
you will be surprised how clean and bright the
parts look, especially the nooks and corners and
the balance. Note how the balance screws shine
and that pretty glistening blue the hairspring will
have. As an experiment go to the junk box and
pick out the blackest, dirtiest old balance you can
find and put it through the process I describe, and,
if you do the brushing right, you will see that the
balance looks like new. You will notice all
through I have used no water nor sawdust, and
"the proof of the pudding is in the eating." The
watch will be clean and there will be no chance
for rust and no sawdust left anywhere to be over-
looked or to be picked out of the little holes and
corners.

.In assembling the watch handle the parts with
tissue paper and the tweezers and don't get finger
marks on them, and be very careful about oiling
the bearings and jewel holes and don't use too
much oil ; be careful about this. Put a little oil
on the face of the pallets but none on the roller
jewel ; oil the winding parts well.

Tantalum
The growing use of metallic filaments for

electric lamps, formed of the rare metals tanta-
lum and tungsten, attracts much attention to those
metals. Tantalum is pure white and as hard as
the best steel. When hot, it can be rolled, ham-
mered and drawn out into wire. Its tensile
strength exceeds that of steel. For lamp filaments
it is drawn into wire hardly more than one five-
hundredth of an inch in diameter. Its electrical
resistance is much less than that of carbon, so
that the filaments have to be much longer than
the ordinary carbon filaments when they are used
with the usual rro-volt lamps. Tantalum lamps
have high efficiency and long life and give a bril-
liant white light. Sometimes when a filament
breaks it can be mended by tapping the lamp
while the current is on. The ends coming into
momentary contact are welded. Tantalum melts
at 2300° centigrade; tungsten melts at 3o3o°
centigrade. Like tantalum, it has a much lower
resistance than carbon. Tungsten filaments are
somewhat delicate and must be handled carefully.

To the watchmaker more than any other
mechanic thoroughness in his work is most es-
sential. Careless, slipshod methods are entirely
out of place at the watch repairer's bench, as the
slightest oversight may nullify his entire work.
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Turn On the Searchlight
The more you investigate the SOUTH BEND WATC
COMPANY'S method of selling goods and our method
of maintaining fixed selling prices on every size and grade,
our method of keeping the goods strictly within the
legitimate channels of the jewelry trade, the more you will
be convinced of the fact that it would be a very profitable
investment to every jeweler to handle our goods.
41,By actual count there are 12,902 retail jewelers handling SOUTH
BEND WATCHES now. We feel that we are entitled to your
patronage, and, in addition to the mutual money-making proposition
the jewelers enjoy who are handling SOUTH BEND WATCHES,
the WATCH is meeting with popular favor.

T_ Full page advertisements in the leading magazines also help and we are advertising in a large
number of other journals advising the people to buy watches only of the retail jeweler.

Write for Our Prices and Discounts To-day

South Bend Watch Company SOUTH BENDINDIANA
Manufacturers of High-Grade Watches

New York Office
37 Maiden Lane

THE
RECOGNIZED LEADERS

IN GOLD FILLED CHAINS

tested by time and wear—quickest to
sell, most profitable to handle, safest to
buy—proved by U. S. Assay to contain
more gold than any other make of like
grade—and stamped with quality and
trade-mark.

BASSETT CHAINS
Minneapolis Office

1116 Lumber Exchange
Factory and Home Office
Providence, R. I.

Chicago Office
510 Columbus Bldg.
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A Wonderful Clock

Like "grandfather's clock" of the song,
which "stood ninety years on the shelf,"
there is in Cincinnati an ancient timepiece
which excites the deepest interest, not only

on account of the accuracy of its mechanism
and beauty of workmanship, but also on ac-
count of an event of one of the most thrill-
ing epochs of the world's history which it
forcibly elucidates.

The clock is owned by Bernard Fritzsch,
of 1207 Elm Street, Cincinnati. The well-
preserved dial and works bearing traces of
the Bonaparte era are encased in a hand-
some walnut cabinet of recent make, the
original having been damaged during the
ocean voyage when the old clock was
brought to this country. The entire clock
is eight feet tall.

Below the dial there is attached an
ornament of gilt, which, in the shape of a
coat of arms, clearly designates that the
clock was to be a bridal present. Two bill-
ing doves above a heart, forming the crest,
and one of the figures at the side holding a
quill with which the marriage contract is
supposed to have been signed bear out this
theory. Immediately below the dial there
are displayed implements of war, suggestive
of the calling of the groom.

To allay further doubt as to the purpose
of the work, two urns are displayed at the
sides and above these embellishments, and
from the depths of these the hymeneal fire

•ascends.
At the top of the clock there are two

scenes enacted. One represents a ball-
room. The clock contains seven Mozart
minuets of this great genius, one minuet
being played each hour.

In the rear of the hall, six guardsmen,
in full dress uniform, are stationed, and it
appears that they make the mu'sic with their
oboes and flutes, which can been seen in
their hands. Guarding the entrance to the
room are two warriors who display the let-
ter F, the insignia on the uniform of a
crack regiment of Emperor Francis the
First, of Austria, and in which, no doubt,
the groom for whom the clock was intended,
was enlisted.

The second scene shows an apartment
above the ballroom, where there are seated
three distinguished persons, playing cards at
a table!' The table stands under a baldachin
of gold caught in the center by a glittering
crown. The participants in the game are
supposed to be Francis I, Emperor of
Austria ; Frederick William III, King of
Prussia and Alexander I, Emperor of
Russia.

The position assumed and the activity
displayed in the great struggle by the allied
powers against French supremacy is shown
in the denominations of the cards played by
the rulers, which are visible on the table.
The cards are of the old-fashioned German
kind, as French cards became universal
much later. The highest card in the game
was played by Frederick William III, who
was the prime mover in the great war ; the
one next in value was played by Alexander
I, while Francis I, whose relationship to

the allied armies long remained dubious,

threw down the lowest card.

While the Mozart minuets are being

played each hour, the monarchs turn their

heads toward one another, as if suspicious of

their opponents, which is significant of the

age in which diplomatic treachery played an

important part. The faces of the players

are so delicately carved that the features are
immediately recognized to those who are

acquainted with the portraits of the rulers

indicated.

From the ceiling in the rear of the room

is suspended a gold crescent, elaborately
ornamented with bells, which furnish a

pleasing accompaniment to the music of the

minuets.
Mr. Fritzsch, by some fortunate cir-

cumstance, secured the clock in Saxony, on

the frontier of Austria, probably in the
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vicinity of the home of the bridal couple, a
year ago during a sojourn abroad. It was
at one time an heirloom in some effete
family of nobility, no doubt, and its dupli-
cate probably does not exist. Mr. Fritzsch
shows the clock to many visitors, and
students from the College of Music, adjoin-
ing, delight to listen to the classic strains of
the Mozart minuets.

Largest Gold-dredging Outfit in the
World

Consul George C. Cole, of Dawson,
furnishes the following report concerning
the gold dredges in the Yukon Territory,
their situations, cost, motor power and daily
output :

The Yukon Territory now has a fleet of
16 gold ships (dredges) in the Klondike
gold-mining district and vicinity, and three
electric conveyors, or lifts, which perform
service similar to that of a dredge, and three
or four More dredges will be installed.

A dredge built ready for operation here
cost on an average $15o,000 and will handle
daily from 2000 to 5000 cubic yards of
gravel, which will yield from 25 cents to
$25 of gold per cubic yard. The daily out-
put of gold by a dredge in this district is
from $1000 to $5000, although it is said
that some dredges have taken out as much
as $15,000 in a day.

Seven of these dredges, owned by the
Yukon Gold Company, are situated on its
holdings on Bonanza and Hunker Creeks,
and are operated by electricity generated
by a large water-power plant on Twelve-
mile River, 30 to 40 miles from the dredges.

The Canadian-Klondike Mining Com-
pany's dredge is at the mouth of Bear Creek,
and is operated by electricity generated by
a steam plant located near the dredge. This
dredge did not close down last season until
November 9th, and continued operations
when the thermometer registered 300 below
zero.

The Bonanza Basin Gold Dredging and
Minixg Company has a dredge at the mouth
of the Klondike, operated by electricity fur-
nished by a Dawson plant. The remaining
seven compaines have each a dredge
operated by steam plants on the dredges,
but a number of them will soon change to
electric power.

When the Yukon Basin Gold Dredgir.g
Company and the Stewart River Gold
Dredging Company install their large water-

plant on the Stewart River and place

from To to 20 dredges each on their hold-
ings there, the Yukon Territory will then

have the largest gold fleet of any country

in the world.
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Rotary Hammer Alarm
(With Shut-Off)

OUR LATEST MODEL

One-day time alarm
Large 4-inch gong on back
Highly polished steel pallets
Parker "Perfect " Escapement
The Best Alarm Clock on the market
Arabic dials, if specified

Cut Half size

Interior
View

Showing perfect
construction of
Parker Alarm Clocks

Rotary Hammer
Intermittent Alarm

(With Shut-Off)

Alarm intermits every 15 seconds
Large 4-inch gong on back
Intermittent mechanism, simplest in use

Cut Half Size

Dial, 434 inches

Write for our New Booklet

A—Main Springs, hung outside of plates
B—Intermittent Mechanism
C—Cut Steel Pinions

Height, 5% inches 0—Four-inch Bell Metal Gong

IF YOUR JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, WRITE US

showing full line of Alarm Clocks

Dial, 4% inches Height, 54 inches

THE PARKER CLOCK CO., Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.

SPRING BRACELET STOCK
We guarantee our Bracelets

in Quality and Finish

The Joints are positively the
best on the market.

We are ready to prove it.

Convince yourself.

If your jobber does not handle
them, write us and we will
post you.

Our Lavalliers are Leaders

300 up-to-date styles

Henry Lederer &Bro., Inc.
Makers of

Ladies' and Gent's Chains,
Fobs and Bracelets

Factory, 227 Eddy Street

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Codding &Heilborn Co.
MAKERS OF

BUCKLES, SASH PINS, VEIL PINS, CUFF PINS,
WAIST SETS, BROOCHES, HAT PINS, Etc.

In Sterling and Gold Filled

Do not forget that we are still headquarters for

MESH BAGS and PURSES
In German and Sterling Silver

whose popularity has never diminished, and
whose demand is acknowledged greater than ever

FACTORY: - NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NEW YORK OFFICE : - - - - - - - 13 MAIDEN LANE
SAN FRANCISCO : - - I-1. C. VAN NESS C? CO., 150 POST STREET
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WORKSHOP ..;
NOTES  ')

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they ere received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop
Notes department for each year accompanies each Decem-
ber number. Subscribers are requested to preserve these
indexes, and, before mailing questions, to refer to them,
as similar questions may have been answered in previous
issues. These indexes are arranged alphabetically, accord-
ing to subject covered in each answer, and tell the issue
and page on which the information may be found.

"Alcohol."—In cleaning a watch I use benzine
to remove the old rancid oil, then I clean the
movement in wood alcohol to remove all trace of
benzine or moisture; then I dry the movement in
a box of sawdust. The odor from wood alcohol
is very sickening to nte and it seems to affect sty
eyes. Is the breathing of the fumes of wood
alcohol injurious to the system?' also, will it affect
the eyes?' Please answer and give a remedy, if
any. It is impossible to get grain alcohol in this
city.—The best alcohol to use for watch cleaning
is, decidedly, pure grain alcohol. If you cannot
buy it in your location could you not have it
shipped to you in, say, gallon cans? If the ob-
stacle is in the shape of a prohibitory law, maybe
you could get permission from the proper author-
ity to get it by satisfying them that it is wanted
for industrial use. You can improve your watch
cleaning method by first using benzine (to remove
old oil and dirt), then dipping in cyanide of potas-
sium solution, using a piece of cyanide, size of a
walnut, to a pint of water (this will remove
tarnish on plates and wheels) ; next, wash the
pieces with soap and water, usihg a soft watch
brush. After rinsing in clear water, dip the pieces
in alcohol, this will cause the water to fall away
from them and the alcohol adhering can easily
be absorbed by shaking the parts for a little while
in boxwood sawdust. Then, after going over
everything lightly with a clean brush and pegging
out the pivot holes you can be sure of having done
a thoroughly good job of cleaning.

"Distance."—Enclosed find sketch or drawing
of escape wheel the exact size I aim to use; also
the pallets are drawn. The cut shows the distance
between the escape wheel center and the pallet
staff center. We would like very much for you
to show us where our drawing is wrong. We cer-
tainly appreciate anything you can do for us in
this matter as we are building a four-dial clock
and we have all the drawings complete with the
exception of the escape wheel and pallets. We
want to be sure we are right before we enter into
thts part of it.—Your drawing of escape wheel
and pallets is correct and a pallet made in accord-
ance with it should give satisfactory results with
a seconds' pendulum. Of course, it is essentially
Important that you get the actual pallet made
exactly like the drawing. The difficulty is to pre-
vent it changing shape during hardening. As a
precaution against this, in filing the piece to shape,
leave the locking and impulse faces a little larger
than the drawing indicates and then, after harden-
ing the piece, grind these parts to their final shape,
gaging it by laying the pallet from time to time
on your drawing until drawing and pallet coincide.

"Genuine."—Enclosed is sample of jewel sent
for your inspection, to advise on its merits, as
betng best for railroad grade movements. I wish
to know if enclosed jewel is sufficiently strong in
the bearings to stand the service required in rail-
road use. I repair many railroad movements and
for this reason desire your very valuable advice
lit this matter and, being a twenty-year subscriber
to THE KEYSTONE, I trust you will give me your
valuable advice. If you do not consider the en-
closed jewel as good as any I would be pleased to
have you send me a sample jewel which would

be the very best to be had fur positionally-adjusted
railroad movements that will have to stand service
in railroad use?—We have examined the jewel
you sent for criticism and will say that it will
not do for use in a railroad grade watch because
it is not mounted true. Hold it in a chuck or
cement it and true it by the rim and you will
notice the pivot hole has an eccentric motion.
This would make the staff stand out of the per-
pendicular and the watch could not be adjusted
to positions. The quality of the jewel itself is
good but the mounting has been carelessly done,
which is a vital defect, of course. The way to
be sure of getting the proper quality of jewels for
each grade is to buy the genuine • material in
packages bearing the label of the factory which
made the watch in question.

"Blue Print."—I have been trying to make
some advertising cards about 12x 18 inches, using
blue-print paper, but have had poor results, as the
lettering comes out a gray-white and the whole
surface has an unfinished appearance. Is there any
way I can bleach the white and get a better finish?
My reasons for trying the blue-print process are
that white cards soil quickly and lithographing is
too expensive. How is lithographing donef—We
regret to say that we do not know of any way of
bleaching the white on blue-print paper without
affecting the blue. On experimenting, however,
we find that if the print is washed for but a short
time—say about three minutes—and is then re-
exposed, the resulting white will be much better.
In order to obtain a good blue print, there are
several points that must be borne in mind. In the
first case, it is essential that the paper used be
fresh and of a good quality—where much work of
this character is done it is customary to make. up
new paper every day. Again, the right kind of a
day must be selected ; that is, a good, clear day
with a strong sun; and we must also be careful to
assure ourselves that the sun strikes the print at
precisely right angles, as otherwise the light will
creep under the print where we do not desire it,
and thus cause the dirty, unfinished appearance. It
is also essential, where first-class prints are de-
sired, to have a printing frame, the back of which
shows no hollows or ridges, as otherwise the result
will be much the same as when the exposure to
light is not at right angles—the light will "creep"
under the print at all places where such holes or
ridges appear in the backing. The importance of
obtaining good blue prints for mechanical pur-
poses is every day becoming greater, and several
inventions have appeared that utilize electricity
for this purpose. In one of these, the apparatus
consists of a cylindrical printing frame of two
heavy curved plates of glass, bedded in soft ma-
terial in an adjustable frame. A small arc light
is lowered into the cylinder by means of an auto-
matic apparatus, which can be so regulated as to
give any desired time of exposure. The advantage
of such an arrangement is at once evident to the
thoughtful mechanic, as the light is always in
exactly the proper position, and it is possible to
print at any time, without taking into considera-
tion the dark and cloudy days of winter or the
rainy days of summer ; in fact, it eliminates all
the old doubt as to result where the old conditions
of poor, smoky or irregular light had to be taken
into consideration. The foregoing remarks serve
but to show the difficulties that are to be en-
countered if we endeavor to make display cards by
this process, and lead us to suggest that you look
in some other direction for good results.
Lithography, as you say, is quite expensive and,
therefore, out of the question. The next thing
that would suggest itself would be letterpress
printing, and this would, no doubt, be the cheapest
and best plan if you needed any considerable
quantity of cards of one kind—that is, with same
wording on each, but from the tone of your in-
quiry we think that this is not what you want.
Another plan would be to letter each card by
hand ; if you do not feel competent to do this
yourself, you can, no doubt, find a card writer
in your town ; failing to find one, a consultation
with a principal of a local school would probably
result in finding a pupil who would do a very
creditable job and be glad of the chance to earn
a little money or piece of jewelry. As to the kind
of cardboard to use, if you find that the white
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soils too easily, we would suggest that you use
a gray, nice shades of which you can readily
procure from a local stationer or printer. In pur-
chasing card it is well to bear in mind the fact that
it is almost invariably made in sheets 22 x 28 inches,
and if you use sheets that will cut evenly out of
that size the cost will be reduced. For instance,
we would suggest that you make the size ii x 14
inches, instead of the 12 x T8 inches you mention.
The principles of the art of lithography are these:
an unctuous composition, having been made to
adhere to a calcareo-argillaceous stone, those
parts covered by it—i. e., the writing or drawing
—acquire the power of receiving nrinting ink,
whereas those parts not containing the writing or
drawing are prevented from receiving the ink
from the inking roller by the interposition of
water ; and, lastly, an absorbent paper being laid
on the stone and subjected to strong pressure,
copies are obtained.

"Hairspring."—What is the best way to fit a
colleted hairspring to a movententr—See answer
to "Train" in Workshop Notes, page 833, May
(1908) KEYSTONE.

"Glass Drill."—(1) Occasionally I find it
necessary to drill glass. What is the proper way
to proceed?—For drilling a small hole—say from
A" to ‘6"—a drill held in the hand does well.
Such drills are made from good tool-steel and are
shaped at the cutting edge like those which work-
men used with a bow, except there is no angle to
the cutting edge—that is, the cutting edge is
rounded. There is a little trouble in starting such
a drill, and some workmen in drilling glass use a
three-square file ground to a triangular point for
making a pit to start the round-edged drill. Spirits
of turpentine, in which a little gum camphor is
dissolved, is used for moistening the drill. Such
drills can be placed in one of those little geared
drillstocks, but usually, when only one or two
holes are to be drilled, the most satisfactory plan
will be to set the drill in a wooden toor-handle
which is held in the hand, the necessary rotary
motion being obtained by a twist of the wrist. By
this last-named plan one is able to feel his way and
urge the drill by the proper pressure. When a
larger hole is to be made, the better plan is to use
a copper tube a trifle less in diameter than the hole
required. To start the drill, a "guide" of some
kind is cemented to the glass to hold the drill in
position. If a hole is made in a piece of thin board
of the size of the copper tube, it (the board) can
be cemented to the glass by making a thinnish
paste of plaster of Paris, which is poured on the
glass where the hole is desired. The piece of board
is pressed into the plaster (keeping the guide hole
clear) and in a few minutes the plaster sets.
Spirits of turpentine and emery are placed in the
hole, then the copper tube is inserted and revolved.
Two precautions should be observed (a) to "up-
set," that is, thicken the edges of the tube by
hammering, to prevent splitting of the glass ; (b)
arrange to hold the copper tube perfectly upright
while it is rotated.

"Chimer."—I ant having a good deal of
trouble with a Tiffany hall clock, chiming quarters,
Westminster chimes. Just about five or ten min-
utes before it chimes it lets one hammer loose,
then on the right tinte it finishes the chime. I
have tried moving the roll back and forth but
that scents to throw it out more. Will you tell
me where to look for the trouble and how to set
itP—You will notice that there is at one point on
the cylinder's circumference a space clear across
the cylinder on which there are no teeth. After
the clock has struck four quarters and the hour,
and the striking mechanism is through acting, set
the cylinder so that this clear space on it lies
about half on each side of the line of the tails
of the chiming hammers as they stand at rest.
After doing this the chime should work right. As
it is now, you doubtless have it so that when the
striking mechanism is at rest one of the pins on
the cylinder has its hammer raised and ready to
drop when the "warning" occurs, several minutes
before the clock should strike, the hammer is
jarred off its pin and strikes its gong.
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DO

YOU

WANT

SOME

OF

THESE

"PULL"

CARDS?

Our School Will Give You:
The most thorough instruction; even though
many thought we couldn't improve further, our head
instructor recently made a tour of the principal
watchmaking schools of Europe searching for any
ideas of value not yet known in America. This is
just one example of the care we take of our students'
interests.

CI The lowest school—and living expenses;
you can live better for less money in Lancaster than
in any other place we know of ; our tuition charges
and hours of instruction are more favorable to students
than those of other schools.

IN An honest estimate of length of time
required to reach proficiency. Don't allow an un-
scrupulous school to deceive you on this point ; dis-
appointment will surely follow.

Write for our book of information

The Ezra F. Bowman
COURSES IN

Watchmaking

Engraving

Jewelry Work

Technical School
Lancaster, Pa.

11.1[ON1Y PALLET JEWEI SETTER

Look for stamp—it means
satisfaction guaranteed

Price $2.00 V V OVER 1000 SOLD THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS

TitE ()NIA: SETTER separates the two jewels so that one eau be adjusted without danger of
the other shifting. THE ONLY SETTER is fitted with practical gagerto determine the amount
jewel is to he shifted, eliminating guess work. COLMAN'S TOOLS are sent free on ten days'
trial, and if found satisfactory are charged through your jobber.

For Sale by all Jobbers In U.S. and Canada

MR. C. COLMAN
Maplewood, MO.

Dear Sir:
The ONLY pallet setter

is rightly named. I re-
ceived it ten days ago and
have used it several times.
I would not be without it
now if the price was $10.00.
Please el: urge through
Messrs. Fretaden heim,
Levy & Lunde, this city.
or send bill to me as you
prefer.

Fraternally yours,
NV. ('. COMFORT

Elmira, N.Y.

TORPEDO
PENDANT WASHERS

(Ears)

These washers arc to be pressed in. They
can be seated in the pendant by it few light
taps of a hammer, without ally further
trouble. No soldering necessary.
It is evident to anyone that ft conical,

knurled washer of steel natal sit well. as its
keen outside edges press deeply in the suit
metal of the pendant.
Hilt or nickeled.

PRICE
81.50 per Assortment of n Dozen.

45'Send for Circular and Free .Comple Pair.

C. CUL-MAN
MAPLE AND HAZEL AVENUES

MAPLEWOOD, MO.

1211st, 19o9

The World's Two Largest
Diamonds

THE KEYSTONE

The largest article or object of its
particular kind in the world is always a
subject of exceptional interest, and the fact
applies especially to the largest diamonds,
representing, as they do, a fabulous value
difficult of estimation. Much has been
written by doubtful authority in regard to
the world's largest gems, but in the current
issue of the Century Magazine an article by
Dr. G. F. Kunz gives some highly interest-
ing facts, the reliability of which, by reason
of the authorship, may be taken for granted.
In his introductory Mr. Kunz says:

The two largest diamonds
The Excelsior in the world have been

brought to light within the
last score of years. The first of these
crystals—until 1905, the largest ever dis-
covered—bore the name of the Excelsior
diamond and was found in the afternoon of
June 30, 1893, in the Jagersfontein Mine,
in the Orange River Colony. This crystal
weighed, in the rough, exactly 971 carats,
or about seven and a half ounces avoirdu-
pois. It was of a bluish-white color and
measured three inches in length, one and a
half in thickness, two and a half inches in
its greatest and one and a half inches in its
least breadth. No purchaser materializing,
it was decided that the wisest course would
be to separate it into a number of pieces.
The work of cleavage was then undertaken
and a division into ten parts was made.

The three largest cleavage portions
weighed respectively 158, 147 and 130
carats, a little less than half the total weight
of the stone. The cutting was done in 1904,
in the establishment of Messrs. Asscher
Brothers in Amsterdam, and was intrusted
to Henri Koe, who, as we shall see, was the
chief diamond-cutter employed on the Culli-
nan diamonds. From the whole were pro-
duced ten cut gems of remarkable beauty,
with a total weight of 340 13/32 carats, the
largest gem being 68 carats and the smallest
t3 17/32.

It will be seen from these data that the
entire cut product represents a little over
thirty-five per cent. of the substance of the
original mass. This is about the usual pro-
portion in the hands of even the most skill-
ful workers. Essentially the same results
were attained in the cutting of the Cullinan
diamonds, the cut product being in this case
something more than thirty-four per cent.
Occasionally, however, a larger part of the
rough stone is utilized, as in the case of the
Brazilian diamond named the Star of the
South, which weighed 254% carats before
cutting, and I253/ carats as a cut stone, a
loss of only fifty per cent.

Mr. Kunz then describes
the world's largest diamond,
the Cullinan, of 3o344 in-

ternational carats, which was finally dis-
posed of, by being presented by the Trans-
vaal Government to King Edward, of Eng-
land, on the sixty-sixth anniversary of his
birth. The most interesting part of Dr.
Kunz's story deals with the cutting of this
stone. The Asscher Brothers, of Amster-
dam, were intrusted with this task. Their

The Cullinan

representatives received the diamond at the
Colonial Office on January 23, 0908. Four
detectives accompanied the bearers of the
treasure, one of the four being replaced by
a fellow-officer at each station, so that there
was a continual change of force until the ar-
rival of the party in Amsterdam. Here the
diamond was safely deposited in the factory
of Messrs. Asscher.

In order to divide the great crystal to
the best advantage, it was necessary to dis-
cover the exact situation of what are known
as the planes of cleavage. Finally, it was
esteemed that the best results would be at-
tained by dividing the stone into five pieces,
and the operation of cleavage was under-
taken.

Cleaving
the Gem

On February 10, 1908, this
responsible task was per-
formed by Joseph Asscher.
A long, V-shaped groove, a

quarter of an inch in depth having been cut
across one of the sides of the crystal with
a diamond point, Mr. Asscher laid the blade
of a large well-tempered knife along the
groove and, firmly holding the knife in
place, delivered a tremendous blow on the
back of the blade with a steel rod. Such
was the resistance offered by the immense
crystal that the knife broke without cleav-
ing the stone, and another similar knife had
to be procured and prepared for the opera-
tion of cleavage. A two-handled knife was
used, each handle being held by an assistant
so that the blade was firm in the groove,
Mr. Asscher then striking a powerful blow
with the steel rod, the diamond parted at
the first stroke. The remaining cleavages
were accomplished with less difficulty.

For cutting purposes a
special table was made upon
which to conduct the opera-
tions of cleaving and cut-

ting, and a special bak, or box, this being
four or five times the size of the bak used
in ordinary diamond-cutting. In cutting the
facets of a diamond, the stone is set in a
(top, or holder, having a cup-like extremity
filled with a fused lead spelter, wherein the
diamond is embedded and carefully ad-
justed. The usual dop measures about two
inches across, and weighs about half a
pound ; that used for the Cullinan diamond
was five and one half inches across and
weighed nearly eighteen pounds. The
horizontal wheel or mill usually employed
for polishing diamonds has a diameter of
nine and one-half inches, and makes 2400
revolutions per minute. The mill upon
which the Cullinan diamond was polished
measures sixteen and one-half inches in
diameter and the weights employed to hold
it on the wheel, instead of weighing, as is
usual, about four pounds each, two or three
being applied at the same time, weighed
in this instance from forty-five to fifty
pounds in the aggregate.

During the whole time re-
quired for the cutting of the
Cullinan diamonds the chief
cutter, Henri Koe—who

has been with the Messrs. Asscher for
twenty years, and was born in London, al-
though of Dutch parentage—and his two
assistants, worked every day, Sundays in-
cluded, from 7 A.M. to 9 P.M. Every even-

Cutting

the Gem

A Famous

Expert
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ing when the day's work was ended, one of
the partners came to the workroom with
several armed guards and accompanied Koe
while he carried the diamond down to the
strongroom, provided with steel and con-
crete walls two feet thick, wherein it was
kept during the night. Armed guards
patrolled the building all night and police
officers were stationed outside both night
and day.

Work on the largest section, an im-
mense drop briolette, began on March 3,
1908, and the stone was completed by the
end of October, so that this great task re-
quired less than eight months for its ac-
complishment. This unique gem weighs
5I6Y2 carats, is 2.322 inches long, and 1.791
inches broad, and has seventy-four facets.
Like all the other diamonds of this remark-
able series, it is flawless and of the finest
blue-white water and it so far surpasses all
other existing diamonds in size that it con-
stitutes a class by itself. Next comes a
square English cut brilliant of 309 3/16
carats, with sixty-six facets, and measuring
1,771 inches in length and 1.594 in breadth.
The cutting of this, the second of the Cul-
linan diamonds, was started on May 29,
0908. Although so much inferior in size
to the largest diamond, this stone is, never-
theless, larger than any other cut diamond
of ancient or modern times.

Besides the two extraordinary gems
above mentioned, the Cullinan crystal has
furnished a drop diamond of 92 carats, a
square brilliant of 62 carats, five other fine
stones, variously cut, and ranging in weight
from 18 13/32 to 4 5/16 carats, and, lastly,
ninety-six smaller brilliants with an aggre-
gate weight of 7Y8 carats—a total of
1036 7/32 carats.

The difference between the
methods of cutting now em-
ployed and those of an
earlier time are shown by

the fact that, at the beginning of the
eighteenth century, it took two years to cuf
the Pitt diamond of 136N carats from a
crystal weighing 410 carats. In 1852, the
Koh-i-nur, weighing I023/4 carats, was re-
cut in thirty-eight days, but as an Indian-
cut stone it weighed only 186 1/16 carats, so
that only about 84 carats had to be removed.
The cost of cutting the Pitt diamond was
$3o,000 and $43,00o was paid for recutting
the Koh-i-nur, while the amount expended
for this purpose on the Star of the South,
weighing 12572 carats, was only $2500.
The cost of cutting the Cullinan stones was
met by the sale of several of the minor dia-
monds, since the crystal only was given to
the king, and not the cost of cutting.

In view of the altogether exceptional
size of the largest of King Edward's dia-
monds, the writer thinks it should have been
cut with a much larger number of facets,
as this would have greatly increased its fire
and brilliancy. When we consider that the
Florentine diamond in the Austrian Treas-
ury, weighing but 133% carats, has no less
than 128 facets, it certainly seems that 74
facets are too few in the case of a diamond
weighing 5i6112 carats.

The two largest diamonds will be
known as the "King Edward" and "Queen
Alexandra."

Improved
Methods
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PROFIT
Is what you are in business for "Ball
Watches" assure you several varieties.

1—A Fair cash return. 2--Satisned Customers—most desirable " profit."

3—No preliminary repairing of movement—No fitting to case—No long regulation. Thus

saving your time is " profit." 4—No " price cutting " competitors.

A " profit proposition " straight through for every reliable retail jeweler.

gm'Write for booklet of facts and figures.
1̀11We want an authorized agent in
every locality.

Vie VVEBB C. BALL WATCH CO.
CLEVELAND :: CHICAGO

N. B.

TAKE NOTE

The REMINDER WATCH

Say!

How about an alarm watch with silvery
ring?

Your customers have to keep appoint-
ments.

Some of them have to time mechanical
processes.

No more forgetting!
Show the

REMINDER WATCH
As handsome as it is convenient.
Right size; good timekeeper.
Gun Metal case ; inside case forms Bell.
Set by third hand for any hour and minute.

BIG SALES!

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

mii•M■

Write to-day for
new price and
printed matter.
We furnish cuts
for your local
paper.

The REMINDER WATCH

A SENSATION

RINGS any time desired. Set by third hand. Inside
case serves as Bell. Handsome Gun Metal Case.

Good timekeeper. TRY ONE.

Actual Size

AMERICAN-SWISS WATCH CO.
1 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

LEMAIRE OPERAGLASSES

LEMAIRE FIELD. GLASSES

BEST IN THE WORLD. USED IN THE ARMY AND NAVY

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., Importers
NEW CATALOGUE upon application to any JOBBER 37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

Large Variety in All
the Latest Styles
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Annual Meeting Texas Retail
Jewelers' Association

The second annual convention of the Texas
Retail Jewelers' Association was held in Dallas
July 20th and 21st. After a lapse of several
years this organization suddenly revived last year
and the strides made in the systematic organiza-
tion of its members and the results obtained
through these efforts are highly gratifying. Start-
ing in with a few workers the Texas association
succeeded in having twenty-two members present
at their convention last year, but it has now
reached the point where the errors of youth and
inexperience have become almost entirely elimi-
nated.

Morning Session

When the association was called to order in
the banquet hall at the beautiful Hotel Southland
at To o'clock, on the 20th inst., seventy members
responded to roll call, this number being aug-
mented from time to time with the late arrivals,
until 117 members were reported as present, a
wonderful showing for a two-year-old organization.

No time was lost in getting down to active'
business, for a very lengthy programme had been
arranged and every minute was a busy one, re-
plete with characteristic Texan self-assurance, and
determination to do or die.

Mayor S. J. Hay, of the City of Dallas, wel-
comed the association in a manner befitting this
particular occasion and one that made each and
every one present feel that they had neglected
opportunities, but that in the future the Texas as-
sociation's name would be among the leaders.

Robert T. Crawford, of Waco, responded to
the welcoming speech, touching upon the generous
spirit shown by Dallas in the way the glad right
hand had been extended and with the promise
that a proper appreciation would be demonstrated
by the members of this association in their re-
turn of courtesies and in "A boost for Dallas."

Following these short addresses reports were
received from the officers, A. A. Everts, presi-
dent; H. M. Ryman, secretary; H. W. Bounds,
treasurer.

There were numerous expressions demon-
strating a complete satisfaction of the members
with the manner in which these officers had per-
formed their several duties and also with the re-
sults of the first year's work.

KEY-STONE 1286a

Roll call of officers and executive committee
ensued, after which twenty-two applications for
membership were considered and acted upon. In-
stead of the 117 this morning, it was confidently
expected that with the inauguration of the plans
suggested for the betterment of the association
and the novel methods to be used in inducing
new members to join it, that when the third
annual convention meets in Waco in 1910 250
Texas retail jewelers will answer "present."

Previous to the adjournment of the morning
session the following committees were appointed:
Nominations—A. S. Fonville, C. G. McCord, T. H.
Benninger. Resolutions—A. T. Crawford, Simon
Linz, Mr. Benville. Time and place—C. B. Pitt-
man, A. H. Kerr, V. Regenbrecht. Grievance—
E. J. Thomason, A. C. Glover, Albert Jones.
Membership—W. W. Mitchell, H. Ryman. Audit-
ing—W. F. Dietrich, J. H. Greer, R. B. Stocking.

Afternoon Session

At the afternoon session a series of resolu-
tions, dealing with various trade matters, was
submitted to the convention. These resolutions,
which were very similar in tenor to those adopted
at the other conventions, and now familiar to the
trade, covered practically all the recognized trade
grievances. They condemned the practice of
silverware companies maintaining retail stores,
and also the practice of manufacturers supplying
goods to hotels and restaurants direct, declaring
that they would patronize, as far as possible, the
manufacturers who did not indulge in these
practices. The resolutions strongly commended
the fixed selling price movement, which is now
making so much progress, making particular com-
mendatory mention of the Howard Watch Co.,
the South Bend Watch Co., the Rockford Watch
Co., the Illinois Watch Co. and the Waltham
Watch Co., the recently-announced plan of the
latter, to have all their movements, as far as pos-
sible, sold by the jewelers exclusively, meeting
with special favor. The indiscriminating mailing
of catalogues was strongly denounced, as was the
practice of watch companies making special
made movements for mail-order houses. It is
evident, from the comprehensive resolutions, that
the association will vigorously battle for its trade
rights.

MAKING A DIAMOND SALE

Simon Linz' talk on "Making a Diamond
Sale" was of particular interest, owing to Mr.
Linz' peculiar fitness to discuss this subject, his

NEWLY-ELECTED OFFICERS

A. S. Jones, Secretary
R. T. Crawford, President
C. B. Pittman, Vice-President R. IL Stocking, Treasurer

desire being to induce the retail jewelers to
strictly adhere to a just (to themselves as well as
to the customer) selling price, as well as fair
treatment to the customer. This paper will be
found in full elsewhere in this issue.

T. M. Cave entered into the discussion on
diamond sales following Mr. Linz' talk and
brought up the subject of mail-order houses, who
are advertising high-grade diamonds at a fabu-
lously low price upon small payments and treating
a customer as an ignoramus, which he is when it
conies to his knowledge of diamonds, by sending
him a gem of a price very often two-thirds above
what any reputable jeweler would sell a like
stone for, providing the latter carried as poor
a quality of stone in stock.

Robert T. Crawford spoke upon the advisa-
bility of eliminating small profits in a diamond
sale. By a little diplomacy it is a very easy mat-
ter to educate your customer to your way of
thinking and thereby be enabled to sell him just
what he wants or, perhaps better still, what he
should buy, and still be able to obtain your just
profit on your investment. The tendency seemed
to be, so he stated, for some jewelers to make
demoralizingly low prices, even with long terms,
for fear that they will not make the sale.

Albert Jones, of Temple, spoke upon what
he had found to be somewhat general with a good
many jewelers to endeavor to belittle, either the
prospective sale or a sale already made of a corn-
petitor, failing to recognize the fact that when
they inject an idea of this kind into a customer's
mind he naturally believes that the same treat-
ment would be accorded him by every jeweler in
the business. His endeavor was to show that
by boosting your competitor you are also boosting
yourself and thereby sowing seeds for future gar-
nishing, because you secure the confidence of your
customer and you are establishing your business
upon a rock that will not totter.

"How Jewelers May Have Good Health, Live
Long and be Happy," by Dr. H. Leslie Moore,
of Dallas, was an interesting topic and one which
was helpful in more ways than one because it
showed that the business man should not consider
himself alone as a machine, but as a human being;
that as much care should be taken of his health
as of his high-grade watch.

"The Show Window as a Money and Reputa-
tion Maker" was the next number and although

(Continued on page 1286g)

RETIRING OFFICERS

II. M. Ryman,
Secretary

.\. Everts, II. W. Bounds,
President Treasurer
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The second annual convention of the Texas
Retail Jewelers' Association was held in Dallas
July 20th and 21st. After a lapse of several
years this organization suddenly revived last year
and the strides made in the systematic organiza-
tion of its members and the results obtained
through these efforts are highly gratifying. Start-
ing in with a few workers the Texas association
succeeded in having twenty-two members present
at their convention last year, but it has now
reached the point where the errors of youth and
inexperience have become almost entirely elimi-
nated.

Morning Session

When the association was called to • order in
the banquet hall at the beautiful Hotel Southland
at to o'clock, on the 20th inst., seventy members
responded to roll call, this number being aug-
mented from time to time with the late arrivals,
until 117 members were reported as present, a
wonderful showing for a two-year-old organization.

No time was lost in getting down to active'
business, for a very lengthy programme had been
arranged and every minute was a busy one, re-
plete with characteristic Texan self-assurance and
determination to do or die.

Mayor S. J. Hay, of the City of Dallas, wel-
comed the association in a manner befitting this
particular occasion and one that made each and
every one present feel that they had neglected
opportunities, but that in the future the Texas as-
sociation's name would be among the leaders.

Robert T. Crawford, of Waco, responded to
the welcoming speech, touching upon the generous
spirit shown by Dallas in the way the glad right
hand had been extended and with the promise
that a proper appreciation would be demonstrated
by the members of this association in their re-
turn of courtesies and in "A boost for Dallas."

Following these short addresses reports were
received from the officers, A. A. Everts, presi-
dent; H. M. Ryman, secretary; H. W. Bounds,
treasurer.

There were numerous expressions demon-
strating a complete satisfaction of the members
with the manner in which these officers had per-
formed their several duties and also with the re-
sults of the first year's work.
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Roll call of officers and executive committee
ensued, after which twenty-two applications for
membership were considered and acted upon. In-
stead of the 117 this morning, it was confidently
expected that with the inauguration of the plans
suggested for the betterment of the association
and the novel methods to be used in inducing
new members to join it, that when the third
annual convention meets in Waco in 1910 250
Texas retail jewelers will answer "present."

Previous to the adjournment of the morning
session the following committees were appointed:
Nominations—A. S. Fonville, C. G. McCord, T. H.
Benninger. Resolutions—A. T. Crawford, Simon
Linz, Mr. Benville. Time and place—C. B. Pitt-
man, A. H. Kerr, V. Regenbrecht. Grievance—
E. J. Thomason, A. C. Glover, Albert Jones.
Membership—W. W. Mitchell, H. Ryman. Audit-
ing—W. F. Dietrich, J. H. Greer, R. B. Stocking.

Afternoon Session
At the afternoon session a series of resolu-

tions, dealing with various trade matters, was
submitted to the convention. These resolutions,
which were very similar in tenor to those adopted
at the other conventions, and now familiar to the
trade, covered practically all the recognized trade
grievances. They condemned the practice of
silverware companies maintaining retail stores,
and also the practice of manufacturers supplying
goods to hotels and restaurants direct, declaring
that they would patronize, as far as possible, the
manufacturers who did not indulge in these
practices. The resolutions strongly commended
the fixed selling price movement, which is now
making so much progress, making particular com-
mendatory mention of the Howard Watch Co.,
the South Bend Watch Co., the Rockford Watch
Co., the Illinois Watch Co. and the Waltham
Watch Co., the recently-announced plan of the
latter, to have all their movements, as far as pos-
sible, sold by the jewelers exclusively, meeting
with special favor. The indiscriminating mailing
of catalogues was strongly denounced, as was the
practice of watch companies making special
made movements for mail-order houses. It is
evident, from the comprehensive resolutions, that
the association will vigorously battle for its trade
rights.

MAKING A DIAMOND SALE

Simon Linz' talk on "Making a Diamond
Sale" was of particular interest, owing to Mr.
Linz' peculiar fitness to discuss this subject, his
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desire being to induce the retail jewelers to
strictly adhere to a just (to themselves as well as
to the customer) selling price, as well as fair
treatment to the customer. This paper will be
found in full elsewhere in this issue.

T. M. Cave entered into the discussion on
diamond sales following Mr. Linz' talk and
brought up the subject of mail-order houses, who
are advertising high-grade diamonds at a fabu-
lously low price upon small payments and treating
a customer as an ignoramus, which he is when it
comes to his knowledge of diamonds, by sending
him a gem of a price very often two-thirds above
what any reputable jeweler would sell a like
stone for, providing the latter carried as poor
a quality of stone in stock.

Robert T. Crawford spoke upon the advisa-
bility of eliminating small profits in a diamond
sale. By a little diplomacy it is a very easy mat-
ter to educate your customer to your way of
thinking and thereby be enabled to sell him just
what he wants or, perhaps better still, what he
should buy, and still be able to obtain your just
profit on your investment. The tendency seemed
to be, so he stated, for some jewelers to make
demoralizingly low prices, even with long terms,
for fear that they will not make the sale.

Albert Jones, of Temple, spoke upon what
he had found to be somewhat general with a good
many jewelers to endeavor to belittle, either the
prospective sale or a sale already made of a com-
petitor, failing to recognize the fact that when
they inject an idea of this kind into a customer's
mind he naturally believes that the same treat-
ment would be accorded him by every jeweler in
the business. His endeavor was to show that
by boosting your competitor you are also boosting
yourself and thereby sowing seeds for future gar-
nishing, because you secure the confidence of your
customer and you are establishing your business
upon a rock that will not totter.

"How Jewelers May Have Good Health, Live
Long and be Happy," by Dr. H. Leslie Moore,
of Dallas, was an interesting topic and one which
was helpful in more ways than one because it
showed that the business man should not consider
himself alone as a machine, but as a human being;
that as much care should be taken of his health
as of his high-grade watch.

"The Show Window as a Money and Reputa-
tion Maker" was the next number and although

(Continued on page 1286g)
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The Watch of Matchless Merit

ANNOUNCEMENT

The OMEGA WATCH COMPANY
of BIENNE, SWITZERLAND

ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF THEIR

UNITED STATES AGENCY
WITH OFFICES IN NEW YORK and CHICAGO

This Renowned Watch Factor is prepared to receive applications
Y from RETAIL JEWELERS

throughout the United States for Permits to act as an EXCLUSIVE FACTORY AGENT to extend the
sale of the OMEGA WATCH. 111This advertisement appears this single issue and is a fair opportunity to
every jeweler in this country. (,In your application please mention about the minimum number of watches
you may use per year as the supply available for distribution in this country is limited.

MAKE APPLICATION AT ONCE TO

UNITED STATES AGENCY, OMEGA WATCH COMPANY
MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK or HEYWORTH BUILDING, CHICAGO

OMEGA WATCH COMPANY BIENNE, SUISSE

+MORRO
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The Watch of Matchless Merit

THE OMEGA WATCH
Is offered to Exclusive Factory Sales Agents in the United States

THE CHARACTER and QUALITY OF

THIS WATCH
HAS STOOD THE TEST of 60 YEARS IN

67 COUNTRIES

4LFor perfect timekeeping qualities the OMEGA is unequalled. The OMEGA
,WATCH is made in all grades and sizes from 4/0 size (10 ligne) to 18 size, also 8-day

automobile watches and chronographs. (LEvery movement position adjusted, and is
universally guaranteed by all agents in all countries.

RETAIL Jewelers Only May Be Interested

APPLY AT ONCE FOR THE AGENCY
 SEE OPPOSITE PAGE  

• • • •

• • • • OMEGA WATCH COMPANY • • • •

• • • •



SING RING WATCH CASES
DUST AND DAMP PROOF

Note Construction of Pendant

LEATHER
WASHER

DUST PROOF Nvr

Sectional View of Pendant

JAS. BOSS stiffened Gold
Guaranteed for 25 Years

F- 23 7

1,,S•

Tratle-i\lark

Artistic in Model
Correct in Construction
Perfect in Finish
Great Variety in Ornamentation

F.14.12

The popular model for railroad men
and all others requiring a strong, service-
able case.

No jeweler's stock complete without
this justly popular line.

We show a few staple styles of
eighteen size.

Sold by all leading wholesale dealers.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

New York
Chicago

19th & Brown Sts.

Philadelphia

Boston

F . 366

v,,,S • B0s,s,

Cincinnati
San Francisco

F-337 F - 39 21

F.232

THE POPULAR PARAGON
JAS. BOSS stiffened Gold Watch Cases
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F.234

SPECIALLY THIN AND COMPACT

NOW READY IN 16 SIZE AND 12 SIZE
AND IN 25 YEAR AND 20 YEAR

111

PRICE-LIST
25 YEAR

Plain or E. T. Engraved

16 size . $17.00 $18.50
12 " • . 14.00 15.50

20 YEAR
Plain or E. T. Engraved

16 size . . $12.50 $13.50
12 " • . 12.00 13.00

If you have not seen this
particularly attractive line,
order samples from your
wholesale dealer

Trade-Mark

• 
20 YEAR GOANe 

N

CP 1286

s 

8.232

4.,611 4D

Trade-Mark

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York
Chicago

Boston Cincinnati
San Francisco

8.231

S.80

10

9

NV,

6.233

.yEET,,,ss

B.234
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SESSIONS CLOCKS
JUST WHAT THE TRADE DEMAND

A Neat, Plain Polished Cabinet Clock at a Popular Price. Substantially Constructed. Nicely Finished Golden Oak Cases

1,11!1111.

• . 1 1 '

AVONDALE
I21/2 inches high To inches wide

Price, $5.30

BELFAST
12% inches high o inCileti wide

Price, $5.20

8-day, Striking the Hour and Half-hour on Cathedral Gong. Iveroid Dial.

DALTON
I2 V.2 inCileti high fo inches wide

Price, $5.00

Oval Glass.Plain Brass Sash.

We illustrate below a few of our fine Inlaid Mahogany Clocks
WRITE FOR SHEET SHOWING FULL LINE IN COLORS
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Annual Meeting Texas Retail Jewelers'
Association

(Continued front page 12860)

J. H. Greer, of Fort Worth, was unable to be
present to deliver his address the subject was
discussed at some length. Mr. Crawford, of
Waco, related what his experience had been in
the way of keeping the outside of his show win-
dow clean, and this was by the installation of an
electric fan directed against the window pane,
which kept the flies and dust from settling, thus
keeping the window clean upon the outside and
also doing away with the "customer-chasing
screen door," the fan being so placed that a draft
was directed across the entrance. This afforded
a clear view into the. store, which a customer
more readily accepted as a greeting and, naturally,
took advantage of. Mr. Crawford stated that his
sales had been materially increased after the in-
troduction of this plan.

A. S. Fonville suggested the study of effects
of the introduction into the window of different
articles before the window was finally opened for
the public's benefit.

At this point in the proceedings a telegram
was received from the Business Men's League,
of Waco, inviting the Texas Retail jewelers' As-
sociation to meet in their city in 1910. The ap-
plause which greeted the reading of this message
plainly showed the feeling of the members as to
their individual opinions in the matter.

Following the announcement of the next ad-
dress, "What the Texas Retail Jewelers' Associa-
tion May Accomplish," by P. S. Park, of Mexia,
who was unable to be present at the afternoon
session, a discussion, generally indulged in, con-
sumed almost the balance of this session. An in-
stance related by Mr. Crawford as to one im-
portant abuse which could be overcome by the
association was the pernicious practice of well-
dressed, scholarly gentlemen who travel from
town to town, pick out the most prosperous
jeweler and approach him with a plea for funds
in exchange for a large diamond, usually asking
about one-third or one-half the value of a stone
of first quality for the one in their possession,
which, if care is taken to examine, will be found
to be worth about one-half of what they are
really asking for it, and it is surprising to know
the number of stones that can and have been
placed in the small towns. One town, in particu-
lar, was presented with eight stones in one day
in this manner, showing the carelessness and
utter disregard for the first principles in good

business upon the part of the jeweler, who is
ordinarily supposed to be a man of a business
caliber above the ordinary. Old, worn-out watch
movements, which have ben clothed in a nice new
case, are presented in much the same way, the
tale being that the man has either lost his money
gambling the night before or • had his pockets
picked of all his money and needs the amount
which he is asking to get to some locality where
he is known.

The afternoon session was adjourned at 5
P. M. to enable the members to have the convention
photograph taken, a copy of which is shown here-
with.

At 7 r. M. twenty-nine automobiles lined up
at Hotel Southland, in which the members were
escorted in a trip around the city.

At 8.30 P. M. a banquet followed, of which the
members of the association as well as those con-
nected with the wholesale houses in Dallas, with
their wives, and in some cases sweethearts, par-
took. Dr. Crawford, of Waco, gave the toast,
"Ladies, God Bless Them." This was followed
by A. A. Everts rendering thanks. During the
course of the banquet the well-known Texas
prima donna, Miss Anna Lee Andrews, rendered
several numbers, all of which were applauded by
the appreciative audience. Foster Ball, a come-
dian, who has proven himself one of the high-
grade actors who have shown in the biggest
houses in the United States, entertained with a
number of humorous sketches.

Second Day

The second day's meeting was called to order
promptly at 9 o'clock owing to the immense
amount of business to be taken care of. P. L.
Wills, the advertising manager of the Dallas
News, opened the meeting with an address on
"How to Advertise a Jewelry Store," opening the
eyes of quite a number present to some novel
methods that have been put into use by some of
the biggest advertising firms in the United States.
He showed the little man, as well as the big,
just how he could best advertise his business to
the most advantage, showing that the little fellow
suffered by his own imagination of a stern com-
petition. His talk was instructive to a high de-
gree to everyone present and it would be un-
fortunate were there to be no good results ob-
tained by a failure to adopt some of his wise
suggestions, which were given gratis. Mr. Wills
summed up the failure of a large proportion of
advertisers to obtain good results in the one
word, "Impatience."

Unfortunately, Henry Iversen, of Corsicana,
found it impossible to be present and the article
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assigned to him, "The Repair Department as a
Money Maker," was not presented.

L. E. Whitmore, President of the Texas Op-
tical Association, treated very instructively his
subject, "The Optical Department; Making It
Pay." As there were a number of jeweler-opti-
cians present, this subject was more entertaining
and instructive than at first thought might have
been supposed.

"The Good of Local Jewelers' Clubs" was
discussed by Edgar L. Pike, of Dallas, and was
well received, inasmuch as this seemed to be a
novelty with the majority of jewelers, who sup-
posed that clubs of retail merchants were meant
for others than themselves.

"One Funny Happening in My Business
Career," was indulged in by C. B. Pittman, of
Ennis; Albert Jones, of Temple; J. Levinski, of
Waco; W. D. Dietrich, of Cleburne, and H.
Franks, of El Catnpo.

Mr. Chritzer, of San Antonio, was unable
to be present, therefore "Protecting the Public
From Fraud," the subject which he was to have
talked upon, was gone into pretty thoroughly in
open discussion, the following subjects being
brought up in particular, i. e., "Maintenance of
Prices on Watches in Particular," "Mail-order
Houses to be Eliminated by Manufacturers of
Watches," "Protection of Retail Jewelers by the
Factories."

"Catalogue Competition" was another subject
which received considerable attention, one point
being brought out was that "the mail-order
houses could be competed with by the jewelers
treating their customers fairly when they do make
a purchase, thereby instilling confidence, then to
show their customers that they can sell the same
watch for the same money as the mail-order house
if they were allowed to sell under the same con-
ditions, these conditions being that no guarantee
be given with any watch and the customer accept-
ing the watch without looking at it, taking for
granted what the jeweler says regarding it as
gospel truth. By being truthful and honest with
your customers you can instill that spirit of con-
fidence which nothing else will do and you will
thereby be enabled to make sales which otherwise
would not come to you."

Walter G. Dean, of Ardmore, missed con-
nections, therefore was unable to address the as-
sociation upon his chosen theme, "A Voice From
Oklahoma."

"Trials of a Country Jeweler" was the inter-
esting subject of P. S. Park, of Mexia.

"Folly of Price Cutting," by W. F. Dietrich,
of Cleburne, was ably handled.

(Continuc-d on page 1303)

PLYMOUTH
14 inches high 91/4 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price, $16.00

CONCORD
T334 inches high 83/4 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Convexed Glass. Cream-tinted
Porcelain Dial. 8-day Cathedral Bell,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price $15.00

BRADFORD
141/4 inches high 91/4 inches wide
Solid Mahogany Case, Inlaid with Colored

Woods. Cream-tinted Porcelain Dial.
Convexed Glass. 8-day Cathedral Gong,
Half-hour Strike on Cup Bell.

Price $14.00

THE SESSIONS CLOCK CO., arda:'2"orif:s, Forestville, Conn., U.S.A.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane

Group photo Texas Retail Jewelers' Convention
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K & H Detachable Handles
Easiest to Sell Easiest to Engrave

They are made exclusively for jeweler's trade, consequently the

workmanship is superior and the designs out of the ordinary.

All K & H Sterling handles are 28 gauge—long-wearing and

easy to engrave.

All K & H Gold-filled handles are in 22 K. color and guar-

anteed to wear.

K & H Detachable Handles have many advantages which

make them easy sellers—they may be taken off and slipped in the

pocket —thereby insuring the owner against loss of both handle and

umbrella. They pack conveniently for traveling and one handle

may be used on several umbrellas.

QUALITY

is standard and protects you as well as your customer, for all

K & H Umbrellas and Canes are Guaranteed for Service
They last longer and stand more hard usage because made of tested 

fabrics and highest grade

materials by expert workmen.

NOTE.—In engraving K a, H Sterling

handles the 28 gauge enables you to buff

out any error you might make. This is

impossible with ordinary Sterling handles.

Beginning in September these goods

will be extensively advertised in high-

grade magazines having a total circulation of over

2,500,000 copies. We also help you sell the K a, H

line with booklets and hangers. Write for samples of

K H winners for Fall and Holiday Trade. New

newspaper electros are ready and sent FREE on request.

KREIS & HUBBARD
Makers of the Quality Line

Jackson and Franklin Sts. CHICAGO

SEATTLE OFFICE
456 New York Block
STANLEY GLIDDEN, Representative

WE DO

NOT
SOLICIT

DEPARTMENT
STORE
TRADE
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The Routine of a Day:
Some Details Not Always Observed

I. When you enter the store, say
"Good morning" to your helpers. It is a
courtesy that counts, in the uplift given
to the clerks by this exhibition of your good-
will and fraternal spirit.

2. Before you seat yourself at your
desk to open the mail, take a look around
the store. See that the cleaning and dusting
have been thorough, the goods properly dis-
played in window and show case, all work
under way and everybody looking fit. If
Tom needs a shave, tell him that hereafter
he must come to the store better groomed;
make objection to Billy's soiled collar ; com-
mend the new office boy's success in "shining
up" the furnishings. Your alertness in thus
discovering the weak spots and the good
things will make all hands careful and
efficient.

3. Interview the watchmaker and see
to it that all jobs promised for delivery on
that day will assuredly be ready.

4. Open your mail, and be careful in
throwing matter into the waste basket. Cir-
culars may be worth a second reading, if
only for the suggestions they contain for
your own advertising; and some letters
should be torn into small pieces so that
they cannot be read by a curious investi-
gator. File every piece that might need to
be referred to hereafter ; and the file should
be one that will permit a quick finding of
any of its contents.

5. Answer your mail at once. Your
desk work should be all out of the way
before the busy hours begin at the counter.
Finish each duty as it comes along, so that
your mind can concentrate on the next thing
without any distraction concerning a "lay-
over" duty. The men who do the big
things, the very busy men, invariably follow
this rule. They must, or their affairs would
soon fall into confusion and their minds
would be a hodge-podge of odds and ends.

6. Look over your ememorandum of
engagements for the day, so that all of
them may be met on the minute. Fix a
time when you can look over the traveling
salesman's goods, and if it is "your busy
day" tell him how much time you can give
him; by so doing he will likely produce his
most desirable goods for your early notice.
Keep your appointment with him as care-
fully as your engagement with the banker
or your golf opponent.

7. Examine your bill file to see that
all your bills are within the limit of time
for the best cash discounts. By doing this
every day it becomes a matter of routine
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requiring only a few minutes ; morever, it
will keep constantly before your mind your
exact present financial condition, and you
can buy or order with a clear knowledge
of ways and means of payment. Classifying
your bills by age (and discount periods),
on a separate memorandum, once a week,
for quick reference, is a good practice, if
you are not "strong" on systemization.

8. In the intervals between customers,
after all the work is well under way, look
carefully over the trade journal that came
in the morning mail. It is a treasure of
information, if properly used. Note the
suggestions as to window-dressing, and
debate whether they can be adopted to your
own use ; study the articles on storekeeping,
,and if your own experience confutes the
writer, say so in an article to the editor,
stating your point of view clearly; ponder
the technical notes ; keep informed as to
the trade news from various cities, so as to
enlarge and broaden your vision; and study
the advertisements carefully, both for what
they offer and for your education in adver-
tising methods. Give the journal to your
clerks, in succession, to take home at even-
ings and be returned eventually for filing.

9. Devote one hour each day to the
study and preparation of your advertising
and pondering on your various forms of
"publicity"—the show window, interior dis-
plays, etc. Go over the writing of your
advertisements again and again until you
are satisfied that it is the best you can do.
If you are subject to too many interruptions
in the store, make this a single exception to
a rule not to work at home. Write the
advertisement wherever you can be assured
of the concentration of all your mental
powers. •

10. If something occurs at the store to
deeply annoy or worry you, take a brisk
walk in the street or into the country and
do not return until the V between your eye-
brows has disappeared. The time will be
well spent, for you should never show a
strained countenance to a customer ; and
besides, you cannot afford to nurse a canker-
ing care. A walk in the open or a game of
golf or tennis, or some such outdoor exer-
cise, is the best specific for mental trouble.
Never take a drink during business hours
to heal an annoyance or to celebrate an
achievement.

II. When you lock the store door in
the evening, lock your business cares inside.
Do not take them into the family circle nor
allow them to roost on your pillow.

12. Say "Good night" to the clerks,
so that they may have a continuous sense
of your personal interest, appreciation and
good will.
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Paragraph 10 in the Preceding Article

Note that the writer says, "You should
never show a strained countenance to a cus-
totner." Let us consider that proposition a
little further.

Two ladies were overheard commend-
ing on the sidewalk, after leaving a shoe
store. One said, "Isn't Mr. Davidge a
comfortable looking man ? I like to deal
with him, for his sunny face is a positive
refreshment, and a sure cure for the blues."

The merchant who shows a worried
countenance, or a solemn one, allows him-
self to be thus interpreted by the customer:
"Is his trade falling off? Is his competitor
getting the business? Is he in doubt
whether his goods are all they ought to be?
Has he financial troubles ?"—or some other
chain of doubts, leading up to the question,
"Wouldn't I do better to try the other
store?" and invariably ending with the con-
clusion, "At least it would be more cheerful
to buy at the other store."

The merchant with the worried coun-
tenance is handicapped. People like to deal
with a man whose bright face inspires con-
fidence and suggests prosperity. A smooth
brow advertises the owner as at peace with
all the world; satisfied as to the integrity of
his wares and the correctness of his prices;
getting ahead anu making money ; nothing
to worry him in the attitude of the public
toward his store. There's a contagion in
cheerfulness, and the smile inside the
counter is mirrored in the smile outside.

Get down to the little things that
determine the public's favor and you will
find that the "comfortable looking" mer-
chant has in himself the reasons for the
selection of his store as against another
store, or a dozen other stores. Even the
goods look more inviting under the charge
of a cheerful merchant. The silver seems
to reflect his smile ; the clocks seem to tick
with a clearer ring and the diamonds to
sparkle with added luster. And, in most
instances, the sunshiney disposition of the
proprietor is expressed in the brightness
and cleanness of the store itself. All his
surroundings assist in the appeal to the
public favor.

No, this is not weighing bubbles—it is
distinctly worth while to "look pleasant,
please," in the words of the country photo-
grapher. Seem happy, even though you are
not, if you would attract a very considerable
number of customers who are affected by
the externals of character and conduct.
Smile once in a while, even though you
nearly crack your jaw in the first attempt;
show confidence in your future by being
cheery at the present time ; don't "knock,"
either in words or by looks ; and so hold
some trade which otherwise will surely go
to your "comfortable looking" competitor.



Chicago, Ill. FACTORIES—Rees, Dayton, Eastman and Hawthorn Strec-Ls

MANUFACTURERS

Fine Jewelers' Fixtures
Fine Show Cases

Fine Wall Cases

Tables, etc.

MADE TO ORDER

We have furnished more stores with fixtures
than any firm in America.

If you contemplate purchasing a jewelry outfit, or if you expect to remodel your store, write

us sending your floor plan and we will be pleased to submit plans, drawings and estimates

Secret Society Pocket Knives THE NEW LINE FOR THE JEWELER
Manufactured by THE WEIDLICH BROS. MFG. CO.

Silver, Gold and Old Brass

Emblems
in

Natural
Co/ors

Masonic
Knight Templar
Mystic Shrine
Odd Fellow

Knights of Pythias
Knights of Columbus

Red Men
Modern Woodmen

of America
Woodmen of the World

Eagles
Elks

Yale University
Harvard University
Princeton University

A Large Variety of Dresser Clocks, Jewel Cases. Glove and Handkerchief Boxes.
Candlesticks, Ash Trays, Desk Sets, Etc.

PRICES LOW Write for Illustrations and Prices 623 Washington A e.
QUALITY THE BEST WM. WEIDLICH & BRO. ST. LOUIS

"Quality, Finish, Originality"
Our class, limited to eight, assures each pupil the best atten-
tion and most rapid progress with "QUALITY" results.

Leather Case
with Each
Knife

,4

Training for beginners—for engravers of some experi-
ence requiring coaching along weak lines—for
" special " pupils in the higher branches.

BROCHURE ON REQUEST

We have just inaugurated a comprehensive and
practical Mail Course.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Ebe 1. Z. llewineper 95cbool of Engraving
New England Building CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The Man who Can Sell Me
Goods

What the Actual Experience of an Employer of
Salesmen and a Buyer of Goods from

Others' Salesmen Tells Him are
the Essentials of Selling

In studying salesmanship I have noted

particularly the effect on me of salesmen

who are trying to sell things to me. I do

not know that I am much different from the

average purchaser. I find that some sales-

men come in here who couldn't sell me gold

dollars for twenty-five cents apiece. And

others who win my confidence and get my

name on their order books.
Awhile ago I was going to

buy an engine. Four or

five engine salesmen called..

The first one came in an

automobile. He was a handsome fellow.

His address would be very attractive and his

condescension very flattering to a young

lady about twenty-two, but his familiar re-

marks about the weather and insisting on

shaking hands with me did not make a hit

at all. I did not want to shake hands with

him. I knew he did not like me well enough

to want to shake hands with me. That is

common sense. He never saw me before

and probably never heard of me until he

heard that I wanted to buy an engine, so his

condescending attitude and cordiality did

not make a hit. I wanted to talk with a

man who was sincere. Therefore, I filed

his proposition and told him that if I wanted

to see him again I would let him know.

The next fellow that came

along had a nice address and

talked about his engine very

intelligently, but there were

some points that he omitted. I asked him

about those points and he began to answer

in a way that was light or evasive. While

there was no evidence that his engine was

undesirable in respect to these points, it was

perfectly evident to me that what he had

been telling me was a story he had learned

and that he really did not know his engine

thoroughly. And instead of confessing that

he did not know all about the points asked

about and saying that he would go and

find out, he tried to put me off with empty

words that didn't mean anything, and in

some instances he tried to lie. That settled

him. The third fellow .that came along was

another fresh one. That queered

The next one was a real
A Real man. But the price of his
Salesman engine was higher than the

others ; yet it did not have

quite as good a reputation as some of the

others. Here was a predicament. Was I

The Ultra-cor-

dial Salesman

Tendency to

Dissemble
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going to buy an inferior engine at a higher

price just because the man selling it seemed

to be a real sensible, honest fellow ? When

he began to talk about his engine he could

tell all about it ; when I asked him any ques-

tion he could always answer truthfully and

I knew he was telling me what he actually

believed himself. Somehow I could not

help but like him, so I told him that if Ile

would leave his proposition in writing and

a list of some of his customers I would look

into the matter.
He did so. I went to the place of busi-

ness of one of these customers and went

directly to the engine room. There was the

engine running right along, but I could not

find the engineer. The engine was running

along smooth and slick but there was no

one there to take care of it. So I went to the

office and asked the owner about his engine.

"Why, I guess it is all right," he said

"But I really don't know much about it

and never pay any attention to it."

That settled it with me. If the engine

was not all right he would have had to pay

attention to it. So I sent for this man repre-

senting that make of engine and handed

him an order for it.
I guess the engine is all right. We are

not having any trouble with it. It doesn't

look very pretty; in fact, not half as pretty

as some of the other engines that were

offered. But it does the business, and if any-

thing should go wrong with it I have a feel-

ing that when I call in the maker's represen-

tative I will have a gentleman to deal with.

His attitude was that of a man who had

something to sell to another man and he was

prepared to tell him all about it in a straight-

forward way that the other man could

understand. He was neither condescending

nor was he servile in his manner. His at-

titude was that of one honest man approach-

ing another honest man, without any putting

on one way or the other. If in some re-

spects his engine, in theory, did not quite

match up with some of the other engines he

frankly said so, but he made it perfectly

clear that on the whole his engine was better

than the others. At least, he made me think

so in spite of a prejudice I had against it

before.
Now, I think perhaps this man knows

of what qualities successful selling ability is

made up.

Keeping

Everlastingly

At It

I wish I could write a recipe

for selling goods. The only

thing that I do know for

sure is that the man who

does not go after orders and

go after them every minute never makes

much of a success. We may give him a ter-

ritory in which his. repeat orders hold him
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UP and perhaps give him a good income hnd

we may, in addition to this, set him up in

business with a stock of several thousand

dollars' worth of goods. We may give him

a territory that a better man would make

pay us five times what he makes it pay us.

But he will never make a real success unless

he gets out and digs.
There are vast differences in salesmen.

For instance, I find that one man out West

has been selling on an average of twenty

machines a month in a territory no better

than several others have who are selling

only from four to eight a month ; while

other good men are selling ten and twelve

a month in the same kind of territory.

The one who sells on an average of

twenty machines a month has one or two

sub-agents or assistants. But the secret of

his success is that Ile does not spend his time

on these sub-agents : he gets out and hustles

for himself, and he hustles for new business

all the time. He couldn't hustle for any-

thing else, because when he went into that

territory two years ago there were only five

machines in the whole territory, so he had

to dig for new business and he learned how

and got into the habit of it.

As I said before—of one thing I am cer-

tain : that no matter how smart or bright a

man is, how good an address he has or how

much he knows about his goods, he will

never make a salesman unless he gets out

and digs. If he is not willing to get out and

do this personally he has no business in our

or any other line. He must be willing to

get out and hustle every hour of every day.

And nearly everyone who does get out

and dig with honest tools, year in and year

out, rain or shine, eventually wins out.

System.

Have Faith in Your Work

A salesman to be a decided success must

have faith in his house, in his goods and in

himself.
Without he can place an abundance of

faith in what he has to sell and in himself,

he would better succeed possibly in some

other avocation than that of the commercial

salesman.
If he thinks he can't hild tin order from

John Smith, the grocer, you can bet your

last dollar John Smith will not want any

of his goods.
The salesman who is "dead sure" he is

right, knows that he is on the right track,

knows Illat his house is right, that his

prices are right, will soon prove he's made

of the right stuff and need have no fear of

being called down by the house or the "old

man" who sees nothing in a salesman but

orders.
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G. L. P. Co,.
G. L. P. CO., MAKERS OF GOODS THAT CREATE CONFIDENCE

A Reputation for Reliability is the Jeweler's most valuable
asset, and the basis of such a reputation is the sale of reliable goods.

The Geo. L. Paine Co. is recognized as the chief factor in build-
ing up and safeguarding public confidence in the Jewelry Trade.

If you have never seen this firm's make of goods, just ask

your Jobber to show you Jewelry made by this manufacturer.

Every piece of goods of our manufacture has the letters,

G. L. P. Co. stamped right on them.
We have had so many complaints, "Goods do not look like the quality
and fini sh of those we have had of G. L. P. Co.'s make, and while
they are on cards, G. L. P. Co., they lack that rich finish."
Our answer has always been, ‘‘ forward the goods to us immediately at
our expnse." In each and every case not one single piece of the goods was ever

made by us, but they were carded up on our cards, bearing initials G. L. P. Co.

This necessitated our taking this stand : Each and every piece of Jewelry that

leaves our factory must be stamped with these initials, G. L. P. Co.

Trade Appreciation of Our Manufacturing Goods that make for the Retail
Jeweler satisfied customers has compelled extensions of our plant and we have

had to add over one-third additional floor space.

We have been successful in our ambition to produce a line that gives entire
satisfaction to the Jewelry Trade.

The Retail Jewelers who buy from their Jobber the G. L. P. Co.'s MAKE are
sure to get goods that have absolutely and positively Design, Quality and Finish,
and therefore insure for themselves increased sales of Reliable Goods.

GEO. L. PAINE CO. NORTHMain Office Wor,les . Ass.

  NEW YORK OFFICE: 9 MAIDEN LANE  
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Annual Meeting Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association

The regular annual convention of the Ohio
retail jewelers took place at Cedar Point, Ohio,
on June 28th and 29th. This resort, so well-
known for its facilities for the holding and
entertainment of conventions, carried out its
reputation for good weather and amusements.
Many interesting and novel things were to be
seen about the island and when the business ses-
sions of the convention were not on the members
indulged in delightful plunges in the cool waters
of Lake Erie or were boat riding in one of the
resort's steamboats.

To liven up the proceedings the Ohio Optical
Association met July 1st and 2d, many of the
jewelers staying over to see the exhibits and to
hear the various discussions of the optical men,
as this business is so closely akin to the jewelry
business.

The noble order of Ku Kus, formed a year
or two ago, occupied the intervening day and
served to keep the interest alive.

Opening Day

On Monday, June 28th, the registration and
distribution of the badges took place and the
rest of the morning was spent in looking over
the various jewelry and optical exhibits. At 3 P. M.
of the first day President J. R. Stebbins, of Ash-
tabula, Ohio, called the convention to session and
the regular form of business was proceeded with.

In order that no stray members might be left
out of the proceedings C. S. Hartman, of Wopa-
koneta, was appointed sergeant and his duties
were performed with great skill.

After the reading of the minutes of the last
meeting A. L. Thoma, of Piqua, submitted his
report. He said in part:

"I desire first to call your attention to the fact
that when I took this office our association was
in a very poor financial condition, there being
only fifteen cents in the treasury. There were
no supplies of any kind except the secretary's
book, and this was in such a muddled condition
that it was next to impossible to know who our
members were and what dues had been paid by
the members. Repeated letters to our former
secretary brought no response.

"At last I decided to take the bull by the
horns and advance the money for necessary
supplies and printed matter. Last December I
sent letters to all retail jewelers of the State,
appealing to them to become members, or pay
their dues. The response to this appeal was most
disheartening, to say the least, as only thirteen
sent in their dues and many wrote that they had
paid and supposed they were paid up for a year
from the time they had paid, showing plainly they
did not know that the constitution provides that
dues begin January 1st of each year.

"I finally suggested to hold a convention in
conjunction with the State Optical Association at
Cedar Point and if no interest was shown we at
least would not be to blame for the death of this
association. Secretary Jones, of the Ohio Optisal
Association, favored the idea and a meeting was
held at Columbus, at the expense of the Cedar
Point Resort Company, to perfect arrangements.

"The next thing in order was to properly
advertise the convention. The Cedar Point Com-
pany volunteered to send out a notice, free of all
cost to us, but we needed a good programme to
boost still further. The only way to get it out
was to have one, paid by our friends, the adver-
tisers. Your president approved this plan and
you have seen the results. The amount received
for advertisements was way above the cost of
the programme, so we decided to use this for
circulars from the president to boost the member-
ship and the convention. I am sure you will
agree with me it was money well spent. In
looking over the programme ads. you will see that
it's over half Cincinnati advertisers. This is the
result of a personal canvass I made when in that
city.

"Right here I want to call your attention to
the havoc wrought in our association by the
death of our Retail Jewelers' Journal. I have re-
ceived a number of letters asking what became
of our journal. We have lost the Cincinnati, the
Columbus, the Cleveland and Dayton local as-
sociations and our members lost interest in the
organization.

"It is useless to deny the fact that without a
magazine devoted principally to our association
work we can do little. Such a journal could be

Convention badge presented by The Thoma Bros.
Co., of Cincinnati

made self-supporting and, at the same time, it
would build up our membership, give our mem-
bers a chance to discuss questions of general
interest and in many ways would be of vital in-
terest to every retail jeweler.

"In conclusion, I want to thank the officers
for their hearty co-operation with my efforts to
keep alive the association. I want to particularly
thank the thirteen members who paid up promptly
when I made my first appeal."

Treasurer's Report

The report of the treasurer was next read.
Last August the total receipts on hand were fif-
teen cents, while this year a very healthy condition
was reported, there being a balance of $112.03
after all expenses were paid. The total receipts
for the year were $380.65, while the expenditures
were $268.62, leaving a balance as stated.

( I291)

A vote of thanks was given to A. L. Thoma
for his good work and interest displayed in
keeping the association alive.

President's Address

In his address President J. R. Stebbins re-
viewed the history of the association. He scored
the national officers and said that they had shown
bad faith in not living up to promises they had
made in reference to a national organ. That the
journal published by the Ohio association had
been given up because it was believed that a
national organ would take its place and the ma-
terialization of this organ was held back by the
national association.

He felt elated to think that the Waltham
Watch Company had decided to withdraw their
product from the mail-order houses and put it
through the legitimate retail jewelers. Also that
the Whiting Manufacturing Company had decided
to discontinue their retail store. Such things as
this were being effected by the organization and
co-operation now meant that in a little time all
the manufacturers and jobbers would stop selling
to any but the legitimate retail jewelry trade.

It was good ethics and good business to join
the association, as organization meant strength.
The following committees were appointed: Con-
stitutional committee—A. L. Thoma, Piqua ; J. J.
Schuster, Cleveland; F. D. Ausman, St. Marys.
Membership committee—L. W. Lewis, Columbus;
F. W. Birchard, Tiffin ; F. H. Pitkin, Andover.
Resolution committee—F. D. Ausman, St. Marys;
H. R. Boving, Lancaster ; B. F. Phillips, Akron;
G. J. Daum, Port Clinton ; F. L. Young, Mt.
Vernon.

The Afternoon Session

The speaker on the programme for the after-
noon session was A. L. Sackett, manager of the
Buck Silver Company, of Salamanca, N. Y.
Owing to stress of business Mr. Sackett found
it impossible to be present, so that the members
were deprived of hearing a talk on "Modern
Advertising," the subject assigned to Mr. Sackett.
It was moved to extend the meeting to 4.30 and
allow William H. Ingersoll an opportunity to
talk on the subject, "Shall We Push Ingersoll
Watches or Let the Hardware and Department.
Stores do the Selling of Cheap Watches?" Mr.
Ingersoll said in part :

"Your question is, whether you, as jewelers,
shall or shall not push the Ingersoll watches ; in
other words, whether you shall seek to get this
trade yourselves or whether you shall willingly
consent that it go to other dealers. This implies
the question as to whether or not the Ingersoll
watches are worth your consideration as a busi-
ness proposition, and we appreciate your willing-
ness to discuss this matter in open debate with
a sincere desire to find the truth.

"Now, the first and biggest fact, it seems to
me, is that the Ingersoll watch fills a great and
legitimate need among the people and as watch
dealers the public looks first to you to supply this
want. The watch has come to stay and is finding
a constantly larger place, and the question which
I would put to you, therefore, is, is it not wisdom
on your part to be prepared to supply so universal
a want among your customers? Leaving aside,
entirely, the consideration of profits on the sales
of these goods, would it be good business for you
to allow such a large portion of the watch-buying
public to he supplied outside of the jewelry stores,
and would it be wise to encourage other dealers
to get into the jewelry business through giving
them this watch trade as an entering wedge?

"Think what it would mean to the jewelers
of this country to have more than double the
number of people who now come in to buy
watches going into their stores on account of the
Ingersoll watches! Think what it would mean in
the sales of other goods which they would buy;
of the acquaintances that it would cultivate; of

(Continued on page r_r93)
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Simmons 3'8 12 K. Vest Chains

T
HESE extra quality Simmons Chains are just
what will be needed to show customers who
want something better than usual in gold-filled
vests without having to pay solid-gold prices.

In appearance, style and finish they are fully equal
to any solid-gold chains, and are made in a wide range
of patterns rivaling the best designs that have ever been
shown in all-gold goods.

The unusual quality, exceptional attractiveness and
moderate cost of these ;4 12 K. Chains render them
especially desirable for gift purposes and your Fall and
Holiday stock should surely include an assortment of
them ;—order from any prominent jobbing house East,
West or South.

I
n T is a acknowledged fact

that Simmons rope chain is
the best on the market.
It is all gold soldered and
is made more close and

compact than any other gold-
filled rope chain—either foreign
or domestic ;—note the com-
pactness and uniformity shown
in the various sizes illustrated.
Because of the extra labor cost on
this style of chain, most makes
of rope are stretched—to gain
length.

Simmons Rope Chain is
made in all sizes and in a wide
variety of patterns—including
vest, dickens, pony, lorgnette
and neck. See them at the
jobbers and compare with other
makes of rope chains.

Simmons Rope Chains

!INISMS444141124441360440sagssemegeogasis

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, nacinv,Mc: ATTLEBORO, MASS.
New York Salesrooms, 9-13 Maiden Lane Chicago Salesroomm, Ileyworth Building
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(Continued from page 1291)

the new faces it would bring to your store ; of the
greater utility it would make the jewelry stores
to the people living about them. These are the
considerations which are quite as important as
the profits which are made on the watches them-
selves.

"The Ingersoll watch has done more to edu-
cate people into the habit of carrying watches
than any other influence that has been at work
since it came on the market and, although the sales
of this watch alone are larger than all others put
together in the United States, yet all of the high-
grade watch factories have prospered with us,
and partly on account of us, because through the
Ingersoll watch people have become accustomed
to relying on a watch and afterwards they can
never do without it. Our children now learn to
tell the time by the dollar watch; they carry
watches at least ten years earlier in life; in other
words, ten years longer during their life than
they did twenty years ago, and hundreds of
thousands of men—yes, millions of
men who would never have started
with a high-priced timepiece, have
commenced with this and then have
grown to feel. the need of a finer
watch.

"You jewelers who feel in-
different toward all low-priced
watches; who claim, indeed, to do
only a high-class watch business,
know that when you have sold a
man a full jeweled watch you are
not likely to sell him another during
his lifetime, consequently you must
be constantly developing new cus-
tomers for your expensive watches.
The way to do this is by getting the
largest number of watches of all
grades into circulation in your com-
munity. Everyone of them will be
an educator, tending to lead the
future business in finer goods. The
more people that you can get to
carry watches in your community
the more certain is your watch busi-
ness next year, the year after and
ten years from now, and so on till
the end of time."

Second Day—Morning Session

The early part of the morning session of the
second day, Tuesday, June 29th, was given over
to the discussion of the five-year guarantee given
by the Ingersoll people on their Ingersoll-Trenton
watch. Mr. William Ingersoll responded to the
many questions propounded by the members in
the convention. The prevailing opinion seemed
to be that a five-year guarantee, less the guarantee
on the mainspring, amounted to practically noth-
ing and that such a guarantee would in the end
prove detrimental to the profits of the jewelry
business.

Mr. Ingersoll pointed out that with the five-
year guarantee each customer was cautioned to
have the watch cleaned once a year and this, in
itself, would educate the people not only to take
better care of their watches, but to understand
that a watch must be cleaned once a year in order
to have it run properly.

Following this discussion H. L. Fogleman, of
Cleveland, gave a lecture on "Suggestion as a
Power in Salesmanship."

KEYSTONE

A. L. Thoma, of Piqua, and J. R. Stebbins, of
Ashtabula, being unanimously elected to represent
the body. As alternates G. J. Daum, of Port
Clinton, and W. L. Lewis, of Columbus, were
elected. .

The resolutions committee presented the fol-
lowing resolutions, which were accepted by the
members as a whole:

Resolved, That we commend the South Bend,
Rockford, the Howard, the Hamilton and the
Ingersoll-Trenton watch companies for establish-
ing retail selling prices on their entire products
and selling their entire products through the
legitimate jeweler.

Resolved, That we commend the Illinois
Watch Company for establishing a protective
selling price on their product and condemn their
practice of making special name watches for re-
tailing concerns, resorting to questionable adver-
tising.

Resolved, That we commend the Elgin and
Waltham watch companies for establishing a fixed
selling price on their higher grade movements
and for their effort to induce dealers to sell at
not less than to per cent. above list on low and
medium grades and recognize the need of still
greater protection.
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for their unswerving policy of marketing their
products through the retail jeweler.

Resolved, That we recommend that the
American National Retail Jewelers' Association
appoint a committee to confer with the several
jewelers' journals and induce them to adopt a
universal code or cipher for all prices in adver-
tisements and that codes be sent to retail jewelers
only and by separate mail.

Resolved, That we recommend that the
A. N. R. J. A. appoint a committee whose duty
it shall be to strive for legislation, making fraudu-
lent advertising a punishable offense.

Resolved, That we, the Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association, in convention assembled, refuse, as
far as possible, to market the merchandise of
manufacturers or jobbers who make a practice
of selling to the consumer direct or distribute
their catalogues or price lists to other than
legitimate jewelers.

Resolved, That we commend the manufac-
turers of Newark, N. J., who have taken it upon
themselves to inform the public in regard to the
National Stamping Act and that we hold ourselves
in readiness to co-operate with them in this re-
spect.

WHEREAS, The National Executive Commit-
tee, in compliance with a resolution
duly passed by the National Con-
vention, agreed to establish a na-
tional journal, with headquarters at
Cincinnati and, if feasible, take the
subscription and general financial
obligations of both The Retail
Jewelers' Journal, of Ohio, and The
Bulletin, of Iowa, upon which agree-
ment it was decided by our State
Executive Committee to abandon
the Retail Jewelers' Journal.

And Whereas, The National
Executive Committee, upon finding
it not feasible to take over the
financial obligations of said journal
and bulletin, met at Chicago and
voted to abandon the project of es-
tablishing a journal at present;

And Whereas, We, the Ohio
Retail Jewelers' Association, in
regular convention assembled, do
earnestly condemn the officers of
the A. N. R. J. A. for not carrying
out the unanimous sentiment of the
Cincinnati convention to establish a
national journal;

Therefore, Be it Resolved, That
we hereby instruct our State Executive Committee
to take immediate steps to establish a new journal,
provided the A. N. R. J. A. does not establish a
national journal at the Omaha convention, for the
purpose of propagating association work and that '
a copy of this resolution be spread upon our
minutes and a copy be sent to Secretary Callison,
of the national association, to be read before the
Omaha convention.

Resolutions of condolence on the death of
the father of Charles M. Slemmons were adopted.

G. J. Daum, of Port Clinton, moved that a
vote of thanks be extended to the manufacturers
and jobbers that contributed to the publishing of
a programme, to the exhibitors who made the
meeting interesting by their exhibits, to the Cedar
Point Resort Company for their kindness in
furnishing a hall to meet in and for the boat
ride given to the members, and to THE KEYSTONE
and Jewelers' Circular for sending representatives
to report the meeting.

When it came to the election of officers
everyone proposed for the presidency seemed to
have the declining habit. J. R. Stebbins was first
proposed for the office, to succeed himself, but
he declined with thanks, saying that he had al-
ready held the office for two years and that he felt
that was long enough.

A. L. Thoma was next proposed for the
presidency. Mr. Thoma declined for certain
reasons. These reasons were revealed by Mr. Steb-
bins, who asked that Mr. Thoma be allowed to
retain the post he now had in order that he
might have an opportunity to attend to the retail
jewelers' journal, which they expect to publish.

F. D. Ausman, of St. Marys, was next pro-
posed for president. Mr. Ausman declined.,

(Continued on page 1295)

Afternoon Session

At 2 P. M. the afternoon session started and
the business session of the convention was carried
out. The membership committee reported an in-
crease of over fifty new members since the meet-
ing last year, with a constantly increasing number
coming in all the time. The auditing committee
reported the books as being in proper shape and
moved they be approved by the members, which
was done. The committee on constitution and
by-laws reported several important changes.

It was moved that two delegates be sent to
the national convention, to be held at Omaha,

Resolved, That we heartily commend the
Waltham Watch Company for their recent de-
cision to market their entire product through the
jobber and retail jeweler.

Resolved, That manufacturers of price-pro-
tected watches be requested to study carefully
into the advisability of placing their watches on
sale with small retailers who handle only one or
two movements of their lines, as experience proves
that such small dealers find it easy to cut the
price to make a sale, not caring whether or not
they are cut off from future supply, believing that
dealers displaying a comprehensive line will be
more inclined to protect the price, as they have
more to lose by not doing so.

Resolved, That we commend the South Bend
Watch Company for their advertising campaign
to send the consumer to the retail jeweler for
watches because of transportation difficulties
which cause unnecessary expense and annoyance
to the consumer.

Resolved, That it is the sense of this asso-
ciation that a restrictive retail price list be es-
tablished by watch case manufacturers on their
product.

Resolved, That we condemn the contemplated
plan of marketing watches complete.

Resolved, That we commend the Towle
Manufacturing Company for strictly adhering to
retail jewelers as distributers of their product.

Resolved, That we commend the Whiting
Manufacturing Company for their recent action in
abandoning their New York retail store and that
we unceasingly work for all other manufacturers
to follow their example.

Resolved, That we commend the Buck Silver
Company and the Rock ford Silver Plate Company
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THE ANSONIA CLOCK COMPANY
Nos. 90-94 Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

STARTLE (4 inch)
Ring on top

No. 23 Fore Street

LONDON, E. C., ENGLAND
No. 99 John Street

NEW YORK, N.1.

Bell-on-Back Alarms in Two Sizes [CLATTER (5 inch)
Fancy handle--hinged

Seamless Brass Case—Nickeled. Clear Toned Bell. Can be adjusted by a lever on the back for either Repeating or
Continuous Long Alarm. Convenient switch for stopping alarm

Lockets an Bracelets
QUALITY GOODS ONLY

NEW STYLES EVERY MONTH

Bracelets
with

Extension

Spring

Joint and Catch

Finished

Bright

Old English

Roman

Hand Engraved, Old English Finish

Lockets
Plain

Fancy

Stone Set

Hand

Engraved

and

All Popular

Finishes

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THESE GOODS
Quality Guaranteed by

CASTIGLIONI CO.
fr s.

116 Chestnut St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ei_fe DESELMS
WATCH
SCHOOL

Correspondence or Attendance Courses

WATCH, CLOCK, JEWELRY REPAIRING, ENGRAVING, OPTICS
If you think of attending a school, or wish to learn by correspondencewhile you hold your present position, write for our NEW BOOKLET.It is FREE.

293 Perry Street, ATTICA, INDIANA

Mr. Jeweler
Remember

Good Fixtures is an

Investment

Poor Fixtures is an

Expense

Wadell's Fixtures means . . . INVESTMENT

J. P. WADELL SHOW CASE & CABINET CO.
1602-1608 E. Grand Blvd. DETROIT, MICH.
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owing to pressure of business and his preference
to be one of the silent workers rather than one
so conspicuous.

L. W. Lewis, of Columbus, was next pro-
posed. Owing to business occupying almost his
entire time Mr. Lewis declined.

J. R. Stebbins, seeing how things were drifting,
arose and endeavored to persuade Mr. Ausman
to accept, pointing out that the duties imposed
did not involve a vast amount of time in tending
to them. He appealed to the members to vote
for Mr. Ausman unanimously. The motion was
put and carried without a dissenting vote. After
that the election went along smoothly, the slate
when completed and voted upon appearing as
follows :

For president, F. D. Ausman, St. Marys;
first vice-president; H. R. Boving, Lancaster;
second vice-president, J. W Puetz. Lima: secre-
tary, A. L. Thoma,
Piqua; treasurer, G.
J. Daum, Port Clin-
ton.

The newly-elec
ted president, F. D.
Ausman, when called
upon for a speech,
expressed briefly his
thanks for the honor
conferred upon him,
though he had tried
his best to decline it.
But now that he had
been elected he would
try his best to rep-
resent the association
as best he knew how.
While somewhat
lacking in executive
ability he trusted that
the interest and en-
thusiasm he felt for
association work
would offset this de-
ficiency. At the con-
clusion of his speech
he moved that the
retiring president,
J. R. Stebbins, be
given a vote of thanks for the good work
and untiring efforts he had made in behalf of
the association. This was carried amid great ap-
plause. The convention then adjourned for this
year, all the members going direct to the wharves
of the Cedar Point Resort Company for a de-
lightful sail on beautiful Sandusky Bay.

The steamboat R. B. Hayes, owned by this
company, was placed at the disposal of the mem-
bers and for over two hours all enjoyed a trip
on the water.

In the evening, at 7.30 P. td., a unique parade
by the Noble Order of Ku Kus took place. The
occasion was the initiation of some new members.

Before the two days' sessions were over al-
most one hundred people registered, among them
being: J. R. Stebbins, Ashtabula ; A. L. Thoma,
Piqua ; F. H. Pikin, Andover ; H. Michaels, of
Snyder & Michaels, Lima ; Mr. and Mrs. August
Schunk, Minister ; E. Sensenbrenner, Circleville;
J. E. Schottdorf, Defiance; Charles W. Zeollner,
Portsmouth ; Robert Humphreville, Dillonvale ;
W. L. Wilhelm, Portsmouth ; J. K. Coulter, Mans-
field; Charles Reinstatter, Cincinnati; F. W.
Birchard, Tiffin; L. W. Lewis, Columbus ; C. F.
Pflueger, Carey; L. T. Fenning, Jackson; William
A. Inskeep, Columbus ; G. J. Daum, Port Clinton;
J. B. Schaefer, Sandusky; Joseph Kenkel, Cin-
cinnati; Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Phillips, Akron; J.
W. Puetz, Lima; H. R. Boving, Lancaster ; F. D.
Ausman, St. Marys ; E. H. Moser, Wapakoneta;
C. S. Hartman, Wapakoneta ; C. N. Frazier,
Norwalk; C. B. Wannermacker, Ottoville; A. W.
Radde, Cleveland ; J. A. Welf, Cleveland; 0. J.
Heesen, Toledo; J. G. Kapp, Toledo; J. P. Stein,
Alliance ; A. L. Cole, Bellevue ; Louis E. Dom-
seifer, Cincinnati; G. A. Heintz, Cincinnati; W.
M. Hale, Cuyahoga Falls ; E. J. Tyler, Fayette:
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W. H. Broer, Toledo ; C. M. Bent, Cardington;
H. S. Andrews, Mt. Gilead; P. T. Thanck, Ash-
land; F. L. Young, Mt. Vernon; J. J. Schuster,
Cleveland; D. W. Hull, Warren; J. A. Slonecker,
Scio ; W. G. Gilger, Norwalk; H. C. Smith,
Amherst; J. B. Avery, Amherst; A. E. Diefen-
bach, West Alexandria ; F. W. Merriman, Free-
mont ; E. J. Diester, Cleveland; S. C. Nofzinger,
Archibald; 0. G. Carter, New London; E. Mur-
bach, Elyria; W. P. Carruthers, Oberlin; H.
Downs, Bellevue ; L. A. Ott, Mansfield; H. L.
Folgeman, Cleveland; B. N. Broer, Toledo; C. C.
Morrow, Bellevue; William Kutz, Bellevue, and
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Wright, of Wellington, of
Ohio State.

In addition there were many traveling rep-
resentatives and exhibitors with their wives, of
both jewelry and optical houses, as well as a few
others from outside present, among them being:
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson, Detroit, Mich.; M. E.
Rowley, of the E. H. Pudrith Co., of Detroit,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Charlesworth, of the
Charlesworth Optical Co., of Detroit, Mich.; Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Morehouse, of the Kennedy Optical
Company, of Detroit, Mich : Mr. and Mrs. Frank
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meeting, was laid off for the disposal of any that
might wish to exhibit. In view of the fact that
immediately following the jewelers meeting the
Ohio Optical Association was to hold its annual
meeting, many optical concerns had their various
lines on exhibition in conjunction with the
jewelry people.

The Oneida Community, Ltd., of Oneida,
N. Y., exhibited a full line of flatware in beauti-
ful cabinets. Particular stress was put on the
new line they are making, "Reliance Plate,"
pamphlets explaining its merits being handed out.
I. H. Cragin and J. R. Noyes were in charge at
this booth.

C. H. Osmun, representing Rockford Silver
Plate Company, of Rockford, Ill., exhibited a full
line of hollow and flatware, the latter being a
specialty with this concern. As a souvenir a
silverplated stein was given out, engraved with
compliments of this company.

L. W. Lewis, proprietor of the Tarnishoff
Mfg. Co., of Columbus, Ohio, demonstrated a
compound for cleaning and removing tarnish from
silverware.

The South Bend Watch Co., of South Bend,
Ind., were showing
complete watches in
cases, as well as a
general line of the
watch movements
and cases made and
handled by this com-
pany.

J. K. Coulter and
G. E. Potter handed
out souvenirs in the
shape of watch dials,
fobs and buttons. A
booklet descriptive
of how watches are
made was given to
all who cared for one.
For Robt. H.

Ingersoll & Bro., of
New York City, W.
H. Ingersoll, assisted
by E. L. King and
F. M. Loofburrow,
explained the merits
o f t 11 e Ingersoll-
Trenton watch, hav-
ing them encased in
solid nickel and io-
and 20-year gold-
filled cases.

E. G. Seymour, representing Shepard Manu-
facturing Company, of Melrose Highlands, Mass.,
took charge of the full line this company produces. ,
Sterling cloisonne enameled jewelry, made up as
belt pins, daintily carded, cuff buttons, buckles
and novelties for women, as well as a complete
line of souvenir spoons, were on exhibition.

The Rockford Watch Company, of Rockford,
Ill., with the sales manager, E. J. G. Lovett, in
charge, were showing a full line of high-grade
watch movements, including railroad timepieces.
A combination paper cutter and rule was given
out as a souvenir.

R. P. Coughlin, representing the New Haven
Clock Company, of New Haven, Conn., was busy
handing out the Tattoo Alarm perpetual calendars.
The Point was covered with these calendars.

For Joseph Cowan, of Boston, Mass., Herman
Poppendick, their Middle West representative,
was on hand greeting friends and acquaintances.

Among the optical concerns the White-Haines
Optical Company, of Columbus, Ohio, had a very
good exhibit. J. R. White, assisted by D. D.
Hubbell, F. R. Counts and E. M. Parks, took
charge of this exhibit. A full line of optical
specialties and goods were shown. For a
souvenir a steel spring tape measure was given out.

F. P. Prosser took charge of the exhibit of
the Ohio Optical Company, of Columbus, Ohio.
Many optical specialties were shown. A reading
card holder was given out as a souvenir.

George B. Convis greeted his friends amongst
the jewelers for the Johnston Optical Company,
of Detroit, Mich.

J. E. Morehouse and Frank Kennedy, of the
Kennedy Optical Company, of Detroit, Mich.,
mingled among the people, picking out customers
and acquaintances.

Group picture Ohio Retail Jewelers' Convention

Kennedy, of Kennedy Optical Company, of De-
troit, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Cohen, Detroit,
Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Ballard, Mercedes,
Cal., as guests of J. E. Morehouse, of Kennedy
Optical Company; N. K. Standard, Detroit, Mich.;
W. H. Cohen, of King, Raichle & King, of
Buffalo, N. Y.; I. H. Cragin, of Oneida Com-
munity Co., Ltd., Oneida, N. Y.; C. C. Biglow,
of Rockford Watch Company, of Rockford, Ill.;
J. E. Zimmerman, Chester, W. Va.; H. Poppen-
dick, with Joseph Cowan, 373 Washington Street,
Boston, Mass.; E. G. Seymour, with Shephard
Manufacuring Company, Melrose Highlands,
Mass.; B. W. Andrews, with the Hoffman
Jewelry Co., of Columbus, Ohio; D. D. Hubbell
and wife, of White-Haines Optical Company,
Columbus, Ohio; also Fred R. Counts, of the
same company; R. P. Coughlin, with the New
Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.; F. T.
Prosser, of Ohio Optical Company, Columbus,
Ohio; William H. Ingersoll, E. L. King and F. M.
Loofburrow, of Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro., New
York City; V. E. Fisher, representing W. C.
Fisher, Lorain, Ohio ; Jack Spingler, representing
Bowler & Burdick, of Cleveland, Ohio; Herman
Stern, of Chicago; George B. Convis, of Johnston
Optical Company, Detroit, Mich.; F. E. Potter,
of South Bend Watch Company, South Bend,
Ind.; E. J. G. Lovett, of Rockford Watch Com-
pany, Rockford; G. R. Noyes, of Oneida Com-
munity, Ltd., Niagara Falls, and M. B. Preston,
of THE KEYSTONE.

Exhibitors

The number of exhihitors, while not large,
more than offset this fact by the quality of the
goods put on exhibition. A portion of Conven-
tion Hall, where the Ohio Association held its
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The annual meeting of the Illinois Retail
Jewelers' Association took place at Peoria June
29th and 30th. The convention was a joint
gathering of jewelers and optometrists of the

State and was, by
far, the most rep-
resentative gather-
ing ever held in
Illinois. It is very
doubtful whether a
more representative
meeting of retail
jewelry interests
was ever held
under the auspices
of any State asso-
,iation. Nearly iso
of the most promi-
lent jewelers in
the State were
present to assist in
the deliberations of
the convention and
give their hearty
support to the work

of organization. The best of good feeling pre-
vailed and the good that was accomplished by this
convention for the cause of organization and also
in fraternizing the jewelers can scarcely be esti-
mated.

The weather was excessively warm-at times
it seemed unbearable-but it must be said to the
credit of the visiting jewelers that it did not
interfere in the slightest with the work of the
convention. Following the example of President
Marean, the jewelers took off their coats and
took hold of the deliberations of the convention
in such a determined manner as to win the praise
and congratulations of the Peoria press and the
citizens of Peoria. The Illinois association is
scarcely more than two years old and the show-
ing made at this convention was exceedingly
gratifying to the officers. At the last annual meet-
ing a report of the secretary showed a total mem-
bership of but seventeen members. At this con-
vention the secretary reported that the member-
ship roll includes 537 names. Twenty new mem-
bers were added to the list during the convention.
The report of the treasurer showed that the
association was in excellent financial condition.

E. N. Woodruff, Mayor of Peoria, welcomed
the visiting jewelers in the name of his city and
expressed the hope that the excessive heat would
not interfere with the work of the convention.
A voice from the rear of the hall, "You bet it
won't," brought forth cheers. Frank Smith, of
Pontiac, Ill., vice-president of the association,
responded on behalf of the jewelers. Mack A.
Hurlbut, ex-president of the national association,
who was on the programme for a talk on the
work of organization, was unable to be present.
President Marean, in his annual address, reviewed
the work which the association had done during
the past year and enumerated a number of re-
forms which it was instrumental in bringing
about. His message was in part as follows:
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In a store you may learn watch-
making, in a school you are taught it.

In other words, in a store you may
pick up the little knowledge that op-
portunity affords ; in a school it is
handed to you arranged and classified
and made easy to comprehend.

Of course, there are good schools
and others, but there is no doubt about
the W. I. of H. or the Wisconsin Retail
Jewelers' Association would not have
given it its official indorsement.

If interested, write for particulars.

WISCONSIN INSTITUTE
OF HOROLOGY

Enterpriae Building, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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Every indication points to an unparalleled fall business.
Merchants everywhere are jubilant at the prospects. Commercial reports verify this
optimistic viewpoint. American energy, faith and industry will not be put down.
Are you ready for your share of the business that's coming? If your store does not
present an immaculate appearance, if your goods are not temptingly arrayed in attractive
cases, you will not get as much business as the man who has wisely adorned his store to
catch trade.
Commonplace good enough fixtures will not do in this age. if you would be a
leader and truly successful, you must pay the price. And its decidedly worth while.
An investment in Wilmarth show cases is a mighty good one-one that will pay good
interest on your money. Write to-day for handsome catalog illustrating and describing
our unexcelled lines. Do it now.

hfini44t4 eiwu Gam Go:
926 Jefferson Avenue Grand Rapids, Michigan
Potter Fixtures Co., 515 Market St., San Franoisco,Cal., Sales Agents for California, Nevada, Arizona, N. Mexico
803 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 732 Broadway, New York 233-35 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
D. 0. Teat, Sales Agent for Washington, Oregon and Idaho, 511 Pacific Block, Seattle, Wash.

Pocket Pieces Identification Coins
For CHAPTER R. A. M., BLUE LODGE, K. of P., ODD FELLOWS, ELKS and EAGLES

IN STERLING SILVER, GOLD AND BRONZE

Ready Sellers, Money Makers and Make* New Customers

Front, Full Size

Send us $1.00 for a sample dozen
assorted Bronze, with and without
rings. We will send neat window
display cards. (Samples may any
time be returned and money re-
funded if not satisfactory.) Back, Full Size

A. B. SCOTT, Manufacturing Jeweler, Fairmont, W. Va.

President Marean

PRESIDENT MAREAN'S ADDRESS

"For long years the retail jeweler sat in the
market place, seeing every other craft, calling,
livelihood and profession being organized by its
members ; seeing, also, that these organizations
in every instance, when conducted along safe and
sane lines, brought about a bettering of conditions,
commercially and intellectually, to those so or-
ganized. Yet the retail jeweler kept posing as
an innocent bystander, permitting everybody else to
reap the harvest of organization, while he paddled,
or tried to paddle, his• own canoe. It finally
dawned upon his mind that what was good for
everybody else would be good for him. He came
to realize that in all this land there was no
branch of human effort, involving so many men,
or with so much capital invested as the retail
Jewelry business, but was and had been for many
years completely organized. He came also to a
realization of the fact that we are in a way our
brother's keeper ; that a community of interest
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and mutual effort is the most helpful means of
accomplishing some things and absolutely the only
plan to achieve many results ; that the howl of a
lone wolf is a joke; that the cry of the pack
is a serious proposition; that as individuals the
retailer might yearn for years for reforms that
a community of effort would bring forth in a day.
So he, too, began to organize and while the
retail jeweler was the last to wake to the benefi-
cient possibilities of organization, there is no
reason why we should be the first to sleep, and
for a year now in Illinois we have encouraged,
as best we could, the idea of organization effort.

"There is no up-to-date jeweler-no man who
reads our trade journals, but who must know
and realize that in the last twelve months the con-
ditions of the retail jewelry trade in all the States
has had a decided uplift and betterment as a
result of the association movement. This better-
ing of conditions, like the rain, has fallen not
only on the organized jeweler, but on the un-
organized as well, and I state it as a fact that if
all retailers were to-day organized into one vast
stock company the stock would to-day be paying
larger dividends and command higher prices than
at any other time in its history. To-day all the
.leading watch manufacturers in the land, except
two, are refusing to sell their product to retail
mail-order houses, catalogue packing houses or
department stores and, to make this reform ef-
fectual, have established a minimum selling price
or a fixed retail price, and the same is true as to
some of the leading manufacurers and jobbers
of many other staple wares found in every re-
tailer's stock of goods.

"A few months ago it was a rare thing for
an advertisement to read : 'We sell to the legiti-
mate retail jeweler only'; to-day it is the mark
which distinguishes the fair dealer from the un-
fair ; the genuine from the counterfeit; the busi-
ness man from the fakir. The indiscriminate
circulation of catalogues and price-lists among
people not in the legitimate retail trade has been
abated to a large extent and as our organization
grows in number will cease altogether, and, above
all and beyond all, there has been engendered
a spirit of gentlemanly fairness and good fellow-
ship among men associated in the retail trade
and among retailers, jobbers and manufacturers
as well. The jobber and manufacturer are gradu-
ally abandoning the retail trade and restricting
their business to jobbing and manufacturing.
This must help our business and we should see
to it that it helps theirs.

"The fact that almost every State is organized;
that every city and town has association mem-
bers ; that our membership is increasing; that
what we contend for is being supported and de-
manded by many who are not yet members, gives
to organization ideas and effort that weight and
dignity of numbers and influence that it not only
demands, but commands attention and consid-
eration.

"We must go on with renewed exertion and,
with the experimental stages safely passed, the
benefits devolving from the retail associations
will be so potent, so profitable in money and so
enjoyable from a fraternal standpoint that every
retailer will be an enthusiastic member, none of
whom would willingly go back to the dark ages
of unorganization when everyone was strictly and
selfishly for himself, quite willing for the devil
to take the man behind.

"The successes so far have been achieved only
through honest endeavor and the success of the
future depends upon clinging always to the fixed
purpose of seeking only our own, demanding
nothing that is not legitimately ours, remember-
ing that others have rights and interests, built up
through years of effort, by methods which cannot
be changed in a day, and supporting our conten-
tions always by nothing but fair, logical, honest
and gentlemanly means.

"The day we offer abuse where we should
submit reason ; when we substitute denunciation
and fault-finding for argument ; threats for facts,
that day the organization boat will go upon the
rocks. But if we keep our own purpose in view,
without trying to exploit or destroy the interests
of others, avoiding lopsidedness, hobby-horse
methods, single-idea schemes, having always that
regard for the interests and rights of others who
compete with us in trade, which simple justice
and good sensc demands, we can go on to a
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harvest of happiness and increasing profits and
attain to this happy consummation with the re-
spect of others and of ourselves."

At the afternoon session of the opening day
Prof. C. R. Hart, of the Bradley Horological
Institute, delivered, what many considered, the
most interesting and instructive address of this
convention. His subject was "Ethics of the
Trade." Contrary to what seems to be an es-
tablished custom among speakers at conventions,
Professor Hart did not confine his remarks to
complimentary expressions regarding the jewelers,
but, instead, took them seriously to task for
some of their shortcomings.

H. C. Carpenter, sales manager of the South
Bend Watch Company, spoke on "Advertising and
What It Means to You." He urged the retailers
not to consider advertising as an expense and to
regard it more in the light of a safe investment
which will earn as good dividends as any other
good investment. Very aptly did he compare
the jeweler who tries to do business without ad-
vertising to the young man who winks at a pretty
girl in the dark and expects a response. He re-
viewed some of the advertising which a number
of the large jewelry manufacturers are doing to
assist the retailer by creating a demand for their
goods. His address proved very instructive and
interesting and was a valuable factor in the de-
liberations of the question.

The second day of the convention was
opened by W. G. Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co.,
Chicago, who delivered a very interesting address
on "Repair Department Hints." Mr. Swartchild's
address was very pertinent to the occasion and
was very well received by the visiting jewelers,
who are always glad to receive any suggestions
regarding their repair department. Among other
points brought out by Mr. Swartchild are the
following:

"The repair department has long ago estab-
lished itself as one of the pillars and strongholds
of a jewelry store. It is not so essential that the
repair department
be built up in the
volume of busi-
ness that it does,
but that it be
made to yield a
profit. When I
speak of a repair
department being a
profit-yielder I do
n o t necessarily
mean that its
profits should be
actually limited to
dollars and cents,
but I mean that it
be a profit-yielder
to the extent that
it will advertise the
entire store and
help the other de-
partment. For in-
stance, if a man has had a watch repaired by
you and it received the highest standard of work-
manship and you treated him courteously, that
man is going to be satisfied with the treatment
received and the work you did for him. When
he wishes to purchase a gift, nine times out of ten
he will patronize your jewelry department. How
often, when business is dull, do we hear this
remark from the jeweler : 'Sales are a little off;
if it were not for the repair department business
would be at an absolute standstill.' Now, then,
if at such times these departments can be made
to assist in paying the expenses of a business and
furnish means for support, why can they not be
made equally more lucrative in good times? The
successful jewelers are those who look upon their
repair department as of as much importance as
the diamond or watch department.

"I presume many of you have ofttimes asked
yourselves, 'How can I determine how much
profit my repair department yields?' Unfortu-
nately this question is too often dropped before
it is answered. It is of the very greatest import-
ance that every jeweler know just what his re-
pair department is costing him to run and just
how much profit it is yielding. It is utterly im-

(Continued on page 1299)

W. G. Swartchild

•
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Our Fabric Jewelry is fast becoming popular. Something entirely new. Patent applied for
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GEORGE W. DOVER
JEWELRY CO.

NEW YORK OFFICE:
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Author of "How to Slumber Peacefully " ; " How to Increase Your Bank Account," etc.

Mr. Retailer: If you have followed this serial story, let us give you the moral
of same. The fact, that we had to enlarge our factory space from time to time is
a silent but eloquent testimonial to our policy of believing and giving "a square
deal." We have won a name for making "the best ring for the least money."
When we sell a bill, we deem it our duty to co-operate with our customer for
creating a market for our rings and keeping the trade for our customers by
privileges, such as replacing stones gratis, etc., which, though it entails great
expense to us, increases the trade of our customers, who find it good policy
to give their ring trade to us.
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possible to outline a plan for determining the
profits of a repair department and have it apply
to every individual case. There are numerous
systems for determining the profits, any of which
might answer your purpose. I would suggest
that each one of you formulate the plan best
adapted to your business.

"The best hint that I can give you for run-
ning your repair department is, 'Treat your cus-
tomer courteously.' Very often a customer is
allowed to stand unserved at a counter for several
minutes. This should not be so. Every customer
should receive courteous and prompt attention.
Once your customer has become impatient it is
hard to satisfy him and sometimes he fails to
visit your store for a long time afterwards.
Every customer likes to feel as though you
wanted his business."

President J. P. Archibald, of the American
National Retail Jewelers' Association, made a
special trip from Blairsville, Pa., to attend the
convention. He was a close observer of the de-
liberations of the convention and after adjourn-
ment expressed himself as not only pleased, but
in a measure surprised at the progress made by
the Illinois association and at the • large attend-
ance at the convention. He was on the pro-
gramme for a general talk on the work of the
organization and during the course of his address
referred to many problems which are now con-
fronting the national association. He spoke with
special emphasis on the matter of organizing
jewelers' clubs in every community in the
country. Referring to this matter, he said: "My
experience has taught me that these jewelers'
clubs will be found of the greatest value, not
only in the organization of the jewelers of the
country into one body, but also in eliminating
much of the ill feeling existing between retail
jewelers in many cities. I can cite a number of
instances which have come under my personal ob-
servation where retailers in the same town, who
had been at sword points for years back, have
been brought together by a local jewelers' club
and, while they will always remain competitors,
nothing but the most friendly spirit will exist
between them in the future. I have known some
of these reconciled jewelers to go so far as to
confer on the matter of establishing prices on
new articles. There is a dollar and cents value
attached to this kind of work which neither you
nor I can estimate."

Charles T. Higginbotham, consulting super-
intendent of the South Bend Watch Company,
delivered a lecture on "The Balance and Main-
spring." Mr. Higginbotham's lectures always
prove instructive and of especial interest, but this
one proved to be of exceptional value to the
retailers and was enjoyed by fully one hundred.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year : President, F. A. Marean, Belvidere;
first vice-president, J. C. Pierik, Springfield;
second vice-president, C. H. Trask, Galesburg;
secretary, George E. Elbe, 1974 West Madison
Street, Chicago; treasurer, Paul Lackritz, Chicago;
executive committee, Frank Smith, Pontiac;
Thomas Brown, Quincy; Richard Wieting,
Peoria.

The resolution committee reported the fol-
lowing resolutions, which were unanimously
adopted:

Resolved, That the Illinois State Retail
Jewelers' Association, in convention assembled,
commends such manufacturers as, by their co-
operation, are aiding the retail jeweler to remove
the evils which beset the trade;

Be it Further Resolved, That we specially
commend the South Bend, Illinois, Rockford,
Hamilton, Howard and Ingersoll-Trenton watch
companies for establishing and maintaining retail
selling prices on their entire line and confining
them to the retail jeweler.

We also commend and welcome the an-
nounced policy of the Waltham Watch Company
of restricting its output in the future to the retail
dealer and recommend to them that they establish
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a minimum retail selling price on their entire
product.

We recommend to the manufacturers of gold-
filled watch cases that they establish a minimum
retail selling price which shall afford a reasonable
profit to the retailer.

We commend those manufacturers of silver
plate who confine their product to legitimate trade.

We commend the practice of jobbing jewelers
who sell at retail and pledge our support to those
jobbers who do not and earnestly request those
jobbers and manufacturers who issue catalogues
to use greater care in their distribution.

We express our thanks and appreciation to
the trade journals for the support they have uni-
formly given to the cause of trade organization.

An exceptionally large number of jobbers
and manufacturers had exhibits at the convention.
The programme committee had set aside certain
hours for the inspection of the exhibits and all
of them took advantage and visited the various
rooms where the exhibits were held. The names
of the exhibitors, together with the names of their
representatives in attendance, were as follows:
Ingersoll-Trenton Watch, E. D. Tyler; Farewell,
Osmun, Kirk & Co., St. Paul, F. L. Farra; Rock-
ford Watch Co., President Jacob Franks, Joseph
M. Rosenbach; Webb C. Ball Watch Co., James
Coy; R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., J. H. Nichols
and L. Nystron; Rogers, Lunt & Bowlin, W. T.
Kelley and A. J. Kelley ; New York Standard
Wach Co., H. W. Hedge; Theo. Yonkauer & Co.,
E. Broberg; Alvin Mfg. Co., Al Hertz and G. L.
Bryson; Quaker City Cut Glass Co., F. H. Challen
and S. E. Friede; J. S. Rider Fountain Pen Co.,
J. A. Rider and E. W. Parker; Illinois Watch
Co., Julius Armbruster; Elgin National Watch
Co., Hamilton B. McKinley; Sproehnle & Co.,
C. L. Caliger; Stein & Ellbogen Co., Otto Lieber-
man and Mr. Schramm; Johnson & McCray,
H. A. Johnson; George S. Johnson Co., William
G. Beek and George Robb; F. A. Hardy & Co.,
William MacLear; Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., St. Louis,
Nelson Hagnauer and J. M. Friede; Curtis Mo-
tion Chart, Ethelred Curtis; Benedict Mfg. Co.„
F. A. Weatherly; Dueber-Hampden Watch
Works, Dan W. Douglas; Rockford Silver Plate
Co., Mr. Coulter ; Western Clock Co., Mr. Felvey;
Swartchild & Co., W. G. Swartchild and H. J.
Hagen; Howard Watch Co., A. G. Lee; The
Gates Potteries, Earl Lewis; White, Wile &
Warren, Ben Levy; South Bend Watch Co., C. T.
Higginbotham, H. C. Carpenter and C. G. Tomp-
kins; A & Z Chain Co., George F. Garland; J. R.
Woods & Sons and Hollweg & Reese.

The following members were elected as dele-
gates and alternates to the annual convention at
Omaha: Delegates-F. A. Marean, Belvidere;
George E. Elbe, Chicago; E. B. Wade, Galesburg;
Frank Smith, Pontiac; Paul Sackritz, Chicago;
Richard Wieting, Peoria; John C. Pierik, Spring-
field. Alternates-Mr. Ferguson, Champaign;
F. C. Lanphear, Galesburg; A. Belander, Rock-
ford; Mr. Johanson, Chicago; E. R. Randolph,
Farina; H. Schmelzer, Centralia; J. Ramser,
Rock Island.

Examination of Watchmakers by
Jewelers' Associations

The plan of examining watchmakers, with a
view to awarding certificates of competency,
originated by the Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation and adopted by other associations, has
created widespread interest among the trade. A
number of our subscribers are curious to know
the scope and character of the examination with
a view to reaching some conclusion as to the
value of a certificate thus awarded. These queries
will probably be best answered by the following
list of questions sent out by the examining board
of the Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Association:

I. What is the purpose of the escapement?
2. What length has a second pendulum?
3. What are the escapements most in use in

watches?
4. What advantages does the lever escapement

offer over the cylinder?
5. What is it you have to observe in examin-

ing the cylinder escapement?
6. What is the purpose of the banking pin on

a cylinder balance?
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7. What is it you have to observe in examin-
ing the lever escapement? (Sketch on the black-
board.)

8. Show on the board how the roller jewel
should enter the work; the position of roller
table, jewel and fork. (Rough sketch.)

9. What is the result when the pallet is too
wide in proportion to the wheel?

TO. In what position should the escapement
tooth fall on the pallet? (Rough sketch.)

H. What shape should a conical pivot have?
(Sketch) and a hole jewel for such?

12. What is the ideal shape for such hole
jewel?

13. What will be the result if upper and lower
pivot of a balance staff are of different thickness
if otherwise the holes fit?

14. What may be the cause if a watch makes
no motion?

15. What is the purpose of the hairspring?
16. What different hairsprings are in use?
17. What advantage has the Breguet hair-

spring over the flat one?
18. What correct shape should a Breguet

hairspring have? The overcoil? (Sketch.)
19. How will you make the overcoil?
20. What is the cause of doubling of the hair-

spring and how will you remedy this?
21. How will you select a hairspring, with the

old one as sample? Without a sample?
22. What is meant by compensated balance?
23. What is the object of using such balance?
24. What is meant by adjustment of a watch?
25. What are the different adjustments?
26. What effect, if any, has magnetism on a

watch?
27. How can you tell when a watch is charged

and how do you remove the magnetism?
28. Why are some of the screw threads in

some balances left longer than the rest, and what
do you call these screws?

29. What is the advantage of a double roller
escapement over the single?

30. What is a depthing?
31. In what way may a depthing be defective

and how is this to be remedied?
32. What will you do if a plate jewel is out

of its place and the setting is so ruined that you
cannot center the hole?

33. What is the cause of overbanking in a
cylinder watch? In a lever watch?

34. Describe how you replace a tooth in a
mainspring barrel?

35. If a barrel cover is loose, how do you
tighten it?

36. How much room inside a mainspring bar-
rel should a mainspring occupy and how many
revolution's should a barrel make with a well-
fitting mainspring?

37. How are the number of vibrations calcu-
lated in a watch?

38. How do you ascertain the number of
teeth of a missing wheel?

39. What causes hands to go up and down
on dial, regularly and irregularly, and how is this
remedied?

40. How do you fit a new dial if posts do not fit?
41. Give us some method of tightening the

cannon pinion.
42. What will you do if the large pivot of

the center wheel is worn beyond the thickness of
the staff?

43. If a watch begins to gain suddenly about
ten minutes a day, what do you look for then?

44. If a watch loses a good deal sometimes
and then again keeps correct time, what may be
the cause?

45. If it gains suddenly and then again keeps
time without the hairspring doubled?

46. Some fundamental knowledge in geom-
etry : Triangles, angles, squares, circle and de-
grees, etc.

47. Some historical facts about watchmaking
are desirable. The Waltham Watch Co. have pre-
pared a nice little book, which contains the most
important facts which a watchmaker should know
and which, we believe, they send for the asking.

Practical work will be asks:d to be done on
the first day in filing and finishing in steel, some
small part; turning and finishing a screw. Mak-
ing of a complete setting for a jewel and setting
the same. Pivoting. Making of a staff. And the
second day: Repairing and cleaning of a watch.
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A Perfect Pen for
Particular People CLEAN

To

CONKLIN'S
Self-Filling Fountain Pen

FIRST—Filling. A demonstration to your cus-
tomer of how a pressure of the thumb on the
Crescent-Filler fills the pen and cleans it, will sell
the Conklin quicker and oftener than the old style
dropper-filler pen with its ink-splattering separate
filler, parts to unscrew and leaky joints.

SECOND—Writing. Always writes instantly and as smooth-
ly as your finger glides over velvet.

THIRD—Quality. The Conklin workmanship and material
is AaAl—the highest quality money can buy.

FOURTH—Guarantee. Every feature guaranteed; soft rub-
ber ink reservoir warranted for 5 years.

FIFTH—Sales Help. The Conklin is advertised extensively;
we supply dealers with show cases, signs, display cards,
printed matter, window displays, etc.

Write for catalog and dealers' proposition.

THE CONKLIN PEN MFG. CO., 72 Manhattan Bldg., Toledo, Ohio, U.S.A.

NE. IV YORK S. IN FR.I DE.VI'ER
194 B, midway 579 Ma, ket St. 70 0 E (ft C Man.

AMERICAN
FOUNTAIN PEN CO.
ADAMS, CUSHING & FOSTER

Selling Agents

Boston, Mass.

Heath's "Uribtille" Fountain Pen is a good, reliable, dependable fountain pen
Made of the best material

obtainable and guaranteed to
g;ve perfect satisfaction.

11 Write for catalogue and
discounts.

The above illustrates our No. 14 Chased, fitted with our New Clip Fast Cap. Retail Price, $1.75

GEO. W. HEATH & CO., Manufacturers, Canal St. and West Broadway, New York

Prentiss' Patent Jewelers' Vises
For more than 30 years the Best and Handsomest Vises made

PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, 44 Barclay St., New York, U.S.A.
ASK YOUR JOBBER TO SHOW YOU THIS VISE

Large Illustrated Catalogue of all kinds of Vises mailed free
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Preparation for Fall Trade

The summer is passing and almost
before dealers realize it the fall will be here
with its requirements for a particular line
of goods and its opportunities for increasing
trade. There have been different degrees
of business all summer, as is usual. Some
dealers have enjoyed an excellent trade,
while others have not, and the stocks of
these different dealers now vary accord-
ingly. Probably most of the goods now on
the shelves can be utilized in the fall trade.
Perhaps some of them will have to be set
aside or disposed of in some sort of special
sale which will not create an unfavorable
impression, but will make the stock of left-
overs look rather more encouraging than
it does right now.

Salesmen from the principal houses
have been on the road for some time with
the fall lines. Perhaps some of them have
already visited you. Perhaps they have not,
but in any case it is time to begin to arrange
for the trade that will come to you when
the vacation sojourners at the shore and
in the mountains return to their homes next
month. In these times of strenuous business
it is necessary to work a month or two
ahead, and the fact that vacations end in
September and everybody returns to work
right after Labor Day is sufficient admoni-
tion that August should be a time of
preparation for what is to come.

In buying for fall the same
general principles. prevail
which are always notice-
able at this season. The

substantial white and cream papers are
always desirable stock and will sell. Some
of the boxes for box papers are very
handsome this season. The tendency seems
to be toward richness of decoration rather
than elaborateness of design. And these
rich boxes are exactly what the jeweler-
stationer requires to maintain his dignified
business. There should be as close follow-
ing of this principle in preparing for the
fall trade as possible. It is not well to be
too slavish about it, but there is always a
conservative limit over which it is unwise to
go and which will assure the dealer a
reasonable profit with a constantly expand-
ing trade.

More care is required in selecting the
fall stock. The numbers should be of a
character which will harmonize with the

Buying for

Fall Trade
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rest of your trade, and, of course, you are
situated so you only get the best people into
your store. The sale of stationery as an
adjunct to your jewelry trade is to be con-
servative, or it will not be successful.
Consequently you must select your stock
with extreme care and arrange to have only
the best possible grades introduced. Under
such conditions you are certain to create an
enlarged business and will make your
stationery department one of your most
profitable assets.

The tendency seems to be
Popular away from the large box
Tendencies with several quires of dif-

ferent sizes included and to-
ward the smaller ones with not more than
two quires which may or may not be of dif-
ferent sizes. This will depend upon the kind
of trade which comes to your counters.
Some like the different sizes. Others do not
care for them particularly, preferring that the
boxes shall contain only one size and when
they want different sizes buy other boxes.
You know your trade and can judge better
about these details than anyone else. But
in catering to the exclusive trade, which
is the branch you should cultivate, you can
do no better than to make your stock attrac-
tive by its very dignity. And dignity is
certainly an adjunct of these fine boxes,
containing one size of pure white or cream
paper.

Whether buying of these goods should
be liberal or otherwise can best be deter-
mined from your end. If business has been
good in your locality all through the year,
and the outlook for continuation is still
satisfactory, liberal purchases would appar-
ently be good business sense. But if the
reverse is true a little caution mixed with
your enthusiasm for fall, would probably
exercise a profitable influence upon your
trade. Caution is always advisable. It is
never safe to proceed without it, and in a
trade where changes are so frequent as they
are in the stationery business and where
the possibility of being left with a consider-
able quantity on hand is so great it is the
part of wisdom to act conservatively. It is
always possible to buy more. It isn't always
possible to sell a surplus at a profit. Con-
servatism may lose occasional sales. A too
liberal policy may lose more than sales. It
will lose the money paid out for the stock
and thereby create a loss.

It is well to pass the fancy
boxes, excepting as they are
suitable to brighten up the
display. It is always wise

to make the display as rich and dignified
as may be, but under some circumstances,

Brighten

the Stock
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which will readily recur to any dealer, it
is often wise to drop in a few fancy colored
boxes for emphasis or to brighten up the
somber stock. It increases the attractive-
ness and the attraction is the principal
feature to be emphasized. If the passer
will enter a store and ask to see the stock
the salesman is supposed to do the rest. It
is the drawing power that must be cultivated
and occasional fancy boxes scattered through
the somber ones will have a considerable
influence in this direction. Perhaps the
very persons who are attracted by them
will not buy one of them, but the box has
done its work just the same. It has drawn
a customer, or a possible customer, into the
store and the remainder of the display with
the salesman will do the rest.

Probably August will be duller this
year than it was last, for it is quite likely
that more people will go away for the month
than went a year ago. Business has been
better and the future looks better, con-
sequently men and women have felt more
like spending money than they did last
summer. This feeling will exert an impor-
tant influence upon your trade, not because
you have prepared a better stock, but
because the spirit of buying is in the air
and is steadily increasing. Consequently
you will probably receive a larger demand
for your goods than you did last year and

you should be ready proportionately to
handle a more lucrative trade.

Your first purchases will
Writing probably be limited to what
Papers may be termed stationery.

That is the first thing people
who return from vacations will want.
Later will come the arrangements for the
fancy goods and the leather articles which
are accompaniments of a stationery stock.
Hence the situation narrows itself down
to the purchase and arrangement of our
stationery stock in preparation for the trade
that is corning early in September. Buyers
are generally anxious to obtain the latest
styles and will buy with a good deal of
spirit for a time.

If you have included school goods in
your stock you will have to prepare for
that demand, too. Schools begin early in
September, and though the free text-book
and material laws in most States have
reduced the demand for these goods from
retailers to a considerable extent there is
still a demand sufficient to warrant carry-
ing the better class of goods. Dealers can
make some money on these, though it must
be confessed that they are sold on an
extremely narrow margin and the profits
are small.
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Also gain customers, by carryingSave Time an V Money, in your charm stock a few of our
INTERCHANGEABLE CHARMS and a selection of trimmings. 41., This combination
will work wonders for you in quick sales.

Chicago Office
131 Wabash Ave.

IRONS 0 RUSSELL Co.
Manufacturers of Emblems

THREE COMPLETE STOCKS
Main Office an Factory, 95 Chestnut St., Providence, R. I.

New York Office
11 Maiden Lane

LEARN $
ENGRAVING

For FIVE DOLLARS
we send you a com-
plete set of lessons,
well illustrated, in
letter and moue-
Fram engraving on
jewelry, silverware
and other metals.
These lessons are
prepared by an ex-
pe rt engraver of
twenty-five years'
experience and ex-
plain sharpening
and tempering
tools, plain, bright-
cut, wriggled and
other cutting ; en-
graving script and
other letters ; leaf,
block, ribbon and
entwined mono-
grams, transferring,
cementing and
many other valuable
tricks of the trade.
We also send you a
set of gravers
(sharpened), a good
oil stone, a block to
hold lockets,
watches, etc., which
is also a perfect tool
sharpener; steel
marker and bin r-
lusher, dividers ; 10
Ill etal plates ; 6
rings and 6 thim-
bles to practice on,
and hook o f
" Monograms and
Alphabet..."

AT HOME monograms
I I aDO

ilInhaliois
Every letter of the
alphabet combined
with every other
letter In script and
block styles ; Script,
Old English, Ito-
man, Block, Ger-
man, Hebrew and

G reek Alphabets;
Year-Date Mono-
grams ; Ornamental
Initials ; Fancy and
Ribbon Monograms.

$1.00

Postpaid
Cash, No Cheeks

" Your i instructions are as plain as if a good engraver were standing over my shoulder
and telling me what to do. I could do pretty good work after one week's practice."

HAY C. BASSETT, 'Woonsocket, S. link.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING
45 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

WRITE

Effective
All -Glass

SHOW
CASES

The Diamond Show Case Co.

NEW YORK OFFICE
733 Broadway

2210 Superior Viaduct

Cleveland, Ohio
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First Annual Meeting of the Jewelers'
Mutual Fire Insurance Company

The annual meeting of the Jewelers' Mutual
Fire Insurance Company was held at Milwaukee
July 20th. The following officers were elected:
President, Gustave Keller, Appleton ; vice-presi-
dent, William H. Upmeyer, Milwaukee; secretary,
Franklin Thomson, Milwaukee ; treasurer, Wil-
liam A. Pfister, Sheboygan; board of directors,
Richard Seidel, William H. Upmeyer, Edwin F.
Rohn, A. J. Stoessel, George Durner, of Mil-
waukee, Hiram J. Smith, Racine ; Gustave Keller,
of Appleton ; J. R. Chapman, Oshkosh ; W. A.
Pfister, Sheboygan.

Secretary Thomson reported that substantial
progress had been made during the past year
and prophesied a very successful future for the
company. In outlining the purpose of the corn-
pany he stated that it was organized by the Wis-
consin retail jewelers as a result of a desire on
the part of the directors of the jewelers' associa-
tion to be able to give the members of that or-
ganization some returns on their money invested.
The company does not insure jewelers in the State
who are not members of the retailers' organiza-
tion, but it does solicit the insurance of all
jewelers in other States in the Union.

Secretary Thomson called the attention of
the retailers to the fact that a retailer for whom
the company writes insurance is securing the
same advantage in the way of saving money and
protection against fire as though he were in busi-
ness in the State of Wisconsin and a member of
the association. The maximum amount written
on any one risk by this company is $3000 and the
minimum $500, and the requirements of the com-
pany necessitates the carrying of at least $500
in some old line company. Secretary Thomson
reported that the company already had applica-
tions for approximately $165,000 of insurance.
The company bases its rates on the rates charged
by the standard old line companies. The home
offices of the company are in Milwaukee.

Annual Convention North Dakota
Retail Jewelers' Association

The annual convention of the North Dakota
Retail Jewelers' Association will be held in the
Commercial Club rooms, at Grand Forks, on July
27th, 28th and 29th. A full report of the proceed-
ing will appear in our next issue. The importance
of this meeting and its value to the members may
be inferred from the following programme:

JEWELERS—TUESDAY

Convention called to order at 9 A. M. by President
Frank V. Kent in the Commercial Club rooms
at Grand Forks, N. Dak.

Roll Call.
Address by President Kent.
Reading of the minutes of last meeting.
Address of welcome by Mayor Taylor, of Grand

Forks.
Response by A. 0. Wold, of Langdon.
Report of secretary and treasurer.
Appointing of committees.
Paper—"Side Lines in Small Towns for the

Jewelers," by J. A. Minder.
Distribution of badges.

OPTICAL ASSOCIATION—TUESDAY

Convention called to order by President 0. M.
Varnson at 1.30 P. M. in the Commercial Club
rooms, Grand Forks.

Address by President Varnson.
Reading of minutes of last meeting.
Reports of officers and committees.
Appointing of committees.
Paper—"Uses of a Trial Case," by a competent

ref ractionist.
Discussions by members.
Paper—Topic selected by Louis Hanson.
General discussion of topics to be selected by the

president.
JEWELERS—WEDNESDAY

Convention called to order 9 A. M.

KEYSTONE

Paper—"Watchmakers' Examining Board," by
W. A. Persey.

Discussions.
Report of secretary of watch repairing price list.
Paper—"Watch Repairing, First Cost of the Same,

Prices and Profits," by C. H. Nesbit.
Discussions.
Question Box—Members will put in such ques-

tions as they wish to bring up for general
discussion.

OPTICIANS—WEDNESDAY

Convention called to order 1.30 P. M.
Discussion of any special business.
Afternoon to be devoted to clinical work, led by

Thomas Porte, of Grand Forks.
Discussions and Demonstrations of optical in-

struments by different members.

JEWELERS—THURSDAY
Convention called to order g A. M.
Paper—"Minimum Selling Price on Movements,

Cases and Complete Watches," by W. H.
Reighart.

Report of standing committee on constitutions
and by-laws.

Report of special committees.
Unfinished business.
'New business.
General discussions.
Election of delegates to the American National

Retail Jewelers' Association.
Selecting time and place of next meeting.

OPTICIANS—THURSDAY

Convention called to order at 1.30 P. M.
Paper—"The Eye and Reflex Diseases and Some

Cases I Have Had," by H. 0. Sheldon.
Discussion of papers by members.
Papers—"Selected," by members.
General discussion of any paper, subject or the

welfare of the association.
General and unfinished business.

Annual Meeting Texas Retail Jewelers'
Association

(Continued from page 1286y )

"How to Make a Living Without Working
Yourself to Death," by A. S. Fonville, of Wichita
Falls, whose admission that he had made a suc-
cess in business was a sufficient reason for having
chosen this subject.

Immediately upon the closing of these sub-
jects Mr. J. T. McCutcheon, of Corpus Christi,
placed the name of his city before the convention
as the next meeting place of the Retail Jewelers'
Association in 1910. A telegram was shown at
this time which had been sent by the Commercial
Club, of Corpus Christi, inviting the jewelers to
their city. Inasmuch as this organization is yet
young it was deemed inadvisable to carry the con-
vention seat so far away from the center of the
business interests. No personal objections en-
tered into the rejection of Corpus Christi and it
was intimated that this city could look with some
chance of realizing her expectations for the con-
vention of 1911.

In a stirring speech by Mr. Crawford, Waco
was proposed as the next meeting place and the
acclamation with which this city was named
proved that there was not a doubt as to where
the next convention would be held. Upon a vote
being taken Waco was chosen as the city in
which the Retail Jewelers' Association would meet
in 1910. Mr. Crawford was very profuse in his
thanks to the assembly for having honored his
city in the choice which was made.

The election of officers followed and the fol-
lowing names were placed in nomination and
elected by standing vote : R. T. Crawford, Waco,
president ; C. B. Pittman, Ennis, vice-president;
R. B. Stocking, Belton, treasurer; A. S. Jones,
Temple, secretary.

Speeches were made by each of the newly-
elected officers, each one of whom signified their
intention of injecting life into the organization to
such an extent that when the convention met in
Waco in 1910 the membership would have been
more than doubled.
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An amendment to the constitution was pro-
posed whereby there were to be eight directors in-
stead of four. This amendment was adopted and
eight directors were named as follows : A. A.
Everts, H. M. Ryman, H. W. Bounds, Henry
Iversen for two years each, and the following
for one year each: W. W. Mitchell, P. S. Park,
Lee S. Smith, W. F. Dietrich.

The following wholesale jewelers, opticians,
material houses, visiting wholesalers and manu-
facturers were those who entertained the retail
jewelers while in Dallas : Merry Optical Co.,
Beskow Optical Co., Linz Bros., H. H. Hawley
Co., Dallas Optical Co., Moore-DeGrazier Co.,
C. L. Norsworthy, Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, Rock-
ford Watch Co., Louis Rough, South Bend Watch
Co., William Bens, Ganz Bros., Reed & Barton.

Those present at the Texas Retail Jewelers'
Association:

A. A. Everets, Dallas
E. E. Keel, Dallas
J. Schultze, Rockford, Ill.
Mrs. J. Schultze, Rockford,
. Ill.
R. T. Crawford, Waco
J. B. Looney, Teague
Edgar L. Pike, Dallas
M.Miesch, Muskogee, Okla.
W. W. Mitchell, Dallas
W. C. Hilburn, Henrietta
F. W. Ridenour, South

Bend, Ind.
Albert S. Jones, Temple
W. F. Johnson, Gatesville
T. V. Murray, Dallas
C. G. McCord, Dublin
L. I. Cohen, New York
Alvin A. Cahn, New York
Eugene Tabor, Dallas
C. McMillan, Dallas
H. Franke, El Campo
A. S. Fonville and wife,

Wichita Falls
W. J. W. Richardson, Pecos
Robert C. Glover, Dallas
T. D. Cox, Dallas
Arthur Cox, Dallas
W. Allen, Dallas
Thos. M. Cave, Thorndale
L. E. Miller, Goldthwaite
B. Regenbrecht, Rockdale
H. J. Ritter, Dallas
L. S. Patterson, Dallas
E. McCauley, Dallas
R. Beskow, Dallas
R. Blankenship, Dallas
E. J. Thomason, McGregor
C. B. Pittman, Ennis
A. Threadgill, Dallas

A. Hinze, Olney
J. G. Hoyler, Lufkin
I.

M. Craig, Haskell
John Wyche, Waco
R. J. Nace, Dallas
H. M. Ryman, Calvert
Jos. Nicholas, Providence,

R. I.
T. H. Benninger, Cleburne
Simon Linz, Dallas
S. N. Rauch, Itasca
R. C. Clonninger, Avinger
R. B. Stocking, Belton
L. E. Penn, Purcell, Okla.
S. Salamon, Baltimore. Md.
J. P. Oliver, Hearne
Wm. Weitzel, Dallas
A. H. Kerr, Corsicana
TT. M. Bailey, Dallas
R. W. Hamilton, Comanche
W. J. York, Bonham
Hugh Campbell, Dallas
S. Stark, Dallas
Thos. P. Holleman, Dallas
R. L. Mayer, Dallas

E. D. Brackett, Itasca
J. T. McCutcheon, Corpus

Christi
J. L. DeGrazier, Dallas
S. W. Risen, St. Louis
John W. Broom, Dallas
W. D. Manuel, Daingerfield
T. D. Evans, Blackwell
W. H. Gumm, Van Alstyne
Chas. A. Moore, Dallas
C. L. Norsworthy, Dallas
H. C. Boid, Brady, Texas
W. C. Vickers, Rosebud
E. N. Mann, Mansfield
R. E. Faller, Dallas
Raymond Gumin, Dallas
Robt. Cox, Dallas
T. H. Tyler, Dallas
B. I. Steinman, Athens
W. T. Carroll, Athens
W. S. Guthrie, Terrell
R. L. Reese, Corsicana
Walter C. Dean, Ardmore,

Okla.
H. H. Gerdes, Dallas
P. G. Schlottman, Dallas
Wm. M. Hilger, Dallas
Chas. Goodman, Dallas
C. M. Clark, Ennis
A. Y. Moorefield, Waco
Frank Meisch, Ardmore
R. D. Sanders, Paris
Geo. W. Knight, San Marcos
J. E. Boswell, Aubrey
W. H. Denson, Bowie
Chas. Welzemiller, New York
L. E. Whitmore, Dallas
J. R. Jones, Dallas
W. A. Wallace, Dallas
P. G. Storm, Chicago
3. A. Medlock, Lewisville
W. J. Murray, Dallas
C. E. Turner, Mineral Wells
Albert G. Lindley, Mineral

Wells
J. F. Matthews, Dallas
H. J. Plath, Dallas
H. L. Dickson, Dallas
J. C. Martin, Dallas
I. N. Caldwell. Bryan
I. Levinski, Waco
P. S. Park, Mexia
A. A. Clinger, Corning, N. Y.
J. J. Spurlock, Jacksonville
C. R. Sims, Kaufman
C. N. Abbott, McKinney
L. H. Hayden, Dallas
H. W. Kinnard, Dallas
G. C. Newton, Waxahachie
L. D. Everhart, Dallas
T. D. Stallings, Dallas
A. Threadgill, Marlin
R. Bennett, Dallas
J. L. Loyd, Dallas
Rorwood Blankenship, Dallas

Backbone versus Wishbone

There is a wise little advertising editorial in
the Gem City, of Fort Madison, Iowa. It tells
why backbone beats wishbone. It says : "The
trouble with most fellers is that their backbone
is mostly all wishbone. You wish you could
succeed in business, you wish you could do as
well as your neighbor who does succeed. You
are overworking your wishbone. Give it a rest;
it's tired. Your backbone needs exercise. It's
backbone that does things—not wishbone. Mar-
shall Field had competition but his backbone gave
him nerve to advertise big in newspapers when
advertising was not known to be a necessity of
business life as it is now universally recognized.
John Wanamaker had the same sort of backbone.
Their backbone backed up their wishbone. Back-
bone builds business by booming business. Busi-
ness is boosted by backbone and the backbone of
business is newspaper advertising."
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OUR NEW MERRY WIDOW EARRINGS
JET

SCREW OR PIERCELESS

600 Pair

Gold Pierceless . . . . $7.50
Gold Screw 6  50
Filled, Screw or Pierceless 3.00

500 Pair

Gold Pierceless . . . . $7.50
Gold Screw   6.50
Filled, Screw or Pierceless 3.00

15 Pair

Gold Pierceless . . . $6.00
Gold Screw 5  00
Filled, Screw or Pierceless 2.50

14 Pair

Gold Pierceless . . . . $5.50
Gold Screw   4.50
Filled, Screw or Pierceless 2.25

13 Pair

Gold Pierceless . . . . $5.00
Gold Screw 400

Filled, Screw or Pierceless 2.00

PEARL

21

12

11

10

9

21 Pair
Gold Pierceless . . . . $5.50
Gold Screw . . . . 4.50
Filled, Screw or Pierceless 2.00

12 Pair
Gold Pierceless . . . $5.50
Gold Screw   4.50
Filled, Screw or Pierceless 1.75

11 Pair
Gold Pierceless . . . $5.00
Gold Screw . . . . . 4.00
Filled, Screw or Pierceless 1.50

10 Pair
Gold Pierceless . . . . $4.75
Gold Screw . . . . . 3.75
Filled, Screw or Pierceless 1.40

9 Pair
Gold Pierceless . . . $4.50
Gold Screw . . 3.50
Filled, Screw or Pierceless 1.25

Be Sure and Mention When Ordering if Screw or Pierceless is Wanted, Also Gold or Filled

Prices subject to Keystone Key
and our usual Jewelry Discount

OUR FALL LINE IS NOW READY
It will pay you to see our goods before

buying elsewhere

L. W. RUBENSTEIN
54 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY

99 BUTTON

14 K. . each $5M()

10 K. . each 4.00

Plate each 1.50

98 BUTTON

14 K. . each $4.00
10K. . each 3.00
Plate . each 1.50

NEW LOYAL
EMBLEMS AND

ORDER OF MOOSE
OFFICIAL ELK GOODS

THESE DESIGNS CAN
YOU DESIRE BY THE A

122 CHARM

14 K. . each $12.00
10 K. . each 10.00
Plate . each 4.50

121 CHARM

14 K. . each $10.00
10 K. . each 8.00
Plate . each 3.75

120 BUTTON

14 K. . each $7.00
10 K. . each 6.00
Plate . each 3.00

117 BUTTON

14 K. . each $6.00
10 K. . each 5.00
Plate . each 2.50

118 BUTTON

14 K. . each $5.00
10 K. . each 4.00
Plate each 2.00

119 BUTTON

14 K. . each $4.00
10 K. . each 3.00
Plate . each 1.50

100 BUTTON

14 K. . each $6.00
10K. . each 5.00
Plate . each 2.00

200 RING

14 K. . each $22.00
0) K. . each 15.00

BE MADE AS ELABORATE AS
DDITION OF PRECIOUS STONES

102 CHARM

14 K  each $24.00
10K  each 20.00
Plate . . .   each 4.50

201 RING

14 K. . each $15.00
10 K. . each 10.50

-,if.2107,'0-• •

101 BUTTON

14 K. . each $8.00

10 K. . each 6.00

Plate . each 2.50
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ct NOTES

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication,
but as an evidence of good faith. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications. Questions will be
answered in the order in which they are received.

"Time."-I have had some controversy in regard
to timekeeping qualities of a watch which needs
cleaning. My idea is that a watch will gain when
not clean; that is, the balance wheel will not
revolve as far, therefore will come in contact. with
the lever more often and, therefore, releasing the
escape wheel, which, of course, would cause it to
gain. The other side claims the watch, being un-
clean, retards the movement and the watch loses
time.-In the first place, the difference in rate
between a watch freshly cleaned and the same
watch after it needs cleaning should depend, we
might say, on how nearly the hairspring ap-
proaches to being truly isochronal. But there is
another factor besides the isochronal action of the
hairspring which enters into the question. If isoch-
ronism alone needed to be considered, the watch
might either gain or lose as it became dirty, de-
pending, of course, on how well the hairspring
has been adjusted ; but there is another influence
apparently at work, which seems to have a positive
dragging or "braking" effect and results from
the thickening of the oil. This influence operates
independently of the isochronal action of the hair-
spring and is noticed in the case of well-adjusted
watches, which generally run slower as they ap-
proach the periods when cleaning is necessary.

"Moon."-How to set up grandfather clocks
so that the calendar and moon faces will come
right-The calendar and moon phases change
once in twenty-four hours. In setting the moon
on a clock of this kind bring it around so that a
full moon appears, then look up in some almanac
just when the last full moon was and then set the
moon so many days forward. For example, say
that the last full moon was on March 5th and
to-day is the loth ; now, the moon on the clock
shows a full moon and there have been five days
passed since this full moon appeared, so just move
the moon five notches forward, or as many notches
as the number of days since the full moon. The
date hand should correspond with the day of the
month and the hands should be put on the clock
so that the date changes at midnight, or as near
midnight as possible.

"Sealing."-In using sealing wax for letter
sealing, where should the wax be put on and in
how many places?' Any points you can give on
this subject will be appreciated.-The use of seal-
ing wax in personal correspondence is quite
general, but better taste is now displayed in its
use than was formerly the case. The proper way
to use it in sealing a letter is merely to place one
seal at the center of the flap of the envelope. An
acknowledged authority on the subject writes as
follows: Of course, sealing wax is the only
medium used in modern times for seal impressions
and it is remarkable to what extent it has been
perfected and how great the variety of colors.
Good taste, however, would naturally prompt one
to be very conservative in its use. The dis-
criminating eye would find nothing to recommend
assorted colors, whatever the tint of one's station-
ery. It is best always to match the wax in the
color of the paper and use some very pale tint for
white paper. There is something aggressive about
sealing wax that needs suppression and that ag-
gressiveness is, undoubtedly, its strong color. We
do not wish a letter to look like a sealed docu-
ment, and the only way to prevent this is to hold
the wax in subordination. The one thing which
ought to catch the eye is the impression and not
the color of the wax. There is a pointer in the
foregoing for the up-to-date engraver. If care

is taken in cutting seals so they will give a good,
clear impression without being bold and flashy,
the effect will be noticed not only by the sender
but by the recipients of the letters, and will result
in increased patronage for this class of work.

"Exposed."-Will you kindly explain to me what
is »leant by the factories when they say a watch
has "exposed pallets."-The earlier way of mak-
ing pallets was to make the entire anchor of
steel, then saw slits horizontally across the faces
of the pallets and insert slips of ruby or sapphire
in them. The jewels in the pallets could not be
seen when one looked down over the escapement
when the watch was in its case. But the modern
way of making pallets is to saw wide slots verti-
cally in the anchor and set the pallet jewels in
them, the stones forming the entire breadth of the
pallets proper. Of course the tops of the jewels
can be seen even after the movement is in the case,
hence the term "exposed pallets."

"Lacquering."-Will you kindly inform me
how to make a good lacquer for gold and gilt
goods, also how to apply it to the articles f-The
basis of all gold lacquers is made by dissolving
good orange shellac in alcohol, in about the pro-
portion of one-quarter pound of shellac to a pint
of alcohol. Wood alcohol may be used, as it will
answer just as well and is not so expensive as that
distilled from grain. More or less shellac can be
used, of course, according to the consistency de-
sired ; that is, thick or thin. In order to give the
lacquer the proper color to make it resemble
pale or dark gold, or even red, various gum resins
are dissolved along with the shellac. For a light
gold color, gum gamboge is used. For dark gold,
cape aloes. For a red hue, dragon's blood is em-
ployed. If a white, transparent lacquer is desired,
simply dissolve gum sandarach in wood alcohol.
It is of the utmost importance that an article to be
lacquered be finished and highly polished. This
may be effected by first applying such abrasive
materials as will remove all scratches, then care-
fully cleaning with rotten stone and oil and finally
polishing with rouge and alcohol. The lacquer
should be applied while the article is hot, say,
about 18o* F., with a camelshair brush. For
smaller articles it is usual to place them in a
wire sieve of very open mesh and dip them in the
lacquer, then allowing them to drain. Articles so
lacquered, however, never have the brilliancy of
those to which the lacquer has been applied with a
brush.

"Crystals."-Will you advise proper numbers
and kinds of watch glasses to put in stock! I
would like a complete stock of most used glasses.
I would also like to know what mainspring's stock
to have and not be overloaded. I understand that
some makes of springs will do for other makes
of watches in the cheaper grades.-We find that
"the most used numbers of watch glasses" is a
matter which varies considerably according to
local conditions, so the best thing to do is to first
buy a few of each size between certain limits,
then you will be sure to be able to fit whatever
cases come in and can soon see which sizes you
should carry a good many of. Buy about one-
quarter or one-half dozen of each size of medium
miconcave glasses (for open face cases) from No.
I to No. 20, 15/16 inclusive, and in Geneva glasses

(for hunting cases) one-half dozen each from No.
12 to No. 20, to/16. Geneva glasses are in various
heights ; in a good assortment you should have
several heights in each size, but as you want to buy
only a limited stock we suggest that you get height
7 in the sizes from i i to 14 15/16; from 15 to 18
to/16 get height 6, and from 18 to/16 to 20 to/16
get height 5. Mainsprings are not always of dif-
ferent dimensions for different watches ; quite a
number are similar and suitable to use in several
different makes of watches. The chart in the next
column will show you, by reference to the width,
style of tip, strength, etc., exactly which springs
are alike and you can save yourself the burden of
carrying unnecessary stock by using it when
ordering mainsprings.
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VISIT ST. LOUIS DURING
CENTENNIAL WEEK
One Entire Week of Gala Occasions
THE ENTIRE WEEK of OCTOBER 3d to 9th
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NEW GOODS driti INVENTIONS

KEYSTONE

[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a
permanent feature of TRE KEYSTONE; our twofold object being to keep the jeweler
and optician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the
workman at the bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements
in tools and appliances.]

Universal Indexing Engine

In the accompanying illustration is shown an indexing engine which
has a special interest for the trade. This engine is the invention of
Ferd. Freistadter, Waltham, Mass., and reflects great credit on his
mechanical skill and ingenuity. An examination of its working will
show very clearly its efficacy and accuracy when used for dividing
wheels, pinions or circles in any required number of divisions. The
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T. LOUIS WILL CELEBRATE THE
One Hundredth Anniversary of its incorpo-
ration October 3d to 9th. The week will be
a fitting climax to a century of progress and

the most gorgeous event in the city's history. A fund
of over $100,000 has been raised to defray the expenses
of the celebration. In addition to this the municipal
authorities have pledged themselves to assemble as
special guests the mayors of American cities and no
fewer than one thousand mayors will participate in
the festivities. An elaborate programme of balloon
and other aeronautic features has also been prepared
including a long distance race of spherical balloons
and exhibition flights of aeroplanes. There will also
be the great pageant of the Veiled Prophet and the
grand ball with more than the usual features.
In addition to these entertainment features, St. Louis
business men have made elaborate preparations for
a convention of retail merchants for an exchange of
ideas on advertising, window and show case display,
store arrangements and other matters of vital interest
to retail merchants, together with a gathering of the
best and most successful traveling merchants repre-
senting St. Louis houses. These conventions will
prove of inestimable value to retail merchants. Special
excursion rates will be in force for Centennial week
for the entire Middle West and Southwest territory
and special arrangements have been made by all the
hotels to provide for the entertainment and comfort
of the many thousands of visitors who will attend
the celebration.

Transformation of the downtown section into a fairyland of van -colored lights
for an all-week Centennial Festival, including music and fireworks

CARRANGE YOUR BUSINESS APPOINTMENTS so you can spend
NI Centennial Week in St. Louis. You will regret it if you don't.

engine is made in two styles, in the small one of which the dial rim

can be exchanged for other combinations to facilitate easier figuring

and operating. The larger one has a dial four inches in diameter, with

SIX rows of holes and lever to slide to any row of holes desired, thus

making it more compact. It has also a sector, which does the counting

of the required number of holes or divisions. It would be impossible,

in the space at our disposal, to describe in detail the operation of this

ingenious engine, but all information in regard to it will gladly be

furnished by the inventor.

A New Design for Fraternal Badge

In the accompanying illustration is shown an ap-
propriately symbolic and quite ingenious design for a
badge for the Order of the Woodmen of the World.
The design comprises a short length of tree trunk,

the flat top being decorated by an axe and maul
crossed, with a wedge in the center. On the body

of the tree are the initials W. 0. W. The root of the
tree is very ingeniously represented by the monogram

of the founder of the order, Sovereign Commander

Root. The badge was designed by E. J. Kassel, Mar-
lin, Tex., who has had his design patented.

Patent Hammer for Removing Dents in Silverware

A new patent device which will, no doubt, come to be regarded as an

essential part of every complete repairing outfit, is being placed on the
market by F. W. Gesswein, 26
John Street, New York, who
is patent licensee for its manu-
facture. The device is a pat-
ent hammer for removing
dents from silverware and is
especially adapted to repairing
hollow articles having narrow

necks or obstructed internal surfaces which are hard to get at from the

inside. The head of the hammer is adjustable and can be firmly set at

any angle most convenient to the work in hand by the mere turning of

a screw at the end of the handle. Each tool is supplied with a set of

four different shape steel heads. Descriptive circulars will be sent on
application.

A DENT REMO‘'Llk AND BURNISHER
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A New Fountain Pen Accessory

Among the latest improvements for fountain pen users introduced

by L. E. Waterman Co. is a new style clip, called the "Mercantile," il-

lustrated herewith. The greatest advantage of this new clip, which can

be used for pen or pencil, is in the pear-shaped point or gripper, which
permits the clip when on the pen or pencil to slip very easily over the

'217 +

A DJUSTABLE' •

C
POCKETATAINEE

/ FOUNTAIN PENS
/ AND PENCILS

• NOTICE -- •
THE PEAR SHAPED GRIPPER •

L E.WATtRMANSP„Plvi:'!:4"

edge of the pocket, owing to its pointed tip, then take a firm hold, and

permits of removal only by just the correct amount of pull that should

be necessary. These clips are made of spring metal and are adjustable

to any size fountain pen or pencil. It may be said that they have increased

the practicability of the constant use of a fountain pen and made the

superior quality of high-priced pencils more attractive, since they can now

be carried without fear of loss. The clips are mounted on a very attrac-

tive display easel, which carries one dozen of the pencil size and two

dozen of the fountain pen size. The illustration shows this easel.

A New Automatic Razor Strop

We show in the accompanying illustration a
new device which, in its present improved form,
will be heartily welcomed by the masculine por-
tion of the community, all of whom find it necessary
to shave in this beardless age and most of whom per-
form this duty for themselves. The device enables
any person to thoroughly sharpen the razor without
experience and practically without effort. A child can
do the work as well as a man and the task can be
performed quite as well in the dark as in the light.
As the illustration shows, the razor is held tightly in
position and is only necessary to take hold of the
ends of the strop and pull first one, then the other,
holding the ends close together. Safety razor blades
can be sharpened in the same way and the operation
takes only a few seconds. The strop, which is being
marketed by U. J. Ulery Co., 25 Warren Street, New
York, is patented in the United States, Canada and
Europe and those who have handled it are enthusiastic
as to the satisfaction and profits of the sales.

New Thermometer Case for Physicians and Nurses

Our illustration shows a useful device just placed on the market by
the Aiken-Lambert Company, 15-19 Maiden Lane, New York. It is known
as the "Lewpen Thermometer Case," which is a tube of the finest grade of
hard rubber, highly polished, with a screw top, on which is attached the

with

Safety Clip

Attachment

to prevent

lose frau

pocket

famous "Clip-Cap," and, in all, is designed to hold a thermometer of

average size and to be carried in the pockets of physicians and nurses.
The case is simple, secure and sanitary and not only protects the

thermometer from breakage, but holds it, always convenient and ready

(Continued on page 1309)
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'IOU NEED Merchandise of high quality, to be
II sold at reasonable prices— Merchandise that

will satisfy your Customers and bring them back
for other purchases.

W3 POilNT Wil 11-11 PRIDE

T OUR RECORD of over thirty years of
honest business policy and fair dealing, in which

we have sold hundreds of opening bills, and kept
these accounts on our books year after year as
satisfied and successful Customers. Wait until
you have seen the "BM" line, and talked with a
"BM" man, before placing your opening order.

INAMONDS

CONTINUE TO ARRIVE from Europe, and
each shipment contains a superb assortment

of gems--our Diamond Department will certainly
break all previous records this year. We bought
all our Diamonds before the recent advance in
price, and all goods will be sold at the lowest prices.
Send for our selection package before ordering.

r

COMMERCIAL BLDG. ST LOUIS.
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The Making of Diamond Sales

Address by SIMON Linz, of Linz Bros., Dallas, before

Texas Retail Jewelers' Association

The making of diamond sales appeals

to each and everyone of us here, both from

the standpoint of the merchant, and the

standpoint of salesmanship, and through all

my years of merchandising I have found

that the greatest success in selling diamonds

is embodied almost wholly in one word—

confidence. By that I mean the giving

and the gaining of the confidence of your

customer. This is the stepping stone to-

ward building up a greater, a better and

more lasting successful business.

To gain this confidence one

Gaining must feel it. The salesman

Confidence must feel it in himself, and,

most of all, must feel it in

his merchandise. His talk thereby will be

more emphatic and more convincing to his

customer, and the purchaser's confidence

gained more quickly in consequence. When

once this is accomplished, you have made

not only a permanent customer, but often-

times a lasting friend—merely through one

transaction.

In view of this, each merchant should

consider how important it is that there

should be no opportunity, or chance, for an

error to occur in the way of the classifying

of his diamonds. One cannot be too care-

ful, or too particular, in marking and stat-

ing plainly the weight of each and every

stone, as well as the plain telling of its exact

quality, its grade and its color. One small

misrepresentation, or one tiny error, in this

way, can be the undoing of a merchant's

reputation of years standing; and in the

diamond business more especially than in

almost any other business, is his reputation

for honest statements and fair dealings his

strongest asset.

In our individual establish-

ment we adhere strictly to

the practice of marking all

weights, the grade and

color of each individual stone plainly on its

price tag, thereby avoiding all possibility of

an error and the chance of any guess work

on the part of the salesman, and I feel free

to confess that we have found it a most

praiseworthy method.

There are many difficulties in the way

of successful diamond selling, as each cus-

tomer is different, and the salesman must

adopt the way and the tactics best suited to

the individual, according to his judgment

of him. Endeavor to find out as early as

possible in the transaction the quality of

Truth About

the Goods

diamond desired, for oftentimes showing

too fine a grade in the beginning renders a

customer dissatisfied with the lower grades,

even though the lower .grades are the ones

that are nearer his purse and within his

price.

Don't Knock

Competitors

Another point worthy of

consideration is not to

speak ill of a competitor.

There is an old adage that

is worth following out at this junction, and,

to the best of my memory, it reads : "Boost

—don't knock ; if you can't boost, keep still."

It is surely always more pleasing to a cus-

tomer to hear a merchant say agreeable

things of his competitor. It makes him feel

that the individual merchant is sufficiently

successful to afford to be generous toward

those who are following kindred lines of

business.
It may be added that it is not advisable

to show too many diamonds to your cus-

tomer, but try to center his attention on a

certain article for which he has shown a

preference.

Make it a rule never to value an article

sold by a competitor, as a customer fre-

quently seeks information. It only tends

to dissatisfy the customer and benefits no

one; in fact, the one who values the article

usually suffers the most, as a customer will

speak of it to the jeweler who sold the article

and the jeweler in turn may speak ill of

the person who gave the information to the

customer. So that in the end no one is

benefited.

Refunding

Money Less

Discount

In addressing this assembly

on a previous occasion I

made mention of a practice

that I deem very injurious

to the trade. It is the prac-

tice of making a contract to refund cash,

less a certain discount, within a limited time,

when selling a diamond. This practice, I

am glad to say, is gradually dying out, and

I refer to it again in order to impress upon

you the advisability of doing away with it

entirely. There is no other line of business

where goods are subject to return, less the

discount, or subject to exchange, especially

when sold in a retail way. Hence, there is

no reason why it should affect the sale of

diamonds. Ninety-five of the customers

buy a diamond with a view to keeping it.

The other five per cent. are not worth while

worrying about if you have to make condi-

tions. Jewelers of high grade standing

throughout the country have abandoned it,

as they found it eventually worked against

them, and that, as an inducement to

buy, it was a practice that had but very

little merit in attracting the prospective pur-

chaser.

New Goods and Inventions

(C(,ntinued from page 1307)

for use, in the pocket of the user. The

cases are conveniently boxed, one dozen in

a carton, and in each carton there is an at-

tractive easel display card, on which one of

the cases is mounted for display purposes.

These cases are made in several styles and

grades, ranging from the plain hard rubber

to fancy gold mounted.

Interchangeable Monograms

The popular predilection for mono-

grams now everywhere in evidence is doubt-

less responsible for a new, easy and profit-

able means of supplying the increased mono-

gram demand. A patent was recently

granted to Louis Kaufman & Co., succeeded

by Joseph L. Herzog & Co., 45-51 Rose

Street, New York, on an interchangeable

monogram by the use of which every retail

jeweler can be his own monogram maker,

making any three-letter monogram to order

in a few minutes by the use of the necessary

letters and a pair of pliers. The letters are

made of uniform width and height and are

joined by rivets near the top and bottom

in such a manner as to make the monogram

perfectly rigid. By keeping on hand a

stock of these monogram letters the jeweler

can make up a monogram immediately,

avoiding the necessity of sending the order

away to a monogram maker and the conse-

quent delay in filling the order. This would

seem, indeed, to be a desirable improvement,

as it might quite often result in making a

sale where time is a matter of moment with

the customer.

Insurance Companies and

Window Signs

The custom of painting signs on

windows in gold surrounded with black has

been blocked somewhat by insurance com-

panies refusing to insure plate glass bear-

ing such a sign. It is claimed (and cor-

rectly, too) that a sign of this kind has a

tendency to cause the glass to crack. This

is due to the expansion of the glass under

extreme heat to a greater extent than the

paint. As a rule insurance companies will

grant permission for a sign of this kind

when the exposure of the front is not such

as to subject the window to the direct rays

of the sun. A custom, too, followed by

many painters is to allow a few inches of

clear glass between the end of the sign and

the edge of the window. This, it is claimed,

will overcome the danger of breakage, and

several insurance companies will allow a

sign put on in this way.
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Art Goods That Are Different

No. 1973

TO SHOW THEM IS TO SELL THEM
Popular taste demands novelty—something different

from the conventional styles. Our line of fine metal goods
fills this demand exactly. The goods are of the artistic
kind that enrich and give variety to regular stock.. They
include

Electric and Gas Portables, Newels, Electro-
hers, Bronze Figures, Art Glass Domes and
Shades, Clocks, Vases, Plateaux, Candel.
abra, Candlesticks, Inkstands, Photograph
Frames, Bronzes, Clock Top Ornaments,
Clock Sets, Flower Holders, Epergnes,
Kerosene Lamps

A glance at our catalogue of these goods will show you
the weakness in your stock and suggest the remedy. The
newness of the styles, the graceful models and rich finish
will fascinate customers of refinement, and enhance at the
same time your prestige and profits.

Ask for Catalog 31 showing Gas and Electric Goods,
Electroliers, etc., and No. 30 showing Clocks and

other metal fancy goods, as above.
Electrolier No. 6079 6083. Height, 25 inches

High-Grade Art Glass Shade
Also made as a Gas Portable

THE GOODWIN & KINTZ CO. WINSTED, CONNECTICUT station
New York Salesroom, 46 West Broadway, A. H. HOAG & CO.

The Perfect Shape Umbrella
("Maiden Baltimore")

GOLD AND SILVER
HEAD CANES

For Fall and Holiday Trade. Designed especially for
the up-to-date jeweler with exclusiveness and taste,
which make our goods very easy to sell. Our Detach-
able Handle Umbrella, which is very simple to attach
or detach, adds materially to the convenience of one
selecting our make, especially for the purpose of
placing the umbrella in the trunk when traveling.

t:
OUR SALESMEN are now in their respective territories, and if you will drop us
card, we will be pleased to have them call upon you, or will send you samples,

express paid. We issue a Complete Catalogue, which we will send upon request

SIEGEL ROTHSCHILD & CO. 
BALiTMOIRE and D STS:

MORE, MD 
NEW YORK : 353 Broadway PHILADELPHIA: 1011 Chestnut Street SAN FRANCISCO : 717 Market Street

August, 1009 THE KEYSTONE

Joint Convention of Colorado
Jewelers and Opticians

Members of the Colorado Retail Jewelers'
Association and Colorado State Optical Society
held their annual convention at Denver, Col., on
June 29th and 30th. The programme was an ex-
tensive and elaborate one. The jewelers' con-
vention was called to order at to A. M. June 29th
and lasted until To p M.

The opticians' convention was called to order
at 10 A. M. June 30th and lasted until 6 P. m., at
which time they adjourned so as to give the mem-
bers a chance to attend the banquet tendered to
the joint association, after which the entire crowd
was taken in special cars to White City, where a
most enjoyable evening was spent and all pro-
nounced the affair a most enjoyable one.

Both associations were well represented by a
goodly number of members from all through the
State and a great many of those attending were
members of both associations. This made the
convention a greater success. Every member
seemed to have his whole heart in the work and
went away vowing he would make it his business
to bring his neighbor along to the next convention.

The meeting of the retail jewelers was called
to order by President A. J. Stark and the secre-
tary read the minutes of the last meeting, which
were adopted. The treasurer's report showed a
most flourishing condition.

President A. J. Stark then delivered his
address of welcome. His subject was "Benefits
of Organization and Results." He went into
quite a lengthy and elaborate talk on same, bring-
ing out some very interesting and enlightening
information. He then introduced H. G. Petty,
of Fort Collins, who addressed the convention on
"Live and Let Live Policy." Mr. Petty is a mem-
ber of the executive committee and takes 'quite
an interest in his work. He evidently gave his
subject much thought as it was one of the most
interesting talks of the day.

The next speaker was J. C. Bloom, of Denver,
a member of the executive committee of Retail
Jewelers' Association, President of the Denver
Nuggett Club and President of the Colorado
State Optical Society.

Protection and Advancement of Trade

Mr. Bloom's address covered pretty thoroughly
the grievances of the retail trade. He said in part:

"The matter of wholesalers or jobbers doing
a retail business is a great detriment to both
themselves and ourselves. This matter has grown
to such an extent that it is a great thorn in the
flesh of all retailers. It behooves us to take this
matter up with the jobbers and to request them
to discontinue the practice. I think if presented
to them in the proper light they will readily ac-
cede to our request. The jobber demands of
the manufacturer that he discontinue selling his
goods to the retailer upon the penalty of losing
his trade. If such is the case why should this rule
not apply in their case and be made just as em-
phatic? If a jobber does a retail business, no
matter to what extent, it is up to the retailer to
discontinue buying from such a jobber.

"The practice that has been in vogue for years
of a retailer giving a customer a card and sending
him to the jobber, asking the jobber to sell his
or that person whatever he or she wanted, let
them make their own selection out of the jobber's
stock, the jobber sending you a credit bill for
whatever little commission is coming to you. The
next time that a customer wants something in
your line he no longer needs you, as you have
introduced him to the jobber and you can get no
rake-off as the customer did not come from you
this time, but goes direct to the jobber, gets the
profit and you lose a customer and wonder why.
This is a bad and injurious practice. If a cus-
tomer wants something that you do not happen
to have, tell him you will try and get it for him
or send him to sonic other retailer, but never to a
wholesaler. Other lines have had the same thing
to contend with.. Since organizing this has been
stopped and the abuse does not exist.

"A certain manufacturer, who carries a large
stock in this city, has made a practice of retailing
his line for years. A very large wedding was

celebrated here recently and I know that this con-
cern sold many presents for same. The pur-
chasers were customers of the different jewelers
here and as they would have purchased from us
the presents that they gave, all of us were hurt
to some extent. This is but one occasion and this
same thing has gone on for a long time and we
have been the sufferers and losers. We told the
concern that we intended dropping their line of
merchandise on this account and they assured us
that they would do no more retailing. Now if
they do as they say, and I have no doubt but that
they will, this is some good our organization has
accomplished. This is but one of the many things
that can be done.

"There is another great abuse which we
should try and check, and that is : The manufac-
turers of silverware come into a city and should
there be a hotel or restaurant wanting some of
their goods they will invariably sell the goods
direct to such concern at the same price, or
possibly less, instead of turning the business over
to some local jeweler. This is a matter which
needs attention and should be one of the matters
to be taken up and looked into immediately. Why
should a man who is in the hotel or restaurant
business get a jobbing rate? Do we, when we
.go to their place of business get a .wholesale rate
just because we are in the jewelry business?
Their money is no better than any other person's.
It is a poor rule that does not work both ways.
The manufacturers of silver and plated ware
should sell their merchandise to legitimate jewelers
only.

"I have seen several articles written of late
oil the subject of goods left for repairs and have
been uncalled for from six months to six years.
This is a matter that needs attention. Possibly
every member here has watches on his rack or
jobs in his store that have been there for more
than a year. In my own case I know of some
jobs that have been in the house for more than
eight years. All of us have a lot of money tied
up in jobs and these should be disposed of in from
six months to a year. I think that we should try
to get a law passed allowing us to dispose of the
goods within a stated time so that we will not ac-
cumulate more and more of these each year.

"Another great injustice is the fact that al-
most every person who brings a watch for repairs
expects us to loan him a watch to carry while we
repair his watch. In a great many cases the cus-
tomer will carry the watch for several months be-
fore calling for his own, and when he does, the
watch that we loaned to him is returned broken.
Of course, he did not break it ; he don't know how
it happened ; he did not drop it or strike it against
anything; it was not his fault. Of course, you
are not expected to charge him for repairing it,
because, as he says, he did not do it and is not to
blame.

"Another matter of importance is the fixed
selling price of certain lines of merchandise which,
to my mind, is a very important and essential
matter. You all know how much more satisfac-
tory it is to sell an article which has a fixed
selling price; you make a living profit on the ar-
ticle and you have no fear that you will be under-
sold by some unscrupulous fellow who is willing
to sell goods at a small profit. We will all make
more money and be better satisfied if more goods
have a fixed selling price. The manufacturers
who have adopted such methods are to be con-
gratulated on their good foresight."

The convention then adjourned until 2 P. M.

Afternoon Session

The afternoon session was called to order at
2 P. M., when the president, A. J. Stark, intro-
duced Mr. Brannan, of Loveland, who made a talk
on "Trade Repair Shops Soliciting Retail Trade."
This subject was a difficult one and furnished a
great deal of food for thought. Mr. Brannan
handled this subject most ably and every word
was enjoyed by the entire convention.

W. J. Farrell, of Montrose, was introduced as
the next speaker. His talk was on "Benefits and
Enforcement of Honest Stamping Laws." Mr.
Farrell handled the subject as no one else could,
bringing out a world of information and instruc-

ti°11.The next speaker was Charles Doersam, of
Denver. He took for his subject "Shall We Send
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Our Customers to the Wholesale Houses?" This
is a matter which has been given a great deal of
thought and study. Mr. Doersam handled the
subject in a masterly way.

In the absence of A. W. Wherle, of Denver,
F. J. Mund, of Leadville, took his place and spoke
on 'Social Intercourse Among Competitors." Mr.
Mund went into the subject very deeply and cer-
tainly did it justice.

A committee was then appointed to visit all
the jobbers in the city and invite them to be
present at the evening session, to give them a
chance to hear what action had been taken in the
convention on subjects pertaining to both the job-
bers and manufacturers.

At the meeting letters were read from the
Edward Lehman Jewelry Co., Watson & Newell
Co., Wilcox 8z Wagoner Co.

A motion made that the convention commend
the policy taken by Watson & Newell Co.,
Wagoner & Wilcox Co. and Edward Lehman
Jewelry Co. in eliminating all retail business and
that the association ask the co-operation of all
retail jewelers throughout the State to help carry
out this policy and extend all wholesalers who
comply with this policy as much of their business
as they possibly can.

A committee, consisting of seven members,
was appointed to solicit applications for member-
ship from all the jewelers in the city of Denver
who were not members at that time. The com-
mittee reported in the evening that they had ob-
tained the application of every jeweler in the city
of Denver who was not a member.

The officers of the association for the en-
suing year are: A. J. Stark, Denver, president;
W. H. Brannan, Loveland, vice-president; Fred
F. Symans, Denver, secretary-treasurer; J. C.
Bloom, Denver, and H. G. Petty, Fort Collins,
members of the executive committee.

Representatives to the national convention:
A. J. Stark, Denver; W. F. Plambeck, Denver,
and H. G. Petty, Fort Collins.

The following were elected as alternates: L.
F. Cornwell, Pueblo, and Michael O'Keefe, of
Denver.

Resolutions

The resolutions passed by the convention are
as follows :

Resolved, That we extend our sincere thanks
to the management of the Albany Hotel for their
kindness and hospitality in donating the . use of
their convention hall to this body.

Resolved, That we do not favor the establish-
ment of an official organ for the reason that we
consider the present trade journals entirely capable
of representing and protecting us.

Resolved, That we do not favor manufac-
turers selling complete watches except in special
high-grade movements.

Resolved, That we heartily favor the co-
operation of our members in upholding the stamp-
ing laws and commend the Manufacturing
Jewelers' Association, of Newark, N. J., for their
interest in the matter.

Resolved, That we emphatically condemn the
practice of certain railroads in selling watches

•direct to their employees.
Resolved, That we condemn the practice of

manufacturers and jobbers sending out net prices
in open mail and we request that the trade
journals discontinue the practice of advertising
net prices in their journals.

Resolved, That it is the sense of this associa-
tion that we concur and hereby ratify the action
of the several associations upon their efforts to
obtain the fixed selling prices of movements and
cases as presented to the manufacturers.

Resolved, That we heartily commend those
watch manufacturers who are marketing their
products entirely through the legitimate jobber
and retail jeweler.

Resolved, That we recommend to watch,
jewelry and kindred material dealers the adoption
of a new discount key, to be known as the associ-
ation key, to be used in all their catalogues and
advertisements, the key to be disclosed only to
the legitimate retail jeweler and in every case to
be sent under separate cover from the catalogue
house and as sealed mail only.

Resolved, That we ask the makers of gold-
filled watch cases not to exchange any guaranteed
cases unless returned by the original sellers.
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ARE YOU SELLING

NENUPHARS
The new hair ornament which all the fashion
papers have been talking about? Originally a
product of London and Paris—the CHECO
patterns have proved so far superior that to-day
we are booking orders for CHECO NENU-
PHARS FOR LONDON.

SEND FOR SAMPLES of some of the new designs just brought out

Also don't forget we are showing the
finest line YOU'VE EVER SEEN OF

Popular-Priced Jewelry
specially adapted to the better class of trade

It will pay you to investigate.

GET IN TOUCH with the factory who originate. Look for the
Trade-Mark

Our salesmen are at your service—or send for samples to-day

C. H. EDEN CO.
Address all correspondence to Factory at

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
BRANCHES

CHICAGO NEW YORK
910 Heyworth Bldg. 37 Maiden Lane

c.r
C.H.

$ EDEN CO.
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unpehw goaraaodnd.

to retail at 
with the understanding
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BATES & BACON
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

HIGH GRADE, GOLD FILLED CHAINS
LOCKETS and BRACELETS

NEW YORK, 9 MAIDEN LANE C1IICA00, 103 STATE STREE1
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Annual Convention Iowa Retail
Jewelers' Association

The third annual convention of the Iowa
Retail Jewelers' Association met in Des Moines
June 23d, 24th and 25th, with President M. A.
Hurlbut presiding. After the annual address of
the president and address of welcome by Geis
Botsford, Secretary of the Des Moines Com-
mercial Club, the morning was consumed by
regular routine business.

The afternoon session, however, proved a
"live" one. John Hands, of Iowa City, treated
his subject, "Efficiency at the Bench," to the
satisfaction of all. Mr. Hands has a reputation
for efficiency and was appointed chairman of the
board of examiners who conducted examinations
in watchmaking for all who cared to test their
skill in this line. This was a feature inaugurated
by the officers of the association to create a new
interest and was taken advantage of by many
of the members.

The "bomb" was thrown into the midst of
the meeting when S. Callison, Secretary of the
A. N. R. J. Association, addressed the convention
on "Our Weakness and Our Strength." This
subject was handled very cleverly by Mr. Calli-
son and in some parts of his address he touched
upon the "fixed selling price." This was the
portion which caused a discussion in which Presi-
dent Hurlbut and Joseph Mazer, of Oklahoma,
were the principals. All who know these two
gentlemen will readily appreciate that the most
vivid imagination could not conceive a better
treat for a meeting of the retail jewelers' associa-
tion. The discussion was so interesting that the
balance of the afternoon's programme was post-
poned until the second day. Opinions were di-
vided as to the winner of the "wordy war," but
all conceded that Joseph Mazer was the best
orator in the ranks of the jewelers of the United
States and one of the best fellows in the business.

The second day was not lacking in interest.
A. G. Hoch, of Storm Lake, started the morning
programme with his address, "Advertising a
Jewelry Store." The subject was well taken
care of by Mr. Hoch and a lively debate followed,
which brought out many points which will in

the future prove a great benefit to all who were
in doubt on some of the points discussed.

In speaking on the subject of "Associa-
tion Work on a
Business Basis,"
George Arkwright,
Ex-President o f
the Nebraska Re-
tail Jewelers' As-
sociation, used
some charts which
enabled him to
make his subject
very clear to his
auditors. He be-
gan his address by
reading a paper
which was read
before the Ne-
braska association
fourteen years ago,

showing that many of the evils which confronted

the retail jewelers at that time have now, through

association work, been abolished. Mr. Arkwright

laid a good foundation for his subject and showed

that he is no novice in advancing his theories on

association work.

President N. Nielson

KEYSTONE

Coming from the St. Louis convention in
good time, Claud Wheeler, President of the
Missouri Retail Jewelers' Association, proved a

good card, and the convincing way Mr. Wheeler

spoke showed plainly that in assigning the sub-

ject, "Necessity of Independence in Association

Work," the committee could not have given it to

one more capable.
William Swartchild, of Swartchild & Co.,

Chicago, opened the afternoon meting with his

address, "The Jeweler and the Repair Depart-

ment" (published in our last issue). This subject

always interests the jeweler, as was evidenced by

the marked attention and liberal applause. Mr.

Swartchild has a good, strong voice and one

could easily see that he was very familiar with

the subject.
H. C. Carpenter, of the South Bend Watch

Co., then addressed the convention on "Benefit of

a Fixed Selling Price to Manufacturers," and was

well received.
Joseph R. Goldstone, of Bennett, started the

last day with his address, "Fighting Mail-order

Competition." Mr. Goldstone is a very young

man and the fact that he was on the programme

and regarded as one of the good numbers is

certainly a credit to him and serves as an ex-

ample to all young jewelers. It is this kind of
material that goes
a long way to-
ward making
successful meet-
ings of the associ-
ation.

ton, Wed jit.orPilkMinegr:Mer-
chants' Trade
Journal, whose
reputation as an
orator is well
known, then ad-
dressed the con-
vention. "Live
Wires" was his
subject, and if
there was a jeweler

in the audience who did not feel the "shock"
when he tread on some of their toes, he need
never fear the electric chair.

The election of officers resulted as follows:
President, N. Nielson, Harlan ; vice-president,
John Hands, Iowa City; secretary, A. G. Hoch,
Storm Lake.

The delegates to the national convention, at
Omaha, are as follows : N. Nielson, Harlan;
John Hands, Iowa City; A. G. Hoch, Storm Lake;
A. E. Shepherd, Oakland; F. J. Edgar, Eldora;
W. H. Beck, Sioux City ; Ralph Plumb, Des
Moines ; Morris Joseph, Des Moines ; J. H. Leper,
Mason City; E. 0. Lewis, Oskaloosa; Oscar
Heiserman, West Union; Dan S. Jones, Inde-

pendence; J. P. Buchelle, Dubuque; Mr. Thorpe,

Sioux City. The alternates are as follows : J. M.
Napsted, Davenport ; E. F. Renoud, Keokuk ; K.

K. Kieth, Eagle Grove ; George Ludy, Cedar

Rapids ; Frank Schlaup, Des Moines ; E. H. Carey,

Le Mars ; William Potts, Mason City ; F. W.

Swan, Muskatine ; C. S. Lemmon, Washington.

The board of examiners reported that the

following had satisfactorily passed the examina-

tion as watchmakers and will receive certificates:

F. J. Edgar, Eldora ; R. E: Jones, Le Mars;

Theo. Miller, Brooklyn ; Charles S. Stiller, Sac

City ; F. W. Stephenson, Hedrich ; G. W.

Macomber, West Branch ; Ray W. Morrison,

Verina ; W. W. Ratcliff, Glidden ; Richard

Vice-President John Hands
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Powell, Adair ; J. A. Petersen, Elk Horn ; A. C.
Bergman, West Side; Clyde A. Furnald, Carroll.
Also Joseph Mazer, of McAlester, Okla.

Hall Bros.' Umbrella Co., whose display at
the Savery was in charge of C. H. Haas and
H. P. Strater and consisted of very fine artistic
designs in umbrella
handles, was one
of the busy scenes
during the inter-
mission.

W. E. Sou-
song, representing
Bauman - Massa
Jewelry Co., St.
Louis, Mo., as-
sisted greatly in
entertaining t h e
visitors.

Earl J. G.
Lovett, sales man-
ager of the Rock-
ford Watch Co.,
Rockford, Ill., has
a system of meeting the boys which is hard to

beat and one that will show results.
Ed Keating, western representative for

Swartchild & Co., Chicago, distributed some new

souvenirs in the way of convention hats. They

were made of crepe tissue and a very attractive

advertisement.
H. F. Gruschow, manager jewelry catalogue de-

partment of the Peninsular Engraving Co., Detroit,

was one of the popular boys at the convention.

H. C. Carpenter, sales manager C. L. Palda

and Charles L. Higginbotham, horologist of the

South Bend Watch Co., had an interesting display

at the Savery Hotel. The large model used in

demonstrating escapement proved quite interesting.

A jewelers' convention seems like a "home-

coming" to A. R. Weisz and Charles M. Slern-

mons, of the Illinois Watch Co. These two

gentlemen are among the most popular represen-

tatives in the country.
H. B. McKinley, who looks after the interests

of the Elgin Watch Co., is always "on the job"

and makes many friends.
Kreis & Hubbard, manufacturers of um-

brellas and canes, displayed a nice line. J. A.

McIntire had charge of the display.
D. B. Ward, of D. B. Ward & Co., Kansas

City, Mo., attended the convention.

A. T. Hunt, of J. R. Woods & Sons, was one

of the busiest men at the convention.

H. W. Hedge, of New York Standard Watch

Co., was taking care of the interests of his firm.

Dave Ellbogen, representing Stein & Ellbogen,

Chicago, spent a few days in Des Moines. He

is quite a hustler.

Secretary A. G. Hoch

Make Advertising News
News in advertising keeps the nation in-

formed of the new things for wear, articles for

domestic convenience, etc., in advance. This is

one of the reasons why women read the fashion

magazines so closely to get the news and styles

of fashions in advance. A whole nation can be

made aware at one time of a new product by

"news" advertising appearing simultaneously in

papers all over the country. Department stores

have achieved their remarkable success simply

because their advertisements are store news and

it is now a recognized fact that women read this

class of advertising news with keener interest

than the regular news columns.
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A REPEATER YOU CAN SELL
DON'T HAVE TO TURN ON THE LIGHT

Illustration shows exact size

IT STRIKES THE HOURS AND MINUTES

A BOON TO AUTOISTS, YACHTSMEN, RAILROAD MEN OR ALL NIGHT WORKERS
THIS REPEATER WATCH enables you to tell the exact time on the darkest night. Convenient when traveling, motoring or when lying awake in bed. Take theRepeater out of your pocket or from under your pillow, press the little device which starts the mechanism, and a clear-toned chime begins to ring the hour, the quartersand then the minutes. It is a first-class timepiece, 14 jewels, Russian Niel silver or high-grade engine-turned or plain gold-filled case, as may be preferred.RETAIL SELLING PRICE--Niel Silver Case  $50.00 Gold Filled Case, $55.00

A WA TCH WHICH YOU CAN SELL AT A GOOD PROFIT TO YOU.

NEWMAN CLOCK COMPAN
WRITE FOR NET PRICES

Y
1526 WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOISMANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED NEWMAN WATCHMAN'S CLOCK, AUTO CLOCKS AND HIGH-GRADE CLOCK SPECIALTIES

A Famine for Watchworkers and Engravers
will mark the final revival of prosperity the coming fall and holiday season. It will be a
question of A GOOD MAN AT ANY PRICE, and no such opportunity was ever before
presented to the skilled watch repairer.

Our Fall Term Opens September 1st
enabling you to take advantage of this golden opportunity. We have been particularly
successful in making indifferent workmen masters of their craft—in most cases actually
doubling their income.

Fifteen years of experience, the confidence of the best class of employers and the
present success of hundreds and hundreds of our graduates must remove from your mind
all doubt and hesitancy as to what we can do for you.

Our instruction is the practical kind that secures the best positions and highest
salaries and makes the most difficult work pleasurable as well as profitable.

This is just a hint ; our prospectus, which we will send you free on request,
will give you further information. SEND FOR IT TO-DAY

We Philadelphia College sf Horology
Broad and Somerset Streets PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
F. W. SCHULER, Principal ESTABLISHED 1 894
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What Organization Has Done
and What It Should Do

One of the most effective and brilliant ad-
dresses delivered at the annual meeting of the
Iowa Retail Jewelers' Association was that of

Joseph Mazer, of
McAlester, Okla.,
the eloquent and
enthusiastic Presi-
dent of the Okla-
homa Retail
Jewelers' Associa-
tion. After com-
plimenting the Iowa
organization on its
pioneer work in
the field of trade
reform and refer-
ring in highly com-
plimentary terms to
the Bulletin, the
former official or-

gan of the association, the vigor and fairness of
which we had frequent occasion to refer to in
these columns, Mr. Mazer proceeded:

"I might tell you about what
The Good Work you have done in the way of

protecting the retail jeweler
against mail-order, cut-throat competition; I
might tell you what great good you have accom-
plished in being instrumental in the establishment
of fixed selling prices on many standard makes
of goods; I might tell you of the inestimable
benefit you conferred upon us by inducing many
manufacturers to market their entire product
through the legitimate jewelry channels only; I
might tell you of our latest great victory, the
request by the Waltham people that mail-order
houses hereafter refrain from cataloguing their
product; I might tell you of the stupendous

service you performed when you abolished, in

part, the retailing jobber, but all of these things,

and others I might mention, would fade away

into invisible significance beside the incalculable,
miraculous accomplishment of having learned that
your competitor was also a human being; like
yourself, was endowed with the five senses and

possessed that integrity of purpose which always
characterizes the members of your grand Iowa
association.

Joseph Mazer

By meeting together you dis-
Competitors covered that your competitor

as Friends was a fairly good fellow. You
can't deny it; you were sur-

prised when you heard him talk about matters

other than business. You were astonished when

you discovered that he was not so cruelly con-

stituted but that he could laugh and smile, which

previously you had thought was impossible for

so depraved a nature. Yes, and you were thunder-

struck when he missed an opportunity to run

down a competitor in your presence. A second

time he missed, and a third time he missed, and

when the fourth time had rolled around and

still he did not take advantage of the openings

you gave him, you pinched yourself to see whether

or not you were dreaming. And when, on top of

all that he asked you to have a cigar, it was too

much for your overwrought nerves and when you

awoke you found your head in your competitor's

lap and a look of apparent anxiety on his face.

You rapidly felt your pockets for your watch
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and your loose change, hurriedly examined your
cuffs, frantically searched your shirt bosom for
your stud, made a dive into your inside pocket
for some private correspondence you had there
and, when at last it dawned upon you that nothing
had been disturbed and that your jeweler of
across-the-way was sincere when he asked you
to stay with him until you recovered from your
indisposition, you fell upon his neck and wept

the bitter tears of repentance which always flow
from the wellsprings of a contrite. soul.

"The association has enabled you to discover

that there is good in all men—even jewelers! It

opened your eyes to the fact that peace has its
victories no less than war, and now you know that
before the advent of the association we were
living mistaken, selfish and profitless lives.

"It is not necessary, however,
What Remains to dwell longer on 'what we
to be Done have done,' and so let us

consider 'what we should
do.' And that reminds me of a story : At one

'time a very fond father visited a military camp

to see the manmuvers. He watched every evolu-

tion with breathless interest; his mind, with the
accuracy of a camera, carefully recorded every
march and countermarch and in all of them
Frank—his Frank—occupied the center of the
picture. No sooner were the drills at an end
than the father raced madly towards his boy, and,

between the embraces and handshakes, managed
to say, 'Frank, you just can't know how proud I
feel! And to think that among all those men

you were the only one who was in step!' And
that brings me to Oklahoma.

"I don't know whether or not it would be

right for me to say that Oklahoma has always

been in step, but from a jewelry association

standpoint I look upon Oklahoma as my 'Frank.'

With a father's enthusiasm I have watched it

grow from nothing to its present dimensions. I

loved my 'Frank' when, two years ago, the time

we organized the Oklahoma association, someone

told me that I was a chump for trying to make

an association out of a bunch of Indians, when

they couldn't do it in the eastern States with
white men. I love my 'Frank' all the more be-
cause my Indians have done what some of the
white men have not done. I love the members of
the Oklahoma association for their unshaking
fidelity, their unsurpassed enthusiasm and their
unswerving loyalty to the officers of their State,
and I consider that the greatest compliment ever
paid Oklahoma was by the grand old man, Colonel
Shepherd, when he.enthusiastically told me, during
his presence at our recent convention, that the
Oklahoma boys were the finest bunch of Crazy
Snakes he had ever seen in his life. I approve
every resolution ever passed by the Oklahoma as-
sociation and believe they were all based on good
thought and sound judgment."'

Mr. Mazer here read the resolutions passed
by the Oklahoma association, which were em-
bodied in the report of the McAlester convention,

which appeared in our May issue. Proceeding,

he said:
"What we should do. Let

The Task every jeweler present here to-
Confronting day make up his mind that the
the Trade resolution I have just read

shall hereafter be known also

as the Iowa resolution. What we should do!

Let every retail jeweler of Iowa sign that reso-

lution, pledging his sacred word of honor that

he, also, will refrain from purchasing goods
which do not give him fixed selling price pro-
tection and instruct your delegates to the na-
tional convention to see to it that, with the as-
sistance of the boys from Oklahoma, the resolu-
tion I have just read you be adopted as a whole
at the next national convention. As I stated be-
fore, a resolution was introduced last year at
Cincinnati and passed the resolutions committee,
hut during my absence from the hall another
was substituted. Whether the substitute was as
good as the original I leave it to your good sense
to decide.

What we should do ! Pass a
Make Firm resolution condemning the
Resolves practice of silverware com-

panies running retail stores,
thereby coming into direct competition with the
-retailer. Condemn the practice of silverware
manufacturers supplying hotels direct, thereby
depriving you of profits which are justly yours.
Resolve that you will not buy silverware which
is sold through the hardware trade, either whole-
sale or retail. Resolve that you will not purchase
from a jobber who sends catalogues to people
not entitled to receive them. Resolve that you
will not tolerate the practice of watch companies
making special named movements for mail-order
houses, thereby building up a trade on watch
movements, which if off the market would in-
crease the demand for regularly named goods,
which, under fixed selling price protection, would
necessarily be supplied by you. Resolve all these
things, and more, and do more than merely re-
solve, but exercise and exert every energy of
your heart and brain to see that you do not
weaken in the fulfilment of these resolutions.

"In the jewelry business I liken the retailer
to the team and the wholesaler to the driver.
The team can run away any time it wants to
and smash the vehicle to everlasting smithereens,
but like old work horses, you have been whipped,
jerked around and kicked. You have labored
when you should have been at rest ; you have
gone without food when you were hungry; denied
water when you were thirsty and you have been
driven for so long a time that you have neither
the nerve or inclination to assert your real
sTrength. So you plod along, turning to the
right or to the left at the touch of the rein or
lash; you stand still without hitching, and, after
you are whipped, you are content to eat the salt
from the driver's hand.

"If you would say to the
The Way to silverware man that he cannot
Succeed supply you if he supplies the

hotel; if you would say to the
movement makers that you will not handle the
same movements as mail-order houses; if you
would say to the case manufacturers that you
will handle complete watches only until such time
as you can receive protection on the case as well
as movement ; if you would say to the wholesaler
that the catalogue from which the coal company
orders can find no place in your store, and if, by
your actions as well as by your talk, you would
convince these people that you mean it, then, when
the earth in its orbit about the sun had made
another circuit and your next and greater meeting

was being held, I would see upon your faces

looks of contentment, happiness and prosperity,
the like of which has never been equaled since

the establishment of the first fig leaf tailor shop

in the time of Adam."
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Hand-Painted
EVERY DESIGN AN ORIGINAL

, OUR FALL LINE contains the greatest number of new and
attractive designs ever offered.

THE EFFECTS we are producing in decoration and coloring . ,are distinctly artistic. The newest slItpes in china are irresistibly
dainty and beautiful.

OUR $50, $75 and $too assortments comprise pieces that are
meeting with immense popular favor. If our salesmen do not
call we would gladly send you an assortment subject to approval
or send you the colored photographs which will enable you to
intelligently select your own pieces.

WHEN IN CHICAGO visit our studio. Easy walking distance. Eight 
.

blocks north and four blocks east Marshall Fields. Finest and most
completely fitted studio in the United States.

380 ONTARIO STREETWhite's Art Co. CHICAGO, ILL.
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M. SELLER & CO. M. SELLER & CO. M. SELLER & CO.
PORTLAND SEATTLE SPOKANE

Pacific Coast Agents

FULL LINE OF SAMPLES CARRIED IN ALL THREE TOWNS

ARTHUR MARSON, Inc.
MAKERS OF

Swivels, Spring Rings, Snaps and Specialties
in the Line, in GOLD and PLATINUM

Manufacturers of the

SMALLEST SPRING RING
on the market for Neck Chains

SEND FOR SAMPLES

23 Marshall Street NEWARK, N. J.

Landis School of Engraving

M. L. Landis
Prow ietor and Instruetor

NI. L. Landis, no Mt. Vernon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Positively no Mail Course given. Attendance only

SUMMER COURSE NOW OPEN

FALL COURSE OPENS SEPT. 1st

If you wish to take a Course this Summer
please write us at once, and we will assign and
hold a place for you.

Our new School rooms have every modern con-
venience and comfort.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a new system in the Art of Cutting
and Designing, which enables a pupil not endowed
with artistic skill to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

Have an eye to the future
Coin Your Spare Moments Into Money

Not just a few dollars but an income which will increase year by year, and which, if you are already in business, will add to
that also : STUDY OPTICS on our correspondence plan and learn how to test the eyesight and fit glasses. There
is no other profession more in demand. Our regular $25.00 college course is offered by correspondence for $8.00.
(You can pay, if desired, $2.00 down and $1.00 a week.) On completion, without any extra charge, you receive our diploma with
degree " Doctor of Optics." Our course is thorough, complete and scientific. Bear in mind we are the oldest corre-
spondence School of Optics in America with successful graduates in all parts of the world. Write to-day to

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE, Detroit, Mich.
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Taking a Vacation in the Store

BY JOHN TWEEZER

One of the big merchants of the West

said recently to a friend, "I can sit in my
chair for an hour and never think at all."

He always has a vacation "on tap," and can
command it at call.

Emptying the mind frequently is a

wholesome and profitable practice ; and one

who can do so need not hie to the mountains

or the seashore for the emptying. He lets

his mind vacate whenever he wills.
Thinking too constantly about little

things, details, inconsequential matters, gets

us in the habit of small thinking; there is

not room in our brains for thinking of big

and important things. If Plato troubled

constantly about the cost of butter and

worried much about the gossip of the

neighbors ; or if Socrates laid awake nights

wondering whether he would catch the 8.42

train from Piraeus to Athens, the world

would have been deprived of the wise

thoughts of these two philosophers.

Bothering too much over details is a
great mistake of the man at the head. If

he learns to overlook much of the detail, the

little things will soon fall into groups for

quick survey, and the needless things will

drop out of sight. He has got to acquire

the habit of taking the broad view. A real

physician can practice medicine with only

ten drugs ; a famous artist used only seven

colors, all told. We do not count for very

much until we have broken some of the rules

and made them over to fit our own ideas ; or
until we have found out that we can do
without them entirely.

If you "simply can't" get away for a

vacation, let it be your body only that must

suffer ; give your mind a vacation, even

while you continue at work. Change your

habitual point of view ; get outside of your-

self, and the familiar brick buildings and

cement sidewalk will not seem quite so full

of trouble as now to your jaundiced eye.

Empty your mind, now and then ; and for

a change, send it on far excursions, while

your body stays in your chair. The sun

will get into your thoughts, and the bad or

weak ones will be put to sleep with the

'bats and the owls. Cultivate the reading

habit ; get books of travel, and let your

mind go on visits to far countries, even

though you must be tied down at home.

One can go far with a good book—far

from one's desk or counter, from the daily

grind, from the monotonus routine—if one

gives himself up to his imagination.
And for your consolation, you in your

chair, ask yourself, "What will it matter in
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a hundred years that I must cut out this

one vacation for my body, if now I can

give vacation to my mind ? For the body

will die within the hundred years, but my

mind and soul may yet expand—if they

but rest betimes."

Salted Almonds for August:
Philosophy in Small Bits

"Getting up in the world" attracts

attention, but does not establish solid worth.

The tin rooster on a church steeple is more

observed than two fat Plymouth Rocks in

a barnyard.

Speak softly, but listen loud.

. "Necessity is the mother of invention,"

and Patent Right is its father.

Happiness is wanting what you have.

Everybody has lots of trouble—and

most of it never happened.

He laughs best whose laugh lasts.

The most anxious man in a prison is

the keeper.

It is the spectator who wants fair play,

not the man in the scrap.

The time, the place and the circum-

stance must join in contributing to our

appreciation of a thing. Even a Reina

Victoria would lose something of its flavor

if the smoker sat on a keg of powder.

Some men never feel at home with

themselves unless they are unhappy.

If To-day knew To-morrow's pro-

gramme there would be no sad Yesterdays.

There is no such thing as a universal

calamity. The storm which lays low the

fine old shade trees makes money for the

workman with an axe; when a building

burns, there is profit for the men who haul

the rubbish away ; and the death of the best

man in the community has compensations

for the undertaker.

There are at least seventy-seven ways

of going from here to there, but there is only

one straight path.

Those who value praise the most value

opinion the least.

It is easy to advise when things go well.
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Be not angry with your creditors if
they importune you. It is nobler to forgive
and forget them.

The hardest thing to find is an honest
partner for a swindle.

The man who can invent a good work-
ing substitute for honesty has yet to be
himself invented.

Who that bath a river before his door,
but never a cow in his barn, shall grow rich
in the milk business?

It is better to have loved and lost than
never to have lost at all.

Pay as you go, but not if you intend
going for good.

As to luck : It is lucky to find a horse-
shoe, if there be a horse attached thereto;
but unlucky, if the owner be about.

Knowledge is power, but is not always
virtue ; some men educate only their vices.

Beware of the man who brags of his
faults.

Some people think twice before they
speak once, and then say nothing worth
hearing.

Those who have nothing to tell do
most of the talking.

Prosperity keeps many men honest.

"Time is money ;" but do not pay your
debts with it.

Economy is the art of getting the
worth of your money.

A sick man sometimes repents of sins
that he forgot to commit.

Two and two make four ; but two and
two also make twenty-two. Much of the
discussion in politics, religion and social

science binges upon just such interpreta-

tions of two equally true facts.

Rather ride a mule that will carry you

than a horse that will throw you, if you
must get there.

There is no virtue in a promise unless

it be kept.

A hundred friends is not enough ; a

single enemy is too many.

We have all sufficient strength to

endure the misfortunes of others.
J. T.
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MORRIS ROSENBLOOM Ci CO.
(11Does Quality mean anything to you?

cfDoes Price mean anything to you?

ciDoes Assortment mean anything
to you?

1:11Are not these things the very things
you are looking for?

(IfOur reputation as the big jewelry
jobbing house of the East guar-
antees these advantages to you.

I:11We buy in large quantities, ena-
bling us to secure the very best
discounts, which, of course, are
turned in your favor.

tJfNo matter what you may want in
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,
Cut Glass, Silverware, Novelties,
Optical Goods and Materials—
we will be able to show you the
best line.

COUR REPRESENTATIVES are now on the road, both East and West, with
'flour complete Fall Line. It will pay you to look this line over.

Oria ROCHESTER, N. Y. effiria

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects 
in Plate

Manufacturers
of

Otto Young & Co.
Chicago, Ill.

Silversmiths' Building
New York

Jet Hat Pins with Long Stems
The heads are 1 inches in diameter. These Pins
are the most popular novelty of the day. Assorted
four patterns in each dozen.

One Dozen Sent Prepaid on Receipt of $1.00

L. W. LEVY & CO., 580 Broadway, NEW YORK
  JEWELERS NOVELTIES  

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder

The Jewelers' School of Engraving

is.trt It4r49 21.mt 1(4...-tEl

'he Jewelers' gichool of Ctngraving
VIRS1C EXCLUSIVE; I iNCH.ZAVINCI

ORIGINAL, AND MOST PRACTICAL, COURSE

Notice WE WILL FILL TOOL ORDERS.We have facilities to arrange a splendid private course in Watchmaking, also a
thorough course in Optics in connection with our Engraving Course.

We do Trade Engraving.
We sketch MONOGRAMS, 25 cents and up. Write for New Catalogue

Correspondence Solicited Suite 1104 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago RICHARD 0. KANDLER
President
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Joint Meeting of Minnesota
Jewelers and Opticians

The summer meeting of the Minnesota
Retail Jewelers' Association, which was held at
the West Hotel, Minneapolis, July 27th, 28th and

29th, proved a
great success in
every way. The
Minnesota State
Optical Associa-
tion and North-
western 
Association 

Optical
ticialin

conjunction with
the jewelers, al-
ternating in the
use of the conven-
tion hall. This ar-
rangement proved
quite successful,
for it had a ten-
dency to keep all
delegates in the
city to attend the
picnic at Lake
Minnetonka, which

had been prepared by the entertainment corn-
mittees of the three organizations.

President Barker called the meeting to order
at 2 P. td., July 27th, and Mayor Haynes, of Min-
neapolis, delivered an eloquent and witty address
of welcome, which was enjoyed by all. The
response by F. B. Logan, vice-president of the
association, so impressed the Mayor that he arose
again and added "immunity from arrest" to his
already hearty welcome.

President Barker then spoke briefly, outlining
the programme which had been prepared.

A. E. Paegel, Vice-President American Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association, then took up
the subject, "Advertising and What Would Be
the Effect of a Federal and State Law." Mr.
Paegel is well informed on the subject and many
will surely be benefitted by his suggestions.

The next address, "Does the Retailer Need
the Jobber?" was delivered by S. H. Clausin,
President of the Minnesota Wholesale Jewelers'
Association, who handled the subject in a very
clever and satisfying manner. He said in part:

DOES THE RETAILER NEED THE JOBBER?

"The question, 'Is the jobber necessary to the
retailer ?' seems to me a question with only one
answer—yes. A sample order on a postal card
of eight items was received a few days ago. On
it we have an order for io karat gold solder, two
watch brushes, one dozen Elgin case screws, one
dozen Elgin mainsprings, some watch glasses
and two sets of Community silver knives and
forks. The above eight items come from six dif-
ferent places. The man who sent the order, if
it was not for the jobber, would have had to
write six letters to six different places to get that
order filled, and this is only a letter of one out
of hundreds of orders we receive.

"If you should happen to want a P. S. Bart-
lett 18 size movement in a 25-year Boss case
and a 16 size G. M. Wheeler in a 2o-year Crown
case, you would have to write four letters to get
these two watches and have four packages come
to you instead of one, if it was not for the jobber.

"On our books we have about 240 different
accounts where we buy goods to get our stock to-
gether to show you the best that each one of those
factories have to sell. Each factory is trying its
best to make the most salable line of goods. They
know how a good buyer looks over probably 150
of those stocks and selects from each one of the
samples the patterns which he thinks will be best
for the territory in which he sends his men, so
that the retail dealer when Ile looks over the stock
of the jewelry salesman that calls on him has the
very best stock to select from of too to 150
factories. It would not pay the factories to send
a man through the country showing the samples
of their factory. You might want $ro.00 worth,
or the probabilities are that at the most you
would not want $roo worth of any one factory,
so that the expense of the man would be from
$7.00 to $9.00 a day and the factory would be

President A. E. Barker
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money out when their traveler arrived back home,
or he would have to raise the price 15 to 40 per
cent. to make any money.

"One of our jobbers tells me that in the line
of imported clocks he has to select the best of
five to ten factories of French and German makes
and that he carries in stock the cream of thirty
to forty silverware factories.

"Let me call your attention to another fact
that the wise jobber is just as careful where he
buys goods and of whom he buys them as to
whom he sells them. In jewelry, as you all know,
you will find a great many patterns duplicated by
different factories. The first one starts out with
a first-clas article and if the pattern is found
to be salable and the price is perhaps $36.00 per
dozen, the other factories find that it is a good
seller and produces something nearly like it for
$24.00 per dozen and then another takes it up
and produces something like it for $12.00 per
dozen, but the quality is cheaper ; not anything
like the first in quality and finish, but the reputa-
tion of the house is not so good so they can sell
a poorer grade and very soon you find something
on the market at $36.00 per gross instead of
$36.00 per dozen and the same picture does for
any of them in a catalogue.
. "Buy your goods of the firm that have the
reputation of selling the best—that handle a good
quality of goods, and then your jobber will see
that the factory makes good on articles of their
make that fail to give satisfaction. It is the job-
ber's business to find out about the different fac-
tories, a thing which the retail dealer does not
have a chance to do.

"If you try cheap goods and they fail to give
satisfaction your customer comes back dissatisfied
and makes a kick. Take your medicine. Don't
think that any jobber can sell you, or any manu-
facturers can make $1o.00 gold pieces for $5.00.
The jobber wants his money's worth when he
buys goods from the factory so that he can give
the jeweler his money's worth when he sells him
the goods.

"It is not the one bill of goods that you sell
a customer that makes him a valuable customer,
it is selling him year after year and doing the
volume of business with him that makes him the
valuable customer to your house. The jobber
tries to treat you so he can have your business.
It was not what Marshall Field knew about dry
goods that made him the greatest merchant of
our time, but it was what he knew about men.
Study your trade and educate your trade to buy
the best and there is a larger profit to you and
more satisfaction to your customer.

"Some of you may have the idea that the
jobber in our business is the man that is making
the money. Did you ever stop to think of the
merchant princes there are in this country—men
who are worth one million to twenty millions in
dry goods, sugar, cotton, tobacco, etc.? Where
is the jeweler that is worth a million?

"I was talking with a manufacturer a short
time ago, a man that travels all over the country,
and he said that he did not know but one man
that was a jobber in our business that was worth
a million and he made it out of real estate and
not jewelry. The average profit of the wholesale
dealer is as small as that in any line of goods.
It may seem strange to some of you at least if
I tell you that any jobber would feel more than
pleased if at the end of the year he could show
you that his business had made a net profit of
10 per cent. That small amount gives you the
advantage of choosing your stock made by 150
or 200 factories and buy the entire line from
two or three different wholesale dealers.

"In regard to the financial part of the busi-
ness, which to all of us is the principal part of
it, how many of you arc successful business men
to-day with the help that has been given you by
the jobbers? We have on our books to-day a
number of good customers that started with a set
of tools and $roo or $200 and are to-day doing
a nice business, making money and are successful
business men because the jobbers believed in them
that they were honest and were willing to work
and thought they would be successful. Business
is a game of confidence. It is a great thing for
all of us that most men are honest. Look at the
volumes of business that is done every day with-
out money. The banks will tell you that only
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about 7 per cent. of the amount of business of
this country is done with cash. One of our
bankers tells me that in taking in $roo,000, about
six to seven thousand of that amount is cash.
Somebody's name on a slip of paper makes up
the other $93,000. Keep your credit good.

"One of the best business men I know in the
retail business said to me a short time ago:
'Credit for the retail man is very simple.' If a
man takes in $5oo a month and his expenses are
$200, he has $300 to pay bills with. The average
time in our business is four months, so if he has
$300 a month to pay bills with the most that he
can safely afford to owe at one time is four times
three or $12oo. Can you afford to lose your dis-
counts? If you buy $500 worth of goods in a
year on which the discount allowed you is Io per
cent., or $50.00, and if your credit is good your
bank will loan you at 6 per cent. $5oo, or it costs
you $15.00 for six months and there is a net profit
to you of $35.00.

"Let me call your attention to another fact
that 6 per cent. or 10 per cent. is not a cash dis-
count. It is a trade discount. Money is worth
6 per cent. per annum, or one-half of i per cent.
a month. One of the head men of one of the
largest watch companies told me lately that his
company were seriously considering the making
of the cash discount 3 per cent. You cannot af-
ford to lose your discounts.

"One of the large firms of diamond importers
and cutters does business on this basis. Their
goods are net thirty days. You can have four,
six or eight months, but if not paid promptly in
thirty days they add one-half of I per cent. per
month until paid. Is not this the correct way to
get at the actual value?

"Your jobber is the one who is looking out
for the things that will do you the most good,
for by helping you he helps to increase his busi-
ness. His aim is to buy such goods as you can
sell at a profit.

"Do not treat your jobber the way a jobber
in another line was treated several years ago. Be-
fore I sent a traveler to Montana and Washing-
ton years ago I thought I would make a trip
through to Portland myself and get acquainted
with some of the jewelers and on the way out I
met a man traveling for a millinery house in
St. Paul. I said to him, 'I should think you must
have in your business some very old and unsatis-
factory accounts with the trade you call on.' He
said, 'Yes, we do. Yesterday I called on a cus-
tomer that owed us $200, all past due. I asked the
lady for a settlement of the account and she said,
'Why I cannot possibly pay that bill, I have only
$2oo on hand and I must have a sealskin coat.
You must wait until you come again.' What was
the poor man to do. The lady could not go with-
out the sealskin coat even if the bill was not paid.

"The jobber will treat you fairly and do his
best to deserve your patronage. He wants you to
make money. The more money you make the
better customer you are. We are all selfish, but
the great man shows his greatness by the good
he does to others. The greatest happiness you
have is the happiness that you can give some one
else. The greatest thing, I think, that can be said
of any man is, "He was honest, his word was
as good as his bond."

The final number for the afternoon was a real
live one—"Fixed Selling Prices; How Can They
be Maintained? Who Holds the Key to the Situa-
tion and What They Mean to the Manufacturer
and Those Who Sell Manufactured Goods." H.
C. Carpenter, sales manager of the South Bend
Watch Co., addressed the convention at some
length on this subject and it was very evident that
he is not a novice from the way he held the
attention of his audience.

Wednesday's Proceedings

The meeting Wednesday morning was full
of interest. Charles T. Higginbotham, Consulting
Superintendent of the South Bend Watch Co.,
was the first speaker and his lecture on escape-
ments, aided by the large model, was very inter-
esting and many of the old-timers admitted that
they derived great benefit from this lecture.

Mr. Franklin Thomson, Secretary of the Wis-
consin Retail Jewelers' Association, then ad-

(Continued on page 1321)
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41jDoes Quality mean anything to you?

(Woes Price mean anything to you?

411Does Assortment mean anything
to you?

CiAre not these things the very things
you are looking for?

liOur reputation as the big jewelry
jobbing house of the East guar-
antees these advantages to you.

August, 1909 T H

Joint Meeting of Minnesota
Jewelers and Opticians

The summer meeting of the Minnesota
Retail Jewelers' Association, which was held at
the West Hotel, Minneapolis, July 27th, 28th and

29 t h, proved a
great success in
every way. The
Minnesota State
Optical Associa-
tion and North-
western Optical
Association met in
conjunction with
the jewelers, al-
ternating in the
use of the conven-
tion hall. This ar-
rangement proved
quite successful,
for it had a ten-
dency to keep all
delegates in the
city to attend the
picnic at Lake
Minnetonka, which

had been prepared by the entertainment com-
mittees of the three organizations.

President Barker called the meeting to order
at 2 P. M., July 27th, and Mayor Haynes, of Min-
neapolis, delivered an eloquent and witty address
of welcome, which was enjoyed by all. The
response by F. B. Logan, vice-president of the
association, so impressed the Mayor that he arose
again and added "immunity from arrest" to his
already hearty welcome.

President Barker then spoke briefly, outlining
the programme which had been prepared.

A. E. Paegel, Vice-President American Na-
tional Retail Jewelers' Association, then took up
the subject, "Advertising and What Would Be
the Effect of a Federal and State Law." Mr.
Paegel is well informed on the subject and many
will surely be benefitted by his suggestions.

The next address, "Does the Retailer Need
the Jobber?" was delivered by S. H. Clausin,
President of the Minnesota Wholesale Jewelers'
Association, who handled the subject in a very
clever and satisfying manner. He said in part:

DOES THE RETAILER NEED THE JOBBER?

"The question, 'Is the jobber necessary to the
retailer ?' seems to me a question with only one
answer—yes. A sample order on a postal card
of eight items was received a few days ago. On
it we have an order for 10 karat gold solder, two
watch brushes, one dozen Elgin case screws, one
dozen Elgin mainsprings, some watch glasses
and two sets of Community silver knives and
forks. The above eight items come from six dif-
ferent places. The man who sent the order, if
it was not for the jobber, would have had to
write six letters to six different places to get that
order filled, and this is only a letter of one out
of hundreds of orders we receive.

"If you should happen to want a P. S. Bart-
lett 18 size movement in a 25-year Boss case
and a 16 size G. M. Wheeler in a 2o-year Crown
case, you would have to write four letters to get
these two watches and have four packages come
to you instead of one, if it was not for the jobber.

"On our books we have about 240 different
accounts where we buy goods to get our stock to-
gether to show you the best that each one of those
factories have to sell. Each factory is trying its
best to make the most salable line of goods. They
know how a good buyer looks over probably 150
of those stocks and selects from each one of the
samples the patterns which he thinks will be best
for the territory in which he sends his men, so
that the retail dealer when he looks over the stock
of the jewelry salesman that calls on him has the
very best stock to select from of too to iso
factories. It would not pay the factories to send
a man through the country showing the samples
of their factory. You might want $io.00 worth,
or the probabilities are that at the most you
would not want $Too worth of any one factory,
so that the expense of the man would be from
$7.00 to $9.00 a day and the factory would be

13We buy in large quantities, ena-
bling us to secure the very best
discounts, which, of course, are
turned in your favor.

(11No matter what you may want in
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,
Cut Glass, Silverware, Novelties,
Optical Goods and Materials—
we will be able to show you the
best line.

COUR REPRESENTATIVES are now on the road, both East and West, with
NI our complete Fall Line. It will pay you to look this line over.

ROCHESTER, N. Y. aro

E. H. H. Smith Silver Co.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Sterling Effects 
in Plate

Manufacturers
of

"OAK"

Jet Hat Pins with Long Stems
The heads are I 3/2 inches in diameter. These Pins
are the most popular novelty of the day. Assorted
four patterns in each dozen.

One Dozen Sent Prepaid on Receipt of $1.00

L. W. LEVY & CO., 580 Broadway, NEW YORK
  JEWELERS' NOVELTIES  

F.I.tstribli.t.4114-tcl 11489 21&t SII-114.7,0eNt4f la 1 Year

'he Jewelers' gchool of Engraving
VIRS1 IE.XeLUSIVI. I INGRAVINCI ..S4:11001,

ORIOINAL, AND MOST PRACTICAL, COURS

No tic• e WE  WILL FILL TOOL ORDERS.
We have facilities to arrange a splendid private course in Watchmaking, also a

thorough course in Optics in connection with our Engraving Course.
We do Trade Engraving.
We sketch MONOGRAMS, 25 cents and up. Write for New Catalogue

RICHARD 0. KANDLER
Founder

The Jewelers School of Engraving Correspondence Solicited Suite 1104 Heyworth Bldg., Chicago RICHARD 0. KANDLER
President

President A. E. Barker

K E .1(7 ST ONE

money out when their traveler arrived back home,
or he would have to raise the price 15 to 40 per
cent. to make any money.

"One of our jobbers tells me that in the line
of imported clocks he has to select the best of
five to ten factories of French and German makes
and that he carries in stock the cream of thirty
to forty silverware factories.

"Let me call your attention to another fact
that the wise jobber is just as careful where he
buys goods and of whom he buys them as to
whom he sells them. In jewelry, as you all know,
you will find a great many patterns duplicated by
different factories. The first one starts out with
a first-clas article and if the pattern is found
to be salable and the price is perhaps $36.00 per
dozen, the other factories find that it is a good
seller and produces something nearly like it for
$24.00 per dozen and then another takes it up
and produces something like it for $12.00 per
dozen, but the quality is cheaper ; not anything
like the first in quality and finish, but the reputa-
tion of the house is not so good so they can sell
a poorer grade and very soon you find something
on the market at $36.00 per gross instead of
$36.00 per dozen and the same picture does for
any of them in a catalogue.

"Buy your goods of the firm that have the
reputation of selling the best—that handle a good
quality of goods, and then your jobber will see
that the factory makes good on articles of their
make that fail to give satisfaction. It is the job-
ber's business to find out about the different fac-
tories, a thing which the retail dealer does not
have a chance to do.

"If you try cheap goods and they fail to give
satisfaction your customer comes back dissatisfied
and makes a kick. Take your medicine. Don't
think that any jobber can sell ,you, or any manu-
facturers can make $io.00 gold pieces for $5.00.
The jobber wants his money's worth when he
buys goods from the factory so that he can give
the jeweler his money's worth when he sells him
the goods.

"It is not the one bill of goods that you sell
a customer that makes him a valuable customer,
it is selling him year after year and doing the
volume of business with him that makes him the
valuable customer to your house. The jobber
tries to treat you so he can have your business.
It was not what Marshall Field knew about dry
goods that made him the greatest merchant of
our time, but it was what he knew about men.
Study your trade and educate your trade to buy
the best and there is a larger profit to you and
more satisfaction to your customer.

"Some of you may have the idea that the
jobber ill our business is the man that is making
the money. Did you ever stop to think of the
merchant princes there are in this country—men
who are worth one million to twenty millions in
dry goods, sugar, cotton, tobacco, etc.? Where
is the jeweler that is worth a million?

"I was talking with a manufacturer a short
time ago, a man that travels all over the country,
and he said that he did not know but one man
that was a jobber in our business that was worth
a million and he made it out of real estate and
not jewelry. The average profit of the wholesale
dealer is as small as that in any line of goods.
It may seem strange to some of you at least if
I tell you that any jobber would feel more than
pleased if at the end of the year he could show
you that his business had made a net profit of
10 per cent. That small amount gives you the
advantage of choosing your stock made by 150
or 200 factories and buy the entire line from
two or three different wholesale dealers.

"In regard to the financial part of the busi-
ness, which to all of us is the principal part of
it, how many of you are successful business men
to-day with the help that has been given you by
the jobbers? We have on our books to-day a
number of good customers that started with a set
of tools and $100 or $200 and are to-day doing
a nice business, making money and are successful
business men because the jobbers believed in them
that they were honest and were willing to work
and thought they would be successful. Business
is a game of confidence. It is a great thing for
all of us that most men are honest. Look at the
volumes of business that is done every day with-
out money. The banks will tell you that only
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about 7 per cent. of the amount of business of
this country is done with cash. One of our
bankers tells me that in taking in $100,000, about
six to seven thousand of that amount is cash.
Somebody's name on a slip of paper makes up
the other $93,000. Keep your credit good.

"One of the best business men I know in the
retail business said to me a short time ago:
'Credit for the retail man is very simple.' If a
man takes in $5oo a month and his expenses are
$200, he has $300 to pay bills with. The average
time in our business is four months, so if he has
$300 a month to pay bills with the most that he
can safely afford to owe at one time is four times
three or $12oo. Can you afford to lose your dis-
counts? If you buy $500 worth of goods in a
year on which the discount allowed you is lo per
cent., or $5o.00, and if your credit is good your
bank will loan you at 6 per cent. $500, or it costs
you $15.00 for six months and there is a net profit
to you of $35.00.

"Let me call your attention to another fact
that 6 per cent. or io per cent. is not a cash dis-
count. It is a trade discount. Money is worth
6 per cent. per annum, or one-half of i per cent.
a month. One of the head men of one of the
largest watch companies told me lately that his
company were seriously considering the making
of the cash discount 3 per cent. You cannot af-
ford to lose your discounts.

"One of the large firms of diamond importers
and cutters does business on this basis. Their
goods are net thirty days. You can have four,
six or eight months, but if not paid promptly in
thirty days they add one-half of I per cent. per
month until paid. Is not this the correct way to
get at the actual value?

"Your jobber is the one who is looking out
for the things that will do you the most good,
for by helping you he helps to increase his busi-
ness. His aim is to buy such goods as you can
sell at a profit.

"Do not treat your jobber the way a jobber
in another line was treated several years ago. Be-
fore I sent a traveler to Montana and Washing-
ton years ago I thought I would make a trip
through to Portland myself and get acquainted
with some of the jewelers and on the way out I
met a man traveling for a millinery house in
St. Paul. I said to him, 'I should think you must
have in your business some very old and unsatis-
factory accounts with the trade you call on.' He
said, 'Yes, we do. Yesterday I called on a cus-
tomer that owed us $200, all past due. I asked the
lady for a settlement of the account and she said,
'Why I cannot possibly pay that bill, I have only
$200 on hand and I must have a sealskin coat.
You must wait until you come again.' What was
the poor man to do. The lady could not go with-
out the sealskin coat even if the bill was not paid.

"The jobber will treat you fairly and do his
best to deserve your patronage. He wants you to
make money. The more money you make the
better customer you are. We are all selfish, but
the great man shows his greatness by the good
he does to others. The greatest happiness you
have is the happiness that you can give some one
else. The greatest thing, I think, that can be said
of any man is, "He was honest, his word was
as good as his bond."

The final number for the afternoon was a real
live one—"Fixed Selling Prices; How Can They
be Maintained? Who Holds the Key to the Situa-
tion and What They Mean to the Manufacturer
and Those Who Sell Manufactured Goods." H.
C. Carpenter, sales manager of the South Bend
Watch Co., addressed the convention at some
length on this subject and it was very evident that
he is not a novice from the way he held the
attention of his audience.

Wednesday's Proceedings

The meeting Wednesday morning was full
of interest. Charles T. Higginbotham, Consulting
Superintendent of the South Bend Watch Co.,
was the first speaker and his lecture on escape-
ments, aided by the large model, was very inter-
esting and many of the old-timers admitted that
they derived great benefit from this lecture.

Mr. Franklin Thomson, Secretary of the Wis-
consin Retail Jewelers' Association, then ad-

(Continued on page 1321)
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THE MYSTERIOUS CLOCK
WHAT RUNS IT?

Morning, Noon or Night, it will be your delight to see the
people flock to your window to see this Wonderful Clock

WHICH has now passed the experimental stage, and can be rated among the best of the new
things that have come out to make the jeweler's window more attractive. Its beauty of con-
struction and finish wins for it a place in the most artistically arranged show-window, it will

interest the passer by as few things will do. The mysterious features of this lies in the fact that both
hands and the dial may be whirled in opposite directions simultaneously, and, when they come to rest,
will still show the correct time, and continue to do so, irrespective of the number of times they have
been turned that way. This feature gives rise to many odd questions, all of which make it of more value
as an ad. The secret of this clock, even though simple, baffles the wits of practically all that see it—
quite a few watchmakers fail to figure it out unaided. Seeing this up-to-date novelty is to be pleased
with it. YOU WILL DO YOURSELF PROUD by placing one in your show window. For sale by
all the leading Tool and Material Jobbers in the United States.

ORDER FROM YOUR REGULAR JOBBER

Price $35.00, less 6% for cash

The Reeves-Kemper Co., St. Louis Manufacturers'
Agents

SUDHEIMER & McCOOLE
Watchmakers for the Trade

404-5-6 Holland Bldg.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Prompt and efficient service
WRITE FOR SHIPPING STICKERS

Advertisements
that pay you,

Mr. Jeweler, are ads
that create a desire for
your goods and per-
suade people to come
to your store to satisfy
that desire. Ads that
actually sell goods.

I can write that kind
of advertisements for
you.

For $ o.00 I will prepare
you a three months' adver-

tising campaign — 24. news-

paper ads and 6 strong follow-

up letters. Every ad and

every letter a forceful, con-

vincing talk that will bring

you customers.

Do you want this business-

bringing campaign ?

Then write me to-day.

Norman R.Williams
Specialist in Jewelry Store

Advertising

902 Marshall Field Building
Chicago, Illinois

E. I. JONES

Watchmaker for the Trade
308 Brown Blk.

OMAHA NEBR.

WANTED
Reliable manufac-
turers to manufac-
ture this emblem in
Lapel Buttons,
Charms, Fobs and
Parade Badges, on
royalty, or will
take a partner.
Correspond with

E. J. KASSEL, Ballinger, Tex.

Spot Cash-ge
FOR JEWELRY STORES

I PAY THE. HIGHEST PRICES for
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. Send
stocks at once, no matter how large or
small, and get money by return mail.
National bank references upon request.
If offer is not satisfactory, will return
goods,

EMIL NOEL
550 E.46th Place, Chicalgo,111.

If you should be in Chicago with your
atock, make appointment with ma by
telephone, Drexel 5323.

Established 1890

Watch Repairing
FOR THE TRADE

(toot' Work promptly
done at Fair l'rices.

Best Material used.
Reference given.
Estimates furnished.

WM. N. BRUNNER
711 Season] Street

(Second Floor Front )

Philadelphia, Pa.
Bell Telephone

WATCHMAKING TO THE TRADE
We are experts in the repair of all
complicated and ordinary watches.
GIVE US A TRIAL and you will
always send us your work. We
guarantee all our work and assure
PROMPT SERVICE.

N. Jensen & Co. 208 rhilipshorn BuildingST. PAUL. MINN.

IT DON'T PAY
I to do your own repairing. I

Send it to us. We have the
facilities for handling it and
can save you money. All
work promptly returned.

KIRCHNER & RENICH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

vd.\\TaNie_
CATALOG

7urt me

GORDON 4
MORRISON
WHOLESALE

JEWELERS AND
OPTICIANS
[117/71, 1002

Chicago, Ill

THE JEWELERS, WATCHMAKERS
and OPTICIANS will do well by

writing for our 1909 CATALOG,
MAILED FREE. It contains a full line
of WATCHES, DIAMONDS,
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS,
WATCHMAKERS' and OPTICIANS'
TOOLS, MATERIALS and MA-
CHINERY of the best makes the
American and Foreign markets afford.
It will pay you to have our catalog.

Gordon & Morrison, 199-201 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians

Enamels for
Jewelry

We carry a complete line of the
highest grade of imported and domes-
tic enamels which are adapted to all
kinds of jewelry work

We can furnish opaque and trans-
parent colors for gold, silver and cop-
per. We will gladly exchange at any
time goods which are not satisfactory.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
manufacturing Jewelers Attleboro, Mass.

CHICAGO SCHOOL
e WATCHMAKING

A Practical School of
WATCHMAKING, JEWELRY
MANUFACTURING and ENGRAVING

Send for our free catalogue.
You may be interested in our
Profit-sharing plan of teaching

  ADDRESS  

Chicago School of Watchmaking
Dept. T Bush Temple, CHICAGO

G. F. Wadsworth
Watch Case'
Manufacturer
and Repairer

Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish
Engraving
and Engine-

Turning
Changing Old

English and Swiss
Cases to take
American S. W.
Movements
My Specialty

Made New
Silversmiths'
Bowling
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

August, 1909 T H E

Joint Meeting of Minnesota Jewelers
and Opticians

(Continued from page 1319)

dressed the convention, explaining the new fire
insurance feature which is conducted by the Wis-
consin Retail Jewelers' Association. Mr. Thom-
son. is an interesting speaker, and, having the ex-
perience of starting this mutual fire insurance
company, he was well qualified to
explain to the Minnesota association
how to proceed.

In spite of the hot weather the
evening meeting was well attended,
all were anxious to hear Robert C.
Fay, Advertising Manager of the
Elgin Watch Co., whose address on
"The Law of Advertising and Sales
and Its Relation to Retail Merchan-
dising," had been postponed from the
morning session. Mr. Fay spoke very
entertainingly and brought out many
points which will benefit all who
were present. In order to make a
point more clear Mr. Fay would read
a poorly arranged ad, then reverse
some parts of it and make it a very
effective one.

President Barker announced that
Ex-Attorney-General E. T. Young,
who was to speak on "Organization
as a Factor in Modern Business,"
could not be present and that he
would take this subject himself.
This proved to be one of the best
addresses of the day and the Minne-
sota association can justly feel proud
of their president.

The following resolutions were
presented by the committee on reso-
lutions and adopted unanimously:

WHEREAS, It has been demonstrated that a

fixed selling price by manufacturers of watch
movements has been most satisfactory.

Resolved, That it is the sense of this associa-

tion that the watch case manufacturers adopt the

same plan of marketing their product.
Resolved, That the delegates of this associa-

tion do all in their power to have a committee
appointed by the national association to furnish

proof to the postal authorities of fraudulent adver-

tising now appearing in the papers and magazines

of this country.
Resolved, That we endorse the plan of State

mercantile federation and recommend that this
association do all in its power to instruct all

mercantile associations in the plan
laid out by the Minnesota Mercan-
tile Federation.

Whereas, The retail hardware
dealers are conducting an ex-
tremely successful mutual insur-
ance company in several States,
and

Whereas, the Wisconsin Re-
tail Jewelers' Association has
lately incorporated and are now
conducting a mutual fire insur-
ance company for insurance of
jewelers, wholesale and retail,
therefore be it

Resolved, That the Minnesota
Retail Jewelers' Association, in
convention assembled, do hereby
endorse and recommend to the
Minnesota jewelers that they lend
their support to the Mutual In-
surance Company of Wisconsin,
to the end that their first venture
may prove a success.

The following delegates were
elected to the National Conven-
tion of Retail Jewelers : A. E.
Barker, Minneapolis ; S. J. Vasaly,
Little Falls ; A. S. Morgan, Wi-
nona ; C. P. Guy, St. Cloud;
Charles White, Minneapolis ; F. B.
Logan, Royalton.

After the election of delegates
the convention passed into history
as one of the best summer meet-
ings ever held in Minnesota.

KEYSTONe

The jewelers' picnic at Lake Minnetonka
proved a dandy. All the opticians and jewelers
who attended the convention remained in the
city to join the picnicers, and at i P. M. special
cars were awaiting them for the 25-mile ride to
the lake.

Secretary Radabaugh and State Organizer
A. E. Paegel were always working hard and
their clever appeals to non-members, which ap-
peared in the programme, were winners and should
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J. W. Armbruster and C. M. Slemmons, the Il-
linois Watch Company.

F. M. Crocker, North Baltimore, Ohio, demon-
strated Crocker's graver sharpener and Crocker's
spoon holder.

Echo of Cedar Point Convention

Delegates to the State conventions of the
Ohio Optical and the Ohio Retail Jewelers' As-

sociations had an interesting time of
it fishing at Cedar Point on Lake
Erie. Boating, bathing and fishing
are among the outdoor forms of
recreation, but the news of a catch of
315 in three hours by two lighthouse
keepers won the opticians over to
fishing. Messrs. Ott and Stebbins
tried to break the record but failed.
However, they did well for beginners,
as they caught 75 white bass in one
hour. In the foregoing illustration
appears (left to right) Louis A. Ott,
Mansfield, Ohio; Mrs. Stebbins, J. R.
Stebbins, Ashtabula, Ohio; Secretary
A. L. Thoma, Piqua, Ohio; Miss
Humphreys and Clem Hartman. Mr.
Ott, who is holding the fish, is one
of the hustling members of both the
opticians' and the jewelers' associa-
tions.

The various trade conventions
which have been held at Cedar Point
have done much to spread the fame
of that attractive resort. The 1910
convention of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians, which will be held
..here also, will still further popularize
it as an ideal place for conventions.
It is worthy of mention that the
popularity of Cedar Point might be
attributed in a large degree to the

publicity given it by members of the Ohio trade,
and in this connection Secretary Jones, of the
Ohio Optical Association, deserves special mention.

Jolly group at Cedar Point

bring good results to the jewelers' organization.
The National Cut Glass Co., of Minneapolis,

had a beautiful display of their stock in charge
of Peter Thompson, general manager.

F. M. Trew, of Heinz Bros., was showing
over 57 varieties of new rings.

A. T. Hunt, representing J. R. Wood & Son,
was always busy with the boys.

C. T. Weibezahn, of S. 0. Bigney & Co.,
works early and late.

J. M. Rosenback represented the Rockford
Watch Co.; H. C. Carpenter the South Bend
Watch Co.; C. B. Wilhite; Rockford Silverware
Co.; H. W. Hedge, the New York Standard
Watch Co. ; A. Putman, the Buck Silverware Co.;

A Beautiful Yachting Trophy

The sterling silver plaque illustrated was
specially designed by Reed & Barton in compe-
tition for a trophy suitable for a navigation race,
to be presented by Commodore Leonard Richards,
of the Atlantic Yacht Club, for a race for
Corinthian navigators.

The chief feature of the decoration and as
showing its purpose is an etched scene in which

the different types of sailing yachts
are making their way to and
around a stake boat out on the
ocean, the steam yacht Carola, the
flagship of the club, is shown in
this position and its connection
with the race is indicated by a
signal ball which is hoisted be-
tween her masts.

Flanking the scene are ac-
curate representations of the chief
instruments used in navigation—
the compass and sextant. The
plaque is surrounded by a rope,
in which are tied sailors' knots
with pendent anchor. The dol-
phins, which will serve as handles
if the piece is put to practical
table use, together with the sea-
weeds, are emblematic of the
ocean, on which the race is sailed.

The Atlantic Yacht Club pen-
nant and the Commodore's flag,
with colors in enamel, form the
ornamentation of the lower part
of the trophy, which is eighteen
in:hes in diameter.

The plaque is, in truth, a
work of art, combining extreme
beauty and appropriateness of or-
namentation with simplicity in
conception and thoroughness in
execution. The piece does full
credit to the designers and
makers, who have a national repu-
tation for work of this character.

FIRS' PRIZE PRESENTEI5SY

COM. LEONARD RICHARDS

• 
WON We
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The Ideal Plating Machine 

PATENTED MAY 19, 1908

The only ma-
chine furnishing
five different
strengths of cur-
rent; five shades
of color for each
solution.
SIMPLE,

PRACTICAL
and INDIS-
PENSABLE,
al ways ready,
clean, compact,
sure in results,
the IDEAL
machine for the
jeweler.An electro-plating machine that anyone can use. Just the thing to putthe new finishes on your old goods. Plates ROMAN, RED, ROSE, GREEN,SILVER, COPPER and NICKEL.

FORMULAE for making solutions and full directions for plating all abovecolors come with each machine. These alone are worth the price charged forthe outfit.
BATTERIES are ordinary dry cell and give 11/2, 3, 6, 9 and 12 voltscurrent (see cut), and ghould last a year or more with ordinary use and caneasily be replaced.
CONSTRUCTION is good ; material of Oak, wood work nicely finished.Lever and attachments nickel-plated. Jars for solutions hold 12 ounces andare self-sealing. Plating tank or bowl of best enamel ware. One each puregold, pure silver and carbon anode. Connecting wires complete, ready for use.Weight, 30 pounds crated. Size, 18 inches long, 9 inches high and 6,qinches wide. Guaranteed as represented or money refunded. Price, $15.00net cash, F. 0. B. Kansas City, Mo.

The Ideal Plating Solution
RICH WITH GOLD SURE IN RESULTS

FULL AND COMPLETE DIRECTIONS
FOR PLATING ON EACH BOTTLE

Rose Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price $2.25
Red Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Roman Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Green Gold Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price 2.25
Silver Plating Solution, 12 Oz. Bottle. Price . . .75

These solutions are not a new thing or an expel i-
ment. We have been supplying them for some time to
jewelers who had difficulty in getting the pure chemicals
necessary for a perfect solution.

The success we have met with has induced us to
put them on the market.

Each Gold Solution of 12 ounces contains 45 grains
of chloride of gold, making an exceedingly rich and rapid ire -
solution. All chemicals used are of uniform strength
and exactly suited to the amount of gold and solution.

To those who use the IDEAL PLATING MACHINE, for which these
solutions were first compounded, we guarantee absolute satisfaction in every
instance. Where used with any other plater you obtain better and quicker
results than with any other solution.

• 

. IDEAL
PLATING SOLUTION

NG. ROMAN

.i Prepared rspeciallf for pot-
ting factory finish on hard
and soft wider, rc pair jobs.
new finish on old or ahopi

■N, worn Jewelry
%. VC' ill not injure the finest
i,„ ,Enamel, Imitation or Pre.

'b
ioua Slone.
Every I 2-ounte bottle Gold

N. Matins Solution. Guar-
enfant to conlain 4$ grains
Chloride of Gold
Solutions forniahed in the
following
Rose. Roman. Red and
Green Gold, Silver.
Copper and Nickel.

RECOMMENDLO
T. De V..• With

THE IDEAL PLATING MACHINE

Also complete stock of DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,TOOLS, MATERIAL and OPTICAL GOODS, everything needed by the Retail Jeweler
If unable to obtain from your Jobber, order direct from the manufacturers

C. B. NORTON JEWELRY COMPANY 1013-15 Grand AvenueKANSAS CITY, MO.

Kelley's Patent Rapid Clock Spring Replacer
Now Makes It Easy ( without dissembling the clock)TO REPLACE BROKEN CLOCK MAINSPRINGS, with new ones. TO REVERSE "SET "CLOCK MAINSPRINGS with satisfaction. TO REPAIR RATCHET and RATCHETSPRINGS with speed. and any of the above operations can be completed in Three Minutes'Time, as not a wheel, wire or piece has to be taken out, of the clock. Write for our circularwhich gives the Full Description, Testituonials, Introductory Prices and Examination Offer.

THE RAPID CLOCK SPRING REPLACER CO., Somerset, Ohio

while different from all other oils

THE OIL 
in every respect the BIG differ-
ence is that it never fails to do the
best work all the time. It is a
waste of time and money to use

oils that vary in quality and cause repair jobs to be returned
to be done over at your expense.

Send 25 cents to your jobber for a bottle
M. Sickles At Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.
Swartchild St. Co., Chicago, Ill.
Nordman Bros. Co., San Francisco, Cal.
D. C. Percival tit Co., Boston, Mass.
Chas. May St Son, Boston, Mass.
Daniel Pratt's Son, 53 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.Sussfeld, borsch & Co., New York City
H. S. Meiskey Co., Lancaster, Pa.
E. St J. Swigart Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Hammel, Riglander dc Co., New York City
E. L. Deacon Jewelry Co., Denver, Colo.
Edwards St Sloane Jewelry Co., Kansas city, Mo.

RANLETT & LOWELL CO Jewelers' Building
Gs BOSTON, MASS.

Wholesale
Selling

Agents

Numerous inquiries have been made. Who makes THE ALLIANCE RING?
Let us solve this question for you

WE DO ! ! !
The graceful style of the Alliance Ring is rapidly supplanting the use of the old-style wedding ring.Its mysterious construction is another reason for its increased demand.We have thus far supplied the entire demand, and we take these means to inform you that shouldyou need them, we can supply you.These rings are most carefully adjusted ; the joints are barely perceptible, except by a magnifying glass.Whenever engraving is desired, It is done in the inside flat surface. They are easily opened as shownon illustration by inserting a sharp instrument, for instance a pin, in the inside pin hole.They should not be pried open, as this would destroy their adjustment.14 karat, 3 dwts., $r.25 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $5.15 per dwt. net18 karat, 3 dwts., $1.40 per dwt. net ; in dozen lots, $1.3o per dwt. netLEONARD KROWER, Manufacturing Jeweler, 536-538 Canal St., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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Annual Convention North Dakota
Retail Jewelers' Association

The annual convention of the above organiza-
tion was held in Grand Forks on July 27th, 28th
and 29th. The meeting was called to order on the
morning of July 27th, when President F. V. Kent
delivered his opening address. His remarks were
devoted in greater part to the progress made by
the organization during the year. He enumerated
at some length the various reforms which the
trade organizations had achieved and looked for-
ward confidently to still greater triumphs in the
future.

In the absence of Mayor Taylor, of Grand
Forks, the visiting jewelers were welcomed on
behalf of the city by Acting Mayor K. C. Hunter.
He expressed appreciation of the fact that Grand
Forks had been selected as the place of meeting
twice in succession and trusted that the success
of the latest convention would assure its selection
for the same honor next year.

James A. Minder, of Crystal, responded to
Mr. Hunter's address and expressed, on behalf of
the visitors, hearty appreciation of the welcome
extended by Grand Forks.

The morning session was then adjourned.
The first business of the afternoon session

was the presentation of the reports of the secre-
tary and treasurer, which report showed that the
organization had made considerable progress
numerically and financially during the year.

Secretary C. E. Tillson, of Carrington, re-
ported that only one case of jobbers selling other

than to legitimate
trade had been re-
ported to him. Mr.
Tillson also stated
that only one
jeweler was found
selling under set
prices. He stated
that the association
has had a steady
growth and that
the financial con-
ditions were the
best.

J. A. Minder,
of Crystal, made

Secretary C. E. Tillson the principal ad-
dress of the day,

speaking on "Side Lines in the Small Towns."
He contended that the side line proposition was
the only way that a jeweler could make a profit-
able living in a small town. People would be
more attracted to a jewelry store when other
goods were sold than when only jewelry alone
were handled. Mr. Minder suggested various
side lines that might be handled to success, but
urged that the jewelry store be kept up as a
store of quality and that the jeweler refrain from
competition with the general merchandise store
in handling the same article. Mr. Minder sug-
gested stationery, cutlery, photographic and
musical instruments as an attractive side line to
the jewelry business in a small town.

A general discussion of the subject followed:
The following committees were then ap-

pointed: On resolutions—Lewis Hansen, of
Devil's Lake ; H. 0. Sheldon, of Bottineau, and
Stanley Grow, of Souris. On finances : Paul
Gerard, of Grand Forks; R. F. Marion, of Bis-
bee, and Max Rabinovitch, of Grand Forks.

Mr. Tillson moved that the several com-
munications which had been received by the
secretary be referred to a special committee. This
committee consists of Lewis Hansen, of Devil's
Lake; George Munro, of Grand Forks, and H. 0.
Sheldon, of Bottineatt.

The session then adjourned.

Second Day

During the morning session of July 28th, L. F.
Mason, of the Evening Times, gave a very inter-
esting talk on advertising. This was followed by
the very valuable paper by C. H. Nesbit on the
subject of "Watch Repairing." Mr. Nesbit treated
the subject in a very instructive manner, going
deeply into details of cost, charges and profits.
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The subsequent discussion of the paper proved
most interesting.

Mr. Rabinovitch told of the formation of the
24 Karat Club of the jewelers of Grand Forks
and explained at some length the benefits of such
local organizations.

Secretary Tillson moved that a committee of
three be appointed to supervise the price list, on
which committee the following were named:
Messrs. Tillson, Nesbit and Gerard.

The question box was then opened and a
number of interesting queries were read and dis-
cussed. Probably the most important of these
was, "How to Induce a Greater Number of
Jewelers to Attend the Convention." Another
subject discussed was, "Would You Advise the
Use of Denatured Alcohol?"

Third Day

The following report of the committee on
price list was discussed and adopted:

We, your committee on uniform price lists,
beg leave to report that we have examined the
lists sent in by the various jewelers and have
compiled a list which we submit for your con-

, sideration. These prices are based upon first-class
workmanship and genuine material.

The report of the resolutions committee was
as follows :

Resolved, That we, the North Dakota Retail
Jewelers' Association, in convention assembled,
take this occasion to heartily extend to the city of
Grand Forks, Commercial Club and jewelers of
Grand Forks our hearty appreciation for the very
kind and courteous treatment extended to us in
giving entertainment and accommodation, and we
realize that it is only by their efforts that our
convention could have been a success.

Whereas, The jewelers of this State, as well
as other States, are not paid for their skill and
labor as well as the other tradesmen and that
there has been no uniformity in prices for repairs,
therefore, be it

Resolved, That we recommend to the mem-
bers of the North Dakota Retail Jewelers' As-
sociation and all jewelers of the State of North
Dakota that we adopt a uniform minimum price
list for all watch repairs and that all watchmakers
strictly maintain such prices as are adopted by this
association.

Whereas, In order to get just prices for our
work it is necessary to give the people protection
and guarantee the best skilled work, our standard
must be raised to the highest point possible, there-
fore, be it

Resolved, That we unite our efforts to have
laws passed establishing a State Board of Ex-
aminers for watchmakers, making it necessary
that watchmakers pass a satisfactory examination
before being recognized as competent repair men.

Resolved, That we, the jewelers of North
Dakota, use our united efforts in compelling all
manufacturers of jewelry to have their names or
trademark plainly marked upon their product,
thereby guaranteeing their responsibility for such
articles.

The following were elected delegates to the
National Convention at Omaha : Messrs. Tillson,
Kent and Rabinovitch.

Secretary Tillson stated that they had ex-
pected to have a paper on "Watchmakers' Ex-
amining Boards," by W. A. Persey, of Washburn,
but for some reason Mr. Persey did not put in an
appearance, and he suggested that, owing to the
importance of the subject, it be informally dis-
cussed by those present. After explaining the ad-
vantages of such a board Mr. Tillson made a mo-
tion that a committee of three be appointed to
formulate a plan to form a Board of Examiners
for the association. The motion was carried and
Messrs. Tillson, Gerard and Nesbit were appointed
on the committee.

Mr. Munro referred to the custom of each
State presenting a silver service to the battleship
named after it and suggested that such a service
be provided for the new United States battleship
North Dakota. He suggested that the association
take the initiative in this matter and recommend
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that the Governor appoint a committee to solicit
funds. The motion was carried.

Mr. Kent, president of the association and a
member of the 24 Karat Club of Grand Forks, ex-
tended an invitation to the association to hold its
next meeting at Grand Forks. A similar invita-
tion on behalf of Fargo was extended by Mr.
Sullivan, of that city.

The members seemed highly appreciative of
the treatment which they had received at Grand
Forks but did not approve of the idea of holding
the convention in that city each year. There
were, consequently, some strong arguments made
in favor of Fargo, which was finally selected as
the next meeting place, the meeting to be held on
the third Tuesday in February, 1910.

Death of Joseph Nelson
As our last issue was going to press we

learned, with regret, of the death of Joseph Nel-
son, head of the wholesale jewelry firm of Joseph
Nelson & Co., Dunkirk, N. Y. In the death of
this veteran jeweler, who was noted alike for his

Joseph Nelson

fine personality, unswerving integrity and business
capability, the trade has lost one of its most
highly respected members. The deceased was of
Scotch descent and was born on August 7, 1832,
at Dromore, County Down, Ireland, his ancestors,
who were covenanters, leaving Scotland for Ire-
land at the time of the restoration. His maternal
grandfather, Dr. Gilbert, a covenanter, became a
Presbyterian clergyman at the time the two
churches were merged. His father's mother, Anne
Knox, was a direct descendant of John Knox,
the Scotch reformer.

In 1850 Mr. Nelson came with his brother
Robert and sister Anna to America and settled
almost immediately in Dunkirk, where he made
his home from that time. His father, for whom
he was named, was a manufacturer of clocks in
Banbridge, Ireland. In Dunkirk Mr. Nelson and
his brother started a small jewelry and watch
repairing shop. In 1865 he founded the
wholesale business now conducted under the title
Joseph Nelson & Co. In r88o he admitted to
partnership H. F. Vandervoort, and in 1892 an-
other partner was admitted in the person of J.
Lyman Van Buren. In 1898 Mr. Vandervoort re-
tired and J. Frank Gilbert was admitted to mem-
bership in the firm.

Mr. Nelson, aided by his partners, achieved
success through rigid adherence to the square
deal and has bequeathed to his survivors an en-
viable reputation for honesty and rectitude. On
June 29, 1858, he married Miss Julia A. Bartholo-
mew, who survives him, as do also his three
daughters, Mrs. J. Frank Gilbert, Mrs. Henry F.
Vandervoort and Mrs. J. Lyman Van Buren and
eight grandchildren.

We are informed that the business of the old
firm will be taken over by Mr. Van Buren and
MS. Gilbert, each continuing in his own name.
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceedsby express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns, from which refining and coinage chaigesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold($i to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The diffi rence in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of thevalue of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed bythe price of fine silver.

47 John Street
New York

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER
Sell it to Wendell and Company

with the returns. You will save much
take gold and silver on account do not
means of ascertaining its exact value,
value on it that will afford two profits.

for full cash value and pay your bills
by so doing. Most of the firms that
use it themselves; nor have they any
but depend on others, who place a

WENDELL AND COMPANY,
ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.

Established 25 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled andproceeds promptly remitted.

;

1111■71,1:1.1.PIV i•It211

256 Madison Street
Chicago, Ill.
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Outing of Maryland Retail Jewelers'
Association

Braving the heat of one of the hottest days
of a Maryland summer
a large representation of
the Maryland Retail
Jewelers' Association
held their first outing on
July 29th at Mikado
Park, on Curtis Bay,
near Baltimore.

A pleasant afternoon
was spent and various
out-of-door games and
sports indulged in, fol-
lowed by a typical Mary-
land fish and crab dinner.
At a late hour cars were
taken for the city, all
voting the affair so suc-
cessful that another is
planned for the near fu-
ture. Among those pre-
sent were President J. J.
Bartholomee and wife,
Secretary F. J. Euler
and wife, Treasurer
George J. Schaeffer and
wife, Jerome Schrint and
wife, R. F. Whittington
and wife, Robert Rausch
and wife, Robert Smith and wife, C. H. Vogts and
wife, Financial Secretary T. E. Stanford and
wife, Mr. Hughes and wife, M. S. House and

wife, Arthur Wallenhorst, First Vice-President
Frank Persohn, 0. D. Wareheirn, G. E. Ware-
heirn, J. P. Vogt, Arlie C. Metcalf, James L. Funk,
Samuel T. Dukeliart, Mr. Shurrey, I. J. Bramis,
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Proprietor's Personality

"Success in keeping a small store," once said
a man who had experience, "depends much upon

the personality of the
storekeeper."

There's a mine of
truth in that statement.
In the large store the
clerks represent t h e
establishment ; i ii the
small store, the proprie-
tor himself. If the lat-
ter is polite and gives
customers a "square
deal," success is certain
to come to him. On the
other hand, slutuld he be
an impolite, grumpy per-
son, failure can be ex-
pected, for no one likes
to deal with such a mer-
chant. The dealer should
merely observe the suc-
cessful stores and he W j II
find that this is a fact.
There are many little de-
tails that are too often
neglected by the proprie-
tor as well as his clerks,
and we have at various
I ittles called attention to

of these in our columns.

A merry party of the Maryland Retail Jewelers' Association

Mr. Hodsgon, the Misses Bartholomee, Whitting-
ton, Sanford and Masters Schaeffer, Sanford,
Bartholomee, Persohn and Ratisch.

the most important
Personality, however, is conceded to be the
greatest factor in business.

Popular Mission
Clocks

We make a line of well
designed mission clocks

from small, inexpensive

ones, like illustration
herewith, which retail

at $2.25, up to fine cabi-
net mission hall clocks.

The line includes a num-

ber of brand new mission
cuckoo clocks, which are
especially appropriate for
summer homes, bunga-

lows, etc.

Let us have your request for our CATALOGUE

and LATEST SUPPLEMENT.

Let us have your name on your letter head

AMERICAN CUCKOO-CLOCK COMPFIMY
Cuckoo Clocks or Unusual Clocks

STATION S. PHILADELPHIA

A Successful Jeweler Without

The Great American
Jewelers' Catalogue

Is the man we want to reach. He's the type of
a man that could build a city on a barren isle.

qOur message to him is that he will make an
incalculably greater success if he has our Cata-
logue at his elbow, just as the lone individual on
the barren isle could have built a finer city by

the aid of plans and proper tools and material.
Yes, he's the man, and eventually

CHonest inquiry after the best will bring the

GREAT AMERICAN JEWELERS'
CATALOGUE to his counter

Why Should He Wait? No Charge
Just a Postal

TheOskamp-Nolting Company
411-413-415-417 Elm Street :: CINCINNATI, OHIO
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A MAGNIFICENT BOOK OF r•R rE
"MODERN" Maincd SIGNS I IIL
IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE YOUR SALESWrite for This Book To- day—it will give you much valuable information

BE THE FIRST IN YOUR CITY TO HAVE ONE OF THESE

NEW- UP-TO-DATE- FLASHING - SIGNS
For sale by all Jobbers. Manufactured only by the

CHICAGO WATCH TOOL CO.
Grand Avenue and Robey Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Sheff Patent Ring Forging Machine
This ring sizing machine is for jewelers and anyone who repairs or sellsrings. It is the only tool on the market for the purpose that will do perfectwork. Simple in construction, strong, durable, cannot get out of order and easyto operate. It saves time, labor, gold and is a money-maker. Rings can besized, shanks shaped and rings made. A ring can be sized without heating,without danger of breaking or burning stones, no danger breaking ring and willnot require refinishing or polishing after taking off the machine. All kinds ofrings, from the cheap filled one to the most expensive diamond, can be sized onthis machine in two minutes.

Price, $15.00, includes machine, mandrel and six dies

Terms cash on delivery, no discount

A. J. SHEFF & CO 6109 Penn Avenue
PITTSBURG, PA.

SOMMER CLOCK CO., INC.
Makers of High-Grade

CUCKOO CLOCKS 
Before you place that order for Fall don't fail

to get our Catalogue—the prices will be of
interest to you.

We are jobbers and agent of American and
foreign clocks, of which we always carry a large
line in stock.

Office and Showrooms

111 South 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
CLOCK MA I LRIAL
FOR ALL CLOCKS

CATALOUUES MAILLO
UPON REQUEST

JEWELERS THE WORLD OVER ENDORSE

The Keystone Record Book of Watch Repairs
Roland Abrahams, a jeweler, of Kingston, Jamaica, says:

I am quite satisfied with The Keystone Watch RepairRecord Book. It 13 really good,_ cheap and useful, and mustbe appreciated by anyone who has a need for such a book.I think it a marvel of cheapness.
This is the universal opinion—the same in the UnitedStates and foreign countries.
This Record Book has space for 16o0 entries of watchrepairs with printed headings, and making completerecords is the work of a moment.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.00 (4s. 2d.)
Published by THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.

809-8110813 North 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.1201 Heyworth Building, Chicago, Ill.
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We are requested to announce, for the benefit
of those using trade mailing lists, that Charles P.
Murphy, of Newcastle, Ind., died some time ago.

C. L. Fichter, 604 Butternut Street, Syracuse,
N. Y., has a watch for repairs which is over too
years old. The watch is a chain fuzee and is
valued highly by its owner.

Philip Brenner, Monessen, Pa., was married
last month to Miss Lena Yedinsky at Pottsville,
Pa. The bride was formerly one of the sales
force for R. C. Green's Son, Pottsville jeweler.

Lewis Harris, of Harris & Goldman, 203
Commercial Building, St. Louis, Mo., sailed for
Europe on June 26th on the steamship St. Louis.
While abroad he will visit the diamond markets
and select stock for his firm.

J. M. Potts, the well-known jewelers' auc-
tioneer, Dallas, Texas, has just closed out three
big sales, one for L. B. Moore, of Denison, Tex.,
one for J. Levinski, Waco, Tex., and one for
the Blake Jewelry Co., Hot Springs, Ark.

0. H. Olson, formerly of Osceola, Wis., who
has been with his family in California since last
September, has purchased the building and fix-
tures of J. C. Gerde, of Paynesville, Minn., and
will continue the jewelry business in that place.

The members of the firm of Lemmert &
Schmelz, jewelers and opticians, at Fremont and
George Streets, Baltimore, Md., recently dissolved
partnership and the business will henceforth be
continued by William F. Schmelz under his own
name.

C. M. Slemmons, a well-known traveler from
Springfield, Ill., met with the loss of his father
this past month. Mr. Slemmons was attending
the Ohio Retail Jewelers' meeting at Cedar Point,
Ohio, when word came informing him of his
father's death.

The G. M. Yost Mfg. Co., makers of high-
grade vises, Meadville, Pa., have just issued a
new catalogue containing descriptions and il-
lustrations of their tools. A copy of the cata-
logue, which will be of great interest to jewelers,
will be sent on request.

Lewis A. Erickson, jeweler, of Stromsburg,
Nebr., was married on June 30th to Miss Jennie
Christina Rydberg. The young couple departed
on an extended honeymoon and will be at home to
their friends after August 5th. THE KEYSTONE
joins in extending congratulations.

The Brenner Jewelry Co., ii West Fifth
Street, Kansas City, Mo., discontinued business
on July 1st and all of the stock which remained
was removed to the store of T. Brenner, at 117
East Fifth Street, where Mr. Brenner, who was
president of the Brenner Jewelry Co., has been
located for the past six years.

J. N. Eberle & Co., Augsburg, Germany, the
well-known manufacturers of fret and coping
saws, in compliance with the wishes of their cus-
tomers, have decided to fix a minimum selling
price on their "Finis" metal saws. The firm
would therefore like to have suggestions from
the dealers who handle these saws in regard to
the proper minimum price to fix on them.

The Northern Illinois College of Ophthal-
mology and Otology, of Chicago, has been very
highly honored by the appointment of its presi-
dent, Dr. James B. McFatrich, to a seat on the
Board of Education of that city. Dr. McFatrich
has been very prominent in educational circles
for years—in fact, has devoted most of his time
to medical and optical education. His success
and experience in this work was the direct cause
of his being appointed to such a responsible posi-
tion as a member of a board which directs the
educational interests of the greatest city in the
West.

KEYSTONE

J. Engel & Co., wholesale jewelers, Baltimore,
Md., announce that their salesmen are now out
with their holiday line calling on their customers
in their respective territories. In view of the
prospects of an unusually brisk holiday trade the
jewelers will, no doubt, find the visits of these
salesmen both interesting and profitable.

Alden Webb, jeweler of Beverly, Mass., adds
to his store duties the care of the clocks in the
cottages along the shore from Beverly to Glou-
cester. An expert from the store visits the cot-
tages once a week and attends to the timepieces.
It is worth mentioning that President Taft is one
of the patrons of Mr. Webb, who attends to the
timepieces in the President's summer home.

The Goldin-Levy Jewelry Company, of At-
lanta, Ga., was recently granted a charter under
the laws of the State. The firm has a paid-up
capital of $3000, with privilege of increasing same
to $50,000. The president of the company is
David Goldin, well known as the proprietor of the
Goldin Harness Factory. The vice-president,
Joseph Levy, is a member of the firm of J. Levy
& Co., of Savannah, Ga., and is a practical watch-
maker and jeweler.

Sommer Clock Co., manufacturers and im-
porters of cuckoo clocks, Philadelphia, Pa., have
opened an office and showroom at iii South
Eighth Street, wherein are exhibited compre-
hensive lines of cuckoo clocks of their own manu-
facture, together with a fine line of foreign,
domestic and novelty clocks and also a large line
of clock materials; The new quarters, which are
handsomely fixtured and centrally located, will be
a great convenience to the trade.

The factory of the New England Watch Co.,
Waterbury, Conn., will be closed for the annual
vacation, from July 30th to August 9th. The
shipping room and offices will be open during that
time and attending to business as usual. The mid-
summer meeting and banquet of the sales depart-
ment was held at the 'Hotel Elton, Waterbury,
Conn., July 14th. The southern travelers are al-
ready in the field and the rest of the traveling
force will be in their territories August 2d.

Corpus Christi, Tex. is one of the towns in
the Lone Star State which is enjoying an un-
usual period of prosperity and rapid development.
A system of jetties is being constructed which
will convert it into an important seaport and
many trade improvements are being made. The
local trade has had a recent addition in the Gulf
Jewelry and Stationery Co., which is under the
progressive management of J. Dorenfield, for-
merly of Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Dorenfield is a brother
of M. Dorenfield, a popular member of the travel-
ing force of Leonard Krower, of New Orleans.

On Saturday morning, July loth, at 9 A.
the employees of King & Eisele, to North Divi-
sion Street, Buffalo, N. Y., with the heads of the
various departments, took their annual outing.
A boat was chartered and a trip of twenty-five
miles was made on the Niagara River. Various
summer resorts and amusement places along the
river banks were taken in, all present indulging
in the various sports these places afforded. At
8 r. M. the day's outing was over, all returning to
their homes, tired but happy, and ready to begin
work on the next Monday morning with renewed
vigor. E. A. Eisele, owing to some important
business out of town, was unable to attend.

The S. T. Little Jewelry Co., of Cumberland,
MU., recently celebrated the sixtieth anniversary
of its foundation, which took place in the year
1849, the business being established by Lieut.
Samuel T. Little. Lieutenant Little continued the
business until the year 1879, when he took into
partnership his two sons, Jesse T. and Robert W.
Two years later Jesse T. Little severed his con-
nection with the firm, which was continued under
the title S. T. Little & Sons. In 1882 the founder
died, leaving the management to Robert W.
Little, and in 1902 the business was converted
into a stock company under the title The S. T.
Little Jewelry Company, with Robert W. Little
as president and manager. This new company
purchased the present site and erected the modern
building in which the business is now conducted.
The establishment is one of the largest and finest
of its kind in the State. The officers of the corn-
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pany are: R. W. Little, president and manager;
P. J. Seaver, vice-president ; John G. Lynn, Jr.,
secretary; C. G. Smith, treasurer; Harry E.
Weber, James W. Thomas, Robert MacDonald,
directors. The company is capitalized at $50,000
and has paid a dividend of six per cent. out of
its earnings every June since it was incorporated.

Bastheim, Adams & Abel Company is the
name of a new firm of wholesale jewelers located
in the Broadway Central Building, 424 South
Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. The firm consists
of Ed. Bastheim, president; Clarence Abel, vice-
president, and Charles Adams, secretary and
treasurer. The firm was incorporated on June
Toth with an authorized capital of $100,000 in
shares of $100 each. President Bastheim was
formerly in the employ of the wholesale firm of
Alphonse Judis Co., of San Francisco. Charles
Adams, the secretary and treasurer, was manager
of the now discontinued wholesale jewelry firm
of J. P. Trafton Co., and Mr. Abel was a travel-
ing salesman for the same firm.

Announcement has been made by Mrs. D. P.
Fleming, President of the J. P. Trafton Co.,
wholesale jewelers, Los Angeles, Cal., that owing
to the condition of her health, which demands
that she retire from active business, the affairs of
the company will be liquidated and the business
discontinued. The best sale possible is being
made of the stock, merchandise and fixtures and
it is said that the sale will yield more than enough
to pay the creditors in full. The plan of liquida-
tion was decided upon after consultation with
several of the heavier eastern creditors and has
met with general approval. It is expected that
the greater portion, if not all, of the money due
the creditors of the company will be paid in full
by the end of the year.

Millard F. Davis, the well-known jeweler of
Wilmington, Del., was the successful bidder for
the specially designed silver service which the
people of Delaware are to present to the battleship
of that name. The service will cost $8000 and
consists of seven pieces, including a centerpiece,
punch bowl, ladle, tray, two candelabras, coffee
urn, tea urn and two water pitchers. The punch
bowl will be ornamented with the coat of arms
of the State, the American eagle, peach blossoms
and portraits of Jones and Macdonough, Dela-
ware's naval veterans. The bowl will weigh 800
ounces and will cost $2400. A sugar bowl, cream
pitcher and several other pieces are to be added
to the set to make it complete. A number of
designs were submitted, the identity of the bidders
being concealed. The decision in favor of Mr.
Davis was unanimous, the award being made
on motion of Judge George Gray, who is a mem-
ber of the committee.

The Rockford Watch Company, Rockford,
EL entertained its traveling representatives at the
factory Thursday and Friday, July 1st and 2d.
Thursday forenoon was spent in an inspection of
the factory, the salesmen being particularly inter-
ested in the new 12 size movement, which they
saw for the first time and which will be ready
for their sample lines within a few weeks. Dur-
ing the afternoon A. M. Cole, of St. Louis, gave
an interesting address on "Scientific Salesman-
ship." A boat ride several miles up Rock River
and a banquet at The Nelson finished the first
day of instruction and entertainment. Friday fore-
noon was given over to a discussion by the vari-
ous salesmen of the recently adopted policy of
selling direct to the retail jeweler and an outline
of the fall business campaign. The convention
ended Friday afternoon with an interesting and
instructive talk by President Jacob Franks. The
meeting was attended by Jacob Franks, president;
Alfred Holtz, manager ; Earl J. G. Lovett, sales
manager ; J. M. Rosenbach, special representative;
L. H. Covert, covering Nebraska, Minnesota and
the Dakotas; C. C. Biglow, Ohio and Indiana;
W. X. Brown, Missouri and Kansas; Charles
O'Brien, Colorado and the Northwest ; George H.
Ford, New York State; I. Kling, New York
City and vicinity; B. F. Hodgins, Virginia and
the southeast ; Robt. Friendly, Wisconsin and
Michigan; J. Schultze, Oklahoma and Texas;
Philip Ruprecht, Pennsylvania and New Jersey;
A. L. Biglow, Kentucky, West Virginia and Ten-
nessee, and A. M. Shepard, Chicago and vicinity.



L. W. Levy & Co.
580 & 582 Broadway NEW YORK

ENAMEL
Opaque and Transparent Enamel of every

variety constantly on hand and made to order.
Also a full line of Enamelers' Supplies, Muffles,
Stones, etc. .Any goods proving unsatisfactory
cheerfully exchanged.

CARPENTER et WOOD, Manufacturers
38 Friendship St., Providence, R. I.

Wheels, Pinions and Parts
For Complicated Watches, Clocks,
Chronometers, etc., of every size
and description, made and finished
to order.

FINE REPAIRINO AND ALTERATIONS
Winding and Setting Material

E. H. MATTHEY 10
N E
F
W YORK 

2 ulton Street

ELK TEETH
CUT GEMS
ROUGH GEM
MATERIAL

CLAWS of LION, LYNX,CAT,
EAGLE, OWL, HAWK

Any of the above sent on selection to responsible
Mann fact u rers, Jewelers or Lapidaries.

Price Lists. Strictly Wholesale Prices.
L. W. STILWELL, Deadwood, so. Dakota

5-inch Polished Brass Ash Tray
34 Doz. sent prepaid for $1.25

No. 10

Six-Tube

BRUSH BRASS
CALL GONG

$2.00 Each, Express Prepaid

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

SPECIAL PRICE

Gold-Plated Safety Pins

Ct 15)
$3.00 per Gross

For A
Limited
Time

Keystone
Key

Sell like hot cakes
Order one or five gross

M. J. AVERBECK
MANUFACTURER IMPORTER

10 and 12 Maiden Lane - NEW YORK

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for my printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

Columbus Memorial Bldg., 103 State St., Chicago
The Crohn Patent Safety Guard

.2,) '1' I
For Scarf Pins, ,,',±"..,/ Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price,S1.50 per doz. For
saleby all wholesale jewelers an d material lion ses.
Samplebyinail,25c; in 10 K. gold,if1.00;141C.$1.25.
M.CROHN,akr.s,in,te.48 & 50 MaidenLane,N.Y.

Established 1892

Louis J. Meyer
Manufacturer and Repairer of

Sterling Silver Articles
Also

Gold and Silver Plating and Repair-
ing of Metal Goods of any
description, including the
Repairing and Refinishing

of Chatelaine Bags.

104-106 S. 8th St., Philadelphia
Work called for and delivered. Prompt atten-
tion given to mail and express orders.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS

Makers°, Brass Novelties
for the Jewelry Trade.

Largest Line in
the United States

Established
1839

Enameled on
WATCH DIALS
CAPS and LIDS

To Test The Keystone Advertising Qualities
Every jeweler that sells rings
cannot afford to be without an
a.ssortment of Wells' Perfect
Ring Adjusters for immediate
use when wanted. 1 doz. solid
10 K. gold, astd. sizes, $3.76

Canada. a 
;

1 doz. gold filled, astd. sizes,
$2.00;1 doz.metal.astd.,135c.
Sent prepaid at once (only on

receipt of price). If you will mention OrderNo.K.,
I will forward at same time, prepaid, one game
of " Grip " Lou' each dozen Adjusters ordered.
Address,Chester WellsJeweler,Meshoppen, Pa.

QUE GEM1U NITIED STATES STONE
A very profitable feature of your summer stock is
a display of strictly odd GEM STONES

SEND FOR SAMPLE PAPERS AND
SUMMER BULLETIN AND PRICE-LIST

LOUIS J. DEACON, CAPE MAY, N. J.

Plain and
Colored

Can he made from
any photograph

or print
A beautiful illustrated sample card and price-

list sent upon request

CARMAN ART CO.
79 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

• CATCHY
ENGRAVING

- in SPOON BOWLS at
Popular Prices

LET US ANSG211 LYE
Art istic Monogram and Letter

mgraving. Gilding. Jewelry
and Watch Repairing. Send
for price-list.

UL.,L,STROM ET CO.
A.shIcirici Nebra.ska

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

A Practical School for Watchmakers

Established 1888

Students in Watch Repairing and
Engraving may enter at any time.

Complete Course An Practical Eye
Refraction.

For terms address

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

CROUCH & FITZGERALD
Jewelrll Sample Trunks and Cases

Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock
in Broadway 154 Fifth AvenueBet. Cortland t & Dey Sts. Corner 20thI Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between 41st, and 42ti Streets

NEW YORK

A QUICK JOB,
A FACTORY
FINISH AND
A PLEASED
CUSTOMER

ARE ALL YOURS
IF YOU USE
SANGER'S
EMERY RING
BUFFS

Watch Case Manufacturing

REFINERS an Platinum in any
of Ciold,Silyer anti

shape-s otitis or

Sweep Smelters is!,,g,is,d,1;,T4sg,,';.
filings. P r o uuu p t

Established 1889. returns.

THE W. 1. ROBERTSON CO.
13 and 15 Franklin Street, Newark, N. J.

Covill's Celluloid Insulator
nklihaPt nkfaha'i c*-rik..1.1nOrik.5%

F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

INCREASE YOUR TRADE
Sending your work to us means
no disappointment to you. We
return 95 of the work sent to us
the same day. This is but one of
the many advantages we offer you

BLITZ 0 ABEL
Repaire•-s and Makers of

Special Orders
47-49 Maiden Lane, New York

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

PREPAID

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
Southwest Corner

State and Madison Streets, CHICAGO

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin

Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

DIAMOND
Cutting and
Polishing

Stone Seal

Engraving

Send For Sample

WJ. COVILL 38 REYNOLDS ARCADE.ROCHESTER,

Send 20 cents for sample

Importers of all kinds of

PRECIOUS STONES

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

SpeCial Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Scnd for Our Nen, Price-List

YEARS' EXPERIENCE GAINED IN 1

We

'rhe young or middle-aged man who desires to learn Engraving, to 
grasp III

tile liner points of Watchmaking and Optics, 
finds it necessary to

spend at least five years in a store before he has 
attained a therough knowledge of the busi-

ness. In less than a year's time this complete knowledge 
can be gained at our college.

get telegrams and letters every day, offering 
positions to our graduates, which shows what

practical storekeepers think of our course. Send for Prospectus NOW. A position awaits you.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
F. W. SCHULER, Principal Broad and Somerset fits., Philadelphia, Pa.

See our large advertisement, page 1314

i Being an exclusive Tool 

,,....-........-....-...-...-....-

and Material House, can assure prompt

and proper attention to all orders

SEND FOR OUR TOOL AND MATERIAL CATALOGUE 
OF 750 PAGES

LINDNER Se Co.,`leis;;VilLf
51 E. Fourth Street, CINCINNATI, 01110

Chartered
Incorporated

Kansas City Horological School

We give the best course in WATCHMAKING, 
ENGRAVING and

JEWELRY REPAIRING, both practical and 
theoretical.

If you desire the BEST and MOST thorough 
COURSE in OPTICS,

enroll with the

KANSAS CITY SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY

Address A. E. PITTENGER, Pres., 812 East 12th 
Street, KANSAS CITY, MO.

1144,:er:."2"4:1

6174 5:: 'f' 50

11":;:fp
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SPECIAL NOTICE.—These " washers" are
covered by United States Patent
No. 894,511,, and all infringements
will be prosecuted.

Patented Perfect Fitting

Case-Screw Washer
Fits perfectly under screw head, and almost invisi-

ble, and has a neat appearance.
Holds movement securely in case, even if case

shoulder is worn away or sprung.

MADE IN ALL SIZES, FROM GERMAN SILVER.

PRICES: Gross, $1.50 ; 4 doz. package, asst., 50c. ; single doz., 15c.

FOR SALE AT ALL MATERIAL HOUSES

S. URICH, 334 Columbus Ave., New York City

Established 59 years

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS
ALL QUALITIES of GOLD and SILVER, 

in Plate, Square and Rotund Wire, Rolled to 
Any Gage

ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND 
SILVER soi.DEtt

We are selling Fine GOLD for S1.04 per dwt., which 
we Guarantee to be

GOVERNMENT ASSAY BARS

Small Rolling for the Trade

Buyers of Old Gold and Silver 
16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

We have manufactured

The 0 Brand
Jewelers' Findings
(Jobbing Materials) for
55 years and our goods
are favorably known all
over the country. Order

Established 1858 them of your jobber, who
  will be pleased to serve

you, but be sure that the goods have the above )rand 
on them. Try our

Solder. Those who have used it tell us there is none better.—Very easy
flowing and has a fine color. Sample sent free on application.

GEO. H. FULLER fsc CON co., Pawtncket.FlgoTdOeRlYsl:and. U.S.A.
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DIAMONDS iind PRECIOUS S'TONI1
-.14

Bought, Sold and Exchanged

FOR SPOT CASH
Appraisements made for estates or individuals

J. J. C01-1EINI

jot i Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA
, PA.Established 1891

Write for further information

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention Tke 
Keystone

IT
VICTORY

Lapel Back and

Safety Catches
Applied ED your Spring line

Backs. PaPil. 
urn increase your business Send for Catalog 

and Price-ListVictory Lapel Button

CIE131-1ARDT EROS., Fifth rind Elm 
Stm., CiricinnEiti, Ohio

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY.
PATIO.

AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

FOR IIROOCHES

BLACK7 SHIELD
MAINS RINGS
WATCH AND CLOCK 011-SWARTCHILO &CO. ctITPR

Foot=Power Lathes

{
Correct in principle.

1-ligh-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-

makers and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

'NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

-------.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

Prepaid.

COTTON, BRISTLE 
AND FELT 

WATCH CASE 
BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING 

BRUSHES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 015 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

WATCH REPAIRING 

JEWELRY WORK -

ENGRAVING - - - 
EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS,Send for our

Trude Price-List

Ordinary and complicated. R. R. inspection work. Some customers send us ALL their 
work.

Repairing, stone setting, making special pieces 
of extra fine jewelry to order, gold 

plating and coloring.

for jewelers and manufacturers, single 
jobs, small or large lots.

Established
Thirty-one
Years in

Lancaster, Pa.
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Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-
live words. Additional words and ad-
vertisements, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "Situations

Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbrevia-

tions count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement.
To insure insertion, remittance must

accompany all orders for advertise-
ments and copy must reach us not later
than the 25th of each month, for inser-
tion in the following month's Issue.
Send blank check or draft, or postalor express money order for $1.00 and

over, or postage stamps for smaller
1111101Ints.
If answers are to be forwarded

TEN CENTS in postage stamps must
be enclosed.
The real name and address of every

advertiser must accompany the copy ofthe advertisement.
Advertisers who are not subscribers

must send 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) If they desire a copy of the paperin which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE PUBLISHING CO.
809-811.813 N. 19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED .
Under this heading, ONE CENT per word,for first twenty-five words. Additional wordsand advertisements, THREE CENTS per word.No advertisements inserted for less than 25cents.

AS managing buyer and salesman. Ai
jewelry and silver salesman; factorytrained, retail exp. Expert estimator on de-tails and repairs. Familiar with all mann -factures. "A. B. 23," 1201 Heyworth,

Chicago.

YOUNG lady wants position as engraverand saleslady in good store. Would goto some good town any distance. LandisSchool of Engraving, Detroit, Mich.

BY first-class watchmaker, with a reliable
jeweler, as head watchmaker, by Octoberist: 8 years' exp, with inspector of rail-

road work; best of ref., good habits."N 43," care Keystone.

JEWELER, engraver '(salesman) wants
position in Chicago; English and Cana-dian refs. IT. H. Healey, care Mr. Coul-sen, Lake Bluff, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, en-
graver and optician. Have drug storeexp. All around workman, salesman, N%stets

steady position, best of ref; no bad habits,
state salary in first letter. "S 91," care
Keystone.

AS watchmaker or second watchmaker.
Also assist with engraving, optics, etc.

Temperate; have all tools, "Watchmaker,"212 Melbourne Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker and store
keeper; knowledge of optics; 12 years'

erp.; neat, willing; best of ref.; wants
position in Chicago Sept. 1,5th. Address"D 92," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, one year's exp., wishes posi-
tion as asst. watchmaker. Can do plain

engraving and jewelry repairing. Address
H. P. Leininger, De Pere, Wis.

SOUTHERN position wanted at once by
practical watchmaker, engraver and

jeweler. Best of recommendation. W. C.
Duncan, Heath Springs, S. C.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician, 12
years' exp., have tools and optical out-

fit; have family and want steady position,
South or West preferred; fairly good sales-
man, no bad habits, capable of taking
charge of business. J. G. Webb, Oakdale,
Tenn.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver
with 0. K. refs.; own tools; salary $20

per week. Address "J 89," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wants posi-
tion Sept. 1st; first-class workman, char-

acter, habits and refs. the best. Address
"B 76," care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS engraver and salesman,
good second watchmaker; of neat appear-

ance, desires a position about Sept. 1st;
South preferred. Address "P 60," care
Keystone.

SALESMAN-Young man, as traveling
salesman with some good reliable whole-

sale jewelry or silver and silverware house,
prefer to travel in Missouri and southwest
or Missouri and the South; can furnish ref.
for reputation and ability. "T 94," care
Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

YOUNG man desires permanent position
as jeweler and assistant watchmaker;

good salesman; best refs.; own lathe, bench
and small tools. Wilbur Welton, Butler, Mo.

AS assistant watchmaker, optician, perma-
nently, with firm that does not use

liquor or tobacco and pays good living
wages; practical workman; I expect ref."B 8z," care Keystone.

BY young lady as engraver and saleslady;
prefers central or western States; two

years' exp. Address Miss F. L. Van Fleet,
First Street, Manistee, Mich.

BY graduate optician and watchmaker in
business 15 years; sold out; want per-

manent position in South; Florida preferredwith view of buying an interest or an entire
business; age 38; As ref.; married. W.R. Adams, Robinson, Ill.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, optician, age
29; 8 years' exp.; position permanent;last 3 years as manager of store, with 3

yea's' drug exp. and soda fountain; K. P.;
state wages in first letter. "N 77," care
Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
engraver; no bad habits; industrious; canfurnish good refs.; age 27; single; wants

position Oct. 1st. "C 70," care Keystone.

BY Sept. ist, watch repairer, jewelry sales-
man,- clean stock keeper; 16 years' exp. 

BChas. urgess, Garden Grove, Iowa.

SALESMAN wants position on road; best
refs. furnished. Address "G 72," care

Keystone.

Ai WATCHMAKER, optician, jobber;fair engraver; management preferred;salary $32. "M 69," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, German; one year's exp. on
clocks, jewelry and general work desiresto learn trade under good watchmaker; not

afraid of work and salary only secondary
consideration; have fair set of tools; openfor engagement Sept. t5th; Indiana, Ilinoisor Iowa preferred. E. Krebs, care Rat res-
berger, Milford, Ill.

WANTED-Position as refracting optician.
Address B. 7o, Henry Ave., Lynn, Mass.

YOUNG man wishes to finish trade with
good watchmaking school, six months; hadsix months' exp. since; preferred North

Carolina or Virginia. Sam'l Albertson,
Statesville, North Carolina.

IN good school town by young man, whereI can go to school and work evenings and
Saturdays; is years' exp.; am able and will-ing to work and furnish best refs. "S 64,"care Keystone.

- -- -  
AS assistant watchmaker and plain en-
graver; Ar refs. given. Address H. I).

Baldwin, 2336 N. 16th Street, Philada., Pa.

YOUNG man desires position as watch-
maker and engraver; have had 5 years'exp.; will furnish best of refs. AddressRoss C. Deible, Reynoldsville, Pa.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, all around
workman, with exception of optics, wants

position by Sept. •, best habits and refs. F.
Bachand, Rees Engraving School, Elmira,N. Y.

WATCHMAKER and engraver wants a
permanent position about Dec. t, 1909, inFlorida seaside city or in the West Indies;have all tools. Address "R 139," care

Keystone.

30 YEARS' exp. at bench and running
store; no bad habits; railroad town pre-

ferred; best refs. from former employers;steady job. J. G. Carnahan, Oxford, Ind.
BY first-class watchmaker and engraver,
/2 years' exp.; can take full chargewhen necessary; very best refs. from past

employers. "B 128," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER wants a position to finish
trade, has had 3 years' exp. under good

man; can do clock and jewelry repairing."G 131," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, 3 years' exp. in retail store,
can repair watches, clocks, wait on trade'

good all around; wants position with good
Chicago jeweler; will start small; ref. E.
Rein, 3132 S. Morgan Street, Chicago, Ill.

GOOD watchmaker and optician; 20 years'
exp.; 8 years in last place; wants steady

position; best refs.; don't engrave. Address
"W 529," care Keystone.

BY Aug. 20th, watchmaker, jeweler and
plain engraver; best ref. Address Lock

Box 131, Howorden, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, with a years' exp. on
American watches, including R. R.

grades, would like position under Ai work-
man. Address "M 125," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

AS jeweler and clock work; good watch-
maker; cut wheels; have the tools to do

the work. "L 527," care Keystone.
--- 

BY graduate of watchmaking school and
optical college; Wisconsin, So. Dakotaor Ohio preferred; best refs. Address

Watchmaker, 75 Cedar Street, St. Paul,
Minn.

BY good, industrious watchmaker; long
exp., all kinds of watch and clock work'

capable to take charge repair dept.; good
habits; appearance; gilt edge refs. "H
521," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician; does
some engraving; wants position. J. E.

Macke, Jackson, Mo.

YOUNG man of 24, watchmaker of 5'
years' exp. with fine workman; exp. onR. R. grades; fine clock and jewelry re-pairer; New Mexico or Arizona preferred;

best of ref. Elwood E. Blakley, Salida,Colo.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician and
salesman; tz years' exp.; age 29; mar-

ried; As ref.; prefer Montana, Oklahoma,Texas or Colorado. Address "H
care Keystone.

BY Sept. 55th, expert watchmaker and
good engraver, thorough on R. R.

watches; good habits; West preferred. "C537," care Keystone.

As WATCHMAKER, engraver and sales-man; 25 years old; 8 years' practicalexp.; own tools; best refs.; wants positionin West or Middle West. Address A, Box233, Alliance, Ohio.

AS assistant watchmaker, jeweler, letterand monogram engraver; good ref. W.R. Price, 716 Bringhurst Street, Logans-port, Ind.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and graduate
optician, with tools, desires position; justfinished 8 months' work at Bradley Iforo-logical Institute; position as assistant pre-ferred. F. Main, 2253 Main Street,Peoria, Ill.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler; married; 15
years' exp. at bench; speaks German andEnglish; wishes employment, state wages;have own tools. L., Box 74, Laclede, Mo.

WATCHMAKER and engraver of excep-tional ability, a rapid and accurate work-man. Desires situation with a first-classhouse; fully competent to take charge of
department or entire store; Missouri or ad-joining States preferred; city of at least15,000. Address "0 104," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, plain jewelry
repairing or assistant; 32 years old; mar-ried; one year's exp., but stick me if youcan; $s8 position, must be steady. Statefull particulars in first letter. "S Jos," careKeystone.

BY first-class watchmaker capable takingcharge repair department., 12 years' exp.;trade-shop workman; fair Jewelry tepairer;West preferred; age 3o; single; As refs;photo upon request. "H 106," care Key-stone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, opti-cian, plain engraver, is years' exp. R. R.inspector, married, good habits, can takecharge, good set tools, state salary. "S107," care Keystone.

YOUNG man wants position by Oct. ist asassistant watchmaker, clock and jewelryrepairer, with chance of advancement; owntools; now employed; prefer Middle West;state salary. "D tog," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, plain engraver, Gei man,age 35; single; best of habits; as allaround repairer or assistant watchmakerunder first-class man; western States pre-ferred. "S it o," care Keystone.

YOUNG man, graduate, one year's exp.,wants position as watchmaker and clock-maker; own tools; good habits; best refs.;salary reasonable. K. D. Wingert, Coving-ton, Ind.

BY experienced optometrist; registered by
examination in Indiana; expert refrac-tionist; can do edging, mounting frame.fitting; also fine engraves., jewelry sales-man; gilt edge refs. Correspondence so-licited. "S s53," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and opticianwith tools and trial case; 4 years goodexp., 2 years in drug store; want perma-nent position at moderate salary; prefer
West of Missouri River. Address "S 154,"
care Keystone.

GOOD watchmaker and engraver wishes
position; 52 years' high grade exp.; age

35; central States; good habits; best ref.
Address Jeweler, Box isa, Eau Claire,
Mich.

SITUATIONS WANTED

YOUNG lady wishes position as opticianin jewelry store, willing to wait on trade,assist with repair work and engraving, refs."S 115," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER would like posit ion ;would take second position; cannot en-grave. M. G. J., care A. C. Lamb, Perry,Oklahoma.

FIRST-CLASS optician, watchmaker,jeweler and plain engraver, also good
salesman; 8 years' exp.; best of ref.; north-west preferred. Address Box 331, St.Cloud, Minn.

YOUNG man, as assistant watchmakar orfinish trade; tools, store exp., sober,moderate salary; Middle West; best ref.;write for particulars, z z6," care Key-stone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jewelryrepairer wants position Sept. 1st; $18per week; permanent; best refs. Address"C 517," care Keystone.

BY At watchmaker, engraver and optician,
20 years' exp.; West preferred, Ad-dress iis First Avenue, N., Great Falls,Mont.

WATCHMAKER and plain engraver; 15years' exp.; competent R. R. inspection;American; single; age 33; position byAugust 30th; western States; salary $20.
Address L. A. M., Lock Box 56, Benton,Ark.

YOUNG lady wants position as engraver(or stenographer and engraver) , inSeattle or the West, in Sept. AddressBox 336, Oxford, Mich.

YOUNG lady optician and engraver wants
position in the West. Address Box

336, Oxford, Mich.

MARRIED man, jeweler and engraver, or
experienced instructor; location, West.

Address Box 336, Oxford, Mich.

EXPERIENCED optician, watchmakerand salesman wants situation; capableto take charge of store or department.
C. E. Stokoe, Tarkio, Mo.

MAN, 25, wants to finish trade; i year's
exp.; can do all common watch, clock

and jewelry repairing; also engraving;
graduate; German; tools; reasonable. Peter
H. Wiebcn, Dysart, Iowa.

YOUNG lady desires position in Chicago
as store assistant; 3 years' exp. in clock

and jewelry repairing. B. C. 24, 5201
Heyworth Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

ABLE graduate optometrist (with optical
outfit); experienced, cutting, edging,

general shopwork, wants location, jeweler,
druggist or oculist, West or coast. Heil-
bron, 457 Bowen Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

WATCHMAKER, optician, salesman of
highest skill and reputation, desires posi-

tion with good house, salary based on loca-
tion, etc., $25 to $30. "B 542," care Key-
stone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

ASSISTANT watchmaker, permanent posi-
tion, write particulars and salary expected.

Young man preferred. C. E. Irvin, War-
saw, Ind.

ASSISTANT watchmaker, must be profici-
ent in plain watch repairing. Capable to

wait on trade; state exp., age, refs., wages
and enclose recommendations in first letter.
J. V. Deeny, Marinette, Wis.

AT once; jeweler, watchmaker and en-
graver, to make himself generally useful

around store, permanent position; apply
through mail, stating salary desired. Cohen
Jewelry Co., 107 N. 4th Street, Steubenville,
Ohio.

SALESMAN for large retail jewelry house.
One with knowledge of watches pre-

ferred. Address, with ref., J. E. Caldwell
& Co., 9o2 Chestnut Street, Philada., Pa.

FIRST-CLASS jeweler and engraver to
take charge of shop; state age, salary and

give refs. Only high class man need apply.
Shift Mfg. Co., Little Rock, Ark.

COMPETENT optician who can assist as
salesman; state age, salary and give refs.

Only high class man need apply. C. S.
Stifft Mfg. Co., Little Rock, Ark.

WANTED, at once, good second watch-
maker that can do some jewelry work and

clerk; pleasant position, state salary. W.
F. Stricker, Chester, S. C.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and optician.
"S 93," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

WANTED-Strictly high grade watch-

maker and engraver. L. L. Berens, Bell-

ingham, Washington.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and
optician; steady job to right man. Ad-

dress A. B. Johnson, Sheridan, Ind.

GOOD, sober, industrious watchmaker in

a hustling live town of moo inhabitants

in Alabama; fine surrounding country to

draw from; good proposition for right

party. Address Wallenstein, Mayer & Co.,

31 E. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

AT once, first-class watchmaker and en-
graver, must be reliable; give ref., samples

of engraving; permanent position to right

man, state salary. N. J. Myers, 356 Fulton

Street, Troy, N. Y.
 _

GOOD watchmaker and engraver at once;
wages according to ability. Send photo

and refs. in first letter. The Sweningsen

Co., Moorhead, Minn.

APPRENTICE, good chance to learn trade
under old watchmaker, refs. as to char-

acter and habits required. D. I.. Brown,

Sparta, Mich.

WANTED-Rapid first-class watchmaker,
engraver and salesman of good appearance

and education; waves $25; refs. required.

J. B. Trickey Co., Lincoln, Nebr.

AT once, a first-class watchmaker and en-
graver; good wages. "J 67," care Key-

stone.

AS. second watchmaker. First-class jeweler,
engraver and clock repairer. If graduate

optician and can pass State Board have A
proposition for right man. C. A. Davis,
York, Nebr.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and optician,
give ref., state salary in first letter. J.

W. Holliday, Tarkio, Mo.

GOOD watchmaker, must be good en-
graver and optician; no bad habits; good

ref.; prefer married man. B. W. Lubman,
Chickasha, Okla.

AMBITIOUS young man, past 25, who can

do good jewelry repairing, engraving,

clock repairing, act as salesman, window
trimmer, etc.; permanent position with

good future. J. F. Carr, Portsmouth, Ohio.

HELP WANTED

ENGRAVER-A fine engraver, assistant
watchmaker and repair man; first-class

workman only wanted; sober and honest;

state salary; send samples and refs. H. C.
Stevens, Lakeland, Fla.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and
optician, with best of refs. O. C. Per-

rault, 465 State Street, Schenectady, N. Y.

WANTED-Watchmaker, engraver, jeweler

and optician. Send sample of engraving,
recommendations, give age and exp. in

first letter; state salary expected; per-
inanent position for the right man; answer

quick. Norton's Jewelry Store, Winchester,

'Fenn.

WANTED good watch repairer, jeweler

and engraver. Or will sell half interest

in store or sell out complete; good location;

town of 5300; more work than one man

can do; good salary to good man; age

wanted about 30 to 40 years. Write V.

E. Denham, Princeton, Ky.

GOOD engraver and jeweler who can do

all kinds of repairing and stone setting;

state salary; send samples of engraving in

first letter. J. Lowinshon, Birmingham, Ala.

YOUNG man, watchmaker; will pay $20

to the right party. T. S. Terry,
Nevada, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS salesman, Sept. isth accept-
ance; refs. with full particulars with ap-

plication. Crescent Jewelry Co., Helena,
Ark.

SALESLADY and engraver, Oct. ist,
sample engraving and ref. at once.

Crescent Jewelry Co., Helena, Ark.

AM running four jewelry stores and wish
two good watchmakers to manage stores

as partners. Must have some capital. W.
J. Graff, Boscobel, Wis.

RELIABLE watchmaker and engraver for

R. R. work, ref. D. J. Kramer, Salida,

Colo.

WATCHMAKER that can play cornet or
clarionet, in live town of toot) popula-

tion. Address Ben Brinck, West Point,

Iowa.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, first-class

only. Send sample engraving, refs.,

photo in first letter; permanent position for

right man. Royal Sawtelle, Pendleton,

Oregon.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker-engraver who

has had jewelry store experience; per-

manent position, good salary for compe-

tent, reliable man, A. B. MacDonald,

Chillicothe, Mo.

WANTED-First-class engraver for manu-
facturing jewelry shop; must be able to

do chasing, enamel cutting, lettering and
monogram work; only one accustomed to

shop work; no combination jewelers' en-

gravers and clerks need apply. "K 135,"

care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS diamond workman and

setter wanted; must be capable of mak-

ing and setting gold and platinum jewelry

in first-class shape; good pay and steady

work to right man. "K 134," care Key-

stone.

YOUNG man for second watchmaker,

jewelry repairing and engraving. H. E.
Hemenway, Granville, N. Y.
-- 

GOOD all around watchmaker and 
jeweler,

who will invest $1000; can secure a

position in northwest as manager, that will

pay about $2000 yearly. Address 
"Jeweler,"

care 1325 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis,

Minn.
- - - -----
RAILROAD watchmaker and plain en-

graver. Carruth, Herington, Kans.
- - 

A GOOD watchmaker, steady work and

good pay to a good man, send refs. as to

ability, etc. in first letter. Box 721, Den-

ver, Colo.
- - - 

GOOD clock and jewelry repairer, window
trimmer, salesman and general work in

store; state salary, exp., refs. in first letter.

"T 88," care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED jeweler, married man
preferred; As refs. required; permanent

position to right man; give age, wages,

habits, photo, experience. Renaud, Keo-

kuk, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, must be

good workman; store is modern; closes

6.30 evenings except Saturdays; class of

work very good; town is 6000; no saloons;

steady employment to the right man. W.

H. Evans, Red Oak, Iowa.

YOUNG man, first-class monogram en-

graver and assistant at other repair work,

also competent salesman. Address "S 132,"

care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, competent to

take in work and wait on trade. Prefer

man accustomed to the South. Apply at

once in own handwriting, stating age, ex-

perience, salary willing to accept, and refs.

Gilreath-Durham Co., Watch Inspectors,

Greenville, S. C.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE 

CENTS PER WORD

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

EXCEPTIONAL °ppm utility to putehase

fine paying jewelry business in good size
manufacturing city, 80,000 population, in
Pennsylvania. (Manufacturing of boilers,

engines, electric machinery, paper and other

good industries.) Fine climate, good boat-

ing, fishing. This is one of the leading

stores, location is first class, stock in At

condition, fixtures new; little credit is given,

mostly cash business. Have large run of
high-priced. watch work. Good reason for

selling. Price is $25,000. Photo on re-

quest. "G 35," care Keystone.

OLD established jewelry store, in good

Ohio River town; population 10,000;

good reason for selling. John Burn, Wells-

ville, Ohio.

NICE clean stock of jewelry and small

musical instruments, in good town in

north central part of Nebraska; stock and

fixtures will invoice about poo; only store

in town of 600; good farming country 
and

several small towns to draw from; cash

only. "E so," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry and optical store in beauti-

ful Connecticut town of 1800; up-to-date

stock, fixtures and complete set of watch-

maker's tools and supplies; will invoice

$5400; good line of repair work; good rea-

son for sale; Sept. 1st or before; for 
cash

only. Address W. A. Bickford, Deep 
River,

Conn.
 -- 

THE watch material, tool and optical de-

partment of an old-established wholesale

jewelry house. Value about $10,000.

Good reason for selling. "A 25," care

Keystone.

A BARGAIN if taken at once, jewelry

fixtures and location prosperous town

2500, no opposition; good offer, other 
busi-

ness reason for selling. "E 97," care Key-

stone.

JEWELRY and optical stock and fixtures

worth about $3000; fine location; good

business; repair work steady; good town;

rich farming community, good reasons for

selling; stock can be reduced; central part

of Iowa. "M 95," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry and optical business, 

only jeweler. Stock and fixtures $1500 to

$200; population 1100; prosperous country.

My health is failing and I can't do the 
busi-

ness. C. E. Nicodemus, Forreston, Ill.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE 

CENTS PER WORD

WANT to purchase copy of Reid's "Tieatise

051 Clocks and Watches." Address Sidney

Smith, 64 Main Street, Salt Lake, Utah.

-  ---
FIRST-CLASS workman and salesman will

buy a small jewelry store in city over

3000; central States. .Address "F 87," care

Keystone.

TO buy a second-hand trial case and 
lens

measure; state price, style and condition.

Address "J 62," care Keystone.

ENGINE turning lathe. "S 61," Keystor.e.

A GOOD street clock' Howard 
preferred.

W. J. Connaton & Co., 5035 57th Street,

Denver, Colo.

EXCLUSIVE jewelry store; town 700 or

more; West preferred. 221 Park Street,

Sheldon, Iowa.

LOCATION wanted for jewelry and optical

store in good lake or river town, West.

"F tot," care Keystone.

SMALL cash register, must be a bargain.

J. H. Chinnery, Scottville, Mich.

PARTNER, well established jewelry and

optical business; only two in town of

6500 in Indiana; mfg. town, four new

factories under construction; present part-

ner going into factory; $3000 capital re-

quired. Baldwin, Miller Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.

SECOND hand Century engraving ma-

chine, lowest cash price. W. H.

Appel, Allentown, Pa.

LARGE burglar proof safe, large running

street clock, outside winking eye, ma-

hogany or cherry, rnercurized pendulum,

regulator. Hamilton Bros., St. Joseph,

Mich.

I 331

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

$4000 CASH buys leading jewelry and
optical store in busy northern New York

town of 8000. Inventories $5600. Must

sell at once account of health. Repairs

$125 month; R. R. inspection. No compe-

tition in optometry. "P 96," care Key-

stone.

JEWELRY and optical business in north-
ern Wisconsin; at invoice price. Stock

and fixtures about $3000; railroad town of

2000. Reason for selling ill health. "L

go," care Keystone.

FINE old established jewelry business for
sale $10,000, in large town. "B 79,"

care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry store in a city of

15,000; railroad center; big profits from

sales and repairs; stock exceptionally 
clean

and staple; will invoice about $14,00 
includ-

ing fixtures; light competition; reasonable

rent; accumulated enough in seven years,

want to retire in order to gain health; best

city in Texas to do business and live 
in;

will sell at inventory; can reduce stock 
if

desired; refs. exchanged. Jos. Astracan,

Amarillo, Texas.

STOCK and fixtures. Good clean stock of

jewelry and kindred lines; will invoice

from $700 to $750. Town of Soo; no com-

petition. Unless you can raise the price and

mean business don't waste our time and

postage. For particulars write. F. A. Fur-

man, Riverton, 10W4..

SMALL established jewelry store; flourish-

ing town, Oregon; population 7000;

climate best in the world; big opportunity

for good watchtnaker; reason for selling;

don't answer unless you mean business.

"G 83," care Keystone.

NEW clean jewelry stock and fixtures,

about $2000; big discount for cash; fail-

ing health, must sell. Julius Anderson,

Mora, Minn.

JEWELRY and optical business. Don't

write unless you mean business. E. G.

Longcroft, Berlin, Wis.

HEALTH compels selling; $2000, part or
all cash, buys one of the best jewelry

stores in the Northwest; must be sold at
once. "S 82," care Keystone.

GOLD and silver plating establishment,
repairing, etc., with a full line of antique

trade and transient work; first-class reason

for selling; refs. on application, and hest of

trade; established 25 years. Address all
communications to 8'5 iith St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

LIVE in southern California, best year
around climate on earth. For sale

jewelry store doing good business; repair

work alone $100 per month; clean stock
$5000; reduce if you think best; good
growing town, 4500. Two railroads, rich
surrounding country. Address "D f34,"
care Keystone.

FINE jewelry store for sale in a lively
town of southern California; about 27

miles from Los Angeles; a snap for any-

one who wants to live in the healthiest

clmate of California; owner is troubled

with failing eyesight; will invoice about

$3500. Inquire "F 85," care Keystone.

$2000 WILL buy a finely situated jewelry
store in northern Wisconsin; clean stock;

reason for selling, other business. Ad-

dress "W 75," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store in town of 150o; stock

and fixtures invoice to $3500; reason for
selling going into optical business exclu-
sively. "H 74," care Keystone.

ONLY jewelry store northern Montana
town; population 5500; stock and fix-

tures invoice about $1800; excellent repair
trade; mining town; prospects first-class;
reason, poor health. Address Northern
Jeweler, "W 73," care Keystone.

OLD established jewelry store in southern
California town of about i 1,000 inhabi-

tants. Fine climate. "H 949," care Key-
stone.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures in hustling

city of 5000; southwestern Kanses;

splendid opening for someone. Stock and

fixtures invoice $4000; other business rea-

son for selling; for particulars write

"F 86," care Keystone.

SMALL stock of jewelry and fixtures. In-

ventories about $1750; will give liberal

discount. E. M. Lied, 249 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio.

CASH ONLY-Old established jewelry
business in live mining center; average

amount of bench repair work, $200 per

month. A fortune for a good, live, prac-

tical young man. About 6000 population.

Family troubles is the sole reason for mak-

ing this sacrifice. Tools, materials. fix-

tures and a high grade stock of merchan-

dise, will all be sold at a bargain. Should

not apply with less than $3000 or $4000

cash. We court investigation. For par-

ticulars write, The only leading jeweler,

P. Landfield, Crystal Falls, Mich.

WELL paying jewelry store in town of

Soon, for sale at a bargain; about $4000,

can be reduced to about $3000; half cash,

balance good security; am in other busi-

ness. Address "II 71," care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical store, invoice
$2800, liberal discount if sold before

Sept. ist; population 4000; western ir-

rigated country; all work one man can do;

stock, tools, fixtures new and up-to-date;

failing eyesight. "S 68," care Keystone.

GOOD paying jewelry business, eastern

Iowa; Clayton County; town of 1200;

new fixtures; clean stock, invoices about

$qoo; fine location; low rent; lots of re-

pairing. All books open for inspection;

can send photograph; going into banking

business. "M 66," care Keystone.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures; will invoice

about $900; town of woo; only jeweler;

two railroads; northeastern Iowa; bench-

work $55 month; cash only. Address "P

65," care Keystone.

ON account of advanced years I will sell

my jewelry business, which has been
successfully conducted in one locality for

over 50 years. Will make lump price or

sell at reasonable percentage of cost on in-

ventory. Levant L. Mason, Jamestown,

N. Y. - - -
JEWELRY business in town of lotto popu-

lation; good farming country in northern
Michigan; only jewelry store in county;

good business; reason for selling, other

business. Address "C 63," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED 29 years; only jeweler in

town of i500 inhabitants; going to Cali-

fornia; stock and fixtures reduced to $1000.

0. F. Hall, Norridgewock, Me. - --

AN established jewelry and optical busi-

ness at invoice price; can reduce to about

$2500; reasonable rent and good location;

a good business for an energetic and 
prac-

tical man; good reason for selling. S. E.

Arscott, Orpheum Theater Bldg., 1529

Welton Street, Denver, Colo.
(Continued on page we)
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FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses
(Continued from page 1331)

SMALL but well established jewelry re-
pair and optical business in South

Georgia town of socm inhabitants; no op-
position; best roll-top oak bench with other
fixtures, tools and material; reason for sell-
ing, want to move to South Florida.Doerun Jewelry Co., Doerun, Ga.

SMALL clean stock of jewelry and re-
pairer's outfit in live town of racio; lowrent; former owner deceased. Write Mrs.C. F. Sidman, Black River, N. Y.

NICE business; Shawnee, Oklahoma; worth
about $7000, including stock and fixtures;best location in town. "D 136," careKeystone.

JEWELRY store for sale; healthy climate;
good location. S. B. Smith, Monticello,N. Y.

$s600 BUYS only jewelry stock and fix-tures in southeastern Iowa town of 1200;best town of size in State; good run repairwork; last year's business about $s000;satisfactory reason for selling; cash only,•don't write unless you have money andmean business. "S 126," care Keystone.

FINE jewelry store, best location; locatedin Pennsylvania so miles from Pittsburg,Pa.; business $12,000 to $15;000 year; re-pairing $150 to $200 month; invoice $35oo;will send photo of store. "Y 140," careKeystone.

JEWELRY and optical business in Iowa;
county seat; first-class proposition; rea-son, death of owner; write for particulars,"E zoo," care Keystone.

JEWELRY store, invoice $4500, in north-
eastern part of Illinois; have the largeststock in town and leading business; onlytwo other jewelry stores; population oftown 6000; wanting to dispose of businesson account of poor health; for particularswrite "U 806," care Keystone.

$2500 CASH buys jewelry, phonograph,china and post-card store, established 3years; southeastern Nebraska; population9oo; rich farming country, mostly Germans."H 203," care Keystone.

A WATCH and clock repairing business,established nearly 20 years ago in smalltown; also small farm with above businessif desired; for particulars address L.Wheeler, Cummington, Mass.

JEWELRY-OPTICAL business in growingtown of Washington (Yakima Valley),stock, fixtures, tools invoice about $s000;will sell at invoice if taken at once. "J108," care Keystone.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures, cut glass,china, about 20oo; only store; population1500; for particulars, R. H. Treat, Abbots-ford, Wis.

JEWELRY store, cheap, fine run repairing,$ ocio. 560 Main Street, Spnngfield,Mass.

CLEAN, up-to-date jewelry stock; best loca-tion in good manufacturing town of25,000; central Ohio; invoice about $7000.Address "F 99," care Keystone.

ESTABLISHED jewelry business in West
Texas; population 3000; a good chancefor fall business; $2000 cash. "C i,"care Keystone.

OLD established jewelry business in
northern Ohio town of 3500; stock and

fixtures up to date, invoice $2000; can re-
duce. "W 18," care Keystone.

LEADING jewelry store in county seat of
3800 population; $1500 stock; eastern

Kansas. "L 120," care Keystone.

A SURE Bargain-For Sale-An old
established jewelry and optical business

in southern Kansas, has always made
money, competition very light, population
about 3000, two good railroads, stock ma-
terial and fixtures will invoice about $3000,
can be reduced, good run of bench work,
15 per cent. of for cosh. Lies, crops ye
ever had. Don't delay, this is going to be
sold. D. B. Ward & Co., Boley Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo.

ONLY jewelry business in live town of Soo
in Colorado; large rich country to draw

from; great prospects for near future; in-
voice $500. W. P. J., care E. L. Deacon,
Jewelry Co., 2204 Arapahoe Street, Denver,
Colo.

JEWELERS' store fixtures for sale at a very
low figure, consisting of wall cases with

mirror, counter cases with tables, safe, par-
tition with mirror, in store 1209 Pennsyl-
vania Avenue, Washington, D. C. Address
for particulars, Chas. Becker, 1209 Penn-
sylvania Avenue, Washington, D. C.

FOR SALE

Stores, Stocks and Businesses

JEWELERS, here's a snap in southeast
Nebraska; best location in county seat

4000; stock $4500; business $6000; big
crops; owner retiring from business; satis-
factory terms. "A 138," care Keystone.

JEWELRY business, invoice about $1000.
Only watchmaker, population 3600. Ex-

cellent reasons. B. Seeliger, Lemont, Ill.

$4500 BUYS old established, well-paying
jewelry business, live town of 1,000;write for particulars. "W 122," care Key-stone.

BIG paying jewelry business, with small
investment, best town in South Dakota;can reduce to suit purchaser; net profit 1908,

$3108; business better this year than last;look this up if you have $2500 or more inreal money. "C 523," care Keystone.

GOOD location in town of 7000; old estab-
lished business; bench work in hand topay expenses; no opposition. Address LockBox 408, Forest City, Pa.

ONLY jewelry and phonograph business in
southern California town of 'zoo; plentywork for one man; other business. F. M.

Lee, Compton, Cal.

JEWELRY store, well located in town of
s000, western Kentucicy; cross railroads;time inspector for both roads; practicallyno competition; a bargain for the rightman; good reasons for selling. Address "JI 30," care Keystone.

$is,000 WILL buy stock and fixtures in thebest town in northwest Jan. i, ipso;cash business last year over $35,000; job
work runs $150 a week; business last monthzoo per cent. better than last year; firm
incorporated and purchaser can use firmname. Address "V 124," care Keystone.

STOCK and fixtures, will invoice $600 or
$700; good town of z000; no competition;or will sell fixtures alone, $150. .AddressBox x 16, Louisburg, N. C.

JEWELRY store, well located in good
northern town of California; stock and

fixtures invoice about $5cloo; sickness onlyreason for selling. Apply to S. Meyer &
Co., Wholesale Jewelers, Los Angeles, Cal.

JEWELRY and optical business; fine loca-
tion; good run of business. W. J.

McCray, Denton, Tex.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures, in town of
moo population; $5250 cash buys it;can reduce to $1000; no competition;

located in eastern Missouri. "C 541," care
Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical store, in a pros-
perous manufacturing city of 35,000,

southern Ohio; in the same block for 45years continuously; for reasons and full in-formation address, D 27, Main, care of E.
& J. Swigart Co., is W. Fifth Street, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

FRANCIS engraving machine, used one
year. Will sell at a bargain. "C

care Keystone.

FOR SALE-A genuine Chicago Watch
Tool Company modern outdoor electric

flasher watch sign, complete with written
guarantee, at a bargain. "C 955," care
Keystone.

CHEAP, almost new, jewelers' tools. One
backgeared flat roll and ring roll, wire

roll; polishing lathe, turning lathe; Oliverpress, ringbender, gasoline furnace, hun-
dred smaller tools, everything needed in
shop. For list and prices address A.
Mochon, Colter, Wyo.

MOSLER fire and burglar proof jeweler's
safe, with pressure bar, inside 17 x 28

x 48 in., outside 35 x 43 x 72 in., in first-
class order; price $350 cash f. o. b.
Parsons, Kans. A. H. Anschutz, Wagoner,
Okla.

ONE roll-top oak watchmaker's bench and
set of tools, nearly new, will sell cheap.

Address M. E. W., 854 S. 1st Street,
Temple, Texas.

ROLL-TOP writing desk, 4 ft. 2 in. long,
3 ft. so in. high, 2 It. 5 in. wide, 8

drawers in base, 4 drawers in top, 17
pigeon-holes; never been used, $15.00.
"B 78," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous Merchandise and
Equipment

MARINE chronometer, Joseph Penlington
make, with auxiliary compensationbalance, in fine order, price $40. Address

Auxiliary Compensation, "C 98," care Key-stone.

POLISHING lathe, also Elharco watch
glass cabinet No. 20, used a months. W.J. Eddy, Franklin, N. H.

A LOT of KEYSTONES also some jeweler's
Itools cheap. D. L Lesher, Marlon,Iowa.

ONE 8-drawer watchmaker's bench, tocls,
foot-wheel and xis doz. crystals; willsell very cheap. If wanted write at once,In care of Peter P. Koopmann, Fulda,Minn.

ENGRAVING block and set of graversfor sale at bargain. Mrs. A. /diner,River Falls, Wis.

NEW Century engraving machine, four
sets type and all attachments, 2 years'old, exactly as new. Good 12-gageMarlin six-shooting take-down gun; bothf. o. b. cars $50. "M 119," care Key-stone.

ENTIRE outfit of fixtures, 45 feet wall
cases, mirror connections, four so-footshow cases, plate glass with tables, 9 feetwood and brass railing 5 feet high and fine

regulator. Fixtures all quartered sawedoak in good condition and will be sold
cheap. C. S. Sands, Kirksville, Mo.

LATHE for sale at bargain. "N 886,"care Keystone.

NEW Eaton & Glover Co.'s engraving ma-
chine, has never been used, cost $95,

will take $50. N. S. Weiler, Cape Girard-eau, Mo.

CHEAP-Eight plate glass, birch, mahog-
any finished show cases, mirror back,ten feet long, with tables to match. Allin first-class condition, also one solid ma-

hogany plate glass center display case 8 x 6
x 2 1-2 feet, with marble base. Emil H.
Leffert, Jeweler, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

6 I-2 x 8 1-2 CENTURY View Camera,
value $150, price $so. J. H. Jones,

Parma, Mich.

ALTERNATING current, 52 volts, H.
P. W. Green & Co. polishing motor, good

condition, $21. Snider-Umstead Co., Dur-
ham, N. C.

LARGE, gold-leaf watch sign, 4 1-2 feet
diameter across, 6 feet high, castiron post,

cost $80, will sell complete for $25. Geo.
W. Feldman, Franklin, Pa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

OLIVER typewriter, No. 3, $50 mahoganyquarter hour chime clock, American
make, $65 Regina music box, $5o assort-
ment Henecke statuary and electroliers,
Remington automatic shotgun. Want soli-
taire diamond, gold filled watches, new bi-
cycle. Harry E. Heckart, Springfield, Mo.

NEW Oliver typewriter,. want ophthal-
mometer or other optical instruments.

W. F. Taylor, Lind, Wash.

FINE Washburn guitar or mandolin for
watch sign or shotgun. August Bossen,

210 Fourth Street, Clinton, Iowa.

JEWELRY and loan business; best town
in Oklahoma, bench averages $1200 per

year; good location; no fake; will take
$3000 to handle same; reasons for selling
want to take my wife West, might enter-
tain small fruit farm near good town as
part payment, balance cash. For inquiries
address "P 8o," care Keystone. Pawn
license is $5o per year.

160 ACRE farm to trade for stock of
jewelry $3000. Hugo Endorf, Manitou,

Okla.

WELL improved Iowa farm for stock of
jewelry in town of about so,000. C. A.

Cole, Winterset, Iowa.

8o ACRE farm 20 miles east of St. Joseph,
Mo., 6 miles from county seat. Well im-

proved, good house, barn and cribs. Will
sell or exchange for jewelry stock of equal
value. Address J. W. Holliday, Jr.,
Tarkio, Mo.

TRIAL case No. 800; fine condition; want
cash or new movement; cost $38.50. Box

445, Bar Harbor, Maine.

ELECTRIC fan, used only few weeks, cost
$65, will take $5o cash or staple jewelry.

J. C. Clyne, Tiffin, Ohio.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

ENGRAVING block, complete attachments;
wonderful windmill clock, multispeed

polishing lathes and other articles. WriteI. C. Adams, Columbia, Mo.

720 ACRES Canadian land, 35 miles north-
west of Winnepeg, at $15 per acre ($10,-800). Want watches, clocks, jewelry,optical goods, silverware, etc.; prefer topick out of wholesale jewelry stock. Ad-

dress M. C. Weyer, Faribault, Minn.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER Woitri

WANTED-Ten thousand empty movement
boxes at once. Ship via freight to-day.Edward C. Saks, Mansfield, Pa.

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-bined lathe attachments offered for sale;they are old models; they sell them to getour latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

SHIP chronometers for sale for watch-
makers' use. First-class condition. Pricesfrom $50, $75 and $ so°. Enhaus & Son,31 John St., New York City.

MONEY loaned to jewelers in any amount.Strictly confidential. Write for informa-tion. Bank refs. The Collateral Loan andBanking Co., 647 Euclid Ave., Cleveland,Ohio.

ONE gross best balance staffs or ruby and
sapphire jewels, well assorted in cabinets,$15. Tarbox & Gordon, Omaha, Nebr.

ESCAPEMENT models completely linedout with all the necessary material, willbe sent to any address on receipt of $5.00.The best window attraction a jeweler canhave. For particulars write to the St.Louis Watchmaking School, St. Louis, Mo.

I PAY the highest prices for watches,
diamonds and jewelry. Send stocks atonce, no matter how large or small, andget money by return mail. All kinds ofref. furnished upon request. Emil Noel,

550 E. 46th Place, Chicago, Ill.

40 18-SIZE watches, pawnbroker's un-claimed pledges, Elgins, Walthams, Illi-nois, Hampdens, etc. Prices about 50 percent. off short list; an opportunity to under-sell your competitor. All in good runningorder, 7 to 21-jewel; money makers foranyone who sells watches; sell all or part,will send subject to examination. Nat Rug-gles Co., 731 Superior Avenue, N. E.,Cleveland, Ohio.

CASH paid for all kinds of boxes in whichwatch movements are sold, also all kindschronographs, watches (including Inger-soils), watchcases, watchglasses, movements,material, clocks, plain rings, etc. Noquantity too large. John Remillard, Carrier
40, Springfield, Mass.

AUCTIONEERS to send their propositionto sell a $i7,000 stock of jewelry. Ad-dress "S 102," care Keystone.

$50 REWARD-On June 23, 1909, this
watch was lost at Denver, Colo., viz :-18-size hunting, box joint, 14k. one-half en-

graved American Watch Case Co. make,No. 172,808, in it best grade of Vacheron& Constantin, 21 jewels, No. 340,813, John
Robinson, Denver, Colo., on dial. Reward
if returned in good condition to A. N.
Anderson, 300 Temple Court, Minneapolis,
Minn.

WATCH tool machinery, sub-press dies,
articles or parts manufactured for the

trade. W. H. Nichols, Gifford Avenue,
Waltham, Mass.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS BEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

DO you need money? If so send your
diamonds and watches to me and get

quick and liberal returns; highest cash
prices paid for entire jewelry stocks; will
send our representative if necessary; busi-
ness confidential; national bank refs. H.
Schwartz, 903 Heyworth Building, Chicago,

METAL DIALS-All kinds of metal watch
and clock dials cleaned, replated and

repainted. Also special metal dials made
to order. Promptness and satisfaction
guaranteed. Ralph A. Doe, 203 Lexington
St., Waltham, Mass.

WANTED-American broken down move-
ments, key or stem, or Vergi movements;

cash paid for. Watch repairing of every
description at the shortest notice; send trial
package. Broadbent, 4 So. 42d Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

BUSINESS NOTICES

YOU are looking for a good, reliable firm
to do your watch work. Here is the

place. W. K. Sandberg, watchmaker to the
trade, 802 Columbus Memorial Building,
Chicago. 

NOTICE-I have removed from 727 San-
sem Street to 807 Sansom Street, Phila-

delphia, where I will continue to buy all
kinds of gold and silver; also refine all
kinds of jewelers' waste containing gold or
silver. Send by mail or express and re-
ceive prompt attention. J. L. Clark, es-
tablished 1870.

WANTED-Everyone desirous of improv-
ing themselves in watch work, jewelry

work and engraving, to address Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, Ill., for one
of their latest catalogues. A postal card
will get it. See ad on page 1194-

PORTRAIT miniatures copied from any
photo on watches, dials, brooches and

lockets. Goldstein Engraving ompany• 45
Maiden Lane, New York.

ELGIN Horological School, the oldest and
most practical school for watchmakers.

Send for catalogue to Elgin Horological
School, Elgin, Ill. 

BEWARE of secondhand Clement com-
bined lathe attachments offered for sale;

they are old models; they sell them to get
our latest. W. D. Clement, Waltham, Mass.

WE make a specialty of changing old an-
tique watch cases to stem wind. Some-

thing that has been refused by others.
Have had 40 years' exp. and can guarantee
satisfaction. N. J. Felix, 45 Maiden Lane,
New York. 

IRALSON pays cash for diamonds. When
you need money or want to sell out,

communicate with me. I will give you a
square deal and quick returns. I buy more
diamonds and watches for cash than any
dealer in the United States. National bank
refs. M. Iralson, 410 Masonic Temple,
Chicago.

I PAY the highest prices for watches, dia-
monds and jewelry. Send stocks at once,

no matter how large or small, and get
money by return mail. All kinds of ref.
furnished upon request. Emil Noel, 550 E.
Forty-sixth Pl., Chicago, Ill.

ALL kinds optical and test cases; pay
highest cash prices; call or write. Weil's

Curiosity Shop, 8 So. 2d St., Phila., Pa.

ALL your empty movement boxes-Hamil-
ton, Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Rockford

and South Bend. Shipments are valued
day of arrival and check forwarded. Your
consignments are held in the original pack-
ages till we hear from you; in case our
estimate is not satisfactory will be returned
at our expense. Edward C. Saks, Mans-
field, Pa.

CARD of watch material, soo pieces on
each card, 12 garnet unset plate jewels,

6 sapphire set jewels, $1 card; ruby and
sapphire balance jewels, 75 cents dozen;
3 1-2 dozen unset garnet plate Jewels, $i;
sapphire and ruby center jewels, $1.25
dozen, or 2 for 25 cents. J. R. Collett,
491 Middlesex Street, Lowell, Mass.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute has no filing room,

tool-making or other humbug department
to needlessly consume students' time. In
this institute students are taught theory,
given practical watchwork, clock or en-
graving from strat to finish, hence the
success of our students who finish the trade.
A thorough and practical course in optics
given every three months; this course en-
ables the student to pass the State Board
of Examiners. Write for information, Tar-
box & Gordon.

■ Too Late for Classification
WANTED-Street clock sign with post
complete, Howard or Seth Thomas pre-

ferred; two or four dial', give price and
description. Chr. Nygaard, Atwater, Minn.

Massachusetts School of Optometry
Incorporated and Registered wiqi Board of Education

AND

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
BOTH AT

185 Summer St., BOSTON, MASS.

The most perfect Courses are offered by these
two schools. Catalogues for the schools will
be sent on application.

Address DR. AUGUST A. KLEIN
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

--- -
When writing to advertisers, kindly mention

The Keystone

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and Ordinary

Watches,W heel and Pluton Cut-
Hug, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
fully and promptly done by an

expert. A. JETTE

E.stabl i,slo 41 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

COOPER ctil, SON
721 Sansom St. Philadelphia

WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE TRADE
SKILLFUL WORKMEN

ACCURATE AND PROMPT WORK
Send Trial Package

DIETZ
MONOGRAM BOOK
Contains over 2 4 0 0 designs
two and three letters in outline,
arranged alphabetically and in-
dexed, so you can turn to more
than 6000 combinations.
A Really Practical Book
PRICE, $1.00 prepaid

WM. H. DI ETZ, Publisher, 95 Dearborn St. ,ChIcago,111.

PATENTS
Write at once for the most liberal offer ever

made or securing patents, designs and trade-
marks. Send sketch for free opinion as to
patentability and ask for the " Inventors'
Guide," the finest book published for inventors.

Best reference. Established 20 years.
WM. N. MOORIR

Loan and Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

" The Engraving School That Graduates
Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your instruc-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent. and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-
tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
4007 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO. ILL.

.ATCH
citai 14 titi0.1:1 CAN ;SAS:1*de WO
WiN MIL 
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AWARDS FOR

11. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHI °AGO. 1093 PARIS. 1089 BERN. 1859

Very good second -hand
CHRONOMETERS On hand.
Repairing, springing and
adjusting Chronometers.
Also fine watch repairing
for the trade.

T. C. REDFERN
Successor to II, U. Heinrich

552 Herkimer St.
BROOKLYN, N. V.
I hare employed Mr.
Tilos. C. REDFERN 10
my entire satisfaction
for many years in all
description of Marine

Chronometer repairs, also In new work. I know

of no one who has a better general k 
nowledge of

chronometer work than he has. Ile hiss also done

it great deal of tine and complicated watch repair-

log for me, and I can recommendhlin to anyone
desiring his services. 11. H. HEINRICH.
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815=816 Praetorian Bldg., DALLAS, TEXAS

Auctions
personally con-
ducted on a
guarantee basis
for established
jewelers only

You go to successful
men for right advice
and service. Without
the least hesitancy I
solicit your patronage.
My knowledge and
ideas I freely impart to
you regarding your anti-
cipated Auction, and
my services are rendered
in a way and at a price you
will never regret or miss.
For over half a natural
lifetime I have been
selling for the leading
jewelers of the United
States and their likes and
dislikes I give to you.

Engage your Auc-
tioneer as far ahead as
possible. From the way
letters are coming in for
fall and winter sales,
GOOD men will be
kept busy.

D. 0. HERNDON
Jewelers' Auctioneer

1202 Commerce Building KANSAS CITY, MO.
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FREE FREE FREE

Auction Sale
I will conduct an Auction Sale absolutely free ofcost to you.

I ask no R. R. Fare or Hotel bill.
I sell your old and shopworn goods.
I make some new custom for you that you havenever had. I learn you some new ideas. I am strictlysober and truthful in representing goods. I am aprofessional jeweler, and understand the quality andvalue of merchandise.

I place Poo° in your hands as a guarantee.I answer all inquiries in full without evasion of howI can do it.

It is to your interest to write for particulars asyou will not place yourself under any obligations. Nodeception, no misrepresention, no fraud. Address thereliable Jewelers' Auctioneer,

ST. CLAIR FECHNER
Troy, N. V.
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THE AUCTIONEER
WITH STRENGTH, ENERGY, ABILITY

WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE
I sell the goods you want sold at a profit, raise money quick andprotect future business.

Write for terms

JAMES BROTHERS

JEWELRY COMPANY

Columbia, Tenn.
June 30, 1909

To Whom it May Concern:
Mr. E. R. Tyler, the

Auctioneer, has just closed
one of the most remarkable
and successful sales for us
selling footle past 10 days,
with the thermometer
registering over 900 every
day, averaging over $450.00
each day in sales, selling
old stock, an accumulation
of years, at a profit. We
find Mr. Tyler a perfect
gentleman in every respect
and a man who looks after
your interest more titan he
does his own.
We heartily recommend

him to anyone wishing the
services of a first-class Auc-
tioneer.

Yours respectfully,
James Bros. Jewelry Co.
W. H. Colham, Pres,
J. T. Murray, Sec.

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO
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The EaCcon

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

IIow can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

Gllovelr ornpany9 Sayrre, 1P.Et

WE MAKE GOODS THAT SELL. Send your orders to us

66 11 - K 11 T 9 9 MOUNTINGS andFRAMES
IMPROVED F NGERPIEOE Eyeglass

Great Reduction in the Price of " llikit " Eyeglass Mountings and Frames
Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 K., $7.30 per Dos. 70c. per Pr.
Gold Filled Rimless 1130-12 K., $7.00 per Doz.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless, $15.00 per Doz. $1.40 per Pr.
Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable Frames, $24.00 per Doz. $2.00 per Pr.
Gold Filled Interchangeable F ramet. 1/10-12 K $10.50 per Hoy •1.00 per Pr

*Gold Filled Interchangeable U0 1/30-12 K., $9.50 per
Those with Rims are interchangeable, imade n 1, 0 and 00 size Eye.

SPECfiItAtiLngOFFER.-One sample set of gold filled 12 "Ilikit
mountings, etched on lenses, In neat velvet-lined case for

$8  50 net

LENSES IMMENSE STOCK ONHAND. can ship at once
Sphere-Cylinders, Cylinders and Sphericals
TORSO, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
RE-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIGII T.

We carry a complete line in stock, uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eye
rimless 0 and 00 eye ; in 2, 3 and 4-hole

CEMENTED BIFOCAL, let QUALITY
"INTERCHANGEABLE"

1 EYE, $3.12 0 EY E, $8.25
00 EYE, $3.63 PER DOZ.

All prices quoted on lenses from 0.12 to 4.25
Usual advance on strong numbers
Where not otherwise stated, we will allow

cash discount 10 per cent.

1111[1[Akt
INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE

Periscopic Convex or Double
Per Dozen

let Qual. 2dQuaL
- $1.05 .70

1.12 .77
1.26 .90

1 eye .
0 "
00 " -

TOE ACME For Office, in Oak, Cherry and leather,Don't Buy a Trial Case AUDEMAIRuntil you see the OE PERFECTION Also Traveling, With Divisions for StockFrom $10.00 to $85.00 and Lenses. None Better Made.

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1.0.00 Eye
Made by the IMPROVED

METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

and we will prove it

Per d
5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Fraes 
5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "

mmit)

  7.00
5554. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow al   7.50
5555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " . 8.75
1564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames 540
1,565. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "   6.60
554. 10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow   5.00
555. 10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "   6.00

5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow 4255355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable " . . . . 5.40
Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings

5194. • 1-30 10 K., $4.20 ; Cable, $5.20 per dozen
15114. 1-10 10 K., 5.38; " 6.38 "

F5594. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 "
QUALITY GUARANTEED. same as BILLED

Where not otherwise stated, we will allow Cash discount
10 per cent.

GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS Per Dozen
No. Cork or Shell Mtgs. 1'. cx. 0 Eye
A593. Offset ::ard Cork, 10 K. 1110 tilled, 10-year Guarantee . $4.00 $5.50
A563. Offset Guard Cork, 10 K. Filled, warranted 5 years . . 3.00 4.50

GOLDOIN SKELETON RIDING BOW SPECTACLES
1700, Rimless, (4,,Idoin Trimmings, Riveted, NVItite ex. 00 Eye . . . . $1.75
1760. Rimless, Goldoin Trimmings, Riveted, Mi-Coil., Smoke or Blue, Ott Eye . . 1.65

ALUMNO SPECTACLES
651;4. Riding Bow, SS Nose Frame, $1.90 ; with Per. cx. Lenses . . ..  $2.65
652%. Straight Temple, Broad C Nose, Bevel Endpiece i rattles, only $1.90 ; with

Per. ex. Lenses, $2.65.
NICKEL SILVER SPECTACLES

674%. Riding Frames, $1.25 ; one eve, with P. ex. Lenses or D. ex  $2.00
674 Riding Frames, only $1.50; with P. cx. or D. ex. Lenses 2  25
675. Cable Riding Frames, only $2.50 ; with P. ex. or 1). ex. Lenses   8.25

Straight Temple
660, Straight Temple, C Nose Frames, $1.50 ; with l'eris. ex. Lenses or D. ex.Lenses, $2.25

COMPLETE LINE OF EYEGLASS CHAINS
Cable Ear Chain, 1/20 12 K., G. F., $2 50 per do. net, Hairpin and Hook and Catch.

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
27. Frame, large, round eye   Each, SI 00 $1.50 $3.00

Rubber. Celluloid. Shell.

MEP

The Spencer Optical Company

PRISM
BINOCULARS
ALL THE BEST MAKES

Also Field, Marine,
Tourist and Bird Classes
Send for List and Discounts

Manufacturers of Spectacles

Eyeglasses and Optical Lenses
31 Maiden Lane
New York, U.S. A.

Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alumno and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the same
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FREE FREE FREE

Auction Sale 1
I will conduct an Auction Sale absolutely free ofcost to you.

I ask no R. R. Fare or Hotel bill.
I sell your old and shopworn goods.
I make some new custom for you that you havenever had. I learn you some new ideas. I am strictlysober and truthful in representing goods. I am aprofessional jeweler, and understand the quality andvalue of merchandise.

I place $ woo in your hands as a guarantee.I answer all inquiries in full without evasion of howI can do it.

It is to your interest to write for particulars asyou will not place yourself under any obligations. Nodeception, no misrepresention, no fraud. Address thereliable Jewelers' Auctioneer,

ST. CLAIR FECHNER
Troy, N. V.

815=816 Praetorian Bldg., DALLAS, TEXAS
The Eaton

How can a jeweler expect to make the profit that he should
when he does his Engraving by hand?

How can he afford to use his time doing this work, which is
seldom charged for, and leave money-producing work undone?

How can he afford to send it away to be done, pay the charges
both ways and the cost of the Engraving?

How can he take the risk of a delayed execution of the order
and the consequent delay in delivery of the customer's purchase,
with its attendant dissatisfaction?

How can you afford to be without the New Century
Engraving Machine which plugs up the free engraving
leak and does work both satisfactorily and at next to no cost?
And so quickly that there are no delays for the customer?

Send us a postal request for our catalogue and easy terms.
Write now.

over Colaapanys, Sayre, Pa

Auctions
personally con-
ducted on a
guarantee basis
for established
jewelers only

You go to successful
men for right advice
and service. Without
the least hesitancy I
solicit your patronage.
My knowledge and
ideas I freely impart to
you regarding your anti-
cipated Auction, and
my services are rendered
in a way and at a price you
will never regret or mim.
For over half a natural
lifetime I have been
selling for the leading
jewelers of the United
States and their likes and
dislikes I give to you.

Engage your Auc-
tioneer as far ahead as
possible. From the way
letters are coming in for
fall and winter sales,
GOOD men will be
kept busy.

uim hIM 2e/prou leauoti pue aZp3uttou>1

THE AUCTIONEER
WITH STRENGTH, ENERGY, ABILITY

WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE
I sell the goods you want sold at a profit, raise money quick andprotect future business.

Write for terms

 .1M1■••■=•11■INEEESU

WE MAKE GOODS THAT SELL.

" K 99 MOUNTINGS and
FRAMES

MPROVED F NGERPIEOE Eyeglass
Great Reduction in the Price of "Ilikit " Eyeglass Mountings and Frames

Gold Filled Rimless 1/10-12 K., $7.50 per Doz. 70c. per Pr.
Gold Filled Rimless 1/30-12 K., $7.00 per Doz.
Solid 10 K. Gold Rimless, $15.00 per Doz. $1.40 per Pr.
Solid 10 K. Gold Interchangeable Frames, $24.00 per Doz. $2.00 per Pr. •
Gold Filled Interchangeable rrampie 1/10-12 K., $10.50 per Doz. $1.00 per Pr.
Gold Filled Interchangeable g amuo 1/30-12 K., $9.50 per Doz.

Those with Rims are interchangeable, made in 1, 0 and 00 size Eye.

SPECIAL OFFER.-One sample set of gold filled 12 "Ilikit "
mountings, etched on lenses, in neat velvet-lined case for
fitting *8  50 net

D. 0. HERNDON
Jewelers' Auctioneer

1202 Commerce Building KANSAS CITY, MO.

JAMES BROTHERS

JEWELRY COMPANY

Columbi a, Tenn.
June 90, 1909

To Whom it May Concern:
Mr. E. It. Tyler, the

Auctioneer, has just closed
one of the most remarkable
and successful sales for us
selling forthe past 10 days,
with the thermometer
registering over 900 every
day, averaging over $450.00
each day in sales, selling
old stock, an accumulation
of years, at a profit. We
find Mr. Tyler a perfect
gentleman in every respect
and a mon who looks after
your interest more than he
does his own.
We heartily recommend

him to anyone wishing the
services of a first-class Auc-
tioneer.

Yours respectfully,
James Bros. Jewelry Co.
W. H. Colham, Pres.
J. T. Murray, Sec.

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102, 156 WABASH AVENUE CHICAGO

LENSES WAIN. SCEa n iSTOCKp,,t 0 nOcNe

Sphere-Cylinders, Cylinders and Spherical,
TORIC, MENISCUS, Plano Micoquille and
Coquille. Also in interchangeable and Rim-
less. BIFOCALS, INVISIBLE APLANATIC
BI-SIGHT. Perfection, Cemented and Kryptok. All the LATEST STYLES at PRICES RIGHT.

We carry a complete line in stock uncut, interchangeable 1.0.00 eye
rimless 0 and 00 eye ; in 2, 8 and 4-hole

INTERCHANGEABLE EXTRA WHITE CEMENTED BIFOCAL, let QUALITY
Perisoopic Convex or 

Per
runbloezen "INTERCHANGEABLE"

1.12 .77 
All prices quoted on lensee fEroYmE0'.g1t252 to 4.25

.63 PER DOZ.
1 EY00E, 

EYE,
lf.12 os

1 eye - .
lit Qual. 211QuaL

$1.05 .70

1.26 .90 
Usual advance on strong numbers0 " .

00 " - . Where not otherwise stated, we will allow
cash discount 10 per cent.

101[1[44 t

Don't Buy a Trial Case AUDEMAIRuntil you see the OF PERFECTION
THE ACME

From $11.00 to MAIO

For Office, In Oak, Cherry and leather,
Also Traveling, With Divisions for Stock
and Lenses. None Better Made.

Send your orders to us and we will prove it

Gold Filled
Spectacles

No. 1.0.00 Eye

Made by the IMPROVED
METHOD

EXTRA FINISH
WELL TEMPERED
HIGHLY LUSTERED

Ir,.
5524. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames 

oct,ze6n0Per d

5525. 12 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable "   7.00
I5354. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow 4   7.50

5555. 14 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " . 8.75
1564. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Frames  5 401565. 10 K., 1-10 Riding Bow Cable " 6  60
554. 10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow 5  00
555. 10 K., 1-20 Riding Bow Cable "   6.00

5354. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow 16 425
5355. 10 K., 1-30 Riding Bow Cable " 3.40

Gold Filled Riding Bow Mountings
5194." 1-30 10 K., $4.20; Cable, $5.20 per dozen
1.594. 1-10 10 K., 6.38; " 6.38 "

F6694. 1-10 12 K., 5.75 ; " 6.75 "
QUALITY GUARANTEED, same as BILLED

Where not otherwise stated, we will allow Cash discount
10 per cent.

GOLD FILLED SKELETON EYEGLASS Per Dozen
No. Cork or Shell /digs. P. ex. 0 Eye
A593. Offset Guard Cork, 10 K. 1110 tilled, 10-year Guarantee . $4.00 $5.50
A563. Offset Guard Cork, 10 K. Filled, warranted 5 years . . . 3.00 4.50

GOLDOIN SKELETON RIDING BOW SPECTACLES
1700. Rimless, Giddoin Trimmings, Riveted, White ex. 00 Eye . . . . . $1.75
1760. Rituless, Goldoin Trimmings, Riveted, Mi-Coo., Smoke or Blue, 00 Eye . . 1.65

ALUMNO SPECTACLES
65t. Riding Bow, SS Nose Frame, $1.90 ; with Per. ex. Lenses
6523/. Straight Temple, Broad C Nose, Bevel Endpiece 1. rallies, only .$1.90 ** Wi0;

Per. cx. Lenses, $2.63.
NICKEL SILVER SPECTACLES

674y,.. Riding Frames, $1.25 ; one eye with P. ex. Lenses or D. ex  $2.00
674 Riding Frames, only $1.50; wills 1'. ex. or D. ex. Lenses   2.25
675. Cable Riding Frames, only $2.50 ; with P. cx. or D. cx. Lenses   3.25

Straight Temple
660. Straight Temple, C Nose Frames, $1.50; with l'eris. cx. Lenses or D. ex.I.enses, $2.25

COMPLETE LINE OF EYEGLASS CHAINS
Cable Ear Chain, 1120 12 K., G. F., $2 50 per doz. net, llairpin and Hook and Catch.

LIBRARY SPECTACLES
27. Frame, large, round eye   Each, Si no $1.50 $3.00

Rubber. Celluloid. Shell.

$2.65

PRISM
BINOCULARS
ALL THE BEST MAKES

Also Field, Marine,
Tourist and Bird Glasses
Send for List and Discounts

The Spencer Optical Company E yeglasses and Optical Lenses New York, U. S. A.

Manufacturers of Spectacles 31 Maiden Lane

Remember, we make Trial Cases, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Alumno and Nickel-Silver Spectacles and Eyeglasses; also Cases for the same



DOUBLEk YOUR, SALLS

The Dealer who szr

RELIANCE PLATE in addition to COMMON ITY SILVEW
has this advantasse — his double sales yield double
profit.

Unlike other low-priced plated ware, Reliance Plate
is sold only on a restricted price basis, thus assuring
the dealer the same profit as on Community Silver.

ON EIDA COM MUN ITX LTD.
ONEIDA, N.Y.
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